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HOLYOKt MALI'S

NON-STOP

Bus Service

from UMASS to
Holyoke Mall!

Saturday
Leaves UMASS

12 Noon, 2, 4 & 6PM
Leaves Holyoke Mall

1. 3, 5, 7 & 9:30PM

Sunday
Leaves UMASS
12 Noon & 2PM

Leaves Holyoke Mall

1 , 3 & 5:30PM

ONLY
$4.00 Round Trip!

Tickets available Mon-Fri al

Tix Unlimiled-UMASS

Student Union

Questions?

UMASS Field Trip-545-2498

(Valid Student ID Required)

HOLYOKE

ALL
AT I N G L E S I D E

The region's largest

shopping center! Featuring

• over 1 50 shops
• 10 Cafe Square eateries

• 7 sitKJown restaurants

(2 full-bars)

• 5 department stores including

Filene's Basement, G. Fox, JCPenney,

Sears & Steiger's.
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"Best Sports Bar

In The Valley"

3 Years in a Row

Good Food! Good Sports ! i.,v>v.J Fimes !

More Than Just a Great Sports Bar
• 8 color T.V.'s • Up to the minute Scoreboard

• Monday Night Football • 1/2 price pizza every Monday & Tuesday

16 Oz. BUD/BUD LIGHT A Sept/Oct Special $1.40

1 Bridge St., Northampton, MA. S86-1726
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CHIMA GARDEN
"The Collegian's choice in delightful dinning"

r$2 OFF with purchase of $1 5 or I

j
more with this coupon i

. .^^li^i^zP^ ,
Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food

•Ut^l^^gllffig^ ^

-ta

"•"' 'Sunday-Thursday, 11 :30am- 10:00pm
Friday-Saturday, 1 1 :30am- 1 1 :00pm

Lunch Hour: 1 1 :30am-3:30pm 7 days a week

Free Delivery Service /^TN •Mew Remodeling

Fri.. Sat.. Sun. V^v7 *^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^
5:00pm- 10:00pm —V^ •Take-out

t#- /•• -a /« ^/A c •Luncheon Specials $3.75-$4.55
Visa/Master Card/American Exp

The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch
•Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch - Mandarin and Cantonese Styles)

Every Day 11:30-3:30

•Weekly Vegetarian Sepecials (Wednesday and Thursday)

New Vegetarian Menu Coming Soon!

IBM. Pleasant Street Amherst. MA • 253-4280/4281

m m
PANDA EAST

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

We bring Chinatown

to you

* Lunch Specials*
Hours:

Mon. - Thurs. 1 1*» am - S** pm
FrL & Sat. 11» am - 10» pm
Sunday 12 noon - S** pm

103 N.PIeasant St. Amherst, MA 01002
(41 3) 256-8923 (41 3) 256-8924

iJ^.

ISTANLEY H. KAPUVN
Take KapbnOrTake Your Clhancrs

Houn
Mon- Thurs 10 OOam lOOOpm Fri & .Sat 9.00am 5:00pm

358 N. Pleatant Stim. Amhcm. MA • 549-5780

umiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiii iiii]immiiiJiuiiiijmiiiimiiiiJiJiiJiiiimii!ffl

Bruegger's Bagel Bakery

us treat

Fresh Ba iches,

Hours: ^M^^«^*7 pi%^8^7 am - 5 pm
Amherst ^^**— -^^""^ Northampton

170 N. Pleasant St 96 Main Street

mm n iimmm mn nnmiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiitiiniiiiiiiiiiiliiiwwttHf

A<shley
AND THE LIBRVRY BAR "^

Something HOT happened this summer
It's called Cafe Ashley

Sat.& Sun. Breakfast Buffet 'til 2 pm
Outrageous Desserts Awesome Munchies
Excellent Sandwiches Humungous Dinners

Great Prices

The Home of

The Library Bar
Where you don't have to study
and you get to have a good time

Find out what everyone else did this summer
Cafe Ashley. Rte.9 in Hadley. 3 minfrom campus
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Prices effective September 1-7, 1991.

WE HiWE ALL YOU NEED TO
GO BACK 10 COLLEGE

impressed with what we have m store for you

BROADLOOM
CARPETS
• F ipi<;^ec5 on lou' sides

• As' s and designs
• id«- >

-"'^

©specially dofrns C

• 6 X 9 Size

$1099
• 5 X 6 size

34
19

TUCKER 32 GAL

TRASH
BARREL

$12996

CONVERTIBLE FLIP

CHAIR/BED
Comfortable seating converts to a twin

bed in seconds Made of durable

tabnc 27 wide » 76 long x 7 thick

9929

er plastic

1 . aitable m
<;^ 't*

OEunt
FOOTIOCKER

TRUNK

BEAN BAG
CHAIR
• 96 Round

-) chair

• biut Htd Pink <

19
D « 13 M
or

TAMOR CLOSET
ACCESSORIES

• i •* Jumbo
Si^ • jyv v^ontame'

f>W

• Stor N View Jumbo
Sweater Bo«

• StO' N View

• . . y of 10 Tubular
Manger's or Pkg o' 10
' ^^ Mfen s

STACKING STORAGE

«'<«^«^ ««i^«A#'

3 PC. NIETAL

DESK SET

CRATES & o SB
BINS £y^^
• Crates 14 » U » 10 High

• Open Front Bins IBS » 13 .» « 10 High

• In a variety ot bright colors

LARGE SIZE HEMTY DUTY STACKABU

STORAGE o se
CRATES &^

Riark metal desk with white adjustable

•able lop Mf' ^6 » 24 x ?9 high

-Aingarmia j^d arm chair with

casters

9949
MECO

FOLDING

• !'

. X t3'« X 11 •

Imported from Italy

EUROPEAN DESIGN

NON-STICK FRY PANS

4.99
SWllM

METAL CHAIR

ARMSTRONG STUDENT FURNITURE

'39

$Q998

• Heavy Wcght Aluminum
• Deluxe Bakeiite handle
• Choose from

8 Diameter

10 Diameter

1? Diameter

3.99

6.99

899

$199

''"" student Desk 5 Shell

Wall Unit Bookcase

• Ea-

99
ea

SWtSJI

STOPSSHOP

2 PACK
UGHT BULBS
• 40 60 75 o' 'OOA'aV

99
ISSEENONT.V. TURMTYWrfl

.STEAM IRON
f • Will not tjuM. L-.corch or shine fabric

• Snap on fabric brush included

19

DUMNO UNMMIIC

4 PACK
GLASSES
• 16 O/ Decorator Cooler

• 3 attractive designs to choose from

Dutch Tulip Mixed Fruit or Glenwood

1

99

RAID SALE
• House and Garden

13 O? Aerosol

• Ant and Roach Killer

16 0? Trigger Spray

3.99
S«C.7I

299
SWE.3I

Super Savings On

HEALTH AND BEAUTY CARE NEEDS
choose from over 6.000 items Ouf weekly specials *ili tit right into your stuaent s buOget

POWER STICK

POWB)
STICK

PEPSODENT
TOOTHPASTE
6.4 Oz Tube

FABERGE
SHAMPOO

. PEPSODENT
f^ TOOTHBRUSH

^...^ WHEN EVER
f^MAXI PADS

Rcgiilai PKg ol

Of Sillier Pkq ol ?^
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Summer cuts leave UMass in budget crunch
60 fiwultyjobs tobe cut overnext2 yetirs;

the entire burden on students or firing ten-

ured professors and damaging the

University's future.

By MAKC ELUOTT
Collegian Stoff

•Budget cuts take swipe at Athletic Dept.

A $20 million shortfall heralds a "^ear of

austerity" for the Umversity of Massachu-
setts this year in which tuition and fees

have been pushed up by 13 percent while

academics face savage cuts until 60 faculty

positions are eliminated.

The ahurtfall is the child of a $16 million

eut in state funding for fiscal year 1991 and

a $4 million increase in operating costs.

Ten million of the shortfall is to be made
up through a 2 1 percent increase in fees as

undergraduates pay $244.50 more than last

semester. Total tuition and fees for this

emester was bumped up $303 to $2,431.25

for Massachusetts residents. Out of state

I will be paying $566 more than last

with tuition and fees totaling

$5365.25.

Returning undergraduates will have to

pay a $900 cumculum support fee each

semester. $210 higher than last semester.

The authority fee has also risen by $20 and

the athletic fee has gone up by $10.

The Board of Trustees inflated tuition

this yearby $58 for Massachusetts residents.

Out of state students will suffer a $566

tuition increase.

The schoolsand colleges will sustain hefty

one-time-only cuts as well as permanent

cuts this year to save the remaining $10

million. Over 60 fectilty positions are to be

phased out over the next two years as in-

structors leave and will eliminate the need

for these cuts next year, said Chancellor

Richard O'Brien.

O'Brien proclaimed a Near of austerity*

for the University to avoid either dumping

"1 think the year of austerity is some-

thing I will be proud of," he said. "We as a

community will suffer in order to save the

fabric of the University.'

Honoring faculty contracts is vital to pre-

serving the University's long term future.

O'Brien said.

"Everything we do now. we do with an

eye on how it will effect us for the next ten

and twenty years," he said.

The schools of Public Health, Education,

and Food and Natural Resources are the

biggest losers with cuts hoveringaround the

10 perwnt range for fiscal year 1993. Physi-

cal Education wascutby 8.5 percent. Nursing

and Engineering were both cut by about 6.5

percent, and Humanities and Fine Arts was

cut by 5.7 percent. Natural Sciences and

Mathematics took a 5.2 percent cut while

Management was reduced by 4.8 percent

Social and Behavioral Sciences was cut by

3.3 percent.

Support and service departments will

also lose $4.3 million and will suffer 57

layoffs.

Allocations for graduate student teach-

ing aanstantships have been reduced by 13

percent.

Also part ofthe year ofausterity is a one-

time 37 percent cut in the junior year writ-

ing program. Computing and library ser-

vices will take a one-time $350,000 cut as

well as a $545,000 permanent cut. $300,000

of which are cuts to the Library's book and

periodical acquisitions.

The Leistire Studies Department will be

CONTINUED ON PACC S

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Citing budget cuts to the entire state of

Massachusetts, Athletic Director Frank

Mclnemey informed the members of the

varsity men's soccer, women's volleyball and

men's and women's tennis teams on May 17

that the programs could no longer be funded

by the athletic department and that they

had played their final seasons.

However, as a result of efforts from the

members of the men's soccer and men's and

women's tennis teams, the sports, except

volleyball, were reinstated for a "terminal

season" after raisingenough money through
outside funding.

The Athletic Department is no different

than any other agency of the state,"

Mclnemey said. "Consequently, as one

function ofthis Commonwealth, which took

enormous cuts, we had to take our fair

share."

As soon as the announcement was made
the respective teams met individually, and

except for volleyball, decided they would

attempt to raise the necessary funds them-

selves.

"We were given no choice except to fight

it," Brett Anthony, one of the leaders of the

soccer program's fundraising efforts, said.

"^e took it upon ourselves to raise the

needed money
"

Once the money was raised, "they had no

choice but to accept it," he said. "I think they

felt the pressure a little bit and had to let it

in for the year."

The money required for the soooer pro-

gram to continue was $24,000 and $6,000

for each tennis team.

Due to time restraints, one of the tirst

steps taken by the players of the three

programs was to request initial contribu-

tions from their relatives. After which, the

individual programs sohcited various orga-

nizations, both private and pubhc, includ-

ing alumni for additional funding.

"When everyone heard our story, they

began rallying around us," Anthony said.

"We were surprised they were able to

organize as well as they did." said Ben
Doherty, the chairman of the Athletic Com-
mittee of the Board of Trustees at the time.

"We couldn't believe the number of people

and corporations that were willing to donate

money to bring back the sports."

Because the decision came so late, the

players were put in a bind because it was

already too late to transfer to other schools

and continue their sports careers, according

to some of the athletes.

"I take the sport seriously enough that I

was willing to transfer," said Anthony, a

senior. "But, it was too late. Coaches couldnt

get us in because of application deadlines.*

"We've been working on this for two

years," Mclnemey said. "At an institution

this size, there's no single person who has

the authority to say we're dropping this

tomorrow. The number of constituencies

involved is quite large and quite time con-

suming."
Mclnemey said he made the recommen-

dation to drop the four programs. He didnt

cite a reason for his choice ofwhich sports to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Lowell, SMU
UMass systei
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts added

two new members over the summer, the

University of Lowell and Southern Massa-

chusetts University, in a reorganization of

the state's higher education system.

This merger is the centerpiece of the

reorganization process of entire Massachu-

setts education that Gov. William Weld
signed into law on July 11. The plan also

added the position ofeducation secretary to

Weld's cabinet, to be held by Piedad

Robertson, former president of Bunker Hill

Community College.

In addition, the plan replaced the Board

of Regents of Higher Education with a 10-

member Higher Education Coordinating

Council as of September 1.

As part ol the revamping process, Lowell

will become UMass-Lowell and SMU will

become UMass-Dartmouth. The schoolsjoin

the Amherst, Worchester medical school

and Boston campuses.
Terry Zoulas, spokesperson for Robertson,

said officials favor the plan as a way of

giving the five colleges in the UMass system

more control of their own decision-making.

"iReorganization I is positive — I think

well see an expanded and improved UMass
system." Zoulas said. "Each campus will

have more autonomy, with fiscal distribution

more in control of the universities."

Reorganization will bringmore autonomy

through a decision-making process that al-

lows many decisions which had formerly

been made by the Board of Regents to the

Trustees of the colleges and universities in

the system.

Zoulas also noted that this increased

autonomy was recommended by the Saxon

commission set up in 1989 to find ways of

improving Massachusetts higher education.

The addition of an education secretary

with legal authority and the elimination of

the Board of Regents should allow for more

coordination among members ofthe UMass
system. Zoulas said.

"[Robertson! will be more powerful than

past education secretaries," Zoulas said.

"She's not czar over higher education, but

she will have significant authority."

David Lenson, president of the Massa-

chusetts Society of Professors, said he be-

lieved the reorganization process will be

ineffective until state funding for higher

CONTINUED ON PAGE 13
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O'Brien new chancellor of starving UMass
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

University ofMassachusetts Chancellor Richard O'Brien,

appointed to a two-year term effective this July 1, will

preside over financial famine while he copes with a $20

million shortfall.

Despite the continuing cuts in the state budget for higher

education, however, O'Brien said he hopes to return the

University to a "stable financial basis" and create an aca-

demic atmosphere that will retain faculty and students on

this campus.
"I want to develop a sense ofwho we are and where we're

going," O'Brien said. "We need to create an atmosphere for

people to stay here— the goal is [for UMass] to become the

top public university in the northeast."

O'Brien said he will keep his focus closer to campus than

hie predecessor, Joseph Duffey, in order to accomplish his

objectives as chancellor.

"I won't have the national obligations that Joe Duffey

did, so I can dedicate much more time to campus," O'Brien

stiid. "I have a strong acting provost [Glen Gordon! and

expect a strong provost."

A search committee has been established to recommend
a permanent provost, with a choice expected sometime in

October.

O'Brien described himself as a "hands-on person" who
will bring this quality into his position as chancellor.

"I try to get an intimate knowledge of what goes on [on

this campus] and use this knowledge to see if we're taking

the right or wrong course," O'Brien said. "I think you'll see

an increase in communication {between the administration

and the other parts of the University."

One major issue facing O'Brien this year will be estab-

lishing the role of the Amherst campus in the newly reor-

ganized UMass system, which will now include UMass-
Lowell, formerly the University of Lowell, and UMass-

CONTiNUED ON PAGE 4
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Statistical Profiles of thie Five Colleges
Category

Total Undergraduate
Enrollment

Applicants for Class of 1995

Accepted to Class of 1995

Anticipated Number of Students
in Class of 1995

Tuition/Room/Board

Student/Faculty Ratio (fte only)

Amtierst Hampstiire' Mount Hovoke Smitt)

1,678

4,404

1,075

439

$21,290

1,282

1,731

976

375

$20,230

1,886

1,803

1,162

485

$19,650

Number on the Faculty
(FTE • IncI focutty on sobbotical)

Percentage of Minority Students

Percentage of Intematlonal
Students

Number of Departments

Number of Courses Per Year

Library Volumes

Endowment (m minions)

Yearly Payroll (in m«iion$)

(Incl. Frtnge Benefits)

Total operating Budget (in muuons)

Campus Size (in ocres)

10: 1

164

26

26

625

716,400

269.4-

30.6

59.9

13.1: 1

94

2.1

9.5: 1

206

11

10.5

(schools) 4

212

104.942

9.5

10.9

27.6

964 800

1990-91 stotistics (a« statistics for HompsMre ore for 1990-91)
•• 1989 figure

••• projected for 1991-92 ($91 9 million actual. 1990-91)
•••• does not iTKlude fringe benefits

39

648

578.943

190

32.8

60.4

800

2,662

2,173

1,413

625

$21,760

10:1

330
(as of 12/90)

17.4

5.4

38

est. 1 ,000

1 ,042,000

349

50.6

95.8"-

125

UMass/Amtierst

total: 23.700

undergrad: 17,400

grad: 6.300

14.575

12.100

3,200

in-state: $8,400

out-of-stote: $ 1 4.300

18: 1

1,220

FY91: 8

urjdergrad: 1.7***

grad: 18.0*

tQlal; 5.9*

69

2,989

2,460,000

FY91: 7.6

219****

345

1,273

statistics stx)uld be regarded as appnoxIrrKite only.

Source: Five Colleges, \r\c.
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Local
SAO director Carew to take ll-month leave
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian StafT

The controvei^ial director of the Student Activities Of-

fice — in part responsible for the shutdown of student
government last spring— will be leaving her post for an 1 1-

month period beginning Sept. 15.

Irene Carew, who said she refused to comment on her
plans, will be leaving the University on a professional

improvement leave beginning Sept. 15, said Vice Chancellor
for Student Affairs Jo-Anne Vanin.

"This is not a departure from her poet," said Vanin. "Any
rumors that she has resigned or been fired are false."

Vanin explained Carew was eligible for the leave, saying

she submitted a proposal for a project to formulate a student

leadership development program, which she will be re-

sponsible for implementing upon her return to her post next

September.
Student leaders have formany years claimed that Carew

was incapable of working with the students, and has pur-

sued her own objectives instead of looking out for student

needs.

The rift between the SGA and the administrators in SAO

began last January when five SGA leaders approached
Carew, former Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Dennis
Madson and former Chancellor Joseph DufFey asking the

administrators to suspend the student government and
allow students and officials to re-design the structure of

student government.

The Student Affairs Trust Fund, into which all students

pay $112 per year as part of fees, had become a center of

contention for members ofthe SGA. Due to bickeringand in-

fighting, the administrators took the power to regulate the

trust fund from the SGA and it was given to the SAO.
Along with this, student elections for SGA President and

Student Trustee, which take place every spring, were deemed
invalid and the creation of the Commission on Student

Governance was created.

However, the election ofStudent Trustee Kevin Newnan
and SGA President David Gagne was recognized by the

administration after the studnets took legal action, but

since then, said Newnan, Carew and others in SAO have

continued not to recognise them.

Newnan said Carew and her assistant, Suzanne Jean,

"cannot work with us."

Newnan said he has spoken with Vanin, who will make

TRUCKIN*— This lonely bike in Montague waits for the appropriate rider.

13 UM students to travel to USSR
Despite coup attempt^ campus officicds green light exchange
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The failure of the August 18 coup against Soviet Presi-

dent Mikhail Gorbachev allows 13 University of Massa-

chusetts students the opportunity to view unprecedented

historical changes in the Soviet Union firsthand.

Two weeks ago, at the heightofthe coup, the status ofthe

UMassexchange trip to Leningrad StateTechnical Institute,

scheduled for September 2, was uncertain.

Barbara Bum, director of the International Programs

Office, said at the time that not enough was known to make
a final decision on the trip.

"It's exciting [for the USSR] to become

democratic and to see what people have to

go through there, I have a chance to be-

come ashamed ofmyselffor what we take

for granted as Americans.

"

--Natasha Yakovlev

"We would not go ahead ifwe thought there was a danger

to students," Burn said.

At the beginning of the coup, the State Department

issued a travel advisory advisingAmerican citizens to defer

travel to the Soviet Union.

The advisory warned that the "implementation of mili-

tary rule in some areas, deployment of military forces and

seizure of some public facilities, and the possibility of large

demonstrations create impredictable and potentially dan-

gerous tensions."

The document however noted that no incidents of vio-

lence against American citizens had been reported and that

all airports were operating normally.

On Aug. 22, only a few days after the initial warning, the

State Department updated the advisory stating in the

aftermath of the coup the "situation was rapidly returning

to normal."

Although the department urged citizens to "exercise

prudence," the travel restrictions were lifted.

Natasha Yakovlev. one of the students scheduled to

travel to Leningrad, was determined not to let the threat of

violence and upheaval force her to miss a chance to watch

history unfold.

"I was quite sure that I was going to go," Yakovlev said.

"II feel) more excitement than anything else. I'm not scared

— just excited to see things happening there."

Yakovlev, a senior Soviet studies and photo journalism

mtyor, has visited the Soviet Union in 1988 and 1983.

"It's exciting [for the USSR) to become democratic and to

see what people have to go through there." Yakovlev said. "I

have a chance to become ashamed of myself for what we
take for granted as Americans.

"What you can get there with the American dollar is

incredible," Yakovlev said.

Bum said that even under normal conditions, travel to

the Soviet Union is often difficult to arrange.

""It's pretty complicated dealing with the Soviet Union,"

Bum said. To enter the country, a visitor needs an official

invitation to obtain a visa, she said.

"If you send a letter, it often doesn't get answered, and

it's difficult to send a fax because of the level of technology

there," Bum said. "Also, it costs around $60 to send direct

mail to Leningrad, and if you send a telex, maybe they get

it, maybe they don't."

the interim appointment. Newnan said student leaders

hope Charles DiMare, the director of the Legal Services

Office, will be appointed.

However, Newnan said the appointment ofJean would
not be welcome.

"We're better off without Carew," he said. "But ISueJ

Jean has to go without a doubt. Her appointment would not

be accepted, not only by the students, but by staff and
administrators as well.

Carew had "contempt for student concerns and is ac-

tively anti-student," Newnan said. She ran her own agenda
and did not hold herself responsible to the students.

"My biggest fear is that Jean or some other person will be
appointed to that position without approval ofthe students.
Let us put our own choice in there, so if they screw up, it's

the students' fault and not some administrators'," Newnan
said.

Newnan said Vanin had met with the SGA leaders to

discuss possible interim replacements, and Vanin said the

appointment will be made after classes resume.
Suzanne Jean, associate director of SAO, was not

available for comment.

UM maintains
S. Africa policy
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Despite the lifting of economic sanctions against South

Africa by President Bush this July, the University of

Massachusetts will continue not to hold investments or

stocks in companies that invest in that nation, according to

campus officials.

The University's decision to divest firom South Africa

was made in 1977. Clause 2-A of the UMass investment

policy states that the University "will not invest in any
company or lending institution which either directly or

through its subsidiaries does business in or with the

Republic of South Africa or in countries with similar

apartheid racial policies."

University Associate Treasurer Phil Marquis said the

decision whether to divest from South Africa lies at the level

ofthe Umversitya Board ofTrustees, and that no movement
has been taken in that direction by the Board.

"President Bush must see this situation from a different

perspective than we do." Marquis said. "We've got to be

sensitive to students — we're not going to make changes

until they're constructive."

Mike Fleschman. a spokesperson for the anti-apartheid

Africa Fund, said that state and local saiurtions have a much
greater effect on the South African economy than federal

sanctions.

"State and local legislation is the major obstacle to

reinvestment |in South Africa I," Fleschman said. "We've

received an awful lot ofsupport from state and local officials

and from the activist communities since Bush revoked

federal sanctions in July."

David Popper, a spokesperson for the Investors Re-

sponsibility Research Center, the Washington D.C. -based

group that compiles the list of companies in South Africa

which UMass uses to make sure its divestment policy is

followed, said not to expect state and institutional sanctions

against South Africa to fall off in the near future.

"Institutions such as UMass don't want to open up that

can ofworms until the situation has clearly and irrevocably

changed," Popper said.

Controversy over the issue arose at UMass in April 1990

when ' t was discovered by the Collegian that the University

held investments in 10 companies which allegedly did

business, had business connections or had subsidiary in

South Africa.

A memorandum from the Treasurer's Office dated April

10, 1990 outlines the ten companies in question and what
action the University took upon them. Stock in Baxter

International, Digital Equipment Corporation, Merchants
National Corporation and Boeing Corporation was sold

during the vrinter of 1989 and the spring of 1990.

Stock in Sears Roebuck, the Morgan Stanley Group,

Delta Airlines and First Chicago was listed in the memo as

stock "which [was] sold as a result of student protest but

appear clean according to the IRRC." Stock in the Eaton
Corporation and in Allegheny Ludlum Corporation was
placed under the category of stock "where ownership could

be questioned," and was subsequently sold.

The University still holds stock in Sears Roebuck and
Morgan
Stanley, according to the most current UMass investment
portfolio. The Board ofTrustees decided to reacquire stocks

in those two companies after a review ofUMass investment
policies reaffirming the Universitsr's use of the IRRC list,

Marquis said.

"['The Trustees) agreed to sell stocks of the portfolio

before we really looked at the situation," Marquis said.

"Former Treasurer [Robert] Brand contacted other insti-

tutions and found the IRRC to be a widely accepted list.

"After all was said and done, the Trustees reaffirmed the
u8eofIRRC,"hesaid.
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Gordon named provost
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Acting University of Massachusetts
Provost Glen Gordon has a figurine of a
small boy holding the word "NO" on his
desk, part of a Noel salt-and-pepper shaker
which broke in half years ago.

Little did Gordon know that when the
shaker broke, the NO half would become a
help to him in his job.

"When people come in here asking for
resources. I feel Uke I'm always saying no."
Gordon said.

Gordon, who came to the University in

1964 as a political science professor, will

serve as provost until a search committee
can find a permanent replacement. He re-

places Richard O'Brien, who was lofted to
the post ofchancellor whenJoseph D DufTey
left to take the presidency of American
University in Washington. D.C. in July.

The search committee is exi}ected to an-

CollrclaB photo by Carrie Wy«(k

Provost Glen Gordon

nounce its choice sometime this October.
Gordon has submitted his name for consid-
eration.

"Ifthings don't work out. Ill be more than
happy to go back to my position as dean of

the Faculty of Social and Behavioral Sci-

ences." Gordon said.

Gordon'sjob as provost is complicated by
the fact that this is fourth straight year that
the higher education budget in Massachu-
setts has been cut.

"In normal times, the provost's role is ti»

recruit faculty and oversee academic matters
on campus," Gordon said. 'In abnormal
times, the role is to be a close advisor to the
chancellor.

"I expect to spend a great deal of time
with the chancellor, working out short-term
and long-term plans as the University carves
out its mission."

Gordon has spent the last 27 years at

UMass including three years as the political

science department executive officer. He
stayed at his post ofdepartment chair for 14

years, while also serving as the acting dean
of the Faculty of Social and Behavioral
Sciences from 1975 to 1976. Gordon became
the permanent dean in 1984.

"1 enjoyed my years as dean — I had the
opportunity to do some good things,"Gordon
said. "Now, (administration! is not fun in a

period of retrenchment. It's not great to be
in the Provost's office with no money."

Gordon graduated from New York Uni-
versity in 1952 with a bachelor's degree m
commerce. After receiving two master's de-
grees from the University of Chicago, he
was awarded a doctorate in political science
from that school in 1963.

In addition to his extensive academic
work, Gordon's experience with University
politics includes being a member of the

admimstration's negotiating team during
bargaining with the Graduate Employees
Organization and the Massachusetts Soci-

ety of Professors. He was also a member of

the Campus Planning Council and is chair
of the Public Serxnce Council. From 1969 U)

1970. he was secretary of the Faculty Sen-
ate.

O'Brien
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Dartmouth, formerly Southern Massa-

chusetts University.

O'Brien noted the Amherst campus,

with 50 graduate programs, has far more
graduate programs than any of the other

four schools in the UMass system. One ol

his goals is for UMass to take a leadership

role in helping develop graduate pro-

grams among the four other universities

and to make graduate programs here

accessible to other faculty in the system.

O'Brien's commitment to graduate
work on this campus forms an integral

part ofhis view ofthe appropriate role for

a large university.

"The research and graduate character

ofa university influences undergraduate
teaching," O'Brien said. "You need to

make leading researchers available to

undergraduates and not split the uni-

versity into two things, a graduate and
an undergraduate thing.

"There's a spirit about a research uni-

versity of strong intellectual content,"

O'Brien said. "A student graduating has
a sense of contact with the leadership

community.
"It makes students better people —

the fame of the university helps them to

get jobs or to continue their academic
careers."

O'Brien came to the University as
provost and executive vice

chancellor in 1984. Prior to that, he was
a faculty member at Cornell University

ftT>m 1960 to 1978. where he became
chairman of the biochemistry depart-
ment.

O'Brien served as provost at the Uni-
versity of Rochester from 1978 to 1984.
where he was also a biology professor.

Although O'Brien's position as chan-
cel Icn*only runs for twoyears, he indicated
that he does not intend to become a can-

didate for the permanent position. The
Board ofTrustees is expected to begin its

search for a new chancellor sometime
next year.

*^e*ll see what the next two years
bring,"0'Brien said. "There will be plenty
to worry about over that period."

O'Brien also indicated that he plans to
go on sabbatical the year after his term
as chancellor ends.

O'Brien will receive $ 123,500 per year,
the same amount he received as Provost
and Executive Vice Chancellor.
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Chancellor Richard O'Brien
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budget cuts
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

wiped out in 1992 and the future of the m^jor is doubtful
said Robert G. Helgesen, dean of the School of Food and
Natural Resources earlier this summer. The four professors
that make up the department will be transferred to fill

vacancies in other departments in the school.

If canceled. Incisure Studies will be the second mtyor to
fall before the budget scythe. Last year, the Food Engineer-
ing was eliminated and, similarly, the professors were
transferred to other departments within the School ofFood
and Natural Resources. In that case, the mf^or was elimi-

nated also.

The administration prepared the "ABC list' this sum-
mer to organize departments into three levels ofexcellence
in order to decide which school would receive the largest

cuts. The strongest departments would be awarded an "A"
rating, while the weakest would get a "C" rating. The
schools with the more "C" and "B" departments were given

m ^unprotected" status and given the most substantial cuts.

O'Brien refused to say which departments received which
rating or which schools received which status. He said that

the Usts have been shown to some of the Faculty Senate

leadership, but that public release would only stir bickering

among the schools.

"We don't want to make public these ABC lists because

they would provoke all sorts of squabbling over who made
these judeements and why," he said.

A
Rise of Student Fees
at UMass Over Past

Ttiree Semesters

$770.75

$1,160.75

$1,405.25

Source: Office of the Bursar
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LBGA offers services, assistance
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian SUfT

Students who are returningto campus as gay, lesbian,

or bisexual, or who desire information about different

sexual orientataons, have available to them a wide variety

of programs and tervioes. from rap groups to private

counseling services and media resources.

The Lesbian, Bisexual. Gay Alliance, located in 413B
in the Student Union Building, is a registered student

organization dedicated to improving the quality oflife for

GLB students, SulUvan said.

"lylost students know about our dances, which are

held once a month." LBGA media coordinator Sean
Sulhvan said, "But we have a variety ofother programs,

includingGLB rap groups for women and African/Latin/

Asian/Native American students.'

The LBGA OfRce coordinates many social activities

for the GLB community and Sullivan said "the office is

almost always open.'

In addition to LBGA activities. GLB students can

takeadvantage ofthe Program forGLB Concerns. Located

in Crampton Residence Hall in Soiithw»»«t. "it*« h won-

derful place to go for research and things like referrals."

Sulhvan said.

"Basically, forGLB students, oreven someone studying

GLB issties, it's hke one-stop shopping," SulUvan said.

"The Program documents and tracks all homophobic

incidents on campus and issues reports about the quality

of life for GLB students here.'

In September, the Program will hold trainingsessions

the Program for more information, according to a Pro-

gram spokesperson.

A Speaker's Bureau member, Sullivan said "In the

LBGA, I do have opportunities to talk to people, but more

often, I communicate on paper. When I'm on a Speakers'

Bureau panel, it's different — face-to-face and much
more personal. Since it's an incredible opportunity to get

my feehngs across, I'm very honest, even blunt. And I

have a great time doing it.'

The Program will also be sponsoring a mural contest,

the Program spokesperson said. Interssted artists are

invited to submit a sketch of a gay thema for the brick

wall outside the Program office. Submissions are due by

September 27 and the winning artist will receive $260.

For more information, students should call Program

Coordinator Felice Yeskel at 545-4824.

The Program, like the LBGA. schedules social events,

which include a weekly film series and Coffee houses.

Another registered student organization, the Lesbian

Gay Bisexual Counsding Collective, offers safe space

where GLB students can discuss coming out and other

issues.

The Collective is an incredible place to begin the

coming-out process. The office is comfortable, the peer

counselors are supportive, understanding and friendly,"

Sullivan said.

SullWan said GLB students at UMass have many
resources that are not found at other colleges.

"

"Very few institutions have something like the Pro-

gram, or for that matter, a GLB student group that gets

as much attention as the LBGA. If, as a community, we

for its Speaker's Bureau, a pool of GLB students who uke advantage ofthat. we can create not only a haven for

speak about their lives to a variety of student groups GLB students, but a training ground for the gay activists

upon request. Interested students are encouraged to call of tomorrow."

(VALroATA:)
Servicing the Pioneer Valley Since 1980

VDT SERIES: PERFORMANCE PLUS
VDT 486/25

25 Mhz CPU
8 MB Ram

126MB19MSIDE
Hard Drive

HERCULES:

$3,399

MONOCHROME VGA:

$3,529
.28 COLOR VGA

$3, 779

All Systems Include: 1.2 MB Floppy, 1.4 MB Floppy, 101 -key Keyboard, 2 Serial Ports, Parallel Port,

Game Port. MS DOS, FCC Class B Approval. One-Year Warranty on Parts and Labor. ValidataW\\\ Customize

Any System to Your Exact Specifications. ^^^^^^^

VDT 286/16
16 Mhz CPU Speed

2 MB Ram
40 MB 28 Ms IDE

Hard Drive

HERCULES:

$1,099
MONOCHROME VGA:

$1,229
.28 COLOR VGA

$1,459

VDT386/SX-20
2 Mhz CPU Speed

2 MB Ram
40 MB 28 Ms IDE

Hard Drive

HERCULES:

$1,299

MONOCHROME VGA:

$1,429
.28 COLOR VGA

$1,679

"VDT 386/25
25 Mhz CPU Speed

4 MB Ram
80 MB 19 Ms IDE

Hard Drive

HERCULES:

$1,819

MONOCHROME VGA:

$1,949
.28 COLOR VGA

$2, 199

MOUNTAINFARMS MALL, ROUTE 9, HADLEY, MA. (413) 586-7405

State Funding for

UMass/Amherst
Since Fiscal Year
1988 (In Millions)

t

($1M) U
FYM FY89 FY90 FY91 FY92

Source: University News Office
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TYPEWRITER SERVICE
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SMITH CORONA PORTAILI
WORD PROCESSOR ft LAP TOP

$100 OFF ON PERSONAL WORD PROCESSOR
with ftp fop screen Easy to use and eosy to move

SUPPLIES! WBBONS. CORfJECTION TAPES SCHOOL
& OfFICE SUPPLIES FOf? Pf?OJECTS. REPORTS &

TERM PAPERS OR FOR ANY TYPE X>B«

I

1

TYPEWRfTER SERVICE

65 N. Pleasant St., Amherst 253-5087

Repairs Done On The Premises

Repairs You Can Trust And
That Are Done Efficiently

^WASN'T THAT WORTH IT"

Late night $6.25

Buy One Get One Free
Chopped beef with bacon, sauteed onions, mushrooms
cheese, letluce, and served with steak fries.

^^
v^rij /;l3uy One Hearty Breakfast
'^^^<^ GET ONE FREE

'2: $435 Includes 2 larqe eggs, two
strips bacon, 2 sausage links

& two pancakes

"y:.

!lf ]GmU^W(m^
OPEN

24 HOURS

8«nior
CItizwi
Oiacount

10% nytim*
(not with coupon)Eating Place

NEXT TO SUPtR STOfi fi SHOP «TI. 9 HADUY/AMHERST 85^^889
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sports cuts
CONTINUED FROM PAGE I

be cut. but did say there were "a variety of
variables, involving a whole continuum of
people"

The first obstacle for the tennis team
wasn't raising the funds, but finding out if

they did, would they still be able to play,
said Tim Lipsky. a sophomore who spear-
headed the teams drive.

He said the team was never given word
that they could raise the money themselves
and found out through an article about the
soccer team raising money that they could
do the same.

Sarah Nadolny. a key figure for the
women's tennis team said their biggest
problem was finding out from the Athletic
Department how much money they needed
to raise.

"It was really frustrating." Nadolny said.
"We wanted to raise the money, but we
didn't know how much to raise. They kept

changing the figures."

With only two-and-a-half weeks before
their July 1 deadline, the teams learned of
the possibiUty that they could be reinstated
and employed all options.

We were able to get a little bit here and a
little bit there," said Lipsky. who got large
dollar commitments from numerous corpo-
rations. "1 spent every free minute I had
trying to get donations."

The soccer team, which had to raise the
most, took their fundraising all over the
country. They included national soccer or-

ganizations, alumni and other universities,

labeling them all. "The Friends of the Sport
of Soccer."

Nadolny said the mtgority of their con-
tributions came from parents ofmembers of
the team, but did receive donations from
two separate corporations of $500 each.

After learning about the "enormous de-
sire" ofthe teams to reinstate the programs.

Doherty went before the Alumni Board with

a proposition to develop an "incentive grant"

for the teams.

On June 15, the grant was passed by the

Alumni Board of Directors authorizing

$3,000 for the cut programs. A maximum of

$1,000 to go to men's soccer, the remainder

to the other three sports, with no more than

$1,000 going to any one sport."

"ITie thousand dollars from the Alumni
was the key," Lipsky said. "It was respon-

sible for bringing us to our goal."

"[Assistant Athletic Director! Elaine

Sortino was shocked when we handed her

the check," Lipsky said.

"We all regret not coming up with the

idea (to fund the programs privately! our-

selves," Doherty said. "We all learned a

lesson from this. It established a prece-

dent."

Each axed sport had players receiving

scholarship money. However, the money

was guaranteed by the department of ath-
letics, said Carol Ford, an assistant in the
athletic department.

However, according to the representa-
tives of each of the three teams, the situa-
tion didn't occur without incident.

"There's been a lot of bad blood between
the athletic department and us." Anthony
said. "They didn't work with us or even
encourage us.

"We did all the work. If we raised the
money, you'd think they'd be happy to keep
the sport. It's good for the school."

But Anthony said, "The administration
made it pretty clear that they didn't want us
to get the program back."

"Someone didn't want us to have a team "

Lipsky said.

Anthony said he is now concentrating on
getting more people involved to once again
put the pressure on the administration for
possible reinstatement in the future.

OPEN TIL

2AMBUFFAL0
7 DAYS
A WEEK

50 Main St. Amherst
253-9223

FAMOUS
ROAST BEEF

&
CHICKEN WINGS

come down to the

Collegian.

And rennember, it's

not just

an adventure, it's a

job.

JOIN US!!!

Hampshire Mall Announces

Financial Aid For Students
The Student Advantage Cartl.

Stu\ S<^\

Ovol

an<

CusM
Open DadJ

Sunday 1 Ope n A
OP^

Student
Advantage

Card

over 80 F^ne stores

and
Restaoranis

customer
service

natlv AOaf^^° ^

We can't help you pay your tuition, but we can help your spending money go
a little further if you use the Student Advantage Card (SAC)
Simply present your free SAC at any of the participating Hampshire Mall
merchants to receive your student discount.
Cards may l)e picked up at the Hampshire Mall customer service booth,
at s ores throughout the Mall or at the Amherst Bulletin offices
55 University Drive, Amherst.

For more information on a location nearest you call, 586-5700
Pick yours up today and start saving.

Positive student ID required to receive card.

Sunt

(413)

^4A3)
586-5700

South Maple Street Route 9, Madley, MA. Open daiy 10-9, Sunday 12-5

MuUins work underway,
completion in Aug. 1992
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Traveling alongCommonwealthAvenue,
one can scarcely fail to notice the bustle of
construction that will soon become the
MuUins Memorial Center.

The large mass of st«?el and concrete will
eventually become a sports arena/convoca-
tion center, housing men's and women's
basketball and ice hockey, as well as a lo-

cation for conferences, banquets and trade
shows.

The most unique as-

pect about the center is

that it is the first major
project in the United

States to be heated by
stored solar energy.

The center will seat as many as 10,214
for concerts, with 9,296 seats for basketball
and 8,134 seats for hockey. The number of
basketball seats will more than double the
capacity ofthe Curry Hicks Cage, where the
University of Massachusetts basketball
teams currently play.

The $44 million dollar project is being
paid for by the combination of a $25 milUon
dollar bond issued by the Massachusetts
legislature and a $20 million dollar bond
iasued by the Umversity Building Author-
ity. The latter bond will be paid off by stu-

dent fees estimated at $100 per year begin-

ning in 1992 or 1993.

Construction of the building is being
handled by Suffolk Construction ofRoxbury

.

Chris Kaufinann, senior projects manager
for Suffolk, estimates the building will be
completed in August 1992.

The most unique aspect about the center
is that it is the first mt^or project in the
United States to be heated by stored solar
energy. This system, designed by UMass
mechanical engineering professorJ . Edward
Sunderland and senior research associate
Dwayne Breger, will be similar to systems
already in use in Europe.

The system will work through the use of
solar collectors set atop an underground
clay thermal storage area, with plastic pipes
taking hot water from the collection to the
clay for storage.

Although Sunderland was uncomfortable
about placing a dollar amount on the money
and resources which the system will save,
he said the savings will be "considerable."

The United Statesgovernment has lagged
behind European countries in developing
alternative sources of energy such as solar

heat, Sunderland said. Nonetheless, this

project could serve as a prototype for similar
systems in this country.

"There are many attractive sites in

Massachusetts and New England (for solar

energy storage]," Sunderland said. "There
are many economic benefits for the region—
it keeps money in New England, instead of
going to the OPEC nations.

"Solar energy is secure from market
fluctuations," Sunderland said. "The more
we move into development, the more prices

will come down.
This is a field with important growth

potential," he said.

Photo by Hillary Deatachman

GIRDERS, GIRDERS EVERYWHERE — The MuUins Arena as put
together by East Coast Steel Workers on Commonwealth Avenue

^

WELCOME BACK!!
NO CHARGE TO PROCESS

CONTINENTAL/AMERICAN EXPRESS
COUPONS

BRING THEM TO:

CAMPUS TRAVEL
ALSO

COME IN AND ASK ABOUT
OUR 50% OFF SECOND PASSENGER P

VM

Welcome to the Area's

Best Selection

of

Beers, Wines and Liquors

375
Different Kinds of

Beer & Ales

60
Different Beers Available

in Kegs: 1/4 & 1/2 sizes

Select Wines From Around the

World More thanj^QQQ
Varieties

Gourmet Beers for special occassions -

Plus over 35 Five Malt Scotches & Cognacs,

Brandies & Champagnes
Megabucks,

We Have

338 College St. Route 9 Amherst

Open 9 am - 1 1 pm Rain or Shine- Always Open

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

GET YOUR COLLEGE SURVIVAL

GUIDE NOW!

I he Amherst/Northampton/South

Hadley College Survival Guide is a NEW

publication full of helpful information

for all students living in and around

the Five College Community.

Inside the guide you'll find helpful

listings, features and special items

of interest for all students, including

36 money-saving coupons at area businesses.

GRAB ONE at the following locations on the UMASS campus:

• Campus Center • Homphire Dining Hall

• Student Union

• Berkshire Dining Hall

' Worcester Dining Hall

' Franklin Dining Hall

For more information on where to pick up your College Survival

Guide in the Amherst/Northampton area, call 508-755-8004.
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By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

Spring 1991 was a turbulent semester
for the Student Government Association.
The semester began with a call for it's death
and the creation of a new student govern-
ment, but ended with a student election that
chose to allow the SGA to survive— at least
for now
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News Analysis

The Student Activities OflRce and the
clara offjcers attempted a complete revision
of what most consider a useless and cum-
bersome form of student government They
failed in their mission after trying to bypass
the entire system and the old SGA contin-
ues to occupy Room 420 of the Student
Union.

At the first senate meeting of the se-

mester, five class officers announced to the

senate that they had asked the administra-
tion to shut down and restructure the stu-
dent government. The Student Senate
erupted into debate almost immediately.
SGA President Natasha Diephuis,

Speaker Dan Chesnicka, Student Trustee
Angus McQuilken. Treasurer Karen Talbot,
and Registrar Rebecca Rudko said student
government was deadlocked into useless
debates and power games that kept it from
doing the good for students that it could.

They also said the students could not make
the changes on their own because ofthe very
weaknesses in the system that restructur-
ing would hopefully eliminate.

Most of the student senators agreed the
SGA was ineflective in working for the
student body.

Student senators have distrusted the ad-
ministration for years. Hostility between
the SGA and SAO has become almost tra-

dition. The senators felt a student govern-
ment created under the direction of the
administration would be nothing but a well-

College Pizza
Fall Special

Small Cheese Pizza

Large Cheese Pizza

2 Toppings

$3.50

$5.99

$1.00 EXTRA

FREE SODA with the purchase of
A LARGE SUB, SALAD, OR SPAGHETTI

Must mention this ad
no coupons with the special

549-609873
j_

trained pup held on a leash by SAO.
The senate voted to disapprove of the

officers' request at the next senate meeting

and elected their own constitutional com-

mittee to draw up a new system of govern-

ment.
Later that week, Vice-Chancellor of

Student Affairs Dennis Madson announced

while he would not suspend the SGA, he

would set up a commission made up of

faculty, the five officers and several student

representatives to create a student govern-

ment.
Madson lefl to take a position at another

school later that semester.

The commission was to finished its work
in May and the student body would vote on

whether or not to accept or reject the new
system. All student elections, except the

student trustee election, were postponed

until the fall.

Madson's announcement sparked further

feuding within the senate which could not

seem to decide on how to fight the admin-
istration or even whether they should.

The next senate meeting ended in a vote

that would have passed the motion had
there been enough senators present to make
a decision.

For the next two weeks the senate's time
was consumed with attempts to remove the

officers and impeach the president. They
succeeded in dumping Chesmcka and Tal

hot but could not muster the support for

impeaching Diephuis.

In the end the senate coordinating com-
mittee selected the commission members
and all were approved by the senate at the

next meeting except for one.

Ever since Madson had announced the
delay in elections. Northeast Area Govern-

ment President Alan Van Tassel, who was
in charge of student elections, had main-
tained he would hold elections as usual no
matter what the administration said. The
administration was going to hold their own
election for student trustee at a later date.

Because the administration had prom-
ised to ignore Van Tassel's elections, some
candidates planned on only participating in
the administration's election to be held in
May. As a result, in April, there were only
two candidates for student trustee, Kevin
Newnan and Ken Parker, and only one
candidate for student president, David
Gagne.

Gagne and Newnan won the Van Tassel
election and as promised the administration
refused to recognize them as the new offic-

ers.

But Gagne and Newnan took legal ac-

tion, forcing the University to recognize the
Van Tassel election. All of this was a disap-
pointment forJen Wood who had announctni
her candidacy for student trustee in the
administration's election only a day before
the administration caved in and recognized
the previous election.

Meanwhile, the commission's work had
come to a close and had produced a tentative
government. only awaitmgstudentapproval.

Senators who opposed the plan cam-
!

I ^'iied vigorously against the commission's
.->.^tem and a ballot box in the Southwest
Ri'sidential Area waseven stuffed with aUxil
400 phony votes against the new set up. The
commission w^as soundly defeated.

Now It seems that student government is

to proceed as if nothing had happened and
the old senate will exist for the benefit ofthe
student body.

WELCOME BACK!
FROM THE MATHER CAREER CENTER

Once Again We Have an Exciting Year of Services to Offer You!

Career Planning and Placement

Co-ops and Internships
On-Campus Recruiting

Resume and Interviewing Workshops

UCAN: A Brand New Alumni Mentor Network

JOIN US FOR A CELEBRATION!
AT OUR SATELLITE OFFICE

ON THE MAIN CAMPUS IN CURRY HICKS

Come Visit Us and Meet Employers Like
Pratt and Whitney, M&M Mars, T J Maxx andTaco Bell

Career Services Registration, Workshops, Information
September 11 and 12

9:00a,m. to 3:00p.m. Curry Hicks Lawn (Across From Herter Hall)
(Weaiher Permitting)

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education . Internships

Fraternity/Sorority Park - on the Orchard Hill bus route. (41 3)545 2224

Where Careers Take Off!

International center gets new home
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

When the William S. Clark International Center burned
down last April 11, the University of Massachusetto In-

ternational Programs Office was left without a home.
While the office has been temporarily moved to the first

floor of the Goodell Library, students seem to have little

trouble finding the office. In fact, the more central location
ofthe new office has actually served to increase the number
of students coming into the office, according to Barbara
Bum, the director of the International Programs Office.

Bum said the office is performing most of its normal
duties despite some problems created from the unexpected
move from the Central Residential Area.

"Nobody is being shortchanged — we're still providing
the services that students expect from us,' Bum said.

"However, the morale of the staff" has been affected, with
everyone working overtime, without overtime pay.
The burn-down has caused some burnout." Burn said,

referring to the effect of the fire on her staff".

The office's current location in Goodell is a large, open
area, with desks and files in plain view and few enclosed,

private spaces.

"It's noisy, loud, and there's not much privacy here."

Bum said. Tou're a sitting duck — you can't schedule
individual appointments, you can't say "no. I'm not here
right now.

"(The move] is not affecting the flow of students.' Burn
continued. "Now. students in Goodell for other business

may be tempted to come in to the office to get information
about our programs."
Bum said the destruction and damage to many of the

office's files have created inconveniences.

"Some files were destroyed in the fire, others were wet or

smelled like smoke." Burn said.

She and many staff members took files home for the
interim period, making it more difficult to find things
easily.

Although the program's location in Goodell is temporary,
a new permanent site has not yet been decided.

There sure a number of interconnected decisions in-

volved [in moving),' Bum said. "If we move into an office

that's occupied, then those people will have to move. I will

do everything possible to see that we're not jammed into

some remote comer of the University."

Established in 1969. the office had been located in the
Clark House for the past three years.

"It was exciting to be in a building named for an early

president ofUMass."Bum said. "(Clark ] got UMass actively

involved internationally with Japan.'

What Clark began in 1876 when he went to Japan and
helped found Hokkaido University has grown into an office

which now has six different exchange programs with Japan
and over 50 programs throughout the world.

The International Programs Office serves up to 1.000

students a year, including those at UMass on exchange.
UMass students going abroad and students from other

schools using UMass programs.

Noho suit fariiigis

changes in treatment
offemale inmates
NORTHAMPTON. Mass. (AP) — The state has

reached a $70,000 settlement with a former
Northampton woman who spent eight years in prison
after being committed for treatment of alcoholism.

Susan M. Hinckley, who now lives in Cangoa Park,
CaUf , called the settlement filed Monday in Hamp-
shire Superior Court, "just magnificent."

"Hopefully, other women won't be treated as badly
as I was." she said.

Ajudge ordered the state to change the way women
committed on civil charges are treated following a
class-action lawsuit she filed in 1988. The suit did not
seek damages for anyone other than Hinckley.

Hinckley said she was sent to Framingham State
Prison where she was strip-searched and placed in a
cell with a woman who repeatedly recounted how she
and her boyfriend hanged a paraplegic.

Her attomey. Steven J. Schwartz, director of the
Center for Public Representation, said at the same
time Hinckley was sent to state prison, men under
involuntary commitment for alcoholism were provided
treatment at a special addiction center in Bridgewater

.

"The settlement considers all claims raised in her
lawsuit. However, the state denies any violation of
her constitutional rights." he said. "I believe the
settlement is fair and reasonable."

$99 now until

Ctiristmas

$185 tortxOh
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mieP^k^!
Introducing the account that gives you extra credit.

BayBank delivers the best account on campus: The new Student

Vilue Package! Save time and money with

—

The BayBank Student Value Checking Account with no

minimum balancf retiuirtmient and a free a)mpanion Savings Account

The BayBank Card for cash 24 hours a day. Make as many
withdrawals as you like at over 750 BayBank X-Press 24* banking

machines—with no added fees.

BayBank X-Press Check:* Use your BayBank Card with

X-Press Check just like a check at stores, restaurants—any place

that welcomes MasterCard*

Reserve Credit overdraft protection attached to your

checking account.

A BayBank Visa* or MasterCard.

Get credit you can use for books, a trip

home, or any unexpected expense.

lb get the Student \klue Package,

all you need is a valid school I.D.

You qualify for X-Press Check, over-

draft protection, and a BayBank

credit card if you're 18 or older and

have no record of bad credit.

So get the account that gives

you more—including the Card that

does it all. Open a Student Value

Package at the nearest BayBank

office today!

Member FDIC NOBODY DOES IT BETTER Equal Opportunity Lender
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HEALTHY SKIN
Begins with a deep pore

cleansing facial.

Also lash and brow
tinting, shaping, hair

waxing, make-up,
therapeutic massage.

AESTHETICS SKINCARE
34 Main St., Suite 1, Amherst, MA 253-9879

University, local leaders
join at kick-o£fbreakfast
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By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Nearly 200 academic and business leaders

from the local area gathered for the annual
community breakfast on Aug. 27, an event

that has become an unofficial kick-offfor the

academic year for the past 25 years.

The breakfast, held in the Franklin
Dining Commons and jointly sponsored by
the Umversity of Massachusetts and the

Amherst Chamber of Commerce, was
marked by hopes for increased cooperation
between the town and the academic com-
munity as a means to weather the current
difTicult economic climate in Massachusetts
and New England.

In good times, there's a tendency to take
things for granted," said Daniel Melley. di-

rector of university relations and master of

ceremonies for the event. "Now is a ginxi

time ( for the town and academiccommunity 1

to get together."

Keynote speaker Chancellor Richard
O'Brien sounded a note ofoptimism for the
near future, calling UMass "bloody but un-
bowed." Although O'Brien warned of the
year ahead as a "year ofausterity ," he stated
his belief that the Umversity should look to

the future in an effort toovercome reductions
in the state higher education budget.

"The Amherst campus will move forward
in its quest to make itself one of the best
public institutions! in the countr>'!,"0'Brien
said. "We're not asking to be restored to

some life we had in the past— not to fiscal

year 1988. but to a new University of Mas-
sachusetts.*

O'Brien also predicted the state economy
would undergo some improvement in the

year ahead, providing a "good basis" for the
restoration of state funding to higher edu-
cation. Bonds between UMass and the rest
of the four area colleges and the surround-
ing community would improve also, he said

The Amherst campus will

moveforward in its quest to

make itselfone of the best

public institutions (in the

country}
"

- Chancellor O'Brien

"It's clear what the Amherst community
does for us: it's a great place for faculty and
studenU to live," O'Brien said. There's also
a great deal of pratical cooperation with the
University."

Gerry Grady, retired director ofcommu-
nity relations for UMass and long-time or-
ganizer of the annual breakfast, said he
believed the gathering of community lead-
ers helped galvanize the resources already
present in the community in order to over-
come current difficulties.

"There's a feeling here that we've bot-
tomed out. so let's get moving on," Grady
said. "People want to make plans for where
we're going and not just gripe.

"We have to structure our attitudes that
the students and the faculty here are good
— we have the wherewithal to do this,"

Grady said. "Let's start well and get people
going this year."

Charlie
1 Pray St

. Amherst--549-5403 • Open 1

Kitchen open
Game Room

7 days a Week
am

til midnight
th 2 pool tables
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midnight

Monday - 1 Oc Mozzarella Sticks
Tuesday - 1 Oc Mild or Hot Buffalo Wings
Wednesday - 25$ Cheese Pizza Slices

Thursday - lOc Chicken "Hot Lips" Nuggets
Sunday - lOc Potatoe Skins

DRINK AND BEER SPECIALS WEEKLY!'
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CUFFSIDE
APARTMENTS

• Affordable. Quiet &
Convenient

• 1 & 2 Bedrooms

from $400/month
• ALL UTILITIES

INCLUDED
• 5 miles to Umass

•On Sunderland
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• Pool, Tennis & More
• Furni.shed Apartments
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Editorial/Opinion
Jheopmionsoiuhis page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the Univeniity unless otherwise noted.

Editorial Policy
The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes and encourages columns,

letters and cartoons from UMass and the entire Five College area.
The following are some important guidelines to consider when sub-
mitting material to the page:
The Editorial staffreserves the right to edit letters and columns for

grammar, clarity and length.
Submissions must bear the writer's name, local address and phone

number. This information is subject to verification.

Anonymous submissions will be printed at the editor's discretion.
Letters or columns written under a psuedonym will not be accepted.

All submissions must be typed and double-spaced to be considered
for publication. Untyped material will not be considered for publica-
tion.

Letters should not exceed 50 typed, double-spaced lines. Columns
should not exceed 70 typed, double-spaced lines. Letters and columns
of unreasonable length will not be considered for publication.

Letters and columns written in response to a previously published
letter will not be printed. Responses to or criticisms of columns or
other Collegian articles are restricted to letter form.Any exceptions to
this guideline will be determined solely by the editor.

The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted material.
All submissions become property of the Collegian and will not be re-
turned.

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual
artist or writer and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
Collegian, its staff or the Editorial staff.

The Editorial page wants you. Yes, you, the reader ofthese smudgy
pages. We are looking forgood writers andgood artists to fill this page
every day with their ideas and opinions. If you're interested, stop
by the Editorial desk at the Collegian office, 1 13 Campus Center (the
basement level). Your opinions count — but no one will know what
you re thinking unless you UU them. 19,000 people want to hear what
you think.

Empowerment takes a dive
For those ofyou who are new here, there

is something you should know about this

lovely campus— the students have no power
over themselves.

Last semester the leaders of the student
government went to ita "advisors" — the
administration — and asked them to sus-

pend all student government's powers— for

the sole reason nothing was getting done
but name-calling and mud-sUnging.

How did we get from the pinacle of self-

govenunent to the bottom of the playpen?
Elementary, of course. Those who act like

children are treated as such.

We, by looking back over the last 20
years, can determine what exactly happened
to the movement which began in the 608—
called rightfully enough — student em-
powerment.

Gayle Long
The activism of the 608, the Vietnam

War. and all the repression of the SOs had
many college students throughout the na-

tion rebelling — breaking free from all the

evil of of such atrocities as establishment
and authority.

So, here at the University, where the

Vietnam War meant a tumultous time of

protests, take-overs and bomb threats —
faculty and staff needed a diversion.

How better to do it than the give the

students a feeling of autonomy — tell them
they can help make the rules — as long as

they are wilUng to live by them?
So, our beloved (cough cou^) student

govenmient was formed. And, as all begin-

ning governments— had the students' best

interests at heart. They formed agencies

and committees to see how the students
could have an efficient and well-serving

government — to provide services and en-

tertainment to the student body.

But, as all governments age. so does the

newness and naivete ofthe rulers. So, after

a bit, there was in-fighting between the
"Liberals" and the "Conservatives.''

When students enter the University,
where diversity and tolerance are stressed

to the utmost, the hear folk lore ofthe Right
and the Left — the Bad and the Good.

But, it is because of these people — the

radical right and left ofthe poll tical spectrum
— that we are where we are today.

Today, we barely have a student gov-

ernment— people last year went to Student
Senate meetings as a form ofentertainment,
when it is supposed to be acting on behalfof
the 20,000 plus (or minus) underclasspeople
on this campus.

In the early 80s through today, the only

thing a student senator has on her mind is

what party she is aligned with. Politics

becomes her clique — views and ideologies

replaoe the clothes, music and cars which
bring high schoolers together.

It seems inevitable, at least to some who
have smelt the odor ofstudent government,
that all people are categorized by their po-

litical beliefs — and those who have do
views or seem on the modOTate side are

"squishes," (a term taught to me by one big

bad conservative).

But for those of you who are new, and
havealways wanted the Umelight ofstudent

government, heed some semi-learned advise
— keep your opinions out of the Student
Government Association and Board of

Governors — and remember what the rest

of the student politicians forgot:

Student politicians are and should
be working for student empowerment,
not forwarding a self-ascribed political

agenda.
So, if you decide to be a politician, re-

member your constituents — not just

yourselves. Learn from your classmates,

and remember to follow your heart.

Gayle Long is a Coll^an columnist

Life is less catastrophic when you put it into perspective
August 19, 1991 was one lousy day.

I spent most of that day here in my new office at the

ColUgian, putting together this page — or, at least trying

to. My attention wasn't really on line lengths or spelling

errors, however. I had other things to worry about.

I came into the office with every intention of writing a

fire-and-brimstone diatribe against the state for raising my
tuition again. I imagined myself a modem-day Johnathan
Ekiwards, paraphrasing Sinners in the Hands ofan Angry
God and turning it on the Trustees, Gov. WilUam Weld and
the band of twerps we call state government.

But with the unemployment problems in the United

States and chaos in the Soviet Union. $4,554.75 seemed like

a lot laM money than it had a few weeks ago.

A fMend ofmine was working for General Electric before

I was even bom. These days, people with training and
experience rarely stay in one company too long, but except

for two years, he's been a one-company man. He's put in

countless hours of overtime.

But that dedication doesn't mean too much to GE these

days. Ten years ago, Pittsfield GE employed 8,000 women
and men in three separate departments. Now that number's

been cut in half, and only two of GE's three operations

remain.

It's funny how you never realize just how awful some-
thing is until someone you know is threatened by it. My
friend's department is being pared back by close to 20
percent. When I see him again, he may or may not have ajob

anymore. Even if he escapes this wave of lay-offs, what
about the 400 employees who don't? What about the next
time?

Greg Sukiennik

This scenario has been played thousands of times in

Pittsfield, but I had no idea just how gut-wrenching it was
until my friend was involved. I wouldn't wish it on anyone.
That is, anyone except the corporate executives who put
profit first, themselves second, and forget all about their

employees.
So the next time George Bush says the recession will

soon be over, ask him this: "When's the last time you looked

for a job?" Yo, George, I hear Burger King is hiring.

Well, at least they don't lock you up or threaten your Ufe

when you lose your job in the United States. If you're the
head of the Soviet Union, however, that's one of the risks

that come with the job, as Mikhiul (jorbachev found out

first-hand.

The fact that the "hard-liners" took power back is an
unsettling one. The fact that a civil war may be brewing as
I type this is even more unsettling. Already, Russian Re-
public president and reform advocate Boris Yeltsin has
marshalled popular opposition against the junta.

What's at stake besides the welfare ofthe world's largest
nation? Not much, really—just world peace, the balance of
power and all the progress made between the USA and the
USSR in the past ten years. That $4,554.75 seems smaller
and smaller by the minute, doesn't it?

Perspective isn't always easy to come by. It's far too easy
to get wrapped up in one's own problems and forget there's
even a world out there. Oxir own problems and concerns
dwarf major catastrophes. People go hungry and we fret

about missing lunch.

Well, I'm still pissed off at the state for raising tuition.

I'm fiirious at the University for raising fees when they
promised that they wouldn't. (Hint for new students: never
trust anyone from Whitmore.)
When I stop and consider what I have, though, it's a little

harder to get angry.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian columnist

Foranyone out there looking for serious

and thought-provoking commentary on
interesting and important topics, move
along to the comics. The purpose of this

column is to fill your college-educated mind
with frivolous and useless little bits ofnon-
information that even the creators ofTrivial
Pursuit refused to deal with for lack of

merit.

Marc Elliott

Budget cuts and tuition hikes suck it's

true, but be glad you don't wear a demo-
cratic presidential running shoe. (Yes it

rhymes, sue me.)

WFSB/TV3 made some programming
changes recently. "Pee Wee's Playhouse"

was bumped in favor of "The Little Ras-

cals." "The DatingGame" or "Studs" might

have been more appropriate. If Pee Wee
had hosted either of these shows maybe
his story would have had a happier ending

and less suited for ABC's next movie ofthe

week and the Enquirer's back to school

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
edition.

If "Cop Rock" doesn't prove to you that
TV is dead, WFSBA^3 replaced "Rocky &
Bullwinkle" with "The Hogan Family."

"Runaway With The RichAnd Famous"
got the boot and "Invisions-Hair Replace-
ment" was put in its spot. Sort of like

trying to decide who's more of a musician.
Slim Whitman or Vanilla Ice?

UMass Professor Richard Mudgett did
research this summer to determine how to

make microwave cooking safer. Mudgett
classifies food into three categories based
on shape: cyUnder, sphere and slab, or box.
I wonder if the dining commons chefs
classify food this way.

Bud Light, Bud Dry, or plain old
Budwieser? Not the usual decision your
faced with standing in front of the soda
machine but the Brewery Investment
Group plans on marketing the "Tally Ho!
Tavern" (tm). This system would allow
adults to buy their favorite brew from
coinless dispensing machines. After first

pajring and being identified as adults by a

nearby cashier, patrons would receive their

mind-alteringbut not totally without merit

beverages from the "soda machine." Why
is this convenient? I don't know. You still

have to be 21 to drink (legally).

Some suggested titles for Salman
Rushdie's next book:

Kholmeni Came ToMe InA Dream And
Forgave Me

Bulletproof Vests Itch

I Can't Believe It's Not Butter

Is Robert Strauss a good choice for the

United States' ambassador to the Soviet

Union? Jeanne Dixon seems to think so.

Dixon also believes civil war could erupt in

Canada over its environmental policy,John

Sununu will be the prebident's greatest

asset, and there will be an outbreak of

voodoo violence that will baffle the FBI.

Can you really trust a woman who wears

make-up likemy kitchen wears wallpaper?

Gov. Weld attended the groundbreaking
for the new Polymer Research Center this

summer and was ridiculed by a crowd of

angry professors because of the higher

education cuts. I wonder how much he

tipped his waiter at the Campus Center.

"Bob" is a stupid name for a hurricane.

The bits of conversations you hear as

you walk through the Campus Center:

"But he had this dandruffall over his..."

"So I told her that if she ever told him
anything like that again that..."

"I didn't know what the guy was saying,

it was in some other language or some-

thing so Ijust drove by and ga ve liim the. .

."

"...el hijo de un burro..."

"...break his fingers if they went any
further..."

Here's a couple oftotally random quotes

that have no relevance to anything I've

said so far: "Few people realize the skills,

talents and education needed to manage a

golf course today." Also, "You can build a

throne out ofbayonets, but you can't sit on
them long." One was quoted from Boris

Yeltsin and the other was written by
Stephen G. Cadenelli. Mix and match if

you want.

Marc Elliott is a Collegian staffmember
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Black Affairs

Welcome back for a Proud and Productive year!

APpkato AP photo

Rev. Jesse Jackson, politician. Alice Walker, famous author.

AP photo

Coretta Scott King, civil rights
activist.

AP photo

Colin Powell, Chairman of the
U.S. Joint chiefs of staff.

Clarence Thomas and the Supreme Court?
CfCOrSC Bush's M>l«w*tmr> rtf .U\Aoa r^la«^n/«a TU^__« *- -^....•. I ' . . . .George Bush'* selection of Judge Clarence Thoma* to

replace Associate Justice Thurgood Marshall on the Su-
preme Court represents a clever assault against the entire
dvil rights movement.

By choosing Thomas, an African American. Bush be-
lieves that he makes it difficult for progressives to oppose
his candidate's record.

Superficially. Thomas's life seems to be a rags-to-riches
story.

Bom in Savannah, Georgia, in <kep poverty. Thomas
was educated by the chanty of white Catholic nuns. He
sacrificwi and strureled to obUin a Yale law degree But his
rise from poverty to power really occured as the aide to
Republican Senator Jului Daiiforth of Missouri. It was
under Danforth's influence that the ambitious Black
attorueyV political views swung sharply to the right.

With Danforth's backing. Thomas was appointed head of
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission during
the Reagan administration During his seven-year tenure,
Thomas alienated Afncan-Amencans and other liberal
constituencies by opposing affirmative action goals and
Umetables Thomas rejected the basic economic agenda of
the civil rights movement, by attacking federal initiatives
for full emplo>'ment and expanded social programs

But his most outrageous act occurred in 1988, when he
criticized the famous 1954 Brown v. Board of Education
decision, which outlawed segregation in public schools. In
the supreme arrogance, Thomas declared that the Brown
decision was based on "dubious social science." If Thomas
had been in Montgomery. .Alabama, in 1955. he probably
would have sat quietly in the segregated section of that

city's buses, instead of protesting along with Rosa Parks
and Martin Luther King, Jr.

Thomas is also deeply opposed to women's rights issues,
particularly the freedom of choice on abortion. Several
years ago, Thomas commented favorably about an article
which strongly condemned abortion rights. And in two
separate articles, Thomas attacked the 1965 Supreme Court
ruling Griswold v. Connecticut, which later became part of
the legal justification for a woman's freedom of choice on
abortion.

Dr. Manning Marble

Etespite Thomas's conservative political credentials, it

will be difllcult to mount a successful campaign to block his
appointment to the Supreme Court Thomas is actually the
black ideological twin of David Souter. Bush's first nominee
to the high court. Mediocrity, not legal vision or moral
compassion, is the outsUnding characteristic of both men.

Like Souter, Thomas is no intellectual. Most of his
meager published articles are polemics against "racial quo-
Us" and affirmaUve action. He has written almost nothing
on other important Constitutional issues. Thomas's silence
on these issues permits him to follow Souter's footsteps as
the so-called "Stealth nominee" to the Supreme Court.

The basic legal strategy employed by Bush is simply an
extension of the reactionary agenda of Ronald Reagan.
During Bush's first two years as President he appointed 70
federal judges, nearly all of whom were white afHuent
males. Less than 12 percent of Bush's federal judges have

Hello From the Editor
By SONDRA SUTTON
Collegian Staff

Welcome back! I hope ever>'one had a
great summer vacation, and that you are
ready for a "Proud and Productive" school
year. Again I invite you to write for the
Black Affairs page. The page is our ve-
hicle ofconveying information, as well as
our opinions to the entire campus.

I especially encourage freshman stu-
dents of color to come down to the Colle-
gian just to look around, remember that
you are the future writers for students of
color here at the UniversityofMassachu-
setts.

I would also like to welcome back old
writers, the University is looking for-

ward to more informative articles from
you.

There will be many functions spon-
sored by some of our hard working
ALANA organizations. Let's all support
one another as well as these organiza-
tions. Also, do not forget about the TO
WHATS UP" column, which gives a
weekly update ofevente that are happen-
ing in the ALANA community. If you
have any up coming events thatyou want
to appear in the column just bring down
a brief description to the Collegian, or
just give me a ring at the Collegian, 545-
3500.

So good luck, and let's make this a
"Proud and Productive" year. Peace.

been females; only 6.5 percent have been minorities. Nearly
all his selections have been hostile to environmental protec-
tion laws, civil liberties, the righte of criminal defendants
and abortion rights. This represents an aggressive, conser-
vative agenda to use the court system to destroy progressive
democratic movements for reform, and to return African-
Americans, Hispanics. women and others to second-class
status.

Bush was BO determined to pursue these conservaUvs
goals that he deliberately ignored "moderate" Republican
judges from consideration. One example would be judge
Amalya Kearse, an African-American Republican currently
serving on the federal appeals court in New York. Kcr^r"
moderate political views, however, made her unacceptable
to dogmatic ideologues within the Bush adminisUtion.

Even the Wall Street Journal, no friend ofcivil rights and
women's equality, has candidly interpreted the meaning of
Thurgood Marshall's resignation from the Supreme Court.
The Journal predicted that Bush would "nominate a con-
servative committed to continuing the court's restriction of
abortion rights, its crackdown on the rights of the accused
and its narrowing of other civil liberties."

With the selection of Clarence Thomas, Bush continues
to advance a form of radical conservatism, repudiating the
legal legacy of Thurgood Marshall. If confirmed by the
Senate, Thomas would become part of a monolithic conser-
vatism in the nation's highest court, threatening the entire
struggle for equal justice in the country.

Dr. Manning Marble is a professor ofpolitical science
and history at the University of Colorado, Boulder.

Write for
Black Affairs!

Come to the Collegian offices at

113 Campus Center. Ask for Sandra.

WORK FOR THE

COLLEGIAN

It's not just an adventure, it's a job.
/ 13 Campus Center Basement

545-3500
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HEY, GET OUT OF THE ROAD — Tractors and trucks do their
thing outside Van Meter in the Central Residence Area.

Polymer Center opens
By MICHAEL LEVY
CoUsgian Sufif

Construction related to the Silvio O. Conte
National Centsr for Polymer Research
building, the University's nswest resesrch
gem, hss disrupted traiffic — and torn up
much of Governors Drive.

The center was named for Conte, ths
long-time area representative who died last
Febniary

. Conte was the primary proponent
behind the project. The University is one of
the top institutions in the world for research
in polymers, a form of plastic.

The $56 million building was officially

dedicated on July 30 by Gov. William F.
Weld and Corinne Conte, the former
refuresenUtive's widow. Members of federal
Sfancies which largely funded the project
were also on hand.

The ceremony was slao marked by dem-
onstrations by many campus unions upset
at budget cuts plsguing the University and
mandatory furloughs.

Governors Drive has been extensively
torn up, as crewa implant pipes leading
from the cooling tower in parking Lot 26 to
the site by the Ledsrle Graduate Research
Center.

The piping serves as "chiller lines." car-
rying cold air brought from the chiller plant,
which was nearly completed this summer,
said s construction official.

A short walk down the road, a separate
construction crew will begin the three-year
project which will result in the polymer
research facility Federal financing for the
building was acquired with the help ofConte.

"Conte was very instrumental in getting
the funding, that is why the building is

dedicated and named in his honor." said
Fabian Trudeau. the chief project coordi-
nator.

If all proceeds on Bct^dule, the polymer
building should be under way early this

month, continuing the northern expansion
of the campus.

Who's been making Amherst's
finest Pizza since 1967?

PIZZA
549-1311

65 University Drive • Amherst

Serving the Valleyfor
over

a quarter century
1967-1992

BELL'S PJZZA HOUSE

campus merger
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

education is restored.

"Reorganization means nothing until we
start funding [state colleges and universi-
ties]," Lenson said. "Campuses were starv-
ing before this, and they're still starving."

The UMass-Amherst budget has fallen
from $167 million in fiscal year 1988 to $112
nullion for the 1992 fiscal year.

"U)ng-range planning is really important,
and I think this year is about planning,"
Lenson said. "People are putting baskets

into place to catch the money when it re-

turns, going under the assumption that
things will be going better in 1992 or 1993.

"When you put together a new group,
roles are up for grabs," Lenson continued.
"This year, a lot of attention will be paid to

mission statements."

Lenson said that this campus will con-
tinue to stress the message that "we are the
flagship, we are the big one [of the UMass
system]."

Weld's education council wkwi^:-
BOSTON (AP) — Governor William

Weld's administration appointed 10 busi-
ness and education leaders to serve on the
Higher Education CoordinatingCouncil this
year.

The 10-seat council is to replace the Board
ofRegents as the chiefdecision-making body
for Massachusetts' higher education system.

The council will supervise and adminis-
trate the 29-campus pubUc higher education
system as part of the merger bill signed by
the governor this summer that added the
University of Lowell and Southeastern
Massachusetto University to the UMass
system.

Seven members of the Board of Regents
hsve been invited to serve on its replsce-

Regents
ment: regentschairmanRichard Wiley from
Gaston& Snow , Stride RitechairmanArnold
Hiatt, Assumption College dean Mary Lou
Anderson, labor leader Ronald Alman,
hightech executive Arthur Gelb, Jane
Edmonds, who was appointed to the Regents
in June, and Jacquine 0?Jeil, a former
Harvard vice president.

New to the council will be Paul Lee from
Goodwin. Proctor A Hoar and James Bailey
of Cambridge Associates Inc. to the new
panel.

Piedad Robertson, the new education
secretary, will be the panel's chairwoman.

Lt. Gov. Paul Cellucd named the new
council members on Weld's behalf

UJS. troops delayed in Kuwaitthrou^ £Edl
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Bush ad-

ministration will keep U.S. troops in Kuwait
longer than previously planned to provide
protection for the war-ravaged nation, the
Pentagon said Tuesday.

Lead elements for s U.S. Army task force
from CJermany began arriving in Kuwait on
Monday to releive embers of the llth Ar-
mored Calvary Regiment, which has been
the sole American combat force in Kuwait
since mid-June, said Pete Williams, the
chief Pentagon spokesman.

The administration earlier had indicated
that all U.S. forces would leave Kuwait by
September, although it held out the possi-

bility of extending the deployment.
Williams said it was decided to keep

about 1,500 soldiers in Kuwait "for a couple
of months" beyond September because Ku-
wait had made much slower than expected
progress i rebuilding its own security forces.

"It's s reflection ofthe devastation Kuwait
suffered in the war,* he said.

WilUams also said the administration
expected to complete an agreement soon
with Kuwait on U.S. use ofKuwaiti miUtary
installations and the permanent pre-poei-
tioningofmilitaryequipment in the Persian
Gulf emirate. He decline to provide any
further details.

TOTAL FITNESS
NAUTILUS • AEROBICS • KARATE

I

On Bus Route

STAIRMASTmi
4000 PT's

GAUNTLET
GRAVTTRON

Open Seven DayB

Lifecycles • Biocyclcs • Treadmill • Nordic Track • Olympic Wrights

mmg
57 N. Pleasant St. • 253-5141

Proper Identification a Must

Welcome Back Students
Delano's will continue our policy

of "Reverse Budget Cuts" - To help

the students, we keep our fees down!

TONIGHT (and every Wednesday...)

Free Buffalo Wings 9pm-???

Sunday (and this semester, every Sunday)

LIVE
9:30pm ^5^^^ ii^c,TCOOJTIC

Every Tuesday is Taco Tuesday
Free Taco Bar 9pm-???

Nluch More to Come!!
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Rosenberg, Dagarin primary victors

WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 4 1991

EARN MONEY
FIGHT POLLUTION

$7.00/hr

paid training

P/T or F/T
on business

Clean Water Action

Environmental Campaigns Staff

Call 584-9330

Open 7 days a week
7 a.m.- lOp.m.

By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

and the Associated Press

Amherst State Rep. Stanley Rosenberg decisively beat
Northampton Mayor David Musante last Tuesday in a
special primary to fill the seat of John Olver, who vacated
his state senate seat to head for Congress in June.

In the Republican primary, Douglas Dagarin, 41, a
Northampton lawyer, beat his nearest competitorby almost
700 votes.

Rosenberg, 41, the 6-year sUte representative, beat
Musante by a 2-to-l margin in the Democratic side of the
race for the Franklin-Hamphire seat of the state senate.

The total for Rosenberg was 12.866 votes, and Musante
ended far short with a total of 6,189 votes.

Musant*. 60. who has been the mayor of Northampton
for 12 years, suceeded early on Aug. 27 after Rosenberg beat
him in Northampton by 550 votes. Musante's hometown is
the only city in the 21-community district, which Olver
represented in the state senate for 20 years.

CatnpUS Coin Op '« ^underiandRd

North Amhenl

Speedwash upt.yst.A«hi«t —
South Towne Commons

Laundromat
479 West St. Swrth Amherst

Dagarin won his bid for the special election with 1,447
votes. Dagarins two competitors, Georgia Parks and David
Keenan, both of Amherst had a tight race, finishing with
722 votes and 80 1 votes, respectively. All three are newcom-
ers to state politics.

Dagarin who lost a 2-to- 1 race for Olver's seat last fall, is
the only candidate to oppone abortion and gay rights.

Parks, 51, who is an administrator in the Worcester
office ofthe state Department ofMental Health, pressed her
experiences in working for state government and social
issues, including equal pay for equal work by women.

Keenan, 34, a realtor, grabbed attention last spring for
organizing a costumed squad of shovel-toting "pigeon
busters" after Amherst officials proposed spending! 125,000
to have pigeon droppings removed from the town hall attic.

In Amherst, voter turnout was 38 percent — with
Rosenberg capturing 3.448 votes to Musante's 202 votes,
according to the Town Clerk's office.

Keenan took the Republican majority in his hometown,
with 337 votes. Parks captured 128 votes, and Daragin
scrounged 91 from Amherst voters.

The city of Northampton also gave Rosenberg the nod,
with 3,639 votes for Rosenberg and 3,089 votes for Musante,
according to the City Clerk's Office.

Dagarin took 334 votes in the Hampshire County seat,
with Parks trailing with 1 17 votes and Keenan even further
behind with 91 votes.

Dagarin and Rosenberg square off for the remaining 16
inoiUhs of Olver's l**rm in a special election on Sept. 24.

The senat« district includes 1 1 communities in Hampshire
County and 10 in Franklin County.

Olver left the post in June after being elected to the U.S.
Senate in a special election to fill the seat of the late Silvio
O. Conte of Pittsfield.

Democrat Stanley Rosenberg
AP photo

Republican Douglas Dagarin

GRAND OPENING

!

in the Hampsbire Mall. Hadley

AVA CARPETS
presents

durable, good quality rugs, perfect for dorms or apartments.
Bring in your student I.D.. or this ad and receive

10% off your purchase.

Faculty are welcome!

Sizes range from 2x4 - 9x12

Guaranteed to brighten any dorm room or apartment

f^i Hampshire Mall; Hadlcy. MA • 586-9619

I)I\ISI()\ Oh C()\I1\(I\(, LI)li\TI()\

s^z feature-.

PAUL MITCHEU

REDKEH • NEXXUS
SEBASTIAN

J

September

Specials

Hi-Iites Manicures ^"^T^!^^
Packages

$8.00
-including our own
New Buddy Plan

^^^^a€Um>^/^ PLUS
Campus Plaza • Rte. 9, Hadley • 253-3334

Conveniently located next to Super Stop and Shop

$30.00

NAILS
TANNING'

When

opportunity

knocks,

open

the door!

University of

Massachusetts
at Amherst

FaU
1991

You'll find over 200 opportunities knocking on
your door this fall. Both credit courses and
noncredit workshops can open doors for you -•

helping you advance in your career plans,
upgrading your skills, or improving your
personal life.

Late register for Continuing Education evening
classes and UMass day classes through
September 17.

For mure information, ronlart the Division of

Continuing Education, Goodeli Building, or call

54524 14.

(. i:i)i i \Ti()\
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Collegian sponsors Open
House in September
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The Massachusetts Daily ColUgian will
be holding an Open House for all new stu-
dents and all those interested in becoming a
part of the newspaper.

The Open House will take place on Fri-
day, Sept. 13. at 2 p.m. in the Collegian's
oflices, 1 13 Campus Center.

There have been many changes over the
summer, including a newly-designed news-
room, with the help of interior designer

Marianne Lombardi and a corporate dona-
tion of furniture.

The newspaper has redesigned its mast-
head, again giving the Collegian a new look.

Anyone intersted in writing, taking pic-
tures, drawing cartoons, or typing, becom-
ing the newspaper librarian or learning
about the workings of the largest college
newspaper in New England should come to
the office or conUct the Collegian at 5-3500.

I used to be a lowly freshman, but then I started working for the
Massachusetts Daily Collegian Now I'm a lowly junior, but I have a
great job. a lot of useful experience, and a lot of cool friends.

Thank you, Colleglanr

COLLEGIAN
"It'« not just an adventure, it's a Job"

r«l?f'*!"".«* *""*' ^°f'*l"9» «« « dally newspaper first-hand.Come to the offices of the Collegian - 113 Campus Center Basement,
or call 545-3500 (5-3500 on campus).

Don't worry, we won't bite.

WELCOME BACK !!!

Michelob •••

Bud

Roiling Rock •

Miller ••••••

Capt. Morgan

Four Seasons

Vodka & Gin •

$6.69-

$6.49

$6.49

$6.49*

$7.49'

12pk

12pk

12pk

12pk

JSQrL

•••$8.99 1.75L

Cold KEGS in Stock
I Coupon ""Coii^oTT CotipoiT "1

I FREE ICE
I

|_wi^th_kegorpurchase of $20.00 -»- i

•Pkis Deport

25 CENTRAL
CLOTHES THAT FIT YOUR LIFE !

DOWNSTAIRS AT
THORNES MARKETPLACE

NORTHAMPTON. MA * 386-8017

"Test Drive" Army ROTO this semester. There wUl be an ROTO represenUve on the Campus
Center Concocourse from 9 - 2 dally, or conctact CPT Richard S. Tracey

Department of Military Science 545-2321/2322
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ifenr/ ONEHOCm
^pU /€ INTRODUCTORY

AmherstAviAtian • ]

V1VR rnrj RGE FLnNG club
Amherst Aviation

At the Northampton Airport

• Especially designed to help students and staff*

members learn to fly at the lowest possible cost.

• Unlimited use of the aircrafts.

• Eight full-time flight instructors available for

private lessons.

• Private Pilot Ground School classes. (Beginning

Sept. IS^**, every Wednesday evening.)

• Oi>en seven days a week, 8 am to 7 pm.
• Located on the PVTA Bus Line.

yoo.'^^^B tnteresiad in . _
>lo^[yttition and w^ipy tbt dcfcit* Cdl Tmtm or

-I860, or stop by the Airport lft|NnOQ. Florvon
atioa see us at the Campua

--^^

'yy^ 11%

^^y ii\v:—
City Aviation d/b/a
AMHERST AVIATION • NORTHAMPTON, MA • (413) 584-1860

Pinocchio's
Ristorante Italiano
1 1 77 N. Pleasant St., Amherst • 549-3669

Free Delivery
Menu includes:

-Pizza

-Salads

-Subs

-Dinners (lasagna, egg-veal-

chicken parmigana, and

manicotti)

-And new item - Calzoni!

r

i^^^ Hours:

Monday-Thursday 4pfn 2am
Friday-Saturday 4pm-3am
Surxlay 4pm-1am

n

Liter of soda- your choice

with order of any large pizza

j
One coupon per pizza-Expires Jan. 31 , 1992 i

FREE TOPPING
on any medium pizza
One coupon per order-Expires Jan. 31 , 1992

^""$1.50 OFF "^
any Large Pizza with 2 toppings

L One coupon per order-Expires Jan.31 , 1992 J

TOWN OF AMHERST

RECREATIONAL JOB
OPENINGS -FALL '91
WORK STUDY - NON-WORK STUDY

PART-TIME, TEMPORARY POSITIONS
• Basketball timekeeper/scorekeeper

• Swimming instructors and lifeguards

• Volleyball officials

• After-School Children's Recreational

Program supervisor and assistant

• Weekend faculties supervisor

• Clerical Worker (Work-Study only)

Applications are available in the Town Manager's Office,

Town Hall, 4 Boltwood Avenue, Amherst, and at the

UMass Student Employment Office.

For information, come see us on the Campus Center

Concourse, Thursday, September 5, 9 am- 4 pm.

APPLY NOW
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RELIGIOUS
SERIOUSLY

ILL

an installation by

Ed Grant

September 3f -13

at the

Student Union Art Gallery

Closing Reception

Friday, September 13th

5:00 - 7:00

WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 4 1991

This exhibition is sponsored in part

by the UMass Arts Council
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CAf €
DICARLO

ff
The

Ultimate In

Casual Italian

Dining

Enjoy Fall

in our

Garden Patio

i->pen 7daysll:30am

71 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA
253-9300

-_ LOFAT

<7 YOGURT

103 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst.Ma
OPEN: SuN-Th g«M- 1 1 IM F>^ &M. 1 24M

BRING YOURWORLD
TO LIFE

AT
THE PERFORMING ARTS DIVISION

MUSIC, THEATER, DANCE & MULTI-CULTURAL ARTS

Private and Group Instruction for Adults and Children

Classes Start: September 1

6

Walk-In Registration: August 26-September 13

Contact P.A.D. in Old Chapel • 545-0519

IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR ALL FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS
As you may know, a fire on 11 April 1991 destroyed the William S. Clark International Center which had housed the

entire International Programs Office. Since that date, the International Programs Office - which includes the Office of Foreign
Students and Scholars has been located in the North Reading Room of the Goodell Library. Effective with the start of the Fall
1991 Semester, there will be some changes in office function and staff location as follows:

1. The International Programs Office will remain in the Goodell Library and, while full services of the Office of Overseas
Study and Exchange will be available at that location, only limited services of the Office of Foreign Students and Scholars will
be available in the Goodell Library. Most of the Foreign Student Advisors will be located in MIDDLESEX HOUSE and we ask that
foreign students and scholars observe the following procedures:

A. If you need routine paperwork (for example, a certification of attendance, an extension of stay, a signature)
which does not require that you see a Foreign Student Advisor, simply go to the International Programs Office in the Goodell
Library to make this request. We will give you a form to complete and will have the necessary documents ready in 2-4days.

B. If you wish to speak with a Foreign Student Advisor by telephone, call 545-2843; this telephone - our main
number - is located in Goodell and your call will be transferred to the appropriate person. If he/she does not answer the
telephone within 4 rings. Voice Mail will intercept and allow you to leave a recorded message.

C If you wish to see a Foreign Student Advisor AND IT IS NOT AN EMERGENCY, telephone 545-2843 and ask to
speak with an Advisor to make an appointment. If you wish to see a specific person, please provide this information when you
call. There will usually be a wait of 1-2 days for an appointment.

D. If there is an EMERGENCY and it is possible for you to call before you come in, please do so. If there is not time,
simply go to either Goodell or Middlesex House and someone will see you immediately.

2. The changes in location for the Foreign Student Advisors are as follows

CAROLE CUMPS - 210 MIDDLESEX- Monday, Tuesday afternoon, Wednesday, Thursday
GOODELL LIBRARY - all day on Friday

lANET lOHNSON - 208 MIDDLESEX-Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday afternoon, Friday
GOODELL LIBRARY - all day on Monday

FRED SCHULTEN - 210 MIDDLESEX - all day on Friday
GOODELL LIBRARY - Monday, Tuesday morning, Wednesday, Thursday

PAT VOKBUS - 207 MIDDLESEX - Monday, Wednesday morning, Thursday, Friday
GOODELL LIBRARY - all day on Tuesday

3. We ask that you not "drop in" at Middlesex House unless there is an EMERGENCY. We also ask that you do not make
routine requests at Middlesex; we do not have the necessary materials to process them there and will have to refer you to

Goodell.

4. If your requests or questions involve immigration matters, please be certain to have passport and visa documents w'.th

you.

We regret the need for this change in how our office functions and we recognize that these changes may create inconve-
niences. Our dual locations in Goodell and Middlesex are temporary ones, and as soon as we have a permanent location
again housing the entire staff of the International Programs Office, we will be able to return to our normal methods of
operation.

. ^ -. — i-'^ ^ A. WViT J X.-
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Cable television in dormitories
gives clear reception to residents

WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 4 IQQi THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

By A.R. SANTIAGO
Collegian Staff

Remember when, on a good day, even standing atop the
TV set and performing all sorts of body contortions in your
dorm room could barely get you any channels? And even
then the reception still left a lot to be desired?

The University ofMassachusetts, with its tales offinancial

woes and worries, finally has something to celebrate these

days. Or, at least that's what proponents ofthe new campus
cable system are hoping for.

Campus residents with TVs will now be able to plug into

the Housing Services Cable Network, at no cost.

With leftover savings from the school's new phone sys-

tem paying for its start-up costs, students will pay nothing

for this service. Operating expenses will be financed by
revenues from on-campus laundry and vending machines.

Beaming its signal from the roof of Washington Resi-

dential Hall in Southwest, HSCN will be providing its

campus audience with a host ofchannels from area stations

as well as educational programs put together by HSCN's
production coordinator. Laurel Hellerstein — with crystal

clear reception to boot.

A 24-hour bulletin board will list dining hall menus,
athletic events, upcoming entertainment activities and

many more, said project organizers.

Another channel will show short films on such topics as

study techniques and recent developments in AIDS re-

search. There will also be a movie channel for those dying

for a taste of HBO or Cinemax.

HSCN is still working to include more educational pro-

gramming for faculty and students into its lineup. The cable

network has already produced short segments about promi-

nent professors on campus to acquaint students with them
and personalire what is an otherwise impersonal institution.

Joseph A. Zannini , executive director ofHousing Services,

touts HSCN as a potential innovator in campus communi-
cation and supplemental education.

HSCN will be a vehicle for UMass students to learn more
about their university and. therefore, get more out of their

college experience, Zannini said.

He added that the ultimate measure ofthe success ofthis
endeavor will rest solely on "what students get out of it.*

"I realize that not everybody is going to use it, but ifthey

know what we are offering and they see it often enough,
then they will eventually learn something," he said.

Zannini said he hopes to have the Cable News Network
and C-SPAN installed soon, with the help offunds raised by

the Residential Students Association.

CHOWDER CLAMS

BASIC BANKING For RIU TIME COLLEGE STUDENTS

FREE to Students Under 19

•No minimum balance

•First order ofchecks absolutely free— no percheck charge

•Unlimited free use of Heritage Bank's CASH^PLUS 24 hour
machines

•PLUS! Use your CASH^PLUS"^ cards at anyATM machine

that displays the following logos: Itiiii *"^,^ ^Jjk, cAsttRtum

Students 19 and Older Get All This for JustA BuckA Month!*

25 Convenient Locations Throughout the Pioneer Valley For additional

information, contact your local Heritage Bank Franklin County: (4 13) 773-5477.

Hampshire County (4 13) 582-6000. Hampden County: (4 13) 539-6000.

HERITAGE BAIMK
Member FDIC. DIFM. FHLB System

'Othet related service charges may apply Refer to Basic a*i/«ng lee schedule

UMass begins
new program
in recycling
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

As the fall semester begins, the University of

Massachusetts will be starting the most ambitious

and extensive recycling program to date.

In addition to recycling newspnnt as in past years,

all students will be encouraged to recycle their mixed
paper, glass, aluminum and tin, plastic bottles and
cardboard, according to Shenll Baldwin, the program
coordinator for the student-run Housing Services'

Residential Recycling Program, which has developed

this comprehensive program.

The recycling process is simple. Every room in the

University's 41 residence halls will have a recycling

box. Students will place their mixed paper and con-

tainers in the box and will be required to sort the

recyclables at central collection sites in the various

residence halls.

At this point, recycling program student ""run-

ners" will place the barrels on the curb to be collected

by the newly formed Office of Solid Waste Manage-
ment, brought to a transfer station on campus, and
finally, hauled to the state-owned Materials Recovery

FaciUty in Spnngfield.

Baldwin hopes to recover 25-30 penxnt of student

recyclables in the next academic year.

Not only will the Umversily save money by avoid-

ing costly landfill fees through the program, but also

make students more environmentally conscious.

Baldwin said, and offer students a means of "making
an impact on the solid waste crisis."

According to the Residential Recycling Program,
75.89 tons of recyclables were recovered in the resi-

dence halls last year. With the recent expansion ofthe

recycling program, Baldwin hopes to collect 700 tons

this year, a near ten-fold increase in trash diverted to

recycUng. Such a high collection rate, about 40 per

cent, could save the University close to $45,000 in

avoided landfill fees.

Baldwin, excited about the expansion of the pro-

gram, says the enormous size ofthe University makes
recycling a difficult venture. Still, she maintains her
optimism.

Baldwmenvisons a "top-notch* residential recycling
program at the University in 10 years.

^ell probably be « tup-notch program," she said

"But it's going to be a slow process getting to that

point."

BOOKS
40-80°^?,

Current Nbw Prices

Every Book In The Store
ACADEMIC & POPULAR

PAPERBACKS
Current & Recent

Hardbacks & Paperbacks
• Fiction • Poetry • Drama •

History • Psychology • Art
•Science • Religion • More •

SF/Fantasy • Rock & Roll
Graphic Novels • Baseball

VALLEY BOOKS
199 N. Pleasant Street
Downtown Amherst

Mon.Sat. 10-5:30, Sun.12-5

Thu. til 9:00

256-1508

VISA/MC

UMass professor received NASA errant
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By ADAM MCCLORY
Collegian Correspondent

After receiving her degree in exercise science from the
Umversity of Massachusetts, Priscilla Clarkson decided
she would love nothing more than furthering her study in
this satisfying field.

Clarkson decided to stert her career in familiar sur-
roundings; she became a faculty member of the Exercise
Science Department at UMass in 1977.

Over the past 1 5 years, the Clarkson has taught students
the finer points concerning human actions in a "biophysical
context" — meaning the combination of anatomy, physiol-
ogy and chemistry.

Such terms alone would be enough to scare dozens of
liberal arU majors, however, when Clarkson hears terms
like "kinesiotherapy," her mind begins to move as ideas fly
through her head at breakneck speed.

The devoted researcher was rewarded last year with a
one and a half year. $65,000 grant from the NaUonal
Aeronautics and Space Association to determine the effects
of reduced gravity on the human body in space and develop
specific exercises to keep astronauts healthy and strong
during lengthy stays in space.

Although no one particular incident sparked her interest
in thiH field, Clarkson said astronauts have been complaining
ufproblems related to the reduced gravity in space for years.

Despite the fact that no cure-all solution will come ofthe
research project, Clarkson considers this "just one little

8t«p' in conquering the quandaries that are all too common
in space travel.

Clarkson is focusing her experiments on the wrists and
arms to simulate the effect of the low gravity in space by
placing casts and slings on student subjects at the UMass
muscle physiology lab. She hopes this will simulate the
effects of extended space travel in a reduced gravity envi-
ronment.

Afterwards, the students submit to a barrage of tests to
document loss ofmuscle strength and movement speed and
the increased fatigue of the subjects muscles, she said.

From the results of these projects, she hopes to arrive at
a conclusion which could be used to create a regimen of
preventive exercises for astronauts. Needless to say,
Clarkson would love to continue her research, hopefully
with another grant fiwm NASA.

The UMass professor has been associated with NASA's
Exercise Countermeasures Project for two years now A
group of US exercise scientists who collaborate virith as-
tronauts and NASA officials to examine the effects of
extended space flight on the body. Clarkson has filled the
capacity of both consulUnt with a team of experts and her
present role as researcher with the project.

Clarkson said she feels no added pressure to quickly
produce results in her dual role.

"With a research project like this, negative information
is still helpful. When arriving at a conclusion. NASA will
know whether or not to continue on a particular path," she
said.

With technology improving at light-speed these days, it

would seem that the spacecraft itselfcould be programmed
to account for the effects ofweightlessness in space, however,
Clarkson believes the best way to tackle the disparity
between the gravity on eartl. and space is good, old basic
"strength training."

The Soviet Union is also plunging into this particiilar
area of study, she said.

Soviet researchers have been studying the eflTects oflong
term space travel on the human body and have developed a
space suit made of a material similar to that used to make
bungee cords, she said. This new technology forces cosmo-
nauts to use their muscles while living in the reduced
gravity of outer space.

Clarkson, who has seen the Soviet suit, calls it theo-

i

This Wee/fs Specials
16oz Draft

$1.50
16oz Bass Ale

$2.25
Michael's own

Electric Lemonade

$2.25
Look for our

Buffet Nights

.i()i.\

\l()\l)\S

NU.HT
ir \(.i IS

10

POOL
TABLES

II is. nil ws
si \

lOl R\ \\1L\I
{ \SM
I'wi/rs

DARTS
AND
MORE

FREE POOL
ALL DAY. EVERYDAY

Every

Friday Night

ACOUSTIC
OPEN MIC

MICHAELS
Billiard Room
And Sports Bar

Rt. 9, Amherst, 256-8284

(Next to Hunan Garden)

retically good but not comfortable."
Although the Soviet Union was our fierce competitor in

the race to land a man on the moon in the sixties, the two
countries are now collaborating in an effort to improve
space flight.

Clarkson is not involved with any Soviet research, yet
she has witnessed that "little by little there has been more
cooperation between the two countries."

Asked if it was justifiable for the United States to be

spending millions of dollars on space travel research while
domestic problems abound, Clarkson paused and contem-
plated the question. She agreed that many problems at
home need grave attention but still supported further space
exploration.

And to Clarkson, there is the ever-present excitment of
space study since ""we don't know what will come of it."

She hopes to publish her findings in science journals in
the fall.

PUMPING IRON — Professor PHscilla Clarkson prepares to measure doctoral student Mary
Miles wrist strength on an isokinetic machine.

Distinctive Apparel for Dance

Fitness and Fun

220 N. Pleasant S<., Amherst • 253-5201 • Park in rear

LOTS^LITTLES ^

TOYS • RECORDS • BOOKS
Plus New and Recycled

CHILDREN'S CLOTHING

r5n%~oFF~l ^°' ^° '''"^' ^'

ANY ONE ITEM
wwh diii coupon

I OHxpi aic iteiru I

Amherst • 256-6823

Mon-Sat 9:30-^:30

Sun 12-5

A COURSE LIKE NO OTHER
PUBLIC HEALTH 563

RADIATION PROTECTION
TOPICS INCLUDE

• Radiation Exposure From the Natural Envimment

• Use of Atomic Ef>ef^y

• Harmful Effeas of Ionizing & Non-ionizing Radiation

• Harmful Effects of the Sun - How to Prevent Them
• Radon - What is ti? - What does it do? -

What can be done about it?

• Radiation Exposure from Medical

Procedures, Benefit vs. Risk

• The Debate on Harmful Effects of Magnetic Fields

• How Bad are Video Terminals? Electric Blankets?

COMEAND LEARN
Tuesdays 4:00 pm - 6:60pm 3 cr.

Morrill 1 North 319
Grade determined by 3 1 hr. Quizzes

Sign-up at class meeting

32 Main St., Amherst, 253-3361
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Pledge to help women's center
Everywoman^s Center budget increased
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian SUff

The Everywoman's Center received a $60,000 grant
during the summer, the third installment of a five-year

pledge by the Massachusetts Department of Public Health.
At the end ofthe pledge, the donation will total $300,000.

a large part of EWC's budget which has been plagued the
past year by cuta, according to Carol Wallace, director of

EWC.
Wallace said funding will hire two professional staff

members for the rape crisis program and fund corresponding
operating expenses.

Located on the second floor of Wilder Hall, the
Everywoman's Center 8erv«^8 wom«^n and "significant oth-

ers" ofFive-College students and community members. The
center helped people over 18,000 times last year.

Because the center's public relations and outreach pro-

grams were cut in Oct. 1990, EWC ofYicials have feared that

fewer students will know of their activities.

The outreach program was responsible for printing and
distributing brochures and flyers as well as staffing infor-

mation tables around campus. The program was growing
before it was slashed last fall due to decline in University

appropriations, according to an EWC report.

Another victim offunding woes was the Bridge Program,

which had been a vehicle to help women who suffer from

other discrimination in addition to gender.

The Counseling Program was alsoeliminated last October

but through fundraising by EWC, was restored in March.

Services include short-term counseling, assessment and

referral and support groups.

Five EWC programs continue to thrive. The Counseling

Services, Counselor/Advocate Program, Educator/Advocat*

Program. Resource/Referral and Graduate Women's Pro-

gram are still funded, although at a reduced level from

years past.

Since July 1990, the Counselor/Advocate has provided

services to 296 victims ofrape, incest and battering, second

only to the Boston Area Rape Crisis Center.

Everywoman's Center provides support groups, work-

shops, lectures, information, advocacy and counseling for a

wide variety of women in many different situations.

A 24-hour hothne is provided as a part ofthe Counselor/

Advocate Program. The number, 545-0800, provides infor-

mation and help to anyone who has been a victim of sexual

violence or knows somebody in need.

It is completely confidential and free of charge.

come write
for the
Collegian!
I 13
Campus
Center, our
number is

545-3500
call or stop
by

"BUBS" A 13 YEAR UMASS TRADITION

ff An Authentic

Rte. 116

Sunderland

259-1254

CATERING

ff

Southern Bar-B-Q

SERVING HOURS
Mon.-Thurs. 5:00-9:30 p.m.

Fri.&Sal. 5:00-10K)0 p.m.

Sun. 1 p.m.-9:30 p.m.

Full Take-Out Available

DINNERS
1/2 BBQ Chicken (Hickory Smoked) 6.95

3 Kielbasa Links 6.95

1/2 Pound Burger 6.95

BBQ Spare Ribs (Hickory Smoked) 7.95

Sliced BBQ Pork (Hickory Smoked) 7.95

Shredded BBQ Pork (Hickory Smoked) 7.95

Sliced BBQ Beef (Hickory Smoked) 7.95

Smoked Turkey 7.95

1 Pound T-Bone Steak 11.95

COMBOS
1/2 Chicken, Link 7.95

BBQ Beef, Link 8.95

BBQ Pork, Link 8.95

Ribs, 1/4 Chicken 8.95

Ribs, Link 8.95

SEAFOOD
Blackened or Charbroiled
BBQ Shrimp 8.95

Salmon 8.95

Catfish 8.95

Swordfish 8.95

SANDWICHES
Adults 5.95

Kids 10 and under 2.95

• Sliced or Shredded BBQ Beef

• Sliced or Shredded BBQ Pork
• Sliced Smoked Turkey

• 1/4 Pound Burger
• Kielbasa

• Catfish

• 1/4 Chicken, bone in, no roll

Quart Bubs BBQ Sauce 4.15

All menu items include UNLIMITED Hot & Cold Bar, homemade vegetable soup, bread and

butter, BBQ baked beans, spicy rice, collard greens, hickory smoked potatoes. Orange

County sweet potatoes, dill potato salad, blackeyed pea salad, cole slaw and french fries.

Beer and Wine Available

• •••••COUPON! COUPON COUPON

$1.00
OFF

ANY MEAL

$1.00
OFF

ANY MEAL

$1.00
OFF

ANY MEAL
Good Mon, •

Tues, Wed, •

&Thurs only*

Expires *

Sept. 30,1991 •

Good Mon, •

Tues, Wed, •

& Thurs only •

Expires *

Sept. 30,1991 •

Good Mon,
Tues, Wed,
& Thurs only

Expires

Sept. 30,1991

• • • • • • • • • •••••••• • • • ••••••• • • •

Hurricane Bob blows by the University
Bv PRESTON P PnRMAxr ...

*^ •^By PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

Hurricane Bob lea the University of
Massachuaetta mosUy unscathed when the
storm came rolling into the Pioneer Valley
two weeks ago.

The hurricane, which heavily damaged
other parte of Massachusette particularly
Cape Cod. caused nearly $1 billion of dam-
age. Nearly all area residente lost electric
power during the aOemoon hurricane but it
was quickly restored.

Many trees on the campus lost branches
but with the exception of a tree that fell on
the Worcester Dining Commons which
damaged the roofcausing $6,000 in damage
the University largely weathered the storm
out.

All non-essential University employees
were ordered home at 10:30 a.m. when Lt.
Gov. Paul Cellucci declared a sUte ofemer-
gency. Gov. WiUiam Weld was out of the
state at a governor's conference when the
hurricane hit. He returned within a few
days to survey the damage.

University spokeswoman Karin Sherbin
said the hurricane was "no big deal."

Sherbin said there was minor floodingm
14 buildings and campus officials told her
five trees uprooted or fell down.

Bob has been declared the most damag-
ing hurricane to strike Massachusette in
two decades. The last hurricane to strike
Massachusette was Gloria in 1985.

Some Cape towns Uke Falmouth suffered
extensive damage and were without power
more than a week after the hurricane.

Porcupinesbecome focus
ofUMass wildlife study
AMHKRST (AP) — How do you put a

radio collar on a porcupine?
""Very carefully," declared Todd Fuller, a

University of Massachusette professor of
wildhfe management, who is using the de-
vices to learn more al)out the habite of the
quilled rodente that are the bane ofcountry
dogs.

Although they are among the more
common woodland creatures, porcupines
have tended to be overlooked by research
biologiste. he said. And most of the few
studies that have been done have centered
on fishers and the few other critters that eat
them.

"'I was surprised to find how very little

hard core data there is," he said. ""It's an
animal that can cause damage to foreste

and personal property. But people have had
no real incentive to find out more about
them. They just shot them and tried to get
rid of them."

Yet. he maintained the slow-moving
beaste with a teste for canoe paddles, ax
handles and other tools flavored with the
salt from human hands, have much to

commend them to science.

Equally happy munching on eastern
hardwoods and western conifers, porcupines
are good indicators of how other forest her-
bivores in a variety ofecosystems are faring,
he said.

""And one of the best things about them
is they are easy to study, because they don't
move far and can be easily caught and
recaught," he said.

At least in theory.

It took his two graduate studente, armed
with thick barbecue gloves reaching up their
forearms, the better part of the summer to
refine their porcupine bagging techniques.
But. despite a few scars. Molly Hale and
Sara Greisemer now have about two dozen
porcupines broadcasting their whereaboute
in the wild lands around the Quabbin Res-
ervoir.

""We have been quilled quite a few times,
but nothing serious like a whack from the
teil." said Hale. ""The quills relax when they
are anesthetized so they are fairly easy to

work with. But there were one of two that
got too small a dose."

""You just have to yank them out as
quickly as you can," she said, of the barbs.
""It does hurt, but ifyou don't do it quickly,
they work in deeper. And then it's worse."

Initially Fuller hoped the porcupines
would waddle into box traps baited with Red
Delicious apples. Some did. Hale said. Others
were entrapped in the stick corrals the
studente set up under likely trees, but the
studente have had to follow some reluctent
research subjecte up trees.

""We have a joke about them teking dis-

appeanng pills," Hale said. ""You will know
they are in a certein tree and yet when you
look up you can't find them. Despite their
poor eyesight they are able to sense where
you are and scrunch around to just at the
right angle where they can't be seen

"

The drill, once a porcupine is in hand, is

to flip iton ite back to expose the unprotected
underside and tranquilize it with a shot in

the meaty part of the back leg, beingcareful
to get flesh and not quills. Fuller said. The
radio collar goes around the neck just behind
the head quills.

"They have more neck than you would
think." he said. ""Ifsjust that when they are
frightened they hunch their shoulders and
pull in their head so they look like big round
footballs."

Eventually, he said, the researchers hope
to follow 50 porcupines, both in areas where
they do and do not come in contect with
humans, for at least two years.

Their quilled charges display a lot of

individuality. Hale said. ""Some are quite

docile. Others are pretty feisty and bang
around in the cage and we had one that was
just curious about us. She came up to the

bars and sniffed at us as if she was looking

us over."

The porcupines also seem to have personal

preferences in the species of trees on which
they feed. ""Some like red oak, others we
find only in white birch and still others favor

basswood or poplare," Hale said. ""When
they come back to an area they tend to

return to the same tree they left. It's as if

those leaves just teste better to them."

Studies of museum skeletons have sug-

gested that one of the prime perils of por-

cupines, which have few natural enemies,

may be falling out of trees. Fuller said.

But Fuller bristled at suggestions that

porcupinesmay not be the brightestofbeaste.

""They are slow-moving and people relate

slow to stupid," he said. ""But they have no

reason to move fast and they do Uve a long

time (seven to eight years) so they can't be

all that dumb."
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D PACKAGE STORE

"the friendly store..."

West St, Rte 116 South Amherst 253-9742

Full Service Package Store
Large selection of imported

and
9S

domestic beers
Wine

Fridge Rental
Minutes from Amherst center West St., Rt. 116 South Amherst

Near Brittany Manor • Mon. - Sat. 10:00am - 11:00pm

CoUagtea fkmlm hf CarrW WyMk

BOBSTRIKESAGAIN—HurricaneBob takes a random treetomewhere
in Greater Amherst.

SONY . JVC • TECHNICS • AIWA • PANASONIC • SHARP -TDK • MAXELL

t>< ittSTEREO ON THE CHEAP'
UNDERGROUND SOUND CAN HELP

If you are on a tight budget this semester, you can still enjoy music because

UNDERGROUND SOUND can supply you with name brand quality recon-

ditioned audio components at about half the cost of new equiptment. All come
with a complete 90-day parts and labor wananty. We also sell new audio

components and repair all brands of audio, video, and car audio, as well as

musical instrument amplifiers. Stop in and check us out.

UNDERGROUND SOUND • 103 NORTH PLEASANT STREET. AMHERST. MA • 253-9507

WE ARE LOCATED BENEATH PANDA EAST RESTALTIANT

this week...

Thurs., Sept. 5-7Wpm
18+ Dancing with

DJ Dennis

Downstairs-8:30pm

Minibus

Bongos To Circus

Fri., Sept. 6-8:30pm

WHO'S KIDDIN' WHO
Dancing with DJ Job

Sat, Sept. 7-9:00pm

Dancing with DJ Job

Mon., Sept. 9-8:00pm 18+

RTZ

Breakdown

lues.. Sept. 10-8:00pm 18+

BULLET BOYS
Black Eyed Susan

Scream
^^^^^^nnp^^nn^^^^^^^^.^^^e'^^in^^nnn

Coming...

Tue. Sept. 17-7i)Opm 18+

THE SPECIAL BEAT
featuring Rankin' Roger

CThe Engftsh Beat)

& Nevile Staples Olie Specials)

TheEqualttes

Thur.. Sept. 19-8:30pm 18^

THE SPIN DOCTORS
Tues.. Sept. 24-8:30pm 18*

BIM SKALA BIM

next week
Thur., Sep(. 12-8:30 pm18f

'Making A Scene'

THE VESTRYMEN
Bolkhead/Fannhouse The SunstxHs/The Scuds

Sat. Sept. 14-8:30pm

SON SEALS

jt. . . . .

.

iiiiiiiiiiiiieiiuuuyw>iiiitfiiiij(jL«y»BMi
Peart Street is open upstairs for dancng every Wed (Gay Night). Thurs.(18+).

FrI. and Sat (Top 40/Housevvith DJ Job) Advance Tix Available at Strawtiemes Record Stores.

TicketPro (800)828 7080. Dynamite Records. Peart St . and For T>ie Record m Amherst

10 PEARL ST. NORTHAMPTON, MA ^^-^^
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WORLD PEACE.
INNER PEACE.

THE PEACE PAGODA

WhjOOMe Back Siudenis!

Silver

Jewelry
fran around the world • hntl

lulv, Bali. Meuco. Tluiland.

Anwnoin InJun.

50
%
OFF

Largest Selecaun o/sili-er jewelry aJua\s 50% off

Berkshire Silver Outlet
"WHERE DESIGNER QLALIT^ & MAXLML?M \ALUE \ffiEr'

:SN rLEA>ANTST AMHERST, MA (4n) 25^9795

By A.R. SANTIAGO
Collegian Staff

If, after endless hours ofTV this summer,
you've finally given up on the world, here's
one thing that might cheer you up: ThePeace
Pagoda.
Spend the day, alone or with a friend, to

think, pray or put the world's problems in

perspective. Sit by the pond, without 21,000
other UMass students walking to and from
their classes distracting you. The path lead-
ing to the Pagoda is about 3/10 of a mile so it

will be a nice, healthy walk, uphill.

I'd never heard ofthe Peace Pagoda myself
until I was told to hunt high and low for it in
the boondocks of Leverett, Mass. And hunt
high and low I did.

Nestled on 100 Cave Hill Road, the Peace
Pagoda was built by monks of the Buddhist
order of Nipponzan Myo Hoji. The Pagoda,
inaugurated in 1985, is one of 70 Peace
Pagodas in the world and the only one com-
pleted in this continent thus far. Another is

underway in Grafton, New York.
Its first temple burned down in 1987, and

a new one is still in the throes of construc-
tion. (Help would be appreciated, say the
monks and nuns there.)

A pile of small rocks that sits by the path
leading to the Pagoda might also attractyour
attention. Ajournal kept by the monks, which
sits on a bench outside for visitors to peruse,
admonishes that these stones bear no sig-

nificance whatsoever to the Peace Pagoda or
its mission. They acquire meaning only ifthe
visitors who leave them there happen to give
them one.

So, there will be no need to genuflect or
offer gifts to it. You can, however, add your
own stone and make your mark.

I would give you directions on how to get
there, but I wouldn't know how to unless I got
you lost, too. But if you'd like to attend its

sixth anniversary celebration on Oct. 6., I'd

better give you a few weeks' head start.

A few tips: There are no signs to lead you
by the hand to the Pagoda so stop looking.

They don't appear until, wala, you're already

there. Ifyou've been going up a hill for more
than 15 minutes and you start seeing trees

with "Private Property' signs posted on them,
back up. Chances are you are just as lost as

I was.

The best way to get to it is, simply, to ask.

The people of Leverett (and their Dober-
mans) are very friendly. Good luck.

Get Ready For School
At Elder Lumber

• Shelving

• Cinder Blocks

• Bulletin Boards
• Clamp Lamps
• Paint

• Lumber
• Tools

• Hardware
• Housewares
• And Much More...

2 Convenient Locations
Ate »

Amherst
North St.

S. Deerfield

1

i

ELDER
I iH«t i»<t

-JTxJ
iS

253-3411 665-8881

/-^
EDDER LUMBER

NSince 1895>^

\mMy
major credit

cards accepted

Rough Guide to the Peace
Take Route 63 North. Take a riglit'onto
Depot Road, in the direction ofLeverett
Center. Then take a left at the end of
that road. Go for two miles until you hit
Cave Hill Road. Look for a Pagoda-like
structure on your right. This ia, obvi-
ously, not the Pagoda yet, but bri^t
yellow signs do appear as soon as you
pass through it to lead you to the real
thing.

SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS

THE
SUB

33 E Pleasant St

Amherst

COME CHECK OUT
THE BEST SUBS IN

TOWN! 549-5160

I 1

20% OFF College Supplies
(with this ad - except sale items)

WHALEN STATIONERS
Main Street - Amherst Main Street - Northampton
(next to Buffalo Bill's) (next to Benetton)

**,Serving Students Since 1956
coupon expires September 14, 1991

tf

(Ki 2^

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE 00 NOT USE ~MSG"

• MANDARIN « S2ECHUAN CUISINE
HOMESTYLE COOKING
FRESH VEGETABLES FROM OUR FARM
EAT IN OR TAKE OUT
FULL LIQUOR LICENSE
OPEN 7 DAYS • NEWLY REMODELED

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEPTED

253-7835 25W813
IV^ttMW STREET. AUCTST //
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DING LAND:
A GROOVY PLACE
TO BE. DING lAND'S TOURISTS

.*H.

K*

FUN FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY

Komell Nasfu son ofDinoland's owner andfounder, poses next to the dinosaurfamily tree

i»-»^^HMPHJ
^^^k

^^^^^n1^^HL' ^^5

Viiia.F'Ojmmons
South Hadley . 533 2663

Starting September 13 Midnights

WHAT'S THAT ON HIS NOSE?

Photos by Tim Call

There^s onlyone problemwith
religions that ha\^e all the answers.

Theydorft allow questions.
If you ipmctimn hjvr i|umH>m ahitut iMtti jtid ihr m«anins ol lilr. com« andjoin ih« irarch

roraniwen in ihr IrlkiHthip of ihr >- pivo^l Church The Epiac«pd Omrrk

^f!iifmmiimmmmmmmmmmm mm IflffitfffflfTfTfiffffTff™

ATHLETIC
SUPPLIES. INC

DISTRIBUTORS OF
Rawlings • Nike • Wilson • COM •

Avia • Pony • Adidas • Sand Knit •

Bauer • Mizuno • Diadora • Mitra •

Asics • Converse • Micron

377 Main Street, Amherst • 253-3973

We Design Intramural Team Shirts & Jerseys

Mm

What do John Irving, Horace Boyer,

and the Paul Winter Consort

have in common?
The Ark!

Join us this and every Sunday Night
for Dinner and Fellowship,

^^__^ 6:00pm

LJ THEARK
\T7 758 NORTH PLEASANT STREET
\I/ 549-6929
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Public universities less affordable,
rising costs, shrinking scholarships
By LEE MITGANG
Associated Press

Public collets are hitting students with the biggest

tuition increases in a decade, giving less scholarship aid to

pay for it and offering fewer and more crowded classes.

Elementary and secondary school funding largely was
protected as legislators struggled this summer to close

budget gaps in more than 30 states, but public university

campuses were not so lucky.

A 50-state survey by the Associated Press shows that,

nationwide, state higher education appropriations for fiscal

1992 total an estimated $35.7 billion, virtually unchanged
from the $36.5 billion spent by all 50 states in 1991.

Eleven Western an Southern states that weathered the

recession better than most are boosting appropriations by

at least 5 percent. But ITothersareloweringappropriations,

one state's funding remained unchanged, and 2 1 are raising

them by less than 5 percent — not enough, in many cases,

to prevent program cuts and higher student fees.

State colleges across the country are deferring mainte-

nance, limiting or freezing faculty pay hikes, cutting back
on library, computer and research budgets, and in some
cases, laying off non-tenured teachers and administrators.

In at least 21 state, public college tuitions are headed up
in double digits, the biggest increase since 1982, when
runaway inflation sent tuition and fees at four-year insti-

tutions up an average of 20 percent.

Call Us For

we send flower*

anywhere.

local deliveries

six days a week

plants

balloons

full service

flower shop

220 N. P1«*jni S«.

Amh«r«f

253-5545

m

Tuitions are up 40 percent to $2,274 a year at the

University of California system after a 1.1 percent reduc-

tion in its state appropriation. Rates are 10 percent to 29

percent higher at Connecticut state campuses, and Florida

college students will pay 15 percent more, on the heels of a

10 percent rise last year.

Mississippi state college rates are up an average of 14

percent — 17.7 percent at predominantly black Jackson

State. And at the University of Oregon, fall rates are rising

by nearly one-third: $2,598. from $1,965.

City University ofNew York, which in years past offered

free education to generations of immigrants and others,

hiked its fees by 28 percent at four-year campuses, to

$1,850 The 64-campus State University of New York had
its state funding cut by $54.8 million and is increasing

tuition by $500 to $2,150 a year, following a $300 rise last

December.
Fees for out-of-state students are soaring even faster in

many states. Out-of-state rates at the University of New
Hampshire, for example, will be $9,840 this fall, 30 percent

higher than 1989 levels.

Such increases could thwart campus effort to diversify

student populations ethnically and geographically, warn
James Applederry, president of the American Association

of State Colleges and Universities.

Appleberry and others believe the unusually steep tuition

increases and lessened state support aren'tjust the passing

consequences of recession.

They view them as the latest sign of a sea change in the

way politicians view public higher education:

For the forseeable future, they predict, governors and
legislators will continue to shift the cost of public college

education onto families, and away firom taxpayers.

"Colleges and universities were once seen as driving the

engine of renewal for the nation. It was almost a nmiaiitic

belief," said Ernest L. Boyer. president of the Carnegie
Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching.

"But I believe that higher education is now considered

more of a private good than a public good." he said.

Compounding the impact of rising tuitions are cutbacks

in state-funded college aid that already are denying thou-

sands of prospective students access to public campuses.

In Indiana, average state aid packages for needy student

ate expected to drop by about 10 percent.

In Tennessee. 3,700 students who qualified for state aid

didnt get it last year because money wasn't available. This

year, an additional 1.700 who qualify will be dined aid

because of budget cuts.

Even students able to afford school are finding access a
problem in states where budget cuts are forcing campuses
to cut programs and classed.

At San Diego State University, one out ofevery 10 class

sections was chminatcd after the campus lost nearly one-

tenth of its $200 million budget due to state cuts. Officials

estimate that more than 1.100 students did not get a single

class they requested this fall.

The University of Minnesota is laying off about 500
employees and raising resident undergraduate tuition by

9.3 percent to help deal with appropriation that are $50
million less than last year.

"Students have no idea how they're going to afford to pay

for the increase," said Stephanie Hanson, chairwoman of

the student services steering committee for the Minnesota
Student Association.

College Supplies
A terrific selection of

Computer supplies, notebooks, pens,

pencils, paper clips, typewritter ribbons,

lamps, T-shirts, binders, art supplies,

calendars, blank books, Frisbees,

stationary & and the best card shop in the Valley!

A»J« Hastings, Inc.
•^ Newsdralpr and Starioner—^~^ '^

Ride the free bus (or walk) doumtoum
and see what Amherst has to offer

open Mon.- Sat. 5 am to 9 pm, Sundays 5 am to I pm

Denomination
celebrates
homosexuality
By GEORGE W. CORNELL
Associated Press

On a large sign in frxint ofa national meeting ofgay
and lesbian Christians were these words of Christ
from the Book of Revelation: "1 have opened a door."

The implication in that particular setting was that
the door of faith was opened to sexually active homo-
sexuals, an issue wracking several Protestant de-

nominations.

However, full fledged acceptance of that lifestyle

characterizes the Universal Fellowship of Metropoli-
tan Commumty Churches, and its representatives
demonstrated delight at it in song, laughter and
prayers.

"Sweet Jesus, our brother and friend, we are
thankful for learning to love," said the Rev. Troy Perry,
the churches founder and moderator. "We proclaim
your word, your teachings and your love."

He is a stocky, gentle-mannered minister of52 with
gray, crew-cut hair, a short gray beard and gold cross
hung at the front of clerical garb, pleased with the
vigor shown at his church's general conference here
last month.

"1 was delighted at the whole tenor ofout meeting,"
he said in an interview. "Our people have finally

reached the maturity that for the first time in our 23-

year history we could open our meeting to the press."

"Some in the past had fears about being identified,

but those anxieties have been alleviated and we were
completely open."

lite conference, with a reported 1.200 in attendance,
included a full program ofworship, business meetings,
lectures, concerts and workshops.
A responsive reading went this way in part:

Leader— There are different gifls."

All — "But it is the same spirit that gives them."
Leader — ^GoA works through different people in

different ways.*

All — "But God's purpose is served through all.*

Perry, once a Penteooetalist pastor who was excom-
municated when he declared himself homosexual,
founded the denomination as a haven for homosexuals
in 1968 in Los Angeles, where it is based.

It espouses traditional Christian beliefs and con-
siders the Bible the divinely inspired Word of God. It

now reports 27.000 members and 264 conurbations in
1 7 mnntrie«

Perry said thousand so others attend services but
don't list themselves as members out of fear they may
lose their jobs or suffer other bias. He announced an
evangelistic drive to recruit heterosexuals, who make
up about 15 percent of the church.

Roman Catholic moral theologian Daniel Maguire
of Marquette University told the meeting. "There is

noting specifically heterosexual or homosexual about
love. ... Don't be afraid of love, because it is the gift of
God."

I used to be a lowly freshman, but then I started working for the
Massachusetts Daily Collegian. Now I'm a lowly junior, but I havfe a
great job. a lot of useful experience, and a lot of cool friends.

Thank you, Collegian!"

COLLEGIAN
"T*!
It's not just an adventure, it's a job"

Experience tte inner workings of a daily newspaper first-hand.Come to the offtces of the Collegian - 113 Campus Center Basement.
or call 545-3500 (5-3500 on campus).

Don't worry, we won't bite.

WORK FOR THE

COLLEGIAN

It's not just an adventure, it's a job.

1 13 Campus Center Basement
545-3500

simm

We are a group of committed environmental activists working in over

25 countries. We are looking for individuals who are committed to a

cleaner, healthier environment and want to work for what they

believe in. Full-time and part-time paid positions are now available.

Look for us on the concourse or call j.D. or Rick at 549-0507.

//////i
KENTUCKY FRIED CHtCKEN'^

Weekday Lunch Specials

Monday - Friday 10:30 am - 5:00 pm

Snack Pack
$1.99

1-2-3 Lunch
$2.59

1 Piece Chicken
Small Mashed Potato

Small Soda

1 Piece Chicken
2 Wings
3 Nuggets

Small Potato

Wing Combo
$3.29

Rout^ 9 • Hadley

6 BBQ or Hotwlng
Small Fry

Small Soda
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LIFE IN HELL
By MATT GROENING

LIFE IN HELL
By MATT GROENING
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/UU^lOt^ OMiaUfS V^ 2 FOR 1, 1/4 oz. SALE
WITH THIS AD
(exp. 10/1/91)

FRAGRANCES OF AZHAR
IMPORTED OILS - EGYPT, MOROCCA, TUNISIA
MASSAGE OIL, INCENSE, BENGLES, BOOKS

• 2 CARRIAGE SHOPS
AMHERST, MA 01002

(413)549-0676

CHECK US OUT
ON THE CONCOURSE

0\sco«"^ LIQUORS ou/,f

18 Main St Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring Busdi Beer

$9.99 case "cans"

Coke, Diet Coke
$2.99 12-PK cans

Beringer White Zinfandel

was $5.99 Now $4,29 750 ml.

Barbarossa Spiced Rum
was $9.99Now $5.99 Uter

Vodka 80° $5.99 Uter
Many More In-Store Specials v/mc

M^eei^lu^eposi^fespecia/j^f^vi^^ AvaUable •
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

"Wvll. ttwr* h« 0OM again I auppoaa I shouldn't

worry, but I just gat a bad faaling about
Jimmy hanging writh thosa tuna puntia."

CALVIN AND HOBBES

«, « « * •- UniMTMl Pr«M SyndkM*

Quote of the Day
"The difference between humor and horror

is it stops being humor when it starts being you."

—Stephen King

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE

ACMMS
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Quote of the Day
T don't have to read it, I just have to make it fit"

-overheard in the graphics room during back to

school production
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ARIES (March 21- April 19) —
Take it nice and easy in business. An
ovcrty-asgressive approach will tum
ofTaiensitive memtier of the oppo-
site sex. Telephone calls bring wel-

come financial news. Romance is

iffy.

TAURUS (April 20 - May 20)— An
artistic or creative idea needs further

development. Research, an expert's

advise, or more training may be

needed. Seek practical outlea for

pent-up energy. Rontance is sweet.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) —
Someone who agrees with you all the

lime may be trying to steal your

resources. Romance enjoys highly

favorable influences. If already mar-

ried, you will soon see greater har-

mony on the home front.

CANCER (June 21 -July 22)— Af-

fection abounds when you Icam to

compromise with your mate or an-

other family member. Real estate

deals can be highly lucrative. You
receive a nice compliment from

someone whose opinion really

counts.

LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22)— Money
may have to be spent on essentials

you forgot about. Tackle do-it-your-

self projects. An older person who
boasts may be trying to show you up.

Pay no attention.

VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) — A
financial windfall is possible. Put

any profits back into business. You
hear from a long-lost friend. Your
love life takes a remaikable new tum
without any effort on your part.

LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22)— Un-
expected events could force a chaage
in plant. Your ability toadaptquickly

to an emerfeacy situation will im-

press higher-ups Romantic paitaer

muct be handled with kid gloves.

Share secrets with loved ones.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21) —
Morning houn are the best time to

deal with an attractive memberofthe
opposite sex. A legal matter will be

settled in your favor— out of court.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec.

21)— Your long-term plans are sub-

jected to change. Distant intetesu

are accented. A move to another city

or state holds new appeal. Widen
your circle of friends.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan. 19)

— Beware of faulty judgement. An-

other person's jealousy could cause

you embarrassment. Focus on
projects you can handle alone Ro-

mance reaches a new plateau. Know
your own heart before asking for a

commitment.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) —
Concentrate on one project at a time

to make the greatest progress. An
older person is a steadying force

where business or career matters are

concerned. Someone new adds a

touch of glamour to romance.

PICES (Feb. 19 - March 20) —
Getting rid of outmoded methods
saves you time and money. The need

for greater discipline in your life is

obvious. Friends help you build a

new foundation. Sticjc to the straight-

and-narrow.

Today's Staff
Night Editor iVeston P. Forman

Cqjy Editor Marc Elliott

PhotoTechnician JodyGabin

Production Supervisor(s) Nicole Dumas,

Terry Starmer, Mike Carvalho, Seth Kaye

Production every last tired one of us
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Fulfill all yourcommunications
requirements with one course.
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services-cM- ifyou re already an AT&T customer you II get RiniH ^ ^^^' hours wcvth ofAT&'I longdistance calling* * As well as discounts on all kinds of

things all year round. D So ask about ATdiT Student Saver Plus. You'll find that for this communications course, we did our homework.

Join AT&TStudent Saver Plus today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4810. AT&T
'This se'Kicei?. avai(a»ielo'Ot( campus siudents only -,««,t.
•In adOd'on campus residents may place dcecl dialed calls usmg untve'sily and ATsr 4C0S'" Service
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"Now we're back."
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Jazz has a
good summer
By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian StafT

As usually happens over the summer, you take off from
school, maybe get ajob, pretty much do nothing, and lose all

contact with the outside world.

Then in September you return to school, and BLAM!
Suddenly you find that you are no longer even close to being
hip. You still think that L L Cool J's Mama Said Knock You
Out is a new release, and you didn't even know that De La
Soul put out another album. Well, if that's the case, then
you're in pretty sad shape. As for the bevy of summer
releases that came out — maybe I can help you catch up.

Well consider this my inaugural piece m terms of my
column, ni be writing about "jazz" (a term to be discussed

at a later date) and blues, keeping you up on the latest

releases, concert previews and reviews, and occasional

commentary and criticism.

Tops over the summer were two major purchases in the

music industry. Denon purchased the Savoy catalogue, and
has promised to first reissue the John Coltrane/Wilbur
Harden albums on compact disc. The GRP distribution

company then purchased the old MCAlmpulse! label, and
immediately came out with a plethora of reissues. The
crwun of the release was the four-cd set entitled John
Coltrane Live In Japan. The music comes from Coltranf's

stoned tour of Japan in 1966, with his group of Pharoah
Sanders,Jinuny Garrison, Alice Coltrane and Rashied
Ali. Among the highlights are a 40-minute take of "Afro-

Blue", and an hour-long take of"My Favonte Things'. Also
released wasJohn Coltrane/Archie Shepp<V«fU'' Thing at
Newport which features the entire 1965 Newport gig live

and uncut * some previous takes from the concert had been
scattered over several earlier albums). Also, albums from
Oliver N>lioa. McCoy Tyner and Stanley Turrentine
saw themaelves reissued by GRP.

As for new stuff, the summer did not fail to impress
ReprMenting the older generation. Yuaef I^teef released

his Latetfs Encounters on Atlantic. Ellis Marsalis was
featured on several albums. Tenor great Johnny Griffin
returned to the studios after a long absence and came out
uith The Cat on the Antilles label. Also on Antilles, sazo-

phomst Frank Moi^an cameout with his latest.A Loveaome
Thing. Kenny Barron continued his recent prolific trend
by releasing a aaio date on the Concord label, as well as
being featured on Reservoir Records New York Piano Se-

rus. Freddie Hubbard put out his Top-iy Standard Book

CONTINUED ON PAG€ 4

Tight dynamics make *Boyz' convincing

Rapper Ice Cube makes his acting debut as ''Doughboy" in John Singleton*s film Boyz N the Hood.

By JAMES MOLESWORTH
<i
Collegian Staff

"One out ofevery twenty-two Black males
will wind up being muidered." So begins

Boyz N The Hood, John Singleton's direct-

ing and writing debut. Boyz also marks
several other debuts: the acting debut of

controversial rapper Ice Cube, and the first

time a movie of its kind makes its point

convincingly.

The systematic onslaught and genocide
being committed against the Black male is

slowly becoming an issue at the forefront of

the Jimerican consciousness, although the
media has yet to pick up on it. In today's

highly visual world (one need only look at
MTV or the typical rock concert), the cinema
has increasingly become a force for galva-

nizing the populace around certain issues.

The films Colors and New Jack City have
both caused a lot of hype and hysteria, but
have not come dose to the hype created by
Boyz. The cases ofviolence surrounding the
movie are all too well-documented and, in

many ways, are used as a promotional device.

Yet after seeing Boyz N The Hood, one is

bewildered by the fact that it has generated
violence. Not only is itsmessage soobviously
anti-violent, but compared to many other
current movies (Steven Seagal's Out For
Justice, for example) there isn't even that
much violence depicted. That fact, coupled
with the film's perspective, makes Bt^ a
very dynamic film.

The entire movie is centered around the
lives of three boyhood fiiends who grow up

CONTINUED ON PAG€ 14

Frank Morgan was one of the many artist* who released outstanding albums over the summer.

Tint Yaros

k

Ntcdkwork Supplies

• UMass Lo({os and Greeks in needlepoint and i-ttitck

• New Fall yarns have arrived!

• Over 400 Knittinj/Crochel Pattern Books Advice Cheerfally Given !

• Over S50 Needlework Pattern Books

The Carriage Shops, 233 S. Pleasemt St. Amherst. MA 549-6106

OLLEGIA
NEEDS:

Jewish Affairs Editor

Photographers

Writers

Student Cartoonists

Typists

A Librarian

More and more PhDs across the
country are recommending Hewlett-
Packard financial and scientific

calculators to their students. And
for some very strong reasons.

"The HP 48SX Scientific Expandable
has powerftil graphics tools that are
remarkably helpful to students learn-

ing mathematical concepts. And
with the equation solver feature, it's

excellent for applying mathematics
to engineeringT according to Dr.

\^^lliam Rahmeyer, a professor of civil

and environmental engineering at

Utah State Univn»ty

The HP Business Ck)nsultant II has

an equation solverand extensive

HP Businna r/mwhaM II

liP 48SX Shmlifk- ExpwidaNr

math functions. These free the stu-

dents fti)m computational tedium
.so they can think and interact on a
higher levell' says Dr. Lee V. Stiff, a

professor ofmath education at North
Carolina State University

So go check (Xit the HP calculator

line at your college bookstore or HP
retailer. You'll agree, there's no faster

relief &x>m the pain of tough problems.

HP calculators. The best for your
success.

HEWLETT
PACKARD

I
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lbgo to the OlympicGames,just start lifting.

USA
R99
»««»000 SPONSOR

t««2 U S OLYMPICTEAM

TIlis year, you can qualify for a trip lo the Olympic Games by performing one simple exercise.

Signing up for AT&T* D "^'ou see, everyone who chooses AT&T will automatically be entered into our StiidefU

Sai^Plm Sweepstakes. >X'hich makes you eligible to win a trip for two to the 1992 Olympic VC'inter Games in

Albert\ ille. France. A year's worth of free ATi&T long distance calling AT&TLong Distance Gift Certificates. And much

more. D So sign up for AT&T You'll see that when it comes to long distance phone services, we can't be beat.

Enter the AT&T Student Saver Plus Sweepstakes today.
Stop by our booth on campus.

•f*) purchase necessary AHernale entry methotJs and sweepstakes rutes avaitat-rle it AT4T txxth
® 1991 ATST
36 use 380

AT&T

Jazz
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
on Alfa Jazz. Leading the pack was pianist
Tommy Flanagan's Jazz Poet also on Alfa.
A trio date with George Mraz and Kenny
Washington, this album may soon become
a classic. Some sad news: Flanagan recently
had bypass surgery, but reports are that he
is recovering Get well soon Mr. Flanagan.

The charge of the young neo-traditional-
i3t crowd continues to be led by Wynton
Marsalis, who released several albums,
including a three-cd set entitled Soul Ges-
tures in Southern Blue, which has Wynton
backed by a group consisting of Marcus
Roberts, Elvin Jones, and Reginald Veal.
The Tough Young Tenors, featuring
Javon Jackson, released an album on
Antilles. Pianist Stephen Scott has made

some noise with his debut on Verve entitled

Something to Consider. TrumpeterTerence
Blanchard stepped out on his own with his

first album as a leader, Terence Blanchard
(it is sort of a tradition in the jazz world to

title one's first album as a leader with one's

own name), on Columbia. Yet album of the

year honors may have to go to vocahst
Cassandra Wilson. Her album She Who
Weeps onJMT was certainly the highhght of
the summer— it's a must hear.

On the "avant-garde" side (another term
for later discussion) guitarist Sonny
Sharrock put out Ask The Ages on Axiom,
with Pharoah Sanders, Elvin Jones and
Chamett Moffett. The brightest new spot

in this genre comes from the Jazz Pas-
sengers, whose release Live At The Knit-

Mute plants the Magic
Seed and harvests Easy
By PAUL DEGEORGES
Collegian Staff

For anyone who has ever bought one of

those "self-hypnosis* tapes (you know —
study better, stop smoldng etc. ) the stan-

dard warning that the cassette slMiuld never

be played while driving a car. operating
heavy machinery or at any other time, for

that matter, when you want to retain "full

awakening cf)n<;ciou8nes8.'' is a familiar and
relatively amusing little disclaimer which
accompanies most of them ana is generally

ignored.

With the latest release b} the Swedish
Easy, entitled Magic Seed, it is suprising

Mute Records didn't put a similar warning
on this album.

Easy, who hail from the port of

Gothenberg in Sweden, signed to a subdivi-

sion ofM ute Records called Blast First and
recorded this, their debut L.P., in a matter
ofonly a few months. This is quite a feat for

any band, but upon listening to Magic Seed,

it is truly incredible.

Melodies and harmonies as thick as mo-
lasses are poured into your ears and blended
with insistently hypnotic rhythms. Their
sound has been compared to "Dm Wedding
Present. Dinosaui Jr.. and The Cure. Re
ally, they sound like a lot ofthi !\gs all stuck

in a Cuisinart and whipped together.

To say that they sound like Sonic Youth
is fair, but Easy is far more accessible.

Basically, they write insanely groovy,

grungey. catchy, danocable noise.

It has been noted that EUisy are to be
"compUmented for notjumpingon any baggy
bandwagons and displaying a sense of dy-

namics that put more illustrious contem-

poraries to shame."

As for the disclaimer. Magic Seed really

shouldn't be UstenMl to when you want to

maintain full awakening consciousness.

They caused mass hypnosis when they

toured with Lush and The Charlatains and
have a knack for playing truly mesmerizing
munc.

As one reviewer notes; "If you am man-
age to be fragile, coercive, and melodra-

matic all in the same breath, then count me
in for the next round."

So, if Easy is on the car stereo, be careful.

When the tape ends you might find yourself

driving 1 10 miles per hour wondering how
you wound up in Vermont when you were
only returning a video in Amherst. Ifyou get

pulled over and try to explain to the officer

why jrou've got this glassy look in your eyes
and your tongue is listlessly wagging out of

your head, dont say / didn't warn you.

Photo Coortaay of Mute Records

EASY

ting Factory received wide acclaim for its

freshly inventive and humorous style of

music.

As for the music itselfhere in the Valley,

we had our annual Bright Moments concert

series on the campus pond. Poncho
Sanchez and his Latin Jazz Band kicked

off the festivities with a fantastic show,

laden with infectious Latin-American, Cu-

ban, and African-American rhythms. The
Nigerian saxophonist and civil-rights activ-

ist Fela Anikulapo Kuti also performed

before a die-hard crowd which braved some
reallycrummy weather. Kenny Barron came
and went with nearly no one knowing. He
was a last-minute replacement for a gig at

the Iron Horse in Northampton.

And, although it is a Uttle far off, this

years' '^az Roach and Friends" concert

to benefit the Fletcher Henderson Memorial

Scholarship fund in December looks to be a

mega-gig. Roachon percussion, YusefLateef

on reeds, Reggie Worknum on bass, and
Kenny Barron on piano (thankfully , so those

of us who missed him over the summer get

a chance to see this superb player).

If you want to hear the music on the

radio, WMUA 91.1FM, the University's

student nm station, has African-American

instrumental music (commonly called

""jazz") every weekday morning from 9 a.m.

to noon. The Five-College radio station,

WFCR 88.5 FM, alsohas a ""jazz" slot, from

6:30 p.m. to 8 p.m. each weeknight.

Ommzers s Stomce Svsmis

\i

mm fkwkm
• Stacking Storage

• Hanging Shelves

• Folding Bookcases

• Grid Systems

• RoKng Trolleys

northampton

FOOD SERVICES
Welcomes

New and Returning Students

to Your

Dining Commons

Marty's Deli

at Franklin

Hampshire Quick Stop

Pastabilities

at Berkshire and Worcester

Ok at

Be sure to pick up your Food Services brochure

the Cashier's Station-hours-and lots more. ^
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Thrashing Skumz are a groovy but esoteric experience Skumz

By MEUNDA WEBBER
Collegian Correspondent

An uneasy, almost queasy feeling settles over a crowd of

approximately 200 fans of that hard-rockin' genre ofmusic

associated so often by its legion of fans collectively labeled

as '^etalheads.'

The hush comes not from the reeling sting of a final

power chord struck at the end of a scorching solo, nor frxjm

one of those breathtaking, lump-in-my-throat-'cause-'wow

these guys are really(feep'-heavy-metal-ballads. No. it comes

instead from a general sense ofbewilderment and downright

shock which has suddenly descended upon Hadley's

hoppingest nightclub Katina's. in the form of The
Thrmshing Skumz.

The stage has just been illuminated by an intense flood

of groovy Ufi^ts to reveal the five-man prt^ressive rock

outfit from Amherst, MA., shielded by a frontline rhythm

section consisting of the "lovely and talented" Prokopettes

conducted by the Happy Valley's premier Glowing

Tambourinist — Jovi. Together they constitute the foun-

dation of the eclectic Thrashing Skumz: Jovi Prokopy's

Fruitcake Rhythym Orchestra.

It is the five main Skumz, however, upon whom the

majority of flustered gazes rest. They are decked out in

bcllbottoms and flare collars which might have been stolen

from Sonny Bono's personal wardrobe, andenough hairspray

that if any ofthem got near a spark, the entire band would

probably look Uke the cover of Nothing's Shocking.

The lineup includes, on lead guitar "The Rock Stallion."

on bass "'Morris, (pronounced Maurice)," on drums The Big

Fatty," on rhythm guitar and lead vocals "The Cute One".

"Bonita, Bonita. BoniU" rounds things out with keyboards,

backing vocals and flute. Wait a minute! Flute?! Well,

ignoring their outrageous stage show and ridiculous name,
these guys actually play some seriously good alternative

guitar rock.

What is perhaps their most popular song, "Alicia," draws
comparisons to old Cure and Joy Division, but also incorpo-

rates a droning beat and thickly layered melody that keeps

it from getting too gloomy andmakM it a great dance tune.

"The Pirate Song," which has a similar sound, instead

incorporates sudden rhythm changes and ethereal vocals

which, combined with a haunting flute Une are simply

mesmerizing.
So why are these guys getting yelled at to "Get oflF the

stage!"? The show they are playing is a monthly Local

Talent Showcase of some of the areas finest bands. This

show included a sUck, incredibly tight performance by the

synth-metal group Rapid Symphony, the fast pace and in-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
your-face stage look of Bad Boy Trigger; and the funky,
danceable grooves of the areas favorite up 'n' coming metal
band Wonderland.

All these bands put on fantastic, nearly professional
shows and ripped through their allotted 40 minutes with
the look of bands that with a little luck might be touring
with Mucky Pup in the near future. But without a doubt the
band that stuck in everyone's head as beingmost memorable
was The Thrashing Skumz.

Perhaps it is the subtly blatant poking offun at the whole
heavy-metal scene (which is the reason they give to explain
their name) and novelty songs like "The PVTA NicFit
Blues", "I Was an Ameoba in a Previous Life", and their

most infamous tune "Give the Metalheads a Haircut",
which make this band so entertaining.

They are certainly not a heavy metal band, as is evi-

denced by such catchy, dancey pop tunes as "The Frog Song"
and "Scat!" and the irresistibly funky hook of their "politi-

cally-charged thrillers." "JeffDahlmer" and "Hey Pee-Wee!",

but they do occasionaly show a harsher (and, apparently,

actually sincere) side with songs like "Hallucinations" and
"Zionist Baby".

The main impression one gets as the Skumz thrash their

way through a set, with occasional pauses for a broken
string or out of tune instrument, is that they couldn't care

less about sounding professional as long as they and their

fans are having a good time. That's not to say the band isn't

talented, theyjust seem to have an attitude offun about the

whole thing and a little unintentional feedback is always
made up forby an incredibly amusing stage show. "Youguys
8uck\' someone yells. "Yeah," calls back Morris "but you

paid six bucks to see us!"

Though the Thrashing Skumz are still farfrom being the

Valley's next DinosaurJr. , their second self-released cassette

entitled The Gospel According to Jovi, shows tremendous

growth and a knack for songs that really get stuck in your

head. The Gospel, which is available at local record stores is

definitely worth the time, and may surprise those who have
only ever seen the Skumz live. Twelve professionally-re-

corded songs are included along with a "limited edition"

autographed picture of Jovi.

Witha combination ofcatchy guitar hooks and an amusing
image, it seems the Skumz have hit upon a very appealing

concept. But don't think that you should start taking the

band too aeriously. After all, as the song "The Other Day"

reminds us: "Thrashing Skumz? Isn't that an oxymoron or

something?"

r/iurs em. 5th

On graphk:$. you txjnmhmads)

"Back To School Sale"
save on MAURESSES, FUTONS

and WATERBEDSa

Delivery

Available

Complete

ServceDept BEDS-PLUS
'The Sleep Shop''

Student Discount with a valid student I.D.

Rt. 9 Hadley. MA
582-1284
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'Welcome Back
Students!

W^e're here for all

your hair care
NEEDS.

• All services guaranteed
• Free consultations

Amherst

103N. Pleasant

256-0438

Hours:
Monday-Friday 9-8:00pm

Saturday 9-5:00pm

• ! •,!}•* \ ^
*-•

pWJEROF JON E. PARADISE

IBBV^ NQN-MEGOT\ABl£

Classes have
begun, so stock up on smooth
writing Pilot pens! Like the

Better Ball Point Pen two pack.

The Explorer Retractable Roller

Pen. And Pilot Colours — a three

pack of color coordinated

writing instruments.

Every time you buy one of these

Pilot favorites, you get a chance
at $100,000 in cash and prizes!

It's all part of our new "Win-ln-

An-lnstant" game printed right

inside specially marked
packages. You could win the

$25,000 Grand Prize or hundreds
of other cash prizes and great

SONY electronics!

and you may

changeyour major

to finance.
So stop by your college bookstore and

check out these great Pilot pens. If you

win, you may have to switch your major

^ssje^^T"

PILOT
Pilot Corporation of America

60 Commerce Drive, Trumbull, CT 06611
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Three County Fair is full of fun for everyone
V' - . , t r ^t ^1 .»^ll Wa T<V>A an</viir<f r>rtKin<Ts Kannoninor at a fair if vnit'va axi^

By PAUL DEGEORGES
CoUegian Staff

Hey you! Step right up! Really. I mean it . .

.

Oh, well, it doesn't work for me either. But 1 do have to

admit every once in a while there is nothing that beats going

to a good old-fashioned fair.

This weekend, the Five College area will be treated to

one of the finest displays of evidence that somewhere in

America people still eat apple pie, play baseball, and go to

fairs. The Three County Fair, held in Northampton,

Massachusetts will wrap up its last four days in grand style.

Robinson's Racing Pigs will be just one of the high-

lights taking place Wednesday through Friday. For six

years, the Racing Pigs havetraveled theworld— toAustralia

,

Eun^)e,tlu) UmtedStatesandJapan and they have appeared

on The Tonight Show with Johnny Carson.

Racing Pigs^ No . don't bother calling theASPCA— these

pigs (who can run at speeds reaching a whopping 15 miles

per hour) compete in a race similar to the kind horses do.

Only, the pigs have got it better: the wanning pig gets the

Oreo cookie which the whole pack has been chasing

Two races comprise each show and there will be six

shows daily

On the more conventional side of things, there mil be

contesU and judgings of such farm-related categories as

horticulture, dairy and dairy goats, horse drawing, fruite

and vegetables, poultry , oxen and steers, rabbits, sheep and

swine. There will also be sheep shearing, ox drawing and

more.
These competitions go on all weekend and will take place

at varying times throughout each day.

Magician/Illusionists Gifford and Roy will dazzle you

in their three daily shows. The act is directed at a family

audience and will provide mystifying entertainment

Wednesday through Saturday.

After a long day of forcing yourself onto those insane

rides that can only be found at a fair— this year, being no

exception, will feature the Sea Dragon, which sUnds over

60 feet tall, rises and falls at 35.7 feet per second and sways

65 degrees side to side (egads!)— you will probably want to

unwind with the hip, rollercoaster-cathartic sounds of the

South End jazz band on Thursday at 6 p.m. and the

Mountain Music dance band on Friday also at 6 p m.

More music will be provided throughout the weekend by

Country- music singer/songwriter Karen Roberts. Roberts

will perform three solo shows daily through the duration of

the fair.

The amount of things happening at a fair, ifyou've ever

seen or even just heard about one, is usually pretty over-

whelming and most times you wind up kicking yourself for

missing something. 1 couldn't possibly list all the events of

the weekend in this little column, so pick up a schedule or

call 584-2237 for more information. Remember, there's

nothing like a good fair because there's always something

for everyone.

For my money, as long as I have one ofthose gigantic—
and horrendously sticky — cones of bright pink cotton

candy and get to see the 1991 Northeast Lumberjack
Competition, which this year will be held on Saturday and

will include both professional competitors and working

loggers competing in over ten contests including: log rolling,

two-man cross-cut, one man bucksaw, axe throwing and

pole felUng, then I'll be a happy camper.

Til then you'll probably find me at the Apple Pie Con-
test breathing in the smells of fresh hay and fried dough.

See you this weekend at the Three County Fair.

The Three County Fair featuring rides, food, crafts, and
daily entertainment, opens at 10 a.m. daily. Admission is $4

adults; $2 children; Free under six years.

impressive Ed Blackivell continues to produce
By JAMES MOLESWORTH
CoUegian Staff

Over the summer, I had the opportunity

tosee drununerEd Blackwell and his group

at the Village Vanguard in New York. I was
very much looking forward to this particu-

lar gig for several reasons. Not only did it

feature the premier drummer of the sixties,

Blackwell, who revolutionized the art of

percusaon while playing with the Ukes <d

Omette Coleman and Don Cherry, but also

because Blackwell has continued to produce

music that moves forward. His music brings

to mind the expression initiated by LeRoi

Jones, "^e changing same".

Blackwell has not rested on the laurels of

his accomplishments — instead he con-

stantly surges forward, findingnew elements
and musical idioms to explore. In addition to

Blackwell, the Project, as his group is

known, also contained some ofthe finer, yet

more "unknown* (unknown to the pubUc,

but wellrMpected by their peers) artists on

the scene.

Trumpeter Ahmed Abdullah has

stints with Sun Ra and Rashied Ali, as well

as performing in duet situations with

dancers. He has alao become a mainstay of

the New York Village scene, playing with

such musical experiences as vioUnist Billy

Bang (to see Billy Bang perform is quite an
experience). Andrew Cynlie and Marion

Brown

On this night. Abdullah gave a var^ty <^

stylistically different solos, displaying a wide

range of playing styles. He rounded out

wonderfiilly the one "'ballad' type song the

group performed. On the other pieces (the

entire setconsisted offive longexplorataoos).

Abdullah demonstrated his ability to play in

a blues fashion as well as his sincere "out-

side' playing which emphanxas elements

that are highly accessible for the listener.

He will squeal, then lay an R-and-B-type riff

(he played with the likes of Little Johnny

Taylor and others), growl, hit a tremelo. and

then use his harmon mute like a cup mute,

giving off a Doppler-like effect.

Abdullah also has a wonderful air of

confidence while he runs through this spec-

trum of ideas. He assures you. while taking

you on a thoroughly illuminating trip.

Alto sax and flute player Carlos Ward
alsodemonstrated a sound all his own, while

incorporating a generous portion ofmusical

history. He playing is somewhat reminis-

cent of Enc Dolphy, yet is own voice is a

perfect olbet to the trumpet of Abdullah.

Ward breathes an intensity that acts as a

hal4iP«'<» to Abdullah's serene fire. His flute

play is full and robust, not thin and metallic,

and he seems to prefer the lower registers

In dealing with the extravagant rh>'thms

ofBlackwell and baaaistMark Helias. Ward
also had to deal with what 1 call the "jazz

geek' The "jazz geek' is the fan who gets a

little too tipsy before the gig. puU on sim-

giasses (in a dark bar), lights a cigarette,

and proceeds to yell "yeah, yeah' at the top

of their lungs throughout the entire show.

Ward was momentarily rattled, and you

could see he was doing his best to play what
he felt, trying not to over-exdte the "jazz

geek' right in front ofhim, while at the same
time trying not to turn off the rest of the

audience. A seemingly impossible task but.

to my surprise, he pulled it off.

In dealing with those extravagant
polyrhythmic constructions of Blackwell,

Helias provided the most stark, yet beautiful,

contrast of the evening. While Blackwell

played beats that were traditional Afro-

American, Cuban, traditional African. Ori-

ental, and some entirely of his own, HeUas
sent out beautiful long romantic lines that

wrapped themselves intimately with what
the rest of the group was doing. His two

solos were simply fantastic, intertwining

blues elements with luscious Spanish-like

nuances.

As fortheman himself, Blackwell steered

this extremely diverse flood of musical

thoughts with a casual precision. The com-

bination of different percussive and rhyth-

mic styles IS no doubt the driving impetus of

the group, yet the play of Abdullah and
Ward provides a kinetic contrast which helps

to drive the group even further. The Ed
Blackwell Project abounds with a wealth of

talent, and teems with an energy that winds

up producing a sound not heard anywhere
else.

ANYONE WHO IS

INTERESTED IN WMUA
RADIO SHOULD COME TO

THE NEW PERSONS MEETING
ON THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

5 AT 7 P.M. IN CAMPUS
CENTER ROOM 101

GET TRAINED IN ALL ASPECTS OF THE RADIO
BROADCASTING FIELD

YOa CAM GET TRAINIMQ IM AND JOIN ANY OF THE
FOLLGWINQ DEPARTMENTS

SPORTS NEWS PRODOCTIOM PROMOTIONS
TELETHON PUBLIC AFFAIRS MUSIC AND MORE

Nice New Neubauten
By TODD BOURRET
Collegian Correspondent

Have you ever thought to yourself, "Boy,
would I really Uke to get intoEinsturzende
Neubauten so I could be industrially
knowledgeable and impress all my friends
with references to exotic sounding songs
like 'Blutverifung* and 'Kangolicht"?

Then did you go to the record store and
end up staring blankly for hours at the
Neubauten section wondering which of the
many release would be the wisest and most
tastefully-correct choice, only to leave the

store empty-handed in a state of utter

frustration?

Well, fret no more, potential fan! llie

perfect E.N. album is now in the stores

waiting for your consumption. It's called

Strategies Against Architecture II.

During the first 10 years of their exist-

erare, Einsturzende Neubauten has become
one of the most influential and respected

bands around, creating a starting point for

groups like Mimstry, Big Black, Nine Inch

Nails and Sonic Youth, just to name a few.

They have managed to take popular
music, shatter it into a miUion fimen and
rearrange it to their own liking. The result

is a dark, textured, apocalypse of sound.

Strategies Against Architecture II cap-

tures this feeling while documenting the

band's progress from 1964 to 1990. It's not a

greatest hits package — but rather a col-

lection of previously unreleased tracks, Uve
recordings and alternate versions of

Neubauten favorites.

Now , to tell the abeolute and honest truth,
I had never really paid much attention to

Einitunende Neubauten. I thoughtthe soog

"Prolog^ on Haus de Luge was amusing, but

I couldn't bring myselfto sitdown and Usten
toanentire album . E N . is nof , as their press

release put it, "capable of making 70a so

fullv ahve as when they send you crazily

dancing along the E^arth's faultlines.*

They are, however, capable of putting

3rou in a darker, more chaotic, more aware
state of mind. Instead of "crazily dancing,"

the Ustener feels compelled to sit in front of

the stereo speakers and be enveloped in the

world of Elinsturzende Neubauten.
The use of percussion and odd noises is

the center of Neubauten's energy and cre-

ativity. Guitars and keyboards come in a
distant second to the abrasive rhythms N.U.
Unruh pounds out on metal sheets, jack-

hammers, razor blades scraped on mirrors,

raw butcher meat, shopping carts, etc. Band
leader Blixa Bargeled writes all the lyrics,

sings and plays guitar. I'm told he's a pretty

good lyricist, but unfortunately there are no

full translations to be found on this album
—just Uttle snippets like. The mouth is the

wound of the alphabet^y screams turn

back/To lick the wound . .

.'

Bargeld uses the guitar as a noisemaker,
'f>m-"r}g sounds out of his instrument that

no one else could possibly achieve. Bass and
keyboards are used very minimally. One
distorted, throbbing note often carries an
entire song.

My favorites? I like "Z.N.S.', which fea-

tures Blixa rantingand ravingoversnapping
noises and big sounding pereuaaion; "Ar-

menia", one of the eeriest and least beat-

dnven compositions

on the album; "Ein Stuhl in der HoUe", a
children's sing which proves Neubautencan
be catchy if they really want to; and "Va-

nadium I Ching*, which has some very nice

focnsafifl metal noises and a synthesizer

that*s used as a dnun.
Einsturzende Neubauten is not a uni-

varaally-appealing band. They have been

known to give nasty headaches to

listeners. But ifdissonance,

and chaos are to your liking, then you'd

better hurry out and pick up a copy of

Strattgies Against Architwture II before it's

too late

WE'VE MOVED!

bip
Same Great Prices

Same Great Service

NOW - Lot's more room for the

Valley's most complete selection

of Compact Discs + Cassettes in

all

categories of music.

COME AND SEE US
at

104 North Pleasent Street

( across from Bart's )

for ait, BamH ih««itet and entertafmnent.

The CoUe^n wants you to experience it as a

writer for the Arts Sectlort.

Come down to our offices.

Asklof FauL

'Wow Mfc^re hack. ''

The Massachusetts Daily Colkglan
113 Campus Center (In Ihe basement)

545-3500

TOTAL FITNESS
NAUTILUS • AEROBICS • KARATE

OnBiisRouU

STAIRMASTER.
4000 PTa
GAUNTLET
GRAVrrRON

Open Seven Ooya

Lifccyclcs • Biocyclcs • Treadmill • Nordic Track • Olympic Weights

SELECTMCUTION
High-Tech Flirtation

Dance Party

AiWAYS THURSDAYS & SffURDAYS

THE AREA'S HOT SPOT!

ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 586-4463
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Carnival Art releases vaguely blueveined new album

Pkoto CoartMjr of I

Carnival Art

By PAUL DEGEORGES
Collegian Staff

The band Carnival Art has just released their latest

album on Beggar's Banquet entitled Thrumdrone. Hailing

firom Los Angeles, the Artists sound like a cross between

Pixies and K.E.M. The band collectively claims groups

ranging from Men Without Hats to lAvisted Sister and Bob

Dylan to Kiss as their mtgor influences.

Overall the album is pretty solid, but it is the band's

attitude and amusing lyrics which save them and make
Carnival Art more thanjust nnalright alternative rock band.

(And hey, they dig old Kiss, so they can't be too bad.)

Definitely the highlight of the album is the song "Drop

Dead', which is a rip-roaring slap at the Grateful Dead and
contains an infectious guitar riffand some nasty anti-Jerry

subliminals.

One of the most persistent themes in Carnival Art's

album, however, is someone named Mr. Horace Blueveina.

So. since they seem to be hesitant to reveal much about him,

other than the fact he is just their 'l)ad-tempered, wheel-

chaired amputee neighbor." and since Mr. Blueveins has

been so kind as to have written a little description of the

band, well . , take it away Mr. Blueveins:

"I've lived in Los Angeles my whole life. Longer than

those Carnival Art guys who live next door to me — why
they've only been in the neighborhood about two years. Act

like they own the place, though. Once, I heard the boys

practicin', the door was ^jar so I just walked right in.

Michael wa!> whippin' around with his guitar, howlin' about

some girl I'm sure already forgot him. This guy Eki was

playin' a m<Mm lead, smokin' a cigarette and stayin' outta

Michael's way. The drummer, Keith Fallis, was poundin'

away. On bass they've got this Brian Bell guy. Interesting

character— skinny enough to thread my boot, but the girls

go for him. Anyway, the guys were playin' with abandon.

Didn't even notice me, so I just grabbed a six pack and

headed back to my place. Heard them playin' all night, but

that's okay, 'cause I couldn't sleep, and there's somethin'

about Carnival Art's music that I just connect with and it

sweeps up all my angry and sad and happy feelings and I

just listen and ever>lhing"8 better. Louder, but better."

Well, maybe a dt^scription from a guy who Carnival Art

makes out to be an absolute lunatic is going to be most

accurate. It's hard to tell. Their album is as rocking and, at

the same time, as vague as any youll hear— It's not really

recommendable. But then again, it's worth a listen.
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No box office tsunami over Blue Lagoon 2
By TODD BOURRET
Collegian Correspondent

Well, by the time this review hits newsprint youll be
pretty hard-pressed to findReturn to theBlue Lagoon in any
theater. But, in case you feel like shelling out the money
when it comes out on video cassette next month, 1 hope this
article can be of some assistance.

I don't know how the writers and producers of this fine

film could have come up with such a fresh, innovative
concept as the idea of having two kids stranded alone
together on an island, having to deal with the trials and
tribulations of growing up and becoming lovers with no
outside influences.

Wait. Does this sound familiar? A boy learning to cope
with an ingrained masculinity complex, wet dreams, and
raging pubescent hormones. A girl learning to cope with
breasts, her menstrual cycle, and raging pubescent hor-

mones. Sex in a tropical paradise. No! it's not deja vu, it's

Blue Lagoon II.

Despite the startling sisilarities between the original

and the sequel, there are some minor differences to keepyou
die-hard Blue Lagoon fans interested.

First, the bad news: the sex isn't half as hot here. This
may be because lead actress and top international

supermodel Milla 'Manilla" Jovovich is only fifteen and

doesn't seem to have a body double.

The good news is that Return to the Blue Lagoon tackles

controversial problems that the first wouldn't dare touch.

These include rape and the corruption of pure innocence by

a supposedly civilized and just society. I would go into

greater detail here but do not wish to ridicule or fKjke fun at

the power of the social message. As an added note I should

say that the time both actors spent at the Bo and Luke Duke
Acting Academy is evident here — classic stuff indeed.

Naturally, such an original and creative concept as this

should not be simply ignored. But this film goes further,

probing the complex social and interpersonal ramifications

ofsocieties in confbct, not to mention containing some ofthe

most real and beUevable aquatic action sequences since

Jaws. The disturbing human drama of the mother fi-anti-

cally striving to save her two "children" (the young boy is

actually the product ofthe original Blue Lagooners) from a

plaque ridden ship of which they are eventually to be the

only survivors recalls some of the best shipboard drama of

early Disney films such as Shipwrecked and Peter Pan.

If this sounds like your cup of Ovaltine, by all means

check out this "gem." If not, this reviewer suggests you bag

everything and just go rent the perennial classic Kiss Meets

the Phantom of the Park and call it a night.

I

PkMe Co«riMy Celaatata PtetvM

Lilli (Milla Jovovich) and Richard (Brian

Krause) in Return to the Blue Lagoon.

Cooking at your table

SPECIAL

Pkoto C««r«Mr Colaabia PtetarM

Growing up far ftrom the restraints ofVictorian society, LiUi and Richard find passion and love

in a lush, unspoiled tropical paradise.

Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.

& all day Sunday

Two Dinners for $15

Steak& Chicken Combo
Two Dinners for $18.00

Shrimp & Scallop Combo
Both include soup. uUd.

vegetables, noodles, steamed

Full Bar • Exotic Specialties

Gift

Certificates

Available

OF JAPAN

RL 116. SunderUnd 413-665-3628

Open Tues.-Sat. at 5pm, Sun at 2

Keservations welcomed

THE UMASS ARTS COUNCIL
Founded in 1966, the Arts Council fosters excellence and

scope in the arts on campus

FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR THE ARTS

Through two grant-giving caterories, the Arts Council awards grants to RSO's

and other UMass groups that present arts events and programs.

FIRST GRANT DEADLINE
September 27. Application forms available at the Arts Council ana Student

Activities Office.

ARTS INFORMATION
The A-ts Council publishes the bi-weekly Arts Calender, a listing of arts

activities on the FiveCdlege campuses. The calender is available at gallenes,

box offices, and information centers at all five colleges.

ARTS MANAGEMENT TRAINING

The Arts Council supports arts management courses and internships for

UMass students through a program offered by the Arts Extension Sen/ice,

545-2360.

The Arts Council is funded primarily by a portion of the Arts Fee. The Council

includes undergraduate and graduate students, alumni, faculty, and profes-

sional staff representatives who are appointed each April for the following

acedemic year by representative senates

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT THE UMASS ARTS COUNCIL,

209 HASBROUK HALL, 545-0202.
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Power Of Dreams delivers great angst-ridden Celtic pop
Catholicism. Teenage Irish angst. Being

too young to buy alcohol legally, leading to

further teenage Irish angst. Girls. Being too

young to vote. Nowhere to go. Nowhere to go
with girls. No good records in the shops.

Cathohc guilt. About girls. More angst.

This IS definitely an album ftiU ofyouthful

passion — the debut adbum by Ireland's

premier tappers of the butchered nerve,

Power Of lireains.

Very few bands can come along and ar-

ticulate the monumental hassles of being

young and foolish the way Power OfDreams
have. Formed in that romantic but emo-
tionally stifling city ofDublin, Ireland, Power
Of Dreams got together at a ridiculously

young age to play fast, punchy songs directed

at girls they wanted to go out with. Some
worked; most didn't.

The Dublin independent music scene at

the time was practically non-existent: ifyou
wanted to buy stuffbyThe Wedding Present.

The Stone Roses orThe HouseofLove (which
Power Of Dreams did, very badly), you had
to either take a boat across to England or

wait the 8tatutor>' six weeks until Ireland

woke up to their existence. It was all ver>'

frustrating. There was also the perennial,

archaic CathoUc church problem with sex.

1 reland's a country where the sale ofcontra-

ceptives is illegal; Power Of Dreams re-

sponded by marketing their own brand of

condom.
W^en Power Of Dreams's first, mde-

pendently released E. P.A Ltttle Piece ofGvd.
reached the U.K. in November 1989, it was
one ofthose pop explosions w here the fallout

hangs in the air for ages. It was an aston-

ishingly mature record for a bunch of teen-

agers to come up with, and as the music

press duly flipped, U.K. record companies
joined one of the hottest auctions of that
winter for the privilege ofgetting the band's

signatures. Polydor won. And Power of

Dreams have sped through this last year;

already the U.K., most of Europe and all of

Japan have warmed them on their tours

with The House of Love, The Mission and
Wire. One U.K. music paper noted that

"Power Of Dreams have a habit of blowing
offstage any band that isn't nailed down."
We are now presented with their debut

album: Immigrants, EmigrantsAnd Me. It's

already received great reviews in the U.K.,

being described as "Gaehc surf music with

feeling." Songwriter Craig Walker is being

described as "a writer to stand next to the

best the Emerald Isle has ever offered up."

Basically: "a glorious mess of youthful

frustrations, frantically-bashed guitars and
the kind ofsobbing lyrics that only the truly

love-lost can deliver."

Produced by Ray Shulman, who aho
produced The S'mdays's first album. Im-

migrants, Emmigrants And Me brings you
the kind ofsongs you play in the morning as

you polish offthe rest ofthe vodka. The kind

of songs your personal stereo was manu-
factured for.

The potential of Power Of Dreams is

pretty darn exciting and by the time they

make their fourth album, they'll still only bt-

about 23. Power Of Dreams are: Craig

Walker, singer/songwriter/ guitarist and his

youngerbrother Keith, who plays the drums,
lead guitarist Ian Olney: and on bass Mick
Lennox.

Power Of Dreams— "the acceptable face

of gauche Celtic rock 'n" roll romanticism .

. and a hell of a pop thrill."

PAUL DEGEORGES

Top ten summer records
Loud Rock:

L Rat A Rat R; Sound League Records

2. NY. Eye and Ear Control; Matador
3. La Muerte; Kustom Kar Kompetition;

Caroline Records
4. Daniel Johnston; Continued Story;
Homestead Records
5. Gang of Four; The Peel Sessions; Strange
Fruit

6. Borbetomagus; Barbeto Jam; Cadence
7. Halo of Flies; Music for Insect Minds;
Amphetamine Records
8. Pere Ubu; Worlds in Collision; Fontana
9. Volcano Suns; Career in Rock; 1 Stick

Records
10. Mudhoney; Let It Slide; Subpop

Worid Beat:

L Fela Kuti; Odoo; Shanachie Records

2. Black South African Music; Compilation;

Rounder Records
3. Africa on Mango; Mango Records
4

.

Music ofAfghanistan; Plajrasound Records
5. Brazilian Music; As the World Turns;
World Pacific

6. Kanda Bongo Man; Kwassa Kwassa;
Hannibal Records
7. Ustad Sultan Khan; Sarangi; Rykodisc
8. Heptones; Party Time; Mango
9. Baaba Maal; Baayo; Mango
10. Cheb Kader; From Oran to Paris;

Shanachie
JAMES MOLESWORTH
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Blues grows
in the Valley
By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian SUfT

One of the great things about the Pioneer Valley is its

thriving music scene — you name it and you can find it

around here. Specifically, the blues and jazz scenes are
becoming increasingly popular. Bright Moments continues
to do well each summer, and The Magic Triangle jazz
concert series sponsored by WMUA radio is also becoming
a fixture.

Yet for all intents and purposes, the blues scene is really

just beginning to get going, which is odd omudering some
of the local bands that play m the area. One reason may be
the "Blues Block* on the University radio station WMUA
91.1 FM. where you can hear the blues every weekday
utWrnoon from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Chuck Hamilton, a WMUA blues disc jockey, attributes

lh<
"' sin the Valley to something larger. "It's being

re^ r the world People are discovering that it is

an ageless music."

The blues tradition is a long one. and there are many
influences that make up the music being played today. The
vibrant scenes of Chicago and New Orleans have spilled

over to the Elast coast, as exemplified by the increase in local

and college-based bands that are more blues-onented.

"We need an infiltration of these styles' says Hamilton.

CONTINUED ON PAG€ 14 King Cod and the Blues Sharks
Pbote Comr*amr of tUmf Cod >ad Iba aian ShMrte

•
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Boyz
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

in a violence-ridden area of South Central Los Angeles.

Unlike Colors, which is shot from the eyes of a white police

officer, and New Jack City, which depicts the glamorous
side ofbeing a rich criminal (yes, there are scenes ofhorrific

societal decay, but they in no way grab the attention of the

audience compared to the scenes of material wealth), Boyz
is much more down to earth. It is this tangibility and
accessibility which make it all the more convincing —
Director Singleton himself grew up in urban Los Angeles.

The violence depicted in the movie is almost entirely

secondary: gun shots, sirens and police helicopters are

heard primarily in the background. Other than fistfights,

there are no major acts of violence until the climax of the

film: the murder of Ricky ( Morris Chestnut ). After that, the

penultimate moment occurs when Ricky's best friend Tre
(Cuba Gooding Jr.) refuses to take revenge on Ricky's

murderers. The death of Ricky is perhaps the most compel-

ling point of the entire film, for not only does it cement the

breakup ofa family, but it nearly drives the responsible Tre

to \aolence after he refuses to do so throughout the entire

movie,

Tre IS able to refrain from violence because of the

domineering influence of his father. Furious (Larry

Fishbumel. Furious does not give his son the typical "Go to

college to be someone" parental patronizing. Instead, he

teaches Tre that the Black community must resist the

onslaught against it by reaUzing their economic power as a

community, their ability for self-determination, and the

fact that their situation is not self-mamfested. Furious's

character is a thoughtfully constructed, intense combination

of Baptist preacher and Malcolm X.

Equally compelling throughout the film is the perfor-

mance of Doughboy (Ice Cube>. Ricky's brother Doughboy
is the complete antithesis of Ricky: he dnnks, refuses to

take responsibility, and is all too obsessed with the violence

around him. When Ricky is killed, it is Doughboy who
completes the savage cycle by viciously killing his brother's

murderei-8. The following morning, however. Doughboy
expresses his understanding for Tre's eventual rejection

oftaking revenge. He even begins to reaUze where he stands
as a member of the community, and that the reasons for

violence are empty and superfluous.

Perhaps the only weak point of the film is that all the

female characters are on the periphery of the plot, and are

never dealt with in the depth the male characters are.

Ricky's mother (Tyra Ferrell) inspires Ricky to achieve his

goal of going to college, yet when the recruiter shows up to

speak to Ricky, his mother leaves the room. Tre's mother
(Angela Bassett) sends Tre to live with his father while she

works on her master's degree. There is a seven-year gap

between when she drops him off, to when she re-enters the

plot to make sure Furious is raising Tre correctly. The
underlying feeling is the man is the man, and the woman is

the mother.

Unlike Colors, which ends in abysmal violence and
without the resolution ofany problems, and New Jack City,

which ends in the all to stereotypical failure of the legal

system toconvict its most vicious criminals,BoyzN TheHood
ends with the possibility of hope, no matter how bleak

(Doughboy himself winds up being murdered). In the end,

Tre attends Moorehouse College, with his girlfriend from

the old neighborhood attending Spellman College across

'

the street from him in Alabama.
Boyz N The Hood is a tight, convincing and well-made

film. While depicting the societal problems that are contrib-

uting to Black-on-Black violence, homeleMneas, jobless-

ness, the breakup of the family, it does not fall prey to the

symptoms ofColors and Neu- Jack . It stays away from flashy

editing, glorified depictions of violence and standard char-

acter development, and in the proceas becomes increasingly

effective in getting its message across.

Photo Cettr1«ay C«IimM*Pkfw

Larry Fishbume plays Furious Styles, Tre's
dynamic father

Photo Comrtnjr Columbia Picture*

in despair over theTre and Brandi,
seemingly endless violence in South Central,
L-A.

CoTt—J ColwBbia PtetwM

John Singleton, writer and director ofBoyxN the Hood.
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Blues
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 13

"more delta and Chicago styles as well as

the pretty straight ahead stuff."

Local bands such as Wildcat
OUaUoran. Ring Cod and the Blues
Sharks, Wailin' Dave and the Blue Dogs
and others all feature seasoned professional

musicians who have played in studio and
live venues with the likes of Bo Diddley,

Matt "Guitar" Murphy, James Cotton and
more.

Recently, Pearl Street in Northampton
andWMUA radio sponsored the first Pionec
Valley Weekend Blues Festival, with two
nights of four bands each. If the audience
response was any indication, this event
should become a regular thing. According to

Jeremy Browrn, General MamagerofWMUA,
more blues concerts should be on the way.

"We're looking into putting on some blues
concerts. The success ofThe Magic Triangle
tells us that the audience is there, which is

great since getting the music heard is the
most important thing."

Apart from radio and the nightclubs,

however, there seems to be little else. "We've
made some real good progress here in the
Valley, but we've still got a long way to go,"

says Hamilton.
0u6 pluce might be the University class

room. Both the AfiraAm and Music depart-
ments here at UMass are very strong. The

mvisic department offers a History of Jazz

class, where weekly lectures are given by
such notables as Yusef Lateef, Max Roach,

Billy Taylor and more. The class is taughtby

Prof. JeffHolmes, who also leads his student

big band on Monday nights at the Hatch. In

the Afro-American Studies department.

Prof. Archie Shepp teaches a two-semester

course in the history and development of

Afirican-American music. He emphasizes the
massive influence the blues tradition has

had on toda/s rock scene by playing im-

portant historical recordings in contrast with

today's popular music.

Hopefully, the promise of more blues

here in the Valley will come true, and ideally

there will be a regular venue for the music.

Groundwork has already begun for a regu-

lar blues gig in the Hatch here on campus, to

be run by Art Steele and his blues band.

Not only will fans be able to hear good

music, but musicians will be encouraged to

sit in and jam.

As for buying the music, just about every

record store in the area has a blues section.

If you don't know the difference between
B.B. King and John Lee Hooker, but you
know that you're interested, probably the

best thing to do is listen to the radio and find

what you like. Or, 3rou can do what I do, and
just pick albiuns out atrandom; I've yet to be
disappointed with anything I've picked out.

As Robert Potts,WMUAbluesDJ says.The
blues is life, the blues is . .

."

L

Internships
The Arts Extension Service (AES ) ofthe Division of

Continuing Education. University of Massachusetts
is recniiting interns for the fall. The Arts Administra-
tion Internship Program provides education and
training to people interested in gaining knowledge
and skills in arts management. Positions relating to

AES activities in program development, information

management, and publications development help in-

terns develop an understanding of issues and prac-

tices in the arts.

Interns assist with specific projects and activities

related to the delivery of AES's services and pro-

grams. Positions include program and promotional

assistance for the New England Film and Video
Festival, coordination ofresources in AES's arts man-
agement hbrary, including extensive artists in busi-

ness information, and desk top publishing and mar-
keting assistance.

Working closely with one professional staff mem-
ber, the intern has a role in the development and
implementation of a project. One-on-one training is

augmented by workshops which address arts man-
agement skill development, careers in arts manage-

ment, and other topics of interest to interns

Af^'s Internship Program has won an award from
the National University Continuing Education Asso-

ciation for creative programming m Continuing Edu-

cation. Numerous former interns have gone onto paid

positions with art organizations such as Affiliate

Artists of New York City; the DeCordova Museum,
Lincoln; Stage West, Spnngfield; Holyoke Children's

Museum. Holyoke; the FranklinCounty Arts Council.
Greenfield; National Endowment for the Arts; and

the Connecticut Commission on the Arts.

IntarMted people are invited to an informational

meeting <m Tuesday, September 10, from 4 p.m. to 5

p.m. in room 604 Goodell Building, Umversity of

Massachusetts, Amherst. Internships are unpaid.

For further information, call AES at 545-2360.

PAUL DEGEORGES

English Beat makes it Special
By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian Staff

"Hey. have you heard that ska group Special Beat is

coming to town this week?"
"Hey, what's Special Beat? Don't you mean the English

Beatr
•T^o man. I think he means The Specials are coming to

town."

You're both right. Special Beat is the newly-formed

group featuring Rankin' Roger of The English Beat and

Neville Staples ofThe Specials. The idea was the brainchild
of ex-Spedals producer John Bradbury, who called Roger

with his plan. It didn't take long for Roger to accept.

"It was Uke that scene in 2001," explains Bradbury,

"when all the planets came into line and something wonder-

Auditions
Auditions for two plays will be held in the Fine Arts

Center.

On September 6 and 6 from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m. in room 204

at the FAC, auditi<ms for V<dpone by Ben Jonson will take

place.

The worship of gold is elevated to a religion in Jonson's

classic Elizabethan satire. Volpone and his sly servant

Moaca plot against the greedy scoundrels who will stop at

nothing to win Volpone's favor— and hopefully his fortune.

Moaca is played by a woman and Volpone's three fools

appear as a rock band in professor Virginia Scott's trans-

lation. There are parts available for 5 to 9 women and 4 to

8 men.
On September 1 1 and 12 firom 7 p.m. to 11 p.m., auditions

for Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare will be held.

Parts are available for 4 to 7 women and 10 to 12 men.

The director will present a post modernist production

focusing on the nature of true love in an imperfect world.

The star-crtMsed lovers exist in a fantastical setting that

spans fourhundred years, from the Elizabethan stage to the

present.

Roles are open to actors of all ethnic and cultural back-

grounds. Community members and Five College students

are encouraged to audition. Sign up for an audition time on

the sign-up sheets posted on the Department Callboard

outeide the theater department office, 1 12 Fine Arts Cen-

ter, or by calling 545-3490. Scripts are available on a two

hour, sign-out basis from the department office during

regular business hours.
PAUL DEGEORGES

fill happens." Something so wonderful Bradbury has stopped

producing in order to start drumming with Special Beat.

Rounding out the group is ex-Specials bass player Horace

Panter, who says "I thought about it for about five seconds

- I was bom for this." Birmingham-bom Bobby Bird is on

guitar, Sean Flowerdew will be on keyboards, and the third

vocalist is Finny.

Special Beat is currently on a two-month, 45-date, coawt-

to-coast tour of the U.S. and Canada. Luckily school starts

right in time to see them in the area. The strange thing is

the Specials have yet to get on wax— incomprehensible due

to the credentials of the band members.

So get your skanking shoes on, all you rude boys and

girls. Says Bradbury, "I think this could be pretty big."

The Specials will be at Pearl Street on Thursday. Septem-

ber 1 7. Show time is8p. m. and tickets are $11.50 in advance.

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE
The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

art-related projects and events is

Friday, September 27

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

Office and the Student Activities

Office

UMass Arts Council

209 Hasbrouck Hall, 545-0202
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FEATURING

A Variety of

Entertainment

10:30 AM-12:30 AM
MONDAY-FRIDAY

8:00 AM-12:30 AM
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• Ice cream, sundaes,
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• Birthday cakes
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• Ice cream cakes
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The Campus Center
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Sh0p

On The Concourse

Serving Breakfast and Lunch:

7:00 AM-3:00 PM
Monday-Friday
Closed Weekends

m
Featuring fresh breakfast items including gourmet coffee, fruit

and fruit |uices and an assortment of honrwbaked pastry

Monday-Friday: 8:00 am-10:30 am

Luncheon choices include cafetena style meals,

dell or pocket sandwiches and the soup & salad bar

Monday-Friday: 11:30 am-1:30 pm

Offering a selection of gourmet coffee, pastry and ice cream

Monday-Thursday: 11:30 am-12:00 mid.

Friday: 11:30am- 6:00 pm
Saturday: Closed - but watch (or special events

Sunday: 3:00 pm-12:00 mid.

All located in the Blue Wall

on the Concourse Level of the Campus Center
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Minutemen

Yankee Coi
By TAMIR LIPTON

Collegian Staff

At some point in the season, and maybe more than once, someone

will ask Coach Jim Reid how UMass would be if they had Gary

Wilkos back? So, let's ask it right now and be done with it for the

rest of the year.

Coach Reid, what if Gary Wilkos were back?
. ,a u

"If Gary was back, then everything would be fine and we d be

looking for a backup quarterback," he laughed.

Done, finished, the end!
.

. .

Wilkos, last year's quarterback, broke a vertebrae in his neck m
the game against Delaware. The injury has at least suspended his

career for this season and may be career ending.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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e NCAAs, replace

COLLEGIAN

Skye Eddy ^ill be di\ing

the NCAAs.'

CollvKian Hie photo

in goal for the women's soccer team this season as they look to return to

By BRErr MORRIS
Collegian Stafl"

The Reds.

Plain. Simple.

One of the most successful, yet unheralded, athletic

programs at the University of Massachusetts is women's

soccer, the Reds. They have appeared in the NCAA Tourna-

ment every year since the team's formation at the univer-

sity, except for last season.

The Reds are hoping to improve on last year s 10-5-2

record and number 13 ranking. But first, they have some

m^or obstacles to overcome.

"This year, we have more question marks than any other

year, by far," said fourth year coach Jim Rudy.

Rudy's concern stems from the loss ofsix starting seniors.

Included are leading scorer, two-time All-American and

Hermann Trophy winner April Kater. Second leading scorer

Sue Gaudette is "also gone. Add to the list numerous ii^ured

players and Rudy is forced to look at his new recruits and

several veteran players to step up and fill in the holes.

"It's going to be a really exhausting and interesting pre-

season to figure out what and who we have to get it

together," he said. ...
Rudy has acquired Barbie Verdoliva, the naUon s lead-

ing junior college goal scorer, from Herkimer Community

College in New York. Another recruit. Heidi Kocher, is

highly touted. She is from Lakeland High School in New

York where she was a member of the East Regional Youth

team. ./-...
Rudy explained that voids in several areas may be filled

by plavers switching positions.

"We have a lot of midfielders that can go both ways,

attack and defend." he said.

Jumor Skye Eddy and sophomore Brians Scurry return

to defend the goal. Eddy sUrted nine games last season and

fimshed with a 0.75 goals against average, including two

shutouts. Scurr>' .started eight games. UUying a 0.93 GAA
and three shutouts.

Also back isjunior Holly Hellmuth and senior midfielder

Michole Woodside. Hellmuth is an outi>tanding marking

defender, according to Rudy. Woodside had seven toUl

points last season, two goals, three assists. Third leading

point scorer, senior Kim Eynard ifive goals, one assist. 11

poinU) is back to team with senior Tracy Arwood who is

expected to start on the forward line.

Rudy criticized the new NCAA calendar that has taken

away two days of preseason training as well as three

exhibition games.
WhaU'ver the case, the Reds still have to face teams from

what Rudy described as the "toughest region in the country."

The schedule includes 1 1 teams ranked in last year's top

20.commencingat Vermont on Saturday. At leastfiveofthe

teams were in the top 10. including the University of

California-Berkeley. Wisconsin. Central Florida, Hartford

and Connecticut.

"I don't have many preconceptions about the season."

Rudy said. "We're just going to play like hell and see what

we can do."

Ifthere is one predicUble factor surrounding the t«am it

is their philosophy ofperforming as a whole, complemented

by their style of play.

"They're a bunch of structured, focused players who

want to succeed collectively." Rudy said.

"We don't have a system." he emphasized. ""We attack

with 10 people and we defend with 10 people."

Plain. Simple.

HOWTO MASTERTHE TOUGHEST OBSIACLE
COURSE OF ALL.COLLEGE.

You have something most college kids don't—
experience. And Army ROTC helps you build

on your Army expjerience. Develop your lead-

ership skills. Sharpen your competitive edge.

You'll graduate with a college degree and

an Army Officer's commission. So eruroU in

Army ROTC when you register. That way col-

lege won't be as tough as it looks.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE

COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Class of 93 students who have had prior active service or who are in the reserve components may be

qualified to enter the Advanced Course. Contact CPT. Richard S. Tracey,

Department of h/lilitary Science, 545-2321/2322
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And the winner is . . . New Hampshire
Masscichusettspicked second in YanCon

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Last year's University ofMassachusetts

football team was the first since the 1985

Rhode Island team to win the Yankee Con-

ference outright. In fact, since 1980 when
the undefeated Boston University squad

won the Yankee Conference, only URI and

UMass have walked away with the whole

title. Since the conference expanded to nine

in 1988 with the addition ofVillanova, each

year six of its teams have finished with .500

or above records.

So. . . once again there's this parity thing

to be discussed.

In August, 28 members ofthe media who
follow the Yankee Conference closely se-

lected the University ofNew Hampshire as

the overwhelming pre-season favont« t*) win

the title.

"This is the first year that I think there's

a preseason favorite. . . a real one that a

mayority of the people feel will run away,"

said UMass coach Jim Reid.

However, after number one, the difference

in votes between second ranked UMass' 193

and fift.h seeded Villanova's 160 was slight

enough to suggest that the press realizes

what the coaches have been saying for years:

There is tremendous talent in this confer-

ence and if you don't show up tx) play each

and every game, you're gonna lose."

"I know it gets to be redundant, you here

It all the time about this parity thing but

there are teams in this league who have as

laany starters returning as we do," said

New Hampshare coach Bill Bowes.

Here now is a look at the teams who will

be vying for the Yankee Conference Beanpot

in the order in which they were predicts! to

finish.

1. NEW HAMPSHIRE: Coach Bill

Bowes' club is ubbed by many to finish in

the top 20 in the country at the end of the

year. The Sporting News picks UNH 12th in

Division I-AA, while Street & Smith's picks

them 15th. Sports Illustrated picks them to

win the Yankee Conference.

The Wildcats return all 1 1 starters to an

offense which amassed 430 yards per game.

Senior quarterback Matt Griffin is the arm

of the offense and Yankee Conference first

team tailback Barry Bourassa is the legs.

Each is capable ofcarrying the UNH offense

on his back through a Saturday afternoon in

the Yankee Conference.

Griffin earned honorable mention All-

New England honors from the Associated

Press. He completed 59 percent ofhis passes

while throwing for 2,283 yards, including 10

touchdowns.
Bourassa, an All-American candidate,

led Division I-AA in scoring ( 10.7 points per

game ) and all-purpose yardage (193.9 yards

per game). He rushed for 957 yards and 13

TDs.
Jumor John Perry (51 receptions for 723

yards) and sophomore David Gamble (30-

442 yds) arc the two top receiving targets for

Griffin.

Senior. All-American candidate Chris

Porter anchors a huge offensive line which

averages 271 pounds.

The defense returns nine starters includ-

ing first team Yankee Conference selection,

defensiveend Dwayne Sabb. Sabb registered

16 sacks last season and 1 1 the year before^

"Being picked first is the kiss of death,"

Bowes said in August. "I kind of like being

the undordof^ and ."sneaking up on people."

2. MASSACHUSETTS: See accompa-

nving season preview.
"

3. DELAWARE: Heee's baaack. Harold

"Tubby" Raymond is back for his 26th sea-

son at Delaware, meaning that the famed

wing-T offense is back and will cause oppos-

ing coaches a few sleepless nights as they

stay up late thinking about how to stop it.

Junior Bill Vergantino has become a

perfect option quarterback in Delaware's

scheme. Predicted by the Sporting News to

be the Offensive Player of the Year in the

Yankee Conference, Vergantino le-. .he team

in rushing lastseason(691yards)and threw

for 1,528 yards and eight touchdowns.

He needs to gain just 279 yards rushing

to pass Rich Gannon as Delaware's all-time

leading rushing quarterback. A lock if he

doesn't get injured.

The running backs are inexperienced.

Senior Jim Lazarski is the lone returning

starter, while junior Marcus Lewis earned

the other starting job in the Spring. Expect

sophomore Lanue Johnson to start at full-

back.

"The offensive line is another question

mark," Raymond said. "We have to come up

with another offensive linemen or two to go

along with our three returning starters."

Delaware's strong suit: Defense. Nine

starters return, including seniorcomerback
Marc Syndor who missed all but two games
last season with a leg injury. Add All-YanCon
selection, senior Robin Callender to the other

comer, movejuniorTim Jacobs to free safety,

and throw senior Jay Mirabelli at strong

safety and you have one of the best second-

aries in the conference, not to mention an

experienced one.

4.CONNECTICUT: What's a team to do

when it loses the all-time leading passer in

the history of the Yankee Conference and

the holder of 15 different school records?

"Wish he was back," said coach Tom
Jackson.

But he's not. Matt DeGennaro is gone

and that leaves a big void to fill.

"I think that the key at the quarterback

position is the guy that can come in there

and play with consistency and not be afraid

to make a mistake," Jackson said.

Enter: Cornelius Benton. The semor

started four games for the Huskies after

DeGennaro went down with a separated

shoulder in the second game of the season.

He completed 105-of-163 passes for 1,184

yards and six touchdowns.

Is that consistent enough?

"Those four games game him a little

boost of confidence." Jackson said.

Offensively. UConn's strength is their

offensive line which returns in tact and

their receiving corps.

The receiving trio is the best in the con-

ference. Split end Mark Didio is the most

heralded player on the team. In 1990 he set

single-season-school-records in receptions

( 78). receivingyards ( 1 . 153 » and touchdowns

( 10). He needs just 36 catches, 372 receiving

yards and four touchdowns to become

UConn's all-time leading receiver in those

categories. He was honored as a third team

All-American by the Aaaodated Press and

was a first team All-Conference performer

Opposite Didio is the very talented Alex

Davis. The second team Yankee Confer-

ence,junior flanker caught 62 passes for 814

yards and nine TDs. Tight end Brian

Kozlowski caught 5 1 passes, good for fifth in

the conference in receptions. He too was a

second team Conference pick.

If you're looking for an Achilles heel on

offense. UConn is thin at tailback with the

departures of Kevin Wesley (570 yds) and

Victor Taylor (522 yds).

Defensively six starters return. . . But. in

order for this team to win, it must score lots

of points.

6. VILLANOVA: A quarterback contro-

versy in Villanova is the big story. Brockton

native Tom Colombo and sophomore Brad

Parpan are competing for the right to start.

Colombo played in eight games last year

(starting six), throwing for 1,128 yards and

five touchdowns, completing 92-of-168

passes. Parpan replaced Colombo at half-

time ofthe Delaware game, exactly midway

through the season and went on to start the

final five games. He completed 71-of-141

passes for 758 yards and five TDs.

"I think it's just a matter of who we're

gonna open up .vith." said coachAndy Talley.

"If things aren't progressing well we can

always put the other guy in, I planon playing

both players anyway." A bad situation for

both the team and the players.

The versatile Pat Kennedy, a senior

tailback led the team in rushing last year

compiling 791 yards on the ground and

catching 40 passes for 415 yards.

"We're really loaded at tailback this year ."

Talley said. "Pat is being pushed by Kevin

Mosley and Vernon Smith, two fine backs."

All-Yankee Conference inside linebacker

Curtis Eller returns as the team's leading

tackier (87) for the second season in a row.

He spearheads ayoungdefense which should

continue to improve as the season progresses.

"We only have five seniors on the team

and we return 1 7 starters, so I am optimistic

that we can have a very good year," Talley

said.

ViUanovas first three games are on the

road, a tough place to open up, Talley said.

Two are conference games against Maine

and Richmond, thought to be the two weakest

teams in the conference. Should they survive

those two games (which they should), by the

time they meet the elite of the conference,

their quarterback controversy should be

resolved and they should have two confer-

ence victories under their belt. Talley feels

that if the team can win at Maine and

Richmond they will have a definite say as to

who wins the title.

6. BOSTON UNIVERSITY: Dan Allen

enters his second year as head coach at BU.

In his inaugural season, the Terriers (5-6

overall, 4-4 in the YanCon) came within one

win of eryoying their first winning season

since 1984 when they finished 9-3, 4-1 and

tied for first with Rhode Island.

Whether the Terriers snap their six year

drought remains to be seen, but critics seem

to feel that this team lacks offensive fire

power and quality defensive players to

succeed in the Yankee Conference.

Stan Greene, the Co-Offensive Player of

the Year in the Yankee Conference last year

graduated and his shoes will not be filled.

Greene threw for 3,135 yards and 17 TDs a

year ago. Maybe more important is that he

ran the Run-and-Shoot to near perfection,

makingeveryone around him a better player,

according to Allen. Left to replace Greene is

senior Mark Haering, sophomore Greg

Moore or junior Walter Norton.

"I don't know if you ever replace a Stan

Greene." Allen said. "These thrte quarter-

backs don't have the type ofgame experience

that you'd like to have. . . you don't ask them

to do the type of things that Stan did."

Senior running back Jay Hillman will

once again be the horse in the backfield.

Hillman comes off his best year, when he

rushed for 721 yards and nine touchdowns.

"Depth is a big concern to us." Allen said.

"We can not have any major iryuries espe-

cially to our key personnel. If we do, then it

mav be a long season."

7. RHODE ISLAND: The Rams can't

help but feel a little snake bitten. They

ended the 1990 campaign 5-6. 2-6 in the

Yankee Conference. However, five of their

six losses came by a touchdown or less, and

a combined 24 points.

The Rams should only get better. They

return 18 sUrters, 10 on offense Quarter-

back Kevin Neville is gone and the untested

Steve Holland takes over for coach Bob

Griffin who returns to URI for his 16th

season.

"I feel the need to win more because we

haven't had a winner in five years." GriflRn

said.

Senior tailback John Newson is back

after rushing for 890 yards and 11 touch-

downs in 1990.

The loss ofKevin Smith in the secondary

will hurt. All-Conference tackle John

Klumbach ( 13 sacks) returns.

"We need to avoid ii\juries and get good

production out ofour new quarterback to be

a factor in the race," Griffin said.

This may be the dark horse that each

conference seems to have.

8. MAINE: The Bob Zurinskas era be-

gins. The sophomore quarterback from

Brockton is supposed to lead Maine back to

the top. He has the respect ofeveryone in the

Maine program, coach Kirk Ferentz is con-

fident that he can succeed, opposing coaches

are wary ofhim. Now, all he has to do is play

up to expectations. And that won't be easy

since people in Maine still remember the

glory days that Maine's all-time leading

passer Mike Buck provided.

"Bob has great leadership skills, he's a

very emotional and fiery competitor and

those things are hard to coach." Ferentz

said. "Were very high on his future at our

place."

After 1989 almost anything that Carl

Smith did on the football field would be a bit

ofa letdown. In 1989. the senior All-Yankee

tailback led the nation in rushing, gaining

1,680 yards and scoring 20 TDs. Last year.

Smith had a bad season, that is bad for Carl

Smith's standards He only rushed for 794

yards. Enough said.

All-Yankee kicker Jeff Mottola 21-22

extra points and 13-18 field goals is also

back.

9. RICHMOND: Poor Jim Marshall. At

media day, he sat alone while Bill Bowes

and Jim Reid were swamped with reporters.

The Spiders return 17 starters which

would normally be fantastic except that

they were 1 10 last year. Richmond was

outscored 312-133 last year. The defense

allowed 4,570 yards, that's 415.5 yards per

game, while the offense was held to 232

yards per game, a far cry from New
Hampshire's 430.

If you're looking for a bright sp)ot, line-

backer Eric Johnson recorded 173 tackles

last year, 91 of which were unassisted.

JL_JL
wildcats!

Emblems are in

the order the

teams were
predicted to

finish.
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Water polo hoping to form the right chemistry this year
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By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

The graduation of six seniors from last year's water polo

t^am has coach Russ Yarworth smiling.

"It was time for them to go," Yarworth said. The team
chemistrj' was not moving in a productive direction.'

Yarworth was not happy to see Jon Miller graduate.

Miller had 76 goals and 32 assists last year. "He was a bum,"
joked Yarworth. "You don't replace Jon Miller, he did it all

for us."

Miller assumes a new role as he joins Yarworth on the

deck as an assistant coach.

The 1991 version ofwater polo is young, yet experienced.

There are only four seniors on the team, however there are

seven juniors, forming a strong nucleus. The goals as

always are to win the New England Championships, which
would mean upsetting Brown which hasn't lost sinceJimmy
Carter was president, qualify for the Eastern Champion-
ships and go to the Nationals.

"Whether we can reach it or not? I think we are one ofthe

t«ams in the running," Yarworth said. "There's a lot of

parity in the East this year."

The first tournament at Army on Sept. 7 has UMass
seeded fourth. Slippery Rock is first, followed by Nav>.

Brown. Harvard fifth, lona, Princeton, Bucknell, Richmond

and Army.
Second team All-East goalie Todd Larson is back He

kept UMass in several games last season and saved almost

50 percent ofthe shots fired at him. He is not a tremendous

athlete, but he is very smart, according to Yarworth.

"He makes the most of his athletic Ulent and therefore,

becomes a better goalie because of the way he plays the

position," Yarworth said. He also felt that Larson should

have been honored as the first team All-East goalie.

Alex Yelensky . a 6-2. 210 pound senior and Tasan Engin

(6-foot-€. 240) will step in at the two-meter spot, a.k.a. The
hole that Miller left. Yelensky netted 38 goals last season

and Engin had 18.

"If you can't control two-meters, then you can't be suc-

cessful," Yarworth said. "I think Engin and Yelensky are

going to be two of the premier players in the East."

The depth of this team is its field players (drivers).

Senior Adam Feldman's left arm should prove invaluable to

UMass, He is the team's only experienced lefty, something

that Yarworth says is vital to a team's success.

Scott Deluca is back after redshirting last year because

of a knee iiyury and Yarworth is expecting big things from

him.
Junior Scott Reed is being billed the next Jon Miller. A

tough billing to live up to.

"I don't think he can fill Jon's shoes right away, but hell

make a big step towards it," Yarworth said

The freshman class looks as if it can step in right away

and contribute. Javier Gonzalez is participating in the

Junior World Championships representing Puerto Rico. He
won't be with the teami until Sept. 7, but when he does

finally arrive, he will start.

Adolfo Oliete from Spain hasn't played a lot in the past

year and will have to get in shape. However, Yarworth feels

that in a solid program in which he plays everyday, he has

the ability to be an impact player. Look for Rich Schragger

and Luke Harlan to get valuable playing time.

"I'm wilUng to lose a few games at the beginning of the

year to get these freshman experience." Yarworth said. "We
can go a long way, it's gonna be tough. the kids are

excited."
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Being a Sox fan
is never easy

No one ever said that being a Boston Red Sox fan

was easy.

This season has been proof positive ofhow hard it

is to be a BoSox fan. Ifyou don't agree, it can only be

for two reasons. One would be that you've been under
a rock since 1918. The other would be that you're one

of those bandwagon Oakland Athletics fans who ran

out and bought an A's hat when they won the 1989

World Series. If that's the case, all 1 can say is "Let's

go Twins!"

Boston fans don't know whether they should laugh

or cry at this soap opera - vaudeville comedy - horror

movie of a season. The laughter you hear is because

the Sk)x are still in a pennant race despite playing .500

ball all year. The tears are due to the fact thai this is

a team which should be waxing the floor with the rest

of the A.L. East, yet for some reason continues to

underachieve.

I mean, really. Besides Toronto, the A.L. East is a

pathetic division. Detroit deserves credit for staying

i.i the race, but most of the credit goes to manager

Sparky Ajiderson. Without him the Tigers would be a

very average team. Cleveland? Don't make me laugh.

Baltimore and Milwaukee? Both fell out of the race

too early. The Yankees? They're still too young. That

leaves Boston and Toronto - the only teams with any

business in first place in the A.L. East.

What really beguiles me is that the Blue Jays are

the only division team the Sox have beat consistently

all season. Frankly, they could use the wins.

Even with all their problems, hope springs eternal

in Fenway Park. The Sox had just moved to within

three and a half games of flrst place when this was
written, and were about to embark on a West coast

swing. Boston traditionally has problems with road

tnps out west, but I won't venture a guess given the

unpredictability of this bunch. They could be in first

or fourth by the time you read this.

Why, oh, why did it take this long for the Sox to

wake up from their season-long nap and challenge for

the division lead? If 1 explained every theory I've

heard on the subject, thiscolumn would look more like

the Encyclopedia Britanntca. Here, then, are but a

few ofthose 'things that make you gohmmmm " about

the '91 Red Sox.

Who framed Roger Rabbit'' Sportx Illustrated did.

Just when the Rocket was cruising along with a 6-0

record in May. SI decided to pull the rug out from

under him

Greg Sukiennik
Did they slander him? Did they make fun of him?

No, they did something far worse. They put him on the

cover, thereby cursing him for the rest of the 1991

season.

Soon after that issue of Sports Illustrated hit the

newsstands, Clemens' season started to slip. He had

a couple of really atrocious outings. He suffered from

slow starts in games, unable to get on track until the

third inning. He wound up with no decisions when he

should have had wins (thank you, JefTReardon). The

state even took his gun away.

Is Clemens slowing down? Is the pressure ofbeing

so highly-paid, of being counted on as the savior, too

much for even a pitcher of Clemens' stature? SUy
tuned.

The Marshall Plan: step one— sign overrated first

baseman/outfielder whose biggest claim to fame was

a relationship w ith Belinda Carlisle. Step two— sign

three of four better players to play in place of him.

Step three — let him whine on the bench all season

long, wasting a valuable roster spot and making life

miserable.

Lou Gorman and Joe Morgan both have a fair

amount of baseball smarts, but you'd never know it

the way they mishandled Mike Marshall. Poor Mikey.

damned to a life of sitting on the bench for a million

dollars a year. Pity the players and fans who put up

with this episode for months on end didn't get a share

of his million. When no teams showed interest in

Marshall, Gorman should have done right away what

he waited months to do - waive him unconditionally.

Jack be quick: Jack Clark is prone to long slumps.

This is not classified information - anyone who fol-

lowed him on the Padres or the Yankees knows this to

be true.

Why did Gorman shell out so much dough for such

a Jekyll and Hyde performer? Clark struck out look-

ing so many times, his name should be spelled with

backwards Ks. It's hard to complain now that Clark

has come alive with his bat, but timely hitting on his

part earlier in the season might have had the Sox in

first all year long.

With a month left, the Sox' chances are excellent if

they keep at it. The hitting has come around and their

fielding is once again solid. Pitching remains the key.

however. Boston needs a resurgence from Clemens,

as well as some late-season heroics fi-om Danny Dar-

win and Matt Young. Greg Harris and Joe Hesketh

have been nothing short of remarkable - continued

success from them is another key.

One final note - here's a salute to Jeff Gray, still

recovering fi-om a yet-to-be-explained collapse in the

clubhouse. Gray was the Sox one constant all season

long, and his presence in the pen is severely missed.

Get well soon, man.

Field hockey searching for offense
Team loses most oflast season^s scorers to graducMtion

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Pam Hixon; owner of 201 career wins (the most of any

active coach at UMass), and last year's Atlantic 10 Coach of

the Year is back for another field hockey season. She lost 26

of her team's 43 goals to graduation and is left vrith only

seven players who scored at least one goal last year.

Gone is Mara Frattasio (11 goals) a first team All-

Atlantic 10 selection, Kerri Fagan (seven) a second team

All-A- 10 player and captains Beth Thornton ( four) and Lisa

Berardinelli. They will all be missed.

The loss of Fagan has caused Hixon to change her

defensive alignment. She has decided to play without a

sweeper since they "don't have a pure one yet." For the time

being they vrill line up with two players in the backfield.

Hixon believes that it won't be long before one of the

freshman develop into a natural sweeper.

"The core offreshman athletes is very good," Hixon said.

"Vfe are looking at a number of them to step in and be our

sweeper."
But defense is not this team's problem. Junior goalie

Philippa Scott is back and that is comforting. She is irre-

futably one of the top goaUes in the country. She started all

22 games for UMass last year, despite being plagued by

chronic knee problems. She ran off shutout strings of four

and five games en route to a 0.78 goals against average and

14 blankings ofthe opposition. She is the one playerwho can

carry this team on her back, something not easy to do

considering she cant score a goal. And she's healthy. And.

. . Her backup. Tina Rusiecki participated in the Olympic

Developmental Program this past summer.
•^e're very happy vrith both ofour goaUes," Hixon said.

However. Hixon does not like to roUte goalies. She feels

that it is unsettling to the defense when goalies are(instantly

being platooned. It looks like Rusiecki may once again be

spending a lot of time on the bench.

*t)ur returning core of players is very strong," Hixon

said. The kids who are returning are better this year than

they were last year."

Back is second team All-Conference forward, senior

Dawn Trumbauer. She netted seven goals and had six

assists a year ago, a total she should surpass this season.

Senior midfielder Sherlan Cabralis has the ability to

control the pace of a game. She seems to always be around

the ball, Hixon said. Cabralis only scored once last year and

Hixon is looking for a little more offense out of her.

Sophomores Jenn Salisbury and Tara Jelley are ex-

pected to provide the team with some much needed scoring

punch. Salisbury had five goals last year, while Jelley spent

most of her time watching from the sidehne.

"I see Jenn and Tara being around the net and getting a

lot of good scoring opportunities," Hixon said.

Last year's team failed to capitalize on its penalty cor-

ners on a regvdar basis. When they played teams like

defending champion Old Dominion who thrived on the

penalty comer, they saw how powerful a weapon it can be.

"I think one ofthe keys is to develop a good comer," Hixon

said. "We need to be more dangerous."

Defensively, senior Joy Blenis, junior Kathy Phelan and

sophomore Tracy Barclay are sound and should get even

better as the season progresses.

This year's team will open the season ranked in the top

20, according to Hixon. Their ranking will be tested early as

they open up against Northwestern, one of the top four

teams in the nation last year.

Tou look at the schedule and you see some heavy

hitters," Hixon said. Of the 19 games UMass plays, 13 are

against teams that were ranked in the top 20 at one point

during the 1990 season. "Every year is tough," she said. "!

know it sounds boring, but just as always you have to take

each day as it comes."

Coltoftaa flW pbolo

TTie field hockey team will be looking for offense

fkx>in Dawn Trumbauer. TTiey open the season

Satiu-day against Northwestern.
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In their final two games of 1990, the

Minutemen (8-2-1) were outscored 74-16.

The Yankee Conference champions were
trounced 38-0 by WiUiam and Mary in the

first round of the Division I-AA playoffs

(their worst defeat since Dick MacPherson's
1974 team lost 70-8 to Boston College) and
the week before they surrendered 36 points

to New Hampshire and lost by 18.

The problems that existed then still exist

and there are some new concerns. First and
second (this problem is so big, that it deserves

to be two problems), they do not know who
the starting quarterback is. Third, the of-

fensive line has some gaping holes to fill.

"Right now It's like pieces of a puzzle,"

said Reid. last year's S'ankee Conference
Coach of the Year. "We're still trying to get

the shape and the outline of it."

The four suspects to quarterback the

offense are: Paul Tomatore, Tom Fasano,

DaveMcGovem and Tony Williams.

WiUiams is the most intriguing of the

four. He redshirted as a freshman, then was

asked to move from comerback to quarter-

back because of the iixjuries to Wilkos,

Fasano and McGovern.
"I went to Staten Island a few times this

summer and Gary [Wilkos] helped me with

the plays," Williams said. He told me that

"It's your position to get taken away fix)m

you."

"He's probably the best athlete out here,"

McGovem said of Williams.

McGovem (40-75, 525 yards and four

TDs) started the last three games of the

season and may have been the starting

quarterback going into this season ifhe had
not missed spring camp. However, he in-

jured his knee in the William and Mary
game and underwent surgery last winter.

"He's got great quarterback skills. . . he's

probably the guy that could do everything

we want," Reid said.

McGovem said, "I'm pretty average at

everything. There's no quartciback contro-

versy, we're all friends."

Tomatore has the best arm of the funr.

Cullen makes change
from offense to defense
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Every team would love to have an
unstoppable, dominating defensive line-

man such as L'Mass' Joe Culien on their

side of the field.

However. Cullen is no longer a player

for the Minutemen.
But fortunately for UMass, he's still

on their side as the new defensi%'e line

coach. Last year he was the running back
coach, but when several coaches lefl

UMass, Coach Jim Reid asked Cullen to

take over the defensive line.

"(Coach Reidi wanted me to coach the

defensive Une." Cullen said. "Nobody in

this world was more excited about that

than 1 was."

When Joe Cullen played, he was a

force to reckon with. He was a four- year

starter at nose guard from 1986 to 1989,

dunng which he played in every game —
45. He was a two-time All-New England
selection and was the team's captain and
Most Valuable Player in 1989.

A native ofQuinc}'. he was a first team
All-ECAC pick in 1988 and a three-time

second team All-Yankee Conference se-

lection. In addition, Cullen was honored
by the National Strength and Condition-

ing A.-*scKiation m 1989 as an All-Amen-
can.

"I'm going lo try to instill in my players

what 1 thought 1 tried to do when I played."

Cullen said. "They're going to be tough.

. ive . hard-nosed and the leaders of

iiall team."

So far. it's been effective, maybe even

too effective.

"The defensive linemen are killing us

in practice." Reid said. "They're all just

like Joe; intense, serious, hard-working

and exact on their reads."

After Cullen's senior season, he ex-

pressed interest in staying involved with

UMass football. Reid and defensive coor-

dinator Mike Hodges made the decision

to hire him as the runmng back coach.

"I felt like we needed a role model, an
example, somebody the guys could really

respect," Reid said.

"At first itwas a little shaky." admitted

Cullen. "I was a defensive lineman for

years and now they wanted me to coach

running backs."

The jitters soon disappeared as

Cullen's corps ran off with the number
one ranking in team rushing in the

Yankee Conference and ninth in the na-

tion. They were a group that lost its

number one back. Jerome Bledsoe,m the

first game of the season and had to rely

on freshmen John Johnson and Eric

Thimas for production.

"He was able to instill toughness and
intensity in the young running backs,"

Reid said.

"I learned a lot about offense and I

learned a lot more about defense as well,"

said Cullen of his first coaching experi-

ence.

Returning starters Jim Mancaruso at

nose guard, lefl tackle Rich Kane and
right tackle John Creamer are featured

on this year's line.

"Since I've been here at UMass. this

year's defensive line probably has the

most depth," Cullen said. They had a

great spring and they've really worked
hard. I've been telling them that you
can't let anybody outwork you."

"Everything I've learned, I've learned

from him," Mancaruso said.

Cullen admitted that there is still

some fine-tuning that needs to be done,

but believes that "if they just play hard,

good things will happK^n."

Cullen speaks from experience,
"Coaching the defensive line was my goal

when 1 got into this profession. 1 couldn't

be happier."

However, UMass has traditionally been a

running team, so don't expect him to start.

Fasano was the backup to Wilkos. In his

first start against Northeastem, he was 7-

12 for 57 yards, aTD and gained 44 yards on

1 1 carries. In the next game against Rich-

mond, he broke his ankle in a non-contact

mishap.

"1 think what's gonna detemune who

plays, may not be so much what they do, but

who we have surrounding them." Reid said.

There is also a running back controversy.

But this IS one of those can't-make-a-bad-

choice situations. Last year's Yankee Con-

ference Rookie-of-the-Year and second team

All-Conference All-Star John Johnson

rushed for 729 yards and six touchdowns.

But he is not the starter.

Jerome Bledsoe is. When healthy, he is

among the most exciting players to watch in

the Yankee Conference However, staying

healthy is one thing Bledsoe hasbeen unable

to do at UMass. In 1989 he missed five

gunes with knee and thigh injuries and last

•Mwon he broke his ankle in the first game
of the year and missed the next 10 games.

"I really want to see Jerome have a good

year," Johnson said. "When he's healthy,

he's awesome."
"To me, there is no controversy." Reid

said. "Jerome has been here for five years,

he's done some incredible things. . . as long

as he's healthy he'll play."

The Minutemen are thin at fullback.

Duncan McRae. Mike George and Jeremy
Coffey may all see time.

In their search to find a big play receiver,

sophomore Eric Thimas has moved from the

backfield to flanker The 5-5, 150 pound
sophomore rushed for 425 yards last year

and caught nine passes.

Lamar Newsome is the only returning

starter at wide receiver. He caught 24 passes
for 361 yards a year ago.

First team All-Conference and All-ECAC
tight end Ron Villone caught 21 passes last

year. He is an outstanding blocker with a

great pair of hands. Reid said.

The once-great offensive line was deci-

mated due to natural causes. Graduation

took center Jay Gabbe. a first team All-

Conference selection. Paul Mayberry. who
was named to three different All-American

teams. Anthonv Giudice, a first team All-

Yankee pick and Al Pogarian. These losses

leave huge holes to be filled.

The news is not all bad. First team All-

Conference tackles Rich Cavanaugh and
KaiDietiker are back. Although Cavanaugh
has been playing with an ii\]ured shoulder,

Reid is relatively certain that he will be
ready for the opener.

"We need Rich and Kai, they're book-

ends," said Offensive Coordinator Doug
Berry.

Phil Hallard, who was a starter in 1989,

but missed the 1990 season with a knee

itxjury, will occupy one guard spot. Reid said

he has been playing well in practice and is

pleased with his comeback.

Andy LeBlanc, a redshirt freshman and
Bill Durkin. who last year played tight end
and defensive line, are competing for the

center spot. Durkin is an exceptional athlete

and Reid is optimistic that he will make the

transition from defensive to offensive line

without any problem. IfDurkin does start at

center, LeBlanc could move to the open
guard spot.

Any iixjuries to the offensive line could

prove costly.

The good news is that the defense which

ranked second in the country a year ago
(256.7 yards per game), third in rushing

(82.6) and fifth in sconng * 13.7 » returns 10

starters (nine now that safety Matt R^otte
hasbeen lost for the year with a back injury ).

Up front, senior Rich Kane is the King.

Kane had eight sacks last year among his 49
tackles. He was named first team All-Con-

ference, first team All-ECAC and first team
All-New England. John Creamer and Jim
Mancaruso also return.

You can't talk about linebackers without

mentioning All-American candidate Mario
Perry. The junior from Albany, New York is

the total package— speed, sizeand strength.

Perry started all 1 1 games for the Minute-

men and was named first team All-Confer-

ence and second team All-ECAC.
Matt Tulley missed four games last year

due to a shoulder irgury but still registered

75 tackles and earned first team All-Con-

ference honors. Bobby Burke (66 tackles)

and Scott Assencoa (41 tackles) are the

other returning starters. Greg Mattem,
Tulley's replacement, proved he is capable

of playing in the Yankee Conference when
he recorded 13 tackles against UConn.

People are already talking aboutVaughn
Williams dominating games from the safety

position just like Ronme Lott does. The
senior has started every game for three

consecutive years (that is 34 straight). He
was a second team All-Conference pick and
is destined for the first team this season.

Allen Williams and Don Caparotti return

as the starting comerbacks. while Lanoe
Neveling will fill Rajotte's shoes.

Syracuse transfer Jim Maguire will

handle the kicking and Mike George should

punt unless Maguire also proves to be the

better punter.

Six hoop recruits on board
Freshman Roe tops list with natiorud honors
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By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Whether William Hemdon is eligible to

play basketball this season or not, there will

be an exciting, powerful, stand-up-when-
he's-going-in-for-a-slamdunkeron the court

when UMass begins practicing in October.

Freshman Louis Roe, breaker of three

backboards in high school is here and ready

to play ball.

This past summer Roe was named the

Naismith New Jersey Player-of-the-Year by

the Atlanta TipoffClub. He competed in the

Hank Gathers College League in Philadel-

phia and was awarded Player-of-the-Week

honors. The league included Atlantic 10

players Mik Kilgore,James Spearsand Mark
Strickland from Temple, as well as St.

Ji^eph's Rap Curry and last year's A- 10

Freshman of the Year Bernard Blunt.

Roe brings to UMass an impressive list of

honors that includes being named All-State

by USA Today, a Street and Smith's top 40

high school player in the country and a

McI>onald's Capital Classic AU-Amencan.
The 6-foot-7, 210 pound Roe averaged 26.1

points and 15 rebounds per game this past

season at Atlantic City i^gh School in New
Jersey.

"He defimtely is an impact player," said

Assistant Coach James "Bruiser" Flint. "I

wouldn't expect him to start, but he defi-

nitely will play."

Roe was also recruited by Syracuse.

Florida State and Clemson.

Add to the list of recruits who will be

suiting up for the Minutemen Scott Drapeau,

Ted Cottrell. Derek Kellogg, Jerome Malloy

and Michael Williams.

Mr. Basketball in New Hampshire,

Drapeau averaged 21 points and 19rebound8

per game last season. He was the USA To-

day /Gatorade Player of the Year in New
Hampshire and participated in the Nike

All-Amencan Camp.
"Scott isabig strongkid with good passing

and rebounding skills." Flint said "Last

year one of our biggest problems was re-

bounding, so Scott and Lou should really

help us there."

Williams was once a top 60 recruit com-

ing out ofhigh school. He averaged 28 points

and 7 fi assists pergame last year. He should

add depth at the guard spot.

Malloy was a big time scorer at Kennedy

High School in Waterbury. Conn. The 6-4

forward guard averaged 28.5 points and 13

boards per game. He will be playing behind

UMass' leading scorer. Jim McCoy (18.9

ppg), so his playing time may be Umited.

He was also recruited by North Carolina

State and Duquesne but fell in love with

UMass when he visited.

"Hell get a year to mature." Flint said. "I

think he needs to get a little stronger in

order to help us out."

Springfield native Derek Kellogg did not

good bsdl handler, according to Flint.

Cottrell is another big body (6-9, 210
pounds) who can run the floor, rebound and
block shots. "He is somewhat of a project,"

Flint said. "He's more advanced than (7-

foot-2 backup center) Jeff Meyer. His big-

gest weakness is that he's not strong."

Other basketball news from the
summer. . . The Minutemen announced
their non-conference schedule. UMass opens
its 1991-92 campaign at home with a mid-

night game which will be broadcast live on

ESPN. The game will either be November
22 or 23 against Siena, a team UMass beat

in the NIT last year. Keep in mind that on

November 23, UMass football hosts New
Hampshire in what many are projecting to

be the game which decides the Yankee Con-

ference.

The Minutemen will be on ESPN at least

one more time, when they host the Univer-

sity of Oklahoma and Billy Tubbs at the

Springfield Civic Center on Jan. 4 at 8 p.m.

"Oklahoma was really set up by ESPN,"
Flint said. "They wanted us because of the

excitement and fan support that we show-

cased with that midnight game."

If you're wondering why the game is in

Springfield, the reason is that Oklahoma
would not agree to play a game in the Cage.

The Minutemen will play in Norman, Okla-

homa next season.

"We play a lot of good teams early and

that should help us down the road," Flint

said, "^e want to go to the NCAA Tourna-

ment, that's our goal. . . With our schedule

well be prepared to play against the best."

During Thanksgiving recess, the Min-

utemen will be in Anchorage for the Great

Alaskan Shootout (a tournament annually

broadcast on ESPN). Teams in the Shootout

who competed in the NCAA Tournament
last season are Coastal Carolina (26-8),

Eastem Michigan (26-7) and New Orleans

(23-8). Rounding out the field are Idaho ( 19-

1 1 ), Santa Clara ( 16-13), Oregon State ( 14-

14) and the host school. Division II Alaska-

Anchorage (19-11).

The Minutemen have drawn what ap-

pears to be a favorable bracket. They play

Santa Clara in the opening round and if

they win , they play the winner ofthe Oregon

State-Alaska-Anchorage game. The cham-

pionship game will be played on Monday at

8 p.m. Alaska time, which is Tuesday, Dec.

3, at midnight eastem time.

On the way back from Alaska, the Min-

utemen make a pit stop in Lexington. Ken-

tucky to do battle with the Wildcats and

Rick Pitino. Kentucky was 22-6 last season

but was ineligible for postseason play.

On Dec. 7, Xavier (22-10), which lost to

UConn in the second round of the NCAAs,
visits the Cage. The Minutemen will host

New Hampshire on Dec. 10 and travel V^

Holy Cross on Dec. 12.

They resume play on Dec. 27 and 28

receive the publicity he rightfully deserved, when they ho^t the second minualAbdows

but that's bound to happen when you play in "

the same city as Travis Best, one of the top

five players in the country last year.

At Cathedral High School, the 6-3 guard

averaged 24.7 points and 7.3 rebounds in

his senior year. He's a sound defender and a

Hall ofFame Classic at the Springfield Civic

Center. Iowa State, Fairfield and Harvard

round out the four team field.

The Minutemen also meet Boston Uni-

versity and take on their usual Atlantic 10

foes.

Men's soccer can only gain
Program dropped, but back for final season

ColleiflBn i..e photo

Jerome Bledsoe is healthy and ready to run over and through the

opposition.TheMinutemen hostDelaware at 1:30p.m.Saturday atMcGuirk
Alumni Stadium.

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team has nothinp to lose.

The program was cut from the athletic

budget last spring afler a dismal 3-11-3 fall

season ( 1-5-2 in the Atlantic 10). In addi-

tion, they lost their head coach of eight

years, Jeff Gettler.

However, even before the start of this

season, the Minutemen have made some

considerable gains.

The program was able to accumulate

enough outside funding to compete for one

more season. They are returning six tal-

ented starters from last year's team and

were able to acquire a top Division 1 soccer

coach, Sam Koch (see accompanying story).

With a new team. Koch said his first

project will be to develop a system that best

suits his players.

He described his squad at Stanford

University, where he was head coach for six

years before coming to UMass, as a blue-

collar, short-passing team that attacked out

of the back with a high-pressure defense.

As for his plans for the Minutemen, Koch

said, "I have my ideas but I don't know yet.

We won't really know what we can do until

we play someone else.

"I think it will be a new look," he said.

Returning for the Minutemen will be last

season's third leading scorer and captain

Dan Lawrence. Lawrence, an All-American

candidate, started 15 games last season and

tied for the team lead in goals with four.

Last season's freshman sensation Randy

Jacobs will also be back. Jacobs, who started

in only nine games, led the team in points

with 12 (four goals, four assists), scoring

three goals in the final game of the season

against Fairfield. Seniors Ray Cunha (two,

three, seven points) and Brett Anthony

(three, two, eight points) should ignite the

offense.

Defensive specialists Darren Stone and

Matt Bearce return to finish their college

careers along with sophomore Todd Kyliah.

Last year's defense allowed 274 shots on

goal, 34 more than UMass took.

Saving 65 ofthose shots was Jon Gruber,

who is back to defend the nets. The senior

started 10 games last season allowing 18

goals. He tallied a 1.68 goals against aver-

age. Gruber will be competing for the start-

ing job with freshman Mark Wolf and
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Ko(a)ch brings experience
Former Stanford coach is aproven winner
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Simply introducing Sam Koch as the

new men's soccer coach at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts is not enough.

Looking at his coaching and pla)ring

credentials , rollingout a red carpetwould

be more appropriate.

Koch compiled a 58-53- 16 record for a

winning percentage oi .520 in his six

years of coaching at Stanford Univer-

sity. During his time at the helm,

Stanford was ranked in the top 20 for

two brief stints. He said his team was in

the running for NCAA postseason play

two years, but fell short ofgetting a bid.

Last season, Stanford extended
eventual National Champion Virginia

and 10th ranked UCLA to overtime be-

fore losing And they lost to third ranked

Indiana by one deflected goal. The Car-

dinal defeated number nine SMU and

number 16 Old Dominion, both on the

road.

In 1987, Stanford had a four game
stretch where they beat three teams in

the top 20: Fresno State. UCLA and the

University of South Florida, former na-

tional champions. After tying the even-

tual national champions, Indiana State,

in 1988, the Cardinal received their

highest ranking ever, 12th.

Koch was named the Pacific Soccer

Conference Coach ofthe Year in 1987. He
has been a Western Regional Olympic

Development Staff coach since 1985 and

is also an assistant coach for the 14 and

under Western Regional Team.

A former midfielder at Colby College.

Koch began his coaching career in 1979

as an assistant at Brown University.

After four years there, Koch became an

assistant at Boston College for one sea-

son.

He was a soccer instructor at the

United States Soccer School, the Boston

College Soccer School, the California

Youth Soccer Association camp and the

Brown University Soccer School.

An instructor for the Massachusetts

Youth Soccer Association, Koch obtained

his "A' license from the USSF Coaching

School in 1983. He obtained a Level IV

Canadian Coaching License, the highest

level license in Canada.

After last season, Koch, a native of

Concord, decided to return home to his

family and continue his master's work in

sports studies both at UMass and the

University of Connecticut. Koch was the

top recommendation to the Athletic De-

partment by outgoing head coach Jeff

Gettler.

"I'm really excited and elated he re-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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RECORDS • CASSETTES • COMPACT DISCS

'mm
RICORDS

IMPORTED, INDEPENDENT

& DOMESTIC

MON-WED 9.30-6 SUN 12-5

THURS-SAT930-9
213 MAW ST. NORTHAMPTON

586-5726

COLLECTABLES • USED

MANUFACTURER'S OVER-STOCKS

MONDAY - SATURDAY 10 • 5-.30

THURSOATS 10 - 9 SUNDAY 12 • 5

21 STATE ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-1707

• b

A
c• OKoa

1FALL SPECIALS
EXPIRES DECEMBER 30, 1991

MEDIUM PIZZAS
DELIVER/CARRY OUT

1 ONE MEDIUM 2 TOPPING PIZZA -$6.50 OR TWO FOR $10.50

2. ONE MEDIUM 2 TOPPING PIZZA & 2 COKES - $7 50, SECOND PIZZA ONLY $4.00 MORE

3 ONE MEDIUM PIZZA WITH UP TO 7 TOPPING $8 99 OR TWO FOR $12.99

3A. ONE MEDIUM PIZZA WITH CHEESE $4.99 OR TWO FOR $8.99

LARGE PIZZAS
DELIVER/CARRY OUT

4 ONE LARGE 2 TOPPING PIZZA A 4 COKES - $10.50, SECOND PIZZA ONLY $5.00 MORE

6 ONE LARGE 3 TOPPING PIZZA - $9.99 OR TWO FOR 14.99

7 BUY A LARGE 2 TOPPING PIZZA & GET A MEDIUM 1 TOPPING PIZZA FOR 30«

7A. ONE LARGE CHEESE PIZZA $6.99 OR TWO FOR $11.99

LUNCH/LATE NIGHT
GOOD FROM 11 AM-3PM OR 7PM-CL0SE

8 $5 99 FOR A MEDIUM 1 TOPPING PIZZA & 1 COKE, SECOND PIZZA ONLY $4.00 MORE

%. $7.99 FOR A LARGE 1 TOPPING PtZZA & 2 COKES. SECOND PIZZA ONLY $5 00 MORE

SPECIALTY PIZZAS
10 ONE MEDIUM SPECIALTY PIZZA - $7.99 OH TWO FOR $11.99

11. ONE LARGE SPECIALTY PIZZA - $10.99 OR TWO FOR $15.99

BACON DOUBLE
CHEESEBURGER
BEEF • BACON

DOUBLE CHEESE

DELUXE! VEGGIE

PEPPERONI . MUSHROOMS MUSHROOMS • ONIONS

ONIONS . GREEN PEPPERS GREEN PEPPERS

SAUSAGE OLIVES • DOUBLE CHEESE

PEPPERONI FEAST
DOUBLE PEPPERONI
DOUBLE CHEESE

MEAT FEAST
PEPPPERONI • SAUSAGE

HAM • BEEF
DOUBLE CHEESE

NO COUPON NEEDED JUST tHENTtON THIS AD!!

HAWAIIN FEAST
HAM • PINEAPPLE
DOUBLE CHEESE

AMHERST/HADLEY 256-891 1 SO. HADLEY/HOLYOKE 535-1 1 1

1

CHICOPEE 598-8336 SPRINGFIELD 733-6646

EASRT HAMPTON 527-0821 WESTFIELD 568-6333

HOLYOKE 535-1111 WEST SPRINGRELD 739-6969

WE NOW ACCEPT Mastercard & Visa
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newcomer Jonathan Roche Steve Armenti,

who shared the goaltending duties with

Gruber last season, transferred to Seton

Hall.

Last season's promising freshman. Aaron

Zandy, transferred to St. Bonaventure.

Seven new players wall be suiting up for

the Minutemen. mcreasuig the likelihood

that the team will have a new look. Included

are notable transfers Shawn Bleau from

Brandeis and Joshua Pittman from Michi-

gan.

"We definitely have a couple of transfers

and freshmen who will be contributors."

Koch said.

As a new coach, he said he will treat all ot

the players as "rookies fighting for new-

positions."

In addition to adjusting to a new team,

Koch will be preparing game plans for a

tough schedule. The Minutemen begin their

season on the road Saturday against Atlan-

tic 10 rival St. Bonaventure and will face

stiffcompetition down the road from Temple,

Vermont, Dartmouth and Rutgers.

"When you only won three games the

year before. I'd be very upset if anyone

thought there was an easy game," Koch

said.

Koch will have the services of two assis-

tant coaches: Rick Caldwell, and John

Guppy. a former All-American. Caldwell,

an assistant under Koch at Stanford, will be

working with the goalies.

"My goal is to have the team play an

exciting brand of soccer, work hard and

show that I'Mass can play with the best,"

Koch said

Koch
CONTINUED FfX>^ PAGE 7

ceived the position," said Getller w ho is now

the head coach at Lafayette College "I feel

he will do a tremendous job and the team

will have a great year
'

"Even though my job is done at the end of

the season, I care about the program," Koch

said. "1 want the program to succeed."

As a direct result of the budget cuU, the

mens soccer program was originally cut

from the Athletic Department's budget.

However, after a fundraising effort, the

program was reinsUted for a final season.

"I think the kids have a lot to prove this

year, but the main thing is to have fun,"

Koch said. "Ifyou don't have fun. it's kind of

a waste to be out there.

"I will enjoy doing everything and any-

thing I can to help them do it."
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Three UMass baseball players selected in draft

CalWgUBllWl,

Just happy to be around, the men's soccerteam is in their terminal season

as they have been axed from the budget.

COLLEGE SPECIAL
3 Games of Bowling
and Shoe Rental for

$5.00
with College I.D.

Every Thurs. Night 9:00pm-12.00am

Northampton Bowl
Live D.J. in

the Ally Oops Lounge
Cover $2.00

Call 584-48W for reservations

WORKSHOPS
Job Employee Moichin^ Sv5lem

Tiit^dau and lOtdrre-^day^ Sfpierytber JO « //

l\oorns 90¥~ 9og Campus Ctnicr

COUPON
WELCOME !

5 College Area Students
Use This Coupon for a Discoiuit

of

10%

Celte«ian nw piM>to

Brian Bright once a UMass outfielder is hoping to some day swing his bat

in Fenway Park for the Red Sox. Bright is currently playing for the Elmira

Pioneers.

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Brian Bright, Glenn DiSarcina and De-

rek Dana can now list their occupation as

Professional Baseball Player.

In the first week ofJvine, the three former

University of Massachusetts baseball play-

ers were selected in the amateur baseball

draft. Bright was the Boston Red Sox' 22nd

round selection. The Chicago White Sox

picked DiSarcina in the 14th round. And
Danawas taken by the San Francisco Giants

in the 28th round.

Elach signed a standardized minor league
contract which expires at the end of the

season. DiSarcina and Dana weren't per-

mitted to disclose their exact salaries, but

did say they will receive a full year's college

tuition as part of their contracts. Bright

would not disclose any terms ofhis contract,

but said he was "satisfied* with the terms.

Bright is currently playing in New York

for the Elmira Pioneers of the New York-

Penn League. At press time, the outfielder

was batting .234 for the Pioneers with foiu*

home runs and 16 RBIs.

The Revere native had a team high 10

home runs, 43 runs batted in, 16 doubles

and .586 slugging percentage for the Min-

utemen last season. The tri-captain was a

second team All-New England selection and

had 28 career home runs in three years,just

four shy of Drew Comeau's school record.

DiSarcina plays in the same league as

Bright for the Utica Blue Sox. The Billerica

native is hitting .245 with 38 hits, 21 RBIs

and 10 stolen bases.

DiSarcina finished the 1991 season with

a .317 batting average, led the Minutemen
in hits with 60 and had 1 1 stolen bases in as

many attempts. The DiSarcina name isn't

new to professional baseball. Both his uncle

Joe, a 1969 UMass graduate, and brother

Gary, a 1988 grad, have played in the minor

leagues. Gary is currently playing for the

California Angels Triple A team.

Dana has been utiUzed as both a catcher

and a designated hitter for the Everett Gi-

ants ofthe Northwest League. At press time

he was hitting .304 with 31 hits, 11 doubles

and one home rim.

Dana was UMass' Most Valuable Player

last season. The catrher from Lynn was a

second team All-New England selection and
a tri-captain. His .333 batting average led

the team and his .564 slugging percentage

was second. Dana was a soUd defensive

catcher, leadingtheteam with a .954 fielding

percentage.

At the conclusion of the season, each

player will be given the option to play in

their parent club's Instructional League
throughout the winter and have their talent

evaluated in spring training. They will then

either be offered a contract to play for the

same minor league team, to play for a differ-

ent team at a higher level or no contract at

aU.

The players are presently at the Single A
minor league level, the first of three levels

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

On Your Total Purchase This Week onh/

at

CakJorof Northampton
180 North King Street Northampton, MA01060

Sept. 4. 1991 thru Sept. 14, 1991
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baseball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

(Double A is next, followed by Triple Ai and

the most distant from the "show." the Major

Leagues.

UMass coach Mike Stone shed some light

on the future of the young prospects;

"It depends on how well they hit with the

wooden bats and if they can make the ad-

justment to seeing good pitching every day."

he said. "Once you get to Double A. that's

where you find out if they can cut the mus-

tard

"I think the bi^est thing that separates

the minor leaguers from major leaguers is

consistency, that's the toughest aspect to

deal with," Stone said.

Whatever happens, the players admit

they are going through an experience they'll

never forget. An expenence which also in-

cludes restless hours of travel and constant

practice.

"The competition is a Utile better but not

something I can't handle." Bright said "One

guy is just as good or a little better than the

next. I kind of expected a little more. I

figured it would be a lot tougher."

Stone, who played professional baseball,

said. "A lot ofguys think that pro baseball is

so glamorous and at a much higher level

than college baseball."

"It's not really what its built up to be."

Bright said.

On the whole, the players seem to be

pleased with their new jobs

"Right now they just want as duwn here

to play, have fun and enjoy the game." said

an exhausted Bnght.just back from playing

m Canada. "They allow ustoconct^n"^ -t,..,,,

just one thing, plavnng baseb.il!
~

"I enjoy just coming to the ball park i-\ er>

day and playing ever>- night." DiSarcina

said.

All three would have been entering their

.--• — .,-.'< this fall as sport management
, .hi and DiSarcina said they plan

on timshing their studies at UMass somet ime

m the future, either when their schedule

allows or when their stints as professional

baseball players comes to an eiMi.

Hemdon's eligibility undetermined
Forward's future at UMass to he decided in October

Pbolo

Brian Bright
•f <(".| I* Inf..' if\ .11

Derek Dana's Career Statistics:

Year Avg AB H HR RBI

1989 .221 77 17 6
1990 .338 145 49 3 28
1991 .333 156 52 6 36
Minors .304 102 31 1 12

i>iM>tw t'ourlr»» >.f SporU InfiHBBltna

Derek Dana

Brian Bright's Career Statistics:

Year Avg AB H HR RBI

1989 .260 146 38 8 25
1990 .329 152 50 10 36
1991 .309 181 56 10 43
Min orf; .234 154 36 4 16

CoUafiao lUe pholo

William Hemdon may not be soaring through

the air for the Minutemen any more. He is cur-

rently ineligible and is awaiting a response to his

appeaL

By TAMIR UPTON
Collegian SUff

University ofMassachusetts basketball forward William

Herndon's eligibility for the upcoming season remains in

question because ofcomplex rules regarding the transfer of

college athletes from one school to another.

Here is the problem in a nutshell: The NCAA has a rule

which states that if a player transfers schools, he must sit

out one academic year (two semesters), which Hemdon did.

No problem so far.

Here's where it gets confusing. The National Letter of

Intent Committee, an organization separate from, but

recognized by the NCAA, has its own rule which states that

if a player transfers between semesters ( which Hemdon
did), he must sit out an additional year. In other words,

Hemdon must sit out a total of two years (four semesters),

which seems quite clear.

Under the guidance ofAthletic Director Frank McInemey
and Assistant Athletic Director Elaine Sortino, an appeal

was filed with the Steering Committee, a function of the

National Collegiate Commissioners. The thrust of the ap-

peal claims that Herndon did not understand that he would

have to sit out two years.

"Herndon wasn't appropriately oriented to the real

situation," Mclnemey said. "He didn't know how long he

would have to sit out."

The committee will hear the appeal on October 2 at the

annual Commissioner's Conference in Chicago. If the

Steering Committee turns down the appeal, then another

appeal will be filed and heard the following day by the 37

Conference Commissioners, which will act as a sort of

college basketball Supreme Court. Mclnemey said a ruling

would be made within two days after the appeal is heard.

"When Coach IJohnj Calipari learned that he 1 HemdonI
would have to sit out an additional year, he asked me to try

and get him back to Richmond." Mclnemey said. "By that

time, Richmond was three weeks into their semester and

would not accept liim back."

"Richmond sUrU'd classes in early January and we

started in late Januaiy because of intersession, so we

missed it by a couple of weeks." Sortino said.

While at Richmond, Hemdon appeared in seven games

for the Spiders, averaging 1 .5 points and 0.9 rebounds in

just 6.4 minutes per game.

He was originally recruited by St. John's, UMass and

Pittsburgh before enroUing at Richmond. The recruiting

coordinator from Pittsburgh was a man by the name ofJohn

Calipari. The same John Calipari became the head coach at

UMass in 1988 andm the spnng semester of 1989, Hemdon
came to Amherst.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Women's hoop coach

hopes to revamp team
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

The women's basketball team has a new coach. The

same team that went 0-27 last year. The same team

which lost a few games by more than 50 points. And

the same team that was the laughing stock of this

campus last year.

Those were the bad days. The good days are about

to begin, now that savior Joanie O'Brien is here and

Kathy Hewelt is gone.

"I came here because I was at a point in my career

that 1 was ready to take a step up." she said.

To say Joanie O'Brien comes to Amherst with an

easy job, is kind of like saying William Weld has an

easyjob restoring the economy in Massachusetts. Not

only must she convince her players that they can win,

she must convince everyone else.

"With the kids that are coming back, I think that

a lot of the losing has to do with attitude," O'Brien

said. "We'll just try and change the attitude. You have

to be positive with yourself and positive with the

people that you're around in order to have a positive

situation."

O'Brien comes to UMass from Aubum University

where she spent five years as an assistant coach.

During her five seasons, the Lady Tigers compiled a

149-20 record and went to the final four three years in

a row, losing each time in the championship game.

The other two years, the team advanced to the

quarterfinals before bowing out.

"1 never had the chance to wear that gold ring, but

Us something that you work towards and that's why

I'm in this bu.siness.' O'Brien said.

She was a player at Penn Sute for luur years

before she went to Aubum. She averaged a career

high 9.3 points per game during her junior year.

O'Brien is one of the few people who can say that

she has a trophy named after her. The trophy is

awarded to the individual who does the most for the

Penn State team on and offthe court It was originally

called the Penn StaU'-Great Alaskan Alumni Club

award.
"A man who belonged to the club came to Wash-

ington. D.C. on business and he used to watch us

play," O'Brien said. O'Brien got to know him quite

well and after winning the award her senior year, the

man asked her if the club could rename the award in

her honor, and, of course, she accepted.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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Glenn DiSarcina seen here hitting is playing in Utica for the Blue Sox, the farm team of the Chicago

White Sox.

Glenn DiSarcina's Career Statistics:

V^nr Avg AB H HR RBI

1989 .280 150 42 13
1990 .308 146 45 5 35
1991 .317 189 60 1 23
Minors .245 155 38 21
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Hemdon
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

1

Since coming to UMass, the 6-3 Hemdon has become a

fan favorite, often electrifying the crowd with a powerfxil

dunk, coming from nowhere to block a shot, or soaring up

near the rafters for a rebound.

"William gives us so much versatility because he can

cover just about anybody and he's tough to match up with

on offense." said Assistant Coach James "Bruiser" Fhnt. "It

definitely hurts us that we don't know if he's coming back."

Hemdon averaged 11.9 points and six rebovmds per

game last season. He also had a team-high 47 steals and

was fiflh in the Atlantic 10 in blocked shots with 1.5 per

game.
If Hemdon's illustrious two year career at UMass is over,

the Minutemen "will be losing one of the better athletes in

the country," FUnt said.

"One ofour strengths this year will be experience and his

being in there as a starter will help our freshman develop

even more because there won't be as much pressure on them

to rome in and produce," he said.

It is interesting to note that in the UMass Pre Season

Prospectus Hemdon is listed as a "player lost" with an

astaik next to his name— meaning his eligibility is pending.

Calipari could not be reached for comment.

O'Brien
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

1

"It's a great honor," she said. "A couple of kids who have

won it the past couple ofyears called me and thanked me for

allowing them to have the award. Every time one of them

calls me it brings a smile to my face."

O'Brien brings Jill Rooney with her from Auburn. Rooney

will be the lone assistant coach. She attended St. Joseph's

University and was an assistant at Auburn.

"I can't guarantee wins here right away because that's

not realistic," Rooney said. "Between Joanie and I, we know

what it takes to win in the A- 10."
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Gorbachev Grants Baltic Independence
By DEBORAH SEWARD
Associated Press

MOSCOW— Mikhail S. Gorbachev agreed yesterday to

grant independence to the Baltic republics, officials said,

m*Jung them the first breakaway Soviet states to win such
recognition from the Kremlin.

With Soviet central authority crumbling in the wake of
last month's hard-line coup, Gorbachev will issue decrees
formally freeing the Baltics, the officials said after meeting
with the Soviet president.

The move came as the highest Soviet lawmaking body
today debated how power should be divided as the union is

transformed into a loose confederation of sovereign states.

Two-thirds of the Soviet republics have declared them-
selves independent.

Under a blueprint Gorbachev and the leaders of 10 ofthe
15 republics are trying to push through the Congress of

People's Deputies, most of the central government's power
would be transferred to the republics.

Negotiations yesterday focused on who would wield the
most power in the interim government that would be
formed to manage the transition to a new union.

Gorbachev had been expected to raise the issue of Baltic

independence at the Congress, but did not because it ap-

parently did not have enough support.

The Baltics, which began their independence drive three
years ago, have already won recognition from dozens of

foreign governments, including the United States. Lithuania,

Latvia and Estonia also have applied for United Nations
membership, and Moscow has indicated it won't block the

move.
Word of Gorbachev's agreement to grant Baltic inde-

pendence came after he met with Baltic representatives

from the Congress. He asked them to draft a declaiation.

said Algimantas Cekoulis, a former Lithuanian deputy who
is attending the Congress.

The Soviet leader approved the general idea after he
read their draft, Cekoulis said. Former Gorbachev aide

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

INFORMAL CONVERSATION — Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev gestures broadly in

informal conversation at the conclusion of Wednesday's session of the Congress of People's

Deputies at the Kremlin. The Congress reconvenes today to continue work on a new Union Treaty
among the various republics.
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UMass Student Dies
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

An 18-year-old University of Massa-
chusetts sophomore died August 25 at a
Schenectady, N.Y. hospital from injuries

suffered in a car accident on August 21

.

Laurin Aycox, who was bom and
raised in up-state New York town, lived

in Webster Residence Hall and per

formed in the play Black Women 's Sur-

vival Kit last May.
Jo Ella Costello, a graduate student

in the education department who played

in Survival Kit with Aycox, praised her
maturity and desire to learn.

*[Aycox] was very bright, very mature
and very open-minded," Costello said.

"She had an insatiable hunger and thirst

for knowledge — she had that hungry
look in her eye."

Costello pointed out that Aycox
learned the lines of each of the other

eight actresses in the play as an example
of her commitment to learning.

"It was so tragic — I got the news a

week ago from [Survival Kit] director

Kym Moore," Costello said. "All she said

was a few words: "Bad news— Laurin,

car accident — dead."

Aycox portrayed the Yoruba goddess

Oshun, a warrior who represents femi-

nine beauty and strength, in Survival

Kit. The play was an opportunity for

black women to "become aware of our

historj'," said Kjtk Moore.

"She was reallyyoung—very nervous

as an actress," Moore said. "But she

really dared to test herselfand was very

courageous."

"The reason I cast her as a goddess

was because of her inner strength,"

Moore said. "She was very idealistic and
warm— she had a lot oftrouble dealing

with violence and with the world."

Costello is composing a poem and a

collage to remember Aycox.

"I feel she would want me to do this,

that this is the least I could do for her,"

Costello said. "I feel her strength— she

cared alwut me a lot."

"She really tried to get close to me,"

Costello said. "When I let her in, she was
always a part of my life. We laughed so

much. There were some bad times, but

10 times more good times."

Director Moore characterized Aycox
as "kind of a hippie," who appreciated

peace.

"She had a hard time playing a war-
rior,' Moore said. "It was hard for her to

play someone who was violent — she
would always try to see what was good
[in people]."

While at UMass, Aycox was a mem-
ber of the environmental group
Greenpeace and Amnesty International.

She also belonged to the Lutheran
Church of the Good Shepherd.

Moore said thatAycox had performed
in some plays during high school and

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Laurin Aycox

UM Appeals Town Fine
Cuts Slow Movement Toward Recycling
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian SUff

The University of Massachusetts ap-

pealed yesterday to the Amherst Board of

Health to not fine the University for

landfilling recyclable waste.

The University has implemented a com-
prehensive, campus-wide rec3rcbng program,

but at this time is not able to collect all

recyclable waste, according to R. Marc
Fournier, recently appointed soUd waste
manager.

The University has been fined in the past

for not compljnng with the now mandatory
Amherst recycling regulations. When trash

arrives at the Amherst landfill containing

more than a certain percentage of

recyclables, the school must pay a small

fine.

Fournier said the University's "compre-

hensive, professional" recycling program is

steadily expanding. Because of budgetary

restrictions, he cannot expand the program
as fast as he or the town would like, he said.

Progress is steady but slow, he said.

He pointed out two primary reasons why
the University could not comply with town
regulations.

Fournier said the University needs more
equipment such as central dumpsters and
specialized trucks to fully mobilize the pro-

gram. Also budget cuts have hurt the slowly

expanding recycling program.

The Board of Health decided to put their

decision "on hold" and requested that

Fournier provide the Board with a monthly
progress report on the University recycling

program. He said he would comply with the

request.

The report will show theTown ofAmherst
what materials UMass has recycled and
what percentage of the waste stream they

represent. The desired effect of the reports

is to display the University's continued

progress in implementing a comprehensive
reycling program.

Earthworm, an environmental research

group, has discovered that half of all the

trash UMass produces can be diverted to

recycling. Fournier said he hopes the Uni-

versity will recycle 15 to 20 percent of trash

in the coming fiscal year and is optimistic

about increasing that percentage every year.

"UMass is a city," Fournier said, ex-

plaining that the large student body and
varied buildings make recycling a highly

complex but very rewarding venture, simi-

lar to the recycling programs in any major
metropolis.

"But we really are making progress,"

Fournier said. In addition to saving the

University considerable money, recycling

saves valuable natural resources, saves

energy and water and reduces pollution, be
said.

Fournier explained to the Board that a
yearago UMassWas recycUng small amoimts
ofwaste. Now, he said, the University has a
much expanded recycling program.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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For Your Information
FYIa are public service announcemenu that run on a

space available basis for campus and local non-profit or-

ganizations. Because of space constraints, the rrftllftg'?"

cannot print all FYls submitted and no announcement can

be repeated.

To submit a FYl, please send a TYPED press release

with all pertinent information to Collegian office, 113

Campus Center c/o the News Editor. FYIs cannot be taken
over the phone.

Thundjiy. Sept 8
FUm — Torch Song Trilogy will be shown at 7 p.m. at the

Program for Gay, Lesbian. Bisexual CoDcems office in

Crampton House, Southwest. No fee.

Git'* Blood— American Red Cross Blood Services will be
holding a public blood drive firom 1 1 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the

Campus Center.

Audition— Five College Orchestra will be holding audi-

tions from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. in the UMass Fine Arts Center
room 155 Auditions open to any Five College student and
transportation is available. Call Five College Orchestra
office at 542-2830 for more information.

PrifUy. Sept. 6
Social — Coffee Social sponsored by the I..e8bian, Gay,

Bisexual Alliance at 3 p m. in the Campus Center. Check
listings by elevator for room number.

Guthrie Wants
Alice's House

GREAT BARRINGTON. Mass APi — This tune Ario

Guthne is interested in Ahce's former home and not her

restaurant.

The foiksinger appeared before Great BamngKm se-

lectmen Tuesday ni^t seekii^ a zoning change that would

allow him to move his office from his own home in the nearby

town of Washington to \he converted church where ALce
Brock hved in the 1960s.

The home, now owned by Ronald Ginzel. is about a mile

away from the eatery Brock ran m Stockbhdge and Guthne
made famous in 'Alice's Restaurant.* a ballad of his

Thanksgiving Day arrest for Utteringm 1965 that kept him
out of the draft.

Selectmen did not isstM an immediate decisioQ.

Is 55 mph too slow on Mass Pike?
BOSTON A? )

— It soon m«7 be Ugal to drive up to 66 mph
on some poruons of the Mtwchuestts Turnpike, after

years of having to abide by 56 mph iMtiktiuue. stafee

lawmakers said

The senate gave initial approval Tuesday to a bill raioiaf
the speed Umit from 55 mph to fA mph on the turnpike from
the New York border to the Weatfialdintarchange, andfrom
the Ludlow interchange to the Anbam ioterchanft.

Sen. Robert Buell said the federaUy impoaed 56-mph
speed limit was designed to fight the entrgy cnaia of the
1970s, which, he said. 'iM over.'

'Ever>-one knows that the real ipaad limit <»i oar high-
ways is 65 mph.* said Buell. R-Box&rd. 'The pobhc wants
this, and to try it at least on the ptke is a good idea.*

The measure's sponsor. Sen. Robert Wetmore. D-Barre.
said the bill was a 'pilot project on the Masaarhnsnts
Turnpike to see if 65 mph works out*

The Senate sent the bill to a third reading on a 29-2 vote.

Federal regulations prohibit states from imposing a 65-

mph speed limit in communities with populations larger

than 60,000. at the risk of losing federal highway funds.

Qtn. William Weld has said he supports a 66-mph limit

oo the Turnpike. Lt Gov. Paul CeUud said Weld, who was
sAeduIed to return frxnn a trade mission to Asia 3resterday,

will sign the bill.

However, not every legislator was in favor ofthe plan to

raise the speed limit.

Sen Edward Burke, D-Framin^uun, said that because
many motorists drive over the speed limit, the bill would
"effectively set the speed limit at 70 mph*

*We'd have more fatalities. We'd see higher gasoline

consumption. There are undeniable public safisCy conaid-

erataooa here,* Burke said. "If we're going to do this, we
o<;^fat to provide more funding for the state police.*
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Local
ADD-DROP
Entering the
add-drop abyss
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian StafT

Add-drop day at the University remains one of the most
frustrating and difficult days for students.

Yesterdaywasnoexception a8 hordes ofstudents trudged

to their respective add-drop locations to adjust their

schedules, many waking up before dawn to clinch a good

spot in the lines to better the chances for adding the correct

coixne.

According to figures from the Registrar's office, 2,987

full-time undergraduates this year were not scheduled for

all the courses for which they pre-registered and received an
underloaded schedule with fewer than 12 credits.

Slightly more than 13,000 students were dropped from

full or cancelled classes, a decrease of 9 percent from fall

1990, the registrar reported.

At the political science Une in Machmer, early-bird

students began camping out in the halls at 3:30 a.m. for the

designated add-drop time of 7:30 a.m. Several students

commented that the line seemed surprisingly small this

year while they reminisced about times when the pol-sci

lines snaked around the buildings.

But only one hour before the deadline, only 40 people

were waiting in line, a comparatively small number.

The atmosphere was one of helpleswia— and confusion

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

c oU*«iu pfcito by Canto Vyatk

BAYBANK BROUHAHA — Bobby Orr poses with some tBns after a full day of signing

autographs.

New Students Welcomed to UMass
By AHVA DAVIS
Collegian Staff

For the first time ever, there were two new student

convocations held because ofthe enormous size of the class

of 1996 — over 3.000 first-TMr students.

Thm opening fanfare was done by barrel-chested music

professor Walter Chestnut, the campus herald. Chestnut

played his welcoming tune, and was met with thunderous

applause.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Jo-Anne T. Vanin

poke about the transition to college and how quickly things

can change.

Incoming students have gone from "someone who will be

going to UMass to someone who is going to UMass,' said

Vanin.
"What a difference a day makes," she said.

She also stressed the importance of having outside

activities as w«U ss classes .

"Students should supplement academics with co-c\ir-

riciilar activities,* said Vanin.

Vanin closed by telling the students about the activities

going on this week as part of First Week festivities, and

encouraged everyone to participate.

Student Trustee Kevin Newnan also emphasized the

importance of not limiting interests to just academics and

that "the decisions you make during college will shape the

rest of your Ufe."

Newnan encouraged the incoming class to take advan-

tage ofthe "wealth ofopportunities" offered at the University

of Massachusetts.

He said that "as fireshmen you start off with a clean

slate.' He said there are no mistakes that will set a person

back or prevent a person from not being able to get involved

in outside activities.

Newnan also stressed that. "You only get out what you

put in' in college, especially at UMass.
The keynote address was given by Edward Phinney,

chairperson ofthe classics department, and the rewpient of

the Distinguished Teachers Award.

Phinney, who attended graduate school at the Univer-

sity, spoke about the significance of the 1995 class logo:

"Reach for It." A professor for many years, he said in his

experience opportunities at the University are endless.

"Everyone is reaching for wisdom, safety, security, a

loved one, a job or simply happiness," said Phinney.

The cover drawing on the convocation program shows a

person reaching for a star. He said the star represented the

goals and dream.s students may want to reach before they

leave UMass and college.

"Everyone knows you don't jump for a star. You wish

u|X)n it," said Phinney.

Phinney concluded by encouraging students to accept

and learn from the diverse population ofstudents at UMass.
"Lets all reach for it, and not laugh at peculiarities," said

Phinney.
Chancellor Richard O'Brien closed by saying that he

wanted UMass to "provide an outstanding education

matching any in the country."

The Minuteman Marching Band performed selections

from the 1991 season including the Alma Mater and the

fight song.

Men^s Soccer Alive
Team to play final season in 91

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

On July 24 the athletic administra-

tion announced that, as a result of a

cooperative financial effort between the

friends of the sport of soccer, UMass
alumni and the athletic department, the

men's soccer team would be allowed to

play its final schedule. The efforts

raised $24,000 for the necessary fees to

fund an entire season.

When the athletic department at

UMass announced that they could no

longer fund the men's soccer program,

the team immediately decided they

would attempt to raise the money
themselves.

Brett Anthony, one ofthe fundraisers,

said the first step the team took was to

seek "pohtical friends."

"Alumni, coaches and soccer organi-

zations from all over the country wrote

hundreds of letters, putting pressure on

the athletic department," Anthony said.

The most concerned and influential

parties contacted were those who were

involved with seeking to bring the World
Cup Soccer Tournament to Boston, he

said.

"What kind ofstatement are we mak-
ing in the state of Massachusetts when
we're cutting a sport that's the fastest

growing in America?" Anthony said.

However, the team was given a July

1 deadline to let the athletic department
know whether or not they could raise the

funds.

In need of immediate donations the

team solicited their parents to put up
the initial money for the program with

the intention of paying them back.

Determined to repay their parents,

theteam wenton a fvmdraisingrampage.
They contacted their opposing teams

and asked them for aid. Anthony said

that all, except for two or three, of the

teams supported their efforts and con-

tributed money for referee fees and
traveling expenses.

"None of the coaches wanted to see

the program cut," said Anthony. "It

makes a bad statement for the sport."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Weld Veto Overridden
By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON (AP)—The Legislature handed

Gov. WilUam F. Weld a resounding defeat

Wednesday, overriding a veto aimed at forc-

ing state employees to pay a bigger percent-

age of their health insurance premiums.

Many Republicans, esf)ec)ally in the Sen-

ate where Weld stood his best chance of

having the veto sustained,joined the Demo-

cratic majority in voting against the gover-

nor.

"The unfortunate consequence ofthis vote

is that therell be a significant reduction in

benefits," Lt. Gov. Paul Cellucd said.

When he received the 1991 fiscal year

budget. Weld, a RepubUcan, slashed the

$415 milhon appropriation for the group

health insurance to $39 miUion. He later

approved another $45 million in spending to

pay for it through the end ofthis month. The

move was aimed at forcing the Legislature

to revisit the issue of employee premium
contributions.

At the $415 miUion level, Cellucci said,

the plan is under-funded by $45 million

unless state workers pay more ofthe premi-

ums or accept benefit cuts.

State employees now pay 10 percent of

their health insurance, but with the state

picking up the other 90 percent.

Weld and Cellucci had wanted employ-

ees to pay 25 percent, but Cellucci had

offered to compromise at 20 percent with

some benefit cuts.

Cellucci aiid legislative leaders met
Tuesday afternoon in an attempt to reach a

compromise, but the meetingended without

agreement.

On Wednesday, Democratic legislative

leaders decided to bring the veto to a vote.

Weld lost in the House 130-21 and in the

Senate 31-0.

Three senators, RepubUcan leader David

Locke of Wellesley, Assistant GOP leader

Edward Kirby of Whitman and Democrat
Edward Burke of Framingham, were pre-

pared to vote with Weld.

But once they saw the overwhelming

vote, they paired their votes with absent

senatorswhowouldhave voted against Weld.
That is a common practice in the Senate

when the votes ofpaired senators would not

affect the outcome.

Weld needed to win a two-thirds majority
in both chambers for the veto to be sus-

tained.
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Student group petitions for quality education
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

An advocacy group is trying to give state students a
stronger voice in fighting for more reasonable tuition and
fee rates at state universities.

The State Student Association ofMassachusetts hasjust
recently filed with the attorney general's office two initia-

tive petitions designed to give all students ofMassachusetts
public higher education a constitutional right to quality,

affordable schooling.

The proposed amendments would apply to primary
through public higher education. The Massachusetts House
of Representatives and the State Senate must convene
together in a constitutional convention m order to vote on
the proposal.

One ofthe primary goals ofthe Boston-based SSAM is to

"remind administrators and elected officials that public

higher education should be affordable and accessible," said years

Joseph Langis, the executive director of SSAM. He is dis-

turbed by the annual climb of student tuition and fees at

public schools throughout the state.

scholarship aid this year. The amount of aid handed out to

students, he added, decreased by 70 percent in the last two

Langis also said that Gov. William Weld "has been no

friend of public higher education," referring to the state

leader's across the board cuts ofuniversity budgets resulting

in higher and higher price tags for attending a state uni-

versity.

SSAM has recMitly filed legislation to prohibit tuition

and fees from exceeding the inflation rate and to increase

scholarship aid proportionally with rising tuition and fees.

Langis notes students are getting less assistance from the

state as college costs rise yearly.

'n fact, Langis said, 7,300 state students were denied

SSAM is now relishing the recent victory ofreducing the

proposed 16-33 percent tuition increase for state schools to

6 percent for this year, Langis said.

Langis said he sees a day when public higher education

is denied to more and more people. In addition, he said, "if

costs continue to rise, then I think that will have a long-term

effect on the future. This will have a dramatic effect on the

Massachusetts economy."

He also predicts enrollment decreases which would in

turn hurt the schools themselves.

Referring to his own schooling by means of public uni-

versities, I^angis said that if it wasn't for his access to

affordable schooling, he wouldn't be where he is today.

"l think now we are seeing education becoming for the

wealthy," he said.

Gorbachev
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

.AJexander Yakovlev also said Gorbachev
would issue the decrees after lawmakers
conclude a special session.

Just 20 minutes into yesterday's Con-
gress session. Gorbachev ordered a recess
because of "very serious remarks and
proposals* from the Russian, Ukrainian
and other delegations.

It was not immediately clear if

Gorbaclwv's plan was in trouble. Afler a
similarly ordered break in the first day of

the session Monday, all the republics'

delegations lined up behind the proposal.

One deputy told reporters that lead-

ers of the republics' delegations needed
to assure lawmakers they would have
Bcmie sort of future role if they agreed to

the proposal. The measures would efTec-

tively dissolve the Congress.
"This break has been called so the

republic can bribe them (the lawmak-
ers).* said Svyatislav Fyodorov, a law-

maker and noted eye surgeon.

A plan circulated by Russian legisla-

tors would shift almost all power into two
of the interim government bodies pro-

posed by Gorbachev, a governing council

and an inter-republic committee that
would set economic policy.

That would leave little power for an
interim legislattue.

Leaders of Russia, the dominant re-

public with most of the Soviet Union's
riches and half its population, oppose
giving too much power to Gorbachev and
a what they fear would be too conserva-

tive a legislature

The so-called State Council would
comprise the Soviet president and lead-

ers of the republics. The economic com-
mittee, comprised of the president and
republic representatives, would coordi-

nate economic policy

The Gorbachev proposal urges all re-

publics, whether or not they choose to

maintain political ties with the Kremlin,
to enter into an economic union.

Aycox
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

she planned to migor in theatre at L^ass.
"[Aycox's death] reminds me of things I

wish I could have done." Coetello said. "It

reminds us of our own mortality."

Aycox lived with her fatherJuh us Aycox.
an elementar>' school principal, and her
stepmother Gail Smith in Schenectady.

recycling
CONTINUED F^M PAGE I

In September 1990, the Office of SoUd
Waste Management was created by the
Physical Plant to coordinate and implement
an integrated solid waste management plan
for UMass.

Some ofOSWM's recent accomplishments
are the creation of mixed paper recycUng
programs, scrap metal collection and even
tire reycling.

During the summer, OSWM shipped 24
tons of used vehicle tires to a recycling

plant.
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Move-in Day a Success
By AHVA DAVIS
Collegian Staff

The sky was clear, the air waa warm and
the sun was shimng. There was a certain

excitement in the air over the University of

Massachusetts on Sunday and Monday as

thousands of first-year students moved into

the residence halls.

The summer flew by and it is already

time to start school again. For returmng
students move-in day means seeing old

friends, finding out where they live and
where the party is that night.

Some ofthe new students may have other
things on their mind. Many are filled with

nervous anticipation about what college life

has in store for them, and ifthey will be able

to survive moving in.

Despite these worries, moving in this

year was "smooth and well organized.' said

one security guard.

There were extra students on hand to

help new students move into their residence

halls.

The parents appreciated the extra stu-

dent help," continued the guard.

When the other students arrived on
Monday, UMass really came to life.

In Southwest residential area, students

waited with their crates, suitcases, lamps,
televisions, pillows and other "nnrcwritioi*

for an elevator to take them to their upper
floor rooms. Some people had to wait over an
hour.

"People might consider bringing a book
to read," said one fruKtrated parent waiting

for an elevator

The overall thought about move-in day
was that it went very well, without any
disasters. One student aide said that "ev-

eryone cooperated really well and things

ran smoothly.'

Despite the friistration of waiting and
getting settled, eventually everyone got to

their rooms. Traffic did back up at some
residence halls in several areas, but every-

one looked exated about being back, or

being here for the first time.

addldrop
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
as studentsjuggled add-drop forms. No.
2 pencils and their schedules, attempt-
ing to add tl^ proper course to make
their schedules work, an often daunting
task.

"This is so aggravating,' said
Marianne Hess, ajunior political saence
major. She was waiting in line at

Machmer. flipping through a course
gxiide searching for a course to add to her
schedule because she did not receive her
courses required for her major.

Hess was upset since she was being
forced to sign up for the more accessible
introductory courses. "Here 1 am a jun-
ior taking all 100-level courses." Hess
said.

Japanese exchange student Mieko
Matsushita waited in the political science
add-drop line for one hour until she
realized it was the wrong building. She
said she felt "very miserable and hope-
less" over her schedule.

Out of the three political science
courses Matsushita had signed up for
her major, two were cancelled and one
was oversubscribed, leaving her with a
nearly empty schedule.

Matsushita, who remained in amaz-
ingly good spirits throughout the entire

ordeal, promised to work hard in the
courses that she waited hours to add.

In the add-drop hne in Hills-South,

one frazzled student loudly said: "You
think t he Umversily could come up with
a better system than this*

Following the lead ofsome other uni-

versities who allow all students to add-
drop by phone, UMass is testing an add-
drop hotline.

Out of the 1.976 students who were
asked to participate in this new program
because they had underloaded sched-
ules (less than 12 credits 1. 1.131 students
participated in the hotline. The students
added a total of 3.274 courses, and did
not have to wait in any line to get the
courses they needed or wanted.

Despite the frustrations of add-drop.
some students were philosophical about
the experience. Mike Janes, a sopho-
more biochemistry mcgor. got to the line

for German classes in Herter Hall at 2
a.m.. long before most others.

'I wanted to be sure I got my class."

Janes said. "1 figure you go through it

once a semester — you wait six hours
and make sure you get the class you
want."

Needless to say, Janes made it into

German 110 as he hoped.

soccer fundraising
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Anthony said several teams that they
weren't even scheduled to play sponsored
UMass games against other teams.

The program is also planning fundraising
throughout the season, including efforts at
games such as seUing T-shirts, Anthony
said.

"We had ' ur money and our schedule set

up," Anthony said. "We had too many com-
mitments made for them to stop it."

"Coming up with that much money inside

of two weeks says a lot about their desire,"

Ben Doherty, the chairman of the Athletic

Committee of the Board of Trustees at the

time, said. "It's a real Cinderella story."
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Judge Controls Info Flow
in Smith Rape Trial
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP)- The

judge in the William Kennedy Smith rape
case ruled prosecutors must get her approval
before releasing any more information about
other alleged sexual attacks by him.

Circuit Judge Mary Lupo said Tuesday
she wants to review such information before
deciding whether it should be made public
or admitted as evidence.

"I don't want the community further
polluted without reviewing in advance" the
material, she said.

Defense attorney Roy Black warned the
judge that pubUcity is wrecking Smith's
chances for a fair trial , and "the only possible
remedy is going to be a dismissal of the
charges.'

Smith, 3 1 , goeson trial Jan. 13 on charges
he raped a Jupiter, Fla. woman at the
Kennedy family's Palm Beach estate.

His lawyers plan to take sworn state-

ments from three other women who claim

the nephew ofSen. Edward M. Kennedy CD-
Mass.) attacked them as well.

Also, a letter in the court filed Tuesday
referred to a possible statement from another
woman who has claimed in news interviews

that Smith attacked her.

Prosecutors on July 22 said they planned
to call the three other women as witnesses.

They earlier released sworn statements from
the women, who told authorities that they
never reported the alleged attacks to police.

Lupo denied requests by Smith's attor-

neys Tuesday seeking new restrictions on
news media access to pretrial information.

But she agreed to block release of mate-
rials sought by news organizations, includ-

ing The Associated Press, until Thursday to

let Smith's lawyers appeal.

The material irwrludes about 20 deposi-

tions from police, a rape counselor and a
doctor and nurse who examined Smith's
accuser, now 30, after the alleged rape.
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Hyundai Not Interested
BOSTON (AP) — The chairman of the

manufacturer of Korean Hyundai automo-
biles has told Gov. William F. Weld the

company is not interested now in buying the

now -closed General Motors manufacturing

plant in Framingham.
Weld met withChungSe Yung, chairman

of Hyundai Business Group, in Seoul

Tuesday and indicated tax incentives might

be thrown into any deal for the idle plant.

Chung said he wanted to know why
General Motors moved out of the plant be-

fore Hyundai moved into it.

Chung was told that labor problems and
costs were parts of General Motors decision

to shut the plant in 1989.

He said his company often looked at

methods of Japanese car manufacturers,

and that theJapanese often built new plants

rather than take over old ones.

Taking over old planUs sometimes means
inheriting obligations to unions that repre-

sented former workers there, he said, and
the Japanese pay workers about half what
American companies pay.

It was suggested that a new Hyundai
plant would be welcome in Massachusetts,

but Chung said, "It wouldn't be a good idea

to build with American plants shutting

down."

The automobile industry is in such chaos

that everybody is losing money," he said.

Today, nobody is starting to build."

Weld suggested arranging for Hyundai
officials to see the plant, but Chung said,

"We should wait until everything settles

down. Then we'll decide what to do."

Massachusetts Economic Affairs Secre-

tary Daniel Gregory said other Asian manu-
facturers were asked about taking over the

Framingham plant, but he declined to iden-

tify them or elaborate.

Weld and his entourage were coming
home Wednesday night after a whirlwind

two-week visit to the Far East, invigorated

by the enthusiasm Asians showed in work-

ing with Americans.

"I'm stunned by the eagerness of Asians

to do business with us," he said. "1 have a

sense of the power of the Asian economies

that I'd not had before, a sense of urgency

about the application of technology to carry

some ofthese economies, notably Korea and
Taiwan."

Weld said his first official trip to the

Tacific left him impressed by th powerful

economies of the five regions he visited —
Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, South Korea

and Guanodong Province in China.
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Constitutional or not:
Harshbarger approves 25 initiative petitions

BOSTON (AP) — A proposal to hmit

the number of terms Massachusetts

lawmakers can serve and another to es-

tablish a graduated state income tax were

among 25 of 44 initiative petitions that

sUU; Attorney Scott Harshbarger said

were valid Wednesday.

Now the initiative sponsors must get

little more than 70,000 petition signa-

tures by November, and proposed con-

stitutional amendment's, iftwo successive

Legislatures approve them, would be up

for a vote in November 1994.

The petitions that were certified are

the ones that met the constitutional cri-

teria of the initiative process,"

Harshbarger said. "When the facts and

the law demonstrated that a particular

petition did not pass constitutional

muster, that petition was not certified."

Harshbarger ruled that four anti-gay

rights petitions were unconstitutional

because two of the 10 people who origi-

nally signed the initiative withdrew their

signatures.

The fact that these two poeple re-

moved their names show there simply

isn't any credible support for homophobic

efforts anymore," said David LaFontaine,

director of the Coalition for Lesbian and
Gay Civil RighU

One petition Harshbarger certified

was a proposed constitutional amend-
ment that would abolish the state's re-

quirement ofa flat income tax rate. Mea-
sures similar to that one, sponsored by
the Tax Equity Alliance of Massachu-
setts, have been rejected by voters four

times in the past three decades.

A graduated income tax would re-

quire people who earn more money to pay
higher taxes than those who earn less

money. The current income tax rate is

6.25 percent for everyone, regardless ol

their income. The figure is slated to drop

to 5.95 percent in January.

The rate is 12 percent on unearned
income, such as stock dividends.

Five proposedamendments, sponsored
by Limitson Incumbent Politicians, would

limit U.S. senators from Massachusetts

to two six-year terms, and hold represen-

tatives to four two-year terms. The gov-

ernor, lieutenant governor, secretary of

state, treasurer, attorney general and
auditor would be limited to two four-year

terms.

Organization director Dorothy Tho-
mas-Vitrac said she was "certain there

were a lot of happy citizens around the

state tonight who have been waiting a

long time to do something that would
bring government back to the people."
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College Supplies
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HAIR OFTHE DOG— Two Chinese crested do^, hairless except
for the tufts on their heads, are displayed Monday at the annual
Adelaide Show where they captured first and second place in their

class. Due to the lack of hair on their bodies, the dogs are very
susceptible to sunburn and their owners had to apply sunblock
lotion to the dogs before they were displayed outdoors.
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Group: No more L.A. Law
CHICAGO (AP) — An organization of

divorce lawyers — trying to clean up its

members' "L.A. Law"image as legal lotharios
— has adopted guidelines governing such
things as sleeping with clients and using
children as weapons.

"The public thinks most lawyers areAmie
Beckers. Most divorce lawyers are not Arnie
Beckers." Sanford DranofT, president of the
American Academy ofMatrimonial Lawyers,
said Tuesday, referring to the series' sleazy

divorce lawyer.

The Chicago-based group has drafted
non-binding guidelines that call for avoiding
the use of youngsters as bargaining chips,

steering clear ofsexual entanglements with
clients, avoiding harassment of opposing
attorneys, recommending reconciliation

when appropriate and considering the wel-

fare of the children.

The group, which represents about 1,200

of the nation's 40,000 divorce lawyers, al-

ready has general ethical fruidelines, but

these are the first to deal specifically with

sexual issues and certain other matters,

Dranoff said.

The California bar recently passed a

measure barring lawyers from demanding
or coercing sex with a client. When sexual

relations do occur, the lawyers must prove

the relationship didn't interfere with their

professional representation.

The amendment, subject to the Califor-

nia Supreme Court's approval, recently was
sent back to the bar for additional public

review.

The American Bar Association, which
represents about half the nation's 750,000
lawyers, is not considering guidelines spe-

cifically for divorce attorneys, said George
Kuhlman,ABA ethics counsel . TheABA has
guidelines for lawyers in general.

Mary Becker, a law professor at the
University of Chicago, said the academy's
guidelines probably won't change the per-

ception ofdivorce lawyers as "sharks who go
in and make things worse."
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FOOD SERVICES
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New and Returning Students

to Your

Dining Commons

Marty's Deli

at Franklin

Hampshire Quick Stop
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at Berkshire and Worcester

^ Be sure to pick up your Food Services brochure

at the Cashier's Station-hours-and lots more. ^
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Soviet Statues Fall From Grace
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MOSCOW (AP)— For four decades, Felix
Dzerzhinsky's bronze image towered over
one ofMoscow's busiest intersections, a con-
stant reminder of the hated secret police
force he founded. Now he hes on his back in
a new park for discredited statues along the
Moscow River.

Dzerzhinsky's companions include StaUn
in broken red gramte and monuments to
other Bolshevik revolutionaries pulled from
their pedestals in the anti-communist eu-
phoria that followed last month's failed coup.

The Moscow City Council rescued the
statues from warehouses or destruction and
has given them a new home on tree-shaded
lawn between an art gallery and the posh
Communist Party-owned Oktyabrskya Ho-
tel in central Moscow.
Acommittee has been appointed to decide

the future of other monuments honoring
heroes ofthe 1917 Bolshevik revolution, the
Tass news agency quoted Vladimir
Darmidontov, deputy chairperson ofthe city

council's cultural heritage commission, as
saying,

"It is our history and it should not be
destroyed.* said Pvotr Yakovlev. an engineer
strolling past the statues with his young
daughter. "It doesn't matter what the history

is like, it should be kept."

The most popular of the eight busts and
statues appears to be the 14-ton likeness of

Dzerzhinsky, which was hoisted off its ped-
estal outside KGB headquarters by five

cranes Aug. 22.

Dzerzhinsky was a Polish aristocrat who
sided with the Bolsheviks and was asked by
Ivenin to organize a KGB precursor, the
dreaded security force known as the Cheka.

Popular Moscow folklore has it that the

communist party's reputedly vast gold hold-

ings were stored inside Dzerzhinsky's statue
— perhaps explaining why so many people
paused to peer inside his now hollow, pros-

trate frame.

All that was found was a torn sack of

cement and a lot of rust.

Sharing the tranquil park with
Dzerzhinsky is an imposing, 20-foot statue
ofYakov Sverdlov that once stood in front of

the Bolshoi Theater.

A close associate of I>enin. Sverdlov is

widely believed to have played a role in the
slayings of the last Russian czar, Nicholas
II, and his family.

Seated nearby is Bolshevik leader
Mikhail Kalnin, relocated from a street

named after him.

AP pkoto

PRO-INDEPENDENCE RALLY — A woman waves a Ukrainian flag
during pro-independence demonstrations outside the Ukrainian capital
of Kiev Tuesday.
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We are a group of committed environmental activists working in over

25 countries. We are looking for individuals who are committed to a

cleaner, healthier environment and want to work for what they
believe in. Full-time and part-time paid positions are now available.

Look for us on the concourse or call j.D. or Rick at 549-0507.

Mom sentenced to 15 years
for solicitation of murder
HOUSTON (AP) - A jury Wednesday

sentenced a suburban homemaker to 15
years in prison and fined her $10,000 for
trying to hire a hitman to kill the mother of
her daughter's rival for a spoton their school's
cheerleading squad.

Prosecutors had asked for the maximum
hfe prison term for Wanda HoUoway, 37, of
Channelview, who was convicted Tuesday
of BoUcitation for murder.

Hours before being sentenced, a sobbing
Mrs. HoUoway begged for mercy.

'I think that this trial has been enough
punishment for me,' Wanda HoUoway said,
sobbingon the stand. "I'm totally humiliated
.

. .1 would love a second chance."
Mrs. HoUoway was convicted Tuesday of

solicitation of capital murder in attempting
to hire a hitman to kill Vema Heath. The
crime carried a possible sentence of five
years to life in prison and fines up to $ 10,000.

HoUoway had no previous felony convic-
tion. That made her eligible for five to 10
years' probation instead of prison.

Assistant District Attorney Mike
Anderson told the jurors the only thing
worse than Mrs. HoUoway's crime would
have been if Mrs. Heath and her daughter.
Amber, were killed.

"If they were dead, it would be a capital

murder," Anderson said.

The penalty for capital murder is life in

prison or death by ii\)ection.

Defense lawyer Troy McKinney advised
jurors they could recommend counseling
and community service as part ofprobation.

"By giving Wanda HoUoway probation,

you're not saying that what happened to

Vema Heath is right," defense lawyer Troy
McKinney said. "She can't make it right
fi^m a prison cell. There's no way."

The key witness against Mrs. HoUoway
was Terry Harper, brother of her ex-hus-
band. Harper has testified his former sister-

in-law wanted him to find a killer.

He said Mrs. HoUoway believed kUling
Amber Heath's mother would compel the
girl to drop out ofrunning for the high school
cheerleading squad. That in turn would
have given Shanna Harper, Mrs. HoUoway's
daughter, a better shot at the squad. Shanna
did not try out after her mother's arrest in

January.
Shanna lost a bid for a junior high

cheerleading squad to Amber in the seventh
grade. And Shanna was disqualified fi^m
eighth-grade competition for campaigning
by giving away rulers and pencils with her
name printed on them.

Both girls, now 14 and high school
fi"eshmen, were in court Wednesday.

Terry Harper said he reported the mat-
ter out of concern for the Heaths. In the
ensuing investigation, he secretly recorded
conversations he had with Mrs. HoUoway in

January.
After her arrest, police described Mrs.

HoUoway as the "^iltimate stage mothBr.'
TTie defense countered that Terry Harper

set up Mrs. HoUoway to help his brother win
custody of the couple's two children. Mrs.
HoUoway's ex-husband, Tony Harper, won
custody shortly after her arrest Jan. 30.

McKinney told jurors Mrs. HoUoway
initially thought Harper was joking about
having Mrs. Heath killed.

Israeli Youth Dead
Murder Arouses Child Abuse Debate
JERUSALEM (AP) — The discovery

by a haystack of an 11 -year-old boy's
battered corpse is stirring national de-
bate about how Israel, and its kibbutz
collective farms in particular, deals with
child abuse.

The case of Zohar Paz defies the
pristine image of kibbutz as communal
ideal. Children's rights advocates say it

is also alarming because it dovetails
with increasing reports ofchild beatings
nationwide, which they estimate at
30,000 a year.

A photograph of a wide-eyed, dark-
haired Zohar stared out of every Israeli
neeuaesday and legislators and
children's rights advocates questioned
whether laws about child abuse were
being adequately enforced.

Hanita Zimrin, chairperson of the
Israeli Children's Defense League, said
Zohar Paz's tragedy points to a tendency
of close-knit groups in Israel to cover
family violence.

At Kibbutz Shoval in southern Israel,

where Zohar lived, officials insisted they
concealed nothing ftom the authorities.
They also denied allegations that the
boy was known to be battered at home
before the slaying.

Police said that Zohar, whose body
was found Monday morning, clearly was
beaten to death.

They have arrested the 53-year-old
boyfriend of Zohar's kibbutznik mother
and his 17-year-old son, southern district

spokesperson Shalom Ben-Hemo said.

The man and his son live in the nearby
dty of Beersheba.

Ben-Hemo said that Zohar, who suf-

fered fix>m epilepsy and impaired motor

development, was found in a tub inside a
shack about 11 hours after officials re-

ported him missing.
The boy apparently left his home

sometime Saturday afternoon, Ben-Hemo
said.

A far-reaching law requires Israelis to

report any suspicion of child abuse. Of-
fenders can be jailed for three months—
six months in the case of social workers,
Mrs. Zimrin said.

But she knew ofno case where offend-
ers were punished.

Legislators demanded a probe into
why police never received complaints that
Paz was being battered.

"This is a most unusual case. By our
whole approach, child abuse just goes
against the grain. But I guess exceptions
can happen anywhere." said Shalom
Haver, a senior kibbutz movement offi-

cial.

About 3 percent of Israel's 4.7 million
people Uve on kibbutzim.

Shoval's secretary, Gadi Romem, de-
nied Paz was a battered child based on
the accounts of teachers and social
workers who handled the boy.

Romem said the boy's mother suffiered

fiom stress after his father died in an
auto accident seven years ago.

Romem also said a foster family had
been arranged for Zohar and he was to

have moved in with it the day he died.

Mrs. Zimrin estimates that about
30,000 child beatings occur in Israel an-
nually, about ei^t of them faUl. She
said these figures o)rrespond propor-
tionately to the number of such deaths
reported in the United States in 1990.
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WELCOME BACK!!
Specials

midnight

Monday - lOc Mozzarella Sticks
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page an? those of the individual writer or cartix)nist. .ind do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Editorial Policy
The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes and encourages columns,

letters and cartoons from UMass and the entire Five College area.

The following are some important guidelines to consider when sub-
mitting material to the page:

The Editorial staffreserves the right to edit letters and columns for

grammar, clarity and length.

Submissions must bear the writer's name, local address and phone
number. This information is subject to verification.

Anonymous submissions will be printed at the editor's discretion.

Letters or columns written under a pseudonym will not be accepted.

All submissions must be typed and double spaced to be considered
for publication. Untyped material will not be considered for publica-

tion.

Letters should not exceed 50 typed, double spaced lines. Columns
should not exceed 70 typed, double spaced lines. Letters and columns
of unreasonable length will not be considered for publication.

Letters and columns written in response to a previously published
letter will not be printed. Responses to or criticisms of columns or
other Collegian articles are restricted to letter form.Any exceptions to

this guideline will be determined solely by the editors.

The Editorial stafifis not required to print all submitted material.
All submissions become property of the Collegian and will not be re-

turned.

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual

artist or writer and do not necessfu^y reflect the views of the
Collegian, it's atalTor the Editorial stafif.

TTie Editorial page is still looking for columnists and artists from the

five college area who are interested in contributing to this page. If
you're interested, stop by the Collegian offices at 113 Campus Center
(basement level). Or, call us at 546-3500. It could change your life

Life, death and the GOP
Welcome back, people of this University.

As you already know, (or maybe you don't),

this fine editorial page is infamously known
for its liberal reputation. 1 find it hard to

believe that on this diverse campus, more

opinions of a conservative nature aren't

written (pnnted).

Speaking of opinions, here are some of

mine: Doug Dagarin, Republican candidate

for the state senate seat vacated by John

Olver. has some great opinions. For instance,

Dagarin exhorts the majority to speak up

for their rights, lest they be trampled by

minorities. It sounds simple, doesn't it? Not

at this campus.

Michael Morrisey

Unfortunately, groups like Queer Nation
have taken this expression idea a little too

far. Last year, they irresponsibly damaged
the Republican Club's office for no reaion

whatsoever. Meanwhile, the Republicans
work as hard to spread their (sometimes
radical ) ideas across campus, yet they don't

get the pubUaty because they don't trash

other groups' offices.

Unfortunately for the citizens of Hamp-
shire County, Mr. Dagarin is a bit too radi-

cal. He believes there is • 'cure* for homo-
sexuality, according to the Boston Herald,
pnmarily through 'prayer.* What the hell is

that?

Is Dagarin going to make every homo-
sexual go to mandatory church services on
Sunday? Let people be who they want to be,

and do not interfere in their Uvea!

Add it all up, and I figure by next week
Doug Dagarin will be the poster boy for the
Republican Club.

Next topic: birth eradication. You may
know it as abortion. RU 486? R U friggin

nuts?

You see, I refer to it as birth eradication

because I don't want to confuse it with birth

control. Birth control is intelligent planning
before the fact, while birth eradication is

always used after the fact, usually in place

of birth control.

Obviously, we hve in an imperfect world
where situations Uke rape and incest are all

too prevalent. Abortion must also be used in

order to save a mother's life.

Regrettably, abortion is already all too

prevalent in American soaety, so much so
that terminating a pregnancy may cause as
much trouble as having a child.

Speaking ofdeath, let's move to euthana-
sia, another favorite party topic. Why don't

wejust kill everyone over 70 anyways? Hell,

all they do is pick up Soaal Security and live

in Florida, or at least that's what some
people would have you beUeve. Are you
listening, Hemlock Society? Isn't that how
Hitler started?

Finally, I need feedback from you stu-

dents. If you agree, drop me a line at 113
Campus Center Think I'm cra^y? Tell me.
Come on down and write a countereditorial.

I hope to hear from you, 'ctu /all be hearing
a lot from me.

Michael Moniaey is a Collagian staff

member

Add/drop means early morning campout— even for seniors
I have only three things to say about the streets of

Amherst at 5 a.m. It's dark, it's cold and it's creepy as hell

ifyou're all alone on your bike.

I know this first hand because in the early morning hours
on that ever so dreaded day ofadd'drop. I was on my way to
beg for classes.

As I peddled along twith two flats) the only image that
kept appearing across my mind was the newspaper head-
line, "UMass senior abducted early one morning on her way
to get classes.*

Felice Cohen
The streets were deserted; my heart raced in my chest.

For some reason I wasn't scared about being out all alone.
NVhat was running through my nund instead was explain-
ing to my parents why I was taking six gym classes so that
I would be able to maintain my status as a student at this
University.

I was always under the impression that being a student
meant taking classes But here I am, a senior with hopes of
graduating next spring, and only two classes to my name.
What is the point of paying for an education of classes that
we don't want?

Maybe we should defer payment until after we get our
classes.

ArriNnng at Machmer Hall, I was no longer in awe of the
fact that 1 was up so early, but that I was tenth in line. What
time had they woken up?

Settling into a cozy spot on the hard floor at the end ofthe
line, I asked what classes the others were waiting for.

Having summed up the courage to ask, it turned out that
six ofthem wsmted the same class as I did. After finding out
that there were only five open spaces, I began scanning the
course book for other classes.

So there I was lying on my side, curled up in a fetal

position trying to get comfortable. My ribs crushed between
me and the cement floor, my head resting gently on my add/
drop sheet, I began to doze offonly to be awoken with fears
of paranoia.

"What ifsomeone tried to cut in front ofme in line?" No,
I had to stay awake. It was my only means of survival.

As the morning wore on and the sun made its first

appearance, the crowd had grown into a swarm of desper-
ate-looking faces. With forlorn looks in their eyes, they took
their seats among the rest of us.

Soon Machmer Hall began resembling Penn Station. A
student summed up the scene when he exclaimed This
place looks like a refugee camp."

He wasn't too far from the truth.

There were people sprawled out on the floor sleeping,
others talking vrith friends they hadn't seen all summer and
some playing cards.

I myself tried my hand at solitaire only to be left vrith the

hope that my luck would be better getting classes.
Two and a half hours later, a faculty member appeared.

The crowd rose to their feet as ifhe were some God, the Add/
Drop God, there to bring reUef to these poor, desperate
students.

Inching my way up the Une, my hopes grew dimmer as
each student before me was signed in to the class that I

wanted.

Leaving Machmer, second on the waiting bst and still

not enough classes to sneeze at, I realized that I shouldn't
be too depressed. I mean, if I received all the classes that I

wanted, then 1 wouldjust have to wait in line at the textbook
armex.

Felice Cohen is a Collegian staffmember

^''"^

Here are a few helpful hints for the prospective contributor
to the Editorial page:
We are located in the Campus Center basement, down near

WMUA and the Index yearbook offices. Stop in with your
submission and leave it in the Editorial desk mailbox— there
it will surely be seen.
Type and double-spaceyour submission. Reading handwrit-

ten copy 18 often impossible— that's why we only accept typed
copy.

Cartoons should be done in black ink. 8 112-byll inch sized
paper is a fine size. Again, neatness counts.
Good luck!

Government neglect means elderly miss out on benefits
Editor's note: The following is a syndi-

cated column from National Forum, a ser-
vice of the AFLCIO

Ifsomeone stole $30 from an 85-year-old
widow hving on the edge of poverty, you
would say it was a heartless crime.

Ron Pollack

And ifthat same 86-year-old widow were
forced to pay more than $700 for medical
treatment she was legally entitled to, you
would say that was an outrage.

But both of these things are happening
every day to two milUon unsuspecting older
Americans. Why?

Most seniors have $29.90 deducted each
month from their Social Security checks for

Medicare physician coverage. But in 1988,
Congress enacted important reforms to help
protect the poorest ofAmerica's seniors fix)m

skyrocketing health care costs, by picking
up their bill for Medicare services.

This was a victory for senior citizens. It

was a plan that made sense. What went
wrong?

Even though Congress passed these re-

forms into law, the government is still de-

ducting $29.90 a month from Social Security
checks of milUons of poor seniors who are
eUgible for this new protection. And, when
they get sick, those same elderly poor are
still forced to spend hundreds of dollars

that, by law, they shouldn't have to pay.

Four million older Americans are poor
enough to qualify for protection from these

out-of-pocket costs, but fewer than half ac-

tually receive the protection. The problem is

that you can't get this benefit unless you
apply for it. And you can't apply for it ifyou
don't know about the benefit.

The plain truth is that the government

has neglected to even notify people of their

rights. And the bureaucrats keep wrong-
fully taking $29.90 out of 2.2 milUon Social

Security checks every month.

The government's failure to meet its ob-

Ugation to these vulnerable olderAmericans
is especially glaring when you realize how
easily the problem could be solved. A simple
note of explanation could be sent out with
the next maiUng of Social Security checks.

And the government could get in touch with
seniors through local senior citizens' centers,

and by radio and TV.

The government should go beyond sim-
ply notifying seniors about the benefit. Other
ways of enrolUng eligible seniors for the

benefit should be pursued, including better

outreach, more places to get information
and apply (doctors' offices and hospitals, to

name a few) and perhaps more importantly,
allowing people to apply at Social Security

offices, not just welfare offices.

Benefits should also be provided after-

the-fact to seniors who did not know they
were entitled to assistance.

At a time when so many programs are
being slashed because budgets are tight, it's

especially heartbreaking when many ofour
poorest seniors are not receiving a benefit

that has already been budgeted for and
approved. The money is there. It's waiting.

Thirty dollars a month and $728 ayear in

Medicare deductibles may not seem like a
lot to the bureaucrats in Washington, but
it's a small fortune to poor seniors who rely

on Social S^:urity and Medicare.

A promise was made to our parents and
grandparents. The promise should be kept.

Ron Pollack is the executive director of
Families USA foundation, a non-profit ad-

vocacy organization working for American
families

Plaque carries
more than just
a simple hello

The FirstWeek poster advertisingevents for the Student
Activitiee Office caught my eye as I examined its graphics
which represented the future.

One ofthe graphics is a copy ofthe image ofa woman and
a man engraved on the Pioneer 10 spacecraft launched in
February 1972, the first spacecraft to leave the solar Sj stem.
The power relationship betweenthe female and male greatly
disturbs me. The image is the brain child ofCarl Sagan and
Frank Drake. It was drawn by Linda Sagan.

The male in the image is holding up his right hand, which
the creators say represents a universal sign ofgood will. The
woman's distant look is imassertiye and as ifshe is unaware
ofwhat's going un . letting the male take on the culturalrole
ofultimate communicator. Her legs are set apart as ifshe is

ready at any moment to become his sexual slave.

In their essay. "A Meaaage from Earth,' Sagan, Sagan
and Drake write, *^e hope this man and woman are
representative of all mankind."

Tragically enough, it seems as if their symbol does
represent the vast m^rity of patriarchal, heterosexual,
parasitic relationships. Their image is certainly not one of

• woman's Uberation, but one of male domination.

Sagan, Sagan and Drake have cast into deep space the
qrmbol of the cause of the nuclear arms race, the equation

ofour species extinction, ifthis war against woman as equal

Letters to the Editor
/

contributor in leadership and communication is not halted.

Any intelUgent extra-terrestrial who might discover the
engraving is more than Ukely to discern from their power
relationship that the human race is not a species oflove and
wisdom, which would welcome and honor new forms of life,

but one ofrape, war and omnicide, a race quickly destroying
life on planet Earth.

Libby Hubbard
Amherst

HBM)t3(iK!tBNS0/iy

THE EDITORIAL DESK NEEDS
YOU TO WRITE! COMEDOWN
TO THE COLLEGIAN TODAY.

Coup failure

promises hope
In recent days when headlines screamed

"Gorbachev Ousted," it seemed the entire world was

gripped by the catalysmic upheaval in the Soviet

Union. Indeed, much of the world was tuned in as

the friiits of the television age — usually far more

paltry — revealed a nation perched between light

and darkness, hope and repression.

Perhaps United States citizens were especially

transfixed by events in Moscow; indeed, after com-

mitting a large bulk of our national treasure to the

Cold War for over 40 years— and the stubborn hope

for the "peace dividend" to help renew the states—
was something seemingly all Americans could em-

brace.

Even President Bush, despite the lines of stress

etched in his face, seemed transformed during the

crisis. His unequivocal support for the entrapped

Mikhail Gorbachev and the stirring populist leader,

Boris Yeltsin, showed that moral leadership can

emanate, at least on occasion, from the Capitol.

When the coup d'etat finally collapsed, cowed

into the ash heap of history by a long-suffering

populace that would no longer stomach the bureau-

cratic dictates of gray men, one's beUef in the possi-

bility of human progress was reborn.

Perhaps in the final analysis, grisly memories of

Tiananmen Square and Auschwitz and the home-

less in the United States are only a backdrop.

Perhaps it is the soul ofa nation, its aspiration for

self-determination and responsive governmentwhich

is the ultimate measure. One can only hope that

such zeal graces these shores soon.

Jay AUain
Springfield
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Dahmer moved
to state prison
for ^89 conviction

MADISON. Wis lAP) —Jeffrey L. Dahmer. who admitted
killing and dismembering seven men and boys, was trans-

ferred Tuesday from Milwaukee County Jail to a state

prison when his probation in a molestation case was revoked.
Dahmer must serve the rest of the 5-year sentence for

child molestation at a Columbia County prison in Portage.
40 miles north of Madison, said Michael Sulivan, deputy
secretary of the State Department of Corrections.

Dahmer. 3 1. a former factorj' worker, was arrested after

police found the remains of 11 dismembered bodies m his

Milwaukee County Court. Dahmer has admitted killing 17

males since 1978. No charges have been filed in the other
two in the absence of physical remains or other evidence.

When he was arrested, Dahmer was on probation for a

1989 conviction for sexually assaulting a 15-year-old boy.

He had offered the teenager $50 to pose nude for photos.

Dahmer served 1 months ofa 5-> ear sentence before his

release.

Sullivan said Dahmer's arrest and the subsequent charges
against him violated his probation

Noriega to be
Tried On Own

MIAMI i AP< — Manuel Nonega mil face drug traffick-

ing charges alone. The remaimng co-defendant in his drug
and racketeering tnal pleaded guilty yesterday.

The plea came just before final pretrial motions were to

be heard yesterday mormng by U.S. District Judge William
Hoeveler. with jury selection scheduled for today

Accused dnig pilot Darnel Miranda will face a maximum
30-month sentence, will receive a permanent U.S. visa and
have his pilot's Ucense restored under the plea bargain, said

his attorney. Michael O'Kane.
Miranda, who already served three months in the federal

Metropolitan Correctional Center before being released on
bond, may have to serv'e no more than 30 additional days in

prison, his lawyer said. The Panamanian pilot was accused
of flvTng drug profits from Fort Lauderdale to Panama.

Miranda agreed to testify' against the ousted Panamanian
dictator if called upon Sentencing was delayed until after

the trial.

In another last-minute move prior to yesterday's hear-

ing, federal prosecutors asked that one of the 1 1 counts
Nonega faces be dropped. The judge agreed, signing an
order overmght dropping the charge.

Tlie charge dropped, one of 1 1 Noriega faced, alleged that
Non ga caused Tony Aizorua. a drug-pilot-tumed-infor-

mant. to travel from Fort Lauderdale to Panama in 1984 in

furtherance of the cocaine-trafficking conspiracy.

The charge carries five years in prison, a fraction of the
145 years the Panamanian dictator faced ifconvncted on all

counts.

DianeCossin. spokesperson for the U.S. attorney's office,

refused to explain prosecutors' reasons for dropping the
charge.

APpboto

PLEADSGUILTY—Accused drugpilot Daniel
Miranda enters U.S. district court in Miami
Wednesday where he pleaded guilty as the lone-

remaining co-defendant in Manuel Noriega's
drug and racketeering triaL

co»"' LIQUORS "-".n
18 Main St Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring Busch Beer

$9.99 case "cans"

Coke, Diet Coke

$2.99 12-PK cans

^OA^Q
^OcV^

^.\fi^-

cs.

Beringer White Zinfandel

was $5.99Now $4.29 750 ml.

Barbarossa Spiced Rum
was $9.99Now $5.99 Uter

Vodka 80° $5.99 Uter
Many More In-Store Specials v/mc

AU Beers plus Deposit (especialty OH winCS) -Dehvery Available
Ifi SL

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

THE MORE TOU USE TOUR HEAD,
THE MORE MONET TOU CAN GET FOR COLLEGE.

EnioU in Army ROTC as a college elec
tive and serve part-time in the Army
Reserve or National Guard, and you can
gel as much as $4000 a year for college.
That includes your Guard or Reserve
pay, the GI Bill and up to a $1000 grant
each school year from ROTC

Add it all up, and youU graduate with
a college degree plus an Army Officer^
commission. And all you have to do is use
your head.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOU CAN TAKE.

Join US today at the Campus Pond (9-2) for the annual "Puddle
Jump". Learn about Army ROTC and cross the Campus Pond on a
two rope bridge or contact CPT Richard S. Tracey 545-2321/2322 at

the Department of Military Science.

Arts
Dead Again
delivers a
stylish scare
By JON LUPO
Collegian Correspondent

Good acting and stylish direction always lend support to

a film, but in the case of Dead Again, it's a saving grace.

Without it, this would have been a convoluted, confusing
bore. With it. Dead Again is a thoroughly entertaining, old

fashioned thriller.

It has all the ingredients of those great 19408 melodra-

mas: the ever-twisting plot, a mysterious murder, a present

lurking threat as well as a dose of reincarnation thrown in.

Second time director Kenneth Branagh i Henry V) plays

cynical L.A. detective Mike Church, who is hired to find the

identity of an amnesiac (Emma Thomson — Branagh's
wife). She is having horrific visions of being murdered by a

masked man with a pair of scissors. They meet up with a

greedy antiques dealer ( Derek Jacobi ), who is also a hypno-
tist, and he places Thomson in a trance. It seems that the

woman's visions resemble a famous Hollywood murder
which was committed 43 years ago.

In black and white flashbacks, it is revealed that pianist

Margaret Strauss ( also played byThomson ) was apparently
murdered by her husband. European conductor Roman
Strauss ( Branagh, also). He supposedly killed her over an
affair he suspected she was having with journalist Gray
Baker (Andy Garcia).

Strauss was convicted smd put to death for the crime. It

is determined that Thomson was Margaret Strauss in a

past life . . . and Mike was Roman. The couple is drawn to

each other, but is history doomed to repeat itself?

The plot doesn't end there. Writer Scott Frank put in

enough twists and turns for two movies, but through it all,

the script retains a keen sense of humor about itaelf

Branagh's stylish direction keeps the plot moving briskly

and the audience believing it every step of the way.

Fine performances by all concerned help to kc»ep the plot

from self-destructing. Branagh plays Mike and Roman at

opposite ends ofthe spectrum, making each character more
believable. Emma Thomson is fine as the present day

amnesiac, but she flourishes as Margaret Strauss. She is a

victim, but she's not giving up without a fight.

Classical actor Derek Jacobi CI Claudius' on PBS) is

amusing as the antiques dealer and Andy Garcia adds

another solid supporting performance to his career. Even

Robin Williams, who has an extended cameo as a former

shrink, is right on target.

Above all, Dead Again is a great edge-of-your-seat-

thriller, guaranteed to make you jump. While it might not

make you a bebever in reincarnation, youll never use scis-

sors the same way again.

BE COOL!
COME DOWN
TO THE

COLLEGIAN.
WRITE FOR

ARTS

1 1 3 CAMPUS
CENTER, IN

THE BASE-
MENT

545-3500
JUST DO IT.

Fun flicks from the summer
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

Despite the problems in the economy and all the job
shortages going on in Massachusetts, people still flocked

to the ever exciting summer movies that graced (or,

occasionally shamed) the big screen.

On my limited income as a summer camp counselor,

1 was able to see only a few of the summer movies, but
here are some worth mentioning.

Comedies were a dime a dozen this summer with
movies like WhatAbout Bob?, Hot Shots, Naked Gun 2 1

1

2 , and Bill and Ted's Bogus Journey, but one particular

film shone above the rest. City Slickers, starring bril-

liant-as-ever Billy Crystal, Daniel Stem and Bruno
Kirby, was a movie that viewed middle-income men on
the brink of a middle-age crisis.

Daniel Stem and Bruno Kirby were excellent in their

own light, as they did not have to rely on Billy Crystal for

character support; their characters had very definite,

very unique personalities.

The one actor's performance that surprised me was
that of Jack Pallance as the crusty range nder. He and
Crystal interacted perfectly together throughout the
movie, especially in the scene when Crystal breaks
through Pallance's hard-as-rock exterior and has him
admit his true feelings about life and love. Although this

movie was clearly the best summer comedy in my mind,
credit must be given t« the slapstick Pure Luck

Pure Luck stars Martin Short and Lethal Weapon's
Danny Glover as unlikely partners in a kidnapping case
Though the plot is flimsy and the outcome is extremely
predictable, Martin Short's performance as a bumbling
klutz is well worth the money (well, maybe at the bargain
matinee).

When one has comedy, one must also have tragedy,

drama, suspense, action, love, revenge (did I cover every-

thing?) . . . and all of that describes the absolutely

breathtaking Robin Hood. I had fi-iends who saw the
movie just to hear the Brian Adams hit song at the end,

but ended up truly er^joying the film.

Robin Hood stars Kevin Coetner, who as always, was
truly astounding in his role as the historic character.

Mary Elizabeth Mastrantonio portrayed well the sweet,

innocent Maid Marion, and Christian Slater was more
than adequate in his depiction of Robin Hood's brother.

But the truly astonishing performances were, without a

doubt, by Morgan Freeman and Alan Rickman.
Morgan Freeman plays a character who, ironically,

never existed in the Robin Hood tale, but ended up
practically stealing the show. Alan Rickman. who is best

known for his portrayal ofthe vicious villain in Die Hard,
was stupendous as the wicked Sheriff of Nottingham.

The only complaints I had about the movie were

Costner's unconvincing (rather, nonexistent) English

accent, and the use of anachronistic props, such as the

telescope. Other than that. "Robin Hood" is a definite

lock-in for Oscar nominations too numerous to mention.

Well, that's the summer wrap-up for 1991. Although
the box-office totals were considerably lower this year

from last, I feel that the raising of ticket prices was more

of a factor than the movies themselves. All in all the

summer line-up was far superior to that of 1990. So, if

you still haven't caught any of the hot summer films, it

would be well worth the trip to a theater near you.

APPImMo

Kevin Costner

APPkoto

BiUy Crystal

Family farms presented in art show
Hampden Gallery, a program of the Fine Arts Center,

will be presenting an eclectic schedule ofexhibits throughout

the year that will recall history— celebrate it and question

it; provoke thoughts and feelings; and continue to ac-

knowledge and explore artistic cultural diversity. Artists

fix)m the area, as well as ftt)m New York and the Northeast

region, will be represented.

Beginning the season will be the photography and text

exhibit entitled Founding Farms: Five Massachusetts

Family Farms 1683-Present by UMass Campus Chronicle

photographerStan Sherer from Northampton and Chronicle

writer Michael E. C. Gery of Ashfield, from September 8

through 27 with an opening reception on September 12 from

5 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Founding Farms is composed of50 black-and-white pho-

tographs, excerpts from interviews with the farm families

and a 40-page book profiling five of the oldest family farms

in Massachusetts.

The book contains 20 photographs, prose profiles ofeach

farm and an introduction by Hugh Hawkins, professor of

American Studies atAmherst College. The project recognizes

the significance of family farms to the heritage and culture

ofMassachusetts. Each of these farms has remained in the

family of its founder for more than 200 years.

The images evoke a deep sense ofthe history, place, work

and family imbedded in these farms. Textand imagecombine

to create a beautiful reflection and tribute to the hard work

.

and pride of our founding farmers.
— Collegian staff" reports

THE COLLEGIAN NEEDS YOU!

COME BOOST YOUR EGO.
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Country singer Dotty West dies
NASHVILLE. Tenn (AP) — Country singer Dotty West

died yesterday of injuries suffered in a car wreck last week

on the way to performing at the Grand Ole Opry.

The 58-year-old singer/songwriter, who won country

music's firstGrammy for a female vocalist, died at 9:43 a.m..

said Barbara Cramer, spokeswoman for Vanderbilt Uni-

versity Medical Center.

West died during a third operation yesterday morning to

repair her liver, which was severely damaged in Friday's

car accident.

She was probably best known for the hit song "Country

Sunshine" and duets with Kenny Rogers, who praised her

today as someone who "sang emotions" rather than words.

Her career spanned more than 25 years and yielded solo

hits hke "Here Comes My Baby", the 1964 hit that won the

first Grammy for country music performanw by a female

vocalist.

Her late 19708 duets with Rogers produced a series of

hits, including "Every Time Two Fools Collide" and "What

Are We Doin' in Love?"

In a statement yesterday. Rogers said that when West

"sang about pain, she felt pain; when she sang about love

she felt love and when she sang about beauty she felt that

beauty. While some people sang words, she sang emotions."

Rogers had gone to Nashville on Tuesday to visit his

friend and told her she would get better and they would

record together.

In recent years, West's financial fortunes had tumbled

and she was forced to file for bankruptcy in 1990 with more

than $1 million in debts.

The IRS held an auction of West's belongings during the

annual Country Music Fan Fair this summer. West attended,

signed autographs and bid on some of the items.

West underwent emergency surgery the night of her

accident and again on Monday to repair deep cuts in her

liver. Neither operation successfully stopped the bleeding,

surgeons later said.

She had been driven to the Opry by George Thackston.

81, who also was critically iryured in the accident.

Thackston's vsrife, Billye Ruth, said West's car had broken

down and she asked him for a ride

APPboto
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LECHMERE®

The Cost of Going to

School Just WSent Down!
You'll get an extra 15% Off regular prices at Lechmere and a chance to

win some great prizes for your dorm room when you present your college

ID and the coupon in this ad, now through October 31 , 1 991

.

USE YOUR COUPON AND SAVE ON:
•TVs, VCRs and Camcorders
•Telephones and Answering Machines
•Coffee Maimers and Toaster Ovens
•Hair Dryers and Curling Irons

•Irons and Ironing Boards
•Housewares including Cookware. Bakeware. Cutlery and More'

•Car Stereos and Home Audio Components
•Personal Stereos and Boom Boxes

•Music and Blank Tape
•Typewriters and Word Processors
•Computers and Printers

•Computer Software
•Desks and Lighting

•Microwaves and Cube Refrigerators

•Athletic Apparel and Footwear
•Tennis and Golf Equipment

Just a few of the many categories of brand name merchandise that you can save 1 5% on... PLUS! make sure that you fill

out the coupon below to enter in a contest to win many great prizes for you and your dorm room like, a calculator,

answering machine, tennis racket, popcorn popper and much more. Value is '570. It's our way of saying "welcome".

Remember to redeem your coupon at the nearest Lechmere location before October 31 , 1 991 to be eligible for our

"Dream Dorm " Giveaway. There will be one winner at each location drawn from entries received at each location.

Winner will be notified by phone or mail after verification has been done on entry form. Also, stop by our Customer

Service desk and fill out a credit application for your own Lechmere Charge Card.

PLEASE
REMEMBER:
You Must Present

The Coupon and
your college ID to

receive your a

discount.

^5
LECHMERE

fO DORM GIVEAWAY
Save 15% on Your Total Purchase of Regular Priced
Merchandise with this coupon and your college i.D.

This coupon valid only when presented with your college ID at time of purchase of regular-pri( ed mere handise. Cannot b« used for

prior pure nases or applied to your account balance. Cannot be used f«)r extended warranties, delivery charges, gift certificates or sales

tax. Not valia at Lechmere Clearance Centers. Limit one coupon per transaction. Not valid with any other coupon offer.

STUDENT NAME:

ADDRESS:

COLLEGE/UNIVERSITY:

L:
TELEPHONE: LECHMERE LOCATION:

ITEM DISCOUNT COUPON VALID THRU Oct. 31 , 1991 15
LECHMEI^ ima
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR ALL FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS
As you may know, a fire on 11 April 1991 destroyed the William S. Clark International Center which had housed the

entire International Programs Office. Since that date, the International Programs Office - which includes the Office of Foreign
Students and Scholars has been located in the North Reading Room of the Goodell Library. Effective with the start of the Fall
1 99 1 Semester, there will be some changes in office function and staff location as follows:

1. The International Programs Office will remain in the Goodell Library and, while full services of the Office of Overseas
Study and Exchange will be available at that location, only limited services of the Office of Foreign Students and Scholars will
be available in the Goodell Library. Most of the Foreign Student Advisors will be located in MIDDLESEX HOUSE and we o' that
foreign students and scholars observe the following procedures:

A. If you need routine paperwork (for example, a certification of attendance, an extension of stay, a signature)
which does not require that you see a Foreign Student Advisor, simply go to the International Programs Office in the Goodell
Library to make this request. We will give you a form to complete and will have the necessary documents ready in 2-4days.

B. If you wish to speak with a Foreign Student Advisor by telephone, call 545-2843; this telephone - our main
number - is located in Goodell and your call will be transferred to the appropriate person. If he/she does not answer the
telephone within 4 rings. Voice Mail will intercept and allow you to leave a recorded message.

C. If you wish to see a Foreign Student Advisor AND IT IS NOT AN EMERGENCY, telephone 545-2843 and ask to
speak with an Advisor to make an appointment. If you wish to see a specific person, please provide this information when you
call. There will usually be a wait of 1-2 days for an appointment.

D. If there is an EMERGENCY and it is possible for you to call before you come in, please do so. If there is not time,
simply go to either Goodell or Middlesex House and someone will see you immediately.

2. The changes in location for the Foreign Student Advisors are as follows

CAROLE CUMPS - 210 MIDDLESEX- Monday, Tuesday afternoon, Wednesday, Thursday
GOODELL LIBRARY - all day on Friday

JANET JOHNSON - 208 MIDDLESEX-Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday afternoon, Friday
GOODELL LIBRARY - all day on Monday

FRED SCHULTEN - 210 MIDDLESEX - all day on Friday
GOODELL LIBRARY - Monday, Tuesday morning, Wednesday, Thursday

PAT VOKBUS - 207 MIDDLESEX - Monday, Wednesday morning, Thursday, Friday
GOODELL LIBRARY - all day on Tuesday

3. We ask that you not "drop in" at Middlesex House unless there is an EMERGENCY. We also ask that you do not make
routine requests at Middlesex; we do not have the necessary materials to process them there and will have to refer you to

Goodell.

4. If your requests or questions involve immigration matters, please be certain to have passport and visa documents w .th

you.

We regret the need for this change in how our office functions and we recognize that these changes may create inconve-

niences. Our dual locations In Goodell and Middlesex are temporary ones, and as soon as we have a permanent location

again housing the entire staff of the International Programs Office, we will be able to return to our normal methods of

operation.
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A conversation on and around music with YusefLateef
By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian Staff

YusefLateef. simply put, is a living legend. He has been
on the music scene since the fifties, and was one of the first

African-American improvisational musicians to incorpo-
rate traditional idioms and styles of cultures such as Asia
and Africa into Black American music.

Lateef is well-versed on many instruments, including
the tenor saxophone and flute. He has played and recorded
with a who's who of African-American music In 1987, he
won a Grammy for his Little Symphony. He teaches here at
the University, and his latest release is entitled Lateefs
Encounters on Atlantic records, which came out this sum-
mer.

The following is a transcript of an interview between
myselfand Mr. Lateefwhich was recorded on June 10, 1991.

JM: When 1 inter^^ew musicians, I like to find out how
they describe their own music. "Jazz" is a term which has
many connotations, both good and bad. If you would not
characterize your music as "jazz", how would you describe
it?

YL: That question is too broad. A lot ofmusic is referred

to as "jazz", and this is a problem. I think people who give

out information, they are educators. To refer to something
as "jazz" is not definitive. In fact, to do that would be to do
a disservice to the musicians as I see it. We have to re-

educate ourselves, and quit defining music that has serious
elements of content that can be analyzed analytically in

terms of rhythm, harmony, melody and sentiments. We
have to quit defining them with these loose, fallacious

terms.

JM : Before we started the interview . I had read you some
liner notes from an album ofyours whereyou were compared
to Charles Mingus. I noticed that you seemed taken aback.
Is there an image control problem? Since so much is written
about artists, it must be impossible to keep up with every-

thing that is written about you and your music.
YL: I wasn't taken aback, it was a compliment. But I do

think that there is an image control. Again, this is doing a
disservice to the musicians.

JM: How do you tie that into the marketability of a
musician, and the commercialism of the artists' world?

YL: Well, the damage that I see lies in the respect that
they should have. When you look in the dictionary and find

a definition for "jazz", it is defined as something that is non-
sensical, and that the dances performed to it are violent.

This is a great disservice to the musicians, and they are
denied the respect that they should really have. Stemming
from this, there are far- reaching parameters that define
where the music should be played, which is generally in the
smoky nightclub where alcohol is consumed, etc. It also
dictates the economics, and how muchone should earn. This
is really a tragedy.

JM: In discussing the music with fellow fans, the feeling

that 1 get is that they would prefer to go to the nightclub,

rather than a venue such as Carnegie Hall.

YL: That is the established precedent. It's hard to break

old habits. Some people think that's where the music should

be. 1 don't, personally. It should never have been there.

JM: What would some of your solutions be for breaking

down these parameters about the music which seem so

entrenched m people's minds?
YL: Well, just by speaking out like I am now. I have found

through experience that a lot of people use the term Ijazz)

because of environmental conditioning. They hear other

people use it, and without questioning it, they start to use

it not knowing what negative connotations there are attached

to it.

JM: How do you feel about the music today, with the

large number of very young players coming on the scene
with a great

amount of commercial backing? For instance, tnimpeter
Marlon Jordan, who is only 18 years old, already has a big

record contract with a m^jor label?

YL: Well, I'm not familiar with the person you just

mentioned, but of course those musicians who contributed

to this music culture before them, they made it possible for

these younger players today.

JM: Do you feel that the older generation ofmusicians is

being shut out. or forgotten about?
YL: No, but there is a problem with the way things are

presented in this society. For example, this throw-away
carton attitude. Like when Cannonball I Adderley 1 came on
the scene they called him the new Charlie Parker, as though
Charlie Parker didn't mean anything anymore.

When IWynton 1 Marsalis came on the scene, some writers

referred to him as the new Miles Davis, meaning that Miles
Davis is fimshed. But Miles is still Uving and still contrib-

uting and he is still the dynamic personality.

This type of presentation is damaging. I don't know why
we think in terms of the throw-away carton, that we don't

need this anymore because something else is here now I

don't know why people do that, it's disrespectful.

JM : In order to improvise on the level that Black American
music is played on. what inner abilities does one need?

YL: A depth of analytical skills are required. A certain
technical proficiency, coupled with the ability to express
one's sentiments. This last part is very vital, because you
can listen to a lot ofpeople and they will overwhelm you with
their technical facility. But. at the same time, there is a lack
of sentiments of those qualities that people are capable of
expressing, such as compassion and love and deep feeling.

When one balances the two. then you have that unique
kind of aesthetic. One has to train themselves to express
their sentiments, otherwise it just becomes an apple made
of wax.

JM: How do you train yourself to express these senti-

ments?
YL: Well, there are several ways to do it. One must be

aware, for example, of the quality of love in their mother's
expression. They should be able to hear the love in their
mother's voice when their mother speaks to them.

They should recognize when they themselves are being
compassionate to their family or neighbors. They should be
keenly aware of this quality ofexistence. Once one develops
that kind of quality, then they can express this in their
music.

JM: How about sentiments unlike love and happiness,
but along the lines of anger or depression?

YL: Yes, anger is a natural quality, but it has no place in
aesthetics as I see it. Anger is something that should be
controlled, because reasoning suffers when one is angry.

JM: So, is it not possible to "play angry"?
YL: Well, one might do it, but I don't think it's necessary.

Are you associating dissonance with anger?
JM: I wouldn't associate the two, but it has been many

times elsewhere For instance, many ofthe reviews ofJohn
Coltranes music late in his life were full of terms such as
"anti-jazz", "unlistenable". "angry", and "non-sensical".

YL: John Coltrane was at my house in Teaneck about
three weeks before he died. I was introducing him to a
realtor as he was looking for a new house. I then left for
England, and shortly after I was there I read the morning
paper that he had passed. I knew him personally, and he
was not an angry person. He was a very gentle and amiable
person. I can't conceive of his music as being angry at all.

Again this is a m i n rr pmaontatiuu.
Often people dont know what they are listening to.

Consequently
.
critics are frequently guil ty ofdefi ning things

incorrectly. I know this for a fact Sometimes critics define
anABA song format as the blues, and other various mistake*.
I wouldn't put too much faith in that, and I could never see
John's music as beingangry. He wasn't an angry individual,
he was just the opposite.

JM: Is this another problem of environmental condi-
tioning, that readers will take as gospel what cntics say in
their reviews?

YL: I would lean in that direction Here is another
example along those lines: Branford Marsalis gavea concert
on this campus recently which I attended. I read a review in
which the critic said some good things and some negative
things. One thing he said was that the tone of Marsalis'
saxophone was "not dirty Uke John Coltrane's" I thought
that was very offensive.

So you see. people have different concepU, and that is
part of America, the abiUty to speak out. But yet, you still

shouldn't discredit people. Ifyou dont like something, just
pass on it, you doni have to cut it up.

(Editor's note — tht rtviewtr who wrote the article on
Branford MarudU called to apolagiMt for offending Mr.
Lattef.)
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Men's cross country to have a new look
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By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Corr^pondent

Changes highlight the 1991 University

ofMassachusetts men's cross country team.
The team lost its top four runners to

graduation last spring and the success of

this year's harder squad will depend on how
the returning runners step up and fill the

vacancies left by the departure ofJon Corso,

Tom Degnan. Gerry Squires andJoe Milette.

While youth and relative inexperience

might prevent thisyear's crosscountn squad
from duplicating its performance of last

year. UMass head coach Ken O'Brien still

expects the 1991 team to be competitive.

"I don't think we'll have a bad season,"

O'Brien said. "But we may have a bit of a
roller coaster ride. We may have to suffer

through some growing pains this year as
some kids on our team who haven't had a lot

of front-runmng experience will have to

learn to carry the team more.*
While short on experience, the team is

not without talent. Seven letter winners
return from last year's squad. These seven
will be counted on to provide leadership for

the team.

Captaining this year's team is senior Pat
Ryan. O'Bnen describes Ryan as "the ulti-

mate team ninner," He earned letters in his
sophomore and junior years by consistently
finishingamong the team's top five runners.
This past spnng he won the 10.000-meter
race at the Conference Championships.

The other lettermen returning are jun-

iors Matt Simon, Mike Davis and Pat Kivd
and sophomores Craig Cormier. John Raach
and Kevin Greenhalgh.

Simon had an outstanding high school

career, gaining national recognition by
running a 4:14 mile his senior year. During
the 1990-91 track season, S?raon qualified

for every event in the New England Track
Championships from the 1,000-meters to

the 10.000. He capped his spnng season by
finishing third in the 3.000-meter steeple-

chase at New Englands.

Cormier showcased his talent from the
start of his first collegiate seasoi. In the
team's first two meets, he finished third on
the team. He continued to place among the
team's top five runners throughoat the
season and capped the year by fioshing
19th at the Atlantic 10 Championships. In
the spring, he concluded his inaugural ;ear
with a third place finish in the S.OOO-mtter
race at the Conference Championships.

O'Brien described Raach as "the surpnie
of the Minutemen's cross country and track
teams last year." He fimshed among the top
five Minuteraen in each of his first twt
varsity races but struggled over the second
half of the season, suffering through bouts
with allergies and asthma He came back uri

the spring to grab a medal in the 5.000-
meters at the Conference Championships
and qualified for the 10,000-meters at New
Englands.

O'Brien expects Raach to be a big boost to
this year's squad if he can remain healthy.

Greenhalgh is trying to rebound fh)m in

injury that plagued him during his fresh-

man season. In high school, he was a two-

time All-Stat« runner in cross country. Al-

though he was sidelined much of last year
with a severe ankle iixjury and a series of

illnesses, O'Brien calls Greenhalgh the
team's most consistent trainer and expects

him to be able to come back for a successful

sophomore year.

Reed and Davis are two runners who
have been in the shadows of others in the

past but who O'Brien will look toward to

step forward this year.

Reed has an outstanding range ofabihty

,

according to O'Brien, and can be competitive
m races from the 800-meters to the 10,000-

meters. Davis placed third in the 10,000-

meters at the Conference meet last spring.

O'Brien believes that he is just starting to

mature as a collegiate distance ninner.

According to O'Brien, the toughest task
his team may face this season is not its own
weaknesses, but the strengths of its opposi-

tion.

"Our schedule doesn't give the kids a
chance to get their feet wet gradually," he
said. "We don't have the luxury of playing
ourselves into shape."

The Minutemen open their 1991 season
with a tn-meet against Boston College, the
third ranked team in New England a year
ago and the Umversity of Lowell. Other
teams on the docket this season are UConn
and Providence College, the top two teams
in New England last year and currently

ranked 13th and 15th respeciively. in the
NCAA Division 1 prcaeaaon poll.

Matt Simon and Mike Davis wiU
be running fast and furious for
UMass this season.
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HOLYOKE MALL RT. 91 WHITNEY ROAD (413) 538-9270
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tennis

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23

Yamasaki.
"Shizuko is a senior and a good leader,"

Gentzler said. 'She has been playing great

and this is the best that I have seen her this

earlv in the season. She should do a great

job.-

No. 2 on the singles team is co-captain

Gail Girasella. She teams up with Kerensa
Eddv to form the No. 1 doubles team.

"Gail has done a tremendous job at

UMass," Gentzler said. "I have never seen
her so eager for a season. The Girasella-

Eddy team is fantastic. They have the po-

tential to be nationally ranked."

Gentzler is banking on the return of

sophomore Vannessa Xenapoulou, who is

the No. 1 player in her home country of

Cyprus. According to Gentzler, Xenapoulou
was planning on transfering to North
CaroUna but did not.

"She is back." Gentzler said. "1 haven't

talked to her but I hope she returns to the

team. She has the talent to be one ofthe best

in the nation."

Also important to the team will be the

play of Amy Ryan of Springfield, who is

returning from a broken arm and Kerry

Kaminski, who won nine straight matches

last year.

"This may be our last season but this

team is ready to play," he said. "I hope that

the students come out to support their team
and show the University that tennis de-

serves to be funded."

The UMass Division of Student Activities presents

First Week Reggae Dance

New Horizons Band

Student Union Ballroom
9:00pm to 1:00am
$1.00 admission, Ticket

good for Friday Programs
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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LARGER THAN LIFE

By DAVID GALLAGHER
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When

opportunity

knocks,

open

the door!

University of

Massachusetts
at Amherst

FaU
1991

Well, we're ready for the males' lOO-meter freestyle,

and I think we can rest assured that most of these

athletes will select the dog paddle.

'

CALVIN AND HOBBES

Ed suffers from a rare illness called "reverse*

amnesia," a condition in wfiich no one can

remember who you are.

By BILL WATTERSON

You'll find over 200 opportunities knocking on
your door this fall. Both credit courses and
noncredit workshops can open doors for you -

helping you advance in your career plans,

upgrading your skills, or improving your
personal life.

Late register for Continuing Education evening
classes and UMass day classes through
September 17.

For more information, contact the Dirision of

Continuinjn Education, (.oodell liuilding. or call

545-2414.

BS^NGf Miserable
SHOT oo

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU
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/ 8 am- 1 1 pm • 7 days
# Coin Operated Washers and Dryers

^ State of the Art Machines
# Snack Bar
Big Screen T.V.

^ Pool Table and Video Games
r-fxt,nr\*.t Senior Citizen DiscountCOUPON COUPON

$1.00 OFF any
size washer

Limit 1 coupon per %^it
Expires Oct 5, 1991

T
I

I

I

I

I

I

J

10% OFF
Dry Cleaning

Limit 1 coupon per visit

expires Oct 5, 1991

^^
6 UnivcrsitY Drive—Next to Louis Foods—Amherst (413) 549-2640
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Great PEFB Jeans

J-RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN
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Menu 1

LUNCH DINNER
French Dip Sandwich Savory Baked Chicken

Quiche Lorraine Shells in Cheese Sauce

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Humus Veggie Pocket Savory Baked Chicken

Quiche Lorraine Shells in Cheese Sauce

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19): A
misuiukritanding can be cleared up

ifyou make the firsl nwve. Teamwork

means higher prufiis A dynamic

member of the opposite sex makes

unusual demands but you are happy

to grant them.

TAURUS (April :0-May20):

Cooperation is the key to greater

success in business and romance.

Chcnsh the (ime-tcsicd values ofyour

old friends. A relative shares a

money-tnaking idea— and you both

benefit nnancially.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20):

Pointless activities will sap your

energies. New investments pay off

handsomely, giving you greater

financial security. Meditation helps

you .sort out a difficult personal

problem.

CANCER (June 2 1 -July 22): Using

your lunch hour for exercise will

refresh you both physically and

mentally Answer inviiationsquickly.

Be firm with a young person who
(axes your financial resources.

Entertainment need not be expensive.

LEO (July 23-Aug.22): Service to

others brings great satisfaction today.

Sign up for a special course if you

want to increase youreaming power.

Romance blossoms when you make

the first move. Be considerate.

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sepl.22): Finances

are uppermost in your mind: consult

experts. A new associate gives you a

more competitive outlook, which

inay be Just what you need to survive

now. Welcome another chance at

romance.

LIBRA (Sept 23 Oct.22): Write

concise memos, saying exactly what

you mean. A young person needs

your encouragement; be generous

w ith praise. Do not allow' your>elf to

be manipulated by your romantic

paitiKr.

SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov 21 ): Learn

how (o promote yourself more
effectively. You have talents that arc

not being fully utilized. A good fncnd

iseagertohelpout. A money problem

needs immediate attention. Romance
looks happy.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov.22 Dec 21):

Refuse lo make a commitment you

know you cannot keep. This is the

wrong time to tic up your financial

reserves. A business or Job

opportunity may sound better than it

really is.

CAPRICORN (Dec.22-Jan. 1 9): Do
not take something you overhear

personally. An associate isJust letting

offsteam. Temper your expectations

and your chances for success will

increase. Love grows when you spend

more time with mate.

AQUARIUS <Jan.20-Feb. 1 8): High

mental energy makes you a force to

be reckoned with today. Someone
may be trying to deceive you. Check

the fine print and financial figures

before approving a business deal.

PISCES (Feb.l9-March 20): Use

caution when approving budget

changes or signing documents. Get

expert advice before making a nujor

career or business move. Music and

art stir your creative Juices. Plan a

special trip or conference.

Today's Staff
Night Editor „ A.R.Santiago

Copy Editor Jason George

PhotoTechnician Carrie Wyeth

Production Supervisoi<s) J»Jicole Dumas
Production Terry Starmer
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BRING YOUR WORLD

TOUFE
AT

THE PERFORMING ARTS

DIVISION

MUSIC, THEATER, DANCE & S,

/,x

MULTI-CULTURAL ARTS

t?

SPORTS NOTICE
Field hockey: Anyone interested in playing women's field hockey,

open tryouls will be held September 5 and 6 at Totman Field at 3 p.m. Any
questions call Pam Hixon 545-1942.

Softball: Softball iryouts will be held on September 10 and 13. Contact

the Softball office at 545-0038 or stop by room 219 in Boyden.

V
Private and Group Instruction

for Adults and Children

Classes Start: September 16

Walk-In Registration: August 26-September 13

Contact PAD. in Old Chapel • 545-0519

WORKSMARTER.
NOTHARDER.

Managemciit or

marketing major?

Smart.

Finance or accourating

student? Also smart.

To be e\'en smarter, you

needaBAIirLUS~orBA-35

{xoxx\ Texas Instruments

now, before assignments

pile up. Tbey're designed

especially for business

professionals. The kind

vou 're going t'^ I

Ofcourse, the BAU PLUS
has basic business functions

like time-value-of-money.

Plus, it offers cash flow anal*

ysis for internal rate ofreturn

(IRR) and net present value

(NPV). It even performs

bond calculations, depre-

ciation and advanced

statistics.

And the BA-35 is our

most affordable calculator

for time-value-of-money

calculations.

Try the BA U PLUS
or BA-35 at your

local TI retailer

today. And start

working smarter,

instead of harder.

.^ Texas
Instruments

>).^

i.

HEY
KIDS!
Pick up your

FREE
copy

of the

DAILY
COLLEGIAN

in

NORTHAMPTON

at

Taco Villa

Store 24
SMtbway

Sheehan's
Grampy's

Pop's Liquors
Price Chopper

Barfs
Thames
TJ.*s

The Brewery
Pearl Street

and at
SMITH
COLLEGE

at
Davis Center
Seelye HaU
Neilson Hall
CoUege HaU
"New" Hair

Monday
thru
Friday

"The Studen
Newspaper"

Tennis remains strong despite budget woes
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

For the University of Massachusetts
women's tennis team the upcoming season
almost never occurred On May 17, 1991
word came down from the UMass Athletic
Department that the team could no longer
be funded. Simply sUted, there would be no
1991 eaaon.

However, the team was able to raise
$5,000 from pri^wte sources and stay alive
for one last seaaoa.

"It looked bleak at first, but the team
worked hard to raise the money and the

community responded in a very positive
manner," said Coach Edwin Gentzler.

According to Gentzler, senior co-captain
Sarah Nadowlny spearheaded the fund-
raising drive by making phone calls, laying
out plans and presenting the check to ath-
letic director Prank Mclnemey.

"Sarah was the most instrumental in
raising the money,' Gentzler said. "She
simply never gave up— this team owes her
a lot for what she did."

The team also owes a lot to their coach.
Gentzler took a 90 percent pay cut and still

stuck with the program.
"Obviously I am not being paid well,"

Gentzler said. "But I am here out of loyalty

to my team and a commitment to women's
athletics."

So the team is still alive and, according to
Gentzler, morale is not low as they enter
this "terminal season."

"So far the attitude has been good,"

Gentzler said. The team knows that this is

their last chance to perform and people are

staying positive."

One downside to the terminal season was
the loss of two top recruits. One went to

Temple on a scholarship and the other left

for the University of Connecticut.

"It was tough to lose our blue-chip recruits

but there was nothingwecould do," Gentzler
said.

As for those who will play for UMass this

season, Gentzler is excited about the level of

talent and experience returning.

"^e have everyone back from last season
and we are on the verge ofbeing a good team.
We were 4-6 last season and we lost a lot of

close matches. We have a chance to win
them all this leaaon."

An undefeated season may or may not be
possible, but UMass is returning some
quality tennis players. The Minutewomen
will be led by No. 1 singles player Shizuko

CONTINUED ON PAGE 20

Who says you can't BUY popularity.

and INFLUENCE friends?

readers spend millions every month

on our advertisers.

Would you like an introduction?

Collegian Advertising

545-3500

19,000 copies, every day!

Write
for

the

COLLEGIAN
7 73 Campus Center

545-3500

ACnVITIB CHEN STYLt TAI CHI

learn lo mediljlr - free!

Workshop in medilation, rela>3l>oo,

posluifs and excersisei. Meet spiritually

advanced yogis. Campus Center Rm91 7

Tucs 9/10/91 7:30 PM

learn IM, oMeit style Tai Chi in 1

1

sessions class begins SepI7 & 18 253-4057

or 545-592 J

FUNDRAISERS

FOR RENT

UMASS RACQUFTBAll WANTS YOU!
Women and Men interested in

a real team.

Rm 803 CC Tues. 7-9 Open House

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FIRE AND FIRST AID MEMBERS:
First meeting SorxJay Septemlwr 8

7:00 PM Morrill 406N. Bring your

certifications.

WOCH IS on the airl first general meeting

has been changed lo Monday. September 9

at 7:30 in Webster lounge. New members

enthusiastically welcomed. (Xietliontf Call

Wendy at 6-6743

Fridge Renlah 253-9742 free delivery

Townhouse- 2 bedroom, I 1/2 bath

apartment on bus roole. North Amherst I •

567-1352

FORSAIE

Drum Set CB700 percussion. 4-piece.

includes hardware ar>d cymbals. Great

sUder kit. $300 585-881 7 Ask for Brian

Ftitom!

Guaranteed lowest pricesi

Prices start at only i7S

Delivered right to your doorl

Call Metawampe
To order or for free brochure.

413-585-1233

IMngroom uphohlered-cKairs, coffee

table, rugs, sideiables. T.V.,

consoleradiophonograph. 549-1578

Rabe $S0O...$10O0...$150O

Foolproof

Fundraising

For your fraternity, sorority, team or

other campus organization.

Act now for the chance to win a Caribbean

cruise and fabulous prizetl

Call 1-800-950-8472, Ext 50

HEIP WANnO

ATTENTION
BUSINESS/MARKETING

MAJORS
Need a challenge?

Earn up to $2500/ term managing credit

card promotions on campus Flexible hours

Call 1 -800-950-8472 exi.25

CMMcare - Pelham - 3+ hours/week, must

enjoy playing with children, ages 2 «- 3.

Needs car & refererscet. Leave message

253-2428.

Hoiaecleaner pan-time permanent

Experienced Quick Responsible References

Bus $6 hourly 549-041

3

Students Wanted!
Earn up lo $10/hr.

Make your own hours

Make excellent money
Marketing credit cards on your campus

Call I -800-950-8472 ext. 20

Wanted: "Coppenone Spring Break Trip"

Student representative to pronrxjte trips to

Cancun, Nassau, Bartudos. lamaica,

Daytona and Orlando, Best programs

available ANYWHERE. ...earn cash, free

trips, plus more. Call for information 1 -800-

222-4432 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

Wanted • Student rep for our service. To

inquire send info or call AR|AY STUDENT
AID SERVICE 106 Broad St Suite 1

1

Weymouth MA 02188 61 7-331-6541

INSTRUCTION

Beginning lapanese language class Includes

culture and business practices 9/23-1 1/25

Mondays 7-9pm, $100 Language Pacifica,

549-5065

Test of English as a foreign language

(TOEFLI Preparation course, 9/24-1 1/21

,

Tues. & Thurs. 7-9pm, $145 Language

Pacifica, S49-S065

lOST

Pair of Mack metal glasses-on campus

Reward $50 Angela 6-7046

PERSONALS

Debbie, Ellen, and Laura- Our place looks

amazing thanks to all our hard work. We
have a great year lo look toward to Love ya!

Dena

lamie Bergenfeid - You're stuck with me for

another yearll I've missed you! Love your

Big Sis

"••OE WANTED

To/From Vatsa. College / Poughkeepsie

N.Y. area this v»eekend (9/6-9/8). Will pay

expenses. Please call asap. Linda 546-5319

SERVICES

Pregnant?

Need a pregnancy lest, information or

support? Call for free and confidenlial

services. ALTERNATIVES 245 Main Street

Nonhamplon 586-3000 or Greenfield 774-

6019.

LOOK!

It's no

SECRET
when it's

CLASSIHED
in

Collegian

PERSONALS
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Sports

UMass sports
on the rise
Welcome back to VV-^stem Massachusetts, the Slst

state in the country, at least according to most
Bostonians See. ifdaily life doesn't get covered at all in

the Boston newspapers, do you think our highly under-
rated sports teams do? Ofcourse not! So all I have to say
to every New England area college team is, "Well take
you all on anytime, anyplace!'

Seriously. I don't plan on gettingmy friends together
and challenging the Boston University hockey team
anytime soon, but the point is. most of UMass' sports
teams can hold theirown against any other college team
in the New England area.

Let's begin, for example, with basketball. The Min-
utemen are definitely the best team in Massachusetts,
and probably m N.E. For instance, we schooled Boston
College in basketball last year, yet they were lucky
enough to only lose by one point. Boston University.
Northeastern, and Holy Cross rarely pose any threat to

the hoop team.
The Connecticut Huskies would be a challenge, but

they chickened out after we gave them a scare two years
ago and will no longer play us. It doesn't matter,
because the Minutemen will play them at the Eastern
Regionals of the NCAAs this year and beat them

With Enc Murdoch gone to the NBA. Pro\idence is

another team from N.E. that UMass can look down
upon. Louis Roe leads the Minutemen recruiting class,

which IS rated as high as 15th by some scouts. Games
against Kentucky and Oklahoma look to be the yard-
sticks to where the team measures up.

One suggestion to widen the nsibility of the hoop
team is this: hold a New England open basketball
tournament at a neutral site (like the Boston Garden or
the Spnngfield CiNic Center for instance), and innte
ever>' Division 1 New England college team. Do you
think people would pay to see teams like Boston Col-
lege. UConn. Pro\ndence. and the Minutemen do battle'.^

Michael Morrissey
Moving on to football, which may be one ofour more

unknown teams, ifonly for the fact that they play in the
Division l-AA Yankee Conference. The Minutemen (8-

2-1) went to the playoffs last year, but were embar-
rassed by William & Mary, 38-0, in the first round.
However, the Yankee Conference expands in 1993,

which means UMass will be playing in the toughest
league in Di\ision I-AA.

Coach Jim Reid always gets the most out ofhis teams
and this year will be no exception. Reid traditionally

goes on recruiting trips with a packed lunch, in order to

save the Athletic Department money. Coach Reid is also

a close fnend of Patriots coach Dick MacPherson.
UMass baseball and lacrosse are two spring teams

on the rise. WTiile Mike Stone's ballclub lost their three
top players to the professional ranks aflercoming within
one win of the NCAA regionals. the pitching staff

remains intact and will only improve with another year
under its belt. Maine remains UMass' toughest chal-

lenge in New England.
For a team ranked in the top 15 in the nation for most

of the year, the UMass lacrosse team has received

almost no recognition east of Interstate 495. However,
the Gorillas have yet to cUmb over the hump and beat

Syracuse. Yet in the famous words of Boston College's

lax coach, whose team was crushed by UMass last year.

"I didn't know they were that good."

The women athletes ofUMass are also top notch and
they will look forward to kicking Boston area teams
surprised butts all over the field this year. The women's
soccer and field hockey teams are two teams that

definitely should be watched as they are always nation-

ally ranked.
UMass Softball speaks for itself. The Minutewomen

took care of all of their Atlantic-10 competition, going
15-0 and becoming the

first team in conference history to go undefeated. Look
for another awesome season from them.

One last point: once the Mullins Arena is completed,

ni gladly watch our hockey team get smacked by B.C.,

Harvard, Maine, and B.U. for a few years while we work
our way up.

Random thoughts: The most underrated player on
the Red Sox this year has to be Carlos Quintana. All the

guy's done is play Gold Glove-like defense, hit .300, and
shown a flash or two ofpower . Talk about unappreciated!

I wonder where he'd be right now if it was him instead

of Mike Greenwell who beat Mo Vaughn with a bat.

Monday's sports headline: MacPherson Magic as

Pats beat Browns. You've got to hate when such a

brilliant, talented athlete like Randall Cunningham
goes down for the year. I see Jim McMahon winning
comeback player of the year.

One final note: When UMass quarterback Gary
Wilkos went down last year with what turned out to be

a broken vertebra in his spine, the fans at Delaware
cheered and laughed. Delaware plays at UMass Satur-

day.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian staffmember

Fasano gets the nod at QB
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Tom Fasano will be taking the snaps from center Andy
LeBlanc when the University of Massachusetts opens its

season against the University of Delawstre (Saturday, 1:30

p.m.. McGuirk Alumni Stadium).
Fasano was unanimously selected by the UMass coaching

staff to start at quarterback after he displayed more poise

and consistency than his competitors during pre-season.

Tom has been more consistent than all the other quar-
terbacks.* UMass Coach Jim Reid said. Tom may not be as
fast as Tony WilUams or have as good an arm as Paul
Tomatore, but he's consistent, and right now that's what
we're looking for."

The quarterback controversy surfaced when Dave
McGovem could not practice in the spring because ofvarious
irxjuries. Reid said if McGovern had not been injured, he
probably would have been the starting quarterback going
into camp.

"Dave McGovem is just now getting back into form from
his various irxjuries," Reid said.

Tony Williams is still trying to make the switch from
comerback to quarterback and while he creates excitement,
he is erratic.

Tony is the guy to watch in the future." Reid said. "He
makes big plays— tne problem is that he makes big plays
for both teams."

Fasano took over at quarterback afterGary Wilkos broke
a vertebra in his back. In his first start against Northeastern,
he completed seven of 12 passes for 57 yards and a touch-
down, while gaining 44 yards on 11 carries. In the next
game at Richmond. Fasano broke his ankle in a non-
contact, season-ending mishap.

'I'm not nervous," Fasano said. Tm sure 111 have some
butterflies before the game, but right now I'm just looking
forward to my chance to start."

At UMass media day, each of the quarterbacks was
asked about the competition and they all responded by
saying that there really was no competition because they
were helping each other out and they were all fi-iends.

"Perhaps they were looking at it the wrong way," Reid
said. "It was a competition. All I know is that Tom Fasano
saw it as a competition."

Now, when you talk to Williams and McGovem, there is

an obvious sense of disappointment. However, the disap-

pointment that they show has not diminished their goals for

the team.
"I'm a team player. If the coaches think it's the right

decision, it's the nght decision," Williams said. "We all had
a good camp, Tom deserves it."

McGovem said, "Hopefully hell doa greatjoband I won't
have to go in."

"I'm glad It wasn't my dedaion,* said tailback Jerome
Bledsoe.

.^^hat* ky Carrl* Wjrvib

Who's the quarterback? Not him. Tom Fasano will be taking the snaps on Saturday against
Delaware.

The legendary Bob
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Traditions are a big part of college football.

Legendary coaches are part of those traditions: "Bear"
Bryant, Knute Rockne, Woody Hayes and Pop Warner to

name a few.

The University of Massachusetts football team has its

own share of tradition and legends. One of its legendary
coaches is Bob Pickett.

And the legend is back. Pickett, UMass' head football

coach from 1978 to 1983, returns to the gridiron as an
assistant coach on defense in charge ofthe inside lineback-
ers.

"When I played. Coach Pickett was talked about as a
legend," former UMass player and now assistant Coach Joe
Cullen said. "You heard about him, but didn't really know
about him."

In 1964, Pickett was an assistant football coach at the
University of Maine when he went to Medford to recruit a
high school fullback, who turned out to be UMass head
Coach Jim Reid. Reid played for three seasons at Maine
under Pickett.

In 1972, Pickett became an assistant at UMass under
head Coach Dick MacPherson. Following Reid's graduation
from Maine, Pickett recommended Reid as a graduate
assistant and MacPherson obliged.

When MacPherson left after the 1977 season, Pickett
was named UMass' head football coach, with Reid as a full-

time assistant. Reid stayed on for Pickett's six years as
coach and the following two seasons under Bob Stull.

After Stull's term, Reid got the call to become the head
coach.

Now Pickett is back as an assistant coach to Reid, a

position Reid admits he is ecstatic about, but uncomfortable
with.

Tor me to sit in the same room as him and me to be the
head coach and him to be the assistant coach is wrong," Reid
said. "When I found out that he wanted to coach, I asked him
if he wanted to be the head coach. I find myself saying in
practice. Coach Pickett, you do this, unless you don't want
to, you don't have to."

During Pickett's tenure as head coach, his teams amassed
a 36-28 record. Four of the six teams either won or shared
the Yankee Conference championship. His 1978 team is the
only UMass team to win the Lambert Cup, awarded to the
top team in the East. That team was also the national
runner-up in the NCAA I-AA playoffs.

After Pickett left coaching, he stayed at UMass as the
assistant to the Dean of Physical Education for Planning.
He has been instrumental in the planning ofMullins Arena.

He has been working with all facets ofthe UMass squad.
He has been involved with game preparation, defensive
alignment and was named by Reid as his recruiting coordi-
nator.

Pickett has noticed some differences in thegame since he
coached eight years ago, such as a more wide open passing
game, but, "it's still blocking and tackling."

"He's been a great inspiration to the team," Cullen said.

"His leadership qualities and his knowledge of the game
helps out the team as a whole."

Pickett was asked by the athletic administration to

return to coaching afler several coaches resigned.
"It wasn't a difficult decision [to return to coaching],

because ofthe people I was going to work with," Pickett said.

"I feel very good about coaching. The bottom line is that I

really eiyoy it."

The fire never dies," said Reid.
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Kremlin falls as Soviet Union disintegrates
By ANN IMSE
Associated Preas
MOSCOW —In a dramaUc break with

seven decades of iron-fisted KremUn rule,

lawmakers on Thursday approved the cre-

ation of an interim government to usher in

a new confederation ofsovereign states and
put a graceful end to the disintegrating
Soviet Union.

After three days of stormy debate and
intense back-room negotiating, the 1.900-

member Congress of People's Deputies de-

clared a transition period to a "new system
of state relations."

The measure they approved envisions a
voluntary union based on independence and
territorial integrity for the republics, and
enshrinaa damocracy and human rights.

Preatdent Mikhail Gorbachev praised the
lawmakers, saying they "Yoee to theoccaaion*
at a crucial juncture in Soviet history.

Tremendous renewal has certainly taken
place." he told the Tass news agency later.

"The Soviet Union is finished," reformist

lawmaker Arkady Murashov told reporters.

The upheaval even threatened to sweep
away Vladimir Lenin, the founder of the
Soviet state and Communism's most sacred

symbol. Before the Congress a4)ourned,
Leningrad's reformist mayor, Anatoly
Sobchak, proposed removing Lenin's body
from its stately mausoleum in Red Square.

The Congress effectively put itselfout of

business by approving the restructuring

plan, so the fate of Lenin is to be taken up
later by a new and smaller legislature.

The lawmakers' overwhelming endorse-

ment of Gorbachev's restructuring plan
capped three weeks ofdizzying change that

began with a coup by hard-liners and trig-

gered the collapse of central authority and
the Communist Party.

All but five of the 15 Soviet republics

have declared independence, and Gortiachev

was poised to formally recognize the first of

them — the three Baltic states. He said he

and his new State Council would act Friday
on Baltic independence.

Gorbachev dominated the huge and
raucous parliament, squelching debate and
refusing to accept proposals from the
chamber.

"I will not yield the microphone to anyone
from the floor!" he said as some deputies

tried to speak. "Either make a decision or
not. That's all!"

After Wednesday's session, Gorbachev
sent lawmakers into caucuses, where they
were subjected to arm-twisting by republic

leaders who had helped put together the

plan.

The Congress endorsed the plan by a
lopsided 1 ,682-43 vote. When the tally came
up, Gorbachev nodded and clapped, and
Russian President Boris Yeltsin, seated next
to him, smiled broadly.

The plan was fashioned by Gorbachev
and the leaders of 10 republics including

Yeltsin, who emerged as his governing

partner after leading nationwide resistance

to last month's abortive coup.

"We've said all along, as long as they
continue on the reform path in both eco-

nomics and politics, as long as they arrive at

decisions in a peaceful manner that's mu-
tually acceptable to the center and the re-

publics, the final outcome is something that

they have to decide for themselves," said

deputy White House press

secretary Roman Popadiuk.
The new Soviet defense minister. Gen.

Yevgeny Shaposhnikov, told a news con-

ference on Thursday that the country's
nuclear weapons are under secure control.

Shaposhnikov also said he would hold
talks with representatives of all republics

on the status of Soviet troops (^n their ter-

ritory.

Congress agreed on rapid moves toward
a market economy, including the right to

own property, and passed a sweeping human
rights declaration.

Posted flyers

outrage campus
community
By AHVA DAVIS
Collegian Staff

Univarsity administrators are outraged at the appear-
ance of flyers around campus threatening to hold "Hillel
and the Jewish community responsible" for any aggresaion
towards a City University ofNew York professor who made
remarks this summer that some have deemed anti-Semitic.

The flyer namen I>eonard Jeffries Jr . chairperson ofthe
Department of Black Studies at CUNY, who during a state-
sponsored conferenceonJuly 20, said Hollywood is controlled
by Jewish filmmakers who conspired with their Mafia
backers to destroy Blacks.

Jeffries also attacked "rich Jews" who he said financed
the slave trade in the United States and Europe

He is quoted as saying "Russian Jewry had a particular
control over the movies."

He also said during the speech that "their financial
partners, the Mafia, put together a financial system of
destruction of Black people."

Top New York officials, including Gov. Mario Cuomo,
have condemned Jeffries' speech and have called for his
resignation.

The photocopied flyer at UMass was posted on the
concourse level of the Student Union and Campus Center
sometime early this week. Administrators do not know who
posted the unsigned flyer.

Although Jeffries has lectured at UMass and other area
schools in the past, it is unknown if he has scheduled any
speeches in the area this semester.

According to published reports,CUNY intends toexamine
Jeffries' actions and statement and if warranted, pursue a
course of action against the tenured professor.

Campus officials were angered by the appearance of the
anon3rmous poster.

"I n an academic environment, a poster talking about free
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"HEY, I'M TIREDr'—KeUey Monahan, a
sophomore in the School of Management,
out for a ride on her mountain bike.
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Home Ec. Dept.
gets neiv name,
image, structure
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Suff

Armed with a iww name and structure, the department
of consumer studies at the University has revamped its

image to increase the visibility and improve the recognition

of the previously named home economics department.
On August 7, the Board of Trustees approved a name

change to the department of consumer studies. The de-

partment has been divided into the two majors of apparel
marketing and family and consumer sciences.

"^e have had difficulty having people understand what
we do' with a name like home economics, said Professor

Penny A. Ralston, the head of the department.
The new title and structure "makes our focus very clear"

but, Ralston added, "we have been doing these things
throughout the years. Now, we're trying to bring attention

to the program."
According to Ralston, the focus of the multidisciplinary

department ofconsumer studies is "for the consumers both
in the marketplace and in the household."

Students may study not only the business and marketing
angle offashion marketing, for example, but also the himian
side of people through the study of family and community
services.

Sheila Mammen is the coordinator of the consumer and
family sciences m^or within the department. She believes

the updated and refocused department is "an accurate
reflection of what we do in the department."

"The original name of home economics did not clearly

reflect what we did," Mammen said.

The revitalized department will have more visibility,

Mammen said, and will make students in the department
more marketable since they will possess the needed busi-

ness skills to compete in the workplace.

To apparel marketing lecturer John Donnellan, the old

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Student's pet tarantula sparks trouble
UMass ejects unwelcomed^ hairy arachnid from dorm
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

Students in the Northeast ResidenceArea
are up in arms— and legs— over the loss of

Creep, famed pet tarantula of the fourth
floor of Dwight.

Unaware of the University pet policy,

freshman Marcus Barrows brought his 6-

year-old Mexican Red-legtarantula to school.

While the ofTicial policy prohibits any pet

besides fish, the residents of Dwight would
like it otherwise.

"I think that they should really loosen up
on their pet rules," said sophomore Dwight
dweller Nicole Swain.

The tarantula's owner said the black and
orange hairy creature is a bit scary at the

first sight, but everyone on the hall quickly

adjusted to cohabitation with the venomous
Creep.

"Every one on this floor— or close to it—
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Collegian photo by Carrie Wyelh

Marcus Barrows, with pet tarantula Creep nestled on his chest.
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FYls are public service announcements that run on a
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FViday. Sept. 6
Social — Coffee Social sponsored by the Lesbian, Gay,

Bisexual Alliance at 3 p.m. in the Campus Center. Check

listings by elevator for room number.

Film — Thelma and lx)uise with Geena Davis and Susan

Sarandon will be shown as a part of First Week 1991 in the

UMass Campus Center Auditorium at 7:30 and 10 p.m.

Admission $1.

Shabbat Service and Dinner — Topic: The Shofaran

Instnmient of Reawakening." To be held at 7 p.m. in the

Chabad House at 30 N. Hadley Road, Amherst. Call 549-
4094 for more information.

Saturday, Sept. 7

Shabbat Service and Meal — At 10 a.m. in the Chabad
House. 30 N. Hadley Road, Amherst. Call 549-4094 for more
information.

Sunday, Sept 8
Rash Hashana Services— Services will be held at 7 p.m.

in the Student Union Ballroom and led by Rabbi Saul
Perlmutter. All services are free (no tickets necessary) and
open to the public.

Monday, Sept. 9
Rosh Hashana Services — Services held 10 a.m. and 7

p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

Tuesday. Sept. 10
Rosh Hashana Servu-es— Services held at 10 a.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom.

Posters a Prints

From art to zebra

From $5~ to $50«"

All sizes

northunpl...
rruiin tt. • 7 liayi

State plans trade seminars
By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Fresh from a trade mission

to the Far East, Gov William F Weld said

Thursday the state will hold a series of

seminars to help Massachusetts companies

tap into the world market.

Weld said the programs, called "Partners

for Trade.' would be geared toward the 70

percent of businesses that have little or no

export experience.

The $90,000 program will be financed

with $30,000 from the sUte and a $60,000

Small Business Admimstration grant.

"Recent business history has shown that

exporting represents a significant growth

opportunity for Massachusetts compames,'

Weld said "Many businesses that achieved

sigTuficant expansion over the last year did

soeitherby startingtoexport or by expanding

existing export operations."

Weld returned Wednesday from a trade

mission to Japan, Taiwan. Korea and China
and Hong Kong.

The program will be offered next month
in Springfield, in north-central Massachu-

setts and in southeastern Massachusetts. It

also will be offered in other sections of the

state through early spnng.

Weld said the trade mission showed there

was a market for computer software and
biomedical technology, among other Massa-

chusetts-made products, the the Pacific Rim
countries.

Weld said the trade mission was a suc-

cessful start to expanding opportunities for

Massachusetts products, but "the consensus

IS that Massachusetts is quite a bit behind

the curve" in its promotion of cross trade

with the Pacific Rim.

For example. Weld said,Ma—achusetts

was the 26th state to to sign a trade agree-

ment in Korea.
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Local
Survesy: 9 out of10 satisfiedwithUM
But GOpercent say students are treated 'like numbers^

CoUaftaa pkato by Carri* Wy*«k

"WHAT ARE WE GOIN' SHOPPIN'
FOR"—Dana Grossman, a sophomore in

the school of management, deliberates

over the grocery list with Jaime
DeNitto, a sophomore pre-med major.

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian SUfT

More than nine out of ten students say they were "sat-

isfied" or "very satisfied" with their experiences at the

University of Massachusetts, according to a recently pub-

lished University survey.

The Cycles Survey, administered for the past 16 years at

UMass by the Student Affairs Research, Information, and

Systems Office, is an annual project measuring student

opinions and attitudes about their academic and social

experiences on campus.
Although 94.9 percent of the 702 students interviewed

reported they were "satisfied* with their lives at the Uni-

versity, approximately 60 percent agreed to some extent

Ihat "most students at UMass are treated like numbers, not

people."

Over 49 percent of those responding agreed "adminis-

trators at UMass do not seem to care about students."

More than 14 percent of the students report that they

personally experienced at least one form of harassment

during the past year, and more than one-third report

witnessing at least one form of harassment.

Elizabeth Williams, a graduate research assistant who
wrote the report, said the study allows the administration

and the Student Affairs office to "chart trends" of student's

perceptions of the University and to act according to those

trends.

Students were also asked about their level ofsatisfaction

with various campus services, including food services, Uni-

versity Health Services and campus security.

Despite the fact only 4.4 percent of students reported

they were "very satisfied" with the Dining Commons, ap-

proximately one-half said they were "satisfied" with food

services.

Nearly 80 percent of students said they were "satisfied"

or "very satisfied" with University Health Services, while

85 percent said they were satisfied by the level of safety on

campus.
Due to budget cuts, the Cycles Survey has been conducted

by phone for the past two years. Although the telephone

survey is much less expensive than the previous mail-out

questionnaire, the new system makes it difficult to compare

results from past years, Williams said.

"We can't compare these results with old results," Wil-

liams said. "We're using a different methodology, and that's

the reason we don't make comparisons with the past years.

"The phone survey provides better, more accurate results,"

Williams said. There are more people that we don't reach

(by mail). You have to be motivated to return a letter."

The survey results conclude that the "overall picture

that emerges. . . is one of high levels of satisfaction' over

most aspects ofUniversity life, despite some "problem areas

deserving attention from the University community."

IfthcMe problems are addressed, according to the report,

"the overall experience of the vast majority of under-

graduates. . . should be truly satisfactory.*

RoshHashana a time ofself-reflection

I

By FELICE COHEN
Collegian Staff

When the sun sete this Sunday evening,

Jews all over the world will begin celebra-

tionofRosh Hashana. theJewish New Year,

one of the hoUest of Jewish holidays.

Rosh Hashana, a two-day holiday , begins

a 10-day penod known as TShuva, meaning

"to return," a time ofselfevaluation and also

a celebration of another year.

University ofMassachusetU Hillel RaU>i

Saul Perlmutter said Rosh Hashana is a

time for Jews not just to ask for forgiveness

of each other and themselves, but to try to

change their actions and to clear away what

might be getting in the way of better rela-

tionships.

"Not just "I'm sorry,* but we look for a

more positive way to act," he said.

On the first day of Rosh Hashana, most

observant Jews do not go to work or to

school. Instead, "Rosh Hashana is an op-

portunity to step back from the day to day

pressures ofour lives and to take a close look

at the reason for our being," said Perlmutter.

"To ask what's it all for? And where are we

going?"

What makes Rosh Hashana and Yom
Kippur, the Jewish Day of Atonement, so

unique from other Jewish holy days is that

"IRosh Hashana and Yom Kippur] focus on

the individual and where they are going on

their lives. It does not commemorate some

past Jewish event like Chanukah and

Passover," Perlmutter said.

"We're individuals who come together in

a community to stand before each other and

God and to ask ourselves where we are

headed in our lives and where we would like

to go." he added.

During Rosh Hashana there is a special

custom conducted called "Tashlich," mean-

ing "casting* or "throwing."

Jews go to a body of flowing water and

read from different biblical selections about

casting their sins upon the water. They then

take a stone or bread crumbs and, symbol-

izing those objects as the parts ofthemselves

that they would like to throw away, they

cast them into the water.

"There are so many verbal prayers that

we try to do a physical act to become more

involved," said Perlmutter.

During this time Jews wish each other a

'Shana Tova Umituka,' meaning "a good

and sweet year." And to symbolize this they

eat cut-up apples dipped in honey.

Another custom is the blowing of the

"shofar," the ram's horn. Perlmutter said

the shofar "acts as a moral alarm clock.

Hearingthe piercing sound is very powerful.

It helps us to wake up and see where we are

going."

Rabbi Sheila Weinberg, of the Jewish

Community of Amherst synagogue, said

"Rosh Hashana is a time to come back to our

truer selves and to ask who we are."

"It is a celebration of the world. It is a

joyous holy day, but a serious one. too." she

said.

Rosh Hashana services will be held in the

Student Union Ballroom. They will begin on

Sunday. Sept. 8 at 7 p.m. On Monday. Sept.

9, there is a 10 a.m. service and Tashlich,

and again that evening a 7 p.m. service and

kiddush. On Tuesday. Sept. 10 there is a 10

a.m. service.

Student voice-mail
malfiinctioiiiiig;

possible fix seen
By PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts administrators are

grappling with a problem with the student phone mail

system which has caused the two-year-old system to

shut down due to the "shear volume of calls."

The phone mail system for students in the resi-

dence halls began failing shortly after the move-in

days when students began "initializing" their phone

mail boxes and began calling friends to leave messages,

said Philip P. Pelletier, an official in the Telecommu-

nications Office.

There were few problems with the system last year

when fewer students accessed the system. Now all

students receive voice-mail when they pay the tele-

communications fee.

Pelletier said his office is "desperately trying to fix"

the student phone mail system which is "simply

overloaded." He said there is a "glut" of student

messages on the voice mail system.

He said officials upgraded the system over the

summer and it was believed that there was sufficient

capacity for all 6,000 voice mailboxes.

"We had no idea it was going to be this bad," he

said. "We asked other colleges what to do [when all

students are placed on the phone mail system). And

we planned for it but we did not plan for the shear

volume of calls."

Pelletier said the problem first came to his atten-

tion early Thursday aft«r University telephone op-

erators began receiving complaints from students.

"I sympathize with the kids." he said. "It's a service

and we plan to fix it as soon as possible."

Pelletier said he is conducting a phone "traffic

study" Thursday night to pinpoint the bottlenecks in

the system. He hopes to implement a solution to the

system Friday morning.

The academic side of the voice-mail system for

offices, faculty and administrators was unaffected by

the overload, Pelletier said.

Auto insurance
rate hearings
open in Boston
BOSTON (AP)— Rising bodily iryury claims forced the

auto insurance industry to seek an 1 1.8 percent increase in

1992 premiums in Massachusetts, an industry official told

the Insurance Division on Thursday.

Daniel Johnston, president of the Automobile Insurers

Bureau ofMassachusetts, testified as the division began its

hearings on the 1992 rate request, which would boost bills

by about $90 a car on average.

Assistant Attorney General Ernest L. Sarason Jr., tes-

tifying on behalfofAttorney General Scott L. Harshbarger,

said the increase would drive total insurance premiums up

by nearly $300 million.

"The attorney general believes that the full rate increase

proposed by the insurance industry is not supportable and

is excessive," Sarason said.

The attorney general's office will submit a formal rate

recommendation later on in the hearing process, as will

actuaries for the Insurance Division.

Consumer Affairs Secretary Gloria Larson urges In-

surance Commissioner Kay Doughty to force the industry to

justify every dollar it is spending and not to use this year's

rates as the starting point for determining next year's. ^

Larson called her approach "zero-based rate setting.

She said it meant starting hearings "without a presumption

that next year's rates will automatically be higher."

But Larson said some increase may be justified after all

the evidence is reviewed by Doughty.

Johnston said the rate request represents an overall

decrease of 4 percent for coverages that pay for repainng

damaged cars, but a nearly 28 percent increase in costs of

coverage that pay for caring for injured people.

Johnston said an overhaul ofthe personal injury system

is beyond the scope of the Insurance Division, but would

require new legislation.

But, he said, certain groups of lawyers and health care

providers would fight changes.

Johnston also argued that an analysis of past rate cases

show that the industry's projections of future claims expe-

rience were more accurate than either those ofthe attorney

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

CoUagiaii photo by Carrie Wyelh

BRING THE NOISE—John Adams tower

may look peaceful, but with the return of

students and an opening of windows, the

stereo wars begin.
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flyers
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
speech while threatening a community is

totally inappropriate," said UMass Hillel

Rabbi Saul Perlmutter.

Assistant Dean of Academic Support
Services Ricardo Townes said that Jeffries

is "a good lecturer who talks about Afro-

centric values."

"Leonard Jeffries has been on campus
and has a large following," said Townes.

Townes said although Jeffries is a good

lecturer "those<»mmenta aren't acceptable."

Officials do not know how many of the

flyers were posted.

The flyer read: ""Notice; Third World Af-

fairs and the Black Community will hold the

Hillel and the Jewish people responsible for

any threats, mis-quotes, slander or acts of

violence against Dr. Leonard Jeffries, Jr.,

chair, department of Black Studies. Free-

dom of speech is the law."

The words Third World Affairs" appears

to have been pasted from an issue of the

Collegian . Editor-in-Chief Gayle Long said

no Collegian staff members have any con-

nection with the flyer.

The Collegian and the staff" had no pre-

vious knowledge or connection with the

flyer,' she said. The staff, including mem-
bers of the Third World Affairs desk, are

outraged and upset about this flyer."

Grant Ingle, director of the Office of

Human Relations, said that he was "con-

cerned about reverberations on campus
between the black andJewish communities." yAKH^

home ec.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE

-home ec." name spurred inaccurate

-cooking and sewing" images of the pro-

The program has changed with the

times." Donnellan said. "StudenU used

to take sewing and designing courses.

Now students don't construct clothes,

he offered as an example, but analyze
and study the business side of clothes
manufacturing. They learn "to evaluate,

and supervise the business side" of ap-

parel marketing, Donnellan said.

tarantula
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CONIINUED hROM PAGE ONE
has held it." said Barrows.

A petition has been circulating to allow Creep to remain

on the door Over 90 student* have signed, mostly from

Dwight and its surrounding dorms.

Gerald Siu, Barrows' roommate, said he was initially "a

bit afraid," but added, "It's not a problem, because it doesn't

move — it just sits there.

The wire cover to the tank which Creep calls home is

secured by a Hve-pound weight, and is checked daily by

Barrows.

The room ofthis 10-legged, eight-eyed animal, sometimes

misUken as a spider, is marked by a sign hung on the door

which reads, "Dwight 4th Floor, Home of the original

•Creep"
While students appeal to higher authorities to bring

Creep back to the dorm, the carnivorous, cricket-eating

insect will move off-campus, although newcomers at the

University are seldom allowed that freedom.

Normally, much paperwork is necessary to move out rf

the dorms in the first year, but Dwight's resident director,

Cindy Gallagher, simply ordered Creep's deporUUon. Bar-

rows decided to obey the order and sent his pet to visit with

a local pastor "for a week or two as we petition this."

Asked about the possible repercussions. Associate

Housing Director Larry MoneU said, "We would file charges

and let the judicial system find the appropriate outcome."

Barrows, a pre-veterinary m^or. insists Creep has "never

bitten a soul."

"It does have venom, but it will only affect you ifyou are

allergic to it. . . not that it would bite," he said.

Karen Tamms. a freshman Stockbridge student, added

her voice to many others in support ofCreep the tarantula:

"We like him and we want him to stay."

rate hearings
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

general or the Insurance Divisions.

Intentionally setting rates as too low has left us with

market disorder." he said. "It has left us with a mass exodus
of insurance companies who have chosen to no longer do

business in Massachusetts.

'
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Region
City ofChelsea bankrupt
By the Associated Press

CHELSEA — A gloomy rain fell Thurs-
day as residents of this impoverished city

next to Boston waited to see whether the

state would come through with the money
needed to stay in business.

Mayor John Brennan, whose weariness
with thejob led him to decide against seeking
re-election this year, said city employees
received paychecks on Wednesday, but
without state action, there wouldn't be any
more.

"^e're at a waiting game here," said

Brennan, who has pushed for state receiv-

ership for months.
"Chelsea is at a halt. We have no money

for September."
Gov. William F. Weld announced legis-

lation that would put the city under a re-

ceivership for up to five years with broad

economic power, short of raising taxes. He
urged the Legislature to pass the bill in the

next two days.

"We've got to win this one...some rea-

sonably radical steps may be required," the

Republican governor said. The appointment
of a receiver apparently would be the first

time such a drastic step had been taken in

Massachusetts.

Nevertheless, some residents were any-

thing but optimistic.

"It's not going to change. Chelsea'salways

been the armpit of the universe," said un-

employed Frank Morris, 42, who has lived

here all his life. "Maybe they should sell the

schools and turn them into condominiums."

A bartender at the Grub's Pub, serving

about 10 patrons at the bar under a sign

reading "Due to bank changes beyond our

control, 2 percent charge on all checks

cashed," agreed.

"I've lived here 24 years, and I can't see

any change yet," said the woman who would
not give her name.

The situation worsened Wednesday night

when a finance control board rejected a $3.4

million short-term budget for Chelsea,

leaving the city with no authority to spend

money or pay bills.

Budget woes continue
Veto overrideputs budget $65M in red

By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Gov. William F. Weld
said Thursday the Legislature threw the

fiscal year 1992 budget $65 million out of

balance by overriding his veto of money
for state employee health insurance costs.

Weld said he would use his legal au-

thority to impound the $65 million and
force the Group Insurance Commission,
which oversees the state employee health
plan, to cut benefits and raise co-pay-

ments to make up the difference.

The House and Senate overturned the
veto overwhelmingly on Wednesday.

Democrats are solidly in control in the

House, but Weld has a sufficient minor-

ity in the Senate to sustain a veto, pro-

viding they stick with him.

The Senate override vote was unani-

mous, although two Republicans and one
Democrat initially indicated they would

vote with Weld. They paired their anti-

override votes with absent senators when
it became clear it would have made no

difference if hey had been formally re-

corded.

It takes a two-thirds vote to override a

veto. There are currently 38 senators,

since there are two vacancies in the 40-

member chamber.
Weld vetoed $376 million in money for

state employee health costs after the

Legislature refused to go along with his

plan to raise employee premium contri-

butions to 25 percent from the current 10

percent.

Weld contended the budget failed to

provide full funding for the insurance

program at the 90-10 level. And Demo-
cratic leaders did not dispute the point.
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The UMass Division of Student Activities presents

A Taste of UMass

ATTENTION
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Here's your chance to be famous,

popular and published.

Join the Collegian photo staff.

INFORMATIONAL MEETING
Monday, September 9 at 6:30

in the

Collegian newsroom
1 13 Campus Center

COMEDLiNS: Reggie McFadden, who has appeared on HBO
Comedy Spotlight, Comic Strip Live, and Showtime at the Apollo;

and Kevin Brennan who has appeared on Evening at the Improv,

and the MTV Half Hour Comedy Hour Student Union
Ballroom, 9pm

ROCK BANDS IN THE BLUEWALL: Baba Yaga, Bongos to

Circus, and Hippopotamus will be appearing. Show begins at

9pm.

MOVIE: "Theima and Louise", Starring Geena Davis and Susan
Sarandon. This film was one of the most talked about this past

summer..."Movie Dynamite", says Peter Travers of Rolling Stone.

Campus Center Auditorium, 7:30 & 10pm. RATED R
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Mysticism orjust plain luck? Read and decide for yourself.
My first week back at UMass should be

recorded in the next volume of that Time-
Life series on the mystic. Have you seen the
conunercial? Or heard about it?

Elizabeth Stringer

It goes something like this:

In Reckoniwill, Texas, Jane Doe burns
the roofof her mouth on a french fry. Three
million miles away, in Geeitscold, Alaska,
her sister, June Doe, from whom she was
separated at birth, bites her tongue.

DISMISSED AS: COINCIDENCE.
Coincidence? No way. The facts are laid

out on the table as far as I'm concerned. I'm

a believer, and that is really weird.

Now, my friends will tell you that I say
and think that absolutely everything that

happens is weird. However, I know that

something strange is happening at UMass.
We are involved in some kind of strange

Twilight Zone thing.

What you are about to hear is not pretty.

Please brace yourselves.

Fact number one: I arrived in my new
dorm to find that a very good friend of mine
from my floor last year had been placed in

the room directly to my left. Amazing. To
add to the bizarreness, her best ftiend, whom
she had roomed with, shared the same name
as my favorite character from Peter Pan.

(HI give you a hint. It wasn't Peter or

Tinkerbell.)

DISMISSED AS: COINCIDENCE.
Fact number two: I got into the first class

I wanted on add/drop day. Is this amazing or

what? This one has to be the weirdest of

them all.

DISMISSED AS: LUCKY.
Fact number three: I sat through more

than half of French business class (French

475) before I realized that it was probably

not Women's Studies 187. O.K., I'm not an
idiot, but I just figured I didn't know much
about what was going on because I had just

added the course the day before. Besides,

they didn't start speaking fluent French

until the last 10 minutes of the class.

DISMISSED AS: FREAK INCIDENT.
Fact number four: In getting to know my

roommate, I discovered that we were born

on the exact same day, in the exact same
month, in the exact same year. How did we
end up rooming together? Is it all part of

some psychology department experiment?
DISMISSED AS: CHANCE.
Fact number five: I discovered when I

unpacked that I had forgotten two items

vital to my life at UMass— my schedule and

my ID. Now why would I do that, unless I

purposely wanted to miss the first few days

of classes? Me? Nahhhhh.
DISMISSED AS: PURELY ACCIDEN-

TAL. (That's for the benefit ofmy professora,

who may recognize my name on their class

rosters.)

O.K., decide for yourself. But somehow I

have to believe that something is going on

here. O.K., maybe it just has something to

do with the re-a^justment thing. You know,

getting used to your new room. New room-

mate, even. The food. Yes, come to think of

it, D.C. food could have something to do with

my altered thinking.

Anyway, (and I should add in all seri-

ousness for everyone that thinks that I'm a

complete airhead) my first week back was
eventful. No, it didn't go smoothly at times.

Just remember, to all ofyou that had a week
even close to, or perhaps worse than mine, it

gets better.

Elizabeth Stringer is a UMass student.

A review ofthe oflF-Broadway comedy, "Moscow nights"
The curtain rises. Millions watch enthralled as expert

players on the stage of history posture and pose before the

mighty lens of CNN. The production is flawless. The un-

witting support cast, who haven't even been shown the

script, play their parts to the hilt, first act in Crimea, second

act in Moscow. Even the props obey the director's commands
to a tee, as he leaps upon a convienient tank to roar and
declaim

Meanwhile somewhere in the bowels ofthe KremUn, the

patsies ("plotters") come to the quick realization that they

are neither the authors nor producers of the real extrava-

ganza power grab. They are bit players, front men, red

herrings that obscure the real action until the surprise twist

ending. What a performance!

But why have so many who ought to know better unques-

tioningly accepted as genuine this Brechtian drama that

forgrounded its own artificiality? Who on earth, let alone

the KGB, begins a coup d'etat on Monday morining, as

everyone returns to the city and to their offices? Every rule

of coup d'etat, and common sense for that matter, was

violated. Except for detaining silly Gorby, not a single

necessary action of coup d'etat was carried out. How, some

"may well ask, could Boris Yeltsin, in the middle of the so-

called coup, fly into Moscow airport from Kazakhstan, drive

through the city to the "White House," organize the

Parliment, and orate from atop a supposedly hostile tank

without being arrested or shot?

Isn't it interesting that the net effect of a supposed

communist/KGB coup was the final dissolution of commu-
nist/federal authority? I suggest that the KGB is staffed by.

among others, professional plotters and coup experts ofthe

highest level, who would usually be able to get what they

want. Perhaps, in a state in which nationalism had throughly

replaced communism as popular ideology at all levels,

including within the KGB. the consolidation of power in

Moscow as capital ofthe resurgent Russian motherland was

exactly that.

Hussein Wish

Could Yeltsin and the Russian nationalist/chauvinists

have scripted a more ideal scenario for their purposes?

Could it be that they did? It strains my credulity less than

the histrionics that we have been asked to accept at face

value. The problem is that everything that is known about

pre-production, backstage activity, and post-production

undermines the staged action to the point of singular

dubiousness.

As time passes the facade is being slowly dropped, as

Boris boasted toCNN a few days ago that it was he who had

"tricked" the "plotters" to go to the Crimea. I believe the

phrase is "set-up."

It actually doesn't matter whether Yeltsin and Co. initi-

ated the scheme or just managed and manipulated it. The

point is that rather than democracy and people power, as

Americans will shortly realize, they are faced with an

invigorated, ambitious and chauvinistic Russian state with

strong proto-fadst tendencies. The shadow ofhistory looms

Wai^^
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Ifyou're already a Collegian columnist, or ifyou would like to be one, then 113 Campus

Center is the place for you to be on Friday, September 15.

That's because we'll b" meeting then to talk with columnists old and new about this semester

at the Collegian, and what's planned for the Editorial page. Keep an eye out for more

information about this meeting, as details are still being worked out.

Meanwhile, we're still looking for submissions for the coming weeks. Drop them off at 113

Campus Center, or dial 545-3500 for more details. You won't be sorry

large.

In spite ofthe unfathomable reputation that Mr. Yeltsin

eixjoys in the West as a kind of Swedish democrat, his

demagoguery, apparent megelomania, probable paranoia,

and open chauvinism give him all the hallmarks ofa classic

fascist leader The most "Russian" of politicians in many
ways, who better to rule the resurgent Russian mother-

land? He certainly seems to embody its authoritarianism,

self-absorbtion, and vaunting ambition.

The resurgence of the ultra-nationalist pan-Russian

hegemon clearly suggests the strong potential for civil war

in the former USSR. Within hours of the power grab, the

reborn Russian state claimed effective possession and control

of all the missile systems, made thinly veiled hints at

territorial aggrandizement, declared itself the protector of

"order" and "stability" (obvious code words), and generally

assumed hegemonic control of the republics, nominal in-

dependence notwithstanding.

Those who see in the Yugoslav conflict the future of the

ex-USSR, may be more prophetic than they would wish as

they herald "the return of war" to Europe. Yugoslav chaos

may presage a continental chaos. The re-emergence of the

pan-Russian state and its consolidation as a hegemonic

power mandates the rearming ofthe also newly reborn pan-

CJerman state, and a return to the traditional relationship

between the two great European land powers.

And that's when the fun really begins.

Well, it's your New World Order, and you wanted it.

Hussein Ibish is a Collegian c<^umnist.

Appreciate UMass
When I decided to write for the Editorial page. I already

knew what I wanted to write about. Experts always tell us

to write about what we know and care about. For a while, I

have wanted to write about UMass. Somehow, I must
convey how much I love it. Perhaps you will reaUze how
unappreciated it is.

What is UMass anyway? Obviously, it means a lot of

different things to a lot of people.

It's ducks, yellow daffodils and the lights of the 26-story

library reflected on the pond at night. It's someone's blue

Schwinn leaning against the side of the Student Union or

the sound of skateboards scraping against the concrete of

the Fine Arts Center. It's skydivers. A burnt fi-ench fry.

Mountains.
UMass is "crunchy." It's basics, Queer Nation and

candlelight vipls. Do you realize that UMass is the home of

over 400 clubs and activities? Ifthat is not enough, with 10

s)mipathetic friends and a signature, you can start the next

one. That means if you and 10 friends happen to be 11

denture-wearing dishwashers named Dennis, you can start

your own support group.

At UMass, you can major in the American tradition in

folk dance. You may not get a job but, honestly, you can. I

know someone that did.

UMass is red baseball hats with Greek letters, too. It's

Guy Glodis, pink triangles and a gold cross.

And yes, UMass is even a public university in the midst

ofGov. William F. Weld and a recession. It's add/drop lines,

budget cuts and overstuffed lecture halls. Bad food, noisy

dorms and late busses are part ofUMass, too. So is a general

acceptance of those who complain and act out against

budget cuts and bad food.

UMass is aUve. It's full of sadness, truth, color and fact.

Like any living thing, it's replete with error, even fatal

error, which we will not excuse away.

Yet, isn't it a greater shame to excuse away what can be

the best years of our lives because of something as natural

as faultiness? In three years are we going to remember that

in 1991 student government collapsed? Ofcourse not. We're

going to remember the ordinary stuff that nobody notices

like ducks, daffodils and mountains.

Nadia Abushanab
Orchard Hill
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Arts & Living
Zeppelin tribute band: the songandlook remain the same
By PAUL DEGEORGES
Collegian Staff

Remember when you were about ten years

old and they kept showing those ads for

Beatlemania on TV in every commercial
break? If you were like me, you thought to

yourself: "Wow that's really neat!' Then as

you aged and started becoming a music
snob, you began to have your doubts. "How
can they get away with that? Why don't they

write their oum music? Aren't there laws

against this sort of stuff? Why not just see

the real thing?"

Now you're around twenty-something,

and instead of interrupting your afternoon

Gilligan's Island fix, they saturate you in

every Arts Calendar with ads for cover bands.

If you're like me. you're probably still

thinking to yourself. . ."Whynotjustseethe
real thing?"

Physical Graffiti has the answer: you
can 't see the real thing because Led Zeppelin

isn't around anymore, but thanks to four

incredibly talented musicians, youcan relive

the experience of a "Zep' show (or. if you
weren't fortunate enough to be a teenager in

the seventies. Anally see what you missed).

In fact. Physical Graffiti is so good at

pulbng off a Led Zeppelin performance, the

term "cover band' has literally been rede-

fined by them. Now referred to as a "tribute

band," Physical Graffiti boldly proclaim

themselves as The Ultimate Led Zeppelin

Show." From assuming the names of the

four original members right down to dressing

in exact replicas of the clothes they wore,

Gary J. Fox (John PaulJones), Doug Putnam
(Robert Plant). Matthew Hethemian (Jimmy
Page) and John Mac (John Bonham) do a

dam convincing job of reproducing a Led
Zeppelin show.

DrummerJohn Mac says, "I'm even eating

25 bananas a day to recreate the Bonham
paunch."

It's true that these guys are the spitting

image of the real thing, and do sound pretty

darn close to an actual "Zep" show, but one

wonders— how can you possibly see Physical

Grafliti and not be constantly thinking,

"wow, these guys do a pretty good Led
Zeppelin impersonation, but it's just not the

real thing."

Well, 1 don't know because I'm sure I

couldn't do it either. The fact remains
however, that Led Zeppelin had some pretty

amazing songs and were meant to be seen

live. But John Bonham is dead. Robert Plant

is a stubborn old man and won't do a reunion

of the remaining members and so your
chances of ever seeing the real thing are

pretty dam slim, don't ya think?

Physical Graffiti is a must for true Zep-

heads because they do the band justice and

really are a "tribute". For anyone else, they

are probably worth checking outjust to hear

a few Zep tunes louder than your stereo

could ever think of playing, but then again,

you mightjust want to wait for Beatlemania
2.

Physical Graffiti will play an 18 and over

show at Katina's tonight at 10 p.m.

Pboto co«irl«qr Tb» FUali Urmp Cs.

Physical Graffiti

Book signing
by local author

On Saturday, September 7 from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. a reading

and book-signing by local author Patricia MacLachlan will

take place at the Broadside Bookshop. Author ofthe Newbery
award-winning Sora/i, Plain and Tall, MacLachlan will be

reading from and signing her two new children's books

Journey and Three Names. The illustrator of Three Names,

Alexander Pertzoff, a local artist, will also be available for

book-signing.

Journey, published by Delacorte Press, is a moving
account of an 11 year-old boy coming to terms with being

abandoned by his mother . and his attempts to rediscover his

own sense of family. This powerful story about family

connections has been described as "a spellbinding tale" and

"a full and refreshing work*.

MacLachlan's picture book. Three Names, is a turn ofthe

century tale told by a young boy who recalls his grandfather's

stories about his own boyhood, and his dog "Three Names."

The book "artfully weaves into a seamless whole both the

old man's tales of his childhood and memories the narrator

has ofhim telling them," says Publisher's Weekly. PertzofTs

art is described as "clean designs and dreamy watercolors."

MacLachlan, who has written several other children's

books was given the Kite Award for Fiction in 1980 for her

story Art/jur, For the Very First Time, and won the Newbery
award in 1986.

She is a graduate of the University of Connecticut and

lives with her husband in Williamsburg.

Alexander Pertzoff is a Northampton based free-lance

artist whose work has been exhibited in many galleries.

— PAUL DEGEORGES

charlic'8
1 Pray St . Amherst—549-5403

Week
Open am

7 days a

Kitchen open til midnight
Game Room with 2 pool tables

:>ll

WELCOME BACK!!
Specials

idnight

Monday - 1 Oc Mozzarella Sticks

Tuesday - 1 Oc Mild or Hot Buffalo Wings
Wednesday - 25c Cheese Pizza Slices

Thursday- lOc Chicken "Hot Lips" Nuggets

Sunday - 1 Oc Potato Skins

DRINK AND BEER SPECIALS WEEKLY!!

Titis Space

for only

$16.50

It must work,

because you're

reading it!

Collegian

Advertising

545-3500

Reach 19,000 per day.

EARN $r'"/HR
HGHT

POLLUTION
Work for political

changewith Clean
Water Action: envi-

ronmental campaign
staff. On bus lines.

Paid training.

P/T or career

oppurtunity.
Call S84-9830

"I used to be technologically deficient, and had no
practical skills other than Nintendo. Then I went to

work at the Collegian. Now I can pump up my resume
with all kinds of neat things.

Thank you Massachusetts Daily Collegian."

COLLEGIAN
'rrs }i!;yirtisr[xti,XD\^ii>oxat$^ ns si job:

EDO'ERIErKS: THE I^^MER WORKINCS OFA DAILY COUJX5E NEWSPAP^
Come to our oflloe or ^vc us a caL

It'll g^« you a warm squishy.

113 Campus Center

545-3500

Good Things
Jewelry Nfl^Urgl f Ifrgf Scarves

Blouses Skirls Dresses
HiPMl \

Indi* Print

k^^ Earrl^s JW|. 1^

^^ Cti«tes
Posters ^^*** Crystals

ij^ ^rl$^ti^i

UUIIIIIII

^^^
^^^.\

Incense r(C: B
^S2d

^1 4 T.^
Sweaters

Bags

:5:t::!::t::

•ts

Ar»« Skirts
Rugs LMn^ska^M

I

ao to SOX
off salaotad
Clothiing

Mar»«t ems A C<r<s ^^ / hc

EBCRNTILE ^^>f„-?,
VortliaApton-18 Center St.

A. Amhertt-Carriage Shopt j^

RESERVE OFFICERS' TaAIWlNG CORPS

RELIETE ITOR NOXTHIS GUT
ISINGLASS.

Excifement and adventure is the course desctip-

tion, and Aimy ROTC is the name Wi the one col-

lege elective thai builds youi seK-contidence,

develops yout leadership potential and helps you

lake on the rhallenqes of command
There's no obligation until your lunior year, so

there's no reason not to try it out nght now

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOU CAN TAKE.

"Test Drive" Army ROTC this semester. There will be an ROTC representa-

tive on the Campus Center Concourse from 9 am - 2 pm daily, or contact

CPT Richard S. Tracey, Deptartment of Military Science, 545-2321/2322

College Supplies
A terrific selection of

Computer supplier, notebooks, pens,

pencils, paper dips, typewriner ribbons,

lamps, T-shirts, binders, art supplies,

calendars, blank books, Frisbees,

stationary & and the best card shop in the Valleyl

A»T» Hastings, Inc.
•^—NcwiJcaler and Stationer —^-^ ^-

Ride the free bus (or walk) doumtoum

and see what Amherst has to offer

open Mon.- Sat. S am to 9 pm, Sundays 5 am to I pm

Oh H <)\ r I S I I \ (. h 1)1 C \TI()\

When

opportunity

knocks,

open

the door!

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

FaU
1991

You'll find over 200 opportunities knocking on

your door this fall. Both credit courses and

noncredit workshops can open doors for you -

helping you advance in your career plans,

upgrading your skills, or improving your

personal life.

Ute register for Continuing Education evening

classes and UMass day classes through

September 17.

For more information, contact the Division of

Continuing Education, Goodell Building, or call

545 24 1 4.

nnisios OF c osrim i \c. fdi c \tio\
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NOB • irs :*:fond.

PERFECT
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND!

Starting Sunday Sept 8th at 1 2 noon

and continues for 13 Qreat Days!

Sept 8 - 13th Rm 163 C Sept 14 - 20th Rm 101 Lower Level

Ladies

Sleeveless

TOPS

Reg. $1 5.00 i up

Ladies & Mens

SHORTS
99Uo

Reg. $28.00-$3600

Ladies & Mens

JEANS & PANTS
$1499
REQ. $29.00-$45.00

Ladies & Mens
Short & Long Sleeve

KNIT TOPS
$999

Reg. $20.00-$48.00

Ladies

SOCKS, EARINQS,

HAIR ACCESSORIES

h 99 or 3/^5
Reg. $5.00-$1 8.00 ea.

FIRST QUALITY & SLIQHT IRREQULARS

NOBODYS
PERFEC^

Not even the best known specialty &• department stores

in the US They make mistakes, too. That's when our

buyers take advantage and pass the savings onto you!

Appearing No\a^ At:

UMass Campus Center
Save Big! From Sun 1 2-6pm,

Mon-Fri 8am-8pm, Sat 10am-6pm

Sept 8 -13 Room 163 C
Sept 1 4 - 20 Room 1 01 Lower Level

Mastercard, Visa, American Express, Checks and Cash Accepted
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World/Nation
Congressman told China
cut aid to Khmer Rouge rebels
By KATHY WILHELM
Associated Press

BEIJING —A visiting American con-
gressman said today that Chinese ofTicials

have indicated they will cut off all aid to the
notorious Khmer Rouge rebels once a
Cambodian peace plan is enacted.

Also today, the Beijing government ac-

cused three other American members of

Congress of breaking the law a day earlier

when they held up a banner and laid flowers

at Tiananmen Square to honor 1989*8 slain

democracy activists.

Thi» was a premeditated anti-Chinese
farce, which could only arouse great indig-

nation from the Chinese people," Foreign
Ministry spokesman Wu Jianmin said dur-

ing a regularly scheduled weekly briefing.

U.S. Reps. Nancy Pelosi. D-Calif. Ben
Jones, D-Ga., and John Miller, R-Wash,
were confronted by guards on Wednesday
but not detained.

They left the country today as scheduled.

Regarding Cambodia, U.S. Rep. Stephen
J. Solarz said today Chinese ofTicials told

him "they would cut offall assistance' to the

Khmer Rouge when a comprehensive peace
settlement in the Cambodian conflict is

implemented.
The unidentified Chinese oflicials said

Beging would direct all aid to a newly es-

tablished body that represents all Cambo-
dian factions, said Solarz, a New York
Democrat who chairs the House Subcom-
mittee on Asian and Pacific Affairs. He
spoke after meeting with Chinese officials

over several days.

China has said publicly that it would
stop military aid to the Khmer Rouge as
part of a settlement, but has not previously

mentioned non-military support.

The Chinese are the main backers of the

Khmer Rouge guerillas, who killed hundreds
ofthousands ofCambodianswhen they ruled
the nation 1975-1978.

Pear of return to power by the Commu-
nist Khmer Rouge has been one of the key
problems in negotiating an end to the con-

flict.

The rebels and two U.S.-supported, non-

Communist guerilla groups are battling a

Vietnamese-installed government in Pnom
Penn.

Pro-Thomas ad stirs debate

US to use Kuwaiti bases,
train emirate's army
By DONNA ABU-NASR
Associated Press

KUWAIT CITY— Kuwait has agreed
to a 10-year defense pact with the United
States that will allow the Pentagon to

use Kuwaiti bases and stockpile military
hardware in the emirate.

The agreement, endorsed by Kuwait
on Wednesday, also aims to achieve "close

cooperation between the two countries to

boost the military capabilities of the Ku-
waiti armed forces through programs and
training," said Dhari al-Othman, minis-
ter of state for Cabinet affairs.

The United States has repeatedly
moved back its plans to withdraw from
Kuwait the last contingent oftroops sent
to the region to drive Iraqi forces from
Kuwait.

In Washington, a senior Bush admin-
istration official confirmed Wednesday
that the defense agreement had been

under negotiation but said formal notifi-

cation ofits acceptance hadn'tyet reached
Washington.

The Pentagon announced last week
that the Bush administration was seek-

ing a defense agreement with Kuwait,
with Pentagon spokesman Pete Williams
stressing that Washington did not intend
to keep permanent bases in the oil-rich

emirate.

Kuwait's official news agency KUNA
said Wednesday's announcement came
after a Cabinet meeting headed by Sheik
Saad al-Salem al-Saban, the crown
prince.

Al-Othman was quoted as saying the

agreement would cover the use ofKuwaiti
faciUties, pre-positioning of defense ma-
terials and logistical support.

Kuwait IS still struggling to rebuild

the nation's 16,000-member army, which
crumbled after the Aug. 2, 1990 invasion
by Iraqi troops.

By the Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Conservative groups
Thursday spumed a personal appeal from
White House Chief of StaffJohn Sununu to

yank a Pro-Clarence Thomas television ad
attacking the ethics of three Democratic
senators.

They said they would keep running the

controversial commercial until left-wing

groups. . . enter into (mlitical cease-fire"

over the Supreme Court nomination.

The White House said Sununu called L.

Brent Bozell III ofthe Conservative Victory

Committee on Wednesday evening to urge

him to stop nmning the commercial, which
assails Democratic Senator Edward
Kennedy ofMassachusetts, Joesph Biden of

Delaware, and Alan Cranston ofCalifornia.

"Unfortunately, the administration has

no desire to confront the radical left,' said

Bozell, the committee's executive director,

and Floyd Brown, chairman of Citizens

United, in a statement.
"We didn't start the politicalizrtion and

'attack' campaigns now surrounding the

nomination,' they said, charging that lib-

eral groups "viciously destroyed Judge
(Robert) Bork in 1987' in his unsuccessful
confirmation fight.

"Until the left agrees to discontinue all

its efforts against Judge Thomas, our two-
week campaign in the D.C. market will

continue," the conservative activists said.

Vice President Dan Quayle said Thurs-
day that the ad sponsors "got a lot of free

publicity' because of the media coverage of

the controversy.

There's a way to be successful and a way
to self-destruct," Quayle said.

fine new, used& cftiCdnn's Books

"European, art & Citerary periodicaCs

puSdshers overstock at 30%-80% off

special orders • out-of-print Boo^searcfies

Open 7 days • M«vSiiil9f^SunJI0^5^JSIV^^

Hillel invites you to

ROSH HASHANA SERVICES

Services held in the Student Union Ballroom

No tickets or reservations necessary

Sunday, Sept. 8 - 7pm service and Kiddush

Monday, Sept. 9 - 1 0am service and Tashlich

Lunch served in Dukes Room (310)*'

7pm service and Kiddush

Tuesday, Sept. 10-1 0am service

**You must sign up by September 6 for the lunch.

Sign up in the Hillel House Office.

Meal IS free if you are on a Meal Plan.

$4.90 if you are not on any Meal Plan.

($1 off witfi Hillel Activity Card.) ^-^\ *.,

For more info call 549-1 710

i

^

I

This \A^eeks Specials
16oz Draft

$1.50
16oz Bass Ale

$2.25
Michael's own

Electric Lemonade

$2.25
Look for our

Buffet Nights

JOIN
MONDAY
NK.IIT

LF\(.l FS

10

POOL
TABLES

TIES, Tin Rs

SIN
Tin RNWIFM

pRi/rs

DARTS
AND
MORE

FREE
ALL DAY, EVERYDAY

Every

Friday Night

ACOUSTIC
OPEN MIC

MICHAEI/S
Billiard Room
And Sports Bar

Rt. 9, Amherst, 256-8284

(Next to Hunan Garden)

• The Classic T-Shirt • 25 Glorious Colors •

191 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst»253-2013

J-RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

22 Masonic St.

Northampton»586-6336

OPEN 7 DAYS
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Women's tennis seeking revenge in opener
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Revenge is on the mind of the University of Massachu-
setts women's tennis team as they host Mount Holyoke
College tomorrow for their season opener at the Upper
Boyden courts at 1 p.m.

I^st spring, the Minutewomen lost to the Lions, 5-4, in

a match that Coach Edwin Gentzler said his team didn't

take too seriously.

"We won't take them lightly again,' Gentzler said. They
sort of snuck up on us last year."

"We're definitely looking to get some revenge.'co-captain

Gail Girasella said. "I have really high expectations for our

match. We've been working really hard."

Mount Holyoke head Coach Philip Ritchie described his

team this year as having an impressive mixture ofbaseline

and serve-and-volley players. Lesley Minehan will most

likely be the No. 1 singles player, followed by Tiffany

Crawford, according to Ritchie. Ritchie was unsure of the

remaining lineup, due to iixjuries, but did mention Kathy

Brennan and Colleen Denny as potential singles starters.

Shizuko Yamasaki leads the UMass attack as she is the

No. 1 singles player followed by co-captain Gail Girasella in

the No. 2 position. Amy Ryan, who had the best record last

season, will be No. 3 with Kerensa Eddy at No. 4. Afler

displaying a great pre-season, according to Gentzler, Stacy

Scheckner will be No. 5 and Kern Kaminski will round out

the singles lineup.

Girasella and Eddy will head the doubles team charge

followed by Yamasaki and Ryan. Gentzler said senior co-

captain Sarah Nadolny and Pam Levine could also see

doubles action.

"I expect well be very strong," Gentzler said. "I've never

seen such good attitudes. They're mentally tougher and
more experienced this year and they know what they have
to do."

"Everyone looks really good," Nadolny said. "Usually, we
need time in the beginning, but we've come ready to play

this teason."

Mount Holyoke, a Division III tennis powerhouse fin-

ished last season, 8-15 and placed 12th in the New England
Collegiate Tennis Tournament.

"We're pretty even, but 1 think we're going to beat them,"

Nadolny said. "We're ready and we really want it."

"It'll be close," said Gentzler. "But. I like our chances."

SS . 1*^.

<j-

W I N N E R S'

AT H L E T 1 C

Tuition cost is up. but

membership cost at
m

Winners Athletic Club
is down!

Semester Specials for Students Only!

Nautilus •$119

(includes Aerobics)

Racquetball •Si 19

(includes court time)

Tennis •SI 19

(plus court time)

All Club Membership •$189

(includes all of the above)

iWv 1 16 SundtM-land (Opposite Bub s BBQ on Bus KouK

Oprn 7 Days • 7 (X)um 1 I (X)pm • 'v»9- tol'i

r,\! ! mnAY FOR A FRKt lOL'R

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS

Hiring Now For The School Year

Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to col-

lect data on a variety of research topics Absolutely

no selling involved Flexible hours Sunday-Friday, 5-

10pm, and Saturday. 1 1am-5pm. Shifts up to 40

hours/week available Choose your own schedule as

long as you v\/ork 4 shifts a week (20 hours). Start at

$5.00 per hour with paid training and earn up to max-

imum $6.00 hr.

Were in the Mountain Farms Mall which is a stop on

the free bus line. Call t>etween 1 1 am and 4pm Mon-

day to Friday. 586-8635.

Abt Associates Inc.

Telephone Research Center

Mountain Farms Mall, Rt. 9
Hadley. MA01035
An Equal Opportunity Emptoyer

m&f£

We are a group of committed environmental activists working in over

25 countries. We are looking for individuals who are committed to a

cleaner, healthier environment and want to work for what they

believe in. Full-time and part-time paid positions are now available.

Look for us on the concourse or call j.D. or Rick at 549-0507.

"My parents never listened to me, and my friends didn't really

take what I had to say very seriously. Now nineteen thousand

people spend a few minutes each day hanging on my every word.

My parents still treat me Uke a httle kid, but I know differently.

Thank you Massachusetts Daily Collegian.''''

COLLEGIAN
'It's notjust an adventun, it's ajoS.

TjQferieitce the inner woH^ngs ofa cCaify newspaperfirst fiand.

Come to our office orgive us a calC.

'Wediove to hearfiom you.

113 Campus Center basement

545-3500

jWRKSMARTER.
'"^NOTHARDER.

LIQUORS]
At Scotts We Say Welcome Back

with these Great Specials!!

Busch&Busch Light

24 - 12oz Cans

$9.99 + Dep

Busch 1/2 Kegs

Only! $39.00

Rubinoff Vodka

1.751tr. $8.99

Koch's Golden Anniversary

24-160Z Bottles

$8.99 +Dep

Coke Classic & Diet Coke

12-120Z Cans

$2.99 -hDep

Becks Beer

12-120Z Bottles

$9.99 -hDep

Bacardi Silver Rum
750ml. $7.99

Rolling Rock & Rolling Rock Light

12-120Z Bottles

&6.99 +Dep

Sutter Home White Zinfandel

750ml. 2 for $7.99

Crystal Geyser Alpine Spring Water l.Sltr $.99

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE
6 University Drive, Newmarket Center, Amherst

ngineering student?

Smart.

Math or science

major.' Also smart.

On tests, you probably

run equations over again to

make sure they're right. So

you're working harder.

\bu don't have to do it

anymore. Not when you

use the Tl-68 Advanced

Scientific or TI-81 Graphics

Calculator, with their last

equation replay feature

Visa

&
Mastercard

Accepted

Diagonally Across from UMass Stadium

Plenty of FREE Parking

Telecheck for Your Personal Check

We Have

MEGABUCKS!

and so many other smart

functions.

We've spent years with

students like you and edu-

cators like your professors to

develop the TI-68 and the

TT-Sl. That's why they're so

highly recommended.

For engineering students,

The Tl-68 solves up to five

simultaneous equations,

provides complex number

functions and offers formula

programming. That's power.

And for math and science

applications, the

TI'81 offers the

most compre-

hensive, yet easy-

to-use graphing

functions with ex-

tensive program-

ming capabilities.

Try a TI-68 or

TI-81 at your local

TI retailer today.

And start working

smarter, instead

of harder.

. Texas
Instruments

HEY
YOU!
Wanna know

where you car\

pick up a copy

of the Co\\e(^\a\r\

in Noho?

Monday thru

Friday at theee

coweY\\eryt

Northampton

\ocat\one:

Fear\ Street

The 3rewery

TJ.'s

Thornee

3art'e

Fhce Chopper

Pop's Lic^uore

Grampy'e

Sheehan'e

Subway

Store 24

Taco Villa

don't forget on

campus at

5mith:

Davie Center

See\ye Hall

Neilson Hall

College Hall

and "New" Hall

The Collegian in

Noho. 'Xoo cool!
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

1
t)uTl'/)4ye a couple ir^res

^fi^^, -thd m-aht dc
_jft fs«\j€ a c

you "frifd ConK»«< Ka>je you "^r'td CooK^maf\A

On the air with the "Boa Brothers"

CALVIN AND HOBBES

MURRI OP, CALMIN. OOR
M. «ESTKORKNT ' VWY

NOT?

"Y
WeT3£ Amk\D
HE MKijWT EM"
SDWEOKE
LETS GO.

By BILL WATTERSON

"WATS BKaMT. I CAK

STAN OW
A WET
IN ^

KSnwCAMT

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

Her, km,
iii0ietfefs ISfffT
mUKgKt HU^HOM^

WWR^
5^^ NSXT

uven/rm upebOTABOt/r

NCTTAT
20NK£trS

UNDER 21 By KRIS K. EARLE

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

However, 1 <fc f*U if

/b^

Quote of the Day
"We must believe in free will. We have no choice."

Isaac Ba.shevis Singer. 1904-1991

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 DavHj

b Kir)d ol divoi

10 Stick pttKodei

M KSMWisyUanM
port

15 Tiav«taf «

h«vao
16 WaM convayof

1

7

Actr«M homa
in Indiana''

20 Ilka most
mcoma

2\ Rarxlv s ikkabng

pa(tna<

22 In ttw Asunca
23 Rani
24 Waipart
26 Taniw ural

29Sacaaly
ntmcomt
boaHy

31 HoMnolIha
•ctaan

3S Caitipua

catmnaa. loi

shofi

a; Ekiiainaty

daring

2 Song lew Scotto

3 Pm\ patton
4 pusha>*
b Whefa cwa it

lalinad

6lnia«

7 Acuass Hagan
8 A spactal laliMil

9 Ragion m N
Fianca

10 Baars and CuIm
tonMt AUm

1

1

- cow"
12 Emopean

36 Gals beltar

36 Lanka
41 Stwanipy gtuuiid

42 Gioups ol ladau

&lalioii»

47 SeM cantatad
peikon

49 Mountain
pastas

&3 Dty m S Franca

M ParrMk
&6 Piapara cfaam
56 Roman cown

SS Atm bona
59 Gregory Ot

rnsal
town

60 Man |unf^

61 Road lor

Romulus
62 Naw»ca»lar

HunUay
64 AcUm Ayras

65 PUiu^l

Ciiburn

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
13 Hanwnar pad
18 TuckadnkM

tha naghl

(•Shingad
mklrumanU

26 ley

26Emcaa Pal

27 Lacquar
«<gradwnl

26 City on Iha r\>

30fN4>paMar Bn
31 S a>ac«ad
32 Symbokc oly ol

coouplMin

33 Muaical aubiaci

34 Laaaanadiha
40 TV rota lor an

Engkah
ViaaiMn''

43 AnacMl
44 Stand up
46 St Ralar t

laalura

46 Raiatad

48 11 al

bOFtanfec
61 Loaa kriiMwa*

62 Tahan
64 (\)mladlool

67 TriNa

69E>pa«ani
63Co«nadwnt

sacond ca*ng'>

66 lando«l*<a
laprac^aunt

67 NoWt
66 0arMral Robart

66 Eiact. a* ia«a

70 A<|uanufn*

71 Spaniah
murabat

Quote of the Day
"Can you imagine the mass outrage if this kind

of stuff ever really got out? . . . And people

knew how easily each one of us individually

could turn our ecological and human crises

around. ..just by saying 'No' to George Bush?"

-Jello Biafra

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES* March 2 lApnl 19) You will

enjoy life moir now that a financial

burden is gone. Continue to pursue a

prized goal. Your dreams can come
true if your faith is otronK Meot a

challenge head-on.

TAURU8( April 20-May 20): Life is

nevcrdull when children are athome!
Your basic financial needs are met.

Practice tolerance when it comes to

conducting business overseas. A ro-

mantic relationship needs more
nurturing.

GEMINI) May 21-June 20): Ro-
mance IS in the air. A passive atti-

tude is not the way to professional or

personal success! Get involved in

important discussions. Family atti-

tudes are clearer now. Stand up for

your beliefs.

CANCER/June 21-July 22): Resis-

tance to change is holding you back
and could prove expensive if you do
not wake up soon. Short trips are

useful. Postpone signing legal or fi-

nancial papers until more data are

available.

LEO<July 23-Aug. 22): Staying fit

and trim is as good for your state of

mind asyour looks. Teamwork helps

everyone make more money!
VlRGO(Aug 23-Sept. 22): Make a
new plan to achieveyour career goals.
Further study or research will boost

your earning potential. Be open to

suggestions from your mate or busi-

ness partner. Fresh ideas are essen-

tial.

LIBRA) SepL 23-Oct. 22): An older

person may want to go into business

with you but lacks capital Be flex-

ible A short conference with an at-

tractive member of the oppoaite tex

could give you romantic ideas.

SCORPIOiOct 23- Nov 21): Your
spirits are high, thanks to a terrific

financial or career break An unex-

pected gifl will add to the fun. An
absorbing artistic project could lead

to yuur starting your own business.

8AGnTARIUS(Nov 22-Dec 21): A
snobbish attitude will only make en-

emies; show your more generous side.

Socialize with younger people when
the opportunity arises. A blind date

could turn out even better than you
anticipated.

CAPRICORN(Dec 22-Jan 19): Rou-

tine tasks are boring but necessary.

Complete paperwork before starting a

new project Achangeofscenerysounds
delightAil. A friend or relative helps

vou cutthrough red tape Buy a special

"gift.

AQUARIUSiJan. 20-Feb. 18): Extra

money comes in, making you wildly

happy. Try not to criticize gmwn off-

spring. TTiey must lead their own lives

now A social evening perks up your

spirits. Wear something really elegant

PISCES) Feb. 19-March 20): Be pre-

pared to deal with someone who tries

toswipeyourbusincss or contacts. A
new neighbor could turn your
thoughts toward romance. You shine
in the role of host.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Preston P. Forman

Copy Editor David Massey

PhotoTechnician Carrie Wyeth

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production MikeCarvalho
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

"

and Kutztown University.

IfUMass can get by Kutztown in its opener they will play
the winner of the B.C.-Dayton contest. Yarworth admito
that while lona is the more competitive rival, "B.C.'b reason
for water polo living is to beat UMass. Every time we play
them we HAVE to beat them."

B.C. hasn't claimed bragging rights in over four years.
Last year's tournament saw the Minutemen nip the Eagles
11-10 behind then senior, now Assistant Coach, Jon Miller's
eight goals.

SPORTS NOTICE
Field hockey: Anyone interested in playing women's field hockey, open tryouts

will be held at 3 p.m. September 5 and 6 at Totman Field. Any questions call Pam
Hixon 545-1942.

Softball: Softball tryouto will be heldon September 10 and 13. Contact the Softball

office at 545-0038 or stop by room 219 in Boyden.

Lacroaae: The UMass Lacrosse Club (JV-Level Men) will meet at 5:15 p.m. on

Monday, September 9, in Boyden Room 251 to discuss the fall and spring schedules.

BUSINESS REPLYMAIL
NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY
IF MAILED

UNITED STATES ''"ST CLASS PERMIT
POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY ADDRESSEE

P.O. BOX
SONY • JVC • TECHNICS • AIWA • PANASONIC • SHARP -TDK • MAXELL

"STEREO ON THE CHEAP"
UNDERGROUND SOUND CAN HELP

If you are on a tight budget this semester, you can still enjoy music because

UNDERGROUND SOUND can supply you with name brand quality recon-

ditioned audio components at about half the cost of new equiptment. All come

with a complete 90-day parts and labor warranty. We also sell new audio

components and repair all brands of audio, video, arxj car audio, as well as

musical instrument amplifiers. Stop in and check us out.

UNDERGROUND SOUND • 103 NORTH PLEASANT STREET. AMHERST. MA • 253-9507

WE ARE LOCATED BENEATH PANDA EAST RESTAURANT

Starting September 6 • Midnight

Baskets
• TriMrfcs

• Hampers

• Shoppers

• Wall Baskets

• Organizers

• Planters

northampton
main rt. • 7 Vmy

$99 now until

Christmas

$185 torboth

Semesters

Daily Aerobics Classes

Reeboi( Step Classes

Olympic Free Weights

Staimiasters

Lifecydes

Spedal Rates

WWk-lns Welcome

Tanning • Massage

Saunas • Day Care

Open7Deys

NORTHAMPTON

J LL-Uu
& ATHLETIC CLUB

PieNKngSM

Classifieds
COMFTOWFCOIIRCIAN OFFICE II3CAMPUSCFMER » THURSDAY 8:30-3:30 FR]DAY8:m:}0*DEADUNEISmODAYSPRIORTOPUBUamN » 20(WORD/DAY FOR STUDEm » CASH INADVANCE

ACTIVITIES AUTO KM SAlf

FREE MEDITATION WORKSHOT-
Oon'x put II oH again, lusl do it.

Tuesday* 7; 10PM Starling 9/1 (y91.

( ampus Cenipf Room 91 7.

"The Kingdom of Cod i* a Partyl" let'*

Olebralcl InlerVarsily Christian Fellowship

meeting; Tonighll 7:30pm Campus Center

Rm162 Everyone Welcorriel

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Car Waih at Tri Sigma. Sal. 9/7 11 am to

4pm ?87 N Pleasant St. Raindate 9/8 Cost

S)

FIRE AND FIRST AID MEMBERS:
First meeting Sunday September 8

7:00 PM Mon-ill 406N. Bring your

certifications.

I^'OC Oil CO-Of purchase home heating

oil at reduced cost. COD or automatic

delivery register al OCHO 428 Student

Union.

WOCH is on the airl First general meeting

has been changed to Monday, September 9

at 7:10 in Webster lounge. New members

enthusiastically welcomed. Questions} Call

Wendy at 6-674J

MilsubMii Mirage 88 79K cassette and air S

doors great car $3500 665-4602

CHEN STYIE TAI CHI

lean) ttiit oldnt style Tai Chi in 1

1

sessions class begins Sep17 & 18 253-4057

or 545-5923

FOR RENT

Fridge Rertah 253-9742 Free delivery

Townhouse- 2 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath

apartment on bus rcxite. North Amhersl 1
-

567-1352

FOR SALE

2 lix for Sling. Great Woods. Sept. 1 4. Call

549-2646. Livd or )en C.

Apple Imagewriter II, excellent condition,

$300 ($429 new) 665-7944

Computer! for Sale

Haielline 1421 Video display terminal IBM

compatible pc with software

Call Tom 253-7170

Drum Set CB700 percussion, 4-piece,

includes hardware and cymbals. Great

starter kit. $300 585-881 7 Ask for Brian

Futom!

Guaranteed lowest pricesl

Prices start at only $75

Delivered right to your door!

Call Metawampe
To order or for free brochure.

411-585 1233

FUTON FOR SAIE
with box spring

Queen size

$1 15 ob.o. 256-6467

Livingroom upl>olitered<lwMr», coffee

table, rugs, sidelables, T.V.,

consoleradiophonograph. 549-1578

HELP WANTED

Wanted: "Coppertone Spring Break Trip'

Student representative to pron>o»e trips lo

Cancun, Nassau, Barbados, Jamaica,

Daytona and Oriando. Best programs

available ANYWHERE. ...earn cash, free

trips, plus more. Call for information 1 -800-

222-4432 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

INSTRlXmON

Beginning lapanoc language class Includes

culture and business practices 9/23-1 1/25

Mondays 7-9pm, $100 Unguage Pacifica,

S49-506S

Earn Credit Scuba Diving

learn to dive. C09-Basic scuba

Key Largo trip, CIO-Sport scuba

New England advanced, G1 1 -advanced.

All courses listed under General Physical

Education. For further information come by

Curry Hicks pool Moo-Thur 7pm- 1 0pm or

call 545-2338

Test of Engliili as a foreign language

(TOEFL) Preparation course, 9/24-1 1/21

,

Toes. & Thurs. 7-9pm, $145 Language

Pacifica, 549-5065

PERSONALS

A NEW SEMESTER! Get psyched! Gel super

psyched! Happy 21 si )enny! You finally

made it! Get wicked super-duper psyched!

Making copies, getting psyched!

-The Phantom

Celeste Marie Okay. The Phantom of the

opera never looked better. Smile.

H^ipy 21ft Birthday (aynw!!!

You finally made it. We'll celebrate this

weekend.

Love, your rcxjmmales

Laura C-

Did you think we forgot your birthday?

I dcxi't think so-

-forget Rachters, and Mike's we're bashing

elsewfiere!

Love Baby Dee

Mary Popolty will miss you

-Holly

LIKE RACqunBALL!

LooUng for partners a couple of days a

week. I'm al intermediate level but am
always looking for a challenge. Call

evenings: Alisa 256-6695

RIDE WANTED

To/From Vassar College / Poughkeepsie

NY. area this weekend (9/6-9/8). Will pay

expenses. Please call asap. Linda 546-5319

SERVICES

f

Need a pregnaricy lest, information or

support? Call for free and confidential

services. ALTERNATIVES 245 Main Street

Northampton 586-3000 or GreenfieM 774-

6019.

WANTED

UMASS MENS LEAGUE- BOWLING
Tuesday nights 6pm lookirtg for more

bowlers - teams of four or individuals nHHt

be employed by UMass or related to

employee to qualify,

loin us for a fun filled season. Call Bob

Donaldson between 7am-3pm 545-31 30 Ed

Coodhind between 3pm-6pm 584-4830.
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Minuteinen look to make
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian SufF

For the first time in his six years at the

University of Massachusetts. Coach Jim
Reid does not have to answer questions

about jinx or losing streaks before his team
plays Delaware. This year he has to answer
the question whether the Mmutemen can

run their winning streak against the Fightin'

Blue Hens to two

"It's a little simpler to prepare for them
this year now that we don't have to answer
why we always lose to them," Reid said.

Last year's game against Delaware will

forever be remembered as the game which

Gary VVilkos broke a vertebra m his back.

Hi>v\ever. there was also a football game.

The UMass defense earned the team to its

first victory against Delaware (17-3) in 15

attempts The Minutemen defense held the

Hens to just 135 yards of total offense. The
feared Wing-T attack gained only 1 1 yards

on the ground and quarterback Bill

\'erganUno was sacked eight times.

Delaware brings to Amherst the same
famed Wing-T offense, an offense which

causes opposing defens«i mass confusion

and the improved version of Vergantino.

"It's an offense which creates great

blocking angles, a lot of misdirection plays

and plenty ofdeception.* Reid said. "You can

run out of a pass formation and pass out of

a run formation.'

Delaware opened the season last week
with a resounding 28-0 drubbing of West
Chester, a Division 11 school. Vergantino

missed the second half of the game with a

strained shoulder but is expected to start

tomorrow He rushed for 62 yards on eight

carries in the first halfand completed six of

eight passes for 64 yards and one touchdown.

"It really helps them that they've played

a game," Reid said. "They should be coming
in here with a great deal ofconfidence, their

kicking game is outstanding, their defense

is great and Bill [Vergantino] is a terrific

player." Ironically , the Minutemen recruited

Vergantino.

The Minutemen open the season with a

new quarterback, Tom Fasano, three new
offensive linemen and the return ofJerome
Bledsoe to the backfield.

Fasano is kmking forward to his oppor-

tunity to quarterback the Minutemen but

admits that come game time he will have a

few butterflies in his stomach.

Bledsoe is eager to start the season after

his year's absence from the field due to an
ankle injury. He is confident in Fasano's

ability to run the offense.

"We can't make mistakes on offense and
we have to create turnovers on defense,"

Reid said.

Fasano said, "It would be nice if the

defence could put » '•• "n the board every

week.'
UMassflankerKricrhimas who returned

a punt 61 yards for a touchdown last year

against Delaware has been limping at

practice for the past two weeks. He is ex-

pected to play tomorrow.

"We've got a lot of bumps and bruises,"

Reid said. "But that's to be expected at this

time of the year."

Football notes: The game will begin at

1:30 pm,andcanbeheard on WMUA, 91.1

FM. WSPR. 1270 AM and WTTT. 1430 AM.
Students wanting to attend the game

will be admitted with their student ID.

CoUafUa «• photo

University ofMassachusetts opens its 1991 campaign against Delaware

on Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at McGuirk Alumni Stadium.

Soccer teams face road tests in season openers
• Refh must overcome uncertcdniyy Vermont • Men set to battle St. Bonaventure^ Siena
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Season openers are always a time of

uncertainty for coaches. This year it's no

different for L'niversity of Massachusetts
women's soccer Coach Jim Rudy as he pre-

pares for Saturday's game at the University

of Vermont.
Rudy lost six starters to graduation, had

trouble recruiting due to a lack of scholar-

ship money, and was further hindered due
to a new NCAA rule banning pre-season

scrimmages.
"In my 20 years of coaching 1 have never

returned so few players." Rudy said. "It

would have been difficult to prepare for this

year anyway but without the scrimmages
it's like we are just flying into the season

blindly.

"We have a very mentally and physically

tough team. They worked hard in the off-

season and I expect them to be more ag-

gressive defensively and more physical than
last year's team." Rudy said.

The Reds, who finished 10-5-2 last sea-

son, are ranked No. 13 in the nation in the

NCAA pre-season poll. UVM is unranked
and is coming off of a 9-6-1 season.

Rudy is relyingon strong play from senior

forwards Tracey Arwood and Colleen
Millikens.

"^e don't have one dominant scorer on
this team," Rudy said. "We need to have an
all around attack from our forwards. They
work well together and hopefully they can

score some goals."

The defense is strong with the return of

first team All-New England Defenseman
Holly Hellmuth. Also expected to contribute

are Carrie Kaoeper and freshman Heidi

Kocher.

"Holly is a big part of our team, she has

always done well for us," Rudy said. "Heidi

is a freshman who should make an impact.

She is an attacking defenseman who will

play on Saturday."

In the net. Rudy is blessed with not one
but two outstanding players. Briana Scurry
and Skye Eddy should share the goaltending

duties this year. Scurry will start against

UVM since Eddy is suffering from a

quadracept injury.

"It's both a strength and a weakness to

have two good keepers." Rudy said. "It is

good to know that I can throw either player

in there and I will get a great performance

but it is tough emotionally on them."

Vermont is led by senior forwards Rachel

Bondy and Debbie Cook; both were 2nd
team all-New England selections in 1990.

Also important, for the Lady Catamounts is

goalie Joey Fritz.

"We rely on Fritz a lot but she usually

comes up strong." said UVM coach John
Carter. "We lost a couple of seniors and we
should be a very different team from last

year. I am not sure how good we are because

ofthe scrimmage situation but hopefully we
will play an all around sound game."

•Vermont always plays well against us,

they are very tough to beat," Rudy said. *^e
lost 1-0 two years ago in Burlington and I

expect them to be just as tough this year."

UMass won last years game 2-0 in

Amherst.

"IUVM] was just a few goals away from

being 12-4 last year, they are a good team."

Rudy said. "Fritz always plays us tough and
their forwards are very strong. This game
won't be easy but we are a team that isn't

easy to beat."

"We are going to have to play on the top

of our game to beat UMass," Carter said.

'They lost a lot to graduation but they still

are very strong. However, because of the no
scrimmage rule I don't know how good we
are nor how good they are."

The uncertainty will end on Saturday.

By CHRIS MIRACLE
Collegian SUff

The University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team kicks off its season with back to

back games this weekend against St.

Bonaventure and Siena.

Tomorrow, the Minutemen travel to

McGraw-Jennings Field in St. Bonaventure,

N.Y. for their first Atlantic- 10 Conference

showdown with the Bonnies at 1 p.m.

Finishing with a disappointing 1-16

overall record last year (0-8 in the A-10), the

Bonnies can only go upward.

"I really believe team intensity will be a

strength for us this year," Bonnies Coach

George Perry III said. "Well need better

collective defense and more patience on of-

fense."

One area of improvement, according to

Perry, is at midfield. The Bonnie middle

men include freshman Justin Bigham and

junior transfers Mark Tucci and Aaron
Zandy. Zandy transferred from UMass and
was eligible to play this season for the

Bonnies since this is the last soccer season

at UMass. He was second in assists for the

Minutemen last year.

"^e should have players who wt only

can win the ball back but maintain posses-

sion and make the right decisions when to

go to forward," Perry said. "When we attack,

we'll attack with eight or nine players as

opposed to one or two in the past."

Among the 17 returning players for the

Bonnies, two are the leading goal scorers

from last year. Phil Gombatto, a junior

defenseman had three goals and one assist

while forward Dan Gilhooly had two goals

and four assists. These totals are not that

staggering due to the fact the Bonnies only

scored 1 1 goals in their 17 games last year.

Weak at the goalie position, the Bonnies

look to rely on their defense. Rob F'erguson

and Chris Leardini lead that core, while

junior Chris Koons faces a tough job in net.

Koons played in nine games last seaso

in which he came out with an 0-4 record and

a 3.30 goals against average.

"St.Bonaventure has really improved

from last season," said UMass coach Sam
Koch. "It is both teams' first game and

they're gonna' battle."

In goal for the Minutemen will be senior

John Gruber who was competing with Mark
Wolf and Jonathan Roche to retain the

starting job.

Leading the offense for the Minutemen
will be Randy Jacobs, Ray Cunha, and Brett

Anthony. Jacobs led the Minutemen in scor-

ing last season with 12 points (four goals,

four assists).

Afler opening with the Bonnies, the Min-

utemen continue their road trip at Siena.

UMass' first five games are on the road and

they don't play at home until September 2 1

.

The Saints, like the Bonnies, are hoping

to make this season a winning one. They

finished 5-12 last year and 4-4 in the Metro

Atlantic Athletic Conference.

UMass and Siena shared one common
opponent last season, that being Fairfield

University. The Minutemen defeated

Fairfield 6-1, while the Saints lost 3-2.

"Two games back to back is tough," Koch

said. "It will be tough to keep the work rate

up. I'm not sure what our game plan will be

since I've never seen Siena or St.

Bonaventure play.

"It would be nice to kick someone else

besides ourselves," he said.

Water polo set for dual in the water at Army
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Correspondent

The University ofMassachusetts water polo team travels

to West Point, New York this weekend to defend its

championship in the Army Invitational Tournament. The

defending champions have been seeded No. 1.

Head Coach Russ Yarworth fields a team that is "young

but experienced," and while the starters have already been

selected he wants to "experiment with a few things."

There are four seniors and seven juniors returning from

last year's 16-9 squad and Yarworth praises this team's

chemistry.

"The kids are focused and motivated," he said. 'The goal

is to get good experience and ifwe can come away with a win

(for the championship), that would be great. But I want to

come away with the experience. I think that will take us

where we want to go later in the season."

Yarworth has been putting the team through three-a-

day practices since August 25, but says that even though the

team may be a little tired from such a grueling schedule,

"they know what is expected of them."
There are no serious injuries to speak of, however,

freshman Javier Gonzalez will miss the tournament because

he is participating in the Junior World Championships in

his native country Puerto Rico. Gonzalez is due to arrive on

campus Monday. The strongest teams at "The Point" this

weekend will be arch rivals lona and Boston College, Dayton,

and host Army. Also included are Queens, Saint Francis,
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Azerbaijan conducts free elections
Baltic states celebrate,

while ethnic disputes

erupt in Georgia

MOSCOW (AP)— The southern republic

of Azerbijan held its first popular presiden-

tial election yesterday, and its current leader,

a Communist, was headed for victory as the

only candidate on the ballot.

About 50,000 people brought their blank
ballots to Freedom Square in Baku, the

capitol, to protest the alleged vote fraud, the

independent Turan news agency said.

Despite the allegations and a call for a
boycott by an opposition group, turnout was
heavy and President Ayaz Mutalibov was
expected to win easily, news agencies re-

ported.

Mutalibov. leader of the republic since

1990, called the election in June, months
before an Aug. 18-21 hard-line coup in

Moscow led to the disintegration ofthe party
and central control.

Zardusht Arlizadek. an opposition figure

from the Social Democratic party, withdrew
his candidacy last week to protest what the

Popular Front had termed "undemocratic
elections."

The separated Popular Front of
Azerbaijah has been calling for the elections

to be postponed, apparently because the

opposition had not been able to organize.

The Muslim republics ofthe Soviet Union
traditionally have been the most supportive
of Kremlin policies and the last to adopt the
democratic principles that other republics

have embraced.

Elsewhere in the fragmenting Soviet

Union, an unspecified number of people

were killed in ethnic violence in the South
Ossetia region of the republic of Georgia,

the Tass news agency reported Sunday.
In the Baltics, tens ofthousands ofpeople

celebrated their new independence in rallies

in IJthuania and Estonia. Also in Lithuania.

APptMMO

LOOKING GREAT AND MIGHTY — Three men in character as
prominent Soviet leaders from left Joseph Stalin, Leonid Brezhnev
and Vladimir Lenin perform a '^freedom song" during a song festival in
Tallinn, Estonia Sunday.

a convoy of Soviet vehicles left the capitol,

Vilnius.

Citing alleged voting irregularities, the

Popular Front of Azerbaijan said election

observers were not allowed in some polling

stations and that officials handed out mul-
tiple ballots to some voters so they could
vote on behalf of their families, Turan re-

ported.

In one-candidate elections, voters can
approve or reject the candidate.

Such elections were a hallmark of Soviet

politics before the President Mikhail
Gorbachev took power in 1985. but have
been rare in recent years under his demo-
cratic reforms.

Scarce goods such as sugar, sausage,

candy and cookies were put on sale at poll-

ing places to attract voters, the Popular

Front alleged.

Election officials said 78.7 percent of the

eligible voters had cast ballots by late after-

noon, according to the Tass news agency.

Mutalibov, 53, is an economist and tech-

nocrat who rose through the Communist
Party ranks to head the republic.

Following the failed ooop, Mutalibov re-

mained a party member but quit as its

leader and seized party properties.

Azerbaijan also joined other republics in

declaring independence from the Kremlin.

Despite the republic's declaration, the

Kremlin supports Mutalibov because he does
not demand complete independence for the
predominantly Muslim republic, Vagif
Samedoglu, a member ofthe People's Front,

told the rally in Freedom Square. His re-

marks were reported by Turan.
The republic of 7 million is also engaged

in an ethnic conflict with the mainlv Chris-

tian neighboring republic of Armenia. The
dispute centers on Nagorno-Karabakh, a

mainly Armenian enclave that Azerbaijan

controls.

in the region of South Ossetia, north of the

capitol, lljilisi, Tass said.

The news agency said several Georgians

and South Ossetians were killed.

Needs ofSoviets
crucial in transition

towards democracy

JASON GEORGE
Collegian SUff

Although the Soviet Union's transition

toward democracy is racing forward, the

needs of the Soviet people must be met for

democracy to last, said a University ofMas-
sachusetts Soviet expert.

Prof. Robert Jones, chairman of the his-

tory department and a specialist in Soviet

political and economic history, said demo-
cratic forces must find a solution to the

current economic problems to avoid a

See Related Story, Page 3

repitition of the past.

The Communist regime got into trouble

because it couldn't meet people's needs and
aspirations,* Jones said. "Ifdemocracy fails

to solve the problems and the problons get

worse, then democracy itselfmay be seen as

a problem."

Jones said a similar pattern arose in the

summer and fall of 1917 during the Russian
Revolution. The Czar had been overthrown

in February of that year, and when people

were unable to obtain what they needed, the

Bolsheviks were allowed an opportunity to

come to power, he said.

Jones, former head of the Soviet/East

Eurooean Studies oroeram. said that aid to

the Soviet Union from the United States

and other western nations is largely de-

pendent on the resources available to those

nations.

There are two possible types of aid,"

Jones said. The first type is short-term

emergency relief to avoid something like a

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

UMass drops opener to Fightin* Blue Hens
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Coach Jim Reid knew that

in order to beat Delaware on opening day, his team had to

be able to run the ball effectively and keep the Delaware
offense off the field. They did neither.

The Fightin' Blue Hens stormed into Warren McGuirk
Alumni Stadium Saturday afternoon. Fresh offa resounding
28-0 win over West Chester the week before, they rushed for

263 yards, held UMass to just 105 yards on the ground and
walked off the field with their second win ofthe season, 24-7.

Reid yanked starting quarterback Tom Fasano who
completed seven of 15 passes for 77 yards, threw two inter-

ceptions emd carried 10 times for 41 yards after the third

quarter. His replacement Paul Tomatore (9-14, 170 yards,

one touchdown and one interception) did something that

Fasano was unable to do; march the team into the end zone.

Tomatore was really exciting down the end," Reid said.

"I felt good that we were moving the ball, we just couldn't

finish off drives."

With 8:36 remaining in the game and the Minutemen

trailing 17-0, Tomatore capped a six-play, 69-yard drive

with a touchdown pass to Lamar Newsome ( five catches for

97 yards and a touchdown) who was behind two Delaware

defenders in the comer of the end zone.

The UMass defense promptly stopped Delaware but

punter Gene Vadas (six punts, 47.5 yards per punt) boomed
a kick into the endzone, forcing the Minutemen to start at

their own 20 yard line with 6:30 to play.

Tomatore hit Jerome Bledsoe (five catches for 84 yards)

over the middle for nine yards to open the drive. On the next

play, he shoveled a pass to Bledsoe who sprinted 44 yards

down field. It looked as ifBledsoe might break away and run

it into the end zone for the second UMass touchdown, but he

was caught by four Delaware defenders.

Now at the Delaware 27-yard line, Tomatore looped a

pass that was picked off by Warren Mclntire who ran 64

yards for a touchdown to seal the Delaware victory. It was
Mclntire's third interception of the game, tying a school

record.

"It was a bad throw," Tomatore said. They came with a

blitz, I should have taken the sack."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 9

Collegian photo by Jody Gabin

CHICKEN! — The Minutemen in their duel

over the Fightin' Blue Hens on Saturday.

INSroE:

Page 3:

Political Science and history professors comment

on the changes facing the Soviet Union.

Page 5:

Jared Blaut voices his concern over the uncaring

nature ofthe University and thepeople in it.

Page 12:

The men 's and women s soccer teams bring home

the bacon - and some respective victories.

Weather Watch

It's hurricane season!!

Shopping center leaves students hungry
BROOKE WHEELER
Collegian Correspondent

The shopping center is as deeply rooted in the tradition

ofAmerican life as the station wagon. The early years are

spent in the cart, fat baby legs dangling, a plastic flap under

our diapered behinds. We evolve quickly, the "skirt-clinging

years" giving way to gradual independence.

And now — the last shopping trip with parents for

college. And sometimes a trauma indeed.

"The first thing I felt when I walked into Stop 'n Shop
withmy parents lastyearwas panic ," remembers sophomore
apparel marketing m^jor Meredith Kelly. "I realized there

would be no more leaving shopping lists in the kitchen in the

morning to find the pantry full when I got home from

school."

Freshman student Allison Grady fought the urge to "buy

everything in sight — just in case. I guess I didn't want to

think that I'd soon have to be supporting myself out here. I

wanted to spend as much ofmy parent's money as I could

before they left so I'd be spending less ofmy own."

Indeed, students begin to realize self-sufficiency as the

goal in their new lives. They think ofthe dorm as their own
little apartment and want to outfit it as such.

Richard Raftery, assistant manager of Price Chopper,

says the biggest sales — besides food — are in cleaning

supplies.

He said appliance sales follow close behind in volume.

Coffee makers, toasters and hot pots are standards, but

with the advent ofthe miraculous MicroFridge, a one-piece

microwave, refrigerator and full-size freezer, more students

in the residence halls are cooking for themselves.

Raflery notes frozen, microwaveable foods are becoming

as popular as the traditional spaghetti and mac & cheese.

To assist students in their shopping. Price Chopper
circulated a coupon flyer with a checklist ofimportant items

on the back. Some ofthe coupons include savings on notebooks,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Monday, Sept. 9

Tour — University library tours will leave from the

entrance lobby at 10:30 a.m. 1:30 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. — no
appointment is necessary.

Rosh Hashana Seri'ices — Services held 10 a.m. and 7

p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

First Day of Rosh Hashana — Services and Shofar
blowing at 10 a.m. at the Chabad House on N. Hadley Road.

Class — Openings are available for Jourtialism 300
through the Continuing Education division. Today is the

last day. For more information, call 5-0530.

Tuesday. Sept. 10

Tour — University library tours will leave from the

entrance lobby at 10:30 a.m.. 1:30 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. —no
appointment is necessary.

Rosh Hashana Services— Services held at 10 a.m. in the
Student Union Ballroom.

Second Day of Rosh Hashana — Services and Shofar
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TIAA-CREF Supplemental Retirement
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to save extra money for their retirement

years. Through tax-deferred savings,
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extra.s that will make your retirement truly

enjoyable. They will supplement your

basic pension and Social Security in retire-

ment, and they offer real benefits now:

• The benefits of tax deferral.

• A broad range of allocation choices.

• NO sales charges.

• Among the lowest expenses in the

insurance and mutual fund industries.*

• A variety of ways to receive income,

including lifetime retirement income,

payments over a fixed period, or as cash.

TIAA-CREF CAN HELP MAKE
YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE.

With the help of TIAACRKF, retirement

can be your chance to look after yourself

the way you've always wanted. After all,

nobody deserves it more.
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blowing at 10 a.m. at the Chabad House on N. Hadley Road.

Recruitment Meeting— The Arts Extension Service Di-

vision ofContinuing Education will be holding a meeting for

those interested in Fall Internships in Arts Management
from 4 to 5 p.m. in 604 Goodell Building

Radio Broadcast — Join the Peer Sex Educators of

UMass for Sex in Stereo from 6 to 7 p.m. onWMUA 91.1 fm.

Call545-FM91.

Wednesday, Sept. 1

1

Auditions — The House of Blue Leaves from 7 - 10 p.m.

in room 02 in the UMass Fine Arts Center.

Auditions — Runaways from 7-10 p.m. in room 08 in the

UMass Fine Arts Center.

Auditions — Romeo and Juliet from 7-11 p.m. in room
204 in the UMass Fine Arts Center.

^

Arc you a cartooni&t? WouW you like to qet your wort

printed in the Collegian? Come down and see Marc. Thanksl

)

The Index

Yearbook

Nev/ Staff MeefingI

tonig^ht
7:00 PM in room 162,

Campus Center

No experience Photo, copy and

necessary, we layout positions

will train you. available.

If you arc unaNc to attend please call S4S-0848.

YOU WILL GET THE MONEY YOU NEED
New Breakthrough Technique

Recently Disco\'ered

.New .Money Sourc e Include:

*An InicrnaUonal Bank
*An iniernational Mongage Club

.An Internatlon Bank That Makes Loans
Qttier Banks Are Afraid To Make

Send S3 postage and handling to:

Malcolm Scott in

29 Beaudry Street

Indian Orchard. MA 1 1 5 1 -o 1 73
(4 1 3) 543-3023

UMaee Kac(\uetba\\
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We Want

You

To 3e a Part!!

Come to our open house

anytime between 7-9pm.^
Date: September 10, 1991

Where: Room 305, Campus Center

All university men & women welcome

-compete with other schools

across the country

-All skill levels welcome
For more info, call Bob 546-2077
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WAIT THATS NOT A BASKETBALL — Bill Johnson, a (sociology
migor, dunks down at the Southwest horseshoe.

Autumn add-drop less of a mess
according to Registrar's office
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian SUfT

Students generally encountered shorter

add-drop lines this year than in previous

jreara, according to preliminary flgures from

the Registrar's Office.

"It appears there were fewer course

changes this semester than in the past,*

said Karin Sherbin. the University spokes-

person.

About 18,000 add-drop forms were
handed out to students needing to add
courses to their schedule or drop uneooeasary

ones. Sherbin said.

English Department chairperson Robert

Bagg said his department's line was fast-

moving, efficient and "much, much better"

than in years past.

He was imsure if the improvement was
due to students preregistering "more sensi-

bly' or the declimng undergraduate enroU-

ment
nt improved considerably. The heavy

crowd that we usually get disappeared by

11:30 a.m.' said Ernest Gallo. the schedul-

ing officer for the English department.

He said in past years students were still

waiting to sign up for their English courses

in the late afternoon.

The psychology scheduling officer,Joanne
Daughdrill, said this semester the add-drop

lines "moved rather quickly.' Last semes-

ter, three students who had spent the entire

night camping out in Tobin Hall to add
badly-needed classes fainted, she said.

She said no similiar incidents happened
this year.

Daughdrill said some of the improve-

ment may have been due to the phone pre-

registration and add-drop system that the

University is testing.

Third World
Position

Compiled from staff reports

The staff of the Collegian's Third

World Affairs page had nothing to do

with the controversial flyers recently

posted on campus, said TWA Editor

Madanmohan Rao in a statement last

week.
Regarding the flyer mentioned in

the story "Posted flyers outrage cam-
pus community" (Collegian, Sept. 6),

Rao said, "Our stafThad no knowledge
ofor participation in this flyer. Simply,

we had nothing to do with it."

Rao said the most disturbing thing

was the reaction ofvarious institutions
and elements on campus, which have
sought to use the incident to discredit

the page and its staff.

"There is a clear pattern ofinstitu-

tional behavior that is hostile to our

efforts and tries to undermine them
by exploiting every opportunity,

however far-fetched," he said.

Rao concluded by 8a3ring their re-

sponse to this incidentmustbe viewed
in this context, and is without a doubt

a part of this unfortimate pattern of

unreasonable hostility.

Jones
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

famine — this is a band-aid."

"^ore significant is the type to help in-

vestment." Jones said. "This is less likely, as

it would depend on the people of the former

Soviet Union getting their act together about

what the money would be used for.*

The first type of aid would require sur-

plus food, somethingwhich is more abundant
in the West than surplus dollars,Jones said.

The most recent plan Soviet officials have

embraced is the idea of an economic union

similar to that ofthe European Community.

"Something like that is necessary in the

short run," Jones said. "Those economies

have been so integrated for so long that

some type ofeconomic cooperation is neces-

sary.

"The Soviet Union was a strange and
inefficient common market, but it was a

common market," Jones said.

Although it is impossible to predict over-

all trends among all the former Soviet re-

publics, many smaller republics maintain

bitterness about whatJones called "Russian

imperialism", which may increase regional

and ethnic tensions in the near future.

Faculty follows
Soviet changes
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian StafT

As each passingday renders the previous
day's changes in the Soviet Union obsolete,

faculty at the University of Massachusetts
attempt to find ways to keep pace with the
flow of events.

The historic wave of change has been
particularly relevant to the Soviet/East Eu-
ropean Studies department at UMass. This
department is an interdisciplinary m^jor
program drawing from courses in Slavic

languages and literature, history, political

science, anthropology and economics, said

department head Robert Rothstein.

Rothstein, a professor ofSlavic languages,
said he keeps in touch with faculty members
at Warsaw University via electronic mail to

chart events.

"We all keep up in various ways,"
Rothstein said. "(Through electronic mail] I

can come intoclaiM and give cqpies ofresults

of public opinion polls, information about
current legislation, or the latest statement
by Lech Walesa.'

Robert Jones, chairman of the history

department and former head of Soviet

Studies, said he "does what nearly everyone
else does, except more intensely.

"I watch CNN every day. read the New
York Times, or call friends in the USSR.'
Jones said.

Jones will be leading a group of 15 to 25
faculty, alumni and students on an armual
trip to Moscow. Kiev, and Leningrad. He
said while the last two years have been
times ofextreme historical change, this year
will probably be more important historically

than any other year he has traveled there.

Rothstein, who teaches fourth-year Rus-

sian, said the last few years have brought
about an increased interest in the study of

Russian language among UMass students.

"More students have been continuing
study in Russian on to the advanced level,'

Rothstein said. "Before, students wuuld more
oftenjuat take the first or second yearjust to

fill a language requirement.*

"Also, more students are going to sum-
mer programs and exchanges there,*

Rothstein said.

Earlier this month, 13 UMass students

embarked on a semester-long exchange trip

to Leningrad State Technical Institute.

Keeping up with rapid changes has been
made more difficult by continued budget
cuts, which deplete the faculty and resources

available for Soviet studies, Rothstein said.

"As people retire or take jobs elsewhere,

it's hard to replace them," Rothstein said.

He said the Slavic department lost one fac-

ulty member last December and the half-

time position of area studies coordinator

was eliminated last spring.

shopping
CONTINUED FROM PAGE I

pens, mops, bulk foods and potato chips.

There is even one coupon for a free loafof

bread when you buy a jar of peanut but-

ter.

Once students get past the last shop-

ping trip, they develop certain survival

skills needed to sustain themselves, says

college veteran shoppers. Pragmatism,

list-writing, bargain hunting — these

are all skills needed by the post-parental

shopper.

For Daniel Sarti, a UMass junior and

economics major living in an apartment

off-campus, self-sufficiency shopping

largely includes spaghetti. He has sim-

plified his visits to the store by simpUfy-

ing his needs.

"Bread , milk, spaghetti , soup,' he said.

"But no coupons."

Chad Sulkala, a senior journalism

major, has adapted to off-campus life by

realizing certain priorities in his shop-

ping list.

The thing I definitely fear running

out of most is coffee," he said.

Other items high up on the Ust are

tortilla chips and salsa, Pringles, and 10-

K drink, he said. He also had 2 lbs. of

sugar in his cart.

Aside from shopping to sustain them-

selves, for students the neighborhood

supermarket also seems to occasionally

serve as a recreational place. Most of the

students interviewed admitted to at least

one or two rides around the store in a

cart.

Brenda Basile has worked at Price

Chopper for six years and has witnessed

quite a few of these little joy rides.

"It always seems to be the big football-

player types who do it. It's pretty strange

to see these big guys wheeling around in

a little cart," she said.

ManagerofStop 'n Shop Chuck Kinney

said "once in awhile you get some stu-

dents with a little more 'enthusiasm'

than you'd like to see, but that's possible

anywhere."

UMassfreshman engineering student
and Stop 'n Shop employee Joseph

Maldonadlo said he has seen students

goofing around a lot, even in his short

time here. He has also witnessed first-

hand some of the in-store chaos of par-

ents and students on that last shopping

trip, but has yet to experience it himself

'I figure ni eat mostly at the DC.
said.

he

The prices may go up, but the cycle

continues for coming of age in the super-

market.

CoUcfian photo by Carrie Wycth

SHOPPING — Journalism
msgor Chad Sulkala does a little

comparison shopping at Stop *n

Shop.
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women's tennis
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

expected his team to play to the best oftheir

ability under the circumstances.

After the disappointing outing he added,

"We played hard and should have come up
with something, but sometimes things just

don't go your way. I think we're evenly

matched when at full strength, but they are

certainlv a confident and consistent team.

Ed has done a heck of a job."

Clearly, Coach Gentzler has a strong

commitment and dedication to his team as

he demonstrates by his encouragement,
patient coaching, and even taking a 90
percent cut in pay. It is this dedication that

makes his players try a httle harder and
hustle a little more.

At the end of the grueling day, a bit

sunburnt but still beaming Coach Crt'ntzler

stated, "We were hittng the ball hard and

our team was mentally prepared. We're

older, more experienced, and everybody came

through for us today. This was certainly a

team effort and I'm really proud ofray girls."

Cohesion, that's what it's all about.

—JMHUflft
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Engineering saident?

Smart.

Math or science

major? Also smart.

On tests, you probably

run equations over agaiii to

make sure they're right. Sc^

you're working harder.

You don't have to do it

anymore. Not when you

use the Tl-68 Advanced

Scientific or Tl-81 Graphics

Calculator, with their last

equation replay feature

and so many other sman

functions.

We've spent years with

students like you and edu-

cators like your professors to

develop the TI-68 and the

Tl-81. That's why they're so

highly recommended.

For engineering students,

TTie TI-68 solves up to five

simultaneous equations,

provides complex number

functions and offers formula

pR^ramming. That's power.

And for math and science

applications, the

Tl'SIolifersthe

most compre-

hensive, yet easy-

to-use graphing

functioas with ex-

tensive program-

ming capabilities.

Try a TI-68 or

Tl-81 at your local

TI retailer today.

And start working

smarter, instead

of harder.

Texas
Instruments

YOU!

HEY
YOU!
HEY
YOU!

HEY
YOU!
Wanna know

where you can

pick up a copy

of the Co\\e^\ar\

in Noho?

Monday thru

Friday at theee

convenient

Northampton

locations:

Pearl Street

The Brewery

T.J.'6

Thornes

3art'e

Price Chopper

Fop'e l'\o\uore

Orarr\p)/e

Sheehan's

Subway

Store 24

Taco Villa

don't format on

campus at

Smith:

Davis Center

Seelye Hall

Neilson Hall

College Hall

and "Hew" Hall

The Collegian in
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinion.s on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Editorial Policy
The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes and encourages columns, letters

and cartoons from UMass and the entire Five College area. The following

are some important guidelines to consider when submitting material to

the page:

The Editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters and columns for

grammar, clarity and length.

Submissions must bear the writer's name, local address and phone
number. This information is subject to verification.

Anonymous submissions will be printed at the editor's discretion.

Letters or columns written under a pseudonym will not be accepted.

All submissions must be typed and double spaced to be considered for

publication. Untyped material will not be considered for publication.

Letters should not exceed 50 typed, double spaced lines. Columns
should not exceed 70 typed, double spaced lines. Letters and columns of

unreasonable length will not be considered for publication.

Letters and columns written in response to a previously published letter

will not be printed. Responses to or criticisms ofcolumns or other Collegian

articles are restricted to letter form. Any exceptions to this guideline will

be determined solely by the editors.

The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted material. All

ffubmissions become property of the Collegian and will not be returned.

The opinions expressed on this page are those ofthe individual artist or

writer and do not necessarily reflect the views ofthe Collegian, it's staffor

the Editorial sUfif.

The Editorial desk is still looking for columnists. Stop by 113 Campus
Center or phone 545-3500 for details.

UMass is out to get me
Welcome one and all to my little world,

which is probably a lot like yours but with
more rabbits.

I'd like to jump naked right into today's

topic, which is "Nun Sacrifice." I don't sup-
port it, and you shouldn't either. I firmly

believe this.

Jared Blaut

I also firmly believe in a freshman's right

to be given appropriate directions and not

just be pointed in a completely random di-

rection. 'Walk about five miles this way.

You can't miss it" seems to be the habit with
upperclassmen and the faculty around here.

It didn't take me much time to discover

that the remnants ofwhat I'm sure was once
a thriving and helpful staff- the kind ofstafT

that was never too busy to get a cat out of a

tree or walk little Timmy to school but now
consists ofabout 20 people due to the finan-

cial genius of Michael Dukakis - thinks that

giving wrong directions to an innocent "first-

year student" is the funniest thing since the

bricks fell off the library, killing several

hundred people. Mostly "first-year students,"

I hear.

I spent several vain hours searching for a

Stupid Piece of Electronic Equipment (or

TAU). I went innocently from building to

building, fit>m one mocking staffmember to

another, only to discover that I couldn't get

the thing for another four days. But they

couldn't tell me that to begin with. No, that

might have made life easy for me, and God

knows they can't let that happen.

The individual staff members at UMass
communicate and coordinate with one an-

other about as well as the members of the

Soviet government. The only difference is

that in the Soviet Union, the food tastes

better.

Not everything I've run into at UMass so

far has been terrible, however. For instance,

that insanely long trek to and from Orchard
Hill and up six flights of stairs every day
that renders all of us who live there totally

lifeless and wanting nothing but a nice cool

drink to replenish the ten pounds of water

we just lost.

But when we get to the soda machine, we
discover that it has PMS and doesn't want to

accept quarters, hence leaving us all to die

in a pool of our own sweat, which will prob-

ably be very theraputic for us all in the long

run.

I wouldn't be the patient guy that I am
today if it wasn't for those wonderful 20

hour add-drop lines, which I waited in only

to find that every course I wanted was con-

veniently closed because the staff is evil . I'm

fully convinced that the education system in

the state of Massachusetts is run by the

devil, and the only way anybody keeps their

job is to promise their souls to him for all

eternity. (Please don't send me any letters

saying "Well how do you know that

Beelzebub isn't a woman? If anyone wants

to argue the gender of the source of all evil,

don't include me.)

Not that I'm bitter.

Jartd Blaut is a UMass student

Is it me, or are on-campus parties what they used to be?
I think I'm getting too old to have any fun.

I'm an alumnus of the Orchard Hill Residential Area —
Grajrson, to be more exact. The two years I spent in the

dormp were fun. to sav the least.

Fun is such an undescriptive word, though. The words
dizzying, wild, incomprehensible and uncontrollable are

much better — they capture the whole idea in every aspect

possible.

Gayle Long

We all know the time in the University is supposed to be

a learning experience— and for the staff it continues to be

one.

For example, they still are trying to learn how underaged
residents not only get alcohol, but manage to smuggle it into

their rooms along with the 40 or 50 people all armed with

keg cups that end up all over the floor and in the bathroom,

none ofwhich remember their names or where exactly they

are from.

You know, the first week craziness when everyone fights

about the Red Sox, the microfridge, and whether or not a

minor can actually be arrested for possession of alcohol.

Anyway, now that I have matured to the legal age and

live in an apartment in the auspicies of quiet living some-

where in the greater Amherst area, I have done what I

ahrays set out not to do.

Go to Southuvst.

I mean, why bother? I never had to leave my cluster for

a good party when I lived on campus, whv in hell would I

ever even consider the evil and debauchery as something
worthwhile?

I used to say with pride that I didn't have to go to a tower

to go to a party. But I bothered. Why?
Because one of my friends, a good Catholic girl from

Worcester— aJUNIOR— had decided to take a chance and
move into one of the ugliest buildings on campus — John
Qiiincy Adams.

It took a friend and I a while to figure out what building

it was— I had never even been there in the broad daylight.

It smelled like I thought it would. The smell of hairspray

and cheap cologne hung heavily in the air. The smell of

vomit and bad beer permeated my nostrils. Loud Motley

Crue and Van Halen clashed in the air above.

My friend answered our call on those wonderful help

phones— which you have to scream into when all the drunk
people are trying to figure out who is going to take them to

the package store or where the best fraternity is.

After she figured out what was going on. she came down
with some man from her floor who signed us in — she had
already signed in her limit.

The party was a party, with a large bucket filled with an

orange substance which looked like orange juice with urine

in it.

People were drunk, just like in Orchard Hill, Ontral,

Northeast and Sylvan. People were affectionate— ju»t like

when I lived on campus.
It was a pretty normal scene, even though some of the

people actuallyenjoyed being so sick they spent the majority

of their evenings worshipping the porcelin god.

The only problem was, 1 didn't enjoy it like I did when I

lived on campus. Why?
When I was a fi^shman, I loved this stuff. Going to the

D.C. with a hangover for Saturday brunch was cool.

But I lefl this spectacle with a bad taste in my mouth.

Maybe it was Alka-Seltzer — because I just felt old.

I get annoyed with drunk girls with Champion sweatshirts

and guys who continually ask you your name and what your

major is.

I get claustrophobic in a room where the number of

people exceed the number of breathable oxygen atoms.

I get disgusted in elevators where they put down card-

board on the weekends in case someone vomits on the trip

to the 20th floor.

Ifyou are angry with my column, do me a favor. Instead

of yelling about it and telling all of your friends what a

complete bitch I am — do me a favor:

Keep this column in your wallet and read it in two years

to see ifyou feel the same way. Ifyou've grown up, you will.

Ifyou don 't, get some help.

Gayle Long is a Collegian columnist

Pet lover asks students to think

before purchasing a furry friend

The start ofthe semester is a time ofnew

beginnings for many. Students come from

far and wide to study at the five colleges,

while making their home in the area. Unfor-

tunately, many feel it an appropriate time

to add to their family by adopting or pur-

chasing a pet.

While the time can be very special, an

important fact to recognize is that adding a

pet to one's life is a 10 to 15 year commit-

ment, not a semester or academic year expe-

rience.

The end of semester period finds many

animals abandoned and alone, especially at

the end of the spring semester. Typically

these dear animals are in the young adult

age bracket, having been cute kittens or

puppies the previous September. The ma-

jority of these former pets die within three

months, either from wandering, lack of nu-

trition and water or euthanasia.

The responsibilities of caring for a pet

include: financial ability to cover regular

vaccinations, examinations and the spay/

neuter procedure, possible emergency care,

food, litter for cats, licenses for dogs, sup-

plies including bowls, collars, etc., and pref-

erably some toys; time for exercise, groom-

ing feeding and affection.

Owning a pet requires lots of work, but

can be a rewarding experience for a decade

or more.

Please do not adopt, or purchase a pet

unless you can truly make that 10 year

commitment to the pet. That "fur person" is

counting on you. and is dependent on your

provision for its needs.

Victoria A. White
Sunderland

So?nebo4y 5aid a couple ofj^ears ago

Ihat it uws the *ervd of history:

"

Then vfhat is this ? .n Bufraic

6£PM^^^v is

RBUNITED...

UNITED SrATES
A/O LONGER
LEADER IN

GPCAT J^OPfS For

UNITED Ni\TJoNS.

GER^IANV,
j/^PA,M,GROW/A/6

V^;OftLD FOWfRS..

So\/isr ^f^^oN

BEcorAt^ RUSS/A..

•' BALV:AN/2AT70V

A 8i<^ issue

J. y^ already a Collegian columnist, or ifyou would like to he one, then 113 Campus Center is the place for you to bean Friday, September 15.

ThafH because we'll be meeting then to talk with columnists old and new about this semester at the Collegian, and what s planned for the Editorial page.

Keep an eye out for more information about this meeting as details are still being work out. Meanwhile we're still looking for submissions for the coming weeks.

Drop them off at 1 1.1 Campus Center, or dial 545-3500 for more details. Just do it...
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NOB • iirs
PERFECT

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND!

Starting Sunday Sept 8th at 1 2 noon

..and continues for 13 Qreat Days!

Sepl8-13fh Rm163C Scpl14-20th Rm 101 Lower Level

Ladies

Sleeveless

TOPS

Ladies & Mens

SHORTS

Reg. $15.00 & up Reg. $28.00-$36.00

Ladies & Mens

JEANS i PANTS
$1499
REQ. $29.00-$45.00

Ladies & Mens
Short & Long Sleeve

KNIT TOPS
$999

Reg. $20.00-$48.00

Ladies

SOCKS, EARINQS,

HAIR ACCESSORIES

U 99 or 3/^5
Reg. $5.00-$1B.00ea.

FIRST QUALITY & SLIQHT IRREQULARS

NOBODY'S
PERFECT

Not even the best known specialty y department stores

in the US They make mistakes too .That s when our

buyers take advantase and pass the savinss onto you'

Appearing Nona^ At:

UMass Campus Center
Save Big! From Sun 1 2-6pm,

Mon-Fri 8am-8pm, Sat 10am-6pm
Sept 8- 13 Room 163 C

Sept 1 4 - 20 Room 1 01 Lower Level

Masfcrcdrd, Visa, American Express, Checks and Cash Accepted

Arts & Living
Tony Vacca, Tim Moran
break music boundaries
By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian SUfT

On today's music scene, artists are
stretching the boundaries ofthe labels used
to describe their work. "Jazz' and "world"

music are perhaps undergoing the most
change, and helping to shed the problems of

inaccurate labels are Tony Vacca and Tim
Moran.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

WELCOME BACK
UMASS!

Si.

1^:

Tonv Vacca

and rim

IVloran ^ivc

iniiovativi'

pcrtoi'mancc

at the

Iron Horse

IMioto

Courtesy

Iron llorsc

B\}^^
ONV^^

V4.95

r:> BAfOOO

""sometimes smaller is better

and cheaper too!
Film Developing Sale

12 1.99

i./^nr 15 2.99u. •«;.«» 24 3.99

."^- ; iv.'^-'

TwktMt A Cal«r<M|

HrvSufi-Thurt4-lt(wl'"riS«« n JOjun-IOpoi (lowl Monda)

Econo Print • 1 each 3x5 36 - - - - 5.99
C41 nag only^..^

k.p^.ao...

otter good with thit coupon at

''S N. PtcMMNSL
AinhereAmherw ^'v^^IMorthMmiton

|

219 Main St.

^octtiMnpton

CONDENSED

PREP:

Nine Weeks Of
LSATPreparation
Injust 4 Weeks!

£
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD
358 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

549-5780

It's not too late to lake a prep course for the new LSAT exam on October 5th.

Stanley H. Kaplan has the perfect answer: our .special compact LSAT course.

This isn't a cut version. You receive the .same number of hours of live

instruction...same number of classes, conden.sed into the few remaining weeks

before the test. It's a last -chance course for those who still want the highest

po.ssible score on the LSAT

WIN UOOO! Taking the LSAT, GMAT ORE or MCAT again? The student whose

actual test score shows the greatest improvement over his or her previous score

wins $1000. No purchase necessary. Ask Kaplan for details.

This is the last-minuie chance you've been looking for!

To enroll, call your nearest Stanley H. Kaplan Center.

Or call toll-free: 549-5780

Course begins

SEPT. 10 & OCT. 8 in Amherst
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Vacca
CONIINUED FROM PAGE 7

Along with Foday Musa Suso, Moran and Vacca have

acwniplished the difficult task of becoming multi-instru-

mentalists. Tim Moran plays alu» and soprano sax, flute,

and a variety of percussion instruments.

Tony Vacca plays the balafon, which is a West African

originated xylophone, as well as snare drum, high hat.

talking drum, and a variety of gongs, bells and whistles.

Musa Suso's primary instrument is the dousnn'gouni, an

African "guitar", which is played in a manner similar to the

bass violin. It keeps time and provides a rhythmic founda-

tion which creates the basis for the improvisations ofVacca

and Moran.

Moran's phrasings on soprano sax highlighted the gig.

His soprano play seemed effortless. It was flute-like in its

bright and airy tone, and his ability to alternate between

legato and pizzicato phrasings was excellent.

Vacca 8 play on the balafon provided a drive to the feel of

the music, rising and falling in intensity.

TOI&Si ,(»m^ KMitmw. Kjuuro
MMASffliS » UFECTCLES » UFEROWER ' TREADMIll » GliAVIIRON

BiwfS)M]@ g BiwmsraoKj
Amherst
Athletic

Club

Karate
Health
& Fitness

460
West
Street

South
Amherst
256-0080

^^^^^^^^^^Open 7 days
On bus route
Aerobics daily

20% OFF College Supplies
(With this ad - except sale items)

WHALEN STATIONERS
Mam Street - Amherst Main Street - Ntorthamji^on

(next to Buffalo Bill's) (next to Benenon)

"Serving Students Since 1958"
coupon expires September 14. i99i

CONGRATULATIONS
to all 1991 - 1992 members of

Mortar Board National Honor Society

.Slclisd Cdnli Marie Graham Paul .Mulligan

Ltsj Camibino Su7>' Herring Marc RaimcKvli

Tncia Carroll lames Keck Carta Ranharvl

/\nn Dacev Mewdilh Levin lennifer Shea

Lnc Kwald Ivnnifcr Martin Encj Thompson

DavKl Forrester Sharon Mehlman Natalie Walther

Advtsor. Eileen Stuart. Assistant Dean of Students

'iS§d'I,

i i i

wmm
W 1 N N E R S'

AT H LE T 1 C

Tuition cost is up, a^W^i^r^''
but membership cost

at

Winners Athletic Club
is down!

Semester Specials for Students Onlyl

Nautilus • $119

(includes Aerobics)

Racquetball • $119

(includes court time)

Tennis • $119

(plus court time)

Ail Club Membership •$189
««, (includes all of the above)

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

ARMY Rtvrt^

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS ON THESE
DOORS FIRST.

Why'' B' raiisr Army HOTC hrlps V"'i H"vp|op
r'.if^'i'o'oni /tni |<MH<.(ship sitills BuiHc yoiii spII

/' iMi mako"! you a drsitable candidaip

..-I
.
''• -mill your itinioi v - ' •

sink Willi It , ,<• what illakr..;!'

whttnyoy?' , ^nd '>nrr» yoti qi-t '

ARMYROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

'Test Drive" Army ROTC this semester.

There will be an ROTCrepresentative on the
Campus Center Concours from 9-2 daily,

or contact CPT Richard S. Tracey
Department of Military Science

545-2321/2322

l)I\ISI()\ Oh C()\TI\ll\(. h 1)1 t AT I OS

When

opportunity

knocks,

open

the door!

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Fall

1991

You'll finci over 200 opportunities kncx:king on

your dfxir this fall. Both credit courses and
noncredit workshops can open dcx)rs for you -

helping you advance in your career plans,

upgrading your skills, or improving your

personal life.

Late register for Continuing Education evening

classes and UMass day classes through

September 17.

For more information, rontart the Division of

Continninfi Education, (ioodell liuildinfi, or call

5 15-2 tit.

DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
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football
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

ReJd said, "That interception was not his

fault, the receiver went the wrong way."
Delaware scored on three straight pos-

sessions in the first half to go ahead 17-0 at

halflime.

Mark Drozic put Delaware on the board
when he connected on a 25-yard field goal in

the first quarter. The field goal was set up by
UMass punter Jim Maguire's 15-yard punt
that gave Delaware great field position at

the UMass 20. Maguire's first punt was only

17 yards and he was eventually replaced by

Mike George.

Delaware running back Lanue Johnson

( 15-72 yds) put the Hens ahead 10-0 when
he scampered 29 yards untouched into the

endzone.

Fasano's first interception set up
Delaware's second touchdown. Marcus Lewis
fumbled quarterback Bill Vergantino's ini-

tial pitch, but the ball bounced right back

into his hands and he proceeded to run 30

yards untouched for six points to make it 1 7-

0.

"I'm not sure we were as reckless and
tough in the first half as we were in the

second," Reid said.

Vergantino rushed for 55 yards and threw
for 97 as he ran the Wing-T offense just like

Coach Tubby Raymond wanted him to.

"Bill made some big plays on offense and

our defense played an exceptional game,"

Rajmiond said.

The Minutemen racked up 352 yards of

total offense, 247 via the air, while Delaware

amassed 360 yards.

"What surprised me the most was all the

big plays they had against our defense."

Reid said.

UMass linebacker Mario Perry left the

game in the first halfwith a sprained ankle.

He did not return and his status for next

week'sgame against Holy Cross is unknown.

Tennis downs Holyoke
By LILLIAN K. LEGGIO
Collegian Correspondent

Cohesion. A word that simply means
"sticking together." Perhaps a picture ofthe

UMau women's tennis team should ac-

company the definition.

Team cohesion was never more obvious

thanon Saturday as the Minutewomen were

preparing to face Mount Holyoke. It wasn't

just in the comraderie that came from raising

the $5,000 they needed to fund their own
season It was in the way they laboriously

policed the area around the tennis court and

the reverent way they listened to coach

Edwin Gentzler's pre-match pep talk.

The Minutewomen certainly heeded

coach Gentzler words as they dominated

Mount Holyoke in all nine matches en route

to a 9-0 demoralization. In a pairing of No.

I's, senior Shizuko Yamasaki got a hard

earned win against the more aggressive

Wong and Jennifer Howe. Stacy Scheckner

and Pam Levine got a victory over Wanda
McNeely and Gretchen Conrad

The teams also played three exhibition

matches which UMass swept. In singles

play. Sarah Nadolny and Kelly Grim both

disposed of their opponent by the score of 6-

0, 6-0. Doubles play saw Bethan Thompson

and Leslie Watts defeat Lishenn Tan and

SUcy Derdorian 6-2. 6-2.

The Mount Holyoke team was hindered

by injuries that kept three players sidelined.

Mount Holyoke coach Phillip Ritchie said he

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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SHOW AND SALE ?^

Iceorgia OKeefe, Art Deco. Art Nouveau, Renoir, Travel Posters, Fantasy. Dance°

DONT MISS THIS!!!
LEATHER GOODS
Save 50-70% off

Book Bags

Travel Bags

Portfolios

Wallets

Back Packs

Briefcases

Handbags
Plus much

morel

Dates: Monday, September 9-FrJday, Sept. 13

Location: C. C. Concourse
Sponsored by UMASS Baseball

BRING YOUR WORLD

TO LIFE

AT

THE PERFORMING ARTS

DIVISION

MUSIC, THEATER, DANCE & >S,,

MULTI-CULTURAL ARTS r^k^f

Private and Group Instruction

for Adults and Children

Classes Start: September 16

Walk-In Registration: August 26-September 13

Contact P.A.D. in Old Chapel • 545-0519

Sky's the Limit!

^̂-^
A

^^
wMy

^*^i

SORORITY RUSHl
Orientation Sept. 1 5:45pm

Campus Center rm 1009

Sponsored by Panhellenic Council
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU
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Special commuter lanes
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By BILL WATTERSON

TANGELO PIE ByTIMSNIFFEN
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THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By SHADOW

Quote of the Day
"You know, sometimes I feel like

my mother."

-- Overheard

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE
ACROSS
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UNDER 21 By KRIS K. EARLE

NAME THE AVERAGE STUDENT

COURSE
ASTR 174

BALLOONING 100

COSMETICS 302

GOUT 147

LOGY 729.6

Awi /'

MEETING
OVERSUBSCRIBED
CANCELLED
YOU CAN'T HAVE THIS
DREAM ON _
Teacher dcd in boat crash

GO TO HELL

Y.O.G. : ?1998?

CREDITS
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Not
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DOt^UT

1

Course open to first 7oo Pmpi,
, ^

Then we'll amj even more

EXTREMELY part time STUDENT (*-- ""^^ ^ f-^ r ')
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Menu

Sorry, menu not

available. Call 5-2626.

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIEScMarch 21-Apnl 19)

Competing with your fnenda is not

the way to go Adopt a more open

approach to new people and situa-

tiona A child require* special atten-

tion. A romance may have its stormy

moments
TAURUS* April 20-May 20 >:

Yourefforta are rewarded in a unique

way You eiyoy the many accolades

you receive. Follow orders to the

letter Share the limelight with loved

ones. An older person feels romantic

about you.

GEMINKMay 21-June 20) Be

more practical about work or family

problems You have idea* that need

exploring; give them top priority A
young person will be very impressed

by your accomplishmenta. Share

your expertise.

CANCKRtJunc 21-July 22):

Contact an influential person if you

need 'inside" information about

competitors Good timing is the key

to your success. You make an excel-

lent first impression.

LEO(July 23-Aug 22 1. Someone

will keep a financial promise, en-

abling you to launch a pet project

Public relations or advertising aids

your cause. Romance could keep you

guessing. Do not become impatient.

MRGO<Aug. 23-Sept, 22) A ro-

mance relationship could be headed

for a showdown Resist the tempta-

tion tochangejobs, you will get better

benefit* by staying put Relax with a

favorite video or good book tonight.

UBRAfSept. 23-Oct 22 » Far-

ranging ventures will produce bet-

ter returns than limited ones Anew
acquaintance makes a huge impact

on you. A member ofthe opposite sex

who IS jealous could cauae cmbar-

raaament Stav calm

SCORPIOiOct 23-Nov. 21 : A
surprise visitor or unexpected news

adds excitement to your day A par-

ent or employer provides new per-

sonal rewards. Your self-confidence

IS at an Bll-timi' high.

SAGITTARIUS* Nov. 22-Dec.

21): Plan your work more carefully.

Postpone making any large pur-

chases until you have improved your

credit rating. A scholarship or grant

will come through for a worthy teen-

ager
CAPRICORN! Dec 22-Jan. 19):

Money-making opportunities

abound. Rely onyourown resources.

Meeting a deadline is essential.

Refuse to be distracted from the task

at hand Positive thinking is your

secret weapon.
AQUARIUS'Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Avoid getting caught up in too many
different projects Scattering your

resources too widely will backfire

Come to terms with a problem in-

volving a loved one.

PISCES(Fcb 19-March 20):

New funds become available. You

find a way to make your rcsourees

grow. Narrow your priorities. Con-

centration is the key to success. Fol-

low up a job interview with a letter.

Today's Staff

Night Editor Gayle Long

Copy Editor Beth Butts

PhotoTechnician Carrie Wyeth

Production .CamillePansewicz,

Nicole Durnas. Mike Carvalho

I
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EARN JT^/HR
HGHT

POLLUTION
Work for political

cluuigc%^Ui Clean
Water Action: envl-

roiunental campaign
staif . On bus lines.

Paid training.

P/T or career

oppurtunity.
CaUS84-9830

NOW
RENTING

CUFTNIDE

Al^ARTMENTS

• AtTordablc, Quiet ik

Convenient

• 1 & 2 Bedrooms

from $400 month
• ALL i: nmiEs
INCLUDED

• 5 miles to Umass

•On Sunderiand

Bus Route

• P(x>l. TennLs ik More

• Furnished Apartments

also available

Accepting Applications

for September

,\sk about our free

rent special

24H AmherM Rd (Rl.116)

Sunderiand 66S-5958

Getthenew
^

B^n&uikStudent
MiePacki^!
Introducing the account that gives you extra credit.

BayBank delivers the best account on campus: The new Student

Value Package! Save time and money with—

The BayBank Student Value Checking Account with no

minimum b;ilance requia'ment and a free a)mp'anion Savings Account

The BayBank Card for cash 24 hours a day. Make as many

withdrawals as you like at over "50 BayBank X Press 24' banking

machines—with no added fees.

BayBank X-Press Check; Use your BayBank Card with

X-Press Check just like a check at stores, restaurants—any place

that welcomes MasteK'ard*

Reserve Credit overdraft protection attached to your

checking actx)unt.

A BayBank Visa' or MasterCard.

(let credit you can use for books, a trip

home, or any unexpected expense.

To get the Student Value Package,

all you need is a valid school ID.

Yoii qualify for X-Press Check, over

draft prott\:tion, and a BayBank

credit card if you're 18 or older and

have no record of bad credit.

So get the accx)unt that gives

you more—including the Card that

does it all. Open a Student Value

Packiige at the neaa^st BayBank

office today!

VWmbef H)K NOBODY DOES IT BEHER:
F.qual()pp<>(iunit> LtiMkt

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFHCE lUCAMPUSCEmER . WIIRSnAYRm-nO FRIDAY8:m:S0*DEADUNEISmODAYSPIHORTOPUBUCATION « imORD/DAY FORSWDEm » CASH INADVANCE

ANNOtlNCiMfhOS DCAO TICKETS

SofXKtty Kuril! OienMlioo lues Sep« 10

5;45p«n CCrm1009 All UMaM women

welcooie! Hope lo see yoo there

Grateful Otui ti« (of BoMoo Garden showi

available, floor teali available for 6/20, 6/

21 and 6/26 Be* seals. Call 253-5650

UNIVIHSITY 0IA40CIUTS
Mee<inR Tuesday Sept 10 423B Student

Union New members welcome Come by

anytime <Of info/signup

FOIIENT

WOCH is on the air! First general meeting

has been changed to Monday, September 9

at 7:10 in Webster lounge. New members

enthusiastically welcomed. Questioosf Call

Wendy al 6-6743

Friiige KBHah 253-9742 Free delivery

Live wilfi frieoth in really nice old house

right near town 254 inclusive per person

,pace for 6 in 5 bedrms 256 6746 a find!

Townltoute- 2 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath

apanment on bus route North Amherst 1
-

567-1352

AUTO FOR SALE
FOR SALE

H«4 OLDS TOROt»»AOO, one owner, AC,

AM/FM stereo, loaded, and immaculate

J4995.00 Call 549-aOfl3

2 H» for Sling. Great Woods. Sept. 1 4. Call

549-2646. Lisa or (en G.

CHEN STYLE TAI CHI

Learn lhi» oWert flyte Tai Chi in 1

1

sessions class begin* Sepi 7 A 1 8 253-4057

or 545-5923

CompWIcn for Sale

Hazelline 1421 Video display lenninal IBM

compatible pc with software

Call Tom 253-7170

OORM FRIDGE- Never used, still in box,

cheap. Call Peter 253-5650

Drum Set CB700 percussion. 4-piece,

includes hardware and cymbals. Great

starter kit. t300 585-881 7 Ask for Bnan

Futom!

Guaranteed lowest pricetl

Prices start at only $75

Delivered right lo your door!

Call Metawampe
To order or for free brochure.

413-585-1233

FUTON FOR SALE

with box spring

Queen size

tl I So.b.O. 256-6467

LivingrotMn upttohlered-chain, coffee

table, rugs, sidelables. T,V.,

contoleradiophonograph. 549-1578

MUST SELL! Fridge, bike, skis-All in good

condition. 253-2345 Steve

ONE WAV AIRLINE TICKET September 28

Boston to Lafayette in via Chicago 256-

6050 Best Offer

HELP WANTED

~ ATTENTION
BUSINESS/MARKETING

Ma|ors

Need a challenge?

Earn up to $2500/ term managing

credit card promotions on campus

Flexible hours

Call 1-800-950-8472 ext.2S

Earthfoodi i« Mriatg. Valuable business,

management, and group experierxre

available at this student-run, vegeurian

restaurant. Pick up applications al the CS8

office rm409 Student Union. Doc Wed. 9/

11.

f for funiture store flexible

hours apply Kamel Hassans 660 West St., Rl

1 1 6. So Amherst

Wanted: 'Coppenone Spring Break Trip"

Student representative to promote trips to

Cancun, Nassau, Barbados, lamaica,

Daytona and Orlando. Best programs

available ANYWHERE. ...earn cash, free

trips, plus more. Call for information t-800-

222-4432 9:00 am - S:00 pm

INSTRUCTION

Earn CrcdH Scuba OMog
Learn to dive, G09-Basic Kuba

Key Largo trip, GlO-Spon scuba

New England advanced, G1 1 -advanced.

All courses listed under General Physical

Education. For further information come by

Curry Hicks pool Moo-Thur 7pm. 10pm or

call 545 23J8

Ted of EngKA as a foreign language

ITOEFLI Preparation course, 9/24-1 1/21,

Tues. & Thurs. 7-9pm, $145 Language

Pacifica, 549-5065

LOST

Beginning (apaneie language class Includes

culture and business practices 9/23-1 1/25

Mondays 7-9pm, $100 Language Pacifica,

549-S06S

Lost Wue book bag Lot22 on Wed Sept.4 If

found please call lohn at 546-8683

Loil- Grey tiger cat white bib + paws last

seen on Fearing St. Please call 549-0830

Whoever rtole my wallet from the blue

house, keep valuables and return the rest,

thanks.

PERSONALS

C(4«*lc Marie - Okay. The Phantom of the

opera never looked better. Smile.

Studmb practking Ihe transcedenial

meditation technique please contact Alicia

586-7395

LIKE RACQUETRALL?

LooUng for partnen a couple of days a

week. I'm al intermediate level but am
always looking for a challenge. Call

evenings: Alisa 256-6695

SERVICES

Pregnant!

Need a pregnancy test, infor»T«tion or

supponi Call for free and confidential

services. ALTERNATIVES 245 Main Street

Nonhamplon 586-3000 or GreenfieW 774-

6019,

WANTED

UMASS MENS LEAGUE- tOWlINC
Tuesday nights 6pm looking for more

bowlers - teams of four or individuals must

be employed by UMass or related to

employee to qualify,

loin us for a fun filled season. Call Bob

Donaldson between 7am-3pm 545-31 30 Ed

Goodhind between 3pm-6pfn 5a4-4a)0.
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Sports

The UMass quarterback question resurfaces
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Before the University of Massachusetts

football team's season opener on Saturday,

head coach Jim Reid thought he had an-

swered the biggest question ofthe preseastin

,

"Who will be the starting quarterback?," for

the last lime.

However, one ofthe first questions asked

of Reid af\er the Minutemen's 24-7 lou to

Delaware was. "Who will be your starting

quarterback?"
Tom FasaiM)was Reid's answer last week

Reid's answer after Saturday's game; "1

don't know."
Fasano lined up behind center at the

start ofSaturday's contest. However, for the

entire fourth quarter Paul Ti>rnatore took

the snai^.

"Both guys moved the ball club," Reid

said.

Running the option, Fasano completed

•even passes in 15 attempts for 77 total

yards. He also gained 4 1 yards on the ground

on ten carries. But. he was unable to put any

points on the board, yielded two crucial

interceptions and fumbled after being sacked

in the aeoind quarter

"You're never gonna put a guy in for the

first game and be mistake-free," Reid said.

"Tommy moved the ball well, no one can

deny that. The option was giving us sizeable

chunks ofyards He's a competitor."

Trailing 17-0, Reid called for the strong-

armed Tomatore.
"What we needed to do is see ifwe could burn

off some big chunks of yards." Reid said.

"Our option game was going okay, but what
we tried to do was get the ball to Lamar
Newsome and Eric Thimas and Jerome

I Bledsoe). Hopefully to get us a big play.*

Tomatore produced 170 yards in the air

on nine completions in 14 attempts with a

touchdown and an interception that was
returned for a touchdown.

"Tomatore was really exciting in there,"

Reid said.

The Minuteman offense compiled 352

total net yards, only eight less than Dela-

ware.
"1 felt good in the first half," Fasano said.

"We drove the ball, but just couldn't get it in

the end zone. We have to just gel together."

When asked about being replaced by

Tomatore, Fasano said, "I'm just a com-

petitor and I always want to be in there. I'm

upset, but Paul is a great drop-back passer

and that's what we needed to do."

"I think I did pretty well," Tomatore
said. The offensive line did very well and
gave me a lot of time |to throw)."

So. who will be UMass' quarterback next

week against Holy Cross? History has shown
that Reid highly prefers an option quarter-

back, especially with a strong stable of

runners. However, Tomatore's passinggame
was productive Saturday.

"I hope I'm still number one," Fasano
said. "Well have to see on Monday."

Reid hinted at the possibility of using

both quarterbacks during the same drive

next Saturday; Fasano in running situations

and Tomatore on passing downs. That was
the route Reid took last season after start-

ing quarterback Gary Wilkos broke a ver-

tebra.

"Ifyou can do something like thatyou can

really put a lot of pressure on the opposing

defense." Reid said about "flip-flopping" the

quarterbacks.

There are also other possibilities. Reid

could go to sophomore Dave McGovem, who
started the last three games last year at

quarterback, or the up-and-comingfreshman

Tony Williams.

"Those young guys will get a shot," Reid

said. "They've got to keep on working."

"What I'd like to do is see this whole

quarterback thing clean out," he said. "I've

been this route before and I don't like it."

C4iUscUb pbolo bjr Jodjr lialita

MasMachuAetis quarterback Paul Tornatore throws a pass during the

Minutemen's season opener against Delaware. UMass lost the game 24-

7 and will play Holy Cross at home on Saturday.

Women's soccer survives strange play, defeats UVM
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

On Saturday, the University of Massachusetts women's
soccer team opened it's season by defeating the University

of Vermont 1-0. The Nfcin however may prove to be quite

costly for the Reds as three UMass players went down with

injuries dunng a game which head CoachJim Rudy described

as "rather unusual."

Holly Hellmuth netted the game winner in the 24th
minute of the second half Lisa Nickelson cleared the ball

from out in front of the UMass net. Hellmuth collected it

around midfield and drove down the right side into UVM
territory-. From around the 35-yard line she drilled the ball

into the upper left corner of the net.

"It was a big-time shot, a world class shot," Rudy said. "It

was ju.st a very big play when we needed it most."

The game will be remembered most for its strange play

and freak injuries.

"It was as strange of a game as I have ever seen played

in my years in coaching, and I have been coaching for an
awfully long time." Rudy said.

The game featured three UMass injuries, two of which

would fall into the strange category. Kim Eynard separated

her shoulder in the first halfwhen she collided with a UVM

player. Eynard was able to return to action later in the

game.
"It was a real big collision," Rudy said. "Kim really got

crunched out there."

Also in the first halfthe Reds lost Paula Wilkins with an

ankle sprain. She did not return to play.

In the second half, Michele Woodside got the worst of a

collision with UVM goalie Joey Fritz. There was a loose ball

in front of the net and Frit/, apparently tried to bat the ball

away but ended up striking Wmxlside in the nose.

"She basically got punched square in the face." Rudy
said. "We are not sure whether the nose is broken or not but

there was a lot of blood. The injuries were both humorous
and scary. I wasn't prepared to lose three key players but

the team remained mentally strong.

"A lot of teams would have packed it in but this one dug
down and played tough. I substituted in eight or nine

players which is very high for me, but those players re-

sponded."

One player that responded well wasAmy Cockley. Cockley

is also a softball player and hadn't played soccer in two

years until she joined the team on Wednesday.
"I obviously wasn't planning on using her with so little

practice but she did a very good job," Rudy said. "It was just

a pretty wild situation with all the iryuries.'

At one point in the second half Cockley got entangled

with net-minder Fritz. Fntz grabbed a hold ofCockley 's leg

to keep her from getting to a loose ball. An obstruction

penalty, which grants an indirect kick, was called but Rudy
felt holding should have been called, meriting a penalty

kick.

"That call was ridiculous, it was a clear cut case of

holding and the referee just blew it," Rudy said. "A penalty

kick would have been just what we needed but luckily we
didn't lose on a bad call."

UVM outshot UMass 24-14, had six comer kicks to

UMass's three, and each team had eight quality scoring

opportunities. Fritz made 11 saves while Briana Scurry

made 14 for the Reds, including two spectacular ones.

A UVM player took a shot from 25 yards out and it was
headed for the upper corner until Scurry leaped to tip the

ball over the crossbar. Later in the game she stuffed L^M's
Debbie Cook from six feet out with a diving save.

"Those saves are very spectacular to look at but for

Briana they are becoming routine," Rudy said. "She is

always coming up big for us, she deserved this shutout."

UMass travels to Wisconsin this weekend to battle

California-Berkley and Wisconsin.

Defense provides Minutemen with a quick start
By CHRIS MIRACLE
Collegian Staff

Stick to your guns, go with your instincts and whatever

other cliches there might be to describe how the University

of Massachusetts men's soccer team approached this past

weekend's games.
Before this weekend, UMass coach Sam Koch had never

seen Siena College or St. Bonaventure play. His thoughts

were to go with a zone defense.

Koch's thoughts were correct as his soccer insight helped

the Minutemen enjoy a double dose of success, shutting out

both the Saints and the Bonnies, 6-0 and 1-0, respectively.

The Minutemen stand 2-0 overall, (1-0 in the Atlantic-10

Conferences, establishing some much needed confidence in

a team with three more road games before their home
opener on September 21.

"In the beginning we got caught a little by not putting

enough pressure on Siena, but we were patient and we stuck

with the zone," Koch said. "It worked well for us."

It certainly did, so well that the offense cranked up their

level of play a couple ofnotches. MidfielderJustine Edelman
began the shutout of the Saints yesterday, putting the ball

in the net off a rebound at 26:00 of the first half.

Thirteen minutes and 18 seconds later, fellow middy
Shawn Bleau, a Lynn native, assisted by Matt Edgerly, shot

past the Siena defenders and goalkeeper to get the ball in

the empty net.

"Sean took that ball all the way from Buffalo to Siena,"

Koch joked.

The rest of the UMass goals came in the second half as

forward Raymond Cunha put on a one man scoring display.

Assisted by midfielder BrettAnthony and back Todd Kylish,

Cunha netted a comerkick at 52:54 ofthe game for the third

score, 15 minutes before putting a post shot into the net for

goal number four.

Compared to the St. Bonaventure season opener, Koch
attributed the scoring barrage to improved passing. "Our
passing was much better. It was nice and fluid," Koch said.

"We didn't hold on to the ball as long which made us able

to move more effectively," he said.

At 82:14, fullback Darren Stone etched his name on the

statistics sheets, booting an Edgerly pass into the netting

from 20 yards out at the far post. A hard shot into the lower

corner of the net was made possible by the combination of

forward Randy Jacobs and Cunha, which ended the scoring

at 86:09.

"It was a fun game to watch," Koch said.

In addition to the well executed zone defense, goalie

Jonathsm Gruber made the weekend sunshine seem a little

brighter, opening up the season with two shutouts to his

name. Against Siena, Gruber had a total of three saves

while Siena's Scott Sylvester accumulated nine. Jonathan

Roche also saw some playing time in the final 15 minutes of

the game.

In the 1-0 victory over the Bonnies, Gruber barely worked

up a sweat as he only had to make two saves in that contest.

Bonnie goalie Chris Koons had five saves. The Minutemen
had eight shots on goal while the Bonnies had seven.

"Gruber was never tested in this game," Koch said. "I'm

not saying that St. Bonaventure is a bad team because they

weren't."

Let's not forget who scored the single winning goal
.
That

honor goes to freshman forward Stephen Scott who scored

unassisted. Bleau, Anthony, and Pittman also had good

scoring opportunities, but could not finish off the plays.

"We tried to use the forwards as targets and run ofT of

them to score," Koch said of the offensive attack.
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Tadzhkistan becomes eleventh free republic
By DEBORAH SEWARD
Associated Press

MOSCOW(AP) — Tadzhkistan declared its indepen-
dence on Monday, the eighth Soviet republic to do so since
last month's brief coup against Soviet President Mikhail
Gorbechev.

"We can't lag behind other republics. Everybody is de-

claring independence so we are as well," said Aleyez
Abdodezhabad, parliamentary spokesman in the Soviet
Central RepubUc of 5. 1 million people.

Eleven republics now have opted for independence, in-

cluding Azerbaijan, where incumbent President Ayaz
Mutalibov won 90 percent of the vote on Sunday in an old-

style Soviet election.

The Kremlin has already granted the three Baltic repub-
lics of Estonia, I.atvia and Lithuania their freedom.

Monday's independence declaration by a special session

of Tadzhikistan's parliament was largely symbolic, given

the decision last week to transform the Soviet Union into a
loose confederation of sovereign states.

Foreign Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher of Germany
said in Moscow on Monday that his country was prepared to

establish relations with all sovereign republics in the cur-

rent Soviet Union.
Tadzhikistan's sluggish response to change after the

Aug. 18-21 coup, and opposition charges of intimidation in

the weekend election in Azerbaijan show how the predomi-
nantly Muslim republics trail in achieving political reform.

Tadzhikistan's parliament also set a presidential elec-

tion for Oct. 27. Incumbent President Kakhar Makhkamov,
elected by the Communi8t-dominat«'d legislature in Decem-
ber 1990, has kept a tight lid on opposition movements.
A mountainous republic bordering China and Afghani-

stan. Tadzhikistan has the highest birth rate in the Soviet

Union and is one of the poorest republics.

Tadzhik lawmakers, meeting in the republic's capital of

Dushanbe, also declared Sept. 9 to be a national holiday
known as Independence Day. They renamed downt*)wn
I^nin Square to Freedom Square.

Only the Russian Federation. Kazakhstan. Armenia and
Turkmenia have yet to declare outright independence from
the Soviet Union.

Azerbaijan, with 6.9 million people, declared it's indepen-

dence on Aug. 30. Its declaration of sovereignity from the

Soviet Union in August 1989 was met with hostility from
the Kremlin.

AP photo

Concerned parents in the Georgian Republic capital ofTibilisi demonstrate Monday for the right
to see their sons in the Georgian national guard. Many want their sons to leave the guard for fear

of political instability in Georgia.
Mutalibov's ascent to power accelerated m January

1990. when he was named leader of the Communist Party

in Azerbaijan fbUowing bloodtj^ ettinie - vjotenee when
Azerbaijanis attacked ethnic Armenians.

In renewed violence this weekend, 13 people were killed

and more than 30 wounded in Nagorno-Karabakh, the Tass
news agency reported. The predominantly Armenian en-

clave is inside Azerbaijan.

Opposition leaders in Azerbaijan said they would not

recognize the election of Mutalibov, who quit the Commu-

nist Party only after last month's bungled coup and the

subsequent collapse of the party.

"I am not going tojoin any parties. I'will fulfill the duties

ofthe president based on the law and my likes and dislikes

ofthi s or the movementare my personal bust ne.'is.
*M utaii l)ov

said Monday in a Soviet television report from Baku, the

Azerbaijani capital.

OfRcial results of the election were expected Tuesday.

Turnout was high - 83.7 percent of eligible voters partici-

pated.

UMass alumnus dies
Columnist perishes in auto accident
-compiled from Associated Press reports

NEW BEDFORD. Mass. — Rob
Crowley, a University of Massachusetts
alumnus and columnist for The New
Bedford Standard- Times, died at the age
of 34 Sunday morning from injuries

sustained in an automobile accident.

Crowley's pickup lost control and
flipped several times while he was
driving southbound on Route 140 in

Freetown.
Crowley, whojoined The New Bedford

Standard-Times in January 1988, be-

came a columnist two years later and
told his readers that he wanted to stick

up for the downtrodden.
"Some ofyou will be angry with what

I write," he wrote when he took up the

column. "Others will even agree with it.

But I've only done my job if you feel

something when you put the paper
down."

Subjects in Crowley's pieces included

a heroin addict who helped save a man
from drowning in New Bedford harbor,

families fighting neighborhood drugs and
elderly (leople in their waning years.

Before coming to The New Bedford
Standard-Times, Crowley was a city

editor and reporter at the Transcript-

Telegram in Holyoke. He graduated in

1982 with business and journalism de-

grees.

Crowley is survived by his wife,

Kendra A. Pratt, who is also a UMass
graduate.

Weekend accident leaves

pedestrian in critical condition
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian SUff

A University ofMassachusetts freshman
was struck by a vehicle travelingsouthbound

on North Pleasant Street after he wandered
into the street late Friday night, Sept.6.

Michael Hearn, 19, an environmental

science major, was listed in critical condition

at Bay State Medical Center in Springfield

at presstime.

The accident occured at 11 p.m.. just

south of Hobart Lane. The vehicle which

struck Hearn was driven by Ernesto
May8onetof780Riverglade Drive, Amherst.

According to witnesses. Maysonet was
traveling southbound on North Pleasant

Street when Hearn wandered out into the

oncoming traffic.

Hearn was struck by the left side of the

car, splintering the windshield. After the

initial blow Hearn was thrown into the

northbound lane where he was almost struck
by another oncoming vehicle.

Initially, Hearn was rushed to Cooley

Dickinson Hospital in Northampton. He
was later transferred to Bay State Medical

Center in Springfield.

Maysonet, a continuingeducation student

at UMass, was turned over to the Springfield

police on an outstanding warrant. The
matter is still under investigation.

Thomas* Supreme Court nomination controversial
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush
yesterday acknowledged "there's a fight on"

over his nomination of Clarence Thomas to

the Supreme Court, butexpressed confidence

that the conservative black jurist will be

confirmed.

Bush, meeting with leaders ofhistorically

Black colleges and universities, said, "I

personally am strongly committed and very

pleased with the support that has come out

over these last few days for him."

He acknowledged that sentiment among
the black educators may be divided, but

added, "There's a fight on and I'm confident

we're going to win it."

He described Thomas, a sharecropper's

grandson who became an appeals court

judge, as "a plain, decent fellow."

The Senate Judiciary Committee opens

its hearings on the Thomas nomination
Tuesday, with opinions divided on whether
the confirmation process has become too

political.

Sen. Arlen Specter, R-PA., says senators
have a constitutional resix)n8ibility to ask
Supreme Court nominees about their ide-

ology.

"I wish it were possible to return to an
earlier day when nominees did not even
appear," before the committee, said Uni-

versity of Chicago law school Professor

Michael W. McConnell. "I think the inqui-

sition is quite unfortunate for the indepen-
dence of the judiciary."

'The more specific the questions, the

worse it is," he said.

Others argue that the intense question-

ing ofa Supreme Court nominee reflects the

unique role that the court plays in American

society.

"The Supreme Court is not simply a tri-

bunal ofjustice the way a magistrate's court

is," said Professior William Leuchtenburg

of the University of North Carolina, who
teaches the history of law.

For Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio,

and others there is no dispute.

"I don't know whereJudgeThomas stands

on a woman's right to choose," on abortion,

he said, "But I intend to find out."

And committee Chairperson Joseph

Biden, D-Del., wrote in Sunday's Washing-

ton Post that the question of whether the

conservative nominee would use his concept

of a "natural law" beyond the Constitution

to impose a moral code on Americans is "a

critical question for the hearings."

Page 3:

UMass professors headed for

Leningrad to teach capitalist

techniques to Soviet students.

Page 5:

What's in a name? Elizabeth

Ren.senbrink talks about the

difference between "ladies" and

"women."

Page 6:

You worked hard all semester. Now
revel in your accomplishments. The

Dean's List appears on pages 6-10.

Weather
Partly cloudy, with a chance of

afternoon showers. Highs in the

80s.
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Tuesday, Sept. 10
Tour—University library tours will leave from the en-

trance lobby at 10:30 a.m., 1:30 p.m., and 2:30 p.m.—no
appointment is necessary.

Rosh Hashana Services—Services held at 10 a.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom.
Second day of Rosh Hashana—Services and Shofar

blowing at 10 a.m. at the Chabad House on N. Hadley Road

Recruitment Meeting—The Arts Extension Service Divi-

sion of Continuing Education will be holding a meeting for

those interested in Fall Internships in Arta Management
from 4 to 5 p.m. in 604 Goodell Building.

Radio Broadcast—Join the Peer Sex Educators ofUMass

for Sex in Stereo from 6 to 7 p.m. on WMUA 91.1 ftn Call
545-FM91.

Rush Orientation—The Greek Area Government is

sponsoring Rush Orientation in the Campus Center room
101 from 5:45 to 9:30 p.m. Admission is free.

Wednesday, Sept. 11
Auditions—The House of Blue Leaves from 7-10 p.m. in

room 02 in the UMass Fine Arts Center.

Auditions—Runaways from 7-10 p.m. in room 08 in the
UMass Fine Arts Center.

Meeting—There will be a meeting for editors of the
Spectrum Magazine at 5 p.m. in the Spectrum office.

Meeting—There will be a meeting for all Biochemistry
and Molecular Biology Majors and others interested in the
major at 7 p.m. in Room 1634, Lederle Graduate Research
Center Tower C.

Movie—Silence of the Lambs will be shown in the
Campus Center Auditorium at 5.7.9, and 11 p.m.. Admis-
sion is $2 at 5p.m and $3 at 7,9, and 11p.m.. This is

sponsored by the Northeast Area Government.
Senate Meeting—The SGA Senate is sponsoring a

meeting in the Campus Center room 101 from 7 p.m. -1 a.m..

Admis-sion is free.
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THE UMASnUE/ll eUllD

Announces its first

General Meeting!

Wednesday, Sept. 11, 7pm

in the Campus Center

Come on down to meet friendly

people and be part of the fun!!

Hear about our fall semester

shows - "lA/orkIng", a musical about

real America, and "Noises Off", a

hilarious farce on the theater.

For more info, call 545-0415,

or call Kelly Nines at 546-3873.

DRINK SPECIAL*
Milwaukees Best

$3.95

Pitcher

FREE hotdogs with all the

-SUNDAY NIGHT- fixins during football game
(starting at 8 p.nn.)

-MONDAY NIGHT- ^^^^ sandwich buffet

during game

-TUESDAY NIGHT- ^^^^ ^"^^"^ baskets with

every pitcher of beer

-WEDNESDAY NIGHT- "GUEST bartender" night

win T-shirts

-THURSDAY NIGHT- Party night

-FRIDAY NIGHT- Mike's Famous smorgasboard

5-7p.m.

Always something for everyone!

*DRINK SPECIAL^
Mike's Pink's

$1.50

*DRINK SPECIAL*
Busch

$4.50 Pitcher

Local
SOM profs to teach
Soviet businessmen
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Although no one can predict where the

Soviet Union will go in the near future, six

University ofMassachusetts professors will

spend this fall helping Soviets try to chart a

course for themselves.

UMass School of Management profes-

sors Nikolaos Milonas, Alan Robinson, Rob-

ert Hopley, Jack Wolf, Robert Marx and
Arthur Carlisle will be teaching a series of

two-week courses titled "Introduction to

Western-style Management" to both start-

ing and experienced Soviet businessmen

and entrepreneurs at Leningrad Manage-

ment Training Center this fall.

Hopley, an adjunct professor at UMass
since 1985, said Soviet businesses need to

begin implementing many western-style

management concepts almost immediately

to avoid economic disaster.

"Some of the ideas we are talking about,

they are going to have to apply immedi-

ately," Hopley said. "Marketing is almost

unhewrd of in the Soviet Union.

They have such shortages that what
gets in the stores is being sold very quickly."

Hopley contrasted many Soviet compa-

nies that don't even have marketing depart-

ments with American companies such as

IBM, which spend as much money on mar-

keting as they do on production.

Hopley said the Soviet's lack of familiar-

ity with marketing and other western-style

business incentives is part of the commu-
nist heritage of centralized planning.

"There's no idea that you manufacture

what gets bought," Hopley said. "The num-
bers were just given to [Soviet manufactur-

ers).'

Hopley illustrated this by recounting the

time he asked a Russian factory manager
how the number of products the factory

produced each day was arrived at. Hopley

said the manager told him the production

level was arrived at by dividing a set num-
ber by 20, the number of days in a month.

That number, in turn, was arrived at by

dividing by the number of months in the

year.

Because the Soviet Union is in a time of

rapid transition, this series ofmanagement
courses will be part ofan ongoing process of

integrating Soviet and American manage-

ment techniques, Hopley said.

"At the moment, we're shooting from the

hip — we're going to do the best we can to

show how we do things," Hopley said. "Well

plan to teach and see what happens and
then well refine the courses."

E^ch two-week course will be taught in

two sections. One will be taught to recently

graduated Sovieteoonomists beginningwork

in business enter|viaes, while an afternoon

course will be taught to top managers of

various Soviet enterprises.

Hopley predicts that what will emerge
from current Soviet changes will be a hybrid

of new and old management styles.

"What will come out ofthese changes will

not be a market-driven economy," Hopley

said. "In 15 or 20 years, you will see a blend

ofwhat we do now and what well move into.

The whole model ofa market economy is

changing ... the size of government relative

to the size of the economy is growing

steadily." Hopley said. "tThe United States]

is growing more centralized, while the So-

viet Union is become less centrahzed."

CoaaglM |*o«o by Cmrrir W>rt

SIDEOUT — Senior history migor Jon Chapman demonstrates hi^i

volleyball serving prowess on a sunny day at the Southwest
Horseshoe.

Funding for
Mass schools
45th in USA
BOSTON (AP) — Massachusetts, home sUte of

America's first public school, now is nearly last in

support for public education.

"The Northeast's economicwoes have brought three
years of devastating cuts to schools once considered

among the nation's best. Massachusetts now ranks

45th in state aid to education, according to the

National Education Association.

The Bay State "was setting the agenda for educa-

tion," said Education Secretary Harold Reynolds,

who has announced his resignation in frustration

over budget cutbacks. "Ail of that is gone."

State aid to public education has fallen form $1.6

billion in 1989 to $1.4 bilhon in the fiscal year that

began July 1.

"Our public schools have now fallenon hard times,"

Raynolds said in an angry resignation letter, "We
fund public elementary and secondary schools and
the important preparation ofteachers as ifthere is no
future."

More than $376 million has been cut from K-12

since 1989 as legislatures tried to cope with falling

revenues. The state budget for this year eliminates

another $74 million.

"This will be the third consecutive year that the

state of education in September is not going to be as

good as it was the preceding June," said Peter Finn,

director of the Massachusetts Association of School

Superintendents.

"We've hit bottom," he said, "If there's any opti-

mism, its that there's nowhere to go but up."

With schools increasingly forced to rely on local

property taxes instead ofstate aid, poor communities

are falling behind their affluent neighbors in the

quality of education they can offer. The state's

wealthiest towns spend four times more per student

than low-income areas.

"There is no equal education in Massachusetts,"

said Anthony Degregario, a school administrator in

the nearly bankrupt Boston suburb of Chelsea.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Adopt a Highway program underway
Hadley Burger King committed to keeping Route 9 litter-free
By KIMBERLY DIETEL
Collegian Correspondent

Area businesses and organizations are volunteering to

help clean up the highways in the state's new "Adopt a

Highway" program.

"The most success is right in this area," said Michael

Lonergan, the District Highway Maintenance Engineer.

The program, which began in the commissioner's office

in Boston, started in May and has taken off recently,"

according to Longercm.

He said eight groups are presently signing up now and

totaled 18 miles ofroad. Such groups include area Boy Scout

troops and the Burger King restaurants."

"That's about 350 miles of road to be covered in this

district alone." stated Longeran. "We've done 18 miles now

and there's plenty of territory left."

Open territories that are available include Grant Street

in Hadley to the Fairgrounds in Northampton, routes 116

and 9 through Sunderland and Route 63 into NorthAmherst

and Leverett.

The state provides the committed groups with a training

course and supplies such as garbage bags and and safety

vests. Non-profit organizations who participate receive a

blue and white "Adopt a Highway" sign from the state while

other groups must purchase it from the state.

Participating businesses and organizations are respon-

sible to clean a designated two mile stretch of road once a

month. This is done during April and continues until No-

vember.

Jeffrey Lieberson, the assistant manager ofBurger King

in Hadley, said the program is "strictly volunteer" on the

behalf of the managers of the businesses involved. The

workers get paid their hourly wage.

Burger King, which is responsible for two miles from

University Drive to the railroad crossing on Route 9, usu-

ally does their monthly responsibility sometime during a

weekday in the late afternoon.

During this time, two managers will go out with six

workers. One group will head north and the other south, he

said. The participants are responsible for picking up the

litter from the curbing 20 feet inward.

The state has asked us not to go into the street,"

Lieberson said.

According to Lieberson, comments about the highway

program have been encouraging.

"^Ider customers have mentioned how we're doing nice

things." he said.

Lonergan also mentioned about the great response fi:x)m

the community.

CoUefian photo by Carrie Wyeth

CHIPPING IN TO KEEP HADLEY CLEAN —
Hadley Burger King managers Jesus Gerena,
left, and Julie Patterson stand in front of the
sign which identifies their business as a
participant in the state's "adopt a highway"
effort.
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BRIGHT DAYS
THE DARKROOM!

Save 10% on paper
and chemistry with

this coupon and your
student ID

Gel the answers to

your questions about
cameras, equipment,
film and developing
at The Camera Shops

10% OFF PAPER
AND CHEMISTRY.

Alleged rape reported

aJODPIUCE.fmEABVICE.
il<» hkwth Mjin Slrert N<wlhjmpton S84 fat.>40

98 North PI«aMnt S«re«, AmhrrK 2S}-)0}9
byim man I

By MARK PKES rON
Collegian Staff

Saturday night at approximately 4 a.m.

a 19-year-old UMass student reported to

Amherst Police that she had been raped.

The incident (xrurred at about 1:30 a.m.

in the suspect's vehule after she left an

Amherst center bar with two suspects. The

matter is still under investigation.

George A. Truran. 1219 Holmes Rd.

Lenox, was arrested for operating under the

influence on Saturday at I a.m. on Sand Hill

Road.
Truran indicated he had been hit by

another vehicle which left the scene, but
was unable to provide a description.

Lorie A. Orszulak, of 16 Brandywine
Apartments, Amherst, was charged with
leaving a scene of property damage.
Orszulak's car struck the left front fender
section of a 1979 Chevrolet pickup truck.

The victim was able to get a plate de-
scription of the suspect's car and Hadley
police were later able to make the arrest.

WANTED:
A FUNNY CARTOONIST TO APPEAR DAILY

IN THE COLLEGIAN.
WE ARE ALSO IN NEED OF AN ASSISTANT

NEWS EDITOR. IT'S A GLORIOUS POSITION IF

YOU ARE DEDICATED
THE COLLEGIAN IS AN EOE

113 CAMPUS CENTER, IN THE BASEMENT
545-3500

EARN Sr»/HR
FIGHT

POLLUTION
Work for political

chan);rwith (lean
Water .4(tion: envi-

ronmental campaign
staff. On buA lines.

Paid training.

P/T or career
oppurtunity.
Call SH4 9830
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Now's the
time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

71 Old Sundtrtend M. No. Amhirat

549-2880
Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning
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RENTING
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• Affordable, Quiet &
Convenient

• 1 & 2 Bednxjms

from $4{X)/month

• ALL UTILITIES

INCLUDED
• 5 miles to Uma.ss

•On Sunderland

Bus Route

• P(K)I, Tennis <& More
• I-urnished Apartments
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Accepting Applications

for September

Ask about our free

rent special
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Editorial/Opinion
Jlie opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.
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Fm a woman; please
do not call me a lady

"Ike reason Vartal SAT scores are at an all-lime low:

Jail escape 101 in this week's notes
"Hear any good jokes lately?" Boy Pee

Wee, don't you have class. There aren't
many people out there that would show
their faces on that street, never mind on
MTVs music video awards after being locked
up for "shaking hands with t he unemployed"
in a porn theater. Sure takes balls — or
something like that

Marc Elliot

While Pee Wee was a close runner up,
Eric Ivey gets my vote for Marc Elliott's

"foolman" award. Eric tried to escape from a
Detroit jail by crawling through an air duct.

Unfortunately his pants caught on a metal
grate and he was left hanging upside-down
from the ceiling until he was apprehended
(that won't get any "best chase scene"
awards). Now comes the really stupid part.

Eric was being held on a traffic misdemeanor,
but aft«r his laughable escape attempt, he
faces felony escape charges. Lookin' real

good Eric.

Just one more award before I get on with
this column: The Graffiti oftheWeek Award.
This prize goes directly to Charlie's in

Amherst. There's a condom dispenser in the
men'sroom there with the following scrawled
on it: "Boy, this gum tastes like rubber."

I'm living in Southwest for the first time
this semester. My room has this pipe coming
out ofthe wall for the water sprinkler in case
of fire. I'm told that every now and then one
ofthese break, releasing 44 gallons ofwater
per minute. I feel safe. Otherwise, Southwest
is fine with me.

Things got pretty weird over there in the
U.S.S.R. during that coup, eh?When Yeltsin

and his posse were hanging out in the par-

liament safeguarding the Russian people's

right to freedom, I hear they ordered about
300 pizzas. Hey, 1 can start a political

movement with 300 pizzas. Must have been
one hell of a tip.

Well the coup's over but Russia's still

broke. Soviet leaders are going to have to
start using product placement and endorse-
ments to raise money Maybe Yeltsin can
wear Nikes during his next speech or
Gorbachev can be the poster child for
Clearasil. "When I'm not out crushing
military coups and making the world safe
for democracy, I use Clearasil to solve my
skin problems."

I went toCanobie LakeAmusement Park
just before school started a couple ofweeks
ago. They have this ride there called the
"Corkscrew." It's sort ofa roller coaster that
runs in a circle and actually turns upside-
down. The funny thing is that it runs right
over the path where people wait to go on the
ride. I wonder if the crowd ever gets show-
ered with loose change. I lucked out. though
- I got pegged off the head with a Rolex.

Ooo! Ooo! Ooo! Here's a premonition for

you. I predict that a physics professor will

write in and tell me why inertia would
prevent the loose change from hitting the
crowd and that I'm perpetuating miscon-
ceptions about physics.

Well this is the end ofmy column, thank
God. Ifyou don't like me or have a good joke
or even a candidate for the graffiti of the
week award, please write me a letter and
send by campus mail to: Marc Elliot, Mas-
sachusetts Daily Collegian, 113 Campus
Center.

Until next week, remember that Nissan
conunercial: "Even the door handlesll be
cool."

Marc Elliot is a Collegian staffmember

Have you ever looked for a bathroom in a
restaurant and found the "men's room' and
the "ladies' room," but no room for you?

I have, and I feel it necessary to clarify

something publicly so I do not have to repeat
myself 20-plu8 times a day.

I am not a lady. Do not call me one.

Elizabeth Rensenbrink

It is not because I am ashamed that I do
not look or act like a lady that I say this, it

is simply that I am not one. In truth, I do not
know anyone who is.

A lady is tightly corseted, entombed in

voluminous flowery material, perched on
her seat sipping tea and gossiping. I wear a
T-shirt and jeans when I sip tea and gossip;

they allow the tummy to expand while en-
joying those delicious crumpets that always
come with tea.

A lady has to worry about "correct ter-

minology." She "glistens" and enquires to

the whereabouts of the powder room. I

"sweat" and demand to know where the
women's bathroom is.

A lady shows no emotion except while
giggling at gentlemen's inane jokes. I laugh
with all my teeth showing and become en-
raged at things like being called a lady.

Historically, a "lady" has been an image
constructed by a patriarchal society that
women are supposed to emulate: the nch,
white lady who doesn't work, talks on only

trivial subjects and supports her man in

everything he does.

We are expected to uphold it, and yet only
a small number ofus have the skin color and
the money to succeed.

Even if I was in this small percentage, I

cannot imagine wanting my waist bound so
tightly that 1 would always have to go to the
bathroom and not be able to admit it. 1

cannot imagine wanting to sit at home and
chat about the weather once again when I

could be writing cool editorials on how words
like "lady" perpetuate women's oppression.

I doubt any woman would want such a
lifestyle as that, and yet the term and the
subtle pressure of its meaning persists.

I feel I am obliged to come to the rescue of
those "lady-labelers" who are stumped over
whatelsetocallme. Hmmmmmmm. Iknow,
how about "woman?" 1 like the word woman:
it means I can walk, run, talk about sex,

scream, cry, burp, fart and admit to having
armpit hair and be proud of it.

So if you have ever received a look that

said, "you are a piece of excrement" when
you called someone a lady, you now know
why that look was justified.

If you have ever received a bladder in-

fection because you could not find the correct

bathroom, look for me in front ofthe empty
bathrooms exclusively for ladies ifyou want
to do something about it. 111 be wearing tlie

"Free My Pee" T-shirt. And jeans.

Elizabeth Rensenbnnk is a UMass student

If you're interested in writing columns on a regular basis come down to the
Collegian office at 113 Campus Center during Friday afternoon '» open house.

We're always lookingforsubmissions— letters, columns and cartoons. Drop them
offat the Collegian's offices at 113 Campus Center, or phone 545-3500 for details.

You have the choice to keep your virginity ifyou want it
Do you feel that if you're in college and still a virgin

you're behind schedule? No, sexual experience is not an
admissions requirement.

Sometimes it will seem on this campus as though every-

one is sexually active except you, but trust me. When
condoms are distributed freely in sex seminars or other

events, more than a few people are thinking, "Am I the only

one here who has nothing better to do with this thing than

inflate it?" Virpnity is not a thing to "get rid oF or a flaw to

cover up. Come up to the present day, folks. Today being a

virgin means making a choice, not being unfortunate.

Why should virginity even be an issue? Well, sex is

certainly a popular issue, so why not give equal time to the

lack thereof? The choice to not have sex isjust as important

as the choice to have sex.

Alright, the college year has begun. This means hectic

schedules, new experiences, meeting people, finding your

way around. Being new means being bombarded with a lot

ofstrange faces. It may seem tempting to make one ofthose

faces a lot more familiar, but many of us know that the

actual consequences after the fact can be far from friendly.

A cold shoulder after a one-night stand can leave a more

desolate feeling than having no one pay attention to you at

all.

The weekend looms, parties beckon. Everyone is loud

and raucous; returning students greet one another like

long-lost relatives. You feel a bit on the outs, uncomfortable.

But then, a little beer, a warm arm around the shoulder,

some whispers in the ear. You feel accepted, a little more
secure for those moments, a little bit safer from the lonely

feeling a big, strange campus can generate. It can be all too

tempting to snuggle in closer and closer.

Brooke Wheeler

Scenario ofthe past: You think, okay, this is it. I guess it's

going to happen. Well, it's not what I envisioned, but I'll

have to get it over with sooner or later. I don't want people

to think I'm a prude.

Today's scenario: He/she is really nice and good looking,

but it's a big no. It's not the right time, and maybe not the

right guy/girl. I'd rather wait for someone who means
something to me. I have plenty of time.

Yes, of course AIDS and other STDs should be an im-

portant consideration, but you shouldn't have to feel you
need a medical excuse to abstain.

College-age males in particular may be eager to "rid"

themselves of their virginity. I recently overheard one say,

"Seize the day. It's only fun when the flesh is young, and
we're supposed to be at our peak now." Since when? Peak
when you want to peak, not when they say you should peak.

This is the kind of nagging anxiety they face. To not be
sexually active when you're in college is to waste the "good

years". Who needs this kind of performance pressure?

College females are suddenly called women, and that

carries with it a certain significance. Women are mature
females, and mature females have had sexual experience.

Wrong. Women know how to make choices and feel confident

in them. Women know that there is no timetable to keep up
with. Mature means responsible, not experienced.

Ifyou are a virgin, I hope you feel it is due to choice, not
misfortune. You are not part ofsome small minority that is

"behind schedule". You are not a "late bloomer". Think of

yourself as a mature, intelligent person who has chosen to

abstain or who has not found a suitable partner.

Losing your virginity is not one of the graduation re-

quirements. It's an elective, and like any other elective not
everyone takes it, and no one can tell you that you have to

register for it. Ifyou think it's unusual in this day and age
to graduate from college withouthaving done the deed, then
maybe your mind's not really in this day and age.

Brooke Wheeler is a UMass student

i
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DEANS LIST
One of the University's highest priorities is its commitment to provide opportunities for aca-

demic growth. I am pleased and proud, therefore, to recognize those of you who earned

Deans List status for the Spring Semester 1991.

This level of achievement - 3.5 or higher semester average with twelve or more graded cred-

its - is attained by fewer than 20% of the undergraduate student body.

Such outstanding performance is a source of pride to the faculty, staff, your student

colleagues, and, of course, your parents.

Thank you for the credit you bring to the University through your achievement.

Richard D. O'Brien, Chancellor

PRESS RELEASES
To publicize your achievement, the University News Office will be issuing a press release to

your hometown newspaper if you are a Massachusetts resident. Out of state students are

requested to pick up a press release form at 200 Munson Hall (second floor). For additional

questions, please call 545-0444.
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mW.KTH «.

VMU.CWtn 4
tnm.int.sitn t.

wvfmt).u(OK» k.

tltfUI.'ilHB'k J.

tlMJOfl.SMUd. fi.

STIIM.IUTTNIIl n
siiM.CASutn. .
ttfvfMsok.KMjMaii 0.

SKUU.J'cgufLiM M.

SI«INGfB.Cl.*«i
SULLI«W> JMCi C.

IUU.I«MI.N(MDI1H H.

S»tnt» soMCT r.

SUH.tAHN 0.

stoMcu juonx L.

l*«.Ik.JIIM't( i.

TATM.CMlIglaPMff 0.
TCBfaCNl.LIWU >.

IHCIWM.IH) I.

TNilltULl.tTLl M.

INCHtf.JOMN C.

INULIN.inK< t.

TNiaLW.KAITl.III •.
TICNT.JOMM C.

THKU-I.KKCC* 0.
TITU.KKCCi f.

TQLKH.ELI2<KIN.
Ittm.XUMU I
TOtTO.JfwarcB n.

TOTIMO.JOMW C.

lOMHMl.CTNlMli L.
Toaaci. DAVID r.

TKITUI.Aini F.

THIMOLM. DAVID t.
TUfT.jiiM'ei c.
T—iLL.WAat namaw
UeCI.IACMtL s.

uncM.oMiitTiic c.
MMM.ailAKlM A.

««« QUU.NajDtll c.
VIMMEK.IMIM.
waccce.LiSA ..

nCTaB.KATM.CIII k.

MKT.HMCCA A.

VOItllC.CfNTNiA A.

K.SANANTNA,
U.LOCI C.

AITl.NDUT (.
ALtM.ICaHAtI J.

ALIM.STACt* t.
Kt.CTNTICA.
(N.MMHt N.

AMCN.THOnAS L.

AMIMI*. MELISSA.
ATMM.nATTME* J.

MATHM.KiAMMN S,
iCA»tl.JCFrHi 0.
MAVft.NAMU.
KMCI.mCMAfL J.

iCMI.Xf'Kf a.

tfl.CAlIE A.

ICUEU. DAVID p.

KtTOOTI.AMTNOMT .
MLaW.ICKDKH L.

ntXIM.fAHElt C.
MUIMtOM.IIAM
aiLLEi.CMaisTOTMEi t.
nuis. JESSICA L.

HU.MH.(AMM H.

MUHN.NAH C.
U.HN.KTn J.

UM.PAULA A.

mLxama.xmru t.
mcs.wzAMC L.

wMO.Juwm I.

MMOMaMI.CATMCniK I.
«(M.i ONnsTOPWi.
toou.EUAm.
MMLfT.AMU R.

•nuT.jAics f.

MMMKX.KAIIUM «.
W.AMJ.
VrdM.MUnCf •.

TAiaMOt.iiriA 0.
tvn.wnA I.

nat.MWTu.
ZACAMU.OMnSTIlK H.

•ABDM L.
n I.

ummi.JKuSH.
UnM.ALMM t.

niD.MM MMAMT.
nTO.AMTOHT C.

tuammii.tomm t,»

Arts and Sciences - Natural Sciences and Mathematics
ALV*.«WtT C

ALUIU.JAMVfTTE.
AtWlMN.MlAk J.

AiacnoN.fiii L

wtomllIS wiMom.
AMELO.jAviEt n.

AlIIMS.mCRAtl 1.
uaccct.mntm^ j.
uma».umii.t i

a«TU.Ja«»
KAk.nMI L.
KK.HMtt m.

KIMXMI.HAMt M.

wnsA.iMwiA tm.
MMACCl.AlllHaHt I.
MMUMNi.ElEAMI a.
MUOWI.JfMU'Et L.
iOTO.cnnNiA A.

•UU TMOna c.

MUOK.FHDCIICI J.

ADDITIONS/OMMISSIONS
The Deans List was based on grades recieved and posted by the Registrar's Office by August
20, 1991. If you had a grade change after that date (including making up an "Incomplete"
or had a missing or late grade recorded after that date), and believe you now qualify for

Deans List status, please fill out a form available at the Information Data Bank, 2nd fioor

lobby counter. Whitmore, and attach verification. Reminder: only graded credits are
calculated in determing Deans List eligibility. Pass/fail credits are not included.

.vXDa
lU.KHCU i.

uTiai.JiiMfCi.
.•QtufL A.
.MATIltfll A.

CAktEi riAW f.
CMAlVOAtJO «.
CMA«(t •l>tl.
carriM.C'iiiHiA l.
COLillMl.AA*: (.

COLlU.AkiHOai
COLLAMH.MT*
caulM.LltA n

lATHAti *,
1.

COMJI .KAHLECa m.
MMM.MItSIC
conan MHiT <.

COM CMISTO*Xi C

ITT MAI J

J.

A.

CDTUtM rtlSIEk I.

n*ai J.

DAfltJOMAlMAa.
DAvTMk JAX D
DC ISLD AUtOMie «.
KttAM.MMC
DClaiX lie j

Paid for by Student Affairs Special Services as a service to the campus community

Arts and Sciences - Humanities and Fine Arts

"Tj :
—

. .«.•»•« ei:.A«
.i.iAMMIi SOHEk .
iAMCMF- OCM*» C

itmt EOmK c
'.e. c»«:fIiiE E
-«b:!» »(»(:oa

:«»0» jAMU.kC
7 4»t)HA< i<;^lC A

--'IS loot :
-' .* joNi'Mk :

-,;«<t XA*. :

KliTOM E«I( .

KMOMIW.t^IS. (.
BEtnw) •«»«::< .

M»««ec,;At.c; c

ic»To:;: 4..ij..
tCuTC^.Ahji :

MvlNS NENO' .

SIAMCH] .IVJAIU
DIM. OH £i.s»«'» n
•IlOOEai. JCSSi'^Ti..

tu.miiw •

^tCt. ttKti <

BcAIS.AVnAK .

BlaS: kiiaC' •

BLOO^Otv:: r

BLUK-.JtNW'ft .

80A»t»u(«.^::HE..f ,

MlGEc shc:... I

towA«c:E( c;:>.c: c

S(«i:c> >iA«i .

two nocl^e :

DOBfKSTElk JtK— '

•oeo»::: jtmn >

eouCHisr. OANJt. i

Bouooc. «i:"i „[ '.
S0W1.K n.rUNN!. !

B*«Ol.[- XViZ'tt ..
«*«NOf. JfWll'tt S
M« XhAN .,«<« ! •

Bet*E».C>«23'?»»<f» L.
•eaAOWlocc <NN( r

WOWi DKn. .

BI^OWl JO*IATnA^
MNHHt TCM&i r
•eus» CMt:s'n«e e.
BBUSSi^.tAW. «,

BUCI^tVlC-iE. S.
BoxOSCHUf.fd;.. (,
(i«0£N ct.NNt ii.

»**>•<»" sue:::* s.
BuBNt MO«C 1 •

BOWK.BEBtCC* C,

8^ic>itt >it.;ss« J.
aoi«t oamel^i :

•u"s fiWAeC'-
CA8Ah-v>?CluC:»«C £.
CAIlLC J(f»»tt £
Cain Shauim j

CAl.l[IN.L>U«l .

UU.A>UA XC: .

C«,uRt: wOTt. .

CA»«|.. JA'9t f

:aicc: :a*. •

;Ai»'r"

;a^ -

oa.am.ljO' _ :s.

CMrill.J»>A««U •
CMAMOM ..ts. :

CmaSI nioul^t
>l»«l.> JEaa E

o«if:»» j:^. £

c>«itTar«i e.::ai(th a
o«< JEaii e

Cmi-Wmi*
GMMME tES^I! 4Mi
cu«t.STEM«» e

— .JE" .

l.4At.0IS .

OMM.WETa
CXEIIAk 'AU. (

COl^IN! x>.mm> e

rnwASwm lEM-
COHAtr' jom •

lowi . >ti*::i «.
co«At :ii»'»u J
:o«:cii>( KAKAatT M,
C0»IA£0S »E'£» .'

UMl C>«:stoniEt s
COOK ««H*- 1

MO'Et.C^IS-I* »

cavM o<>]: >

c«*i CA'>ct:i<
coMiii o:>M( •

:oucn.i>i ncK..' •

C»A«A;.^,»OtI'. .

caouiE mcN(..{ e

CunQNt MEt'xEt >

CUWE- XlMK t

cuatiEi ':cnA(, »

O'lMr ni: •

auf, HKTI.I £

OA»>T'«« .:si c
0.>! >

D«.:
0..: -.

DEAD' CACb^'k •
OECOST! RA»' •ICmE^lE.
be^veccmic OA»:i
0€l«)»Ei..All »tO»C J
OdUBJUk-.tU*. c
OEiWES.m 'OWEM
DEKSIWSt «UlU" £

0E«'.0OUfa.lS S
OEHTQEIW.- 5tE»»«» J.
KtDEVlAN Kik >
OEIuSm. jt.>,;s »

KBUSn. »•: ..

OCSlLf'S I .'.

0€tBA»A;; ":;»! .,r j
CICICCt.XACt
ci«o* >i:cH«t, :

OLUC' YAPM <

00WBTT..IS. A
OONAOIC.^IS..
OONAMOt.ISl >

DONAHUE E^ZIaSE IN A.
OOMCl. .>ue-i«i r

OQKaM G«E&0«' f.

xmt «F- E

DBf »Et (i.vl* r
OBfTFUS TOOt S

DUBOIS mCHfLLi r.

0U66AA.<l£»EC:i» I

DuNCA^.i.^u»» >•

0O»i,O«:E-INi
DuSirl»i 'lei .

OU»0$s..AW<EnAC;E
oun tcviN R

eiTOh.tAClK (

eCOUWi TERfSt .

CICmEMaur •(•O' t

EII.EBT.ct)iic»lNr «.
efstbo'heic: n
ELLIOTT. JANES '
Elliott, SAkth •

ElttSOK.rHETl., c
IICDt.iiaThlEEK n
EWTlflSTLE.O.vir, s.
teiwsoti LIME •

E»VIM(. axoela pi.

EST»ti.iA joxfc ^

(At.o.L:A>i> .

'«iABEL^A..AU». A

'EINSIEJk A»-

'ELOHAh Cape

!••» .'CIHaK (
' Iiaa XfcAk •
'in«»-- t'E* '

':':h»a.: .- -

IW>K MEIaO*' t

«•.<« HBIU.
sccT c

Es CA«'»« :

<.E>U«K JEW.:' : -

'.(TOMI* AA'K.EEk
•a«(i.OA«u-. •
'OK EBICa
'OMHSTEC.SA.I; A

'MTEStUE A^AK •

'tMKIk STEM^k *
>«I1A4 SX..' >

'tTE JEmltEt r

uA« JA^S £

tAt.nii.Ai«wt> c.
»AKlA.STE»tk K.

utaorn* tm- I
iUjOf SEAM
MaV^.iaTivEEm n.
WaTit.cVK A

KMTIU ..ISA A

Ha*<SA«i.A««« I

HMRC JAtOk
MlAa.LlAAPC
SUAiU anO*Ea >•

SI.BtlG.SUSAIt C

:..'"£. AcE«A«E> ).
^ASSRAM lISa i
6<.0«TEi '!<«»" J
BtkB. JOSHUA t

BtNCALVtS IKiC •
mmale: •uasAicT [.
UaOOMlLC.ALlSOk 3.
UOOMIk.CATMlEtM.

flk lauva a

I.JANE M.
I.«I»«T> 0.
I SEAh .
1 »IC"A»: e
I vis&ihiA :

I.'IE.ISSA

ccsstLiN •»«:! :

^OULC 0EBOfiA« .

i»AO' tOBEl' E
jttAHAPT.AP* C
^If OK. IAS
(•AT JONA'HAS •

s*AT.juc:i> 1

SHDOVt ana'.tajia I

saiNUt.oExrs! (

etissiNc oa.:: ^

UOtE. CACHE, e
HOSS.tAXi. £

DMVEt thoha! c

6*JlU.EI'Ik.X..If I-

SUlLLETE^IJigflH J
MAatB.A4.ISA E
NACIaACA Rirstj
«AlE'.«:.LlA« m.
MAI*^. JAXE..LE 1.
MAivso. cam;; ^

hancbet: "TUN

MAWlNC'cm •:xoi><> B,
«A»B1'„ SAHANIHA J,
MAWISO»> rB:s;i(« N.
maICk.BEKCCa £

mAKLEt.CINA (.
HAtoEH n:c«i.LL-CA»»ie£
HATES. ENiL' I.
HATES. rELL' A,
HEfEEBNAk TBaC j
HELf AHi.SACHA 0,
HELLHAh SASa a.
HCWCP ruB- (.
MflWEk HCL.' E

HtNBlOuE; HEaIhk t

HEBBEBT.ShaBON r
MEBOa.BaCmE^ l

HEBIN(, PfTES
I.

MEBBINCSu:- H.

HEBSEl.LlNNE n
HIGCINS.ESKa I.

HiLLlABC OONAlO B
HIBSCH.EBIC A,

mIIE.NICMEllE j.
HODGES., »DIA J
HOlCONE £lAI« £

hOllANOEI ANOBEk B
HOLlANOEI iaThBIN a.
HOLLAIOri.SiJSAI. J

hoblbeo iacik
:

MOBN. DONNA r
HOSEOBC CEOTBE'
WMlEalan c
MOUSE. BBVAN £

MOUSE, CHeiS'0»HEt L
MOUSE. BOBEB° •
M(MABC.0EBOBA>. «

••ST
it; i:i«tA\' A
IT2 •K.lA" (

s

mC TEB*'
IBAOTa BCSa
IMIS JEAMI'EA £

IBIT«< •::-ob:a s
lotS.JOSwjA .

AW< 1

.BAT«M i,

JfKIWiOAVlc'M
XKas.Jcwi'EB L.

xmu.Mm *.

.CMISTIMt S
BIE. f

STON LAUBEN M

JDWs.CAaoL'N ..

J0«S.CM)I$T0»HE> i
JSWS.EIIA c

JDMIS.MAKAaE! t
J(MS MICOt.E

XO^ MlL^lAX M
JUiIO.J0SCEt.TN s.
(ACASHlAk NAM J,

AlW.BAaBIELa N.
ATI. LISA A

CElIC AW E

(Eabns Caledonia e

(EENANE^UAaETx
ttlOCBlINC (H.EIIM m.a
KEITH. DavIO B,

HllEi.OCBBa a

ULLH TBACEi A.

(TIM ALL 'Cat HE BINE A.
aWKAI.LI,MEAI<( A,

«IB«AtL' XSE"*- M
(EiNn,»ATBi::A A

KlLlOT.L'Wl E.
(INCH, Am
(liCiarr ATWi •

C.AlBE* "ABEN t

ILEEKAWEwWABflK I.
(NOtLOCIC SIACE' L

lOOt.CMtlSTINA S

(DMIAO.NDIBA C
iobclnan nabgabe T Baaan,
rBATTEBK f

KBaJEmSk: .iaBa n
KBAVETS. SUSIE !•.

ruBfES 'ANH- A

tuON.CMEEHIN e
LACATA.NICHAEl m.

LACNAftLLE.&CEIBi 0.
LACOSTE.Am £.
LACaOIH.SBAICT A.

lammmeich.catmbtn n.
LANAOtLEINE.LlSA N.
LAIWBTI.JE ANNETTE.
IMITIE. NATHAN C

landtme.aathebine I.

LAMBBOBOULDS MABIA L.
LAIC.C««ISTINA k

LANT2.BK1CNEN M.

LANJA lESJ ,.

LABIrlEBE CSISTIE A.
lABOSE ANDBEA A,

LA80SEE.JCAN PAUL,
LATlANJINICOLt A,

laucc.sichab: t

LAUEfEt IlTMfSIlK (,
LA'ALLEE .LAuet >
latallEE thoha: h.

lavou.alaine a

LAMKNCE.JINSOOA S.
LAKSON.PflfS :

LABTON.mCMAEL 0.
LE.NBUTEN,
LEA.JEfEBET A.

LEBLANC.lISa a

lECLEBC.JENNIfEP n.
lEnat.iathleen n,

lewubc.linoa c.
lent.tdod a.

LEI>aC£. DANIEL B.

LEVE. MICHELLE A.
L£VT, JONATHAN C.
LE«S.M0LL» L.
LEmS. JOHN £

IfMlS «BISTEN n.

LILLIOS ChBISIINA n.
LILLT.BBENOa j

LIMBEB.ChEBil l.

LINBEBO IhohaS j.

.>» X« CAME. J.
•«(.L ITACIf f.
.^S«E' MIOiAtX. t.
:»»«•• NtCH^k ;.
» ilLlIN B.

.JNt SAIU k..

.'WKTIIMii e.

::i» AAsa j.

V :•< «LAMt(
-iA* KIHAIB «.

XIIMMI ALEIMMi
.•ow.aAMti. j.iii
HAAS OtiBA L.
HAa NtoMu s.

MACAaLAia.oeiNLAt
HAcr«K.A«a itiwa
hachEBas.ElEnI
<A&ulB( :HAa(.Ei>a A
*<*B MICKut t.
-AHO««T cMisrnc
"AIJBI aaCTH B.
•A«.>t^il.
•A<.oaMAM.LisaA B.
HAM 'lEEMT N.

rttLD.HHOU
- rnn i.

MAaiW.BWOA A.
••ABtlN.BJTM E.
NABTINDAVtO ».
''ABTiN.jciBant c,
NAaTTH.iitritcii J.
NASAI.KI.J*« a.
•UMN.jnATMM IMI
•MITICNi.BMT L.
nATui.mcz.srrm
<«AUlSTtB.EU£M R
NCCA«.a*IMI f.

•CCAMI.lCIOI n.
NCCABtKT.OOMM H.
VCaBTHT iaTICIM
NCcowKVL.aiSA n.
MCCONNiU PAMELA J
MCCBAKtN.ABUS J.

MCCUaOT.I<AII«B I.
NCOONOuat.JOMBK N
•^OEE-PAJ^LA N.

NCGILL.CTNTMIA L

.

NCGI 'Bai ^IWa j.
Hce.iH aBAiai B.
«.CioIBv.irE»t ».
•^HOdM NICOLE n.

WMNN.IMM 1.
Kttl.ttlf A.
Nr,rEW«A,Jw.if A,
NCHIIWlT.liEylN B.
NCtAUQHlIN NAUBA D.
nClAUTM IN.nAHABA M
IKNANABA . ANN E

NCNANABlDAVfO n.
NCNEUl.lUCAS M.
NCqUAIOE.jnMN E.
NTNIlllAMS.BBENOAN »,
'»IIEN.r.MBl';iINA.
miET.KAIMIEEN M.
MEIIET.HAST E.
NEIIO.BENA (.
MELTON. INGBIO B,
NENCMEB.IESLIE t.
WNOONCA.BOSE H.
l«BrifB.CHBISIOP»)EB J.
NEBLINI.BICHABO A.
MESSINA. KEVIN 1,

IE TEAS. 1ESSICA >.

HICMAUO.JENNlfie E.
MI0I..IES8ICA A.
Mlm IA<;SI. ANDBEA 0.
MIIIENJENNIEEB I.
MIlllB.milHEII .).

MIIIEB.NANCT I

MILLET I. ANANDA I.
MI»«B.HBISIIN B.
NIICHEIL.JCNNIEEB t.
nnCHEII.,HEllSSA N,
NUISAN.AlnEE N.
nO<l .AIEKANEXB 8.
NnilEB.NATTMCH 0.
NONf ASANt.AlEX J.
NTiNIAl vn. EDWIN J.
HnNIESMISA A,
mOBf CMBISltirilEB N.
HoncE sf AN n

.

NOOBf SIETMEN N,
nOBGAN.HEl WMA »,
HnSIN.IErtBET A.
NIIRIN.IINN T

NOBONE T . SE AN I.

(WBBIS.HIHBEBLT «.
NONISOM.EAMH E.
NOMISON.JUIIE A.

NORtlSSCITENOEUC A.
NOBSE.HICHEIE t,
mBSE.MIllIAM r .

NJCCIACCID.JOMt V.

*.MM A.

'«i«isafTrt.Mtcui A.
<»« "tei«u «.
TBSE •ILLIAH »

•^<:-:»ccio »m t.

^.* . t* AMI n.

•H AAUl J.

(A
iia'MT \jm.

• -- :AaNA 1.

^«»— XIBOK i.

•^ '"E« OI«ISTO»<B A.

^•'OlI mIOMlU a.
«jnAMi bcHCCa n.

<C'LJM.CBICa l

NicMoi.s.MnaR B.
OIOMLS.BCm s.
•BXL.OCMtAH A.

VMNAM. («•««.
•««BLC(T.MUri<*.
<««t«a( . TMOMl c.

JWttN.KBCBITM E.
^••lEN.NICNACL B.

XSBIB OaMIL i.

x3A<oa«ii . srtMtan
XEaBt NAEMM I.
XE<SKT.OlA«.
XSEN EIICI B.
xioN :aitliii b.
drabdaca j.

OTCUMC.BfTN A.

M(N BOKtr B.
BACAMONail.Mir N.
BABCtB.BBBIBBI n.
BAMUt.OnR B.

AM.SOMi OM.
'ATTeMOH.jnoaM «.
BfABCf .CMnSnMBM M.
•tCOBA LISA H.
•CBVAaOBMCC S.
•fBci joaoi A.

•fBeoLA.swwt e.
•fB«T OMKTN J.
•^BSONC.LAtBU L.
ICAIO.NICOU L.
»tEBBONI.l«IUIM» L.
INABO , ALIBBA J.

ISANO.CMIIBTOMO B.
"ATEB. JASON C.
POLLlNSCB.JONH J.
•0lL««8.l«IL S.
"OBE 0A¥ID J.

•OB'EB-LABA.JAia.
•bahl. A»«s n.

°BEST IPlLIBBQ.BOBENAr

KBOSI ,»ILLlAN 1.

»BuhENS« I. MICHAEL E.

»B(jNl' .r(AlML£tM.

»ljC«f TT.PAtBICIA J.

P"i,pnij -ICHitL I.ll

1.
.

• • -ILtEN N.
iJtllHBI JOAW< M.

{)UIM.AN.JCWIIFCB S.
BAOrOn.Mtr L.
BaOOSZ.macINA a.

BAQOVSKTCABLO B.
SAFFEBTt.hCATHEB K.

BAINS HAOCLIW.
8AHAB STEVEN r.
SAHSAi JEffBET S.

BAPFAPOBT.LrNlET >.

»ECHSTEII€B.B«<*. £.
BEOCL Iff JULIE A.

BCICH CABOLIM C.
BEILLT JAICS *.

VEINEBT.JOaCBN A.

BEYNOLOS.JOSMUA T.

VICAOELA.AABON J.

BIENEB.oaCTCMCN E.
BOSBINS.BABKTT L.
BOBEBTS.lEC M.

BOBINSON.VIUIAN C.
BOSA TOOO A.

BOSS.JUUC B.
BOTH.ADAN J.

^OT.OCBOBAM A.

BULE.ALTSBA B.
mssELL.xwarca b.
BTAN .ICfBIIEEB N.

BY AN. JOHN r .IV
SABEAN.PAiat E.

SABOL. JULIA E,
SACCHCTTI.NABIA.
SALVAOOH.JOBCBN N.

SANTOm.JAMN S.

SANTALA.ICLISSA (.

SABAOCCMRISTOBMU C,
fBUTTONI.nUn ••

SCANOO.SAtAM E.
^CHLOSSaCM.EBIC B.
SCHSIEVEB.AMMKn P.

SCHUHEB.IABfN E.

SCHUSTEB.GCWVIEVt H.
'-,CH«A8 . BEBCCCA A.

.•QCmEllE
BTTENlL-
•MAM NAOElEI« *.

NAOlA L.
TA.tEtNIIBB t.
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MjUND <t««l J

•UtCIO JOHM r.

uoua xmnnw ».
SACHS XtMM L,

UOlCB OfNISi t.

s«i.>: MTH 4

unit joMi a

tiMM NOLCI I

SM»*« sctu. .

SAkTCMC !)(>li «.
S*WO ST(*^II •.
SAMOrr HHCC*.
s«tu*>:ilO ttiNitM *.

uitM xman* *.

ttuML^ licntm *.
tOuftt UOK* t

SDOTIC SUSAWC •.

. 4lt» »

scMMCi: iu«ia j.
SCOT^ LIU «.

SCUM< WIMU C.

jt:»tt I«LISS4 4.

sClIGhah Monl 1.

»u#taiiiTz.CM«io n.
SMint. JULIE 4.

»<4u(tM»i.4u.iMa >.

S«<4 4I«> (.

»«4 O4yl0 J.

M4 I4«N H
»<4 lUai l4tMUU.
SM4 S14M.(1 4.

SM4 STC«( C
SM(CTIMI.4in i.

*tm.ixx xtm 0.
tWTh »cr4t.i (.

*VLMttmiim L.

StCiCL JlNTIH 4

ti{wt(wic:.>ui«itii c.
SISCiiuii ST(ni4M( t.
SiL't eLCH4 n.

SUrtl ^4U«4 n

SlmOMM lOIS (.

UT(S JilM>tt L.

m.*Mi* 14MI4 c.
ft^T MMir 4 ji
mtmz <u*vi J

•aai SWISTIII4 t.* 44aiii c

I.UtlU i.

4lcss: 4Mmo«i« c.
AKOf.otj >4s:lUI.
4U0i^ <=4U.

4vIl* ElCIu ••

6ACC4S! 0*ac4 .

B4K(c «oai> e
BacCS.CmSISTII l.
BtMK' 4fii!ii<

BtCcCft lies' > .

BfLKlUr XS»>U» c

KM>n )«l:ss4 4

KKOHr: '»4«:: .

BITIMi nUtA. .

WXOUC C«*:i'C*-€B
van* ^ut» -

aufMLEi •K'tw:4 c

.4NC U>« 4

.4af Ju.:4*u •

. 4 • 4k . : ••

•* «.

:o««o». -

COMOM M#> ..

C0««« JIL- 5

COMm.($ *'M4 ••

COULSOk.CTnAk :

;az2* Lis* 4

»OCK<Li..tCtC &.

•Wl* ••J4k J

ti i.

MMtS.JfffKI N.

3a«k.[MKl . 4IM n.
SaL4tl XU.1 N.

saLOHON.FKMiic a.
SOLI CMBIiTIW t.
SP40i )uM4af t

9>(4aS 4MC 4.

SPIILIUII.4IMLI N.

SPIV44 C4MI.TN S.

ST oaof eouao '.Ji
Sl4CMtLK.»««M»i I.
Sl4MIS.4(.I»t* >.

31[4aM (tlCtUfL *.

STEIN 4041) J

STEIICI.BiCHfL L.
sTEiuat D4ai(L J.

ST(IM*I.(HlL< r

STaLKI.j4IC C
STOMI CiTnCtllC f.

STOM itlSTIk K.

STOaC IIChaN
SULlt i4>LE 4.

stA.Li>4« :i«isTaM«i f.

SU.L!>4« 3Mk E.

tU.Ll«4* lUITMCa J.
Su«an4«..ii.4 I
tUI(L4.JfSK
SV0MB4 ftml J
«M(T atCMCi c.

s<ut.t4CWL c

t4«LI4kl.jaH4lll4* n.

im.iLtuta L.
T4NIS MCWM L.
T4NIIW JW.14 K.

T4MMI.0fM4 L

14UW lllCKLt L.

T4TL0t.JCIMFC* J.

l4)Lai.JCNkIFER 1.

T4TLM IIWIK.1 4.

TEKWIIMMI M.
TESSIEI 4IM .
1n4af 0I4M L.
<I«L£H.LUK( 4.

T)«aaoH.N4«i J.

Tt«n«S.KlMM«.T 4.

THOMaa. TCMI 4.

INUMMTT CMfKl L.

IIEMCI C4iai.lll 4.

TKMC'.JMIIM 4.

TlLLlt.KtTL t.

TltaST MUm L.

tan4lKi ST(M(4M( a.

lauMK.iCWU ».

TuMic.L(»i a.
'jM4MK<.JatL M.

<4iLL4icai«T mctcui a.

•4i.oi>lCLio jOMa c.

«4u4(.>IICM4fL a.

«4a L4ual 4m N

«4a T4iSL 4t.4M t.

(a SCOTT r.

• 4UfiH4l< JOIO •>

<>U6NN JULIE 4

• AU'Oua 30MIU H.

• tL4M.O '<4aCtL4.

•tLLUCC! SI4CT L.
vENiac (ua* 4.

'lliE4a1 4tlT H.

voetL aoa4a s.

<ON(a iaiSH4 a.

4C4S XILIE H.

mtUKta ST4C< t.
•4LL.M)0t l.4Ut4 J.

•4..SK .ISS4 E,

•4t.Ti«8 aICM4fL I.

•41.: jcwiifEa L.

•4Mia«IC:.ELlS4KIM 4.

••SHOuaa •I4« i.

•4S»a a>l4N J.

•4S$fin4«.ll4«lO '.

MSMIKMI.JILL a.

MlEBt.JOMi (.
MifB* (4INL£la (.

4u»« oiaoiL c

«a(STEIk.4LTMa t.

«INtT0C4.NIO«LU •.
«lCM alCMiM c.

rtLaa.oftMM L.

«LLS.I«L4MtI J.

«L» TOOO S.

«a«CM.fa.iuiMEiUC a.

Oil TIM* L

MML^ET L4i«(acf r,
MITC.4iaM4 I.
MITt.a(4MH4 a.
iMiTc.a*ici t,
tMiTEaiauoB J.
WITHOM. SCOTT L.
MITT4aa,NC4I)«t L.
KicnuM.jfiMirM «.
<<l(K.IUk.TCI 0.
KiutiNi.iuak c.
ILLI4l«.tTE»tN.
«iLHa.sTEPN4Mf a.
larcn. 11110:4 l.
ML' .C4a4 M.

(LL.ELIl4atla I.
l<4a 4.

lsiEa.aBi4a a.
—TV 14W4MT e.
>4CMT.4ia«<< c.
<*at.ru NU4.
Tn(«.EiMa jasi4a o.
fUriI.4LE> <.

fU«l4lTIS,C>«ISI0M«t J.
;4K4c ii4ai(4<ac •

:4aoTTi.c4aaiia j.
ItlKt 4ia«4 a
ncrr JU.U a.
:tCLlN(KI.(II«(M.| (.

IU24M.J4HI{ S.

nXKEa.ELE4M» 4.

:TLK*ua.uai4ii

Arts and Sciences - Undeclared

OKUZIO alLLOa
OIPUTBMIONIC

ITI.CNSISTIW n
[< ST|»fa f

O0Utt*SS.« MThONt
M*TCM.tMM» a
(KtMli.PMjL S

ELLiaOH.CMMi *.

EBICsaOH.tMMM L.

ESOCI IVIMC* &.

c:z«Ti.*B*SH.
'ACIOB.KkJMUli J.
»M<tTl.JU.II *.

faaKlL.SICMAW J,
(MHaT.XaTNM J.

nLOiU«.ST(«fli n.

ri»< C»C a
'LlMtl.MMMaO C.

rLTW.aHI a.

'onubi.lm: micku.
«BMCOfui.TH(a(s« a.

'MKLlh OMIIC.Lt a
<m««f .STE^ANU s

•uaSOa.NlCNtfi..
•UCMk.Vlak n.

KU JESSIE t.

ITEla.OMU t.
«aO' XMI'Et n.

tl«M4f< a4*i :

- e«(w,< .

Su&M E.

.»»IS B.

ftnLU.KNJH c.

LMCtlND* •.

•UTfl N*BI J

HAfE' BOHO^ 1

h««C0C(.l4JB4 l.
"4»«IltI.nASSMi m.

H(rrEBauii.ju.lE a.

ntu.JONatHM »

MOLlBOOK JCIMIUB t.
•OMBC B4Ta(M) a.

mil4>C B4C>K^ a
JACOtS.JE&K "
J*«c:ufi4 NM< :

X^U SKK4 I

JUBft afUWM t.

(ALL J«LltS4 4

««I.L0CH. JOMMlIM L.

lanrcL.Hoaaao s.

(EllEB.hEIOI l.
ilMPtCt nasTHa i.
(EiBCDT iE«IN J.

(LEla.KEI* f.

tOaiME.EBK D.

(BAMIfi KIM n
iBIMTJMAli.OOUC.aS a.

LANbow.awA a.

UIK.iuai a.

LEUW.Ca c.

iLOta aucusio t.
iQMb.kaTiCTa E

lONCIMO tfOB«E f.U
La#f : NaSIO a.

•UCCaMW.LlSi a.

MaWS.iCIBa
NABTIN.aM< C

•UBTINnaS.aaSa f.

•UTiian.ft.AlMl I.
NCCMMT.mCB I.

OTt.ttLLC C.
I.NATlNfa J.

l'.«Ki.Iaai L.
iCIino»«.MaTTK« p.
•CLLO.nooKi
•VBVlLi.aOcLT a,

aiBSOh IUCmaEl
aicaszEcSal.KEBST a.

NltUB.aUM a
IVMIISKt.MICMAEL «>.

NUIK.BABBT S
Ml .EBII4 H

HT.KEWCTt. 4.

NT. LISA m.

•UWHt.WllIE l.

•CIMM.L.HTH (

HIUS.tUtAM
NMTON.LOBCa .

OWtCN.^ATBICta a.

Oh.jums y.

OBtt; tmsA auoA i.

»aac.s(MCMu
PaBaaB am l.
OU«M.MUt.laM.
BAiia.oiiaa n.

BIVES4 Bai«s HABla J.
BOOBIbuES.NCiSCM S
BOMBS MB0BA4- A.

Btaai. JULIE a.

SAABT. JASON a.

SACUT4. JULIA.
SaOIC f aflVan

SA«IIuCCl.KiaMBL1 .
SAU(B.OA»IO a

KHOENBOa TBISTIH.
tCMULTZ.alLLlAK S.

SfEKCt. HEIDI.
SifiUlN.JIU K.

SCiaU.LaUBA «.
SCLeT.NOLLV L.
SfMMOrF.AOAN N.

SMM.SKT.HLV(GI.
SILVESTBO.MBMI A.

SKla00B0U.0S.6EaM(.
ILATE CNAflLES a.

•aiH.diwBLt a.

*aiH iii«(Bi.i N,

•NIlH.raTBICI M.
MUSa.LlLla C.
aricfB.BAOCi.
•BirnBAMBfa B.

VtlWfB.JIMlIfEB a.

SIEBM.Lfa.
SlfBK alCNAlL t.

stfvfNaak.HfWA L.

sioeltiw.hasi f'.

siBoac.fuJR a.

.CMISIIM L.

rnL.LAUfia A.

UTLOB . TNORAS . 11

ifNc siu s:c
tfW TULEE
TNONAS.C«BTL a.

TlKtIM»t.(IMMBL< t.

TOtl.lUHW C.
TO«NKIC.M«a> N.

tBaiSa.Hlaai M.

IBArF(MO.AMAM)A I.
tSA.CHi C.

TTMULA.LAUBIf J.

vfCCMlABELLC IBACI B.
AL(EB.J(rrB(t C.
afliaiBMB.fCLlSSA t.
MIIICB.BOSS 0.

KLCM.CAStAteBA I.
atLCM.FBAMl >.JB
MlNCKLL.JtWtUEB a.

ISMiicc.aiLLABT n.

ooOMCao.jAniE B.

TiLiw7.Aaou.
:iELINtKl. ALOIS L.

ACAHs.aoKai t.
ALl.aNANIN A.
ALINCM.KTCB n.
aLTOtCUO.NICMAtL J.
ANOBCMt.JOMAlHAN 0,
««CNAMKAULT. DAVID J.
ABIUBA.CCLESTE N.
AMAO.AaHBAF T.

BANASUaKI.nABK B.
BANCMTT.BLEN 0.
BABINE-eOULOEOMAaO I.
B4SC0.8ICARO0 K,
BATTISII, JONATHAN A.
BfLCiaKT.PETEB H.
aCLOn.JAMET H.
BEBMIND.OAVIO H.
BIELlO.efiCSOBT J.
BIELUNIS.ALAK J.
BOOCWMBr.JOM 0.
BOIOA BIVA.CHBISTINA H.
MMOG.JAICS J.

eetMtAM.BOeEBT T.

CAFAaO.NICHAEL.
CAHPMU.AtLAM A.
CAN6IAN0. GASTON .
CABOOSO.MABIO J.
CASBIEBE.HICHElE a.
CABSON.OOUCLAS M.
CMITIICIC.NABOLO H.JR
CNOI.BTUNe C.
CIANCIOLO.NANCT B.
COFFIN. JEFFBET 0.
COLLINS. CMaiSIO«>MEB N.
COMCB. STEPHEN A.

CSEIGMTuai. JO&EPM A.
CBOtEAU. DANIEL P.
CBOWLEt.hICmaEl B.
CUBT ICE. JOSHUA n.
C7ACH. JANES J.
CZEPIEL.EOMABO J.
OAlLET.NATlHEa L.
OAVET.CHBISTINE A.

OCIUID.JON.A
OEBIENIE.BBIAN B.
QESOamER.KAlNLEEN.
OETEBtUN. JANES F,

0IA2.JOHN H.

OIFINI.JONN T.

OIFBANCESCO.LEONABO C.
OOaKfiPUML.MALTEB 1.
OOBISS.ASHlET p.
DOueHTl.HABK L.
OSEUOSEK. CHBISTOmCa.
OUOLET.FBAMC J.
OUFFT.SEAN n.

DUFHSW.KINBESIY N.
ELOce.CAfiL e.

ENOEBLE.PAUL 0.

ESMSHIPOUB.NABTAH.
FELOSTEIN.AOAN H.
FIELOSIAO. DANIELLE L.
FINOCCNIO.OAVIO M.
FIBOA.JOMN H.

FOLET.NAUMEN E.
FUNG. LESLIE K.
GAOATIA.NABUN 6.
6AGN0N. SIEVE J.

GABONCa.BOaEBT K.
GEBVAIS.OAVIO P.

GILLIGAN. KEVIN H.

60CL0MSKI.BEBNAB0 J. II
GOSfUN.NABK J.

GBANAN.NICHAEL 0.
GBEEB. HEIDI L.
GUEB6A.CABL0S F,

HALLEN.JEFFBET 0.
NANSON. JANES 0.
HAffEL.JOMN S.
NANKQH.BBUCE a.

HCniNBMAT.NABK T.

HICKET.B06EB H.

NILOESMEIN.BAPHAEL S.
H0BAN.GBE6G P.

NOVEL. ELIZABETn a.

Engineering
NIUNS.aLLY.
NiaUB. DOWLAS L.
HUNT. ELIZABETH S.
HUNTLEY. BBIAN S.
HUTTON. DAVID R.
JANeao. SCOTT c.
JOICS. ALLEN J,
KAIWF.EBK J.

KEMCDY.B06EB N.
KHO.ALVIN T.

KLEIN, STEPHEN C.

KOCENIAK.JAHIE P.
KOBEN.YUVAL.
KOBVEK.KABEN L.
K0SI06.CAN0ACE L.
KDTHE.NABGABEI C.
KRISHNAKUflAK , OEEPA.
KHAN. KING H.

LAOONTE. JANES P.

LAN.NAU.
LABAWE.THONAS J.

LE.NGUYET.

LEBLOND.BBADLE* B.

IE8BUN. SCOTT M.

LEE.EDNUM) C.

LEFEBVSE.EBIC J.

LEONAM.EOMAIO J.

UPBAICH.CBAIG A.

LEVY.NICAH A.

LINENIDE S . CONST ANT INOS

.

LIN.OOSIS C.

LOHE.NANCI E.

LYOOT. DANIEL J.

LYLE. SCOTT S.

HA.NINGTEH.
NACOONALO.NICMAEL J,
NACDONALO. HILL ABO (.

NACOONALCHILLlAN A.

NAOaCN. THOMAS A.

NANONET.JONN I.

NALET. SCOTT.
NANIXINI. KEVIN N.

NABCN.aOHBT J.JI
NAMOLIN.CNMI N.
NATIAS.JOHH P.

NCCAffTHY.JOMI a.
NCCLELLAN.JONN N.
NCELAWT.TIHOTHY E.
NC6EE . 8TEPNEN C.
NCBLYWE. MICHAEL N.
NCtCENZIE.BOBEBT C.JI
NaOUBHLIN.LISA A.
NCNANABA.PETEB J,

NICMALAK. SCOTT C.

NICKEV.TOOO 0.

niB?IAN.ILT4 B.

MITCHELL. ALE lAIOea I.
NOCKLIN. KEVIN A,

NOBAICI.NAODC E.
NOBTON.SABAX J.

NUENCN.EBIC T.

NUNBOE.CATHlEEN N,
NuamT.NATTHEH J,
NU6PHT. MICHAEL P.

NEVEU.STEFANIE A,

NG. CHUNG H.

NIEOZHlECKI. PAMELA L.
OAK.ANDBEH.
OSMEA. DANIEL J

PABENT. SUSAN E

PATTON.JON B.

PEABL.AMT F.

PECOBA.JOHN M.

PEKCAN.BUBA> S.

PIETBONIBO. ANTHONY J.

HINENTAL.X-FBET P.

POULIN.EONABO J.

nnris.oEAN h.

PuaiNGTON.BAYNOHO E.
PYBO.JAN T.

PY1K0.PAUL F.

BAZZANO.BICK S.

BEOGATE.NANCI B.

BEDLICM.NElISSA S.

BICNABOS.PAU. b
BILET, KEVIN B,

aOBINMN.PAUL S.

aOCKWU.JOHN T.

BOaCNMC 16. MICHAEL 0.
BOSZKO. STEVEN R.JB
BUPANI.SAICEB P.

BYAN.LAaST 0.

SALVATOBE, MICHAEL A.
SAVIICAU.CEOBIC H.

SCMRITOWL. STEVEN 6.
•CaANTON.MEATHEfi B.
fEnEB.CMEBYL H.

VCraOS.HABALAMBOS.
SHABf ,EBIC J.

SHOBT.TOOO M.

SMTEBS.AMWEH H,

SISOA.MABK 4.

SILHBNAMI. DAVID J.
SKAMINBKI.OEBEK J.
SKOLNICK

.
MICHAEL A.

SMTH. STEPHEN 4.

•OGOLIK.NICHAEL N.

anZTNBKI. STEPHEN J.
SOUtA.JOCE B.

SriCMAK.ttlAN E.
8PIZU0C0.J0NN a. J*
STANTON.CNEILA H.
STAH. JONATHAN C.
STEVENS. HABK 6.

STUWS.CNEBTL L.
SULLIVAN. JULIE.
SULLIVAN. NICNAEL A.

SHIOEB.GSESOBT H.

SHINOELL. SCOTT B.

S7E TO. BENJAMIN K.

TACKE.ANOBEM J.

TAI.JIANJI.
TAUBASI.PAUL M.

THONAS.JEIMIFEfi E.
TOLLANO.BBIAN 0.
TBAN.OUT T.

aaiMi.LESLU 4

4MLtToaa 4L4« a.
MEL.4ll4«lt4 i.
Ada iHOMS }

4L0US CMI!ST0Pi«O f.
4II4TI (an
atlUAULT.KoTT r.

MM.jnaiFEa ,.

4MaMl4a.i4TMBTa a.

Aitlw.M(aOB> u.

BaBCaa.CWlSTlM a.

BantOBHOLAS s
tmu ivmim J.

BABi.Maa(4 a.

flUT.ama a.

Iltf F.
I 0.

MTUC C.
aaKTT.KOTT g
aa«a.omH c.

aBall.AK.HIu.t4N B.
tBtiraairT alCMaCL.
aMHKY.WJMaB t.
aaasnn.KBBA l.
laoHi.jUMFEa L.
aHM.n4TTic« a.

auBOMN.oaaitT t.
BTBMS.UIICBIIB B.

IT L.
.ncTOi J.

CAMIBBLlOalCaitfL J.
.tTtPMta a.

Bachelors Degree With Individual Concentration

LISA a
oa.HaLlaa.
aaABBMi.auaMa c.
ea**Aoci . joMi i.

a.a«.4UuM(t.
aaai 04HUL I
CLaaa.a4C4 4.

ClEMiNTE a4TII«« P.

waa.jtfcs a.

eiMa.iitaT »
oolowli. DouoLa J.

coLEiau I

i oaisiiw 4.

A.

ai.TtHU 4.

ci.TMMS y
tl.FBMCH t.IY

IT.MCI I.

ctiaux4.aiBT 1.
tvaia^Mro. a

'alKU.JBoaFE* N.

FaaLtTiai.jiMaFti •.
F4««AU.JM«I L.

FnauLi.jPHFn l.
FUaMNO. 01*4414 I.
FDaui.4aiMa 4.
FLaiCBTT.Mf4 t.
FOBTtB.arTcwa I.
FaaBaLA.4MtL4 C.
FaUNM.Ja«l 4.

Faius.m4 1.

•M.AT.iaiOC4 J.

aaBBi—.joagrtB a.
taaULLTiaatm.
fa.MNtlu C.

KataLi.anu t.
aaaBBT.CAMLTa a.
•uani.aatu T.

OOLLE* J(FF«« L.
«aHZ4uz.itaaB4M l.
aOMILL.NKaWt E.
aOTTEMaa JUL 0.
OBTftlE.lENJi P.

aB4«iT.KTn4 s
iBia.nuT L

auiTaa«ii.C4«k. 3.
iTvoaatLO c.

D.ELlZ4af TM a.

a«M0a.i«LlSS4 c.
lUCPIN aM4« t
MAOtlNOToa n4tl4 %.

Haatai.taiu-Lni F.
HABIT. atfB* E.IV
unMe.Bieatao t.a
i«FFMaaa. LlU 4.

NiacBT.iTEMaait a.
NULff aaiaa
anx.BlMIT t.

aai.aMfln .
ONCANT 4.

iMUJa.aaBaa a.

U.SAMB4 L.
.ITtPaaUt L.

p.

law.tTMUf.
loc.jnoiiFa L.
UaUBITMH.HVnC B.
jacaait.uianLa.
JAAaTI.CTtMM t.
jJMCL.aacBT J.
jnn.cnnau a.

[T I.
i.BIjM l.

jaiwoii.ptnt a.

JMaaoa.xMHa a.
JONAaCa.JOMFtt E.
jaaiPN.EHML 4.

JOBLn.TMOn L.
jOYa.aaiAN 4.

juatLL McaoBT i.
juaTM.iMUBicia.
lAuOBT.ooauT I.
aaii.acLfa t.

(Aaa».Li«4 1.

KATItB.S«HI L.

tLLBia.am I.
OLLT.jfaa p.

KUoct.jAaoa OY.
(lELT.saaaa E.

nncMca.oaaitT c.
U.IWLEa.Tl««t4 i.
>awT4in.snMi a.

J.

0.

L4iuai.iETH (
L4V|«B.I«WT a.

le (grF.ooaiMi
LEaLOM.JCFFU'
LfCalEi.aaJF*.
LtE.Tal a.

aiPIIi.T4M4< a.

an.Hiacuj a
LEVti.JUOOFEl a.

LEint.Kna a.

Llaa.GLAUBiM 0.

LllM.CLAm a
LiaKLtaOi.CaaBtrr 1

Liaea.iMiu e.

•aalELa H.

aiMW.ttavtt (.

aaa«i*u..C4*i a.

OBOFK' . JOHAMM L.
nM4a.S4BiT4 s
(uTtl.44.E14H0B4 a.

L4CATEU.J|FFltl t.

LAOMACt.alCKLU a.

LaMFoao.MIItTlW H.
L4aTM4TaAaiiB
L4ai4X4Ti«t a.

L4«I«IEH.J|FFttT P.

LAaooa.OANUL a.

la 4.

FT 4.

a4in.un«BiM J
a4«ti.(iaiH 4

acmai.wuiTTE L.

«cULUM.iaiai a.

ceoNinLU K4ii«* 4.

aDaioa. joMaa •
iCUi«4Ti).i«Laoil a.

aU4UMJa EilC i.
cn4M«.a4Ci«L J.
aCa4wa4.IEu.lE A,
«guiaOAa.Taic> a.

aELlOto.Jtaa a.

««tET4.MWLl* I.
•CMIIL.UIMTM a.
aiouL 'Hea4S J.

iTci«u..aaMiT 0.

aocMinaii . T09MIE

.

«Et.4WaE4 t.
.oaitriaE a

iTtaa.aLviN •.
««. OAVU .
HBBMI.NIIU
waan.c ELitaarTu
MBCt.aaaaLC 1

HMMLL-SnUK 4

auvn.aaaa :

«a«4a.«M<rlE«l 4.

aOHItELllAMTM 4.

MAxIOM.aaBT (.

PCI4 4.

lBTi:.IULa4 E

P4eaTT.aunEL. .
P4«<nE . jAcauEwM a.

PML.wici c.
PICK 4«au c.
FtM.aMa L.
PfBCtvaLKABI A.
Fcnaa.MWT a.

^^TE.lflBl L.

PaOBT.KAA. F.Ji
pan. (LIS* a.

F«HT1.J<M a.

autauT. VictVIA.
BMiM.CAaaL.
auINToaiaaer 4.

a^nwHin.wT a.
KBLIW.taiwb. a.
attaa.iiOLT i.

«IO«T(Di.Wl4MK J.
KUOaaiaKE i.

NaLaa.jmaria l.
tiiL.atTH E

atiHi.»MM 0.

lMCBt(.4N< L

a«a(BTi.ta«i4 D

saaiaaoM 4LEI4MBA.
.H4i.iEa.

jIMUFca a.

aoYJEMOFEa L

auaici.aLLT 4

.J(4M«Tll K.

.»*ne I.

J.

.EIIC a
teaalOT aiCM4fL f.

(CMiaici.anacrn e.
MOCaBCccia.rtactNl J. ill
Xilt.aanMIN J.
tHAucaoaa.ANi a.
»<4Pia«.iii«fai« 0.
SH4a N4BT a.
S><4.a4a«4arf (.

iMFrifLe.(.>«ISIM a.
•VPaae.aaTTKH .
MMoae.ELAiic I.
»<iEi8*.ELU4«rH a.

TtIHa.E.OEBEK L.

IBULSON.JEFFBET 0.

TSAM.BTTCB C.
Twuns.BCTca j.
VAIOnvCCH.TIMiTNT J.
VABIEUB. NICNAEL >.

VAKHLU.TAVUZ.
VON OOEiaaW. JUSTIN D.
MAUCB.AAMW L.
MATKIMB.MKBT A,

MEIB. DAVID N.

HNCLAN.EOMABO J.

HHIPfU.nCMlLU A.

aMITE.JOMATNAN A.

nEaot.acNjANiN j,

OTLLIANB.OEBEK K,

MLUaNaON.BABBY L.

MILSON.MIKBT M.

MNTEB.rMVIO A.

MBItNT.KNJAMIN.
YANB.JIN.

ZAVATTI.HAUBICIO.
ZIELINOKI.JON D.

tM

Food and Natural Resources (including The Stockbridge School

)

*•!« . JONATHaai 4.
kiTtaMEaa.ELfHA.
tlOlLEau.M.lci a.
tiaaioHiBMa a.
tNalLJIMaFn L.
teil8A.I«ATlCB E.
(PUBELjaatiNB A.
1P««.B«LUI a.
SIAWiat.LJNBiN A.
tiaia.aaNa.
tTEaaa.CAM. I.
tTEaUW.KABA i.
(lELMOKAa.JOm H.
«u.tv4M.taMBa f.
auMtiiaivtT.awat.
laaMi.aaa i.
IHIOaaBf.CTNfHU I.
SJTtfMa.KAH L.
I4MM.WM N.
«an.ai.taaeT i.
Ti«ioi.iii«n.Y N.
ixuNaN.cuiaaitN i.
laaNajCFFBlv A.
leacA.aaMi a.
laatMN.KUWBLn i.
laiWL.anjA.
TtMB.FMat p.
TuaECEi.PAiBKia.
uBiai Eoc«4aBi4.PiM.4 F.
«4LEaTia.taaaB4 a.
«4M 4TTta.cMisTaPica (.
«4a8«.aBisnB.
•tE»f«.aiTtt a.
»fii nisTin F.
XH.otmm.
• lOM* ••UtTI L.
•0UL.>4II«J|EN a,
«4LLacf .aiL4aY a.
•4t.»i.ainaEi i.

4I«aMM.I«ll4 t.
•(•siia.4AMa a.

KEKS.EZII
aCI.SMlAO
arTSTEIN.E
HlLLlANB.I
HILSON.OW
HONB.KA K.
MXXKOCK.I
HDOOBOM.Kl
TETNAN.KIF
ZaBKCJUL]
ZAflBELlS.
2CLiMN.au:

'--?: 4L(<AN0aA T,

•t.^lU a.
--•% «»4CE' L.

iSBIE P

;L4iri .aChEl a.

:ousT:No.>BtsTiAN
:OUNlHAa JAMES A.
3alE' STAGE' L.

'
: :»«I3 ?.

- S fNTNt L.
- .4-(S «.

•v,:s ;. "4BGABET a.
•

. >:ioS, lEBfiT A.

(•A.34VI0 1.

f4lBfl4l«S.HlLLA»Y £.
FECKO. SUSAN L.
FISMB.LTANPC.

6ENBIN6.PAUL a.
COLOKBG.GEOrFBEY H.
GOLDSTEIN. JUL IE B.
GBEEN«EBG.(tM8EBLT H.
naaauBT da m.
HABT AJILA a,

HEFFEBNAN.MATTtCN 0.
"OOtt . lEBBCLLE L.
KOLB. SUSAN L.
KOUBKOt.ZK.

LANOFIAN.EiaCM n.
LAUBINANITI.SAni P.
LESi.aAuoiw.
LEH(I«EBG.HEM)t e.
NAlNVlLLE . JOAN M.
aaNNIW . SABAM 0.
MATtUS.THEBESA 0.
MOBBIS.rMEBESA A.

XIvEIBa.BICnaBO t.
PANIAGUA. LABA.

P4STBAS.0EBBA L.
BfNAUO.KABCN I.

BtCHNAM.ICSSA J.

BuaElMM.O.HALLlE 0.
'FOBOH.COBEY L.
'HONPSON.KBISTIN N.
'ICKEBY.TEBCSA L.
•*i': ;l4Nct.j£nnifeb.
M«LAN QBEOOBY J.

•UtUB.OOMH n.

CAaLaaN..'tMaFEB i.

canacu..sTAGCY n.

COMUni.aiCMAM i.

Honors

riMf.JON L.
SCLUY.fCLISSA N.

aOLOSTCIH.NICOU 0.

NAYtS.CATMCniC J.

.CNIIStlNA N.

RANSIABACMA. NICNAEL •.
PETEBSCN.LTOIA.
SIENfBINB.aCOrFfllY a.

It

4LPt8..0BETTA L.
SOLAW. EILEEN 4.

aSEEOEN.FBEOEBICK J.

COLE. MICHELLE.

AN08EHS.Cei»4 ^.

BAKEB lEIGk 4

BASONI.JlL. «.

BEBNECME. JENNIFER L.
Bl0CX.4N0BEi E

B0FF4.ANNE E

BBEOvlK.BASeABA K.
BBI66S.VANESS4 0.
eBO0T.STEP«4NU F.
BUOBESKI.ANN E.

BUZZELL.BENEt A.

CAaSAL.KBIS'IN M.

CAHlLL.TBACEl.
CALHOUN. CNBIS'INA M.
CAMAOINE. MELISSA B.
C4N4VAN.a4U64 8.

C4PeiC. MELISSA A.

CHENAUScr.KieSTEN.
CHUONOFSKT.BANA.
CLAYTON. CH81STINE A.
COHAN. KEKTN E,
COLEMAN. OANIEl T,

COLLINS. CMBISTINE.
C0YLE.LE4NNE.
OANA. JENNIFER M.
04N4 . NOBMA K

,

OELUC*. BEGIN* C.
OtNN.AM' M,

OEVEB. SHEILA M.

OITCHIK.SETH L.

0OH.E.KIMeEBLr J,

OOND.CMBIS'INE n.

EAST.IMELOa B.
EPPICM.BHYS 4.

FALC0teB.C4SEr L.
F4ULKNEB. MICHELLE.
FAY.JENNIFES L.

FRANSEN.KBISTINE G.
GELL.KBISTEN M

Continuing Education
Interdepartmental and Exchange

CBOMLEY. DANIEL r.

EPflCH RHYS 4.

GOL08EBG. GEOFF BET H.

HETQBICHS.MABTHA A.

G000MAK.t.4Jl£N E .

GBOlEAU.EMIl' :

GUlMOtC.CHABLES 4.

MABINK.rlMBEftL' A.

M4CKEP.G*TtE M
HANLEt.KEBBlANNE.
haZaBCamt f,

HICKEY.HENO-
HOONE.AMY E.

M0L7M4N.BOBYN I.
MOSLEM. COL IN L

HULL.MABGABCI 4,

HUTCHINSON (4TH4BINE A
MTDEfi.ANKTTE,

lACOVELLl.LYfBK n.

JEFFERS.rPISTEN M.
JOHNSON. KElL I A.

JONES. KRISTIN 0.
KAPLAN. KENNETH P.

KINCSANORAH L.
KOUCH.HOBNG N,

LACBOII. KAREN A.

LIVERNOIS. MICHELLE L.
LONG. LAUREN J.

MARC r. JOANNE M.

MARINO. JENNIFER A.

MASIBOM4TTE0. ANGELA M.
M4TYLEHIC2.SHERI L.
MCCARTHY. CYNTHIA L.
HCOONALO. KATHLEEN A.
MCGILLION.RUTH E.
MEBMELSTEIN.HOPE L.
MINK. JULIE e.
MURPAV.SANORA C.

MUSE.ELHABETH M.

MYNTTINEN.M4TTHEH G.
NAROONE. BENJAMIN H,
NEUNOER. GRETA L.
MGUTEN-PHAH.OIEM.

KOBZENIONSKI. HELEN N.
LOBING. MICHAEL P.

MA8TIN.8ENEE
PAPAUTSKY.SNCILA,

Education
NIEVES TARA M.

NONIS.AILEEN S.
PABKER . AMY

,

PABNE NT

E

R.JEAN E.
PAVIA.TARA M.

PECK. JENNIFER 0.
PE GRAM. JEFFREY L.
PEREZ. EWA J.

PERSINGER.RANOI R.
PETIT, MELINOA A,

R*YNER,KIMe£RLEY L.
BEOEKER, KAREN M,

BIGE BO, PAULA,
ROBINSON, STACY H.
ROCHAlK*. MELISSA K.
ROY.KIMBERLY A.

RU6ER0.LUZ A,

SEPUL VEDA. JOSE B.JB
SEYSE.04VI0 S.

SH4PIR0,STACI-JOYE.
SILINSH.LABA 0.
SILVA. ANTONY P.

SMITH. CHRTSTEl.
SMITH. JENNIFER L.
SNOW. ANN MARIE
SI LAURENT, niCHELLE J.
STOTT, STEPHANIE S.
SHAMQOIST.LINEA A,

TETBEAULT. MICHELLE N,
THOMAS, MAUREEN P.
TUBNEB, JENNIFER L.
VALLAS.KIM C,

VOLIN.RACHAEL J.
VCTAPKA.LYNN R,
HALKEB,SULETKEN D.
HAL SM. JENNIFER L.
HARREN.BETH A.

MENOLER.LISA E.
HESTERLINO.KABA J.

PELOSI.LAUBENCC R.
PBEIL.CMBISTINA L.
BOELOFS. OANIEL G.
SAENZ. NATALIA.

HHITTAKEb.BAHbAHA t.
HICKLWe, REBECCA L.
HILLHEBTH.KABEN A.
HINSTON. SHARON L.
YIN.SARUN,
YOLLES, PAULA A.

ZAHIGIAN.OEBBA L.

ALBNECHT.KATE H,
ALLESSIO, DANIELLE A.
ANDERSON, LAURIE J.
BARRY, COLLEEN M,
BORCMERT.CARL K,
BRAULT , PAULA M.
CARNEVALE. JOELLE M.
CARON. LORRAINE E.
CAVALLON, KAREN A,
CHENG. HA I

CLOUTIER.KRISTINA F.
COOPER, MICHELE C.
CROL'SE , SUSAN J .

CURTISS. PAMELA A.
EHRLICH. RACHEL
FISTERE. PAMELA S.
FLOTHMANN . ANGEL lOUE
FOX.HELAINE B.
GRANGER. RENEE S.
QUARNERA.STEFANI
QUNDERSON. HEATHER L.
HAMMERTON. KRISTIN L.
HATCH, BARBARA E.
HAVES, LAURIE A.

ORTIZ. LAURA
HOOQES. JENNIFER A.
HURLEY, DIANF M.
tCOTELLY, JOANNE E.
LEE.HAE R.

STAue.NANA,
XI.CABIE A,

>«ITE.JONN A. IV
YUEN.ANttL L,

LINOWSKI .NANCY M.
MAORIGAN. SUSAN L.
MARCUM.LARA B
MARTIN. JENNIFER L.
MCQUIRE .BARBARA J,
RALPH. JENNIFER W.
REGAN. MARIAN 0.
RESNICK.DINA L.
HOBBINS.JiLL 1.

RUSSELL. MAR» L.
SIMPSON. J III
STAPEL .TRACEv L.
STOSZ.OEBPA L.
WAGNER. TAMARA J.
WHEELER. BETHANY L.
WILLIAMS. MICHELLE R.
YOUNG. CHRIS" I NE E.

ALBEBSCABSTEN.
BASICS, DOaCEN E.

BEBCEB. NICNAEL A,

BIMIINi.KlBI NOAIO,
BIBO.AMMEH J,

CANCIO.KABCN M,

CaSCIA.TBOY.
COLLINS. JCBCNY M,

CBOOKS. GAVIN C.

ABBA TE. MICHAEL A,

ABOUL GHANI.AMAN B.
ABRAHS, MICHAEL S,

ALORICM,JOHN P,

ALLARO. ANDREA L.
ALLEN, DEBORAH L.
Al SAN.CI60EM.
ANOEBSON.HARC R.

4N0EBS0N. ROBERT 0,JI
ANGELINI. STEPHEN.
APONTE.EONA L,

APPELSIEIN, JEFFREY I,
ARIMENTO. RICHARD S.

ARMSTRONG. TRACY A,
ARTZ. SUZANNE 0.
ASSA . JENNIFER S,
AU YEUNG.PO YEE.
AVERY, JAMES.
BAKER. MATTHEW J.

B4L0ANI.JILL M,

B4RBARY, MICHELLE 0,
SARI, TOOO Q.

BARIL. OANIEL J.

BARNOSKY. STEVEN E,
BARONE, SCOTT G.

8ATTELLE.JENNIFEB,
BECKER. MARC A,

BELLOWS. MAST E,
BENIM(,ERIC J,

BENNETT. DOROTHY L.
BE RGER. RACHEL.
BERGERON. STEPHEN E.

BERNABE. ALEJANDRO.
BERNAROES.TANIA I.

BERNEY.HENOY J,

BERRY . THONAS M.

BILHAKESH.SHUBNA.

OAHL.BAR«ABa 0.

EISEMAN.BUTM.
FETTERHOFF .AUT.

FOSTER. OAVIO L.

FUJII.JEIBEY N.

GABCIA.ANOOCA.
GILaCY.BBYONY JANE.

GONZALEZ PE0BOSA.09CA* t.

GBAVES. MELISSA S.

BISHOP, OANIEL J.

BLACKMELOCB.EBIC.
BL ANTON, INCSSA A,

6LANT0N. WILLIAM 6.
BOLTZ. NANCY E.
BOOK, JULIE S.

BORDEN, MAT THEN 0.
BOVARNICK,LlSA A,

BOVERINI.LUISA C.
BOYER. KAREN L,
BRANNK AkV, HARK A*

BROOER.REBEKAH J,

BPOOY. SCOTT 0,

BP0G4N.SUE A,

BROWN. SARAH L.
BRUNO. DAVID A,

BUB4S.TBACEY 0.
BUCKLEY. KEVIN P.

BURCH.ALYSHA L.

8UR0ULIS. MONICA L.
BURNS. ANTHONY J.

C4L4BESE. MICHELLE S.
C4LCAS0L*. RICHARD L,
CARRA, NICHOLAS R.

CARBOLL. PATRICIA A,
CARROZZA.JONN A,
CARV4LH0, CARBON J,
CASEY, SUSAN L.

CASEY. THOMAS F.

CASSIOY.LAUBA J.

CEBBUT I. MICHELLE E,
CHECANl. KAREN E.
CMfVALIEB. STEVE H,
CMIKKALINGAIAH.RATHN
CHIPLEY.COLONIE T,
CHIRGWIN. AUDREY M.
CHLUOZINSKI. MICHAEL

GULATI.N NANU,
MANIYOKO.
HABTvlG.GAaVIELLA.
HOOGSON.JACQUCLIIC,
HOUGHTON. NICOLA.
HUDSON. BICNAOO 0.

INATSUKA. JULIE C,

KEBSTETTEB.BBAO.
KILBEB.EBIC.

LUVtTTE -.'.ISTE.
LONT.aiUlAN.
NASSEY. LIZZIE.
MAYES.OCNISE A.

f«XAIM. KEVIN P.

«N0EB»tAU9EN . JULK

.

NOBCENSTEBN.fCLANIE,
M06TENS0N.XSSICA,
nUBBAY. KATHLEEN A.

Management
CHOW.AIKE N.
CHUI.CHI NING.
CICHOCKI.PAUL H.

CLARK, ELIZABETH 0.
CLABK,JILL A.

CLABKE. JULIETTE H.
CLELAM). MELISSA V,
COHEN, ALLISON H,
COLE, KENNETH N,
COLELLA. STEPHEN A.
COLL INS. MICHELLE «.
COLUCCI, DANIEL R.JB
COf^STANTINE, MICHAEL
CCRRIGAN, KEVIN P.
COSTELLO, JOSEPH M,
COTE. BRADFORD J.
COURTNEY. DEBORAH L.
CPOTEAU. BRIAN T.

CROWLEY. BRIAN P.
CUNHA.BAYNONO F,
CURRAN. JOSEPH H,
CZELUSNIAK.BABBASA
OANCHY, ELLEN J,

DAY, JEFFREY R,
DAY. MARK F.

OELLEO. JEFFREY N.
DERES. MICHAEL T.

OESAUTELS, MICHAEL .

DEXTRADEUH, JULIE A,
DOBOSZ, MELISSA L,
OONEY. DEMISE 6.
DONALDSON. LINOA A.

DONNELLY, CAROLYN.
DONOVAN. OANIEL D.
OOWO, TRACY L.
DOYLE, JOHN R.
DREW, MELISSA J.

06U6Y.JAN E.

DUGAN.NAUaCEN E.

OUGUAY, KELLY A,

DUKAKIS. MABY A.

OURKIN, PATRICK R.

EPSTEIN. ANOREH S.

EWALD.ERIC J.

EWING, DOUGLAS G.

FABERMAN. STEPHEN H.

FAIB6ANK.ANY E,
FANTE, KAREN L,

FASCIDNE. KAREN E.

FELDMAN. ROBERT N,

FIGLER. CINDY H.

FINGER. JEFFREY K,

FLAHERTY. MICHAEL S.

FOLEY. PAUL F.

FORBES. MICHAEL J.

FORREST, BBETT J.

FOSTER, MICHAEL L.

FRANCOEUB.CHSISTINC N.

FRASER. HEATHER L.

FREE OMAN. ANDREW T.

FRESHMAN, PETER A.

FURLONG. DOUGLAS J.
GAGE. PAUL E.

GAGNE. ROBERT A.

GA6NCN.LEE M.

GAINSBOeO.KIM S.

GALLAGHER. CHRISTOPHER R

GABBER. HUGH E.

GAR04.GINA L.

GARDINER. JOHN J.

GELINA. ANDREW S.

CENIN. ALEXANDER,
GEORGE. SUSAN M.

GILELS,D0RI A.

GILLESPIE . THOMAS E.

NAKAMA.NABIAN N.
OATMAM, JULIA,
PERBY. JENNIFER LTMI.
PHILLIPS. JULIE.
PRICE. AMI LOUISE.
RAIWM. STEVEN P.

ROBERTS. DELIGHT K.
SCOTT.CHBISTOPMEB S.
SMITH. JAICS.

GILLIS. DONNA E.
GOLOING. SUSAN B.

COLOSTEIN.AMWEA E.
GORDON. KEVIN P.

GOSSELIN. JAMES E.
GRAOY. TIMOTHY P.

GREENFIELD. RANOIE B.
GREENGRASS. MARC 0.

GREENLAW. WILLIAM J.
GUERTIN. DOROTHY A.
GUGLER.TRICIA A.

GULEZIAN.NABC R,

H40040.LISA R.

MAMH.tLlZABETH L.
M4MM0CK. MICHELLE L.
M4NER.CH4RLES F.

M4B00CK. JAMES M.

M4BMS.LISA M.

M4BRIS.4MY J.

H4RUTUNIAN.JDHN C.
haSELKORN.OENA,
M4SMEM, MATTHEW S.

H4>M(ES.*MY E.
MAYES, MARIA C.

HAYS.ASNEY C.
MEANEY. MICHELLE L.
HENNEBERG.KBISTINA 0.
MIGGINS, THOMAS M.
HILL, ALLISON E.
HIRSCH. MICHAEL S.
HO. OTTO J,

MOOSON. TIFFANY.
HOFFMAN. MELISSA B,
HOGAN, WILLIAM H,

HORROCKS. JAMES F,

HOWARO. NANCY A.

HU8AL . MICHELLE M.

HUCKINS. MELODY A,

SPAElTI, PHILIP L.
SPENCEB. MICHAEL P.

STITZEL.XIMIFEB.
STOJKOVIC.CHBISTIAN.
STONE. BENJANIN B.
STUCKLESS.VICTOBIA.
SUGIYAMAOENICE L.
SvaBTBOBN.laBS FflCOBIK.
SWItauBN, ANGELA,
VER. SUSAN Y,

WASaCN.SUZAN.

NUGO.ANOflCW N.

JACOBS. ANOflCH S.

JANOFF. JASON B,

JAY, OAVIO.
JEMIOLO. KATHLEEN A.

JENSEN. KABIN A.

JOCH. BBIAN T.

JOHNSON. NINOTCI«A.
JOHNSTON. OAVIO M.

JONES, KIMBEBLY A.

JOSHI,CHITRA M.

JOUBIS.LISA A.

KAGAN.ERIC 0.
KAPLAN. ALYSSA S.

K4PLowl TCH, SCOTT B,
K4TZ. BBIAN W.

<FENE. STEFAN L.

KENNAN. JEFFREY P.

K\ OVANICH, JOHN G,

KNUOSEN.AIMCE K.

KRENOEL. OAVIO B.

KBOSIN. OANIEL E.
KUZA.KATHY A,

LACASSE. BRIAN J.

LAFDNO, SHARON B.

LALLY.MARYRETM.
LAMA.YAMILE.
LARKIN.VERN 0.

LARRIVE£,CHRISTI« H,
LASCHER, ANDREW L,
LAWSON, RACHEL M.

LAZARCOAVIO E,
LEE, CECILIA SIU KWAN.
LEEMAN, REBECCA A,

LEIDERMAN. JONATHAN S.
LEIFER. SCOTT P.

LEONARD. MATTHEW T.
LEPORE. ANTHONY S.
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Linti.KeisTin [.

LeBou)i,c»«isTo«>Hce i

LiSHEc.BoeeeiA l.
lCVIIC.ESIC b.

Lf»INt.JlLL T.

lCVIICLEONaBO M.
LEMCIOCBC.AOAM S.
IICN.OAVIO *
LIUS JUlU *.

LlLJEGKN.KeiSTCN N.

I.Ih.CMI*-CHlN6 4.

LtW.HABC H.

Limo.jtsst s.
lIPSil.TIMITMt 8.
LONG.ElIZABfTN k.

lonww TR*cir «
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school funding
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Most school districts have instituted extra fees for extra-
curricular activities including music and sports and even
for bus transportation.

Foreign language, computer, vocaUonal educaUon and
gym classes have been cut back or eliminated along with
programs for gifted students.

Conditions in some school buildings are Dickensian.
The most current encyclopedia in the Buckland-

Shelburne schools dates from 1965 and the history books in
Middleboro end with Jimmy Carter's presidency.

There is no money for paper, pencils, chalk or textbooka
in many towns. The books that are available oaen have to
be shared. Some districts use scrap paper provided by
businesses, a few still bearing the donor's letterhead.

In Newton, once considered one ofthe best school systems
in the U.S., classes are being held in converted storerooms
and basements.

Building maintenance has been drastically reduced. In
Stowe last year, the health department had to step in and
order that the middle school be cleaned.

Many buildings have leaky roofs, missing ceiling tiles,

holes in the floors, broken windows, and rutted flelds.

Lights are left off to save money.
A record 30 high schools were threatened last year with

being stripped of their accreditation by the New England
Association of Schools find Colleges, many because of the
condition of their buildings.

Since the art, industrial arts and music teachers were
laid ofTin the small town ofAcushnet, students spend those
periods in study hallB.

"It is hard to imagine the situation getting worse,' said
David St. Laurent, a teacher there. "Education in Acushnet
will cease to occur."

Rajmolds said: There isn't education now in many of
these towns by standards most of us would use to measure
it."

This year, he said, Toull see larger classes, fewer
ofTerings in the way of things like art, music and physical
education. Textbooks are not going to be available. There
will be very few schools that will have an actual librarian.

Teachers will be pink-slipped, many of them very senior

people."

"It is going to be 'iiflicult to be excited about returning to

a school missing teachers, programs (and) materials," said

Cynthia Allyn, a teacher in Medfield.

About 3,000 teachers have been laid off in the last two
years, according to the Massachusetts Teachers Association.
The MTA expects that many more will lose their jobs this

year.

"I didn't cause this mess and neither did the kids, and it's

not fair that we're the ones being called on to solve the
problem time after time," said Roseanne Bacon, president of
the Massachusetta Teachers Association.

Proposition 2 1/2 requires local oflicials to go to the voters
before replacing a leaky roof or broken broiler if that will

require taxes to be raised.

More often than not, the voters have said no.

An allocation to buy computers for the high school and
restore the jobs of teachers and other town employees in

Bourne, for instance, was defeated two-to-one this summer.
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major.^ Also smart.

On tests, you pmbablv

run equations over again to

make sure theyrc right. So

you're working harder.

\bu don't have to do it

anymore. Not when you

use the TI-68 Advanced

Scientific or TlSl Graphics

Calculator, with their last

equation replay feature

and so many other smart

functions.

We've spent years with

students like you and edu-

cators like your pmfessors to

develop the T7-68 and the

TI-81. Tliat's why they're so

highly recommended.

For engineering students,
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simultaneous equations,

provides complex number

functions and offers formula

programming. TTiat's power.

And for math and science

applications, the
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to-use graphing
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ming capabilities.
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TI retailer today.

And start working

smarter, instead

of harder.
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Fulfill all yourcommunications
requirementswith one course.
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Poultry industry faces allegations
By CHRISTOPHER SULLIVAN
Associated Press

The chicken plant fire that killed 25 workers in North
Carolina is the latest in a string ofproblems for the booming
U.S. poultry industry, from fraud lawsuits to reports of
widespread contamination.

"It is a hazardous industry. It is a poorly regulated
industry. It is supercharged with the pressure of meeting
consumer demand." said Bob Hall, research director of the
Institute for Southern Studies, which produced reports
critical of the $21-billion-a-year business.

"l don't think it's an amdent" that the fatal fire was at
a chicken plant, Hall said.

The fire erupted Tuesday at the Imperial Food ProducU
plant in Hamlet, N.C.. when flames from frying equipment
ignited oil spraying from a broken hose. Twenty-five workers
were killed and 55 injured.

Investigators concluded that locked doors and blocked
exits contributed to the deaths. The 11 -year-old plant,
which had never been inspected, had no automatic sprinkler
system. Investigators are considering criminal charges.
A trade organization in Washington, the National Broiler

Council, said the fire was "very much the exception to our
safety record."

As the popularity of poultry has grown - from 50 pounds
per capita in 1980 to 75 pounds this year - so has criticism
of the industry. Among the contentions:

• That federal inspectors, hindered by understaffing
and a speedup of production lines to meet demand, cannot
prevent millions ofchickens contaminated with salmonella
and other bacteria from going to market.

In one ofseveral mtgor newspa{>er series on the industry,
dozens of federal inspectors told the Atlanta Journal Con-
stitution in May of dirty chickens. The U.S. department of
Agriculture seal of approval "means nothing now", one
inspector said.

"Public confidence in poultry products is indeed shaken."
Lester Crawford, then administrator of the USDA's Food
Safety and Inspection Service, said in June.

Kenneth May, technical adviser to the broiler council,
said inspectors complainta were part ofa "union agenda" to

increase the inspection staff.

Though a USDA study found 35 percent of U.S. raised
chickens carried salmonella, industry officials said proper

handling and cooking eUminate any danger. In a study on
the causes of foodbome disease, chicken ranked well below
fish and red meat, May said.

• That more than 22 iixjuries and illnesses per 100 full-

time workers have made it one of the 10 most dangerous
industries in the United States, according to an Institute for

Southern Studies report. Many of the ir\juries occurred on
the cutting line.

Sam Fulginiti, chairman of the Poultry Industry Safety
and Health Committee, said better training and the use of

metal gloves and other protective gear have improved
safety.

• That production workers and chicken farmers get too

little ofthe profits and are sometimes cheated by the plants.

More than 250 contract farmers won a $13.6 million

judgment in a 1989 federal lawsuit against ConAgra Inc.,

the nation's second largest chicken processor. The farmers
claimed ConAgra deliberately underweighed chickens.

Judge Myron Thompson called it an example of"the rich

seeking to get richer by stealing from those who could least

afford to be stolen from."
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RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

BELIEVE ITOR NOT,THIS GUT
ISINGLASS.

Excilemenl and adventure is Ihe course descrip-

tion, and Army ROTC is Ihe name. It's the one col-

lege elective that builds your self confidence,

develops your leadership potential and helps you

take on the challenges of command.
Therels no obligation imtil your junior year, so

there^ no reason not to try it out right now.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE

COURSE TOU CAN TAKE.

Join us today at the Campus Pond (9-3) for the annual "Puddle

Jump". Learn about Army ROTC and cross the Campus Pond on a

two rope bridge or contact CPT Richard S. Tracey 545-2321/2322 at

the Department of Military Science.
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When

opportunity

knocks,

open

the door!

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Fall

1991

You'll find over 200 opportunities knocking on

your door this fall. Both credit courses and

noncredit workshops can open doors for you -

helping you advance in your career plans,

upgrading your skills, or improving your

personal life.

Late register for Continuing Education evening

classes and UMass day classes through

September 17.

For more information, contort the Division of

Continuing Education, Goodeli Building, or call

54524 14,
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WELCOME BACK!
FROM THE MATHER CAREER CENTER

Once Again We Have an Exciting Year of Services to Offer You!

Career Planning and Placement

Co-ops and Internships

Resume and Interviewing Workshops

On-Campus Recruiting
^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^,^^„,. ^^^,^^ Senvork

JOIN US FOR A CELEBRATION ik

AT OUR SATELLITE OFFICE

ON THE MAIN CAMPUS IN CURRY HICKS

Arts
The Surfin^ary goes skeg first but wonH fit into your wettie

Come Visit Us and Meet Employers Like

Pratt and Whitney, VISTA, Dun & Bradstreet , IBM, M&M Mars, andTJMaxx

Career Services Registration, Workshops, Information

September II and 12

9:00a,m. to 3:00p,m, Curry Hicks Lawn (Across From Herter Hall)

(Weather Permitting)

By JON LUPO
Collegian Correspondent

The Surfin'ary
Trevor Cralle
Ten Speed Prent

As the preface proudly states, The
Surfin 'ary "is the first serious attempt at a

complete vocabulary of the surfer and the
sport of surfing." Yeah...okay.

The Surfin'ary contains over 3000 surf-

ingterms and phrases with complete defini-

tions Author Trevor Cralle spent years re-

searching surfing terms in such exciting
places as Australia, Mexico, the South Pa-
cific and Indonesia. Too bad he came back
with Huch a pointless book.

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fraternity/Sorority Park - on the Orchard Hill bus route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Ojf!

UMASS FRATERNITIES
COME CHECK US OUT

AAO
AX
AXA

AEn
AY
HKA
lAM

AXP
0X
OIK

UMASS INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
PRESENTS

FALL 1991 OPEN RUSH
ALL UNIVERSITY MEN WELCOME

Tuesday, Sept. 10 and Wednesday, Sept. 11 at 6 p.m.

at Newman Center (upstairs)

Come whether you're interested in joining a fraternity

or would just like to know more about them.

Free catered refreshments will be served

We've Got 'em
1^ flH^Ht~^K^Aj^K^

Women's Shoes. Clothing & Accessories

Zanna • North Pleasant Street • Amherst

413.253.2563

^ )

BUM

It tries to appeal to everyone — surfers

and non-surfers alike — but ends up not

being worth spending 20 dollars on. It's

worth a quick scan, but 111 save you the

trouble by picking out the best bits.

The must interesting portion concerned a
"surfing versus sex" survey by Wilson

-

Horchester Marketing Research. They asked
the following question to a group of surfers

from all over the world:

Tou wake up early because you know
the surf is going off, but your partner wants
to have sex. Doyou ; A. ) go surfing regardless

( 17 percent); B.) have sex very quickly and
then go surfing (77 percent); or C.) forget

surfing and spend all morning in bed (6

percent )?'

The report also added that 51 percent of

all surfers thought about surfing during
sex. Hmmm.. .Maybe there is more to surf-

ing than I thought.

Anyway, the book rattles on in bland
dictionary form, occasionally breaking for a

glossy picture of a wave or some surfboard

art. The only other humorous (hey — I

thought this was supposed to be serious)

section contains ten lessons on adapting
turfish (surf lingo) aa a second language

(forget French and Spanish!). It includes

such critical rules as: "1.) Always describe

waves in terms of cereal ('Hey dude! The
inside was crunchy. It gets tres mushy when
the tide goes in.') and 2.) In order to save

time, abbreviate whenever possible ('We

can hit D.T.'s in the whaler. Fresh heiny's in

the fridge, bro.')" HI let it speak for itself.

The question of "why?' kept coming into

my mind as I read this book. If you were
interested in becoming a surfer. The
Surftn 'ary is not for you. It's too big to stuff

into the back pocket ofa wetsuit. (Do wetsuits

even have backpockets? Shows how much I

know even ailer reading this book.) Also,

think about how much you'll impress the

other surfers on the beach (not to mention
the babes) when you start looking up words
in a book to communicate.

In a cosmic sense. The Surfin'ary is

harmless. It may even amuse surfers for all

I know. All I'm sure about is that a book
which lists the "Ad the Bad Lad and Barney
Q. Nietachmann ( t)epartment ofGeography
at University of California/Berkley)" in its

list of contributors is either a "geek-a-moo'

(page 53) or has been "lip-slamming" (page

69) a little too much lately.

'I used to be a lowly freshman, but then I started working for the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian. Now I'm a lowly junior, but I have a

great job, a lot of useful experience, and a lot of cool friends.

Thank you, Collegian!'

COLLEGIAN
"It's not just an adventure, it's a job"

Experience the inner workings of a daily newspaper first-hand.

Come to the offices of the Collegian -113 Campus Center Basement.
or call 545-3500 (5-3500 on campus).

Don't worry, we won't bite.

The Sky's the Limit!

SORORITY RUSH!
Orientation Sept. 1 5:45pm
Campus Center rm 1 009

Sponsored by Panhellenic Council
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Northampton Center for the Arts provides stunnuig dance
By NICOLE GONZALES
Collegian Correspondent

Northampton Studiot
Northampton Center for the Artt
Friday, Sept. 6

It was a far cry from the usual faculty dance concert.

From the step-sliding styles of James Brown to serene,

flirtatious Javanese dancing, Northampton Studios' teach-

ers lit up the stage and had the audience cheering.

Smiling belly dancers. The Crescent Dancers, were decked

out in harem pants and sparkling vests. They welcomed the

audience with zill (finger cymbals) playing and undulating

hip movement*. Next, the belly dancing was accompanied
by twirling canes which were later balanced on their heads.

Then, in a darkened room, figures from an ancient Eg>i)tian

temple seemed to come to life with their stiff, angled arms,

flat palms and snakelike head slides.

Several modem pieces were presented including a billowy,

skipping dancer, Cynthia Jensen, representing the pioneer

of modem dance, Isadora Duncan. With high kicks and

leaps into the air, this springy, lyrical dancer seemed to

celebrate the presence of nature without looking too delib-

erate.

Heavydrum beats in a Nigerian solo by Felicity Ozoemena
Mbanefo drew children out of their seats and into the aisle

to dance. The audience clapped along as she stomped in bare

feet many times faster than the drum beat. After her

pounding feet settled, she focused on the crowd; smiling, as

if engaging us in a private joke. Then she'd turn and walk
away only to begin dancing again.

The gongs and bells echoing in the Javanese piece per-

formed by Ilene Goldstein resembled underwater sounds.

Then a woman app<>ared in a gold helmet with feathers and
a wrapped batik skirt.

She looked like an exotic bird. Her tiptoeing walk and
manner of holding her skirt pronounced prestige. With
elbows held sharply out to the sides and a tilting head she

portrayed thegolek puppet from which this dance form was

inspired.

Whoops and shouts were heard while male soloist, Eno
Washington, stepped to the music ofJames Brown's "Papa's

Got a Brand New Bag". His energetic Afro-American styles

recalled a time before break-dancing and the Electric Slide

with moves like The James Brown, The Mashed Potato and
The Funky Chicken.

In a traditional African number, the same dancer shocked
the audience with a high sweeping kick over the head ofone

of the standing drummers. The entire front row ducked as

he dove to the floor and slid towards them on his belly.

The applause in this finale was tremendous. While the

drummers and the dancer exited, a remaining boy percus-

sionist stood center stage, eyes sparkling and unable to

move. Throughout the cheering, the dancer walked back to

the stage; smiled at the audience; smiled at the little boy;

put his arm on the boy's shoulder and together they walked

offstage.

For information on dance lessons of these and other

varieties, contact Northampton Studios at 5860586.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

charUe'Si
1 I'tdY i>t An!htn»i t>4y t>4uj • Li^'«n I lam

7 days a We«k
Kitchen open til midnighl

Ct»n\e Room with 2 pool tables

Tonight IOC Buffalo Wings
9:00 pm - 12K>0 am

Drink of the Week
FXJZZY NAVEL

Beer of the Month
GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY

$1.7S

FOOD GIVEAWAYS
Mon. IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9pm-ixam
Tues. IOC Buffalo Wings 9pm-izam

Wed. ZSC Pixra Slices and 99C Nachos 9pm-lZam
Thtirs. IOC Chicken Hotlips Nuggets Spm-lOpm

Sunday loc Potato Skins 9pm-l2ani
WE ACCEPT MCVISA-AMEX

CALUNG ALL PHOTOGRAPHERS

Are you interested in

shooting for the Collegian. ?

Stop by 113 Campus Center
for more information.

WORKSHOPS
Job Employee Moichin^ Sysieryi

Tut^datj and idtdne'^daa

^

Sfpieniher /c I //

l^oonjs 909- 9of

Campus CtJiier f^Otf k/0f/<3Tu^V

BRING YOUR WORLD
TO LIFE

AT

THE PERFORMING ARTS

DIVISION

MUSIC, THEATER, DANCE &
MUMULTI-CULTURAL ARTS .^h

'

Private and Group Instruction

for Adults and Children

Classes Start: September 16

Walk-In Registration: August 26-September 13

Contact P.A.D. in Old Chapel • 545-0519

Pinocchio's

Ristorante Italiano
1177 N. Pleasant St., Amherst • 549-3669

Free Delivery
Menu includes:

-Pizza

-Salads

-Subs

-Dinners (lasagna, egg-veal

chicken parmigana, and
manicotti)

-And new item - Calzoni!

Hours:

Monday -Thursday

Friday-Saturday

Sunday

4pm-2am
4pm-3am
4pm-1am

FREE
II FREE TOPPING

Liter of Soda-your choice || ^„ ^„,, ,y,^^:, .«, r^:,.r^
with order of any large pizza

]]

°" ^"^ ^^^\\x^ pizza

_
_Onecoupor^pef^pizp_2'^piresJ^/9_^ J|_

Onecouponpet^order-expi^^^

^

$1.50 OFF "ir^ny two^alzones
any Large Pizza

|| $7.00
with 2 toppings

jj

One coupon per order-expires 1/31/92 11 One coupon per order-expires 1/31/92

r TWIN SPECIAL n
I 2 Large Cheese pizzas I

i $12.50 i

I Any Topping $1 .25 more I

I Onecouponper order-expires 1/31/92 |
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAl

DAP. I HAV^TOmiYOU.
TH^TIM^5BaN6WHAr
They AfiS:, UVIN6

NOT HAVING TO RAY FOR. RSNT,
IBltPHOte, LAjNPft/ANPKW
IMi(£iAU^ThePtFFfF£HC£IN
i>€UORU>. rrcoktPLPm>>f
CHANeeemyfwanoal PicrufS!

/

At Mount Stoogemor*

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

(cxi£T>5 Rjjswn: )

^£^
i

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

4/ofipiM dosses, MfVe

M«ci<tet fc cancel ^*iem

aHoqemetr.^
\MI

That's rttf>if, no cMSses ks i

),5emeslef. ImW,we*l/rt//,
be siWpemnd u)0 our

I

wlleu/xll 5io//s ^'^(^ mowoe
[ mmd OcWier, i*jf'// hatk

^
IfiQ-

W^K,W «i»ps

/^ap.'lU^e

he new ichool

^ hoffK mr <iwH(/e '.

^^^^^
UNDER 21 By KRIS K. EARLE

YOU KNOW WHAT JIM"?

haven't eaten at
The dining commons
N A YEAR BO

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By SHADOW

mrmfem. K J»£ LAYf in8£P

HI DR^NKJ ^KJOHesMet6i^N0

T'xt HtftRD OP A»iT Fl^RMi' B^T

WAIT A MINV/Tt' VMHfcT AMI
SfYiN6?' T HftVtNT CVEN&ivCN

FLtJH A CHMiCt! I'HSoR? Ht'f

NOT So BAD' t'H SvjRt HE'f

A SvjfPERiN6 HvtMflN 8EIN&
HtOiNO eENtrtTH A Mf»RSH

EXT612IOr'.I

Quote of the Day
"I'm just one or two years and a couple of changes

behind."
—Jackson Browne

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE
ACROSS

1 Do a Slow txxi

S Hollywood org

10 Fam« star

14 AnentKXi g«tt*r

ts Lanat
16 Faces on hvas.

tor sfwrt

17 TOM
20 Haygara s

Ayasna
21 Btanc. eg
22 Over(Oy

23 Needles
companions

24 Naysayer
26 Cut tna ctiatt

.) Pilots places

JO Cnampagne
Ducket

31 Singer Ella Mae
32 Sore
35 DICK
39 Otticar

40 Ringer''

41 Author Ampler

42 Part of R A a
43 The —

Qairm 1957
Mm

45 City OH Oi
4a Pan of a pas M

Oeuii

49 Systemic

poison

SOLatfy Bvds

5 — for a game
of tennis?

GBS
Sidles
7 Left, at sea
8 Nincompoop
9 Get it^

10 Soprano IMana
11 WMk —

patrol

12 Opposite of

verso

1

3

Curious type

18 Release
19 Cenam

reporters

23 Shon wave''

24 Chutzpan
25 Lohengnn s

brKle

26 Planar

27 Chamber or

ftyrrtpn

2t Anagram of

pale

29 VMnd
instruments

31 Imitated oossy
32 Vtdais

BracfcervKjge

33 Actor Tamiroff

34 Ten Como
form

36 SW California

city

37 Synagogue
38 — vu

42 Salt lakes

waters

43 Couch —
44 Hebrew month
45 Siraiosptiare

46 Ma^uma
47 Ravel

48 Like a puule
50 CIA Diary

autfHx

51 Fabulist

52 Author Saton
53 Nosegay
55 Securities

56 40th US pres

57 VIII I LXX

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

IN>E'6 A T E S

nnnn nnnn
nnno i

51 Phar - 19*3
film

54 HARRY
Sa Fash«n

magazine
Sf Einulaiea sma«

bvd
60

61 They overran

Hamem
62 Tenet

63 ncture o< a son

DOWN
1 Waller or

Domino
2 No way'

3 Only

4 Sen
Mats

Menu
LUNCH

Tuna Noodle Casserole

Chicken Puck

BASICS LUNCH
Bounin and Spiout Sandwk'h

Chicken Puck

DINNER
Beef Bourguignon
Chicken Fajitas

BASICS DINNER
Vegetahle Shepherds Pie

Rotini

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES(March 2 1 -April 19):

Trafric conditions may not be what

you expected. Have an alternative

route in mind. Avoid needless

quarrels tonight. Strive to balance

self-expression with relationship

needs.

TAURUS(Apnl 20-May 20): It

may be wiser to accept a concrete

offer than to rely on an uncertainly.

Missing out on a golden opportunity

could send you hack to the drawing

board. Redouble your efforts.

GEMINI) May 2 1 -June 20); Be

specific when making an agreement.

A close friend may be loo negative

for your own good. Walk alone for a

while Overseas studies will help you

attain a career goal.

CANCER(Junc 21 -July 22):

Bright ideas can be converted into

cash now. Travel speeds up a career

move. A new romance gives you

greater self-confidence. You could

find yourself in the spotlight this

evening. Live it up!

LEO(July 23-Aug. 22): Too

much of a good thing can cause

problems. Back away from a

confrontation until you have all the

facts. A romantic interlude could set

the stage for a marriage proposal.

Think things through.

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22):

Make arrangements to pay

outstanding bills and start a realistic

.savings program. An employment

matter can be resolved satisfactorily.

Share your good fortune with loved

ones. Romance intensifies.

I.IBRAiScpl. 23-Ocl. 22):

Expect some delay in finali2ing a

business deal or personal loan. It

could wori to your favor. Answer

mail promptly. Travel brings you

good luck and opens the door to

happy romance

SCOKPIO(Oct. 23-NOV.2I);

Make a realistic plan and then see

that everyone follows it. Something

that was lost can be found. Your

concern over a personal relationship

is unfounded. Exercise will help

relieve tension.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dcc.

21): Belter nutrition may be the

answer to a health problem. You feel

more confident and energetic. Your

mate or partner wants lo open up

emotionally but is still holding back.

Offer reassurance.

CAPRICORN(Dcc.22-Jan. 19):

Keep your temper in check and you

will win big today. Avoid advancing

funds to someone you do not know,

Let other people carry the ball for a

while. Candid conversations arc

favored.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Fi.id out exactly what your partner

wants. Forgive someone who has

caused trouble in the past. Re-

evaluating your budget will lead to

an overdue revision. A young person

feels less tense.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March20):Do

not overload yourselftoday. You will

be asked lo lake on a project you did

not anticipate. Your take-home pay

increases. Someone feels you have

paid your dues. Romance promises

new delights.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Greg Sukiennik

Copy Editor Joanne Quimby

PhotoTechnician Carrie Wyeth

Production Supervisor Terry Stamier

Production Nicole Dumas,

Traci-Ann DiSalvatore, and Beth Butts
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UMass field hockey shuts out Wildcats
Bv MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

University ofMassachusetts field hockey

coach Pam Hixon did not think that defense

would be a big problem this year. The big

question was: Could the new starters, most

ofwhom never even scored a goal last year,

provide the Minuteworaen with enough goals

to win matches?
At least in their opening match Satur-

day, they scored all they needed as they

upset Northwestern University. 1-0, in

overtime at Parsons Field at Northeastern.

Sophomore Jenn Salisbury scored her

first goal of the year for the Minutewomen,
breaking the scoreless deadlock only 3:58

into the extra period.

After two scoreless periods, UMass
mounted their attack when senior Dawn
Trumbauer passed the ball into the circle to

Salisbury, who fired a shot past Northwest-

em goalie Shannon Small. Trambauer. a

second team All-Conference forward last

year, recorded the team's only assist for her

effort.

I'Mass was lienefitted by the usual st»lid

performance by Junior goalie Philippa Scott.

Scott stopped six Northwestern shots en

route to her first shutout of the year, and

demonstrated why she is touted as one of

the top goaltenders in the nation.

Also excelling on defense were senior 1-

back Joy Blenis. and sophomore Tracy

Barclay, who filled the empty sweeper posi-

tion

The opening match win had to have a

positive effect on the morale of the team,

because Northwestern was rated as one of

the top four teams in the country.

Neither team took advanUge of the pen-

alty corners, as they only mustered six shots

each from those comers.

The two teams played in Boston as a

convenience to the Northwestern team, who

flew into Logan Airport. The Minutewomen

have their true home opener Wednesday at

3:30 at Totman Field against Boston Col-

lege, who will also present an early-season

challenge.

The Minutewomen open their Atlantic-

10 schedule Friday at home against Temple

University.
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"f^ 1^ '^ HI^HO^TIMBER!

It's not just anotherway foryou
to spend your money

It's away to helpyou save it.

Now. get the Card and get

Student Privileges. Special

savings created just ror you.

Only from American Express.

If you [hink the .\mcrican Express* Card is

simply an< xher way to buy things, wed like

to share some valuable news with vou Smce

you re a student, tin- Card can actually help

ymi saie

Become a Student Cardmember today and

you II automatically get American Express*

Student Privileges' our newly expanded

package of outstanding savings and sjx'cial

offers All designed |ust for you -with more

of what you need, for more value from the

money you spend

Continental

3R()I NDTRIPSON
CONTINENTALAIRLI\ES-AT A PRICE THAT

REALLY MAKES HYING AFFORDABLE

Only Student Cardmembers can en)oy

this great deal on Continental Airlines

three roundtrip flights for just $129 or $189

each -depending on where you re going*

>X hat s more, these certificates are g(K)d any

where Continental Airlines flies in the -48

contiguous stales.

Ise y(Xir certificates to visit friends at other

sch<x>ls. see your familv back home or en|(n

yourself during a vacation And the best part

Each certificate could saveyou as much as

$250 over regular ContinentalAirlinesfares

on a coast to criast trip

(MR NEWEST ADVASTAGE IPTO
M) .MINI TFS" OF FREE M( I LONG DISTANCE

( ALLIM, FVfRYMOSTH FOR A YEAR

Talk about value Now the Card can

also help you save on your kmg
distance calls In total, you

could save more than $44

uhen you enroll atid use

the American Express

Card as a calling card

And you don i even have to

change your current long

distance company

PLUS. SAVINGS ON CLOTHES. FOOD.

MISIC AND MORE

Student Privileges Value Certificates give

you the savingsyou need on the things

you uant—s sure wav to make the most of

MCI

a college budget This year alotx*. Student

Cardmembers have saved at Pizzeria Uno,

Eddie Bauer, .MT\ and ArtCarved class rings,

among others

You'll find your certificates in each issue of

our exclusive student magazine, American

Expres.s' Card CONNECTIONS where you 11

also find valuaNe kJeas and information

about college life t(xla\

A GOOD INVESTMENT A GREAT VALUE

For |usi $55 a year, the Card gives you all

these savings, as well as all the traditk>nal

benefits of Cardmembership like

the personal attention you can get

24 hours a day from our Customer

Service representatives

And because you settle your account in

full each month, you wont pay any finance

charges which can save you even more.

All of which goes to .show that the

American Express Card is an exceptional

value Because while there are many ways

for vou to spend your

TRAVEL
RELATED

«i^^ SERVICES

money there are few

that help you save it.

Apply today

• To be f I igiWe. you must he approved by December 51 .
1991

•• A tredit of up io|JX)fof calls will appear on each billmnMaiemem

f(X 12 monihs after e..rollmeni l.^'^isequaliolhethargcsfora

domeMic 30 minuie nighi weekerxl MCI Card Compaiibiliiy call

ind appropriate surcharges Yhj muM enroll for this service by

December 31. 1991

C N91 AmrrK jn tlIp^c^^ Ifjvrl Rrljicd ^er^Ke^^|>fnpJn>•. Itx

Get the Card today Call 1-800-942-AMEX.

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

UMaee Kac(\uetba\\

Swings Into Action

We Want

You

To &e a FartW

Come to our open houee

anytime between 7-9pm.

Tonight!!

Where: Room 6>03, Campue Center

All university men & women welcome

-compete with other echoo\e

acroee the country

-All skill levels welcome
For more info, call e>ob 54^-2077

THE MORE TOU USE TOUR HEAD,
THE MORE MONET TOU CAN GET FOR COLLEGE.

REAL C^^^L
LEATHER
JACKETS

EXCELLENT QUALITY
DIRECTLY FROM EGYPT

CALL

546-1373

ASK FOR HAMEEO

Enroll in Army ROTC as a college elec-

tive and serve part-time in the Army
Reserve or National Guard, and you can
get as much as $4000 a year for college.

That includes your Guard or Reserve
pay. the GI Bill and up to a $1000 grant

each school year from ROTC.
Add it all up, and you'll graduate with

a college degree plus an Army Officerli

commission. And all you have to do is use
your head.

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOU CAN TAKE.

Students who are currently in the reserve oomponents may be eligible

to train withROTC and continue to serve with their reserve or National

Guard imit. Contact CPT Richard S. Trac^, Department of Military

Science 545-2321/2322.

Classifieds
COMETOTHE COLLEGIAN OFFICE U Ji CAMPUS CENTER » mURSDAY 8:^:30 FRIDAY 8:M)-2:M)*DEADUNEISTWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAWN * 20(WORD/DAY FOR STVDEm * CASH INADVANCE

Acnvmfs

CONCERTS CONCERTS CONCERTS II!

UPC FifM merting Tu«. Sep«. 10

Rm I68CC6:J0PM
New Mcmben Wekom*

TONICMT
Umass Rjcqupibail Oppfl House

Are we for youf

Come find out.

CC Rm 801 7-9 or call Bob 546-2077

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Cape Verdean Sludent Alliance meelinjj

loniRhl at h:iO 401 . New Africa House. All

are welcome

Korean Studcnli Assodalion Firsl general

meetinR: Thursday. Sept. 12 at 7:30PM for

more info. Call Yoon at 32J-97M or Elbert

at 549-4927

Sorority Ruth! Orientation Tues Sept If)

5;45pm CCrmimw All UMa« women
welcome! Hope to see ycxi there

AUTO EOR SAll

1984 OlDS TORONAOO, one owner. AC,

AM/FM stereo, loaded, and immaculate.

J4995.IXJ Call 549-8083

Seiied can, trucks, boats. 4wheelers,

motorhomes, by FBI, IRS DEA. Available

your area now. Call 805-682-7555 e»t. C-

1 675

BUSINESS OPfORTUNITllS

HmMSCSSEO AND IRS foreclosed homes

available al below market value. Fantastic

savings! You repair. Also S arxl L bailout

properties. Call 805-682-7555 exl.H.20O9

CHEN STYLE TAI CHI

learn Ihit oldnt style Tai Chi in 1

1

sessions class begins Sep17 A 18 253-4057

or 545-5923

DEAD TICKETS

rocsAu

Grateful Dead ti« for Boston C^rden shows

available. FItxH seals available for 6/20, 6/

21 and 6/26. Best seals. Call 253-5650

FOR RENT

Eridge Rentals 253-9742 Free delivery

large room in 2 liedroom apartment. Single

iw double, utilities included. On bus route.

256-0878

live with friends in really nice old house

right near town 254 inclusive per person

space for 6 in 5 bedrms 256 6746 a find!

Need 2 people for large double rixjm in

South Amherst house. Great landlord 266

Stanley St. 253,3091

Salem Place 2 liedrom 1 l/2bths All

appliances/775/Mo+ 247-5694 -Leave

Message

Townhouse- 2 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath

apartnwnt on bus route. North Amherst 1
-

567-1352

19* Color TV Great condition Best oAer

549-0971

Com|Milets for Sale

Hazeltine 1 421 Video display terminal IBM
compatible pc with software

Call Tom 253-7170

tX>RM FRIiXX- Never used, still in box,

cheap. Call Peter 253-5650

Orum Set, CB700 percussion. 4-piece.

includes hardware and cymbals. Creal

starter kit. $300 585-881 7 Ask for Brian

Full sized futon for sale Great shap. and
extremely comfortable Call Ion al 253-91 39

Futons!

Guaranteed lowest pricesi

Prices start at only $75

Delivered right to your docx!

Call Metawampe
To order or for free brochure.

413-585-1233

FUTON FOR SAIE
with box spring

Queen size

S1 1 5 o.b.o. 256-6467

MUST SCll! Fridge, bike, skis-All in good
condition. 253-2345 Steve

ONE WAV AWIINE TICKET September 28
Boston to Lafayette in via Chicago 256-

6050 Best Offer

Twin bed w/frame $60 b.o., computer desk

$40 bo. Call 256-3089

FUNDRAISERS

RAISE $SOO...$1000...$1SOO

FOOLPROOF
FUNDRAISINC

For your fraternity, sorority, team or other

campus organization.

Act now for the chance lo win a

Caribbean cruise and fatxjious prizes!

Call 1-800-950-8472, exi 50

HELP WANTED

Earthfoods is hiring. Valuable business,

management, and group experience

available at this student-run. vegetarian

restaurant. Pick up applications at the CSB
office rm4(J9 Student Union. Due Wed. 9/

11.

FREE TRAVEL- Air couriers and cniiseships.

Students also needed Christmas. sjKing. and

summer for amusement park employment
Call 805-682-7555 ext.F-1426

Part time delivery for furniture store flexible

hours apply Kamel Hassans 660 West St.. Rl

1 1 6, So Amherst

POSTAL Ids AVAILAME! Manv
positions. Creal benefits. Call 805-682-

7555 ext P-3306

STUDENTS WANTfDt
Earn up to $ 1 0/hr.

Make your own hcxjrs,

make excellent money
marketing credit

cards on your campus.

Call 1 -800-950-8472 ext.20

INSTRUCTION

Beginning (apanese language class Includes

culture and business practices 9/231 1/25

Mondays 7-9pm, $100 Language Pacifica,

549-5065

Earn Credit Scuba Diving

Learn to dive, C09-Basic scuba

Key Largo trip, ClO-Spcxt scuba

New England advanced, Gl 1 -advanced.

All courses listed under General Physical

Education. For further information come by

Curry Hicks pcMl Mon-Thur 7pm-10pm or

call 545-2338

Test of English as a foreign language

(TOEFL) Preparation course, 9/24-1 1/21

,

Tues. & Thurs. 7-9pm, $145 Language

Pacifica, 549-5065

LOST

Lost blue book bag Lot22 on Wed Sept. 4. If

found please call John at 546-8683

Whoever stole my wallet from the blue

house, keep valuables and return the rest,

thanks.

PERSONALS

Happy 20(h and a day, sweetiepie! You ar«

so much older than me Thanks for being so

wonderful.

I love you,

Michael i

Students practicing the transcedenlal

meditation technique please contact Alicia

586-7395

SERVICES

Have you been npped-off by a retailer?

Contact the Legal Services Center regarding

your rights as a consumer. 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995

Prcgnanlf

Need a pregnancy test, information or

support? Call for free and confidential

services. ALTERNATIVES 245 Main Street

Northampton 586-3000 or GreenfieW 774-

6019.

WANTED

UMASS MENS LEAGUE- BOWLING
Tuesday nights 6pm looking lor more
bowlers - teams of four or individuals must
be employed by UMass or related to

employee to qualify,

loin us for a fun filled season. Call Bob
Donaldson between 7am-3pm 545-31 30 Ed
GcxxJhind between 3pm-6pm 584-4830.
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Tornatore thrown into spotlight
Quarterback^s strong performance has Umass fans talking

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Before the University of Massachusetts' football team's

season opener on Saturday, Paul Tornatore was number
four on the quarterback depth chart and only vaguely

known by Minuteman fans.

Yesterday, Tornatore was competing for the starting

spot and was being labeled by the fans as the answer to

UMass" quarterback woes.

Tornatore took the snaps for the entire fourth quarter

Saturday after replacing starter Tom Fasano. In under six

minutes of play the senior compiled 170 yards on nine

completions in 14 attempts. Tornat*^re also provided the

Minutemen with their only scoring dnve, going 69 yards in

SIX plays, ending with a 26-yard touchdown pass to Lamar
Newsome.

"Paul's specialty is throwing the ball and in a game like

that where we need to come from behind in not very much
lime, he was very effective." quarterback coach Tony DeMeo
said.

Tornatore and Fasano shared the quarterback role in

last year's Northeastern game as well after Gary Wilkos

went down with abroken x-ertebra thegamebefore Tornatore

w as the designated passer for the Minutemen and threw for

1 18 yards by completing eight of 16 toaaes.

1989 saw Tornatore move to number twra on the depth

chart. He replaced Wilkos in the Delaware contest and

amasaed 186 total yards with two touchdowns, including a

25-yarder to Chip Mitchell Tornatore was named the East

Coast Athletic Conference Rookie-of-the-Week.

Tornatore also relieved Wilkos the following week against

Northeastern and was 1-1 for 11 yards.
"1 would Uke to start," said the business miyor. "I would

gladly accept the role, but also whatever helps the team."

"Paul is confident and he has all the capabilities to be

successful in Division I-AA football," I')eMeo said.

However, with Tornatore directing the team, the Min-

utemen would have to drastically change their play bot>k

which relies on an option quarterback such as F'asano.

"It would have to be a different type of running game,"

DeMeo said.

"The run opens up the pass and the pass opens up the

run." said Tornatore, who ran the wing-t offense at

Ridgewood (New Jersey) High School.

*We have run blockers on our offensive line," head coach

Jim Reid said. "We've got some problems trying to convert

to a passing game."

Last Spring. Tornatore reported to camp at '235 pounds,

according to Reid. Reid said he told Tornatore to either lose

35 pounds to remain at quarterback or he could gain five

pounds and become an offensive lineman.

About the possibility of Tornatore getting the start, he

said. "I don't know, well have to wait and see. I wouldn't

think too much differently than I do now if I got the start."

Football notes: Tornatore had the highest pass-

ing efficiency in the Yankee Conference last week, 175.6.

All-Yankee Conference outtiide linebacker Mario Perry will

not play in Saturday's game against Holy Cross due to an

ankle injury suffered against Delaware. The extent of the

iryury is not known, but Perry was seen in a cast yesterday.

CoUcflan photo by Jody Gabin

All-Yankee Conference tackle Kai Dietiker (77) contributed to the offensive line that gave
UMass' quarterbacks time to throw for 247 yards in Saturday's season opening loss.

Water Polo falls to lona in tourney
By KFVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Correspondent

Failed scoring opportunities prevented the University of

Massachusetts water polo team from defending its cham-

pionship in the Army Invitational Tournament this past

weekend as the Minutemen lost to lona 10-6 in the title

game.

Alex Yelensky scored two goals and assisted on one,

wnile Dan McOsker added two scores. UMass goalie Tom
Larson knocked away nine shots.

The Minutemen mustered their six goals from 20 shots,

while only turning the ball over four times. Coach Russ

Yarworth said that potential scores were difficult to come by
due to lona's size and physical play.

"We played good defense but not good offense because we
didn't capitalize on scoring opportunities," he said. "Their

size forced our offense away from the cage. The players were
trying to do it themselves without the team concept."

Yarworth was optimistic despite the loss. "I played a lot

of people and took a long look at a lot of freshmen, and some
were quite impressive," he said. "I like the way we never

quit. We showed good spirit and wanted to win, but we gotta

get smarter."

UMass didn't have a first game tune-up as Kutztown St.

never arrived. To fill pool time the team scrimmaged itself,

but the unexpected rest and lack ofgame competition didn't

prepare them for their next game with Boston College, as

they suffered 11 turnovers . Team shooting was on target

against the Eagles as the Minutemen missed only eight

shots en route to an 11-8 win.

Nice to see fans

at the stadium
It was nice seeing you all at Warren McGuirk

Alumni Stadium this past Saturday. Every last 9,527

of you.

Yeah, the hated Blue Hens from Delaware were

very rude guests. But a Minuteman win would have

been the hot fudge on the ice cream for me. Let me
explain.

Ever since I was eight or nine years old, my brother,

my father and 1 piled into the '78 Caprice Classic — a

big. blue thing with a 306-V8, back in the days when
eight cylinder engines were more of the rule than the

exception — and headed off to Amherst for UMass
football.

Those were the days of Dick MacPherson and Bob
Pickett pacing the sidelines, ofGarry Pearson tearing

defenses to shreds with his quick, powerful running.

Those were also the days of tailgating at Alumni
Stadium and big crowds. How big? The visitor's side

was nearly full when Connecticut or Holy Cross or

lk)st(m College (yes. they played BC) came to town.

As time went on, though, the crowds gradually

disappeared. Tailgating became a thing of the past

when local and state government got too anal-reten-

tive to let people actually have fun. I could never

understand why tailgating was such a big deal, but the

smaller the crowds got, the more important it seemed.

Does alcohol really mean so much to people that they

can't watch a football game without being tanked?

Greg Sukiennik

Saturday's game, then, was a ray of hope for the

return of fun to UMass football. The hotdogs are still

yummy and the band is as amazing as it ever was, but

college football just isn't the same without the fans. It's

the fans that give all college sports an edge over the

pros, for they bring atmosphere to the game.

If you've been to Foxboro, you know what I mean.

Essentially, Patriots games are one big keg party —
lots of guys, lots of beer, lots of obscenity and lots of

cops to control those drunk, obscene guys — all at a

concrete saucer practically in Rhode Island. Atmo-
sphere? You might as well try br€«athinp on the moon.

That's why I was so glad to see the home side of the

stadium packed full Saturday against Delaware. There

will be even more fans this Saturday, when Holy Cross

and their fans make the hour trip down route 9 to the

Stadium. See you there. ..again.

Beating a dead buffalo: Will the media please

leave Buffalo Bills placekicker Scott Norwood alone?

O.K., so the guy missed a 47-yard field goal that

would have won the Super Bowl for the Bills. Admit-

tedly, as a hardcore Bills fan I've been reliving that

moment ever since.

Will the media ever let Norwood live it down? Every

damn network has done the same stupid interview

with Norwood and his Bills teammates about the field

goal. How would you feel if reporters asked you stupid

questions about the biggest goof-up of your life, and

nothing but that goof-up?

Remarkably. Norwood has kept his perspective

about the whole mess— or at least he pretends really

well. Some football types would have pulled a Rambo
on steroids and ripped the reporters' stupid heads off.

I think Scott should've considered it as a deterrent.

Patriots watch — because someone has to:

Cleveland 20, New England 0. Hey, only 14 more
losses and the Pats get to choose between Ty Detmer
and David Klingler in the N.F.L. drafts.

All right, I'm sorry Patriots fans. I should give the

Pats a break because Dick MacPherson used to coach

UMass (see above). But from a warped point of view,

losses are good for the Patriots. Losses might persuade

Victor "kick me. I'm a moron" Kiam to sell the team.

More importantly, losses mean lots of high draft, picks

for a team still in dire need of talented personnel.

Knowing the Patriots, they'll probably win the

whole thing instead.

Pads, pucks and punches: Hey hockey fans, lace

up your skates and pull out your false teeth. Training

camps are open across the National Hockey league as

teams gear up for yet another quest for the Stanley

Cup.
Boston has had contract problems galore so far.

First, the St. Louis Blues snagged Dave Christian

away, so the Bruins went out and snagged Blues

defender Glen Featherstone. Meanwhile, the B's have

had difficulty signing Glen Wesley. If Wesley stays,

though, the Bruins will have found valuable depth at

defense.

Featherstone is an interesting pick-up for the

Bruins. He's a defenseman in the mold of Brad Marsh

or Ulf Samuelson, a physically imposing player with

solid checking skills. He also likes to take the gloves off

and beat the opposition senseless— a trait that will no

doubt endear him to the more bloodthirsty types in the

Garden. That dosen't neccesarily impress me. Stupid

penalties lose hockey games. Here's hoping his defense

balances out with his penalty minutes.
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Human rights on comeback in USSR
EDITH M. LEDERER
Associated Press

MOSCOW — The SovieU now say they

want world human rights standards to take

precedence over national laws as a bulwark
.igainst future coups, a principle the Krem

lin had called interference during more than
70 years of Communist rule.

Foreign Minister Boris Pankin's state-

ment Monday came as Moscow was prepar-

ing to act as host to its first major human
rights conference, which opens today.

It was an idea for safeguarding democ-

AP Photo

Awoman lays flowers at the monument to victims of last month's coup
in Moscow Tuesday as members of the delegation from the Congress on
Security and Cooperation in Europe looks on. The CSCE voted Tuesday
to admit the three Baltic states as full members.

racy that would have been laughed at here

even a month ago.

The Conference on Security and Coop-

eration in Exirope, orCSCE, gives Secretary

of State James A. Baker III and the foreign

ministers of34 other member nations their

first chance to aas^M the Soviet Union after

last month's failed hard-line coup.

As the conference's first order of busi-

ness, Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia were to

be adnutted as members, joining every Eu-

ropean nation plus the United States and
Canada, Soviet officials said.

While the spotlight is on the Soviet

breakup, human rights will be reviewed in

ail CSCE countries. Jeri Laber, executive

director of U.S. Helsinki Watch, said "hor-

nble things are going on right now in Tur-

key and Yugoslavia.

There are really gross violations of hu-

man rights in Yugoslavia, in Croatia. People

are being taken as hostages and used as

human shields," Ms. Laber said Monday.
"In Turkey. *——* rights activists ars

being killed — iBsapposihig Latin-Ameri-

can style that we've never seen before, by
people who are clearly death squads.'

Helsinki Watch asked the US. delega-

tion to raise theYugoslav and Turkish issoss.

Ms. Laber said of the conference,

"Everything's changed. Now the heads of

half the East European dslsgstions are

friends from the human rights struggle. ...

and the co-chairman of the Soviet delega-

tion is Sergei Kovalev, a former poUtical

prisoner."

Human rights activists said problems

remain in the Soviet Union and the repub-

lics.

The Helsinki Federation president, Bjom
Elmovist, estimated there are still between

80 and 100 poUtical prisoners as well as

people in psychiatric clinics run by the KGB

.

Ms. Laber estimated that 50 conscien-

tious objectors are still imprisoned.

Sen. Dennis DeConcini (D-Ariz.), co-

chairman ofthe U.S. CSCE delegation, said

he left with Deputy Foreign Minister

Vladimir Petrovsky a list of more than 100

people who were refused visas and would
leave the same list with Russian Federation

President Boris Yeltsin.

Many were Jewish "Yefuseniks" denied

visasMl security grounds. DeConcini named
polymer physiast Mikhail Fridman and
electronic engineer Solomon Smolyar. who
works on MIG jet navigation systems and
nssds medical treatment because he suflEsrs

flftMD Lou Gehrig's disesse.

Ms. Laber said that as power shifts to the

republics, she expected some governments

to be more democratic and some more re-

"I'm very fearful that in certain places

communism will be replaced by national-

ism... and the dictatorial government will

continue in the same way, only under a

different and much more potent ideology."

Five campus officials nominated for provost position
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Five nominations have been received for the second-in-

command position of provost for the University of Massa-
chusetts, according documents obtained by the Collegian.

Nominees include Acting Provost Glen Gordon and Dean
of the School of Public Health Stephen Gelbach, who has
agreed to be a candidate, according to sources.

Associate Vice-Chancellor for Academic Affairs Norman
Aitken and Spanish Department Head Juan Zamora have
not yet confirmed their nominations.

Robert Helgesen, dean ofthe College ofFood and Natural
Resources, declined nomination, according to i>ou< ces in-

volved in the search process.

The search committee consisting ofUMass faculty, staff

and student leaders issued a call in July for written appli-

cations and nominations fix)m within the campus commu-
nity.

Frederick Tillis, chairperson ofthe Provost Search Com-
mittee, said hiring from within the University community
is necessary at a time when the University has experienced
a long series of budget cuts.

The rationale is that the University has gone through
such a long series of cuts that it is difficult to recruit

someone from the outside," Tillis said. "tThe search) will

yield someone who has familiarity with the problems here,

and ifthey're experienced, they will have loyalty for UMass."
Tillis, associate vice chancellor for affirmative action

and Equal Opportunity, said hiring from within will also

ease the transition period, since the new provost will take

over sometime in October.

"If the person comes from outside, you have to phase
them in gradually," Tillis said. This way, the person will

know the context of our budget."

Candidates for the position may either send a letter of

application on their own or be nominated by faculty, staffor

students. Nominees must confirm their interest in the

position in writing.

Acting Provost Gordon, formerly dean of the Faculty of

Social and Behavioral Sciences, is one of five nominees for

the permanent position. He was appointed in June when
Richard O'Brien left the post to become chancellor.

"I think the search committee will look at other candidates

and try to glean who will be the best for the position," Tillis

said.

The committee will begin screening applications on Sep-

tember 16. Tillis said the choice would be made sometime in

October but was unable to say exactly when. The deadline

was extended several weeks to accommodate faculty and
administrators who were away for the summer.

The position announcement for provost states that "re-

sponsibilities include planning and developing academic

programs, fostering the academic growth and development

offaculty and students, formulating and executing academic

poUcies, and budgeting for and administering academic
programs and related institutional activities.

Senators question Thomas' views during hearings
By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Supreme Court nominee Clarence

Thomas went before the Senate Judiciary Committee today,

and leading Democrats said they would use his confirma-

tion hearings to question whether he favors a "Radical

change" in American law including a ban on abortions.

Thomas sat quietly in a packed committee room, his

family nearby, as Sen. Joseph Biden pledged "open and fair"

AP Photo

Clarence Thomas and wife Virginia.

hearings. But Biden, D-Del., wasted little time in getting to

a topic expected to consume much ofthe hearings, Thomas'
belief in "natural law," a legal theory that some individual

rights are inherent and indeisendent of all government
authority.

Sen. Strom Thurmond, the panel's senior Republican,

said Thomas' rulings as an appeals courtjudge were "Mrithin

the mainstream" and warned his Democratic colleagues

about inappropriate questions.

"Requiring a nominee to pass an ideological 'litmus test*

would seriouslyjeopardize the efficacy and independence of

the federal judiciary," Thurmond said.

But Sen. Herb Kohl, D-Wis., told Thomas, "Well want to

know what you really think ... Don't hide behind the argu-

ment that you can't discuss the issues."

Thus was the stage set for what is expected to be a lively

set ofhearings forThomas, a 43-year-old black conservative

nominated to replace retiring Justice Thurgood Marshall,

the nation's first black justice.

After each of the committee members gave an opening
statement, the proceedings were stopped for a 90-minute
lunch break. Thomas was to begin his testifying later in the

afternoon.

Even before Biden rapped the opening gavel, Thomas'
nomination triggered a confirmation battle more akin to a

political campaign oftelevision commercials, endorsements
by dozens of groups for and against, and a daily drumbeat
of support from President Bush.

Abortion aside, Thomas also is expected to be questioned
about his views on civil rights-especially affirmative action-

and the right of privacy.

Thomas smiled broadly as he shook hands with Biden
and other members of the committee in advance of the

opening gavel.

For the most part, he sat quietly at the witness table

while members ofthe committee outlined their views on his

nomination.

There was a moment of humor when Biden asked Tho-
mas how old he was. Thomas, 43, replied, "Well, I've aged
over the last 10 weeks" since his nomination.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., said that while

Thomas has nevercommented publicly on abortion directly,
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Wednesday, Sept. 11

Auditions — The House of Blue Leaves will be having

auditions from 7 - 10 p.m. in room 102 in the UMass Fine

Arts Center.

Auditions — Runaways will be having auditions from 7

- 10 p.m. in room 108 in the UMass Fine Arts Center.

Meeting — There will be a meeting for editors of the

Spectrum Magazine at 5 p.m. in the Spectrum office.

Meeting — There will be a meeting for all biochemistry

and molecular biology m^ors and others interested in the

msyor at 7 p.m. in Room 1634. Lederle Graduate Research

Center Tower C.

Senate Meeting — The SGA Senate is sponsoring a

meeting in the Campus Center Room 101 from 7 p.m. - 1

a.m.

Moi'ie — Silence o/" the Lambs will be shown in the

CampuflCenterAuditionumat5.7.9.and 11 p.m. Admission

is $2 at 5 p.m. and $3 at 7. 9, 11 p.m. Sponsored by the

Northeast Area Government.

Open House — Interested women are invited to stop by

Student Union Room 321 from 3:30 - 5:30 p.m. and meet

current collective members at the Valley Women's Voice

open house. Refreshments will be served.

Thursday, Sept. 12

Accounting Fair— Beta Alpha Psi will be sponsoring an

accounting fair from 1 - 5 p.m. in the Student Union

Ballroom. .

Film — The Lesbian. Bisexual. Gay Alliance will be

sponsoring a film from 3 - 6:30 p.m. in Campus Center 903.

Free
Discussion — "Women's Struggles and National Lib-

eration in the Middle East" with Rabab Hadi and Simona

Sharoni at 3 p.m. in the Campus Center, 9th floor.

Everywoman's Center — Will be accepting applications

through to today for interns and volunteers to staffthe EWC
Re.source Rtionv For an application, go to Wilder Hall.

CORRECTION
The caption on the story "Adopt a Highway pro-

gram underway" incorrectly identified Jesus Gerena.

He is an employee of the Hadley Burger King and is

standing next to restaurant manager Julie Patterson.

The Collegian regrets the error.

Getthenew
^

aukStudent
iiePackige!

Introducing the account that gives you extra credit,

BayBank delivers the best account on campus; The new Student

Vilue Package! Save time and money with

—

The BayBank Student Value Checking Account with no

minimum balance requirement and a free companion Savings Acrount.

The BayBank Card for cash 24 hours a day. Make as many

withdrawal's as you like at over "SO BayBank X-Press 24' banking

machines—with no added fees.

BayBank X-Press Check; Use your BayBank Card with

X-Press Check just like a check at stores, restaurants—any place

that welcomes MasterCard*

Reserve Credit overdraft protection attached to your

checking account.

A BayBank Visa' or MasterCard.

Get credit you can use for books, a trip

home, or any unexpected expense.

To get the Student \^lue Package,

all you need is a valid school l.D.

You qualify for X-Press Check, over-

draft protection, and a BayBank

credit card if you're 18 or older and

have no record of bad credit.

So get the account that gives

you more—including the Card that

does it all. Open a Student Value

Package at the nearest BayBank

office today!

Mt-mber H)l(; NOBODY DOES IT BETTER:
Kqual iipporiuniiy Lendrr

Thursday
\ight Live...

DOHIVTOHA
AMHERST

We're Open 'til 9 p.m.

Thursday Nights

Always In Bloom

Amherst Gallery

* Le Boudoir it .

A.J. Hastings

Lots for Littles

Mathew's Shoes

Wootton's Books

Silverscape Designs

Design Supply
Studio

Compliments ^
Call Opticians

The Mercantile

Zanna

J'Rich Clothing

Sophia Books

Albion Books

Kinkos Copies

Valley Books

Whalen's

Local Colors ,

Al-Bums

For the Record

Modrlan

...and dozens of fine
eating establishments

Shop Downtown
Amherst Everyday

(and now Thursday Nights!)
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Local
Progressivity of
income tax questioned

by Ertkl

SPLASH! - Alonzo Hardnett will transfer here in December along

with his skate board.

BOSTON (AP) — The answer to the ques-

tion ofjust how progressive the Massachu-

setts income tax is depends on who is doing

the answering.
"Calculation of the tax burden ration

indicates that the Massachusetts income

tax is progressive," the state Revenue De-

partment said in the most recent study, a

February 1989 report based on 1987 data.

James Braude, executive director ofTax

Equity Alliance for Massachusetu, which

advocates a graduated income tax, told The

Boston Globe that sUtistics suggest the

system, within limits, is "hruldly progressive,"

but"compares terribly with every other state

in the country."

Voters repeatedly have rejected a

graduated income tax. One opponentofsuch

a tax, Barbara Anderson, executive director

ofCitizens for Limited Taxation, said, "The

concept itaelf is wrong.

"It's a penalty on hard workand initiative.

We look at it as a direct assault on the

middle class."

Advocates ofa graduaunl income tax say

statistics show that the poorer 20 percent of

families pay nearly twice as much of their

income for all types of state and local taxes

as millionaires.

Most agree that sales and property taxes

take a proportionately bigger bite from

poorer people's income.

But the Revenue Department statistics

show the wealthiest 20 percent of people

pay nearly 2 1/2 times as high a percentage

in income taxes, partly because ofthe higher

taxes on unearned income, as the poorest 20

percent of taxpayers.

The state tax on most income, including

wages and salaries, is 6.25 for everyone, a

rate that is scheduled to drop to 5.95 percent

Jan. 1.

The tax on unearnedincome— dividends,

other investment income as well as interest

from out-of-state savings accounts — is 12

percent.

The state study found that, based on

adjusted gross earnings, the lowest 20 per-

cent ofsUte tax filers paid, on average, 2.02

percent ofthe income in state income taxes.

The highest20 percent paid 4 .87 percent,

and the next highest paid 4.01 pen»nt.

Deductions, tax credits, and the higher

rate for unearned income account for the

difference in the effective tax rate.

The single most important factor ac-

counting for the progressivity of the Mas-

sachusetts income tax is the sharply higher

rate for unearned income, according to

Deputy Revenue Commissioner Jonathan

Li^t

The wealthiest 20 percent of sUte tax-

payers account for nearly three quarters of

all capital gains reported in the state.

Adding to the progressivity ofthe tax are

the $2,200 personal exemption and the rent

payment credit of up to $2,500, which, on a

percentage basis, do more to reduce the

taxes owed by someone making $20,000 a

year than someone making $100,000.

People in Massachusetts who earn less

than $8,000 and families earning less than

$12,000 pay no state income tax.

But. Braude told the Globe, "No matter

how you slice it, the failures of the Massa-

chusetts income tax system ranks near the

bottom of the whole country.'

Scientists ponder second beaching of whales
.... _ « . . .. I %^ .. ^1.. A.: J- ...» r..__..~- ^^..1 "till* fKat'a nnt an rtntinn wit

By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

BOSTON — Police said 24 pilot whales

were found beached this morning at

Chipman's Cove in Wellfleet, the second

beaching ofwhaleson Cape Cod in two days.

A police officer, who did not want to give

her name, said one of the whales died. She

said the whales were spotted about 5:30

a.m. today.

Charles Mayo, a scientist with the Cen-

ter for Coastal Studies in Provincetown,

said the whales apparently beached in a

marsh at low tide.

"It's a desperate situation," Mayo said.

They're usually stranded in ones and twos,

stuck up close to the grass line. These

marshes are extensive, and for the whales

it's a labyrinth."

Mayo said a large volunteer crew had

been called into action and was heading to

the site, but he was not hopeful.

"Even with lots of people, you can imag-

ine trying to lift a large group of whales,"

Mayo said.

Female pilot whales are usually 10 to 15

feet long, with males reaching 20 feet. They

can weigh from 2,000 to 4,000 pounds, said

Ian McMillan, director of the Cape Cod

Aquarium.
In the last 10 years, strandings have

never occurred earlier than October. But

several incidents on Cape Cod in the past

week have left marine officials scrambling

for explanations.

Three pilot whales died Monday after

beaching themselves in a Brewster marsh.

Two others, including a baby, swam into a

shallow harbor and became trapped. On
Thursday night, 45 whales had to be herded

away from First Encounter Beach in

Eastham.
Marine officials now fear more could be

stranded in the coming days, since large

groups continue to be reported off Cape

Cod's north shore.

There was speculation that the whales

may have come to Cape Cod Bay in pursuit

of menhaden fish, which are in abundant

supply and are among their favorite foods,

McMillan said.

Three adult whales — two females and

one male— were found ashore near Crosby's

I^anding in Brewster just after 2 p.m., offi-

cials said. The animals were spread along

the marsh about 100 yards apart, said Vicki

Corliss, spokeswoman for the New England

Aquarium in Boston.

Scientists were forced to euthanize all

three when it became apparent they would

not survive until high tide.

"Two of them were in very bad shape,

badly blistered," said Kathy Bristol,

spokeswoman for the Center for Coastal

Studies in Provincetown. "One was in good

shape, but the tide goes out forever and

there was no way we were going to get her

anywhere near the water."

A baby, believed to have been separated

from one of the two dead females, later was

discovered in about three feet of water in

Rock Harbor, along with a badly blistered

adult male.

Mcmillan said the large whale seemed to

be ingood condition and workers were hoping

to release it in open water if a group of pilot

whales could be located.

"But that's not an option with the baby."

McMillan said. "What we think was the

mother was put to sleep yesterday. The

baby has no teeth and is still nursing."

Last Thursday, volunteers in motorboata

and kayaks steered about 45 pilot whales to

deeper water oft"Eastham 's First Encounter

Beach.
A single whale was discovered last

Wednesday stranded on Beach Point in

Truro, but bystanders pushed it back into

the sea.

AP Photo

Rescue workers struggle to free two pilot whales of a pod of about 28

which beached early Tuesday in Chipman's Cove in Wellfleet, Mass.

House may review
Rep. Fitzgerald's

inheritance
BOSTON (AP) — A Legisltive committee may be

asked to review the circumstance under which Rep.

Kevin W. Fitzgerald (D-Boston) inherited nearly

$200,000 from a woman who sometimes lived on the

streets.

The Boston Globe said Tuesday it was told by uni-

dentified legislative sources that House Speaker

Charles Flaherty is expected to ask the House Ethics

Committee to make the review.

The State Ethics Commission already is reviewing

the circumstances of the inheritance.

Fitzgerald is majority whip, the third-ranking

leadership position in the House.

Larry Rasky, a spokesman for him, said Fitzgerald

was unaware of any plan by Flaherty to seek a

committee review.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Nuns sue over Holyoke mall expansion
HOLYOKE (AP)—A group ofRoman Catholic nuns has

filed suit to stop the expansion of the Holyoke Mall at

Ingleside towards their adjacent convent.

The suit filed last week in Hampden Superior Court by

the Sisters ofProvidence accuses the Holyoke Zoning Board

ofAppeals with exceeding its authority in granting a variance

fora proposed 460,000 square-footaddition.thatwill increase

the size of the 150-store shopping mall by 50 percent.

"Our sisters deserve some peace and tranquility after a

lifetime of hard work," said Sister Kathleen Popko, presi-

dent of the 170-member community.

The group's Mother House, including a retirement home
for about 100 elderly sisters, abuts a mall parking lot and

Popko contends the sister had received verbal assurances

from the developers ofthe mall in the 19708 that they would

not seek to expand toward the nuns' property.

However, last month, the Holyoke board granted the

Pyramid Company a variance based on economic hardship

that would allow it to build a mall addition, housing a new
G. Fox department store, 400 feet closer to the nun's

property line than the 900 feet allowed under the zoning

laws.

John Mason, project director for the Pyramid Company,

declined comment on the suit Monday, saying mall owners

had not reviewed the complaint.

"But we will certainly defend our position in court," he

said.

"That was the only location acceptable to our tenant, G.

Fox, and the prop)erty is situated such that it is really the

only place we could expand."

Popko said the sisters are concerned that the new store

and its 1,000-car parking deck would create a "beehive of

activity" underneath their windows, which now overlook an

overflow mall parking lot.

"To me, the world has sort ofcome in on us," said Sister

Mary Whalen, an 82-year-old retired nurse, who has lived

in the mother house for the past 15 years.

There is no question that the sisters were there first.

They came to Holoke from Kingston, Ont. , in 1892 to care for

the poor during a typhoid epidemic and now operate more

than a dozen health-care organizations in western Massa-

chusetts.

Their side of the once quiet hill in Holyoke now houses

several facilities, including Providence Hospital, Brightside,

a home for disturbed children, and Bethlehem House, a

rehabiUtation facility for teen-agers using drugs.

I
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State
Two redistricting
plans may be done
BOSTON (API — The state GOP will

have two congressional redistricting plans
ready, and will spring one on the Democrats
if they don't go along with the other, ac-

cording to a report published Tuesday.
The Boston Globe said it was told by

unidentified Republican sources that the

party's strategy is to present a plan aimed at

giving it a better chance of ^^inning Con-
gressional seats in the southeastern and
western parts of the state and in the
Memmack Valley.

If Democrats refuse. Republicans would
threaten to go to court with a plan that
would totally redraw congressional district

boundaries.

Republicans reportedly would be willing

to gamble on court acceptance of their plan
and figure Democrats would be likely to

want to avoid a court case.

Democrats now hold all of the state's 1

1

seats m Congress.

"I think there is going to be a legally

defensible plan that is going to be particu-

larly harsh from their [Democrats] point of

view, but that ifyou had a forthright judge,

could be the outcome,* a Republican strat-

egist told the Giobe.

Massachusetts will loseonecongressiomd
seat as a result of the 1990 census. A legis-

lative committee is about to begin redrawing
district lines.

Democrats have a majority in both the

state Senate and House, but the final plan

also needs the signature of Republican Gov.
William Weld, and there are enough Re-

publican senators to uphold Weld's vetoes.

A stalemate probably would result in a
court case.

Republicans reportedly believe a decision
last week in an Ohio case by a U.S. District

Court there provides a legal basis for mak-
ing Boston one congressional district, helping

to clear the way for changes in suburban
districts.

What Republicans reportedly would offer

before heading for court would involve at

least three miyor changes in districts.

The Democratic stronghold of New
Bedford would be removed from the 10th

Congressional District. New Bedford pro-

vided Rep. Gerry Studds nearly half of his

victory margin last year.

A district in the Merrimack Valley would
be created with a center in the Lawrence
area. It would be aimed at giving a Repub-
lican a better chance of victory and enticing

former Republican congresaman Paul Cronin
to run again.

The other changes would be to make one
ofthe two Western Massachusetts districts

more Republican and to add more Republi-

can areas to the Central Massachusetts
district around Worcester.
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Fast!
Our U.S.EXPRESS
Marshals want to run
you out of tovym . . . and
then bring you back!

Are you going to Boston pardner? Oiir coaches
give you the fastest service betiveen the Amherst/
Northampton area and Boston.

Tickets are only $ 12 one-way. Get them at the
UMASS campus center ticket window. Coaches
depart UMASS at the Whitmore Horseshoe and
arrive in Boston at Essex St. across from south station).

UMASS Fnday & Sunday Schedule Boston Friday A Sunday Schedule \

Leaves Leaves Arrives Leaves Arrives Arrives

UMASS Northampton Boston Boston Northampton UMASS
1 30pm 155pm 3 45pm 4 00pm 600pm 6:30pm
2 30pm 255pm 4 45pm 500 pm. 700pm 730pm
330pm 355pm 5 45pm 6 00pm 8:00 p.m. 830pm
4 30pm 455pm 6 45pm 700pm 900 p m 9:30pm

For more inio call 582 1313 %ihn1ulf ^nhft ihrnuqh W11/91
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MOO - Sean Gould, 10, on Buckland, Mass., takes a mid-morning
nap with his Swiss cow named 'Tinkerbell" Monday as he waits to

show her in competition at the Franklin County Fair in Greenfield.

Fate of teacher accused
of rape of child with jury
CAMBRIDGE (AP)—Jury deliberaUons

began yesterday in the rape trial ofa special

needs teacher charged with seducing one of

her 15-year-old male students.

Karen Cross. 33. now on her leave from
her job in Tynjfsboro Jumor-Senior High
School, is charged with three counts of rape
of a child, for which the maximum sentence
is hfe in prison. She has denied the charges

There are no allegations ofphysical force,

but the 15-year-old was not legally old
enough to consent to the act.

Prosectors oootend Cross had sex three
times with the teen-ager between Feb. 14
and March 31. 1990. The boy. now 16 years
old, was a sophomore at the high school.

In closing arguments in Middlesex Su-
perior Court Tuesday, Assistant District

Attromey Sheila Calkins said Cross re-

lentlessly pursued the student in a quest to

"enter his little world."

"He was probably flattered by her inter-

est in him in a sexual way," Clakins said.

But the boy ended the relationship when it

began to involve his personal life, she said.

•^ho was the adult here?." she said.

"Who ended it. He did."

Denfense attorney James Dangora
questioned the credibility ofthe boy, saying
he changed his story several times while
testifying last week.

"He could not tell you who took their
clothes offfirstor what she was wearing." he
said.

Dangora also said it wasn't credible that

Cross would have told the student's best

friend that she was having sex with the

teen-ager.

"Mrs. Cross was very open in the rela-

tionship," Dangora said. "There was nothing
that she was trying to hide."

Cross has testified in the thai that she
had only tried to help the student, whom she
described as moody and troubled.

"I was determined to help him," she said

Monday. "I was never going to give up on
him."

Eight witnesses testified in the trial,

which began Thursdayand included exhibits
oflove letters allegedly passed from Cross to

the student.

Two lines from the letter read:

"God, I wish I didn't care about you so

much," and "I can't get you offmy. . . mind."
Prosecutors allege Cross had sex with

the boy after luring him to her Tyngsboro
home on Valentine's Day 1990 on the pre-

tense of showing him a sports car in her
garage.

But Cross said it was not unusual to have
students over to her home to work on school-

related projects.

"I had students over all the time," said
Cross in her testimony. "I was helping a
student in need."

Cross admitted she exchanged gifts with
the boy on several occasions in 1990, but
said she did the same with other students.

RESEARCH -
INTERVIEWERS

Hiring Now For The School Year
Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to col-
lect data on a variety of research topics. Absolutely
no selling involved. Flexible hours Sunday-Friday 5-
1 0pm, and Saturday, 1 1 am-5pm. Shitts up to 40
hours/week available. Choose your own schedule as
long as you work 4 shifts a week (20 hours). Start at
$5.00 per hour with paid training and earn up to max-
imum $6.00/hr.

We're in the Mountain Farms Mall which is a stop on
the free bus line. Call between 1 1 am and 4pm Mon-
day to Friday, 586-8635.

Abt Associates Inc.

Telephone Research Center
Mountain Farms Mall, Rt. 9
Hadley, MA 01 035
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Editorial/Opinion
Fhe opinions on this page are those of the individual wnter or cartoonist, and do not necessaniy represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

If this is the age of computers, I'd rather have a slide rule
I think it is high time that everyone out there stopped to

reflect on how vastly different our lives would be without
computers, and I am not just saying that because I own
stock in Digital. I am saying that because sarcasm is a sure-
fire comedic device.

Now, ifany ofyou are thinking that I plan to pointlessly

and unfairly attack every computer in the world, based
merely on a couple of inconsequential, sheltered incidents,

then let me assure you right now that you are absolutely

correct. But, as is often the case when I pointlessly and
unfairly attack something, there is nothing you can do
about it.

Shawn McDonnell

Today's attack begins within the Tower Library, which is

where I found myself for several rather uncomfortable
hours this weekend, faced with Saturn, the Disagreeing

Cyber. I was introduced to Saturn by GaUileo, which is what
my COINS instructor told me his nickname was, in a burst

ofunexpected openness. "My mcknume is Gallileo,' he said,

'l>ecause Conan was already taken.' Then he started lec-

turing.

The main gist of his lecture was that I should get myself
a Cyber terminal, and set up electronic mail — thereby

enabling me to to pester classmates with unnecessary
messages, via computer, at the expense of the University.

This seemed only reasonable, and so it was not long

New riots, old causes

before I sat down at a terminal and logged on to the Saturn
system — eventually reaching the point where my notes

said I should type the word "mail."

This is where my problems started.

First, the cursor started jumping across the screen. And
then, directly below where I had typed the word "mail"

appeared the word "maill."

I was naturally dismayed by this resiranse, but never-

theless 1 was open to suggestions. "Maill," 1 typed, demon-
strating my famous flezibiUty, but Saturn did not respond.

Returning to my notes I double-checked the procedure and
repeated it from step one, with strikingly similar results.

"Maill,' said Saturn. "Maill, Maill, Maill.' I could see I was
in for a long night.

As it turned out, it was the first really intense ai^[ument
I've had since the great Am Not vs. Are Too debates of fifth

grade, but it's effect was somewhat dimmed by it's predict-

ability — as evidenced by the following quotation:

Me: Mail.

Saturn the Cyber (disagreeing): Maill.

Me: Mail.

And so on. Luckily, I soon tired of talking to Saturn, and
after having the last word Cinail') 1 was able to make it

down to the D.C., where I bumped into an aquaintance of

mine, whom we shall call Mercedes (not his real name).

Mercedes, who had apparently had a worse day than me,
was relating to our table the story ofhow the ACUS Service

computer had set his telephone credit limit at two cents.

Naturally the computer had been quite alarmed to see that

it had allowed him to exceed his credit limit by nearly 460
percent, by making a nine dollar phone call, and promptly
cut off his service.

Though 1 never bothered to find out, I somehow suspect

that to fix the problem Mercedes needed to call one ofthose

talking computer lines, such as the one I called this week
after my bank's computer acddently enrolled my in a two
hundred dollar travel program.
Tou have reached the talking bank line," said the

computer when it finally answered the phone. "If you are

interested in trips to Hawaii, press '2' on your touch-tone

phone.'

And though I was finally able to rectify the bank's

mistake, via a semi-automatic weapon pointed at one ofthe

tellers, I feel it is only safe to say that not only will I newr
set up electronic mail. I will probably get in trouble becau—
of it.

Tou have failed to meet a course requimiMnt,' Gallileo

will say. To find out what your punishmanft im, press "2' on
your touch-tone phone.'

Please keep in mind that these events only cover one
small week, and that 1 have not evenmentioned my favorite

"glitch" of all time, whereby my first computer would au-

tomatically create rows ofFandomly generated characters.

I am only glad thatmy presentword proceaoer has survived
long enough to bringyou this shocking glance into the world

of computers. It is time the truth was
know3hn^ Pkaetrkjahsd;nsvdcn!
Shawn McDonnell is a UMass ttudent

There have been so many breathtaking

developments overseas in the past six

months that it is tragically easy to lose a

sense of what has been developing in the

United States. This past spring. Washing-
ton D.C., and more recently Crown Heights,

Brooklyn have been engulfed in riots.

Joseph MacDonough

Apart from the initial flurry of 16 second

sound-bjrte reports, there has been precious

Uttle said about these incidents. Granted,

the national media did make a point of

stressing of the African-American vs. Jew-
ish-American aspect ofCrown Heights, but

there hasnt been much discussion about
why the riots happened and what the un-

derlying causes were.

I came across a couple quotes which
seemed to have some relevance. "Disorder

did not erupt without pre-existing causes as

a result of s single triggering or precipitat-

ing event...'; The background ofdisorder in

the riot cities was typically characterized

by....disadvantaged conditions for Negroes
[sic] especially as compared with those for

whites; a local government often unrespon-

sive to these conditions..."

Do they sound reasonable? Maybe even

headed in the right direction? Well, they

were taken from a report published in 1968

by President Lyndon B. Johnson's National

Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders.

Johnson established the NACCD to inves-

tigate the causes behind the riots during the

"long, hot summer" of 1967, in which over

160 "civil disorders" took place.

The report goes on to discuss some basic

causes of the widespread rioting which

overwhelmed the nation. Among the mcgor

factors w^ere: pervasive discrimination and

segregation. Black migration and white

exodus from the cities, ghettoes, frustrated

hopes, powerleaaneas and legitimization of

violence.

These problemshavebeen pervasive since

the 60's and in many areas they have
worsened. The recession hasbroui^ta great
deal of anger and desperation, particularly

to the inner city, where Ronald Reagan's

cuts to urban funding in the 80'b added to

the climate of frustration and resentment.

Now it seems to me all the pieces are in

place to begin seeing a few long hotsummers
of our own. The number of "civil disorders'

are nowhere approaching the dozens of 26
years ago, but who knows what will happen?
Governments and local communities would
have to place a great deal of effort, make a
lot of sacrifices, and spend a lot of money (

yes. money, you G.O.P.'ers— to help improve
people's lives, the horror of it all!) in order to

start a turnaround.

Then again, it has been politically expe-

dient for the powers-that-be to allow the

cities to fester. Nixon ran a racially divisive

presidential campaign promising to get

tough on rioters and protesters. President

Bush was elected by exploiting racial ten-

sions in his little "Willie Hortongate" attack,

and he continues to use race as a political

tool. For example, opposing the "quota' civil

rights bill which outlaws quotas is a fine

piece of political sleight of hand.
There are a lot ofworms in this can, and

with Bush glowing in the McPolitics of polls

and approval ratings something tells me it's

not going to be opened any time soon. Then
again, we could be due for a revolution or

two.

I think one final quote from the 1968
NACCD report is fitting: "This nation will

deserve neither safety nor progress unless it

can demonstrate the wisdom and the will to

undertake decisive action against the root

causes of racial disorder."

Joseph MacDonough is a UMass student

Graph misrepresents fiscal loss
I am writing in response to a "Colle-

gian graphic' which accompanied Marc
ElUot'sSeptember 4 feature articleabout
UMaes budget cuts.The graphicappeared
on page 6 and is titled "State Funding for

UMass/Amherst Since Fiscal Year 1988
(In MilUons)." This graph is misleading,

for the intersection ofthe X and Y axes is

mislabeled "($1 M).' How was the label

intended to read?Clearly , the intersection

point is not "0 M," for if it were, the graph
would look very different.

Judging by the scale of the graph's

colimins, the Y axis seems to range from

100 to 167 milhon dollars. This "tip ofthe

iceberg" technique is commonly used to

visually distort differences. 1 fthe graph's

Y axis ranged from to 200 million, for

instance, the year-to-year budget de-

creases would not look as dramatic as

they do using the "tip of the iceberg"

approach. The picture presented by the
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Collegian graphic portrays a FY92 fund-

ing level amounting to less than one-

quarter of the FY88 level.

The budget cuts suffered by UMass
have been severe and devastating. While

I sympathise with the artist's desire to

communicate the harshness ofthese cuts.
I prefinr leas distorted graphics tech-

niques. ColUgiiui readers are intelligent

enough to comprehend the enormity of

the difference between $167 M and $112
M , whether this difference is represented

by half an inch or 3 1/2 inches. The
Collegian should strive to present read-

ers with complete and accurate graphic

representations of information, not par-

tial and distorted ones. I urgeyou to offer

your readers the whole picture, even if it

is not as dramatic as the tip of the

iceberg."

Elizabeth A. Williams
Dept. of Sociology
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Bush exploiting racism
I remember in 1981, when I was in sixth

grade and Ronald Reagan was early in his

first term, I asked a classmate what she

thought about Reagan. Demonstrating a

masterful grasp ofcomplex political issues,

she said, "at least he's tryin' stuff."

Steven Feldman

Now 1 am a liberal, and like most liberals,

I detest Ronald Reagan like a sickness. I

concede, though, as my classmate pointed

out, that he had values. These values

managed to come together in the cobwebs of

his brain to form a vision, a plan for America.

It was something that a James Bond villian

would concoct, but a vision nonetheless.

George Bush, on the other hand, has

values that extend only as far as the next

election. The current civil rights debate and

the nomination of Clarence Thomas for the

Supreme Court exemplifies Bush's gritty

determination not to hold any deeply-felt

beliefs.

Bush «»*alled the new civil rights bill in

Congress by threatening a veto. Bush and
congressional Republicans assailed the
Democrat-formulated bill by calling it a

"quota bill," that is, it encouraged employ-
ers to hire a fixed percentage of minorities,

whatever their qualifications, to avoid law-

suits under the new laws. Republicans
gamely offered their own "quota-free" bill,

but lawyers who specialize in interpreting

the arcane language of Washington have
said there isn't a dime's worth of difference

between the bills.

When you add to this that Bush had the

great wisdom to vote against the 1964 Civ\\

Rights Act as a Texas representative, and
the way he stirred up white people's fear of

Black crime in 1988 with the Willie Horton

ad, it's clear that Bush is cynically driving a

wedge between the races for crass poUtical

gain.

However, Bush is too smart to swing the

sledgehammer himself. He delegates that

duty to people like Jesse Helms (R-N.C),

who ran a commercial in his 1990 reelection

bid showing a white man cnmibling a letter

that told him the job he wanted went to a

"less qualified Black."

It is shocking and depressing that Re-

publicans are using such tactics to woo white
working-class voters away from the Demo-
cratic party while pursuing economic poli-

cies that trample on those same people —
who just accept it. In a rare display of

courage among the Democrats, Senator Bill

Bradley ofNew Jersey said that he detested

Bush for suggesting that working class

whites have more in common with rich

whites than with their Black assembly-hne
co-workers.

But the fact is, most Americans react

negatively to affirmative action policieswhen
the word "quota" is attached to it. Thus,

Bush pastes "quota" on anything the Demo-
crats suggest, even on a compromise bill

more watered down than Miller Lite.

Then take Clarence Thomas. Bush trum-
pets him as the "most qualified" for the

supreme court. Yeah, right. As ifBush picked
out his resume, called him for an interview,

and when he walks in the door, said "lie's

Black! How about that?"

If Thomas is so qualified, how come he
didn't even make the short list ofcandidates

to replace William Brennan, who retired

just last summer? Clearly, Bush picked a
white to replace a white justice and a Black

to replace a Blackjustice, which ought to be
put in the dictionary as the definition of

"quota." This is fine with me, because I'm in

favor of strong affirmative action policies.

But Bush, of course is not — which makes
him a screaming hypocrite.

The massive irony in all this is that Bush
skewered Michael Dukakis for saying the

election wasn't about "ideology, but compe-
tence." Bush said "Competence makes sure

the trains run on time but doesn't care

where they're going." Bush went on to be a
time-keeper for the train of history, and he
couldn't care less where the train is headed.

Steven Feldman is a UMass student
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Third World Affairs

• 1^ * Hooray for genocide * i^ *
This summer Americans celebrated the Gulfwar victory

wjth the predictable level of humility and restraint. And
quite a summer it was, the USA in full glory celebrating

what American leader Bush called a "very special Fourth of

July." The catharsis of"Operation Welcome Home" seemed
almost as enjoyable as the anticipation of"Operation Desert

Shield" and the semi-orgasmic spasm of violence, "Opera-

tion Desert Storm.* The triumph in its modem sense (i.e.

military victory) was followed by a series oftriumphs in the

classical sense (i.e. jubilant parades of the Roman empire
celebrating its latest imperial conquest).

Like the triumphs ofancient Rome, this summer's bigger

festivities were nationalistic bacchanals of self-congratu-

lation and public demonstrations of imperial might and
imperial will. And why not? The "Slough ofSelf-Doubt' that

some people here seemed to feel after the defeat of the

United States by North Vietnam, the mysterious "Vietnam
Syndrome' (mysterious because it hardly seemed to curtail

US aggression and aggressiveness), had supposedly been
finally cast off. Reagan's spaghetti western imagery of a
nation "standing tall" was deemed to at last have been
realized in all its grandeur. How wonderful.

As most readers will be well aware, there were two main
parades on the East Coast in early June. They had slightly

differing focuses, probably because the two host cities. New
York and Washington D.C wanted to compete over which
a)uld be the more spectacular in its patriotic zeal. Washing-
ton, as befits the city that is the capital of the Empire, and
its center of political power, concentrated its celebration on
the military "hardware" that "did the job" in the Gulf The
boulevards ofthe capital were overrun with tanks, armored
persormel carriers, helicopters, and missile batteries, as the

blue skies above buzzed with fighters and bombers, for once
unlikely to devastate the scene below. It was a thrilling

display ofmight and power in the incontestable form ofsteel

and technology, much of it only recently made public, that

delighted the nation. After all. it was due to this technology

that so few people died in this excellent war. right? Or at

least, so few people who count.

Meanwhile in Iraq < remember Iraq? ). the United Nations
first observer teams reported that "Nothing we had seen or

read had quite prepared us for the particular form of

devastation that has befallen the country. The recent con-

flicthas wrought near apocalyptic results." Iraq, it said, had
been relegated to "the pre-industrial age." It is probably
impossible for Americans to comprehend what this means
for the daily lives of the ordinary people in a far off land,

which they saw fit to devastate. No water. No electricity. No
pubUc services. No sewage system.

The sewage system now empties into the once fine

waters of Iraqi rivers, only to be drunk by the populace that
lacks any alternate source. TTiey become ill . Horrible disease
is amok in Iraq. Epidemics of cholera and diarrhoea (the

fatal variety unknown in the West) abound. But, there is

also no medicine. Scores die each day. For over a year the

people of Iraq have been denied access to food and medicine

in one of the most cruel and cynical forms of warfare ever

seen. No food. No water. No power. No medicine. No work

They died in their hundreds ofthousands, and they continue

to die every day that the American people keep them cut off

from the necessities of life. But there is no sign of mercy or

humanity in sight. The war, and the killing, isn't over in

Iraq, not by a long shot. The UN now predicts immanent

famine and mass starvation in Iraq.

No food. No water. No power. No medicine. Only death.

Hussein Wish

But, back to the parade. In New York City, the celebra-

tion-of-the war parade concentrated mainly on the troops,

rather than the raachiner>'. It was an amazing display of

instant mythology. The New York Times could barely con-

tain the instinct for hyperbole and classical allusion, "In the

footsteps c^ Lindbergh. MacArthur, the Apollo astronauts

and the American legions home from World Wars I and II.

some 24,000 marchers.. .crossed the Rubicon into history

under a deafening tumult of cheering and cascades of

confetti and ticker tape.' (NYT. 6/1 1/91, p.Al

)

As the troops marched down Broadway, thecrowd ei\joyed

corporate hot dog.s and waved free flags issued by Citibank.

It was an event appropnately sponsored by many of those

corporations that had provided the aforementioned hard-

ware, and others who simply a)uldn't resist the commercial

opportunity, the biggest ticker tape parade in the history

of New York." The public, hysterical with pride and satis-

faction at what had been done at their behest, clambered on
top of one another to get a glimp.se of the new olympian
heroes, "There's Powell!! No. wait, it'sjust a hot dog vendor."

was one ofthe more curious but well publicized quotes ofthe

day. New York bathed itself in rubbish, including 200 miles

of ticker tape and 7,000 four-foot wide balloons. "Don't be
afraid; join the parade," counseled one wise sage of imperi-

alism. And they did, with an abandon and gusto that leaves

little doubt as to the popular sentiment.

And just what was it that was being celebrated? Among
other things, it was the deaths of at least 300,000 Iraqis,

half civilians, as well as the destruction of the Iraqi nation.

The soldiers were starved, bombed, napalmed, fuel-air

exploded, choked, and most ofall roasted. As they retreated,

one of the most foul massacres of an army in retreat in the
history of modem warfare was conducted, known as the
now legendary turkey shoot." The Iraqi servicemen were
then dumped into unmarked mass graves with no attempt
to identify the corpses, or count their number.

If anything, Iraqi civilians fared even worse. Apart from

having their life support systems cut off or destroyed, they

were mercilessly bombed and tens of thousands died in

terror attacks, the most notoriousofwhich being the roasting

of those hiding in the civilian bomb shelter.

Even according to the Penatgon. 80'^^ of the bombs dropped

missed their targets. What then, did they hit? No prizes for

guessing.

But. the most savagely attacked victims ofthe war have,

without a doubt, been the children of Iraq. The Harvard

SchiMjl ofPublic Health conservatively estimates the number

of Iraqi children that will have been killed by the US by the

end ofthe year through either bombing or the slow death of

sanctions as at least 170,000. Is it conceivable? Try to

imagine it.

One dead baby, lying dead on theground with its brains

hashed out, floating in a pool of its own blood Ten dead

babies. 17 dead babies. 170 dead babies, t,700 dead babies

Keep seeing it. 17,000 dead babies. 100,000 dead babies.

170.000 dead babies piled high on the White House lawn. A
monument to the pride and glory. Congratulations.

It really IS something to celebrate, as it duly was in

hometowns across the land on the Fourth. People who have

achieved such a victory, at such little cost, deserve to

celebrate. It was a really fun summer, a "feel good" time. Of
course there were the usual small groups of nay-sayers and

blame-America-fireters, claiming that this was "nothing to

celebrate." Nonsense! This is m splendid democracy, where

the governmental structure faithfully obeyed the will ofthe

peof^. and the armed forces duly earned out the over-

whelmingly popular commands of the duly constituted

civilian authorities. What could be more excellent in

democratic self-government? After all. a long and open

national debate was held, the executive received due per-

mission to act from Congress, particularly enthusiastically

from the House, the most popular element in the federal

government, and the war remained far more popular than

any other public policy issue I have ever seen, scoring in the

high 90 percentiles every time. The wise American public

understands that sometimes certain unpleasant things

need to be done in the greater interest. It was a decisive,

democratic system at its very best and a shiningexample to

the rest of the world. And they say there's nothing to

celebrate!

So lets all give a rousing cheer for those who so valiantly

fulfilled the virtually unanimous national will.

Hooray for the brave men and women ofDesert Storm!
Hooray for George Bush!
Hooray for the war!

Hooray for genocide!

Hussein Ibish is a Collegian staff member.
The opinions expressed in this article are those of the

1991, the year of the devil: a collage of images
From Baghdad to Havana, Hanoi to Rumallah, from

New Delhi to Lima, from the shantytowns ofJohannesburg
to the hills of El Salvador, a giant noose has tightened

perceptibly.

Welcome to the New World Order. Welcome to the Age of

America, the Rule of the Robocop.

In their relentless quest to be Number One, the proud

citizens of the United States, along with some Third World
collaborators, have now achieved the incredible — a mili-

tary and economic stranglehold over almost all ofthe Third

World. It is open season, and there is no effective deterrent

to the Empire, either from within or without.

Global dominance and sellout are the order of the day.

Come,join us for a grand armchair tour ofthe goodies in this

truly global supermarket.

The latest challenger to this New World Order, Iraq, had

been digitized, pixellated, and vaporized in the most brutal

massacre ever in the history of video games. Any twinges of

guilt or doubts of remorse about the bloodbath were purged

in a self-righteous clamor of support for the hapless pawns
in this chess game, the Kurds, culminating in a cathartic

fund-raising rock concert. How compassionate, how civilized.

Barely a few hundred miles from Iraq, the Zionist settler-

colonial enterprise enters its final stages of realization. A
macabre orchestration by Northern imperialist powers, the

IVMli apartheid state, and some sell-out Arab leaders,

eui^iemistically referred to in Orwellian terms as a "peace

conference," is about to enter fruition. Its purpose— to seal

the fate, once and for all, of that irritating and bothersome

obstacle to Middle East stability and order . called Palestine.

Of course, those with the bullets and bucks show scant

rcgBzdfwwhatmay beone ofthe cruellest ironies ofmodern

timae — PalMtine. a nation which is one of the cradles of

human civilization, is about to vanish from the map of the

world forever Until then, the Palestinians will be offered

the regular package of brutalities, deportations, and forced

ettlements.
Meanwhile, several thousand miles to the south, I-i jret

another apartheid state, one of the slickest and most' dia-

bolical public relations campaigns of all time er\joys the

fhiitsofits success. South African President President F.W.

de Klerk has achieved the dubious distinction of getting

almost everything for practically nothing, while seeming to

share it all.

As the hypocrisy and shallowness ofthe North's commit-

ment to the rights ofBlack South Africans is stripped away,

the export of gold from South Africa is given the green

signal, South African cricket teams prepaie for tours of

England and Australia, not one black South African can

vote, and a devious hoax which passes as a "constitutional

plan" is unveiled. "Apartheid has ended," de Klerk exalts.

"We are satisfied," Bush explains. That's all that matters.

Back in this hemisphere, on the very day that the aerial

bombardment of Iraq commenced, $42.5 milUon dollars of

U.S. military aid, along with a shipment ofA-347 Dragonfly

jets and gunship helicopters, was dispatched to El Salvador's

U.S.-backed regime. A week later, 15 peasants were mas-

sacred outside its capital in its worst human rights abuse

since the murder of the six Jesuit priests; the New World

Order in El Salvador.

Madanmohan Rao

And Granada, where those implicated in the overthrow

of Maurice Bishop were sentenced for execution, lest they

reveal damaging information which could implicate the

U.S. backing of the coup. The invasion of Panama and the

merciless ousting of the Sandinistas merely provide an

interesting backdrop to this scenario.

Simultaneously, where the Robocop doesn't tread, eco-

nomic musdepower leads the way. With the pathetic disarray

of the Soviet Union and the emergence of a hegemonic

Russia, the noose around that pesky backyard weed. Cuba,

becomes even tighter. No sooner has the picture ofSaddam
Hussein disappeared from TV screens than it is replaced by

Fidel Castro. The signals are unmisUkable. Cuba may have

won the Pan-American Games, but it is about to looae the

greatest game of all — survival.

As for that persistently annoying reminder, Vietnam, it

has been embargoed into economic ruin. And most recently,

in India, cohorts hand-picked by the IMF have succeeded in

relegating a 40-year tradition of self-reliance and foreign

investment restrictions to the dustbin. True, the country is

m economic disarray, but any solution so strongly dictated

by the IMF (read: the United States) should be cause for

apprehension.

"This will lead to weakening of the state structure and

bureaucracy," experts say. "We need a healthy dose of

incentive." After all, they know what's best. Perhaps the

Brazil syndrome is what's destined for India. Till then, non-

resident Indians gleefully mb their hands in anticipation of

the untold goodies opened up for them by the almighty

dollar.

Currently, the West basks in the awesome changes

wrought about by the salubrious winds of democracy,

freedom, and self determination which are blowing across

Eastern Europe and the skeletal remains of the Soviet

Union. The Third World shivers in the cold wind of a bleak

future to come.

They have learned their history only too well, and only

the hard way. It is an ill wind in the North that blows nobody

in the South any good. Somehow, these glorious achieve-

ments in the North do not bring good cheer, hope, or visions

ofglobal solidarity to many souls in the South, thanks to the

self-serving agendas ofcountries like Poland and Hungary,

which celebrated their newly won freedoms by establishing

diplomatic contacts with Israel and South Africa. The

wolfpack just keeps growing and growing.

Meanwhile back at the ranch, U.S. citizens eryoy the

fruits ofthe grandest larceny in history, some proud, others

unaware.
Beer and condoms are still seven dollars a twelve pack,

"world beat" or "ethnopop" CD's sell for ten dollars each,

posters of Mandela crop up all over politically correct

institutions, and stores peddhng Third World wares spring

up in every other town.

On Uberal campuses, the facade of diversity and spuri-

ous scholarship mushrooms through scores of courses,

workshops, and panel discussions, taught by self-proclaimed

Third World experts, and expatriates The Left continues to

bleat its tiresome promises of a revolution based on peace,

solidarity,and non-violence, potential immigrants scramble

around in pursuit ofthe evergreen card, and area reaidenta

partake in such nausaatingly quaint feativitiaaastheTed4)r

Bear Rally.

God help us aU.

Madanmohan Rao is a Collegian staffmember.

The opinions expressed in this article are those of the

writer and not necessarily those of the Collegian

ISRAELI CAFE
NIGHT

TN$ mfofTDol Qoithertng

is fof onyone who's ever been,

just returning from, or otxjut to go to Israel

Meet others and stxsre expenerx;es. pictures ond memories

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 7:30PM
HILLEL HOUSE LOUNGE

3M N. Pleasant St.

SpOOtOtM t>V HW«'

LAST 3 DAYS
LEATHER GOODS
Save 50-70% off

Book Bogs

Travel Bogs

Portfolios

Wallets

Back Packs

Briefcases

Handbags
Plus much

more!

Dates: Monday, September 9-Friday, Sept. 13

Location: C. C. Concourse
Sponsored by UMASS Baseball

American leader Bush at play — the latest catch.
AP Photo

Sensible Filipinos do the right thing.
AP Photo
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AG asked to investigate death
n.. oi-kucDT \i/ Turk'TT ivinimiinicHtinn and fiervicinki systems that art' suppo
By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press

BOSTON— legislators called on state Attorney General

Scott Harashbager Tuesday to investigate the death of a 2-

year-old boy who died while in the care ofan uncle who had

a criminal history.

Andrew J. Sesselman, 23. of Lynn, pleaded not guilty

last week to murder charges in connection with Angel

Negron's death. Although he previously had been charged

with assault and battery with a dangerous weapon, the boy

and his 4-year-old brother were placed in Sesselman's care.

"Once again, state agencies have failed to fulfill their

mandates to protect children," said Rep. Marie J. Parente.

chairperson of the House Committee on Foster Care.

"We must have immediate reform of the state's child

protection systems, including the foster care system, and

the child abuse investigation system," said Parente (D-

Milford).

Parente. along with committee members Rep. Stan

Rosenberg. Rep. Larry Giordaiw and Rep. Gloria Fox (
D-

Boston), all former foster children, called on Harshbarger tx)

investigate the state's role in Negron's placement.

Kim Hinden. a spokesperson for Harshbarger, said the

attorney general was confident that Essex County District

Attorney Kevin Burke was "appropriately investigating"

Negron's death.

Parente said Negron's case showed similarities to other

abuse cases — violations of foster care licensing and

placement regulations, inefficient records, tracking and

momtoring of children, and "a complete breakdown in

li to
(»mmunication and servicing systems that are

safeguard the lives of our children."

^e stand ready to meet with the House committee to

ascertain the role we can appropriately play in remedying

what is a tragic situation,' Hinden said.

Rosenberg (D-Amherst) said the committee requested a

formal meeting with the Department of Social Services and

Health and Human Services Secretary David Forsberg to

discuss the Negron case and the proposed reforms.

"DBS and other state agencies who have been mandated

to take care ofand protect children, are not taking charge

on theee reponsibiUties," Giordano (D-Methuen). "As a

result these children become lost in the system and are set

adrift."

An autopsy determined that Negron died ofheat trauma.

and doctors filed a child abuse report with the DSS

Sesselman told police Negron fell off a bed.

Sesselman and his wife were granted foster care of the

boys in August 1990. A DSS investigation revealed

Sesaelman's history in March, but the boys remained in his

home.

Once Sesselman was deemed unfit to care for the chil-

dren, the Massachusettii S^K-iety for the Prevention ofCruelty

to Children was responsible for finding a suitable home. The

MSPCC said it didn't receive a copy of the report until last

week.
In Lynn. Sesselman faces charges of marijuana poMM-

sion and destruction of property in addition to the assault

charge He also had been arrested twice in Glen Falls, N Y

on charges of larceny and receiving stolen property

Thomas
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

t he nominee once praised a speech that called aboriton

"the constitutional equivalent of murder."

But Sen. Orrin Hatch. R-Utah, a strong Thomas

supporter, said Thomas should not be forced to spell

out his views on abortion because Justice David H.

Souter, who won Senate confirmation last year, was

not required to do so.

Biden said Thomas would be asked about his belief

in "natural law."

Some critics contend Thomas holds natural-law

views that could lead to the conclusion that fetuses

have a "right to life" requiring states to outlaw all

abortions.

Fitzgerald

"HOT SIW $21.00
1 75 Ltaiversfty Dr.

CONTINUED fROM PAGE 1

"It would not surprise us, nor would it concern us, that

either the Ethics Committee or the Ethics Commission is

looking into this matter," Rasky said.

"The amount of coverage and the misimpression the

coverage has left about this incident would really make any

responsible party want to review it.

"He would welcome any review of this matter and is not

at all concerned about the outcome, other than he hopes

that when all is said and done, that he receives the same

credit for not having done anything wrong as he did the

suspicion by the speculation that was initiated by the

stories
"

Fitzgerald got the inheritance from Mary Guzelian. who

sometimes lived on the streets for weeks at a time and

carried large sums ofmoney in papa- bag*- She died in 1985

after being hit by a taxi.

Fitzgerald said she asked him for help about a housing

problem in 1981 and he referred her to a friend, Michael

Muse, an attorney.

Days later, Fitzgerald and Patricia McDermott. then his

legislative aide, were named beneficiaries of Ms. Guzelian

in a will drawn up by Muse.
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UMASS ARTS COUNCIL
GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE
The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

art-related projects and events is

Friday, September 27

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

Office and the Student Activities

Office

UMass Arts Council

209 Hasbrouck Hall, 545-0202
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*DRINK SPECIAL*
Milwaukees Best

$3.95

Pitcher

Wednesday Night is

GUEST BARTENDER NIGHT
At Mike's

Free tshirts & Prizes

Who will this week's tender be?

Always something for everyone!

DRINK SPECIAL*
Mike's Pink's

$1.50

*DRINK SPECIAL*
Busch

$4.50 Pitcher

BRING YOUR WORLD

TOUFE

AT

THE PERFORMING ARTS

DIVISION

MUSIC, THEATER, DANCE &
MULTI-CULTURAL ARTS

Private and Group Instruction

for Adults and Children

Classes Start: September 16

Walk-In Registration: August 26-September 13

Contact P.A.D. in Old Chapel • 545-0519

ACCOGNTING FAIR

Thursday
September 12th

Campus Center

Auditorium

l:00-5:00pm

Meet Your Recruiters

Over30majoremployers representing public accounting firms

(both large and smaD), private (corporate) accounting and

government accounting.

ALL MAJORS WELCOME

Great chance to leam about different firms and career

options in the accounting profession!

SENIORS - Bring copies of your resume if you like.

Spoiuond hfteta Mptui 'Pti <^ The Accounting Association
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Student

Government Association

Senate & Commuter Area Government

Nominations

Open Sept 11, 1991

All Nomination papers due

Sept. 20, 1991

By 5pm, 420 Student Union

Fall Elections Oct 1st

Arts & Living
Dead prove that good live music is not deceased
By MICHEAL LEVY
Collegian Staff

Grateful Dead
Madison Square Garden, NY
Sun€lay, September 8

The Grateful Dead circus arrived in New
York City Sunday, where thousands of fans

shook their bones to mostly early material.

The streets surrounding Madison Square
Garden were packed with wandering tie-

die-wearing fans preceding the shows. Many
were in search of the illustrious "miracle

ticket". One wanted to sell the shirt off his

back to get inside. Another offered his sec-

ond-born child. Hmmmmm. What ever

happened to his ftrst born?

The usual shirts, stickers, sandwiches

and beads were for sale, including a timely

bumper sticker which read, "I've tripped

and I can't get down." Hey — would you

believe that I was not asked to buy drugs

once? Probably not.

Entering the first concert, the excitement

could be heard, as voices were naming per-

sonal hopes for song selection. "Womp womp
womp. Womp womp womp-womp womp. I

hoped they'd play 'Shakedown Street'." I felt

a strange emptiness and soon realized it

was because nobody had frisked me.

The first set included many wonders,

including "New Minglewood Blues,'

"Candyman," and a stunning version of'Big

River."

The second set was highlighted by "Eyes

of the World", then a Dark star teaser.

Making up for their misleading jam, the

AP I'holo

AUDI'S SPYDER -• Journalists take a look at the Audi Quattro Spyder

during a preview of the upcoming Frankfurt International Motorshow

on Tuesday— and hey, it wiU seU for under 10,000 marks! (approximately

$60,000)
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When

opportunity

knocks,

open

the door!

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

FaU
1991

You'll find over 200 opportunities knocking on

your door this fall. Both credit courses and

noncredit workshops can open doors for you -

helping you advance in your career plans,

upgrading your skills, or improving your

personal life.

Late register for Continuing Education evening

classes and UMass day classes through

September 17.

For more information, contact the Division of

Continuing Education. Goodeli Building, or call

545-2414.

Dead then made up with the fans by playing

"The OtherOne" and "WharfRat". An encore

of "Attics of My Life" was marked by great

harmonies—Jerry Garcia was in rare form.

On Monday night, the piano section took

more spotlight, as Vince Welnick and Bruce

Hornsby jammed during many songs.

Hornsby playing an accordion was a bizarre

sight, but not out of place.

The first tune was "Picasso Moon," which

I now have a new respect for, followed by a

very welcome "Sugaree." Balloons were

bouncing everywhere.

"Looks Like Rain" in the second set drew

much applause . Rhythm guitarist and singer

Bob Weir drew energy from the crowd and

wailed his voice for the ending. After play-

ing "New Speedway Boogie" they jammed,

not straying far from the riffs of "Playing in

the Band."

After "Uncle John's Band," "Drums" and

"Space," the Dead performed a <»ver of the

RoUingStones "ThisCould be the Last Time."

Then it was "Morning Dew." Jerry Garcia

tried to match Weir's vocals from "Looks

Like Rain," and managed a few serious

screams, with only a few voice cracks.

After the encore of Dylan's "Quinn the

Eskimo" the crowd emptied into the New
York streets, screaming and clapping the

beat of "Not Fade Away." Afler two fun

nii^ts. though, I was still disappointed.

There were very few late-seventies tunes.

No "Terrapin Station." No "Scarlet/Fire."

No"Help/Slipnot!/Franklin." Away I drove,

long past midnight, still without the oh-so-

anticipated experience of hearing "Shake-

down Street." Well, there is always Boston...

WELCOME VEGETARIANS - Department ofAgriculture's Barbara L.

Cope holds a platter ofnew low-fatground beefduringa news conference
in NewYork Tuesday. The new low-fat patties will be used in the National
School Lunch Program this year— so watch outi

Tuts da u and lOedne^dayj

Stpieniber to k fl

Hooms 909-- 9of

Campus Ctftitr

^OA/ W/0lff<5TUbV
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We know how to

reach you . .

.

Do you know how
to find us?

THE FAR SIDF

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

wn/»w«tv

^ ^ »i»i^px)*H

A
u^^siritis

)CX/ KHOU, SON. IF UJOKAJ

muREMmfiLTO mm»,aip.
C0N5lCeit.BU-nN6A HOUPOS

CM... mnoom
/ /

coNSicmam>»e
HiCHOU/t^HO/Se-

HOU?&PW5BB.

In its typical defensive behavior, the arctic clown

remained motionless and concealed —betrayed only

by its nose.

5UW,
BUT...

I

eOTTA RUN,
[»P.rP5Hl6H
7XV/ iO,M(m!
7HANKSF0R.
LemNOOUTfiLL

iOUlST
OUTHtS
JAMS*

\

HgmUHNOT'
lafKONLY
Awas-Asa?
ONCR.

9-0 ^^ILAcUi

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

COLLECT Buss.

/Vt^

TMCK 1 WW^TH) TO
COLLECT 5TK>APS

WUM DID NOO
0EC\DE.OH'

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

Omtv^ CehJTi&pL CoWcouTi^e:

lite ^ufl <y^er hi (omfMs!
fioorf Bofalu cmU9w^ fVIL.'

sum! '^^iMxp

^ \

^CAIATOPL^
UNDER 21 By KRIS K. EARLE

artAWMvr

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
113 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003 545-3500

LEMONADE
*»

ESPRESSO
2 BUCKS

Ife AOfe^

THE HOT
STUFF IS [[

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

Quote of the Day
"We didn't win them all. but we're happy for

Queensryche."
- Michael Stipe

upon REM's winning of the MTV Video of the Year Award

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACNOSS
1 S<cr«d song

6 Bfidge >•••

10 Prol««i

hormone, for

thon
14 Courtyartta

15 I canno*

ta« -
leTfwMional

4 IMoman % —
5 BhMhpurpt*
• Atrtaiananl

7 AMractt

8 Anna afid Iha

Kmgol —
9 17l»(C«r« artisl

Oarard —

17 Fauna Mcttar''

20 Ripan

21 Son paiata

?2MorrilY

Ti Passovaf least

?4 Tatafs

M ConMrucMO
20 Current nama^
31 1MDod«»in(t

32 Convmca
34 Spam
3' tower
39 Smal bag
41 Li«l endar ky

tnori

42 Shade tree

44 Oak ipaaaHy

45 Chair akai
47 Rule

10 N Syrian cNy
1

1

Brand man''

12 Tire laaiura

13 Feether t>artM

IS Embarrasiad
22Plua
23 ProgitoslKelor

2« Fashion

2« Assist

27 f^r«an <M(h a
pounds

29 Actress

Elaonora

30 M«ia«sl ooutMry

32 lenrws score

33
SSSMtoird

S2 Sleep slaga

abbr

63 Ooas a Tuesday
chore

SSI
S«l
57 Funr»y Fb«»
SaOaeHc
aOKmdotcai
•1

Seaiachlhorn
Iruit

38 Mam
40 Converse
43 Maiden Var

48 Incilad to action

48 Ottoman
Bubiecl

49 Kir«] ol orange

SI A BarryHKira

MtswER TO pwtyioutfmzu
u (illmA TiiTpTI Tt nnnn

nnnn

48 nevotmr^ pert

SO Earn

S4 Mac* near tor a

MCampaigner s

target

SS MiapKiiei eg
SaCneaot

89 AtiStor Jamas
83SheNered
84 nequves
86 Drove
88 Legendary

87

1 Spotted cavy

2PBrty loner

SComc Johrtson

LUNCH
Tri-County Sandwich

Hot Turkey Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Swiss Muffin Sandwich

Hot Turkey Sandwich

Menu
DINNER

Bacon Quarter Pounder

Turkey Divan

BASICS DINNER
Mixed Bean Casserole

Turkey Divan

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIS8<Mar«h 21-April 19):

Trust ytNtr instincU and you will

make the right choioas. Your effort*

to help a loyal aide will be rewarded

many times over. A family member's

good news cheers you up

TAURU8( April 20-Mey 20): Add

something spocial to jrour plans for

toilay and your mate will be very

happy. Have a private chat with a

beloved friend or child. A family re-

union is a smashing success!

GEMINKMay 21-June 20):

Doubts may develop about someone's

behavior. Trust your intuition

Reaching a decision may not be as

easy as it seems. Be supportive of

partner's special pinject

CANCER(June 21-July 22):

What you feel in your heart is what

you should do Let other people go

their way while you go yours. Put s

painful romance behind you once

and for all. «

LfCMJuly 23-Aug 22): Share

your concerns with a trusted friend.

Getting some fresh air will help you

think more clearly. Financial pres-

sures subside, thanks to the gener-

osity of your partner. Show your

gratitude.

VIRGO<Aug. 23-Sept 22): Take

no one into your confidence lest a

secret be divulged. The success of

your long-range plans depends on

toUl discretion. ThoughU of prop-

erty buoy your spirits.

UBRAtSept 23-Oct 22): Think

positive when climbing the ladder of

success. Youcan learn from another's

mistakes. A financial burden ia sud-

denly lifted. Keep some cash in re-

serve. Your sense of humor wins

cooperatton.

8CORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21):

Your creative juices sUrt flowing

when you get together with positive

people snd good friends Share your

ideas with members of another gen-

eration and everyone will profit

SAGITTARIUS* Nov 22 Dec.

21) A member of the opposite sex

may try to deceive you. Lay your

cards on the Uble. Wise spending

habits prevail in the face of "bar-

gains* you do not really need. Ro-

mance intensifies.

CAPIUCORN(Dec 22Jan 19)

Mutual undertakings bring great

pleasure and success today. You
cannot afford to procrastinate when
making a migor personal decision.

Move swiftly to salvage a deteriorat-

ing relationship.

AQUARIUSfJan. 20-Peb. 18):

Postpone making a m^jor career

decision. More information will give

you a new slant on the whole situa-

tion. Family members are more sup-

portive than in the recent past Let

bygones be bygones.

PI8CES<Feb. 19-March 20):

Your loyalty to someone will be sorely

tested today. Co-workers may try to

involve you in a power play. Impor-

tant developments in friendship or

romance give you second thoughts.

Follow your heart.

Today's Staff

Night Editors Marc Elliott, Preston P. Fonnan

Copy Editor Jason George

PhotoTechnician Carrie Wyeth

Production Mike Carvalho.

Nicole Dumas, Joanne Quimby, Lisa Jezowski
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LATE NIGHT VETERANS -- As they prepare to hand over the

reins ot their late-night talk show to Jay Leno next spring,

NBC s Tonight Show hosted by Johnny Carson, center, with

sidekick Ed McMahon, right, and bandleader Doc Severinsen,

left, will celebrate its 29th year on the air with a live prime-time

anriiversary special on October 3. Leno, regular guest host of

the show, will take Carson s seat permanently in May after

Carson makes his final appearance.

'COUPON'

«19»»SPECIAL
We will drain your

oil and install a new
Honda oil filter wrth

a refill o( up to 5 qts.

of new oil plus a

complete safety

check.

H O IW D A.

tmnkiff^

586-8626

736-1919

EXPIRES
10/31/91

iWORKSMARTER.
* NOTHARDER.

Engineering student?

Smart.

Math or science

major? Also smart.

On tests, you probably

run equations over again to

make sure they're right. So

you're working harder.

You don't have to do it

anymore. Not when you

use the TI-68 Advanced

Scientific or TI-81 Graphics

Calculator, with their last

equation replay feature

and so many other smart

functions.

We've spent years with

students like you and edu-

cators like your professors to

develop the TI-68 and the

TI-81. That's why they're so

highly recommended.

For engineering students,

The TI-68 solves up to five

simultaneous equations,

provides complex number

functions and offers formula

programming. That's power.

And for math and science

applications, the

TI-81 offers the

most compre-

hensive, yet easy-

to-use graphing

functions with ex-

tensive program-

ming capabilities.

Try a TI-68 or

TI-81 at your local

TI retailer today.

And start working

smarter, instead

of harder.

!r Texas
Instruments

•Cars
• Trucks
• Cargo Vans

gOTf by D«|r, NMt or Msntfl

SpMal WMkly •nd We«(»nd R«»»

NoilhAmherstMotors

AUto&lVuck Renal
78 ad Sundartend Rd

North Amhwst, MA

549-RENT
(S4»-7368)

On Bm Haul*

A

EARN ST^/HR
HGHT

POLLUTION
Work for political

change with
Clean Water Action:

environmental
campaign staff.

On bus lines.

Paldtraining.
P/T or career
opportunity.
Call .^84-9830
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U.S. women's soccer going for the gold
By ANNE M PETERSON
Associated Press

MEDFORD — The members of the U.S.

women's soccer team are reaching for more

than just a world championship. They want

the Oympic gold.

"Certainly if there's sychronized swim-

ming, there should definitely be women's

soccer," said U.S. Women's Team Coach

Anson Dorrance, also coach for the women's

team at the University of North Carolina.

"It's a good argument, but not good eiraugh

to bring the sport to Barcelona in 1992.

First, there has to be a world championship.

So the World Cup for women is being held in

China this November
Twelve women's teams are participating

in the Federation Internationale de Football

Women's World Championship, including

the U.S. squad. The next step is a bid for

AtlanU in 1996.

"1 think for the American public to catch

hold of something, a world championship

isn't really that significant for them. I think

what captures the hearts in women's athlet-

ics in the United States is the Olympics, and

Olympic success," said Dorrance.

The U.S. team consists of 18 women,

most of them college graduates who played

soccer in school. They range in age from 20

to 27 and come from across the United

States.

Compared to many long-lived European

teams, the U.S. women's team got its sUrt

relatively late in 1985. In international

competition since 1988, the squad has posted

26 wins and 7 losses.

The most recent disappointment came in

a two-game charity exhibition against

Norway for the New England Sports Mu-

seum Challenge Cup. Norway blanked the

U.S. team 1-0 in the first game, held in New
Britain, Conn. Norway also claimed the

second game 2-1 here.

But overall, the U.S. team has made a

respectable showing. Dorrance said he

doesn't really pay attention to formalized

rankings, just team performance.

"All of the amateurs jump in and rank

teams. We have to be one ofthe teams that's

considered among the best in the world, but

there's a group of those," he said.

Fortunately, Dorrance really doesn't have

to worry about rank . Many "amateurs" place

the U.S. team in the top three.

Dorrance is also looking to gain worldwide

admiration for the women's team, which

trains at Chapel Hill. N.C.

"I think we've got a very unique oppor-

tunity here. The United Stetes has yet to

make an impact in the international game.

This team has that potential and it's an

absolutely wonderful position to be in be-

cause this would give the United States an

international soccer respecUbility
," he said.

Many of the players say they are driven

to promote soccer, along with women's ath-

letics in general. So far, they seem to be

meeting their own demands. Combined at-

tendance at the Labor Day weekendMuseum

Cup was 10,315, a record for a women's

exhibition tournament, according to theU .
S.

Soccer Federation.

"To me it (the attendance 1 is a sign of the

respect that the women's game has gotten in

the last few years. It's really exciting." said

Lauren Gregg, the team's assistant coach

and head women's coach at the University of

Virginia.

Debbie Belkin, 26, who has been vnth the

team since it sUrted in 1985, said it's that

exposure that counts, and the exhibition

games against Norway gave the program a

big push.

This is great. These people are getting to

see high-level soccer and they haven't really

before. We go to Europe, where everyone

gets to see it, and we get these huge crowds.

It's a treat for them," she said.

SPORTS NOTICE
Intramurals: Entries are still

being accepted for Flag Football,

Soccer, and Softball. Managers'

and officials' meetings are hap-

pening this week. Stop by the In-

tramural office at 215 Boyden

Building for further details.

Men's Volleyball club: Meet-

ing on Thursday September 12, at

7 p.m. in the HATCH.
Stockbridge Basketball:

Important meeting. All basketball

candidates report to room 223

Boyden, September 16th at 4 p.m.

If you cannot make this meeting,

see Jack Leaman, room 228

Boyden before the 16th.

YouCan
AffordTo Brag.

./ "l=

x#-

Computer

Rentals

Starting at

$46 Per Month

pernmth

M )S'ri^N"S
Meet with foor lostens representatlfe for full deUlU

See our complete rin^ selection on display In your college bookstore

September 9th thru 1 4th • 10:00 am till 4:00 «

$25 dep.
University Store

QK^srSlLAnONSHiP: relationship

\'°^WePCs seektempo«r^2lser. Into

)
CompatiWer^ econowy-minCM^ ,^,^3^

)
withden^PjS;^ nights-your

sonw«^

Qf mine. ^f3j^— —^^x ^-"^-7405_

* student
WordPerfect^^

itiine^

mLID\TA
SALES/RENTALS
Mountain Farms Malt

Hadley, MA 01035

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIANOFfKE

,„r.u.,.r.^, WV^UMJO mm&mM'DFmJmST^ODA^fl̂ mTOPUBUCAVON . mtmORDIDAUORSWDem CASHINADVAfiCE

ACnVITIB aUi *WNACf«S ASSOCIATION

SKVDIVINC: Fof ihote m«ef««*d in gffling

invotvrt. mwlinR Thorviiv 6pm * ihe club

office H09 Slodeni Uoioo BoildinRl

ClUi MAr4AG«S ASSOCIATION

Come learn about ihe illi«ltiou* club

.ndujlry Come looight M 4J0 .n flirt.

Open to tnyone uuecetled!

Compulen for Sik
Haieltine 1421 Video display temiicul IBM

compatible pc with ioftware

CallTom 253-7170

HHPWANTIO KNOW YOUR tICHTS! tOOMMAn WAhfTfO

ANNOUNCfMfNTS

Bed and Breaktot. Downtown Amherst

549 07 11

Korean Studenta AaocMion
f irsi general meeting: Thursday September

1 2 at 7: 10pm in Campus Center rocxn 91

7

STUOtNT lOCKERS AVAIIABII m Student

Union, for storage ot bixjks .in<l other

belonRings. Register at OCHO 428 Student

Uni<jn

AUTO FOR SAll

1984 OlDS TORONADO, one owner. AC,

AM/FM stereo, loaded, and immaculate.

i4q95.00Call 549-8081

RenaiHl Alliance 1983 -New clutch, stader

and brakes -Runs great $1 500 OBO 549

6582 Julian

CHIN STYll TAI CHI

UmlMioMnlMyleTaiChiin II

leMtans class begins Sepl 7 & 18 251 4057

or S4S-S923

OCAOTtCKFTS

CnttM Dead li« for Boston Garden shows

available. Floor seats available for 6/20, 6/

21 and 6/26. Best seats Call 251-5650

ConVUler. Panasonic Senior Partner. IBM

compatible, 51 2K. 2 J60K floppies, boilt-in

CCA mono Kreeo. 1 200 baud internal

modem, buili-m thermal printer. Includes

DOS. Wordstar 5. Asking $475. Call before

9 -467-9225

ATTtNTION: txceltert income for home

assembly work. Info. S04-*4*-1700 Depl.

PI 107

DORM FRIOCI- Never used, still in box,

cheap. Call Peter 251-5650

UrtMoodi h hkiitB. Valuable business,

management, and group experience

available at this student-run, vegetarian

restaurant. Pick up applications at Ihe CS8

office rm409 Student Union. Due Wed. 9/

II.

KM RENT

fridge Rentah 251-9742 free delivery

Need 2 ptopl* f"' '<"«• ''f^'''*' '""" '"

Sooth Amherst house Great landlord 266

Stanley St. 25J-J091

ROOM $100 month fRf t cable,

woodstove. laundry Amherst 256-8921

SfuoTo BIlCHlifOWN CINTIR

on bos route, 245*

heal included

no pets, lease

first last sec

12 14050 after 4:00

Drum Set, CB700 percussion, 4-piece,

includes hardware and cymbals. Great

starter kit, $100 585-881 7 Ask for Bnan

Dryer For Sale

Great Condition

Only $60.00

Call For Deuils

Marc 549-5082

JFAST FUNDRAISER $1000/WK

CREEKS, CLUBS. ANYONE.
(800) 748-681

7

fart Hme delivery for furniture store flexible

hours apply Kamel Hassans 660 West 51.. Rt

1 1 6. So Amherst

Do yoo have any questions about your

rights? Do you think your civil rights have

been vidaied? find ouil Contact The Legal

Services Center. 922 Campus Center, 545-

1995,

lOST

Whoever ttole my wallet from the blue

hou»e, keep valuables and return the rest,

thanks.

I roomntaie to share two

bdrm apt. Microwave: on bus line. $285/

mo inci, 665-0915 Leave message

SwlM VWat* Apk
Own bedroom
2204^util

loeor Brian 546-2214

SERVICES

PERSONALS

RonP.
Thanks for being there! Remember- My
shoulder is just as strong as yours

Love- The Girl w/the Great f

INSTRUCTION

Full Jiied folon for sale Great shape and

extremely comfortable Call Ion at 251-91 19

T^hoow- 2 Ix^drmim. 1 12 Iwtn

apartment on bus route. North Amhersi 1
-

567 1152

Futon*!

Guaranteed lowesi prices!

Prices start al only $75

Delivered right lo your door!

Call Meiawampe
To order or for free brochure.

411-585-1213

FOR SALE

Twin bed w/frame $60 b.o.. computer desk

$40 bo. Call 256-3089

BegifMing lapancie language class Includes

culture and business practices 9/23-11/25

Mondays 7-9pm. $100 Language Pacifica,

549-5065

Earn Credit Scuba Dhring

Leam to dive, G09-Basic scuba

Key Urgo trip, GlO-Sport scuba

New England advanced, Gl 1 -advanced.

All courses listed under General Physical

Education, for further information come by

Curry Hicks pool Mon-Thur 7pm-10pm or

call 545-2318

Students practicing the transcedental

meditation technique please contact Alicia

586-7195

To Bill

The biggest geek in the world

I LOVE YOU
from the other Geek

(With a lot of Common Sense!)

PIZZA

19" Color TV Great condition Best offer

549-0971

FOUND

Found watch in bathroom in Student Union

lo telrievp i all 253-2819

Tol of Engliih as a foreign language

(TOEfL) Preparation course, 9/24-1 1/21,

Tues, & Thurs. 7-9pm, $145 Language

Pacifica, 549-5065

CoHcte Pizza Fall Special

Small cheese $3 50 large cheese $5.99

549-6098 549-6073

fREE soda with the purchase of a large sub,

salad, or spaghetti

Must mention this ad

Picgiianlf

Need a pregnancy test, information or

support? Call for free and confidential

services. ALTERNATIVES 245 Main Street

Northampton 586-3000 or Greenfield 774-

6019.

TRAVn

Travef Free!! Sell spring break trips to

Jamaica. Cancun, Bahamas, Margarita

island. Best commissions paid! Call 1 -800-

426-7710

WANTED

Wanted lead Vocalist for classic rock and

hard rcxk band. Call Paul at 549-2632 or

Andy at 546-3296

WANTED TO RENT

2Females spending f 1 : sem. in Eng. in need

of housing for spring sem -Please contact

546-26*4, aft. 5. 1-413-592-7413
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A ray ofhope
for our beloved

Patriots
I come here to praise the New England Patriots

and not bury them under the new natural grass of

Foxboro Stadium. Our beloved Pats now share the

same record as the defending Super Bowl Champion
New York Giants, despite being shut out by the

Cleveland Browns on Sunday.
Patriots games have been somewhat taboo in

recent years and in all honesty when my season

tickets expired two years ago. the re-order form took

the route ofotherjunk mail. But this year is different:

Ll-.ere's a new foundation being laid, a new beginning,

the proverbial "light at the end of the tunnel."

Most of the glow is emanating from the silver

dome of new Head Coach Dick MacPhcrsoi. Coach

Mac was worshipped at S>Tacu8e Jniverfity noi just

for his vast knowledge of the game but for the ex-

citement he generated, and in time the same admi-

ration will grow here in New England.

David Scott

CEO Sam Jankovich introduced the business-like

attitude the Patriots are entering into, by allowing

holdoutsJohn Stephens,Johnny Rembert andSammy
Martin to sit and swe^t while rookies and free agents

showed that in order to play, you've got to pay John
Stephens was no more important than Cat Stevens in

Jankovich's eyes, especially with a future superstar

like Leonard Russell in the backfield.

Sure the Red Sox came wnthin a JeflfReardon field

goal ofmatching the Browns score on Sunday, but the

1991 Patriots are on the mend, having won two of

there last three (including preseason). Perhaps

Sunday's game did bring back unpleasant memories

of last year's 1-15 season, but this is the new and

improved Patriots.

So. with all due respect to David Letterman, here

are the top 10 reasons why the Patriots will meet

Phoenix in this year's Superbowl in Minnesota;

1 ) Coach Macis still all ve . whereas both Raymond
Berry and Rod Rust (actually the same man) were

carrying their death certifcates as identification.

Mac shows emotion, he headbutts players, he yells at

players and he praises players. RayRod BerRust

stood motionless on the sidelines, almost resembUng
down markers, and couldn't decide whether it was
better to put Steve Grogan in at quarterback or have

mashed potatoes with their turkey.

9) The attempt to bring in a mascot. Sunday's

game served as an introduction of a pig-faced duck
who needs a name and who will receive one through

a contest. The costume was beyond cheezy, probably

left over from a past fair at the stadium, but the

public relations aspect is divine, showing that even

morons Uke Victor "Foot in the Mouth" Kiam realizes

the importance of strong fan support. (My choice for

the name, "The Patriot Protrusion.)

8) Cheerleaders. (Men will appreciate the reincar-

nation of the cheerleaders more easily than women,
but suffice to say, it's better than watching the

J

scoreboard during timeouts! ).

7) Offensive coordinator, Dick Coury, who has
seen all levels of football from the defunct USFL to

the NFL. The Pats actually tried a flea-flicker on
Sunday, unheard of in the past for fear of surprising

the opponent, the pass was intercepted but the con-

cept was incredible.

6) Irving Fryar is a new man, he's outgrown knife

fights with his wife, and other such mischief. He's

even thinking of becoming a clergyman. Like him or

not, he's got the speed and the hands, no Jerry Rice of

course, but a fine receiver, just keep him off punt

returns.

5) My cousin Herb promises a Super Bowl victory.

Herb has been a diehard Pats fan for over 20 years.

He actually places a Patriots rug at his feet in order

to watch the games. I called Herb for his view on the

disheartening loss.

"No problem," Herb said, hiding his true fears.

The 49er8 have lost a game, the Giants have lost a

game, it happens. Well be in the Metrodome on Jan.

24."

4) The fans want a winner. Crowd reaction Sun-

day was amazing for the first half, unfortunately

there was also a second half.

3) Marv Cook is a superb pass-catching tight-end,

and with the new offense his hands will be utilized.

2) Another season like last year, and the Pats will

move; trust me, we don't want to lose our professional

football team, we'll never get another one.

1) Doug Flutie will return, throw for 500 yards a

game, win the Heisman again (he is a miracle man),

and lead the Pats over the Cards 74-2.

David Scott is a Collegian staff member

Sports

Men's tennis drops home opener
K.o.2turl Aiirloi i*T\i\ Miirrav. 6-1. 6-4.

By TED KOTTLER
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's tennis team

began its season yesterday on a losing note, falling to

Franklin Pierce by a match count of 5-4.

The two squads split six singles matches, but Franklin

Pierce edged UMass in doubles competition, 2-1.

Top-seeded Minuteman Paul Audet lost to Franklin

Pierce frontrunner George Obidiegwa in three sets, while

UMass" No. 2 seed, Tim Lipsky, defeated Jason Forbes. 7-5,

6-1.

In the match featuring the No. 3 seeds, Minuteman

Lloyd Teitelbaum knocked offMeholi Belhassan,6-2. 1-6,6-

4. Franklin Pierce had the winner in the battle of the No. 4

seeds ( Hatim Chraibi topped Len Levine, 6-7 (7-9), 6-2, 6-3)

and UMass" fiah seed, Keith Murray, made quick work of

Clay Richmond (6-2, 6-2). Franklin Pierce evened the

singles count at three when Ernest Johnson defeated Steve

Davis, 6-2. 6-7 (4-7). 6-2.

The first doubles match saw Franklin Pierce's Belhassan

and Chraibi defeat UMass' No. 1 tandem ofTeitelbaum and

Lipsky. 7-5. 6-0. In the second doubles match, Franklin

Pierce clinched tlie overall match, as Forbes and Obidiegwa

bested Audet and Murray, 6-1, 6-4.

Though the match had already been decided before the

third doubles match ended, there was some controversy

surrounding the final match. UMass' Len Levine, who was

paired with David Kleinman, was upset with some calls

made by their opponents, Richmond and Johnson.

Levine also complained that Richmond and Johnson

unfairly delayed the match in the second set. After a

discussion between the players, UMass coach David Rivera

and Franklin Pierce coach Don Bumeas, it was agreed that

part ofthe match would be replayed. As a result, L«vine and

Kleinman prevailed. 6-1. 6-4, though it did not affect the

overall match.

Rivera was pleased by his team's solid effort. He was

impressed that Audet, Levine, and Davis (who was playing

in his first varsity match ), the losers oftheir singles matches,

all took their opponenU to a third set. He was also impressed

by Lipsky 's strong win over Forbes, who last year defeat^Mi

UMass" top seed at the time, Barry Wadsworth ( Wadsworth

was scheduled to be top seed again this season, but he was

iiyured during the summer ) The men's tennis team travels

to the University of New Hampshire on Friday for iU next

match, to compete against the Wildcats, beginning at 3:00

p.m.

Field hockey hosts Boston College
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

As the University of Massachusetts field hockey team

prepares to welcome Boston College to Totman Field at 3:30

today. Saturday's big win against Northwestern fadesaway

in the mind of coach Pam Hixon.

"It's won and done,' Hixon replied. "It feels good to open

with a win, but we have to move forward and keep on going."

Two young midfielders who stepped their level ofplay up

a notch were sophomore Holly Hockenbrock and freshman

Colleen Duffy. They played excepUonally well against

Northwestern," Hixon said.

Those two kids did a lot. hopefully they gained some

confidence."

Also playing well was junior goaUe Philippa Scott, who

notched her first shutout ofthe year. Hixon said, "She made

the saves she had to make. She kept us in the game until we

got rolling."

Midfielder Sherlan Cabralis turned in a solid perfor-

mance, Hixon said, and she expects more of the same from

her today.

Unfortunately, some unanswered questions linger going

into today's game against Boston College. Like where will

the offense come from?

"We have to find an offensive scheme with more punch,"

Hixon said. "We didn't have much of an attack (Saturday)

until 10 minutes left in regulation.

•^e are going to try to get as many people involved on

offense as we can," she said. "Our forwards have to be a little

more aggressive. Instead of going afler the ball, sometimes

we just wait for it to come to us."

The Eagles (0-2) are still looking for their first goal ofthe

season, but they have three returning players who can Ught

up the scoreboard. Wingers Allison Corradi, Ann Brisette

and center-midfielder Joelle Kozma combined for 12 goals

and 10 assists last year. Hixon said she expects that trio to

do most of the work on offense.

"When they're on, BC rolls," she said. "If we stop them,

well stop their offense."

The Eagles offense is more suited to play on their home

surface, artificial turf, which is the surface most Division 1

C«Oa«teaflte|

Kathy Phelan and company will be slugging

away today when they host the Eagles from
Chestnut Hill at 3:30 p.m. at Totman Field.

teams play on. Artificial surface allows for more speed in

general, and that is BC's strength, according to Hixon.

Totman Field has a grass surface, and although it is cut

to the length of a putting green on a golf course, it is still

slower than turf. This should neutralize the quickness of

Boston College.

They're definitely an artificial team, which is to our

advantage," Hixon said. "Grass is an equalizer for speed."

Both wingers for the Eagles have a UMass connection:

Allison Corradi 's brother Steve plays shortstop for the

UMass baseball team, and Janet Kozma played field hockey

with Minutewoman Tara Jelley at Greenfield, MA.
Hixon said , "We have some real hitterson the team, some

real tough kids, so if we get it on goal a lot, well maintain

control. But if Boston College gains momentum theyll be

dangerous."

Men^s soccer still on the road
Minutemen at UNH for third straight road game
By CHRIS MIRACLE
Collegian Staff

Do bus companies provide frequent rider mileage like

airlines have frequent flyer rates?

Well, I don't know, but if so then the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team should be traveling for

free as they travel to the University of New Hampshire

today to face the Wildcats at 1:30 p.m.

The Minutemen are on the third leg of a five game road

trip. After New Hampshire, the Minutemen take on Atlan-

tic- 10 foe Temple University and then the University of

Hartford before returning for their home opener against the

University of Vermont on September 21.

"I thought we would be more tired," UMass assistant

coach John Guppy said. "After the last two games, though,

the team seems to be sharp."

The issue currently at hand, though, are the Wildcats. It

is a little early to get excited about being undefeated, but

that is what this matchup provides, two unbeaten teams.

The Wildcats stand at 1-0-1, while the Minutemen are 2-0

(1-OintheA-lO).

UNH opened their season with a 3-1 win over lona

College on Sept. 7. The Wildcats blasted lona with 26 shots

on goal, while lona could only surmount seven. New Hamp-
shire freshman Ryan Leib had the hot foot, scoring all three

ofthe Wildcat goals, giving him the team lead in points with

six. Niklas Jonsson assisted on two of the scores.

UNH's second game of the year ended in a 1-1 tie with

Merrimack College. Wildcat Bill Woods tied the game at

88:37. The goal was the fourth by a freshman this season.

In goal for the Wildcats will be Aaron Agrodnia. In his

first two games for UNH, Agrodnia has played 210 minutes,

giving up only two goals while saving 16 shots. His goals

against average is a mere 0.86. He also has the experience

as his career save total is 71.
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O'Brien asks SGA to define role at UMass
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

In a letter issued earlier this week. Chancellor O'Brien
called on the student senate to take measures that would
clarify student government's relationship to the adminis-
tration and address the reputed ineffectiveness plaguing
the Student Government Association. It was this "ineffec-

tiveness" that led to the administration's ill-fated attempt
to restructure the SGA last spring.

In the letter, obtained yesterday by the Collegian , O'Brien
asks that the SGA "work with representatives of the ad-

ministration to draft a Relationship Statement," to be
submitted to the Chancellor for approval by March 1 , 1992.

O'Brien also requests that the SGA "undertake the

necessary steps to develop a constitution to be submitted to

the Chancellor for approval by the end of this academic
year."

If these tasks are accomplished, the letter said, "I am
confident that we will be on the road to a productive and
enhanced relationship lielween students and the Univer-

sity."

Vice Chancellor for Student AffairsJo-Anne Vanin called

the letter a means of "setting an agenda for the year" in the

area of administration/student government relations.

SGA President David Gagne said that having a constitu-

tion recognized by the Chancellor's Office will give the

student government more legitimacy in dealing with the

administration.
"1 see it as realistic (to have a constitution by the end of

the year I," Gagne said. "It's not going to be easy, though.

"In the past, the administration has always taken a two-

sided view," Gagne said. "When they like what we're doing,

they say they recognize us. When they don't like what we're

doing, they don't."

TheSGA has never operated with a constitution that has

been recognized by the UMass Board of Trustees.

O'Brien was unavailable for comment.
O'Brien's letter went on to ask the SGA to "hold appro-

priate confirmation proceedings for President, Treasurer

and Speaker of the Senate."

The administration agreed early last May to recognize

the April 9 election of Kevin Newnan as student trustee and
Dave Gagne as president. The administration had originally

intended to hold elections this September based on the

Commission on Student Governance's proposed new gov-

ernmental structure. The Commission's referendum failed

May 9, invalidating the administiation's efforts.

O'Brien also called upon the Student Activities Office to

oversee that the registration guidelines and procedures for

Registered Student Organizations comply with University

policy.

The letter then asks for "level funding of RSO's I to I

remain in effect until revenues for Fiscal Year '92 have been
determined." The Student Activities Trust Fund Planning
Committee will begin work on a program statement for

FY"93. the letter said.

O'Brien went on to note the initiation of a pilot program
to transfer "the financial management of the Area Gov-
ernments allocation to Housing .Services." The program, to

take effect this fall, was requested by the five Area Gov-
ernments of the University.

The letter also states that the "Board of Governors will

work with Auxiliary Services to maintain a fair and equi-

table space allocation process."

Photo by Erik Stonp

RIDING OFF INTO THE DARK — Junior Melissa Santala rides

back to her dorni Tuesday night.Ride. Ride like the wind. Your
books await your return.

Budget shortfall cripples
business writing program
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian SUff

UMass student Melissa Karydas, a School

ofManagement junior, was upset when she

discovered that junior year writing, a class

previously required of all SOM majors, was
being cut back due to the recent salvo of

budget cuts.

"I think it is so bad. It's not fair," Karydas

said.

But with a little perseverence. Karydas

did manage to acquire an experimental

writing course with a limited enrollment.

George Spiro, an associate dean of the

School of Management, said budget cuts

have taken their toll on the school. When the

directorof the junior year writing program.

Tad Tuleja, resigned last year, Spiro said,

SOM began the search for a replacement.

Little did they know that budget cuts

would force the school to put the junior year

writing program "on hold," Spiro said. The
school at this time does not have the funds

to replace the empty position.

Now, only a third ofSOM majors will be

able to take the course which teaches essen-

tial writing and communication skills, Spiro

estimated. "We are very concerned about

our students ability to communicate cor-

rectly," he said.

"We need some time to plan what we're

going to do next. Give us a little timp and

well teach," Spiro said. He added that the

School ofManagement will need to adjust to

the recently imposed budget restraints.

The School of Management is offering

junior year accounting majors, and a small

number of other SOM migors. an experi-

mental writing course that employs new
teaching techniques. Taught by visiting

communication professor Jan Harding and
supported by two outside grants, this class

is only available to a small number of stu-

dents.

Ronald Mannino, an accounting profes-

sor with the School ofManagement, said the

accounting program initially received an

Accounting Education Change Commission
grant last spring and was followed by a

grant by the General Electric Corporation.

These series of grants has allowed the ac-

counting protrram to implement the experi-

mental writing course.

"We were fortunate that we got external

funding. We werejust lucky," Mannino said.

He also added that the cancellation of the

junior year writing requirement for most

SOM majors is "certainly" temporary.

Harding said 148 students will take the

course this semester. The School ofManage-

ment has offeredjunioryear writing to third

year students since 1984, she said, but bud-

get slashes have made it impossible to offer

the course to all junior SOM majors.

That's obviously not what we thought

would happen. I sure hope it's temporary,"

Harding said. "We want to get back on a

normal schedule."

Music professor blares his trumpet
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Correspondent

"An engineering student ofmine— worst

trumpet player I ever had — made the

herald for me. He left it right outside my
I office] door."

Thus began the tradition of The Uni-

versity of Massachusetts Heralder, Walter

Chesnut, a professor of music.

"It's neat to fanfare," he said.

He fanfares for free at UMass. "It's a part

ofmy job," he said.

"I really like this school. I don't want to

see the school get hurt," Chesnut said, re-

ferring to why he was so active during the

faculty protests last spring.

Chesnut said during the faculty strike he

"wore a black robe and draped a black cloth

over the banner and played taps Ion the

heraldl."

The herald, officially known as the post

horn, is contrived of three separate parts.

These parts consist of the bell and lead pipe

of a trumpet and the middle slide piece of a

trombone. The post horn can play only "five

to six notes," he said.

Chesnut, a barrel-chested man, came to

UMass in 1967 after teaching music at a

public school in Michigan for seven years.

Chesnut began fanfaring in 1970.

He has fanfared all over the country, from
the Peach Bowl in Atlanta, Ga. to every

event on the UMass campus.
The elegant banner on the herald is hand-

made by a parent of a pre-school child who
went to Smith School. The school wanted to

thank Chesnut for speaking to their chiIdren

about music.

Chesnut smiled proudly at the banner
and said, "Isn't it beautiful?"

Chesnut is a dedicated professor. "Even

though I'm not a psychiatrist, I try to help

the [students] kids with their problems," he

said.

Even Chesnut's lunch hour is sometimes

occupied with helping students out. "I

worked through lunch today," he told a

student. "Two kids had problems."

Chesnut is also a sensitive and compas-

sionate man. His office is wall to wall pic-

tures of family and friends. "All the people I

love are up on my walls," he said.

He grew up in Norfolk, Va. His mother
who "could play music by ear" started

Chesnut on the piano at age four — he

"hated it."

His first concert was the Mono Award
Music Concert, where he stopped in the

middle of his recital to announce to the

audience, "I forgot where I was, so I'm going

to go back and play it again."

It wasn't until eighth grade that Chesnut
discovered his love for the trumpet. "My
father gave me a bugle in eighth grade.

Later he boughtme an old, used trumpet for

me to play."

He went on in Norfolk High School to
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A loney race to the top
Tsongas seeks votes in New Hamphire
By MATT KOHLMAN
AJssociated Press

CONCORD. N.H. — Democrat Paul

Tsongas sees a glimmer of hope in the re-

ception his campaign booklet has been get-

ting out of late.

"In the beginning, I used to hand out the

book and people would take it. Now they

want it autographed,' says the long-shot

presidential candidate. "I've entered the ^ust

in case*" category.

The question is whether hell get much
further.

The former Massachusetta senator has

had the field to himself for months and has

been unable to generate much excitement.

He has spent weeks campaigning in New
Hampshire and Iowa, drawing a polite, but

rarely enthusiastic, welcome.

"It seems dull right now." said Robert

Craig, political science professor at the

University ofNew Hampshire. "It's obvious

that his candidacy is not such to create

headlines all over the country."

Tsongas. who retired from the Senate in

1^4 to go home and battle cancer, says his

six months alone on the campaign trail have

been frustrating but necessary to reintro-

duce himselfon the American political scene.

Now he's anxious for some competition,

believing that will draw more attention Uy

his ideas.

"It's been six months trying to blow away
•even years of absence," said Tsongas, who

regained his health after leaving the Senate.

"It's a fool's errand. I need the other

candidates in there."

He's about to get his wish.

Iowa Sen. Tom Harkin plana to announce

his candidacy on Sunday, and others are

thought to be close behind, including Govs.

Bill Clinton of Arkansas and L. Douglas

Wilder of Virginia and Sen. Bob Kerry of

Nebraska.

Skeptics warn that when others join the

race, Tsongas' head-start may well evapo-

rate.

Indeed, Republicans don't spend much
time planning for a general election cam-

paign against Tsongas.

"I don't think Tsongas is going anywhere,"

said GOP strategist Charles Black, and

adviser to President Bush.

Tsongas knows that's the conventional

wisdom.
But he's betting that his pro-business,

outsider image will contrast well with the

other Democratic candidates.

Craig and others warn against writing

Tsongas off.

He had raised $507,000 through June,

the last reporting period, had five full-time

staffers in New Hampshire and a few more

in Iowa, and counts more than a hundred

volunteers in New Hampshire.

Joe Grandmaison, another former state

party chairman, said Tsongas alst) has the

advantages ofname recognition among New
Hampshire's sizable Greek population and

of proximity: the state line is a scant five

mile from Tsongas' hometown of Ixiwell.

Mass.
Tsongas' strong suit— economics— plays

well in a state rocked hard by the recession,

and he wants to ride off with the votes by

portraying himself as an "economic Paul

Revere."

His pro-business platform is laid out in a

lengthy booklet. "A Call to Economic Arms,"

which includes proposals to revamp antitrust

laws to let American companies cooperate

more, provide tax credits to encourage re-

search and reduce the capital gains tax on

some investments.

"I didn't say I'd vote for [Tsongas I but I'm

impressed ."retired businessman Don Miner.

78. said after a recent Tsongas appearance

in concord. "He knocks Democrats as well as

Republican, and that's what he's got to do."

AP Photo

Democratic presidential candidate Paul Tsongas speaks to a crowd of

about 200 students at Drake University in Des Moines, Tuesday afternoon.

While campaigning, the former Massachusetts senator said U.S. officials

should earmark $2 billion for economic aid to the Soviet Union.

Weekend auto accident victiiii

still remains in critical condition

By PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts fresh-

man struck by a car on North Pleasant

Street Friday evening remains in critical

condition at Bay State Medical Center in

Springfield, said a hospital spokesperson

yesterday.

Michael Hearn, 19, an environmental

science major, has been in critical condition

in the hospital's intensive care unit since

the accident late Friday night.

Town of Amherst police speculate that

Hearn wandered onto the southbound lane

Weld attempts to counter

rising tide ofhate-crimes
By DANIEL BEEGAN
Aasociated Press

BOSTON—Gov. William F Weld an-

nounced new guidelines Wednesday for

police to use in investigating and report-

ing hate crimes and incidents.

Assistant Public Safety Secretary

Priscilla Douglas and Braintree Police

Chief Edward A. FLynn said the guide-

lines will require police to file separate

reports with the state on hate crimes

and incidents.

Now ,
police departments report crime

statistics to the state and federal gov-

ernment, but do not break out those

where the motivation could be racial,

religious, ethnic, or other forms of ha-

tred, Flynn said.

Advocacy and civil rights groups will

receive training to make sure the re-

ports are accurate.

Douglas, Flynn, and Bill Johnston,

head of the Boston Police Community
Disorders Unit, said the additional re-

porting will help police and other agen-

cies develop ways of combating hate

crimes.

Weld, a former prosecutor with some

experience in investigating and pros-

ecuting hate crimes, said a strong initial

response often will keep hate crimes

from escalating.

"Historically we've seen that hate

breeds upon itself. Epithets eventually

turn into violence and scapegoats be-

come victims," he said.

Weld said the guidelines were being

announced at a time when anti-Semitic

incidents have been increasing.

"We have an obligation to stop the

cycle as early as we can, before the

pattern of hate crimes escalates to the

point where people's lives are endan-

gered," Weld said.

Douglas said another step will be to

prosecute hate crime perpetrators un-

der civil rights laws if that would allow

the imposition of tougher penalties.

The new reports will include both

hate crimes, actual violations ofthe law,

as well as hate incidents, and act with a

bias motive that may not rise to the level

of a violation of the law.

The guidelines were authorised un-

der the 1990 Hate Crimes Reporting

law, which Lt. Gov. Paul Cellucci co-

sponsored as a state senator.

Douglas said she expects to see a

statistical rise in hate crimes because of

increased reporting, a move she said

will not necessarily mean an increase in

the actual number of crimes.

She said the figures will be put in

context when they are released publicly.

"We do not want to penalize commu-

nities that do a good job." she said.

Sally Greenberg. civil rights coun

selor with the Anti-Defamation League

of B'nai Brith. said there has been a rise

in swastika graffiti in the past six weeks.

"In the Jewish community, a swas-

tika is more than graffiti It is a symbol

ofhate. It is a symbol ofof annihilation,"

she said.

Greenberg said the guidelines pro-

vide a good law enforcement tool.

Johnston said those who commit hate

crimes are cowards.

"Like cowards, once identified, they

disappear into the dark crevices from

where they came." he said.

Johston acknowledged that some

haters are police officers and said re-

ports about alleged hate incident* com-

mitted by police will be included.

UMass student's car damaged
Compiled by PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian SUff

University of Massachusetts reported

that a person parking his car in the Sylvan

Access I.^ne damaged another parked ve-

hicle late Tuesday niRht causing about $450

of damage.
In other police business:

M Chesnut
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

play in the Norfolk Symphony as third trum-

pet, to sing as a tenor in the church choir and

at Norfolk Civic Chorus's temple. He
gradu ited as an honors student from Norfolk

High School and was named "Newspaper

Buy c'f the Year".

"1 don't know how 1 did it." Chesnut said as

he unbelievingly shook his large head.

Chesnut then went on to study to be a

hand director at the University of Michigan.

ARRESTS
• Todd Scott Richardson. 35, of Spring-

field, was arrested Tuesday night on three

outstanding warrants.

IJVRCENY
• A Bartlett Hall employee reported

Tuesday afternoon that an employee key

ring was stolen from an office. The esti

mated value is $25.

He graduated with a bachelor's degree in

1958 and received his master's degree in

1959.

He met his wife, Elaine, at a summer
camp in Williamsburg, Va., "on a blind

date."

"She played first oboe and I played first

trumpet." Chestnut said.

Chesnut has three children, all UMass
students.

of North Pleasant Street at about 1 1 p.m.

where he was struck by a car driven by

Ernesto Maysonet, of 780 Riverglade Drive.

Amherst.

Hearn was struck by the left side of the

car, splintering the windshield, police said.

Hearn was then thrown into the north-

bound lane where he was almost struck by

another vehicle, police said.

The extent of Hearn's injuries are not

known. Amherst jKilice are still investigat-

ing the incident.

Maysonet, a UMass continuing educa-

tion student, was arrested on an outstand-

ing warrant by Springfield police. Music Professor Chesnut muses on his tunes.
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The next generation of
students requires the next
generation of calculators-
the fx-7700G from Casio

Schools across America
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tors to teach the concepts of
mathematics.

Use the BEST TOOLS at

the BEST PRICE from Casio
and K mart.
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Editorial Policy
The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes and encourages columns,

letters and cartoons from UMass and the entire Five College area.

The following are some important guidelines to consider when sub-

mitting material to the page:

The Editorial staffreserves the right to edit letters and columns for

grammar, clarity and length.

Submissions must bear the writer's name, local address and phone

number. This information is subject to verification.

Anonymous submissions will be printed at the editor's discretion.

Letters or columns written under a pseudonym will not be accepted.

All submissions must be typed and double spaced to be considered

for publication. Untyped material will not be considered for publica-

tion.

Letters should not exceed 50 typed, double spaced lines. Columns

should not exceed 70 typed, double spaced lines. Letters and columns

of unreasonable length will not be considered for publication.

Letters and columns written in response to a previously published

letter will not be printed. Responses to or criticisms of columns or

other Collegian articles are restricted to letter form. Any exceptions to

this guideline will be determined solely by the editors.

The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted material.

All submissions become property of the Collegian and will not be re-

turned.

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual

artist or writer and do not necessarily reflect the views of the

Collegian, it's staff or the Editorial staff.

Experience your local DC
starting at about 4:30 in the afternoon

each day throughout campus, several

thousand students set out on a mission tx)

satisfy their collective hunger. They are

embarking on an operation which 1 have

dubbed "the DC. Experience."

What 1 never realized in my two years on

campus was the utter routine which I sub-

consciously created to make my "DC. Expe-

rience" uniquely personal.

Todd Kane

Each day, I would begin my deep-breath-

ing exercises about 45 minutes prior to

consumption. This exercise prepared my
gastrointestinal system for the long and

often times painful process ofdigesting such

culinary masterpieces as "Savory Beef

Strudel' and "Roast Top Round of Beast."

With this imtial preparation completed,

myself and a select group of friends made

our way to Berkshire Dining Commons. I

can't believe 1 actually waited in line for food

which was almost guaranteed to soften my
stool within minutes of consumption.

1 found myselfeatirig for the sole purpose

of filling my stomach. No matter how
nightmarish the food was, I must admit that

I became quite attached to the "DC. Expe-

rience." Watching other people became a

popular pastime.

If you have ever observed people in the

DC. , you may be able to understand what 1

have to say. Have you ever noticed that

some people get aix to ten glasses for a

sitting? Why? Is this a method ofdisplaying

one's D.C. prowess? Perhaps this affects

one's height. It seems as though most
"multiple-glass people' are all over six feet

tall, male or female.

Have you evernoticed that certain people

always get salad? Not only are these people

in the routine of getting salad, they prepare

their salad in the same way each night.

These are the people who have seizures if

their favorite dressing is missingor depleted

People'sexpressions and attitude idways

seem to improve ten-fold on a "spt'cialty

night" at the DC. The cartoon bubbles abovf

DC. -goers' heads can almost be seen with

the naked eye. One chap with a sizzling

steak above his head. Perhaps a creamy

piece of cheesecake above another. One
learns U) relish the little things when sub

jected to the normal slop, night in and lughi

out

However terrible the food at the DC
seemed to me when I lived on campus. 1

sometimes miss the whole experience. Whet i

one moves ofT campus, namely myself, hi-

realizes how good the food was at the DC
Oodles of Noodles and frozen pizza don't

hold a candle to even the worst D.C. dishes.

When I think about it now, that roast turkey

was pretty good!

Todd Kane is a UMass student

Sobering observations about alcohol and life at UMass
"'Cuz 1/ you diMi't start dnnkin', I'm gonna leave. —

George Thorvgt^xKi

I wasn't feeling too happy with myself yesterday morn-

ing

I looked up and it was 9:30. My first class of the day had

gone out the window. So had my grand designs of writing

this column ahead of time for Thursday's paper.

Why^ Because I was out at the Hatch xi\e night before,

watching the first Comedy Night of the year and placidly

sipping beer. Lots of beer. Too much, in fact.

I had meant to write about alcohol and the way UMass
students use it. But when I sat down to write. 1 couldn't do

It I could barely string sentences together verbally, never

mind putting them down on paper. I was loaded. Tanked.

Messed up. Three sheets to the wind.

Had I really been betrayed by the golden liquid I held so

dear? Or was I just a "lightweight?"

Wherever you live in these parts — be it the concrete

jungle ofSouthwest or the stately little houses ofNortheast,

the quiet ofa house in a residential neighborhood in Amherst
or the off-campus party mecca. Brittany Manor— alcohol is

sure to follow.

I'm not going to sit here and preach to you about how this

campus drinks too much, because I'd be a flaming hypocrite

if I did. ni be the first to admit that a cold bottle of Samuel
Adams or a tall gin and tonic are both hard to resist. What
1 propose to do. then, is make observations about what I've

seen and ask why alcohol is so inescapable at UMass.

Can anyone have fun on this campus without getting

loaded? If you were at last year's UMass - Boston U.

"Midmght Madness" game last semester, you know what

I'm getting at. The line outside the Cage was just full of

people who couldn't say "when," and they were the ones who
turned a line for a basketball game into a cattle stampede.

Greg Sukiennik

Have you ever felt like you were going to be crushed to

death? Have you ever been in a crowd so huge that you could

barely move or breathe? It wasn't fun. No. it was terrifying.

All 1 wanted was a chance to see Willie Herndon dunk over

some hapless chump from BU, and now I was going to die.

Wonderful.

On the other side of the coin are our friends over at

Housing who seem to have forgotten that Prohibition was
repealed in 1933. While one shouldn't forget they have a

legal responsibility to make sure alcohol-related mishaps
don't happen in the dorms. 1 think they've carried it a bit too

far.

Now I live in the residence halls, and my neighbors and
I are all 21 . Last time we checked, that makes it legal for us

to consume alcohol in this state. Yet. we can't do so with the

door open. Why? We're not antisocial. We want people to

come in and say hello, and perhaps share a drink or two with

us on a Fridav nieht. But ifthe door's closed, we can't do that

now, can we:

Having to close the door makes drinking seem like such

a bad thing, and it doesn't have to be. Drinking with the door

closed makes alcohol seem like it's illegal, just hke it was in

Prohibition. We all know what became of Prohibition.

The only way to encourage responsible drinking is to let

it out in the open, where people can see it. Not behind some

door where your buddies can do 10 funnels and five tequila

shots each and get disgustingly sick.

There's one more base 1 want to touch upon. For all of us

who throw back the Rolling Rock from Thursday through

Saturday, there's a consequence we don't think of Maybe it

never occurred to us. or perhaps we shut it out ofour minds

because the reality is too unpleasant.

A co-worker of mine over the summer suddenly disap-

peared for three days, and nobtidy knew where he had gone.

He is a really good worker and a cool guy, so I was worried.

Sure enough, he came back and explained to us what had

happened. Some personal trauma in his life had sent him

over the edge, and he'd started drinking again. He was an

alcoholic. He would have to go through detox, medical

exams and therapy sessions just to make it back. On top of

that came the realization that the rest of his life would be a

day-to-day struggle to never pick up as much as a beer

again.

Could it happen to you or me? I>ook at that bottle again

and think about it.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian columnist

Housing's new cable system gets stars from columnist
This country is founded on a notion of

certain inalienable individual rights. I've

been thinking for days that this sphere
must include the freedom to choose one's

own TV shows.
The reason I've been thinking about this

lately is because I'm starting to feel really

pissed ofFabout Housing Services'new Cable
Network.

Trystan Skeigh

This weekend I was very happy to see

Godfather I and II offered back-to-back at

10 p.m. and 1 a.m. on the movie channel, so

I settled down in my dorm room with a bag
ofmy favorite cheddar cheese popcorn and a

soda to enjoy an eveningofItalian-gangster-
style blood, guts and gore.

The first problem arose around 10:30

p.m , when my next door neighbors' bucoUc
festivities drowned outmyTV set. (On week-

ends, posted Quiet Hours don't begin until 1

a.m.).

But I didn't get mad. I just thought, no
problem, 111 crank the volume up on my set

and close my door. I pushed the button on

my remote, and nothing happened. First I

thought the control was broken, but, after

experimenting, I discovered that all HSCN
channels are volume-controlled at a me-
dium-low setting. I could only crank up
Channel 57, an off-campus station I sort of

get via my little antenna.
So, irritated but determined, I hunched

up right next to the TV screen to watch
Michael .save his father from being knocked
off by a rival gang at the hospital. Things
were going pretty well, and the action as fast

enough that I didn't mind occasionally be-

ing forced to read their lips, until around
1 1 :30 p.m., when, right as Sonny was being
riddled with bullets at the toll booth ambush,
an HSCN graphic dropped over the scene.

Boom! Suddenly no more movie. And no
explanation was flashed over the screen

about technical difficulties either. I was left

hanging in mid-air with no clue. Godfather
II didn't begin at 1 am either.

Now, I'm a fairly reasonable person. Most
things about UMass I simply tolerate— like

long lines, quadrupling tuition, intra-de-

partmental bull, Health Services' fixation

on "viruses" and "ibuprofen", the D.C.'s fixa-

tion on food that is either white or brown...

But, I consider my after-hours TV viewing
sacred.

Part of the problem for dorm residents is

that it's not even real commercial cable
that's available. It's all in-house program-
ming. Someone at UMass decides what
movies will be shown and when. Students
are stuck with these offerings, unless we
have costly VCR's and big rental budgets,
since aerial reception is extremely limited
in this valley.

Nobody ever asked me what kinds of
movies I would like to see offered, even
though I, and every other on-campus resi-

dent, has paid a cable fee for the last three
semesters.

And that's another thing that sticks in

my craw. I paid for cable services all of last

year. My dorm got cable in May. All three
whopping big channels. And some residents
still don't have cable coming to their rooms.

I've come to believe that living in the
dorms, or in PC language. "Residence Halls"
can be a dangerous thing. People risk be-
coming homogenized. We all eat brown and
white food on schedule, we live in tiny square
rooms with too much furniture, we have
only certain limitedTV programming avail-
able, at specified times and volumes ... life is

so controlled and regulated it's pretty scary.
Paternalism can be hard to spot when it

wears the guise of "special services." Take
for example, the new mandatory phone sys-

tem.

Note that we can't choose to have a phone
in our room anymore. Housing automati-

cally installs it and bills us an arm and a leg

for it. Also— there's no way we can restrict

our calls with this newfangled contraption.

Since we all have been assigned voice mail,

we are always accessible. The phone may
not even ring, but that irritating little red

light will flash until we acknowledge our

message.
But I think the cable network is even

scarier. Someone besides me is controlling

the offerings and the times. If I could, I

would like to rig my own antenna and dis-

connect from UMass cable all together, but

it'sillegal for dorm residents to crawl around
the outsides of their buildings, and God
knows I don't want to be "written up".

A poster floated around Butterfield Dorm
last semester that read: Tou Report To Be

Reprogrammed at 0800 Hours. This Is For

Your Own Convenience And Safety."

I used to think this sign was only a joke.

Now I think maybe it's a warning.

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian staffmember

New student program vet

recommends experience
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For many ofyou. the first time you drove
up to the University of Massachusetts
campus was for the New Students Program.
Cringing at the enormous buildings, you
arrived carrying only your sleeping bags, a
change ofclothing and stomachs filled with
butterflies.

Felice Cohen

What many ofyou didn't know was that

for those two and a half days you spent on
campus, you were being prepared educa-

tionally, socially and morally on how to

survive and to survive well at UMass.
Though what you probably remember more
was not getting too much sleep, having to

take a bunch of placement exams and those

crazy-Jilways-filled-with-energy-counselors

constantly directing you on where to go.

What you may not have realized during
the program or while driving home ex-

hausted, was the amount of preparation

that went into making sure that your first

encounter with the University be a positive

one for both you and your parents.

Now that's where I come in.

Imagine being paid to spend two months
of your summer meeting people your own
age. preparing fun indoor and outdoor ac-

tixittes, and making close friends — all the

while receiving free room and board and
health coverage.

Sound to good to be true? Well, this is

exactly how I spent my summer and I will

vouch for every word.

This summer I was a counselor for the

New Students Program, and since most of

you went throujjh the same type of orienta-

tion, you probably remember some of the

jobs the counselors did, for our responsibili-

ties were many. From the early morning
wake ups (anyone remember two off-key

female counselors singing "Cheeseburger in

Paradise" at 6:30am?) to giving tours of the

entire campus (anyone remember a tour

guide wearing fish pajamas?) to explaining

•Gen Eds" ("Who can tell me what CAS
stands for?"), ourdays were regularly packed

.

Still, the jobs 1 did were not what I left

Amherst thinking about when the orienta-

tions ended. The summer was for me, and
30 others, about discovering oneself and
their capabilities.

My main purpose here is not to have you
recollect memories of your orientation, but

instead to make you aware ofwhat a golden

opportunity it is to be a part of the New
Students Program.

This is one of those experiences not too

many people are fortunate enough to have.

Meeting new people, making close friends

and becoming comfortable enough to speak

in front ofcrowds of people, are just a few of

the benefits one comes away from this job

having received.

But being a New Students Counselor

means a lot more.

Our summer was spent introducing

UMass to over 4000 students and their

parents. As counselors it was imperative

that we all had at least one certain criteria

in common, that we all truly loved UMass.
The staff was made up of all sorts of

people; artists, engineers. athlet4*s and ac-

tors who came from hometowns as far away
as Puerto Rico, Israel and California. We
were as diverse a group as one can get here

at UMass, yet together we worked as one

Once upon atime,
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solid team.
Having the opportunity to meet all sorts

of interesting p«>ople enabled me to learn

and understand alK)ut others who were

different from myself. Despite all these

newfound qualities one receives from this

job. the truth is that those qualities were

always there. Itjust took the opportunity of

the New Students Program to search them
out.

Sodoes thisjobcompare to waiting tables?

Teaching fouryear-olds how tomake pictures

with pinecones? Or ringing up produce at

the local supermarktt? If not, (and from

having done all those jobs in previous sum-

mers. I know they don't*. I feel that working

with the New Students program was the

best expt?rience I've ever had.

The real purpose of being a New Student

counselor is to make the incoming students

feel g«»d about UMass and really Knik for-

ward to ci>ming back in the Fall. By the

lo»)ks of things (and the lines prove you've

returned), it stvms that the New Students

Program was yet again successful.

Fitice Cohen is a Collegian staffmember.

Letters to the editor
Students to Collegian: report on
all deaths in campus community
We are writing in response to your recent

article about the death of I.aurin Aycox. We
would like to know why «)nly select members
ofthe UMass community receive obituaries.

Ms. Aycox was an active student on this

campus and she died a terrible, accidental

death. However, there have been other tragic

deaths ofstudents and professors which you

have not mentioned.

I.a8t November, during the Thanksgiv-

ing break, a student named Jennifer Geertz

died. An obituary was never published. As a

result many of her friends did not find out

until several days after her death. Several

weeks later when a memorial service was

held at the Newman Center, there was no

announcement in the Collegian . Jen was an

active member in the Theatre and COINS
Departments who brought a lot of love and

laughter to those who knew her.

In addition to this oversight; at the end of

last semesterTheater l*nifesst>r David Knauf

died of a heart attack exactly a week and a

half before his retirement There was no

mention ofhis death in the ( \ilU'gian Again,

there was not an announcement ofthe place

or time of the memorial service.

Both of these people had an important

place on the UMass campus. They lx>th

meant something to many other students

and professors. Yet neither ofthem received

an obituary in this paper Every death is a

tragic death, whether it is from an accident,

a murder, a heart attack, or an illness.

Something can be learned from every death,

to value life. Therefore if the Collegian is

going to announce deaths, announce them

all. Because everyone is important to

someone.
RebefTa Bardin

Southwest

Note: Three other students signed this letter

Article did not consider facts about cholera

Hey Collegian columnists — we've got some bad news.

The Collegian open house is being postponed for a while. Details are

unavailable at this time, hut what this means is that the scheduled

meeting ofcolumnists is offfor now. However, don't let that stop you from

bringing submissions to 113 Campus Center. Keep those letters and

columns coming...

When I picked up this semester's first issue of the Third

World Affairs page, I expected to read the usual anti-

American polemic supported by distorted facts and van-

ishingly small amounts of hard data. Needless to say. I was

not disappointed. Mr. Ibish in his article "Hooray for

Genocide" described people as expiring from "cholera and

diarrhoea (the fatal variety unknown to the West)." A little

cursory research would have turned up the fact that diar-

rhoea is a symptom of cholera, that all cholera can be fatal,

and that it has been a presence throughout Western history

and a scourge to urban society even in the Victorian Era. I

referyou to Dr. Eli8onHarri8'"Cholera Prevention: Examples

and Practice: A Note on the Current Epidemic in New York

City," published in 1897!

What perhaps is more disturbing is Mr. Ibish's mysterious

silence on points that weaken his position, specifically the

fact that Saddam Hussein's regime has the power to curb

this epidemic, but refuses to do so. Cholera is primarily

spread by drinking water contaminated with sewage. A

simple preventative measure is boiling the water to render

it potable. The regime has hindered the World Health

Organization's efforts to educate people on this issue. If the

government there was really concerned with the welfare of

its populace, they would release the estimated sixteen tons

ofchlorine gas stockpiled as chemical weapons in violation

of the cease-fire agreement. Chlorine gas is used in many

countries, even in the US, to sterilize drinking water. Of

course, if Saddam Hussein had cared about his people, he

never would have initiated the invasion of Kuwait and

permitted his people to suffer for his megalomania.

[Pathologic data: Cholera, ed. Dr. Dhiman Barua, 1974]

Michael Gross
Orchard HiU

Writers believe "lady" not an offensive term
We wish to address your call against "Lady Labelers"

(Elizabeth Rensenbrink, Sept. 10). before we "lady-labelers"

indulge ourselves in airy persoflage, may we define the word

•lady" in what we believe to be the proper defimtion. First of

all do you believe that such a dignified show as "Mister

Rogers' Neighborhood" should address Lady Aberline as

Woman Aberline? I doubt that you, Elizabeth, would address

l^dy Diana asWoman Diana, burp with her memly, discuss

sex while farting and measure each other's underarm hair.

Contrary to your beliefs Elizabeth, many women still

regard being called a "lady" as a true compliment. I know for

one that when someone calls me a gentleman, I do not take

offense or feel oppressed.

When I think ofa lady I picture a refined woman, one who

is smart, independent, assertive and composed — someone

who I cannot help but admire. Historically, a lady has been

a revered individual who is admired by all. We know,

Elizabeth, deep down, beneath all this bitterness you have

the ability to be a great lady of the ages.

After all, what would history be without these famous

ladies: Lady Elaine Fairchild, Lady Macbeth, Ladv Godiva,

"The Lady in Red," Lady Guinivere, Lady Fingti... "Three

Professors ask flyer

author to restrain

from racist actions
We are professors in the Department of Math-

ematics and Statistics and we are Jewish. We are

extremely disturbed by the report in the Collegian on

Friday, September 6, 1991 , concerning the appearance

ofthe fliers around campus threatening to hold "Hillel

and theJewish community responsible forany threats,

misquotes, slander, or acts of violence against Dr.

Leonard Jeffries, Jr."

If the writers of the flyer feel that they have been

victimized by racism, what a pity that they have to

engage in anti-Semitic racism themselves. We urge

the campus community to be vigilant about such

outrageous statements in the future. Dialogue, not

confrontation, will allow us to address the problems of

our society in a constructive way.
Richard S. EUis

Robert A. Gardner
Department of Mathematics

and Statistics

Times a Lady," "My Fair Lady," Lady Luck and of course

Lady Bug.
Jon Nelson

Jason Stover
Central
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FLOOR

sal* vndi 9 15 91

Selected^ Group

RU6S^
reg. $9.95 ^P^
$g95

••• •nat «'1S/«1

fMKlhampton
main ft. • 7 day«

iquor Store

TWELVE PACK SPECIAL

BOTTLES

^ BUD^
LIGHT

Computer

Rentals

Starting at

$46 Per Montti

MCA^SA ACCEPTED FOR KEG DEPOSITS

OpenPll Daily MC/VISA

338 CoUegp St, Amherst 253-5384

. s.udcn. word
Perfec^;

mLimx\ SALES/RENTALS
Mountain Farms Malt

Hadley, MA 01035

BE A PART OFm
Pick Up Your
' STUDENT
LIBRARY CARDAAA ^

FREE
w w DIHNER!

Eat here 9 times
with 15% discount*
get 10th dinner free.

* Skow us your ctudwit LO.
and g»t 1S% OFF•varytbM

you and your KUMte Mt lMr«{

I

^ Ashley

Cafe

Mari

C« The
^TBar)

DjUiVj

$1.75

$1.50

586-6393

Thi6 Waakand

The osition

&y PAUL DEGE0RGE5
Collegian 6taff

Have you finally ^ot all of your classes ad^cd, dropped, paid for and started? Has the

stress of these first couple of \?acV.-to-ec\\oo\ hell weeks started, and ^ot you walking around,

jittering, pulling out your hair and ^cneraWy wondehn(^ if you can actually handle this whole

coWcq^t expcnence?

Well, relief is on the way. The 70th annual Eastern States Exposition (The "^Iq E") is

here. So this weekend, instead of roam\n<^ around with thoueande of people ^ettin^ ulcers from

their classes, the obscurantism of UMass beaurocracy and the (general crazmeee of the whole

Happy Valley, you can roam amongst the thoueande of people at "New Eni^land'e Great State

Fair" ^ettin^ ulcers from too much fried dou^h. ferris wheels and the aggravation of winning

an Aerosmith mirror (when you really wanted the Guns 'n Roses one).

This year's fair is bein^ touted as "bi^^er than bi^" arid from now until September 22nd

you can escape from any hint of academ\a to the bi^ thrills, bi^ nan\e musical acts, a bi^ top

circus, bi^ draft horse shows and b\q (&IG) rides at West Springfield, Massachusetts* most

entertaining yearly event— The &i^ E.

Featured this year will be free live shows at the Miller Genuine Draft Sta^e including

country legend Loretta Lynn; former Supreme Mary Wilson: country rockers the

Chariie ("devil went down to Georgia") Daniels 3and: passionate

country crooner T, Graham Brown; Amehcan Music Award winner

Fatty Loveless: the Oemond Boys; and the Motown-famous

Marvelletttfs.

Of course, the most traditional symbol of the whole fair

is probably the Big Top Tent which will be the location of all sorts of

spectacular trapeeze artistry, annoying clowns, people riding el-

ephants and sticking their heads in lions* mouths, dancing bears

and all the rest of that wonderfull flashy and endearing stuff.

As always, there will be those guys who drive around on two wheels and jump over

barrens in souped up race-cars. The Big E will feature one of the most famous of these acts

— the Joie Chitwood Thrill Show.

The prestigious Eastern States E(\uestr\an Horse Show will showcase some of the

finest horses and riders in the country. From Saddlebreds and Morgans to Harness and

Hackney Ponies, the horse show will also Include a special display of hunters and jumpers, and

draft horses.

Well, I could go on listing all the events and activities that will go on at the Big E, but

the list might become tediously long and run into the nifty graphics on this Weekend cover, so

suffice it to say. they don*t call it the B/g E for nothing.

If school is making you feel a little zany or if you live in town and all those wacky college

students are making you clausterphobic: take a break and go to the Big E.

It's like Shawn Cassidy once said, when refering to the hectic moments in his life: "The trick

I suppose, is not to take them so seriously that they can make me go bonkers."

The Bi<:| E. from now until the 22nd— it*s not that expensive and it*s definitely

worth it. Heck, you might even see Shawn there.
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THE WELCOME BACK TO SCHOOL
AND KEEP THE BODY
YOU WORKED ON

I) ALL SUMMER
srf?£rcH/r/

SPECIAL
Bnng this DISCOUNT COUPON INTO ANY OF THE

6 BODY SHOP FITNESS CENTERS

BETNX^EN SEPTEMBER 16-20 after 4:00pm

to

[Totfttan Gym, Kennedy andJohn Adams Towers

for Nautilus®, Hydrnfimess®, treadmills, stair-climbers,

rowers, &: NordicTrac®

SC

Webster (Hilltop Club), Gorman (Crossan Qub)

and Leans Residence Hall

for Free Weights

dc

.\EROBICS CLASSES EVER^-^XTIERE

and pay $45 for a FALL semester membership !!

r

L

Body Shop Fitness Center

DISCOUNT

$5.00 OFF
Fall Semester Membership

Offer expires 9/20/91

n

J

OO'

RUMFORD '

PET CENTER
o

September Specials:

-Parakeets $16.99

-10 Gallon fish tank starter kits $19.99

with tlouescent light $47.99

Whisper power filters $19.99

Bring in this ad anytime in September

and receive 10% off any purchase

Located in the Hompshire Mall

584-8152 ^^^
, ,

Keep llial Great Suinmer TxK)k

^y^

TANNING SPECL\1., 10 Visits for H45 wiUi coui)on

Oiir WOLFF l)c<i rcallv works «piroi 9/31/91

Styles By Deborah
'*'nic Si)a" for hair ^ skill cure

S49-S610

Lambda Chi Alpha is beginning

enjoy yourself

can .

^^^._uw.O»^

Lamhdix Cht Alpha Fraternity

•

i

w
V

:ni North Plt'(i:;unt Stnrt 2539032

GROOVY WEEKEND HAPPENINGS
THURSDAY

David, a German film directed by Peter

Lilienthal, will be shown at Amherst College in

Merrill 2 at 4 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. Admission is

free.

Auditions: The Performance Project — wide
variety of parts available for performers in differ-

ent skill levels in both dance and/or theater; sign-

up sheets posted on bulletin board outside de-

partment office at 1 11 A Fayerweather Hall and
at Dance Studio, Amherst College. Meeting at 7

p.m. at Amherst College Gym Dance Studio. For

information call: 432-24 1 1

.

"Israelie Cafe", for those who have been or will

be going to Israel. Free. For information call:

545-1710.

WFCR Concert, the 1985 Springfield Sym-
phony Orchestra, will be broadcast starting at 9

p.m. on 88.5 FM.

Tuck and Paltl, and Special Guest at the Iron

Horse music hall. The guitar vocal duo will have

a repeat performance Friday. Both shows 7 p.m.

with $20 adv.

Savor (Santana Experience), at Sheehan's

Cafe. For further information call: 586-4258.

The Vestrymen, will play an 18-plus show at

Pearl Street in Northampton with Bulkhead.

Farmhouse, the Sunspots and The Scuds at Pearl

Street. 8:30 p.m.

The Art Steele Blues Band, will play at the

Seven O's on Route 1 16, Sunderiand at 9 p.m.

Native American and Celtic Mythology

Classes, taught by pro storyteller Anastacia

Gourley at Smith College. Meets 7 Thursdays

from 6:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. Call to register at

268-3271.

FRIDAY
Interrogation, a movie banned In Poland until

last year about a cabaret singer detained by

Polish secret police for five years will be shown

for free at SC Wright Hall Auditorium 7 p.m. and

9:15 p.m.

Service and Shabbat Dinner, topic is the

Messianic Era, rediscovering a "basic" of Jewish

belief. Begins at 7 p.m. attheChabad Houseon

30 N. Hadley Rd. For more information: 549-

4094.

Robocop, the movie where a patrolman killed

on duty is reassembled into a deadly anti-crime

robot. Admission free at Amherst College Cam-
pus Center Theater at 7:30 and 10 p.m. Repeat

shows same times on Saturday and Sunday.

Comedian Dan Wilson, $5 admission AC ID at

Amherst College Campus Center Frontroom at

9 p.m.

To Dance Is to Live, ballet by Salvatore

Macchia. Ruth Whitman, and Julie Thompson.
In Bowker Auditorium at (JMass at 8 p.m. with

admission fee.

Auditions, for "Working", a musical adapted

from a book by Studs Terkel. In Commonwealth
Room in the Student Union at (JMass. For more

information call the (JMass Theatre Guild at 545-

0415.

Rippopotamus, with The Shockers, at Peari

Street at 8:30 p.m.

Meet the Spin Doctors, at a promotional party

for their new album "Pocketful of Kryptonite" at

Twister's Tavem on Main St. in Amherst from 4-

7 p.m. There will be free food and albums.

Spin Doctors

Fools Cafe, an open mike night with special

guest Russ Thomas, will take place at the Unitar-

ian Church in Northampton from 8 p.m. tc 1

1

p.m. Sign up by 7:30 p.m. to perform.

Minibus retums to Twisters on Saturday at 9
p.m. Rhythm/Blues, Rock and Reggae $3.

Son Seals will perform at Pearl Street Night-

club in Northampton. Show starts at 8:30 p.m.

The Arcadia Players, all Mozart program on

historic instruments will be performed at Bezanson

Recital Hall, UMass. at 8 p.m.

L^irry Coryell, a pioneering fusion guitarist, will

play at the Iron Horse in Northampton. Tickets

are $10 in advance.

The Menio Park Festival III, featuring local

artists Flower Theif, Pull, Love Minus Zero, Baba
Yaga and The Thrashing Skumz, will take place

at the Northampton Center for the Arts at 7 p.m.

Tickets are $4.50 at the door; $3 in advance. For

info call: 586-7282.

SUNDAY
The Little Foxes, a film by William Wyler star-

ring Bette Davis, will be shown at Smith College

in Wright Hall at 2 p.m. and 4 p.m. Admission is

free.

Rick Danko of "The Band" will perform film

music at the Amherst College Frontroom at 8

p.m. Admission is $8; 2 with an AC ID.

Hillcl Picnic and Party, free, at the Campus

Center Pond at noon.

Israel Vibration and Roots Radlc Band<Fr21 >

will perform at Peari Street at 8 p.m.

SATURDAY
Science Fiction Movie Marathon, sponsored

the UMass Sci-FI Society and Including The

Cat from Outer Space, Batman (1968 version

with Adam West), The Night of the Comet and

more, will begin at 1 p.m. in the Campus Center

Auditorium. Admission is free.

Service and Shabbat Meal, at Chabad House

at Amherst, N. Hadley Rd., at 10 a.m.

Storytellers, Robert King, Rochelle Wildfong

and Barry Marshall will present an evening of

stories about the many faces of life and death's

complexities . . . from the grave to the sublime,

at 8 p.m. in The People's Institute, 2nd floor,

Gothic Street, Northampton. Admission is $7; $5

seniors/students.

l>on'f miss these sai/in§s...ai Liquors 44!

WIMF LIOUORS
MtLLER-LITE

WLLER GENUINE WAFT.
MItLER GENUINE DRAFT LIGHT

o'2i2pti Bottles

SAUII.M W- OEP
MAIL-IN REBATt -3.00 jfTER REBATE

$899

FALSTAFF& LIGHT $049
case j':* 12 c: car-s %# - D£p

O'KEEFE $949
- Df

Kit

SALE 12*9 MAIL-IN REBATE -3 00

99

case 0' 2-: ^#- D£=

12 Oi bottles AFTER REBATE

DOS EQUIS AMBER
case J' '2 :* Bo'i^es $7

fev
BARTLES & JAYMES

WINE $099
COOLERS L ^:h

^s^- HARDYS
CABERNET SAUVIGNON ^J^'!_''i'*

CHARDONNAY $099
SHIRAZ O^scv.

FRANZIA
Ch»9l'S ""'NE

*H'EG»EN»C-£
BAG-lN-4 BCX

jpiBEim$i39|jg

GEORGE DUBOEUF $C49
BEAUJOLAiS-VILAGES ^"50 vl

!\

CONCHA Y' TORO

$599

SAMBUCA$-i^99
ROMANO l*f«M

SALE 11 M $Q99j^^
t MAIL-tN

N.\PA RIDGE $049
WHITE ZINFANDEL W^5C vi

CLAN MacGREGOR
SCOTCH

SALE14.M MAIL-m REBATE -3.00

Ml 99
175L

AFTER REBATE,

f
lEIS^HNWNN's sggg

SALE 11.99

MAIL-IN REBATf -3.00

175l ^^
AFTER REBATE'

rv»o«r«pMcal arran

HADLEY
9am to 1 1 pm Campus Plaza/Route 9

Monday thru Saturday 253-9344

^TWO
LOCATIONS

AA
HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln St.

534-4555

SALE PRICES

THURS. 9-12-91 TMflU

WED 9-18-91

TeleCheck

Roots Radic Band
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The Ellen James Society: don't be Reluctant
By AMY B. FINKELSTEIN
Collegian Suff

So you say you know what's what. You say you know
what you like and what you like is where it's at. Good.

So you know that the EUen James Society is hot. You
know that they began three years ago and are from Georgia
— that Athens/Atlanta thang— and that they toured with

the Indigo Girls this past summer.
E^S performed on Nomads, Indians and Saints, the

Indigo's third Epic LP on the gut wTenching track "1 .2,3," so

It should be no surprise that their debut album, Reluctantly

We, was produced by Amy Ray of the Indigo Girls and
released last October on Daemon Records, an independent

songwriters' label created by Ray, and to further the point,

both Amy Ray and Emily Sailers appear on Reluctantly We
on both studio and hve tracks.

That's not to say that the Society are dependent on the

Indigo scenario. Actually, the only resemblance is in the

intensity factor. The music is intense. It has feeling. It's not

that jingle-jangle pop. Though steel guitar oriented (Chris

McGuire and Cooper Seay). there is a huge RE M.-esque

bass feel (Bryan Lilje) and a kickin' post-punk back-beat

that will make your arm hair stand on end (Scott Bland).

"We're kind of a train wreck between simplistic melodic

ideas and complex rhythms,' says McGuire.

Aggressive, impassioned vocals inflecting emotion

(McGuire and Seay) on top of deep, sometimes dark melo-

dies and chord progressions, the twelve songs on Reluctantly

We depict a vast reservoir of pain and absolution. The voice

of passion, if ever it could be captured.

"As day begins to night we stumble through our fright/

and wonder just who we might be." — "^ho We Might Be"

"Tell me how do you make love last/and I'd 0ve vou more

than you've ever had/what's it called when love turns bad/

and I am me and I am you and nothing in this world is true."

— "Fodder for the Song"

The band shares in the writing, according to McGuire.

and "what really happens is we start jamming at a sound

check and then try to do that at a series of sound checks,

which is like a series of 10 minute incidents. It's a very

difficult way to create, so if someone has a really strong

vision about a song, we'll try it that way. Most bands don't

write that way, but then, we've uever been afraid to fall on

our faces, so to speak. We just play what we play and don't

worry about whether people are going to like it."

So you know that the Ellen James Society don't compro-

mise their ideals. And you know that they're playing a free

show on Monday the 16th, so no excuses.

The Ellen James Society is what's what I guesa 111 see

you Monday. Save me a seat up front.

Religious Seriously 111 is

a haunting art exhibit
By MELISA CANLI
Collegian SufT

The oppressive heat is the first thing you

feel when you walk into the galler>' The
show by third year MFA student Ed Grant

is titled "Religious Seriously 111"—Installa-

tion without redemption. It is difficult to

describe the feeling the small room evokes.

There are not many items in the gallery The
heat, which may or may not be intentional,

works ver>' well to set the atmosphere The

dosed windows and tightly drawn heavy

draperies cause the stufly warmth as well

as the many exposed lights. The first striking

piece is a large wooden cross splattered with

blood-red paint and a Virgin Mary statuette

at Its base. Grant uses what resembles

rounded fishbowls filled with liquid as

symbols. The bowl attached to the cross is

filled with more red paint.

Framed images are scattered around the

room in disproportionately small frames

compared to the targe wooden planks used

as backdrops. Their size forces one to peer in

order to scrutinize further. In the center of

the room, a large wooden ladder reaches to

the ceiling. It sits on a dark pool that acts as

a reflection pool. When I reached in to touch

it, I realized the origin of the smell accom-

pan\ing the heat. The pool is filled with
motor oil which emits fumes that make your

head spin if you stay in the room to long.

Alongside the ladder, on the floor are two

long slabs of wood. On one side the words

"deny" and "faith" are illuminated by bare

lightbulbs suspended from the ceiling by

cords. On the other side are the words "de-

sire" and "guilt". Grant states that he invokes

Catholic motifs to raise these ideas.

At one corner ofthe room is a wall adorned

with wixiden bars with pieces of what look

like sheet meul attached to it. Each sheet

contains a Roman numeral, from one to ten,

to represent the ten commandments. At the

opposite end is another fishbowl which is

filled with a mysterious substance. One of

the comments in the log book up front was

that the person liked the "brains in the

bowl". A* I continued to observe the instal-

lation. I overheard some art majors who
enlightened me as to what was in the bowl.

Wonder bread and wine. It is not a pleasant

sight.

One of the most interesting aspects of

Grant's work is his use ofsound and light to

create the mood. There are many bright, hot

lights, and a constant stream of music that

is flooded into the room from speakers set

into wooden boards on the wall. The music

is very eerie, with menacing laughter and

occasional sirens. Most people seemed to

comment that the show was very disturb-

ing. According to Grant, his work is influ-

enced and derived from his own Catholic

background.
The exhibit will not suit most mainstream

tastes. Yet, its success is a result of the

interesting materials used to construct the

exhibit and its sync with its title. You will

probably feel a little ill when you walk out

It IS worth a few minutes ofyour time when
you're walking through the Student Union,

to stop at the gallery and take a look for

yourself. Grant will have two more shows

installed this year. The second will be at

Greenfield College Nov 5 - Dec. 1. His MFA
thesis exhibition will be at UMass in the

Spring of 1992.

The Student Union Gallery is open Man
Fn from 11 a.m. to 4
p.m. The installation runs through Sep-

tember 13.

Tuition cost is up,

but membership cost

at

W 1 N N E R S'
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Winners Athletic Club

z>

is down!
Semester Specials for Students Onlyl

Nautilus • $119
(includes Aerobics)

Racquetball • $119
(includes court time)

Tennis • $119

(plus court time)

All Club Membership •$189
„.... (includes all of the above)
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The Ellen James Society

CollfffUn Pbo«o By Carri* Wycth

DIVER DOWN — Diver Down, a Van Halen tribute band, will be
performing at Katina's this Friday. The band has been together for

three years and consists of Charlie Bonanno as lead singer Diamond
Dave, Rob Nockowitz as guitarist Eddie Van Halen, Stan Pace as bassist

Michael Anthony, and Steven T. Hart as drummer Alex Van Halen. Both
Nockowitz and pace are graduates of the Berklee School of Music, and
lend their exceptional musical talent to a show that imitates the raw
energy of Van Halen. Steven T. Hart and Charlie Bonnano add to the

Van Halen look, matching the band for both physical appearance and
musical talent. The show will be open to 18 and over and tickets will be

$7 for 18-20 and $5 for over 21.

JlO^^jO^jOP^^Xo^. KP/fyCj^r jQpAijAJ.^iC-JC?^ r^

Now's the
time to call.

.

.

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sundtrtand Rd., No. AmtwrsI

549-2880
Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

h4a/or Credi( Cards Accopled

. Collision Repair Contor j

•iT-iUJ

CHINA GARDEN
The Collegian's choice in delightful dinning"

r$2 OFF with purchase of $i31

, "ici^v ,
I 21 II1P££.

with this coupon
|

'^-
:^/iS^''^' Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sunday -Thursday, 1 1:30am- 10:00pm

^Q )
Friday-Saturday, 1 1 :30am- 1 1:00pm

Lunch Hour: 1 l:30am-3:30pm 7 days a week
Free Delivery Service .^^gw Remodeling

Fri., Sat., Sun. ,7 Q^ys a week
5:00pm- 10:00pm .yake-out

Vi«i/Mi|,ter Card/ .Luncheon Specials $3.75-$4.55
American Exp '^ ^^

The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch
•Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch Mandarin and Cantonese Styles

Every Day 11:30-3:30

•Weekly Vegetarian Sepecials (Wednesday and Thursday)
New Vegetarian Menu Coming Soon!

13 M. Pleasant Street Amherst. MA • 253-4280/4281

SPORTS NOTICE
Intramurals: Entries are still being ac-

cepted for Flag Football, Soccer, and Soft-

ball. Managers' and officials' meetings are

happening this week. Stop by the Intramural

office at 215 Boyden Building for further

details.

Men*s Volleyball club: Meeting on
Thursday September 12, at 7 p.m. in the

HATCH.
Stockbridge Basketball: Important

meeting. All basketball candidates report to

room 223 Boyden, September 16th at 4 p.m.

If you cannot make this meeting, see Jack

Leaman, room 228 Boyden before the 16th.

PHOTOGRAPHERS
-Use BEST facility

in the area.

-Access & Chemistry

exchange for work

-Contact

Ben Ballou

Bartlett 49

\pick up application

Steveti H. St. Clair

Attorney at Law
• Penonal Injury Claims accidenc

• Defense vs. Criminal, Drug

and Alcohol Related Charges

• Other legal problems

BY API'OINTMENT

816 North Pleasant
Amherst
549-1681

ADMITUD to PRACnCL..1970

MEMBER MASS. AND CX. BARS

Thursday
IV'i^'lit Liv€»...
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AMHERST

Do Something
Different

Saturday.

Go to

Church
Go to Church on

Saturday?

Sure. Thai's when we attend Church
Jesus and all the great Bible charac-

ters went to church on Saturday. The

day the Ten Commandments say is

holy. Come and worship with us.

Amherst - Northampton

Seventh-day Adventists

Florence (Northampton). 35 North Main St.

Services: Saturday. Worship: 11:00 a.m.

Sabbath School: 9:30 a.m. ph. 548-9118

Guest Speaker: Dr. Stephen Herbert (UMass ProC

"Is there a coming crisis in religious freedom?"

Always In Bloom

Amherst Gallery

• Le Boudoir -i,

A.J. Hastings

Lots (or Littles

Mathews Shoes

Wootton's Books

Silverscope Designs

Design Supply
Studio

Call Opticians

The Mercantile

Zanna

J'Rich Clothing

Sophia Books

Albion Books

Kinkos Copies

Valley Books

Whalen's

Local Colors

Al-Bums

For the Record

Modrian

. .and dozens of fine

eating establishments

Shop Downtown
Amherst Everyday

This Space

for only

$16.50

It must xvofk,

because you're

reading it!

Collegian

Advertising

545-3500

Reach 19,000 per day.
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AMHERST

CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE "MSG"

. M^NOABN & SZKHIAN CUSM

• HOME STIY! COOKM;

• FttSH VfCTABlB flWM OUR fA«M

• LATIN OR TA« OUT

• fUU UQUOR UQNK

. NEwiY REMOoaro

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEPTED

253-7835 253-2813

^62 Main Street, Amherst ^
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we VIILAGI COMMONS • SOUTH HADLEY • 533 2663
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Slam Sept. 13

Wcekd«yi ! 3. 650 A 9 • Friday at 4:45. 650 ft 9 •

Sat and Sun at 2:30. 4:45. 6:50 ft 9 p m.

Fridays

At Midnight

...THEY SAVtDTHE BEST FOR LAST.

Starts Sept. 13

Weekdays at 3, 7:05 and 9: 10

•Fridayat4:20, 6:10, 8fif

9:55 • Sat. and Sun. at 2:30.

4:20, 6:10, 8 8(9:55 p.m

Get Ont

01 ToVD
Fast!
Our U.S.EXPHliSSS

Marshals want to run
you out of town . . . and
then bring you hack!

Are you going to Boston pardner? Our coaches

give you the fastest service between the Amherst/

Northampton area and Boston.

Tickets are only $ 12 one-way. Get them at the

UMASS campus center ticket window. Coaches

depart UMASS at the Whitmore Horseshoe and
arrive in Boston at Essex St. (across from south station*.

UMASS Friday & Sunday Schedule Boston Friday & Sunday Schedule

Leaves

UMASS
1 30pm
2 30pm
330p m
4 30pm

Leaves

Northampton

1:55 p.m.

255pm
355 p m
4 55 p.m

Arrives

Boston

3:45 pm
4:45 p.m

5:45pm
6:45 pm

Leaves

Boston

4:00pm
5:00pm
6:00 p.m

700pm

Arrives

Northampton

6:00 p.m.

7:00pm
8:00pm
9:00 p.m.

Arrives

UMASS
630 pm.

730pm
8:30 pm.

9:30pm

Schedule valid through 12/31/91
For more info call 582 1313 icheduie y,i,d through i^jimi

^

< 'j:!V.!'j:fj'j'j'j»j'j'j'j>j<jU'H

Thur.. Sept. 12 - 8:i0pm/l8+/

THE VESTRYMEN
Bulkhead / Fannhouse

The Scuds
KHWmtWIHK WW. HI»..

Fn.. Sept. U 8:J0pm

RIPPOPOTAMUS
TheShocken

Sjf., Sept 14 - H:k) pm

SON SEALS
Wildcat O'Halloran

J

t. -^ '-. '-. ».. . ». '-. S^T^^^W

Son., Sept. 15 -8:00 pm

Reggae Dance Party,

ISRAEL VIBRATION
& The Roots Radics

Band

Tuts Sept 17 8:00pm/IH-i:

THE SPECIAL BEAT

yiM
teatunne

Rankin' Roger
(The (nglith Ben)

& Neville Staples

The Equalites
^ -.-...-...-.-.-.-...-. .. -. -. .^ ...... .T-!

%t

Wed,, Sept 18 - 9:iX) pni

Dancing with D) |ob

Ihur
. VfX 19 - 8:JUpfn 18-

ITHE SPIN CKXTORS

-- r. - r. :. .^ .,,.,.-, •I'l'l'

Minibus

fs...s.NA.s.\.'..'..^-'.-^'.-^-^-^-S-gg

Fn.. Sept 20 .'.OC' pm

NRBQ
Incredible Casuals

Sat.. Sept. 21 - 8:.iOpm

FIOR DE CANA
Power of the Drum
aaaaaza:
Tues. Sept. 24 - a:00pnn ,'/«+/

BIM SKALA BIM

Baba Yaga

'>'

*.'r.'r.*:.'-.'«j*.j«f-.-«.^'--..-'.j'..-..'-.'..'.. -..•..•..

Thur., Sept. 26 - 8:30 pm /18-h/

THE CONNELLS

i

vcwwctftftftfgtfgtfcytfy.gTTn^

Man., Sept. 30 - 8:00 pm

From New Orleans,

THE RADIATORS

'J

Wed A rhors. mghts

Eighteen and Over

Dance Party w/D| Dennis

Fri. A Sit. nights

Dancing Upstairs w/D| |ob
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NOBODY'S
PERFECr

'ondjse

Specia/f\

Sfofesf

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND!

Starting Sunday Sept 8th at 1 2 noon

and continues for 1 3 Qreat Days!

RfraRBSi
Sept 8 - 13th Rm 163 C Sept 14 - 20th Rm 101 Lower Level

Ladies

Sleeveless

TOPS
$^99

Reg. $15.00 & up

Ladies & Mens

SHORTS
$1299
Reg. $28.00-$36.00

Ladies & Mens

JEANS & PANTS
$1499
REQ. $29.00-$45.00

Ladies & Mens
Short & Long Sleeve

KNIT TOPS
$999

Reg. $20.00-$48.00

Ladies

DENIM HOODED
JACKETS
^39.99

REQ. $98.00

FIRST QUALITY & SLIQHT IRREQULARS

NOBODY'S
PERFEC^

Not even the best known specialty &» department stores

in the U.S They make mistakes, too ..That's when our

buyers take advantage and pass the savings onto you!

Appearing Nona^ At:

UMass Campus Center
Save Big! From Sun 1 2-6pm,

Mon-Fri 8am-8pm, Sat 1 0am-6pm

Sept 8 -13 Room 163 C
Sept 1 4 - 20 Room 1 01 Lower Level

Mastercard, Visa, American Express, Checks and Cash Accepted

Les Teles serve burning hot Afro-pop at Horse
By NICOLE GONZALES
Collegian Correspondent

Les Tetes Brulees

Iron Horse
Tuesday, Sept. 10

"This music is different than anything
I've ever heard!" said a bug-eyed intellectual

dancing at the front of the stage. The pri-

meval rhythms of Africa had transformed

the mellow, candle-lit Iron Horse cafe to a
frenetic hall of experimental dance — and
that was just the audience.

The band, Les Tetes Brulees, called

Africa's first punk rock group, appeared in

slashed T-shirts, baggy patchwork knickers,

partially shaved hair and body paint.

They all sang either togethier harmoni-
ously, or each belted it out in their own
unusual voice from gruff, raspy tones to yet

another that sounded like he'd been sucking
too much helium. Throughout their singing

and playing, they put on an ad-lib show of

knock-kneed swaying, hand waving and
mimed soccer moves.

Like switching a radio dial, the rhythms
were impatiently ever-changing. Each
springy guitar lick and creeping bass line

was better than the last, travelUng in its

own maze of sound. The synthesized ma-
rimba (African xylophone) echoed the high

guitar tones while reflecting the original

iristrument, the balafon, that this rhythm
was traditionally played in the rainforest

region of western Cameroon.
Their sound, "Bikutsi Rock", was formed

as a reaction against dominant African dance
music — soukous from Zaire and Antillean

zouk, which is more clean-cut, both in ap-

pearance and in the melodies. Stripping

away the pretentions of these forms, Les

Tetes Brulees leave out their usual horn
section, fancy backing vocals, and smooth
sirupy crooners.

Using ancient Bikutsi rhythms while

flying through the usual soukous-style loops

,

they come up with something more varied.

more folky , and as last night'sconcert proved,

refreshingly anti-boring as a roller coaster

ride through outer space.

Les Tetes Brulees was one of the Iron

Horse's Afro Pop music series that includes

PapaWemba on Thursday, September 19th

at 7 p.m. and Kanda Bongo Man on
Thursday September 26th at 7 p.m.

"I don't want to play music only for

Zaireans any more," said Papa Wemba, a

superstar in Zaire. "I am going to do music

for all of humanity."

Wemba's music is a blend of Zairean

traditional music and Afro-Cuban nmibas,

popular in the 1950'8, along with hints of

more contemporary reggae and disco.

His music, which he calls rumba-rock, is

more varied and more soulful than the bright

three chord melodies of soukous.

"When I started singing pop music," says

Wemba, "I left religious music completely.

But there was always an influence . . . because

with religious music, the minor key always

recurs.

Displaying a fashion sense directly op-

posing that of Les Tetes Brulees, Wemba
has walked onstage in a heavy leather coat

with diamond patterned sleeves. "But with

such jubilant music," says The New York

Times, "no one would mind if he wore poly-

ester

plaids."

Pbolo By Patrice Daboia

Les Tetes Brulee

•ro^/<j%^ ^^

; DID VOU IHlllSS
"^"^ ^^^^ FOOTBALL, SOCCER, SOFTBALL

\ ENTRY DATE? IT'S NOT TOO LATE. BRING YOUR TEAM ROSTERS

^ TO THE I M OFFICE, 215 BOYDEN, AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

\ riil^aaLLD33a]l 33331J3^215 BOYDEN
/5-0C2:

I

BRING YOUR WORLD

TO LIFE

AT

THE PERFORMING ARTS

DIVISION

MUSIC, THEATER, DANCE & ^
MULTI-CULTURAL ARTS y^^^Qs

Private and Group Instruction

for Adults and Children

Classes Start: September 16

Walk-In Registration: August 26-Septeniber 13

Contact P.A.D. in Old Chapel • 545-0519

THE IRON HORSE IN ASSOCIATION WITH
THE UMASS RNE ARTS CENfTER PRESENTS

iliOMPSON
ACOUSTIC & ELECTRIC

(HMD HOUSE

SUN. SEPT. 29
UMASS FINE ARTS CENTER 8;30PM

TICKETS 18.50, I6.00& 1 4.00.T1CKETSAVAILABLE

AT THE NORTHAMPTON BOX OFFICE &
TICKETPHONE:586-8686
CHJTSIDE 413 AREA CODE I -800-THE-TICK.

TICKETS ALSO AVAILABLE AT FAG. BOX OFFICE

LARRY CORYELL
9/30

9/15
"V-

9/16

L -•

'

MOUTH MUSIC
FREE SHOW

ETlenjames
SOCIETY
SECOND SKIN

10/6

10/7&8

MAGIC SLIM

FRANK MORGAN

BOB MOULD
r 10/9

9/19
PAPA WEMBA

>»\?i GERI ALLEN TRIO
9/23

9/20

CHARMAINE
NEVILLE BAND

10/13&14

I 10/15

'.*X\Ul

:3';

ALAN
HOLDSWORTH
BAND

9/26
IJ.ViVTONDA BONGO MAN
mi

10/22

HOLLY NEAR

MICHAEL HEDGES

lORMA KAUKONEN
^ 10/29&30

BUDDY GUY PLUS
JOHN CAMPBELL
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HOLYOKEMAU'S

NON-STOP
weeicEND

Bus Service

from UMASS to

Holyoke Mall!

Saturday
Leaves UMASS

12 Noon, 2, 4 & 6PM
Leaves Holyoke Mall

1 , 3, 5. 7 & 9:30PM

Sunday
Leaves UMASS
12 Noon & 2PM

Leaves Holyoke Mall

1. 3 & 5:30PM

ONLY
$4.00 Round Trip!

Tickets available Mon-Fri at

Tix Unlimited-UMASS

Student Union

Questions?

UMASS Field Trip-545-2498

(Valid Student ID Required)

HOLYOKE

T(M Aim t iHUf^OAV NOT SPOTI

High l»ct\Fytalon 1»«

DIVER^
THE VAN HALEN SHOW'
This show brings cromis]

to their feet everywhere

mmm"
MEET PEOPLE AND

HAVE FVN' SATURDAYS

I

ARE FOR PARTYHi 18^

RAPID

SYMPHONY
MORIAH, &

A SHAHERED
DREAM

All A,

f'Rl BACK IN BLACK
9/20 *coc 'r«x,i»i

SUN ROCK"A"IIAIIIA!
9/22 Snmemtlar

^"V MAX CREEK
ADVANCE TIX Ulnt^ PMwput S«
ItArmc OlUM

ROUTE 9 HADLEY . 586-4463

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

Cooking at your table
ODCr^lMSPECIAL

Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.

& all day Sunday

Two Dinners for $15

Steak& Chicken Combo
Two Dinners for $18.00

Shrimp & Scallop Combo
Holh iix'lutk MHjp. uUtl.

vctfrtablcs. imkiiIIm. sleantrJ

net. tf*. & ic( cream

Full Bar • Exotic Specialties

RL 116. SunderUml 413-665 3628

Open Tues.-Sat. at 5pm, Sun at 2

KeserN-ations wtlcomed

clmilie's
rzr-Tf

I Prav ^ AmhrrM- M<^> '^^0^ • Op^n I lam
7 days a Weeli

Kitchen open 111 midnight
....,.,- p,>).rT' will 7 p'vl lahlr«.

IOC Chicken **Hot lips'' Nuggets
9:00 pm - 12:00 am

%

Drink oi the Week
FUZZY NAVEL

Beer of the Month
GOLDEN AhfNIVERSARY

$1.7f

iOU KNOUJ UIHAT

LUNCH'
UNAN-
NOUNCIP!/

t€JU5T
poeeNT
6^17...

1 K£eP IhlNNNG ITS
eoM^so(uoFsme5^.
BUT H^'9 A MAN IN HIS

THIRTIES, he SHOULPB^
1HR0U6H HIS 5TA6eS.

Announcement
The open house scheduled for Friday,

September 1 3 has been cancelled.

Roommate* Elvis and Salman Rushdie snaak

a quick look at the outside world.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE
ACROSS

1 II s - than you
ttunh

6 Stale titmm oi

Utah
10 Sassy
14 Maka amantfs
15 Am I Sha

Swa«t'>

compoaar
16 HAiscaMny
17 Lasson
18 >*< HulolS

HoMay star

19 Oman
20 Coach ot itva

unbaatan 11 s

23 inducMwi gp
24 — sotAar

25 H UMnas tMlora

Vwias
26 HaMcMiandmg
71 To>a

29 Sctooga «Myd
32 Tha A - at

TV
35 Catch sight ol

37 Furious

39 Si> hfnas AL
homai timg

42 Tm Pan Alay

9P
43 Opposad 10

TOWN
1 Loranio o<

Fernando
2 Iwlrghty mites

3 Corrida

prmdpala
4 Namasahes ol

BamtM s aunt

5 IMaka corttact

6 Suppressed
7 Actor ntchard

S Stan ot )azz

9 Baltimore

piayar

to Asaignmants
11 Kazan
12 26 Down

portrayer Diana

13Chinesa
IratarrMi society

21 Kmd ol ctosat

?2 ttawlimt or

TiKMtipaon

2« kXrs Paal ol

Tha Avengers
27 Plug ol wood
2S Famed war

coriespondeni

Errtie

29 Storm lead m
30 — odock

52 Creek island

53 Laughing
54 Nameeakas ol

a British

prnoasa
55 "'Whan wa —

\tory Voung

32 Younger —
Sprmgama

33 Orient

34 Cunning

36 Card game
MBaaabi
40Mauai
41 Charter

47 Earth colors

49 Scapes Trial

hgure 57 Jay ol comedy
50 Soda sipper s 56 00- ligM

need 59 Chees coup
51 tutors qualities 60 Kmd ot wolt

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

56 Lendl ol lennla

31 Chops

"lUEN CAN >iMCH AMW\H&
TVEM W^*^T.'

BaTV\t?lW^JtTOVWW
DUMB a' SOMMQI REPEMS'

1

By BILL WATTERSON

V
T>J>ST" lOCEAO,
lkKDS<\Ol

l\TW iT

RATS..WHO
•SCCDR^TN

ISOHOBLE

44 Country
sloponers

45 A degree
46 Carry

46 ik«e<kson Ave
products

iO em»
command to

Fido

51 - fi^

52 Madrid Mrs
56!

61 For or what
add.on

62 Cousai ol ale

63Noaa. candtoor

S4 FroggaiMS
65 Ceremony
66 — s own
67 Once 4 was

erwugh
60 Mob luauwei

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

fa

FOOD GIVEAWAYS
Mon. IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9pni'ixain

Tues. IOC Buffalo Wings 9pin*lXam
Wed. zsc Pizza Slices and 99C Nachos 9pm-l2am
Thurs. IOC Chicken Hotlips Nuggets 9pm-l2ani

Sunday loc Potato Skins 9pni-izani

WE ACCEPT MC-VISA-AMEX

bock/ CariTf II for o»if

io*waHf?

'
\ -

TlibesWHw^spwc

«>lrftc*l hco^.Mk for

,"^

LUNCH
Pizza

Fishburger

BASICS LUNCH
Flat Bread Sandwich

Pizza

Menu
DINNER

Bacon Burger

Turkey Divan

BASICS DINNER
Mixed Bean Casserole

Turkey Divan

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By SHADOW

ALL
AT INGLESIDt

The region's largest

shoppir^g center! Featuring

• over 1 50 shops

• 1 Cafe Square eateries

• 7 sit-down restaurants

(2 full-bars)

• 5 department stores including

Filene's Basement, G. Fox, JCPenney,

Sears & Steiger's.

"^^ t>M COOLC N<T fOSSIJlV H^ME

8ttW ^'X WORSE ! X croop in SIX

«»FftRfct*""-'»»fe5 W.R HINt H*«I5S

^»*^> t>\t>4TSCT KSlMGLtCtAf/l

>T THIS voiMT, 1 •3v>rr \f4Hnr-rt

CAST OF THOUSANDS

UNE5 ON) APP/PROPW ARf ;

: MIUE5 LONG, POT THIS ISKfTWP^

HI. rp

m.
MA-HAl S0RR4,

U^iTQ...! icAkJTHaP
^^P''^ you WID^ THIS.

^~V wo, WRONJG

COLLEGE. THIS IS

WHy?
WRONG UKlE?y "—""'

'Vi'lj.T

^T^ ^^,5Ay5 "Kmi.

ARIES (Maah 2 1 -April 19) If the

spirit of cooperation is missing, it

may be wiser to proceed on your

own. Relying on undependable

people could cause a setback Avoid

issuing ultimatums. Stress spiritual

w ill power over bullying.

TAURUS (Apnl 20-May 20): The

morning hours arc best fof negocia-

lions. A secret conference could help

you reali/x a fond dream Your en-

ergy will soar this afternoon. The

social scene is getting livelier. Dress

your best.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -June 20); Start

the day with an entirely new attitude

regarding your prospects. There is a

lo< you can accomplish this month.

Set specific goals for yourself after

consulting with experts.

CANCER (June 2 1 -July 22): Suy

footloose and fancy-free in romance.

A newcomer will question your ap-

proach to business Find novel ways

to get your original ideas across to

higher-ups. Work more closely with

your associates.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Only you

can decide what is right for you now.

Just remember, seeking revenge is a

waste ofenergy. The time is right for

making a permanent commitment.

Forget past grievances.

BY BARRY DEUTSCH VIRGO (Aug 2VSept
22)

Jake
note of what has to be done, then do

it. Conduct a thorough investigalion.

Talking to the right people will fur-

GOC, you MUST B£

INCREPIBLV S1W>IR

,ru.PETyoopowT
G€T AWy QfOOV

I COURSES NOW H(JH?

ther your professional aims. Be on

ihe lookout for new career opportu-

nities.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Ocl. 22): Gel an

early start today if still doing your

shopping. Putting your personal plans

into operation will give your spirits a

lift. Have more confidence in your

abilities.

SCORPIO (Oct 2.VN0V 21) If

others try to force their opinions on

you. politely decline to listen. Be

willing to start at the bottom to gel

your fixH in the door. Seek a car loan

without delay.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 2 1 ):

Keep your own counsel if planning

to change jobs. Update your resume

and enroll in high-lech cla.sses. Do

not withold your love if upset with

that special person in your life. Talk

things out.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Wake up to your special talents and

abilities. Help to reconcile two friends

who are at odds. It is futile to spend

your linK on people who do not want

to grow. Seek greener pastures.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fcb. 18): Stay

excited about the future; success restt

in your hands. Acting suspicious ofa

loved one could damage your rela-

tionship. Master your own feelings

instead of trying to control loved

one's actions.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Put

your faith in your partner and see

what happens. Adopting a new

lifestyle may be a good idea. Listen

closely to what your children arc

saying. Certain changes arc way

overdue.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor DaveMassey

PhotoTechnician Carrie Wyeth

Production SupervisoKs) Nicole Dumas

Production Terry Starmer.

Seth Kaye, ChrisPitll
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Student

GA I Government Association

Senate & Commuter Area Government

Nominations

Open Sept 11, 1991

All Nomination papers due • Sept. 20, 1991By 5pm,

420 StudentUnion

Fall Elections Oct 1st

BACK TO SCHOOLl

COWLS

( 549-0001J

FOR ALL YOUR
BUILDING AND REMODELING NEEDS

125 Sunderland Road. North AmhStst

4fNC 7 10 5 Weekdays Free Delivery

Hardware 8 10 3 Saturdays In Area

NEED A BOOKCASE OR
SET OF SHELVES?

YOU CAN BUILD IT YOURSELF
WITH LUMBER FROM
COWLS BUILDING SUPPLY

V :)

KV SHELF

CLIPS
Do tt you'scll wilh Knap«
» Vogt s L s. T's and
crosses The
shelving system
L clips. T clips
and X clips, each

and
nslani

CONCRETE

BLOCKS
8"x8"xl6'*

-90*

BUUETIN

BOARDS

Homosot*
corti board

18x24 •

24i36 •

36x48

48x96

11.89

20.25

34.S0

64.95

SWING ARM
LAMP
999

lilff

S«4ng Arm Lamp
|TM ini>.)7««4|
Archll«ct-*lyl« cUmp ••«

lamp tof hcmm 4««h m ofllc*

artilla or bcowti.

PRICES 0000 THRU SEPT. 30 OR WHILE SUPPLIES LAST.

Discount LIQUORS Discount

1 8 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Yes! IBusch Beer Stm

$9.99 case "cans"

Beringer White Zinfindel

was $5.99. Now $4.29 750 ml

Aiuii

Ifoch

Goiden

^^se of

^ers

$7.99

t)os

49

Glen EUen White Zinfandel

$3.99 750 ml; 3 bots. For $10.99

Barbarossa Spiced Rum

was $9.99 Now $5.99 Uter

Vodka 80° $8.99 1.75 Uter

Kahlua

$12.99

VI|p\^\)0^ yviQ^y yvio^g In-Store Specials

AU Beers plus De^o^it__(especiaUy OTl winCS) ' DeUvery Available

'

750 ml

NEED BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE?
VOLUNTKKR ATTHK l^MASS

STUDENT FKDKRAL CRKDIT UNION.

TODAY!

INTERESTED?
\TTKND AN INFORMATION SRSSION
ON THURSDAY SKI^KMBKR 12

7:00PM CC R(K)M 805-809

I M \SS STl DHNT FKDERAL CREDIT I'MON

^14 STIDENT IMON BUILDING

Eating Disorder Programs
Fall 1 991 SDonsored bv University Health Services

Eating Disorder Selt-Help Groups
Led Dv trainea students recovered trom an eating

disorder Open to anyone Confidennality assured

Call 549 2671. Clmic IV tor more intormatwn

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For individuals - with Nutritionists. Mental Healtri

Oinician Physician and /or Nurse Practitioner

Mondays or Tuesdays - beginning September 17

University Health Services Confidentiality Assured

Call 549-2671 Qmic IV

Food and Feelings Workshop
Led by Peer Health Educators

To schedule tor your Residence Hall

. call 54»-2671. ext. 181

THAI HOUSE
.#

y^ We Bring Bangkok &
X^ ChinatovvTi to you

^^^/f FREE

%^t3v^DELIVERY
10% OFF with student ID

430 Russell St. Route 9 253-2571

Hadley, Ma. 01035 253-2572

Mon - Thurs 1 1 :30 am- 10pm
Fri - Sat 1 1 :30 am 1 1 pm

Sun 12 noon - 10 pm

AMX, M.C.. VISA. DISCOVER, «c PERSONAL CHECKS

NFL
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

With Dan Hampton retired, the Giants
should have Uttle trouble controlling the
line of scrimmage. This will be the first big
test of the season for both Giants quarter-
back JefTHostetler and Coach Ray Handley

.

The Giants running game will outlast
Chicago's, give the 1 1/2.

One ofthe better lines this week is Buffalo
by only 7 1/2 over the New York Jets. Jim
Kelly is coming off possibly the best game of
his career against a tough Pittsburgh defense.

The Bill 8 have scored 87 points in two games
while the Jets have accumulated a mere 29,
not to mention that the Jets lost to Seattle

last week. Bet the house on the Bills.

The pick of the week is San FVancisco
giving 2 1/2 points to the Vikings. Minnesota

gaveup439yards lastweek to the Falcons while

the 49er8 amassed 458 yards against the

Chargers. San FVancisco is tough on the road
and Steve Young found Jerry Rice nine times
last week as opposed to once vs. the Giants.

The worst game of the week has got to be
The Battle of the Bays", Tampa Bay at

Green Bay. Unfortunatley, we have to be
subjected to this game twice a year. The
Packers are favored by four yet they have
only scored 17 points in their firsttwo games.
So, if the Buccaneers score a touchdown,
they should have no problem covering.

The Monday night game looks to be an-
other good one. Kansas City is off to a slow
start and if they expect to contend for the
Super Bowl they must win this game.

The same holds true for Houston. If the
Run-and-Shoot is going to make it in the
NFL, it's going to have to beat the better

defenses like Kansas City.

Houston's offense is offand running. Can
anyone stop them? They've scored 77 points

in their first two games while the Chiefs

have managed only 24. The Chiefs are too

good to be blown out, but the Oilers should
be able to cover the spread.

Here are my picks (in CAPS) for the

week: Take the STEELERS (-13 1/2) vs.

Pats, DALLAS (-3 1/2) vs. Eagles, BEARS
( + 11/2) vs. Giants, BILLS (-7 1^2) vs. Jets,

BENGALS (3 1/2) vs. Browns. WASHING-
TON (-9) vs. Cardinals, LIONS (+1 1/2) vs.

Miami. 49ERS (-2 1/2) vs. Vikings, TAMPA
BAY (+4) vs. Packers. ATLANTA (+2) vs.

San Diego. RAIDERS (-7 1/2) vs. Colts,

DENVER (-6) vs. Seattle. SAINTS (-3) vs.

Rama and the OILERS (-4) vs. Chiefs.

RoyAlexander is a Collegian Correspondent
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EARN $7«>/HR

I HGHT
POLLUTION

Work for poUtlcal
change %vitb

Clean Water Action:
environmental
campaign staff.

On bus lines.

Paldtralning.
P/T or career
opportunity .

CaUSS4-9830
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When

opportunity

knocks,

open

the door!

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

FaU
1991

You'll find over 200 opportunities knocking on

your door this fall. Both credit courses and

noncredit workshops can open doors for you -

helping you advance in your career plans,

upgrading your skills, or improving your

personal life.

Late register for Continuing Education evening

classes and UMass day classes through

September 17.

For more information, contact the Division of

Continuing Education. Goodelt liuildinn. or call

545-2414.

niXISIOS OF ( 0\TIM i\(. HnrcATios

« Did
Someone
S^

Parfyr
|"Four Medium Cheese Pirns"}

ni !

it

I

I

J
Topping Extra.

Collegiate Pizza: Large Pepperoni $6.00 with your Student LP.

For free delivery call: 253-3443.

C 1991 PiXM Hut. Inc. Limited Delivery Are*

Classifieds
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ANNOilNCIMfNTS

AUDITIONS KH WORKING
9-1 1 ind 9 U m romriKXiweallh Room lin

Ihc S.U.) f Of inio cjII ihe UMa» Thealfr

CoildS45-041

S

cd and tmldatl. Oowntown Anrfwrx

Korean Sludenli AMocUrtion
t irM Kenpral mevtinR; Thuridjy Spplemb*^

1 2 M 7: lOpm m Camput Cenlet room 91

7

AUTO KM SAtf

19«M OlOS TOtONADO, one ownpr, AC,

•\M'I M sieroo, lodtlod. .ind imm* ulate

S4>»<(V0(lf.ill S49 HOB)

Rcfuull Alliance 1983 New doich, Marter

and brake* Ruris great $1 500 OBO 549-

b5R2 lulian

Seized cars, trucks, boats, 4wheelefi,

rrxxorhrxiics by FBI, IRS, DEA. Available

your area now Call 805-682-7555 ext C-

1675

BUSINfSS OPfORTUNITIES

RepoMencd and IRS foreclosed homes
available al below market value. Fantastic

savinRsI You repair. Also S and L bailoot

properties. Call 805-682-7555 ext H-2009

CHEN STYLE TAI CHI

learn this oldeit styte Tai Ctii in 1

1

sessions class liegins Sepl7 & 18 253-4057

or 545-5923

DEAD TICKETS

Grateful Dead fix for Boston Garden shows

available. rio(H seats available for 6/20, 6/

21 and 6/26, Best seals. Call 253-5650

FOR RENT

Mdte Renttb 251 9742 Free delivery

ROOM $ too morth I Rf f cable,

woodstcjve. laundry Amherst 256-8921

2 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath

apartment on bus route. North Ambers 1
-

567-1352

EORSAIE

^•r Color TV Great loodition Best offer

549-0971

•••BRAND NEW BED***

(Mattress, frame, box-spring)

S70- Of BO,
(all S49 3593

Computers lor Sale

Ha/pllinr 1421 Video display terminal IBM

[om(Ml'ble pc with software

CallTom 253 7170

Dryer For Sate

Great Condition

Onlv $60,00

Call For Details

Marc 549-5082

FuJTilMdfciionforsale Great shape and

extremely comfortable Call Ion al 253-91 39

Fulom!

Guaranteed lowest prices!

Prices start at only $75

Delivefed right to your door!

Call Metawampe

To order or for free brochure,

413-585-1233

C^U amplifier only $25 must sell uesi

offertaken 253 3908

T«wn bed w/lrame $60 bo., cotnpulef desk

$40 bo. Call 256-3089

FOUND

Found waldi in bathroom in Student Union

to retrieve call 251-2839

FUNDRAISERS

RAISE $5IW...$1000...$1506

FCXXPROOF
FUNDRAISING

For your fraternity, sorority, team or other

campus organization.

Act now fcx thf chance to win a Caribbean

cruise and falwlcxts prizesi

Call 1 -800-950-8472, Ext 50

HEIP WANTED

ATTENTION: Excellefit income Ick home

assemWy work. Info. 504-646-1 700 IJepi.

PI 307

FAST FUNDRAISER $1000/WK
CREEKS, CLUBS, ANYONE.

(800)748-6817

FREE TRAVEL- Air couriers and cruiseships.

Students also needed Christmas, spring, and

summer fof amusement park employment

Call 805-682 7555 ext F-142b

POSTAL (OBS AVAILABLE! Many positions

Great benefits Call 805-682-7555 ext P-

3306

INSTRUCTION

Bcginiiing lapancse language class Includes

culture and Ixjsiness practices 9/23-1 1/25

Mondays 7-9pm, $100 laiiguage Pacifica,

549-5065

Earn Credit Scub* Diving

Learn to dive, Ci09-Basic scuba

Key Largo trip, GIO-Sport scuba

l^ew England advanced. Gl 1 -advanced.

All courses listed ufider General PhysKal

Education, For further information come by

Curry Hicks pool Moo-Thur 7pm-10pm or

call 545-2338

Test of EngNA as a foreign language

ITOEFL) Preparation course. 9/24-1 1/21

.

Tues. & Thurs, 7-9pm, $145 Language

Pacifica, 549-5065

LOST

Watch, Batch Casio G-shock in Northeast

near Volleyball courts, 549-81 33

PERSONAU

HOT LINE.

WANTfD AD,
GREEN FISH

ROOMMATE WANTED

MA grad leda roommate to share two

bdrm apt. Microwave, on bus line $285'

mo incl. 665-0935 Leave message

SERVICES

Pregnant'

ISeed a pregnancy lest, information or

support? Call for free and confidential

services. ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam Street

Northampton 586-3000 or Greenfit-ld 774-

6019.

TRAVEL

Macdanic 40/2 w/software $ 1 1 00 or BO.

665-3738

•••"•••••fAT McCANN******
Happy Anniversary!

It's been an amazing year, and iust Itte

beginning of many more. I miss you so

much al home. It's no fun without you.

I LOVE YOU.
Lara

SOUTHWEST IS DEAD!
Love,

Eastside

Studcnit practicing the transcedental

meditation technique please contact Alicia

586-7395

RESUME SERVICE

Cuning Edge Resumes. Complete resume

service. Writing, laser printing, letters,

advice. 549-0367

TravH Free!! Sell Sfwing break trips to

Jamaica. Cancun. Bahamas, Margarita

island. Best commissions paid! Call I -flOO-

426-7710

U2 / PRINCE DEMOS

U2 demos 30 songs $2n.(X): Prince demos

test pressing 21 yjngs $10,00; much

Dylan also available: Arthur 665-4832

WANTED

Wanted Lead Vocalist for classic rock and

hard rock band. Call Paul at 549-2632 or

Andy at 546- 1296

WANTED TO RENT

2Fcmates spcndtng Fl : sem. in Eng, in need

of housing for spring sem -Please contact

546-2684, aft, 5, I -41 3-592-741

3

We r]o

Secret

when it's

CLASSIFIED

in the

Colla^ian

?ereor\a\e

Come to

115 Campue Center

reach 19.000

for

only 20 cents

per word.
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Sports

Field hockey routs Boston Collie 5-0 in home opener
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team controlled thoir home field

yesterday, crushing Boston College 5-0 in

their 1991 home opener

The Minutewomen (2-0) were led by a
pair of goals each by Dawn Trumbauer and
Jenn Salisbury and strong offensive support

by the whole team.

UMass dominated most of the first half,

as they scored their first goal less than five

minutes into the m ach. Winger Holly

Hockenbrock shot the first goal past BC
goalie Marilyn Huang, which put the

Minutewomen ahead 1-0.

Trumbauer drilled a long shot in with

15:43 lef\ in the half, and that was the last

of UMass' goals untilTne second half. The
opportunities were abundant . as UMass kept

the ball in BC's half of the field for most of

the first 35 minutes.

Meanwhile, the Minutewomen were well

on their way to a blowout because goalie

Philippa Scott was in the process of pitching

her second straight shutout. She made saves

on the few balls that got past sweeper Tracy

Barclay.

Coach Pam Hixon felt her team "abso-

lutely" dominated Boston College yesterday.

"We were around their goal [the whole

game)." she said. "The biggest thing we were

trk'ing to do was to create, to get something."

UMass failed to score on 10 penalty cor-

ners and one penalty shot against an infe-

rior team.
"We had some great chances. . . we've got to

now start to capitalize on them." Hixon said.

In the second half. UMass played solid on

both sides of the field, as BC tried to mount

Collrfian photo by Jodjr UaMn

The UMass field hockey team get tough with Boston College.

a comeback. The outcome was never in doubt,

though, and when Salisbury scored twice in

less than a minute, the game was iced. Her
goals at 1 1 :58 and 1 1 :00 grounded the Eagles

tor good.

Trumbauer added her second goal of the

day with five minutes lefl in the game, yet

lamented about the lost opportunities the

team had.

"Going from turf to grass is difficult, but

once we get used to the turf, things will

definitely connect," she said.

One of the disappointments in the game
was the team's play inside the circle, accord-

ing to both Hixon and Trumbauer. The
Minutewomen got bogged down inside when
the players charged into the circle after the

ball.

"In the circle we need to work on opening

it up a little more," Trumbauer said. "I think

we worked the ball really well outside of the

circle today."

Tara Jelley, Sherlan Cabralis and
Salisbury each had an assist for the

Minutewomen.
Hixon said. "They all played well. When

you dominate a team like this, consistently,

your defense is doing something right."

Game notes: The Minutewomen open

their Atlantic- 10 schedule against rival

Temple University Friday at home. Temple
is traditionally strong, as they beat UMass
twice last year, both in the regular season.

and the A- 10 Tournament. Hixon expects a

ttmgh game, and does not expect a letdown

from her team
"It's our first conference game," she said.

"We're not trying to look ahead, and we're

not trying to look behind. 1 think that they

are very strong. But just like any other

game we have to fight from start to finish."

Roy's picks
for w^eek three
in the NFL

Don't look now, but here come the Dallas Cowboys.

Despite losing 33-31 to the Washington Redskins

Monday night, the Cowboys showed that they are

hack as America's Team. Monday's game brought

back memories of the stunning Cowboy victory over

Washington on Monday Night Football during the

early 80's. The Skins led 23-3 at the half when Dallas

stormed back for a 31-30 Nnctory.

Dallas may ha%'e won last Monday if star running

back Emmit Smith wasn't ill. Smith ran all over

Washington, gaining 100 yards by the second quarter,

including an incredible 75-yard touchdown run. Troy

.\ikman completed 9 of his first 10 tosses and threw 3

TD passes. Tight end Jay Novacek picked apart the

defense for oneTD and a few key third down receptions.

But credit this game to Washington place kicker

Chip Lohmiller, who connected on four field goals of

53, 52. 45 and 46 yards This enabled the Skins to stay

in the game until they finally pulled away late in the

third quarter with an almost nine minute drive that

resulted in a TD.
In the end it was Cowboy betting fans who got the

last laugh as Dallas scored with two seconds left to

cover the 2 1/2 point spread.

Sorry Patriot fans, but if you thought the Pats

looket* bad last week against that stunning Browns

defense, wail until they play a real defense in Pitts-

burgh this week. Look for the Steel Curtain to unload

on poor Tommy Hodson and the rest of the sorry

Patriot offense. If Pittsburgh scored 34 points against

Buffalo, how many points do you think they'll rack up

against New England?
Don't worry about the 13 1/2 points, that won't be

a problem after the first quarter.

Watch for the Cowboys to bounce back from last

week's tough loss, this week against Philadelphia.

Don't think Dallas has forgotten about last Thanksgiv-

ingwhen the Eagles put bounties out on several Cowboy

players including Aikman; or when the Eagles ruined

the Cowboys'chances ofmakingtheplayoffsbyiryuring

Aikman in the second to last game of the season.

Now that Randall Cunningham is out for the year

and "Old Man" McMahon is the QB, the Eagles pose

little threat, especially after only managing 10 points

against the lowly Cardinals. 3 1/2 points shouldn't be

a problem.

One of the better games to watch should be the

Chicago Bears at home against the New York Giants.

The Giants have had problems stopping the run since

preseason. Chicago's All-Pro running back Neal

Anderson should bounce back after a sub-par perfor-

mance this past weekend.
. ^^, r^^^r- ,^^ CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

Women's tennis
set for rematch
with UConn
By LILLIAN LEGGIO
Collegian Correspondent

In their last meeting, the University of Massachusetts

and the University of Connecticut battled it out in an

enduring match that ended in heartbreak for the

Minutewomen. With the two teams tied at four matches,

the deciding game went down to a last set tiebreaker.

UConn squeaked by to win the tiebreaker 7-6 and subse-

quently the match 5-4.

This year, the Minutewomen look to reverse last year's

outcome with a victory of their own. They travel to Storrs

today, realizing that the task of beating UConn will not be

an easy one.

UConn contends with an attack that last year finished

5th in the Big East and this year has already defeated a

tough Wesleyan team 8-0.

In addition to their already tough lineup, the Huskies

have added freshman Bethann Barry who was one of two

top recruits for Umass last season. However, when the

women's tennis team was cut from the athletic department's

budget, both top recruits sought alternate tennis programs.

"Bethann Barry is an excellent player and I'm very

happy that she's got a quality program to play for," said

Coach Edwin Gentzler.

According to coach Gentzler, the Huskies have a good,

solid team that plays great doubles but the Minutewomen
have an advantage in singles because they are stronger and

have more depth . However, he cites that the Huskies are not

to be underestimated.

"Ellen Barrett, their No. 1 player, is very strong," Gentzler

saud. "I'd say she's the best player in Division III and in New
England."

Last year, Barrett handled Shizuko Yamasaki, UMass'

No. 1 player. However, according to Gentzler, Yamasaki
has matured and improved her mechanics.

Mechanics on the other hand, are what Connecticut

Coach Pat Babcock says her Huskies need to work on.

Babcock asserted that while her team won its first match,

the team has been working on setting its lineups and

rankings and neglected mechanics.

"Don't let the UConn Huskies fool you. They are a well

coached team and I don't think they have any problems on

mechanics or on being competitive," Gentzler said. This
will be a very hard fought set of matches, but that is what
makes women's tennis so interesting."

Cross country
gearing up for
Friday's meet
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian SUff

The University of Massachusetts men's cross

country team opens its 1991 season Friday in a tri-

meet against Boston College and the University of

Massachu.setts/lx)well. The race will be run over the

Franklin Park course in Boston and will begin at 3:00

p.m.

Boston College won the meet last year, scoring 31

points. UMass placed second with 44 and Ijowell

finished third with 56.

UMass head coach Ken O'Brien feels that his team

will be "hard pressed" to duplicate last year's results.

"We're not starting out with two easy teams," he

said. "Boston College will be one of the top five teams

in New England this year and I.owell should finish as

one ofthe top three teams in the NCAA in Division II."

BC will likely be the team to beat again this year

as they return all but one of their top runners from

last year's squad, which placed third at the New
England Championships.

Lowell, which fields one of their strongest harrier

squads in recent memory, should pose more of a

challenge to BC this year. They return all of their top

runners, including Division II Ail-American Dave

Cremin, who won this race last year. He will try to do

this season what no other runner at Lowell has ever

done, earn his fourth All-American honor in cross

country.

Senior Mike Chamberas will add front-running

depth to Lowell. He missed the cross country season

last year with injuries but came back in the Spring to

earn All-American honors in the 10,000-meters in

track.

While the teams from BC and Lowell are virtually

unchanged, UMass must fill the voids left by the

graduation of four of their top runners from a year

ago.

'There are always question marks in the first meet

of the season, regardless of whether you have a

veteran-laden team or not," O'Brien said. "I feel that

the team is in pretty good shape and I hope to see some

people step forward into the front-running spots that

were vacated by graduation.

"I think that we're at the point where we can

compete with these two teams. I sense the enthusi-

asm ofthe kids and I'm pleased with the work they've

done over the summer to prepare for the season."
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Thomas pressed on position changes
By JAMES ROWLEY
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Frustrated Democrats accused Su-

preme Court nominee Clarence Thomas Tliursday ofevading

questions about his retreat from past positions and un-

reasonably refusing to say how he would approach future

That's the most inartful dodge I've ever heard." Thomas
was told at one point by Sen. Joseph R. Biden, the Judiciary

Committee chairman, after the nominee said he "could not

sit here and decide" whether unmarried couples had a right

to privacy.

Thomas eventually said sexual relationsandchildbearing
by unmarried couples were protected by a privacy right, but

not before Biden said: "It's getting more hke a debate to get

information."

Despite such complaints there did not appear to be a

solid oppoeition to the nomination.

Thomas continued to turn aside questions about his

views on abortion, finally telling Sen. Herb Kohl, D-Wis.,

"Whether or not I have a view ia irrelevant."

On the subject ofchanging positions, Kohl askedThomas,
"Why is it inappropriate for ua to make an evaluation ofyour
career based on all of what you have vmtten and said?"

Republicans on the committeecame to his defense, as did

President Bush who said at the White House that Thomas
was "doing a beautiful job up there.'

Bush, asked at a news conference about the credibility of

Thomas' claim not to have an opinion on the landmark 1973

court decision legalizing abortion, aaid simply, "That's a

question for the Senate to decide."

Sen. Orhn Hatch. R-Utah, complained that Thomas had
been asked about abortion "70 timea, compared to the 36

questions about the issue thatwere aaked last year at David

Souter's confirmation hearing. Souter was confirmed de-

spite his refusal to answer such quaationa.

'I don't understand why you are being treated any

I plwlo bjr Brik Staaa

I'M CUCKOO FORCOCOA PUFFS- Grad student TiandongJia and his wife Juan Zhang
lower the water level in the pond by soaking it up with bread.

differently than these other confirmable people," Hatch
said.

A federal appeals judge since last year, Thomas, 43. waa
nominated this summer to replace resigning Justice

Thurgood Marshall. Both men are Black, but Thomas has a

strongly conservative record opposed to Marshall's liber-

alism.

Biden, D-Del., expressed exasperation at Thomas' in-

sistence during three days of hearings that he espoused

"natural law principles" only as pohtical theory, not as

political philosophy.

"That strikes me as something different than what you

said" in many previous speeches. Biden told Thomas.

"I have not in any speech said we should adjudicate caaea

by directly appealing to natural law," Thomas told Biden.

When Republicans sought a brief recess, Biden told

Thomas. "Your friends think you are getting into trouble."

That's not fair," said Sen. John Danforth. R-Mo., Tho-

mas' prinM Senate sponsor who has sat behind the nominee

Five vying
for interim
SAO position
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The impending appointment of an interim director for

the Student Activities Office, expected today or Monday,
will be a m^jor determinant ofthis year's relations between

the Student Crovemment Association and the UMaaa ad-

ministration, student leaders said yesterday.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Jo-Anne T. Vanin
said there are five caniktotaa far the position, all ofwhom
she has interviewed. "Hie position waa vacated earlier this

month when current director Irene Carew announced her

intention to take an 1 1 -month leave beginning September
15.

Among the five candidates are Director of OfF-Campua

HousingJoanne Levenson and Program DirectorJose Tolson

ofSAO. Sarah Boy, special assistant to the Vice Chancellor,

IS also a candidate.

The two candidates sought by SGA leaders are Associate

Dean of Academic Affairs Ricardo Townes and Director of

Ix'gal Services Charles DiMare.

Student Trustee Kevin Newnan and Speaker of the

Senate Robert Monaghan said they met with Vanin both

yesterday and earlier in the week to discuss their choices for

the position.

ocrfnjeoGnHAUfc&

Time capsule reveals UMass campus of 1878
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

A time capsule from the class of 1878,

excavated last spring, is now on display at

the University Tower Library.

La.st October, a wind storm damaged a

white pine near the Old Chapel. Investi-

Inside

page?

Let Amy Prendergast tell you all

ahouit what really happened.

page 9

Read all about
Jazz-rock fusion pioneer

Larry Coryell before his stint

at the Iron Horse.

page 16

Who knows who's starting at

quarterback for the Minutemcn
against Holy Cross tomarrow?

Weather

Cloudy, with a high of 70.

gating the history of the tree. Archives As-

sistant Michael Milewski said he discovered

it was actually the "Class Tree" of 1878.

Further research led to the excavation

last May uncovering a time capsule. The
contents are now on exhibit in the lobby of

the Tower Library.

The contents of the time capsule were
damaged by water and had to be placed in a

deep-freeze for one month in order to

"stablize" the remnants, said Milewski.

Among the articles displayed is a hand-
written poem for the Class Tree, a program
for the planting ceremony and an Index

published in the year 1876, produced by the

members of the class of 1878. then juniors.

It was the eighth volume of the publication.

Also on hand is the small copper box which
contained the historical artifacts.

Other parts ofthe exhibit include a photo

essay on both the excavation project and the

life ofthe Class Tree, a follow-up on the lives

of the 17 graduates, and a cross section of

the tree which lived to be almost 1 14 years

old. Arrows mark rings of the tree and note

their years.

The time capsule was buried nine years

before the completion of the Old Chapel, 15

years before the creation of the campus
pond, and 28 years before the first women
graduated from what was then called the

Massachusetts Agricultural College.

A list of the members of the class of 1878

showed that all except two lived in the

buildings ofNorth College and South College.

One lived on Lincoln Avenue and the other,

Horace Edward Stockbridge, lived with his

father, a professor.

The most interestingevent ofthe year to

us was the tree-planting during Com-
mencement Week, 1877," was a comment
taken from the records of the class supper,

about a year after the occasion.

In 1877, the college had only 11 faculty

members, whose names may sound familiar

to most University students: Levi

Stockbridge, Henry H. Goodell, Charles A.

Goessmann and M. Fayette Dickinson. Each

ofthese later had academic buildings named
for them.

The exhibit began on September 9 and

will continue through December 30. It can

be viewed during regular library hours.

Collefian photo by Carrie Wyeth

Index found in time capsule buried in 1878.
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FYIs are public service announcements that run on a

space-available basis for campus and local non-profit or-

fjanizations. Because of space constraints, the ColU-gian

cannot print all FYIs submitted and no announcements can

be repeated.

To submit an FYI. please send a TYPED press release

with all pertinent information to the Collegian olfice in 1 13

Campus Center do News Editor. l-Tls canot bt« taken over

the phone.

FRIDAY. SEPT. 13

Meeting — Dangerous Women. Inc will ho holding a

nu>eting at 7 30 p.m. at the Main Stage in Emily Dickinson

Hall. Original theatre, music and poetry will be discussed

LBGA — The LBGA is holding a Coffee Social at 3:00

p.m. in the Campus Center.

Tour — University library tours will leave from the

entrance lobby at 10:30 am.. 1:30 p.m. and 2:30 p.m. — no

appointment is necessary.

Serine and Shobhat Dinner — There will be a Ser\'ice

and Shabbat Dinner discussing The Messianic Era" at 7

p.m. at the Chabad House

SATURDAY, SEPT. 14

\f0i>ie — The Sci-Fi Society is sponsoring a movie

nmiath»)n in the Campus Center Auditorium showing "Cat

From Outer Space" at 2:30 p.m.. "Batman" at 4:30 p.m ,

"Beetlejuice" at 6:30 p.m. and "Night of the Living Dead" at

10:15 p.m. Admission is free.

Audition — The UMass Theatre Guild is sponsoring an

audition for "Working" from 8 a.m. to I p.m. in the Com-

monwealth RtHjm.

SUNDAY. SEPT. 15

/j,<.„,(. _ Hillel is sponsoring a Welcome Back Picnic

from 11 a.m. to .5 p.m. on the Pond I^wn. The rain Kxation

IS in the Commonwealth Room. Admission is fre.

MONDAY. SEPT. 16

Workshop — There will be a Math Anxiety Reduction

Workshop from 4:30-6:00 p.m. in room 1634 at Lederle

Graduate Research Tower.

Nymphomaniac faces trial in Florida
J {Movement crumbles, new charges considered in case

WE CAN HELP YOU WITH:

• Low Domestic Airfares

^ • Student-Teacher-Youth
Airfares

Adventure Tours

Language Courses
International Student &
Teacher I.D.

Youth Hostel Memberships

Work & Study Abroad
Car Rental

& Leasing

By SANDRA WALEWSKI
Associated Press

FORT LAUDERDALE. Fla. — A self-proclaimed nym-

phomaniac and her husband face trial on prostitution

charges after prosecutors withdrew a plea agreement amid

reports defense attorneys tried to sell a bedroom videotape

of the woman.
Prosecutor Joe Lazarus accused attorney Ellis Rubin of

conflict of interest and negotiating the plea agreement on

behalf of Kathy and Jeffrey Willets in bad faith

The Willetses had planned to enter guilty pleas

Wednesday, but the state dropped iU offer after a reporter

said that defense attorneys tried to sell a secret bedroom

videotape of the woman with a client.

Lazarus said it now appears the Willetses participated

in crimes not included in the deal. He said making the

videotape would be illegal under state law

During a hearing Wednesday before Broward Circuit

Judge John A. Frusciante. Lazarus presented defense at-

torneys with a new plea agreement to look over. No details

were released.

The couple charged clients from $50 to $ 1 50 an hour and

made as much as $25,000 over six months, investigators

said. They face trial on the original charges Oct.2.

Rubin had planned to aigue that Mrs. WilleU. 33. suf-

fered from nymph»)mania and her 41-year-old husband, a

Broward County sherifl's deputy, has spells of impoUMue

Her huslwnd is said to have watched and taken notes fifwm

a bt>droom closet.

Television reporter Steve Wilson of"Inside Edition" said

Tuesday that one of Rubin's sons, attorney Guy Rubin,

offered to sell the program for $60,000 a videotape of Mrs.

Willets having sex with former Fort I^uderdale Vice Mayor

Doug Danziger. who was known for anti-vice campaigns.

Danziger resigned as vice mayor July 30. His lawyer.

David Bogenshutz. said Wednesday he could not confirm

whether his client was involved with the Willetaes. but said:

"He*s going to hate this. He thought it was over."

Rubin has denied making any deal with the nationally

syndicated tabloid television show.

"It now has been revealed that inside Edition's' reporter

came to mv office to entrap us into some illegal or unethical

act." Rubin told the judge. "They never intended to buy

anything. All they wanted to do was trap us."

AvWestin, co-executive producer of"Inside Edition" said

the show has broken no law or journalistic sUndards. "We

reject any assertion that inside Edition' engaged in any

wrongdoing," he said.

Meanwhile, the 4th District Court of Appeals issued a

temporary stay on release of a list of alleged prostitution

clients. The appeals court set hearings for Friday and

Monday on that list.
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Alert systems maker sued
SANTA ROSA. Calif. ( AP) — A provider

of home emergency medical alert systems

marketed to the elderly is the target of a $2

million lawsuit accusing the company of

high-pressure and misleading sales tactics.

Life Emergency Response Inc., based in

Chatsworth, is named in a suit filed

Wednesday in Sonoma County Superior

Court by district attorneys in eight counties.

.State Attorney General Dan Lungrenjoined
the suit.

The suit alleges that Life Alert used a

high-pressure, deceptive pitch to sell the

system to the aged and disabled.

"One 80-year-old woman was subjected

to a six-hour sales presentation." said Jeffrey

Holtzman, a Sonoma County deputy district

attorney.

The law.suit accuses the company of mis-

representation in claiming iU systems were

more reliable than the public 911 systems

and its staff had backgrounds in law en-

forcement and air traffic control.

"People are paying a lot of money for

something they could get by dialing 911."

said state Deputy Attorney General Laura

Kaplan.

Eric Bordo, a Life Alert spokesman, said

he would respond only to questions sub-

mitted in writing.

The Life Alert system is an electronic

device that alerts company employees to

call emergency dispatchers. It costs $1,700

to $5,000, plus maintenance charges, the

lawsuit says.

Protesters blast GE

The attorr^ys at your Legal Services Center
can aiifl^r fee-paying UMass student's^
questidto^ on jtt wide variety of legal problems,

includij*!^:

/Hosing, Criminal, University-related, Civil Rights,

Consunner, Labor, Family. Personal Injury, and more

"Do % Need a Lawyer?"
The LS^^ your first source of law-related^^

assistanceLocated in room 922 of the Cgjupus
Center, the LSC is open Monday through Friday,

9am to 5pm. Please call 545-1995 or drop by to

make an appointment.

By PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

Two protesters set up shop outside the

Accounting Career Fair in the Campus
Center yesterday to demonstrate against

fair participant General Electrics role in

the manufacture of weapons.
The protesters set up an information

table outside theCampus Center Auditorium
and also showed a 30-minute videotape by a
group called INFACT, "an international

grassroots organization ofconcerned people

organizing effective campaigns to stop the

life-threatening abuses of transnational

corporations," according to campaign litera-

ture.

The videotape, "DEADLY DECEPTION:
General Electric, Nuclear Weapons & Our
Environment," advocates a boycott on all

GE products.

Kevin Smith said he left work early from
his job as support staff worker in the inter-

library loan office at UMass to protest GE's

"sordid history for lack of concern for the

environment, employees and general dis-

respect for safety regulations.

"I'm here today because GE has one point

ofview and | INFACT 1 has another," he said.

"They have a death confirmed view and we

have a life confirm agenda."

An employee at the GE booth, Pablo

Penaloza, declined to comment on the pro-

test.

According to literature provided by Smith,

INFACT is focusing on GE because it is "the

leader of the nuclear weapons industry."

One of the nation's largest corporations,

GE produces a wide-range of products, in-

cluding light bulbs, appliances, medical

equipment and industrial products. GE also

operates an on-line computer service and

several other service-oriented businesses.

Fair organizers said the protesters were

quiet and did not disrupt activities.

Protesters began handing out literature

to those going into the accounting fair shortly

after it opened at 1 p.m.
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C^ilUfian photo by Erik Stone

•IF MY LEGSWERE ONLYTWO FEET LONGER I COULD FINALLYGETOFFTHISWALL. -

Chris Cavanna, a second year grad student, contemplates height.

SGA kicks off another year
Monaehan: time for infighting, factions in the past

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian SUfT

Nominations opened up yesterday for the Undergradu-

ate Student Senate and Commuter Area Government. The

nomination papers are due next Friday at 5 p.m in Student

Government Officeon the second floor ofthe Student Umon.

Any University of Massachusetts student may acquire

nomination papers at 420 Student Union. They need 25

signatures to get nominated, according to Robert Monaghan.

the speaker of the Undergraduate Student Senate.

Elections will take place October I.

Monaghan pledges that "student government will be

active again." referring to the chaos and factional fighting

that has reigned in student government for the past few

This is an optimal time to get involved in student

government.- he said. "We are making great strides. We
believe that vrith students involved, well have a powerful

voice."

Monaghan said the primary purpose of the student

government is "to make student life on campus better."

He plans to organize and mobilize the "students into a

political force." At the present time, Monaghan said students

do not possess a powerful, unified lobbying voice.

"We have no political influence," he said.

Other goals of the student government are to receive

official recognition from the administration, regain
studenU

litigation rights for the Legal Services OflRce. and moat

imporUntly, he said, to spur studenU to vote.

Monaghan wanto the student government to share a

solid relationship vrith the administration and graduate

students.

Richard O'Brien, serving as intermin chancellor for two

years, has made it "an active goal of his to have a good

relationship with the studente." Monaghan said. I think

lOBrienl is trying to clear up^problems between the ad-

ministration and the students."

It was reported yesterday that O'Brien wishes to improve

the effectiveness of the SGA and refine the governments

relationship to the administration.

Interim pres.

E.K. Fretwell
talks to profs
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts can be the shining

success so dearly needed by the Commonwealth in these

troubled times, UMass interim President E. K. Fretwell

told about 100 professors in a Faculty Senate meeting

yesterday.

-Drawing on our increasingly wide knowledge and re-

sources to help the commonwealth," he said. "In other

words, rather than saying what has the Commonwealth

done for us lately, we can say what have we done for it."

Fretwell cited public education for grades K-12, health

and environmental safety, cities in distress and the

stimulation of international trade as examples of areas in

which the University can aid the sUte in getting back on lU

feet.

Fretwell went on to say that the University^ has the

opportunity to become a "world class institution." He also

said that the University was given extensive political

strength with the addition of the University of Lowell and

Southeastern Massachusetts University campuses to the

system.

Thereorganization gave the University system the abiUty

to better solicit funding from both the public and private

sectors as well as to have better control over academic

coordination between the five campuses to eliminate "un-

necessary' duplication of curriculum, Fretwell said.

Fretwell also said the inherent strengths of the five

campuses could be enhanced by sharing faculty and making

it possible for students to transfer from one campus to

another in order to Uke classes not available at the campus

in which they are enrolled. , u i

"I'm not suggesting we bring up a generation of scholar

gypsies " he said. "But at least we can talk about ways and

find ways for studenU enrolled at one campus to move to one

campus and back to the original campus All kinds ofthings

can and will happen."

Fretwell said in order to achieve world class sUtus he

had set up five task forces, each headed by one of the

chancellors with the purpose ofcoming up with ways for the

University to achieve the status ofa world class insUtution.

Fretwell cautioned against setting goals too high, espe-

cially given the posiUon of the University's budget

-As we move ahead in our goal to become a worid class

university, we will simultaneously restrain ourselves from

trying to be all things to all people overnight, he said.

Following Fretwell was Chancellor Richard O Briery

whoexplained the -yearofausterity.-in which
theUmverwty

absorbs fantastic budgetary cuta in operating costa while

holding on to the elements essential to long-term success for

the University.
. ^ ..^^

"We will maintain these standards at the expense ofthe

quality and comfort of our daily lives," he said.

Activists discuss struggl
• Say women denied freedoms

e in the Middle East
War brings old issues to forefront

ByJESSAMEHANNUS
Collegian Staff

Two political activista gave a talk yester-

day afternoon at the University of Massa-

chusette on women's struggles and national

liberation in the Middle East.

Rabab Hadi. a Palestinian bom in the

Israeli-occupied West Bank city of Nablus.

currently lives in New York. A freelance

journalist and a founding member of the

Union of Palestinian Women's Association,

she was joined by Simona Sharoni. an Is-

raeli feminist peace activist.

Sharoni is an active member of Women

in Black, an international women's protest

group working to end the Israeli occupation

of the West Bank and Gaza Strip.

Speaking before a small audience in the

Campus Center. Sharoni addressed the sex-

ism of Israel. She pointed out that people

often assume that the women of Israel are

liberated because they must serve in the

military.

But she said it is still "a very sexist

country."

"It has been very difficult for women to

have a political voice," Sharoni said.

She said if a woman tries to take a vocal

stand against the Israeli occupation of the

West Bank, she can expect to be verbally

abused or asked if she has a "Palestinian

boyfriend."

Both Sharoni and Hadi mentioned the

effect the Persian Gulf War had on the

political situation in Israel and the area

they have occupied. Sharoni said that the

Israeli government used the Gulf War to

effectively silence the political activities of

the left.

The war interrupted much of the activ-

ity, due to curfews and increased tension

and suspicion between the Palestinian and

the Israeli activists, she said.

Hadi spoke of the problems faced by the

Palestinians living in the occupied areas

and problems that apply specifically to

women on the West Bank.

She said one of the most difficult aspects

of being a woman on the West Bank is

sexual abuse while in police custody.

Pregnant women are also very poorly

treated in captivity, she said. One woman

was forced to give birth wnth her hands

cuffed and her legs manacled, she said.

One of the hardest things for women

activists is that they must fight not only the

occupation but sexism as well. When they

question policies toward women, they are

told. "Now is not the time." Hadi said both

struggles "go hand in hand."

Hadi said the United States contributes

greatly to the problems in the Middle East.

She pointed out that Israel would withdraw

occupation if they didn't have the money to

be there.

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

In order for the Israeli-Palestinian con-

flict to be resolved, observers need to see the

conflict in the context ofother international

events and to challenge the dominant con-

ceptions about the region, according to two

Middle Eastern political activists.

Palestinian journalist Rabab Hadi and

Iraeli peace activist Simona Sharoni spoke

before a small audience last night at Hamp-

shire College on "Women's Struggles and

National Liberation in the Middle East."

Hadi, a founding member of the Union of

Palestinian Women's Association, said that

the recent Persian GulfWar has brought to

the surface many problems which have long

existed in the Middle East.

"In reality, much didn't change between

before the war and after." Hadi said. "What

the conflict did was to bring to the surface

issues that have always existed— perhaps

more to the people ofthe United States than

anywhere else.

"Americans became more knowledgeable

about what was occurring."

Hadi noted the attention given during

the war to the lack of rights for women in

Saudi Arabia, and that many Westerners

were shocked by the fact that Saudi women

couldn't drive. Even though Saudi women

were barred by law from driving since 1985,

Hadi said the war only brought that to

people's attention years later.

Hadi pointed to the decline of the Soviet

Union as allowing the United States to exert

great power in the Middle East.

"What allowed Bush to come up with his

slogan of a New World Order was the ab-

sence of any deterrent to U.S. power," Hadi

said. There is one superpower in the world

— the U.S.A., pursuing policies of exploita-

tion and domination."

Sharoni, an activist in the effort to end

the Israeli occupation ofthe West Bank, the

Gaza Strip and the Golan Heights, said that

language was a key to fighting for change in

the Middle East.

"It's important for us not to take our

language from the language used by the

U.S. administration," Sharoni said. "People

in other countries who have been deprived

of human rights buy the substitute and

accept the U.S. definition of peace."

Sharoni said peace activists and academ-

ics in this country need to work to develop

their own separate set of definitions re-

garding the Israeli-Palestinian issue.

"We need work that comes from radical

circles," Sharoni said. "We are fortunate

that there some alternative sources of infor-

mation in this country."
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SAO
continued from PAGE 1

"We went in to make ""ur position clear." Monaghan said.

"Ric Townes is our number uMv; candidate."

Newnan said "the candidates we want are Ric or Chutk,"

but that Townes was preferable because he would hold the

SAO position full-time, while DiMare would continue to

hold his position as I^gal Services director while directing

SAO
"Chuck Uimare wants Ric to be the director, because he

knows they can work together," Monaghan said. "Ric has

very good relations with students, and he's very sensitive to

the Black community and to the Third World community."

Monaghan said he felt Townes would restore the advo-

cacy role of the Office of Third World Affairs that has

become "disempowered" in his words during Carew's tenure

as SAO director.

Newnan, Monaghan and SGA President David Gagne

said they told Vanin that DiMare and Townes were the only

candidates they felt could work well with student govern-

ment.
"Anyone from the Vice Chancellor's office or from within

SAO is unacceptable," Newnan said. "It's not that we're

labeling any of the other three candidates as unaccepUble,

it's where they come from."

Vanin said that while she was aware of student's con-

cerns, she needed to balance them with the consideration of

the entire Student Activities Office.

"I've heard the (SGA leadership's! concerns, and I'm

balancing them with the needs for the whole program,"

Vanin said. "Whatever decision I make, there are some

people who will be happy and some who won't.

"It's difficult to keep everyone happy when there are

people with different opinions," she said.

Vanin said she is aware that the appointment will bear

heavily on the relations between the administration and

student government.

"It will be seen (as a test of relations] by some," Vanin

said. "I have talked with each of the candidates about my
sincere commitment to esUblishing a working relationship

with students. ^

"We all have a shared concern lin the appointmentl.

Vanin said.

Police warn about theft
Compiled by PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

The Crime Prevention Unit of the University ofMas-

sachusetts Police Department warns students to take

extra care in safeguarding their property when in cam-

pus athletic facilities.

Police said at the beginning ofthe semester lockers in

these buildings are often broken into.

Police suggest not to leave items of value in the

lockers and baskets provided by the University. In the

past, numerous items have been taken from these lock-

ers both locked and unlocked, police said.

In other police business:

ARRESTS:
• Robert A. Riordan Jr., 20, of Longmeadow, was

arrested Wednesday in Moore Residence Hall and charged

with being a minor in possession of alcohol.

• Raymond O. Clarke, 21, of Northampton, was ar-

rested early Thursday morning near the Bluewall on an

outstanding warrant.

LARCENY:
• A student reported Tuesday the theft of his wallet

and contents which included numerous bank and credit

cards and drivers Hcense. Police said he left the wallet

next to his bike.
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COMPLETE OPTOMETRY EXAMS

AT THE UNIVERSITY HEALTH
SERVICES

We offer...

quality, comprehensive vision care at
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courteous, friendly. professior«l staff

reduced rates on eye glasses at

participating opticians with a complete

optometric examination at the University

Health Services for Student Plan
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is EYE CARE PROGRAM
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appointments, call 549-2671
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$19»»SPECIAL
We will drain your

oil and install a new
Honda oil fitter with

a refill of up to 5 qts.

of new oil plus a

complete safety

check.
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Computer

Rentals

Starting at

$46 Per Month

Connecting Services Nationwide

Sports and Recreational Packages

Peter Pan Buses Depart from

Haigus Mall - U-MASS

Peter Pan Bus Terminal

79 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst Center

For schedules and fares call:

U-MASS Hotel ...545-2006
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mLID\TA:
SALES/RENTALS
Mountain Farms Mali

Hadley, MA 01035
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Editorial/Opinion
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Americans are being held hostage and
In the wake of the failed coup attempt in the Soviet ity behind it, yet the predominant feeling among these

. .. . 1 . 1 . /• » -r»i-_ ^^ :<, tU.if tki'o id rvoi-fa^tlv natiirni Hnw ran VOU D0881-
Union and other recent events, people tend to forget of the

other important business overseas: American hostages.

Yes, UMass students, there really are Americans held

against their will in the Middle East. And you thought your

situation was bad . Take a few minutes out ofyour important

lives, and think a little about someone else today.

"What can we do," you ask. Well, you can first try U) learn

about the situation, and then try to put pressure on those

who are terrorists. The hostage situation will not go away

by itself, and the more informed we become, the more power

we wield.

First lesson. We cannot afford to bargain with terrorists.

The reason behind this is that ifwe give in once, it will send

a signal to terrorists that we will always give in.

Second lesson: The terrorists, and those who advocate

terrorism, kidnapping and the like are driven by their

cause, even to the point of violence. Obviously, we think

differently in terms of human lives than the terrorists do.

Remember Beirut?

Anyone who would kill themselves in the proceBS of

destroying other human lives is crazy. There is no rational-

groups is that this is perfectly natural. How can you possi-

bly sit down and talk t« such people? You cannot. Saddam

Hussein is a good example.

Michael Morrissey

Third lesson: Our hosUges' "value" has never been

lower. Even the terrorists realize that there are more

pressing events than listening to some fanatics' ridiculous

demands.

Americans must have confidence that the quiet diplo-

macy by Secretary of SUte James Baker and President

Bush will eventually pay off. This leads us to a fourth lesson.

We must get Israel's behind over to the peace table.

Israel has done absolutely nothing in the way ofresembling

the ally they have been in the past months, as they refuse

to even talk to other nations about peace. Is it any wonder

why the other countries of that region hate ua?

Like a spoiled child, they keep demanding everything

it's time we acted
from everybody without yielding at all Israel could help us

release our hostages if they felt like it, yet their own agenda

is too important. Only with Israel at the peace table will

terrorists talk to us.

Fifth lesson: Overt military action will not work. If

negotiations fail, our only alternative is to Uke covert

military action.

As a citizen, I could think of no better option. Our fine

soldiers would get hands-on experience, so to speak, and

because ofour determination to free our fellow citizens, we

would not be denied, even by suicide missions.

The United SUtes should waste no time in forcibly

moving in and freeing our hostages, and all hosUges. Every

day that goes by is another day in Hell for those citizens.

Finally, never forget. Never forget these American citi-

zens who are held against their will in unspeakable condi-

tions. Terry Anderson, Thomas Sutherland. Joseph Cicippio,

Alan Steen and Jesse Txirner. Do not forget them.

As a great president once said. "One American held

hostage is a whole nation held hostage."

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian staffmember

One Httle girl isn't happy
The Soviet Union is pushing toward

democracy, and people are happy. The

Red Sox are four games back, and people

are happy. Clarence Thomas is holding

up against the Senate inquisition and

some people are happy about that. too.

Shemika Jenkins is not happy at all.

because she is dead.

Sunday. Shemika left her Uncle

Warren's house in the Bronx to return

home after spending a night with her

cousins. Fourteen hours later, Shemika's

father Darryl called on his brother for the

whereabouts of his little girl.

A 4-foot-tall, 65-pound girl was found

stuffed in a laundry bag and wedged in a

seawall below the Triborough Bridge

Tuesday afternoon. Her name was
Shemika Jenkins.

Thomas A, George

While traveling from her Uncle's home

to her own. which is only a floor below in

the same apartment building, Shemika

met her death.

The mother ofa classmate ofShemika

told a New York Times reporter. This is

a bad neighborhood, my daughter doesn't

godown to play because the neighborhood

is crack infested."

Her daughter said the children in the

neighborhood "don't like to go anywhere.

If they run from their mother, somebody

is going to take them."

Simply put, by a little voice in the

middle of the Bronx, there are people,

especially children, who have become

hosUges in theirown homes. The violence

of this kind is no stranger to any Metro-

politan News section ofthe Times, and it

is not difficult to ignore.

Ask George Bush, he could tell you

that all the Shemikas have not been the

topic of conversation on the approach

shot to the eighth green in

Kennebunkport.
The lack of progress in the reversal of

fortune for inner-city crime has been

pushed aside by so many issues in the

last three years, eapeciallyoverseas Even

the talk of a renewed economy loommg

on the horizon has put the crack/crime

wave to the back burner once again.

Consider the Staten Island Ferry ter-

minal fire, in which the roofwent ablaze

because of what New York City's chief

fire marshal said in the Timea was most

likely homeless, careless crackheadswho
forgot to sUmp out a cigarette butt.

The upper floor of the terminal is

known as the cockloft, and is a local

hangout for drinking, talking and firing

up a little rock candy. Dozens of crack

vials were found in the cockloft by fire

officials.

Many times terminal officials had tried

to remove loiterers, and officials claim

that they had no idea that the homeless

had gained entrance to the cockloft.

If you read this in a certain way, it

would almost sound like the homeless

were deliberately causing problems for

commuters who ride the Staten Island

Ferry. This, of course, is absurd, for the

issue of the homeless is everyone's

problem.
What kind ofbad craziness was going

on when the fire was mistakenly sUrted?

Well, it was nothing as remarkable as the

breakdown of the Soviet Union, not as

notable as the selection ofanew Supreme

Court Justice, nor was it as observed as

Monday Night Football.

But someone better notice, and notice

quick, because like everything else, big

change happens fast, and someone needs

to be on top of the situation.

"Right, George?"

Thomas A. George is a Collegian staff

member

This all really happened
It all really happened to me. Honest, it

did.

I got electrocuted this morning. No, I

wasn't blow-drying my hair while shaving

my legs in the bathtub. All I wanted to do

was brush my teeth. But I made the mistake

of turning on the light switch and stepping

on the bathroom rug. And I wasn't dripping

wet or carrying a fork.

That's all 1 had to do to get a shock that

sent me leaping off my feet, screaming into

the hallway. I quickly turned, expecting to

see the room engulfed in flames, but all I

saw was a smoking ceiling light fixture.

My heart pounded and my body shook as

1 ran to the mirror, expecting to see Buck-

wheator Bart Simpson My roommatescame

running, and one said, "It sounded like the

garbage disposal." Another asked me if I

wanted to go to Health Services. Reason for

care: electrocution. No, I just couldn't see it.

There wasn't any smoke coming out of my
ears, and my hair wasn't any curlier.

Amy Prendergast

I arrived at my 11:15 class at 11:30,

Cheerio breath and all. Despite the tingling

sensation in my right leg, and an occasional

heart palpiUtion, I felt Uke I was going to

make it. I considered saying, "Sorry I'm late,

professor, but 1 discovered this morning

that I conduct electricity." but 1 decided

against it.

Luckily, 1 made it through the two-hour

class with no migor heart attacks or sei-

zures. But I did discover that I read 160

pages of a book that I didn't have to. So, in

other words, while my roommates watched

Peg tell Al Bundy she was pregnant, I sat in

my room and tortured myself with Mark

Twain. O.K., so maybe it wasn't exactly

torture.

So, now I'm in a bad mood and hungry,

which is the worst combination - especially

on a Monday. I reached into my bag for one

ofthose firm and yellow bananas from Stop

n' Shop. But to my surprise, it had trans-

formed into a brownish, squishy looking

thing.

So. now Vm walking around campus,

sUrving, mad at myself for being so stupid,

trying to shake the tingling sensation in my
leg. carrying a squishy banana.

I decided then to go to and sit by the

campus pond. As I turned my head to the

left. I spotted a pile of doggie-doo covered

with bees that I was lucky enough to have

sat next to. 1jumped up before I got stungby

a killer bee and decided to go to Whitmore to

pass in my Add/Drop form. But lo and be-

hold, it was covered with banana juice. But

that's O.K. because 1 only waited in Une

seven hours to get it signed.

I moved on to meet my roommate at our

Greek Myth class. She greeted me with,

"Amy. what's that brown stuff on your

shorU?" I panicked. Oh no, horror of hor-

rors, the (htggiedoo. But no! Thank God, it

was only the Diet Coke I had been drinking

and managed to sit in.

But, hey, why should I care anyway? I

only had light pink shorts on, had traveled

all over campus and had seen about 30

people I knew, mostly male. No problem!

So I sat my dirty behind down in the fully

air-conditioned comfort of Mahar. (Yeah,

right.) I opened up the Collegian to find my
horoscope. Taurus: an older person feels

romantic aboutyou . Great! The way my 1uck

is running, III get scooped on by some guy

who resembles my grandfather.

Well, anyway, to end my beautiful day I

decided to visit my favorite building on

campus, the Textbook Annex. I was in the

mood to spend a miUion dollars on books

that I really didn't want. On my walk home,

I longed for the days of high school, where

they gave you your books for fi:'ee and you

always got your classes.

But who's complaining?

Amy Prendergast is a Collegian staff

member

AIDS conference locale says a lot about U.S. society
**• -^"^

-.. ,,_.._?:__ J.u;„ f».«„.^ «,»,n nrp Pxnosed amount of HIV infections.
*u f^„Ko*o fV.oftihTnt.Prnational of those wishing to attend this conference who are exposed

So,itseems,after monthso debate^^^^^^^
are those in the^med.cal field. With them they bring impor-

AIDSConference^tobeheldinAmster^^^^^^
discoveries, breakthroughs and information that is

is important not because of where this event will De neia,
^^^ _^ ^.^ieving the goals of the Bush administration's $5

''^

o'Snally. the conference was to take place at Harvard billion AIDS policy: to find a solution to the AIDS cnsis.

I Iniversitv in Cambridge. However, due to technicalities To shut these people out would mean that it would be an

stemming from a controversial policy "restricting" those American AIDS conference, with only the American AIDS

who have AIDS or are infected with the HIV virus to hold

the conference in Cambridge, it would be virtually useless

because over two-thirds of those qualified to. or wishing to

'experts" in attendance. Not only would this defeat the

purpose of such a valuable "international" conference but

ifwe look at all of the U.S. federally-funded AIDS trials, to

only a unrealistic, but a pointhlank, bald-faced lie.

Saad Hopkins

northampton
main tt. • 7 days

horniisp over two-thirds 01 tnose quaiiiieu i-u, wi "•°'""6 "^ n we iook ai-miui mc .j..-'. •'^v.^..^...,

attend would not be able to enter the United States. 'The ^^y that significant progress is being made would be not

BushadministrationhasflatoutdeniedanyonewithAIDS/ -. ».^».i. K„t « nn,nthl«nk bald-faced he.

HIV from coming into the United States.
, ,. , „

Why is this? What is this supposed to achieve.' It has

already been scientifically proven that one cannot contract

the virus through casual contact. But ifone re«ds between

the lines, what this is implying is that those with AIDS are

stillathreattoourpeople.Thatthosewhowishtoimmigrate

or visit relatives from other countries who happen to be

infected with HIV are animals whose number one intent is

to make sure they expose and infect as many people as

^
Thit all may sound a bit dramatic, but that is exactly

what this signifies. This is also a slap on foreigners, sayjng

That they're uncivilized and can't control themselves. Half

amount of HIV infections.

When this was proposed to Congress two years ago. the

response was alarming. It was their view that if condoms

were to be dispensed in our schools, it would promote sex. If

needles were distributed, we'd be promoting HIV drug use.

Bull' First off. there isn't one kid out there ofpuberty age

who isn't thinking about, if not already has engaged in,

sexual activity. Should we provide him/her with the safe sex

skills, gee, his chances of living to see college graduation

might increase. ..,..
My point is, the Duteh are far ahead of us in this game.

And while heterosexual exposure skyrockets in this coun-

try, in Holland it has decreased dramatically. And thats

only one example ofone European country.

Something needs to be done about AIDS, and it has to

start at home. Globally, doctors, patients and those HIV-

There is so much more promising data coming from negative such as myself who actually give a damn are

countries such as France, Sweden and the Netherlands that

blows away anything brewing here, and to deny one the

right to this informationby imposing a ban as insipid as this

is nothing short of criminal.

But to hold this conference in Amsterdam may be a

blessing in disguise. The social gaps between the Duteh and

the Americans are huge. In the Netherlands there is free

condom and clean needle distribution designed to curb the

working on a way to end this plague.

Ifthe world is shouting things we must hear, and wejust

stick the corks in our ears, when your mother, your brother

or (God forbid) you become infected with a disease as

devastating as AIDS, youll wish we'd listened earlier. But

by then itil be too late.

Saad Hopkins is a Collegian columnist
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World/Nation
Solzhenitsyn: USSR chaining too fast for comment
B> DAVID GRAM
Associated Press

MONTPELIER, Vt — Alexander
Solzhenitsyn, perhaps the centurv-'s leading

commentator on Soviet affairs, is holding

his fire for now, for fear his comments "will

be outdated m less than a week."

The comment came in a letter respond-

ing to a request for an interNiew from The
Associated Press.

Solthenitsyn said he does "not consider it

possible to appear as a commentator on
events for which I myself persistently ap-

pealed, and which 1 predicted as far back as

the late "BOs. .

."

He added. "Moreover, they will be dy-

namic in detail for a long time yet. and any
commentaries will be outdated in less than
a week "

For answers to questions put to him in

writing, the reclusive writer, who lives in

the southern Vermont town of Cavendish.

referred to an article he had published in

two So\net periodicals last September.

"In that article you may see presented a

series of question which are topical for the

USSR even today." he said in his letter.

The article. "Rebuilding Russia,* urged a
populist revival ofdemocrac>- and spiritual-

ity in Russia, without Western cultural

"garbage" or capitalist exploitation.

Publication of the piece came 1 1 months
before just such a populist revival ofdemoc-
racy led by Boris Yeltsin toppled a coup by
conservative hardliiiers.

When • Rebuilding Kussia

year in the reformist

appeared last

in me reiornusi newspaper

Kumsomolskaya Pravda and the weekly lit-

erary journal Literaturnaya Gazeta, mem-

bers of the Supreme Soviet were seen read-

ing the articles in their seats.

The following is the text of a letter from the exiled Riissian writer

Alexander Solzhenitsyn, written in response to a request for an interview by

Hie Associated Press:

Thank you for your kind proposal. At
thepresent time, however, Ido not consider
it possible to appear as a commentator on
the events for which I myselfpersistently

appealed, and which I predicted as far
hack as the late '60s, already a quarter

century ago. Moreover, they will be dy-

namic in detail fora long timeyet, andany
commentaries will be outdated in less than

a week.

This autumn there will finally appear

in the United States the English transla-

tion of my article, 'Rebuilding Russia,

'

which was printed a year ago in Septem-

ber in the USSR, with a circulation of27

million copies. Ifyou consider it necessary

to comment on it, there is nothing to pre

ventyoufrom doing so now. In that article,

you may see presented a series ofquestions

which are topical for the USSReven today.

Solzhenitsyn, now 72, was expelled from
his homeland in 1974, a year after his "Let-

ter to the Leaders" called for many of the

reforms that recently have come to pass.

Those included free functioning for the Rus-

sian Orthodox church, an end to the Com-
munist Party's monopoly on power and in-

dependence for several of the SoNiet repub-

lics.

The twin themes of calling for an end to

Communist tyranny and warning against

an infusion of Western culture have been

features of Solzhenitsyn's work for most of

the last 25 years.

In his famous Harvard commencement
address in 1978. Solzhenitsyn said too much
comfort had been bad for the West's spirit,

that the society had become too legalistic

and materialistic at the expense of higher

values, and that it had lost its courage.

In the era of glasnost ushered in by So-

viet President Mikhail Gorbachev,
Solzshenitsyn's longer works have been
published both in book and in serial form in

the Soviet Union.

The writer is most noted for works such

as The Gulag Archipelago and One Day in

the Life ofIvan Denisovich , which contained

devastating descriptions of life in Soviet

prison camps and broad indictments on
communism's legacy.

In his article "Rebuilding Russia."

Solzhenitsyn again, as he has often in the

past, intimated that much more was lost

than gained in the Revolution of 1917.

We have to admit that the whole 20th

century has been cruelly lost by our country,"

he wrote. "The achievements that we were

shouting about are all imaginary. From a

flourishing state, we have been thrown back

to a half-savage state. We are bankrupt."

Still unresolved is whether and when
Solzenitsyn and his wife Natalia will return

to their homeland. To an offer of restored

citizenship issued last year. Solzhenitsyn

responded through his wife that he would

not return until a charge of high treason

issued against him in 1974 is revoked.

Weld names receiver for city of Chelsea
By ROBERT W TROTT
Associated Press

BOSTON— Gov William Weld yesterday selected former

state Transportation Secretary James Carlin to be the

receiver who will preside over the financially busted city of

Chelsea.

Weld named Carlin later in the day. after he signed the

bill placing Chelsea in receivership.

Carlin agreed to do the job for $1 a year and was
scheduled to spend the day meeting with administration

officials about thf bill and its goals, said a source who spoke

on the condition of anonymity.
"Jim Carlin is a tough, hard-charging administrator and

that's precisely what the governor believes the governor

needs right now," the administration source said.

Carlin took over the state Executive Office of Trans-

portation and Construction under the administration of

then Gov Edward King after the previous 9ecretar>' went to

jail.

"V." ''I with the final version of the bill." said

Weill li»jbertCordy "The language is virtually

word-for-word, as we see it. with the bill we filed, so to that

.ve think the receivers going to have all the powers

,ry lo deal with the problems, some expected and

some unexpected, in the receivership."

Chelsea Mavor John J Brennan was not available for

comment this morning. Hischiefnemesis, Alderman James
Mitchell , blasted the Legislature's vote and said the aldermen

were filing suit against the state in Superior Court.

This isn't fiscal receivership, it's political receivership."

said Mitchell, "What are they covering up in this town?"

The Senate, after staving off an amendment that would

have given the city government p<iwer to raise properly

taxes, sent the bill to the House on a voice vote.

Final approval came after a small controversy over an

amendment submitted by Sen. Paul White, D-Boston. that

would have weakened the receiver's powers in dealing with

the city employees* unions.

House Minority Leader Peter Forman, R-Plymouth. said

the House action restored the legislation to its original

wording. Forman said the receiver could "break union

contracts" under the restored language.

Rep Thomas Finneran, chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee, said legislators and lawyers dis-

agreed on whether a state-appointed receiver could break

city contracts with unions.

Most lawmakers, even though they voted for the bill,

warned that it wouldn't solve all Chelsea's finanacial

problems. Cordy said the administration had no immediate

plans for acash infusion to Chelsea, but lawniaker>i say that

will be inevitable.

"We've given the receiver a lot of authority, but we
haven't given him a magic wand." said .Hen. Thomas Bir-

mingham, D-Chelsea. who "grudgingly supported" the bill.

The receiver would have the authority to change zoning

regulations, reopen union negotiations and impose or raise

fees. But as proposed, the receiver could not raise taxes over

the limit set by Propositon 2 1/2 unless the city's voters

approve.

The office of mayor would be eliminated as long as the

receiver, who would be appointed by the governor, held

power. Most other elected city officials would be shunted to

advisory roles.

With only 1 .9 square miles, Chelsea's lack ofdevelopable

land has made it virtually impossible for city leaders to

increase the tax base.

The Senate rejected an amendment that would have

given the mayor authority to raise property taxes by 20

percent, or $.3 million. If that step hadn't been taken within

30 days, no receiver would have been appointed.

"A receiver will need more money. . to keep the city

afloat ." said the amendment's sp<insor. Sen. Edward Burke.

D-Framingham. Burke's amendment was defeated 26-11

with the Senate President William M. Bulger, D-Boston.

voting in favor.

Senate Minority I^eader David Locke said the amend-

ment would have been "the dismantling of Proposition 2 !

2," which caps property taxes unless voters choose to raise

them through a referendum _^^___
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Arts & Living
Jazz-rock fusion guitar
master Coryell at Horse
By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian SUff

Larry Coryell is one ofthe acknowledged

pioneers of the "jazz-rock" fusion scene of

the 1970s. His early work helped to set the

stage for a flood of guitarists who gained a

lot ofcommercial success in the 70b and 80s.

Players such as Al Dimeola, John Scofield,

Joe Beck, Philip Catherine and Steve Kahn
all owe debts to Coryell.

Recently, however. Coryell has shifted

drastically from his style ofthe seventies, to

play in a more acoustic "straight ahead"

style. He has been playing guitar since his

teen-age years, piano since age four. He
notes Wes Montgomery and Barney Kessel

as his initial influences, and he has seen

stints with such musical luminaries as

Charles Mingus. BillyCobham,Chick Corea,

John McLaughlin and Mitch Mitchell (ofthe

Jimi Hendrix Experience).

Coryell's recent trend towards acoustic

play began when he played on Ricky Ford's

"Future's Gold' album for Muse records in

1983. It was the first time he had done

anything "straight ahead" since he had

played with Elvin Jones and Jimmy Garri-

son some 15 years earlier (on Lady Coryell

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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TV£ IRON HORSE IN ASSOCIATION WITH

THE UMASS RNE ARTS CElSPTtR PRESENTTS

Larry Coryell

ATTENTION:
LOCAL ARTISTS!

The Arts 8c Living Section will

soon be starting a local music

column* rY(XJ(tefimtek'Mn(inontt)is.J

Get your tapes/CDs/bios/photos and

any news about your band to Paul at the

Collegian. Walk it down here yourself or

mail it to us. rw he*>$ •*•«) »« t\M iwn » wme joort.j

The Collegian is located at 113 Campus

Center fin the basement J and our phone

number is 545-3500. fEMyfofi(td.eM»toc»iu

Local music.
'

(t sounds better in the Collegian. J

\.
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(HMD HOUSE

SUN. SEPT. 29
UMASS FINE ARTS CENTER 8:30PM

TICKETS 18.50. I6.00& 1 4.00.T1CKETSAVAILABLE

AT THE NORTHAMPTON BOX OFFICE &

TICKETPHONE:586-8686
OUTSIDE 413 AREA CODE I -800-THE-TICK.

TICKETS ALSO AVAILABLE AT FAC. BOX OFRCE
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SlartsSepl 13

Weekdays at ^. 6 50 ft 9 • Friday al 445. 6:50 A 9 •

Sal and Sun. al 2:JO, 4:45. 6:50 8t 9 p.m.

Fridays

At Midnight

...THEY SAVtD THE BEST FOR LAST.

Starts Sept. 1

3

Weekdays at 3, 7:05 and 9: 10

•Friday at 4: 20. 6: 1 0. 8 &
9:55 • Sat. and Sun. at 2:30.

4:20. 6: 10, 8 fir 9:55 p.m.
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The ATM ( THURSDAY HOT SPOT!
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DIVER ^^
THE VAN HALEN SHOWi
Ths show "t)nngs crowds I

to thm feet everywhere "
I
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1
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SEPTI

LARRY CORYELL
9/15 10/6"

SEPT^ 9/16

FRI, BACK IN BLACK
9/20 (AQDC Tribute)

SUN ROCK"A"MANIA!
0/22 Showcaa* tor

5 LMKting Ar»a Bands

FRI,

9/27 MAX CREEK
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A IAjsc Outlet

ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 586-4463

mouth music
free show

ETlenjames
SOCIETY
SECOND SKIN

10/7&8

lACIC SLIM

FRANK MORGAN

BOB MOULD
10/9

9/19

9/20
PAPA WEMBA

CERI ALLEN TRIO

tmv

OIARMAINE
NEVILLE BAND

9/23
r:.fl-| ALAN

HOLDSWORTH
BAND

fid

10/13fii14

10/15

10/22

HOLLY NEAR

MICHAEL HEDGES

TORMA KAUKONEN
10/29&30

9/26
, .^TR^NDA BONGO MAN
feil

BUDDY GUY PLUS
JOHN CAMPBELL
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SAVE ^10-^0
COMPONENTS

SONY CD PLAYER WITH REMOTE

149.99P€R MONTH* ON
' SEARSCHARGE

(KM) #C0P49l) ThraugHScpi U

PIONEER 40 WATT RECEIVER

PER IKIONTH* ON
SEARSCHARGE 149.99;

(Mk #» W») Timugii Scpi 2«

TECHNICS DUAL CASSETTE DECK

^lOsCARSCHAR^ W91 10 #•##1^9K>91

(Ml «RS TR212) TliKMghS«pl M

BOSE BOOKSHELF speaker! SONY 5 DISC CD CAROUSEL. REMOT

MOS R MONTH' ON
SEARSCHARGE 229.99;97724 ifcib #•# #S24999

(MH #C0»> C3I5) Thiouflh S«pt U

SONY MICRO CASSEHE
TAPE RECORDER

29.9922692
(M(f 'M 330)

MAGNAVOX DUAL
CASSEHE BOOM BOX

2K>61

(Mfr •AW7595) 129.99

SONY AM/FM CLOCK
RADIO/CASSETTE
DUAL
ALARM

2363
(Mft #ICF CMC)

49.99

SONY WALKMAN. AUTO
REVERSE, MEMORY PRESETS
BUILTIN 7000
CLOCK / 7.77

2247
(Mit oWM ^208M

•Soles io« deiivety or insiollotion not included in minimum monthly poyment stiown Youi octuol

monthly poyment con voty depending on your occouni bolonce A S700 minimum putchose o!

quolitied merchandise is requited to open o SeotsChorge PIUS account

HOLYOKE MALL RT. 91 WHITNEY ROAD
(413)538-9270

Eoch Of these odvertised items is readily ovoiloble for sale as advertised.

Metallica matures, but still rocks with intensity
By lARRY LOCKWOOD
Collegian Correspondent

Metallica'8 new album took almost a year to finish

again and many people were looking forward to its release.

Their self-titled album took many fans by surprise.

More than once I've heard the cry: "What are they

thinking?"

Metallica does not sound like the Metallica 1 was ex-

pecting, but it still is Metallica.

As I listened to the first song, "Enter Sandman," I noticed

a major change. They didn't switch tempo 12 times and
singer James Hetfield was actually singing. (He has re-

portedly taken voice lessons).

They are also slowing down, showing a deeper grind

reminiscent of Soundgarden and Danzig. It may be that

they're getting old or it could be their new producer Bob

Rock (Motley Crue and The Cult). Rock gets Jason

Newstead's bass to sound better than on the last album.

They do sound like they're holding back, though. Hetfield's

voice, Lars Ulrich's drums and Kirk Hammett's solos all

seem ready to break loose at any time. If this wasn't

Metallica, I wouldn't have been so willing to listen again

and again.

Metallica di>es grow on you. Hetfield doesn't bark, but he

can still growl "Through the Never" is what Metallica was.

They prove they can still cook on "Struggle Within," but also

can be very soulful on "The Unforgiven." It starts with a

Mexican/Spanish feel and never really loses it.

On "Holier Than Thou," they've got speed, crunch and

the harmony of Newstead on backup vocals. This is where

I realized that lead guitarist Kirk Hammett doesn't simply

attack on his solos, he flows with the music more.

Then there is the beautifuU?) ballad that sounds like a

Moody Blues or ELP tune. Surprising? Yes, because it's

great and it's coming from Metallica.

Yes, they are back. And though it may not be what you

wanted to hear, listen to it. Once you do, you'll realize that

they're still great. . . different, but great.

Professors Chesnut and May to play at Holyoke
A program of music for trumpet and

organ will be presented by University of

Massachusetts professors Walter Chesnut

and Ernest May on Sunday, September 15

at 4 p.m. in Abbey Memorial Chapel at

Mount Holyoke College in South Hadley.

The concert, to include works from the

Baroque, Romantic and Contemporary pe-

riods, will feature trumpet voluntaries by

Purcell, Clark and Johnson. Chesnut and

May perform a simiUr program annually on

Coryell
CoRTlRDE^lfeMpASr5
tor Vanguard Records).

Coryell is currently spread over several

musical endeavors, with two albums already

released this year. Coryell is currently on a

duet tour with guitarist Vic Juris. He has a

newly formed quartet with emphasis on the

electric guitar (an album is currently

available on the Muse label) as well as a

pseudo-reincarnation of his 1970s jazz-rock

group entitled the New Eleventh House, co-

UkI with Alphone Mouzon.

His upcoming gig at the Iron Horse looks

to be a flamboyant mix of his various play-

ing styles including jazz, rock, flamenco,

classical and more, with an emphasis on the

acoustic.

Larry Coryell will be in concert at the Iron

Horse in Northampton on Saturday, Sep-

tember 14. The show starts at 7 p.m. and
tickets are $10 in advance. $11.50 at the

door.

the noon-time recital series at Columbia
University's St. Paul's Chapel in New York

City. This year's New York date is September

19.

The first halfofthe concert will feature a

marvelous and unique organ by renowned
builder Charles Brenton Fisk. Opus 84.

The Mount Holyoke organ represents

the culmination of my experience in build-

ing organs," said Fiske in 1983.

He was influenced by the study ofantique

instruments in Europe and by important

early American organs. Although the Fisk

organ in Abbey Chapel conforms to historical

methods of building and design, its purpose

is not to recreate the past but to provide an
instrument for present tastes and use. It is

a splendid complement to the trumpet and

other instruments.

May will use the EM. Skinner organ in

the second half of the concert. In 1921 the

Skinner Organ company enlarged upon the

original electro-pneumatic organ in the

Chapel since 1898. When the chapel was

rebuilt in 1938, Ernest M. Skinner and Son

upgraded the instrument. The Skinner or-

gan that is currently in Abbey Chapel is a

representative of English and American

organ building.

Walter Chesnut is the recipient of the

Chancellor's Medal (University of Massa-

chusetts), Lowell Mason AwardCMassachu-
setts Music Educators Association) and

numerous other honors. He has extensive

experience as a soloist throughout the United

SUtes (including the Boston Pops Orches-

tra) and Europe, and is a frequent conduc-

tor, clinician and adjudicator in the midwest

and east.

Ernest May, chairman ofthe Department

of Music and Dance at the University, is

professor of musicology and organ and di-

rector ofmusic for the South Congregational

Church in Springfield (MA). May is an

editor of the New Bach Edition, author of

articles on Bach's organ music and a con

THE WELCOME BACK TO SCHOOL

AND KEEP THE BOD
YOU WORKED ON
ALL SUMMER

srR£rcff/r/

SPECIAL
Bring this DISCOUNT COUPON INTO ANY OF THE

6 BODY SHOP HTNESS CENTERS

BETWEEN SEPTEMBER 16-20 after 4:00pm

to

[lotmm Gym, Kennedy and John Adams Towers

for Nautilus®, Hydrafimess®, treadmills, stair-climbers,

rowers, & NordicTrac®

&
Webster (Hilltop Club), Gorman (Crossan Club)

and Lewis Residence Hall

for Free Weights

&
AEROBICS CLASSES EVERYWHERE

and pay $45 for a FALL semester membership !!

r

L

Body Shop Fitness Center

DISCOUNT

$5.00 OFF
Fall Semester Membership

Offer expires 9/20/91

n
I

I

J

tributor to the New Harvard Dictionary of

Music. A recipient ofnumerous grants, May
studied in Paris with Nadia Boulanger and

Andre Marchal.

Tickets to the concert are $5; $2.50 for

students /seniors/ children, and are avail

able at the door on the afternoon of the

concert. — Collegian sUff reports

Plioto Court»«T VUam ArU Oepf

Professors Walter Chesnut and Ernest May to perform at Mount

Holyoke College on Sunday.

FRIDAYS SMORGMENU
Koaet 3eef

Chicken Tariyaki + Uoodlee

&wed'\eh MeatbaWe

Veal Cutlets

Eggplant Farm

Koaet Chicken

S>rocco\\ + Faeta

Macaroni + Meatballe

Koaet Fotatoee

Toeeed 5alad

Saturday after the Game

free buffet
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Field hockey hosts Temple at Totman
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Welcome to the big time!

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team has

two tough games this weekend that should determine
where they stand nationally when the Nl^'AA field hinkey

poll comes out.

They open their Atlantic-10 schedule today (3:30 p.m .

Totman Field' against Temple University. Sunday they

travel to the Umversity of New Hampshire to take on the

Wildcats.

Both games should be tough for the Minutewomen, but

Coach Pam Hixon said she vows to take them "one game at

a time."

Traditionally, Temple is a very strong team and this year

!*hould be no different. Their record is 2-0- 1 , with their wins

vToming against Syracuse University, 1-0. and the Univer-

sity of North Carolina. 3-1.

Temple is sure to be quite a challenge, as they eliminated

UMass in the A- 10 tournament last year, as well as beating

them in the regular season.

"There's some pretty intense competition between the

two teams," Hixon said. "I think that they are really strong

and really fast. I think the grass [field! will be a little bit of

an equalizer."

Temple forward Jane Catanzaro, the team's leading goal

Women harriers open
versus BC and Lowell

scorer from a year ago has graduated. The UMass t «^;«ni will

breathe a sigh of relief about that.

Kathleen Tierney and Imu Warneka are back for the

Owls. Tierney, a junior, netted two goals against North

Carolina and Warneka, a senior, has a goal and two assists

this year.

After UMass plays Teniple. ihi y travel to Durham, NH
to square off against UNH. New Hampshire is 1-0-1, they

defeated the I'niversity of Michigan, 6-1. and tied the

University of Virginia 2-2.

Forward ReU'cca Provost netted three goals against

Michigan She spearheads the Wildcat offense Goaltender

Cina GiofTn' his made 33 savi ; ami has a 1 30 ^oals ai^aiiist

average.

If I' Mass has any aspirat ions ut a national championship,

they must maintain their undefeated record through the

weekend. The team has had many bright spots this year, as

some of the young players are coming on strong.

Tracy Barclay and Holly Hockenbrinrk are two players

who have played solid field hockey.

Goalie Philippa SNCott has done all that could be expected

as she has two shutouts this year.

Most likely, ifthe Minutewomen can control the tempo of

these two games, they will walkaway with a couple of wins.

"We have to fight from start to finish. Hixon said. "We're

not trying to look ahead, and we're not trying to look

behind."

CoUa«Un pboto by Jody (;aMa

Kathy Phelan and the field hockey team host

Temple today on Totman Field at 3:30 p.m.

By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Correspondent

Looking to improve on last year's 6-2

record and third place Atlantic 1 finish, the

UMass women's cross country team travels

to Franklin Park today to take on Boston

College and UMass-Lowell in what prom-

ises to be a battle between four of the top

long distance runners in New England.

Picked as the preseason favorite to win

the Atlantic 10 Conference by a national

magazine, the Minutewomen could be, ac-

cording to head coach Julie LaFreniere,

"Our best team since 1979."

The team returns five letter winners from

last year's squad, including captain Mich-

elle St. Laurent, and top runners Becky

Johnson. Kelly Liljeblad, and Maureen
Meldrim, as well as seniors Cate Dean and
I.,ee Ann Ambrose.

Also adding to the Minutewomen's
strength are transfers Kim Liljeblad and
Tricia Mathiesen and freshmen Tracy
Delutis, Cheryl Lyons, and Julie Moreau.

The freshmen have been very impres-

ivomen^s soccer

give in practice and will contribute."

LaFreniere said. "As far as Kim and Tricia

are concerned, both were top runners last

year at Coastal Carolina and Moorpark
Community Colleges and it will be interest-

ing to see them in action for the first time
"

The Minutewomen will be without Kelly

Liljeblad, last year's MVP, because of fallen

arches and thus wi 11 have to head to Frankli n

Park minus one of their top runners.

"If we had Kelly healthy, B.C. would be

hard pressed to beat us, however, without

her I still think we can run a very tight race."

I.«freniere said. "It's going to be BC's two

top runners, ' Diane Connolly and Heather

Grimshaw ) against Becky and Mo. but after

that it's anybody's race."

The Lady Eagles are ranked 20th in

Division I and are *very strong, with good

depth, but not unbeatable," said LaFreniere.

L'Mass' other opponent, UMass-Lowell,

apparently poses no real threat to either

team, but according to LaFreniere, "They

are building a program that a few years ago

was virtually non-existant, but has come a

long way in the past couple of years."

SPORTS NOTICE
Intramurals: Entries are

still being accepted for Flag

Football, Soccer and Softball.

Managers' and officials' meet-

ings are happening this week.

Stop by the Intramural office

at 215 Boyden Building for fur-

ther details.

Men's and Women's track
and field: Meeting on Mon-
day September 16, at outdoor

track. Anyonewho is interested

should come to the trackcome

at 3:30 p.m.

Stockbridge Basketball:

Important meeting. All bas-

ketball candidates report to

room 223 Boyden, September
16 at 4 p.m. Ifyou cannot make
this meeting, see Jack Leaman,
room 228 Boyden before the

16th.

men^s soccer
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

the Owls' lone goal in their 2-1 A- 10 tourney

loss to Penn State last yecu*.

As for the Temple defense, the Owls have
big holes to fill losing backs Tom Wall. Brett

Perkins and Dave Jones to graduation.

Junior JeffMolishus will be looked upon to

carry the defense this season. He was one of

five players to start all 19 games last year

and was chosen for the Philadelphia Soccer

Seven All-Star team.

In goal for the Owls will be either Pat

Kivlin or Carlos dosSanti^sKivlin saw most

ofthe action last season, accumulating a 1 2-

6 record in 1,61.3 minutes playing time His

goals against average was an impressive

1.22.

Santos only played in four games, coming

out with a 1-0 record and a 0.50 GAA.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

a team as anyone in the country, they can play 18 different

kids and not lose anything on the field."

Ryan said, "We have a very balanced attack, there are

just no holes out on the field for us. we are simply strong all

around. We are a lot like UMass, we aren't a team of stars

but everyone can do the job out on the playing field."

Strong would be a good way to describe the Badger

defense, which includes Michelle Coole, Suisie Holt and

Melissa Stoberman, who are all .5-foot- 10 inches tall.

Their defense is huge and surprisingly pretty mobile,"

Rudy said. 'They are tough to beat."

Ryan will have All-American goalie Heather Taggart in

net.

"Taggart is a key to our team," Ryan said. "When things

break down she comes up with the big save, and this year

she has been as good as ever."

"She is fantastic, an All-American, there is not much I

can say except we will have to find a way to beat her," Rudy

said.

On offense Ryan looks for an all-around attack which is

led by Kerri Maijala and Erica Handelman.

"Kerri is the catalyst for our team, she is a complete and

very dangerous player," Ryan said.

Rudy said, "Maijala is the skill player on their team, but

the rest of the forwards are also very good."

"This is going to be a great game, between two great

teams," Ryan said. "UMass is an excellent team with a lot

ofbalance. Helmuth and Scurry are just dynamite and their

forwards work well together. Massachusetts is as tough as

nails."

UMass' Paula Wilkens is questionable this weekend due

to an ankle injury she suffered against Vermont. Wisconsin

is healthy.

"Wilkens is a tough girl and a good player," Ryan said. "If

there is any way that she can play I know she'll get in there."

Rudy said, "We are going to find out who we are this

weekend. It will be very competitive but we can play with

anyone in the country. No one is going to beat us without a

battle."

notebook
CCNrrjuE D FROM PAGE 16

three straight dating back to last season. . .You try it: QB
Paul Tomatore's 170 yards in 5:40 is difficult to do even

without defenders. . .some people can't run 170 yards in

under six minutes. . .Is the media wrong, for once?; Pre-

season YanCon favorite New Hampshire lost to Marshall

University in a non-conference game. 24-23, after they

mi.ssed a two-point conversion attempt late in the game.

. This is football, right?: UMass' defensive tackle Rich

Kane, fourth in the YanCon with 14 tackles last week,

was fourth in the Junior National Olympics in (Jreco

Roman wrestling in 1987. . Now, which QB is that?:

Fasanois number 15, Tornatore (11), Williams (32) and
.McGovern < 13). . .A student population of over 15,000?:

Last week's attendance was 9,527. . It may be less this

week: WWLP, ch. 22 will carry Saturday's game live. .

.thegamecanbeheardonWMUA91.1 FM. . .Where'sthe

much-talked about defense?: The Minutemen have been

outscored 98-25 in their last three games. . .Ican'tseethe

reasoning behind kicking without a shoe.

r^ft*

quarterbacks
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

utemen prefer to run rather than pass. Tornatore is the

least mobile of the four, he is strictly a drop back passer,

not an option QB.
The most athletic player on the team is Williams, but

after listening to Reid sjjeak at a luncheon Wednesday
afternoon, don't expect him to start. Reid is worried

about bringing Williams along too quickly. He feels that

a bad outing may set him back rather than advance his

progress.

Fasano rushed for 41 yards and threw for 77 against

Delaware. He completed .seven of 15 passes and threw

two interceptions. When he was in the game, UMass
gained 166 of its 352 total yards.

As for McGovern, his brother Bill, a former UMass
coach is now coaching at Holy Cross. If he starts, it could

be too much ofan advantage for the Crusaders. However,

Reid has not ruled out the possibility of him starting.

Gk)ing into the season, the quarterback position was
the team's biggest concern. A void was created when
Gary Wilkos broke a vertebra in his neck last season in

the sixth game of the season against Delaware.

The season is almost two weeks old and the Minute-

men are almost exactly where they were after Wilkoa got

injured. . .without a starting quarterback.

Collp|[liin photo hy ,lo<)y GHbIn

The stands .should be packed this weekend
when Holy Cross comes to town.
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU
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The Farmers Mafia sends Henry a message
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Quote of the Day
"It's easy to get mad; it's hard as hell to solve

the problems."

—Clarence Thomas

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
t Feflile Crescent
tribesman

5 Obscure
to Redact
t4 Tropicat tiocnec)

ISShMpish
16 Lentngiad s

river

17 Osagreetnent
19 — cry

20 Type ol lea

2t Right o(

passage
23 Bergen alter

ego
24 Passover dinner

25 - au>itia<y

can. may etc

29 Parsonage
property

32 Choice

36 Pan poml
37 Pay attention

38 La Vaise

composer
39 Sign o( heakng
40 Lout

4t Deductions
43SedMneni
45 Certain berth

46 Proportion

49 Fi«s with

nvelt twmg
53 Sideboard ol

sorts

56 ProhitMUon s

late

57 Suspend
58 Meeting

60 Grimm opener
61 Mait - Oarti"

62 Symbol ct

5 Peer ol

12 Down
6 AN About -
7 Eat wieH

8 R/arro s loes

9 Reagan s

Anofney
General

lOCkMSonne
11 Regard
ISLendl
13 Pastry tray Mem
18 TM the —

Time
22Brink
26 Actor Bruce
27 Al Muskm

hmbo
28 Flat

30 Slant

31 Subwde
32 Bosc or Seckel

33 Atlas or

almanac
34 PUniatf^tar

35 Ban ol thread

37 Maaon s carrier

39 Road
equipment

41 This man. to

Calo
42 More modem
44 Novel device

47 Become sub|«ct

to

48 F^Jre air

SO Jeanmaire ol

51 Ceremo«>ial

stalls

52 Rjrtgs

53 Do a cook a

K*
54 San iwearer

55 Former theater

org

56 Aunla and
uncles Abbr

balM lame 59 Wooden pm
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64 En|oys a novel
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2 Cauae ol 1865
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4 Contorted
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LUNCH
Chicken Burrilo

SeafcHxl Salad Pocket

BASICS LUNCH
Chicken Burrito

Falafel Pocket

Menu
DINNER

Spaghetti with Sausage

Cajun Style Scrod

BASICS DINNER
Hi-Protein Spaghetti

Cheese Nut Loaf

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIE.S<March 21 - April 19): Friends

play a bigger part in your affairs now.

Recognize ihal this cimiM make certain

fclalives lieeljealous. A new diet or lifestyle

wi II change your self-image for the belter

H-Avt fun!

TAURUSlApril 20 - May 20): Put

your best fiwi forward. You receive a

wonderful bonus or pruiTKilion for a job

well-done. Traveling to Euirope for busi-

ness or pleasure is b«Mh excilmg and prof-

itable

GEMINK May 20 - June 20) Turn a

hobby into a paying proposition. Your

personal relationships demand greater

care. Curb a tendency lo act on impulse or

be indiscreiM. Mate is more conventional

than you think

CANCKR(June 21 - July 22.: Be

nosihie Some readjustments are neces-

.ary * hen a spimse rejoins the work force.

An inheritance will help you send a teen-

ager to college. Your popularity soars to

new heights

I.F,0(July 2.^ - Aug /2): Your

partner's success could bring about a

change of lifestyle that conflicts with your

beliefs. A compromise may be necessary.

A second honcymrnin will help cement

marital lies l.el male set the pace.

VIRGOtAug. 23 - Sept. 22l: Trust

your intuition in business; the experts arc

not always right. Challenge yourself in-

stead of being so competitive with other

people Team efforts are favored.

LIBRALSepl 23-Oct 22):iryouare

down in the dumps, treat yourself! Plan an

exciting weekend with people who share

your inierests. A plaionic telatioitship is

gradually changing. Re on the lookout for

new job opportunities.

SCORPIOtCXt 23 - Nov 2 1 ): Refuse

to be distracted fnim pursuing your cher-

ished goals. Get right lo the point in an

argument. Having a hean-to-hean ulk

with a teenager could turn things around.

Do more listening

SAGITTARIll.Sl Nov 22 - Dec. 21 ):

Start looking to your defenses, especially

if you have been riding someone loo hard.

Translate an idealistic plan into reality.

Hard work will accomplish miracles!

CAPRICnRN(f)ec 22 Jan 19):

Meddling in v>mconc"s affairs cini Id bring

you a sharp rebuff Keep any radical no-

tions under your hai linlcnaining at hmne

helps you stretch your dollars. Keep the

guest list short and select.

AOl'ARIllSiJan. 20 f-cb. 18): !l

Mill lake great patience and ingenuity lo

cope with a key assixialc's ilark mood or

troubles. Keep your temper in check. You

can do it if you really try'

PISCE.S(Feb 19 - March 20): Go

straight to the source. Make your wishes

known to those who can give you what

you want. Beating around the bush only

causes delays. Lay your cards on the table.

Today's Staff
Night Editor A.R.Santiago

Copy Editors Jason George, Preston P. Foreman

PhotoTechnician Carrie Wyeth

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production Jason Torla,

Oliver Raskin, Mike Carvalho
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BRING YOUR WORLD

TO LIFE

AT

THE PERFORMING ARTS

DIVISION

MUSIC, THEATER, DANCE &
MULTI-CULTURAL ARTS

-vSN.N'-.N^N'v'sN N V^-N>^V V Xw

Private and Group Instruction

for Adults and Children

Classes Start: September 16

Walk-In Registration: August 26-September 13

Contact PAD. in Old Chapel • 545-0519

STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR

&
AUTOBODY

f3 S. Prospect St. Amherst Center

>x•^:^

Imports 8c other unibodv

vehicles are our specialty

Accepted by all insurance

companies for collision

repair or glass replacement

REMEMBER

It s your car and your choice of repair facilities

XS6-81S7

y^ .'

GA
Student

Government Association

Senate & Commuter Area Government

Nominations

Open Sept 11, 1991

All Nomination papers due • Sept. 20, 1991By 5pm,

420 StudentUnion

Fall Elections Oct 1st

One

Way
From

Round

Trip

From

THEONLYNON-STOPSERVICE
AMHERST TO BOSTON
Leaves Amherst

5:40 AM
7:00 AM

\ 7:30 AM
8:00 AM
9:00 AM
11:00 AM

* 12:00 PM
12:01 PM

• 12:45 PM
1:00 PM

* 1 :45 PM
2:00 PM

* 2:45 PM
3:00 PM

* 3:45 PM
4:00 PM

* 4:45 PM
5:00 PM

* 6:10 PM
6:10 PM
8:20 PM
10:20 PM
1:20 AM

Express

Express

Non-Stop Express

Hon Stop Express

Non-Stop Express

Non-Stop Express

Non-Stop Express

Express

Arrives Boston
8:30 AM
9:50 AM
9:50 AM
11:00 AM
12:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
3:15 PM
2:40 PM
3:50 PM
3:40 PM
5:00 PM
4:40 PM
6:30 PM
5:40 PM
6:50 PM
6:40 PM
8:00 PM
8:45 PM
9:20 PM
11:35 PM
1:35 AM
4:35 AM

There's only one problemwith
religions thathaw all the answers.

They don't allow questions.
If »ou»on>rlim«ha»r<ju.Mi..iiNal«i.iii {,.kI ..ml ihr mcaniritf ..I l,tr. (om*- jnrfjoin ihe warch

for antMcrt in ihr lrll<>M<.hi|* ..I il.r t |.n...|.jl ( hutih Tlw Episcopal Church

Oepalure limes are from Annhefst UMass campus (Haigus Mall) Bus departs Amherst Certter Terminal 5 Minutes later

Friday Only A Monday Trirough Friday Only

1

Peter Pan Buses Depart from

Haigus IWall • UHdASS

Peter Pan Bus Terminal

79 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst Center

For schedules and fares call:

UWIASS Hotel 545-2006

Peter Pan Term 256-0431

What do John Irving, Horace Boyer,

and the Paul Winter Consort

have in common?
The Ark!

Join us this and every Sunday Night

for Dinner and Fellowship,

6:00pm

w THE ARK
758 NORTH PLEASANT STREET
549-5929

When

opportunity

knocks,

open

the door!

University of

Massachusetts
at Amherst

Fall

1991

THIS FRIDAY 2-6 PM

THE TOC
SEAFOOD BAR

PEEL 'N' EAT
SHRIMP

$ 4.25/HALF DOZ

You'll find over 200 opportunities knocking on

your door this fall. Both credit courses and

noncredit workshops can open doors for you •

helping you advance in your career plans,

upgrading your skills, or improvmg your

personal life.

I^te register for Continuing Education evening

classes and UMass day classes through

Septt-mber 17.

For more information, contact the Dirision of

Continuinji Education. (,oodell liuHdinfi. or call

545-2414.

Dl \ ISIOS OF COST I \ I FDl C \ TIO\

FRESH
STEAMERS

$ 4.50/'BUCKET'

Catch your favorite

sporting events

on our big screen t.v.

ONLY AT THE TOC LOUNGE
11th FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICF inCAMPUSCEmR » WURSDAYS:M)-3:M) FRIDAY H:M)-2:M)'DEADUSE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PI'BUCAWN » lomm/DAY FORmJDFm » CASH IN ADVAf^CE

ACnVITKS

Arr you » ctvMian ix < hrnlun

svmjvith./ti< C h«k om IVCF. Ihr twd boy*

iX) jm|iu>clwiMunNy. CCtb2. 7:VifKn

lONir.HT

svr«-
I >I mcvlinfl -

Uxby i:iOltmb2FAC

fvcfyMMig ytw want lo know jIkwi

iiHxictn PatlJn nMiKiom. UMjtt Pdg<in

Stutlrnis Or)(ani/altnn is h^vin$; «n

ini(irm.i(M)nal menmg Sunday 1 5 in Ihr

( ampus ( enlet 7:00pm

Mamdmitm Shotohan Kjrjle't

(Irmonsiialion on 7«)pm Friday, Sep! 1 J m
IiHman 101 Coedt welcome.

ANNOUNCEMCNTS

AUTO KM SALE

mi^OlOrfoiONAOOrooealMwrAC
AM, I M Jpteo. loaded, and immaculat*-

$4<WS (X) (all S49 «l«3

FOtSAlf HflPWANTtO niSONALS RCSUMESarVICE

Ajriidiel lo SanMKO. B/U ( nniaci Sam

S4bl6fl0 Muti travel Sep* <0

Rcnwll ANuncf 1»«J New clotrh. OWler

and brake* -Run* greal $1 500 OK) 549-

bSa2 Mun

•••BIANO NIW MO*"
(MatUpsN it.ime. bu<-ipring)

t70^ o» B.O
Call 549-159}

ATTENTION: tie el lent income <of home

a*»emb<y work Info. S04-b4b-1 700 i>|lL

P1J07

INSTllXmON

CMEN SmE TAI CMI

lev* iMi Mat tty«r Tai Cti< m 1

1

instotn cla»» beg.m S«pI7 * 18 253-4057

or 545 592 J

COMTACT SONY CO ptayer with battery

pack attachment WJS.OO Mu»t mHI 58b

77b8 alter bpm

OfAOTKKCTS

CralcM Otai H* lor Boston Cjarden jhow*

availaMe. Floor seats available for UJO. b/

21 and b/2b. Best seals. Call 25J-5b50

DtAFnNC TA»IE. Top 60x?7 1/2. Mrtal

base 22x58 1/2x10 1/2 with buifc m
bookcase and elettrical oullel. $ 100 or BCX

Moving and mosi sell. 58b-77b8 after b

Dryer For Sale

Great Condition

Only SbO.OO

Call For Details

Marc 549-5082

Bf4 and Ireakfart. Downtown Amhersl

S49.07H

BiBinen Club
First Ck-neral Meeting

Tuesday September 17

Alb: 10 room 120 in

School ol Management •

All mafors and classes wflcome!

PVOC Oil CO-Of . Purchase home heating

oil at reduced cost. COO or automatic

delivery. Register at OCHO 428 Student

Union.

FOtRENT

— Fridge «eiilab25V9742 Free delivery

EFSON IQ-SIO 24 pin d« matrix printer

Cx)od condition 58b-9172 (eremy

Beginning lapanoe tmgiiy class Includes

cultitfe and business practices 9/23-1 1/25

Mondays 7.9pm, $100 Language Pacifica.

S49-SOb5

Earn Credit Scukl Diving

leam to dive, Ca9-Basic scuba

Key Largo trip. ClO-Spon scuba

New tngland advarKed, C1 1 -advanced.

All courses listed under General Physical

Education. For further informalioo come by

Curry Hicks pool Mon-Thor 7pm- 10pm or

can 545 23)8

TeM of Engliih as a loreign language

(TOEFL) Preparation course, 9/24-1 1/21.

Tue«. & Thors. 7-9pm. JUS language

Pacifica, 549-50b5

CAROIVN
Did I ever tell you lh« your father musi've

beenalhiei...

Happy 1« anniversay!!!

Love Always,

Pele

PS- 123

•CHAD*
Happy 2 Year Anniversary!

Two years ago I told you to be careful

because I couW get used to this. Well it

happened! you stole my heart aivl you haw
given me Ihe best 2 years of my life. Vrxj

are. and always will be the biggest pan ci

me. I loveyoo-

Wendy

MIIL VAllEY ESTATES 1 bedroom in 2

bedroom apartment. Great lor 1 or 2

people Heat included, on busline. S400/

month nogot Call Mike 253 7377

RCX>M $300 month FREF cable,

woodstove, laundry Amherst 25b-8921

WOCH is sponsoring an alternative music

il.ini e Saturday from 9 lo 1 pm in Ihe f leld

lounge. Cost is I Iwck. Lovemusic.

WCKH WCK-OFF PARTY for this Saturday

h.is l«-n postponed. Watch this space.

TownlMMW- 2 bedroom, 1 1/2 hath

apartment on bus route. North Amherst 1
-

5b7-H52

TOWNHOUSE APTS 50 Meadow St t ondo

«l » brs, I 1/2balhs. raipeled. A/C, Ig.

kitchen -1 month free rent- immediate

occupancy walk to UMass Call 549-

71 40or 53b-572 J Miles or Doug

Fun «ied fciton for sale Creal shape and

exln-mely comfortable Call Ion at 253-91 39

Fulom!

Guaranteed lowest prices!

Prices start al only $75

Delivered tight to your door!

Call Melawampe
To CKder or lor free brochure.

413-585-1233

•INTERNSHIPS"*

Macdanic 40/2 w/soflware $1 100 or B.O.

bb5-3738

SPRING 1992 INTERNSHIPS with the Legal

Services Center: gel hands-on experience in

the legal field-work directly with attorneys

and clients, tarn up to 1 5 undergraduate

ircdits. No experience in Ihe legal

profession necessary-training provided.

Contact Legal Services today: 545-1995,

922 Campus Center

One year ago Saturday. I met the woman
who would become my best friend, lover.

and fiance' You showed me how to love

another and give of myself. This I can never

repay- bul I will eternally try. Remember.

I'm forever yours- Faithfully. All my love

forever,

Man

COIEROME
#22 We love you

-lAHNO

JONAH C- Surprize! 9mo ago...

Xhristening" the kitchen 'Do your bird"

Hair! Wild world. Claiming Loyahies,

Beautiful bracelets, suplemenial in< ome a

rosewood suprize, wedding in Queens,

magic morning moments, support when I

needed it most... Your are my "Love's

Recovery" I Love Ycxi Iruely, madly,

deeply... Foreverly. -Your Rat Ciri

RKK -It's been a bng lime coming...

sS5^
On Spet 1 5 1 990, my best friend became

something much more. The last year has

been wonderful. Here's to many more! I

love you forever.

Michelle

Sludentt practicing the iranscedenlal

medilalion lechniqiie please coolatl Alicia

5Hb 7395

To iwliom ever found my wallet in Newman
Center - Thank You So Much!! Cathy

Cuttint Edge Rctamn. Complete resume

service. Writing, lawr printing, letters,

advice. 549-0}fa7

ROOIMMAH WANTED

Female roommale, Brandywine apL 549-

7b75

Male grad tcets roommate to share two

bdrm apt MKrowave; on bus line. $285/

mo incl. bb5-0935 Leave message

savKB

Are you tired of being hetvyi 30 day

money back guarantee. Call 735-2965, Ask

fcx Robyn

Pregnant'

Need a pregnancy lesl, information or

support? Call for free aivi confidential

services. ALTERNATIVES 245 Main Street

Northampton 58b- 3000 or Creenfieid 774-

6019.

SIGMA ALPHA MU RUSH

SeptemberlS, lb, 23,24
~

Sunday 1 5-Baitiecue 4fl0

Monday 16-Mooday Night Football 900
Monday ''3-Casino night 8:30

Tuesday 24- Special event 8:30

395 N. Pleasant St

TAG SALE

Tag Sale. Household-general items. Sat. 9-

4, Raindale Son. 197 Henry St., Amherst
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UMass
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

The Patriot League Champs battle the

Yankee Conference Champs Saturday ( 1 :30

p m , McGuirk Alumni Stadium » when Holy

Cross comes to Amherst for u bout with the

University of Massachusetts.

The Minutemen enter the contest 0-1

aiier last week's dismal performance at home
against Delaware, a game which they lost

24-7. Holy Cross has yet to play a game this

season.

Worse than their record and last weeks
performance is the fact that L'Mass is un-

decided as to who the starting quarterback

will be.

"Thecompetitionamongthe quarterbacks

UMass-Hol\

has just begun,* said UMass Coach Jim
Reid. "1 can tell you it will either be [Paul!

Tomatore. IToml Pasano, ITonyl Williams

or I Davel McGovern."

Holy Cross has won ixine straight games

dating back to last season, the fourth-longest

winning streak in the nation. Coach Mark
Duffner is 49-5-1 in his five years as head

coach at Holy Croaa.

In Duffner's five seasons, the team has

never lost an opening game. In fact, they

haven't been beaten on opening day since

1979 and in addition they are 8-1-3 against

UMass in season openers.

Last season, the Minutemen and Cru-

saders opened the season at Fitton Field in

Worcester and tied 10-10 In that game.

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Jerome Bledsoe broke his ankle and Marco

Gabnelli kicked a 47-yard field goal.

Last year's game was dominated by the

defenses. But w ith UMass linebacker Mario

Perry out indefinitely with either an ankle

sprain or a slight fracture, safety Matt

Rajotte out for the season with a back injury

and Holy Cross' All-American candidate,

quarterback Tom Ciaccio back, this could

prove to be a one-sided offensive showcase

on Holy Cross' part.

They are so talented and they have great

skill." Reid said.

Ciaccio threw for 2.611 yards and 24

touchdowns last season. He was The

Sporting News' preseason Division 1-AA

Offensive Player of the Year.

Fullback Jerome Fuller who rushed for

5.1 yards per carry and 450 yards is the

main rushing threat of a pass oriented of-

fense.

I^ast season, UMass had an assistant

coach named Bill McGovern working against

Holy Cross as the season opened. This year,

McGovern is on the Crusader sideline to

start the year.

-One ofthe things I'm scared about is Bill

McGovern," Reid said "He knows everything

about us, he knows how to defend us and he

knows what we're gonna run at them."

The Crusaders coaching staff was in at-

tendance last week, scouting UMass.

"They were all here, talking into tape

recorders, taking notes," Reid said. That's

a big advantage for them."

C oUrctmn phuto by .)ckI.> (,itMn

Jim Mancaruso and the Minutemen will be in

action Saturday at 1 :30 p.m., atMcGuirkAlumni
Stadium.

Who said short people have no reason to live?: UMass' 5-

foot-5 (questionable) kick returner, Eric Thimas, averaged

21.5 yards in 4 returns Saturday, breaking a 27-yarder .1

thought he played in the backfield: SUrting fullback Mike

George blasted his second collegiate punt Saturday for 42

yards, his first was a 23-yarder in the third quarter. .(CHA-

cho»: Holy Cross' quarterback Tom Ciaccio is the Patriot

I>eague's pre-season choice for Player-of-the-Year. . .

Praise the Lord: After watching tailback John Johnson,

a bom-again Christian, improve his running this week in

practice, Reid described him as a "^m again football

player" . Take on a few defensive linemen and call me next

game: Offensive guard Kai Dietiker, who played last week

with pneumonia, should be almost 100 percent this week,

according to Reid. . . Praise the l^rd 2: The Priest on the

UMass sidelines is Gary Wilkos" uncle. Father Phil

Franceaca. . My favorite quarterback of the four potential

starters is converted defensive back Tony Williams. .
.The

Garden State connection: UMass' top four quarterbacks are

from New Jersey. . Holy Cross was ranked 13th in the

nation in the NCAA I-AA preseason polls. .

That's Bush league!: Reid wasn't pleased when he saw

Holy Cross scouts with Upe recorders in the UMass press

box last Saturday. . Yes. that's him: UMass linebacker

Mario Perry has been seen around campus with a cast and

crutches this week after spraining his ankle against Dela-

ware Reid said the cast should have come offyesterday and

he should be ready for next week's Maine contest. No, he

didn't loae it: Kicker/punter Jim Maguire purposely kicks

bare-footed. . Impressive!: Holy Cross' head coach Mark

Duffner is 49-5-1 in six years in Worcester.

Streaking/slumping?: The Minutemen have now lost

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Who is the
quarterback?
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

IfCoach Jim Reid knows who's sUrting at quarter-

back for the Minutemen (0-1) in tomorrow's game

against Holy Cross, he's doing a goodjob covering it up

because he's not telling a soul.

When the Univeraity of Massachusetts football

team opened the season last weekend against Dela-

ware with Tom Fasano at the helm. Reid thought he

had solved the quarterback ctintroversy. which was

and still is shadowing his team.

But, Fasano was unable to march the team into the

end zone and was subsequently replaced by Paul

Tomatore at the start of the fourth quarter.

Tomatore completed 9-14 passes for 1 70 yards and

one touchdown Hecame within one Warren Mclntire

64-yard interception and one Lamar Newsome fumble

from leading the team to an improbable 17-0 come-

from-behind victory in the fourth quarter.

After the game, when Reid was asked who his

starting QB for the Holy Cross game would be, he

answered. "I don't know." And the same answer was

given yesterday.

•^e haven't decided yet." he said. "We have an

idea, but we may not make the decision until Friday

"When you score only seven points. . . you have to take

a look at who's doing what," Reid said.

Tomatore would seem to be the most likely choice

because of his performance last week. But, the Min-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Soccer teams face tough weekend tests on the road
• Women at Wisconsin Invitational • Men try to make it 4 in a row at UNH
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's soccer team faces a big test this

weekend as they travel to Madison, Wis-

consin for the Wisconsin Invitational, as one

of four nationally ranked teams.

The Minutewomen ( 1-0) are ranked No,

13 in the nation and will face No. 20 Cali-

fornia (0-1) on Saturday and then No. 7

Wisconsin (1-0) on Sunday. Southern

Methodist ( 1-1 ) ranked No. 14, is also in the

field.

"This is a very big weekend for us to find

out how good we are," said Massachusetts

Coach Jim Rudy, "^e have to play two

excellent teams and we have to play well to

win."

This is going to be a great weekend for

women's soccer," said Wisconsin coach Greg

Ryan. This is, by far, the best tournament

we have ever hosted. You can't ask for much

more than four ranked teams."

For Massachusetts, the great soccer be-

gins with the (Jolden Bears. California will

be led byjunior midfielder Devon Fitzpatrick,

who led the team in scoring last season with

eight goals, and sophomore forward Erika

Hinton.
"Devon is a key player but we have a

balanced scoring attack, we don't rely on

one performer," California coach Andy
Bonchonsky said. "Our team has a lot of

depth and a lot of talent but we are young

and we make mistakes and that cost us

against Colorado College [a 1-0 season

opener loss)."

UMasa defeated California 3-0 last sea-

son.

"I UMass) simply dominated us in that

game, they deserved to win by three,"

Bonchonsky said. "This year 1 expect them

to be just as strong, they may have lost

(April 1 Kater but they still have tons of

talent. Holly Helmuth may be the best

defenseman in the country this year."

"California is a very dangerous team,

they have so much depth thatyou cant wear

them out," Rudy said. "Last year we capi-

talized on a few of their mistakes but the

game was tight. We will have to play the

same opportunistic way to win again."

Massachusetts will start Briana Scurry,

fresh off her shutout against Vermont, in

net this weekend. Bonchonsky has yet to

decide between junior Jen Netherwood or

freshman Kyla Schmedding. Netherwood

played against Colorado College.

One California player that won't play is

mid-fielder Tiffani Hobbs. Hobbs blew out

her knee in the season opener and is out for

the year.

"Tiffani is a key player, she has the best

shot on our team with either leg and she has

the best vision," Bonchonsky said. "It is

tough to adjust to losing such a big player

this early but we are deep so we'll manage.

"Massachusetts is just so tough, we can't

make any mistakes or it will be over, and

quickly," she said.

It doesn't get any easier for the

Minutewomen on Sunday as they face the

host Wisconsin Badgers. Wisconsin defeated

Creighton 3-0 in their season opener and

may be the class of a very classy field this

weekend.
The Wisconsin team is just loaded with

great players," Rudy said. They are as deep

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

By CHRIS MIRACLE
Collegian Staff

Elmer Fudd has not had as much luck

catching that wascally wabbit as the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts men's soccer team

has had with their opposition.

Building up a road warrior type reputa-

tion, the Minutemen have had their gun-

sights on target as they rifled down their

latest challenger, beating the University of

New Hampshire 2-1 on Wednesday in New
Hampshire.

The Minutemen have already equalled

their total number of victories last year and

have a 3-0 record ( 1-0 in the A- 10).

Wasting little time, fullback Todd Kylish

put the Minutemen on the board first at

1:28, scoring on a penalty kick.

The Minutemen were one man short when
the goal was scored. Captain, fullback Dan
Lawrence suffered a broken nose in the first

minute of play and it was not known until

after the goal was scored ifhe would return.

Freshman midfielder Steve Scott came in to

substitute for the remainder of the game.

In the second half, Kylish came through

again, netting the Minutemen's second goal

from the back post. Midfielder Brett Anthony

had the assist, setting the play up with a

cornerkick.

Freshman Jeff McHale scored the Wild-

cats lone goal, knocking the ball in at 75:24

on a deflection off a UMass defender.

The UMass defense held the Wildcats top

scorer, Ryan Leib scoreless. "We stuck with

the zone until we went up 2-0," UMass
Coach Sara Koch said. "After thatwe marked
Leib for the rest of the game."

As for the offense, Koch said there are a

few more things to iron out in practice.

"UNH played a more direct, up-and-back

style offense where we tried to build it up at

midfield," he said.

The offense didn't play as well as it did

againstSiena. UNH played a high-pressured

defense, the best team we've played so far in

that aspect," Koch said.

The Minutemen, successful in the Wild-

cat hunt, now needs some more high-pres-

sured play as they trek to Philadelphia

tomorrow to try and outsmart those wascally

Owls from Temple Univeristy.

With the loss ofsix starters to graduation,

the Owls still return this season with a lot of

talent and experience. Led by Coach John

Boles in his 18th .season. Temple is coming

off a 13-6 campaign last year, earning them

a bid to the A- 10 tourney for the fourth

consecutive year. The Owls are currently 2-

0.

The offense is led by forwards Itzhak

Assor and Chris Cotton both of whom ac-

counted for 40 percent of the Owls scoring.

Assor led the Owls last sea.son in points

with 22 goals, four assists. Two of his goals

were game-winners, one against LaSalle

University and the other against Philadel-

phia Textile. Cotton, tying for second in

team scoring (seven goals, four assists),

earned himselfRookie of the Year honors in

the A- 10. He was also an honorable mention

in the A-10.
SophomoresAndrew Craig, Jason Hunter

and GetuloTomala make up the midfield for

the Owls. Craig finished fourth in team

scoring with 11 points despite missing six

games with a torn ligament in his knee. He

received Rookie ofthe Week honors, scoring

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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Townes yet to reply
to SAO directors lob
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian SUff

The contentious position of interim direc-

tor of the Student Activities Office was of-

fered Friday to one ofthe five candidates for

the position, although an official decision
has yet to be announced.

Associate Dean of Academic Affairs
Ricardo Townes, the top choice of the Stu-
dent Government Association leadership,

was offered the position on Friday, accord-

ing to sources involved in the hiring process.

The position ofSAO director opened late

last month when it was announced that
current director Irene Carew would be tak-

ing an 1 1-month professional improvement
leave effective Sept. 16.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Jo-
Anne T. Vanin said she had hoped to be able
to make an official announcement on Fri-

day, but that the announcement would have
to wait until the beginning of this week.
Vanin said she hoped to have the position

filled as soon as possible.

Among the other four candidates are
Program Coordinator Jose Tolson of SAO
and Director ofOff-Campus HousingJoanne
Levenson. Sarah Boy, special assistant to

the vice chancellor of student affairs and
Charles Dimare. director of the Legal Ser-
vices Office, are also candidates.

Student Trustee Kevin Newnan said he
told Vanin last week that while "the candi-
dates we want are Ric or Chuck," Townes
was preferable because he would serve full-

time as SAO head. Dimare would continue
his position as Legal Services Director while
serving aa part-time SAO director.

Members of the SGA leadership have
made it clear that the directorship of SAO

would be the major determinant ofrelations
between the administration and student
government.

The administration reluctantly recog-
nized the election of Newnan and SGA
President David Gagne early last May when
it realized Massachusetts state law man-
dates the election ofthe Student Trustee be
held by April 15.

Last week. Chancellor Richard O'Brien
issued a letter to Gagne attempting to clarify

student government's relationship to the
administration through the drafting of a
"Relationship Statement' to be submitted
to the Chancellor's Office by March 1, 1992
and requesting the SGA to draft a constitu-

tion by the end of the academic year.

The letter also asked the SGA to "liold

appropriate confirmation proceedings for

President, Treasurer and Speaker of the
Senate,' in what was widely seen as an
effort to improve relations between the ad-
ministration and the SGA.

Newnan said the appointment ofanSAO
director who can work with student govern-
ment will be a test of the administration's

expressed desire to fostering better rela-

tions with the SGA.

"(The appointment] is what will make or
break us," Newnan said. "It will show
whether the administration is sincere in its

desire to work with us.'

Newnan said he has made it clear to

Vanin that anyone from within SAO or the
Vice Chancellor's office is "unacceptable.'
Newnan added that none of the individual

candidates were being "labeled as unaccept-
able,' but that the SGA leadership wouldn't
be able to work with anyone from SAO or the
Vice Chancellor's office.

CoBaglaB photo bjr Carrio Wyotk

A MOMENT OF GLORY — The Minutemen help John Johnson
celebrate a touchdown. Unfortunately, the grid iron aquad came up

22-20.

Accident victim improving
By PRESTON P. PORMAN
Collegian Staff

The condition ofa 1 9-year-old University
of Maaaachuactta student involved in an
accident with a car last week has improved,
a hospital official said.

Michael Heam, of Falmouth, who suf-

fered severe head iixjuries when his head
splintered the windshield ofa car driven by
Ernesto Maysonet, 19, has improved from
critical condition in the intensive care unit

to fair condition at Baystate Medical Center

in Springfield.

Police beUeve Heam, a freshroan envi-

ronmental adenoe nuyor. wandered into the
path of Maysonet's car on North Pleasant
St. where he was struck at about 1 1 p.m.

Heam was struck by the left side of the
car, splintering the windshield, police said.

The impact threw Hearn into the other
North Pleasant St. lane where he was al-

most struck by another car.

The accident is still under investigation,

police said.

Efforts to increase state spendingcould £Edl
By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press
BOSTON (AP)— The Legislature's top Democratic bud-

get writers say social activists' efforts to increase state
spending will fail, even though tax collections are a bit

better than expected.

Theexam pie I'd use for (fiscal year 1992) is we didn't fall

over the edge ofthe cliff, but we're on the edge ofthe cliff. We
are balanced, but it is a very tentative balance," House
Ways and Means Committee Chairman Thomas Finneran,
D-Boston, said in an interview.

His Senate counterpart. Democrat Patricia McGovern of
Lawrence, also said that the economy and the state's rev-

enue picture aren't good enough to allow higher spending.

The $13 billion budget for fiscal 1992, which began last

July 1, trimmed spending more than $600 million below the
previous year. It also included significant cuts in many
social service programs, as well as in aid to cities and towns.

"It's hard to hold the line. There are so many people in

need, so many cities and towns in need," McGovern said.
"

On the other hand, ifyou don't hold the line, you cause those
people more pain in the future.

Tou take the medidne, you cure the patient. Ifyou don't

PAGES
UMass students travel to Cape Verde and
discover new government, old heritage.

PAGES
Elizabeth Stringer contemplates on ducks and

other UMass wildlife.

PAGE 6

Staffmember Seth Kaye whcops it up with

some exciting shots ofNew England's Great

State Fair— The Big E.

WEATHER -^ Sunny days are here again—
Today will be a red-eye special after the dreary

weekend— highi^in the BOs.

take the medicine, you feel better at the time, but then you
get sicker," she said.

Finneran said higher taxes still are not an option for the
Legislature, and not just because of Republican Gov. Wil-
liam F. Weld's opposition to them.

"It's something that most economists would agree. You
don't enact significant taxes in the midst of a recession,

particularly when there is no horizon on the recession,"

Finneran said in an interview.

McGovern also agreed the votes just aren't there in the
Legislature for a tax increase.

Finneran raised the warnings last week during debate
on overriding some of Weld's vetoes in the 1992 fiscal year
budget passed June 30.

While supporting the veto overrides, Finneran warned
spending advocates that the veto votes weren't a signal the
Legislature wouJd return to the tax-and-spend practices of
the past.

Firmeran said the 1992 budget was balanced in part with

one-time revenues, such as the sale of state assets worth
$230 million.

Even if that money comes in, and some of it is question-
able, it won't be available for next year's budget.

Finneran said he anticipates that tax collections in the
bookkeeping year that starts July 1, 1992, will be at essen-
tially the same level as this year.

Weld and Democratic legislative leaders estimated that
this year's tax collections would total $8.3 billion.

But collections for July and August, the first two months
ofthe current fiscal year, have come in higherthan the Weld
administration's most optimistic estimate.

This has prompted advocates such as the Tax Equity
Alliance of Massachusetts and the Human Services Coali-

tion to propose restoration of some of the cuts in welfare
programs the Legislature made to balance the budget.

But Finneran said that would be a serious budgetary
mistake. "Any revenue growth we do have will be sorely

needed to fill the holes when those non-recurring items non-
recur," he said.

"Even ifwe have increased revenues, we need all ofthat

to keep the situation stable," McGovern said.

Finneran and McGovern said there alaoare no signs that

the Massachusetts economy, mired in recession, has started

to pick up, nor has the national economy.

The Weld administration also has warned against a
retvum to higher spending.

In a speech Thursday to the Greater Boston Chamber of
Commerce, Administration and Finance Secretary Peter
Nessen said spending r^traint is still needed to keep the

state from falling back into a fiscal mess.

Nessen warned that as word gets out that the state is

slightly ahead on revenues, advocates will start a "feeding

frenzy" trying to scoop up money when there isn't money
available.

Finneran said one-time savings and non-tax revenues
make up as much as $1 billion of the current budget.

"There's all that uncertainty hanging over FY92, so the

extent revenue growth is a little better, I'm delighted to see

it," Finneran said.

"We knew ifwe were going to make an error in revenue
projections, we were going to make it on the side ofcaution,"

he said.

The chiefHouse budget writer said the projection of$230
million from selling surplus assets is shaky at best and that
the Weld administration has a difficult task ifit is to achieve
the Medicaid savings projected in the budget.

*

"It's so easy in our business to lose sight of the fact we
walk on a road that's a long road," Finneran said. "I try to

present a long-term perspective and say, folks, you can't

play with fire."

Finneran acknowledged that some critics have accused
Democrats of dancing to Weld's tune on budgetary issues,

but he said the reason is simple-the state faced, and still

faces, a fiscal crisis.

"In times of emergency-and that's what we're in and
nobody should be mistaken about that-the differences be-

tween people narrow significantly," Finneran said. "This is

an emergency and literally the most extreme choices have
to be made."

McGovern also predicted continued cooperation among
herself, Finneran and Nessen on budget issues.

"All three ofus appear to be pretty consistent. I don't see
the kind of disagreement that might have existed in the
past. We get by it by not overspending, by being very
conservative and very cautious," she said.
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^or Your Information
FYIs are public service announcements that run on a

space-available basis for campus and local non-profit or-

ganizations. Because of space constraints, the Collegian

cannot print all FYIs submitted and no announcements can
be repeated.

To submit an FYI, please send a TYPED press release

with all pertinent information to the Collegian office in 113

Campus Center c/o News Editor. FYIs cannot be taken over

the phone.

Monday, Sept. 16

Workshop — There will be a Math Anxiety Reduction
Workshop from 4:30-6:00 p.m. in room 1634 at Lederle

Graduate Research Tower.

Mfi!d£ — The GEO and Labor Studies department is

sponsoring the popular film. ^orwta Rae . at 7:00 p.m. in the

outer courtyard of the graduate lounge.

Lecture — A lecture series, 'Israeli On My Mind", is

being given by Gordon Levin at 7:30 p.m. in the Hillel

House. Admission is free.

Tuesday, Sept. 17

Workshop — Beta Alpha Psi is sponsoring a workshop

10 p.m. in Campus Center room 803.from 6:30 p.m.

Admission is free.

Service — The Eve ofYom Kippur: Kol Nidrei serviws is

being held at 7 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.
Meal — A pre-fast, Yom Kippur, meal is being given at

3 p.m. at the Chabad House. Along with a 6:45 p.m. Kol
Nidrei holiday service.

Wednesday, Sept. 18

Lecture — The Greek Area Goverment is sponsoring a
lecture given by Will Keim from 7 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. in
Campus Center room 163C. Admission is free.

Meeting— There is a Senate Meeting sponsored by SGA
Senate Ops. from 7 p.m. - 1 a.m. in Campus Center room
168C.

Meeting — Spectrum Magazine will be holding a New
Members Meeting at 6 p.m. in Campus Center room 165.

Blood Drive — There will be an open to the public blood
drive from 1 1 a.m. - 4 p.m. in Campus Center room 163C.

Service— Yom Kippur services will be held at 10 a.m. in
the Student Union Ballroom.

Service — Yom Kippur will be observed in the Chabad
House beginning at 10 a.m. for a holiday service and again
beginning at 5:30 p.m.

Private and Group Instruction

for Adults and Children.

Classes Start: September 16
Walk-In Regi-stration: August 26-September 13

Contact P.A.D. in Old Chapel • 545-0519

MxmgLife
You are

invited to

join us for a

YOUNG LIFE
REUNION
Wednesday.

September 18.

7:30 pm
Room 811 B-15
Campus Center

For more
information,

please caU.

549-3991
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ThisIslburBrainWithout Pizza.

You'll find over 200 opportunities knocking on
your door this fall. Both credit courses and
/loncredit workshops can open doors for you --

helping you advance in your career plans,
upgrading your skills, or improving your
personal life.

Late register for Continuing Education evening
classes and UMass day classes through
September 17.

For more information, contact the Division of

Continuing Education, Goodeii Building, or call

545-2414.
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Local
students travel to

Cape Verde, discover
democracy and roots

TOUCHE — Members of the Pioneer Valley Combat Club, ftrom left

David Cook and Michael Schneider battle it to the end with their

Nerf swords.

Professor receives
one-year fellowship
By JOSH REYNOLDS
CoUeipan Correspondent

Don't believe your (jrandparente. As long

as there has been a "traditional" Christmas

there has been glitz and tinsel to match.

"I don't think the Grinch ever really had

to steal Christmas." said Stephen
Nissenbaum, professor ofhistory at UMass

Though it is a myth common to many
generations he said, there never was such

a thing sis a true, spiritual Christmas."

Although he could not say for certainjust

when chocolate Christmas calendars ar-

rived, the commercialization is nothing new.

"It's clear that by the 1840s some people

were already tired of the glut of presents"

and the chore of searching for a meaningful

and affordable gifl, he said.

The American Antiquarian Society has

granted Nissenbaum a one-year fellowship

to study the evolution of Christmas in

America during the 1800s.

Nissenbaum was one ofthree scholars to

receive fellowships from the historical society.

At the beginning of the 19th century, he

said, the holiday season was an "occasion for

public rowdiness." Nissenbaum believes

practices such as "wassailing", which was
essentially aggressive begging, became un-

acceptable due to changes in American soci-

ety.

"Christmas became commercialized as it

became domesticated," he said, contrary to

what many people believe, there never was

a purer, cleaner Christmas.

Christians worldwide rejected and sup-

pressed the pagan ntuals of the winter sol-

stice until the church arbitrarily selected

December 25 as the birthdate of Jesus of

Nazareth, said Nissenbaum.

There was no biblical or historical prece-

dent to suggest that, or any other date, he

said.

The funding for his fellowship was pro-

vided by the National Endowment for the

Humanities.

Nissenbaum has taken the year off from

UMass to use the American Antiquarian

Society's research library in Worcester.

By DANIEL J. LYONS
Collegian StatT

Three University of Massachusetts stu-

dents from the Cape Verde Student Alliance
traveled this summer to Cape Verde to ex-

amine the country's new democracy and

their own roots.

"I've been wanting to do this since I was
a kid," said junior communications m^or
Malkes Gomes. "I was born here, but I'm a

Cape Verde decendent. In America. I grew

up around a lot of Cape Verdians and Cape
Verdian culture. 1 1 wanted) to go and actu-

ally see everything I grew up with and
learned about here.

"After 1 graduate, I'd like to go over there

for a couple of years and work for a year or

two teaching English. Just to give back a

little bit," he said.

Along with Gomes, Nicole Roberts, a se-

nior in psychology, and Manuel Alves. a

sophomore engineering msyor also traveled

to Cape Verde.

"I didn't know much about Cape Verde

until I got (to UMass)." said Roberts. "It was

more out of curiosity to see what the heri-

tage is like there, the style of living. Also to

find family there."

Alves was bom in Cape Verde and spent

half his life there.

"I grew up there and I moved here at the

age of 10," Alves said. "I was very young in

1975 — when Cape Verde gained indepen-

dence — about six years old. I was old

enough to know what was going on, but I

didn't understand it."

Alves explained that before the indepen-

dence. Cape Verde was a Portuguese colony.

"When the government changed I was
scared." he said. "It didn't effect me that

much. I just heard about it.

"I ei\joyed it a lot because when 1 left I

was very young and the impression I left

with of Cape Verde was of a place that was

very poor and everything was very primi-

tive," Alves said. "When 1 was there I found

out otherwise. ...back then, there were no

roads to go anywhere. So if you had to go to

the hospital or you had to mail a letter, you

had to go on foot and it took usually half a

day to walk there. And now there are cars

everjrwhere."

The 10 islands that make up the Cape
Verde chain lie off the western coast of

Africa and were discovered in 1460 by the

Portuguese.

Gomes said the first Portuguese settlers

included clergy, political exiles, crunmals,

government officials, Jewish exiles and
slaves from West Africa.

"Basically those two cultures formed the

Cape Verde culture or Crioulo culture we
have today." Gomes said.

Gomes explained that Cape Verde has

been under control by PAICV, the Partida

Africana Independencia Cape Verde for 15

years. The second party. MPD, Movemento

Para Democracy, started early this year and

won the country's first free election.

*lt was good to see that there were free

elections and that it really ran smoothly.

Because most of the time when you see

countries that have free elections, people

are going crazy, wars are starting. I'm just

glad to see that there is some kind ofchange.

Fifteen years is a long time to be under one

kind of government I'm anxious to see in

1995, when the next election is, how well

this MPD party is going to do." Gomes said.

"While there, we saw the effects of the

election, at the time it was written on the

walls. 'Vote for PAICV or 'Vote for MPD.' a

lot of things like that." Alves said.

He continued, "IMPD I are sUrting to do

things and haven't done much yet. While we
were there they were ,doing elections for

Mayors and things like that. Well see what

happens."

The Cape Verde Student Alliance was
founded in 1982 and is located in 401 New
Africa House in Lower Central.

"tThe Alliance's) purpose is for us to pre-

serve our culture and our history through-

out the Five College area, to make people

aware on campus and in the Five College

area, and also to provide social and economic

support for our members," Gomes said.

"Most people come from rural areas and

don't know who Cape Verdians are. You tell

them Cape Verdian and they think you're

from Cape Cod or something like that,"

Alves said. "We're here to let them know

who we are and about our culture."

Cities' mayoral races indicative

ofBay State's political situation
By CEC I CONNOLLY
Associated Press

BOSTON (AP) — One year ago, voters went to the polls

in record numbers to dehver devastating blows to Bay State

incumbents. The people spoke, ushering in a Republican

governor and treasurer and doubling the GOP presence in

the state Senate.

This fall, several politicians, including three prominent

Democratic mayors, are packing it in, not even risking the

wrath of voters.

In Boston, Secretary of State Michael Connolly says

Mayor Raymond Flyrm's run for a third term is such a

sleeper the real contest is for the lowest voter turnout in

history.
i j

As is generally the case, non-partisan mumapal and

special legislative races slated for Tuesday Sept. 24 are not

expected to generate the interest last year's statewide

election did.

"In normal circumstances, preliminary turnouts run

about 40 percent," Connolly said. That compares to a 75

percent turnout last year and an 82 percent turnout in the

1988 presidential race.

But candidates and pundits are anxious for a second

reading on the mood of Massachusetts voters.

The anger and resentment that peaked in 1990 will

have a spillover effect in 1991," predicted Lou DiNatale, a

senior associate at the University of Massachusetts

McCormack Institute.

Gerry Chervinsky, head of the polling group KKC (.com-

munication Research, projected that communities with

money problems will see more voters at the polls.

Springfield Mayor Mary Huriey, who has battled with

unions in the past year, announced in February she was

taking herself out of the running to concentrate on budget

woes. "White flight" to the suburbs has become a m^or

issue in the six-way battle to replace her.

The candidates are debating strategies for keeping the

middle class, said Hurley's aide Tim Sheehan. "They're

basically saying Springfield needs to be able to retain people

who make over a certain amount of money."

In Brockton, six candidates are arguing over how to lead

an ailing city that has laid off 600 workers this summer.

This Tuesday marks the third mayoral election in Fall

River in six months. The city's unemployment rate has

recently teetered near 18 percent.

Money is not expected to play a major role in Boston's

mayoral election. Chervinsky, whose recent poll gave Flynn

a 71 percent favorability rating, said the mayor is one ofthe

most popular politicians in the state.

Flynn's ever-increasing national role in politics, as head

of the U.S. Conference of Mayors and a rumored vice-

presidential contender, may present some problems with

the home crowd.

"The mayor seems to be more concerned with a national

agenda and a statewide agenda more than he is with the

problems of the city," said one opponent, Boston Teacher's

Union President Edward Doherty.

Crime and race relations are two other prominent themes

raised by the challengers.

Rev. Graylan Ellis-Hagler has attacked the mayor for

failing to enforce a requirement that at least half of the

construction workers on city jobs be Boston residents and a

high percentage be women and minorities.

"We need to return capital back to the residents of the

neighborhoods," said Ellis-Hagler, the founding pastor of

the Church of the United Community in Roxbury.

"The mayor still enjoys a considerable degree ofpopular-

ity in communities of color," said task force president Joyce

Ferriabough.

Police say, $1,000

worth of bikes stolen

on UMass campus
since classes began
Compiled by PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian SUff

A mountain bike valued at almost $500 was

reported stolen to University of Massachusetts

Police on Thursday.

Police did not indicate if the bike, parked in

John Adams Residence Hall, was secured or not.

Since the academic year has began, over a

$1,000 worth of bicycles have been stolen from

students, police said.

ARRESTS

• John McTigue-Pierce, 27, of37 Buffam Road,

Amherst, was arrested Thursday night during a

traffic stop for driving after the right to operate

was suspended and unlawfully speeding.

• A 20-year-old intoxicated person near the

Morrill Science Center was taken into protective

custody by police early Friday morning.

LARCENY
• A man's gold wedding band was stolen from a

shelf in a Dickinson Hall restroom. The estimated

value was $150.
• A black leather band watch was reported

stolen from a room in Chadbourne Residence Hall.

The estimated value was $30.
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UMASS SKI CLUB
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You're Back

We're Back

Come See What We're About
First Meeting For '91 - '92

TUESDAY
SEPTEMBER 17th

7:00 pm
Campus Center Room 163

Ski Club 430 Student Union 545-3437
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IHE PAPER bOaOR
Comptete editorial services for:

• ESSAyS & REPORTS

• TERM PAPERS & DISSERTATIONS

• LAB REPORTS
(lt13) 256-8758

GMAT
Test prep with a

difference Classes

forming now in Amherst.

If You Want to Get In,

You Have to Stand Out!

RONKIN, America's largest full-range educational serv-

ice company, is now in Amherst! For over 10 years,

RONKIN's staff of experts has helped students achieve

outstanding test results through state-of-the-art test prep.

RONKIN offers free diagnostics, small classes (10 stu-

dents or less), flexible schedules, personal attention,

tutorials, and computer-assisted practice.

iieiTiiiii impStop by our table on the Concourse on

Tuesday and Wednesday.

Stand Out. Call 549-4010 NOW!
Special Introouctort Offer: $50 00 OfF any RONKIN Test Prep Course seoun in 1991

!
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STEINBECK
COLUSION REPAIR

&
AUTOBODY

S3 S* Prospect St. Amherst Center

Y'^^''

Imports & other unibody

vehicles are our specialty

Accepted by all insurance

companies tor collision

repair or glass replacementb^

REMEMBER
It s your car and your choice of repair facilities

256-81S7 2S6-138S

^^S^i^^i^^^^^>S^S^&^fS^^&'XfiCJiJi;x.\;iJ}

September 16* 17* 18* 1^20

lOam -4pm

^.UNIVERSITYmSTORED
Payment Plans Available I

IMPROVE YOUR COMMUNICATION SKILLS!

GREAT EXPERIENCE FOR LAW SCHOOL!

BEEF UP YOUR RESUME!

DEBATE DEBATE DEBATE DEBATE DEBATE DEBATE

COMPEimVE AND NON-COMPETmVE SPEAKING

INTRODUCTORY MEETING
SEPTEMBER 18, 1991

7:00 pm
DEBATE TRAILER IS LOCATED BEHIND THOMPSON HALL • TRAILER #3 • TEL. 545-2055
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartcwnist. and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Bigger isn't necessarily better at UMass
What constitutes the average UMass student? Is he/she/it

a sensitive, caring intelligent individual who desires only to

be loved and understood? Is he/she/it a beer guzzling, sex

crazed mutant? Or are those people only in Southwest? We
shall examine this topic in a two-part series aptly titled

-The Day I Was Killed by 12.000 Angry Southwest Resi-

dents."

Part 1: The Intellectual Mind (or lack thereof).

A friend of mine and 1 were sitting in our anthropology

class the other day. vaguely paying attention when we
overheard something that we thought was pretty funny.

"That was pretty funny," said my friend

Our professor slowly, calmly explained to all of us, some
200 people or so, that we could do an extra-credit report as

long as it had something to do with the class.

Done?
Now for the professor to have to say something like this,

he must have had several conversations similar to this one
in the past:

-Profeasorr

-Year
"Here's my report comparing Satan and Macbeth as

tragic protagonists."

"This is Anthropology."

(Pause. Student thinks » "So?"

( Professor grabs a handy femur and repeatedly bashes

head of student.)

Basically, my friend and I thought the professor was

kidding because we didn't think anyone was that mentally

backwards.

Jared Blaut

But no one else laughed. No one else chuckled. No one else

reacted in any way, unless you want to count the guy who
leaped out of his seat, screamed "I'm a chicken! I'm a

chicken! Cluck! Cluck!" and proceeded to peck his way
through the aisles until the chefs from Franklin D.C. came.

It was at this moment that it occured to me that handing

in papets about Anthropology iii Anthropology class was a

novel idea to a lot of people. It was a whole new approach

that they had never thought of before. This got me thinking

about just what kind of person goes to this mental vacuum
that is the University of Massachusetts.

If you all saw the Collegian a little while back which

showed the number of people who applied to UMass versus

the number that were accepted you will realize, as I did, that

this is the first school ever to accept 1 10 percent of its

applicants. You know, 1 thought it was a little strange when
in December I received a letter which read, in part:

Dear Jared Blaut:

Did you know. Jared Blaut, that you may have already

been accepted to the University of Massachusetts? Yes,

Jared Blaut, the school is very interested in Florida
residents like yourself who are interested in Journalism
and Cat Mutilation and who have combined S.A.T. scores

over 600. To find out whether you, Jared Blaut, have been
accepted, scratch off..."

And so on. So you see. UMass was trying to get students

the old-fashioned way Begging.

By accepting the better halfofthe free world, UMass has
somewhat lowered the quality of the "mental gene pool" on
campus, so to speak. Am I saying people are stupid? No, I'm

not. Why? Because I enjoy living to eat again at Franklin.

No, that's not true either. Allow me to get serious for a

moment.
Let's examine the facts: the academic staff is constantly

being reduced, while the number of students is being en-

larged. The more students there are, and the iesKchtxisy the

admissions board is, the more basic, elementary problems

they are going to have. This only wastes the time and effort

of the depleted staff and the majority of students who have

to discuss basic facts over and over for the benefit of the few.

This in itself lowers the academic quality of the school. The
lower the academic quality, the less chance UMass has of

getting the intelligent students it need to hold onto its

reputation as one of the better public universities.

Perhaps I'm being overly pessimistic. Perhaps you dis-

agree with what I'm saying. Perhaps you're thinking of

leaving obscene messages on my phone relating to what you
think of me and my ancestors. If you are. I have only one

thing to say:

This is usually a humor column.

Jared Blaut i* a UMass student

Are UMass unions part

of budget cut problem?
The papers read, "Budget woescontinue."

It's such acommon headline thatmost people

have grown comfortable paying over $7,000

for an education that used to cost under

$5.000

Peter Kasperowicz
Administrators will tell you "It's still the

best deal around." as if that justifies in-

creasing tuition until it's just below the

national average. If everyone were that

complacent, mankind would still be without

electricity ("...But honey, everyone else has

to read by candlelight...")

In fact, the cost of UMass has recently

stopped being the best deal around, no matter

what you're told by administrators, and the

signs are all tt>o obvious. Enrollment is down.

A lot of my friends have transferred out of

state and will save money even though they

may need an extra year of school.

Of course, the recession/depression

couldn't come at a worse time for public

universities. The next five or six incoming

classes will come from a -generation that is

about 13 percent smaller than the genera-

tions just ahead of us. Even if the cost of

UMass stayed the same, enrollment would

drop. As I told my brother (a C student in

high school), it's a good time to do poorly;

colleges are taking everybody.

However, as the other saying goes, stuff

happens. Changes in population and eco-

nomics call for changes in management and
tactics. The price of UMass has soared be-

cause there are fewer students, meaning
less money. To counter that, the University

has made some tough but necessary choices;

with all the faculty cuts, students per class-

room is about the same or lower compared
with 10 years ago.

But it's still not enough; the unions are

still sucking up the cash. Everyone is union-

ized, and. as anyone at UMass will tell you.

you can't fire people in the union. Go ahead,

ask someone They'll tell you. "Our hands

are tied by the union." They'll tell you that

their way of dealing with the recession/

depression is to wait for enrollment to rise

again.

My question is, "What are their manage-
ment tools?" Are they stuck with paying for

hundreds of people they don't even need?

Are they completely powerless to run their

own school? Will the last check UMass en-

dorses be to some electrician who hasn't

even lifted a finger for six months?
You can get rid of the union, but to do so.

you have to get rid oftheirjobs. It is possible,

and it's happening a lot these days. IfUMass
administrators choose to keep paying for an

overstaffed staff, then rising tuitions are

partly, maybe mostly, their fault. On the

other hand, if the administrators choose to

actually manage the university in a time of

crisis, then they should cut the fat out ofthe

budget.

But it won't happen, and here's why:

Many administrators are in unions them-

selves, and they don't want to rock the boat.

It would seem that UMass will recover

only when one of two things occur. The
administration could let go of the unions

and save money that will otherwise end up

in the toilet. Ifthey keep their beliefthat the

union shouldn't be tampered with, then

maybe the administrators should be let go.

If they have no power to manage, then

they're an even bigger ripHoflTthan the unions.

After all, their hands are tied.

Peter Kasperowicz is a Collegian staff

member

Ducks have the most fun
Many ofyou have probably noticed that a

few things are different around here this

semester. It seems the winds ofchange have

been blowing in Amherst.

For instance, voice mail, once only an

"elitist" option, has now been made avail-

able to the rest of us absolutely (and thank-

fully) free of charge. Recycling bins have

seemingly reproduced and now inhabit space

in each of our dorm rooms. And one other

startling change comes to my mind.

Collegian letter policy restrictive
Sometimes we must write letters which

we don't want to write, but it is our civic

duty to write them. This is one of these

letters. Being a woman of letters, I write

them in order to receive a response. Be-

ing an epic poetess in the atomic age of

patriarchal domination, I would hope my
letters would cause public concern and.

therefore, public controversy. Great ideas

change public opinions through contro-

versial dialogue which is the reason why

Thomas Jefferson thought controversy is

the essence of democracy. This is why

editorial pages of a newspaper are the

most important pages because it allows

ordinary citizens to exercise their right of

freedom ofspeech. There is nothing more

exciting in life, except for coming face to

face with one's true love, than an edito-

rial page with an active dialogue be-

tween letter writers.

The Collegian's editorial policy cut-

ting off the public from being able to

respond to letters is cutting off the head

ofdemocracy. I hope this letter will cause

the editor to reconsider his policy and

change his standpointon public response

to letters. Isn't the editor's job to inspire

public dialogue rather than to stifle cre-

ative thinking, to be a bridge to democratic

action , rather than a bureaucrat of indoc-

trination?
Libby Hubbard

Amherst

Elizabeth Stringer

The Editorial desk is currently taking applications for a dedicated, interested person to

become an Associate Editor. Time commitment is considerable. Experience preferred.

Come on down to 1 13 Campus Center and fill out an applicaUon before Wednesday. Sept.

18. The Collegian is an equal opportunity employer.

Haveyou noticed them? They have grown

in numbers. Just last semester they were

only one organization among many, a little

fish in a big sea. However, towards the end

of last semester, they met secretly to decide

how to integrate themselves further into the

UMass community. They held their own

version ofrush. They were selective in their

membership, trying to keep to their roots

and accept only members who exemplify

their standard.

They travel in packs but are not afraid to

go out on the campus alone. They are very

confident and jovial, and can be heard

laughing aloud practically the whole day

long. They have beady eyes and large noses,

and sleep during the day with their heads

tucked under their wings.

Yes, you guessed it: They have multi-

plied and organized themselves, and their

home base is theCampus Pond...Duck8 Unite

Collectively for Kicks (D.U.C.K.) is a grow-

ing and powerful force this semester.

Returning students; recall ifyou will the

mass reproduction that occured at the end

of last semester. You saw the fiuffy baby

duckies. You called them adorable. You went

to admire them at the pond. You never

thought that they would grow up so fast and

become so important.

Recently, under fire from equal rights

activists, they were forced to admit a few

members with related interests. Although

the two new members, who are easily spot-

ted among the clone like masses of ducks,

initially had a difficult time feeling accepted

among their peers, things have changed.

The initiation of the.se two members, who

incidently hold honorary seats on the

D.U.C.K. Congress, has spurred the start of

a new committee to encourage members of

different backgrounds to join.

Call me crazy, but I'm thinking of join-

ing. l.^st night a couple of friends and I

dropped by the pond to see what their lifestyle

was like. Although it was late, they were all

very alive and friendly, especially when

they saw that we had come bearing gifts:

stale bread for everyone.

So this semester, if you are thinking of

getting involved, go D.U.C.K.. But don't

forget about our other invaluable groups

also. UMass offers a wide variety ofsupport,

athletic, educational and intellectual groups,

and that's only to name a few. The moral: If

it's out there, it's in here: the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst.

Ahh, UMass. The place where mjyorities

become minorities, even to ducks.

Elizabeth Stringer w a UMass student
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Arts & Living
Duncan song and dance a comical fiasco
By USA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Comic. If I had to choose one a4iective to describe the solo
performance of "To DaiM« is to Live: Isadora Duncan," as
choreographed and danced by Julie Ince Thompson, that
would be it.

This attempt at dancing, singing, and reciting poetry to
narrate the story ofIsadora Duncan's life left me with a sick
feehng in my stomach. 1 paid three bucks to feel that way.

Isadora Duncan, bom in San FVancisco over a century
ago. was a pioneer of modem dance. She rejected the
restraints of ballet technique and costuming. Instead, she
performed in tunics and barefeet. She created dance schools
and this new art fomi. She was inspired by the movement
of nature (the swaying of the leaves on the trees.)

Ms. Duncan also gave birth to two children who died in

a tragic car accident in 1913. She married the young,
peasant poet Sergei Esaenin in 1921. He leR her in 1923,
and committed suicide in 1925. In September of 1927, her
scarfcaught in the wheel ofher sports carand strangled her.

This was not exactly a life that should be narrated
comically.

Closeyoureyes and imagine Ms. Thompson standing tall

and majestic, with her tacky barrettes glinting under the
spotlights and a purple tunic floating about her twitching

frame. This was an unusual performance.

Ms. Thompson's costumes, flowy and and a bit reminis-

cent of early Greek sculpture, were designed by Penelope
Gardner who held the position of Director of Costumes for

the Boston Ballet.

The performance was divided into tviro acts: the Early
and the Later Years. The second half was decidedly better.

"Better than what?" you ask.

Oh, the first act was chuck full ofgreat poetic lines like,

"hands touching ray solar plexus" and "I dance ofCalifornia."
The script was written by Ruth Whitman who actually

wants to publish this next Spring.

As the first act progressed, the audience was treated to

an interesting interpretation of Isadora Duncan "mating"
with her first love, Gordon Craig. Mind you, this is a solo

{lerformance. It felt as if I'd just switched on MTV and was
forced to watch Madonna writhing to "Like a Virgin!" But
Madonna is better at writhing than Ms. Thompson.

But then, hold on to your seats! After the twitching, the

gyrating, and the lame dialogue, our heroine starts to sing.

And this is not a voice to be used on the stage. In the shower-
ALONE-maybe. It was flat and embarassing to listen to.

If it were up to me, I'd tell Ms. Thompson to stay behind
the scenes. She has a choreographer's credentials, not a

singer's.

I don't mean to come ofTas overly negative. I'm more than
happy to give credit where it's due. She did make me laugh.

And when Ms. Thompson flitted across the stage with her
sheer, green shawl, I was impressed. This was a mmnent
when she did seem genuinely moved by the music. May I

even say :"trerabling with passion?* Her hand gestures were
fluid and expressive, but this artist flips her hair around
more than a flirting freshman.

The music, written by UMass Professor Salvatore
Macchia, was one redeeming characteristic of this produc-
tion. It was moody and emotional.

In the second half, Ms. Thompson was exceptionally good
(and loud) at portraying Isabella Duncan's griefupon hearing
that her kids had drowned. Ms. Thompson gave an extremely
chilling display, yelling "black on white* over and over to

describe the children's black cofBns on the white snow.

The audience laughed along with the narration, when we
were told that when Isadora's peasant husband left her he
took all ofher underclothes with him to give to his sister and
mother.

The dance sequence after Sergei's death was interesting

and inspired also. I became optimistic. This was evoking
emotional responses from the audience around me. Her
grief was palpable.

And then there was the ending. It was an inappropriate

"ode to the America" which shattered the mood and at-

tempted to sugarcoat what had obviously been a very

tumultuous, painful life story.

Chronicle photographer and writer present family farms
ByMELISACANLl
Collegian StafT

The neatly-framed black and white pho-

tographs exude a sense of history. One can
alm(wt smell the newly-overturned soil and
feel its comforting, soft texture. The sounds
of dairy cows waiting impatiently to be
milked, the rtmibhng of m tractor in the
distance. . .all these senses are awakened
with the "Founding Farms: Five Massachu-
setu Family Farms 163S-Preaent" exhibit

at Hampden Gallery.

The work was put together by UMass
Campus Chronicle photographer Stan

Sherer and Chronicle writer Michael Gery.

Both were present at the reception I at-

tended and were very willing to discuss

their project.

The show consists of 50 photographs
taken of five families who have kept the

same farm in the family for over 300 3rears.

The farms elected were Appleton, Barker,

Arrowhead, Belden, and Scott. They repre-

sent both Eastern and Western Massachu-
setts. Due to lack of space, the exhibit was
narrowed down to four families and some
photos were taken out to avoid cramming
them all into a small room.

After working as the Three Coimty Fair

photographer for six years, Stan was given

a fellowship by Amherst College to do a

documentary study of agriculture in West-
emMassadiusetts. The sameyear, the State
Department <^ Agriculture recognized the

Bicentennial Farms of Massachusetts. Out
ofthe 45 farms, 9 had been run by the same
family for over 300 years.

Stan remarked he was very moved by
this and decided to take on the project to

provide the families and farms with further

recognition. It took him a year to complete

the field work. When asked why he chose to

photograph in black and white only, Stan
replied that he sticks to this medium due to

the direct emotional contact it has with the

viewer and the way black and white strips

the veneer to expose the deeper meaning of

his photography.

Michael decided to collaborate with Stan
on the project because after interviewing

many farmers he grew interested in this

sector of the economy.

He pointed out the Eastern Massachu-
setts farmers were under more pressure

from real estate development than Western
Massachusetts. He said there was a little

more breathing room in the Western portion

of the state. He has a lot of respect for

continued on page 8
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farms
continued from page 7

farmers who work very hard. He and Stan worked six

months to raise $25,000 for the project.

Michael stated it was appropriate for the last show to be

held at UMass since UMass has been very supportive. They
are both very thankful for the public service grant they

received from the University and help from their other

sponsors.

The photos and accompanying text are very down to

earth and straightforward. In one comer of the room there

is a six minute soundtrack set up comprised ofexcerpts frum

interviews with farmers about the nature of farming. The
peoples' statements are very poignant as they speak about

their past and the value of learning to care for a slice of the

earth which provides them with the very fabric of their

lives.

The "Founding Farms" collection will be expanded and

pubUshed as a book by the UMass Press in the Spring/

Summer of 1992. Keep your eyes open for the book and in

the meantime take a walk into Hampden Gallery in

Southwest to ger the comforting feeling that some of the

ancestral root« of Massachusetts still exist and remain

embedded in the precious soil that the farmer covets.

Founding Farms: Five Massachusetts Family Farms
1638-Present will be shoun through Friday, September 27.

tn Hampden Gallery.
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU
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PARKING PITCH — Louise Richard of Goshen, Mass., stands out in front of her son's West

Springfield, Mass., home offering spaces in the yard for $3 to people visiting the Eastern States

Exposition in West Springfield. Makeshift parking lots have sprung up all around the

exposition neighborhood, charging from $3 to $10. ^^^
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By BILL WATTERSON
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I ^i^E^ ^^wiWGSESSION
,

I rHJC/JC/ Ml^StinSovn«11sCa4nil

I nn(niiKcia*aaimonK«&m 10/31/91 ^J

FREE! FREE! FREE!!

NO CHARGE TO PROCESS

CONnNENTAL/AMERICAN EXPRESS

COUPONS

FREE!! FREE!! FREE!! FREE!!

INQUIRE ABOUT OUR

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

WE WANT YOU!!!

become a

HEARING
BOARD MEMBER

UQBBES'WO
>fO0SKiN

TCOf

NCX ITSNCJT

QXOTQGET ftlL DM TOWW,
M40 UNTIL «0Q

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

If you're a:

- Full-Time UncJergraduate

-- Not currently on a judicial sanction

-- Above a 2.0 GPA
- Interested in Judicial Affairs

dhHm ouf maaittm cards?

M wwnr canarl bamfr
»dhi^h^Hmt?

dfuW^mjin^ hum

UNDER 21 By KRIS K. EARLE

CAMPUS TRAVEL
CAMPUS CENTER

UMASS
545^500

CENTRAL TRAUEL
OF AMHERST

800 MAIN ST. STE. 2

256^704

TMPORTANT DATES:
September 30 and October 1

Time: 7:00-9:30pm

Location: Campus Center

Attendance is required at both these sessions.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: September 23

Application;^ available at:

Cluster offices--BCP--CCEBMS--PGLBC--Legal Services Center

United Asia Cultural Center-Student Atty. Generals Office

Dean of Students Office-227 Whitmore

Ifyou have any further questions, call The Dean of Students

Office at 545-2684

CAST OF THOUSANDS by BARRY DEUTSCH

LETM£lNTRC.7yC£My36l/-

INTHISSEPfiC ARMPIT OP
A COMIC STRIP TO SEE

imMW ntf FOURTH W*i.

WHAWHICHV KrfEROFFWOt

v^Aa' A <NOWN(?. ANVWAy.

\ rM iAwe TO \i\x

, \ yWnWfAtSEW;
^>S u'^ \ yOUR ROOMMATE,
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Quote of the Day
Ten years, twenty years, two hundred years, for

all eternity. There's no life without struggle.

"

fit>m. Bread and Wine, Ignazio SHone

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE
ACMOSS

I Harvssi

5 Addi* —
lOPtwn*
14 - br*v«
15 Sp« itM baans
16 AucMn ( Mws

MtoodhouM
17 O^KmnOm^
19 Acci»
20 FtofKla (juH crty

21 An*f tot) or

mob
22 Pr«-EMI«r

Mason
23 Htstorica/

parKMl

?S Jordan s

natghbor

71 Sfimmarad
32 ' Tha Man from

351
ngradwriH

36 Condaffm
36 Tha Marry

'0 Sortgstiass

OaNa
'1 Cuts on

compoaar
39 Pvtm% a(>an

Abbr
40 Aulhoruation
42 Ona. m Bonn
43 A — olcaha

aaay
4$ CNnaaa Comb

•orm

46BnMlt

1 Intansa

2 Ouaan ol scat

3 Raunar
4 Caiar* lo

5 Pubordar
6 Haiards
7 In a brawt

8 rido s lavorrtas

9 Hopping mad
10 Turn down
11 Accusars
12 - and a

Wtoman
13 EfKlora

16 Twain
24 An Alan

26 Qovarn
27 Man busmaaaa*
26 Arriva

unaipadadly
29 Outward aspad
30Canturias
31 Goodman ol

33 Frankia or

Oao
34 WtMa-twiad

birds

37 Ta«a«s

40
conlusion

41 Tanks or laas
44 Pals

46 I Marriad -
MacOonaW/
Eddy Mm

49 Church sactnn

Si Film star

John —
52 OutwM
54 Nowatait

probtam
55 Rangar or woM
57 bakad m —
56 Nursas aidas

lor short

60 Young Gulhria

61 Grata

62 Looks ovar

65 Papua Naw
Guirwa aty

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

mu^ nnnr1 A nt
nr

ho!p'
nann nnnr L liii
L 1 MBTJT f VmmLilt
TAX Al L E r O'M

nn nn
QlSl

nnU 1'] I 1
!M.A
DE S

*^l y MMRjA nc} n
IL \t nmURflJB^ 1

k M 1 IQMR US EHDmK 1 N R ran r T^nn n
AKiMi AMMP& K 1 f' c
Pi IIIIS 1 L^E R t M ItIh
nnnn nnnnn nr titfl
nrjnn nnnnn nnriH

•^16^1

47 WtolchdoQ %
graaang

46Mldaopan
spaoas

50 Good r*nas
actrass Esttiar

53 Sauna sMa
54 Forasaa
56Racacoursa
59 Typa ot drum
63 Mrs Burt

64 Spoltadcokv
66 Fairy taia

bagtnnmg
67 Mvmaapoks

suburb
6«1Whal - «

naw'
MDrtvmgaida

T^T—T—IT—Ml—irp Ml III m [II

r ^ r

Menu
LUNCH

Sloppy Joe

Grilled Chicken Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Tofu Sloppy Joe

Grilled Chicken Sandwich

DINNER
Roast Turkey

BBQ Spareribs

BASICS DINNER
Garbanzo Veggie Stew

Roast Turkey

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIBB (March 21-April \9y. Yaw-

touch ii (oldcn in firumaal matters today.

You have knack Tor grltinc people to (ivc

you what you aak Handle unwaloome vui-

tori with dispatch Kefuaetobadialraelad.

TAURUS (April 20 May 10)i You can

«ee the future today The bonds of family

and fnendahip are atrencthencd. Be open

to new enperiencaa. Somaona youjuat mat
could help you rsaUia a diarfahad foal.

Welcome augfastiona.

GDHNI (May 21-Jttne 20): Tackle

thoae office chores you have been poatpon-

if^. Your creative ideas get a warm recep-

tion from aomeone in authority. Defer

making a major flnancial dedaion if un-

sure of exactly where you stand.

CANCER (June 21^uly 22): A re-

cently forged alliance paya offtoday. Pool-

ing your reaouroes proraa rsry pn>ntablc.

You are poised to negotiate a long-term

pact oftremendoua value. Take the lead in

romance.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22 ): A day ofsmoke
and mirron — Best to guard against de-

ception. A buaineaa propoaal or friendly

gesture may not be all it aeema. A contract

requires a second look. Even romance is

chancy.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Financial

speculation should be avoided. You may
not be receiving good advice. An influen-

tial person offers to help out in a family

criaia. Self-improvement activities are fa-

vored.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A great day
for buying or wlHng. YaM baonea back
from a recent disappointnianl. All antlHir-

ity figure is deligiited. Work nnaat coma
bafivs romance. A sacrifices is strictly

tamporary
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21): Do not

overload yourself today. You will be aaked

lo on unexpected projecta More take-homa
pay is part of the picture. Try to keep

romance on an even keel. Avoid squabblea.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21) A
conflict on intereat is likely today. Your
work will have to take priority over per-

sonal pleasures. The overall financial pic-

ture improves. Make new buaineaa con-

tacU.

CAPIUCORN(Oec.22^an. 19): What
you thought was a minor success cnuld

turn into a bonanza! Fleal estate and stock

market invaatments do will. You can com-

bine socializing with a public relaliona

campaign.

AQUARIUS Jan 20 Feb 18): Not a

good day to inaugurate something new.

Keep important projects under wraps.

Loved ones' needs merit top priority Keep
buirineas expenses to a minimum. Trust
your intuition in romance.

PISCES (Feb. 1»-March 20): An ex-

cellent day for pushing ahead with your
business priorities. An authority figure is

on your side. Negotiationa with people

overseas reach a tumingpoint. Strike while

the iron is hot

Today's Staff
Night Editor GayleLong

Copy Editor TamirLipton

PhotoTechnician JefFEgan

Production Supervisor. CamillePansewicz

Production SethKaye,

Susan Tomaski, Brad Hutchinson
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Soccer splits weekend road games
Defeats California 3-1^ loses to Wisconsin 1-0

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team
achieved a split this weekend at the Wisconsin Invitational.
The Minutewomen (2-1) beat California 3-1 on Saturday
before dropping a 1-0 decision to Wisconsin yesterday.

"This was a good test for us. I know where my team is now
in its development," Massachusetts coach Jim Rudy said.
"It is good to get a split against this type of competition."

UMass, ranked No. 13 in the nation, simply did not have
the depth to hold off seventh ranked Wisconsin.

"Wisconsin is a ver>' deep team and we aren't that deep,
we just lost it physically in the second half and they were
able to wear us down,' Rudy said.

In the 65th minute, Wisconsin's Kari Ma^jala drove
down the right side, beat UMass' Heidi Kocher and crossed
the ball towards the far post where Janet Newinski headed
It in.

Massachusetts had their opportunities m the first half
but they were unable to put the ball behind Ail-American
goalie Heather Tamart.

In the first halfTaggart denied Tracey Arwood on a one-
on-one bid after Arwood had driven up the end line. l.ater
in the half Kim Eynard crossed a ball to Colleen Milliken
who redirected it past Taggart only to have the shot stopped
by a defender.

In the second Polly Hackathom had a oneH>n-one only to

field hockey
continued from page 12

More space for UMass allowed the team to step up its

attack and punch in the third goal The team finally broke
through on a penalty comer shot, as Tara Jelley put the ball

in an open net after beating the goalie.

.Mter that, it was the defensive play that helped UMass
hang on.

"We fended them off." Hixon said. Temple beat Syracuse
and North Carolina so on paper for us. this is looking great."

UMass may not have felt so great playing in the dreary

have a bone jarring collision with Taggart leaving
Hackathorn denied on the play and down on the field. She
was carried off due to a bruised shin.

"It is becoming common place for us to have all these
collisions," Rudy said. That is the way we plav though, we
are a tough team with a fighting mentality. Still sometimes
it is Uke you are watching a cartoon.
They were the better team but when we get in better

shape we are not afraid ofthem, we know we can beat them."
he said.

In Saturday's game UMass dominated No. 20 California.
"We made the most of our opportunities in that game."

Rudy said. They are a good team but we just did what it

took to win."
In the 20th minute Holly Hellmuth headed in a corner

kick from Paula Wilkens to put UMass on the board. Later
in the half Eynard broke free on the left flank and from the
top of the penalty circle drilled a shot into the far corner.

In the first minute of the second half UMass cleared out
a California corner kick and Michele Woodside played the
ball to Eynard for her second tally of the day.

Paula Wilkens reiryured her already gimpy ankle against
California. It swelled up in the second halfand she saw only
limited time the rest of the weekend.

Briana Scurry was strong in both games collecting eight
saves against California and nine versus Wisconsin.

•^urry was terrific this weekend," Rudy said. "She is

coming on as one of the best goalies in the country."

and wet weather Sunday, but they rolled on with two
second-half goals to beat UNH 2-1. The Minutewomen,
according to assistant coach Heather Lewis, "totally domi-
nated" the Wildcats.

Sherlan Cabralis had a big day, as she qcored the first

goal and assisted on the second one, a shot by Jelley. The
team outshot UNH 26-7. and amassed 19 penalty comers to

UNH's two
The Wildcats broke the shutout bid with 1 :54 left in the

game on a goal by forward Cheri Toupin.

"C—*-

'«tov

.>*v.

MISS MEETING WITH THE NSA RECRUITER
AND YOU'LL NEVER BE QUITE THE SAME.

Don't let this happen to you. Sign up now for

an interview with the National Security Agency.

We're looking for Spring '91 and Fall '91 graduates

interested in full-time employment. It could be the

opportunity you've been looking for

NSA is the Department of Defense agency

charged with foreign Signals Intelligence, domestic

Information Security, and overall Operations

Security for the US. Government.

it's an important, exciting mission that lends

itself to some unique iob opportunities.

So don't mi.ss out ^<Wf^ National
on what could be the lflE§\ SeCUritV
chance of a lifetime, r-i'iflf.i

^^^"' '^^

Meet with NSA We're -^^^ Agpncy

coming to campus. The Opp()ruinitit'.s of a Lifetime

NSA INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
The National Security Agency will be on campus October 30th

Interviewing seniors majoring In electrical engineering, computer science,

mathematics, and Asian, Middle Eastern, and Slavic languages.

Summer positions are also available for Juniors.
*'I.-^1JI ilppifTU'lir- tTllpfc-M-f iiMiist.:[. f>-i7iini) t>4 jp^tJi. A<}\ .ifKl inir:ti'tliil« (an^ll^ n)itt*i*r-
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Men's tennis
beats UNH,
evens record
By TED KOTTLER
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's tennis
team evened its record at 1 -1 Friday, when it defeated
the University of New Hampshire Wildcats, 5-4. The
teams split six singles matches and UMass captured
two of the three doubles matches, with the first

doubles match deciding the overall match.
UMass' Lloyd Teitelbaum played first singles, de-

spite a hamstring injury that hurt him in his loss to

UNH's Mike Damiani. 2-6. 6-3. 3-6. Teitelbaum fell to

1-1 on the year.

Minuteman Tim Lipsky won the second singles
match in straight sets, 6-3. 6-2. over Marc Bessette.
Lipsky improved his own recorid to 2-0. and has not
lost a set this season.

UMass took the third singles match as well, as
Paul Audet topped Mike Costello. 6-1, 7-6(7-5). Audet
also improved his personal record to 2-0.

In the fourth singles match, UNH found a winner
in Peter King, who defeated Len Levine, 6-2, 1-6. 6-4.

Levine has yet to win a match this seaaon.
Keith Murray won the fifth singles match for

UMass by beating Pete Kaufman in straight sets, 6-

3.6-3. Murray's record improved to 2-0, and he too has
yet to lose a set this season.

In the sixth singles match. UMass' Steve Davis fell

to Wildcat Matt Reun. 6-2. 3-6, 6-3 Davis" record fell

toO -<., Sut he 18 playing in his first varsity season, and
he has taken both his matches to a third set.

The Minutemen and Wildcats entered doubles
competition tied 3-3. Lipsky and Murray played sec-

ond doubles, and lost to Costello and King. 5-7. 6-0. 3-

6.

Levine and David Kleinman were once again the
third doubles tandem and they completed a strong
straight set victory over Bessette and Reun. 6-1.6-1.

1 They I played solid doubles.' said UMass coach David
Rivera, 'they got a lead and completely rolled.'

The count stood at 4-4 following eight matches. And
what of the first doubles match, which pitted
Teitelbaum and Audet against Wildcats Damiani and
D.J. Record (yes, that's his real name)?

This match went to UMass, and it gave the Minute-
men their first victory of 1991 . But it took until almost
dark before the newly paired Teitelbaum and Audet
wrapped up a 7-5, 4-6, 6-4 win.

ENJOY THE SPECTACULAR
VIEW ...

u^ FINE DINING
AND

FRIENDLY SERVICE

OPEN DURING ACADEMIC YEAR
Lunch: Monday-Friday 11:30 am-2:00 pm

Dinner: Tuesday-Saturday 5:00 pm-9:30 pm

Call 549-6000 ext. 7639
for Reservations

Validated Faking

mm
TOP ^ ,.of the
CAMPUS Restaurant

lllh FLOOR CAMPUS Cf NTER
UNIVtRSITY or MASSACHUSITTS

AT AMHERST

MONDAY. SEPTEMBER 16. 1901

M football
continued from page 12
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time to panic,' said Holy Cross coach Mark
Dufner, who improved his record at Holv
Cross to 50-5-1.

Reid said, "I told them they needed to
score two more times and use up at least 17
minutes of the clock."

The Crusaders defense stopped the
Minutemen to open the third quarter Then
Ciaccio (21-40, 239 yds and one TD) hit
Fuller with a short pass and watched as he
dove in for the touchdown to make it 14-9.
Pignio's extra point made it 14-10.

Two drives later, Fuller soared over the
top from two yards out to put the Crusaders
ahead for good 16-14.

They added another touchdown eight
seconds into the fourth quarter when Fuller

defense
continued from poge 12

offset their knowledge of our defense, but
that didn't work either."

The Minutemen have nine returning
starters, not including the iixjured Mario
Perry, from last year's defense that was
ranked second in the nation in Division I-

AA. Both Reid and Hodges said that the cure
to this year's defensive woes doesn't include
any nu^or changes.

"I think we have an outstanding unit,"
Reid said.

Hodges said, "I don't think that the next

scampered 27 yards down the sideline for
his third touchdown of the game making it

22-14. Pignio could have put the game out of
reach but missed his second straight extra
point.

The Minutemen stormed back all the
way to the Holy Cross 38-yard line. Then,
Bledsoe ran for 12 yards to the Crusader 26
and it appeared that they were on their way
to a potential game tying score. However, as
was typical ofthe afternoon, there was a flag
on the play and the Minutemen were pe-
nahzed for holding. Four plays later they
had to punt.

"Penalties killed us," Reid said. "I don't
think they (Holy Cross] stopped us, we
stopped ourselves."

UMass was penalized 11 times for 114
yards.

step is changing personnel. I think the next
step is to make sure that we understand
that we have to play defense as a unit not as
a bunch of individuals."

•^e have to play together," Williams
said. That's the only way to win a football
game."

Hodges said, "It's basic defense. We've
got to get back to doing the things we know
how to do and do those things well."

^ell sit down as a defensive staff and
really analyze this one, big time, and find
out what went wrong," Reid said.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I Tofught IOC M<nzarel]a Sticks 9piii -

I 9mi—
I
I
I

charlic'0
I Pray St

. Amherst- 549 5403 • Open I lam
7 days a Week

Kitchen open til midnight
Game Room with 2 pool tables

Iffi^fJttanhatlMl

DrtiriioftlieWetii

CAPEOOODiH
oftiwMaadi

GOLDiM ANNIVEIISART
$1.7S

FOOD GIVEAWAYS
Mon. IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9pm-i2ani

Tues. IOC Hot or Mild BufSalo Wings 9pml2atn
Wed. 25C Cheese Pizza Slices 9pm-lZam

Thurs. IOC Chicken Hotlips Nuggets, Spicy or Onginal 9pnil2am
Sunday loc Potato Skins 9pm-izam

WE ACCEPT MC-VISAAMEX

MENTOR
Intensive

Individual

Instruction

• RNGIJSH
•MATH

• GRE ft I^AT
PRF.P.\R.\TK)N

rAEROBICSn
Low Impact

Sup

'Xx/Lmv

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cyt>ex

Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB

256-0080

6las*

w«««?i:
Fo««<«''

• Sanm Day Sarvio
• BiUed Directfy

To Insurance Company
• Windshiekis Repiaoed

North Amherst
Motors

7IOMS«ind*r1«ndRd
Mi«Df North Amhtral, MA
^ir^Acc^ 549-2880

aCARSTAR,
^ Cotmton Rtpmt C»ntm a

Tuition cost is up,

but membership cost

at

Winners Athletic Cluh

W 1 N N E R S'
AT H LE T 1 C

=>

is down!
Semester Specials for Students Onlyl

NautUus • $119
(includes Aerobics)

Racquetball • $119
(includes court time)

Tennis • $119
(plus court time)

All Club Membership •$189
(includes all of the above)

\. -TT |t<'-»iU- liiiiis hlU^. (in t^UN Koiiii-i

"Mill I I 'Mlpill • ^ I'' o o
• OK \ I KM lOI K

Classifieds
ANNOtlNClMtNn KMIfNT KMSAIE rOUND

AtrfNTioN mom sniD0<TS k* ciub
intro meeting pUnning mtion nutting

Tunddy 7pm in CrjduMe Loungr oppmile
Bkjrwall in CjmpiH Cmler 2S).0761

«4 and Irrjliivl. Downtown AmhrrM
$49.0731

lOST

AtlTO roi SAU

'SS TOYOTA COIOllA SSP npw tiiM

txcelkpnt condition $1500 S4fl-96tO

M OlOS CUTLASS SUPREMf txrplleni

cood. Well mjiniainf^ 70K t450O 121-

495

1

THf SNOWMAN COMETH time «w J car"
8) Mdlihu Wagon rctiuitl trans good brakn
tires SbSO 167-96SS

CHEN STYll TAI CHI

learn Ihte oldest ttyle Tai Chi in 1

1

sessions class begins SepI 7 A 1 a 251-4057
Of 545-5921

DANIELLE DIUION

FrMge ReiMb 251-9742 Free dHivery

Mill VAUEY ESTATfS 1 bedroom in 2

bedroom apartment. Great for I or 2

people. Heat included, on busline. S40(V
month negot. Call Mike 251 7177

ROOM tlOO month FREE cable,

woodstove. laundry Amherst 256-8921

ROOM FOI won. Private home. Kitchefr~

pnvileges. female pw fci led. 251-7271.

leave message. $300

Tovmiwiae- 2 bedroom, I \n bath

apartment on bus route. North Amherst 1 -

567-1152

TOWNHOUSE ATTS 50 Meadow St condo
#1, 1 brs, 1 l/2baths. carpeted, A^, Ig.

kitchen, -I month free rent- immediate

occupancy- walk lo UMass Call 549-

71 40or S16-5721 Miles or Doug

Hap^ 22iid lirthday

Amf IMACEWRITER II Printer, Excelleni

condition, $300 ($429 new). Oavid 665-

7944

COMPUTER: Panasonic Senior Partrwr, IBM
compatible, 51 2K. 2 160K floppies, buih-in

CCA mor>o screen, 1 200 baud internal

modem, built-in ihermal primer. Includes

DOS, Wordstar S. Asking $475. Call betore

9. 467-9225.

Dryer Ear Sale

Great Condition

Only $60.00

Call For Details

Marc 549-5062

EPSON IQ-SIO 24 pin dot matrix printer

Good condition 586-9172 Jeremy

Firtom!

Guaranteed lowest prices!

Prices start at only $7S
Delivered right to your door!

Call Metawampe
To OftJer Of for free brochure.

413-585-1211

MKdaHic AOI2 <*ilKlfWi»K $11 00 or B.C.

665-3718

RADIO- Phonograph(Magnavox)

38M8%2S"desk4x)okcases lugs-etc. 549-

1578

STEAKERS!! Voustics 200W 1 2-woo<ers

Musi sell $600 value $100 obo Frank 256-
0802

USED STEREO COMPONENTS: 80+ items,

from basic to high erxJ, priced lo sell! Also
new components, ponables • car stereos at

unbeatable discounts. Buy/sell/trade at

S/A/V Exchange, Amherst 256-0941

FOUND
9/7 by Worcester DC Silver necklace with
thue charms. Call 6-0296 to claim

HELPWANnO

ATTENTION: Excelleni income for home
assembly worit Into. 504-646-1 700 Oept.

PI 107

FAST FUNDRAISER SltWOAVK
Creeks flubs fn\oo«>

(800»748-t.8r7

INSTRUCTION

tHiwuim I^Mneie laM|uife class Includes

cullure and business praaices 9/23-1 1/25

Mondays 7 -9pm, $100 Language Pacifica.

549-5065

Earn Credit SciAa Divtng

Learn lo dive. G09-Basic scuba

Key Largo trip, G 10-Sport scuba

New England advanced. G1 1 -advaiKed.

All courses listed under General Physical

Education. For further informalion come by

Curry Mickspool Mon-Thur 7pm-10pmor
call 545-2338

Tcri of Efigltsit as a foreign language

(TOEFL) Preparation course, 9/24-1 1/21,

Tues. & Thurs. 7-9pm. $145 Language

Pacifica. 549-5065

SIGMA ALPHA MU RUSH
Lost Coral/Onyx ring

on 9/9/91

Sentimental value

Please call 253-0861

PERSONALS

3 CLUES, hinior. Theresa/ Main St. How
about dinnerf 6:00 Tuesday^ Outside ludies

if mteresled.

Enchanted but shy

THANKS ST. |UOE for prayers answered.

BKC

TONY- I'll folkMV you ar»ywh«re. sir: I love
Vou- Kathleen

RESUME SERVICE

CuMing Edge RcManes. Complete resume

servKe. Writing, laser printing, letters,

advice. 549-0367

ROOMMAH WANTED

female roommate, Brandywine apt. 549-

7675

SERVICES

Are you tired of being heavy! 30 day
money back guarantee. Call 735-2965. Ask

forRobyn

Pitgiianiy

Need a pregnancy test, informalion or

support! Call fcK free and confidential

services. ALTERNATIVES 245 Main Street

Northampton 586-3000 or CreenfieM 774-

6019.

15. 16.23,24
Sunday 1 5-Barbecue 4:00

Monday 1 6-Monday Night Football 9:00
Monday 23-Casino night 8:30

Tuesday 24-Special event «:10

395 N Pleasant St

TRAVEL

Travel Free!! Sell sprmg break trips to

lamaica, CarKun. Bahamas, Margarita

island. Best commissiotts paid! Call 1-0OO-
426-7710

WANTED

HOUSEMATE Amherst Blackbedrry Lane
~

$250 2537948 or 5496612

HOUSEMATE Amherst loglown Rd 5

students $250« 2517948 or 2568615

QUALirV PHOTOGRAPHER NEEDED (or

portfolio work 253-0774

WANTED. ..Your old calculator -HP12S or

companble -Call Kevin 546-3276

• '*'»"•'<

'
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Sports

Crusaders keep Mmutemen on skids
By TAMIR LIPTON
CoUesian^air

Holy Cross ( 1 -0>ran their unbeaten streak
on opening day to 12, as they defeated the
University of Massachusetts (0-2) 22-20 on
the tanength of fullback Jerome Fxiller's

three touchdowns, safety Matt Morgan's
knock away of a potential game tying two-
point conversion and 11 UMass penalties.

In front of 13,527 fans atMcGuirkAlumm
Stadium, Holy Croasextended their winning
streak to 10. dating back to last geason. the
third longest in the nation.

Holy Cross kicker, Anthony Pignio came
within Morgan's deflection of being the
scapegoat. He missed two extra points and
a 37-7ard field goal which almost cost the

Crusaders a tie instead of a win.

With 1 .57 left in the game and Holy Croes
leading 22-14, UMass closed the margin to

22-20 as <tuarterback Paul Tomatore (13

oompletkios-20 attempts, 131 yards and two
TDs) lofted a pass to Lamar Newsome (4

catch^h56 yards and two TDs) in triple

coverage. Newsome tipped the ball up,

stumbled back into the end zone and mi-

raciilously hauled the ball in.

The Minutemen went for the two-point
cauwsiun and Tornatore's pass to Jerome
Bledsoe was batted down by Morgan.
The pass wss there, I was open but he

knocked it away.* Bledsoe said.

Tomatore said. "I was hoping it would
get there... he made a great play.*

Bledsoe rushed for 131 yards on 25 ear-

but was outdone by his Holy Cross

counterpart Fuller who gained 207 yards,

averaging 8.3 yards per rush.

"I'm not sure what's wrong with the de-

fense," said UMass coach Jim Reid. "When
Holy Cross had the ball it was like running
through Swiss cheese.'

The Crusaders amassed 484 yards of

total offense, while UMass totaled 34 1 yards.

On their first possession of the game.
Holy Cross marched 64 yards in just four

plays only to see their drive stopped when
Scott Assencoa picked off his first of two
Tom Ciacdo passes.

Holy Cross did manage to score on their

next possession as Pignio connected on a 27-

yard field goal. The Minutemen did well to

hold the Crusaders to three points as they
stormed 62 yards down the field and had
first-and-goal from the 8-yard line, where
the drive eventually stalled.

Fullback Mike George earned six times
and gained 34 up-the-nuddle-yards before

John Johnson capped a 10-play, 60-yard
touchdown drive with a nine yard burst into

the end zone, which put UMass ahead 7-3

after Jim Maguire's extra point.

Assencoa's second interception led to

UMass' next TD. This time Tornatore hit

Newsome in the comer of the end zone just

before he fell out ofbounds to make it 13-3.

Maguire's extra point made it 14-3 and that
was the count at halflime as it was three-

and-out for the Crusaders'offense the rest of

the half.

lAt halfUme] I told them it was a 60
minute football game and that it wasn't

continued on poge 1
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Women's XC places 2nd
LtMdy harriers plagued with injuries

pbeto br Cwrto Wy«tk

Jerome Bledsoe ran for 131 yards but itwasntenough aa theMinutemen
lost to Holy Cross 22-20.

Where is the defense?
Holy Cross racks up 484 yards on offense

By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Correspondent

Ma3rbe the UMass women's croes country
team never should have left the bus.

Already missing star runner Kelly
Lilieblad, the Minutewomen suffered inju-

ries to both Kim Liljeblad and Maureen
Meldrim shortly afler arriving at Franklin
Park Saturday for their meet with Boston
College and UMass-Lowell. The
Minutewomen placed second.

As the team was exiting the bus Kim
Liljeblad stepped on a nest ofbees, suffering

approximately 10 stings. Liljeblad was still

able to run. finishing the course in 20:23,

but, "Is capable of nmning much stronger
than that,* according to coach Julie
LaFreniere.

Adding to the Minutewomen's problems,
Maureen Meldrim suffered a pulled muscle
in her lower back midway through the race,

and dropped to 10th place, third for the
team.

"We don't think Maureen's iryury is any-

thing to worry about, her back is just real

tight right now and hopefully it will loosen

up in the next few days,* LaFreniere said.

Boston College swept the top three spots.

with Heather Grimshaw winning in 18:49.

UMass' top runner was Tricia Mathiesen,
who ran in her first meet for the
Minutewomen. She finished fourth with a
time of 19:43.

UMass' next finisher was senior captain

Michelle St. Laurent, who finished sixth in

19:43.

"If I said I wasn't disappointed, I'd be
lying, but considering everything and with
it being our first meet, hopefully this will

shake the dust off us and get us ready for

Springfield next week.* LaFreniere said.

"Tricia was very impressive in her first

race and as always Michelle ran a very
strong race." LaFreniere said. "The fresh-

men [Cheryl Lyons and Julie Moreau] ram
very well for us, finishing fourth and fifth for

the team with identical marks of 20:20."

UMass wasn't the only team hit with
iixjuries. BC was without its top runner,
Diane Connolly, as was Ix)well, who without
their top runner finished third with 81 points

and their best finisher in 1 1th place. UMass
finished with 45 points and BC had 18.

"BC looked very strong, while Lowell
really wasn't a factor," LaFreniere said. "We
didn't run near our potential and if we
expect to win Saturday we need to run in a
tighter pack."

By BRETT MORRIS
Coll^pan Staff

The most popular question after the

University of Massachusetts football team
allowed 484 total yards to Holy Cross Sat*

urday was quiteobviously; "What happened
to UMass' defenser

However, noone could provide an obvious

answer.

"I'm not sure where we went wrong on
defense," head coach Jim Reid said. "It be-

came evident on the second drive that we
couldn't stop them. They went through us

like a hot knife goes through butter."

The Minutemen allowed 239 yards in the

air and 245 on the ground, 207 by Crusader
fullback Jerome Fuller. Fuller's delayed
cutbacks resulted in UMass defenders over-

pursuing the plays.

"We made a lot of mental mistakes,"

defensive coordinator Mike Hodges said.

"Rather than us taking care of our area of

responsibility we were just chasing the ball

and giving them the cutbacks."

Fuller, who ran for only 450 yards all of

last season, averaged 8.3 yards per carry,

including two riishingtouchdowns and a 17-

yard TD reception.

"We didn't have enough consistency and

they just exploded on us,' said UMass
oomerback Vaughn WilUams. 'Whenever
you face the run-and-shoot, you have to shut

down the run and today we just didn't do
that."

The defense only allowed three first half

points. However, Holy Cross still racked up
220 yards before intermission. UMass out-

side linebacker Scott Assencoa had two in-

terceptions to halt Holy Cross' crusade.

"Let's face it,* Reid said. "If they [Holy

Cross] didn'tmake any turnovers, they score

54 points."

Holy Croes head coach Mark Duffner

stuck with his balanced offensive game plan

the entire contest. Holy Cross' backfield

carried the ball 35 times and quarterback

Tom Ciaccio attempted 40 passes.

"I think they ran more than we thou^t
they were gonna run,* Williams said.

Reid said that former UMass assistant

coach and now Holy Cross assistant William
McGovem (UMass back-up quarterback
Dave's brother) contributed to reading the

Minutemen's defensive sets.

They knew our game plan very well,"

Reid said. "We tried to throw a couple ofnew
things at them which we thought would

continued on page 1
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Field hockey remains unbeaten after two weekend wins
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian SUfT

Regardless of the cnmimy weather, it was a perfect

weekend for the University of Massachusetts field hockey
team. They defeated both oftheir opponents and maintained
an undefeated record.

UMass beat arch rival Temple 3-1 Friday at home, and
left Durham, New Hampshire Sunday with a 2-1 win over

the Wildcats.

In Friday's match, the Minutewomen were greeted by a

Temple team every bit as tough as they expected. However,
UMass proved tougher as Dawn Trumbauer broke a 1-1 tie

at 10:32 of the second half, and Tara Jelley punched in a

penalty comer shot with 6:30 left to put the game away.
The team looked timid and apprehensive in the first half.

UMassovercame the early gamejitters whenJenn Salisbury

scored her fourth goal of the season late in the first half.

Salisbury showed her athleticism as she weaved by one
defender, through another, and shot the ball in, beating

Temple goalie Amy Baker. The goal came with only 53
seconds left in the half and gave UMass momentum going
into the second half.

"It gave us a huge lifl because we were fighting for our
lives out there," Coach Pam Hixon said. "We needed to gain
our composure."

UMass' lead quickly dissipated in the second half when
Temple's Toni Byard scored at 23:45. Byard's goal broke
UMass goalie Philippa Scott's string of shutouts, and tied

the game at 1-1.

Thanks to the stellar defense of sweeper Tracy Barclay
and Scott, Temple wasn't given a chance to take the lead.

The last two lines ofdefense did theirjob in stopping the few
Temple breakaways.

UMass kept their offensive attack up, eventually scoring
when Trumbauer nailed the ball in from the right side ofthe
circle making the score 2-1 in favor ofthe Minutewomen. At
that point, Temple's defensive strategy changed.

The Lady Owls decided to put an extra forward on
offense, according to Hixon, which left even more room in

their defense for UMass to work.

"It opened things up for us," Hixon said. "It gave us more
space and allowed us to do more work across the field. We're
good...when we have space."

continued on page 10
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WATCH OUT, HERE IT COMES — Suzanne Shore, a STPEC ms^or, and Dina Shore, a

University Without Walls student, juggle ouUide the Student Union.

Judge Thomas still eluding senators

CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — After grilling Clarence Thomas for

four days, senators still don't know "what the real Thomas

will do"on the Supreme Court, a Senate Judiciary Committee

member says.

The conservative black judge returned yesterday to face

his inquisitors for a fiah and final day before the panel turns

to witnesses supporting and opposing him.

Sen. Howell Heflin (D-Ala.) said Sunday that while his

own mind is not made up, Thomas probably would win

confirmation if the vote were held now.

Heflin. interviewed on CBS-TVs "Face the Nation" said

"a good number ofthe moderate, conservative Democrats ...

would vote for him unless he really stubs his toe."

Thomas seemed to find liberal positions accepUble on

interpreting the Constitution and public housing, but he

"appeared to be with the far right" in the Reagan and Bush

administrations, said Heflin.

"Is he an opportunist? Is he giving answers to get con-

firmation?" said Heflin. "I don't really think, at this stage,

we know what the real Thomas will do."

Sen. Arlen Specter (R-Pa.) appearing with Heflin. said

some opposition to Thomas stems from fears that he will

help break the Democratic Party's grip on the black vote.

Thomas "may serve as a role model to bring many

African Americans to the Republican cause," said Specter.

"There's real concern among the Democrats and among

the traditional leaders in the African-American community

that Judge Thomas ... may bring people to a different way

of thinking," he said.

Specter said "race played an enormous factor" in Presi-

dent Bush's choice ofThomas to succeed the retiring Justice

Thurgood Marshall, the SupremeCourt's firstblack member,

and rightfully so.

With Thomas' up-from-poverty background, he is "a man
who has a very, very different view of the world, a real

diversity, which that court badly, badly needs," said Spec-

ter, who had questioned Thomas on his hostihty to affirma-

tive action programs despite the helphe received throu^iout

his education and career.

Thomas last week frustrated attempts by DemocraU to

elicit his views on abortion and other contentious topics.

During four days of sometimes gruehng interrogation,

Thomas was asked to square his writings and his speeches

when he served in the Reagan administration with more

moderate statements he made to the Judiciary Committee.

Thomas, who had written and spoken extensively about

using"natural law philosophy" to interpret the Constitution,

told the panel that such a theory ofa higher law was not the

correct way to decide cases.

He told the panel that he had an open mind on abortion,

even though he once praised an anti-abortion article as a

"splendid example of applying natural law."

Thon\as said he had praised the article in a 1987 speech

to a conservative audience to urge the group to thick about

using natural law to develop a more aggressive civil rights

agenda.
He insisted that he had not "endorsed or supported the

article's call for outlawing abortion.

Four demands
must be met,
GEO says
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian SUff

Leaders of the Graduate Employee Organiiation said

the group may engage in "decisive action" if the University

of Massachusetts administration does not meet four m^or
demands by Oct. 1, the day the GEO has set as a final

contract deadline.

In May 1991. the 2,400 members of the GEO, the largest

union on campus, voted to have their negotiating team

obtain the following four issues on the GEO's first union

contract: binding arbitration, agency shop, a health fee

waiver and job security.

At that same general meeting, theGEO overwhelmingly

voted for a labor action this fall if the administration does

not approve the four m^or demands.

"I hope the administration realizes that what we're

asking isn't that much," said Emily Isaacs, the co-speaker

of the GEO/District 65AJAW. The GEO, which represents

all UMass graduate employees such as teaching and re-

seeivh assistants, has been bargaining with the University

for 10 months. Isaacs said.

TheGEO is set to vote Oct. I on the elemenU ofa contract

offered by the administration. Isaacs said.

The administration's negotiating team did not budge on

any of these issues at the last negotiation session on Sept.

5, Isaacs wrote in a Sept. 6 letter to the graduate employees,

^hile we have reached satisfactory agreement on most
ofthe rest ofthe contract's lees significant issues, eeeentially

,

the Coordinating Comnuttee and negotiating committee (of

theGEO I have failed to get the administration to concedeon

any of the above four demands," she said in the letter.

Susan Pearson, the chief negotiator for the administra-

tion, declined comment last night.

Ifthe administration votes against accepting the contract

proposed by theGEO, Isaacs said theGEO will take "decisive

action."

Isaacs said to heighten University awareness over this

contract dispute, the GEO will next week kick off five days

ofteach-ins and sit-ins "focusing on the Chancellor's office."

The GEO has a long history of similar actions. In the

spring of 1990, the GEO marched sometimes daily to the

Chancellor's office and held teach-ins at the Whitmore

Administration during a one-day work stoppage led by the

GEO.
Centering on Whitmore, the GEO will also hold raUies

and "gorilla theatre" presentations to increase the public's

knowledge on the urgency of the contract negotiations.

"I think the purpose is to remind the campus community

ofthe urgency ofGEO's right to a fair, reasonable contract,"

Isaacs said.

"A University wants to attract quality graduate students^

A good contract with the GEO will attract good students,"

said Isaacs. "It would be in the University's best interest to

accept GEO's demands."

At last Thurdsay's membership meeting, it was reported

that the funds being allocated to teaching assistants had

been cut by 13 percent by the University, reducing the

number ofjob openings for graduate students by 200 to 240,

Isaacs said. CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

GLB students and the roommate shuffle
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

For gay, lesbian and bisexual students

living on campus, room assignments can

feel a lot like Russian Roulette.

If they're really lucky, theyll get a gay

roommate or a single. At the very least, they

pray for a heterosexual ally.

Sometimes though, their worst fears are

realized and their roommate turns out to be

strongly anti-gay. Often, when this happens

confrontations occur and one or the other

will move out. Occasionally, violence is part

Social diversity floor students talk

Collegian pboto by Jeff BgF-

Sherlan Cabralis scored her first goal of the
season Saturday at UNH, the field hockey team

BY TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Andy was apprehensive when he dis-

covered there were openly gay students living

on his floor. His worst fears were realized

when he learned his roommate was gay.

"I come from a small town where no one

in my school was out as gay. Asking me to

deal with this during my first week at col-

lege is just too much to ask," said Andy, a

heterosexual freshman placed on a social

diversity corridor.

Andy immediately arranged for a room

change.

Now, two weeks later, he has a different

perspective. He said he is sorry for the way
he made his gay roommate feel. But he

stresses that for him "learning to accept this

will take time."

"At first I was shocked. It was surprising

and very scary," Andy said.

But now, he says he wants to stay on the

corridor and learn about people with dif-

ferent sexual orientations. But he stressed

that people need to understand where he is

coming from and how difficult it is to en-

counter something completely new.

Linda is a straight woman on the same

floor who discovered her roommate is a

lesbian.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

of the confrontation.

Director ofthe Program forGay, Lesbian,

and Bisexual Concerns Felice Yeskel, whose

office documents and tracks homophobic

incidents on campus, said GLB students

living on campus deal with a wride spectrum

of homophobia, ranging from the subtle to

the extreme.

Yeskel said oflen social programming by

House Councils and other student groups

assume thateveryone is heterosexual, which

makes homosexuals feel invisible.

"On the other end, some GLB students

who have come out in the residence halls

have been beaten up," Yeskel said.

She also mentioned other incidents that

include threatening letters and phone calls,

rooms being trashed, shouts from windows

and verbal confrontations.

Yeskel feels that sometimes, "there's a

benefit in living with people who are dif-

ferent," although she stressed that "people

shouldn't have to live in situations where

they feel threatened or uncomfortable."

"Sometimes [GLB residents] can reach

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Solzhenitsyn will return home to Russia
By MICHAEL TIGHE
Associated Press

CAVENDISH, Vt. — Dramatic political changes in the

Soviet Union are certain to mean a homecoming for exiled

Russian writer Alexander Solzhenitsyn.

"We'll definitely return back home to Russia."

Solzhenitsyn told The Associated Press at the town's bi-

centennial parade. "I said a long time ago that I definitely

will return and that stays intact. I'm not going to live here

forever."

Solzhenitsyn said the democratic movement sweeping
the Soviet Union makes his return more likely now than
ever before.

"Without these events, my return was completely out of

the question," he said. "Under the rule of the KGB and the

Communist Party, who I always fought with, 1 could not
return.

"These events are the ones that really opened the way for

a return in the future. A return will definitely happen,"
Solzhenitsyn said, with his son Stephan acting as interpreter.

The Nobel Prize winner said he has not begun the
process for his return and he does not know when that
return will happen. But he did say that any return hinges
on the Soviet government dropping the treason charge
against him that led to his exile in 1974.

"The process hasn't started iffor no other reason than the
Soviet government hasn't yet taken away its charge of
treason." he added. "They may do that in the future. That
has always been a stumbling block."

Now "72, Solzhenitsyn was charged with treason and

expelled for his writings.

His "Letter to the Leaders" called for many ofthe reforms
that recently have come to pass. Those included free func-
tioning for the Russian Orthodox church, an end to the
Communist Party's monopoly on power, and independence
for several of the Soviet republics.

Solzhenitsyn settled in Cavendish in 1976 with his wife
Natalia, and son, Stephan, who is now an 18-year-old
student at Harvard University. He has Uved as a recluse
much of that time, but said he attended Saturday's bicen-
tennial festivities because it was an important day for the
town.

"It's a big rarity that you get a bicentennial. It's a big,
important day," he said.

Solzheiutsyn mingled with the townspeople for much of
the afternoon celebrations, shaking hands, autographing
books, and posing for pictures.

In the era of glasnost ushered in by Soviet President
Mikhail Gorbachev, Solzhenitsyn's longer works have been
published both in book and in serial form in the Soviet
Union.

The writer is most noted for works such as "The Gulag
Archipelago" and "One Day in ' le Life of Ivan Denisovich,"
which contained devastating descriptions of Ufe in Soviet
prison camps and broad indictments ofcommunism's legacy.

Solzhenitsyn also said Saturday he cannot leave his
Cavendish compound just yet because he is in the process of
writing.

"You've got to understand that the key to it is that 1 have
been writing here for a long time and that's a process that
a writer can't just stop, pick up and leave," he said.

^^^^J^^J^
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Health Services

Dear UMa&s Student Plan/Student

Family Member:

Beginning September 3, 1991, the

University Health Services instituted

a number of additional fees and/or

co-payments in order to keep the

mandatory Student Health Fee and
Student Family Plan fees to a

minimum. As a result the following

charges will be made.

1. Pharmacy Benefit: Birth control

pills, $10.00 per cycle. Each
prescription of all other formulary

items (including insulin) will be at

wholesale cost for up to one month
supply, minimum $5.00, maximum
$50.00 per prescription. Non-
formulary prescriptions at cost plus

handling charge.

*2. Surgical Specialist Visits at

UHS: $10.00 per visit co-payment,

including orthopedics, general

surgery, and gynecology specialists.

Exclusions: consults regarding

termination of pregnancy, and pre-

and post- natal visits to specialists

remain fully covered.

•3. VISITS BETWEEN 9:00 P.M.
AND 8:00 A.M. THE NEXT
MORNING: $10.00 per visit co-

payment.

•4. VISITS AFTER NOON ON
SATURDAY AND ALL DAY
SUNDAY, UNTIL 8:00 A-M. ON
MONDAY MORNING: $10.00 per

visit co-payment.

*5. Allergy Clinic Visit: $10.00 co-

payment per visit. Allergy Testing:

Full fee-for-service charges for visit

and test materials. (Cost of test

materials is not covered by SHBP).

*6. Electrocardiograms (routine,

non-diagnostic): $10.00 co-payment
per test.

*7. Colposcopy Exam: $25.00 co-

payment per exam.

*8. Sigmoidoscopy Exam: S25J0Q co-

payment per exam.

9. Diabetic Supplies: Covered at

50% of costs.

10. Physical Examinations (routine,

non-diagnostic): $25.00 per exam,

plus any necessary laboratory tests.

For services which occur after the

UHS Cashier's Office is closed

(especially aftcrhours and weekend
visits), co-payments can be made at

the Cashier's Office for up to two

weeks after the visit. AFTER TWO
WEEKS OF NO PAYMENT, AN
ADDITIONAL $5.00 HANDLING
FEE WILL BE ADDED TO THE
CO-PAYMENT AND A BILL WILL
BE SENT. Any bills not cleared

within a reasonable time can lead to

administrative withdrawal from the

University. (These added charges do
not apply to Kaiser Pcrmanente
members at UHS.)

We regret to announce these modest
changes for the coming year.

However, we will continue to work
with you and the Student Health

Advisory Board to minimize

additional charges without

jeopardizing necessary services.

• GOOD NEWS for the

Supplemental Health Benefits Plan

and Student Family Health Plan

subscribers...THE ASTERISKED
CO-PAYMENTS ARE COVERED
under your SHBP or FHP. If you
have not subscribed yet, there is still

time...visit the UHS Cashier for

information or call 549-2671, ext. 232.

Sincerely,

David P. Kraft, M.D.
Executive Director

University Health Services

Now's the
time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

71 Old Sond«ftand Rd. No. Amtwn

549-2880
Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Mtyor Crml^ Csmis Accapimi

Cdhston R^fmir C^ntm a

Yoni Kippur Services
Tuesday, Sept. 17

Service — The eve of Yora Kippur: Kol Nidrei

service is being held at 7 p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom

^4ea^ — A pre-fast Yom Kippur meal is being
given at 3 p.m. at the Chabad House.

Service — A Kol Nidrei holiday service will be
held at 6:45 p.m. at the Chabad House.

Wednesday, Sept. 18

Service— Yom Kippur services will be held at 10

a.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

Service — Yom Kippur will be observed in the

Chabad House beginnirig at 10 a.m. for a holiday

service and again beginning at 5:30 p.m.

I .ome And Meet Patty MacLachlan

FRIDAY, SEPT. 20, 3:30 to 5:00 P.M.
P.MRICIA MACL\CHLA.N *on the I'm
Nfwbrrv .Medal for Strah. Plim 3c TML which
reoemly won seveni Enuny notnumxim far ihe
TV produaKMt.

Her TTiroo^A GrvKlpt $ £>ti ws a I9» NCSS/
CBS Noubie Children's Book in Socui Scudies tnd
a READING RAINBOW Feature Book, and The
Facti jnd Ficuons ol \Lnm Prxr wat a 1988 AL\
Noubie Book for ChJdren.

She and her husband, a pivchok)gisL, Irve in

Williairabur^ MA. They have three pown
childrea

ALEXA.NDER PERTZOFF, the Jlusraor of

Three .Vamcj. is a free iarjce mm whose work h»
been widely shown in gillenes throughow the U.S.

He lives in Northampton.

She Will Autograph

Her NEWEST BOOKS,
JOURNEY^d THREE NAMES.

PATRICIA .MAOj^CHLAIvrS fp«ic ruirmoo and Alcxmdtr
PeraaffI ounrang vxmxilon pnnnv yr lorj; itpim ooMnom
KhcolhouK — the ak tji Mions. lonra. mi p\iv ri a bov with ha b^
tncnd. a dog called Thra Narns. Thnt Sima rrvcals the quR benny
at counin lilt in simpler tunes, ici igfataL > joesrv ot tamiLai love,

the chanpng a< the feasom, and the rmiab ol ctuldhond.

JOURNEY IS rlesrn the summer ha mother tna, him and hn imr.
Cat, with 'heu i^vidparenu. He n ad and »njy. and jpmdi the

summer looking tor the clues thai snll explain »hv she left.

In this spirt and remarkable novel. PauToa Mi:La:hlan eicpkxa
ahandonmeni and the otnordinarv meam i-^ which a tamilv
rcanemNes itsell.

Jeffery Amkerst Bookshop
55 South Pleasant Street Amherst

Massachusetts 01002 253-3381

HOURS: Open Mon-Fri tU 8 PM, Sat til 5:30 PM. Sun 12-5 PM

Local
Jewish Holy Day begins tonight
Yom Kippur, Day ofAtonement for sins, marked by prayer
By DEBRA KRIEGSMAN
Collegian StaiT

One of the most solemn of Jewish holy days begins this

evening at sundown, Yom Kippur, the Jewish day of

atonement for sins.

Yom Kippur ends the period ofTshuvah which began 10

days ago on Ro«h Hashanah, the Jewish New Year. The
word Tshuvah is derived from the word ahuv, which means
to turn or return.

FVom this comes the spiritofYom Kippur, which is a time

when Jews realize their sins and resolve not to repeat them

in the future.

The Yom Kippur holiday comes from Leviticus Chapter

23 which commands, "For on this day shall atonement be

made for you, to cleanse you: from all your sins before the

Lord shall you be clean."

The day is to be a Sabbath day ofrest and selfinspection,

a day of thought and prayer.

Traditionally, Jews spend the day in temple, praying for

forgiveness and hoping to rectify their lives. Yom Kippur

begins with Kol Nidrei, which means the first night, and is

followed by a full day of prayers beginning with morning

services which are concluded with Ne'ilah, closing prayers.

The services are divided into different sections and each

has it's own way of atonement," according to Rabbi Philip

Graubart ofthe Congregation B'nai Israel in Northampton.

The holiday is observed with a fast that begins at sun-

down on the Eve of Yom Kippur and ends 24 hours later

when a break-the-fast is held, a humble meal that follows in

the somber spirit of the holy day.

The fastcomes from Isaiah Chapter R7 which talks about

the Lord's desire for your soul to be afflicted. The meaning

ofthe fast has been interpreted in many ways. It is generally

recognized as a penance, a time to focus the mind on the

spiritual and a means of awakening compassion.

"We fast in order to help us become more sensitive to

other peoples' pain. It is not penalty or punishment, but

purifying, a liberating time," said University of Massachu-

setts Hillel Rabbi Saul Perlmutter.

One aspect ofthis self redemption is the Enumeration of

Sins, a period ofprayer in which atonement takes a physical

expression. Here Jews literally beat their chests in order to

feel their remorse.

"It helps you get in touch with your remorse,' said

Perlmutter.

Another physical expression is the blowing of the shofar,

the ram 8 horn, at the end ofthe day. The shofar is blown as

a reminder ofthe redemption that the Jews ask for on Yom
Kippur.

Jews also follow the holy day with a traditional mitzvah,

a good deed. This year at UMass, members of Hillel have

begun a food drive in which they are hoping to collect the

food that would have otherwise been consumed during the

period of fasting. The drive is in cor^junction with the

Amherst Survival Center, which is in need ofnon-perishable

foods.

All servi(X8 will be held in the Student Union Ballroom.

Kol Nidrei serviceabegin at 7 p.m. Tuesday. On Wednesday,
services begin at 10 a.m. and follow through all day, con-

cluding with the 5:30 p.m. Ne'ilah services.

The break-the-fiut meal will be in the Commonwealth
room following ervices on Wednesday.

Collegian staffmember Felice Cohen contributed to this

report.

Police put out fire in Coolidge

Amherst prof
talks about
Israeli problems
By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

Gordon Levin, who has taught at Amherst College

as a professor of Israeli disciplines, delivered a lec-

ture last night at the Hillel House concerning the

Israeli/Palestinian question, as well as give diverse

views of the recent and highly controversial Israeli

Peace Conference, which is due to be held in the near

future.

Levin began with a short history of the initial

conflict between the Jews and Palestinians and

questions surrounding it. He stressedhow the "double

minority problem' played an important factor in

weighing the seriousness of the presei t situation:

how it hindered the Paleatine/lsraeli peace initiative

in that not only Palestinians now felt to be a minority

within a country over which they previously had

reign, but explained that the Jews, also a minority,

feel intimidated, in turn, by the Palestinians.

The Palestinians didn't recognize the legitimacy

of Zionism, which in turn created more friction be-

tween Palestinians, and the Israelis and vice versa,"

he said.

Awoman in the small audience challenged Levin's

statements and brought up the issue ofhuman rights

within the troubled region. She mentioned the rea-

sons for the Jews' return to Palestine to be under

"false religious pretenoea."

Several listeners asked ifshe had ever traveled U)

Israel, and ifshe really knew, first hand ofthe events

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Compiled by PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Suff

University ofMassachusetts Police andTown ofAmherst

Police extinguished a bulletin board that had been set on

fira late FViday night on the ninth floor of Coolidge Resi-

dence Hall.

Students were evacuated and no injuries were reported.

ARRESTS:

• William J. Scibelli, 29, of Springfield, was arrested

Friday night during a traffic stop on East Pleasant Street

and charged with operating under a suspended license and

operating an unregistered motor vehicle.

• Troy D. Piedade, 19, of Duxbury, was arrested Friday

night and charged with possession of an altered liquor ID

card and being a minor in poaaessinn of alcohol.

ion of alcohol,

ion of a false

• Lee A. Dematos, 30, of Holyoke, was arrested on North

Pleasant Street early Saturday morning for an outstanding

warrant.
• Two 18-year-olds were arrested Saturday night for

alcohol violations. Cesar A. Cabral, of Upper Montclair,

N.J., and Nicholas J. Hadjis, Glenwood Landing, N.Y., were

both charged with being minors in

Ha4)is was also charged with being in

or altered ID card.

• David R. Morrill, 18, of Salisbury, was arrested late

Saturday night and charged with disorderly conduct and

asaault and battery on a police officer.

• John D. Thibodeaux, 18, and William D. Thibodeaux.

both ofthe same address in Cambridge, were arrested early

Sunday morning during a fight on Fearing Street. Both

were charged with disorderly conduct.

LARCENY

• A man reported to police early Saturday morning that

his truck parked in Lot 12 was broken into and his leather

jacket stolen. He also reported his Sony stereo was damaged

during the robbery.

• Two license plates were reported stolen Sunday night.

Police said a Massachusetts license plate was taken from a

vehicle parked in Lot 50 and later that day a Illinois plate

was taken from a car parked on Infirmary Way.

• A Schwinn 12-speed bicycle, valued at $300, was stolen

from a bike rack outside Hamlin on Saturday night.

CoUagUn photo by Erik Stono

Gordon Levin speaks at Hillel

Chelsea's schools open

CoUecUn plioto by Erik SUm*.

COOL POOL,MAN— Kelly McGrath watches her friend Stephen

Cooke make the shot. Both are sophomores, but Kelly is undecided

in her mi^or and Stephen is going into journalism

By TONY ROGERS
Associated Press

CHELSEA— Classrooms overflowed and

some students had no books, but teachers

still tried to teach the basics as schools

finally opened Monday with this impover-

ished city under state receivership.

Some 1,300 students, from preschool to

the eighth grade, crowded into the Williams

School for opening day. Some had no books:

others were placed in the wrong classroom,

or had no classroom at all. Some classes

overflowed with more than 40 students.

Eighty of the school system's teachers

were laid off from last year. The rest didn't

learn until late August whether they still

had jobs, making preparations hurried. But

classes went on.

"It's only by a miracle that this place is

the way it is right now," said Anthony M.

DiGregorio, the school's principal. "But even

with all the glitches, nothing's been disas-

trous. And the glitches will get worked out."

DiGregorio, walkie-talkie in hand, toured

the school's 53 classrooms, greeting students

and explaining why rooms seemed smaller.

"It's a little more crowed, which means we're

all going to be a little closer together," he

joked with sixth graders. "Well be more like

a family. Well just have to hang desks firom

the ceilings."

In one room, a bilingual teacher was

matched with monolingual students. When
DiGregorio asked how many students

weren't supposed to be there, a forest of

hands shot up.

"We are currently looking for a teacher.

When we do 111 be happy," DiGregorio told

students.

Boston University, which took over

Chelsea's school two years ago, requested

$15.9 million for the system this year, but

the city allocated $1.6 million.

The city's elementary schools have no

librarians this year, and no home economics

or industrial arts classes. Most business

courses and half the art and physical educa-

tion courses havebeencut in the high schools.

Even with the problems, Terri Plona, 22,

the mother of a preschooler and a third-

grader, was happy her children were in

school, especially since she had dropped out

of high school.

"I didn't get too far inmy education, so I'd

like to see them do better." Plona said.

"Hopefully, they'll stay open."

Chelsea High School students began the

year on a new trimester system in which

they attend three 90-minute classes a day.

Principal Elsa Wasserman said implemen-

tation of the plan was speeded up by the

layoffs, since it requires teachers to teach

fewer students.
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• iNOB
PERFECT

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND!

Ladies

Sleeveless

TOPS
$599

Reg. $15.00 i up

Ladies & Mens

SHORTS

Reg. $28.00-$36.00

Ladies & Mens

JEANS & PANTS
$1499
REQ. $29.00-$45.00

Ladies & Mens
Short & Long Sleeve

KNIT TOPS
$999

Reg. $20.00-$48.00

Ladies

SOCKS, EARINQS,

HAIR ACCESSORIES
^1 99 or 3/^5

Reg. $5.00-$1 8.00 ea.

FIRST QUALITY & SLIQHT IRREQULARS

NOBODY'S
PERFECT

Not even the best known spec.alty &> department stores
ir the U.S They make mistakes too. That s when our
Duyers take advantage and pass tnc savings onto you'

Appearing Nona/' At.-

UMass Campus Center

Save Big! From Sun 1 2-6pm,

Mon-Fri 8dm-8pm, Sat 10dm-6pm
Sept 14 - W Room 101 Lower Level

Mdstcraird, Visa, American Express, Checks and Cash Accepted

World/Nation

Baker, Shamir discuss

Middle East peace process
By ALLYN FISHER
Aaodated Press

JERUSALEM — Secretary of State

James A. Baker III today opened talks

on the Middle East peace process with

Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir amid
tension over the U.S. delay of loan

guarantees for the Jewish state.

Baker went into a closed-door meet-

ing with Shamir late this afternoon. They
were to be joined later by aides.

Baker drove from the airport in a

motorcade When it reached a crossroads

at the entrance to Jerusalem, it was
pelted with tomatoes, police said. One of

the cars was hit, but it was not Baker's,

police said.

Baker, making his seventh visit to

the region since the GulfWar, arrived in

an Israel bristling over President Bush's

insistence on delaying for four months
Israel's request for $10 billion in U.S.

loan guarantees.

Israel wants the guarantees to get

favorable rates on loans for housing and
employing thousands of Soviet Jewish

immigrants. Bush sajrs dealing with the

request now will harm the chaiMres of

convening Middle East peace talks.

Some IsraeU officials fear Washing-

ton is using the guarantees to pressure

Israel to make concessions to the Arabs.

Others worry the delay is to punish Israel

for continuing to move Jewish settlers to

the occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip,

home to 1.7 milUon Palestinians.

On Sunday, a Cabinet minister,

Rehavam Zeevi, went so far as to brand

Bush's remarks as lies borderingon anti-

Semitism. The charge was rejected by

Defense Minister Moshe Arens, but

nonetheless it reflected the anger stirred

by the president's remarks.

The daily Yedioth Ahronoth said

statements like Zeevi's add "poisionous

fuel to the fire."

"President Bush is NOT an anti-

Semite," it said in an editorial, "^e can

manage without the loan guarantees.

But without peace, we cannot."

"I am not discouraged at all" by the

U.S.-Israeli rift. Baker said during a

refueling stop on his flight from the So-

viet Union. *We have always known there

would be bumps along the way. We are

going to keep working because I think

the world wants peace in the Middle

East."

Shortly before Baker's arrival,

Shamir's top political aide said that a

delay in U.S. loan guaranteca was "cast-

ing a shadow' on Middle East peace

efforts.

Air Force to overhaul
New plans for dramatic restructuring unveiled
By SUSANNE M. SCHAFER
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Air Force is

poised to announce a major overhaul that

will shake the service from top to bottom,

transferring dozens of generals from desk

jobs to the flight line.

"We have too many generals sitting on

their butt doing staffwork when they would
be happier and more efficient out on the

flight line," Air Force Chief of Staff Merrill

McPeak said recently.

The moves are some ofthe most dramatic
changes by the Air Force since it became a

separate branch of the armed services in

1947.

The overhaul, which already has begim
in some areas, is McPeak's personal quMt
and has the backing of Air Force Secretary

Donald Rice and Defense Secretary Dick

Cheney.
Rice is scheduled to unveil the changes in

detail Tuesday at the Air Force Aaaodation

annual convention in Washington. Senior

Pentagon officials discussed the changes

with The Associated Press in advance ofthe

announcement on condition of anonymity.

McPeak, a 55-year-old four-star general

who flew 269 combat missions in a one-year

tour of duty in Vietnam, still jumps into the

cockpit of an F-15 jet to keep his qualifica-

tions up-to-date. And despite the praise

garnered by the Air Force for its performance

in Operation Desert Storm, McPeak insists

the service can't rest on its laurels.

He's argued that the reorganization is a

way to .improve the combat power of the

service as it's forced to become a leaner. leM
bureaucraticorganization, llieoverhaul also

is designed to decentralize authority, putting

more responsibility in the hands of local

commanders and crew chiefs.

"One base, one wing, one boss" is the

motto used to describe part of the process

that McPeak hopes will help the service

shed an image of arrogance and free-

spending, giving more authority to base

commanders and crew chiefs.

Critics have derided the service as a

"fraternity in uniform."

As Pentagon budgets shrink and the

superpower balance shifts, change is inevi-

table. One quarter of the Air Force's men
and women are being cut, to about 450,000

in five years. There were 904,000 Air Force

personnel at its last peak, during the Viet-

nam era.

The basic building blocks of the tactical

fighter force— its so-called air wings— will

be cut from 36 to 26 , and the number ofbases

is expected to be reduced severely. Five

bases are being closed, with more in the

offing.

Under McPeak's plan:

•A general rather than a colonel will be

in charge on all of the service's 45 largest

bases, in particular those with 4,000 or

m<Mre personnel.

•Overall, the number ofAir Force miyor

commands will be reduced from 13 to 10.

•A "gradual consolidation" of the two

m^jor attack forces — the Strategic Air

Command at Offutt AFB, in Omaha, Neb.,

and the Tactical Air Command at Langley

AFB, Va. — is in the offing.

Other changes include the creation ofan

Air Force Intelligence Command and the

deactivation of the Electronic Security

Command based at Kelly AFB, Texas.

Amergerofthe SystemsCommand based

atAndrewsAFB and the IjogisticsCommand
at Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, into the Air

Force Material Command at Wright-

Patterson has already begim. The new or-

ganization will be in charge ofmanaging the

service's weapons systems.

AP photo

Secretary ofState James Baker III shakes hands with Palestinian

leader Faisel Husseini during a meeting that also included Hanan
Ashrawi, at the U.S. Consulate in West Jerusalem on Monday. Baker

was in Israel on a 24-hour visit.

Hostage release: 'incomplete step'
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)— The return of

51 Shiite Muslim prisoners and the bodies

of mne guerrillas by Israel was not enough

to warrant releasing more Western hos-

tages, the leader ofan influential pro-Iranian

group said today.

"The ball is still in their (the Israelis')

court. The step was supposed to be bigger, to

involve a bigger number or some of the

symbols, like Sheik Abdul-Karim Obeid."

Sheik Abbas Musawi said of Wednesday's

prisoner and guerrilla release by Israel.

"It is an incomplete step." said Musawi,

who heads the pro-Iranian Hezbollah, an

umbrella group believed to oversee the kid-

nap factions.

Obeid. a Hezbollah cleric, was kidnapped

by helicopter-borne Israeli commandos from

south Lebanon in 1989.

In other developments regarding the

hostage ordeal, Lebanon's highest-ranking

Shiite cleric said he thought four missing

Iranians and six Israeli servicemen, whose

fate is tied in with the hostage issue, are

dead.

Also, the reputed spiritual leader of the

hostage-holding faction Islamic Jihad said

he believed the hostage issue could be

brought to a satisfactory conclusion if the

parties involved show flexibility.

U.N. Secretary-General Javier Perez de

Cuellar is reportedly trying to work out a

deal in which Israel would return hundreds

of Arab detainees, Israel would receive six

missing servicemen and the 11 Western

hostages would be freed.

Airplane part found may lead

to cause of crash that killed 14

EAGLE LAKE, Texas (AP) — The discovery of an air-

plane part crucial to the investigation of a commuter plane

crash that killed 14 people supports the theory that 43

missing screws caused the accident, an investigator said.

Crews found the part, a 9-foot -le-icing attachment, on

Sundav in a farm field about three-quarters of a mile

northvvest of the site where Continental Express Flight

2574 crashed Wednesday.

"It was in basically the condition we had expected, said

Brent Bahler, spokesman for the National Transportation

Safety Board.
. ., *u *

"That should help us confirm our previous theory that

the screws had not been replaced
"

-News Briefs
Investigators have speculated the de-icing boot fell off

during the flight from Laredo to Houston because 43 screws

were missing from the leading edge ofthe plane's stabilizer,

a section of the tail that keeps the airplane horizontal in

flight.

Baghdad blocks UN from making

aerial checks for missiles
MANAMA, Bahrain (AP)—U.N . monitors have scrapped

their mission after Baghdad blocked them from making

their own aerial checks for long-range missiles. A Bush

administration official is calling Baghdad's action a serious

truce violation.

The Iraqi government defended its move Sunday, saying

the use of foreign aircraft over its territory violated its

sovereignty.

Instead, Iraq offered its military's Soviet-made Mig-17

helicopters and Iraqi pilots,but U.N. inspectors say the

helicopters are unsafe and the pilots uncooperative.

Warhero dismissed for deserting
unit during gulfbuildup

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — A war hero who said he was

haunted by memories ofVietnam was convicted ofdeserting

his National Guard unit during the Persian Gulf War

buildup and was dismissed from the military.

Capt. Daniel A. Nightingale, 40, of North Manchester,

had faced a possible 200-day jail term and a $200 fine. He

was convicted Sunday.

Nightingale failed to report for a weekend drill inJanuary

.

He had tried to resign ft-om the military last November as

units were being sent to the gulf. His unit was not deployed.
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Residence halls
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

out— some people are only superficially homophobic— and
if a gay resident can talk to them — things can quickly
change," Yeskel said.

However, Yeskel stressed that in situations where GLB
residents do not feel safe with their roommates or floormates,
and where difTerences feel unresolvable, they should speak
to their residence assistant or residence director to request
a room change.

Jerry, an openly gay sophomore who Uvea in the Central
Re.'iidencial Area, said he has had problems with several
straight roommates while living on campus. Jerry said this
semester his roommate moved out after the first day because
he didn't want to live with a gay man.

"1 put up an ACT-UP poster— he looked at it and ran out
ofthe room. . . later hecame back and said we needed to talk.

. . he was scared." Jerry said.

"He said he'd never dealt with this before, that he was
afraid ofAIDS and that I would climb into bed with him at
night. He said he had to move out."

Above all. he said he is tired of having to deal with
homophobia.

"I would like to come here and get an education undis-
turbed, instead 1 find myselfspending all my time educating
people about gays and fighting to have the same rights as
ever>one else." he said. "I'm tired of that."

Lori. a Central Residence Area resident who is a lesbian,
said she has alsohad difficulties with her straight roommate.

"I wish I had a different roommate that was more

Roommates

accepting. Mine keeps assuming things and asking me so

many questions," Lori said.

"I don't have the time, the space or the desire to educate

someone," Lori said. They can do that on their own."

For Lori, emotional safety is a big issue.

"I don't feel safe in the room with her— 1 haven't put up

any posters, anything at all that reflects who 1 am. . . She
keeps making such a big deal out of it— I just want to be left

alone."

Acceptance should be mutual, Lori said. "I don't feel

uncomfortable with her as a straight woman — I feel

uncomfortable with her making such a big dt^al abtiut me,"

she said. "I'm willing to try to be accepting and deal with

things if she would only accept me."
Gary, a gay sophomore who is also having difficulties

with his straight roommate, said he feels bad because ofthe

subtle messages he receives.

"He never asks me to do things with him — if I walk in

on a group of his friends, they all get up and leave."

Gary said th Te have been no direct confrontations, but
still he feels uneasy.

He said he believes that students who live on campus
should have to take residential diversity classes that en-

courage understanding and acceptance of people's differ-

ences.

For Jerry, the bottom hne is that gay residents should
not have to assume the b. rden of educating their hetero-

sexual peers.

"I came here to learn, not to teach," he said "Every
semester I have to start over with new faces. ..I'm tired of it.

You have to educate yourself— I shouldn't have to do it for

you."

GEO
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Isaacs said the University did not consult or nego-
tiate with the GEO over this cut.

"We had no control over how that 13 pertxnt cut
was implemented," she said.

She said graduate students are "furious" over that
cut.

Inaddition, Isaacs said, UMass teaching assistants
are paid below the national average and graduate
students unfairly pay higher fees than other graduate
students at other schools.

"It really depends on the administration (what our
action will be|," she said.

Levin

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Linda says she feels she was labeled "homophobic" before
she ever had a chance to prove herself

"My lesbian roommate looked at me in horror when I

walked in." Linda said. "I can't even talk to the girl because
he's so scarer of me."

She admits "at the beginning I wag a Uttle put off by it

I living with a lesbian roommate 1, but now I think it's okay."
Linda especially feels rejected by residents on her fioor.

"I feel like, the gay people on this floor alienate themelves
— I try to say 'hi' to everyone — but they look at me like 1

don't know — I'm devil's spawn or something," Linda said.

Both Andy and Linda stress they want GLB residents to

give them a chance.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

taking place there.

Although concerned, and questioning the State ofIsrael's
safety. Levin had some reservations over border disputes
that may occur between Israel and surrounding countries.

He said if the buffer zone was reduced, it may be a catalyst

to invite attacks against Israel.

Other issues such as the fall of the Soviet Union and the
arrival of Soviet Jews potentially living in the disputed
occupied territories, were discussed.

"In the interest of the Soviet Jews, in the interest of the
solidifiying a position in the Western World, and also for

economic gains, it would be imperative to maintain these
borders," he said.

One of the reasons for the Israeli Peace Conference was
for Israel, according to Levin, "Xo reconcile its bmrtler dis-

putes by taking advantage ofAmerican resources and to try

to put a rest to the disputes and to devise a strategy best for

the survival of Israel, and for the survival of land as a
democracy."
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartcxmist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherw ise noted.

Factory fire a symptom of

dark side of profit motive
Would you believe that it took hundreds

of men and women to produce the newspa-
per you're holding?Some cut the trees, others
transported them to a mill. Yet others pulped
the wood and still more turned the pulp into

paper. Eventually, someone had to drive it

to the printers.

Jeremy P. Levinson

It probably took even more people to

produce and deliver the ink. Writers wrote,

editors edited, photographers photographed,

graphics people did whatever they do. And
then, the printers printed. Today's news-
paper has a long history, passing through
the hands of so many making a living (or

trying to) doing what they do.

We forget that almost everything we see

and use is the result ofmany people's labor.

From mattress tags to thumbtacks; food

and plates; cars and car air-fresheners. If

we could somehow see the work that went
into those thingswe use everyday, our world
would be turned upaida tkwm.

Take for example a recant fire at a North
Carolina poultry processing plant. A deep-

fryer burst into flames. When the workers
daahed for the exits they found most ofthem
locked. The company had locked it's work-
en in to prevent them from stealing chick-

ens— which I suppose is a worry when you
pay workers poverty wages to raise their

families with.

Twenty five workers died that day at the

Imperial Food Products plant.

Anyone ofconscience is outraged. Where

was the law? The safety codes'? As one Asso-
ciated Press story put it, "Enforcement of

worker safety laws apparently is scarce in

North Carolina." So, we need to buckle down
and enforce the law more strictly to prevent

a similar tragedy from occurring.

Yet, if we look deeper into this specific

examplewe can find a pattern ofinhimianity

.

In fact, in this case we can follow the trail all

the way to our dinner tables.

Poultry is the largest industry in the

South. This $16 billion dollar industry pays
poverty wages to a workforce of 150,000.

Work-related iryury and death rates are

higher than for miners and construction

workers. These people work long shifts on
hot assembly lines, killing, cutting, weigh-

ing, cooking and packaging our food.

Over the past 20 years, chicken has be-

come king of the American dinner table. In

the late GOs huge corporations took over the

industry and turned poultry production into

aomething akin to automobile production.

Parmer Jones is dead.

In his place are a few industry giants.

They're careful to locate plants in areas
hostile to unions, fertile with poor people

who might work under such conditions for

so little money.
Like with everything else, production is

God. As corporate America seeks to speed
production more workers die and are dis-

abled. For what? For so many, the American
Dream has been reduced to surviving the

work week. What did those people in North
Carolina die for? One little girl whose aunt
died in the fire wasn't satisfied with herown
answer, "For chicken?"
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No. Not for chicken. For profits. The

chicken lands on our tables; the profits in

the pockets of executives in some office far

away from the factories. The workers re-

turn, hopefully, to shacks and cramped
apartments, hoping to rest up for another

day on the line.

This is one story. It's only chicken. The
same chicken you buy at Stop 'n' Shop. And
it's only a story because 25 people died last

week. For us, chicken; for those workers.

their lives.

If our chicken dinners could talk, they'd

scream. But what about everything else?

Our shoes, our cocktails at local bars, our

books, our clothes? These things would tell

us ofmen and women, working to survive, in

Hamlet, North Carolina, in Hadley, Massa-
chusetts, in Salinas, California. To us the

basic necessities and luxuries of modem
life; for millions, the only way to get by.

Jeremy P. Levinson is a Coll^an columniat

Basement notes take you to Capitol Hill and Taco Bell
I was in the nation's capital recently (no, not really, but

I have some artistic license so bear with me on this one OK?)
and who did I run into but Supreme Court Nominee Judge
Clarence Thomas! I was pretty hungry and a little lost so

asked him directions to the nearest fine eatingestablishment.

The conversation went something like this:

ME: "Excuse me, Mr. Thomas? Could tell me where the

local Taco Bell is?"

HIM: "Taco Bell? It'sdown in that direction somewhere."

ME: "I'm sorry sir. I didn't get that. Could you be more
specific?"

HIM: "What do you mean? I don't know what you're

getting at."

ME: "All I want is how to get to Taco Bell."

HIM: "I already told you and I will stand by my answer."

ME: "But could you give me more detailed directions."

HIM: "I don't believe that's relevant to determining my
future performance as a Supreme Court justice."

ME: "But Taco Bell. . . where. . . ? Forget it.

I tried asking directions from Senator Biden but all he'd

do is repeat everything 1 said. Ted Kennedy offered me a

ride but I refused (he has an annoying habit of driving

do. "As a last alternative, you can always sit in the back of

the class," jokes Jose. Jose says that he wants to bring out

the inner beauty in everyone. He recommends simplicity

and minor changes to personal style. Big words for someone

that always wears a cowboy hat.

I hear that Chancellor Richard O'Brien wants the stu-

dent government to come up with a constitution by the end

ofthis year. As someone who has seen the SGA in action (or

inaction) my immediate reaction was overpowering and

lengthy laughter. Of course a lot of the goofballs have

graduated and others have vowed not to return so maybe
there's a chance theyll do it (heh).

President Bush vowed during his campaign to become

the "Edu-cation President" but with all the time he's spent

in Kennebunkport, Maine, I think he's more ofa "Va-cation

President."

Well that's it for this week. Ifyou have a submission for

Graffitti of the Week or you think I'm a bonehead, please

write to: Marc Elliott. Collegian, Campus Center. I warn

you that all materials will be subject to print. So remember,

"It's gotta be the shoes."

Marc Elliot is a Collegian staffmember.

Unions not to blame
for fiscal problems
Peter Kasperowicz' editorial blaming UMass' labor

unions on its budget woes was so ridiculous that I

hardly took it seriously, but feel compelled to respond

in case anyone else did.

To blame the fiscal crisis at UMass on labor unions

is like blaming World War 1 1 on the Jews. Who are the

victims here? Who haven't had a pay raise in over

three years? Who have constantly lost members due

to layoffs and other staff reductions?

Naive,young undergraduates like Mr. Kasperowicz

should experience the real world before they condemn

the working class and organized labor. Do they know

what it's like to feed, clothe and maintain the health

ofa growing family when the cost ofliving has gone up

15 percent but your wages haven't? Or what it's like

to tell your child that you no longer have a job and

probably won't be able to find another?

Unions face a tough job of maintaining a resem-

blance ofdignity for workersduring thesebad economic

times, both here at UMass and throughout the coun-

try. How about demanding action from those officials

in Boston and Washington who have turned their

backs on the working class instead of blaming the

workers,who already carry the toughestburden ofall

.

Gordon Hewitt
Graduate student

Labor Relations and Research Center

through reflecting ponds).

Fine. fine. The truly beautiful thing about my columns is

that if you don't Uke it, it'll change real soon (label that as

shamless self-promotion).

Marc Elliott

Graffitti of the week this week comes to us from the

esteemed and sometimes dignified office of our Student

Trustee, Kevin Newnan. The following was written on the

door of his dorm room by an unknown party: "Grimace is

purple." But wait! There's more. The hterary masterpiece

doesn't end there. Below it is some counter-graffitti ofequal

magnitude: "So is your mother." Cool. My only other entry

was "Ehikakis in '92" and that's too silly.

Quick note here: for your pet rock to either die or run

away, you have to be a really negligent pet owner. Low
maintenance pets, the wave of the future.

School is a test for your hairstyle, says Hollywood

"hairistocrat" Jose Eber. He says that the classroom is one

big theater in which everyone judges everyone else's hair-

Tough task ahead for the republics
With the apparent break-up of the Soviet Union comes

many new questions and concerns. These include defense,

economic stability, U.N. representation and international

relations, and relations among the republics themselves.

These issues, as well as many others, must be dealt with

before any policies concerning the republics can be made

and life for the people of the republics can return to any

degree of normality.

Anthony Crowley

Since last month's coup, many have become concerned

about the state of the Soviet military, specifically over its

nuclear weapon stockpiles. Who now controls the nuclear

weapons? Is it the republics or does the Kremlin maintain

central control? Mikhail Gorbechev has stated that all

nuclear weapons will be moved to the Russian republic and

will remain under the control ofthe Kremlin. However, the

United States and other powers ofthe world must consider

that, instead ofone Soviet Union to deal with there are now
several independent states. Although things look promis-

ing, the nations of the world must not act prematurely by

cutting back too greatly on defense.

With defense concerns also lie problems ofinternational

relations and representation. The nations of the world will

now have to deal with several governments concerning

relief efforts for the jaeople. Most importantly is the ques-

tion ofUnited Nations representation. The Soviet Union is

one of the five permanent members of the United Nations

Security Council, and hence has a special veto power. Even

if the loose federation of independent republics is formed,

there would still remain a problem of UN representation.

After all, the republics would still remain independent,

each with its own agenda. Would all ofthe republics receive

veto powers? Some kind of compromise must come of this.

Economic stability and relations among the republics go

hand-in-hand. In the past, the republics have relied upon

each other for food, raw materials, finished goods, etc. For

example, the Ukraine is the "bread basket" of the Soviet

Union. Ukrainian officials have recently announced that

the Ukraine will first see to the needs of its own people

before sending food to any of the other repubUcs. With the

coming winter may also come starvation for many people of

the other smaller, poorer republics. Whether through a

loose federation of republics or not, the governments of

these newly free states must come to some agreement to

assist each other, through trade agreements and other

means, in order that the people can survive.

While the republics have succeeded in gaining their

independence from the strong grip ofthe Communist party,

much work lies ahead for the new governments, the govern-

ments of other nations, the UN and the people of the

republics. Many obstacles must be overcome before life can

continue with a degree ofnormalcy. The hard work hasjust

begun.

Anthony Crowley is a UMass student
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Arts & Living
The Doctor is a feel-good movie that feels like a winner
By JON LUPO
Collegian Correspondent

There is a trend these days in Hollywood. It is the age of
retribution, the age of feelgood movies. From Arnold
Schwarzenegger's nice-guy terminator to Harrison Ford in
Regarding Henry to Billy Crystal in the cute, but overrated
City Slickers, recent films have a decidedly nicer edge.

There's nothing wrong with feel-good movies of course.
In the case of the five Rocky films and the three Karate Kid
movies, the pubUc seems to like them. In the case of The
Doctor, the latest feel-good movie is also a great film.

The plotofThe Doctor involves ( what else! ) a doctor ( played
by William Hurt) who ignores his wife (Christine Lahti)and
son (Charlie Koismo), is cold and unfeeling to his patients,
and is a genuine louse.

He then contracts throat cancer, becomes a patient and
learns how bad he has been, becomes a better doctor and a
better person in the process! Too nice? Not quite.

It is important to know that he wasn't an evil person
before he got cancer. He was the consummate professional
— very efficient, and very insensitive. He remarks to a
female patient who has a large scar on the front of her body:
"Hey. your husband will love it. . . you look just like a
Playboy centerfold— staples and all!" He thinks it's funny.

He also says things like, "I'd rather you cut straight and
care less," to a group of interns.

What follows is that the doctor gets a taste of his own
medicine. He must fill out forms; wait; endure painful tests;

and wait some more. He must also deal with a doctor who
doesn't seem to care that much — very similar to the kind
of doctor he was.

He d(H>sn't immediately turn into Mr. Nice Guy; he still

APPttolo

Actress Elizabeth Perkins

ignores his wife, spending all of his time and sharing his

feelings with a terminal cancer patient (played by Elizabeth
Perkins).

BrilUantly acted and stunningly directed, The Doctor is

easily one of the year's ten best. Director Randa Haines
(Children ofa Lesser God) has assembled a stellar cast.

William Hurt is simply one of the finest actors around.
His portrayal of the doctor is never one-dimensional, the
viewer can see the layers ofthe performance. It is definitely

worth an Oscar nomination, if not the award.
Speaking of Academy Awards, Elizabeth Perkins (Big)

should gamer one for her subtle, gentle performance of

someone who is dying, but not ready to give up on life. It

couples with Hurt's performance, as they both create three-

dimensional characters.

There is one scene in particular where Perkins and Hurt
are in the desert, contemplating life and death. In knowing
she is terminal and he may die, it makes for a thoroughly
moving scene.

As Hurt's wife, Christine Lahti (Runningon Empty)m\i8t
play second fiddle to Perkins, but every scene she's in, she
subtly commands the moment.

Also fine in smaller roles are Mandy Patakin (DicA Tracey)
and Adam Arkin (television's China Beach).

The only problem in The Doctor ( the only one ) is that the

ending is typical Hollywood. You1l be able to see it coming
a mile away, but since the other elements are so rich, one
can dismiss it as a small flaw.

What could have been a cheesy disease-of-the-week TV-
movie is a sensitive, moving film with some of the best

performances of the

year.

Leno hurt on motorcycle
LOSANGELES(AP)—Jay IxMiosuffered

cuts and bruises in a motorcycle collision

over the weekend, but said he won't miss
work as guest host of the "Tonight Show."

The 41 -year-old comedian said he was
nding along Mulholland Highway in sub-

urbanCalabasas on Saturday morning when
he slowed to help a motorcyclist who was
stalled on the side of the road.

He was making a turn when another
motorcycle, driven by Jeffrey Flaherty. 48 of

Hcrmosa Beach, struck his bike, said Cali-

fornia Highway Patrol Sgt. Richard Barton.

Leno said he swerved to try to avoid

Flaherty's motorcycle, but couldn't get out
of the way. His left leg was cut and bruised,

but his first concern was for his vintage

1951 Vincent, he said.

The first thing I did is call a buddy with
a truck to pick up the bike," Leno said

Sunday. "Then you go to the hospital."

Leno was treated at Westlake Medical

Center.

AP Photo

PLEASE DONT EAT THE FLOWERS — Melinda Vieux of Plainfield

displays Monday afternoon some of the 600 geraniums that are now in

her front yard for which she is seeking homes. The flowers were dug up

from beds in front ofthe Vermont Statehouse, and rather than have them

thrown away as in other years, Vieux is hoping people will adoptthem for

the winter, then give them back to be replanted next year.

New Sheldon
has intrigue,
sex and UFO's
By JON LUPO
Collegian Correspondent

The Doomsday Conspiracy
Sidney Sheldon
Morrow

Fans of Sidney Sheldon's mega-bestseller novels

(The Other Side ofMidnight and IfTomorrow Comes,
among others) who expect expert plotting, exciting

characters, as well as healthy doses of sex intrigue,

sex and suspense, won't be let down in his latest and
eleventh novel. The Doomsday Conspiracy. While
it has all of the aforementioned, it has what other

Sheldon novels do not: a male protagonist, UFO's and
an environmental theme.

Not since his first novel, The Naked Face, has
Sheldon had a male as his main character. His staple

bevy ofbeauties are noticeably absent here, as Sheldon
adopts more ofan adventure theme: think ofit as Tom
Clancy - lite.

Navy Commander Robert Bellamy is given his

final assignment - to investigate the crash ofa NATO
weather balloon in the Swiss Alps. He must find the
10 witnesses and question them. He finds that there
was no weather balloon but a UFO that crashed,
complete with three aliens- two dead and one missing.

For almost halfthe book, Bellamy has no clue what
role he plays in this international cover-up/conspiracy.

This is a little hard to believe that such an expert spy
has no clue that he's being used.

Sheldon expertly uses his tried and true method
formula. He sets up a larger story Hne arc that follows

throughout the whole novel. He then delves into the
pasts of the characters, creating smaller storylines.

Bellamy has an ex-wife he's still in love with, a
beautiful, but devious prostitute who helps him, and
the gorgeous female alien who encounters humans in

her quest to communicate with her planet (E.T. phone
home?)

TheDoomsday Conspiracy contains elements from
"Star Trek," "Cocoon," and even previous Sheldon
novels. While the UFO plot seems silly out ofcontext,

it fits in somehow. He has a way ofmaking the reader

believe in what he's writing. And that's all a good
storteller has to do. His extensive research adds
authenticity, but it's also hollow. But what do we want
from a guy who created The Patty Duke Show as well

aa I Dream ofJeanniel ... William Faulkner?

To those who have eryoyed Sidney Sheldon's other

novels (including myselO this won't disappoint. One
could always contemplate who'll star in the inevitable

movie or miniseries ^Memories o/'Midni^/i^ Sheldon's
most recent novel, will be on television this fall). How
about Harrison Ford and Meryl Streep? No? I'm sure
Richard Chamberlain and Jaclyn Smith are available.

Aren't they always?
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Producer Maurice Starr shoots off a new record label
BOSTON (AP) — Musical entrepreneur Maurice Starr.

who started his career as a teen-ager singing with his

brothers and went on to produce superstars New Kids on

the Block and New Edition, unveiled his own record label

Sunday.
"I wanted to build (in Boston! what Barry Gordy built

with Motown in Detroit," Starr said. "That wasn't a place

known for 1 music! either. New York was really the place

back in those days. We're going to show that Boston can be

a mecca for this.*

Sunday's kickoff at Boston's World Trade Center came
complete with screaming teen-agers straining for a glimpse

ofNew Kids Joe Mclntyre and Danny Wood. They and other

celebrities were hustled through in limousines to a private

concert featuring Starr's newest discovery. Rick Wess.

It was an unlikely scene in Boston, a city not generally on

the entertainment celebrity circuit

•This IS the next phase,' Starr said before the lavish

inaugural party for his new Boston International Records^

"Afler this, it may be movies or it might be something else."

Boston International Records is based in the city's

Roxbury section, a low-income, predominantly black

neighborhotxl Starr said 80 percent of his talent will be

drawn from the area. There are branch offices in Burbank,

California and New York.
•*! want to continue to take kids with dreams and songs

in their hearts and show them that, with some persistence,

they can make it," he said.

Wes. an 18-year-old from Fall River who has toured with

New Kids on the Block, will be the first artist to appear on

the Boston International label. His single "I^Maeasion" ia

scheduled to be released this week.

Crooner Frankie Valli also has sigiied on, but Stan-

insists his emphasis will be on new talent.

Having his own label "gives me more independence," he

said. "I'm the chief 1 don't have to ask somebody else which

record to put out."

Starr came to Boston from his home town of Deland, Fla.

in 1972 with his five brothers, who performed together as

the Johnson Brothers Band. He wrote and produced for

other groups during the TOs and discovered four young
singers called New Edition in 1982, managing them to to t!ie

top of the black music charts.

New Edition later broke their contract with Starr, argu-

ing that they were minors when they signed with him.

Starr went on to assemble New Kids on the Block from

Boston high schools, where he found five boys who could

sing like New Edition and dance like the Motown groups in

their heyday. The lucrative group made millions in record

sales, concert appearances and merchandising.

The Boston International label will be distributed by

Hollywood Records, a division oft he Disney empire,company

officials said.
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GROUPS
EARN $7~/HR

HGHT
POLLITION

Work for political

cKangr Mritta

€'leun liufrr Action:
environmrntjU
campaign staff.

On hu% lines.

Paidtraining.
P/T or career
opportunity.
Call .SH4^9H30

Whitmorc s

Auto Exchange

N. Amhcr»t.MA

549-4033
(dOO)46^06l3

N0W& Ueed

Auto & Trucking parte

Locating Serynce

You are

invited to

join lis for a

YOUNG LIFE
REUNION
Wednesday.
September 18.

7:30 pm
Room 811 B-15
Campus Center

For more
information,

please call

549-3991

GROUPS! GROUPS! GROUPS!
at Mental Health Service

Fall '91

Adult Children of Alcoholics

Structured Group: Thursday 3:30 - 5:00

Unstructured Group: Tuesday 3:00 - 4:30

Building Self Esteem Time to be announced

Eating Disorders Wednesday 3:30 - 5:00

Exploring Lesbian, Gay,

Bi-Sexual Identities Tuesday 7:00 - 8:30

Groups begin mid October All groups require a pre-group

Interview Call 545-2337 for Information or registration - or

stop by 127 Hills North

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
FRATERNITY

'' E

When

opportunity

knocks,

open

the door!

University of

Massachusetts

at Amherst

Fall

1991

RUSH DATES
TUES. sap. 17

THyRS.sep.19
TUES. sep.24
THURS.|ep.26

g-OOpm -11:00 pm

the Fraternity of Honest Friendship

l.iimhila Chi Mfihii Frnleiiiily t7 1 N„rih I'li-tiiinl Slrcl 2i3'JH:iJ

You'll find over 200 opportunities knocking on

your door this fall. Both credit courses and

noncredit workshops can open doors for you -

helping you advance in your career plans,

upgrading your skills, or improving your

personal life.

Late register for Continuing Education evening

classes and UMass day classes through

September 17.

For more information, contact the Division of

Continuing Education, Cioodell Building, or call

545-2414.

Make sure your road trip proceeds without a hitch.

Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than ycxi expect them to be. Which is wh\

you should always pack your AT&TCaUing Card. O It's all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere.

\Vs the least expensive way to call state-to -state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And you'll be connected to the reliable

service you've come to expea from AT&T. D Plus, if you get your Calting Card no^' you'll also get a free hour^ worth of

AT&T long distance calling.* And you'll become a member oi AT&T Student Saver Plus, 2i program of products and services

designed to save students time and money. D The AT&T Calling Card. It's the best route to wherever you're going.

Get an AT&T Calling Cardtoday. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4812.
1^ ll_-ijm-i i«[lnili»Mil iniTT -T— iVMiii—iiiriM HI tamamtKmi^atmtntm 0^y<m6KiirmU3iA»nm<gamtncmCtMcm

ATSiT

/;/ \ isi()\ CO V Tl \ I KDl c \ r l()\
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"I used to be a lowly freshman, but then I started working for the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian. Now I'm a lowly junior, but I have a

great job. a lot of useful experience, and a lot of cool friends.

Thank you. Collegian!"

COLLEGIAN
"It's not just an adventure, it's a job"

Experience the inner workings of a daily newspaper first-hand.

Come to the offices of the CoUegian - 113 Campus Center Basement,

or call 545-3500 (5-3500 on campus).

Don't worry, we won't bite.

57 N.Pleasant St. • 253-5141

Proper Identification a Must

TACO TUESDAY
FREE TacoBar 9-???

WEDNESDAY WINGS
FREE Buffalo Wings 9-???

also MILLER Games Night

FREE Giveaways!

Beer of the Month Drink of ^he W^qK
Miller Lite Bottles

Absolute Soda

Miller Genuine Draft °l
'
°"'^

Bottles $1.75

Sl-25 _ ^ ^ ^Thursday -Sunday

JELLO SHOTS
$1.00

BRING YOUR WORLD

TOUFE
AT

THE PERFORMING ARTS

DIVISION

MUSIC, THEATER, DANCE &
MULTI-CULTURAL ARTS

' y,^^\

Private and Group Instruction

for Adults and Children

Classes Start: September 16

Walk-In Registration: August 26-September 13

Contact P.A.D. In Old Chapel • 545-0519

UNBELIEVABLE!
UMASS SKI CLUB

You're Back

We're Back

Come See What We ' re About

First Meeting For '91 - '92

TUESDAY
SEPTEMBER 17th

7:00 pm
Campus Center Room 163

Ski Club 430 Student Union 545-3437

' IH •««*• ' iH N« 1K>4i» < »*< Oa«« C«i - 0«««
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Dr. WillKeim. h.^s

sptiki-n to l,(XXl(MX1 students at

over "iCX) campusos in the

Uniti-d Stati-s, Canada,

Australia, Grt-eco and Malaysia

Lecture: Leadership for the 21st Century;

Living in a Multi-Cultural World

Time: 7:00pm
Date: 9/18/91

Location: CC Auditorium

Sponsored bv: G A.G,
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU
Uai.HffB
Gce^Nom- couu>»

OFf.MAN.

Afwrr/.

m THATpnuN Miur/vr/
MMWY SUPPOKT QROUP'

God at his computer

CALVIN AND HOBBES
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TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN
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UNDER 21 By KRIS K. EARLE
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CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

ROTtfN (?AV. MV ROOMMATB
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\,ja^.AT UAST

I PONT HAV^ ID

UVe WITH HIS

INCREPIBLY
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Quote of the Day
"We can forgive a man for making a useful

thing as long as he does not admire it. The only

excuse for making a useless thing is that one

admires it intensely.

—Oscar Wilde

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE

By BILL WATTERSON

ACROSS
1 Lean lo

5 Hippt* abodM

14 lc«-cr«am iraal

tSCok»<ui twh
16 Ooi«n tourc*
I 7 Handto. lo Ha«wi
18 Og
19 Fma hddia
'0 Siamorian

O'alort''

23 Tampo marking
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?8 Tiny Maho^
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4

1
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9 Placa Ky •
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13 -lu V^f*
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21 KMola«««
22 Montraal a«Mala
2Sa«a|i««c (tan

26 — ciocfli

mdhatm
27 Ctnral work
29 JungH mungar

30 L4ia aoma
boots

31 Campat t

43 Qrava
44 lns»umanl
46 - NigNs
49 Muadaman

Slava

SOErwnoleid

MOtoba aupponar
SS ftlMcal kna up
SSQiggIa

S7 Man! astray

MMratvord
59 Arcliia boaa
90 Baalho»an a

ArcMiAa.
•or ona

61 tMana

62 Sconiih
aiplofaf

63 Nauticat aaaani
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32 UTMnMraaling

33 Co»alad award
34Mo««ar<i(paarl
M Rum (kink
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70 Anon
71 Oarm

1 Sal ovar-pricaci
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word
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4 Gary Coopar
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Menu
LUNCH

Hamburger
Macaroni and Cheese

BASICS LUNCH
BeanBui;gers

Macaroni and Cheese

DINNER
Beef Strudel

Scrod

BASICS DINNER
Vegie Gumbo Casserole

Scrod

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -Apnl 19): Stretch

yiwnelf and tiKnr will be no hmil to what

you can accomplidi in business and Ti-

nance. Emphasize your responsible atti-

tude if hopini lo win a coveted aMign-

ment.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Your

optimism is a tiemendous a»set today.

Rich rewards air near at hand. A pay raise

fuels your desire lo do the very best work

possible. Travel enjoys highly favorable

influences.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Do na«

give up on an exciting job or idea. Your

communication skills give you an edge

over your competition. A stroke of good

luck enhances both romance and family

life.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): The

empha.sis now is on making your personal

relation.ships more fuiniling. Admit past

mistakes. You will be surprised at what a

big difference your honesty makes.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Financial

success depends on your being more as-

sertive. Speak up Other people cannot

guess what you are thinking. Managing

your money is easier now.

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept. 22): Be dip-

lomatic or your could lose the ground you

recently gained at work or school. Seek an

expert's advice before signing a contract.

Cash in on an opportunity before il is too

late.

LIBRA (Sepi 23-Oct 22): You me
on your way to a major triumpd! Sodai
contacts will piay a key role in your suc-

cess. CoopenKe with older people but

sieer clear of risky investments. Make
tegular savings deposits

SCORPIO(Oci 23-Nov 21 ) Agreai

day lo pursue your pervMial goals. A cre-

ative project gets the green light Finan-

cial backing will follow Your romantic

partner needs more attention.

SAGITTARIUStNov 22-Dec. 21):

Steer clear of people who try to draw you

into risky ventures Their cutlet are built

on sand. Your gifts as a storyteller make
you a big hit at a social function

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19):

Dynamic action is the key to greater suc-

cess. Get right to the point in business

talks and you will see immediate results.

An obstacle 10 happy romance is removed.

Consolidate recent financial gains.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Someone owes you a favor—ask for it. A
word from the right person helps you lo

climb to the top. Give .serious thought lo

changing your lifestyle A child needs

more guidance.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Some-

thing you hear today could bring large

profits in the near future. Curb a tendency

to leap without looking. Being loo impul-

sive could scare off a prospective ronuut-

lic partner. Calm down.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Preston P. Forman

Copy Editor Joanne Quimby

PhotoTechnician Carrie Wyeth

Production Supervisor Terry Starmer

Production Beth Butts
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Minutemen losing ground in YanCon
Uilass' Jerome Bledsoe and Scott

Asseocoa made this week's Yankee Confer-

ence Honor Roll. Bledsoe rushed 23 times

for 131 yards with a long of 23 and also

returned five kicks for 73 yards in the 22-20

loss to Holy Cross. Assfncoa collected seven

tackles, two interceptions and two pass

break-ups. Assencoa's interceptions were
the first of his career.

Minuteman Lamar Newsome's two
touchdowns Saturday has placed him fourth

in the YanCon in scoring with 18 points

The Minutemen are last in the YC in

total defense, allowing over 422 yards per

game. UMass is sixth in the conference in

total offense, only averaging 346.5 yds p.g.

Villanova leads the YC in both total of-

fense and total defense. The Wildcats have

averaged over 500 yards on offense and
have only allowed 108.5.

UMass is fourth in the conference in

rushing offense, gaining 157.5 yards on the

ground per game. They are sixth in pass

oflFense, 189 yds. p.g.

The Minutemen's defense on the rush is

eighth in the YanCon. gi>'iiig up over 250

yds. Their passsing defense is fifth, allowing

168 yds. p.g.

TheYC Offensive Player oftheWeek was
shared by UConn quarterback Cornelius

Benton and Delaware quarterback Bill

Vergantino. Benton was 29-43 for 406 yards

and two TDs in the Huskies 21-16 loss to

UNH. Vergantino was 9-11 for 140 yards

and 3 TDs which covered 16. 16 and 17

yards.

The YC Defensive Player of the Week
was Richmond linebacker Eric Johnson who
had 17 tackles, including seven unassisted

in Richmond's 19-10 victory over Rhode Is-

land
Maine quarterback Emilio Colon was the

YC Rookie of the Week as he completed 17-

31 for 153 yards and one touchdown in the

Black Bears 15-14 loss to Northeastern.
— Compiled by the Yankee Conference

Yankee Conference Standings
Y.C. Pts. Opp. Overall Pts. Opp.

Delaware 1-0 24 7 3-0 80 28

Vilanova 1-0 48 7 2-0 87 7

Richmond 1-0 19 10 1-0 19 10

New Hampshire 1-0 21 16 1-1 44 40

Boston University 0-0 1-1 32 56

Rhode Island 0-1 10 19 0-1 10 19

Connecticut 0-1 16 21 0-2 40 56

Maine 0-1 7 48 0-2 21 63

Massachusetts 0-1 7 24 0-2 27 46

cliarlic'js
I PiaY bi . Amherst 549 54u3 • Open I lam

7 days a Week
Kitchen open til midnighi

Game Room with 2 poo\ tables

Tonight IOC Hot or Mild Bufialo Wings 9pin

9K>Oinn- UsOO BMn

nam

I

Drink of the Week
CAPEOODDER

$1^9

Beer oi the Month
GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

rAEROBICS-i
Lou/ Impact

Step

'Xx/Unu

FOOD GIVEAWAYS
Mon. IOC Mozxarella Sticks 9pni-lZam

Tues. IOC Hot or Mild Buffalo Wings 9pm-izam
Wed. XSC Cheese Pizza Slices 9pm-izani

Thurs. IOC Chicken Hotlips NuggeU, Spicy or Original 9pm-lZam
Sunday loc Potato Skins 9pm-12am

WE ACCEPT MC-VISAAMEX

Nautilus

Free Weights

Cybex
Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLITB

256-0U8O

Call UMass Student Legal Seivicesl 1

hJT^using • Family • Student Ri gifts

\ «^ivil Rights • Workcrrs Rights'^- /

"krriminal • Consumer LavYf*

-. Military and Draft Law

922 Campus Center S45-199S

We know how to

reach you . .

.

Do you know how
to find us?

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
113 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts
Amherst. MA 01003 545-3500

•W««H*

r

V f*

[i

I

m
Omtvj CfMTtp. 0>»Jccu»e^

MuurxM

m

"My parents never listened to me, and my friends didn't really

take what I had to say very seriously. Now nineteen thousand

people s|>end a few minutes each day hanging on my every word.

My parents still treat me like a Utile kid, hut I know differently.

Thank you Massachusetts Daily Collegian/"

COLLEGIAN
'Its notjust an adventure, its ajoif .

IjQjerience the inrur luor^ngs ofa daily mwspaperfirst-fumd.

Come to our offict orgivt us a call

'Wt d Cove to hearfrom you.

113 Campus Center 'Basement

545-3500

._!

J

WANTED:
A FUNNY CARTOONIST TO APPEAR DAILY

IN THE COLLEGIAN.
WE ARE ALSO IN NEED OF AN ASSISTANT

NEWS EDITOR. ITS A GLORIOUS POSITION IF

YOU ARE DEDICATED
THE COLLEGIAN IS AN EOE

113 CAMPUS CENTER, IN THE BASEMENT
545-3500
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Jetscould easily shootdown such nonsense.
That is, if it were true that the Jets

didn't stink. Bills 23. Jets 20. Ha ha ha.
A Jets fan would come right back at me.

citing statistics about how much the Jets
have improved recently , how they've won a
Super Bowl while my beloved Bills choked.
I might rebuke that statement, noting the
Bills have beaten the Jets eight straight

times and that they won more AFL titles

than the Jets did in the 1960s.

See how it works? Yes, it doesn't mean
spit when you consider that sports are

essentially games and unimportant in the

grand scheme ofthings. But it's a lot of fun.

Being a sporto is a diversion from our drab,

wretched lives and what could be wrong
with that?

Pats waive Wagner
FOXBORO (AP) — The New England

Patriots have waived punter Bryan
Wagner, whose 29.1 yard net average is

the second worst in the AFC.
New England was expected to bring in

a replacement later this week.

Wagner's punting average sank Sunday
on his next to last punt. Standing in his

end zone, his kick hit blocker Eugene
Lockhart in the back. Pittsburgh's Ernie
Mills fell on the ball for a touchdown with
3:18 left in the game.

That gave the Steelers their final 20-6

victory margin. New England coach Dick
MacPherson blamed the mishap on
Lockhart.

"Our decision to release Bryan Wagner
had nothing to do with the botched punt,"

MacPherson said. "We felt that we needed

to make a change in order to upgrade the

position in terms of hang time and punt

coverage."

Wagner's last punt traveled 50 yards,

but Rod Woodson returned it 40 yards.

On 14 punts this year, Wagner averaged
39. 1 yards in gross yardage.

He played the past two seasons for

Cleveland and was signed in the off-season

as a fr«e agent after the Browns cut him. In

training camp, he beat out llth-round

draft pick Paul Alsbury and free agent

Shawn McCarthy for the punting job.

}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}}>

LOSE WEIGHT

:

WITHOUT :

DIETING
Learn to change

lifestyle behaviors

Day & Evening

Programs

Starting Sept. 25th

$69.00 for 8 weeks

Call 548-9385

WE WANT YOU!!!

become a

HEARING
BOARD MEMBER

If you're a:

- Full-Time Undergraduate
- Not currently on a judicial sanction

-- Above a 2.0 GPA
- Interested in Judicial Affairs

IMPORTANT DATES;
September 30 and October 1

Time: 7:00-9:30pm

Location: Campus Center

Attendance is required at both these sessions.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: September 23

Applications available at:

Cluster offices-BCP--CCEBMS"PGLBC--Legai Services Center

United Asia Cultural Center-Student Atty. Generals Office

Dean of Students Office-227 Whitmore

\iyou have any further questions, call The Dean of Students

Office at 545-2684

Classifieds
COME TO WE COLLEGIA!^ OFFICE lliCAMPVSCENm • THURSDAY H:M)-lJIO FRIDAY H:M)-2:M)»DEADUNE IS TWO DA)S PRIOR TO PUBUCATION » IM^VRD/DM FOR STVDFNIS » CASH IN ADVAMCE

AcnvmES

COMCERTS CONCCRTS coNCorrstn
UPC Co«o*(t Pfodudons
OanartI trmmtng Tum Sapi 1

7

i74-i7eOC6pni

PRE-VET AND ANMAL KMnc* dub FM
nmMng atcumnj upoonwg tvm - Al

iRm 318

UMASS CHESSCLUa 7«0 in m« BtunMl

Tum. Al an w^toomt

ANNOUNCCMEKTB

•d and Bf—fcl—t Downwtwi Awhiiii

549-0733

BUSMESSCLiJe
First g«n«ral m—tog

Tonigtil m 6JO room 120 in

School ci Managomor*
All

MTERNATIONAL STUOEKTS ASSOOA-
TKM o«neral ma«ling »17 « 7pm (oom

165-169

SPECTRUM MAGAZME
N«w mamboft mooting

Jom a Man daaang in an pootry. proM.

photography, production, or publicity

WodnMday S«pl 1 8 at 6 00 Campus C«nt«r

room 165
FREE FOOOl

AUTO FOR SALE

M TOYOTA COROLLA 55P naw tiras Ex-

oaHant condition $3500 548-9660

SEIZED CARS, lnx*s. boats. 4whaaiar»i

motorhomas by FBI. IRS. DEA. Availabla

your area now Call 805-682-7555 Ext. C-

1675

THESNOWMANCOMETH tima tor a car 83

Malibu Wagon rebuilt trans good brakes

tires $650 367 9655

BUSMESS OPPORTUNITIES

REPOSSESSED AND IRS foreclosed

homes availabto at belo* market value

Fantastic savingsl You repair Also S and L

bailout propartias. Call 805-682 7555 ext.H-

2009

RAISE $900 .41000 .41500

FOOLPROOF
FUNORAtSmO

For your traiaoiUy. aorotHy. laam or o<har

cwnpua oigantoaHrt Ad near lor tha

ch«Ka 10 ««« a CaiihWaan cnjiaa and

Mbuiou* pniaa*

CM 1-«X>-9SO-«472. axt 60

CHEN STYLE TAI CM

Laam ttiia oMaal alyta Ta CN m 1 1 sm^
lions daa* bagwts Sapi 7 & 1 8 2S3-40S7 or

545-5023

PORRENT

Fftdga 253-9742 Free daHvary

MHJ. VALLEY ESTATES 1 bedroom in 2

bedroom i^anmani Greolfor t or2paapla.

I laal liKludarl.on busline $400/mo«hnaoot
Gal Mike 253-7377

ROOM $300 month FREE cable, woodaiova.

laundry Amherst 256-8921

ROOM FOR RENT. Private home Kitchen

privileges Female pralarrad. 253-7273.

Leave message $300

Townhouaa- 2 bedroom. 1 1/2 bath apart-

ment on bus route North Amherst 1-567-

1352

TOWNHOUSE APTS 50 Meadow St oondo

#1, 3 br». 1 1/2baths. carpeted. A/C. Ig

kitchen. -1 month tree rent- immediate oc-

cupancy- walk to UMass Call 549-71 40or

536-5723 Miles or Doug

FOR SALE

CENTURIANIRONMANEXPERTExcenent
condition, low mileage. Bought new tor$600.

Selling for $350iflO. Call Chris 253-3608

APPLE IMAQEWRrrER Prlnlar. ExcaHanl

oon<«tion. $300 ($429 new). David665-7944

Dryar For Sate

Great Condttton

Only $60 00
Call For Details

Marc 549-5082

EPSON LO-510 24 pin dot matrix printer

Good condition 586-91 72 Jeremy

Prtcaa aHTl al only fTS
Oalvarad rtgN 10 your doal

Cal Matawampa
To order or tor Irae brochure

413-585-1233

4IV2«Moftw«ra-|1100oraa
665-3738

NEED A MHIACLE7 Dead MMt* Boaton

Oaidan »20. 9ir21 . 9ii22 Cal 549-9362

RADIO- Phonograph(Magnavox)
3r1 1 rx25*doak-bookcasas-rugs-atc 549-

1578

SPEAKERSfl Acouatca 200W 12>oolars
Muat sal $600 value -S300 obo Frank 2S6-

0802

U8a>flTEREOCOMPONENTS:80«llama.'
from baalc to Mgh and. pncod to aa« Alio

unbaalabia dtooouwa. Buy/iaMrada at S/

A/V Eachanga. Amhartt 256-0941

WATERBCO. Queen size oomplaie 5^
4917

GRATEFUL DEAD

RIDE NEEDED to Boston this weekendTwiii

pay for gas. Can Chris 2S3-3608

POUND

FOUND
9/7 by Worcester DC Silver necklace with

three charms. Call 6-0296 to claim.

HELP WANTED

ATTENTION: Excellent income tor home
assembly worit. Info 504-646-1700 Depl.

P1307

FAST FUNDRAISER $1000/WK
Greeks. Clubs. Anyone

(800)748-6817

FREETRAVEL- Air couriers ar)d cruiseships.

Students also needed Christmas, spring,

and summer for amusement park emptoy-

ment Call 805-682-7555 Ext F-1426

POSTAL X>BS AVAILABLEI Many posi-

tk>ns Great benefits Call 805-682-7555 Ext

P-3306

M8TRUCT10N

In-

dudas cuNura and businaet pracbcas ^^23-

11/25 Monday* 7-9pin. $100 Language

Padtoa. S40-S066

ttfn CvadR Scuba Diving

Laam todK*. 009-8attc scuba

Kay Largo trip. GlO-Sporl scuba

New England advanced. G1 1 -advanced

Al oouraaa Mad under Oenaral Phyawal

EduoMion. For lurthar inlonwiton ooma by

Curry-HIck* pool Mon-Thur 7pm-10pm or

cal 545-2338

Taal al EnglWi as a foreign language

(TOEFL) Pnsparatton course. 9/24-11/21.

Tues > Thurs 7-9pm. $145 Laitguaga

PacHlca. 549-5065

LOST

Loal Coral/Onyx ring

on 9^9/91

Sandmantal value

Piaaaa can 253-0661

REWARD! LOST BRACELET
Steriing Silver

Decorative 1* by 1* square ink*

Oanoati engraved on dasp
Great sanKmanial value

If lound ptaaaa call 685-4543

PERSONALS

ACE
I saw Wendylll

-Scott

HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY, BETHMI

Are you ready to celebrate?)

Diane

PIZZA

COLLEGE PIOA
Fall special

Small cheese $3 50

Large cheese $5 99

FREE soda with the purchase of a large

sub. salad, or spaghetti

549-6098 549-549-6073

Musi mention this ad

RESUME SERVICE

CuMng Edge Raauma*. Compiefe resume

aarvtoa Wrttng. laaar printing, letters, advice

5490367

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 PEOPLE LOOKING for third male

houaamaM Clean, quiet, nonsmoker $175/

mo. * Cal Val or Doug 256-8723

SERVICES

Areyou llrad of being heavy? 30 day money

back guarantee Cal 735-2965 Ask tor

Robyn

Need a pregnancy test, intormation or

support? Cal tor free and confidential

sarvicas. ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam
Street Northampton 586-3000 or

Green«aU 774-601

9

TRAVEL

BAHAMA C:RUISE $99 per person

5 day/4 night hotel

Plan now tor your t>raak.

Very limited offer

Call now 1-800-621-0572

NORTHWEST AIR TRAVEL vouchor tor

••la. $190 value tor $iSO Call 1 5833359

evenings

Travel Freell Sell spring break tnps to Ja-

maica. Cancun. Bahamas. Marganla island

Best commissions paid! Call 1-800-426-7710

WANTED

HOUSEMATE Amherst Blackbedrry Lane

$250 2537948 or 5496632

HOUSEMATE Amherst Logtown Rd 5 stu-

dents $250* 2537948 or 2568635

QUALTTY PHOTOGRAPHER NEEDED tor

portfolio <HOik 253-0774

WANTED...Your old calculator -HP32S or

comparible -Call Kevin 546-3276

HEY
YOU!

Wanna know where

you can pick up a

copy of the Colle-

gian in Noho?

Monday thru Fri-

day at these

convenient

Northampton
locations:

Pear! Street

The S>rewery

T.J.'s

Thornee

Bart's

Price Chopper

fop'3 Lic^uors

Gramp^e
Shechan's

Subway
Store 24
Taco Villa

don't forget or\ campus
at Smith:

Davis Center

Scelye Hall

Nellson Hall

College Hall

and "New" Hall
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Women^s tennis hosts Providence College
LILLIAN K LEGGIO
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts
women's tennis team is a squad with a

purpose.

Today the Minutewomen square off

against ProNndence College at Upper Boyden

tennis courts (3 p.m. ). With this match, they

are looking to rebound from last week's loss

to the University of Connecticut and to

avenge last year's 6-3 loss to Proidence.

Accomplishing this feat, however, won't be

easy. Providence 1 3- 1) finished secondm the

Big East last year and they have only im-

proved, according to UMass coach Edwin
Gentzler.

Gentzler contends that Providence will

give defending Big East champion Boston

College a run for their money. Last season,

the Lady Friars finished second with four

freshmen in their lineup.

"The good thing about freshmen is that

they stay and become sophmores." Gentzler

said.

The coach also added that the l>ady Fri-

ars' superior record and standing in the Big

East wasn't making UMass concede early

defeat, but rather they were working harder

to meet the challenge.

"These two programs have fun against

each other playing close, competitive

matches." Gentzler said. "It'll be close and

who knows maybe well win the match."

In addition to revenging last year's defeat,

the MumU'women il-H will try to bring

their record above .500 after last week's loss

to the University of Connecticut.

Going into last Thursday's match, UMass
expected and was prepared to face a talented,

well-coached University of Connecticut

squad. The Minutewomen knew that they

had to elevate their level ofplay to defeat the

Huskies. According to Gentzler, the

Minutewomen achieved a higher perfor-

mance level, but in the crucial seta the

Huskies went out and got the winning points.

The winners added up for UConn as they

beat UMasa 7-2.

"The singles matches were competitive."

Gentzler said. "The big difference in the

matches were the big points. UConn won

them and we didn't. What I think helped

them win was their long preseason and

their two freshmen players [Nicole and Flo

Gaudetl who were much stronger than 1

anticipated."

The Gaudet sisters are the Huskies No. 5

and No. 6 players. In their matches. Nicole

defeated Stacy Scheckner 6-3, 6-'2 and Flo

beat Kerri Kaminski 6-2, 6-4.

According to Gentzler, UMass' No. 4

player Kerenza Eddy played a great matxrh.

ousting Katie Fuller 6-3. 6-7. 6-2. The other

UMass win camem doubles play as Shuzuko

Yamasaki and Kerri Kaminski defeated

Krista Irmischer and Darsy Cocozza.

In singles play, UMass' No. 1 player

Shizuko Yamasaki took defending Division

I Single* Champion. Ellen Barrett, to three

seta before falling 3-6, 6-1,6-4. In a match-

up of No. 2's, UConn's Ashley Vilinksi beat

Gail Girasella 6-3. 6-0. In a marathon match.

UMass' No. 3 Amy Ryan was narrowly de-

feated by Cary Robinson 5-7, 6-4. 6-3.

"Amy Ryan played a gutsy three and a

half hour singles match where she was
hyperventillating and dehydrating,"

Gentzler said. "When she loet. it was like

she left her heart on the court."

In other matches, Margaret Mars beat

Sarah Nadolny 6-4, 6-2 and Angie Capone
defeated Kelly Grim 5-7. 6-4. 6-4 Former

UMass recruit, Bethann Barry beat Pam
Levine 7-5, 4-2. In doubles. Gail Girasella

and Kerri Kaminski lost to Ellen Barrett

and Ashley Vilinski 6-4.6-2 and Katie Fuller

and Nict)le Gaudet defeated Stacy Scheckner

and Pam Levine

"UConn is a very well-coached team."

Gentzler said. "Juat as expected, they were

close and competitive matches, but they are

still a little bit ahead of us."

UConn coach Pat Babcock added that the

matches were very doM and some could

have gone either way.

"UMass came mentally and physically

prepared to play, but fortunately for us the

balls were bt)uncing our way." said Babcock.

UNH
By TED KOTTLER
Collegian Correspondent

The University of MaasachusetU men's tennis team

evened it« record at 1-1 Friday, when it defeated the

Umversity of New Hampshire Wildcats. 5-4. The teams

split six singles matches and UMass captured two of the

three doubles matches, with the first doubles match deciding

the overall match.

UMass' Uoyd Teitelbaum played first singles, despite a

hamstring injury that hurt him in his loss to UNH's Mike

Damiani. 2-6, 6-3. 3-6. Teitelbaum fell to 1-1 on the year.

Minuteman Tim Upsky won the second singles match in

straight sets, 6-3. 6-2. over Marc Bessette. Lipsky improved

his own record to 2-0. and has not lost a set this season.

UMass took the third singles match as well, as Paul

Audet topped Mike CosteUo. 6-1. 7-6 (7-5>. Audet also

improved his personal record to 2-0.

In the fourth singles match. USH found a winner in

Peter King, who defeated Len Levine. 6-2. 1-6, 6-4 Levine

has yet to win a match this season.

Keith Murray won the fifth singles match for UMass by

beating Pete Kaufman in straight sets, 6-3, 6-3. Murray's

record improved to 2-0, and he too has yet to lose a set this

season.

In the sixth singles match, UMass' Steve Davis fell to

Wildcat Matt Reun, 6-2. 3-6. 6-3. Davis' record fell to 0-2, but

he is pla>ing in his first varsity season, and he has taken

both his matches to a third set.

The Minutemen and Wildcats entered doubles competi-

tion tied 3-3. Lipsky and Murray played second doubles,

and lost to Costello and King. 5-7. 6-0, 3-6.

Levine and David Kleinman were once again the third

doubles tandem and they completed a strong straight set

victory over Bessette and Reun, 6-1, 6-1. "ITheyl played

solid doubles," said UMass coach David Rivera, "they got a

lead and completely rolled." The count stood at 4-4

following eight matches. And what of the first doubles

match, which pitted Teitelbaum and Audet against Wild-

cats Damiani and D.J. Record (yes, that's his real name)?

This match went to UMass, and it gave the Minutemen

their first victory of 1991. But it took until almost dark

before the newly paired Teitelbaum and Audet wrapped up

a 7-5. 4-6. 6-4 win.

Trials and
tribulations
of a sporto
Are you the kind of person who skips over the first

section of the newspaper and turns directly to the

sports section?

Can you name the league champions ofeach m^or
sport for the past 10 years?

Are your Sunday afternoons incomplete without

watching the post-game highlight shows on NBC.
CBS. ESPN. CNN and NBC's late-night production,

the George Michael Sports Machine^

In important conversations with firiends, do you

say things like "Hey. that's great that you're getting

married, but did the Red Sox win today?"

If you can answer "yes" to any of these questions,

read on. You're one of a rare breed — a "sporto."

A sporto is easily spotted by the clothes he or she

wears. T-shirts with team logos, hats, jackets,

keychains. sweats, neckties, shorts, boxers— the list

goes on.

Greg Sukiennik

Collrglan HIc photo

The University ofMassachusetts men's tennis

team hosts the University of Connecticut today

at the Upper Boyden tennis courts, 3 p.m.

UMass men's x-country loses opener
Harriers fall to UMass-Lowell and Boston College

' .,,..,• ^ A.1 -roc ; i CO
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's cross country

team opened its 1991 season on a down note Friday after-

noon, falling to both the University of Massachusetts-

Lowell and Boston College.

UMass-Lowell won the meet with 29 points, barely

ahead of BC, who scored 32. The Minutemen totaled 69

points.

UMass-Lowell secured the win by taking three ofthe top

four spots in the race. They were led by John Doherty, who

SPORTS NOTICE
Intra-murais: The intra-mural sports program is

kicking off the semester with a full slate of football,

soccer and co-rec softball games this week. You still

have time to enter a team. Call the intra-mural office at

545-2693 for information or stop by our office in 215

Boyden Gym and fill out a roster. We can accomodate

plenty of additional entries if you act quickly.

Racquetbail club: Anyone from the racquetball team,

please call the Collegian sports desk. 545-0719.

won the five mile race in a time of 25 minutes, 53 seconds.

UMass coach Ken O'Brien had expected that a lack of

dominant front-runners would be the major weakness ofhis

young team. His thoughts were confirmed as UMass could

place only one runner among the top 10 finishers. Junior

Matt Simon placed ninth overall in a time of 26:17.

"I was a little disappointed with the aspect of the team

that 1 thought was our weakness, that is a lack ofsomeone,

or several people who can run with the leaders up front,"

O'Brien said. "To that extent, I think Matt Simon ran very

well, but it still shows us that we need at least two more

people who are capable oftaking that front-running stance."

Other runners among the top five for UMass were Craig

Cormier, who finished 14th in 26:54, Pat Reed (15th, 27:04),

Mike Davis (17th,27:18) and Keith Willis (18th, 27:18).

O'Brien said he was especially pleased with the way that

Reed and Willis ran.

"I think Pat Reed and Keith Willis were the pleasant

surprises ofthe meet." he said. They ran very well for their

season opener. Those two guys are in a lot better shape than

they were at this time last year.

"Again, it's only the first meet of the year, I'm sure well

improve as the season goes on."

The Minutemen hope to show some ofthat improvement

on Saturday, when they compete against lona, Northeast-

ern and Brown.

Sportos are more inclined to pledge their undying

allegiance to one team than everyday fans. While Joe

and Judy Average managed to make the jiunp from

the Steelers to the Raiders to the Redskins to the

Forty-Niners, depending on which team won the

Super Bowl that particular year, the dedicated sporto

sticks to his or her team, rain or shine.

A friend ofmine has been a Detriot Lions fan since

he was bom, seemingly. The Lions haven't won a title

since 1957, when the late Hall-of-Famer Bobby Layne

was their quarterback, but he refuses to cave in. Life

will be that much sweeter for him when the silver and

blue eventually return to the winner's circle. The

average fan, however, will never know the joy of

seeing his or her favorite team finally make it after

years of frustration.

That's why fans of long-suffering franchises like

the Boston Red Sox or the Chicago Cubs hang on to

their dreams of winning the World Series. The world

may stop spinning if either team wins, but the global

catastrophe that would ensue would be a small price

to pay for Sox fans like me to say "^e're number one!"

Sportos are also masters of meaningless sj>orts

trivia. Few average fans would remember that the

Lions won theNFL title in 1957. Few would care. Even

1 had to look that one up in an almanac. But for the

sporto, these facts hold the same value as biblical

quotations hold for television evangelists.

Run-of-the-mill fans might not really give two

hoots that the Kansas City Chiefs ever won a Super

Bowl. After all, that was years ago, right? Well, for

Chiefs fans 1970 might as well be yesterday, and

you'd better not forget it. Would a New York Yankees

or Montreal Canadiens or Boston Celtics booster

forget that their respective franchise is considered

among the most dominant in history? What do you

think?

Which leads nicely into the second reason why
sportos are such massive trivia fiends: to settle ar-

guments. The First Amendment guarantees even the

most misinformed moron the right to make blanket

statements like "The New York Jets stink," but a well-

read sporto with some interest in the fortunes of the

COmiNUED ON PAGE 15
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US sets conditions on Israeli housing
Associated Press

CAIRO — Secretary of State James A.

Baker III told Israeli Prime Minister Yitzak
Shamir Tuesday the Bush administration
will support the housing-loan guarantees
Israel is vigorously seeking — if Israel ac-

cepts a four-month delay and limits on where
the money can be spent.

Baker's proposal was part of an effort to

end an acrimonious squabble that has upset

U.S.-Israeli relations and threatened efforts

to convene a Middle East peace conference

next month.
Shamir said after the talks, "We have

achieved a certain progress," but he added
that the question of the $10 billion in loan

guarantees was "not yet resolved."

Baker, rejecting a main Shamir demand,
•aid the United States would insist on a

condition that none ofthe money be used for

settlements in the disputed territories of

the West Bank and Gaza.

A senior administration official traveling

on Baker's plane said the secretary of state

believes that if that condition is dropped
Arab countries "won't come to the table" for

the talks Baker has been struggling to ar-

range. "That just is something we are not

going to agree to," said the official.

After his meeting with Shamir, Baker
flew to Egypt to confer with President Hosni

Mubarak. Before he returns to Washington,

Baker also plans to visit Syria and Jordan.

The furor over the loan guarantees has

reverberated both domestically and inter-

nationally and has prompted unusually
harsh exchanges between Bush and Israeli

government officials.

At a news conference last week, Bush
called his request for a 120-day delay a

"pause for peace" in the Middle East and

AP photo

U.S. Secretary of State James A. Baker III, left, chats with Egjrptian

President Hosni Mubarak in Cairo, the Egyptian capital on Tuesday.
Baker proposed a six-point plan for $10 billion in housing loans to Israel.

threatened to veto legislation that would
approve the guarantees immediately.

Asked if he were willing to commit him-
self to supporting the loan guarantees in

January, the president replied: "Absolutely

not."

En route to Cairo from Israel, Baker
outlined the main points in the U.S. offer.

^e would agree that we would not ask
for further delay beyond January," he said.

The U.S. proposal also includes a promise to

work with supporters ofthe loan guarantees

to find "a suitable legislative vehicle" fbr

obtaining swift congressional approval.

The administration would restate its

commitment to the principle of providing

Israel aid for settling Soviet immigrants
and would work to minimize the impact of

the guarantees on the U.S. budget.

Finally, the package would commit the

United States to solicit housing aid from

other countries and would protect Israel

from out-of-pocket costs resulting from the

120-day delay.

However, according to the senior official

who spoke only on condition of anonymity,

Shamir was holding out for the U.S. to drop

its insistence that none ofthe money be used

to build new settlements in the occupied

territories, a policy the U S. strongly opposes.

Recycling at
UMass off to
a slow start

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staft"

The University ofMassachusetts' new comprehen-
sive recycUng program has gotten off to a sluggish

start, according to the University's solid waste man-
ager.

Almost three-fourths oflast weeks recyclables col-

lected in the red and blue collection containers had to

be landfiUed because students were not sorting their

trash correctly, said R. Marc Foumier.

see related story on page 3

This year, the University is diverting not only

newsprint to the recycling effort but also mixed paper

and containers.

Housing Services has invested $53,000 on the

various collection containers, including the blue re-

cycling bins now found in every room in all the

residence halls. Foumier called this a "substantial

commitment."
Foumier urged the campus community to make an

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Science majors are a rare species
UMass professor brings back ideas from conference
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Correspondent

Science mf^ors are becoming a rare species in the United

States, and the lack of interest is being blamed on the

schools' teaching methods.

Only an estimated 5 to 8 percent ofhigh school graduates

enter college as science mfyors. according to the National

Science Foundation, and a startling 80 percent of those

change majors after their first science course.

A landmark conference was held by the department of

Health and Human Services this summer in Columbus,

Ohio to address this crisis. University of Massachusetts

Public Health Professor Linda Nolan attended this historic

meeting.

The national conference. "Prologue toAction: Life Sciences

Education and Science Literacy," held inJune, was initiated

byHHS Secretary Louis W. Sullivan under President Bush's

directive as part of a campaign to improve national science

literacy.

According to the NSF, U.S. high school seniors placed

last in recent international achievement tests.

"The nation is in a serious crisis," Nolan said. "We have

to inspire our youth into interest. To do this, we have to

communicate the excitement of science. We have to get real

scientists into the classroom, and allow the teachers into

the laboratories so they can convey that excitement first

hand."
The conference dealt with specific areas such as teacher

education, curriculum development, student incentives,

and public awareness. Nolan, who teaches the Public Health

course "My Body, My Health" here at the University, sat on

the curriculum development committee.

"The curriculum committee felt that students were

naturally interested in their own bodies, and would more

readily remember basic scientific principles when the hu-

man body was used as a model." Nolan said.

School of Public Health Dean, Professor Stephen

Gehlbach, felt that Nolan's invitation to attend theconference

is both an honor for her and for the University. Many
influential government figures, includingNational Institutes

of Health Director Bernadine Healy, the secretary of edu-

cation, and officials from the National Science Foundation

were present.

"The conference demonstrated how seriously Washing-

ton is taking the science education crisis," said Gehlbach.

"More definitely needs to be done at the federal level."

Gehlbach said he does not know what specific action can

be taken locally, but opportunities abound.

"At this point it is too early to cite definite plans, but

there are many possibilities to explore," he said. "We should

open up discussion on campus, get the University more

involved. Even students could go into local classrooms. It

could be very exciting."

Mary Alice Wilson, Coordinator of the Five College/

Public School Partnership, said that summer research

fellowships have been offered for high school teachers who
have never had the chance to do research.

"Financial problems make it harder, but also that much
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Dagarin banks on Values' in bid
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

A profile of the Republican candidate in

the State Senate race. Tomorrow, Amherst

StateRep. StanleyRosenbergwill beprofiled.

CoUagian photo by JairBgu
Douglas Dagarin, Reoublican

candidate for State Senate.

Although Northampton attorney Dou-

glas Dagarin is running against Stan

Rosenberg in the race to fill John Olver's

seat in the Massachusetts State Senate, he

says he doesn't consider himselfa politician.

"It's not my desire to be a politician,"

Dagarin said. "It's not my desire to discover

where the interests of the majority lie and

start talking accordingly.

"It'smy desire to be a statesman— I have

a set of values that I'm trying to be very

transparent about," Dagarin said. "People

who support me will do so because of their

support for family values."

Dagarin is comp>eting with State Repre-

sentative Stan Rosenberg of Amherst in a

special election on Sept. 24 to fill the seat

vacated by John Olver, who was elected to

the US House of Representatives on June 4.

The cornerstone of Dagarin's campaign

lies on a credo of what he calls "more self-

government both on a personal and local

governmental level."

Included among Dagarin's positions are

a commitment to encouraging individual

economic enterprise, a strong anti-abortion

stance, and a "desire not to see our govern-

ment justify homosexual behavior."

"I'm opposed to abortion — it suggests

that there is something more important

than the family," Dagarin said. "The basic

thrust of my belief about abortion is in my
beliefaboutmy creator. Godmakes children,

not men."
Dagarin's other run for public office came

against Olver in the general election of 1990

for State Senate. Dagarin said he behoved

the race reinforced to him that there was a

receptive public for his message.

"I was encouraged that I took 35 percent

of the vote against a 21-year incumbent,"

Dagarin said. "It communicated to me that

there was a significant interest in change."

Dagarin added that between the last

election and this one, he "decided to put

more emphasis on moral issues.

"Until we get back to teaching right from

wrong, loyalty, honesty, and hard work,

until these values are instilled in our chil-

dren, we can't expect tomorrow's business-

men and politicians to be more scrupulous

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Page 3:

Find out what students are doing

with their recycling bins besides

recycling.

Page 5:

Shawn McDonnell confesses selling

his soul to a compact disc club.

Page 12:

Field hockey takes 4-0 record into

today's game vs. Providence

College.

Weather:

Is it partly sunny or partly cloudy?

Highs in the 80s regardless.
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Wednesday. September 18

"For Your Information

Services — Yom Kippur services will be held at 10:00

a.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

Seri'ices — Yom Kippur will be observed in the Chabad
House beginning at 10:00 a.m. for a holiday service and
again beginning at 5:30 p.m.

Lecture — The Greek Area Government is sponsoring a

lecture given by Will Keim from 7:00 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. in

Campus Center room 163C. Admission is free.

Meeting— There is a Senate Meeting sponsored by the

SGA Senate Ops. from 7:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. in Campus
Center room 168C.

Meeting — Spectnun magazine will be holding a New
Members Metting at 6:00pm in Campus Center Room 165.

Blood Drive— There will be a bliK)d dnve from 1 1 :00 a.m.

- 4:00 cm. in Campus Center room 163C.

Cancellation — The Valley Women's Voice meeting

scheduled for today at 6:30 p.m. has been postponed until

October. For info, call 545-2436.

Thursday, September 19

Lecture — The Tsuan Hua Feng Distinguished Ix;cture

Series in Environmental Engineering will be held in Campus
Center room 174 at 3:00 p.m.

Movie— Sleeping With theEnemy will be shown bySCUM
in the Campus Center Auditorium. Admission for the 5:00

p.m. show is $1.00 and for the 7, 9, & 11:00 p.m. shows is

$3.00.

Film — A film sponsered by the LBGA will be shown in

Campus Center room 803 from 7:00 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.

Admii«sion is free.

Workshop — Beta Alpha Psi will be sponsoring a work-
shop in Campus Center room 903 from 6:30 p.m - 10:30 p.m.

Admission is free.

Dagarin
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

than they are today," Dagann said. "Until we solve our

moral recession, we won't solve our economic recession.'

Despite the fact that Rosenberg has a reputation aa an
advocate of higher education, Dagarin aaid he believes his

plana regarding education are more far-sighted than those

of his opponent. "My vision for higher education is more
than the idea of simply increasing the budget," Oaparin

said. 'The state would do well t*> stimulate niort- cooperalnm

between industry and higher education . . . |the state)

should uae the vaat reaourcea of the University to do

research and design for industry."

Dagarin also suggested that more emphasis should be

placed on earlier job training for young adults and for

capable students to be moved more quickly into a university

setting to develop "more of a cohesive transition" for young
adults.

Dagarin has lived in Williamsburg for the past 12 years

with his wife and five children. After graduating from

Florida State University in 1972, he received his law degree
at the Universitv of Denver in 1975.
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more important," Wilson said. "However, we do have a

wonderful resource that shouldn't be overlooked: the

college studenta. Local students of all grade levels

would benefit immensely from an afternoon talking

with them."
"Within a year, there will be programs across the

nation for both teachers and students," Nolan said.

"They will go into government labs and universities,

and learn how scientists conduct research and work.
They'll cease to be holed away from view, mysterious
to the studenta. inaccessible. It's a revolution, reallv."
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Charlie's
Toiught 2SC Cheese Pizza Sfices 9inn * Ham

9:00 pm - l2H>o am
DHnkorfheWcck
CAPECX>DDER

$1.9$

of the Month
GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY

$1.7$

FOOD GIVEAWAYS
Mon. IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9pm*izam

Tues. IOC Hot or Mild Buffalo Wings 9ptn-12ain
Wed. 25c Cheese Pizza Slices 9pm-lZam

Thurs. IOC Chicken Hotlips Nuggets, Spicy or Original 9pni-12ain

Sunday loc Potato Skins 9pm-izam
WE ACCEPT MCVISA-AMEX

IMPROVE YOUR COMMUNICATION SKILLS!

GREAT EXPERIENCE FOR LAW SCHOOL!

BEEF UP YOUR RESUME!

DEBATE DEBATE DEBAIl DEBATE DEBAIE DEBAH

COMPETITIVE AND NON-COMPETITIVE SPEAKING

INTRODUCTORY MEETING
SEPTEMBER 18, 1991

7:00 pm
DEBATE TRAILER IS LOCATED BEHIND THOMPSON HALL • TRAILER #3 • TEL. 545-20.')5

Local
Five College panel
discusses Soviet affairs

By JOE O'CONNOR
Collegian Staff

The future of Russia, the factors that
led up to the attempted coup of President
Mikhail Gorbachev and what role the

United States should play in all this were
the topics discussed at a Five College

Panel Monday night at Amherst College

The panel was run by Professor Allan

Crass, a political science teacher at

Hampshire College; Professor Vincent

Ferraro, the Chairman of the Interna-

tional Relations board at Mount Holyoke
College; Professor William Taubman, an
instructor on Soviet Politics at Amherst
College; and Professor Vladislav Zuboc,

also an Soviet Politics instructor at

Amherst and a Russian native.

Taubman began by relating the things

which led up to the coup. According to

Taubman, these could be lumped into

three revolutions— political, economic,

and imperial — which have all been go-

ing on in Russia for the past few years.

Taubman stressed that all this was
opposed by the political right, which in-

cludes the KGB, the military leaders and
the nationalists. In orderto appease them,

Taubman said, "...Gorbachev only went
halfway in his reforms, and furthermore

went slowly [so as to] keep things to-

gether."

Taubman said that in the end the

coup failed because the leaders feared

the consequences of failure, and also

feared shedding too much blood. But,

Taubman warned that "the coup changed

everything and nothing...that the revo-

lutions are still in progress, and if they

aren't completed . . .another coup might be

attempted."

Zubok then tackled the subject of

Russia's present and future. "The deciding

factors in Russia's future," he said, "are

who will lead, and how will domestic

policy develop."

Zubok mainly discussed Boris Yeltsin,

head of the Supreme Soviet. Although

Yeltsin has been unfavorably compared

to Gorbachev by some, Zubok said,

"Yeltsin is much closer to Russian blood,

to Russian nature, than Gorbachev."

He added that Yeltsin's representa-

tion covdd be the most pro-Western set-

up the Soviet Union has seen since 1914.

In closing, Zubok said that Yeltsin would

do what is necessary to hold Russia to-

gether, citing the fact that Yeltsin had
sent emissaries to the republics to keep

good relations.

Crass and Ferrarodiscussed theU .8. 's

role, especially regarding arms control.

Crass pointed out that previous treaties

signed with Russia assumed that a strong

government would be there to uphold

them.
"That's not there now," said Crass,

and warned that a lack ofa definite chain

ofcommand could be inhibiting.

Crass also said that American foreign

and military policy has justified nuclear

weapons because ofthe "Eastern threat."

With that gone, "we have to start consid-

ering unilateral disarmament."

Students' pets forgotten
Animals abandoned over semester break

CoU««lan pboto by JaffEgu

A panel of five college professors discussed events in the Soviet

Union Monday. The participants were, from left to right, Alan Crass,

Vincent Ferarro, William Taubman and Vladislav Zubok.

How to use blue bins
Students finding many creative uses

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

It may not be on "Late Night with David

Letterman" yet, but theTop Ten Alternative

Uses for your Blue Recycling Bin have been

appearing in the University residence halls.

With the advent ofan extensive campus-

wide recycling program this year, each

residence hall room came equipped with a

blue recycling bin for the collection of all

recyclables— mixed containers and papers.

But many students have been using the

recycling bin in alternative ways.

Jen Hall and Sharon Wang, who live in

Orchard Hill, are housing their baby ham-

ster, Francis, in the recycling box. The

hamster still lives in a regular cage but this

cage has been placed in the box for extra

protection.

"The plastic (of the box) is too slick" for

the hamster to escape, Hall said.

The roomates are still recycling, but have

opted not to use the special box.

Scott Newman and Mike Tow, also from

Orchard Hill, have decided to utilize the

recycling box as a table. Situated between

two futons, Newman said the recycling box

matches the blue color of the futons, takes

the place ofa sturdy table, and "looks good."

"It's much nicer than a crate," Tow said.

The roomates have decided to only recycle

cans and bottles and use the recycling bin as

a table, complete with lamp on top.

Newman said, "I'm not a big recycling

fan. It's easier to throw (trash) in a barrel."

Heather Witalisz,who lives in Southwest,

uses her recycling bin to carry her laundry.

Witalisz has seen the bins used as a min-

iature basketball hoop for "recreational use."

The only trash she recycles are cans.

Kara Foley and Kelly Monahan also live

in Southwest. "Right now, we're using it for

our stereo-turntable," Foley said.

Nevertheless, some students have opted

to recycle.

Debbie Speicher, who lives in Orchard

Hill, initially feared sorting her recyclable

trash in the red and blue collection con-

tainers. But once she began the briefsorting

process, she discovered that "it's not really a

hardship."

• >r«>i^V 1 *
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By MICHAEL LINSKEY
Collegian Staff

College life is seen as a rite of passage, a

bridge between adolescence and adulthood.

As they learn to survive on their own, most
college students leave behind the security

blanket provided by Mom and Dad and
strike out down the road to independence.

Not all are successful, however. Many
students find the adjustment difficult. They
discover an aching need for companionship,

and they fill their void by buying a pet.

The problem is that many of these pets

are left to fend for themselveswhen semester

break arrives and students return home.

While students are either tearing open their

Christmas gifts or taking a leisurely dip in

the pool, many of their pets are wandering

the streets.

'You'll pick up some around Christmas

time when [students] go home, and you'll

pick up some in the spring when school

closes; that's when it looks the worst," said

Bob Adair of the Amherst Pound. "I won't

blame it all on students. I think a lot of it is

them, but not all of it."

While abandonment may be an area-

wide problem, a university official says on-

campus students are rarely to blame —
primarily because of housing rules restrict-

ing most pets.

"Students can have no pets except fish in

a ten-gallon tank or smaller," said Larry

Moneta, associate director of Housing Ser-

vices.

Yet, such poUdes dontcompletely prevent

students from housing pets in the dorms.

Nor does it stop them from abandoning the

animals later. Though Moneta says the "^0

or 30 times a year" abandoned animals are

found on campus is very small, there are

still kittens, anakfls, hamsters and gerbils

left behind.

"We've rarely had a violation with a dog,

since they're too loud," he said. "Most f>eopIe

are responsible [about regulations]."

While the UMass campus doesnt allow

pets, though, another area college does.

Through the work oftwo on-campus groups,

the Conununity Council and the Pet Co-op,

Hampshire College permits students to reg-

ister their favorite animals.

"We had a lobster registered last year,"

said Jay Maroney, chairman of the Com-
munity Council. "You're supposed to regis-

recycling
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

halls. Foumier called this a "substantial

commitment."

Fournier urged the campus community

to make an effort to recycle their waste by

familiarizing themselves with the informa-

tional recycling brochures given to all stu-

dents at the start of the academic year.

"We need them [both students and fac-

ulty] to recycle comprehensively. The town

is watching us extremely closely," he said.

"It is really important. If we don't do a

m^or amount of recycling now, the town

will fine us" for landfiUing recyclable waste,

Fournier said. At this time, the University

is not being fined by the town of Amherst,

but if the levels of recyclables collected does

not increase in the following weeks, fines

may begin.

Fournier said the money to pay the town

fines would be extracted from the recycling

budget, subsequently raising housing costs.

Sherill Baldwin, the program coordina-

tor for the Housing Services' Residential

Recycling Program, attributed last week's

slow start to the normal confusion ofmoving

in to the residence halls.

"I'm hoping for a pretty good turnaround

from what (the collection rates) were last

week," Baldwin said.

The University landfills over 5,000 tons

of waste each year, equivalent to 12 PVTA
buses filled with garbage every week, a

ter your pet with Pet Co-op— a subcommit-

tee of Pul>lic Health and Safety— and they

regulate pets on campus."
Yet, while this system— which Maroney

says students are "overwhelmingly in favcn*

of"— might appear to be the proper solution

to the problem of pet abandonment, it has
its problems.

"At the end ofthe year, there are pets left

in the dorm rooms— mostly hamsters and
gerbils; I don't know about dogs, necessar-

ily, but I have heard about stray cats," said

Maroney, who himselfhas a two and a half

year old boxer named Gilda on campus.
"It's not a problem during the school

year, but it happens mostly at the end."

Students who live off-campus in the

Amherst area also certainly contribute to

the abandonment problem, but some
apartment complex officials dont believe

the Uon's share of the blame Ues with their

residents.

"We have never had [an abandonment]
here," said an official at Mill Valley Apart-

ments ,who declined to give her name. "We
do allow pets. We allow cats, birds, fish and
small animals. . . A very small percentage <^

residents actually keep pets but they seem
well taken care of"

The managerofTownehouse Apartments
agreed that while pets are allowed there,

the problem of abandonment is not wide-

spread.

"Occasionally, well find a stray cat, and
one of the other tenants will take it in," said

the woman, who asked not to be identified.

"The student population is much more likely

to abandon animals than families, but in

most cases even the students have been

very good.

The people that operate and live here

are concerned enough to deal with such an
issue ifit arose," she said. "An animal would

not be just out there to starve to death. But
it really has never been an issue."

Regardless of who is to blame, the pet

abandonment problem is a very real issue to

be dealt with— something BobAdair knows
only too well.

"If an animal is picked up, they have to

stay in the pound for an automatic 10 days,

then they're put up for adoption," said the

pound director. "But it's getting harder and
harder to place a

good animal."

Residential Recycling Program brochure

said. Foumier said more than half of this

waste is recyclable.

University trash that can't be recycled is

brought to the Amherst landfill.

Melinda McCall, the solid waste coordi-

nator for the Department of Public Works in

Amherst, optimistically projects that the

Amherst landfill will be totally full in 10

years. But, McCall cautioned, that estimate

is only relevant if the UMass recycling pro-

gram starts showing some positive results.

McCall said 25 percent of the waste

brought to the Amherst landfill comes from

the University. "Their [UMass] participa-

tion is essential," McCall said.

The Residential Recycling Program fig-

ures the University spent last year almost

$400,000 on disposing trash in the Amherst

landfill. Last year, the University paid $65

per ton to dump the trash. If the new recy-

cling program does not begin to collect the

minimum level of recyclables, the Univer-

sity will pay $118 per ton.

Fournier said comprehensive recycling

is a new process for many students but they

should try to be "a little less apathetic"

about recycling.

"I have faith in the student body,"

Fournier said. "You as a person can make a

direct impact on the environment by recy-

cling. If we care about the kind of environ-

ment our kids will grow up in, we must

recycle now."
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If You Want to Get In,

You Have to Stand Out!

RONKIN, America's largest full-range educational serv-

ice company, is now in Amherst! For over 10 years.

RONKIN's staff of experts has helped students achieve

outstanding test results through state-of-the-art test prep.

RONKIN offers free diagnostics, small classes (10 stu-

dents or less), flexible schedules, personal attention,

tutorials, and computer-assisted practice.

Test prep with a

difference. Classes

forming now in Amherst.

iiciniiii iiiirstop by our table or. the Concourse on

Tuesday and Wednesday.

Stand Out. Call 549-4010 NOW!
Skcul Intnoouctorv Offer: $50.00 OfF ant RONKIN Test Prep Course begun in 1991

!

UM\ ERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST

Health Services

Dear UMass Student Ptan/Student

Family Member:

Be^nning September 3, 1991, the

University Health Services instituted

a number of additional fees and/or

co-payments in order to keep the

mandatory Student Health Fee and

Student Family Plan fees to a

minimum. As a result the following

charges will be made.

1. Pharmacy Benefit: Birth contrcd

pills, $10.00 per cycle. Each

prescription of all other formulary

items (including insulin) will be at

wholesale cost for up to one month

supply, minimum $5.00, maximum
$50.00 per prescription. Non-

formulary prescriptions at cost plus

handling charge.

*2. Surgical Specialist Visits at

UHS: $10.00 per visit co-payment,

including orthopedics, general

surgery, and gynecology specialists.

Exclusions: consults regarding

termination of pregnancy, and pre-

and post- natal visits to specialists

remain fully covered.

•3. VISITS BETWEEN 9:00 P.M.

AND 8:00 AM. THE NEXT
MORNING: $10.00 per visit co-

payment.

•4. VISITS AFTER NOON ON
SATURDAY AND ALL DAY
SUNDAY, UNTIL 8:00 AM. ON
MONDAY MORNING: $10.00 per

visit co-payment.

5. Allergy Clinic Visit: $10.00 co-

payment per visit. Allergy Testing:

Full fee-for-service charges for visit

and test materials. (Cost of test

materials is not covered by SHBP).

*6. Electrocardiograms (routine,

non-diagnostic): $10.00 co-payment

per test.

*8. Sigmoidoscopy Exam: $25.00 co-

payment per exam.

9. Diabetic Supplies: Covered at

50% of costs.

10. Physical Examinations (routine,

non-diagnostic): $25.00 per exam,

plus any necessary laboratory tests.

For services which occur after the

UHS Cashier's Office is closed

(especially afterhours and weekend

visits), co-payments can be made at

the Cashier's Olfice for up to two

weeks after the visit. AFTER TWO
WEEKS OF NO PAYMENT, AN
ADDITIONAL $5.00 HANDLING
FEE WILL BE ADDED TO THE
CO-PAYMENT AND A BILL WILL
BE SENT. Any bills not cleared

within a reasonable time can lead to

administrative withdrawal from the

University. (These added charges do

not apply to Kaiser Permanente

members at UHS.)

We regret to announce these modest

changes for the coming year.

However, we will continue to work

with you and the Student Health

Advisory Board to minimize

additional charges without

jeopardizing necessary services.

• GOOD NEWS for the

Supplemental Health Benefits Plan

and Student Family Health Plan

subscribers...THE ASTERISKED
CO-PAYMENTS ARE COVERED
under your SHBP or FHP. If you

have not subscribed yet, there is still

time. ..visit the UHS Cashier for

information or call 549-2671, ext. 232.

Sincerely,

*7. Colposcopy Exam:

payment per c\dm.

$25.00 co-

David P. Kraft, M.D.

Executive Director

University Health Services

*DRINK SPECIAi?
Milwaukees Best

$3.95

Pitcher

Wednesday Night is

GUEST BARTENDER NIGHT
At Mike's

Free t-shirts & Prizes

Who will this week's tender be?

Always something for everyone!

DRINK SPECIAL*
Mike^s Pink's

$1.50

DRINK SPECIAL*
Busch

$4.50 Pitcher

OPEN 'TIL

2 A.M. Buffalo

7 DAYS

AV/EEK

B
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Empty promises: true confessions of a music club victim
Some time ago, in a moment of reckless abandon, I did

something I am not particularly proud of. 1 joined a compact
disk club.

For the benefit of those readers who are naturally wary
of such clubs, and therefore probably consider me to be a
complete moron, let me just say that this wasn't one ofthose
sleazy fly-by-night compact disk clubs that suck you in with
empty promises in some miniature, crudely fashioned

newspaper, rob you blind and leave you for dead. This
compact disk club had full color ads in me^or magazines.
Four compact disks at astounding breakthrough prices!"

heralded one ad. "What would you expect to pay for such a
collection? Two hundred dollars? Three hundred dollars?"

The actual price turned out to be one dollar, which, I later

discovered, is also the average price per square nanometer
ofthe one regular club "selection" 1 was required to buy with
the deal.

At the time, though, the convincing nature of the sales

pitch, compounded with the fact that 1 have the IQ of bark,

made me actually smile, with smug self-assurance, as I

checked the little box ("Yes! I can see this swindle coming a
mile away!"), and mailed my soul to Indiana.

The bills began arriving immediately.
Let me just explain that my compact disk club operates

on what I like to call a "hassle-free" basis, by which I mean
that I am spared the hassle of actually ordering my own
selections, or even receiving them. This isjust as well, given

the three basic categories the selections fall into:

A. Heavy metal bands with names like "Cerebral Dan-
ish" that no one on earth has ever heard of

B. "Beautiful Listening" anthologies, originally recorded

on the Edison Gramophone.
C. Buffalo Springfield's Greatest Hits.

Shawn McDonnell

Under the hassle-free system, I am never subjected to

selections such as these, since the only portion of any
package which actually reaches me is the bill.

"Have you forgotten?" the bill will query, in it's zany,

rhetorical way. "You have not yet sent us large amounts of

money for no readily apparent reason."

Generally I pay these bills, because I am afraid that if I

don't pay, the club might actually send me one of the

selections, thus making me feel obligated to play it. My
motto is "Fifty dollars a week is a small price to pay to avoid

'Cerebral Danish."
Another thing worth avoiding is complaining, which is

what I tried to do after noticing that although the club ads

feature stylish shots of Billy Joel and John Lennon, they do

not actually, technically feature selections by either artist.

I called the consumer phone line to get to the bottom of

this matter but wound up. of, course, with their talking

computer — which has a never-ending menu of selections

("If your mother's maiden name has an i-e construction,

press '2' on your touchtone phone") designed to make it

humanly impossible for you to ever actually reach the

fabled "sales representatives." This is just as well, since

they'd probably only put you on hold anyway.
This is effectively what they did a few months back, when

I took it upon myself to write the club a brief letter, asking

the kind of hard-hitting questions which has made me
feared and admired in journalist circles.

"How can I actually get any decent music from your

club," I asked, "short of listening to the radio link-up when
you put me on hold?" The response card I got, several weeks
later, told me that my inquiry could not be immediately

processed. I had been put on hold i>ia mail.

There was a bill with the card.

The moral oftoday's story is that everyone on the face of

the earth has deceitful ulterior motives and is out to take

advantage
of you. I suggest the only reasonable course of action is for

all ofyou to lock yourselves in meditative chambers and find

your inner light, before God destroys the entire dishonest

planet.

And if youll agree to buy one meditative chamber at

regular club prices, I'll give you four more for a dollar.

Shawn McDonnell is a UMass student

Uptown designated driver

program becomes reality
For those of you obsessed with keeping

up to date on the latest trends, you imght be

interested to know that the hottest fashion

accessory to hit the college scene has just

arrived.

This new addition to any wardrobe can-

not be found in Bloomingdales, Macy's or

The Gap, but nght here in Amherst, our

very own hot spot for making waves.

Entering an uptown bar this past week-

end vrith a group of friends, the bouncer not

only asked to see our IDs, but also wanted to

know which one of us was the "I>esignated

Driver."

Felice Cohen

Having settled this before we came, I

stepped forward. As my friends watched in

awe. he proceeded to snap a bracelet (re-

sembling the ones you get in hospitals),

around my wrist.

Clueless, I stood there until he explained

to me the purpose of this dangling yellow

and black band. I learned that by wearing

this band it entitled me to free sodas all

eveningand the option ofpurchasing Sharps,

a non-alcoholic beer, for only a buck.

Then he told me not to remove it until I

left. I thought this was pretty funny since

one, I didn't have a pair of scissors in my
purse and two, why would I want to discard

something that was going to provide me
with free drinks?

Upon further inspection, I noticed on the

bracelet a slogan which read. Miller "Think

When You Drink". Suddenly everything

became clear.

Glancing aroimd the bar I noticed others

wearing the same chic fashion statement.

Making eye contact, we nodded apprecia-

tively at one another, confident with our

decisions and satisfied with our free drinks.

Not only did this entitle me to free sodas

all evening, but it also gaveme something to

save as a momento. And I'm not taking

about the plastic thing hanging from my
wrist either.

I mean my life.

Being able to drive myselfand my friends

home safely after a night uptown is worth
more than adjoining my car to the side ofan
oak tree.

Being the inquisitive kind, I asked the

bar manager how this whole idea began.

She explained that starting this past

weekend, two local estabUshments are go-

ing to be handing out Designated Driver

bracelets, which are sponsored by Miller

Brewing Company.
These bracelets not only make students

more aware of drinking and driving, but

they do so in a way that make them feel it is

worth sacrificing a night of drinking. By
offering incentives, Uke free soda all evening,

I know many people who would chose to

drive.

I was also told that the two bars, the first

in the area to do this, are looking at making
more of a variety for the future, like virgin

coladas and daiquiris.

Returning home that evening, flashing

my shiny new bracelet in front of her eyes, I

told my roommate all about my experience.

For a moment, a very brief moment, we got

lost in thought.

"Would going uptown become a sober

experience?"

No, we decided, it wouldn't go that far

(this is UMass, of course), but for a brief

moment the thought did flash across our

minds. As it must have also entered that of

the bar we went to, for it has some other

i9eas in mind.
On Wednesday nights they are going to

be holding non-alcoholic dance parties for

underage students. "We want to try to

promote dancing and fun, rather than booze

and drinking," said the manager.
When a bar stops promoting alcohol and

starts giving out free sodas, I think it may be

time for all of us to start asking some
questions.

Like, for instance, how much money are

our parents paying them?

Felice Cohen is a Collegian staffmember
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Politics spoil nomination

UMass graduate's friends tell of

sadness upon his recent death

Editor's note: Saturday, Sept. 14, a 1991

graduate ofthe University ofMassach usetts,

John Havey, died in a car accident. The

following letter comes from his friends.

I lost a friend this weekend. He's gone.

No matter how hard I wish to wake up and

find out it was all a bad dream, I now realize

that it's not going to happen. As I think

about our last conversation together, I begin

to cry. I haven't cried since I was a child, but

now it seems so appropriate. Remembering

all the good times is what brings on the

tears. I never got to tell him how much he

meant to me, but who would have known.
I always looked up to him. Whenever

there was a problem I could look to him for

a solution. Whenever I messed up, and
needed some guidance, he was there to show
me the way. I know I never said it out loud,

but I couldn't have done it without you,

John, and I will never forget you.

I know that when someone dies there are

always people that boast about how good

and noble the person was. But I don't need

to boast. Johnwas himself Sometimes harsh,
sometimes cranky, but always a friend.

Friends of John Havey

In grade school we learned about our

federal government— the the three branches

and their roles. The legislative branch makes
the laws, the executive executes them, and
thejudicial branch interprets the laws made
by Congress. These facts are as elementary

and ingrained in our heads as our multipli-

cation tables.

Bob Freeman

Yet, we have watched and are watching

the perversion of these most basic prin-

ciples. We are witnessing and even encour-

aging the trespassing of the legislature's

soledomain ofpwlicy-makingbytheSupreme

Court. Thewarning flags are yet to be raised,

and we seem, today, destined to one day

awaken in unfamiliar territory, where our

founding fathers lived and tried to teach us

never to enter.

Today, our legislators are grilling

Clarence Thomas. They are probing this

man's mind to decide whether or not he is

the one to fill the vacancy left by Thorogood

Marshall. In some circles, people say that a

nomination ought to be rejected on grounds

ofpolitics. Regardless, the Senate Judiciary

Committee is not investigating what and

where they should. Many of the questions

are wrong and unnecessary, and unfortu-

nately, Mr. Thomas' stances will seal (or

already have sealed) his fate.

For example, if enough Senators do not

not approve of his positions on abortion or

affirmative action, we will see him go the

way of Robert Bork. What door he walks

through once his interrogation is over will

be decided solely on his political views, not

his Constitutional philosophy.

Those in the legislative branch are elected

by us, the people, to make laws that will be

perceived to be just and fcur in our eyes. If

they fail to, we have the ability to petition

our legislators to repeal it. Ifthey fail to, we
hold the power to replace them with some-

one who is more sympathetic to their con-

stituents.

But, the Constitution is the supreme law

of the land and whatever laws the legisla-

tive branch enacts must be in accordance

with the guidelines erected within it. When
a questionable law is passed and is brought

before the Supreme Court, it is the Court's

role only to decide whether it follows the

Constitution, not ifit isjust, fair, or morally

correct.

George Bush nominated Clarence Tho-

mas to be a Supreme Court justice, one who
interprets laws on Constitutional grounds.

We are not electing Mr. Thomas to decide

what laws are good ones. It is up to the

people to decide on such, not the nine jus-

tices who sit on the Supreme Court. Their

job is to rule on the Constitutionality ofa law.

They are the experts on the Constitution,

and we the experts on what laws should be

made for our benefit. Once we allow them to

decide on the fairness, morality or appropri-

ateness of a law, we then voluntarily relin-

quish all our power and say in our own
affairs.

This nomination is a watershed one. The
people and Congress seem to care less about

how Clarence Thomas views the Constitu-

tion than if his views are agreeable.

Bob Freeman is a UMass student
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Arts & Living
New album by Fugazi is a little bit ofa repeater

\ Ixxhin- St-rits on [Xivt'/'ifiy Uikk-nJiin \iiltu\ .»iJ ithu

P./za for only

$1.99
DELIVERED MX MMUTES OR LESS

NOT GOOD «nTH ANY OTHER OFFER
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ByTODDBOURRET
Collegian Correspondent

Fugmxl is at a tricky point in their career. They've set
some pretty high standards for themselves with their first

two E.F.'s, Fugazi and Margin Walker. Both were near
brilliant recordings that managed to take the energy and

anger of hardcore and sharpen it to a more melodic, more
sophisticated point. 1990's Repeater L.P. only served to

reinforce the fact that Fugazi is a band which must be

heard.

Their impact now on the hardcore scene is easily recog-

nized. Dozens of Fugazi sound-alikee have sprung up all

over, and Fugazi record sales have been astonishing, con-
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Lecture: Leadership for the 21st Century;

Living in a Multi-Cultural World

limfil 7:00pm

Daifil 9/18/91

Location: CC Auditorium

Sponsored bv: G.A.G.
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Fugazi

TWODAYS ONLY!
Purchase an ACI 386-33 System during ACrs on-campus demonstration and

receive a FREE Star Micronics NX-24 1 Printer (a $399 retail value) with your

machine. Own the same machine used in the new School of Management

computer lab, now with a free letter-quality printer!

Eating Disorder Programs
Fall 1 991 Soonsored by Urwversity HMlth Services

Eating Disorder Selt-Help Groups
Led Dv trainea slLKlents recovered from an eating

disorder Open to anyone ConfidenHalay assured

Call 549 ?671 . Qinic IV. tor nxxe mtormation

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For individuals - w«h Nutritionists Mental Mtalth

Oinician Physician and or Nurse Practtioner

Mondays or Tuesdays - begmntrig September 17

University Health Services Confidentiality Assured

Call 549-2671, Oinic IV

Food and Feelings Workshop
Led by Peer Health Educators

To achedule tor your Residence Hall

•call 549-2671. ext. 181

THE PAPER DOCTOR
Complete Editorial Services

(4 i 3) 256-8758

sidering their rec»rd label (nin-by singer/guitarist Ian

MacKay) has relatively low distribution.

Just as astonishing is Fugazi's refusal to sell out. The
band has recently turned down several offers from big

corporate record companies. Most of the money from live

shows goes to benefit small, non-profit organizations.

Do you see the situation they've put themaelves in? It

would take a pretty amazing record to improve upon what
Fugazi has already accomplished.

Well, with their new L.P. Steady Diet ofNothing, FogBsi
lives up to expectations, but does not really exceed them.
Nothing comes as much of a surprise on this album.

Don't get me wrong — this is a great record. All Uw al>

ements are there: catchy melodies, complex rhythm changes,

quick stops and starts, searing lyrics, big guitars, etc. Itjust

seems that most of theee songs could be tagged on to

Repeater. Oh, well. You can't have everything.

The best tracks? "Reclamation", in which Ian demsiMk
control of his body over droning guitars and a ekankin'

reggae bassline; "Nice New Outfit*, a biting jab at military

higher-ups ("You're number one with a bullet/that's money
well spent/your mouth plastered like a poster/ address

yourself succesa/You can pinpoint a chimney and dn^ one
down its length/in your nice new outfit/sorry about the

mess,*) and "Polish", which has the same abiUty to sway
heads as "Waiting Room* and "Shut the Door' did on earlier

albums.

I suggestyou go out, geiSteady Diet ofNothing, andjudge
fOT yourself. I just hope that in the future. Fugazi will stall

be Me to crank out more fresh soimding, innovative ma-
terial.

Other Stuff:

Faith No More'* Mike Patton is back on the rampage.

this time with the Experimental/Funk/Sick Joke band Mr.
Bungle. Produced by avant-jazz-punk god-headJohnZom,
this record sounds a bit like Naked City— ifthey were a Red
Hot Chili Peppert cover band. Interesting (and random)
BtufT. indeed.

Ifyou haventheard ofthebandClockhammer . then you

should start taking notice. Their self-entitled debut album
on First Warning Records has been on my stereo constantly.

They somehow manage to meld mellow,gBragey,jazs7sfcidr

with some heavy grooves that would make Prong jealous.

D^nitely worth catching.

Stay tuned. Next week 111 be bringing you up-to-date on

some new releases from Mute Records. H<i8ta la vista, baby.

- Dtdtcat^ii to Tnaling tft9 CauM. Not 0w Symp$om'

AIHHPRST CHIROFRACnC
Family Health Center

on. VIRGINIA D HARPER
Clurcprmlti FkfMtc>Q»

549-0335 omctHOun

EARN $7"/HR
HGHT

POLLUTION
Work for pollticaJ

change %vith

CUan Water Action:
environmental
campaign staff.

On bus lines.

Paidtraining.
P/T or career
opportiinlty.
Call .SH4-9R30

Why Settle For Less?
33 MHz 80386DX Processor, Faster than the IBM PS/2 Model 70

4 Megabytes of Main RAM, Plenty for Windows, Lotus, etc.

64 Kb Static Cache RAM for improved performance

80 Megabyte 17-millisecond IDE Hard Drive

512K Super-VGA Graphics Adaptor, 1024x768 resolution in 16 colors

CTX 14" Multiscanning Color Monitor, .28 dot pitch for high clarity

TEAC 5.25" and 3.5" High-Density Roppy Drives

Microsoft DOS 5.0

Lx)gitech Mouscman ergonomic mouse with MS-Windows 3.0 software

AU for only $235!
(Students & Faculty only, please.)

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND
STUDENT NIGHT !

Thursday 19th

Between 6-9pm

f=ULl-

t«o»»'

No Appointment Neccesary

Receive a 10 DOLLAR haircut (reg. $20.00)

Cooking at your table

SPECIAL
Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.

& all day Sunday

Two Dinners for $15

Steak& Chicken Combo
Two Dinners for $18.00

Shrimp & Scallop Combo
Roth include soup. sabd.

v«g(Ubl«. noodles, steamed

nee, tea. & ice creain

Full Bar • Exotic Specialties

Gift

Certificates

Available

Rt. 116, Sunderland 413-665-3628

Open Tues.-Sat. at 5pm. Sun at 2

Reservations welcomed

WE CAH HOF you VATH
Low Domesuc Airfares

• Student-Teacher-Youth

Airfares

• Adventure Tours

Language Courses
• International Student A
Teacher ID.

• Youth Hostel Memberships
• Work & Study Abroad
• Car Renul

A Leasing

EURAIl A BRITRAIl

PASSES ISSUED

ON THE SPOT'

FREE
STUDENT TRAVEL

CATALOG'

' 79 So Pleasant SI.

Amherst, MA 01002

W^^^'i-rr-rrrt >n»»l lp»
2S6-1261

I'"'

WHERE AND WHEN :

Thursday and Friday, September 19th and 20th, 9:00am-4:00pm

on the Umass Campus Center Concourse

wmtm t TREADMIU ' GRAVHRON

srst

Athletic

Club

Karate
Health
&Rtness

B@gi7
^60
West
Street

Amherst
256-0080

Open 7 days
On iMts route

^Aerj^^^afly
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Three tribute bands honor their idols last weekend

Wbat hiqypens when great hardware

and great software meet?

JOE
KNOWS

See for yourself. September 19th and 20th. on the Campus Center

Concourse. American Computer Innovators announces a demonstra-

tion of its educational computer line. Or see Joe, ACI's on-campus

representative at the University Store. Because Joe knows.

Diver Down, Physical
Graffiti, and The Machine
(from left) all j»ave great

tribute shows on Friday and
Saturday last weekend.

I »IU-i:i.<ii l1i<M<i< l>« t .11 1 11 U

1

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

store Hours: Mon-Fn 9am - 5pm, Sat 1 1am - 3pm

Friday, Sept. 20
at

/^

8 am-11 pm • 7 days

COUPON
I

Coin Operated Washers and Dryers
State of the Art Machines

^ Snack Bar
Big Screen T.V.

Pool Table and Video Games
Senior Citizen Discount

c^lSPJi

$1.00 OFF any

size washer
Limit 1 coupon per customer

Expires Oct. 18, 1991

10% OFF
Dry Cleaning
Limit 1 coupon per customer

Expires Oct. 18, 1991

a special

NINE
WEST.
DAY

Dozens o( Fall srvlcs & colon,

a prtvirw of ^ring "^2.

PLUS Jr JlvilJd

T-shirt
with my !SfINE-VEST purduie.

t S^^

Women's Short, Clothing
ac AcctMoriei

Zanna • \%7 No. Pleasant St.

Amh«r« • 413.253-2543

s^vmimscHooL

opens
Sept 23rd
WALK . IN
Classes in

'Beg. 'BALLfUI

Discount Coupon
Boolo* A\-uilable

CALL 549-1555
for schedule

29 Strong St.

(off E. Pleasent

St., nciu- Central)

(> Univcrsitv Privc • View M;irkcl Center • \c\l to Imiis Foods i\' Scott s liquors • Amhcrsi • (4i;>) S4«) 2640

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL
GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE
The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

ail-related projects and events is

Friday, September 27

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

Office and the Student Activities

Office

UMass Arts Council

209 Hasbrouck Hall, 545-0202

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

Punk wormt

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

CAL^\N, DO tXJWiCW
ftNDTHSrn-VJPtKt)K>ft4\P

IT STIN&S L\tt CSPW AMD
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TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

poISjl bthttcMt. of Mc,,

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

LIVING IN THE WOODS By SUZANNE PALMER

rBUS STOPS AT
*HAI6IS mAtL.'
1 CAN 6£T AU_
MY iHOPPlKKS

Quote of the Day
"Money doesn't talk, it swears."

- Bob Dylan

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL IMTB
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Menu

Sorry, menu not
available. Call 5-2626.

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AKIES(Mvch2l-Apnl 19): Keep your

can open today; new rinancial gains are

pouible. Curt>ilendency loacton impukie.

A potential partner may be unnerved if

you go off on a tangent Review your

options.

TAURUS(Apfil 20-May 20): Romance

moves into high hear. You slop worrying

bout what other people may think.

Someone could axk you to speak to the

press. Cliooae your words with care to

avoid alienaiing potential allies.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Follow

your inslincu in business, and you will be

on the money A family situation slowly

improves Devote more thought to your

career. Are those in authority awve of

your very special talents?

CANCER (June 21 -July 22): A
promotion or raise is a distinct possibility

Focus on enhancing a professional

relationship Takingoontoreresponsibility

will let youremployerknowhow dedicated

you are.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Go slow and

lie low while you make certain inquiries.

Written communications hold significant

clues. Find out more about a newcomer

before getting romantically involved.

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sep«. 22): Define your

terms and get financial details in writing

10 avoid a future misunderstanding. The

status quo is shaken. Any changes could

prove advantageous. Focus on your

strengths

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22) An unusual

alliance plays a beneficial role today You

«e ready to negotiate a valuaMe long-

term contract Do not ignore loved one's

instincts. You may have overlooked

something of great sigmficance.

SCORPIO(Oct23-Nov 2l):Suyalen

to new job opportunities or domestic

developmenu today Something great it

shaping upl Do not let a friend's cynical

reniarlu get you down. Hang in there.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec. 21):

Slop sitting on the sidelines and plunge in.

Influential people will admire your get-

up-artd-go. Advemure and happiness await

you in a distant place. Tnisl your inslincu

in a tight situation.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): You

are the nwter of your fate. Tap your

resources to advance important work.

Taking a calculated risk will pay big

dividends. A stranger or an astociale at a

distance proves helpful.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): Good

signs prevail in joint financial ventures.

You could strike gold in a faraway place.

You can make real headway on home-

improvement projects if you buckle down

10 work.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): The pace

quickens at work. New employmeni

avenues open. Move ahead swiftly and

confidently. A family relationship will be

tested in a unique way. You develop new

rapport wiih an older person.

Today's Staff
Ni^tEditor. GregSukiennik

Copy Editor BethButIs

PhotoTechnician .CarrieWyeth

ProductionSupervisor. JMikeCarvalho

Production LisaJezowski,

Joanne Quinsy
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history.

I could watch Michael Jordan play basketball from now
unitl Massachusetts reinstates Happy Hour, but is he
really worth the millions of dollars he receives each year? Is

anyone worth that kind of money? Maybe a surgeon who
performs life saving operations is deserves that type ofcash,

but being able to hit a 15 foot jumper, no matter how
exciting, isn't so worthy.

Perhaps I'm a hypocrite, because in a small w^y JYii

pavine th? SSlsries of inese mega-stars everytime I enter

MENTOR
lnteiisi\e

Indi\idual

Instruction

• KNGLISH
• MATH

• GRE&I.SAT
PRKP.\R.\TIO.\

i4l.\i2S.V.VU:

Some ol the biggest,

some of the beat

presents come in

the smolest boxesi

Fenway, the Oahhden or Foxboro Stadium (no, that's not a

misprint).

Therein lies part ofthe problem. We're so engrossed with

our local sports teams that when the opportunity arises to

actually be in the stadium when Tom Brunansky makes the

final diving catch to clinch the division, or to see I^arry Bird

bounce his head offthe parquet on route to dismantling the

Pacers, we can't reject the offer.

My newfound (found while ueciiiing over bagels or En-

Kiisn mutlins) theory is that sports is society's biggest and
most addictive drug. A day without the Sox box score, US
Open results or the latest on Bo Jackson, is a day without,

well, without sports.

Maybe bubble gum does depreciate the value ofbaseball

cards, and maybe it's even worse for the teeth, but the fact

that the power ofmoney has forced the removal ofgum from

packs ofcards is worse to me than watching an outing by the

Sox' DoorMatt Young.

Of course there are exceptions, and athletes who are

constantly contributing to charities and donating time

show that there is still some good left in sports. Then again,

look at Mike Tyson and Don King; the world of sports is

falling — fast.

David Scott is a Collegian staffmember

SPORTS NOTICE
Intra-murals: The intra-mural sports program is

kicking off the semester writh a full slate of football,

soccer and co-rec soflball games thja v.'e£k. Ygu BtiH

have tJTHC tO enter a team. Call the intra-mural office

at 545-2693 for information or stop by our office in 2 1

5

Boyden Gym and fill out a roster. We can accomodate

plenty of additional entries if you act quickly.

It's not just anotherway foryou
to spendyour money

It's away to help you save it.

Now. get the Card and get

Student Privileces. Special

savings created just for you.

Only from American Express.

If you think the .American Express* Card is

simply another way to buy things, wed like

to share some valuable news with you Since

you re a student . the Card can actually help

)m4 save

Become a Student Cardmember Kxlay and
you'll automatically get American Express*
Student Privileges' our newly expanded
package of outstanding savings and special

offers All designed just for you- with more
of what you need, for more value from the

money you spend

Continental

3ROI NDTRIPSO.N
CONTINENTAL AIRLI.\ES-AT A PRICE THAT

REALLY .MAKES FLYING AFFORDABLE

Only Student Cardmembers can enjoy

this great deal on Continental Airlines:

three roundtrip flights for just $129 or $189

each -depending on where you re going*
What s more, these certificates are good any-

where Continental Airlines flies in the 48
contiguous states.

I se ycjur certihcaicN lo \ isit friends at other

St htH)ls. see your family back home ( )r enj< )y

yourself during a vacation And the best part

Each certificate could saie you as much as

SJ5(J over regular Continental Airlinesfares
on a coast tocoast trip

01 R NEVt ESTADVANTACE LP TO
30 MINITES" OF FREE MCI LONG DISTANCE

CALLING EVERYMOSTH FOR A YEAR

Talk alx)ut \alue Now the Card can
also help you save on your long

distance calls In total, you
could save more than $44
uhen you enroll and use

theAmerican Express

Card as a calling card
And you don t even have to

change your current k)ng

distance company

PLCS. SAVINGS ON CLOTHES, FOOD,
MUSIC AND MORE

Student Privileges Value Certificates give

you the savingsyou need on the things

you want—a sure way to make the most of

MCI

a college butlget Ihis year al( )ne. Student

Cardmembers have saved at Pizzeria Uno,

Eddie Bauer, .MT\' and ArtCarved class rings,

among others

You II find your certificates in each issue of
our exclusive student magazine. American
Express' Card CONNECTIONS where youll
also find valuaNc ideas and information

about college life tcxiay

A (,(K)D INVESTMENT A GREAT VALUE

For just $55 a year, the Card gives you all

these savings, as well as all the traditional

benefits of Cardmembership- like

the personal attention you can get

24 hours a day from our Customer
Service representatives.

And because you settle your account in

full each month, you won't pay any finance

charges—which can save you even more.

All of which goes to show that the

American Express Card is an exceptional

value. Becau.se while there are many ways
for you to spend you r ^^^^
money there a re few [|PP|||TRAVEL
that help vou save it . BbQJ RELATED
Apply today n^^H SERVICES

STLDLST
PRIVlLEGfS

• To be Hifiiblc. you muM he approved by December 51, 1991

•*A t redil of up to 13"^ for calls will appear on each billinf; statement

for 12 months after enrollmeni |3''0isequal to the charges for a

domestic 30 minute night weekend MCI Card Compatibility call

arxl appropriate surcharges Yiu must enroll for this service by

December 31, 1991

6 IWI AiTWTK jn F«pfrssTrjvrl Mated Services Company. liK

Get the Card today CaU 1-800-942-AMEX.
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In a showdown of the No. 1 players,
Providence's Kristen Brooks defeated
Shizuko Yamasaki 6-0, 6-2. UMass's No. 2
player. Gail Girasella, lost to Jen DuIIea 6-

3, 6-3.

The Minutewomen's two wins came in

the No. 3 and 4 slots. Kerensa Eddy ousted
Hilary Debbs 6-3, 6-3 and Amy Ryan staged

a comeback from a 6-0 loss in the iirst set to

win 0-6. 6-4, 6-3.

In addition to the two wins, UMass had a
chance of evening the singles matches at

three to three when Kerri Komiski took
Laura Tozza to a third set, but Tozza fought
her off and won the match 6-0, 4-6, 6-2.

"Winning that third match would have
been the turning point for us," Gentzler

said. "It would have given us the momen-
tum we needed to go into the doubles, but
they got it instead."

In other singles action, Kathy Meeker
beat Stacy Scheckner, Sarah Nadolny lost

to Karen Reedy, and Karen Taylor defeated
Kelly Grim.

In doubles, Girasella and Eddy lost to

Brooks and Debbs, Dullea and Hughes
defeated Yamasaki and Komisnki, and Ryan
and Scheckner lost to Tozza and Amy
Mangano.

"It's very disappointing to lose when you
come so close," Gentzler said. "Butyou can't

get discouraged when your team goes out
there and gives 110 percent. They are a
bunch of fighters and I'm proud of them."

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect -Amherst Center
256-8157 •256-1385

I

MBBfe! mt. ih.r. -
gri.

i
i

, rnnr. , ..J

ts & other unibody vehicles are our

specialty.

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (+or-l/2

mm)
• Over 90 years staff experience.

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement.

• Advanced European Technology Painting

and Refinishing Systems.

Remember it*s your car and your choice of

repair facilities.

WHY ASK WHY?

Shop Registration # RS1212

RUSH EVENTS
Mon. 9/16 "Casmo Night" 8-10

Tues. 9/17 "Buffalo Wings" 8-10

Thurs.9/19 "Baitoecue" 5-7

Mon. 9/23 "Pool TommameM" 8-10

Wed. 9/25 "Spaghetti Dimmer" 6-8

WHY ASK WHY?
JUJSTT STT^IP W^l

Delta Chi Fraternity

1 18 Sunset Ave.

549-4305

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE IU CAMPUS CEmER • THURSDAY 8:30-3:30 FRIDAY H:3O-2:30* DEADLINE ISTWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUaTlON • 20cWORD/DAY FOR mJDENTS • CASH INADVANCE

AcnvmES CHEN STYLE TAI CM
CLUB MANAGERS ASSOCIATION i*

holding a m««ling on pre(*s«onal imag*

ttWDt* in Flm 105 al 6.00 Al an w*loom«

II SKYOIVE II

Damonstrahon jump by m« UMaM Sport

Parachuta Club Today 12:10

Canipus Pond -af*

UMASSTAEKWONDO.SaMdalanaalKaap
in thapa! Monday and Wadnaaday ragMs

For info- Marty S46-7003 or Oaphna S4«-

2051

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Laarn Itita oMaal atyla Tai ON m 1 1 *••-

tnns dMS bagins Sapl 7 A 18 2S3-40S7 or

545-5923

FuMnal
Quaramaad loiwaai pitoaal

Prtoaa MM at of>iy S75
Oalvarad rtgM to your doorl

Call Maiawampa
To ordar or tor traa bractwra.

413-585-1233

FOUND LOST

ATTENTION Naw Sludanis-Panonal Mama
Ml al tha Naw Sludantt Program thia aum-
mar may ba pidiad up al tha Naw Shidanla

OMca 304 UnivarMy AdMaaiont Camar

FOR RENT

Ba Smart - Play RacquattMll

Ptay with ttta dub with balls

Evary Monday - Thursday 8 30 - 10:30PM

Can Bob at 546-2077

Bad and
549-0733

Downtown Amharst

AUTO FOR SALE

1962 HONDA CIVIC
Runs wall high mileage

SIOOO bo 549-5834

•85 TOYOTA COROLLA 55P naw tires Ex-

callent c»ndmon (3500 548-9660

THE SNOWMAN COMET.1 time for a car 83

Malibu Wagon rebuilt trans good brakes

tires $650 367-9655

DODGE OMN»-19gO Great college car, 39K
miles. 4 door. Almost new, 5 speed. 404-

MPG $3,900-584-6187

msTRUcnoN

Beginning Japanese language class In-

cludes culture and business practices 9/23-

11/25 Mondays 7-9pm, $100 Language
Pacmca, 549-5065

BELCHERTOWN
1 bedroom
oo bus route

3704- haal ind.

Nopals
First last sac.

Can 323-4050

Alter 4pm

Fftdga Rantala 253-9742 Free da«v«ry

ROOMM BIG apt with others Heat ind 2min

to txis 1 0min to town Convenient -comfortable

256 6746

Townheuaa- 2 bedroom. 1 1/2 bath aparT

mart on bus route. North Amherst 1-567-

1352

TOWNHOUSE APTS 50 Meadow St oondo

#1, 3 brs, 1 i/2t>aths. carpeted, A/C, Ig

kitchen, -1 morth tree rent- immediate oc-

cupancy- walk to UMass Call 549-71 40or

536-5723 Miles or Doug

FOR SALE

In Dead lickals tor ttvs waek-

e<Kl7 FkxK seats avail Can Danalte 2S6-

3430

Macelaaslc4<V2w/soflwafa-$ii00orSa
665-3738

RADIO- Phonograph(Magnavox)
3e*> 1 8*x25* dask-bookcases-rugs-elc. 549-

1578

Racoodltlonad lO^paad btkas -Starting at

$50 Can 367-2041

Solid 4-Plac* dnjm set

Zildjian HH^Crash $300
Nick 256-0644

SI>EAKERSII Acoustics 200W 12-woo)ers

Must sell $600 value $300 obo Frank 256-

0802

SPEAKERS ACOUSTICS 200W Must seii

$600 Value $280 Firm Dan 546-1039

CRATERtLOCAO

RIDE NEEDED to Boalon IN* weekend, WiH

pay tor gas. Can Chrts 253-3606

CARIBBEAN

RAISE $SOO~S1000-$t900
FOOLPROOF
FUNDRAISING

For your fralemlty, sorority, team or other

campus organization Ad now lor the

ctiance to wtn a Carihbbaan cruise and
labutous prtzesi

Call 1-800-950-8472. ext 50

Black SHOEI RF200 Halmat -In bushes by

LGRC $25 Reward CaU Shuka at 2537989

REWARDI LOST BRACELET
Starting SMvar

Oaooraliva 1* by r square Inks

Dancrsfl engraved on daap
Great sentimental value

If tound please can 665-4543

Sat V14 • Black leather wallet containing

my life Mke 256-3192

PERSONALS

Jerry A Sara, wild boys, pig 63-Tangent

KFOG Jeft

To Wliom II May Concern,
Please remember when you make naw
friends don't 4-get about the ok) ones
Remembver you all shared the good times

mno the bad Same R A . same kxjnge, and
even tt>e same bathrooms' Floonmates are

paopie you see most everyday Laughter is

the bast madtolrta tor bktes We are the

happy shirty paoplai Like nothing else lasts

anyway, friendship lasts 4eva

PIZZA

Fear no caterpillars.

I'll proted you

Verdant Rsh

HELP WANTED

3 G-o-R ttckals -Marc 549-7547

CENTURIAN IRONMAN EXPERTExcellert

condition, low mileage Bought newlor$600.

Selling for $350^0, Call Chns 253-3608

DEAD TICKETS BG BO Jeremy 5858949

DEAD TRADE- Need 2tix 4 1 show-trade

Sun lor Sat -or-Sat lor Sun. 256-1183

FREE- green dorm-sized rug. You pick it up.

586-3541 after 8pm

APPLE IMAQEWRITER R Primer. Excallem

condition, $300 ($429 new), DavW 665-7944

USEOSTEREOCOMPONENTS:e0*items,
from basic to high end. phced lo sell' Also

new components. portat>les * car stereos at

unbeatable discounts Buy/sell/lrade at S/

A/V Exchange. Amherst 256-0941

TRAVEL

BAHAMA CRUISE $99 per person

5 day/4 night hotel

Plan now for your break.

Very limited offer

Call now 1-800-621-0572

NORTHWEST AIR TRAVEL voucher tor

sale $190 value tor $180 Call 1 5833360

evenings.

Travel Fraal! Sell spring break trips lo Ja-

malca. Cancun, Bahamas, Margarita island

Best commissionspaidlCall 1-800-426-7710

: TRAVEL, Cash, and Excellent Busi-

Experiencell Openings available lor

indivkluals or studert organizations to pro-

mote the country's n>ost successful Spring

Break tours. CaU inter-campus programs 1 -

800-327-6013

PANAMA CtTY BEACH This spnng break

earn free trips and make the most money
Sell the best hxatton on the beach next to the

worWs largest night dubs Campus reps

needed to promote spnng break. Call Jenny

at 1-800-558-3002

WANTED

QUALITY PHOTOGRAPHER NEEDED tor

porttolk) work 253-0774

RESUME SERVICE

C«itllng Edge Raaumea. Complete resume
service. Writing, laser printing, letters, ad-

vtoe. 549-0367

Earn Credit Scuba Diving

Learn to dive. G09-Basic scuba
Key Largo trip, G 10-Sport scutM
New England advanced, G1 1-advanced

All courses listed under General Physical

Educatton. For further information come by

Curry Hicks pool Mon-Thur 7pm-10pm or

call 545-2338

Teat of Engllah as a toreign language
(TOEFL) Preparation course. 9/24-11/21,

Tues & Thurs 7-9pm. $145 Language
Padfk^, 549-5065

To the troinlwne that didnl march most ol

Sat -Like to get to know you better Respond
here -Ex-Curad

Happy 20ttiBlntKlayChriapyl Wishing kjck

to a goose/doe -Jack

DUFF -I heard you are into Btowtorchas and
peanut butter- Sounds Kke ton -S.S.

Mallsaa- CONGRATULATK)NS! Wishing
you the best ol luck from your little sistari

Love. Jennifer

COLLEGE PIZZA
Fall special

Small cheese $3 50
Large cheese $5.99

FREE soda with the purdiase of a large

sub. salad, or spaghetti

549-6098 549-549-6073

Must mention this ad

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 PEOPLE LOOKING lor third male
housemate. Clean, quiet, nonsmokar. $1 7V
mo * Call Vat or D(>ug 256-8723

SWISS VILLAGE
~~

$220 * Util

Own bedroom. Free cable

Brian or Joe 6-2214

SERVKES

Ara you Urad of being heavy? 30 day money
back guarantee. Call 735-2965. Ask for

Robyn

HOUDAY GIFTS, Mrtie-up, jewelry, skin

care, and lots more. Order Avon today' CaU
546-1999 tor free samples and brodiure

Pregnant?
Need a pregnancy lest, information or

support? Call lor free and confidential

senrices ALTERNATIVES 245 Main
Street Northampton 586-3000 or

Graenflald 774-6019.
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Men's tennis slammed by Connecticut
By TED KOTTLER
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's
tennis team saw its record fall to 1-2 yes-

terday, as they dropped five of six singles

matches to the University of Connecticut

Huskies.

Tim Lipsky was the only singles winner
for UMass. as he defeated JefT Kuhen. 6-4,

2-6. 6-3. Lipsky is still undefeated ( 3-0) this

seaaon.

In first singles, Minuteman Lloyd
Teitlebaum lost to Doug Knuth, 2-6, 3-6.

"We haven't beaten these guys in a while,

and we weren't sure what to expect.' said

UConn coach Ben Kirtlend. "But once the

match started, we saw how Dougie was
roUin'

UMass captain Paul Audet l<Mt the third

singles match. 4-6, 0-6 to David Weiss.

UConn's Matt Pressman took fourth

singles from Len Le\'ine, 6-7, 3-6.

Fifth singles went to Huskie Dan Gleza,

who quickly disp<wed of Keith Murray, 6- 1

,

"Danny came off right away.' Kirtlend

said.

The match stood at 4-1 in UConn's favor

at that point. That put UMass' sixth singles

player, Steve Davis, in a must-win situation.

DaWs had taken each ofhis first two matches
to a third set, but had lost them both.

He took this match against Angelo Rosetti

to a third set as well, but lost, 6-4. 3-6, 4-6.

That win gave UConn the five wins it needed
to capture the overall match, and doubles

competition would have no bearing on the

match.

In first doubles, Teitlebaum and Audet
played Knuth and Kuhen, and in second

doubles, Lipsky and Murray played Weiss
and Pressman. The third doubles match,

scheduled to have Levine and David
Kleinman play Gleza and Roesetti, was can-

celled due to Its irrelevance.

UMass coach David Rivera definitely felt

the HuskiMWWvhis toughest opponent, as

they are "oonsistontly solidfrom one through
six in singles.*

Next match: Tuesday, September 24. vs.

Central Connecticut at Upper Boyden ten-

ms courts.

C«U««Ua ptMtIo by VurrU Wyrih

Lloyd Teitlebaum and the men's tennis team were trounced by UConn
yesterday.

Back then,
when it was

a game
Baseball cards were a small, but important part of

myyouth, and now the cardboard cut-outs v^nth glossy

photos are symbolizing the rapid deterioration of

sports itf a whole.

Top|M Inc., manufacturer of sports cards, has an-

iu>unced that bubble gxim will no longer be found in its

packs ofbaseball cards. The rectangular, pink piece of

sugar, has been eliminated not for its concrete texture

orawful taste, but because card collectors feel that the

gum is decreasing the value of their investments.

I never much liked the gum, although I recall

wadding several pieces in my mouth as I searched for

the elusive Bump Wills or Mike Schmidt, but the

sweet candy smell which emanated as I tore the wax
paper from the cards is one that can't be forgotten.

Now. because of a bunch of fi^aks who think the

gum stains their cards, my children will never expe-

rience the olfactor>' sensation that I had as a child.

The bottom line here, as in all sports and life in

general, is — MONEY.

David Scott

I can't claim to remember a time when athletes

played sports solely for a love of the game, and
perhaps that time never existed, but I know there was
a time when "holding out" was something you did with
your hand to guarantee an agreement. I know there

was a time when "strike" was what the pitcher threw
and when "negotiations" were held between countries

,

not players and owners.

I know there was a timeWHEN ITWAS A GAME.
In fact that was the title of an HBO special that

aired this summer, in which rare home video footage

of the early days of baseball where compiled for an
hour-long documentary. Aside from being a thor-

oughly enjoyable hour in front ofthe tube, the collected

films illustrated how much the game has changed.

I sat with my father and watched as players actually

placed their gloves on the field at the end of each half

inning, and I watched as the Gashouse Gang stood in

a circle around home plate and displayed their comic
wizardry with the baseball.

"Dad?" I asked. "Can you imagine Rickey Henderson
leaving his glove on the field? He'd need a security

deposit and someone's first bom."
This is when it was a game," my father said in his

best Edward R. Murrow voice, pointing to the Zenith.

The only circles formed around home plate now are

ones to watch Mike Greenwell charge at Mo "The
Rock" Vaughn behind the batting cage. No trickery

with the ball, no smiles, just million dollar athletes at

the field to do their job.

Now of course the business major says, "Good,

sports are a business, a multi-million, perhaps billion

dollar business and these players should get as much
as they can from whomever they can."

Fine, III agree sports are a business, but sports are

also an integral part of our society. Reciting the 1967

Red Sox line-up is easier for some than giving the

pledge of allegiance. So when modem day players

don't know Jackie Robinson from Brooks Robinson, it

takes away from not just the sport, but from our

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Field hockey goes for fifth

straight win at Totman today
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Possibly prompted by the "Roll UMass" spray-painted on
the grass across from Totman Field, the rolling University

of Massachusetts field hockey team puts their undefeated

recordon the line today at home against Providence College,

3:30.

So far this season. Providence (1-1) ha3 had a strong

midfield and strong goaltending and the Minutewcunen (4-

0) can not overlook them.

Cathy Guden is the strongest offensive threat for the

Friars with 2 goalson 35 shots. Co<aptain JenniferTheberge
leads the team in assists with two.

The Friars record this year is misleading. They had 84

shots on goal against Fairfield University, who only mus-
tered 2. Providence won 3-0. In their second game, against

the University ofConnecticut, they outshot the Huskies 19-

8, yet lost 1-0.

Providence coach Jackie Gladu-Barto is aware ofUMass'
strengths, and she expects a quick, well-controlled game.

"UMass has a lot of options to attack with on offense,"

Gladu-Barto said. "I think we have to control Sherlan

Cabralis, and keep the ball away from her. I think another

key is Kathy Phelan."

Gladu-Barto said that the game will be very competitive,

adding that the two teams match up well against each
other.

"I think our midfield is as strong or stronger than

UMass'," Gladu-Barto said. The contest will be decided by

one goal either way."

In order to win the match, UMass must step up their

penalty comer shots. They managed to score a goal against

Temple on a penalty comer. Penalty comers are a danger-

ous weapon, and UMass must work on capitalizing on them
more.

Sophomore Jenn Salisbury leads the Minutewomen in

scoring with four goals, and senior Dawn Trumbauer is

second with three. The two forwards must lead the offensive

attack today if UMass is going to score on Providence

goaltender Debbie Haggie.

If UMass keeps their winning streak going through the

weekend, the national poll will refiect their strength. The
first NCAA poll comes out next week. UMass has demon-
strated their ability to play with some of the best teams in

the country, including Temple and Northwestern.

A big reason for this is the strength of the defense. The
Minutewomen have only given up two goals this year,

thanks in large part to sweeper Tracy Barclay, goaUe
Philippe Scott, and the rest of the defenders.

Coach Pam Hixon's strategy involves team defensive

play, with every player helping out.

A large part of the season still remains, but so far the

Minutewomen are rolling, as their undefeated record indi-

cates. The key now, as always, is, according to Hixon, "take

it one game at a time."

ColleKion photo by JefT Bgan

HEADS UP: Tara Jelley races down the field as she is swarmed by defenders. The Held hockey
team hosts Providence today at 3:30 p.m., at Totman Field.

Women's tennis falls to Providence
By LILLIAN K. LEGGIO
Collegian Correspondent

Yesterday, the scorching heat outside the Upper Boyden
tennis courts was almost too unbearable for spectators. Can
you imagine what it was like for the University of Massa-
chusetts and Providence College women's tennis teams?

Forget the heat. The two squads played fast paced,

relentless tennis that tested both teams' endurance and

stamina and ended in a disappointing 7-2 loss for UMass.
Providence's strategy was to wear down the

Minutewomen by making UMass play at a swifler pace
than that to which they were accustomed. UMass coach
Edwin Gentzler expressed concern for the fast pace of the
matches and hoped that the heat would slow Providence
down. Unfortunately for UMass. the Lady Friars were
unyielding and eventually wore the Minutewomen down.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Townes declines position,
SAO directorship still open

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 19. 1991

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian SUff

The top choice of both the University of Massachusetts
Student Government Association and the administration
for the interim directorship of the Student Activities Office
declined to accept the position yesterday.

Associate Dean of Academic Aflairs Ricardo Townes
cited "family considerations" as the basis for his decision to
decline the 1 1-month position. The directorship ofSAO was
vacated late last month when itwas announced that current
director, Irene Carew, would be leaving her post for an 11-
month professional improvement leave effective Sept. 15.

IDedining the post] was basically for personal reasons— it was a family decision." Townes said. There was a lot
of uncertainty about the time demands of the job.'

Townes said he was aware of the strong support he
reosivad from both the SGA leadership and from members
ofthe administration and faculty.

"I'm extremely grateful to the students who suggested
me." Townes said. "It's great to have the Chancellor and
Vice Chancellor express confidence in my ability to help
them develop their willingness to worii with students."

Vice ChanoellMr for Student Afikirs Jo-Anne T. Vanin
saidTownaa'dedaion will force theadministration to rethink
its effiorta to hire an interim director for SAO.

Tniededsion]wa8adisappointment,'Vaninsaid. There
were a lot ofissues (for TownesJ to think about— 1 knew it

could go either way.*
Vanin added that she wouldbeconsideringothersbeyond

the original fivecandidates for the position. BesidesTownes,
SAO Program Director Joee Tolson and Director of Off-

Wisdom for Greek area;
Lecturer gives advice
3y BRIAN Ol^ILL collem. voull ierk ofT lat^r in I

Campus Housing Joanne Levenson are candidates.
Sarah Boy, special assistant to the vice chancellor for

student affairs, and Charles Dimare, director of the Legal
Services OflRce, are also candidates.

"I'm rethinking beyond the original five." Vanin said. "I

need to take time to consider others— I'm not going to limit
myself to the original five."

Vanin said she would be meeting with student leaders to
discuss the appointment. The SGA leadership has made it

clear that Dimare and Townes were their top choices for the
position.

Student Trustee Kevin Newnan said the SGA's position
hasnt changed with Townes' declining to take the position.

"We've already made our statement," Newnan said.

"There's no need to reorder our priorities— we know where
we stand."

Newnan said he. SGA President David Gagne and
Speaker of the Student Senate Robert Monaghan met with
Vanin last week to make clear that any candidate fi^)m
within SAO or the Vice Chancellor's office would be
"unnacceptable."

Newnan added that while none of the individual candi-
dates were being "labeled as unacceptable" the SGA lead-
ership wouldn't be able to work with anyone from SAO or
the Vice Chancellor's office.

Vanin said that while the SGA's position entered into her
decision to offer the job to Townes, it was not the only
reason.

"I took everything into perspective," Vanin said. "While
I considered the students' position, it was not the only
reason [for offering the position to Townes]."

•*WAR PIGS- — Junior Physics Mi^or
Quentin Clark takes aim in his dorm room
with a tune entitled '^ar pigs.**

By BRIAN OT^ILL
Collegian Correspondent

Dr Will Keim, traveling lecturer and
greek chapter guru, challenged an audi-
ence of over six hundred fraternity and
sorority members last night to develop
their multi-cultural, leadership and
ethical values.

"You are going to school at a time Uke
no other time before." Keim said. "We are
living in the age ofthe global village... We
have to focus our energy on getting along
better."

Keim, who has lectured at over five

hundred colleges and to over a million

students in the United States went on to

say that he wished he could blindfold

everyone's prejudices.

Keim, a greek chapter alumni, stressed

the importance of study and the work
ethic to the audience.

"If you're a jerk off about studying in

college, youll jerk off later in life," he
said. "But if you do all the studying in

college youll be smiling."

Fraternities and sororities have a
heritage mandating honor written into
their national charters that each chapter
should be held responsible for. Keim said.

"In the greek world historically all

national chapters have in some docu-
ment a list of things they honor which
includes this: leadership, brotherhood,
sisterhood, community service, scholar-

ship and responsibility sexually," Keim
said.

While greeks may have a bad reputa-
tion in school, they are more likely to

achieve success after graduation, ac-

cording to Keim.
"A man said to me the other day: 'I

thought all greeks were no good, just
party animals,*" Keim narrated. "I said
to him that's absolutely wrong."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Howie Davis presses on
SID a class €ict despite setbcu^ks
By DAVID SCOTT
Collegian Staff

Howard Davis foresees a time when his

days will be filled with long volleys. Red Sox
games and white sandy beaches, but for the
time being his schedule is dominated by
lengthy telephone conversations, 60-hour
work-weeks and mounds of paperwork.
Aman whodescribes himselfas "intense,"

and who others call "concerned" and "efB-

dent," Davis, 48, oversees the University of
Massachusetts Sports Information Depart-
ment, the office responsible for the publicity

of all varsity athletic teams.
With a work load that few would envy,

Davis offers a refreshing voice on the UMass
campus at a time when most talk centers on
budget shortfalls and lack of ofBce help.

Davis, an avid tennis player and Red Sox
fan, refuses to dwell on such matters, pre-

ferring instead to praise those around him.
"Why should I spout off, when we're all in

the same boat?" asks Davis who is in his

12th year occupying the SID office on the

second floor of the Boyden building. "The
department couldn't be run without a super

secretary, Ruthie Drew, and outstanding
students. I feel we do as good ajob as we can
with the resources we have."

While Davis admits that his staffisone of
the smallest of any Division I program its

size, he praises the dedication of his two
graduate assistants and a host of under-
graduates, who make serving the media an
easier task.

Easier perhaps, but by no means simple,
Davis supervises and takes part in duties
including media relations, compiling publi-

cations, disseminating news releases, com-
puting various statistics and photography.

With such a list of responsibilities, the
only speed Davis knows is overdrive and the
dajrs between Labor Day and Memorial Day
are a logjam of appointments, phone calls

and paperwork. His work hardly goes un-
notioed within the campus community and
on a broader scale, throughout the country.

Football coach Jim Reid describes Davis
as acombination of"energy

,
professionalism,

and a very caring man."
Reid's relationship with Davis extends

beyond the 100 yards ofgrass. The two have
CONTINUED ON PAGE 16

Rosenberg offering *cold and hard' truth

Pimlo provided by ilie Haaaabarf aaa^i

Candidate for State Senate,
Stanley Rosenberg, drives a point
home.

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

State Representative Stanley Rosenberg
of Amherst believes his lifelong connection
to the public system will allow him to better
represent his constituency ifhe succeeds in
his bid to fill the State Senate seat vacated
by John Olver.

"I've always been interested in the public
sector," Rosenberg said. "All my jobs since
college have been in the public sector— I'm
a beneficiary of the public system."

Rosenberg pointed to the fact that he
grew up in a foster home, attended public
schools, and graduated from the University
of Massachusetts in 1977 as evidence of his
commitment to public institutions.

"I'm motivated to build a government
that is both efficient and responsible,"
Rosenberg said. "Government can play a
role in advancing civilization."

Rosenberg is competing against
Northampton attorney Douglas Dagarin in

a special election on Sept. 24 to fill the State
Senate seat vacated byJohn Olver, who was

elected to the US House of Representatives
on June 4.

Rosenberg, in his third term in the State
Legislature, noted that voters must restore

the faith in government institutions that

has declined in recent years.

"People have to have faith and trust in

government— that has declined in the past

few decades," Rosenberg said. "People are

tired of hearing simplistic answers and
slogans from politicians. "What they want
is the truth, even if it is cold and hard,"

Rosenberg said.

While Rosenberg has carved out a repu-

tation as a strong advocate of higher edu-
cation, he pointed to his role in saving the

Springfield Recycling Center, fighting an
income tax increase on senior citizens and
helping to change the laws to allow com-
munities to override Proposition 2 1/2 v»rith

a simple m^ority as other sources of pride

in his legislative record.

In light of the severe budget cuts to the
public higher education system in recent
years, Rosenberg said a new consensus on

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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GLB Forum
THURSDAY, SEPT. 19

Speaker - Bell Hooks, noted black feminist wnter, at

Amherst College in Steam Hall at 8 p.m.

Fi/m -The PiDgramforGay.Lesbian.and Bisexual Concerns

is sponsoring a film "Before Stonewall" in Campus Center

Rm. 803 at 7 p.m.

7>t.mir«- FortheOay. Lesbian. Bisexual, and Heterosexual

Allies Speaker's Bureau sponsored by The ^roffAm at 7

p.m. in The I^rogram Office. Crampton House. Southwest

Towers. FMl call The Program: 545 - 4824.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 20

Coffee social sponsored by the LBGA at 3 pm in the

Campus Center.

SATURDAY, SEPT. 21

Concert - Linda Shear in concert at the Northampton

Center for the ArU at 8 pm FMI 584 - 8814.

Dance - Contra - folk dance sponsored by PFLAG at the

Grace Episcopal Church in Parish Hall in Amherst 8 11

pm

MONDAY, SEPT.23

Training - Speaker's Bureau training by The Program in

Crampton House. Southwest at 7 p.m.

Informational Meeting Sponsored by the LBG Counseling

Collective Peer counselors needed. In the LBGA office in

the Student Union. 4 - 5 p.m. FMI call 545 - 2337.

TUESDAY, SEPT. 24

Meeting - Second LBG Counseling Collective informational

meeting. (See Monday's schedule FMI.)

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 26

Seminar - "Gayness. Oppression, and Homophobia," at

Springfield College in LockUne Hall at 7:30 p.m.

Meeting • Faculty/Staff Group for GLB Concerns in the

Campus Center.

THURSDAY. SEPT. 26

Film - "Entre Nous" sponsored by The Program in Campus

Center 803 at 7 p.m.

Yeltsin experiences mild heart pain
MOSCOW (AP) — Russian President Boris N. YelUin

complained ofheart pains today and left his office to rest at

home, but his spokesman said the condition was not senous

and YelUin will resume work Thursday.

A secretary in Yeltsins office and a spokesman for his

prats irfBce said he went home after being examined by his

doctor. J . 1

The severity of Yeltain's concUtion was not immediitely

clear.

The Russian government's news agency. Taas news

agency and a secretary in YelUin's office said the 60-year-

old politician suffered a "minor heart attack " The inde-

pendent Interfax news agency called it a -cardiac insuffi-

ciency."

But Yeltsin's spokesman and the Russian InformaUon

Agency said the president's condition was not serious enough

to prevent him from giving a speech to the Russian legisla

ture Thursday.

His press secreUry. Pavel Voshchanov. said Yeltsin's

ailment was less serious than a heart atUck.
^

-I'd rather say he felt some painm the heart.' Voechanov

told The Associated Press. "In the morning he told his

secretary that he was not feeling well .
But he came out ofthe

office himself and got into the car that took him home*

In Russian, the word heart attack has a broader meamng

than in English and is commonly used to refer to a range of

ailmenU from chest pains to actual heart failure.

After the abortive coup in August, Yeltsin emerged as

the most popular political figure in the Soviet Union He is

leading the effort to work out a new power-shanng agree-

ment between the central government and the republics.

Yeltsin appeared in good health in recent pubUc ap-

pearances He has no known health problems, although he

disappeared briefly from public view alter a car accident

last September. Officials said he suffered a bruised hip and

bumpt'd his head.

White
OMAHA. Neb (AP) — Nebraska Sen. Bob Kerrey said

today he wa« establishing a "Kerrey for President" commit-

tee and he scheduled a formal announcement of his presi-

dential intentions for Sept. 30.

Kerrey said he was filing papers with the Federal Elec-

tion Commission and setting up the campaign committee in

preparation for a potential bid for the Democratic nomina-

tion. The senator has been telling Democrats privately that

he intends to nm.

The senator said he would announce his decision in

Lincoln, his hometown. He also named Hugh Westbrook. a

Florida businessman, as treasurer ofhis national campaign

and Washington attorney Jack Quirm as general counsel.

Kerrey's filing with the FEC fulfills federal require-

ments for a presidential campaign and allows him to begin

What happens when great taardi

and great saftware meet?

KNOWS.

raising and spending money on the race.

Kerrey. 48, served one term as governor ofNebraska and

was elected to the Senate m 1988 He is a Vietnam veteran

who lost part ofhis leg in the war and won the Congressional

Medal of Honor for his service there.

Last week, Kerrey announced that his administrative

assistant. Bill Shore, would be leaving his Senate staff

before the end ofthe year to work on his campaign. Shore is

a former aide to Gary Hart.

Kerrey spent last weekend in Boston on what he called

"a political trip."

•We are organizing," he said. "1 would like to be pre-

pared."

Three Democrats have formally annoimced their candi-

dacies: Virginia Gov. Douglas Wilder. Iowa Sen.Tom Harkin,

and former Massachusetts Sen. Paul Tsongas.

Treddy' molester
gets prison term

NAPLES, Fla. (AP>—A man who calls himself Freddy

Krueger . after the main character ofthe "Nightmare on Elm

Street" horror movies, has been sentenced to 22 years in

prison on sexual molestation charges.

Fred Wayne Ashley, 20. was sentenced Tuesday afler he

pleaded no contest to sex\ial battery on a 15-year-old girl.

Ashley, of Naples, was arrested March 12.

Prosecutors had said Ashley was obsessed vrith the

"Nightmare on Elm Street" movies and adopted the movie

character's trademark tactic of attacking people in their

sleep.

Prosecutors said Ashley had been charged vrith sexual

battery in 1988 for allegedly molesting a 9-year-old girl m
her sleep. At that time, he was still a juvenile.

^^ss^ss^
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See for yourself. September 19th ar>d 20th. on the Campus Center

Concourse American Computer Innovators announces a demonstra-

tion of Its educational computer line. Or see Joe. ACI's on-campus

representative at the University Store. Because Joe knows.

QjUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Store Hours: Mon-Fn 9am - 5pm, Sat 1 1am - 3pm

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE "MSG"

• MANDARIN & SZKHUAN CUSINE

• HOME STLYE COOKING

• fR£SH VEGETABLES FROM OUR FARM

•EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

• FUU. UQUOR LONSE

• OPEN 7 DAYS

• NEWIY REMOOam

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCB^D

253-7835 253-2813

Vj62 Main Street, Amhertt ^
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Local
Of strife, suffering, sympathy
UMass student to help reliefefforts in war-ravaged Liberia
D.. lAOZ-kXI rfC<r\n/~\T:> rBy JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

While the West African nation ofLiberia, torn by civil

war, is far-removed from the lives of most members of
the University of Massachusetts community, a UMass
graduate student will be experiencing events there
firsthand.

WilUam Lanford, a graduate student in the depart-
ment of resource economics, will be travelling to Liberia
to help distribute food and other resources raised here in

Massachusetts by the Libenan Education Fund. The
Fund, established in the spring of 1990 on the UMass
campus, raised $7,500 for the reliefof Liberian refugees
who were displaced by the dvil war.

Lanford noted that Liberia, founded in 1822 as a
colony for emancipated slaves, has had a longconnection
with the United States. He said the Bush adminiatration
shouldn't be so quick to abandon a long-standing ally.

"Since the civil war began, Liberians have been
starving to death throughout West Africa," Lanford
said. The US has abandoned Liberia because it doesn't

need it any more now that the Cold War is over."

The dvil war which began in December 1989 has
caused the deaths of over 30,000 Liberians, destroyed
the homes of 600,000 people within the country and
driven over 700,000 Liberians into refuge in other West
African countries.

Liberia has been occupied by a combination of forces

fit>m surrounding countries such as Ghana and Nigeria,

who are batUing rebel forces under Charles Taylor, the
leader of the National Patriotic Front of Liberia.

The West African forces are unable to gain oontax)! of

the political situation in Liberia,* Lanford said, adding
that the need for US aid was imperative.

"While the US is always helping countries such as

Lithuania to gain independence, why don't they help a

C«Ua«iaa Pko«« by Jaff Bgaa

Student on his way to Africa

country that has already developed a market economy?"
Lanford said. "Since Liberia isn't a part of this a>untry's
foreign pohcy, it is ignored."

Lanford added that Liberia has never been controlled

by any European colonial power, in contrast to most
other African countries.

Lanford, who will be in Liberia until mid-October,
will be meeting six other members of the Liberian

Ekiucation Fund to try to set up a permanent office for

the Fund in Monrovia, the country's capital.

A sordid tale of ethics and money
Treasurer Malone accuses senator ofpilfering pensions
By EVE EPSTEIN
Aaaodated Preaa

BOSTON—Two Republicans— a state senator and the

state treasurer — brought a fight over the ethics into the

open, hurUng charges and denials at each other over a past

business proposal.

State Treasurer Joe Malone accused Sen. Henri
Rauschenbach, a fellow Republican, of a conflict of interest

and conduct unbeconung a state senator, but the senator

defended his actions jresterday.

Malone said Rauchenbach, ofBrewster, failed to disclose

his link to a money manager when he and another invest-

ment fund manager pitched a $50 milUon pension invest-

ment proposal to the treasurer's ofBce. After the treasurer's

o£Bce rejected the plan, Rauschenbach began working on
legislation to dilute the treasurer's oversight of pension

investments, Malone said.

Malson called on the State Ethics Committee to investi-

gate Rauschenbach.
"His actions in my opinion were inappropriate euid ab-

solutely unbecoming of a legislator," Malone said.

Rauschenbach denied any breach ofethics in his actions.

There's been some suggestion that the individual who

Fac. club hit by
burglary attempt;
entryways broken
Compiled by DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

• The Faculty Club in Stockbridge House was broken

into yesterday morning. The manager reported no missing

items but two doors were damaged and a cellar window
cover was broken.

• Charles N. Lenchner. 22, of Hadley, was arrested

Monday night during a traffic stop on Massachusetts Av-

enue and charged with driving with a revoked license and

a defective headlight.

• The building staff of Hasbrouck reported an elderly

woman acting in a suspicious manner Monday morning.

Correction
A statement attributed to Jerry, an openly gay sophmore

in the Sept. 17 story "GLB Students and the roommate

shuffle" was incorrect. The correct statement is: Jerry said

he believed his roommate was afraid of living with him

because his roomate had never met an openly gay man
before.

proposed this idea is connected somewhat finandally to my
former employer. I don't believe that at all. Otherwise, I

wouldn't have done it," Rauschenbach said.

The senator said Tuesday he quit hisjob with the money
management firm in question earUer that day and asked for

an ethics committee probe on his own.

Rauschenbach said he began pressing for an overhaul of

the way the treasurer's office oversees the pension fund for

teachers and state employees long before the investment

proposal was rejected.

Rauschenbach worked for a company owned by Carmen
W. Eho, whose pension investment recommendations to

dties, towns and counties have been the target of investi-

gative reports in The Boston Globe.

Rauschenbach said he resigned from his position with

Elio's firm. Fanueil Hall Capitol Group, on Tuesday, after

working for the company for six months.

He said he was paid between $10,000 and 20,000 to serve

as a a>nsultant.

Rauschenbach said he sought advice on the conflict of

interest statute frova his attorney when he agreed to work
for the firm. "Joe Malone knew I was on Carmen Elio's

payroll," he said.

But Malone said he did not know of the connection.

HIV virus
travels
highways
By ELIZABETH CHRISTOPHER
Collegian Correspondent

Triggered by the recent news of the rising number of
AIDS cases in Massachusetts, a University ofMassachusetts
cartographer has produced a series ofmaps illustrating the
spreading AIDS epidemic in the state and the modes of
transmission.

Cartographer Roy Doyon and a graduate student assis-

tant discovered an increase in AIDS cases in cities on nuOoi*

transportation routes such as Interstate 95 and Routes 2
and 495.

Boston, Springfield, Brockton, and New Bedford had
particularly high AIDS increases.

Doyon was not surprised by the pattern and commented
that similiar patterns emerged during a yellow fever epi-

demic in the 19th century.

Doyon said the AIDS virus, which has killed more
Americans than the Korean and Vietnam Wars combined,
is carried mainly by travelers who frequent prostitutes or

are in contact with drug-users.

Among all the state's data on AIDS , Dojron was siir|»riaed

to find no maps pinpointing its spread throu^ the Com-
monwealth. With Tom Donovan, a student cartographer in

the geology/geography department, they began plotting

last spring the state's annual data on the AIDS problem
onto maps.

It's not traveUng alone that is the problem, but the
practices oftravelers that spread the virus, Doyon said. The
increase in cases is not prevalent in college towns, Doyon
said, possibly because students tend to be aware ofthe risks

and take precautions.

AIDS increases were also found in a number of dties
where intravenous drug use is rampant. Springfield and
New Bedford had the highest number of such cases.

"It's a problem ofurban decay," said Doyon. who has been
critidzed by state agendes who fear maps pinpointing the

geographical increaseofAIDS across the state will stigmatize

communities and racial groups.

On a national level, AIDS increase among women is 10
percent, but it's as hij^ as 27 percent in some towns in

Massachusetts, such as New Bedford, that have a large

proetitution problem. Twenty-five percent of the infants of

those women with AIDS will also get the virus.

Themapsdisplaya bargraph that breaks the casesdown
by race, showing the largest increase to be among Blacks

and Latinos. The graph also depicts the mode oftransmission:

homoeextial and bisexiial, intravenous drug use, homosexual

and intravenous drug use, heterosexual and other ways of

transmission.

The pubUc has a right to know," said Doy<m. "If the

government expects behavioral changes in people, they

must know."
Nationwide studies show that the majority ofpeople are

not practidng safe sex and the "it can't happen to me"
syndrome is ever-present.

This slowly spreading epidemic will claim one out of 100
people by the year 2000, according to health offidals.

Tlursil areas espedally need to be educated through

state programs and condom posters," he said.

Doyon's funds will cover the production of 1 ,000 copies of

the AIDS map; in addition, Hampshire College recently

made a donation toward Doyon and Donovan's efforts, but

"the state has no money [to put toward the project]," said

Doyon.

Photo by Jo«h Reynold*

ILOVETHE COLLEGIAN—Doug Gibson, freshman Psychology miyor, ei^oys adamn fine

paper in the Student Union steps.
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By TONY SMITH
Associated PreM

ZAGREB. Yugoslavia— The latest cease-fire in Croatia
was swiftly unraveling yesterday as fierce new fighting was
reported on land, in the air and at sea. The chief European
negotiator said if this tru(» fails, there is little more that
mediators can do.

The ft^sh violence in the breakaway republic followed a
mght of heavy sheUing and bombing that for the first time
reached Zagreb, the Croatian capital. The number of ca-
sualues m the latest fighting was not known.

Today in Zagreb, after the truce was to have taken effect,
rounds of rapid sniper fire could be heard At one point,
people standing in front of the city's railway station threw
themselves under cars as nearby gunfire rang out and
sporadic explosions boomed south of the tracks.

Croatia has already lost one-third of its republic to
Serbian rebels who refiise to allow Croatia to secede fix)m
Yugoslavia.

The fighting was initially between ethnic Serbs opposing
independence and Croatia, with the army saying it was
intervening only to separate them However, federal forces
have become increasingly engaged.
.Croatia says the federal army is helping Serbia, the

largest Yugoslav republic, make a grab for Croation terri-

tory, Serbia denies the charge, but says Croatia must give

up Serb-dominated areas if it secedes from Yugoslavia.

On Tuesday night, shelling and air attacks damaged an

airport, broadcast transmitters and other buildings in

Zagreb. Federal air force jets swooped out of the night sky

and were greeted by the flash of anti-aircraft fire.

Shellingand gunfire could be heard from many directions,

and machine-gun fire rattled across the city at dawn.

Fighting across Croatia on Tuesday left at least 34 people

dead and 33 wounded, reports said, and the federal air force

said two of its planes were shot down in east«»ni Crxtatia.

This mormng, federal army planes bombed Sljene Moun-
tain, north of 2Uigreb, according to the Croatian Defense
Ministry, and explosions were heard in the city's southern

suburbs. But federal authorities denied there had been an
air strike.

Croatian television said the air raid alert was in effect for

about 20 cities, including Zagreb. Frightened residents

huddled in bomb shelters.

A Croatian Defense Ministry si>okesman claimed four

Yugoslav air force jets had been downed today, but Federal

officials denied that as well.

However, the Yugoslav news agency Tanjug later said it

had confirmed that one air force plane was downed over

plagu
Petri rxja, south of Zagreb. It said the pilot managed to bail
out.

At Verazdin, north of Zagreb, and Gospic, south of the
republic's capital, fighting raged around federal army
barracks, said Gen. Andrija Raseta, deputy commander of
federal army units in Zagreb. A European Community
monitor was wounded, he said.

Croatian mihtary officials claimed grenades were being
fired from the federal army barracks in Verazdin.

Also today, a Croation defense spokesman said three
federal army boats were destroyed in fierce battles at the
Adriatic port of Sibenik. A day earlier, Yugoslav navy
gunboats blockaded Dubrovnik and other Adriatic ports,
where much of Croatia's imports arrive.

Croat defense officials also said one Galeb warplane was
downed at Sibenik. Yugoslav planes also were reported
destroyed in Sisak and Petriiya, 30 miles south of Zagreb.

The Tar\jug news agency later reported that Sibenik
radio was calling on the federal army garrison to surrender
immediately or face '^tal annihilation."

The latest truce was shepherded through by European
Community
negotiators and signed Tuesday afternoon in the Adriatic
seaside resort of Igalo. The deadline passed at noon (6 am
EOT) today.

Keim
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"Did you know that all but two presidents since 1850
were greeks and that 85 percent of the Fortune Five Hun-
dred have been greeks?"

The character ofthe greek area is underrated. Keim said.

"A man said to me: "Greeks are racist and sexist," Keim
continued. "1 said, 'Martin Luther King was a greek and so
is Jesse Jackson and Thuroughgood Marshall.'"

Keim asked that greeks focus on seven points for a happy
life: study more, exercise a half an hour a day, make a lot of
friends, act sexually responsibility, do not use drugs, ifthey
must use alcohol, to use it in moderation, to be aware and
to love one another.

Keim told the audience not to buy into HoUywoods' hype
about sex and to watch movie stars' personal lives before
choosing them as role models.

"I wish you would not believe in this Hollywood bullshit
about sex, but look at the four different times they went to
the Betty Ford Clinic," he said.

Keim peppered his lecture with jokes.
"A guy says my feelings for you go way beyond words," he

said, "girl says, "well write me a letter."

They say marijuana is not as bad as alcohol, but when
was the last time you saw your buddy eat a five pound block
of cheese?" Keim said.
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Iranian terrorists to release hostacfe
By RIMA SALAMEH
Associated Press

BEIRUT, L«banon— Iran's state-run news agency said
a Western hostage, probably Briton Jack Mann, would be
freed today.

"Another Western hostage in Beirut will be released in
the next few hours," the report early this afternoon quoted
unidentified sources as saying. It was filed by the Islamic
Republic News Agenc/s correspondent in Beirut.

Speculation has centered on Mann since pro-Iranian
kidnappers released his photograph last week, following
the freeingofsomeArab prisoners by Israel. U.N. Secretary-
General Javier Perez de Cuellar has been working on a
broad-based deal that would free Lebanese priaonen hdd

candidate

by Israel, the 11 Western hostages and account for Israeli
soldiers missing in Lebanon.

The Iranian report quoted "informed sources" in Beirut
as saying "it seems that retired British pilot Jack Mann
stands a better chance of release among other Western
hostages."

The British charge d'affairs in Beirut, John Tucknott,
said he had "no firm news to suggest that this report is

correct."

But in Damascus, Syrian Foreign Minister Farouk aJ-

Sharaa said ofa possible hostage release: "Yes, I'm optimistic
there may be one soon."

Mann's wife, Sunnie, was taken to the British Embassy
in East Beirut by body guards in a Range Rover.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

higher education is emerging in this state.
"The old consensus was that higher

education was ineflRcient, that tuition was
too low and appropriations were too high,"
Rosenberg said. "The new consensus is that
the system is in trouble — we are on the
verge of slipping to second-rate status and
need to reverse that trend."

Rosenberg pointed to Gov. Weld's reor-
ganization bill for higher education, which
added the former University of Lowell and
Southern Massachusetts University to the
UMass system effective Sept. 1 , as a positive
step for the state's university system.

"The reorganization bill is the first signal
that state government is taking us more

seriously," Rosenberg said. "We're not out of
the woods yet — the fiscal situation is im-
proving slowly and shghtly.

"I'm hopeful we've seen the last of the
cuts," Rosenberg said. The question now is

how quickly we can rebuild."

After graduating from UMass in 1977.
Rosenberg worked foreightyears as Director
of Community Development and Human
Services in the UMass Division ofContinuing
Eklucation. Prior to his service in the State
Legislature, Rosenberg served as an admin-
istrative aide to John Olver from 1980 to

1963, as executive director from 1983 to

1985, and as district director for Congress-
man Chester Atkins fiiom 1985 to 1986.
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Editorial/Opinion
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Editorial Policy
The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes and encourages columns,

letters and cartoons fix)m UMass and the entire Five College area.
The following are some important guidelines to consider when
submitting material to the page:
The Editorial staffreserves the right to edit lettersand columns for

granmiar, clarity and length.

Submissions must bear the writer's name, local address and phone
number. This information is subject to verification.

Anonymous submissions will be printed at the editor's discretion.
Letters or columns written under a pseudonym will not be accepted.

All submissions must be typed and double spaced to be considered
for publication. Untyped material will not be considered for publica-
tion.

Letters should not exceed 50 typed, double spaced lines. Columns
should not exceed 70 typed, double spaced lines. Letters and columns
of unreasonable lengUi will not be considered for publication.

Letters and columns written in response to a previously published
letter will not be printed. Responses to or criticisms of columns or
other Collegian articles are restricted to letter form. Any exceptions
to this guideline will be determined solely by the editors.

Tlie Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted material.
All submissions become property of the Collegian and will not be
returned.

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual
artist or writer and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
Collegian, it's staflFor the Editorial staff.

Other communities have
space; we deserve it too

I've got to quit smoking
I have to quit. I have to quit. I have to

quit! I tell myself this everyday My vice?

Cigarettes.

I remember when I first started smoking
during my parents' divorce in my Junior
yearofhi^ school I told myselfthat I would
nev«r become a slave to the addiction of
nicotine. Yet here I sit. inthe second semester
ofmy Junior year at college, a total nicotine
junkie.

Todd Kane
It's scary now to think back on my past

and not remember when I didn't smoke. All
I have to do to regain my memory is look at
old hockey photographs of myself, smiling
and pink-lunged. 1 remember being on four
diiferentteams in the same season, including
a regional Team USA squad. Yes. hockey
was my life before 1 cast myselfinto Marlboro
Country.

How stupid are we smokers? It's not as
though the non-smokjng community has
been hiding the dangers ofsmoking from us
— we are not illiterates. I like to think of
myself as a relatively intelligent individual
who is addicted to the voluntary intake of
toxin into my body. I imagine it would be
difficult to try to convince other people from
an Iron Lung, or worse, from beyond.

How hard can it be to quit? I mean, on a
sheerlyeconomic level, smokingisexpensive
and college students are poor. The two do

not mix. Prom personal experience. I have
found quitting smoking to be an enormous
undertaking. 1 attempted to quit last se-
mester and failed miserably.

As Boon as I smoked my last cigarette, my
life changed quickly — for the worse. Gone
were the pleasures of that "after-dinner

t." The "butt with a beer" routine was a
ing memory. I felt depressed but swore

>^y auooeu.
I headed to campus the next day and

witnewcd a full-blown metamorphisis. It

seemed as though the entire UMass student
body had gotten together in the Cage the
night before and agreed to start smoking
until Todd Kane's attempt to quit failed.

Everyone was smoking! The birds were
chirping •Marlboro" from the trees. The
Tower Ubrary looked like a big cigarette. I

fell into a mania of nicotine withdrawl de-
lirium.

For eight full days I lived this wretched
existence. Because I had been experiencing
insomnia since the day I quit, I decided to
start again out of my body's basic need for
sleep.

However convenient it was for me to
begin smoking again. I really have got to
quit again. Someone upstairs is giving me
some major hints aboutmy impending doom
if I remain a smoker.
My ex-girlfnend's father was and still is

a dedicated smoker. Over the summer, I

chatted with my ex-girlfriend. She informed
me that her father had his third heart at-

UMass is amsidered a haven by many
gay, lesbian, and bisexual students who
have heard or read about the LBGA. The
Program, the University's non-discrimina-

tion statement, and the Student Code of

Conduct, which forbids harassment based

on sexual orientation.

Trystan Skeigh

1 am among those gay, lesbian, and bi-

sexual students who have come from afar to

finish my education here. 1 beUeve that

students at UMass should feel proud that

they are part of an institute that welcomes
diversity within its student body.

Although the climate at this University

IS much better for gay. lesbian, and bisexual

students than many other institutions, it's

still not good enough.

Gay, lesbian, and bisexual freshman and
sophomores go through hell because they
are forced to Uve on campus in the residence
halls without any special considerations by
Housing for their needs as a community.
Every year GLB residents are harasaed in

the residence halls.

Physical assaults are all too common.
Nearly every GLB resident is a victim of
verbal harassment. Last semester several
GLB residents had to be removed ftxjm their
halls to ensure their physical safety because
they had received death threats.

There are special halls and buildings for

every other conceivable social community
on this campus. Students who are part of
the ALANA community have a separate
hall available, and women have an entire
wing to themselves in Van Meter. There is

also a hall for students who are vegetarian
and chem-free.

Yet there is no designated residence hall
on which gajrs and lesbians can live as a
community.

In the past, gays and lesbians have sort
of co-opted the Social Diversity floor in
Central, but that floor was not designed to
meet the specific needs of that community,
and every year,GLB residents there have to
deal with heterosexual students moving onto
the floor and sometimes reacting very nega-
tively to the homosexual community estab-

lished there.

1 support the concept behind the Social
Diversity floor. I think there should be a hall

for people of different races and sexual ori-

entations to mingle ifthey want. But 1 don't

think it's fair for gay students to have that
as their only reasonably safe living option.

Not all GLB students want to spend their

on-campus home lives educating their het-

erosexual peers. Some don't mind, and 1

think that's wonderful, but a lot of us would
like to be able to just come home and
peacefully hang within ourown community.

Yet, unlike ALANA students, who have
the social diversity option and a separate
ALANA corridor.GLB residents have a very
different set of options; they can either live

in the closet on regular dorm floors and pray
they don't get discovered and harassed, or

they can move to the diversity floor, where
they know there will still be some harass-
ment, but at least they'll be Uving with other
GLB students.

Some students object to separate com-
munities. It makes them uncomfortable to

think that maybe there are people out there
that don't want to live with them. I think
that students who feel that way need to try

to engage in empathy for the minority stu-

dent communities who wish to live apart.

It's not about judging the migority. It's

about coming home and spending time with
the people you feel comfortable with, that

are most Uke yourself. And it's a privilege

the mtgority takes for granted.
Gays and lesbians are still battling for

civil rights. We are one ofthe few oppressed
social groups that still do not have legal

recourse in 44 states. Nor are we mentioned
in the Bill of Rights.

The extent ofoppression we deal with on
a daily basis is so severe that we depend on
the support within ourcommunity to survive.

Emotionally, psychologically, and physically.

It IS an act ofextreme insensitivity to our
needs as an oppressed community to deny
us a safe place to live on this campus. I hope
that the decision-makers in Whitmore take
the values embodied in the nondiscrimina-
tion policy more to heart. Gay, lesbian and
bisexual students on this campus deserve a
safe place to Uve.

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian columnist

tack in five years the day before. The man
continues to smoke two packs of unfiltered
Camels per day. Regardless of his heart
attacks, I used to witness his morning
wretchings. I saw him expel chunks ofwhat
I called "lung butter" into the bathroom
sink. Still, I continued to smoke.

Tuesday morning, I received a call from
my sister informingme thatmy best friend's
father was in the hospital due to a heart
attack. This is the man who loved cigarettes
so much, he used to tell his wife that he had
quit smoking and sneak butts in the bath-
room of his own house. Worst of all, the man
is a genius! He is a professor of Math and

Science at Mass. Maritime Academy. This is

the man I always thought to be rather pe-

culiar because he eryoyed coming home from
work and doing Calculus problems for fun.

I have come to the conclusion that quit-

ting smoking has nothing to do with intel-

ligence. It is a matter of common sense. I

hope you smokers did not overlook this col-

umn because you thought it was just going
to be another preachy diatribe. I did not
write it to preach. I wrote it so that both you
and I might realize how bad smoking really

is. We are killing ourselves voluntarily —
what are we going to do about it?

Todd Kane is a UMass student

Graduate students need to stand up and take self-control
Have VOU heard what. niirTAn are fAllrinn aVvniit-^Tkn A^^K-^^J :» irv III ^1 ^ 1- ...... .Have you heard what our TAs are talking about? The

current crisis is already affecting the quality of educa-
tion offered, and therefore, undergraduates need to
decide whether or not to get involved.

The graduate employees at UMass have come to a
crucial moment. The decision they make in the next
week will definitely affect the rest of their careers here
at UMass and the rest of their Uvea. Their decision will

do the same for the undergrads. At this point, the option
does not exist for the proverbial "turning back." There is

only one decision to make, and upon that decision reste
the terms of undergraduate and graduate definition.

They must decide, each of them and all of them: do
they feel that they are indeed employees, that they
indeed produce for their employers, and are therefore
entitles to the inherent right of employees?

Ifthe answer is "no," then all they need to do is let the
administration fail to meet the terms of their contract.
Then, the loose association of graduate employees will

have defined itself as just that: a loose association of
graduate employees.

Their record of victories will be tarnished. The mo-
mentum they have created though continuous struggles
and victories will disappear, and the owners of their
careers (as the administration in all of its various
bureaucratic manifestations will certainly then have

defined itselO will continue to dictate to them how they will
spend the rest of their Uves.

On the other hand, if they decide to answer the above
question with a resounding "yes!" — if they reaffirm the
notion that their work is their work, that the environments
in which they labor are their environments, that they
indeed have the consciousness to define who they are and
what they want to be — then they need only follow their
beliefs.

James Henninger

They need only to stand up, sit-in and teach-in (and if
necessary— strike) to define themselves a a union ofpeople
who will not tolerate the abuse of their rights by the
administration (an organization of people who administer
the decisions that the graduate employees also agree upon).

Ifthe graduate students fail to define themselves now as
a union, they never will. This is the crucial moment. I

propose, however, that they are a union, that they need to
be a union and th^i the benefit of being a union is not an
excess demand. The demands do not go beyond what is
"fair."

The union is not ignoring the fiscal troubles of their
employer, and more to the point, as employees who have

long-term investments in their careers here, the union is

motivated by what is best for their employer as well as
for themselves. The union does not wish to compete with
their employer on anything other than an even playing
field.

In short, I beheve that they have the right and the
ability to define who they are and what they will become,
and I call the question before the entire graduate body:
Do you feel that you are indeed employees and are
therefore entitled to the inherent rights of employees?

Undergraduates also have the ri^t to define who
they are and who they want to be. If the graduate
student employees fail to gain their rights of self-de-
termination, then the undergraduates will never have
any fi-eedoms in theirown careers except those fi^edoms
given to them by the administration. Freedom, whenever
it is given, may just as easily be taken away.

Therefore, I call the question before the entire under-
graduate body: do you feel that you have the right to
determine your own destiny, to have a voice in who
educates you about matters and how they do it? Upon
your answer rests the decision of your action. If "no,"
then don't forget your teacher's apple. If "yes," then
support the actions of your TAs.

James Henninger is a UMass student
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Official warns of false alarms
I'd like to take this opportunity to welcome

Students back to the campus, and in so
doing, also inform them upon an infringe-
ment upon their rights and safety. I'm
speaking about a situation which at the
time it occurs may seem inconvenient or
even festive, but nonetheless is dangerous.
I'm referring to the malicious activation of
fire alarms.

Last year there were 118 such activa-

tions on campus— almost double that ofthe
previous year. Last weekend there were
eii^t, ail in Southwest. Now, since all our
students are young adults who know the
diiferenoe between right and wrong, I doot
have tosaplain that the malicious activation
ofa firsalarm system is acriminal oflSenae
in MaMadiuaatta, canying a monetary fine
andAn- jail tann if convicted.

Also, since students pay more to attend
this institution this year, it might be inter-

esting to know that malicious fire alarms
cost moQ«y, as the resources of the Amherst
Fire Deputment and at least three differ-

ent Univ«nity entities are involved in re-

sponding to fire alarms.

Furthermore, these needless alarms take
a human toll. Each year, several of our
students are ir^ured while evacuating, from
falls or sprains. Nationwide last year 29
firefighters were killed in traffic accidents
while responding. The number of civilians

killed hkewise was not reported, but a 20
ton fire apparatus versus an automobile
does not bode well for the latter.

Additionally, studentswho hail from large

communities probably have dozens of
firefighters on duty stationed strategically

throughout, so one false alarm doesn't de-

plete firefi^ting resources.

InAmherst there are only six firefi^ters

on duty, three each in two stations. These
personnel also staff an ambulance. A false

alarm on campus places the nearest ambu-
lance out of service as the crew must re-

spond with the fire apparatus. If a medical
emergency then occurrs, thara will ba a
delay in the ambulance rnspcwi—^ person-
nel from the other station must handle the
call. Of course, if that station also is on a
response oftheir own, than the delay will be
even more significant

Lastyearapparatus responsetoanactual
fire was delayed because the crew was on
campus answering what turned out to be a
false alarm.

Finally, and most important in my view,
is the effect a false alarm hason the students
and guests in a residence hall. Each time the
fire alarm sounds, residents become apa-
thetic to it's warning Some residents dedde
"It'sjust another false alarm, so 1 dont have
to evacuate. Ofcourse, they dont know this
for sure (unless they pulled the alarm or
know who did).

Many people believe that a fire oouldnt
poesibly effect them in a steel and concrete
building anyway. People forget about the
tozdtyofthe smoke produced, however. It's

smoke that kills in most fires, not the flame
itself Look around a room and one realizes

that there is ample fuel to sustain a sig-

nificant fire.

So, any time the fire alarm sounds —
EVACUATE. The University is spending
over $1 million a year to improve fire safety.

Do your part so you don't become one of the
5,000 who will perish in fires this year in
America.

Housing Services offers a $500 reward to

anyone who furnishes

information about the identity of false fire

alarm pranksters. Malicious fire alarms are
not something that has to be tolerated. They
kill, they cost and they inconvenience. Do
something about them — before they do
something to you!

Keith E. Hoyle
Senior Fire Prevention Offleer

Column rebuked
I am compelled to respond to a September 16, 1991

column by Peter Kasperowicz, "Are UMass unions part of
the budget problem?"

Mr. Kasperowicz makes several outlandish statements
in his column— least ofall that "Unions are sucking up the
cash." I would like to know how Mr. Kasperowicz reached
this conclusion since Unionized state employees have not
received a raise for over three years. In addition, the Weld
administration has forced state employees to endure fur-
loughs and has attacked employee health benefit insurance.

Mr. Kasperowicz certainly owes an apology to every
electrician on this campus for his statement about "the
electrician who hasn't even lifled a finger for six months.'
Not only is this statement insulting to the electricians, it is
offensive to all state employees.

Also, if Mr. Kasperowicz is not aware of it, I would
remind him thatjust recently a toUl of56 UMass employees
were either laid offor relocated to lesser-payingjobs. Included
in the 56 were 35 employees represented by AFSCME local
1776, none of which were highly paid. In fact, one laid off
employee was a single parent with three children who had
to take a six grade reduction in pay.

I do agree with the statement made that the UMass
administration should have the right to manage, and one
area they should begin to manage right away is the Daily
Collegian and some of the totally irresponsible columnists
that write for it.

Richard Coach
President

UMass employee's local 1776

Writer derides 'callous attitude'
In response to Pete Kasperowicz's col

umn of Sept 16. 1991, there were a few
points that were misrepresented.

First ofall, the administration cannot
simply dismiss unions. The unions are
not company unions— they are the duly
elected repreeentatives ofthe workers on
campus. Besides, company unions are
illegal. Read the laws.

Second, there are no unionized admin-
istrators on campus. SEIU k)cal 609 rep-
resents professional staffon campus and
they, for the most part, have some su-
pervisory tasks. But they have bosses,
the sdminiatrators.

Third, there is no worker on this
campus that hasnt lifted a finger in six
months and none are overpaid.

Unlike the Collegian staff, which col-

lects $100,000 in payroll a year and still

fills up the news section with AP articles

that can be found in any other paper.
The only high-payingjobs on this cam-

pus belong to the administrators (who
aren't unionized )and professors (who are ).

Judging from Mr. Kasperowicz's con-
cern for education, I am sure he was not
referring to professors when he suggested

to lay off UMass workers.
Obviously, he was not well-informed

but worse yet, he has a callous attitude of
hard economic times facing the working
people on this campus. Usually they only
complain about the poUcy makers but
demand action against the state employ-

Over the past three or four years there
have been no pay increases for state
employees, including coet-of-Uving in-

creases. The average pay for state em-
ployees is about $23,000 a year. With
inflation rising st an average rate of 5
percent a year, state employees have
actually taken pay cuts over that time
period.

While the rest of us complain about a
tax rate of6.26 percent,wedemand more
work fmm and less pay for state employ-
ees and they still have to pay the same
taxes as the rest of us. These people are
not on work study, and they dont have
financial aid. They are working for a
living and have families to support.

Robb Smith
Amherst

Chair of local 509 gives response
I must respond to the ignorant cheap

shot presently taken by Peter Kasperowicz
against UMass employees and their unions.

I guess it's Eilways easier for some people
to grasp at easy answers (regardless of the
facts), or lash out at those least in positions

ofauthority and responsibility when things
are going badly.

The reason that students are paying so
much more for pubUc higher education is

that the state government has drastically

slashed its funding for the last four years—
until this year, this was the only state to

have done so, despite budget problems
elsewhere that were even more severe than
in Massachusetts.

Obviously, Mr. Kasperowicz doesn't
know, or care to know, that we UMass em-
ployees have not received any pay increases

for almost four years now, that many of us
are paying more for our health insurance,

that most ofus have to work for several days
without pay last spring because ofthe Weld
"furlough," or that the graduate employees
are among the lowest-paid in the Northeast.

Also, there have been hundreds of posi-

tions eliminated here by not filling vacan-
cies, layoff notices have recently been sent
to many employees, and workloads have
increased dramatically for many others (I

challenge Mr. Kasperowicz to find and iden-

tify any worker who "^sn't even lifted a
finger for six months").

Despite Mr. Kasperowicz's blaming the
victim (divide and conquer?) approach,
employees and their unions have stood with
students toimpose the shameful dismantling
ofpublic higher education that is beingdone
by the governor and Weldocrats in the
Legislature.

Also despite his wishes that the unions
would jilst go away (or be let go by man-
agement), we had every legal and constitu-

timal right forunions to protectourcollective
interests, and we will not go away.

Our unions will continue to support
UMass employees' interests, as well as
quality, affordable public higher education
for all, even Mr. Kaisperowicz.

TomCoiah
Chair, UMaaa/Amherat Chapter of

LocaIS09

Column has 'no basis in reality'
I would like to briefly respond not neces-

sarily to Peter Kasperowicz' September 16

editorial, but because of it. Although I could

take issue with most ofhis editorial because
it clearly had no basis in reality, I prefer to

conserve my energy for the many fights we
face that truly merit responses.

Letme just say, however, that in my time
as a union activist on this campus I have
heard the administration accused of many
things but "keeping the unio'-s in tact" is a
new one.

The reason I write is to speak to the

working women and men on this campus
who not only have advocated for a quality,

affordable education for ouryoung people—
after all they are the ones that know its true

value— but who have also been fighting a
long, hard battle just to maintain well-de-

served contractual and statutory rights. No
group is less deserving ofMr. I^isperowicz'
slings and arrows.

To my brother and sister employees at
UMassAmherst, I say forgive him for clearly

he knows not of what he speaks. His edito-

rial is a reminder that as much as we value
it, not all lessons can be learned in a formal
education.

To Mr. Kasperowicz, I suggest he redefine
the enemy because it's not us.

Sheila Griffith
President
University Staff Association
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LIQUORS
18 Main SL Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Beck's

Beer
$7.99 12/PK
(While they last!)

Yes!! Busdi Beer "as always"

$9.99 case "cans"

Sutter Home White Zinfandel

was $5.49. Now $3.99 750 ml

Koch's

Golden
Anniversary

case of cans

$7.99

Moosehead

$7.99
12/PK bots.

MiUer; Genuine Draft & Lite

$6.99 12/PK bots.

Concha y Toro
Sauvignon Blanc & Cabernet Sauvignon

$5.99 1.5 Liter

Vodka 80° $8.99 1.75 Uter
Many More In-Store Specials

_Aljjggre^lusJ)gposit (especially on \\ines) •Pehverv Available

MONDAY,
SEPTEMBER 30, 1991

We Offer Top Quality

Meats, Fish and Poultry,

Fresh Produce, Deli,

Groceries and

Sandwiches Made to

Order.

JOIN OUR GRAND
OPENING

CELEBRATION!

Free balloons,

samples and
refreshments.

SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 5, 1991

10;00 • 5:00

OPEN DAILY 9:00 - 7:00

SUNDAY 12:00 - 5:00

(Located behind Bart's)

Pinocchio's

Ristorante Italiano
1 177 N. Pleasant St., Amherst • 549-3669

Free Delivery
Menu includes:

-Pizza

-Salads

-Subs

-Dinners (lasagna, egg-veal

chicken parmigana, and
manicotti)

-And new item - Calzoni!

Hours:

Monday -Thursday

Friday-Saturday

Sunday

4pm-2am
4pm-3am
4pm-lam

FREE TOPPING
on any nnedium pizza

\r

II

Liter of Soda-your choice ||

with order of any large pizza ii

One coupon per pizza-expires 1/31/92 _JI
One coupon per order-expires 1/31/92

$1.50 OFF ir^ny twoCalzones
any Large Pizza

|| $7.00
with 2 toppings

||

One coupon per order-exptres 1,'31/92 11 One coi^»n per order-expires 1/31/92

TWIN SPECIAL n
I 2 Large Cheese pizzas I

I $12.50 I

I Any Topping $1 .25 more I

I One coupon per order-expires 1/31 /•92
|

FREE! FREE!! FREE!!

NO CHARGE TO PROCESS

CONTINENTAL/AMERiCAN EXPRESS

COUPONS

FREE!! FREE!! FREE!! FREE!!

INQUIRE ABOUT OUR

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
CAMPUS TRAVEL
CAMPUS CENTER

UMASS
545^500

CENTRAL TRAUEL
OF AMHERST

800 MAIN ST. STE. 2

256^704

PANDA EAST
CHINESE

RESTAURANT
We bring Chinatown

to you

Lunch Specials

THIS
WEEKEND

THE BLUES ARE ALIVE AND WELL IN THE VALLEY

By BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Once upon a lime the blues reigned supreme on the local music scene. Some of the best radio programming in the Valley could be heard on the afternoon blues

slots on WMUA. Intemaiionaily known blues acts performed to sell out crowds at Pearl Street and the Iron Horse. Almost every area nightclub hosted their own blues

jam and any local band looking for work had to tell club managers that they played the blues in order to get a gig.

The blues scene reached it's pinnacle a few years back when Shechan's Cafe in Northampton began their "Blue Monday" shows fcatunng Kenny Johnson

drummer for Steve Miller and James Cotton, and his all-star line-up of local blues artists. Sheehans Cafe rapidly became the hub of the local mus.c scene and shortly

thereafter the club began a policy of booking regional blues acts almost every weekend. They came from music centers such as Providence R.I. and Boston Mass. and

they mcluding then unsigned acts such as Sugar Ray and the Bluetones and Treat Her Right. A "Blues Renaissance" took place in the P,on«.r Valley. The now

defunct L-Oa«is nightclub in the basement of Thomes Market in Northampton featured the now legendary "Open Mike Blues Jam" from which many curren bands,

such as Free Pr««. got their start. Hosted by DJ "Blue Bill" Stepshew. the blues jam at LOasis attracted both amateur and professional alike and for a couple ot

years was the most hip scene around. w,^i,;„„.

Then something temble happened. The Valley blues scene just sort of withered up and disappeared. Some say it was because of ovcrkil on die club bookings^

Folks had too much of a good thing. Others say it occured when the staple of established blues jockeys on WMUA such as Blue Bill and Ellen M.llerniack departed

the airwaves. Kenny Johnson left town for Chicago. LOasis closed up. and most of the top area blues musicians '«>»^ « ^reak from g.ggmg "^ *7';'^7^"\

Another revival took place on the local music scene. The dance beat took hold and new bands such as Who'. Kiddin' Whojlockta' Dave^ the Rent Party and

Free Pre« mixed world beat, zydeco. and ska into original music that captivated local audiences The blues jam was replaced with the Band Jam »' Shechan s.

Now the blues are making a return. THe club lisUngs for the coming week feature a slew of area blues veterans who have returned on the scene with
^^^

bands that

sound better than ever. Some of those WMUA blues jockeys from the old days have also popped up on the local airwaves and Sheehan s has even revived their Blue

Monday" again. The blues are making a resurgence in the Valley and this coming week is the best time to check out some of the action.
^,^..^ ^^ ,.

The w«k kicks off on Saturday night at Sheehans Cafe in North«npton with the WHdcat 0'Hallor.n Band. You might recognize Wildcat O Halloran as the

friendly ^^^guy^hind the counter of the restaurant he owns and operates in Sunderland called the Doves Nest. Not only does he cook up jjpeat breakfas but he

Z^l> c^^l ^me great blues. The Wildcat" is one of this areas best blues guitarists. Take my word for it. I don't know where he has been for the past two

yews, winning Softball tournaments I suppose, but it is damn good to see Wildcat O'Halloran and his band h»ck at Sh«=^an's a^n_^

On Sunday evenings you can tune into former WMUA blues jockeys Blue Bill and "Jukebox John" Hayman on WRNX 100.9 FM in Amherst^.^^»-:« yj"

guy?bcen?tL is blSs'programming at ifs best. Blue Bill and his partner Bl^k Bart start things off at 6.00 p.m^ keep *c »>lu^- •"«

"""i^^ow f they

Jukebox John and his program "Night Tnun" which continues the blues block until midnight. Six whole hours of the blues every Sunday n.ght on WRNX! Now if they

"rjJS;:"Lmrh^fs;^^^^^^^ revived "Blue Monday" again and I can think of no better band than the Fabulous Heavy.

wdgfati to carry on what has become a local

who serves as the host, band leader, and comic

weeks ago and this band has got to have one of

board. Often guest players such as Al Fuller

free. A great alternative to Monday Night

you want the best of both worlds.

WMUA has always featured and high-

ming and that is no doubt because they have

shows. Not much has changed. The Mon-

WHMP alumnus Katie Wright at the con-

can now be found on the Thursday 3:00

worth tuning in to every week.

Next Wednesday. September 25th,

Union for a follow upengagement. Art Steele

Bluesica. Art dissapeared for awhile, but he has

circuit. Art and his band lovingly and respectfully

the Art Steele band at the Hatch two weeks ago there

cover charge. You would have thought that they had

everybody ! The Hatch can be a fun place to see a band

the best local blues band to appear on the UMa.ss

to be 21 to see a band at the Hatch. Those

their chops can come to the Hatch early

Art and the band for a set.

The week oflocal blues winds

27th, with King Cod and

in Northampton. Thisband

music tradition. The band is fironted by Ed Vadas. a local legend himself,

relief for the evening. I caught the Fabulous Heavyweights a couple of

the hottest bass players around. This guy does solos all over the fret

will drop by to sit in on the sessions. The night starts early and ifs

Football if you ask me, although the game is on behind the bar if

^\ lighted the women blues artists as part of the their program-

always had some talented women at the helm of their blues

day blues slot between 3:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. now features

trols. Lisa Danforth has returned to WMUA from hiatus and she

p.m. to 6:00 p.m. blues slot. Both shows arc excellent and well

finds the Art Steele Band returning to the Hatch in the UMa.ss Student

is a blues veteran who is best recalled for his old band Evening Pro

returned with a new band that has been actively tearing up the local gig

display an extensive range and variety of blues forms. When I saw

were people actually hesitating about paying a two dollar

never been out to see a

and the Art Steele

campus

who is considered by most

player up and down the

harp man for Kenny

Monday" line-up and he

at one time or another

the area, including

is hot! Their recent

reviews from Chris

News. King Cod and

gaining a reputation

blues band.

The blues are

the slate of local .

and on the radio is /

of the resurgence

Valley. Support

shows and enjoy

music happening

found right here

live band before. Wake up

Band is without a doubt

this Fall. You do not have

musicians who are up on

and sign up to sit in with

up on Friday, September

Blues Sharks at Pearl Street

is fronted by Wally Greany,

to be the best blues harmonica

Valley. Wally was the main

Johnson's original "Blue

has also worked as a sideman

for almost every blues outfit in

Wildcat O'Halloran. This band

cassette release received rave

Hamel of the Springfield Union-

the Blues Sharks are rapidly

in New England as a premier

back, and it appears as though

blues shows in both the clubs

a healthy and promising sign

of the blues scene in the

local musicians. Go to these

yourself. Some of the best

in New England can be

in your backyard.

\\\\\\\\'^Vt'*V*V*% « I *
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Rippopotamus a funky, sweaty time
By MEUSA CANU
Coll^fian StafT

Now that I am 21 and eager to experience the variety of
mght time entertairmient offered in the valley. I decided to

go to Pearl Street FViday night The Shockers were a good
warm-up for the band that followed: Rippopotamus. What
talent and energ>' this band exudes! They are a 9- 1 1 member
funk band that has been around in its present form since
late last winter. The guitarist Dtunis Koulenas and drum-
mer Richard Gordon are high school buddies who have
played together for at least ten years. Other members ofthe
band are Michael Stevens on vocals, Allyn Martin on bass.

Ruawll Bogartz on trombone, Jerry Marra and Ric Hirach
on MU. and Deeb and Joan Jubet on trumpet. An extra
percuaaionist and record scratching D.J. often join them.

This band will make you move to the rhythm that you've

never felt before. Some rap, hard rock, a little head banging.

The chemistry they share is overwhelming. Every member
seemed to have as much fun performing as the audience

had dancing up a storm.

Saxaphone player Ric Hirsch commented that the band
had really developed a following and had started to perform

regularly in Hartford, Boston, and New York City while

playing as many as four gigs over the weekend in the

valley. "It is a very realistic expectation that the band will

be signed by a record company before the year is out," he

said. Rippopotamus has just released its second album R-

House which is available at local record stores. Original

song titles include "My Nike Air,' "New World Order," and
"Alphabet Gumbo" as well as an interesting Led Zepplm
tribute.

AXT... BEST SELLERS - BKXiRAPHY - BUSINESS CHILOUN? BOOKS
n

? Advcnhirt. romance, myrtery, intngu<, horror, fantasy, g
< new worids... firni them among the enormous selection i

^ of paperback fiction at our g

I
42nd ANNUAL LWV BOOKSALE I

8
z

38A MAIN ST

NORTHAMPTON
Downstairs

Mm-FH • 2:OOf«-7:OOfH

Sit • 12:00fM-S:00pM

St6?l66

g^^

<
Saturday, 21 September (or if it rains, 28 September)

9.00 ^m until 3 00 pm
Unittfian Church Lawn. Main St.. Northampton

Bake sate, too

LEACLT OF WOMEN VOTERS OF NORTHAMPTON

1
AOOIOOZ SDCHxa - SDIWONOD3 vwwa - sanrvNOLoia

S200.000TOUS WINNER ON TV

Apply Now To Compete In The

MISS MASSACHUSETTS USA' PAGEANT
OfttcjalPrvliminary — Miti USA* Pageant

Q
MISS MASSACHUSETTS USA HEADQUARTERS
tn NM*ury St . 2n4 Fl BoMon MA 0711( ATTN 0*pt NP

Ptton* (CIT) 2M-13M

FINAL DEADLINE IS SEPTEMBER 28. 1991

ttanoKM

AWOCH on
the ivild side
By WENDY BECK
Collegian Correspondent

Nearly four years ago, a 10-watt "pirate" radio

station in Orchard Hill was shut down by the Federal
Communications Commission for failure to comply
with its licensing regulations. Now, seven semesters

and five executive boards later WOCH is finally

broadcasting again— thistimeon the Housing Services
Cable Network.

When Housing Services was laying the cable for the

campus-wide sjrstem months ago, Mitch Fillmore, a
WOCH alum made certain that 'OCH's cables were
laid right along side those of the television system's,

thus enabling the station to he hooked into the system
and received at every University cable outlet, both in

the dorms and in offioea on campus.
Although most of the current members of WOCH

don't remember the station as it used to be, they are all

enthusiastic about being on the air and having radio

8howB (a fact generally attributed to the station's

liberal programming philosophy).

"Above all, WOCH does not believe in censorship.

Every D.J . on our statioa has the right and privilege to

play or say whatever they want on the air," stated

Chris Willey, this jrear** DJ. representative. "We are

a non-commercial and totally independent of the ap-

proval or dibapproval ofmerchant sponsors We would
hope that our DJ.'a would not intentionally offend

anyone, but iflisteners have complaints about program
content, we will aak them to direct them to the specific

DJ. involved.'

Aaaiatant Genend Manager Trebor Carey added,

"^e're not saying that we're going to be an X-rated

station, just that we are idealists: we want expression

without persecution."

WOCH hasalready begun making itaelf known: an
alternative-music dance held last weekend in Orchard

CONTINUED ON PAG€ 9

LIVE IN SPRINGFIELD

PARAMOUNT
^KUAJN STREET SPRMCFCLT MA

SANTANA
TUESDAY

OCTOBER 1 ST

JEAN LUC
PONTY
FRIDAY

OCTOBER 4TH

ANNE
MURRAY
SATLfRDAY

OCTOBER 5TH

DIIEfltKillllS
OCTOBER 11 -12- 13th

THE SMASH HIT MUSICAL

PATH
LaBELLE
TUESDAY

OCTOBER 29TH

KENNY
.OGGINS
SATURDAY

NOV 23RD
TCWTS *y*lLA8(i PWUJIOUHT BOH OTFCt (4(J) 7WM74 TCKETPflO i •(»-«» 70« HOWTHAMITON TCttT

0(FCE|41]iS«4tM RKOnOEXPflESS STMIMHRRlCS

Where is health services?

When are computer labs open?
Where can I find gym schedules?

If you don't know how to get

there from here call the...

Information

Data Bank

The goal of IDB
is to make a sometimes seemingly

complex institution easier to comprehend
and negotiate.

Call the Information
Data Bank at 545-1555
IDB is a service of the Dean of Students Office and is located in

Whitmore in the lobby at the top of the ramp (north side)

GROOVY WEEKEND HAPPENINGS
THURSDAY
Poet Robert Greeley will be giv-

ing a reading of his work. 7:30 p.m. at
Memorial Hall, free and open to the
public.

Donald Graves: **Let'8 Look At
Literacy — Theirs and Ours" lec-

ture at Holyoke Community College
Forum. Preregistration advised at 256-
8316. Reception at 3:30 p.m., lecture
at 4 p.m. $10.

RebuildingThe Temple: Cambo-
dians in America film sponsored by
Smith College American Studies Pro-
gram. 8 p.m. at Sweeny Hall.

The Spin Doctors with special
guest Minibus, at Pearl Street. 18 and
over, show starts at 8:30 p.m. Call 584-
7771 for info.

Freddie Bryant Quartet An
evening of jazz with a group of solid

young players including Ira Coleman
on bass. In the Student Center
Frontroom at Amherst College. Show
starts at 8:15 p.m., admission $5, $1
for Amherst College students.

TheJalepano Brothers Blues and
Country blues at Sheehan's Cafe. Call

586-4258 for info.

Night Crawlers Blues and R and B
from the fifties in the Hatch, on the
UMass Campus. Show starts at 9 p.m.
Afro-Pop "SI Festival with Papa

Wemba.Atthe Iron Horse. Show starts

at 7 p.m., $11 in advance. Call 584-
0610 for info.

Peace for Life an exhibit of art on
various media by Latin American art-

ists, will open with a reception from 5
p.m. to 7 p.m. in Wheeler Gallery.

FRIDAY
NRBQ at Peari Street. Show starts

at 7 p.m., call 584-7771 for info.

Coup De TDrchon a French black
comedy directed by Bertrand
Tavernier. Screening times at 7 and
9:15 p.m. in Wright Hall Auditorium
at Smith College. Free.

The Hustler the classic movie with
PaulNewman as Fast Eddie taking on
Minnesota Fats (Jackie Gleason).
Amherst College Campus Center The-
atre, show times at 7:30 p.m. and 10
p.m.

Service and Shabbat Dinner
Chabad house at Amherst, 30 N.
Hadley Rd., 7 p.m. Call 549-4094 for
info.

Who's Kiddin' Who at Sheehan's
Cafe. Call 586-4258 for info.

The Geri Allen Trio top-notch jazz
atthe Iron Horse with PheeroanAklaff
on drums and Anthony Cox on bass.

Show starts at 7 p.m. $12.50 in ad-
vance, call 584-0610 for info.

SATURDAY
FlorDeCana at Pearl Street. Great

Latin American and Caribbean music
to dance away the night to. Tix are
$10, show starts at 8:30 p.m. Call 584-
7771 for info.

n!jL£
•
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The Wildcat O'Halloran Band
great blues from Bo Diddley's backup
band and the area's best chef. At
Sheehan's Cafe. Call 586-4258 for info.

TheatreAuditions for "Noises OflT

.

See Friday listing.

Chris Smither & Martin Sexton
blues and folk singing atthe Iron Horse.
Show starts at 7 p.m., tix are $8.50 in
advance. Call 584-0610 for info.

Linda Shear women's activist and
musician in concert to benefit the
FLOWER lesbian foundation. At the
Northampton Center for theArts, show
starts at 8 p.m. Tickets are $10-$13 in

advance, $ 12-$ 15 at the door. Call 253-

5432 for tix and info.

Blue Rain will play at the Hadley
Pub. Show starts at 9:30 p.m., $3 ad-
mission.

SUNDAY
Contemplation and Action Pro-

gram Lecture— Reverend Sebastian
Moore, O.S.B. of Boston College will

be at Smith College in the Neilson
Browsing Room at 1:30 p.m. Admis-
sion is free.

Amy M. Sacker Memorial Lec-
ture: Charles Philipon and the Lan-
guage of Satire in French Caricature
(1789-1835)— James Cuno, Director
of Harvard Art Museum in conjunc-

tion with the exhibition "The Pear:

French Graphic Arts in the Grolden

Age ofCaricature," on display through
November 10. Lecture starts at 4 p.m.

and a reception will follow at 5 p.m.

Free at Mount Holyoke College in

Gamble Auditorium.
Eve of Sukkot addressing the

topic, "Whaton Earth is a Tabernacle?",
service and dinner in the Chabad
Sukkah, 7 p.m. For more information
call 549-4094.

The Story: Jonathan and Jen-
nifer— folk music atAmherst College
in the Campus Center Frontroom at 8
p.m. Admission is $6; $1 with an
Amherst College ID.

NRBQ
Robert Creeley informal discus-

sion with the poet. In Herter Hall,

room 301 on the UMass campus at

noon. Free and open to the public.

TheatreAuditions for '^Noises Off,"

a British farce by Michael Frayn. Room
163 in the Campus Center. Call 545-

0415 for info.

Flor de Cana

Ju Dou a controversial film about
forbidden passion that was banned in

China, directedbyZhangYimou. Smith
College Wright Hall Auditorium at 7

p.m. and 9 p.m. Admission $1.

The Hustler see Friday, show times
at 7:30 & 10 p.m.

Service and Shabbat Meal at the

Chabad House in Amherst. Call 549-

4094 for info.

John Bayley in performance at

Amherst College Campus Center
Frontroom. Show starts at 9 p.m., ad-

mission $5, $1 with Amherst College
ID.

The Bobs

cn^£ T.iMi)
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Prescription: Spin Doctors
By DAKKAN ABBE
Collegian Staff

Tonight, at the Pearl St. Night Club in

Northampton, the Spin Doctor* of New
York City will perform for our hstening

pleasure. This funk-rock ensemble was

spawned in the New School of Jazz, the

same birthplace of the quickly rising rock-

ers Blues Traveler. The two bands go back

together, sharing gigs, jamming, and using

the hip Wetlands club of lower Manhattan

as home base. The virtuoso harp-blower/

leader of Blues Traveler. John Popper, even

sessioned on the Doctor's just released stu-

dio album -Pocket Full of KrypU)nite". So

does that mean these guys are good, just

cause they hang with Blues Traveler? No.

but they are anyway.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 9
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Fn., Sepl 20 rOO pm
/WRSl/NRBQ

THE INCREDIBLE

CASUALS
Ray Mason Band

Sal bept .'/ 8 00 pm

FLOR DE CANA
Power of the Drum

Tow Sepi 24 8 Wpm 18*'

BIM SKAIA BIM

BabaY£.
Wed.. Sept. 25 9:00 pm

Dancing with PJ lob

Thur Sepi 2b 6 Wpm 18*

THE CONNELLS

Spin Doctors

fn.. Sepr 27-B:30prr^

KING COD & THE

BLUES SHARKS—"'""
Sit. Sepf 28 - B:30 pm

JOHN CAFFERTY & :

THE BEAVER BROWN
BAND

One Eyed lake

$un Sept 29 7 W pm

TlBHttST BENEFIT CONCERT

featuring

Mariun Brown Trio

w/ Tom McClung

Tony Vacca / Tim Moran

Amandla

lustina & Joyce

Charlie's

TlN^m Oicla Hit Upi Noggeti, Sfky ir Orignal 9fai •Ua
9:00 pm - ia:oo am

GAPEOOOOOi
$Ll9t

Mon.Sept JU-8 0Upm t8*

From New Orleans,

THE RADIATORS

The Shockers

GOLDEN AmaVEMART I

Thur.. Oct. }- 7:00 pm ;18*/

CHUCKLEHEAD

FOOD GIVEAWAYS
Mon. IOC Mozzarella Sticks 9pm-lZam

Tues. IOC Hot or Mild Buffalo Wings 9pml2ani
Wed. 25c Cheese Pizza Slices 9pm-I2am

Thurs. IOC Chicken Hotlips Nuggets, Spicy or Original 9pntlZam

Sunday loc Potato Skins 9pm*l2ani

WE ACCEPT MCVISAAMEX

Fri., Oct. 4 - 7:00 pm
HCK)DCX)GURUS|
The Vestrymen !

|H^^jgJgBB*S*»*g*S*J*S*J*-*^******S

Mon., Oa. 7 - 8:00 pm I

THE RAMONES
|

Thur., Oa. 10 - 8:30 pm /1 8+/

I THE TOASTERS
>»»»»»»

Fri., Oa. 11 - 8:30 pm

MIGHTY DIAMONDS,
I

MUTABARUKA &

The 809 Band

Tuition cost is up,

but membership cost

at

Winner^ Athletic Club

WINNERS
AT HLE T 1 C

B>

is down!

Semester Specials for Students Only!

NautUus • $119

(includes Aerobics)

Racquetball • $119

(includes court time)

Tennis • $119

(plus court time)

All Club Membership • $189

„... (includes all of the above)

THIS WEEKEND

Bart^s Back
NEWYORK (AP)— In tonight's season opener on

Fox's "The Simpson's, "Homer Simpson asks little

Lisa to fill out a psychological profile form his com-

pany demands of him. He's no good at those things,

he says.

Only ifyou listen tomy poem, she repbes. He then

hears this: "1 had a cat named Snowball. She died.

She died. Mom said she was sleeping She lied. She

lied. Why oh why is my cat dead? Couldn't that

Chrysler hit me instead?"

Stuff like this cheers you up and makes you

realite that there is some good in this world.

It also takes your mind off rumors that Michael

Jackson is a guest voice in this first episode. A Fox

spokeswoman says she cant comment, having been

sworn to secrecy But gee. a voice in this show sure

sounds like His Weirdness.

No matter that it's atUched to a truly ugly 300-

pound white man in a mental institution. No matter

that the man says he's Michael Jackson. Or that he

teaches Homer to do the Moonwalk. Or that both are

in a mental institution at the time.

It's fine. Billy stuff, and gets Matt Groening gently

satirical cartoon shoU at Life in America nicely

under way for its third season.

You'll be happy to know that Homer's extended-

tooth family is just as flat weird as ever. His vrife.

Marge, still has a towering blue 'do. Lisa, now ap-

proaching age 8. sUll plays very good tenor sax.

Maggie the baby still commits pacifier abuse. But No.

1 son Bart now is achieving things.

He has discovered exciting new 900 numbers on

cereal-for-kids packages, and calls to hear recordings

of Krusty the Clown saying: "If you haven't asked

your parents' permission, naughty, naughty. But

Krusty forgives you. Two dollars for the first minute.

50 cents for each additional minute."

Homer still loves to watch TV and roar at an

"America's Funnieat Home Videos' rip-offas it shows

"man breaking hip." But he does seem kind ofsomber

watching the final segment, called "baby with a nail

gun."
.

"Awww," he amy as he hear* a oft thump indi-

cating baby did wrong.

The real woes occur when Bart fills out his father's

psychological profile form. It gets Homer committed

to a mental institution, diagnosed as suffering from

"a persecution complex, extreme paranoia and blad-

der hostility."
, ^^^ J m« u 1

It is there that he meeU a 300 pound Michael

Jackson.

All this is a little complex, but is due to an accident

in which Homer's white shirt comes out pink in the

wash. Pink makes the evil boss at the nuclear power

plant snarl that employee Simpson is a "firee-think-

ing

Friday, Sept- 20

at

a special

NINE
WEST
DAY

jtyks 8c colon,

FREE
DotemofFal

of

1
Roois Hocii l»i«nd Dane* rw

SEIECIBOCTO
1n« tiMl THURSCMV HOT SPOT.

\
H^ tmcn ftrumn <••

PLUS

T-shirt
widi wjr NINE-WEST purdnje.

m IBACK
IN r^

1 BLACK L^*
\
AC/DC TOTHEUAXii 18.

sEifcmocm b-i
MEfT PEOne WHO

LIKE TO HAVE FUHi 18.

Women's Shoes, Clothing

Ac Accessories

Zanna • 187 No. Pleasant St.

Amhent • 4t3.25>2M3

BOCK-rumA ^

• BAOBOYTmCGER
• CHINA WHITE

•RAIN All

• KXTERITY Ago..

• FARRSIOE

M 4 SKOAL SHOVICASE

<y-

FRI.

10/4

MAX CREEK

MJktTIC X,

WOMDIRLANO, 4
MITKIO MCAY

THE FOOLS
AO^fANCE TIX Kjtnil PKniipui Slri.

! t M.nc Oull«

ROUTE 9. HADLEY . 586-4463

Arts & Living
New album by Billy Bragg one of year's best
By ERIC POULIN
Collegian Correspondent

Dont Try This at Home
Billy Bragg
Elektra Recorda

Yes, music lovers, as bizarre as it may seem to believe,
Use Your Illusion was not the only new album to hit the
stores on Tuesday. The much anticipated new release by
Britain's lovable socialist, Billy Bragg was also unleashed
on that day, and his diehard supporters will discover it to be
yet another fine piece from one of the hardest-working
performers in the entire music industry.

Not that Bragg didn't have plenty ofhelp from friends in

high places on this effort; Don't Try This at Home features
guest appearances byJohnny Marr (ofSmiths and Electronic

fame), Kirsty MacCoU (who has worked with the Pogues
and now ergoys much solo success), and also Peter Buck and
Michael Stipe of R.E.M. They hook up with Bragg's usual
cast ofcharacters (i.e.— Cara Tivey , Wiggy, etc. ) to produce
a 16-track creation that is excellent when matched up with
the miuoi^ty of albums on the market, but seems just

slightly inferior when compared to prior Bragg works.
Side one certainly opens with a kick, as "Accident Waiting

to Happen" ranks among Bragg's most rockin' tracks to this

day. A glimpse between the lines seems to show that this

WOCH
CONTINUED FROM THIS WEEKEND PAGE 2

Hill drew over two hundred attendees, and the station

intends to continue the tradition on the 28th of September
with another anti-mainstream dance to be held in the

Bluewall Coffee Shop.

Other activities including coffee-houses and live music
will be held as the semester progresses.

To hear WOCH, affectionately dubbed "Naked Radio" by
this year's executive board, some sort ofcable connection is

necessary. WOCH is broadcasting as background music on
HSCN*s television channel 13, and can also be found at 98.

1

on stereo tuners hooked to the wall-mounted cable box

found in all dorm rooms.

Ifyou would like to have both T.V. and radio hooked up
to your cable box at the same time, however, it is necessaiy

to have an FM band separator. Separators will be given out

free to the first 1 00 people to arrive at the dance on the 28th.

As a new radio station, WOCH is actively recniiting new
members, D.J.'s, and local bands who would be interested in

performing on-the-air or havnng their demos played and
publicired. There will be a general meeting Thursday.

September 19th at 7:30p.m. for new and old members in the

Grayson classroom.

song is in reference to our quite capable (no/) Vice President

J. D. Quayle, but 111 choose to let my fellow listeners

interpret the tune any way that they desire.

"Moving the Cioalposts" follows, and is one of the many
tunes that seem to bear a striking resemblance to "St.

Swithin's Day". "Everywhere" is the first musical indication
that Bragg has been hanging out with the members of

R.E.M. during the past two years. The addition of Buck's

mandolin makes "Everywhere" sound like it belongs on
Green more than this album, although the Ijrrics are

unmistakenly Billy Bragg. I don't think the boys from
Athens would ever address issues like the oppression that

Asian Americans faced during the Second World War.
The side closes with two more socoOT-<Hiented songs.

"God's Footballer" tells the story of a soooer star who also

works for the church, knowing that his spiritual life is more
important and will outlast his sporting career. "The Few"
rakes the patriotic extremists and bigoted attitudes that

contribute to the riots that are all-too-often an occurence at

British soccer matches.
Side two opens with the album's single and outstanding

track. "Sexuality." It's a look at relationships in the 1990's

from a Billy Bragg point of view ("Safe sex doesn't mean no
sex. itjust means use your imagination"). The video, which
has been seen on MTVs 120 Minutes, features Marr and
^acCoU, and brings back memories of "Waiting for the

Great Leap Forward" — both have videos and are the

centerpieces of their respective albums.
Things slow down quite a bit with "Mother ofthe Bride"

"Tank Peirk Salute", and "Dolphins", which are good songf

individually, but collectively seem to bring the album down
No Bragg album would be complete without some slow lov(

songs, (see "The Price I Pay". "Must I Paint You a Picture'

"The Short Answer", "St. Swithin's Day", etc.), but you maj
need to take a pulse reading after these three.

"North Sea Bubble" brings us back with a bang, inspirec

by the writings of 18th century revolutionary Thomat
Paine. Oddly enough, this was originally a slow song, ai

anyone who attended his performance at Smith College ir

1989 can attest to. Two years can bring about a world o:

change, however, as it is one ofthe most "punked-up" tunet

on the album.*

"Body of Water" doses the album, and seems to addresi

Bragg's reluctance to enter the mainstream. Many fearac

that this album
would be his sell-out, and this song seems to say, "Don't

worry, it won't happen" to all of his fans. It ends the albun
on an unmistakenly positive note, and left this critic with f

Cheshire Cat grin.

So, to all Socialists; take heart! Our hero is back with a
vengeance, packing one of the best albums of 1991. And at

the bargain price of $8 for 16 songs, I thought that I was
committing a felony. It's no masterpiece, but at that price,

Don't Try This at Home is most definitely worth a listen.

Spin Doctors
CONTINUED FROM THIS WEEKEND PAGE 4

Though they are certainly riding the wave of funk that

has risen over the last few years, the Spin Doctors are no
cheap-imitation Chili Peppers. Funk is definitaly the key to

the Doctor's sound as bassist Mark White popeand slap* his

way into the hearts oflittle funksters everywhere. Smoking
lead guitar by Eric Schenkman races through the long

dancey grooves that provide a live experience of rarely

equalled enthusiasm and energy.

These four boys have built up a reputation among
aficionados of live rock (a la Phish, Blues Traveller, Wide-
spread Panic) as must-sees. Catchy original songs such as

"Big Fat Funky Booty" sear with soulful vocals and grooves

that would put the Amherst Nursing Home into shake-
your-thang fever. In addition to the new studio album they
just released, they have a live E.P. called "Up for. Grabs",
which amply demonHtrates their energy and talent Both

albums are on Epic records.

If your looking for lush orchestrations, or maybe juat a
sweet love song or two, stay at home and drink Sanka from
a leadmug tillyou pull a Caligula, get hip and want to crawl
into a Marshall stack for the rest of your life. Or if you've
already done this and are now afflicted with a funky rash
that has to be itched with excessive h^fcipg ot the booty,
then you will be well scratched at Pearl St tonight.

The Spin Doctors will perform at Pearl Street tonight at
8:30 p. m. in an 18* show.

Steven H. St. Clair

Attorney at Law
• PmonaJ ln|ua Claims accidents

• Ddeiue vv Criminal, Drug

and Alcohol Related Char^
• Other legal problems

BY APPOINTMENT

816 North Pleasant
Amherst
549-1681

ADMITTED TO PRACnCL..1970

MLMBLR MASS. AND a. BARS

EARN$7«/HR
HGHT

POLLUTION
Work for poUtlcal

change %vlth

Clean Water Action:
environmental
campaign staff.

On bus lines.

Paidtraining.
P/T or career
opportunity.
CaU584-9830

CHINA GARDEN
'The Coliegiaa's choice in delightful dinning*

r$2 OFF with purchase of $ isl

I

or more with_this_coupon
|

•^ ••5?<'??ll!^ Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food
Sunday-Thursday. 1 1:30am- 10:00pm

jq ) Friday-Saturday. 1 1 :30am- 1 1 :00pm
Lunch Hour: 1 1 :30am-3:30pm 7 days a week

Free Delivery Servke .^ew Remodeling
Fri., Sat., Sun. ,7 Q^yj ^ ,^^y^

5:00pm- 10:00pm •Take-out
viM/«aste, Card/ •Liiocheon Specials $3.75- $4.55
Amertcan Exp

The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch
•Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch - Mandarin and Cantor>ese Styles)

Every Day 11:30-3:30

•Weekly Vegetarian Sepecials (Wednesday and Thursday)

New Vegetarian Menu Coming Soon!

13 M. Pleasant Street Amherst. MA • 253-4280/4281

TOWEM
TNI ATI If

THE VILLAGE COMMONS • SOUTH HADLEY

¥
533 2663,

[BIIIflMW

TliUl. ilillU

Fridays

At Midnight

Itfi^

TlfTSIlDTIEBESrBIIUSr

iscr«. I)

Wrriidmn al J. 7«5 and » 10
•frtday at 4 10. 6- 10. ft

«:SS • Sat anrf Smt at I JO.

4:M. * 10. a • 9-SS r.m

^ Fall Into These Great Deal$....at Liquors 44!

y\HNP LinUORS *

,\ai)K.\lV.MLSU
NORTHAMPTON

^(\aj^
4th Week - Only Area Showing - Ends Sept 26

Curtain Daily at 7:00 & 9:00

J^s BUDDRY4 ^-°'

^ii BUD LIGHT ^'t'"

^"^ $1199
I I -^ OEP

BALLANTINE
BEER

use of

212pK.

cans «8?o!

MOLSON
GOLDEN ALE
case ol

24-12 or
bottles «14-l?

SAM ADAMS
OCTOBERFEST

6pK
bottles

C & C SODA
(COLA)

case ol

2412 0Z.

cans

$099
W- DEP

INGLENOOK WINES SEAGRAM'S 7$1 n495
CHBNIN BLANC fnlNCH
C0L0M8AK) RHINE

BURGUNDY Rose Cf^ABUS
Blanc oe BLANC blush

WMITE GRSNACm

UAH-m REBATI -2.00

LAGIOISA SABS
(ITALY) "T 750ML

PINOTGRIGIC CHAROONNJtr MfAlOT CABERNET SAUVKSNON

BURNETT'S $049
VODKA O 175L

SUHER HOME $049
WHITE ZINFANDEL W rsoML

CALLAWAY
CHARDONNAY

BACARDI BREEZERS
TROPICAL LIME BE'B* PE»Ch

SALE 4.49

MAIL-IN

REBAn-l.SO Mm 4pK
$299» 2

AmRKBATEi

MAII.IN REBATE -2.00
IkmRKUn

FAMOUS GROUSE
SCOTCH $

MALIBU
RUM AS^"

$849
750ML

.*

TANQUERAY
GIN $2299 >.

Full Redemption Center

not ratponttbia for

typograpMcai

9am to 1 1pm
Monday thru Saturday

I imino^ dd
HADLEY

Campus Plaza/Boute 9

253-9344 __

-«TWO^
LOCATIONS

HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln St

534-4555

SALE PRICES^
THURS 9 19 9t THRU

WED 925-91

TeleCheck

llhc tni€ •tory of young Jewish aan who «inrlv«<ij

I
Che Holocaust by acting first as a Russian, andj

thtn as an ardent Bltlcr Touth.

"ELpCjUgfT
nCVlAACEVOKE

"EXCELLEVr
^•c*Smmb. SATTLE p.)

TOMPflJJNG"
-•an WWmms, n>T>OY

"BRILUIAI^
-jm»t»amt.»amomat

**jsypi^''
rCW VOMOa MAGAilNE

**SP1£NDID"
-ST—i l Mifc. WIWW-TVEUROPA EUROPA

A fILM BY ACr^KSZKA HOUAND

»'<•**..*»* .t..*.*..* f^%*-.i>^WV.^viiV> .#!«.V«ir?»,.>. .<^»»v.»'44.V

Relax in a 100 year old Opera House & enjoy the finest in films

Adults $5.00

4.*4a*«*a t!m • * « «.«^
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Brittany Manor
(413) 256 - 8534

Two Bedroom Apartments
AVAILABLE

LIMITED TIME ONLY
Two Bedroom Apartments

AVAILABLE NOW!

$399 PER MONTH
Rent includes heat and hot water

NO EXPENSIVE HEATING BILLS

HURRY!
NO SECURITY OR FINAL MONTH RENT

REQUIRED AT THIS TIME
Fully Equipped Kitchen Including; Disposal • On The Fiire

College Bus Route • Oirerslzed Bathrooms • Lar^ Dinning

Area • Storm Windows • Wall To Wall Carpeting • Large

Uvlngroom w/ Celling To Floor Windows • Dead-bolt Secu-

rity Locks • Cable Television Available

ACT NOW
$100.00 REWARD

n you know of a frteod who It apartment hunting, send tliem to tu with

this form. If they qualify and rent

our apartment you will receive.....^.

$100.00 REWARD
My name I recomend
Address Name
Tclff Address

Tel«

^ The Higcsl Saif (il (lu'Vf'ur.

Saveli;$l50
Wll lhr\i- \im<>s Mill Ih- I'Vliiii I \u (lull I UJil Itu* a lllich I Nlji-d

\nl artfd linilujiMin riiitj aiiij \jw up in MJil in uur biit)!i-\i ulc

III ihf u-ai ' Ml' iilli-r .i »idf \flfi iimi and a iilfiimi' L'uaranli't'

^
^

/IRTC/IRVED^ COLLEGE JEWELRY

I

September I6*i7*i8*i9*t0

IDam -4pm

^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Payment Plans AvaMbi* I

AlllV9M

UMASS
15Sfm. SMfLML

(ret Out 01 Town. Fast!
Our n.S.EXPRESS Marshals want to run
out of town . . . and then bringyou back!
Are you going to Boston pardner?

Oar coacliefl give you the fastest ser-

vicebetweentheAmherst/nToortliainp-
ton area and BostooEU

Tickets are only $18 one-way. Get
them at the UMASS campns center
tlcketwindow. CoachesdepartUMASS
at theWhitmore Horseshoeandarrive
in Boston at Bsse» St. (eun^oes fl'om South

Station).

BOSTON
BOUND?

BOSTON FriiafA SmJf Scbnlmh

LaSVW MlTtVtM MiTtlftt

4M^jm. iM^M. tMpM.
TMpM. TMpM.

TMpjB. §mpjm. BMi^M.

romli 12/31/91

FREE
TICKET

ttr mpirnW3(y91

Buy a tickal to Boston this

Friday from II.S.EXPRB^
and get a FREE return

ticket for Sunday.
Just bring this coupon to

the ticket winck>w and ask
for U.S.EXPRESS I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I

Women's Issues

A Resource for Women
Entering a large university like UMass

can be very overwhelming. Students are
often unaware of the vast number of re-

sources available to them.
Although the budget cuts have had a

serious afTect on the number of opportuni-
ties for students here at UMass, many or-

ganizations continue to do their best to help
them. One such organization is the
Everywoman's Center.

The Everywoman's Center performs
many services for campus women. They
offer advising and counseling and they also
have an educational program. The 24-hour
hot line number for victims/survivors of
sexual violence and battering is 545-0800.

The Everywoman's Center is located on
the 2nd floor of Wilder Hall, University of
Massachusettes. The center is open Mon-
days, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays 9
a.m. through 4 p.m. and Wednesdays 12

noon through 4 p.m.
The Everywoman's Center Counseling

Program has walk-in/drop-in hours Monday
and Thursday 12 p.m. through 1:30 p.m.
and call-in houi^ Monday, tuesday, and
Thursday 10 a.m. through 11 a.m. and
Wednesday 2 p.m. through3 p.m. Counseling
for individuals and couples is available by
appointment. Support groups and work-
shops are offered on a variety of topics.

The Everywoman's Center Counseling
Program services are free of charge. For
more information call 545-0883.

The Everywoman's Center Counseling
Program will be offering a free ten week
support group for women entitled "Making
Peace With Food." Space in this support
group is limited so an interview is required
for acceptance into the group. The group
will meet on Tuesday evenings from 7:00-

8:30p.m. beginning Oct. 8. For more infor-

mation call 545-0883.

Necessities/Necesidades good
Recourse for Battered Women

NeoeemtiM/Necesidadea, a Northampton-
based organization that provides resources

for battered women and their children, haa
been awarded a 1991 lOLTA grant of35,4 11
from the Maasachuaetts Bar Foundation to

support their program of legal advocacy for

battered women.
The funds will be used to support the

salaries of the direct service coordinators

who supervise the training of volunteer le-

gal advocates, coordinate the services pro-

vided to battered women, and provide direct
legal advocacy to wooien during peer coun-
seling seseioos, court sppearances and on
the hotline.

The funds will also support the salary of

an attorney who will be available 12 hours
perweek for short-term legal representation

ofbattered woman free ofcharge. The attor-

ney will alao conduct question and answer
sessions for battered women and the paid

and volunteer staff of Necessities/

Neoesidades.

Battered women can contact Neoeesitiea/

Neoeaidadee twenty-four hours a day at
(413)686-5066.

In the last 18 months, the state has cut

16% of their budget and more cuts are

pending. The program needs women to

volunteer in order for N/N to continue to

provide a road tofreedom for batteredwomen
and their children.

If you are a woman with fiindraising or

administrative/office skills or have an in-

terest in providing crisis intervention, sup-

port, and legal advocacy, conader becoming
an administrative and/or direct service ad-

vocate atNeceesitiea/Neoesidades. Bilingual

and/or bicultural women strongly encour-

aged to apply.

TIm next training seesion, which will be

ASL interpreted, begins October 17. For

more information call Sandy at 586- 1 125, or

write to Necessitiea/Necesidades 16Armory
Street, Northampton Mass. 01060.

Upcoming area events!

Elaine Alfano, ri^t, executive director of Pro-Choice Vermont,
gestures towards mail that the group has received expressing
opposition to the confirmation ofJudge Clarence Thomas to the U.S.
Supreme Court at a rally last weel^ The mail will be forwarded to
Vermont's Senators and the Senate Judiciary Commitee.

ARTICLES BY JE88AME HANNUS

September 19:

Bell Hooks, a black feminist writer, will

be speaking at Amherst College in Steam
Auditorium at 8 p.m.

Before Stonewall—A wonderful docu-

mentary about lesbian and gay life before

1969 and the present lesbian and gay lib-

eration movement. 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center room 803.

September 25:

New Latina Fiction: Works by U.S. Women
Ellen McCraken, from the Comparative
Literature department, will speak at this

session of the Women's Studies Brown Bag
Series.

12:16-1:30 p.m. in the Campus Center

room 804-808.

September 26:

Entre Nous—A film exploring women's
relationships through the intense friend-

ship shared between two women in France

during wartime. 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center room 803.

Shelter seeking new volunteers
Womanshelter/Companeras, a shelter

providing services to battered women and
their children in the Greater Holyoke-
Chicopee Area, needs volunteers for the

24-hour hotline, children's program, ad-

vocacy, fundraising and in the ofRce.

Training sessions begin Saturday, Sep-

tember 21, 1991. For furthur information
please call Edie Jennings Wigfall Monday
through Friday between 8 p.m. and 4 p.m.

A Women's Issues editor's manifesto

BAR-frQ BUCK
$
1.00 OFF

With Coupon

Expires 8/31/'91

I .imjt One coupcm per person

Featunnq Hickorv smoked Ribs 'n'

Oiickpn. \iomevnAde SaWs. Snacks,

Sanduit hps. Kids Mpnu and pigs gak)re!'

^<- ACME
i BAR-B-Q

f/ 586-5668
Takeout & Catering

I Irs Sn^TTtuir- 4 10pm • In & Sal 1 1 .'iftini lOp"'

Ckistt) Mindiv

Greetings Umass! My name is Jessame
Hannus and 1 am the new Women's Issues

editor. I worked on the Ed/Op page last

semester, so please give me time to get

used to editing a news page.

In the past the Women's Issues page
has failed to Hve up to the expectations of

both the community and the Collegian

staff. I hope to change this.

1 am gn^'eatly interested in hearing your
opinions. If you can think of something
that )rou would like to see on this page, let

me know. Also, ifyou think that I have not

adequately addressed your own issues as a

woman, please tell me. I cannot presume to

claim that 1 represent all women. We all

have different perspectives and agendaa.

My goal is to address as many of them as

possible. However, I will need your input.

I would also like to speak to anyone who
has an interest in writing. The Collegian is

a valuable source ofwritingandjournalistic
experience. I want everyone to have the

opportunity to see their name in print.

Perhaps you will even discover that you
might ei\ioy journalism as a career. If you

think you might like to try writing, please

come in and talk to me.
Even ifyou do not want to write articles,

your writing will be greatly appreciated at

the editorial desk. If someUiing happens to

you. or you see something that might not fit

the guidelines ofjournalistic writing, please

feel fi-ee to write about it in editorial or letter

form.

Our ability to communicate could change
the world. The Collegian has given us the

space and the opportunity. Let's use it!

WRITE FOR WOMEN'S ISSUES

ORIENTATION FORALL WRITERS:
SUNDAY, 2:00 P.M. AT THE COLLEGIAN

PLEASE DROP OFF ANY STORY IDEAS IN
THE WOMEN'S ISSUES MAILBOX

PEOPLE OF ALL RACES AND CULTURES
ARE ENCOURAGED TO CONTRIBUTE
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU
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Quote of the Day
• A 20 ton fire apparatus versus an automobile

does not bode well for the latter."

-Keith E. Hoyle
Senior Fire Prevention Officer

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE
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CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
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The Am-T Calling Card will nevfr go to waste. You can ase it to make a call fn)m almost anywhere lo anywhere.

Once vou have one. vcxiU never need to apply for another And its the least expensive way to call staie-to-sute on AT&T when >i)u can t dial
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TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN
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Menu

Sorryf menu not
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YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

CaUing Card, youll become a member of AT&T Student Sauer Plus, a program of products and services designed to saw students

time and money. D So, as you see, tnere^ only one way to describe the /lMrai/&>^airrf- in todays college environment Indispensable.

Get an AT&TCaUing CardtodaLy. CaU 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4811.
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ARIES (March 21-April 19):

ImpofUnt understandings c«n be

•rachcd today. Take the helm in

financing and charting your future.

Social afTairs capture your inleiest

later in the day. Higti ideals are

essential.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Although fnend<vhips are subjects to

stress today, there is a positive trend

where job and domestic tasks arc

concerned. Do not let outsiders place

limits on what you do. Be yourself.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -June 20): Contact

with friends could change a favorite

fantasy into reality. An unfamiliar or

faraway locale provides you with

fun experiences. You warm lo a

newcomer. A healthy sense ofhumor

is vital.

CANCER (June 2 1 -July 22): This is

not the time to act like a recluse. Be

communicative — there arc far-

reaching plans to discu.ss and long

distances to bridge. Put your best

foot forward.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Take no

notice of fancy promises or idle

threats. Keep yourTinancial dealings

strictly aboveboard. Your reputation

is on (he line. Fulflllinga commitment

to your loved ones will bring inner

peace.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):

Cultivate new professional and social

contact. "Great minds think alike."

as you will soon discover. Long-

range plans are taking shape. An old

friend will brighten your evening.

UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You en
gain the information and friendly

support you desiie. An unexpected

message delights you. Cross over

into new territory and you will like

the view. Romance intensifies.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov22Dec.2l):
The spotlight is on wishes linked to

friendship, a legal seillemcni or

domestic arrangements. You can

expect a smooth smart and fantastic

finish. An old friend gives you a

helping hand.

SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 2 1 ): Wofk
and household tasks can be wrapped

up swiftly today. Do what mu.sl be

done before seeking recreation.

Acting on an investment tip or

snatching up a bargain will pay big

dividends.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): If

you have been burning the candle at

both ends lately, slow down. Do not

dissipate your remaining energy:

enjoy the comforts of home this

coming weekend. Travel can wait.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20Feb. 18):

Terrific, surprising developments

occurtoday. A long-range goal moves

within reach. You finally realize who
is in your comer. Do not be shy

where your aims are concerned.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): You

have better control of a financial

situation now. Direct your attention

toward positive people and promising

work projects. The sea of love could

be choppy. Do not rock the boat.

Today's Staff
Night Editor. Marc Elliott

Copy Editor. David Massey

PhotoTechnician Carrie Wyeth

Production Supervisor ,. Nicole Dumas
Production Teny Starmer,

Kim Frisino, Chris Prell, Ali Woolwich
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NFL
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

As for this week's match-up, all that you can question is

that the spread is only 1 1 points. The Pats have only scored

6 points in their last two games. Although Houston was
inconsistent last year on the road, I can't see anyone falling

asleep against New England. Look for the Oilers to light it

up before they go into their open date.

Critics are having a field day in New York as the Giants'

offense slumped for the third week in a row. This problem

will not be solved in one week. Coach Ray Handley is still

trying to get a feel for the team's overall character as was

seen by last week's play calling. The Giants looked a lot

more like last year's playoff team, but they are still a long

way away.
The match-up of the two running games and struggling

offenses of the Browns and Giants should provide a low

scoring game. The Giants should win this one easily, but not

by 12 1/2 points.

Dallas was too distraught over their tough loss to the

Redskins to even bother showing up to Texas Stadium to

face the Eagles last Sunday. You can be sure that coach

Jimmy Johnson was not pleased by the performance of the

Cowboys in their 24-0 loss to Philadelphia.

The Cardinals, however, proved that the first two weeks

of the season was nothing but a fiuke as they were handed

their shorts in a 34-0 defeat to the Redskins. Look for the

Cowboys to unleash their wrath on Phoenix this week and

blow away the Cardinals. This is a must win situation for

Dallas if thev plan to make a stand in the rough and tough

NFC East.

The best pick of the week is definitely the Redskins by

four over the stagnant Bengals. Cincinnati is 0-3 and has

only scored 34 points in their first three games. Meanwhile,

Washington looks to be in mid-season form and should have

no problem covering only four points.

The worst game of the week has got to be the the Colts

against the Lions. One more loss for IndianapoUs and you

can say -good bye" to coach Ron Meyer The combination of

an 0-3 start, a whopping 13 points ofoffense and a loss to the

Patriots speaks for itself. Detroit looked good in an upset of

the Miami Dolphins last week and should have no problems

handling the Colts

This week's Monday Night match-up has the Jets in

Chicago against the Bears. Last week the Jets got lucky and

still lost to the Bills, while the Bears looked great against

the Giants. The Bear running game will be too much for the

Jets to handle but it's going to be hard to cover the 8 1/2

points. How did the Jets make Monday Night Football

anvway?
Here are this week's picks in CAPS: (H) » Home Team
OILERS(-ll) VS (H)Pats, BR0WNS( + 12 1/2) VS

(H)Giant8, RAlDERS(-2) VS (H)Falcons, REDSKINS(-4)

VS (H)Bengals, (H)EAGLES(-3) VS Steelers,

(H)DOLPHlNS(-8 1/2) VS Packers, VlKINGS(+3) VS
(H)Saints, LIONS(EVEN) VS (H)Colt8, BiLLS(-8) VS
(H)Tampa Bay. (H)49ERS(-8 1/2) VS Rams, (H)CHIEFS(-7

1/2) VS Seattle, (H)BR0NC0S(-8 1/2) VS Chargers, DAL-

LAS(+1) VS (H)Cardmals, (H)BEARS(-8 1/2) VS Jete

Record last week : 10 - 4

Record this season : 10 - 4

Rov Alexander is a Collegian Correspondent
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would be a strong favorite over the Sox as well, they're no

dynasty. This has been a turn-around year for them, all the

way around from a last place finish last season. The/ve yet

to really prove that their current chemistry is for real,

though veterans Kirby Puckett and Kent Hrbek, both

members of the 1987 World Championship team, are still

key components to their success.

It's not going to be easy for the Sox, but after breakingthe

bank to sign Matt Young and Danny Darwin last off-season

(WHY? WHY? WHY?), this is the challenge they deserve to

face. No more backing into titles. It's time for a change.

Who does Bonnie Lindros, mother ofhockey phenom Eric

Lindros. think she is?
. „ c.

"Do you know what's another option? Baseball. Enc

could play basebaU.- she said

This is the brilliant suggestion by Mrs. Undros. UK,

Bonnie. Eric may have a point by not signing with the

Quebec Nordiques (read: poor excuse for an NHL hockey

team), but baseball?

Bonnie herself adds. 'He's never played much baseball,

but he's going to take it up. He tookbatUng practice with the

Blue Jays this season."
. ^. . /-, l

Yeah, and Bill Murray took BP with the Chicago Cubs,

and while these days he might be good for a million bucks

a year, he'll make more on the SUver Screen. Bonme. do you

tWnkEriccanjust-takeup-basebaUandplayprofessionally?

The man (or should I say kid . he's only 18) is a hockey player.

While it makes sense to discuss options to Enc s playing tor

the Nordiques. baseball is not a viable one.
. , . .

The quotes provided here are from a stoi7 by Leigh

MontvUle enUUed "Young Gun." in the September 23 issue

o{ Sports Illustrated. Here's another one from Bonnie:

"(Quebec's] not the environment we want for him.

Uke that matters? Where was Eric's opimon on the

subject? While his parents can make all the silly excuses

theywant for why he won't sign with Quebec, could Enc

please come out and say he just doeant want to play for the

team that has finished dead last the past two seasons?

Quebec's a beautiful place. You cant knock it. Thousands

of tourists flock there every year. WhUe the language could

be a problem (most ofQuebec's population is French-speak-

ing), many ofthe Nordiques speak EngUsh. and they are the

people he'U be dealingwiththe most. They're not
complaimng

about the awkwardness of Uving there, and no one else on

the team is making halfofwhat Undros would. Besides, you

give me $3 miUion a year, and 111 strap on the skates and

play for Ctechoslovakia.

Eric Undros is young, but he is the one who must make

the tough decisions. I just can't beUeve that the real reMon

he won't play for Quebec is the environment. Especially if

that's the opinion comingfrom his parents, not directly from

him He is not obligated to play for the Nordiques. but if

others can. he can. While hell make an impact wherever

hell play, it would be no more noticeable anywhere but Le

CoUsee Where else would he feel he's making more of a

contribution? With his Junior Hockey team, the Oshawa

Generals? Sure, they might be a good team, but they're not

in the NHL. and they wont make him rich.
^ ^ . ^ ,

And if Eric's ever really alienated about the thought of

living in a French-speaking province, think of how Mats

Sundin. one ofQuebec's players. feeU: he's Finmsh (is there

a translator for this guy up there?).

Ted Kottler is a Collegian Correspondent
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COLLEGE PIZZA

Fal special
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FOUND
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vtoa. 549-0367

BAHAMA CRUISE $99 par paraon

5 day/4 night hotel

Plan now tor your break.

Very imited offer.

CaM now 1-800^21-0572

MDE WANTED

I raaly need rides to from Long Island thia
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NOOMMATE WANTED

HORTNWEST AIR TRAVEL voucher tor

Mie. $190 value tor $180. Cal 1 5633360
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Sports

Salisbury leads unbeaten field hockey over Providence
•^ ... -,.t I ^ i.„,. .u^ Kuii infn thftir Bcore.' SaliBbuTv Said.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey freight train was on course and at

full speed yesterday, defeating Providence

College 3-0.

The Minutewomen, ranked No. 2 in the

nation, executed their game plan to near

perfection from the start, and stopped the

Friars from ever opening up their offense.

Sophomore Jenn Salisbury notched a hat

trick, scoring all three goals in the first half.

UMaas kept their perfect record intact

with the win and raised their record to 5-0.

The team put Providence away with 1:27

lefl in the first half when Salisbury, off a

pass from Tara Jelley , shot the ball in for her

third goal of the game.

Coach Pam Hixon attributed the victory

to a well-designed, well-executedgame plan

Hixon praised both Salisbury and Jelley for

their roles.

"Tara really made some great runs for

those long balls. .Jenny had to play two

roles: she had to come back to midfield as

well as be up on the forward lir.«.' Hixon

said. "She really read her responsibilities

extremely well. Those two kids did a great

job."

UMass started attacking with a fast break

offense , hoping to catch Providence offguard

They broke the ice at 24:47 of the first half

when Salisbury pounded in the pass from

Dawn Trumbauer past goaltender Debbie

Haggie.

That goal turned out to be the only one

UMass needed, but they increased the lead

to 2-0 at 9.45 when Salisbury blasted the

ball in on an assist by Sherlan Cabralis.

"We kept pounding the ball into their

end, and they made mistakes. Their goal-

keeper made some crucial errors, and we

capitalized," Hixon said.

The Minutewomen dominated Provi-

dence in the first half, as they kept the ball

in the offensive rone for the last 27 minutes

of the half The few times that Providence

did get the ball into UMass' rone, strong

clearing shots by the defense thwarted the

Friars attack.

•TTiat's why we scout," Hixon said. "You

hope that your ideas work; we wanted to hit

the ball into the open spaces, and let Tara

Jelley run to the ball."

Nuraing a big lead in the second half, the

Minutewomen calmed their offensive attack,

and made sure that they got back on defense.

"We wanted to sUy in control, because

they have a tendency to come back and

score," Salisbury said.

"I think 1 saw the ball better today than

in previous games, but there is still room for

improvement. Our team's just gonna' get

better. In the future we need to execute in

each game. 1 think we played hard." said

Jelley.

UMaas goalie Philippa Scott had another
quiet, yet solid game. She played very

steadily, and was not caught out of position

once. Scott had her third shutout of th«

season, and lowered her goals against av-

erage to 0.4 per game.

The defense performed well, as they only

gave up four penalty comers to the Friars.

Providence gave UMass 20 penalty comers,

and one penalty shot.

So how good is this team, anyway?
Said Jelley, "I think right now that we're

mentally strong and physically in shape."

Davis
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

developed a meaningful friendship.

"If you have a proper relationship with your SID, there

are things you tell him that you don't even tell your wife."

Reid said. That's just the way it is."

In what is becoming a legendary story. R«d wwit to visit

Davis duringthe SID's hospitahzationone ni^ilastsummer

at about 11pm. Wearing a shirt and tie. Reid was stopped

and asked what he was doing in the hospital at that hour.

"I mumbled something and then said Dr. Reid,' (I went

right in)," recalls Reid. "Howie was shocked to see me."

That's the type ofthing that friends do for friends and for

Reid and Davis the bond is strong.

"If you win the game or if you lose the game, it doesn't

matter with him." says Reid. "It goes beyond that, hell ask

how you're doing. He's just a great man. We're around a

great one. sometimes we don't realize how great."

The praise for Davis runs allthrou^the athletic program.

"Howie Davis 18 efficient," says women's basketball coach

Joanie O'Brien. "Sometimes I wonderhow hegeU everything

done, from the schedule card to the media guide."

Not so coincidentally, long time sports reporter for the

Hampthirt GcutUe , MiltCole alsochose the word "efficient,"

when describing Davis.

"He always does a good job of providing the information

needed." says Cole, a 22-year veteran of the Gazette. "He

runs a very efficient press box and press room."

While Cole adds that Davis can be "abrasive," he's quick

to rank him in the top five of all SIDs that he has worked

with.

"He's a very strong SID, he knows what the media wants

and he gives it to us." Cole said. "He's quite accessible."

Media and coaches aside, perhaps the biggest fan of

Howie Davis, is the man that Davis calls his "Guru," the SID

and Assistant Athletic Director at Northeastern. Jack

Grinold.

"Of the thousands of SIDs that there are in the United

States. I consider Howie one of my closest friends." says

Grinold. who is in his 30th year at Northeastern. "I doubt

whether many of the people at UMass know of Howie's

reputation outside of the community, he's one of the better

SIDs in the country."

Davis's nationwide stature is clearly evident in the fact

that he is a member of the CoSIDA (College Sports Infor-

mation Directors ofAmerica) Hall ofFame, an honor which

Davis attributes to "longevity," and one that Grinold says is

a tribute to the hard work and dedication of Davis.

After a two year stint at Kenyon College in Ohio, Davis

took the job as SID at Springfield College, where he met
Grinold in 1968. He spent 12 years at Springfield and
landed in Amherst in 1980. The Guru and his student have

forged a relationship that continues to grow and the kind

well.

Davis admits that a university can be run without an

aUUetic program, but the benefits from a sports program

are innumerable.

The extracurricular activities make more well-rounded

studenU." explains Davis. "It is as important as any oth«r

part of extracurricular life."

Whether or not Davis agrees with the administration is

a moot point, when the reality of budget cuts have forced

some innovative measures on his part.

Witness the elimination (^ the food in the press box

previously offered to members of the media, which many
had become accustomed to in recent years.

"We're the only school in the country on our level of

football or basketball that doesn't offer the media food at

games." Davis said.

Some people were aggravated according to Davis, but in

his eyes it was a matter of "hot dogs vs. the paper for

CoOiCUa pho«o by Carrto WjrMk

Massachusetts Sports Information Director

Howie Davis takes a breali from his busy
schedule. Davis has made the UMass SID office

one of the ftnest in nation despite mi^or budget
cuts.

words from Grinold are seemingly endless.

"Howie Davis is concerned," says Grinold. "Concerned

for UMass, concerned for the athletes, concerned for his

family and concerned for the welfare of the college."

Flattered by the Guru's praise, Davis remains humble.

"What makes a great SID? As long as we service the

media and service it in a way that the institution dictates,

the media can't complain," says Davis, who adds that he not

only follows the UMass philosophy, but agrees with it as

In addition. Davis has cut back on the amount of pho-

tographs that are pubUshed in media guides, which he sajs

is a m^jor budgetary savings.

Put aside the talk of money, sports and press releases

and Howie Davis is foremost a student of life and all that it

encompasses. The dates he remembers are associated with

UMass sporting events, but the memories are more re«U and

painful than any game could ever be.

"We've had a couple oftough years," Davis says referring

to his wife, Rae and his two children Jeri (a graduate of

UMass) and Steve (currently a UMass student and tennis

team member).
In 1988 Rae was diagnosed with breast cancer, then

during the Lehigh game in 1989 Davis received a call that

his mother had passed away and finally in August of last

year, Davis was told he needed reconstructive heart surgeiry.

To say the least, the past few years have been trying for

Davis and his family.

"Ifyou have what I call a PMA, positive mental attitude,

you can get through anything," says Davis.

Rae has been "clean" (in remission) for some time now,

says Daviswho was with the football team in Virginia on his

first day back from surgery, and then followed the basket-

ball team to Indiana to round out his return to work.

The experiences imdoubtedly placed things in a better

perspective for Davis and he now says he is making the

move from a Type A personality to a TVpe AB personahtyl"

Still, Davis describes himself as "intense."

"1 try not to let anything get by, cover all the bases and

try to do what's right," he says. "To accomplish that you

have to be intense."

Sox still in pennant race
While only the extinct Brooklyn Dodgers

rival the Red Sox in World Series futility,

the Olde Towne Team is at least pretty good

at winning the American League Eastern

Division. However, if they are to win their

fourth crown in six seasons, they will have

to do so in a different manner: they must
come from behind.

Ted Kottler

The Red Sox last three A.L. East crowns

came in 1986, 1988 and 1990. In each of

these seasons, they were in first place on

September 19. In "86, they ran away with

the division. In '88 and '90, they narrowly

came out on top, but in none of the three

seasons were they forced to overcome another

team. Yesterday, the Red Sox were two and
a half games behind the front-running

Toronto Blue Jays, and they have 17 games
to surpass the Blue Jays.

I guess its time to try something new.

Backing into the title in '88, by virtue of a

last day loss by their closest opponent, didn't

exactly propel the Sox into the A.L. Champi-
onship Series (they were swept by the Oak-

land Athletics, 4 games to 0). Taking the '90

crown with a meager 88-74 record yielded

the same result. Though they have yet to

win the division this year, that might be a

blessing in disguise. The Sox will really

have to get their act together to eclipse

Toronto, and if they manage to, they will

certainly have some momentum (a rare el-

ement among the Sox this season) to carry

them into the ALCS, where they would

likely face the Minnesota Twins, whose

magic number is down to 10.

Facing the Twins would also be more
favorable to the Sox than facing the A's (but

let's not think that far ahead). Though they

fell apart in the World Series last year, the

A's began to form a dynasty in 1988. They
were such heavy favorites over Boston in

the '88 and '90 ALCS that hardly anyone
believed the Sox could take a game from the

A's (and they didn't). But while the Twins

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

Roy's view of the NFL
I^ast week's Monday night game fea-

tured two of the premier teams in the

AFC, the Houston Oilers and the Kansas
City Chiefs. In what was a close battle

until the end, the Oilers showed that they

will be serious contenders to the AFC
champion Buffalo Bills.

Roy Alexander

The Oilers, who are better known for

their explosive offense, showed once again

that they have a tenacious defense.

Houston has outscored the Raiders,

Bengals and Chiefs 94-31. In the mean-

time they have upped their record to 3-0,

which may have clinched the Central

title. Last year, the Bengals won the

division with a mediocre 9-7 record.

Haywood Jeffiries showed the Chiefs

and the rest of the league that he too is a

bona-fide Pro Bowl receiver. Many critics

attribute much of Jeffiries' success to

fellow receivers Drew Hill and Ernest

Givins. Jeffiries proved everyone wrong
on Monday night by picking apart possi-

bly the best secondary in the league.

Despite losing to the Steelers 20-6

last Sunday, the Patriots looked very

impressive. Thanks to two early turn-

overs, the Pats hvmg close until late in

the fourth quarter. Pittsburgh pulled

away on a 32-yard pass to tight end Eric

Green and a recovery ofa blocked punt in

the end zone.

You have to seriously question coach

McPherson's third down pass selection

when it was obvious that there wouldn't

be enough room to get offa punt if(when)

the pass fell incomplete. As a result, Pat

punter Brian Wagner punted the ball

into the dairy-aire of teammate Eugene

The Hitting Machine" Lockhart. Other-

wise, Coach Mac did an incredible job.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
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CoUaglMi photo by Malt Kahn

VIEW FROM A HOLE — The candid
camera gets an interesting view ofcampus
dwellers from the Campus Center Garage.

O'Brien to boost enrollment
Recruiting seeks to increase University's revenues
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

In a striking policy change, Chancellor Richard O'Brien
has set a goal to increase the undergraduate enrollment of
the University of Massachusetts by 3,000 students over the
next three years.

O'Brien's plan contrasts sharply to the policy of saving
money through downsizing the University, a mtyor point of

former Chancellor Joseph Duffey, who has since left for the
presidency of American University in Washington, D.C.

O'Brien has set an ambitious goal of increasing the
enrollment from the present 1 7,000 to 20,000 in three years.
The Office of Institutional Research and Planning has
documented a projected 5 percent undergraduate enrollment
decrease in the 1988-91 fall semesters.

O'Brien said the University could reaUze $9.3 million in

addition revenue if the plan works. He said the per capita

expenses of Housing Services and the dining commons
would also fall with more students on campus.

"^ith the exception ofHarvard andM IT, we are the most
prestigious university in this state." he said. "And we have
modest tuition. We could invade their market, so to speak."

O'Brien said the University's reputation within the state
still remains high even in the face of years of negative
pubUcity over the University's budget. He said this year's

freshman class size was nearly the same as that of past
years.

"Perhaps we exaggerated our fears of the impact of the
budget cuts," O'Brien said.

Timm Rinehart, director of undergraduate admissions,
said he will now be able to fill the six empty desks in his

office. Armed with a revitilized admissions program,
Rinehart said he will spearhead an effort to boost the
University's sagging enrollment.

Rinehart will tell prospective students "that this is still

a first-rate university" despite the recent slew of budget
slashes. "We think we have done a goodjob in protecting the
academic experience."

To attract more students, Rinehart said he will improve
the direct-mail program, hold more college fairs, urge more
high-school seniors to visit UMass firsthand and use alumni
to host visiting students.

But, Rinehart warned, 'there isno single key" to attracting
more students to the University.

In addition, Rinehart said, the University will boost

enrollment by automatically accepting students to this

campus from community colleges throughout the state.

Those interested mustcomply with the University's academic
criteria.

The more students the University attracts, Rinehart

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Student vote a question mark in senate election
By MICHAEL LEVY
CoUegian SUff

As the Sept. 24 election to fill John Olver's
vacated state senate seat draws nearer,

both parties in the contest are unsure about
the impact of the student vote.

According to Town Clerk Cornelia Como,
39 percent of registered Amherst voters

participated in the primary elections on
Aug. 27. In the precincts, which are largely

UMaas students, the voterturnout was close

to that level despite the fact that the election

was held during the summer.
Precinct 3, which contains most of

Northeast and Sylvan residence areas,

showed best with 35 percent voting. Pre-

cinct 9, which contains the southern portion

of Central residence area, was next with a

34 percent turnout, and Southwest-South
had a showing of 31 percent.

The worst voter turnout for UMass re-

lated districts was precinct 10, with 24 per-

cent. These students included Southwest-
North and a minority of the University's

sororities and fraternities.

Como suggested the high student turn-

out was due to a post-card campaign by
Democratic candidate Stan Rosenberg to

attract absentee voters. Of the 4226 total

ballots for the primary, nearly 550 were
absentees.

While there were Amherst community
members included, Como said "a good part
were students."

Among students from Amherst College.

Hampshire Collage, and UMass, Como es-

timated there are 2500 regular voters.

Initially, Republican candidate Douglas
Dagarin said he was unsure as to the student
impact on the upcoming election.

'I'd like to think that the student popu-
lation holds the same values that this can-

didacy is promoting. In that respect it is

very significant," he said.

Dagarin went on to say the students
could make a "big difference."

"Stan is obviously well-liked in Amherst,"
he said.

According to the campaign staff of Stan
Rosenberg, the student vote may not leave a
huge impact.

Campaign Manager Ken Bazinet said,

The question is, 'Do the students know?"*

"Stan is a champion in Massachusetts for

public higher education," he said, but added
the early date of this election could leave

many students out of touch with the politi-

cal environment.
Bazinet went on to discuss a few factors

which may take students out ofsignificance

.

These included the lack ofregistration drives

this early in the semester, the continued

assimilation to college life by new students,

and the point that a bulk ofthe campaigning
has been concentrated over the summer.

when students are out of town.

Another problem affecting student voting,

according to the town clerk, is the updating
of voter Usts. Lists of spring semester stu-

dents must be reviewed to eliminate those

who have moved away and those who have
moved to a new location in Amherst.

Those who leave insufficient forwarding

information are sent "drop notices" to their

last known address, informing them oftheir

unfavorable voting status.

If students are unsure about their posi-

tions, they may call the town clerk's office,

according to Como.
In this Hampshire/Franklin County

election, residents from many surrounding
towns will be involved. These include

Amherst, Deerfield, Granby, Greenfield,

Hadley, Leverett, Montague, Northampton,
and Sunderland.

Polls are open on Tuesday from 7 A.M. to

8 P.M.

Hooks: Blacks
terrorized by
^Whiteness'
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

She walked into Amherst College's Steam Audito-

rium to face a crowd hushed with anticipation. Her
message: "Blacks are terrorized everyday by 'white-

ness.*"

Bell Hooks, renowned Black feminist author, said

she is examining how "Blacks see Whites as the other"

in her new book. Black Looks.

She said most traditional Black theorists concen-

trate on how Whites view Blacks as the 'other,' but she

wanted to explore the Black concept of "whiteness."

Hooks said Blacks carry an internalized awareness

ofWhites as oppressors, which permeates their daily

consciousness.

One example was a personal story about visiting a

mall and being aware she was the only Black in a

White crowd.

Hooks said issues of safety filled her mind, and
actually prevented her from using the restroom in the

mall because she felt vulnerable.

Blacks are very aware of "safe space" and the idea

of "traveling" often holds many terrors for Blacks

because it means leaving safe neighborhoods and
communities, Hooks said.

Hooks added that Whites assume Blacks share

their view of whiteness as something positive and

Black as something negative. She said her book "is

about how violated Black people feel when we are

forced to consume this [message]."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Dem. lawmakers say council ^slanted'
Accuse Weld ofsnubbing western Massachusetts
By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press

BOSTON — Democratic lawmakers, pointing to the

eastern slant ofthe state's Higher Education Coordinating

Council, accused Gov. William Weld on Thursday ofignoring

western Massachusetts's education needs.

Rep. Daniel Bosley. D-Adams, said Bay Staters living

west ofWorcester were "a little fed up" with Weld's attitude

toward them.
"In the past three weeks the governor has spent three

times more time in the Far East than he has in the last nine

months in western Massachusetts," Bosley said, referring

to Weld's trade mission to Asia last month.
Bosley's comments came at a hearing ofthe I^egislature's

Education Committee, which took no action on the bill.

Ray Howell, Weld's press secretary, accused Bosley of

grandstanding.

"My guess is that the representative's comments reflect

partisan politics rather than any regional concerns," Howell

said. "The governor has spent as much time in western

Massachusetts as any other region in the state."

"We don't really have a position on adding two more
members to th^ board. That's fine with us," said Howell.

"We're sympathetic to the view that western Massachusetts

should be represented and we are working toward that

end."

What Weld did object to, Howell said, was "creating

quotas of any sort."

We do not think it's a good idea to start dividing the board

up along geographic or any other lines," he said.

The Coordinating Council members were sworn in on

Tuesday. The council replaced the Board of Regents of

Higher Education under a higher education reorganization

law Weld signed last month.
Howell said the members' terms were staggered, and

Education Secretary Piedad Robertson and Weld were

"hopeful (they) can use some upcoming vacancies to bring

western Massachusetts representation to the board."

The education reorganization also combined the state's

public universities into an expanded University of Massa-
chusetts system and gave its board of trustees autonomy.

Howell said that after the consolidation ofthe University

of Massachusetts, the Amherst campus "wields consider-

able influence" in the state's higher education system.

Bosley and Rep. Stanley Rosenberg, D-Amherst, are

sponsoring a bill that would expand the board from 10

members to 12, and stipulate that two members be from

Hampshire, Berkshire, Franklin, or Hampden counties.

Earlier this year Bosley lost a fight with the Weld
administration for a 6-cents-a-gallon milk tax he said would

help dairy farmers in rural western Massachusetts.

Rosenberg, the Democratic nominee for the state Senate
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Friday. Sept. 20

LBGA — There will be a LBGA coffee social at 3:00 p.m.

in the campus center.

Dance— BMCP is sponsoring a Jeans and T-shirt dance

from 10:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

Admission is $5.00.

Audition — Auditions for "Noises Off" are being held by

the UMass Theatre Guild from 5 p.m. - 1 a.m. in Campus
Center room 163C.

lecture — The InterVarsity Christian Fellowship is

Bponsoring a lecture, discussionand meetingon "Christianity

and Political Correctness" given by Rosita Matthews from

7:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. in Campus Center room 165. Admis-

sion is free.

Service and Shabbat Dinner— "Judaism and Humanity
- Saving the World Inch by Inch" will be discussed at 7 p.m.

at the Chabad House.

Saturday, Sept. 21

Audition — Auditions for "Noises Off are being held by

the UMass Theatre Guild from 8 a.m. - 1 a.m. in Campus
Center room 163C.

Service and Shabbat ilfeo/— This will be held at 10 a.m.

at the Chabad House.

Concert — Linda Shear will be performing in concert at

8 p.m at the Northampton Center for the Art* as a benefit

for the FLOWER foundation.

Sunday. Sept. 22

Meeting — POWER (the Progressive Organization for

Women's Equal Rights) is holding an informational meting

from 7 p.m. - 8p.m. in the POWER office. Student Union

room 306.

Succot — At 5:00 p.m. at the Hillel House there will be

dinner, a service and decorating of the Succah.

Eve ofSuccot— There will be a service discussing "What

on Earth is a Tabernacle?" and festive dinner at 7:00 p.m.

in the Chabad Sukkah at the Chabad House.

Oil fires take toll on Kuwaiti reserves
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Kuwait City (AP)— Fires set by Iraqi troops during their

occupation of Kuwait have destroyed at least 3 billion

barrels of the emirate's reserves, tlw oil minister was

quoted as saying yesterday.

Hamoud al-Rouba also said he expected the remaining

282 burning oil wells to be extinguished earlier than the

projected date of next March.

He made his remarks during a visit Wednesday to the

Um-Qadir oil field south of Kuwait City, where Kuwaiti

firefighters were extinguishing a well. His remarks were

carried by local papers.

Rouba was quoted as saying that out ofKuwait's pre-war

100 billion barrels in recoverable oil reserves, at least 3

percent had been destroyed.

"The question is how much of the 100 billion barrels we

will be able to recover," he said. "A study is needed to

determine that. But there is no doubt that the reservoirs

have been affected."

He said that the losaea of the oil sector since Iraq's Aug.

2. 1990 invasion haw totaled $75 billion, including $43

billion in lost oil.

Iraqi troops sabotaged and set fire to 732 ofthe emirate's

oil wells before they were forced out last February by U.S.-

led forces, ending a seven month occupation.

The Kuwait Petroleum Co. is conducting a study to

determine the feasibility of insUlling safety valves on the

oil wells in order to reduce future damage, Rouba said.

He said Kuwait was estimated before the war to have 100

billion barrels of recoverable reserves, out of a total of 200

billion. Western estimates before the war put Kuwait's

recoverable reserves at 94.5 barrels.
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You will fit right in

at the Collegian. Come to

the NEW WRITERS MEETING
Sunday 22nd at 2:00pm

at the Collegian. This is

the opportunity of a lifetime.
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GOOD MORNING AMERICA - CoUege correspondents Alexis Christopher interviews

members of loU Phi TheU Raphael A. Gareia, Charles Venator and James RoberU about

fraternity rushes in an upcoming show.

Tuition monies
will be used
to pay workers
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts will be forced to draw

approximately one-fourth of this year's estimated tuition

receipts to pay the salaries of its stete-funded employees

due to state budget difficulties.

Of the estimated $16.5 million in tuition receipts, $4

million is expected to be used to pay the salaries of UMass

employees this year, Vice Chancellor for Administration

and Finance Paul Page said yesterday.

"Before we got into tuition retention, there were two

categories for salaries— state appropriated funds and non-

appropriated funds such as grants and trust funds," Page

said. "Now, there's a third category— salaries from tuition

retention."

The UMass payroll for employees funded by the stote is

$116 million. necessiUting the drawing of $4 million from

the tuition pool.

Page noted that UMass "Vas not earmarking what

employees are on tuition retention."

The use oftuition retention funds comes in the context of

sharply falUng sUte allocations for public higher education.

The UMass-Amherst budget has dropped from $167 million

m fiscal year 1988 to $112 million for the 1992 fiscal year.

This campus drew $128 million in state allocations for the

1991 fiscal year, which ended on June 30.

Due tothe decline in state allocations for highereducation,

UMass employees have not received a pay raise in three

years. .

"We feel there is a need for salary adjustment. Page

said. "First, we need a commitment from the state on

funding on this institution."

Page pointed to the fact that while the University is im)W

drawing $4 million for salari*^, even a modest cost-of-living

increase would force the University to search for other

sources of revenue.
. , „ n

"If [the money 1 could come from the state, that s all well

and good," Page said. "If not, it vrill come from where the

resources are — the students."

Scientists alter gene; discover cause of skin disorder
. . . _r.u_.^*-i »-iw, in thP Rkin. eoidermolysis bullosa Simplex, or bBa.

By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press

BOSTON— Scientists say they have for

the first time discovered a normal gene,

altered it and then found the cause of a

mysterious human illness.

The technique, called reverse genetis. is

the opposite ofthe way scientists ordinarily

earch for defective genes that underliemany

disorders, especially those passed through

families.

Typically, scientiste start with a disease

and try to find the gene that causes it.

In their backward approach, the re-

searchers found that errors in genes that

make a common protein called keratin are

to blame for a rare skin disorder called

epidermolysis bullosa simplex.

"A scientist is always reluctant to say

they were the first to do anything, but 1 am

fairly cerUin it's the first case" of discover-

ing the cause of a disease this way, said Dr.

Elaine Fuchs of the University of Chicago's

Howard Hughes Medical Institute.

A report on her work was published in

Friday's issue of the journal Cell.

"Itwas quite amazing," Dr Howard Green

of Harvard Medical School said of Fuchs

discovery. "It was very obscure what the

problem really was."

Fuchs said her work eventually could

lead to a cure for the disease, which makes

the skin blister after mild contect. It is

currently untreatable and affects one in

50.000 people.

Fuchs' research began with the discovery

in the mid-1980s ofa group ofgenes respon-

sible for making keratin in skin cells. Kera-

tin forms strands that make up about 85

percent of the total protein in the skin.

Despite its abundance, scientists have

been uncertain what keratin does, since

skin cells do not need the strands to grow.

However, the new work suggests that it

forms the scaffolding that gives skin cells

their mechanical structure.

"Oncewe isolated and characterized these

genes, we wondered if there might be ge-

netic skin diseases that have as their basis

defecte in keratin genes." Fuchs said.

To find out, they created a mutant form of

a keratin gene. Then, they inserted it into

skin cells in a test tube. The mixed-up gene

interfered with the cells' keratin produc-

tion.

Next, they inserted copies of the muUnt

genes into mouse embryos. To the scientists

surprise, the mice came down with a blister-

ing skin disease that looked just like

epidermolysis bullosa simplex, or EBS.

So the scientists isolated keratin genes

from two people with a severe form of the

disease called EBS Dowling-Meara. They

found a single error in the code of their

genes.

Finally, the scientists put copies ofgenes

with precisely the same malfunction into

skin cells in another round of test tube

experiments. The cells grew to look like

those from people with the disease.

Though it is still years away. Fuchs said

the discovery might lead to a way of using

genetic engineering to correct the disease.

She speculated that doctors might insert a

correct version of the defective gene into

patients' skin cells. These cells would then

multiply in test tubes and be used to make

skin grafts.

Cambodia revisited
Film portrays plight ofKhmer refugees

use the film in her class.

Man charged with illegal gun

By MATT GRIFFING
Collegian Correspondent

While many may know the story ofthe

unprecedented genocide of the Cambo-

dian people in their country, few may

know of the continuing struggles ot

Cambodian refugees.

A new documentary film titled He-

building the Temple, premienng last

night at Smith College, seeks to portray

a more accurate portrait of the plight of

the Cambodian people than more popu-

lar films such as the Killing Fields. The

film was followed by a panel who dis-

cussed issues raised by the film

Boreth Sun. a bilingual schoolteacher

Professor Peter Rose, a sociology pro-

fessor at Smith, noted the extremely

different orientation that many Cambo-

dian refugees have in contrast to main-

stream American culture.

"America's newest immigrants, like

all newcomers, come as strangers who

must adjust to American culture and

experience the generational clash which

comes with it." Rose said.

The film portrays how the first gen-

eration of immigrants from Cambodia

had theirBuddhist culture interrupted

by Pol Pot and the Khmer Rouge.

The Khmer Rouge, a communist gue-

rilla group, took advantage of a war-

Boreth Sun. a bilingual schoolteacher
^^^^^^^^ Cambodian government and

from Northampton who H^^^^^^^^
attempted toMestroyeveiy vestige of

documentary, said that the ia/in^^r^ias j^^j ^-f^ ^o create a new civiliza-

had a "fairy-Ule ending" while Cambo- Cam
^ ^^^^^^^^^ .^ ^^^ ^^^^

dian refugees continue to suffer and die.
^^ ^^ Cambodian Buddhism

By contrast. Rebuilding d»dnt gloss
j f^^^ i^dia and China pro-

over important distinctions of Cambodi^ on^^
and continues to provide Cambo-

ans as they struggle to find a place in
^^^^ ^ transcend earthly

America." said UMass Asran Studie^
suffering, according to the film.

Professor Lucy Nguyen. Who plans to

OV(

I an
Ar

Amherst Police Department

By Mark Preston

Robert E. Tanner. 44, was arrested at a

State St. residence Wednesday afternoon

and charged with one count of possession of

a firearm without an F.I.D. card, and one

count of assault with a dangerous weapon

with a shotgun.

Tanner gave his address as 179

Westminister St. in Springfield, Mass.

Approximately 11:00 p.m. on Wednes-

day. Howard P. McGrath 29 years old, was

arrested by the Springfield Poli*:^ Depart-

ment on a default warrant issued by the

Amherst Police department.

McGrath, whose address is given as 129

Moss Rd. Springfield, failed to appear at

court on a charge of D.W.I.

.

Angel Rivera, 20 years old, was arrested

at Western New England College at at 5:00

a.m. on Thursday by Springfield Police and

held on a warrant issued by the Amherst

Police Department. Rivera, whose address

is unknown, was charged with attaching

plates to a motor vehicle.

A New England Telephone Worker re-

ported Thursday that the generator being

used at 1499 West St. was stolen. The gen-

erator was being used to supply oxygen and

electricity while he worked underneath the

street The generator was worth approxi-

mately $1,000. Later in the day, Hadley

Police department stopped a vehicle and

arrested two to three people.

University of Massachusetts Police

By David Massey

Michael S. Emery, 25, of Florence, was

arrested last night in a traffic stop on

Meadow St. foe operating a car with a sus-

pended license and driving with excessive

speed and noise, caused by the burmng

rubber of the tires.

A public address system and a trans-

former, valued at $250. were stolen yester-

day morning from the Press Box at the

Alumni Stadium, staff reported. Access to

the Press Box was forced by prying open the

door.

In a related incident, a $260 wireless

microphone was stolen yesterday morning

from the storage room in the Press Box at

the Alumni Stadium.
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senate race
CONTINUED FROM PAGfc 1

seat vacatt'd by U.S. Rep Johii Olver, D-Mass.. did

not attend Thursday's hearing. But he said in a letter

to the committee that his bill would "address the

governor's snub of western Massachusetts."

Sen. Jane Swifl, a North Adams Republican who
joined Bosley in the milk tax battle, also sent a letter

supported Rosenberg's bill

Hooks
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

She gives as an example the movie "Witness." which

contains a scene where a little White Amish boy is hiding in

a bathroom from a Black man, played by Danny Glover.

"Here we have this scene, with a little fair-headed Wlute

boy with rosy cheeks cringing in terror as this gianl Black

hand reaches over the door for him," Hooks said

Hooks said because Blacks are "simply invisible" U)

White people, they assume they are equally invisible to

Blacks. According to Hooks, this is why White women can't

undersUnd the hatred that exists between themselves and

Black women.
"Black women wake up in the monungand feel bombarded

with white images." Hooks said. "Whiteness is a terrorizing

imposition onto Black consciousness."

Hooks said the reason so few Whites shift their position

from the White supremacist mainstream is because when

Whites "shift their location" and become anti-racist, "sud-

denly the world becomes less fun. The movies aren^ inno

cent anymore once a critical awareness is reached."

Hooks said both races must engage in critical thinkmg

about "whiteness" and begin the process of deconstruction

to remove it as a terrorizing force in Black consciousness.

ToUecUn photo by Matt Kahu

Bell Hooks

m^
We are a group of committed environmental activists working in over

25 countries. We are looking for individuals who are committed to a

cleaner healthier environment and want to work for what they

believe in. Full-time and part-time paid positions are now available.

Look for us on the concourse or call ).D. or Rick at 549-0507.

Brittany Manor
(413)256-8534

Two Bedroom Apartments
AVAILABLE

LIMITED TIME ONLY
Two Bedroom Apartments

AVAILABLE NOW!

$399 PER MONTH
Rent includes heat and hot water

NO EXPENSIVE HEATING BILLS

HURRY!
NO SECURITY OR FINAL MONTH RENT

REQUIRED AT THIS TIME
Fully Equipped Kitchen Includinvi Disposal • On The Five

Colle${e Bus Route • Oversized Bathrooms • Large Dinning

Area • Storm Windows • Wall To Wall Carpeting • Large

Livingroom w/ Ceiling To Floor Windows • Dead-bolt Secu-

rity Locbs • Cable Television Available

ACT NOW
$100.00 REWARD

If you know of a friend wlio is apartment hunting, send them to us with

this form. If they qualify and rent

our apartment you will receive

$100.00 REWARD
My name I recomend

Address Name
Tel # Address

Tel#

enrollment
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

said, the more money the University will

have to hire more faculty.

The notion is that we can be a stronger

University' ifUMass raises its enrollment.

Rinehart said.

David Lenson. president of the Massa-

chusettsSociety ofProfessors, worries about

an increased workload for professors al-

ready suffering firom pay cuts and over-

crowded lecture halls.

Lenson does not see the immediate con-

nection between attracting more students

and hiring more faculty. "The faculty reac-

tion is where are we ever going to get the

personnel to [teach the increased amount
of students)."

He attributes O'Brien's new plan to the

pressure the University faces in Ught of

reduced enrollment in an atmosphere of

hard economic times.

In nearly three years, Lenson said, no

new faculty have been hired. And during

that same period, the University has lost

170 faculty, he said.

Housing Services director Joseph

Zannini said a sudden increase in the

amount ofstudents at the University would

be absorbed into the residence halls with-

out needing to build a new hall. Zannini

said the chances of the University being

forced to build new housing are "rather

remote.

Collegian staffwriterPreston P. Forman
contributed to this report.

'^^ M
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FLEA D(P!

FREE
We're dippin' dogs for fleas. For FREE!

So bring your dog in for a free flea

dip and pick up Pro Plan brand pet

foods at great savings. The real

chicken in Pro Plan provides

exceptional nutrition to help your

dog have a shiny coat and overall

good health. Give your dog a free

flea dip for his outside and Pro

Plan for his inside. They're two

of the best things you can do for your dog.

SATURDAY. SEPT. 21 - 10 AM TIL 3 PM
Bring an old towel All Dogs must be leashed Dogs must be at Least

To Dry Your Dog and handled by an adult 3 months old to be dipped

SAUE $2.00 ON ANY PRIORITY HEALTH PRODUCTS
SAUE $2.50 ON 20 OR 40 lb. BAG

PRO PLAN DOG FOOD PURINA
PRIORITY

» J • N A,

PRIORITY

*7>«VC'S

<^t1hodQtr
Hadiey. MA 01035 Mt. Farms Mall, next to Bread & Circus 584-751J
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwisenot^

Common sense could have prevented deadly house fire
_ .1 . I T <• ix II-. J 1 -a. I I ^u__ D... An*r^a\tt\w^ Diit ft\r onmA iflinHr roaonn a(\t'T the

The wail of the siren pierced our ears as the fire engine

•ped by the donut shop. Tears filled her eyes as she stared

out the window.

On February 17, 1991, a fire ripped through 284 North

Pleasant Street. UMass student Jay Pirog was sleeping

when the fire ripped through the two-story white colonial

and took his life and the life of Matthew Peterson of

FVamingham. Jay was fi-om Arlington, my hometown and

where I went to school with his sister Michelle.

I saw Michelle this summer for the first time since her

brother's death. To hear her talk about Jay, and to see the

pain she was going through really broke my heart. As she

showed us her different pictures of Jay, the deep love and

admiration she had for her brother was obvious. I could see

that Michelle was having a really tough time trying to cope

with Jay's death.

Last night. Michelle called and asked if I could send her

some articles from the Collegian about Jay and the fire. She

wanted to read them because she had heard that "people

had written really nice things about Jay." Michelle wanted

to find the names of these people so she could thank them.

After I found the articles, I really didn't want to send

them to her. I felt really depressed after I read them. But

after a while, I started to feel angry. Angry at the fact that

these tragic deaths may have been prevented.

Apparently, another resident of the house, Ben
Vernadakis. has asked their landlord three times to install

fire detectors in their home. Ben said that "Our landlord

was too cheap to put in a fire detector. He said that if we
wanted one, we should pay for it." ^^^^^

Amy Prendergast

Housing policies making
on-campus life miserable

The landlord sounds like a really nice guy. I wonder how

he's feeling today? Was it too much trouble for him to protect

the Uves ofhis tenants? 1 mean come on, they weren't asking

him to install a Jacuzzi in every bathroom. Maybe they

wanted to feel safe at night when they went to sleep— was

it too much to ask? I guess it was. Michelle told me they

never heard from the landlord after the fire. "He never even

called my mother to say he was sorry," she said.

But it gets better. You see. last year the Amherst Town
Meeting adopted a Massachusetts General Law that re-

quires all residential area to be furnished with smoke

detectors. But for some idiotic reason, after the law was

adopted the landlords were given a year to install them. A
year? Would it really take an entire 365 days to install a

couple of these things?

Unfortunately, like with so many other tragedies, it is

too late to ponder over these questions. Two young lives

have been tragically cut short. For good.

Everytime 1 walk uptown past the white house, 1 get a

sinking feeling in my stomach. 1 look up at the charred roof

and stare into the windows, at the blackened matresses that

can be seen from the sidewalk. 1 think about Michelle and

1 say a prayer for Jay.

I hope after reading this column, everyone decides to

check out their smoke detectors in their apartment or home.

If they're not working, see if you can replace them. Dont

wait around for some landlord to get offhis butt. Uke the one

who owns the two-story colonial.

And if you live in the dorms, I wouldn't worry. Last

semester I lived in John Adams and took an ear-deafening

walk down 2 1 flights of stairs just about every weekend. At

3 a.m., of course. Trust me, they work.

Amy Prendergast is a Collegian staff member.

Most ofthe recent housing fiasco in Brett

involving the "Cultural diversity' floor has

centered on the p)oor homosexuals, and how
shocking and scary it must be to be paired

with a "straight" person in a dorm room. As

usual, this fine paper chose only to give one

side ofthe story, and I must now take it into

my own hands to present the flip side.

I was told a story by a heterosexual who

had the unfortunate luck to be placed on the

cultural diversity floor at Brett. His first

scene of dorm life involved his homosexual

roommate unpacking homosexual
paraphenilia in the room, with the man's

"lover" present.

Michael Morrissey

Obviously, it would not be regarded as

homophobia if someone in this situation

was a little shocked. Regrettably, there are

a number of heterosexuals on the diversity

floor this year, people who did not sign up for

the floor specifically, were not told by

Housing that they were assigned a room

with someone whose sexual orientation was

opposite theirs, and were not even informed

by their R.D. that they were on the diversity

floor.

To sum it all up. Housing sucks. There

are many problems with this most pious

administrative branch, and the homosexual-

heterosexual situation is just the most em-

barrassing. Young men and women coming

to school have enough anxiety as it is without

being stuck in a floor that Housing specifi-

cally segregated for diversity, i.e. different

sexual orientations. Others talk about the

anxiety of gays, but what of these people's

anxiety? They did not sign up for the floor,

and in most cases don't want to be there. Yet

some will have you beUeve that only het-

erosexuals harass. Wrong!

Housing should, like most other

University's housing administrations do,

include a little thing like sexual orientation

next to smoker or non-smoker on the hous-

ing forms that new students have to fill out.

And they should never place someone in a

special floor that the person did not sign up

for. If the have to, they at least owe the

person or people the opportunity to know in

advance.

Another case of this involves another

Special floor that the University offers in

Central. It seems Housing placed someone

on a floor that they were kicked off the year

before. They didn't want to be there and

were forced out by the floor's residents.

Where are Housing's brains? Don't they

check anything?

Well, in case you didn't know, invento-

ries in some residence halls were not done

this year (surprise, surprise). Now Housing

wants us to fill out our own! The people in

charge probably don't want to enter the

rooms themselves lest they see how decrepit

the rooms actually are.

1 am lucky. My room is habitable. The

only problem is, because my window lacks a

screen, my room is habitable for 20 different

types offlies, bugs, and other assorted winged

creatures. The biggest animal entering

through my screenless room last year was a

bluebird, but he didn't stay long (he had to

fly!).

A few ofmy friends are not as lucky. They

have large holes in their walls and ceilings,

ants and firuit flies, walls that haven't been

painted in years, terrible flourescent lights,

and furniture missing. Last year, someone

left a melted condom on the inside of a

drawer for a fiiend of mine.

There are other complaints also. For in-

stance, the "wonderful" phone system. A
joke. First of all, it was delayed by a year.

Secondly, it restricts students purposely in

two ways: A) Students are unable to make

any 900 number phone calls fix)m the uni-

versity. I guess we're too irresponsible to

handle a 900 number. I may be reaching

here, but I think I'm competent enough to

SGA needs you to affect change
As this academic year begins, a feeling

ofchange is apparent. New buildings are

being constructed and roads are being

repaired. We will miss those all-too-fa-

miliar potholes. Well, much of the same

repair work is happening here at 420

Student Union — the Undergraduate

Student Government Association (SGA)

office. For the new students, the SGA has

had a torrid past filled with large "pot-

holes" and infighting over whether the

pohtically "left" or "right" will win the

battle of Robert's Rules of Order.

However, things are changing for the

better. The administration and the SGA

are working to fill the largest of the pot-

holes, their poor relationship based on

mistrust. The administration has an-

nounced that they want to better their

relationship with students (as stated in

the Collegian on 9/12). But there is a

small problem that exists. The "road-

work" cannot get started until we have a

team of students that can lead the way.

We need people who want UMass to be

better than it is. If you are a new stu-

dent, do not be afraid to take that step

forward. You can be the one to make
the difference. Ifyou are a returning

student and you think the Senate is a

joke, them do something about it. Stop

the punchline.

The opportunity now exists for the

difference tome made. The SGA is hold-

ing elections on Oct. 1 for the Under-

graduate Senate. Nomination papers

can be taken out in the SGA office and

are due back by 5 p.m. on Tuesday,

Sept. 24 in the Senate office. You are

only 25 signatures away from starting

to make the difference.

Stephen McAfee

Governmental Affairs Committee
Chair

Jon Aronson
Elections Coordinator

YOU SE.N6 /NCONS/iTE.MT

£XPQ€SSiN6 CONCtRN

P3R THE £NVIt?CW/^ENr

AND DftAGGif^c* >tofft feer

ON Gk-OSAL WARfAtNG ?

LOOKED CARtfULLvl

IT TWAT issue

call the Sports Illustrated Hotline, wait for

the BlueJays-Mariners final score, and hang

up. Geez, a guy can really run up a bill doing

that.

B) The Housing phone system restricts

us by not allowing us to use our phones ifour

account is unpaid or over the credit limit. I

know ofan international student who occa-

sionally runs up a bill calling home across

the Atlantic, and his girlfriend in South

America, yet the system doesn't allow for

such exceptions.

UMass cable is a disgrace. Everybody's

so happy they have more than one channel

now. but think about it. WFSB Hartford

channel 3 is one ofthe only channels I get on

my television when I unhook my cable, and

it isn't on the cable system. No big deal,

right? It's only a CBS affiliate. Ill just do

something else on Sunday afternoons in-

stead of watching football.

Besides the fact that cable arrived on this

campus a year and a half behind schedule,

and that it lacks CNN. ESPN, MTV. HBO,

or any cable-only channel, I have only one

big problem: if they show the movie,

"Silkwood" one more time on Channel 7, I'm

afraid 111 go nuts. I can't wait until I'm a

junior, and I can really decide where I want

to live.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian staff

member.

Student sees great change in South Africa

Where do you come from?" they ask me.

1 immediately tell them that I come fi-om

Lesotho, an independent country sur-

rounded by South Africa on all sides. In fact

this is the only country in the world sur-

rounded by only one country on all sides.

We slowly drift into talking about South

Africa on the whole. I have talked to about

20 people by now and I sense that there are

some misconceptions about this much talked

about country.

It is absolutely true that when Mr. Botha

was the presidentAparthied was emminent,

there was population-segregation, whites

only beaches, residential areas etc. ,
but what

I want to say my friends is that South Africa

has changed. Nearly every politician prom-

ises to change the country aft«r he is elected,

but after they are elected how many of the

promises are really fulfilled? Mr. F.W.

DeKlerk was elected and he brought change

everyone could see.

Beingan Indian myself I was regarded as

a colored. During Mr. Botha's reign I was

rejected from restaurants, beaches and other

public facilities We once went to a place in

Johanessburg which had natural hot water

springp. This place was modernized by the

authorities into, a heated swimming pool

with a 100 meter water slide. As we ap-

proached to the ticket counter we became

aware ofeyes following us. When we did ask

for tickets at the counter the lady coolly

looked at us and answered "I am sorry but

this pool is open for International commu-

nity only". In other words it was for whites

only!

Now the things have indeed changed. I

would in fact go as far to say that there is no

racism at aU. At least not on the surface as

it was before. To tell you the truth I went

back to the heated pool, where I was once

rejected, and swam to my heart's content. It

is now a common sight to see a white person

carrying your articles to the car in a Mall.

After seeing this I really felt that yes, South

Africa had changed and they need credit for

that.

I honestly feel that such radical changes

take place very rarely and when they do

people should know about it.

Yashodhan Athawale
Northeast
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World/Nation
Black's paychecks trail White's
Racial bias still a major issue, Howard professor says
By TIM BOVEE
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — College-educated white men earn

nearly one-third a year more than black men with similar

backgrounds, the Census Bureau said Thursday.

The study, conducted in 1989 and 1990, showed blacks

lagging economically behind whites by almost every mea-

sure . Higher education moved blacks ahead ofless-educated

whites, but they still lacked the earning power of whites of

equal education.

Black men 25 and older with four years or more on

average earned $31,380 in 1989. White men of equal edu-

cation earned $41,090.

The gap between black and white women age 25 and
older was narrower. College-educated black women earned

$26. 730: white women, $27,440.

Among people 25 and older with four years ofhigh school

but no college, black men earned $20,280; white men,

$26,500; black women, $16,440; white women. $16, 910.

Ronald Walters, political science chairman at Howard
University, said the study dealt "a devasUting blow' to the

idea that race is dechning in significance in the United

States.

"Race as a factor is growing, and racism accounts for, I

would think, aome of this.' Walters said

As college-educated blacks climb the corporate ladder,

many at some point reach the "glass ceiling,' an informal

barrier to promotion.

Rather than rising, they languish injobs that are below

their qualifications, or they are siphoned out ofthe company
to a new entry into the black position of another firm,"

Walters said.

The census survey provided broad confirmation ofLabor

Department research that found widespread barriers to

promotion of minorities and women in nine large corpora-

tions.

The Labor Department report, released in August, said

much of the bias was unintentional, caused by such prac-

tices as word-of-mouth recruiting, lack of access to man-

agement development and training and the failure of ex-

ecutives to foster advancement of minorities and women.

Other factors that lessened the value ofa college education

for blacks include:

— Urban residence. Jobs sought by college-educated

blacks have moved from cities where they live to the suburbs,

where there are fewer blacks, Walters said.

— Type of company. Claudette Bennett, author of the

census report, said college-educated blacks are more likely

than whites to work in service industries, where salaries

are low.
— Time with a company. Tanya Mann, a research de-

mographer at the Population Reference Bureau, a Wash-

ington research group, said college-educated blacks are

relative newcomers to the labor market and so have had lesa

time than whites to win promotion and higher pay.

Although the rewards of education were less for blacks

than for whites, blacks were more likely to have four years

of college in 1990 than 10 years earlier, the census study

said. Last year, 16 percent of blacks ages 35 to 44 had

completed at least four years of college compared with 8

percent in 1980.

In that age group, 80 percent of blacks had completed

four years of high school in 1990 compared with 63 percent

in 1980.

But fewer black men just out of high school had enrolled

in college — 25 percent in 1988 compared with 26 percent

in 1980. Black women were more likely to go to college: 31

percent of recent high-school graduates were enrolled in

college in 1988 compared with 29 percent in 1980.

WE CAN SELL— Iraqi ambassadorAbdul
Amir al-Anbari talks to the media at the
United Nations yesterday after the
Security Council voted to allow Iraq to

sell $1.6 billion worth of oiL

See what's at

the top without

making the climb.
Because we re tops in our field. Lechmere would like to

tell you all about careers in retailing Where do you start'

How far can you go? What makes retailers different? And

y<ju'll hear it right from one of our senior executives.

Someone who s reached the top frf our organization.

A hardgfxxis retailer. Lechmere specializes in value-priced

home appliances and electronics, leisure/sporting goods

and apparel, plas housewares We al.v) boast a manage-

ment training program unlike any other One which will

empower you to move far and fast within our team-spirited

organization, provided you are a self-starter and have the

dnve and motivation to direct your own career

It s easy to see why Lechmere is one of the most successful

retailers around. 20 stores strong and still growing! Now

you can get an even closer view of the top by attending our

on-campus prrjgram. which includes the chance to speak

directly with select Lechmere Associates about our Man-

agement TVainee program.

Thursday. September 26th

5:00-7:00 p.m.

Campus Center

Room 905-909

Refreshments will be served.

See your placement office to reserve your spot.
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Arts & Living

Straitjacket Fits discover abrasive ambiguity with Melt
By B. DOUGLAS BANKS
Collegian Correspondent

Melt
Straitjacket Fits

Arista

Strait Jacket Pits, the four member
group hailing from New Zealand, have
brought to UB their new LP, Melt. Although
few of the tracks on this album will be
scrambling up the hit single charts any time
soon, more than one may bounce around
inside your head long after you've turned off

the stereo.

Unlike their first album, //oi/. which was
more shiny, pop-oriented Strait Jacket Pits

is seeking ambiguity with Melt , and they find

it. They refuse to be put into a nice, easy

category. They have an appealing, indie-

popsound that occasionally veers toa dariter,

macabre side. You won't find any screaming
vocals or squealing gtiitar hcks, but you will

find some power chord melodies enhanced

by unexpected hooks and some vivid distur-

bances.

Lead singer Shayne Carter identifies

their music as "essentially pop music,* but Straitjacket FiU

Geri Allen brings jazz to Horse
By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian SUfT

Geri Allen grew up in Detroit, where she was influenced

by the music of Motown, and her bandstand "jam" sessions

with Detroitbebf^perssuch astrumpeter Marcus BeIgrave.
Yet Geri Allen repreaents the new wave ofjazz musicians,

not only educated from the impromptujam session, but also

by the formal training of the University. Geri Allen holds a

B.A. inJazz Studies from Howard University, and a Master's

degree in Ethnomusicology from the University of Pitta-

burgh.

The part of Allen's career which has been most docu-

mented has been her association withdnmimer Paul Motian

and bassist Charlie Haden. There are several albums

available from that trio, and Allen is also an active member
of Haden's Liberation Music Orchestra. She is a founding

member of Brooklyn's M-BASE collective, a galvanizing

force in the Black Rock Coalition, is currently heading her

octet "Open On All Sides", and is touring with her own trio.

While representing the new wave ofjazz musician, that

ofthe twice' educated school, Allen also represents another

important wave which is finally reaching the shores of the

music world, that of the importance of female musicians.

Jazz is no doubt dominated by male players, and most

females who have tried to break into the scene have been

pigeon-holed into being only vocalists (for instance, unbe-

knownst to many, Sarah Vaughn was an excellent pianist).

Yet thanks to Allen, the boundaries of male dominance are

being broken down. She leads the charge ofseveral talented

female musicians including the young Canadian pianist

Renee Rosnes, and the drummer Cindy Blackman (who

could challenge Elvin Jones in the energy department).

In 1982, Allen moved toNew York, wherefeUow Detroiters

Pheeroan Aklaffand Dvright Andrews connected her with

pianist Anthony Davis, vibistJay Hoggard, and saxophonist

Oliver Lake. She was featured on Lake's Plug It album (on

Jump Up records), and through Lake, Allen hooked up with

such luminaries as Lester Bowie, Joseph Jarman. Ralph

Peterson and Dewey Redman.
Allen's style is certainly distinctive. She can be adven-

turous without loosing an audience, she can be bluesy and

eclectic at the tame time, and her solos show an uncanny

ability to swing hard, while remaining subtly provocative.

She has incorporated a full range of black music into her

own voice, from Thelonious Monk and Art Blakey, to James
Brown and Jimi Hendrix.

Her current trio consists of Pheeroan AklafT on dnuns.

Aklaff is a mainstay of the New York village scene, fronts

his own group, and can be heard on pianist Yosuke

Yamashita's latest album Sakura (on Antilles records).

Bassist Anthony Cox rounds out the trio. For her upcoming

gig at the Iron Horse, trumpeter Wallace Roney will be

making a special appearance. Roney pla3rs regularly with

drummer Tony Williams, as well as leading his own group.

His latest endeavors can be heard on Ob$€MMion, with

drummer Cindy Blackman (on Muse records).

Geri Allen will be in concert at the Iron Horse in

Northampton on Friday, September 20. The show starts at

7 p.m. and tickets art $12.50 in advance. Call 5640610 for

info.
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MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

OL Self Cfiin^^^ Buffd
MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

EVERYDAY

,^ Minimum $15 plus $2 delivery charge

-^ BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99

Children under 10 - $3.00
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c Adventure, romance, mystery, intrigue, honw. fantasy, q
< new worlds... find them among the enormous selection

^
^ of paperback fiction at our

§ S

2 42nd ANNUAL LWVBOOKSALE ^

I
Satunlay. 21 September (or if it rains, 28 September) o
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' Unitarian Church Lawn, Main St.. Northampton S
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admits, "^ere is an abrasive edge to it."

He also reveals.'l feel confident that if

someone came up to me with an interpreta-

tion (of a song) they'd be wrong. Mystery is

important."

The opening bass line in "Bad Note for a

Heart" acts Uke a welcome mat to the rest of

the album. It is an inviting song that kicks

off a surreal experience that thrives on the

ambiguous. Mtlt features both harmonious
vocals, as in the song"Down in Splendor," as

well as the powerful "Headwind," which
picks up the pace with some heavier guitars

and spirited lyrics.

The third song, "Melt Against Yourself,"

features bass guitarist David Wood leading

a comfortable ride through some surprisinf

progressiorw.

This album has now real "bad" songs on

it. You won't find yourselffast-forwarding a

song to get to the next one. However, noth-

ing will reach out to grab you either. But
beware, because it will grow on you. As the

title warns, once you warm up to it, this

album will "melt" on you. And don't try to

pigeonhole this New Zealand Group's music

because their message is this: "No one has

ever found a straitjacket that fits. Strait-

jackets never do."
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Classes in
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Discount Coupon
Books Available

CALL 549-1555

for schedule

29 Strong St
(off E. Heasent

SL, near Central)
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4th Week - Only Area Showing - Ends Sept 26

Curtain Daily at 7:00 & 9:00

ItIic tru« ttory of a young Jewish aao vho sunrlvcdj

|th« Holocaust by acting first as a Russian, andj

then as sn ardent Bltlsr Touth.
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: EUROPA EUROPA
A FILM BY AGNItSZKA HOLLAND

Relax in a 1 00 year old Opera House & enjoy the finest in films

Adults $5.00
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Onl^PeterPan
runs the Boston

Marathon
15tiinesada5^

OneWay Fare From
Only $12; Round Trip

From Only $24!

1 5 bus trips daily from Amherst to

Boston; 23 Friday departures

including 5 non-stop express trips!

(Amherst s only non-stop service to

Boston).

Hassle-free pick-ups at UMASS
(Haigus Mall) and Amherst Center

Terminal (Pleasant Street)!

Convenient drop-offs at Peter Pan

Terminal in dow^ntown Boston!

For information, call:

UMass Hotel 545-2006

Peter Pan Terminal 256-043

1
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
CALVIN AND HOBBES
By BILL WATTERSON

FORW W\NUTS OF "TOJRC*'
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Quote of the Day
"Fat people are the best because they keep
you warm in the winter and shaded in the

summer.
-Willard Scott

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE

.OR fifOWMG IE5S0KS'
I cculp be. ^^>ml^ or\\<ihg

LESSONS ftND V£ACrA\NG> ^

Cockroach nightmare

MCW ABOUT

TVJESOM. HOWNC

MONO

ACROSS
t Invite tor

brunch

5 Madrid*
mutouni

10 Q>v« up
14 Ovtding iMwd
15 n«a»y wnfoy

16E*gw
17 Nornta

composar
20 Writer LeShen
21 Plunge

22 Small stream

23 SliaMnsky

24 ChM « gear

26 Dog. moU or

lo« gartut

27 Rifle part

28 Oaosion lor

Oemptey Abbr
31 CafcewaNi or

can can
32 Anas
33 Lean to

34 Late, great

conductor
37 Ctiei Leo
38 Noggin

39 CapUMi Nemo s

aeator
40 Caichai ertdmg
41 Reluae
42 L*e tome eyes
49Fai

4 Ota o(a
lavy-taie seven

5 Tarkmglon s

adotaacara

6 Shaver
7 At the summit
B Name
9 Like Bohama

artd Tosca
10 Ptiona*

11 Satanic

12 Eat m style

13 Do a

publi«hir>g |0t>

IS More rtarvoua

IS Fabnc MuH '

23 Oacoma katole

24 Beat

n Gold measure
26 Prank
27 fValas phxMler

28 Hoi corner ol

the d«mond
29 Singer Rogers
30 Jim Davis dog
31 Lead anagram
32 PoaMon
33 Stammmg

Sammy ol golt

35 Rl touaa
36 Disinclir>ed

41 His watches
melt

42 Cleanses
43 French pamler

Farnan
44 MM racass

45 Touched down
46UiiaQodt«a
47 — monaMr

48 Play opener
49 Marilyn Home.

lor one
50 Apartmam
51 The

Immoralial"

author

S3Scu8

S4 Sleigar or

Siawan

ANSWtW TO PWEVKHI8 PUZZIE:
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D^f^^MWi^l
nnnnn pnnriji

nggnn gnnnnn
nGonnnnn nnnnno

nnn
nnnnon rannnnn,

nnn nnnnn
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DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU
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4S
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48 Smal lalanda
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55 Hangout
58 Shaping tool

57 Malamor
phoses aulhrw

58 Eye drop
59 Huron* OOUSms
eocslandaf

rvXaMn

1 Number olBuia
or Bu8at*

2 Oarami s lady

3 Sc*an hoSwad

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU
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Menu
LUNCH

French Dip Sandwich

Quiche Lorraine

BASICS LUNCH
Humus Veggie Pocket

Quiche Lorraine

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken

Shells in Cheese Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken

Shells in Cheese Sauce

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

UNDER 21 By KRIS K. EARLE

cKAy.oKAy.. WY"
ROOMMAfK A JWOST...

lawPEAUWtTHtHIS..

'-Btm^^

rTB Ul« UJHSW TMty HRsr

WSSSP T« BUACK WPS INTO

MV SCHOa..,AT FIRST TH£y

WWe THE UEKPEST THINGS

WTTM^J.AFIXRA
UWILE, I SAW THAT

TWEY u;er£ auirr

AWPKEPTTOTVeW'

SELVES ANP PIP^JT

&EATMEUPUKE
WAS SCAREP THEV UXXJtC

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTCH

ARIES(March2l Apnl 19): An open

exchange of ideas could prove very

useful today. You need (o let others

know that you care. Speak your mind

forcefully and conndcnlly. Someone

wh<j has been acting difricull comes

around.

TAlIRl)S(April 20-May 20).

Knowledge of a special subject serves

you well in a difTicuh situation. Your

career is entering a more productive

phase. Friends prove bettercompanions

than family members now.

GEMINKMay 2 1 -June 20): Now is

an opportune time to ask for a raise. Be

conservative when shopping fof a new

fall wardrobe. Look for the practical as

well as the ornamental

CANCER(Junc 2 1 -July 22): The

emphasis today ison obtaining reliable

information and completing a special

project. Your past efforts help you reap

new rewards. Maintain a steady pace at

work.

LECXJuly 2.VAug. 22): Be creative,

independent, and direct. Have more

confidence in yourselfand other people

will follow your lead. Reaching out

will help a dream become reality.

Romance is sublime.

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22):

Constructive thinking is essential now.

A romantic relationship could cloud

your judgement. Sec things as they

really are and you will make the right

choices. Reschedule an important

meeting.

UBRA(Sepf.23-Oct. 22): Protect your

resources by ignonng distrations and

focusing on essentials. A member of

the opposite sex may try to set you up

for a fall. Keep your guard up and

trust your instincts

SCORPICKOcl. 23- Nov 21): Slay

alert. Accounts may be out ofbaiance.

A splurge could throw your budget

into turmoil. Distant places promise

exciting adventures. You discover

soriKthing new about yourself.

SAGnTARIUS(Nov.22-Dcc. 21):

You make real headway when you

try to improve job or domestic

conditions today. Do not let a friend

sidetrack you. New duties provide a

welcome challenge. Music and dance

gain favor.

CAPRICORN(Dcc. 22-Jan. 19): A
waning relationship could be saved

by a generous gesture on your part.

Your words of support mean
everything to a good friend. Others

admire your loyalty. Forge ahead

with a pet project.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Fcb. 18): Lie

low for a while and be careful what

you say. Sounding critical ofsomeone

could cost you money or support.

Progress comes in small steps. Be

patient and bide your time.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): New
rapport is possible with people both

near and far. A rmancial agreement

will settle a legal battle. Put more

effort into romance. Neglecting

mate's needs would be a big mistake.

Be attentive.

Today's Staff

Night Editor GayleLong

Copy Editor Jason Cjeorge

PhotoTechnician MallKahn

Pnxluction Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production Mike Carvalho.

Jason Toria, Oliver Raskin
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Field hockey has tough weekend
Minutewomen host Rutgers and Lafayette
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The undefeated University ofMassachusetts field hockey
team, ranked No. 2 in the country, prepare for a big
weekend at home against Rutgers University and Lafayette
College. They host Rutgers Saturday at noon and Lafayette
at 1:00 p.m. on Sunday.

The Week one NCAA field hockey poll came out on
Tuesday, and UMass towers over everyone except Old
Dominion, who is ranked first in the nation. Coaches gave
Old Dominion 120 points, while UMass garnered 114.

Maryland, Penn State, and Iowa round out the top five.

The play ofthe Mmutewomen ( 5-0 ) has been exceptional,

especially in the area ofteamwork. Coach Pam Hixon said
she is quite happy with the way each player has individually

assumed a role of leadership this year. But Hixon is quick
to point out that the team is young, and still has a tough road
ahead.

"Putting expectations on a young team like this is too

much.' she said. "We have to take them as they come, every
day."

The Minutewomen entered the season in a difficult

poaition: they loet a handful of starters from graduation,
and the retuming core is very young. And yet, here the team
is, on top of the rankings.

"I've had teams whose goal was to make the Pinal Four.
and we couldn't live up to our expectations," said Hixon,
promising nothing. "Our goal is to play with the same

Whitmore s

Auto Exchange

-^.MA

^e-d5\3

Auto & Trucking parts

Locating Service

MENTOR
Intensi\e

Indi\idual

Instruction

• f.N(;llsh
• MATH

•GRK&I.SAT
PRKPAK-ATION

intensity, every day, in practice and in games."
Rutgers is a team that has been known to bring their own

intensity to the field, as well. The Minutewomen play the

Lady Knights for their second straight Atlantic- 10 confer-

ence game at home. Rutgers poses a special kind of chal-

lenge, according to Hixon.

"They were in a similar position to us, they graduated six

or seven starters... they're a big and strong team, and they

practice on grass so theyll be ready for Totman field," she
said.

Against Rutgers, UMass expects to keep plajdng their

style. They may find that they have to adjust, Hixon said, as

they discover Rutgers' plan.

"We don't know what they're going to do. but I anticipate

their team as a combination of Providence and Temple."
Hixon said.

Rutgers lone win came against Hofstra. a 1-0 victory on
the road. They lost their next two games, 2-0 against
Lafayette and 1-0 versus Michigan State It seems, by this

pattern, that Rutgers may have trouble scoring goals.

Their defense is anchored by captain Ellen Masterson. a
returning senior. In fact. Rutgers has nine seniors on their

roster, includingfour on defense. Senior goaltender Heather
McDevitt will mind the net Saturday for the Lady Knights.

Aamuch as Hixon worries abimt Rutgers. Sunday's game
against Lafayette may prove to be the more difficult match.
Lafayette has a record of 3-1. but their lone loss was an 8-

pulverization at the hands of Old Dominion. They are
ranked 15th in the country.

Powering the ofTense for Lafayette is senior forward Suzi
Farell. Farell has two goals and an assist this year. Junior
Lori Bamford is second on the team in goals with one.

Tending goal will be sophomore Jackie D'Angelo, who has
saved 81.4 shots fired at her

"We've never played them before, but they're up here
playing [University of] Connecticut on Saturday, and they
wanted to add us to increase the strength oftheir schedule.'

Hixon said. "It should be good, competitive experience for

both teams. We're both in the same position and neither
team will be more rested," she said.

DRINK SPECIAL*

$3.95 Pitcher

DRINK SPECIAL*
Mike's Pink's

FRIDAYS SMORGMENU
R0A6T TURKEY

CHICHEN CACCIATORE

&AKED HAM
SCALLOPS + RICE

SWEEDI5H MEAT BALLS
VEAL FARM

AU GRAUTEN POT
MACARONI + MEAT BALLS
GREEN DEAN SALAD
TOSSED SALAD

All for $2

5:00pin-7:00pm

DRINK SPECIAL
Busch

$4.50 Pitcher

Water polo
at Navy for
tournament

By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Correspondent

Revenge must be weighing heavily on the nund of
UMass water polo coach Ruas Yarworth as he leads
his team, ranked 17th in the nation, to the U.S. Naval
Academy this weekend for the first round of the
Eastern League Tournament.

The team's first game will be tomorrow morning
against 16th-ranked archrival lona; the same lona
squad that beat UMass in the championship of the
Army Invitational two weeks ago.

"It's a good rivalry, and there are no secrets between
us," Yarworth said. "Maybe we have an edge because
they have already beaten us and may be looking past
us."

Other teams in the tournament are Slippery Rock
i. PA. ), Harvard, Navy. Brown, Princeton, and Bucknell.

If the Army Tournament was an early season see-
where-we-are-trip, Yarworth says he now knows the
answer. The real season is now. We have to go and
show what we are capable of doing as a team. I think
we have really progressed."

lona beat the Minutemen at Army by forcing them
out of their game plan and into taking long shots.
Yarworth says the keys this time will be taking closer
shots, but not "getting so wrapped up m our offense
that we play no team defense. No one player will

dominate. We have to play as a team."
Alex Yelansky, Tasan Engin. and Odolfo Oilete

must stay close to their two meter line positions for
the short, quick shots Dan McOsker and Scott Reed
will also be relied upon heavily.

The trip to Anapolis, Maryland is a trip the team
absolutely dreads Today they will drive the eight
hours to the Academy, and scnmmage at 5 p.m.
Tomorrow's game with lona is only the first of three
games they play in less than 12 hours.

"We travel this far together so we can play the
highest level of competition,' Yarworth says.

The field is tough, with all the teams except
Princeton and Bucknell ranked in the nation'sTop 20,
and those two remaining teams arsjust out ofthe Ust.

"I'd like to think we can go thars and be one of the
top two or three teams." Yarworth said.

A win against lona would certainly qualify them
for that claim, and while it may be secondary to a
convincing win, revenge is sweet.

Roll-Up

Shades

\
\

Paper

and
Bamboo

Roll-Up

Shades
• sizes from 2ft. to 6ft.

•from ^9'Mo* 36"
norlhampton

main it. • 7 day*

HAMPSHIRE
HTNESS

CLUB

FOR
LIFE
The Area's
Most Complete
Club

256^446
At Echo Hill

pool • aerobics • aqua-aerobics
• steps • nautilus • racquetball
• full weights • Jacuzzi • sauna
• massage • bikes • tennis

• rowers • treadmills

• stairmasters

• student discounts
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SCHEDULE
Saturday

•Men's soccer v. Vermont 3 p.m.
•Women's soccer v. Central Florida
12 p.m.

•Field hockey v. Rutgers 12 p.m.
•Football at Maine 1 p.m.
•Women's cross country v. Spring-
Held 11 a.m.

•Men's cross country v. lona/North-
eastem 12 p.m.

•Water polo at Navy

Sunday
•Field hockey v. Lafayette 1 p.m.
•Water polo at Navy

soccer
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

up the middle from [Briana] Scurry in net

right up to their attacker Eynard."
Massachusetts took last years contest 1-

0, in Orlando.
"Last year was disappointing," Barker

said. "Certainly we weren't happy with the
outcome because we felt that we out-played
them. This year 1 expectjust as good a game.

"1 know Massachusetts Uke the back of

my hand and Rudy knows us the same way.
There shouldn't be any surprises, just a

good soccer game," Barker added.
"We are going to have to ride out the

initial wave of Central Florida's emotion
and then play our game," Rudy said. "This
will be a high-strung game."

The game takes place Saturday at 12

p.m. on Upper Boyden Field.

AEROBICSn
Lovj Impact

Step

!}Ci/Lmv

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cyt>ex

Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB

2564)080 .

GET FAT & DIRTY

TREKl
Fat Tire Bikes Are Here!

' Birvri r II

319 Pleasant St.

Northampton, MA
586-3810

800-464-3810

1

7' -'^••^•l:7::^^
if ' ^^i5,^

EGGPLANT

^K>

1 a

: 1
TA^V J
i^ur^txovx, 1 -^^^^^

1

1

Some Of the biggMl,

some of the bail

pwonb come In

Iw molest boxesi

30 MINUTE
yGUARANTEED^
DELIVERY OR Xl

$3.00 OFF I

WHY THEV DON T CARE

il ENOUGH ABOUT VOU TOl^

DO THIS...

Buy any Large Pizza, Gel 2nd I Buy any Pan Pizza. Get 2nd '

I Pizza for only | Pizza for only |

I $1.99 I $1.99 I

I DeLIYEREOMMMNUTESOALESS | DELIVERED M 30 MMUTES ON LESS |

I
NOT GOOD WHH ANY OTHER OfFER NOT GOOD WUH ANY OTHER OFFER .

I I

OfFFR EXPtRES 1230^91
I

OFFEB EXPIRES IZM'^I

UMASS • 256-89t1 MT. HOLYOKE • S3S-111I

Classifieds
COMETVmECOUIJaANOFnCE in CAMPVS CENTER » THURSDAY 8:30-3:30 FRIDAY H:M)-2:M) 'DEADLINE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAWN » 20(AVORD/DAY FORmJDEm « CASH INADVANCE

Acnvmn O^MMTUMTMES

Mftm mtt Owm*. NMtonH Co-td

Monday CiMbtTM 7pm
TuMday ThofMu 7JOpm
wadnMdBy BfMI 7pn>

TTkjr*d% WttMMr 8pm

NCPOMMSCD AND IRS for.cloM4

homM MCHbM « t>.tO«r maikm ftut

rtiiliilr Mvlngti You r.p«r Alto S vid L

brtDU prepMVM. C« Mft^tt-TSSS .11 H-

AiMOUNCCMENTB

Downtown Affiham

RACK-A-OISCI $1 78 00 DJ«. VJ«. Km*,
tor houM' FomMl p««M. CM sa8-9900

S49-0733

If you don*l tNnli Mfoniy
M.i.toryou...RkMhlOU

Op.n Ruth toM Owttna UpM>n
406 N ~n.-1 "-?-""• ""

9^-S:»
»94-6J0
V2StM

Al Unlv.r«lty Wonwn WMSwn.

tnlw»wmy CHrtiMin f^lomtttl̂ On. o«

Ih. mom htvpmtna ChrtMwi IMowtNp*
Tontgm. 730 p.m. CC174 W. tolow th.

Loiti.

PHI ALPHA THETA - HWo*y Hooo<»'So^

ct.ty. MupUng .pplcatlon. lor tall Grade,

undargiwli iMloom.. Into -Applcaiions m
Hittoryomo*. Du.10/1

PVOC OH. CO-OP Purchase home heating

oil at rwlucw] cost COD or automatic de-

livery Register atOCHO 428 Stud.nt Union

STUDENT LOCKERS AVAILABLE in Stu-

d.n« Union For storage ot txx>ks and other

personal tielongings. Register at OCHO 428

Student Union

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 PONTIAC PHEONIX HATCHBACK
Runs great New exhaust, shocks, brakes

Dependable, must see' 92,000 miles. Glenn

546-4055 $500 FIRM!

86 OLDS CUTLASS SUPREME Excellent

cond- well maintained 70K $4500 323-4951

FOR SALE: 83 Buick Skyhawk runs good,

tan with no rust. $l550. Call 546-4068

Purchasing a usmJ car? Having your car

repaired'' Do you know your nghts? Contact

The Legal Services Center, 922 Campus

Center. 54S-1995

ROOMMno iWX with others Heat ind 2min

10 bu. tOmln to town Conventent -cointort-

M. 256 6746

TOWMIIOOSg- 2 bedroom 1 i/2t»1hapaii^

am* on bu. roul. North Amh.fsl 1-567-

1352

FOR SALE

AKC GOLDEN RETRIEVER PUPPIES
$300 00-$400 00 367 2405 or 367-2818

CENTURIANIRONMAN EXPERT Exc«lent

conditk>n.k>wmileag«.Boughtn««tor$600.

ScMng tor $3S0«O. Can Chris 253-3608

Computer: Panasonic Senior Partner IBM

compatible. 51 2K. 2 360K ftoppies. built-in

CGA rTx>no screen. 1200 baud internal mo-

dem, built-in thermal printer Includes DOS.

Wordstar 5 Asking $475 Call betoro 9 467-

9225

DEAD TICKETS BG BO Jeremy 5858949

DEAD TRADE- Have Saturday need Thurs-

day 256-1183

DODGE OMNI-1 990 Great college car. 39K

miles. 4 door. Almost new. 5 speed. 40*

MPG $3,900-584-6187

Dorm slz. R.frMgwator $60.00 Will de-

hver 367-9562

FOR SALE: 80286 IBM AT compatible com-

puter with 1 2and1 44MB floppy diskdnves.

20MB hard disk, and microsoft mouse More

Asking $650 Call Mark at 545-3035

APPLEMAOEWRITER Prtmar,ExClM
con(Mon. $300 ($429 n«rir). DavK)665- 7944

JwryMara. Wild Boys. Pig Tangom 63

KFOO cm MH 549-7686

RALIEQH 10 SPEED Cxka GrMt condMon.

S7S 00 negotiable 5650127 PaKlcia

R.condHlon#d1».pwdbihw-SMrtngal
$50 Call 367-2041

SoM 4-PlM. drum s«
ZHdjMn HH«^Crash $300
Nwk 256-0644

SPEAKERSIt Acoustics 200W 12-wooters

Must sell $800 vakj. -$300 obo Frank 256-

0802

SPEAKERS ACOUSTKS 200W Mustleii

$600 Value $280 Firm Dan 546- 1039

UaM)SHREOCOMPOMENTS:80*IMni>i
liQffl bMic to high end. prk:ad to tall Alto

n«ar oompon.ni.. ponaMM oarMWM* al

unbMaatol. dtexmnis. Buy^wMwd. al S/

A/V Exchwtga. Amherst 256-0941

FOUND

WATCH M CAPE CODE Lounge on 9/11

Call 1 -467-3420

HELP WANTED

FREE TRAVEL, Cash, and Excellent Bosi-

ness Expenencel' Openings available lor

individuals or student organizations to pro-

mote the country's most successful Spnng

Break tours. Call inter-campus programs 1
•

800-327-6013

LOST

BKS REWARDI Lost bracelet on 9/17 -18

Karat goW Please call 546-7452

BROWN CARDIN GLASSES 9« in brown

case Please call 549-9332

Sat. 9/14 - Black leather wallet containing

my life. Mike 256-3192

-LEGAL HELP ••

OmMJon. aboiil yowr ttm^Mcxnttf d.-

pealldeduglon.?QuMllum*iu«li«ilWlln»

•Migning l.asat? QuMlion. about th.

oondHon ol your tmm houa. or apartrnwn?

Coniaci th. Legal Sw^^om C«Mr. 922
Campus Cir 545-1995

MOVMGSALEl!

OPEN HOUSE
FURNITURE GOOD QUALITY AT LOW
PRCES CAUL MONICA OH BRENOA AT

253-5766 OR COME TO 740M
RIVERGLADE DR MIU VALLEY
ESTATES IN SOUTH AMHERST

PERSONALS

GLORIA WTTKUS
m>un ar. you ?????

Qlv.m.acall
LOiwRoa.

ANNMARYCL0UT1ER -Happy B-day I Your

pals, CrMpy. Bulya and the gang on Gnjb

St

PIG- I LOVE YOUI Happy Anniversary"

You're the bMt tnend I oould ask lor. I love

you always -SuMMums

RACHEL you SHU mak. m. smri.1 -St.^^

RIDE WANTED

H.rwtoon.yMr
and lorrror 10 com.
Happy Annvarsaryl

I tovayoul

Lov.. Carolyn

My hMrt is yours lorever Happy on. yMr. I

Love You. Amy

Cary M. Hi^Py 2l2st Angell Love Craig

Thanks to the girts at 740C lor the pie.

HEY LARA
War. you surprised?

-Everyone

Watch out Worldl

Mary Ann turns 21 today.

MY MKHAELI-
Happy Birthday tomorrow honey
Did we used to do this. .?

I Love You.

Shubee

ROBVN- The past two years have t)een

absolutely wonderful I k>ve you more and
more each day Happy Anniversary!

Love. Michael

To Nicola, Kathtoan. and ChhsHne of 4th

floor Lewis- NeverM K b. said I never <ta

anything lor you! -NKH

Cul-IMasiPn [im-it^-'"'"""

—

i
—

-JAHNO

MATT I LOVE VOU more and more each

day Count on nne sweMe 1-4-3 Mtoh

HAPPY aOTH BIRTHDAY Elizabeth Anne

For two decades you've meat the world

bdghter; For a year you've made my tie

-I Lov. You
HEROTM

I to ^4J/NYC wknd of S.PL 27
Wil pay all .xp.nsM -cal 253-581

7

ROOMMATE WANTED

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED,
Brandywln. apt 549-7675

RU9HZETAPSI

TTwr 1^ Domino's P\zz» Night 12th floor

JQA7-9
Mon 23- Monday Night Footbal at IGU 406

Pleasant St 8-11

Wed 25- Bar-B-Q Southwest

Thur 26- Just say know' w/ Dr /kbel condom
sense N«ivman Center front kxjnge 7-10

-Into call 549-8188 or 549-1321

RESUME SERVK:E

Cutting Edge RMumM. Complete resume

service Writing, laser phnting. letters, ad-

vice 549-0367

N.M> a pragnarxry test, information or

support? Can lor free and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Main

Street Northampton 586-3000 or

Gre.nfi.ld 774-6019.

TRAVEL

BAHAMA CRUISE $99 par parson

5 day/4 night hotel

Plan now for your break

Very limited offer.

Call now 1-800-621-0572

Travel Fra.1! Sell spring break trips to Ja-

maica. Cancun. Bahamas. Margahta island.

Best commissionspaidlCall 1 -800-426-7710

WANTED

SLIDE PROJECTOR NEEDED for student

project. Sell or lend, Ela 542-2449

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats. 4wheelers,

moiorhomes by FBI, IRS. DEA. Available

your area now Call 805-682-7555 ext C-

1675

FUTONSI
Lowest prices and quick delivery!

Call Metawampe 585-1233

Free brochure available
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Minutemen in search of first win at Maine
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian StafT

It's tough to call the third game ofany season a must-win

game, but that is exactly what Saturday's football game in

Maine ( I p.m.) is, for both the University of Massachusetts

(0-2) and the University of Maine (0-2).

To put the importance of this game in perspective, no

team has ever won the Yankee Conference with three

conference loses and a loss by either team on Saturday

would give them two conference defeats and make winning

the Yankee Conference almost impossible especially the

way Delaware (2-0. fresh off a 28-21 upset over fourth-

ranked WiUiam and Mary) is playing.

"Ifwe want to compete for the Yankee Conference cham-

pionship, we have to consider this a must-win game," said

UMass coach Jim Reid.

The Minutemen are reeling. They've loat four sU-aight

dating back to last aeuon, the latMt. a 22-20 defeat at the

hands of Holy Cross. The defense is coming off a week in

which they allowed 484 yards of total oflense, and the

quarterback situation remains fuzzy at best, although Paul

Tomatore will start tomorrow.

Maine has two very capable running backs in Carl Smith

and Paul Capriotti. The latter rushed for 1.680 yards in

1989. 794 yards last year and is 370 yards shy of Lorenzo

Bouler's all-time Maine rushing record of 3,828. In his

career against UMass. Smith has rushed for 52 1 yards on 74

carries (7 yards per rush). The former has already gained

173 yards in the first two games of the season, ( 128 yards

last week against Northeastern).

The Black Bears allowed a two point conversion late in

the game against Northeastern and then had a 44-yard field

goal fall short as they lost 15-14. The week before they were

blown out by Villanova 48-7.

The Minutemen will be without the services of line-

backer Mario Perry for the second straight week. Perry

sustained an ankle iryury in the opener against Delaware.

Reid felt that the loss of Perry against Holy Cross was one

reason why the defense could not stop Jerome Fuller who

rushed for 207 yards and three touchdowns.

Freshman quarterback Emilio Colon was named the

Yankee Conference Rookie of the Week last week after his

17-of-31, 153-yard, one touchdown, two interception perfor-

mance against Northeastern.

Colon's favorite receiver Tony Szydlowski has caught 1

1

passes for 1 18 yards and one TD. Capriott has six catches.

UMass running back Jerome Bledsoe did not practice

until Wednesday because of a sore ankle. He ran for 131

yards on 25 carries last week. Reid said that if Bledsoe had

not practiced Wednesday,JohnJohnson would have started.

"It's gonna be like every week. . . it's gonna be a tough

game," Reid said, "^ou can take the point spreads and throw

them out the window."

Game Notes: The game will be broadcast on WTTT
(1430 AM). WGAM (1520 AM) and WMUA (91.1 FM).

Bledsoe working himself back into form
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian SUfT

arouiul the University of Massa-

chusetts football team are anxiously

awaiting the return of the rtal Jerome
Bledsoe to the gridiron, including Bledsoe

himself
Even though the tailback nished for 131

jrards on 25 attempts in Saturday's 22-20

loss to Holy Cross, Bledsoe and his coaches

admit there was still something missing in

his game.
"It will come, whatever it is," he said

Wednesday. "It's noi phyncal, it's more
mental.

"After last week's game, people said to

me, 'Jerome, you're doing well ,* but everyone

who has ever really seen me play knows that

tl^re's mcnre that I can do."

Head coach Jim Reid said, "I still don't

think we've seen him in top notch form."

The Bledsoe ofold was an explosive back

until he broke his ankle toward the end of

the first half of last year's season opener.

The Bledsoe ofold came offthe bench against

Lehigh in 1989 and had 209yard8 in only 19

carries with two touchdown runs.

*We really haven't seen him accelerate

consistently yet this season," Reid said.

Bledsoe had ankle surgery immediately

following the injury and also had
arthroscopic surgery this past Spring. He
wasn't allowed to run until this past June,

seven months after the mishap.

"He was a httle bit tentative last week."

said ofTensive backfteld coach Jerry Gordon.

"I felt like I had to watch myself." said

Bledsoe, who admitted his aiikle felt sore at

the start of the second half of last week's

game.
"Before (the ir^ury ) I was running craxy.

There was no doubt in my mind as to what
I could do. I could do anything."

While in high school, Bledsoe was one of

the top ruruung backs in the counU7 and

was recruited by Division I college football

powerhouses Notre Dame. Michigan and

Florida State. However. Bledsoe broke his

ankle before the season was over and all the

migor schools passed over him. He arrived

at UMass in 1987.

"Jerome Bledsoe is a Division I back and

we're lucky to have him here at UMass,"

Gordon said.

In the second half Saturday, Bledsoe

carried the ball 11 times and compiled 81

yards, an average of 7.3 yards per carry. He
also broke a run for 23 yards.

"In the second half, we started to see the

old Jerome Bledsoe," Reid said. "He was
really working hard. He gave us a little

burst that he didn't give us the Saturday

before."

Bledsoe alsocaught four passes Saturday

for eight yards, returned five kickofTs for 73

yards and threw an incomplete pass.

"People have to beware when he's in the

game," offensive coordinator Doug Berry

said. "He's multi-talented and he's got the

ability to get it all done
"

(jordon said. "We want the ball inJerome

Women's soccer set to

face Central Florida
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

After starting the season with three

straight road games the University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team will

square of, at home, this Saturday against

Central Florida.

The Lady Knights, ranked No. 15 in

the nation, will be the third straight top

20 opponent for the Minutewomen. Mas-

sachueetts (2-1) is ranked No. 11.

"This will be a very tough game for

us," UMass coach Jim Rudy said. "Cen-

tral Florida hasn't played a real good

team yet so I know they will be pumped
up for this game."

Central Florida enters this weekend

at 3-0, after blowing out three lesser

opponents, Mercer, West Florida and

Florida Atlantic by a combined score of

26-1.

"We have done well so far. but we
know that Massachusetts is our first big

testofthe year," Central coach Bill Barker

said. "Certainly we have to play well this

weekend for us to know that we are a

good team."
Central will be lead by forward Tiffany

Schreiner, who has seven goals already.

Teammates Karen Kopp and Kelly

Kochevar both have four tallies on the

year.

"We have been scoring a lot but I think

our defense is our strength," Barker said.

"We have been fairly fortunate on offense

this season, I don't see us scoring 1 1 goals

against Massachusetts."

The defense will be anchored by fresh-

man goaltender Heather Brann. Brann

has played all three games, collecting

two shut-outs and 0.33 goals against

average. Brann is just one of many new

players making a difference on the team

this year.

"Central Florida is a veryyoungteam
,"

Rudy said. "They lost most oftheir impact

players to graduation but they had a

deep bench last year and they had a great

year recruiting."

As for Massachusetts they will have to

battle an injury plague as well as a strong

Central team. Paula Wilkens is still

suffering from a sprained ankle she suf-

fered in the opener against Vermont and

this week in practice both Kim Eynard

and Michele Woodside went down with a

sprained ankle and knee, respectively.

"Of the 18 players we have on the

roster, 13 have an injury in some form,"

Rudy said. "This team is beaten up.

Wilkens, Eynard and Woodside are all

questionable but one thing I like about

this team is that they are mentally tough.

They have a lot of courage, a lot of inner

fortitude and if there is a way they can

play they will."

"Massachusetts is a very solid team,"

Barker said. "Their strengths run right

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Bledsoe's hands. His strength is his quick-

ness and his moves make people miss. But,

he can also be a power back at the same
time."

"I play big, not Hke a small back...and

things like this happen." Bledsoejoked as he

pointed to his ankle soaking in a tub in the

trainer's room.

As to when the real Bledsoe will be back,

he said, "I'm getting there, hopefully soon."

Reid said. "I wouldn't be surprised if it

happens against Maine."

Jerome Bledsoe is hoping to run
Maine.

like

CollefUn flie photo

a blur this weekend against

Men's X-Country hosts
three teams on
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

cross coimtry team looks to get on the win-

ning track this weekend as they play host to

Northeastern, lona and Brown. The race

starts at noon, beginning and ending behind

Totman Gymnasium.
In their meeting last year, lona won the

meet with 31 points. UMass finished second

with 41 and Northeastern was third with

48. Brown did not compete.

UMass coach Ken O'Brien feels lona is

the heavy favorite to duplicate its victory of

a year ago.

"Of the teams returning from the meet

last year, UMass loses its top three finishers

I to graduation]. . . Northeastern loses its top

three. . . and lona returns everybody, and

they finished one-two to begin with," O'Brien

said.

lona was led last year by Mel Hilliard

and Packie Mulvaney, who placed first and

second in the five mile race with identical

times of 25:50.

Although he concedes that lona may be

out of reach for the Minutemen, O'Brien

expects his team to battle for the second spot

with Northeastern and Brown.

"I'd say lona will be a little too tough for

any of the three teams," he said. "I would

expect that Brown, Northeastern and our-

selves will put together a pretty good battle."

Although the two teams did not meet in

a dual-meet situation last year, O'Brien

believes that he has a good idea of Brown's

capabilities.

"Brown, I have a fairly good feeling for

because last year, during the course of the

year, they paralleled our team almost stride

for stride in terms of meet results," he said.

"They ran courses nearly identical to the

way we ran them. . . At the end ofthe season

at the IC4A'8, when me met them for the

first time, we finished 10th and they were

17th. . . We had a good day and they didn't.

I don't think there's that much of a differ-

ence."

The top returning UMass harrier from

last year's meet is sophomore John Raach.

He finished fourth for UMass and 12th

overall in a time of27:02. Junior Matt Simon

was the team's top finisher lastweek against

UMass-Lowell and BC, running 26:17 at

Franklin Park in Boston.
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GEO disturbed by
stalled negotiations

CollrcUa pholo by CarrU Wy««b

STRING ME — Bill Bocbnak, claas of '94 political science major,

restrings tennis rackets over the weekend.

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Steff

With nine days left until the contract

negotiation deadline set by the Graduate
Employee Organization expires, the Uni-

versity ofMassachusetts administration will

not meet this week with GEO leaders to

finalize the union's first contract.

"It is extremely disturbing. We have work
to do. It is unfair to be negotiating a contract

and not meet with the other side," said

Emily Isaacs, the co-speaker of the GEO/
District 65AJAW.

Negotiating teams from both sides will

conduct a negotiating session the day before

the deadline uf Oct 1., Isaacs said.

Beginning today, the GEO will hold a

week-long program called "^in More at

Whitmure* to raise awarenessofthecontract
dispute. The GEO has planned speakers,

information tables and other events around

the Whitniore Administration Building.

Isaacs said some participating TAs have
opted to conduct classes in Whitmore to

participate in the events and still teach

their classes. "MostTAs are really concerned

about not hurting their undergraduate
students," Isaacs said.

Seymour Berger, dean of social and be-

havioral sciences and one of the five mem-
bers ofthe administration negotiating team,

said he was unable to comment due to an
agreement with the GEO not to discuss

details concerning the negotiation.

"^e're not supposed to discuss what has
besn going on in the negotiations. We're

both under that kind of rule," he said. "1

would like the negotiations to go forward in

a congenial manner.'
In May 1990, theGEO membership voted

to obtain four major points on their union

contract by Oct. 1 . They also voted to take

"decisive action" if their demands were not

met by that deadline.

Isaacs said these are the four demands of

the GEO:
• Health fee. Since graduate emplojrees,

such as teaching and research assistants,

are state employees who receive "substan-

dard" pay, theGEO does not want to pay the

mandatory health fee as compensation for

their low pay.
• Agency fee. Like the other unions on
campus, the GEO would like to charge iM>n-

members a fee. The GEO said they are

obligated to raise money this way in order to

serve their members.
• Binding arbitration. The GEO would like

an outside party to deal with future contract

problems or other grievances.
•

IJob security. TheGEO would like U) make
the reduction of teaching assistants (due to

budget cuts) "logical and academic instead

of random,' Isaacs said.

David Lenson, president of the Massa-
chusetU Society ofProfessors, said the MSP
supports the GEO's demands.

Lenson said most graduate employees
are over-burdended with work and low
salaries. Their base salary is a disgrace,'

he said, noting graduate emtdoyeea at other
universities receive two to three til

much.

Sukkot a celebration of new season, joy
By FELICE COHEN
Collegian StafT

Sukkot, the "festival ofour joy," a celebrating the start of

a new season for the Jewish culture, began Sunday night on
Tishrei, the first Hebrew month of the Jewish year.

University of Massachusetts Hillel Rabbi Saul Perlmutter
said Sukkot is a joyous holiday.

"We feel good about the new directions in our lives and
rejoice," said Perlmutter. "Since we just finished some
serious soul searching during Rosh Hashana and Yom
Kippur."

'There are many symbols in Sukkot, the major one being

the sukkah, a wooden structure.

Perlmutter said the sukkah is built to "remind us of the

Jews wandering in the desert after leaving Egypt in which
they built these temporary huts."

During the seven days of Sukkot, Perlmutter said many
Jews live and eat sukkah.

"Some Jews sleep and many eat in their sukkahs," he
said.

The sukkah is made out of wood. The top is decorated

with eithercornstalk orbranches that had once been growing
from the earth and were then cut off.

The sukkah is also decorated with apples and other

fruits, strung cranberries and popcorn and even pictures,

said Perlmutter.

"It is a positive thing to decorate (the sukkah) nicely,"

said Perlmutter, "and to welcome guests into your sukkah."
This is the practice of ushpizin, meaning to welcome on

each day a new guest. Jews not only welcome present day
guests, such as family and friends, but many ancestoral

ones as well, such as Abraham and Issac. Perlmutter said.

Perlmutter described Sukkot as a holiday whorte .lews

are able to get closer to nature. "It gives the same feeling one

gets when camping and you can always see a full moon."

Two other very important symbols of Sukkot are the

lulav and the etrog. The lulav consists of three branches

bounded together; a palm branch, a myrtle branch and a

willow branch.

The etrog is a citrus fruit, which resembles a lemon. Jews
say blessings over the lulav and the etrog, while shaking

them in all directions.

Perlmutter said the reason why Jews rejoice with these

particular objects is that they are agricultural symbols and

they represent the harvest time.

Simchat Torah, which means "rejoicing with the Torah,"

is the very last in this series ofJewish holidays and comes

seven days after Sukkot begins.

"It commemorates the completing of the five Books of

Moses," said Perlmutter. "And we immediately begin again

with Genesis."

Perlmutter said that everyone is welcome to come visit

the sukkah, which is located in the courtyard of the Hillel

House, as well as to bring their lunch and eat in the sukkah.

There is also available in the House a lulav and an etrog

and people are welcome to come borrow them to say the

blessings.

On Monday, following a 10 a.m. morning service, all are

welcomed to a light lunch in the sukkah.

Collegian photo by Jeff I

Members of the Hillel House decorate a
sukkoh in celebration of Sukkot.
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Channel 40 details UMass' fiscal status
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian StafT

The current fiscal situation at the University of Massa-

chusetts will be highlighted, or perhaps lowlighted, in a

panel filmed by a local television station Channel 40,

WGGB tonight in Bowker Auditorium.

PREVIEW
The panel, part ofa live News 40 Education Forum titled

"Dark Days on Campus," will run from 8 p.m. to 9 p.m. in

Bowker Auditorium in Stockbridge Hall. While the forum is

open to all students and faculty, audience members must be

seated by 7:45 p.m.

Panel members will include acting UMass Provost Glen
Gordon, Mass. Higher Education Council member Paul

Marks, UMass Student Government Association President

David Gagne, UMass Student Trustee Kevin Newnan,
Ma-ssachusetts Daily Collegian Editor-in-ChiefGayle I>ong

and the presidents of Westfield State College, Holyoke

Community College, Greenfield Community College and
Springfield Technical Community College.

On Thursday, Channel 40 reporter Alan Cohn and cam-

eraman Sylvester Berger came to UMass to film scenes

from the campus to open the program.

"We're doing a report to [open the program I," Cohn said.

"We wanted to give people the state of affairs at UMass."
Cohn said he interviewed Chancellor Richard O'Brien,

Gordon, and German Professor Frank Hugus, secretary of

the Faculty Senate, as well as students attending classes in

Herter Hall on Thursday morning.

"[Channel 40 1 has a dedication to covering issues that

deal with education," Cohn said. "It is a top priority of our

station."

Cohn said the format of the panel would be primarily

focused on allowing for audience questions and comments.
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Announcement
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beverages, as well as music and a short presentation will be included.
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Local
"Nine Sundays" seeks to replace election hype
Television networks support proposal
By JOHN DIAMOND

WASHINGTON (AP) — A proposal to

keep Willie Horton and flag factories out of

the next presidential campaign is drawing
cautious support from the major television

networks.

A product of Harvard's Kennedy School

ofGovernment, the "Nine Sundays" proposal
seeks to replace election hype with sub-

stantive comparison of the Democratic and
Republican nominees broadcast over nine

consecutive Sundays between Labor Day
and Election Day.

Columnists and editorial writers praised

the plan last month when it was unveiled.

But questions remained as to whether the

television networks would adopt it. Now a

favorable response is beginning to emerge.

"We support the notion of finding ways of

leamirig more about the candidates and
what they stand for and Nine Sundays is a

proposal that goes to the heart ofthat issue."

said Bill Wheatley , NBC's director ofpolitical

coverage.

Lane Venardos, executive producer of

special events for CBS News, said the pro-

posal got instant attention from network

executives and "certainly contains some good
ideas." But he added that CBS is consider-

ingother options for making its presidential

coverage more substantive.

All this discussion arises out ofthe wide-

spread criticism of the 1988 presidential

Service fraternity
registers bikes
to combat thefts

campaign in which the mtyor networks typi-

cally gave two candidates only a few seconds

of air time each night on the evening news.

Critics said that truncated coverage and
place a premium on shrill, attacking cam-

paign tactics, giving the advantage to the

candidate who could come up with the best

"visuals" that day.

Democratic nominee Michael Dukakis
refused toengage then-Vice President Bush,

thus losing an opportunity to attract air

time by sparring with his rival . And Dukakis'

visual acumen was typified by the disastrous

tank ride, a photo opportunity gone bad in

which Dukakis appeared silly instead of

presidential.

Bush attacked constantly, rurming a now
infamous ad that drew attention to Willie

Horton, a convicted murderer released on

furlough from a Massachusetts prison.

Bush's visit to a flag factory, which pro-

duced video showing the candidate awash
in red, white and blue, highlighted his knack
for the photo opportunity.

Under the Nine Sundays plan, cable and
pubUc television stations would make 90

minutes of evening or prime time available

every Sunday leading up to the election.

One of the three major networks would
participate each week.

Two segments would be presidential de-

bates with "no audience, no artificial hoopla

and applause, no panel of journalists, one
moderator, all to be done in a simple, un-

By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian SUff

In response to the increase of bicycle

thefts at the University ofMassachusetts, a
fraternity will be registering bicycles free of

charge as part of their rush activities.

Alpha Phi Omega, a co-ed service frater-

nity, will be registering bicycles starting on
Monday through Thursday this week. Stu-

dents can have their bikes registered by the

bike racks next to the Student Union from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.

UMass Police report that so far this se-

mester, nearly a dozen bikes have been
stolen on campus.

The procedure is quick and can easily be

done between classes, said Narury J. Schultz,

publicity chairperson for the fraternity. An
identification sticker will be placed on each

bike, and the owner's Social Security num-
ber will be engraved on the frame.

"We wax over the engraved number, so it

does not rust," said Julie Casey, service vice

president of APO.

In addition to the marking of the bi-

cycles,APO will collect the make, model and
serial number, as well as the value and
submit the information to the UMass Police

Department.
Last spring APO also sponsored their

first b'ke registration but only for a few day,

organizers said.

"It went over fairly well ,' said Casey. "We
registered close to 100 bikes."

APO is a national fraternity and is re-

sponsible for a number of services on cam-
pus. These include the "ride board" in the

Student Union, where people with cars

seeking passengers to share costs are

matched with those in need of a ride.

They also conduct blood drives, an annual
Las Vegas night and work with Boy Scouts

and Girl Scouts.

Another program, similar to the bike

registration, is Operation ID. This involves

engraving Social Security numbers on per-

sonal property for dorm residents.

APO currently has about 30 active

members, and had a pledge class of 15 last

semester.

Woman questioned in boy's death;

says he died while having sex
METHEUN, Mass. (AP)— A 24-year-old

married woman questioned in the death ofa

teen-age boy says he died while having sex

with her.

Jeanne Piccirillo said Shannon
Richardson lost consciousness while they

were having sex in her car on Aug. 26. She

told Richardson's family that she panicked,

drove him home and pushed his body into

the street at 1 a.m. and left.

Police would not comment on Piccirillo's

claim, saying they are awaiting the results

ofan autopsy from state police. Richardson's

mother, Cindy Richardson said she doubts

her story.

"I don't understand. I saw him at midnight

that night, and then I got a call at 1 a.m.

saying he was dead," she said. "I'm very

angry with her.. .she put me and my friends

through hell."

The teen-ager's aunt, Gail Julien, said

she was equally baffled by Piccirillo's story.

"She said she worked him for 30 minutes

with CPR" before giving up and dropping

his body off in the street, Julien said.

Piccirillo said she didn't take Richardson

to a hospital or inside his home because "I

thought I would be blamed for it."

"All I do all day is cry. I figure if they

would believe me it will go away. I just want
to know how he died," she told the Lawrence
Eagle-Tribune.

The youth's boss, William Mancini. owner
of Knight 'n' Day Cleaning Service in

Lawrence, said ifpolice don't find the answer,

he will devote all his business profits to find

the truth. "I will hire a private investigator

ifthat's what it takes," he said. "I will not let

this go."

Piccirillo met the Richardsons two years

ago, after Julien, of Methuen, began work-

ing for Piccirillo the Florist in Methuen.
The boy and his mother helped make

floral deliveries there during the holidays.

Piccirillo, who was not married then, worked

behind the counter in the shop. She married
David Piccirillo in July 1990.

"He had come to me before and asked my
advice" about his affair Piccirillo, Cindy
Richardson said. "I said, 'Stay away. She's

married. It's a bad situation.' My son was
very quiet and shy. She initiated the rela-

tionship."

adornedTV studio," according to the Barone
Center's plan. There also would be a Vice

presidential debate and a concluding seg-

ment featuring speeches by the two presi-

dential candidates.

Each of the other five programs would
focus on a single issue such as abortion,

taxes, or U.S.-Soviet relations.

"It's a very intriguing idea," Wheatley
said. "I think everyone that was involved in

the coverage ofthe 1988 campaign feels that

we could have done a better job that year

and is looking for ways to do a really goodjob
in 1992."

All three networks have been in touch

with John Ellis, who
wrote the proposal,and Marvin Kalb, who
heads the Kennedy School's Joan
Shorenstein Barone Center on Press, Poli-

tics and Public Policy. Some elements ofthe

proposal are already showing up on the air.

CBS has committed to airing relatively

lengthy news segments on declared or likely

presidential candidates. Last week the net-

work devoted several minutes to a piece on

Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton, much of which
simply showed Clinton speaking at various

events.

"It is new and we hope it's the result of

lessons learned from past campaigns,"
Venardos said. 'We all sensed that the art of

compression had been polished too finely in

1988 and that allowing people to speak was
not a bad idea at all."

CBS may announce other improvements
in its 1992 campaign coverage this week,

Venardos said.

NBC's Wheatley said a problem with the

Nine Sundays plan is that it requires the

participation of the candidates as well as

the networks.

"None of this can happen if the candi-

dates don't wish it to happen." Wheatley
said. "Thecandidates -particularly whoever's

ahead -would not be likely to devote that

many appearances on these matters."

Kalb, for 30 years the chief diplomatic

correspondent for CBS News, said some
political operatives in both parties have
expressed interest in the plan.

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST

Dear UMass Student Plan/Student

Family Member:

Beginning September 3, 1991, the

University Health Services instituted

a number of additional fees and/or

co-payments in order to keep the

mandatory Student Health Fee and

Student Family Plan fees to a

minimum. As a result the following

charges will be made.

1. Pharmacy Benefit: Birth control

pills, $10.00 per cycle. Each

prescription of all other formulary

items (including insulin) will be at

wholesale cost for up to one month
supply, minimum $5.00, maximum
$50.00 per prescription. Non-

formulary prescriptions at cost plus

handling charge.

*2. Surgical Specialist Visits at

UHS: $10.00 per visit co-payment,

including orthopedics, general

surgery, and gynecology specialists.

Exclusions: consults regarding

termination of pregnancy, and pre-

and post- natal visits to specialists

remain fully covered.

•3. VISITS BETWEEN 9:00 P.M.

AND 8:00 A.M. THE NEXT
MORNING: $10.00 per visit co-

payment.

4. VISITS AFTER NOON ON
SATURDAY AND ALL DAY
SUNDAY, UNTIL 8:00 A.M. ON
MONDAY MORNING: $10.00 per

visit co-payment.

•5. Allergy Clinic Visit: $10.00 co-

payment per visit. Allergy Testing:

Full fee-for-service charges for visit

and test materials. (Cost of test

materials is not covered by SHBP).

*6. Electrocardiograms (routine,

non-diagnostic): $10.00 co-payment

per test.

*7. Colposcopy Exam: $25.00 co-

payment per exam.

Health Services

*8. Sigmoidoscopy Exam: $25.00 co-

payment per exam.

9. Diabetic Supplies: Covered at

50% of costs.

10. Physical Examinations (routine,

non-diagnostic): $25.00 per exam,

plus any necessary bboratory tests.

For services which occur after (he

UHS Cashier's Office is closed

(especially afterhours and weekend

visits), co-payments can be made at

the Cashier's Office for up to two

weeks after the visit. AFTER TWO
WEEKS OF NO PAYMENT, AN
ADDITIONAL $5.00 HANDLING
FEE WILL BE ADDED TO THE
CO-PAYMENT AND A BILL WILL
BE SENT. Any bills not cleared

within a reasonable time can lead to

adminis(ra(ive wi(hdrawal from the

University. (These added charges do

not apply to Kaiser Permanente

members at UHS.)

We regret to announce these modest

changes for (he coming year.

However, we will continue (o work

wi(h you and the Student Health

Advisory Board to minimize

additional charges without

jeopardizing necessary services.

• GOOD NEWS for the

Supplemental Health Benefits Plan

and S(uden( Family Health Plan

subscribers...THE ASTERISKED
CO-PAYMENTS ARE COVERED
under your SHBP or FHP. If you

have no( subscribed yet, there is still

time.. .visit the UHS Cashier for

information or call 549-2671, ext. 232.

Sincerely,

David P. Kraft, M.D.
Execu(ive Director

University HeaUh Services
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Rosenberg for Senate
Tuesday's special election to fill the State Senate vacancy left by John Giver's

election to the U.S. House of Representatives affords the Five College community, as
all elections do, a chance to stand up and make their opinions heard. If you are a
registered voter in the Amherst/Northampton area, get out and vote. If you're not
registered, register for the next election.

Tuesday's contest presents a striking ideological contrast between two polar
opposites: State Representitive Stanley Rosenberg iD-Amherst) and Republican
Northampton attorney Douglas Dagarin. The two make for some interesting com-
parisons.

Rosenberg's record speaks for itself, especially in the area of education. When
public higher education had seemingly no friends on Beacon Hill, Rosenberg was
fighting for every penny allocated to the state's 29 colleges and universities, most
notably the Um%'ersity of Massachusetts at Amherst. While no candidate should be
judged on one issue alone. Rost>nberg's ser\'ice to UMass cannot be overlooked.

Rosenberg also was involved in changing the Proposition 2 1/2 override procedure.
Where once a two-thirds majority was necessary, a simple (over 50 percent) majority
is now all that's needed for cities and towns to raise property taxes. In an era of
decreasing state aid and increasing prices, this is \-itally important to communities
who need more money for schools, roads and the like.

Dagann has echoed Gov. William Weld's line regarding the funding ofeducation,
caUing for privatization and cooperation between the state's businesses and schools
in lieu of higher taxes. Essentially what it adds up to is government washing it's

hands of resptinsihilitv to the public sector. Philanthropy can never replace good
government.

Dagarin has made his anti-abortion stance very clear at a time when the very
existence of abortion rights is at staktv Rosenberg, however, has stood for a woman's
nght to choose

Dagarin's major weakness, however, is his strong anti-homosexual staiKe. Cer-
tainly his opinions are his own business, but Dagarin has chosen to come out
declaring himself having a "desire not to see our government condone homosexual
behaNior

"

We feel that no candidate who advocates bigotry of any sort has any place at any
level of government. While Dagarin has had the fortitude run on his convictions,
those convictions put into practice place him at odds with the most basic civil rights,
and certainly in \nolation of the Massachusetts Gay Civil Rights act.

Stan Rosenberg has three advantages over Douglas Dagarin: a strong command
ofthe needs ofeducation in Massachusetts, experience in government— Dagarin has
never held any pubhc office— and a sense of responsibility to his constituentii rather
than to hisown convictions. For these reaaons. the Collegian endorses Stan Rosenberg
for State Senate.

Unsigned editorials reflect a majority opinion of the Collegian board of editors

Weirdos on my telephone
Well, that time ofyear is once more upon

us and yes, I've survived to offend again. I

wasn't quite sure I was going to make it

after I received a nasty phone call from some
lunatic who kept going on and on about
what he thought about last week's column
'he didnt like it).

After calling me a wide variety of sexual
euphemisms, he proceeded to colorfully de-
scribe the various orifices in which I could
shove it. Being a kind fellow, he even offered
to do it for me. I declined, but thanked him
for the offer.

Apparently this poor, confused soul was
upset because he thought that I was too
critical of the intellectual capacity of the
aversige student here at UMass. "We no am
stupid." he said.

Jared Blaut

Anyway...

This little column which you are now
reading with such unbridled apathy is part
two in my two part series on the wonderfully
wide variety of people who occupy space at
this little institution ofours. I've renamed it

"Weirdos on my Telephone" in honor of the
aforementioned gentleman. Now without
further ado, I present:

Part II: The Social Life of the UMass
Student ("Life Being Used in the Most
Liberal Sense of the Word)

The average UMass student (or Putzius
Majorius) is a close relative of the common
leech which, as Webster's New World Dic-

tionary describes, is "a blood-sucking worm
living in water."

Of course being somewhat higher up on
the evolutionary scale, the leech is able to

thrive without the injection oflarge volumes
of harmful alcoholic substances into its

bloodstream; a threat which natural selec-

tion has not yet been kind enough to bestow
upon Putzius Majorius.

The UMass students' dependence on
urine-like liquids has some interesting and
unusual effect on their behavior. For ex-
ample, the avid observer ofPutzius Majorius
might want to take a trip up to Orchard Hill
one fine Friday or Saturday night. If he's
lucky, he may get a chance to observe what
has come to be known around campus as the
"Bowl Wars".

During this strange bonding ritual, vir-

tually tens ofstudents standon the balconies
of their respective dorms around a sacred
circle of grass and, displaying a complete
and total lack of sobriety, throw bowls at

each other.

If you really want to have a good time,
you can walk down fraternity lane and see
how many drunk Greeks fall off their roofs.

If you are a female, strolling down frat

lane (I'm told) can be one of the most re-

warding experiences of your life. Yes, no
matter how homely you may be, you will no
doubt be showered with a wide variety of
compliments from the multitudes of men
lining the sidewalk.

These guys know how to look for those
special characteristics in a female (such as
having two legs) that lets them know a fine

woman when they see one. In addition you
will probably receive many kind offers from
wasted males who are unselfishly willing to

stop whatever they're drinking in order to

"spend some time" with you.
Since this is equal-opportunity criticism,

allow me to say that a lot of ladies get
trashed in a big way as well. You can tell

who they are because they are the ones who
actually accept the frat boys' offers.

On the other side ofthe coin is my friend,

Tom. Now Tom really enjoys doing Calculus.
In fact, Tom spends the vast majority of his

waking hours doing Calculus. During what
little free time he has, Tom likes to kick
back, relax, and do a little Physics.
Tom is starting to lose it, though, because

the other night he went down to the pond to
feed the ducks. Now, that seems normal
enough. But when you consider that Tom
did this at midnight and while he was there
he decided to scale and then leap from a
willow tree wearing a hat made out of
branches and then proceeded to run
screaming, barefoot through a field with his
eyes closed until he hit a tree, you might
begin to wonder.
Tom doesn't get out much.
The more mentally aware people out there

are now thinking, "Wait a minute. How does
that wonderfully witty and insightful writer
Jared Blaut know exactly what Tom was
doing by the pond? Was he there? Did he
participate?"

Judge for yourself...

Jared Blaut is a UMass student

Them's is fightin' words
Ijust don't understand this fight ingthing.

This isn't the "art of self-defense" kind of

fighting that you see on pay -|>er-view. You
don't have to go to Las Vegas or Atlantic City

to see it first-hand, either. Indeed, you need

not travel farther then your own residence

area or apartment complex

Greg Siikiennik

Anytime between Thursday night and
Saturday night, you can bet that somewhere,
sometime, someone is going to get the
whatnot kicked out of him or her by a some
walking societal menace. It won't be for

honor, or glory, or some other highfalutin

cause. No, it'll go something like this;

"Hey, you spilled beer on me you [exple-

tive |!"

"Sorry dude, but it's only your shirt. IXin't

have a cow."

"You're a wise-ass, aren't you? I oughta
(expletive] you up!"

"You just go ahead and try. tough guy."

"You wanna throw? Come on, you
[expletive!, Ill knock the (expletive) out of

you, you [really gross expletive!!

And so it begins. Two drunk individuals

throwing punches at each other over spilled

beer. Manhood personified, right?

Last week, two guys in my residence
decided they didn't like each other and hey,
why not hit each other? Well, that's not the
way it worked. There was a definite winner
and a definite loser in this bout, and the
latter got his face smacked repeatedly, point-

blank, until his mouth and nose were gush-
ing blood.

I suppose I could give a more vivid ac-

count of this mismatch had I seen it in

person. I didn't, and I'm kind ofglad for that.

Seeing a barroom brawl unfold isn't the
same as watching Foreman vs. Holyfield.

The action can spill over and include you. It

gets scary.

You can see and hear the force and effect

ofevery blow. The blood is very real. There's
no referee to step in and stop the action if it

gets one-sided, and unless someone big
enough can pull the combattants apart,

someone could die. Yes, I said {jig. Ifyou don't

believe me, ask someone who boxes or does
martial arts and they'll tell you how a blow
to the face or head could be potentially fatal.

Did you ever notice how the parties in-

volved in a fight are usually drunk? This
phenomenon is called "beer muscles." Five

or six pops and suddenly shy Uttle Robbie is

Big Bad Bob - or so he thinks. But what
happens when Bob starts with that 300
pound guy in the comer who's asking him
"Why are you looking at me?"

Call an ambulance. Robbie's been hit in

the face with a bottle.

Call a lawyer. The 300 pound guy's in the

town pound for assault with a deadly weapon.
Guess Big Bad Bob shouldn't have looked

at him, huh?
A friend of mine from Lowell, a "tough

town," summed it up this way. He's been in

a few scraps in his day, and he's pretty big,

but he says "Fights are so stupid." I couldn't

agree more.
Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian columnist

Owners made sports a business
As I read David Scott's column, "Back

Then, When It Was A Game" (September
18), I thought to myself, "So how do you
solve this problem?" Mr. Scott, like so many
other sports critics, targets the wrong cul-

prits and offers no solutions.

In 1989, M^or League Baseball signed
(sold) over $1.4 billion worth in television

contracts toCBS and ESPN for 1990 through
1994. That's over $53 million per team, over
$10 million per year. That's without selling

advertising, concessions, admissions, li-

censed products or. most importantly, in-

dependent cable contracts. The Boston Red
Sox alone are valued at over $200 miUion.
Suddenly, Roger Clemens' $5.21 million
contract seems like peanuts.

It is the greed of the owners that has
caused this spiraling of contracts, ticket

prices, etc. Were it not for the genius of
Marvin Miller, the man who created the
[ baseball ] players' union and ultimately won
the institution of free agency, the players
would still be at the mercy of the owners.

For example in 1919, the Wrigley family,
owners of the Chicago White Sox, offered
pitcher Eddie Cicotte a $5,000 bonus if he

won 30 games. Guess who sat in the bullpen
after victory number 29? It was a businets
then, it's a business now.

How do you solve this problem? You ean
only control the greed. TheNBA is the prime
example. There is a salary cap, controlled

ticket pricing, and all television revenue is

equally shared. The result? Every team is a
money maker, attendance is growing every
year, and the average salary is greater than
that in baseball. As the great Casey Stengel
would say, "You could look it up."

Finally, Mr. Scott writes, "...sports is

society's...most addictive drug." I suppose
Mr. Scott would say that ancient Greece was
the world's largest opium den. The Greeks
argued long and hard about the value of
sport in society and their influence is still

felt today. What are those things held every
four years? Olympics, you say?

The simple, incontrovertible fact is that
sports is an integral part ofour culture, our
society and our way of life. And anyone who
refuses to believe that will be a sports critic

and not a sportswriter.

Luke Erickson
Sylvan

U.S. not abiding by majority rule
A fascinating piece of news, foreign to

perhaps all of you since it went totally un-
reported in the Free Press, concerns a United
Nations General Assembly of 1987. At his
time, the "Community of Nations" voted on
a series of disarmament resolutions. The
resolutions, and accompanying vote tallies,

are as follows:

1. Opposition to the buildup of weapons in
outer space - 154 to

1, with no abstentions.

2. Opposition to developing new weapons of
mass destruction - 135

tol.

3. In favor ofa comprehensive test ban - 143
to 2.

4. In favor of a halt to all nuclear test
explosions - 137 to 3.

Joined in two cases by France, and once

by Britain, one country alone voted against
each proposition. What country could pos-

sibly be so belligerent and warlike? Why,
our own good ol' U.S. of A.' the staunch,
unanswerving defenders of freedom and
democracy.

Correct me if I'm wrong, but I thought
that a constituent of democracy is majority
rule. Each of the four votes demonstrates
not only a msyority, but an incredibly large
one at that. Yet, four years later, none ofthe
resolutions have become a reality. So, either

the U.S. government isn't working hard
enough to ensure the democracy it purports
to defend, or else its citizens are being re-

lentlessly lied to. What do you think?

Kevin J. Smith
Amherst

Correction
The Editorial/Opinion page wishes to apologize for a serious oversight ofCollegian

policy which ran in Friday's paper.
A column ran in the Editorial/Opinion page in which columnist Michael Morrissey

made a reference to a news article written by Trystan Skeigh. It concerned the
difficulties in adjustingto living with peopleofdifferentsexual orientationsexperienced
by both homosexuals and heterosexuals.

However, a remark made by Morrissey about what he termed as "one-sided"
treatment of the issue was totally inappropriate. Collegian policy is clear in this
regard: staffmembers are not allowed to respond to the work ofother staffmembers
within the paper. The Collegian regrets the error.

Arts & Living
Shear brings Noho a lesbian blast from the past
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Linda Shear
Northampton Center for the Arts
Saturday, Sept. 20

For the first time in over a decade Linda
Shear, who rocked lesbian America in 1974
with her landmark album Linda Shear, A
Lesbian Portrait, gave an enM>tion-packed,

three-hour, women-only concert at the Cen-
ter for the Arts in Northampton Saturday
night.

Her show was a fund-raiser for
F.L.O.W.E.R., a lesbian economic founda-
tion devoted to providing funds for the de-

velopment oflesbiancommunity and culture.

A significant actor in the 1970s
Northampton-based lesbian liberation and
separatist movement. Shear's album was
the first LP ever released that had "for

lesbians only" printed on the cover. Also, in

1971, Shear was a founding member of the
first openly lesbian band in the United

States, Family of Woman.
For a variety ofpersonal reasons, includ-

ing financial. Shear gave up her musical
career toward the end of the decade and
became a certified public accountant in

Northampton. Since then. Shear has rarely
performed in pubUc, except for a few cam-
eos. For the youngerwomen in the audience,
Saturday was their first opportunity to fully

experience and appreciate Shear's music.
Shear brings to the stage a uniquely

powerful musical lesbian presence. She has
a rare and special ability to reach out and
embrace her audience, imbuing the packed
hall with strong feelings of trust and com-
munity. Her lyrics openly, honestly reflect

her wide range ofexperiences and struggles
as a lesbian. Several times Shear told her
audience that "my music comes from my
heart."

At one point Shearcommented "the pres-

ence of power in this room is so palpable, so

tangible, I can feel it. I can't tell you how
powerful I feel lesbian community is."

Shear, seated behind a grand piano.

opened her concert with "Family ofWoman"
probably the most popular cut off her LP.
Shear said "this song wfis a tribute to my
deep love and respect for women that has
only strengthened and deepened over the

years."

Shear's packed repertoire included a
number of selections off her album, includ-

ing such favorites as "Let It Be Now", popu-
larly known as the "space ship song", about
a lesbian space-craft that comes to take all

the lesbians stuck on Earth home, and
"Barbara" a somber and deeply compassion-
ate look into lesbian alcoholism. The crowd
was obviously delighted with her first pub-
lic rendition of "Windflower", a love song
dedicated to her partner. As the crowd softly

aaah ed in appreciation. Shear handed her
lover a rose at the song's conclusion.

Shear's highly developed political/social

conscience was an integral part of her per-

formance. Songs were interspersed with pe-

riods of political commentary and social

insight. By the end of the night Shear had
covered a wide array of issues, ranging from

lesbian separatism, gay parenting, the Is-

raeli-Palestinian peace movement, alcohol-

ism, cancer, sexism, and homophobia.
At one point, in reference to women's

bookstores. Shear pointed out the progress
she has observed in lesbian liberation, not-

ing that "I come from a time when a lesbian

could own every lesbian book [available],

every album, and every opinion. Now, there
are so many opinions, so many books, so

much music out there..."

Although it may be true that a larfe
variety of lesbian cultural materials now
exist, it is a sad fact that Shear's album
cannot be found among them. Shear's
ground-breaking album was limited-edition

and has never been re-issued, making it

nearly impossible to obtain.

Saturday night Shear's powerful perfor-

mance underlined the significant place she
holds in lesbian music history and allowed
younger members ofthe lesbian community
to experience an artist who has become a
cultural legend. Hopefully, we will not have
to wait so long for her next performance.
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S3 S. Prospect St. Amherst Center
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Linda Shear

Considering

the December

LSAT?
You should talk to Stanley H. Kaplan.

Don't walk into the December LSAT unprepared!

Whether you've taken it before, or you're taking it for the

first time, you need to do your best. So start preparing

now - with Stanley H. Kaplan.

Best of all. this year we're adding an extra review

lesson to our eight-session course. Just before the

December LSAT we'll give you an extra class session at

which we'll review the actual September LSAT questions.

So you'll walk into the December LSAT fresh, sharp and

ready.

Call us today. Don't be left out!

SSTANLEYH. KAPLAN
(Ci Take Kaplan OrlakcYour Chances

Classes start: October 8th, Amherst

October 20th, Smith

Stop by the Kaplan Booth

at Campus Fest at UMass, October 1 & 2

G.M.AT Classes start October 21

CiRI-: Classes start October 10

9Cimon
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Know
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Wtfh $3.50.

I One LaigeCheese Pizza i

I

I

I

I Toppings Extra.

I Offer \^id on dtUntry only. Please mention coupon when

Ionlennii. One coupon per party per visit at participatinft

Pizza Hut delivery uniLi or restaurants Not valid with any

I
other offer Ijmiled Delivery Area. Huny. offer ends soon

Code: 16 DM

I
'" 1991 Pizza Hut. inc l/20< cash redemption value.

PVKa
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I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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Or try our Collegiate Pizza - A large Pepperoni Pizza for $6.00 with your Student l.D.

For free defivery caD: 253'3443.
<rl99IPixzaHut.lTK.
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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Quote of the Day
"No comment."

Dear Campus Community,

Many mistakes were made on the Friday, Sept. 20,
comics page.

Of the many mistakes, by far the worst mistake
made was the printing ofa comic strip that could have
been perceived to be pro-racist.

The comic strip was submitted to the managing
editor the week before. After reading the strip and
talking to several people about its content, the man-
aging editor decided that the strip, while its intent

was to satirize racist views, was not clear in its

purpose and could be perceived as a pro-racism state-

ment. He then chose not to run the strip. The manag-
ing editor then put the strip back in his comics folder

so that he could talk to the artist about it later. Every
morning, the managing editor takes the comic strips

that are to be run for the next day and puts them in the

graphics room where the graphics staffputs the strips

in the paper. After the managing editor had gone
home Thursday, however, the strips that were chosen
had somehow been lost. The stafTthat was on Thursday
night then used whatever comic strips they could find

in the managingeditor'scomics folder. Unfortunately,
that particular strip was still in the folder and was put

into the paper without being read. The night editor on
duty that night failed to check the content of the
comics page, thus, the strip ended up in the comics
page.

Other mistakes included the mismarking of the

"Under 21* and "Cast of Thousands" (the question-

able strip) comics stnps which were attributed to the

wrong work and artist.

The Collegian formally apologizes to any offended
parties and thanks yuu for your patience.

Menu
LUNCH

Beef Fajitas

Fish Munchies
BASICS LUNCH

Summer Salad Pocket

Fish Munchies

DINNER
Chicken Cacciatore

Pineapple Ham Steak

BASICS DINNHR
Chicken Cacciatore

Spuds Fungi Delight

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARlKS<March 21 Apnl 19): Go
ahead and showcauic your special

lalcnis VarHHis conflicts could be
inhihiling love and marriage. DisciiM

any rcccni misundcrsiandings
calmly. Romance micnsirics when
you show greater paiicm-c

TAtRUS(Apnl 20-May 20): Finish

whal you start today. .Seek a more
efficient method of distnhuiion. A
promotion, new responsibilities and
additional income are likely. Pay
nH)re attention to your loved ones'

body language.

GKMINKMay 2 1 June 20): A new
venture could bring youexira income.

Re prepared to explain your plans

and ultimate goals. Friends are

unusually supportive during a family

crisis. Return the favor.

CANCER(Junc 21 -July 22): Take
advantage of a lull at wori to catch

upon routine tasks. It is imponant to

keep your sense ofhumor i fsomeone
suggests that you arc on the wrong
track.

LEO(July 23-Aug. 22): Live up to

both your obligations and your
potential. Get an expert's opinion if

making new investments. A real

estate transaction could be your best

bet. A romantic overture will make
you smile!

ViRGO(Aug. 23-.Sept. 22): Child-

related problems are easier to .solve

now. Examine legal papers carefully

before signing. In addition, do not

insi.st on always having your own
way at home.

LIBRA(Sep<. 2.^-Oct. 22): The
emphasis today is on xhanng with

your loved ones A relaxing family

get-together underlines the meaning
of true love. Your natural exuberance

wins the approval of an affectionate

child.

SCORPICXOcl. 2.^ Nov 21): Your
personal plans come under discussion

today. Avoid trying to foist your
views on others. Travel is best

postponed: a lot is going on at the

workplace. A new understanding

leads to romance.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 2 1 ):

Tend to insurance and tax matters

promptly. The help of an old friend

can make a big difference in husinevs.

Count your cash before jumping into

a new financial venture.

CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

The emphasis is on seeing people as

they really are. Wishful thinking

could land you in a peck of trouble.

Keep promises made to children.

Family life takes precedence over
social events.

AOUARIUS(Jan. 20-Fcb. 18): A
professional or pergonal problem can

be easily resolved if you are tactful.

Visit over the phone instead oftaking

a long trip. Participating in a sports

event sends your spirits soaring.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March20):Thckey

word today is "cooperation".

Teamwork will help improve the

bottom line. The power of positive

thinking comes to your rescue in an

embarrassing situation.
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Brittany Manor
(413)256-8534

Two Bedroom Apartments
AVAILABLE

LIMITED TIME ONLY
Two Bedroom Apartments

AVAILABLE NOW!

$399 PER MONTH
Rent Includes heat and hot water
NO EXPENSIVE HEATING BILLS

HURRY!
NO SECURITY OR FINAL MONTH RENT

REQUIRED AT THIS TIME
Fully Equipped Kitchen Including; Disposal • On The Five
Colle^ Bus Route • Orersized Bathrooms • Lar^^ Dinning
Area • Storm Windows • Wall To Wall Carpeting • Large

Livingroom w/ Ceiling To Floor Windows • Dead-bolt Secu-
rity Locbs • Cable Television Available

ACT NOW
$100.00 REWARD

If you know of a friend who Is apartment hunting, send them to us wi*h
this form. If they qualify and rent

our apartment you will receive

$100.00 REWARD
I recomend

^1^.11^' NEW «.mn_!n^H C_

ON SALE NOW • 2 Ux 79C

University Store

Mini Stere

All Munehy Stores

My name
Address
Tel«

Name
Address
Tel#

,
1

Keep That Great Summer Look
Txi

^3Q.

TANNING SPECIAL, 10 Visits for g45 with couiK>n
Oiir WOLFF bed really works expires 10/31/91

Styles By Deborah
'Tlie Si)a" for hair c^ skin eare

549-5610

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE I L^ CAMPUS CENTER » THURSDAY H.30.^:M) FRIDAY8:J0-2:30'DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAWN • Kk/WORD/DAY FOR STUDEm • CASH INADVANCE

AcnvmES AUTO FOR SALE

SCoNag* AftnwHiw « Frtand* Intormal

OnnvfiMMling Tum. S«p« 24. 6pm TOC
n*Mauranl

.
UktaM For into ca« S4»- 1 409 or

S46-S600

Alpha PHI Onwga. National Co ad
Servtca Fraternity

Saptambar 23^26
Monday CraWrae 7pfr

Tuaaday Thoreau 7 aopm
Wa<tnaaday Brett 7pni

Thursday Watwtar 8pm

CENTRAL ANO ONCNARO HILL are
planning Oclobartast activities Any band
intaraslad in playing contact Heattier Long
at546-S3S0

UMASS OUTING CLUB
General meeting lonighti 7 00 CC 802
Tnp announcamefYts. slides arxl moral

Evaryona aiatooma'

WHY ASK WHY?
Rush Delta Chi'

Monday "Pool tournament" 8-10
Wednesday •spaghatt dinner- 6-fl

liaSunsat Ava.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Bad and Braakfaal. Downtown Amherst
549-0733

K you doni think sorority

IHetstoryou Rush IGU
OPEN RUSH IOTA GAMMA UPSILON

406 N Pleasant Street 549-8484
9/23 5 30
9/24 6 30
9/25 6 30

All University Women Welcome

PHI ALPHA THETA - History Honors Soci
ety. accepting applications lor lall Grads.
undergrads welcome Into Applications in

History office Due 10/1

STUDENT LOCKERS AVAILABLE in Stu-
dent Union For storage of books and other

personal betongings. Register at OCHO 428
Student Union

M OLOS CUTLASS SUPRBIE EicMant
cond- wan maintainad 70K $4500 323-4951

CLASSKIMCVWoonvartibla modal 1300

S3000 5460057

FOR SALE: '83 BukA Skyttawh runs good
tan with no rust $1250 CM 546-4068

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats

motortxvnes by FBI IRS DEA Avaiiabia

your area now Can 805-682-7555 airt C
1675

BUSmESS OPPORTUNITIES

REPOSSESSED ANO IRS foreclosad

homes available at batow market value.

Farttastic savings' You repair Also S and L

baitout properties Call 805-682- 7555 ext H-

2009

COLLEGE PIZZA

COLLEGE P^A
Fall Special

Small cheese $3 50

Large cheese S5 99
FREE soda with the purchase ol a large

sub. salad, or spaghetti

549-6098 549 6073
Must mention this ad

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISCi $1 75 00 DJs. VJs. Karaoke

lor house/ Formal parties. Call 586-9900

FOR RENT

1 ROOM IN A 4 bedroom codo in Amherst

Kitchen livingroom with fireplace washer/

dryer pool tennis court on the bus route

$325 Call Bnjce at 256-1215

ROOMMBKi apt with otHart Haalmd 2min
to bus lOmin to town Convaniant -cotrtort-

able 256 6746

TOWNHOUSE 2 bedroom 1 l/Zbani^MfT
mam on bus route NorVi Amherst t-S67-

13S2

WATCH M CAPE CODE Lounge on 9/11

Can 1 467-3420 MOVING SALEII ROOMMATE WANTED

FUNDRAISERS

FOR SALE

EXECUTIVE RENTAL RENT or rant with

option to buy 4 bedroom luxuries house in

Amherst woods Call 253-7879

NEED 2 PEOPLE for large double room in

South Amherst house great landtoid. $190

month 253-3091

3.0 CUBK: foot dorm Indge tor $45 Call

M«ia at 549-6957

Baby Pyltion tor sale HaaRhy fnandly and
cheap tor intormakon cat Oava al 5463751

CENTURIAN IRONMANEXPERT E ncaJieni

condition low mileage Bought newfor$600.
Sailing lor $350i«O. Call Chns 253 3608

DEAD TRADE- Have Saturday need Thurs-
day 256-1183

DODGE OMNI-t990 Great college car. 39K
miles. 4 door. Almost new. 5 speed. 40•^

MPG $3,900 584-6187

Dorm sixa RafrMgaralar $60 00 Will de
tver 367 9562

FREE CAP WHEN you buy my Ford Ft 50
4x4 Call Steve 253-7922

FUTONSI
Lowest prices and quick delivery <

Call Metawampe 585- 1 233
Free brochure available

JerryaSara, Wild Boys. Pig Tangent 63
KFCX5 Call Jeff 549 7686

KAYAK $400. Bike $120. Backpack $35.
Campslove $40. Steve 253-7922

RALIEGH 10 SPEED bike Great condition

$75 00 negotiable 5850127 Patnda

SPEAKERS ACOUSTICS 200W Must'seTl

$600 Value $280 Firm Dan 546-1039

TYPEWRITERS- 2 SC electric excellent

condition 549-0058

FOUND

BracaM Found! Tues. Sept 1 7 7:30pm be-

tween the campus center and the pond (on

the path) Go to Campus Center info booth to

claim

RAISE $S0O.-$1O0O.-$1SOO
FOOLPROOF
FUNORAISING

For your fraternity, soronty. team or other

campus oiganizaMon Act now tor the
chanca to win a Caribbean CrUsa and

fabulous pnzas'

Cal 1 -600 950-8472. ext 50

OPEN HOUSE
FURNITURE GOOD OUALITY AT LOW
PRICES CALL MONICA OR BRENDA AT

253 5766 OR COME TO 740M
RIVERGLADE OR MILL VALLEY
ESTATES IN SOUTH AMHERST

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED.
Brandywine apt 549-7675

RUSH ZETA PSI

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

EARN$6/HOUR
Spanish/English bilingual* naadad tor

reading study

Jeanane 585-8749

FAST FUNDRAISER $1000/WK
Greeks, clubs. Anyone

(800)748-6817

FREE SPRING BREAK tnp*cash>Cancun.
Jamaica. Batiamas' Sell trips on campus
and earn free tnp tx>nus cash' Four sea
sons 1 800-331-3136

Travel Sale* Raprasantatlva STS, the
leader in Collegiate travel needs motivated

individuals and groups to promote winter/

spnng break tnps For information call Stu-

dent Travel Services. Ithaca NY at 1 -800

648-4849

INSTRUCTKSN

GUITAR LESSONS al Hilton Music AH
styles Call Jeff at 665- 1 1 78

LOST

BK3 REWARDI Lost bracelet on 9/17 -18

Karat goU Please call 546-7452

~ LEGAL HELP **

Oueatlona about your lease/security de-
posit deductions'Questions about subletting/

assigning leases^ Questions about the

condition ol your new house or apartment?
Contact the Legal Services Center. 922
Campus Ctr. 545- 1 995

TO MY SMKSA ON 7th J A
You thought I was t>kjtfing Feel belter, and
call me if I can gel you some chicken soup or

removeany unwanted visitors Love.Moishe

TO WHOEVER RETURNED PB s wallet on
Wed 9/18 Thank you worxJerlul person" K's

nee to know honest people still exist at

UMassI Gratefully. PB

ANN
The past year has been wonderful It

seems as if each day I love you a little

more You are a special person in my kfe

and I hope we'll be together for a tong

lime I k5ve you Happy Anniversary

Love Michael

RICHARD C. - It's wicked cool that we've
dated for a whole year and don1 fight or

anything I'm wicked psyched for Friday

Psyche Psyche Psyche Psyche Psyche"'
Dont go scoopin' while I'm gone 9-28-91

true kive 4 ever llove ya so much, GOAT
CHEESE

HAPPY BIRTHDAY WILL
Pumpkin seeds, chocolate, ice cubes-

Need I say more?
From one ol your many woman

RESUME SERVK:E

Cutting Edge Raaumas. Complete resume
service Writing, laser pnnting. letters, ad-

vice. 549-0367

RIDE WANTED

Ride wanted to NJ/NYC «rknd of Sept 27
Will pay all expenses -call 253-581

7

Thor 19- tX>mino's Pizza Night 12th floor

JOA7 9

Mon 23- Monday Night Football at K3U 406
Pleasant St 8-11

Wed 25- Bar-B-O Southwest
Thur 26- Just say know' w/ Dr Abel condom
sense Newman Center front lounge 7-10

Into call 549-8188 or 549 1321

SERVKES

FREE pregnancy tasting; confidential and
caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No
Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

HOLIDAY GIFTS, Make-up. Jewelry. Skin

care, and lots more Order Avon today'

Call 546-1999 lor free samples and bro-

chure

, Need a pregnancy lest, information or

supporf Call for free and conlidemial

sennces ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam
Street Northampton 586-3000 or

Greenfield 774-6019.

TRAVEL

BAHAMA CRUISE $99 per person

5 dayi4 mghl hotel

Plan now lor your break

Very limited offer

Call now 1 800-621-0572

MONTREAL BAR CRAWL WEEKENDS
College weekend Nov 9th - 1 llh from $89
Group leaders travel free and earn $$$ Call

Today 617-444-1 11

Travel Fraatt Sell spring break trips to Ja-

maica. Caricun. Bahamas. Margarita island.

Best commissions paid I Call 1 -800-426- 77 1

WANTED

SLIDE PROJECTOR NEEDED for student

protect. Sell or lend. Ela 542-2449
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Sports

It's ugly, but Minutemen beat Maine
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

ORONO. Maine — Another game, another ugly perfor-

mance, another productive rushing day for Jerome Bledsoe,

another quarterback change and a win, one the University

of Massachusetts had to have.

It's hard to believe that 9,746 people paid to watch
Saturday's football game at Alumni Stadium between UMass
and the University of Maine. . . It was that bad.

Jerome Bledsoe carried the entire Minuteman Dflense on
his back and dragged it through Saturday afternoon's

Yankee Conference game as UMass improved to 1-2, 1-1 in

the conference, beating Maine (0-3, 0-2> 10-3.

Bledsoe rushed for a career high 214 yards on 35 carries,

good enough to earn him tri-Offensive Player of the Week
honors in the Yankee Conference.

The defense held the Black Bears to 42 yards rushing.

Maine's star running back Carl Smith, who had rushed for

574 yards in his two previous outings against UMass, was
held to just 1 1 yards.

In the first quarter. Maine kicker JefTMottola missed a

37-yard field goal. The Minutemen marched down to the

Maine 16-yard line and Jim Maguire kicked a 33-yard field

goal to put UMass ahead 3-0.

On thf fir-sf nlav of the drive. Bledsoe carried for 11

Women's soccer ivins
Defeats Central Florida, 2-0

yards, five plays later, he rambled 42 yards down to the

Maine 13 yard line.

The key play in the sequence was a pass interference

penalty against Maine's Bill Curry on a third-and-eight

play that gave UMass an automatic first down.
In the second quarter, UMass had a chance to take a 6-

lead but Tom Fasano fumbled the snap on what would
have been a 35-yard field goal attempt. In the fourth

quarter. Fasano came in to quarterback the team and
completed a third down pass to I^mar Newsome which
enabled the Minutemen to run the clock out and preserve

the 10-3 win.

Jeff Mottola tied the game in the second quarter with a

41-yard field goal. Quarterback Emilio Colon (15-27. 206
yards and three interceptions) rallied the team, completing

three passes for 43 yards in the drive. He was sacked four

times on the aflernixtn and left the game with a wrist injury

in the fourth quarter.

With 1:11 to play before the half, UMass linebacker

Bobby Burke intercepted a Colon pass. Two plays later.

Curry picked off a Paul Tornatore throw at the UMass 42-

yard line and Maine was threatening to take the lead before

the half.

However. Don Caparotti (eight tackles and some jaring

hits) intercepted Colon's pass at the 13-yard line, ending a
sloppy half of football.

The way Tornatore played in the first half, completing
only 4-of-12 passes, UMass was lucky to be tied.

On UMass' initial possession of the third quarter,

Tornatore led the team 57 yards into the end zone. Actually,

all he did was handoff to Bledsoe and fullback Mike George
(the Yankee Conference RcK)kie of the Week). Bledsoe car-

ried four times for 2 1 yards and George got the call the other

three plays, gaining 36 yards, the last four ofwhich were for

the go-alu'ad touchdown.

Jim Maguire added the extra point to give UMass a 10-

3 lead and the defense did the rest, holding Maine scoreloM

in the second half.

"All we wanted to do was not have any turnovers and
hold them,' said UMass coach Jim Reid. "I told the defense

that if we don't hold them, then we don't win the game."

The Black Bears best chance to tie the game came early

in the fourth quarter when they marched to the UMass 20
yard line before the defense clamped down and forced a
Mottola field goal attempt that fell short.

"Defensive games are always ugly." Reid said.

Offensive coordinator Doug Berry said, "We did what we
wanted to do, wejust didn't score as many points as we'd like

to."

The Minutemen played the ^me without offensive

lineman Bill Durkin who is suffering firom an internal

infection below the waist.

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

In a battle oftwo nationally ranked teams
\hv riin.T-ity of Massachusetts women's
-ucctr It am proved to be the better squad as

they defeated the University of Central

Florida 2-0. on ^

The 11th ra: ,......., ^ ...imen domi-

nated play most of the game and then held

off a late surge by No. 15 UCF to prevail.

Massachusetts got goals from Michele

Woodside and Kim Eynard and a strong

outing from goalie Briana Scurry to improve

to 3-1 on the season.

"This was a real big win for us." UMass
coach Jim Rudy said. "I don't want to play

them later in the season when they gel.

They are an explosive team our defense had
to absorb their pressure."

In the first half the Minutewomen con-

trolled the play and after numerous scoring

opportunities finally scored on Heather
Brann. At 23:27 Woodside collected a pass

from Eynard at the top of the penalty box

and drove a shot into the far comer.
"We've been trying to make the most of

our attacks and finish with a shot or a cross

and that's what Michele did." Rudy said.

"She made a real nice shot."

Massachusetts essentially sealed the

game up late in the second halfwhen Paula
Wilkens chipped an indirect kick from alwut

30 yards out to the goal-mouth where Eynard
was able to outleap a defender and tip the

ball over the netminders head, into the goal.

"It was a cross and I knew that I would be
able to flip it over the goalie if I could head
it and that's what happened," Eynard said.

"It was a great ball by Paula."

Central out shot UMass 14-10. but Scurry

was there for the Minutewomen on all at-

tempts. She had 1 3 saves as she notched her

second shutout of the season and lowered

her ^oals against average to 0.50.

"Br.nna had another very solid game for

us, she didn't have any big timers but she

was under pressure most of second half,"

Rudy said. "It is becoming common place for

her to play this way.

"(Central 1 played a real smart game, they

came forward and counter-attacked, they

have a dangerous attack but our defense

just shut them down," Rudy said.

Eynard said, "Any win is a big win for us.

We pulled together and beat a good team."

Collegian photo by Carrte Wjrvth

Women harriers drop
meet to Springfield
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Correspondent

The injury bug continued to plague

the University ofMassachusetts women's
cross country team, as the they lost to a

tough Springfield team 26-30 at Totman
Field on Saturday.

On Friday, coach Julie LaFreniere

recieved word that Maureen Meldrim,

one of the Minutewomen's top runners,

has mononucleosis and is quite possibly

out for the season.

Also, the Minutewomen were without

the services of freshmen Tracy Delutis

(hip injury) and Cheryl Lyons (shin

splints) as they fell to 1-2 on the season.

LaFreniere did however receive good

news when she learned that Kelly

Liljeblad, out for the past six weeks with

fallen arches, can begin running again on
Monday and will, "Hopefully be able to

run Saturday at the Dartmouth Invita-

tional," LaFreniere said.

Springfield took the top two spots in

Saturday's meet, while UMass took third,

fourth, and fift,h. However, Springfield

took five ofthe next seven spots, preserv-

ing the win.

"At the one mile mark, it was three

Springfield runners running neck-and-

neck with three of ours, but within the

next half mile, two of the Springfield

runners pulled ahead, and wejust couldn't
run with them," LaFreniere said.

UMass' top runner was Becky John-
son, who finished in 18:46, followed by

Tricia Mathiesen in 18:47 and Michelle

St. Laurent in 19:00.

Kim Liljeblad was the Minutewomen's
next finisher, seventh overall with a time

of 19:16. Rounding out the top five for

UMass was freshmen Julie Moreau.
"Kim ran a great race, ( 1 :07 better

than last week) and I was very impressed

with Kerry (Aker) and Lee Ann
(Ambrose). I would've liked to be 3-0 by

now, but we've just been hit by a lot of

injuries to key people, and Springfield

was much better than we expected,"

LaFreniere said.

Next week, the Minutewomen travel

to Hanover, NH for the Dartmouth Invi-

tational in a meet LaFreniere calls, "Re-

ally tough, however Becky has been get-

ting better with each meet, and hopefully

Cheryl and Tracy will be back and we
might even see Kelly, although aft«r six

weeks off, I don't know ifyou can ask too

much from her."

Central Florida's Michelle Koshan and Massachusetts Colleen Milliken
battle for a loose ball as Traccey Arwood follows close behind. UMass
went on to win the game 2-0.

Field hockey stays hot
Improves record to 7-0 with two wins
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team must have enjoyed their week-
end at home, as they kept their perfect

record intact, and shutout both of their

opponents. They beat Atlantic- 10 rival

Rutgers University 2-0 and Lafayette Col-

lege 4-0.

UMass (7-0) was able to adjust to the two
teams' styles, as they played agressively

against Rutgers, and mixed up the tempo
against Lafayette.

In Saturday's action, UMass netted two
first half goals, one by Holly Hockenbrock
and the other by Tara Jelley. Sunday's game
was highlighted by a Jenn Salisbury hat
trick. In both games, UMass scored early.

Tara Jelley scored almost instantly
against Rutgers, putting the ball in at 33:49
past goalie Jody Deem. Hockenbrock posted
her second goal ofthe year at 9:56 i n the first

half.

The taunting and stick play of the Lady
Knights was as notable as the rest of the
action. The Lady Knights seemed as if they
wanted to drag the Minutewomen down to a
dirty level of play.

"It was ugly and boring," lamented coach
Pam Hixon. "They were rough, and we were
only trying to defend ourselves. We didn't

play like we were intimidated at all by
them."

The win against Rutgers puts UMass in

excellent position in the Atlantic 10. They
have only two more A- 10 teams on their

schedule, before the A- 1 tournament at the
end ofthe year, and they are already in first

place.

If UMass wants to finish first in the
nation, they must continue to dominate
teams of Lafayette's caliber. Yesterday,
Salisbury scored in the first minute. The 1-

lead was all that UMass needed, but the
Minutewomen, and especially Salisbury
weren't done.

The second goal occurred when Salisbury
went to her left, and backhanded a shot

right over the goalie's head. The goal was
notable because of the usual difficulty in

lifting the ball in field hockey.

"I've been practicing all year going to my
left, and I just turned my stick and lifted it,

and it deflected off of the defender's stick,"

explained Salisbury.

Salisbury netted her second hat trick of

the year, scoring her third goal in the second
half. The big 4-0 lead allowed Hixon to

substitute five players, as she decided to

give the younger players some experience.

Backup goalie Tina Rusiecki shared the

shutout with Philippa Scott, who started

the game.
Dawn Trumbauer's goal before halftime

gave the Minutewomen a comfortable 3-0

lead.
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Rosenberg, Dagarin
vie for State Senate
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

A long month of campaigning for State

Rep. Stanley Rosenberg iD-Amherst) and
Northampton attorney Douglas Dagarin
concludes today, when the special election

to fill the State Senate seat vacated by John
Olver will be decided at the poUs.

Rosenberg, a three-time state represen-

tative, is considered a heavy favorite over
Dagarin. whoae only other run for public

officecame against Olver for the State Senate
in the general election of 1990.

TIm seat became open in June when
Olver waa elected to the U.S. House of

Representatives in a special election to fill

the seat vacated by the late Silvio Conte.
Although Dagarin, a conservative Re-

pubUcan. is awareofhis statusas underdog,
he said it wouldn't change his approach to

the election.

"No question I I'm the underdog],' Dagarin
•aid. "I've never seen myself as running
against Stan Rosenberg, but for the seat in

the State Senate.

In the Franklin- Hampshire Senate dis-

trict, comprising the 21 local commumties
that will be voting today, registered Demo-
crata outnumber registered Republicans by

a 3-1 margin. Approximately half of the

district's voters are independenta.
Rosenberg campaign manager Ken

Bazinet said though he wasn't concerned

b\ I- !• I

Douglas Dagarin

Pko*» eo«ii«ay Roamlwrv tor Stmim Saoat* < tpaiCB

State Rep. Stanley Rosenberg (D-
Amherst)

about overconfidence on the part of the

Rosenberg campaign, he was concerned
about having a large enough turnout for the

election.

"I'm a little concerned about apathy."

Bazinet said. "We need everyone fi-om stu-

dents, faculty and everyone else throughout
the district to turn out and vote.

"I cringe every time I hear Stan's a shoo-

in," Bazinet said. "I want Stan to vrin and
win decisively and to havea clearmandate .

*

Dagarin said that the thrust ofhis cam-
paign strategy centered on going through
local communities and meeting as many
potential voters as possible.

"My decision was to spend time with
voters by going door-to-door and making
phone calls," Dagarin said.

The two candidates have had only one
radio debate and one candidate's forum,
with the Rosenberg campaign having ad-

vocated more pubUc exchange between the

two candidates.

"It is a misconception on any candidate's

part not to stand up and be heard," Bazinet
said. "Debate's guarantee media coverage

nd can reach a lot ofpeople— voters would
nave been left with a clear choice."

Dagarin said that while he was "not op-

posed to debates." he felt his time was better

spent meeting voters in person.

"(Personal contact] was the best way to

communicate my message," Dagarin said.

The polls will be open from 7 a.m. to 8
p.m.

Dark Days on Campus
Public higher education topic ofpanel
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Perhaps yesterday's gloomy weather
provided an appropriate setting for the
filming of last night's panel on the cur-

rent state of the University of Massa-
chusetts.

Although the program focused on the
problems plaguing higher education,
panelists were able to offer some possible

solutions, such as Provost Glen Gordon's
suggestion to raise the state's sales tax
from 5 to 6 percent to fund education in

the state.

The panel, part of Springfield televi-

sion station Channel 40's program titled

"Dark Days on Campus," featured 12

students, faculty and administrators
from throughout the state who are ac-

tively involved in Massachusetts' higher
education. The panel was filmed live and
aired from 8 to 9 p.m. last night.

Host Ray Hershel ofChannel 40 noted
the theme ofthe program when he asked
panelists about "^he bottom line— what
about the quality ofeducation at Massa-
chusetts state colleges and universities."

Ronald Story, a UMass history pro-

fessor, said "teaching is suffering," largely

as a result of increased class sizes and
the increased workload that professors

are forced to take on.

Gordon said budget cuts the higher

education system has suffered have not

served to streamline the system and
eliminate waste.

"We've been cutting for the past four

years now," Gordon said. "If there was
fat there, we've cut it and now we're into

the muscle."

Holyoke Community College Presi-

dent David Bartley said the cuts to higher
education have hurt the mission of the
state's colleges and universities.

"We're supposed to be about access,

diversity and quality," Bartley said,

calling the rising tuition in the state

system a "tax" on students.

[The state] has passed a tax— call it

what you want," Bartley said. "The trag-

edy is that we are part of the solution,

not part of the problem."
State Education Secretary Piedad

Robertson, a member ofthe panel, noted
that the Weld Administration was look-

ing toward solutions for the "hard issues

ofrenovation, repair and maintenance."
Robertson also noted that the system

is suffering a loss of students, particu-

larly through students continuing their

education part-time. She said the rate of

part-time students nationwide was 16.1

percentofstudents in college, up sharply
over the past decade.

At one point during the program,
Hershel pointed to the mostly empty
auditorium and asked about apathy
among members of the UMas.s commu-
nity.

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Edi-

tor-in-ChiefGayle Long said "it all goes

back to apathy— we've had rallies, had
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

CoUagiaii photo by JelT Kgan

Neil Carpenter, freshman SOM major, addresses budget panel.

UN team detained
by Iraqi soldiers
after surprise search
By PETER JAMES SPIELMANN
Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS — Iraqi soldiers detained

U.N. officials for more than 12 hours in a Baghdad
building Monday, then forcibly confiscated docu-

ments that apparently show Iraq has been develop-

ing nuclear weapons.
The inspectors found the papers in a surprise

search several hours before the U.N. Security Coun-
cil met to discuss Iraqi obstructions to U.N. searches

for hidden weapons and production facilities.

The inspectors hauled seven carloads of papers

from an Iraqi government building, but authorities

stopped the team, held its members for 12 hours and
"forcibily" seized the data, officials said.

Rolf Ekeus, head of the U.N. s|}ecial commission

in charge of finding and demolishing Iraq's weapons
ofmass destruction, said that before their detention

the inspectors had copied some ofthe key documents
with their own portable copying machines.

The confrontation appeared likely to lead the

Security Council to accept President Bush's offer to

provide troops to guard the inspectors and warplanes

to escort U.N. helicopter searches. No formal council

meeting was immediately scheduled.

Bush to UN: Repeal Zionism stand
By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS — President Bush called today for

the repeal ofa 1975 United Nations resolution that equates

Zionism with racism, saying it is time to address old feuds

that bedevil world peace.

In remarks before the U.N. General Assembly, Bush said

Iraq was contemptuous of U.N. resolutions that require

Saddam Hussein's regime to cooperate with U.N. inspection

teams looking for mass weapons. "His contempt continues

even as I am speaking," said Bush.

In his speech, Bush said that to equate Zionism with

racism "is to reject Israel itself."

"Zionism is not a policy, it was an idea that led to the

home ofthe Jewish people in the state of Israel." Bush said.

As for Iraq, Bush said United Nations sanctions must
remain in place as long as Saddam Hussein remains in

power.

"We cannot compromise for a moment in seeing that Iraq

destroys all its weapons ofmass destruction and the means
to deliver them, and we shall not compromise.

Bush spoke as U.N. officials disclosed that Iraq had
detained a team of U.N. nuclear weapons inspectors in

Baghdad who had found documents apparently proving

that Iraq has been developing nuclear weapons.
Bush's speech several days aft«r he served notice that he

was willing to send American firepower back to the Persian

Gulf to back up U.N. inspection efforts.

Bush also called for the release of the western hostages
being held in Lebanon, saying, "Let's put the law above the

crude and cowardly practice of hostape holding."

The president opened his speech by saying there is a

chance for peace and prosperity in a world "leavened by the

cold war's end."

He called on all nations to work to resolve border disputes

peacefully, noting that as Communism has fallen, old eth-

nic hatreds have sprung to life.

He also extolled the virtues of firee market economies in

the world."

Inside:

Page 3:
New computer science research center to open in

October in partnership with corporations.

Page 5:

Jeremy Levinson discusses Bart Simpson and

how the little tyke (brat) will come to realize how
important a union is to the masses.

Page 7:

Blow off classes, go to University Gallery on the

Arts page.

Weather
Allegedly it will be partly cloudy and in the 60s.
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NEW YORK (AP) — The big question now is: Who gets
to keep the $250,000 ring?

Donald Trump revealed Sunday that he has broken up
with fiancee Maria Maples, this time for good.

"I want to remain good friends with her," Tuump told the
Daily News. "But it's time to step aside and look in other
directions."

In a statement, Maples said, "I'm so sorry that the media
has once again been inappropriately drawn into the personal

lives of Donald and myself I only hope to now move on with
my life in a more positive and constructive manner."

It's the second split for the couple, whose two-year
romance has been closely scrutiiuzed since Trump split up
with his wife. Ivana.

After parting for a week in July, Trump and Maples
reconciled, and he gave the former Miss Georgia runner-up

a $250,000, 7 45-carat diamond engagement ring. They did

not set a wedding date.

The New York Post reported today that Trump never
paid for the ring. Instead, the Harry Winston Jewelry

company gave it to him knowing it would bring better

publicity than money could buy, the Post said.

Which raises the question: What kind of publicity would
the store get if it repossessed the ring?

The Daily News said the couple split FViday night at

Maples' Manhattan apartment after a shouting match that

left Maples in tears.

"Maria is just a wonderful, beautiful woman, very tal-

ented, with a future as a model or an actress," Tnunp told

the News.
There is no word on any new girlfriend for the developer

and casino owner, the newspaper said. It also wasn't clear

whether 1 rump asked for the ring back.

'For Your Information
FYIs are public service announcements

that run on a space-available basis for

campus and local non-profit organizations.

Because of space constraints, the Collegian

cannot print all FYIs submitted and no
announcements can be repeated.

To submit an FYl, please send a TYPED
press releaM with all pertinent information
to the Collegian office in 1 13 Campus Cen-
ter c/o News Editor. FYIs cannot be taken
over the phone.

TueMlay, Sept. 24
Open House — There will be %n Open

House at the Collegian office. 1 13 Campus
Center, from 2 - 5 p.m.. Refreshments will be
nrved.

Meeting — The Distinguished Visitors

Program will be holding a New Members
meeting at 8 p.m. in Campus Center room
905 There will be free food.

Service and meal — There will be a sec-

ond day Sukkot service and Holiday meal at
10 a.m. at the Chabad House.

Workshop — Beta Alpha Psi is sponsor-
ing a workshop from 6:30 - 10 p.m. in Campus
Center room 803. Admission is free.

Wednesday, Sept. 26
Lecture — There will be a debate on

multicultunsm at 7 :30 p.m. in the Cape Cod
Lounge. Chancellor Richard O'Brien will be
the moderator

Speech — Gov. William Weld and Sen.

John Kerry iD-Mass.) will be speaking at 9
a.m. at the Hotel Northampton.
LBGA — There will be a faculty/sUft"

group for GLB concerns meeting at 3:30

p.m. in the Campus Center.

Meeting — SGA Senate Ops. is sponsor-
ing a senate meeting from 7 p.m. - 1 a.m. in

Campus Center room 803. Admission is

free.

Thursday, Sept. 26
Film — The LBGA is showing the film.

Entre Nous, at 7 p.m. in Campus Center
Room 803. Admission is free.

Workshop — Beta Alpha Psi is sponsor-
ing a workshop from 7 - 9:30 p.m. inCampus
Center room 804. Admission is free.

Lecture— Walter Slavin will be speaking
on "Atomic Spectroscopy: Its Relationship
Between Research and Instrument Devel-
opment" at 11:15 a.m. in LGRC 1633 TWR
C

Theatre— The New World Theatre pre-

sents Latin Anonymous at 8 p.m. in the
Bowker Auditorium.

GET FAT & DIRTY ^

The -91 TREKl/SA
Fat Tire Bikes Are Here!

EST IVTI J

319 Pleasant SL

Northampton, MA
586 3810

800 464 3810

WELCOME BACK

STUDENTS!

rAEROBICSn
Low Impact

Step

!Hi/Lozv

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB

256-0080

UNIVERSITY BARBERS
Open Men thru Fri 8am-Spm & Sat 8<m-l2pm

Unisex Haircuts • Regular Haircuts

Starting at $7.00 & Up

Four Barbers on Duty

located in the Campus Center at Umass Amherst
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Local
COINS to join
private sector
in new center
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts and industrial re-

searchers from the private sector will be working together
when the Computer and Information Science department
unveils a new national research center for computer science

in October.

Some of the profits, ifany, from a corporation formed by
the center will go to the University, according to Paul A.

McOwen, COINS industrial affiliates program director, .

The Center for Real-Time, InteUigent, Complex Com-
puting Systems will have corporate researchers working
along with UMass graduate students and faculty, according
to COINS officials.

"I don't think there is anything quite Uke it," he added.
The significant thing about the center is the close part-

nership with government, industry and the University."

About a dozen researchers will be sent to UMass by
companies involved in the project. Those named as partners
iiKlude Alliant Technologies, Bay State Medical, Digital

E^iuipment, General Dynamics, General Electric, GTE,
Hughes, Texas Instruments and Rockwell International.

The University of Massachusetts Medical School in

Worcester is also involved.

Among the many projects which CRICCS will be involved
in is "intelligent vehicle highway systems," used to antici-

pate oncoming highway collisions and take action to prevent

them.
Research in automated manufacturing will he conducted,

htqwfully to produce "intelligent" robots, which will be more
instrumental and versatile than those performing single

taaka on assembly lines, officials said.

Also,computer systems are being developed to coordinate

information in hospitals and facilities will be set aside for

the blending and tepUng of polymer substances to create

1. »
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CoUaglaa photo by Cairt* WyMh

LOOK AT THE DOG — Chnstine Delia (left), a senior art history m^or, shares a laugh
Andrea Bregoff, a senior communications major and Hollie Lauton, a senior Spanish major.
Coco the campus dog, on the left, is waking from a nap.

new poljrmer blends.

A grant of $1.2 million from the National Science

Foundation forms the base for the funding of the center,

according to McOwen.
The Department of Defense and the private-sector

partners have also contributed funding to the program. The
COINS department is currently seeking state aid.

It has not been determined whether a new building will

be erected or an old one will be renovated, said McOwen.
"It depends on state support," he said.

Technology will be moved out very rapidly from the

University to a corporation called Axiom,' McOwen said. "If

there is a profit, a significant portion is to be returned to the

University."

McOwen expressed hope that the new center would
create new financial rewards for the state and regained

respect for UMass. He pointed to the success of software

companies which are spinoffs of the UMass COINS depart-

ment.
Firms orgaruzed by UMass faculty and students have

generated $18 million in revenues, with one-third of that

from international <»mmerce, he said.

Fvr,"^'"X"
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GOTCHA — SLAM — SPDCE — Eric Mautner, a freshman civil

engineer migor and Luong-gung, a sophomore CASIAC mtgor, play

a spirited game of volleyball on the Northeast Quad.

Female student attacked,
ease under investigation

panel
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

strikes. People are sick of it

the cuts."

they expect

There will be no solution unless there's

continued activism," said Michael Engel, a

Westfield State College political science

professor.

Rounding out the panel were Student

Trustee Kevin Newnan, Student Govern-

ment Association President David Gagne,

Greenfield Community College President

Katherine Sloan, Springfield Technical

President Andrew Scibelli, Westfield Presi-

dent Ronald Applbaum, Higher Education

Coordinating Council Member Paul Marks
and State Representative Michael Knapik
(R-Westfield).

Compiled by DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

An unknown male assailant attacked a

female student outside of the Franklin

DiningCommonson Sunday everung, police

said.

Lt. Michael Grabiec of the University of

Massachusetts Police said the victim suf-

fertni "very minor injuries."

The case is under investigation, he said.

PoUce responded to several males in a

fight in the CooUdge Residence Hall early

Sunday morning, pohce said. A resident

assistant reported being assaulted but was
not hurt, according to police.

One person involved in the fight was
given a trespassing notice, police said.

Police obtained a warrant to seize drugs

and paraphernalia from a room in Baker.

Grabiec said the matter is also under inves-

tigation.

ARRESTS
• Donald D. Devincenzo Jr.. 22, of

Norwood, was arrested Friday morning and
charged with trespassing in Cance.

•Michael L. Conard, 20, of Canton, was
arrested late Friday aflernoon in lot 21 and
charged with being a minor carrying alco-

hol.

• Two men were arrested in the tempo-

rarily closed-down Washington Residence

Hall on Friday evening. William S. Schultz.

19, and Barry Fienberg, 20, both from

Sharon, were both charged with being un-

der 21 and transporting alcohol.

• Carl Edward Johnson, 20. ofAmherst,
was arrested early Saturday morning in the

Student Union and charged with larceny

over $250.

•In a traffic stop Saturday morning in

the Sylvan Horseshoe, Orlando C. Loman,
17, of Indian Orchard was arrested. Loman
was charged for driving a car without a

license or an inspection sticker.

• Brett W. Cox, 19, of Andover, was
arrested Saturday night in Lot 33 and

charged with being a minor carrying and
transporting alcohol.

• A Littleton man was arrested Sunday

morningon Washington Drive. GuyMarwin
Schiltz, 18, was charged with driving under

the influence.

• Peter F. Owen, 18, ofWest Barnstable,

was arrested Sunday morning in John
Adams and charged with trespassing after a
written notice.

LARCENY
• Police reported $200 worth of clothing

was stolen from a Kennedy laundry room
early Saturday mormng.

• A 13-inch television valued at $ 150 was
stolen from Brown on Saturday aflernoon.

•Police said a handbag valued at $21 was
stolen from an unlocked room in Brett. A
bank card was also stolen.

• A resident of John Q. Adams was
startled from sleep early Sunday morning
when a thief was discovered rummaging
through a desk drawer. The victim reported

stolen cash and checks worth $18.
• Awindow was broken in an office trailer

Saturday aflernoon, apparently the result

of an attempted breaking and entering.

• Police are investigating vandalism and
thefl in the Morrill Science Center green

house that occurred Sunday morning. A
$150 window was broken and a mountain
bike seat was stolen but later recovered.

Town ofAmherst
Police

Compiled by MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

A bird cage and a cockatiel were stolen

Saturday night from a Swiss Village apart-

ment at approximately 6 p.m.. Town of

Amherst said. Police said entry was gained

through an unlocked sliding door.

The bird is worth about $125, poUce said.

ARRESTS:
• Two Newburyport men were arrested

early Saturday night and charged with dis-

turbing the peace. Christopher Gampel and
Ronald Myrick, both 20, were arrested at

their 103 Meadow St. residence at 7:45 p.m.

Police a complaint about a loud party in

progress at the house, the sixth complaint

about the residence in the last three months.
• Roger Kotlarz, 18,ofEmerson,N.J., was

arrested Friday sind charged with being a

minor in possession of {ilcohol and violating

the Town of Amherst open container law.

Kotlarz allegedly had a cup of beer in his

hand on Pleasant Street when police saw
him. He failed to produce identification and
was subsequently arrested.
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Make sure your road trip proceeds withouta hitch.
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Sometimes n>ad trips can be a little more adNeniurous than you exjxvi them to be >X'hich is why you
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reliable service you'xe come to expect from ATc^T Plus if you get your CalUug Canivan;, you'll also get a free hours

worth ofAT&T long distance calling** And you'll become a member ofAT&TStiuietu Saitr Plus, a program of products and

services designed to save students time and money D The AT&T Calling Card. It's the best mule to wherever you're going

Get an AT&T Calling Car^ today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4812.

In adfjition campos residents rnay place <*fect dialed calls using umversily andATiTACUi^ Service
"Good to' one houf ot direct dialed coast to coast night and *eei<end callirig based on p/ices eflective 2/16/91 0<le> limited to one t8 25 A TtTLong dsrance Cef;/»ca»
pe* student Qttef valid through June 30 1992
% 1991 AT«T
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Another installment of Campus Center basement notes
Well once again the duty to enlighten and delighten

has fallen on my somewhat narrow shoulders. So away
we go...

President Bush continued to push his role as the
Vacation President last week when he took a cross
country trip to visit the Grand Canyon. I'd like to know
how much it's going to be for a concert tour shirt.

Do you know me? I'm a UMass student. Everyday I

walk long distances, eat substandard nutritional stuff,

sleep through endless lecture after endless lecture,

spend all night studying and writing papers. I put up
with tuition hikes, budget cuts, teacher strikes and rally

after rally. That's why on the weekends I carry one of

these, [audience please imagine beer can]

I make $1 .20 an hour for this (no, not for my column,
for other stuff). Last year it was $.60 an hour. I've been
saving up to buy a luxury item next week. How much is

a Timex anyway?
I won't swear to it, but it's a pretty safe bet to say the

Amherst Fire Chief said something similar to the fol-

lowing last weekend: ''Southwest? Those bastards! I'm

not going back there again until I can see the fire from
my office window, dammit!"

Graffitti ofthe week! I know you gujrs love this right?

Both of you? Well this week I saw this written in some
obscure corner in the Campus Center complex: "Support
mental health or I will stick pins in your eyes."

Chewing tin foil while in a microwave could be danger-

ous.

Marc Elliot

Has anyone seen this recruiting ad: There was a time
when a group of men got together to fight for a just cause.

Men of courage and metal. The Democratic Party ... we're

looking for a few good presidential candidates with a clean

political past that is prominent enough to take on an
aggressive campaign against a popular incumbent. Do you
have the metal to be mean?" Didn't think so.

Wouldn't it be cool to have a dentist who is also a mob
crime boss? Well if you Uve around Haverhill, Mass., you
might have. Dr. Francis P. Bonasia, family dentist and
gambling godfather, gave the thumbs up to an armored car

robbery that was foiled by the FBI earlier this month in

Newburyport. "Look kid, ifyou miss the spit cup one more
time, I'm gonna size you up for some concrete fillings. Youll

be sleepin' with the fishes I tell ya." Or, "You come to me

with this broken filling on my daughter's wedding day.

You don't even have the respect to call me godfather?"

I guess you really can die of plaque.

Whether or not you care for the fraternity, you have
to give those guys over in Pike credit for a sense of

humor. Have you seen their rush poster^ It has a picture

ofa dog with a gun pointed at its head with the command
"rush" written to the side. Now comes the funny part.

With its history of being featured on the editorial page
now and then last semester, those wacky guys over at

Pike wrote at the bottom ofthe poster: "This is a parody,

so please don't write the Collegian.'

Look, people, I really don't want to spend my after-

noons lurking about public restrooms so please, please,

please, send me something for graffitti ofthe week. Ifyou
have any good jokes or cool comments, complainta, or

even compliments (I have no shame) or maybe you think

I'm just too goofy for words, please send me some mail at:

Marc Elliott, The Massachusetts Daily Collegian. 113
Campus Center.

Until next time. reniMiibn'.The rcMid would belong to
me... Bob.'

Marc Elliot is a Collegian staff member

"Bart Simpson: union dude" takes control of his work life
Not too long ago, Bart Simpson entered

the workforce. Needing money, he agreed to

do some work for an elderly neighbor. After

a week of back-breaking work, Bart got his

pay: two shiny quarters.

Bart's protests fell on deaf (and senile)

ears. He slunk home with his 50 cents and
an attitude— "Work is for chumps." Homer
was proud. "I didn't learn that until I was
twice your age," he said.

Jeremy Levinson

I think maybe we can learn a lesson, too.

Work may be for chumps when you're 12.

Eventually— chump or not— most of us go

to work. In fact, work is or will be our main
activity for the bulk ofour lives. At least one-

third of our waking hours will be spent on
the job. Our pay, schedules and benefits will

help decide what opportunities and choices

are open to us.

Just like Bart Simpson, we are largely at

the whim ofour employers. The boss decides

what we'll do, when, how, and how much

well get paid for it. The old job-hunting

adage, "You gotta sell yourself," rings true.

For 40 hours or so a week, we are bought and
paid for.

Reeling from his brief foray, Bart has
temporarily dropped out of the work force.

Such luxury is reserved for 12-year-oId

cartoon characters and a very tiny, tiny,

very rich sliver of the population.

So what alternative do the rest ofus have

to letting our bosses have so much control

over our lives? Well, whenever employees

get together and decide to exert some con-

trol over their work-lives, it's called a union.

The idea ofa union carries much baggage.

So much, in fact, that we forget what
unionism is all about. Quite simply, orga-

nizing a union is what people do in order to

have a voice in the workplace.

As a pointofmathematical fact, unionized

workers make 20 to 50 percent more than

similar non-union workers. They enjoy far

greater benefits and tend to keep their jobs

longer. Union members are protected from

abuse and arbitrary dismissal. The not-so-

mathematical dimension ofunionism is that

it gives back to workers some control over

their work-lives.

If Bart had been union, his brief excur-

sion into the workplace would have happened
differently. His employer would have had to

sit down and negotiate a wage that both

thought were fair. His responsibiUties would
have been spelled out clearly and Bart could

have held his head up high.

Bart, like so many of us, isn't a union

member. So, he gets screwed and lives with

it.

The case for organizing is clear. So why is

it that so many of us work in unorganized

shops? First, I guess, is that most of us shy

away from what organizing takes — hard

work. No one is going to hand us better lives.

We have no control over our lives 40 hours a

week. Wouldn't it be better to take back that

control but have to put in a little extra time,

building a union?

Also, our culture is full of ghost stories

about unions. Most of the public's union

awareness is focused on the national , higher

level organizations.

News photos dealing with unions are

usually ofold men in suits, passing over the

reality that most union staff ere under-

appreciated workaholics. We hear plenty

about Jimmy Hoffa and AFL-CIO officials

but very little about how umons help pe<^>le

make concrete change on the personal levri.

Furthermore, anti-union mythology is

generally rammed down the throat of any
worker who raises the issue. Bosses don't

like unions. When you're the one making
the decisions— and the money — you dont
want to share power. Backed up against a

wall, employers find a million reasons that

workers are better off without a voice in the

workplace.

The bottom line? Organized workers have

a tool they can use to make their lives easier.

Young Bart got burned in his first job. You
can bet that his next one will be a union job.

He's pretty quick and will learn from his

mistsJce.

We in the real world will have to start

learning that when it comes to our jobs,

there is one question: Do we want to improve

our lives?

Jeremy Levinson is a Collegian columnist.

Quality, not quantity is the answer to UMass' problems
Chancellor Richard O'Brien's new plan

to help the University by luring in 3,000 new
students is not one of the better ideas to

come out of Whitmore in a while.

Neil Carpenter

On the surface, getting $9.3 million in

additional revenue sounds great. Yet, how
much of this money will go towards reliev-

ingour deepest problem— toomany students

and too few teachers? What good is spend-

ing $10,000 a year for college if one has no

professors? The second issue is obvious;

where are the 3,000 new students going to

come from?
Director of Undergraduate Admissions

Timm Rinehart talked about doing more
direct mail and college fairs. UMass already

mails many high school seniors acceptance

letters, even though they never applied.

UMass is not exactly a big secret, being the

biggest public college in the state.

Realistically, there are only three ways
to get more students. One, prove to high

school seniors and their families with money
that UMass is better than private college

"X." Considering the cuts and the 110 per-

cent acceptance rate over the last few years,

this isn't going to happen too often.

Second, we could steal students from

other Massachusetts state colleges by con-

vincing them that they should go to UMass-
Amherst instead. Not only is this like trying

to steal your best friend's girlfriend but it

would touch off a recruitment war.

The third way is to get students who
would not be going to college to come to

UMass. There are many people who can't

afford college and yet still have the intellect

to be in college. 'The problem, however, is

that UMass doesn't have the money to give

these people enough financial aid or they

would be here now.
There are many more people, however,

who aren't here because they shouldn't be

here. Some 18-year-olds aren't mature
enough or sufficiently academically oriented
to handle college. People have a right to be

educated, but ifthey didn't get anything out

of 12 years ofschooling, they're not ready for

college.

What we all have to realize is that if we
want a real education and not a piece of

worthless paper, then we need to focus on

quality, not quantity. Adding more students

who are going to need special attention is

not the best way to educate the students

who are already here.

Neil Carpenter is a UMass student

No disguise for gay-bashing
Michael Morrissey, your colossal igno-

rance astounds me. Granted, the campus
housing situation has achieved unrivaled

levels of laughability, but you use your

complaints ofthe housing policies ("Housing

Policies MakingOn-Campus Life Miserable,"

Sept. 20J as a vehicle for vapid and insidious

gay-bashing.
What, exactly, is so shocking about a

straight man witnessing a gay man "un-

packing his homosexual paraphernalia in

the room with the man's lover' present?" I

find it difficult to sympathize with some

poor straight guy who experiences this on

the only floor in the only dorm of the whole

University even concerned with lesbian and

gay men's needs, when this straight guy has

the entire rest of the campus as his hetero-

sexual playground.

Lesbian and gay men wade through

heterosexual paraphernalia daily, in the

guise of "normal student necessities" like

the pictures on magazine covers in Munchies

or posters advertising for Spring Break in

some exotic place. We are bombarded with

heterosexual couples holding hands and

kissing— beinginthesame room with them
is not even an issue.

It is true that Housing is failing miserably

at educating the straight masses about

lesbian and gay issues, but to pass that offas

a reason for us to inhibitour alreadycramped

lifestyles is not a solution. Tell me, Mr.

Morrissey, what is the point of having ho-

mosexual paraphernalia if we have to keep

it in our suitcases under our beds? What is

the reason for having a "lover" ifwe cannot

be in the same room together — or can we
only be queer if we are single?

The answer to these questions and many,
many more are there for your enlightenment,

Mr. Morrissey, if you would just open your

petty mind.

Elizabeth Rensenbrink
Northampton
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Multiculturalism: Foe or Ally of Free Inquiry

Debaters

"Foe"

Paul Hollander
Sociology

Arnold Silver

English

"Ally"

William Strickland

Afro-American Studies

Margaret CeruUo
Social Sciences
Hampshire College

Moderator

Chancellor Richard O'Brien

Wednesday, September 25

7:30 p.m.

Cape Cod Lounge

Student Union

Co-sponsored by the Chancellor's Commission on Civility In Human Relations,

the Graduate Student Senate, and the Student Government Association

BEFORE TRUSTING TOUR FUTURE
TO ANY COMPAM; ASK FOR

SOME LETTERS OF REFERENCE.

You put more than just your savings

into a retirement company. You put

in your trust and hopes for the future,

too. So before you choose one, ask some

questions. How stable is the company?
How solid are its investments? How sound

is its overall fmancial health?

A good place to start looking for answers

is in the ratings of independent analysts.

Three companies, all widely recognized

resources tor fmding out how strong a

fmancial services company really is, gave

TIAA their top grade.

IN THE FINAL ANALYSIS, TLIA
IS LETTER-PERFECT.

TIAA received A* (roax A.M. Best Co.,

AAA from Standard & Poor's and Aaa

from Moody's LnvestDrs Service. Tbcee

ratings reflect TIAA's reliable claims-paying

ability, exceptional financial stren^tb,

superior investment performance, and lo^

expenses. Witb its guaranteed rate of rctvim

and opportunity for dividends, TIAA is

one of less tban ten companies, out of

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it!"

2,'200 nationwide, that received these

highest marks.

CREF. FOUR .MORE LETTERS
EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW.

For further growth potential and diversi-

fication, there's the CREF variable annuity

with four different investment accounts to

give you the flexibility you want as you
save for the future.

Together. TIAA and CREF form the

nation's largest private retirement system,

with over $95 billion in assets and more

than 70 years of experience servmg the

education community. For over one million

people nationwide, the only letters to

remember are TIA.A-CREF.

r
SEND NOW FOR A FREE

RETIREMENT INVESTMENT KIT,
including a Spnuit Rrport on TIAA inventmrnls.

.Mail ihij toupon to f lAACRI K Drpi (jC

730 Third Avenue. .New York. .NY 10017. Or tall *
1 800-842-27.-53. Ext. 8016.

Stttnf ( I'lejkC princ \

Atktrr.'j

(,/, "ihiif /.ip CiJr

/iijtitiihi'M t Kull n.itMr )

T.il, l\iMlimt I'ktuit 1 1

Q n. n .v..

It ve.'. .^'iVMl/.Vi-twri/v #

BAR-B<3 BUCKI?^

1.00 OFF
WithGxf»n

Expires 8/31/91

Urrut One coupon per per«xi

Fetfuiing Hkkorv smoked Ribs 'n'

Chicken. Homemade Salads. Snacks.

Sandwiches. Kids Menu and pigs gahxe!

ACME
BAR-BO
206Riiss<lS( Rlr9Hidi!v

586-5668
Takeout & Catering

4ia|3m*Fn&Sat 11 30tim 100m
GoMd Monday

EARN $7"/HR
HGHT

POLLUTION
Work for political

change with
Clean Water AiHott:

environmental
canipai){n staff.

On bus lines.

Paid training.
P/T or career
opportunity.
CaUS84-9830

Whitmore s

Auto Exchange

N. Amherst.MA

549-4033

(a00)46&-&513

Nci^ & Used

Auto & Trucking parte

Locating Service

Locited in Amherst Towina Bkti.

-AEROBICS-
LoTV Impact

Step

'Mi/Low

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB

256-0080

Now's the
time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

79 OM SuMMlind Rd^ No. Amhint

549-2880

Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

kktat Mm/or Cr^atCsintAccmplmi

kcUAm&$ ^lu^U^S V^

CM

Eating Disorder Programs
rail I 991 Sponsored by Universrty Health Services

Eating Disorder Self-Help Groups
Lz<i bv trained students recovered from an eating

c''Sorder Open to anyone Confidentiality assured

Call 549 ?571. ainic IV, tor more information

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For individuals - with Nutritionists. Mental Health

Clinician. Physician and /or Nurse Practitioner

Mondays or Tuesdays - beginning September 17

University Health Services Confidentiality Assured

Call 549-2671. Clinic IV

Food and Feelings Workshop
Led by Peer Health Educators
To schedule for your Residence Hall

- call 549-2671. ext. 181

Arts & Living
Escape to the University Gallery's Permanent Collection
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian SUff

When your gen-eds couldn't possibly get
any drier; your head aches from studying;
and your friends are driving you nuts, it's

time to take a walk to the University Gal-

lery, located in the Fine Arts Center.

A hop, skip and a jump from the crazy

ducks is the perfect place for quiet reflection:

Given Highlights: A Selection of Gifts from
the Permanent Collection. This exhibit has

pi^^es of art that will appeal to all tastes,

from sculpture to photography. The pieces'

dates range from 1880 to 1991. The collec-

tion was begun in 1962.

This is the kind of art to get lost in. Roy
Lichenstein's "Reclining Nude" ( 1923 ) is de-

lightfully garish with bright oranges and
black and white diagonal stripes. Follow the
jagged Unes with your eyes. Note the details

in the heavily lidded eye and the
disproportioned hand. Art is fun. It's colored

pieces like these which break up this largely

black and white exhibit.

For those of you with a craving for "star

watching' there is a pencil on paper still life

by Robert Deniro, who is the father of the
well known actor. Though black and white,

I could sense the color and life in those curvy
black Unes.

"Mass, Aftermath" (1982), a charcoal on
paper, reminded me a lot ofSouthwest with

its combination of "organic' (• tree) and
"geometric shapes" ( similiar to the 'towers')

"within a constantly moving panoramic per-

spective.' The quotes were supplied by the
University Gallery's news release. I also

liked the depth, and the grubby, earthy feel

of the charcoal.

The dreamy woman snuggled into a fur

collar in James Joseph Jacques Tissot's

etching, entitled "Promenade dans la Niege,'

in French salon style, is simultaneously cold

like the snow in the background and warm,
with her hands tucked into her fur muff.

I didn't particularly care for the photo-

graphs taken in Beverly Hills, supposedly
depictingwomen as survivors, but the photos

by Manuel Alvarez Bravo, |>art ofa portfolio

of 15 prints selected by the artist in 1979,

were imaginative and thought provoking.

Maybe youll disagree, but you have to go to

the gallery and check them out flrst.

The collection is snudl but thatjust makes
it easier to stand/sit in frxmt of one piece

longer— plenty of time to see everything. I

encourage 3^u to study some of tl^ pieces.

They're easy to get lost in and it doesn't hurt

as much as "Introduction to Logic."

PkMo eoartMy Univwvity GmUary

Joseph Gibson's Untitled (print 11), 1991 ) One of
the many works on display at the University
Gallery's Given Highlight's: A Selection ofGifts
from the Permanent Collection on exhibit
through October 20.

EARLY COURT DANCING CLASS
Mondays

[Advertised in September's Five

Coile^ Calendar of EventsJ

is now full, but may soon have

a small number of vacancies. To
be put on a waiting list please

call 253-7335.

rAEROBICSn
Lou/ Impact

Step

Nautilus

Free Weights

Cybex
Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLLTB

256-ooao

DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM

New Members Meeting

FREE

FOOD
8pm Tuesday 24th

Campus Center Rm 905

, rock
bottom
prices

DISCOUNT OIL
584-4112 • 535-1888

GROUPS
GROUPS! GROUPS! GROUPS!

at Mental Health Service

Fall '91

^>$ai iti ^
<:::hunan garden

MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

"JL B^^i Ckm^^ !Buffst

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

EVERYDAY

,<il. Minimum $15 plus $2 delivery charge^ BUFFET i SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 1:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99

Children under 10 - $3.00

Adult Children of Alcoholics

Structured Group: Thursday 3:30 - 5:00

Unstructured Group: Tuesday 3:00 - 4:30

Building Self Esteem Wednesday 3:00pm -4:30pm'

Eating Disorders Wednesday 3:30 - 5:00

Exploring Lesbian, Gay,

Bi-Sexual identities Tuesday 7:00 - 8:30

Groups begin mid-October. All groups require a pre-group

interview. Call 545-2337 for information or registration - or

stop by 127 Hills North
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Brittany Manor
(413) 256 - 8534

Two Bedroom Apartments
AVAILABLE

LIMITED TIME ONLY
Two Bedroom Apartments

AVAILABLE NOW!

$399 PER MONTH
Rent includes heat and hot water

NO EXPENSIVE HEATING BILLS

HURRY!
NO SECURITY OR FINAL MONTH RENT

REQUIRED AT THIS TIME
Fully Equipped Kitchen Including} Disposal • On The Five

College Bus Route • Oversized Bathrooms • Lar^ Dinning

Area • Storm Windows • Wall To Wall Carpeting • Large

Livingroom w/ Ceiling To Floor Windows • Dead-bolt Secu-

rity Lochs • Cable Television Available

ACT NOW
$100.00 REWARD

If you know of m friend who Is apartment hunting, send them to us wi*h

this form. If they qualify and rent

our apartment you will receive

$100.00 REWARD
1 recomend
Name
Address

Tel#

My name
Address
Tel «

ei 30 MINUTE
mGUARANTEED L

m DELIVERY OR m
$3.00 OFF

Ask the competition r

WHY THEV DON T CARE
'^

U ENOUGH ABOUT VOU TO[£ili

DO THIS...

Buy any Large Pi//a. Get 2nd I Buy any Pan Pwia. Get 2nd

Pi/za for only | Pizza for only

$1.99 • $1.99
DELIVERED IN X IHNUTES OR LESS | DELIVERED M 30 MNUTES OR LESS

NOT GOOD WnH ANY OTHER OfFER NOT GOOD WHH ANY OTHER OFFER

I

1

UMASS • 2S6-8911 MT. HOLYOKE • $35-1111

Bll

iSIl
OFFER EXPIRES U3a«t OFFER EXPIRES 1230/91

TO: The Campus Community

FROM: The Massachusetts
Society of Professors
Executive Board

RE: Graduate Employees
First Contract

"The MSP supports the GEO's efforts to
bring about a fair and equitable

collective bargaining agreement for
graduate student employees"
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

ABRfAK,
BOOPSi6..

SO, I IhINK

ShPSIHeHT. IT'S

THeCNLYUm
lonseutiv. ycu
SHOUPASKMB
0UT0NAHR5T

Quote of the Day
"Please God, let that be a bullet with

my name on it."

- Al Bundy, of Fox-TV's Married with

Children, whenever the doorbell rings

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE
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• Whoa! Mr Lewis! We don t know what that thing Is

or where It came from, but after what happened to
the dog last week, we advise people not to touch H.
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UNDER 21 By KRIS K. EARLE
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Menu
LUNCH

Grilled Cheese
Chicken Cutlet

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled Cheese

Chicken Cutlet

DINNER
Duchess Meal Pie

Scrod

BASICS DINNER
Lentil Chili

Scrod

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April \<i):

Someone close to you is in the

limelight Show more confidence in

(his pcrM)n°sidca.s and abilities' You
can be a tower of strength to a friend

in need. Offer encouragement.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Discuss what you have in mind with

other household members.
Otherwise, you could overlook

something. Protect your assets. A
real estate proposition deserves

further investigation.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -June 20): Be

vigilant today. Watch your business

competition for tricks and unfair

methods. You are not the only one

bewildered by a recent chain of

events. Sound out potential allies by

asking indirect questions.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Put

your reputation firet when negotiating

a contract. Failure lo do so could

result in serious Tinancial losses or

complications. Brash acts could land

you in the poortiouse.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Get as far

ahead as you can with a special

project. The favorable atmosphere

that prevails now could suddenly

change. Romance is much more than

you expected. Search your heart for

an answer.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):

Scrutinize business plans with a

magni fyi ng glass. A private matter is

Anally .settled to your satisfaction.

The evening favors relaxing pursuits

alone or with your family.

LIBRA (Sept. 2.VOct 22|; Take

stock of your special qualities and

talents. You may be able (ocapitalize

on them, even if you must work in

secret Taking someone at face value

would be a mistake.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Do
not be content with just thinking,

wishing or planning. If you take direct

action now, you will soon have extra

money in the bank ! Widen your social

circle by attending more parties.

SAGITTARIUS ( Nov. 22-I>c. 2 1 ):

Leave nothing to chance. Allow for

possible delays. Refuse to let a

disappointment become an

obsession. Replenish your energy by

eating wisely and getting regular

exercise.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Move surely but quietly to carry out

a project close to your heart. Profits

rise. Be cautious thisevening. A loved

one could say one thing but mean

another. Be discreet.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Home is your best place of refuge

now. Relax with those who
understand your hopes and dreams.

Try not lo dominate family

discussions. Taking a more mellow

approach will improve a close

relationship.

PISCES (Feb. 19-M urh 20): Not a

good day to take risi.s. Unexpected

developments complicate yourplans.

Protect yourself from negative

influences. Avert a direct

confrontation by offering to mediate

a domestic squabble.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Preston P. Forman

Copy Editor Joanne Quimby

PhotoTechnician Canie Wyeth

Production Supervisor Terry Starmer

Production Beth Butts,

Traci-Ann DiSalvatore
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"71

Fulfill all yourcommunications
requirementswith one course.

AmrsrrnHM
swiRru's

It u»u a- kKiking U>r a simple \vj\ u» lundlc all i)l ymf comniunKaiuMis net UmIkus < .iv |watiiiisiif K>in AmJSUuietit SattT

Pius. Vou II ht- ahif iv fi.i a Iiik- < -t pn -Uih .> .n .u m i v a i > ,„ .,,,, . v,
>i

. . itk .1 1\ i. • xiu . . >lk-i,f sUkk-nis iinH- ami m«inev n Our Reach Ouf America Calling

1'utn.s^ v'ulJ S.IU- \tH.i nvMio. no niaiUT """'
' Si*"

.iihI whtn vtHi call Ami the Aldildilliufi (anf nukes it easy to call from almoM

am where f' > in% w here --

H«t»t tw ««« VTM 1 •«

Ami with Ami \tKi II always gel the nK»M reliable kmg distance service. U Plus, if yxxj register for any d our

1H0UR
services or if \i)U re already an AT&T tusiomer uwllsi-t Rinifii afreehoursworthofATc^Tlongdistancecalling'* Aswflla.sdistx>unLsonallkindsof

hmKs all vear round. D So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus Youll hnd that for this communications course, we did our homework.
thing

Join AT&TStudent Saver Pius iodaiy. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 4810.

' Thi"; Krvic« i^ available tot ott rampus studen'i only

•"> I'V*'"!" rafrifius resident!, may place drfecl dialed oaMi usmg uni^tsit/ and ATiT ACUS'" ServKe
* f,.j' of direct dialed coast to coast nigM and weetiendcallma based'" :

' tvp j/ibj-qi ' "r•

'i;Di(^')reCe't''<:«(epe^stude^t Ofler valK] tt^irrjtxjh June 30 t99?

AT&T
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Considering
the December
LSAT?

£ You should talk to Stanley H. Kaplan.£
Don't walk into the December LSAT unprepared! Whether you've taken it before, or you're taking
it for the first time, you need to do your best. So start preparing now - with Stanley H. Kaplan.
Best of all, this year we're adding an extra review lesson to our eight-session course. Just before

the December LSAT we'll give you an extra class session at which we'll review the actual September
LSAT questions. So you'll walk into the December LSAT fresh, sharp and ready.

Call us today. Don't be left out!

Classes start: October 8th. Amherst • October 20th. Smith CMAT Classes start October 21
Stop by the Kaplan Booth at Campus Fest at UMass. October 1 & 2 GRE Classes start October 10

Study Europe in

COPEMHAGE
- in English -

DiS
• ••

Our ol (he

Denmark's
liilcrnalional

•Study PrL>gram

Best Study Abroad Programs in Europe

Affiliated uilh

the Umi'etMty t^
iUtpenhagen

"Ove*^. It's such a yeat evpencnce I talked to my mom last night,

and slw sa«d Just left me you're havmg a wonderful tune, and I satd

I am havw>g the most trKredib(p time ever, because I am learning vo
many things. I am doing so many things '

It is definitely worth it"

"

hiAnnji HetitAowttf. Urwenity of Vtr^rm, DIS studetit Sprtng t99l

Humanities ft Social Sciences • international Business
Architecture ft Design

Taught in English by Danish Faculty

Fall, Spring. Summer and Academic Year

Danish Family Stay

See your Study Abroad Office on Campus for more information, or call I 800 247 3477 for a copv
of the CMS Study Guide, which contains complete iniormatton on all aspects of the program

START YOUR FIRST DAY
WITH YEARS OF

EXPERIENCE BEHIND YOU.

Bring your BSN to the Army and well assign a

preceptor to help put you at ease.

Your preceptor will be an experienced Army Nurse
who will snKX)th your transition from sch(x)l to practice.

With advice, counsel on Army nursing procedure, or just

by being a friend.

With your preceptors help, you'll meet your new
challenges and rapidly move into a leadership role of

your own.

If you're a BSN candidate. . . or you are an RN with a

BSN. . .youll find the rewards and responsibility you're

looidng for in Army Nursing. Contact your local Army
Nurse Corps Recruiter.

518-449-4691 • 518-561-8797
413-557-2920

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BEAUYOU CAN BL

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAS OFFICE UiCAMPVSCENTER • THURSDAY HM3:30 FRIDAY (130-2:30 *DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUaTION • 20(/WORDfDAY FOR STUDEfm • CASH INADVANCE

Acnvmcs

Com* to MASSItnG-S G«n«ral InMrM
M««ting Tu«s 7pm SKinn«r 18' KckoTf

campaigns lor rvcyckng, toxics, hungaf and

consum«r nghtt

CONCERTS CONCERTS CONCEirrS~
UPC Productions MaMng

Hasbrouck 134 6pni TuM 24

Naw IMambars WakXMTi*

Paopla Inlaftad In radio ioumalisni:

WMUA IS tooking lor rapodar* tor 3-l0n«n

piaoa* on arts. poMic*. social isauas. cam-

puaavama

RUSH DELTA CHI
Wadnatday S-« Spag^attl Onnar
Tha brolhartiood of a Hatima
lie S^nsat Ave 549 6505

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BAHAIFArrH
Inlormaiional gatliailng

7pm Tu«s 24

RM 802 CO
UMass Bahai Ckjb

M OLDS CUTLASS SUPREME Encatam
cond- wan (TtamlaMiad 70K $4500 323-4951

CLASSICIMtVWoonvanMa modal 1300

S3000 5480057

NEED 2 PCO«>LE tor larga

South Amharst houaagraal
month 253 3091

dOutM room m
landtord. Sm TYPEWRITERS- 2 SO alactrtc axcalam

COndHion 54»O058 PERSONALS RUSHZETAPSI

Bad and Braaktast.

549-0733

Downtown Amherst

If you doni think sorority

ile is lor you Rush IGU

OPEN RUSH IOTA GAMMA UPSILON
406 N Pleasant Street 549-8484

9/23 - 5:30

9/24 - 6:30

9/25 - 6 30

All University Women Welcoma

SPECTRUM MAGAZINE
Second general meeting

has l>een postponed until

Wednesday October 2 at 6:00

Room number to l>e announced

STUDENT LOCKERS AVAILABLE in Stu-

dent Union For storage ol tiooks and other

personal batongings. Register at OCHO 428

Student Union

AUTO FOR SALE

1983 CHEVETTE 4D-HB
8eK excellent condition $725 549-71 29

SEOEO CARS, trucfcs. bo«s.
motorhomas by FBI. IRS. OEA AvaiMila

your area now Can 805-682-7555 axt C-

1675

TOTALLY RELIABLE 1976 BuK* Century

must sell only $400 or BO 253-3908

BUSMESS OPPORTUNITIES

REPOSSESSED AND IRS foreclosad

homa* a niilabla at batow marliat ftkM.

Fantaaiic aavlnga! You repair Also S and L

bMMl prapailiaa. Can 805-662-7555 axt H-

2009

COLLEGE PIZZA

COLLEGE PIZZA
FalSpadal

Small cuaaaa $3 50

Laiga ctwaaa $5 99
FREE soda with tha purchase ol a large

sub. salad, or spaghetti

549-6098 549-6073

Must mention this ad

EDrriNG AND TUTORMG

Editing, Engllah language tutoring,

wordprocessing offered by retired teacher to

international students and non-English ma-

)ors. Quick servkM. modest tees. 253-3354

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC' $175 00 OJs. VJs. Karaoke

tor house/ Fornial parties. Call 586-9900

FOR RENT

1 ROOM IN A 4 bedroom codo in Amherst

Kitchen livingroom with fireplace washer/

dryer pool tennis court on the tHJS route

$325 Call Bojce at 256-1215

EXECUTIVE RENTAL RENT or rent iwith

option to buy 4 bedroom luxunes house in

Amherst woods Call 253-7879

FRIDGE RENTALS 253-9742 Free dellveiy

TOWNHOUSE - 2 badroom 1 1 /S balh apwt
mant on bus iDula Nodh Amharst 1-567-

1352

FOUND

FOR SALE

3.0 CUBIC FOOT domn Indge tor $45 Call

Mrt^e at 549-6957

Batoy Pyllten tor sale Haarniy Mandiy and
chaap tor intormalton call Oava al 5463751

BROTHER AX22 TYPEWRTTSi
Mint cond. great leolures

Call Amy 546-2585

CENTURIANIRONMAN EXPERT Excallani

condition, tow mileage. Bougtit nawtor$600.
Selling tor $35a«0. Call Chns 253-3608

DEAD TICKETS ANYONE tor Thuia 9^26?
Call Danaoa 256-3430

DEAD TRADE- Have Saturday need Thurs-

day 256-1183

DODGE OMNI-1990 Great college car. 39K
miles. 4 door. Almost new. 5 speed. 404
MPG. $3,900 -584-6187

DORM REFRIDGERATOR X-TRA large

$60 Will deliver Rich 549-0819

FREE CAP WHEN you buy my Ford F150
4x4 Call Steve 253-7922

FUTONSI
Lowest prices and quick delivery'

Call Metawampe 585- 1233
Free brochure available

GUNS 'N' ROSES Tix $1 00 for pair tor 9/28

586-2856

JarrytSara, Wild Boys. Pig Tangent 63
KFOG Call Jeff 549-7686

KAYAK $400, Bike $120. Backpack $35.

Campstove $40. Steve 253-7922

RALIEGH 10 SPEED bike Great condition.

$75.00 negotiable 5650127 Patncia

SPEAKERS ACOUSTICS 200W Must sell

$600 Value $280 Firm Dan 546-1039

Bracalat Foundl Tuas Sapi 1 7 7 30pm be-

twaan the campus canter and the pond (on

ttie path) Go to Campus Canter into booth to

dawn

FOUND- Watch with Mack band, by soulh-

west tunnel You can pick it up at Campus
Canter into booth

HELP WANTED

BE ON T.V. Many needed tor oommaroals
now hinng all ages For casting into Call

(615)779-7111 Ext. T-227

EARN$6/HOUR
Spanish/English bilinguals needed for

reading study

Jaanene 585^8749

FAST FUNDRAISER $100IVWK
Greeks, cljbs. Anyone

(800) 748-681

7

FREETRAVEL- Air couriersandouiaaships.
Students also needed Christmas, spnng.

and summer for amusement park emptoy-

ment Call 805-682-7555 Ext F-1426

DRIVE MY CAR to NY and leave it there

expenses paid Call Tuk 5454351

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLEI Many posi

lions Great benefits Call 805-682-7555 Ext

P-3306

TRANSCRIBE RESEARCH TAPES onto

your Mac. familiarity with Indian Accent
helpful, 1 20 hours at $8 per. Call Usa at 256-

6264 before 10

mSTRUCHON

GUITAR LESSONS at Hilton Musk: All

styles Call Jeff at 665- 1 1 78

~ LEGAL HELP **

Ouaatlons about your lease/security de-

posit deductions? Questions about sublet-

ting/assigning leases'' Questions about the

condition ol your new house or apartment?
Contact the Legal Services Center. 922
Campus Ctr 545-1995

TO MY SHKSA ON 7th J A
You ttwughl I was bk/ffmg Feel twtter. and

can ma if I can gel you some chKken soup or

remove any unwanted visitors Love. Moishe

CONGRATULATIONS TO Chi OmagM
newest pledges Laune. Emily. Laurel. Car-

ne. Tare. Leslie. Hakk. Kim. Maksaa. Ka«a.

Ranee. Nairn. Jen and Jan

BET YOU THOUGHT we forgot

How couW we' You are the best new sisters.

Michaae P . Wendi. Ron. Steph. Debbie.

Gayla. MWhelle M . Merednh

We toveyou.

The sisters of Alpha Epsiton Phi

TO OUR SPECUL New Ststar.

Lisa Lowe
Congratulatons ft wetoome homal

We missed you'

Phi love Your Aephi Sisters

WOMEN BEWARE
Rob WItherell is 21 today

Happy Birthday Rob
-Roommate

KAREN SK»K>RELLI-
Happy 22nd B-day. Have a great day. a good

year and tiest ol luck -Pooh

RESUME servk:e

Cutting Edge Raaumas. Complete resume

service. Writing, laser printing, letters, ad-

vice 549-0367

RIDE WANTED

Rida wranlad to NJ/NYC wknd of Sept 27

Will pay all expenses -call 253-581

7

ROOMMATE WANTED

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED,
Brandywine apt 549-7675

Thur I*. Oomino's Piua Night l2lh floor

JOA7-9
Mon 23- Monday Night Football al K*U 406
Pleasant St 8-11

Wed 25- Bar-B-Q Southwest

Ttxjr 26- Just say know' W' Dr Abel condom
sense Newman Center Iront kxjnge 7-10

-Into call 549-8188 or 549-1321

SERVKES

FREE pregnancy laattftg; confidential arMJ

canng support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No
Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

Have you baan rtppad-olf by a lataiiar?

Contact the Legal Services Center regard-

ing your nghts as a consumer 922 Campus
Center 545-1995

Pregnant?
Need a pregnancy test, information or

supporf Call tor free and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Main

Street Northampton 586-3000 or

GreenfieU 774-6019.

TRAVEL

BAHAMA CRUtSE $99 per person

5 day/4 night hotel

Plan now tor your break.

Very »mited offer

Call now 1-800-621-0572

MONTREAL BAR CRAWL WEEKENDS
College weekend Nov 9th - nth from $89
Group leaders travel free and earn $$$ Can
Today 617-444-1 11

Travel Fraall Sell spnng break trips to Ja-
maica. Cancun. Bahamas. Marganta island.

Best commissions paid' Call 1 -800-426-771

TYPIST

PRO-TYPE
Complete secretarial services

Reasonable rates

10% discount for students

323-6212

WANTED

SLIDE PROJECTOR NEEDED lor student

project. Sell or lend, Ela 542-2449
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Sports

Men's soccer riding high after tie with UVM
By TED KOTTLER
Collegian Correspondent

Senior L'Masss goalie Jon Gruber is called "Boomer" by

his teammates, for his long, arching punts after making an
unbelievable save. But a name like "Savior" might have

been more appropriate last Saturday aft^^moon.when Gruber
achieved one ofthe rarest feats in soccer: he saved a penalty

shot with only a few seconds left in regulation, to pre6er\'e

a 1-1 tie with the University of Vermont.

The teams then played two 10-minute overtime periods

but neither team scored.

With the clock nearly expired in the second half. Vermont

forward David Johnson closed in on net with two UMass
defenders nearby. But he was taken down by the only one

that managed to stay with him. and a penalty luck ensued.

Vermont could have been granted no better opportunity to

win the game.
Nor could '^•ruber have been ofTered a better chance to

become a hero. Johnson lined the kick up with his left foot,

and Gruber said that he initially thought Johnson would

shoot the ball to his own right. Instead, Johnson shot it the

other way. but the instinctive Gruber quickly changed his

fir- ' ' ve directly into the ball's path.

; ring in the first half, and the Minutemen
took a 1-0 lead about 10 minutes into the second half on

what else: a penalty kick.

At that time. L'Mass fullback Todd Kylish found himself

in an identical situation that Johnson had been in. KyHsh,

too. was brought down by a defender and was awarded a

Water polo returns home
after 2-2 weekend at Navy

I «ll«(iaa pbolo by Carri* Wyr<h

Randy Jacobs and the Minutemen have been
playing some exciting soccer. They hope to

continue the trend Wednesday against
Dartmouth.

penalty kick. Kylish didn't squander his chance, launching

a swift shot past freshman UVM goalie Robert Radakovic,

into the net's top shelf to make it 1-0.

Though Vermont was relentless in its oflFensive attack,

piling up 28 shots to UMass' 13, the Catamounts only score

came with about 10 minutes remaining in the second half.

It was then that midfielder Derek Samuelson collected a

pass from fellow middy Jeffrey Courter. rifled a low-flying

shot past Gruber into the net's lower left corner to tie the

game at 1-1.

It was Gruber's only error in the match, as he proved to

be the difference, making 1 1 saves, none more dazzling than

the rarely-seen penalty kick save.

The Minutemen hardly pressured Radakovic, who was

forced to make only 4 saves. UMass did take 5 shots in the

second overtime (only three fewer than in the rest of the

jjame), but none were on net.

The understandable fatigue ofboth teams showed in the

overtimes, as neithercould muster a good sooringopportunity

and the game ended in a 1-1 tie.

UMass assistant coach Jon Guppy was thoroughly im-

pressed with his team's complete effort, which the Min-

utemen will try to carry into their next match with

Dartmouth Wednesday at 4 p m. at Boyden Field.

Soccer notes: Which Boyden Field the game is played

on will depend upon the playing conditions of Upper

Boyden, the true home field of both the men s and women's

soccer teams. The field was in such bad shape over the

weekend that coaches feared for players* safety and the

games were moved to l>ower Boyden.

By KEVIN HERLIH^'
Collegian Correspondent

The UMass water polo team split their

four game trip to the first round of the

Eastern Tournament at Navy this past

weekend, providing several highlights and
lowlights,but with theteam probably staying

at or near their pre-tournament national

ranking of 17th The eventual champion
was host Navy.

"We had a down-then-up-weekend." said

coach Russ Yarworth. "We really matured
as a team."

UMass' first two games ended with loses

by a combined five goals. Game one was a

12-9 defeat to archrival and 16th-ranked

lona. mal'ing the Minutemen 0-2 against

the Gaels this season. Scott Reed and Ja\-ier

Gonzalez each had three goals, wnth Reed
adding an assist.

"1 can't say they didn't play hard, but

they didn't play with the sharpness and
intensity needed to win." Yarworth said.

"Our problem with lona is that we don't

match up well. They have a big aggressive

team. We have to take them out of their

power game and make them play our game.
Harvard, ranked 20th, provided the op-

position for game two's 10-8 loss. Luke
Harlan scored four goals on four shots,

drawing praise from Yarworth, who said, "I

got a nice surprise from my freshman lefty.

We weren't doing anything and he came in

and scored three straight goals." Afler the

game Yarworth told the team they were
"burying themselves first and then showing
intensity."

UMass finally got on track in game three,

a 13-6 win over unrankedBuckne'I.Gonzalez
and Reed scored three goals apiece, and
Alex Yelensky and Jay Peluso scored two
each. Todd Larson came up with 14 saves.

Like the previous games the team came
outflat, goingdown 1-0, promptingYarworth
to call timeout, telling the team in no un-

certain terms that they had to wake them-

selves up soon. The boys apparently listened

as they ended the period ahead 6-1 and on

their way to the blowout.

Continuing their habit for slow starts in

the weekend finale against 15th ranked

Brown, the Minutemen found themselves

on the short end of a 3-0 score in the first

quarter.

"We went out and immediately stank up
the pool," Yarworth said. Yarworth believes

that Brown, the best team in the east for the

past few years, creates a certain "mystique"

amongst opposing players and even referees.

"We have a very strong 2-meter game,
and we were being held. sunk, and pulled

down," Yarworth said. "We had four straight

offensive possessions with foul turnovers."

In an effort to fire his troops up Yarworth
decided to try for his first technical of the

young season. His personal intention back-

fired, as his badgering ofthe officials earned

him an unexpected ejection and a view from

a window outside the building. The effect on

the team was perfect as they pulled ahead 5-

4 at the end of the second quarter, on their

way to a much needed and well deserved 12-

10 win.

Tsan Engin scored four goals and Reed
had his third three-goal-game of the week-

end, and a total of 10. Jay Peluso had two

key steals and a goal in the critical fourth

quarter.

With regard to individual efforts

Yarworth said, "Scott Reed became a man
this weekend. He was a force and is taking

the leadership role. I was especially pleased

with the hole play ofT (Engin), and Alex

(Yelensky). Especially T'. who on 2-meter

'D' was immense going both ways."

On freshman Gonzalez' eight goals

Yarworth said. "I knew what we were get-

ting. He brings a lot of creativity to our

system."

This weekend the team plays its closest

games to this campus as they travel down
the street to Amherst College as the Lord

Jeffs host the New England vs. Mid-Atlantic

Challenge. Participating schools include

Boston College. MIT, lona. Queens and
Fordham. Amherst will play the 'B' teams
from UMass, MIT, and B.C.

Women's tennis beats
UVM, meets Hartford
By LILLL\N K. LEGGIO
Collegian Correspondent

Four matches in seven days was the

strenuous schedule the University of

Massachusetts women's tennis team
embarked upon Sunday when they

battled the University of Vermont. For-

tunately for the Minutewomen. they got

off on the right foot by defeating the

Catamounts 6-3. Today, as UMass (2-2)

travels to Connecticut to face the Uni-

versity of Hartford (3-2). they hope the

momentum from Sunday's win will help

drive them to another victory.

"Right now we are plavnng great ten-

nis." said UMass coach Edwin Gentzler.

"Beating a solid Vermontteam has given
us a lot of momentum."

Inspite of all this confidence in his

team, Gentzler concedes that Hartford

is a good, strong team. Their No. 1 and 2

players, Linda Barton and Jessica Sklar

haven't lost to UMass in three years.

Last year, the teams split their two
matches.

Sunday's match between the women's
tennis teams ofthe University ofVermont
and the University ofMassachusetts was
full of set tiebreakers, close point calls

and three hour matches. Stamina, hard
work and a perhaps a bit ofluck were the

elements that propelled the
Minutewomen over the Catamounts by
a 6-3 score.

UMass, which ended its two game
losing streak, definitely needed stamina
as three oftheir matches each surpassed
three hours ofplay . In one ofthe matches,

UMass' No. 1 player Shizuko Yamasaki
lost the first set, but bounced back to win
.second and third set tiebreakers and
defeat Missy Daniels 2-6, 7-6 (7-5), 7-6

(7-5).

Yet another of these marathon

maUhes saw UMass' No. 2 player. Gail

Girasella. win the first set, but drop the

last two sets to lose to Katie Mixon 6-7 (
7-

3), 7-5. 6-1.

In the third of these matches. Amy
Ryan. UMass No. 4 player, won first and
last set tiebreakers to beatCathy Kuebler
7-6 (7-1). 2-6, 7-6.

In other singles play. UMass' Kerensa
Eddy rebounded from a first set loss and

a tied third and deciding set to defeat

Kate Holme 3-6, 6-0, 7-6 (7-3). UMass'
Kerri Kamisnki thwarted a first set

comeback by Kristen Ingersall winning

both sets 7-6 (7-0). 6-1. UVMs only con-

vincingwin saw BrittyStem defeat Stacy

Scheckner6-l,6-2.
At the end ofsingles play. UMass was

leading 4-2 and momentum was clearly

on their side.

"Vermont plays good doubles so this

isn't overby a longshot,"cautioned UMass
coach Edwin Gentzler.

Doubles, however, didn't pose a threat

to the Minutewomen's attack as they

came away with a 2-1 win. UMass'
Girasella and Eddy defeated Mixon and
Holme 6-4, 7-5, 6-2. Yamasaki and Ryan
beat Daniels and Stem. In UVM's doubles

win, Kuebler and Ingersall defeated

Scheckner and Pam Levine.

"We're pretty green and in more ways
than one," saidUVM coach MuffParsons
referring to the 10 freshmen on the team

and UVM's school color.

In exibition singles matches, UMass'

Kelly Grim and Pam Levine were victo-

rious while UVM's Raleigh Garson de-

feated Sarah Nadolny. As for doubles

exibition, Vermont's Sharon Ebehart and

LisaJohnson beatPam Levine and Lesley

Watts.

"We worked hard on our mental

toughness this week,"said Gentzler. "And

when it counted it paid off for us."

lona and Brown top men's cross country
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Staff

The casual observer walking near Or-

chard Hill Saturday afternoon might have

thought that the race being run through the

orchards was solely between lona and
Brown. Essentially it was, as the top 10

finishers were all from either lona or Brown.

There were two other teams in the race,

however, and the University of Massachu-

setts men's cross country team was one of

them. UMass finished third in the meet,

well behind lona and Brown but ahead of

Northeastern. lona scored 33 points to edge
Brown, who scored 35. UMass scored 75

points to Northeastern's 85.

lona took the top four spots, led by Packie

Mulvaney, who won the five-mile race in

26:03. Brown kept the score close by taking

places five through 10 but lona's fifth run-

ner placed 24th to clinch the victory.

Craig Cormier was the top finisher for

UMass, taking 11th place in a time of26:47.

Other harriers among the top five for the

Minutemen were Pat Reed (14th, 27:07),

Matt Simon (15th, 27:07), Mike Davis (17th,

27:19) and Keith Willis (18th, 27:19).

UMass coach Ken O'Brien said that he
had expected his team to be battling for

third place.

"I expected us to be a little behind lona

and Brown," O'Brien said. "They're a couple

ofgood teams and I knew that they would be
battling for the top sjyot.

"I did notice some plusses today. There's

no doubt in my mind that we ran better as a
top five than we did last week. We made
some real progress but we still have a ways
to go."

The Minutemen next compete in the
Dartmouth Classic Sept. 28.
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Rosenberg defeats Dagarin in election
By JASON GEORGE
and MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

State Rep. Stanley Rosenberg ofAmherst easily defeated

Northampton attorney Douglas Dagarin in yesterday's

special election for the Hampshire-FrankUn seat in the

Massachusetts State Senate.

E^rly returns of unofficial results from 19 of the 21

communities in the senate district showed Rosenberg with

6,525 votes to Dagarin's 2,741.

Rosenberg, a three-time state representative, was a

heavy favorite ever since he defeated Northampton Mayor

C«a*«taa pkoto by JWri

State Senate election winner Stanley
Rosenberg shakes hands with a well-wisher
last night at the Hadley American Legion.

David Musante in the Democratic primary on August 27.

The seat was vacated in Jvme when John Olver was elected

to the U.S. House of Representatives.

From the posting ofthe initial returns at 8:30 p.m. until

the victorious candidate's entrance at 9:50 p.m., the atmo-

sphere at Rosenberg's campaign party at the Hadley
American Legion wasone ofquiet confidence and optimism.

Rosenbergentered and immediately stood on a chair and
said, tongtM-in-cheek, "I think we won." He was surrounded
by about 150 campaign workers and well-wishers.

"I believe very strongly in the representative form of

government," Rosenberg said. "It's my wish to work hard

and achieve something for people every day.*

Rosenberg said he felt it^ voters "agree with the agenda
I put forward. . . they just said go to work."

"I felt that we did what we could and we can be proud,'

Dagarin said in his concession statement to a crowd of 50

people. "In some way, I still want to represent those people

[that voted for me]."

Dagarin said he felt satisfied to be able to discuss the

issues (rf* his campaign, centering on 'family values.*

"I want to thank Stan Rosenberg for running a clean

campaign," Dagarin said.

Dagarin said he had respect for Rosenberg for continuing

his legislative duties during the campaign, noting "I'm sure

the temptation was there to cut out Boston and stay here [to

campaign |.'

Among members of the campaign, Rosenberg's victory

was not the story but rather the lackluster voter turnout.

The district consists of approximately 74,000 voters.

Rosenberg campaign worker Jon Hite and others n'^ted

the large number ^recent area elections, the timing of the

special election and Dagarin's reluctance to debate

Rosenberg as factors contributing to the light turnout.

Althou^ final figure were not available at press time,

preUminary tallies in South Hadley showed only 13 percent

of the electorate voted.

There was a very low turnout, with one election after

another in the area," Hite said. "A lot of people became

complacent because they saw the stark difference between
Rosenberg and Dagarin and they felt Stan was going to be

a shoo-in.

"We worked hard during the campaign because Stan's

message was one ofhope— which is needed in these times,"

Hite said. "Stan didn't stop working just because Dagarin
wouldn't debate."

Hampshire/Franklin

State Senate race results

Unofficial results (19 of 21 precincts reporting)

Stan Rosenberg*

Douglas Dagarin

(* proiKKd ariimtrl

total votes

6^25

2,741

9,266

percentage

70.4%

29.6%

100.0%

During the general election campaign, the two candi-

dates had only one radio debate and one candidate's forum.

Dagarin said his intent was to concentrate his time on
meeting voters in person and establishing contact through

telephone calls.

Ted Belsky, a Rosenberg organizer from South Hadley,

said he felt voters weren't presented with enough informa-

tion about the candidates.

This campaign was almost a non-campaign — there

weren't any clear issues," Belsky said. "For thosewho really

know the candidatss, this choice was clear. (Dagarin] didnt

haveacampaignhe was really willing to take to the voters."

Unofficial returns from local communities showed
Rosenberg winning 3,256 to 401 in Amherst, 836 to 412 in

South Hadley and 5,781 to 1,837 in Northampton, with one

precinct yet to report.

Health service charges increase
Gr€ul Senate argues increases made without input
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Suff

The additional payments for certain medical services

instituted this semester by University Health Services

were decided without student input. Graduate Student

Senate leaders charged yesterday.

GSS Treasurer Sarah Lyon said during a GSS meeting

Tuesday night that graduate students who sat on various

fee-structuring committees last spring were unaware ofthe

implementation ofco-payments for services such as physical

and gynecological examiniations.

"I reahze things [due to the budget cuts] have to change,"

Lyon said. "But I'm objecting to how these changes took

place."

Lyon said the main problem rests with the co-pa3rments

for certain types of services, such as surgical visits and
visits to the urgent care ward between the hours of 9 p.m.

and 8 a.m., which will now cost $ 10 for students without the

Supplemental Health Benefits Plan.

Students could be charged up to $50 for certain pre-

scriptions, $25 for physical examiniations and $10 for

weekend and evening visits, according to several

advertisments printed in the Collegian.

The undergraduate appointees to the board that advises

UHS are unknown, according to Student Government
President David Gagne. It is also unknown ifthere was any
undergraduate input on the panel, Gagne said.

UHS Director David Kraft said the co-payments and
rises in pharmacuetical costs can be attributed to sky-

rocketing health costs and the cost of electricity and heat.

"We could not have an increase in the fee," Kraft said.

This current jrear, we also have to look to the utility fee."

The utility fee will be phased in over a four-year period,

said Joyce Hatch, University budget director.

"All auxiliary services, such as Housing, Dining, Campus
Center and Health Services, are required to pay for their

utiUties, but they haven't been charged," she said. "Now, to

buffer the impact, these fees are being incorporated over a

four-year period. The AuxiUary enterprises this year will

pay 25 percent ofthe utility fee, and over the four years, will

then pay all utility costs."

Hatch said Kraft andUHS were under a great amount of

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Panel talks on
Black issues
By SONDRA SUTTON
Collegian SUff

Last night at the University of Massachusetts,

members of the African-American faculty, adminis-

tration and student body gathered together to discuss

various issues concerning the African -American com-

munity.

The facilitator, ProfessorofAfrican Studies Ernest

Allen . started the meeting with a brief introduction

of the faculty and administrators present. Professor

Allen then discussed some of the problems which

African-Americans face now and in the future.

Allen stressed a need for the African-Amencan

community to address these problems and put an end

to the negative situations in the community, stating

"Many ofyou will find yourselves in the middle class,

however you must not forget the problems we are

facing in our community. What ever we are leaving

behind will pull us down."
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Whitmore to show concern over
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Madanmohan Rao examines the

continuing history ofapartheid in

South Africa.
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Men's soccerfaces nationally

ranked Dartmouth at lower Boyden

this afternoon. Game time 4 p.m.

Weather
Rain with chance of thunderstorms,

temps in the 60s. Run to E-Lot and

close your car windows.

Telephone operators help to connect
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Correspondent

In the depths of the Whitmore adminis-

tration building, unseen by most, lies the

true nerve center of the University of Mas-
sachusetts. Just dial "0" to reach the pulse of

the campus.
Beep. "University. May I help jomT Do-

rothy Cleveland speaks into her headset,

fingers poised near a large, specially com-
piled phone book propped ona wooden stand.

But she doesn't need the book, and she

promptly reels offthe number, imprinted in

her memory through time. Dorothy, or

"Dolly" to the others who work here, has
been a University operator for almost 26

years, and like the others she knows most of

the numbers by heart.

Their faces are not publicly recognized,

their names are not common to the vast

majority ofthe student body. But they know
us. They know everything that is happening
on this campus. We talk to these nameless,

faceless voices every day.

"People don't realize that we are the

heartbeatofwhat's happeningaround here,"

says Joyce Culver, who has been an opera-

tor for two years. "We are tapped in to the

whole campus."
Their headquarters is a small room, with

four or five desks, some plants, a few com

puter terminals. There are phones, just like

every office in Whitmore, but there are also

several strange, small brown consoles that

look Hke laptop computers. Each console

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Photo by Brooke C. Wh««ler

MAY IHELPYOU?— University telephone operators (from left) Joyce

Culver, Dorothy Cleveland, Tina Gallapo, Julie McCoUouifh and Jean
Korpita pause during a rare free moment at the University switchboard.
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For Your Information
Wednesday, Sept. 25

Meeting — For all students who have studied abroad,

there will be an informal meeting to discuss the progression

of a Returned Student Organization at 7 p.m. in the Blue

Wall.

Lunch — The Women Studies dept. is sponsoring a

Brown Bag lunch speaker series from 12:15 p.m. -1:30 p.m.

in the Campus Center rooms 804-808.

Lecture — There will be a debate on multicultunsm at

7:30 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge. Chancellor Richard

O'Brien will be the moderator.

Speech — Gov. William Weld and Sen. John Kerry! D-

Mass. ) will be speaking at 9 a.m. at the Hotel Northampton

LBGA — There will be a faculty/suff group for Gl.B

cont^erns meeting at 3:30 p.m. in the Campus Center.

Meeting — SGA Senate Ops. is sponsoring a senate

meeting from 7 p.m.-l am. in Campus Center room 803

Admission is free.

Thursday, Sept. 26

film — The LBGA is showing the film, Entre Nous, at 7

p.m. in Campus Center room 803. Admission is free.

Workshop — Beta Alpha Psi is sponsoring a workshop

from 7-9:30 p m. in Campus Center room 804. Admission is

free.

lecture — Walter Slavin will be speaking on "Atomic

Spectroscopy: Its Relationship Between Research and In-

slrumeiil Development" at 11:15 a.m. in LGRC 1633 TWR
C.

health fees

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

pressure to keep the standard health fee thn samt' as spring

1991.

"He was backed into a corner," she said, "l^ast lX'ceiiil>tr,

he was told to hold his fees I for this fall), even with the added

utility charge. Then this summer, he was told to roll back

his fee again, and took a $2 per student per year cut."

Hatch added. "It's important also, to realize that en-

rollment 18 down, health costs are higher and revenues are

down '

KraA said he was aware of the Graduate Employee
Orgaruzalion's demand for waivers on the health fees but

said he did not know where the money would come from to

cover the costs.

"If I
Chancellor Richard O'Brien j decides graduate em-

ployees deserve the waiver. 1 expect he has an idea where

the money will come from," Kraft said, but added there had

been no dialogue with Chancellor Richard O'Brien as to the

GEO demands.
The motion criticized the dismissal of student input for

the additional payments as well as the $2 decrease in Basic

Health Coverage and $40 increase in Supplemental Cov-

erage, and will be read at the Faculty Senate meeting this

Thursday
Copies of the resolution will be sent to O'Brien. Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Jo-Anne T. Vanin and Kraft.

Lyon said Lyon added there will lie a health fee rally today

at noon in front of the Whitmore Administration Building.

^^ai^ ^
MANDARJN/SZECHL/EN CV/ISINE

MANDARIN/5ZECHUAN CUISINE

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

EVERYDAY
<j. Minimum $15 plus $2 delivery charge

BUPFtT i SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet ser>ed 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 1:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99

Children under 10 - $3.00

rAEROBICSn
Low Impact

Step

9{i/Law

Nautilus

Free Weights

Cybex
Lifecycle

Blocycles

Treadmill

^.^^^
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ATHLETIC CLUB
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MENTOR
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ARMY NURSE CORPS.
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ROUND TRIP FROM

350

From NEW YORK
round trips starting at

LONDON $330

LENINGR^^D S610

CARACAS S410

CUTEMALA C. $390

BANGKOK $939
LOS ANCELES-

i AUCKLAND $699

Taxes & surcharges not included

fares subject to change

Council Travel
79 So. PJeasent Street,

Amherst, MA 01002

<41 3)256-1 261

Eating Disorder Programs
Fall 1991 Socisot-es D. jrm/e^rTv H^ff^ £>en^icei

Eating Disoraer Sett-Meip Groups
L*c Dv tratr->ec stLoenis recoverea ttd'^ a*- eatr>:

c soroe' Ooen lo aivone C^ontoemiainv assurec
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Brittany Manor
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Two Bedroom Apartments
AVAILABLE

LIMITED TIME ONLY
Two Bedroom Apartments

AVAILABLE NOW!

$399 PER MONTH
Rent includes heat and hot water

NO EXPENSIVE HEATING BILLS

HURRY!
NO SECURITY OR FINAL MONTH RENT

REQUIRED AT THIS TIME
Fully Equipped Kitchen Including Disposal • On The Five

CoUe^ Bus Route • Oversized Bathrooms • Large Dinning
Area • Storm Windows • Wall To Wall Carpeting • Large

Livingroom w/ Ceiling To Floor Windows • Dead-bolt Secu-

rity Locks • Cable Television Available

ACT NOW
$100.00 REWARD

If you bnow of a friend wtio Is apartment hunting, send ttiem to us with

this form. If they qualify and rent

our apartment you will receive

$100.00 REWARD
I recomend
Name

.

. Address .

Tel#

My name
Address
Tei#
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Local
Grad employees teach-in at Whitmore
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Upset. Disappointed. Those are words Jill Havens uses

to d^B^ri^^ ""^ beingjcehired aa a teaching asaisUnt due to

the recent budget cuts.

But she is a member ofthe Graduate Employee Organi-

zation and supports actions to finalize contract negotiations

with the administration.

Havens hopes to get her job back next semester.

Fifteen teaching assistants brought their classes to the

Whitmore Administration Building yesterday to make a

visible presence to the administration as well as students

concerning the long-running GEO contract negotiation dis-

putes.

"It disturbs me that an institution of higher

learning takes an approach to treating its gradu-

ate employees as second-class citizens.

"

- Jack Conrad, Teaching Assistant

CoUagUn pbolo by Curri* Wjreth

Graduate teaching assistant Val Voorhis

teaches an economics class ouUide Chancellor

Richard O'Brien's ofTice Tuesday as part of a

Graduate Employee Organization teach-in at

Whitmore.

Employee assaulted

The GEO, which represenU some 2.400 graduate stu-

dent employees such asTAs and research assisUnte. would

like to obtain from the University administration four

mtyor demands on their first union contract by the deadline

of Oct 1.

The four demands are binding arbitration, an agency

shop, a health fee waiver and job security.

Bernard Rohrbacher Uught his Linguistics 101 section

in the lobby of Whitmore "to show them (the administra-

Uonl what we're willing to do. Well see on Tuesday whether

they are willing to move.'

GEO leaders have threatened to take "decisive action" if

their four demands are not met.

Peter Underdown, a research assistant in the COINS

department and a GEO member, said "it's not a whole lot to

ask. It's important to make a visible show of our strength."

Underdown believes the issue ofthe health fee waiver is

the most important issue. Leaders of the GEO will hold a

rally today at noon concerning this issue.

He added that the negotiations at this point resemble "a

game of chicken."

Jack Conrad is a teaching assistant in the COINS de-

partment. "It disturbs me that an institution of higher

learning takes an approach to treating ita graduate employ-

ees as second-class citizens," Conrad said.

He pointed out the irony in a university that has iU

graduate employees playing a major role, yet not being

respected. "It disturlw me," Conrad said.

Emily Isaacs, the co-speaker of the GEO/District 65/

UAW, feels optimistic about obtaining the four demands on

their first union contract.

"1 guess I can only be hopeful," Isaacs said.

Dave Miller, a sophomore STEPEC mnjor, was one ofthe

undergraduates in a sectionUught by hisTA in the Whitmore

building. He said the GEO's actions this week probably will

not make the administration budge on the contract.

"1 support (the GEO) but I think it isn't going to do that

much." Miller said. "I don't agree with passive resisUnce."

Compiled by DAVID MASSEY
Collegian SUff

Abuildingjanitor in the Lederle Research

Graduate Center was ii\jured Monday

evening by an unknown man. University of

Massachusetts Police said.

The janitor discovered an unknown man
in the janitor's room and soon after being

discovered, the man "kicked out' at him,

hitting him in the leg. police said.

Police said the assailant is a white male.

20-25 years of age, with black hair. At the

time, he was seen wearing a torn blue

sweatshirt and jeans.

A women was verbally assaulted by an-

other woman, apparently without any

provocation, near theCampus Fond Monday

evening. Several witnesses confirmed the

incident, police said.

Police have located the suspect but the

victim does not wish to press charges. The

suspect has been described as white female.

50 years old. wearing a camounagc jacket.

A juvenile female turned up at a police

station Monday afternoon and said she was

a runaway from Rhode Island. Police have

made arrangements to assist in her return.

ARRESTS

• Jonathan C. Riber, 20, of New York,

was arrested Monday evening on Governors

Drive and charged with both driving at an

unlawful speed and drivingwithout a license.

• Scott Schaffer. 21. of New York, was

arrested Monday night on Massachusetts

Avenue and charged with both driving

without a license and for failure to stop at a

stop sign and a red light.

Professors debate
multiculturalism tonight
A debate on the pros and cons of

multiculturabsm will be held at the Cape

Cod Lounge in the Student Union tonight

at 7:30.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien will be

moderating, as four professors debate

whether multiculturalism is a "foe or ally

of free inquiry."

Paul Hollander, professor of sociol-

ogy, and Arnold Silver, piofesaor of En-

glish, will be debating on the foe side.

Professor William Strickland of the

Afro-American department and Margaret

Cerullo. a social sciences professor from

Hampshire College will Uke the sUnce

of multiculturalism as an ally of free

inquiry. Cerullo is the only speaker from

outside the University to be included in

this event.

The Chancellor's Commission on Ci-

vility in Human Relations, the Gradual*

Student Senate and the Student Gov-

ernment Association have sponsored the

event.

This debate was inspired in part by

the recent surge of rallies concerning one

side of this topic, said Director ofHuman
Relations. Grant Ingle.

These rallies are diatribe, not dis-

course." he said

Ingle went on to explain that this

debate is an attempt U) :^park more open

discussion on campus around important

topics and to better educate the students

about the changing world.

—MICHAEL LEVY

panel
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Allen also discussed problems which

people ofcolor face here at the University.

The Bannaker Lab, located in the New
Africa House, has been forced to close

earher on the weekdays because of lack

of funds and will only be open full time

during midterm and finals periods.

In addition to budget cuts. Professor

Allen also addressed the issue of a cam-

pus relations in the Aftncan-American

community. Respect was the key word

which was brought across at the meet-

ing.

"I remember when you would respecta

person until they proved not worthy of

that respect, today it seems to be the

other way around. First there is disre-

spect, then one has to prove himself.

Let's respect one another first. Practice

Black Civility." said Allen.

In addition to this discussion, many
representatives from various organiza-

tions announced up and coming events

that will be held here at the University,

as well as the Five College area. Tonight

in the Cape Cod Lounge at 7:30 p.m..

William Strickland. Professor ofAfrican-

American Studies, will be apart ofa panel

titled "Multiculturalism: Foe or Ally of

Free Inquiry." African- Americans are

asked to attend and show their support.

Members of the audience felt the

meeting was very productive in meeting

unfamiliar member of the African-

American community as well as keeping

ties in and about people and issues which

are detrimental to success ofthe African-

American here at UMass, and across the

nation.

Accountant writes upside-down
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Speciahsts in-

trigued by a woman's upside-down writing

found she's a true lefty who developed the

unusual style so she could see what she was

writing.

Sue Colaizzi. 43. a tax accountant, turns

tax forms and other documents around and

writes upside-down. Her clients sit across

from her and read the forms as she writes.

"It was far easier for me to write that way

from the very beginning," Ms. Colaizzi said.

"My teachers tried to get me to write right-

side up, but they finally gave up."

Typically, left-handers cover their writ-

ing with their left hand as they write. Many
left-handers rotate their paper in some

fashion so they can see what they're writing.

"It's not uncommon to see these kids

rotating the paper 90 degrees," said Gregory

Slomka. a neuropsychologist at Allegheny

General Hospital. "With Sue, we^saw the

ultimate logical extension of this."

operators

Coll««lu> photo by Carrie Wyeth

Melina Sammy (left), a UMass student, talks with professors

Ernest Allen and Reynolds Winslow at a panel held last night to air

the concerns of the African-American community.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

emits an impatient "TDeep" every few sec-

onds, demanding the attention of its gray-

haired caretaker.

Jean Korpita has been working here for

29 years, and now she is the supervisor of

this operator team. Jean was a University

operator when they worked in Stockbridge

Hall, back when their service consisted of a

manually plugging cords into a board. Now
the phqnes don't even ring; they beep. And a

lot more has changed since then.

"The change that affected us the most

was when our night hours were cut out,"

remembersJune McCullough, who has been

a University operator for over 24 years.

"Those were the calls I enjoyed most. When
students were lonely, or needed advice, they

would call us. Some students who had never

been away from home before would call and

tell us they were going to bed."

Tina Galipeau. a relative newcomer, has

been here for a little over six years but has

experienced her fair share of interesting

calls. "We get every kind of call you could

imagine. Bomb threats and attempted sui-

cides reported, people asking how to wash a

shirt, what day a holiday falls on. when

grades will be out. We can always tell when

a full moon is coming, because the calls get

even stranger."

"People will call and ask about a profes-

sor that hasn't worked here in ten years."

says Dorothy. "But we remember them. We
know all of the old names of the buildings,

who was head ofwhat department five years

ago."

The women are a family; they disagree,

laugh a lot, console each other, tease each

other. They fondly reminisce about the old

days at UMass. Formal dances, homecom-

ing parades, Ray Charles performing at the

Cage . TheyrememberSouthwestbeing built,

they remember UMass before the budget

problems, when it was rising in the ranks of

top quality state schools.

"We have given hundreds of sets of di-

rections, guarded vats of chicken blood for

the veterinary science department, delivered

lost foreign exchange students to their

residence halls, kept lost suitcases safe for

theirowners," recalls Jean. "We recommend

hotels , tell people calling long-distance what

the weather is like, answer questions about

concerts and home games. We know, all,

hear all, tell all."

The system has changed through the

years, from plugboards to computers, but

the voices are still there at the other end of

the line.

I
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RECYCLING
IN THE

RESIDENCE HALLS

WHAT IS A BLUE BOX?
Blue Boxes are for your recyclables. There is a

blue box in every student room. Put your

recyclables in it. When your blue box is fiill,

separate your recyclables and put them in the red

and blue recycling barrels.

RED BARREL

YES: soda cans

YES: soup & tuna cans

YES: aluminum pie pans

YES: glass bottles & jars

YES: laundry detergent bottles

YES: plastic bottles with #1 and #2 plastic

YES: plastic soda bottles

NO: milk or juice canons

NO: yogurt containers

NO: tofu containers

NO: light bulbs

NO: plate glass from windows

NO: paper

NO: cardboard

BLUE BARREL

YES: notebook paper

YES: old flyers

YES: colored or while paper

YES: newspapers

YES: glossy advertisements

YES: magazines

NO: egg cartons

NO: envelopes

NO: milk or juice cartons

NO: cereal or pasta boxes

NO: phone books

NO: frozen food boxes

CARDBOARD
Cardboard should be flattened and stacked neatly

beside or near the red and blue barrels.

YES: pizza boxes

YES: corrugated cardboard

NO: cereal boxes

NO: waxed cardboard boxes

FOOD SHOULD BE KEPT OUT
OF ALL RECYCLABLES!

RINSE YOUR BOTTLES AND CANS!
FLATTEN CARDBOARD BOXES!
KEEP LEFTOVER PIZZA OUT

OF CARDBOARD!
Housing Services Residential Recycling Prograi^

B-1 Berskhire House, 545-1153

RUSH PIKE
(THi: IK \ti:k\h\ \n rni \ iommitmknt to i:\cki. i.i:\ci:i

Fall IWl OPEN RUSH ^

September Ki. 17. H). '2A, 25 8-10 P.M.

il- \- •!: i-ini S!i, ,1 , l'< iMi |i.

ALL UNIVERSITY MEN WELCOME

n K A
PI KAPPA ALPHA

LIFE LONG FRIENDSHIPS

STRONG ATHLETICS
Olymptc Weight Roocr
Winner 1991 Olympus Cup

LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

UNPARALELLED SOCIAL LIFE

STRESSED ACADEMICS
Two Computers
Course Files

EXCELLENT MEAL PLAN

*DRINK SPECIAL*
Milwaukees Best

$3.95

Pitcher

Wednesday Night is

GUEST BARTENDER NIGHT
At Mike's

Free t-shirts & Prizes

This week's guest bartender is

Kim Horton

Come have fun with Kim and put your name in for the drawing
Next week could be you!

Prizes: $25.00 Gift Certificate to Mike's

2-Week membership to THE GYM
Mike's Original T-5hirt

Lar^e Cheese Pizza from Pinocchio's

Your Picture will be Enshrined or] the Walls of

MIKE'S WE5TVIEW

Drawing is Wednesday Night
Must be present at drawing to win but put your

name in at any time!

Be here for next weeics selection!!

Always something for everyone!

DRINK SPECIAL*
Milce's Pinic's

$1.50

DRINK SPECIAL*
Busch

$4.50 Pitcher

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Guns don't kill - the Dismembered Animal Fairy does
Today I'd like to present a special column, dedicated to

all those readers who have found dismembered heads on
their front lawm, next to the massive wooden flower pot from
Mother's Day, 1973. I'm sure you all remember the first

time this happened to you. For me, it was the about two
years ago, a chilly day in October, when I noticedmy brother
Bryan in the yard, prodding something with his foot.

"Look," he cried out in a voice filled with child-like

wonder. "A headr
Now before anyone starts accusing me of shamelessly

Ijring, or making light of decapitation, let me just say that,

legally, that head had every right to be in our yard. It was
the head ofa deer, which had apparently been given to us by
our neighborhood hunters, as a token oftheir appreciation.

Thank you," it seemed to say, "for letting coimtless alcohol-

ics prowl around your backyard looking for adventure,
armed with enough portable weaponry to overthrow an
unstable government."

Perhaps you know the individuals I am referring to.

Their sworn purpose in life is to move closer to nature, in all

of it's colorful, animal-infested grandeur, and help stem the

tide of wildlife overpopulation. Or, simply put, to go into the

woods and kill things.

Never mind that New England doesn't have any wildlife

overpopulation — these hardy adventurers are not to be

stopped by anything so inconsequential as logic They are

knights on a quest. They are killers on the prowl. They are

drunk on light beer.

Sure, some skeptic may be won over with claims that

bears are dangerous animals which need to be put in their

place (the den, above the mantle) but it is usually more
difficult to convince these same people that foxes threaten

the foundation of an independent, democratic society, or

that deer are bloodthirsty carnivores who'djust as soon kill

you as look at you.

Shawn MacDonnell

I myselfhave never had any trouble with deer— save the

dead ones on my yard — and although I was once bitten by
a rather vicious llama at Benson's Animal Farm, this does

not mean on I would look with any more approval on
attempts to "de-populate" llamas from South America.

When I last checked the facts — after the first appear-

ance ofdeer pieces— I learned that the last hunting fatality

had taken place just one week previous. I also learned that

the last animal to kill a man in New England was a bear, in

the 17th century.
I'm sure you've heard all the reports ofdrunken hunters

aiming guns at people's midsections, or wandering into

backyards and killing dogs or cats. I myself have been
several times blessed by hunters who decided mine was the

perfect yard in which to hurl various unwanted animal
parts, before running back to the truck for more Schlitz.

Fun as it is to trip over disembodied limbs on your way
to the car in the morning, there are certain considerations

not to be overlooked. For instance, finding someplace to put
said limbs before they attract a colony of flies the size of

Rhode Island. I remember with particular fondness ona
afternoon when I managed to dispose of the head and legs

ofa deer, which the Dismembered Animal Fairy had lef\ the

night before, only to have my dog Scooter (literally, "dumb
as granite") disinter them and try and take them in the
house.

So, while some folks suggest the hunters, nuisances that

they are, must nevertheless be tolerated and allowed the

freedom to do as they want, I fell I must dissent. I don't wish
to deny any basic freedoms here, but rather insist on the

freedom to exist in a world relatively free ofgunshot wounds
or unwanted carcasses landing on the deck at two in the

morning, with a reverberating "splud." Call me an idealist.

And while you fully-evolved readers out there think

about the gross lack ofenforced restrictions on hunters, you
hunters can ask yourselves whether the wildlife you pre-

tend to love so much can continue to withstand the barrage

of drunken gunsmen that defile it every fall. Those of you,

that is, who were unable to unfold the paper.

There is no restoring a species gone extinct, or replacing

a loved one — even a pet. "There is beauty in a nature that

is dead, and no hope for a society which allows bloody-faced

killers to stalk it's woods, unchecked and unrestricted.

There is also no trash service that will willingly remove
deer parts, no matter how tighUy you tie the bag.

Shawn MacDonnell is a UMass student

A note from the cartoonist
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My editor at the Collegian just called to

tell me thata storm is brewing over this past

Frida/s Cast ofThousands. and asked me if

I could write some sort of explanation or

apology. HesitanUy, I agreed; hesitantly,

because nothing ruins a joke so thoroughly
as explaining it.

Barry Deutsch

I agreed, in this case, because I respect

the people who object to Friday's strip. "They

are people who see something wrong and try

to correct it; they are attempting to improve
the world they live in, which is certainly

admirable.

Nevertheless, I think that they have
misread Friday's strip.

Ofcourse Zack's speech is racist. I realize

that; Albert [his roommate) realized that,

hence his sarcastic "Imagine my joy" in the

last panel. Like myself, and like most
Americans from an upper-class white sub-

urban background, Zack attended a racist

public school— not often blatantly so (we're

all too hberal tmd educated for separate

bathrooms these days), but racist in that,

besides all the pious anti-radst sayings the

almost all-white faculty recited to the al-

most all-white student body, the few black

students were never really accepted by the

rest of the school.

Like many a liberal, white student from

a liberal, white town — and Uke the towns
themselves— Zack has a nasty racist streak

hidden not far beneath the surface. I dont
like that racist streak, and so I deadad to

point it out and make fim of it.

Some people will criticize my decision to

make one of the character) racist at all. I

think these people have a different idea of

what a comic strip should be than I do. At
the risk of sounding pretentious, I consider

myself an artist, and have ambitions for

Cast of Thousands beyond producing an
innocuous gag every day. I don 't want to do

a strip about bland, morally perfect char-

acters; if I did that, how could the characters

grow?
So I do not apologize. I am dismayed,

however, that my work has distressed the

very people whose politics most resemble

my own. In any case, I hope that everyone

will continue to read my work and continue

to let itbeknownwhen they feel I've screwed

up. I plan to be here for a while and can only

improve.

Barry Deutsch is a Collegian cartoonist

Generalizations do disservice

to reputation of the University
I am responding to the two-part series

Jared Blaut wrote on the "life of the UMass
student." It is hard for me to believe that

Jared Blaut is a UMass student from the

opinions he expressed on September 23.

I am constantly fighting the negative

reputation that my school has to people

outside the University. I do not understand

why a UMass student, of his own free will,

would decide to insult every UMass student

repeatedly in his own newspaper. Jared

Blaut, I hope that you have included your-

self in these generalizations. I am not sure

where you have spent your time at UMass,

but either you are extremely pessimistic or

one incident in college has marred you for

life.

I hope you are playing devil's advocate. I

hope that you realize that your views are

very ignorant. With my most generous es-

timation, I believe your articles are sup-

posed to get UMass students so upset that

they combat these negative opinions and

take pride in their school. Ifthat was not the

goal of these columns, then I suggest you

look beyond your narrow views.

Your first article about the intelligence

level of the average UMass student was

disgusting. The majority ofpeople at UMass

are fairly intelligent, not Putzius Majoris as

your second column suggests. Mr. Blaut, do

you realize that there are not-so-intelligent

people at Harvard as well? Perhaps their

father's golf buddy was on the admissions

board.

We are not doomed to skid row as UMass

students. There is one quality that every

person who attends this University learns

— independence. There is no hand holding

at UMass.
Not only did your second article offend

me as a UMass student, it offended me as a

member of the Greek area. Greeks con-

stantly battle the negative attitudes that

people who are not part of the Greek Area

perpetuate. You criticize the Greek Area for

their drinking and superficiality. As the

saying goes, you cannot see an entire house

by just looking through a window. There's

more to the Greek Area than you can see by

just walking down "Frat Row." I think per-

haps if you went through rush you would
have a different outlook. You know how one

bad apple ruins the bunch? That will forever

be the case in the Greek Area.

I don't believe that there are only two

types ofUMass students, the drunk and the

nerd. Your generalization shows that you
have not opened your eyes in the time you

have spent here. There are winners and
losers in every environment. UMass is the

real world, Jared.

Take pride in the University of Massa-

chusetts. We fight enough negative com-

ments from people outside this University.

The last place we need to see more of this

misrepresentation is in our own college

newspaper. We do not need to fight fellow

students as well.

Lisa Oakland
Jill Cooper

Amherst

Capitalism or democracy first?

At the recent Five College discussion

panel on Soviet poUtics September 16,

Professor William Taubman, in relating

the events that led up to the coup, char-

acterized the Soviet Union as undergo-

ingthree revolutions -political, economic,

and imperial. He went on to say that the

fact that these revolutions occurred si-

multaneously largely explains the current

disarray which prevents the orderly

transformation ofthe formerSovietUnion

into a capitalist democracy.

Although not elaborated on in the

discussion, this leads us to the question:

given the nature ofcapitalist democracy,

which should come first in Russia, capi-

talism or democracy?
Let us look at the nature of capitalist

democracy. Briefly, the poUtical system

naturally comes to be organized along

the same lines as the economic one - a

hierarchy of capitalists, managers, and

labor. Leaving the day-to-day operation

to the political managers, capitalists

control the political system much the

way they would a corporation - by hiring

and firing managers, setting general

policy direction, and supplying or with-

drawing capital.

Consider the U.S. for example. The
fact is that in the U.S. all the elements of

democracy are financed and controlled

by capitalists - elections, pohcy formula-

tion, and the media. The term "capitalist

democracy" should be taken quite liter-

ally. If one has the financial resources,

the system offers many opportunities for

poUtical involvement.

However, the situation for the rest of

the population is dramatically different:

low voter turnout in elections, candi-

dates who refuse to address public con-

cerns, generally uninformed voters, no

independent media, a lack of popular-

based political organizations, a public

education system that does not even

bother to teach the principles of self-

government, etc.

This is all perfectly natural, because a

capitalist system cannot function prop-

erly unless the political role ofthe public

has been minimized. The prescribed role

is to compete on a regional basis for the

favors of the capital.

With regard to Russia, it seems clear

that the very nature of capitalist democ-

racy dictates that capitalism must come
first, presumably under an autocratic

regime that can insure the safety of the

market, until capital is ready to take the

reins. Note that all this is implicit in

discussions ofbringing capitalist democ-

racy to Russia.

But first the forces of popular democ-

racy must be rolled back. Will the Russian

people maintain the struggle to keep
their newly gained political freedom? Or
will they, too, come to believe that justice

and equahty are the opiate ofthe people?

Robert Reagan
Haydenville
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Arts & Living

Poet Creely gives
energetic reading

By ROBIN CRANDALL
Collegian Correspondent

His poetry chills me; I have goose

bumps all over my body. An avid reader

of modem poetry, I decided to check out

Robert Creely's work before I went to see

him Thursday night. The first poem I

discovered, "^r ; The Love OfA Woman",
whirled my senses with the sight of hair,

the feel of an aura, the visceral melan-

choly over the loss of a love. Nothing,

however, could prepare me for Robert

Creely in person reading his poetry as it

sounded to him.

LastThursday night in Memorial Hall,

we gathered around him at the podium
— some on fold out chairs, some on the

floor with bare feet and anticipatory

smiles The room wasn't large enough to

contain all of it: the audience, the poet,

the energy.

I was surprised by his appearance.

although I'm not sure why because I

knew nothing about him. At 66. his hair

is still dark, yet his beard is tinged with

grey. He had a nervous gesture, or just a

gesture, of running his hand through his

thin hair. His voice was strong, though

not loud, and he made us laugh. He read

for about 45 minutes (it seemed like only

five) and told us isAes in between about

friends, and life, and growing old. He is a

lover and a reveller of life.

And what a life! Bom in ArUngton,

Massachusetts in 1926, Creely, along with

being a dedicated writer, was also a

chicken farmer and an ambulance driver.

He did his undergraduate work at

Harvard and received a Master's from

the University of New Mexico. He now
resides and teaches in Buffalo, N.Y.

Amidst his readings the other night, there

were many hints of Massachusetts, and

he admits that there is no place like it.

Nightcrawlers: blues talk
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Charlie

Monday - 1 Oc Mozzarella Sticks

Tuesday 10c Mild or Hot Buffalo Wings

Wednesday - 25c Cheese Pizza Slices

Thursday - 10c Chicken "Hot Lips" Nuggets

Sunday - 10c Potato Skins

DRINK AND BEER SPECIALS WEEKLY!!
I l_l_l_l-l-l_L

GROUPS
GROUPS! GROUPS! GROUPS!

at Mental Health Service

Fall '91

Adult Children of Alcoholics

Structured Group: Thursday 3:30 - 5:00

Unstructured Group: Tuesday 3:00 - 4:30

Building Self Esteem Wednesday 3:00pm - 4:30pm

Eating Disorders Wednesday 3:30 - 5:00

Exploring Lesbian, Gay,

Bl-Sexual Identities Tuesday 7:00 - 8:30

Groups begin mid -October. All groups require a pre-group

interview. Call 545-2337 for information or registration - or

stop by 127 Hills North

By KLAUS GAUGER
Collegian Correspondent

The Nightcrawlers, a local blues band

of five musicians, were not under a lucky

star when they decided to arrange their

next concert at The Hatch for last Thursday.

At the same time the graduate lounge gave

a free party with two rock-n-roU bands pro-

viding the musical background, and so the

five players had to face a near to empty hall

with only some blues afficionados and some

beer-drinking nightcrawlers hanging out.

In any event, this was not a big challenge

for these guys, who proved from the very

first moment a good share ofself-confidence,

humor, professional ease and willingness to

play for the music's sake, each of them with

every inch a clearly defined, mature musical

personality: Piano player Dick Amberman

on his electric organ with a full, round.

Hammond-hke sound, was making use of

the whole organ tradition from easy-to-fol-

low, accompanying chords down to rhyth-

mic, accentuated blues riffs and quick,

jazzlike runs a la Jimmy Smith.

Guitarist Leif Laudamus. on both his

Gibsonand his vibrant, warm-toned Fender,

was mostly concerned with producing the

necessary rhythm guitar patterns. On top of

this he gave expertise as a soloist, particu-

larly when creating long, beautiful melodic

hnes on slow blues ballads.

Tom Kubasick gave clear evidence of his

skills in supplying a dense, well-audible

bass foundation, while Richard Glashow

served convincingly the basic 4/4 blues

groove on his drums. Both formed an ideal

rhythm section in their cautious, reserved

way oflistening and supporting the soloists.

The front man and most charismatic

member of the band. Thomas Mayor, has

undeniable qualities as a singer, especially

in low passages. He is also an outstanding

harmonica player with a transparent, well

tuned tone. He combined "dirty" growling

and hoUeringsounds with trumpet-like, long,

weU-oonaidered lines. On sUde guitar his

style is clearly more rock-onented than

Laudamus', providing the band with a con-

temporary, modem touch.

The Nightcrawlers played mostly Chicago

style, urban blues, under the audible influ-

ence ofmusiaans hke Muddy Waters, Sonny

BoyWilUamson andJohn Lee Hooker. Some

songs they performed sounded beautifully

stunning, poignant and swinging, like Lazy

Lester's "Sugarcoated Love" or Muddy Wa-

ters' "Hoochie Coochie Man." With the lat-

est song the band luckily avoided the dis-

tortion and demolition often enough done to

it by rough handed rock bands.

Later, in an interview, Laudamus said

"My approach is to go back to the original

and then, after seriously hstening to all the

versions, try to bring something new out of

it, to make it sound fresh, new. Blues is

something spiritual, and the best way to get

in contact with that feeling is by listening to

the original version, to the old masters,

trying to find out how they did it."

Laudamus, who has earned an Ph.D. in

Musicology and is something like the intel-

lectual head of the band, speaks for a whole

generation of blues enthusiasts when he

tells about his experiences; "I was deeply

influenced by this music when I was fifteen,

sixteen years old, an age when you are easy

to impress. The late sixties were a very

intensive time . It was violent, radical, di-

vided between right wing and left wing, and

I was definitely of the left wing side. Blues

was a part of It. a way toexpress my feeUngs."

"Later," he continued, "I studied classi-

cal music at the University of Pennsylvania

— a good graduate school — but there were

things about the system that made me an-

gry. In the whole record library ofthe music

department only one jazz album made by

Art Tatum could be found. All the famous

jazz and blues musicians should stand in

one library together with Bach. Beethoven,

and Mozart. It's all great. Good music is

good music, whether white or black."

Singer Mayor, who is more on the char-

ismatic, introverted side, shares Laudamus's

opinions when affirming that "blues gives

you much more freedom than playing com-

mercial pop-stuff. Most of it is totally prear-

ranged and only aiming to the charts. Blues

is demanding, serious music."

All the band members come from a dif-

ferent musical and social background.

Thomas is the only professional musician;

all the others are semiprofessionals. Bass

player Kubasick is still a graduate student,

while piano player Amberman is a fifty

year-old painter "It was not easy to get the

band together." Laudamus remarks. "ItWM
hard for me to get into it again. There is so

much 'personality crap' in the whole busi-

ness. Too many people just don't care about

the music. You
need a lot of time and and strong nerves

until you get the thing working."

Blues is their common denominator, and

the music that holds them t*)gether.

Dnimmer Glashow speaks for them all

when he says: "I have nearly thirty years of

musical experience as a drummer. I have

been playing a lot of old-fashioned rock-n-

roU and dance music. Nothing was as sat-

isfying as this band. Of course I would like

to make some more money too, but you won't

do that playing blues. But playing blues is

really fun."

And it is not only fun for the five musi-

cians, it is also fun for the audience, listening

to them. Hopefully more people will find

their wav to one of their concerts next time.
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Third World Affairs
Death ofa nation: conference to kill Palestine

George Bush has a vision of the future. It makes the

Middle East the cornerstone of the Pax Americana now
emerging across the planet, securing indefinite control of

the oil fields ofthe region for the unfettered use ofthe North.

And it most certainly does not include the poaaibility of a

Palestinian state.

The first step in recolonizing the Arab world was the

crushing of its only genuinely revolutionary government,

Iraq; a threat because it had too much dignity, because it

could be neither bought with the carrot nor cowed by the

stick , and because it was developing its technological capacity

in an unacceptable manner. Clearly, any Third World

nation with dignity and technology instantly becomes the

latest pariah, "worse than Hitler."

Having committed an ongoing genocide against the Iraqi

people, reducing them to a 19th century lifestyle (although

still failing to remove its dignity), the U.S. looks to the so-

called "Middle East peace conference," as the next step. But

it is not to be a coniference, and will certainly produce no

lasting "peace."

Americans understand the danger of "instability" in the

Middle East as the great threat to their ownership of the

area. Thus it is clear that all revolutionary elements and

forces of change must be co-opted or destroyed. With the

incapacity ofthe Iraqis to move under the colonial jackboot,

this brings to the fore those old nagging details, the Pal-

esUmans. There seems Uttle doubt that the United State*

and its proxies and employees in the area have decided to

once and for all rid the region of this irriUting people, who

dare to fight for their human and national rights

To that end, the final stage in the destruction of Pales-

tine, begun by the infamous Balfour Declaration, is well

under way. Hence the cannibalistic "conference", beginning

with a day of empty speeches, followed by isolated talks

between Israel and Syria, Lebanon,andJwdan respectively.

Since Syria controls the Lebanese government, and

nobody pays any attention to Jordan anyway, the only real

negotiations will be with Syria. The repreaentotivcs of the

Palestimans, the PLO. obviously must be banned from the

deliberation of their fate. A few Palestinians of no power,

influence, or credibility, selected from a tiny percentage of

the population, may be tagged onto the irrelevantJordanian

delegation, as long as Israel likes them.

Palestinians, in effectexcluded from the talks altogether

,

are to be presented with a fait accompli, and told "here is

your future, take it or leave it." Here's the plan: Israel and

Syria make some kind ofcompromise on the Golan HeighU

involving partial return of land, or more likely, demiliUri-

zation, and formabze the division of Lebanon into zones of

indefinite occupation. Both get lota of cash. Israel gets

weapons, and Syria gets access to power, frt)m the U.S.

Palestinians will be offered a kind of utteriy worthless

limited autonomy that amounts at most to deciding who

geU to collect the garbage on Monday night. SetUements

leading to eventual annexation, Israeli control over re-

sources, and land seizures will continue, as will the occu-

pation in all its primary forms. Their right to return home

Saudis, to pretend that

they are actually looking after the interests of Palestine.

Therefore a freeze on settlements would make life easier for

the other parties as they engage in this stage ofthe destruc-

tion ofPalestine. Essentially, the Israelis are being told, "let

us formalize the betraysd of the Palestinians by the Arab

regimes and the total control of the region by the U.S. After

that you may resume colonization, replace and remove

Palestinians, and annex the whole thing. But you will have

to wait."

This is the essence ofthe quarrel between Israel and the

US over the extra $10 billion that they are demanding in

loan guarantees, on top of $5.6 billion in outright gifts, as

well as $1 bilUon each in S>hila"t*"^Py" and commercial

loans, in this fiscal year alone. It's not that the U.S. objects

to colonization and annexation, or paying for it, but it feels

that the time is not right and that there is much more to be

gained ftt>m playing down the settlements for now. Were

Israel to freeze settlements, they could have the $10 bilUon

and more tomorrow. And besides, the US has ruled out a

Palestinian state. The vision-thing calls for a contmued

Israeli control of all of Palestine.

Amazingly enough, however, the Israfsli government

seems to have reached such a state ofhjrsteriaand advanced

paranoia that it is unwilling to facilitate American and

canine-Arab efforts that are essentially on their behalf.

They seem unable to restrain themselves in their drive for

unencumbered expansion, the lust for finally swallowing

the last morsel of Palestine irresistible.

And BO we have the spectacle, unheard ofin international

relations, of a small, dependant cUent state that owes

oi^ftim*^. IwonwnKviahiHty , and future to its ultra-generous

patron, berating and abusing that patron for no sane rea-

son. The rest ofthe world shakes its head in disbelief, as the

U.S., struggles mightily to get the IsraeUs on board the

program that will make their wildest dreams and evilest

oolooiata fttn somewhere To that"end the US and other schemes come true, only to be repeatedly spat upon The

SSSSd dSi^tions have been pressured by the Israeh. Israelismay haveoverplayed their hand wiUiCaeser himself,

n" tn«e^ them, forang them to go to Israel. Once in but the congressional genuflecUon continues unabated.

will continue to be denied and IsraeU apartheid will inten-

sify . Meanw hile Palestinian resistance based inArab states

wUl be crushed, primarily by Syria . Fateh will be destroyed,

assassinations and massacres will follow.

Eventually, if necessary, Jordan can be destroyed and a

preposterous mutant "Palestinian state" can be formed

there, probably after the annexation of the West Bank and

Gaza, the last part of Palestine still uncolonized. And it is

this colonization process that is issue, for the U.S. is asking

the Israelis to wait.

The process of colonizing the Occupied Territories is

based on the settling of hundreds of thousands of Russians

on seized Arab lands in the Occupied Territories. The

problem for Israel ever since it conquered the territories in

the war it started for that purpose in 1967, has been that it

has been unwilling to withdraw from what it considers an

integral part of"Greater Israel", but has also been unable to

aiuiex it without incorporating millions of Palestinians into

the Ziomst state. Having large numbers of Arabs living in

any part of Palestine has always been the greatest threat to

the Zionist ambition of removing indigenous Palestinian

people fi^m their homes and replacing them with colomsU.

It is the historical pattern for the Zionists to first seize the

land and expel Palestinians, and only then find the colonists

to take over their homes and farms.

Hussein Ibish

Since 1967. the Israelis had "bitten off" more than they

could swallow in one gulp. They wanted the land without

the people, but they had no one to live in it. Hence, the

occupation, the Intifada, etc Now, with the Soviet economic

and social ooUapse. millions of Russians are emigrating.

Israel sees in them the chance to finally settle the last part

of Palestine, that it has been holding, praying for a flood of

Israel the idea is to use them as a demographic weapon to

settle seized land, change the population balance in the

IsraeU favor, and drive Palestiniansoutby usmg up resources

and taking over their jobs, and eventually annexing the

land.

Housing Minister Ariel Sharon, one of the greatest

terrorists in modem history and colonist-in-chief, is in

charge ofthis project. Settlement activity has become frantic,

especially m occupied Arab East Jerusalem. Israel's U.S.

Ambassador Shoval has described this Russian influx as a

"holy miracle," that suggests the immanent appearance of

the messiah.

But while they may in the end be willing to go along with

everything Israel wants, the US and iU proxies are em-

barrassed by this blatant colonial activity Arab public

opinion is the most serious threat toUS domination. It must

be kept quiescent, for now at least. It is important for those

who would destroy PalesUne on the Arab side, such as the

Israel will get its money, and get its way.

And in the end Israel will almost certainly see the

wisdom ofthe American plan to bury Palestine in a slightly

more indirect way. And for Palestimans. this is nothing but

more of the same. For this entire despicable century they

have been the victims of countless plots, betrayab, mas-

sacres, and have seen their nation destroyed. Those involved

in this plan may have the finalization of this process in

mind, for if nothing else, few can live with the genuinely

revolutionary Palestinian spirit. But it is this force of will,

strength of character, and purity of ideology, of PalesUn-

ians wherever they may be, that gives the be to such a vile

plot. And. like me, there are milUons of people who wUl

never accept peace without justice, conference or no con-

ference.

The vision is an illusion.

Hussein Ibish is a Collegian staffmember. The opinions

in this article are not necessarily those of the Collegian

Africa;

did not matter

Madanmohan Rao

Thev came bv the hundreds and then ruthless military machine.

tho^andTTn two preat^warms, to setUe In keeping with the modem Westem

and Zern DuTh Stlers and British im- trend of not publicly practicing racism,

^riSsto mer^tersSheEuropeancolonial apartheid underwent subtle refinements.

'"'Tie^dTby the tens of thousands, the universiUes. Even "apartheid" was repla^.

indigenousthoikhoi and San tribes- first by doublespeak I'ke 'separate freedoms

throughbutchery.andthenbydisease.Until ^^'^^^"^.tVt^^S.T^b^rc^^.oiXhe
they^> joined the ranks of the >.cUms^af ^^-urse.

f^^^^^'^^^^lf.Z
Europe's successful acts ofgenoadalextinc- Biacxs were uuiuh^ .r". .. . - ,x-

tion. J J r
They were subjugated by the hundreds of

thousands, the indigenous Nguni, Sothoand

Tswana tribes, through warfare, disposses-

sion, and treachery.

They were brought by the tens of thou-

sands, slaves firom other parts ofAfi^ca and

indentured laborers trom India.

From this arose one of the most obscene

forms ofinsUtutionaUzed racial domination

in an obdurate Europe in Africa, defying

much of the world.

From the beginning, racial relations in

South Africa were marredby the deep-rooted

desire of the Dutch to seclude themselves

from the "inferior" Blacks. Even though

they began to call themselves "Afrikaners

and spoke "Afrikaans," the settlers felt no

identification with the indigenous African

people.

The British, arriving about two centunes

later, brought withthemmodem technology

which ushered in Africa's only full-fledged

industrial revolution, built its most power-

ful economy, and broke the back of its first

anti-colonial movement.

Fearful of being swamped by the m^or-

ity Black population and having their raaal

purity diluted, Afrikaners devised a gro-

tesque theological and political program of

mately leading to the independence of

Namibia in 1990. It was apartheid's first

defeat by Black nationalism.

The Westem media tumed a blind eye to

both this and the recent grand betrayal of

Black South Afirica. It is now more occupied

with the dramatic decaying of the Soviet

corpse.

Because as far as the West is concemed,

all is fine in South Africa. President de

Klerk's so-called reforms have been inten-

tionally cosmetic, a brilliant public relations
_; «^„^i««l«nH in which their "self- tionally cosmetic, a bnlhantpuDUcreiauom

The West argues that the minority white

regime has demonstrated a genuine com-

mitment to change, despite its funding of

the Inkatha-led desUbilization campaign.

Power is also being decentralized to local

gated by the de Klerk regime, because they

seem to embody the unsaid sentiments of

the mfiuority ofAfrikaners. Some even advo-

cate the creation of a separate stete for the

whites, who will maintain the bulk of their

empire and its associated machinery.

In reality, apartheid is not being razed to

the ground; a bit of the scaffolding is being

removed, but the edifice of apartheid is

already solidly in place. To Uke it apart will

be economic suicide for the Afrikaners.

The West's self-serving hypocrisy is

clearly revealed by the remarkable ease

with which they were convinced that

apartheid was indeed beingdismanUed, and

lifted sanctions. The West has never been

truly committed to the rights ofBlack South

Africans; sanctionswere reluctantlyimposed

Anothernorthemdevelopment.thistime or simply refuse to follow federal di^^^^^^^^

with major consequences, was the end of The government. '^''^'^^^J^^'l'^'T'

newly bom persons, all other racial classi-

fications being maintained.

Land reform is hollow and meamngless

when most ofthe worthwhile land is already

ownedby the whites,andwhen willing sellers

are not to be found. There is no plan to

redress the economic damage done under

co^^^S-^r^^a^^. -i^^^ ^" " -PP"-'"^ " --'

meant the loss of the northern buffer of

white-ruled colonies, and a dangerous mo-

rale boost to the South African anti-apart-

heid uprising.

Displaying its characteristic lack ot

support to Third Worid liberation move-

ments, the United States, whose interests

till then were being amicably served by the^^^^=7=^^^ E-;i--ri"r£Hrr
South Africa to block alleged Soviet threats

in Angola.
. „ .

South Africa, with aid and collaboration

ftx)m its cousin Israel and the CIA, aggres-

sively destabilized its neighbors. It drove

Mozambique into economic ruin, and mur-

dered 100,000 of its citizens. Mines strewn

those who were uprooted to their homes.

Nelson Mandela's release from prison

(where he was unjustly put in the first

place), the fraudulent constitutional plan,

and the increase in access to some beaches

and hot water swimming pools may win the

applause of the West, but those struggling

dailyundertheyoke ofapartheid are scarcelyalloverAn'golaleftitwiththeworid'shighest ,

«,paraUon. Inhuman l.». were defined to P"PP«^;«f„Xg„,, u„t s„uth AWc. wa.
Atrocities insugaiea uy w«in« ''

X

wingers and the attitudes espoused by hard-

liners are neither acknowledged nor casti-

racist regime.

As the African National Congress, Pan

African Congress, the South Afincan Com-

munist Party, and others engage in an up-

hill cmsade to banish apartheid, some fun-

damental truths emerge.

Firstly, the Afrikaners are now an

uneradicable part of the fabric of the coun-

try. They command a mighty economic em-

pire and a daunting military machine, which

they will bitterly defend.

Secondly, Black South Africans must

come to terms with their own ethnic rival-

ries; South Africa belongs to them all.

Finally, they can expect little support

from the West other than empty lipservice,

a mild interest in Mandela T-shirts, and

plagiarization of their township music.

In the ongoing battle between the archi-

tects of apartheid and their victims, for all

South Africans, the worst is yet to come.

Madanmohan Rao is a Collegian staff

member. The opinions in this article are not

necessarily those of the Collegian.
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FREE
DELIVERY

10% OFF with Student ID
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It's not just anotherwayforyou
to spendyour money

It's away to helpyou save it.

Now, get the Card and get

Student Privileces. Special

savings created just for you.

Only from American Express.

If you think the American Express* Card is

simplv another way to buy things, we'd like

to share some valuable new s with you Since

you re a student, the Card can actually help

you sai>€

Become a Student Cardmember today and

vou'll automatically get American Express*

Student Privileges' our newly expanded

package of outstanding savings and special

offers All designed just for you -with more

of what you need, for more value from the

money you spend

I se vour certificates to visit friends at other

sch(x)ls. see your family back home or enjoy

yourself during a vacation. And the best pan

Each certificate could save you as much as

$250 over regular ContinentalAirlinesfares

on a coast tocoast trip

Ol R NEWEST ADVANTAGE I'PTO

30 MINUTES- OF FREE MCI LONG DISTANCE

CALLING EVERYMONTH FOR A YEAR

a college budget This year alone. Student

Cardmembers have saved at Pizzeria Uno,

Eddie Bauer. MTV and AnCarved class ring.s.

among others

You'll find your certificates in each issue erf

our exclusive student magazine. Amerkan

Express* Card CONNECTIONS where youll

also find valuable ideas and information

about college life tcxiay

A GOOD INVESTMENT A GREAT VALUE

Talk about value Now the Card can

also help you save on your long

distance calls. In total, you

could save more than $44

uhen you enroll and use

the American Express

Card as a calling card

And you don't even have to

change your current long

distance company

Continental

PLUS, SAVINGS ON CLOTHES. FOOD
MUSIC AND MORE

3ROUNDTRIPSON
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES-AT A PRICE THAT

REALLY MAKES FLYING AFFORDABLE

Student Privileges N'alue Certificates give

you the savingsyou need on the things

you uant-i sure way to make the most of

For just $55 a year, the Card gives you all

these savings, as well as all the traditional

benefits of Cardmembership -like

>y the personal attention you can get

24 hours a day from our Customer

Service representatives.

And because you settle your account in

full each month, you won't pay any finance

charges -which can save you even more.

All of which gcK's to show that the

American Express Card is an exceptional

value Becau.se while there are many ways

for you to spend you r ^^^h
money there are few j||PU|TRAVEL
that help you save it. |Bh&| RELATED
AppK Kxlay 1.1^^ SERVICES

An Am»rc«n E BprffU ' nn%Mif*t

Only Student Cardmembers can enjoy

this great deal on Continental Airlines:

three roundtrip flights for just $129 or $189

each -depending on where you're going.*

>X'hat s more, these certificates are g(X)d any

where Continental Airlines flies in the 48

contiguous states.

• To be eligiWe, you must be approved by December 31, 1991

••A credit of up II) 13^0 for calK will appear on each billing siatemeru

for 12 monih-s after enrollment M"^ is equal to the charges for a

domestic 30 minute night weekend MCI Card Compaiibilily call

and appnjpriate surcharges Ydu must enroll for this service by

December 31, 1991

© IWl AmffKan ^^p^^^.Tr^vrl Rrijied Services Company. Inc

•942-AMEX.
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Menu
LUNCH
BLT

Hot Beef Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Pineapple Yogurt Pepper

Falafel Pocket

DINNER
Chicken Stir Fry

Eggplant Parmigiana

BASICS DINNER
Chicken Stir Fry

Eggplant Parmigiana

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

By KRIS K. EARLE

ARIES (March 21-April 19) Job

dissatisfaciion could make fou think

aboul quitting. You will probably do

better by slaying put. so adopt a new

attitude. Bring thoughts and feelings

into clearer focus. Your willpower is

legendary.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Do

not let recent romantic

disappointment sour you. An

irresistible newcomer will enter your

life soon! Be more practical about

Financial matters. Wishful thinking

can lead you down the garden path.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Do

not jump off into the unknown. Your

regular work provides a safe haven.

Make the bestofimproved conditions

to obtain better credit. Private talks

prove to be very profitable.

CANCER (June 2 1 -July 22):

Tighten up on overhead and other

costs if they are getting out of hand.

Deception is possible in negotiations.

Accept a friendly offer only after you

have made all the necessary checks.

LEO (July 23- Aug. 22): Welcome

an opportunity to meet new people or

join a fraternal or social organization.

Take stock of neglected chores. You

need to clear them away before

beginning another project. Make

long-range plans.

VIRGO (Aug.23-Sept. 22): Keep

digging away at the things that

hamper progressive thought and

action. Extend a helping hand to

others this evening. A special

celebration could he on your agenda.

Wear something elegant.

LIBRA: (Sept. 23-Ocl. 22): Put

your best foot foward if you want to

impress friends and strangers alike

Do not allow yourself to be used by

a pressure group. Romance will smile

at vou this week.

SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 2 1 ): The

spotlight is on money—income,

outgo, and commercial operations.

This is not a good time to invest in

ventures contrcllcd by others. Avoid

trying to mix business with pleasure

this evening

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc.

21): Continue to be conservative

when it comes to money. Salvaging

old equipment will help pare costs.

Distance yourself from a loved one's

on-going relationship battles.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Do not try to buck the system at

home or woiV today. Loved ones are

in no mood to compromise. You will

gain nothing but confusion by

indulging in wishful thinking. Be

practical.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Consult experts or publications on a

special field if looking for a job

opening. Saving cash for a rainy day

is very wise. Give loved ones more

TLC. They need your

encouragement!

PISCES (Feb. 1 9-' /larch 20): A
loved one or good fri .-nd may need

extra emotional support now. It is up

to you to be understanding. Offer

practical assi.stancc to someone down

on their luck. A dream proves

prophetic.

Today's Staff

Night Editor Greg Sukiennik

Copy Editor Beth Butts

PhotoTechnician Carrie Wyeth

Production Supei^isor Mike Carvalho

Production Joanne Quimby,

Lisa Jezowski
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mascots
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Assistant Athletic director Elaine Sortino

explained that a joint effort of administra-

tors and coaches is making a "grass-roots

effort" to bring the same colors and team

names to UMass sports.

There are several considerations, Sortino

explained, which make the process a slow,

careful one. From <»lor dye lot*— I'Mass is

officialy "PMS 201." which is somewhere

between crimson and maroon— U» a suitable

name that covers all teams without exclud-

ing or offending. UMass has a long road

ahead before one school, one emblem, one

color becomes a reality

Women's soccer once wore red uniforms,

hence popularizing their name A quick trip

to lower Bovden for the Minutewomen's

game with Central Florida last Saturday

saw the women wearingTMS 20T instead

of the familiar red duds.

I think this is an idea whose time has

come. With UMass athletics doing well on

the whole, it's important that fans and the

media can identify with UMass quickly and

easily.

But I wouldn't change too much. Keep

the "Minute-person" nickname, for starters.

Some would have you believe that it's sexist

and violent, but 1 don't agree. First of all.

there were in fact women who participated

in the Revolutionary War effort, so there is

such a thing as a "Minutewoman."

Secondly, no other college or university

in the nation besides UMass has a Minute-

man or a Minutewoman as a mascot. My
brother attends Villanova. and even though

his school is better-known than UMass is.

he complains about the mundaneness ofthe

-Wildcat" mascot.

"Do you know how many schools have a

"Wildcat?", he asked me. "UMass is great

because they have such a unique nickname."

Standardization also helps in one crucial

aspect of college sporU — marketing. You

gee Syracuse and Duke and Michigan and

Miami and Georgetown gear all over the

place, but do you ever see UMass anywhere

besides the U-store? Not very often.

When John Caliparis crew makes the

NCAA tournament, when the field hockey

and women's soccer teams win national titles

— all very realistic and possible goals, by

theway— UMass will become better-known.

It would serve the school well if it could cash

in on the financially lucraUve licensing

business. Only with a standard nickname or

nicknames could UMass reap these benefits^

•You're unbelievable:" I saw it with

my own eyes and still I couldn't believe it.

There was Greg McMurtry, New England

Patriots receiver, taking a Matt Millen pass

over the middle and running the ball in for

a touchdown with five seconds left on the

clock.

Patriots 24. Houston Oilers 20. Book-

makers everywhere scream with delight as

the -safest bet in football" — take the oppo-

sition and the points against New England

— turns into a m^or fiscal windfall

Well, don't I look and feel dumb. No 1

didn't bet — I never bet as a rule — but all

THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN

PEACE & WORLD SECURITY STUDIES
presents:

"INDIA IN THE 1990's:

INTERNAL UNREST
AND REGIONAL TENSION"

A lecture by:

SUMIT GANGULY, Hunter CoUege

and the Graduate Center of the

Cit>' University of New York

Wednesday, September 25th, 8:00 PM
McConnell 103, Smith College

This event is free, c^>en to the pubUc, and wheelchair accessible. For more

informahon call PAVVSS at 549-4600, ext. 519.

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR

& AUTOBODY
53 So. Prospect -Amherst Center

256-8157 • 256-1385

• Imports & other unibody vehicles are our

specialty.

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (+or-l/2

mm)
• Over 90 years staff experience.

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement.

• Advanced European Technology Painting

and Refinishing Systems.

Remember it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities.

Shop RegistraUon # RS1212

those derisive things I said about the Pats

just blew up in my face.

You know the lines. "Hey, let's go to the

Patriots game! Seate should be plentiful."A
quickcrowd shot ofSunday's contest showed

zero available seats. Wow. What will they do

for a winner?
Another ofmy Patsjokes still holds some

water, however. "I got Patriots season tickets

for next year! But I can't afford air fare to

Jacksonville."

The franchise's fiscal problems are

mounumenUl. With the spectre of a team

sale hanging over Foxboro like a mean-

spirited town council that won't allow night

games, one wonders how much longer the

Patriots will stick around. SUy tuned.

Meanwhile, I'll be crossing my fingers when

my Bills visit the SUdium.
And 1 won't bet the spread, either.

\ field hockey
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

UMass has already played four teams in

the U)p 20 naUonally. with many more top

20 teams on the schedule. The team's con-

tinued success will largely depend on her

Coach Pam Hixon said earlier this year,

'She's solid. She's made the saves she had to

make."
Stick not«w:UMasB pulled a double play

in awards this week, as sophomore Jenn

Salisburv picked up the A- 10 offensive player

of the week She had a hat trick Sunday and

has 10 goals this year.

UMass spends another week looking up

at Old Dominion, who remains number one

in the country. Old Dominion comes to

Amherst on October 5th. which will be the

game of the year for the Minutewomen.

TRANSPORTATION NOTICE

We have been notified by the

Massachusetts Department of Public

Utilities (D.P.U.) that a coupon, included

in the September 19, 1991 issue of The

Collegian, offering a free return ticket

with the purchase of a ticket to Boston

is in violation of state law. We therefore

can no longer honor these coupons.

We are sorry for any inconven-

ience this may have caused you.

We will be offering promotional

discounts, only after D.P.U. approval,

in future issues of The Collegian.

Thank you for your support.

U.S. EXPRESS
P.O. BOX 840

One Roundhouse Plaza

Northampton, MA 01060

rAEROBICSn
Loiu Impact

Step

•Jii/Lou'

Nautilus

Free Weights

Cybex
Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST ^^^
ATHLETIC CLUB

2.56-0080^

GMAT
Test prep with a

difference. Classes

start in October In

Amherst.

If You Want to Get In,

You Have to Stand Out!

RONKIN. America's largest lull-range educational sen/-

iC8 company, is now in Amherst! For over 10 years,

RONKIN's staff of experts has helped students achieve

outstanding test results through stateK)f the-arl test prep.

RONKIN offers free diagnostics, small classes (10 stu-

dents or less), flexible schedules, personal attention,

tutorials, and computer-assisted practice.

_Tll

(HON
IKITIIIIl IIIM

Stand Out. Call 549-4010 NOW!
S«ci.lI«roo«to«tOf«.: aOOO Of

F

.n, RONKIN Ti»T Prci- Comm kcun lIW I

OPEN 'TIL

2 A.M. ByFfALo

7 DAYS

A WEEK

B
FAMOUS

ROAST BEEF

&

CHICKEN WINGS
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D«dicMl0d to Tr*»Ung Ih* Csuse, Not rh« Symptom"

lMHERST CHIROPRACTir
Family Health Center

DR. VmONMA D. HARPER
Cturapracuc Fhysu uin

• NIIK AMUIIWlltAlkflUN

• AlHlilir MHiNltS

• tAIUAA « SmtSMMKIUItl'

« M ttl MAill* nOVAH HIAl rH INMAAMIi • VMBlMAN't ( l]MnNVklltM 4 MJIO MtniMI

•=r~549-0335iCamar t) A«% * ^»M lili» a> I

the art Steele

blues band

wed., sept. 25

9:00pm

$3.00 cover

$2.00/students

EARN $7«»/HR
HGHT

POLLUTION
Work for poUtical

ctuukgc %Wtli
Clean Water Action:

environmental
campaign staff.

On bus lines.

Paldtrainlng.
P/T or career
opportunity.
CaUS84-9830

Some Of the biggest,

some of the best

presents come in

the smdest boxes)

desigr

MENT

OOF *'^"^lf^

ALL THE RULES!
WEDNESDAYS THURSDAYS FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS

99.3 WHMP

COLLEGE
NIGHT

Alcohol Free Dance Party!

18 + Welcome • S3 cover 9 30-1 00^

,.M^ CDCCCover Only fRLL
99* MUNCHIESl;

with College ID

MMCf 9:30-1:1

CA$H
NIGHT

0/l/VCf 9.00-1:00

WIN • nOO CASH
• t-shirts •tickets

;assettes

Don't Eat Out...PIG OUT!
MENU

1/2 : NACHOS
' 8:30-10:30 *-!;

The Valley's

CRAZIEST
Dance Party!f^

MOREF
.'ednesday-Saturday: DJ Robin plays all your favorite requests!!

SUNDAYS

PROGRESSIVE

NIGHT!
Dean Phakeness
plays all your

progressive

requests.

9:00-1:00

also... ^.
• Lunch • Dinner •

Sunday Brunch • Salads
Food Served til

9:30 every night

CELEBRATES UE^Pg IN AMHERST
1968 • 1991

CAST PLEASAPiT 5 TRtLT

Classifieds
r^„^^,,a^,m,ma.m^Bm-mmurmaimm>>-ia«menmmm.T«K,uam,-i>Mm,mmJDEm • CASH INADVANCE

ACTTVmES AUTO FOn SALE

ATTENTION: Pr«-m«<l. Public H««lth.

Nursing mnO al o(h«r ttudani* mMrtstad <n

hMM< car* (•«« Stop tuf ff» Slu«l»n<

HMim Advitory Boanf* naxt mealing on

Wad 9/25/91 at Spm in room 302 at Iha

Haalth Cantar.

1M3CHEVETTE4IM«
88K axcallani condHion $725 549-71 29

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Bad and Braaklasl.

549-0733

Downtown Amf^arsJ

CONGRATULATIONS TO TME awa»oma

new Dana Zataptadgas Shan, Susan, Uza.

Rachai. Staphama . and E bssai Gal paychadi

•~*HEY YOUI**~*

All UMass students welcomed to attend

our first team meeting

See how we operate

UMass RacquettMll

Tonight 7pm CC805
546-2077 Into

KOREAN STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

2nd General Meeting

9/26 (Thurs) 7pm
At Knowlton Basement

•With Refreshments

SIGMA KAPPA WELCOMES Its new

pledges Both JenB Paula Stephanie JenM

Chnstine and Angela. Congratulalionsi Love

the Sisters.

86 OLDS CUTLASS SUPREME ExcallanI

cond well mainfnad 70K $4500 323-4951

FREE CAP WHEN you buy my Ford F150

4k4 C<* Stava 253-7922

CLASSIC 1«MVW oonvertibia modal 1 300

S3000 5460057

COLLEGE PIZZA

TOWNHOUSE- 2badfwmi i/2b«fiapa»r

ment on bus roula North Amham 1-567-

1352

FOR SALE

HELP WANTED
JM THE EX-RA -I visrted the 2nd Koor

yesterday, and to and bahoU. thay had a
RUeMZETAPSI

COLLEGE PIZZA

Fan Special

Smal chaasa S3 50

Lwg* chaasa $5 99

FREE soda with tha purchase o) a laiga

sub. salad, or spaghetti

549-6096 549^73
Must mention ttiis ad

t2MERCURY CAPRI New brakes, muffler

,

banary. shocks good condition $1000 256-

3020

BROTHER AX22 TYPEWRffra
Mint cond. great features

Can Amy 546-2585

CENTURIANIRONMANEXPERTEiKalam
condHion. low mileage. Bough) new tor$600.

Seftig lor$36G«0. CM Chris 253-3606

DEAD TICKETS ANYONE tor Thurs 9/26?

Call Danetle 256-3430

DEAD TRADE- Have Saturday need Thurs-

day 256 1183

DORM REFRIOGERATOR X-TRA large

$60. Will deliver Rich 549-0819

EARNS6/HOUR
Spanish/English bthnguals needed lot

reading study

Jaanalte 565-8749

-A Osgruniled Concerned Cnuen

DRIVE MY CAR to NY and leave it there

expenses paid CaH Tun 5454351

FREE SPRING BREAKtrip»caahlCaneun.

Jamaica. Bahamas' Sell tnps on campus

and earn tree tnp bonus cash' Four Sea-

sons 1 -800-331 -31 36

STS. the

r m oolagials travel needs motivated

maviduali and groups to promote winter/

spring break trips For intormation call Stu-

dent Travel Servicas. Ithaca NY al 1-800-

648-4849

TRAVEL FREE! Campus rapraeentattves

wanted to earn iniersasaion and spnng break

tnps 256-8254

LOST

TlHif 1»- Domino's Pizza Night l2th floor

JQA7 9
Mon 23- Monday HItfn Foolbai al IGU 406

Pleasant St 8-11

Wed 25- Bar-B-O Southwest

Thur2e-Juslsaytii«owiw/Dr Abelcoodom

Sanaa Newman Caraar from lounge 7-i0

-Into CM M»4tM ar 549-1321

SERVICES

FREE pregnancy laaMng ; con»dential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No
Pleasant Street Amherst 549- 1 906

3

KEYS
on a

nng
CaHEnca
546-6240

Reward

PRO-TYPE
Complete secretanal services

Reasonable rates

10% discount tor students

323-6212

Have you bean rtp»a*ofl by a raiailer?

Contact the Legal Services Center regard-

ing your nghts as a ooneumer 922 Campus
Center 545-19W

TVPWG

DANCE AND PARTY

THE ART STEELE Btoes Band at the Hatch

Ton(te9pm

DO YOU PLAY KEYBOARDS?

The band SPANISH FLY is seeking

keytjoartist-Rush.Boston.elc-Cal 5466404

FUTONS!
Lowest prices and quick delivery'

Call Metawampe 585 1 233

Free brochure available

GUNS ir ROSES Tix $100 for pair tor 9/28

586-2856

MA LICENSE If tound please return to

McNamara cluster office Kim Belliueu

Tfianxl

PAPERSTVPE0:$1 50/Typedpage Quick,

Accurate Service Can Bnan 546-3563

PERSONALS

JerryASara, Wild Boys, Pig Tangent 63

KFOG CaH Jeff 549-7686

SPECTRUM MAGAZINE
Second general meeting

has been postponed until

Wednesday October 2 at 6:00

Room number to be annourxied

STUDENT LOCKERS AVAILABLE in Stu-

dent Union For storage of book.* and other

personal belongings Register at OCHO 428

Student Union

STUDENT VALLEY PRODUCTIONS:
Second meeting tonight at 5pm in theCampus

Center (room number posted near eleva-

tors) New members welcomel

THE FIRST MEETING of the Finance ChJb

IS Wednesday Sept 25 at 5:00 in SBA 102

New memt)ers weteome

ZETA PSI RUSH
Wed Sept 25 5 30 730
Bar-B Q SWest Horseshoe

Get free eats and meet tha brothers

ForiPto call 549-8188

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK- A-DISC' $1 75 00 DJs, VJs. Karaoke

for house/ Fonnal parlies. Cal l 586 9900

FOR RENT

KAYAK $400, Bike $120, Backpack $35.

Campstove $40, Steve 253 7922

Stacy who left imerVarsity two weeks ago-

You are preaous to God. and he would NOT

ask you to b« hurt like that again Id like to

talk with you, no pressure Your Inend in

Him, Mark Wistey

WANTED

SLIDE PROJECTOR NEEDED tor student

project Sell or lend, Ela 542-2449

It?

Need a pregnancy last, information or

support'' Call tor Iree and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Main

Street Noithamplon 586-3000 or

Grsen«eM 774-60 19

TRAVEL

MSTRUCnON

RAUEGH 10 SPEED bike Great condition

$75.00 negotiable 5850127 Patricia

1 ROOM IN A 4 bedroom codo. in Amherst

Kitcheri livingroom w«h fireplace washer/

diyer pool tennis court on the bus route

$325 Call Brijce at 256-1215

EXECUTIVE RENTAL RENT or rent with

option to buy 4 bedroom luxuries house m

Amherst woods Call 253-7879

FRIDGE RENTALS 253-9742 Free deHveiy

NEED 2 PEOPLE for large double room In

South Amherst house great landtord $190

month. 253-3091

SUPER MT. BIKE PACKAGE
Babied 1991 KHS Montana Summit-LX

Allien car bike rack

Krypton U-Lock

KHS water bottle and cage

$400 or BO
Mike 253-0611

TYPEwSrfERsrrsrSSSriTSJSiiiSt

condition 549-0058

FUNDRAISERS

HAPPY 20TM LV-WF

Thanks 4 the last 1

1

I owe U all the rest

I Love You"DavkJ

GUITAR LESSONS at Hilton Music

styles. CallJeff at 665-1 178

All

~ LEGAL HELP

'

(RANDOM)
HOYEE!

Looking fonward to you paying for

Birthday dinner

.4th FkX)r Baker

HAPPY 21ST MAYIANNE Have one tor me

Love Aiit>aba

Questions about your lease/secunty de-

posit deductions' Questions about sublet-

ting/assigning leases' Questions about the

condition of your new house or apartment?

Contact the Legal Services Center, 922

Campus Ctr, 545- 1 995

RIDE WANTED

BAHAMA CRUISE $99 per person

5 day/ 4 night hotel

Plan now tor your break.

Very limited offer

Call now 1-800-621-0572

MONTREAL BAR CRAWL WEEKENDS
College weekend Nov 9lh nth from $89

Group leaders travel free and earn $$$ Call

Today 61 7 444-1 11

MONTREAL WEEKENDS 69 includes R T

Motorcoach 3days 2nights Hotel downtown

FREE admission Club Metropolis DJs pub

Call reliable tours 36SBroadway Rt 1

LynnfiekJ 1 940 61 7 598-9930 Depart every

weekend

RESUME SCRVKE

Qne Large Bedroom, in tour bedroom

house, Leverett. Two full bath, 170 month 7

min from campus 548-9781 Jeff

RAISE $500...$ia00..41500

FOOLPROOF
FUNDRAISING

For your tatemity, sorority, team or other

campus organization Act now for the

chance to win a Caribbean cruise and

fabutous prizes'

CaH 1-800 950-8472. Ext 50

LAURA MOHAN Happy 20th Sexy, we ove

you! Jenn, Lori. Anny

Ben|l, where are you? Call me! Graceiand

dial 41

1

Ride wanted to NJ/NYC wkrid of Sept 27

Will pay all expenses -call 253-5817

ROOMMATE WANTED

Cutting Edge
service Wnting.

vice. 549-0367

Complete resume
printing, letters, ad-

~ " HEYCUZ
That was the sappiest personal ever' A

whole.year with this guy' Gimme a break!

Psyche!
- The Phantom

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED,

Brandywine apt. 549-7675
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Sports

Women's soccer boots Lady Vikings, 3-0

By DAVID SCOTT
Collegian SUff

The combination ofjunior Holly Hellmuth

and sophomore Paula Wilkins led the Uni-

versity of Maaaachusetta over the Salem

SUte College Lady Viking 3-0. in women's

soccer action yesterday.

In a peculiar matchup, the llth-ranked

Division I Minutewomen outplayed and

outhustled the sixth-ranked Division III

Lady Vikings on the power oftwo goals from

Helimuth (raising her team-leading point

total to eight), both notched on passes from

Wilkins. Wilkins added a penalty kick to up

her season point total to five.

Tm proud to say I recruited both of

them," said coach Jim Rudy, whose team

upped ita record to 4-1. "They're at a good

level (ofplay ) right now. One's a great server

and one's a great header."

Hellmuth's first goal came at 24:24 ofthe

first half on a comer kick fix)m Wilkins.

"At least I don't have to be in the crowd,"

Uughed Wilkins after the game describing

the Mt-up.

Salem Stole goalie Viki Hernandez, who

had allowed only one goal in her previous

210 minutes of play, stopped eight shots but

was left shaking her head after Hellmuth's

next gem.

Less than two minutes later Wilkins had

another comer kick which Hellmuth deftly

headed past Hernandez to round out the

scoring for the first half.

UMass goalie Brianna Scurry saved five

while recording her third shutout of the

season. The save ofthe day came at 17.23 of

the second half, when Scurry fended off a

high lofting shot from Salem's Allison

Chamrin.

Scurry timed herjump exactly right and

deflected the ball over the crossbar and

behind the net.

IThat shot's) often in on most goaUes,"

said Rudy ofhis sophomore goalkeeper. "It's

a typical save for her and she can do it time

and time again. Just another day on the job

for her."

After the game Rudy itraMed the impor-

tance ofhaving a home game before three on

the road, and also downplayed the fact that

Salem State was a Division III school.

"They're stronger than a lot of Division 1

teams we've seen." Rudy said. "Tactically it

was really good for us learning to deal with

the off-side trap."

A trap that Rudy said UMass's last oppo-

nent. Central Florida, didn't use very ef-

fectively.

Wilkins left the game early with UMass

ahead by three to nurse a sore left ankle.

UMass will travel to Fairfax. Virginia on

Saturday for a game against George Mason

University.

CoUacUa pkolo by Cairi* WyMh

Holly Helmuth and the University of MassachusetU easily handled

Division III Salem Stete yesterday, beating them 3-0.

ZooMass'
endangered
species
Whatever happened to the "Reds?"

Lately I've noticed that the women's soccer team

has been known by the more official school monicker,

the Minutewomen.

Tennis drops second straight
Team falls to 1-3 with latest defeat to Central Conn.

Greg Sukiennik

What prompted this change? A dislike for the

baseball Reds of Cincinnati, perhaps? The fall of

communism in the Soviet Union?

Actually there's a move afoot to try and standardize

UMass' overall identity, including athletics, and that

involves bringing team names and uniform colors

under one heading. Hence, no more Reds or in the case

of lacrosse, no more Gorillas. ^^ ^», ^^»^r ,«
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

By TED KOTTLER
Collegian Correspondent

Central Connecticut coach Craig O'Brien best summa-

rized his team's punishing victory over UMass (1-3) yes-

terday "We came in here with all our guns firing."

Indeed, the Blue Devils (1-2) were right on torget yes-

terday, capturing the match in singles competition alone,

winning five of six matches, just as the University of

Connecticut had done against the Minutemen lastTuesday.

But yesterday's loss was even tougher, as UMass man-

aged to win only one set in singles competition. The only

player to win a set was Tim Lipsky, who continues to be the

lone bright spot for UMass. His match with Jeff Russell was

in a third set at the time of publication, tied at a set apiece.

However, as the other five singles matches had gone to

Central Connecticut, the result of Lipsky's match would be

of no consequence. Lipsky is 3-0 on the season.

First singles continues to be a problem for the Minute-

men. In their four matches. UMass' top singles player has

not won a match. Yesterday. Lloyd Teitlebaum (who won

his first match ofthe year and was promoted to first singles)

fell quickly to Mike Phillips. 6-0. 6-1.

"Last year I Phillips! played [third singles) and he didnl

loM a set the whole season. He's improved a lot since last

September." O'Brien said, making a clear indication of

Phillips' talent.

In third singles. Blue Devil Jerry Albnkes had little

trouble with UMass captain Paul Audet. beating him 6-2, 6-

1.

Minuteman Len Levine could not turn around a winless

season in fourth singles as he lost again, this time to Chns

Easdon. 6-1. 6-4.

Central Conn's John Melesko topped Keith Murray. 6-3,

6-4, in fiftii singles.

In sixth singles. Steve Davis could not quite capture his

first varsity win. as he was bested by Chris Fitzgerald 6^4.

7-5. Despite the loss. Davis was somewhat pleased with his

performance.

That was my best match of the season," he said.

Only the first doubles match was played yesterday, and

itwas takenbyTeitlebaum and Audet. who stopped Phillip*

and Fitzgerald.

Men's soccer hoping
to upset Dartmouth
By TED KOTTLER
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team is coming off a hard-earned, 1-

1 tie with the Vermont Catamounts last

Saturday, but the Minutemen will have

their hands full again this afternoon when

they meet the Dartmouth Big Green (4 p.m.

at Lower Boyden Field).

Dartmouth was ranked No. 10 in a pre-

season, NCAA Division-1 poll, but a tough

loss at Wisconsin lowered their ranking.

Their last match was a win over the Uni-

versity ofPennsylvania Sunday, which may

give them momentum coming into today's

match.
The biggest problem for UMass against

Vermont was creating quality scoring op-

portunities. Vermont outshot UMass 28-13,

and while UMass head coach Sam Koch felt

that was "not that big a difference," he said,

"We definitely want to create more I scoring 1

opportunities."

Koch also noted that Dartmouth is an

especially strong defensive team, so gener-

ating more offense may be a tall order for

UMass today.

"We want to move the ball quicker in the

midfield," Koch said, "and think ahead a

little better."

One thing the Minutemen can rely on is

the outstanding goaltending of senior co-

captain Jon Gruber. Gruber salvaged the tie

with Vermont when he saved a penalty kick

in the waning seconds of regulation. He

made a total of 11 saves, including several

on what were Vermont's surest scoring op-

portunities.

This is Koch's first season as UMass

head coach, which follows a six-year stint as

head coach of Stanford University. He is

thoroughly enjoying his new position.

"The kids have been great. They have a

lot of heart and desire. They're trying to

adjust to a new program, and they're doing

a great job," Koch said.

Another element that the Minutemen

hope to have on their side today is fan

support. An enthusiastic crowd turned out

at Lower Boyden for Saturday's thriller,

and Koch would like to see the same thing

today.

"We'd like to see a lot ofsupport," he said,

"The kids play better with the fans behind

them."

No. 2 field hockey
goes for eight in a row
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

In field hockey, the only thing more

frightening for opponents than a team on

a roll is a goalie on a roll. The University

of Massachusetts field hockey team is

ranked second in the country for the

second week in a row and goaltender

Philippa Scott is a big reason why.

Scott, ajunior from Corsham, England

was named the Atlantic-10 defensive

player of the week yesterday. '

Scott, or "Scottie" as her teammates

affectionately call her, is one of the hot-

test players in the country and her per-

formance today in New Haven, Conn,

could very likely determine the outcome

of the game against Yale.

A goaltender in field hockey benefits

greatly from a strong defense, but even

the best of defenses occasionally breaks

down, and those occasions give a goalie a

chance to either put up or shut up.

Scott has put up. . . some monster

statistics, and in this case, statistics don't

lie. She registered three shutouts last

week, and has only allowed two goals in

486 minutes. Her goals against average

is 0.51, and she has recorded five shut-

outs.

As important as statistics are, they

don't mean anything if the team doesn't

have confidence in their goalie. In UMass'

case, it's just the opposite. The

Minutewomen have total confidence in

Scott, and their style of play reflects it.

The defense can play aggresively because

if they get burned, Scott can and has

made the difficult saves.

On the flip side, the offense doesn't

have to press too hard, because they can

count on her to keep opponents' scoring

to a minimum.
Scott is such an asset to the team that

it is easy to forget how good she is. The

Minutewomen, however, are reminded

when they look across the field. She has

clearly outshined all of her adversaries

this year, which is no small accomplish-

ment.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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Discussion diverse
at free inquiry debate
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

Topics were wideranging at a standing-

room only mulitculturalism debate moder-

ated by Chancellor O'Brien and held last

night in the Cape Cod Lounge.

What was named "Multiculturalism: Foe

or Ally ofFree Inquiry" became a diversified

debate where only a few arguements ap-

peared to follow the intended subject mat-

ter.

University of Massachusetts Professor

William Strickland of the Afro-American

Department spoke first. He quickly set the

tone for the debate by questioning the reli-

ability of common truths and noting a dis-

crepancy between different views ofAmeri-

can history.

Strickland mentioned the beating of

Rodney King by Los Angeles police officers,

informing the crowd of about 200 students

and faculty that the number of civilians

killed or wounded by the L.A.P.D. has de-

creased dramatically since the incident.

"How many here saw the results of the

bombing in Baghdad? How many here saw

the resuIU of the the atUck on Panama?"

Strickland asked a silent crowd.

Strickland's opening remarks led the

debate into a wider range of issues.

"We need to look into what is real, and

not micro issues," he said.

Sociology Professor Paul Hollander spoke

next, focusing on the educational implica-

tions of multiculturahsm. He said cultural

diversity on campus served more ofa "politi-

cal . ideological , and therapeutic" role, rather

than improving education.

MArgaret Cerullo, professor of Social

Sciences at Hampshire College, argued that

multiculturalism was a vehicle for access to

knowledge.
Cerullo pointed to a dramatic change in

school curriculums since the sixties.

"I never read a woman writer in college,"

she said.

Cerullo opened a new theme in the debate

by posing a question which reflected the

discussion at hand.

"How should we study western civiliza-

tion?" sheaaked.Much ofthedebate followed

with references related to western literature

— what should be studied, and the different

educational settings this could be accom-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

A high-tech agenda
Weld supports funding for research efforts

The multicultural debate participants (from left to right) William
Strickland, Margarent Cerullo, Chancellor OIBrien, Arnold Silver.

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Massachusetts is on a "sound finan-

cial footing" and can begin funding higher
education and research efforts like the

new University of Massachusetts com-
puter center. Gov. William Weld said

yesterday at a national computer confer-

ence held in Northampton.
Weld said state fiuuling for higher

education needs to be looked at with an
eye to benefitting the economic health of

Maaaachuaetts.

TondiBf for education is based not

just on inputs, but on outputs," Weld
said. "When we invest in education, we're

not just investing in the quality of life of

the individual receiving the education
— we're making an investment in the

sUte."

Weld and Massachusetts Democratic

Sen. John Kerry gave the keynote ad-

dresses as part of the 7th annual "Na-

tional Research Fonmi for Industry," a
two-day conference held at the Hotel

Northampton.
Government and academic leaders

gathered yesterday to open the two day
conference where they were to discuss

the need for a partnership of the public

and private sectors to help this state

toward economic recovery.

The governor ofScally aimounced his

support for a $300,000 state grant for

the new computer center. The center is

meant to incorporate academic talent,

industrial resources and government
funding.

The Center for Real-Time, IntelUgent.

Complex Computing Systems (CRiCCS)
will begin operations in October, focus-

ing on combining computer science uni-

versities and industry researchers.

Both Weld and Kerry stressed the

need for public/private cooperation to

keep the Massachusetts economy com-

petitive in the coming decades.

CoUagUa phe«o bjr Jaff I

Crov. William Weld speaks
conference in Northampton

at

"We need to encourage the capacity

for a larger vision to be implemented."

Kerry said, speaking via satellite from
Washington. "We especially need
things such as the CRICCS system— if

you take the link ofthe private sector to

the university, you can put together the

83rstem to maximize the research that

comes from those c* n'ers." Kerry said.

Weld said tht potential offshoots from

the CRICCS research could reap large

benefits for the state's economy, noting

that among the approximately 1,200

software compames in the state, many
are "spin-oflfs fh)m the University sys-

tem and people who were unemployed
or underemployed by larger companies.

"We ought to cash in on the fact we're

a knowledge-based state," Weld said.

Weld added that he would give ex-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Watered-down
reefer rally
struggles on
By SARAH H. BOLFING
Collegian Correspondent

Ajoint effortbetween the Cannabis Action Network
and the University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Cannabis Reform Coalition was dampened, but not

stifled by yesterday's rain.

Marijuana reform activists urged passing students

to support the legalization ofmarijuanana even after

their rally was cancelled due to the weather.

CAN and UMACRC hoped to educate students

about the need for legal cultivation of mar^uana.
Instead, they passed out literature, collected signa-

tures and sold everything from buttons to cookbooks.

Elvy Musikka, the first woman legally allowed to

take marijuana for medicinal purposes was on hand
to talk about her experience. She was the 37th person

in the United States to be given this privilege.

Musikka's prescription, which she gets firom her

doctor in Florida, calls for one marijuana cigarette

every three hours, or 10 per day. She believes con-

ventional medicine ruined her eyesight when she

was diagnosed with glaucoma over 15 years ago.

She was later given a prescription for marijuanna

from an eye institute in Hollywood, Fla.

Musikka wants to make marijuanna legal so she

can grow her own instead of having to go to her

doctor.

"I want to be able to grow my own more potent

stuff instead of the kind they give me which is all

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Coming together to fight homophobia
A united residence hall stands behind 'gaybashing^ victim
BY TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian staff

Sixty-two names fill a seven-by-four-foot poster outside

openly gay senior JeflfMcKeough's door on the first floor of

Brown Residence Hall.

Jeff put up the poster in response to three weeks of

homophobic harassment that included graffiti, late-nights

knocks and insults, and one booby-trap that was unwit-

tingly sprung by an RA.
President of Brown's House Council and a five semester

resident, JeflT had never been harassed before this fall,

although he says he is completely open about his sexuality.

Gaybashing in the dorms is a common occurrence, but

McKeough's story has a dramatically uncommon ending.

Members of his Residence Hall community vigorously and

loudly rallied in his support. Workshops were held and

residents signed a giant poster demanding the gaybashing

in their community stop.

And the best part of this tale is that it did.

Services, House Council, the Residential Education staff

and the Brown community as a whole."

Residential Director Kanthie Athakorala also praised

Guentzel and her residential staff. "Melanie was wonderful.

She did her rolebeyond thejob description... We [Residential

Education staffl definitely confronted the situation right on

time."

Ossa praised McKeough and Guentzel's response to the

harassment. "I think the RA on the floor and Jeff handled

it very well. It could have easily been really negative, but

they made it into something really positive."

McKeough said when the first sexual graffiti appeared

on his door during the first week ofschool at first he thought

it was a joke. He said someone wrote "I want to get laid" on

his message board. He started to feel nervous when later in

the night someone added "And I'm not a guy".

He said Guertzen, and two other Brown RA's talked him
into filing a harassment report with the police. So he called

them and went to wait in the lobby, leaving his suite door

unlocked.

While he was waiting in the lobby for the officers

McKeough said someone propped a 9-foot-long cardboard

carpet roll insert inside his door so that it would hit the first

person to enter. Ironically, according to McKeough it hit

Denise Lane, an RA on fourth floor, on the head as she

entered the room looking for him.

McKeough said other incidents occurred and the graffiti

intensified after he filed a police report.

The next week "I want to get laid" appeared on his door

again. McKeough says that time he didn't deal with it at all.

"My week was totally stressful, I didn't want to deal with it

again... I had the 'I hope it just goes away syndrome."

Then, around seven p.m. on September 15 McKeough
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Crowded, the House is Crowded' For goodness

sake, read about the monumental Crowded

House concert before it's too late!
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Rain, rain, rain all day. Be sure to keep your

Collegians covered.
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Film - Entres Nous. Two European women go into busi-

ness together and discover a deepening friendship. Campus

Center Room 803 at 7 p.m. Sponsored by The Program For

Gay, Lesbian. Bisexual Concerns.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 27

Coffee Social Campus Center. Sponsored by the Les-

bian, Bisexual, and Gay Alliance at 3 p.m.

T
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ence department to apply for federal matching funds

to support CRICCS.
The CRICCS program has been in the \vi>rks for the

past three years, according to Karen Hayes, public

relations manager for the UMass computer science

department.
"We see industry nationwide being interest^ in

collaborating with (CRICCS),' Hayes said. "A lot of

spin-off companies have come in from the computer

science department."
Hayes said much ofthe technology developed by the

department is eventually exported for sale overseas,

"generating a lot of revenue and jobs for the state."

Chancellor Richard O'Brien echoed Weld's theme,

saying "that while the University's primary function is

not to be the engine of the Commonwealth, we have a

role to play.

"Ifwe do it well, we deserve funding from the state."

O'Brien said. "If we do it poorly, we don't deserve

(funding).'

The Associated Press contributed to this article.
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AMHERST COLLEGE presents SUNDAYS at EIGHT
A Sunday Evening Coffeehouse Series

DAVID BROMBERG
with guest Jaime Morton

Sunday, September 29

Buckley Recital Hall, 8:00 pm
Tickets: 12$ General, 5$ Amherst College

Advance Tickets: The Campus Center Office

and the Northampton Box Office in Thomes
Marketplace; Phone: 586-8686. Tickets also

available at the door, night of the show only.

MAURA O'CONNELL
with guest Peter Keane

Sunday, October 6

Buckley Recital Hall, 8:00 pm

Tickets: 10$ General, 3$ Amherst College

Advance Tickets: The Campus Center Office, the

Northampton Box Office in Thomes Marketplace;

Phone: 586-8686, and at For The Record in

downtown Amherst. Tickets also available

at the door, night of the show only.

Cull Rights Rap Campus Tensions: In Search ofSolu-

tions for The Nineties is the topic of an MCAD fact-fmding

meeting in Campus Center 917 from 9am - 4:30 p.m. Please

attend and take notes.

MONDAY, SEPT. 30

Workshop - On lesbian health concerns: Hampshire
College, Dakin House. FMI call The Program 545-4824.

TUESDAY, OCT. 1

Rap Group - Lesbian. Bisexual Wymmin's Union. In the

LBGA office, second floor. Student Union. 7:30 p.m.

THURSDAY. OCT. 3

Film Longtime Companion. Film about "the lives of a

group ofgay Manhattenites from the onset ofA.I.D.S. to the

present."

multicultural
CONIINUED FROM PAGE 1

plished in.

University English Professor Arnold Silver named famous

western writers and philosophers who were successful at

questioning western values.

Silver also spoke about a lack of questioning among

today's University departments. He noted an instance when

a Classics professor was refused tenure because his beliefs

were different than the accepted views of the department.

He then named Professor Julius Lestor as an example of

the stiflingoffree inquiry by the Afro-American department.

Silver claimed that I^stor was removed from the department

after slimng controversy. Strickland claimed Lestor asked

to switch departments.

The question penod was directed mostly toward Silver,

who struck a chord with his criticisms of the Afro-Amencan

studies department.

Children's writer
Dr. Seuss dies
By BRIGITTE GREENBERG
Associated Press

Theodor Seuss Geisel. the Dr. Seuss whose rhyming

children's classics delighted generations of children and

parents has died. He was 87.

Geisel. author of"The Cat in the Hat," "Green Eggs and

Ham," "How the Grinch Stole Chnstmas," and dozens of

other books, died Tuesday night at his home with his family

at his bedside. He had been ill for several months.

He wrote and illustrated 47 books, selling more than 100

million copies in 18 languages. He was awarded a 19H4

Pulitzer Prize for his contribution to children's Uterature

GtMsel's works were journeys into nonsense, magical

worlds of truffula trees, ziffs and zuffs and nerkles and

nerds, where top-hatted cats run rampant through young-

sters' homes while parents are away.
They often included subtle messages on issues important

to him, from internationalism to environmcntalism.

In his 1984 best seller, "The Butter Battle Book," he

offered a parable for the atomic age.

Geisel was childless himselfafter his first wife's death in

1967. he married Audrey Stone Dimond, a mother of two.

Bom March 2, 1904, in Springfield, Mass., son of a

brewer who ran a zoo during Prohibition, Geisel graduated

in 1925 from Dartmouth, where he drew cartoons for the

humor magazine. Jack-0-l>antem.
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Local
^ Lagued by tensioi

South Asian expert predicts worsening of internal violence
. .

.

oft^.. Rritiah onlnnifll trooDS left India and the coun
By CATHERINE FINNERAN
Collegian Correspondent

The social and ethnic unrest ravaging India will get

much worse before it gets better, a south asian political

science expert told a crowd of about 75 people at Smith

College.

Sumit Ganguly, a professor of political science at Hunter

College and the Graduate Center of the City University of

New York, backed his opinion with a brief history of the

factors that led to India's problems. He also suggested

possible solutions that may help to alleviate the turmoil

that is disrupting his native country.

One of the cases he mentioned was the region of Kash-

mir He said that much of the chaos in that area developed

Coll«(Un Photo by Jolf «!«

Professor Sumit Gangly talks a Smith College

Final results

in Senate race
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

In SUnley Rosenberg's victory over Northampton

attorney Douglas Dagarin, the three-time Democratic

State Representative managed a 3-1 margin over his

Republican opponent.

Overall, Rosenberg swept to victory in all 21 com-

munities comprisingthe Franklin-Hampshire Senate

district, taking 15,996 votes to Dagarin's 5,152. The

special election drew a light turnout, with 28.6 percent

of the registered voters in the district going to the

polls.

The two candidates were competing to fill the seat

vacated when John Olver was elected to the U.S.

House of Representatives on June 4 to fill the seat of

the late Silvio Conte.

Rosenberg's margin of victory was particularly

large inAmherst, where he garnered 3,255 to Dagann's

401 Other communities with heavy Rosenberg sup-

port included Northampton, where Rosenberg took

6.216 votes to Dagarin's 2,010.

Rosenberg won Hampshire County by a margin of

12,405 to 3,921, while he took 3,591 votes in Franklin

County to Dagarin's 1,231.

aOer British colonial troops left India and the country

divided in two. After that, many Muslims migrated to

Pakistan while others went to Kashmir causing civil strife.

The Indians wanted a secular state including Kashmir

while Pakistan wanted the Muslims who lived in Kashmir

under their rule. In the SOs, as a result of their feud many

assertive Indians formed small insurgent groups that re-

belled using violence.

The uprisal of these rebellions grew into the terrorism

we see there now in the 90s, Sumit said. Presently, Kashmir

is in a complete state of turmoil, the paramilitary forces,

unexpenenced in insurgent, rebellion are alienating the

Kashmir population pushing the insurgents away from

negotiation.

Another insurgency he touched upon is that of the

Punjab region. Where the Sikhs, a reUgious group deviaUng

from Hinduism, weremanipulatedby the Indiangovernment

to destroy another group angering many people from both

groups to the point ofviolence and riot. As a result, all order

and rule oflaw were made ineffe<Aive and many civil righte

1&W8 broken.

Professor Ganguly also briefly talked about the BJP (the

Indian People's Party). This Hindu fundamentalist party

which grew rapidly in the SOs, believed in the imporUnce of

the linguistic and religious beliefs found mainly in North

India. Ganguly said that this group has reached its "plateau"

and will begin growing less popular in the future because

they appeal only to the Hindus and do not provide for most

Indians.

Ganguly outlined some things he felt should be done to

end the turmoil in these and other parts of India. He

suggested that India's pluralist systems must come to

terms with minorities.

He also felt that the minorities also should use some

caution and sense in dealing with the Indian state. He

stressed the power ofthe Indian government and lU abihty

to crush rebellions.

Ganguly said that people should be careful about com-

paring India to the Russian and Baltic SUtes because their

conflicts are similar not comparable. India's state of unrest

is individual and easy comparisons, as Ganguly called

them, only show lack of sensitivity to a very important

world issue.

Student missing
Compiled by DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Police said yesterday a

female McNamara Residence Hall student has been re-

ported missing from her room since 8 a.m. Tuesday. Lt.

Mike Grabiec has alerted patrolmen to keep a watch for the

student but doubts any "foul play" is involved. "We get this

on a regular basis." Grabiec said. He said in most cases the

person reported missing was simply out late. At press time,

it was unknown if the student had returned.

Ajuvenile female runaway originally from Rhode Island

turned herselfin Tuesday morning in the Whitmore Admin-

istration Building. The juvenile was returned to her

guardian.

ARRESTS

• A South Deerfield man was arrested Wednesday

morning on Nort^h Pleasant Street. Brian S. Ward, 34, was

charged with operating under the inOuence of alcohol,

unlawful speed, failure to stay within marked lanes, oper-

ating an uninspected motor vehicle and driving without

registration.

LARCENY:
• A white 2-door Olds Cutlass Supreme was reported

stolen from Lot 22 early Wednesday morning.

Grad students
rally for health
charge waiver
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Shouts of"Health care for the masses, notjust the

upper classes" reverberated through the air outside

ofthe Whitmore Administration Building yesterday

as about 100 students voiced their concerns over the

Sept. 3 hikes in University Health Services fees.

The fees vrill result in co-payments — fees to be

paid by students for services such as basic physical

examinations and prescriptions.

The struggle continues," said David Mitchell, a

UMass employee and member of AFSCME local

509. "Their [the administration's) interests are not

our interests. The only way is to take it to the

Mitchell said O'Brien calls himself the "Commu-

nication Chancellor." but the talking between the

workers and the administration is a struggle in

itself .

"We might as well move to Canada where they

have national health care," he said.

Graduate Student Senate Treasurer Sarah Lyon

saidalthouj^heidthcareoortaare riaing, the manner

in which the fcss were restructured are unfair to the

students.

^n 1981, a single student paid a basic health fee

of $146 and a supplemental fee of $75," she said.

"Now, in 1991, the basic fee is $370 and the

supplemental fee is $325 plus the new co-paymenU.

This is outrageous."

Lyon also mentioned a student witha family pays

an extra $932.50.

•We're asking for reasonable dialogue, not tree

health care for all students." she said.

Lyon said students were rot informed of any

proposal for fee increases and c paymento. She said

a committee of administrators and officials from

Cooley-Dickenson hospital in Northampton were

asked by Chancellor O'Brien to conduct a survey of

health cost in the area, resulting in these higher

fees

-What do the people at Cooley-Dick know about

me, my health needs and the fee structure here?" she

said.

David LaFonte, a member of Local 509, said the

health fee increases were an added insult.

•We've had de facto pay cuts because there is no

contract and we haven't received a COLA (cost of

living adjustment], but the University has no policy

for reasonable cost-containment," he said.

Jill Havens, official speaker of the Graduate

Employees Organization, said the administration

said there is no money for the fee waiver for the

health fee for graduate students.

They [the administration) said there was no

money for the curriculum fee waiver [two years

ago) " she said. The administration thinks we don t

deserve the waiver. We're employees. We work hard
J

"State employees pay 10 percent of their health

care," he said. "Aren't graduate students employees?

What the hell are you doing paying 100 percent of

you health fees?" said Havens.

Havens said that even ifthe health fee is waived,

the graduate students will still have to pay the co-

payments, and she said she feels that is unfair.

The protesters then entered Whitmore and went

to Vice-chancellor for Student Affairs Jo-Anne T.

Vanin's office and Chancellor O'Briens office,

chanting "strike" and "We want Dick."

marijuana
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

leaves," she said.

CAN'S spokesperson Kevin Aplin stressed

the importance of legalizing the possession

cultivation, sale, trade and transport of

cannabis because of it's many uses, includ-

ing fiber, fuel and medicine. Aplin said he

does not see recreational use as a threat

because there have been no reported deaths

caused by the drug's use.

"What place does the government havem
telling you can or cannot change your con-

sciousness?," he asked.
, . „ . .

,

UMACRC President Kai Alexis Price said

that he would like to stage more events m
the future to help raise awareness in

Amherst on this issue.

harassment

Coll«fUn Photo by Carrie Wyeth

Elvy Musikka exhibits her
nherst on this issue prescription of cannibus
Alexis also expressed a desire to eveniu v tr

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

said the graffiti took a turn for the worse_

"Jeff sucks Dick" appeared on his door. Jeff

filed a witness statement with RD
Athakorala. The next night he said he came

home and found his House Council Presi-

dent sign ripped in two.

At this point Guertzen decided to inter-

vene. She said she put up a sign on her floor

that said "Yo floor: there have been several

incidents of harassment involving graffiti

on the floor and I do not appreciate it. A floor

community is built on R.E.S.P.E.C.T." The

sign also urged anyone who had a problem

with living ther- m come talk to her.

Two nights later McKeough said he re-

ceived a late night knock and someone

shouted "friggin' homo."

things like that don't stop with messages on

the door... I felt like it was happening to me

and no one else."

But he said Guertzen, Osso, and

Athakorala, as well as the rest of the resi-

dential staff. House Council, and "a lot of

friends" urged him to stay.

McKeough said "that I realized, not just

for me, but for other gay people too. 1 hadn't

done anything to stop it."

The Residential Staff gave a mandatory

program on homophobia on first floor on

September nineteenth. Before the meeting

McKeough walked through all eight floors

of his building, asking friends to sign a

poster requesting that the harassment stop.

McKeough said firsthejust asked finends,

but as other residents read the poster, more

people wanted to sign it. The poster said,

"Hey Homophobe! Enough is enough. Ifyou

I

•••.•.'.^'•'•'«'4•*••«*••••••
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not neces-^>:^;mlv ri-nresent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Editorial Policy
The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes and encourages columns,

letters and cartoons from UMass and the entire Five College area.

The following are some important guidelines to consider when
submitting material to the page:

The Editorial staffreserves the right to edit letters and columns for

grammar, clarity and length.

Submissions must bear the writer's name, local address and phone

number. This information is subject to verification.

Anonymous submissions will be printed at the editor's discretion.

Letters or columns written under a pseudonym will not be accepted.

All submissions must be typed and double spaced to be considered

for publication. Untyped material will not be considered for publica-

tion.

Letters should not exceed 50 typed, double spaced lines. Columns
should not exceed 70 typed, double spaced lines. Letters and columns

of unreasonable length will not be considered for publication.

Letters and columns written in response to a previously published

letter will not be printed. Responses to or criticisms of columns or

other Collegian articles are restricted to letter form. Any exceptions

to this guideline will be determined solely by the editors.

The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted material.

All submissions become property of the Collegian and will not be

returned.

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual

artist or writer and do not necessarily reflect the views of the

Collegian, it's staff or the Editorial staff.

The Editorial desk will finally be throwing a colimmists' meeting

on Monday, September 30 at 3:30 p.m. The gala event will be held in

the Collegian office at 113 Campus Center (the basement). Current

columnists and those wishing to become columnists are asked to

attend. It could change your life...

A critical look at columns
Ideally, the editorial/opinion page of a

university newspaper should be its most

interesting space, the space which allows

students to voice their concerns on issues

of importance. The voice of college stu-

dents is nearly absent from the main-

stream media, so the editorial/opinion page

provides a rare forum for students to voice

their ideas. ^^^^^^^___^__

Richard S. Barry

A daily reading of the editorial/opinion

page ofthe Collegian . however, makes one

wonder if the average college student is

merely a wise-ass, incapable of writing a

thoughtful piece on anything besides the

deplorable state of the University, or the

evil foreign policy motives of the United

States.

The typical editorial is written in the

first person, the author imagining him-

self/herself an innocent character wan-

dering through the bureaucratic purga-

tory known as UMass. The tone of the

editorial is usually conversational, the

author offering pearls of wisdom on the

level of "the classes suck," of "Housing

sucks" or "'Whitmore sucks* It is never

what the author is specifically complain-

ing about or what suggestions she or he is

ofTering. The reader is simply left with a

vague notion that something "sucks."

The other type of editorial gracing the

editorial/opinion page is the political es-

say. Usually this essay is about an evil

empire entitled the United States or an

evil entity known as George Bush. The
essay is generously sprinkled with such

words as "imi>eriali8tic,' "oppressive," "rac-

ist," and "patriarchal." It is unclear whether

the author actually understands politics or

believes that spitting out the aforemen-

tioned buzz words tied to some current po-

litical crisis is knowledge enough.

Apparently, aspiring writers have never

heard of a structure known as the essay. In

a critical essay, an author identifies a prob-

lem, suggest the roots of a problem, and
perhaps offers solutions to a problem. The
essay is usually written in the third person,

to suggest that it is a general problem, and

the author usually maintains a moderate

tone, believing persuasion the product of

logical thought, not hostile catch words.

What is so tedious about the editorial/

opinion page is not the political beliefs ofthe

authors or the attempts at writing humor

What is tedious is the sheer lack of original

thought and the deplorable writing. There

is hardly anyone writing anything of any

weight or any originality. The page is lit-

tered with chches, snideness, and truisms.

We are college students at a time of

monumental changes, both in the United

States and throughout the world, that would

have been incomprehensible even a decade

ago. And rather than responding to these

events with curiosity or intellect, students

are responding with sarcasm and inamty

Perhaps this writer is overemphasizing the

importance ofthe opinion page, but it makes

one wonder how this generation will re-

spond to crises once we have assumed power.

Will there be real solutions oflfered? Or just

sarcasm and ambivalence?

Richard S. Barry is a Vhia*» itudent

Long tap lines and bad manners typify off—campus parties
The off-campus party scene flourishes beginning every

Thursday night of every week here at UMass. At one time

or another, everyone has the fortune of experiencing this

weekly nightmare which, for some reason, we seem to look

forward to.

I attended an ofT-campus party on Friday night at the

apartment of some close firiends of mine. Through diligent

observation , I came to the conclusion that there was material

for an article here. I began to take note of what I witnessed.

First of all, I, being a close friend oftwo of the hosts, was
in the upper echelon of the "Off-Campus Party Hierarchy."

Yes, there are even class distinctions at an activity whose
purpose is to make people wind up face down in the gutter.

The Hierarchy is as follows: 1 ) house members, 2 ) friends of

house members, 3i friends of friends of house members, 4)

women, and 5) the commoners.
If you have ever been a commoner. I understand your

plight. You paid your money and all you want is a few cold

ones, right? Wrong. Commoners have been known to wait

up to 45 minutes for one beer, usually of poor quality. Since

I was a friend of the hosts, I worked the keg for a while to

earn my cover charge. No cover charge is another advantage
of being in the upper echelon of the Party Hierarchy.

As the sacred "tap-master," the very fate of the party-

goers' sobriety lay in my hands. I noticed that the masses
who had previously glanced at me nonchalantly were now
begging for my attention, or my mercy. I had to chuckle at

these poor souls whom I had absolute power over.

Every person seemed to have their own special tactic for

trying to get me to refill their cup. "Hey dude, you were in

my Econ class last semester, weren't you?"
To these inquisitive types, I would say, "T^o. I'm an

English major."

^hat the hell are you gonna do with that?" they would
reply. "Ha!"

"No beer for them." I would laugh to myself.

Todd Kane
Some people would just smile at me and hope to appeal

to my good nature. Sometimes this worked. Other people
would simply rush the keg and slam their cup in my face.

This never worked.
In addition to running the keg, I also overheard some of

the conversations going on around the festivities. You
know, for something dubbed a "social event," off-campus
parties seem more like shouting matches to me. How can
you talk about those issues you think are so "deep" when
you're drunk and Led Zeppelin is being cranked out of a
$2,000 stereo system? Maybe people aren't Ustening to each
other. Could this be possible? I think so.

People seem to get very emotional at these events. I

looked around and saw drunks hugging each other as ifthey
were all terminally ill and would be dying before the next

bash. I saw grown men arguing about the best defense in the

NFL. Who cares? The piupose of partying is to share a few

laughs over beers, not to get all emotional about things you
won't remember in the morning.

The last thing about off-campus parties which I have
witnessed is people's lack of consideration for the hosts as

well as their property. Throwing a big party is quite an
undertaking and should be appreciated by those in atten-

dance; it's common courtesy. Yet, after three years of at-

tending these parties, I still see people spitting on floors,

throwing skunked beers which are usually full of butts on
the floor, and basically treating the place like an ash tray

expects to be treated.

At the party I attended Friday night, three posters were
stolen from the living room, the floors and walls were pasted
with "party muck," and someone stole my friend's hair gel.

This is the lowest of the low. Whoever stole the gel should
have saved the three bucks from the party which they
probably weren't welcome at and bought some oftheir own.

OfF-campus parties are. indeed, good places in which to

observe the basic principles ofhuman nature; the basest of

these principles being, "When the beer is gone, the party's

over." I happen to enjoy these weekly events and always
thank the hosts for selflessly subjo^tir-' their homes to

mindless abuse and mistreatment, i sure wish everyone
else would.

Todd Kane is a UMass student.

Friendship proves stronger than distance or age difference
There is no one quite like a grand-

mother. Those warm, loving and kind

individuals can make even the most un-

happy people feel loved.

I am named after ray maternal grand-

mother. My grandfather remarried be-

fore I wasbom and my step-grandmother

has never been considered such, for she

is just as much my real grandmother.

As for my paternal grandmother we
have a different kind of relationship. I

don t think of her as a grandmother,

despite the fact she knits me sweaters,

mails me home-baked cookies and loves

to read everything I write, but more as a

friend.

When I was five years old I gave her

the nickname Nana Beach, Nana B for

short, because she lived on the ocean.

My strongest memories ofNana B as a

child were the stories she would tell. My
favorite were those about my grandfa-

ther who passed away before I really had
the chance to get to know him.

Listening to her deep, soothing voice, I

remember gazing at her nimble hands as they

wound themselves over and through multi-

colored yam that, like magic, would turn into

slippers for me and everyone else in my fam-

iiy^

Felice Cohen
Ifmy mom was around, Nana B would talk

about my dad and how, when he was a boy
there were always lota of girls coming to visit

him.
Though over the years I've begun to see

Nana B in a different light. The distinction

between a small girl and a grown woman has
disappeared. I see this difference when I look

at the relationship now between Nana B and
my nine year old sister.

W^at Nana B and I share now is a friend-

ship that has grown over the past 21 years.

Living away from home, I no longer need my
parents to tell me to come to the phone to "say

hi to Nana." HI call her on my own during the

weekjust to hear her say, ifnothing else, "this

call is going to cost a lot.

And every winter since I started col-

lege, I have visited her down in Florida. I

enjoy hanging out with Nana B and her
friends, "the girls," as she calls them. I'm
the first to admit it is not the same as a
typical Saturday night uptown in Amherst,
but for that I'm grateful. I can always do
that.

Time spent with these women, all over
the age of 65, is not only fun, but educa-
tional. They've taught me how to find the
best bargains, that vinegar is a great solu-
tion for any stain and how to use your body
parts to predict the weather.

But the most important thing I've
learned from them is that no matter how
old you appear on the outside youll al-
ways stay young on the inside.
When I look at these women I don't see

tanned skin brushed with laugh lines,
hair that has turned gray or legs that
move at a slower pace then my own, but
people.

People who are still alive.

Last weekend I saw the movie
"Strangers in Good Company." It was
about eight women, between the ages of

65 and 95, who were stranded at an old

house on the water in the middle of the

country.

I watched these women search through

old chests for bedding, create innovative

ways to catch fish and take pills for every

ache and pain they had. Sitting in this

tiny theatre in Northampton, I imagined
that the women on the screen were not

the actors they portrayed, butmy friends

from Florida.

The stories they shared and the lives

they spoke of were familiar to me. I rec-

ognized their concerns and laughed at

their humor. The movie leftme feeling as

if I had just returned from an early visit

with Nana B and the girls.

Arriving home, I called Nana B and

when I heard her voice, broke into tears.

"What's wrong honey?" she asked.

"Nothing Nana. I juet wanted to hear

your voice."

Felice Cohen is a Collegian Staffmember

Ethnocentrism, classism and race
A greatCuban artist once said that in a world ofblind

people the one-eyed would rule.

In a society founded on the rhetoric democracy where
slavM accounted for three-fifths ofa person (one person,

one vote) and where the Native Aborigines and women
had no right to participate, the predominant solutions

are oftenthou^tofas a strug^e for power. Consequently,

we find that the essence of this form of power lies on the

division of the oppressed, and the simpUfication and

homogenization of our communities, into a "melting

pot" ^^^^^
Charles Venatur

It seems to me that the traditional problem in this

university concerning the Anglo-American Black and

the Hispanic-American organizations is based on their

continuous antagonistic struggle for power. While the

"collective" leadership of these organizations have not

learned (or perhaps dont wish) to network and support

each other with a progressive agenda, the students are

being recycled into the oppressive system.

To understand this notion we must first accept our

current conditions, the weakness that our institutional-

ized leadership (as a collective body) is suffering. Per-

haps the most critical are the oversimplistic ethnocen-

trism. the classist and at times racist attitudes that both

the Anglo-American Black and Hispanic organizations

use to downplay each other, in the timely contentions

for power, as a result of their continuous begging for

funds.

The end result thus becomes a lacking ofprogressive

and viable solutions to our traditional and common

dilemma: oppression.

These and many other attitudes that our common

leadership (as a collective body) has both inherited and

adopted firom the slave masters/imperialists are perhaps

the weakest links in our common chain.

It must therefore be understood that at the present

time we may be our o¥m worst enemies. The original

oppressor is easily identified yet the ervemies within are

very hard to identify. Moreover, at a time when our

resources are scarce, those who currently exert some

power over our people can easily promote their op-

pression.

Therefore, we must strive to network and pool our

resources as a way to overcome our current situation.

This, however, does not attempt to imply that we should

all become Anglo-American Black or Hispanic, but that

wecan use our individuahty tocomplement the collective

reality.

Ifthe studenU can take such a revolutionary step as

to seek an education, our leadership should either get a

backbone or bail out. As a wise Anglo-American Black

once told me, "It is time that our people begin seeing

themselves as puppets tied to the individual fingers of

the hand of oppression."

Charles Venntor is a UMass student

Dorm stereotypes

show closed minds
Overheard: "Do you believe that girl in our History

class? What a bimbo! She must live in Southwest.'

What classifies a "bimbo?" Is it how she does her hair or

wears her clothes? Is it the kind of car she drives? Who
rtally knows? These terms are the most often heard when

someone is talking about Southwest. Yet, Southwest is not

the only residential area sufferingfrom stereotypes. Labels

such as scab, nerd, slut, loser, mush, dweeb, and dork are

tagged onto other housing areas and dorms. Are these

words a large part ofyour vocabulary? Well, I am interested

to know where you come off making assumptions about

people that you dont even know. Who cares how that girl

walking ahead ofyou does her hair, or what sexual prefer-

ence that guy sitting next to you on the bus has? It's not

your problem and certainly none of your business. Is it so

important as to why someone chose a particular dorm?

Personally, I resent being categorized as something just

because of where I reside.

When I first changed residence my sophomore year, I

didn't question whether the decision was right for me and,

whatever my reasons for moving, it was my personal

decision. However, if you are still grumbling about "the

Southwest bitch" in the seat ahead ofyou, maybe you ought

to think twice about attending this university. UMass is

known for diiftrsity, something you obviously don't respect

or understand.

Ifyou are insulted by this, Uke another look, because if

you think this column is about you then maybe it's time to

grow up.
Robsm Suvalle

Southwest

Dyke and skinhead tip a few and the labels fall away
*^ ........_. vT- ^ A...- I -^ I M>n.nn kim iin an<l/1num fnrt.kAatrfM>1OllBSick00rtra

Sometimes amazing thing* happen all by themselves.

And they indeUbly mark everyone afterwards.

That is what happened to me Monday night when I went

out drinking with some male buddies to a local bar in

Amherst.
I should have known, from the very fact that I let myself

be persuaded to go to a male college bar that is small, dark,

smoky, and frankly, more than a little scary to the general

lesbian consciousness, that this would be a memorable

experience.

And it was. 1 had a great time. My buddies and I went

through some form of male—dyke bonding that was truly

wonderful We sat around, drank beers, laughed, talked,

and ei\joyed each other's company. toUlly oblivious to the

ttrangs lact that we were a very diverse group—different

races, sexual orientations, and genders. We toasted each

other so many times it wasn't funny.

As the beer took effect the conversations got very inter-

esting (One could even say strange). I think the best oc-

curred between myself and a friend of one of my buddies.

His name was Jesse and he and I sat side-by-side, cramped

around a tiny square table. The conversations were loud,

and proximity urged both of us to sUrt our own discussion.

I think the others stopped and started listening after the

first two or three sentences. They went something Uke this:

My name is Jesse. What's yours again?

It's Trystan. Nice to meet ya Jesse.

Wait—did you say your name was Trystan? As in the in-

famous Trystan?

1 think it was at this point that the Uble got quiet. And well

they should have, because the interchange that followed

was incredibly memorable.

Trystan Skeigh

Come to find out, Jesse was a skinhead last semester—

not the Mahatma Gandhi kind either In brief, he was a

member of. as he described it, a neo-nazi student organiza-

tion that practiced quite a bit ofintolerance for other people,

particularly homosexuals. And more particularly, me. He

said he and his group used to pore over my columns and

express various, easily imaginable comments and coryec-

tuie about me, my looks, my attitude about men, and

probably (he didnt say this) a hope for my unUmely demise

We were both a little shocked by all this.

The strange thing was, before he told me this, I Uked the

guy. He was funny, friendly, easy to be with—he didnt do

anything that felt sexist, homophobic or insensitive

And 1 think he liked me too. The dismay on his face (and

mine) must have been obvious as we pondered our dilemma.

Should we getup and walk away from each other? Should

I ream him up anddown for the atrocious sicko organization

hebelonged to last semester? Should he go ahead and kill lil'

ol' deviant me and win brownie points from his white, male

supremacist genocidal group? (Again, that's my coi\jec-

ture—I cant really read minds).

The solution to our dilemma was spontaneously, simul-

taneously realized, and even though 111 admit the alcohol

was probably a major player in this encounter. I strongly

contend that for once, the fruiU of Bacchus were medicinal

and healing, rather than destructive.

Jesse looked at me, the confusion in his eyes obvious, and

asked, "but dont you hate men?" as I looked at him and

asked "dont you want to kill me?" And we both said NO—
and then we raised our beers, clicked our glasses and

toasted "Diversity!"

And afterwards we walked each other home down the

middle of the road, staggering arm-in-arm singing dis-

gracefully sacrilegious songs ibout .frtsus at the top of our

lungs. We even gave each oth r a hug before we said good

night. , . , ,

You figure it out. All I know is something feels vei7

important about me and Jesse, a "Dyke" and a "Skinhead".

drinking beer together and having a blast. Uke maybe a

deeper truth slipped in somehow and caught us both by

surprise. And I'm glad it did.

Trystan Skeigh is a CoUegian Columnist

GEO deserves support
Do we want to improve our lives? For

most of us, it is not a difficult question to

answer. The response is an overwhelming

"Yes!" Yet. when it comes down to actually

doing something about it, well that's an-

other story.

It is understandable that that on today's

often chaotic college campus, where poUtics

is a four-letter word and bureaucracy isjust

aroimd the comer, many ofus get fed up. All

of the rallies and actions tend to blur to-

gether, and we consequently turn away and

try to make it all disappear.

Eric Frank

4j^j{,u4 u.i /

There is a lot going on, but ifwe just took

a few minutes to really think about what is

happening, many ofus would see that there

is one simple fundamental truth that runs

through all of this.

It centers around people trying to im-

prove their lives. They have taken the dif-

ficult step of transforming their wishes for

an improved quality oflife, and consequently

a better world for all of us, into action.

They do not deserve our scorn or indiffer-

ence, but rather our respect and support. As

we rapidly approach October 1, 1 would like

to bring one particular group into focus, the

Graduate Employee Organization.

You're probably asking*Why October 1?"

That is the date that GEO has set to vote as

a union whether or not they will have to go

out on strike. Nobody like to strike, and the

GEO is certainly no exception. Itmeans that

they dont get paid, and for many of us

undergraduates, we dont get taught.

This is the amazingly difficult choice of

people who are up against the wall, who are

tire4.ofliejjig aojnp ofthe lowest-paid gradu-

ate employees in the country. They are Ured

ofworking two or thre<j jobs on top ofpursu-

ing their graduate degrees, and taking on

teaching or research responsibilities.

They are tired of not being officially rec-

ognized as employees by the University,

while subsequently being recognized as

University employees by the all-knowing

Intemal Revenue Service. They are tired of

fitting the same battles over and over

again with the administration. They just

want to get on with their studies and re-

sponsibiUties, and we as undergraduates

ought to acknowledge their struggle.

The GEO is not made up of some green

scaly creatures fiwm out of space. They are

the TAs who teach many of our discussion

sections, grade our papers, and help us out

during office hours.

They have fou|^t side by side with the

undergraduate student body against the

state budget cuts to higher education. They

have taken on more and more of the teach-

ing burden at UMass as the faculty is in-

creasingly cut.

To a large degree, it is our own educa-

tions that will suffer ifthey go out on strike,

or if they are forced to continue to work

under substandard conditions. Alsomany of

us are bkely to be in the same boat a few

years down the line if we choose to attend

graduate school. It is very likely that a little

support for GEO now may directly improve

our own graduate school experiences.

So why not say a few words of support to

your TA in class this week? Why not stop in

the Whitmore courtyard on Friday at noon

to watch what should be some very fun

guerrilla theatre? Why not drop in their

offices at 201 Student Union and see if you

can offer a helping hand?

In essence, why not demonstrate some

solidarity and throw support behind their

struggle? Aft«r all, they are just trying to

improve their lives, right?

Eric Frank is a UMass student

'Tis nobler in the mind to register
... .tr«AT :_i_OC?l .1*

To vote or not to vote, that is the

question. "Whether 'tis nobler the mind

to suffer the sUng and arrows of outra-

geous fortune, or to take arms against a

sea of troubles, and by opposing end

them."
Out of context I find these Unes of

Shakespeare's quite analogous to the

question ofwhether to vote or not. Hamlet

was questioning, in his famous little

speech, whether or not one should act or

not act and just lay down and die. With

regards to voting, I think every individual

should also ask themselves this very

question. Tis nobler the mind to simply

let our poUticians rule and to suffer their

sbng and arrows (fortimate or not), or to

exercise our right in this era of troubles,

and by voting end those troubles? Me
thinks tis nobler to vote.

We are living in an era of troubles.

Should public-funded education be

privatized? Should a middle income

taxpayer pay roughly an additional

$20,000 in taxes over the next ten years,

so as to compensate those who lost their

investment duringtheS&L crisis? Should

we as a nation have the right to dictate

democracy to other nations through

miUtary force? Issues such as these are

in our sea of troubles and will get re-

solved in one way or another.

Shall we, the people, have a voice in

these issues, or shall we let under-rep-

resented poUticians make decisions con-

cerning these issues for us? There is a

campaign to get a ballot question on the

1992 presidential ballot concerning the

issue ofwho will pay for the S&L bailout,

and we constituents will then be able to

vote directly on this matter.

So why am I wasting my time on

whether 'tis nobler to vote? Because,

next week on Wednesday, October 2,

there will be a voter registration drive.

All students will have an opportunity to

register to vote in the Cape Cod Loimge

of the Student Union, between 10 a.m.

and 2 p.m. So act! — or lay down and

sleep perchance to dream.
LianeCheran

Amherst

What better way to die than sex?
This letter is in response to the story that

appeared in the Collegian on Monday, Sep-

tember 23. It dealt with a teenage boy.

Shannon Richardson, who passed away

while having sex with Jeanne Piccirillo, a

married woman. I gave the matter a cursory

once-over, and decided to write this article.

I've been giving the situation mentioned

above some deep thought, and I've decided

that this kid has latched onto something.

What better way to kick the bucket? He

didnt get mauled in car accident, shot by a

drug dealer, or burned to death. In fact, he

died while getting some - which ismore than

you can say for Gandhi, Martin Luther King,

Harvey Milk, or John Lennon. John

Kennedy, at least, messed around with

Marilyn and Abgie before he bought the

farm. But all that is beside the point.

You see, I dont really expect anything

great to happen to me in the near future—
and school is no big deal. And I haven't been

getting much action lately. Plus, the only

otherway I'd like to end it all would be doped

up and watching TV, but I'd have to wait

until I was 80 and my kids put me in a

nursing home for that. Besides, if I died I'd

save my parents 14 grand.

So, if there are any married, sexually

liberated women who are tired of their

husbar.ds out there, look me up For a one

way ticket on a last chance ride.

Carmine DeLuca
)Sylvan;

\
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Test prep with a

dilference. Classes

start in October in

Amherst.

If You Want to Get In,

You Have to Stand Out!

RONKIN. America's largest full-range educational serv-

ice company, is now in Amherst! For over 10 years,

RONKlN's Staff of experts lias helped students achieve

outstanding test results through state-of-the-art test prep.

RONKIN offers free diagnostics, small classes (10 stu-

dents or less), flexible schedules, personal attention,

tutorials, and computer-assisted practice.

I
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30 MINUTE

Standout. Call 549-4010 NOW!
Special Introductory Offer: $50.00 OFF any RONKIN Test Prep Course begun in '991

!

"Do I IJave^ a. Case?"
The attomi^y's at your Legal Services Center

can ans^^r fee-paying UMass student's'^

questid|i3 on a wide variety of legal probt&nas,

including: v.^^

Hoijsing, Criminal. University-related. Civil Rights,

Ccnsumer. Labor. Family, Personal Injury, and mojre

^^ :

m DELIVERY OR

$3.00 OFF

W€ REDEEM COMPETITOR'S!

COUPONS SO YOU DON'T

HAVE TO EAT THEIR

"Do ^ Need a Lawyer?"
The LS(^ your first source of law-related,'^

assistanc%Located in room 922 of the Cajnpus

Center, the LSC is open Monday through Friday,

9am to 5pm. Please call 545-1995 or drop by to

make an appointment.

QUALITY• • • •

Buy any Large Pizza, Get 2ndT Buy any Pan Pizza, Get 2nd

Pizza for only | Pi/za for only

$1.99 ! $1.99
OeUVEREDtOOMWUTESORLESS | OCUVE»«0 •<» l«NUTKI OR L£»

I

I

OTFER EXPWES 12/3(V«1 I OTFIH EJtPWeS 1 »30«1

MOT 0000 WTTH AMY OTHER OFfER MOT 0000 WITH AMY OTHER OffER

I I
OFrcm EAf ««LS izrswvi

UMASS • 256-8911 MT. HOLVOKE • S3S1111

VISA/MASTERCARD

fALKTOYOUR
SMITH CORONA CAMPUS REP.

TODAYABOUT FANTASTIC STUDENT PRICES—
TELL THEM miPIM^ ©@@/L SENT YOU TO SIMPLIFY

YOUR LIFE WITH SIMPLY SMART FEATURES ON OUR
ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITERS, PERSONAL WORD PROCESSORS
AND PERSONAL COMPUTERS!

Philip Corcell • 4 13-549-7474

SMITIH
COnONIV

TOOLS FOR THOUGHT^ TYPEWRITERS PERSONAL WORD PROCESSORS PERSONAL COMPUTERS TYPEWRITERS
I I <ittii«-

ByANDREW
BROADHEAD
Collegian Staff

When Crowded House

and Richard Thompson bring their

double-bill to the Fine Arts Center

this Sunday, fans of pop and folk-

rock will be fools to miss out. The

wit and wisdom Richard Thompson

brings to his playing and singing will

transfix the listener while the

melodic pop hooks of Crowded

House will have people wiggling in

their seats.

Botfi Thompson and

Crowded House are on the road in

support of new albums. Thompson's

Rumor and Sigh is an eclectic mix of

Anglo-Celtic guitar twang and Van

Morrison-esque soul. The album title

is taken from a poem by Archibald

Madeish. Speaking of the poem line.

"Rumor and sigh of unimagined

seas,' Thompson explains. The

poem is about creativity, the reasons

you write.'

The album's 1 4 songs tdl

about all sorts of eccentrics including

drunks, lovers, lunatics, and an

accordiorvloving record collector. A
common theme of displacement, be

it social, political, or psychic r\Jns

through all the songs. Thompson

elaborates, 'I suppose there's music

that I want to hear that I don t hear

other people doing, that would

express what I would wish to say.

and because it doesn't exist, I have to do it. Or else

become a seething psychopath,' much like the storyteller

in his album doser "Psycho Street*. Album highlights arc

the moody measured ballad 'I Misunderstood" and the

acoustic English broadside styled '1952 Vincent Black

Lightning.'

Equally eclectic but a little more silly. Crowded

House just got more crowded. For their latest release,

Woodface, Neil Finn's brother Tim joined them on

keyboards and vocals. As a solid unit of four the band

has found a delightful mix of pop romanticism and art-

rock whimsy. Following in the footsteps of previous

works, their muses inspire them in odd ways. Tim Finn

explains the first single. Chocolate Cake. 'I was in a

New York restaurant and was sitting next to this

woman who had just finished an enormous meal. Then

she sat back and said Should I ask for the check or

another piece of chocolate cakel' I told Neil about it and

ten minutes later that anecdote led to the song." Their

odd inspirations are often responsible for hugely enter-

taining live shows where the band writes songs on stage,

swaps instruments, and hold informal talent que^s. One

critic calls them 'pop's reigning court jesters."

The careers of some of these musicians span the

last t.vtnty years or pop history. London-bom Richard

Thompson, for example, was a founding member of

Fairport Convention. Beginning when he was seven-

teen, Thompson played with them for six years. Their

work with producer joe Boyd (REM, Billy Bragg) is

credited with starting the British version of folk-rock.

Thompson went on to record several albums with his

wife Linda Thompson. Commercially obscure, both I

want to see the Bright Lights and Shoot out the Lights

were listed in Rolling Stone's 100 best albums of all time.

His recent solo work has received much critical praise

and his newest effort may very well transfer that into

commercial success.

Tim and Neil Finn of Crowded House have

also had lengthy careers. The Rnn

brothers were core members of the

New Zealand/Australian band Split

Enz. Formed in 1 972, their carnival

stage costumes combined with

quirky, poignant pop songs and dn

odd stage presence to bring them

pop-chart success Down Under.

Their 1982 album Tmc
Colours, earned them an American

top-fifty single and a spot on Satur-

day Night Live. They broke up the

next year.

Neil Finn went on to form

Crowded House with Paul Hester

on drums and Nick Seymour on

bass. Their eponymous 1 986 album

spawned the instant classic 'Don't

Dream It's Over' and the sleeper hit

'Something So Strong'. The follow

up. Temple of the Low Men, a

much more dense and moody work,

produced one single, 'Better Be

Home Soon'.

Both performers are known

for their inspiring performances and

Sunday night promises to be an odd,

moving, silly good time.

Be^es, the library closes

eariy on Sundays.

Crowded House and

Richard Thompson will periorm

Sunday in the Fine Arts Center.

Tickets are $1 8.50, $1 6, and $1

4

and are available at the

Northampton Box Office or by

calling 586-8686. The show starts at

8.30 p.m.

V i'j '
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SANDWICH SHOP

Allan Holdsworth rips at the Horse

331 Russell St., Rt. 9 Hadley
(next to Dunkin Donuts)

586-8255
OUPON -^j.

^^ANDWICH^*
Buy One Sandwich,

Get One FREE
(Lowvrf Prtced S^ndwKh is Frpe|

Noc VaM m Conmnction With Olhef Offffs

CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE

• One Ccxjpon Pe» Prfson Per Ordef f^^J_f^^}^i^jJ^

By DAKKAN ABBE
Collegian Staff

1 went to the Iron Horse Monday mght with HtHe knj)v.'l-

edge ofthe music ofAllan Holdsworth and I was given a t lr^l

class educaUon. Accompamed by ace keyboards, ba^^. and

drums, the veteran fusion guitarist wasted
"J^

"^^
"J

shredding his fretboard with flawlessjazz scales^
^^'^^^"^v

Chad Wackerman guided the band through the coniplex

time changes that never paused to get ma groove. When

Holdsworth stopped ripping, he handed the solo responsi-

bilities over to a brilliant keyboardist who matched Allan in

both speed and inventiveness.

To manv ofthe people at the show. Allan's appearance at

the Horse' was akin to a private showing of the second

coming of Christ. Allan has long been considered by guitar

freaks to be one of the greatest guitarists of a I time, and

certainly one of the most ignored. His fusion albums have

proved him to be a guitarist in the ranks ofJohn McLaughlin

and Jeff Beck, but he has yet to become well known outside

ofthe ranks ofdie-hard fusion-heads. Despite Holdsworth's

brilliance, this is unlikely to change in the near future,

owing to a general lack of imagination in the listening

Holdsworth has become well known (among those in the

know ) as a promoter ofthe Synth-Axe. but Monday night he

stuck to somewhat more standard guiUrs. For his encore,

he brought out a beast of a guitar that had a neck about a

third longer than a standard one. Watching his fingers fly

across the freU one gets the feeling that he could have

quadrupled the length of the neck and played that with

equal ease. Even more amazing at times than his rapid fire

solos were the chords he created during the keyboard solos.

His fingers stretched to the breaking point on each chord.

Holdsworth seemed to be transforming guitar playing into

a contortionist circus act. Speed and contortions aside,

Holdsworth simply played the right notes. Like Charlie

Parker dancing around a saxaphone. his speed was simply

the medium in which he expressed himself fully. Allan

Holdsworth is no techno-witard scale-demon, but rather a

beautiful g\iitarist who happens to be fast.

hunAn gourmet
^ CHINESE RESTAURANT Tig

ADVCX'ATH
• B K ST*
Tin \ \i.i.K\

Kt \ 'i KSPOll

19 9 1

TTm aroma, aound A tai

of authentic Chinaao cui

praparad Hunan, Szachuan
Mandarin or Cantonaaa i

— aapacially for you

•FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., Northampton • 585-0202 • Ampit Parttlng

Op0n 7 Days a Week • NO MSO
TAKE OUT SENVICC AVAILABLE

ii!

PARAMOUNT
•^ UAJN STREET SP^HiP£iD UA

SANTANA
TUESDAY

OCTOBER 1ST

JEAN LUC
PONTY
FRIDAY

OCTOBER 4TH

ANNE
MURRAY
SATURDAY

OCTOBER 5THmm
OCTOBER 11 -12-1 3th

THE SMASH HIT MUSICAL

.38

SPECIAL
SUNDAY
OCTOBER 27TH

PATH
LaBELLE
TUESDAY

OCTOBER 29TH
.COT, ..^e ->^-^,,ri;^'|J-,-U^i;S.;r«^^^^

^^^rc^

0ti

• SPECIALS THIS WEEK •

Beck's ^ 1 5.99-cs.

Bud $6.49- 12pk

Bud Dry $6.49M2pk

Bass Ale $5.49*6pk

Harpoon Octoberfest $4.99*6pk

Noose Head $4.29*6pk

Four Season's
Vodka flr Gin $8.99 1.751

* BUSCH * $39.90* 1/2 Barrel

I Coupon
I FKEEICE I

I W/Keg Purchase ^^ io/3|

- 'Plus Deposit

Mini 9. NMHET. IttMMn twttt Kirf jf<d Oiintiif Oonutt • S84 1174

Zeta Psi Rush Event Workshop:

JUST SAY
KNOW!

A DISCOURSE ON INTERCOURSE
(ALL KINDS, OF COURSE)

GIVEN BY DR. ABEL

Dr. Abel challenges everyone to ask him any question

\we have about sex. He even dares us to mai^e him

blush!

Thursday September 26
7:00 - 9:00 pm

Newman Center Front Room

OPEN TO ALL UNIVERSITY MEN
NOTE: This workshop will be explicit, out of necessity to answer the

questions fully.

Sponsored by University Health Services

WEEKEND HAPPENINGS
THURSDAY

Readings and Reflections of an Isreali Poet

read by Yehuda Amichai, recipient of the Isreali

Prize for Literature, at 4:1 5 p.m. and later this

evening at the Amherst College Alumni House

at 8 p.m. Both admissions are free

Latin American Women Writing Today, a

lecture given by Elena Poniatowska will be

presented at Mount Holyoke College Dwight

Auditorium at 7 p.m.

Afro Pop '91

Man, the master

Horse Music Hal I

call: 584-0610.

The Connells, based in Raleigh, North

Carolina, will be performing at the Pearl Street

Nightclub at 8:30 p.m. For information, call:

584-7771.

FRIDAY
Tibetfest is a celebration of Tibetan culture

which raises awareness and funds to benefit the

forthcoming resettlement of Tibetan refugees in

the Pioneer Valley. The events are on Friday,

Saturday, and Sunday. A Sabbath Service at the

lewish Community of Amherst will feature

Tibetan Buddhist guest speakers and all faiths

are welcome. This event will be held at 742

Main Street, Amherst at 8 p.m. and is free to the

public. For more information call 256-0160.

Betty Blue is a 1986 French film directed by

jean-jaques Beineix. This pretentious, erotic

psychodrama is about an affair between a

schizophrenic free spirit and an aspiring writer,

will be shown at the Amherst College Campus

Center Theater at 4 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. Repeat

showings on Saturday and Sunday.

Comedian Billiam Coronel will be at the

Amherst College Campus Center Frontroom at 9

p.m. Admission is $5 with Amherst College ID.

Service and Shabbat Dinner in the Chabad

Sukkah with a lecture topic, "The Joy of

Discovering Your Personal Treasure" will be

held at the Chabad House at Amherst, 30 N.

Hadley Road at 7 p.m. For information call:549-

4094.

KingCod and the Blues Sharks will be playing

tonight at Pearl Street Night Club at 8:30 p.m.

and tickets will be $5 at the door.

Tom Rush, famous for his folk classics, "Circle

Game" and "Drivin' Wheel" will perform at the

Iron Horse Music Hall at 7 p.m. Call 584-0610

for ticket information.

SATURDAY
Service and Shabbat Meal in Sukkah will be

at the Chabad House at Amherst, 30 N. Hadley

Road at 10 a.m.

"Torah Through the Night" wi 1 1 be an even ing

of leaming with the rabbi until daybreak or

anytime in between at the Chabad House at

Amherst, 30 N. Hadley Road at 1 p.m.

)ohn Cafferty and the Beaver Brown Band

will be performing with opening band, One

Eyed Jake, at Pearl Street Nightclub at 8 p.m.

"Remembered Moments" is an exhibit of

. ^. ^^^^^«^» paintings and tiles by Carol Keiser with a

at7p m Fortrkelinformation, Market "m Northampton. For information call

^^^ ' 586-1942.

The Ray Mason Band plus special guests, the

Barbara Keith Band will perform at Sheehan's

Cafe in Northampton. For information call 586-

4258.

Vance Gilbert is a soulful folksinger who

sounHs like "BobbyMc Ferrin and George Benson

trapped in the same body" and will perform at

the Iron Horse Music Hall at 7 p.m. For

information call 584-0610.

Tibetfest vending fair will display 25 tables of

indigenous crafts, jewelry, and clothes from

around the world. The Potala Tibetan Dance

Ensemble and other international performers

will be featured at Pulaski Park in Northampton

from 10 a.m. until 6 p.m. with a raindate on

Sunday, September 29. Admission is free. For

more information about events call jedd Miller

at 549-2802.

Latins Anonymous, presented by New World

Theater, is a California-based four member Latino

comedy troupe that blasts stereotypes In an

outrageous, slashingly satiric review. This will

be presented at the UMass Bowker Auditorium

at 8 p.m. For ticket information, call: 545-251

1

Writing as Leaming, is a lecture by Janet Emig

which isabout the potentialofwritingtoenhance

learning across the curriculum and will be

presented at Mount Holyoke College Mary

Wooley Hall New York Room at 8 p.m.

Admission is free.

Sukkah Party will have music and dancing in

celebration of "Simchat Beit Hashoevah" in the

Chabad Sukkah in the Chabad House at Amherst,

30 N. Hadley Road at 8 p.m.

SUNDAY
Eve of Shmini Atzeret Service is a service with

a joyous "Hakafot," holiday dinner. The topic is

titled, "In the Palace of the King". The service

will be at the Chabad House at Amherst, 30 N.

Hadley Road at 7 p.m. For information call: 549-

4094.

David Bromberg with guest Jaime Morton

will perform folk music at the Amherst College

Buckley Recital Hall at 8 p.m. For advance

tickets call the Campus Center 542-5773 or the

Northampton Box Office 586-8686.

Tibetfest presents a benefit concert at Pearl

Street Night Club beginning 7:30 p.m. featuring:

Justina and Joyce, a harmony folk duo who

blend folk, blues, ballads, and chants; Amandia,

a 30 member acappela community freedom

choir singing songs of hope and struggle from

South Africa and the U.S.; CBS recording artists

perform world music witn extraordinary

percussion including Vacca, percussion, Tim

Moran, horns, with special guest, Avery Sharpe

on bass; Marion Brown Trio with jazz pianist

Tom Mc Clung, guitarist Jay Messer, and world

class saxophonist Marion Brown. Concert tickets

are $10.00 (tax deductible). For information call

Pearl Street Night Club 584-7771

^e MassachusettsChamber Players will open

,eir 1991-1992 season tonight to include

Mozart's Sonata in E minor, Beethoven's

Serenade in D Major, and the much-loved Piano

Quintet in A Major by Dvorak at the UMass

Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m. For tickets call the

Fine Arts Center Box Office 545-251 1

.

Crowded House and Richard Thompson, the

greatest of all Australian bands and the greatest

English guitarist/songwriter will perform at the

UMass Fine Arts Center at 8:30 p.m. For ticket

information call the fine Arts Center Box Office

545-2511.

.i^w.c-^.^^A^Hnw.w.^^nWA^^^^-.w.v.w^^^^^
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New, rough and eclectic album by Chilis
^^

. . ,. V (...mdifitrac- no energy from the opener, The Power of

By ROLAND COGGIN
Collegian Correspondent

Blood Sugar Sex Magik
Red Hot Chili Peppers

The Red Hot Chili Pepper's first re-

lease since 1989*8 Mother's Milk. Blood

Sugar Sex Mc^ik is seventy minutes of

surprises. The band continues to mature

and explore new musical ground with an

album that will please old fans and attract

new ones.

Mother's Milk was successful musically

and commercially, but the band admitted

they weren't tight; the young guitarist John

Frusciante and dnmimer Chad Smith were

Chih Peppers for only a few weeks before

the recording. But afler touring and grow-

ing together, the four band members felt

close enough to play to their potential.

The Chili Peppers moved their gear into

a secluded Spanish ranch in Los Angeles to

lu .. .v ti..m difitrac- no energy from the opener. The Power of
record their new

^'^^'^n^-^
'

""^^'^'S Equali^. the title trlick.
Uons.Thehou^ wh.ht! ev a> sh^^^^^^^^

Anthony Keides' singing is surprisingly

'"'''/r? Ind^uins toJther had obvious varied throughout the album; he sings more
WOUldnt. and Using lOgeimr ^^l^i^allvtKan «vorf>ttimM nnH Kr^r^oramelodically than ever at times, and borders

on rap at others. Bassist Flea lays down
monster grooves with less flash than on past

albums, maintaining his distinction effec-

tively. The most notably improved member
is guitarist John Frusciante, who continues

to grow musically. His Hendrix-inspired

leads and white-hot rhythm playing will

drop jaws as he helps the Chili Peppers

reach higher ground.

Bloixl Sugar Sex Magik is a refreshing

Their unorthodox techniques paid off. change for the Red Hot Chih Peppers, and

TuI^il^Tn^ZTnd.n%.el.nd.i'. should be a welcome addjUon to reoo^tore'.

the Chili Pepper's most eclectic to date increasingly mediocre^ew release secUons.

nduded are Iwo acousUc ballads (no joke). The album isn t likely to get much radio

a Ch^l. Pepper twist ofthe blues with Robert play, but it's definitely worth buying. The

Jolmson's -TTiey're Red Hof. and more slow Ch.l. Peppers are as impressive as ever; if

funktiian youll believe The band is even you haven't heard them yet buy an album

tighter than thev promised to be. and lacks today and experience funk heaven^

advantages. They began writing music in a

wider range of styles than ever before,

showing their maturity and non-commer-

cial attitude.

Singer Anthony Keides says Blood

Sugar Sex Magik was a breeze to record.

Many tracks were recorded on the first take

for the sake of spontaneity, and unlike a lot

oftoday's bands, they kept the production to

a minimum

)OHN CAFFERTY &

I THE BEAVER BROWN
BAND

One Eved )ake

*^'^"^-^'v:!E'!: &^j^ —
ONL^ ARtA SHOVVIN*.. STAR IS THIS FR1DA^

Curtain Dailv at 7:i)0 & 9W

I iaviii^aball...^vish ><hi were here!

DjrK.niWtthDitot

: TIBfTFEST BENEFIT CONCERT

featuring

Marion Brovvn Trio

w/ Tool McClung

Tonv Vacca / Tim Moran

Amandia

fc luftina & lovce

>;,

From New Orleans. \

THE RADIATORS
The Shockers

Wed., Oct J 9:00pm

DANCING
M ith Dl loh

Tbur.. Oa J - 7:00pm 'IS*-

ICHUCKLEHEAD

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

I ( (

I

( 1 1

1

I 1 1 I t 1 t.i
I 1 I I I It;

Follov^vd by Dancing with

Ol Dennis

;<;<;<gjl:<je:<:<:<:<:<:<:<:<je:<:.tji:ie^

hn., Oct. 4 - 7:00 pm
WRSI

iHOODOO GURUS
The Vestrymen

Man., Oct. 7 - 8:00 pm

I THE RAMONES .

5
Thur.. Oct W- 8:30p(n 18*'

THE TOASTERS
)

tn., Uct. 1 ; • a:iU pm

MIGHTY DIAMONDS,

MUTABARUKA &
^

The 809 Band
\

i'^V Eighteen and Over £}£}

^-"=j<. Dance Party w/ D| Dennis |j|{

ffi A Sd(. nighn fS-

Dancing Upstairs w' D| |ob ej£i

SIrlM-l Mr.iwlKm... 0\n.imili'

Kil<Kd< (in Ihr fiiiiiril in \mhir>I

III Li'l I'm IIIMI ll.'K ~imil

in ri-.irl slrrrl Nnrlh.iniplnn

CHINA GARDEN
•The Collegian's choice m dehghUuljlinning^

r$2 OFF with purchase of $151

I or more with_this_coupon
|

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sunday Thursday. 11 :30afn- 10:00pm

Friday -Saturday. 1 1 ;30am 1 1 :00pm

Lunch Hour 1 1 :30am-3:30pm 7 days a week

Fr«« Delivery Service

Fri.. Sat., Sun.

5K)0pfn- 10:00pm
VlM/MMMf Card'

Vncrtcwi Cup

•New RenxxJeling

• 7 Days a week
• Take-out
• Luncheon Specials S3 75- $4.55

The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch
•Dim Sum (Chinese Br\tf>ch Marnlann and Cantonese Styles)

Every Day 11:30-3.30

•Weekly Vegetarian Sepecials (Wednesday and Thi«day)

New Vegetarian Menu Comir>g Soon'

13 N W«*v«nt Street Amherst WA » 2S3-42a0/42»i

Now's the
time to call.

.

.

North Amherst
Motors

moM

549-2880

Expert Repairs arid

Reconditioning

UMtyiaiorCf9a*Cti^Actmp»a

THESE COUPONS ARE AVAILABLE ON TAKE OGT AND DELIVERIES ONLY!

La Cucina di

Tinoccfiio

Ristorante Italiano

1177 Oi,T(easant Street

^Amherst, ^(assacfiusetts

At The Lights in North Amherst

549-3669
Jast Jree (DeUvery or Tie-up

["^GOURMET PIZZAS NOW AVAILABLE!
|

I .0^^$1 50 OFF ANY LARGE TWO ITEM
I

Vo^' ^P-"-*^^ V^rr GOURMETPIZZA
I

I
^ VEGI SPECIAL 'GARUCG FRESH TOMATOES •PESTO |

I CAPERS & SCMDRIED TOMATOES • ROAST PEPPERS • EGGPlJ^^^ & BROCCOU|

I JALAPENO PEPPERS • AND MANY MORE TO CHOOSE FROM |
! Enp 1/31/92-

Coupon Not VaBd In Restaurant • For deliv. or pick up only • On« Coupon Per OrderOnly
^j

TWIN SPECIAL

2 LARGE CHEESE PIZZAS

$12.50

Any Topping $1 .25 more

One coupon per orderex. 1/31/92

ANY TWO
CALZONES

only $7.00
Coupon Not Valid In Restaurant

One Coupon Per Order Only

»^^r ExgiresJ/31 /92^ _

FALLIXG LEAVES, FALLING PRICES....
ATscorrsm

BUD LIGHT
12 pack botilM

se99
D*p.

STOLICHNAYA

VODKA
7S0 ml.

$1 Q99

MALIBU RUM
LIQUEUR

$099

KEYSTONE &

KEYSTONE

LIGHT
24-12 01. can*

$099
D*p.

9'

SOUTHERN
COMFORT

TSOmL

$Q498

M.G.VALLEIO

CHARDONNAY
TSOmL

i$Q992P9
SUTTER HOME

WHITE
ZINFANDa

7S0mL

S$'799
R2s^7

MILLER LITE
24-12 ox. can*

Sale Price '12"

Mail in rebate -300

Final Cost

$q99^ -t- Dap.

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

Teie^heck for ^ University Drive
your personal ch»ck. Bt Newvnarkei Center, Amtierst

W« row hav» til

Mi»$ Lottatygtmi

$MASS
MILLIONS$

Local music scene flourishes this weekend in the Valley
By BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Welcome to "Jabberwocky", a weekly column devoted to

the local music scene and scheduled bo appear every
Thursday in "This Weekend'. If you haven't just fallen off

the turnip truck in Hadley then you must already know that

the Amherst/Northampton area is a teeming breeding
ground for emerging bands tmd musicians possessing a

wide range and depth of styles and development. Many of

these unsigned local bands have put out cassette and CD
releases that are better than a plethora of the corporately

packaged crap being peddled and marketed in the music
magazines and the mega-retail record outlets. Sometimes
they actually get signed to the m^or indies and the corporate

labels. Dinosaur Jr., Buffalo Tom and Pixies all began
right here at UMass and started their gigging at the

Northampton clubs. The Si^is, a local club act for many
years, were signed this past summer to a migor label and
are ciurently out in L.A recording their debut album. Who
will be next? Word on the street is that a couple of well

known local bands are being courted by industry big shots.

My advice is to take advantage of the many diverse bands

this area has to offer. Make a point ofchecking out the local

music scene and frequenting the local clubs. Hire a band for

your house party. Ifyou can't drink, or don't drink, then try

attending the 18 plus shows that many ofthe area clubs and

coUegea offer. Support live music and local musicians.

Over at Sheehan's Cafe in Northampton on Saturday

night will be one ofthose local artists who should have been

signed to a record contract a long time ago. Ray Mason and

his group have been making the rounds for many jrears and

they put on one ofthe most fun live shows in the Valley. Ray
reminds me a lot of Neil Young. His songs are catchy and

brash with the type ofhooks and lyrics thatyou find yourself

humming while in supermarket checkout lines. On the

same bill at Sheehan's that night will be the Barbara Keith
Band. Now here's a woman who had some brief national

acclaim, took a hiatus from the music business, and has

returned to her music roots again with an ambitious local

start and a hot new album. Her cassette has been the on the

top ofthe local music charts all summer and it's available at

most ofthe local record stores. Hopefully it will be picked up

by an indie label. For those of you who have the cassette,

now is the opportunity to see Barbara Keith live. As a friend

of mine over at WRNX puts it, This woman rocks out like

NRBQ." I should note that the Barbara Keith Band is a

family affair, featuring father and son on drums and bass

respectively.

Over at Pearl Street this Saturday night will be UMass
favorites One Eyed Jake opening for John Calferty and

the Beaver Brown Band. From what I hear this is the

first area club appearance ofOne Eyed Jake this semester.

These guys have established themselves as the best and

most popular band for ft-aternity and house parties. Fans

take notice: One Eyed Jake will be releasing a CD titled

"City Ride" very soon. HI keep you posted.

LOCAL SCENE

heard in a long time. They're a "girl group" (no disrespect

intended). Jennie goes to Hampshire and Christine goes to

Smith but they've been best friends since they were 12 and
they've been writing their quirky songs together since high

school. Their sound is refreshingly original, somewhere

between folk and punk, and they feature some dynamite

vocal harmonies. Flower-Thief has also recently added a

violinist, which should make for a very interesting night of

muaic.

Sunday looks interesting. The TibetFest Benefit

Concert at Pearl Street will feature a host of the best area

jazz musicians. Headliningthe concert will be internationally

renowned saxaphonist Marion Brown in one ofhis rare local

appearances. When not performing in Europe, Marion

Brown makes Northampton his country home away fix)m

New York City. Also on the bill are Tony Vacca and Tim
Moran as well as Valley jazz piano impressario Tom
McClung. Completing the lineup will be Amandia as well as

Justina and Joyce.

Headbangers and metal maidens growing tired of their

new Guns N" Roses albums might want to go over to

Katina's on Route 9 in Hadley on Sunday night for what has

become the most happening metal scene in Western Mass.

The shows are all ages. This week features popular local

headliners Plastic X and two other bands in what is being

billed as a "ferocious triple play".

The great thing about the Iron Horse in Northampton,

aside from the room acoustics and dynamite sound system,

is that the shows are always all ages, meaning all college

students are welcome. Next Tuesday, October Ist, is a local

show featuring Free Press and a new band called Flower-

Thief. Free Press are a highly charged, dance-orientated

ska band fronted by local figure Rob Skelton who is prone to

wearing dresses on stage. They broke up over the summer,

but the good news is that they are back together again.

Flower-Thief has got to be the best new local band I've

White
Vanity w/ Marble Top

Landscaping
Timber

EARN S7«/HR
FIGHT

POLLUTION
Work for poUtlcal

chmngeMfith
Clean Water Action:

cnviroiuiicnUU
campaign staff.

On bus lines.

Faidtralnlng.
F/T or career
opportunity.
CaU584-9830

OCLOVE-UVEI

mmm
•nm Aim « THUR80AY HOT VOT

|

cKeek
fnCMV MTTE MNJEOMMAV

I

MXKHEROESV
(QET HERE EARLYI!) 1ft* |

WE BUY YOUR USED MAC EQUIPMENT FOR

TOP DOLLAR CASH! WE SELL REFURBISHED

MAC s AT DISCOUNT! CALL FOR QUOTE.

ns-a.-rtrv lai^ (800)545 2313.
RENTEXINC. (617)423-5567

SElEIMIfllON
ten PEOPLE WHO

LME TO HAVE FUHi 18*

PLASTIC X

WONDERLAND
PUTRID DECAY
Feroaous Tnph Play'

/UtA0M|

^ THE FOOLS
SUN R0CK"A"MAN1AKM
,'^, BACK IN BLACK

^, LACHRYMATOR

AOVANCt TTX Ka»Wl nMHi*!

t kkiacOuMl

ROUTE 9. HADLEV . 586 4463

Convenient to Brittsny

& Riverglade

253-9742
505 West St
So. Amherst

WHO'S

OPEN

LATE?

Sun.- Thurs. 'till 3 a.m.

Fri. & Sat. Open 24 hours

raliugpliiiT.

Route 9, Hadley

256-6889
next to Stop & Shop

MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

DL !Bsd: Ckin^^L Buffd:
MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

WE DEUVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

EVERYDAY

^^ Minimum $15 plus $2 delivery charge

BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 1:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99

Children under 10 - $3.00

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE "MSG"

• MANDARIN (, SZECHl.AN CUISINE

• HfM STLYE COOKING

• FRESH VECfTABlE^ PROM OUR f.ARM

• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

• FUEL LKJIOR LICENSE

• OPEN 7 DAYS

• NEWIY REMOoaro

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEfTED

253-7835 253-2813

^62 Main Street, Amherst ^

TOWEE
TNIATRIS

THE VIOAGE COMA^ONS » SOUTH HADLEY 533 2663

TOUCMMO, RMMT i VOHKnrU,
. tAT5o»»«WWOC*TIVf

TMMfTlTOWOIKM-
IMI OfM. UOMI FOR FRENDS.

Of »»M»TtVB» 5P. TO SM*«r

\SPta

weekdays at 9 p.m.

Friday Sat and Sun at 5 and 9 p.m.

^ WILLIAM HURT
TH|

DOCTOR
weekdays at 3. 6:45 and 9:05

Friday at 4:20. 6:45 and 9:05

Sat. and Sun. at 2. 4:20. 6:45 and 9:05

TltllV\lAm.V.I)i:KI>LV

weekdays at 3 and 7 p.m.

Friday. Sat. and Sun. at 3 and 7 p.m.

Dinosaur

with

GOBBLEHOOF
Sat., Oct. 5th,

1991
8pm (doors open

at 7:30)

TiX ON SALE

NOW
at TIX (UMass), For

the Record (Amherst)

& Main St. Records

(Noho)

$8 UMass $10

All Others
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NOW SALE !

EVERY VIDEO, CASSETTE &

From ALL Warner, Elektra, Atlantic and associated labels.

LOOK FOR THE RED • DOT ON ALL SALE PRICED ITEm
•SUPER SAVERS"

THlSfSTOf

FlATUKtNC CIVf IT AWAY

7.99 Tp 11.99 CD 7.99 Tp 11.99 CD 7.99 Tp 11.99 CD

S g I 1 1 Z t
PLAY

BILLY BRAGG ICOLOR ME BADD
C.M.I

raATOBIMO: I WAMNA MX
UP ' I ADO«l Ml AMO«

DON T TRY THIS AT HOME

r ICUMWUIMOOO

Out Or Timi

7.99 Tp 11.99 CD 7.99 Tp 11.99 CD 7.99 Tp 11.99 CD 7.99 Tp 11.99 CD

NATALIE COLE
UNFOBGETTAIIE

Thousands of Titles

Available Including:

•INXS, 'Foreigner. 'Yes

'Elton John. "Jim Croce.

•Van Halen. 'Yaz. 'Amenca.

'Genesis. 'Chicago. 'Rati

'Linda Ronstadl.'The Doors

'Jackson Browne. *k.d. Lang

'Sex Pistols. 'Otis Redding

'Manhattan Transfer.

'Peter Gabriel. 'Robert Plant

'Alice Cooper. 'Whitesnake

'10.000 Maniacs. 'Erasure.

'Rickie Lee Jones.

'Warren Zevon.

'Grover Washington

and many many more'

Every WEA Video
Now On Sale!

*Prlnce

'Natalie Cole

R.c.M.

'Color Me Badd
and many more!

The Crossing will bring Celtic music to Campus Center
By ALAN WILLCOX
Collegian Correspondent

WMUA continues its innovative Lw>
Music Project this weekend, with a studio
performance by The Crossing, at 2 p.m. on
Saturday, in Campus Center room 101. The
public is welcome, and the event is offered

free of charge. The performance will be
broadcast on 91.1 FM, on Saturday at mid-

night.

The Crossing's music ranges from Irish

and Scottish, to contemporary foil' to Middle

Ages and Renaissance music, a. i they even

have been known to perform renditions of

popular songs a la P.D.Q. Bach. Whether's

it's a haunting rendition of the traditional

"Be Thou My Vision", or an enthusiastic

foot-stomping jig, their message never gets

in the way of the music. It's not unusual for

their tunes to kick into a dance tempo,

suitable for throwing off your shoes and
dancing about the room (usually welcome
behavior at a Crossing concert), in fine Celtic

tradition.

The Crossing, from Chicago, features

several excellent musicians playing the

Celtic harp, bouzouki, tin whistles, bodhran,

Highland pipes (a.k.a. the bagpipes), fiddle,

guitars, and other modern and traditional

instruments. The members of the band live

in community in urban Chicago. Although

the band's music reflects a deep spirituality,

they never get preachy. Their music offers a

refreshing and human voice in this world of

overly commercial and political "artists".

Tony Krogh, the lead singer and
songwriter, does offer many challenging

lyrics, touching upon the conflict in North-

em Ireland (something very close to the

band's heart), social responsibiUty, racial

harmony and other themes. He often writes

music that reflects his own experiences in

America, from the sixties to the nineties.

Theband also performs traditional and other
songs.

To date, the Crossing has two albums
out. Look Both Ways and Rise and Go. Their

third as yet untitled album is due out on
Grrr Records this fall.

The group has played around the coun-

try , especially in the Midwestand Northeast,

and their gigs have included the Adirondack
Folk/Gospel Festival, the Folkway club in

Peterborough, New Hampshire, and Cor-

nerstone Festival in Illinois. They have
opened for Boiled in Lead.

This is the band's third New England
appearance. They have given summer con-

CONTINUED ON THIS WEEKEND PAGE 8

MARKET
MONDAY,

SEPTEMBER 30. 1991

We Offer Top Quality

Meats, Fish and Poultry,

Fresh Produce, Deli,

Groceries and

Sandwiches Made to

Order.

JOIN OUR GRAND
OPENING

CELEBRATION!

Free balloons,

samples and

refreshments.

SATURDAY,
OCTOBER 5, 1991

10:00 - 5:00

OPEN DAILY 9:00 - 7:00

SUNDAY 12:00 - 5:00

(Uicatcd behind Bart's)

Clothes That Fit Your Lifel

25 CENTRAL
Downstairs at Thornes

150 Main Street, Northampton. MA 413-586-8017

Bag a Bundle ofBargains..,at Liquors 44!

WIMF LIQUORS
Pncm •• ma m>cIi>«i <*mwi

PIELS DRAFT &
LIGHT 5Q49

cased 24

12 oz boMcri a
SPATEN 60.

OCTOBERFEST
""^

$K69

COORS, $1199
COORS LIGHT 1*°--^

COORS GOLD ,,^^^^

ARTICBAY $1049
'ORTED FROM CANADA) ^

| ^^ j:p(IMPOR

case Of 2-12 pk bonies

C & C SODA
ILt Mixers

TONIC CLUBSODA. Sftr^fRS.
Ginaef^ ALB COLA. DIET COLA

49 f OEP

CARLO ROSSI
tuoawDY. hhk chaius, C:^ A Q
vm MSt. niUHO. miM, y 1^* ^
CHAtUS.iAXWIA.ILUSH ^J 41^

ALMADEN
WHITE

ZINFANDEL

ROBERT MONDAVI $049
SAUVIGNON BLANC W '::«.SAUVIGNON

>>.^ (V«X3D»IOGFl

FOLONARi scgg
SOAVE O '51

COLUMBIA CREST $r;99
CHARDONNAY \J 'W m:

mm
KENNEDY'S BLENDED $Q99

WHISKEY sin:

POUND SPRINGS $Q49
VODKA

PASSPORT $1/199
SCOTCH I4n5:

CORNET VSQ
BRANDY $-|-|99

SALE 14 99

MAIL-IN REBATE -l.OO

Full Redemption Center

"•I tatpenubi* lor

HADLEY
9am lo 11 pm Campus Plaxa/Route 9

Monday thru Saturday 2S3-9344

^TWO
LOCATIONS

AA
HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln St.

534-4SSS

SALE PRICES

TOURS 9 26 91 TORU
WED 10-0291

The Crossing

COMICS
+

38A MAIN ST

NORTHAMPTON
Downstairs

MM-Fri • 2:00fa-7:00f«

Sit • 12:00fn S-.OO^a

St6-91&6

^-«^

College

Specials
vti^i:

Thursday Night
9 p.m.-Close

• 3 games of bowling

if Free shoe rental

ir Only $5 per person

with

college ID

first 50

free

WHMP Live Remote
Thursday 9pm-midnight

Northampton Bowl
525 Pleasant St..

Northampton

MICHAELS
BILLIARD ROOM
AND SPORTS BAR

$2.99 ONE TIME THRU
BUFFET

THURSDAY - MONDAY
5:00 - 8:00

7 CHAMPIONSHIP TABLES

FREE POOL
(HOUR ALLOTMENTS)
3 CHALLENGE TABLES

PONIE EXPRESS

3 SEVEN OZ BOTTLES/

$3.25

SUM
9-BALL
CASH
TOURMY

LARGE SCREEN TV'S

SUNDAY-MONDAY FOOTBALL SPECAILS
RT. 9 AMHERST (NEXT TQHUMA»j<t^iiU^e^B
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Crossing
CONTINUED FROM THIS WEEKEND PAGE 7

certs on the Amherst Common for the

past two years, and are giving three

concerts this year. If you can't make
the WMUA studio performance, the

band is appearing elsewhere in addi-

tion to their performance at WMUA.
They will be at the Hampshire College

'

Red Barn on Friday night the 27th at

8 p.m., and at the South AmhersI
Munson Memorial Library (on the

South Amherst Common) on Monday,
September 30th at 7:30 phi. Both

these concerts are free, although do-

nations will be suggested and appre-

ciated. The band will also be making
an appearance at Agape Community
Church (17 Kellogg St . m Amherst -

behind Bart's i, on Sunday at 3 p.m. or

so.

TheCroMingowicerts this weekend

are sure to be an ei\joyable, and cer-

tainly affordable, experienceyou won't

want to miss.

Local author Patricia MacLachlan talks
By OLIVIA STEWART-LIBERTY
Collegian Correspondent

Patricia Maclachlan, nationally ac-

claimed, award-winning author of several

children's books, was in the Jeffery Amherst

Bookshop on Friday, signing copies of her

most recent books, "Journey", a novel, and

Three Names", a picture book. Such meet-

ings with her readers are evidently of some

importance to Maclachlan, she explained

between signings; "When you write,you don't

just write for your words to fall offthe end of

your typewriter, you hope that somebody's

out there like that... to read them."

Maclachan is glad to be able to say that

finally childrens' hterature has come into

its own. Some ofits importance is realized as

opposed to the past when at times it has

been virtually dismisaedas simplified adults'

literature She emphasizes the differences

between the adult reader and the child:

"Children read with a kind ofearnest behef

They're not jaded like many adults."

Maclachlan certainly views writing for chil-

dren as a type of sacred trust, "a kind of

responsibility which appeals to me. A kind

of honesty that you need to engage in."

It was a relief to finally come across a

successful author who has not used a type-

writer from the moment she could sit.

Maclachlan instead talks about her personal

frustrations with writing. "1 don't find it at

all easy. It's very annoying sometimes, but. .."

she acknowledges with a laugh. "It's the

only thing I seem able to do." While not

romanticising her craft, Maclachlan is on

the other hand extremely encouraging to

aspiring writers, saying, "When you are a

reader, 1 think writing is always an option

and I recommend to children who want to

write to read great books."

The most striking thing about

Maclachlan's books, both her novels (for all

ages) and her picture books, is their over-

riding sense of place. The poignant de-

scriptions of a landscape and life so com-

pletely removed from the Pioneer valley

indicate immediately that Maclachlan's

heart lies elsewhere. Bom and raised in

Wyoming, Maclachlan says, "I think what
you know first as a child stays with you

forever... I feel like a visitor here in the East

although 1 have lived here most ofmy life."

This aspect ofher writing would perhaps

suggest an autobiographical element to her

books; a concept that she describes as

"parallel rather than autobiographical,"

most ofwhich is subconscious. "I don't always

know until I'm through," she says. Oft«n,

Maclachlan says that her parents have

pointed out latent references to her own
childhood (of which she is corapletely un-

aware) after publication.

"Sarah Plain and Tall' for which
Maclachlan won the 1986 Newbery Medal is

clearly a general favorite among her readers

as they lined up to buy a copy of her new
book "Journey." The books are in many
ways similar, narrated through the eyes of

a young child as each come to terms with a

loss of irrevocable proportion, making their

way towards some kind of understanding. I

think those who eiyoyed "Sarah Plain and

Tall" will not be disappointed by "Journey."

harassment
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

lesbian and/or bisexual people, get over it.

We and our heterosexual allies outnumber
you by far. The people, the law, and the

university are onmy side. Think about that
very hard."

McKeough said aft«r the program ended
on his floor he posted the giant sign outside

his door. He said his suitemates all signed it

and agreed to help keep the suite secure

from outsiders.

Since that night, MeKeough and
Guertzen say the harassment has stopped.

Guertzen stressed the importance of

quick, firm intervention. "Ifyou let someone

be harassed, people get the message that it's

okay, but we gave the message that we were

definitely not going to tolerate it, as a staff

and a community."
Among the many supportive messages

residents left on McKeough's poster is one

that particularly stands out. Someone wrote

'Gay people love straight people," and
someone else replied "Straights love gaj^

right back!"

[^0^^%$>e^#%$>^2^#%$>^^#%9^^#%$>0^#^

THELMA & LOUISE ARE BACK!

Now's your chance

to take

SeM-Ufe 101

THE IRON HORSE IN ASSOCIATION WITH
THE UMASS FINE ARTS CENTER PRESENTSA DOUBLE BILL

crowDeo

SUSAN SARANDON GEENA DAVIS

A RIDLEY SCOTT RLM

1HEIMAS10UISE
.FttQ MAIN-u-.WDLEIf 80(jn« SlSOi SMUNDW (HV^ WVIS THEUU4 LOITS*

HiUtVEY lEna<« EUZAKIIlMcHn% *:; HANSanO^. DE\N OiaUEN «(:Alil£ IH%
JKl>KMff»£ -nSSNOnUS!KNCBJS» .ADRIAN BIDOLEu.. -^ CALUEU^

n j-rr •- ^^M. —8BDlEYSO0Tr,JBflPOU"T? RIDLEY SOOTT .4m»-

COMING TO ATHEAe NEAR CAMPUS ON SEPTEMBER Z7

\A/OODFACE TOUR
special guest

A«P ThOr^Poc

SUN. SEPT.29
UMASS FINE ARTS CENTER 8:30PM
TICKETS 18.50,16.00&14.00.TICKETS AVAILABLE
AT THE NORTHAMPTON BOX OFFICE &
TICKETPHONE:586 - 8686.
OUTSIDE 413 AREA CODE: 1 -800-THE-TICK.
TICKETS ALSO AVAILABLE AT F.A.CBOX OFFICE.

Hourly Express From Amherst& U MIASS

Boston • NewYork City

Hartford • Springfield

Northampton
Daily Service Throughout The Northeast

Connecting Services Nationwide

Sports and Recreational Packages

Peter Pan Buses Depart from

Halgus Mall • U-iRASS

Peter Pan Bus Terminal

79 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst Center

For schedules and fares call;

U-MASS Hetel ....545-2006

1
:>

1^.®® ©IS'^f ^'
Sf-

^ STUDENT

• • • •

«, w * INNER!

Eat here 9 times

with 15% discount*

get 10th dinner free.
* SiMW us your ctiMl«iit 10.

wd g»t 10% OFF •vwyttiM

m^^'^^'^ll . potatoes

Z%m ' ^"^
"lodge

Route 9 ai "
^^.5393

with 15% discount*

get 10th dinner free.
* SiMW us your ctiMl«iit 10.

wd g»t 10% OFF •vwyttiM
yM «id your iptfMlsMtb^

* • t »

J^Cafe

Brittany Manor
(413)256-8534

Two Bedroom Apartments

AVAILABLE

LIMITED TIME ONLY
Two Bedroom Apartments

AVAILABLE NOW!

$399 PER MONTH
p^fif includes heat and hot water

NO EXPENSIVE HEATING BILLS

HURRY!
NO SECURITY OR FINAL MONTH RENT

REQUIRED AT THIS TIME

Fully Equipped Kitchen Including Disposal • On The Five

College Bus Route • Oversized Bathrooms • Large Dinning

Area • Storm Windows • Wall To Wall Carpeting • Large

LIvlngroom w/ Celling To Floor Windows • Dead-bolt Secu-

rity Locks • Cable Television Available

ACT NOW
$100.00 REWARD

if you know of a friend who Is apartment hunting, send them to us with

this form. If they qualify and rent

our apartment you will receive

$100.00 REWARD
My name > recomend

Address N""*
Address

Tel#

'/A

I

Tel*

Lizottes Tobacco Shop

Imported:

Cigars

Cigarettes

Tobacco
Clove Cigarettes

Pipes:

Peterson

Falcon

Meerschaum

Bulk Pipe Tobacco

76 Main St. Northampton, MA "Tel. S84-2812

AMAAZZING!
LoKwoililiastandltwpitatf.

nt immnmnam

QtfiilttCiab,•M
Dr. VifginU Harper

(4U)S4<M)335

PANDA EAST
Advocate

'Best in the Valley"

1989&1990

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

We bring Chinatown

to you
* Lunch Specials'"

from $3.95 including soup & rice

Hours:
Men. - Thurs. 1 1** anfi - 9* pm
FrI. & Sat. 11~ am - 10*» pm
Sunday 1 2 noon - 9^ pm

103N.PtaMantSt. Amherst, MA 01002
(41 3) 256-8923 (41 3) 256-8924

C^i

I v.

with special guests

Nikki D & KMD

Tues., Oct. 1, 1991
8pm (doors at 7:30)

in the UMass
Student Union

Ballroom

TIX ON SALE NOW
At Tix (UMass), For the Record

(Amherst) & Main St. Records (Noho)

$ 1 UMass

$ 1 5 All Others

• ^^0.t-'vr^ *r»t-
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RECYCLING
IN THE

RESIDENCE HALLS

WHAT IS A BLUE BOX?
Blue Boxes are for your recyclables. There is a

blue box in every student room. Put your

recyclables in it. When your blue box is ftill,

separate your recyclables and put them in the red

and blue recycling barrels.

RED BARREL

YES: soda cans

YES: soup & tuna cans

YES: aluminum pie pans

YES: glass bottles & jars

YES: laundry detergent bottles

YES: plastic bottles with #1 and #2 plastic

YES: plastic soda bottles

NO: milk or juice cartons

NO: yogurt containers

NO: tofu containers

NO: light bulbs

NO: plate glass from windows

NO: paper

NO: cardboard

BLUE BARREL

YES: notebook paper

YES: old flyers

YES: colored or white paper

YES: newspapers

YES: glossy advertisements

YE^: magazines

NO: egg cartons

NO: envelopes

NO: milk or juice cartons

NO: cereal or pasta boxes

NO: phone books

NO: frozen food boxes

CARDBOARD
Cardboard should be flattened and stacked neatly

beside or near the red and blue barrels.

YES: pizza boxes

YES: corrugated cardboard

NO: cereal boxes

NO: waxed cardboard boxes

FOOD SHOULD BE KEPT OUT
OF ALL RECYCLABLES!

RINSE YOUR BOTTLES AND CANS!
FLATTEN CARDBOARD BOXES!
KEEP LEFTOVER PIZZA OUT

OF CARDBOARD!

Housing Services Residential Recycling Prograr*

B-1 Berskhire House, 545-1153

WELCOME BACK

STUDENTSI
UNIVERSITY BARBERS

Ofai Mm tbra Fri tM-$fa I $at tiH-ll^a

Unisex Haircuts • Regular Haircuts

Starting at $7.00 & Up

Four Barkers ee Duty

Ueatsd in the CimpM Ctiittr it (iMats Amktrtt

r GREG'S
^ AUTO BODY

SSnratalCon

AutvnzM

IPAllcoma

• MASS. STATE APPROVED SHOP
• FRAME & UNIBODY REPAIRS
• INSURANCE WORK
• RENTAL CARS AVAILABLE
• LOCATED ON THE BUS ROUTE

'WE DO THE INSURANCE PAPERWORK FOR YOU... WITH A SMILE'

^M^xe Quafilu <:=^Civaifi Comzi. \jixii

665-3989 Old Amherst Rd. Sunderland

}5 years erf ejQteruneed staff waiting to serve you masS LX. RS1560

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
AT AMHERST

Dear UMa&s Student Plan/Student

Family Member:

Beginning September 3, 1991, the

Uoiversily Health Services instituted

a number of additional fees and/or

co-payments in order to keep the

mandatory Student Health Fee and

Student Family Plan fees to a

minimum. As a result the following

charges will be made.

1. Pharmacy Bcncdt: Birth control

pills, $10.00 per cyde. Each

prescription of all other formulary

items (including insulin) will be at

wholesale cost for up to one month

supply, minimum $5.00, maximum
$50.00 per prescription. Non-

formulary prescriptions at cost plus

handling charge.

*2. Surgical Specialist Visits at

UHS: $10.00 per visit co-payment,

including orthopedics, general

surgery, and gynecology specialists.

Exclusions: consults regarding

termination of pregnancy, and pre-

and post- natal visits to specialists

remain fully covered.

•3. VISITS BETWEEN 9M ?M.
AND 8K)0 A.M. THE NEXT
MORNING: $10.00 per visit co-

payment.

•4. VISITS AFTER NOON ON
SATURDAY AND ALL DAY
SUNDAY, UNTIL 8:00 A.M. ON
MONDAY MORNING: $10.00 per

visit co-payment.

5. Allergy Clinic Visit: $10.00 co-

payment per visit. Allergy Testing:

Full fee-for-service charges for visit

and test materials. (Cost of test

materials is not covered by SHBP).

*6. Electrocardiograms (routine,

non-diagnostic): $10.00 co-payment

per test.

*7. Colposcopy Exam: $25.00 co-

payment per exam.

Health Services

*8. Sigmoidoscopy Exaiu: $25.00 co-

payment per exam.

9. Diabetic Supplies: Covered at

50% of costs.

10. Physical Examinations (routine,

non-diagnostic): $25.00 per exam,

plus any necessary bboratory tests.

For services which occur after the

UHS Cashier's Office is closed

(especially afterhours and weekend

visits), co-payments can be made at

the Cashier's Office for up to two

weeks after the visit. AFTER TWO
WEEKS OF NO PAYMENT, AN
ADDITIONAL $5.00 HANDLING
FEE WILL BE ADDED TO THE
CO-PAYMENT AND A BILL WILL
BE SENT. Any bills not cleared

within a reasonable time can lead to

administrative withdrawal from the

University. (These added charges do

not apply to Kaiser Permanente

members at UHS.)

We regret to announce these modest

changes for the coming year.

However, we will continue to work

with you and the Student Health

Advisory Board to minimize

additional charges without

jeopardizing necessary services.

• GOOD NEWS for the

Supplemental Health Benefits Plan

and Student Family Health Plan

subscribers...THE ASTERISKED
CO-PAYMENTS ARE COVERED
under your SHBP or FHP. If you

ha f. not subscribed yet, there is still

iir, visit the UHS Cashier for

infoitiation or call 549-2671, ext. 232.

Sincerely,

David P. Kraft, M.D.

Executive Director

University Health Services

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

YOU'RE

fe5IN6
kiAVKIAM.
IMAY»r/H
NCrr. YOU

irsfwrroFkiY
COke CmiN6 SntATdGY.

A6AIN-* iFIAPfWff. 70
»5POKeNF0R,I

Cari "Javahead" Jones and hia

chopped espresso maker.
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CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN
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UNDER 21
By KRIS K. EARLE

Ztr's Shoot^
on , ceo.

I'm Of^tmc A
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Quote of the Day
'The State (humanitarianism) forbade in those

days the murder of one person, but it did not

forbid the killing of millions slowly and by

inches." —WE
Eugene Zamiatin

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE
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Menu 1

LUNCH DINNER
Pizza Fettuccini

Corned Beef on Rye Boston Burger

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Sesame Noodles Boston Burger

Pizza Fettuccini

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AaiRS<Mafch 21 -April l9):Otiaining communica«ioo*kilh»re«iremen<lou»

yixir hean's desire may be difTiculi a.s»et Exchange views freely with your

now Avoid using unorthodox buMne%\ male or panner. New concepts and

methods, they could backrire Disclose challenges enjoy favorable influencet.

a secret wish lo your male and let nature Be sensitive to your loved ones' needs,

l^ie iu courae. SCORPIO(Oct. 23-hiov. 21): l.eave

TAURUS< April 20-May 20): Taking a any personal problems at honw when

refreshercoune in your favorite subject you go lo wort. Be a doer instead of a

maybeagoodidea Culiivaieihegood watcher* Meet deadlines on time lo

will ofany interesting people you meet. pmect your reputation Romance meria

They could act as stepping stones lo top priority late m ihe day.

your loog-rMige goals SACITTARIUS(Nov 22-Dec. 21):

GEMINKMay 2 1 -June 20); The Show more tenderness lo your loved

nnancial outlook brightens. Continue ones. Be riim but fair with a youngster

10 keep a close eye on spending. You who displays an independent streak If

caniKM afford to haibor any illusions single, reach ou to a newcomer wIm

about someone's motives. Get shares your imcresis.

agreemenu in writing. t APRICORN(Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

CANCEROune 21-July 22): Listen Phone calls and casual challer should

closely to soqieone who has your best be kept loa minimum while you line up

interests at heart. Trying new methods impoiiam projects. Allow for lasi-

and procedures will demonstrate your minute schedule changes. Clearing up

open-mindedness. A family situation a financial riddle will bring new peace

shows improvement. of mind.

LEO<July23-Aug.22) Takeadvantage AQUARIUS(Jan.20-Feb. I8):Agood

of a special opportunity to promote timelocompleieunfinishedta.sks Keep

your interests. Close friends may be yourbusinessandpersonalplanssecret

reaching out for help Investigate! to avoid arousing either jealousy or

Family harmony can be restored if you opposition. Planetary conflicts increase

ate more flexible. psychic tension.

VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept.22):Yourgood PlSCES<Feb. 19-March 20): Go all

feelings about yourself help you male out to salvage a business operation and

a fresh start. Male or business panner is protect your assets. Jointly owned

on your side. Be prepared to explain property may be a special target,

your financial situation. Give credit Concenirateonlong-rangepossibiliiies.

where it is due. Now is the time lo master all of your

LIBRA(Sepl. 23-Oci. 22): Your resources.

Today's Staff
Night Editor. Marc Elliott

Copy Editor. Dave Massey

PhotoTechnician Carrie Wyetfi

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas

Production Kim Frisino,

Chris Prell, Terry Starmer
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GRAND OPENINQ!
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 26th, 10 AM

- ATTHE

CAMPUS
r^ PLAZA

^^ Rl 9, AMHERST/HADLEY
BETWEEN SUPER STOP N SHOP & LIQUORS 44
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HEALTHY SKIN
Begins with a deep pore

cleansing facial.

Also lash and brow
tinting, shaping, hair

waxing, make-up,
therapeutic massage.

AESTHETICS SKINCARE
34 Mam St,

, Suite I. Amhem, MA 253 9879

Of Course We're The Travel Experts

Lowest Legal Fairs • Never a Charge For Our Service

Student & Youth Fares • FREE Ticket Delivery

We Honor ALL Travel Coupons

MR
TRMN
CAR
HOTa
CRUISES
EURAIL

256-8228

Ik'AVI'L \tAKt:i^>. INC

321 Main Street, Amherst • FAX 256-411

4

Steven H. St. Clair

Attorney atLaw
> Pmonal Injuiy CLAIMS, ACaDE>rTS

• Defense vs. Criminal, Dnig

and Akohoi Related Chaigs

• Other legal proUems

BY APPOINTMENT

816 North Pleasant
Ambcrst
549-1681

ADMmiD TO PRACnCL .1970

MEMBER MASS. AND CT. BARS

SomeoftwbiggMl.
torT>eofthet>eii

piMonli conw in

, rock
bottom
prices

1

DISCOUNT OIL
584^112 • S35-1888

cou LIQUORS ot/zif

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

BAR-&0 BUCKlTt^

»1.00 OFF
WithOxoon

Exp>c$9if31/91

Lin* One coupon pa person

NOBODY'S

Ladies & Mens
LONQ SLEEVE

KNIT TOPS
99$9

Reg. $20.00 & up

Ladies

SKIRTS
99

Ladies & Mens

FLEECE TOPS

$-1099
Reg. $28.00-$38.00

$9
REQ. $29.00-$45.OO

Ladies & Mens
Woven

Blouses & Shirts

$1299
REQ. $26.00 - $60.00

Ladies & Mens

SWEATERS

$-(499
Reg. $30.00-$60.00

riairt^l Mckoiy mokad Rtt» n

GMdMR. HoMHiadi SilKk. SoKks.

SMvKvichn. Kidt Menu md pigi gdorv!

ACME
BAR-BO

586-5668
Takeout & Catertng

4-lOpnn • Ffi & Sat 1 1 aOam IQpm
OoMd Monday

!!BuschBeer"AsAl\

$9.99 case "cans

Glen EUen White Zinfandel

was $4.99. Now $3.99 750 ml

Michelob & Michelob Light

$7.99 12/pk cans

Rolling Rock

$6.99 12/pk bots.

VISA/MASTERCARD accepted

on Keg Deposit

Many More In-Store Specials

Classifieds
COME mWFmUFClAN OFFICE lUCAMPUSCEmiR ' THURSDAY 8:30-3:30 FRIDAY&m:M)'DEADUNE ISWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAWN » 2mORD/DAY FORmJDEm » CASHISADVANC

ACTIVITIES

Ladies & Mens

PANTS iJEANS

$1499
Reg. $30.00-$42.00

FIVE COU.EOE EU«K>PCiM4 CtUB
N.>t mMtmg iMl b. OctotMr 3 «l 7 30p<n

Jonlwf HouM Living Room - Sn*m Colao*

AMNOUNCEMDfTS

'ACComrnNO ASSocuTXxr
istQ«n«mM«Mlng
Thur»W26«t7«)mi11«
R.ti..hm*i««i

1*74 FORD BAOMCO ClM«C 4x4

PS. AuK>.302va Runtgood but nMdtiMnor

worti USO nm 634-4832

n DOOQC MONACO V« 360 CU in »3K

mNM Auto PS P8 AC AMFM Cm Hikii No

nm fkirn •*c $750 Firm 256^753 tvM

71MUCK NEOAL 1 30K Nmt .xtwuM Rrt-

M* $400 BO 665-4185

lHOOI«WA4b.droomcondo inAmhtril

Kllch*n mungroom «nm tr.»*K» wM**"
dryar pool Mnna ooufl on m. bu* mM
8325 Cal BnjM al 256- 1 21

5

EXECUTIVE RENTAL RBIT or r«nl «^
cfNian to buy 4 bodroom luxunM houM m
Amlwral woodi C«l 253-7879

SUPER MT. 8KE PACKAGE
BaCMd 1991 KHS DAomana Su< itf-LX

AKon car bih. radi

Krypton U-luxh

KHS wator boot, and

8400 or BO
Mka 253^11

FOUND

FIRST QUALITY & SLIQHT IRREQULARS

NOBODY'S
Not even the best known specialty & department stores

in the U.S. Tliey make mistakes, too...That's when our

buyers take advantage and pass the savings onto you!

CAMPUS PLAZA
RT 9 AMHERST/HADLEY

Phone 256-8686
Hours: Sun. 12pm-6pm==

Mon-\A/cd., & Sat. 1 0am-6pm
Thurs., Fri. 10am-9pm

549^733

FMSTRCaPONOER COUNM
Cliim tla«i Oci 15 Bailc Haaaving and

uppon , firtt M) and CPR. Cal lor mora into

54»«990

KOREAN STXIOENTS ASSOCIATION
~

2nd Oanaral Moaling

9/26 (Thura) 7pm
At Knowlton Baaamont

"With Rafrachmanu

NONVIOLENCE INTERNATIONAL
WANTS YOU' W. ar. a non-pro«. non-

partisan organization wtiicti aAjcalaa and

Iran* groupa in nonvtolani acUon Wo taak

molivMad atudanls to ocganlia local chap-

ters wm. Nl. Box 391 27. Fttondahip Station.

Washingto.1. CX:20016

SARAH,
Tha ay. o« my world.

I miss you.

(Of Coursa)

How mushy.
Lov..

Bandito

So, you want to do vidao?

Come visit th.

Union Video Center

The funKy cxiol, groovin' R.S.O.

(Behind the Hatch)

STUDENT LOCKERS AVAILABLE in Stu-

dem Union. For storage ot Ixxjks and other

personal iMlongings Register at OCHO 428

Student Union

THE BEST PARTY on campusl First meet-

ing ol the Republican club: Tuesday. Octo-

ber 1st. at 7:00pm In 308 Student Union

umassclub'comm
Thurs Sept 26 6 00 PM

E-37 Machmer
New members welcomal

Soap opera cast-pleas, attandl

UMASS SPITFIRE WINTERGUARD
W.G I Member into meeting

Tonlghl 7:30 Old Chapel

AUTO FOR SALE

1878 CAMLLACmfETWOOO Brougtiani

Aipo««rop8onaNaw«)«a.axitMiai.b>ahaa.

shocks Rurw grsa«-V.ry ralatola Only $750

Finn 634-8832

CLASSK:i886VWoonv«tibla modal 1300

$3000 5480067

ypm CAWS, tnx*s. boats. 4whaalars,

riMtortwmaa by FBI. IRS. DEA. Avart*to

your aiaa now C*l 805-682-7555 Ext C-

1675

BASEBALL CARDS

FAT CHANCE! 21". L*a ntm. Frawaaal

$450. coiTpl.1. $775 253-4040.
MJkCK DOG Long haired, madwm stzad.

tomala Cal 773O406

FRIDOE RENTALS 253-9742 Fraa dalvaiy

Ona Large Badroom, m four bwJroom

houaa. IjavarsB. Two Ml bath. I70monih7

min from campua 548-9781 Jail

1 l/2b«hapa/t-

Amherst 1-567-

HELP WANTED

SANDY YELLOW NEUTERED male 8

month cat large tail and ears Loud m»o*i

Ptaasa cal 549-5954 Lost Sept 13 Near

Puffton Big y.llow eyw nam. is Cougar

iiu8k:ians

keyboardist sought
Acbv. local band

Originals Funk Roolt Bluaa

Gigs at Twiatart PaarlSl att

Chh* Oava Jaaon 549-5643

NoHackarsi'l

ROOMMATE WANTED

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED,
Brandywina apt 549-7675

RUSHZETAPSI

Tbur 19- Domino's Pizu Nighl 12lh loor

XIA7-9
Mon 23- Monday Night Footoalat K3U 408

PlMaantSt 8-11

W«l 25- Bar-B-O Southwaai

Thur 26- Just say Itnowi w/ Or Ab.1 condom

aMMa Newman C«tt.r front lounge 7 10

-Into C^ 549-818S or 549-1321

TOWNHOUSE 2

mani on bus route

13S2

FOR SALE

.WW . J tor buying/selling

bal caids 8 raland mamorabaiia For more

Into, wrlto Tha C«d Tr«lar PO Box 2462

Amhant MA 01004

AKC GOLDEN RETRIEVER puppia*

$300 00-400 00 367-2405 or 367-2818

CARNISMOUR
SpwMi/English bilinguals needed lor raad-

Mgaiudy Jeanette 585-

8748

FRSTRAVEL- Air couriers andcrulasahipt

SiudanU also needwl Chrtatmaa. spring.

and summer lor amu8.m.nt park amptoy-

m«it Call 805-682-7555 .xt F-1 426

Slacy who lalllnMrVanlly two wMks ago-

-You are praotous to God. and he would NOT
ask you to ba hurt Ike that again rd ike to

tak with you. no pressuia. Your friend in

Him. Il4ark Wisley

SERVICES

FREE pregnafKy Mating; oonfktontial and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No.

PlMsant Street Amherst 549-1906

•92MERCURYCAPRI N*i» braties muffler,

battery, shocks good condrtion $1000 256-

3020

-Kiww batora you go," WiTiare to work, iwa

and sW free in Cotorados raaorts 'Currwi*

guide to Aspen. Vail. Brecken-iidge and

mora! $16 95. Call 1-800-786-6174

BUSWESS OPPORTUNITIES

REPOSSESSED AND IRS loreclosed

homes available at below market vakje

Fantastic savings! You repair Also S and L

bailout properties CaU 805-682-7555 Ext H-

2009

COLLEGE POZA

COLLEGE PmA
Fall Special

Small cheese $3 50

Large cheese $5 99

FREE soda with the purchase ol a large

sub. salad, or spaghetti

549-6098 549-6073

Must mention this ad

BROTHER AX22 TYPEWRITER
l*nl cond. great features

Call Amy 546 2585

CEKTURIAHIRONMAHEXPERT ExcaHer*

condition, low mileage. Bought new for$600.

SelNng for $350«O. Call Chris 253-3608

DEAD TRADE- Klav. Saturday nMd Thurs-

day 256-1 183

DORM REFRIDOERATOR X-TRA larg.

980. WIN dalvar Rich 549-081

9

FREE CAP WHEN you buy my Ford F150

4x4 Call Steve 253-7922

POSTAL JOSS AVAILABLE! Many posi-

ttons Qraai banams. Call 605-662-7555 cxt

P-3308

WANT AGREATJOBWITH RECYCLING?
Hard worV and lots of fun 1 5 hryweek -4 55/

hr. Must have a drivers license. Call the

Raaidantial Recycling Program at 545- 1 1 53

MSTRUCTKNI

GUITAR LESSONS at Hilton Musk: All

styles. CallJetl at 665-1 178

- LEGAL HELP -

DO YOU PLAY KEYBOARDS?

the band SPANISH FLY Is seeKing

keyboardislRush.Boston.etc-Cal 5466404

FUTONS!
Lowest prices and quick delivery!

Call Metawampe 585-1233

Free t>rochure available

GUNS "N" ROSES Tix $100 for pair lor 9/28

586-2856

Quaaltons about your lease/security de

posil deductions? Questions about sublet-

ting/assigning leases? Questions about the

conditton of your new house or apartment?

Contact the Legal Services Center. 922

Campus Ctr. 545-1995

JarryASara. Wild Boys. Pig Tangent 63

KFOG Call Jeff 549-7686

LOST

ENTERTAINMENT

RACKA-DISCI $1 75.00 DJs, VJs. Karaoke

tor house/ Fomial parties. Call 5869900

FOR RENT

KAYAK $400, Bike $120. Backpack $35.

Campstove $40. Steve 253-7922

MACCLASSIC 40/2 MMTw/sotlv*are$1 100

BO 665-3738

1 BR APT In center of Amherst next to

bars bus, food $500 includes heat 8 hot

water 253-0688/545-3146

2IARGE ROOMED apt center of Amherst

Heat Indudad 256-1 124

PLANE TICKET
Hartford to Baltimore/Washington

Columbus Day weekend
Only $100. Round trip

Call 6-7329

3
KEYS
ona
nng
Call Erica

546-6240

Reward

VPEWRITERS- 2 SC electric excellent

condition 549-0058

LOST 9-23

GoW clatter ring Huge sentimental vatueHI

REWARD$$$$ Please call Patrick. 253-2884

MA LICENSE If found please return to

McNamara cluster office - Kim Balliueu

Thanxl

LAUREN AND LAURA:
Congratulations on

Trt-Sigma and Sigma OMa Tau

Love. Karolyn. Sharon. Deb

DEAR MS. M Six months ago we kisaad tor

the first time and ever since then I knew that

I was in love with you. Thank you tor not only

being my lover but my best friend And even

though actions speak louder than words its

nc. to hear "I tove you" once In a while.

Excuse me you have toilet paper on your

shoe I Love You Mr. P

STEFHAME -Wek»me to Signu Kappa!

Well have a great semester togetherl Lov.

your big sister GInny

TO J. (of JAHND)
CONGRATULATIONS!
And Best Wishes.

Love Us

HAPPY BIRTHDAY May all your wishes

cometnie. 143 Chris

JAMES ^
Happy orie year annlversaiyl

1 Love YouM
Allison

MUSTAPHA -PLEASE CONTACT Sasha

Sophia Bookshop Wednesday 3-6pm

RESUME SERVKE

Cutting Edge Raaumea. Complete resume

service Writing, laser printing, letters, ad-

vice. 549-0367

RIDE WANTED

RMa wanted to NJ/NYC wknd of Sept. 27

Will pay all expenses -call 253-5817

RIDE NEEDED to Phllly/South Jersey this

weekend please! Mary 253-2842

Naad a pregnancy test, infonnatton or

support? Cat tor free and confidential

saoricaa. ALTERNATIVES 245 Main

Straal NoHhamplon 586 3000 or

Oraanflakl 774-801

9

TYPMQ: Theses, paper* - laaar:quaHty D«
Utetrix-Camera-ready ai1:Posters. Flyers

5490006

TRAVEL

BAHAMA CRUISE $99 per person

5 day/4 night hotel

Plan now tor your IXMk.

Very limited offer

Call now 1-800-621-0572

MONTREAL BAR CRAWL WEEKENDS
Collage weekend Nov 9th - 1 ith from $89

Group leaders travel free and earn $$$ Cal

Today 617-444-1 11

MONTREAL WEEKENDS 69 inckxJes R T.

Moton»ach 3days 2nlghts Hotel downtown

FREE admission Club Metropolis DJs pub

Call Reliable Tours 365Broadway Rt 1

LynnfieW 1 940 6 1 7 598-9930 Depart every

weekerx]

TRAVEL FREE! Campus representatives

wanted to earn Intersesston and spring break

trips 256-8254

TYPIST

PRO-TYPE
Complete secretarial services

Reasonable rates

10% discount for students

323-6212

TYPING

PAPERSTYPEO: $1 SOnrypedpage Quel',

Accurate Service Call Brian 546-3563
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Water polo beginning to make waves on UMass campus
* ^^

.
*^ .. ...u „™ -»ort«rl hv an and 1 was probably the squeakiest of the wheels."

By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Correspondent

Hera at the University of Massachusetts, the water polo

tMun generates nowhere near the amount of interest the

football and basketball teams do. Afler all. the echo-filled,

humid air ofnaUtorium Ipool area)may not be as appealing

to many people as a crisp, sunny Saturday afternoon at

Alumni Sudium. or any night at The Cage." It's even

harder for the water polo team to gain respect when they

don't even have a home pool.

Until this weekend. Sort of.

Thisweekend AmheratCoUege will host theNew England

vi Mid-Atlantic Challenge. UMass isn't the host school, but

when you cant have a party in your own back yard, o-ash

the neighbor's bash!

This is the doaeet pool the team will play a ragular

season game in since iu inception in 1972. Many sport fans

wtmM describe water polo as a "minor" sport, but UMass

toadi Russ Yarworlh prefers the more affectionate "out of

the mainstream' moniker.

This water polo program can almost be referred to ^
Yarworth's little baby' as he has been with the team in one

form or another since Imj entered as a freshman in 1974. At

that time the team was a club program started by an

mBWcise science miyor named Bill McCaffery. The team

spent their own money, travelling to places that had estab-

Ushed programs Uke Brown and Harvard There weren t

many wins back then, but there are now.

In Yarworth's junior and senior years the team finiBhed

in the New England Top 5 rankings, and he was named Ui

the All-N E team both years. In 1978, the year he gradu-

ated with a biochemistry dagrae, the program "bogged

down." Then, before the 79.'80 season. Yarworth returned

to coach swimming and. as he says proudly, "to restore

water polo Sometimes 1 was more ofa friend than a coach."

Not surprising since he was all of 21 years old.

"It was always my feeUng that the water polo and

swimming programs could help each other by expanding

recruiting potential," he said. So he recruited both, and

some willing swimmers who had not played polo were

taught the nuances of the game
In the early 80's it was hard for the team, as a club, to

keep pace with schools developing varsity programs because

they no longer invited the clubs to play. Yarworth fell

behind the others in recrxuUng because he lost key contacU.

"I thought of elevating water polo to varsity sUtus." he

said. "I asked Frank Mclnemey ( the UMass athletic director)

and 1 was probably the squeakiest of the wheels."

In the fall of '87 Yarworth's wish came true, as through

alumni-player contributions and fundraising the team was

finally awarded varsity sUtus.

"I was ecstatic when we went varsity." he said "I've tried

to attract athletes to play both sports and draw good

attention to the University, 't was something he IMclnemy j

didn't have to do. It helped the overall swimming and water

polo programs and our records have justified that.

"I've always thought that Mr. Mclnemy is a generous

man. It's great to see broad-based participation in so many

sporU. and his philosophy is beiiig severely tA-sted by the

state fiscal woes and budget cuts."

The water polo program, playing a sport traditionally

dominated by west coast teams, receives more and more

attention each year Last year the team went 16-9 and was

ranked as high as 13th nationally. Yarworth's men's

swimming teams have won 5 consecutive New England

Championships, and in '85 he was named New England

Swim Coach of the Year.

UMass water polo doesn't have a long, storied history

behind it—yet. Judging by the team's rise to national

re«)gnition this "out of the mainstream" sport may make it

self well-known on campus, and soon.

NBA stars make U.S.

Dream Team unbeatable
By DAVID SCOTT
Collegian SufT

"Jordan bringing the ball up. he's got

Magic and Pippen on the wings, over to

Magic, back to Jordan, the dish to Ewing.

out to Bird for three—Swishhh. USA 253.

New Zealand 41 with 2.41 to go in the first

half."

Pitv the playby-play person that will be

\g the USA Olympic Team's games

u ••ng the 1992 Summer Olympics. The

team. assMnbled through a selection com-

i-e and announced in a drawn out hour

. .!.^ made for TV event last Saturday, is a

compilation of the best the NBA has to

offer—and in this humble American's

opinion—the best the world has to offer.

David Scott

This team is Porsche, it's Godiva choco-

late, Samuel Adams Beer and Beverly Hills.

Since the decision was made to include

profeaaonalathletea fortheupcominggames

in Bareriona. thera have been barroom dis-

cussions pitting Isiah Thomas's worth ver-

sus John Stockton's, but the ten players

chosen thus far are nothing ifthey're not the

"creme de la creme" that the NBA has to

offer.

Coach Chuck Daly of the Detroit Pistons

(boo. hiss) and his assistants. Duke's Mike

Krzyrewski 'the premier college coach in

thegame today ). Seton Hall's P.J. Carlesimo

(no slouch in the college ranks) and the

Cleveland Cavalier's Lenny Wilkens (good

with youth), are sure to eryoy their time in

Spain.

Let's listen in on a future meeting while

the coaches mull over some very difficult

decisions.

"What do you think P.J.. Pat Ewing or

David Robinson at starting center?" Daly

will ask, wdth a grin as wide as the rim.

"Oh, I don't know Chuck, why not throw

both of them out there?" P.J. will suggest

trying to hold in his laughter. "Twin Towers

II, we'll call it."

"No," Coach K will interrupt playing the

devil's advocate. "Why don't we start Patrick

with Karl Malone and Charles Barkley at

the forwards*
"Sounds good." Wilkens will say. sipping

his brandy. "But put Bird in there instead of

Barkley. let him sink the three*

Tough job. right? Add to the above men-

tioned names the NBA assist leader four

straight years. John Stockton, and Golden

State forward Chris Mullin. Two more

players will be added later (look for Isiah

Thomas, after much hubbub about his

omission and Shaquille "The Real Deal"

O'Neal from Louisiana Sute).

Margaritas will be in order after the first

ten minutes of each game, as soon as the

coaches put things on auto-pilot.

This 'Dream Team" will provide night-

mans for opposing teams.

The dreaded Russians? Forget it. a cer-

tain failed coup and the resulting break-up

ensures a team, or teams in disarray.

Yugoslavia? Nope, turmoil there too. al-

though the prospect of Drazen Petrovic.

future Celtic Dino Ra^ja. Tom Kukoc and

Vlade Divac is impressive. The team will

also divide.

Forget the foreign countries, forget the

prospect of dazzling, no-look passes, forget

the monster dunks and put aside the images

of Jordan's tongue hanging out for 40 min-

utes a game, forget these images and think

of one man: LARRY BIRD.
Of Bird. Magic Johnson said. 1 fear no

one in the NBA, but Larry Bird. He wasbom
to play."

Play, is just what Bird will do, maybe not

at the level he played in leading the Celts to

the 1986 crown, and maybe not at the level

of the prime-Bird, but surely his outside

touch, rebounding and leadership will be an

integral part of this USA team.

Providing Bird recovers from off-season

back surgery, as all indications suggest, the

"Hick from French Lick" will get the chance

to show all the world what Celtics fans have

witnessed for over a decade.

Bird is what James Naismith probably

envisioned when he invented the game a

century ago down the road in Springfield.

Not much flash, Uttle dazzle, just flat-out.

CoUefUn Photo by Curia Wjratb

TraceyArwood contains a loose ball lastweekend against Central

Florida. The Minutewomen climbed into the top ten this week by

being ranked No. 8 in the nation and first in the North.

relentless hustle and sportsmanship.

Chuck Daly spoke of fears he has that

future iiyuries will change the face of his

team and the international rules might be

hard to ac^ust to, but one gets the feeling

Daly is just giving lip service to lull other

countries into a false sense of security. For-

get it Chuck, USA's five-year drought in

international competition will be erased and

this team will go down as the best ever.

David Scott is a Collegian staffmember

UMass women's te
By LILLIAN K. LEGGIO
Collegian Correspondent

Today at 3 p.m. on the Upper Boyden tennis courts, the

University of Massachusetts women's tennis team tries

prove it can play championship tennis as they battle Cen-

tral Connecticut State University.

Central Connecticut (4-1) is the defending Division I

East Coast Conference Champion. The team is used to

winning and last October's 6-3 defeat of UMass was 1 of 12

victories on the 1990 season. Last year, Central Conn was

almost unbeatable losing only twice enroute to their

championship.
While the Blue Devil's record is certainly admirable,

UMass accomplished one thing no other team who lost to

them could. UMass won more than two matches. The Blue

Devil's coach, Victor Stone, admits that this year's match

should be closer than 6-3.

"Last year, Massachusetts played a close, strong match,"

Stone said. "Since we lost our No. 1 [player], this year the

matches should be even closer."

The Minutewomen also seek to bounce back from

Tuesday's 6-3 loss courtesy of the University of Hartford

that saw UMass drop five out of six singles matches.

"The singles play killed us," stiid UMass coach Edwin
Gentzler . "There were three matches thatwere close enough

for us to win, but didn't."

Hartford's Linda Barton defeated UMass No. 1 player,

Shizuko Yamasaki, 6-2, 6-1. UMass' Kerensa Eddy lost to

Tracy Sheer in straight sets 6-4, 6-2.

In closer singles matches, UMass No. 2 player Gail

Girasella won the first set against Jessica Sklar 6-4, but lost

the last two 6-3, 6-1. In a close battle, Jennifer Palumbo

defeated Kerri Kaminski 6-4, 5-7, 6-4. UMass' Kelly Grim

took Sarah McShane to a second set tie breaker, but still lost

6-4, 7-6 (7-4).

The only singles win for the Minutewomen saw Amy
Ryan vrin the first two sets and the match from Donna

Geneen 6-4, 6-3.

"Amy played a smart and consistent game against a very

well coached player," Gentzler said.

Doubles were played using the eight game pro-set which

simply means that the first doubles team to win eight games

in a set, wins the match. Apparently, this system worked to

UMass' advantage because they prevailed in doubles play 2-

1. Hartford's Sklar and McShane lost to Yamasaki and

Ryan 8-4. In UMass' other doubles win Stacy Scheckner and

Pam Levine defeated Palumbo and Geneen 8-5. Barton and

Sheer got Hartford's doubles win by beating Girasella and

Eddy.

"As long as we play competitive and learn from our

errors," said Gentzler. "We can only get better."
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UN agrees upon Iraqi release proposal
By VICTORIA GRAHAM
Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS — The Security Council today ac-

cepted an Iraqi proposal as the basis for ending the three-

day detention of U.N. weapons inspectors in Baghdad, the

U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations said.

The inspectors have been held in their bus and in six cars

since they uncovered documents describing Iraq's secret

nuclear weapons program.
"The team should be able to leave immediately with the

documents and they are prepared to do an inventory," U.S.

Ambassador Thomas R. Pickering said.

Diplomats said the documents, photographs and video-

tapes will stay in the possession ofthe inspectors while they

and Iraqi authorities prepare a catalogue of them.

The president of the Security Council is preparing to

send a letter back to Iraq ao^pting Iraq's demand for

cataloguing with that condition. "That will go to the Iraqi's

almost immediately,* Pickering said.

He said thecommission was prepared to "do an inventory

immediately in the presence of the Iraqis."

The Iraqi offer to end the siege ofthe inspectors hadcome
in a letter on Wednesday from Iraqi Ambassador Abdul

Amir al-Anbari to U.N. Security Council President Jean-

Bernard Merimee, the French ambassador.

In New York, Secretary ofSUte James A. Baker III was
asked earlier today if Iraq, in its letter, was "playing a

game" with the United Nations.

"You'd have to ask them. It's not uncharacteristic of the

way they behaved before Jan. 15," said Baker, referring to

the mixed signals from Baghdad before the U.S.-led coali-

AP photo

PLC Chairman Yasser Arafat speaks to press

during a break Thursday after two days ofclosed

sessions. PLC leaders have accepted a ''behind-

the-scenes" role in the proposed Middleast peaces

summit. Page 4 for story.

tion went to war to force the expulsion of Iraqi troops firtMEB

Kuwait.

The Associated Press reached the U.N. inspectors by

satellite telephone several times today. Before the Security

Council decision, the team chief, David Kay, said the in-

spectors had the abiUty to catalogue the documents if U.N.

officials decided they should do so.

The inspectors have been held in a parking lot outside

the Iraqi Atomic Energy Commission building since Tues-

day, when Iraqi authorities demanded they surrender

documents detailing the country's secret nuclear weapons

program.
Kay said the documents were secured in one of the cars

"in the center of our little circle."

The Persian GulfWar allies have stepped up pressure on

Iraqi President Saddam Hussein to comply with U.N. truce

measures calling up for the destruction ofScud missiles as

well as any nuclear, biological or chemical weapons or

production facilities.

Additional U.S. forces are being sent to neighboring

Saudi Arabia amid the escalating tensions.

The United States on Wednesday began moving Patriot

anti-missile units to the Persian Gulf in case the Security

Council orders military escorts for U.N. teams searching

Iraq.

On Tuesday, Iraq gave the Security Council written

assurance that it would no longer interfere with U.N.

helicopter surveillance flights another demand ofthe United

Nations that Iraq had initially ignored. U.N. officials said

Iraq might be

tested in four or five days with a search for Scud missiles in

western Iraq.

Just squashing bugs not enough for UMass professor
By JOSH REYNOLDS
Collegian Correspondent

The invaders have proven tenacious in

their generations long battle for survival

and are staunchly holding their ground.

Airborne gas attacks have proven inef-

fective. Unhindered, they roam free under

cover ofdarkness, literally seeping from the

woodwork. Attempts to poison their food

supply have failed. Why not try biological

warfare?

This is not the essay question on a West
Point entrance exam, it is the reasoning

behind the development of a new form of

cockroach control. Hiam Gunner, a profes-

sor ofenvironmental science at UMass, has

pioneered a way of eliminating the pests

using a naturally occurring fungus developed

by Ecoscience Corp., a company he and his

wife co-founded in 1982.

Gunner said when he first came to the

University in 1963, the environmental sci-

ence community was concerned about the

use of synthetic chemical pesticides.

"We wondered. . . why is it that pesticides

aren't biodegradable," he said.

Under pressure from environmentalists,

agricultural chemical companies shifted

from their original pesticides to a group

called oranophosphates. he said. These new

pesticides did break down, but the residual

compounds left behindwere aftereven more
harmful than the original . Gunner set out to

find a "greener" alternative to these synthetic

chemicals.

Gunner targeted cockroaches because the

pest resides within human habitats and the

poisons used to control them remain there

whether they are effective or not. Oflen they

are not.

To add to the danger of these pesticides,

"the biggest repositories of roaches are in

places where food is stored," he said.

"Roaches are ubiquitous," said Gunner.

"They get into the most extraordinary

places."

He explained that in many cases it is

inconvenient or impossible to evacuate the

building in order to exterminate the pests

residing in "homes, restaurants, warehouses,

cafeterias. . . or university housing for in-

stance."

Cockroaches are worthy opponents, said

Gunner, because "they are clever enough to

avoid the bait."

When poisoned food is used, only those

foolish enough to dine at the roach motels

are killed, he said. Aerosols only kill those

that actually come into contact with the

spray and cockroaches also build up a resis-

tance to these forms of chemical warfare.

Gunner said it only takes one genetic

mutation and the pesticide beeomes inef-

fective.

Gunner found the weapon he was looking

for in the insect's natural environment. He
identified an organism that was the roach's

natural enemy. The fungus he chose was

nothing new, he said, guessing that it was

discovered as long ago as 1878.

His contribution was to develop strains

of Entemopathogenic fungi aggressive

enough to kill the pests. The fungus breaks

down the insect and uses it for food.

"When you say that it 'eats' the roach it

sounds like it has jaws," he said. "Instead

the fungus produces enzymes which digest

the beetle."

Gunner described his initial attempts to

find a market for the product as "entirely

unsuccessfid."

Large agricultural chemical companies

were not interested in his ecological war-on-

bugs, because pesticides are twice as profit-

able to these companies bulk chemical sales,

he explained.

Turned down by existing pesticide com-

panies he founded his own.

"In the spirit of true American entre-

preneurship, we mortgaged our house," said

Gunner, and enlisted the help of the

University's Small Business Center.

He secured additional fimding in 1986

from a Massachusetts company called

BioVentures, which seeks to helpjumpstart

biotechnology firms in the state. Money,
however, was not the only hurdle to over-

come.
"It took us a while to figure out how to

deliver it," said Gunner. The parasite had to

get on to the roach and stay there — if it

could be groomed or scraped off it would not

be effective. Ecoscience Corp. developed a

chamber in which the fungus is placed and

incubated, like a petri dish, then sealed

until opened by the consumer. Gunner
claimed it has a shelf life of up to two years.

The fungus is effective because the

cockroaches who have picked up the fungus

become "vectors." They are carriers, ex-

plained Gunner, and transmit it to others in

the colony. They are unlikely to develop

resistance to the parasite.

It is much more difficult to "outgrow" a

living organism than to grow a poison, he

said, because it would take many more
mutations. There is a "co-evaluation" which

goes on between the fungus and the roach;

while the host is changing, the parasite

changes too. If the bugs ever did develop an
immunity, other strains of the fungus could

quickly be substituted.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Forum to discuss
civil rights issues
By A.R. SANTIAGO
Collegian Staff

Racial and religious conflict on college campuses

will be the topic ofan informal fact-finding session by

a civil rights commission scheduled to meet today at

the Campus Center.

"Campus Tensions: In Search of Solutions for the

'90s" will be held from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. in CC room

917.

Representatives from various students groups,

such as ALANA and the Collegian, as well as selected

faculty members and administrators from the Uni-

versity ofMassachusetts and Smith College will be on

hand to offer testimony regarding the issue to a panel

from the Massachusetts Advisory Committee to the

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.

Deirdre Almeida, actingchair ofthe Massachusetts

Advisory Committee, anticipates a "very large turn-

out" of students from UMass alone.

Jury indicts brother in Stuart case
By JONATHAN YENKIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — A grand jury said Thursday it had enough

proof to support the theory that Charles Stuart murdered

his pregnant wife in October 1989, and the panel indicted

Stuart's brother for hiding evidence.

The Suffolk County grand jury indicted Matthew Stuart

for conspiracy to obstructjustice and compounding a felony.

A friend, John McMahon, was indicted for being an acces-

sory to murder afler the fact.

Matthew Stuart and McMahon told authorities more

than a year ago that they disposed of the murder weapon,

a .38-caliber pistol that was stolen from a safe at the fur

shop where Charles Stuart worked.

The indictments cap a nearly two-year investigation of

the bizarre murder case that amazed the nation. It first

appeared to be the story of a loving suburban couple whose

lives were shattered by a nightmarish attack. But then the

case turned into a twisted tale of a man plotting to kill his

wife
Implicit in the charges is the grand jury's belief that

Charles Stuart killed his wife, Carol, the night of Oct. 23,

.989, afler the couple left a birthing class at a Boston

hospital, said David Rodman, spokesman for the Suffolk

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Sunny, dammit^ Wa going to be sunny in

the low 60*8. Coolness in the 50*8 and clear
on Saturday.
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Friday, September 27

Service—A service and Shabbat Dinner will be held in

the Chabad Sukkah. The topic is The Joy of Discovering

Your Personal Treasure", Chabad House at 7 p.m.

roaches

Saturday, September 28

Service — A service and meal in Sukkah will be held in the
Chabad House at 10 a.m.

Special Event — "Torah Through the Night" at the

Chabad House at 10 p.m. until daybreak.

Tag Sale — To be held to benefit the Sand Hill Daycare
and Preschool Scholarship Fund, from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on
the Amherst Town Common.

Sunday, September 29

Phonea-thon — Volunteers are needed for the 1991

Newman Center Phone-a-thon, being held from today

through October 17, Sunday - Thursday evenings from 5:30

to 9:30 p.m.

Special Event — "In the Place of the King" service with

joyous holiday dinner at the Chabad House at 7 p.m.

Memorial Service
A memorial service will be held for Laurin

Aycox, a University of Massachusetts stu-

dent who died in a car accident shortly before
the beginning of the semester, on Sunday.
The service will be held at 6:30 p.m. Sun-

day near the Campus Pond "island."

Followingthe non-denominational service,

a tree is scheduled to be planted in Aycox's
memory.

Correction
The last name of Judaic Studies Professor Julius

Lester was incorrectly spelled in Thursday's edition.

The Collegian regrets the error.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The fungus is specific to cockroaches and cannot hurt

other animals, said Gunner. To meet EPA regulations, it

was tested independently at the University of Southern

California and in Florida and Kentucky. He said the prod-

uct was tested in "real houses," with people living in them

and "their roach problems were incredible."

Though this is Ecoscience Corp.'s first product, "we have

others in the pipeline," he said. "This is a core technology

that we can build on."

Future products will employ the same idea of finding a

pest's natural enemy. A fly chamber is in the works, as well

as products for orchard produce.

"You know those beautiful blue molds that grow on

oranges?" asked Gunner. "We've developed ways to prevent

apples, pears, and citrus fruits from rotting. Its called post-

harvest protection."

Ecoscience has secured a contract from Rousell, a French

company, which has licensed, and will be marketing the

product out ofNew Jersey. The roach killer is expected to go

to market sometime next year.

"We have pioneered [this technology]," said Gunner,

"I Ecoscience Corp.) has taken out some very strong pat-

ents."

But should they be successful, his "mom and pop" pesti-

cide plant might soon have many emulators.

Colle(iao photo by Joah Reynold*

Environmental Studies ProfessorHiam Gunnel
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Local
Story throws hat in ring
Amherst resident seeks Rosenberg seat
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Less than two days after Amherst State

Rep. Stanley Rosenberg's election to the

State Senate, candidates are already lining

up to succeed him.

Ellen Story, a former Amherst-Pelham
School Committee member, announced her
candidacy for the Democratic nomination
for state representative for the Amherst-
Pelham district yesterday.

Speaking at a noon press conference at

the Amherst Town Common, Story said she

will strive to be "a fresh voice for tough

times."

Photo rouHaay of the Ellen Stary cmmpmttn

State Representative Candidate
Ellen Story

It was a gloomy, overcast day, Story said,

but when she got up to announce her can-

didacy, the sun started to shine. It was a

"good omen," she said.

All of the four Democratic candidates

vying for the seat, including Story, worked
on Rosenberg's campaign for State Senate.

Jon Hite and Stephen Bloomfield ofAmherst

andNorman Page ofPelham are all unofficial

candidates for the position.

Rosenberg's seat was vacated afler his

resounding victory over Northampton at-

torney Douglas Dagarin on Sept. 24.

Story , the associate director ofthe Family

Planning CouncilofWestem Massachusetts,

pledged to be "a forceful, progressive, inde-

pendent advocate for the issues that matter

to this district."

Her primary motivation in running was
the issue of supporting a "well-funded"

University of Massachusetts at Amherst,

which Story labeled the largest employer in

Western Massachusetts.

"As the University suffers, so does the

rest of the community," Story said.

She explained how UMass has shed its

"ZooMass" image and has become "a place

renowned for scholarship and teaching.

"Now, I think people are proud to be

associated with the University," Story said.

One of her msyor goals will Ho to sustain

the school's reputation by returning funding

levels to their 1988 levels.

"Getting more money for the University

is not impossible," Story said.

Story has also promised to fight for more

state aid for the area public schools and for

improved "human services."

She also has a long involvement with

women's rights and abortion rights causes.

She has worked for the Family Planning

Council since it's inception in 1973.

Story feels the district will benefit from

someone who is not a standard politician. "I

am a concerned political citizen." Story said,

"not a politician."

News Briefs
SPRINGFIELD (AP) — Springfield

teachers have rejected a proposed one-year

contract that included bonuses for some

teachers but no base pay hikes.

Melanie Kasparian, presidentofthe 1 ,800-

member teachers union, said the contract

was rejected Wednesday in a 450-300 vote.

The union bargaining team now want to

return to the table to attempt to reach an

agreement the teachers could support, she

said.

CHICOPEE (AP) — Skeletal remains

found in the Arizona desert as those of a 39-

year-old man, who disappeared on a mo-

torcycle trip two years ago.

Officials say the remains were identified

last month by Walter Birkby, a University

of Arizona professor, as those of Richard

Couture.
Birkby told the Union-News of Spring-

field that the identification was confirmed

through X-rays and by superimposing the

skull onto a photograph of Couture.

SPRINGFIELD (AP) — Federal au-

thorities have dropped bank robbery charges

against a North Adams man.

Edward P. Walker, 39. was arrested Sept.

5 in an Aug. 26 heist at the Pittsfield Co-

operative Bank afler his estranged wife told

authorities the man pictured in bank pho-

tographs of the robbery resembled Walker.

"When I saw him I had doubts," said

Jeffrey Kinder, an assistant U.S. attorney,

who had asked the charge to be dropped

against Walker last week when he appeared

in U.S. District Court here.

BOG debates craft shop
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

In a much more civil Board of Gover-

nors meeting compared to years' past,

the board passed several resolutions

Thursday night and debated a lengthy

proposal concerning the now-closed

Student Union Crafl Shop.

"The board has really reoriented itself

toward its true functions," said Ben

Preston, the vice-chairperson. "[The

meeting! demonstrated that the BOG is

really moving."

The BOG, which oversees campus

events in the Campus Center and Stu-

dent Union, passed motions revising the

building key policy for Registered Stu-

dent Organizations, revising the previ-

ously "too general" BOG coordinator job

descriptions, approving a revised Vend-

ing Policy for tables on the concourse m
the Campus Center to improve diversity

and revised the poster and banner policy.

Gov. Paul McGonnigal presented to

the BOG a proposal to revise the man-

agement policy of the Student Umon

Craft Shop, which is currently closed

while a professional director is being

hired by the Student Activities Office.

The proposal, which was tabled until

next week, would implement a plan to

have either two graduate students or a

half-time professional working with a 20

hour graduate student to manage the

shop.

"It is under our auspices," McGonnigal

said. "The issue here is saving student

money." He said the implemented pro-

posal could save the University close to

$13,000.

"I'm no raving fan of arts and crafts.

It's really a fiscal issue," McGonnigal

said, also stressing that the University's

Craft Shop is "one of the finest in the

nation."

Bill Harris, the director oftheCampus

Center, questioned the efficiency of a

craft shop run by graduate students who

have great time commitments. Harris

also opposed the bill because of its^poor

"timing" and called it "premature."

Harris also said the SAO has had no

chance to react to the proposal.

McGonnigal said two SAO officials were

invited to the meeting but did not come.

Yiddish Center
evicted by town

By JOSEPH REINERT
Collegian Staff

The National Yiddish Book Center,

the world's largest repository of out-of-

print Yiddish books, will be relocating

this spring due to a Town of Amherst

decision not to renew its lease.

The c«nter, currently located at the

old East Street School in Amherst, has

plans to move to an unspecified spot in

either South Hadley or Amherst for the

next two years until permanent
accomodations are ready at Hampshire

College.

The Town of Amherst did not renew

the center's lease earlier this year at the

request ofthe school board, which wants

to turn the building back into a school to

accomodate the increasing number of

students in the Amherst area.

Steven Hays, executive director of

the center, said they were prepared for

the move.
"We knew when we moved in here

that the school department might need

us to move, in case of over-enrollment,"

Hays said "That was in 1980."

The old East Street School was the

most logical choice to take the spill-over

of students, said Michael ChernofT,

chairperson ofthe Amherst School Com-

mittee.

'^e voted to use the EastStreet School

over a few other town buildings for a

number of reasons," ChernofT said.

"It will be financially and physically

easier to convert to classrooms. It is cen-

trally located near the area with the

highest population growth of students,"

ChernofTsaid. "And it is across the street

fit)m the Fort River School, which has a

cafeteria for the East Street School to

use."

Chemoff added that the center, "has

kept up the building very well."

With the lease scheduled to end June

1 , 1992, the school will be renovated over

the summer to be ready for students by

the fall of 1992. School offiaals have not

decided which grades will be attending

the school.

Meanwhile, The National Yiddish

Book Center will continue to function.

Hayes said the center's patron's "gener-

ally tend to be ofthree kinds: recreational

Yiddish readers, scholars who are writ-

ing texts and libraries looking to add to

specific book sections, for example. Holo-

caust literature."

Hays also said that "all ofthe Center's

books are either donated or are 'rescued'

from the trash. We are a non-profit orga-

nization which is the only one ofour kind

in the world.*

Pho«o by Janice Rabin

Aaron Lansky, president of the National Yiddish Book Center,

with students at theJewish Mitlshul in Riga, Latvia. Lansky and his

colleagues travelled 1 ,200 miles in a rented van to deliver thousands

of previously forbidden Yiddish books to Baltic Jews.

Cuts force co-payments
Vanin defends health fee increases

By JESSAME HANNUS
Collegian Staff

The shrinking student body, budget cuts

and fees cut by the Board ofTrustees forced

the administration to institute a co-pay-

ment policy at University Health Services

this semester. University of Massachusetts

administrators told the Faculty Senate yes-

terday.

Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Jo-

Anne T. Vanin, who oversees Health Ser-

vices, said the only other alternative open

was to decrease services.

Sarah Lyon, treasurer of the Graduate

Student Senate, said graduate students

objected to the lack of student input con-

cerning the co-payments.

The co-payments include a $10 charge

for surgical visits and visits to the urgent

care ward between the hours of 9 p.m. and

8a.m., and $10 charge for weekend and late

evening visits. Students may be charged up

to $50 for certain prescriptions and $25 for

a physical examination.

Although there are several campus-wide

committees that oversee Health Services, it

is unknown if the committees discussed the

issue. Student leaders are still trying to

determine who sits on these committees.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien agreed that

"consultation was indeed very limited, but

we were operating under a severe time bind."

O'Brien said in the future, "we will do our

best to have prior consultation."

He also said the administration has been

doing a much better job of consulting the

students than in the past but admitted it is

still not great.

The change in numbers of teacher assis-

tants and undergraduate students between

fall 1990 and fall 1991 was also discussed by

faculty members.

According to statistics presented the

number of "full-time teaching equivalent"

TAs has decreased by 17.3 percent and the

total number of TAs has declined to 1,344

from 1,487. At the same time the number of

undergraduates at UMass has only de-

creased by 3 percent.
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PLO compromises remove barriers
to Middle East peace conference
By WILLIAM C. MANN
Associated Press

ALGIERS, Algeria — PLO leaders agreed Thursday to

compromises that would give them a behind-the-scenes role

at the peace talks, officials said. The concessions could

remove the last major obstacles to convening the proposed

talks.

The decision is not expected to lessen the PLO's influence

over delegates to the peace talks or their objectives.

The compromise moves Thursday were made by PLO
faction leaders and members of its Executive Committee,
which must vote to formally approve them. It was not

known when a vote would be taken.

Within the PLO, the moves could test the strength of

chairman Yasser Arafat, who faced growing opposition to

compromise from hard-liners and his own mainstream
Fatah faction.

The PLO officials, who spoke on condition ofanonymity,
said the decision to compromise was made after studying

assurances from Secretarv- of State James A. Baker 111,

including a pledge to work toward a Palestinian homeland
and to pressure Israel to halt construction ofJewish settle-

ments in the occupied territories.

The officials said PLO leaders decided to support a

Jordanian-Palestinian delegation to peace talks that in-

cludes Palestinians only from the Israeli-occupied territo-

ries.

The leaders also decided to allow the Jordanians or

another Palestinian group to formally announce the partici-

pants, the officials said. It is expected the PLO will play a

migor role in choosing the delegates and setting their

negotiation strategy.

The United States has assured the PLO that Palestin-

ians would get equal footing with the Jordanians and be

recognized as a distinct group, the officials said.

The United States also guaranteed its backing of Pal-

estinian autonomy in the Israeli -occupied West Bank and

Gaza Strip under a three-year timetable, rather than the

five-year plan outlined in the 1978Camp David accords, the

sources said.

The United States has been trying for months to bridge

the gap between Israel and the Palestinians over repre-

sentation at the proposed October peace conference.

Israel has said it will not agree to participants from Arab
east Jerusalem, which it captured in 1967 and later annexed,

saying that it would call into question its sovereignty over

the united city. It also refuses to allow participants from the

PLO, which it considers a terrorist group.

The Palestine National Council, the PLO's parliament-

in-exile, has been meeting in Algiers since Monday to work

out its position on the proposed conference.

PLO spokesmen would not comment on Thursday's

moves. Arafat is expected to address the issue at a news

conference Saturday.

In Washington, Baker said, "We have worked very hard

to encourage Palestinians from the territories to take ad-

vantage of this opportunity to engage directly with Israel.

We hope that they will do so.'

The latest decisions came after Arafat and other officials

met with two Palestinian envoys from the occupied terri-

tories, the officials said. They said Faisal Husseini and

Hanan Ashrawi, from east Jerusalem and the West Bank,

came to Algiers to report on their series oftalks with Baker.

indictment
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County district attorney's office.

Charles Stuart, who was also shot that night, told

police he and his wife were attacked by a mugger. His

gripping description of the attack in an emergency

call from his car phone caught attention around the

country.

The couple's prematurely born son died 17 days

after the shwting.

But more than two month's later, on Jan 3, 1990,

Matthew Stuart came forward and told police that his

brother staged the crime. Charles Stuart then became

the prime suspect, and the next morning he plunged

off Boston's Tobin Bridge in an apparent suicide.

"We plan to fight this," Nacy Gertner, Matthew
Stuarts's lawyer, who noted that her chent pointed

authorites to Charles Stuart in the first place.

"Had Charles Stuart lived, there is no doubt, there

can be no doubt, that Matthew would never, never be

prosecuted." Gertner said.

While Matthew Stuart was an accomplice, Massa-

chusetts law prevents a family meml>er from being

charged as an accessory to a crime after the fact.

In his story to police. Matthew Stuart said he

believed he was assisting in a possible insurance scam

when he agreed to meet his brother in Boston's Mis-

sion Hill Neighborhood.

Wrestlers urged to use caution
against risk of Herpes infection
BOSTON (AP) — Wrestlers should be

checked for skin sores before tournaments
because of the risk they will spread herpes
infections during their grappling, health

officials warn.
In a report published Thursday, Minne-

sota doctors described an outbreak of this

form of herpes — known as herpes
gladiatorum — at a high school wrestling

camp two years ago. One-third of the boys

came down with herpes rashes during the

four-week camp.
Herpes gladiatorum ia caused by herpes

simplex virus type 1 , the same virus respon-

sible for cold sores. Rather than being con-

fined to the lips, however, these sores are

scattered over victims' faces, chests, arms
and legs and are spread by skin-to-skin

contact.

"The key to minimizing this infection is

early recognition and removal of infected

wrestlers from competition and practice-

said Eh". Edward A. Belongia of the Minne-

sota Department of Health, who investi-

gated the outbreak.

He said wrestlers with any kind of skin

sores should be removed from play until

doctors determine whether they are infec-

tious. And coaches should check their play-

ers regularly for herpes rashes.

The often painful rashes usually looks

like clusters of blisters surrounded by red

skin. They typically heal in a week or two,

but can be spread during most of this time.

First-time victims also frequently have

fever, chills and other flu-like discomfort.

As with other herpes infections, the sores

may come back from time to time after the

initial encounter.
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THIS FRIDAY 2-6 PM

THE TOC
SEAFOOD BAR

PEEL 'N' EAT
SHRIMP

$ 4.25/HALF DOZ

FRESH
STEAMERS

$ 4.50/'BUCKET'

Catch your favorite

sporting events

on our big screen t.v.

ONLY AT THE TOC LOUNGE
11th FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

BUNGEE-Manla
Thfill: to experience or cause to experience

sudden intense excitement, joy, fear, etc.

For the thrill of your life

CALL US!!!

f -800

4 JUMPS
CAGE THE RAGE!!!

DRINK SPECIAL*
Milwaukces &cst

$5.95 Pitcher

*DRINK SPECIAL*
Mike's Pink'5

$1.50

FRIDAYS SMORGMENU
ROAST BEEF

LA5AGNA
CHICKEN BROCCOLI

SCALLOPS & RICE

VEAL PARM
SWEDISH MEATBALLS

BAKED HAM
MAC SALAD
ROAST POT

TOSSED SALAD

All for $2

5:00pm-7:00pm

*DRINK SPECIAL*
Bu&ch

$4.50 Pitcher

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Black enough for you
First off, I would like to say to the

Homeboy who yesterday indirectly accused
me of "not being Black" (you know who you
are), that 1 thank you for throwing me that
off-handed comment, because otherwise this
editorial wouldn't have been written. As
pissed as I was that you said it, and didn't
have the balls to confront me and discuss
the matter ofmy "Blackness", it brought up
something that 1 no longer will allow to
irritate me. hence my little speech.

Sacid Hopkins

For starters Yes, I am Black! Any idiot

could see that as it is as obvious as day. And,
as other Black-skinned people have real-

ized, 1 don't plan to wake up tomorrow
morning and find that my skin has changed
its color. The thought ofsomeone mistaking
me for White is not only degrading, but is

also completely messed up.

Now that we've established that, let's get
down to the real core ofthe issue. Admittedly,
1 am different than others who may be
African-American. I don'thkeMC Hammer.
1 don't have a black, flat top haircut. I don't

wear Air Jordans and I despise wearing any
kind of jewelry. If this sounds like my ste-

reotypical view of the African-American
male, you're right — yet keep in mind I

would never mean this in a bad way.
However, I also feel as if I've been ste-

reotyped by my own kind in an insultingand
hurtful manner. Ignorance is the leading
cause, plus some feel inferior to me.

Ifyou're hip enough to notice, or ifyou've

heard through the grapevine, I'm gay. And
I'm as proud of my sexuality as I am my

ethnic denomination. Yet, I'm still disre-

spected, and even attacked, by some mem-
bers of the Black community. They claim
that my being gay is turning my back on
"400 years of repressed Black masculiruty."

This is the most disturbing and outra-

geous criticism I have ever experienced in

my 23 years of being on this earth! And I

have been lucky to have been strong enough
for taking a breath and trying to dispel this

myth within my brothers, instead of crying
on cue.

On the lighter side, some brothers haven't
been too uncomfortable with my being gay.

However, a different problem arises. They
ask me if I'm gay and Black, why am I not
going out with a Black gay man? For one, I

only know of three or four openly Black gay
men in the entire Five-College system. Sec-

ondly, if I were attracted to a Black man,
and he were gay, you could bet I'd go afler

him in a heartbeat. In short, the campus
could use a few Essex Hemphils (and should
they come, send them my way!).

As a Black male on this campus, I plead
with other African-Americans to just come
up and talk to me instead of continuing to

live in fear. As many differences as we may
have, you'd be surprised how many simi-

larities there are. You may beg to differ, but
1 am Black enough for you!

Spike Lee once said that Black people are

the most divided people on the face of the
earth. This observation is not only sad, but
true. And if we can't face up to, and try to

understand, our differences, yet still some-
how remain a "unit", future African-
Americans will be sa3dngthis same thing for

generations to come.
Saad HopkinM is a Collegian columnist.

Elitism becomes anno3dng

Article distorts Middle East
The leaders of powerful nations are

conspiring in Star Chambers to plot the

demise of their unfortunate neighbors, a
vast network of secret funds is being

diverted to sinister ends and the Middle
East is bordering on a conflict that will

shake the world and leave the evil empire
in undisputed global hegemony.

Such intricate plots can only be found
in two places: a Tom Clancy novel, like

Red Storm Rising, or a Hussein Ibish

editorial, like "Death of a Nation." The
difference between them is that Mr.

Clancy extrapolates from factual sources

while Mr. Ibish places more emphasis on
demagogucry and trusts in a lack ofloyal

opposition. Well, no more. To be fair,

there were some aspects of his article

that were tangential to the truth, but I'm

sure this was merely accidental; many
were wide of the mark. Two distortions

should serve as indications ofthe magni-

tude of the remainder.

The "1967 War," in reality the Six

Day War. began when Israel obtained

direct visual evidence that Egypt was in

the process of arming strike aircraft, for

a surprise attack. Six days later, Israel

had defeated Egypt, Jordan and Syria,

in the process capturing the Sinai. This

was not a "war for land," as Mr. Ibish

would have us believe. It was clearly

defensive war and the vast majority of

the captured territory — including the

Suez Canal— was returned in exchange
for Egyptian guarantees of peace.

Numerous references were made to

"Israeli racism" and "Israeli apartheid."

Mr. Ibish has belittled the legitimate

struggle for freedom by South Africans

by equating the oppressive system they

live under to the democratic Israeli gov-

ernment. Apartheid is a system of legal

disenfranchisement based on race, com-
posed of the Reservation of Separate
Amenities Act, the Bantu Education Act
and the Group Areas Act, to name a few.

The Israeli constitution, on the other

hand, calls upon the Arab inhabitants to

"play their part in building the State on
the basis of full and equal citizenship

and due representation in all it« institu-

tions." They don't sound the same to me.
How about you?
When fact becomes fantasy, then Mr.

Ibish, does "vision become illusion?"

When polemics become propaganda, we
cease to be educated and begin to be
indoctrinated.

Stefan Gross
Orchard Hill

As another week passes and the fine

students of this University prepare for an-

other weekend filled with drunken bliss, the

author feels that it is appropriate to address

the elitism of certain individuals who hap-

pen to take themselves too seriously. In this

essay, the author will address the problem

of the elite, try to trace the roots of these

elitists and, finally, hope to alleviate the

problem.

Michael Morrissey

The problem itself is that people here (at

UMass) can tend to take themselves too

seriously. These people are our girl/boy

friends, our RAs, our roommates, our neigh-

bors and our profeMOTS. They can be anyone

who believes themselves to be holier-than-

thou.

Times are tough at UMass, and we need

to stick together, not tear each other apart.

One of the best things about this campus is

that there are so many people here that one

can either gravitate towards theirown types

or seek out different people with different

ideas. The problem ariseswhen people think

that their ideas, or perceptions, are better

than others.

Believe it or not, everyone here has a

brain to think with. If we don't take time to

hear the "common guy/gal's" opinions, then

what good does having having two ears do?

The root of the problem is that these

elitists are very self-centered, egotistical

peoplewho immediately playon stereotypes.

They were coddled and spoiled as children,

and were never told to A) chill out; or B) get

off your high horse. Obviously, there is a

time to be serious, and a time to fool around.

The author feels that having to endure such

drivel is too much of a burden.

The reader may ask, "What, pray tell, ia

the solution?". The only solution to igno-

rance is education. We must inform these

pious louts that we're not going to take any
more! I, for one, am sick of people who can't

even start a polite discussion without shov-

ing their ideas down my throat.

I come from a different perspective than

you, so ofcourse I may have different views.

However, you don't have to accept my views,

so don't ask me to accept yours. Stereotjrpi-

cal or prejudiced opinions bother me, and

these are more likely to be spewed out by the

elite than by common students who live and

thrive here.

The only other thing I can say besides

trying to tell them to shut up is this: just

take it as ajoke, especially ifthey're serious.

Hopefully, at some point, they'll pass out.

In conclusion, I, (I mean the author)

would like to thank the students here for

staying cool through this tough time. Don't

take people's crap who won't give you credit;

you're basically beating the clock for your

degrees, before the reputation of the Uni-

versity decreases even more and the build-

ings that you live and work in collapse.

Things like budget cuts and the decline of

UMass are serious; people with nothing

better to do except stand on their soapboxes

and criticize us aren't. They're a joke.

People who spend their free time tearing

other students apart are sad. That's why I

don't take them seriously.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian staff

member

Lack of sympathy at university health services leaves student hurting
We've all been insulted at some time in our lives. I've

been insulted more than once or twice, but never so badly as

I was at our very own University Health Services Urgent

Care this morning.

As I was cutting something, the knife that I was using

slipped and sliced my finger, causing blood to gush every-

where. After about an hour of applied pressure, my finger

was still bleeding, so I called Health Services to see if I

should come in. The lady (and I use that term loosely) who

answered the phone listened to my story only to reply (with

juKt enough sarcasm to make me feel stupid), "That's

unusual (as if I were lying). It should be fine." I asked if I

should be checked if it continued to bleed. Her answer? "If

you want."

Ailer a while my roommate brought me in. Joan (name

changed to protect identity) introduced herself as the one

who spoke to me. "Well, let me see it," she said with a sigh.

I started to unwrap my bloody towel and before I completely

removed it Joan gave her diagnosis: "Well, you don't need

stitches. If you want we can bandage it for you but (with a

chuckle ) why don'tyou save yourself$ 1 and put a Band-aid

on it." J • 1 •

My roommate and I could not believe how rude this

pposed professional was. I grew up to believe that medical

violinists to appear but a little compassion would have been

appropriate. Joan made me feel as if I had a paper cut and
ran crying for help.

Well, it is now 9 hours later and my finger is still bleeding

on and off, but thanks to Joan's expert advice, I'm sure I'll

be fine. I guess it's best that Joan is employed in Urgent

Care and not on the Suicide Help Line. I can see it now:

"Well, don't take all those pills, you idiot. Save yourself five

bucks and jump out the window."

Jennifer Tabeek
Amherst

su
professionals (having two members in my family) had

kindness and .sympathy. I wasn't asking for a band of

Column about hunting makes generalizations
Shawn McDonnell's biased editorial ["Guns don't

kill, the dismembered animal fairy does," Sept. 25]

should not go unchallenged. Emotional anti-hunting

accounts such as his make interesting newsprint, but it

is obvious that Mr. McDonnell knows very little about

nature, hunting, or populations of wild animals.

Contrary to Mr. McDonnell's commentary, New En-

gland wildlife is subject to overpopulation, particularly

among white-tailed deer. In the absence of predation

(animals killing other animals), deer numbers increase

to levels that cannot be supported by the natural envi-

ronment. The results ofthis overpopulation are starving

deer, depletion ofhuman crops by starving animals and

increased incidence of Lyme disease in people. In fact,

suburban communities that ban hunting within their

borders often regret their decision when their children

are crippled with the effects of Lyme disease.

Hunting is the most effective way ofcontrolling these

(animal) populations. There is archeological evidence

that deer evolved their rapid population growth in re-

sponse to hunting pressure from Native Americans. Yes,

people have been hunting for a longtime and fortunately

a significant segment of our society continues to do so.

Mr. McDonnell's generalization of all hunters being

"bloody-faced" drunken killers only weakens his argu-

ment. As a wildlife biology student and one ofmany law-

abiding hunters, I am offended by his ignorance.

Eric Cole
New Salem
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Arts & Living
New shows enter this fall's TV lineup
By JON LUPO
Collegian Correspondent

Remember last fall when television was trumpeting its

innovation and dedication to quality, its quest for creativity

and freshness? Probably not. Out of the 33 new shows that
premiered last fall, only eight have made it through one
season.

Forget innovation: Twin Peaks is gone. Forget quality:

China Beach is no more. In their place: sitcoms, buddy cop
shows and reality programs. Television is desperately
holding on to its older series'; witness a 14th season for

Knots Landing and a 10th for Cheers, still the number one
show to beat.

NBC's once-mighty Thursday night lineup is dwindling,
and now CBS's Monday night is the formidable foe. One
would think that television would be trying anything, what
with the growth of video cassettes, cable, and Fox. to win
back viewers and to hold on to the few they have.

Mostly, it's old faces in new shows: Carol Burnett. Redd
Fox,JamesGamer, Robert Guillaume, and Suzanne Somers.
Wow! All that and another season ofJake and the Fatmanl
For what it's worth, here's a rundown of this fall's pickings

MONDAY: Nothing new here. CBS is sticking with its

usual schedule, as is NBC, while ABC has Monday Night
Football. You might want to check out the new set of

Designing Women. Delta Burke's out and Julia Duffy
{Newhart) and Jan Hooks (Saturday Night Live) are in.

Northern Exposure is on at 10 p.m., and if you're into

suicide, there's always Major Dad.
TUESDAY: NBC has 77/ Fly Away, a family drama about

a Southern attorney and his family during the 1950's. It's

supposed to be very heavy stuffand it goes head to head with
the annoying, but ever so cute Full House at 8 p.m., so either

it will be moved to another time or it'll be gone by November.
ABC has what many people think will be a sure hit in Home

Improvement. It stars stand-up comic Tim Allen as the host

of a home fix-it show who is really clumsy at home. It's

pretty funny, but once the show runs out of material from

Allen's stand up routine, it may go flat.

ABC also has high hopes for its thirtysomelhing re-

placement at 10 p.m. with Homefront, a thinly disguised

soap opera about returning WWII soldiers. This is not the

right time for a soap opera, but this one's from the producers

of Knot's Ixinding, so don't count it out yet.

WEDNESDAY: CBS is rolling out two new comedies,

and by the looks of them, they won't be on for long. F'irst up
is Redd Fox in The Royal Family. He plays a grulT retiree

opposite Delia Reese. Their daughter and her family move
in, much to their consternation. Oh! I can see the many
sitcom possibilities forming right now! But anything is

better than the show that follows The Royal Family, Teech

.

Teech is about a cool black teacher who gets a job in a stuffy

boys* prep school. This has music woven into its storylines.

Does anyone remember last seation's Hu II High ? Huh? Then
no one will remember this one.

ABC has big name talent behind and in front of the

cameras for its two new comedies. James L. Brooks (The
Simpsons) has created Sibs, starring Marsha Mason and
Alex Rocco. It's about three sisters who go through the tnals

and tribulations of life. The show is both sharp and funny,

a very good combination these days.

Producer Susan Harris (The Golden Girls) will attempt
to recreate the serialized farce she mastered in Soap in her
new show . Good a ncf £i'i/ . Margaret Whitton and Terri Garr
play a good and a bad sister, respectively. Ifyou liked Soap
and think the rather bawdy humor of The Golden Girls is

funny, you should like this one.

THURSDAY: At the Emmy Awards this year, actor

James Earl Jones won the Best Actor m a Drama Series for

his work on Gabriel's Fire. Maybe it wasn't such a good idea

to revamp the show and make it more funny. You can be the
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE
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MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

EVERYDAY
_^ Minimum $15 plus $2 delivery charge^ BUFFET 4 SUNDAY BRUNCH

Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 1:30 a.m. -3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99

Children under 10 - $3.00

GET FAT & DIRTY

The '91TREKusA
Fat Tire Bikes Are Here!

JV IICYCLE 'O
tST IVI 1'H

319 Pleasant St.

Northampton, MA
S86 3810

800 464 3810

Brown Bag
Latina lunch

By MARC LUMPKIN
Collegian Correspondent

A Uterary renaissance of Latina fiction is writing

its way into the New York mainstream, but the climb

to success is tough for many authors because they

have to fight stereotypes, language barriers, and an

identity crisis, according to University of Massachu-

setts comparative literature professor Ellen

McCracken.
McCracken outlined the plight of Latina Fiction

writers Wednesday aflerno*)n to nearly twenty stu-

dents and faculty at the Women's Studies Brown Bag
Lunch Series. This is the sixth season in the lecture

series which explores important gender, race and
class issues.

Latina fiction includes literary works by Chicano,

Puerto Rican and Dominican women that were bom
in the United States.

According to McCracken. Latina fiction is experi-

encing a "renaissance within a renaissance."

She explained that the late 1960s and TOs produced
a Chicano Renaissance of primarily Latino (men)

writers in the southwestern United States, while the

iy80s have given birth l*> Latina ( women ) writers into

the rest of the U.S. mainstream.
McCracken said most of the latina writing began

on university campuses with poetry and short stories

and later developed into long narratives.

McCracken said that Latina writers use their

novels to fight stereotypes or "partial knowledge."

which are views ofthe Latina community taken by the
majority of the United States.

McCracken sees this enlightenment of the Latina

community as a positive motive, which she calls an
"a sst'rtion ofidentity" However, this search for identity

sometimes becomes exapcgerated. she said, whin
Latina authors focus un individual confiicts rather

than ethnic and community issues.

For example. McCracken said that in one certain

Latina novel ayoungwoman deals with Ufe at Berkeley

in the 60s and the struggles she and her ethmc
community face. However, the second halfofthe book

deals with the woman's personal, romantic life and
the decisions she must make between two inconse-

quential men. according to McCracken.
"I'm arguing that you can't find identity on one

mountain alone. You must do it in relation to the

people around you." she said.

One of the most obvious problems Latina writers

face in the United States is overcoming the language
barrier. One student at the lecture, who is also a
Latina writer, explained this problem best.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Welcome to the Area's
Best Selection

of
Beers, Wines and Liquors

SAMUEUCMMS

LIONSHEAD
DELUXE PILSNER BEER $8.99 case

SAMUELADAMSWHEAT BEER $4.99 case

SIMPATICO AMBER BEER $4.99 six pack

BECK'S BEER $17.79 case

PURPLE PASSION
2 liter w/free "Party with Passion" squeeze bootle $4.99
KEGS STARTING AT $33.00 - CHECKS/MASTERCARD/VISA ACCEPTED
FOR KEG DEPOSITS. Gourmet Beers for special occassions - Plus over 35 Five
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338 College St. one mile east of Amherst center on Route 9
Open 9 am - 1 1 pm Rain or Shine- Always Open

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
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.
as Gabriel's Fire becomes Pros & Cons. It's more of

a buddy show, complete with Richard Crenna. and a lighter
tone as well. Fox will follow The Simpsons at 8 p.m. with
Drexell's Class starring Dabney Coleman as a con-artist
who has to teach fourth grade in order to pay off his debt to
society. Kind oflame and stupid. I mean, how idioUc is it to
have a convict teaching kids?

As if we needed another reality show with an over-the-
hill actor, ABC is presenting Pemell Roberts (a.k a Trap-
per John, M.D.) in F.B.I. : The Untold Stories at 9 p.m.,
opposite Cheers. I'm sure many people will be watching it!

FRIDAY: With Friday being the least watched TV night
of the week, all the networks are desperate for hits. Six,
count 'em, six new series are scheduled. Ready? Here we go:
CBS has Princesses, starringJulie Hagerty,Twiggy Lawson,
and Fran Drescher as three women sharing an apartment
in New York. CBS had so much faith in Brooklyn Bridge
that it ordered the new sitcom solely on the basis ofa script.
The script was by creatorGary David Goldberg (Famj7>' 7Ye»i
and it's about the wonder years 1956 aUrring Marion Ross,
the good 'ol mom from Happy Days. Don't forget the Carol
Burnett Show, also from CBS. This will be a return to those
great variety shows of the past. I'll have to see it to believe
it.

One more for CBS: Palace Guard, starring D.W Moffett
and Marcy Walker (Santa Barbara) as a former hotel thief
and a former actress who now solve crimes at a resort. They
hate each other in the beginning, but how much do you want
to bet they'll love each other somewhere down the road?
Palace Guard is a lot like NBC's Reasonable Doubts, al-

though the latter has bigger stars, but still the standard "I

hate you, I love you, I hate you" plot. Deaf actress Marlee
Mathn (A Best Actress Oscar winner) plays a D.A. to Mark
Harmon's tough cop in this slick romantic thriller.

The producers ofCheers have come up with NBC's Flesh
'N'Blood starring David Keith as a hick con man who moves
in with his long lost sister played by Lisa

Darr. And finally, here's the story of a lovely lady . . . it's

Brady Bunch revisited in Step by Step, the latest comedy
from the producers of Full House and Family Matters.

Suzanne Somers and Patrick Duffy play newlyweds with
kids who arent exactly Marcia. Greg, et. al. (P.S.: It's

funnier than you think.)

SATURDAY: NBC is shuffling around The Golden Girls
and Empty Nest to made room for two new series. The first

is The Torkelsons, a family comedy about life seen through
the eyes ofa very grown up 14-year-old girl. Also on NBC is

Nurses, which is set in the same hospital as Empty Nest, so

exi>ect occasional visits from Dr. Weston and Laverne, as
well as some golden girls. This one's not as funny as either
of its predecessors, but it's not half bad.

ABC offers Michael Chiklis as The Commish, a comedy/
action series about a loveable police commissioner. TVie

Commish occupies China Beach's old time slot, so it has
some big shoes to fill. On the decidedly lighter and stupid
side are Greg Evigan and Connie Selleca in P.S.I. Luv U. It

seems that Evigan, a cop, and Selleca, a con artist, are
forced to pose as husband and wife in the witness protection
program and work for a detective agency to support them-
selves. 'Nuff said.

SUNDAY: Strictly for the terminally stupid, The Ad-
ventures of Mark and Brian has two wacky radio DJ's
performingwacky stunts and doingotherwise wacky things.
Sounds pretty wacky to me. Much better is what follows:

Eerie. Indiana. 'Eerie' is what TV Guide calls The Wonder
Years meets Twin Peaks." Very strange and strangely
funny, youll either love it or hate it. James Garner is back
as a Man of the People. He plays a con artist (Yes, another
con artist) who fills his late wife's city-council seat. Also
back from playing the Phantom of the Opera on the LA.
stage is Robert Guillame (flfnson ) in Pacific Station . He plays
a copwho is mismatched with a copjust back from psychiatric

leave. A sort ofBarney Miller for the *90'b. Fox has two new
shows; one is very good, and the other, well, let's say it

makes The Adventures ofHuckleberry Finn . The good one is

Roc, starringCharles Dutton as a garbage man who interacts

with a funny family played by an excellent supporting cast.

Unfortunately, Herman's Head has nothing in it. Herman,
a young magazine researcher, goes through life with a
group of emotions in his head: Genius. Wimp. Angel, and
Animal, all played by equally annoying actors.

And that's just what's on the networks. Don't forget

sjmdicates, cable, etc. There are plenty of mismatched
couples, a hoard of con artists, bickering families, and
nostalgic journeys in this fall television season. Even if

you're one of those people who claim not to watch TV. at

least you could take bets on how many will make it through
Christmas.

Magic Slim to
play the Horse
By JIM POWERS
Collegian Correspondent

Singer and guitarist Magic Slim is one ofthose "^hind
the scenes legends", on the same par as Willie Dixon or

Steve Cropper, of the "Memphis Sound" fame.
Slim (nee Morris Holt) has been around since the mid-

fifties when he was the bass player in Magic Sam's band.
A few years later hejoined Mr. Pitiful and theTeardropa
with Robert Perkins on lead guitar. That band soon dissolved
when Robert Perkins left. After that, jobs were few and far

between, so he formed hisown band with two ofhis brothers.
Later, in 1965, he augmented his band with a few more

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Fredrock
A rockin' time was had by all on Sunday afternoon,

outside in the Baker/Chadboume/Greenough Quad as the

band Fred'sAnonymous played for the Chadbourne House
Coimcil's barbecue. Over 100 people were there listening,

and many more were watching from the windows.
Fred's Anonymous' four members — singer Fred

Feliciano, guitarist John Petrow, bassist Brian Monahan,
and drummer Brett Duggan gave — the crowd 90 minutes
of great rock-n-roll to digest along with their food. They
played ripping covers frx>m Jane's Addiction, Living Colour,

Police, and old classics like the Stones' "Sympathy for the

Devil".

They also played a couple originals. Their "UMass Blues"
which tell the story ofUMass frxim a student's point ofview,

got everyone singing "... I've got those red tape, man 1 gotta

escape, UMass blues." Their tune "Standing Alone" was
hard, hot and raw. Their rendition of The Who's "Behind
Blue Eyes" got people slam-dancing and Feliciano was more
than ready to join in, freshly ripped shirt and all.

Feliciano said that the band really ei\joyed themselves
and they hope to keep on playing in the area. "We've got a
lot more originals than what we played today and now that

we're practicing more, we want to play!" said Feliciano.

Well. I hope they get the chance to play because they saved

my Sunday— and that's a hard thing to do.

-LARRY LOCKWOOD
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Latina
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

•^ou cant speak to certain things in

English — the music is gone," she said.

McCracken said that most ofthe popular

Latina writers, such as Nicholasa Mohr,

Judith Ortiz Cofer, and Sandra Cisneros

write their novels in English but include

many Spanish worda.

While this creates a problem for the writ-

ers when the publishers instruct them to

interpret these words because the books

will have difliculty entering the New York

mainstream, Latina writers argue that

Spanish words lose much of their meaning

in the translation.

Next week's Women's Studies Brown Bag
Lunch will feature a reading from Suvet Dork

Places by local author l^slea Newman.

The lectures are free and open to the

public, men and women, and take place

every Wednesday. 12:15 1:30 in the Campus
Center 804808'
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Magic
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

musicians, and revived for them the name

-Teardrops'*. They played mostly around

the Chicago area, and cut numerous sides

for small record labels.

Come 1974. and Magic Slim found him-

self being offered a spot in Hound Dog

Taylor's band, yet instead of taking the

bigger fame and money, he decided to stay

with the Teardrops.

Since then, the band has been touring

the United States and Europe, as well as

recording regular albums. Magic Slim is not

only a living legend of blues and African-

American music, but he is still one of the

best today, after a career of over 40 years.

Magic Slim will be in performance at the

Iron Horse in Northampton on Monday,

Sept. 30. The show starts at 7p.m. Call 584-

0610 for information and tickets.

*f^"f( ^^^^ /^R^

THE IRON HORSE IN ASSOCIATION WITH

THE UMASS FINE ARTS CENTER PRESENTS

A DOUBLE BILL
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1^ ^ ^^^ % ^^

RAY CHARLES

\A/OODFACETOUR
special guest
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SUN. SEPT.29
UMASS FINE ARTS CENTER 8:30PM

TICKETS 18.50,16.00&14.00.TICKETS AVAILABLE

AT THE NORTHAMPTON BOX OFFICE &
TICKETPHONE:586-8686.
OUTSIDE 413 AREA CODE; 1-800-THE-TICK.

TICKETS ALSO AVAILABLE AT F.A.C.BOX OFFICE.

The Raelettes

and the

;> Ray Charles Orchestra

^^ with special guests

/ LEROY JENKINS

/ and his group

Sting

Thursday, Oct. 6, 8:00pm

Call 545-2411

THE FINE ARTSCENTER
UNIVtRSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST
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many tilings. I am doing so many things '

It is definitely worth if

loAnna Hershkowitf. Universily of Virginia. DIS student Spritig 199t

Humanities & Social Sciences • International Business

Architecture & Design

Taught in English by Danish Faculty

Fall, Spring, Summer and Academic Year

Danish Family Stay

S«'e your Study Abroad Office on Campus for more information, or call 1 800-247-3477 for a copy

ol the OIS StLK^ Guide, winch contains complete information on all aspects of the program
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CRYSTAL SPRINGS
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UNDER 21 By KRIS K. EARLE

PsR^TWANS Thoughts
At Or fitpvHb

^:20 A.M.

-AC. UULi

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

J

Quote of the Day
"Adults are obsolete children, and to hell with

them."
"Dr. Seuss,(1904- 1991)

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE
ACROSS

I Suitt m«i

b Cartograph

e Jabb«r
14 Classify

l& In thapasi
16 Lika soma

dispafiaars

17 ChncBHH
conlaeHona

19 Guaranta*
20 Saml Sa*ns

haro
21 Oak Of a«m
23Evar

lo a poet

24 Ponca —
26 City ol can

Czachosiovakia
27Slrol
31 Paaadana

natghtxw

33S<ala
34 - TJn Tm
3SCnngad
38 SuMla
40 HytXKl Crirus

41 Movad shMvty

42 Oamuia
43 Gfaanland
44 Ugan<]an capital

46 Sliangtft

47 Sprawl
49 SKiasMppad
SI Au

3Spach
4 Evargrean
shrub*

5 Pwia Traa SMia
SRipan

NiNlralof KM*
• First Class

10 Litxanan s dag
1

1

Swift sarpants

IZSoplM
latMntar moMh.

mMadrid
18 Swamg
22 Myttiotogical

bwd
2S0«n
26 Toot*
?7 Hun kng
2eCarriaga
29C«r>suras.

tn a way
aODaadly
32 Hubbub
34 Cayaivia

36 Nobakst Masai
37 - look

back

39 Haw s partrtac

40 Frog s cousin

42Rackal
4SQardnar
46 "— al ttia

47,
48Muaca«

dbzan

SOThrii

52 Unarring

S4Bridga
coup

SSIMsaona
56Cancap4
S7 0glad
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•ICIiwIa*

ANSWER TO FRtVMMIS PUZZU:

S2B'idga
&3 Canma movia

star

SSOaciiw
60 Rad Cross

workar

62 1Mhoie

63 Faadbag morsai

64 Author Mm
CfHtC

65 (Vwiaarmg
physoan

66VWiiat«y
67 Boutdar Dam*

1 P»apar»'>
2 ArciK Saa

Quote of the Day
"I meant what I said and I said what I nieant; an

elephant's faithful 100 percent."

- -Morton Hatches the Egg. Dr. Seuss

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES(March 21-April 19): Be

prudcnl with funds, no nullcr what

icmplutions you encounter. Familiar

surroundings help you keep your feel

on the ground. Beware of romance on

the rebound ! Noi everyone shares your

sense of commitment.

TAURlIS(April 20-May 20); Do not

provoke a test of strength today unless

you are absolutely sure ofyour ground.

Privacy, repose and meditation are

favored . A loved one shares a del icious

secret!

GEMlNKMay 2 1 -June 20); Be an

information hound today. Trips,

dialogues, and letters invite you to

make more money. A close relative or

fncnd could point the way. A thoughtful

gift will make up for an oversight.

CANCER(June 21 -July 22): Woriing

on your own will help you make the

grade today. Behind closed doors, you

can pull strings and make a sterling

impression. Still, there could be snags:

stay alert. Keep your schedule flexible.

I.EO(July 23-Aug. 22); Take the lime

to quietly go over the details and fine

print in a contract. Discussing important

matters privately will help you decide

the right thing to do. A loving heart

works miracles.

VlRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Friends

who expect nothing from you but your

companionship arc the ones who

deserve your loyally. Discourage

hangers-on who try to foist their

financial burdens onto your shoulders.

lJBRA(Scp(. 23-Ocl. 22): Be extra

cautious when discus,sing your plans.

You may not have all the facts you

need. Tonight could feature some

telling changes on the homefront. A
close relationship needs revamping.

SCORPIOtOci 23-Nov. 21);

Intelligence, charm and wit -all of

them are working for you tixlayl

Dress up and step out. What you do

not say can be as important a.s what

you do say lixiay. Be discreet.

SAGITTARIUS<Nov 22-Dec. 2 1 ):

Continue to work on programs for

the future, particularly those

involving education or religion.

Many people support your efforts.

Reaffirm your decision-making

ability Love is sublime!

CAPRICORN(Dec 22 Jan. 19):

Plea.sant surprises are part of the

picture! A shopping trip turns out

wonderfully well. Visits in person or

by phone break exciting new ground.

Seek the company of stimulating

people.

AQl)ARIUS(Jan.20-Feb. 1 8): Good

health and a steady occupation are

precious assets. Do nothing to

jeopardize your standing at work.

Friends can be your greatest allies

during an emotional crisis.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): Your

career prospects and prestige are

linked lo the soundness of your

financial management. Get your mate

or partner to follow your lead in

holding down spending. Get together

with good friends.

Today's Staff
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Copy Editor Jason <jeorge

PhotoTechnician Matt Kahn

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Pioduction Ja.son Torla,

Oliver Raskin, Terry Starmer
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Cross country teams heading for hills of Hanover
•Women face tough test at Dartmouth •Men face four top 20 teams
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Correspondent

With two tough losses already behind

them, the University of Massachusetts

women's cross country team's road ahead

isn't looking much brighter, as the

Minutewomen head to Hanover. NH for the

Dartmouth Classic on Saturday.

Along with host Dartmouth and the Uni-

versity of Vermont, the Minutewomen will

be running against teams from Georgetown,

Michigan, Wake Forest, and Wilham and

Mary, all of whom are ranked in the top 15

in Division I.

"We're going to be seeing a lot of new

faces and a lot of good runners — unfortu-

nately we're not bringing the team up there

that I'd hke to," coach Julie LaFreniere said.

The Minutewomen continue to be deci-

mated by ii\jury. although there are no new

iixjuries this week. UMass will still be with-

out the services of Cheryl Lyons and

Maureen Meldhm, and it appears that the

anticipated return ofKelly Uljeblad will not

be forthcoming.

"Kelly ran twice this week, and it ap-

pears she may not make it back. As for

Maureen, she has mono and most likely is

out for the season. However, we will be

getting Cheryl back in a few weeks, she's

just got real severe shi . splints and is tak-

ing a week or so off from heavy running,"

LaFreniere said.

With three of their top seven runners on

the shelf, UMass will be hard pressed to

challenge any ofthe big four, at a race aptly

nicknamed "The race of champions", but

should "Run with Dartmourth and be able

to beat Vermont," according to Lafreniere.

Instead, the Minutewomen will look to

Becky Johnson, Kelly Liljeblad, Michelle

St. Laurent, and Tricia Mathiesen to fill in

the holes left by injury.

"We're just going to have to get along

without them. Becky. Michelle. Tricia. and

Kim should all run strong races, and I'm

looking for a good race from Cate (Dean),"

Lafreniere said. "It's equally important that

the freshmen (Kerry Aker and l^ee Ann

Ambrose ) pick up some ofthe slack . and that

Julie (Moreau) continue to get better with

each meet.

"We'll just use the people we have and

make the best of it.'

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Stafl'

The University of Massachusetts men's

cross country team faces its toughest task of

this young season Saturday as UMass
competes against several nationally ranked

teams at the Dartmouth Classic.

Other teams making the trip to Hanover.

New Hampshire this weekend are Wake
Forest, currently ranked 7th in th NCAA
poll. Michigan (12th), William and Mary
(16th), Georgetown (19th), lona (39th),

Vermont and Fairleigh Dickinson. The host

Big Green are currently ranked 27th.

"A meet of this caliber, I would say, could

possibly be the best cross country meet in

the United States on this weekend," UMass
coach Ken O'Brien said.

O'Brien sees this meet as a chance for his

team to run aggressively in a meet in which

the Minutemen will not have the pressure of

being expected to contend for the top spot.

"1 don't see us as having a realistic shot of

knocking out those teams that are in the top

40," he said. "I'm looking at it as a chance for

us to be a little bit more aggressive than we
have been and to take a chance on running

in a way that will be a little different than

we have in the first two meets.

"There's no real sense in getting to play a

'game' against a teim in the top 20 in the

country, in which you have everything to

win and nothing to lose, and approaching it

conservatively. I want the kids to look at

this as an opportunity to give themselves a

real good effort against some top 20 teams

and see where we stand."

While he holds no illusions about defeat-

ing the nationally ranked teams in the meet,

O'Brien does expect UMass to compete suc-

cessfully against Vermont and Fairleigh

Dickinson.

"I think we've got to beat Vermont and

Fairleigh Dickinson," O'Brien said. "I see

those two teams as being equivalent to us.

We've got to beat them. We've got to start

making steps to get ourselves operating in

the same frame of mind in a meet that we
will need later on in the championship

season. Mentally, we've got to start taking

some steps a little different than the ones we
took in the first couple of weeks.

"We're in a situation now where we've

made some progress and I think its time we
look at ourselves as a different team than

when we showed up on campus. Hopefully

we'll run a lot differently than we did in our

first meet."

Rugby an intense, grueling game, gaining popularity
By DAVID SCOTT
Collegian Staff

While sports such aa golf use pretty words like "birdie"

and "eagle." the lingo uaed in rugby including "rucking" and

"mauling," gives a fair indication of the intensity and

athleticism required to play the fast-paced, hard-hitting

sport.

First developed in 1823 by English schoolboy, William

Webb Ellis, ru^y is now gaining popularity throughout the

country and especially here on the UMass campus where

the Rugby Club has close to 80 players divided among five

sides.

"There's more kids turning out each semester," says co-

captain Paul MacLelland. a senior from Dennis, MA.
An ancestor to the American game of football, rugby is

played on a field measuring 120 yards by 75 yards with a

fatter, rounder, and less pointed ball than a football. There

are 1 5 players per side, eight forwards and seven backs, and

the game is divided into running time-40 minute halves.

As in football, the object is to advance the ball over the

opponent's "try" line (goal line » for four points. After a "try"

is made, there is then an attempt to placekick the ball

through the upnghta for an additional two points. There are

also penalty kicks and the opportunity for a player to drop

kick the ball for three points during play.

These similanties aside. Ruggers, including UMass co-

captain Tim Joyce, claim that their sport is one of"the most

demanding sports physically." There are no pads worn, no

substitutions unless there is an injury, only one referee and

the action is constantly moving.

Unlike football, there are no forward passes in rugby,

and the backwards lateral must be made while players run

forward, all the while trying to avoid being tackled.

The sport incorporates soccer and football skills, while

requiring players to be in top physical condition in order to

endure the grueling length of each match.

Joyce played hockey in high school for perennial power-

house Catholic Memorial . yet still comments on the tremen-

dous amount of conditioning involved in preparing Ut play

rugby. Add to that the notion that virtually every game is a

must-win for the UMass club, and its clearly evident that

there is little room for slacking off.

"If we lose one game, we dig ourselves a big hole." says

Joyce, a forward on the team, prior to the team's 9-3 loss to

Amherst College this past Saturday.

The division in which UMass plays includes Amherst

College, Dartmouth, Williams. Norwich University and the

University of Vermont. The top two teams in the division

advance to a tournament at the end of the season.

While rugby may require skills from other sports, many
of the qualities needed are unique.

"We try to teach the players to tackle low (to avoid

injury)," says Francis Buttle, one of three Rugby Club

coaches. "We want them to tackle with their heads behind

the legs of the oncoming player. A lot of people who have

played for us, we have had to try and 'unlearn' football

skills."

Buttle, 42. a lecturer in the school of Hotel, ResUurant

and Travel Administration, grew up in England playing

rugby from the age of 10. At 26, Buttle moved to New
Zealand and played rugby there for five years before coming

to Amherst in 1987.

Buttle says that rugby in England and Europe as a

whole, is a much more controlled game.

"TheAmericangame ismuch more physical, more frantic,"

observes Buttle, who notes that the dominant countries in

the sport today are from New Zealand, Australia and

England. "It's such a physical game (either way) and there's

such potential for damage or injury."

Buttle says that rugby has a place for all sizes of players,

with forwards usually being the bigger players and backs

usually the smaller, quicker players. At this level ofcompe-

tition, where many players are seeing rugby for their first

time. Buttle says that the main emphasis is on the basic

skills.

"We don't want to play too elaborate of a game," says

Buttle.

Fundamentals including line-out work, when the ball

goes out of bounds, and scrummaging, facing-off for pos

session ofthe ball , are mtyor focuses ofthe coaches' teaching

process, according to Buttle.

Reasons for playing or coaching the game ofrugby, differ

for every person, but a recurring theme seems to be the

challenge which the game offers and the camradarie that is

established through relying on one another on each play.

"Rugby is much more physically demanding than soccer."

says MacLelland, who played soccer in high school. "Soccer

is more offense/defense, with rugby , everyone is offense and

defense."

"It's a great bunch ofguys," adds MacLelland. a fullback

for the team.
Buttle enjoys the release that coaching offers him after

a day of teaching in the classroom.

"It's great therapy particularly after teaching for a period

of time," says Buttle. "I get out, run around and clear my
head."

Rugby is widely played as an amateur sport known as the

"Rugby Union," but some professional teams do exist and

are formed under the "Rugby League," where the rules

differ slightly.

In 1871, 21 amateur clubs established the Union and

chartered the recorded the original laws of the game.

According to Buttle, the game remains very much of a

gentlemen's sport as is indicated by the use of only one

referee to oversee 30 players.

The UMass Rugby Club next plays tomorrow against

Norwich University, a team that soundly defeated UMass
last year, at noon on the lower Boyden field.

NFL
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Bears to only try and improve their field position for the

game winning kick. But coach Mike Ditka caught the

Jets sleeping by calling for a pass play to tight end James
Thornton for the winning touchdown.

Or was it? After both teams had cleared the field, the

referees decided to look at the play again on instant

replay, which showed that Thornton's knee had touched

down on the 6" line. Both teams had to be retrieved from

their locker rooms. On the next play, the Bears easily

scored on a quarterback sneak. That too was reviewed,

but to no avail.

Mark this day in history as the only time I will pick the

Pats to cover, except of course when they play the Colts.

Don't be fooled by their victory over the Oilers last week.

Dream on if you must, but the Patriots are not going to

the Super Bowl.

While the Cardinals gave the Pats a beating, during

the preseason (46-0), history shows that teams oft^n

return the favor during the regular season.

Last week the Cowboys ran all over Phoenix for 181

yards and Leonard Russell should have a big day. Some-

thing tells me that Warren Moon is just a wee-bit better

than Cardinal Quarterback Tom Tupa so ifthe Pats keep

things up, they shouldn't have too many troubles stopping

the pass.

This match-up of two running teams should keep the

score low and relatively close. Home field advantege

gives this one to the Cards but 7 points is too much, take

the Pats.

The cry baby antics of Giant linebacker Lawrence

Taylor have gone too far. Each week he has whined about

being held by opposing linemen to compensate for his

declining talents as a player and referees have catered to

him by granting him bogus calls since the second week.

But last week's game against the Browns went too far.

Recall that the Giants won by only three points and

that three critical blunders by officials granted New
York a victory.

1

.

Taylor was obviously offsides on his sack of Bernie

Kosar. He was in the backfield before the ball was even

snapped
2. Giant quarterback Jeff Hostetler clearly grounded

the ball while being sacked by Michael Dean Perry, yet

only the fans and announcers seemed to notice. The call

of an incomplete pass negated both the sack and the

penalty which would have taken the Giants out of field

goal range. Instead it enabled them to get a short first

down on the next play and to eventually kick a field goal.

3. How was it that not one official saw the Browns

receiver get raped, mugged and tackled on the 50-yard

line before the ball was thrown? It landed not 10 feet

from him and he was in the center of the field. This

happened with only eight seconds remaining. Had the

penalty been called, Cleveland would have plenty oftime

to throw a 15-yard pass and get out ofbounds in order to

attempt a tying field goal.

Fear not, for the Cowboys will get my revenge when

they wipe the field clean with the Giants this week in

Dallas. Look for Emmit Smith to have yet another big

day against the Giant's soft run defense.

This week's picks in CAPS: (H) : Home team

(H)PATS(-t-7) VS Phoenix, CHICAG0(+7 1/2) VS
(H)Buff"alo,(H)DETROIT(-6)VSTampaBay,CHIEFS(-
4) VS San Diego, (H)RAMS(-4 1/2) VS Packers,

(H)JETS(+2 1/2) VS Miami, (H)MINNES0TA(-5) VS
Denver, (H)DALLAS(-h2 1/2) VS Giants, SAINTS(-1 1/2)

VS(H)Atlanta, 49ERS(2 1/2) VS(H)Raider8, COLTS(+8)

VS (H)Seattle, (H)WASHINGT0N(-6) VS Eagles

Last week : 6-8

This season : 16-12

water polo
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smaller than average pool, lona coach Lloyd Robinson says

the Minutemen should have the advantage.

"Well have to adapt to a narrower pool ." he said. "There's

a fairly big difference between six and eight meters. Our

passing game has to improve if we want to beat UMass
again."

On stopping UMass he says, Tou always have to pay

attention to Alex Yelensky, a very, very good offensive

player. We'll have some sort of double team pressure on

him. And we can't let Scott Reed get his defense and

quickness going."

UMass' third and final game of the weekend is against

Queens College. Queens is down a bit this season, but is

coached by Shelly Rothman. a man Yarworth says is "one of

the best coaches in the country. He taught me a lot of what

I know. He'll come up with some sort ofgame plan that'll be

a pain to deal with."

The Challenge calls for Boston College and MIT to play

the same teams UMass plays. In addition, the UMass 'B'

team will play Amherst Saturday at 12:45 p.m. The game
will allow the guys who don't play as much to show their

stuff in a game situation.

Yarworth praises our neighbor down the street saying,

"It's refreshing in this day ofbudget cuts for the continuing

generosity of the Amherst athletic administration into

letting us use their fine facility."

The pool at Boyden has a shallow end, preventing regu-

lar season games to be played there.

The hope is that between a sizeable home crowd and a

familiar pool the team can sweep its three game slate this

weekend. A win against any team is great, but sport fans

know that there is nothing quite like beating your top rival

in front of familiar faces, according to Yarworth.

Brittany Manor
(413) 256 - 8534

Two Bedroom Apartments
AVAILABLE

LIMITED TIME ONLY
Two Bedroom Apartments

AVAILABLE NOW!

$399 PER MONTH
Rent includes heat and hot water

NO EXPENSIVE HEATING BILLS

HURRY!
NO SECURITY OR FINAL MONTH RENT

REQUIRED AT THIS TIME
Fully Equipped Kitchen Including; Disposal • On The FlYe

Colie^ Bus Route • Oversized Bathrooms • Lar^e Dinning

Area • Storm Windows • Wall To Wall Carpetin<{ • Large

Livingroom w/ Ceiling To Floor Windows • Dead-bolt Secu-

rity Locbs • Cable Television Available

ACT NOW
$100.00 REWARD

Iff you hnow of a friend who Is apartment hunting, send them to us with

this form. If they qualify and rent

our apartment you will receive

$100.00 REWARD
My name I recomend

Address Name
Tel # ,

Address

Tel#

fllBI .1% BIBi

I 30 MINUTE Bl

'fill

yGUARANTEED 1^

I DELIVERY OR

I $3.00 OFF

WE REDEEM COMPETITOR'S^

COUPONS SO YOU DON'T
^

HAVE TO EAT THEIR

QUALITY • • • •

^ I
n Buy any Large Pizza, Get 2ndT Buy any Pan Pizza, Get 2nd

'-lUJl Pizza for only | Pizza for only

$1.99 I $1.99
DEUVEHEDINJOMWinESORLESS | OBJVEBEO W 30 MWUTES OR LESS

NOT Gooo nvrm any other offer
I

I

OFFER Expmes ixwn I

NOT GOOO WTTH ANY OTHER OFFER

ExnRES i^aoti

UMASS • 2S6-891t MT. HOLYOKE • S35-I11t

VISA/MASTERCARD

Classifieds
COME TO THE COIJIGIAS OFFICE IISCAMPUSCEimR « THURSDAY 8:,mM) FRIDAY H:30-2.X'DEADUSE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAWN » 2(mORD/DAY FORmJDEm « CASHINADVASa

ACTivmcs AUTO FOn SALE

DINOSAUR JR.

Salutday Ocl 5 Spm m th« SUB
IBUMatt $10-O(h«rs Buy ti> now'

at Tii For m« Raoord*. Mam S(

OPEN RUSH
Sigma Kappa Soronty

9/28 t2pn<

10/2-3 6 30
19 Allan St 256-6887
All univarsity woman walcoma

TRI-SIGMA OPEN RUSH
930* 102 7 8PM
10.1 « 10-3 5-6 PM
387 N Piaasam S(

549^3811

78 BMCK REGAL 1 30K Naw aihautl Ra*-

aWa>«00BO 665 4185

«2MERCURY CAPRI Nawbrahaa. munar.

baMfy. ahocks good conMon $1000 2S6-

302

iwiCNevrrTE4i>-HB
88K Eioallanl condition $725 540-7129

19*3SUBARU GL Wagon S5 000 mi auto

good condition. Iit1l« rust 634 5678 $1 200

14 POM)ESCORT New brakss. muffiaf very

. $1000 665-4602 evenings

COLLEGE PIZZA

FOR SALE

COrrURIANIRONMAN EXPERT Eic«tanl

condrtion . low .nleaga. Bought n«w tor $600.

Sa«ng lor $350/«O. Call Chn» 2S3-360>

CMKSt- McFarland Sp«layt. X-Tillaa.

JuaHoa Laagua. Mw«y moral VF-Naar mint

546-3403

COMPUTER FOR SALE
$600 CaM Ciill

549-1762

UMASS TAE KWON DO
Come train wilti us

Salf-daganaa kaap m shape
lor more into cal Many 546-7003

Mahartna 546-6443

COLLEGE PIZZA
Fall Special

Small cNeasa $3 SO

Large chaasa $5.99

Ftaa soda with the puichaaa ol a large

sub. salad, or tpaghadi

549-6096 549-6073

Must mamion tlM ad

DEAD TRADE- Have Saturday naad Thurs-

day 256-1183

FAT CHANCEI 21*. Like new Framesat

$450. complate $775_2KI-4040, message

FREE CAP WHEN you buy my Ford F150
4«4 Call Steve 253-7922

FUT0NS1
Lowast prices and quck deVvary!

Cal Matawampe 585-1233

Fraa brochura availabia

TRAVEL SALESMMMQCm
vacaaon ouiiai Fiiana^ Baiimi
go-gaoars to hra and manag* campus

rap's lor spnng braafc -92. M*a t6K* in 5

moa (PT) Soma travel- irvn have car and

phone «/ans. macNna
CallJTal 617-262 3734 9lo5

TRAVEL SALES REPRESENTATIVE
STS. ttia leader m coiegiaie travel needs

ffla»i«MdindMduaisandgioup«iop)omoia

wMar^spfingbraati trips Forinlonnalioncal

ptudani Travel Servcas. rniacaNY at 1 -600-

646-4649

PERSONALS

WANT AOREATJOSWITH RECYCUNQ?
Hard work and lots of tun 1 5 hrsAveek -4 55^

hr Must have a dnvers bcense Can the

Residenlial Recycling Program al 545- 11 53.

MSTRUCnON

ANNOUNCEMENTS

3rd BASE uNikke « KMO
Tubs Oct 1 at Sidoors open 730)
Tix $iO-UMass $i5-others

On sale now at Ti«. For the Record. Main Si.

Records

ATTENTION NON-US RESIDENTS AA-1

immigration lottery is your chance Apply on

Inends behall lor elticient strategies call 542-

4220

EDrriNG 6 TUTORING

Editing, English language tutoring.

wordprocBbiiiTg ottered by retired teacher to

international students and non-English ma-

jors Quick sarvica. modest teas 253-3354.

ENTERTAINMENT

Downtown AmherstBed and Braakfatl.

5490733

First Republican Clubgeneral meeting with

distinguished internationally known guest

speaker will be tonight at 7 OOpm in room

1630 CC
HEY. ARE THERE any Uechiryu karate

practitioners le(t out there? Call Mike at 253-

966

•OPEN RUSH*
Alpha Chi Omega"!

Come to dinner with us. find out what

were all about' 3 nights. Sept 30- Oct 2

Come at 5 15-

ALPHA CHI OMEGA'
38 Nutting Ave

549-8459

HACK-A-DISC' $1 75 00 DJs. VJs Karaoke

lor house/ Fomial parlies. Call 566-9900

FOR RENT

JafryASara, WiU Boys. Pig Tangent 63

KFOG CallJeff 549-7686

LACROSSE EQUIPMENT
Sport helmet, worn 1 times. $70
Brine arm pads, worn 2 nmes. $20

Brine shoulder pads, worn 2 times. $25

EverylNng lor $100 Call 546-4149

MACCLASSIC 40/2 MH4T w/soltwara $ 1 1 00

aO 665 3738

Pr. mflnlty RS3000 apkrs. Two way w/

Polycell twtr Mint cond Pd $380 will sell

$225/1)0 Call John 546-1671

Smith Corona laptop word processor.

Separate pnnter. battery, carrying case.

disks, spreadsheet program 400 or BO.
542-3194

aUTTAR LESSONS at HiRon Music. Al

styles C^IJetl at 665-1178

•• LEGAL HELP •*

Tarkovsky film festival any interest? S ' d
wants, thoughts, and a SASE to TarkovsK /,

Box 395 Northampton 01061-0395

WERE OPENII
Sweets N More in Field House

Subs, ice cream, soda and much more

Open nightly seven to midnight

1 BR. APT in center of Amherst - next to

bars, bus. food $500 includes heal 6 hot

water 253-0688/545 3146

2 LARGE ROOMED apt center ol Amherst

Heat included 256-1 124

EXECUTIVE RENTAL RENT or rent with

option to buy 4 bedroom iuxunes house in

Amherst woods Call 253-7879

FRIDGE RENTALS 253-9742 Free delivery

ROOM^OOKING LAUNDRY heat $300

256-8921^

TOWNHOUSE - 2 bedroom 1 1 /2 bath apart-

ment on bus route North Amherst 1-567-

1352

FUNDRAISERS

Ouaatlons at>out your lease/security de-

posit deductions'' Questions about sublet-

ting/assigning leases'' Questions about the

condition ol your new house or apartment?

Contact the Legal Services Center, 922

Campus Ctr 545- 1 995

LOST

FEMALE CAT
White w/tortoise rriarWngs 9/l8-MBin Si /

S.East St area We miss her'l Call 256-8410

or 546-6464 (message)

HEIRLOOM ANTIQUE CAMEO RING was

greatgrandmolher's Veronica da Vos: 546-

6214 leave message, i

HI Sunny- ni nuss you . but youH be back

and ru be waiting Love. BunnyX

GJC
Here's your secnH peraonai' I hope your

birthday is great, bacauae you deserve

whale I ir you want - *m ask'

Love. Chipmunk

THanks Ntoole tor that bonding sessN>n with

Lazy and Kalhleen tor givtng my shirt thai

pink tint -Rick

GARRON J CARVALHO:
Happy 2ist Birthday' I hope you do wen on

your eiwns this week, so we can eventually

oalabraie'

-You Know Who

ACE OF HEARTS:
My eyes have been wide since you gave me

tfial bite: Seems more ttian a month since

the squishy-apple mght

LLIKE. The woman trpm MaiS

'ATTDfllON PLEDGES!!
Congratulations to all"

An e<tra speaal congratulations

to Tn-Sigma's pledges

Elene. Katnna. Lauren. Lynn & Renee

Love. The Sisters ol Tn-Sigma

Time to ihuik about resumes

Gel piotosaaonai resumes at college pnoea.

Cal Andy al A Expert Resumes
549-4002

TRAVEL

iMHAMAanjlSE$99perps>Mn
5 day/4 nighl hoM
Plan now tor your break.

Very limited olter

Call now 1 800^1-0572

MONTREAL WEEKENDS 69 inckjdes RT
Moiorcoach 3days 2nghts Hotel downtown

FREE admission Club Metropoks DJs pub

Call RefcMble Tours 3656roadway Rt 1

LynrAald 01940 61 7 596-9930 Oepeil every

weekend ^
SAVE $40 ONNorthwest Air' $40 off $190

travel voucher Call 1 5833359 evenings

TRAVEL FREE! Campus representaliyes

waraadto earn imerseasKxi and spring braati

Irtpa. 256-6254

RESUME SERVICE

Cutting Edge Resumes. Complete resume

service Wnting. laser pnntmg. leners. ad-

vtoe 549-0367

ROOMMATE WANTED

PRO-TYPE
Complete secralanal service*

Reasonable rates

10% discount for students

323-6212

RAISE $SOO...$1OOO..41S0O

FOOLPROOF
FUNDRAISING

For your Iraternity. soronty. team or other

campus organization Act now tor the

chance to win a Cahbbean cruise and

latxjlous pnzesi

Ca< 1-800-950-8472, ext 50

HELP WANTED

LOST- CAMOnytonjacKel-US Cavalry r

Great personal value -Lost 9'25 between Lot

25 and Harter -Call Rob ol 6-4719 Leave

message

MUSICIANS

- MALE NON-SMOKER to share great

apartment on tius route, prefer inr. snr or

grad, $175/mo Call Doug and Val a« 256-

8723, Ive mes

SERVICES

BICYCLE BROKEN?
Can Pat

546-0119

FAST FUNDRAISER $1000/WK
Greeks. Clubs. Anyone.

(800, 748-6817

KEYBOARDIST SOUGHT
Active local band

Originals Funk Rock Blues

Gigs al Twisters PeariSt etc

Chns Dave Jason 549-5543

No HackersM'

FREE pregnancy tasting; confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

Need a pregnancy test, inlormation or

support'' Call tor tree and conlidential

sennces ALTERNATIVES 245 Main

Street Northampton 586-3000 or

Greenfield 774-6019.

"Know lielore you go," Where to wort<. live

and ski free in Colorado's resorts 'Current

guide to Aspen. Vail. Brecken-ndge and

morel $16 95 Call 1-800-788-6174
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Sports

Amherst College hosts water polo tourney
BY KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Correspondent

It's hard to believe that in its fifth year as a varsity sport

the University of Massachusetts water polo team will play

its first "home" tournament this weekend. The catch is that

"home" is at Amherst College's Pratt Pool.

The Lord JefFs are hosting the New England vs. Mid-

Atlantic Challenge, and it comes as a relief to head coach

Russ Yarworth and his troops that a grueling bus ride is not

needed. The hope is that the 16th ranked Minutemen can

draw a partisan crowd to give them a boost, especially in

their Saturday night match-up with 15th ranked archrival

lona.

Remembering the carnival-like atmosphere at the Naval

Academy last weekend, senior Adam Feldman said, "I'm

anticipating our crowd will be like that, with our friends and
peers going. It's sometimes frustrating to see other team's

home advantage go against us."

Saturday morning's game is a 10:15 start against

Fordham, and while no team should be overlooked, lona is

on tap Saturday at 7 p.m. The Gaels have beaten UMass
four straight times, including twice this year.

"I've got to get a game plan to beat lona," Yarworth said.

"I think it's time to turn the tables a bit. We've got a better

goalie, and we've fixed a few things in our offense and
defense. If we can get a home crowd, maybe that will push

us over the edge. Itll be good for people to see a new sport

then go out and have fun."

Noting that UMass has been practicing at Amherst's

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10 home, Amherst College.
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The water polo team will be in action all weekend long as they play in their home away from

Tornatore to start for Minutemen against BU Terriers
ByTAMIRLIPTON
Collegian Staff

How wacky are things in the University

of Massachusetts football ofiice these days?

Well, when asked who was the starting

quarterback against Boston University this

weekend, coachJim Reid scratched his head
and said, "Good question."

He then left the office, brought back of-

fensive coordinator Doug Berry and said,

"Coach Berry, by the way, who's starting at

quarterback?"

The answer is Paul Tornatore, and even
though Reid wasjoking, the point is that the

quarterback situation, which resembles a

bad pitching rotation, has become a mock-
ery.

Tony Williams, who was slated to relieve

Tornatore against Holy Cross, has dropped
to third if not fourth on the QB depth-chart,

behind Tom Fasano, week one's starter, and
possibly even behind Dave McGovem.

•^e've got to get him 1 Williams] on the

field, it's getting ridiculous," Reid said, "^e

either have to play Tony Williams at quar-

terback or move him to where he can play."

Don't expect to see Williams at quarter-

back any time soon because the coaching

staffis afi'aid ofwhat might happen, whether
it be good or bad. Instead, Williams could

possibly move back tocomerback, his natural

position.

While the coaching staff continues to

dispute this perplexing quarterback prob-

lem, the Minutemen have a football game
Saturday night (7 p.m.) at Nickerson Field

in Boston against Boston University.

The Terriers ( 1-2) are coming off a 27-23

loss to Holy Cross, a game in which they led

17-7 at the half(soundsfamihar). Their only

win ofthe season came against the infamous

Towson State, 10-8.

This is BU's first Yankee Conference

game of the season and while it may not be

a must-win game, they play at Villanova (2-

in the conference) next week and host

Delaware (2-0 in the YanCon) the week
after.

Last year the Minutemen managed 570

yards of total offense, 34 first downs and
scored on seven ofeight possessions, as they

beat BU 47-16. John Johnson ran for 128

yards on 20 carries and Don Caparotti had
a pair ofinterceptions, one that he retumini

86 yards for a touchdown.
Johnson may not get the ball 20 times

this week as he has assumed a backup role,

but teammate Jerome Bledsoe will.

Bledsoe, who received the Golden Helmet
Award earlier this week for his 214-yard

effort against Maine last weekend, is running

pain-free. He has convincingly wiped out

any doubts that he would not be able to

return from last year's season ending broken

ankle which he suffered against Holy Cross

in the opener. He has rushed for 375 yards

in three games.
As for BU, quarterback Stan Greene, last

year's Co-Offensive Player ofthe Year in the

Yankee Conference, isgone. His replacement

Greg Moore threw for 262 yards last week,

completing 28-of-47 passes out ofDan Allen's

Run-and-Shoot offense.

Since the Run-and-Shoot was installed

in 1988 by former coach Chris Palmer. Ter-

rier quarterbacks have thrown for over 200

yards in 32 of their last 36 games and over

3(X) yards nine times.

Moore's favorite receiver Brian
Straughter caught 10 passes last week be-

coming only the fourth receiver in BU his-

tory to catch over 100 passes in a career.

"I'm concerned about stopping their of-

fense which is similar to Holy Cross'," Reid

said. "It was a different game last week. . .

Here they spread you out with their four

receivers and they have Jay Hillman who
jams the ball down your throat.

Hillman has rushed for 2,055 yards in his

illustrious career. However, he has yet to

rush for over 100 yards this season, some-

thing he did four times last year.

lieid said he was concerned about the

fact that UMass had not practiced on arti-

ficial turf this season and that for the first

time, they were going to Boston on the day

of the game.
Bill Durkin and Mario Perry will not play

for the Minutemen.

Roy's picks
for the NFL
week five
ACKKACK) Anyone recognize that sound? That

was the sound of the New York Jets choking Monday
night against the Chicago Bears. For the second

week in a row, the Jets have allowed opposing teams

to pull off fourth quarter comebacks.

No one seemed to care that Pat Leahy, one of the

most consistent kickers inside the 40, shanked a 37-

yard field goal. That was, until Jets running back

Blair Thomas fumbled the ball inside Jets territory

with less than a minute remaining in the game.

Roy Alexander

Quarterback Jim Harbaugh led the Chicago Bears

all the way down to the Jets 6-yard hne. Down 13-6

with two seconds remaining, it seemed impossible for

the Bears to pull it off. But don't tell running back

Neil Anderson that. For the second week in a row

Anderson pulled one out of nowhere by making a

falling shoestring catch just inside the end zone to

send the game into overtime.

The Jets won the coin toss and marched all the

way down to the Chicago nine for first and goal.

Rather than trying to punch the ball into the end

zone, Jets coach Bruce Coslet elected for the field

goal . After all , what are the chances ofLeahy missing

two chip shots in one game? But his kick hooked left

and gave Chicago yet another opportunity.

Chicago marched deep into Jet territory. Once

they got into field goal range, everyone expected the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Eynard scores with women's soccer
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

You must score to win.

This year the University of Massachusetts women's

soccer team has been doing both, and one reason is the

scoring ofjunior Kim Eynard.

"Kim is definitely an attacker, a scorer." UMass coach

Jim Rudy said. "When I was recruiting her, I went to see her

play and she just tore it up. I knew that this girl was gonna

score some goals in college. Not as many as in high school

but she could definitely finish (the playl."

There was little doubt that Eynard knew how to score

after she broke the national high school scoring record her

senior year at Endicott Union High School in Endicott, N.Y.

Eynard was also named to the New York Division I All-

State team all four years of high school.

"The only reason I can think ofwhy she didn't make All-

American was that her coach didn't pay his dues," Rudy

joked.

Even without the All-American title, Eynard was heavily

recruited by numerous schools including North Carolina

State, New Hampshire and Massachusetts.

"The main reason that I chose UMass was coach Rudy,"

Eynard said. "I felt at ease with him from the first time I met

him. He is a very knowledgable man, both about the game

ofsoccer and how to deal with his players. Location was also

important to me — I am not too far away from my family."

Eynard, who is one of seven siblings, feels her family is

the most important thing in her life.

"My family is very supportive, extremely supportive,

there is a lot of love going around," Eynard said. "My goal

has been to make my family proud of me in every way

possible. That is my first priority in life."

On the soccer field though Eynard's first priority is to put

the ball in the net, something she has done three times

already this season. Her freshman year she tallied eight

goals and last year her production dropped to five.

"She has been playing well for us this season after a down
year in '90," Rudy said. "Of course our whole team was sort

ofdown last year, but this year she is finishing the play. She

has matured a lot this year. During high school she was so

good she had her way with opponents. That doesn't happen

any more but she's adjusted well.

"Kim has a lot of speed and she is strong at dribbling at

top speed. When she gets some room she can really go. She

is also pretty good at heading the ball too. She scored one

that way last week [vs. Central Florida)," Rudy added.

"Speed is probably the strength of my game," Eynard

said. "Also communication and ball skills, I have to improve

at moving away from the ball and I just have to keep

workingon putting the ball in the net, that is what I am here

for."

Rudy hopes to see more balls in the net from Eynard this

season as the eighth-ranked Minutewomen (4-1) move on

towards a possible NCAA Tournament bid. Massachusetts

travels to George Mason (4-2) this weekend to face the No.

20 Lady Patriots and unranked Saint Mary's (3-3).

"Kim knows how to score and we need that right now. She

is a very important part of our team," Rudy said. "If in the

off-season she adds some strength from weight training she

can go from being a really good player to an All-American."

For E3Tiard the goals are more team-related. She refers

to her teammates as her family away from home and would

like nothing better than to see success as a group.

"We are a very good team right now, we are a team with

a lot of personality and a lot of heart for one another,"

Eynard said. "I guess every team would like to make the

Final Four and we may be able to do that, but we play for the

game that's next on the schedule and don't think about the

[post-season]."
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Testimony about racism heard
By A R SANTIAGO
Collegian Staff

Tlie University of Massachusetts has a
long way to go in resolving the problem of

the racism on its campus, said a group of

students, faculty and adniinistrattirs from
UMass and Smith College Friday.

Speaking to an audience of 80 people in

theCampus Center, they testified to a panel

of the Massachusetts Advisory Committee.
Their testimony will be part of a report by
the advisory committee to the U.S. Com-
mission on Civil Rights in its quest to quell

racist and anti-Semitic incidents on college

campuses across the state.

Afro-American Studies Prof EstherTerry

said, "Bigotry does not spring from the breast

once one is admitted to the University," but

racial and anti-Semitic conflicts on the

UMass campus, in particular, seem to be

proving otherwise.

The panel discussed their impressions of

why racial and religious harassments con-

tinue on college campuses and what still

remains to be done by administrators to. at

the very least, alleviate the problem.

Sally J. Greenberg. a lawyer for the Anti-

Defamation League of B'nai B'rith. said

more attention has been paid recently on
what is happening on college campuses be-

cause "they are a microcosm of society."

She said in 1990. 1,685 incidents of vio-

lence and hara.'isment were reported, up 18

percent from the previous year. Out of 57

institutions reporting, 95 incidents were
from college campuses. Over the past three

years, the percentage of reported incidents

of harassment has jumped 72 percent.

PWio by Jmh ii#ya*Ms

CIVIL RIGHTS HEARINGS— Sally Greenberg discusses a notice posted
on UMass campus which caused tensions between the Jewish, Black and
the Third World communities. Left to right are Raymond McKeamey,
Greenberg, Sondra Moody.

Referring to a flyer arculated around the

UMass campus early this semester,
Greenberg said, 'Incidents like this create a
lot oftension and fear" in both communities
and do nothing to resolve the problem.

The flyer warned Hillel and Jewish stu-

dents thev would Iv "held accountable" bv
Third World and Black students for "any

harm inflicted upon Dr. Leonard Jeffries,

Jr.", the outspoken chairofthe Black Studies

Department at the City College of the City

University of New York.

Jeffries'comments triggered controversy

when, in a speech at a Black cultural festi-

val in Albany in July , he made remarks that

were attacked by politicians and critics as

anti-Semitic.

There was a consensus among the panel

of students, in particular, that the efforts

alreadv undertaken bv administrators to

stop or prevent racism havf not resulted in

any real changes.

Alexander Nguyen, speakingon behalfof

the United Asian Cultural Center, lam-

basted administrators for "consistently

acting as a means for social control," by

driviuj; a wedge among minority groups and
"finding a milhoii excuses not tt) do any-

thing" despite the meetings and programs
they sponsor in response to problems that

arise.

As a consequence of the racially-moti-

vated brawl in Si»uthwe.st after the 1986
World S«»ries, some programs were imple-

nu'iited to educate UMass students alniut

social and cultural diversity. However,
Deirdre Almeida, acting chair ofthe Massa-
chusetts Advisory Committee, said. "This

did not put an end to the conflict, but it did

change the way we think abt>ut it."

James ArthurJemison, ofthe Klack Mass
Communications Project said, "When Black

or minority students graduate from UMass.
they should receive two degrees — one for

surviving the subtle and overt racism I in the

University I and another for still being able

to complete their rigorous course work."

He said racial harassment occurs "not

out of malice but ignorance." He also said

multiculturalism as an idea is st>und, but it

simply cannot work if an "awful lot of tiilk"

is not matched by action on the part of

administrators.

A steppedup effort in recruiting mi-

norities as students and faculty and in

keeping tho««' who are already at the Uni-

versity was a frequent suggestion as one of

many viable solutions to campus racism.

Grant Imrle. director of the OfTice of
Human Relations at U Mass. expn*«s«Hl grave

concern about the marginal influence of

such meetings, but he said it is essential U'

continue this tradition of open and frank

discussion if only to acknowledge lh»l

problems as well as solutions do exist.

Older people returning
to complete education
By ARI VAIS
Collegian Staff

Do you have that person in one ofyour classes who could

pass for your father?Oryour grandmother? Or. . . doyou feel

like you spend your days surrounded by kids? Ifso, then you
are witnessing, directly or indirt?ctly. the growing number
of older students returning to college full-time.

With some exceptions, this trend has been growing for

the past five years in the United States, with some older

students returning to complete a degree once started and
others getting their first taste of college life.

But why are these men and women, aged 22 and up,

coming back now?
"A lot of people have a career they're bored with or one

with no room for advancement." said Kay Althoff. the

director of older student enrollment at Mount Holyoke
College. "If those people are financially secure enough to

stop working, theyll want to come back and complete their

education, and finish their career in a field they want.

"We have definitely felt (the rise of older students). For

at least the past five years, there has been a 10 percent

increase per year," Althoff said. "Most of them start out

doing some work at community colleges before coming to

us.

The case is similar at Smith College. The Ada Comstock
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Here comes the sun — well, it never really left. Sunny

and in the 60s for today and tomorrow— so go out

and watch those leaves turn.

Scholars program, for returningolder students, has stopped

heavy recruiting and has actually grown much more se-

lective.

Marjorie Southworth. who runs the program, points to

the nation's limpeconomy as the main reason for this trend.

"A lot of people have been laid ofl".' Southworth said.

"And those who haven't been are coming back now because

they need the degree to help them compete in today's job

market."
Southworth also noted the increased awareness among

women of the ncMressity of receiving a full education. In the

late 60s and early 708, women were expected to only attend

college for one or two years before getting married, while

today there is no stigma attached to a woman seeking a

college degree, she said.

"Now that the stigma is shrinking, those same women
are ridding themselves ofthe care-giver role, and returning

to sch<H)l," Southworth said.

The older students at Smith are between the ages 22-7 1

,

with 39 percent in their 30». Smith has enough housing to

accomodate all of these students and do live on campus.

The Ada Comstock Scholars Program has grown so

competitive," Southworth said. "That our applications have

become very selective."

Southworth noted preference is given to candidates with

at least one year or thirty two semester credits of prior

college work. Out of 2,609 Smith students, 334 are return-

ing, older students.

In the Pioneer Valley, the national trend is broken by the

remaining colleges. Hampshire and Amherst College do not

have a specific program to attract older students, hence

enrollment has stayed about the same over time.

At the University of Massachusetts, however, programs

for older students have suffered and enrollment is down.

Registrar ofContinuing Education Elizabeth Brinkerhoff

said she has "read that it's true" that the national average

for enrollment of older students has increased, but claims

that due to the woeful Massachusetts economy and its

effects on the University, there has been no steady increase

or upward trend.

The University Without Walls, designed to attract older

students, has especially suffered. The director of UWW,
Victoria Jacoby, has also read about the national trend but

admits that the program being hurt by lack of resources.

"There is a larger dropout rate for our students now,

because of increased fees," Jacoby said "which is probably

the case for all university students."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

State budget
forces cuts
to graduates

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts has reduced the

number ofjobs for teaching graduate students this

fall by 143 to deal with the current states budget

slashes, according to the dean ofthe graduate school

.

I..ast fall, 1 ,476 graduate students were U^aching.

said Dean Samuel Conti ata Faculty Senate meeting

last Thursday. That number has been reduced to

1,344 for this semester, he said.

Marc Kenan, the president of the Graduate Stu-

dent Senate, believes the reduction will worsen an
already tough situation.

"We're not surprised. Graduate students are suf-

fering tremendously. It's getting more difficult to

continue our education at the University." Kenan
said. "We're getting hit harder."

I.«aders ofthe Graduate Employee Organization

feel this recent announcement emphasizes their

need for their first union contract. The GEO, which

represents 2.200 graduate employees such as teach-

ing and research assistants, is the largest union on

campus.

"It underscores our need for protection under a

new contract." said Emily Isaacs, co-speaker of the

GEO. "This is horrible, horrible news."

Isaacs said this 17 percent cut is "grossly dispro-

fwrtionate" with the recent 3 percent decline in

undergraduate enrollment.

Still, Isaacs fears similar reductions for the com-

ing years. "Our sources in the administration project

that similar cuts are projected for next year," Isaacs

said.

Job security is one ofthe four major demands that

negotiating teams from both the administration and
the GEO will be discussing tomorrow in an all-day

meeting to finalize the GEO's first union contract.

Leaders of the GEO have threatened to take

"decisive action" if their demands are not met.
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Monday, September 30

Lecture—A lecture by the former Under Secretary ofthe
Air Force on "Beyond Insert Storm: U.S. Foreign Policy in

the 1990*8" will be given by Antonia Chayes. It will be held
at 8:00 p.m. in Converse Hall at Amheret College Free

Tuesday, October 1

Blood Drive—Donate blood in Campus Center Room 165

from 1 1:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Music—A faculty recital by David Sporny, Trombone,
will be held at 8:00 p.m. in UMass Benzaruion Recital Hall
Admission is $5.00 & $2.50.

Exhibit—Steanjing Across Massachusetts: Massachu-
setts railroads as reflected in the holdings of Special Col-

lections and Archives will be on display on the 25th floor of
the University Library from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. through
to January 15, 1992.

Wednesday, October 2

Lecture—School of Nursing Academic Rounds Lecture:

Unnary Incontinence in Elderly as a Clinical Problem: the
Practice-Research-Education Spiral will be held in UMaas
Campus Center room 162-175 from 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.

Theater—Outer Limits Series-Rajeckas and Intraub
Movement Theater will be held in Hamden Theater
(Southwest) at 8:00 p.m.
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Nation of Tibet suffering

from Chinese takeover

CoUafiaii pboto by MmU Kahn

Jackie Swist, Joanne Palmer, Ellen Lana, Don Healey and Dawn
Melchionan take the tot from the toddler center at the Human
Development Lab. School on a watch through the Hatch.

By MICHELLE ROBBINS
CoUegiai\ Correspondent

Tibet has gone "through Hell" since the

Chinese's takeover of Tibet in the early 60s

which has left, 1.5 million Tibetans dead so

far, said a Tibetan student of education at

UMass.
Nawang Phuntsog said the U.S.-Tibetan

Resettlement Project in Amherst needs

sponsors and job offers for the 50 Tibetans

coming to Amherst.
"The Tibetans live in the worst conditions

I due to the Chinese] and they are such pious

and peaceful people", said Phuntsog Friday

night at the Jewish Community ofAmherst.

Since Jewish people were subject to cul-

tural genocide during World War II, many
Tibetans are interested in how the Jewish

people preserved their culture from gen-

eration to generation without any loss, said

Phuntsog.

No one knows for sure the exact origin of

the Tibetans, but Phuntsog said the Tibet-

ans are definitely not Chinese descendants.

Buddhists are "not wimpy", he said. He
went on to explain when a Buddhist friend

punched a non-Buddhist, the non-Buddhist

said, "You're not suppose to punch me. you're

a Buddhist.'

Buddhism is not only a religion for the

Tibetans, it is also central to all social and

pohtical aspects of Tibetan Ufe. he said.

Even though Buddhists are 'loving and

friendly, they are still prone to the same

social diseases of other cultures", said

Phuntsog. It takes thousands ofgood people

to deal with one wicked person, said

Phuntsog.

"My earliest contact with Buddhism was

when I was conceived. Karma taught me to

be tolerant of other cultures. I know nasty

people are nasty for their own ignorance

and I ignore them", said Phuntsog.

A Buddhist believes that if they are tol-

erant they will be reborn as a beautiful

person, said Phuntsog.

"Tibetans will go to any extreme for the

welfare of their family. It is how they [Ti-

betans 1 stay together," said Phuntsog.

"It is more important I to the Tibetans) to

benefit others first. Maybe this resulted in

our loss [of Tibet)", said Phuntsog. Tibet is

not an individualized society, said Phuntsog.

"Since the loss of our country (Tibet),

polygamy has ceased to be of importance. It

(polygamy) used to maintain [family!

bonding", said Phuntsog.

"The only way to attain peace is to first

disarm ourselves of ignorance, hatred and

isolation from the world", said Phuntsog.

"I am confident we ITibeUns) will regain

freedom. There is no way the Chinese can

stay [in Tibet) forever", said Phuntsog.

The democratic movement is moving

across Europe and Asia and "the next one

[country to fall! is going to be China", said

Phuntsog.
"When Tibet is free, come and visit us",

he said.

Math anxiety workshops
counsel, reduce stress
Test-taking part ofstudents' fears

By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Correspondent

Sixty-five percent of the majors at UMass require or

recommend math courses in order to satisfy the major.

Many people have an anxiety about math.

While many people have anxiety about math, more than

half the majors they choose at the University ofMassachu-

setts will require or recommend them to take a math course.

This is the reason math professor Doris Stockton and

counseling psychologist Donald Banks said they "saw a

need" for providing Math Anxiety Reduction Workshops at

the beginning of every semester.

The next workshop is scheduled for September 30, fi:om

4:30 to 6:00 p.m., in room 1634 Lederle Graduate Research

Tower. It will focus on test anxiety, said Banks.

Banks said the students all wished to remain anony-

mous.
People attend these workshops for many different rea-

sons. One student said, "My anxiety started in sixth grade

with fractions. Fractions freak me out."

Anotlier student who had already attended a workshop

said. "I was feehng anxious again because I was not keeping

up [with the class)."

One engineering student from Korea said, "I like math,

but I had to foctis on English when I moved here five years

ago. Now I have a hard time solving problems."

The workshop features a film titled "Math Anxiety: We
Beat It. So Can You", created by Jean Smith, a former

colleague of Stockton.

The film focuses on students who overcame their fear of

math and how it changed their lives.

One student said, "Great film. [There is] so much focus on

'this is where life is (career wise)'. I'm going to change my

own way of thinking [about math)."

Another student said, "I identified with the film a lot. I

was a retail buyer and I know not learning any math can

interfere with your Ufe."

Laurel Mayhew, a teaching assistant, stressed that "Stu-

dents have to try. Come to office hours and don't be^ afraid

that you're not going to get it [the math problems)."

Stockton and Banks have held the programs for high

school and junior high school students, inner city students

and their teachers, as well as UMass students.

Stockton, who received her doctorate from Brown Uni-

versity, said, "One year a girl from a prep school came to the

workshop in a limousine."

Stockton said. "We've been doing the workshops for 10

years and have had many happy endings. Quite often many

people are just placed in the wrong level."

Caller ID sparks
debate in states

By JONATHAN YENKIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — The phone company calls it a "peep-

hole" that would give customers an idea who might be

calling them.
The technology, known as Caller ID, has sparked

debate in several sUtes and could soon become

available in Massachusetts.

New England Telephone Co. promotes the service

as a weapon against harrassing calls while giving

people the option of protecting their phone numbers

from public view. But some consumer advocates say

the company's safefuards for privacy are too incon-

venient.

"Why should consumers have to go the extra mile

to protect their privacy?" said Rachel Sagan. consumer

program director for the Massachusetts Public Interest

Research Group.

The state Department ofPublic Utilities is expected

to decide in a couple of weeks whether New England

Telephone can sell Caller ID and several other services

to customers.

The "peephole" reflects a wave of new technology

that has swept into phone systems as telephone

companies seek more revenue while facing increased

COrfTINUED ON PAGE 6

Student Force fighting fires

Collegian photo by Matt Kahn

Amherst volunteer fireman using a deck cannon

By MARK PRESTON
Collegian staff

The risk offire is an ever-present danger,

but students at the University of Massa-

chusetts can take solace in the fact UMass

has the only Student Force fire department

in the Northeast, and one of the few in the

United States.

The Student Force is a dedicated group of

14 men and one woman who risk their lives

every day to keep the town of Amherst and

its surrounding communities free from the

perils of fire.

Engine Company No. 3, otherwise known

as the Student Force, works in cooperation

with the Amherst Fire Department to

achieve this goal.

The program, which was started in the

early 50s, was initially affiliated with UMass.

In 1960 the town ofAmherst took control of

itand incorporated it into its own firefighting

program.

The Student Force responds to an aver-

age of 70 calls a semester, which range form

brush fires to house fires.

Lt. Patrick O'Brien said students often

misunderstand the role of the force.

"There is a big misconception on campus

that the Student Force is nothing more than

a cleanup crew for the Amherst Fire De-

partment," O'Brien said. "But in fact we

fight the fires alongside the permanent and

call force."

All members of the Student Force are

volunteers. They receive no compensation

for their time or efforts. The only benefit

they receive is that eight ofthem are allowed

to live at the North Fire House.

Approximately one-third of the Student

Force will go on to firefighting careers after

they graduate. In fact, Student Force Cap-

tain Paul Rhude will become a member of

the permanent Amherst firefighting force

in January.
However, most will venture off into dif-

ferent fields when they graduate.

"Their is no set reason why we all decided

to join the Student Force — everybody had

different reasons," said pump operator

Mickey Ross.

Every night while school is in session a
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Etyoy a delicious meal
and take advantage of
a special offerl

COUPON
Order one lunch at the regular

price 2ind receive the second
luncheon entree at half-price.

OFFERS EXPIRES 10 18 91

COUPON NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT

/

Lunch served Monday through Friday,

11 30 am-2 00 pm
Telephone: 545 3216
Major Credit Cards Accepted

Validated Par1\ing in Attached Garage
Casual Dress

lirrrnrf'
Mirnrnrr d\

[fnrfrFjjrf i«
^lirrrrrfTi^" Top of the

Campus
Restaurant 8t Lounge

11th FLOOR • LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

Brittany Manor
(413)256- 8534

Two Bedroom Apartments
AVAILABLE

LIMITED TIME ONLY
Two Bedroom Apartments

AVAILABLE NOW!

$399 PER MONTH
Rent Includes heat and hot water

NO EXPENSIVE HEATING BILLS

HURRY!
NO SECURITY OR FINAL MONTH RENT

REQUIRED AT THIS TIME
Fully Equipped Kitchen Including Disposal • On The Five

Collef^e Bus Route • Oversized Bathrooms • Large Dinning
Area • Storm Windows • Wall To Wall Carpeting • Large

Livingroom w/ Ceiling To Floor Windows • Dead-bolt Secu-

rity Locizs • Cable Television Available

ACT NOW
$100.00 REWARD

if you bnow of a friend who is apartment hunting, send them to us with
this form. If they qualify and rent

our apartment you will receive

$100.00 REWARD
My name I recomend
Address Name
Tel « Address

Tel #

UNIVERSITY STORE
CAMPUS CENTER FOOD SERVICE

CAMPUS CENTER BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Presents

FREE FOOD
AND BEVERAGES!

•TEST DRIVE" IIM
PERSONAL
COMPUTERS!

PRODUCT
DEMONSTRATIONS,
FREE SAMPLES,
GAMES,
ENTERTAINMENT!

FEATURING: IBM CAMAY SUNSHINE BISCUITS
AMERICAN EXPRESS INTROSPECT OBSESSION
NEWSWEEK OLD SPICE COLUMBIA HOUSE

I PRINGLES CAMPUS CONNECTION SCHICK MCI
STANLEY H. KAPLAN JOSTENS

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Conviction and a loud voice cannot stand by themselves
You really have to wonder about happy

people.

I mean, who exactly in this messed-up
world is happy? And was IS happy?

I mean, everyone is a pessimist. Did you
see the guy outside the Student Union last

week? He was standing there holding a
cross (like the one Christ was crucified on in

miniature form).

Gayle Long

Behind him was a woman, blonde, plain,

wearing a kerchief on her head. She was
holding a sign which read something to the
effect that everyone was already condemned
and straight on their way to eternal damna-
tion.

All the while the man screamed at the

students walking by —
You think you're cool, he said. You love to

get drunk, smoke pot, have sex, etc. etc.

He continued — You think you know
everything, you have a degree and will get a

job and make mone> and be greedy and
superficial.

WOW.
Who is this man? I was sincerely afi-aid to

approach him and ask him some questions.

There are some things I really want to know.

One— Ifthis man is Christian, he knows
the adage— take the plank out ofyour own
eye before removing the speck from your
brother's.

Now, obviously, this man must not have
a single sin on his soul— except for bringing

false witness (the eighth commandment)
against the 19,000 or so neighbors which he

(I dont think) knows from a hole in the wall.

How does he know we are all a bunch of

horny, drunk, gluttonous, irresponsible

people? He doesn't.

Talk about jumping to conclusions.

Two— Whatever happened to God is the

judge of His people and no man can judge

who is right and who is wrong?

I mean, maybe God thinks this bonehead
screaming at everyone is wrong and we, the

"experimenting" knowledge-seekers are

right. How can he know if he is right?

What ever happened to being humble
and knowing in your own heart and mind
you are serving God in your own way?

Well, whatever the case, it seems this

man is prettyjudgemental and 1 don't think

it's fair that others have to listen to him.

Of course, there's this stupid little thing

called the First Amendment (one of us
journalist's favorite things) which lets him
say these things, wherever and whenever
he wants.

He wasn't inciting riot and he wasn't

threatening anyone — he was just telling

them "how it is." But, in case he's forgotten,

the people listening have the ability to walk
away. Ignore him. Think he's a crazed luna-

tic.

So, for the man who thinks he's sending

out a message to the students ofthe Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, I have one thing to

say:

You get more flies with honey than vin-

egar. Pissing people offmeans the only God's

creatures hearing you are the ducks on the

pond and the sea gulls overhead. And they're

not interested.

Gayle Long is a Collegian columnist

Hunting needed to

limit deer population
We the undersigned dispute the column written by

Shawn McDonnell in the Sept. 25 editorial section
("Guns don't kill, the dismembered animal fairy does ).

We suggest that before Mr. McDonnell writes any
additional columns, naively insulting other members
of this community, he takes time to gather some
factual evidence on the subject on which he is writing.

Contrary to his claim that New England does not

have any cases of wildlife overpopulation, many areas

have overwhelming evidence of this situation, par-

ticularly in the case ofarea deer herds. A quick trip to

the Quabbin Reservoir will reveal extensive damage
from deer overbrowsing. In some areas every edible

green thing within reachof the dder is absent. These

conditions cause severe damage to the health of the

forest ecosystem which in turn has a negative effect

on other wildlife species.

The species which ultimately suffer the most are

the deer themselves. In conditions where suitable

habitat is decreasing and natural predators are ab-

sent, deer populations will grow until their numbers
far exceed the available amount of food resources.

This loads to starvation , di.seasc, and ultimately death

for the deer. That is why carefully regulated hunting

seasons are so important, not only as a source of

recreation but as the primary economically and eco-

logically sound method of wildlife management.
The insensitive "killers'* and "drunken gunsmen"

Mr. McDonnell describes refer to the minute percent-

age ofhunters who choose to abuse their privileges. In

reality, the majority of hunters are responsible

sportsmen with a great respect for nature.

Mr. McDonnell, to have an ethical objection to

huntingis understandable. Convincing others ofyour

position by use of emotional sensationalism and ste-

reotypical statements is hard to take seriously.

Peggy Shea
Hadley

Note: 45 UMass students signed this letter

Magic of childrens' stories lives on
even when writers' leave our world

Childhood heroes aren't supposed to die.

People who understand and remember that there is

magic in the world are supposed to live forever. In the land

of make-believe, there is no such thing as a bad ending.

Things don't end, but, if they must, everything is always

happy ever after.

My first Dr. Seuss story was And to Think That I Saw It

on Mulberry Street. I loved that book - what kid couldn't? It

rambled on. an old man and a cart growing, thanks to a zany
imagination, into a stupendous parade of the weird and
unusual. 1 knew the little boy's secret • many of the stories

1 told grew in a similar fashion.

Darienne Hosley

When 1 heard of Theodor Seuss Geisel's death Wednes-
day night, I didn't quite believe it. I put my old Dr. Seuss
record on the turntable ("Bartholomew and the Oobleck,"

"Green Eggs and Ham," and other classics ) and didn't really

think about it. It wasn't until the weekend that it hit me -

the people who wrote the stories and the songs and the

movies and the cartoons of ray childhood are getting old.

Some are dying.

The death ofJim Henson a year and a halfago was hard
to take - it hurt like a fist to the stomach. These childhood

heroes are more than mere men and women - they're the

makers of dream lands. The loss ofJim Henson meant the

risk of losing Kermit and Ernie and Sesame Street and the

Muppets and the Fraggles. Whole worlds were endangered.

Dr. Seuss' world was ridiculous. Unbelievable. Loony. It

was also a cleverly disguised lesson in human nature. When
I was very young, his stories were simply hilarious enter-

tainment. As I grew older, I began to recognize the darker,

serious, scarier side of Dr. Seuss' fables.

The Lorax, at first the tale of a magical land threatened

by an evil invader, became a lesson on man's selfish destruc-

tion of the environment he depends on.

The Sneetches was a silly story about silly creatures

doing silly things with stars on their stomachs. It became
a frightening example of the dangers of the "who's better

than who" game.

People like Dr. Seuss were more successful than most
schoolteachers because they snuck the lesson in amidst
whirbng, giddy lunacy. Caught up in Seuss' tongue twist-

ers and mind benders, few kids are aware that a lesson is

subtly working on their minds.

I always look through the children's literature at the

bookstore. There are many new names, new stories on the

shelves to delijjht children. 1 flip through them, hut it's the

classic books that make me laugh the most. Each book - be

itAA. Milne. Maurice Sendak, Eric Carle. Shel Silverstein,

or Dr. Seuss - brings hack my earliest and most colorful

memories.

Holding one of thcrae books in my hands, I'm sitting in a
giant armchair as my mother reads to me the adventures

ofPooh Bear. I'm sprawled on my bed as Max returns from
the land ofthe wild things to a hot meal left by his mom. I'm

in a school auditorium as a famou.s author draws a picture

of the very hungry caterpillar, just for me. I'm romping
through a strange land offunny-shaped buildings, truffula

trees, grinches, egg-hatching elephants, and sock-wearing

foxes.

I haven't seen any replacements for these childhood

heroes yet. There are new children's books every day. but

none ofthem have the same kind of magic for me. I wish I

could just say that no one knows how to write a good

children's story anymore, but I'm afraid there's a more
frightening explanation: I'm turning into a grown-up.

When the realities ofthe adult world press in on me, I pull

out my favorite books. As Dr. Seuss wrote in his last book,

Oh, the Places You'll Go!, "All Alone! Whether you like it or

not. Alone is something youll be quite a lot." Yet when I

return to the worlds 1 escaped to years ago. the creatures

and dreams are still there to remind me that there is magic

in the world - you just have to look for it. There is such a

thing as immortality.

Darienne Hosley is a Collegian columnist

GEO has reason to be angry over health fee increases
On Wednesday, Sept. 25, a rally about the health the

health care issue at UMass, sponsored by the Graduate

Employee Organization (GEO), was held at the top of the

ramp leading into Whitmore. Our protest was well-at-

tended despite the crappy weather, and hopefully the sound

of our voices as we marched through Whitmore yelling,

"Don't get sick unless you're rich," will echo long and loud in

the ears and little brains ofthe Whitmore Administration in

the days and weeks to come. What's more important is that

the display of anger and frustration at Wednesday's rally

raucously rumble and revebrate right into the university

and statehouse treasuries.

The primary issue GEO is fighting for right now, along

with workplace fairness and official recognition as a union

(currently the administration sees us a bunch of sniveling

youngsters, not a real union of genuinely pissed-ofF union

workers), is the little matter ofhealth-fee waiver for all grad

employees. It's a legitimate demand. Why?
In 1981, when a single student at this most splendid

campus paid $221 in health fees. In 1991 the same fee for a

student at UMass, shot up to $880. That's an increase of400

percent! CJod knows my wages haven't seen a parallel

expansion. The data for famihes is much worse. It now costs

a family over $2,000 per year to maintain barely adequate

health insurance at UMass, and with the introduction of

new co-payments due to administrative "restructuring" of

the UMass health system, it's pretty clear that quality

health care is only a flush ofthe toilet away from vanishing

for good. What happens if you're a grad student, trying to

subsist on a stipend of $6,000 and you have a child? You
either have money from some other source, or it's debt-trap

city at the financial aid office.

And we all know what it means when the higher-ups

start talking about "restructuring." Details ofthese new co-

benefits, increasing co-payments, and/or taking money out

of wage increases. Indeed, according to the AFL-CIO, 80

I>ercent of all strikes last year broke out precisely because

of health-care

gouging employers. Sound familiar? This is exactly - no ifs,

ands, or huts - what's happening to GEO members right

now, on this campus. Administrative insensitivity, buck-

passing, and anti-democratic actions intended to increase

our fees without our say-so all combine to produce a group

payments are in the September 23 and 26 issues of the of people with a damn good reason to be angry. You say the

Collegian. Decide for yourself how "fair" they are and

whether I can still be angry in spite of the UHS director's

confession that "he regrets" the increase. Yes, I regret it too,

but I don't feel I'm helpless to change the situation (one

difference between him and me). That, after all, is what a

union is for: to make change that benefits workers, and to

use the strike weapon if need be. That's also why the

administrators here, regardless of their liberal "we1l-do-

all-we-can-you-poor-starving-student" attitude, are just a

bit nervous.

With that said, it's also true that health care is not an issue

confined only to GEO and to all union workers on this

campus, bastion of truth and justice. It's a nationwide

problem. All across the country employers are trying to

shift health care costs onto the backs ofworkers by reducing

University and the Commonwealth "don't have the money?"

I have one reply: neither do I.

To all students and workers on campus who aren't GEO
members: please support us in our struggle to keep UMass
a decent place to work, study, and even get sick! To all

present GEO members and grad student employees who
should be members: come to theGEO membership meeting

on Tuesday, October 1, at 6 p.m., Campus Center Audito-

rium. Be there! Exercise your right to make your voice

heard, and be a part ofwinning back some control over your

work lives and your dignity. After all, in unity there IS

strength.

Roger Long
Amherst

Ifyou're a Collegian columnist oryou'd very much like to be one, andyou're reading this before 3:30 this afternoon, there's something

you should know about. It's the Collegian columnist meeting, to be held in our very own office at 113 Campus Center at 3:30p.m.

today. Stop on down and be a part of it all.
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phones
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competition from other providers.

Aside from Caller ID, New England
Telephone hopes to offer three other services.

— Repeat dialing, which automatically

checks and re-dials a busy number for up to

30 minutes.
— Call return, which allows a customer

to return the last incoming call, whether it

was answered or not.

— Call trace, enabling a customer to

initiate a trace of an annoying call more
easily than under the current system.

The monthly rates for the proposed ser-

vices will range from $4.95 to $1.50. They
would be offered in 32 communities, mostly
in eastern Massachusetts, but would even-

tually spread across the state.

Caller ID, which displays the number of

the person placing the call, has attracted

wide scrutiny.

The Federal Communications Commis-
sion last week proposed that customers have
limited ability to block the service. In

Pennsylvania, a court ruled last year that

Caller ID violates the state's wiretap law.

returning students
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Still, at UMass, older students are a

visible minority. Herman Hampton of

Northampton has just enrolled as a

member of the class of 1995 at the age of

thirty-nine. Hamptoi: hu;- been going to

UMass part-time since 1972, but now,

with the help of a full scholarship, he is a

University Without Walls student.

"My lifestyle. I believe, has prompted
this decision," Hampton, who describes

himself as a semi-professional musician,

said.

"It was much easier for me to let go of

whatever I was doing and dedicate all my
time to school. I mean, some older stu-

dents still have to work full time, which
makes it so difficult." Hampton said.

Hampton's activities between the time

he graduated from high school until now
have been ample: he had been a music

coordinator at summer camps in

Northampton, started a music program

at the Hampshire County House OfCor-

rection, was a head-teacher at an after-

school program in Amherst, and taught

at a Puerto Rican cultural center in Hart-

ford.

He said he feels especially lucky be-

cause University Without Walls awards

credits for life experience outside of

academia, for which he's received a

semester's worth.

While oureconomy has hindered some

adults from returning to college. Herman
Hampton could think of no In-tter time

"I would still be teaching and playing

music if I wasn't here. . . that's exactly

what I'm doing at UMass," he said. "But

now that the direction I want to go in is

more refined, this degree will help me to

get the better paying, more secure jobs."

fire fighters
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beeping sound and see a classmate dash for

the door. More than likely that person is a
member of the Student Force and is re-

sponding to a call.

Although they have not been put in the
situation ofhaving to save a life, they are all

extensively trained tt) do so.

The Student force consists of 14 males
who attend UMass and 1 female who attends
Hampshire College. Each member must
maintain a G.P.A. of 2.5 to remain on the
Force.

Every spring, the force holds a recruit-

ment drive. The Student Force reviews ap-

plicants by evaluating their physical con-

dition, ability to handle school and other

activities, leadership ability, and interest in

firefighting and emergency services.

"People are inquisitive about the beepers

that each Student Force member carries at

all times," O'Brien said. "It is hard toexplain
to them that you are a fire fighter, so instead

we usually he and make up a story."

Although parents and relatives are con-

stantly anxious about the fate oftheir loved

ones, each member of the Student

student Specials(Sept.-Dec.;

Nautilus (Aerobics included)

Racquetball

(Coun lime included)

Tennis (Plus coun time)

All Club (AU of the Above)

$119

$119

S119
$189

Social lounge, Big Screen TV, Ping-Pong

Available To All!

• Pro-Shop

• Snack-Bar with Liquor License

WINNER'S ATHLETIC CLUB

:^ ' 549-4545

Route 116, Sunderland Across From Bubs BBQ

FINANCIAL AID
TOR

COLLEGE FRESHMEN AND SOPHMORES

There i% approiimal^y (4.000 000 000 m Imancial assislanc*

available to students annually and much o' A goes unused bacauM
students don't know irs there

Wars FINANCIAL riNOEHS W« ve researched thouswtds o<

sources o< hnancial aid. and compiled Itte results into a vast data

bank
Wtien you conpiala a dal»led FINANCIAL FINDERS STUDENT

DATA FORM, our computers go to miork matching your backoround and

nterests Mith the most compatible sources ol Imanoal ataittance

;«vaiiabie

FINANCIAL FINDERS w«lt find you 6 to 2S sources ol financial

«K) other than state or federal sources But if we cannot, your

processing lee wnit be refunded, alor^ with any sources we did tM^

lor you
The processing lee is $09. but we arc so conlKtent you wil not

be disappointed thai if you do not receive at least this much m
linarKiai aid >n one year, your fee wiH be refunded

Write today for a FINANCIAL FINDERS STUDENT DATA FORM

.$^
Clinical

Ptiycholof^HUi

Dietieians

ij!
Plan a future that soars.

Take your sciencen'elaled degree

into the Air Force, and become an

officer in the Biomedical Sciences

Corps. You'll learn more, you'll groM

faster-you'll woric with other dedi-

cated professionals in a quality envi-

ronment where your contributions

are needed.

In short, you'll gain more of every-

thing that matters most to you. You

and the Air Force Launch now-call

IJSAF HEA1.TH PROFESSIONS
TOIJ. FREE

1 8(H)42:M SAF

THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM
IN PEACE & WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

presents

BEYOND DESERT STORM:

U.S. FOREIGN POUCY IN THE 1990's

JJ A Lecture by:

ANTONIA CHAYES, Endispute, Inc.

Monday, September 30th, 8:00pm
Converse Hall, Amherst

This etent is free, open to the public, and wheelchair accessible.

For more information call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext 519.

S/S/S/

STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR

&
AUTOBODY

53 S. Prospect St. Amherst Center

Imports 8c other unibody

vehicles are our specialty

•v'V^>

Accepted by all insurance

companies for collision

repair or glass replacement

REMEMBER
It s your car and your choice of repair facilities

a56-8lS7 XS6-138S
wvA Shop Reg «RSlxia,

Black Affairs

Just a Warning
The violence that erupted in Brooklyn New York a few

woeks ago isjust a preview ofwhat could happen ifa change
doesn't occur in this nation soon.

The riots were more than just a result of anger at this

kind of situation, African-Americans are used to being
wronged and disrespected in this country.

The primary reason for these riots was for the fact that

African- Americans are fed up with the accumulation of

such incidents. Yusef Hawkins, Rodney King, Tawana
Brawleys, and every incident across this nation, which was
sparked by the hatred against the African-American race.

African-Americans are also fed up with a president who
finds it amusing to play games with our history, by putting

a man such as Clarence Thomas before up for nomination
for the supreme court.

African-Americans are also fed up with a president who
is willing to to give billions of dollars to Russia, while

refusing to acknowledge the homeless here in America.

No. the riots were not African-Americans acting

"Niggerish", as the media would like you to beheve. It was
African-Americans sending a warning to let European

Americans know that we are not going to peacefully allow

this nation to continue the constant physical, and mental

abuse they have brought on our people.

Douglas Greer

One way or another, this nation is going to deal with the

racism, despair, and hoplessness that the system has given

birth to.

Do not be fooled, we are no longer living in the 60s, the

riots of today are not the riots of yesterday. If another riot

occurs because of injustices to African-Americans, there

might not be any force on this whole 'Vhite" earth to stop it.

Yo What's Up
Tuesday October 1

The Black Mass Communications Project will be

holding their general body meeting at 7:00 p.m.. For

information call 545-2426.

Wednesday October 2

"Reports in Color" with James A. Jemison, at 6:00

p.m.

Friday October 4
The play Malcolm X "A play about our hero" by

Titus Walker performed by Ujamaa Black Theater,

7:30 p.m. Springfield College Fuller Arts Center.

Tickets $3 for senior citizens, children,$5 for general

admi.ssion.

Saturday October 5

"Camp Logan", a play by Celeste Bedford Walker
will be performed at 8:00 p.m. in the Bowker Audito-

rium. Tickets are $3 for students and senior citizens,

and $5 for the general public.

Black and Jewish Tensions
Several weeks ago, student groups debated more than

five hours whetherAfrican- American activist Kwame Ture,

known previously as Stokely Carmicheal, should be invited

to speak at the University of Colorado.

Ture's statements critical of Israel were characterized as
"anti-Semitic'byJewish students and advisors.who insisted
that he should not receive University funds. But the debate

between Black and Jewish students was symbolic of the

tensions which now divide both groups across the country.

Earlier this summer, a controversy was sparked by

IVofessor Leonard Jeffries, chairperson of the African-

American studies department at New Yorks City College.

In a public address at the Empire State Black Arts and
Cultural Festival in Albany, Jefferies asserted that Blacks

were the victims of a conspiracy "planned and plotted" by
people called "Greenberg and Weisberb and Trigliani."

Public officials and educators condemed Jefferies's re-

marks as anti-Semitic, and New York Senator Daniel P.

Moynihan called for his resignation. Conversely, many
blacks rallied behind Jefferies, and argued that attacks

against him were racially motivated.

The next firestorm erupted in Brooklyn's Crown Heights

neighborhood, where Blacks and Hasidic Jews lived in

uneasy coexistence. One one August evening, Yosef Lifsh,

an Hasidic Jew, lost control of his automobile and smashed
into several Black children on the sidewalk, killing one

seven-year-old youth. Witnesses reported to police that

Lifsh had run a red light and was speeding. Others spread

the rumor that he appeared to have been drinking.

Outraged, hundreds ofyoung Blacks took to the streets,

hurling rocks and bottles at police and Jewish residents.

Apparently in retaliation, a visiting Jewish scholar from

Australia was killed.

For many African -Americans, both deaths were seen as

homicides. For the Jewish community and most Whites, the

deaths were perceived as being entirely different, the first

a regrettable accident and the second deliberate murder.

Many Black activist were troubled when attorney Barry

First let start offby sending a stupid shout out to all new

and veteran students alike. I hope everyone had an ei\joy-

able summer and that you are back in one piece and ready

to get down to the matter at hand.

Now I am going to get to the real reason for this editorial

This is directed at some Brother, and Sisters (mostly

freshman) at the University of Massachusetts

The topic is "Attitude". Why is it that some students of

color, think that they are all that? Walking around with

their noses in the air thinking that their shit doesn't stink.

There is not one person on this campus who gets that

much "Dap".

It is understandable that some of the freshman and new

students do not know too many people, and they have

entered the University with a "Urban Mentally", and you all

know which attitude I am referring to. the "I don't know you

and you don't know me and don't say shit to me, that's how

Slotnick, who had previously represented subway mur-
derer Bernard H. Goetz, stepped forward as a spokesperson

for Lifsh. When Brooklyn EHstrict Attorney Charles Hynes
announced that no charges of criminally-negligent homi-

cide would be filed against Lifsh, the grief and resentment

of thousands of Blacks turned into deep outrage.

Dk Manning Marble

Instead of understanding the origins of Black anger and
violence,linked to poverty and a sense of powerlessness,

many whites leaped to the conclusion that anti-Semitism

and pro-violence sentiments had acquired a mass base of

support among the m^ority of Blacks. Few White commen-
tators were more vehement on this erroneous theme than

New York Times columnist A.M. Rosenthal. Blaming the

recent upsurgence of racial violence on "the Black pohtical

marauders who goad mobs into the streets against Jews,"

Rosenthal asserted that their "strategy is to blow up all

political and emotional bridges between Blacks and non-

Blacks."

Rosenthal linked the Crown Heights incident with the

earUer Jefferies controversy, which was characterized as

"weirdo speeches of a Jew-baiting professor on the public

payroll and by bigotry's

aixtlogist. supporters and conveyor belts in the Black press

and radio."

Rosenthal offered his own self-fulfilling prophesy and

warning to New York mayor David Dinkins and other Black

elected officials, wondering aloud whether "any Black will

be chosen for mayor for a long time", because "so many non-

Blacks have been antagonized."

Nowhere in Rosenthal's emotional diatribe was the rec-

ognition thatmany Black politicians, and especially Dinkins.

had taken a principled, public stance against anti-semitism

throughout their careers, and to blame them for the actions

A Sobb Story
I'm livin" attitude.

So much for the sobb story. Well let me tell you that your

style of livin is "Booty".

The population of students of color on this campus is not

JeffLawrence

that diesel and ultimately you will need someone's help.

You will learn from the way in which the University

handles it's racial problems that you will need help, and

need it soon.

So when you see another Sister, or Brother on this

campus, you do not have to stop and have a meaningful

conversation, however a simple "Wat up" or "How are you

doing " would be fine.

Upperclassmen and women should already know this.

of a mall minority was in effect, a concession to the worst

form of racist bigotry, nowhere in this not to subtle linkage

to Dinkins with Jefferies was the point made that Jewish
political behavior in recent years has grown more conser-

vative ideologically, and specifically opposed to Blacks

interests on such issues as affirmative action.

The real roots of Black-Jewish tensions cannot be at-

tributed to Louis Farrakhan, Jefferies, the Crown Heights

incident, or the much publicized "anti-semitism" in the

Black community. The bridges ofdialogue between the two
groups were torched by other more influential events. For

example, there has been a gradual shift in political sym-

pathies from Israel to the Palestinians among most ofBlack

America's leaders and activist.

Geographically, many middle-to-upper class Jewish-

Americans have moved from central cities to the aflluent

suburbs in the past 30 years, and in the process removed
themselves from the problems and plight of urban minori-

ties. Pohtically. although Jews are still far more "Liberal* in

their electoral behavior than most Whites, there has been a

racial polarization in this group as well.

Blacks like Dinkins or Chicago's late mayor Harold

Washington, who consistently supported Jewish policy in-

terest, didn't receive a miyority of Jewish votes at election

time.

Finally, the Jewish leadership's vehement opposition to

Jesse Jackson's presidential candidacies alienated Blacks.

In this post-Cold war era, a Black-Jewish dialogue is

more crucial now than ever before. As conservatives and

racial reactionaries "lose" their traditional enemy. Com-
munism, they will increasingly fall back to attacks against

their historical "scapegoats"— racial and ethnic minorities.

Blacks and Jews have a pressing self-interest to address

the legitimate differences which have separated them, and

initiate a dialogue which can build genuine understanding.

Dr. Manning Marble is a Professor at the University of

Colorado in Boulder

We should know from past events that the University does

not particularly care about us. It is ourjob to look out for the

new students, and show them the ropes, so they won't get

lost. Hell, we already have enough lost people on this

campus. United we stand divided it's over.

I know many ofyou will not like what I have just stated.

"Oh well it sounds Uke a personal problem to me. and youll

get over it."

Peace to the "Gods" and all the other groups on this

campus.
Brother respect yotir Sister, and Sisters, respect your-

selves.

And all you people with "Jungle Fever" take a Tylenol.

SupportTheNew Africa House,New Africa House support

you students of color. Love peace and Hair Grease. 5000 G,

Jeff Lawrence.

JeffLawrence is a UMass student

Write For

Black Affairs
COMEDOWNm 113 CAMPUS CENTERAND

SPEAKmm SONDRA SUTTON

Good- Bye to
the late,

great Miles
Davis
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Arts & Living
Israeli poet gives powerful reading of his works
_ *• .u :._-ri_.._ „n„„u;.,„..,„i«w^f,,rtholarapli noetrv. there was 3 mood of Quict rcspect fof his reflection
By THOMAS BALES
Collegian Correspondent

Last Thursday, in front of a crowd of about 100 people.

Israeli poet Yehuda Amichai read selections from his vari-

ous works at Smith College in Northampton.

Mr. Amichai. one ofIsrael's most powerful voices and one

of the world's major poets, is currently touring the LTnited

States with his family before his son joins the Israeli Army."

Yehuda Amichai was born in Wurzburg. Germany in

1924. At the age of eleven, he emigrated to Palestine with

his parents and then later settled in Jerusalem. Amichai

served in the British Army in World War 1 1 and in the Israeli

army during the War of Independence and the Sinai

Campaign.
Amichai has published seven books, one ofshort stories,

and two novels. He has also received every major literary

award that is given in Israel.

Focusing on his poetry. Amichai discussed the pain of

war. the passion oflove, as well as his own love for the Israeli

people.

Focusing on war, Amichai read from his poem "What Did

I Learn in the Wars."
".

. to dig into pillows/featherbeds/the body of a beloved

woman/and to yell Mama'/when she cannot hear/and to yell

G-d'/when I don't believe in Him."

Reading from one of his poems on love, he said, "ash

dropped on the King David Hotel/the fathers pain stood

before us/and an ancient weeping/allowed us to lie together."

In a poem about the Israeli people he read. "Redemption

will come when the tourguide says/over there by that arch/

to the left/ to the left and down a little/there is a man who

has provided food for his family."

The audience was mesmerized by Amichai's deep, dis-

turbing voice, as it filled the room with an ambience of

warmth and closeness. As Amichai exposed his deepest

thoughts and feelings through the powerful images of his

poetry, there was a mood of quiet respect for his reflection

on life and love.

The audience as well as the organizers were very satis-

fied with what they heard. Rachel Kotok, a student at

Smith, was especially appreciative of Amichai. "lAmichail

has a way of being very honest and very clear."

"It's the best reading I've been to in a long time," said

Amy Dryansky, also from Smith. Amichai also received

praise from one ofthe event's organizers, Liza Deman, ofthe

Smith College Hillel. She described it as being a very good

turnout and was glad to see so many students and non-

students, Jews and non-Jews.

In his poem, "What Kind of Person," Amichai describes

himselfas "mashing good and bad together/for a little taste/

and a little fragrance."

Rabbi Yechiael Under, the Smith College Hillel Rabbi

and School Chaplain said, "I learn from his poetry and from

the man. It's really a celebration when he comes."

Latins Anonymous
presents skits with wit
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

This California-based Latino comedy
troupe was N-ibrantly hilarious in their black

>-uppy-ish blazers as they tried to come to

deal w ith their ethnicity in the fictional self-

help group. Latins Anonymous
This satirical comedy revue, a stnng of

short skits trashing Latin stereotypes

brought the packed, racially-mixed crowd to

mar with laughter. Thursday Sept. 26 in

Bowker Auditorium.

After a six month sell-out run at the Los

Angeles Theater Center. Latins Anony-
mous came to UMass. It was written by the

four performers: Luisa Leschin. who grew

upm Guatemala as daughter ofa president;

Armando Molina, who grew up in New York

City as the son of Columbian immigrants;

Rick Najera.who was raised in an all Ameri-

can. Mexican American home; and Diane

Rodriguez, who was at the heart of the

Chicano movement.
N^era states in the performance, "the

first time I realized I was Mexican was when

I asked my mother if I could play with the

Mexican kid down the block and she told me
if I wanted to play with a Mexican kid.I

could stay home and play with myself." He
had to stop, he joked, because he was afraid

he would go blind.

The New World Theater, founded in 1979,

is a program of the Fine Arts Center Office

of Third World Programs at the University

of Massachusetts. It's goal is to celebrate

the unique character and achievements of

Blacks. Latinos. Asians, and Native

Americans, by bri nging these types ofshows

to campus, as well as producing plays fea-

tured by the New World Ensemble, con-

sisting of college students and community

members in the Five College community.

When one actor was humorously ana-

lyzing White and Latin stereotypes and why
these Latin men were drawn to blondes he

exclaimed, "What is it with you Aryan

cheerleaders?"

During another skit, the actors stood

across the stage, in the dark and flicked

their individual flashlights on their faces

when it was time to speak in a Laughin
style. One of the men hinted he got more

dates with women when he said he was

related to Julio Iglesias.

Many stereotypes got their chance to be

shot down from Whites to Jews to Blacks to

Puerto Ricans to Mexicans to Columbians.

The message: stereotyping is wrong, and

the best medicine is laughter.

Diane said on stage she felt being a

Chicano was a lot of work because though

she was fighting for their cause her au-

thenticity was criticized for she couldn't

speak Spanish. (But she could fake it really

well.)

The show brought up issues like Latin-

Americans who felt they have to hide their

identity because they are ashamed and there

is dissent and discrimination amongst the

different nationalities within the Latin

group.

The funny foursome also had good tips.

For example, ifyou'd like to yell out a proper

Spanish. "Ay. ay. ay, ay!"just put your hand

in the car door and slam it."

Whites were addressed at this meeting

as "our Anglo co-dependents."

Some humor between the sexes emerged

during the Hermana Petra talk show seg-

ment. When a male caller asked her how he

could figure out women she replied, "^omen
get excited about nothing. . then they marry

him."
During the "Machos of Omaha" where

each ofthe two men tries to out-do the other

on the Machismo scale one man struts "1

went to a cock fight and didn't bring my
rooster. . Feel that bird."

During the Lolana Aerobics segment, the

plump fuschia- and orange-clad aerobics

instructor romped out and satirized women's

fascination with snagging men. She consoled

her audience by saying," IfGod meant us to

be skinny, he would have made us gringas."

Even advertising was a victim to their

cutting wit, as they spoofed Obsession by

acting out, "Calvino de Kline's Obnoxious,"

the advertisement. The heroine had

Photo Courteay UMaa* Fine Arte Center

Latins Anonymous

"laughter like broken butterflies" and the

product was available only at KMart.

As it says in the fall newsletter of the of

the New World Theater the creators of

Latins Anonymous are hoping to become,

'A Latin Monty Python. . .a writing/perform-

ing machine. The challenge is to present

ourselves like we are, Latins without ac-

cents, without stereotypes, and with hu-

mor."

The wrap-up scenes nicely tied up the

show. Slightly wounded egos were picked up

offthe floor. This show may have been a sort

of shock treatment for those socially nar-

row-minded folks trapped in the audience.

The similarities and contrasts written by

Najera, described the differences this way,

"When Mexicans hang out with Mexicans,

it's a gang. When Americans hang out with

Americans, it's a Massachusetts fraternity."

The signs ofa Latina becoming too white

are blue contact lenses, slim fast and Won-
der Bread because "A Mayan is a terrible

thing to waste."

The players were rewarded with well

deserved standing ovations (and t-shirts)

and the audience was rewarded with a trite

but true statement, "Just be who you are."

Art
By KLAUS GAUGER
Collegian Correspondent

The crowd was small last Wednesday at The Hatch when

blues singer and guitaristArt Steele and his accompanists

stepped onto the stage, opening a so-called "Blues Improvi-

sation Nite", where, in the middle set, they gave young

students a chance to show their talent as guest musicians.

Unfortunately, most students seem to prefer blowing

their brains out listening to commercial hard rock music in

their overcrowded dorms to giving an ear to a blues band

and to some fellow students trying to prove their abilities.

The musicians did not care too much about the empty

hall and from the very first moment The Art Steele Blues

Band proved to be a professional group by playing in correct

tempo, without any shakings; generating a round, heavy,

steaming and powerful sound.

Their song selection was a mixture of traditional and

more modem blues styles, with audible influences includ-

ing Grover Washington, Spyro Gyra, The Commodores and

the older maestros like B.B. King, Muddy Waters, Elmore

James and John Lee Hooker.

Main soloist and tenor saxophonist Greg Lent delighted

the audience with his big, swinging tone and a slightly

harsh, growling approach typical of the followers of the

Coleman Hawkins school— like Dexter Gordon and Sonny

Rollins. He has an ability to build up solos vrith suspense.

He created extended, floating, circulating lines combined

with down-to-earth blues licks which converged in rhyth-

mically repeated, frantic high notes.

Lent's playing incorporated the best traditions of the

classical R and B and swing styles. On baritone saxophone

he provided the band vath a sturdy rhythmical and

harmonical support.

Second soloist and pianist Shelton Laster demonstrated

quick fingerings and lines and aptly mastered all chord

changes. However, he let himselfbe carried away much too

often by the technical possibilities of his synthesizer —
boasting sound orgies he would have been wise to avoid.

Evidence of a very different musical disposition was

given by the two other members of the rhythm group.

Drummer Neil Zagorin is an extremely straight-forward

player, hittingon the beat with the accuracy ofa metronome.

Bass player Bob Wrizinski on the other hand is more on

the understating side. He made little use of ostentatious,

funky slap licks and mainly limited himselfto providing the

band with solid bass lines and a pulsating background.

However, the two or three solos he played were full of

beautiful, well considered phrases.

Last, but not least, lead singer and guitarist, Art Steele

must be mentioned: his voice is clear, agreeable and has a

youthful, somewhat boyish sound. His guitar sound is

blues-oriented — basic, but very warm and vibrant.

Steele is clearly at his best in slow blues ballads, where

personality and the will to express one's self is more im-

portant than mere technical capacities.

The five musicians all together formed a close unit and

geared into full steam aft«r the first thirty minutes. It was

particularly thejumping rock-n-roU beats which fitted best

with the band's keen, enthusiastic and unintellectual

character. Less convincing were the songs using Latino

beats, which came out somewhat clumsy, without swing,

and sounded especially tinny and hollow when Laster used

the steel-drum voice of his synthesizer.

The guest musicians were, of course, anticipated with

some suspense. You never know what kind of people will

show up. Anything is possible— from near-genius down to

the ridiculous.

This time it was a group of only four or five people who
dared to step onto the stage, and they were all exceedingly

good players on guitar and drums, as well as harmonica.

It would have been hard to determine which of the

musicians were the regular band members and who were

the guest musicians.

The only thing left to be said is this reviewer is looking

forward to some undergraduates turning off their hard rock

strained stereos and stopping in at some ofthe coming blues

concerts at The Hatch.
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU
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THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By SHADOW

Quote of the Day
He was an altar boy because he

was so fond of the wine

—Overheard
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YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AKIKS (March 21 April 19)

Pitsiiivc r«irv«,> cimliniK- l«> opcnilo.

Y«iO!n.vcyc-u>-cyc wilhihi»>ci.l«»M."M

10 ytMir hcarl . Hii* ImiuKijI ncMts will

t;ind (>n yitur d«Hir\lcp. Keep pace

wiih Itxlay's inlcrcNl 111)1

dcvcktpmcnlx.

TAURUS (April 20 M.iy 20).

Coiifidcnlial tik-illcrs will ci>n)c Imo

ck'aaT fivus liiday. Ihx ytnir vcrhal

skills Ui a'ap ;i |K'iK.'roits a'w.irj.

Iniliulc new projects. Your
eiilhiiM;isiii is conljgitMis!

(;KMINI (May 21 Jurn- 20): A
p.-irliKrship emilJ he loday's hoi

lopic. Ac:ii>Jid(iisc(ivsH>n<>llh(HigtMs

.ind desires could foster .1 new
agreement. The choicvs you make

arc made for (he right reasons.

Hanwiny pfcvaiK.

CANCKR (June 21 July 22): Your

ahilily lo work diligently is your

saving grace now. Although llK're

are upsets, upheavals .ind upntars.

your rok' is that of the hullder.

RomaiKC soars lo new heights.

I.KO (July 2.VAug 22) Use

dipolnuncy witen negotiating with

.in employer or influential people.

You may notice a new note in a love

song. IX'cper rapport is likely ifyou

do more listening than talking. He

allcntive.

VIKCO (Aug. 2.V.Scpl. 22): A day

full of promises lies ahead! Good
luck will affect your finances as well

as your love life. Join the laughter

brigade. A sense of humor makes

you p<>pular with ycnir co-workers.

LIBRA (Sept. 2.1-Oc«. 22): Your

coninNinK'alHm skills cnipiiwcr you

today Work hchiml tlie siviK's ami

trust your H.SP. Lunching with

influential people prove*

enlightening Keep your own
ciHinsel

SCORPIO (Oct -M Nov 21):

Candid chals with friends <if grinips

could result in a wish coming true.

KcpkKvchancy icclutH|ucs v^ iih morv

conservative iiK'thods in hiisiiK'vs.

Komuncv nuy have lotake a ha«.k<ical

to your goals.

SAC,ITTARIlt.S(Nov.22 IXv.21):

lm.iginalivc iminey ideas will Ivncfil

from ytnir detail <>ncntcd appnwch
Your keen powersofanalysiMm|>a-NN

those in iIk know. He earful mit to

ha'ak the hack trying to tnipresx a

n>mantic pjirlncr.

CAPRICORN (IX-c. 22 Jan 14):

.Speak Ironi the he.irl lotiMK-h a tender

chord with your loved ones. KoiiKince

flourishes when secrecy is cast aside.

Entertaining at home suits your

convers.itionnl styk. Get in tiHich

with a parent.

AQUARIU.S(Jan.20-R:h. IK): You
arc eager to make impn>vemncls

l(xlay. especially wlKre your home
.ind nn.incesarcconceriK'd. Handling

domestic matters privately |>roves

rmist effeclivc. He more aggressive

about promoting a pel projccl.

PISCHS (Feb. 19-Maah 20): By
working the communication lines

lixlay, you can discover bargains or a

new soucc of funds. Do iw{ sit home
and vegetate— it pays to circulate.

Romance looks awesome! He
affectionate.

TotJay's Staff
Night Editor GayleLong

Copy Editor TamirLipton

PhotoTechnician JefTEgan

Production Supervisor Camille Pan.sewicz

Production Susan Tomiiski,

Brad Hutchison
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Women harriers finish sixth at Dartmouth
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Correspondent

If bad things happen in threes, then the University of

Massachusetts women's cross country teams' luck is about

to change.

,\lroady without Kelly Liljeblad and Maureen Meldnm,

the Minutewomen's injury woes continued as Becky John-

son fell N-ictim to a sprained ankle this weekend in Dartmouth

as UMass finished sixth in a seven team field at the

Dartmouth Classic.

Johnson, one of UMass' top runners, fell on the hilly

Hanover course, spraining her ankle and dropping her to a

39th place finish. The fall momentarily knocked Johnson

from the race, although she was able to continue in a display

that was "A superhero effort." coach Julie LaFreniere said.

The race was dominated by the team from Georgetown

who took eight of the first 10 spots, winning easily with 22

points Michigan placed second with 55 points, followed by

William and Mary with 91. Dartmouth with 122. Wake

Forest with 145, UMass with 169. and the University of

Vermont with 192.

"I think overall we ran well. We faced a couple of really

strong teams that we usually wouldn't run against,"

LaFreniere said The course itself gave us some problems.

Williams
CONliNUtDM^OMPAGE 12

Enough for a first down? Bring out the chains First

Down.
End of first quarter. Tony Williams has arnved.

For those three plays. I was probably more nervous than

Williams. All year IVe been boasting about the young

quarterback to everyone Wlien I call home I talk about

Tony Williams. I've been w atchmg him in practice progres-

sively take control of the Minuteman offense. Could I be

wrong about Williams' talent?

Beginning of the second quarter, Williams continued the

drive He and Bledsoe alternated two yard carries. Third

and six. Possible passing situation. Can he throw?

"Williams drops back, flushed right and passes..." 1

w anted to closemy eyes. Before I could. UMass' Eric Thimas

had the ball 14 yards down field Williams' first collegiate

pass - a first down for 14 yards.

1 began to relax, and so did Williams Handoffto Bledsoe

for two and then Mike Creorge for 1 1 more. Williams rolled

left for three and Bledsoe for three more.

He looked cool in there. Looked like a quarterback.

Moving the team well. Now on BU's 36. Third down and

four. But wait, the Terriers are showing blitz. Will Williams

see It. Time out. he calls. Beautiful, he didn't like what he

was seeing on the other side of the line. It takes most QB's

10 vears to do that.

How did he see that defensive formation? Williams is a

redshirt freshman and a converted cornerback. The only

time WilUams had played quarterback before was in his last

seven games in high school . He was recruited as a cornerback

Duncan Macrae scrambles for seven yards.

-First down and ten. Umass with the ball on BU's 26-

yard line..." Williams takes the snap and rolls right. He has

Bledsoe following him in the backfield. The option. Williams

keeps the defense on guard, they pursue him. at the last

second he dishes to Bledsoe who sprints for six yards.

Perfectly executed option. I couldn't be happier and neither

could coach Reid.

Third down and two after a Bledsoe two yard rush.

Williams takes the snap, but fumbles I didn't know what to

say. Is that what Reid was talking about? Maybe he does

have the tendency to make the big play, for the other t*am.

He recovers himself, alright, no harm done.

That would end Williams' first drive. That would begin

Minuteman football AT. - After Tony arrived^

This Offer
CouldBeThe
Highlight

OfUburmek.

Get a free highlighter with pur-

chase ofa lai^e Pizza Hut pizza.

For free delivery, call 253-3443.
Limited Utlivtry »r« ( (iKr vilid whik supply last* and ..n dtliwry orders only.

Ptap
-Hutmm

IWlPizziHutlnc

It was longer than we're used to. (3.2 miles as opposed to 3. 1

)

and it was very hilly.

The Minutewomen's first runner was captain Michelle

St. Laurent, who finished the course in 20:32, good for 25th

place. Tricia Mathiesen finished in 20:36, followed by Kim

Liljeblad in 21:06. Johnson in 21:24, and Julie Moreau in

21:56.

"I think ifwe had a healthy team, we would've run closer

to Dartmouth, but Becky went down, as did Julie Moreau,"

LaFreniere said. "All in all the women ran well. We've got

next week off and we're just going to work really hard and

hopefully this bad luck streak is over."*

CORRECTION
The price of Saiiiiit-I .\duiii(> Wht-al Hfrr

ill ihf Spirit Haiiti udvt-rlt!>eiiifiit

of ilie Friday, Sfpleiiiber 27th fditiuii

itf the Culit-(;iaii was incorrfct due lu

a lypo((raplii<-ai error. TIm* Collt^ian

atiiiunieii reHpuiiailiitity and rc^rctb

any iucunvenieiice tliiti may have t-austt-tl

ru!itoin<-r>i of the Spirit Huns.

SAMUEL ADAMS WHEA 1 Ul-liR

$4.99 a six pack

.
^^ r^ ^ Liquor Stcwe

33S Calligt St am mile %*i\

Open • MH - II fic I

\1>X A ^t

Stexen H. St. Clair

Attorney at Law
> Ptnorul Iniun CLAIMS. .ACCIDENTS

• Defense w Criminal. Dnig

and Alcohol RelattdChaign

• Other kgal pnMom

BY APPOINTMENT

816 North Pleasant
Amherst
549 16H1

ADMITTU) TO PRACnCL..1970

MFMBKR MAVv \SIU1 BARS

EARN $7"/HR
nCHT

POLLUTION
Work for political

change Mrlth

Clean Water Action:
environmental
campaign \taf f.

On b«as lines.

Paidtraining.
P/ 1 «»r career
opportunity

.

Call$H4-9H30

FREDDY'S
DEAD
THE FINAL
NIGHTMARE

5^hQWtimes:
Fri Sun

Two shows at 7pm & 9(xn
li^on-Thurs

One stww at 7 30p«n

Adults $4 00

»«i«-^
fuf^O"

• Same Day S«fV)0»

• Billed Directty

To Insurance Company
- Windshields Replaced

North Amherst
Motors

TIOWStmdsitandRd
ly^ North Afflhsm, HA

hirSAcc^ 549-2880

I aCARSTAR.
\^ Camton Repair C»nm ^

BILLIARD ROOM
AND SPORTS BAR

$2.99 ONE TIME THRU
BUFFET

THURSDAY - MONDAY
5:00 - 8:00

7 CHAMPIONSHIP TABLES

FREE POOL
(HOUR ALLOTMENTS)
3 CHALLENGE TABLES

THGRS
8-BALL
CASH

TOURNY

PONIE EXPRESS

l3 SEVEN OZBOTTLESi

$3.25

SUN
9-BALL
CASH

TOGRNY
LARGE SCREEN TV'S

SUNDAY-MONDAY FOOTBALL SPECAILS
RT. 9 AMHERST (NEXT TO HUNAN GARDKN)
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football
CONIINUED FROM PAGE )2

goal, Reid elected to go for the first down.
Bledsoe was stopped short and BU took

over.

"It was a bad angle for a field goal," Reid
said. "I have great confidence in our defense
and a touchdown would have iced the game."

%'A^ii 'M <zr\txbauxant

MANDARIN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

DL !Bsd CU^5.t IBuffet

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

EVERYDAY

^^ Minimum $15 plus $2 delivery charge

BUFFET 4 SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 1:30 a.m. -3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99

Children under 10 - $3.00

AEROBICS-i
LoTV Impact

Step

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cyk>ex

Lifecycle

Blocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB

256-0080

on

m
30 MINUTE

111GUARANTEEDM
iiJ DELIVERY OR lli

$3.00 OFF

WE REDEEM COMPETITOR'S R

COUPONS SO YOU DON'T ^

HAVE TO EAT THEIR

QUALITY....

' Buy any Large Pizza. Get 2nd I Buy any Pan Pizza. Get 2nd

I Pizza for only | Pizza for only

I

I

I

I

$1.99
OELIVEREO M 30 MMUTES OR LESS

NOT COOO WITH ANY OTHEA OfFER

I

I

I

I

$1.99

OPPEfl eXMIES i2«vn

OEUVEHED M 30 MMUTES OR LESS

NOT GOOD WTTH ANY OTHER OFFER

txpms» ^^flo^^

UMASS • 256-8911 MT. HOLVOKE • SSS-IIII

VISA/MASTERCARD

Classifieds
COME TO THE COUIGIAN OFFICE 1 1^ CAMPUS CEmER • THURSIMY H:M>-3.30 FRIDAYH:.m:30*DEADUSEISTWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATIOS • 20(/WORD/DAY FOR SRiDESTS • C.\SH IS .WVASCE

ACTTvrnes

OMOSAUR JR.
Salufd^f. Oct S apm in Ih. SUB

Sa-UMn* SlO-OttWrt Buy tr> now<
.It T(i For trw R.com», UHn St. H^cortf*

OPEN RUSH
Sigma Kappa Soronly
9'28 12pni

9.30 6 30
10-53630
19 AJIanSt 256-6887
Ai! univsrsdy women welcoma

TR».SIQMA OPEN RUSH
9/30 4 10/2 7-8 PM
10/1 & 10/3 5-6 PM
387 N Ptoasant St

549-3811

UMASS TAE KWON DO
Come tram wnih us
Seit-delense heap in shapa
tor mora into cat Marty S46-7003
Mananna S46-6443

ANNOUNCEMENTS

WERE OPENtt
Swaais N Mora m FMrid Housa
Subs. «• cnam. toda and mu^ mora
Opan (DSMly s«v«n to midrxgM

AUTO FOR SALE

76 DOOGE MONACO V8 360 CU m 93K
milas Auto PS PB AC AMFM Cas H<tc^ No
ruit Runs eic (750 Firm 256-0753 .vas

n MUCK REOAL 1 30K Hum .thausi Rak
aMaMOOBO 665^4185

'ttMERCURY CAPRI New brakes mufflar

bMMry shocks good corattion $1000 256-

3020

19B3 CHEVETTE 40-80
e8K Excellent condition $725 549-7129

1983 SUBARU GL Wagon 85 000 mi auto

good condition imle rust 634 5678 $1 200

84 FORD ESCORT New txaKes. mufnervery

rahabia. Si 000 665-4602-avanngs

COLLEGE PIZZA

PON SALE

CENTURIANIRONMAN E"PERT E«ca«anl
oondMion. low mtaaga. BougN rww tor $600.
Sakng lor $35(VeO Can Chris 253-3606

COMICSI- lulcFarland SpKleys X Titta*.

Justice League Many rr\ore' VF-Naar mnt
546-3403

COMPUTER FOR SALC
S600Ca«CM
549-1762

^CiwwpavMvyoii0Os Wmawioworti,M9
and (lu Iraa tn Cotorado** iMon* "CurraM

guMta 10 Aapan, Vari. Bracfcan-ndg. and
mo«a< S16 95 Cal 1 -800-788-61 74

MUSKUNS

l»AD TRADE- Have SabiTday nead Thurs-

day 256 1183

FAT CNANCEI 21", Uke new Frameset
$450. cooiplele $775 253 4040. message

FREE CAP W>CN you buy my Fo(d FISO
4.4 Call Steve 253 7922

FUTON»
Lowest pnoas and quch dakvaryi

Can Matawampe 585 1233
Free brochure availabia

TNAVCL SALES MANAGERS
VcMWn OMINI Flantfs Baaama
Oo*9MMfs to Nftaand inanAQacampua

raps tor spring braak "92 Maha SSK* in 5

mos (PT) Soma irava*- must have car and
phone w/ans macNrte

CallJTal6l7 262 3734 9to5 _
TRAVEL SALES REPRESENTATIVE
STS the leader in coHegiaie travel needs
motivated I netviduala and groups to promote
wtnter/spnng break tnps For intormsMnca«
Studam Travel Services. Nhaca NY al 1 -400-

648-4849

WANT AGREATJOeWITN RECYCUNG?
Hard work and tottol ton. 15hrt/weak-4.5S
hr Muai have a drtvats toansa Cal the

ReaidanMi Racycing Program ai 545- 1 1 53

KEYBOARDIST SOUGHT
Ackve local band

On^nals Funk Rock Btoes

Gigs at TaiNsrs PeartSt etc

Chris Oava Jason 549-5543
NoHadiafsiH

9CRVICC9

BICYCLE BROKEN?
CaiPai
546-0119

FREE pregnancy testing; conlidemial artd

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No
PiaaaaM Siraal Amharsi 54»-t906

3rd BASE uNikke D * KMO
Tues Oct 1 at 8(doors open 7:30)
Ti« $10-UMass $15-olhers
On sale now at Tk. For the Record. Main St

Records

ATTENTION NON-US RESIDENTS AA-1
immigration lottery is your chance Apply on
Inends behalf lor efficient strategiescal 542-
4220

COLLEGE PIZZA
Fall Speoal

Small cheese $3 SO
Large cheese $S 99

Free soda with the purchase of a large

sub. salad or spaghetti

549 6098 5496073
Must mention this ad

EDTHNG A TUTORINO

Downtown AmherstBed arNi

549-0733

CAMPUS CRUSADE lor Chnsi welcomes
you to 5wk investigative study concerning

Chhsrsdaims Tues nights730pmCO room*
posted

First RapuMloanClubganaral meeting with

disUnguWtad InlamMtonally known guest

speaker wW be tonight m 7:00pm m room
163CCC

HEY. ARE THERE any Uochiryu karala

practitioners left out there? Call Mike at 253-

9660

•OPENRUSM*
Alpha Ch) Omagallt

Come to dinner twith us. find out what
we're an aboutl 3 nights. Sept. 30- Oct.2

Come at 5:15-

ALPHA CHI OMEQAI
38 Nutting Ave.

S*9>-M^

Tarliovaky lam taaUval any interest? Send
wants, thoughts, and a SASE to: Tatkovsky,
Bo»^395 Northampton 01 061-0395

UNITED ASIA CULTURAL CENTER
Student Council
Meeting on Monday September 30, 6:30pm
at the U.A.C.C., Knowfton Basement
All weteome to attendl

Editing, English language tutoring,

vwjrdprocessing ottered by retired teacher to

international students and non-English ma-

jors Quick service, modest lees 253-3354

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISC' $1 75 00 OJs, VJs. Karaoke

tor house/ Formal parties. Call 566-9900

FORRENT

1 BR. APT In canter of Amherst - next to

bars bus. food $500 indudas heal A hot

water 253-0688/545-3146

2 LARGE ROOMED apt. center of Amherst

Heal included 256-1 124

EXECtmVE RENTAL RENT or rent with

option to buy ^ tMdroom kjxuries house in

Amherst woods Call 253-7879

FRWOE RENTALS 253-9742 Free dalvaqf

TOWNHOUSE -2 bedroom 1 1/2balhapai1-

ment on bus route North Amherst 1-567-

1352

JerryASara. WiU Boys, Pig Tangent 63
KFOG Call Jetl 549 7686

LACROSSE EQUIPMENT
Sport helmet, iworn 1 times. $70
Bnrie arm pads, worn 2 times $20
Brine shoulder pads. »vom 2 tirrtes. $25
Everything tor $100 Call 546-4149

MACCLASSK 40i7MmTw/soflware $1 1 00
BO 665 3738

PLANE TK:KET
Hartford to Baltimore/Washington
Columbus Day weekend
Only $100. roudtnp
Call 546- 7329

Pr. Inflnlty RS3000 spkrs. Two way w/
Polycell twtr Mint cond Pd $380 wll sell

$225/boCall John 546- 1 671

Smith Corona laptop word processor
Separate printer, battery, carrying case,
disks, spreadsheet program. 400 or B.O.
542-3194

FUNDRAISERS

MSTRUCnON

QUTTAR LESSONS at

itytos CaUJelf at 665- 1 1 78
AI

KNOW YOUR RKMfTS

Do you have questions about your nghts''

Do you think your avii nghts have been
violated'' Find out' Contact The Legal Ser-

vices Center. 922 Campus Center. 545-

1995

"LEGAL HELP**

QuaaWowi about your leasa/sacurtty de-

posit deductions? Questions about sublet-

ting/asstgning leases '' Questions atx>ut the

condrtion of your new house or apartrr>ent?

Contaa the Legal Services Center. 922
CainpusCtr. 545-1995

You t>ave my heart and all my love forever

Feelir>ss I never tfiouglit I could have. I've

had ftT"*^ of you Things I never thought

I coulddo.rvedor>e because ot you Youaie
my love, inapirabon. and sacunty Thank

you Happy Anniversaryi Sorry it's Ma*
I Love You

-Foxy

THANK YOU TO:
•9 vid f14 GHrealh tor helping return

Cougar^i

HI Bunny- ni miss you but youll be back

and I'll be waning Love. BunnyX

OJC
Hera's your secat personal' I hope your

birthday is great, because you deserve

wtiatever you want - Just ask'

Love. Chipmurik

Thank*Mcoto tor tttat bonctng session with

Lazy and Kathleen tor gming my shiit that

pinkjini -Rick

GARRON J CARVALHO:
Happy 21 St Birthday' I hope you do well on

your exams this week, so we can eventually

celebrate'

You Know Who _
ACE OF HEARTS;
My eyes have been wide since you gave me
that bite. Seems more than a month since

the squishy-apple night

LLIKE. The woman from Mars

Need a pregnancy test mformaton or

support'' Cal tor free and confldaMial

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Main
Street Northampton 586-3000 or

QreenMd 774-6019.

Tima to think about rasumas
Qet pwtoistonal resumes at oolege prices

Cal Andy at A Expad Resumes
549^002

TRAVB.

BAHAMA CRUISCS99 per p«KSori

5 day/4 night hotel

Plan now tor your break

Call now 1-800-621 -0572

MONTREAL WEEKENDS 69 includes R T
Molorcoach 3days 2nigMs Hotel downtown
FREE admission Club Metropohs DJs pub
Call Reliable Tours 365Broadway Rt 1

Lynnfield 1 940 6 1 7 598-9930 Depart every

iveekend

SAVE $40 ON Northwest Air< $40 off $190
travel voucher Call 1 5833359 evenings

TRAVEL FREEI Campus representatives

wanted to earn intersession and spnng break

tnps 256-8254

LOST

RASE SS00._$10W.-«1900
FOOLPROOF
FUNDRAISING

For your fraternity, sorortty. team or otfier

campus organization Act now tor the

chance to win a CanbtMan cruise and
tabulous prizes!

Cal1-B00-95O-a472.e)rt50

HELP WANTED

FBIALECAT
White «/to(«lse markings 9/18-Main St /

S.East Si area We rnss her" Call 256-8410

or 546-6464 (massage)

HENM.OOM ANTKHJE CAMEO RING waa
graeigrandmothars Veronioa da Vos: 546-

6214 laava maaaaga.l

LOST-CAMOnytoniackat-USCavaliy made
Oraat personal value -Lost 9/25 between Lot

25 and Hertar -Ca Rob at 6-4719 Leave

FAST FUNDRAISER $100IVWK
Oraaks, CkJtM. Anyone.

(800)748-6817.

FREE SPRINGBREAK trip «^ cash! Cancun.
Jamaica. Bahamas' Sell trips on campus
and earn free trip * bonus cash! Four Sea-
sons 1-800-331-3136

LOSTWEOOMQ BAND Gold with diamond
chips -Reward -Recycling Office 5-061

8

MA. LICENSE K found please return to

McNamara Ckjster Office - Kim BeWveau
Thanx!

ATTEKnON PLEDGESII
Congratulallons to all"

An extra spadai congratulations

to Tri-Sigma's pledges

Elene, Katiina. Lauren. Lynn & Renaa
Love, The Sisters of Tn-Sigma

PRMCESS KELLY

H^ipy BliMday May al your HMtsa com*
true. 143 Chris

RESUME SERVICE

Cutting Edge Resume*. Complete resume
service Writing, laser printing, letters, ad-

vtoa. 549-0367

ROOMMATE WANTED

- MALE NON-SMOKER to share great

apartment on bus route, prefer |nr. snr or

grad, $175/nK. Call Doug and Val al 256-

8723. Iv*. mas

PRO-TYPE
Complete secretarial services

Reasonable rales

10% discount tor students

323^12
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Water polo wins three, wins tourney
^

. . ^ ., . ,. .„ , .u.. .>,.,..j...,„i Unnrkintf Thev were pumped uo and

'

By Kevin Herlihy

Collegian Staff

UMass water polo coach Russ Yarworth

predicted before Saturday night's game

against archrival lona that no one indi-

\'idual would dominate the action. "It will

take a total team effort." he said.

He was right.

Buoyed by an outstanding team defense.

a late second quarter scoring burst, and a

fired up crowd the 16th ranked Minutemen

beat 15th ranked lona 15-10 in the New
England vs. Mid-Atlantic Challenge at

Amherst Colleges Pratt Pool.

It was nearly game time and the highly-

touted "home" pool had few home fans. Then

members of the men's swim team walked in

with half-red. half-white faces, and U-M-A-

S-S painted on their cheste. This display

was followed by a steady stream of fans

whose cries and screams echoed through

the near-capacity pool.

The already fired-up UMass team was

charged even more by the fans, and may

have been a bit too excited. Tsan Engin

w histled a shot offthe top bar, one ofseveral

near-miss bullets by UMass m the early

going.

Engin scored the first UMass goal toeven

the score at 1-1 halfway through the first

period, but by the end of the period lona led

3-1.

The second period saw lona use the same

aggressive, physical style they used to beat

UMass twice earlier this season. The Min-

utemen held strong, peppering the Gael's

goalie with several shots. Then. Adolfo

Oliete. Luke Harlan, andAdam Feldman all

scored goals over the last two minutes of the

period, pushing UMass to a 6-4 lead.

Alex Yelensky and Scott Reed scored to

start the third quarter, but lona countered

with one of their own. Engin scored with

2:30 left in the period, forcing lona coach

Lloyd Robinson to call a timeout, hoping to

quell the impending rally.

It was UMass who benefited, as Engin.

Dan McOsker and Javier Gonzalez all scored

with under two minutes left. Goalie Todd

Larson also rose to the »>ccasu)n, knocking

away three shots, including two Ixjoming

drives from close range.

lona came within 11-7 early in the forth

quarter, but UMass scored four goals in two-

and-a-half minutes, creating a 15-8 lead

that put the game away. The Gaels scoretl

twice near the two minute mark, but I'Mass

took control ofthe ball and kept firing away.

"The crowd was terrific." Larson said.

"They created an atmosphere like the bas-

ketball games. There w ore times when 1 was

yelling directions for our defense, but they

couldn't hear me."

Engin agreed, saying, "I know they

pumped me up. Especially the swimmers."

"We followed our game plan, which we

haven't done yet this year," Yarworth said.

"The thing that really helped us was that I

brought in my freshman lefty [Harianl and

that broke open their zone. We had consis-

tent intensity throughout the game
"

Robinson said the crowd didn't effect his

team at all. but their impact on UMass was

immense. "UMassouthustledusall the way

They were pumped up and we were flat."

While the defense backboned the win.

there was also a balanced scoring assault.

Engin, Yelansky, and Reed all scored three

goals each, and Adam Feldman had two.

Harlan. McOsker. Oliete, and Tom Qumn
each scored once.

The lona game was only one of three the

MinuU'inen played over the weekend. Sat-

urday morning they blew away a thoroughly

outmatched Fordham squad. 19-4. Gonzalez

and Dan McAuliffe each scored three times.

Yesterday a pesky Queens University

team put up an early fight before bowing 15-

7. Harlan scored five times in that conteat.

The win over lona is the team's biggest

win of the season thus far. Their record

stands at 7-3. and although rankings won't

be available until Tuesday, their national

ranking should go up one or two places,

lona. after losing to UMass Saturday, was

shocked by Boston College yesterday, losing

on a penalty shot in sudden death, and they

a>uld find themselves down a few spot*.

Minutemen rush past BU, 15-7
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

BOSTON. Mass. — Only time will tell, but for now. the

University of Massachusetts has a new star, a new leader,

a new quarterback: someone who can bring the excitement

back to UMass football and revive the team's hopes of

repeating as Yankee Conference Champions.

He 18 exciting, flashy, fast (oh man is he fast ), he runs the

option, he throws and he's only a freshman.

For the past three weeks, the UMass coaching staff has

wanted to put Tony Williams in at quarterback, and for

three weeks, they lethim sitand sit and sit. until Saturday's

15-7 win over Boston University when he was thrust into

the game with 1:22 left in the first quarter.

"I thought he showed great poise for a redshirt freshman,"

said coach Jim Reid "He played with a lot of heart."

Trailing 7-0. Williams marched the Minutemen (2-2. 2-

1 in the YanCon) 61 yards in 6:23 only to see Jim Maguire

misfire on a 36-yard field goal.

.\fter Williams" insertion, the whole team seemed revived.

The defense clamped down and looked like the defense ofold

(the one which finished the 1990 season as the second

ranked defense in division I-AA.

They refused to allow Jay Hillman any room to run.

holding him to just 41 yards and the team to just 29. They

sacked quarterback Greg Moore four times, pressured him

on many other occasions and forced him to scramble several

times.

Moore (21 of 38. 293 yards, and two interceptions)

managed only one touchdown pass early in the game when

he hit Darren Soucy on the right flat for a 29-yard score that

gave the Terriers ( 1-3, 0-1 in the Yankee Conference) a 7-0

lead

Then, two series' later, it happent-d. Williams replaced

Paul Tomatore, who was unable to move the team.

"At first I didn't believe that 1 was going in. I was in

shock.' Williams said.

The score remained 7-0 until the third quarter when the

Minutemen caught a big break. On the initial kick off. the

Terriers tried a squib kick which bounced right into the

chest of Steve Dembowski at the BU 49-yard line.

"It was supposed to go down to about the 20- or 30-yard

Um," said BU coach Dan Allen

Williams (25 rushes for 105 yards) and Jerome Bledsoe

(21 rushes for 104 yards) each carried the ball four times

and Williams hit Lamar Newsome on a 16-yard pass that

set up Bled«H«'s game-tying six yard touchdown run.

BU fumbled on their next possession and Matt Tulley

re<»vered for the Minutemen on the BU 25-yard line.

Four plays later, Williams scampered six yards into the

end zone giving the Minutemen a 13-7 lead which they

never relinquished.

The Minutemen opted to go for the two point conversion

— lining up the center, holder and kicker at the right side

of the line and everybody else to their left. The snap was

scooped to fullback Mike George on the left, who ran two

yards for the conversion.

Reid was so happy that the "muddled huddle" worked, he

ran up-and-down the field, jumping and pumping his fist.

On BU's next possession, facing a fourth and nine play

from the UMass 28-yard line, safety l^nce Neveling in-

tercepted his second pass of the season in the end zone.

I^ss than a minute into the fourth quarter, the Min-

utemen faced a fourth and two situation on the BU 4-yard

line. Rather than kick what would have been a 2 1 -yard field

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Here's Tony
"Tony Williams in as UMass' quarterback ." Wait

a second, did he say Tony Williams^ I can't believe it.

I squinted to the area around the 20-yard line to hch'

his number. Number 32, that is Tony Wait, let me
check my lineup sheet: Massachusetts offense..

#.32 Tony Williams (JB. It is Tony.

(A sigh of relief) It's about time.

Brett Morris

I checked the game clock. 1:22 left in the first

quarter. Let's see I've been waiting three hours, 13

minutes and 38 seconds so far this year for this

moment. The moment many people have Wvn wait-

ing for.

"UMass first and 10. Jerome Bledsoe in the

backfield. Tony Williams to take the snap Bledsoe

up the middle for five."

He did it." 1 said to myself Flawless. Even though

it was only a handoff it was his first collegiate play.

"Second and five...Williams keeps it himself and

carries for two more yards."

I>ooking good, 1 thought. He almost had an open-

ing.

But. now. third and three. Big play here. Biggest

play of Williams' life. What will happen if he doesn't

produce here? Will he sit back down? Will Tornatore

return?

"He drops back, keeps it to himself and scampers

left for a few yards..."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Men's soccer blanks Northeastern, 2-0

Collegian photo by .Jeff E|ran

Darrin Stone and the Minutemen continued the unbelievable season

with a 2-0 win over Northeastern yesterday.

By TED KOTTLER
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team (4-1-2) boosted its offensive ef-

forts and played tough defense en route to a

2-0 victory over Northeastern University (
1-

7) yesterday aflemoon at Ix)wer Boyden

Field.

The decisive goal came with just 6:31

remaining in the match, when midfielder

Brett Anthony scored past NU goalie Arrin

Barmak. Barmak dove to save a shot by

Steve Scott, but he could not hold onto it.

Instead, Anthony fielded the ball before

Barmak could get up. and easily put it by the

helpless goalie to make it 1-0.

The Huskies then had to concentrate

solely on scoring the tying goal. Coach

Salvatore Lx)nero elected to put most of his

players in forward slots, hoping to create

more scoring chances. This strategy may
work on paper, but it did not in practice for

Northeastern.

As the Huskies were trying to set up a

shot, UMass halfback Darrin Stone inter-

cepted a ball and passed it ahead to team-

mate Randy Jacobs. No one but Barmak
stood between Jacobs and the net, as all the

Huskies were deep in UMass territory.

Jacobs sped downfield and with just 1:02

left in the game, his shot rolled past Barmak
for a 2-0 UMass lead that insured the victory.

The tempo of the match was somewhat
different than it was in UMass' last contest,

a 1-1 tie with the University of Vermont, as

UMass maintained a strong offensive ad-

vantage, outshooting NU 23-6 (against Ver-

mont, UMass was outshot, 28-13).

Though it took most of the game before

one of the Minutemen's shots found its way

into the net, they never let the Huskies have

many chances of their own, giving UMass
goalie Jon Gruber a well-deserved rest fol-

lowing his remarkable 1 1 save performance

against Vermont (Gruber needed to make
only one save yesterday).

Lonero credited UMass' hustle in the

match, especially in the closing minutes.

"lUMassI played extremely well. ITheyl

beat us to every ball ," Lonero said. "Basically,

Itheyl were a little bit hungrier at the end

than we were."

Northeastern is a struggling team for

understandable reasons. Lonero noted that

several of his players have suffered from

injuries throughout the season. He added

that it has been difficult to incorporate the

freshmen into the team program, as they do

not arrive at Northeastern until mid-Sep-

tember. But, he feels that he "has finally got

this team together."

UMass coach Sam Koch also recognized

his team's extra effort towards the end ofthe

game.
"The last 20 minutes or so was all us,"

Koch said. "It was just a matter of time

before we put it away."

Despite Northeastern's weaknesses, Koch

said that the Huskies gave UMass a real

tough game.
The next game for the Minutemen is

Wednesday, October 2, against Brown

University at 3 p.m. at Lower Boyden Field.
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Two severed cables
leave campus dark
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By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

Power was accidentally cut from most of
campus yesterday when construction
workers at the new Mullins Center severed
two power cables.

At 10:45 a.m., construction workers for

the Suffolk Construction company of
Roxbury using a hydraulically operated
power shovel cut a duct bank, severing two
of four cables, according to the director of
Physical Plant engineering, Hermine
Randall.

Each cable carries 13,800 volts of power,
one of them running directly into campus,
she said.

They dug where they should not have
dug." Randall said.

While the Southwest Residential Area
had power restored within 20 to 30 minutes.
much of campus was still in the dark at 2
p.m. Power was restored to all buildings by
3:43 p.m., Randall said.

Academic buildings without power at that
time included Thompson, Goessmann,
Hasbrouck I^b. Agricultural Engineering,
Holdsworth. Flint. Dickinson, Engineering

Lab and Stockbridge Hall.

No classes were officially caiKeied, ac-
cording to the University News Office.
Classes may have been canceled by indi-
vidual teachers.

Others affect<'d were Memorial Hall. Old
Chapi'l. Physical Plant and South College.

Power was diverted through a power
station on the east side of campus. The
severed lines are not operational and are
not expected to be functioning in the near
future.

The activities in some buildings were
disrupted. In Memorial Hall, those who
process donations for the Development Of-
fi<» lost access to computers, and were sent
home early. Some employees from Physical
Plant and Goodell were also released. News
Office officials said.

The University carries 16.000 to 18.000
kilowatts on the average day. depending on
the time of year, Randall said.

"We were very fortunate that nobody was
killed.' said Randall, reflecting on the
amount of power involved.

In her 10 years here she said nothing of
this magnitude has happened.

Negotiations stalled
GEO demands remain unmet
By DAVID MASSE

Y

Collegian Staff

Contract negotiations stalled yesterday
between the Graduati> Employee Organi-
zation and the University of Massachusetts
administration as technicalities cut short
the all-day meeting.

The GFIO are trying to get four m^jor
demands onto their first union contract.

The GEO. the largest union on campus
representing teaching and research assis-

tants, will hold a membership meeting today
to vote on a strike.

Emily Isaacs, co-speaker for GEO, will

present the situation to the membership at
the meeting but could not specify on details
concerning negotiations. Isaacs did say ne-
gotiations with the administration may
continue.

"They refused to recognize us as a union.
We're gonna' strike," shouted Jim Delle, an
anthropology teaching assistant and GEO
member at a coordinating committee meet-
ing of the GEO last night to discuss their
next move after the gridlocked negotiations.

"Some times it takes radical action to

guarantee life's basic necessities." Delle said.

"I believe now is such a time."

The four major demands of the GEO are

a health fee wa:ver. job security, binding
arbitration and an agency fee.

Susan Pearson, chief negotiator for the
administration, declined comment due to

an agreement betwwn the GEO and the
University nottotalkopenly with the media
concerning negotiation details.

Frederick Byron, a member of the fiv*-

person negotiating team, could not specifi-

cally comment on negotiations.

"We're kind of in a delicate state right

now and I don't feel like saying anything."
Byron said.

Negotiator Seymour Berger said there
was a positive atmosphere at the negotia-

tions. "They were friendly. We are trying to

be helpful and understanding." Berger said.

"We hope that ( further negotiations ) proceed
amiably."

GEO members at the coordinating com-
mittee meeting appeared frustrated and
angry. Phil Cox, a part-time worker for the
United AutoWorkers Union, which oversees
the GEO, said both sides left yesterday's

negotiations "dissapointed."

Leaflets have been plastered around the
University by an unknown source, ex-

claiming "Strikes happen," apparently
warning the University of an imminent
strike.

t'ollrgiMn fholn h> < Hrnr W)<-4h

I HOPE THIS CRAP COMES OFF— Jamie Donitto, sophomore
pre-med m^or ardently attempts to remove the results of an
exciting weekend.

Arms reductions drastic
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

President Bush's dramatic announce-
ment of unilateral nuclear arms cuts last

Friday "radically altered" the way disarma-
ment issues may be handled in the future,

accordingtoa former high Pentagon official.

Antonia Chayes. former under secretary
ofthe Air Force, spoke last night at Amherst
College on the defense cuts announced last

week by the Bush administration. The lec-

ture was sponsored by the Five College
Peace and World Securities Studies pro-

gram.
Chayes noted that Bush's action repre-

sents the most radical response to recent

events in the Soviet Union, particularly the
failed coupagainstSoviet President Mikhail
Gorbachev in late August.

"The admini.stratioii has responded in a

dramatic unilateral move in what is still a
bilateral sphere of international relations,"

('hayes said.

Chayes said the recent moves arc a "de-

parture from the conventional wi.sdom that

thedisarmamentpn>c«'ss had U) be bilateral."

Previou.sly, U.S. leaders wouldn't pn)ceed
to move toward di.sarmamcnt without re-

ciprocal assurances fnim the Soviet Union
for fear that the St*nate wouldn't ratify

treaties or because the various branches of

the Armed Services would be unhappy with
the cuts, she said.

Bush's plan, which begins with with-

drawal ofshort-range nuclear weapons from
Europe and abandonment of support for

new intercontinental weapons systems,
must be "cemented by a treaty," Chayes

CONTINUFD ON PAGE 3
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Weeping willow planted in memorial ofdeceased

UMass student.

Page 5:

Elizabeth Stringer explains why it's O.K. to be

home sick in college.

Page 8:

Greg Sukiennik muses over University .sports

and money matters.

Weather:
Leave the sunglasses and heavy coats at home
today, because it's going to be cloudy and sorta

warm in the low 70s

Slap on wrist for commission
By WILLIAM M. WELCH
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— The U.S. Commi.ssion on Civil Rights
received a slap on the wrist and a potential budget cut from
the House on Monday.

Even supporters offered faint praise and considerable
criticism of the agency's conduct as the House approved a
bill extending its life for two more years.

That is less than the 10-year extension asked for by the
Bush administration.

The bill authorizes a budget of $6 million a year — $1
million less than it is spending this year, and far short ofthe

$10 million a year the Bush administration wants.
"We did examine the work of the Civil Rights Commis-

sion with great care, and were disappointed with the record
of the past two years," said Rep. Don Edwards, D-Calif,
chairman of the Judiciary subcommittee on civil and con-
stitutional rights.

Others complained that the rights panel held no hearings
during the past two years and issued only one report.

"The commission seemed to be expending its energy
more on divisive rhetoric than on fulfilling its mandate to

investigate and report," said Judiciary Chairman Jack

Brooks, D-Texas.

The commission was in Amherst Friday and heard tes-

timony about racism on college campuses in the University
of Massachusetts Campus Center.

Both Brooks and Edwards supported the smaller re-

authorization measure. Both said the commission has shown
some signs ofimprovement since the appointment ofArthur
A. Fletcher as its chairman.

But Republican Rep. James Sensenbrenner ofWisconsin
urged it be abolished, calling the panel "an agency that has
been mismanaged, hasn't done anything and is roundly
criticized even by its supporters."

"It's time to put this commission out of its misery,"

Sensenbrenner said. "Fourteen million dollars forone report

and no hearings ... in my opinion is mismanagement of the
highest order."

The bill was approved on a voice vote and sent to the
Senate.

Fletcher, Bush's appointee as chairman, said his

commission's staffwas "totally undermanned,"and suffering

from budget cuts during the 19808 that reduced the staff

from nearly 300 to 77.

—Collegian Staff contributed to this article
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Honor Society Meeting

All Members !I!

Wednesday, October 2nd
7:00 pm

Canipus Center Room 165-169

For More Information Call...

Dean of Students Office

Gladys Rodriguez 545-2684

Women s Forum
Tuesday, Oct. 1:

Alexander Sanger, president of Planned Parenthood,

New York City, will be presenting"The Incredible Shrinking

Woman's Right to Choose" at 8 p.m. in the Neilson Library

Browsing Room at Smith College.

The Rape Survivors Support Group will meet on Tues-

days from 6 p.m.- 8 p.m. Confidentiality is assured, and the

there is no fee to participate. For more information call 772-

0871.
Wednesday. Oct. 2:

A talk concerning women resisting U.S. military policy

in Palau will take place at 7:30 p.m. in Stim Auditorium,

Amherst College.

Thursday, Oct. 3:

Smith College will be celebrating Otelia Cromwell Day

in honor of Smith's first African-American graduate. For

more details see the Women's Issues Page in Thursday's

Collegian or stop by theWomen's Issues desk at the Collegian.

-AEROBICS-
Lou' ImpiKt

Step

•Mi/Louf

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST 1

ATHLETIC CLUB 1

256-0080 \

SANDWICH SHOP
331 Russell St.. Rt. 9 Hadley

(next to Dunkin Donuts)

586-8255
( X ifi J _ _ - _ .

^^ANDWICH^-
Buy One Sandwich,

Get One FREE
(lowTf Priced ^.vvJwKh K rrer)

NcX V,;*<J m CoTHuncfmn WHti Olhe» Offen

CALL AHEAD FOR FAST SERVICE

• One Coupon Pe» Petson Ppf 0»<Jef Pie.»se Exptres '5/^J^i

Why is recycling important?

If you recycle on campus you

can help save Housing Services

and the University money.

Do you want to start paying

for a trash disposal fee on
your housing bill?

RECYCLE NOW!

FREDDY'S
DEAD
THE FINAL
NIGHTMARE

Showtimes:
Fn Son

Two shows ai 7pm & 9pni

Men-Thurs
One show al 7 30pm

Adults $4 00

START YOUR FIRST DAY
WITH YEARS OF

EXPERIENCE BEHIND YOU.

Bring your BSN to the Army and we'll assign a

preceptor to help put you at ease.

Your preceptor will be an experienced Army Nurse

who will smooth your transition from sch(K)l to practice.

With advice, counsel on Army nursing procedure, or just

by being a friend.

With your preceptors help, you'll meet your new
challenges and rapidly move into a leadership role of

your own.

If you're a BSN candidate. . . or you are an RN with a

BSN. . .you'll find the rewards and responsibility you're

looking for in Army Nursing. Contact your local Army
Nurse Corps Recruiter

518-449-4691 • 518-561-8797

413-557-2920

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BEAUYOU CAN BL

USED MAC'S
WE BUY YOUR USED MAC EQUIPMENT FOR

TOP DOLLAR. CASH! WE SELL REFURBISHED

MACS AT DISCOUNT! CALL FOR QUOTE.

Bi^^frev ini/^ (800)545-2313.
RENTEX INC. (617) 423-5567

Eating Disorder Programs
Fa II 1991 Sponsored by University Health Services.

Eating Disorder Self-Help Groups
Led by trained students recovered from an eating disorder.

Open to anyone. Confidentiality Assured. Call 549-2671,

Clinic IV, for more information.

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For individuals witfi Nutritionists, Mental Health Clinician,

Physician and/or Nurse Practitioner.

Mondays or Tuesdays - tMglnning September 17, Uni-

versity Health Services. Confidentiality Assured.

Call 549-2671, CliniclV.

Food and Feelings Workshop
Led by Peer Health Educators to schedule for your Resi-

dence Hall - call 549-2671 . ext. 1 81

.

Now's the

time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

raOWSundanandRd No An*mn*

549-2880
Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

lto»l ttmiot Cndtt CarOa Acctptmi

COMPLETE
OPTOMETRY

EXAMS
AT THE

UNIVERSITY
HEALTH
SERVICES

We offer...

...quality,

comprehensive

vision care at a

reasonable cost

. ..courteous,

friendly,

professional staff.

...reduced rates

on eye glasses at

participating

opticians witfi a

complete

optometric

examination at the

University Health

Services for

Student Plan

members.

...a

comprehensive

contact lens

service.

uks
EYE CARE
PROGRAM

Convenient hours

and on campus
location

For questions or

an appointment

call: 549-2671

Local

Aycox remembered
Tree planted in memory of late student

By SARAH J. BOLFING
Collegian Correspondent

As the sun went down by the Campus

Pond Sunday, friends and family gath-

ered around a tree planted in memory of

Laurin Aycox.

Aycox, who would have been a sopho-

more this fall at UMass, died in mid-

August from iixjuries suffered in a car

accident.

The memorial included the reading of

The Giving Tree by Shel Silverstein and

the planting ofa weeping willow, both of

which were Laurin's favorites.

Laurin's father. Skip Aycox, said the

tree is symbolic of his daughter because

the tree represents life, which is what

Laurin gave when she died. Laurin was

an organ donor and many lives have

been saved through her donation, he

said.

The tree is for her and us becauae it

gives us all a new life.' Skip Aycox said.

The tree was planted on the east side

of the pond near the Fine Arts Center,

appropriately reflecting Laurin's love of

the theater.

Laurin's mother. Gail Smith, said.

"She passionately loved the theater. She

loved UMass." Education was important

to her, Smith said. Her daughter, "knew

what was right and wrong, there were no

gray areas. She gave everyone and ev-

erything a chance," she added.

Her mother noted that Laurin had

worked on a local radio station program

about bi-racial children.

With respect to the placement of the

tree, Aycox's friend Chris Taylor, who

organized the memorial, said. "She loved

it here, it's a good place for it." He also

said it represents "her love of Ufe."

Last May at UMass, Laurin performed

in the play "Black Women's Survival Kit"

in which she portrayed the Yoruba god-

dess Oshun.

Aycox was a member of both

Greenpeace and Amnesty International.

Lat-rin's high school in Schnectady.

N.Y. has esUblished a drama scholar-

ship in her name.

As the evening came to a close, a

friend added, "It was a good thing that

we could say goodbye and let go, and now

we have a place tocome back and remem-

ber her by."

Campaign funds subject

of Pro-Democracy skit
By MICHAEL LEVY •

Collegian Staff

The Pioneer Valley Pro-Democracy

Campaign staged a skit about campaign

funding, followed by a short rally yesterday

beside the Student Union, facing the Cam-

pus Pond.

The main theme of the event centered

around the idea ofpublic funding of political

campaigns, said Campaign officials.

"The principle of one person, one vote*

has been subverted by a system dominated

by powerful monied interests," said member

James Karis. "The name of the game today

is "one dollar, one vote' and the real loser is

the American public."

Group members carried signs displaying

their concerns which read, "We demand:

Separation of wealth and state," "The US
needs a pro-democracy movement too," and

"There are no free elections in the U.S. ...

they're for sale!!"

The skit centered around fictional Sena-

tor Snort, a "Demican" — rather than

"Republicrat"— and his attempts to gather

campaign funds. Four wealthy industries

were represented by the "fat cats," group

members with stuffed bellies, cat ears and

tails.

The industries represented were medi-

cine, oil and gas, weapons and banking. As

the fat caU took turns bidding tx) "buy" the

senator vrith millions of dollars, a man in a

wheelchair with a $5 contribution was ig-

nored.

When the comedic skit ended, members

of the pro-democracy group spoke to the

crowd of about 60 unsuspecting lunch-eat-

ers, explainingthe seriousness ofthe subject.

"We want every person to have an equal

opportunity to run for office," said one mem-

ber.

Co-founder Dennis Kelly told the audi-

ence about the group's agenda, which in-

cludes "replacing [the current system] with

a system of citizen funding." and "equal

broadcast media time" for political candi-

dates.

The group will hold a meeting at 7:30

p.m. Thursday at BangsCommunity Center

in Amherst.
The Pioneer Valley Pro-Democracy

Campaign was bom when Kelly and three

others noticed a lack of progress with their

efforts in the environmental movement,

Kelly said after the rally.

"Something needed to change here; we

need a level playing field where people of

ordinary means have the same opportunity

as a millionaire," Kelly said.

The organization is best known for iU

involvement in last year's gubernatorial

campaign when they influenced about 3,000

voters to vote "none of the above" in re-

sponse to a lack of interest in the two can-

didates.

SGA to hold elections today
*!,« r'Kor./.oUnr hv fh*» pnd of this academic year.

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association will be holding

elections today in that body's first campaign since the

turbulent spring semester that saw the UMass admmis-

tration attempt to restructure the SGA.

"This would be the best year to get involved — the

administration has sUrted to get involved." said Aronson

SGA co-election coordinator. "We have a chance for a fresh

start, and for people to be there from the beginmng would

be a good thing."

Chancellor O'Brien issued a letter earlier this month

asking the SGA to clarify its relationship to the adminis-

tration and to address its reputed ineffectiveness.

Specifically, the letter asks that the SGA "work with

representatives ofthe adminstration to draft a Relationship

Stetement," to be submitted to the Chancellor for approval

by March 1, 1992.
^ ^ u ,u

The letter also requests that the SGA "undertake the

necessary steps to develop a constitution to be submitted to

the Chancellor by the end of this academic year.'

Aronson said the SGA moved the deadline for nomina-

Uons from Sept. 24 to Sept. 27 to accommodate people

wanting to run for senate seaU due to the low number of

nomination papers that were Uken out.

Aronson and Senate Speaker Bob Monaghan said while

a lot of people take out papers and don't return them, many

people also have friends write them in on the balioU.

Aronson said that there are many open positions in the

Senate that no one is running for.

"Ifthe administration is willing to work with us, I would

hope that there are students out there that want to work

also," Aronson said.

Aronson said he thought "budget cuts seem to be t,he

main issue," for the SGA this year "and I would think

everyone would want to get involved" in fighting cuts to the

University.

Ballot boxes will be open today from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Voting will be held in the Dining Commons for on-campus

residents, in the Newman Center for the Greek Area and m
the Hatch for commuters.

Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

Tuesday is TACO TUESDAY
FREE TACO BAR 9 - ???

Wednesday is WEDNESDAY WINGS
FREE AAnLNGS 9 - ???

Also Miller Games Night FREE Giveaways

EVERY SUNDAY Settle and the Acoustic Wave

EARN $7«»/HR
HGHT

POLLUTION
Work for political

change with
Clean Water Action:

environmental
campaign staff.

On bus lines.

Paid training.
P/T or career
opportunity.
CallS84-9830

Teens fed LSD:
Suspect surrenders,

police investigate

Compiled by MARK PRESTON
Collegian SUfT

An Amherst man turned himself over to

Northampton authorities yesterday morning after a

warrant had been issued by Town ofAmherst Police

last week for his airest on a matter concerning LSD.

Steven D. Woodbury Jr.. 18, who gave his address as

641 West St.. Amherst, was arrested on a warrant

issued Thursday by the Town Amherst Police^ He

was charged with assault and battery with a dan-

gerous weapon, possession with intent to distnbute

or dispense a class C substance. LSD, and violation

of a restraining order.

Woodbury was charged later Monday afternoon

with another count of assault and battery with a

dangerous weapon and one count of possession with

intent to distribute or dispense a class C substance^

He allegedly force-fed two 13-year-old giris LbU

last Monday at the 641 West St. apartment, where

police said he was staying. One of the girls was from

Amherst and the other was from the neighboring

town of Belchertown. LSD is an halluanogenic.

One ofthe girls was admitted to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital in Northampton to be released later this

week
Police said the matter is still under investigtion.

arms

AEROBICSn
Loiv Impact

Step

Drink of the Week

Capt. Morgan

&Coke

S1.75

Shot of the Week

Delano's Original

Pain Aid

S2.25

Beer of the Month

Rolling Rock &

Golden Anniversary

S1.25

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycie

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
AtHLffitcrUB >,

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

^^"We need to verify how weapons will be destroyed and

[that they won't be] sold to some Third World nation,

Chayes said. .

Despite the cuts in short-range nuclear weapons the

administration has stated its continued support for the B-

2 bomber and for increased deployment of anti-balhstic

missiles in the United States.

Chayes characterized the continued deployment of anti-

ballistic missiles as "part ofa wish list of anyone who has a

particular interest" in maintaining costly, technologically

advanced weapons, including defense contractors and the

most conservative wings of the Republican Party.

Correction
The fireman shovm in the photo accompanying

the story entitled: "Student Force fighting fires,"

was not identified. He is Tom Walsh.

Also, due to a Collegian error, part of the story

was inadvertently lost.

The Collegian regrets the error.
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Look out— it's notes from the Campus Center basement
Rejoice! Rejoice! I got an entry for grafTitti of the week

and it comes all the way from California, the state of sun.

fun and natural disasters. "Lester Lov" (I seriously doubt

that's his real name, even if he is from Cahfornia) sent me
a quote from Mae West that's apparently gracing the walls

ofsome building somewhere: "I feel like a million tonight

but one at a time.'

Why do the dining commons serve scrod? It even sounds

like a disease that makes your skin flake.

I remember way back when 1 was younger, drinking

water was free. You didn't have to depend on Poland

Springs to avoid dehydration. You could just serve yourself

a glass right from the tap Ah, childhood memories

Michael Jordan was on Saturday Night Live this week.

You know you're popular when they name a shoe after you.

I don't think well ever see the "Nixon Boat Shoe." But there

could possibly be a "Reagan Loafer' in the works.

People ask me all the time: "Marc, what sort ofdifficulties

do you encounter when you write your columns?" ( no, they

don't really ask me that, but it's a peachy-keen segue into

this next topic) Well, there's just one restriction that I've

had to deal with that's actually turned into a big help. I'm

not allowed to swear. If I try to say lexpletivel, [expletivel,

or even just (expletive) the powers that be will replace the

offensive word with a 1 expletive l-ing "expletive" in brack-

ets, the lexpletivel lexpletivesj. While at first I was a tad

upset at this and shouted words like: "(expletive |, (expletive I,

lexpletivel" at them, I like it now. This "expletive" stuff

makes swearing easier. Instead of having to come up with

a clever combination of words involving people's mothers,

barnyard animals and the size of their genitals, I can just

write: (expletivel, lexpletivel, lexpletivel. And if they don't

like it, they can just (expletive) off. Pretty cool eh?

Marc Elliot

Is it just me, or does everything that even drives through

UMass get it's budget cut?

I got an invitation the other day to join the Golden Key

Honor Society ( no, I'm not bragging, read on! Read on! ). Now
I'm sure this organization is a very nice organization and

all , being based on academic success and all that I expletive 1.

And I'm sure that the only reason I was included was

because they ended up with the mailing list for Bonehcads

Unite by mistake, but I can't feel too honorable about the

invitation for one little reason: in the letter was a sentence

that said "send $45.00 for the lifetime membership by

October 20." I just know I'm going to get a response to this.

Do Pulitzer Prize winners have to pay a fee for their little

plaques? It's a good scam though, 111 give them that. Anyone

who wants to join the Marc Elliott Honor Society send me a

dollar. Everyone who joins gets a free cocktail napkin.

CIA director is the only job I know of that requires that

you not know stuff. I wonder if they'd consider me for the

illustrious position?

Suggestted headline for the Baghdad News (no I don't

know if it really exists): "44 UN inspectors have huge

tailgate party in nuclear weapons plant parking lot."

To get to the other side, (you already know the joke so I

thought I'd just bore you with the punchline).

Am I just paranoid, or are those guys in the physical

plant trucks following me?
So, that's all this week. So ifyou like my column, want to

make a submission, have a bone to pick, or think that I'm a

big burritto with limbs write in and tell me. Address the

envelop to "Bonehead, Collegian , Campus Center, UMass."

Until next time I'm going to ruin your whole week by forcing

you to remember this single fact; Dr. Suess is dead.

Marc Elliot is an lexpletivt] Collegian columnist

A matter of adjustment

In defense of multiculturalism
In response to some of the uneducated

comments proposed by two uneducated men
(i.e. Professors Paul Hollander and Arnold
Silver in the September forum
"Multiculturalism: Foe or Ally"), I chose to

present my views on what multiculturalism

stands for.

Multiculturalism is a learning process

that is intended to expand knowledge that

has previously been acquired from schooling

or individual experiences. It does not censor

other cultures nor does it necessarily con-

demn them. It is also a growth process that

flourishes upon meeting people ofCaucasian,
Indian, Syrian, Kenyan, or Costa Rican
descent, among many others.

Multiculturalism preaches, if you will,

geocentrism as opp>osed to ethnocentrism.

Multiculturalism has one crucial require-

ment and that is that there is a curiosity to

learn and appreciate ' not necessarily accept)

cultures other than your own native one.

Human nature and human trends
throughout history are similar and this point

is reinforced upon studying ethnically di-

verse people. Power, for example, is easily

corrupted by people ranging from Corazon
Aquino in the Philippines to Mabuto in

Zaire to George Bush in the United States.

The benefits given to the individual by
learning and experiencing other people's

history, art, music, and language can be
intellectually rewarding, emotionally mov-
ing, and spiritually fulfilhng.

These benefits are recycled and renewed
and never truly die when they are translated

and experienced across cultures. This occurs,
one hojjes, to the simultaneous interaction

of the growth process and the learning

process in the individual.

I speak from my own multicultural back-

ground which is, granted, an unusual case

in point. I have no single culture - 1 was born
in the Netherlands, spent my childhood in

Chile, Mexico, and Nicaragua and my sec-

ondary studies were in Switzerland, the

United States, and Swaziland. I have also

traveled in India, Turkey, Europe, and Israel/

Palestine.

My ego has been humbled due to the vast

array offascinating people I have met. I also

wish to make clear that to live or travel in a

country other than one's own does not nec-

essarily qualify one as being "multicultural
."

This is why I believe the philosophy of

multiculturalism begins internally but can

only be aided externally through an ex-

panded university curriculum.

Veronica de Vos
Northeast

It's that dull ache you get in the bottom of

your feet when you accidentally step, bare-

foot, into a puddle ofcold, dank water in the

bathroom. It's that stereo down the hall

playing a song that makes you cringe

thinking of the one you left behind. It's

looking at the cracked, peeling paint and the

big. foreboding water drips on the ceiling of

the shower.

Elizabeth Stringer

Yeah, you've felt it. Waking up in the

middle of the night and seeing the thing

scuttle up the wall. It's ... homesickness.

There, I said it.

O.K., I know that we're in college now,

and that's sort of a taboo subject. You aren't

supposed to miss your mom. You aren't

supposed to miss your bed, or your dog.

You're an adult now. You're supposed to be

focused, to assimilate yourself into a new
group of friends in a snap.

Let's getdown to the nitty-gritty. Let's be

really honest. No, let's be blunt. College is

not the circus. It's not the carnival. It's not

the fun house. It's not even the teacups. It's

hard. It stinks . Youll at least hate something
about it whether you let on or not. You'll

want to go home, and this feeling will pass

over you shortly afler eating your first full

meal at any ofyour local dining commons (

I

had to throw that in. What kind of column
would this be without busting on the D.C.

once or twice?).

You're a little insecure, so you are really

careful around your new friends and your

roommate. Excuse my French, but the only

true icebreaker comes when someone expels

gas. When you can toot your own horn and

laugh about it, instead ofpretending it wasn't

you that just blew the cahoons, you've got-

ten somewhere. Yes, this is progress.

But be patient, for this milestone may
not come for a long while. In fact, it could be

weeks. Remember, good things take time.

O.K.. so this is college. It's not exactly

what you expected. Maybe it's more. Maybe
it's less. But you're here. You're stuck and

you can't go home, no matter how much you

miss good ol' Spot.

Take it from one who knows. I lived the

college homesickness nightmare last se-

mester. I missed my mom. I missed my
daddy I missed my dog Ben and even my
sister, whom I had fought with daily since

the beginning of time.

1 missed the little things about home too,

like heat and clean laundry that I didn't

have to pay for I missed my friends and it

got ugly around phone bill time. I won't even

mention how much I missed my bathroom.

I have a message. I really do. It got easier.

I felt it and I lived through it. That's the

most important part. I'm still here. Imagine

that. The girl who stood on the concourse,

tears streaming down her face, red shoes on,

heels tapping together, moaning, "There's

no place like home, there's no place like

home..."

Eventually, you'll find wonderful friends

that you'll have a good time with. You'll miss

them over breaks. You might even get used
to the food here. Well, I take that one back.

But you will get used to other things. Pretty

soon, you might start to consider this your
home away from home. You might want to

live here year round. The dull ache will go

away.
Ill admit that I will never get used to the

bathrooms here. Yes, even I, the big junior,

still miss my parents a little. Don't worry,

it's natural. Everyone feels it.

111 clue you in on something, because I

like you. I think you have potential. Some-
times, when I have a bad day, you can still

spot me out there on the concourse. Look for

me. I'll be the one with the glittery red shoes
on.

Elizabeth Stringer is a UMass student

Fraternity responds to "Cast of Thousands" comic
I applaud Barry Deutsch and his comic

strip, "A Cast ofThousands" (Wednesday,

September 25). His strip this time

pointed, in a clever way, at the only

group on campus that can be made fun of

without causing an uproar. Those hid-

eous fraternities.

It is about time these pig-headed men
get what they deserve. It's a well-known

fact that they perpetrate all the sexism

and homophobia on this campus and
should thus be abolished. Without these

enclaves oftestosterone we wouldn't have

to worry about harassment ofany kind.

Just look at schools like Boston College

and Yale University. These are schools

where the massive number of gays, les-

bians, and bisexuals enrolled is by itself

evidence of the nonexistence of sexism

and homophobia. That absence has of

course been achieved through the aboli-

tion of fraternities on those campuses.

The only thing that amazes me is how
these "men" manage to perpetrate so much
harassment. Only about 600 strong, the

Greek men on campus somehow manage to

instigate thousands of'Tjashing" incidents a

year. At first I believed it was due to the fact

that these men never attended classes and
thus had more time to drink beer and harass

more minorities. However, I found that

Greek men have a higher average GPA and
graduation rate than the rest of campus.

Thus, Greeks must make good use of their

spare time. So, in between philanthropies

(like the Delta Upsilon chariot race and
Rosemary's Place fund drives), intramural

sports (almost every fraternity fields a team

in every sport), extra-curricular activities

(ranging from debate to band to the Board of

Governors), as well as Intrafratemity Con-

ference meetings, social events, and
fundraisers, they manage to harass every

woman and homosexual on campus (not to

mention every African-American, Asian,
Hispanic, and Cape Verdean student).

What a busy 600 people. I guess the only
consolation we have is that upon gradu-
ation these brutes don't amount to

anything. After all, Kevin Costner,
Michael Eisner, Martin Luther King,
over eighty percent ofCongress, and all

but two presidents since 1825 were in

fraternities and it didn't get them any-

where.

Mr. Deutsch, don't let the fact that

there are homosexual Greeks, including

the chairman of the Fraternity Presi-

dents Association, keep you from writ-

ing about them. Aft«r all, they make up
well less than five percent ofthe student

population so how much hell can they
raise?

Matthew Keeling
President, Delta Chi Fraternity

t

AtCakJor. Inc.,

our future begins

with you. To those

who display exe(XJtive

qualities - initiative, aeativity,

resolve, flexibility, and leader-

ship, we offer our Executive

Training Program. Designed for

those who want to excel in business,

this program provides a smooth
transition from campus life to our

dynamic organization.

Join us and leam more about how you can
start buikJing an exciting future with a
retailing leader.

Please drop your resume off

attheSchool ofManagement,
Room21 4, byOctober 1 , 1 991

.

Caldor is an equal opportunity employer

Dinosaur
if'
with

GOBBLEHOOF
Sat., Oct. 5th,

1991

8pm (doors open

at 7:30)

TIXONSALE
NOW

at TIX (UMass), For

the Record (Amherst)

& Main St. Records

(Noho)

$8 UMass $10

All Others

I

UNIVERSITY STORE
CAMPUS CENTER FOOD SERVICE

CAMPUS CENTER BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Presents

FREE FOOD
AND BEVERAGES!

"TEST DRIVE" IBM
PERSONAL
COMPUTERS!

PRODUCT
DEMONSTRATIONS,
FREE SAMPLES,
GAMES,
ENTERTAINMENT!

FEATURING: IBM CAMAY SUNSHINE BISCUITS

AMERICAN EXPRESS INTROSPECT 11 OBSESSION
NEWSWEEK OLD SPICE COLUMBIA HOUSE

I PRINGLES CAMPUS CONNECTION SCHICK MCI

STANLEY H. KAPLAN JOSTENS
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Quote of the Day
"If 1 had known. I would have been a locksnuth."

"Einstein

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE

Omens (and their meanings)

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

Acnoss
1 Spi iitai

S txpensive

9 Loony
1 3 CounlwIencM
U Crvsted h«ron

16 Hodgcpodg*
17 Pw -
1

8
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20 Oo a slow boti

22 MaK« belwvc
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Abtx

24 AMen 0( MaMin

25 Sands
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35 Canopy
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coiinacio'

37 0UM
companion
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42 longeaiad

cutler

43 ro<»la«h«r

44 Nasty look
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•ic

47 - Abdai
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nieoling aiea
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decraasa ot

quantity

6 Salt

7 Uppef Nmb
8 Sands money
9 MDfid Saiias

wiramrs 1988

10 Kvgu (wxintam

ranga
11 HuchlaOafry —
12 Cairy

1 & Domesticala

19 Armadas
21 Hesilani sounds

24 Fr lioly tiiMOTian

25 Snwrica's. m
Britatn

26 19lh can
Franch historian

ErnasI

27 Conhtsa
28 Na»er Too

Lata

aoOarral
31 Plow Mwaotor

Jot>n —

32 Saa aagias

35 ^loty sciipiuia

37 Maka
altarvascant

38 Ooubia cufva

41 Paas and baans
42 Faal rocky

43 Exprassad
disdain

45 Fimad atxMt

46 Lemon addrttva

48 Repaii

50 llorda

51 on, — m
England
Browr«r«g

52 Augury
54 Fluid rock

55 Roman highway

56 Hawaiian gooM
58 Soul Fr

59 Haavy waigM

ANSWER TO PflEVIOUS PUZZLE,

TO KU>Mt »T ^^^D wr uP
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49Bu«feng
«»c'iawf<

50 More
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wiiard
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60 London gaaary
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62 Ev4 spirit

63 Laval

64 Laws
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DOWM
1 Youths

2 Hawaiian cttial

3 Artida

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

^called

1

if ktj'^e

fim'shop

.1.

A new poiioj. I wwif-m
Mdue

iower..

Menu
LUNCH

Clam Roll

Monte Cristo Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Clam Roll

Roman Rice and Beans

DINNER
Italian Night

BASICS DINNER
Italian Night

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

,e. JCRSt'VAN "-'. iCT'^

r.i: '*i 9vi"' J? '•^ "ucw A &rr

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By SHADOW

^t^K/! -Wfdt'i NftlHlNfc LIKE fr

H«T ?owL of frLpHAgET lOuP

At THt tNO 6F ft Loi-* DAV

!

\(f^ RooMie ' DIP ^ao
) f^ NJ<^

SAv SoHpniiMfe re '^
^n* .. i

r-v—

-

WHM iw SAM HIU?/

A?pewi£o IN riy soop!

ARIKSi March 21 -April 19): Secret

ambilions arc beginning lo stir;

nurture them. Enrolling in high-tech

courses may boost your income.

Handle routine household mallets

with a positive altitude.

TAURIIS< April 20-May 20): Favors

are granted by someone who has the

funds you need. Keep trying to break

free of certain restrictions.

Someone's unpredictable behavior

could make you feel insecure.

GEMINKMay 2 1 -June 20): Keep a

low profile tixlay . Other people may

not take kindly to your suggestions.

Learn from someone else's

experiences. Romantic partner may

insist on having things a certain way.

Try to compromise.

CANCKR(June 2 1 -July 22): Your

gentle personality is working in your

favor. Collect any money owed to

you by your friends. Those in artistic

professions are on a creative high.

Romance is a source of delight.

I.EO(July 23-Aug. 22): Make the

most ofthis day by making it a festive

occasion. If your home feels empty,

fill it with fun-loving people. Donate

time as well as money lo a favorite

charity.

VIRGO<Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): Tender

conversations and letters make all

things seem bright and beautiful now.

A romantic relationship may be

puzzling. Socializing will create a

harmonious environment for your

friends and family.

IJBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A project

will gel offthe ground wiiha flourish.

Yinir domestic ideas meet with new

approval. Take command via timely

correspondence. Others are eager to

hear what you have to say.

SCORPICHOct. 23-Nov. 21): A
career or domestic battle commands

your attention today. Arm yourself

with facts and you will march lo

victory. Romance is uplifting. Wear

your heart on your sleeve if sure of

your feelings.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-Dec.2l):

Find a constructive outlet for all that

physical energy! Offer your help to

those in need. By tackling a difficult

problem head-on. you will emerge

triumphant. Romance brings out your

tender side.

CAPRICORN! Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Self-confidence comes from trying

something new and succeeding. Play

the role of peacemaker in a difficult

situation. An older person does you a

big favor. Show you gratitude in

tangible ways.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Be

reticent when it comes to discussing

your finances and private affairs with

your neighbors or relatives.

Cooperation rather than a showdown

will preserve harmony on the home

front.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March20): Add to

your resources instead of making

unnecessary withdra\yals. Convince

your mate and other loved ones to

adopt a policy of thrift. Do not press

your luck by changing investments.

Today's Staff

Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Joanne Quimby

PhotoTechnician CanieWyeth

Production Supervisor Terry Starmer

Production .•

Beth Butts,

Traci-Ann DiSalvatore
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with special guests

Nikki D & KMD

Tues., Oct. 1, 1991
8pm (doors at 7:30)

in the UMass
Student Union
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TIX ON SALE NOW
At Tix (UMass), For the Record

(Amherst) & Main St. Records (Noho)
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ei

30 MINUTE

$ 1 UMass

$ 1 5 All Others

iGUARANTEED
^ DELIVERY OR

i $3.00 OFF

WE REDEEM COMPETITOR'S

R

COUPONS SO YOU DON'T

HAVE TO EAT THEIRu

QUALITY• • • •

Buy any Large Pizza. Get 2nd I

I Pi/za (or only |

I $1.99 I

I

I

I

I.

OCUVERED M 30 MNUTES OR LESS

HOT GOOO »mH ANY OTHER OfFEB
I

I

I
orrtm evmcs \zrai%y

Buy any Pan Pizza, Gel 2nd

Pizza for only

$1.99
OEUVERED M 30 MmUTESW LESS

MOT GOOO WtTM ANY OTHER OfFER

OFTEN EXPWCS 12/3fr«1

UMASS • 256-8911 MT. HOLYOKE • 535-1111
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at Ti. For m« n«cofdi, MtwSiW«oo«d»

rm^SIQMA OPEN RUSH
9O0« 10/2 7-«PM
1(VI & 1(V3V6PM
3S7NPlMMnl8l
54»-3«VI

ANNOUNCEMENTS

3rt BASE uNiktu D « KML
Tu«« OOI 8<doon open 7 30)

Ta SIO-UMM* $1SKMt«*rs

On ti* now« Tte. Fof lh« R«cort. Maw a
Raoorcta ^
Bad «id SraaMMt Downtown Amhent

549MD7M _

CAMPUSCWUS»DCW)WCtifWw*ta»»noi
youloaSwk investKjativ* study cooc»ming

Chnsts damw Tu«$ NnjWs 7 30pm CO rmf

TftAUO AHO THE SOPEHMATUHAL" By

Dan Korem CO Audrtonum Oct 10 8 PM
Spontorad by Campus Crusada For

Chrm
NONVIOLENCE INTEHNATlbNAt
wants youi We are a non-profit, non-

partisan organization which educates

and trams groups in nonviolent action

We seek motivated students to orga-

nize local chapters Write Nl. Box

39127, Friendship Station, Washmg-

wn. DC 200 16

•OPEN RUSH*
Alpha Chi Omega"'

Come to dinner with us, tind out

what we're all about > 3 nights, Sept.

30- Oct 2 Come at 5:15-

ALPHA CHI OMEGA!
38 Nutting Ave

549 8459

STUDENT LOCKERS AVAILABLE In

Student Union For storage ot books

and other personal belongings Reg

ister at OCHO 428 Student Union

AUTO FOR SALE

WllicRCURVCAPm New brakes mutfler

tMBery, shoctis good condlKyi S1000 256

W20
M FOROESCORT Newbrakes, mumer very

rekab4e $1000 665^4«02-avanings

•tVW 2 door hatchback E icaianl cond*on

Owner movad 665^3759

AWESOME 1976BUCKCENTURY TroiAle

Free' Suniool $400 will bargain 253-

3908

CLASSIC 1966 VW convedible

model 1300 $3000 5460057

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats.

4wheelers. motorhomes by FBI, IRS,

OEA Available your area now Call

805 682 7555 Eit C 1675

VW RABBIT "92 Diesa) Runs we* 40mito.

par ga9ooca»eilgj54ja03

BUSMESS OPPORTUNTTIES

REPOSSESSED AND IRS lorectosed

homes available at below market vakje

Fantastic savings' You repair Also S and L

bailout properties Call 805-6B2-

7555 Ext H-2009

DO YOU PLAY KEYBOARDS?

The band SPANISH FLY is seeking

keyboardist Rush, Boston, etc -Call

5466404

FRIDGE RENTALS 253 9742 Free dekvery

TOWNHOUSE 2 bedroom 1 1/2 balti apart

mem on bus route No»«i Amherst i 567

1352

JarryASara. Wild Boys Pig Tangent

63 KFOG CaU JaH 549 7686

MACCLASIR404MBITw/S0«»ara$1 100

BO 665^3738

FOR SALE

LCD

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-OISCi $175.00 0J». VJ».

Karaoke tor house/ Formal partia*.

Call 586 9900

FOR RENT

f BR. APT in center ot Amherst next lo

bars, bus, food $500 inckjdes heat & hot

water 253-0688/545-3146

EXECUTIVE RENTAL RENT or rent w«h

option to buy 4 bedroom luxunes house in

Amherst woods CaH 253-7679

BON0WELL-B310-PLUS Laptop

Backlil

Supartad 16MMZ 286-40MEG Hard disk 3

bananas * Charger- 1 MEG RAM
1 44 M Floppy B Charger • $3000
Worth ol programs Weighs only

7lbS' Asking lor $999,- Call

Said 9 546-3932

CENTURIANIRONMANEXPERTExcattonI
condition low mileage, BougM new tor$600.

Selkng h>r $350«0. Call Chns 253-3608

COMICSI- McFarland SpKteys X Titles.

Justice League Many more' VF Near mint

546 3403

DEAD TRADE- Have Saturday need

T hursda y 256 1183

FAT CHANCE! 21", Like new
Frameset $450 complete $775 253-

4040. message _
FAST FUNDRAISER $1000/WK

Greeks. CkitK, Anyorte

(800) 748 6817

FREE SPRING BREAK tnp cash' Cancun.

Jamaica. Bahamas' Sen inps on campus

and earn tree tnp bonus cashi Four Sea

sons 1 800 331 3136

FREETRAVEL- Air cooners andcnxseships

Students also needed Chnstmas. spnng,

and summer tor amusement park emptoy-

meni Call 805-682- 7555 Ext Ft 426

FIREWOOD
Semt-dry. cut, spN deHvared $90 00 per

cold (128 11 ) 1/2 cord min Call Leon 549-

6231 Leave message

FREE CAP WHEN you buy my Font F1S0

4x4 Call Steve 253 7922

FUTONSI
Lowest prices and quick detvary'

Call Metawampe 585 1 233

Free brochure available

GUNS 'N* ROSES tix $100 lor pair

9/28 586-2856

Potycallwtr Mnt oond Pd $300 writ sal

$22M>0 Can John 546 1671

SMTIH CORONA LAPTOP word proces

sor SeparNapnnMr,bane(y, carrying case

(*sks, ipraadahaai program 400 or B O
542 3194

SUPER MT BKE PACKAGE
Babwdl99l

KHS Montana SumnM LX

Mkan car b*e rack

Krypton Utock
KHS water bonie and cage

$400 or B O
»*ke 253 061

1

THREE FOOT! Acoustic speakers pertect

only $200 electrontt typawntar* $100 253

3908

TYPEWRITERS- 2 SC atectric excel-

lent condition 549-0058

FOUND

FOUND- Gold bracelet between

Harter and FAC on 9/25 Call 6 7292

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! M^ny

poMon* Great bene««s Ca« 805^62 7556

Ell P 3306

WANT AGREATJOB WITH RECYCLMG7
Hwdwoik and lots ol tun i S hrs'week 4 55.

Iw Mual have a dnvers koenta Cai the

Raadantial Recyctng Program at 545- 1 1 53

KNOW YOUR RUHTS

Do you have quaskons about your nghts^

Do you ttwik your ovU nghts have been

voMetf' Find out' Contact The Legal Ser

MOM CenMr, 922 Campus Center, 545

1995

tor

HELP WANTED

BE ON T.V. Many needed lor commercials

now hinng all ages For casting into Ca»

(615)779-7111 Ext T 227

EARLY RISERS- Earn great $ Oehver

newspapers on campus 548 9688 9

to 5

EARN $6/HOUR
Spanish/English bilinguals needed lor

reading study -Jeanette 585-8749

"Know before you go." Where to work, live

and ski tree in Cotorados resorts Current

guide to Aspen, Vail. Brecken ndge and

more' $16 95 Call l 800 788 6174

PEACE AND JUSTICE organization seeks

workstudy 1 hour administrative assistant

position $4 50-5 50 per hour CaH Carolyn

31256-8306

•• LEGAL HELP •'

Quasllont about your lease'secu-

rity deposit deductions'' Questions

about sublettingiassigning leases''

Questions about the condition ol your

new house or apartment "> Contact the

Legal Services Center. 922 Campus

CU. S45-1995

LOST

HEtRToOM ANTIQUE CAMEO RING was

greatgrandmoihers Veronica de Vos

546 62M leave message

HELPI I tost my keys Mickey Mouse/

Backbone keynng Lost Thursday AM
between Machmer and Herter Call

Chns 549^ 1244

LOST-Camo nyton jacket US Cavalry made

Great personal vatoe Lost 9/25 between Lot

25 & Herler CaH Rob at 6 4719 Leave

message

LOST -REWARD BEAT UP Brown leather

jacket lelt m Mahar alter Wednesday

night class il lound contacl Jay at

546-991

5

PERSONALS

WATCH OUT MEN! Shana Tolkan is 20

lodayi Happy birthday Shana'" Luv. Amy

JEREMY.
Nine months since we lirst star gazed

I tove you'

Your Amerasian Princess

KERRI A. Call me in Sundertand Anne K

DtANE DAVIS IS 21 today, but she prom

ised she wouWn't dnnk today or tonight

Here's to an incredible six months Ouiggia

Quiggie. Love. Ma

Congratulations to all the Sigma

Kappa's who made deans list last

•amesler' Ann Mane. Missy Denise.

linda KristinD Dana Kelly Donn,i

Amy Cheryl Can. KnshnT you guy^

are the best' love youi schoLirihip

chav

Tlwnta 0m ttom Lewis tor Wkng us mlo

your hearts and home RAM

ASTRO-
You re the greatest'

Clmstma. N«ole and Kjlhtean

RESUME SERVICE

Cutting Edge Resumes. Complete

rvsume service Writing laser print

ing. Ielter<i .idvice 549 0367

ROOMMATE NEEDED

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED.
Brandywin<> apl 549 7675

-MALE NON-SMOKER to share great

ap«lment on bus route, preler |nr. snr or

grad $175/mo Cai Doug and Val al 256

8723 kre mas

SERVWES

FREE pragnarKy testing: confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

SEMORS
Time to think about resumes Get professional

resumes at college pnces Call Andy al A

Expert Resumes 549 4002

TRAVEL

MONTREAL BAR CRAWL Weekends Col

lege weekend Nov 91h nth From $89

Group leaders travel Iree and earn $$$ Call

today 61 7 444 1111

RUSSIA AND THE UKRAINE! Jan 6

20, 1992 Moscow, Leningrad, Kiev,

plus Helsinki Finland $2045 complete

Irom New York Call Prol Jones, 253

7827. evenings after 7 00

SAVE $40 ON Northwest Air< $40 off $190

travel voucher Call 1 5833359

TRAVEL FREE! Campus representatives

wanted to earn intersession and spring break

Inps 256 8254
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Sports

In the dark
shadow of
MuUins Arena

It was quite a contrasl.

There on Lower Boyden field, the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team was taking the

field for a match against Northeastern.

In the distance rose the steel and concrete mon-
strosity that will soon be the MuUins Arena, future

home ofUMass basketball . a hcK-key team and maybe
ray graduation 40 million dollars of concrete, steel,

planmng and labor.

In the shadow of the construction site a soccer

team stretched out and ran sprints By all rights they

weren't even supposed to be there. Men's soccer had

been cut from the Umversity budget last spnng and
only last minute fund-raising and negotiations kept

the Minutemen afloat. Were that not enough, a new
head coach had to be found as well.

What murderous irony, A 40 million dollar white

elephant, already bought and paid for. in the same
field of view as an athleuc team the Umversity

couldn't afTord.

I will be the first to agree that UMass needs

Mullins Arena, should have Mullins Arena, should've

had it years ago. I also know that the money has been

spent for it already, and there's no reason why it

shouldn't be built

Greg Sukiennik

Still, there's a double standard here While it may
be true that MuUins is both needed and paid for,

when you can afford a hockey rink for a non-existent

hcKkey team but you can't put a long-established

soccer team on the field, something is wTong with the

way you spend money.
Then again, big money and soccer have never gone

hand in hand in America. Oh. they've tried, and
they're trying again with the 1994 World Cup. But
soccer just hasn't become popular in the United

States because it doesn't conform to the rule of

teleMsion, and that's a real shame.
Every sport on television either lends itself to

commercial breaks or. in the case of basketball,

creates them. Soccer has no such breaks, therefore

making it a hard sell for commercials.

This isn't a big deal an>"where but in .America.

Other nations love the game so much that making big

money offof it comes second. Money rules the United
States, however, and without capital backing a high-

calibre, world-class professional league is at best

difficult, if not impossible.

Look at pro soccer's history in the United States

and you'll see what 1 mean. Remember the North
American Soccer League? It nught have survived

had it garnered decent T.V. ratings and not over-

expanded its team membership. The NASL met
neither of these challenges and hence went the way
ofthe WHA. the ABA. the USFL and Team Tennis—
answers to obscure trivia questions. "HI take the

Tampa Bay Rowdies for $500, Alex."

However, soccer's illegitimate cousin, indoor soc-

cer, has managed to survive. The corporate Franken-
steins created a game that moved faster and made
money, but compared to the intricacies of real "foot-

ball," it's not quite the same. What it amounts to is a

lot ofgimmicks. Loud music? Light shows?An orange
ball? Please.

People say that soccer is boring. I say you think it's

boring because you haven't seen it or don't under-

stand it. If you know even the most fundamental
concepts of the game — good passing, good spacing

between positions and conditioning— a soccer match
is fun to watch. Occasionally tempers flare up, or

referees make bad calls, and that makes for some
interesting theatre besides the tension of the game.

There is potential for soccer in this country . Enough
people are interested in the sport that itcould become
a viable money-maker. Think back to this summer,
when a United States-Ireland match drew a near-

capacity crowd at Foxboro Stadium.
If not for any other reason, the coming of the

World Cup to American stadiums is reason enough
for the University to continue funding men's soccer.

The fact that college soccer is just about as high as

you can go with the sport in this country, unless you
make the national team, is another.

Two women's sports, lacrosse and volleyball, have
already been axed completely from the University's

athletic program. Spring tennis is but a spring

memory. Part of the explanation for letting these

programs die was that they didn't make money —
just like professional soccer didn't make money.

Some things are more important than money.
Like playing a sport for the love of it.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian staff member

Women^s soccer rolling on
They eek out two 1-0 victories at George Mason
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University- of Massachusetts women's soccer team

continued to roll as it defeated both George Mason and

Saint Mary's (CA) by a score of 1-0 this weekend at George

Mason.
The Minutewomen (6-1) extended their winmng streak

to four and may move up from No. 8 in the national rankings

this week.

"We played good this weekend, we did what it took to

win." said coach Jim Rudy. "It was pleasing to see my team

respond to these teams. They are difficult teams to play,

each had an odd style |of playl"

On Saturday. Massachusetts earned the play to 20th

ranked George Mason. With 10 minutes remaining Kim
EvTiard broke the scoreless tie on a penalty shot. Eynard

placed the shot into the left comer, eluding the dive of

goaltender Jen Brennan.
The penalty shot was set up as UMass' Michele Woodside

collected the ball at midfield. beat Tammi Pearman and

drove down the right flank. As Woodside entered the pen-

alty area. Pearman tried to catch her and ended up tripping

her from behind, causing the penalty.

"It was a Michele Woodside. pattented flank run. she

carried the ball about 50-yards." Rudy said. "Pearman just

made a freshman mistake and it cost them. We normally

use Paula Wilkens on penalty shots but Brennan had seen

Paula a lot in club action so we went with our number two,

and Kim came through."

Bnana Scurry held on for the shutout, facing 19 shots

and making seven saves, although none were spectacular.

"Bn didn't have a lot ofdifficult stuffto handle, she made
one good save with five minutes left but everything else was

routine." Rudy said. "Our defense kept them out, everyone

did a nice job from our front people keeping their backs out

of play to our midfielders who intercepted a lot of passes. It

was an all around effort."

It was more ofthe same on Sunday as UMass dropped St.

Mary's 1-0. It was Scurry's fourth straight (fifth on the

season) shutout in a row.

Massachusetts dominated play throughout thegame but

were continually shutdown by St. Mary's net minder Nat

Swanson. who had 17 saves.

"Swanson was spectacular." Rudy said. "She was ev-

erywhere, she had to be. wejust killed them in the first half.

It was the best attacking half of the entire season for us."

UMass kept the ball in the St Mary's end for almost the

entire half, forcing nine corners and Swanson to make 10

saves.

Swanson made two touch saves on Amy CockJey and

Amy Trunk both times batting shots over the crossbar.

"They were playing a man-to-man on the corners, we
hadn't seen that yet this year and Wilkens wasn't placing

her serves well so we got nothing on the comers.' Rudy said.

"At half we set up a play putting Eynard and I Barbara!

Verdoliva on the goal line and that opened the front of the

net for us."

The plan worked as in the 70th minute on UMass' 10th

comer ofthe day Wilkens served the ball out front and Holly

Helmuth headed it by Swanson. It was Helmuth's fifth tally

of the season, four of those have come on comers.

"Wilkens put in a g»)od ball and Holly headed it in." Rudy
said. "We finally got the result on the lOth shot. After that

we just ran out the game.

"This was a good weekend for us. we know we aren't a

great goal scoring team but we've been working on it. We
have been doing what we need to do to get it done."

Next up for the Minutewomen is undefeated New
Hampshire, next Saturday in Pepperill. Mass.

CoUeglaa nia photo

The women's soccer team won two games this past weekend improving their record to 6-1.

UMass men's XC places eighth
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's cross country

team placed eight out ofnine teams at the Dartmouth Cross

Country Meet of Champions Saturday. As expected, the

meet was dominated by the six nationally ranked teams in

the meet.

The NCAA poll should have a new look next week as no.

12 Michigan took the team title, edging no. 7 Wake Forest

66 to 67 and Dartmouth (no. 27) finished third with 75, just

ahead ofWilliam and Mary (no. 16), who scored 77. Iona(no.

39) edged Georgetown (no. 19) for fifth 102 to 104. Fairleigh

Dickinson was seventh (199), UMass eighth (239) and
Vermont ninth (252).

"You could run this meet over tomorrow and come up
with a different order ofthe top four teams, and there would

still only be 10 points separating first from fourth," UMass
coach Ken O'Brien said of the meet's closeness. "I wouldn't

have wanted to predict the outcome of this meet before-

hand."

lona's Packie Mulvaney was the individual winner in the

race, covering the five mile course in 24:25.

Matt Simon was the top finisher for the Minutemen. He
placed 40th in a time of 25:40.

Joining Simon in the top five for UMass were Keith

WilUs (48th in 25:52), Mike Davis (63rd. 26:32), Pat Reed
(66th, 26:40) and Craig Cormier (67th, 26:42).

O'Brien said he was pleased with the way Simon and
Willis ran.

"Matt Simon and Keith Willis ran very well," he said.

"They both went out hard and finished strong. It's the third

week in a row that those two have run well against tough

teams."

Although O'Brien was not happy with the final results of

the meet, he believes his runners gained some valuable

experience by competing against a number of nationally

ranked teams.

"I was pleased with the way the kids prepared them-
selves, mentally, for the meet," O'Brien said. "We were just

a little bit over our heads. Hopefully, we can use this

experience in the future."

The Minutemen are idle this weekend and will use the

extra time to prepare for the Oct. 1 1 meet with Providence
and Connecticut, currently ranked 11th and 20th, respec-

tively, in the NCAA poll.
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GEO rejects contract;
negotiations continue

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 2, 1991

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Employee Organization's membership
unanimously voted yesterday to reject the University of

Masaachuaetts administration's contract proposal and to

send the union's negotiating team back to the table.

In addition, members cast their votes in a secret ballot—
about which details were not disclosed— that will continue
through the week.

The administration did not move at closed-door nego-
tiations on Monday on the four m^r demands that GEO
wants on their first union contract.

Jill Havens, a member oftheGEO negotiating team, said
iffurther negotiations fail, "depending on the results ofthis
secret ballot, further action will follow, possibly.'

At the two-hour meeting, members of the GEO coordi-

natingteampresented to the membership details concerning
which issues the administration has agreed to accept. The
meeting, which was punctuated with loud shouts ofapproval
finom the packed auditorium, had an "angry and rowdy'
atmosphere. Havens said.

According to an anonymous source, the administration
has offered to GEO binding arbitration, one of their four

demands, but has not agreed to the remaining three issues:

health fee waivers,job security, and agency fee. As a result,

members unanimously refused to ratify theciurent proposal
as offered by the administration.

Emily Isaacs, the co-speaker of the GEO. said, "I think
people are very concerned about the issues, very angry
about what they perceive as a lack ofprogress and very clear
as to their power as an organized group of employees.'

Isaacs said she hopes the administration will grant GEO
their demands during further negotiations with the five-

member administration negotiating team. "The adminis-
tration has been known to change its mind,' she said.

"We've seen the administration move before, we expect to

see them move again.'

The GEO, which represents over 2000 graduate em-
ployeesoncampus such as teaching and research assistants,

is the largest union on campus. The GEO has been negoti-
ating with the University since January 1991.

TheorganJMtkmhas threatened to take "decisive action'
if their demands remain unrealized.

Jeanine Maland, a teaching assistant in the women's
studies department, is writing her master's thesis on the
history of the health<are structure at the Umversity.
which she feels is the primary issue in this contract conflict.

The health fee is pricing people out of this University,"
Maland said. She quoted Health Services figures that show
a graduate employee pays dose to $ 1000 per year for health
care and one with a family paysjust over $2000, which is 30
percent of the average teaching assistant's salary.

Maland also said many graduate employees hold extra
jobs to raise supplementary income or simply go without
health care. That's totally unacceptable." Maland said.

WE'RE NOT COMING OUT UNTIL OUR
DEMANDS ARE MET — UMass students
Dan Mosley and John Kenney make the
best of being stuck in a John Adams
Residence Hall elevator.

Decision on Hemdon's
eligibility due today
By TAMIR UPTON
Collegian Staff

i. By $igning this Letter I underttand
that ifI enroll in another inatittition par-
tieipating in the National Letter ofIntent
Program prior to the completion of one
academic year. I may not reprtBent that

institution in intercollegiate athletic

competition until Ihave been in residence

in that institution for two calendaryears
and in no case will I be eligible for more
than two seasons (^intercollegiate com-
petition in any sport, unless theprovisions

ofParagraph 11 are fulfiUed.

11. A release procedure shall be pro-
vided in the event the student-athlete and
the institution mutually agree to reletise

each other from any obligations of the
Letter. A student-athlete receiving a for-

mal release shall not be eligible for com-
petition at the second institution during
the first academic year of residence and
shall lose one season ofcompetition. The
form must besignedby the student-athlete,
his parent or legal guardian, and the

Director of Athletes at the institution

which he signed. A copy of the release

must be filed with the conference which
processes the Letters ofthe signing insti-

tution.

— The 1988 National Letter ofIntent

This is what is causing all the confu-

sion. These two clauses in this one letter

—aNational LetterofIntent, a document
that William Hemdon, UMass' 6-foot-3

forward, signed with the University of

Richmond during his senior year in high
school, back in 1988.

All the questions and speculation re-

garding Hemdon's eligibility for the up-
coming basketball season may all be over
today, when a decision is due in Chicago.

I'm definitely nervous,"Hemdon said.

"I just want to go to Chicago, answer any
questions the committee asks me and
hope for a good outcome."

Hemdon, along with assistant coach
James "Bruiser" Flint, Athletic Director

Frank Mclnemey and Assistant Athletic
Director Elaine Sortino are headed to the

Windy City this morning to present ar-

guments in front ofthe National Letter of

Intent Steering Committee.

The five-man committee is made up of
five conference commissioners; Fred
Jaooby. of the Southwest Conference,
David Price, of the Padfic-lO, Clayton
Chapman, ofthe Eastern College Athletic
Conference, Karl Benson, of the Mid-
American Conference, and James Haney
of the Big West.

The conflict is this: the NCAA has a
rule which states that if a player trans-

fers schools, he must sit outone academic
year, which Hemdon did.

The National Letter of Intent Com-
mittee, an organization separate from,
but recognized by the NCAA, has its own
rule which states that if a player trans-
fers between semesters (which Hemdon
did), he must sit out an additional year.

Unlees, (and this is where paragraph 1

1

above comes in) the school which he
transferred from, Richmond, grants his

release, which it apparently did not do.

Chris Moore, director of Sports Infor-

mation at Richmond, speaking for Ath-
letic Director Charles Boone, declined to

comment.
"^r. Boone has no feeling on it one

way or another," he said.

The bottom line is, that because
Hemdon transferred before the comple-
tion of his first full season and Richmond
did not consent to the transfer, he must
sit out an additional year.

"If the institution is not gonna grant
your release, then you have to sit out a
second year," said Mike Tranghese, the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

SGA election turnout low

CoDaclan photo by Carrie WyeUi

William Hemdon.

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The UniversityofMassachusetts Student
Government Association held elections last

night, in a campaign marited by km con-

tested electionsand a low turnoutotttad&nt
voters.

Senior Stephen McAfee, the chair of the

SGA Governmental Affairs committee that

oversees the elections, noted that "turnout

was below average." In Orchard Hill and
Central, for example, there was only one
contested election.

Junior Jen Wood, elected as Commuter
Area Government President last night, said

the low turnout could be attributed to

student's imcertainty about the role of the

SGA.
"I think you can explain [the lack of

tiuTiout] by a lot of people who were around
last year thinking Uiere was no Senate [this

year]," Wood said. "People weren't apt to

vote."

The administration attempted to take

over the SGA last spring and replace it with

a new structure based on a referendum
proposed by the Commission on Student
Governance. The referendum, however,
failed early last May.

The most competitive race in last night's

Anti-affirmative

action writer to

speak tonight
Author Dinesh D'Souza, well-known op-

ponent of affirmative action, wrill be speak-

ing tonight at 8pm at Amherst College.

D'Souza's controversial hook^Illiberal

Education: The Politics ofRace and Sex on

Campus, has brought the topic of preferen-

tial treatment for minorities in the aca-

demic world out into the forum for exami-

nation and discussion.

The book analyzes political correctness

at well-known universities such as Berke-

ley, Stanford, Howard, Dxike, Harvard and
Michigan. D'Souza questions admissions

policies, arguing that for minorities, the

criteria has become not academic merit, but

ethnic representation.

Illiberal Education also asserts that uni-

versities who are centered around
multiculturalism curricvdums have facility

assembled not by intellectual standards,

but by race and gender categories. The book
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

election was for vice president of Central
Area Government, with Kristin Johnson
beating Heather Long 109 votes to 66. Tony
Ong was elected president of Central with
132 votes.

Residence Halls with relatively high
turnouts included Baker (Central), where
Johnson and Steven Mahoney were elected

to the Senate and Kennedy (Southwest),

with Nathan Guerrero and Jason Wisuri
winning uncontested.

McAfee noted that results were imoflicial

until senators could be contacted to confirm
their interest in accepting a senate seat.

The Commuter Area elected 30 new
senators, includingWood and top vote-getter

Ken Parker, who received 31 votes.

The SGA elections occur under a fi'ame-

work where one senator is elected per 250
students.

Despite the low turnout, Wood and
McAfee are optimistic about the coming
year.

"I see this as being a much better year
[than last]," Wood said, '^e're not going to

be working for the administration or for the

faculty, but for each other."

Wood also said peoplewho weren't elected

to the SGA could still get involved through
joining SGA and University-Wide (Commit-
tees.
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For Your Information
FYIs are public service announcements that run on a

space-available basis for campus and local non-profit or

ganizations. Because of space constraints, the Colle^Hin

cannot print all FYIs submitted and no announcements can

be repeated.

To submit an FYI, please send a TYPED press release

with all pertinent information to 1 13 Campus Center c/o

News Editor. FYIs cannot be taken over the phone.

Wednesday, October 2

Campus Fest — The "Campus Fest" will be held on the

Library Lawn from 10 a.m.-4 p.m..

Lecture— The Distinguished Visitors Program is pre-

senting Doors drummer John Densmore whose lecture

entitled, "Riding on the Storm - The Doors. The 608 and

Now," will begin at 8 p.m. in the Bowker Auditorium

Admission is free for UMass students and $2 for the general

public.

Meeting — SGA ops. is sponsoring a Senate Meeting

from 7 p.m.-l a.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

Lecture— The Slavic Dept. will host a talk by Daniel St^

Johns on "Russians Among Us: The Evangelical Christians"

at 7 p.m. in Herter Hall 601.

Meeting — Spectrum Magazine is having a general

meeting at 6 p m. in Campus Center room 917.

Thursday, October 3

lecture — Hillel is sponsoring a lecture by Grace Paley

from 7:30 p.m.-10:30 p.m. at the Student Union Ballroom.

Admission is $2.00 for Hillel members and $3.00 for the

general public.

Meeting — The Latin American Studies Progfram is

holding its annual Fall information meeting and reception

from 4 p.m. -5 p.m. in the 6th Floor Lounge of Thompson

Hall.

film _ The GEO is sponsoring the film "Matewan" at 7

p m. in the outer courtyard of the graduate lounge.

Film —The film "Longtime Companion" will be shown at

7 p.m. in the Campus Center room 803.

lecture — The Asian Languages and Literature Dept.

will be sponsoring a lecture by Janet Gyatso on "Dancing

Moons: No-self Self in the Autobiography of a Tibetan

Visionary' at 7:30 p.m. in Thompson Hall room 100

Meeting — The Five College European Club will be

holding a meeting at 7:30 p.m in the Jordan House Living

Room at Smith College.

Friday, October 4

IBGA — The LBGA will be sponsoring a Coffee Social

from 3 p.m. -6:30 p.m. in the Campus Center room 903.
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AEROBICSn
Low Impact

Step

•Mi/Lou'

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycle

Blocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLLIB

256-0080

^^ai<t) m
,::rfunan ^a\dtn

MANDARJN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
10 Bdchrnown Rd. • Rouk 9 Amhcrsl • t56-0t51/0t5t

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

EVERYDAY

^^ Minimum $15 plus $2 delivery charge^ BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 1:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99

Children under 10 - $3.00

EARN $7«»/HR
HGHT

POLLUTION
Work for political

ihanxc with
Clean Water Action

environmental
cani|><iixn staff.

On bus lines.

Paid training.
P/T or career
opportunity.
C:all SH4^9a30

Some of the biggest.

some of the best

presents come in

the smallest boxes*

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR

& AUTOBODY
53 So. Prospect -Amherst Center

256-8157 • 256-1385

i

AMlMfM

S.PlMMnt \ *

U-MASS\ S. Prospect \

mSi

X

1
Lincobi

• Imports & other unibody vehicles are our

specialty.

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (+or-l/2

mm)
• Over 90 years staff experience.

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement.

• Advanced European Technology Painting

and Refinishing Systems.

Remember it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities.

UMass Hillel

&
the Center for Judaic Studies

present

GRACE PALEY
Thursday, October 3, 1991

7:30 pm
Student Union Ballroom

Free-Students

$3.00-General Public

"Grace Paley is that rare kind of writer, a natural with a
voice like no one else's: funny, sad. lean, modest,
energetic, acute."

-SUSAN SONTAG

DRINK SPECIAL*
Milwaukees Best

$3.95

Pitcher

Shop Registration # RSI 21

2

GUEST BARTENDER NIGHT
Wednesday Night is At Mike ' S

Free t-shirts & Prizes

This week's guest bartender is: Leila Shlosser

Come have fun witli Leila and put your name in for tlie drawing.

Next weelt could be you!

Prizes:
•$25.00 Gift Certificate to Mike's 'Mike's Original T-5hirt

*2-Wcek membership to THE GYM 'Liirge Cheese Pizza from Pinocchio's

Your Picture will be Enshrined on the Walls of MII^E'SWESTVIEW

Drawing is Wednesday Niglit

Must be present at drawing to win but put your name in at any time!

Be here for next week's selection!!

DRINK SPECIAL*
Mike's Pink's

tLSQ

Always something

for everyone!

DRINK SPECIAL*
Busch

$4.50 Pitcher

Local
Budget woes make
phone-a-thon vital
By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Staff

In tltese times of economic difficulty,

budget cuts and layoffs, everyone from

students to professors to campus organira-

tiona are being aslied to do more with leaa.

Money is tight everywhere.

Many studenU. for instance, were fi-

nancially unable to return to campus this

fall. Courses have been cut. teachers fired.

The problem for campus organizations

like the Newman Center, the Roman
Catholic ministry on campus, is rising costs

and decreasing enrollment With little

funding available, many have had to spon-

sor fundraisers to survive.

The Newman Center is certainly no dif-

ferent. On Sunday night, the Center began

ita annual three-week phon-a-thon. The

Center's objective; to raise $150,000through

parent and alumni contributions in order to

cover one-third of ita operating cosU.

"The phon-a-thon is the result of the

contemporary scene in which we live eco-

ntHnicaUy.' aaid tbe Rev. J. Joaeph Quigley.

the Newman Center'a director. "It really

provides money to help coverourtwo biggest

^fypt«— • capital repairs and operating

eoata.'

The operating coato. which Quigley says

total about $400,000 annually, are partly

oghctby liwimng aptr**^**""""««"^ Qui^ey

said the center eama about $70,000 a year

from the basement food services, and about

$20,000 from Automatic Teller Machine

companies. Yet. even if this is added to the

aimual $80,000 worth ofofferttiry collections

and the expected goal of $150,000 from the

phon-a-thon. ezpenaes still aren't fully met

"We still have to get subsidized by the

cboeeae of Springfield, to the tune of $60-«0

thousand dollars.' said Quigley "We never

know what they're going to come up with.

We tell them what we need, and we tell them

what we think well take in. Once you project

whatyou think your needs are , you're locked

in. Ifyou made a good decision, great; ifyou

m¥^ a few bum decisions, you're dead."

One of the best decisions the Newman
Center made, Quigley aaid. was to enlist the

aid ofUniversity officials over the years. He

claimathatby aaking students to voluntarily

indicate their religious preferences on ad-

missions apphcations, the University has

helped compile a considerable list ofCatholic

alumni—all potential donors

They'd give us a list ofpeople, and as the

University grew, the lists grew," said

Quigley, a priest at Newman for 32 years.

"When we got a computer 10 years ago, we

put the names in and worked with thealumni

office. They said, ifyou can prove so-and-so

was a Catholic when he was here, well give

you an updated address.""

Enter Judy Smith, whom Quigley credits

with organizing and supervising the phon-

a-thon from its inception six years ago. Since

then, 30 watu hnes have been installed in

Newman's front lounge for the first three

weeks ofOctober. During that time, Quigley

and Smith said, calls are made to about

15,000 Catholic alumni and about 5,000

parents of current Catholic students.

The problem, then, is notwith the donors,

but with the paucity of studenU stepping

forward to help make the calls.

"We have 30 phones, and we call for 15

nighte," said Smith. Thus, we need a totol

ofabout 450 volunteerstoanswer the phones,

plus secretary help. So, we really need about

500"
The evening begins at 5:45, when vol-

unteers are aerved dinner. Then, after a

short training session, calls are made from

6;30 to 9:30 p.m. on Sunday through

Thursday nighto. Smith said that some may

not be comforUble with the requirementa of

the job, but urges them to help anyway.

"It's hard; volunteers don't like to call

and ask for money." she said. "But kids don't

have to work the whole three hours. Even if

they drop in for an hour, it helps."

Smith emphasized that all students can

help, regardless of their religious denomi-

nations. In fact, with incentives like $250

awarded to the fratermty or sorority raising

the most money. $100 to the team raising

the most money, and $60 each to the people

raising the most money, obtaimng the most

pledges,and givingthe most time, volunteers

should be amply motivated to participate.

Smith said that $15,386 was raiaed on

Sunday night, and the Center has already

received nearly $30,000 from people who

have mailed in contributions She said that

she hopes that money will keep steadily

coming in. so that the goal of $150,000 can

be met.

-We made $33,000 the first year, sowe ve

come a long way in six years," Smith said.

"We've continued to gain a little with each

phon-a-thon, but it's very hard with this

teu«;h economy."

CoUa«lmB photo Iqr Jotk Rajntotds

HOT ENOUGH FOR YOU? — Terry GllberUon, deputy building

inspector for the City ofNew Haven Ct., compares heat test results

at ademonstration given by the New England Concrete Masonry

Association. ^^^^^___^__

Window damage found
Compiled by DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Suff

A man reported to University pobce a

hole in his room window in Patterson Resi-

dence Hall Sunday afternoon. Pohce say a

BB pellet may be responsible for the dam-

age.

ARRESTS:
• Raymond Joseph Sebag. 18, ofWorces-

ter, was arrested in Lot 13 on Sunday night

and charged with stealing gas from a parked

car.
• Christopher Joyce, 20, of Centerville,

was arrested in a traffic stop on Monday

mghton University Drive and charged with

not stopping for a stop sign and driving

without a license.

LARCENY:
• A man reported to University police

that 40 compact discs were stolen from his

John Adams room on Sunday evening while

he left his room unattended for a brief pe-

riod. The stolen compact discs are valued at

$500.
• A Sport bicycle valued at $300 was

stolen from Crampton Monday afternoon. A
bicycle valued at $50 was stolen early Mon-

day morning from a motorcycle rack in UA.

44.

Town of Amherst Police:

Compiled By KAREN FURIA
Collegian Correspondent

• Ronald J Baron, 45, of Warwick, was

arrested on Tuesday morning for driving

while intoxicated after officers observed his

vehicle weaving on Shumway Street.

• Jay C. Patel, 22, was arrested early

Tuesday morning at 36 Mill Hollow Apart-

ments for an outstonding Amherst Police

warrant. The warrant was issued for viola-

tion of probation following a DWl arrest

aiumni—an poienuai aunuis. —^-- ^

Rowe nuclear plant shut down
Facility closes voluntarily, cites 'safety concerns'

By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press

WASHINGTON—OfBdals oftheYankee Nuclear Power

Station, the nation's oldest operating nuclear plant an-

nounced yesterday that they would voluntarily shut down

t.he r&cilitv

The company said it would still fight to reopen the plant

in Rowe, Mass., but decided to close it following a recom-

mendation a few hours earlier by the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission staff that the Uttle 185-megawatt reactor be

shut down because of safety concerns.

"Yankee Rowe disagrees with the staffrecommendation,

but we have nonetheless voluntarily decided to shut down

the plant today." said William McGee, spokesman for the

Yankee Atomic Electric Co. plant.

He said plant officials have asked for a meeting with the

NRC commissioners and were requesting a review of the

staffs recommendation with an eye towards restarting the

plant before a scheduled refueling shutdown in March.

In an unusual reversal of its earlier recommendations,

the commission staff said new testing has "substantially

reduced the staffs confidence" about the odds of a reactor

containment failure at the 31-year-old planton the Vermont

Q^afo ling

An NRC spokesman noted that other plants have been

shut down but corrected their problems so they could

"There's no reason to think that this would be a permanent

shutdown," said Frank Ingram, an NRC spokesman.

The four-member commission has scheduled a meeting

on Yankee Rowe for Wednesday and may vote on the

recommendation, according to NRC spokesman John Ko-

peck The commission had asked its staff to examine

questions raised aboutthe plant's steel reactor containment

vessel, a 30-foot-tall pressurized drum that surrounds the

reactor core.

Critics of Yankee Rowe, including the Union of Con-

cerned Scientists, urged the NRC to shut down the plant

arguing that the steel vessel had become bnttle with age

and might crack in a nuclear emergency. That could lead to

the release of radiation and a possible meltdown.

Yankee Rowe managers said that modificaUon in a

pumping system would greatly reduce the chance of a

reactor vessel failure.

AP photo

Yankee Rowe atomic power plant, the oldest

nuclear power plant in the United States, was

recommended for immediate shutdown by the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission on Tuesday.

Voter registration

drive to be held
on campus today
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts students who have

relocated or haven't registered to vote will have the

opportunity to clarify their voting status today.

A voter registration drive will be held today from

10 a m to 2 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge, sponsored

by MassPIRG, the UMass Student Government Asso-

ciation, the Republican Club, the UMass Alumni

Association and the University Democrate.

Organizers of the drive said they were displeased

that the Town of Amherst provided fewer registrars

for the drive than they originally requested.

SGA Public Policy Chairperson Ken Parker and

Jen Wood, a candidate for Commuter Area Govern-

ment President, said they had asked the town to

provide six registrars for three days, while the town

only agreed to provide the registrars for four hours

over one day. „ . ^ i -n
"We hope that [ the number ofregistrars] will prove

inadequate," Parker said. "We hope therell be the

need for another drive soon."
. , , j

Wood added that organizers ofthe drive had asked

the town to deputize students to become assistant

registrars.
, . . . ^ j

"I asked the Town Clerk to deputize students and

she wouldn't do it," Wood said.

Assistant Town Clerk Margaret Nartowicz said

that while the Clerk's office wanted assistant regis-

trars from the University, they feared students might

lose the affadavits which establish that someone is a

registered voter.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Herndon
CON"nNUED FROM PAGE '

Big East commissioner. "If tlwy do grant a release, then

there is no controversy and he [Herndon] is definitely

playing this season"
FredJacoby. thechairman oftheNU SteeringCommittee

said There is no point in having a National Letter of Intent

without having the player agree Lu pUv for 2 full year The

purpose in having a National Letter of Intent is to reduce

recruiting pressure on the athlete and save the schools

money on recruiting
'

Putting the National Letter Intent aside for a moment,

this entire conflict could have been avoided had the Univer-

tity of Richmond granted Hemdcm's rdeaee. But, for some

reason, they did not and now apparently would like to see

Herndon penalized for his decision to transfer to UMasa
before he completed his freshman year

Herndon said yesterday he had no comment as to why
Richmond did not grant his release.

Richmond basketball coach Dick Tarrant could not In-

reached for comment.
The appeal to be presented on Herndon's Ix-half claims

that he did not understand that by transferring bt'fort« tlu'

completion of his first year, he would have to sil out two

years instead of one.

Aasistant UMasa basketball coach Bill Bayno said, "I

think it's a bad rxxle. I don't see how the rule helps llu-

athletes Most kids who leave have a pretty valid rea(M)n r»»r

transferring.'

"I needed to get out ofthere, my grades were bad becaus*-

I waan't happy.* Herndon said.

Testimony is expected to be heard at 3:30 p.m., and a

deosion should be made around 5 p.m. according to Jacoby.

Ifthe SteeringCommittee rules Herndon ineligible, then

under the guidance of Mclnemey and Sortino, UMass will

file an appeal which wall be heard the following day by all

the conference commissioners, from the schools that belong

to the National Letter of Intent.

registration drive

y >>NIINUIl.)H«3MPAGt 3

"What we wanted were faculty and administrators

\s III) wtTo iHTinanently settled,' Nartowicz said. "We

didnt want the afladavits lost, for example by stu-

d»'iUH going from class to class."

WikhI and Nartowicz said many students didn't

answer "drop" notices sent out this summer which

s«>rvo a« a way of verifying a voter's residence.

Studontii who have changed their addresses and

haven't notified the Town Clerk's office are now on a

"suspt'ndfd" list, and can still vote in town elections if

Ihfy are able to prove Amherst residency. Wood said.

Students on the suspended Ust will be dropped fi^m

the voting listii in December if they don't take any

further action

D'Souza
CONTlNUtD FROM PAGE 1

also states it is these universities which suffer the worst

ethnic tenfi<ms and racially charged incidents

D'Souza has appeared on "Nighlline". "Face the Nation',

"Finng Line" and "Good Momi ng .\raenca', and has v^-ntten

for the.Veu- York TimeM, the Washington Post and the Wall

Street Journal A Phi BeU Kappa graduate fi^m Dartmouth.

Mr D'Souza was a White House domestic policy analyst

during the Reagan years

The lecture, titled "Affirmative Action and ita Conse-

quences,* is being sponsored by the Calvin Coolidge Lecture

I»rogram of the Amherst College Republicans and will be

held in the Johnson Chapel. A question and answer session

mil follow

—BROOKE C WHEELER

It's not just anotherway foryou
to spendyour money

It's away to helpyou save it.

Now. get the Card and get

Student Privileges Special

savings created just for you.

Onh from American Express.

If you think the American F.xpress* Card is

simply another way to buy things, wed like

to share some valuable ne^ s with you **ince

you re a student '^'' - ^^rd can actually help

you sate

BeccHTie a Student Cardmember today and

you II autf )ma[icallv get American Expres.'i*

Sttddent Privileges, our newly expanded
package of outstanding savings and s^x-cial

offers .\ll designed just for you-wiih mure
of what you need, for more value from the

mone\- \ ou spend

Continental

3ROI NDTRIPSON
CONTINENTAL AIRLINES-AT A PRICE THAT

REALLY MAKES FLYING AFFORDABLE

Only Student Cardmembers can enjoy

this great deal on Continental Airlines

three roundtrip flights for just $129 or $189

each-depending on where you re going*

What's more, these certificates are gocxi any

where Continental Airlines flies in the 48

contiguous states.

I se your certifkaies to visit friends at other

schtx)ls. see \our family back home or en|oy

vourself during a vacation And the best pan
Each certificate could save you as much as

IJ50 wer regular Cfititinental Airlines fares

on a coast-tO'Coast trif>

Ol R NEWEST ADVANTAGE IP TO
V) MINITF-S" OF FREE MCI LONG DISTANCE

( AI[I\(, flfff> WOVr//F{)R.\yFAR

Talk abt)ut value Niow the Card can
also help you save on your k)ng

di>tancc'calK In total. )r»M

could save more than $44

u hen you enroll and use

the American Express

Card as a calling card

And you d< )n t e\ en have t<;

change your current long

distance company

PLUS, SAVINGS ON CLOTHES. FOOD.
MISIC AND MORE

Mudent Privileges Value Certificates give

you the savingsyou need on the things

you want—a sure way to make the most of

MCI

a colk'ge budget This year ak)ne. Student

Cardmembers have saved at Pizzeria I 'no.

Eddie Bauer. MT\ and ArtCarved class rings,

among others

You II find your certificates in each is.sue of

iir exclusive student magazine. AnK*rican

i xpresN* Card CONNECTIONS where y( hi II

also find valuaHe ideas and information

about college life tcxlay

A GOOD INVESTMENT A GRE.MVAI IE

lor |ust $S5 a year, the Card gives \o\.i all

these savings, as well as all the trad it" -^
"

benefits of Cardmemlx'rship like

the jX'rsonal attention yt)u can get

24 hours a day from our Customer
Service representatives

And because you settle your account in

full each month, you won't pay any finance

charges which can save you even more.
All of which goes to show that the

AnK'rican Express Card is an exceptional

value Because while there are many ways
for you to spend your ^^^_
money there are few ^^^H^RAVEL
that help you save it . |q^S RELATED
Apply tcxi'ay aIHH SERVICES

snf)f-\T
PRIVILEGIS

•To be eligiNf
,
you must be apptfived by Detcmbrt 31, 1991

"A credit of up lo IS"^ f(x calls will appear on each billing siaiemeni
for 12 monihsafter enrollmeni $}"^) is equal loihe charBesfof a
domestic 30 minute nighi weekend MCI Card Compalibilily call

and appropriate surcharges >(bu must enroll foe (his servKe by
December 31, 1991

C 1991 Americin Etpress TriveI Drilled Services Ccimpiny Inc

Ga the Card today Call 1-800-942-AMEX.

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are hn^ nf ih. InrtividMHl writer OT ciutoon.st, and do no! necessanly repn;seni the views of Ihe Collegian or the University unless olhetw.se nolea.

If you're sexually actiye, you had better read this column
. . •^ - .

•: .or™... u„. I u„j ..•:4„„i .„;fv, ha^ n«.v»r harf anal sex. was never keen on vent, innocent people dying, the dead, ai

I have a confession to make.
As I roamed this campus last semester

there was something a lot of people didn't

know: I thought I was HIV positive. One
morning (as a matter of fact five days before

my 23rd birthday) I received this letter in

the mail reading "We must talk to you about

an urgent personal health issue. Call imme-

diately!' Of course I freaked out. I thought,

"Oh my God! This is it!" I called them, and

true enough, they told me that I tested

positive for the HIV antibodies.

However. God (or something/one) was on

my side. I began to arm myself with infor-

mation vital to saving my life. I had always

read tales of woe and destruction, describ-

ing how AIDS was a 'fatal' disease, but I

never considered the possibilities ofsurvival.

And then somehow, a book fell in my lap.

"Surviving AIDS" by Michael Callen. A book

that radically changed my life.

Do you know what it's like to live with

that? To laugh with your friends on the

outside, but to dread having to tell them

omething they won't, or not be able to,

accept. Imgenng on the inside, to think

about the prospect of death hanging over

your head? That's what I had to deal with

What would your friends think? What would

your family think?

Saad Hopkins

It took me a long time to start to tell

people. I had a lover at the time (whom I still

love dearly! ), and the thought ofhim casting

me out of his life was devastating. But

eventually I started to come out as a PLWA
(Person Laving With AIDS). Furthermore,

not only did I come out, but I was proud and

relieved that I did. That took some serious

balls!

The support I had fi^m friends and family

was unbelievable. My father didn't lose it on

me (although on the other hand my mother

cried every time she picked up the phone),

he and I had the same approach to the issue:

not the "this is it" sUnce. but more like

"what do we do now?" On the whole, there

were many people who beUeved what I be-

lieved: survival.

I didn't understand how I got it at first. I

had never had anal sex, was never keen on

fellatio, and in general, believed in safe sex.

But then something happened. I engaged in

a particvdar sexual act that was unsafe, and

the result was chlmydiaa. At the hospital,

they did an HIV test and in December, the

result came back positive.

"Why?" I thought, "Why me? When I

became sexually active. AIDS was hanging

over my head. I've always been careful." But

I guess it just happens. It just took that one

time. Think about it, ONE TIME! And then

the virus lives inside your system.

Yet I became optimistic. People have

been battling this thing for years. They are

survivingand thriving with full blown AIDS

,

and reftise to "die on cue."

I write this article because not only did

this affect me personally, but because this

has touched one person too many. The AIDS
epidemic is not over; in fact, it's exploded. I

cried at nights not because of my ovm per-

sonal health, but because the government

hasn't done jack about this. Failed experi-

ments, toxic drugs such as AZT which is the

most horrible conceivable "treatment" that

only a government such as ours could in-

vent, innocent people dying, the dead, and

further cases of suffering. To think that I

could have been a victim of this obviously

affected everything I did. I literally lived a

dual life.

In the end, my friend suggested that I get

a re-test. I did, two of them as a matter of

fact. And it turned out that my first test was

a false positive. Naturally I was relieved,

but my worries are still there, worries for

others who are positive, have lost hope and

are dying.

In short, please have safe sex. Don't go

through what I did, despite the "happy"

ending. Don't get drunk enough where you

forget that condoms are essential to poten-

tially saving your own life.

Finally, fuck the government! I've lost

five wonderful, and lovable people to this

disease, and they aren't doing a damn thing

about it. I'm angry, not depressed. And ifthe

government isn't going to do anything about

this, despite the "billions" of dollars into

research, then we have to Uke matters in

our own hands!

Saad Hopkins is a Collegian columnist

Select board chair

notes keg bylaws
Your columnist, Todd Kane, who describes in great

detail what it is like to turn the keg tap "to earn my

own cover charge" at an off-campus keg party is

evidently blissfully unaware that such parties are

pdnst the law. It is illegal in Massachusetts to sell

alcohol without a licenae; it is also illegal to provide

alcohol to people under the age of 21.

Mr. Kane does not reveal where this party took

place, however he and your readers should know that

the Amherst Town Meeting haa paaaed a local by-law

that will require anyone in town who wants to have a

kag of beer to get a license first. There is currently a

committee, which includes several students and rep-

resenUtives of the campus community, developing

guidelines for implementing that by-law. We expect

»-o begin enforcing that by-law soon.

It is important for students to realize that this by-

law was passsed as a direct result ofthe type of party

Mr. Kane descnbes. Studento hving in houses have

neighbors who do not appreciate and do not have to

put up vrith the loud drunken brawls next door. When

Town Meeting was debating the keg by-law last

spring, some of the studenU who are members of

Town Meeting claimed that some students don't real-

ize they have neighbors. You do! We should all be

treating each other with the respect and consider-

ation we hope to receive in return.

Eliaa Campbell

Chair, Amherat Select Board

= Letters to the Editor ==—=^—
Find the flaws in MuUins before they find us

IproposeafnendlycompeUtionThankstotheCollegian departments to consider

expose last April, we know the tower library was designed

to be horizontal but contractors misUkenly read the blue-

print sideways (April 1, 1991). The Fine Arts Center was

obviously supposed to be buried Uke a subway station. Now

a new sports arena is going up and odds are something is

wrong with it.
, /- j u *

1 am proposing that every department play find-that

So let's find the sports arena's flaws before they are set in

(substandard?) concrete. Is the foundation on firm ground?

Are the girders radioactive? Is the arena designed for the

right sport? Will Coca-Cola dissolve the bleachers?

The only flaw 1 have noticed is that while we will have a

nice sports arena, we may have no university. Much as I like

sports, I think a university needs teachers and books first

n.:."s'i^x^,ri,!:ss3.i== ^E^ -ii.Tl-;triSavr.r:r;
couplings. But where was the physics department when the

weight of books was being forgotten in the hbrary design?

With countless air-tight buildings on campus, anthropolo-

giste and even historians might have noted that many

peoples have traditionally prefered breathing to its alterna-

tive. Wind generation, brick precipitation, sprinklers, ma-

terials toxcitity, crowd control, snow - there is plenty for all

teams have no school. And while academia fights with

athletics, dare we question why the budgets of both might

buy a hubcap for a B-2 bomber? Find the flaw and win the

contest. The winning department gets to keep ite budget for

another year. How about it?
.^ ._. „ .....David Keith
Sunderland

An analogy for the fight against oppression

There is a common enemy to all people, and that enemy

is oppression. He continues to destroy the world in which

we Uve Like a white raven he brings news of death to those

who listen in ignorance. Yet his cries are futile, for justice

will rise up like a strong wind and topple his nest from lU

position of privilege.

For those of us who live under the shadow of his wing,

there is no need to identify the enemy. His nest is above

soc ^ty where he plots against the human race and none can

reach him. He will only associate with other white ravens

in his private flock. Yet he will use you to build his nest

before he disposes ofyou like debris.

This proud bird flutters his white feathers in your face,

believing prosperity to be seductive. When he has found his

mate, he will hold her captive in his nest and peck at her

with his bloody beak. And ifshe fighte back, he will kill her.

But the wind is shifting, and a new multicolored flock is

uniting to combat the tyranny ofthe white raven. They will

use feathers to create a storm sending the white raven from

his nest.
, , . *

The enemy, aware of this movement, employs Uctics to

prevent a coup d'eUt. He schemes to create dissention

among the different colored birds so, losing sight of the

common enemy, they fight among themselves. He promotes

his masochistic behavior so that there is division between

males and females within the movement. When he sees a

flurry about to erupt, he will scatter poisonous birdseed to

confuse some birds and keep them fi^m squawking.

We need to outsmart the enemy if we are to be free. We

have to put aside our grievances against all people and join

forces Then, we have to fight. And once we attain a piece of

the nest for ourselves, we must not, like the white raven,

ignore the needs ofothers who are still fighting, but shelter

them under our vrings. .„,... «
J. Brittany Ham

Amherst

Get out and register to vote
Cuts, cuts, and more cuts! Our umversity

has been bleeding to death from cut after cut

in state funding. Allow us to provide you

with a little history. At the height of the

"Massachusetts Miracle" in fiscal year 198»,

the state funding for UMass-Amherst was

$167 million. Now in fiscal year 1992 our

state funding is only $112 million.

To make up for lost revenue, the state

has been kind enough to allow the admin-

istration to retain the tuition raised here on

campus. The administration has in turn

been kind enough to almost exclusively al-

low us, the students, and our parents to

replace those funds through increases in

tuition and fees. This now amounts to $16 5

million which we contribute to help the

administration retain faculty and TAs. bo

our tuition and fees have doubled since !• Y

'88 when the total year-long bill for an on-

campus undergraduate would have been

$4,500.

Whathave we, the tuition and fee-paying

students, done about this in the past four

years*' There have been rallies, protests,

letter and phone call campaigns to legisla-

tors, bus rides to Boston, and a strike. A few

years ago we had Cutback City, a group of

cardboard shelters built on the lawn by the

Student Union to represent the state ot

pubUc higher education. But where has aU

this activity gotten us? Nowhere. Students

are still being walked on by legislators,

university administrators, and town offi-

cials. So if rallies and protests have little

impact what is there for us to do to save our

education here at UMass-Amherst?

The answer is one simple, yet powerful,

word:VOTE! It is something that people all

over the world have been struggling for,

although her in the U.S. we take it for

granted. Many people don't bother to exer-

cise their right to vote. Imagine if every

student who thought that would just vote.

We'could win some real political clout for

ourselves.We would no longer be dependant

upon the goodwill of the administration to

fight for OUR interests. Everyone here

rhetorically supports quality education. It

is now our responsibility to ask them to put

their money where their mouths are so that

everyone can obtain a quality education.

So if you're fed up vrith add/drop, in-

creased tuition and fees, and letters like this

one, do something about it: Register on

October 2, 10 a.m.-2 p.m., in the Cape Cod

Lounge and vote!

Rob Witherell
Southwest

Jennifer Wood
Amherat
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Arts & Living
Bromberg performs witty, folksy guitar music
By SARAH LEVESQUE
Collegian Correspundant

David Bromberg performed at Buckley Recital Hall at
Amherst College Sunday night. Bromberg is well-known in

folk music circles, among musicians and Usteners. for his
high-energy, make-you-laugh. and witty sing-a-Iong antics.

Jaime Morion opened for Bromberg and added greatly to

this evening of down-to-earth folk music.
Morton's beautiful , bluesy voice matched her songs, all of

which she wrote. Her song about her bike (a purple sparkled
bike with a matching banana seat) and her childhood was
very visual and took on a Tracy Chapman-like deepness.

Morton showed real versatility and a great stage pres-
ence with her "frap-folk music rap" number. Mixing classic

folk songs with Public Enemy grit, (well ok. . more like M.C.
Hammer grooves) she created great lines like;

"Ifl had a hammer huh!/ I'd hammer in the morning/ I'd

hammer in the evening/ I'd hammer in your face!'.

Morton's set was all in all. rather excellent.

David Bromberg started nght offwith a rocking song. He
played the acoustic guitar with violinist Phil Block and
bassist Butch Amiot. The audience began clapping along

during Block's solo which he repeated at thiB urging of

Bromberg. Bromberg's own guitar licks were sharp and got

progressively raunchier as the evening grooved on.

The best number of the evening, besides the final song,

was Bromberg's "111 Take You Back", during which he

really got down and funky in true Bromberg style: lots of

howling, throaty laughing, and James Brown screaching.

"Sure baby, I'd take you back/ when money grows on
trees/ and murder ain't a crime/ yeah baby no problem/ I

forgive for cheating night and day."

Towards the last half of the show, Bromberg and band
were joined by backup singers Melissa Hamilton and Pat
Thorney, making the rest of the show even more enjoyable

and upbeat. In betwaau songs, the audience got another
treat, Bromberg conversation.

"People keep asking me when am I going to do a Christ-

mas album? I don't mean to shock anybody, but I'm Jewish."
Bromberg did a Christmas song anyway, as only he

could, confessing before he began, that he actually likes

Christmas songs. "Especially church or gospel ones. But
who would buy it [the album] anyway?"

As the two female backup singers wailed the chorus,
"Santa Claus wants some loving,* Bromberg sang of how
Santa was lonely and needed his share of goodies too. The
crowd seemed to get in the spirit with this song. Maybe a
Christmas album wouldn't be such a risky venture after all.

The finale of the show came as an er\joyable surprise

when Bromberg, after two encores, sat on the edge of the
stage with his whole band, singing "Roll On John.* Bromberg
requested that all the overhead lights be turned off before

he started to play. Block played the ukelele along with
Bromberg's sweet licks. The mix was gentle, yet contained
a certain bluesy edge, while Hamilton. Thorney and Amiot
sang along with beautiful clarity. On this friendly personal

note, the concert came to a close with much cheering and
clapping

New Blues Traveler album lacks no energy
By E DOUGLAS BANKS
Collegian Correspondent

The foursome known as Blu«s Traveler
is back with their latest release, Travellen
and Thieves, on A&M records. Produced by
Jim Gaines (who produced Stevie Ray
Vaughn) this album has all the potential of

a good blues and metal combination, with
ome scattered jazz and reggae influences.

yet never reaches solid ground.
There is no doubt that as individuals,

this group has talent. Singer/songwriter
John Popper can blast a harmonica, play a
1 2 stnng acoustic guitar, the calymba, bark,
squeal, growl and whistle. Drummer
Brendan Hill proves his stuff on the final

track, "MountainCry," which features xxKals

from Gregg Allman.
Also, this group has no lack of energy.

They drift back a 'id forth between searing
guitar licks an: down-to-home harmonica
play at will, however, it is this eclectic

tendency which weakens them as well as
strengthens. The vocals often seemed
rushed, like someone who has a lot to say.

but is more interested in the sound of their

own voice rather than in what is actually

being said. Since the lyrics themselves aren't

bad. it's Popper's voice that needs to be
toned down at times. When they let the
instniments sing for themselves, we are
more than ready to listen.

For instance, the first track "Onslaught",
is very inspired musically, but overt)earing

vocals supress its inherent beauty. The
strength of the song doesn't emerge until

the last three lines which are slow and
melodic:

"I really couldn't say for sure/ Like every-

one else I know/ I'm just looking for the
cure."

The one song to which Gregg Allman
contributes, "Mountain Cry," is the gem of
this album. It's got a bluesy back-alley
rhythm, that familiar Allman voice, and
some spicy guitar nffs to boot. This piece
shows the potential that Blues Traveler has
as a group to create their own sound using
different musical styles.

"Support Your Local Emperor' takes af-

ter this idea, with a strong reggae influence
that reminds you of Stevie Ray Vaughn

Riding on the storm with
Doors drummer tonight
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian SUff

John Densmore, a founding member of
and the drummer for the legendary rock n'

roll band the Doors, will be speaking at
Bowker Auditorium tonight at 8 p.m..
Densmore will be speaking about his new
book Riders On The Storm.

His book deals with the time he spent
with the band between 1965 and 1971. He
tackles such issues as Jim Morrison and the
Doors and his overnight success as a pro-
fessional drummer.

Parke Puterbaugh. a book reviewer for

Rolling Stone magazine, saic' jfDensmore 's

book, "Riders On The Storm is laced with
real life anecdotes and painstakingly recol-

lected conversations that humanize this

seemingly otherwordly band."

Densmore presents his lecture by sitting

on a drum stool and explaining to the audi-
ence how the sixties transformed his views
and how he has made peace with himself
after growing up in such a turbulent time.

Tickets can be picked up at The Fine Arts
Center. They are 2 dollars for the general
public and free for UMass students.

Proceeds from this lecture will benefit
the minority student scholarship and The
Institute For Positive Education.

OPEN 'TIL

2 A.M.
7 DAYS
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CHICKEN WINGS

covering a Ziggy Marley tune. Only this

distinctive voice of John I\>pper and the

ubiquitous harmonica jams bring you back

to Blues Traveler.

In concert, it's not uncommon for this

foursome to play for up to four hours. How-
ever, I think this may be because the group
is still in its developmental stages. It takes

them a long time to warm up and get the

feeling they aeem to be groping for. Al-

though their aongwriting and musical abil-

ity show real promise (and occaisonally hit

home). Travellers and Thieves gets too con-

gested at times. The sampling and mixing
present throughout the whole first side rf

the album clogs the true identity of this

group. Only on the second side, after a long

wait, does the studio work help the music to

become clear. And it does heat up. But will

people have the patience to sit through the

mediocre to get to the goods? For those who
are willing. Travellers and Thieves has some
real quality moments. It's too bad that you
may have to dig to find them.

»•»*» rw, « *** photo
HAVE LAWSUIT, WILL TRAVEL - Victor DeCosta of Scituate,

R-I., who claimed the character he invented was stolen and used in
the television western •*Have Gun WiU Travel," was awarded $3.5
million doUars in damages from Viacom International.

Multicultural Affairs

Manufacturing Multiculturalism
Administration and faculty act as agents of oppression

For people of color in the United Sutes, times havent
really changed; old problems are just much more complex
and more difficult to recognize. In the 90's, the angry visage
of White Racism has evolved into the fiiendly face rf
multiculturalism. The University, in its eflforta to co-opt
voices of dissent, prevent racial confiicts and maintain
white supremacy, is actively manufacturing
multiculturalism. As the latest University propaganda
machine, multiculturahsm may be succeeding in its de-
ception, manipulation and "celebration of difference.'
We see the University making changes for cultural

diversity but it is clear that these changes hold no benefits
for people of color. The signals of success are seen in the
number of"cultural diversity" classes, cultural centers and
vanous cultural activities. Upondose scrutiny, this supposed
success yields to a bleaker picture. In reaUty, UMass
multiculturalism is a con-job, a sham and oppressive to
people of color.

Alexander Nguyen

Examining the so-called changes the University has
made, one can easily see their utter superficiality. The
administration and the faculty have propagated the illusion
of an increasingly peaceful, tolerant campus environment.
For the administration, this means reduced racial conflicts
and the ensuing bad publicity. The faculty enjoys a veil

behind which to hide its unreformed Eurocentrist academics.
Happily, for their friends, the Reagui faneration conser-
vative students, multiculturalism provides point-blank,
naked targets for equally thinly veiled campus race baiting.
For the politically correct, pseudo-Uberals, multiculturahsm
IS another source of self-satisfying confirmation that they
are actually fighting the system "with" people ofcolor. What
an advanced case of self-delusion! And as for people ofcolor,
multioilturahsm may actually succeed in deceiving us that
the University is accepting ua on our own terms. The real

questions to ask are, what can multiculturahsm ever mean,
and who would be the bsnsfidaries?

Rummaging through the trash can of UMass
multicultviralism reveals an unchanged and rotten insti-

tution. The population remains unreformed. The number of
administrators, faculty and students ofcolor are extremely
low. The magic number has remained around ten percent.

As this empty statistic nudges forward to eleven or twelve
one and all rave about making progress, wallowing in PR
heaven. In spite ofths growing population of people ofcolor
in Maasachusetts, ths University is actually, by maintaining
the magic tan percent ceiling, actively holding back those
groups' legitimate representation on campus. Itou^t to be
shocking, but its j\ist par for the course.

'*In its racist arrogance, the Uni-

versity has notfound it necessary

to designate cultural diversity

classes focusing on white Ameri-

can culture which reflect on its

inherent racism.'
*t

The core curriculum of the University remains largely

intact and unredeemed. Cultural diversity classes are on
the academic finnge. History, literature, philosophy, soci-

ology, economics, political science, math, physical sciences

and so on, still in effect constitute a "white studies" cur-

riculum. Cultural diversity classes, which ought to study,

explore and appreciate different cultures, remain racist and

oppressive in their methodology. With very few exceptions,

these classes objectify oppressed peoples. They look at our

cultures from a Eurocentric, superior perspective, which
takes two distinct but equally pernicious forms.

On the Left hand, we have the whiny, bleating Liberals,

who appropriate the cultures that they are supposed to

teach, for a narrow, internal American political agenda of

little value to non-Whites anywhere. Indeed, they are often

witting or unwitting agents of the subtlest kind of imperi-

alism, that ofthe missionary or "Peace Corps". On the Right

hand, of course, the only reason to study non-European

culture is to prove its essential barbarism and vmworthiness,

to prepare young minds for an active life of racial domina-

tion and colonial adventure. Many professors, following

national figures, would teach the Holy Quran and the

Bahavd-Gita tojustify imperiaUsm, rather than impart the

wisdom of Hinduism or Islam.

In its racist arrogance, the University has not found it

necessary to designate ciiltural diversity classes focusing

on white American culture which reflect on its inherent

racism. Furthermore, the core curriculum remains

unreformed because issues of race, culture, gender, abiUty

and class are insufficiently addressed.

Predictably, it is in the social arena where the University

has been most successful in manufacturing
multiculturalism. With the advent of cultural centers and

civility activities, the campus is blossoming in culture.

Music and dance and food and film abound
which makes people feel good. People have choices ofwhich

culture they want to get in touch with and be a part of, on
any given evening. The cultural centers and dvihty activi-

ties have seduced students of color into exerting all their
extracurricular time and energy towards educating the
campus community. This has been one ofthe "successes' of
multiculturahsm, keeping students ofcolor occupied parad-
ing themselves for the entertainment of the campus.

One other important aspect of the sodal assault is the
use of resource allocation as a method ofthe old "divide and
conquer" tactic. As the admimstration encourages cultural
activities, it creates a situation where different minority
groups fight over <«ntrally-controlled funding. To promote
multioilturaUsm, each group is forced to scrounge for the
same crumbs tossed down from an administration that sits

back and ei\)oys the treachery, backstabbing and deception.
Rather than challenge them, we are made to confront each
other. In time, one group will beat the others in the game of
befriending the boss. Thus, trust between people of color is

irrecoverably destroyed. The divisions become permanent
and a united front will not be possible.

Not surprisingly, the sodal agenda does not confront,
reflect upon or evaluate white racism. Once again, the
activities only ofagectify people of color and reinforce ste-

reotjrpes. lliis superfidal social envirorunent is highly
detrimental to people of color. Those who believe in these
absurdly optimistic social programs will bediamayed to find

nosuch thing represented in the classroom. Theee activities

should, ideally, reinforce concepts sh ssstiJ in academics.
However, the academic baae is not thsve and the activitiee

merely serve to veil this scandalous reality.

**The administration and thefac-

ulty have manufactured a
multiculturalism which is racistand
oppressive to minorities.

.

."

The administration daims to be leading the University
towards multicultural education and is receiving intellec-

tual support from the faculty. The new chancellor and his
cohorts have demonstrated a shrewd abiUty to impose a
leader-follower relationship onto the faculty, of which a
mere ten and a half percent are persons of color. According
to last year's UMass Affirmative Action and Equal Oppor-
timity Report, there are many departments with NO pro-

fessors of color, such as the Honors Program, Art History,

Claasics, Comparative Literature, Journalism, Philosophy,

Theatre, Women's Studies, Legal Studies, Psychology,

Chemistry, Civil Engineering, S»chool of Nursing and the

School ofPhysical Education. Most other departments may
daim at most one or two faculty of color.

Many professors of color remain invisible to students.

They teach their class load, do their research and pubhsh.

Tliis is the acceptable mode of behavior for faculty of color

— self-censorship. Then there are those few, exceptional,

committed faculty ofcolorwho risk their cushioned positions

by reaching out to students. There are also those rare and
bizzare white faculty who stick their necks out to support

students of color. These few become the magnets of social

change around which most students of color congregate.

This imposes a heavy burden on them when the adminis-

tration and other faculty threaten their positions. They in

turn have to waste time playing cat and mouse with the

bureaucracy in order to educate and support their students.

The administration and the faculty have manufactured
a multiculturalism which is racist and oppressive to mi-

norities, thus serving the interests of the white meyority.

UMass multiculturalism does not reflect upon white cul-

ture and racism. It continues to objectify and marginalize

CIVILITY
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UMass multicultiiralism: exhibit B

UMass multiculturalism: exhibit A
people of color. Multiculturalism makes evermore appro-
priate the term "mmority." All the media hype about the
Federal Census Bureau's report that minorities will repre-

sent fifty-two percent of the U.S. population within fifteen

years, and that one out of three public school studenU will

be of color, is very misleading. Under this demographic
change, multiculturalism is being used as s method of
containing this minority growth by suppoeedly understand-
ing and appredating cultural diflerenoea. Unfortunately,
as the minority population grows, the proportional share of
power will increase for whitea, leaving minonUeseven more
marginalized. This indeed is a redpe for disaster. Eventu-
ally, minorities will see through the smoke and there will be
a backlash of radal intolerance. The situation will boil over
and erupt inot campus-wide race nots. And once again, the
University will confront the situation through dragged out
sessions of intellectual masturbation yielding lists of rec-

ommendations which jrield zero results.

z

Minority students need to shield themselves from the
assault of multiculturahsm. Unfortunately, many fail to

recognise the inherent racism that pervades this institu-

tion. The powers that be, such as the admimstration and
faculty, deftly manipulate and control the so-called

multicultural discourse to fit smoothly into their political

agenda. It is sad to say that many of the multicultural

events staged by the University, and partidpated in by
students ofcolor, are mere window dressing and designed to

insulate UMass from critidsm like this. Don't fall for it

again. A prime example of this obsurantism was the panel

discussion on "dvil rights' heldon campus last week. No one
who is aware ofthe history of race relations at UMass could

fail to realize that the entire aflair was an exerdze in media
relations and empty rhetoric.

''There can not be
multiculturalism in the United

States ofAmerica, at least not in an
institutional setting. . . Deep down
we all know that the deck is per-

manently stacked against us."

Let's be clear about this — if you allow yourself to be
conned into getting involved in the campus multicultural

cottage industry, you will find yourself wasting away
hundreds of valuable hours in pointless and useless com-
mittee meetings, workshops and various other absurd fo-

rums. But rest assured, nothing will ever be accomplished.

Sadly, many members of minorities fail even to try to

redeem such nonsensical talk shops, and prefer to wallow in

food and dance in the aforementioned cultural events.

Either way, we are turned into exhibits of amusement,
entertainment or astonishment, a kind of cultural/political

freak show. We create the very multiculturalism that op-

presses us. It has got to stop.

Students need to restrain themselves from being seduced
by such things as organizing circus events such as Aware-
ness days, weeks and months (whatever they are) and other

cultural activities and ego-boosting media exposure.

There cannot be multiculturalism in the United States of
America, at least not in an institutional setting. Clearly,

minorities here can only hope to affirm their cultural

identitybyeschewingcooperation with authorities, including

those on campuses, and working together in small, flexible

units to effect such change. Deep down we all know that the
deck is permanently stacked against us. Operate Uke cul-

tural guerilla warriors, striking quickly, withdrawing, and
regrouping, only to lash out again, when the time is right,

and on our own terms. That means, no cooperation, no
tolerance, no sellout!!!

AlexanderNguyen is Collegian staff. The opinions ofthis
article are not necessarily those of the Collegian.
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Collegian Drivers

Needed Immediately

• must have mornings free from 9-11:15 a.m.

•must be dependable with reliable auto

$10/hr.

Fill out an application at the Collegian,

Room 1 1 3 Campus Center or call 545-3500 for details

'Tfir CoCU^ian is an cifiuU opportunity employer
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

AFeui^iONni5Ad0.peoPUiHfis?

eivm UP ON mts p»RT OF-

THe i*joRU>. evef^yONe toup

IN Kumrrs posr-tufifi.

/ ecoNOMyi

A SINGING WHAT? — Inventor Kenneth Brown poses with his

latest creation, a musical toothbrush for children which plays "It's

a Small World" while tots brush their teeth.

TV/VCR
A GOOD WAY TO STUDY

A COMBINATION
THAT FITS

TODAY'S STUDENT

ALL-IN-ONE! No wires to hook up

13-IN SCREEN! Fits in smell areos

25-function unified remote controls both

the TV and VCR
On-screen programming by remote plus

one touch recording

110 channels including cable

Audio video input and output jocks for

additional hook-ups

SHARP TABLETOP STEREO,

5 DISC CD CAROUSEL
Remote, duol O^Q QQ
cassette, 3 OH # •T

T

bond equalizer

Where the deer and the antelope work

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

ViU^TS VIQQKG y^lTM "WW*

>|QWCJXM)CATCM
?N&JMCN\A (^VP
A TTOllBlt VOEfnn
BU, UMSi A (IW

V

I AL%IA>(S

WtSET If

tjuASCA

GET A
\NQeS(-<:AS£

"^
I M^D HO \DtA

TVE3E UTOE

CAST OF THOUSANDS ByBARRYDEUTSCH

499.99
'Solts rox daiivery o' mjtaiiatKKi

not included m minimum
monmiy poym«nf shown Your

octuoi monttiiy poym«nf con vory

depending on your account bolonce

OPtAR, SOUNDS

J<1 CASS 6
XPQESSeP ACAtN.

WiSCKLlS SOME f«>£5HPfHS(W,1MfK

HIPK N MER aOOM ^? uWCOMc
Q CXrr.J. SCW60NE WiO^iSsS HCR 5H6

IW'^^* mil ^1'^ K^s ^lu.

IC] V^tfif-

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

TV Size meosured diogonolly Picture simulated

Hftolu- ^ppo/nw Vice

^|(in^o^/nwiyf3<«cff

r

«5 '...finrnpijl oiif

« .07 Qf?K. fj\i

Quote of the Day
"Pop goes the weasel

*cuz the weasel goes pop!"

- 3RD BASS

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACNOM
1 Time gone by

S Palm or ttarch

9 Air paM«oet
14 The — Love

Belonge "

15 Church* I

4 AppoirtUnant

IS Mitor artery

«7 WMchpart
18 One kmd ol rich

19 AparVnerM

20 Siopwaiches

22 One — Mr^y
24 On occaMon
26 Conwnemora-

2«UaaM9adBai
33PrMer«d
34 Concerrartg

aSMoodwardt
Oecar-wtnnng
rola

36 Oacharge
37 Trifiiel

36RolulKin

3«U>is
44 Cokvad
45 lobe born

enda -
Eodaa

47 — NMh «l«h

S Eanh(«uafca

eAppwid
7 Aaptc mgraikanl

8 Former

9 Most speedy
10 - May Atcon

11 — and
Thummm

12 Ma(Of addMion

13 Fral Mier*
21 Horae o( a

cenam color

23 — corrier

25 Airane abbr

26MMrv Hieaihar

27 Conductor •

41 I

42Sinwiaiedi
43 Match pan
44 Hhaei* a«

aM3ur¥t*

46 French atar

49 Academy
Aurard Mnnnai

Jeremy

SO— dock
achotar

51 Enghah
ardMIMl

&3Mdn%
54 Invanlery

55 Behind
nme

S6Bai«M0d
56 Dander

ANSWERTO PWfyWUS PUZZU:

LBTjIfiMcLlilil

26Baiidai.to
Bruiua

30 AtMwr Jutea

31 Remove lorc^My

32 0acar da la —
37 Wtortiahill

lequiremerM

39Ma|eatK
40Noraegodo<

miachtal

n nnn
Lii.innnn run
nnnnn inni

nnnnn .

niirinnnn :ii..^
nnnnnuri nn

nnnnHEB

I Wequaet

501
m a nvey

52 OatroM aciMn

56Mounla«<
reifeai

57E«dtange
ptemtktfn

59Slraiaa

60Hahhaokkne
61 Chengeoourae
62 Take lane Out

63 Smeewiean
64Cenem vMee
65 Fined ame

1 Panot PM
2Con
3i

l—
'

1

\

' '

r f

[—

1

r- «- n- u- ir

r
XT a

w B

1
in

~

1
n
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P
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1
n
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LUNCH
Chicken Pucks

Hot Pastrami on Rye

BASICS LUNCH
Chicken Pucks

Squash Bake

Menu
DINNER

Chinese Beef& Peppers

N E Style Scrod

BASICS DINNER
Spinach Noodle Casserole

N.E. Style Scrod

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

22692
(MtT #M 3)0)

SONY MICROCASSETTE
PORTABLE RECORDER
Auto recording

level, one

touch record

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By SHADOW

Eoch of these advertised Items are readily available lor sale as advertised

ENOONtNfc MY OlNWtfl WWCN

tHMtWMl'^tO »N MY soup ^^9

-3T>trT6P TALKlNfc T* Mf '

-SM'Hl" T> HV RiJOMMAfrt,

fXtSH, OAvE.'

v^tl- HMM . &ort* 60. \ guT ^^ y^^

w \TH M? . to , WW. A-^
I _^

""Y
(Scoiff^ HOI*)/?'

AR1ES( March 21 -April 19):

Once you assess theeconomic factors

involved, you will rcali7je iIk need

for teamwork. Check all accounts

for possible discrcpaiK les Romance

may tie high on your agenda tonight.

TAURUSlApril 20-May

20): Accept the generosity orl>acking

of wealthy sponsors so long as it is

fora worthy cause CkkkI career news

ishcadedyourway. Influential people

will open important doors for you.

GKMINKMay 2 1 -June 20): A
friendly approach will get you further

than taking a lofty attitude. Pay close

attention to the costs of business

entertainment. Keep in touch with

the folks at home when traveling.

CANCERUunc 21 -July 22):

People and circumstances may

prevent you from enjoying the

privacy you seek. Do not be

influenced by conflicting reports.

Family disagreements can be

resolved through tender loving care.

LEO(July 2.^-Aug. 22): People

at the top arc willing to go so far but

no further, be very tactful. Hold off

on making changes until more

information is available. Conduct

your own research in private.

VIRGO(Aug. 23-SepC. 22): The

atmosphere at work could get

somewhat stormy today. Set a sunny

tone and tend to your routine. By late

aftenioon, you will be in the driver's

scat. Expand your social calendar.

UBRAtScpl 23-Oct.22): Your

life is changing at a deeper level, let

go of the pa.st. Seek out different

kinds of friends. Short-term

investments I an work if you use your

head. Build savings first

SCORPHXOct. 2.^-Nov 21

1

Try not to Irci if thtise in authority arc

uncooperative or give you a rough

time. Grin and bear it. By late

afternoon, you will sec some

refreshing changes! Better days lie

ahead.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec

21): Big things are in the woris.

They probably will not take place on

center stage but in a private selling.

Be open-minded. Your generosity of

spirit will be richly rewarded.

CAPRICORN(Dcc.22-Jan. 19):

Home would make a good base of

operations today. Catch up on your

reading or phone calls. Your love

boat enters an exotic port of call

tonight. Do not come on too strong.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Good news abounds! You finally

hear the right words regarding your

domestic life or a love affair. Keep

your credit cards under lock and key

to avoid complications.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20):

Expect the red carpet treatment today.

Travel, telephone calls and meetings

give you greater financial control.

Dodge emotional tidal waves by

stressing serenity.

W:

«e

:^s:1

Today's Staff
Night Editor Greg Sukiennik

Copy Editor. Beth Butts

PhotoTechnician Carrie Wyeth

Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho

Production Joanne Quimby,

Terry Starmer
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RENT
ONE OF
OURS

' Cars
• Trucks
> Cargo Vans

MM »y «W On'. MAM* or Mon«i

Sp^aai Wn<(» and Wttkand Wws

North Amherst
Auto Rental
m 63. 40 Henli«M M-

Nortun Amharal. MA

549-RENT
On Bus RouM (549-7368

Men's tennis drops fourth in a row

COLLEGE
SPECIAL
3 Gaines \

of BowlingvJ^
and ^Vvv-

Shoe Rental ^*

$5.00
with College LP.

Bv BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Against all odds.

The underfunded, undermanned University of Massa-

chusetts men's tennis team hosted their second straight

ranked opponent yesterday at Upper Hoyden courts, drop-

ping a 6-0 decision to Providence College, ranked 12thm the

The Minutemen entered the contest looking for direction

after losing three straight. However, everyone stood in their

way. including two Big East Champions, Mother Nature

and their season long opponent, the UMass Athletic Ad-

ministration.

The experienced Friar squad, all seniors, proved to be too

tough for UMass in the windy conditions. Jeff Morneau

1 99 Is Big East Champion at number one singles dominated

UMass' number one player Lloyd Teitelbaum in straight

cipfa 6-1 6* 1 •

In a battle at number two. UMass' leader in singles

victories with three. Tim Lipsky. dropped a hard fought

match to the Friar's Mike Gagliardi. 4-6, 5-7. UMass

number five singles player Keith Murray was looking to tie

Lipsky for the team lead in singles victories after Uking a

6-1 lead in the first set, but fell to Providence's other Big

East Champion Steve Sullivan, 5-7, 3-6. At number three

singles, UMass' Paul Audet was defeated by Rich Lowther

6-2,6-3! ^ r ^ A
Minutemen Leonard Levine, number four singles, and

Steve Davis, number six, were unsuccessful in seeking their

first wins ofthe season, combining for only a handful ofwins

against their respecUve opponents, Steve Galley and Paul

Manseville. ...
The doubles contests weren t played due to their insig-

nificance in the overall match.
, ,,,^, , . r^ J

"Their one to six players were sohd, UMass coach David

Rivera said. ''There's not much difference between their

positioning."

"We're not matching up with the guys we should, Levine

said after explaining that UMass lost some players from

last year to injury and transfer. "No one Ukes to make

excuses, but it's frustrating. We're finding ourselves just

looking for ways to win."

-Just a couple of years ago. these guys were just as

competitive as anyone on our schedule," said Franklin

Pierce's coach Cari UBranche. '*But, with the budget cuts,

it's tough for these guys to get motivated. But, they're all

still playing their hearts out."

- TUESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

DOMINO PIZZA
AND BOWL
Three Gaines Plus

ij Slice of Pizza and Coke

5l>3«UU Shoes
8:30 pm to Close

;t5en Thur*. Night 9«)pin-ll00ani

itorthampton Bowl

Live D.|. in the Ally Oops Lounge
1 Cover S2.00
i

Cn i\ 584-48W for reservations

* $1.00 OFF
ANY2CALZONES

[

I

exp. 1/25/92 -«»ec«ipo« per 2 Cib<HW-Ddi»«ryOiih
j

SLOG OFF
ANY 2 CALZONFS

C\p l/2^/'*2 <>ni. viiopon [\t 1 I iKv DJiikfv Onl^ I

- D*dicst»d to Tr—ting 1h» Cause. Not the Symptom"

IHFR!^T rHIROPRArTK
Family Health Center

OR VIRGINIA D. HARPER

icmvSSr^549-0335 tra^rommon

BiSli eiisi

30 MINUTE |il

GUARANTEED™
M DELIVERY OR

$3.00 OFF

WE REDEEM COMPETITOR'S R

COUPONS SO YOU DON'T

HAVE TO EAT THEIR

QUALITY

MANDATORY
QOLDEPi KEY

Honor Society Meeting

All Members!!!

Buy any Large Pizza, Get 2nd

Pizza for only

$1.99
DELIVERED IN 30 MINUTES OB LESS

NOT GOOD WITH ANY OTHER OFFER

I Buy any Pan Pizza, Get 2nd

Pizza for only

$1.99
DELIVERED IN 30 MINUTES OR LESS

NOT GOOD Wrm ANY OTHER OFFER

Wednesday, October 2nd
7:00pm

Campus Center Room 165-169

J
OFFER EXPIRES 1 2/30/91 OFFEREXP1REb^2/W|9

J

UMASs"^"2r6"89l"" MT. HOLYOKE • 5351111

VISA /MASTERCARD

For More Information Call...

Dean of Students Office

Gladys Rodriguez • 545-2684
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sportsjunk
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

has always told me that life isn't fair.

—ESPN's Chris Berman is the best

sportscasterinthe business today. Listen

to him say FUUMble, and you're guar-

anteed to be saying it for the rest of the

night. Nickname of the month was Mike
"Onion" Pagel.

—It would be nice to see Atlanta win

the NL West so we could be spared the

stories on Tommy Lasorda.

—It will be nice to see Evander
Holyfield knock some sense into Mike

Tyson, then knock it out, and back in, and

out...

—Boston Mayor Ray Flynn said this

past weekend that plans are moving along

for a new Boston Garden. Yeah, right and

Governor Weld is driving the bulldoter.

—Phil Plantier will lead the majors in

home runs given a full season with the

Sox. He had a shot in Milwaukee on

Monday night that just landed outside of

Boyden.
—Foxboro Stadium should be hopping

this Sunday as the Pats even their record

at 3-3. Look for me at the game, I'll be the

disheveled one sitting in the endzone

still cheering for Mosi Tatupu.

—I guess the US won the Ryder Cup,

but I changed the channel each time the

results came on to avoid any sudden

heart palpatations.

—If the Sox are out of the race by the

weekend, give the ball to Steve Lyons for

a few innings. Psycho could be the answer

to all the Sox' pitching problems (i.e.

Matt Young).

—It's early yet, but I'll pick the Celtics

to win it all this year, providing the Chief

doesn't get hurt and if Larry can con-

tribute on a regular basis.

—Seeing Notre Dame on NBC every

week is a bit repulsive unless they're

losing.

—Michael Jordan hosted Saturday

Night Live last Saturday. You would

have been hard-pressed to find Larry

Bird doing such self-promotion in his

golden years.

—This could be Mike Greenwell's last

week as a member of the Red Sox, ditto

for Dennis Lamp.
—PitUburgh will win it all. ..unless

they face the Sox.

women 's tennis
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Kamisnki fought off Karyn Dietrich in a

first set tiebreaker to win her match 7-6 (8-

6), 6-3. Kelly Grim defeatedAnn Suchocki 6-

1,6-2.

"We played really well in singles and the

winning became contagious," Gentzler said.

Apparently not contagious enough as

UMass lost all three doubles matches against

Fairfield. Sarah Nadolny andWatts defeated

McNeil and Leann Nathan in the second

set. but lost the match 6-4, 3-6, 7-2.

Dietrich and White had a difficult time

against Scheckner and Amy Finn, but fi-

nally won the match in a second set

tiebreaker 6-4, 7-5 (7-5). Reardon and

Suchocki defeated Bethan Thompson and

Mary Edwards by the dominant score of6-0,

6-0.

"All the hard work we've been putting in

at practice really showed in these matches,"

Gentzler said. "I haven't seen this team play

this well in the all the years I've coached

them."

DIVERSITY, VARIETY,
CHALLENGE

Dena Hasclkorn

Stacy Roger

Karen Willworth

Brett Morris

Gayle Long
Marc Elliott

Jim Winterbottom

lay McGill

Rose Mendonca
Jon Ettman

Julie Goldstein

Pat Robblee

Joanne Quimby
Beth Clark

rAEROBIC9n
Lotu Impact

Step

'Xx/Unv

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

"An unchollenging

8-10-5 )ob?I

coukbl ck> that."

Icximeto

Woodwcff(d-ay(ie to

work on a diversity

of water resource

projects - water quality

hydrology, fisheries -

I haven't been

disappointed yet.

Diversity in a career,

at least to me, is crucial

AMHERST •

C cLiin

At Woodward-Qyde
you can find

variety, diversity.

chdller^ More

importantly, they

encourage it. they

make it worth it I

cant imagine working

any other way.

EncStrecka.

Seruot Prowd SaentBl

Woodward-Clyde
is Peoplet

Wbodward-Clyde %
Consoiting Eogin««f» • OMiogtttB • Enw»roofTi»fH«l Sci«nt»lt«

We will b« on campus Tuesday. October 15.

Please see your career services office to arrange an Interview.

Classifieds
mMFTOTHECOllEaANOFFKE 113 CAMPUS CENIER . TyillKnAYfi}n-3:30 FRIDAY&MyiSO'DEADUSEISmODAYSPRlORTOPUBUCAnOS » lOtWORD/DAY FORmJDEm « CASH IS ADVANCE

ACnVTHES AUTO ran SALE

Anyofw MMMWlid m p«1ial(Mttno tor an

imamalioncl p«rtomuinc« •nd ooohing ,

tor a

UMas* avant on Octobar 2Sth Conuo EMa
?5fr<41«

Ruah Alpha PM Omaga
NalkNial COED S»fvic« Fratefnrty

For mora ito call 54S-2068

Or stop t>y our offic«

41 5A STUDENT UNION

STUDENT THIP TO ISRAEL Meating Oc-

tober 2 Hill«l Moose 7 1 5pm Krto 549-1710

Tm^SIGMA OPEN RUSH
9/30 4 10/2 7-8 PM
10/1 & 10/3 5-6 PM
387 N Plaaaant St

549-3811 ^
ANNOUMCEMENTS

S2MEnCURVCAMM Na« bnliaa. mirfllar.

baaary. thocka pood oonMon tlOOO 2S*-

3020

•3 RENAULT LaCAR 64K tuns good 361V

bo no mato' problamt 5466946

19M MERC LVNX Oood condition SIIW
oieO 549-51

M

•4FOR0 ESCORT N«w brakes, mulllarvary

raNabl« $1000 665 4602-«vnin9g

WVW 2 door halchbadi Exoalani oondMon

0«»n»r mov^ 665-3759

AWESOME 1 976BUCKCENTURY TroUHa
•Frae' Sunroof $400 «>nll baraain 253-3908

VW RABBIT -S? Diasel Runs «• 40mila«

par galon caK 802-254-5803

ENTERTAMMENT

Bad and Braaklaat

5490733
Downtown Amhanl

BOOK SKJNING by John Densmora

Riding on the Slomi: The Doors Tba Sixties

and Now
Oct 2 Campus Concoufsa

^

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE amazing

new Delta Zeta pledges Brenda. Stacey.

Courtney. Penm. Liza. Rachal. Susan.

Stephanie. Elissa. and Shart' ^___
-OPEN RUSH*

Alpha Chi Omega!'!

Come to dinner with us. find out iwhat

were all about' 3 nights. Sept 30- Oct 2

Corneal 5:15-

ALPHA CHI OMEGA!
38 Nulling Ave.

549-8459

RACK-A-DISC! $1 75 00 CXJs. VJs. KarK*a

lor house/ Formal parties. Call 586-9900

FOR RENT

PON SALE HONDA CBSeO 4700iTi With

a«iraacal2S»<W6i»«00

nWE CAP WNBI ytM buy my F«d F150

4»4Ca>8la«a25»79a2

FVTOWBI
Lo«aal prtoaa and quKfc dalvary'

Gal Ma«aw«inpa 585-1233

Fiaa brochmajvailaMa

GEOftOE MICHAEL TXXETS. Worcester

Camnxn. Oclobar28 Good saatt. 548-0636

JarryASara, Wild Boys. P*q Tangart 63

KFOG Call Jeff 549-7686

MACCLASSK: 40/2MMTaMolNnrat1 1 00

BO 665-3738

IVT PLANE TKKET 10 DC 0««r Ttianka-

giving Kim 6-0107

THREE FOOTl Aooualk: spaahar* parlacl

only $200 atearoric typawrttar' $100 253-

3908

FOUND

Traval Salaa RapraaanHMva

STS. tba laadar m ooaa^iM "*•• "•*•••

maMMdin«viduaisandgioupak>p(wnaia

wiartprtng braak Vlpa For ti*)mtlen
cM Sludani Travai Sarvttaa. Mhaca NY al 1

-

M4AII0N:
Happy tour yaara* many mora

rsbaan
idonlavanfi
-YourMoViar

AND MOUTH-
buimagicVtMpaai

IMiaraa 2lalbMMay«MMM
o( aMp Clhalo7 This nme

a«i ni aaa you tomght

MOC WANTED

HCVCSBI

YOUR FIRST PERSONAL ol Aulumnl

I lova you and I dom oara •»» tutom «'

Lova.CSJ

•~ PfTERNS WANTED ~*

UMata isnl Iha same without you

Good mng wa doni rrand anormoua

plwnabiSs'

TOPWM SVNACtME tong waakand. Ocl

1 1 -1 4. WW apll ooala. Jaanna 8- 1 993

FOUND- QoU bracaM-balwaan Haiiar wid

FAC. on 9/25 Call 6-7292

SPRING 1992 PfTERNSHIPS with the La-

gal Sarvicas Canter gat nandson a«part-

anoa m tha lagai «aid-wo«i< diractly with

anomays Mid ctantt Earn up to I5undar-

graduala cradto. No axpananoa in tha lagal

prolassion naoaaaary-training providad

Contact Legal Sarvicas today 545-1995.

922 Campus Center

LOST

SPECTRUM MAGAZINE
General Meeting

Tonight at 6:00

Campus Center Room 917

For new and returning memtjers!

STUDENT LOCKERS AVAILABLE in Stu-

dent Union For storage ol books and other

personal belongings. Register at OCHO 428

Student Umon

UNION
VIDEO
CENTER

General meeting tomorrow night 7PM in

our studio behind The Hatch

New members welcome! Be there.

1 BR. APT in center ol AmhersI next to

bars. bus. food $500 indudas heat A hot

water 253-0688'545-3^46

EXECUTIVE RENTAL RENT or rani w«h

option to buy 4 bedroom luxunes house in

Amherst woodsCa ll 253-7879

FRIDGE RENTALS 253-9742 Fraadalivary

TOWNHOUSE 2 bedroom 1 1/2 bath apart-

ment on bus route North Amherst 1-567-

1352

FOR SALE

BONDWELL-B31 0-PLUS Laptop LCD

Backlit

Superlast 16MMZ 286-40MEG Hard disk 3

battenes Charger- 1 MEG RAM

1 .44 M FloppyB Charger $3000 Worth

of programs Weighs only 7lbs!

Asking for $999. Call Said @ 546-3932

CENTURIAN IRONMAN EXPERT E xcellent

condition, tow mileage, Bought new lor $600.

Sailing for $350^0. Call Chns^253j60e^

^EAP 81 VW Diesel Runs great, body in

bad shape $300 or BO Pal 6-4002

FaTchANCEI 21", Like new. Frameset

$450, complete $775^253j4040.^essage,

FIREWOOD
Semi-dry. cut, split delivered $90 00 per

cold (128 It ) 1/2 cord min Call Leon 549-

6231 Leave message

FUNDRAISERS

RAISE $SOO...S1000..41900

FOOLPROOF
FUNDRAISING

For your fraternity, soronty. learn or other

campus organization Act now for the

chance to win a Carit>bean cruise and

fabutous phzes!

Call 1 -800-950-8472. ext SO

enarir>g.

CallEnca

5466240
"REWARD-

HELP WANTED

EARLY RISERS- Earn great $ Deliver

newspapers on campus 548-9688 9

to 5

EXTRA CASH:
FREE monthly Avon catatog or become a

representative

Write: Toni OBrien 86 Camden St. MillonJ

CT 0646

"Know batora you go," Where to work, live

and ski free in Cotorado's resorts 'Current

guide to Aspen. Vail. Brecken-ridge and

more! $16.95. Call 1

-

60O-788-6m

KUWAJT. SAUDI WORKERS NEEDED
$35.00 +up per hour Tax Free Both skilled

S unskilled For info call 61 5-779-5505 Ext K-

858

HELP! I lost my keys- Mickey Mouse/Back-

bone keyring. Lost Thursday AM betwean

Machmer and Harter Call Chris 549-1244

LOST^EWARD BEAT-UP Brown leather

jacket left in Mahar after Wednesday night

class if found contact Jay at 548-991

5

LOSTUn
Watch Timex black leather strap with

snaps Lost Wed Sept 25 m or around

Hener Hall Sentimental value If found

please call Rose at 6-1565

GRAHAM,
Whan you w*a up wai laka one boOa o«

Vodka, a boWa ol baar. Kahlua, 2 caaat ol

baar. Baowdl. Malbu Oh yaah and happy

birthday*

Lova. Kara, Christina. Charyl.

Mika. «Chnalina

P S Giggla. gqgla. snort, snort, chuckla.

^lockia.jaogh^ laugh

To Nally ma Paach whose glasses i broke

on inday I thought I was Ooiog good- 1 was

wrong, I dKlnl thinK at all I lost your taisl in

proving I was worth It Bad trade on my part,

I wont be stupid again. Happy Annlvar-

aaryf?) I hope -Merc.

ANOTHER BAD CREATION! Congratula

tions to the new pledges of IGU Were

gonna have a good lime Always' Stetanie.

Katie. Josephine Jessica Hillary Tracay.

Sharon, Came. Tara, Knsten Kate. Krtsty

Janet, Wendy, and Loretta lis gonna be a

great samastar

DEBR.
Let's get back to the way we were, m love

you always and forever.

Love Waliy
.

ELANADAVS
Happy birthday from your invtsiWa room-

mate and her otfier roommate

HEY PUTZBURGER! 23 rnore days and

then ytou can take ME out'? Just kidding,

have a wonderful 2ist.,1his tor brains'

SERVICE

CuMig Edga RaauMM. CompMaraauma
sarvioa Wnting. laaar pnntng, MMn. ad-

vica 549-0367

ROOMMATE NEEDED

I Ml mowing to Southwest coed

lowrtaa? I naad a reommatt. Cal Lynn 6-

0525

FREE pragnancy taating; confidential and

canng support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No,

Plaaaant Street Amharst 549-1906

TRAVEL

RUSSIA AND THE UKRAINE! Jan 6-20.

1992 Moscow, Leningrad Kiev, plus

Helsinki. Finland $2045 complete from New
York Call Prof Jones, 253-7827, evenings

attar 7:00

TRAVEL FREE! Campus representatives

wanted to earn intersasaion and spnng braak

trips 256-8254

TYPSIG

SOMEONE SWAPPED THEIR leather

jacket for mine at Pufflon party 9/28 Sat If

you have info please call 546-0592

PERSONALS

PEACE AND JUSTICE organization seeks

wori<study. 10 hour administrative assistant

positon $4.50-5 50 per hour Call Carolyn

at 256-8306

KERRI A. Call me in Sundertand Anna K.

HEY UMASS
Gel ready for the best wings ever.

Because Mama is coming soon

A TRI-SK3MA Happy Birthday

to our September baby

We tove you Deb!

Lova your sistersi!

BRUCE
From seniors in high school to seniors in

college, the past 4 years have been the

best and its all because ol youi You make

me so happy I love you so much!

Happy Anniversary'

Love Always & Forever,

SHARON

PAPERS TYPED: $1 50/Typed page

Quick, Accurate Service, Call Bnan 546-

3563

WANTED

WANTED- Tobuy dasstaa/ guitar Call Gita

546/4185

Coocookachoo. Mr« Roblnaona:

I NEVER had so much tun as we did this

weekend B-Your moon shone bnght and S-

Why is there a bum hole in Bs bedspread?

Luv, the Ladies ol Christophers
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Soccer hosts Brown
Gruber and Co. seek fifth win
By TED KOTTLER
Collegian Correspondent

This afternoon (3 p.m/l on Lower Boyden

Field, the Umversity ofMassachusetts men's

soccer team will attempt to improve its 4-1-

2 record against Brown University.

The Minutemen enter the contest fol-

lowing a 2-0 victory over Northeastern last

Sundav and UMass head coach Sam Koch

knows'the Bears are "an experienced group

of improved, hard-working players," who

will no doubt give the Minutemen a battle.

Brown is ranked 8th in New England

Ehvision I, right behind UMass.

"We also need to continue to work on ball

movement in the midfield," Koch said, which

he also said was a concern prior to the last

contest, though it did not prove to be a

problem.

An essential key to UMass' success this

season has been the performance of senior

goalie, co-captain Jon Gruber. Gruber's ex-

perience, leadership on the field, support of

his teammates, and remarkable goalkeeping

skills have all led him to become one of the

finest keepers in New England men's soccer.

The next time you are at a match, the

mostcommon chant you will hear is "Gruber!

Gruber!" in praise of his outstanding play.

Gruber credits his success to several fac-

tors. For one. he has been playing in net

since he was eight years old and he began

then because he was bigger than most ofthe

other kids and he couldn't run really well.

And coaches tend to stick the biggest kid in

net.

"My experience has definitely helped me,"

he said.

While Gruber embarked on a goaltending

career since he lacked some of the other

necessities of being a soccer player, in the

years he has been a goalie he has acquired

the skills crucial to the trade and has refined

them to near perfection.

"Sometimes people say a goalie doesn't

have to be as fit as the other players, but

that's not true. (A goahel has to be in good

shape both physically and mentally,' Gruber

said.

Gruber considers it a privilege to be an

assistant at a goalie camp run by Joe

Machnik, the goalkeeping coach for the

United SUtes National Team. He believes

this experience has truly helped him im-

prove his own skills.

Gruber is a Sports Management mcgor,

and following graduation, he would "like to

get into sports marketing."

As far as his post-graduation soccer plans.

Gruber would like to participate in the

Maccabia Games, which will be held in 1993

These are competitions held in Israel that

feature Jewish athletes fix)m various coun-

tries.

The Minutemen celebrate a goal. They are in acUon this afternoon (at

3 p.m.) on lower Boyden Field against Brown.

Unloading
tidbits of
sportsjunk

Now, the moment you've all been waiting for, or at

least my roommate and my dog, the unveiling of

"Scott's Shots," a monthly potpourri of sport's news

and views.

—Keep an eye on the UMass women's soccer team,

it could be a cold day in November before goalie

Briana Scurry let's one get past her, with a goals

against average somewhere near .3.

—Speaking ofmy dog ( Bo's his name ), it looks like

he's in line for a title fight with the neighborlwxKl

bully. Rock. Rock looks like Spuds MacKenzie on

steroids and growth hormone and holds at least a 30

pound advantage onmy 50 pound shephard/retriever

.

Don King's promoting, Jim Lampley and Sugar Ray
Leonard on commentary.

David Scott

—If only Joe Morgan could handle his bullpen as

well as he dishes the quotes ofnote. This month's best

came after a squeeze bunt which scored a run. The
old squeezeroni looked pretty good didn't it?" I've

always enjoyed my pizza with extra squeezeroni.

—Midnight Madness is less than two weeks away.

Wonder what the "Rage in the Cage" will look like

when it moves to the Mulhns Memorial Center in

1993, give or take a year or two?

—The Patriots are still on their way to the Super

Bowl despite a minor setback in the heat of Phoenix.

Look forJon "He was here, but now he's gone"Vaughn
to repeat his 99 yard kick return at least once this

season.
—^Vaughn's alma mater, Michigan, is home to the

Heisman Trophy winner for this year, a speedster by

the name of Desmond Howard. That is if Jerome

Bledsoe doesn't slip in.

—Kevin Stevens is going to be wearing the wrong

black and gold in Pittsburgh— wouldn't he look good

with a big B on his chest? He was the Stanley Cup for

Boston, now itll just be another winning season and

disappointing playoff loss.

—Watch a rugby game for a while and tell me those

guys aren't a little bit sick in the head.

—Bill Laimbeer is thinking of suing the NBA and

the Olympic Selection Committee for his omission

from the 1992 Olympic hoops team. Johnny Most says

it best, "He's a BIG baby."

—I still believe in the Red Sox... I believe that they

have broken my heart for the 2l8t consecutive year, 1

beUeve that Matt Young should be shot and I believe

that if it wasn't for Roger, the only people still watch-

ing the Sox would be Sean McDonough and Bob

Montgomery.
—Steve Young is a back-up quarterback. Hugh

Millen is the Pats starting quarterback. My mother

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1 1

Field hockey at Northeastern
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian SUff

As even the best hot rod cars occasionally need tune-ups,

the University ofMassachusetts field hockey team geU one

last tune-up against Northeastern today in Brookline (3.30

p.m.) before Saturday's big one versus Old Dominion.

The NCAA field hockey poll came out Tuesday, and

nothing has changed as far as the top slots. Old Dominion

remains number one in the nation, with the Minutewomen

nipping at their heels in the number two spot. Both teams

are unbeaten this year, at 8-0, with the difficult part oftheir

schedules coming up.

Although looking ahead is always discouraged in sports,

the game Saturday between the two top teams in the nation

will probably occupy the minds of UMass this week.

Fortunately, the Minutewomen have been very successful

in taking their schedule one game at a time, according to

coach Pam Hixon, and today should be no different.

Ifthe Minutewomen think theycan overlook the Huskies,

they are mistaken. Northeastern is no pushover, although

they are 3-4 this year.

The Huskies lost by one goal to four tough teams this

year: Maryland, Northwestern, Iowa, and North Carolina.

Their three wins came against Harvard, Duke and Ver-

mont.
The Huskies offense has come from three players. Cx>-

capUin Debra Sweeney leads the team in poinU, with four

goals and seven assisU. KeUy Wilk has five goab, which

leads the team, and KeUy West has netted four.

GoaUe Brenda Mitchell has been a stronghold in the net

thia aeaaon. The junior has allowed eight goals and haa a

1.12 goals against average.

The Huskies defense, in general, has kept theopposition s

ofi'enae down this year. They have only allowed 3 goals once

and they have two shutouts.

Traveling to Brookline will seem familiar to UMass. as

they opened their Mason on Northeastem's Parsons Fiald

against Northwestern, a game they won 1-0 in OT.

UMass played a team last Sunday on the Huakies level,

beating the Yale Bulldogs 4-0. The team took a 2-0 lead

early in the first halfon goals by Jenn Salisbury and Kathy

Phelan.
The Minutewomen put things away early in the saoond

half when Tara Jelley and Dawn Trumbauer each scored.

Philippa Scott and Tina Rusiecki combined on UMaaa'

fourth straight shutout. The game was only the

Minutewomen's second on the road this year.

Women's tennis wins two
By LILLIAN K- LEGGIO
Collegian Correspondent

Saturday, the University of Massachusetts women's

tennis team faced the unenviable challenge ofplaying back-

to-back matches against La Salle and Fairfield University.

UMass rose to the occasion and met the challenge by

defeating Lasalle 9-0 and Fairfield 6-3.

"We had the psychological edge," said UMass coach

Edwin Gentzler. "And thatjust seemed to increase after the

outcome of each match."

In the match against La Salle(l-6), Coach Gentzler

rested his No. 1 player Shizuko Yamasakin and shuffled the

rest of the UMass lineup as a strategy to save some of his

players for the then 4-2 Fairfield squad.

Kerri Kamiski, normally the No. 5 player, played in place

ofYamasaki and Amy Ryan moved up a notch to the No. 3

spot, replacing Kerensa Eddy. Coach Gentzler also played

freshman Lesley Watts in her first non-exhibition match.

Apparently these strategies didn't hinder Gentzler and

the Minutewomen as they defeated La Salle 9-0. Kamiski

lost the first set 5-7, but rallied in the second and third sets

to beat Elaine LaFlamme 5-7, 6-3, 6-4.

UMass' No. 2 player Gail Girasella defeated Jeanne

Montana 6-3, 6-4. Amy Ryan won both her sets by the same
score, defeating Jenny Creneti 6-2, 6-2.

Playing No. 4 for UMass, Leslie Watts won her first non-

exhibition match by a score of 6-1, 6-1.

Other singles matches saw Kelly Grim defeat Magan
Lyall 6-1, 6-0 and Stacy Scheckner win her match against

Ryoka Yamada 6-4, 6-2.

In doubles play, Eddy and Girasella defeated LaFlamme
and Montana 6-3, 6-2. Yamasaki and Ryan beat Creneti and
Yamada 6-3, 6-1 and Scheckner and Pam Levine defeated

Memic Myers and Kristen Thirschanaly.

"Playing this many matches, I tried to set up lineups that

would be competitive," Gentzler said. "Luckily for us, we
had a little more depth than both La Salle and Fairfield."

After the 9-0 vrin, the Minutewomen's momentum aided

them in defeating Fairfield 6-0 in singles play. Yamasaki

defeated Emily Reardon 6-0,6-3 and Eddy beatTracy White

6-2, 6-2. Girasella who won her singles match against La

Salle, repeated the feat against Fairfield by beating Lee

Ann McNeil 6-2, 6-3.

In the last of the singles matches, Ryan, playing in the

number 4 slot, defeated Samantha Gambino 6-1, 6-1.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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SPORTS NOTICE
MIDNIGHT MADNESS

Midnight Madness will be Monday, October 14, at

10:00 pm to 12:30 am. There will be a three-on-three

tournament for UMass students, and a foul shooting

contest for both men and women. Students can sign

up at the Campus Concourse all week from 9:00 am -

3:00 pm. In order to participate, they must sign up.

The elimination rounds will be held on October 9,

at 7:00 pm at Curry Hicks Cage. The field will be

narrowed to two men and two women. The final will

be held after the three-on-three tovimament during

Midnight Madness.
There will be prizes and drawings to area restau-

rants. Grand prize is two round trip US Air tickets to

Florida with Hotel accomidations.

Donations of canned food items will benefit the

Western Mass Food Bank.

INTRAMURALS
Intramural Ice Hockey teams are still being ac-

cepted - bringyour completed forms to the Intramural

Office, room 215 Boyden or call 545-2693/0022 for

further details.
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Bush vows to veto
unemployment bill

Photo br Joali IkryMl^

A TOTALAUDIO EXPERIENCE— Gordy Broon blows some cool sax

in front of the Campus Center as part of a promotion for Peter Pan Bus
Lines.

By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President Bush on

Wednesday reiterated his intent to veto a

bill that would extend unemployment ben-

efits, saying he wouldn't allow Democratic

presidential candidates to "set the agenda

for this country."

Bush denounced the $6.4 billion relief

measure to give the unemployed up to 20

extra weeks ofbenefits as "a budget-busting

bill' that would Turther burden a burdened

economy."

"I was elected to try to protect the tax-

payer as well as thosewho are unemployed,'

said Bush, reiterating his support for a less

costly Republican alternative.

Bush, smarting from Democrats' jibes at

his recent flurry of efforts to promote Re-

publican domestic proposals, said he wasn't

"going to let a handful of Democratic candi-

dates. . . set the agenda for this country."

They weren't elected to do something. I

was , and I'm going to keep on trying to do it,"

said Bush.

Bush went on the warpath against the

jobless bill as he lefl the White House for a

day devoted largely tocampaigning forGOP
candidates in Pittsburgh and Louisville.

He ruled out tapping an unemployment

trust fund, saying "Ve are using tons of

money to pay unemployment benefits."

Later, at a GOP fund-raising luncheon in

Pittsburgh for Dick Thomburgh's Senate

campaign, he said the Democratic Congres-

sional leaders "sense ofa political issue here

to use next year against all of us."

They were determined to pass and ram
down my throat a budget-busting bill," he

said. "And I will veto their approach because

it will further burden all taxpayers."

The president favors an alternative job-

less bill offered by Senate Minority Leader

Bob Dole of Kansas. Dole's measure would

extend benefits for up to 10 weeks and pay

for it by selling unused radio frequencies

and stepping up debt collections.

The Democrats would pay for their bill by

borrowing, which increases the budget defi-

cit.

House Minority Leader Richard Gephardt

of Missouri said on CBS' "Mormng News"
that Bush was "out of touch with what is

happening to ordinary families in America

today who are struggling, trying to pay their

bills ... and they're looking for these benefits

they earned, and he is not listening to them."

Bush thwarted an earlier congressional

attempt to extend unemployment benefits

in August, but he didn't have to resort to a

veto. Bush has vetoed 22 bills and never

been overridden.

Republicans, including Thomburgh, are

eager to forge a compromise and not appear

heartless as the recession drags on. With

the unemployment rate at 6.8 percent and

8.5 million Americans out of work, some

300,000 people exhaust their unemployment

benefits each month.

Both the House and the Senate voted

Tuesday to extend benefits beyond the stan-

dard 26 weeks. The House vote, 300-118,

was large enough to override a veto, but the

Senate's 65-35 tally was two votes short ofa

two-thirds mtyority.

Trustees request $235M for '92

Takes cue from Weldy Board aims for "world class'' system
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Board of Trustees

voted yesterday to put forth a request of $235 million for

UMass' state budget allocation for the 1992 fiscal year.

The Board met at the UMass Worcester Medical Center

campus in that body's second meeting since Gov. William

Weld's reorganization of the Massachusetts higher educa-

tion system.

The reorganization bill merged the former University of

Lowell and Southern Massachusetts University into a new
five-campus University of Massachusetts system. The two

universities were renamed UMass-Lowell and UMass-
Dartmouth.

The $235 million request that the Board voted to approve

covered general operations for the UMass system. The
budget was developed by a task force representing all ofthe

system's campuses and was chaired by UMass-Lowell

Chancellor William Hogan.

Inside:

Page 3:

Decision on basketballforward William Hemdon
still up in the air.

Page 4:

Felice Cohen admits to going on a blind date

{with a law school graduate!). She says he was

a pretty decent guy.

And in This Weekend:

Get your zoology books. Dinosaur Jr. is coming.

Weather:
Cloudy, with developing rainstorms. Our weather

service says it could be heavy at times.

Hogan noted that the current economic recession forced

the task force to develop a budget that could be defended in

a period of dwindling state resources.

•^e developed [the budget! with the idea that this would

be a publicly defensible request," Hogan said. "But we had

real questions about a new University which is supposed to

build itself up to 'world class' status."

Weld and University President E.K. Fretwell have fre-

quently stated that the reorganization bill is a step toward

building a "world-class" UMass system.

In addition, the task force developed a series of budget

priority requests for the 1993 fiscal year under eight cat-

egories including student access and retention, academic

and research equipment and facilities maintenance.

The budget request notes the special budget priority

requests, totaling approximately $30 million, is "related to

the limited goal of preserving the University's academic

integrity and long-term capacity to aid economic growth

and competitiveness."

Hogan noted that the request "focused on academic

infrastructure rather than people."

The UMass system faces the threat ofhaving its "academic

talent raided," Hogan said, but has to develop strict priorities

in the current economic situation.

"Under the current fiscal situation [the budget] had to be

pohtically defensible," Hogan said. "If you're going to pro-

tect integrity, other items have to be addressed. . . [the

request] was a judgement call on integrity."

Chairman Gordon Oakes said the budget request should

not be considered final and that more work needs to occur.

"We have to be armed with information and statistics to

convince people that we need more money," Oakes said. ^We

need a better definition of what's in that $235 million."

The Trustees tentatively set a "ceiling" of $285.4 million

in total appropriations for the 1993 year, although the

Board noted a potential need to go above that with emphasis

on "wages and deferred maintenance."

The Board also took action on 1 1 new academic programs

that were proposed. The Trustees voted to "reapprove" nine

programs to be sent to the newly-formed Higher Education

Coordinating Committee, the body that replaced the Board

of Regents for Higher Education.

D'Souza rips

colleges' ethnic

quota policies
By BROOKE WHEELER
Collegian Staff

Affirmative action based on ethnicity is not only

ineffective but ui\just, said a conservative visiting

lecturer to a capacity-filled room at Amherst College

last night.

5 Dinesh D'Souza, author of Illiberal Education,

asserted to the 300-plus audience that the "multiple

track" admissions system many universities have

adopted to fill percentage quotas only hurts the

minorities and damages their rate of success in the

academic world.

"Some minorities who are accepted into the better

universities because of ethnic grouping instead of

academic merit are competitively outmatched," said

D'Souza. These people would have a higher success

rate if they went to a college with their peers."

D'Souza, an immigrant fi!"om India and Dartmouth
graduate, also asserted that the racial separatism

present during the admissions process translates

itself onto campus life as well.

"It's the new segregation. Universities that think

they are nurturing multiculturalism are instead

fostering a racially fragmented environment," he

said. "Enclaves ofethnic groups have exclusive dorms

and organizations supported by the universities.

This only inhibits interaction. Why is this sort of

reverse segregation encouraged?"

The author also discussed campus political cor-

rectness imdermining curriculum quality at modern
universities. He argued that core curriculums are

being molded around ethnic representation, with a

lesser regard to intellectual import.

"The very essence ofa liberal education should be

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Men's group - A discussion group for all ^^n w.U mc.t

.n the LBGA office. 413 B in the Student Union a^^ 9 p.nv

film — -Longtime Companion" will be ohown oy im

PHSr^m for GLB Concerns in CC 803 at 7 p m For more

information, call 545-4824.

FRIDAY, OCT. 4

Film - -Some Uke It Hot' with M^^'y" ^otiroe Tony

Curtis and Jack Lemon will be shown at Amherst CoUege 8

Campus Center Theater at 7:30 and 10 p.m. $1 50 admi.

"^"""Coff^^ Social- LBGA coffee social will be held inCC 903

""SaL'-'wimmin-s Uvender Pck^. for LBGA cofT^

social attendees sUrting at 4 p.m. in the pool room across

from The Hat^h. Wander down and grab a table.

^

LBG Cafe - A show featuring local lesbian hit Lnca

Wheeler, and Hyatte & Martin, a vocal and ?>«"« ^uo

making a debut from NYC and P-Town. Beginmng at 8 p^in

THamden Theater in SouthWest Towers. For more infor-

mation. call 545-4824.

SUNDAY, OCT. 6

Reading - Leslea Newman, award-winmng local les-

bian author, will be reading from her new poetry collection.

Siceet Dark Places, at Smith College in the Neilson Library

Browsing Room at 2 p.m.

TUESDAY, OCT. 8

*iexuality Support Group — A small support group for

men and women dealing with issues of sexual identity will

meet at 127 Hills North from 7 - 8:30 p.m. Sponsored by

Mental Health Services. For more information, call 545-

2337
Rap group — Lesbian, Bisexual support group will be

meeting m 413 B, Student Union at 7:30 p.m.

PFLAG — Parents and Fnends of Lesbians and days

will be meeUng at the Grace Episcopal Church on Spring

Street in Amherst at 7:30 p.m.

Coffee House — Smith College's Lesbian/Bisexual Alh-

ance is sponsoring a gathering for women only from 8 - 10

p.m. in the LBA office.

THURSDAY, OCT. 10

Film — Lianna about a young married woman strug-

gling with her sexual identity, will be shown in CC Room

803 Sponsored by The Program. For more information.

545-4824.

Men s Group - See Thursday s schedule.

Patrick & Co. knows how to make my hair feel so good.

Let's get your hair in shape for the cold weather.

$10.00 off any chemical service

$5.00 off a haircut

$15.00 off a haircut & chemical service^^
^^^^^^

Columbus found America now you can find

^ potrick & Co
^^^cMvo Ho>*tviinq For Mon a Women

appointments or walk-ins

586-7477

for great haircare.

104 Russell Street • Elmwood Shops

Hadley, MA 01035

HAMPSHIRE
FITNESS

CLUB

/Z (L

The Area's
Most Complete
Club

256-6646

At Echo Hill

pool • aerobics • aqua-aerobics

• steps • nautilus • raquetball

• full weights • Jacuzzi • sauna

• massage • bikes • tennis

• rowers * treadmills

• stairmaster
• student discounts

Prdblems? •„

dllUMass Student Legal Seivic^l

\ flousing • Family • Student RigHls

-^ivil Righte • Workers Rights'^

*|Criminal • Consumer La%
Military and Draft Law

922 Campus CenlBr 545-1995

Do you come from a^ni<h speak-

ing country?

Would you like to talk to other people

who come from Spanish speaking

countries?

Life on campus can be a wonderful

experience but at tinr»es can also be

confusing.

Mental Health Services will be

offering a support group facilitated by

Lynette Bloise, where you can share

your experiences on campus.

Group will meet Mondays from 3:30

to 5:00p.m., starting in late October.

Pre-group interview is required;

please call 545-2337 for an appoint-

ment.

jVienes de un pais de habia hispana?

^Te gustaria hablar con otras personas

que vienen de paises de habIa

hispana?

La vida en la universidad puede ser

una experiencia maravillosa, pero a

veces puede ser confusa.

Servicios de Salud Mental (Mental

Health Services) va a ofrecer un grupo

de discusion, dirigido por Lynette

Bloise, donde tu puedes compartir tus

experiencias en la universidad.

El grupo se va a reunir los lunes de

3:30 a 5:00 de la tarde, empezando a

finales de octubre.

Una entrevista antes de comenzar el

grupo es requerida; por favor llama

545-2337 para una cita.

Local
Big companies
cut recruiting
at University
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

The number of recruiterB from large companies visiting

the University of Massachusetts campus has dropped this

•emester compared with the number of visits last fall,

according to a Mather Career Center official.

Clark Edwards, director of career planning and place-

ment, said the number of companies meeting potenUal

employees at the University is down 20 to 25 percent

compared with the final resulU from last fall

Edwards was "quite optimistic" about the number being

-down only 20 percent" at this point of the year.

Recruitment last year was distorted by what he calls

tront loading." a situation occurring when businesses are

unsure about their personnel needs due to the fluctuating

economy. The companies actively recruit in the fall but do

not necessarily hire studenU in the spring.

He said many companies could not hire employees
straigjl

out of college at their usual level and "bailed out in the

pring" when the economy soured even more.

Two business categories Edwards said were recruiUng

leaa are large computer companies and
defense contractonr

-This should not be a shock - all you have to do is read

the paper every week." Edwards said.

Among defense contractors. Portsmouth Shipyard is not

planning to recruit on campus this year and Raytheon has

sent fewer representatives than usual, he said.

Many other large compwuM are sending fewer repre-

aentaUves to UMass this year, according to Career Center

fiKuret. These include Digiul Corp. and IBM. two of the

naUon's largest computer companies Both corporations

have been hard hit by the recession

Umted Technologies will only send one or two recruiters

this year, if they send any. Edwards said.

In addition. Proctor and Gamble's sales urut has failedto

recruit at UMass. although "they have come here for years.

""p&oTresearch ar.d development department,
however,

will attend, he said.

No decision
on Herndon

C«llaCUa piMttoby CanW Wy«th

„. ,^,r^ wv I iBTirn TMF WHOLE THING"— Construction workers prepare to

-I CANT- BELIEVE^.™° ]™J^P„^™„ri.l Center. This segment weighs almost

^;;„'!::L"r°clr/th:t'ruV°aU: U can support , cabined weight of 375 ton.

High hopes mark SGA start
Senators talk ofways to revamp student government

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian SUff

John Calipari walked out of his office at around

8 15 p.m. last night, looking thoroughly exhausted

and knowing no more about the sUtus of forward

William Hemdon's eligibiUty for the upcoming bas-

ketball season than he did when he entered the office

some 12 hours earlier.
, ^ , j

There's nothing to comment on. Calipan saia.

"Nothing's been decided."

The National Letter of Intent Steering Commit-

tee, meeting in Chicago, began hearing the case at

3:30 p.m. CDT and finished the meeting some two

hours later. ^ _ j^u «..«

A spokesperson from the Big 10 office said the five

committee members left to eat dinner and were not

returning until this morning.
, .,., .•

However. University of Massachusetts Athletic

Director Frank Mclnemey said that one possibility

was they went to a function and were going back to

the office later to finish discusssing the case.

Because of complex technicalities involving the

National Letter of Intent, Herndon may be forced to

sit out two full seasons instead of one Herndon

transferred to UMass from the University of Rich-

mond in the middle of his freshman, which started

^^'^Mdneme^said he had no idea of how the com-

mittee would vote, but did say that the committee

had hoped to have an answer one way or another so

that a^appeal could be filed t>oday with the 37

conference commissioners, if need be.

These are very able administrators, there s no

way of predicting how they're going to vote," he said

^It's like predicting the weather for next week, you

^"'^e"y asked the obvious question^ 'was he ad-

equately informed [about having to sit out for two

seasons instead of one]?*"
..^^-irnr.t

Assistant basketball coach James "Bruiser Flint

whotsTn Chicago with Herndon said he had no idea

Tf a iei^Liin Zld be made before the end of the

"^A^'of press time, nothing was decided.

A^ked what he thought Hemdon's
chance ofbeing

rpinstated was, Flint said "50-50.

^en you s t in those meetings, you
have no idea

ofhlw tW^ are going," Mclnemey said. "It may be

hours before they reach a deasion

By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

As the Student Union Ballroom's disco ball turned

overhead, 39 senators, both new and old. began another

Emester last mght for the Undergraduate Student Senate

^' HoJ^slorX'advancement ofstudent empowerment are

much higher this semester than they were last semester,

^nate Speaker Bob Monaghan told the senate m his

°^^7had'rrot of crazy things happen last year, but we

hope a lot of good things will happen this year, he said.

Student goWiment got offto a rocky start last semester

when the senate officers began the first senate meeting of

The year by amiouncing their intentions to ask the admin-

Ltrationtostepinand restructure theStudentGovernment

^X'^'an defined the SGA's mission as to defend stu-

dent rights from whatever force infringes upon them, in-

cluding the University's administration. o„„*.-
The administration here, it screws the studento

Monaghan said. "And that's what the student government

is for it speaks for students." . . .

in theifintroductory «P-ches. the senator voiced dif-

fering views on how to best deal with the State House, the

Japanese garden
to grace the Hill

By ELIZABETH CHRISTOPHER
Collegian Correspondent

Smith Clark.

Clark was the first president of the Massachusetts Ag-

ricu^t^al College, now UMass, as well as the first president

of Sapporo Agricultural College, now the Umvers.ty of

Hokkaido, in Japan.

TheJapanese garden-styled
memoridissituatedbetwejen

the Butterfield and Van Meter dormitories where Clark s

home once stood. ^^^Kornfthp
Richardson, currently a visiting faculty ^^^ber of the

Landscape An^hitectureandReponalPlannmgl^pai^^^^^^^^^

designed the memorial as a student in 1987, in hopes oi

eSing people about Clark's cross-cultural influences^

«^Ss Clark in Japan is Hke Abe Lincoln m the

"•^jiil^i^r^^^^^
the college in Sapporo and was a progressive thinker of the

times, said Richardson. *.„«..»„«« rinrlt

The memorial represents the sigmficant influence Clark

had on others as an educator, said Richardson.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

admmistraUon and the Student Activities O^.ce v^hich

many last semester accused of tampering with student

control over the Student Activities Trust Fund.

i^le Senator Micheal O'Brien . Field .
said he hoped we

can kkk some adm.nistraUve ass." Senator M.chea Poster

SSa Id he supported working with the administration^

Com^unicaUrbetween the administration and the

SGA is especially important this semester because oi

cS^^dlorTchard O'B^en's request for a "relationship

statement- to be signed by both himself and the bUA

fe^Sip by the eSd of this academic year. President

^ta^XTaidthathewantedtobnngaunitedcampua

*""^^\^?'L'reat^^^^^^
rnn't accomohsh something," Gagne said.

, . .i,

USlto^Eric Nash (Butterfield) said that he would work

towarCutting more power in the hands of the students^

-Esp^ially the ones living in the dorms to help better

their Orwellian existence." he said.
j w^,^

Monaghan said that for senate next week, he and M;"-^

Kennan from the Graduate Student Senate would hold a

workshop on the student movement.

Police confiscate
studded collar
A man's studded collar was confiscated by a Uni-

versity of Massachusetts police officer working at the

Bluewall on Friday night, police said. This kind of

neckwear is illegal in Massachusette.

Two people were stopped on the Campus Pond on

Saturday morning for suspicious activity. Police found

one ofthem hiding a speed limit sign under a sweatshirt,.

Police will seek a show-cause hearing.

ARRESTS: . ,. .

•Two men were arrested in a general disturbance in

the Kennedy Residence Hall on Saturday mght. Bryan

C Fabbri, 17,ofWakefield,wa8charged
with disorderly

conductandforbeingaminorcarryingalcohol.Michael

J Ewing, 18, of West Springfield, was also charged

with disorderly conduct and for possession of a take

drivers license. „ ,

•Three men were arrested on Sunday mormng m
Lot 11 for burglary. William A. Dube Jr., 18, of South

Hadley , was charged vrith breaking and entering in the

night with intent to commit a felony and with malicious

injuries to personal property. Ronald M. Condino, 19, of

South Hadley, was charged with breakingand
entering

and malicious injuries to personal property. Jeff W.

Graham, 19, of Holland, was charged with breaking

and entering. _ DAVID MASSEYEY I
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Editorial/Op
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist. and^kMioUie.

Editorial Policy
The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes and encourages columns, letters

and cartoons from UMasa and the entire Five College area. The followmg

are some important guidelines to consider when submitting material to

The^Editorial staff resen'es the right to edit letters and columns for

grammar, clarity and length.
, , .

.

a «u««o
Submissions must bear the writer's name, local address and phone

number. This information is subject to verification.

Anonymous submissions will be printed at the editors discretion.

Letters or columns written under a pseudonym will not be accepted.

All submissions must be typed and double spaced to be considered for

publication. Untyped material will not be considered for publication.

Letters should not exceed 50 typed, double spaced lines. Columns

should not exceed 70 typed, double spaced lines. Letters and columns of

unreasonable length will not be considered for publication.

Letters and columns written in response te a previously pubhshed

letter will not be printed. Responses te or criticisms of columns or other

Collegian articles are restincted te letter form. Any exceptions to this

euideline will be determined solely by the editors.

The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted material. A^l

submissions become property of the Collegian and will ^^^^/^^^^"^^

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual artist

or writer and do not necessarily reflect the views ofthe Collegian, its staff

or the Editorial staff.

The Editorial page wants you. Yes. you, the reader of these smudgy

pages. We are looking for good wrUers and good artists to fill this page

Tuery day with their ideas and opinions. Ifyou're interested stop by the

Ediiorial desk at the ColUgian office. 113 Campus Center (the basen^ent

Uvel) Your opinions count- but no one wUl know what you re thinking

unless you tell them. 19.000 people want to hear what you think

Is it a living or a killing?
-*-»-''*' *—

'

_ ..1.-1 ,„J „,«,,«« that mJliti

-I>ittsneld GE awarded Navy contract-

read the headline of the Hampshire Union

News business section.

At first I jumped for Joy There were

abundant rumors of General Electnc s de-

mise in Pittsfield - another departmen to

close completely, thousands
out ofwork, the

entire city spontaneously combusting. (UK.

I made the last one up. Too many cups of

at the base and money that military personel

spend in the towns. To them, Devens isn't

just an army base — it's a livehhood.

What will they do when Devens is one

big. empty playground? "Move, probably."

saidone . What about people who can't move,

who can'tjust pack up their homes and take

off.'

Ahh, you say, but what a small price to
I made the last one up. lu" uic.j ^^r- ~- /vnn, yuu •»«•/. "— " —

- •---- ;-

Pfioresso iThe new contract will undoubtedly ^y for ^orld peace! After all. what need do

bring some measure of security to so many

families 1 know at home

Greg Sukiennik

But wait a minute here. Should 1 really

be happy? After all. GE is in the death

business, making all sort* of neat weapons.

With George Bush appearing on national

television to propose massive cuU m the

nuclear arsenals of both the United SUtes

and the Soviet Union, one gets the impres-

we have for army bases in every county

when Canada has never threatened to in-

vade? Why not spend the money well save

on domestic concerns like education, hous-

ing and employment training?

So this is what Dwight Eisenhower was

talking about when he warned of the mili-

tary-industrial complex. People choosing up

sides in the defense budget battle not only

out of personal convictions, but out of the

most basic human need: the need for sur-

vival.

When you've got kids to feed and bills to

pay. when the mortgage is due and your
anaineaoviei uuiuw. w.... 6-v„ ...~ .—

r

pay. «ii.r.. ^.^ ".«.-»-o-
a^, „„..

gion that the weapons biz may be on the way personal loan oflicer is gunning alter you.— :.i ..w,^^^ nr a ViaA thiru7 L_. I »--. n»liti/><i'' .Stronff conviCtlOM
out. This is either a good or a bad thing

depending where you stand.

When the US. miliUry was considering

which army, air force and naval bases to

close over the summer, there was intense

lobbying by nearly every congress-person v\

Washington. One can only imagine how

many favors were promised, how much

begging went on. how many bribes changed

hands as represenUtives and senators tried

to save the well-being of their constituenU

at home.

Their concerns were valid. 1 have friends

m Lunenberg and Harvard, towns close to

soon-to-be-closed Fort Devens. The people

ofthese communities rely on available work

what good are poliUcs? Strong convictions

won't keep you out of debtor's prison.

Then again, how can you work in the

death industry if you believe that war is

immoral, that peace is society's highest goal?

Either you put up. shut up and be miserable,

or find other work. This is difficult when so

many jobs are defense-related. You name it.

the mihtary buys it. and oflen at

incredible profit margins.

America has no easy way out of Uiis

dilemma. Maybe Qfl way out. perhaps. For

now. all my friends at home can hope for are

more defense contracts. Who could blame

them? .

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian columnist
" __^^^—^ 01 inesecommuiuucoicij «.•»»—••"-—

^

Bartlett lobby, the home of cigarettes and English majors
j_-r ,^^ */ w ^ y

P...,w„,, „nH «-acinff our oroud building. Bartlett is the only place o

To casual passers-by. BarUett Halls lobby most likely

resembles a subway sUtion after a Grateful Dead concert

However, unless you migor in English, you have probably

never stopp^l to absorb the sights, sounds and smells ofthis

place which I and many others like roe have come to know

and love

Todd Kane

As an English majon the lobby serves me with many

useful purposes over the course of a typical day. In the

morning, the lobby greets me with bright sunshine cast

down through its wall-size windows. I can grab a cup of

coffee at the coffee sUnd and a snack out of the vending

machine I am able to purchase a breakfast which has little

or no nutritional value with loose change that floats around

in my overstuffed bookbag. For myself and many other

English majors, getting a little something to eat from the

vending machines in the morning and sitting on the heating

ducts has become a ritual which, ifbroken, could prove to be

devasuting later in the day.

Every Tuesday and Thursday. I subject myself to four

upper-level English classes in Bartlett. Over the course of

the day. I become so enthralled with the discussion and

analysis ofliterature that I can't leave the building: Nobody

would want to talk to me. Certainly, I can't go to the Campus

Pond to rest between classes. Who would I talk to? The

ducks wouldn't listen to my rantings about Faulkner and

Emerson. In fact, the only human beings fit to talk with

after an English class are English majors who gather m.

where else. Bartlett lobby.

After my 9:30 class. I quickly make a bee-line for the

lobby to meet with friends We ulk at length about our

classes, as well as the problems we are having therein. In

addition, we Ulk about other fun topics such as music,

movies and politics, which are listed here in order of im-

portance. I get record and movie reviews from fellow class-

mates which aremore reliable than Rolling Stone and Siskel

and Ebert. The lobby serves not only as the intellectual

epicenter of Bartlett. but also as the center for group

conglomeration.

The size of the Bartlett lobby makes it perfect place for

a diverse group of individuals to meet. Many people cross

through the lobby so spotting friends is not a difficult task.

The heater ducts run all around the walls of the lobby.

These ducts can seat at least 100 people at a time. When

there is a large group of people assembled in a closed-in

area, heat has a tendency to generate. When you consider

how hot Bartlett is anyway, body heat is irrelevant.

Afler my 11:15 class, I grab a Snickers and a soda from

the vending machines and sit down. Usually, I meet a friend

to chat with before my butt starts roasting on a heating

duct. Ah. yes, that year-round Bartlett heat! The lobby

seems warm when I enter i» the morning, yet seems cool

after a couple classes in the sauna-like Bartlett classrooms

gracing our proud building. Bartlett is the only place on

campus where one can learn about Shakespeareknd lose 20

pounds in the process ofone 75-minute class period. I could

shoot an exercise video in any one ofmy classes and call it

"Sit-n-sweat" or "Sweatin' to the Classics."

When my 1 p.m. class is over. I sit in my usual spot; that

being the one littered with empty Dr. Pepper cans and

countless cigarette butts. At this time of day. I remain

seated on the heating ducts because I'm just too damn tired

to sUnd up. You know you're tired when you can hear your

butt sizzling and don't care. This is the time of day when I

say to myself. "Just one more class." This never comforts me

because by now, the mere thought of literature makes me

want to pound a bottle of Maalox and bum all my books in

rebellion. However, I trudge on.

At 3:45, my day is done. This is when I bid a fond farewell

to the one thing which has gotten me through my day: the

lobby. Without this refuge, every Tuesday and Thursday for

me would be a traumatic literary nightmare.

The Bartlett lobby is notjust a room to an English m^or.

it is a friend whose quirks and glitches make it all the more

endearing to its regular visitors. For those of you who have

not witnessed the Bartlett lobby for an extended period of

time, I highly recommend it as one of the hippest places to

be on the UMass campus. The Bartlett lobby— it's not just

for English majors anymore!

Todd Kane is a UMass student
Pond to resi oeiween ciwjhco. »»jiu «««.« » v«i.« ^^. ^ -
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Truth or consequences: the story behind a blind date
_ ... ,, . rr™ .. r_i_u.__; «^«„^o ,M>«nU K<>lirp rpal smooth. Meanwhile I'm asking mvself how I the personals.
The blind date. The most frightening experience people

go through in their lives. From the stories I had heard from

friends, I swore I would never embark on one myself. Why

would 1 chance subjecting myself to what could be an

encounter with Jason or Freddy Krueger?

But as things happen, when 1 was home for the weekend

just recently, I received this phone call. It went something

like this: ,

"Hi Felice. I'm Alec. Your aunt gave me your number.
^

Before screaming into the phone"my aunt's on qualudes!"

I took a deep breath and proceeded to count backwards from

ten.

Felice Cohen

All summer my aunt had described this guy as "a real

hunk who just graduated from Villanova Law school." He

also happened to be my aunt's best friend's son.

So then 1 began wondering. Ifthis guy was so great where

had he been all summer when I was home? It turned out he

was "touring in England. A gift from his grandmother.

Well " '"" ' "—
Every time my aunt mentioned his name, 1 would smile It was the life line of this University. Everyone read them.

Dolitelv I never gave him a second thought. That was until Ifyou are new to UMass you may have a hard time believing

r J *u„ Jrv,„r,« this, but back then they were a source ofcommunication on
[ answered the phone. au ^u i ^ / .^ _.. j j' j-

"Sure. Hi, my aunt mentioned your name." Oh great campus. All the latest gossip was started or discovered in

Felice, real smooth. Meanwhile I'm asking myself how I

always wind up in these situations.

We ended up speaking on the phone for halfan hour and

decided to make a date for lunch the following day. Hanging

up the receiver, I announced to my family, who were doing

an awful job at looking uninterested in my phone conver-

sation, "We're going out for lunch tomorrow."

Then it hit me. Home for the weekend, expecting only to

see my family, I realized that I had left all my major

necessities at school. More specifically, all I had brought

with me were my sweats and homework. In other words, I

had better act fast.

With that I was off to my mother's closet, determined to

find something to wear.

As it turned out, the date went pretty well. He didn't

drool, chew with his mouth open or spill anything on himself

or me, so I guess as far as blind dates are concerned, he was
a pretty decent guy.

I realized that the blind date scene wasn't as scary as I

first anticipated, but in fact exciting. It then gotme thinking.

Remembering back to my freshman year at UMass,
reading the personals section in the Collegian was a must.

the personals.
,

,

Let me enlighten you with an example. One day we could

read: i.Jii,
"To the woman in Soc 103 who loaned me a pen. I d liKe

to meet you. Respond here. —Penless"

Then a few days later we would read:

"Penless. The ink stops there." .

But on many occasions, people developed these inK

correspondences into real "personal" relationships. After

respondingback and forth a few times, they would eventually

set up "blind dates" on their own. ..

For instance: "Brown eyes. It's time, let's meet. Bluewaii

at 7:30. Ill be wearing a red hat."

Okay, I admit they sound corny, but they were greai.

People forgot about their soaps and concentrated on wno

was stalking who in the Collegian. -Uannv
Though lately, all the personals ever contain are nappy

21st Birthday Hope" or "Congrats to the new PJedges oi rm

Phi Phi." These are all nice and sweet, but let s be honesi.

We want the juicy stuff.
, „„ j „..f

It's up to us to spice up the page. So take a chance
a"dPUt

in a personal. Next week we're going to make it easier

youbysellingthemontheConcourse.Thetimetoactisnow,

so don't be shy. . ^ ,,^„ -_pn
I mean the worst thing that could happen ^^hen you op^n

the door is that your date would be wearing a hockey masK.

Felice Cohen is a Collegian columnist

Bush isn't creating peace for Israel
^ .... . • .^ __j j.«T-..ii. r ; „i;^„ 1 .....^T^craA Well wp miiRt look at and understai
One of the most impressive and difficult foreign policy

achievements of the Bush Administration was the Persian

GulfWar . It was no easy task rounding up so many different

countries and diverse peoples, for a common purpose, and

keeping them in line until the final objective was met. It is

not a common occurrence when countries such as America.

Israel, Syria and the Soviet Union line up on the same side

of the ball.

Bob Freeman

What has to be the most remarkable non-military accom-

plishment of that whole ordeal was Israel and how they

restrained themselves in the face ofScud missile attacks on

their citizens and naked threats by Saddam Hussein. To

really appreciate this fact, one has to realize that Israel

herself was being violated, her citizens were in danger and

she had every right to defend herself. Israel has always been

self-reliant when it comes to defense. She was not even

involved in the Gulf War nor did anything to provoke such

inhumane actions. But to appease the United States, to

keep the coalition together and achieve the common goal.

Israel did President Bush an immeasurable favor by re-

BtraininiT herself uciuuia.iv^ u» f*--^-^
~

AHttle whileago.GeorgeBushretumedthatimprobable plished. then he is far removed from reality

and enoTOious fa^or Israel did for us by suspending her tKp fir«t «t.n t. achieving that longed-for

loans. It naturally shocked Israel and left them in utter

disbelief. Many Americans believe that the United States

did the right thing. Of course, $10 billion is a lot of money

that can be much better spent here at home. Also. Israel is

going too far in her quest to settle in the "disputed" territo-

ries, disregarding Arabs, and spending America's money to

boot. There have even been claims of human rights viola-

tions by Israel, and we should cease looking the other way.

The Bush Administration claims it pulled this fast one to

give peace a chance, to assure the Arabs will be at the peace

conference. He has effectively painted the Israelis as the

bad guys and cast the Arabs as the subjected ones who have

been wronged. Well, we must look at and understand the

bare facts. Israel "acquired" the Golan Heights, Gaza Strip

and the West Bank through war. These wars were waged

against Israel, and her right to exist, by herArab neighbors^

Ifgiven the opportunity, they would have driven offor killed

all the Israelis. That is how deep the hatred goes. But, Israel

repelled them, defended herself, and, for future defensive

and retribution purposes, took these territories fair and

square. So, for better or for worse, those are her territories

now Second, the only Arab country that recognizes Israel's

right to exist is Egypt. All others do not. As far as countries

such as Syria. Iraq and the PLO are concerned, there is no

The Middle East is one of the most complicated and

unstable regions ofthe world. It has been like this since the

beginning of recorded history. For George Bush to think

that he will finally bring stability to this region is ridiculous.

He is touting this peace conference more to make America

look good than as a serious attempt at beginning to settle

age-old disputes. In order to appease the Arabs, he put on

hold the loan to Israel. To appease the Arabs he wants Israel

to stop settling in those territories. To appease the Arabs, he

wante Israel to give those disputed territories back. If

George Bush feels that there will finally be some sort of

semblance of peace in the Middle East once this is accom-

shed, then he is far removed from reality.

The first step to achieving that longed-for peace can and

should only be for the PLO and the Arab countries to

recognize Israel's right to exist— nothing more and nothing

less If they do not, then what is the point of discussing

things of vital importance with — a ghost? Maybe Israel is

toying around with America, maybe Shamir has lied to our

President, and maybe any money is not worth being spent

there but that is a discussion for another day. At this

juncture, though, the delay in the loan guarantees is not a

-pause for peace." but a backstabbing ploy at making

America look good at the expense and chagrin of one of her

closest friends.

Bob Freeman is a UMass student

Real issues of multiculturalism . ^ ^*•
o„ wS7,e«.^mi;ri5. UMa.» hosted . debau, Eu^pe Tho« "l;»^''™J':;j™^"';j',':^'^'^^f.

,„Lt,cu,tura,J.n,?heCapeC«.Uur^e.Thedefend^U -,|"r.r'r«''^r'^:t ^/fr. ^o« »hoJIIIUUIWI-UIVUI our.!.. ... v..». w-," o

DfmulUculturalism as an ally of free inquiry were Professor

William Strickland of the UMass Afro-Amencan Studies

Department and Margaret Cerullo, Professor of Social

Sciences at Hampshire College. The opponents were UMass

Sixnology professor Paul Hollander and English professor

Arnold Silver, also from UMass.

Both sides presented strong arguments for their point of

view, but there were two m^or flaws in both presentations.

Stricidand. who spoke first, made a wide shift in the case

when he focused his presenUtion upon the issuesconcermng

irruption in the foreign and domestic policies. He appeared

to be using the debate as a platform to express views not

directly related to the topic. He described the debate topic

as a -dubious" issue compared to the issues he raised on

American politics. Hollander used the influence ofWestern

-ulture on Third World countries to defend the integrity of

Western thought against the "threat to free inquiry posed

by multiculturalism.

In reality, multiculturaUsm was created as a response to

the -invasion" of Western thought into the cultures of the

Third World people ofcolor during the colonial expansion of

instilled into these people of color by force. Those who

resisted were dealt with by socially destructive means^

Many peoples had their indigenous culture forcibly replaced

by the -free inquiry" of Western thought. The West has

demonstrated its refusal to fully accept the ideals ofothers.

That'swhy manyThird World nations have "copied Western

culture. The West forcibly transformed them in lU own

image. ,

This acciilturation left behind another m^or legacy:

racism. Racism is definitely a m^or issue thatwas touched

upon during Mr. Strickland's presentaUon. When he called

the issue of multiculturalism a "dubious" one. he didnt

make the link between that issue and racism. Racism is

fueled by the ignorance of people to different cultures.

Multiculturalism aims to combat this by educating people

on the various contributions people of color have made

towardhumancivilizaUon.Multiculturalism also represents

the struggle of people of color to reclaim the culture was

stolen from them. These are the real issues of

multiculturalism. ^^^^ ^^^^
Central

Ihird world people oicuiuruuiiiiBw.^v.^.^ r

Organization serving non-traditional students

We at Counseling and Advising for Older Students

appreciated your article on older studentswho are returning

to college. In fact, we wish that we had been included!

TheCAOS office is located at E-23 Machmer Hall All our

counselors areolder students themselves
andwe ve tailored

7^:ZZs to meet the needs of the older, non-tradiUona

student. We can answer those perplexing
q"««Jl°''«/^"^

Gen Ed requirements or tell you where the ChiId Care

Office is And ifwe can't answeryourquestion ourselves,
we

know where to go to find the answer.
,„„->,;-

We invite all older undergraduates to stop m, say m

and check us out. Because we're a two-way communication

«nt^r you're welcome to stop in when you have some

2Iiwe«. too. Well pass the information along to others
who

Ut us helpyou negotiateyour way through the
University

of Maze-achusetts.
^^^^^ ^^^^^

CAOS

Loans aren't

"humanitarian"
Guaranteeing Israel $10 billion worth of loans

for Russian and Ethiopian Jewish immigrants

sounds, at first, like a true humanitarian act. Here

we are, helping Israel fulfill its original purpose as

a haven for oppressed Jews. Here we are, the most

powerful nation in the world, helping those less

fortunate than we.

The $10 billion for Israel may sound humamtar-

ian. In real life, however, it is anything but.

The ironic part of the whole issue is that most

Soviet and Ethiopian Jews do not even want to be

in Israel. Most of them would be here in the United

States, perhaps studying at the University of Mas-

sachusetts, had Israel not pushed for U.S. legisla-

tion cutting immigration quotas. $10 billion can

never compensate for the fact that Soviet and

Ethiopian Jews only need help fi^m the United

States because they turned first to the United

States and then were forced to go away to Israel.

And, it is no wonder why the immigrants origi-

nally chose the United States over Israel. $10 bil-

lion may find Jewish immigrants homes, but it

cannot Uke away from the fact that many of those

homes are going to be in war-torn occupied territory

or that those homes are at the expense of Pales-

Ufiians. Already, Israel is settling 4 percent of all

new immigrants in the occupied territories and it is

obvious that the Israeli government is anxious to

settle more.

Why else is West Bank land given free to incom-

ing settlers? Why else has Israel confiscated 70

percent ofthe territories? Why did Israel vie for the

immigrants when it was not able to offer them

homes? Why is it that a European Jew who knows

nothing of this desert has priority to it over two

million native Palestinians who know of nothing

else? Precisely because the government has been

waiUng for this $10 billion opportunity to replace

the embarrassing PalesUnian population with the

more amenable Russian and Ethiopian one.

The United States is aware of the Israeli

government's design. On May 22, 1991, SecreUry

of SUte Baker admitted that setUement activity

"continues not only unabated but at an enhanced

pace." In the same breath he added, 'l don't think

there is any bigger obsUcle to peace."

Meanwhile, the US government is pushing to

guarantee $10 billion that wiU lead to this exact

-obstacle to peace." Because loans lead to settle-

ments, thev are an obstacle to the peace process and

thus to us' interests. We are not being humamtar-

ian here. We are defeating our own peace policy.

The truth is that $10 billion for Israel is not

humaniUrian aid but political aid which can be

better spent. Israel already receives close to $4

billion a year fit)m the United States, over $700 for

every IsraeU man. woman and child. One might

well ask why Israel gets priority over other. less

poUtical areas of the world that desperately need

the moneymuch more than Israel Although Eastern

European countries are struggling out of commu-

nism as African nations wrestle with drought and

famine, and although our own citizens roam home-

less, only Israel quaUfies for unlimited and uncon-

ditional "humanitarian" aid.

The truth is that there can never be anythirig

humanitarian about bruUlly uprooting one peop e

tomake room for another, forcingtwo mUlion people

to live under military occupation, and using vulner-

able immigrants to act as a buffer against their

neighbors.

Nadia Abushanab is a UMass student

Faith and scare tactics don t mix
aT. Chri-bWaid ,Sti"a human W, believe th.t the Bible i. God', word to

beii^,'t lS;l I a^mTy of my Chn.- m«. and the«,foreTHAT., the pl.ce to find

Uan friend, have been a.kingo^'^\^<^ "".JX"*!. «.unds like -ChrisUan in-

grtl^at;rr?slfg^ou^^^^^^^
trueChristianbeliefisoneoflove.notcon-

he go to any church at all? No. It appears

that he has no association with UMass, and

he has done similar things at other stete

universities as well.
. • u**

Yes, he has the FirstAmendment nght to

free speech and only God canjudge whether

he is in fact a Christian, but neither 1 nor

demnation.We believe in hell, butGod takes

no pleasure in seeing people go there. It

breaks his heart, so much so that he let his

perfect son Jesus die in our place to give us

a way back to him — if we choose. It is a

message of love, hope and reconciliation

that I would rather die for than renounce. It

'^
'Vh 'fhrisu'anCowa^^S;: a^e^^^ sTaJuTaTrhkrsomething so important and

any other Christian 1 know at u mass B __• „ .^ „„ ^akes us want to tell others

with his opinions, or the way he conveys

them He says you cannot go to college and

be a Christian. That is a lie. God has no bias

against educationand loves no singlehuman

being more than another. This man says

people should not go to church to be true

Christians. That is a lie; both Jesus and the

Apostle Paul teach the need tomeet regularly

and worship with one another. This man

also says that we should write to hmi if we

want to know the truth. Christiamty holds

that noman has a monopoly on the truth but

that God is truth; Jesus said, "I am the way,

THETRUTH,andthe life [emphasisadded |.

amazing to us makes us want to tell others

about it — if it is the truth, wouldn t it be

selfish to keep it to ourselves? Our aim is not

to force others to accept our faith, but to tell

people about Jesus so they can make their

own informed choice. God is love. Scare

tactics are not.
, r, *

Christians are not perfect people. But

we've tasted the honey-sweet truth, to use

Ms. Long's analogy, that draws us away

from the vinegar we see— or hear— every

Stuart Hazeldine
Northeast
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D'Souza
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

about transcending these barriers," he said

"Why should race, gender, or sexual orien-

tation even be an issue when selecting which

authors should be studied? The fact that

Shakespeare was a white male does not

afTecl the quality of his writings-

He said the pressures of ethnic repre-

sentation in the current university atmo-

sphere betray liberal principles, as the title

of his book emphasizes.

D'Souza said he is indeed against affir-

mative action with minorities and racial

issues as the main consideration, but he

Ix'lieves in affirmative action for the socio-

economically disadvantaged

"The son of Bill Cosby has an advantage

over the son of some poor white coal miiwr

simply because of his ethnic background."

he said. "Also, the SATs are not racially

biased, but class biased. Students in the

suburbs might relate better to the types of

questions than those in the inner city but

there are whites in the inner city schools as

well.

"The real problem, which is economic

disadvantage, is not being properly ad-

dressed." he said

M Japanese garden
CO^IWUtO fSX>N PAGE 3

Richard-
ndwhen

hedesigneu. .
..n would

have no language barriers to hinder people s

ur. ling of the symbols and that

pe» ,... -. .M i'e able to simply enjoy the

memorial.

Even ifthere is no interest in the sNTnbol-

ism. onlookers can still appreciate the site

by walking around or just sitting, said

Richardson. The plaques, located on the site

explaining the memorial, serve those who

are interested. .

The skylines on the walls ofthe memorial

represent the past and the present The

He also argued that the forcible promo-

tion of"preferred ideals" is in itselfa kind of

censorship.

"There is a taboo feeling about any dis-

cussion of affirmative action not being a

good thing. If someone is for affirmative

action, then they are for diversity, and if

they're against it. then they are supposedly

against diversity, and thus open to attack.

There is a feeling of coercion."

D'Souza concluded his lecture by stating

that although history displays negative re-

sults of societies centered around

multiculturalism, the United States may

succeed.

"There is no example in human history of

a successful multicultural society, but

America is a revolutionary type ofsociety. It

IS based on neutral ideals, and allegiance is

dedicated to ideas instead of tribes and

ancestry," he said.

When asked if he thought he had been

given some of his opportunity because of

affirmative action, D'Souza replied that he

did not know

1 honestly hope not and would be

ashamed to think so." said the author. "I can

think of no greater stigma you could atUch

to a minority than to make him feel as

though his accompli-' reonlymade

possible because ot ' > . lence.

S I n

A niqht of carnivorous sonics to sear your soul

Clothes That Fit Your Life!

silhouette of the Clark residence overlook-

ing Orchard Hill represents the past and

the skyline of Hokkaido University over-

lookiiig its sister campus represents the

present

The leamng ^tone m the center of the

memorial, symbolizes the spirit of Clark in

motion, explained Richardson

"If sometme can be moved or can make a

connection with Clark, my goal is met." said

Richardson.

The memorial was sponsored by many

departments and alumni of the University

and Hokkaido University.

I

By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

If vou don't know who Dinosaur Jr. is, you've

missed out. They're one of the most amazing bands

around, even though they've made it big.

J Mascis is truly one of the. weU not dumbest but

lacidaisical people I've ever met. I
^i^^

/he [ortune

of qoinq to High School with him. To think that I

would be shooting arrows next to him in gym class,

and seven years later. listen to his records being

distributed on the same record label as Madonna is

really strange, seeming that he was the kind of guy

who gave the impression of not having any

ambition whatsoever.

But he made it. 1 don't know how, but whatever

it was he did. he did it right. He somehow

managed to be at the right place at the right time

with the right instrument.

J started out in a rinky-dinky hardcore band

called Deep Wound. Quite frankly, they were

astounding. Blending Lou Barlow's strange and

twisted lyrics and phenomenal guitar abihty,

with J. 's incredible drumming. LiteraUy, he smy
favorite drummer (You' re a close second Murph).

CONTINUED ON THIS WEEKEND PAGE 2
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25 CENTRAL
Downstairs at Thornes

150 Main Street. Northampton. MA 413-586-8017

RiCORDS^
RECORDS • CASSETTES • COMPACT DISCS

IMPORTED. INDEPENDENT

& DOMESTIC

MON - WED 9:30 - 6 SUN 12-5

THURS-SAT930-9
213 MAW ST. NORTVIAMPTON

586-5726

COLLECTABLES • USED

MANUFACTURERS OVER-STOCKS

MONDAY - SATURDAY 10 - 5:30

T><URSOAYS 10 - 9 SUNDAY 12 - 5

21 STATE ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-1707

GREG'S
AUTO BODY— J

ptrtt Mausi
J ^ Liquor Store

BGD LIGHT/ BUD DRY

$6.99 12pk bots.

ConnSnental
• MASS. STATE APPROVED SHOP

• FRAME & UNIBODY REPAIRS

• INSURANCE WORK
• RENTAL CARS AVAILABLE

• LOCATED ON THE BUS ROUTE

"WE DO THE INSURANCE PAPERWORK FOR YOU... WITH A SMILE

*^t^£t£ ^iAufitu c:r^Zaray5 Cormi, 1/ttii

665-3989 OW Amherst Rd. Sunderland

35 years ofcKperuncedstaff xvaiting to servt you MASS UC. RSI 560

BICENTENNIAL ALE

from VERMONT MOQNTAIN BREWERS

$4.69 6pk

$17,99 cs.

Chair & Cover

OLYMPIA pO>«/7 cans

JOSE CUERVO GOLD TEQUILA $9.99 750ml

PEACHTREE SCHNAPPS $5.99 750ml

Juice Bowl 31oz ORANGE JdlCE - FREE! w/PEAOfTREE

FLEISCHMANN'S VODKA $4.99 750ml j^g

KEGS STARTING AT $33.00 - CHECKS/MASTtRCARD/VlSA

ACCEPltD FOR KEG DEPOSITS. Gourmet Beers for special occassions

Plus over 35 Five N\alt Scotches & Cognacs, Brandies 6 Champagnes.

MEGABUCKS,

WE HAVE
iMi—

-

338 College St. • one mile east of Amherst center on Route 9

Open 9 am - 1 1 pm Rain or Shine - Always Open

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
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Dino Jn
CONTINUED FROM THIS WEEKEND PAGE 1

and anyone who can get their hands on their Deep
Wound single should consider themselves blessed. But it

wasn't until late 1984 when J Mascus, Lou Barlow, and
Pat Murphy, otherwise known as Dinosaur, released

their single "Repulsion" for Homestead Records, when
they started to hit ground, and gamed a rather marvelous

following

One cold night in October of that year, Pat Murphy
(a.k.a " Murph" ) found me in front of Thornes Market in

Northapmton. pulled me aside and asked me to listen to

this "brand new recording that (he) and a friend had

made." My synth-pop' ears were not used to this 'guitar

thing ' , yet Dinosuar (before they added the 'j r' ) somehow
clicked They had a remarkable sound that combined

simply rocked The lyrics were funny and J has a whiney

but attractive voice (come to think of it, J. is attractive

himself, in a sort of bizarre way. You decide).

If you've never bought a Dinosaur jr. album, start oil

with You're Living All Over Me, which is undoubtedly

their masterpiece. It features "The Lung" ,
in my opinion,

the greatest song they've written, and their critically

acclaimed single 'Furry Little Things'. After that, you'll

want to check out their third album Bug (when asked why

J called this album Bug. he answered, "Well, because

there's a bug on the cover of the album " ), that's got great

songs such as "The Post", and "Freak Scene"

After that, their original bassist, Lou Barlow, was ousted

from the band, due to reasons of incompatibility, and

mysteriously enough. J . has had the hardest time consoli-

dating a "group" Thus he has simply kept it to himself

and Murph, occasionally recruiting a replacement here

and there. On the new, major label debut "Green Mind",

he virtually plays all of the instruments. It's a J. Mascus

solo album. And, despite my original criticism earlier this

year, it's pretty slammin' (apart from two really awful

songs!).

To see these guys live is a thrill. J. usually plays his

guitar whilst hiding behind his hair. Murph plays his

drums, and their new bassist just plays. It sounds simple,

but it works well. You don't leave dissappointed, al-

though you might leave with your ears ringing, and

feeling a bit lethargic. But on the whole, it's well worth

your Eight bucks. Check em out.

Dinosaur Jr. and opening act Gobblehool will live

all over you this Saturday night in the Student Union

Ballroom starting at 8 pm. Doors open at 7:30.

^VQ^ mm w5^^M
GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY BEER $7.99*CS.

BUD LIGHT $6.49* 12PK.

COORSGOLD $6.49* 12PK.

NATURAL LIGHT $4.69* 12PK.

MOOSEHEAD $4.29*6pk.

BARCARDI RUM $7.49 .750ML.

FOUR SEASONS
VODKA & GIN $8.99 1.75L

j^BUSCH 1/2 barrel"]

1 $39.90 1

l_ _ ^f?Fi?lF5:-l _ -J

Deposits Accepted On Visa & Mastercard

'plus deposit

'excluding kegs & sale Items

COLLEGE
SPECIAL ;

3 Games \

of BowlingvJ^'
and ^Vvv-

R Shoe Rental '^*

$5.00
with College I.D.

TUESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

OOMINO PIZZA
AND BOWL
Three Games Plus

Slice of Pizza and Coke

M>'S«^" Shoes
8:30 pm to Close

WHO'S

OPEN

UTE?
Sun.- Thurs. 'till 3 a.m.

Fri. & Sat. Open 24 hours

Route 9, Hadl«y

256-6889
next to Stop & Shop

ROUTE 9, HADLEY, Between Burger King and Dunkin Donuts • 184-81 74

1!;^ery Thurs. Night 9:00pm-ll-00am

iilorthampton Bowl
Live D.J^i . in the Ally Oops Lounge

Cover $2.00

-&eM 584-4830 for reservations

Fn - Sun.
Two shows al 7pni & 9pfn

Moo-Thufs
One show at 7:30pni

Adults $4 00
Student w/valid ID S3.00

ALL YOU CAN
EAT!

• Tt

Time Out

HUNAN GOURMET
CHINESE RESTAURANT :.

•1*
The roma, sound A tatto

of auttientlc ChinMo cuitine

prepared Hunan, Szechuan,
Mandarin or Cantonaae style

— aspocially for youl

ADVOCATE
• B K S T•
THK VAI.I.F>

KI.ADLRS Pt)ll

1 9 9 1

*l

In PUca

»L

*FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St.. Northampton • 585-0202 • Ample Parliing

Open 7 Days a Week • NO MSQ
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE s

Homemade
Spaghetti

"w/ salad&bread
theBESTyou'Uhave!

thurs.night 6-9
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VILLA
..0»«flniQu«lll> Mlilcan Fcwll

r,-^H* /" »w^-**»VA^%^^^v>'%'>^''v'^'^ago^t^'

Great Mexican Food, and some
American Favorites, served

quickly and inexpensively in a
casual atmosphere.

TACOS TOSTADAS
CHIMICHANGAS CHILI RELLENO
ENCHILADAS QUESADILLAS
NACHOS MEXICAN PIZZA
BURRITOS TAQUITOS
BURRITO SUPREMO

Buy One,
Get the 2nd One at

/4Price
Bring In this coupon by Oct. 31.

1991 Not good with any other offers.

Limit one per customer.

i
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Sprlat4t«U
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/

Oovalawa Ncrtlia.
21 C<iii>t Si.. sa4

i«»loa / DowalowB Aali«rat
Boltwood Walk
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WEEKEND HAPPENINGS
THURSDAY

Chucklehead is "nasty hip-hop funk with

horns." This band will be perfornning at Pearl

Street Night Club in Northampton beginning at

7 p.m. This is an 18+ show which costs $6 in

advance.

Grace Pa /ey, activist and author ofthree highly

acclaimed short story collections: The Little

Disturbances ofMan, Enormous Changes at the

Last Minute, and Later the Same_Day will be

speaking at the UMass Student Union Ballroom

at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free for students and

$3 for the general public.

The Messianic Era will be the subject of the

"Lunch and Learn" lecture series at the Chabad

House at Amherst, 30 N. Hadley Road at 12

p.m. Admission is $3. For information: 549-

4094.
Ray Charles, heralded internationally as the

masterofthe blues/gospel/jazz tradition, will be

performing live, backed by the seventeen-piece

Ray Charles Orchestra and the Raelettes at the

UMass Fine Arts Center Concert Hall at 8 p.m.

Tickets are $25, $23, and $21; five college

students pay half price; children 16 and under

pay $1 0. For more information, call the FAC Box

Office, 545-2511.

Preserving and Transmitting NativeAmerican

Cultures is the topic of lecturer Doris Leader

Charge of the Lakota Language and Culture

Department at the SInte Gleska Tribal College in

South Dakota. This will be presented at Smith

College )ohn M. Greene Hall at 1 p.m. free of

charge.

Woman Improvisor, Jin Hi Kim, is a Komungo

soloist composer and virtuoso of Korean

traditional music who has been able to integrate

her Asian skill and sensibilities with the demands

ofthe Western avant garde. This will be presented

at the UMass Hampden Theatre (Southwest) at

8 p.m. For information call 545-2416.

Dancing Moons: No-Self Self in the

Autobiography of a Tibetan Visionary is a

"Colloquium Orientologicum" presented by

lecturer Janet Gyatso. The lecture focuses on the

superbly literary account of the "secret

experiences" and personal identity of the

eighteenth century visionary and Rdzogs-chen

virtuoso 'Jigs-med Gling-pa. Coffee, tea, and

sherry is to be served with contributions of

snacks welcome. The lecture will be presented

at the UMass Thompson Hall room 1 00 at 7:30

p.m.

FRIDAY
Authors Paul D. Dickinson and Harrison

Nutkins will present live readings at Wootton's

Books on 1 9 North Pleasant Street in Amherst at

7:30.

Society of Professional Hispanic Engineers

will be presenting a dance with club music,

salsa, and merengue mixed by DJ Chico Jimenez.

The dance will be at the UMass Bluewall cafe

from 9p.m. until 1 a.m. There will be a cash bar

and admission is $3.

''High" and "Low'' as One: The Art of the

Vernacular, 1922-1940 is a lecture given by

Alfred Appel, Jr. ofthe Northwestern University's

English department which will be held at the

Amherst College Mead, Stim Auditorium at 4

Shabbat Service, of which all faculty, staff,

and students are welcome, will be at the Mount

Holyoke College Abbey Small Chapel at 5 p.m.

Dinnerfollows at 6:1 5 in the Eliot House. Dinner

is $6 50 for non-Mount Holyoke guests. For

dinner reservations, call 538-2054 by Thursday.

Distant Voices, Still Lives, a British film directed

by Terence Davies, is an autobiographical

masterpiece that explores the historyand memory

through the lives of a Liverpool tainily during

World War II and the 1 950's. This will be shown

at the Smith College Wright Hall Auditorium at

7 and 9 p.m. free of charge.

Special Shabbat Service, led by Julius Lester

and Carolyn Lester will be held at Hillel House,

388 N. Pleasant St., Amherst at 7 p.m. For

information, call 549-1710.

Looking Out for Number One gives Torah

perspectivesonlivingandgiving, yet maintaining

a healthy ego. Services and a Shabbat Dinner

will be presented in the Chabad House at

Amherst, 30 N. Hadley Road at 7 p.m. For

information, call 549-4094.

SomeL/Tce/fHof isa 1 959comedy filmdirected

by Billy Wilder with Marylin Monroe. Tony

Curtis and Jack Lemmon, hiding from mobsters,

don drag to join Monroe in an "all-girl" band.

This will be shown at the Amherst College

Campus Center Theater at 7:30 and 10 p.m.

Tickets are $1.50.

Theresa's Day Is" an anti-Columbus Day

celebration of the Native American spirit,

performed by by students and community

members to be shown at the Northampton Center

for the Arts at 8 p.m. Tickets are $6. Other

performance dates are 1 0/5, 10/11, and 10/12.

Russian Graphic Design Before the Revolution,

1 880-1 91 7 and Graphic Design from the Thomas

P. Whitney Collection of Modernist Russian Art

will be the subject of a reception at the Mead Art

Museum in Amherst which happens from 4:30

until 5:30 p.m.

Russian Graphics and Russian Culture:

Historical Contexts for a Revolution in Visual

Representation will be given by Jeffery Brooks of

the history department at The John Hopkins

University. The lecture will be presented at the

Amherst College Mead, Stirn Auditorium at 8

p.m. Admission is free.

Human Arts, Inc. is a rock/rhythm & blues

band that will be performing at the UMass

cafeteria. The Hatch, located on

the ground floor of the Student Union. The set

will begin at 9 p.m. Admission is free.

David Wilcox, gifted songwriter signed to

A&M records plus Greg Greenway will be

performing at the Iron Horse Music Hall In

Northampton beginning at 7 p.m. Tickets are

$9.50 in Advance. For more information, call

584-0610.

at 10 a.m. for mlurmation, call 549-4094.

Elena Poniatowska, Five College Writer-in-

Residence will present her lecture, "Aftershocks:

The Mexican Earthquake of 1985 and its

Consequences." This is the Plenary session of

the Annual Meetingofthe New England Council

of Latin American Studies and will be held at the

Smith College Neilson Library Browsing Room
at 3:45 p.m.

Camp Logan, by Celeste Bedford Walker, is a

play that tells the story of the members of the

24th U.S. Infantry (an all-baick regiment) who
mutinied in Houston, Texas in August, 1917.

This New World Theater production will be

presented at the UMass Bowker Auditorium at 8

p.m. Tickets are $5 for students and $3 for

elders. For information, call the Fine Arts Center

Box Office, 545-2511.

Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Cafey^Wl present

a wonderful mix of singers, poets, performance

artists, and comics from the Valley, and from the

Boston area at the UMass Hampden Theater at

8 p.m.

Donations are requested. For I'-'ormation, call

545-4824.

Dinosaur jr. with Gobblehoof will be

performing inthe UMass Student Union Ballroom

at 8 p.m. (Doors open at 7:30 p.m.) Tickets are

$8 for UMass students and $10 for all others.

Ranch Romance, the all-western swing band,

will perform tight harmonies, good humor. Patsy

Cline, and an occasional rope trick at 7 p.m. For

Information, call 584-06J0.

f

SUNDAY

The Fools, a comedy-rock act from Boston

will perform at Katina's in Hadley. The show

starts at 9 p.m. (Doors open at 8 p.m.) For

information, call 586-4463.

SATURDAY
Service and Shabbat Meal will be held at

Chabad House at Amherst, 30 N. Hadley Road

Rock-A-Mania, a night of five local acts

including Live Wire and Brightside will be

performing at Katina's in Hadley at 9 p.m.

(Doors open at 8 p.m.) For information, call 586-

4463.
Afro-Brazilian Folkloric Danceand Drumming

workshops will be led by Rosangela Silvestre

and Marivaldo Santos at the East Street Studios

on 47 East Street in Hadley (off route 9). The

drum workshop begins at 1 2 noon and lasts until

1:30 p.m. Workshop cost is $10. The dance

workshop in Orisha and Samba are from 1 :45

until 2:30 p.m. The second workshop in Afro-

Brazilian contemporary technique is from 2:45

until 3:30 p.m. The workshop costs is $1 each

or $1 5 for both sessions. Student cost is $1 for

both sessions.

/.es/eaNewmanwill be conducting a reading,

"Sweet Dark Places" and signing books in

celebration of her newest poetry collection. The

reading will be at the Smith College Neilson

Library Browsing Room at 2 p.m. free of charge.

Informal Studio Events w\\ I i nclude workshops

and informal performances by guest artists,

faculty, and students at the Amherst College

Dance Studio. For information of various times

and events, call 542-241 1

.

Frank Morgan Duo is a saxophonist who has

made a successful comeback from the hard life.

This bespeaker of grace and sensuality will

perform at the Iron Horse Music Hall at 7 p.m.

For information, call 584-0610.
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Peace for Life exhibit displays diversity
By NICOLE GONZALES
Collegian Staff

Paz Para La Vida
Wheeler Gallery

Thurs.. Sept. 19

"What do you think of when you think of

peace?" was the question asked of ten-year-

old artist, Melody Rubero. Her answer was,

"When a soldier puts down his guns and a

dove flies down to his finger, and he cries

because he is thinkingofwanting to go home

to his wife and daughter."

Melody's thoughts were later portrayed in

a painting called "Soldier wanting to Go

Home" which is one ofthe various personal-

ized artworks in Concepto Latino's latest

exhibit. Paz Para La Vida. which means

Peace for Life which is being shown at the

sculpture to landscape paintings explores

the concept of peace and living through a

. l^tin American perspective. In order to

"We wantX show diversity in the Utin more fully understand the arUsts' concepts,

commum V not just Utino professionals." special lighting and narration will accom-

s^d Noma I Rivera, artist and member of pany the visual art at a later time to be

Concepto Latino, the UMass orgamzation

that created the exhibit.

Each piece of artwork, from conceptual

announced.
Nearby loomed a portrait which used the

CONTINUED ON THIS WEEKEND PAGE 8

AmherstIS-

Get out
off Town on
U.S.EXPRESS

for only $12 each way!

Don't fbiget to ask

farU.S.EXPRESSat

the UMASS Hotel

'" ticket window!
^ ForiiilocallS>2l3l3

Dinosaur

wini

GOBBLEHOOF
Sat., Oct. 5th,

1991

8pm (doors open

at 7:30)

TIX ON SALE

NOW
at TIX (UMass), For

the Record (Amherst)

& Main St. Records

(Noho)

$8 UMass $10

All Others

ATTENTION
OFF CAMPUS STUDENTS

The 1991-92 Rights and

Responsibilities booklet is now
available upon request at the:

Campus Center Information Desk

Dean of Students Office (227 Whitmore)

Information Data Bank (2nd floor lobby Whitmore)

THF BnOKlFT INCIimFS TOTORMATinN ON:

Academic Regulations

Code of Student Conduct

Mediation Program

Sexual Harassment Policy

Grading System

Picketing Code
And much more...

All students are responsible for knowing the regulations

AND POUOES IN THIS BOOKLET

.University of Massachusetts at Amherst

High-heels, glamour and men in drag: Paris Is Burning
BY TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Paris i8 Burning offers an unprecedented inside look at

Black/Latino gay culture in New York City's Harlem.

Jennie Livingston's documentary explores the inner

workings of this unique gay subculture's obsessive focus on

"Balls," gala events set up like fashion revues for Black and

Latino gay men. These young men in drag mostly define

themselves in ultra- modem language as transgenderista

and/or transsexuals. Only one of the older interviewees

referred to the old-fashioned motif cfro^ queen.

The film's opening frames include an off-screen com-

mentary that sets the tone for the documentary, a male

voice notes ifa man is black, he fias two strikes, but ifhe is

male, black, and gay. then he's out.

Although many "Ball" participants are interviewed, the

film focuses in on the life of lovely, blonde, and "petite"

Venus, an aspiring transsexual from the House of

Xtravaganza.
Houses are described by different interviewees as cloee-

knit families ofchildren, or young gay "Ball" aspirants, led

and cared for by a House mother, usually an older highly

UPC kicks off

with 3rd Bass
By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian staff

3rdBaM
Student Union Ballroom

Tuesday, October 1

3rd Ba«« walk on stage with the most arrogant expres-

sions on their faces. MC Search is more pleasant than their

cold-ndden and horribly unpleasant Prime Minister Pete

Nice. But Pete can rap. rather well in fact. He almost sounds

like Chuck D (don't throw anything at me. I said that's what

he sounds like! ): an effective and loud-ass voice.

Half of the songs I don't even know. 1 hadn't yet heard

DtTelicts of Dialect, because 1 hate their single "Pop Goes

The Weasel." That song is one ofthe stupidest things in the

universe. But for some reason they blossomed on stage.

They were totally awesome live! Still, they kept grabbing

their crotches, and acted like total macho studs from hell,

butwho cares? And pi us their D .J stole the show .
You didn't

even need to look at those two morons, you just focused on

So what did I do today? I went and shelled out the

thirteen bucks (that I don't have) and bought the disc It's

fiat out horrible, but the fact that those three guys stumbled

on the stage and really got busy made me abandon that, and

the result was really heavy.

•uoceasful "Ball" veteran. Houses fiercely compete against

one another at the "Balls."

Livingston's work never abandons the voices and per-

spectives of her subjects to offer a critical outside voice.

Rather, the individual viewer is forced to read between the

lines and try to sift reality from fantasy, a task made

difficult because "Ball" culture is about the concretization of

the unreal.

Transsexuals are men in the process of surgically

changing their gender, while transgenderists are men who

assume the persona ofa woman without the help ofsurgery.

Pans leaves one's head spinning — sexual definitions are

deliberately blurred by Livingstone's juxUposition of vivid

scenes of men in drag at the "Balls." and interviews with

participants in everyday surroundings, sometimes without

their feminine "Ball" identities and costumes Livingstone's

work presents a powerful suggestion that gender is an

amorphous accoutrement, and femininity an art form.

However, beneath the glamorous realm of glitter and

fanUsy, viewers discover a harsh reality: gay Blacks and

Latinos have three strikes against them — ostracired by the

White supremacist mainstream and their own Black and

Latino cultures, they live on the edge — teetering on a

perilously narrow tightrope ofsexualized glamor suspended

above a seething cauldron of widespread social hatred.

One interviewee said successful "Ball" contestants were

those who could make it home alive afterwards in costume,

wearing their feminine identities so well that they could not

be detected on the subway or in the streets.

Livingston delivers the final punch toward the end ofthe

film when she discloses that romantic, hopeful, vulnerable

Venus has been killed while doing a "trick."

The viewer isjerked back to the bleak theme pronounced

at the documentary's beginning: Black and Latino gay men
are living outsiOv^ the sanctions of society, and the fiercely

glamourous, glitter-edged competition ofthe "Balls" is part

oftheir desperate struggle to affirm themselves and survive

in a straight white world that would just as soon see them

dead.
Paria Is Burning is a must see for everyone. Viewers will

come away with many provocative questions about gender

identities and social norms. This film dramatically trans-

mits a powerful argument made by Harlem gay Black/

Latino culture that perhaps femininity, masculinity, and

even sexuality itself is a human creation, subject to diverse

interpretations, unfixed and continually evolving.

BUM ^
TACKS

STAfrrvto wios^ ocr. t
* EVERY WEONHOAV1

uvE: ONE LOVE
BAND-^I

MaxriOMM'^'aian \ M
TwprilOrtKm I I

SELEClBOCra
T>M MMI T>««IOAT MOT 8K»T1

ftgn- T9CH ftimton «»

THEPOOLS

Conventent to Brittany

& Rlverglade

253-9742
505 West St.

So. Amherst

AMAAZZINC!
losf wiK^ lei and kefp il oR.

Some of the biggest,

some of the best

presents come in

the smailest boxes!

5.'Ne stc^r

design

AEROBICSn
Loiv Impact

Sup
9fi/LoTV

Nautilus

Free Weights

Cybex
Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
AtrtLEfriCciim

2S»^008C-

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE "MSC"

. hWNOMBN t SZKHUAN CUBINf

• HOMESTlYtCOOHNC

• FttSH V!aT.^BlEi f»OM (XR FARM

• EAT IN OK TAKE OtT

• FUt UQUOR UONSE

• OftKTOAYS

• NEWIY REMOOafl}

MASTtRCARD & VISA ACCEPTED

253-7835 253-2813

\^b2 Main Street. Amherst

GETFOOUSm
-PSYCHO CHCKEN'
-woftp OANce PAflrr t8*\

mcmm
UET PEOPLE ff^HO

LKE TO HAVE FVNI 11

ROOCAIIANiA

. •RiresiDC

. LIVEWIRK

. HARD SILKNCK
I

. KILL CITY KILL
, M 4 SPeCtAL SHOWCASe

,

\ gmn uxM. lumMm AiA«n|

««Eos 'MONELOVf
n«, iwii lACK IN BUCK
suN«yi3UCtWYIIATOII

m.*(vt« THE MACHINE
>uM,ioaoWHITE TRASH
AOVMCC TDt MMT*. Will » I. »

noun 9 HAOLEY . Ofif. 116)

Cafe

MJL ¥©1U CAN lAT

IIREAKIFAS'J HUFFITT

Waffles - Eggs- Omleites - Potatoes

Bacon - Fresh Fruit & much more .

Only $5.95 with valid student ID

§AiriUIR©A^ S5 SlUNIDA^

SsdXB = %'M

Route 9 at Howard Johnson Lodge

586-6393

-%^ STUDENT„„LIBRARY CARD
• • • •
• • • FREE
• • • DINNER!

Eat here 9 times
with 15% discount*

get 10th dinner free.
• Wwwm yow abidwit Uk
M«*lm OffwnqfttM

,

ya« M< your »imI>MthMWI

L/Sr WEEKEND TO SEE THIS FUM - ENDS OCT. 10

Curtain dalt

I la\lIlAaball...^vish you were here!

A »«ri«s of astonishments of ever-widening

wit, humanity and relevance."

"OUTRAGEOUS!
One of the best films I've seen this year!"

"AMAZING..
BMutmil. \t<M*r •"* inl»«ll>»ntl'

I

I

A documentary about VOQUINO which studies the manner in

which gays display costumes and styles at Manhattan balls.

THE MESSAGE OF THIS RLM7 "Ifs about the dignity ot the

human spirit, how people who are not treated well can rise

above that with creativity and wit and intelligence and energy.

"It's also about how some people do not have the same

economic opportunities because of their race, sexual orienta-

tion and because of the class they come from."

Quotes - JENNIE UVINGSTON • Producer/Director

VInil (.
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Dr. Sharon Kipetz

Dean of Students
and

The Staff of the Dean of Students Office

Cordially invites members of

the University community

to the

Dean of Students Office

OPEN HOUSE

Ray Charles at the FAC
I

By JAMES MOLESWOR TH

I
Collegian Staff

With most artists that are truly deserv-

ing of attention, they do not receive their

just deserts until long afU-r the.r work has

been done, or in the worst cases, after they

have died. Luckily that is not the case with

Ray Charles, whose music has caught the

attention of the world's ear. even without

his product sponsorships.

Everyone knows of Ray Charl^ the pia-

nist, composer and singer, few know that he

also plays a little saxophone. Bom in Georgia

in 1932, an accident left him blind at age six.

He studied music at the St. Augustine school

for the blind in Florida, leaving at age 15

when he began playing in various local

bands. Two years later, he organixed his

own trio that was in the mold of the Nat

King Cole trio.

By 1964. Charlea had formed his own

band, accompanying singer Ruth Brown.

I'nder Charles' meticulous planning and

leadership, the band eventually formed its

own voice. That voice received -cross-over"

fame, long before there was such a term,

spawning hits in the "rhythm & blues" and

"rock and roll" genres.

In 1957. Charles released his first album,

which consisted primarily ofinstrumentals.

coveringjazz standards, popular and gospel

melodies,combined intoa truly unique sound

that has endured to this day. Charles has

taken his early gospel, blues and jazz influ-

ences, added his own interpreUtion, and

created one of the most memorable musical

idioms of the last fifty years as well as

broadening the market for "bluea" baaed

music. His throaty singing voice, and

seemingly uncontamable energy, coupled

with the tight arrangements of his orches-

tra and backing vocals ofthe Raelettes have

left their unmisUkable stamp across the

face ofmodem popular music (just consider

where the line of Little Richard/Jimi

Hendnx/contemporary pop music would be

CONTINUED ON ^HS WEEKEND PAGE 7
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lOMa.m. to l.OOp.m.

Room 227 Whitmore Building

$10 - $25 HOUR
You Choose Your

Hours
You Choose Work

Lx)cation

IniUaUve PeUUon
Signature Drive

for

Fair Tax Ballot Question

$.50 per Certified Signature

Call M-F 9ani-5pm

1-800-845-1141

GRAND OPENINQ!
^ g^O /^ r\ \/ • C Thank you, UMass Students, for your patronage

1^1 V^D V-/ L^ ¥ ^ 3t our campus shows. Due to your wonderful

PERFECr response, we now have a great new store with

the merchandise you love arriving weekly.

RT. 9, AMUERST/HADLEY
BETWEEN SUPER

STOP N SHOP &

LIQUORS 44 1

AT THE

CAMPUS
PLAZA

$1499Ladies & Mens

PANTS & JEANS Re«.$30OO.$42 0O

- FIRST QUALITY &SLIQHTIRREQULARS

SQo,

es

NOBODY'S
PERFECr

Not even the best known specialty & departnnent stores

in the U.S. They make mistakes, too...That's when our

buyers take advantage and pass the savings onto you!

CAMPUS PLAZA
RT. 9 AMHERST/HADLEY

Phone 256-8686

Hours: Sun. 12pm-6pm
Mon-Wed., & Sat. 1 0am-6pm

Thurs., Fri. 10am-9pm

rhur., Oct. J -7:00pm /1 8*/

Early Show!

CHUCKLEHEAD
/.-OOpm dourv on SUft M ftOOpm

Dincing With Dl Dennis

( I I t t 4 4 4 I < ( I I I I t I I I I

Fn.. Oa. 4 - 7:00pm

HOODOO GURUS

The Vestrymen
Dancing With Ol In;

S»f., Off 5 • 9()(>p/ri

Dancing
With D) fob! ;

;'

Mon. Oa. 7- 8:0tpm

THE RAMONES

The Lost

MlrliltltW

A ( c)

All-Malr Dance Revue

PRIVATE COLLECTION

Wed . Oa 9 9:0Opm

DANCING
with D) )ob

I THE TOASTERS

Fri., Oct. 11- 8:30 pm

MIGHTY DIAMONDS

Mutabaruka
i The 809 Band _

Grace Paley to speak
By OLIVIA STEWART-LIBERTY
Collegian Correspondent

Grace Paley, "combative pacifist", femi-

nist, activist, demonstrator and author of

three highly acclaimed anthologies of short

fiction, and two books of poetry, will be

speaking at 7:30 p.m. tonight at the Student

Union Ballroom.

Paley will be reading fi:t)m her writings,

after which the floor will be open for dis-

cussion.

Described as a second generation radical

from the Ukraine, Paley was born in 1922 in

the Jewish ghetto of the Bronx. New York,

where she has lived throughout her Ufe,

provides the pulse for the rich and varied

vitality ofher writings, and similarly for her

fervent political activism.

Political activism and writing contend

with each other for a place in Pale/s life; the

probable reason for the 15-year interlude

between her first internationally admired

publication. The Little Disturbances of

Man" in 1959 and her second, "Enormous

Changes at the Last Minute" in 1974.

Throughout the 19608, Paley devoted the

majority of her time to anti-war activities

pamphleteering, rallying, and protesting.

She also fought for more localized issues

such as the inhumane conditions of New
York's prisons, of which she had first-hand

experience, serving a six-day sentence in

the Women's House of Detention in 1966.

Her reason for the sentence (as she then put

it) was for "sitting down in the middle of

FifthAvenue for about three minutes among

people, lilacs and daisies, in order to confront

tanks, missiles and people." Since, and prior

to then, Paley has been 'passively active' in

all types of socio-political issues, from

women's rights to nuclear arms. Asexpressed

by Donald Barthelme, "Grace Paley is a

wonderful writer and trouble maker. We are

fortunate to have her in our country."

Much of Paley's writings are grounded in

the past of America's Jews and the lives of

the second and third generations. Her fic-

tions are brief, ofl«n times veiling deep-

rooted philosophies or political issues with

snippets of city conversation or anecdotes

(the veiling markedly thinner in heraecond

anthology of fiction, published in Vietnam).

Thus global issues are related to an intimate

neighborhood community which lends her

writings a lively and colorful momentum.

Similarly with her poetry.

Philip Roth, following her first publica-

tion, enthused about her posseion of "deep

feelings, a wild imagination, and a style

whose toughness and bumpiness arise not

out of exasperation with the language, but

the daring and heart of a genuine writer of

prose."

Ray Charles

CONTINUED FROM THIS WEEKEND PAGE 6

without the initial impetus provided by

Charles).

Ray Charles has been lucky to gain the

iconographical status he has achieved,

considering the long bne ofAfrican-American

musicians who have been forgotten due to a

commercialized and racist music industry.

His recent product endorsements are not

only long over due in terms ofcompensating

him materially but have aio^ not dampened

his creative fire. His performances are full

ofwit and musical virtuosity, and he has the

uncanny ability to feed of his audience in

order to consistently raise his performance

to another level.

Ray Charles will be in performance at the

Fine Arts Center Concert Hall on Thursday,

Oct. 3 at 8p.m. Call 5452511 for tickets and

information. ^^^

Pig out with

local food, music
By BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian SUff

Acme Barb-B-Q andCampus Pizza, located on Route

9 in Hadley. are teaming up together and sponsoring a

"Hadley Fall Family Festival" this Saturday from 12 to

5 p.m that will feature all kinds of great food and

entertainment.

The event is a benefit to raise funds for the Hopkins

Academy Music Department. WRNX 100.9 FM will be

broadcasting live with DJ Buddy Rubbish and the

musical performers will include the _Wild Cat

O'Halloran Band, Love Minus Zero, the Eddie

Foreman Orchestra, and the Hopkina Academy
Stage Band. Love Minus Zero just happen to be a very

promising new local rock band and they are building

themselves a solid reputation as fine performers. They

are fun, tight and possess some great original material.

Acme Bar-B-Q and Campus Pizza serve up some ofthe

tastiest "cheap eats" around. Go for the ribs!

Perhaps the best way to get your feet wet or maintain

your chops as a local musician or band is to attend the

local "Open Mic" nights that are featured in this area.

Sheehan's hosts the most popularon Wednesday nights.

Sign up early with Randy. This is the place to make

contacU, find a bass player. "Ulk shop" with fellow

musicians, try out new band material, or just jam out

together with friends. Sheehan's also offers an acoustic

Open Mic on Sunday evenings for solo performers and

folkies. A reminder that you must be 21 and over for

both Open Mic nights.

The Landmark Lounge over in Belchertown at the

intersection of Routes 9 and 202 also offers a similar

Open Mic night every Wednesday night. Hosted by MC
Bobby Marsland. the club provides the whole set-up and

the evening is open to bands and musicans alike. They

also make a damn good pizza.

BLAH. BLAH, BLAH Rockin'Dave and the Rent

Party are in Atlanta, Georgia this weekend performing

at the Southern New Music Seminar for music industry

big-shots. . Amherst's ownVestrymen are opening for

the Hoodoo Guru's at Pearl Street tornmorrow night

for an evening of psychedelic rock. the _Art Steele

Bluee Band at Sheehan's Cafe in Northampton tonight.

October Savings from Scotts

.r^TT^^^i MOLSON &
I

LIQUORS I MOLSON
^'"^rM^r; '/lt0% LIGHT

13 pk. bottle*

$g39
Dep.

BECKS
1 BEER

6 pk. bottle*

$499

/LVmUSERBUSCH'S.... . ^^ * w^w^l A.V-HEUSER BU5CH-!

MILLER LITE/ NATURAL
"'"»="•

/ LIGHT
$099 ksS"""

' Dep. -^ Dep.

POPOV /CLUNY

1.75 Ur. 1

CONCHA YTORO
CHILEAN RED k WHITE

TABLE WINE

GALLO
WHITE ZINFANDEL
& WHITE GRENACHE

$ri99 ,99
1.5 Ltr.

l.SLtr.

Not'retponsible for typographical errors • Sale good 10/02-10/8

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

6 University Drive

yc,Jp.7/o"a/cT.ck. at Newmarket Cer^ter. Amherst
W» now have all

Mats Loltary gamat!

Sat., Oa. 12- 8:30pm

THE BREAKDOWN
«3a33^HHK>~~"~ ^^ "^ " '

Tuv. Oct. 29- 8

DREAD ZEPPELIN
I

Bop Harvey

PEKING GARDEN
BESTOFCHINESEFOOD

SPECIALIZINQ IN

^ MANDARIN AND SZECHUAN
DISHES

LONDON
KOI Nl) IRir FRON^

VWV¥W if *V rfSlev^* * rf rf**

Tuc, Nov 5- 8:iX)pm /1 8+/

DE LA SOL
J-33333333-3-333-3333-333J

Wed. -Cay Night w/D|)ob

Thur.-18+w/D| Dennis

Fri. & Sal.-D| )ob

5 -8PM
MON - THWRS

BUFFET

$5.99

11 -3 PM
SUNDAY
BRUNCI \

$6,99

j
- Sun.. Oil .'(1 n

horniouse Industrial Imporls w/D) )ob

Inkrlt for .ill >h(i«» ,i\.iiljl

Sfterl, <.|t.i«l«'firv l)Mi,)tiiitr

Kc<i»f(K tilt Iho Riiiirilin AnihiTsI

lukil I'tii HiMlillJK -OHIl

MH'cul striTl Siirlh.impton

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY COMEDY SHOW

20% OFF DINNER

BANQQET PARTY ROOM
GP TO 200 PERSONS
FULL COCKTAIL MENU

48 RUSSELL ST. • HADLEY, MA 01035 • (413) 586-1202

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
\'|^AiMAM(RCAi;P

350

From NEW YORK
round trips starting at

LONDON $350

LENINGRAD $610

CARACAS $41

GUTEMALA C. $390

BANGKOK $939
LOS ANGELES-

AUCKLAND $699

Taxes & surcharges not included.

Fares subject to change.

Council Travel

79 So. Pleasent Street,

Amherst, MA 01002

(413)256-1261

LOW, LOW
PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL
NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE

584-4112-535-1888

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE
The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts-related proects smd events

Friday. October 25

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

Office and the Student AcUviUes

Office

UMass Arts Council

209 Hasbrouk Hall. 545-0202
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same symbols as Melody Rubero's painting to express a
more realistic idea of war. "Sadness." by Luis E. Flores,

shows a soldier kneeling down and hunched over as if

trapped by the edges of the picture frame. His eyes are
hidden by his cap as he keeps his rifle tight in his fists. His
other hand presses down on a dove. This Picasso-esque
painting contains some mixed messages such as 'Will he
have to kill for peace?'

A simple, but striking chest ofdrawers stands in the room.
A female figure is painted on the front of the drawers.

'P»'r)o»' i« when von caii ^}l^(] it witbiji vMr^nlf at first,"

said the artist, Rivera. This (the self) is symbolized in the
dresser. "Like the dresser," Rivera said, "you can open it

every day and find so many different situations, struggles,

and triumphs. It's up to us how we confront these new
situations."

Three giant medals hang in sharp geometric shapes on
wire hangers in Edgar Sabogal's "Decorations." The "rib-

bons," each in yellow, blue, and red, represent the colors of

the Columbian flag. All three of the medallions are marred
with tears in the canvas.

"War is a way of expressing sexual repression," said

Sabogal. Huge staples were used as an attempt to fix one of

these tears.

"Trying to put everything together in the end doesn't

work," said Sabogal.
The exhibit plans to travel beyond the Pioneer Valley in

U)92 to the Museo Del Barrio in New York City, the
Hispanic Artist Workshop in Philadelphia, and finally t)

California.

Wheeler gallery is located in the Central Residential Area
of UMass, near the University Health Center. The exhibit
will continue until Thursday, October 17. Gallery hours are
Monday through Thursday from 4:00 until 8:00 p.m. and
Sundays from 2:00 until 5:00 p.m. Parking is across the
street. For more information about the exhibit, contact
Norma I. Rivera at 253-0479 or John Vazquez,
at 549-3613.

W-^YT'i-ii-'r-Y-'t

yt« PANDA EAST
CHINESE

RESTAURANT
We bring Chinatown

to you

QUALITY SILK SCREENED SPORTSWEAR

Advocate
Best in the Valley

1989 &1 990

>!
>^4
y^4

>^4

>^4
y^4

T-SHIRTS • SWEATS
BUMPER STICKERS

MUGS
KENNEDY

SCREEN GRAPHICS
16 ARMORY STREET

NORTHAMPTON. MA 01060
(413)584-2124
1 -800-287-2 124

* Lunch Specials''

from $3.95 including soup & rice

Hours:
Mon. - Thurs. 1 1 *> am - 9^ pm
Frl. & Sat. 11 » am - 10^ pm
Sunday 12 noon - 9^ pm

103 N.PIeasant St. Amherst, MA 01002
(41 3) 25&«923 (41 3) 256-8924

HEALTHY SKIN
Begins with a deep pore

cleansing facial.

Also lash and brow
tinting, shaping, hair

waxing, make-up,
therapeutic massage.

AKSTHETICS SKINCARE
.VI Maim <;i, . Suiir 1 AnihrtM. K\ \ ?'^l <>n79

MARKET

THESE COGPONS ARE AVAILABLE ON TAKE OUT AND DELIVERIES ONLY!

La Cucina cCi

(Pinoccftio

Ristorante Italiano

1 1 77 C^ Tfeasan t Street

h^ Mm/ierst, ^(assiufiusetts

At The Lights in North Amherst

549-3669
!rast Jree 'Defivery or 'Pic((:up

GOURMET PIZZAS NOW AVAILABLE!

^sO^^<t1 en OFF ANY LARGE TWO ITEM
^%40nN- 4>l*^l^ KJrr GOURMET PIZZA

VEGI SPECIAL • GARUC & FRESH TOMATOES • PESTO

CAPERS & SUMDRIED TOMATOES • ROAST PEPPERS • EGGPlArfT & BROCCOUI

JALAPENO PEPPERS • AND MANY MORE TO CHOOSE FROM
Ej4> I/3I/92J

Coupon Not Valid In Restaurant • For deliv. or pick i£on!y • One Coupon Per Oder Only '

TWIN SPECIAL

2 LARGE CHEESE PIZZAS

$12.50

Any Topping $1 .25 more
One coupon per order- ex. 1/31/92

AINY THREE
CALZONES
only p9.95

Coupon Not Valid In Restaurant

One Coupon Per Order Only

GRAND
OPENING!!

SAT.

OCT. 5TH
1 0am - 5pm
FREE

Balloons

Samples

MUSIC of

Old ramiliar Faces

Stop by

and join In

the

Celebration!

(located behind Barts)

HOURS
Monday • Sat. 9-7

Sunday 12-5

UQUORS
18 Main SL Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Kodi's Golden Anniversary

$7.99 case Everyday!

Beringer While Zinfandel

was $5.99, NOW $4.29 750ml

Moosehead Beer
$7.99 12/pk bottles

Molson^s Golden
$7«99 ix/pk bottles

Visa/Mastercard accepted on keg deposits

Many More In-Store Specials

All Beers plus Deposit (especially on wjnes) 'DeUverv AvaUable^

^^^^^fSUA^>

" TNI ATRI
THE VIllAGE COMMONS • SOUTH HADIEY t<»i»B^/'T.H|^

Dallyil2:45. 7:10. ft9:15piB

V M50II » tIU5 I

,

f>aily «t 5:00pin

^^*.A-«A

MldnHtfM Fi1(l«T 11:30 Md«y

•n'-iiu

CHINA GARDEN
'The Collegian's choice in delightful dinning"

r$2 OFF with purchase ofSlsl

I

or more with this coupon I

''''' Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food
Sunday-Thursday, 1 1:30am- 10:00pm
Friday-Saturday, 1 1:30am-] 1:00pm

Lunch Hour: 1 l:30am-3:30pm 7 days a week
Free Delivery Service ,^^^ Remodeling

Fri.. Sat., Sun. ,7 q ^ ^^^^
5:00pm- 10:00pm .jake-out

'"Am'!^c'ln ST' -Luncheon Specials $3.75-$4.55

The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch
•Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch - Mandarin and Cantonese Styles)

Every Day 1 1 :30-3:30

•Weekly Vegetarian Sepecials (Wednesday and Thursday)
New Vegetarian Menu Coming SoonI

13 N. Pleasant Street Amherst, MA • 253-4280/4281
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World/Nation
Yankee Rowe to fight back
Nation's oldest nuclearplant challenges NRC ruling

APphtHo

WOOLLYWINTERWISDOM— National

Woolly Bear forecaster Sam Taylor

predicts a mild winter and a white

Christmas in these two Woolly Bear

caterpillars in Lancaster. Pa., Tuesday.

By TRUDY TYNAN
Associated Press

SPRINGFIELD — Yankee Rowe officials said Wednes-

day they were ready to challenge the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission staff on its move to halt the operation of the

nation's oldest nuclear power plant over questions about

the adequacy of reactor vessel safeguards.

Plant engineers and Yankee Atomic Electric Co. Presi-

dent Andrew C. Kadak were to meet Thursday morning

with the NRC at commission headquarters in suburban

Washington.
"At that point we hope to clarify the issues," said plant

spokesman William McGee. "We feel that science is on our

hide."

The little 31-year-old reactor stopped generating power

at 11:53 p.m. Tuesday about 12 hours afler the company

voluntarily began the shut down procedure in response to

the move by the NRC sUff.

The plant in an isolated mountain valley in the northwest

corner of Massachusetts was wreathed with clouds of ite

own making Wednesday as the hot steam vented from its

non-radioactive operations struck the chill morning air.

"We still have enormous amounts of heat and steam in

the pipes," McGee said, explaining it takes about 30 hours

to reach a cold shutdown. No radioactivity was released, he

said.

The 185-megawatt reactor, the nation's smallest ,
boasted

one of the industry's best safety records when the Union of

Concerned Scientists charged earlier this year that the

NRC was allowing the plant to operate with less than

adequate safety margins on the containment vessel.

The waUhdog group sought a shut down pending a

physical check of the vessel, scheduled for April.

At issue is the 30-foot-Ull pressurized steel drum that

surrounds the hot reactor core, known as the reactor con-

tainment vessel, and how much it may have become

v^eakened, or "embrittled," over the years becatise of con-

stant neutron bombardment.
During the summer, the NRC staff and then the full

commission reaffirmed earlier findings that the margin of

safety at the plant was sufficient. Both sides said the worst

case scenario was that an emergency, involving thousands

ofgallons of water to cool the vessel, could lead to a rupture

of the vessel and the release of radiation. But the staff

estimated that the odds of that happening were "9 in 1

million."

In recommending the shutdown of the plant, the NRC
staff revised its calculations, pointing it to two new factors:

First, the staff said it was revising its previous evalua-

tion of the risk of stall rupture based on new information

provided by Yankee Rowe. Plant managers used a revised

"technical model" in calculating the temperature of the

water that would be pumped into the containment vessel.

According to Robert Pollard of the Union of Concerned

Scientists, who closely followed the details of the Yankee

Rowe case, the revised model indicated that water flowing

into the containment vessel could be 25 degrees cooler than

was forecast by the earlier model.

The sUff said the revised model was "more realistic"

than the one that both it and the plant managers had used

during the summer in calculating the risk of vessel failure.

Engineers also factored in a "much greater" chance that

the steel drum itself, as well as the vessel welds, might fail.

The second key issue examined by the staff was a plan

proposed byYankee Rowe in late August, at the commission's

request, to boost the safety margin by using its pump

system to circulate and more quickly warm the cold water.

Although the NRC staff found that operation of the

pumps in such an emergency would "practically eliminate

the chance of vessel failure," it also said there was a chance

that the new piunping system might not work in the kind of

emergency envisioned in the risk scenarios^

• We Have Loose •

j BeA£>s /

1

I ••f^««»l«*«

?
LOCAL COLORS

Arts & Crafts Gallery

174 N. Pleasant St, Amherst

253-7373

I
t

i

TONIGHT
WIN

$ 300-00
CASH

Drawings all night

9 TIL 1

Mow's the

time to call...

North Amheist

(tajawATI'S Mr. Jf^ IN AMIU KST
I96« • 1991

. 1 =) HAST V L t I ^i r R 1. 1: r

I

Motors
7* OW Sundwlml M-. No AmTwrM

549-2880
Expert Repairs and

Reconditioning

ItoM mio€ Cndit Cmrd» Aectpltd

C^
Steven H. St. Clair

Attorney at Law
> PtnoMl Injury CLAIMS. ACCIDENTS

• Defense \\ Criminal, Drug

and Alcohol Related Chafes

• Other legal proWeim

BY APPOINTMENT

816 North Pleasant
Amherst
S49-1681

ADMITTED TO PRACnCL..1970

MLMBER MASS. AND CI. BARS

Bushels ofSavings„.at Uquors 445
- I/I/IAlP" I iniiORS

KOCH'S C049 a^°'^* r
GOLDEN '"O^jj^p ^t^

ANNIVERSARY

Naniial
NATURALS9 29

LIGHTcase ot2 I2pk. cans

WURZBURGER 55--
OCTOBERFEST case otepk. bones

R0LLiNG$12S
I

R0CK=aseof2 12 PK bottles

CORONA $16^
BEER

DEP.

caseot2*-12oz.bot0es

$199
I 750 ML

SALE '3^ IML-IN REBATE 1.50 AFTCB REBATI

CHAnOONNAY SALMGNON
BLANCCABERNrr SAUVIGNOM.

riNPANDEL

GE0RGEDUB0EUF$54 9

BEAUJOLAISVIUAGES ^^
GALLO $499

WHrXH GRSNACHE. *Ti?L '

SAUVIGNON BLANC. ^"-
'

Vy/HIT£21NrANDEL |

m

KENDALL-JACKSON S099
"CHARDONNAY W™7SML

PICCINIsosB
CHIANTI ^-"^

SEAGRAM'S $Q9 9 f^^
SALE12J9 .rr^ocv^ j[''^r^

MAIL IN REBATE 3.M
AFTER REBATE

^ -White Label 5>2o^» SCOTCH WMISKV 1.75L

k\^\ COSSACK $Q49
\^\ VODKA ^ 1.75L

CANADIAN $ Q9 9

MIST 9
SALE 12.99

MAIL IN REBATE 3.00

1.75L

AFTHBRESATs

JIM s-jqgs

BEAM '*^
1.75L

Full Redemptajn Center

not responsible tor

typographtta) errors

9am to 11pm
Monday thru Saturday

AA SAL£ PRICES
THURS 100191THHU

WEDS. 10/5/91

HADLEY -*7W0-
Campus Plaza^oute 9 LOCATIONS

253-9344

HOLYOKE
30 Lmcoln St.

534-4S5 TeleCheck

USED MAC'S
WE BUY YOUR USED MAC EQUIPMENT FOR

TOP DOLLAR. CASH! WE SELL REFURBISHED

MAC'S AT DISCOUNT! CALL FOR QUOTE.

n«ra.-rcv fiLl/* (800) 545-2313.
RENTEX INC. (617) 423-5567

student Specials(Sept.-Dec.)-

Nautilus (Aerobics included)

Racquetball

(Court time included)

Tennis (Plus court time)

All Club (All of the Above)

$119

$119

$119

$189

Now offering Step Aerobic Classes

Social lounge, Big Screen TV, Ping-Pong

Available To All!

• Pro-Shop

• Snack-Bar with Liquor License

WBHWER'S ATHLETIC CLUB

549-4545

Route 116, Sunderland Across From Bubs BBQ
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Women's Issues

Sweet dark places
By CHRISTINE DUMAS
Collegian Correspondent

Leslea Newman, poet, novelist and

teacher read from her latest work, Sweet

Dark Places to a group of 40 women
Wednesday as part of the Women's Studies

Brown Bag Lunch Series.

The series, which is in its sixth semester,

aims to bring together students and guest

speakers in an informal setting to explore

feminist issues.

Sweet Dark Places. Newman's most re-

cent work. 18 a collection of poems concern-

ii^ serious israes such as incest and aging

along with humorous pieces like " 1 3 Ways of

Looking at a Cat" and "Pencil Test 1969"

which tells the story of two young girls

discovering their newly formed breasts.

Much of Newman's writing is heavily

influenced by her identity as a lesbian and

a Jew. She incorporates some Yiddish into

her poems, short stories and novels, espe-

cially those inspired by her grandmother.

"Grandma." a poem Newman recited which

deals with the death ..'her grandmother at

the age of 99. was incredibly moving and

brought several Hsteners to tears.

.\lthough in the early days ofher writing.

Newman strug^ed to get her work noticed.

in 1989 she was the recipient ofa Massachu-

latta Artist Fellowship in Poetr>' Currently.

"All This Rage," her poem about incest, is

being made into a one-act play and a film

versionofher short story, "A Letter to Harvey

Milk' is being shown in film festivals in

several countries.

Although Newman is proud of being a

lesbian writer, she is bothered by the fact

that that title limits her audience. She is

interested in attracting a broader audience

and feels that putting her work out there

educates people in both Jewish and lesbian

issues.

In addition to her poetry and short stories,

Newman has written a children's book titled

Heather has Two Mommtes. The book was

written to help two lesbian friends teach

their daughter about their unique family

The book has since gained much publicity,

including a write-up in Newsueek.

Newman revealed many of the inspira-

tions for her work. The Holocaust, her

grandmother, her childhood in Brooklyn

and her identity as a lesbian are all influenoes

that come through in her writing Afler

Newman's reading and a period ofdiscussion,

many listeners purchased copies of

Newman's works which were on display.

Leslea Newman will be giving another,

moreextensive reading ofSweet Dark Places

at Smith College at 2 p.m. Sunday. In ad-

dition to her writing, Newman, a

Northampton resident, teaches several

writing workshops for women entitled Write

From The Heart

Exciting upcoming events
Thursday, October 3:

Pil„t _ -Longtime Companion" Both

moving and funny, this film details the

lives ofa group ofgay Manhattenites from

the onset of AIDS to the recent past. 7

p m Campus Center Room 803.

lecture — Grace Paley, an author and

activist will speak tomght at UMass in

the Student Union Ballroom at 7:30 p.m.

$3; students free.

Women Improvisors — Jin Hi Kim.

Kumungo soloist and composer will play

at C Mass. Hampden Theater at 8 p.m. Jin

Hi Kim is a rarity: a musician fully trained

in the compexities of Korean traditional

music who has been able to integrate her

Asian skill and sensibilities with the de-

mands of the Wesu-m avant garde.

Friday, October 4:

Social — The first Gay. Lesbian and

Bisexual Cafe ofthe year! Featuring Keith

Hyatte and Tom Martin as well as Erika

Wheeler. The cafe will be in Hampden
Theater at 8 p.m. A $3 donation would be

welcome

Saturday, October 5:

Lecture — Elena Poniatowska, After-

shocks: The Mexican Earthquake of 1965

and its Consequences — Five College

Writer-in-Residence. Plenary session of

the Annual Meeting of the New England

Council of Latin American Studies. Free.

Smith College Neilson Library Browsing

Room 3:45 p.m.

Theater — New World Theater pre-

sents Camp Logan, by Celeste Bedford

Walker. The story of the members of the

24th U.S. Infantry (an all-black regiment)

whom ut ineed i n Houston , Texas. August,

1917. $5; $3 students and senior citizens.

UMass Bowker Auditorium 8 p.m.

Sunday, October 6t

Reading — Leslea Newman will read

from her book of poetry "Sweet Dark

Places," at Smith College Neilson Library

Browsing Room at 2 p.m.

Tuesday, OctoberS:

Social — Lesbian Bisexual Women's

Union meets Tuesdays at 7.30 p.m. in the

LBGA office in the Student Union.

being made into a one-act ptay ana a mm rrom i ne nean ^^^ ^ 111 • ^.^"L A.

Herstorian previews book Pro-choice rally tonight

By LISA VESHECCO
Collegian Correspondent

Lesbian herstory and community has

always been a source cX tremendous diver-

sity said UlUanFaderman. asaheaddrwsed

a crowd of65 women at Lunaria, a feminist

bookstore in Northampton on Saturday

evening.

Faderman read from her new book en-

titled "Odd Girls and Twilight Lovers" (Co-

lumbia University Press), a herstory of20th

century American lesbians.

Faderman draws from a diverse lesbian

immunity through novels, journals, medi-

cal records and interviews, making sure to

draw from racially, ethnically and geo-

graphically diverse sources in order to fill in

the gaps of her pre%ious book "Surpassing

The Love of Men."
Faderman. a self-proclaimed lesbian

came out in the 1956 "gay girls bar" subcul-

ture. In 1962. she originally thought she

was the sole lesbian on the University ofLos

Angeles campus, only to witness the emer-

gence of a previously underground large,

diverse lesbian community.

She said this community gained visibil-

ity with signs such as the emergence of a

GLB Alliance, a group of Asian Pacific

women. African-American lesbians, "old"

lesbians and lesbians who were mothers

before they came out as lesbians.

"Odd Girls and Twilight Lovers" traces

the strong presence of lesbian voices

throughout the twentieth century.

Faderman spoke about the blues tunes of

the 20s.

She also drew attention to the economic

difficulty facing lesbian women in the 30s.

where Faderman sUted "there were few

jobs for lesbians in the 30s".

Faderman said women married for socio-

economic reasons She said, "many women
may have had bisexual relations" at that

time. World War 1 1 opened upjobs forwomen
and lesbians were welcomed into the mili-

tary, she said.

To thecrowds amusement Faderman said

the military general at the time cautioned

others that "relationships between women
may crop up in times under war conditions."

Faderman continued with the herstory

of butch/femme subculture of workingclass

lesbians in the 50s, also known as the "gay

girls bars" and finally reminded us of the

resurgence of lesbian "witchhunting" with

the onset of McCarthyism.
Faderman said despite societal imposi-

tions of morality lesbians continue to make
a space for themselves with little resources

and an often unfriendly environment.

Lesbians have defied the attempts of

sexologists to define THE lesbian, she said.

"The only constant truth to be found"

said Faderman. "Is that she prefers women."

By JESSAME HANNUS
Collegian Correspondent

A candlelight vigil and march to the

Amherst Common will be held tonight in

remembrance of Rosie Jimene:. the first

woman to die ofan illegal abortion after the

Hyde Amendment was passed in 1977.

Marchers should gather in front of the

Unitarian Church in Amherst at 6 p.m.

The Hyde Amendment cut off Medicaic

for women who need abortions. Today is th<

14th anniversary of Rosie Jimenez's death

The event was organized by the Hampshirt

College Civil Liberties Program, a pro-choict

organization. The Hampshire College Civi

Uberties Theater Collective will be per

forming gorilla theater.

Notice
The Women's Issues Page is looking

for photographers, artists and cartoonists

to be shown on this page. Ifyou have any

interest or talent, please come down to the

Collegian office in the Campus Center

and talk toJessame Hannus. the women's

issues editor.

If I am not there, leave a detailed note

on my desk including your romr. number

and art form. I am interested sp cifically

in a cartoonist. If anyone know < f a good

woman-centeredcartoon strip let me know.

Cromwell day held at Smith
By LISA VESHECCO
Collegian Correspondent

Smith College celebrates today the third

annual Ortelia Cromwell Symposiam day in

recognition ofthe diversity that exists within

the Smith College community at the John

M. Green Hall.

Guest keynote speaker is Doris Leader

Charge, the college tribal instructor and

Lakota language expert for Kevin Costner's

movie Dances With Wolves. leader Charge's

talk entitled "Preserving and Transmitting

Native American Culture" is at 1 p.m. and is

free and open to the public. Additional

workshops, presentations and videos will

follow.

Ortelia Cromwell is the first known Af-

rican-American graduate ofthe class of 1 900.

Cromwell went on to receive her master's

from Columbia University and her doctor-

ate from Yale. She has also studied in Ger-

many.

The Ortelia Cromwell Symposium was

established in 1989 in response to a series of

racial occurences on campus. Since that

time the program has expanded to "increase

awareness of the many differences that ex-

ist within the Smith community among
students, faculty, and staff," says Msoorie

Richardson, assistant dean for minority af-

fairs.

Ten workshops will be offered at 2:30 -

4:15 p.m. and again at 4:15 - 5:30 p.m.

including The Chicano in American His-

tory"; "Stereotypes of Asian-Americans in

the Media"; "Positive Images: Portraits of

Women with Disabilitie.s"; and "Size and

Weight Discrimination: Another Civil Rights

Issue."

An evening performance of In Other

Words, a combination ofdramatic readings,

music, and poetry by artists Ruby Dee and

Ossie Davis will provide an interpretation

of the minority experience in America. This

performance will be at 7:30 p.m. in the John

M Greene Hall and is free and open to the

public.

For a complete listing of workshops or

additional information contact the Smith

News Office at 585-2190.
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Quote of the Day
"I like condoms and candles - but,

boy, do you have to keep then separate."

—overheard

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
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32 Mnga
33Gaahc
3S WMapaf '"X"

ma mnngs

3a T«a Uy Ian

McKai
W World —

championa
41

42 Convowarty
440
45 A Oaa«« n *m

Fwmty' author

4«Ck>MI

1 Oaaka Bay

2 — Bator

SPartotOC
4SiuHad
onaaaM

SCakn
e Vaiuabia

• BaldMnolMia
kciaan

9 AccKlani

10 Namasakat ol

RatfudMoa
titlar m law

11 Human bamga
l2PTaaarHar

olaaort.
lor ahon

13 A pradacaaaoi

ol Caraon
aiai

21 Saaaya
uaya

23 L

26 0ianial

27 Nawa aourca «
tt<a USSR

2C Notwl wmnar

29 Evant m San
Ftanciaco 1906

and IMS
31 Equal

34 0«aM«att

36 Tuna tor a

it^paoma

37 ttaa aummara
3tUfeaaMaio<
Ml

40Hoodo<noia
43 JaaradM
4SSiMa tpaooa
47 Ona ol Iha

Jacfcson*

49 EKlramaty

imponani
MQrataa
51 Bandtoadar

Snaw
53Buckat
m an
old aong

56 Owl lor Jack

Sprai

57 Shakaa looaa

5IEMranca tor

59Buana -

62 - Uagnon

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

WVKY TO GCiSPtU)HK\Hfo
^KS ONitS ^«aOHD V€RE.'

IOoDOKT HEEDKCW£.
4«e«pioanna
50 Acttaaa Maicii

kom CtMcaQO

63

54Nooaiabaui
Oil iiiti

56 Cai and goal

•iO RBI lor

61 Laryna tocaaon

6JSiupo«ar
64 Roadway
6SCnaaanga
•ABonom
67 RanAad

compaaior
66ln a anon
69Saadcoal

CAST OF THOUSANDS
By BARRY DEUTSCH Menu

LUNCH
French Dip Sandwich

Quiche Lorraine

BASICS LUNCH
Humus Veggie Pocket

Quiche Lorraine

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken

Shells in Cheese Sauce

BASICS DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken

Shells in Cheese Sauce

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN

6o. ^lac\mi\fifm

THE ADVENTURES OFpRED
By SHADOW

OYiKi.mji. wMM or- EArrvi i

06 \.« vo"^*^ fi""^ "'^
.f^^^l<\t^<> oPM(«f

1^ PAE CHECK HY C^>.tND*t'

X CO>»J t (JO -re rlNlS WITH
xovj, :>tKvt ' x'vt <io-\ ^

i'NSa«rrf

AmKS(M»ah;i ApnllSt If legal is«ic«

in«e. wek ihe be»i counsel «vai table Luck

will come clifou|h friend* who are eiiher

powerful or wealthy Self-re«rainciiviul

Be careful nol lo overindulge in food or

dnnk

TAURtS (April 20-May 20> New

creative challenges in»p«re you Mainuin

1 winning altinide in love Physical aciivily

loneA your mind as well as your body

Practice your tennis or golf stroke.

Romance begins to heal up

GEMINI (May 21 June 20) You can

find new ways lo achieve your goals now

Acting self-righteous could alienate a

loved one Be toteiant and stay in contact

with old friend* Give yourself credilfora

job well done.

CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Imporunt

choices must be made on the home front

An informal chat with your loved ones

could lead to something big The answer

to a recurring question will come in the

night.

LEO (July 23- Aug 22): Make good use

of an effective communications system.

Attend groupcvems if possible The people

you reach can help raise funds or boost

your social standing. Be wary of love on

the rebound.

VIRGO( Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Organizing a

social function boosts your popularity

Share your ideas lo establish meaningful

rapport with higher-ups. Stay calm when

under fire. Fancy footwork puts you in the

driver's seal.

LIBRA (Sepi 23.Oei22» Snapdecttwaa

cuuki boji you into a cornar. lake yoar

lime when asked to make a choice.

Concspondenoe linked to rules or the law

shoMid be cwefully auetacd Spend more

time on your own.

SC'ORnO (Oct. 2J-NOV 21 ): Do not be

afraid to take chances! A problem can be

solved if you face it squairly Keep better

labs on your spending A teenager needi

r loving care, be more supponive

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec 21) A

sense of humor will help you role with the

punches Tackle a persistent problem from

another angle A fresh approach workl

wonders' Do not refute an offer of help.

Teamwork is favored.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19): Have

more confidence in your speaking or

writing ability A health problem could be

aggravated by worry Check with trusted

adviien before signing papen.

AQUA RIDS (Jan 20-Feb 18) Be on the

lookout for interesting financial

opportunities. New work duties could lead

you to the winner's circle. Make home

repairs before ihey get more extensive. A

last minute plan pays off.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): Be careful

what you say or write today; your words

could return to haunt you. Look at the

world from a loved one's eyes before

passing judgement. Great tolerance is

needed at home.

Today's Staff

Night Editor -Preston P. Fomian

Copy Editor DaveMassey

PhotoTechnician CairieWyeth

Producuon Supervisor. Nicole Dumas

Production .Teny Starmer,

Kim Frisino, Chris Prell, Ali Woolwich
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Attention Juniors and

Seniors with a 3.3 GPA
or above...

Watch for your

Golden Key National

Honor Society

letter in the mail

FREE!! FREE!! FREE!!

NO CHARGE TO PROCESS

CONTINENTAL/AMERICAN EXPRESS

COUPONS

FREE!! FREE!! FREE!! FREE!!

INQUIRE ABOUT OUR

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

CAMPUS TRAVEL
CAMPUS CENTER

UMASS
545^500

CENTRAL TRAVEL
OF AMHERST

800 MAIN ST. STE. 2

256^704

AWARENESS DAYS:

October 7, 8, & 9

Visit our information table on the

campus center concourse for more

information.

Pn^ Peter Pan runs the Boston

Maradion 15 times aday.
OneWay Fare From
Only $12; RoimdTrip

From Only $24!

1 5 biLS trips daily from Amherst to

Boston; 23 IViday departures

including S non-stop express trips!

(Ajiiherst's only non-stop service to

Boston).

Hassle-free pick-ups at UMASS
(Haigus Mall) and Amherst Center

Terminal (Pleasant Street)!

Convenient drop-ofFs at Peter Pan

Terminal in downtown Boston!

For information, call:

UMass Hotel 545-2006

Peter Pan Terminal 256-0431

Hardwork, dedication
pay off for St. Laurent
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Correspondant

Going out in style.

That's the way Micelle St. Laurent wants

it to be.

"No one really remembers how you

started, but they all remember how you

finished, so I sort of want to go out with a

bang," the senior captain of the University

of Massachusetts women's cross country

team said.

St. Laurent, an education major from

Fall River, Mass., has been a four year

varsity runner for the Minutewomen, and is

described by coach Julie LaFreniere as a

"great leader and a one hundred percent

team player. She's tremendously dedicated,

everything comes through hard work, and

she's probably one of the gutsiest runners

I've had in recent years."

With injuries to several key people, St.

Laurent has had to step up and lead a young

team comprised of several freshmen and

sophomores, but a team St. Laurent de-

scribes as "small, but a very close one. We
just have to build up our confidence and get

the freshmen and sophomorea to step up to

the task."

St. Laurent has remained iryury free so

far this year, a task that has not proved easy

so far for the Minutewomen.

"I trained really hard over the summer,

and hopefully I can stay injury free," she

said. "I've had some iiyury problems in the

past, and at times you ask yourselfwhy am
I doing this, but it's all worth it in the end."

Coming out of Durfee High School, MA,

St. Laurent was a good runner, according to

LaFreniere, but not one ofthe most talented

ever to conM to UMass.
"She's worked out a lot better than many

of the 'superstars' who have come here,"

LaFreniere said.

Pre-Season favorites to win the Atlantic

10 Conference, the Minutewomen are off to

a disappointing 1-2 start.

"Ifwe set our minds to it we can still do it^

and as of this week we're still the favorites,"

St. Laurent said.

After the cross country season is over, St.

Laurent will compete for both the indoor

and outdoor track teams, but admits to

finding cross country the most ei\joyable of

the three. After her graduation in May with

a degree in education. St. Laurent will look

for a career in upper elementry education,

an interest that stems from her "Love for

teaching and love for the kids."

With her tremendous work ethic and

sheer dedication, Michelle has, "Never run

better," according to LaFreniere and with

her trial time on the Totman Field course

down :41 Mconds, St. Laurent's vision of

"Going out wdth a bang," has never been

closer.

football
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

transition.

Add to that that their defense is over-

rated. LT is the slowest he's ever been

and Leonard Marshall has nm out of

excuses for his soft play. Their defensive

line is very soft against the run and has

no pass rush at all.

This week will be another close one

against the Cardinals. Ten pointe is al-

most as generous as those officials.Take

the pointe and Phoenix and make a

bundle.

What were the Pate thinking last

weekend against Phoenix? Doesn't any-

body scout the opposition. The week be-

fore, the Cardinals gave up 181 rushing

yard* against the Cowboys and Leonard

Ruaaell was only given the ball three

times. What was the Pat coaching steff

smoking? I dont think Patriot fans want

the game in quarterback Hugh Millen's

hands anymore than he does.

After last week's poor offensive perfor-

mance, (only three pointe on offense),

you've got to like Miami to give only 6 1/

2 pointe. I don't think home field means

too much in this one.

One of the best picks this week is

Dallas over Green Bay. Green Bay

quarterback Don Miu^tow^*" separated

his shoulder and will not play. The

Packers' only win this season was a

squeaker against the dominant Tampa

Bay Buccaneers. The Packers are only

averaging 13 pointe a game for the sea-

son.

Troy Aikman is having the best season

of his career and should easily pick apart

the Packer secondary. He will have plenty

of time to throw against a weak pass

rush. Give 2 1/2.

For all ofyou Jet fans who have been

dying for respect, now's their chance.

This week they go into Cleveland, who's

had trouble getting the offense into gear.

The Browms are coming offofa bye week

which usually resulte in a rusty perfor-

mance.
The Jete looked very impressive in

their victory over the Dolphins last week.

After two tough losses to the Bills and

the Bears, it looks as ifthey're starting to

put things together. The Jete face a team

that they have to beat if they expect to

make any improvemente over last season.

Monday night's matchup looks to be

another classic with the Bills going into

Kansas City to face the Chiefs. The Chiefs

should have some success running the

ball unless the newly arrived Bruce Smith

can have a major impact. The key

matehup will be the Chiefs defense

gainst the red hot Bills offense.

This week's picks in CAPS ; (H) :

Home
(H)BENGALS(-3 1/2) VS Seattle.

DALLAS(-2 1/2) VS (H)Packer8.

(H)OILERSVS Denver. JETS(-1 1/2) VS

(H)Bit»wns. (H)L10NS(-3) VS Vikings.

MIAMI(-6 1/2) VS Pat«. REDSKlNS(-3)

VS (H)Chicago. EAGLES(-3) VS
(H)Tampa Bay. CHARGERS(+7 1/2) VS

Raiders. PHEONDC(+10) VS (H)Giante,

STEELERS(-6) VS (H)Colte. BILLS(-3)

VS(H)CH1EFS
LAST WEEK : 6-7

SEASON : 21-19

Roy Alexander ia a CoUi^pan sport* col-

umnist

Classifieds
COME TOWE COLLEGIAN OfFICE 113

....«.r^ . ^,„>^y,m:x m,^n:m:>o-mmm,swoDAnmoRTOPmKAVON w>'0«>i.AKft«57i/MW. • CASHINADVASa

ikcnvrnES

Tm«QMA OPEN RUSH
9/30 & 10/2 7^ PM
ion & 10/3 &<PM
387 N PiMsant SI

549-3811

Form a HOCKTmAL t»«m Comp*t
aganst othar ooWagaa Fof mora into call

Shahnaal 542-3000

FIVE COLLCOE EUROPEAN CtUS
Nexl meeting Thurtday Oclobef 3

7 30pm Jonlan house kving room •

S»™th CoHaga tal 546-3567

MVW 2 door haichtMcfc ExoalanioonMton

Ownaf movad 665-3759

AWESOMEIVnSUICKCeNTURYTraubla
-Fraa' Sonniol $400 wll barg^ 253-3906

flBEKD CARS, truck. tXMrts.

^jtertwmaa by FBI. IRS, DEA

your araa now CM 805-682-7566 Exi C-

1678 —
VW RABBIT "92 Dwsal Runt wal 40milat

par gallon call 802254-5803

BUSMES8 OPPORTUNmeS

COnURIANIROHMAN EXPERT E«oa8ar«

oomWoo.lowmriaaga.BougHnawtorSeOO.

Soang tor S3S(VBO. Can Clns 253-3608

CHEAP 81 VvToasal Runs gra*. body m
bad «ri^>a $300 or BO Pal 6-4002

COMPUTER FOR SALE
$600 Can CM)
549-1762

PHeE8PRS«iREAKt«1»)»c«rtilCar«««.

janwtca Bafiamaa' Sal Wpa on cainpua

and aam Iraa tnp • bonua CMh' Four Saa-

11-800-331-3136

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTION NON-US RESWENTS
AA-1 immigration tottery is your chance.

Apply on friend*bahaH tor attaent siralegtea

Call 542-4220

Bad and Sraaktait Oowniown Amhard

549-0733
.

•mEYUMASS^
Let us see you wiggia it just a little bit

UMass Raoquetball

For Info call anytime 546-2077

SOUTH ASIA CLUB
General meeting

Today Oct 3 7pm
CCrm168

REPOSSESSED AND IRS forectosed

homes availabia al batow marltel value

FaniastK: savtngal You repair Also S and L

batlou propartiaa. C* 805^82-7555 e«t M-

2009

ENTERTAINMENT

RACKA-DISCi $1 75 00 DJs. VJs. Karaoke

tor housa/ Formal partias. Call 586-9900

PORRCNT

STUDENT LOCKERS AVAILABLE in Stu-

dent Union For storage o( books and other

personal betongings. Register at OCHO 428

Student Unton

True PaWota want to watch the GE boycott

video. "Deadly Deception- on Thursday Oct

3, 6pm in CC 162

UMAI^^IKE RACINQ TEAM wants you

Come race with the best. No experienca

needed Meeting 7 ;30pm Thurs. (check into

booth)

AUTO FOR SALE

82MERCURY CAPRI New brake*, muffler,

battery, shocks good condHlon $1000 256-

3020

1984 MERC LYNX Good condMion $1 100

orflO 549-51V1

84 FORDESCORT Newbrakes,mufflervery

reliable $1 OOP 665-46q2-evening8^

1966 RENAULT ALUANCE- Immaculate

body/flawless intertor/excellent ride Extreme

bargaini $990 00 256041

8

EXECUTIVE RENTAL RENT or m» w«h

option to buy 4 bedroom luxurtoa houaa in

Amherst woods Call 253-7879

FRIOOE WEMTAL3253J742 Free deivery

-TOWNHOUSE - 2 bedroom 1 1/2 bath

Bus route North Amhaial t-567-13S2

FOR SALE

1961 TOYOTA CORROLLA great shape

$900 253-3369

1983 Z-28 Black nice $3900 call 253-3369

AKC GOLDEN Retriever Puppies $300.00-

Ann fW367j405 or 367-28.1

6

iS^BonnaaaPythoii
Healthy, friendly, easy to niainWn 250XW

80: t~-wto< mmolete sal-up. 2S3-0447

BONDWELL-BSIO-PLUS Laptop LCD

BACkHt

Supertast 16MMZ 286-40MEG Hard disk 3

banenes Charger- 1 MEG RAM

TuM FloppyB Charger * $3000 Worth

of programs Weighs only TtosJ

;^,^^r$999,_Ca!ISald@546:»M_

BROTHER AX22 TYPEWRITER

Mint condition

Must sell, $100

Call Amy 546-2585

DEADTRAOe- Ha*a S*uidBir naad Tttuia-

tey 256-1 1 83

mEWOOo
Somi-dry, cut, splil delivered $90 00 per

oo)d (128 n ) 1/2 cord min Ca« Leon 549-

6231 Leave mesaaga

FOR SALE HONDA CB380 4700ini. WNh

extras can 253-0951 $400
,

FREE CAP WHEN you buy my Foid F150

4x4 Call Steve 253^7922

GEORGE MtCHAEL TICKETS. Worcester

Centrum. October 28 Good se«s 546^35

JarryASara, Wild Boys. Pig Tangent 63

KFOG Call Jeff 549 7686

THREE FOOTl Acoustic speakers perfect

only $200 electronic typewnterl $100 253-

3908

YAMAHA YPP40: Touch sentWve, exoat-

lent piano replication, bought new for

$1000 00. will sell tor $700 00 B/O

Also, Roland Juno- 106, bought new tor

$800 00, will sell tor $300 00BA3.

Also. Roland Jazz Chorus 1 20, bought used

tor $325 00, will sell tor $225 fimi Call Rich

at 256-6971.

FUNDRAISERS

JSWEAK TISPS

10 ahidents or studam ofganttMlon

pmtnoiing our spring break pachagaa

GOOD pay • ton Cal CM
1-80(M23-5264

Locnin
WMtfi Thnax Hk* latfhar strap •«<

MiiOe Loai Wad Sapt 25 m or around

Hartar HM SandmanM vakie H louid

piaMo can Rosa 6-1565___^

SOMEONE SWAPPED THEIR laathar

lacket tor mine ai PuHlon party »«8 Sal N

you have into pla«a cat 548-0592

ROOMMATE NEEDED

r_ m m»i»tnoloSouthwai« coed

lowflaa? I naad a roommaa Cat Lynn 6-

0825

servk:es

RARE $S00...$1000.-$1900
FOOLPROOF
FUNDRAISING

For your fraternity, sorority, team or other

campus organizatton Act now tor the

chance to win a Carit>t>ean cnjise and

fabutous prizes!

Call 1-800-950-8472, axt 50

fWff TWAVEL-Air couriersandcw*aaaWp* .

Studams also needed ChrtHmaa, tprtnO-

and summer for amusement pai* antploy-

m^m rmi H0&;682-7555 ext F-1426

GRAD STUDENTS needed tor adirtniUta-

tive tuional positions Up to 25 hours per

week Goodgradesamust $8 00/hour.Call

the Ronkin Educational Qroupat^49-4010

BaTALLER
tor car audto and aaewHy systems Part

time with growth to full time kfcsl be

expenenced Can 564-9547 for intarvww,

Xnour batore you go," Where to worti, »va

and ski free in Cotorados resorts •Currart

guide to Aspen, Vail, Brecken-rtdga and

more' $16ji5_Call 1-800- 788-6 1 74

PEACE AND JUSTICE organization seeks

wortistudy 1 hour administrativa assistant

position $4 50-5.50 per hour Call Carolyn

« 256-8306

POSTAL JOttS AVAILABLE! Many posi-

tions Great benefits. Call 805-682-7555 ext

P-3306 .^

SPRMQ BREAK REPSIII

Earn up to $3000' Become a part of a

team and sell the best spnng break inps

on campus. Ewn FREE thps and unlimited

caah$$. Can now'

T*e A Break Student Travel

(617)424-8222 or (800)-328-SAVE

(Boston)

LOST

Ratoxad atmosphere sanous lasaona $10/

hr Cal rim-256-630

PERSONALS

FREE pragnaiKV Mating; confideniial and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No

ptaaaant Sttaat Aniher«S49-^906

TYPWO:THasas. papers Laserduality Do<

M*ix.C«nara-Ra«ty ArtPoslars. Ftyera

54»O0C6

TRAVEL

JNXW.
Good took on Saturday"

Even though you wort have your 4

inMAgant roommaias ««h you, we hope

youdoweHiH

LovaYa. tSCosbyl'

DAVBZ.
You stM owe ma music. swaaUa

LoveGBL
CONGRATULATWNSKAPPAPLEOGES:
jenC JenR Nicole K|e<* Lesk Michelle Amy

Melissa Jessica Sonia Andrea Hayden Lee

Ellie Bnndy Tracy -Get ready tor a great

semester It has only ^sl begun

Love The Sisters of KKG

LBAB.
Happy '" BKlay

See you uptown, maybe!'

Wetoveyou.
Lorraine Sarah

„_,jCnil»l«tparparson 5dBy/4nigM

hoiai Plw> now tor your break Vary Imnad

oltar Cai now ljOO-621 05^2

RUSSIA AND THE UKRAS«I Jan 6-20,

1992 Moscow Leningrad, Kiev, plus

Helsinki Finland $2045 complete from New

Yortt Call Prof Jones. 253-7827. evenings

after TOO

TRAVEL FREE! Campus raprasantativas

wanted to earn intersession and spnng break

tnps 256-8254

TYPSIG PROS: $2.50 par page inctodas

tpaHchack. Call 549-8001.

WANTED

JENNY
I dom took like - PUP
Happy one year I Lova You

Dan

WANTED- To buy classical guitar Call GAa

-

546/4185

HELP WANTED

Earn $2900 8 FREE trips selling Spring

break packages to Bahamas. I^xico, Ja-

mttca. Ftortdal Best trips & prices' Spring

Break Travel 1 -800-638-6786

BORA CASH:
FREE monthly Avon catatog or become a

representative

Write Toni OBrien 86 Camden St Milford

CT 06460

Slack pouch pockatbook NEED
GLASSES Ptease return to Campus Canter

information desk' .

GOLD HOOPEARRINO with wire hunst Lost

in Campus Center If tound ca» 253-5444

REWARD

LOST LV WALLET
Important ID

Reward if return

Can 546-1221 Vivian

Batty Mckarapoonman

Happy Birthday #2 Vixon, head, Bumie,

Bessy the Cow, tequila monster, bimbo. You

asked tor it.

Your Budcfes.

Ken, Redface. Al, Stew, Toast * CJ

RESUME SERVKE

Cutting Edge Raaumaa. Complete resume

service. Writing, laser printing, letters, ad-

vice. 549-0367

LOST -REWARD BEAT-UP Brown leather

jacket left in Mahar after Wednesday night

class it tound contact Jay at 548-9915
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Sports

Men's soccer tied up by 8th-ranked Brown, 0-0

Gruher dazzles hut Minutemen can't score

( olleBian photo by Vmrrir Wy«>th

Massachusetts Randy Jacobs battles for a loose ball during yesterdays

scoreless tie with Brown. The Minutemen are now 4-1-3 on the season.

By TED KOTTLER
Collegian Correspondent

The plavers of the University of Massa-

chusetts and Brown University men's soccer

teams are probably saying something like,

"all that hard work for nothing." Both teams

went home last lught battered and bruised

but with only a 0-0 tie to show for their

efforts.

However, the match featured many

scoring opportunities for each side. (UMass

took 17 shots and Brown took 19.) But nei-

ther team could score, largely due to the

brilliant goaltending of UMass' Jon Gruber

and Brown's Dan O'Connell.

In the first half Brown outshot UMass.

8-5, but the Minutemen had better scoring

opportunities, none better than Kay Cunha's.

Cunha approached the net unopposed from

the right side (though he was fervently trailed

by a Brown defender ) and released a ground

shot that O'Connell dove for and just got his

hand on.

In the second half UMass outshot Brown,

9-7, and once again the Minutemen had

some scoring chances that were almost too

good to believe.

Almost exactly halfway through the half,

UMass' Randy Jacobs got a great ball right

in the slot and was coming hard at O'Connell.

He. too. was closely followed by a Brown

defender, and his swift ground shot was

foiled by the keen goaltender.

But a goaltending clinic on Lower Boyden

would not be complete without a demon-

stration by Gruber. He played the lead role

in the greatest play ofthe match, with about

18 minutes remaining in the second half

Brown took a corner kack from Gruber's

left, and it was well-placed, directly in front

of the net. A Brown player fielded it only a

few feet from the net, and fired a shot that

Gruber somehow managed to save.

But that was only the beginning. Gruber

couldn't hold on to the shot, and he spit out

a rebound that was again Uken by a Brown

player and again shot from point-blank

range. Guess what happened; Gruber saved

it. But once again he couldn't trap it, and

Brown picked up the rebound and managed

to fire two more shots. Gruber got help from

fullback Darrin Stone and midfielder Brett

Anthony who deflected the shoU respect-

fully, and the end result of this amazing

play was a hand ball against Brown.

Brown began to accelerate its offense

beginning with this play, and it also tight-

ened Its defense to prevent any further

threats from UMass, except one.

In the final seconds ofregulation. UMaM
took a corner kick from OConnell's left. The

ball bounced around a bit and then wound

up with midfielder Shawn Bleau. who stood

on O'Connell's nght. Bleau was not directly

facing the net. so he had to turn and shoot at

the same time. His shot was a beauty which

seemed destined for the net's top nght cor-

ner. Instead, it brushed the croasbar and

rolled out of bounds.

coreless tie with Brown, ine iviinuiemen are now t-i-o wn nj<r a^aaxjt*.

Simon steps up to lead men's cross country
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Staff

Consistency when training and the

combination of natural talent and a strong

work ethic has been the key to University of

Massachusetts junior Matt Simon's success

as a runner.

This fall. Simon has been forced to step

forward from his place as the team's fifth or

sixth runner and assume a leadership role

on the UMass men's cross country team.

Simon, who ran a 4:14 mile in track as a

senior at Lexington High School, has had

success on the track in college as well .
During

his sophomore year, he qualified for every

event in the New England Track Champi-

onships from the 1,000-meters up to the

10,000-meter8. He capped his track season

by taking third place in the 3,000-meter

steeplechase at the New Englands last

Spring.

Despite his success in collegiate track, he

has never been the dominant runner on the

cross country team, that is until this year.

UMass graduated its top four runners from

last year's harrier squad and Simon has

moved up as the team's top runner.

"Cross country has always been a little

bit more difficult for me," Simon said. "I've

always been more of a track-oriented run-

ner. In high school it wasn't as hard because

it was only three miles. The big problem

coming to college is that it was five (miles)

instead of three. There's no reason why I

can't be equally as good a cross country

runner as I am at track, but it's always been

a little more difficult."

UMass coach Ken O'Brien also believes

Simon can be successful in cross country as

he is on the track.

"It's easy for me to assess Matt," O'Brien

said. "When he was a freshman, he took our

best distance runner and ran him into the

ground on 10-mile road runs. He then took

our best half-miler and ran him into the

ground on track workouts.

"So. vrith those two things in mind, there's

no reason why he shouldn't be able to run

five miles in cross country very, very well.

There's no doubt in my mind that he could

be as good a cross country runner as a track

runner."

In the team's first three meets this sea-

son, Simon has proved to be the most con-

sistent runner on the team.

. O'Brien described Simon as a ninner

dedicated to the sport.

"He is very committed to his running." he

said. "Regardless of whether it's summer
time or bad weather, he gets his training

runs in so that hell be prepared in terms of

his goals."

Simon supports his coach's description

of his dedication. He admits to having a

Coll«clan photo by Carrie Wyrth

Matt Simon

stringof 1 1 1 days last spring where he didn't

miss a day of running. He estimates that he

has missed only 5 or 6 days ofrunning since

last November.
"I er\joy running just for running's sake,

more than I did in high school." Simon said.

"I think ni probably run as long as I can. I'm

not sure how much racing 111 do when I

graduate, but I think I'll keep running."

Athough he does have specific goals for

the upcoming track season . he is concentrat-

ing on cross country for now.

"I'd like to have a good cross country

season first, because I haven't really done

that yet in college," he said.

A good season, according to Simon, would

include a finish among the top 10 runners at

the Atlantic 10 ('onference Championship

Oct. 26, a top 30 finish at the New Englam

Championships the next week, and a top 6(

or 70 finish at the IC4A Championshipi

Nov. 16, where runners from nearly 10(

schools from the East Coast will compete.

O'Brien believes that Simon is close U
reaching the next level of competition.

"Matt's a very intense person," he said

"He possesses great intensity and great ath

letic talent. 1 think the thing that's lacking

right now is; his intensity is there, but he'i

not daring enough, he doesn't allow himsel

to dream enough. He's got to be more flam

boyant and creative. He's just go to let go.

"I use the term athletically reckless*

You've got to dare to do something thai

you've never really thought of before oi

you've thought of it but you haven't allowcc

yourself to try it. Once he can shake thai

conservativeness in his approach, then he'i

got enough talent, and his work ethic ha»

been good enough so that hell reach thos«

accomplishments. He just needs to be dar

ing and then well see a new person."

Simon said he is working on shaking hit

conservativeness.

"That's what I'm focusing on now," h«

said. "I've been trying to go out like a mad
man. I just concentrate on going out hard, i

I have to drop at three miles, the next ract

III go four. I'm just trying to go further eacl

race at a crazy pace."

Week five: favorites look best
Roy says Cowboys should roll over Green Bay

The drought is over! Last Sunday the Dallas Cowboys

ended their six game losing streak against the New York

Giants. By winning21-16 the Cowboys notonly played their

best game ofthe season but also beat the Giants for the first

time since 1987.

Roy Alexander

The Giants took the lead 16-14 with just under six

minutes to go in the fourth quarter thanks to, guess what?

Yes. another gift from the referees, how shocking. Giant

quarterback JeffHostetler threw a 19-yard touchdown pass

to receiver Stephen Baker. Instant replays clearly, at least

to me, showed that that the ball hit the turf just before

Baker caught the ball. Even Baker looked surprised when

it was ruled a touchdown.

Dallas quarterback Troy Aikman marched the Cowboys

all the way down the field and took a 21-16 lead on a 23-yard

touchdown pass to receiver Michael Irvin.

But Jeff Hostetler was not finished just yet. The Giants

quickly and easily moved deep into Dallas territory by

feastingon the slumping Isaac Holt. The Giants had burned

the Dallas cornerback all day, but they went to the well one

to many times when Holt intercepted the ball in the end

zone with over a minute to play.

Don't blame this loss or any other on Hostetler any more.

Hostetler threw for 383 yards against the Cowboys and his

only mistake was listening to coach Handley's last play call.

With a minute and a half to play with the ball inside the

Dallas 30-yard line, why must the Giants go for it all on one

play?

It is time for all of those Johnny-come-lately Giant fans

who have been whining and begging for the return of Phil

Simms to wake up and smell the coffee. The Giants are not

one ofthe top teams in the league this year. The only reason

they won the Super Bowl last year was because they had the

best coach in football.

Not only do they have a new quarterback, but they have

a new full time running back, a new tight end and a new

offensive coordinator. With the careers of O.J. Anderson

and Mark Bavaro coming to a close, the Giants' offense is in

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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SPORTS NOTICE
MIDNIGHT MADNESS

Midnight Madness will be October 14 at 10 p.m. to

12:30 a.m. There will be a three-on-three tournament

for UMass students, and a foul shooting contest for

both men and women. Students can sign up at the

Campus Concourse all week from 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. In

order to participate, they must sign up.

The elimination rounds will be held on October 9, at

7 p.m. at Curry Hicks Cage. The field will be narrowed

to two men and two women. The final will be held after

the three-on-three tournament during Midnight Mad-
ness.

There will be prizes and drawings to area restau-

rants. Grand prize is two round trip US Air tickets to

Florida with Hotel accomodations.

Donations of canned food items will benefit the

Western Mass Food Bank.
INTRAMURALS

Intramural Ice Hockey teams are still being ac-

cepted— bring your completed forms to the Intramural

Office, room 215 Boyden or call 545-2693/0022 for

further details.
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MuUins contractors fined,

safety violations cited

CoUfVUn photo by MaU Sahn

Sign outside Mullins Arena construction site.

By JASON GEORGE and
MARC ELLIOTT
CoUegian Staff

The contractM»buildingthe University ofMassachusetts
Mullins Area w«re fined 162,325 this summer by the Oc-

cupational Safety and Health Administration for federal

health and safety violations.

The general contractor for the $44 million recreational

arena, Suffolk Construction ofRoxbury , and eight different

sub-contractors were accuaed of "aerioua" violations of the

Occupatiorud Safety and HealUi Act.

Suffolk Construction is the samecompany that acddently

damaged two underground power caUes Monday, cutting

off electricity to alinoat half the Universitjr'a campus.

Violations include an incomplete uninsulated terminal

connectors, dsmaged electrical outlet boxes, a damaged
scaffold base aaction, an unguarded pit, uninspected open

trenches snd unprotected trench walls.

As th« graeral contractor for the Mullins Arena, Suffolk

is responaiUe for the overall level and health and safety on

the site. The Roxbury company was fined $25,375 for

"serious' OSHA violatioas.

OSHA defines aerioos violations as presenting "a sub-

stantial probability that death or serious harm could result."

The violations were discovered when OSHA conducted a

"comprehensive programmed safety inspection," between

July 23 and August 5, 1991. aooording to Ronald E. Morin,

OSHA director for Western Massachusetts.

"The ntessage we're sending to contractors who are . . .

working on this project is aimple." Morin said. "Even a

single serious ciution rsflactsa potential danger to workers

which must be addramd or remsdied.

"ilt'si better to hew to the standards and preempt haz-

ards before they occurthan to run the risk ofserious iixjuries

. oc death.' Morin said-

Since the fines were levied. OSHA notes that many ofthe

violations have been corrected, with $15,500 being reduced

for six ofthe nine companies that chose to appeal the OSHA
fines.

Michael Melnick, UMaas project manager for the Mullins

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Anti-apartheid
Nobel winner
to visit UMass
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

and the Associated Press

Anti-apartheid novelist Nadine Gordimer won the

1991 Nobel Prize in Literature yesterday, a week
before her Tuesday night appearance at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts Student Union Ballroom.

Gordimer, 67, is the first woman to win the award

in 25 years.

A White female South African, Gordimer is a

member of the African National Congress. ANC offi-

cials responded to her award:

"In honoring Nadine, one of South Africa's out-

standing writers, the people of the world pay tribute

to all South Afncans who stand for truth, human
dignity and freedom.'

Gordimer has written 10 novels and over 200 short

stories. Some of her works have been banned by the

South African government due to their political con-

tent, but all of her material is now legal in her

homeland.
She refused to leave South Africa, once telling an

interviewer that "to go into exile is to lose your place

in the world."

Gordimer will speak at 8:15 p.m. Tuesday at the

SUB. Upon receiving the news ofGordimer's award,

campus sponsors moved the location of the lecture

from Memorial Hall to the larger capacity ballroom.

Her discussion is entitled "Three in a Bed: Fiction,

Morals and PoUtics.'

Gordimer was attracted to the University through

the help of Stephen Clingman, associate professor of

English.

Clingman has been working with Gordimer for

"about 10 or 12 years." He has edited a collection of

Gordimer's essays, and authored The Novels ofNadine

Gordimer: History from the Inside.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Herndon ruled eligible by Steering Committee
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Suff

Early Thursday morning University of

Massachusetts basketball forward William

Herndon was ruled eligible to play basket-

ball this season by the National Letter of

Intent Steering Committee.
Hemdon's reinstatement sets a prece-

dent, according to coach John Calipari, who
said there were eight similar cases to

Hemdon's.
Every school that belongs to the National

Letter of Intent now knows about the basic

penalty for athletes who transfer before the

completion of their freshman year.

Hemdon's appeal, which stated that he

was not informed about having to sit out for

two full seasons as a result oftransferring to

the University of Massachusetts before he

completed his freshman year at the Uni-

versity ofRichmond, is no longer an original

argument.
"I don't think this will happen again,"

said coach John Calipari. "The argument

that no one knew that the rule existed can't

be used anymore."

Richmond coach Dick Tarrant said that

he was happy for Herndon and that he

wished him the best.

"That's great I that he got his eligibility

back), I love to see kids play basketball,"

Tarrant said.

Tarrant also said that Herndon was

granted a release the day he requested it.

However, the point where Tarrant's argu-

ment differed from what UMass said all

along was his statement that Herndon was

informed about having to sit out two years.

Herndon said that during the meeting,

the committee also question whether or not

he had been informed by Richmond about

having to sit out two seasons instead ofone.

"I was never informed ofthe rule while at

Richmond," Herndon said. "It's a big relief

that it's over — now I can concentrate on

finishing school without having to worry

about an appeal."

Herndon, along with assistant coach

James "Bruiser" Flint, Athletic Director

Frank Mclnemey and Assistant Athletic

Director Elaine Sortino appealed the case in

front ofa five-man committee in Chicago on

Wednesday.

Members ofthe committee included Fred

Jacoby, the Southwest Conference Commis-

sioner, David Price, the Pacific- 10 commis-

sioner, Clayton Chapman, of the Eastern

College Athletic Conference, Karl Benson,

the commissioner of the Mid-American

Conference and James Haney of the Big

West.

None ofthe committee members could be

reached for comment.

The meeting lasted approximately two

hours and the deliberation carried into early

yesterday morning.

"I can't stress enough the job that Frank

and Elaine did," Calipari said. "They went

to bat for Will and that makes me feel proud

to be a part of a school that cares that much
about their students.

"I feel good for Will— it's a big, big day,"

Calipari said.

Inside:

Page 3:

U.S. Express and Peter Pan are striving to

win ourfavor.

Page 6:

Find out who Michael Morrissey 's going to

votefor in the next Presidential election.

Page 7:

Sick ofSiskel and Ebert? We 've got the

Collegian 's new HSCN movie review column!

Weather

I say partly sunny, you say mostly cloudy.

Today's overallforecast: Dreary 'n' Drizzly.

Ray Charles
a 'real treasure'
By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian Staff

A treasure is not just some piece ofjewelry which sits in

a box and gets tarnished wdth age, while maintaining some

type of monetary worth. Rather, a treasure is something

which contains memories, such as an old record, your lucky

coin, your sixth grade autograph book, or a baseball card. It

is something you do not hide in the deep recesses of your

closet, but that you prominently display. You brag of its

origin, and you thirst to tell stories about what it means to

you.

Ray Charles Robinson (he dropped the last name out of

respect for the great boxer) is a true treasure. People love to

tell stories about what he sang when they saw him in

concert. His is the ability to truly use music as a socially

binding force.

Last night's performance at the Fine Arts Center here on

campus attests to this fact.

While the audience buzzed with anticipationoverwhether

or not he would sing Tou got the right one baby," he left

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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The late Professor Leonard A. Rapping
Story on page 3.
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Friday, October 4
U'cture— Russian Graphics and Russian Culture: Histori-

cal Contexts for a Revolution in Visual Representation will

be discussed by Jeffrey Brooks ofJohns Hopkins Univeristy

at 8:00 p.m. in Stirn Auditiorium at Amherst College.

Admission is free.

Lecture — "High and "Low" as One: The Art of the

Vernacular. 1922-1940 by Alfred Appel. Jr. of Northwest-

ern University at 4:00 p.m. at Amherst College in Mead.

Stirn Auditiorium. Free Admission.

Saturday, October 5

Special Event—A service and Shabbat Meal will be held at

the Chabad House at 10:00 a.m.

Theater— New WORLD Theater presents Camp Logan

at the UMass Bowker Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. Admission is

$5.00. $3.00 for students and elders.

Concert — "Dinosaur Jr.' with special guest Gobblehoof,

sponsored by the Union Program Council at the Student

Union Ballroom from 8:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. Admission is

$8.00 for UMass students and $10.00 for all non-students.

Sunday, October 6
Bixfk Signing — To be held by Leslea Newman, author of

Sweet Dark Places at 2:00 p.m. at the Neilson Browsing

Room at Smith College.

Meeting — P.O.W.E.R. will be holding an informational

meeting at 7:30 p.m. in room 306 Student Union.

film — Crossfire will be shown as part of the fimlm

series on the Jews in American Popular Culture at 3:00 p.m.

at S^iuth Colle^je, Seelye 10. Admission is free.

AP photo

IS EIGHT ENOUGH? — Set to make her eighth trip down the aisle this Sunday, Elizabeth
Taylor stands with her flance Larry Fortensky at a news conference in New York in

September. In preparing for what one reporter called "the Super Bowl of tabloid journalism,**

wedding organizers are anticipating that battalions of paparazzi will launch an assault on
Michael Jackson's Santa Ynez ranch, where the pop singer will give the bride away.
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CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP)— NASA
discovered cracks yesterday in the protec-

tive thermal layer ofthe wings of Discovery,

the third space shuttle to be hit by the

perplexing problem.

Of the five thermal seals removed for

inspection, one was cracked, said NASA
spokeswoman Lisa Malone. More of the 44

seals were to be inspected on NASA's most
traveled spaceship.

The problem was first noticed last week
on Atlantis, scheduled to fly in space in

November. Eight cracked seals were dis-

covered on Atlantis' wings
Nine cracked seals were uncovered this

week on the wings of Columbia, which is

undergoing modifications at Rockwell

International's shuttle assembly plant in

Palmdale, California.

The reinforced carbon seals are along the

edges of the shuttle wings and pretect the

orbiter from the intense heat ofatmospheric

re-entry.

Engineers still do not know how or when
the cracks occurred. It appears as though

the seals were damaged on the ground and

not during flight, Malone said.

Technicians were expected to finish re-

placing the damaged seals on Atlantis with

spares Friday. It is uncertain whether the

work will delay Atlantis' upcoming military

mission.

COME AND
DISCOVER

.

a world of opportunity with Ashland Chemical, a Fortune 100
loader in the sales, markcMmg, arxJ technology of specialty chem-
ical products We are pleased to host an exclusive company
presentation

Oct. 9, 1991on

from 7:00 to 8:30 PM

at Classroom 81 1 B, Campus Canter

All interested students are encouraged to attend and learn more
about the variety of exciting career opportunities we have for you

Casual dress is suggested

Ashland Chemical

An Equal Oppoflunity Employer
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Economist Leonard A. Rapping struck down at 58
' Leonard Silk, economist for the New York Times.

University of Massachusetts economics professor and

nationally-known economist I.,eonard A. Rapping. 58. of

Newton, Mass.. died Tuesday in Boston following a heart

attack.

Born in Indianapolis, Indiana on April 16. 1934, Rapping

began teaching labor and macroeconomics at the University

in 1974. Before that he taught at Carnegie-Mellon University

in Pittsburgh, Penn.

"U^onard Rapping possessed a wide-ranging intellect,

and he cared passionately about ideas and, equally, real

conditions in the world," said William G. Shepherd, chair of

the economics department.

"His work was creative and had large impacts, and not

just in rational expectations theory. He will be sorely

missed by his colleagues," Shepherd said.

Rapping was the author of several books, including The

Economic Value of the American Merchant Marine, and

International Reorganization and American Economic

Policy.

Rapping co-authored an article on "Real Wages. Employ-

ment and Infiation." This article laid a foundation for

equilibrium business cycle theory, which has become an

important part of modern macroeconomic theory.

He was also hailed by Boston Globe economics columnist

David Warsh as, "(One of) the deepest minds" in the field, in

a 1989 article Rapping was also a known colleague o

Rapping served on the board of editors for the AmericoM

Ecoomics Review and The Review ofRadical Political Eco

nomics. He also worked as an economist for the Rand

Corporation, a Southern California think-tank, and was a

consultant to a number of federal agencies.

In 1985, Rapping was named to head a studyon technology

and employment sponsored by the National Academy of

Sciences, the National Institute of Engineering and the

Irwtitute of Medicine.

The panel spent two years investigating whether tech-

nol(«y changed the levels and distribution of employment

across occupations, social groups and regions. It also con-

sidered technology's impact on wages, labor relations and

the demands foremployment-based education and training.

Rapping received his bachelor's degree from the Uni-

versity of California at Los Angeles, and was elected to the

naUonal honor society Phi BeU Kappa in hisjunior year. He

received his master's and doctoral degrees from the Uni-

versity of Chicago.

He began his career as a specialist in radical economics,

later shifting to a more conservative view. He also served as

a visiting professor at Notre Dame University, Brandeis

University and the University of Nevada.

Dr. Rapping is survived by his wife, Judith and his

children Aliscm and Jonathan. —Staff Reports

CoUecian photo by Carrie Wyeih

AND NOW HERE'S SOMETHING YOU'LL
REALLY LIKE! — Rocky is poised to leap

onto the head of the next unsuspecting

pedestrian outside Melville residence hall.

BOG reopens
Craft Shop

By SARAH J. BOLFING
Collegian Correspondent

The Board of Governors decided to reopen the

Student Union Craft Shop with a newly revised

management policy last night, following much debate.

The Craft Shop closed until a permanent full-time

director could be found. The director is to be hired by

the Student Activities Office.

With the passage of last night's proposal, the Craft

Shop will reopen in approximately three weeks.

In addition, both graduate and undergraduate

studenU will he hired and approximately $13-18,000

will be saved annually. Finally, the BOG commit-

tees will now oversee all management, financial and

budgeUry matters regarding the Craft Shop.

The BOG's role is to oversee events taking place m
the Campus Center and Student Union, including the

Craft Shop.
. r- a

Earlier, a separate proposal concerning the Cratt

Shop was debated and later defeated by a deciding vote

from BOG Chair Micah Levy.

"We have the chance to give grad students the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Buses race for student fares
By JACQUELINE SAVINON
Collegian Correspondent

Are you tired of delays, mobs and high prices when

traveling in and out of Amherst?

If so, the U.S. Express bus company has vowed to

"provide quality service at the right price," according to ito

president.

Before, studente had no alternative but to bus with Peter

Pan. For the past two weeks, U.S. Express has been offering

a special deal : a free return ticket to UMass on Sunday with

the purchase of a ticket to Boston on Friday.

According to U.S. Express President John Heriihy, the

company plans to present studente with even more incen-

Uves in the future, including giving away restaurant dis-

counts in Boston to students who choose U.S. Express.

A Market Student Research poll commissioned by U.S.

Express revealed that 80 percent of students would try an

alternative if it was available. After students complained

about high prices and express buses taking the scenic route,

U S Express decided to start service in Amherst.

I n November, Heriihv plans to conduct another survey to

recognize further student needs. For one thing, students

are already asking for service to Hartford and New York

Peter Pan has provided service into and out of Amherst

for the past 35 years. Over this period, they have become

known for frequent hourly departures on a daily basis and

being a reliable mainstay of traveling studente.

Since they are the larger bus company, Peter Pan can

travel to a wider area ofthe Northeast— not only to Boston.

Yet, studente have traditionally griped about the five- to

six-hour trips to New York and rush-hour mob scenes.

Ehiring the application to the Public Utilities Board for

licensing a new bus company in the area, Heriihy asked the

Peter Pan President if he ever conducted a student survey^

"He said they knew what was best for their customers."

Heriihy said.

Peter A. Picknelly. Peter Pan president, said "with our

sUte of the art computers we survey the peak times of

student travel providing unlimited seating."

Picknelly criticized U.S. Express as "being a dangerous

operation." Picknelly said students are abandoned in front

of the Essex Hotel in Boston, "which is not the very best

hotel. ,,.,,. L
"We have a sUte ofthe art bus station, [whilel they have

no shelter for studente." said Picknelly.

UMass student Laura Barbieri said "the [U.S. Express]

bus left us at the corner of Essex and the train sUtion was

less than 50 yards away."

A UMass student traveler said. "U.S. Express is on time,

their bus drivers are a lot friendlier and showed the Dick

Tracy movie along the ride." U.S. Express is equipped with

TV monitors. ,

"U.S. Express is more comfortable, the seats are bigger,

said Jimmy Loulourgas, another UMass student.

As time goes on, U.S. Express hopes to expand their
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False alarms on increase
JOSEPH REINERT
Collegian Correspondent

Fire alarms at the University of Massa-

chusetts are up 100 percent from last year,

despite the fact that actual fire activity has

not increased, said a University fire pre-

vention official.

During the 1991 fiscal year at UMass

there was over $200,000 worth of damage

done to campus property due to fire.

Next week, studente will have the op-

portunity to be educated about these and

other related trends during National Fire

Prevention Week.
From October 6 to 12, the National Fire

Protection Association and UMass' Division

of Environmental Health and Safety will be

sponsoring a week of educational and other

activities about the dangers of fire.

Fire Prevention Week was initiated in

1922 by president Warren G. Harding as a

response to the devastating Great Chicago

Fire.

David Beaudin, associate fire prevention

oflicer, said that next week will be an op-

portunity for students to get general infor-

mation about fire prevention and to sign up

for training programs.

"We will have information booths set up

in the Campus Center Concourse, Monday

to Friday, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m." Beaudin said.

"There will also be booths set up in the four

dining halls, Monday to Thursday during

the dinner hours. Ifstudente have questions

or want to find about training programs,

like how to use a fire extinguisher, this is a

good time."

There are other activities planned,

Beaudin said.

"We will be making some visite to the

three daycare centers on campus to get the

children used to firefighters," he said. "And

the town fire station in Amherst Center will

be holding an open house on October 1 2 from

9 a.m. to 1 p.m."

Beaudin pointed out that the activities

planned for next week are in addition to the

usual educational services the agency sup-

plies.

"At the beginning of every year, we run

training programs for all the new RAs," he

said. "We will also do demonstrations and

fire-prevention training for anyone who

wante it throughout the school year. And we

will be setting up informational booths in

each residence hall on different nighte during

the year.

The fire prevention agency, operating 24

hours a day and 7 days a week, is also

responsible for the investigation offires and

the inspection and upkeep offire prevention

devices on campus like alarms, sprinklers,

and fire hydrante.

In addition, the agency runs training

programs for school employees, especially

hotel workers and building custodians, who

work around the clock in area where the

possible human loss is greatest.

Beaudin said most residence hall fires

are due to carelessness.

"The leading causes of residence hall

fires are people not being careful with lit

candles and smoldering cigarettes that end

up in the trash," he said. "A very small

percentage ofcampus fires are ofa suspicious

nature."

He said fires at non-resident halls, like

the one last year at Clark International

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

False alarms no joke
Prcmks exact financialj physical costs

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian StafT

Every week at the University ofMas-

sachusette someone maliciously pulls a

fire alarm, unknowingly sparking im-

mediate responses from theUMass Police,

Amherst Fire Department, the Physical

Plant and UMass fire inspectors as they

rush to the scene.

"I get upset," said Amherst Fire De-

partment Chief Victor Zumbruski. "It's

more than a nuisance call, it's a federal

ofTGns6

Zumbruski says when they respond to

a fire alarm at UMass, it depletes the

town's fire and ambulance resources for

15-20 minutes.

According to Environmental Health

and Safety figures, there were 118 ma-

licious activations of false alarms last

year, almost double that of the previous

year.

Southwest Residential area had 90

last year. Central had 18, Northeast had

one and both Orchard Hill and Sylvan

had none.

Keith Hoyle, UMass senior fire pre-

vention officer, is mainly concerned with

the repeated effect of false fire alarms on

residente.

"What concerns me the most is that

studentebecome apathetic after the third

or fourth fire alarm and don't move,"

Hoyle said.

He pointed to an example in 1977 in

John Quincy Adams in Southwest. A
malicious false fire alarm was pulled at 2

a.m. and three hours later, firefighters

carried nine studente out of the building

who were overcome by smoke from an

actual fire.

"I don't think [the people who pull

alarms] realize the implications of what

they're doing," Hoyle said.

"They are desensitizing studente to

the real meaning of a fire alarm," Hoyle

said.

Hoyle also said there are many sec-

ondary dangers of false fire alarms.

Each year, several studente are injured

from sprains or falls from quickly evacu-

ating the residence halls. In addition,

speeding firetrucks racing to an alarm

pose a real hazard to traffic. Hoyle said

nationwide last year, 29 firefighters were

killed in traffic accidente.

Malicious fire alarms seriously deplete

the area's fire and safety resources, Hoyle

said. The town of Amherst has only six

full-time firefighters who also run the

town's ambulance service.

When fire crews respond to a call that

is often false, Amherst and some sur-

rounding communities are without fire

and ambulance service for 15 to 20 min-

utes.

"They are tying up more resources for

what— a prank," said Hoyle.

He referred to an incident last se-

mester where crews who were respond-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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arena, told the Daily Hampsh trv Gazette that

OSHAis the strictest ofthe many inspectors

on the site. He said three UMass engineers

are on the site daily, the university's health

and hazard department inspects it bi-weekly,

a state building inspector visits once or

twice a month and an insurance company
\isit8 monthly.

A Suffolk Construction hydraulic pwwer

shovel cut two of four underground electri-

cal cables at the Mullins site Monday leav-

ing parts of the campus without electricity

for up to four hours.

Each of the cables carried 13.800 volts of

power, with one of the four running directly

on to campus, Director of Physical Plant

Engineering Hemiine Randall said.

Suffolk has a history of electrical acci-

dents. A Suffolk construction crew accidently

severed an underground cable in West
Springfield in June of 1990, plunging more

than 40 stores in the Riverdale Street

shopping center into darkness for almost

three hours.

I^ss than a month later, a cement wall

the size of a football field at the Riverdale

Street site collapsed. While no one was hurt

when the 36-by-395 wall was toppled by

approximately 30 mph winds, 14 construc-

tion workers where working at the site when
the accident iK-curred.

The Fall River firm of Bell Masonry, a

Suffolk subcontractor, built the wall.

Suffolk filed an appeal to OSHA, getting

its fine reduced to $13,425.

Nobel

Photo co«ri*«> of thr AP New» Library

Nadine Gordimer

CONTINUED Ff?OM PAGE 1

"Over 40 years, her work has given what

1 call an inner history ofSouth African liA>."

said Clingman, also from South Africa

"For many years she has been consider-

ing issues of what it means to be a writer in

South Africa — questions of political com-

mitments, moral commitmenta and artistic

commitments."
Gordimer began writing at the age of 9,

and had her first short story published six

years later. At 27, her first book. Face toFace,

was published.

"She came to politics through being a

writer,' Clingman said. "She has a com-

mitment to the craft of writing and social

justice in South Africa."

Her most recent novel, published in 1990.

13 My Son's Story, about a married Black

man who falls in love with a fellow activist,

a White woman
The Swedish Academy, which awarded

the prize worth about $1 million, singled out

My Son's Story for praise, saying. "The re-

lationship of the lovers is described with

great tenderness. At the same time, the

unyielding political reality constantly in-

trudes.

Jazz by

REVOLUTIONARY

MUSIC ENSEMBLE

TACO BAR
Make Your

Own Taco

.59<?

BROASTED
HOT WINGS
by 1/2 Lb.

$2.50 Lb.

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

concert
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them assured that he is not losing j^ight ot

the music which has cemented him a

place in the hearts of all those who have

heard him Who else these days (with as

much money as Mr. Charles has) can sing

"Busted", and still mean it? Probably no

one, other than perhaps B. B. King

His orchestra is tight, simple, and ef-

fective. They provide the voicings that

give Ray Charles the vehicle he needs to

soar through st>me of the most sincere

•blues' that one gets the opportunity to

hear. His Raeletts ( note: not the ones from

thecommercial ) round out the sound with

the boisterously gospel derived call and

responsorial singing that is the signature

of African-American music.

One ofthe most sincerest indicators of

a musician's worth is a musician's ability

to please an audience containing a full

range of ages. Neither young nor old can

r.sist the infectious rhythms that Ray

( liarles lays down. You can dance, or just

tap your feet, sing-along, or reminisce.

Whatever it is you choose to do (or what-

ever it is that Ray Charles makes you

do), you do it without question. It hap-

pens. It happened last night.

Yes he sang "Georgia", and it sounded

better than ever. His audience asides

still sparkle with wit and honesty. He
takes songs you never thought you could

hear in a new light, like "Oh, What A
Beautiful Morning", and he illuminates

them with a full moon of glorious bril-

liance — the kind that you can stare into

without hurting your eyes.

Like a true treasure, Ray Charles has

not lost his lustre because ofhis material

gain. His voice, energy, and smile still

ring true. He is like that baseball card of

your favorite player that you would never

trade or sell, no matter what you would

get in return for it. He is irrepressible in

the mind's eye of his audience, and of

himself

BOG
•t'« us«» it reapon-
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opportunity ofa lifetime,

sibly," Levy said.

Gov. Paul McGoimigal, who put up the

motions, said he did considerable research

into the matters facing the Craft Shop and

its problems.

"Just because the SAO has undergone a

search for the position, does not mean there

isgood sensi.* behind i the hiringofstudents I,"

he said. "We have an opportunity to 'insti-

tute' a greater student model
~

The Board members continually ex

pressed their feelings on the importance of

theCraft Slwp for the students. This included

Campus Center Director Bill Harris, who
noted that students especially enjoy and

utilize the Shop throughout the cold season

Harris said he thought it was important

that student's needs were met.

When the meeting was adjourned,

McGonnigal said. "I'm pleased to see that

students have realized they have a respon-

sibility towards other students; this ideal is

embodied in the actions of the Board of

Governors of 1991-92."

CRYSTAL SPRINGS
PIZZERIA AND LOUNGE
Home ot the Buy One Pizza and Get One FREE!!!

Tuesday nights are

All You Can Eat
pizza night for just

$3.95

"OPEN MIC NIGHT
EVERY

WEDNESDAY NIGHTN.

^
.v.iti\l C K^ |'KI\( >- !M \7 \ • Tl,-i- ivt,

We've Got 'em

Black

Brown

Green

Red

Women's Shoes, Clothing & Accessories

Amherst Brattleboro

413.253.2563 802.254.4421
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Benefit reduction plan rejected
^^^r^^^, . . r,. . 1 . J 1 itu «R <v^^ <Ton<>nn HriicTB nnri !ttin for t.hnfte with brand names.

buses

BOSTON (AP) — A proposal to reduce health care

benefits for state employees to offset a legislative refusal to

increase their premium contributions has been rejected by

the Group Insurance Commission.
The GIC, which oversees insurance for state employees,

rejected the Weld administration's proposals on an 8-3 vote

$5 for generic drugs and $10 for those with brand names.

Those increases and the start of a pharmacy-preferred

provider plan are expected to save $2.1 million this fiscal

year.

The commission rejected the major proposal after House

SpeakerCharlesF. Flaherty, D-Cambridge,and laborgroups

Gov. William F. Weld says the program, which includes protested the proposed increases.

current and retired state employees and their families, will

have a $45 miUion deficit this year because the Legislature

refused to raise the employees' share of costs from 10

percent to 25 percent.

Dominic Slowey, a financial spokesman for Weld, said

"We don't control the board pohtically. It's incumbent on

them to live within their appropriation.

"It is also incumbent on the Legislature to appropriate

the correct amount of money for the program," he said.

Approximately 255,000 residents are provided medical

coverage through the Group Insurance system.

Delores Mitchell, executive director of the commission,

said Wednesday the plan it rejected would have saved $14

million.

The commiBsion did raise the $3 fee for prescriptions to

Ms. Mitchell said both commission members appointed

by Weld and one appointed by former Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis supported the proposed increases.

But the three representatives of organized labor, one

representing retired employees and the other members

opposed it, she said.

A letter from Flaherty that was hand-delivered shortly

before the commission was to vote said "any reduction in

benefits for employees, retirees and their families is un-

necessary."

Flaherty said the House made it clear it does not want

premiums increased or benefits cut.

"In the event funds are inadequate, supplemental funds

vvrill be appropriated as has been customarily done in the

past," he said.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

service. Buses will run to the other campuses m the area

and provide more frequent scheduling. Currently service

only runs on Friday and Sunday expresses to and from

Boston.

Herlihy said U.S. Express has sUrted a "two to three

month promotional campaign."
^

"The first issue is awareness: people don't realize we ve

started service. The second is quality," said Herlihy.

He said he wants to "provide first class quality at lower

prices. After students try U.S. Express they won't leave."

prevention

alarms
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

ing to a false fire alarm in Kennedy were delayed by 10

minutes in responding to an actual fire in a lumberyard.

In addition. Hoyle estimated that responding to fire

alarm costs the University and town $600 to $800 per

call.

Still, he says, "I'd rather see a false alarm than a

By maliciously pullinga false alarm, offenders could

receive a fine of up to $600 or up to one year in jail.

Housing Services even offers a $500 reward for infor-

mation leading to the conviction of false alarm perpe-

trators. ....
Some fire alarms do spray a red dye on the person s

hand who pulls the alarm, p'Connell said, but still "it s

very hard to catch people
"

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

House, are often electrical in nature.

The Fire Prevention program at UMass is an on-campus

agency, but works closely with Amherst's Fire and Police

Department. Beaudin said the agency will also be running

first-time educational programs with UMass' Greek orga-

nizations, which are technically off-campus houses.

For any information about the upcoming Fire Prevention

or fire prevention in general, call 545-2682 or go to room

N414 in Morrill Science Center.

.^^^ •- ^H
pop-
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Dr. Sharon Kipetz

Dean of Students
and

The Staff of the Dean of Students Office

Cordially invites members of

the University community

to the

Dean of Students Office

OPEN HOUSE

BIlSiiMla^
Thfill: to experience or cause to experience K
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CALL US!!!
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4 JUMPS
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Room 227 Whitmore Building
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$1.50
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Editorial/Opinion
Tlie opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartcx>nist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the C\)llegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Fundamentalist religions deny changes in social mores
Separation of church and stat« is a noble idea, essential

to a true demt)cracy and a just society, but in the real world
It has yet to be realized, much to the detriment of women,
gays, lesbians, bisexuals, and people of color.

Historically, the story of Cain and Abel was uKed by
Southern bigots to justify slavery— they argued that dark-
skinned people were part of an inferior race, and they
pounded on the Bible to emphasize their point.

Today, although great gains have been made in the legal

battle against radsin. any conacious being living in this

countrv- knows that prejudice still remains in the hearts and
minds of many Whites.

I remember visiting a town in my Midwestern Bible Belt

state a few years ago and being absolutely shocked by the

segregation I witnessed and heard about there. Despite

state and federal laws. Blacks still lived in a separate

ghetto, they weren't welcome in some restaurants, and the

general community consensus was that this was the way it

should be. The year was 1982.

Women have been strutting for equality for over a

century, and perhaps the apex of our current struggles

occurred around the ERA in the 19708. . now many young
women tell me the battle is over, and we have equal rights,

and I wonder — do they read the newspaper? Are they

aware that Christian sexists are gathering in huge num-
bers in states across the Union, particularly my own home

state, to try to rob women of the control we thought we had

finally won over our own bodies?

For a number ofcenturies now, Christians have used this

wondrous tome of irrefutable truth known as the Bible to

justify the unrelenting persecution of homosexuals. Be-

cause at some point in some society long since dead, someone

wrote something that centuries latersomeone else translated

to mean what they thought, according to their innate

assumptions, meant that "homosexuals are unnatural" and

therefore, unacceptable to God.

Trystan Skeigh

, It never ceases to amaze me how. where Christian and

Catholic fundamentalism begins, common sense ends.

Surely any thinking being, not under the heavy thumb of

dogma and the fear of ostracization, condemnation, or

excommunication, can see that timeless spiritual truths are

a completely different animal than social mores (i.e. wide-

spread social opinion), which dramatically changes with

time and place.

And to deny an examination of social contexts to those

trv'ing to understand the authors lucky enough to be included

in the pared-down and polished tome (Oh yes. folks — it

used to be a lot thicken we call the Bible seems ludicrous.

How can anyone possibly defend Paul's vitriolic attacks on
women and gays as inspired spiritual truths without stopping

to check whether or not Paul's education, societal and
personal life experience could have been responsible for

those views instead? (And 1 contend they definitely were!)

How is it that once a work is chosen to be included in the

anthology we call the Bible, all critical thinking about it is

supposed to stop?

The danger within religious fundamentalism is that it

teaches people to stop thinking and blindly follow. History

is littered with disastrous consequences resulting from this

dynamic, including Nazi Germany, Rev. Jim Jones and his

fatal purple Kool-Aidcommunion, witch hunts, inquisitions,

even war itself. . .

If 1 ever raise children, the one message I hope I can give

them IS this: THINK FOR YOURSELVES. AND FOLLOW
YOUR OWN HEART!

Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. dreamed of a time when all

human beings could sit at a table of fellowship together —
1 believe that his vision, one of unconditional love and
acceptance of difference, describes a truly advanced spiri-

tual civilization.

It seems highly ironic to me that organized religion

seems to be this society's biggest block to attaining Dr.

King's dream of loving inclusively.

Trystan Skei^ih is a Collegian columnist

Bush clinched re-election
While the Democratic Party was out

roaming the streets, looking to find a feasible

presidential candidate. President George
Bush clinched re-election last week with his

proposal to cut nuclear weapons drastically,

latere is simply nothing more for the man to

do overseas. Bush has proven himself to be

a capable president in the area of foreign

affairs, but many people aren't satisfied.

The president has many detractors, es-

pecially at this fine campus. Just go into

Food forThought Books sometime, and you1l

easily find anti-Bush propaganda for the

whole family.

Michael Morrissey

The reason so many o( these liberals

dislike Bush is that while he has done much
to help out the plight of the Eastern Euro-
pean citizen, he has not given middle-claaa

America a bigger piece of the pie. "^o more
Bush," these liberals scream.

The sad truth is that Americans, in

general, are too small-minded and nation-

alistic to realize that Bush has pulled offyet

another great foreign policy coup. They sit

around, whining, "Do something for us."

forgetting that the last president who tried

to push an aggressive domestic policy let US
citizens overseas remain as hostages, and
killed more by a lame-ass rescue attempt
that ended in a helicopter crash. It took
President Reagan to save Carter's ass and
bring the hostages home.

In fact, if I remember correctly, Carter's
energy policy was to let Americans with
)dd-numbered license plates purchase
;'asoline on Mondays. Wednesdays, and
]>idays, with even plates buying on Tues-
days, Thursdays, and .Saturdays. (Or was it

t he other way around?) What a guy! Keep in

•nind when you vote next November, folks,

hat he was the Donkey Party's last president

Reviewing Bush's proposal of last week
^ 'jst makes it seem even better. For you anti-

nuclear people, youll be happy to know that

nuclear-armed U.S. bombers will no longer

be armed and on con.stant alert.

For the anti-defense people,just the news
that Bush is proposingdeepcuts is satisfying.

The proposal of reducing and eventually

eliminating all short-range nuclear war-

heads, taking cruise missiles off warships

and submarines, and canceling the contro-

versial MX Peacekeeper missiles signify a

wilUngness of the U.S. to become more re-

sponsible.

Bush reached out to the Soviets by ask-

ing them to cut their weapons also. As you
may have heard, they have already agreed
in principle, as have France and England, to

cut nuclear weapons. They have responded
to Bush's challenge courageously, and a

citizen must be encouraged by this. Time
and time again, the President has made
strides overseas.

The question that you will ask is, "Does it

really matter?" Afier all, we have homeless,

poor, and elderly who aren't cared for

properly. This is a problem in the United
States, one that Bush hasn't been able to

solve. It is for this reason that Bush was
named "Man ofthe Year" by Time magazine
last year.

A capable foreign diplomat. Bush has
lacked a strong domestic agenda. He has
only succeeded in making himself the "Va-

cation President" at home. On the other

hand, few Democrats have shown enough
guts to announce themselves as candidates.

We can look forward to another four years of

capable leadership.

Bush has worked capably with the United
Nations, he has extended his hand in

friendship to both Mikhail Gorbachev and
Boris Yeltsin, and he has successfully led a
military coahtion through the Gulf War.
The president has also seen the release of

Western hostages, and has professed hope
for a "New World order." Some say it's not
enough, but for re-election, I know it is.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegiancolumnist

Article covering cannabis reform
rally trivialized a serious issue

Jason MacDonald a year later
I find myself thinking about Jason

MacDonald. I wonder where he is and if

anything nasty happened to his persecutors.

A month into the semester, no one has
mentioned his name. That bothers me, be-

''ause I think he was one of the few genuine
victims we've had on this campus, where
being victimized is fashionable and sought
after by so many.

For those who are new here or have
forgotten, Jason came to UMass last fall, a

freshman full of enthusiasm and hope. He
decided that here, where diversity and tol-

erance are so highly valued, he would stand
up his beliefs. Active in the LBGA and
Queer Nation, he was quoted in these pages
and photographed.

But the Happy Valley wasn't kind to

Jason. An act of meanness violating his

rights jeopardized his ability to study, pro-

test, party orjust walk around campus. Was
he beat up by drunken, drooling frat boys?

No. Death-threatened and harassed into

paranoid lunacy? Ignored by professors and

administration? No. He was outed to his
parents by his LBGA pals. I'm not sure why.
Unnamed .sources gave ambiguous reasons.
The bottom line is that his parents, or maybe
just Mr. MacDonald, didn't understand his
activities. The last I heard, they probably
weren't going to pay for his education. I

suppose no one cares.

ThatJason was di.scriminated against by
the very people who whine daily about
homophobia and discrimination elevated
him to martjT status in my mind. So Jason,
ifyou're here, say something. I'd like to buy
you a drink. If you're not, I wish you luck.

The mediocrity and pettiness of an en-
trenched group of assholes screwed up your
life. And to these assholes, I say only this: by
demonstrating your lack of integrity and
moral bankruptcy, you will drive potential

allies away in what is at first a slow trickle,

but what will become a torrent.

Chris J. Petropoulos
Orchard Hill

"Watered-down reefer rally stru^les on"
iCollegian, Sept. 25) was a fitting headline
for last Thursday's watered-down article

concerning the hemp rally ofthe day before.

The frivolity with which the Collegian re-

ported the day's activities and the level of
misinformation presented was disastrous.

Cannabis reform is a weighty issue with
ties into civil rights, environmental and
economic concerns. A cooperation between
the Cannabis Action Network (a Kentucky-
based national effort) and the UMass Can-
nabis Reform Coalition succeeded in bringing
speakers and information about the topic to

the Student Union steps on September 25.

In spite of the weather, many stopped to

talk.

In two words the article trivialized the
entire event with a pun. A disinterested
tone and countless errors both in grammar
and journalism reflected badly not only on
the Collegian, but also on the groups in-

volved. Sarah Bolfing seemed intent on
telling everyone that nothing important
happened.

Ms. Bolfing also seemed to convey a very
negative image of the groups by misrepre-
senting their intents; she concentrated on
the recreational use ofcannabis rather than
its many other purposes. The tunnel-vdsion
is most evident in her interview of CAN
spokesperson Kevin Aplin. In what could
only have been a calculated effort, she at-
tempted to lead Aplin astray, down the
"garden path," so to speak, by repeatedly
pumping him for misleading information.

Aplin spoke to Ms. Bolfing for approxi-
mately 10 minutes about cannabis, giving
much information about its uses as a source

of fuel, paper, textiles and food. None of this

information was relayed in her article. Fi-

nally, Aplin conceded to comment briefly

about recreational usage. This statement
was the only one printed.

It is this prejudiced treatment that poses

the greatest obstacle to cannabis reforma-
tion. The social stereotype of the "pot-head"

does untold damage to the cannabis move-
ment. Ms. Bolfing even went so far as to

apply this stereotype to Elvy Mussika, a

much-respected speaker and speaker at the

rally. In the article, Mussika was immedi-
ately portrayed as a seriou.s "pot-head."

Emphasis was drawn to the extent of her

medicinal use and the fact that she pursues
the right to grow her own "more potent

stuff."

UMACRC is a newly-formed group on
campus. We are recognized by the Student
Government Association and pending Stu-

dent Activities Office approval, soon will be

a registered Student Organization on cam-
pus. Bad publicity at any time is harmful to

our cause. Contrary to popular opinion, not

everyone who supports cannabis reform
smokes marijuana. Nor is every cannabis
smoker a "pot-head." We urge the Collegian

to take us seriously, and ask them to be

more careful about reviewing our events in

the future.

If you are interested in further informa-

tion about our cause, feel free to contact any
ofour members. They will be glad to educate

you on the issue.

Kai A. Price
UMACRC

Editor's note: three other members of

UMACRC signed this letter

Arts & Living
Hollywood box-office hopes rest on new^ films
By JON LUPO
Collegian Correspondent

Hollywood is pulling out all the stops this fall and
Christmas, hoping to take your seven dollars to add to the
sagging box office. This year, Tinseltown has covered all the
bases. Look for the usual Oscar hopefuls, screwball comedies,
earnest dramas, and a few remakes.

Both Disney and Universal are coming out vrith new
animated features. Disney has Beauty and the Beast, cre-

ated by the team who did such a good job on The Little

Mermaid. Disney's competition is an animated sequel,
Universal's An American Tail: Fievel Goes West. This one's

produced by Steven Spielberg's AmbUn Entertainment.
Speaking of Spielberg, he has his own hands full with
Dustin Hoffman as Captain Hook, Julia Roberts as
Tinkerbell, and Robin Williams as a grown up Peter Pan in

the $50 million fantasy. Hook.
John Hughes. "Mr. Home Alone", has two new features

this fall. Macaulay Culkin stars with Jamie Lee Curtis in

My Girl. Kelly Lynch and James Belushi headline Hughes'
Curly Sue. Speaking ofcomedy , check out Oscar winner Joe
Pesci as The Super, about a slumlord who is sentenced to

live in one of his own tenements. Matthew Broderick does
the fish out of water thing in Welcome to the Buzzsaw. Da-
da-da-da-dum-dum. . . it's The Addams Family starring

Angelica Huston and Raul Julia. There are two new black

comedies out. One is Go Natalie, starring Joseph Philips as
a real estate man who is smitten with Natalie and decides

that he must have her. They're back. . . Kid N' Play reteam

for a P.J. party on campus in House Party 2.

Danny Devito has two new movies coming soon. The first

co-stars Gregory Peck in Norman Jewison's Other People's

Afoney, and theotherisadrama entitledJac* theSear. River

Phoenix also has a double-header this season. First up is the

comedy. Dogfight, about a marine who makes a bet to bed

the ugliest girl he can find. Second is the very serious Afy

Own Private Idaho, a drama starring Phoenix and Keanu
Reeves as homosexual male prostitutes. 'Idaho' was di-

rected by GuB Van Sant, the man who brought us Drugstore

Cowboy. The flip side of that is Whore, a gritty drama
starring Theresa Russel, that is definitely not Pretty

Woman.
Christmas is traditionally the best time to release movies

wanting Oscar consideration. This year is no different.

Among those hoping to grab the award is the five-time

nominee Glenn Close as an opera singer in the comedy
Meeting Venus. Other contenders include Barbra Streisand

and Nick Nolte in The Prince of Tides, a heavy drama about

suicide. Look for a period drama in Afa<iamffloi'ary; all about

that notorious social climber who gets her due. Bette Midler

leaves Disney and stars with James Caan in a story a'oout

five decades of the USO in For The Boys. Richard Gere and
director Akira Kurosawa (!) team up for Rhapsody in Au-
gust. GereisaJaptnieBeAinexicanO.DwhocomeBtofiagSkBaki

to convince his aunt to visit Gere's wealthy brother. Michael
Douglas and Melanie Griffith star in a Nazi adventure tale

called Shining Through . A hot couple indeed, Warren Beatty

and mother-to-be Annette Bening star in Bugsy, a comedy
about the legendary gangster Bugsy Seigel . Michelle Pfeifller

costars with Dennis Haysbert in an interracial love story

called Love Field. Pfeiffer also teams up with Al Pacino in

another love story, Frankie and Johnny. Lawrence Kasdan
(The Big Chill) directs another ensemble drama, Grand
Canyon, with Kevin Kline and Steve Martin. Sean Penn
wrote and directed his latest, Indian Runner, which stars

Dennis Hopper. Jodie Foster acts as well as ^red&LittleMan
Tate with Dianne Weist.

On the remake front, look for Martin Scorsese's Cape Fear,
starring Robert DeNiro, Jessica Lange, and Nick Nolte.

Steve Martin does his best Spencer Tracy in Father of the

Bride, with Diane Keaton co-starring. Don Johnson teams
up with his much more famous wife in Paradise, directed by
Mary Agnes Donoghue.

In the mood for a little susipense & mystery? Check out

Tom Berrenger in Shattered, (joldie Hawn in Deceived, David

Mamet's Homocide and Hudson Hawk's very own Bruce
WilUs in The Last Boy Scout, this time teaming with "In

Living Color'"B Damon Wayans.
And finally, the movie season could not be complete

without Star Trek VI: The Undiscovered Country.
Everyone's back (Yes, the/re all alive) and expect this one

to tie in with "Star Trek: The Next Generation," setting up
a whole new series ofStar Trek" flicks.

A little overwhelmed? Don't worry, you can catch up with

them all next summer when they're on video. Sure bets? I'd

want to catch Hook, The Addams Family, Beauty and the

Beast in the theaters, as well as My Own Private Idaho,

Bugsy, Homicide, and Meeting Venus. See you at the the-

ater!

Doors drummer Densmore delivers satisfaction
By MARK I'RES TON
Collegian Staff"

Seven hundred people waited in antici-

pation on Wednesday night to hear John
Densmore speak about his new hook. Riding
The Storm, an autobiography about his in-

volvement with the legendary band The
Doors.

In Densmore's book, a national best-

eller, "he comes to terms with Doors singer

Jim Morrison's place in his life. He deals

with feelings of anger over the late singers

self-destructive behavior, which constantly

threatened the group's career and led to

Morrison's death at age 27."

Resounding applause overcame Bowker
auditorium, for the first Distinguished Visi-

tors Program of the fall semester, when
Densmore took to the podium at approxi-

mately 8:20. He tried to hold back a smile of

appreciation as the applause continued until

he brought it to a halt.

"This is not a rock concert, this is a
college lecture," he screamed as he took the
microphone and swung it wildly in the air,

reminiscent of singer Roger Daltry's stage

antics of the band The Who.
He proceeded to take a match and light a

stick of incense. Densmore said "When the

Doors played, we always lit incense because
it got us in a collective mood, the smell left

the outside world behind. .

."

Densmore's lecture was split into three

parts. He read excerpts form his book while

intertwining videos of the Doors and play-

ing the drums which seemed to set the mood
for the evening. He started the lecture by
reading a letter he had written to Morrison
aft«r Morrison's death, explaining the feel-

ings that he had for the singer. The audience
seemed captivated as the lights were dimmed
and the smell of incense permeated
throughout the auditorium.

In chronolc^cal order, from the year 1963

,

he explained hisown life and how he became
amemberofthe Doors. He highlighted scenes

that were instrumental in the development
of the band. Including the naming of the

Doors, their first hit song "Light My Fire,"

and the debut of the Doors at Madison
Square Garden.

He ended the lecture by reading an ex-

cerpt from his book that was written in Los

Angeles in 1989. "My friend Jim Morrison

got stuck," Densmore said. "He did not be-

come President as Ray always thought he
would, but he was a voice of a generation

and help cut the umbilical chord from mom
and dad."

The reaction to Densmores's lecture was
mixed. Joe Donovan, a senior political sci-

ence major, eryoyed the lecture, saying T
thought the lecture was spirited and moti-

vational." Eric Bergen, also a senior politi-

cal science migor, said, "It was disappoint-

ing that he did not provide any further

insight than the recent Oliver Stone film".

For the most part, the audience seemed
to enjoy the lecture and went home con-

tented.

HSCN to present
a week of great movies SALADS SUBMARINES SYRIANS THCATnr

By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

Welcome to the Housing Services Cable

Network ( HSCN ) information column . Each
week, I will be reporting and rating the lists

ofmovies that will be shown via HSCN. The
ratings are as follows — no stars, a total

bomb. You'd have a better time enduring

route canal surgery with no anesthesia. One
star (*). a fair film. Worth leaving your

Botany exam. Two stars (*), a fair film.

Worth leaving the books for a little while.

Three stars (***), a good film. You should

catch this movie at least once. Four stars

(***), an excellent film. Invite some friends

over, make some popKorn. DONT MISS
THIS MOVIE!

For this week the movies are:

Neighbors—John Belushi, Dan Aykroyd,

Cathy Moriarty. All chaos breaks loose when
raucous neighbor Aykroyd moves into

Belushi's sedate neighborhood. ***

Edward Scissorhands — Johnny Depp,

Winona Ryder. An unfinished science ex-

periment (Depp) with scissors for hands is

brought into a fairy-tale type suburbia. ***

House — William Katt, (jJeorge Wendt.
Vietnam vet plagued by demons in auntie's

house. Pure schlock. *

How I Got Into College — Anthony
Edwards, Corey Parker. A bizarre take-off"

on the stress factors involved with getting

into college. ** 1/2

Less Than Zero — James Spader, An-
drew McCarthy, Jami Gertz, Robert Downey,
Jr. A whirlwind drama revolving around

the evils of cocaine addiction. *** 1/2

Adventures in Babysitting — Elisabeth

Shue, Keith Coogan. A babysitter's ridicu-

lous adventure through the city with little

tykes. * 1/2

Bedroom Window — Elizabeth
McGovem, Steve Guttenberg. Guttenberg
plays alibi to his boss's wife who witnesses

an assault from his bedroom window. ***

Commando — Arnold Schwarzenegger,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Feminist poet recites
Street Corner Dialog
By OLIVIA STEWART-LIBERTY
Collegian Correspondent

The small robust figure, face framed
by a cloud of unruly white hair, clam-

bered onto a cardboard box behind the

microphone.
"You feel different when you're taller.

I can see that," Grac« Paley said.

Paley, the Jewish feminist activist, is

a diminutive woman whose powerful

presence filled the Student Union Ball-

room last night.

".
. Mmmm, I'm gonna read some

poems that are ver>' recent recent," Paley

said, coughing into the microphone.

""And. ... I'd sorta like to try 'em out . . .

hopefully among friends."

Grace Paley opened her presentation

with a recitation of "Street Comer Dia-

log."

"Thank God for the old Jewish ladies,

though their sons are splendid with

houses and brilliant from college."

The Jewish women replied: "Don't

get excited. Hitler is dead."

The city dialog, simple language, re-

ported speech, conveyed forcefully the

willingness of people to ignore injustice

as long as it is not directly relatable to

themselves. Paley criticized the inabil-

ity of people to speak as a whole and
their willingness to "give up the ship."

Applause marked the end of the first

recital.

"I'm glad you clapped," Paley said.

"IButl please don't clap between poems
— I dunno— it just doesn't seem right."

Paley isn't looking for applause. She's

looking for somt>one who will listen, and
be fired by the same anger that inspires

her political activism and her writings.

Paley's poetry crashes through her

"Street Corner Dialog," though the small
scraps of trivial neighborhood gossip

contain universal irxjustices.

This is a mtyor theme of Paley 's, a

concern with all issues that prevent a

society from being a 'just society'. These
problems include deportation, emigra-

tion, color, race, war, AIDS and poverty.

"I thought nobody could possibly be

interested in what I was writing about

. . a women and kids — it turned out I

was writing about halfthe people in the

world," Paley said.

ROTC
rappells!
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Over 100 UMass Army Reserve Officer

Training Corps cadets rappelled at the

Knight ville Dam in Huntingtonon Saturday,

September 28.

All cadets from the freshman to senior

class participated in this annual event. The

juniors and seniors were the primary in-

structors.

Classes were given on everything from

Swiss seats to rapell point hook-up proce-

dures. After the training under a warm sun,

the cadets rappelled down one of five lanes.

They could choose from a 35-foot drop to an

80-foot drop.

The junior cadets camped out the night

before in preparation for their upcoming

summer camp, under the able direction of

Randy Freeman, a senior.

Chris Albus, the cadet Battalion Com-
mander said, "Our main goal of the entire

weekend was to build confidence in the

underclassmen and to have fun. Confidence

is an integral part of developing young
leaders in today's army."

On Wednesday, October 2, the cadets

contributed over $500 to Easter Seals. The
CONTINUED ON PAGE 9

Photo by Cpt. Richard Tnkcey

Rappelll

Rackelas and Intraub a moving experience
By KRISTEN DEVINE
Collegian Correspondent

"I didn't know a man could be so full of

crap."

Laughter raged through the Hampden
Theater Tuesday night in response to

Intraub's comical line concluding a scene

depicting the loss <rfl)ladder control in public

from Rajeckas & Intraub Movement
Theater's segment "Full Moon Over
Altoona."

Sponsored by the Residential Arts,

Rajeckas & Intraub Movement Theater
performed a series of scenes entitled "Full

Moon Over Altoona (obsessions with

HSCN

Memory)" and "Brotherly Love* on Tues-

day. October 2 at 8:00 p.m. Paul R^eckas
and Neil Intraub of New York have been

performing together since 1979 infusing

dance, dialogue and mime at various ex-

perimental theaters in New York as well as

surrounding colleges and universities.

Cunningly entertaining, both R^eckas
and Intraub have studied mime techniques

but chose to add dialogue to supplement
their expressive movements. In 1989, the

duo won BACA Downtown New Territory

Award for Experimental Theater. And ex-

perimental it was.

With the aide of Jonathon Wolken, co-

founder of Philobolus Dance Theater,
Rejackas and Intraub wrote and choreo-

graphed "Full Moon Over Altoona" and
"Brotherly Love" expertly combiningdrama
and comedy through movement.

"Full Moon Over Altoona (Obsessions

with Memory )"combined a number ofscenes

laden with graceful motion to express what
I think must have been a series of distorted

memories. R^eckas and Intraub left a wide

parameter for free interpretation. Regard-

less of its ambiguous meaning, the first

segment was artistic and insightful into

needs of forgiveness and love.

"Brotherly Love," the second segment,

revealed the relationship between brothers.

Accurate and to the point of shocking,

R^eckas and Intraub re-enacted the ten-

sion and love between brothers through

intricate movements. Although completely

open for varying interpretation, the theme
offamilial bonding was clearly evident. With
dark humor as a means to elucidate the

scenes, Rajeckas and Intraub riveted me
with their intertwining of rough and gentle

movements.
Rajeckas & Intraub Movement Theater

caught moments of intense emotion and
transformed these instances into a humor-
ous and touching theater production. At

times, I was not sure of their message, but

yet taken at any level, this production was
entertaining. Rajeckas & Intraub worked
together masterfully, pulling small scenes

together to form a truly moving theatrical

production.

S^SOT3uEU7155RrPAgn
Rae Dawn Chong. A retired special agent is

called back to duty when his daughter is

kidnapped. '•

Fatal Attraction — Michael Douglas.

Glenn Close. Douglas cheats on his wife

with psychotic and deranged Close, only to

find thatthere isnoescape from her maniacal
possessiveness. ***

HelloAgam— Shelley Long, Judith Ivey.

lyong chokes to death and is brought back
from the dead years later by her sister only

to find that she can't pick up her life where

she left off.
•

Highlander — Christopher Lambert,

Sean Connery. Lambert is an immortal be-

ing brought from 16th century Scotland to

the present day by his eternal archenemy.
••• 1/2

An Innocent Man — Tom Selleck, F.

Murray Abraham. A case of mistaken iden-

tity sends an innocent man to prison, where
racism and fascism run rampant through the

penitentiary. * 1/2

LoveStory— Ali MacGraw, Ryan O'Neal.

A loving couple with their whole lives ahead

ofthem find their dreams shattered by can-

cer. •••

THIS WEEK'S TOP CHOICE
Manhattan Project — John Lithgow.

Christopher Collet. A teen genius makes his

own nuclear reactor. *** 1/2

The Naked Gun — Leslie Nielsen.

Priscilla Presley. From the files of Police

Squad comes this laugh-a-minute spoof

about zany Lt. Frank Drebin( Nielsen). ****

Off Limits — Willem Dafoe, Gregory

Hines. Two pros in U.S. Army criminal

investigation detachment, set in 1968
Saigon. * 1/2

That's the wrap up for this week. Ifyou've

got a Microfridge, keep that popcorn popping

because there's quite a few real winners this

week on HSCN. Stay tuned for weekly up-

dates on the Campus Cable Connection.

^
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money was raised from the students of the

UMass campus who paid $1 to cross the rope

bridge constructed over the Campus Pond.

The cadets affectionately termed the event:

"Operation Puddle Jump." The fund-raiser

was conducted on the 5th and 10th of Sep-

tember. Students with the top five overall

times received prizes.

According to The Warrior Spirit, a

monthly ROTCjournal published at UMass,

"A good number of students were unable to

avoid cadet Cpt. Bonica's grasp; utilizing

his booming voice and puppy eyes, he con-

vinced many soft-hearted students to cross

the bridge.

"UMass-Amherst was one ofthe 28 char-

terROTC schoolg established in 1916 ROTi:

traditionally provides the Active Army, the

Army National Guard, and the U.S. Army
Reserve with more than 70% of their junior

officers," states Lieutenant Colonel Christy

Outchicunis, Professor of Military Science,

in the October Warrior Spirit.

^' m "&' # !' t X ,ir

"Let's face it. You pass a lot of nameless, faceless people every day,

and most of them will stay nameless and faceless. There are just too

gosh-darned many people here for everyone to know everyone else.

But when you work for the Collegian, things change. It's not like you

get your picture printed with your arhcle - people don't start to

recognize you or anything. But it's still cool because you wrote

something and a bunch of those people probably read it. Maybe
you're still one of the faceless crowd, but at least people know your

name now. Thank you Massachusetts Daily Collegian."

COLLEGIAN
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ATTENTION
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The 1991-92 Rights and

Responsibilities booklet is now
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Campus Center Information Desk

Dean of Students Office (227 Whitmore)

Information Data Bank (2nd floor lobby Whitmore)
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Code of Student Conduct
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THE SAT C:PCE ' f^DM WD
r \5£ ftftCWNG OP IC^
Of EXPENSES

'

I JUST OCi"WAT 10
VAElP U\M &PP«S£»KTE "^

y€Q£HOS MOCE

ACROSS
1 Help

\ 1 Gfcxip 0)

budaio

15 Play

16 On top ot

1

7

Easy lo srti

1

8

Foundalioo

19 Stop, in ttie

navy

20 — in ttie

intch»n with

Oman
22 Opposite o1 arr

23 Partnei ot only

26 — Tm Tin

27 Printing

measures
2S Greek god ot

mv
30 — tKMind

32 SauH — Mane
33 Mitf organ

35 ShaHow Oisn

37 Novehsi

Bellow

39 Tenr«» need
41 LiM aome tea

42 Summon Mo
service

44 The Seven
yea> itcn Tom

46 AraCNan outer

garment
47 Place in Datw

lormation

49 fMlional retired

gp
53 Card tihng aid

54 lulahr 4 mistake

66 Dry bke wine

57 Film direclor

B'OOkS
56 Lasts

(1 T?«ro« as 4

brck
fiSKindo* conon

e4 Not atMndtf^

L«t

67 Med school

subieci

66 Ow w*w iea«*s

hts party

69 Takes the tNua

1 FlMiel
wVSNps

2 "Tom Terrific

otbaaMMH
3 Uae abruivas
4 Annoya
5 Take care ot

6Makel«ce
7 Akna — Asian

dly

6 Birds ttaaka

gsttades

10 Adversaries

1

1

Knight ot the

open road

12 Disappear

graduaty

13 Showed
anr«oyanc*

14 Adorshelper
21 irwakreby

necessrty

24 Basketball org

25 Oeaerve

29 Synagogue
31 vyord with wool

Of miH

34 Go< away from

36 Cal urmersity

37 Gabrwla
ot tennis

36 Bvmmgham
person

40PMrs
42F«hnas

tool

43 Be insistent

45 Nose s

neighboi

48 Twig cutter

50 Valuable violins

51 Edit

52 Folds

56 Stingy

59 Namesakes ol

a Turner

60 Dad
62 Mthin Comb,

form

65 Outlaw
66 Future grads

AittuiFR TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

nnnnn nonn nnng
nnnnH cirmn aqnn
nnnhn nnnn nnnn
nniinnna nbannnn

H C I I

nnnn nann nnqnii
nan nfiQQnan_nnD

nnnnfin

nnnnnna__
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70 Changes m
form
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_

tr-
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Menu
LUNCH

Fish Munchies

Tacos

BASICS lANCH
lish Munchies

Veggie Tacos

DINNER
Quarter Pound Burger

Egg Roll & Fried Rice

BASICS DINNER
Veggie Crtxjuets

Veggie Egg Roll & Rico

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN

ijiist- -juo'I 1t?U-i 'J, -»-

\M!^ Tnjrij'i^ Iwf^d ^M^
h<nk. \^f J^' ij'-«-(X'.ffe*n!4}

^1 ~^\

VO ''iOJ —111- r^ -Ti-,

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By SHADOW

ARIKS (March 21 April 19):

Advance planning works bnlliantly

fw you. Find a long-lcrm soluti<io «o

a iruublcsoiTic personal problem. A
parent offers wcll-nKant advice

Listen allcniively but follow your

instincts

TAIRI S (April 20 May 20):

I iiiKly talks or IcHcr lend strength lo

your residential or financial plans.

Companson shoppers will save a lot

of money. A great ilay for do-il-

yourself projects. Nurture love

relationship.

(;KMINI (May 1 June 20): Curb a

tendency to act or speak hastily. An

accident could happen if you rush

ahead Seek inexpensive

entertainment this evening. Romance

soars to new heights when you ask

your male' s advice.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Old

friends or a special group will help

you solve a problem and smooth the

path lo financial success. Someone

IS evaluating your job performance.

Abandon outmoded methods for

newer.

l.KO (July 23-Aug. 22): Keeping a

high profile will help you generate

financial capital. You may have lo

bend the cars of influential people to

gain their aitenlion. Return lo a more

traditional approach.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Scpt. 22): Slay

close lo home today and do not

venture lo parts unknown.

Stimulating chats take place within

your household. Delegate more

chores lo younger family members.

Sharing secrcls brings you closer

Today's Staff

Night Editor KimFrisino

Copy Editor Jason George

PhotoTechnician Matt Kahn

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production Mike Carvalho,

Jason Torla, Oliver Raskin

together

LIBRA (Sept 2.3 Oct. 22) Gotxl

fortune could come lo your doorstep

in the form of a visitor. I>> not throw

away recent gains ft)r a vague

possibility . Send imptmani messages

promptly. Wear your heart on your

sleeve'

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): A

dream could con>e true if you

communicate a secret desire today.

Private discussions provide the key

to obtaining additional funds. You

could be lucky in love looight. Gemini

figures prominently.

SAGirrARIl!S(Nov 22-Dcc 21):

Slop acting like a recluse and try lo

hook up with wealthy, influential

people. You can reel in some big fish

ifyou find the right stream. Terminate

a going nowhere relationship.

CAPRICORN(Dec 22-Jan.l9):Be

prepared for business delays today.

News of a journey gives you fresh

hope. The direct approach ensures

more hits than misses. Learning to

compromise helps a relationship

flourish.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fcb. 18):

Beware of a tendency lo act

overconfident. Get the whole story

before making an important

presenlalion. You feel more

responsible than ever in your family '

s

welfare.

PISCES (Feb. I9-March20): Agreat

day for team efforts. Be cautious

when trying new procedures. Share

the limelight. Your future financial

security depends on how well you

manage your present income.
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field hockey

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

bounces, well be used to it. The surface usually shouldn't

matter, but therell be an efTect."

The home-field advantage extends beyond the field.

A large crowd will help UMass as much as the playing

surface, and a good turnout is expected.

"We're not going to worry about it," Hixon asserted.

The whole team will try to step up and eryoy it. It will

be a challenge for the players, and a challenge for the

coaches, too."

For the Lady Monarchs, it's the second game of a

long road trip. For the Minutewomen, it's the toughest

challenge of the year.

Sports Notice
MIDNIGHT MADNESS

Midnight Madness will be October 14 at 10 p.m. to 12:30

a.m. There will be a three-on-three tournament for UMass
students, and a foul shooting contest for both men and

women. Students can sign up at the Campus Concoiu-se all

week from 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. In order to participate, they must

sign up.

The elimination rounds will be held on October 9, at 7

p.m. at Curry Hicks Cage. The field will be narrowed to two

men and two women. The final will be held after the three-

on-three tournament during Midnight Madness.

There will be prizes and drawings to area restaurants.

Grand prize is two round trip US Air tickets to Florida with

Hotel accomodations.

Donations ofcanned food items will benefit the Western

Mass Food Bank.
INTRAMURALS

Intramural Ice Hockey teams are still being accepted—
bring your completed forms to the Intramural Office, room

215 Boyden or call 545-2693/0022 for further details^

STARTMG WEDS.. OCT. 9
. cVCRY WCDNESOAVI

LIVE: ONE LOVE
BAND-^I

I

n«4 stnp* Smt a ''^^1
I

i«and Om« ^nuan \ i
Tnosai Ov^ai I I

Some of the biggest,

some of the best

presents come in

the smallest boxes!

if^nfTiayi

THE
DOCTOR
STARRING

WILLIAM HURT
Showtimes:

Fn Sun
7pm & 9 1 5pm
Mon-ThufS

One show at 7 30pm
Adults U 00

Student w vaiid I $3 00

AEROBICSn
Lotv Impact

Sup
9{i/Low

Nautilus

Free Weights

Cybex
Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLEtiC CLUB

1^'A^^ ^
<::nunan ^axdin

c:/\t\taaxant

MANDARINAZECHUEN CUISINE

OL Bed CUe^s Buffet
MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

EVERYDAY

.^^ Minimum $15 plus $2 delivery charge

BUFFET 4 SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

#
Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99

Children under 10 - $3.00

SELECIROCUDON i
I *n* • rnuRSOAY HOT S*0
tt-UKtf ffntuon !•<

ThEncXS

GETFOOUSm
vsYCHO cmcuBN-
•WORLD 0*NC£ PAPJy- ^8*\

mmxxm B
MEET P60Plf two

I
UKE TO HAVE FUNI 1B»

ROCK^AIIANU
. BRITESIOK
• LIVEWIRE
• HARD SILENCE
. KILL CITY KILL
IN A SPECIAL SHOWCASE

WEDS <(VM ONE LOVE
FM.Kvii BACK IN BLACK

SUN. 1*13 LACHRYMATOR
n« twit TME MACHINE
auN'oao WHITE TRASH
*Ov«MCE Tin Kjanai «^Mimn Suti*»"n«

I iamkOuMi

ROUTE 9. HAOLEV . 586-4463

LONDON
KOI M) IKII' IKOSt

350

From NEW YORK
round trips starting at

LONDON $350

LENINGRAD $610

CARACAS $410

GUTEMALA C. $390

BANGKOK $939
LOS ANGELES-

AUCKLAND $699

Taxes & surcharges not included.

Fares subject to change.

Council Travel
79 So. Pleasent Street,

Amherst, MA 01002

(413)256-1261

Classifieds
mUFmWFmiJfnANOFFlCE UiCAMPVSCENm > nVRSDAY^MiO FRIDAY8:.m:30*DEADUNEISmO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATION » 2(kmRD^AY FORmJDEm » CASHISADVASa

Acnvmes POnSALE HELP WANTED

ronn • MOCKTIWAL t««m Comp««
against otr>«r cotagas Fof moft into can

Shahnaat 542-3000

mtofVarsny Chrtotlan F«llo«r«Mp

RETREAT' M««l at tri« Fir« Baptist ChufcH

« OOpm tooight R cootd di«ng«^~f *"*'

UMPSO IS twvmg a dtacusdon about ttw

ways in wtNCh pagan* vtaw ttM Ovina

Sunday 10* 7O0. CampuaCamar.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTKJN NON-US RESIDENTS
AAl immagration lott»ry is your chanca

Apply on Mands bahalt for affkaant stratagias

Call 542-4220

Bad and BraaklML DownipvMi Amhant
549-0733

POWERMEmNOhaM on Sunday Oct 6«
7^ pm in the Powaf OWica (room 306 SU)

PVOC OIL CO-OP Purchasa home haating

oil at reducad cost COD or aLitomalic da-

kvery Register atOCHO 428 SludantUroon

STUDENT LOCKERS AVAILABLE in Stu-

dent Union For storage ol Ixjoks and ottiar

personal belongings Register at OCHO 428

Student Union

AUTO FOR SALE

"82BUCK SKYLARK good cond Runs fine

NawtirasStSOO
•ai VW RABBrr DIESEL. Runs fine $750 BIII

665-2894

•82 MERCURY CAPRI New bfaKes. mufflar.

battery, shocks good condition $1000 256-

3020 _^_
1964 MERC LYNX Good oondHion S1100

orBO 549-51 1

1

M FORDESCORT NawbtBkas.mufflafvafy

reliable $1000 665-4602-evenirigs

AWESOME 1 976BWCKCENTURY TnouWa

-Fraal Sunrod $400 vwil bargain 253-3908

19B1 TOYOTA CORROLLA gra«

$900 253-3369

l983Z28Btacfcnica$3900eal2$3-33a9

Baby Bunnaaa Pytfion

HaaRhy. tnandly. aasy lo mainlaM 2S0 0(V

BO Indudas oomplata sat-up 2534)447

BROTHER AX22 TYPEWRITER
Mint condrtion

Must sen. $100

Call Amy 546-2585

CENTURIAN IRONMAN EXPERT E >ce«ant

condition, low mileage Bought new tor $600.

Selling tor $350/80. Can Cjns253 3608

CHEAP 81 VW Oasal Runs graat. body in

bad shape $300 or BO Pat 6 4002

COMPUTER FOR SALE
$600 Call Clin

549-1762

DEADTRADE- Hava Saturday naad Thura-

^y256-n83

EARMGS AND BOXERS tor sala! Inax-

pensive silver and stona aarings And cool

naon boxers. Graat pocasi' Cal Susan.

Nancy or Melissa at 549-7727

FOR SALE HONDA CB360 4700ini. With

extras can 2530951^00

FREE CAP WHEN you buy iny Ford F150

4x4 Call Steva 253-7922

JarryASara, Wild Boys. Pig Tangant 63

KFOG Call Jafl 549-7666

iMpa MNng Spring

1 10 BaKawaa . Mexico. Ja-

maca. Flortda! Baal Mpa 8 pncas' Spnng

Break Travel 1 aOO-838-6788

EXTRA CASH:
FREE monthly Avon catalog of baooma a

fapfaiantan^

wma Tom OBfien 86 Camdan St

CT 0646

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS

to Mudam* or stLXWnt organization

promoting our spnng break |

GOOD pay • tun. Cal CMI
1-800-423-5264

Baginnn^iraannadaia

nala»ad awoapnafa. sanous lasaons $10^

hr. Call Tim-2S»4300

Hmpy i9ih bMOiday Aia you surpnaad?

Hava a graal waakand!"
Lova. Laurta

TRAVEL

DAWZ.
You Still owa ma mmic.waaMa.

Love GBj.^^

VICTOR
Thanks tor making

ma smile

tSTALLER
lor car audio and secunty systems Part

time with growth to full time Must be

axpanenced Call 584-9547 tor interwaw.

"Know balora you go," Where to work, liva

and ski Irea m Colorado's resorts 'Current

guide to Aspen. Vail. Breckenndge and

morei$1695 Call i 800-788-6174

Just one mora iMy

and I'll hava had the

pHaiura ot knowing

you lor orta yaar<

TKank* tor baing such

a ipadal and twaal giqr

You hava my haart

I LOVE YOU IMMENSLY"
Sonya

Wa wa thraa voioa* and «m are singing

Happy 20th Birthday Hava a giaal waak-

and*!' Lova-LBK

HAPPY ZOTHEMt
You want 10 be 21 ''

Too bad lor youl

Lova. Nancy Oana Sue. Kandra. Tnsh.

Jeanioe Jen and Janet

CONQRATULATIONSCHERYL F6HERIII

You ((tally 4d it' Hope it was worth it' Hera

M tha pationai that you wanted so badly r

finally got to it I hope you are happy now'"

Love, Peanut (You batter know who it its)

SYLVAN JEFF Where are our rosas?

Lova. Jan n Sha

•Cnilaa189 parparson 5day/4nighl

holal Ptan now tor your break. Vary kmMd
otter Ca« now 1 800-621 ^72
RUSSA AND THE UKRAMEI Jan 6-20.

1992 Moscow. Leningrad. Kiev plus

Halvnki. Finland $2045complaia from Naw
York. Call Pro! Jonas, 253 7827, evantngs

a«lar7<)0

SOME REUA8LE TOURS arani M rat-

able Thats why Mani Qra* Travel has the

•1 tor lor tun pnca guaraniaa to MoniraaP

SEX LIES IN THE MONTREAL BAR
CRAWL ' Party weekends inctode 2 nights ft

transp Group leaders travel FREE!
(LAGNAF>-Ca» today 617-444-1 1 1 1 Wa'ta

ft tor ton"

PLANE TK:KET
Oct 1 1 to Oct 1 4/1

5

From Harttord to Cleveland OH
$150 or best ot1erCall^546-5886_

THANKSGIVING RT TO DC
$118

Kim 6-0107

ENTERTAINMENT

RACKA-DISCI $175 00 DJs. VJs. Karaoke

tor house/ Fomial parties. Call 586-9900

FOR RENT

YAMAHA YPP-50: Touch sansittva. excel-

lent piano replication, bought new lor

$1000 00. will sell lor $700,00 BO.

Also. Roland Juno-106. bought new tor

$800.00, will sell tor $300 OOB/0

Also Roland Jaz2 Chorus 1 20. bought used

tor $325 00, will sell lor $225 firm. Call Rich

at 256-6971

FUNDRAMERS

EXECUTIVE RENTAL RENT or rent with

option to tHjy 4 bedroom luxuries house In

Amherst woods Call 253-7879
^

FRIDGE RENTALS 253-9742 Fraa dallvety

RAISE $500...$1000..J1S00

FOOLPROOF
FUNDRAISING

For your tratemity. sorority, team or other

campus organization. Act now tor the

chance to win a Caribbean cruise and

fabulous pnzesl

Call 1-800-950-8472, e«t 50

PEACE AND JUSTICE organizatioo i

worltstudy 10 hour administrative assistart

position $4 50-5 50 per hour Call Carolyn

at 256-8306

SPRING BREAK REPSItl

Earn up to $3000' Become a part of a

team and sell the best spnng break thps

on campus Earn FREE trips and unlimrted

cash$$ Call now!

lekB A Break Student Travel

(617)424-8222 or (800) 328-SAVE

( Boston

)

TRAVEL SALES REPRESENTATIVE
STS. the leader in collegiate travel needs

motivated individuals and groups lo promote

winter/spnng break trips For information call

Student Travel Services, Ithaca NY at 1 -800-

648-4849 __^_
LOST

Black pouch pockatbook NEED
GLASSES Please return to Campus Center

intormation desk!

GOLD HOOP EARRING with wire tvnst Lost

in Campus Center If tound call 253-5444

REWARD
LOST LV WALLET
Important ID

Reward if return

Call 546-1221 Vivien

BARBARA
I hope this day is

at tpaoai to you as

you are to me
Happy Birthday'

Love Ed

ROSEBUD,
Happy 2 years' Can you batava «?! I LOVE
YOU FOREVER! AI my lova. Qaak!

BOULTA
Happy birthday Button'

Smiia. laugh, and be you,

Wa lova you and your pinky .

RESUME SERVKE

TRAVEL FREE! Campus
wanted to earn mtersassion and spring braifc

tiipa. 256-8254

TVPMO PROS: $2 50 par page indudas

tpaHchack Call 549-8001

WILDCAT
Its been a wondarlul and fabutous year tov-

ing you' I'm looking lomvard to many more

speoal moments with you!

With much love.

Lingerie Boy^

THERE ONCE WAS a girl named Michelle.

who had so much to drink that she fell

It won't happen again.

She toW Ol and Jen.

But It will cuz wa know her so wall!

BRIAN
Sorry about being so crude

It was a drunk thing Tnjce?

Friends''

WOMENS NOVKE CREW
This Saturday is our waka

Their funeral

Cutting Edge Rasumaa. Con>plete resume

service Wniing, laser pnnting. letters, ad-

vice 549-0367

RIDE WANTED

HELPI Need nde to Philly/South Jersey area

Columbus day wkd Will help w/ enpenses

Please!!! Call Melaraa 546-4981

la Ithaca Syracuse
)rOol, 11 and Muming the

orNaa4 a rl4a
BInghampton tor

14 PLEASE! Call Krtsten 546-1581 will

shara expantat.

RIDE NEEDED to Pennsylvania

Columbus day weekend

Will share expenses 546-6831

SERVKES

LOST -REWARD BEAT-UP Brown leather

jacket left in Mahar after Wednesday night

class It tound contact Jay sA 548-9915

LOSTIIII

Watch Timex Wack leather strap with

snaps Lost Wed Sept. 25 in or around

Herter Hall Sentimental value If found

please call Rose at 6-1 565

ATTENTION DELTA ZETA SENIORS
Emergency mandatory meeting

Friday Oct 4 at 4:30

Your senior year has begun

Love . Shesa

Hava a Happy Day Kristinka!

Just to let you know I was

thinking about you

D

LIZ

Happy Birthday and first personal

Have a great day Love Kevin

BCYCLE BROKEN?
CaNPat
546^)119

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy lest, information or

support? Call for free and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Main

Street. Northampton 586-3000 or

Greenfield 774-6019

FREE pregnancy taating; confidential and

caring support BIRTHR1GHT:233 No

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

HEY
YOU!

Bunches ar)dt bunches

of people all over the

UMass area pick up the

Collegian every single

day. And those people

look to the Coileqian

claeelfiede for every-

thing from A to Z.

Maybe you should look

into them, too.

The Collegian.

Whoa.
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Minutemen battle explosive JMU
... J i„„j„ u^ t^a,« in r«t/-he8 (14). aeainst BU. Gary WilkoB ai

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

This is unbelievable."
. r »u n

That's what University of Massachusetts head football

coach Jim Reid had to say when he saw James Madison

University's offensive statistics yesterday.

The Minutemen 1 2-2. 2- 1 in the Yankee Conference) will

face JMU (3-1) tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. in Harnsonburg.

Virginia. ^ . r j -

This could be the most explosive offense weve faced.

Reid said.

The Dukes are averaging just over 30 points per game so

far this season and are racking up 447 yards per game of

total offense. ^ u i,

Making the calls for the Dukes is jumor quarterback

Eriq Williams, the ECAC Offensive Player-of-the-Week.

Williams tied the school record with four touchdown passes

in their 29-28 win over eighth-ranked William and Mary

last Saturday.

He enters the game averaging over 208 yards per game

and 18 5 vards per completion. He is also the team's second

leading rusher, 38.3 yards per game.

Williams has three main Urgets. Dwayne Hayes. Uavid

McLeod and Anthony Archer. McLeod is averaging 23 1

yards per recepUon and .-d. the «.n, in caUhes .14, ^^:l^:%';^,r:7Z^°^:^i:l'^n
yards (323) and touchdowns (5). Hayes is averaging 19^4

yards on 12 catches and Archer has nine catches for 202

vards. . . . «r. j j
These guys should be illegal in Division I-AA. Reid said

of the three wideouts.

Tailback Kenny Simms. who has three consecutive games

of over 100 yards rushing, leads the ground game. Simms

has four TDs and is averaging 117.5 rushing yards per

UMass has its own Williams at quarterback. Tony. The

redshirt freshman saw his first playing time in a Minute-

man uniform last week and will start tomorrow.

Williams, who entered the game against Boston Uni-

versity with 1:23 remaining in the first quarter, led the

Minutemen to two touchdown scoring drives in UMass' 15-

7 win He completed four of six passes for 40 yards and

carried 25 times for 121 yards. He was named the Yankee

Conference and ECAC I-AA Rookie-of-the-Week.

UMass UilbackJerome Bledsoe, who has now earned for

over 100 yards in three consecutive games, is ninth in the

nation inrushing with 479 yards. 1 19.8 yards per game.

Bledsoe and Williams ran an effective option game last

week against BU. each running for over 100 yards i UMass

hasn't had two plavers rush for over 100 since last year

Now with Williams at quarterback, the Minutemen have

an option game that should put more poinU on the board as

they are averaging only 15 per game.

The option allows us to run the perimeter with two

people instead of one," Bledsoe said. The option opens up

big plays and forces the defense to sUy disciplined."

Reid said. "I think the option puts more pressure on the

defense than any other offense."

However. UMass has relied on their defense so far this

season, and will have to do the same tomorrow.

-If this game is high scoring, we're in trouble. Reid said.

Reid is also concerned about the caUber of JMU. The

Dukes lost their first contest of the season to Division I-A

Virginia Tech 41-12 Since then they have beaten three

Division I-AA ranked opponents. Central Florida ranked

nth in the nation. Appalachian State (19th) and Wilham

and Mary (eighth).

-Ifwe win it will be a big boost to our program." Reid said.

-We can win. We have to go in to this game with confidence,

wanting to win badly."
, . j

UMass' outside linebacker Mano Perry is listed aa

doubtful for U)morrow. Flanker Eric Thimas. who injured

his shoulder against BU last Saturday is out for the game.

McLeod and Anthony ATcner. Mcueoa IS av.r,a«...s *.-- .-^ - -

Women's soccer hoping to avoid upset loss
:. -' ir. tUa air sho'a ant a irreat lei

( ollrctan photo b> C arrle Wyeth

Colleen Milliken chases down a

ball. She'll be in action this weekend
against New Hampshire.

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

When you are ranked eighth in the nation, a lot ofteams

are trying to take a crack at you. Especially undefeated,

regional rivals that could make their season by beating you_

These are some of the problems that the University of

MassaschusetU women's soccer team must endure, when

.hey travel to Pepperell. MA tomorrow to face the Univer-

sity of New Hampshire.

There are a lot of teams out there who would like to

knock us off." UMass coach Jim Rudy said. "They look at the

rankings and say we should be No. 8. how come they are way

up there when they have a loss? I know UNH is thinking

that and I hope they come in undefeated, so we can beat

them."
, J c

New Hampshire is ranked 19th in the country and is 5-

0- 1 on the vear before playing Vennont yesterday afternoon.

"We get a great amount of satisfaction in defeating a

ranked team and UNH is one. this is a very big game for us."

Rudy said. The first thing I am going to tell my players is

what happened to field hockey la 1-0 upset loss to North-

eastern). We do not need that to happen to us."

For that not to happen. Massachusetts needs to continue

to play the same strong ball control and defensive game that

they have all season. However, it won't be easy.

New Hampshire is led by an offense that has pumped m
20 goals this season. Sweeper Paige Christie leads the team

with six Ullies, followed by Mary Beth Sydlowski and Leah

Deniger, who each have four goals.

They have quite a good front line." Rudy said. "Sydlowski

ia great in the air. she's got a great left foot that can really

thump. There other frontman. Valentina Avramovic. may

be their best player. She's a big kid. about 5-9 with a lot of

strength and skill.

-Their m.dfield is also strong. Veronica O'Brien from the

left side just doesn't stop attacking and it's the same on the

right side with Deniger She's a little buzzer who knows how

to score. Their front six are all good."

One thing to note is that all of the scoring has occurred

against teams ofa lesser quality than Masaachusetta. None

ofNew Hampshire's opponents this year have been ranked

nationally, so this is the first big test of the year for the

Wildcat*.

The Minutewomen will counter the UNH offense with a

team defense that hasn't been scored upon in over four

games. The cornerstone ofthat defense is goaltcnder Bnana

Scurry. Scurry is 6*1 with five shutouU and a goals against

average of .285.

"Bri has been great all year for us." Rudy said. "Vm g^ing

to keep playing her as long as she plays this well."

In the net for UNH will be either Molly Kirchner or Maja

Hansen and probably both. The duo often gets interchanged

during the game and so far the strategy has worked since

both have been successful.

Massachusetts has shaken off the eariy season injury

bug and is healthy, although this game tends to be rough.

Last year's 2-0 UMass win was marred by what Rudy

described as "a lot of skin, a lot of conUct. They try to talk

it up and intimidate us, but I don't see my team being

intimidated."

Field hockey hosts top-ranked Old Dominion
*^

. . .. : : * A-ij u»/.tro<u «niif>h in pxclaimcd Hixon. "I look at this

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Imagine if the Running Rebels ofUNLV
showed up at the Cage for a game one night,

or Notre Dame came to Alumni Stadium to

take on the football team. It would be worth

going tojust to see the athletes, the coaches,

and the legacy. Well, the number one team

in the country is coming to UMass Saturday,

and it isn't for football or basketball.

Yes, the Old Dominion Lady Monarchs

come to Totman Field Saturday at noon as

the number one field hockey team in the

country. As of press time, they were un-

beaten and untied, and at times, unbeliev-

able. They are clearly the best team in the

nation right now, and barring an upset at

the hands of Richmond, Old Dominion will

be 9-0.

However, as UMass painfully found out,

upsets do occur. Unranked Northeastern

University beat UMass 1-0 Wednesday in a

game that coach Pam Hixon said her team

was "incredibly Hat." The Minutewomen

also found out Tuesday that they had

dropped below Penn State in the rankings to

number three in the country.

The difference between two and three in

the country is negligible," Hixon said. "It's

not where you start, it's where you finish."

The rivalry between UMass and Old Do-

minion is ten years old, and although UMass

has come up on the short end (They are 2- 1

1

against them), the competition has been

superb. Whenever the best athletes in the

country of any sport get together, you can

expectan excitingand sometimes memorable

game.

Hixon described her two most memo-

rable moments against Old Dominion:

In 1985, UMass beat the Lady Monarchs,

who were the three-time defending cham-

pions, 2-1. One of the interesting things of

that year was an unranked Northeastern

team tied UMass the week before that game.

(They beat the Minutewomen this week.)

"The win over Old Dominion was

memorable," Hixon said. "My most memo-

rable moment though was a game we lost to

them two years ago [in the NCAA playoffs in

Boston). It was a very emotional game, and

we had a lot of opportunities to come back,

but we lost 2-1."

One of the mainstays of the 1989 Old

Dominion team, and the 1 991 team is Maikke

Hilbrand, who is back aft«r a year off.

Hilbrand had 46 goals and 14 assists in

1989, and she has a shot that Hixon described

as "awesome."
"She's the corner hitter for them, and one

of their leading scorers. She has an shot

that's unstoppable on turf," Hixon said.

Old Dominion is the type ofteam thatcan

lose a 46-goal scorer like Hilbrand, and still

win the National Championship, as they did

last year. Their depth is unbelievable, as

they've mixed most of last year's champi-

onship team with freshmen recruited from

three countries.

To top it all off, they have one of the best

goaltenders in the nation. Senior Kathy

Fosina notched 18 shutouts last year, not

allowing a goal in the NCAA playoffs. This

year, she has a 0.5

goals against average, with six shutouts.

Coach Beth Anders moonlights as the

head coach of the U.S. Olympic team, and

she is the winningest field hockey coach m
NCAA history. She has a .902 winning

percentage, and has won five national

championships.

Add all of this up, and you figure Hixon

must be pretty nervous and frightened

about Saturday, right? Wrong.
^

"I always enjoy playing Old Dominion,

exclaimed Hixon. "I look at this game as a

win-win situation. No one expects you to

win, so it's no shame to play hard and not

win. If we do win, it's even better."

"I think our field will be an equalizer,

because Old Dominion is totally a turfteam,"

Hixon continued. "When the ball tekes

CONTINUED (
• Ell

CoU«Clan fll« photo

Kathy Phelan scraps for a ball as Holly Hockenbrock looks on. The

field hockey team hosts Old Dominion tomorrow at noon on Totman

Field.
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Administration may
freeze grads* salaries
Threats include hiring scabs

C«IWc<a>> ptMXo by J«ff E(a>>

A HORSE IS A HORSE OF COURSE, OF COURSE — Office Jim
Turati of Umass Mounted Police waits patiently for his partnet

Dutch to finis lunch

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

If the membership of the Gradoate Em-
ployee Organization decides to strike, the

University ofMassachusetts administration

may freeze their salaries and hire replace-

ments, according to published reports.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien told the

Hampshire Union-News last week if GEO
decides to strike, the administration would

not recognize the organization as a union

and would hire replacements.

Negotiating teams from both the admin-
istration and the GEO have been trying to

hammer out GEO's first union contract for

nine months.
Last week, theGEO membership refiiaed

to ratify the administration's most recent

concessionson the fourmigordemandsGEO
wants on their contract. Both sides will go

back to the negotiating table on Friday.

O'Brien could notbe reached forcomment.

Graduate employees include teaching

assistants, research assistants, interns and
students with fellowships.

"I think that Chancellor O'Brien's com-

ment on a potential strike and how we
would act reveal his own vulnerabilities

since he's chooeing to threaten GEO mem-
bers before anything happens," said Emily

Isaacs, co-speaker of the GEO, which rep-

resents about 2,200 of the estimated 6.100

graduate students on campus.

"I think it reveals his own awareness of

how unreasonable thecontract he has agreed

to so far is," Isaacs said.

Leaders of the GEO have threatened to

take 'decisive action" if their demands re-

main unmet and some GEO members have

expressed the possibility of a strike. At this

time, members of the GEO are voting in a

secret ballot on an issue Isaacs could not

comment on. Isaacs said she hopes for a

negotiated agreement to end this long-nin-

ning contract dispute.

"We're not interested in scare tactics,

we're interested in bargaining," she said.

She did say however that state law does

not forbid GEO from going on strike. In

spring 1990, GEO held a one-day "work

stoppage* to protest the administration who
at the time would not recognize them as a

union. That action differs from a strike,

Isaacs said, which is for an unspecified

amount of time.

David Lenson, president of the Massa-
chusetts Society ofProfessors, which passed

a resolution in support of the GEO's de-

mands several weeks ago, said O'Brien's

idea that faculty could simply "change their

patterns of teaching* to make up for a lack

of teaching assistants if they strike is im-

practical.

The notion that the faculty can cover for

TAs is ridiculous," Lenson said, adding that

the campus has lost 160 faculty over the last

three years. "We'rejust barely able to handle

Gen-Ed courses."

Without skilled TAs who are hired from

all over the world. Lenson said, a large

proportion of activities at the University

would be suspended. He said it would be

impossible for professors already stretched

thin by budget cuts to cover for TAs.

"I think [a strike I
would cause a tremen-

dous amount of disruption," Lenson said.

He also wondered how faculty could hire

skilled replacement TAs without seriously

injuring the undergraduate academic expe-

rience.

"Where are you going to hire replace-

ments?" Lenson said ofO'Brien's statement.

Fines to MuUins Arena contractors reduced
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian StafT

Suffolk Construction of Roxbury received a reduction in

Mullins Center-related fines from the Occupational Safety

and Health Administration last Wednesday.

The original amount of $25,375 was reduced on October

2 to $13,425 during an informal conference, said Ted

Fitzgerald of OSHA.
Although the sum has been lowered, all 16 violations are

still being held, along with their category of "serious," he

said.

Suffolk's project manager for the Mullins Center con-

struction John Ljrnch refused to comment on Friday.

The 16 safety violations included the absence of a list of

hazardous chemicals, non-insulated terminal connectors,

damaged electrical outlet boxes and damaged scaffold base

section available for use.

The categorization of "serious" contrasts those which

OSHA labels "other than serious," which are not health-

related. Other categories are "repeat," the finding of a

specific violation a few times and "willful," a violation of

which the employer had prior knowledge.

The violations filed against Suffolk and the eight project

sub-contractors were discovered between July 23 and Au-

gust 5 this summer during a "comprehensive programmed

safety inspection" on the site.

Fitzgerald said the violations have been corrected.

Most sub-contractors of Suffolk also received fine reduc-

tions. Electrical Contractors, Inc. saw their fine drop from

FiUgerald. He said Suffolk's 16 serious violations were "not

an extreme amount, but not small."

Fitzgerald added larger worksites have more potential

for fines, pointing to a direct relationship between number

of workers and potential for hazards.

On Monday, sub-contractors for Suffolk accidentally

severed two electrical wires, each carrying 13,800 volts.

Power was cut from most of campus with some buildings

remaining without electricity for four hours.

InJune 1990, Suffolk workers accidentally cut an under-

ground cable in West Springfield, cutting power to more

than 40 stores in the Riverdale Street shopping center.

A few weeks later, a wall the size of a football field, built
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$6,325 to $3,600. PH. Mechanical Corp. had theirs fall from

$1,925 to $1,050 and New England Reinforcing, Inc. had a by sub-contractors for Suffolk, toppled in 30 mile per hour

reduction from $2,600 to 1 ,800. winds, delaying a construction project for two weeks. None

"Ideally, they [the violations] should not exist," said of the 14 workers were hurt in the incident.

Veteran UMass staffer saves choking victim
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

In the 19 years Timothy O'Hara has

worked at the Campus Center, he said noth-

ing like what he experienced last week has

ever happened to him.

O'Hara was having a cup of coffee in the

Campus Center Coffee Shop last Monday
morning when he saw a woman at a nearby

table apparently choking.

"I heard a noise— and I saw her putting

a napkin to her mouth," O'Hara said. "I

walked over and asked the guy next to her

what was wrong."

The "guy next to her" turned out to be the

woman's husband. O'Hara, a volunteer

firefighter in Hadley, showed the man his

firefighter's badge.

"He told me 'do whatever you have to to

save my wife because I love her,'" O'Hara

said.

O'Hara had received first aid training

from the Hadley Fire Department while

becoming a volunteer firefighter.

"She couldn't speak well, so I told her to

give me two fingers when [what was in her

throat) was starting to come up," O'Hara

said.

After several attempts to dislodge the

food, O'Hara was successful in getting the

piece of blueberry muffin from her throat

through using the Heimlich maneuver.

O'Hara said he walked over and got an-

other cup of coffee afler the incident, then

returned to check on the woman.
"Shejust said tome 'thanks a lot for what

you've done for me,'" O'Hara said.

Although "this was the tops" of all the

things O'Hara has seen working in the

Campus Center, he said it wasn't the first

time he's used his first aid training.

"About a year ago, a little boy next door

came over and said his dog wasn't feeling too

well," O'Hara said.

It turned out the dog, a black labrador,

was choking on a marble.

"I just felt in its mouth and popped [the

marble] out," O'Hara said.

O'Hara and Auxiliary Services Person-

nel Manager Timothy Cox said the woman
Francine Ryan, was from New Jersey and

was at UMass attending a conference on

hydrocarbon contamination with her hus-

^" continued f^n p^ge 2

CoUaglao photo by Jeff Kgan

Timothy OUara
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Monday, October 7

Lecture— The Distinguished Visitor's Program is spon

soring a lecture by Li Lu on "China: Tianamen Square and

Beyond" from 8 p m -10 30 p tn at the Campus iVnter

Auditorium.

Tuesday, October 8

Mi.vie — The Sci Fi Society is showing "Clockwork

Orange" at 3 p.m.. 530 p m . 8 p m . and 10 30 p.m in the

Campus Center Auditorium Admission is $1 at the 3 p ra

shomng and $3 at all others

Workshop — Beta Alpha Psi is sponsoring a workshop

from 8:30- 10:30 p.m. in Campus Center riKim 803.

Wednesday, 0«'t«»JH>r 9

Movie — The Hang Gliding Club is showing the movie

"The Dtwrs at 5 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and 10 p m. in the Campus
Center Auditorium. Admission is $2 at the 5 p.m. showing

and $3 at all others.

Festival — The Student Activities Office is sponsoring a

-Student Group Festival" from 11 a.m.-3 p.m. in the Stu-

dent I'luon BallrtHun Admission is free

Blood Drive — The UMass BliH»d Drive will be held from

1 1 a m.-4 p.m. in Campus Center room 101.

Meeting — The SGA operations is holding a Senate

Meeting from 7 p tn 9 30 p m in the Campus Center room

803
l>ecture— Lhe eminent historian Michael Kammen will

speak on American historical memory at 7:30 p.m. at the

Stern Auditorium at Amherst College. His topic will be

-Mystic Chords of Memory: The Transformation of Tradi

tion in American Culture"

-Student Specials(Sept.-Dec.)

sn9
Nautilus (Aerobics included)

Racquetball

(Court time included)

Tennis (Plus court time)

All Club (All of the Above)

Now offering Step Aerobic Classes

Socal lounge. Big Screen TV. Ping-Pong

Available ToMl

$119

S119

S189

• Pro-Shop

• Snack-Bar with Liquor License

WINNER S ATHLETIC CLUB

5f('M'M I/. St. ( Utir

Attorney at Law
• Fknoiri kyn CUae ACCCENIS

• CMntviOiNaiDnc

*OliR Lc^hvMsM

B^ AI'Pt^iSTMFXT

816 North Pleasant

Amherst
S49 16K1

/UlMrnXD TO PRACm L IVTO

MKMBf* MAiS AND (T BARS

549-4545

Route 116. Sunderland Across From Bubs BBQ

PHYSICISTS!
MATHEMATICIANS!

COMPUTER SCIENTISTS!
XonTech is a highl> respected progressive R J- D tirm

specializing in the empirxal analysis of complex physKal

phenomena and development ol advanced concepts and

technologies in support of numerous defense programs

Our research encompasses the tollowing

• Analysis and evaluation o» flight test daU laircratt ballis-

tK missile satellitei including

• Traiectory reconstnKtion • Re-entry aerodynamics

• Navigation analysis • Orbital mechanics

• Research development and evaluation of advanced

radar and weapons systems irKluding

• Performance analysis • System simulation

• Signal processing • System design

• Signature analysis

Our work is technKally challenging and offers exceptional

visibility and direct client contact with opportunities for

technical and managenal advancement

F\)sitions are available at the Ph D Master s and Bachelor s

levels Degrees must be in Physics Mathematics or Com-

puter Science Electrical Engineering with signal processing

emphasis is also acceptable

Qualified professionals are invited to submit cover letter

and resume in confidence to Corporate P*r»oniiel

DcpartaMflt, XonTech, Inc., M*2 Hayvcnharst

Amum, Van timy. CA 9140*.

US. CItlMnahIp Reqalrcd.

All applicants selected will be snbtect to a

•ccarity invcatlfation and mast meet ellflblUty

requirements for access to classified nuterlaL

?^hQwtimes:
Fn Sun

7pm 4 9 15pm

Mon Thurs

One show at 7 30pm

Adults $4 00

Student w/vabd ID. $3 00

LONDON
ROUND TRIP FROM

XonTech vvlH b« at the

Career Planninf and Placement Offkc

on Thnrsday, October 1 0th.

Slfn ap today for an Intcrvlewl

Wrong turn ends in crash
roinpiUni By DAVID MASSKY
Collegian SlalT

A car driven by Grace Sullivan, of New

York, collided with a second vehicle as it

croMed two laneu of traffic on MasHachu-

setta Avenue on Thursday aflernoon.

Jennifer St. Janie*. of Holhston, was

driving the second car Sullivan was cited

for an improper turn. No injurie* were

reported and property damage was esti-

mated at $4,000

A man in John Adams Residence Hall

suffered deep cuta to his arm and hand

from a broken window in the halhriMim

Fnday morning, police said. He was taken

loCooley Dickinson Hotipitai by an Amherst

XonTech, Inc.
"People, Science and Technolocy"

ISorthcm & Sonthem Callfomla

Washinfton, D.C • Hantsville, Alabama • Colorado

Wc are an equal opportunity employer M/r/M/V

350

From NEW YORK
round trips starting at

LONDON $350

LENINGRAD $610

CARACAS $410

GUTEMALA C. $390

BANGKOK $939
LOS ANGELES-

AUCKLAND $699

Taxes & surcharges not included.

Fares subject to change.

Council Travel
79 So, Pleasent Street,

Amherst, MA 01002

(413)256-1261

Kire ambulance.

Police did not release his name and his

present condition wa« unknown at press

time.

A man kicked a door in Butterfield on

Thuraday allemtwn in a domestic dispute

and caused 8t)me damage.

lARCENY:
•A man reported his 1985 Mazda stolen

from l^ "22 on Wednesday afternoon. The

value of the car is estimated at $7,000 and

property inside at $2.'>0, police siiid

• A man reported his telephone sUilen

from his unltK-ked nH)m in Kennedy on

Thursday evening. The phone is estimated

at $170.

Cancer claims professor
William Gugli was teacher ofFrench, Italian

University of MassachusetLs profeasor

William V Gugli. H9, a professor in the

French and Italian departments, died Fri-

day from cancer at the Rojcer Williams

Medical Center in Providence. Rhode Is-

land.

Gugli had b<H*n on leave since January
1990

GuKli.wh<)hadhelp«'<l«'stablif>hpr«>Kr;jms

in France and Italy. U'^an leaching at the

University as an assistant professor in 1967

He had been acting chairman of the de-

partment of French and Italian from 1979 to

1980 and from 1987 to 1989. He also c«xir-

dinated the honors program in the depart-

ment from IHTKlo 1980.

A native of Providence. (Jugli received

his bachelor's and his master's degree fn>m

Brown University. He received a doctorate

in French and a minor in Italian from Syra-

cuse University.

Gugli taught in the Pn>vidence schotd

system fmm la'ie to 1962 and waa a gradu-

ate assistant and instmctor at Syracuae

from H)62 to 1967

Gugli received a Fulbnght-Hays Fellow-

ship to the University of Paris in 196.'i and

a faculty research grant from the University

of Massachusetts in 1971.

Donations may Ik» sent to the oncology

department at the Roger Williams Medical

Center care ofDr.JefTery Clark. Chalkstone

Avenue, Providence. Rhode Island 02908.

O'Hara
continued from page 1 UMass BuildingOperationsdepartment for

O'Hara is a resident of Hadley. where he 19 years, the past six in the Campus Center

was bom and raised. He has worked for Bookstore.
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Men in drag: Both art form and lifestyle
.^ . . .: „ or,ia«n«rt allv havc 8 scx changB Operation, bccause wonien's clothes.

By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Female impersonators, usually gay and

often called "drag queens" . have been part of

theentertainment world formany centuries.

Ab 54-year-old female impersonator Robin

Rogers pointed out. The first Juliet was a

man."
Despite their historical presence in the

entertainment world, men who dress as

women still face many prejudices, according

to five performers who were interviewed

after a benefit show last Sunday night at

The Pub, a popular gay nightclub in

Springfield, Mass.

"My name is Emi,

just call me Emi,

a human being
"

— Miss Emi

Emi says dressing as a woman is an art

form that requires a special gift: "'^'s »"

individual thing and you have U) be gifted

with it — you have to really be gifted ... to

feel inside that you have an urge to put

women's clothes on and feel comforUble

Iperformingl in front of people."

Miss Rachel, who performed a torchsong

as a shapely, curly-haired brunette in a low-

cut 19408-style cocktail dress, said she

considers herself a female impersonator.

She said many gay men who perform as

women are at different places with their

self identities. She said some may eventu-

ally have a sex change operation, because

they personally self-identify aswomen, while

for others, it's strictly an art form.

Two other performers, Miss Sue and Miss

Shawna, both said they maintain their fe-

male personas off-stage. Miss Sue said she

dresses as a woman "every day, 24 hours a

day, seven days a week".

Miss Shawna said, "I sleep with make-up

and 1 wake-up with make-up."

Miss Sue, who performed as a buxom,

older blonde, said she has been cross-

dressing for 1 7 years. She said it was hard to

come out as a gay man who dressed in

Only one of the five performers inter-

viewed accepted the term "drag queen" Four

used the pronoun "she" when referring to

other female impersonators. All but one

wished to be identified by their female per-

forming names and genders. One said she

was a "transvestite". and two others said

they were "female impersonators."

One refused any labels at all and said,

"my name is Emi. just call me Emi. a human

being."

Emi . who appeared on stage as a slender,

shapely singer/dancer in a variety of color-

ful coatumes. said that for her. the thnll

cornea from performing before a live audi-

ence. "It's exciting for me. but it's important

that the audience feels excited also
"

I'ImiIo by IVymUn Sk»lfh

-Miss Emr dazzles audience members during a
^^"^^^JJJ*.^'V™!^

Sunday at?J.e Pub, a popular gay nightclub in ^prmfe^ "m.ss Em«

is a female impersonator and regular performer at the club.

women's clothes.

"The straight community never accepted

us gays to begin with, and for a man to come

out dressed as a woman was really hard

because they weren't even accepting gays at

that time, especially a man that looks so

much like a woman that he could fool another

man."
Miss Shawna. who performed as a long-

haired, full-figured, young Utina woman,

said she's been dressing as a woman for 15

years.

She said she considers herself a woman.

"Well, I feel like inside of me there's a

woman locked in. I feel like a woman more

than a man."
Both Miss Sue and Miss Shawna said

they are waiting for sex-change operations.

Both said they feel the surgical procedures

will help them physically match their emo-

tional, inner-identities.

Miss Sue said. "I am. like the song says,

/ Am What I Am, because this is the way I

feel in life, you know. I mean, I look at it this

way. God fucked up on the day I was born.

So, I have female's intentions, but he had

other ideas."

Referring to her future surgery. Miss

Shawna said, "Then I'll be a woman. When

1 have my sex change then I'm a legally

queen."

Miss Sue said she wished society was

more accepting toward men who identify as

women. "If they only realized that we're all

human. We all have our own sexual pref-

erences, our own ways. Everybody is not

created equal, as they say."

"Were all different, we're all unique,

we're all special in our own way," said Miss

Sue. "Some men like women that like men,

some men like to be a woman and like to be

loved by a man. It's hard, and it's difficult

but hey. this world has got to listen and

understand that."

Jason McDonald and Sven Davisson

contributed to this article

Local gay man fights cancer
Benefit held for female impersonator Robin Rogers

r>--.-. I I »ll tUa rrav Iriria in tnwn.

By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Stoff

Robin Rogers is a 54-year-old gay man who worked as a

professional female impersonator for 25 years. He says his

career was cut short in 1984 when he was hit with cancer.

Now Rogers says he's been hit "hard" a second Ume by the

Last Sunday night about 150 people^gathered at The

Pub. a popular gay nightclub in Springfield. Mass.. for a

musical benefit that Rosie, the club's owner, said raised

over $1,000 for Rogers' medical bills.

Rogers said he was shocked at the outpouring ofsupport.

"I never ever thought this turnout would be here —
never in my life ever," he said. "I went bonkers - I love

Photo by Try»Un Skeigh

"Miss Shawna" sings to honored guest and

former female impersonator Robin
Rogers, who

is fighting cancer, during a benefit that raised

money for his medical bills.

Rosie, I love all the gay kids in town."

Paul, who said he works as a bartender at The Pub and

videotapes the shows, said the large turnout showed that

gays in Springfield support each other.

-Tonight showed everybody how important we feel those

are who are with us . . . ifwe don't take care ofourselves, who

will?"

Rogers' battle with cancer is only one part of a personal

history which includes a long successful career as a protes-

sional impersonator.

Rogers said when he began his career as a female

impersonator in 1960 he worked exclusively in straight

nightclubs until he came to Springfield in 1972. He said he s

performed "everywhere", including "Hollywood. Flonda.

New York and all of the Midwest."

Rogers said for a while he traveled with a troupe of

female impersonators.

"We had 25 men and one girl in our show, and they would

oft-er anyone who could guess who the female was a bottle ot

champagne - and they always voted for me. Rogers said.

Rogers said he and the lone female performer were the

only members ofthe troupe who were still alive, "because of

suicide, drugs and all that crap."

Fooling audiences was the best part of performing, said

Rogers.

"It was wonderful to go out there in makeup and every-

one thought you were la woman! and tx) just let them think

that until I let them know with a thud." he said.

Rogers said his performances were difl^erent than most

because he used his own voice, rather thanjip-synch. 1

sang soprano, alto, tenor, baritone and bass."

Miss Rachel, a female impersonator who performed in

the benefit, said Rogers' early performing years
helped open

the doors for younger performers.

"Robin was one of the pioneers and he opened the doors

for us, by making it accessible and acceptable for us, she

said.

Miss Rachel said the art of female impersonation has

changed over the years. At first, she said female «mperson-

ators mostly worked straight nightclubs, "like in Victor/

Victoria" but then "it was of course, accepted by gays and

that made it more open for more people to do it.

Rogers said people need to understand female imperson-

ators are not making any political statements. Rather, he

said, it's strictly art.

"It's not about anything, it's an art form. It's the ability

to go out there and perform for the audience and allow them

to think you are one thing and you are another, he saia.

Gender roles

broken down
by drag queens

Society teaches people that there is a "normal" set

of behaviors — women are supposed to be feminine

and men are supposed to be masculine.

Anything that doesn't fit these two sex-based ste-

reotypes is labeled "queer." "deviant," or "strange.

When 1 came out at the age of 14, 1 was willing to

accept being gay as long as I couW pass in straight

society. I wanted to look "normal

Jason McDonald

This is why discovering that some gay men hked tx)

dress in women's clothing ("drag") came as a shock tx) rne.

It was not what I had been taught m my Insh-Cathobc

upbringing as being appropriate behavior for men.

But then, at the age of 16 I sat in the audience of

Rocky Horror for the first time, watching a group ot

men wearing corsets, garter belts black underwear^

high heels and fish nets, and felt thrilled at the

thought that I might do that someday.

Many of my friends could not understand this.

Thev aled. "Why do you want to do that^^" "Don you

think thatmen dressing in women s clothing is a litUe

weird?" ""Why can't you just accept yourself as a

man?"
. „ i- - „,

That was when I realized that "mascuhne or

"feminine" ways of dressing are simply social con-

structions. There is no real reason why a man can t

wear a dress or assume a female persona. After

Txperiencing a desire to wear -drag" myself, I realized

thatmyearlferdisapprovalofdragqueenswas totally

"^T/ag queens, transvestites, transsexuals, female

impersonat.>rs and transgenderists not only question

what society considers "normal" male behavior, they

defy it. "Drag queens" prove that anyone can wear a

mask of "femininity" or "masculimty" regardless of

their biology. Their reftiaal to conform to social norins

is an act ofcourage and reflects a commitment to selt-

honesty. .

Rather than condemn those who cross the bound-

aries of sexual stereotypes. I think we must look

toward them to grasp a better understanding of

ourselves as versatile and creative human beings.

Jason McDonald is a CoUegian Correspondent.

Sven Davisson contributed to this commentary.
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Bounced checks, debts send ReprSStSti^s scrambling
. . .- j^ ..i„..., .v,^w,.h«n^iHltheir These people making decisions abou

I remember learning two years ago in a

history class about the special privileges

granted to members of Congress.

1 knew about that nifty transportation

system beneath the government buildings

but the cheap, tax-free food provided in the

Capitol Hill cafeterias and restaurants was

news to me. So. it is with much delight that

I'm following the mini-scandal surrounding

the bouncing checks and growing debts in

those very same dining rooms.

When the news broke. I didn't pay much

attention. It didn't surprise me — I don't

know anyone who thinks politicians are

models of integrity

Okay, so House representatives owe over

$300,000 in debts to these restaurants. No

problem. Everybody writes a bad check once

in a while. So they had free overdraft pro-

tection. No big deal — my checking account

does too. Ofcourse, the money is Uken from

my savings account ratherthan the accounts

of other depositors, but. . . well, whatever

Spokespersons at first reassured the

public that covering the debU wasn't cost-

ing the taxpayers anything, and that, in

fact, most of the debts each year are even-

tually paid. Okay. I thought, nothing to get

all upset about.

Darienne Husky

checks. A few days later, they changed their

nds and say yes. they did write bad checks.
mi

It was the ensuing clamor that I found so

entertaining. Suddenly, the representatives

were falling all over themselves to "confess."

The General Accounting Office refused

to unveil any of the offenders. Then, some-

one suggested that, ifthe debts are not paid,

the names of the guilty lawmakers should

be posted on the walls of the restaurants.

The race began
Every day. more pohticians are stepping

out to reveal their sin. At first, many denied

being one of the guilty ones rubberizing

but It wasn 't their fault.

The -not-me- tactic. A favorite excuse for

children of all ages. „ ui
Wisconsin's Rep. Scott Wug, a Repubh-

can pleads. "We're innocent victims of a

system we didn't know existed - How come

people in government never know what s

going on? Ignorance seems to be running

rampant in the nation's capitol.

During the Persian Gulf conflict, those

government officials allowed to comment on

unfolding events rarely said anything ex-

cept. "I don't know." The last two nominees

for the Supreme Court were remarkably

indecisive - they didn't know either And

now Robert Gates, hoping to head the CIA.

acknowledges that he doesn't know either.

Rep. Pat Roberts. (R-Kan.), said. "Mem-

bers clearly need accurate accounting sys-

tems for their personal finances. The system

allowed members to develop bad habits."

These people making decisions about the

national budget claim to have had no idea

that their a«x)unts were overdrawn. Some
members, not wanting to appear stupid,

admit that they were well aware that their

checks were bouncing. But they did it any-

way.

It's reassuring to hear that the House

ordered an investigation of the House bank

by the ethics committee. It's also good that

representatives must now pay with cash or

credit card. But I think they need a course in

financial management.

Compared to other issues such as educa-

tion, the recession/recovery (depends on who

you listen to). Gates, and Supreme Court

nominee Clarence Thomas, this is a trivial

issue But hey, watching members of Con-

gress squirm is more fun Sure, we know

they're scoundrels, but that's why we love

them.

Darienne Hoaley is a Collegian co/umni«<

ofoiner aeposiiors. Dui. . . wrw. «iui«r».ri. ^...» — » -

Vacation paradise or tropical hell? Read on and tind out
. t t\u^\\ ^kiz-v. .«rt/.K on for miles and miles and miles and

With Spring Break only 152 days away. I figured that the

time was right for me to offer you a little hinton how to make

this week-long vacation from sobriety an enjoyable experi-

ence

Don't go to Florida.

I'm from this waste ofprecious swampland, and personally

I just don't see the appeal of the place. Ronda is the only

sUte where the average age is "dead." Okay, so maybe this

is cool if you're into shuffleboard and 80 year-old women in

string bikinis. Personally, that's just not my thing. I prefer

70 vear-olds

Jared Blcmt

What is the appeal of a place where the dominant hfe

forms are mosquitoes the size of Volkswagens and roaches

which have less in common with other insects and more in

common with Sherman tanks? These insects are so large

that they routinely devour small children (but unfortunately

they missed my brother).

It's a lucky thing for us that they hate the color pink. You

know those tacky pinK flamingos, the ridiculous mon-

strosities which lead most people to believe that everybody

License for keg
soon a reality
When students returned to classes this semester, they

found themselves struck by yet another blow to their social

outlets. Afler scrambling to outmaneuver the "keg tagging"

policy, almost everyone knows how to get "clean" kegs,

making tags a mere inconvenience.

However, just when you thought it was safe to throw a

bash in Amherst, the local Select Board has established the

newest by-law in their "War Against Beer."

Actually in the works since before last semester, it will

essentially make it illegal to possess a keg in the town
without being deemed a "respectable" person and being

issued a license for said possession.

The time frame for implementation is probably this

spring but who knows with the attitude the town has.

This past summer, I was asked to be a member of the

"Keg Policy Task Force." a committee that would formulate

various specifics surrounding the new by-law.

I agreed— because as a student dedicated to beer I could

help keep this by-law from careening out of control at the

hands of people without the best interests of the student

body in mind.

While we (the Task Force) haven't completed our task,

and are decisions are only recommendations for the Select

Board's approval, there are a few guidelines we can be

relatively sure of:

1. Anyone can apply for a license to possess a keg.

although you may be discriminated against for reasons like

the reputation of the house you live in, etc. Licenses will

probably consist of two kinds — long-term and short-term.

2. Penalties for possession of a keg without a license are

$200 for the first offense and $300 for the second and

consecutive offenses. These figures were already in the by-

law and undebatable by the Task Force.

3. If the cops respond to a disturbance, your license will

probably get yanked, which will probably prevent you from

getting another one in the future.

It breaks my heart to see such developments in a town

which, up until now, has had such a great "social atmo-

sphere."
Paul Kirchoff

Amherst

in Florida has inhaled way. way too much swamp gas? Well,

those are actually cleverly disguised insect-repelling

scarecrows.

Yeah, nght.

No. the sad truth is that tacky plastic pmk Hamingos are

what pass for high culture and style down there And the

weather is just so beautiful, too — all three kinds:

1. Really Damn Hot.

2. Really Damn Hot and Muggy.

3. Reallv Damn Hot Muggy and Raining.

Okay, So there is Disney World and Epcot Center and the

Disnev/MGM Studios and Universal Studios. I can't com-

plain about these. I like six-foot Ull. mute rodents runmng

around scaring little kids. I enjoy two-hour lines for two-

minute rides. I liYfi to be entertained by hp-synching me-

chanical bears. Hell, even the actual living, breathing

people in the parades put Milli Vanilli to shame.

Add to these bastions of pleasure the vnde variety of

lesser-known, but equally amusing tourist traps like "Bob's

World 'O' Reptiles," "Larry's World O' Insects" and the ever-

popular "Oswalds World 'O' Inbreeding" and you have all

you need to really stretch your entertainment dollar.

Ah, but why does everyone really want to go to Florida?

What, my friends, is the big attraction? Why the beach
.
but

ofcourse. Everyone dreams ofthose wonderful sandy beaches

which stretch on for miles and miles and miles and miles

and miles and miles and miles and miles and mi. .

Sorry. Got a little carried away

Yet the beaches do stretch on for miles and mi... I mean

a iwally long wav. the problem of they are about three fact

wide So what happens is you have all these people lying

sideways on the beach, toe to head, like a chain of burnt

flesh offerings to some Greek god who's observing all this

and thinking, "What stupid mortals. I think 111 smite

some." . u f

Doni forget that the Florida beaches are the home ot

those ever-popular beach sports "Dodge the Hypodermic

Needle ""Name the Black Tarry Substance" and "Hey Mom

.

why are all those people doing push-ups?" (Think about this

last one reallv hard, itll hit you.

)

The only explanation I can think offor Flonda'sconUnued

popularitv as a gathering spot for thousands of gullible

college studenU is that few or none of these students ever

approach sobriety dunng these trips.

But if after everything 1 have told you, you are still

determined to spend hundreds of dollars to be eaten up,

burned, drunk, sweaty and uncomfortable. I ask you to

remember one thing.

All my columns end in one-sentence paragraphs.

Jared Blaut is a UMasa student

Thesis lacks evidence to back it up
I am responding to Alexander Nguyen's article.

"Manufacturing Multiculturalism" (October 2). Mr.

Nguyen does much name-calling, but reveals little evi-

dence to back his angry and dramatic assertions. Per-

haps his thesis is correct. Perhaps the UMass adminis-

tration and much of the community's efforts to provide

"multi -cultural education" is superficial, and indeed only

window dressing that masks a deeper racist intent. But

in place of "nonsensical Ulk shops," "food and dance

events," and meaningless "awareness weeks," Nguyen

suggests activities that "reinforce concepts stressed in

academics." Like what? His final advice is incredibly

vague: "Operate like cultural guerilla warriors, striking

quickly, withdrawing, and regrouping, only to lash out

again, when the time is right..."

In an entire page ofranting and raving. Nguyen only

produces a few concrete examples to support his thesis,

and these examples are themselves not analyzed in

detail and thus give weak support to his case. Finally, in

paragraph four, we get down to it: minorities comprise

only ten percent of the faculty. This is a legitimate and
concrete complaint and thus deserves analysis but we
are given none. His next assertion is dramatic, and
perhaps true, but where is his evidence? He says: "Cul-

tural diversity classes...remain racist and oppressive in

their methodology." Thirdly, he states, that with "racist

arrogance" UMass does not give a "cultural diversity

class focusing on white American culture. . .and its inher-

ent racism." This is an interesting idea. But has he or

anyone else made an effort to introduce such a class and

Failed? Nguyen claims. The core curriculum remains

unreformed because issues of race, culture, gender, abil-

ity, and class are insufficiently addressed." Without

explanation or examples, statements like this are sub-

ject to question.

Other charges seem far out. Nguyen asserts that

various minority groups must Tight over centrally-con-

trolled funding" and that this is part of a "divide and

conquer tactic." Might not such limited funding be sim-

ply symptomatic ofthe present financial crises at UMass,

rather Uian an administrative plot?

Actually, I am in agreement with Nguyen— concrete,

not superficial changes, need to be made at UMass to

broaden and enrich the curriculum. Drastic and un-

founded generalizations, however, only hurt his argu-

ment. Does he really beUeve all teachers "deftly manipu-

late and control the so-called mutilcultural discourse to

fit smoothly into their poliUcal agenda?" That can't be

true — most of my teachers, in a scholarly way, have

described white America as being historically and cur-

rently racist and oppressive. I suggest Nguyen locate

these teachers and like-minded studenU and find some-

thing constructive to do.

James Karis
Amherst

Golden Key a worthwhile investment
This is in response to Marc Elliott's comments on Golden

Key National Honor Society in "Notes from the Campus
Center Basement."

I also thought the membership fee was unnecessarily

high. But I took the time to read the information sent with

the invitation and decided that Golden Key was a worthwhile

investment for me.

The one-time membership fee is the only requirement of

members. A NON-PROFIT organization, Golden Key uses

the fee to maintain the society— from national and regional

conferences down to the induction ceremony. In addition to

annual scholarships, there is the Career Assistance Refer-

ence, listing over 150 companies nation-wide that recognize

and recruit members.
Members can get involved in nationally known projects

like the Best ofAmerica campaign, a drug and alcohol abuse

prevention effort. The intrinsic rewards cannot be found in

the everyday "race" to succeed in this world.

(Jolden Key is a nationally recognized honor society, with

250,000 members and over $500,000 awarded in scholar-

ships. But like any other organization on campus, it's what

you make of it. You can simply hang your certificate on the

wall or you can get involved vrith a worthwhile experience

and make a difference.

Michelle DeRusha
Secretary, Golden Key Honor Society

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU
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"You should hear him! . . . First he ho\wls and growls

at me and th»n he thinks he can make everything OK

by scratching me behind the ears."

CALVIN AND HOBBES

Quote of the Day
"Sometimes a cigar is just a cigar"

-Sigmund Freud
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D
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LUNCH
Duchess Meal Pie

Grilled Cheese Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Caponata with Pocket

Grilled Cheese on Whcartwry

Menu
DINNER

Beef Bourguignon

Chicken Fajitas

BASICS DINNER
Curried Chick Peas

Chicken Fajitas

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

I ^^ \ INJ COMMON.

UNDER 21
By KRIS K. EARLE

Ha5 3e£N

To All YJmo

Get 0>nsrMriy

ARIE8I March 21 Apnl 19): An i

uonally charfMl ntualaon could chant*

dramatically by rveninf . if you nrrd—

more wlfcontrol You h«»e alroady »Ut«l

ymir fccHi^s. Examine your physical nevda

ol^jectively

TAUHU8( April 20-May 20); Take the

lead at work today and MmOTne'* reepcct

for you will grow. Your ««ten«ve experi-

ence may »car« thoae with lea* knowledge.

B* diplomatic when showing other people

how to do thing*.

GEMINK May 2Wune 20 ): You have

a chance to make a comeback. Heed your

first impreaaion*. Although paperwork

irritates you, hartdling it promptly can

mean the difference between succaM and

failure.

CANCEIUJune 21-July 22); Self-im-

provement activities play a large role in

your plans Be objective. Your personal

appearance can be a big plus or minus in

business Shed those extra pounds.

LECXJuly 23-Aug 22); Excellent

conditions exist for business talk* and

marital discussions Present your ideas

confidently but be prepared for objections

Serious subjects deserve your attenUon.

VmGOAug 23-Sept 22): Financial

matters are emphasiied today snd tomor-

rt)w purchases. investmenU snd debU.

Investigate a credit matter. There are

unusual avenues or bargain* available to

UBKAlSept. 23-Ort 22 r Paperwork.

phoTM calls and erraryls make this an

acUve. even hectic, day ThoughU and

words corns faster than you can handW.

Take things one at a Ume Komantic lira-

works are in the air.

SCORPIOlOcL 23 Nov 21 1; Numw-

ous projects and interasting psopl* vie for

your sttention It pays la b* aelactiTa. It ia

easy for you to say "yes"U people Refused

to be rushed into making a commitment

SAGnTARIUANo* 23-D«c iU A

romantic encounter Ukes you by surprise

Enjoy the fringe benefiu that com* with a

prtmiotion or new job. Pay your monthly

bills promptly, aven if you carutot pay

them in full

CAPRICORN! Dec 22-Jan 19): You

mayfindyouiadfaoBiewhatmoodyor quick

on the iriggar laday. Tackle new projecu

with enthusiasm but do not waste time on

thoae who fixile out. Showcase your Ul-

ents to impress higher-up*.

AQUARIV8(Jsn 20-Feb 18): Your

will power is unusually strong. New pro-

fessional gains or personal benefiU are

part of the picture. Reach out to co-work-

ers who agree with your goals.

PISCEWPeb. 19-Msrch 20): If you

sense thsts business offer is not sll it should

be, reject it! Someone in suthority give* you

a helpful hint Act on it immediately.

Off -C^rv% Hov^tNc

Today's Staff

Night Editor Gayle Long

Copy Editor TamirLipton

PhotoTechnician JeffEgan

Production Supervisor Camille Pansewicz

Production Susan Tomaski

Brad Hutchison
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Arts & Living

Kim plays komungo
By NICOLE GONZALEZ
Collegian Staff

Jin Hi Kim
Hamp<.ii:n Theater
ThnrsJav. Oct. 3

Jin Hi Kim. virtuoso of Korean music,

demonstrated the unusual efl'ects of her

table harp-like instrument, the komungo.
Usually performing with other "avant-

gardists* such as the Ktunos Quartet. Circle

of Fire, and New York's Eliot Sharp, her solo

performance in the Valley was truly a rare

event.

In a black room under soft lights. Jin Hi
Kim sat Indian-style with one side of the

komungo board acr^ws her lap. With a pen-

cil-sized bamboo stick in her right hand, she
hit the strings in persistent rhythm.
Reaching her left hand further down the

board, the strings softly wailed under her
pressing fingers

The entire effect produced a surprising

variety of sounds. Only three or five notes

were played in o ^ -.- •- .ever, each
improMsed numi :inct. emo-
tional portraits. The swift pluckmg and
twang>' sound of the strings seemed to ex-

press anger and melancholia almost simul-
taneously. When played slowly with rests,

the intense, gypsy like rhythms gave way to

a meditative dreamy quality.

While putting down the acoustic

komunf>o. she introduced the instrument
that boosted her popularity . the world's only

electric komungo. It was built especially for

Kim by Danny Ferrington. "In L.A., he made
the measurements and constructed it over-

night," she said proudly. "And since then, I

play it."

This electric version, made without an
unneccessary sound board was much
smaller, about the size of a shoe-box. With
the pick ups. reverb, and amplifier Kim's
music rung out with hints of a steely West-
ern electric guitar. It was apparent that the

combining of Korean classical with the
Western avant-garde has been her life-long

dream. "It (the electric *omM«go) leaves the

composer open to more possibilities."

Although this artist has has completed
both her undergraduate music degree in

Korea and her master's degree in electronic

music composition from Mills College, this

artist has met the familiar obstacle of tradi-

tion.

Wanna be sedated?

styles By
Deborah

The Spa
For

Hair & Skin
Care

549-5610
65 University Drive

Amherst

$4.00 OFF
With Cheryl

Only

IYoffSMon.ll

Style. Cut ft Dry
liiii S lit IM) h) SIH IHI

fin) time cu»lomrr% onl; • tip 10 11 91

$5.0015.00 '^"^f«™-Facial or

OFF Highlighting
rtru line CMtoaen only ' Lxf 10/31/91

I'holo by lieurgr [>uBum>

The Ramones will play at Pearl Street tonight at 8 p.m. with opening
band The Lost for a 21 and over crowd.

^^
THE INTERDEPARTMENTAL PROGRAM
IN FILM STUDIES PRESENTS

A Lecture by Price Hicks From the Academy of

Television Arts & Sciences in Hollywood
On Student Internships, College Student Film/

Video Awards and Career Opportunities

The Film Studies Program is pleased to announce that Price Hicks, the

Director of Educational Programs at the Academy of Television Arts
and Sciences, will be visiting the University to give a presentation on
the various programs sponsored by the Academy, including paid summer
internships for students, cash prizes and awards for student film/video
productions, and career opportvmities in television. Application forms
and more information available after the lecture. All students welcome.
Refreshments will be served after the lecture.

Wednesday, October 9. 1991 at 7-9:30 p.m.

Campus Center 101 • University of Massachusetts at Amherst

"S^he Mttiteb Olhrtsttan 3ouxxbctixvixi

coTiHaliq inMtts gtm to otUnii a reception for tutn chaplins

DAVID CROSBY

KENT HIGGINS

TONY AHLSTROM

^nbari (Srtobtr rth from 4 (©'Clock to 6 (©'Ullocii in ihe .-itcrtu-m

^t the J'ctcuitu Ollub

^nt&erstty of iHUctssachusetts

%>H^ iM.nti
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qoidcn K^Y. NationaC HonorSociety

. WINDSHIELDS REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sundtrtand Rd

North Amhtnt,

549-2880

^ Mo« Ktapf C»«*l C«t» AoowJi^

ShQwtimes:
F(i Sun

7pm & 9 1 5pm
Mon ThufS

One show at 7 aoprn
Adults $4.00

Student w/vaM I D $3 00

AMHERST
ATHLETIC C

50% OFF
ALL COLLEGIAN CLASSIFIEDS

TODAY

and

TOMMORROW

Attention Juniors

and Seniors with a

3.3 GPA or above...

Find out more information

about the

Golden Key National

Honor Society

Only at our table

on the Campus Center Concou^rsel

AWARFNFSS DAYS;

October 7, 8, & 9

Visit our information table on the

campus center concourse for more

information.

Classifieds
rOMF TO THE COU£C,lAN OFFICE JU CAMPUS CFMtlR ' THURSDAY H:.m:M) FRIDAYH...yy^.tWAnimismOinyS PRIOR TO mUCAHON » 2(k/W0RDmY FOR STUDEm ' CASH IN ADVANCE

ACTwrnes COLLEGE PGCZA

UMASSCLUeCOtM
Meeting Mon Oct 7

7 00 PM in Mach-E-37

New * old members are wetoo«li«|"

UMASS OOT1MG CLUB
General meeting tonigfiii

7 00 904-8 Campus Center

Open to al. eweryone welcome

Trip •nnoo«»c*me«iU'

COLLEGE PIZZA
Fal special

SmaK cheata $3 SO

Laiga ctiaasa t6 00

Fi«a soda with ttia puichasa of a large

tub. MMd. or apagham

549^096 S4»^73
Musi mention tt«* «d

FOR SALE HOM)A CB360 4700n<l WWt

e«tras cal 253 0951 $400

FREE CAP WHEN yoo buy my Fort FtSO

4x4 Call Steve 253 7922

PAST FUNDRAISER
Qn»ks Ckjbs. Anyone

(800) 748-6817

ENTERTAINMENT

ANNOUNCEMENTS

JmENTION NON-US RESIDENTS

AA-1 immigralion lottery is your chance

Apply on tnends behalt lor ettoent strategies

Call 542-4220

Bed and Braaklaal. Downtown Amham

b49 0733

INTERESTED IN secondary teaching certi

(ication-? Deadline lor ST E P applications

IS October 23 Call 545 4397

TARKOVSKV FILM FESTIVAL any inlar-

esf Send wants. Ihooghts. and sase to

Tart(Ovsky c/o Box 395. Northampton 1 06

1

03K

AUTO FOn SALE

82 BuicKSKYLARK good oond Runs fine

New tires $1300 .-,„dii
•81 VW RABBIT DIESEL. Runs fine $750 Bill

6652894

•82 MERCURY CAPRI New brakes, muffler,

banery, shocks good condition $1000 256

3020

84 FORD ESCORT Newbrakes, muffler very

reliable $1000 665-4602evenings

87 SUZUKI SAMURI oonvenable 4x4

5 speeds 27K miles AM/FM cassette CB

radio solt^ard tops $3500 or BO 549 031

8

or 545-2395 Chin

HACK A DISC' $1 75 00 DJs. VJs. Karaoke

for house/ Formal parties. Call 586-9900

FOR RENT

EXECUTIVE RENTAL RENT or rent with

option 10 buy 4 bedroom kixunes house in

Amherst woods Call 253 7879

FRIDGE RENTALS 253-9742 Free daivery

FOR SALE

1981 TOYOTA CORROLLA great shape

$900 253-3369

1 983 Z 28 Black r»co $3900 call 253^3369

BROTHER AX22 TYPEWRITER

Mm\ condition

Must sell. $100

Call Amy 546-25te^

MTERVIEW sua
100%wool suit S«e 12.navy.cla»«iC$75 00

253^9686

JarrytSara, WiW Boys. Pig Tangem 63

KFOG Call Jetl 549 7686

PANASONK;KX-P1125»pr>nler Brandnew

Lots ol features 24 p<n quaMy Can Alan

546-7377 $275 or BO
PLANE TK:KET
Oct 11 to Oct 14/15

From Hartford to Cleveland . OH
$1 50 or best offer Call 546 5886

YAMAHA YPP-50; Touch sensitive excel

lent piano replication, bought new lor

$1000 00 will sell loi $700 00 B/O

Also. Roland Juno 106. bought new for

$800 00, will sell tor $300 OOB/O

Also. Roland Jazz Chonjs 1 20. bought used

tor $325 00, win sell for $225 firm CaH Rich

at2S6-6971.

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS

to students or student orgarazalioo

promoting our spnng bleak packages

GOOD pay » tun Cal CMI
1 800 423 5264

MARIANNE

Happy Anntversary Hon tot iwo great

years" Thank you lor the wonderful limes

and I hope Itiere are many more

I LOVE YOO' MATTHEW

PERSONALS

FUNDRAISERS

CASK) PMP-^00 KEYBOARD
S2S0/B.O Call 6-1798

Excellent condition

CENTURIANIRONMAN EXPERT E«crtlenl

condition, tow mileage. Bought new lor$600.

Selling for $350/BO. Call Chns 253 3608

CHEAP 81 VW Diesel Runs great, body m

badshape $300 or BO Pal 6 4002

COMPUTER FOR SALE
$600 Call Cliff

549-1762

DEADTRADE- Have Saturday need Thurs-

day 2561 183

EARINGS AND BOXERS lor salel Inex

pensive silver and stone eanngs And cool

neon boxers Great pnces" Call Susan.

Nancy or Melissa at 549-7727

RAISE $500...$1000 $1500
FOOLPROOF
FUNDRAISING

For your tralerr .y. soronty. team or other

campus organization Act now tor the

chance to win a Canbljean cruise and

fabutous prizesi

Call 1-800-950-8472. axt 50

HELP WANTED

MSTALLER
lor car aucko and secunty systems Part

lime with growth to lull lime Aisi be

experienced Call 584 9547 lor interview

-Know belora you go," Where lo work, live

and ski free in Cotorados resorts Current

guide 10 Aspen. Vail. Brecken ndge and

more'$1695 Call 1 800 788-61 74

PEACE AND JUSTKE organization seeks

workstudy 10 hour administrative assistant

position $4 50-5 50 per hour Call Carolyn

at 256 8306

SPRING BREAK REPSII!

Earn up lo $3000' Become a part ol a

team and sell the best spnng break inps

on campus Earn FREE Inps and unlimited

cash$$ Call now'

Take A Break Student Travel

(61 7)424-8222 or (800)328 SAVE
(Boston)

LOST

"CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES
NEEDED" Earn tree trip and big commis-

sions by selling Cancun. Mexico For more

mlomialion call loll tree at 800-755-7996 or

,n Connelicul at 203-975-8833

Eam $2500 A FREE trips selling Spnng

break packages to Bahamas. Mexico. Ja-

maca. Ftonda' Best mps a pnces! Spnng

Break Travel 1 -800 638-6786

EXTRA CASH:
FREE iTtonthly Avon catalog or become a

representative

Write Torn OBrien 86 Camden St Milford

CT 06460

BKH.OGY BOOK
Between Bartlel and Whitmore

Please call Annie 546-291

3

REWARD- I have an exam'

Black pouch pockatbook NEED
GLASSES Please return to Campus Center

intormation desk' _
MISSING KEYS!!!

Four keys on a silver/turquoise chain

-Can Man «6-2886

MU8KIANS

Guitar Lessons Begmmng/lntermediale

Relaxed atmosphere, serious lessons $10/

hr CaH T1m-2S6-6300

Happy *ltl MHlKlay Merry Jill and Karen

Tee lime IS at 500 in the Hatch Bar Prepare

yourself lor a night you wont rememtwr'

JILLB.

IIS •txjut time'

Happy 21 St

Go Crazy"'

Loveya. Daiyl

HEY GARY- You are |ust too lame lor us!

Here s your very own personal'

Guess Who'?

KATHY- Surpnsed' No Anyway. Happy

18th' Love, ME

GABRIELA KOSEK- Congratulations on

your citizenship' Love the sisters ol Alpha

Chi Omega'

A BELATED CONGRATULATKHB to our

newest Flamingos Karyn and Roachie

We tove you '"

Love your t)ig sisters-

Courtney and Arleigh

NEW SISTERS OF Alpha Chi Omega
Congratulations'

Karyn. Nicole. Enka. Jen. Liz. Juke. Andrea,

Heather Uterla, Ken. Knstine. Leslie. Ronni

BONYSOTTPMA; My Chinese. Healer.

Furry. Man! Thanks lor Flue'

Your Bodisocklool'

GREG G.

Newport Creamery Wore

Remember the tall brunette and btond

every Sunday night ''

Signed The Tall Bmnette

TWEETY(CIB)
I am glad we are back together I really

missed you atol as 1 sal atone on Ihe shelf

I Love You
Paxton

RESUME SERVCE

Cutting Edge Resumes. Complete resume

service Willing. Usee prmlino. leners. ad-

vice 549 0367
^

RIDE WANTED

Need a ride to llhaca Syracuse or

Btnghamplon lor Oct 1 1 and returning Ihe

14 PLEASE' Ca« Knslen 546 1581 wil

share expenses

RWE NEEDED lo Pennsylvania

Cokjmbus day weekend

Win share expenses 546-6831

SERVKES

BCYCLE BROKEN?
Call Pat

546 0119

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, lntofma^on or

support'' CaH tor tree and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam
Street. Northampton 586 3000 or

Greenliekj 774-6019

FREE BOTTLED WATER lor 1 week Call

5463371

FREE pregnancy testing: confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No

Pleasant Street Amherst 549 1906

TRAVEL

BahamaCruise $99 per person 5day/4 night

hotel Plan now tor your break Very hmited

otter Call now l 800 621 0572

SOME RELIABLE TOURS arenl so rek

able Thats why Mardi Gras Travel has the

it tor tor fun price guarantee to Montreal!

SEX LIES IN THE MONTREAL BAR

CRAWL' Party weekends inckjde 2 nights a

iransp Group leaders travel FREE'

(LAGNAF)-Call today 617-444-1111 Ware

«1 tor fun' .

TRAVEL FREE! Campus representatives

wanted to earn intersession and spnng break

trips 256-8254
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Sports

Minutemen succumb to Dukes, 24-7
._ , .. • .1 • i-Mij 1 A 1 17 uorHannH f»np touchdown while rm

By GREG ABEL
Special to the Collegian

In a game that at times resembled a sandlot grudge

match, the James Madison University football team was

able to overcome their own sloppy execution and a very

physical University of Massachusetts squad en route to a

24-7 win Saturday.

The Dukes lost a fumble, missed an extra point, had a

punt blocked deep in their own territory and never got their

passing game going: but behind a stingy defense and the

running of tailback Kenny Sims, they dropped the visiting

Minutemen to 2-3.

"1 told our whole team. Be proud ofthe fact that we won,"

JMU head coach Rip Soberer said. "I don't all ofa sudden get

spoiled by the fact that we won a few football games that

we've got to apologize because we didn't look like the New
York Giants out there. I've said all along, I UMass is] a real

good defensive football team."

The nth-ranked Dukes, now 4- 1 , got on the board before

Mom and Dad could even get cozy in their parents' Weekend

seats. On the game's opening play, Sims took a handoffup

the middle and broke away to the left sideline for an 80-yard

touchdown run. his fifth TD of the season. Sims, who

finished the day with 166 yards on 15 carries, credited the

offensive line for his success.

IThe offensive line has) been doing a great job blowing

people ofTthe ball and getting them out of the way," Sims

said. "Lately all I've had to do is run through the holes."

While Sims was tying a JMU record by going over 100

yards for the fourth straight game, JMU quarterback Eriq

Williams continued to be slowed by the groin injury that has

plagued him for the past two weeks. He showed better

mobility than last week at William & Mary but still felt the

effects.

"I think after a couple of snaps I realized I wasn't quite

100 percent because I got caught from behind a couple of

times, I don't think in the past I would have," he said. "I

don't have any pain, I just wasn't my normal self."

For the game, Williams completed nine of 15 passes for

1 17 yards and one touchdown while rushing for 49 yards on

15 carries.

Defensively JMU was able to key on the UMass ground

game all afternoon. Quarterback Tony Williams, a con-

verted defensive back made his first collegiate stert. He

runs the option well, but his ineffectiveness as a passer

allowed the Dukes to concentrate on stopping the run.

Wilhams completed only four of 14 passes for 62 yards,

with one touchdown and an interception. He ran 15 times

for a net of 34 yards.

"We knew they were going to keep the ball on the ground

and just pound the ball at us because they have that big

offensive line," JMU eornerback Richard Bryant said. "We

were ready."

"You've got to win games different ways," Scherer said.

"You've got to come from behind, you've got to play ugly and

win, you've got to play great defense and win. we're doing

all those things. The bottom line is we're 4-1 and the guys

are playing their hearts out."

No. 1 Old Dominion squeaks by UMass, 1-0

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

After experiencing the joy of victory for

the first month ofthe season, the University

of Massachusetts field hockey team discov-

ered how agonizing defeat can be. losing a 1-

heartbreaker Saturday to Old Dominion,

the top team in the country

While beingcompetitive against the Lady

Monarchs is difficult enough. UMass played

at their level and looked as if they would

break out ahead in the first half However,

they could not punch the ball in. and when
Laura Knorr slammed a penalty corner past

UMass goalie Philippa Scott at 25:04 of the

second half. ODU had all they needed.

Or did they? The Minutewomen seemed

to wake up after the goal . and began to play

inspired field hockey Scott made two spec-

tacular saves on Lady Monarch penalty

corners in the next minute that pumped
bttth the crowd and her teammates up.

The Minutewomen pounded the ball in

the I^dy Monarchs zone, and they had three

stellar opportunities in the last 10 minutes

to tie the game up. With about nine minutes

left. UMass got the ball by ODU goalie

Kathy Fusina. but it trickled wide of the

goal.

With SIX minutes left. UMass had a dead

ball in. and for a second, the crowd thought

the match was tied. The ball did not touch a

second UMass player, however, which it

must do on an indirect shot, so the apparent

goal was nullified.

With 1:57 left in the match. Old Domin-

ion was assessed a penalty and UMass at-

tempted its third penalty comer of the half

A bad bounce on the inbounds pass eluded

the team, and UMass tried unsuccessfully

for another chance in the waning minute.

"We had our chances, both in the first

half and in the second, but with a young

team like ours, it's just having enough con-

fidence to finish," Hixon said.

The big question was whether or not

UMass could stop the Lady Monarch's of-

fense. Old Dominion had beaten teams by

scores of 9-0, 10-0 and 11-0 this year. The
Minutewomen were successful due to the

play of Scott in goal, a well executed game
plan, and some lucky bounces.

Scott made some unconscious saves, es-

pecially on penalty corners by Old Domin-

ion . Her first testcameon the Lady Monarchs
first penalty comer. Maiike Hilbrand's shot

was dead on, but Scott made the save and

UMass breathed a sigh of relief.

In fact. Scott saved everything that came

her way in the first half, and with each

successive save, her teammates built more

and more confidence Their regular offense

was more potent than Old Dominion's, and

it seemed imminent that they would score

before the half ended.

Neither team scored, which may have

been the reason why UMass came out flat in

the second half Old Dominion, after getting

a few bad bounces in the first halfdue to the

natural grass field, adjusted on their first

penalty ofthe second half Hilbrand assisted

to Knorr. who shot it past Scott into the open

comer.
"( Scott I did an excellentjob," said sweeper

Tracy Barclay, and Hixon concurred.

"She did well . shemadesome great saves,"

Hixon said. "The goal they scored was in the

only open place in the goal. It was a great

shot."

The game plan that stoppedOld Dominion

sounded simple enough, but it took a lot of

players to step up and make it work.

"We werejust trying to overplay the right

side and make them force it to our strong

side." Barclay said. "On the penalty corner,

we had to get our flyer out to the ball," she

said.

UMass also shadowed Old Dominion's

best players, including Hilbrand. by stick-

ing close to them at all times. Junior Joy

Blenis played excellent defense in shadow-

ing Hilbrand. so much so that Hilbrand was
visibly frustrated.

"Joy and Colleen Duffy played very well

defensively today," Hixon said.

Just as critical as UMass' fine defensive

play Saturday was the condition ofthe field

Old Dominion was stifled consistently by

bad bounces oft" the grass, and they were

unaccustomed to this. From the opening

whistle, the Lady Monarchs seemed sur-

prised each time the ball bounced over their

sticks. Their game is suited totally to arti-

ficial turf, and grass was as big a factor as

Hixon thought it would be.

"We were competitive, and that was our

number one goal today," she said. "We ac-

complished that goal. We learned a lot, and
though we're happy with our competitive-

ness, we're disappointed with the result,"

Hixon added.

Like the sun that tried to break through

Saturday, for a few minutes, one almost

thought that the Minutewomen would break
through and triumph. Unfortunately it didn't

quite happen, although there's always an-

other day

Colleclan photo by Carrie Wyath

Dawn Trumbauer battles an Old Dominion player for a loose ball in

Saturday's field hockey game. Old Dominion handed UMass their second

loss of the season 1-0.

Men's soccer splashes to fifth victory of year, 4-1
By TED KOTTLER
Collegian Correspondent

On the muddy confines ofLower Boyden Field yesterday

afternoon, the University of Massachusetts and University

of Rhode Island men's soccer teams sloshed about in an

entertaining (but dirty) match, and when it was over, the

Minutemen joyously celebrated a well-executed 4-1 win.

Offense was the driving force behind UMass' success.

The Minutemen (5-1-3) fired 22 shots to URI's 12, and 15 of

UMass' shots were on net. Four found their way past URI

goalie Patrick Maguire, with the first one coming at 18:00

of the first half, courtesy of Ray Cunha.

Justin Edelman brought the ball down one side of the

field, and Cunha attacked with him on the other side.

Edelman fed Cunha a pass across the box and Cunha

launched it past Maguire for a 1-0 UMass lead.

UMass took a 2-0 lead on an unassisted Brett Anthony
goal at 10:00 of the second half Anthony drilled a shot from

the top of the box and into the net.

About 12 minutes later, Todd Kylish scored his team-

leading fourth goal that Anthony assisted on. Following a

free kick, Kylish headed the ball for a score.

Another 8 minutes later, Steve Scott scored from Mike
Doyle for a 4-0 lead. Scott was falling down as he shoved the

ball past Maguire from the right side of the net.

Despite the commanding lead that the Minutemen held,

they never relaxed defensively. In the final 15 minutes of

the match UMass worked its hardest, rarely allowing the

Rams a chance to get back in the contest.

UMass goalie Jon Gruber played most of the match and

made four saves, but he gave way to Jon Roche, who played

the final five minutes. While Roche allowed URI's only goal

of the game (and only the sixth UMass has allowed all

season), which Brian O'Haver scored from Brian Bradley

with about five minutes left to make it 4-1, he also made 3

saves.

URI head coach Ed Bradley is concerned with certain

problems histeam has been having that continued yesterday.

"We've been playing pretty good soccer, but we have

mental lapses," Bradley said. "We're playing scared out

there. I just hope we can play a little better before the

season's over."

UMass coach Sam Koch said, "[It was] A good job all the

way around, both offensively and defensively. They kept it

up until the very end."

The Minutemen host West Virginia in an Atlantic- 10

match on Saturday, at 3 p.m. at Lower Boyden Field.
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O'Brien denies plan
to hire replacements
should GEO strike
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Chancellor O'Brien said yesterday that
he was misrepresented by a Hampshire
Union News report that said he would hire

replacements and freeze the salaries of
members of the Graduate Employee Orga-
nization if they decide to strike.

This news which appeared in last Friday's

Union-News appears to have stunned
members of the GEO and onlookers alike.

O'Brien said freezing salaries and hiring
replacements is only one of many options
available to deal with a possible strike in the
near future. He has sent a formal complaint
to the Union-News expressing his dissatis-

faction with the article by Jessica Clarke.
The article concentrated on this one op-

tion but did not discuss any other plans to

deal with a potential strike, O'Brien said.

"We hope that there won't be a strike,"

O'Brien said. He also added that "no decision
has been made" on what, if any, action to

implement in the event of a strike.

O'Brien said one line from the letter that

he is sending to the Union-News includes the
passage, 'We do feel we have an obligation

to provide the undergraduates the education
that they expect."

Marsha Bloisberg, the city editor for the
the Hampshire edition of the Union-News,
•aid she stands by the reporter.

She also said she trusts the reporting
skills of Clarke.

"The reporter (Clarke) is thorough,
competent and careful," Blomberg said.

Jessica Clarke could not be reached for

comment.
Union-News City Eklitor Robert Chipkin

said he needs time to "sort out" O'Brien's
complaint.

"It's very hard to react," Chipkin said,

"The hMulline may have been unfortunate."

Hie headline used the slang word "scabs"

to represent the replacements of potential
striking graduate employees.

Chipkin said the article was written in

an "unconditional" manner but added that if

the Union-News were to be found at fault,

they would nm a correction.

The GEO has been negotiating with the
administration for nine months to finalize

their first union contract. The union, the
largest on campus, represents teaching as-

sistants, roacajpch aaaistants, interns and
fellows.

The organization has threatened to take
"decisive action" iftheir four miyor demands
are not included in their contract. Some
members have threatened to strike.

Peter Underdown, a GEO spokesperson,
called O'Brien's possible response to a strike

"a provocative statement."

"To speak in terms of threats when we
are still negotiating an agreement, it's like

he is trying to scare us." Underdown said.

"Among graduate employees, casually

and informally, it makes them really mad,
it's unecessarily confrontational." he said.

Underdown added that negotiatingteams
from both sides are meeting on Friday to try

again to create an agreement. Underdown
said the GEO is still waiting for a "reason-

able offer" from the administration.

Patricia Greenfield, director ofthe I>abor

Relations and Research Center, said both
sides of the dispute are now trying to exert

their power to settle the conflict.

Greenfield said O'Brien's strategy of
threatening to hire replacements if gradu-
ate employees strike is commonly used but
in this case, difficult to implement. "Hiring

CONTINUED ON PAGC 2

Army occupies palace
Haitian Legislature removes president
By KEVIN NOBLET
Associated Press

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti - Soldiers

opened fire on the Legislative Palace on
Monday and state-run radio reported
about an hour later that lawmakers had
decided to replace exiled President Jean-
Bertrand Aristide.

About 150 soldiers sealed ofTthe pal-

ace and a man who identified himself as

a deputy said from inside that the building
was under siege.

"Soldiers are occupying the palace,"

said the man, who refused to give his

name. He said the soldiers had attacked

the palace with tanks and gunfire at

about 4:30 p.m. No one was wounded by
gunfire, but soldiers struck some law-

makers with gun butts, he said.

About an hour later, state-run radio

reported that the National Assembly had
decided to invoke Article 149 of the con-

stitution providing for a Supreme Court
judge to replace Aristide, ousted in a
Sept. 30 coup.

Earlier, about 70 soldiers burst into

the waiting room of the international

airport while a nine-member mission from
the Organization ofAmerican States was
meeting Haitian leaders to press for the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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BEWARE OF DOG— Donna Horn displays her creatiou, ''Ralph,*'

at the Apple festival on the Amherst common Saturday afternoon.

Seabrook license upheld,
foes to begin safety fight
CONCORD. N.H. (AP) — Seabrook

nuclear plant opponents acknowledged that

an unfavorable Supreme Court decision

Monday ends the battle over federal licens-

ing, and shifts the fight to whether the plant

is operated safely.

The court rejected an appeal by New
Hampshire anti-nuclear groups and Massa-
chusetts state officials who say a radiation

leak on a summer day would be a migor

disaster for thousands of beachgoers along

the seacoast in both states.

Withoutcomment, the court let stand the

federal licensing ofthe reactor that has been

a target of anti-nuclear activists since con-

struction began in 1976. Justice David

Souter, a former New Hamphire judge and

once the state's attorney general, disquali-

fied himself from participating in the case.

The $6.6 billion plant was completed in

1986, but didn't get a license until March
1990 and began commercial operation in

August 1990.

"It was almost inevitable," said

Manchester lawyer Bob Backus, who repre-

sents the Seaooaat Anti-Pollution League.

The appeal of an earlier appellate court

ruling upholding the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission licensing procedure was "a very

long shot,* he said.

He said the licensing issue appears dead,

but the plant still can be ordered shut down
for safety operation issues.

He said his group still is trying to inter-

vene in the licensing transfer from New
Hampshire Yankee to Northeast Utilities in

Connecticut, which is taking over bankrupt

Public ServiceCompanyofNew Hampshire.

Public Service owns 36 percent ofthe plant.

Backus' group claims Northeast is not run-

ning its Millstone nuclear plants safely,

raising the question of whether it can run

Seabrook safely.

Diane Curran ofthe New England Coali-

tion on Nuclear Pollution, with headquar-

ters in Brattleboro, VT.. said from Wash-
ington the court rejection is "the end of the

road on emergency planning."

"We have to live with the interpretation

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Nobel laureate Gordimer to speak
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Nadine Grordimer, the South African novelist and re-

cipient of the Nobel Prize for Literature this year, will be

making two appearances in the Five College Area over the

next 36 hours.

Gordimer, whose novels include "A Sport ofNature" and
"July's People," will be speaking tonight in the Student

Union Ballroom at 8:15 p.m., and Wednesday at Amherst
College's Johnson Chapel at 12:30 p.m.

Tonight's lecture titled, "Fiction, Morals and Politics," is

part of the Troy Lecture Series and is sponsored by the

University of Massachusetts English department.

Tomorrow, Gordimer and Kenyan-bom writer Ngugi wa
Thiong*© will be speaking to the public about "Afiican

Writing: Past, Present and Future."

Gordimer, 58, had her first short story published at the

age of 15. Her novels explore the changing historical land-

scape of her country and life under apartheid.

In South Africa, she is the founding member and leading

figure in the Congress of South African Writers, which
opposes apartheid.

Gordimer has published eight volumes of short stories

and 10 novels. A new volume of short stories, "Jump," will

be published by Farrar, Straus and Giroux this fall.

Gordimer's collection ofessays, "The Essential Gesture:

Writing, Politics, and Places," was edited by UMass asso-

ciate professor of English Stephen Clingman. Clingman is

the author of"The Novels ofNadine Gordimer: History from
the Inside."

Ngugi is the Five College Distinguished Visiting Professor

of Literature for Fall 1991. He teaches courses at both

Amherst and Smith College.

Ngugi, who has many short stories, novels and plays to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Tuesday, Oct. 8:

Lecture — Nadine Gordimer. "ThrtH- in a bed. Fiction.

Morals and Politics." 8:15 p.m. Memorial Hall, UMass.

Wednesday. Oct. 9:

S«?mmar— Renections on Thelma and Uuise: A Dialogue

Between Feminists. 12:15- 1 p.m. Campus Center 804-808.

Sponsored by the Women's Studies Program's Brown

Bag Lunch Series. For this semester's schedule, stop by the

Women's Studies Office.

Thursday, Oct. 10:

Film — Lianna, John Sayle's ground breaking movie

GEO
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"scabs' has become a more and more frequently used man-

agement tactic." Greenfield said.

She also said that graduate students are not easily

replaced. "Even ifyou could replace the graduate students,

you have to consider the impact that any action will have on

the institution." she said.

"It's hard to envision how that approach can be workable

in a University setting." Greenfield said. "It certainly would

be disruptive to the educational process to have new people

coming in."

dealing with a young married woman coming to terms with

her lesbianism.

Sponsored by the LBGA and the UMass Program for

Gay. Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns.

l^'cture — Mexicanaa and Chicanas, a lecture by Elena

Poniatflwska. 7:30 p.m., Hampshire College. Franklin

Patterson Main Lecture Hall.

Friday, Oct. 11:

}i^nvj^t — Feminist Aid to Central America, featuring

numerous artists. 7:30 p.m., Wendell Town Hall. $5-10 at

the door.

Have a nice weekend!

GrcH'nfield did say she feels this dispute will result in a

negotiated agreement since there is.room for movement

from both the administration and the GEO.

Harvey Friedman, former director of the Labor Rela-

tions and Research Center, said such an option expressed

by the Chancellor will exacerbate this long-running dispute

and make reaching a negotiated agreement a more difficult

task.

"I don't think that makes much sense, to hire strike-

breakers before a strike even starts," Friedman said.

Nevertheless, he said, striking would not be prudent.

-There's too much to be lost at this stage of the game by a

strike,"

X>^ ^ An Academic Year Abroad
in the Arts and Humanities

y^\~ year or semester of undergraduate study im-

mersed in the life and culture of Florence. The pro-

gram combines university courses with individual

tutorials and language study and, for students of

the arts, work with Italian artists. Q A RAH
For infontuooo and an applicanon:

vj/vlv/ViJ.

Sarah Lawrence College In Florence LAWRENCE
BoxUMAF r^rM T Cf^C
BnmKMllc. New York lO^OS ^^^^l^L^tl.^^CJ

Tuesday 1 0/8 • 9pm

Comedy Ni^ht: Faaturing Top

comedlane from TV and comi^dy

c\ube around the country.

Wednesday 10/9 •9pm

Art 5tee\e 3and w/ B^luea Jam
The beet of the vaWey \?\uee

Krea mue\o\ar\e and voloaWete

invited to 6it in, bring your own

home, etc.

Thursday 10/10 •9pm

B>lacl<out with the be6t

of Rock & Roll

Playing your favorite cover

tunee.

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

WE BUY YOUR USED MAC EQUIPMENT FOR

TOP DOLLAR. CASH! WE SELL REFURBISHED

MAC'S AT DISCOUNT! CALL FOR OUOTE.

DCMTCV ihtn <800) 545 2313.
RENTEXINC. (617)423-5567

Do you come from a Spanish speak-

ing country?

Would you like to talk to other people

who come from Spanish speaking

countries?

Lite on campus can be a wonderful

experience but at times can also be

confusing.

Mental Health Services will be

offering a support group facilitated by

Lynette Bloise, where you can share

your exp>eriences on campus.

Group will meet Mondays from 3:30

to 5:00p.m., starting in late October.

Pre-group interview is required;

please call 545-2337 for an appoint-

ment.

jVienes de un pais de habia hispana?

^Te gustaria hablar con otras personas

que vienen de paises de habIa

hispana?

La vida en la universidad puede ser

una experiencia maravillosa, pero a

veces puede ser confusa.

Servicios de Salud Mental (Mental

Health Services) va a ofrecer un grupo

de discusion, dirigido por Lynette

Bloise, donde ttj puedes compartir tus

experiencias en la universidad.

El grupo se va a reunir los lunes de

3:30 a 5:00 de la tarde, empezando a

finales de octubre.

Una entrevista antes de comenzar el

grupo es requerida; por favor llama

545-2337 para una cita.

Local

Companion
Program
invaluable

Tiananmen Square activist

describes his experiences
a hunirer strike, in Beijing, is a formal declaratioi

By MORGAN BITTON
Collegian SUff

By ARI VAIS
Collegian Staff

Waiting for my interviewees, Michael Shaldone

and his little companion', at Bart's Ice Cream in

Amherst. 1 had a worrying thought: they had no idea

what 1 would look like and vice versa. As 1 scanned

the entrance nervously and wondered what I could

do to look more like a reporter, my subjects walked

in. I recognized them right away. In the Pioneer

Valley, where we 18-22-year-olds are almost com-

pletely surrounded by tens ofthousands ofother 18-

22-year-old8. kids stand out like sore thumbs.

At his mother's request for privacy, the 'little

companion' will be called "Akeem" in this arUcle.

Michael and Akeem's wonderfully atypical

friendship formed through the Companion Program

at the Resource Center in Amherst.

Akeem is. at twelve, the oldest offour children in

a single-parent household. As his mother works,

Akeem often finds himselflooking aOer the children

Indeed, it could be said that he has always been the

man of the house, a youi\g man with a lot of respon-

sibiUty. Hoping to avoid the risk ofAkeem growing

up too fast, his mother enrolled him in theCompamon

Program la.st summer. Akeem was paired up with

Michael Shaldone, an older University ofMassachu-

setts School of Management student in August.

In Shaldone, Akeem found the male role-model

he needed while the former discovered the refresh-

ing joy that It is to spend time with people much

younger than yourself.

The Companion Program is similar to the na-

tional Big Brother and Big Sister programs: adult

volunteers are matched up with children and teens

and the couples spend at least a few hours a week

together. Michael Shaldone spoke excitedly about

his relationship.
. , .^ „ j i ,

"Akeem and I, we throw the football around a lot.

go to UMass football games, go to see movies occa-

sionally, or ..."

"We play pool," Akeem offered quietly.

"... we play pool . we took the dog out for a walk one

day, we just hang out. We talk."

When Michael went up to get a root beer, Akeem

confided in me: "When boys, around twelve or thir-

teen don't have a father in their house, you can t

Ulk to your mother about girls, see? You need

someone else to talk to." Michael reappeared with

his dnnk: They're looking for male role models .
he

elaborated.

'Akeem's' cool, blase and extremely mature pres-

ence contrasted nicely with Michael's excitable en-

thusiasm, and the two seemed to eryoy each other s

company greatly.

While Akeem and Michael have spent time on the

UMass campus, the former does not figure it into his

college plans. Instead, he is eyeing Syracuse, "for the

football." ,,,. ^ , , . . „
-That's his prime sport," said Michael, launching

into a proud monologue about his little companion,

-but he was on the Amherst little league team this

^^^Tiey beat all the teams around here. Akeem was

on the All-Stars and the team went and played

Boston. So he's a great baseball player, too.

-Second in the sUte," Akeem inserted. Noticing

his school friend Armando at a table near us. Akeem

waved him over and the

two began discussing last week's 3rd Bass concert at

UMass. How do Akeem's friends feel about him

hanging out with an adult?

"They know Mike. They think he's cool. We all

hang out sometimes." he said.

The program is lacking in male volunteers. While

the female half of the Companion Program has

ample help, there are eighty-nine boys still waiting

to be matched up. Michael Shaldone would very

much like to see that number shrink.

"There are tons of men around here, because ot

the colleges, that have three, maybe five, hours a

week that they can commit to a «»"\Pl«' 8»™P'^

relationship, one on one, with a young kid, Shaldone

said.

"And it's really no effort, and once you get into it

I think it's a great experience," he continued. It

eives you an idea ofwhat it's gonna be like when you

have a kid, also it gets you involved in community

work which I think is impori^ant. In this day and

aee there's not enough of that going on.

Anyone interested should contact Renee Moss at

253-2591 for more information.

U Lu, one of the student acUviste who helped lead the

Tiananmen Square uprising in the People's Republic of

China in the spring of 1989. never imagined two years ago

that he would be in the United SUtes giving a speech in

English, not Chinese he told a crowd of200 in the University

of Massachusetts Campus Center last night.
_

"It's very peculiar to have escaped and to be in exile." said

Lu. who is now a student at Columbia University in New

York. He explained that Tiananmen Square is often in his

mind and feeling cut off from his family and friends.

Invited to join the Communist Party for winning awards

and academic achievement, Lu hoped to work for change

within the party. In 1985, he entered Nanjing Umversity

where he organized reform groups, with the interest of

bringing democracy to China.
., ,„qo

Lu describes the death ofHu Yaobang, in April 1989. as

-a symbol to lead a protest movement. The Spring of 1989

was a time ripe for the emergence of democracy in China

and the end of the Cold War era." Yaobang was known as a

symbol ofpoliUcal reform. Lu organized a boycott ofclasses.

When police investigations began and his personal safety

was being threatened on campus. Lu lea for Beijing. Stu-

denU who sat in front ofTiananmen Square, requesting to

consult with government officials about problems facing

China, were beaten by guards attempUng
to disperse them^

-My life has never been the same after my trip to Beijing.

said Lu.
, . ^

Lu describes the movement as "a struggle between a

special group of old men and a whole young generaUon of

Chinese. We are a generaUon who has glimpsed indepen-

dent life free frx)m the oppression of communist regime.

The student forces, which grew to about 200.000 people

according to Lu. were non-violent demonstrators. They

wanted the government to hear their demands concermng

the communist regime in China, "we believed we would

make a new turn in history." said Lu.

The government tried to "crack down" on the movement

and Lu helped organize a hunger strike. Lu explains that

a hunger strike, in Beijing, is a formal declaration ofwar on

the govermnent. Lu described the night of June 3. with

tanks rolUng in and soldiers opening fire on anybody. Early

the next morning, Lu left with the remaining studente who

got permission from military commanders to leave without

being attacked.

CottecUn photo bjf C«rTie Wyelh

Tiananmen Square activist, Li Lu, speaks ia

the Campus Center last night.
and Lu helped organize a nunger »i.n«.c. ^«^*k.-..-

i 1 J

Woman reports sexual assault

Compiled by DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Suff

A woman reported to the police on Friday night that she

was sexually assaulted by a male person while nding back

from a party with a group of studente.

The incident is under investigaUon. Umversity of Mas-

sachusette police said.

ARJl£STSs
• Kevin P. Kelly, 19, of Roslindale. was arrested Satur-

day morning in Lot 34 and charged with breaking and

entering into three cars, larceny from two cars, and larceny

of a credit card. . . .

. Two UMass studente from Seoul, Korea were arrested

Friday afternoon in John Quincy Adams and charged with

possession of marijuana.

IJVRCENY:
• Three rooms were broken into on Saturday afternoon

inSkinner Hall . Three keyboards, a computer, and a momtor

J^th a toUl value of approximately ^J^O are missing^

PoUce called the theft "an extensive break-in and said the

matter is under investigation.

Seabrook
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

that court has given us." she said. "Our best chance now is

to show the plant is not being operated safely."

Her group will continue to monitor the plant's operation,

she said.
, ..

Alan Nogee, energy specialist for the Massachusette

Public Interest Research Group in Boston, called the deci-

sion -consistent with previous Supreme Court decisions

that have generally upheld the NRC's discretion to do

anything it wante."

Tom Moughan of Citizens Within a 10-Mile Radius said

the issues were generic about the NRC's authority and ite

effect on the adequacy of evacuation plans.

Moughan, of Newburyport, Mass., said activists are

particularly upset that the court heard no testimony on the

adequacy of the area's evacuation plans.

"[Seabrook officials 1 never had to prove the plans are

adequate under any definition," Moughan said.

Neither Massachusette group was among the opponente

filing the challenge.

Former Massachusette Gov. Michael Dukakis and
former

Attorney General James Shannon were vocal critics of

emergency plans that would affect Massachusette commu-

nities near the New Hampshire border.

A spokesperson for Attorney General Scott Harshbarger

said Harshbarger also raised legal questions.

"Clearly, we hoped the Supreme Court would hear the

case based on the legal issues we had identified, but we

respect their decision," spokesperson Thomas Samoluk

said.

Haiti
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

return of Aristide. The OAS meeting took place on a

floor above the waiting room.

The soldiers grabbed Aristide's former campaign

manager, Evans Paul, roughed him up and dragged

him away. Paul told reporters he was being sent to

Venezuela, where Aristide first flew into exile.

A soldier fired a shot into the air to scatter reporters

and photographers who tried to approach the soldiers.

The OAS diplomats, foreign ministers from eight

countries and a leading U.S. SUte Department ofTi-

cial, continued their meeting, and made no immedi-

ate stetement on the disturbance.

Nobel
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

his credit, has written his two most recent novels in

his native tongue, Kikuyu.

Because his critique of neocolonialism in Kenya

resulted in his detention without trail for a year,

Ngugi has been living in exile in Britian and the

United States since 1982.

He has recently returned from an extensive lec-

ture tour ofthe Republic ofSouth Africa, and has been

teaching at Yale University for the past three semes-

ters in the English and Comparative Literature de-

partments. JL iU
The lecture at Johnson Chapel is sponsored by the

Five College Distiguished Visitors Program.
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Casual work, casual pay
Ifwe didn't extend some trust in life, we'd

all go nuts.

When we get a new job or sign a new

lease, we tend to assume that the boss or the

landlord is going to treat us reasonably. We
try to ignore the fact that this person's

income is whatever he or she can take from

us. We don't want to know that everything

about the relationship is a give and take: We
give and they take.

1 consider myself a vigilant person; some

might say to the point of neurosis. In any

him to laugh. When he didn't I said "You're

out of your fucking mind."

"Hey," he said, "I could get some high-

school kid to do this for three bucks an

hour." I was still staring at him.

"But you didn't hire some high-school

kid. You hired someone you know needs the

money."
"Look, take it or leave it. Ifyou don't want

it ..."

1 eventually talked him up to five bucks

an hour. Mr. Super-Hip Guy wasn't so.supt-

r

case, experience has taught me that I need hip when pay day came. When IjitarUKl the

to protect myself when it comes to bosses

and landlords— no matter what swell people

they are. Indeed, this is the story ofone who
should've known better.

D'Souza gets facts wrong

Jeremy P. Levinson

My new landlord is a superhipguy. He'll

come over and socialize, telling stories and
hanging out. A real Northampton progres-

sive type. Unlike other landlords, this guy is

on the level.

When I moved in, the house was in dire

need of repairs and I offered my services to

the landlord. Over beers he listed some
things I could do, told me to keep track ofmy
hours and we'd work something out. Casual.

No big deal . It didn't occur to me to work out

the specifics.

My major project was ripping out the

landscaping and preparing the area to be re-

landscaped. The grass, weeds and bushes

hadn't been maintained in years and the

place had started to look like the "Addams
Family" house. So, I spent a lot of time

working alone. I enjoyed working outside

with my hands and I certainly needed the

money.
After a couple ofweeks ofthis, my landlord

stopped over and we were talking about this

and that. The end of the month was coming

so I asked if we should talk about wages.

Whatever, it's cool. My super-hip landlord

turned and said "111 pay you minimum wage
for the yardwork." I stared and waited for

work everything was relaxed. Now that a

chunk of it was done and we needed to talk

money, things weren't so relaxed.

My landlord is the type of guy that's

adamant about working people's rights— in

Guatemala.
I took the five dollars an hour because, as

Mr Landlord had said, it was better than

nothing But then I let him know that I

thought he was taking advantage of the

situation. Then I let it go. Talking about it

with him only created tension. It was like

talking to a dollar sign. So, I continued to

work.

Every once in a while, hell bring it up out

of nowhere, telling me why the situation is

fair. He has got all sorts of rationale. In

particular he loves to tell me that the work
around the house isn't real work for real

money. Rather, it's casual work for casual

money.
Casual work could mean, "Well, 111 pay

you whateveryou think is fair." But it doesn't.

It means "III pay you as little as possible

and youll like it, or 111 get someone else."

Eton't get me wrong. I like my landlord.

But when it comes to unequal relationships

— boss/employee or landlord/tenant —
personalities don't mean anything. When
money gets into the equation, personalities

become irrelevant. I've learned this lesson.

Again.

You can guess what happens when I tell

him to expect his rent in casual dollars.

Jeremy P. Levinson is a Collegian col-

umnist

Dinesh D'Souza's attack on Affirma-

tive Action in his speech on Oct 2 at

Amherst College was only the latest

salvo in his assault on multiculturalism

in university education. But as in Illib-

eral Education (see separate articles by

Catherin Stimson and Jon Weiner in

The Nation , Sept. 30 ), D'Souza often gets

his facts wrong. He claims that SATs are

not racially biased, but only class bi-

ased. Yet data from the College Board

demonstrates that significant dispari-

ties exist both by class and by race.

Jim Matson

While dismissing European cultural

bias in SATs or curriculum, D'Souza

rails against those who would seek Ut In?

more inclusive ofmulticultural perspec-

tives. Yet he has sought to cast himself

as something of a moderate in this de-

bate, as someone in favor ofauthentic
multiculturalism," and it is his supposed

moderation that merits the same criti-

cal appraisal he advocates for both

Western and non-Western cultures.

D'Souza offers a multicultural read-

ing list ofhis own in an Op-Ed column in

the Wall Street Journal (Sept. 24). He
highlights eight non-Western works, and
provides a briefappraisal oftheir contri-

butions and lasting significance. His

choices are rather conventional, with

his tastes running to unassailable clas-

sics — Confucius* Analects, the Koran,

The Tale of Genji — and Nobel Prize

laureates. They deserve to be read. But
his short characterizations so distort

and misrepresent these classics that one

has to question both his knowledge of

the texts and the lessons he thinks they

impart.

Surprisingly, for someone from In-

dia. D'Souza mistakenly asserts that

the Bhagavad-Gita. a key portion of the

epic poem the Mahabharata, is part of

the Upaiushads While this may ap-

pear an academic distinction to those

who are unfamiliar with either text,

theconfiation indicates a rather sloppy

approach to non-Western traditions.

The sole work written in English is

Chinua Achebe's slender first novel.

Things Fall Apart. Yet his account of

this fine tragic tale about the onset of

British colonialism in Sioutheast Nige-

ria is so lurid and simplistic that it

echoes the very caricatures of African

society in European literature that

Achebe sought to correct.

D'Souza's summary description of

"the destruction of thousand-year-old

indigenous traditions' (which he
elaborates as "internecine warfare,"

"dnnklingl wine from skulls of rival

tribesmen," "wife-eating." and other

gory superstitions) supposes that the

village customs ofthe Ibo were primor-

dial, unchanging, and without history.

Yet if D'Souza had seriously studied

the work and considerable scholarship

it sparked he should know that the Ibo

identity only emerged in the wake of

the slave trade, as a term applied first

to the communities among diverse lin-

eages in the upland Niger delta victim-

ized by slave hunters, and only

gradually became a name for an ethnic

category. D'Souza's plot summary is

emblematic ofhis uncritical and insen-

sitive approach to differences, and
appears entirely unaware of the broad

critique ofthe "invention oftraditions."

In short, D'Souza seems to know
very little of what he speaks. Perhaps

that was no shortcoming as a "Domes-
tic Policy Analyst' for the Reagan White

House. But it is a senous flaw in one

who would expound on the content of

university curriculum.

Jim Matson is a visiting history

professor at UMass

Third world affairs page criticized for "substantial problems"
As regular readers of the Third World

Affairs page, we are frequently embarrassed

by some of its defining features. Aside from

turgid language, cliches, and a tendency to

present serious issues in comic book carica-

tures, there are substantial problems with

the page.

Firstly, the issue of class within Third

World societies remains generally ignored.

In repeating the now bankrupt rhetoric of

nationalism, the TWA-page clique remains
unaware ofthe fact that it is class structure

in the Third World, and not merely the

subjective will ofelites in Brazil, India, Iraq,

etc., which buttress imperialism. Beyond
simple collaboration with Western powers,

the elites ofthe South engage in independent

indigenous exploration and repression, and
often it is precisely the rhetoric of anti-

imperialism that is used to legitimize such

policies. Ibish, Rao, and company's appeals

for technocracy and arpuments in favor of

nationalism betray their ignorance of his-

tory and their partial understanding of the

dynamics of oppression.

Their representation of the nation-state

as the indivisible entity and the object of

oppression dismisses the complexity of the

situation. The stance oftheTWA-page cabal

raises some questions: is the TWA page still

in contact with social movements in the

Third World? Has it ever been in contact

with social movements in the Third World?

Their consistent deference and glorification

of state power leads us to the answer "no."

Secondly , the writers' unabashed support

of statism in the Third World points to the

problems oftheir conceptual framework and
overall vision. Ironically, the framework is

Hawed by America-centrism. i.e. the faith-

ful implicit depiction of U.S. imperialism as

the sole propelling force ofmodem history.

Hard'y any factors remain in the hands of

the Third World save the army, the state.

and/or a nationalist yearning for naked
power. Curiously, this prescription is in

large measure an imitation of U.S. imperial

vision. Subsequently, their ideals become

the large regional hegemonies and would-be

imperial powers in the Third World — e.g.

Brazil, India, Iraq — who are transformed

into "defenders offaith." Morality becomes a

function solely of geography.

Furthermore, by deriding the left and
remaining ignorant of Third World pro-

gressive movements, the rhetoric of resis-

tance used by theTWA-pagejunta is exposed

for what it is — an ally of Third World

imperialism and reactionary forces in the

West. Hence their response to the New
World Order is added militarism.

Finally, it was argued four semesters ago

that the Third World community, having

been ignored and defamed, needed a voice to

address its concerns and cover its events.

Now those controlling the voice almost ex-

clusively address (White) America in redun-

dant, mind-numbing polemics. The Third

World campuscommunity itselfis leftbeyond

the margins. The only purpose of this mode
ofpolitics is the di.nplayofthe writers' "moral"

superiority, and this facet best illustrates

their petite-bourgeois nature and shop-

keeper mentality. Undoubtedly, the legacy

of neo-colonialism must be combatted. But

we must also have the courage and integrity

to oppose the reactionary politics of op-

pressive Third World regimes and religious

fundamentalism.

The only lesson the TWA-page cabal has to

ofFer is an existential one, for in trying to

present the banality of evil, they only give us

the evil of banality.

Robin Varghese
Amherst

Editor's note three others signed this

letter.

Notes from the Campus Center basement
Well, well , well . . . What do we have here? Yet another

week of absolute gibberish to further warp your dis-

tracted and distraught minds.

Yes, lexpletivel-head is famous. Everyone knows
one. So this week's column is dedicated to [expletive |-

head. You know him, let us give him the recognition he
.so richly deserves.

Graffitti ofthe Week! Graffiti ofthe Week! Graffiti of

the Week! All the way from Herter Hall, home of history

and all those other majors that offer no hope for em-
ployment and put you right on the road to graduate

school, comes this little ditty that was defacing a wall in

the men's room (it would never be found in the women's
room for a reason that will become apparent in a mo-

ment). "Ifyou're reading this, you're probably pissing on

yourself." You can guess which wall it was written on...

One year ago this week, that whole Mapplethorpe

controversy got started. [Expletive) censorship.

They did it again! Those bastards! Who is that cruel,

cruel sadist working at the Housing Services Cable Net-

work who keeps cutting "Godfather" fans off at the knees?

Twice, the villains advertised the showing of "The Godfa-

ther" and "Godfather II." Twice, they've stopped "The

Godfather" in the middle at exactly midnight. What happens
in the HSCN offices at midnight every time they show "The

Godfather?" Is that when the video cassette is due back at

the rental store? Do they have their systems sabotaged by
anti-Godfather terrorists? Does the staff have this strange

mental fixation about tollbooths and machine guns?
I'll say this for Financial Aid .Services. At least they're

trying.

Marc Elliott

A tower lies empty. Everyone talks about a decline in

enrollment. You've been put on the top floor of a tower in

which people live who know how to use fire alarms but don't

know what they're for. Your roommate's religion requires that
he kill you or go to Hell. And yet, there are no singles to be
found. You've just entered ... the Housing Services zone.

I refuse to indulge in DC jokes because they're (in my
humble opinion) overdone. Just like a lot of the food.

Liz, Liz, Liz ... you go through marriages like Federal
Express trucks go through small , furry, woodland creatures
prone to crossing busy streets.

Why must at least one portion ofthe campus go on strike

each semester? This time is the graduate students' turn.

They vote this week as to whether or not they want to put

down their books and pick up their picketing signs to go

on strike (according to several flyers I've seen posted

around campus). I don't want to be accused of trivializing

the graduate students' concerns and campaign (and I

know I will be) but, I just know there is at least one
undergrad out there thinking: "Yes! Then I can get out of

Spanish class! Go for it dudes!"

Without UMass, Amherst would be farmland.

So, if you think I'm just a big phallic symbol with a

lousy haircut, or you want to make a submission for

Graffiti of the Week, or you want to see me chopped into

little beef strips after taking me out for a quick bite at the

local Taco Bell, write in and tell me dammit! Seeing how
campus mail is ridiculously slow, bring it down and drop

it off at the classified window in 113 Campus Center

Basement and address it to: .Joe Bob Elliott the bonehead
and columnist extraordinaire. Thanx.

Until next week, remember, "I'm not only the Hair

Club president, I'm also a client."

Marc Eliott is a Collegian columnist

50% OFF
Att COtLEGIAN CtASSIFIEDS

TODAY ONLY!!!
Look for our table

on the Campus Center Coneourse!

Or come to our classified counter

at 113 Campus Center^
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THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

MATHEMATICS
DATE: WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 9, 1991

TIME: 4:00 PM

LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER 168

SPONSORED BY:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Paul C. (Desmarjis. Ph.D. 74

Joan Burgess '61

Joann Dittmar, '88

Gerald Janowitz. '86

Professor

American International College
Springfield, MA

Data Processing Manager
National Evaluation System
Amhierst, MA

Assistant Actuarial Associate

Mass. Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Springfield, MA

Systems Consultant
Symmetric Systems
Hartford, CT

Barbecue Ctiicken $4 75

Smoked Turkey Breast $5 95

AH served with trie Hatch s Special Barbecue Sauce.

Barbecue Beans or Potatoes Coleslaw and

Roll & Butter

•The Specialties'*
Smoked Ribs $5 25/59 99 Smoke Ribs & Chicken $6 99

Smoked Whale Ribs $14 99 Barbecued Chicken ..$1 80/S3 49

Beet Brisket Sandwich $2 75 Smoked Ribs &

Smoked Turkey Sandwich $2 95
Hot Wings $8 99

All sen/ed with the Hatch's

Special Barbecue Sauce!

Available 4:30-10:30 Ptn

Try our Flavor Crisp Chicken too!

CALL 545-2597

For more information, please contact:

Mather Career Center
545-2224

And For A Limited
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

OMf...
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At The Far S»d« « »py centw

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

"mis PACE. \T WU-PRSZL

1 ALMMS
UKED

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN
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Quote of the Day
"If the Uoors of perception were cleansed,

everything would appear to man as it is, infinite."

"William Blake

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE

ACROSS
I litb Aitgatot

alhiaw

4 MuslHn lailh

5 Tiap

14 True*
16 CcxnhuaMi ci«y

17 FalM
tl 0« Ih* ••rty

mornmg
19 Cut o< maat
20 l\ining on a

pvdMlal
Z2 Ga«« a t^and

1* Rocki
n >•••••( Kw a

hood
?0 NotMkU Mottiw

JO A lafgt amount
VtMM

37 homo
36 Ov«<ran
41 Moaay along

43M4ctia«

9 Bufns Of

Banny. ag
10 Wondw
11 M« HukN

pofoay^c

12 Gab
13 IM* pand
IS Mu* Island •

naightior

21 Ckmbmg plani

23 SocMinoM
24 7aM
26S4KW
27 CdonM
TSStwIav. to

<Ma>fiH>

3< Played a pail

3? Drama pax
33 Goal anMfcipa

3S Ctianga t>ey«

39 Atxada
40 away witti

42 Manipulalof

4SCati«at
conianli

49 Annoy

SO Hussam
S3 Vaty

55 Cksitaicliad

56 0uaytaand
Rathm

57 PiaMai
S6 Vour

maiasly'

S9 Iowa (own
61 Social woiiiar

Jacob
62 — Ima swtttty

•auka
Mathusaiah

66 Nanny haa
ttwaa

ANSWtH TO PWEVIOUS PUZZll:
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44 fdga
46No(
47 Aigaftan port

46 »«ans Omaban
Andar«an»

SI \Mai aMt
S2eiua
S4 S«iga«

MUptM
60 SAwo'm
64 RunnngaiM
65 Vl»alnu«
6/ (0
61!
66 Unptaaiam I

70 Antaar*
71 ItMt

1

2 Ftoraneaa 'wa*
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6 Saiony songs
7 Gava m
6 SanplaSanon
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Menu
LUNCH

Keilbasa Dog
Chicken Culllet

BASICS LUNCH
Boursin and SprcxJt Sand.

Chicken CutJct

DINNER
Veal Cutlet Cordon Bleu

Rotini

BASICS DINNER
Vege Shepherds Pic

Rotini

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

UNDER 21 By KRIS K. EARLE

H»w»y^ Foin?. T.pAr Wt'n -fuM 0/4 1>« Oti^ ,
f££ rue -Tii^fttTuf-t K\%lN

'

fx/yi£6 GtrriMe H'ttkf
,
Ste Tmn Starkliu' ^v fnm'

ARIES (March 21-April 19):

High-t«ch learning tooU make • big

difTerenre for both atudenta and

teachers. Use all ofyour reaourcea to

advance your carter aims. Busineaa

profits rise Romance becomes more

active.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Things begin to turn around for you.

You make rapid financial progress.

Be careful not to promise more than

you can deliver Eat those foods that

give you energy, not extra pounds.

GEMINI (May 21June 20): Re-

warding relationships do not just

happen. You must nurture them.

Opien up to those who have your best
interests at heart. An older, more

experienced person offers sage ad-

vice.

CANCER (June 21-July 22):

Close friends will be there when you

need them. Have greater faith in

your own abilities. Those who are

flexible will make the largest gains.

Go along with a loved one's plan.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Satisfy

your strong urge to do something by

seckingconstructive outlets for your

abundant energy. Any chores you

have postponed can be cleared up

with relative case. Trust your finan-

cial instincts.

VmGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Tackle a

new project enthusiastically; you fi-

nally have a chance to make your

mark! A conservative, pragmatic

approach to decision-making is far

better than yielding to impulse.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22V. A ea-

rMT transition can be tough on the

nervea Your sense of humor halpa

you through any difficult momenta.

Develop a new outlook on your love

life. Better days lie aheadi

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Your financial goals are eaaier to

achieve now. A timely investment or

second source of income meant
greater aecurity Intelligent com-

promises are the key to a lasting

alliance.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec.

21): Be willing to go along with oth-

ers where an exciting business idea

is concerned. You must take action

within the next few days. Be patient

with your loved ones. Deeper rap-

port is possible.

CAPRICORNCDec. 22Jan. 19):

Be more willing to answer questions,

otherwise, people may think you have

something to hide. A family rela-

tionship finally changes for the bet-

ter. Your financial position improves.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18):

Your actions could be misunderstood

now. Be careftil not to take advan-

tage of someone while trying to im-

prove your own position. You have a

very good feeling about a new prod-

uct.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):

Find out what is going on with your

associates. Someone in authority

wants to be surrounded by well-in-

formed people. Make better use of

your contacts. A timely investment

pays big dividends.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Mair Elliott

Copy Editor Joanne Quimby

PhotoTechnician Carrie Wyeth

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas

Production Traci-Ann Disalvatore

Beth Butts
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Ked Sox
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

There were many a summer day/night when my girl-

friend and I would be driving to or from one place or another,

and she would say, "Come on, do we have to?"

"Just let me check the score, hon."

And so it went. Last Sunday (9/22) the Sox were one
strike away from a first place tie. Hello, Roberto Kelley. The

following Thursday was the Greg Harris Walk-a-thon, as

the Sox blew two four-run-leads. I almost lost the faith then.

Almost.

I sat on my couch last Wednesday night, on the brink of

shock, but fully into denial. The Blue Jays were mobbing
each other after (hello) Joe Carter's game-winning hit.

All hope, however, is not lost. You see, I'm also a Braves

fan. No, I didn'tjustjump on the bandwagon. I've been a fan

since the early '80s. The only baseball hat I own is a blue

Braves hat from the old uniforms. These Braves have been

the most exciting team in baseball for nearly the whole

season, and won the West this weekend. The Braves owned

the season series 9-3, but the Pirates are peaking. It could

be a very interesting series.

The 1991 Boston Red Sox season is over. I've accepted

that. But wait till next year. Every player will live up to

their potential, the World Series trophy will call Beantown

home, and there will be dancing in the streets.

First things first. Come on Rene, take me to the A.T.M.

I\pii/ Tlaying

THE
DOCTOR
STARRING

WILLIAM HURT
ShovYtimes:

Fn Sun.
7pm &9 ISpm
Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7:30pm
Adults KOO

Student w/valio ID $3 00

rAEROBICSn
Louf Impact

Step

'Jii/Lotif

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLEtlC CLIJI! .

25^

, rock
bottom
prices

DISCOUNT OIL
584.4112 • 535-1888

Colunnbus Weekend

95 North Amherst Motors" Auto & Truck Rental
Uumtb»2l ymim

wi»\ m^erermdtei

Tructoentf

Dontb0

ft OM Sun^Mtand M^ NofVi

549-RENT

TODAY! Oil

$:^ai4i 'M

MANDARJN/SZECHUEN CUISINE

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

10 Bckhetoivn R4 • Route 9 Amhmt • I56-0151/0!5f

WE DEUVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

EVERYDAY
Minimum $15 plus $2 delivery charge

^^ BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
^^^^

Buffet served Saturday 5-9p.m.

Bufifet lorwd 5-8 p.tn. Sun.-Thurs.

Bnind) served Sunday 1 1:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99

Children under 10 - S3.00

THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM IN PEACE
& WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

presents:

"CH\NA Am THENEW U/ORLd ORDER''

A lecture by:

JOHN ZHAO, U.S. Institute of Peace

Tliesday, October 8th, 8:00 PM

Herter 231

The University of Massachusetts

This event is free, open to the public, and wheelchair accessible.

For more informaUon call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext. 519.

Classifieds
COME TO im milFniANOFFICE mCAMPUSCEmR > THURSDAY&m30 FRIDAY&X-lJO'DEADUNEISmODAYSPRlORTOPUBUCAWN » 20</WORD/DAY FORmPEm » CASHINADVANa

AcnvmES EKTERTAMMCNT POUND

CONCERTS CONCOrre CONCERTSIII

UPC Production* wMtdy mMHng
Rm 163CC TuMday Ocie 6S0 PM
Evrytxidy W«too«n«

ANNOUNCEMENTB

ATTENTION NOH-US RESIDENTS
AA-1 immiflration tottery is your chance

Apply on Iriands b«half lor •tlioMnt ttratagiM

Call 542-4220

RACK-A-OtSCI $1 75.00 DJ«. VJ«. Karack*

tor houM/ Formai partlM. CaH 566-9900

FOMSALE

Oowntowm Amharst

1961 TOYOTA CORROLIA great shape

$900 253 3369

1963 Z-28 Blac* nice $3900 call 253-3369

CASIO PMP-400 KEYBOARD
$250/8 O Call 6- 1798

Excell«nl condition

Sytvan

FOUNOa
549-0071

CAT FOUND
Qotd ««lh Mack maiWngs on

noaa and mouth

e-7114

book in Hofler Hal Cal

torn

numm balBra you ge.' Where to work, tve

andM Iraa in Cotorado'* resorts 'Cunem

guide to Aapan. Vail. Brecken-ridga and

more> $16 95 Gal 1-800-788-6174

PERSONALS
ALEX TANTERgol hjagraancaid. CongrMal

I Love Youl Your WH*

VICTOR
Thanks tor making

RESUME SERVICE

FUNDRAISERS

549-0733

BUFFALO WINGS
Get ready UMass students

Your mama is in town!!

TARKOVSKY RLM FESTIVAL any inter-

est' Send wants, thoughts, and sase to:

TarkovsKy c/o Box 395. Northampton 1 06 1
-

0395

CENTURIAN IRONMANEXPERT Excellent

condition, tow rmloage. Bought newlor$600.

Selling tor $350/BO^Call Chris 253-3608

CHEAP 61 VW Diesel Runs great, body in

bad shape $300 or BO Pat 6-4002

COMPUTER FOR SALE
$600 Call Clilf

549-1762

AUTO FOR SALE

•82MERCURY CAPRI New brakes, muffler,

battery, shocks good cr-ndition $1000 256-

3020

84 FORDESCORT New brakes. muWIervery

reliable $1000 665-^4602-evenings

87 SUZUKI SAMURI convertabia 4x4

5 speeds 27K miles AM/FM cassette CB
radio son/hard tops $3500 or BO 549-0318

or 545-2395 Chin.

COLLEGE PIZZA

COLLEGE PIZZA

Fall special

Small cheese $3.50

Large cheese $6.00

Free soda with the purchase ol a large

sub. salad, or spaghetti

549-6098 549-6073

Must mention this ad

FOR SALE HONDA CB360 4700mi Wrth

extras callJ53-0951
$400

FREE CAP WHEN ycj buy my Ford F150

4x4 Call Steve 253-7922

INTERVIEW SUrr Woman's lightweight

1 00% wool suit Size 1 2. navy, classic$75 00

253 9685

JorryaSara. Wild Boys. Pig Tangent 63

KFOG Call Jef^549-7686

PANASONIC KX-P1 1 251 pnnter. Brand new.

Lots ol features 24 pin quality. Call Alan -

546^7377. $275 or BO
YAMAHA YPP-50: Touch sensitive, excel-

lent piano replication, bought new tor

$1000 00. will sell tor $700 OO B/O

Also. Roland Juno- 106. bought new tor

$800 00. will sell tor $300 OOB/O

Also Roland Jaz2 Chonjs 1 20. bought used

lor $325 00, will sell tor $225 firm. Gall Rich

81256-6971

RAISE $500.-41 000.-$1S00

FOOLPROOF
FUNDRAISING

For your fraternity, soronty. team or other

campus organization Act now tor the

chance to win a Canbbean caiise and

fabutous prizes!

Call 1 -800-950-8472. ext 50

NELP WANTED

Earn $2500 A FREE trips selling Spring

breal( packages to Bahamas. Mexico. Ja-

maica. Flondai Best thps a pnoes! Spring

Break TraveM -800 638^786

EXTRA CASH:
FREE monthly Avon catatog or become a

representative

Write: Tom OBrien 86 Camden St Miltord

CT 06460

FAST FUNDRAISER
Greeks. Clubs. Anyone

(800) 748-6817.

Eam up to I3000I Baoom* a part Ol a

team and set ttie best spnng break Hips

on campus Eam FREE tnps and t

cash$$ Cainow<
Tike A Break Student Travel

(617)424-8222 Or (800)-328-SAVE

(Boston)

LOST

VOSAOtjOIMKIR

Cutting Edge Resume*. Complete resume

service. Wntng. laser printing, letters, ad-

«I0*. 5490367

The big 20'

Love. Jamas

LYNN:
Happy 6 months

I LOVE YOUIM
Sydney

BICYCLE BROKEN?
Call Pat

546-0119

BK>LOGY BOOK
Between Bartlet and Whitmore

Please call Annie 546-2913

REWARD- I have an exami

Black pouch pocketbook NEED
GLASSES Please return to Campus Center

intormatton desk!

LOST
Goto rope Cham w/ heart charm

2 pearts in heart

Please call 549-9332

LOST- Goto rope necklace

If found call 549-4889

REWARD
LOST- UMass notebook. Ilips Irom the top

Please Please call 549-6709 REWARD!!

MK^NG KEYSIII

Four keys on a silver/Ijrquotse chain

-Call Matt #6-2886

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS

to students or student organization

promoting our spnr>g break packages

GOOD pay A tun. Call CMI
1-800 423-5264

INSTALLER
for car audio and security systems Part

time with growth to full time Must be

expenenced. Call 584-9547 lor Interview.

MY UFEt Black wallet nearLQRT a Rewatd!
256-3459

REWARDI
Black metal prescription

glasses in black case

Call Jeff 546-7073

MUSKIANS

OuHar L**aof«s - Beginmng/lntermed^te

Relaxed atmosphere, serious lessons $10/

hr. Call rim-256-6300

RACHAEU Just here to wish you a happy

21 St Irom your roomies Tracey. Chanty, 4

Nicole We iove^you|

HAPPY BIRTHDAY JJ!I

You win endless even if you're spen<Jng

lomght in the HC room I got you a case of S

to S for your late night studying with Jim.

You'll rage afler exams Good luck

Love Ya YFPS

AMYT
Happy 5 month anniversary, "cutle"

For the past 5 months we have grown so

much together Here's to an everlasting

relationship'

Love My Lady

John M
DANNY- 1 LOVE YOU! Happy 23rd birthday.

Love. Samantha

DAVID Z.

Heard melodies are sweet, but those

unheard are sweeter Love, Unda

THE PHANTOM TURNED 21 Sunday, and

no one even said boo' Not even one "psyche

psyche psyche!" For oW times sake Not

even one "You finally made it. Phantom" or a

"Watch out, UMassr Oh well, I'm still wicked

super-duper psyched!

-THE PHANTOM

Hamrkaya, you ugly, dninken, lazy, no good

at fightin bum Your ftoor hates you Your ok)

school hates you. You oftend people every-

where. Good loryou. Happy 21st. TheJames

Boyz

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or

support? Call for tree and confklential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Main

Street. Northampton 586-3000 or

Greenfield 774-6019

FREE BOTTLED WATER tor 1 week Call

546-3371

FREE pregnancy (eating; confidential and

canng support. BIRTHRIGHT 233 No
Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

STUDENT GROUPS FESTIVAL

STUDENT GROUPS FESTIVAL
Wednesday. Oct 9th 1 1am-3pm in SUB
50 RSO's. performances, pnzes. free food.

TRAVEL

Bahama Crulaa$99per person 5day/4 night

hotel Plan now tor your break. Very Jimitad

otter. Call now 1 800-621 -0572

SOME REUABLE TOURS arent so rei-

able Thats why Mardi Gras Travel has the

ft tor for fun price guarantee to MontreaM

SEX LIES IN THE MONTREAL BAR
CRAWL! Party weekends include 2 nights &

transp. Group leaders travel FREE!
(LAGNAF)-Call today 61 7-444-1 1 1 1 We're

HI for fun!

TRAVEL FREEI Campus representatives

wanted toeam intarsessiori and spring break

trips 256-8254
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Sports

Women's soccer blanks UNH, 4-0
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

On Saturday the Uiuvereity of Massa-

chusetts women's soccer team continued it's

success against nationally ranked teams as

it defeated No. 19 New Hampshire 4-0. The
eighth ranked Minutewomen improved their

rewrd to 7-1 on the season and 5-1 against

the top 20.

Massachusetts came out with the offen-

sive explosion that it had been missing thus

far in the season The assault was led by

Holly Helmuth. who netted two goals.

bringing her team leading total to seven.

Both of Helmuth's goals were scored in

her usual fashion — head balls off of corner

kicks. Helmuth has scored sx th.it wavthis

season.

"It's starting to become ruutiuc, 1 mean

I Paula] Wilkens serves them m and Holly

puts them home, what s new," Coach Jim
Rudy said. "I figure one of these days the

other teams are gonna start to figure the

play out."

Helmuth put the Minutewomen on the

board in the 10th minute on UMass' fourth

comer of the day. Woodside placed the cor-

ner towards the back post where Helmuth
was able to outleap everybody and head the

ball oflfthe upright and past New Hampshire
goalie Molly Kirchner

Five minutes into ttw* second halfWilkens

and Helmuth combined again on a comer,

this time at the front post.

"We have a play where we put IKiml

Eynard on the goal line near the keeper, and

just use her as a decoy." Rudy said. "She

attracts a lot of attention and on that play

she moved back a few yards and the keeper

followed her which opened up the near post.

Kirchner just moved because of Kim, and

Holly headed it in."

In the 79th minute Wilkens scored her-

self with the assists going to Carrie Koeper

and Michele Woodside. Koeper served the

ball to the center about 25 yards out. Wilkens

tipped the ball by two defenders and beat

the charging Kirchner to the ball and put it

in the net.

"That was a nice pass by Koeper," Rudy
said. "It was a good goal, Paula was able to

get behind the defense with a real cute

move."
Six minutes later it was more ofthe same

as Tracey Arwood collected a Koeper pass

and slipped by the defense, beat Kirchneron
a one-on-one move and scored into the empty

net.

"It was nice to get some goals from t
-

field." Rudy said. "We had been scoring mo.•^t

of them from the corners."

Bnana Scurry continued her dominance

in the net. She has not been scored upon in

over five games now and this game lowered

her goals against average to a mimscule

0.25.

"Briana haa been great," Rudy said. "She

had to make a few big saves in this one but

everything seems so routine for her. UNH
had a few great bids but she turned them
away every time."

Scurry and her teammates take a brief

break from the top 20 competition as they

host Dartmouth at 3 p.m. on Wednesday
before traveling to No. 13 Hartford on

Sunday.
Maasachusetts, af er two weeks at No. 8.

could move up in the national rankings

when they are released today.

'We would like to keep heading up," Rudy
said. "We're doing very well right now. This

weekend Eynard rose her game a notch and

it showed. Also Paula Wilkens is healthy

and was just marvelous.

When those two are playing well, we do

well."

C«iteciMi Ola pkato

The University ofMassachusetts women's soccerteam continued
to roll overthe competition last weekend, defeatingNew Hampshire
4-0.

Sox fans must
wait again

Let's get one thing straight; this will not be a

whiney, they-did-it-to-us-again column. The Red

Sox are no longer playing baseball. I've accepted

that. I thmk.
Think back with me, to spring training in sunny

Winter Haven. Florida. The Sox had a line-up akin

to the powerhouse Yankee teams ofthe 'SOs and '608

.

Optimism abounded. This is it. All the way. A
summer-full of Joe Morgan's bizarre quotes. Home
runs as abundant as mosquitoes. Clemens leading

an overachieving pitching staff. Then reality hit.

Kevin Herlihy

They stunk the house up for much ofthe year, but

there's no need to go over that ugliness. On August

9, our beloved BoSox were 11.5 games out. and I was

being harassed with some frequency. I'm not the

only Sox fan in my group of friends, but Rene
(pronounced RAY-nee) bet me $10 that the Sox

would not win the American League East. It was
money in the bank.

From that point on it was tough. We'd be sitting

around watching a Sox game, and if my boys got

behind in the scoring. Rene would say. "Kev. Ill take

you to the A.T.M. now."

But I wouldn't give in to that thinking. I figured,

"Hey, anything can happen in over 50-something

games. Toronto has been pegged as chokers for years

now. If the Sox pick it up a bit. and Joe Carter gets

caught in Skydome's retractable roof, we can do it.

There. I said it. "We." As a loyal Sox fan I see

myself as part of the vast family network the team

has inspired over its storied past. On my bedroom

wall there is an actual cotton pennant from the 1967

season. It isn't worth a ton ofmoney, but it's the only

one in existence (that I know of). So now I put it away
for a few months.

This past summer, instead of going home and

savingmoney, I stayed in Amherst and spent money.
My house didn't have the almighty "CABLE" televi-

sion hook-up for most of the summer, so I became a

loyal listener of Red Sox radio.

For you Johnny Most fans, try listening to the

Bob Starr/Joe Castiglione team over the NESN or

TV-38 telecast. Sean and Monty will disappear from

your mind.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

From the dugout to the office
Former UMass coach still involved
By DAVID SCOTT
Collegian SUff

Staring out the window ofhis North Amherst office, Dick

Bergquist borrows a line from a character played by former

"Saturday Night Live" castmember Garritt Morris and said

with a smile. "Base-ah-ball has been berry, berry good to

me."
In turn, the former University ofMassachusetts baseball

coach has been very, very good to the baseball community

worldwide.

A 1957 UMass grad, Bergquist, 59, began coaching at

UMass in 1966 and compiled a .550 winning percentage in

over 700 games before turning the reigns over to the present

coach, Mike Stone, in 1987.

"Wlien I was growing up. and then attending UMass, it

was my dream to coach baseball," Bergquist said. "My idol

was Earl Lorden, (former UMass coach) who I played for."

Bergquist recently assumed the job ofexecutive director

for the American Baseball Coaches Association, an orga-

nization with over 5,000members concerned with preserving,
promoting and advancing the game of baseball.

Founded in 1945, the ABCA recently moved its offices

from Omaha, Neb. to Montague Road in North Amherst in

order for Bergquist, who has lived in Amherst for 32 years,

to run the office. It appears to be a match as obvious as a bat

and a ball.

The coffeemugbehind Bergquist's desk reads, "I'd rather

be playing baseball." and while the former pitcher's playing

days may be over, his days of helping baseball maintain its

status as the national pastime are in full swing.

"I'd like to give (the ABCA) some direction for a few

years," Bergquist explained. "As long as I have some vitality.

I can help baseball in that respect."

Bergquist's resume reads like the yellow pages of base-

ball organizations and includes work with the College

Worid Series, the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics, various

Team USA baseball clubs as well as numerous tasks with

international baseball and the United Str*^es Baseball

Federation.

An ABCA Hall of Fame member, Bergquist has spent

time with the Boston Red Sox in the fall Instructional

League in Sarasota, Fla. and during one of those stints

wrote an instructional book titled, "Baseball: Fundamentals

and Strategies."

While at UMass, Bergquist coached the likes of m^jor

leaguers JeffReardon ofthe Red Sox and Mike Flanagan of

the Baltimore Orioles. He's also traveled all over the world

and received numerous honors, and through it all the

amiable Bergquist remains both grateful, and perhaps

more importantly, a fan of the game.

"I've been fortunate to be in the right place at the right

time," Bergquist said. "I'm a very lucky guy to live out my

dream.
Bergquist is clearly proud ofthe work that ABCA doea in

helping to promote amateur baseball while at the same time

solving some of the problems facing the sport today. A
yearly convention unites coaches from across the country

and throughout the world for four days of clinics and

conferences.

Anyonewho hasbeen around baseball as longas Bergquist

has is bound to have formulated some opinions on the way

the game should be played, and that very fact is one of the

things that gives baseball its great tradition, according to

Bergquist.

"Part of baseball is second-guessing, it's one of the ftm

parts of the game," Bergquist said. "As a coach or a player

you must develop a thick skin."

Like most New Englanders. Bergquist has been on the

twisting, turning roller coaster ride that each Red Sox fan

endures from April to September. However, he reserves any

harsh criticism, often aimed at the manager, having himself

seen the view from inside the dugout.

"A lot of people who read the papers don't realize what

goes on, both on and off the field during the course of a

season," Bergquist said. "A manager sees these players day

in and day out."

Bergquist uses the example ofhis former player, Reardon,

as a prime indication ofthe peculiar ways ofbaseball. Reardon,

who saved 40 games for the Sox this year, gave up a game-

tjring ninth inning home run to New York's Roberto Kelly in

a game that would have put the Sox in a tie for first place.

"Instead of the 40 saves, hell be remembered for that

home run," Bergquist said shaking his head. "That's the

nature of the game. If you're too sensitive, youll never

survive."

Bergquist also sees what is happening to many college

sports programs and views the situation as one that must be

corrected.

"There's a lot of abuse of programs," he said. "There do

need to be some restrictions placed."

Bergquist believes the role ofthe institution itselfwill be

vital in the coming years.

"The institution doesn't really take control now," he said.

"They've got to realize that they must control the sports

program. Some presidents don't know what's going on in

their own atheltic departments."

On matters pertaining strictly tobaseball itself, Bergquist

has been around long enough to see what he likes and

dislikes, and in the process he has changed some of his

views. Take the controversy ofwhether or notthe designated

h'',ter rule is beneficial to baseball.

"I liked it for years and was an advocate for the DH,"

Bergquist said. "But now I'd like to see it without the DH,

it puts more thinking into the game when the manager has

to finagle the pitching position."
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Thomas vote delayed due to allegations
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Senate on Tuesday post-

poned its vote on Clarence Thomas' Supreme Court nomi-
nation for one week to investigate allegations he sexually

harassed a former aide. Thomas "totally and unequivocally"

denied the accusation.

The embattled nominee requested a delay to "clear my
name" as several crucial Democratic supporters said they
could not vote for him until the allegations were aired.

Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell, D-Maine. said

the allegations should be "publicly and fairly resolved."

Anita Hill, a law professor who says Thomas repeated
lewd remarks to her when she worked for him a decade ago,

said she would cooperate with the Senate. "I intend to go to

Washington if it is requested," she said.

Thomas appeared a sure bet for confirmation until Ms.
Hill's allegations became public over the weekend. Since
then, several Thomas opponents have urged new committee
hearings to investigate Ms. Hill's allegations.

Thomas supporters had initially fought a delay, but
relented when it became clear there might not be enough
support for confirmation ifthe Senate voted Tuesday. "I can
count." said Senate Republican leader Bob Dole of Kansas.

The decision to delay the vote capped a dramatic and
renuurkable day which saw the Senate agonizing not only

over how to proceed with the nomination but also with the
larger issue of its sensitivity to the issue of sexual harass-
ment.

Even as they reluctantly agreed to the delay. Republi-
cans vented anger that a private committee report on Ms.
Hill's allegations was leaked to the media. Sen. Hank
Brown, R-Colo., Judiciary Committee member, said he
would demand appointment of a special prosecutor to in-

vestigate unspecified violations of Senate rules.

Under the agreement reached Tuesday night, the vote on
the Thomas nomination was delayed exactly one week,
until 6 p.m. Oct. 15.

Mitchell said the delay was "to give time for further

inquiry into this matter by the Judiciary Committee." He
did not specify what action the committee would take.

Sen. John Danforth, R-Mo.. said he requested the delay

after Thomas told him in a telephone call that "I have to

restore what they have taken from me. I have to appear
before the appropriate forum and clear my name."

Thomas remained out of public view Tuesday. Danforth
released a sworn affidavit in which the nominee said "I

totally and unequivocally deny Anita Hill's allegations of

misconduct of any kind toward her, sexual or otherwise."

AP

University of Oklahoma law professor Anita
Hill has alleged she was sexually harrassed by
Supreme Court nominee Clarence Thomas.

ColleCian photo bjr Erik SUm*

WANNA SHARE? Rover makes friends with first-year music
preformance ^aduate student Martha Gold at lunchtime outside
the Student Union.

Nobel-winning author
discusses imagination

SAO directorate filled
Korza to head office for 1991-^92 year
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The position of interim director of the

Student Activities Office was filled yester-

day following several weeks of contentious

debate.

Assistant Dean of Students Edward P.

Inside:

Page 3:

Students question ten billion in

U.S. loans to Israel at

rally yesterday.

Page 5:

Roger Long sees similarities

between Kafka work and
UMass bureaucracy.

Page 12:

Seventh-ranked women's soccer

faces Dartmouth today at 3 p.m.

Weather
Cold disappears as temps reach

65-70. Put yourjacket back in

the closet and go outside.

Korza was named to head SAO for the cur-

rent academic year. The position opened
early last month when currentdirector Irene

Carew announced her intention to take an
1 1-month leave effective September 15.

"I look forward to the position with great

enthusiasm," Korza said in a statement
issued yesterday. "It's an exciting opportu-

nity to work with Student Activities Divi-

sion staff and students, and to help make a

difference in addressing the needs and
concerns of all constituencies."

In the weeks prior to Korza's appoint-

ment, Student Government Association

leaders expressed their concern regarding

the position to the administration. Follow-

ing a stormy spring semester where the

administration attempted to take over the

SGA, Chancellor Richard O'Brien and Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Jo-Anne T.

Vanin have expressed their desire toimprove
SGA-administration relations.

Vanin said Korza's appointment will al-

low relations between the SGA and admin-
istration to move forward.

"Korza had the supportofthe[SAO staflD,"

Vanin said. "Students were clear in main-
taining their support for [Legal Services

Director ] Charles Dimari, but I respect their

efforts to give a fair review to all the candi-

dates they interviewed."

SGA President David Gagne said Korza's

lack of experience with the Student Activi-

ties Office could hurt his ability to handle
the position.

"[Korza] wasn't our first choice," Gagne
said. "It's not that we don't want Ed— but

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Nadine Gordimer is a writer writh a per-

fect sense of timing.

Gordimer, a South African novelist who
was awarded the 1991 Nobel prize in Lit-

erature last week, was scheduled to visit the

University of Massachusetts before the an-

nouncement was made.
"I'm happy to be here," Gordimer, 57,

said. "As you know, I was coming anjrway."

she said to a crowd of 500 people in the

Student Union Ballroom last night.

The petite Gordimer was dressed simply

in dark slacks, a white blouse and a dark

printed shawl. Her silver hair and warm
smile were just barely visible to the back of

the audience as she serenely glided to the

podium.
But her small size and comfortable de-

meanor did not detract from her message for

committed writers: The imagination should

never belong to any institution, else the

writer's sense of reality is lost.

Gordimer discussed the pressures on

fiction writers in today's society in a lecture

titled, "Three in a Bed: Fiction. Morals and
Politics," which Gordimertermed as a "bit of

a kinky cultural affair."

Gordimer said although the relationship

of the concepts of morals and politics are

shadily ambiguous, fiction is a defining re-

sponsibility.

"The more it [fiction] amazes me, the

more I challenge it." she said.

Morals have been in storytelling since

imagination developed in human beings.

she said.

"I believe it was the inkling of develop-

ment that the fear was somewhere about
the truth about being alive might lie,"

Gordimer said.

She said morals developed from religion,

which wa.H also the invention of the human
imaginations. Politics, she said, simply fal-

lowed morals into fiction.

"Morals are the husband-stroke wife of

fiction," she said. "Politics picked the lock

and immobilized the alarm system."

She said the two concepts shared a family

connection as politics" ancestry is morality.

"Fiction thought the embrace of politics

was that of morals, and fiction accepted the

third presence in the sheets," she said, re-

ferring to the title of the lecture.

Censorship's base can be found in the

ancestry ofmorality, which can still be found

CONTINUED ON PAGE A
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Nadine Gordimer

Duffey memo illegal
Letter violated state campaign laws
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

A memorandum sent to faculty and staff

by former University of Massachusetts

Chancellor Joseph Duffey in Aug. 1990

violated Massachusetts campaign spending

laws, according to the state's campaign fi-

nance office.

In a memo dated Aug. 20 on "Campus
Budgets, Fiscal 1991 & 1992." Duffey urged

faculty and staff to become informed about

"all the ballot initiatives, but especially the

proposal sponsored by the Citizens for

Limited Taxation.

"I plan to oppose that iniative actively

and seek to jiersuade as many persons as I

can to vote "No" on the CLT referendum,"

Duffey wrote.

The Massachusetts Office of Campaign
and Political Finance issued a letter to

UMass general counsel William Searson on
Oct. 4 stating that "the attached letter did

constitute a use of public resources to in-

fluence a ballot question in violation of the

campaign finance laws. M.G.L. c. 55."

The 1978ca8eestabliahingthis precedent,

Anderson v. City of Boston, "prohibits the

expenditure of public funds or resources to

promote or oppose or otherwise influence a

ballot question absent express statutory

authorization."

The CLT referendum, known widely as

simply "Question 3", sought to roll state fees

and taxes back to 1988 levels. The question

was badly defeated last November.
Pat Carli, the campaign finance office's

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Wednesday, October 9

Moi>ie—The Hang Gliding Club is showing the movie

The Doors" at 5:00 p.m.. 7:30 p.m.. and 10:00 p.m. in the

Campus Center Auditiorium. Admission is $2.00 at the 5:00

p.m. show and $3.00 at all others.

Festival—The Student Activities Office is sponsoring a

Student Group Festival from 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom. Admission is free.

Blood Drive—The UMass Blood Drive will be held from

11:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. in Campus Center room 101.

msAO

ing

Meeting—The SGA operations is holding a Senate meet-
,' from 7:00p.m.-9:30 p.m. in Campus Center room 803.
Lecture—Historian Michael Kammen will speak on

American historical memory at 7:30 p.m. at the Stern
Auditorium at Amherst College. His topic will be "Mysti
Chords of Memory: The Transformation of Tradition ii

American Culture.

ic

in
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Thursday, October 10

Conversation—An informal conversation will be held

with Julius Lester, UMass professor of Judiac studies and
author ofLovesong: Becoming a Jew. The conversation will

start at 8:00 p.m. in the Hillel House Lounge.

Lecture— The Campus Crusade for Christ invites you to

a lecture by Dan Korem on "Fraud and the Supernatural" at

8 p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium.

Meeting — There will be an Operation Exodus meeting
to help out Soviet Jews coming to Israel at 4 p.m. in the

Hillel House.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

said. "It's not that we don't want Ed — but our biggest

concern is that he hasn't been involved in the Student
Activities Division [of the University |.

"Until he realizes how things run, he may take longer

than we want him to to make changes [in SAOI," Gagne
said.

The SGA's top choice. Associate Dean of Academic
Affairs Ricardo Townes, declined the |>08ition two weeks
ago.

Korza had served as Assistant Dean of Students since

April 1989, prior to which he served as assistant director of

the division of Educational Access and Outreach since Dec.

1985.

Get Involved! «..x>^r,
ivith campiis health issues i^^ft i'/L

SHAB*
• Sfmnanr ivalth prnjects

• Rcpreaeni itutiimi tuuilth care cancrmM
• Rniru- L'HS hudta
• Srrvr on CHS Search Cumminees
• .Meet oihrr nuderus inirrrxutti m heaUh care

COME SEE WHAT FFS ALL ABOUT
Meeting:

Where
Time

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9

UHS Room 302
5:15 - 6:15 P.M.

Niudtrm Health Advuom Hoard ( est. 1 97 1)

I niwrrttt^i Hoaitii Senxca

Haigis MaU '@^

UMass *^
mAmtm /
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t
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Free Food
Prizes

Entertainment

Activities

Demonstrations

Information

SPONSOHED BY:
Tht Studtnt Actirillti Offlt*

DRINK SPECIAL*
Milwaukees Best

$3.95

Pitcher

Wednesday Night is GUEST BARTENDER NIGHT
At Mike's

Free t-shirts & Prizes

This week's guest bartender is: Wendy Rasketivz
Come have fun with Wendy and put your name in for the drawing.

Next weeic could be you!
Prizes:

•$25.00 Gift Ccrtificat« to Mike's 'Mike's Orieinal T-5hirt

•2-Weck membership to THE GYM -Large Cheese Pizza from Pinocchio's

Your Picture vviil be Enshrined on the Walls of MIKE'SWESTVIEW

Drawing is Wednesday Night
Must be present at drawing to win but put your name in at any time!

Be here for next week's selection!!

*DRINK SPECIAL*
Mike's Pink's

$1.50

Always something

for everyone!

*DMNK SPECIAL*
Busch

$4.50 Pitcher

Local
Future of Zeta Psi
house undecided
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

Almost six months afler a fire destroyed

the third floor of the Zeta Psi fraternity

house, the Phillips Street residence is still

uninhabited.

Around 8:15 p.m. of last Apr. 10. a fire

burned the third floor and left the floors

below with water and smoke damage. The
1 4 fraternity brothers who had resided there

were accepted into different fraternity and

sorority houses for alternate housing.

They had plans to renovate over the sum-

mer which did not materialize, said Greek

Affairs Director Edward Korza.

He also said the fraternity plans to move
back into the house next fall.

"The chapter is alive and still flourish-

ing," added Korza, who held the dual role of

aBsistant dean of students and Greek Af-

fairs director before being promoted to the

position of interim Student AcUvitiea di-

rector yesterday.

Fraternity PresidentJamesQuinn agreed

about the impact on the fraternity, saying

the change has been "nothing really, yet."

He added that any reprecussions on the

group will be long term.

There are about 35 members ofZeta Psi,

according to Quinn.

The fire which sent 14 fraternity broth-

ers out of their home was caused by a towel

which rested on a brass lamp, according to

official fire department records.

Wind blew the damp towel, which was
hanging on a window, onto the lamp, re-

ports said.

The future of the Zeta Psi house will be

decided by Monday, said Quinn. A meeting

with the fraternity's Alumni Board clarify

the organization's future.

The Zeta Psi chapter has no control over

the decisions regarding their house, said

one fraternity brother.

"^e're basically at their disposal now."

he said.

Meanwhile, the brothers of Zeta Psi are

scattered on and off campus, Quinn said.

They await the fate oftheir central location.

Students protest aid
U.S. money for Israel questioned

By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

A small group of Jewish students

gathered on the Student Union steps

yesterday afternoon to protest $ 10 btUion

in Umted States loan guarantees to Israel.

The proU'stcTs, about too students m
all, earned sign.s raying "Israel security

depends on Palestinian self-determina-

tion" and "Jews for a free Israel."

The students said the demonstration

was also a commemoration ofthe killing

of 17 Palestinians by police at a violent

protest at Jerusalem's Temple Mount, a

Muslim holy site near the Western Wall,

a Jewish holy site, last October.

"Supporting this funding to Israel is

not the same as supporting the Jewish

people." said Charles I.,echner. a sopho-

more Near Eastern Studies mi^or.

The students said they fear the mon-
etary aid will be used by the Israeli

government to annex the West Bank by

building more settlements there for So-

viet Jewish immigrants, furthering con-

flict between Israel and the Palestin-

ians.

The West Bank, an area of land that

splits Israel nearly in half, was seized by

Israel during the 1967 war. It has re-

mained disputed territory ever since.

The money will go into these settle^

ments on the West Bank and the Gaza
Strip, and this will only damage any

chance of peace.* aaid Lenchner.

The student* moved from the front

steps of the Student Union to the south

side and into the E^rthfoods cafe, hand-

ing out diffscient informatioaal pam^
phlets, including individual letters ad-

dressed to Senator Patrick Leahy ( R-VtJ

regarding his stand in the matter

There has been so much violence."

said senior Shira Katz. a STPEC/women's
studies m^or. "As a Jew. 1 think the

occupation should end for all involved.

The Jewish people can't get it together

until Palestinians and Jews have their

own self-realization."

Lenchner also said inhabitants of the

West Bank are being told to vacate their

villages to make nx)m for the settlements.

"It is against U.N. laws to give money
to human rights abusers." he said. That
is exactly what they are doing."

"It is important to separate the idea of

Jewish identity and love for Israel from

the occupation in the West Bank." said

senior anthropology major Jeffrey Yas.

"Jewish students on campus think

they should support Israel no matter

what. We have to deconstruct this myth."

Yas said.

Collcfian photo by Erik Stone

Students demonstrate yesterday afternoon on the Student Union

steps to mark the first anniversary of the killing of 19 Palestinians

at the Temple Mount in Jerusalem. The demonstrators, a group of

Jewish students opposed to continuing Israeli settlements in the

West Bank, are opposed to the proposed $10 billion in loans from the

U.S. to Israel.

(sUrcUn photo by Josh KiymtXA*

OUTDOOR STUDYING — Evelyn Rosinski, a Junior psychology
mi^or, catches up on classwork on the Campus Center steps.

China accepts change
Expert sees Communism declining

By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Staff

Former bastions of communism will in-

evitably begin to move toward democracy

due to the sweeping changes which have

taken place in Eastern Europe over the past

few years, an expert on China said last

night.

John Zhao, a fellow at the United States

Institute of Peace in Washington DC, said

that the People's Republic of China, which

has traditionally had a conflict -filltnl rela-

tionship with the United States since Com-
munist China's birih in 1949, is likely to

begin adapting to a capitalist system.

"The changing of the international envi-

ronment is a big factor for the changing of

Beijing's perception toward the outside

world," said Zhao of the Chinese capital.

"China will gradually move toward democ-

ratization due to strong demand."

Zhao, speaking before a small cn)wd in

Herter Hall, detailed the mutually suspi-

cious and antagonistic relationship which

existed between China and America from

the Truman Cold War years until 1972.

when China was accepted into the UN Secu-

rity Council.

^ler discussing Chinese donii>8tic his-

tory, Zhao noted similarities between China
and the ever-tumultuous Soviet Union.

"Both societies have deeply-rooted Com-
munist ideologies and were for a lung time

controlled by the Communist Party." he

said. The second similarity is that both

have a strong demand from the mass<?8 for

political democratization and pluralistic

political agreement."

However, Zhao sees an orderly transi-

tion from communism to capitalism for

China, not the rapid change th«' ."v)vift.s are

undergoing.

"In the near future, say the next three to

five years, you'll stn? an evolutionary pro-

cess," he said. "All the conditions I have

discussed will lead to that evoluti«m rather

than a revolutionary process."

The lecture, sponsored by the Five Col-

lege Program in Peace and World Securities

Studies (PAWSS). was followed by a ques-

tion and answer session.

Study abroad praised
Planning important^ coordinator says
By CATHERINE FINNERAN
Collegian Correspondent

It's never too early to start planning for

study abroad, according to a University of

Massachusetts study abroad coordinator.

Carol Lebold, a coordinator at the UMass
International Exchange Center, believes in

order to get a good idea of the variety of

programs available and to decide which one

is most suitable, it is necessary for students

to start as soon as possible.

"The sooner you start, the greater are

your options," Lebold says about the ex-

change process. She notes there is a lot of

information available to students interested

in studying abroad, and suggests that people

take advantage of it so they can find a

country and university that is right for them

.

She suggests those interested come to

the International Exchange Program head-

quarters, located in the Goodell building or

go to the 10th Annual Study Abroad Fair,

being held today from 10-3 on the Campus
CenterConcourse across from the Blue Wall

.

Lebold believes that studying interna-

tionally is an incredible experience and that

the success ofthe program is great. She says

that being a student in a foreign country is

a good way of seeing it inexpensively.

She added that not only do you experi-

ence another way of life, but that the expe-

rience "has impact on how you feel about

yourself."

Lebold feels the process is "easier than

people imagine" and often is not much more

expensive than attending UMass.

Russ Edgar, a senior at UMass who spent

two semesters in Spain feels that "Ifthere is

any possible way that you could do I the

international exchange!, I wouldn't leave

school. . .without doing it."

Edgar believes that studying interna-

tionally makes "you go out and you push

yourself to help yourself in another lan-

guage."

Edgar said he feels that one year in a

foreign language speaking country is com-

parable to eight semesters of studying a

language at school.

Sheri Marcella . a classicsmajorwho spent

a semester in Athens, believes that travel-

ing abroad is a way of broadening your

whole life. "You learn so much not only

about what you are studying but about

yourself," she says.

She also feels a student should start

early and "get to know what's out there" so

they make the choice that is right for them.
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Gordimer
CONTINUED FROM PAGEl
in countries today, she said, citing her own
as an example.

"Two years ago, 1 would have said the
pressure to write fiction that would conform
to a specific morality, either political or
religious long had been and could be and
were saflely ignored by writers," she said.

Gordimer referred to South Africa when
discussing what that government calls "po-

litically-subversive" writing.

'"The (government-backed I Church has
twisted religion into racism; and the idea of

purity being one race above another," she
said.

Gordimer said writers have to let go of

the morals and politics, which contort and
twist reality.

The time has come for writers to release

themselves and experience life," she said.

"The imagination transformation of fiction

helps people understand their own natures
and freedoms."

cliailie'p
I Pray St., Amherst - 549-5403 • Open I lam

7 days a Week
Kitchen open til midnight

Game Room with 2 pool tables

letter

CONTINUED FROM PAGE I

director ofauditing, said the use ofpublic

funds to influence the outcome ofa refer-

endum was a clear violation ofstate cam-

paign spending laws.

"The letter was sent out which indi-

cated taking a position on a ballot ques-

tion with the use of public funds," Carli

said. "That's a Nnolation of the law."

Political Finance Office Director Mary
F. McTigue recently told the Springfield

Union-News that she ordered the Uni-

versity to develop a report ofthe expendi-

tures involved in sending the letter, after

which she would decide on whether the

University would have to return money
to the state.

Carli said ifa restitution were ordered,
it would be figured based upon the "total

costs of the mailing," including printing,
mailing and distribution.

Although the letter to Searson indi-

cates that the first three pages of the
four-page memo are devoted to budgetary
and fiscal concerns, and only the final

page concerns the CLT question, UMass
is still responsible for reporting the total

cost ofthe letter "even ifonly a portion of

the materials contains advocacy in order
to permit full disclosure."

Searson was unavailable forcomment
yesterday.

Don't Forget Our Specials 9 pm-midnight

r SAMUEL ADAMS Drink of the Week
OCTOBERFEST BOTTLES FUZZY NAVEL

I $2.2S $1.9S

Monday - 10c Mozzarella Sticks

Tuesday 10c Mild or Hot Buffalo Wings
Wednesday - 25c Cheese Pizza Slices

Thursday 10c Chicken "Hot Lips" Nuggets
Sunday - 10c Potato Skins

Arguments for recycling:

* saves natural resources
* saves money
* prevents water polution
* makes you feel good
* it's politically correct
* it's a town law

Arguments against recycling
* I'm lazy

* who cares about the environment
* who cares about the future
* lets use up our natural resources
* I get my water from the tap
* I want to give more $ to UMASS

c

1

WHEN PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE.
SOME PEOPLE WANT EVERYTHING.

( Wc think that's perfectly rcnsounble.)

Ritiiemcnt •thould he everything you
. ilriMUM'd it N^oiihl he. VX'ifh good

li aIiIi. \ou may spend a quarict ofyour life

iloing the things you've always dreamed of

—like travelling the world, starting your
own husiness. or playing tennis twelve

nmntlis a \ ear

RETIRE YOL'R WAY,
WITH TIAA-CREF SRA«.

TIAACRKF Supplemental Retirement

Annuities are a unirjue way for members
o( the education and research communities

to save extra money for their retirement

'.oars. Through tax-«jeferred savings,

I lAACRKf- SRAs can help provide the

extras that \vill make \f»ur retirement truly

enjoyable. They will supplement your

basic pension and Social Security in retire-

ment, and they olTer real benefits now:

• The benefits of tax deferral.

• A broad range of allocation choices.

• NO sales charges.

• Among the lowest expenses in the

insurance and mutual fund industries^

• A variety of ways to receive int ome.

including lifetime retirement income,

payments over a fixed period, or as cash.

TIAA-CREF CAN HELP MAKE
YOUR DREAMS COME TRUE.

With the help of TIAACRKF. retirement

can be your chance to look after yourself

the way you've always wanted. After all,

nobody deserves it more.

r

Some of the biggest,

some of the best

presents cxjme in

the smallest boxes'

silve.scapt

designs

9'ipWPCayin£

THE
DOCTOR
STARRING

WILLIAM HURT
Showtimes:

Fn. - Sun.
7pm 4 9 15pm
MofiThurs

One show at 7:30pm
Adults $4 00

Student w/vaiid 10 $3 00

Ensuring the future

for those who shape it.**

GET YOUR FREE SRA KIT
which includr« a <lnje rak iilator for r«iimaling

(a« tavingi Mail thu rniipnn to TIAA CRF.F. ' 6
Ofpl QC" 'VjThirdA^rn.ir Nc« Y.irk, NY 10017

Or rail I 800-842-27.33. ext. 8016.

Vrtrtrr ( Ple««r prim )

4iKfrf,.

C.ly Si,iir 7.,pl,K>r

Im.'ttlvtttm (Kull name)

TilU fXl^timf f*lhmf ( 1

TIAA CKfr Pariuiptnt If }ir.: SiHul Srturiiy f

cn*AJH. Be^tC«. Best's Insurance Reports; Lipper Analytical Str*iee^, Inc., Mutual Fund Performance Analysis.

LONDON
ROUND TRIP FROM

350

From NEW YORK
round trips starting at

LONDON $350

LENINGRAD $610

CARACAS $41

GUTEMALA C. $390

BANGKOK $939
LOS ANGELES-

AUCKLAND $699

Taxes & surcharges not included.

Fares subject to change.

Council Travel
79 So. Pleasent Street,

Amherst, MA 01002
(413)256-1261

CONTACT
LENS CARE

AT THE
UNIVERSITY
HEALTH
SERVICES

We take great

pricie in being at)le

to fit many people
who have had
difficulty in the

past wearing

contact lenses

• ••

Offering a broad
array of contact

lenses with a large

in house

Inventory.

• ••

The new daily

wear disposable

and frequent

replacement

contact lenses are

now available

• ••
All fittings are

done by our eye

doctors with

experience In

contact lens care

and solving

contact lens

problems.

• ••

Emphasis Is

placed on your

ocular health and

professional

service.

llllS
EYE CARE
PROGRAM

Convenient hours

and convenient on

campus location

For questions or

appointments,

call 549-2671
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Oppression of bureaucracy can be overthrown with unity
In The Trial by Franz Kafka, theoppreaaive natureof life

in the modem bureaucratic state is brilliantly depicted.

Sound far-out and away from everyday life? Not really, or at

least not when students have to deal with our beloved

Whitmore Administration. Bureaucratic buck-passing and
denial of responsibility is equally frequent and insidious in

both places.

Now I've got a story to tell, but before I say anything else

it's worth mentioning that certain individuals at UMass
somehow, somewhere got the idea that students aren't

interested in "politics." We're told instead that students —
that means you — prefer to read "human interest" stories

that are all "apolitical." The world's such a horrible place,

afler all (sob, whine, sob).

I don't share that view. I think students are interested in

politics. Some students may even take an interest inleftwing

poUtics, but don't say that one too loudly or by Christ youll

get a taste of the New World Order faster than Dan Quayle
can swing a golf club.

Anyhow, last Thursday a couple of other people and
myself were fortunate enough to meet with a certain

(powerful) official in Whitmore concerning the ridiculous

fee increases that students have had to bear over the past

several years. I can sum up in two hnes what transpired:

Ua (politely, steadfastly): "But what about working-

class kids and people ofcolor who have been driven out ofthe

University as a result of skyrocketing fee increases?"

Them (innocently, bureaucratically ): "It wasn't my

doing, 1 didn't have the power to prevent these increases.

I'm sorry."

In The Trial the main character, Joseph K., is arrested

for no reason because those who arrest him are merely
"doing their jobs." Mr. K. hires a lawyer and tries to learn

the law himself, only to find that responding legally to a

particular "charge" is impossible if the charge isn't known
by anyone, including they who do the actual sentencing. In

the end, our hero is legally murdered, his throat cut by

executioners who are, in fact, only "doing their jobs." There
is no accountability for oppression, for no individual or

group of individuals is accountable. There is no target for

opposition. Opposition is impossible because it's rteverknown
who to oppose.

Roger Long

Our health fees went down $2.50. Sound good, or not too

bad? The U.S. has emerged from the recession — yes, just

like Dan Quayle passed his barexam on the first try . What's

outrageous for students is that co-payments have gone way
up for routine exams, after-hours doctor visit«, prescrip-

tions and the like. It's called "cost-shifting": creating the

illusion that students' costs have "stabilized" while more

and more items aren't covered. This is only the beginning,

and it's not limited to the heath fee by any means. It's bad

news for healthy people who now feel the money squeeze.

Others leave the University because they've been squeezed

a little too much. Evidently the old adage '^ou get what you
pay for" is no longer true at this University, this state, this

country. Or maybe it never was. Maybe only now people are

realizing that they've been screwed all along.

If we believe what bureaucrats tell us — "it's not my
fault, I'm sorry' — it's useless to protest or even complain.

But Ughting a fire under the collective rump of the bureau-
cracy is not worthless, despite Kafka's pessimism. You see,

a bureaucracy is just a sophisticated way of diffusing

discontent, and Whitmore's expert bureaucrats make their

living at it. Any obstacle to human liberation that can be

thrown up by the powers that be untl be thrown up, whether
it be political, cultural, economic, bureaucratic or all of

them at once. First "fees," then bigger fees, then more
expensive but worse health care in the name of "cost-

shifting," and all the while, "It's out of my control — I'm

sorry."

When will it stop? The answer — only when we stand

together and prevent it from going any further. It's quite

simple. The simplicity, though, is betrayed when we realize

how terribly difficult and how much work simplicity really

is. 1 do know this: Right now our target is Whitmore. Very
simply, for all students who won't stomach further lies and
deceptions, the buck stops there.

Roger Long is a UMass student

Basics nee(i reviewing
ni be blunt. My job is not to paint hearts

and flowers for humanity, and it has never

been, either. Simply because I get a won-

derful er\joyment out ofpointing out the less

lovely aspects of everyday life. Thus, this

makes me a pessimist, realist, or a cynic.

(Much to the dismay of my unnamed dorm
neighbor who "f***ing hates cynics because

they are so negative." How very observant.

I guess life should be as peachy, chipper and
all-around swell for the rest of us dastardly

dismals with nasty attitude problems.)

Lorrie Cozzens

Well, enough of that jargim. Now 111

create for you the picture of my torturous

discontent: I'm plodding down the infamous

Orchard Hill path, quietly minding my own
business and listening intently to the sound
ofmy shoes smacking against the pavement.

Out of nowhere a giggly woman (1 use that

term very Ughtly) and her gum-smacking,
big-hair girlfriend appear for the ascent up
the hill. The first one looks at me critically

for a moment, smirks and remarks "go back

to the 60'8." She said it under her breath, but

I was well within earshot of her rampant,

flapping gums.
It's worth mentioning that that not only

does this person need a crash course from

Miss Manners, but apparently she needs an

eye exam as well . Although it was a complete

miscall on her behalf, the manner in which

I was dressed is irrelevant. What is impor-

tant, however, is that it is painfully obvious

she missed some vital lessons from the

bandbox at kindergarten The theme Kong to

the old television show "Different Strokes"

says it all for me. Everyone is different, and
I'd hate to think ofhow mundane the world

would be like ifeveryone were a snide, gum-
snapping, big hair person.

May 1 be struck by a flying saucer driven

by Elvis if I am wrong, but I seriously believe

that an institution with such a large wealth

of people and cultures lik'' our beloved

UMass, everyone could be a bit more ac-

cepting towards what is different from
themselves (and perhaps even willing to

learn a little bit about it). For example, in

my dorm the musical taste ranges from

heavy metal, rap, jazz, rock, world beat, etc..

yet everyone still happily co-exists with one

another as if they were a family.

I guess I was wrong in thinkingcverjrbody

could be as civil and nice. I think that's a real

shame. Afler all, we're pretty much stuck

with each another for quite some time. It

makes huge amounts of sense to follow the

old adage: "If you don't have anything nice

to say, don't say anything at all." ( Please, no

comments on the First Amendment and the

whole free speech deal. I'm talking about

unsolicited and very unprovoked rudeness

here.)

Education doesn't stem from the class-

room only, nor should it either. Besides,

isn't an education what we're all here for? I

think it's time for someone to go back to the

sandbox and learn a few basic lessons before

hitting the college scene. Besides. 1 think

your mom is calling.

Lorrie Cozzens is a UMass student

Fundamentalism teaches love

and equality, not condemnation

Bush isn't proven to be capable
I am responding to a letter by Michael

Morrissey in the October 4 Collegian,

entitled "Bush Clinched Re-Election."

The letter's title was as close to the truth

as Mr. Morrissey ever got in his shallow

and unresearched sophistry.

Bush's proposed cuts in nuclear

weapons amounts to little more than

political maneuvering near election day.

The cuts themselves are inconsequen-

tial, leaving 19 of20 nuclear weapons in

place while George still pushes for full

production of the B-2 and SDI. Hope-

fully Mikhail (]U)rbachev, who has dem-

onstrated continued sincerity toward far-

reaching disarmament proposals while

being repeatedly ignored by the Reagan

and Bush administrations, will take full

advantage of Bush's token gesture.

As for the "lame ass rescue attempt

tha* ended in a helicopter crash," there

is documented evidence that this fiasco

was doctored by the CIA as part of the

"October Surprise," in which George

Bush was a key player. Is Mr. Morrissey

purposefully ignoring blatant realities.

or is he just incredibly blind?

According to Morrissey, Bush has

worked capably with the U.N. If bully-

ing, bribing and blackmailing are essen-
tial credentials, then Bush has proven to

be highly capable.

It seems vital to Morrissey, also, that

Bush was voted Time Magazine's "Man
of the Year" in 1990. Since its inception

as Henry Luce's propaganda vehicle.

Time has been intolerant of dissent,

chauvinistic, and a purveyor of superfi-

cial and slanted journalism. In other

words, George Bush is the ruling class's

"Golden Boy of the Year."

Michael Morrissey believes that with

Bush's re-election "we can look forward

to another four years of capable leader-

ship." In light of a man whose obvious

interests are geared toward the contin-

ued onslaught of predatory capitalism

at all costs, I have to question if the

planet can withstand another four years

of such "capable leadership."

Kevin J. Smith
Amherst

I am a fundamentalist Christian. Unlike

the so-called "fundamentalists" in Friday's

editorial by Trystan Skeigh, 1 am neither a

blind follower nor a warmonger. Such terrible

things, too often done "in the name of God,"

stem from a LACK of fundamentalism.

What is fundamentalism? It's following a

small set of ideas, letting them guide the

things you do and think. True fundamen-

talist Christians obey these two commands:
Love (jod first, and love your neighbor as

yourself (see Matthew 22:40). There is no

room for condemning other people.

We are all on the same ground before

Ciod, regardless of the shade of our skin or

the symbol on our restroom door. Equal.

And following Christ does not mean being in

intellectual agreement with the nearest

pastor. It means accepting the spirit and

forgiveness of Jesus Christ, who excluded

no one while he was on Earth, and through

his death on the cross saved all people.

Despite these two clear statements.

Christians have to guard against the same

dangers that Trystan points out. First, people

tend to return to the culture they're used to,

without thinking about it. Paul himselfhad

to convince Christian churches in the first

century to give up the "requirement" of

avoiding meat, a Judaic tradition.

And when Christianity spread through

barbaric Europe, it did not immediately

change the role of women or blacks as part

ofthe lower class. Why? For the same reason

that Martin Luther King's dream is still a

dream: people don't like to change. (Christ

transcends culture; but that's another issue.)

As Trystan also points out, there is a

second danger to the "organized religion"—
possible manipulation. Some people — like

Jim Jones — would try to play God and get

people to worship THEM. The cure for both

cultural inertia and Jim Jones-type leaders

is already in the Bible.

Paul writes, "Test yourselves, to see if

you are still following Christ," and later,

"Test everything. Keep only what is good."

Does this sound like a religion to "teach

people to stop thinking and blindly follow?"

Ifyou MUST label racist, closed-minded

sexists who wrongly use the Bible as a

"defense," then call them just that. Funda-

mental Christianity means going back to

Christ for our answers, and he was none of

those.

"Rehgious fundamentalism" is hardly a

sedative. Just the opposite: it is a challenge

to keep our priorities straight.

To strip away our artificial rules and or

judgements of each other; if we're really

following Christ, those things take care of

themselves. To live as Thoreau urges,

"Simplicity, simplicity, simplicity!"

The real issue is not that "fundamental-

ists deny the changes in accepted morality,"

but that society denies the eh -> nges proposed

by fundamentalists — like inclusive, un-

conditional love.

I^'iark Wistey
Northeast
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EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

MATHEMATICS
DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 9. 1991

4:00 PM

CAMPUS CENTER 168

SPONSORED BY:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS AND STATISTICS

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important
panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Paul C Desmorois. Ph D 74

Joan Burgess '61

Joann Dtttmor. 88

Gerald Jonowitz. '86

Professor

Americon Interr>atKKK3l College
Sprir>gfield. MA
Data Processing Manager
National Evaluation Systerr>

Amhierst, MA

Assistant ActvJdrial Associate
Mass Mutual Life lnsurar>ce Co.
Springfield. MA

Systems Consultant
Symmetric Systems
Hartford. CT

For more information, please contact:
Matt^er Career Center

5452224

TEST YOUR

HIV/AIDS AWARENESS
and

WIN FREE CONDOMS
just for trying

r
This is HIV/AIDS Awareness Week (Tuesday, October 8 through

Thursday. October 1 0) See how aware yog are by bringing your

connpieted quiz to the AIDS information table on the Campus
Center Concourse to pick up free condoms tor each of your correct

answers Or. win free condoms from Captain Condom or Dental

Dame If they spot you on campus arxj ask for your completed quiz!

1 What percentage of college students report using cortdoms

every or almost everytime they t^ve sex^

a) 3 b)93 c) 15 d)59 e)3i

2 Accordir^g to a recent study of uni«/ersities natkxiwide (includir>g

UMass), an average of how many students are infected with MIV,

the virus which causes AIDS''

a) 1 in 20 b) 1 in 500 c) 2 in 50 d) 1 in 1000 e) none, yet

3. As of August 1. 1991. how many Massachusetts AIDS cases

have resulted from heterosexual contact?

a) 378 b)24 c) 1.095 d) 106 e)208

SpOfWOftd t>y University HMttti C«nt*f

Ha«lth Education Division

P—t S«Ku«itty Education /P««r Haalth Proax>tion

DISTINGUISHED TEACHERS
AWARD

NOMINATIONS

DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 4, 1991

IF YOU KNOW A FACULTY MEMBER OR TEACHING
ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE WHO IS TRULY OUTSTANDING AND DESERVES

RECOGNITION, SUBMIT A NOMINATION IN WRITING WITH A BRIEF
DESCRIPTION OF WHY YOUR NOMINEE DESERVES THE AWARD

FACULTY, ALUMNI AND CURRENT GRADUATE/UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS MAY NOMINATE.

SUBMIT NOMINATIONS BY MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1991

TO: DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD COMMITTEE
GRADUATE DEAN'S OFFICE
514 GOODELL BUILDING

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Third World Affairs
A statement of purpose and an answer to critics

Hark, hark, the dogs do bark!
Once again the time has come to remind everyone ofthe

mission of the Third World Affairs page. As usual, and as
predicted, this page has been subject to a series ofcriticisms
in the past two semesters, some of them from members of
the Third World community itself. At first these efforts have
generally been greeted with a mixture of amusement and
incredulity. It is amazing what people will admit to in
public. Let us consider some of the most interesting or
common charges.

We are condemned, as we have said we would be, by
campus Third Worlders who are "embarrassed,' primarily
socially, by our unapologetic anti-imperialism. AOer all, it

must be difficult to justify this kind of talk to various
American Leftist friends, and it makes everyone oh-so-
uncomfortable. Naturally our trenchant criticisms of the
White "Left" are very unpleasant for those Third World
students, and hanging-on ex-students, who like to hangout
with these same shaggy Leftists. So sorry to embarass you,
but we aren't about to let ourselves get stuffed and mounted
for display, like teddy bears on the common. I guess we'll

just never be nice and cuddly like you all.

Yes, we value and call for technological development. In
case you hadn't noticed, technology does affect one's ability

to avoid victimization. Or did you sleep through the Gulf
War? But. of course, it's not PC or chic to think about
anything as sordid as battlefield realities. The wise people
never sully their elevated minds with anything as crude and
banal as the mechanics of power. Nevertheless, we cling to

some basic insights which, though out of fashion in the
Happy Valley, may still contain some truth, hkePowerflows
from the barrel ofa gun.

We are identified as America-centeric for recognizing the
unique power and influence ofthe United States in 1991. Of
courae, the oetrich approach is much more enjoyable, but
not entirely realistic. In a calculation ofthe dynamic forces

that determine the courseofevents in intemational relations,

relative power seems to be an important variable, however
unpleasant that may be to the hyper-idealistic.

Furthermore, we have often been criticized for being
obsBMsd with the U.S. role in the South and always pointing

out its crimes. However, given the leading role of the USA
in the various imperial ventures ofthe North, it is obviously

both necessary and appropriate to examine these issues on
a regular basis, since it would be difficult to overemphasize
their importance.

Generally these criticisms come hand in hand with a

claim that we ignore the concerns of the on-campus Third

World community. Let us repeat that this page is not for

reporting the routine happenings ofinterest to Third World
students, although we do often contribute articles on these
topics to the news section. Nonetheless, we did feature no
less than three polls ofthe views ofThird World students on
variotis issues last semester. This page exists to provide a
counterweight to the prevailing discourse, ofboth the Right
and the Left, to provide a perspective rarely seen in the U.S.

media ofany kind. Naturally, people who are embarrassed
by this would rather see us print curry recipes, fashionable
babble, and fashion tips.

Hussein Ibish

Much whining is devoted to our support for the more
worthy, or potentially worthy, state structures ofthe South.
We are charged with supporting Third World imperialism'
as supposedly demonstrated by such nations as Brazil,

India, and Iraq. Obviously, Third World imperialism" is

about as silly an oxymoron as "the wealthy j)oor." Moreover,
the charge is as unfounded and offensive as it is unsup-
portable. Condemning the efforts ofIndia or Iraq to redress
the depredations of colonialism and restore their national
integrity as "imperialism", and linking it in kind to Euro-
pean racist colonialism, reveals a lack ofcommitment to the
anti-colonial effort in its practical aspects and a sympathy
with the world view ofthe State Department, which indulges
in the very same rhetoric. Persons would be well advised to

keep such views confined to the safety of the U.S. campus
and not to bring them to the public sphere in the South.

In this vein we have been charged with statism and
supporting (what some see as the bankrupt) ideology of

nationalism. The first problem comes from the fact that

many of the persons making this particular charge also

declare themselves to be somehow in "solidarity* with the

Palestinian people. If so, why do they support a Palestinian

State, or perhaps they would rather see Uie creation of the

Happy Families Palestinian Commune which will be free of

statism, free of technology, defend itselfby tossing roses at

aggressors and be a giant social movement.
Naturally, these critics are at a loss to offer any concrete

alternatives to some kind of state structure. The truth is

that we currently live in a world of states and are probably

better offdealing with reality rather than fantasy. Besides,

all of our regular readers will be aware that we routinely

lambaste those governments in the f^outh that do not

properly resist, or actually cooperate with, imperialism, as
well as criticize those states that we may admire. The point
is that those who do actively resist must be acknowledged,
especially those who are genuinely revolutionary.

It is both easy and popular to criticize everyone who
assumes power, for the exercise of power involves making
hard choices that can always be attacked. Many people,
including some well known Valley figures, make careers out
of always being on the fence, of never taking a stand, but
always assuming the moral high groimd of denouncing
anyone in power. That way they can never be wrong. But
they are fooUsh, dangerous, often senile, and their young
acolytes are insufferably silly.

In fact, a lot of these disagreements stem from the fact

that many of our critics are hypnotized by and intoxicated
with the values ofWestern Marxism, whereas we are either
not Marxists, or are of the independent school of Third
World Marxism. Having this mindset, they would like us to

address, ad nauseum, class conflict in the South, and give
less attention to the reinvigorated imperial assault that
accompanies the new decade. Being Western Marxists, they
attribute a "shopkeeper mentality" to us, as if it were a
shame and disgrace to own a little shop somewhere. To
them, it seems, theenemies are the ordinary petite-bourgeois

of the South, rather than the massed armies, predatory
multi-nationals, and neo-colomal ruling elites at the com-
mand of the imperial North.

Our various critics from these small segments of the
Third World community have never agreed to heartfelt and
repeated pleas to join staff members on radio for a pubUc
dialogue. This is consistently the case, from one semester to

the next. At this stage it can only be conduded that this

abject fear of public dialogue sp^ks not only to personal
cowardice, but to a profound uncertainty in the validity of
these various critiques.

Once again, this page is meant for dissent. It is a vehicle

for alternative points ofview emanating from the South. In

this context, parroting the worthlesscUchesofthe U.S. Left

is as pointless as supporting the vile policies of the U.S.

government.
There is a conflict abroad in the world between those in

the NorUi who exploit and those in the South who suffer.

This conflict is a pervasive one between societies, economies,

and cultures. It is this conflict that is represented in the

contents ofthis page, whether thisembarniaaessome people

or not.

Hussein Ibish is a Collegian staffmember. The opinions

in this article are not necessarily those ofthe Collegian.

International larceny: IMF and World Bank
The Third World finds itself in a most

unusual predicament: it has to squander its

resources merely to remain its squalid state

of poverty. Strangely enough, much of this

is being carried out in a professedly be-

nevolent manner by institutions bearing

august names like the "World Bank" or

"International Monetary Fund."
More shrill, anti-Western rhetoric irom

disgruntled Third World reactionaries? Well,

let the track record speak for itself

The roots of the Worid Bank and IMF
consortium lie in the Bretton Woods con-

ference of 1944. Created to regulate inter-

imperialist rivalries, the IMF took on the

agenda of eliminating restrictions that

hampered global trade growth, and the

World Bank was designed to promote West-

em investments.

Fundamental to these institutions is a
hostility to any restrictive investment and
trade regulations. It is therefore unaccept-

able for a Third World country to close off its

markets, regulate prices, provide consumer
subsidies, or create trade barriers, even

though these are essential for nurturing a

budding manufacturing base and bringing

about progressive change.

Far from being "impartial international

institutions," the World Bank and the IMF
are the most potent tool of Western impe-

rialists to wrest economic and political

control firem the hands of Third World na-

tionalists. And as the largest shareholder

and contributor to this consortium. U.S.

economic and political interests have al-

ways dominated its agenda. Key presidents

of the World Bank have included Robert

AP photo

On the first anniversary of the Al-Aqsa Mosque massacre of

Palestiniansby Israelis, Israeli Occupation forces cast awary eye on

the enemy.

McNamara. manager of the Vietnam War,
and A.W. Clausen. Bank of America presi-

dent.

Madanmohan Rao
From the very onset, these institutions

have displayed their complete lack ofsupport

for the concerns of Third World liberation

movements or nationalists. Some of the

initial "developmental" loans supported the

Western imperialists' resource extraction

projects in their colonies, such as in Kenya
(then a British colony), or the Belgian Congo
(under Belgian rule).

Instances of blatant control for political

purposes included the suspension of aid to

Vietnam during the war, or for the Aswan
dam in Egypt, or to Indonesia under
Sukarno. Instead, support cheerfully flowed

to the corrupt regimes in Mobutu's Zaire

and Marcos's Philippines because they fa-

vored Western investment.

Most loans to the South have been for so

called "social infrastructure" projects whose
record speaks for itself.

As in the golden age of colonialism,

funding was generous for projects which

facilitated easy suction of resources into

Western markets, such as creation of rail-

roads in the mining districts ofMauritania,

Brazil, and Botswana, and ports in Latin

America.
Happily, this also opened up these mar-

kets to the Western motor industry, coupled

with a flat refusal to support domestic oil

exploration or production, and promotion of

high usage of imported oil, to boost the

revenues of Western oil companies.

Touting the importance of electricity for

development, a slanted program of lending

deliberately supported projects close to

factories owned largely by Western corpo-

rations, such as the Rand mining Center in

South Aftica, the Shell-owned nickel mines

in Colombia, and theAlcan-owned aluminum
factory in Guyana.

Not be outdone in its zeal for champion-

ing the cause of the abject poor in the Third

World, the World Bank was used to allevi-

ate a glut in the Western fertilizer industry

by promoting fertilizer-intensive projects in

the South. A convenient famine in India,

along with a foreign exchange crisis, was
exploited to the hilt to extract concessions

for Western fertilizer companies.

The widespread deforestation in theThird

World 18 deplored as a major ecological cri-

sis, but blame is placed squarely on "slash

and bum" agricultural policies of the poor

communities, ignoring the major role of the

World Bank in assisting forest exploitation

by Western cartels in Indonesia, Malaysia,

and Ivory Coast.

Claiming to be the ally ofthe small farmer,

the World Bank lent ejthaustive support to

programs which actually appropriated land

for production to serve Western markets
and local elites, as in the "Green Revolution"

in India, and the move from subsistence

farming to cash crop farming in large parts

ofAfrica, which contributed disastrously to

situations of famine.

Periodically, nationalist forces in the

Third World have challenged the domination
and intervention of the World Bank-IMF
consortium. The resjxinses have been en-

tirely predictable.

Strikes atthe Selebe-Pikwe copper-nickel

mining project in Botswana, largely sup-

ported by the United States and South Af-

rica, were suppressed brutcdly by the min-
ing companies in association with the local

government. Attempts to nationalize the

U.S.-owned Hanna Mining Company in

Brazil were thwarted by a coup in 1964
supported by the United States, the IMF
and the World Bank.

Exploiting the weakness ofnascent Third

World states and buying the loyalties of

corrupt elites, found in abundance, they

keep the Third World in a perpetual state of

economic vassalage.

Their most recent target is India, where
those indoctrinated by the IMF have begun
undoing a 40-year tradition of self- reliance.

To some, it means untold fortunes in the

days to come. To others it is a much-awaited
relinquishing of state control.

And to some, as always, it will be a
matter of life and death.

Madanmohan Rao is a Collegian staff

member. The opinions in this article are not

necessarily those of the Collegian.
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Arts & Living

By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Amherst

Russian graphic design before the revolution, 1880- 1917,

a collection of 101 works on paper from the V.I. Lenin State

Library in Moscow, is an unusual window into the Soviet

Union's history. The exhibit, which opened FViday, Oct. 4 in

the Mead Art Museum at Amherst College, was packed with

a mix of age groups from the five college community.

"While selections from the collections ofthe Lenin Library

have recently been shown outside the USSR, Russian

graphic art design before the revolution. 1880 1917 is the

most comprehensive exhibition to evaluate this seminal

period of Russian design." writes Lenin Library spokes-

person. Nina Barburina.

The exhibit has been slwwn in only two other places in

the United States. Amherst College is the last stop, and

then. "The exhibit will move on to Europe." said director of

the Mead. Martha Sandweiss.

The works ranged from gorgeous, detailed Czarist menus

in the style russe (a style which emphasizes the creative

reworking of historical Russian themes and motifs) to

humorous political propaganda, to ornate candy wrapper*.

The largest menu on display is a beautiful three foot long

work for a dinner on May 14. 1896 in honor ofthe coronation

of their Imperial Majesties. Nicholas II and Alexandra

Fedorovna. From the gold letters topping the page, to the

tiny, intricate detailing of the courtiers's costumes, to the

peacocks at its base, the menu suggests the luxury and

elegance of the Czars of this often overlooked period in the

USSR's history.

The menu was designed by Victor Vasnetsov {1»48-

1926), the same man who executed murals for the Historical

Museum in Moscow, the Cathedral of St. Vladimir in Kiev,

and designed the facade of the Tretyakov Gallery in Mos-

cow.

"This exhibit helps us undersUnd both Russian art and

the consumer culture. It is work dating from right before the

constructionist period, a period people don't know much

about. It's a special treat to have it here," said Sandweiss.

The five stylistic and thematic categories are the style

russe, Moderne (the Russian version of the Art Nouveau

style which was known for its decorative manipulation of

natural forms), the world ofart group (innovative graphic

artists asstxriated with Sergei Diaghilev's journal of the

same name), and political and commercial graphics.

"Many artists turned to the idiom of popular prints, or

lubok. which provided the general public with a chronicle of

recent military events ofdirected popular sentiment," added

Barburina in reference to events of World War 1.

One of the exhibition's examples of a Lubok is a carica-

ture of a tall, pot bellied man with a rat like face and red

jacket. The caption, translated from the Russian, reads. "At

Vissla the Germans cursed their luck, and then, by God.

they ran amok." This cartoonish type poster, looking very

much like Gary Larson's Far Side work, was designed by

Kazmir Malevich.

Another poster which beseeched aide for the victims of

the war (1914) is a sombre contrast to the lubok print. The

colors are drab and moody with the only brightness ema-

nating from the brightness of the blood in the sketched

soldier's hand andon the floor. The artist is Leonid Past«rnak

(1862-1945), father of Russian author and Nobel Prize

winner. Boris Pasternak. A fnend of Leo Tolstoy. Leonid

was a painter and graphics designer who worked essen-

tially in an academic manner.

"All are objects of matenal culture of the period, objects

that touched the daily lives of most Russian citizens and

collectively contributed to an aesthetic both rich in Russian

tradition and responsive to international artistic currents."

wrote Barburina.

"The flourishing of graphic art design in Russia in the

four decades before the Revolution coincided with a period

of rapid economic growth and the rise of a new class o£

wealthy entrepreneurs who had a keen interest in the arts

and aesthetic matters." wrote The Amherst College News.

The exhibit was held in coryuction with a loan of works

from Thomas P. Whitney's Collection. Whitney is an alumnus

of Amherst College, and also donated his collection of

Russian manuscripts by Russian emigres to the college.

Amherst College will create the Amherst Center for Russian

Culture in their library to house the gift given over the

summer.

The Mead Art Museum is located on the ta»t side of the

college quadrangle. Admission is free. Open 10a.m. to4p.m.

weekdays and weekends 1 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Sci-fi and psychedelia this week on HSCN
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

• A Poor Movie
•* A Fair Movie
•••A Good Movie
•*•• An Excellent Movie
So Stars — A total waste of time

Hello movie lovers, and welcome again to the weekly

rev'ews of what you can see on the Housing Services Cable

.'J • -ork. There's a great line-up this week, so be sure to

f

On« Bndge Street, Northampton

Massachusetts

413-586-1726

Sports Bar

&Restaurant

PRESENTS:

f

^

KARAOKE
LIVE

ENTERTAINMENT
Laser - Video - Sing - A - Long

October 9- 16 - 23 - 30
\V>.DSfc.SDAY

It's Fun!

It's Exciting!

New Concept!

Fabulous Prizes!

First in New England! 8:30 pm rill 1:00 am

catch a few ofthese blockbuatans starting Wednesday. Oct 9.

Return ofthe Jedi — Mark Hamill, Carrie Fisher. Harrison

Ford. The third episode ofthe Star Wars saga isan adventure-

packed as ever, if not a bit too emotional. •**l/2

The Untouchables — Kevin Costner, Sean Connery, Robert

DeNiro. The old TV series is brought to the big screen as

Elliot Ness (Costner) brilliantly brings to justice the bru-

tally corrupt Al Capone (DeNiro) Stunning performances

by Costner and Connery (Best Supporting Actor). THIS
WEEK'S TOP CHOICE! ••••

Wisdom — Emilic Estevez, Demi Moore. A young grad

student and his girlfriend travel cross country performing

bank heists. A poor plot and even poorer directing and

acting THIS WEEK'S BOMB!! No Stars.

All The Right Moves — Tom Cruise, Lea Thompson, Craig

T. Nelson. A high school football jock with high ambitions

i^ns afoul of his coach. **

Bad Dreams — Jennifer Rubin, Bruce Abbot. Pitiful plot,

appalling acting, and dreadful directing make for one pa-

thetic horror movie about a girl who is awakened from a

coma after thirteen years to discover that her therapy group

is being murdered, one by one. If somebody can find me a

REAL horror movie that has been released within the past

four years, please let me know. I'm getting older, and these

horror movies are not getting any better. No Stars.

Cocoon — Wilford Brimley. Hume Cronyn. Jessica Tandy.

Don Ameche ( Best Supporting Actor). Elderly residents of

a Florida home are brought "^ack to life" after discovering

an "out of this world' fountain of youth. A little tacky in

parts, but the cast is a treat to watch. '*• 1/2

The Doors— Val Kilmer, Meg Ryan. Oliver Stone presents

this wild trip into the Ufe of the late Lizard King Jim

Morrison. Extremely convincing acting and the music is

intense. •••1/2

The Freshman — Marlon Brando. Matthew Broderick,

Maximillian Schell. An NYU student falls in with a mob
family in this light comedy. Brando is his wonderful "God-

father-like" self.
••

Check out the This Weekend section ofthe Collegian for a

more complete listing ofHSCN movies.

AEROBICSn
Low Impact

Step

'Hi/Low

Nautilus

Free Weights

Cybex
Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

WEDNESDAY

J
AMHERST

ATHLEYIC CLi'Jl

r WE WANT YOU!!!

become a

JUDICIAL ADVISOR
If you're a:

- Full-Time Undergraduate
- Above a 2.0 GPA
- Interested In the University

of Massachusetts Judicial System

^

ONE
DAY

Training and Participation in hearings will begin in early November

APPLICATION DEADLINE: October 21, 12:00p.m.

App''^rlt'0"^ available at:

Cluster oHices--BGP--CCEBMS -PGLBC-Legal Services Center

United Asia Cultural Center-Dean of Students Office-227 Whitmore

Student Atty. General's Office-420 Student Union

If you have any further questions, call the Student Atty. General's Office at 545-0341

V or The Dean of Students Office at 545-2684 _>

LOSE IT ALL FOR ONLY $99.

CALL TODAY
nutri/systcm

NORTHAMPTON • 586-8111

HOLYOKE 536-0219

WILBRAHAM 596-8123

ENFIELD 203-741-6679

BRATTLEBORO 802-254-4430

W. SPRINGFIELD 787-1782

GREENFIELD 772-2148
J

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

C INI IMm«UIM«H

^ NEWm^

At the monthly meeting of Squidheads Anonymous

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
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TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN
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CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH
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UNDER 21 By KRIS K. EARLE
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Quote of the Day
"The more I know, the less /

understand.

"

"Don Henley

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Fish lu liy

5 Popin|«ys

9 Harsh sounds
14 Toppof
15 Time —

'

16 Give a sttare

1

7

Byfon poem
ISA. m

communicalions
19 Computar

davica

20 Uppar story

knas''

23 Uka a rat raca
24 Corvtary ol

7U|MpMlry

25 CMIoriua
aaport

21 CiMntwr s ropa
Hidi

3? Nonctwiani

36 Sit nna oul

39 Comsiock i a
40 Htghba* NN?
43 Part d A D
44 FruMrata

45 PtaytuI

swunmaf
46Na««a
48 Court

hO CMyMifnn

8 Oulpourirtg

9 Hatan Hunt
Jackson
t>«o«ne

10 Matty o«

basabaN
1

1

Ersati coin

12 Tony

13 Data I

countermartd
?) Not as surly

22 Strmganl
26 0wrga

tMsshmgton

• g
28 f\A haadt

togathar

29Ha«aihe
sulks

30 Rostcards
irom Uia

31 Glassmakai s

ov«n
32Narf

33 Highway
part

34 - She Suveet

35MMdpkjm

37 Put m
38 Tuck away
41 Banks or space
42 Rule the —
47 Not up to snutt

49 The - Jane
RusseNfbck

SI Saturn has

52 Once more
54 RkMous
55 Emperor belore

Olho

M Daiikng
success

57 Emulate Scolt

HarrWIon

58 — von
Oismarck

59 With The.

Larry Shur play

eowhomp
61 CommarKl to a

corgt

62 City near

Mauna Loa

ANSWER TO PWEVK

53 Customs
58 Chuggm

toward home
63 TIckksh

response
64 looih s partner

65 Spanish slew
66 0e«s n tne
67 Cokyado l^eder

68 Btind as

69 In a curious

way
70Bequ4e wHh

Hallery

71 Ckp

DOWN
I Agronomist S

coTKern

?Not mlhe
wnM

3 Giitrial Inrm

4 Cobra s km
5 Onasler
6 Christiana

today

10/9/91
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Menu

LUNCH
Tri-County Fair Sandwich

Tuna Noodle Cas.serole

BASICS LUNCH
Swis.s Muffin Sandwich

Tuna Noodle Casserole

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Cafje Cod Fillets

BASICS DINNER
Roast Turkey

Pinwheels

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIiuSlMurch 21-Apnl 19) Wake
up und rccngni/c whai \\ rcully imponam
to your mate's huppine<>< Maieriul

p>iN^e!wj(>n% count for k«s ih;in afTeclton

and unJersianJing Become a heller

listener Discretion i\ essential.

TAllRl1S(Apnl 20-May 20): Avoid

looking to (Xher people for MHHivalion.

Find it within yourself. The husincss and

eniployiiKnt outlook will improve s«x)n.

Do not jump off into the unknown. Slick

to the safe and familiar.

GKMINKMav 21 June 20): You

deserve hclicr friends than those you are

•Mocialing with mm Widen yinir social

circle. A N»nus is not the whole answer lo

your Tinancial worries. Look for another

source of income.

CANCERiJune 2 1 July 22) Be

aware of what is going on hehind the

scenes al work. You need all the

infomvilion you can get lo negotiate a

profitable husincss deal. Your family's

Hnuncial security is involved.

I.KOtJuly 2.VAug. 22): A phone call

or letter triggers a bright idea. Do your

research now. but postpone making a

presentation until you have the attention

of those in authority. Remain both

objective and prudent.

VIR(;0(Aug. 23-Sepl. 22); Wait a

little longer before popping an important

question. Some news regarding a family

dinner proves very interesting. Cheer up

soineone who is feeling under the weather.

Make sure your shoelaces are lied.

I.IBRAi.Sepi 2>-Ocl 22): Recognize

that there are no shortcuts to success and

you will he ahead of the gnuK A work

problem is not nearly as senous as it

seems. A giNxl evening for cntcnainin(.

SCORPIO((Xi 23 Nov 2 1 ) A close

fvlationship becomes ntoie rewarding. A
period of relaxation will help you return lo

wiH-k feeling refreshed. You feel like a

new person ! Ixt others discover your great

sense of humor

SA(;iTrARILiS(Nov 22-Dcc. 21):

Slay the course A positive altitude is the

key to winning a competition If

concentration is difficult, take an

occasional brief break. Roinancc needs

more time to grow

CAPRICORNlDec 22-Jan. 19): A
chanc-e meeting with an old love leaves

you feeling full of vigor. Take care lo

Tinish all business projects on time. An
evening shopping expedition could

uncover some real bargains.

AQUARIUSlJan. 19-Feb. IR): The
emphasis now is on finishing what you

stiui. Tackling xaa many things at one lime

could land you in (KM water l-'siahlish

your priorities and stick lo ihcm.

Persistence pays off!

PISCESlFeb 19-March 20): A
friendship may be more valuable than a

current romance. Performing a favor for

sonK'onc will work to your advantage.

Keep a tight rein on your personal

spending. Gel together with friends

tonight.

Today's Staff
Night Editor. Greg Sukiennik

Copy Editor. Jason George

PhotoTechnician .Carrie Wyeth

Pixxiuction Supervisor Mike Carvalho

Pixxluction Lisa Jezowski,

Joanne Quimby
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Do you come from a Spanish speak-

ing country?

Would you like to talk to other people

who come from Spanish speaking

countries?

Lite on campus can be a wondertul

experience but at times can also be
contusing

NWntai Health Ser\ ices vsill be

ottering a support group facilitated by

Lynette Bloise, where you can share

vour experiences on campus.

Groi^} %%ili meet Mondays from 3:30

to 5:00p.m., starting in late October.

Pre-group interview is required;

please call 545-2337 for in appoint-

ment.

jVietKf <k Wf W5 de ^^^ hispana?

^Te gustaria hablar con otras personas

que vienen de paises He habia

hispana?

La \ ida en la universidad puede ser

una experiencia maravitlosa pero a

veces puede ser confusa.

Sers'icios de Salud Mental iMenial

Health Services) va a otrecer un grupo

de discusidn, dirigido por Lynette

Bloise, dorxie tu puedes compartir tus

e\periencias en la universidad.

El grupo se va a reiinir los lunes de

3:30 a 5:00 de la tarde, empezando a

finales de octubre.

Una entrevista antes de comen/ar el

grupo es requerida; por fa>or llama

•45-2337 para una cita.

women 's tennis
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Vilinskis played a fast paced match in defeating Kerri

Kamiski 6-2, 6-0.

One of UMass's two wins resulted from a hard fought

match which saw Amy Ryan rebound from a second set loss

to Nicole Ciaudet to win the third set and the match 6-4, 5-

7,6-1.

The other win came from the doubles pairing ofKddy and

Girasella as they defeated Barrett and Vilinskis 8-4 in an
eight game pro-set.

In another eight game pro-set, the doubles team of

Yamasaki and Ryan lost to Enller and Nicole Gaudet 8-6. In

the last match, Grim and Pam Levine were defeated by
Darsi Cocozza and Krista Irmisher.

"It was a good match." said UConn coach Pat Babcock. "I

think our experience made us just a little better."

S COLLEGE
SPECIAL
3 C^ames \

of BowlingvJ^
ij and rr^;- -

Shoe Rental ^

$5.00
with College I.D.

=r TUESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

DOMINO PIZZA
AND BOWL
Three Games Plus

Slice of Pizza and Coke

$5.oOsHo:s
8:30 pm to Close

Live P.J

try Thurs. Night 9K)0pin-1Knain

lorlhampton Bowl
. in the Ally Oops Lounge

Cover $2.00

Cu ff 5S4-4830 for rcscri'ations

MANPARJNAZECHUEN CVISINE

Ofi,'B,,tCfibz,., Buffet

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
10 Belchcrtown Rd. • Route 9 Amherst • 256-0251/0252

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

EVERYDAY
Minimum $15 plus $2 delivery charge

BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet Served Saturday 5-9p.m.

Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99

Eating Disorder Programs
Fall 1991 Sponsored t>y Ufwefsrty HeaWi Setvces.

Eating Disorder Sell-Help Groups
Led by trained students recovered from an eating disorder.

Open to anyone Confidentiality Assured Call 549-2671

.

Clintc IV. tor more information

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For individuals with Nutritionists. Mental Health Clinician,

Physiaan and or Nurse Practitioner

Mondays or Tuesdays - iMginning September 17, Uni-

versity Health Services Confidentiality Assured

Call 549-2671. Clinic IV

Food and Feelings Workshop
Led by Peer Health Educators to schedule for your Resi-

dence Hall - call 549-2671 . ext. 181

SHABBA
RANKS

Weds., Oct. 16th

8pm
in the UMass Fine Arts Center

TIX on sale NOW at the

UMASS Fine Arts

Center Box Office

(413)545-2511

$10 UMass Students

$13 All Others
MCA^isa Accepted

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect -Amherst Center

256-8157 •256-1385

e

i

Amtwrst

\ Colleg*

SPlMStnt \ *

U4IASS
\ S.Pros(Mct '

<^

V

111
Uncoln

• Imports & other unibody vehicles are our

speciahy.

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (+or-l/2

mm)
• Over 90 years staff experience.

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement.

• Advanced European Technology Painting

and Refinishing Systems.

Remember it*s your car and your choice of

repair facilities.

Shop RegistraUon # RS1212
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postseason
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Zane Smith isjust as solid. Their reliefcorps
is stronger than the Braves', which could be
crucial.

Although Bobby Cox ofthe Braves should
win Manager of the Year, the Pirates' Jim
Leyland is more competent between the
lines. Leyland's ability may even squeeze a
win out of this series for his team, although
it won't be enough. Atlanta will triumph in

seven games, and will face Minnesota in the

Fall Classic.

I look for the most exciting playoff series

since 1986, and I hope I won't be disap-

pointed. I can see any of these four teams
winning a World Series title, although only

one will : Atlanta. To use an already overused
cliche, it will be the Braves' new world.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian staff

member

Kent
Oneo
outs

Columbus Weekend

mm
Htmd0y W9tmUHd fWi^

65
UiMI (M 21 yman
ol mg9or olduf
wiri mmiot crmdil cmrd.

Tfudn and earge vint iIm

Dont bm diamppoinfd

noon fndmf to Tummday

95 North Amherst Motors
Auto & Taick Rental

ra Old Sundtrtmd M., Noffh Amhsfit, MA

549-RENT

nmafv TODAY! On Bu» Moutt

' Dadicafd to Tnating tit* CauM, Not tft0 Symptom ~

lMHERST CHIROPRAi
Family Health Center

DR. VIRGINIA D. HARPER
Ckiraprattu Fk\uciam

.Ilk AMItaM MkkrAK*

• ^IHIItll DMUWO

>v

Si~~549-0335 •
OFncf NCXMS

WITH ROOTS HERE

^ UMASS, STUDENTS CAN

BRANCH OUT TO ONE OF

OVER 90 COLLEGESAND

UNIVERSITIESACROSS THE

UNITED STATES THROUGH

THE NATIONAL STUDENT

EXCHANGE PROGRAM

INTERESTED!?! PLEASE ATTEND ONE OF THIS MONTITS INFORMA-

TION SESSIONS, FROM« PM:

Oct. 9 Wed. CC 904-908

Oct. 15 T\ie. CO 904-908

Oct. 24 Thur.CC 904-908

Oct. 30 Wed. CC 904-908

Nov.4Mon.CC804-808

Nov. 7 Thur.CC 804-808

Nov. 12 T\ie.CC 904-908

Nov. 20 Wed. CC 903

Classifieds
COME TOWE COLLEGIAN OFHCE lUCAMPVSCENm • THURSDAY 8:}0-3:30 FRIDAYKJO-IX^DEADUSE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PVBUCATION » 2(kmORiyDAY FORmJDEm » CASH INADVASCE

Acnvim 10 Mudtnis or MudMi o^anomn

Armtnmn Ckjb MooBng
Thur*. Ocl 10. 7pin. Room I68C.

CamputComor
Fof info can 549 1*09

UMaa* DAattaa.

wongw uaa i »HtwwTcn
MMoondnon

tioo
C:al Amy 54»-2S»5

MCK
Thank* tof bnn^ng ' anaia back You'<« Tha

OOOOpaytlun CalCM
1-e00-423-M«4

ATTENTION: Prv-mad. PuMc haaW. mira-

ing and all olttar tiudanu iniaraaiad in haaltti

car* <uuM Stop by m« Studant HaaWi
Advisory BoanTt nait maanng on OcMMr9.
1991 (W«d)M5 15infOO»n302ima l lia«l

Cantor

UHA98 TAC KWON DO
SaH-dafanaa kaap in diapa
Com* train with ua
intaroitad^ CaN Many S4»-7003 or

Mananna S44-6443

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTION NON-US RESIDENTS
AA-1 immigrabon lonafy is your chanca.

Apply onManda bahaN tor afftciant Mratagiaa

Cad 542-4220

BRADY BUNCH FANK
Geisoakadai
DaRa Upailon and
Sigma Kappa'a

Dunking BoothI

Saturday 10/12

HIgiaMall _^__
KSA 3rd Qanaral MaMIng

on
Od 10 rniora) al 7«) PM

at

Campus Cantor Room 165-169

'Retrsshmonts wH b« sarvad

CimWIAWIWONMANEAWIITEwaiani

oondUon. low mtoaga. BougM nawtort600.

SaUng tor $3S0rBO. Can Chns ?53-3e0»

COMPUTER FOR SAL£
WOOCalCM
549-1762

Folk OuNw, naad cath ao muai aai. $100
256-6721

FflCE CAP WHEN you buy my Fold FtSO

4x4 Call Slav* 253-7922

MTERVIEW SUrr - Woman's lightioaiglil

i00%wool«uiLSiMi2.na*y.ctoaa«t7&00
253-9665

JanyASara. Wild Boys. Pig TangarM 63

KFOQ C<* Jan 549-7666

HOUNTAMBKE
1
8* Umvoga A^Mna

Cio-mo tram* & torks

Complale upgrad* on ail part*

Ovar S200 00 mvastad. cail tor

$350 00 06 546-4149

tor oar au«o and aaoMly ayatoma. Pan
tima wth grown to %0 *ma lutoal ba

aipanancad Cat se« 9617 tor traarviaw

ilaaayaM ga^** WVwia to worfc, kto

aW traa In Catoraoor* laaona "Cviara

to Aapan. Vari Bradtan-ndga and

$1696 Gal 1-600-769-6174

Paadkii lava in|urtaa to ma a«a Ana-jMn «

you laAiaa to kim to ma kwd. Ood. and
•aMor.Mr MOJOmsm. man you inual«a

SpacMi mam to John
Vour braomar m Jhn.

piopnai or atomaon'

ptodg* ctoa* on campua Corv-

Qai paycttod Ma 9n gamg to

LuvTor*

MMaa»- Stop *MaaM<g your 4 cam gat

anybaaar Wa to«a you' Amy * Badi

HCV TUBNVFACCI
T)w maaai 2 yaar* ••

ILomVou*
RUMPO RUMPO RUMPO

abto That* why I

f 1 tor tor iMt pnoa guafama* to I

8CX LIES IN THE MONTREAL BAR
CRAMAJ Parry waahand* indUda 2 mghtt «
transp Group laadar* iraval FREE'
(LAONAFVCal today 617-444-111 1 }M»m
•1 torkati

UMT

Tosaovmo
Thanaatorbabig

woh a graal loor

Lowa Yaa and Laura

Kayawtw— wWadaiiayrtngg-iWO

LOST
OoU ropa Cham wi^ haait ortaaai

2 paaii* m haan
PlaMaea* 549-9332

NEW A USED COMPVTEm
Can Damn 6-2270

LOST- Gold ropa

n found cal 54»-4ggg

REWARD

LOST-WYUn
N I donl ind my amathyal

and ruby ring*.

Ptoaaa cal Liaa 549-7949 -REWARD

LOST- UMaa* noMbook. tips from iha top

I Plaas* cal 549-6709 REWARD"

TItanha tor your iD«a and mapwaaoni
Tou^ ao urtoaiavabto' Lova WMiam

PAUL
I toww awarymng la goaig to work out

You aia so apactoi to ma
iLovaVou*

I know wal fw«a a graat I

WaieomatoAPO QooAxa « ptadgmg.

to IfS Your Btg Bromar Karan -| Lova

Trash' McCbra )

SOOT ZOOT LS Harara your paraanal tor a
r vnVi ns KRAI

CNALAO-fiMp radMng m» and lak to maf

TanIT-
Hippy Birthday to tha t)iggatl scfwtor ai

. Saa you « ma Pub. Lova ya.

Karan and Laurto

RESUME SERVICE

inpa 2S642S4

TVMNQ

PAPBW TYPED: $1 SOitypad p^a
Qudi. Aoaaala Sarvwa. CM Bnan 546-

36g3

WANTEO

7 yaar aM. ipayad. «Mr box tramad. whaa

iTwm or daddy 253-0743

HAPPY MRTHOAY
CHBIVL
18 at last'

Good kJd> on B» aiam
to«a.JMtM.

CiiMwgMga

«toa »«»43$7

Comptoia raaurrta

ad-

CREATIVETLookingiorsomaortatodaaign
my wadttng drass Kan 256-0 192

Flatl VOCAUST:
For ttormorsa* 6 sonto laad

toani

RBE WANTED

OPERATION EXOOUS meeting Help So-

viet Jews coming to Israel 4pm Hillai House

Oa 10

TARKOVSKY FllM FESTIVAL any inter-

esf Send wants, thoughts, and sase to:

Tarkovsky&o Box 395. Northampton 01 06 1

-

0395 ^___
AUTO FOR SALE

-S2MERCURY CAPRI New brake*, mufftof.

banary. shocks good condWon $1000 256-

3020

84 FORDESCORT New brakesmufflervery

reliable $1000 665-4602-evenings

1985 CHEVY SPECTRUM
New brake, new cart>orator

Runs great! $1 ."500 or BO.
Call 253-9339_

87 SUZUKI SAMURI converlable 4x4

5 speeds 27K miles f^M/fM cassette CB
radio soft^ard tops. $3500 or SO 549-031

8

or 545-2395 Chin.

DEBATE

Ara you Intaraatad in pubHc speaking?

Wouk) you like to participate in a Mock Trial

Competition or other competitive debate?

Come to tha UMass Debate Society Meeting

on Wednesday 7:00 in the Debate Trailer or

call 54S-3509 tor more intomiation.

EOrriNG A TUTORttM

Editing, English language tutoring,

wordprocessing offered by retired teacher to

international students and non-english ma-

jors Quick sarvica. modest laas. 253-3354.

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISCI $175.00 DJs. VJs. Karaoke

lor house/ Formal parties. Call 586-9900

06n ladng akto and Norttca N96 1 ski boots

Will sell separately Phil 9 253-7575 Ex-

cellent oondrtiorv

PLANE TICKET Nov 6 -Nov 11 Fiwn Hart-

lord to Augusu GA Piioa nag. Cal Chrts

549-4628

R^ TICKET TO DC.
For Thankjgiving

$118
Kim 6-0107 Lv

LOSni
Watoh- Caravala with graarVbtock spotted

band Lost morning of 10/2- *omaw*iata

between IMarston 23 and Thompson 102.

mcfcjsiva Sentimental vakia. Ntound, ptoaaa

cal Mk* at 6-6888

IKEYSm
Four kay* on a sVvar/turquoisa chain

-Cal Man a6-2886

THE EMPEROR WEARS NO CLOTHES-

Buy the Bibto of tha Lagaization

lutovement now' Only $14 can Scon al

J53-4245

USED TEN SPEED bikes, exceltont condi-

tton $50 and up Call 367-2041

YAMAHA YPP-60: Touch sensitive, excal-

lant piano replication, bought new for

$1000.00. will sell for $700 00 BAD.

Also, Roland Juno-I06, bought new for

$800 00. will sell for $300 006A3

Also. Roland Jazz Choms 1 20. bought used

tor $325.00, will sell for $225 firm. Call Rich

at 256-697

1

FOUND

MY UFEl Black waNot on Lincoln Ava. or in/

near LGRT Lo«t Oct 2 Dava 256-3456

REWARD! 4 Antiqua camao nng

Veronica da Vos 6-6214 or

drop at CC into, desk

REWARDI
Black metal prascriplion

glasses in btock case

Call Jeff 546-7073

MOCK TRIAL

Ara you Inlaiaatod in tha Nattonal Mock
Trtal Competitton? Call 545-3509 tor mora
details Ask for Malaika or Chrts

MUSiaANS

CAT FOUND
Sylvan area- Gokl with black markings on

nose and mouth
6-7114

FOUND a History book in Herler Hall Can

549-0071 evening Kim

Gray wtth WhHa Paara

might be pregnant

53 Kaltogg Ave ,
Amherst

Ptaata call 253-0868

Guitar Laaaona - Beginmng/lnlermedWle

Relaxed atmosphere, sartous lessons $10/

hr. Can Tim-2S6-6300

COLLEEN ADAMS

My Haro

You're tha swaaiasi. crattoN. baaww man -

I have eyas on|y tor youl Wtth Lova, Uicraaa

nSSTEH AND KAROLYN:
Congrlulalon* on Trt-Sigma

Walovayaul
Sharon and Dabbto

0EM8E L. -Hi I mtoa you Maal ma at Iha

conoouraa 7:15pm Friday -Saan

LSB Your man is gone to have hi* (hroM

aioad open' Now. remambar it tor soma
raaaon ha doaani make it out aiva. waH
ha«to to dipait to our small Greek island and

msashaap
Your Ot)8as«ionmlndad ooiaciWator

MKiGY- Welcome to Apo<"

Good kxA pledging!

InLFS
Your Big Brother.

Rayna

U8SA Thanks tor avarythingi Your an awe-
some Inand. Good tock with you know what'

Lovoya
Sue

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
KARA

You're no tonger a teenageri

Love Mike

110 NYC
Cotombus Day Weekend
WW shwa expenses 546^)677

RAjar oa enaryaac. cnartomapc a
craativa'

For The Groove Dog*'

Contact M*e at 253-2320

to NYC or northam NJ on

Thunday or Fnday- Cotontou* Oay Week-

end n pay tor gaa. Ml*, muncfaa* etc Cal

Eltoan -549-1515

ROOMMATE WANTED

FOIALE WANTED TO share large room m
townhouaa. Nov isl $i60/Mo 549-8015

LOOKMQ FOR 2 non-smoking lamalas 10

share room in beautiful South Amherst apt

next *pnng/t992 175^, ptoaaa cal 549-

3593

SERVKES

to fly 3 paopto to Mwtha'*
Vmayaid on Sunday Oct 1 3 Wui pay tor

plana Marc 549-51 91

higara/Outtar piayaral

Uka JT, CSN&Y Simon 6 Garlunkar*

Want to form a group'' Call Jim 546-2205

THRKEWCRKNCEO HOCKEY ptoyars

loaUng tor a Mam to ptoy on Wil tryout

Contact MM 546-5632.

BICYCLE BROKEN?
Cal Pat

S46H)119

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test. Informatlan er

supporf Call lor free and confidential

senrices ALTERNATIVES 245 Main

Straal, Northampton 586-3000 or

GreenfieW 774-6019

HELP WANTED

-CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES
NEEDED" Earn free trip and big commis-

sions by selling Cancun. Mexico For more

inlonnation call loll tree at 800-755-7996 or

in Conneticul at 203-975-8833

Earn $2500 & FREE trip* selling Spring

break packages to Bahamas. Mexico. Ja-

maica, Florida! Best trips A prices' Spring

Break Travel 1-800-638-6786

Dontlorgetyourlavoritelittlecousin Please

call. Same number as last year -Marganta

PERSONALS

DanN-
The sun nses

A new day has begun.

SMILE!

Dtona- 1 Love You.

Love, DJ

HAPPY BIRDAY OYVIE DARLING
You have all my gtovas.

Your Ru«sian Por<ca

JIH
Happy Birthday Dartini

I know It isnl a room full of

tMltoons. txit oh nvell!

Happy 18th

Alway*. Kal

Congratulation* to ttM Gamma pladga

dassol AEPHI. StephameR
. AmyS.Tlnrf).

AIlsonB, JessO. RobinF, MaureenH. BelsyH.

MicheIeK, KristenK. AlisonL, BarbL,
AllisonM., KathiR. MichelleL. MarianW..

KimY

FREE BOTTLED WATER tor 1 week Cal
546-3371

FREE pr*gnar>cy tasting; confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT:233 No
Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

SUBLET

3 GIRLS NEEDED to sublet fumished

townhouse m Mill Valley Estates next se-

mester. On bus route. 256-0333

TRAVEL

MaryBaih- You're the best! ILYT Scott Welcome to our 'Phi-amily*

CONGRATULATIONS LML —the sisters of AEPHI

WENDY PERULLO
Sigma Delta Tau pledge

I'm so proud of you!

With love.

Your Mom
Kimbertv

MK>IEAL
I'm so glad you're my little

What do you say we go
out soon''

Lova Toni

BahamaCrulaa$99 perparson 5day/4 night

hotel Plan now tor your break Very kmited

offer Call now 1-800-621-0572

lOO^lHG FOR AN
EFFECTIVE WAY TO

UNLOAD ALL THAT

JUNK IN YOUR
CLOSET? NEED TO

SUBLET THAT APART-

MENT? HOPING FOR
ETERNAL LOVE? THE

COLLEGIAN

CLASSIFIEDS ARE
SEEN BY 19.000

PEOPLE EVERY DAY.

MAYBE YOU'VE GOT
WHAT THEY NEED.

THE COLLEGIAN.

(3NARLY. EHH?
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Sports

Scurry looks to extend streak vs. Dartmouth
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

On Sept. 15. 1991 the University of Wisconsin's Janet

Nevv-inski headed a pass from teammate Kan Maijala past

University of Massachusetts goalie Briana Scurr>- and into

the UMass net.

Since that day nearly a month has passed, the New
England Patriots have won a football game, the Soviet

Union has crumbled, Joe Morgan has been fired and no

other opponent has been able score a goal on Scurr>-.

Scurrv- enters today's game against Dartmouth College

(3 p.m. on lower Boyden) looking to extend her streak of five

straight shutouts, and seven hours and 55 minutes of

playing time without being scored \ipon.

"She has done a marvelousjob for us this year, just about

as well as anyone could play." Massachusetts coach Jim

Rudy said. "Her importance to this team is critical. We had

a slow »Urt scoring goals and setting up good offensive

plays but she came up with big saves that kept us in games^

Bri allowed us to pinch a goal here or there and win a few."

Indeed a few have been won. Massachusetts is 7- 1 on the

season, ranked No. 7 in the nation and Scurry has played a

m^or roll in the success.

Scurry has started every game for the Minutewomen.

recording six shutouts. She has allowed only two goals on

the season giving her a mere 0.25 goals against average.

Last season she split time with Skye Eddy but this season

Eddy has been hampered by injuries and now the job is all

Scurry's.

"We have two great keepers, but right now with Skye

being a bit injured, Briana is our starter," Rudy said. "I^ast

season they split the playing time but if we had made the

playoffs Bri probably would have played, she was just more

confident."

Scurry, a sophomore from Minneapolis. Minn, came to

Rudy's attention in a somewhat unusual way — from the

father ofDenise Swenson. a high-scoring forward for second-

ranked Connecicut.

"Pete Swenson and I have been good friends for a while

and Bri was a teammate of Denise. who I tried to recruit

when I coached at Central Florida," Rudy said. "Anyway.

Pete called me and told me he had a great athletic goalie for

me and so we started recruiting her. We got one of the best

keepers in the nation from the father of a player of our

regional rival."

When she arrived at UMass. Scurry was long on

athleticism and short on technique. But hard work has

taken Scurry's natural abilities and made her an all-around

goalkeeper.

"Bri is a real quick learner and a hard worker," Rudy

said. "She has a tremendous amount of athletic ability but

she lacked experience and some of the basic rules of being

a keeper. However, she just never stopped working. After

every game she comes in and watches the films of her play

and learns from her mistakes.

"She has developed into a smart keeper. She has now

knows how u> play in position and how to make the correct

decisions. When recruiting her we told her that we already

had Skye as our sterter but Briana didn't come here to be

second string."

gfield
Minutewomen ranked fifth in nation
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field

hockey team tft-2) will attempt to rebound

from back-to-back losses as they travel to

Springfield College »
5-5> today at 4:00 p m

The Minutewomen dropped to number

five in the country (from number three ). but

retained the top spot ^'^ the Northeast, as

the new NCAA Dmsion I poll was released

Tue«day.
More important to the team than their

national ranking has been their inability to

•core goals. The Minutewomen have been

held scoreless for the last 1 40 minutes. Coach

P&.; Hixon lamented her lack of offense

after the Old Dominion game Saturday.

"1 don't know what we're going to do," she

said "I'm not sure we've scored a goal on a

penalty comer all year."

The surface at Springfield may help

UMass get on track The artificial turfshould

help the team's offense, especially in the

penalty comers. The turf speeds up play,

and the ball doesn't take crazy hops, as it is

prone to on grass.

Hixon will look for everyone to step up on

offense lomorrow against Springfield, es-

pecially Jenn Salisbury and Dawn
Trumbauer. Salisbury leads the team with

1 1 goals. Trumbauer has five goals and two

assists this year.

While the Springfield team is not nation-

ally ranked, they could pose a threat to the

Minutewomen. Their offensive attack is well

distributed, with senior Julie Wood leading

the team with six points.

The two teams have played three com-

mon opponents this year. Both teams beat

Boston College and Rutgers and lost to

Northeastern. Springfield also beat Rhode

Island. Holy Cross and Maine. Their losses

came at the hands of Michigan. Brown,

Boston University, and Harvard.

coiwcun nu I

The University ofMassachusetts field hockey team, ranked fifth in the

nation, travels to Springfield College today to challenge the Chiefs.

Tennis looks
to rebound
this weekend

LILLIAN K. LEGGIO
Collegian Correspondent

Stress and frustration were written all over the

University of Massachusetts women's tennis team

after Monday's 7-2 loss to the University ofConnecticut

for the second time this season.

This same stress and frustration seems eminent

for UMass as they set to play a string of matches, four

in the next five days.

"It's tough when you have to reschedule this many

matches that fall within the same week." said UMass

coach Edwin Gentzler . "It's not only tiring on the body

and mind, but these girls also have exams and home-

work to contend with."

Today, as the Minutewomen ready themselves for

a match against Dartmouth College, the pressure to

win and the match intensity are downplayed by the

fact that it will not count on either team's schedule.

"This match should be less tense than when we

play a team in our conference," said Gentzler. "But,

certainly, no less competitive."

Monday's match against the University of Con-

necticut was a match UMass did not take lightly.

UMass sought to revenge this year's earlier 7-2 defeat

by UConn. The Minutewomen battled several close

matches into the third sets, but once again fell short

in their efforts.

"We didn't play to our potential," said Gentzler. "I

think a lack ofpractice beciuse oflast week's weather

really affected us."

In an evenly paired match, UConn's Katie Enller

fought offGail Girasella's comeback in the second and

third sets to win 6-3. 4-6, 7-5.

UMass's No. 4 player, Kerensa Eddy, won her first

set against Cory Robinson, but lost thj match 2-6, 6-

1,6-2. UConn's Flo Gaudet defeated Kelly Grim 6-3,

6-4.
, ,

In other singles matches, Shizuko Yamasaki,

UMass's No. 1 player, came back from a poor first set,

but still lost to Ellen Barrett 6-0, 7-6. UConn's Ashley

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

It's time for postseason ball
Since I usually write about topics I know nothing about.

I found it fitting that I should writ* a baseball playoff

preview. By the time you read this, one team will already be

on its way to the Fall Classic, the Granddaddy of'em all. the

World Series. It's a great time in sports, where superstars

become goats and rookies become heroes, so sit back and

enjoy this great time of the year.

First of all. let's take a look at the American League

Championship Series, pitting the Toronto Blue Jays versus

the Minnesota Twins. This series could go either way.

because neither team jumps right out ofthe paper. The four

games at the Metrodome provide a huge advantage for the

Twins, contrary to what the Blue Jays think. The Twins

have never lost a postseason game at home. Let me repeat,

the Twins have never...

Michael Morrissey

Going right to advantages on the field, I see the Twins'

first baseman Kent Hrbek and shortstop Greg Gagne as

keystones on the Twins' side, while MVP candidate Roberto

Alomar and third baseman Kelly Gruber will lead the Blue

Jays on both defense and offense.

Minnesota has a slight edge in the outfield, with Kirby

Puckett and Dan Gladden providing valuable experience to

the team. Devon White has been the second-best center

fielder in the league, and Joe Carter gets his first opportu-

nity to showcase his immense talents in postseason play.

Any team that can start 20-game winner Scott Erickson

in Game 3 oftheALCS has to be stocked with pitching. Jack

Morris is one of the greats, and Kevin Tapani is a true

diamond in the rough. He, not David West, has proven to be

the plum of the Frank Viola deal two years ago. Oh yeah,

they received Rick Aguilera (42 saves, 2.35 earned run

average) in that deal also.

The Blue Jays' loss of Dave Stieb and Tom Henke has to

hurt them, although they still have Tom Candiotti, Juan

Guzman, Todd Stottlemyre. and Jimmy Key. The Jays have

more pitching depth than the Twins, and a return by Henke

could lift them emotionally. Duane Ward has filled in nicely

in the closer role.

Minnesota has a big edge over Toronto in the managerial

department. Tom Kelly has postseason experience, while

Cito Gaston has recently spent moie time in a hospital bed

than in a dugout.

Two things will bring the Twins over the top this series:

the hitting of Chili Davis and the catching of Brian Harper.

Harper is a poor defensive player, but he fits the classical

mold of unknown postseason hero. L«)k for him to win

playoff MVP if the Twins win.

The Blue Jays could shock the Twins in game 1 , and will

take two of three in the Skydome. But the Twinkies will

prevail in Game 7. and advance to the World Series.

The Pittsburgh Pi rates-Atlanta Braves matchup is, in

my mind, the more exciting series. For instance, there will

actually be games played on grass! The Braves blazed

through the end of the regular season, and theyll stay not.

The Pirates fell just short last year, and this year they were

the winningest team in baseball. Speculation is that this is

the last year the super outfield of Bobby Bonilla, Bobby

Bonds, and Andy Van Slyke will be together.

Both teams have strong outfields. Lonnie Smith is a wily

veteran who will get the most out of his ability this series.

Ron Gant is an unknown superstar who reached the 30

home run, 30 stolen bases plateau again this year. David

Justice's return from a back problem has gotten the whole

South excited. Justice's play so far in his young career has

already made fans forget about Dale Murphy.

The trio of Pirate outfielders are the best in the league,

both defensively and offensively. Bonds must shake the

stigma of a poor showing versus the Reds in last year's

NLCS.
Both team's infield is strong on the left side of the

diamond. Terry Pendleton led the league in batting, solidified

the third base slot, and brought the team oodles of playoff

experience.

Pittsburgh's Jay Bell is great defensively, and the best

hunter in the league. His double-play partner. Jose "Chico"

Lind, has the best range of any infielder in baseball. The

Braves are young around the diamond, with Rafael Belliard

and Mark Lemke occupying the middle of the infield.

Steve Buechele gives the Pirates a good defensive third

baseman, although the team lost its first baseman, Sid

Bream, to the Braves last year. Bream wasn't wanted by the

Bucs, 80 look for him to take revenge in this series.

Mike LaValliere and Don Slaught platoon for the Pirates

at catcher, and they have the edge. Atlanta's Greg Olson is

worn out from the rigors of a long season, and he has no

playoff experience.

Pitching is basically a wash, only because both teams are

stocked. Tom Glavine is a 20-gamc winner and future Cy

Young winner, and Steve Avery and John Smoltz round out

the rotation. Crafty lefty Charlie Leibrandt could pitch in

the series. Atlanta's relievers are somewhat steady, but will

get burned once or twice.

Pitteburgh's rotation ofJohn Smiley, Doug Drabek, and
CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Homosexuals not a risk
GovH: Character unrelated to sexuality
By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — A report under De-
fense Department reviewTuesday concludes
that homosexuals pose no greater security

risk in sensitive government or private in-

dustry posts than heterosexuals.

The 39-page report, prepared by the

Pentagon's own security analysis insUtute,

concludes that "sexual orientation is unre-

lated to moral character. Both patriots and
traitors are drawn from the class character.

Both patriots and traitors are drawn from
the class 'American citizen' and not specifi-

cally from the class 'heterosexual' or the

class 'homosexual."
Pentagon spokesperson Susan Hansen

said the draft report was not a prelude to a

change in the policy barring homosexuals
from military service. Rather, it addressed

the question of whether gays and lesbians

— as civilian government employees or

outside consultants— could be trusted with

government secrets.

GLB community
still dissatisfied

with military
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

A report that says homosexuals are no
grmtor a security nsk than hetrosexuals in

"sensitive government or private industry"

jobs met with nodding approval from mem-
bers of the University of Massachusetts
lesbian, bisexual and gay community.

Military officials on campus, however,

refused comment.
The 39-page report, prepared by the

Pentagon's security analysis institute, col-

lected data from 117 espionage cases and
found that sexual orientation has no relation

to Pentagon security. A spokesperson for

the Pentagon said this does not mean there

will be a change in the miUtary's poUcy of

exclusion of homosexuals.
Edgar Mcintosh, a graduate intern at

the Program forGay and Bisexual Concerns,

expressed dissatisfaction with the
Pentagon's reluctance to change its policy.

"It is absurd that jjeople are omitted fh)m

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

This speaks only to the singular topic of

homosexuality in personnel security,"

Hansen said, not to the question of gays in

the military. She said the Pentagon's Defense

Personnel Security Research and Education

Center in Monterey, Calif, turned in the

report a few months ago.

But the document does have potentially

broad implications in that it addreues the

degree to which homosexuality should be
taken into consideration in investigating

security clearances for thousands ofcivilians

working in sensitive areas in and out of the

government. Examples could range from a
civilian Pentagon employee to a consultant

doing contract work for the Central Intelli-

gence Agency.
Entitled "Homosexuality and Personnel

Security," the report examined 117 espio-

nage cases since 1945 and found that most
revolved around money or resentment, not

sexual orientation.

Rep. Gerry Studds (D-Mass.) one of two
openly gay members ofCongress, obtained a
copy of the report and made it public Tues-

day. He praised its conclusions as further

evidence that the Pentagon should abandon
its policy of barring gays and lesbians from
military service.

"It is essential for the public to see this

report and decide for themselves whether it

is sensible to continue to exclude lesbians

and gay men from positions of service,"

Studds said. "Patriotism is not limited by

someone's sexual orientation."

The Human Rights Campaign Fund, the

nation's largest gay. lesbian and AIDS po-

litical organization, called the report, 'An-

other nail in the coffin for the Pentagon's
out-of-date policy discriminating against

lesbian and gay Americans."
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney helped

fuel the optimism that the military's anti-

gay policy would change in July when he
discussed iton a weekend network television

show. Cheney noted that he had "mherited"

the poUcy barring gajrs from miUtary service.

And he called the argument that homo-
sexuals posed a greater security risk, "a bit

of an old chestnut."

But later statements by high-level Pen-

tagon officials indicated no pending change
in the policy against gays and lesbians

serving in the military.

"Who can be trusted with the nation's

secrets?" is the o(>ening question raised by

the security research report, written by

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Hill's accusations
sound, Kennedy says
By JEFF DONN
Associated Press

HINSDALE. Mass. — U.S. Sen. Ed-
ward Kennedy says the law professor

who publicized alleged sexual impropri-

eties by Supreme Court nominee
ClarenceThomas is notjust"some quack
making accusations."

Kennedy (D-Mass.) also denied Re-

publican charges that his party's staff-

ers had initially leaked the accusations

to the news media. Kennedy opposes the
nomination.

He spoke Wednesday on a swing
through western Massachusetts, where
he threw his support behind opponents
ofa regional dump proposed in the Berk-

shire Mountain town of Hinsdale.

Kennedy told about 40 local residents

and officials that such landfills could

leak toxic chemicals and turn into "un-

derground Chemobyls," referring to the

Soviet nuclear disaster of 1986.

In his comments on the Thomas
nomination, Kennedy called Anita Hill,

the judge's accuser, a "competent wit-

ness" to testily before the Senate Judi-

ciary Committee.
Hill, the Oklahoma law professor, ac-

cusesThomas ofmaking lewd comments
to her when she served as his aide at the

U.S. Education Department and later at

the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission.

She made her accusations public at a

newsconference Monday, prompting the
Senate to delay the confirmations vote

on Thomas scheduled for the next day.

She said she was speaking out then

because the news media has asked her

about the incidents.

SupportersofThomas have(kscnbed
her accusations as an 1 Ith-hourattempt
to smear the judge's character.

Kennedy said he had not spoken pub-

licly on the issue before Monday because

Hill initially "set a condition. . . that it

would only be for members of the com-

mittee." She is expected to give further

testimony before special hearings of the

Judiciary Committee, to which Kennedy
belongs.

CONTINUED ON PAGE /
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TO THE WHITE HOUSE — Supreme Court nominee Clarence
Thomas and wife, Virginia, leave their Alexandria, Va. home
Wednesday en route to the White House to meet with President

Bush.

C^ollegian photo by Joiih Reynold*

"DO YOU HAVE ANY CRUMPETS?" —
Chancellor Richard O'Brien stops by the

Worcester Dining Commons yesterday at

dinner but due to a tight schedule had to

eat and run, according to bewildered
students at the scene.

Use native tongue, authors say
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

The future of African literature lies in the freedom of

African writers to write in their mother tongues and not the

language of the colonizing powers, said two prominent
African writers yesterday.

Nobel-prize winner Nadine Gordimer of South Africa

and Kenyian writer Ngugi wa Thiong'o spoke to the packed

pews of Johnson Chapel at Amherst College.

The chapel itself, the walls lined with the portriats of

White male scholars, was almost a reflection ofthe pressures

ofthe publishing world upon African writers. Gordimer said

there is a real push to write in English on the African

continent.

"The pressure to write in English [for Black African

writers) is very strong," Gordimer, a White African, said.

"We have to change the emphasis of writing in a second

language [for these writers] to be read."

Ngugi, who wrote his first four novels in English but

published the last two in his mother tongue ofGikuyu, said

the historical colonization of Africa has played a large part

in this pressure.

"Colonization took African culture away, and 'gave'

language of the colonizing powers in our schools and li-

braries," he said.

Ngugi said the representation of Black Africans in the

literature of the colonizing powers also gave unrealistic

stereotypes.

"Black Africans who collaborated with the colonizers

were depicted as intelligent and fair, v',: those who
opposed colonialism were seen as bad and ugly," he said.

Gordimer said as a child in Springs, a small mining town

in South Africa, she had no connection with the Black

African culture, and Black African literature was unavailable

in schools and libraries.

"My experiences in literature belonged to Europe," she

said. 'There was no literature to read which expres.sed the

life experiences, ideas, attitudes a.id morals of those [I

lived 1 among."
Gordimer said only later did she learn of early Black

African writers, who often had their works printed by the

missionaries in French and Portuguese.
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Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Forum
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Gay, lesbian, bisexual FYIs are public service announce-
ments that run on Thiu'sdays for campus and local events.

To submit an FYl, please send a TYPED press release

with all pertinent information to The Collegian. 1 13 Cam-
pus Center, c/o GLB Editor. Submissions need to arrive by
Tuesday morning. FYIs will not be taken over the phone.

Thursday, October 10
Film — "Lianna," a film about a married woman discov-

ering she is lesbian, will be shown in Campus Center room
803 at 7 p.m.

Friday, October 11
National Coming Out Day — A day of activities will be

held in the Student Union Ballroom, including videos,

discussions, information tables and the LBGA Posterity

Quilt from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Rally — There will be a "Coming Out Day" rally at noon
on the Student Union steps. Wear jeans to show your
support.

Dance —There will be a dance for allGLB folks and allies

in the Student Union Ballroom from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Deadline— Students need to pre-register for theAmherst
Lifeline Counseling Center's Oct. 19 safer sex workshop,
run by Dr. John Dreyer ofAIDS Action Boston, in order to
receive a discount.

Tuesday, October 15
Rapgroup— The Lesbian and Bisexual Women's Union

will meet in the LBGA office, room 413 B in the Campus
Center, at 7:30 p.m.

THURSDAY. OCTOBER 17
Men's group — A discussion group for men will meet in

the LBGA office at 9 p.m.

Performer— Gay writer Michael Kerns will be discussing
his nationally acclaimed play "Intimacies' in Campus Center
Rm. 917 at noon. Sponsored by The Program for GLB
Concerns.

Film — James Ivory's "Maurice," a "beautifully filmed
adaptation of an E.M. Forster novel about a young man
facing his homosexuality," will be shown in Campus Center
room 803 at 7 p.m. Sponsored by The Program.

Show — Michael Kerns will perform "Intimacies' at the
Northampton Center for the Arts at 8 p.m.

Roseanne: Daughter abused

Thief tries to dupe
clerk with her plastic
ALLENTOWN. Pa. (AP)— A sporting goods store clerk

had reason to be suspicious when a 15-year-old tried to buy
a shirt with what he said was his mother's credit card. It was
the clerk's own card, stolen just hours before.

"I couldn't believe the odds that the guy would rob my car
at my apartment and come in and use my card right in front
of my face." Penny Erisman said.

When Mrs. Erisman said she wanted to show the credit
card to her manager, the teen-ager fled. He was caught by
an off-duty sheriff's deputy at the Lehigh Valley Mall and
faced charges in juvenile court.

By ROBERT JABLON
Associated Presa

LOS ANGELES— Roseanne Arnold told a naUonal talk
show audience that her father molested herdaughter during
the comedian's wedding last year.

The star of the ABC hit series "Roseanne" also said her
sister was attacked by her father a decade ago.

Miss Arnold got a hug from alleged incest victims in the
audience following Tuesday's one-hour taping of the "Sally
Jesse Raphael" talk show at CBS Television City. The
nationally syndicate show is scheduled to be broadcast
Thursday.

Miss Arnold, 38, has publicly accused her parents, Helen
and Jerome Barr of Salt Lake City, of sexually molesting
and abusing her as an infant and youngster.

They have denied the allegations, which Miss Arnold
first made public last month at a gathering of incest victims
in Denver.

OnTueday. she said Barr attacked her daughter, Jessica,
during Miss Arnold's June 1990 wedding.

The entertainer's husband, Tom Arnold, said Jessica's
grandfather "was all over her" after the 14-year-old was left

with Barr a few hours after the ceremony while the Arnolds
left for their honeymoon.

Jessica revealed the alleged abuse six months later when
she was hospitalized for emotional problems, and the couple
filed charges against the elder Barr, they said.

The Arnolds did not make clear the outcome of those
charges.

Miss Arnold said she wasn't afraid her public revelation
would harm her children because "my children already
have been hurt. Healing from this thing will not hurt them "

Miss Arnold also alleged that her father molested her
sister, Stephanie, in 1980 when the girl was 17.

Miss Arnold said her two sisters moved in with her at her
Denver home for a year, but that her mother, Helen, refused
to believe the incident occurred.

Miss Arnold dismissed a contention by her parents'
attorney. Melvin Belli, that they passed a lie detector test.

"Everyone knows that you have to have a conscience and
feel guilt to fail one, and they have never had either," she
said.

A call to Belli's San Francisco office late Tuesday night
wasn't immediately returned.
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NOW FROM THE SENATE — Stanley Rosenberg, former state
representative from Amherst, is applauded by supporters after
being sworn in a state senator by Massachusetts Gov. William Weld
at the Statehouse in Boston Wednesday. Rosenberg will succeed
John Olver, who is now a U.S. Representative in the First District.

Craft Shop head
sparks controversy

Computer, printer stolen
Compiled by DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

An IBM computer and an Epson printer

were reported stolen Tuesday afternoon from
the custodial ofiice in the Physical Plant.

University of Massachusetts police said the

estimated value of the stolen equipment is

$950.

ARRESTS:
• Jonathan L. McSweeney, 22, of

Westborough, was arrested Monday after-

noon on University Drive and charged with

driving after his license had been suspended

and driving an unregistered car.

• DuaneABeauchesne, 18, ofMontague,
was arrested yesterday morning on North
Pleasant Street and charged with driving

under the influence of alcohol, transporting

alcohol as a minor, possession of a fake

license and driving with a defective head-

light.

LARCENY:
• A woman reported to the police Tues-

day afternoon that the spoiler on her car in

Lot 22 had been torn off the trunk. The
estimated value of the spoiler is $300.

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Leader* of the Board of Governors have
charged that the Student Activities Office

has circumvented their powers and con-

ducted an iUopd search for a professional

director of ths Student Union Craft Shop,
which has been doaed since May.

The BOG, which oversees events in both

the Campus Center and Student Union, last

week passed a much debated proposal
spearheaded by Gov. Paul McGonnigal that

would open the craft shop in about three

weeks by hiring graduate and undergradu-
ate students to direct the shop.

The plan could save from $13,000 to

$18,000 annually, promoters said.

The SAO is asserting an authority over

the Craft Shop that they don't have,' said

McGonnigal. He said the BOG has complete
control over the facility and should be re-

sponsible for its operation.

Micah Levy, cbmman of the BOG. said

SAO should haveeanmhed with them before

goingahead and condoeluiga search process
and choosing a director.

"1 think there should have been more
BOG involvement in the search process,'

Levy said.

Levy said the McGonnigal proposal

"Vasn't wel 1 thoughtout* but provoked some
healthy debate among members and sym-
bolized a more civil BOG than in years past.

He said opposing the SAO's choice for

director of the craft shc^ at this time would
do more harm than good.

"It's done now, ifwe fight it, it is going to

hurt the craft shop,* Levy said. Still, he said

he looks forwardtoanimproved relationship

with the SAO.
McGonnigal said the SAO went ahead

with a search process which narrowed 50
applicants for professional director of the
craft shop to three finalists. He said one
professional has been chosen from the field.

McGonnigal said Suzanne Jean, SAO
associate director, who interviewed the ap-

plicants, was "absolutely the wrong person
to be interviewing [applicants] for that po-

sition.' He argues this process should be run
by the BOG which oversees the Craft Shop.

"Just because the SAO has pursued a
course of action with regard to the hiring of

a professional in the position of craft shop
director does not in any way mean an untried

but more fiscally prudent alternative
shouldn't prevail,' McGonnigal said.

SAO Business manager Allen Brainerd
said it is too late for the BOG to implement
their proposal since the SAO has handled
the search process for a new director for

months.
He added the SAO, not the BOG, has

been overseeing the craft shop all along.

"We feel that the BOG's involvement at this

point is not appropriate,' Brainerd said.

He also questioned the validity of the

BOG constitution. "We are the ones who
need to make the personnel decisions —
they're not in power to do that," Brainerd
said.

Brainerd said the BOG's proposal to hire

non-professionals to run the craft shop is

not the best choice even though it may save

some money.
"^e feel we need a professional person

down there," Brainerd said. He hopes to

open the craft shop "with in a few weeks.'

Paula Voiles uses the craft shop to make
jewelry and silk scarfs and even socialize.

She is upset that it is presently closed since

student fees charge students for use of the

craft shop.

New SAO head sets agenda
Cites accessibility as key to ^student-friendly^SAO
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The new interim director of the University of Massa-
chusetts Student Activities Office said he hopes to use his

20 years of experience in education to help make his office

*top8 in New England."
Assistant Dean of Students and Greek Affairs Director

Edward Korza was named Tuesday to head SAO until next

August. Irene Carew, the current director, left the position

for an 11-month professional improvement leave on Sept.

15.

Korza said one ofhis firstgoals is to create an atmosphere
of accessibility to students, a common complaint about the

SAO from students and student leaders.

"I want to have an open-door policy,' Korza said. "I want

Leaders of SGA
encourage senators

to revitalize gov't
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate continued to

educate its new senators on the Student Government
Association's background and mechanics during this

week's senate meeting in the Campus Center last

night.

The senate listened to an hour-long lesson on the

history of the Student Senate given by long-time

senate member and student advocacy activist Ted

Chambers.
Chambers told the 33 senators attending the ses-

sion that the senate's past has been darkened by

infighting.

"I must admit that I still can't walk into this room

without getting a knot in my stomach, some of the

stuff that went on here," he said.

Chambers said that from 1986 to 1989 the senate

was made powerless by fighting between a "right"

faction led by W. Greg Rothman, one of the founders

of The Minuteman, and a "left" faction lead by self-

described communist, Jason Rabinowitz.

Infighting shifted form from 1989 to a conflict now
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

to create an atmosphere where students feel able to come in

and talk to me.
"My goal is to make SAO 'student-friendly,"* Korza said.

Korza pointed to his record as director of Greek Affairs

for the past three semesters as part of his "^ro-student'

attitude.

''My experience working with the Greek areawas a good
one,' Korza said. The position I took there was to be their

champion and their advocate."

Ehiring Korza 's period as Greek director, two fratemites

that had been sent off campus, Theta Chi and Alpha Tau
Gamma, were reinstated.

Korza added that playing an advocacy role is something
he has "been doing for the past 20 3rear8'' in many of the

positions he has held.

The position ofSAO director has been a subiectoffriction
in the past due to the role SAO plays in overseeing the

Student Activities Trust Fund. While the Student Gov-
ernment Association controls the allocation of trust fund
monies to Registered Student Organizations, SAO admin-
isters the actual funds to RSOs.

The SATF fee is $ 1 12.50 a year for fiill-time undergradu-
ates. In total, the SATF is worth slightly lessthan $5 miUion
dollars, according to University officials.

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Jo-Anne T. Vanin
said there have been problems in the past about the rela-

tionship of students and the SAO office to the trust fiind.

"My sense is that there's a historic tension around how
best to manage SATF," Vanin said. "There's a need to keep
in balance the needs of the SAO administration with the

kind ofstudent input that allows students to have a say over
the process."

Vanin said she made it "absolutely dear" to all the

candidates she interviewed for the position that improving
student and administrative relations is one of her major
goals for ihis academic year.

"[Korza] is taking this position knowing that this is a top

priority," Vanin said.

Korza said he feels he will be able to play a role in

attempting to improve relations between the SAO, the

administration and the SGA leadership.

"I feel I can be a player and a catalyst in bringing various

constituencies to the table," Korza said. "1 want to bring

things into a \vin-win situation.'

Korza added that his "role is to bring the Student
Activities Division to a higher level."

Vanin said the salary for the position will be in the range
of $40,00 to $49,000. ' . . . >.

University gets

rave reviews
in college guides
By MICHAEL MEEHAN
Collegian Correspondent

Despite fiscal woes and budget cuts, the Univer-
sity ofMassachusetts has been given four stars out of
a possible five for academic quality in the latest

pubUcation of the Fiske Guide to Colleges.

The University, which has been cited for its aca-

demic quality in the Fiske guide in past years, is

described as one of the '^est state universities in the

Northeast* in the 1992 Fiske gxude, its eighth edition.
The guide, publishedbyTimes Books, wasroleased

last month as high school seniors begin college shop-

ping."

UMass has alsobeen listed for its academic quality

in the 10th edition ofPeterson's Competitive Colleges

1991-1992. Theguide, published by Peterson's Guides,
Inc., was released in April 1991.

Peterson's lists UMass among the top colleges and
universities around the country "that consistently

attract and accept the brightest students."

When identifying colleges for inclusion, Peterson's

uses student achievement and aims toward both the

typical and the academically gifted student, accord-

ing to Peterson officials.

"We look at SAT scores and high school class rank
to get a statistical picture of tho students at our
colleges," said Lisa Garb, Peterson's director ofpublic

relations.

BusinessWeek'sGuide to the Best Business Schools
also recently commended UMass. The University's

School ofManagement was "one of the best business
schools in the East."

Not everyone is impressed with this ratings game,
however. Dario Politella, professor emeritus ofjour-

nalism who has taught at UMass for 26 years, ques-

tioned the credibilityofcollege guides and the research
involved in creating them.

While he feels UMass is an "impressive school," he
said the fact that it was favorably mentioned in the
three guides does not mean it is "^hat impressive.'

However, Director of Undergraduate Admissions
Timm Rinebart said he feels these favorable reports
are "very important" t6 UMass and that they play a

,CONTlNUEf>ON PAGE 7
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Hill case proves oppressed peoples' voices can be heard
I wanted to write a column this week about how vitally

import; )t it is for gays, lesbians and bisexuals to "come out"
and opinly acknowledge their sexualities. because this
Friday is National Coming Out Day, However, this week
something else erupted that highlights some crucially im-
portant issues for oppressed groups who live within a
representative democracy.

Tuesday. House Rep. Patricia Schroeder. a Colorado
Democrat, "strode onto the Senate floor." breakmg protocol
to tell offthe "old boys" network that runs our government.

She felt compelled to do this to support the suppressed
voice ofa sister— Professor Anita HUl. a woman ofcolor and
a tenured professor at Oklahoma University Law School.

Hill's voice had been stifled because she brought up
issues that stodgy old (male) politicians don't like to hear or
think about — sexual harassment. Hill's charges were
known by at least some of the members of the all-male
Judiciary Committee on Sept. 12. and on Sept. 25 this
information (in the form of an FBI report — now there's an
organization women can trust) was "made available" in a
sadly lackadaisical and irresponsible manner — "Here
guys, there's this report about some crazy broad who thinks
she was sexually harassed sitting on the table— take a look
at it if you have time. .

."

Yet until some male fool on the committee with a teeny,
weeny conscience leaked this report to the media, anony-
mously of course, so he wouldn't lose his Fnday night seat
at the poker game at the Old Boys' Clubhouse (where

everyone writes bad checks and it's OK), the all-male

Committee paid no attention to Hill's charges.
And they probably would still be sitting back in their

testosterone-induced blind/deaf stupor if it weren't for the
bold, courageous actions of the 29 congresswomen and a
bunch of kick-ass women journalists who said SCRKW
PROTOCOL. THIS IS WRONG!!!

TryStan Skeigh

This is our idea of culture?

And after they spoke up, enough of their serai-enlight-

ened, but weak-spined poker-playing male colleagues jjot

off their royal duffs and agreed to delay the vote in order to

explore the deadly serious nature of Hill's charges.
This was a wonderful example of representative de-

mocracy at work — and one that all oppressed groups
should take to heart.

Those 29 omgresswomen spoke up for the rights of all

women Tuesday. They refused to be intimidated or deterred
by some silly male-created rules of behavior called "proto-
col." Like so many strong, independent, powerful and re-

sponsible women before them, they refused to be limited or
stopped by convention. They broke the rules, by Goddess,
and I'm thankful, as a woman, a sisteron^a rons/i/uen/, that
they did.

Although these women have all been selected in elec-

tions deflned by geography, that male-created political

system was unable to prevent them from, in our hour of

need, speaking for their giant national constituency of

sisters.

No — I do not think society or government should be
about a "war" between the sexes — that implies a need to

conquer and dominate that is also, like so much of the

mainstream ideology within this country, a male-origi-

nated concept. But until the rules-bound, grey-haired old

chauvinists sitting in theCapitol become enlightened enough
to realize that women are equals, our concerns are just as
important and our needs Just as valid, it will take con-

frontations like yesterday's on the Senate floor to ensure
justice for women.

For gays, lesbians and bisexuals, yesterday's lesson

shows why we need more gay, lesbian and bisexual repre-

sentatives in government. Since we're estimated to be
somewhere between 30 and 10 percent of this population,

we should have a significant presence on Capitol Hill and in

our statehouses.

But more importantly, in order to make democracy work
for us, we all need tocome out and make our presence known
— we already exist on all levels of society — including the
Capitol, but too many gays, lesbians and bisexuals choose to

hide, out offear and concern for their lives and careers. But
if we all came out together, we could help each other. A
sizable, noisy and highly visible GLB constituency would
provide the necessary support and reinforcement for GLB
policies and politicians.

Think about it. And by the way, Happy Coming Out Day!!!
Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian columnist

What on earth has happened to us?
TheAmerican way has become hal f-assed

.

I must say it makes me sick just to go
shopping. If it doesn't have a "gold-like fin-

ish." then it's only 10 percent real juice Cliff
Notes, Van Gogh's "Starry Night" immor-
talized in s postcard. Price Chopper toaster
pastries, cubic zirconia— nothing but cheesy
representations of the real thing.

Half-assed. Barely there.

Brooke C. Wheeler

Soap operas instead of sex. Donahue in-
stead of real life. Harry Connick Jr. instead
of Sinatra. We gravitate further away from
the real stuff, the good stuff.

France has the Eiffel Tower. Russia has
St. Basil's. Italy has 11 Duomo. and what
does the United States have? Disnty World.
A plastic castle, large happy rodents, fake
trees. Costumes, stage makeup, cotton
candy, singing bears.

China ha.s hand-painted porcelain, India
has hand-hammered copper and brass, the
Germans make stunning crystal, Peru
makes beautiful potter>'. Alright. Ill say it.

Webave Tupperware.
Vhai is the American contribution to the

world of international cuisine? The Egg
McMuffin. Plastic forks and Happy Meals
represent America all over the world as
Micky D's spreads like a disease into every
foreigfn port.

American culture is becoming infamous.
American culture is becoming an oxymoron.

Where has our integrity gone? What
happened to our pride in quality and inge-
nuity, doing our best, being the top?

I'll give you American ingenuity.
Nutrasweet. Lee Press-On Nails. Polyester.
Vinyl. Velveeta.

Quality? Excuse me while I snort with
contempt. Our reputation for "quality" de-

senes to be laughed at. American automo-
biles? You'll be lucky if your door handles
don't fall off afler the first year. Buy Ger-
man. And what about our low-budget mov-
ies, clothes that come apart at the seams.
Gero/do;' Quality is no longer part ofAmeri-
can vocabulary.

And we don't seem to care.

Sitting here on this architectural chaos
we call a campus, I watch it going on all

around me. Apathy has become fashionable.
The biggest decision some |>cople make
during the course of tue day is whether to
bother going to class.

Of course, I don't blame them entirely.
Some classes just aren't worth going to.

Why? Ask the professor. Who can worry
about effective lesson plans when your de-
partment might be "eliminating' your job
from the budget? And we all ask why is the
U.S. trailing so pathetically in international
academic test scores?Why there are somany
illiterate people in this country? Gee, I dunno.
I'mjust here to get drunk and watch various
politically motivated bureaucratic types use
my campus as a sparring ground. This is

what we Americans get for quality education.
I'm sorry, but the only word that aptly

encapsulates my feelings is "disgust."

Even religion and death are not exempt
from our damaging American ways. There
is a huge graveyard/theme park in Califor-
nia, which shall go unnamed, that my father
calls "the Disneyland ofdeath." It has talking
headstones. And ifthat doesn't do it for you,
have you ever been to the National Shrine
in Washington, DC? About 20 different
chapels, all styles for all occasions, the
gaudiest mosaics ofBible scenes you've ever
witnessed, and a gift shop full ofred plastic

rosaries and glow-in-the-dark nativity
scenes.

Things like this speak for themselves.
Brooke C. Wheeler is a Collegian by-

product

Autumn brings memories
The first time I ever noticed leaves when

I was eight years old. I remember playing in
the piles my Dad created when he would
rake the lawn as the summer breezes grew
colder. TTieir colors were bright and happy
and a sure sign of fall, but it never occurred
to me to admire their beauty.

Felice Cohen

D'Souza's assertions misleading
At his recent talk at Amherst College,

Dinesh D'Souza demonstrated that he is

a charmingand articulate public speaker.
He also demonstrated an uncanny skill

at repeating one particular message —
that affirmative action programs are
based on unfair racial quotas— in a way
which the audiences seemed to receive
uncritically.

D'Souza neglected to mention that the
college admissions policies he labels
critically as "affirmative action programs"
differ sharply in practice from Affirma-
tive Action/Equal Opportunity policies

which focus on the issues ofemployment.
Campus admissions policies with regard
to race, ethnicity and gender are under-
taken voluntarily. Compliance with Af-

firmative Action/Equal Opportunity
policies regarding employees is a re-

quirement of campuses receiving sub-
stantial federal funding.

The bilk of federally-required Affir-

mative Action/Equal Opportunity policies

aim at discouraging race and sex dis-

crimination in the hiring of faculty and
staff. Contrary to D'Souza's assertion,
these practices actually prohibit the use
of racial quotas and preferential hiring.

While D'Souza's critique ofcollege ad-
mission policies has sharpened an im-
portant debate in higher education, his
broad-brush portrayal of affirmative ac-
tion policies is inaccurate, misleading,
and, frankly, part of a larger agenda
aimed at undermining the civil rights
gains of the past two decades.

Grant Ingle
Director, Office of Human

Relations

We moved when I was ten. Our new
house had a much larger yard and when fall

came there were many more bodies needed
to gather the fallen leaves. Soon I forgot
about the leaves as ever having been fun.
Suddenly it had become my job to accumu-
late them into piles, stuffthem in large black
Hefty "cinch sacks" and drag them over to the
side of the house where I would empty the
leaves onto the neighbors property.

I was blind to their extra qualities —
colors, shapes and designs. As I sweated on
those lazy Sundays, scooping, bending and
stuffing garbage bags, my younger sisters
would jump gaily in the piles I worked so
hard at sorting.

"How come they don't have to help?"
Ignoring my pleas, my dad would smile and
continue creating huge mounds for me to
pick up.

I hated raking.

My hands developed blisters and 1 always
wound up with bugs in my clothes from
carrying the leaves so close against my body.

Despite the hard work involved, my dad
had tried to make raking seem fun and
sometimes challenging. Well, as best as he
could.

I learned balancing acts during those
dreaded days of fall. When we would take a
break, my dad would balance the end of the
pole on his finger tip. I thought he was so
incredible until I soon mastered that trick.

Soon my dad graduated himselffrom finger
tip to chin. Now that was impressive.

Eventually I learned that too. so my dad
added an incentive. For every bag that I

filled I would receive a slice of pizza. Now
that worked for a while.

After a few seasons my dad finally came
to grips with the reality that our one and a
one halfacre lawn was too much forjust our
family to handle. Braking down, he called
the same company that mowed our lawn.
(Don't misunderstand me, he had tried to
mow it himself the first year we lived in the
house.)

Then early one season it happened. I

remember waking up to the sweet sound of
a motor ripping across our lawn. Jumping
out ofbed I stared out the window. Rubbing
my eyes to make sure I wasn't dreaming, I

saw it. There below my window was an en-
tourage of people. But they weren't raking.

For years, while my dad and I were busy
killing ourselves with wooden sticks with
combs at the end, modern technology had
invented machines that not only blew those
little buggers into piles, but simultaneously
sucked them up and out of sight. From that
moment on the leaves had once again
changed their appearance.

Walkingthrough the campus now, I smile
contently as I watch the leaves silently make
their way to the ground for one simple rea-
son. I no longer have to rake them.

Felice Cohen is a Collegian columnist
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State institutions don't provide the care their chents need
Although Massachusetts Gov. William Weld may not be

a very popular man in education these days, there is one
area where he shows true wisdom. Weld has already begun
to cut funding to state facihties for the mentally retarded.

I have worked in privately-owned, community-based
residences for mentally retarded adults for the past three

years. Last semester, I made the mistake of working part-

time at a state-funded residence. What I witnessed shocked
and appalled me.

The whole idea behind the community residence is to

provide mentally retarded citizens with the best care

available while, at the same time, providing them writh a
"homey* atmosphere, free from the detrimental effects of

institutional living. The clients get specialized attention

and are able to achieve a greater degree of independence.

On the other hand, clients in institutions are often ignored

and neglected due to an undertrained and overworked staff.

The problems with state-operated residences, in my
opinion, stem from a staff completely unfit to care for

mentally retarded adults. Due to the closing of institutions

throughout the state, thousands ofworkers face layoffs. The
state gives preference to these former institutional workers

when openings in the state-operated residences occur.

However, the state does not understand that these

insitutional workers have been trained in a manner making
them unfit for work in a residential setting.

You see, a mentally retarded person subjected to years in

an institution picks up what is called "institutional behavior."

A client from an institution may use violent behavior to get

a staff person's attention. Many clients have |x>or commu-
nication skills. If they feel they are being ignored, as is

common in institutions, their only means of expressing

anger is to strike out. Ifthis behavior is ignored or dealt with

improperly, such as isolating the client, that client may
begin abusing himselfbecause nobody addresses his needs.

I have been trained in detecting and dealing with these and

hundreds of other institutional behaviors.

In a community residence, the first goal of the staff

should be to keep the client safe. Staff persons should

assume a teaching role and use consistently implemented

behavior programs. If a client is unable to control his

behavior, he is unable to learn new things and eiyoy new
freedom in the community. What I am about to describe is

going on this area, right underneath our noses.

Todd Kane

While working for the state, I saw things which went

against everything I was previously taught about residen-

tial programs. Before starting, I was warned that the client

I was to work with was so violently behavioral, he had a

whole house to himself. In addition, he required two staff

people at all times.

One hour with this cUent revealed to me that the only

thing he needed was a good behavior program to learn more

appropriate ways to behave and express himself. 1 was told

by the manager that "one was being made up." The client

had been living in the house for over two years and still

lacked a behavior program.

One example of this client's unacceptable behavior was

Letters to the Editor-

his tendency to rip clothes off his body and walk around the

house naked. The management's solution? "^e make him
wear the stuffthat he rips. Eventually, hell learn that ifhe

wants nice clothes, he can't rip them." How would a person

with an IQ under 50 learn that ripping clothes is inappro-

priate unless someone took the time to teach him?

I witnessed a staff person hitting the client in anger and

frustration. When I asked him ifhe knew that his action was

a malicious violation of the client's human rights, he said,

"All this guy needs is plain old discipline." I immediately

reported this to the manager. However, the incident was

overlooked because the management was afraid of possible

worker's union action.

I could goon for pages reportingthe ir^justices I witnessed

in the state operated residential system but where would it

get me? I was a part-time worker at the very bottom of a

mountain of ill-educated bureaucracy unconcerned with

the clients it served. Because the state now gives preference

for jobs to former institutional workers, the mentally re-

tarded will continue to suffer in state-operated residences.

So in closing, cheers to Gov. Weld for seeing what a waste

of money these state-operated residences are. Not only will

closing these forums of abuse and neglect save the state

millions ofdollars, it might improve the lives ofthe voiceless

mentally retarded minority. I have seen the progrest that

can be made in a well-run residence. Someone must now

speak out for those unable to express their utter dissatis-

faction with the state-operated facilities for the mentally

retarded and it might as well be me.

Todd Kane is a Collegian columnist

Bush's foreign poUcy not enough
I would like to reply to Michael

Morrissey's absurd column, "Bush cUnched

re-election," from last Friday. Morrissey's

blindness to Bush's hollow bravado is dis-

appointing. I would expect Mr. Morrissey to

have more intelligence than that, but ap-

parently he does not.

Morrissey opens hisjingoistic speech with

the comment that following Bush's proposal

to cut nuclear weapons, there is "nothing

more for the man to do overseas." To assume

that because President Bush pulled a po-

litical magic trick all foreign policy ques-

tions have been answered is more than

being naive, it requires a total lack of sense.

Morrissey's (erroneous )conclusion that Bush

18 God's answer to foreign policy is a grave

mistake. Closer inspection of Bush's master

plan reveals a lot oftalk but lacks substance

much like Mr. Morrissey's article lacks any

sense.

The Bush plan involves several parts.

The first is phasing out l.^nce missiles from

our nuclear arsenal. Lance missiles are ob-

solete, require costly liquid fuel and are

much are expensive to maintain. All Bush

did was make a big political stink about

removing useless weapons.

Another part of Bush's plan was the

removal of all tactical nuclear weapons from

Western European soil. The word "tactical"

is crucial here folks, it means short range.

And with the destruction of the Eastern

Bloc, using tactical nuclear weapons means

bombing Poland and, as I recall, they were

our friends so that would not make much

sense.

A third part of Bush's plan is to remove

all ofour bombers and submarines from red

alert status, which allowed them to attack

at a moment's notice. But at any time they

can be put back on notice. In fact, not a

whole lot has changed. I hate to be pessimis-

tic here, but we still have 2,500 nuclear

warheads and they are on ICBMs (Intercon-

tinental Ballistic Missiles, as in country to

country bombs), missiles that are still on

alert and can still do ferocious damage.

Morrissey continues to gush over Presi-

dent Bush as though he were some rock star,

even though Iraq still has its military and

peace in the Middle East is still eluding us.

Not to mention in the U.S., the homicide

rate has reached epic proportions and the

homeless problem has not gone away. We
are in a recession and our financial system

is on the cliffs edge to chaos. Oh, and did I

mention our trillion dollar debt?

Morrissey also mentions Bush made "Men

ofthe Year" by Time magazine last year. As

I recall Bush was given so-so marks for his

foreign policy but was lambasted for allowing

America to slip closer to economic and social

ruin. That is why Time put two pictures of

Bush on the cover oftheir magazine. Bush is

two-faced, expanding his presence overseas

while the number of American people fall-

ing below the poverty line continues to in-

crease. And do the words "hudget cuts" ring

a bell? Education is continuing to be

underfunded while Mr. Morrissey foams at

the mouth over Bush's lack of achievement

being trumped up as stuff of substance by

the White House.

I do agree with Morrissey on one point,

however: it looks like Bush is going to get re-

elected. And that's even after he raised

taxes despite promising that he would not.

What more can I say? Let's hear it for Bush

in '92.

Dan Cohen
Amherst

Diversity in need of more support
As Jews, as officers ofthe University's

organized Jewish faculty, staff and pro-

fessionals, as well as academics and in-

tellectuals who have committed most of

our professional lives to the cause of

advancing diversity and multicultural

causes in and out of the academy, we
have become deeply disturbed by recent

events on and off campus.

On campus, there have been what we
might call small incidents: an incendiary

anonymous leaflet threatemng Jews, de-

facement of some Hillel leaflets, harass-

ment of Jewish students, lack of obser-

vance by faculty of the rights of Jewish

students concerning religious obser-

vances ( a noticeable retreat from progress

in this area over the past few years).

This is not an overwhelming list of

"incidents" or events— we do not want to

be alarmist. Our University has been

spared some of the viciousness and hor-

rors that have been visited upon other

campuses, but against the larger back-

ground ofgrowing anti-Semitism and its

most recent fortifying expression in

Crown Heights (capped by what New

York City Mayor David' Dinkins called

nhe lynching" ofYankel Rosenbaum) we
cannot remain silent or complacent. It is

our duty, all of us, to condemn anti-

Semitism whenever it rears its ugly head.

As a group, one of our chief responsi-

bilities is to provide support for any ofour

students who are vulnerable targets in

the current climate of indifference,

anxiety or hostility. We pledge ourselves

pnew to that task. But we are fully aware

that other groups also feel threatened

Our commitment to diversity, in our

curriculum, as well as in our local and

national Uves, is based upon sensitivity

to the needs of others. We invite other

faculty members, students and our ad-

ministration to come together for sys-

tematic thought and action that will help

create on this campus (and to extend

outward, we would hope) a climate of

support rather than one of threat.

Masha Rudman
Jules Chametzky

Co-Chairs, Jewish Faculty and
Professional Group

Attack on Bible slanted history
I was greatly dismayed to learn of the

shallow, slanted understanding of history,

as well as of the Bible, expressed in

"Faundamentalist religions deny changes

in social mores," |by TrysUn Skeigh, Oct. 4 1.

There isn't space in the whole Collegian to

list the many errors the author displayed.

It is true that "the story ofCain and Abel

was used by Southern bigots to justify sla-

very. . . and they pounded on the Bible to

emphasize their point." It is also true that

prominent Christians, especially those

known as evangelists, actually opened and

read the Bible to end slavery both here and

in the British Empire. Interestingly, the

majority of Christians in the world today

are not white. There is revival occurring

both in Africa and in China, where many
tens of thousands of people are giving their

lives to Jesus Christ every day. I wonder

whether the author has had a very narrow

experience of biblical Christianity.

Concerning whether the Bible was used

to "justify the unrelenting persecution of

homosexuals," obedience to the Scripture

leads me to conclude that homosexuality is

wrong, and that compassion and discussion

should be offered to address on this. The

Bible clearly states (not vaguely or unclearly

,

as Ms. Skeigh states) that homosexual acts

are wrong. But that this has been misapplied

does not mean that the Bible, or this moral

principle, is in error. For example, apartheid

is clearly wrong. Suppose someone blew up

the South African government because they

believe apartheid is wrong. Does the fact

that thf' person was wrong in killing bigots,

although he or she committed murder in t he

name of right, mean he or she was incorrect

in the belief that apartheid is unjust? Of

course not. The overwhelming message of

the Scriptures to the homosexual (or anyone,

for that matter) is that God loves you, and

you can be changed— surrender your life to

Jesus Christ. There aremany churches living

this out, contrary to the images of bad

churches that seem to permeate the media.

I was also confused as to why Ms. Skeigh

separated Christianity and Catholicism.

Certainly Protestant and Catholic funda-

mentalism can be characterized differently,

but does Ms. Skeigh think that Catholicism

is un-Christian? I am not Catholic, but, as a

Christian, I do call many within the Roman
Catholic Church my brothers and sisters.

Furthermore, she is totally off-base when

she states that the Bible used to be thicker.

The canon of Scripture (the books included

in the Bible) was recognized and articulated

at the Council of Hippo in 393 A.D., and at

Carthage in 397, in response to attempts to

include other literature in the Scriptures

and has not changed. This was the recog-

nition of the canon of Scripture that the

Church had understood from at least 170

A.D. The Apocrypha consists ofmany b<x)ks

relevant to Judaism and Christianity, al-

though it is not necessarily included in ev-

ery printing of the Bible.

Rather than Paul attacking women, he

lifted them up! He set higher standards for

women's rights than exi.sted in the culture

around him, stating that women are equal

to men in the sight of God, and that, in

certain situations, divorce was justified. At

that time, women weren't allowed inside

most of the temple courts in Jerusalem!

Many trace roots of the movement for

women's equality to the Methodist revival

in 18th century England.

How dismaying that Ms. Skeigh waves

the flagofTDr. King nnd "free thought" a?. an

opportunity to mount herown vitriolic attack

on the Christian faith.

Alan Willcox
Amherst
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Study
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Roger P. Denk, director of the Monterey
center.

The report notes that current policy in

the Pentagon and other government
agencies concerned with secrecy does not

overtly discriminate against homosexual
civilians. Several recent court cases in-

cluding a 1987 federal court ruling in

California in a case known as "High Tech
Gays* said that homosexuality could be a
factor but should not be. in and of itself,

grounds to conclude that a person is un-

reliable or disloyal. And the Defense
Department recently dropped the term
"homosexual" from its "Personnel Secu-

rity Program," the official guide to offi-

cials charged with granting or withhold-

ing security clearances.

Of 1 17 cases of espionage since 1945
involving American citizens, only seven
involved persons identified as homo-
sexuals.

Their motives appear to be the same
as for persons not identified as homo-
sexual: primarily money, secondarily,

resentment," Denk reported. "All were
volunteers except one, who was recruited

as an accomplice by a heterosexual

friend. None was the target ofblackmail,

although one offender claimed to have
been coerced."

Local reaction to study
CONTINUED FrjOM PAGE 1

any profession they want based on sexual

orientation,' he said.

Mcintosh said he has an acquaintancem
the military who "needs to be in the closet

because of his sexual orientation." He de-

scribed it as a scary experience to have a job

position in jeopardy if someone chooses to

report him.

Lt. Colonel Johnson of the Air Force

ROTC told a spoKesperson yesterday he had

"no comment" about the Pentagon report.

The spokesperson for the Army ROTC at

UMass was unavailable for comment.

Sudro Brown II, of the U«sbian Bisexual

Gay Alliance said "I think the I
Pentagon I

is

being pretty hypocritical about it."

Brown said he saw no reason why a

homosexual could be a civilian serving the

Defense Department but not directly in the

military

sion.

"It is ridiculous that it had to be proven in

the first place," said LBGA member Troy
Cascia.

He also pointed to the discrepancy be-

tween the civilian and military policies re-

garding homosexuals, saying it is "ridiculous

to continue the pattern of discrimination.

Policies can be changed."

Cascia noted that blackmail is a m^jor
problem with the homosexuals in the mili-

tary.

"I'm out to everybody in the world —
nobody could hold that overmy head" where
coming out in the military almost always
means a discharge, he said.

While he said "coming out" can be help-

ful, "People should only come out ifthey feel

comfortable doing so. It is a personal deci-
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Don't go home this weekend. Go to Homecoming.
"People should be aware," Cascia said,

"that sexuality can be used against them."
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Patrick & Co. knows how to make my hair feel so good.

Let's get your hair in shape for the cold weather.

$10.00 off any chemical service

$5.00 off a haircut

$1 5.00 off a haircut & chemical service
Exp. IO/n/91

Columbus found America now you can find

Patrick & Co.
Qjstvnd ive Hcwrstyttng Pcx Moo a iVp^

LOW, LOW
PRICE

^^wn±
DISCOUNT OIL
NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE

584-4112- 535-1888

V?fe^^

appointments or walk-ins

586-7477

for great haircare.

104 Russell Street • Elmwood Shops

Hadley, MA()10V'>

WE BUY YOUR USED MAC EQUIPMENT FOR

TOP DOLLAR. CASH! WE SELL REFURBISHED

MAC'S AT DISCOUNT! CALL FOR QUOTE.

DCMTCV iiki/« (800)545-2313.RENTEXINC. (617)423-5567

CAMPUS EMPLOYMENT

• •

• Student Manager •

: Information Data Bank :

QUALIFICATIONS: Demonstrated (through previous experience and/or rec-

ommendations) good communication skills; organizational and supervisory

skills; ability to organize data, proot-read, edit; typing and/or word processing

skills required, promotional and marketing experience desirable.

ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate (preferably College Work Study eligible), with at

least three semesters remaining at the beginning of the Spring Semester 1992

(excludir>g summer).

PAY RATE: $6 00 per hour

WORK SCHEDULE : Must be available for a minimum of ten hours perweek and

on site at least four days per week.

STARTING DATE: Immediately. Training will be provided.

APPLICATIONS: Obtain an application at the Information Data Bank. 2nd floor

lobby Whitmore. Deadline is October 24. 1991 . An interview may be required.

The Infornrjation Data Bank (IDB) is a telephone or walk-in referral center which

maintains information on University administrative and academic policies and

procedures; bus, library, athletic etc. schedules; campus current events; and a

variety of other reference materials.

The Student Manager is responsible for the day-to-day operations of IDB

including recruiting, training, scheduling, and supervising a student staff of 8;

maintaining and updating the IDB library and informaHon resources; with the

assistance of the Graphics Coordinator, arranging for the preparation and

placement of one ad per week in the Collegian.

For additional information contact IDB at 545-1555

TEST YOUR

HIV/AIDS AWARENESS
and

WIN FREE CONDOMS
just for trying

r
This is HIV/AIDS Awareness Week (Tuesday. October 8 through
Thursday October 10) See how aware you are by bringing your
completed quiz to the AIDS information table on the Campus
Center Concourse to pick up free condoms for each of your correct
answers. Or. win free condoms from Captain Condom or Dental
Dame if they spot you on campus and ask for your completed quiz!

1 What percentage of college students report using condoms
every or almost everytime they have sex?

a) 3 b)93 c) 15 d) 59 e) 31

2. According to a recent study of uni>yersities nationwide (including
UMass). an average of how many students are infected with HIV.
the virus which causes AIDS?

a) 1 in 20 b) 1 in 500 c) 2 in 50 d) 1 in 1000 e) none, yet

3. As of August 1, 1991, how many Massachusetts AIDS cases
have resulted from heterosexual contact?

a) 378 b) 24 c) 1.095 d) 106 e) 208

sponsored by; University Health Center

Health Education Division

Peer Sexuality Education/Peer Health Promotion

•^^^1

By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Imagine the smell of pink cotton candy.

You Know the smell. It's sickly sweet—
the smell of sugar whipped into fabric

wisps. It's a hyper child's dream.
Now taste it.

The hairy clump turns a darker color

where your lips meet it in an attempt to

keep it from making you mouth sticky.

The sweetness is so strong, it envelopes

your taste buds and travels straight to

your stomach.
Yum.
Imagine being able to taste homecom-

ing. Tne taste ot homecoming is a taste of

tradition, hot dogs and hamburgers, crisps

autumn leaves and woolen sweaters.

It's popcorn, parades and parties.

Were you planning on going home over

the long weekend? Don t.

Because the festivities have begun at

UMass— this weekend is homecoming.
This year's homecoming events are to

try to recapture the feel ing of fun, festivity

and family the University used to have

when the alumni flocked back to the

sleepy college town of Amherst, to visit

the old classes, look up old friends and

cheer their alma mater to a football vic-

tory.

But football is just the beginning —
there are games booths, food and music

at the street fair on Haigis Mall.

For food, the fall favorites of hot dogs

and hamburgers with all the fixings are

sure to warm the belly. Apple cider, the

Amherst cure-all, will be as fresh as the

Macintoshes still hanging on the trees in

our native orchards.

And dessert— let's not even talk about

brownies, homemade chocolate and
caramel-covered apples.

Two bands— one jazz band and the

other Latino — will be giving the

fairgoers a little bit of relaxing enter-

tainment, a little pep and a littfe spirit.

The spirit mignt not last until the

kickoff, so. . . waste some time at the

dunking booth, the pie toss or apple

dunking for a taste of a traditional

New England autumn homecoming?
Or for the people of the 90s, there's

mini golf, a condom count and
pingpong. There's even a tethered hot-

air Balloon for the adventurous.

And how about the parade? What's a

good homecoming game without a

decent march down to the stadium to

cheer those Minutemen on to a

smashing success.

Well, maybe this is a great reason to

call your parents and tell them you
won't be on the midnight bus from

Amherst on Thursday nignt. Instead of

watching television somewhere on the

other siae of the state, maybe there is

a little bit of school spirit in you that

might want to have some fun on Co-

lumbus Day weekend.
So cancel you other plans (you know

laundry can wait another week) and

come out to Haigis on Saturday and

maybe start the tradition anew for

good ol' UMass.

The parade will leave Lot 32 (across

from Haigis Mass at 11:30 a.m. and
will proceed up to North Pleasant

Street and over to Fearing Street. It will

go down Fearing anddown to V\/arren

McGuirk Alumni Stadium for the foot-

ballgame (kickoff 1 :30p.m.) The street

fair will be open starting at 2 p.m.
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Skankin' your weekend away with the Toasters
By ERIC POULIN
Collepian Correspondent

Toasters founder Rob "Bucket" Hingley certainly has
been in the forefront of the recent ska revival on the club

scene. The seven piece ensemble that he formed in 1985 has

been winning over huge crowds all over creation with their

blend of ska. rhNthm and blues, jazz, rap, hip-hop and
calypso

"You'll always have your hard-core ska fans, but 1 think

people have been coming from outside the scene and are

really finding something with which they can really relate,"

Hingley said. '1 think the interest is really increasing."

The Toasters bring their feel-good, can 't-sit-down , make

you sweat sound to the Valley this evening. Theyll rip

through two skankin' sets for an IS-plus crowd at Pearl

Street in Northampton, beginning at 8:30 p.m. Early birds

will be treated by local favorites Free Press, led by their

ever-popular vocalist Rob Skelton.

The bank is presently on their final leg of a 200-date

(that's right — 200 dates) world tour in support of their

latest studio effort. This Gun For Hire. It's the seventh al-

Phoio CouriMy FaU and Morrow

The Toasters will play at Pearl Street tonight It's 18+ and not Jesus Jones — so be there!

bum for the New York City-based powerhouse who, along

with bands like Potato 5, Donkey Show, and Boston's own
Sim Skala Bim have fronted a full-scale

effort to bring ska out of the small clubs and into the public

eye.

"What we've tried to do here is hybrid-ize our sound and

make some crossovers to try and find a formula that's going

to be a little more compatible with what m^jor labels might

want," Hingley said.

Yet despite playing in front ofmore than 100.000 people

a year, receiving international airplay with all their previous

albums, and accepting critical acclaim by the truckload, the

Toasters still have to record on their own label, Moon
Records.

"The labels don't want to take a chance," says Hingley.

"For some reason, they're scared of ska."

One big name that wasn't scared away was Joe Jackson,

a friend of Hingley's "from many pints ago" in Ix)ndon. Not

only did Jackson produce the critically acclaimed Thrill Me
Up album, but he was also responsible for their debut EP,

Recriminations, which he produced under the pseudonym

Stanley Turpentine.

The Toasters also hold the distinction of being voted

third in the reggae/ska category (behind Ziggy Marley and

UB40). of T/ie Boston Phoenix's 1990 music poll. They also

surpassed The Talking Heads and Blondie in setting the

record for the largest-ever crowd at CBGB's the legendary

bar on New York's lower East Side. In addition, their next

single release will be re-mixed by KRS-One of Boogie Down
Productions.

So why the big companies showing the Toasters the cold

shoulder? Perhaps MTVs reluctance to play any//iin^ ofthe

ska genre could be a big reason. Once again, that suppos-

edly-cutting-edge station refuses to break down stereotjrpes,

while offering us Jesus Jones as something alternative.

"Our music has a big pop influence, as well as blending

rap. calypso, R+B", says Hingley. "In England what they're

doing is probably more conservative, sticking to the original

concept. But we're more eclectic. It's what's happening to us

as
individuals, not something we consciously planned."

Hingley brings along Cashew Miles (vox). Steve Hex
(key6),Jonathan McCain (drums). Matt Malle8(ba88).Erick

Storckman (T-Bone). and Doctor Jim Seeley (trumpet) to

show everyone a potentially good time. Me thinks that the

Valley will be that much happier after this one. Tonight at

Pearl Street — be there!!!

The real truth about about Morrison and Doors
ByJOHNDONAMUE
Collegian Corr«. .pondent

Break On Through
Jamea Riordan
Morrow Booka

Late last spring a Doors renaissance

began, and has now fully bloomed. In con-

trast to last semester, one often hears the

familiar organ riffs, jazz percussion, guitar

licks and primal screams booming loudly

from one dormitory or another. And it seems
UMass coeds are closely listening to the

music. In Kennedy Residence Hall there's

graffiti paraphrasing a line from "The End"
which reads: "Southwest is the best, get

here and well do the rest." Some of us may
have a friend who has strangely
metamorphisized into a crazed lunatic who
often shouts Doors lyrics and acts peculiarly

like the Val Kilmer portrayal of Jim
Morrison. Even Best of the I>oors briefly

climbed back into Billboard's Top 25— four

years after its releasel Most astonishingly of
all however, is the tremendous sales ofThe
Doors six studio albums — over three mil-

lion last year!

Unfortui.ately, Oliver Stone's movie The
Doors sparked this flame of enthusiasm.

Unfortunate because the movie is loaded

with anachronisms, exaggerations and even

a few false portrayals. In its wake, the

movie left tens of thousands of Doors fans

with a specious image ofJim Morrison. Not
that the much celebrated book No One Here
Gets Out Alive did any better 1 1 years ago.

The movie and the book did however, adeptly

recreate the madness of Momson's world.

But this is only a one-sided representation

of his life. In the final analysis, they are

merely sensationalist efforts to enlarge the

already overbearing mystique that so clouds

the reality of Morrison's story.

Until the release of Break on Through,

this past August, looking beyond the hype
was virtually impossible. Break on Through .

by James Riordan and Jerry Prochnicky, is

a 5 1 4 page biography that gently dismantles
this unhealthy aura that has grown inordi-

nately since Morrison's death in 1971. Not
only do they remove our former image, they

methodically work to fill the void with the

closest picture of reality possible.

James Riordan is a serious author in the

music business (his two previous books are

available in the UMass Music Library). In

the preface he acknowledges that he entered

the Morrison project with hesitation because

"such tales of debauchery and music could

never be treated as serious books." Upon
meeting Jerry Prochnicky, "with his library

of information in Jim Morrison," Riordan
realized that "Morrison's story was as seri-

ous and as relevant as any subject could be
and yet. to tell it right, it could not be

separated from the sex, drugs and rock 'n'

roll that spin madly at its center."

After five years of research, Riordan has

achieved what he proposed to do. A 15 page
bibliography and the names of nearly 40
interviewees stand testimony to the legiti-

macy ofthe work. He exhausted all available

sources in the attempt to sift the fiction from
Morrison's story. With FVochnicky's help,

Riordan wrote what could be the most honest
and objective biography of a rock star to

date.

We first see Morrison living on a Venice

Beach rooftop, entranced in a week-long

acid trip, writing the lyrics that would later

provide the basis for the first two Doors

albums. Riordan then very briefly outlines

the influences in Morrison's life to explain

why he chose the path he did during that

fateful week in the summer of 1965.

The thoroughness in Riordan's discussion

of the authors and ideas which shaped
Morrison's outlook is remarkable. He gives

a certain topic such as shamanism or an
author such as Nietzche a separate subsec-

tion in the chapter in order to fully convey
the idea. Morrison's reading was expansive
and his erudition was beyond that ofmost of

us Philistines. Riordan's intellectual treat-

ment of these topics is indispensible in un-

derstanding Jim Morrison. In addition,

Riordan pauses throughout the book to tell

the reader what else was happening at that

time. Too often, biographies are written

within a bubble. To Riordan's credit, he
connects the story to the time in which it

occurred.

The author reviews each album and ex-

plains the origin ofsome songs. He's careful,

however, not to over-analyze the meaning of

the songs. Unlike many literary and music
critics, he doesn't try to read absurd ideas

into the songs. In reviewing the albums,
Riordan also gives great insights into the

creative process of each album. Even long-

time Doors fans will find themselves with a

greater appreciation for the music.

Not of little impact is the 32 pages of rai e

photographs. Many ofwhich were previously

unpublished.

The most interesting feature ofthis book
is the thesis that James Douglas Morrison
(his preferred name) was a great American
poet. Throughout the book, Rordan quotes
extensively from Morrison's poetry. And he
comments, in the last chapter, that Wil-

derness (a collection of Morrison's poetry) is

now taught at Duke, Stanford and Yale.

Ifyou like The Doors, whether marginally
or intensely. BreoA On Through will become
a favorite.

Stay at home and watch loads o' TV this weekend
By JAM I E (30RNSTE I

N

Collegian Correspondent

This is a listing of HSCN's week of movies:

From the Hip — Judd Nelson. Elizabeth Perkins. John
Hurt. A pathetic lawyer whose courtroom antics are clever

enough to induce a yawn finds that he must defend in a

murder ca.se. Hurt's performance is the only bright spot of

this disastrous movie.*

Ghostbusters 2 — Bill Murray, Sigoumey Weaver. Dan
Aykroyd. They're back again, but the plot is weaker and

chintzy . Still , the comedic performances by Murray , Aykroyd.

Kick Moranis. and Harold

Ramis are well worth the time. **l/2

High Spirits — Peter OToole, Daryl Hannah. Tw j typi-

cal yuppies move into a 200-year-old house where the idiotic

ghot^ts run rampant and the sets collapse at the snap of a

finger. Cheap, that's all I have to say. No stars.

The HuntforRed October— Sean Connery, Alec Baldwin.
Outstanding screen adaption of the Clancy bestseller. A
Soviet submarine captain (Connery) may or may not be

trying to defect, and an American intelligence agent

(Baldwin) tries to predict Connery's every step. Another
brilliant performance by Connery.****

Johnny Handsome — Mickey Rourke. Ellen Barkin,

Elizabeth McGovem. A disfigured Rourke is thrown into

prison after his partners in crime desert him following a

heist. •

The Karate Kid — Ralph Macchio, Pat Morita, Elisabeth

Shue. A social outcast learns to fight back with the help of

his Okinawan friend (Morita). The ending is SOOO pre-

dictable, but everybody loves it anyway. Stand up and
cheer. ***

Mannequin — Kim Cattrall, Andrew McCarthy, Estelle

Getty. Cattrall is an ancient Egyptian spirit who journeys

through time only to become a department store manne-
quin that only McCarthy can see. Pathetic script and cheesy

acting. No stars.

Meatballs — Bill Murray, Harvey Atkin, Kate Lynch.
Murray is the counselor we always wanted at camp, but it

doesn't save the movie. Some cute moments, but an ending
so callable it makes one wince. *l/2

Never Cry Wolf— Charles Martin Smith, Brian Dennehy.
Based on a true story of an author who braves the Arctic to

learn about wolves — and himself. Standout performance
by Smith. *** 1/2

The Odd Couple— Walter Matthau, Jack LiCmmon. Based
on Neil Simon's play ahouttwodivorccd men living together.

Matthau and Lemmon arc incredible. They don't write 'em
like this anymore. ****

Romancing the Stone — Michael Douglas. Kathleen
Turner, Danny De Vito. Romance novelist Joan Wilder
(Turner) is sent a treasure map by her kidnapped sister

from Columbia. Adventure, romance, and comedy all blend
into one very enjoyable movie. ***

WEEKEND HAPPENINGS
THURSDAY

The Toasters, mighty ska band from the Lower
East Side of New York City will be performing with

Free Press at the Pearl Street Night Club at 8:30 p.m.

This is an 1 8-i- show.

National Coming Out Day Dance with D] A Phil

and Magnus will be held at the Hampshire College

Dining Common. Admission is $3 or $2 if you come
outrageously dressed.

Gail Rothschild, a nationally renown installation

artist based in New York, will present her on-site

installation about Lord Jeffery Amherst, "The Father

of Modern Germ Warfare," at an opening reception

at the UMass Hampden Gallery in the Southwest

Residential Area from 5 to 7 p.m.

The Messianic Era is the subject of a "Lunch and

Learn" series at the Chabad House at Amherst on 30

N. Hadley Road beginning at 1 2 p.m. Admission is

$3.

The Big Tunc Concert Music in the Belle Epoch is

a music lecture by Henry Mishkin at the Amherst

Music Center room 3 at 1 2: 1 5 p.m. with listening at

noon.

Graduate Education and Careers in International

Affairs will feature topics which include international

career options, admissions, preparation for grad

programs, joint degree programs, financial aid and

the nature of international relations graduate

programs. Representatives present will include The

Fletcher School, The Nitze School of Foreign Service

at Georgetown, The School of Public and

International Affairs at Columbia and the Woodrow
Wilson School of Public and International Affairs at

Princeton. Thispresentation will be at Mount Holyoke

College Mary Wooley Hall, New York Room and

will be happening from 1 :30 - 3 p.m.

Maria Magdelena is the 1973 film directed by

Franz Xaver Kroetz which is part ofthe German Film

Series. Showings will be at Amherst College Merrill

II at 4 and 7:30 p.m. Admission is free.

Leon Russell: A legend is a legend. He will perform

at the Iron Horse Music Hall at 7 p.m. Tickets are $20

in advance.

Coffee House at Chabad will provide live The Mighty Diamonds, roots reggae legendaries,

entertainment and gourmet foods. Chabad House at will be performing with Mutabaruka and the 809

Amherst is on 30 N. Hadley Road and the fun starts

at 8 p.m. Admission is $4. For information call 549-

4094.

Opus One, String Ensemble, directed by Charles

Treger, will present works by Bach, Mozart and

Shostakovich at the UMass Bezanson Recital Hall at

8 p.m. Tickets are $5 and $2.50. For

information call 545-2227.

Band at Pearl Street Night Club in Northampton. The

show begins at 8:30 p.m. For information call 584-

7771.

FRIDAY
Russian Graphic Design Before the Revolution,

1880-1917 continues its exhibit at the Amherst

College Mead Art Museum until November 10.

Lianna is John Sayles' ground breaking movie

dealing with a young married woman corning to

terms with her lesbianism. One showing will be held

at the UMass Campus Center room 803 at 7 p.m.

This is sponsored by the LBGA and the UMass

Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns.

For information call 545-4824.

The House of Blue Leaves is an award-winning

play by John Guare. This zany farce brings a balmy

family together with a big Hollywood producer and

some sightseeing nuns. This will be presented at the

Smith College Mendenhall Center for Performing

Arts Theatre at 8 p.m. Admission is $4, $2 for

students and elders.

Informal Conversation with Judaic Studies

professor Julius Lester will be held at the Hillel

House Lounge on 388 N. Pleasant Street at 8 p.m.

This event is free. For information 549-1710.

Feminist Aid to Central America will present a

benefit concert with Annie Hassett, Sandy Mandell,

Jaimie Morton, Ann Ferguson, Julia Burroughs, Grace

Albert, Justina & Joyce, Flying Tiger Martial Arts and

Katie Tolles with Dorothy Lang & Pat Ouellette. This

eventwilltakeplaceatWendell Town Hall beginning

at 7:30 p.m. A dessert-o-Rama will also take place.

Tickets are $5 and $1 at the door.

National Coming Out Day events will be taking

place all day and night at UMass including videos,

discussion and information tables at the Student

Union Ballroom (contribute a panel to the LBGA
Posterity Quilt), a rally at the Student Union Steps at

noon; an LBGA coffee social in Campus Center room

903 from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.; and a dancin' party at the

Student Union Ballroom from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Shabbat Service will be held at 7 p.m. at the Hillel

House Lounge on 388 N. Pleasant Street.

Dance sponsored by the UMass Lesbian Bisexual

Gay Alliance will take place in the UMass Student

Union Ballroom from 8 p.m. until 1 a.m. Service and

Shabbat dinner in Chabad House at Amherst, 30 N.

Hadley Road at 7 p.m. For information call 549-

4094.

The 1 7th annual Multiband Pops will feature The

Minuteman Marching Band, UMass Marimbas, Wind

Ensemble, Symphony Band, Jazz Ensemble I, Chapel

Jazz Ensemble, Vocal Jazz Ensemble, Percussion

Ensemble and the University Dancers. They will

perform at the Fine Arts Center Concert Hall at 8 p.m.

Tickets are $8 for the General Public and $4 for

students and seniors.

The House of Blue Leaves will be presented a^ain

tonight (see Thursday) at 8 p.m.

Benefit Dance for AIDS Allies will be held ai tne

Northstar restaurant & bar on the corner of West &

Green Streets in Northampton. DJ Betsey will be

spinning the tunes from 10 p.m. until 1 a.m. There

will be a sliding scale, $5-$10 fee.

Bill Morrissey, favorite singer of many novelists

and editors has songs that "constitute virtual Raymond

Carver stories with whiskey soaked hard luck

characters" with a bit of humor to even thmgs off. He

will perform at the Iron Horse Music Hall in

Northampton at 7 p.m. Tickets are $8.50 in advance.

For information call 584-0610.

SATURDAY
Service and Shabbat Meal will be held at Chabad

House at Amherst, 30 N. Hadley Road at 1 a.m. For

information rail 549-4094.

The Breakdown will be performing at the Pearl

Street Night Club in Northampton at 8:30 p.m.

New York Songwriters Showcase includes three

ofthe finest writers from the 70's-80's NYC Fast Folk

Cooperative; Rod MacDonald, Richard Meyer, and

Michael Jerling. The performance will be held at the

Iron Horse Music Hall starting at 7 p.m. Tickets are

$6 in advance. For information call 584-0610.

Philip de Fremery will perform Spanish classical

guitar at the Northstar Restaurant & Bar in

Northampton. The performance will take place from

7:30 - 9:30 p.m. with dancing to DJ Jim McD from 1

- 1 a.m.

SUNDAY
The Gyuto Tantric Choir performs powerfully

evocative chants for world peace in which each

rnonk is able to sing three notes simultaneously. This

will be the only area performance and all proceeds

will benefit Tibetan refugees living in India and

Nepal. The performance will be held at Smith Col lege

John M. Greene Hall at 7:30 p.m. For ticket

information call the Northampton Box Office 586-

8686

Holly Near, one of America's foremost songwriters

and social activists will perform at the Iron Horse

Music Hall in Northampton at 7 p.m. and again at

9:30 p.m. Tickets are $1 7.50 in advance. The artist

requests these shows run as close to on-time as

possible. Please arrive between 5 and 6:30 p.m. for

the early show and not later than 9 p.m. for the later

show. She will perform another show on Oct. 14.

I
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All you can eat!

— Cafe Ashley's=
Famous Sunday Buffet

Belgian Waffles

Eggs & Omelets

Home Style Potatos

4- Bacon & Sausage
Scalloped Apples

Carved Ham
> Fresh Fruit

Fruit Breads
4- Croissants

Bagels

S3S-$6.95
Rt. 9 Uddley • 2 Miles from UMdss • 586-6393

next to \ lowdrcl Johnson's Lodge

PEKING GARDEN
BESTOF CHINESEFOOD

SPECIALIZINQ IN

t^. MANDARIN AND SZECHWAN
DISHES

5 -8PM 1 1 - 3 PM
MON - THWRS SUNDAY

BUFFET BRUNCH

$5.99 $6.99

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY COMEDY SHOW

20% OFF DINNER

BANQUET PARTY ROOM
UP TO 200 PERSONS
FULL COCKTAIL MENU

48 RUSSfcLLST. • HADLfcY, MA 01 03b • (413J 586-1202

OPEN 7 DAYS AW K

LIQUORS
18 Main SL Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Koch's Golden Anniversary

$7.99 case Even/dav!

Sebasliani White Zinfandcl

was $6.99, NOW $4.99 1.5L

Beck's Beer

$8.99 12/pk bottles

Genuine Draft

$6«99 iz/pk bottles

./Visa/Mastercard accepted on keg deposits

Many More In-Store Specials

^IBeersnlu^eposi^fespecia/i^fMV/^^

COME TO
BOLTWOOD
MARKET

For all of your

tailgate picnic needs!

If you don't
have the time
to pack your
own, order a
BOLTWOOD
BROWN BAG
ready to pick up
for your picnicing

pleasure!

Orders must be
received by noon
on Friday (10/11)

for Saturday morning
pick up.

Homecoming Special
COKE /DIET COKE

$1.89/6 PAK
253-9081
HOURS

Mondav - Sat. 9-7

Sunday 12-5

Thursday til 9:OOpiii

WHO'S

OPEN

UTE?
Sun- Thurs. 'till 3 a.m.
Fri. & Sat. Open 24 hours

raliiigliliiir.

Route 9. Hadley
256-6889

n«xt to Stop & Shop

m3
•?^u> 'Piaying

THE
DOCTOR
STARRING

WILLIAM HURT
Showtimes:

Fri Sun.
7pm & 9 15pm
Mon-Thurs

One show at 7:30pm
Adults S4.00

Student w/valid ID $3.00

jyjChowder House
^ Restaurant

"Where the fish is fresh and the beer is cold."

-The Collegian 1990

.950 Drafts

Buy one dinner-
Get one for half price!

of equal or greater value
Expires 10/18

Deerfield Fish & Lobster
665-8333 - just minutes away from UMASS

Sim-Mon: llrOO^KX), Tues-Thurs: ll.-00^:30, Fri-Sat: 11K)0-9K)0

65 South Main Street, South Deerfield

Wholesale Retail Restaurant

ALL YOU CAN
EAT!

Time^ t'# Out
i>'Homemade

Spaghetti
w/ salad & bread
the BEST you'll have!
Thurs. night 6 - 9

MUTABARUKA
The XW Band

R
Dancing Wkh Dl lob

THE BREAKDOWN ]

njnang Upsun, Wifh 01 kn

y3S3-3JinUlit-3392*2-33-3i

i
Wed..Oa.l6-9:00f)(v

Dancing with Dl lob
]

33ddddM»ddtd33-3'

THE HERSCHLER

BROTHERS
Dayna B. Kurtz

«

^t«*

Singin' in the shower with Barney

1 1 ( ( 1 ( 1 1

1

Sat.. Oct. f9 8:iOpm

Keggae Dance Party

THE EQUALITES
1 1 1 ( 1 f 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

Evfrv Sun(bv Bf^inlng

October mhC:00pm)

[fHouse Industrial Imports"

Eighteen & Over

Dancing with D| |ob

j.j.j.i « • • 1 • t I 1 t, t 1 ' ' '

» J » 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • I I <

By BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

One ofmy favorite Flintstones episodes is

the one where Fred hears his neighbor
Barney Rubble singing in the shower, and
then gets the idea that Barney is the guy he
needs to complete his barbershop quartet
and win the big contest he has entered. The
only problem is that Barney can only sing in

tune when he's in the shower. There are the
obligatory Flintstones hijinks, such as
Barney's runaway bathtub careening out of
control through the streets of downtown
Bedrock, but Fred finally convinces Barney
to appear with his group on television, in his

bathtub of course. Barney Rubble, the
bathtub shower singer, crooru some sort of
"rub-a-dub-dub" ditty Las Vegas style and
of course becomes a sensational hit.

Those of ua who sing in the shower can
relate. Until now the shower was about the
only place that us Sinatra and Streisand
"wannabes" could warble away to our heart's

content. Now this has all changed thanks to

those innovative Japanese who have intro-

duced the world to karaoke and subse-
quently opened the door for us to get out of

the bathroom and into our neighborhood
pub to sing our favorite Top 40 hits.

Remember that "Mister Microphone" toy
that was popular back in the Seventies?
Well karaoke is sort ofthat same thmg, only

better. Karaoke is basically a videojuke box
that plays a selection ofTop 40 hit« without
the vocal tracks. The idea is that you sing

the Whitney Houston vocal to "I Wanna
Dance with Somebody" or the Young MC
rap to "Bust a Move." But who remembers
the lyrics? What's really great about this

concept is that the karaoke machine plays
the lyrics slightly ahead of the music in

worded subtitles on the video screen. You
don't need to know the lyrics.

Jabberwocky
Karaoke is all the rage in Japan, as

friends of mine who recently returned from
a business trip to Tokyo attested to me.
Almost every popular bar and restaurant in

Japan has karaoke and everybody ranging
from old folks to young children takes part.

It has also become immensely popular over
in Europe.

Now karaoke has arrived in the Pioneer
Valley and TJ's Sports Bar and Restaurant
in downtown Northampton is the very first

to offer this unique form of music enter-

tainment to the Western Mass. area. TJ's

holds their karaoke on Wednesday evenings
beginning at 8:30 p.m. The next karaoke
nights are on the Oct. 16, 23 and 30. TJ's is

located a4)acent to the railroad trestle on
Main Street and they aerve up sonae great
food, including piata, as well as offering

draft beer specials. TJ's is a restaurant,

meaning all college stoidents are welcome
and those who are underage can enter and

still order food and soft drinks. I am told

that more area businesses will be offering

karaoke as it becomes more popular.

My first experience with karaoke was at

a Japanese sushi restaurant in Cambridge
last month. I have never seen a bar crowd
have so much fun with a jukebox and dis-

play so much enthusiasm for singing since

my experience with "sing-a-longs" at pubs
in Liverpool, England. I was so enthralled
with this karaoke machine that half of the
fun was in just watching. Everybody who
got up to sing got a loud round of applause
from the patrons when finished, regardless
of how they sang. I also have to admit that
even though I was prodded by our Japanese
waiter to sing, I d^ined due to a combination
of shyness and a fascination in observing
the proceedings. I later regretted not trying

it out.

The whole idea surrounding karaoke is

that you do not have to possess a choir voice

to participate. What makes karaoke the

most fun is when some guy with absolutely

no singing voice attempts to do a Mariah
Carey impersonation. Believe me, after a
few beers and a parade of amateur off-key

tenors, almost everybody is willing and able

to try their hand. The point is to have a good
time, and not to impress those asaembled
with your vocal abilities, although you'll be

suriMiaed when it's revealed that your girl-

friend, drinking buddy or next door neigh-

bor has a hidden talent for singing and
entertaining like Barney Rubble.

[

ffrvnjr, Oct. 24- 8:30 pm /18-h'

Free Show

THE INNOCENCE
MISSION

TOAD THE
WET SPROCKET

Tickets Avaiiable at

For The Record,

About Music & Dyrumite

COLLEGE
SPECIAL
3 Gaines \

of Bowling ""Si'

and "^^V
^ Shoe Rental

$5.00
with College I.D.

Sdl., OcL 2b - 6.J0pm

WRSI Homegrown Series

p RIPPOPOTAMUS
IJMal Thursday Experience

j

JAtoa, Ocf. 28-8:UOpm/18'h,'

i THE BODEANS
s.fS.fif.rxrs.tssA

I

j DREAD ZEPPELIN
] Bop Harvey

\lll\ur',.. Oct. i1-8:C)0pm,lti+

The Area's Ultimate

HALLOWEEN
Dance Party

|

Up - Dj Dennis
|

liDown-Who'sKiddinWhoj

ucs., Nov. 5 - ii:UOpm/lti-t/ i

PE LA SOUM

TUESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL

OOMINO PIZZA
AND BOWL
Three C^ames Plus

Slice of Pizza and Coke

5t>3«UU Shoes
8:30 pm to Close
5ery Thurs. Night 9K)0pm-li00ain

iiorthampton Bowl

Live DJ . in the Ally Oops Lounge
Cover $2.00

eitH 584-4830 for reservations

KtCORDS
RECORDS • CASSETTES • COMPACT DISCS

IMPORTED, ^DEPENDENT
&DOMESTX:

iyiON-WE0 9:X-6 SUN 12-5

THURS -SAT 9:30 -9

213 MAM ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-5726

COLLECTABLES • USED
MANUFACTURER'S OVER-STOCKS
MONDAY • SATURDAY 10-5:30

THURSDAYS 10 - 9 SUNDAY 12 - 5

21 STATE ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-1707

BUNGEE-Mania
Thrill: to experience or cause to experience

sudden intense excitement, y^i^ (ear, etc.

For the thrill of your life

CALL US!!!

f - SOO ~ 9

4 JUMPS
i:iir:wiTiifi^;nii]i

lit krU for .ill show- .ntiiljlilr .it Pi'.u

Mml sli.iiNlxtni'^. f)\n.iniilf

Rrmrilv Im llir Kcdird io Amhcrvt;

Ildil I'rdllKHl' Hid "l»B(l

10 Pi'.ul MrrrI Nnrlh.imiiloo

41 I -,H4 :TTr

THESE COaPONS ARE AVAILABLE ON TAKE OUT AND DELIVERIES ONLY!

^ GOURMET PIZZAS NOWAVAILABLE!

:^vO^^Ct1 KH OFF ANY LARGE TWO ITEM

^^^qV^- q)l.^U ^rr GOURMET PIZZA

VEGI SPECIAL • GARUC & FRESH TOMATOES • PESTO

CAPERS & SCM-DRIED TOMATOES • ROAST PEPPERS • EGGPL^MT & BROCCOU]

JAU^PENO PEPPERS • AMD MAMY MORE TO CHOOSE FROM
Exp. 1/31/92,

Coupon Not Valid In Restaurant • For deliv. or pick up only • One Coupon Per Order Only

TWIN SPECIAL

La Cucina cCi

^inoccfiio

Ristorante Italiano

1177 9{, 'PCeasant Street

Amfierstj (Hassacfitisetts

At The Lights in North Amherst

549-3669
!Fast Jree (DeUvery or (Pick:up

2 LARGE CHEESE PIZZAS

$12.50

Any Topping $1 .25 more

One coupon per order-ex. 1/31/92

ANY THREE
CALZONES
only v9«95

Coupon Not Valid In Restaurant

One Coupon Per Order Only
une coupon per oraer-ex. 1/J 1/3^ _ o« c • w-si/m .

I I Offer Expires 1/3 1/92 _|ha ^B i^ ^B ^m wm ^b ^m ^h § ha am ^h tmm ^a t^m im ^h ^m ^m
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HEALTHY SKIN
Begins with a deep pore

cleansing facial.

Also lash and brow
tinting, shaping, hair

waxing, make-up,
therapeutic massage.

AESTHETICS SKINCAJIE
.^4 M.iiii St. . Suite 1. Amherst. h\A 2S.^ «>87Q

UMASS ARTS COUNCDL

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE
The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts- related proects and events

Friday, October 25

Guidelines and application forms
are available at the Arts Council
Office and the Student Activities

Office

UMass Arts Council
209 Hasbrouk Hall. 545-0202

J Nobody Does It Better..Ahan Liquors 44.'

SAM ADAMS t4#%QQ
BOSTON LAGER *|(Xa< 24^12 01 Ot'

R0LUNG$iO49
ROCK i^---'

eM*«(24-i2u

FALSTAFF4 ,--- $©49
FALSTAFF UGH7 '"ci^" *a :?

BUSCH& $099
BUSCH ^="
UGHT eM«0«24

i2ai.cn

GALLO CUSSICS

:*i*>(:nml*

Li

CONCHA YT0R0$C99
CABERSETVERLOT ^Q

, 5^
SEUIUQ^i^UVKjWN

Becks
bSr'SM7«

NAPA RIDGE $049
WHITE 21NFAN0EL

SAUXM HML-W MMTf -1 00
tfTnKurf

CHT. STE. MICHELLE $A
OflY fllESUNG ^49

August Sebastian i

"mci i axamm tun

ABSOLUT
VODKA

^ BOMBAY $0199
[9^\ GIN ^ I <7si75t

c,eaoraai^ $-749

VODKA

$099
WIT*.

CLUNY $1099
SCOTCH '^"^

COKE & DIET COKE
SPRITE & DIET SPRITE

2L

W| $8^ ^
lAUlIM IUM.-«MUn-Ui

Fu« HeOcmfXron Ccnlcf

9«in 10 Itpm
Monday tlwu Saturday

HADLEY
Campus Pla<a/ Route 9

«« TWO
LOCATIONS

HOLYOKE
JO Linioln St

SALE PRICES
iMufiS ': 10 91 !>««..

.V£D '0-14S1

Jk. -

TeleCh.'ck

/^

HOME STYLE LAUNDRY )

Squjrc Village Shopping Center

Amhersi M. (Rie. 1 1 6) Sunderland

(New to 7-11)

i4tfi ANNIVERSARY

CELEBR.AT/ON
(October 14 through 31. 1991)

Top Loaders {^hm 75«

Double loaders (tfr9^ $1.00

Tr.pl« Loader? \,ih^) Sl.50

Drawing 100 FREE WASHES
(}>io purchase neceuan to win)

A( ADKMV.MIJSK
NORTNAMPION (^X)aJ^ 5H4-8435

COME! SAVE! BE A WINNER!

r ONE FREE WASH
">

V
(top-loader)

with one paid wash }

^/udiii^i

THE VILLAGE COMMONS

TNIATIIS
SOUTH HADLEY 533-2663

Weekdafi at 3KX).7:10 It 9:15

Pri.Sat. at Son. tt 3:00.5:06.7KW

it 9:15

Weekdays it 300.7:00 ft 9:15

rri..Sat. ft Son. at 2:45.5:00.7: 1(

ft 9:25

i^:i^.v #K«

Mldnl^t Prldajs

Hm n ! MAND! THIRD WEEK! ENDS OCT 1

7

t urtaln dally at 7:00 & 9:00

J na\iiiftaball...\vish sou \Ncrc hcru!

A seri«s of astonishments of ev«r-widening

wit, humanity and ralavanca."

cc

On* of th« b««t films I'v* s««n this year!"

"AMAZING...

•*! »fl

b
•I I

W.\M
A documantary about VOQUINQ which studies the manner m
which gsys display costumes and styles at Manhattan bails

THE MESSAGE OF THIS FILM? It's about the dignity of the
human spirit, how paopta who are not treated wall can rise

atwve that with creativity and wit ana Intelligence and energy
"

"It's aiso at»ut how some paopla do not have the same
economic opportunities because of thair race, sexual orienta-
tion and because of the class they come from."
Quotes • JENNIE UVINGSTON • Producer/ Director

M Mil (;

QUALITY SILK SCREENED SPORTSWEAR

/f̂\
^

—

<<<<<
<<<
<

T-SHIRTS • SWEATS
BUMPER STICKERS

MUGS
KENNEDY

SCREEN GRAPHICS
16 ARMORY STREET

NORTHAMPTON. MA 01060
(413)584-2124

1-800-287-2124

IRON HORSE & ^m PRESENT

1^ /MicKeJir ^KockfJ
WITH THE BAD LIVERS

8:30 PM FRI. OCT 25

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
NORTHAMPTON, MA
-- TIX $18. 50 / S16. 50 ADV.

ALL TIX

L NORTHAMPTON
BOX OFFICE

150 MAIN ST

au0
Liquor Store

1

BUD LIGHT/ BUD DRY/MILLER LITE/A
MILLER GENUINE DRAFT ^

$6.99 12pkbots.

MOLSON GOLDEN/MOLSON UGJJT -^$15.99 ^"'^

M^ bottles

NEW AMSTERDAM AMBER OR ALE $4.99 six pack

LABATT'S LIGHT $14.99 easel 2oz
cans

NATURAL LIGHT $999 case 12oz
cans

AUGUST SEBASTIANI
DRY WHITE ZIIMFANDEL

750ML
Two for $4.99

CAPTAIN MORGAN
SPICED RUM
$7.49 750ML

KEGS STARTING AT S33.00 - CHECKS/MASTERCARD/VISA
ACCEPTED FOR KEG DEPOSITS.

-8686:
MEGABOCKS,

WE HAVE IT!

338 College St. • one mile east of Amherst center on Route 9

Open 9 am - 1 1 pm Rain or Shine - Always Open

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

THIS WEEKEND PAGE?

New pain for your eardrums from Mute
By TODD BOURRET
Collegian Correspondent

Today, fellow readers. I'm going to bring
you up to date on what's been happening
lately on everybody's favorite techno-pop/
(lothic label, Mute.

Well, a new album by Cabaret Voltaire,
"Colours," is out. A press release from Mute
promised me that the band was heading
into "^e most exciting sonic territory of

their career."

Now, 1 know that I should never trust

what press releases tell me, but could you
blame me for looking foi^ard to this album?
I mean, Cabaret Voltaire did do a lot of in-

teresting stuff before becoming a generic,

synth-pop band in the mid SO's.

Okay. So 1 go home and pop in the tape.

An even, run ofthe mill drum sequence and
a ton of keyboards start everything off. I

wince and cross my fingers, desperately

Photo by Polor Ashworth

Miranda Sex Garden

hoping for an interesting twist. In come the
vocals: "Shake yourself, get up. C'mon,
C'mon."

This was not Cabaret Voltaire. It

sounded like a Technotronic outtake. The
people at Mute must be high if they can see

any innovation present anywhere on this

album.
Am I a bad person for expecting a Uttle

more from Cabaret Voltaire than this com-
pletely uninteresting album?

No, of course not. I guess that I'll just

have to accept the fact that once-cool bands
will continue to forever produce utterly bad
material. What a sad world (sob.)

Frank Tovey is another late TO's/early

SO's techno-industial pioneer that has
changed styles drastically in the past few
years. Fortunately the result, "Grand Uni-
corn" byFrank Toceyand The Pyros isn't half

as bad as Cabaret Voltaire's effort.

Instead of succumbing to dance floor

mediocrity, Tovey traded in his pseudonym,
"Fad Gadget," and his electronics for an
acoustic guitar and an Irish tweed cap.

To categorize, Frank Tovey and the Pyroa
sound like a slick, toned-down Rogues or

ViolentFemmes fronted by Robyn Hitchcock.

The musicianship is tight, the lyrics aren't

bad (World War II, traveb, relationships,

England), and Frank's voice does the job.

I guess my problem with "Grand Union"
is that nothing really jumps out and grabs
me. There's nothing bad about it, per se, but
at the same time, there's nothing great on it

either.

Anyway, the best songs on this one are
-IKB(RIP)", "When the Victim Takes the

Tyrant's Place." and "Bethnal Green Tube
Disaster."

Unlike both Cabaret Voltaire and Frank
Tovey, Miranda Sex Garden are just start-

ingout. They are, however, on Mute records,

and that's why they're here. I really don't

know what to say about their debut, "Madra."
It's a collection of madrigals from the late

14th and early 15th centuries. It seems that

Mute is trying to give madrigal music a hip,

post-punk credibility that it's never had (not

that I know of anyway.)

Cabaret Voltaire

Mute's marketing technique is a bit mis-

leading. By looking at the cover, I assumed
Miranda Sex Garden would be three En-
glish women trying their hardest to sound
like Sisters ofMercy. I fell for it, and I'm sure
Mute hopes lots ofclad-in-black introverted

teenagers will too.

Anyway, from what my tortured ear-

drums gather, these are three very talented

young vocalists and do what they do ex-

ceedingly well. Ifyou need a change of pace,

or just want to lose yourself in tales of IcMt

love, then check out "^adra." Their ballads

are much nicer than anything Warrant has
ever done.

Tune in next week, when I'll be looking at

some new stuff from Emergo/Roddracer
Records as well as the new Nirvana album,
(yay!).

Styles By
Deborah
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J • RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N. Pleasant St., Amherst • 253-2013

22 Masonic St., Northampton • 586-6336
Open 7 Days • Thurs. til 9

IF YOU ARE OVER 18

BE A BARTENDER!
LOCAL/NATIONAL PLACEMENT

ASSISTANCE

DAY/EVENING ONE WEEK

NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER CLASSES
NOW FORMING. CALL TODAY

747-9888

1655 MAIN ST. SUITE 202 • SPRINGFIELD
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STEREO BLUES?
UNDERGROUND SOUND

CAN HELP
UNDERGROUND SOUND has been an expert, cost

effective repair service for home audio, car audio,

video components and musical instrument amplifiers

since 1981, We also sell new and used components

and install car audio systems at competitive rates.

Stop procrastinating - Get It Fixed - Listen to Music -

Be Happy.
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Hoodoo Gurus!
By NICOLE GONZALEZ
('ollegian Staff

"Are you all gonna go disco dancing tonight and shake
your bootie?" asked the Hoodoo Guru's smart aleck lead

singer, Dave Faulkner.

"No!" shouted the audience. They were ready to kick up
the dust for some gritty, Australia-based, progressive rock
'n' roll.

Having been together for about ten years, the group
boldly called out for requests according to the order oftheir

albums.
"We're going to take a poll," Faulkner said. ""On Stoneage
Romeoa, (their first album released in 1983) will it be 'My
rirl* or "Arthur'".' Neither song got the audience's pick as
t ^ey shouted for "Melony".

I^iBter on they played a number which pointed to their

I'lfluenoes, Alex Chilton and Badfinger, that the audience
dnt seem to recognize. "That riff was stolen from Ringo

^•ar^.' joked Faulkner to a barely aware young crowd.

They had obviously come to hear the hit singles that were
ved for the last half of the show. "This song is 'Roxanne,'

at on the flip side of the coin," said Faulkner as he
troduoed "Come Anytime." their catchy dance tune of the

-< album. Magnum Cum Louder.

Their jangly guitar sound kept everybody dancing to

t teir latest single, "Miss Freelove '69." Finally, without
. itroduction, they played their most popular single, "What's
My Scene?" Like an existentialist anthem, the audience
ing to the words while they danced. "And another thing,

.-e been wondering lately, am I crazy to believe in ideals?.

Oh, honey if only 1 was sure what I feel."

l^ejr returned to the stage in an automatic encore and
I : sieoed to their belted out requests. Driving hard into their

laaiaoag about an American Beauty, "Like Wow-Wipeout."
The Hoodoo Gurus ended the show in a definite knockout.

CoUofian photo by Halh Kay*

PSYCHOTHERAPY - C-Jay Ramone riffs away as he and his

brother Ramones invaded Pearl St. on Monday night.
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Judge Thomas
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Speaking to WSBS radio in Great Barrington earlier
Wednesday, Kennedy said that, if a member of the Senate
Judiciary Committee had intended to leak the accusations
he would have done so before the panel voted.

The committee failed to endorse Thomas in a 7-7 vote
Sept. 20, but it passed the nomination to the Senate.

Some Republicans have suggested that Democratic staff
members of the Judiciary Committee leaked Hill's accusa-
tions to journalists.

In Hinsdale, the senator bristled when asked if the
Senate is an appropriate forum forjudging an individual's

sexual conduct. Asked if the rape charges against his
nephew hurt Kennedy's own credibility on the new Thomas
issue, he waved off the question and said "not at all."

Kennedy has faced scrutiny since his nephew, William
Kennedy Smith, was charged with raping a woman at the
family estate in Palm Beach, Fla.

Speaking about the landfills at its proposed site, Kennedy
told residents he hoped other public officials would "recognize
the legitimacy. . . ofyour opposition."

Local officials and activists have battled vehemently
against the dump in this town of about 1,500 residents.
Town residents voted 831-59 against the proposal.
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AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
Wt DO NOT USE "MSC'

• ^ASDtm t SKHLAN OlSINf

• HQtfsnncoooc

• FK»1 VKFARC FROM Ol« F/giM

•tM •.«!/« Obi

• FUi uqioi txiHS

• *a«iY »coafl)

^ASTWCAM) & VISA ACaPTlD

253-7835 253 2813

^62 Main Street, Amherst ^
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MANDARJN/SZECHWENCUISINE

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
10 Belcherlown Rd. • Roulc 9 Amherst • 256-0251/0252

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

EVERYDAY
Minimum $15 plus $2 delivery charge

BUFFET 4 SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet Served Saturday 5-9p.m.

Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99

Student Specials(Sept.-Dec.)-

Nautilus (Aerobics included)

Racquetball

(Court time included)

Tennis (Plus court lime)

All Club (All of the Above)

$119

$119

$119

$189

Now offering Step Aerobic Classes

Social lounge. Big Scnen TV, PIng-Pong

Available To All!

• Pro-Shop

• Snack-Bar with Liquor License

WIPOSER'S ATHLETIC CLUB

• " J ! 549-4545

Route 116, Sunderland Across From Bubs BBQ

n> ttmt tM«to*> ict won
I

ir^ 1 BACTmL\ blackI
AC DC SALUTE'

rov irf'. MOV* t 9m
kVElSAC4)CM

PACKft ^^^\

smmuM
UK£ TO MVf fUtt y$>

UCHRYMATOR

MORTAL
PUNISHMENT

«ort Lives'"'

HERE' Mi>„
|

(.(««< ONE LOVE
» c ' THE MACMME
«-• - WHITE TfUSN
'^ '--»«IAMOSM(MCASI

'" JOHNVALIY
•"W*-** rv-vi ^W tfcM %«•
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GREG'S
- AUTO BODY—

• MASS. STATE APPROVED SHOP
• FRAME & UNIBODY REPAIRS
• INSURANCE WORK
• RENTAL CARS AVAILABLE
• LOCATED ON THE BUS ROUTE

'WE DO THE INSURANCE PAPERWORK FOR YOU... WITH A SMILE"

665-3989 Old Amherst Rd. Sunderland

35 years ofexperienced staff waiting to sen>e you MASS UC. RS1560

PARAMOUNT
1 TOO MAM STREET. SPRINGFIELD. MA

THE SMASH HIT MUSICAL

WE WANT YOU!!!

become a

JUDICIAL ADVISOR
If you're a:

-- Full-Time Undergraduate
•• Above a 2.0 GPA
» Interested in the University

of Massachusetts Judicial System

raining and Participation in hearings will begin in early November

APPLICATION DEADLINE: Octol>er 21, 12:00p.m.

' Applications available at:

Cluster offices--BCP--CCEBMS-PGLBC--Legal Services Center

United Asia Cultural Center-Dean of Students OHico-227 Whitmore

Student Atty. General's Office-420 Student Union

Hyou have any further questions, call the Student Atty. General's Office at 545-0341

or The Dean of Students Office at 5452684 >

OCTOBER 1^1 2- 13th

.38 SPECIAL
WITH HENRY LEE
siAUAY SUMMER
OCTOBER 27TH

PATTI
LaBELLE
TUESDAY

OCTOBER 29TH

GEORGE
m CARLIN

SATURDAY

NOVEMBER 2ND

VINCE GILL
WITH PAM TILLIS
SUNDAY

NOVEMBER lOTH
TICKETS ON SALE PARAMOUNT BOX OmCE (413) 734-5874

nCKETPRO PHONE CHARGE 1-800 828-7080, NORTHAMPTON TICKETOmCE (413) 586 8686; RECORD EXPRESS; STRAWBERRIES

SPECIAL EVENT
pnnciiiccT
UUUi.flii.al

Friday, October 11
10 a.ni.-6 p.m.

CliuueM* fioin: • IXizeits of styles & coloi-s in liigl)

& \u\\ \\i*slt*rii lxx>ts • Eel Rdiiuuiu, Cocle West
ill fit Ucp, Will Ix- tiikiii^ KiK*clal or<lei*s on

iintisiial & e.xotic styles on I*"'n<lny

• I KUti T-.shiils witli even Cotle West
purclutse on Fnclay.

WtMiicii'i S1m>cs, Clo<hiii|{ A Accruofin

Zjitnj • Noiili Picatani Sirret • AnihcrM

413. 25J. 2563

HOMECOMING
WEEKEND
20th ANNUAL

BLOODY MARY
BREAKFAST

14 oz. Bloody Mary - 2 eggs,

ham, bacon or sausage,

homefries, toast, coffee

4.25

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12th

10:00 AM- 1:00 PM

AFTER THE GAME
-JOIN US-

Food Served until 9:30 PM

DANCING TIL 1:00AM

THE ^23^ PUB
CJ-JiJtf<AniS Ur.jrtS LN AMHKKST
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M African writers
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

These writers were being printed, but it was not
allowed in the libraries — it was not even talked
about," she said.

Ngugi said the oral traditions of Black African
literature were as important as the written word,
because the art of storytelling became an important
event, almost a competition in towns and villages.

The competitions were killed by the authorities
who didn't want people gathering," he said. "And this
type of artist was put into prison," he said.

Ngugi said prominent African writers are writing
in their native languages, but are not known interna-
tionally.

He said Gordimer. like other White African writ-
ers, are paying specific attention to writings in Afri-
can languages.

"She [Gordimer] is focusing her attention on the
area of African language. There is a place for other
languages which were important," he said.

The future of that literature is the freeing of
African languages to create a heritage of himiankind.
The way literature believes language," Ngugi said.

College guides
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

significant part in student recruitment to UMaaa.
He said admissions would suffer if UMass was excluded

from these guides, but "who knows how much?"
All three of the above publications favorably compared

the University's high academic standing with ita relatively
low c<»t. Jeannette Lamberti. a senior journalism major,
agreed with this comparison.

However, Lamberti said the quality of UMasa "seems to
be getting progressively worse," as tuition rockets upwards
and classes become more crowded.

SGA

p I h; A s 'x ^ T s r K r: r T

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

between "front" ntudents who advocated working with the
administration and "back" students who were suspicious of

the administration's intentions, he said.

I^st semester a group of "front" students asked tin-

administration to step in and restructure the SGA. "Bat k"

students won out in the end however, defeating a campus-
wide referendum question that would have replaced the
SGA with a new structure that had no senate.

SGA President David Gagne asked the senate to dis-

courage infighting in the "new" Student Senate.
"We're here not because we want to beat each other over

the head." he said.

Former Treasurer Patricia Donaghue, who resigned

during the summer because of health reasons, made an
appearance to try to encourage new senators to "hang on."

"You learn so much here that is applicable in the real

world," she said. "Just hang on through all the boring parts

and pretty soon something exciting will come up."

Donaghue is currently an intern with Massachusetts
State Sen. David Locke (R-Wellesley).

MMMMMiiMim

Schedule change for COLUMBUS DAY WEEKEND: Due to the holiday

weekend our Sunday schedule will apply to Monday instead.

Get out
of Toinrn on
U.S.EXPRESS

for only $12 each way!

Dont forget to ask

forU.S.EXPRESSat

the UMASS Hotel

ticket window!
For info call 582-1313
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World/Nation
Baffling bubbling blood
Scientists: Ancient blood no mystery
By MALCOLM RITTER
Associated Press

NEW YORK — A mystery dating from
medieval times, the ability of the reputed
clotted blood of a saint to turn liquid when
handled in a rehgious ceremony, may be

just ordinary chemistry, researchers say.

The scientists report they created a dark
brown gel that turns easily to liquid when
disturbed and then thickens back into a gel.

Such a mixture may be in the vial that is

said to hold the blo«.Kl of St. Janarius. also

called San Gennaro. in the Roman Catholic

cathedral of Naples, Italy, the researchers

propose in Thursday's issue of the journal

Nature
In a ceremony performed since the 14th

century, the hermetically sealed. 4-inch glass

container is repeatedly turned upside down.
Many Neapolitans believe good luck will

follow if the vial's contents liquefy, while

disasters such as earthquakes may await if

the contents remain solid.

"The event draws crowds of thousands

and a tele\nson and media audience of mil-

lions.' they wrote. "The phenomenon seems
genuine, is well documented and is still

regarded as unexplained.'

One of the researchers, chemist Luigi

Garlaschelli of the University of Pavia in

Italy, said in a telephone inter\'iew that he
had obser\'ed the ceremony, and that the

substance in the vial "looks exactly like

ours."

The gel was made with substances
available m the 14th century, including

table salt, water, calcium carbonate and

ferric chloride hydrate, the researchers

wrote.

They said the repeated turning over of

the Naples vial could disturb such a mixture
enough to turn it liquid.

"Thus a successful performance of the

rite does not involve any conscious cheating,"
they WTote. "Indeed, inadvertent liquefaction

events have been observed many times over

the centuries during handling for repairs to

the case that contains the sealed vial."

A team of researchers who examined the

vial at the church's request reported in 1989

that it appeared to contain blood. The con-

clusion was based on analysis of light shown
through it.

Garlaschelli said it might contain traces

of blood, but if so, it is "present in a mixture
of different substances, because real blood

alone is known not to behave in this way."

The contents of the x-ial could be estab-

lished only by opening it. the researchers

wrote, but "our replication of the phenom-
enon seems to render this sacrifice unnec-

essary."

Monsignor L^go Grazioso of Naples Ca-
thedral said this week that the scientists

who had found evidence of blood in the vial

had no explanation for the liquefaction. They
called it a "biological absurdity," he said.

Asked about the new hypothesis, Grazioso

said: "This must be established by science,

not us."

The Vatican has not classified the liq-

uefaction as a miracle, and generally dis-

approves ofthe way it is linked to misfortune

in Naples, said Vatican spokesperson
Joaquin Navarro.

AP photo

BACK IN CARACAS — Escorted by Venezuelan Army officers,

deposed Haitian President Jean-Bertrand Aristide, right, walks
through the hall of the Caracas Hilton Hotel, Tuesday. Aristide

returned to Caracas after a few hours stay in Kingston, Jamaica.
Supreme Court justice Joseph Nerette was appointed Monday to

the Presidency of Haiti after soldiers opposed to Aristide stormed
the parliament and forced legislators to name Neretta.

Marcos' body may return home
By OLIVER TEVES
Associated Press

MANILA. Philippines — President

Corazon Aquino said today that the body of

former President Ferdinand Marcos may be

flown directly to his home pro\ince and
buried there if his widow approves the plan

in writing.

A group of 14 members of the House of

Representatives and other northern pro-

vincial leaders proposed in a meeting with

Mrs. Aquino that Marcos' body be flown

directly from Hawaii to Laoag City, capital

of I locos Norte province.

Under the proposal, the remains would
lie in state for nine days before burial in

Laoag City, 250 miles north of Manila.

"We are in conformity with that," Mrs.

Aquino told reporters after the meeting.

ExfKTUtive Secretary Franklin Drilon said

the group, which includes close associate's of

the former president, assured Mrs. Aquino
that it would oppose plans to bring the

remains back to Manila.
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

PAGE 9

Quote of the Day
**Whateverdoesn't kill me, onlymakes

me stronger."

— someone said this but we 're too tired

tofind out

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
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Menu
LUNCH
Pizza

Fishburger

BASICS LUNCH
Rat Bread Sandwich

Pizza

DINNER
Bacon Burger

Ravioli Alfredo

BASICS DINNER
Mixed Bean Casserole

Ravioli Alfredo

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

UNDER 21 By KRIS K. EARLE
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AIUES<Man.h21 Apnll9):Use
your special communicaiion skills lo

help a loved one anain a cherished
goal. A check really is in the mail'

Acceptalasi-minuie social invitation.

TAL'RLlS(April 20-May 20):

Too many cooks could spoil the broth

at work. You belong at the front of
the parade. Take charge and show
others what you can accomplish on
your own. Your professional
reputation grows.

GEMINI(May 21-June 20):
Strengthen your credibility by
keeping any promises you make. A
flnancial decision can no longer be
postponed Follow through on a

helpful suggestion. Both your home
and your mate need more attention.

CANCER(June 2 1 -July 22):

Once you get better organized, no
one will be able to accomplish more
than you. Do what you can to help a

friend, but refuse tobe dragged down.
Past efforts bring new rewards.

LEO(July 23-Aug. 22):
Concentrate on clearing away that

paperwork on your desk. Your
productivity will rise once the clutter

is taken care of. Seize a golden
opportunity to cement a business

relationship.

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
Focus on the central issue and you
will waste less time. It is possible to

mix business with pleasure
successfully. Your social schedule is

more crowded than usual. Dress up
and enjoy yourself.

LIBRAtScpi 23^)c« 22) Cowii
those who think positive and shs
your interest in good work
Diplomacy will get you what yi>^

want Develop a recently discovcied
talent and you will reap new profits

SCORPKXOd 23-Nov. 21): A
sense of humor helps ynu rake an
important point. You arc mot
convincing when you lighten up A
challenge proves stimulating on both
sides. Do your homework and you
will win big.

SAGGITARn;S(Nov. 22 Dec
2 1 ): The direct approach works best

.

Confide in your mate or i^ninrn
paitner. By taking a closer look «
recent expenditures, you will find

ways to save money.
CAPRJCORN(Dec 22-J«l |0

Give an oldcrassociatc the bcnefi'

the doubt. Financial tcnstonssubs)

thanks to g(Hxl news from afar. ,

conTident of success and you will g.

what you desire most. New aOiancc
prosper.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-l«b. 18):

Keep your options open. Postpone
signing legal paper^ a while laager.

A family member may want greater

freedom. Give your loved ones a
chance to spread their wings.

PISCES(Feb 19 March 20):
Travel and sports vie for your
attention. Flex your brain power as
well as your brawn. Romanceenjoys
highly favorable influences. Listen

eagerly to a partner's views on
busincs' ;nd pleasure.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Preston P. Fbrman

Copy Editor. Xtave Massey

PhotoTechnician CanieWyeth
Production Supervisor .Terry Starmer

Production SethKaye,

Nicole Dumas, Chris Prcll, Ali Woolwich
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Tough challenge for X-Country
Men face ranked teams in UConn^ Providence
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Staff

The road isn't getting any easier for the University of

Massachusetts men's cross country team. After facing six

nationally ranked teams at the Dartmouth Classic Sept. 28,

the Minutemen prepare to meet two more ranked teams.

The Minutemen compete against Pro\idence and Con-
necticut, who are currently ranked fourth and 25th. re-

spectively, in the NCAA poll, at 3 p.m. Friday at the

Mansfield Hollow State Park in Storrs, Conn.
In the meet last year between these three teams, which

was run in Amherst. Connecticut upset Providence. Con-
necticut won the meet with 24 points. Proxidence, who
competed without two of their lop five runners, finished

second with 47 points. UMass placed third with 60. A
healthy FVoxndence squad beat Connecticut two weeks later

at the Big East Championships.
"1 anticipate both Providence and Connecticut to be

running extremely hard at each (»ther." I'Mass coach Ken
O'Brien said. "They're both Big East opponents and intense

rivals. We had the same meet here last year. . The six

fastest times that have everbeen run on our course came out

ofthat meet last year. So that's how intense the competition

was last yearand I don't anticipate it will be any less intense

this year.'

O'Brien expects that his harrier squad, with a record of

1-4 in dual meets this season, may have to take their lumps
again this weekend.

"I have no illusions oftakingour team down and upsetting

one of the top 25 teams, unless we have just a stupendous

race from our top seven and catch some luck against someone
else," he said. "Like any coach in this situation, I really

expect the kids to go down and take the opportunity that's

presented and do something with it.

"I think we have to put the wins and losses part of it into

perspective. If we go down and say Gee, we can't win the

meet,' and then we don't get excited about being there, and
racing to our utmost, then, of course, we haven't made any
progress in terms of ourselves as a team.

"I think the team has prepared itself well over the last

week or so. We should be able to run better, as a team, than
we did in a similar situation two weeks ago at Dartmouth.

I'm anxious to see how the team responds."

O'Brien expects Providence to be the clear-cut favorite in

the meet.

"I think Providence is the best team they've ever had. and
they've had s<ime great ones." he said. "Providence, to me. is

at least fourth in the country. I think, if they have a good

conclusion to their season, it would not be beyond their

possibilities to win the NCAA's.
"I don't think Connecticut can beat them now, or later in

the season. Providence is much stronger than they were last

year."

David
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

section— nothing," Dr. Fieldengoal said. "It's the only

way."

"But Doc, what about all the other people who are

on the same road?"

"I'm not worried about them, although they'll all

need some help sometime, I'm worried about you," the

doctor sounded sincere.

"Okay, whatever it takes just give me until the

Celtics begin, I've got to see if Dee starts over Brian."

The doctor shook his head again and said, "Not

right now."

Perhaps Joe Morgan can join me in soUtary, we've

got a lot to talk about.

David Scott is a Collegian staffmember

if^^^^^^^if^^^if^2^2f^2j.i^i^i^i^}^2^2^^j!^Ji^2^i^J^i^i^^i^i^if.i^i^2^1f.i^Xf.i^ ^^^^

National Coming Out Do)

Friday October 1
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10 am to 6 pm: Student Union Ballroon

Daylong videos, discussion, info tables and more.

CONTRIBUTE A PANEL TO THE LGBA
POSTERITY QUILT!!!!!

Noon: Student Union Steps, RALLY
JEANS DA Y IS BACK WEAR JEANS

TO SHOW YOUR SUPPORT

z
>
H

z
>
r
O

s
z
o

National Coming Out Day

Friday October

8 pm to 1 am: Student Union

Ballroom, DANCIN' PARTY

•••E^joy a delicious meal
and take advantage of
a special offer!

COUPON
Order one lunch at the regular

price and receive the second
luncheon entree at half-price.

OFFERS EXPIRES 10/18/91

COUPON NOT VAUD V^:TH ANY OTHER DISCOUNT.

Lunch served Monday ttirough Friday,

11 30 am-2:00 pm
Telephone: 545-3216

Major Credit Cards Accepted

Validated Parl^lng in Attached Garage
Casual Dress

rrirrrrr

rrrrifrr Top of the
Campus

Restaurant &? Lounge
11th FLOOR . LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

ANNUAL
ABMY&NAVY
sirplMS Sale

Genuine U.S. and

European Surplus!

University of Massachusetts

Student Union Ballroom

October 15 thru 18th

Tuesday, Wednesday, Ihursday, Friday

9:00am -8:00pm

Sponsored By:

Cape Verdean Student Alliance

Wool Blankets,

Gloves, Hats,

Scarves, &
Much, Much

More!

O Genuine U.S. & European

Military and Antique Overcoats

$25-$35

O Wool, West German,
British, French Pants

$10 -$17

O U.S., British, French, Italian

Wool Sweaters

$8 -$15

O Mexican Baja Pullovers

and Blankets

$12&$15
O Heavy Cotton, 6-Pockel Field

Pants : U.S., Dutch,

West German
$7 $16

O Genuine Issue Camo, Desert,

Tiger, Urban Black

Six Pocket Pants

$25

O World Flags (3'x5')

$10 each/ 2 for $18

O Down Feather Mummy
Sleeping Bags (0' - 15')

$30

O U.S. Navy Wool
Middys and Peacoats

$10 $30

O Full Leather Raincoats

& Trenchcoats

$6 $15

presented by the

Army Barracks ot Martha's Vineyard

Mastercard, Visa, ai\d

American Express

accepted
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Some of the biggest,

some of ttte t)est

presents come in

the smallest boxes!

AMAAZZING!
Icar w«i^ <«( and keep ii dl.

IWAMrtfOkaBa

Dr. VWKinU \Ui^
(413>S49^]JS

Celebrate Home Coming at Scotts!

ROLLING ROCK &
ROLLING ROCK

LIGHT
34-13 M. hotUm

/
ABSOLUT
VODKA

7S0ml

BUDWEISER
13 pk. c*a«

MOOSEHEAD
13 pack kotUM

$Q39
D«p.

HARPOON
OaOBERFEST

6 pk. bottiM

$p;39
%J +D«p.

hCAPTAIN MORGAN / COLUMBIA CREST //I SUTTER HOME
$jg99 / SEMILLION /(§^CHARDONNAY

1.7SLU.
«/nUE a.O Utr« coke 21^999

7Mml 21^999
TSObI

Not responsible for tjrpofrsphlcsl errors • SALE GOOD THROUGH 10/16 • MC/V KKD CHECKS ACCEPTED FOR DEPOSITS ON KEGS

IVE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE UOUOR STORE!
6 University Driv§

at Newmarket Center, Amherst

r*4*<f»«clc tor
your portonol chock.

W» now h»¥0 all

*»««j Lotfry §smtS
W» H»v9 It

Classifieds
COME TO THECOUIOAN OFFICE Hi CAMPUS CENTER » mURSlMY li:J0-3:X) FRIDAY li:M)-2:X)*DtADUSE ISnO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBIJCATION • Kk/WORD/DAY FOR STUDEmS • CASH INADVANCE

NCYUMASen
f«rgm UVtfS Oonl 90 horn**

Siof hM* Vm wmmmnit"
DunkaOU a 8a* a Sigma Kappa

Ouf* ua. <m data yeuf

Harat your tf«anoa

CXwhaOU ftSoMaaom
Coma 10 HaigM IM lona

• you"

MOMCm MAONCSW EvwyVMQ on Htal
Good Hufl ciiaap, ona day ontf* Fndar.

OcMbar 11 SamtomrtugN
gnaaOaiiiai fk 9 tmta ta Slop N Shop

0^tWh«-« oranga and Mack and Mai al

owar*

A-fmd out Od 23.24^ on sia Campua
Camar Conoouraa

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTION NON^JS RE90ENTS
AA'1 imtrMgnbon kMary •» your ohanoa
Apply on fnandibahall torancMM arMagiaa
CaiS4?4?20

CliakadHouaa«iponaoMtg aeoNaa heuaa
FaatunngFithalBracslarMbsic Magic, and
oomady Rafr»Vimant$ ThortOd lOapm

FWST NCaPONOER COUMK
Bmc Ha saving and (uppon. CRR. and •>«
art CMWM Mart Pais CanS^MOIorMB

OalNaadyll
\Mortung A cxxnmgM

UMTG

Raal lobai No hMttan ctiwgaa' Ra« oontad
paopiai !itaaonai. yaanound. •aanaaaon
Wofk m Om BEST raaofia tfiop* n^t-

w. ipnng o> tummar h^P
iQoWtaal WtoA ptay mj

iiava a OHEAT tmai Sand ua nama ad-

ttwa. aga araaa at •aataai to BALLOONS
•nOiantfMaw SouMarCO 10302 and tat a
VERY SMALL FEE MaMlMndyouNlaaal
S aiKaiani job ptoipacai Wa can *uot*l
giaaiaMDfdabMtiouaingapaonaalao DOKT
OCLAY-«Va naad riliaapanaaa by No» 2

WtaUM you« 10 patMpaiaM a Mo(* TiM
CompaMon or (0^of oompaasi^ dikMa?
ComalDthaUMBiiDMMiSooatyMialwg
on Wtanaadat 700 in Bia Dabaia Tiaaar o>

CM M6-360S tor moi* wton—Ma.

talSial

M no«) Only $14 oai SooB m
2S»424S

US latl Tvo Mm Mpaa 12000
smoa ti 00Lou ofMdaoMm

M«uraa6-4«32

u Oa you Ml* yai<1aw

HVr KA1W, «Miy a* Myr
SHUtShUK

JOC BOe you ara net only a (
1M(h your graoaAjl. «MlDW)^torm, itoa-Mia

oyaa andganaa laugh, youapaomuaMdair^

3 OMiS MCEOCO 10 auHM himMiad

Onbuaiouia 2M4>3S1

YAMAHA rm^$. Touch I

i*ni ptano rapMc—on. bougM nom tot

11000 00. aal tor $700 00 BO
AiM. Upland June-iOS. bougM now tor

WOO 00. •« Ml tor 1300 008O
AIM. RotondJau CKono 120. bougM uaad
tor t3» 00. Ml aal tor t22» Ira). CM ncli

al29»«S7l

Hay. you gM a paiMnaW Happy yaar and a
hag.LiiaAiMya.JeMi

«.
Evar •noa I HM you on Shi

Lu» Bonaa. D. T. Ikanglrl.

You maan mora to ma awn you an
a««r hno* 'Wa.wa. rm toling oR ma bad

'

LO¥a. CMway

Q8CWVE 60MUM • 21 today"'

MS*BUje HOUSE
Ma kivyouguy*'

You^mabaMf
Ui» your «IMar» al gs Paaiawi

HCVNALEV;
ParMnal lag' You'ra *"

U-Kno«*-W(W

•parparlanSd^Mfll|^
tnm Plan now tor your broafc Vary Imaad
oAar Calnowl g00-«21-0572

S3
•••qN bv pwgnflni

p»m or EvcoLAases by one
C«aS4S-S7S6w<dtoaMa

NAPTV BMrTHOAV AKKSt Only ona mom
yaar to go unM you ha«« a Ut< Bm toe* your

door (and windowa^ tfna waaaarvl bacauM
hatbadi TeiaawaiM29oarMiQatraadr
tor nngM« Lowo. Juka. Karnn. lActi. and

Lauran

TMESMO-
You only kva onca and ma «hy-« ma

: NCUABLE TOURS aranl to r«*-

abto ThMs why Man» Om Travai has ma
•1 tor tor Kin pnoa guaranw 10 MontraaH

SEX LIES IN THE MONTREAL BAR
CRAWA.' F^rty woakanda mckidi 2 raghtt «
I'antp Group laadart Iraval FREE'
(LAONAFHCai today •17-444-1111 Waw
•1 lDrl|««<

Lo«aya. umaJ
PS Fdow your baart

»^ ^*

WhyloughU itraddtoD-rodLOot-^
on a dog Ruaban and Unda Roy ara going

tog— King

ILU. Ir

TRAVEL
wanndto

mpa2S*-«2S4
andipnng braali

RACK-A-OISC' f 1 7S 00 OJi. VJc. Karaoka

tor houaw Formal partia* Cal SSft-SSOO

FOR RENT

SroMMSMesMaJMUwy i.2SM743.ne
smotong. on bua ina

n«0OERENTALS ?S3 9742 FrM Oatvary

;S9oo S1000 .S1S00

FOOLPROOF
FVJNORA«mO

For your iiMamay. aororsy. laam or

campua orgwttMton. Aci now tor

cMwwa to am a CaiAbaan cruwa

liteitaua prtM*'

CMil -•00«0^72. an SO

TTw laM yaar haa baan

Thai**, tor I.

Nm^a your chanM
OUM( ADU
SOAK A SKjMA KAPPA
SalunMy 10/2

Hav« Mai Straal Fair

KSA 3rd Qanaral MaaHng
on

Oa 10 (Thuroal 700 PM
al

Campua CarMar Room 165-169

*Ratrasnmamt wii ba aarvad

Sing In Via ahoarar? Tap with your loom-
bojsh' TaJanl Oryy" Intarviaws ara TOOAY
at 7pm in rm 163CC

SPECTRUM MAGAZINE
Accapung aubmiaanna tor igg2 HauM
An Poatry PfOM PtMNography
Bnng 10 406E Sludant Uraon Oaadbia Dac2
QuattK>n$7 545-2240

TARKOVSKY FILM FESTIVAL any Mar-
esf Send wants. ttxMjghts. and taM to

TaitovsKy oioBox3»S, Normwnplon01061

-

0305

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 OWomoMto Cutlas Suprvma
New brilKes njns partadly (450 549-79tJ

1980 TOYOTA CORROlILa Sunroof
hatchback Run* graat Naw paiU $750 BO
586 6148 ^^____
82 MERCURY CAPRI Naw brakes, muffler,

battery, shocks good condition SI 000 256-

3020

83 TRANS AM
76K miles great shape
$2500 or BO
549-6781 Perry

FOR SALE

AMIOAZOOOHD-W/Z2S6 Bndgaboard
40MB HO ROB Slarao monHor. Mouse.

haybOMd. 2MB RAM42475 or bo
ToaNba PagatoMiS WOO km Scon S49

02W
AM VOU WCK of oompularM houra

BaMbCoronafypaiMSaraawttoiocaaaorand
eompularm aurwig al SI 99 Cal 546-0390

CALCULATOR HP1IC PROGRAMMABLE
S30. luton. queen size, good oondton S30.

win detver 367-2253

CamiRIANmONMANEXnERTEioalanl
condWon. tow mileage. BougM new torfOOO.

Soling for S3S0/BO Cal Chns 253-380S

DTK 3S6ei IBM oompalaMe computer

Color VGA. IMS RAM. mMh ooprooaasor.

Hayoa modem, tots of loWwara $1700 Cal

mm at 549-6957

FREE CAP WHEN you buy my Ford FISO
4.4 Call Sieve 253-7922

HOUSETAPESlromundatgnwndNY.Jorm.
totoevaa 253-2595M PS/2 COMPUTER
NEC letter quality prtmar

Must sen Call Oav« 546-1348

to Mudanto or MudMl organuMton
promoting Our Ipnng braali padiagM

QOOO pay Stun CalCMI
1-800-423 5264

I you go," Where to work. Ive

andM kaa m Cotoradot resons Current

guMie w Aipan. Van. Breokart-nQge and
more' S16 95 Cal 1 -800-78i-6t 74

ion

>A STONESTREET- H^py 21it

birmday Now your raaiy togai HoWi I toar*

Oal raaOy tor a nghl to ramambar Have lun

and happy birttuMy I lovoyou —Snail

NEY KATMVI Ok) you hear about (M guy
Paul who raaty realy reaNy Mia« you?

JaMn T. My car « lul of bread cnjrrbt'

Smria'

Love. Tracy

HEY BOOBOO your GUM!
ILOVEYOUt
Bunny '_

To 9m l«M Mnaai man on oampua-
Hli

LovaVai

BEN-GetwidMd.«i«ad.iuparpaycl«adtor
our 6m iiiuiiltiave' iary I wi«h you could bo
hare tor it 1 nuts and love you lots' Troy

You^ the beat mom wiy pledge oouU want'

ThM tamaaiar's gomg to be me boW
Lova, Your naw dauyiar Jani

OONNA
isaGoddaM'
Love your Bt-gai pal

SYDNEY- ACK' rm a day tola- 2 aciualy-

m

taymg happy tiii momtis' Sorry' I love you'

Lova. Lynn

PS Happy 23rd B-dtyl

I TWCD: $1 9»lypad page
QuM. AoouraM Sarvwa Cal Bnan 546-

WAMTW

r yott oto. ip^^ad, MMr box iiainod. inMM
long iwrad mato cal needs raaponalMa
mom or daddy 2S307«
FEMALE VOCAUST:
For r<armonMS A some lead

In an aoouaboatoclnc ongmai

Mum ba anargaac, chansmaiic 6

For T^e Groove Dogs'

Contact M*e at 253-2320

L ComptoM raauma

,ad-

Mol nesdsd to Iiy 3 people to Maima't
Vinayan) on Sunday Oct 1 3 MAI pay tor

Marc 549 5191

WANTED
14K GOLD BRACELET o«M Mtt M«My
GiMp Mtr^ffw s#n|tf?i9nifll y^M LmI on ^
23 Dab 256-8181

POR wtioavar tourvJ my rod and

84 FORDESCORT New br^es. muffler very

reliable^SiOOO 665-4602-evenings

1985 CHEVY SPECTRUM
New brake, new carborator

Runs great' SI . 500 or BO.
Ca«253-9339

87 SUZUKI SAMURI convarlable 4x4
S speeds 27K miles AM/FM cassette CB
radio aofl/hard tops S3500orBO 549 0313
or 545-2395 Chin.

BfTERVIEW SUIT Woman's ightwalgfn

tOOX wool suit Size 12. navy. clasaicS75.00

253^9665

JerrySSara, Wild Boys. Pig Tangent 63

KFOG Cal Jeff 549-7686

LFECYCLE- Computerized Mrobic trainer

Prolessional health ckib model Excellent

c»nc»tion$t100 256-0080

MOUNTAIN BIKE
18'Univsga Alpina

Cro-mo frame 8 forks

Comptaie upgrade on all parts

Over S200 00 invested, call for details

S350 00OBO 546-4149

NEW a USED COMPUTERS
Call Damn 6 2270

Olln racing skis and NordicaN981 ski boots

Will sell separately Phil @> 253-7575 Excel-

lent condition

ONE WAY FLKSHT from Boston to San

Franasco Oct 13 $100 or B/O 256-6256

PLANE TK:KET Nov 6 - Nov 1 1 From Han-

lord to Augusta GA Prtce neg Call Chns

549-4828

SAILBOARO- 390cm Magnum, oomplele.

good beginners board or Hght wind Mast

cracked but repairable $90/BO 659-3993

Leave message

8K» AND BOOTS
180cm I.a<tessize6

Call Judy after 6pm 739-7652

SPEAKERS
$600 value

Must sen $280 obo 546-1039

zipper La* m Oakroom OC on FrMqr Sap-

tantoar 27W1 Call Chns 546-5767

Key on braas whistto kay ring 6-1880

Kay wltn purpto key chain

From goodwill China Mkskxi

Please call Cathieen 546-0243^

LOST- Gold rope necklace

n found cal 549-4869

REWARD
L08T-MY LFE
If I doni find my amaOtysl

arxl ruby nngs

I cal Usa 549 7949 -REWARD

laSSING KEYSttI

Four keys on a silver/lurquoise chain

-Call Matt #6 2886 _
MY LIFE! Black wallet on Lincoln Ave or in/

near LGRT Lost Oct 2 Dave 256-3459

ONE SET OF 5 keys on a green dear

keychan Call 6-1943 & PlaaM laava mas-

sage Lost near Van Mater

REWARD! 4 Antique cameo ring

Veronica de Vos 6-6214 or

drop at CC into, desk

REWARD!
Black metal prescrtptton

glasses m black case

Call JeH 546 7073

Your the bsai T/A a gti couw evar Mk lor

Ca8 ma wtian you bailiamto iiaitaii

LomSM
WICKED BUNS- You butatad my bagel al

Paopto's Market Lars gal a cup of ooflee •

respond here NUTS FOR YOU

HEYOERKBA
I miss you! Keep a smria and novur let the

houM of happmass dto

Spifca

HIHUNI IWhalcfiadoing? I dunno rmaM^s
thinking o( you' Love. ME

DIANE OZZOLEK Happy Binhday You're

«ria»y^2V Love The 500 Ck*

TiMnka to Iha boy wtto brought ma Ms
typawtHar m 2am Youre the bestaatt

SPINE -HOUY -HILL -JEN
-KErTH AMY TIM

I to NVC or normam NJ on
TTursday or Frtday- Columbus Day Week-
end m pay lergM. tola. mundMS ale. Cal
Eilaen -549-1515

TO/FROM N.Y.C. /Aiaa Cotombus Day
Weekend WM share expenMS PlaaM cal

ASAP. Linda 546-5319

ROOkMUTE WANTED

FEMALE WANTED TO sfiaia large room in

townhouse Nov i$t$i60M) 549-8015_
LOOtONG FOR 2 non smoking fematos to

atiars room m beautikji Soum AmtiartI apl

next aprtng/1992 t75>. ptoOM cal 549-

3Sg3

Skigars/Gultar playarat

Like JT. CSNAY. Simon ft GarfunkeT?

Want to term a group? Call Jim 546-2205

THREE EXPEMENCED HOCKEY played
looking lor a team to play on Wil tryoul

Contact Mike 546-5632

USED COMPUTER 6 PRBTTER- Sola bad
double Can S36-631

6

USED Oorm-alM iridga

546-4361 or 545-5724
CalJun

WANTED
Nvw Of uMd trtd^

Cal Nona
546-5175

What a bargain I

PS Pita

Wanda ft Meredith

OENA-
After tour months. I'm still chasing

REM said It best You are the evenhing

Still in pursuit.

The Jerk

SUNGLASSES LOST
LGRC lownse on Tuesday moming Brolfier's

gift Of sentimental vakje Please return to

Campus Center Info Desk or call 549-0944.

REWARD'

MOCK TRIAL

Are you Interested in the National Mock

Trial Competition? Call 545-3509 lor more

details. Ask lor Matoika or Chris

MUSK3ANS

rrs ABOUT TIME the 5 beautilul women of

123 So East St got a personaM

You aaa Uwre is an awfully large AMT of

him there txjt its as if he tries to stretch that

AMT over an expans so xtrm one wouM
assume he meant to make his personality

imitless R S V P to her

E, GEORGE, CARRIE, Sha 4^6 -tve fallen

behind txjt wouki like to catch up Let's gel

together soon! -Swell

JOSEPH-
My tove toy- Come back to my playroom you
left your Indiana Jones whip here and its

lifeless wthout your commarxl
Revenge is sweet'

La^r
TO TOWNEHOUSE LADIES
in Saturday night car crash

Sorry txjut the boo boosM
Hope your noggan is okl

ATTENnON VCR OWNERS
Make your VCR work hke new again' VCR
heed cleaning only $14 99 $35 elsewtiere

Pickup and delivery FREE on campus
sepotflAd qucklyl 1 -527-8078 Leave mes-

sage number

BKYCLE BROKEN?
Call Pat

546-0119

1%

ORDER AVON!
546-1999

Call lor brochure.

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or

suppon? Call lor free and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Main

Street. Nonhampton 586-3000 or

Greenfield 774-6019

QuNar Leaaona - Beginning/Intermediate

nalaiad atmosphere, senous lessons $10/

hr Cal rim-256-6300

Carl- a blue Mustang, lead tM and thM
-a batw's dream.

Jack RuaaaH
Wehxime to the wonderful world that is

Alpha Phi Omega lodayl

Your Big Bro-HAchato

Seniors and Junlora

Time 10 think about resumes

Let me help you design your resume
I offer professional resumes at college prices

Call Andy at 549-4002

TYPING: Theses, papers, laser; quaWy dot

matrix. Camera-ready An:Postars. Flyers

549-0006

FREE BOTTLED WATER for 1 week Call

546-3371 _^
FREE pregnancy testing; confidential and
caring support BlRTHRIQHT:233 No.
Pleasam Street Amherst 549-1906
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Sports

Hackathorn's OT winner lifts soccer

Collcctan photo by Carrir Wy«th

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team defeated
Dartmouth College yesterday 1-0 in overtime. The Minutewomen
improved to 8-1 on the season.

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

There is nothing like waiting to the last

minute, or as the University of Massachu-

setts women's soccer team found out yes-

terday, if that doesn't work you can always

wait for overtime.

The Minutewomen (8-1) thoroughly

dominated Dartmouth yesterday but could

not score on the Big Green until the extra

time frame. Then, only 1:40 into overtime,

freshman Polly Hackathorn collected a loose

ball near midfield and passed to Kim Eynard

on the right side. Eynard drove down the

right flank beating a defender before crossing

the ball through the goal mouth to

Hackathorn. who was charging down the

slot. Hackathorn made no mistake by driv-

ing the ball home from five yards out.

"At midfield 1 got the ball through to Kim
and then headed down field," Hackathorn
said. "Down by the goal Kim made an ex-

cillt'nt cross and I was there."

"1 wanted to get the play in the middle uf

the field." Eynard said. "On our team you

always know someone will be there when
you cross it like that."

Maasachusettfi continued to contrd the play

the rest ofovertime to bring in the win, 1-0.

The story of the game was the
Minutewomen's ability to control the ball

for long stretches of time, especially in the

second half. Although Ma.Hsachusetts held

the ball in the Dartmouth end ofthe field for

about 35 minutes of that half, they had few

good scoring opportunities.

Dartmouth played a zone style defense

with 10 women back that was effective in

blanketing the UMass attack. While the

Minutewomen owned the play the only

scoring opportunities were long range shots.

"They have a helluva defense," UMass
coach Jim Rudy said. They played a zone

that we hadn't seen and everytime we got

the ball on the flank the whole damn team
got in our face. They knew how to minimize

our stregths."

"We can't match a Massachusetts skill

for skill, so we had to try a zonal approach,"

Dartmouth coach Steve Swanson said. **We

had to give a little more space to them and
our game isn't as offensive but 1 think we
adapted well."

The conservative defensive style showed
up on the statistics sheet as UMass domi-

nated in all offensive categories. The
Minutewomen outshot Dartmouth 14-2 and
had 9 corners to the Big Greens one.

UMass goalie Brians Scurry had an easy

time in getting her sixth straight shutout

(7th ofthe year ) as she only had to make two
saves, neither difficult.

"Our defense was great," Rudy said. "Bri

wasn't challenged as Lisa Mickelson an-

chored the defense again."

Dartmouth's goalkeeper Kari Reuter,

under constant pressure from the UMass
attack, was foreed to make 10 stops, a few of
them tough ones.

In the 75th minute. Michele Woodside
collected a loose ball at the top left comer of

the penalty box and unleashed a drive that

Reuter was forced to make a diving stop on.

With nine minutes remainingWoodsidetook
a shot from 35 yards out that was headed for

the upper left comer until Reuter leaped to

make the grab.

The Minutewomen were able to stay fo-

cused and not get fustrated with the tough

defense of th -een.

"I knew !.» ,, ,.., ...iS going to come sooner

or later boiause we wt-re dominating them."

Eynard suid.

"I guess we were a little bit fustrated but

we played really well in overtime and I knew
a score would come." Hackathorn said.

"1 am really pleased with the way they

hung in there." Rudy said. "They kept

working and working until something got

in. We got our chance and took it."

UMass travels on Sunday to the Univer-

sity of Hartford to play the 13th-ranked

Hawks.

Sportsaholic seeks treatment
My name is Da\id and I'm a sportsaholic. I recognize that

I have a problem and I am dealing with the situation, and
one day III be able to watch sports again, perhaps.

Dr. Arthur Fieldengoal believes I can be cured and he's

the best in the countn.-. probably the world in dealing with

this rare condition. Money is no object, the doctor is taking

my case pro bono, it has come that far. He's never seen a case

like mine.
^ou have a very serious case of sportsanoma." the good

doctor said, "^e must tackle the situation head on, sorry,

tackle was a bad choice of words, well conquer it."

"It's okay Doc. I'm ready, I tan kick this thing, just keep
me away from that [expletive] ESPN." 1 was talking big. but

the doctor knew it was bull.

Dr. Fieldengoal specializes in this type ofdisease, he told

me he's treated over 80 cases in the past year alone. Most
have been Boston sports related he admitted, but their have
been patients from Chicago, Cleveland. Minnesota and
elsewhere.

"At least you realize that you have a problem," Dr.

Fieldengoal said in typical doctor vernacular. "Most fans

just suffer through season after season allowing the prob-

lem to build to a point where theyjust want to explode . Some
actually do explode."

I couldn't let it build any further, not now, especially at

this time of year. The Red Sox. The Patriots. The Bruins.

The Celtics. Midnight Madness. College football. I know I

SPORTS NOTICE
Congratulations: to the winners of the UMass

women's swimming "Eat out in Amherst " raffle.

Grand Prize: Bob Thrasher

1 St Prize: Jason Stone

2nd Prize: Bob Fontaine

Intramurals: Volleyball teams are still being

accepted, especially women's. Enter a team and

join in the FALL FUN. Stop by Boyden for further

details!!

Men's Gymnastics Team Managers: To ap-

ply call Roy Johnson at 545-08 1 5 or stop by room

248A Boyden Gymnastics office.

First Annual UMass Lacrosse Alumni Game:
Saturday, October 1 2, at 1 0:30 a.m., on the Lower

Boyden Field. Former four-time All-American Sal

Lacasio will be taking on the 1 992 Garber' s Goril-

have a problem, just don't let me near the Boston Globe
sports page, especially on Sundays.

Dr. Fieldengoal doesn't believe in group therapy, he says

it brings back too many bad memories.
"I ran a group session once and it set each of the 12

members back at least three months," Dr. Fieldengoal said.

"One guy brought up Bucky Dent's homerun, which triggered

Bill Buckner flashbacks. It was the domino effect. Brutal."

"Doctor?" I was feeling woozy. "Do you know what you
just said? Buck. . . I can't say his name, please I'm not ready

for this yet."

"Of course, what was I thinking? I'm sorry, let's discuss

pleasant thoughts, like the Patriots turnaround this year.

They've already doubled their win total from last year."

I smiled momentarily at the thought of the Pats having
improved so quickly but then I remembered this past

Sunday

David Scott

"I went to the Miami game. Doc." I admitted cowardly. "I

know you told me to stay at least 10 miles away from
Foxboro. but I had to go. Squish the fish, kill Marino. I had
to go. I thought it would be okay. Tell me it was okay,

please."

"This is worse than I thought." Dr. Fieldengoal shook his

head. "Who took you there? Your friend Kevin or was it the

one you call Bundy. You've got break the chains, get away
from those guys."

I bowed my head like a dog who sees his owner after

spending an hour chewing on his master's shoe.

Summers are always the worst for me, the realization

that the Bruins came so close along with the reality of

another failed Celtics campaign is the equivalent of being
buried in sand at the beach. It's a suffocating, dark, helpless

feeling.

Then a beachcomber, the Red Sox, comes and spreads the

sand more evenly over my body. But instead of staying
under the warm sand, I claw my way to the surface.

I watch each game and curse at the television screen, I

read the paper and anticipate the trades and acquisitions

that both Garden occupants will make, and I even venture
to Smithfield, R.I. to watch the Patriots practice in 90
degree heat.

I have no control. I'm addicted and that's the bottom line.

What's worse is that I continually take on new teams to

follow. I've now set aside time to follow the UMass teams
and the heartbreak is sure to follow.

"David, we have to put you in solitary confinement, no

Sports Illustrated, no Sportscenter, no USA Today sports

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Tennis regains
form with win
over Dartmouth
By LILLIAN K. LEGGIO
Collegian Correspondent

In a complete turnaround from Monday's finistrat-

ing loss to the University ofConnecticut, the University
of Massachusetts women's tennis team got back on
the winning track yesterday by defeating Dartmouth
College's B squad 6-3 in an exhibition match.

Today at Upper Boyden tennis courts (3 p.m.), the
Minutewomen will attempt to stay on that winning
track as they set to face Tufts University.

This might be a more difficult feat for UMass to

accomplish as Tufts rolls in with a 5-2 record and an
aggressive, quick style of tennis that rivals that of
Di vision I teams, according to Tufts coach Jim Watson

.

"This will be one ofthe toughest teams that we play
all year." said UMass coach Edwin GentzIer.'They
have incredible speed on the court and hopefully well
be able to keep up with them."

In the match against Dartmouth, the UMass squad
no longer looked stressed or frustrated as they did
against UConn.

"We had a good practice yesterday." said Gentzler.
"We just felt a lot more relaxed and we got our energy
and confidence back."

In singles play, UMass's No. 1 player, Shizuko
Yamasaki, defeated Jennifer Floren in straight sets

7-5, 6-2. Also in straight .sets. Amy Ryan beat Eliza-

beth Lynn 6-1, 6-4 and Lesley Watts defeated Jennifer
Evers 6-4, 6-4.

Playing as the No. 2 player, Kerri Kamisnki battled
through two tiebreakers in the first and third sets to

finally salvage a win over Abby Bergholtz 7-6(7-4), 3-

6, 7-6 (7-3). Another long match saw UMass captain
Sarah Nadolny lose the first set to Jennifer Sach, but
rally to win 4-6, 6-1,6-1.

In other singles play, UMass' Kelly Grim lost to

Susan Cfashion 1-6, 6-2, 6-4 and Dartmouth's Elyse
Newton defeated Bethann Thompson 5-7, 7-5 (7-3).

In doubles, UMass'Gail Girasella and Kerensa
Eddy beat Floren and Bergholtz 6-2, 6-2. Dartmouth's
Evers and Lynn defeated Pam Levine and Stacy
Scheckner and UMass Amy Finn and Mary Edwards
lost to Cashion and Newton.



BOSTON BARTENDERS
SCHOOL OF AMERICA

If you are over 18

be a bartender

LOCAL/NATIONAL PLACEMENT

DAY/EVENING 1 WEEK

NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER

CLASSES NOW FORMING .

CALL TODAY
747-9888

165SMAINST SnTE 201 • SPWNCnEl l\ MA JllOJ
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CHINA GARDEN
"The Collegian's choice in delightful dinning"

r$2 OFF with purchase o?"$"l"5 3? "~|

j
more with this coupon

c— Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food
Sunday-Thursday, 1 1:30am- 10:00pm
Friday-Saturday, 1 1:30am- 1 1:00pm

r*/ ' ' Lunch Hour: 1 l:30am-3:30pm 7 days a week

Free Delivery Service

Fri., Sat., Sun.

5:00pm -10:00pm

Visa/Master Card/American Exp

•New Remodeling
•7 Days a week
•Take-out
•Luncheon Specials $3.75-$4.55

The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch
•Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch Mandarin and Cantonese Styles)

Every Day 1 1:30-3:30

•Weekly Vegetarian Sepecials (Wednesday and Thursday)
New Vegetarian AAenu Coming Soon!

13 N. Pleasant Street Amherst. MA • 253 42804281

Advocate

"Best in the Valley"

1989 & 1990

PANDA EAST
CHINESE

RESTAURANT ^/-»
We bring Chinatown

to you
* Lunch Specials*

from $3.95 including soup & rice

Hours:
Mon. - Thurs. 1 1 ** am - 9*' pm
FrI. & Sat. 11» am - 10* pm
Sunday 1 2 noon - 9* pm

103 N.Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002
(41 3) 256-8923 (41 3) 256-8924

Thif IsVnir Brain.

This IsVmr Brain l^thout Pizza.

Any Questions?

I 1

Four Medium I hees« hzzas

Ftir frvv (Idrmv ctl: 2S I- 144

1

Th« Minut«m«r^ 56 Byrd CB UM COACH JIM
1 Bornosky FL 57 Curtin ILB REID: In his sixth year
2 Lombright CB 58 Creamer DT OS a college head
3 John Bell CB 69 Mlchrx) C coach, all at UMoss
4 ThirrxJS FL 60 TuHey ILB . . Maine "73.

. . has
5 Magutre K 61 Dekjney OLB guided UM to three

6 Mike Gray FB 62MocNe» OG Yankee Confer-
7 Pe^ei Cutone R. 63 Bono OT ence titles In his five

8 Meehon TB 64 Rocteh OG years. . . twice
9 McNettly Q6 65Housel OG named Yankee
lOFeuer PK 66Rk:e OG Conference and
1 1 Tornatore QB 67 Down FB/DT New England
12Tudfvn QB 68 Fricke DT Coach-of -the- Year
13 McGovern QB 69Halord OG (1988. 1990). . .

MDever QB 71 LeBlonc C recofd;34-25-2.
ISFosooc QB 72Sabe»a OG
1 7 Rorrxjs SE 73 Moncoruso NG
IPNeveling FS 74 Tinker OG
20 Johnson TB 77 DIetiker OT
21 Nowsome SE 78 Covonough OT
22 Bledsoe TB 79 McKay QT
23 Dfopeou FB 80 Stefanski TE
24Kotlore CB 81 King WR
25 Woodord TB 82Roblrw5n SE
27 George TB 83 Harvey 8E
28 FItchett TB 84Valee FS
29 Mumfofd FL 85Mler FS
30 Josek CB 86Vlone TE
3 1 Coporottl CB 87Homnxxid SE
32WHams Q6 89 Hording OLB
33WBams CB 90 Favreou ILB

34Dembowskl T€ 91 Fennel OLB
35 Tynes FB 92 Corcoran DT
36 Perry OLB 93KaufrTK3n OLB
37 Tetroult SS 95 Teredo TE
38 KopkDwttz CB 96As$erx:oa OLB
39 Mottem ILB 97At>ert NG
40 Rajotte FS 98 Krornenhoek OIB
41 RoWnson SS 99Hagan &B
42Gt)son SS

43lnoogla TB
44Smim FB

i

45 Read FB ^^^^K'
46 Croteou FB ^^^^K
47 Burke ILB Tunn^B'

48 Lortigue ILB UMa$i 2 3. 2-1 In Rttodm l$iand 2-2.0-
49 MocRoe FB YanCon 2 In YanCon
50 Kane DT 7 Delaware 24 (h)' WRichfDond 19(ay
51 BurVe NG 20 Holy Cross 22 (h) 7 Delaware 42 (t)y
52 Holnnes ILB 10 Maine 3 (ay 45 Towson State 25
53 Brandt C 15 Boston University 7 (a)
54Barbee DT (a ny 38 Brown 36 (a)
55 DurkIn OG 7JamesMadison24(a)

HUNAN GOURMET
«%* OUfiai7dr niTCr A ff TD A ^Jt^ '"Ir

f.
CHINESE RESTAURANT

ADVOCATE
• BKST*

u»

THK VALLKV
READtRS POLL

199 1

The aroma/ ioiihd & taste

of aimientic Chb>ese cuiaine
prepared Hunan, Szechuan,
Martdvin or Cantonese style

~ •spedaliy for youl

m

lit Plmjot

*FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St.. Northampton • 585-0202 • Ample Parting

Open 7 Days a Week • NO MSQ
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE

!S

ALL TEST PREP IS THE SAME, RIGHT?

WRONG!
HERE S HOW THE RONKIN EDUCATIONAL GROUPS STATE-OF-THE-ART
TEST PREP HELPS YOU SCORE YOUR BEST ON THE LSAT. GRE. AND GMAT:

• FREE initial diagnostic exam
• 40 full hours of classroom instruction (not filled with exams!)

• Curriculum-based instruction (not gimmicks!)
• Small classes (never more than 10 students!)

• Two diagnostic exams (two additional three-hour sessions')
• Unlimited computerized practice (verbal, math, and logic gamea!)
• Unlimited tutorials (with actual tutors-not cassette tapes!)
• Flexible schedules (afternoons, evenings, and intersession!)

150 KearinK Street

Amherst

III

I

^

liJ"
IMCttlMII HIM

Call 549-4010

Konkin, the nalionS laniest Tull-runKe educutionul iwrvice compHny. is now in Amtierit!

Special Inlrciduclory OfTcr: K^Kistralions fhmugh December M receive $100.00 OfT
any prep course. in< ludin){ early reyistrations for January intersession courses.

Northampton Bowl

College Specials

On Thursdaysl!

Live DJ. in Ally Oops Lounge
WHMP Dance Party Night

Every Thurs. Night 9:00 pm-12:00am

Call 584-4830 for reservations

Th« Rams 61 CIrell NG URI COACH BOB
1 Pierce WR 63 Kiloon NG GRIFFIN: Southern
2 Quinn FB 64 fyiontl OT Conn, '63.

. . 16th

3 Cossoro K?P 65 Ktumboch DT y»ar at URI with a
4 Nowson TB 66 Fournier OG r«cordof74-94-l ...

5 Hunte CB 67 Bross OG lifetime, 20th year,

6 Thomas FS 68 Sabolt DE 95-114-1.

7 Holland QB 69 Mullon NG
8 Hteks TB 70 Wright OT
9 Donovan FB 72 Konoally OT
lORothmonn QB 73 Kolman OT
1 1 Pkamondon WR 74 Rock DT
UThiboult CB 76 Hughes OT
14 Nordstrom QB 76 Brimholl DE
ISGodoon FL 77 Hodgins OG
16 Coyne LB 78 Short OT
17 Scott CB 80 Clark LB

18 Putnam QB 81 Cloud TE

IQSquiterl QB 82 fy/1iner WR
20 Donahue K 83 Kassick LB

22 Swistak TB 84 Giordano LB

23DErcole WR 85 Field TE

24 Hoffmen FS 88 Dowd WR
25 Rogers FL 89 Slottery LB

26 Fulton CB 90 Peterson DE
27 Long SS 91 Caruso NG
28 Shumo SS 92 Souer NG
29 Whiting CB 99 Nowsonne DE
30 Suilivan CB
32Highsmlth TB

33 Rouser TB

35 Shirley LB

36 Sotire FB

37 Zednik SS

38 Gorofoto LB

39 Rizzi TE

40 Mongil FL

41 IVIerritt CB
42 Hunter LB
44 Coviollo LB
46Vandersea FB
47 Calascbotta FS

48Marineila LB THESERIES Umass leads who had the edge.
49 Doremus LB 33-30 with two ties. . . taking eight ofnone
50 Scoffone OC Minutemen are on a form 197 to '80

51 Ferrelli LB win streak of five. . . URi the last URI win in

53 Yvon OC dominated in the early Amherstwas in 1986.

54 D'Giacomo OC Eighties winning four of in a game that was
55 Rois LB five from 1981 to '85 stopped for 16 min-

56 Boon OC (UM's only win in that utes because of
57 Moloney OG time span was 17-7 in lightning. . URi took
58 Twomey OG 82). . before 1981 it that game. 7-3. in

59 Ivanov LB was the Minutemen the heavy rain.

ADVOCAXe
B e: S T

VALLEY

19 8 9
FIRST PLACE

ADVOCATEBEST
VALLEY

19 9
FIRST PLACE

ADVOCATEBEST
VALLEY

] 9 o 1

FIRST PLACE

"Best Sports Bar

In The Valley"

3 Years in a Row

Good Food! Good Sports

!

Good Times

More Than Just a (irtjat Sports liar

• 8 color T.V.'s • Up to tho niinuie Scoreboard
• Monday Night Football • 1/2 price pizza every Monday & Tuesday

16 Oz. BUD/RUD LIGHT A Oct/Nov Special $1.40

1 Bridge St., Northampton, MA. 586-1726

THE ONLY
NON-STOP
SERVICE
Amherst
to Boston
• 16 bus trips daily

• 23 Friday Departures

• 5 non-stop express trips

•Ticket purchase on Campus
• Hassle-free pick-ups

U-MASS (Haigus Mall)

Amherst Center Terminal

• Convenient drop-offs

Peter Pan Terminal

Downtown Boston

Hourly Express Service to

New York City
Hartford
Springfield

€ Alt New Stydenl Far^^

Amherst to
Boston

2400
rouria-trlp

NYC
36®"
roum-trlp

Must show college ID Some restrictions apply

Gladly Accepted!

For schedules and fares call:

Peler Pan Buses Depart From

U MASS (Haigus MaR) 545-2006

Peler Pan Terminal

(79 South Pleasant SI) 256-0431

"Rocktober"

Join Peter Pan & WAQY 102 every

Friday afternoon in October at Rafters in

Amherst for a "Take You Home Party".

Party begins at 2:00 PM and our 2:45

PM express bus to Boston will depart

right from Rafters sports bar parking lot.

Be one of the first 50 students to

purchase your bus ticket from th»e Peter

Pan representative at Rafters and get-

• FREE Lunch
• Peter Pan Prizes

• Rock 102 Prizes

• Rock BUS express to Boston

CONGRATULATIONS!
Robyn Thayer (OrientatiorO

Jason V. Fox (College Fest)

Winners of a $250. Book Scholarship

Compliments of Peter Pan

800-237-8747
CORPOIUTI MEAOQUARTEM

mQ,

The People ProfesBlonala
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O Polaris free weights & machines

@ Cobra free weights & machines

® Lifecycles

Liferowers @ Stairobic Burn

©Stairmaster4000pts.

9 Heart Mate

© Great Music

Great Atmosphere

Extensive Hours

FITNESS CENTER
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253-3539 ® Walking Distance
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PtMio by H»iraa F«4w
WHERE ARE THOSE KEEBLER GUYS?

— Eric Peltier, junior history mtgor waits
for the apple to fall so he can rediscover
gravity.

Yugoslav Army pledges
withdraw from Croatia
By JEROME SOCOLOVSKY
Associated Press

THE HAGUE, Netherlands— Yugoslavia's army agreed
in principle Thursday to withdraw from Croatia within a
month, and Croat militants pledged to lift their blockades
of army barracks in the secessionist republic.

At the same time, the combatants agreed to negotiate a
political settlement to the civil war that would address the
grievances of the Serb minority in Croatia, said Dutch
Foreign Minister Han van den Broek, who announced the
agreement.

Van den Broek spoke after five hours of talks with the
leaders of Croatia, Serbia and federal military at a Euro-
pean Community-led peace conference in The Hague.

The accord appeared to offer the best chance yet for

halting the 3 and 1/2-month-old civil war in Croatia, which
has pitted Croat militants against ethnic Serb guerrillas

supported by Serbia and the Serb-dominiated federal army.
It was unclear whether the latest peace agreement

would be observed by fighters in the battlefield.

More than 600 people are known to have died since June
25, when Croatia declared independence along with neigh-
boring Slovenia. Croatia reported more casualties from
clashes Thursday in the eastern part of the republic.

Croatian President Fraix)o Tu^jman and the federal

defense minister, Gen. Ve^ko Kadijevic, both said they
accepted the agreement. Tu^jmen insisted Croatia be treated
as a sovereign republic in the negotiations and Kadijevic

linked the army pullout to progress in the political front.

"As the poUtical decision are taken, the army will follow

suit and respect them," said Kadijevic.

"If what was discussed today is translated into reality

there is a good chance for the settlement of the Yugoslav
crisis to be done by political means," he added.

Serbian President Slobodan Milosevic called the one-
month deadline "a realistic framework," but added that all

parties in the crisis must "fully contribute to the settle-

ment."

Milosevic indicated that a final settlement must give

some kind ofautonomy to Croatia's Serbian minority, which
doesn't want to be part of an independent Croatia.

Van den Broek said both the army pullout and the lifting

ofthe blockades "should be carried out immediately, on both
sides, as we speak."

He said, the EC would discuss whether to recognize the
independence of republics wanting to break away from the
Yugoslav federation.

Van den Broek said the parties agreed that any settle-

ment would need to contain "arrangements for the full

protection of ethnic minority groups or communities" in

Croatia.

GLB National Coming Out Day celebrated
Coming out within UMass community said to be easier than in the outside world
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian SUfT

Greta Neunder said she was homophobic
before she came out as a lesbian.

Neunder. a UMass undergraduate, said
she "leaned toward the homophobic side
while (she) was in the closet", although she
said she wasn't physically violent, just "de-

rogatory" about the topic of homosexuality.
Her homophobia was part ofher "defense

against being gay and afraid of it," a fear

Neunder said she lost after "coming out"
and discovering a community of supportive
friends.

Today is the fifth annual National Coming
Out Day forgay. lesbian, and bisexual people.

Today individuals are encouraged to reveal

their sexual identity to friends, coworkers,
and family.

The holiday commemorates the 1987
National Lesbian and Gay March on
WashingtonDC. according to Felice Yeskel,
director of the UMass Program for Gay,
Lesbian, and Bisexual Concerns, who said
she participated in the march and protest at
the Supreme Court.

"It was the largest civil rights demon-
stration in the history of the United States.
. .although it was very under-reported by
the media," Yeskel said.

She said the theme of the march was
"come out for your friends, come out for

3rourself. and come out for justice."

The march was in response to the Su-
preme Court's decision to uphold the con-
viction ofMichael Hardwick. a gay man who
was convicted in Georgia under the state's

sodomy law. Yeskel said.

Yeskel said Hardwick was arrested in

"the privacy of his own bedroom" by police

officers who entered his apartment for an
unrelated cause and discovered him having
sex with another man.

Yeskel said "hundreds ofgay people were
arrested" following the march on October 14
during a civil disobedience action at the
Supreme Court.

Gay. lesbian and bisexual students at
UMass who were interviewed said they
supported the holiday, although some said
they had personal reservations about com-
ing out.

A graduate foreign exchange student said
he cannot come out on Friday because he
would risk being deported if Immigration
Services discovered his bisexuality.

An undergraduate bisexual woman who
asked that her name not be used said "Being
in this community you can get a false sense

of security."

She said that "coming out to friends is

easy, but coming out to people outside (the

UMass] community can be a shock."
Her concerns were echoed by Steven, a

bisexual undergraduateman who asked that
his last name be witheld. He said students
need to think about their careers after they
leave UMass.

"It's not always a good thing to come out
in your professional life," Steven said.

Jesse Parsons, a gay undergraduate man,
expressed a different view. He said GLB
people should confront oppressive social

attitudes by coming out instead of submit-
ting to pressures to stay hidden. He says "be
who you are" is his advice to gay people.

Lynelle Engel, a bisexual Continuing
Eklucation student, said she believes it's

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Faculty help University adapt
Create committee to deal with new UMass system
By AMY PRENDERGAST
Collegian SUfT

The Faculty Senate approved a plan yesterday to establish
an ad hoc Higher Education Reorganization Committee at
the University of Massachusetts.

The committee will advise the administration on all

matters concerning the implementation of state public
education laws affecting the campus. It will consist of
members from the various Senate Councils and the presi-
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under it as a gift to the class of2J 13.
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dents of both the Student Government Association and the
Graduate Student Senate.
The plan for the Committee was established in response to

the Higher Education Reorganization Bill passed by the
state legislature last summer.
The bill merged the former University of Lowell and

Southeastern Massachusetts University into the new five-

part University system, making them the University of
Massachusetts-Lowell and the University of Massachu-
setts-Dartmouth

.

The Board of Regents of Higher Education was also
abolished in the education reform bill.

Officials presented updated statistics from the Graduate
School on the decrease in the number ofteaching assistants.
The new figures show a much lower decrease in the number
of teaching assistants than figures outlined at the last
Senate meeting.

Presently there are 1,369 TAs on campus, an 8.3 percent
decrease from 1990, according to oftficials. The adminis-
tration initially said it was a 17.3 percent decrease.

While the administration discussed budget proposals for
the upcomingyear , many professorsexpressed theirconcerns
about a possible salary increase in the near future. Professors
and librarians represented by the Massachusetts Society of
Professors union have not received a salary increase in
three years.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien was asked to respond to a
question on curriculum fees for graduate students. According
to statistics presented by the Graduate Student Senate,
about 120 graduate students were not able to receive a
curriculum waiver with tuition waiver, which mostgraduate

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Kennedy faults

Thomas' ideas,

not behavior
By JEFF DONN
Associated Press

NORTHAMPTON, Mass. — Speaking the day
before special hearings on the Supreme Court nomi-
nee, U.S. Sen. Edward Kennedy on Thursday was
faulting Clarence Thomas for his constitutional ideas,
not his sexual behavior.

"I had indicated reservations about ... Thomas
previously," said Kennedy, a leading opponent of
Thomas' nomination. He said President Bush should
offer a nomineewho meets "the fundamental standards
of commitment to the Bill of Rights and the Consti-
tution."

Kennedy [D-Mass) said he believes the Senate
could face a more liberal nominee if Thomas is ulti-

mately rejected. He said a second nominee should
show a greater appreciation of the right of privacy.

Kennedy spoke during a brief visit to the Cooley
Dickinson Hospital, where he was treated for a back
iiXJury he suffered in a 1964 plane crash. A Kennedy
legislative aide and the pilot died in that accident.

During his hospital visit Thursday, Kennedy also
vowed to help change Medicare reimbursement rules
that administrators say cost the hospital $500,000 a
year.

!
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Postman goes on killing spree,

seeks revenge on co-workers
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By MICHAEL S. SMITH
Associated Press

RIDGEWOOD, N.J.— A fired postal employee killed his

former supervisor and another person in their home, then

killed two workers at the post office and set off explosives

before surrendering this morning after a 4 1/2-hour stand-

off, authorities said.

The suspect, Joseph M. Harris, 35, of Paterson, would be

charged with four counts of murder, plus kidnapping and

other charges, said Bergen County Prosecutor John Fahy.

He was heavily armed, including hand grenades and an

Uzi machine gun, and had lefl his apartment in Paterson

booby-trapped before starting his rampage, authorities

said.

Two mail handlers were found dead in the basement of

the Ridgewood Post Office after the siege there ended,

authorities said.

The victims in nearby Wayne included Carol Ott, 30. who
was Harris' former supervisor. She had filed a harassment

complaint against Harris last year.

"In my opinion, considering the way he was armed and
given the circumstances as they are now, he intended to kill

more people," Ridgewood police Chief Frank Milliken said.

Ott was found dead in her home about 4:20 a.m. along

with Cornelius Hasten Jr., who lived with her.

Ott had been stabbed and Kasten shot in the head, said

Passaic County prosecutor Ronald Fava. Ott was partially

disrobed but it was not immediately determined if she was
raped, Fava said.

The men found dead at the Post Office were identified as

Joseph M. Vanderpaauw. 59, of Prospect Park and Donald
McNaught, 63. of Pompton I^akes, Fahy said in a news
release.

Ridgewood, Wayne and Paterson are all in northern New
Jersey, northwest of New York City.

Fahy said the siege at the post office began when a postal

service truck driver arrived to deliver mail at 2:15 a.m. and
was surprised to find the building dark and the loading bay

door closed.

The driver entered the building and saw Harris in the

basement wearing a gas mask. Harns fired a gun at the

driver, who managed to flee, Fahy's statement said.

The officers fled the building, and seconds later heard a

second explosion. Police surrounded the building and a

stand-offcontinued until shortly before 7 a.m., when Harris

surrendered. Fahy said. The explosions caused minimal
damage.

Milliken said Harris had a 9mm Uzi semiautomatic, a

.22-caliber MAC 10 machine gun with silencer, a samurai
sword, three or more hand grenades, several homemade
bombs and ammunition.

Harris was fired from the post office in April 1990, two
months after Ott filed a complaint with Ridgew<K>d police

alleging that Harris had threatened her on the job, Fahy
said. Ott later decided not to press charges. Milliken said.

Harris, a postal employee since 1981, had been repri-

manded in 1984 for harassing other employees, Fahy said.

In Paterson, police Chief Richard W. Munsey said a

search of Harris' apartment turned up a letter in which
Harris wrote of injustices he felt and a booby trap.w-^ -^ ^ T /* • 1 ne men louiiu ueau ai tne rosn-/uice were laenuuea as narris wruve ui injusiitvn iic iciv aiiu u «j«

^"^ ^""Ltt.?"^""" Lion chews on model's headFViday. October 11

Special Event — Topic: Buddy. Can You Spare a Ruble?
Discussion with service and Shabbat dirmer, starting at
7:00 p.m. at the Chabad House

Music— 17th Annual Multiband Pops wrill be held at the
UM FAC Concert Hall at 8 p.m. Admission is $8 and $4.

Saturday, October 12

Homecoming
Special Event — The Chabad House will be holding a

service and Shabbat meal at 10:oo a.m.
Blood Drive — A blood drive is scheduled at the 2nd

Congregational Church in Holvokefrcwn 10:00 a.m. to 4<X) p.m.

MANCHESTER. N.H. (AP)— A model who was posing

with a lion for a photograph was injured when the beast

suddenly took her head in its jaws, authorities said.

Shannon Audley, 23, of Manchester suffered cuts to her
head and back Wednesday. She was listed in good condition

at Catholic Medical Center today.

Audley had been posing for a print advertisement with a
6-year-old male lion for about an hour when the animal
opened its mouth and clamped down on the side ofher head.

The lion apparently acted up when Audley moved her
head to one side and the lion moved its head at the same
time, said photographer Bill Melton. Audley felt the lion

behind her head and jerked away, and the lion reacted.

One oftne trainersjammed his arm into the lion's mouth
to stop it from doing more damage.

"I've worked with this lion many times and never had a

problem before," Melton said.

The city's animal control officer said it wasn't clear if

Audley was scratched by the lion's teeth or claws.

The lion, meanwhile, was returned to his home den in

Tennessee, police said. His hometown was not known.

Audley did not want to comment on the incident, the

hospital said.
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ATTENTION; FACULTY AND STAFF

October is here and the United Way campaign is about to begin.

This fall, for the first time. Advocacy Network will be listed as an
approved agency by COMEC. (Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Employees Contribution) to receive your contribution as a state employee
through COMEC via United Way as the collection agency.

AdlOCaa Ntt^VQfk is an all volunteer group which advocates for the
mentally retarded residing in Western Massachusetts.

Through the years. Advocacy Network has been closely Involved with
thousands of University of Massachusetts students who have participated
In the long-standing and successful Boltwood Project

I ask for your financial support through your United Way/COMEC
contribution: Please specify Advocacy Network.

If you wish to know more about Advocacy Network, please phone:

(413) 256-1313

Local
Multiculturalism
stifles thought,
professor says
By HARRY HOROWITZ
Collegian Correspondent

Multiculturalism and the concept ofpolitical correctness
suppress^ free thought. Judaic studies Professor JuUus
Lester said during an informal meeting held at the Hillel
House last night.

"Ideological unity is a form of intellectual fascism." he
said, "The first thing that gets sacrificed with unity is the
truth."

The Thursday night meeting entitled, "Conversations
with Julius Lester," was intended for students to get to
know one of the most controversial and, for many students,
respected members of the UMass faculty.

Ivester began his career at UMass in 1971 as a profoMor
in the Afro-American department.

In 1985. the Afh>-American studiesdepartmentchairman
told I.*ster that he would be happier somewhere else, after
L«8ter criticized Rev Jesse Jackson for anti-semitism.

Lester is an Afro-AmericanJew whoconverted toJudaism
in 1982.

L«8ter published his autobiography, Loveaong, Becom-
ing a Jew, in 1985. He has taught several courses since his
arrival at the University, includinga course on the writings
of EUe Wiesel, a course called. "Blacks and Jews," and he is

ourently teaching a course called. "Social Change in the
CONTINUED ON PAG£ 8

C«U»(iaa photo by Mali Kahn
IS TfflSTHELINEFORTHEBARRYMANILOWCONCERT?—The deep darkunderground

tunnel of love that runs between Herter and Bartlett waits for its next meal.

A gift from this year's grads to the class of 2113
Class of*91 to bury new time capsule commemorating UMass' 250th anniversary

Coll^C^an photo hy JnAh R^nold*

Physical Plant workers plant a
new tree by the Old Chapel. A time
capsule will be buried Saturday.

By JENNIFER D. HAWKINS
Collegian Correspondent

History repeats itself at UMasa.
In October 1990, a storm knocked over a

white pine tree near the Old Chapel. Seeing
the downed tree. University archivist Mike
Milewslki did some research and discovered
that under the tree was buried a time cap-

sule buried by the class of 1878 during
commencement week in 1877. That was
way back when UMass was known as The
Massachusetts Agricultural College.

On May 14, 1991, a team ofanthropology
students, physical plant workers and others
organized by Michael Nessaney worked for

over five hours until they finally unearthed
a copper box fi'om the past.

The capsule contained a copy ofthe class

yearbook, an annual report of the Massa-
chusetts Agricultural College, a poem, and
some handwritten papers. The capsule had
suffered some water damage and some of its

contents were unreadable.

This weekend, the class of 1991 will make
its own contribution to the future, specifi-

cally, to the class of 2113 who will graduate
during the University's 250th year.

Jodi Green of Alumni Relations, who
helped unearth the 1878 time capsule, and
a planning committee composed of class of

1991 members and former members of the
Senior Celebration Committee Carl Crygiel,
Susan Inniss, Karen Mitchell, Margaret
Cunningham, Jarrett Saunders, Doug
Bornstein, and Barry Nuesner have teamed
up with members ofthe team that unearthed
the 1878 time capsule, Jodi Green, Micheal
Nessaney, Mike Milewski who is respon-

sible for archiving the information so the

class of 2113 will know that the capsule is

there, and new member Virginia Rees ofthe

Alumni Relations office.

The class of 2113 vnll find inside the

vacuum sealed capsule a collection ofUMass
paraphernalia designed to convey what

student Ufe was like at UMass in the early

1990s. For instance, some of the objects

included will be an I.D. card, a pennant, a
class schedule, and an admissions video
tape. The video will serve no only to show
what the campus looks like but to demon-
strate the role that video currently plays in

our society.

The ceremony will be on Saturday, Octo-

ber 12 at 4:30 p.m. In keeping with the
traditions ofthe original celebration, a poem
will be read, rose petals will be spread, and
a gun salute will be performed. Andjust like

their predecessors a century earlier who
stood on a bare hill overlooking the pond,
the team will plant a tree above the time
capsule.

Jodi Green said that she hopes that this

ceremony will be the beginning of a tradi-

tion here at UMass. Or perhaps the con-

tinuation of a tradition that was begun in

1877 and has been dormant until now.

Grad students' lounge open in Campus Center
By KURT MOFFETT
Collegian Correspondent

An engineering student in a rectangu-

lar-shaped room with concrete walls

wipes the moisture off his brow as he

plods through another dynamics prol>-

lem. The air is still, the room stuffy.

Rustling papers and scribbling pens on

sporadically arranged long tables are the

only sounds to be heard. The atmosphere

is that ofthe Reading Room.

Next door is the newly built Graduate

Lounge. Oldermen and women than those

in the Reading Room congregate at small

round tables drinking Samuel Adams
beer and mixed drinks and making small

talk. A few are studying or reading a

newspaper. Cool air blows through the

vents and soft jazz plays in the back-

ground. Bizarre paintings, some which

could be considered offensive, hang from

the concrete walls.

The Graduate Lounge was formerly

the Music Room, but students could study

in there as well as the Reading Room.

During the spring 1991 semester ap-

proximately 200 students signed a peti-

tion opposing its construction. They felt

the lounge would create a noisy atmo-

sphere inappropriate for studying, said

Bill Harris, director ofthe campus center.

Harris said that the lounge was built

there because there wasn't a place on cam-
pus for graduate students to congregate.

The decision to build the Graduate
Ix)unge was made in May 1990. Since that

was the end ofthe semester, students were

uninformed ofthe decision and the Board of

Governors didn't have a chance to discuss it,

said Ben Preston, BOG vice-president.

The issue was apparently forgotten until

construction began during the Fall '90 se-

mester. Students then spoke out and the

BOG had a meeting in December 1990.

Preston said the opposition's main argu-

ment was that the only place to study after

the library closed at 1 1 p.m. was the Read-

ing Room. By creating the Graduate Lounge,

half of this space was being taken away.

This meeting occurred too late, however,

because construction had already begun.

Construction consisted ofcreating a foyer

with a glass door entrance between the

Reading Room and the Graduate Lounge.

The Reading Room and the Grad Lounge
are separated by each having glass door

entrances and a partition.

The opening ofthe Graduate lounge was
in September and there apparently have

been no problems.

Collegian photo by Matt Kahn

Graduate students Anita Danes and Brian Haloran enjoy some
beer in the Graduate Student Lounge.
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Coming Out Day
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

important for GLB people to come out in order to increase
social awareness and end gaybashing.

"If everyone who was GLB was out about it, there
wouldn't be any way for anybody to be bashed — it would
become an acceptable thing," Engel said.

Tami Monahan, a bisexual undergraduate, said she
thinks the hoUday "gives us all a chance to look around and
realize we're not alone."

Yeskel said National Coming Out Day is also a perfect

opportunity for heterosexual allies to come out and show
their support for GLB people.

Heather Bell, a UMass undergraduate who said she is a
GLB ally, said "it's important for allies to come out and say
'we support this."

"1 think the rallies and coming out day helpGLB students
and allies form a community," Bell said.

( HOME STYLE L\UNDRY~^
Squire Village Shopping Center

Amherst Rd. (Rat 116) Sunderland

(Next to 7-11)
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Top Loaders (iW^) 75c

Double Leaders (^f^) $1.00

Tr.ple L-Mcicrs K^h^ $1.50

Drawing 100 FREE WASHES
(So puTzhaie ntccMarj to utn)

committee
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

students who teach receive.

"We will explore it, we shall repair it. It is just a

failure of process," O'Brien said.

A set of procedures for the Graduate School regard-

ing violations of the picketing code were also adopted

yesterday.

According to the new procedures, a graduate stu-

dent accused of violating the University Picketing

Code will be entitled to a hearing. If the charge

against the student is sustained, the dean of the

graduate school will impose the proper sanction, after

considering the student's particular circumstances.

These procedures were established in response to

the dismissal of graduate students in the spring of

1989 for several demonstrations against research

being conducted for the Department of Defense by
UMass professors.
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Feminist forum
discusses the film
Thelma and Louise
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Correspondent

The main characters in this summer's blockbuster movie
Thelma and Louise, a film about two women running from
abusive relationships, were considered to be positive role
models by participants in a standing room only session of
Women's Studies Brown Bag lunch series Wednesday.

The discussion group agreed that Thelma and Louise's
transformation from victims to survivors was admirable

The series, which is in its sixth semester, welcomes all to
come share and discuss feminist issues in an informal
atmosphere.

Deborah Carlin, an English professor, led an intense
discussion with a brief synopsis of the movie.

lAiuise. considered the survivor from the beginning, was
characterized as being cautious, in control, wise to the ways
of the world, having earned wisdom that she had learned
from the past. Thelma was considered the unconscious
victim in the beginning, being totally unaware, yet pulling
through as a survivor.

RonnieJanoft-Bulman, a psychology professor, discussed
the violence of the movie and the shared the feelings of
elation and despair she felt upon leaving the movie.

One student shared how she had heard others perceive
the movie as male bashing at every level. Others laughed
and defended the movie comparing the death ofone man to
the many other violent movies such as Terminator.

Joyce Berkman, a history professor, discussed recouraes
to violence. She compared immoral means leading to de-
sired ends and issues about the right of violence, acts of
revenge and long-term effects ofa collective struggle opposed
to individual acts of violence.

JanofTBulman compared the movie to a feminist's fan-
tasy with a tragic ending. One student felt the movie offered
no solutions, or no appropriate options for Thelma and
Louise.

There was discussion about the abusive male-female
relationships and the denial of the attempted rape by
Thelma.

Carlin recommended the movie Slrangera in Good
Company for those interested in seeing a great feminist
movie.

The next Brown Bag Lunch Series will be held Oct. 23.
and will feature a program for gay. lesbian and bisexual
issues concerns coordinated bv Felice Yeskel
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World/Nation
Biosphere scientist hurt
Loses fingertip and may leave project

ORACLE, Ariz (AP) — One of eight
people in the Biosphere experiment may
have to be taken out of the sealed envi-
ronment, an oflicial of the project said
today.

Jane Poynter. 28, was iryured while
operating a rice-hulling machine
Wednesday, said Kathy Dyhr, spokes-
woman for the project. The finger was
reattached by the crew's doctor, but be-

cause the bone was cut, she may have to

be taken out temporarily for surgery by
a specialist, Dhyr said.

A decision on whether to remove her
will be made in the next two or three
days, the spokeswoman said.

The crew of eight was sealed into the
three-acre, glaas-enclosed environment
on Sept. 26, intending to stay inside,

without material contact with the outside
world, for two years. If Poynter were
taken out through the airlocks for sur-

gery, it wouldn't invalidate the experi-

ment to see if humans can run a self-

sustaining environment, Dyhr said.

"It wouldn't be considered breaking
closure," she said.

Poynter, from Surrey, England, is

manager of the Bioshere's farm.

She caught the middle finger of her
left hand in a machine that removes the
hulls from grains ofharvested rice, Dyhr
said. The accident took off a section of

finger about down to the end ofthe nail,

including the bone, she said.

Dr. Roy Walford, who has a well-

equipped infirmary, reattached the fin-

ger, and Poynter was comfortable on
pain-killers, Dyhr said. But because of

the bone loss, Walford believes surgery

by a specialist may be necessary.

Walford will monitor the beaUng and
decide within two or three days whether to

have her sent out to a specialist, Dyhr said.

Cuban congress opens,
session closed to public

Haiti seeks new government
By KEVIN NOBLET
Associated Press

PORT-AU-PRINCE, HaiU (AP)— HaiU's
provisional presidentis tryingtoput together

a new government despite increasing pres-

sure from the United States and dozens of

other nations to restore ousted President

Jean-Bertrand Aristide.

Joseph Nerette, a Supreme Court justice
appointed president after last week's coup,

telephoned leaders Wednesday to discuss

candidates for Cabinet posts, said one poli-

tician, speaking on condition of anonymity.

State-run radio said later that Nerette,

67, summoned leaders of all major political

parties to a meeting Wednesday night.

Several names were circulating as can-

didates for prime minister, including
prominent human-rights activist Jean-
Jacques Honorat. But Honorat said he wasn't
interested.

"I know what politics is," he said. "I'm not

even tempted. I'm not going to leave human
rights for politics."

In Washington, the 34-nation Organiza-
tion ofAmerican States intensified pressure

for reinstatement of Aristide, Haiti's first

democratically elected president.

At least 150 people are thought to have
been killed by security forces during and
after the soldiers' revoltthat ousted Aristide.

By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Amid unusual se-

crecy, Cuba's Communists inaugurated a
party congress today that will chart the
future courseofthe country's deeply troubled
revolution.

Foreignjournalists were barred from the
proceedings, held in the eastern city of
Santiago, and a domestic news blackout
was imposed on a speech by President Fidel
Castro to the congress. Excerpts from
Castro's remarks were promised later in the
day, according to broadcasts monitored by
the U.S. government.

At the lastsuch congress, in 1986, Castro's

report was broadcast live and scores of for-

eign journalists were present.

Only the ceremonial opening was
broadcast this morning. Santiago party
leader Esteban Lazo told the gathering that
the commander in chiefofthe armed forces,

Raul Castro, and Interior MinisterAbelardo
Colome Ibarra, were not present for the
congress.

Lazo said the two were forced to remain
at their "command posts" for security rea-

sons, reflecting continuing concern on the
island over the possibility of hostile action

by the United States.

About 1 ,800 delegates had been expected
for the congress but the figxire given this

morning was slightly under 1,700. As evi-

dence of critical fuel shortages in Cuba,
many of the delegates made the trip to

Santiago by train.

The Cuban media has billed the congress
as "the post important meeting in Cuba in

this century."

Since the 1986 congress, Cuba's economy
has been in steep decline, the sociahst bloc

has collapsed and President Castro has be-

come increasingly isolated.

Among outside experts on Cuba, the
principle unanswered question about the
congress is whether Castro will bow to the
wishes of moderate elements in the party
and permit reforms to revitalize thecountry's

moribund economy.
But Castro has said he will stand by his

revolutionary principles. Most outside
analysts believe that fxmdamental reform is

not in the offing.

"He wants people to toe the line," says
Jaime Suchlicki, a University of Miami
history professor.

But American University's William
Leogrande believes that recent events, in-

cluding Cuba's precipitous economic decline,

leave Castro and his party Uttle choice but
to opt for reform.

"He's got to start a strategy for dealing

with the current crisis," says Leogrande. "It

has to be a reform strategy. He can't say,

'We're not going to stay the course."
Leogrande concedes thatmostCuba analysts

disagree with his thesis.
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Student Manager
Information Data Bank

QUALIFICATIONS: Demonstrated (through previous experier^e and/or rec-

ommendations) good communication skills; organizational and supervisory

skills; ability to organize data, proof-read, edit; typing and/or word processing

skills required; promotional and marketing experience desirable.

ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate (preferably College Work Study eligible), with at

least three semesters remaining at the beginning of the Spring Semester 1992

(excluding summer).

PAY RATE: $6.00 per hour

WORK SCHEDULE: Must be available for aminimum of ten hours perweek and
on site at least four days per week.

STARTING DATE: Immediately. Training will be provided.

APPLICATIONS: Obtain an application at the Information Data Bank, 2nd floor

lobby Whitmore. Deadline is October 24, 1991 . An interview may be required.

The Information Data Bank (IDB) is a telephone or walk-in referral center which

maintains information on University administrative and academic f)olicies and

procedures; bus, library, athletic etc. schedules; campus current events; and a

varict}' of other reference materials.

The Student Manager is responsible for the day-to-day operations of IDB

including recruiting, training, scheduling, and supervising a student staff of 8;

maintaining and updating the IDB library and information resources; with the

assistance of the Graphics Coordinator, arranging for the preparation and

placement of one ad per week in the Collegian.

For additional information contactIDB at 545-1555

II

il
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THE STORE ON
THOUSANDS OF ITEMS TO CHOOSE FROM

EVERY "SINGLE ALBUM"
COMPACT DISC ON SALE

7.99 Tp 10.99 CD
METALUCA

7.99 Tp 10.99 CD
RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS

7.99Tp10.$rCD
MARIAH CAREV

7.99 Tp 10.99 CD

RICHIE SAMBORA

7.99 Tp 10.99 CD
CHILLER-ERICH KUNZEL

7.99 Tp 10.99 CD

OZZY 09B00RNE

«• T«MI«*«MI

6.99 Tp 10.99 CD 6.99 Tp 10.99 CD 7.99 Tp 10.99 CD

LENNY KRAVrrZ

LtNNY
KRAVITZ

VOICE OF THE BEEHIV^ VAN MORRISON

MTMM TO TMI taJNa

6.99 To 10.99 CD 6.99 Tp 10.99 CD 14.99 Tp 28.99 CD

HALL & OATES BEBE « CECE WINANS

5.99 Tp 9.99 CD mama 6.99 Tp 10.99 CD

IBARGAIN MUSICI
CASSETTES

4-10
IpREVJOUSLY viewed'

yioEO

$

888
;

Win
I

BARGAIN MUSIC'
DS

*^99t
BLANK VIDEO

I TAPE

34.799!

ONE DAY
[

ONLY! ocraBERII"

20% OFF ALL VIDEO & ACCESSORIES!

Mi'.'"

maxelL

ROLVnSC

CD 20

HOLDS
20 CD'S

9.99

R^iyKIT

LOOK AT THE SAVINGS!
TAKE OVER

OFF
Grig Mfr List

9 98 - 39 98

Bargain Video

3 FOR:

TAKE OVER
%

CDs R»g pries

15 99 or Isss.

TAKE OVER

25
Ctr* R«9. prios

14 99 or IMS

•SOyE RESTinCTKJNS MAY APPLY MANUFACTURER'S OVERSTOCK NOT INCLUDED.

HADLEY, Russel St & Route 9 (413)256-3160

HOLYOKE. 2275 Northampton St (413)536-2222

PITTSFIELD, 241 North St (413)499-0357

SPRINGFIELD, 1550 Boston Post Rd... .(413)543-1517

V/. SPRINGFIELD, Memonal Ave (413)737-4128

ENFIELD, CT.,Rte. 190 Hazard Ave (203)741-3030

•NO DOUBLE MARKDOWNS.

Editorial/Opinion
TTe opinions on .h,s page an= .ho^ o. .he .nd.v.dual wn.er or canoon.s, and do no. necessarily ,.p,.gn.^ v,ews of .he Cone.,an or «. un,ver...v unless o».r^>,se nceu.

Columbus Day a celebration of imperialism and murder
Well, the semester marches on, and

though most of you thought UMass would

be sending refund checks to you before I

wrote a politically correct column, surprise,

surprise!

Michael Morrissey

Most of you (hopefully) know that this

weekend is long in order to observe Columbus

Day. For some reason, our ancestors thought

it appropriate to honor Christopher Co-

lumbus, the saint of the 15th century. And

why not? This great navigator "discovered"

America in 1492, bringing the Indians

"culture and civility."

So Columbus' departure with his three

vessels, the Nina, the PinU, and the Santa

Maria to India marked one of the greatest

events in civilization. He was off to prove

that the world was round, and silence the

supposedly predominent "Earth is flat"

critics of his.

Is what you've just read new to you, or

have you heard it before? I know that this is

the way the public schools ofmy hometown

socialized us. We were taught to admire

Columbus as a hero, when real history dic-

tates otherwise.

Where do I start? OK, First of all, the

Earth was assumed to be round by virtually

all educated Europeans in the 15th century

The ancient Greeks and Egyptians both

were able to determine that the Earth was

round. The reason no one sailed west was

because they knew it would be too great a

distance.

No one but Columbus, that is. In fact, I

will concede to you that Christopher Co-

lumbus was one ofthe luckiest men ever, for

if he hadn't run right into a continent, he

and his crew would've died of sUrvation en

route to India.

This leads us to the arrival of Columbus

to the Western Hemisphere. Evidence shows

that the Vikings arrived at least a few

hundred years earUer to North America. So

why don't we celebrate Leif Erikkson day?

In fact, Columbus never landed on our

continent, banging into islands in Latin

America. So what was the first thing he did?

He named the indigenous people Indians

because he thought he landed in India. And

to think, he was only a few thousand miles oSP.

And yet, here in North America, we cel-

ebrate this man as a hero. We celebrat* this

day, we name our cities after him, and we

anticipate the 500 year anniversary of his

discovery. A friend ofmine owns a shirt that

reads, "How could Columbus have discov-

ered America if Native Americans were al-

ready here?".

The truth is that Christopher Columbus

was one of the most savage men who ever

lived. He killed and enslaved the native

people, and his crew skinned their dead

bodies. Columbus wa» obtewed with gold,

and his pursuiU were designed to feed this

obsession. He tried to strip the land of all of

its gold, and he pleaded with Isabella and

Ferdinand to finance another voyage to rape

and pillage the natives.

As for the natives, Columbus probably

can be held personally responsible for the

murder ofmillions ofindigenous people that

has occurred even up to this day. His sav-

agery was an act that was followed by virtu-

ally every proceeding discoverer. If it's so

important to be sensitive in this college

community, why don't we understand how

the Native Americans feel about this day?

It's hard to understand how Columbus,

who was widely criticized during his life-

time, has become a hero to our grandparents

and parents? Thankfully some of our school

systems have begun to change textbooks,

making them more historically accurate.

Under a little historical scrutiny, the fallacy

of Columbus is revealed.

Maybe I'm making too much of an issue,

and Columbus simply represenU a symbol

of the colonization of the Western hemi-

sphere. But on Monday, if you have some

time, give a httle thought to the fact that

while Christopher Columbus' voyage rep-

resented a beginning for Europeans in

America, it signalled a painful end for the

Native Americans.

Michael MorrisaeyiaaCclOe^ancolumnLst

Not to be recycled
In response to the general confusion over what can

and cannot be recycled here at our very own illustn-

ous UMass, I have compiled a brief list of items that

some overiy enthusiastic but tragically misinformed

individuals have attempted to recycle.

These items listed below cannot presently be re-

cycled, but thanks for your suggestions. Please feel

more than free to post this handy list near your

personal blue box.

WHAT IS NOT RECYCLABLE:
Condoms, new and used, are not recyclable.

Dead animals, even fish are not recyclable.

Any plastic that is not a #1 or #2 bottle, including

plasUc bags. Umpon applicators, rubber chickens,

and food from the DCs are not recyclable.

Any paper contaminated with food or bodily fluid

is not recyclable.

Windows — the glass ones and the ones m enve-

lopes — are not recyclable.

Paper board is not recyclable. This includes cereal

boxes, saline solution boxes, cracker boxes, cookie boxes,

and any box that vaguely resembles any ofthe above.

Snotty tissue is not recyclable.

Melons and other fruits are definitely not recy-

Carbon paper and paper towels are not recyclable.

Bottle caps and lids are not recyclable.

Vomit has never been recyclable.

For those ofyou who are wondering how it is you re

supposed to know if the plastic bottle that has been

rotting in your room for the last two weeks is a #1 or

#2 here's a handy tip: look at the bottom ofthe bottle.

There, encased in groovy little recycling arrows, is the

number you're looking for.
^^.^ ^ ^^^^

Education Coordinator for the Residential

Recycling Program

Do something healthy— take a nap
Remember when we were in kindergarten, and the

words "nap time" made us cringe? Today we could really

appreciate hearing it uttered from our teachers' mouths.

Let's not hold our breath waiting to hear it, though.

Were not in kindergarten anymore. However, now we're

actually tired.
. . , . . urn

Well ofcours* we're tired! Just think ofthe past week full

of classes, exams and papers. Plus, the hours we put in at

the part-time job. as stnigghng students, feebly attempUng

to earn survival funds.

Jana Brady

Several afternoons and/or evenings were spent attend-

ing meetings concerning our extra-curricular activities. We

spent time listening and responding to voice mail, because

who is ever home to pick up the phone? We needed to get

together and catch up with friends, and that takes time.

Finally, everybody's favorite, and well-deserved after a

tough week: Ume may have passed while we were partying.

We are trying to fit it all in and refuse to give anything

up, anything but sleep, that is. "Sleeping" was not mentioned

in the above lisUng ofour time-consuming acUvities. Many

of us don't consider it a top priority.

For example, we may often sit down to work on a paper

the night before it is due. This is. ofcourse, because our busy

schedules leave no time to start it earlier.

Soon we become unable to concentrate on it, so we decide

to Uke a short study break to cure our writer's block.

Sometimes that turns into a several hours-long stress-

reUeving procrastination session of some sort that our

friends seem to have time for, so why not us?

We return to finish our paper, a task that requires the

use of a good portion, if not all. ofour sleep time. Most of us

do not function too well on little or no sleep, and often attend

classes zombie-style after writing a paper noctumally.

As studente. we try to balance our academic and soaal

lives. Often, to maintain this balance, we give up a few

hours ofsleep here and there. Many ofus beUeve it is the key

to surviving college effectively. We theorize, "If we study

and sleep, we will have no life.

On the other hand, ifwe sleep a lot and have a life, we will

not study, and will not have a life for long because we will

flunk out* Consequently, we decide to study and have a life

— ditch the sleep variable when necessary.

I'm not here to tell you to plan ahead, or to budget your

time more wisely. For some reason, no matter how hard

many of us try to do things early, it never seems to happen.

Instead. I'm advising that if again you use sleep time to

accomplish something else, don't be a zombie for too long;

take a nap. ,„^. . , .

Okay, I know what some are saying now: "llus girl is

bananas! After listing the zilUion things that make up my

busy Ufe and explaining how there is never any extra time

for anything, she tells me to take a nap! What a crazy

suggestion!" . .
. .

First of all. I may be bananas, but this is not the issue

here. It is whether or not the suggestion is crazy, and it isn t.

Second, I am not suggesting a three-hour, sleep through

dinner, wake up groggy with drool on your pillow nap that

leaves you with insomnia for the night, but rather a quick,

20-30 minute restyour brain doze-offand wake up refreshed

power nap. The kind that leaves you revitahzed and able to

function normally through the rest of the day.

I heard that a short nap during the day is healthy and

may equal the rest we receive from two or three hours ol

sleep. Although I didn't hear it from a doctor I took it as

medically sound anyway and decided to give it a try. Maybe

it wasjust psychological, but it worked!

So what do you say? Try to find that half hour of time

between classes or before studying, where you can catch a

few zzzs. Squeeze that time into your hectic schedule once

in while. Just don't forget to set the alarm. And get up when

it goes off, will ya? Snooze buttons are taboo in this scenario.

Jana Brady is a UMass student

Haitians suffer through violent

coup while US sits and watches
Once again, the Haitian people find

themselves at a dangerous impasse. Their

lives once more threatened and their hopes

crushed by money and power-hungry men

armed to the teeth, but their motto has not

changed, it is still "LIVE FREE OR DIE."

Despite the machine guns and the tanks

killingthem by the hundreds, they refuse to

give up. They have experienced too much on

the road to establishing a democratic soci-

ety They have seen their mothers, fathers,

uncles, brothers, sisters, aunts, sons,

daughters and friends shot before their eyes.

Still they stand.

By last Wednesday Oct. 3, over 1,000

civilians were dead. Still they stood deter-

mined to die so that Haitians can live in a

free and democratic society. By Friday more

than 2 000 unarmed civilians ranging from

7 to 65 years old had been counted among

the dead. The numbers of those in mass

graves are not yet known.

The army continues to go into neighbor-

hoods house by house and execute people

indiscriminately, sometimes plowing down

the houses with their tanks regardless of

who is inside.

People living in this country do not really

know about the atrocities going on right

now in Haiti. This is notjust 'another coup.
"

It is the crushing ofthe hope ofa people and

their desperate steps toward democracy.

The news networks in this country seem

to be very insensitive about the death of

Haitians. They are more apt to show the

rundown places of Haiti's poorest than the

long piles of dead Haitians throughout the

city and its surroundings.

While our democratically elected presi-

dent is asking for international help to stop

the killing. Mr. Bush is saying to wait. For

what? Our family and friends are being

massacred. Mr. Bush said only ifthe lives of

Americans living in Haiti are in danger he

will intervene. For him. Haitians do not

count. Where is his "New World Order"

theory now that it is needed? Does it only

apply to certain countries?

We (Haitians) are forced to wait. Every

time the telephone rings, we expect to hear

that one or all or our family members or a

friend is dead. We wait in agony with our

hearts in our mouths.

Moise S. Tirado
Sylvan
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Lester

Al* ph.ii.

U S UMBRELLAS OPEN — Artist Christo's umbrella crew members celebrate after they

raised one of the first umbrellas on the T^on, Calif. A total of 1,760 umbrellas will be unfurled

in the area throughout the day, complementing the umbrellas opened in Japan earher in the

day.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Sixties." ...
The discussion began with a question regarding the

iKituif of piaver. Dr. lx?8ter says that he sees prayer as

oii^HKing >" anything that one loves to do. "One form of

praver is teaching." he aid. He also used an analogy of

pt'ople who love to drive. "When a person is one with the

machine — that's prayer." In a statement that sums up his

total love for what he does, he said. "I convey teaching

thnniKh love."
. . ,, .

1 ister said his experience at this University, at certain

points, has btvn filled with anguish. He said his first

problems with the Afro-American studies department came

in 1979. when he condemned Black leaders for what he

thou^'ht was anti-semitism.

That was the vear that Andrew Young, the U.S. am-

bassador to the United Nations was forced to resign for his

communication with the P.L.O. That communication that

had been forbidden by the U.S. government. Lester said.

Black leaders then accused the Jews ofusing their influence

to oust Young, according to l^ester.

Lester wrote a article for The Village Voice rebuking the

accusations. He said he was shunned by his fellow profes-

sors in the .A,fro-American studies department. Out of this

incident he l)egan to offer a course entitled. "Blacks and

In his book. Unesong. Becoming a Jew. Uster said he

talked about the late Professor James Baldwin, and his

comments regarding Jews in the civil rights movement.

SPECIALS THIS WEEK
Get the best ot all worlds, low prices and seleciiou,

combined with a u.irm. person.ib' r -rr

BECKS $15.
69*

cs.

FALSTAFF &

FALSTAFF LIGHT ..$8."*'* cs

Glen-Ellen Chardonnay

.750ml $3.99

BLSCH &

BLSCH LIGHT ...$5.-*** I2pk

COORS $6."*^* 12pk

SAM ADAMS
Octoberfest $4.^'* 6pk

Canadian

Mist .....$12.49 1.75L

Jagermeister

.375ml $7.99

.**••..

,.^ Ne«Fami|y q^
/^V7/vy^ Business"

ROUTE. HADLEY. Between Burger King & Dunkin Donuts • 584-8174

BOLTWOOD
MARKET

For all of your

tailgate picnic needs'

If you don't

have the time
to pack your
own, orcier a

BOLTWOOD
BROWN BAG
ready to pick up
for your picnicing

pleasure!

Orders must be
received by noon
on Friday (10/11)

for Saturday morning
pick up.

Homecoming Special

COKE / DIET COKE
$1.89/6 PAK
25^-9081
HOURS

Mondav - Sat 9-7

Sunaay 12-5

Thursday til 9:00pni

i behind Bart's)

MOmTAL
PUNISHMENT

floc» Lives'"

HERE'

.,».«. ONE LOVE
< THE MACHINE

.^ awWHITE TRASH
-~4UNSSN0«CASf

JOHN VALIV

aOUTE 9. HAOLEV . SM-44«»

All you can eat!

= Cafe Ashley's—
Famous Sunday Buffet

I

Home of the I

~ Long ~

HOT DOG
Hamburgers
FriesOnion

Rinqs
Grinders

Fish & Chips

DRIVE-IN

llam-lOpm • 7 Days

Route 9. Hadley

585-0241

Amherst Sunshine

CAR WASH
381 College St.

(Rte. 9 East)

AUTOMATIC WASH/WAX
Op«n Dally 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

4^ Belgian Waffles

4- Eggs & Omelets
4^ Home Style Potatos

4 Bacon & Sausage

^ Scalloped Apples

4 Carved Ham
4^ Fresh Fruit

-¥ Fruit Breads
-¥ Croissants

4- Bagels

OUR ATTENDANT

IS HAPPY

TO ASSIST

YOU

Self-Servlce Bays
Opmn 24 hr».

Soap/Rlnse/Wax • Bubble Brush
Tire Cleaner • Engine Oe Greoser

•1»»4 'S" Changer

. aruum Cleaners

Rt. 9 Madley • 2 Miles from UMass • 586-6393

next to Howard Johnson's Lodge

MANDARlN/SZfcCHUEN CV/ISINE

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
10 Bclchertown Rd. • Route 9 Amherst • 256-0251/0252

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

EVERYDAY
Minimum $15 plus $2 delivery charge

c^.

J

_5^BUFFFT 4 SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet Served Saturday 5-9p.m.

Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Tliurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 1:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99

Women's tennis nipped by Tufts in doubles
LILLIAN K. LEGGIO
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts women's tennis team

almost pulled off an upset yesterday at Upper Boyden

tennis courts against Tilfls University, but almost doesn't

count in the standings or on the Minutewomen's record as

they lost the match 5-4.

After the six single matches, UMass was tied 3-3 and

going into doubles upset could be smelt in the air. But it was

not to be as Tufts toughened up and rallied in doubles to win

2-1.

"We were lucky to win," said Tuft* coach Jim Watson. "I

was surprised how much they've improved."

In these crucial doubles matches, UMass got started on

the right track as Shizuko Yamasaki and Amy Ryan came

back from losing the first set to defeat Karen Kaufman and

Lisa Amatangel 4-6, 7-5, 7-5.

The next doubles match saw Kris Schraffa and Alexandra

Montilla beat Gail Girasella and Kerensa Eddy in straight

sets 6-0, 6-4.

For the rubber match ofthe evening, the pressure was on

sophomores Pam Levine and Stacey Scheckner to defeat the

more experienced team ofAmy Lederman and Lainie Heit.

However, Lederman and Heit prevailed 6-4, 6-2.

"In third doubles the pressure of the match was just too

much," said UMass coach Edwin Gentzler. "Hey, but it's

good experience for Pam and SUcey. Next time out theyll

be able to handle it better
"

As for singles play. Tufts No. 1 player Schraffa defeated

UMass' Yamasaki 6-3, 6-3. Tufts Kaufman put an end to a

second set rally by Kerri Kaminski to vrin 6-2, 7-5. UMass'

Girasella lost in straight sets to Montilla 6-2, 6-4.

The UMass singles wins came as UMass' Eddy rebounded

from being down 5-4 in the second set to defeat Amatangel

6-4, 7-5.

Tufts' Lederman fell in straight sets to Ryan 6-4, 6-2 and

UMass' Kelly Grim defeated Lauren Ratner 6-2, 6-0.

"We almost pulled it off.' Gentzler said. Tufts had a

little more experience which I think was the difference in

the match. Matches like this are the ones that give you that

experience."

Women harriers journey to New Hampshire
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Correspondent

With a slew of iixjuries and a pair of tough losses behind

them and the Atlantic 10 Conference Championships

looming ahead, the University of Massachusetts women's

cross country team faces yet another tough challenge, as

they travel to the University ofNew Hampshire for today's

meet.
Besides UNH. the Minutewomen will face the Univer-

sity of Rhode Island, Vermont, and Springfield College, the

team that handed the Minutwomen their first loss of the

eaaon.
Although revenge is on the minds of the Minutewomen,

it appears unlikely they will be able to overcome the pow-

erful squad from Springfield.

"It would be safe to say that Springfield should come

away with the victory," coach Julie LaFreniere said. "Since

the last time we faced them, they have returned a runner,

go now instead of being very strong in the first two spoU.

they're strong with their fi-ont three."

Since their second week loss to Springfield, the

Minutewomen's fortunes have taken a turn for the worse,

however it does appear their is hope ahead.

Becky Johnson is back from an ankle injury suffered at

the Dartmouth Classic, and after a week layoff, the lady

harriers are "Ready to run and be very competitive."

LaFreiiiere said "We've been training really hard during

the layoff, we're sUrting to get some key people back and I

expect a good race."

As it appears Springfield is the favorite to win. the real

race will be for second place, a race that "Will be a dogfight.

With the exception of Springfield, all the other teams are

really evenly matched, and I don't expect anyone to walk

away with it," LaFreniere said.

The big news out ofthe coaches office is the possibility of

Kelly Liljeblad. out for the last seven weeks with fallen

arches, returning to run for the Minutewomen this week.

If nothing else. LiUeblad's return should prove to be an

emotional catalyst for the team, as they gear up for the

Atlantic 10 Championships on October 26th.

"If Kelly does return, it would be an incredibly guUy
performance," LaFreniere said "I really don't know how

much 1 can expect after all that time off. but with Kelly it

really wouldn't surprise me if she ended up sconng for us."

water polo
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14

Princeton, Queens, Richmond (Va.), Slippery Rock (Pa.),

Villanova. Washington and Lee (Va.). and Yale.

The team was dealt a blow during the week. Second-

leading scorer Alex Yelensky will sit out this weekend's

action with chronic shoulder problems and a hand iryury.

"He doesn't play a lot of minutes." said head coach Ifluss

Yarworth. "but what he is for us is The Microwave*. He

gives us offense real quickly. I'm hoping Alolpho Oliete can

step up and take his place. We can't askT ITsan Enginl to

play hole offense and hole defense. 1 think we have enough

people to pick up the slack."

The team only scrimmaged last weekend, but Yarworth

isn't worried about coming out flat.

-There's always a chance ofbeing stale, a little rusty, but

I anticipate a reverse effect in that these kids have not

played real good polo for two weeks. They've been playing

against each other, listening to me and Jon I assistant coach

Miller] yell at them, and I think they're ready for some

outside competition. They're going to be hungry for it."

With all 16 teams playing three games each tomorrow,

coaches and players alike can't help to look down the road

a game or two.

That can be a common problem," Yarworth said, ^ut I

think we've drummed it into the guys' heads that it's one

game at a time. Witness our performance at the last (East-

ern 1 Tournament; we lost our first two games ofthe day. and

believe me. they've heard about it since then."

Washington and Lee, a team Yarworth says has "a pretty

good tradition," is UMass' first opponent at 8:45 a.m. A win

would pit UMass against the winner of the Princeton vs.

Yale game, which Yarworth says should be Princeton.

"They're very big. but we might have an experience edge.

We can't be over-confident." The Tigers have two ex-high

school All-Americans in freshman Jim Killinger and sopho-

more Chad Elliot.

If UMass and Navy both win their first two games

tomorrow, the Minutemen would meet the Midshipmen,

ranked first in the tournament and 13th nationally, in a

semi-final game tomorrow night at 7 p.m. "Navy is the

class of the East." Yarworth said, "and they have the beet

player in the East in Louis Nicalao. He's strong, fast and

sneaky. Navy plays a really good press defense."

The winner would play for the round two championship

Sunday afternoon. The third and final round of the Eastern

League Championship will be the weekend of November 9

and 10.

Midnight Madness
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

at lOp.m .to be followed by the finale ofthe rtudent

foul shooting contest.

The UMass pep band and cheerleaders will be

there to perform the season's first rendition of the

"Rage in the Cage."

The game clock will be ticking down all evening

until midnight (NCAA rxiles prohibit any basketball

team from having an official practice until October

15).

About five minutes before Tuesday, the lights will

go out with Chicago Bulls-style spotlif^ta. and the red

carpet vrill roll out as host Rich Tettemer ,
from channel

22. will introduce this year's Minuteman squad. (At

press time, the basketball office was still searching for

smoke for the players to walk out through).

A slam dunk contest will begin the madness at

midnight (Rumor has it fireshman Louis Roe could

pose a challenge to defending champion William

Hemdon).
"He jumps, but I don't know if he can dunk, said

assistant coach James Flint.

The fans will decide, they will be the the applause

meter," Calipari said.

After the slams, the newcomers, a recruiting class

that has been touted as one of the nation's beet, will

challenge the upperclassmen in a ftdl court scrimmage.

iiuinuiiiimiiiuiituiniutiiuilllttlinillllllll i;ii|i>Miit;M|ti;iii''«|ii i*'iiii'iiii'i|jini|ii'M|.i)|P.t'

HOMECOMING
WEEKEND
20th ANNUAL

BLOODY MARY
BREAKFAST

14 oz. Bloody Mary - 2 eggs,

ham, bacon or sausage,

homefries, toast, coffee

4.25

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 12th

10:00 AM- 1:00 PM

AFTER THE GAME
-JOIN US-

Food Served until 9:30 PM

DANCING TIL 1:00AM

iii'"iiiii

' lllihlti tliii.l

THE^lPUg
C.l-:i>:«RATHS MM jnS IN AMHERgr^

i9«a • 1*91

WELCOME BACK ALUMNI!
GOOD LUCK UMASS - BEAT U.R.I.

Do your one stop shopping at

GREAT PRICES ON LIQUOR & GROCERIES

Conveniently located in No. Amherst just past the lights!

SUNDERLAND RD., NO. AMHERST, MA 549-0933

35% OFF All

MC Visa

Amex
71 N. Pleasant St. ( Above Cafe DiCario

)

Amherst/ 256-1551 • Moa-Sat. 10-5:30
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Arts & Living

Williams and Bridges make The Fisher King great
By JON LUPO
Collegian Correspondent

The Fisher King is a wonderful, weird,

and stunning film; worthy of Academy
consideration and a healthy box-oflice. It is

a refreshing change of pace, a virtual

standout : electrifying performances coupled

with an interesting and fresh pace. It is only

in the last half hour that The Fisher King

abruptly halts its unconventional style and

opts for cliched plot twists.

The Fisher King opens with Jeff Bridges

(Jagged Edge) as a hotshot radio personal-

ity whose offhand commt-nts to an unbal-

anced listener sparks a tragedy. The movie

flashes forward to three years later where

Bridges is off the fast track and working in

a N-ideo store. He lives above the store with

hisgirlfriend, played brilhantly by Mercedes

Rheul (Married to the Mob).

When thugs thwart Bridges' suicide at-

tempt in order to beat him up, he is rescued

by a homeless man named Perry (Robin

WiUiamsi, who, with his band of friends,

turn the tables on the thugs and bring

Bridges to Perry's "place". Perry believes

he's a knight on a quest for the Holy Grail,

and furthermore, that the Grail is on the

bookshelf of a billionaire in New York City.

Perry is also in love with a mousey-

looking researcher named Lydia, played by

Amanda PlummerCrVs-LAUw"). Bridges

tries to rebuild his Ufe by uniting the pair

and holding on to Rheul.

The strengths in The Fisher King lie in

the thnlUng, bold performances and enter-

taining style. Jeff Bridges, doing his best

work ever, is great as the cynical D.J. who is

on a quest for himself. He is a perfect match

for the fantastic Robin Williams. Williams

deserN'es another Oscar nomination for his

role as Perry, carefully balancing his out-

rageous exterior and the tortured soul within

him. He is also a capable leading man. In his

scenes withAmanda Plummer, there is such

honest innocence in every word and every

motion.

Scene-stealer Mercedes Rheul is brilliant

as Bridges' girlfriend. Another honest and

convincing performance by a stellar actress.

Amamnda Plummer is sympathetic as the

clumsy object of Perry's affections. Round-

ing out the cast is Michael Jeter (TVs
Evening Shade) as a transvestite songstress

providing a bulk of the laughs.

The vigorous and larger-than-life style

can be credited to semi-cult director Terry

GiUiam. As he showed in both Brazil and The

Adventures of Baron Munchausen, he can

balance strange characters with realistic

situations and vice-versa. The lighting is

dramatic and the shots are absorbing.

The fault lies with the script. Up until the

last halfhour, The FisherKing breezes along,

lost in its own vibrant world, and then it all

Pholo VomriMmy TriSUr PtrturM

Perry (Robin Williams), a street person who lives in a remarkable

world of his own creation, and down-and-out former DJ. Jack Lucas

(Jeff Bndges) in The Fisher King.

Photo CovrtMy TriSUr PIctww

Robin Williams and AmandaPlummer (Lydia) on a date masterminded

by Bridges and Mercedes Ruhel (Anne).

comes crashing down into convention. A
cliche-ridden slew of plot contrivances dis-

rupts the entire film, throwing it off. With-

out spoiling the plot, it cheats the audience

by opting for cheap melodrama.

The point is: it didn'tneed to. Thankfully,

The Fisher King redeems itself in time for a

clever ending true to the whole movie.

Go see The Fisher King ifyou haven't yet.

Youll enjoy the energetic style, on target

characterizations, and overall tone.

It's better than New York in June (youll

get it after you see the movie!) Grade: A-

OTHER RECENT RELEASES:

Deceived:
1 really wanted to like this movie, trust

me. Alas. Deceived is only a passable thriller

with creaky plot twist* and uneven perfor-

mances.
Goldie Hawn, looking very good at forty-

five, stars as Adrienne Sanders, an art

conservator who meets and marries a man
named Jack Sanders (John Heard), a mu-

seum buyer. Everything is going great until

a colleague ofJack's is murdered and a fake

necklace that Jack bought is discovered at

the museum. He soon takes a mysterious

business trip to Boston. Adrienne finds out

from two different sources that Jack may
never have gone to Boston. But Jack gives

Adrienne perfectly reasonable theories about

her "evidence" and leaves in a huff. The car

that Jack was driving runs off the road and

Jack is killed. Or i» he?

Adrienne then starts playing Nancy

Drew, discovering her husband was not who

he claimed to be. But as soon as you can say

plot contrivance. Jack turns up very much

alive and wanting the real necklace he

misUkenly left with Adrienne.

There is nothing wrong with the cat-and-

mouse idea, but in Deceived, it is the shoddy

way it's carried out that eventually sinks

the movie into unintentional comedy. Goldie

Hawn spends countless minutes walking

down creepy corridors with plenty ofmurky

lighting and scary music

More often than not. the punch of these

scenes is the token cat screeching or the

shutter slamming against the window.

Therefore, during the final confrontation,

you keep wondenng if it's Jack chasing

Adrienne or the cat chasing Adrienne.

Director Damian Harris (The Rachel

Paper$) constructs some pretty nice shots

and interesting angles, but it's all show if

you don't have a solid plot behind it. As a

mystery, the movie also fails as it is never

given enough screen time to warrant any

interest — instead opting for cheap jolts.

There are potholes as well, including Jack's

"death* and how the whole movie hinges on

coincidences.

CSodie Hawn plays Adrienne as ifshe was

in a constant state of cluelessness for the

first hour; then she becomesType-A slasher-

movie victim. Deceived is one of those mov-

ies where you find yourself yelUng at the

screen "Don't go in there! Dont open the

door!" And when she does, you seem to be

muttering "She d^-wme-s whatever she gets".

John Heard, the father fromHomeAlone,

is not the typical psycopathic father figure.

Wait until you find out why he did it all, it's

a laugh. It's really not his fault, though.
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JOWII« TNUTIIS
THE VILLAGE COMMONS • SOUTH HADLEY 533-2663
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BY PUBUC DEMAND! THIRD WEEK ENDS OCT. 17

Curtain dally at 7:(X) & 9:00

Uaviiiftaball...vvish you were here!
\

A series of astonishments of ever-wldeninfl

wit, humanity and relevance."

LONDON
KOl'ND TRIIMK()\\

One of the best films I've seen this year!"

••AMAZING...

:U*l'l*iJl

Weekdays at 3:00,7:10 ft 9:15

Fii.Sat. ft Sun. at 3:00,5:05,7:00

ft 9:15

Weekdays at 3:00,7:00 ft 9:15

Fri.,Sat. ft Sun. at 2:45,5:00,7: IC

ft 9:25

Midnight Fridays

A documentary about VOGUINQ which studies the manner in

which gays diaplay costumes and styles at Manhattan bails.

THE MESSAGE OF THIS FILM? "It's about the dignity of the

human spirit, how people who are not treated well can rise

above that with aeatJvity and wit and Intelligence and energy.

"It's also about how some people do not have the same

economic opportunities because of their race, sexual orienta-

tion and because of the class they come from."

Quotes - JENNIE LIVINGSTON • Producer/Director

(JMISOI SMIIIUOIIKil

350

From NEW YORK
round trips starting at

LONDON $350

LENINGRAD $610

CARACAS $410

GUTEMALA C. $390

BANGKOK $939
LOS ANGELES-

AUCKLAND $699

Taxes & surcharges not included.

Fares subject to change.

Council Travel
79 So. Pleasent Street,

Amherst, MA 01002

(413)256-1261

Some of the biggest,

some of the best

presents oome in

the smallest boxes!

's? scd-
cieslgr,.

Ilia
c:c:)i i.Fcu: migh i

NY COMKDV SHOP

;JILLWINN ;

()(j«'nt<i lor

Gilbert Gotfiiried

(\\17

New releases from Delmark bring old jazz to life

By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian Staff

Well I've finally gotten myselforganized enough to start

writing this column. Basically, this column's purpose is to

provide you with information, reviews, criticism, previews,

record releases and the such for the music which iscommonly

referred to as "jazz". The term itself has a clouded history,

as it has derived from the racially motivated term "jass",

which was used to describe the activity that occurred in the

bordellos ofNew Orleans in the late nineteenth century. I'll

talk more about the history ofthe music at a later point, but

right now the issue at hand is the latest release from

Delmark records, a medium sized label specializing in jazz

and blues and based in Chicago.

Delmark was one of the very few U.S. labels to make a

committment to record the music being played by the

"avant-garde" (another term for later debate) musicians of

the late 19508 and BOs. Delmark's major contribution was

to sign the Art Ensemble of Chicago, as well as a number

of musicians who were associated with the AACM, or As-

sociation for the Advancement of Creative Musicians. The

driving force oftheAACM was Muhal Richard Abrama, who

talents include piano, cello and alto-clarinet. Along with

reed player Anthony Braxton, percussionist Thurman

Barker (who was part of last year's Magic Triangle series),

trumpeter Lester Bowie, and percussionist Don Moye,

Abrams and others were able to create one of the most

synergistic musical forces of the last thirty years. This

creative group recorded numerous albums ,
and now Delmark

has reissued on compact disc some of their most important.

Muhal Richard Abrams' Levels & Degrees ofLight (DD-

413) was one ofthe albums that either cemented theAACM
and Art Ensemble's work as a driving force, or spelled it's

end, however you look at it. To call the music revolutionary

is to call the French Revolution a minor blood-letting. The

album, as one would guess, met with major resistance, and

was generally dismissed out of hand by many 'critics'.

Slowly but surely however, people are starting to change

their minds.

Along with Anthony Braxton's 3 Compositions of New

Jazz (DD-415), Joseph Jarman's Song For (DD-410), and

the Art Ensembles of Chicago's Live (DE-432), these four

albums represent not only the cutting edge of African-

American improvised music of the sixties, but also still

remain on the edge today. They combine vocals, spoken

word and poetry with music that is at times, admittedly,

hard to listen to. It is dense and complex. Yet when one

begins to peel away the various layers, focusing in on

individual aspects of the collective improvisations that are

occurring, one begins to feel the force and tremendous scope

of the music.

Today, the Art Ensemble is still alive and well, though

not as abstract as thirty years ago. The AACM is also still

working organization together, with several of ita original

members recently performing in New York ( such asAbrams,

Barker et. al). These recordings are of equal historical

imporUnce as Louis Armstrong's West End Blues, or Miles

Davis' Kind OfBlue album, and should be treated as such.

They have remained obscure because of a music industry

obsessed with "image" and "markeUbility", but now that

Delmark has made a move, maybe there is a sign of hope

that more ofthese recordings will soon be reissued (as many

more exist on other labels ).

Exhibit documents impact ofwar on surivivors
By OLIVIA STEWART-LIBERTY
Collegian Correspondent

Di»tant Relation*: Cambodian* Inuide

and Outside the Hitmeland
AuguHta Savage Gallery

"You must not forget

Remember always

Dont let what has happened

Just pass unnoticed*

Local photographer Leah Melnick's exhibit

goes eome way to answering the raw plea for

acknowledgement in these lines, translated

from the native Khmer of a Cambodian

poet's writings. Melnick is perhaps stepping

where the press fears to tread. Cambodia is

a country rarely mentioned, the reason for

this silence is perhaps evident from the

exhibit which has just opened in the Au-

gusta Savage gallery in the New Africa

House.
Black and white fa(%8 hang alongside

stark lines of contemporary Cambodian

poetry, between bare historical facts; the

result is a glaring accusation:

"For the past two decades Cambodia has

suffered massive US bombing ! twice the

tonnage dropped on Germany during

W.W.I 1 1, genocide, civil war, foreign occupa-

tion and International isolation." The war

continues, the results shown in the exhibit

are shocking.

Historical fact comes alive beside the

contemporary voiceofnative poets, and most

important, the contemporary vision of an

outsider.

The photographs are divided into three

divisions as Cambodia itself is; those inside

the motherland; those who have been dis-

placed and are now occupying 'temporary'

Thai border camps, and those who immi-

grated to the U.S.

A particularly powerful image, which

sticks in mind is the black and white print

of a tiny child crouching, examining some-

thing in her hands, while behind her looms

a vast pyramid of skulls, bordered by thou-

sands ofrows ofbones; it represents a shrine

to a few of those million killed in the bloody

Khmer Rouge regime. The photograph is

accompanied by a few lines of verse,

"Our people are scattered everywhere

Our leaders destroyed the country."

The whole image sums up the contrasts

inside Cambodia today: that ofthe toll taken

on the spirits of people after over two de-

cadesofcontinual warfare; the uncertainties,

the bittemeaa, as set against the new life,

the optimistic atmosphere of reconstruc-

tion, the hopes for peace next year.

The artist acknowledges that perhaps not

all of the U.S. government would be as

enthusiastic about the exhibit as those at

the opening reception were; also, perhaps

not as shocked.

Distant Relations: Cambodians Inside

and Outside the Homeland, will be on exhibit

through October 27 in the Augusta Savage

Gallery in The New Africa House. Gallery

hours are 1 p.m. to 7 p.m. Monday through

Thursday and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. on Friday.

^w|4
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Discover Columbus Day Values
AT Hampshire Mall

J.C. Penney

Electronics
Boutique
Musicland

Extra Values In Every Department

Look for our 2-Day Sale Circular

Newl Lotus 1-2-3- and Microsoft MS DOS are here

Now Available! All On Sale!

Guns n' Roses • Motley Crue • Prince • Public Enemy
Stephen King's "Needful Things" 25% Off

SKIDZ 50% off • Sweaters 2 for $38.00

IWili Pants & Select Jeans $19.99

Designs Exclusively

Waldenbooks
Chess King

Levi Straus
Deb
Hit or Miss

Ups N' Downs

So-Fro
J.T. Rapps
Foot Locker

25% off Womens Dockers -Docker coupon sale thru the 14th

20% Off Coats and Handbags (regular priced mercharKlise)

Wool Blazers $44.99-$59.99 Turtienecks 2 for $17.00

Huge Accessory Markdown
Ibke an Additional 70% Off Clearance Items

excluding reg. priced merchandise

Customer Appreciation Day: 40% Off Fabric, Notions

UMass Football sweatshirts are here!

Clearance Sale. Select Nylon Jackets and Pants.

Mens. Womens, and Kids Sneakers - All On Sale!

Columbus Day
Hours:

Noon to 9:00 p.m.

South Maple street. Route 9. Hadley. MA Open dalty 10-9. Sunday 12-5

t } . t »
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10
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with the lines he has to cackle (yes, cackle),

Laurence Olivier would look kind of goofy.

Deceived is a movie strictly for Goldie

Hawn devotees (is there such a group?) and

die-hard suspense fans that can take enor-

mous leaps of faith again and again. If you

go not expecting Hitchcock or high art, you

won't be disappointed. If you're in the mood

for an intelligent and real thriller, skip

Deceived and go see Dead Again

Grade: C-

Ricochet:
Denzel Washington and John Lithgow

star in this ultraviolent, scary action/thriller.

Lithgow is a sadistic hit-man who breaks

out of a prison to gain vengeance against

successful Assistant D.A. Washington, the

man who arrested him four years ago.

Instead ofLithgowjust blowing him away,

he chooses to methodically destroy

Washington'sjob, reputation, home-Ufe and

sanity. There's plenty of action — Ricochet

well earns its "R' rating.

Look for Ice-T and Lindsay Wagner m
supporting roles.

Grade: B+
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TweATRES

_l BFi!
7*4^00

ShQwtimes:
Fn Sun
7pm & 9pfn

Mon-Thurs.

On« show at 7 30pm
AdukS$4 00

Student w/vakd I D $3 00

We re looking: forward to —

a

tng you soon

to enjoy our homemade breads and pastries,

^eat omelettes, burgers, salads

and daily qMolaU.

LOCATED BT TOWNHOU8K AT THE UORTS W NO AlCHEHOT

Open Mon.-Frl. 5am-2pm • Sat., Sun. 5am-3pm

pniiciiiccT
UllllLflL«jl

S«t*Sun<tl<».4<X).7<»,l
Mon at 1 tXl,5 45.» 30

3 -iHnat4 15.7 1<),U)I^

S«l4Sun«ll 15,4.157 15.10 l.i

Monall 15,6.00345

Friday, October 11

10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Choose from: • Dozens of styles & colore in higli

& low >%esU*rii IxKJts • Ed Ronini»o, Cocle \Sesl

nira Hep, will be lakitig soeclnl orders on

iimiishhI &: e\o(io styles ou Krulay

• IllliU i -shirts with cveiy Cotle West

IHUcliase on Friday.

lED]

TOUCHING.
Fn*iiju;jaiais

aifcSunaHlUJbT-Attl
Mun«lllS!kMyU5

[fiiiliif'^iolifln)

fnn 4:157 IS.ICMB

S«tkSunttia).4I571S.ia
Mon«iia),545715,l(M0
TiKi ThiuiiLilifiJlL

rH»«fSII«6 ".." S64 75S0

GRLXSE P.\L\TS • ILWDS • , r^>-V

M FEET • XNTR'HES HATS & BROOMS • WIGS • \(^J7 f" ^\
n MOUSTACHES •BL\RI)S» NOSES •F.\NGS« ^^p( \V t^,

II TEETH •T(K)THBU(K-01T '\/' ^ ^

*< XORTHAMPTOX HALLOWEEN CENTER I

25 State Street • 584-5006 \
10 Minutes From UMass f

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF MASKS TO CHOOSE FROM .

Call for extended Haloween hours H.L. CHILDS fit ^ON
^\open Daily and Saturday 9 :0Oam 5:15pm. rhursdojg^ttl g:0^rn _

hn«tt*J7!0."**)

sat fc Stw M 1 40007:
Sk« at 1 4aS4AftM

IIIBIlTu»Thuni»<40JttO

J
Kn at 4

Sat 4 Sun at 1 4tU >;." .. '' ^t
Mon«tl«(l5:«UL2U

Ieis

1*1 73(1

Sal A Sun at;0)7JO
Mot at 2 00,6.00

Tut^Thurs at bOO
JES.

ihasfijjann

t ti t» SO)
|S<lkSin«2a> ' >

Is- Kti«i «i ^al.^ •• -- >

WutnciK Slw««. Clothins h Atcewotics

Zmhu • Nwili PtesMni Sire«i • Amhem

413. 2SJ. 1563

. Fn«t4307a>,l(«».
l%l*SwiailJ0.45)7Jaii

4on<llJ0,550^J0
Tiii»-Thur»rt5J03-»

iotSn

WASNItHGTON

Fn Sun 4 40,'40

|MonThunat«li

SHATTERED
FnM«ia7JlM
SMkSMSUUA

aMvatlASAUl

Hours. Tues. - Fri. 9:AM - 8:PM

Sat. 9:AM-4:PM

LIVE IN SPRINGFIELD

PARAMOUNT
Good Hair cuts for only $11.50 and we use

Paul Mitchell products

GOOD LUCK U'MASS' '

Next to 7-1 1 , Route 116* Sunderland, MA
Tel. 665-2629

1 TOO MAM STREET, SPRWGFCLD, MA.

mil THE SMASH HITMUSICAL 11%
PRhHrNlKD
orTORRR 11- 12-1 3th

.38 SPECIAL
WITH HENRY LEE
SL?^AY SUMMER
OCTOBER 27TH

PiNOCCHIO'S
RiSTORANTE ITALIONO

TO WARM YOUR SOUL am/

FEbD YOUR PASSION"
Open 7 Days - Dinner 5-10

VISA/MC
Gift Ccnificates Available

of Amherst

Come and enjoy some

favorite specialties:

• Veal

•Beef
• Chicken

• Seafood

• Homemade Pasta

1177 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

549-3669

PATTI
LaBELLE
T'JI-SDAY

OCTOBER 29TH

•^

GEORGE
CARLIN

P SATURDAY

NOVEMBER 2ND

VINCE GILL
WITH PAM TILLIS
SUNDAY

NOVEMBER lOTH

TICKETS ON SALE PARAMOUNT BOX OFHCE (413) 734-5874;

TICKETPRO PHONE CHARGE 1 -800-828 7080; NORTHAMPTON TICKET

OFFICE (413) 586-8686; RECORD EXPRESS; STRAWBERRIES

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

RefiWf THINK IV F^UA^
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WARS
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My marriage is in trouble, Bart>ara. You ever tried

communicating with a hammerhead?"

CALVIN AND HOBBES

'
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1 <59%»«^' ^^^ 1

By BILL WATTERSON
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TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN
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CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH
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Quote of the Day
"Nyuk nyuk, nyuk.

"

"Curly

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
I One of •

CtiehtHiv trio

S Come m third

9 Rhme tributary

\2 Tabby soortds

1

4

Lion ol Oi
15 StKnv approval

)7 Flavor, m
FrarK*

18 Jai -
19 Jessica s

rtustMfid

?0 Dancer s

praciica garb

22 Austen novel

23 Baseball stats

24 F>ac opposite

26 Bottom Ime

27 Concurred

30 Ftani ol

operetta lame

32 Oesisl

33 Expunge
36 Camper •

quarters

3' Gotd-tmanesa
maaturt

poocti

42 Came down
44 nimrrjed

45 Jacques, e g
47 Endured
4BChaler
49 Word betrxe

'a*y

51 Kind

52 Assess
54 Richard Carey

speciatly

59 Kmd 0< ravi

60 Needto case

61 Desires

62 Oetv dress

63tMbrdon a

r««a>quee

64 Smalbits

65 Salon service

66 Accompkshas
67 Siatom obslacta

ootum
1 Octobar
b«ttts<ona

2 Angler stool

3 Hot buttered

rum eg

By KRIS K. EARLE

4 Engage m a

contest ol

strength

5 Bridge bids

6 Mearty partner

7 Butterlteld 8

auttioi

8 CoM weattiar

accessory

9 Yearn

10 Smith graduate

1

1

Kmd ol batter

13 Sooth Pacitic
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25 Permit

27 Tread the
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28 Whii
precedar

29 Japanese
ape
film

31 MIHul

33 Family

member,
lor short
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35 When I was a
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aONCO
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necessity

41 Oo aritlvnatic

43 Hans ol Dada
44 Loams and

marls

45 Noisy tvawl

46 Head lor beu
47 — AHOS
48 Role in

Anttiony and
Cleopatra

50 Place lor a

t>arbecua

51 To the —
extravagantly

53Piy aMue
perxal

55 Adorable

56 Comb torm

used by
oplillialnfiol-

57 Retamad
58 To be. m

old Rome

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ2LE:

l*Al
"^

Menu
LUNCH

Chicken Burrito

Seafood Salad Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Chiclcen Burrito

Falafel Pocket Sandwich

DINNER
Spaghetti and Sausage

Cajun Style Scrod

BASICS DINNER
Hi-Pro Spaghetti

Cheese TJut I.oaf

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April 19): A

family mailer requires your personal

aiicnlion. Be careful not lo delegate

tasks you should handle personally.

A compromise helps resolve a

financial problem.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

The more variety in your life, the

happier you feel. Your intelligence

puts you ahead ofthe crowd ! Children

affect your spending decisions.

Romance is in bloom.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -June 20):

Show your appreciation for a friend

who came to your rescue in an

emergency. A sentimental gift means

a lot. Give a child a chance to make

more decisions independently.

CANCER (June 21 -July 22):

Yourcharm attracts a new admirerof

the opposite sex. Intellectual pursuits

make you feel good about yourself

Give your offspring more room to

breathe.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Set a

good example for those around you.

Children need to learn the value of

self-discipline. Encourage them to

set theirown goals and rewards. Curb

your impatience.

VlRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You

feel pulled in two directions now.

Making a choice will not be easy. If

you do not reach a decision, however,

someone else will. Your energy

returns following a rest or vacation.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):

Acting superior is a defense

mechanism you often employ. Better

find a new approach before you hurt

a loved one. Let your true feelings

show. A young person will follow

your lead.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2.3-Nov.

2l):New developments could open

ihe dotw to a wonderful financial

opponunity. Make the most of it!

Get in touch with a former love: the

flame has not gone out. Plan a

reunion.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec.

21): Get ready for bigchanges ! Better

days lie ahead Reach out and grab

the bra.ss nng at work. A personal

relationship improves with time.

Enjoy your new found happiness.

Love surrounds you.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.

19): Although you feel better after

letting off steam, you would be wise

not to indulge yourself too often. A
financial matter can be settled in

your favor if you present a specific

plan.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

An open-minded attitude will help

you develop more harmonious

relations with a family member. Stifle

any critical comments. A tax matter

should be resolved as quickly as

possible.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): An

emotional response is right on the

button. Trust your intuition and do

what needs to be done. A phone call

sends your spirits soaring. Romance

looks more rewarding than in the

past.

Today's Staff

Night Editor MarcEUiott

Copy Editor Beth Butts

PhotoTechnician MattKahn

Production Supervisor. Seth Kaye

Production Terry Starmer,

Mike Carvalho
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Field hockey to face big test this weekend
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusett* field hockey team will

try to break out of their recent offensive woes this weekend

as they travel to University Park. Pa. to face St. Joseph's

University and Penn State on Saturday and Sunday, re-

spectively.

While the match against St Joseph's is an Atlantic- 10

conference game. Sunday s meeting with Penn State is even

more important Penn Sute is ranked number two in the

country . and while UMass is down at number five, a con-

uncmg vnn could give them a boost in the rankings.

The Mmutewomen ( 9-2 * are in an offensive slump of late.

although they somewhat broke out of it on Wednesday. The

Water polo
at Brown

By KEVIN HERLim'
Collegian Staff

After a tw o week layoff, the University of Massa-

chusetts water polo team, ranked 15th in the nation,

heads to ProWdence. R.I. this weekend as Brown
University hosts the second round of the Eastern

League Tournament. The first round, held at the

Naval Academy three weeks ago, saw the Minutemen
fimsh fifth in a field of 16.

This tournament is a monster, showcasing the top

16 teams in the East; UMass. Army, Boston College.

Brown, Bucknell, Harvard. lona. MIT., Navy,

CONTINUEDON PAGE 9

team beat Springfield College 2- 1 in double overtime. While

the goals erased a two-game scoreless streak, the fact that

UMass squeaked out a win against an unranked team isn't

all that impressive.

"We spent 90 percent ofthe game attacking, we let down
in the last minute (of regulation) and they scored.' coach

Pam Hixon said. "That's inexcusable ... we should be icing

the ball in the last minute."

The Minutewomen were helped by a goal by Tara Jelley

in regulation, but Springfield and UMass were tied at one

after 70 minutes. The first overtime was scoreless, so the

teams played a sudden death, second overtime.

With two minutes left in double overtime, Kathy Phelan

passed to Dawn Trumbauer off a penalty corner for the

game-winning goal.

Hixon was hopeful that the team's penalty comer is

improving, judging from the Springfield game.

"We executed against Springfield." Hixon said. "We got

our comer shots off, but their goalie made some great saves.

I hope it's improving."

UMass can expect a tough game from both competitors

this weekend, although this is largely a rebuilding year for

St. Joseph's.

St. Joseph's (5-4-2) is a young team, with coach Michelle

Finegan in her second year at the helm. Sara Turnbull,

Shannon Carroll and Danya Van Blunk are the lone se-

niors, and they have been responsible for much ofthe team's

success. Turnbull is one of the top defensive players in the

Atlantic- 10.

Carroll is second on the team in points with six, and

goalie Van Blunk has been the anchor of the defense. She

has a 0.94 goals against average, and has played all 670

minutes this season.

While St. Joseph's is characterized by its youth, Penn

State can be described as dominating. The team is 10-1 this

year and its sole loss was a 5-2 setback at the hands of Old

Dominion, the top team in the country. The Penn State

squad is loaded on both offense and defense.

Senior forward Elanor Stone leads the team with 19

points, 15 goals and four assists. Christine McGinley has

notched 16 goals this year. The assists have come mainly

from two players,juniorsJen Stewert and Amy Stairs. They

have amassed 15 and 12 goals, respectively.

Michelle Brennan will start in goal for the Nittany Lions,

and she has proven to be a strong goaltender . The senior has

a .847 save percentage, and a 0.82 GAA.
Penn State provides a good yardstick for the team.

UMass will be playing one of the hottest teams in the

country on the road, and they will need offensive production

if they want to win. All teams go through slumps during a

long season, and the mettle of the Minutewomen team will

be tested this weekend.

Women's soccer travels to
Hartford for key matchup

r

CAf €
DICARLO

The Ultimate

in Casual

Italian Dining

H I Roasted Garlic

is only the beginning. .

^

open daily at 11:30

'1 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst, MA
253-9300

I

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian SufT

This Sunday the University of Massachusetts women's

soccer team will try to extend it's six game winning streak

as they travel to the University of Hartford.

The task won't be an easy one for the Minutewomen.

Hartford is 7-4 on the season and are currently ranked No.

12 in the nation. No. 3 in the North. All four Hawk loses have

come againstteams ranked eleventh or better in the country.

"This is a big game, a lot of people will be looking at this

one." UMass coach Jim Rudy said. "It will go far m deciding

who qualifies for the post-season."

The NCAA tournament's automatic bids are given out to

the top two teams in each regional area of the country; the

North. South, Mid-West and West. There are also four

wildcard bids given out.

Right now the race for the two automatic bids in the

North comes down to a three team race between the Uni-

versity of Connecticut (9-1 >. ranked No. 2 in the nation and

first in the North. Massachusetts (8-1) second in the North

and No. 7 nationally and Hartford. Thus this weekend's

matchup has postseason importance. UMass hosts UConn
on October 21st.

Hartford is led by a trio ofoffensive-minded players that

University of Wisconsin coach Greg Ryan nicknamed "the

Bermuda triangle". The threesome consists of Kim Lemere

( eight goals, seven assists and 23 points), Rose Daley (eight,

four, 20) and Michelle Thornsbury (four, two, 10).

"They are a scary team with a lot of potent weapons,"

Rudy said. "Those three are very atUck oriented, they are

bBsically the team. Lemere has had 26 goals over the past

two Masons, so obviously the girl can play a little. She is a

front runner and true finisher. Daley is quick up front with

break away speed. She has a good counter attack and ifyou

play her Uki tight she will break one on you.

"MichelleThornsbury is probably their best overall player.

She is very creative and she can shoot from far out, dribble

and take it on you. Thornsbury is a dangerous player
"

Massachusetts will counter the threesome by playing a

man to man defense relying on Holly Helmuth, Amy
Mickelson, Carrie Koeper and Paula Wilkens. The defense,

playing in front of Bnana Scurry (7-1. 0.21 goals against

average) has recorded six straight shutouts, four against

ranked teams.

Last season UMass and Hartford tied 1- 1 . on a late goal

by Hartford during a downpour.

UMass has the advantage in games against common
opponenU. UMass defeated Central Florida 2-0 while

Hartford lost 4-0 The Minutewomen also beat California 3-

1 and Hartford lost 1-0. Both teams lost to Wisconsin 1-0.

"We are going to have to play a strong defensive game,"

Rudy said. "Well have to intercept their passes and not let

them turn on the net and get loose. Stopping Thornsbury

will be the key as will getting one past I
Karen) Romero."

Romero was an All-American last year and comes into

the game with a 0.73 GAA. Romero, who Rudy describes as

a goalie who "loves to fly," has recorded six shutouts on the

year.

"Ifwe play a solid game then we have a shot," Rudy said.

"We can't let their threesome get free and beat us. Hopef\illy

we can do that and pop one in the net."

Columbus Weekend

fnofTunff

noon Pndmy to Tummdmy

95 North Amherst Motors
Auto & Tmck Rental

7B OM SundMtend Rd., Nort< Amhwst, MA

549.RENT
Tnicka and cargo van* Hao avaitabt* (M9-73M)

Don't 6* dimmppotntmd - rm—rv TODAY! On But l^oum

Cooking at your table

SPECIAL
Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.

& all day Sunday

Two Dinners for $15

Steak& Chicken Combo
Two Dinners for $18.00

Shrimp & Scallop Combo
Hoth include soup, salad,

vefjetables. noodles, steamed

rice. tea. & ice cream

Exotic Specialties

Rt. 116. Sunderland 413-665-3628

Open Tues.-Sat. at 5pm, Sun at 2

Keservation.s welcomed
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After
The Kansas City Chiefs picked a good time to wake-up

from their season long offensive nap. Monday night,

Christain Okoye and the Chiefs ran all over the run-soft

Buffalo Bills. After averaging only 13 points a game all year

they broke out with an astonishing 33 points against a Bills

defense that is living offof last year's reputation oftenacity

.

The Bills were dominated on both sides of the line of

scrimmage as Jim Kelly fumbled three times and was held

to a season low six points. Chieflinebacker Derrick Thomas
pressured Kelly all day and seemed to be everywhere.

While I don't mean to bash the officials all year long, I

can't help but mention how they have deteriorated to a

disgusting display of unprofessionalism. Monday night

pushed me over the edge and 1 feel like someone has to say

something.
While watching games on television every week 1 often

make remarks on what I feel is poor officiating. 1 don't know

how many times I've claimed to have seen the worst call of

my life, but I'm sure it's at least twice a game. But this time

there is just no denying it.

Here's the situation: The Bills had first-and-lO on their

own 34-yard line. Kelly threw a pass to James lx)flon at the

40-yard line. The ball was clearly trapped by Lofton yet the

referees insisted on reviewing the play, how unusual. After

they decided that the ball had hit the ground, the Bills were

supposed to have a second-and- 10 back at the 34-yard line.

Instead the refs gave them the ball at their 29 and called it

second-and-15.

Bills coach Marv Levy went nuts on the sideline and it

appeared that the official was confused as well. Rather than

stopping play to straighten things out, the next play was

allowed to run which eliminated any chance ofthe problem

bcjp^ fixed*

How is it that among U officials on the field, three

ofTicials on the sideline, and the officials in the booth, not

one saw this? Even Dan Dierdorf, the most umnformed

being of all Ume. noticed this one in between bites.

Roy Alexander

Does anyone remember last year when Colorado was

given five downs in a college game? Or two years ago when

Dallas was called for a safety on a kickoff"return against the

Giants on a muffed ball that went into the end zone? Two

weeks later on IBM You Make the CaU they showed this

play and said the ruling was a touchback. The official who

made the call was forced to retire.

It's ridiculous to say, but I really think it s time for an

official to be placed in the booth to stop play when such

atrocities occur. Better yet. let us put someone up there who

knows something about what's going on. like you or me.

The best pick this week is Kansas City over Miami.

Miami All-Pro linebacker John Offerdahl and offensive

lineman Keith Sims will not play. If the Chiefs offense and

defense are working in sync again this week, this will be an

easy one. Look for Dan Marino to be pressured all day and

for Okoye to have another big day against an iiyured Miami

San Diego is the best 1-5 team in the league and they are

probably better than most of the ,500 teams. The Chargers

really seemed to put things together against the Raiders in

Los Angeles. Meanwhile the 2-3 Rams are coming off" a bye

week and Jim Everett may not play with a sore throwing

The Cowboys return home against the winless Bengals,

who are coming offa bye week. While Cincinatti may be due

for a win they will have to wait awhile with Dallas, Buffa o

and Houston coming up. all on the road. The Bengals

defense is the worst in the league giving up more points

than anyone else in only five games.

Troy Aikman has only three interceptions, all against

the Eagles, and has played well every week. Emmit Smith

is one of the leading rushers in the league and is neck-and-

neck with Barry Sanders for the rushing title. Dallas will

score easily and often while the Bengals' offense will con-

tinue to sputter.
,

For the first time I have picked the Giants. Thats

because the spread is only 2 1/2 and Jeff Hostetler is on fire.

Last week he had another big game against the Cardinals.

The Steeler defensive Une won't give Hostetler or runmng

sensation Rodney Hampton any trouble. As usual,

Pittsburgh's offense will give a mediocre performance.

This week's picks in CAPS: (H) :
Home

(H)BlLLS(-17)VSColt8,(H)DALLAS(-61/2)VS Bengals.

OILERS(-3) VS (H)Jets, (H)CHlEFS(-6) VS Miami,

CHARGERS(+4)VS(H)Viking8.SAINTS(-4)VS(H)Eagle8

(H)FALCONS( + 10 1/2) VS 49er8, (H)SEATTLE(-l) VS

Raiders, BR0WNS(-»-13) VS (H)Redskin8, GIANTS(-2 1/2)

VS(H)Steeler8

Last week : 8-4

Season : 29-23

Roy Alexander is a Collegian sports columnist
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Remambar. OUR LOVE . REAL. NOT FADE

AWAY ALAN

AMY 6 KENNY: Get ra«fy to rage in Ver-

mort'Ocwber1e«hereweoome SorrystxM

your »ne*er» Wootf^ I cam wart Richelle

VP PERRY-
Congratulationt on becoming VP ol a

snj*apit' You deserve *' Remember, we do

kve in the coolest room on campus"

Loveya-

Andw

If you aee Bryan Plumb today, tuf Mm a

dnnh Proleaaor i* 21

'

Sandra. ^
Esporo que lengas un Fefcz Cumpleanoa y

ifm lodos tus deaeoa «e cuwplan Row

y6 HOLLY F.I!

You mean more to me than youH ever Know

I Love Vou
RUT

MOO-
Look' Your very own personal

Sieze the cheeseburger

love, goober

Happy balMay to you

H^py WnMay to you

l^py bMM^daar Moay (buy i» beaO

Happy b«iday to you

Luv Daves Josh PaJ and Enc

TO THE BNOTHERS and pledge* ol AEPI

Get leady to gat back to baoKS'

Huiiwmaawg «H be amanng"'

U»ve. Tito Siatom and PtodBe* ot SOT

ROOMMATE WANHD

FEMALE WANTED TO ihara large room in

lownhouse Nov isl $l60Mo 549-601^5

8CRvk:es

/

HV UFEl Black walet on Lincoln Ave. or ItV

near LGRT Lost OctJ Dave 256-3459

ONE SET OF 5 keys on a green dear

Keychain Call 6-1943 » Please leave mes-

sage Lost near Van Meter

SUNGLASSES LOST
LGRC lownse on Tuesday moming Brolhet'*

gift Ol sentimental value Please return to

Campus Canter Into Oe*» or cal 549-0944

REWARD'

Good luck in tomorrows game highligM'

Love. yoo »1 tan.

Amy

ITS THE PUNCH AND JULIE SHOW'

Oct 13th. 1987 10 00 13th. 1991

Going into its 5lh season'

Sharkey. 4 years is atong time, eh' I look

tonvard to many more' I tove you very much

TheDodor
P S To be continued...

^

Sparky.

Happy 1 year* You've mad* me so happy.

Always remember- I love you!

Love. Bam Bam

Sn EP Get P»yehed tor homeooming91

Alpha Chis got your «p» in gear tor the

woekerxl

Love. Margo t Tim

CAMUE
Eitams are over

Lars have a great weekend.

VICTOR 1

Gel any action yet'

Just smooch him

Love your housemate*^

ICVCLE BROKEN?
Cal Pal

546^)119

ORDER AVONI
546 1999

Cai tor brochure

PREGNANTT
Need a pregnancy teat. intormMton or

support? Ca« tor tree and oontdanlHl

Wrvtoe* ALTENNATIVES 245 Meto

Street. Nuilhampton 586-3000 or

Greenlield 774-6019

FREE pregnancy toettng; confideniial and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

TRAVB.

Brfiama Crulae $99 per person 5 day/4 night

hotel Plan now tor your break Very limited

otter Call now 1-800-621 0572

SOME RELUBLE TOURS areni so rel-

^Ito Thats why Mart* Gras Travel has the

#1 tor lor tun pnce guarantee to Montreal'

SEX LIES IN THE MONTREAL BAR

CRAWLI Party weekends inctode 2 mghts A

iransp Group leaders travel FREE'

(LAGNAf)-Cal today 61 7-444 till Were

t1 torlwi^ __^
TRAVEL FREE! Campu* lepieieKMlv^
wanted to earn iniar»e*«ion and ipnngbre*

inps 256-8254

TYPING

Happy Birthday

Love The 727 Girt*

PAPERS TYPED: $1 SOrtyped page

Outok. AcourMa Sennce. Can Bnan 546-

3563

MOCKTRWL

CetoradeUMiNewMasice
Retf lobs' No hidden charges! Real oontad

paoptol Seasonal, yearround, intersesston

Wort< at the BEST resorts, shops, manu-

lecturers Winter, spring or summer heto

always wanted' Go West Worti, play and

have a GREAT time! Send us h»|'*;*^

dress, a«e. araas ol intere*! to BALLOON!*

925 Grandvtow BoutoarCO 80302 and tor a

VERY SMALL FEE we win send you a« toast

8 exceltom tob prospeds' We can supply

great afloidabto homing options also DONi

OELAY-We need aH leaponaas by Nov -:

1991.

DEBATE

Are you InMMlad in puMc ^>e*lng?

WouW you Bia to partlelpM* in a Mo*Ti«
CompeWton or oWier oawyetWve yfl
CometolheUMaaaOebMeSoUetjMeadng
on Wedneeday 7O0 m the Debale Tra*r or

cal 545-3509 tor mora kitoimHton.

Qiay cat arWi WhUePawa
migW be pregnant

Please call 253-0868^

^^liToF EVEGLASSB by GRC bu«top

Cal 546-5766 and toave a meaaage

FUNDRAISERS

Are you imerealad m the National Mock

Titol Competltton? Cal 545-3509 lor mora

detail* A*h tor Malalka or Chito

MUSKIANB

HEY LAMBDA CHB 6 KAPPAS
Gat ready tor an amazing weekend

Let* help restore those traditio.is

lYCSI!"!

Me KfMia I love you * happy anniversary

LoveJM
MIehal* K TTiank* lor being there JW

RAISE $SO0._$10O0_4HBO
FOOLPnOOF
FUNDRAISINQ

For your IratomHy, sorority, team or dhor

cJmpu»oiganiMtton Ad now tor the

chance to win a Caribbeen cniiae and

Mutouaprtzeal

Cal 1-800-950-8472. *Kl 50

Beginning/tntermediate

Relaxed ahnosphere, seoous lessons $10/

hr, Cal Tlm-256-6300

PCMSONALS

TAMARA: Oo you think youl ever Igure R

out? -J; —
HEY AMY: Old you ind my loodtoiuah y*?

CLAUDME
Hey. you got a peraonall Happy year and a

hrf. Love AKrey* . John

Shatom' I just wanted to say hi, and that I

tove youl Talia it aacy!

toveya
AnJe ^

A MESSAGE FROM PURPLE WORLD!

Congntt to the 6 new sisters o( PIE

U know who UR
PAE

,

THE SUPEN PSYCHED SISTERS of PIE

wtahKarenA
Wicked Ameaome
l99iB-day

rm*ony lor being such a whineydnjnk H

notNng more. I detinetly do want to be Inends

with you I leel really awkward about the

whoto thing- so please call me -JENN

RACHEL V. _
TNs is our weekend' Lets look tor some real

men' Get Psyched!

Your Roomie^Tina

Tome three hunks leaching weigh* training

at 11:15 -Here's the personal youVe been

looking lor -Gel pumped upl

From Your A Studerrts

WANTED

USED COMPUTER A PHtfTER

double CaH 536^318

WANTED
New or used fndg*

Cal Nona
546-5175

Soto bed

Hi«)py'l 1 month* and 1 day Nov 10 i* just

around the comer. I tove you more eeehday I

Love. The Tiw*

SwtaiiinalMiMen) Buma
WetoomeBad(!
I hope th* you and your Irtenda have agre«

ttme reliving oto memoito*.

Love.

YourCouain
rO.
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Sports

Minutemen entertain surging URI Rams
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

As the University of Massachusetts prepares for

Saturday's game with the I'niversity of Rhode Island, they

practice! understanding that they are one offour teams who

stand a realistic chance of walking away with the Yankee

Conference Beanpot at the end of the season.

But one loss, and i barring a miracle) any dreams of

repeating as Yankee Conference Champions will be shat-

tered.

-Two losses this year and I think you're out of it." UMass

coach Jim Reid said.

ViUanova ( 4-0 in the conference) and New Hampshire s 3

1 appear to be head-and-shoulders above the rest of the

league.

ViUanova has outscored Yankee Conference opponents

174-29. including a 56-6 win last weekend against Boston

University. The defense is allowing only 191 yards of total

offense per game.

"I'm just shocked about that 56-6 win." Reid said.

New Hampshire racked up 45 points against a Delaware

defense which coach Tubby Raymond has touted his best

ever, quite a statement from a coach who has been around

for 26 vears.

What ever happened to paritym the Yankee Conference?

Back in August, at Yankee Conference media day. every

coach used the word parity in a sentence at least once and

New Hampshire coach Bill Bowes went so far as to say.

There's never been as much parity in this league like there

is this year.'

Bowes also said that he thought it was the kiss of death

to be picked as the preseason favorite to win the conference,

but obviously being picked first has not hindered his team

at all.
,,

UNH is a halfgame behind ViUanova. but may actually

have the upper hand on the men from Philly since they have

already beaten Delaware, one of the four teams in the

conference who could conceivably win the whole thing.

It seems as if the winner of the conference will be the

team that finishes with one conference loss, unless something

bizarre happens like someone upsets either UNH or

ViUanova. somewhere down the road.

Presuming that the team with one loss is going to win the

YanCon, this weekends game between UMass and Rhode

Island looms large.

This is a game that we have to win." Reid said.

Actually, if one loss is going to win the conference, then

every game from here on is a must-win game.

"Football IS fun. . . but it's more fun when you're playing

for something." Reid said.

The Minutemen enter Saturday's contest, knowing that

they will be without the services of linebacker Mario Perry

and offensive lineman Bill Durkin for the remainder of the

Perry, who is believed to have fractured his ankle in the

opener against Delaware, has betm unable to play and is

being redshirted for the season. His loss creates a huge void,

which Gregg Mattem must fill.

"Perrv may he the best defensive player in New England."

Reid said
. , . . »

Durkin has a virus which he has been unable to shake,

and he Uw is being redshirted.

l^st week, in the team's 24-7 loss to James Madison.

tailback Jerome Bledsoe ran over 100 yards for the fourth

consecutive week. He leads theYankee Conference in rushing

with 587 yards.

Freshman quarterback Tony Williams did not play well

at JMU He completed only four of 14 passes for 62 yards, a

touchdown and an interception, and rushed for only 34

vards in 15 carries.

While Williams was struggling. Rhode Island quarterback

Steve Holland was leading the Rams to a 38-36 win over

intrastate rival Brown.
.

URI is 2-2 on the year, but they have won two straight.

Along the wav. Holland has put up some impressive

numbers. For the season, he has completed 57.5 percent of

his passes, for 724 yards and four touchdowns.

Tailback Dario Highsmith was the Yankee Conference

Rookie ofthe Week last week. In his first start, he rushed for

127 yards on 29 carries and two touchdowns In addition, he

caught a 60-yard TD pass.

Game Notes: The 120 chair back seats in section six at

McGuirk Alumni Stadium are in recognition of former

UMass football coach Vic Fusia. The proceeds from the sale

of the seaU. will go into an endowed football scholarship

created by the Athletic Development Office.

The game starU at 1 .30 p.m. and can be heard onWMUA
(91.1 FM),WTTT( 1430 AM).WGAMt 1520AM)andWGAW
(1340). AM».

C'olleKiiin photo by CHtxie Wyeth

Rich Kane battle, a Holy Cross defender as he makes his way to the quarterback. Kane has been mugging quarterbacks on a regular basis and

has four sacks for the season

The madness returns to the Cage, Monday
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Get out the face paint.

The University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team kicks ofFthe preseason with

Midnight Madness, beginning at 10 p.m.

Monday with a full slate of events and

giveaways.

Minuteman fans get their first opportu-

nity to see this year's team which has been

ranked in the preseason top 25 by Basketball

Weekly.

"This is for our supporters, mostly the

students," coach John Calipari said. "It's

our chance to thank the best fans in the

world."

Tlie madness is free and open to the

public, with the doors opening at 9:30 p.m.

Last year, the show was in front of a

standing room only Cage crowd, so be sure

to arrive early. Maybe real early, as the first

1,000 people to enter the Cage will receive a

promotional "Building for the Future" poster-

size team photo appropriately taken inside

the construction of the new MuUins Center.

The Minutemen encourage everyone to

bring a can of food to benefit the Western

Massachusetts Food Bank. In return, the

basketball program will be giving out raflle

tickets for a chance to win prizes and "shoot

for cash."

The grand prize is two round-trip USAir

tickets to anywhere in Florida with hotel

accommodations from Campus Center

Travel. In addition, numerous prizes will be

handed out randomly, including cash give-

aways and gift; certificates to local estab-

lishments. L.A. Gear, the official shoe ofthe

Minutemen, will be giving away sports

equipment.
The event will begin with the finals ofthe

student, male and female 3-on-3 tournament

CONTINUED ON PAGE 9
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Perplexed senators ponder Thomas vote

APpha«a

Supreme Court nominee Clarence Thomas

Who is telling the truth?
Actions of Thomas, Hill stump experts
ByJILLI^WRKNCE
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— Anita Hill or Clarence

Thomas could by lying, or each could be

telling the truth as they see it. Experts say

there's no way to know despiU' grueling

hours of traumatic testimony Ix'fore a Sen-

ate panel.

"It's a terrible problem." says Dr. Richard

Ratner, a forensic psychiatrist and profes-

sor at George Washiiigtt>n University. "If I

were one of the senators. I'd Ix? tearing my
hair out."

"People are engaged in the rankest

speculation looking for evidence, and it isn't

there," said Burt Neuborne, a New York

University I.aw professor and former legal

director of the American Civil Liberties

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

By JAMES ROWLEY
AsstKiated Press

WASHINGTON — Supporters of

Clarence Thomas worked Monday tt> pre-

serve Senate support for his Supreme Court
nomination as senators "pained and p**r-

plexed" by sexual harassment allegations

decided how to vote.

A key Southern Democrat. Sen. J . BeniH-tt

Johnston of Ix)uisiana, reaffirmed his sup-

port for Thomas, saying the allegations by

University ofOklahoma law professt>r Anit.ii

Hill had not changed his mind alHutt the

nomination.

"I believe Judge Thomas is qualified. I

said so two wtH>ks ago. I know of nothing

that has transpired in the meantime to take

away from that," said Johnston

Another former aide to Thomas, Siikari

Hardnett, told the Associated Press that

black women in his offiiv at the Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Commission felt they

were objects of his st>xual interest and
physical inspection.

*I am generally undecided." said Sen. J.

James Exon (D-Neb.) who had lHH?n a Tho-

mas supporter before Hill's allegations

surfaced.

"I was so disturbed over the events this

weekend that I'm literally, entirely in the

undecided category." said Sen. Christopher

IX)dd (D-C^nn.) who had previously been

leaning toward Thomas, said at a news
conference Monday in Hartford, Conn.

"I'm as pained and perplextnl as the rest

of America." Sen. Joseph Lieberman (D-

Conn.) said on NBC, who had originally

been a Thomas supporter. "It's quit** pos

sible. . . that we're not able to decide that

anybtxly is lying."

Sen. Dennis De<'oncini ( D-Ariz. ) another

Thomas supporter, predicted the senate

would approve the nomination in a vole that

both sides expected to he close.

The vote was scheduled for 6 p.m. today

after eight hours of time for debate.

"This is a clilThanger if there ever wj»»

one," said Nan Anm. exivutive director of

the anti-Thomas AUiaiuv For Justice.

"I believe Clarence Thomas. The Amei i

can pt»ople believe Clareiut* Thunuis. I have

no idea where the vot4*s are." si^id Sen Jtihn

Danforth ( R-M«). » the iMiiniiuVs mentor and

champion on (^apitol Hill.

I*resident Bush said support for Thoinais

was still "holding stnHig" despite the ex-

plosive allegations of Hill.

"I am vei-y pleas«>d with the way supjmrt

all across the country is holding stituig lor

Judge Thomas." Bush said, n-ferriiig to a

flurry of Iast-minut4> public opinion polls

showing Americans iH'lieved Tlioiiias' firm,

flat denial by roughly a 2-1 margin.

Hill retiiriKHl to her liome in Norman.
Okla.. when" she reiterat4«d her chargi' and

chastised Reptiblicuns for attacking Imt

character.

"I am iwt imagi ningtiH'condutit** which

I testified." she said. "The pers4tnal attacks

on me without an iota of evideiu-e were

particularly i»(TenHive." sh*' told a ih'Wh

ctmference "I had nothing to gam by sub

jecting myself U» IIk* pnKVss. In fact. I luid

mtire to gain by remaining silent."

Hardnett. another formt^r assistant l4»

Thomas at the EE(K' U>ld SenaU* invest!

gators that s«»me black women wh«i worked

in his office felt tlwy were "an ol>j«tl «if

si>xual inspection" by him.

HardiK>tt. who worked for TlMMua* from

1986 to 1986. did not allege sexual harass-

ment but said. "If you were yt»ung. iA.wk.

female and reasonably attractive, ymi kiK«w

full well you were lM*ing insptvted and au-

ditioned as a female."

Hardnett. wh<» was interviewtnl hy K**-

publican and IXMinK-ratic o>mmittee stiifT

members after writing U> the paiwl. was

available to testify but was not called. Iarg<«ly

l»ecause the panel was running out of lime,

said a Ik'nun-ratic commitUn' aide

The tenuous future of SAO
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The naming ofan interim director oft he Student Activities

Office is nothing new for a division which has had seven

different directors in 12 years.

The newest vacancy occurred early last month when
Irene Carew announced that she was taking an 1 1 -month

"professional improvement" leave.

The one-year position has been filled by Assistant Dean

of Students Edward Korza, whose appointment will Uike

effect in about two weeks.

Carew's tenure as SAO director had been controversial,

with Student Government Association leaders frequently

accusing her of being "anti-student." Student leaders have

charged that she is "running away" from an SGA willing to

assert student's rights.

Relations between the SGA and the administration were

badly strained last spring, with the administration at-

tempting a takeover and restructuring of student govern-

ment. According to documents obtained by the Collegian

last spring, Carew knew of the plan by SGA officers to

request the administration takeover prior to its being an-

nounced publicly and her office may have helped plan the

move.

Inside:

Page 3:

UMass professor leads study ofColumbus

exploration

PageS:

Another stunning episode ofMarc Elliot's Notes

from the Campus Center Basement

Page 12:

Minutemen lose 17-14 heartbreak over Rhode

Island

Weather
Another lousy New England day. Ifyou rush, you

can go hack to bed. Cloudy, maybe rain, lows in

the 60s. Really, go back home.

The plan for restructuring was rejected in a referendum

vote by the studentbodyinearlyMay,and the administration

recognized the election of the current SGA officers but the

ordeal left a bad taste in mouths of many involved.

Korza, however, said he believes he can play a role in

improving relations between the SAO, the administrati«)n

and the SGA leadership.

"I feel I can be a player and a catalyst in bringing various

constituencies to the table," Korza said. "I want to bring

things into a win-win situation."

He added that it was his desire to make SAO more

"student-friendly," and to institute an "open-door policy"

where students would feel free to come in to talk to him.

While Korza has exprcs.sed a desire to improve the

relationship between SAO and students. Vice Chancellor

for Student Affairs Jo-Anne T. Vanin said Carew shared her

commitment to setting a "new agenda" in student-admin-

istrative relations.

The role of SAO and the director's position, however,

have clearly been a subject of controversy in recent years

due largely to the role SAO plays in overseeing the Student

Activities Trust Fund. While the Student Government

Association controls the allocation of trust fund money to

Registered Student Organizations, SAO administers the

actual funds to RSOs.
"Before Dr. Carew left she supported my sense of what

the agenda should be for the year," Vanin said. "Her resuming

her role should move I improved relations! forward.

"I know people are worried," Vanin said. "But I see good

potential I with Carew's return |."

The question remains whether Korza will make sub-

stantial changes in SAO or simply be a caretaker until

Carew returns next fall.

President David Gagne said Korza "may take longer

than we want him to to make changes |in SAO I, until he

realizes how things run."

Gagne said the two major issues that Korza will face

involve the confusion over the role of the SGA and SAO in

the budget processand the role ofAssociate DirectorSuzanne

Jean.

"We see Sue Jean as the number one problem in the

division," Gagne said. "She has consistently manipulated

students and administrators."

Senate Speaker Robert Monaghan echoed Gagne's theme,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

The Madness
begins UMass
hoop style
By BRhTTT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

The Madness has licgun, UMass basketball style.

Ify«ni were anywhere in Amherst last night, or this

morning, you probably heard the frenzied, near-ca-

pacity Curry Hicks Cage cmwd as they emphatically

welcomed the 1991-92 men's l>asketball team U> their

first practice .session of the season.

The game clock over center court started U> tick

down an hour before midnight and with 16 minutes

remaining until Tuesday, the Nt'AA mandated date,

the lighLs went off, the red carpet rolled out and

spotlights went on as host Rich Tettemer introduced

this year's highly touted squad to the frantic, face-

painted fans.

"The whole school is in to UMass basketball this

year," said senior Steve Dorfman.

Deafening, encompassing roars trembled the Cage

as each player ran out individually, beginning with

this year's freshman class.

"There's a lot of electricity in the air," said sopho-

more Charles Conner.

Aft«r the player introductions, coach John Calipari

took the microphone and addressed the crowd: "ESPN
says this is one of the toughest buildings in the

country to play basketball and it's not because of the

coaching staff or the players, it's because of you, the

fans.

You're truly a part of this program when you go

home soaking wet and you can't sleep aft«r a game."

An awewsome display of slam dunks followed,

with crowd favorites Will Herndon, Tony Barbee and

newcomer I>ouis Roe leading the way to a chorus of

oohs and aahs. Barbee's back-to-the-backboard, one

bounce, between-the-legs, ofT-thc-backboard, one-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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140-foot pizza breaks record
HAVANA. Fla. (AP) — It took a bit longer than 30

minutes, but the owner of a pizza restaurant delivered his

attempt to make the world's largest pizza.

Lorenzo Amato, helped by 150 pizza cooks, created a pie

Sunday that measured 140 feet across and weighed more
than 22 tons. The Guinness Book of Records lists a pizza of

1 12 feet, made by a Pizza Hut in Singapore last year.
"We were more motivated because we were patriotic,"

Amato said.

"This pizza is a community pizza, a state ofFlorida pizza,

a United States pizza."

MeasuroiiKMits were taken by the state and will be
forwarded to Cluinness.

The work Umk almost seven hours. A food company
donated 18,174 pounds of flour, 6,445 pounds of sauce and
more than a ton of pepperoni. Tens of thousands of people
paid $2 apiece for some of the r20,000-8lice pizza.

"It's the world's largest pizza," said Ron Villella. "But it's

not the world's best."

It was cooked outdoors on a lO.OOO-square-foot tray
heated by gas.

COLLEGIAN STAFF
AND

CORRESPONDENTS
Thursda). October 17

6 p.m.
in the business office

Professor Dano Politella

Lectures on

"Wriiing as a K.I.S.S.'

Counts timard itjff nutui

MASSACHUSETTS
SCHOOL OF LAW

At Andover

Full SC Part Time Programs
Majors Offered

De-emphasis on LSAT

I

;

^%)lder Students!

25+ Club Introductory Meeting

Tonight 7pm - 10pm
Main Lounge,

Mc Namara Dorm
(Sylvan Residential Area)

. All Invited!
ondy, 253-0761 • Box 114. SAO

lex
et

vfcrita*

:li-^—

Fo' catalog arvj mfonrruion, call ex wnte

NUSSACHLSETTS SCHOOL OF LA\N
50: ffdra S:. WoodurvJ P*V. A-oac^, Ma ClSlO

:S:>8' 661-0800

CAMPUS EMPLOYMENT

Student Manager
Information Data Bank

QUALIFICATIONS: Demonstrated (through previous experience and/or rec-

ommendations) good communication skills; organizational arxJ supervisory
skills; ability to organize data, proof-read, edit; typing and/'orword processing
skills required; pronrotional and marketing experience desirable.

ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate (preferably College Work Study eligible), with at

least three semesters remaining at the beginning of the Spring Semester 1992
(excluding summer^.

PAY RATE: $6 00 per hour

WORK SCHEDULE : Must be available for a minimum often hours perweek and
on site at least four days per week.

STARTING DATE: Immediately. Training will be provided.

APPLICATIONS: Obtain an application at the Information Data Bank. 2nd floor

lobby Whitmore. Deadline is October 24. 1991 . An interview may be required.

The Information Data Bank (FDE) is a telephone or walk-in referral center which
maintains information on University administrative and academic policies and
procedures; bus, library, athletic etc. schedules; campus current events; and a

variety of other reference materials.

The Student Manager is responsible for the day-to-day operations of IDB
including recruiting, training, scheduling, and supervising a student staff of 8;

maintaining and upxiating the IDB library and information resources; with the

assistance of the Graphics Coordinator, arranging for the preparation and
placement of one ad per week in the Collegian.

For additional information contact IDB at 545-1555

NORnL\MPTON R\LLO\\^EN CENTER ' ^^^
25 Stale Street • 58^-5006 \ ^^^

10 Minutes From UMass / n—•— rnces
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF MASKS TO CHOOSE FROM :

Call for extended Haloween hours h.L. CHILDS ft ^ON
Open Daily and Saturday 9:OOam-S:15pm. Thursdays til SiOOpm

The J'RICH
Build A

WARDROBE

1st Item: 5% off y^" ^

2nd Item: 10% off f^C^
3rd Item: 1 5% off \ I f

4th Item: 20% Off J3/6i
5th Item: 25% off

6th Item: 30% off

The moreyou buy, the more you save!

IWEEKONLY* OCT. 14-20

m

i

J-RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N. PLEASANT ST., "AMHERST • 253-2013
22 MASONIC ST., • NORTHAMPTON .586-6336

OPEN 7 DAYS • THURSDAY TIL 9
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Local
National Coining Out Day
celebrates support, pride
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Despite rainy, overcast skies, about 50
people rallied to support National Coming
Out Day, a celebration of the freedom to

express sexual identity, on the Student
Union steps Friday.

UMass junior Kelly Hayes, the Five
College representative for the Lesbian Gay
Bisexual Alliance, said the rally reinforced

the idea that "coming out" could be positive.

"For me, coming out has been a positive

experience," Hayes said. "It's been made
easier by groups such as the LBGA that
have provided a good base of support.

"For people who are lesbian,

gay. bisexual or even heterosexual

allies, the message is that you

should be comfortable and proud

of who you are as a person,

"

—UMass junior Kelly Hayes

The term "coming out" is a shortened

form of "coming out of the cloeet," a phrase

which refers to the hfelong process of ad-

mitting one's sexual identity to family,

friends and employers.

Hayes pointed to the example of a friend

who remembered Friday that it was Na-

tional Coming Out Day and said "she had to

go home and get a pair ofjeans." tieans are

a symt>ol of support for members of the

lesbian, gay and bisexual communities.

National Coming Out Day originated

when tens of thousands of members of les-

bian, gay, bisexual organizations through-

out the country marched to Washington on
October 11, 1987, in a national day of cel-

ebration, said one LBGA member.

Sophomore Sudro Brown, an LBGA offi-

cial, said the rally reinforced the message
that it's "l>etter to be out that not ... that's

why we're out there.

"For me, IComing Out Day ] is a vehicle to

show people there are gay people out there

and to present a positive image," Brown
said. "We don't live up to stereotypes — it's

very important for people to know that."

Brown noted that a "large number" of

people usually approach LBGA members
and come out on October 1 1

.

JuniorTami Monahan addressed the rally

on the need to create a "bisexual culture.*

"Bisexuals are not half-gay and half-

straight," Monahan said. "fTodayl is a cel-

ebration — people can look at us and see

we're happy."

Monahan said that an important aspect

ofthe coming out process involves revealing

one's sexual identity to "greatercommunity."

"I don't care who you are — you know
someone who is gay, lesbian or bisexual,"

Monahan said. "No one lives in a vacuum."

C«Ua«in| ihyMMtlUkB

COTCHANGE FORA QUARTER, MAN— Rick Boucher ofTrico
refillK and repairs the change machine on the arcade outside the
Hatch last week.

Columbus in context
Seminar studies complex issues of1492

Chabad House open to all

By MICHAEL MEEHAN
Collegian Correspondent

Almost everyone learned in grade school

about Columbus sailing the ocean blue in

1492. What they may not have learned is

what else was going on in the world at that

time.

As the 500th anniversary of Columbus's
famous voyage draws near, University of

Mp.bsachusetts anthropology professor

Robert Paynter is looking at the trip from
many different perspectives.

Paynter feels that while the voyage itself

and Columbus's navigation problems are

important and interesting, "What is also

important is the perspective ofthose people

around him".

To examine the perspective ofthose people
and cultures Columbus's voyage affected

Paynter has organized a biweekly seminar
titled The New Worlds of 1492."

"IThe purpose of this seminTl is to in-

vestigate the multiple social contexts of

European expansion heralded by Columbus's
voyage," he said.

The seminar, sponsored by the Institute

for Humanities, is for faculty only and meets
every other Wednesday. At its two meetings
so far, Paynter. a fellow ofthe Institute, said

attendance has ranged from 1 5 to 25 people.

UMass faculty and the Five-College area
professors have attended the seminars so

far, Paynter said. The seminars will continue

until the end of the semester.
Contrary to the current trend to discuss

Columbus as a corrupt European oppressor,

the seminar does not take an "us versus

them" approach, he said.

Its focus is to examine the social forces

surrounding and resulting from Columbus's
voyage, and attempt to place the voyage in

a broad historical context, he said.

Paynter says the question of whether
Columbus "was a hero or a villian provides

very little insight into the nature ofthe past

or the implications of his actions in our
world today".

The seminar is also helping Paynter
prepare for a course that examines many of

the same issues, "The Worldsof 1492," which
will be offered this spring semester.

By JOSEPH REINERT
Collegian Correspondent

The Chabad House at UMass is a some-
what hidden building. Officially located at

30 North Hadley Rd. since it opened in

October 1988, it is perhaps better described

as one block from Southwest and across

from parking lot 32B because many first-

time visitors often get lost trying to find it.

But as director Rabbi Chaim Adelman
says this is in keeping with the goals of the

group, which include helping Jews "find"

traditional Judaism.
"We are an outreach movement based on

our love of fellow Jews," Adelman said. "We
are a medium for Jews to learn about tra-

ditional Judaism."
The Chabad movement is part of the

mystical (Jewish movement of Hasidism
which originated early in the 20th century

in the Russian Hasidic community.
According to Adelman, < ' the largest

group within Hasidism — the most reli-

giously strict ofthe branches ofJudaism —
and is characterized by its "intellectual ap-

p' oach to godliness."

"Our services have a high level of spiri-

tuality and mysticism, combined with our

intellectual approach," he said. "This is the

way we find truth in Judaism."

Adelman said the Chabad movement has
a special function in today's world.

Today there are millions of Jews who
have no real knowledge of traditional Ju-

daism because of assimilation and miscon-
ceptions about the Orthodox movement," he
said. "We are giving them and others, a
chance to find out about us."

Adelman said Chabad House is open to

anyone interested and people areencouraged
to attend year-round services and ongoing
religious classes "to learn about us and give

us a try."

Although Chabad House is the only or-

thodox Jewish organization in the area, and
caters also to non-students, it is a Registered

Student Organization with an emphasis on

reaching out to the UMass community.
One such student is UMass senior Josh

Krancer, who regularly attends services at

Chabad House. He said he enjoys the com-
fortable atmosphere of the house.

"It has a family atmosphere, a traditional

atmosphere, in general it is a very warm
place," Krancer said. "I find Chabad House
to be very open for people."

The house will be celebrating "Havdala"
ceremony at 8:30 p.m. on Oct. 26, followed

by the celebration of "Melavemalka" which
promises "live music, stories, singing, danc-

ing and food."

M Midnight Madness
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

handcd-slam detonated the Cage crowd, which doubled

as an "applause-meter."

Herndon was the eventual winner, but Roe and Barbee

posed a serious challenge to the defending champion.

As expected, Calipari pitted the freshman against the

returnees in a full court scrimmage. However, as unex-

pected, the new recruits, who were urged on by a "let's go

freshmen" chant, displayed some court skills that kept

them head-to-head with last year's team.

"I really like the student support," freshman Minute-

man Ted Cottrell said. "It shows me that they really

appreciate us coming."

The crowd became unhinged for the first time of the

evening as the UMass pep band and cheerleaders per-

formed the season's first arm-pumping rendition of

"There's a Rage in the Cage."

The night began with the highly competitive finals of

the male and female 3-on-3 and foul shooting contests.

Throughout the evening, giveaways were awarded to

those in possession of the matching raffle ticket number

they received at the door and by random crowd selection.

In addition, students got the chance to "shoot for cash"

from different distances on the court.

ColleKinn photo by •JefT Egnn

Getting psyched up for Midnight Madness at

the Cage are (from right) Robb Barnett,
sophomore environmental science major,
Gregg Montella, a freshman political science
and Pete Twarog, a sophomore.

Peace Prize
winner may be
unaware of award
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

CAMBRIDGE, Mass — Michael Aris does not know
whether his wife Aung San Suu Kyi is aware she won the

Nobel Peace Prize. He does not know how she spends her

days in confinement. He believes .she is alive, but does not

know so with certainty.

Aris said Monday he hopes the prize will help bring

lasting peace to Burma, the country where his wife is being

held under house arrest for pursuing democracy. The last

time he saw his wife was over Christmas in 1989. The last

time he received a letter from her was last year.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Correction
Due to an editing error, in Thursday's story "University,

gets Rave Reviews in College Guides,"journalism professor

Dario Politella was misquoted.

Politella meant that UMa.ss was impressive regardless

of the fact that it was mentioned in the college guide.

The Collegian regrets the error.
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Thomas SAO
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Union.

Senators are schedulod to vote Tuesday
night on Thomas" nomination to the Su-
preme Court, after an extraordinary week
of drama, acrimony and passionate con-

stituent outpourings on the dilemma.
Lawyers and mental health profession-

als say it is impossihle to tell whether Hill's

accusations of sexual harassment or Tho-

mas' categorical denials are truth, lie or

somewhere in between.
What happened between the two nearly

a decade ago may not be as black and white

as the stories they told the Senate Judiciary

Committee, the experts said. Hill may have
exaggerated; Thomas may have minimized;

the victim may actually have been the vic-

timizer; both may beUeve their memories
are true.

"There is no such thing as a perfect

memory retrieval. Every memory has gaps

in it," said Melvin Gravitz. a forensic psy-

chologist who teaches at George Washing-

ton. "A person fills in those natural gaps

with what they believe tot)k place, and they

believe it. That's normal behavior."

Republicans on the Judiciary Committee
have tried to suggest that Hill, a University

of Oklahoma law professtir. may be un-

stable, delusional, not entirely rooted in

reality.

Hill defended herself Monday against

depictions of her as a spurned woman, a

fantasizer and someone with a martyr com-
plex. "I will not dignify those theories expect

to assure everyone that I am not imagining

the conduct to which I testified," she said

after arriving home in Norman, Okla.

Democrats, though not impressed with

Thomas's candor during the first phase of

his confirmation hearings, did not tr>' to

raise similar doubts about him.

"They went into her motive and why she

would lie." said Richard Sprague. a Phila-

delphia lawyer who prosecuted the killers of

United Mine Workers president Jock
Yablonski. "What about his motive to lie

now'.' Do you really think that at this junc-

ture '^"
" ng to get up and say "Yes, I did

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

calling Jean "a poison to the system."

"Student-administrative conflict will

never be resolved with Sue Jean in that

office." Monaghan said. "The system can

never work with her there."

Several members of the SAO office,

however, denied that Jean has been a source

of problems in student-administrative re-

lations.

Activities Coordinator Judy Gagnon said

she started working with Jean 12 years ago

and that Jean "supports students."

"I've worked with I
Jean I for three years,"

Union Video Center director Jean Paul said.

"She has the full support of I
SAO I

staff."

Jean declined several times to comment

for this article. According to an assistant,

she "doesn't generally deal with the media."

Despite the high turnover rate, members
ofthat office maintain that SAO will continue

its function of serving the needs of students

in Registered Student Organizations.

Paul said "its important to focus on the

idea that SAO works."

"I think it's going to be a great year," Paul

said. "And we're going to continue the work

we've Iwen doing I with students |."

Paul pointed to the RSO fair that SAO
held last week, with over 40 RSOs repre-

sented, and the work that that office does

with groups such as the UMass Theatre
Guild as examples of the positive things

SAO does.

Paul and Gagnon said too much atten-

tion has been focused on the directorship of

the office and not on what SAO actually

does.

"A focus of lot of the work that has to be

done is on the director," Gagnon said. That
seems to be some people's vision of the

problem."

it^.' li every reason to lie to protect

himsolt, but nolx)dy made that point.

AP pholo

University of Oklahoma
professor Anita Hill

law

GTE Information
Seminar
Wednesday,

October lo,

7:00 p.m.

Campus Center

Room #81

Discover the ptMential of a career wuh GTE Covemtneni S)'Siems

Our representaiives will be on amipiLs lo coikIuci an Infomutum

Seminar for al slutlcnLs inieresied in j;n)vving wiih a gh\x\\ leader m
communicaiions lechnoUig)' and infommtion svstoms for the military,

govemmeni and indusirv

.

Individuals interested in S)'Slems Engmcenng or Software Engineering

wht) arc pursuing a BSEE, BSCE, 15SC.S, DVMS or equivaleni, are csfx'-

cially etKimraged to attend this semiutr. You'll kam about the technical

challenges we offer in

System Architecture

Networking

Communications Systems

Software Development

Information Engineering

DBMS

Secure Switching Systems

Real 1 ime Software

Simulation and Modeling

Rapid I*rolotyping

Expert Systems and ANN

SB Government
Systems
Command, Control and
Communications Systems

Designs

Harness the power of achievement Discover the professioruil freedom,

independence, and team involvement lound ai GTE Govemmeni
Systems. See ycxir Placement Office for interview availability. If you

cannot attend on the date listed, or would like more information about

careers with GTE Govemmeni Systems - Command, Conuiol, and

Communicaiions Systems, contact Jill A. Shea, G>llege Relaiions

Coordinator, 77 "A" Street, Needham Heights, MA 02194.

An equal opportunity empioycr.

FREE!! FREE!! FREE!!

NO CHARGE TO PROCESS

CONTINENTAL/AMERICAN EXPRESS

COUPONS

CENTRAL

TRM.

FREEH FREE!! FREE!! FREE!!

INQUIRE ABOUT OUR

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
CAMPUS TRAUEL
CAMPUS CENTER

UMASS
545^500

CENTRAL TRAVEL
OF AMHERST

800 MAIN ST. STE. 2

256^704

ATTENTION; FACULTY AND STAFF

October is here and the United Way campaign is about to begin.

This fall, for the first time. Advocacy Network will be listed as an
approved agency by COMFX. (Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Employees Contribution

)
to receive your contribution as a state employee

through COMEC via United Way as the collection agency.

^^'^^^^'^^y IM>mrk is an all volunteer group which advocates for the
mentally retarded residing in Western Massachusetts.

Through the years. Advocacy Network has been closely involved with
thousands of University of Massachusetts students who have participatedm the long-standing and successful Boltwood Project.

I ask for your financial support through your United Way/COMEC
contribution: Please specify Advocacy Network.

If you wish to know more about Advcnracy Network, please phone:

(413) 256-1313
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Notes from the Campus Center basement
The Minuteman came out last week and

only mentioned the Collegian twice (both
times in derogatory terms, ofcourse), which
must be some kind of record. I was a little

disappointed actually. I was looking forward
to some down and dirty mud-slinging (the

sort we've come to expect from The Min-
uteman). But seeing how I went through all

the trouble to think up a put-down, I'm

going to use it regardless. When you have
The,Minuteman right there in front of you,

when you're holding it in your hands, just

staring at it, you can't help but have the

following thought: "Gee, this would have
made a damn fine snot-rag iftheyjust hadn't

put all this newsprint all over it."

Marc Elliot

Like marching around the Student Union
Steps is going to make George Bush do

anything.

Ted Kennedy was in Northampton last

week. I guess he was visiting the Cooley

Dickenson Hospital where he stayed afler

he was in a plane crash in which both one of

his legislative aides and the pilot died. Ted
doesn't have much luck with these me-

chanical forms of transportation, eh? His

assistants should get combat pay.

What is it with postmen? Whenever you
hear about a mass murder, it always seems
to be a mailman that is responsible.

When you have access to an Associated

Press wire service, you end up with all sorts

of little tidbits (is that a word?) of informa-

tion. In Albuquerque, N.M., a city whose
only claim to fame is the place where Bugs
Bunny always gets lost, there exists a group

of fat. middle-aged men who dance around
in night clubs with little or no clothing on.

They call themselves the "Chunkendales"
and I'm not kidding. I'm at a loss as to

whether to laugh or vomit.

So there are these eight people who locked

themselves up in a "Biosphere" to see ifthey

can survive cut off from the world in their

own little self-sutTicient building. I guess

they'll do all right unless one of them gets

drunk and spills motor oil in the bathtub.

Break out the hot water and paper towels

and lock up the canary.

Yahhhhh! Graffiti of the Week! GrafRti

of the Week! Fun with Fruit! Graffiti from

around the campus, nation and the globe.

This week's Bit C Vandalism comes from
Berlin, Germany (imported. . . do I run a

classy column or what?), courtesy of Lee
Anderson of Southwest. "Life is like pubic

hair on a toilet seat; sooner or later someone
is going to piss you off." Thanx Lee.

Somebody tell Sen. Joseph Biden that

everyone knows he's going bald and that he
should stop trying to comb what he has left

over his bald spot because he's on TV now
and he looks pretty damn stupid.

And I thought I'd never see the Senate
spend a week discussing penis size and
pubic hair. They ought to open up the

hearings to the public with phone-in ques-

tions from around the country like they do

on "Oprah" or "Donahue" so the rest of us

can question these Yale graduates about
penis size and pubic hair in their drinks.

I wonder ifrentals for that movie starring

Long Dong Silver have gone up since these

hearings have began?

So when is CNN going to release a video

series on the early 908? They could call it

TT^e Bush Years' Greatest Hits and have
videos like:TheGulfWar Mini-Series: What
You Missed When You Went Out For
Cheetos" or The Thomas Hearings: From
Boring Confirmation to Sex on the Senate

Floor" (censored and uncensored versions

available for the latter, censored only for the

former).

I got a bunch of mail last week (three

whole letters). One for Graffiti ofthe Week,
one that told me to "have a brawny day"

(thanx Mere-dith), and one last one from a
Mr. Jason Wisuri who writes "I realize that

you are not from New England so your
mistake is forgiven, I'm just surprised no
one has corrected it sooner." Jason says that

New Englanders call it a "cellar" not a

"basement." Well Jason, actually I am from

New England, Massachusetts in fact. "Notes

From the Campus Center Basement" was
started way before I came here and 1 wouldn't

want to presume to have the power to change

the sacred tradition.

Well that wraps up another week, so if

you think I have doe-like eyes and am the

epitome of today's virile man (check out the

personals now and again) or you think I'm a

big weenie without a bun or even ifyou just

want to give some cool graffiti write to "Joe

Bob Elliott, that dancin' fool" and either

send it by mail or drop it off at the "classi-

fied" desk here in the basement.

Until next time remember: "It's another

big hit from the Money Store!"

Marc Elliott is a Collegian 'Joe Bob'

Coverage as disturbing as the issue
Clarence Thomas says he won't withdraw from his

nomination from the Supreme Court and I have just one
question to ask — Does he have stock in any of the
m^jor networks or newspapers?

I turned on the television on Monday morning, but there

was nothing to be seen. OfClarence Thomas and Anita Hill,

that is.

All I saw was Gary Collins frying up some trout.

Where did they go? I was so looking forward to seeing

Sen. Orrin Hatch and my personal favorite, Howell Heflin

from Alabama — thinking that their smart questions and
sarcastic remarks would actually help this nation figure out

ifthe former director ofthc Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission is fit for the Supreme Court.

This thing is sickening.

Gayle Long

You know the media is trying to make a big deal out of all

of this when ABC News has an introduction screen with

music which dramatically reads "THE THOMAS HEAR-
INGS" and the G/o6c does the same with a mini-banner

across six of the pages in the front section.

Most people do not even understand how this man's

appointment will affect them, if it will at all.

Why in the world is this stuffcovering the press like the

dust on the dictionaries in the Collegian f

Because, as all good journalists know — SEX AND
SCANDAL SELLS. Big time.

I mean, come on. I^et's play this one out to the end.

As I am writing this, there are supposed to be eight more
hours ofThomas and Hill testimony in the Senate Caucus
room, eight more hours ofNBC Special News Coverage, etc.

Today the newspapers will be filled again with the

analysis and commentary from every side, and even I could

be blamed for adding to the overkill.

There are some things I should say, however.

Even ifThomas is doing this to increase the value of his

portfolio, or if Anita Hill is a woman with such incredible

intuition she could foresee his nomination 10 years in

advance and concoct this entire thing in her mind — it

doesn't deserve this attention.

The argument that the American public should see the

process of the democratic governement at work isn't hap-

pening. The public sees smart-mouth senators and sarcastic

news commentators making decisions on a woman and a

man without hearing the entire case. Without ever being

able to know the truth. This is what people see.

The people see polls taken by the hour by news pollsters

who have an agenda of their own— I've never maintained

that the press (owned by big business) is all that unbiased.

We just try to make it look good. How can anyone pass

judgement on this man and woman simply on their answers

and the comments of a man like Orrin Hatch?
There are other things which the viewing public should

see, but they aren't using their MINDS as well as their

EYES. For instance, afler the emotional turmoil caused by

the trial, will Clarence Thomas, even if he is innocent, be

able to vote without bias on cases involving sexual ha-

rassment in the future? How broad will his definition of

sexual harassment be? Or will he have one?

Maybe Peter Jennings and the rest of the "political

reporters" should think about that one for a while. Maybe
everyone can do a little thinking— and stop worrying about

the politics involved in it all. Just a thought.

Gayle Long is a Collegian columnist

Founders declare

aims of Beer Nation
We, the founders of Beer Nation, are writing in

response to the recently proposed restrictions on the

purchase and transportation of keg beer. As you well

know the town of Amherst is contemplating the

implementation of a discriminatory policy of keg

licensing. This policy would allow the Amherst police

to selectively discriminate against anyone purchasing

a keg. This prohibitive proposal on alcohol acquisition

would further tighten the noose on our already

strapped financial situation.

We, Beer Nation, call upon our allies, brothers and
sisters alike, to rise up and take action against this

travesty ofa law. Beer drinkers have had to deal with

many monetary pains as well as being .s<x:ially op-

pressed and it's about time for a change. We will no

longer sit back and be ridiculed for our choice. The
creation officer Nation was for the preservation ofour

recreation and our first Bud Light vigil, to be held in

downtown Amherst, will soon be announced.

Dale McGettigan
Amherst

College is nothing like real life

Here I am atcoUege. Great. Now besides being concerned

with grades, I have to be concerned with when I'm going to

eat (is the DC open?), whatclasses I'm going to stay in, when
I should do work, what activities I should participate in, and

if the last two overlap, which one takes precedence.

They" say this is more like the real world. They" say

that this is independence. They " say this is higher educa-

tion. Either they are padding the truth or they haven't been

to college.

Granted, 1 do have more responsibilities now that I'm in

college. Maybe in that respect it is more like the real world.

However, a lot of the responsibilities are assigned in the

form of a class schedule or by time constraints in the DCs.

These things require a minimal amount of responsibility in

comparison to other things I have encountered.

As far as being independent is concerned, I will say that

there is a lot more independence in college, but I think a lot

of people confuse independence with freedom. There is a lot

of freedom and choice that is very prevalent in college: the

freedom to go to which classes, the freedom to take courses

one is interested in (aside from (}en. Eds!), and the freedom

to do what— and go where— one wants, when and as often

as he/she wants.

There is another side to the things that one does at

college that is concerned with independence. Students are

more independent in college than they have been before, but

the m^ority of them are not totally independent. Most of

them have their parents paying at least some ofthe tuition,

still depend on schedules for classes to tell them where to go

at certain points during the day, and as far as doing what

you want to do without fear of not succeeding, the General

Education requirements are restrictive.

I am included in the aforementioned things. I think that

people see college as a step toward independence. It's a

small sampling of independence — more than you had

before, but not nearly as much as you will soon face.

Jordan Weeks

College is also referred to as an institute of "higher

education." Is this implying that high school was lower or

medium education? Maybe. Is this implying that one is

supposed to learn much more in college, a large amount of

things, "higher" than referring to the level at which one is

learning? Maybe. 1 can assure you that college ia one thing:

higher priced education.

Altogether, I believe that college can be very useful and

one can learn a lot from college, not just academically, but

socially. As far as college being like the real world, I'm not

sure to what extent that is true. It is often said that college

is supposed to prepare you for the real world.

Kurt Vonnegut, Jr. once wrote that he was discussing

college with a friend, a fellow writer. His friend wrote that

in college you learned what you were supposed to in high

school and that the real world was different from high

school, but once you get out of college you find that the real

world is high school all over, "cheerleaders, class presidents

and all."

Jordan Weeks is a UMass student

New justice must
obey laws of Court

The vote to delay Clarence Thomas's appointment to the

Supreme Court does not "refiect the growing power of

women and of issues important to women in American
politics" (R.W. Apple Jr.. New York Times, Oct. 9).

It was simply a political move. The delay had almost

nothing to do with women's issues. "There's no reason for a

delay if you have the votes," Bob Dole said. He, and other

Thomas supporters, realized that the unanswered questions

and diminishing support would probably have resulted in

the Senate's rejection of Clarence Thomas.
Certain senators reiterated their support of Clarence

Thomas and dismissed Anita Hill's charges because she

calledThomas 1 2 times in six years. What does that average

out to— two times a year? Even women who are physically

abused "stay" with their abusers. Who fully understands

the dynamics of relationships between abusers and their

victims and between sexual harassers and the harassed?

Most male senators certainly do not understand. Some
senators do not even know the definition of sexual harass-

ment, never mind the laws against sexual harassment in

the work place. How could these senators not dismiss these

allegations when some of them may view certain behavior

as acceptable? There is a basic misunderstanding between

men and women about what is acceptable and what is

threatening.

There is no misunderstanding in the law. The senators

— lawmakers — should appoint a Supreme Court justice

who not only understands the law, but who obeys the laws

ofthe Supreme Court, especially when this Supreme Court

will be ruling on many issues that directly affect women's

lives.

Pamela A. Gaulin
Amherst

The Editorial desk gladly accepts columns, letters

and cartoons from the Five College area. All submis-

sions should be typedand double-spaced. Letters should

be no longer than 50 lines, while columns should run

50-70 lines. Drop them off at our office at 113 C.C.
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Peace Prize
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

"The joy and pride which I and our chil-

dren feel at this moment is marked by sad-

ness and continuing apprehension," said

Aris. who is a visiting professor of Tibetan

and Himalayan studies at Harvard Uni-

versity

The couple's two sons, Alexander. 18,

and Kim, 14, are at school in England.

The Norwegian Nobel Committee com-

mended Suu Kyi for "one of the most ex-

traordinary examples of civil courage in

Asia in recent decades." The prize is for $1

million. Aris said the money should be held

in trust for his wife and he does not know if

she will be able to go to Oslo to accept the

award.

Harvard University President Neil

Rudenstine said he hopes the prize will

bring attention to her struggle. "I hope very

much that their own problems can be eased

bv this event," he said.

Styles By
Deborah
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Arts & Livin
Hot Spot exhibit is only luke warm
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian StafT

Hot Spot: Amherst
Hampden Gallery

Thursday, Oct. 10

About 20 human forms lay contorted and
twisted beneath stenciled Army blankets in

Hampden Gallery on Thursday. The artist,

Gail Rothschild, was asked for her inter-

pretation of Amherst's history and this was
it.

Each ofmy projects begins with a search
for some element of local history that will

form the central idea of the installation."

Rothschild explains. ForAmherst, shechose
to highlight the doings of Lord Jeffrey

Amherst, for whom our little town was
named. In June 1763, blankets contami-

nated with smallpox were given to the In-

dians, and Lord Jeffrey was deemed '^he

father of modern germ warfare.'

The effect on the Native Americans was
devastating as they had no resistance to the

European disease," explains Rothschild.

The second halfof Rothschild's exhibit is

her correspondence with scientists and ac-

tivists today involved with biological agents

or "germ warfare." Rothschild said her re-

search for this project took six months, but

it's actual construction took 10 days.

DISTINGUISHED TEACHERS
AWARD

NOMINATIONS

DEADLINE: NOVEMBER 4, 1991

IF YOU KNOW A FACULTY MEMBER OR TEACHING
ASSISTANT/ASSOCIATE WHO IS TRULY OUTSTANDING AND DESERVES

RECOGNITION, SUBMIT A NOMINATION IN WRITING WITH A BRIEF
DESCRIPTION OF WHY YOUR NOMINEE DESERVES THE AWARD.

FACULTY. ALUMNI AND CURRENT GRADUATE/UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS MAY NOMINATE,

SUBMIT NOMINATIONS BY MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1991

TO: DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD COMMITTEE
GRADUATE DEAN'S OFFICE
514 GOODELL BUILDING

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

SHABBA
RANKS

"I don't do artistic expression," said

Rothschild defensively in her black cowboy
boots and cropped hair, as she attempts to

explain the reasoning behind her work. "My
sculpture is about bringing people together

and inviting people to ask questions."

According to Rothschild's explanation,

the "hay people" are a "reference to the earth

which is as vulnerable as the suffermg fig-

ure." Is this installation art? The figures,

intended to shake the viewer up a bit and
bring them as close as possible to the horrors

ofgerm warfare, look like what's left behind
by our friendly campus police as they ride by

on horseback. Sure it's clay and hay, but I'm

straying from the point.

The figures are not differentiated in any
remarkable way. They didn't evoke feelings

from the onlookers, probably because there
were no faces. They lost their humanity
with the visible chicken wire seen under the
hay.

I could be accused of being too skeptical,

but the second half of the exhibit is letters.

The artist's actual correspondence with germ
warfare experts. Good reference material,

yes. Art? I'm not so sure. There is plenty of

researched material about the subject as
you walk into the room. It's a relevant issue

for today, and it is a wonderful thing if the

community reflects on the implications of

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Weds., Oct. 16th

8pm
in the UMass Fine Arts Center
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UMASS Fine Arts

Center Box Office
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Black Affairs

"No sobb story here, check yourself!"
It is important for the Black community at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts to understand that the editorial * A
sobb story" written on September 30. 1991 by JeflFLawerence

was separatist, and cliquey.

I am a Black woman in my senior year at UMASS. and
by no means at all have I ever needed someone to tell me how
I should or should not behave on campus.

As far as the freshman are concerned, we should not

come down on them so hard. They also need time to adjust

themselves to this school, being that it is a very large and
complicated University.

Things become even more complicated when people start

labelling them with an "Urban Mentality" Personally I

believe this to be a ridiculous and peripheral generalization.

Maybe some days people are in a bad mood, or they just

do not want to talk. You must be paranoid to think that

everytime someone Black doesn't say hello that they have a

problem, I think that you have a problem. Besides this stuff

about saying "wat up' is pure malarkey.

You mean to say that I should say "w at up" to every Black

person 1 see. but when 1 go to the Malcolm X center some of

those same people are going to look me up and down and
ignore me?

Mr. Lawerence, I speak to those who respond with

positive vibes. Only I and other Black individuals alike can

be the judge of that, and not you.

I know that we should help one another, and be a unified

community.but up here ifyou don't dress a certain way.wear
your hair a certain way .or talk to these specific people , then

the majority of the community will not accept you. Sounds
like some judgement nonsence to me.

How in the hell can one determine who is lost or who
isn't? Let me add that when I came here in 1988. the first few

people I met were White people on my floor. When some
Black American students on campus saw me with these

White people, I guess they automatically assumed that I

was "Lost". They would not speak to me, nor did they want

to hang out with me. This bothered me. but I let it ride

because ! have to live my life and no one else can do it for me.

So now , here I am two years later. Those students who
wouldn't speak to me, are finally speaking. To tell the truth

this does not impess me, but it does confuse me. How people

can judge other based on who they talk to is over my head.

1 do not mean to insult anyone. This article is not in

reference to those individuals who respect other students

for who they are, and not for who they asst)ciate with.

Nicole Garretson

In order for Black students to be truly united on this

campus. 1 think we all need to" take a Tylenol" and wake up.

We have so many internal problems that need to be dealt

.

But nobody knows where to begin.

Futhermore. it could be quite possible that even you. Mr
lawerence. may have salivated over some blonde- haired

chick walking through the campus somcwhwere.
So before you make derogatory statements about "jungle

fever", I think you should check yourself and some of your

cronie's shit out first. Even if you don't look at Black girls,

you should not assume that every Black person who is

intimately involved with a White person has a problem.

I sometimes encounter some Black students who try to

remove themselves or exclude Blacks who involved in

interacial relationships for the comminity. I think these

people should think twice. Our community has many more
pressing problems that need to be dealt with.

On another topic I did feel very positive about the

editorial written by Douglas Greer. It was a constructive

way of expressing the idea that we as Blacks in America
need to revive our conscienceness. It also implied that unity

begins in the center, and that we as Black people need to

reclaim that center, that focal point of existence.

But then I read "A sobb story" which was perpetuating

the idea that the Black community should have a standard-

ized and peripheral means of interacting.

Aij far as the freshman are concerned , they'll run into

plenty of obstacles throughout their four years in college,

and will hopefully deal with them accordingly. The fresh-

man cannot learn to socialize, become mature individuals or

deal with their daily lives based on your standards. Besides,

our main objectives for being up here should be; to study

hard, to grow and learn from our environment . and to

graduate successfully.

It also baffles me when you said that the University

doesn't care about us. I agree that there is an abundant

amount ofprejudice and racism in the valley. Blacks should

be aware of it and ready to support the Black community,

but . Mr. Lawerence if you feel so strongly about these

people not liking us. then why are you here? Leave this

White University and go to a Black one. But let me warn
you. White people are everywhere.

We (the African diaspora ) are inevitably a part of the

"White" hegemonic structure. So as much as we do not

understand it. it is a must that we should use this system.

and the Universuty alike to our advantage, together.

Get what these White people get. and more, while

strengthening the community in a respective way.

Do not assume that you can categorize everyone in the

Black community. You do not know me. and I am pretty sure

you have based your judgments on people you know httle

about.

Unity means more than supporting the New Africa

House. Black people in America are in a state ofemergency,

women and men alike. We can liberate ourselves, so long as

there is respect for the inevitable (and not necessarily

negative) diversity among us.

" Once the body of the nation begins to live again in a
coherent and dynamic way, everything becomes possible."

(Frantz Fanon)
Nicole Garretson i« a UMASS atudc.ii

" Are you going to
get involved ?

African American males and females on

this campus need to take some responsibility.

There is no rea.«ion why our organizations

are not filled to capacity. Yes. we all have

classes, but there is no reason why we cannot

give two hours a week to better our com-

munity

Douglas Greer

Where is our commitment' For example
there war. a sunnit meeting called by the

African American History Department de-

partment, yet hardly any<ine showed up.

There more professors present than stu-

dents. But we can spend six hours and
fifteen dollars to see Shabba Ranks.

Underclassmen you especially need to

get involved, this where you are going to

spend the next three to four years of your
life. Decisions are being made about your
future at the University, by other students

W'ho Don't Look Like You.
Athlete's, we understand your mentality.

You come to the University and have thou-

sands ofWhite Americans thinking that you

are the best thing that ever walked across

the earth, then you forget where you come
from. Should be among our leaders, because

you have more influence than any other

group ofAfrican descent on this campus, yet

you choose to chase White American women,
and start fights with people Who Look Like

You.
Upperclassmen. we have a responsibility

for all of the above. It is our job to get

underclassmen involved, and for two years

we have failed to do this.

We have to wake up brothers and sisters

and get involved. We have a moral respon-

sibility to ourselves and to those in the past

who fought, and died to give us the oppor-

tunity to get here.

P.S. Stay away from the fever!

Douglas Greer is a UMASS student

THE MOST IMPOIMIT
CAREER STEP YOU
EVER TAKE MAY
START IN SENEGAL

.

%''
Yo, Whats Upir

OCTOBER 15

ANACAONA Cultural center study

hours , mon- thur from 7-11 in the

basement of Thatcher in Northeast.

"Can't Truss It" an indept discussion for

first year, and veteran male students of

color. Malcolm X center 7pm sharp!

OCTOBER 16

NOMMO NEWS general body meet-

ing 5:00pm in 103 New Africa House

SHABBA RANKS 8;00 PM FAC

SYLVAN CULTURAL CENTER study

hours sun- wed, 7- 1 1 at suite 02 CASHIN
(Sylvan )

MALCOLM X CENTER STUDY

HOURS SUN, MON, WED, 7-11

-REPORTS IN COLOR" with James A.

Jemison 91.1 WMUA Topic: Speeches of

Malcolm X

OCTOBER 17

"ALANA NIGHT" 9PM Grayson Main
lounge, guest speakers, reception, free

admission

OCTOBER 18

ANACOANA CULTURAL CENTER
PARTY at the Malcolm X center 8pm

OCTOBER 19

"UNIY PARTY" AT THE MALCOLM X
CENTER 10-UNTIL music by D.J.

KNOCK OUT!

WRITE FOR ^LACK AFFAIRS

Or in any of over 70 developing

countries in Asia, Africa. Latin America,
or Central Europe. Your first job after

graduation should offer more than just a

paycheck. In the Peace Corps, you'll

broaden your world view and your
horizons for the future. You'll learn a new
language... live in a different culture...

develop professional skills. . and meet
challenges far greater than those you might
be offered in a starting position in the U.S.

Peace Corps is looking for people
from many disciplines— education, health,

the environment, agriculture, community

development, engineering, the sciences,

and more. With a degree or experience in

these fields, you may find that Peace

Corps will be able to use your skills like

no other employer you're considering.

And equip you with the

type of experience

valued by interna-

tional firms,

government

agencies, and

private industry

and graduate

school programs.

UMASS Peace Corp.s rccruitirs Tom Akin and Celeste Landon will soon be hostinp .several activities.

Majors in science, math, civil engineering, health, elementary or specialeducation. English, forestry,

agriculture, and business are encouraged to attend. Rnd out how you can qualify:

I>fFO Thursday, Oct. 17, 7:30pm. New Africa House
SEMINARS Thursday, Oct. 24, 7:30pm. 203 Holdsworlh Hall

Or call the UMASS Peace Corps Oflke: ."545-2105. or stop by 12 Draper Hall

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON
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By GARRY TRUDEAU
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CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By SHADOW
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Quote of the Day
"I don't know what he's made for but

it's not college."

—Overheard

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE

1 Oaiai —
S Knock am m the

9\Mora»Np
13 Accumuial*
15 Mexican menu

cfioica

16 Take a lau
1

7

Advica to

novicas

20 Sha«pef

21 Join

»i matals

22 Ooia
24 - no avM

25 Ch««i (o( a diva

29 Feedbag iidbH

31 Tiugtiy tot

1a(K)y

35 0>idi;e

37 SwiMil potato

39 - Blue^

40 Invento' s aim''

44 Pre holMMy tima

45 Sal ol kong
46 React to

ragwead
47 City w o(

Monlgomary
50 CaM % coaat

52 Spud
53S{>rrt«

55 Fly high

57 Commands
60 Natives ol Ahu
64 Tun pany s

ovai aong
67 Chwmcai

compound
MSmalcaaa
99 Body d J««n«h

law

70 Oomatticafd
71 Faat Itywk

lof short

72 It s undaftooi

DOWN
1 VoungsMr
2 Run ~
3 Team anagram
4 Tannis aca

5 Sound tysMm

6 — Vaga*
7 Plays a part

8 SpifWMrtg toys

9 Pnsay paopta
lOHouaion

campus
1

1

Habraw month
12 Urga
14 IVcaivabia
18Spalling

match
19ll4argarma

23 Br«as
ol a son

25 Nana ones
26 A Suparman
27 SovM co-op
29 Drum
30Qraak lafiar

32 InaatiMn maik
33 Astound
34 Lass graan
39 UnM olanargy
39 Future bhs
41 Chagram
42P«aad
43 Social

49 ~o(-itM-road S9 Noncoms
49 So be 4

51 Raccoons'
cousips

54 SrxMps
56 Summal
57 Lady Ctudkn
58 A — with a

•t Japartese

herbs
92 Novice
93nnniped
94 Obtain

9SCab»i
89 Haggard

novel
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Quote of the Day
"The needs of many outweigh the

needs of the one or the few."

--Mr. Spock

(Star Trek II: The Wrath ofKhan)

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April 19) VIP%

may be touchy ad in no mood to deal

with yoar agenda. Neverttielest. you get

thinp iloiie. DiHt off acgleoKd tkillt

and use them to bring in extra dollars.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)

Consider exlra (raining in your area of

expertite Plan fxrsx. (hen act decisively

Yoo receive u.seful advice from more

experienced people. Show your

appreciation in a tangible way.

GEMINI(May2l-June20):
Maintain a low profile around (esly

higher-ups today Romance is on a new

high. Loved ones will appreciate any

social plans you make for this evening.

Keep entenainmeni costs within

reasonable limits.

CANCER (June 21 July 22): Curb

an urge to violate protocol at work

today. You will form valuable

friendships while involved in

humanitarian pursuits. Listen closely (o

what teen-agers have to say.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You value

your privacy and enjoy spending lime

alone. A Irip you take down memory

lane wi(h an old fiHend could lead lo

somelhing excidng. Romance is a

iource of secre( delight.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): Your

love life a((racls new at(en(ion. A
proposal, trip or special projec( pnimpts

you (o think about (he fulure. .Say "yes"

10 an unusual request and explore

overseas business opportunities.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Ocl 22) Those

working in advertising or sales have the

magic touch now. Time speiM on

leicarth pays off in the marketplace.

Your fence-mending efTnrtt win the

respect of influential higher-ups Be

modest

SCORPIO (Oct. 2-VNo» 21):

Literary efforts we favored A new
business relationship holds lots of

promise New doors open to you Caler

to your mate's whims now and then.

The two of you make a great learn!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec.

2 1 ): Not a good day to take out a loan or

violate the rules al work. Do everything

you can to advance your career.

Ronancc intensifies. Avoid revealing

too much too soon.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 19):

New vistas are revealed today Be wary

of people who act ofHcious. You may
be overlooking something about a

partner Contact with cooperative

relatives is likely.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Reb. 18):

You are very decisive and may be given

important new responsibilities now.

Networking enlarges you contacts and

enhances your earning potential. Do not

be shy about promoting a pet cause.

PI.SCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Stick

to your agenda today, limiting your

contact with moody higher-ups. Finding

new outlets for your creative talents will

boost your income. Be sure your

subordinates pull their weight. Set

guidelines.

Today's Staff

Night Editor Preston P. Forman

Copy Editor Joanne Quimby

Production Supervisors) Nicole EXimas

Production Beth Butts,

Traci-Ann DiSalvatore
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WE BUY YOUR USED MAC EQUIPMENT FOR

TOP DOLLAR. CASH! WE SELL REFURBISHED

MAC s AT DISCOUNT! CALL FOR QUOTE.

»ir^i-rcrv i^^ (800) 545-2313,
RENTEX INC. (517) 423-5567

Hot Spot
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

such a horrible weapon. The artist conceded that the sculp-

tures were the work of her graduate students, though. So

here we have a researching sculptor who has other people

sculpt her stuff, and she tells people how bad germ warfare

IS Although the exhibit was informative and educational, it

lacked the total emotional connection ofthe artist and came

across as viscerally disappointing.

Hot Spot: Amhernt. an exhibit by Gail Rothschild, will

be on display at Hampden Gallery through November 22.

Gallery hours are Monday through Friday 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.

and Sunday 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.

(

WE DELIVER QUALITY
Prices alreadv include Mjswchuwtts Meal Tax

Pizza Toppings

'-'..choke He*t*

Salads

Frf. '

Onkm
n«ckO<ve
F'-fsh GtfVc

DoubteDou^

Cfpcr UroCcM
Anchovy

J»\»peno»

C^yeeoe 4.25

Orte item 4.95
Two ittffTIS 6.65
Three it<ms 6.35
Four \tem» 7.06

Fivf items 7.75

6.00
TOO
&.00
9.0O
10.00
11.00

Speciality Pizzas

foeeed 3.96
Chff» 520
5e»foo<i 5.20
Tun« 5.20

Greek 5.20

Served tv^th Hot Pnpad

»6.60

Dressings:

5eiv«d with hot bre«<i

FuM

5ub».

5t««k6ub»
»re Our

Haw«ii»r 5.65 5.00 975

Ffsto 5 65 &.00 9.75

Vtf4rt*ri«n Deluxe 7.50 ^O.OQ \Z00\

CombinJtlon 7.90 10.75 13£>0|

OFF
inoicUr

Any
Medium
Pizza

OFF Any
iarqc
F\zza

^^at^ «
i:7Tunan ^a\atn.

<:J\t\taa\ani

MANDARIN/SZECHUENCU6INE

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CV/ISINE

10 Bdcherlown Rd. • Route 9 Amhrrsl • {S6-02S1/0(5t

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

EVERYDAY
Minimum $15 plus $2 delivery charge

#1
1 coufx>n per Tizzj pte«9e

'ytA ^0i4 m «Wju»'CtiOn wiWi »ny Other specif

FREE DELIVEI?Y! CALL 265-0222

1 coupon per raza f>9M»
rwt vj*4 m conii^CtiO" wfth «f^ Other epeciji*

FREE DELIVEKY1 CALL 265-0222

II coifon per PizM pieMe

fxrt v«W tfi cof^onction *»th »ny other epecials I

FREE PELIVEKYI CALL 265-0222

BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
BuHct Served Saturday 5-9p^ni.

Buffet served 5-8 p.m. bun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 1:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

AU. YCX; CAN EAT $5.99

.ANNUAL
ABMY&NAVY

Genuine U.S. and European Surplus!

University of Massachusetts

Student Union Ballroom

October 15 thru 18th

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday

9:00am - 8:00pm

Sponsored By:

Cape Verdean Student Alliance

Wool Blankets, Gloves, Hats,

Scarves, & Much, Much More!

O Genuine U.S. & European

Military and Antique Overcoats

$25-$35

O Wool, West German,

British, French Pants

$10 -$17

O U.S., British, French, Italian

Wool Sweaters

$8 -$15

O Mexican Baja Pullovers

and Blankets

$12&$15

O Heavy Cotton, 6-Pocket Field

Pants : U.S., Dutch,

West German
$7 -$16

O Genuine Issue Camo, Desert,

Tiger, Urban Black

Six Pocket Pants

$25

O World Flags (3'x5')

$10 each/ 2 for $18

O Down Feather Mummy
Sleeping Bags (0' - 15')

$30

O U.S. Navy Wool
Middys and Peacoats

$10 $30

O Full Leather Raincoats

& Trenchcoats

$6 $15

Mastercard, Visa, and

American Express accepted

> presented by the

Army Barracks of Martha's Vineyard

Field hockey has 1-1 weekend
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts field hockeyteam sperit

the long weekend in State College, Pa. against St. Joseph's

and Penn State. They almost swept the two foes, winning 4-

against St. Joseph's, but losing a close 2-0 match to the

Nittaoy Lions.

The win Saturday versus Atlantic-10 rival St. Joseph's

gave UMass the regular season conference title. UMass ( 10-

3) has a perfect 3-0 record in the A- 10, with one more
conference game, against Rhode Island, coming up.

In Saturday's action, UMass found their offensive stroke,

as they combined good passing and shooting.

•"They moved the ball really well ," assistant coach Heather

Lewis said. They passed well and finished well."

The Minuteworaen benefited from goals by Jenn
Salisbury, CathyJaremis, Joy Blenis, and Sherlan Cabralis.

In goal, junior Phiiippa Scott and Tina Rusiecki split

lime against St. Joseph's. Scott notched four saves and

Rusiecki saved two shots. Both goaltenders played well,

according to Lewis.

Sunday's game pitted the second ranked team in the

nation. Penn State, against UMass, No. 5. The Minutewomen

came out strong on the turf of Penn State, playing one of

their best halves, according to Lewis.

They opened the field up and they did what they needed

to do for the first 35 minutes." Lewis said.

Penn State got on the score board in the first half, before

UMass fell apart in the second half. A Nittany Lion goal in

the second half iced the game.

Scott played well against Penn State, saving 18 shots.

The score could have been much higher if not for Scott's

performance. The team did not play nearly as well in the

second half, according to Lewis.

They were really good for one half," she said. "Unfor-

tunately, they didn't sustain it."

Against a team of Penn State's quality, it is imperative

to maintain a high level of play. The Nittany Lions' (12-1)

only loss this year was against top-ranked Old Dominion,

and they continue to win convincingly.

As for UMass, the team is getting their turf play down,

which is neccessary for the upcoming post-season play. The

Minutewomen will play in the A- 10 Championships at

Temple, which is an artificial surface. Ifthey advance to the

NCAA quarterfinals, the field at Villanova is also artificial,

so the experience on turf this past weekend was as critical

as the competition.

Men's Soccer
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Koch described Gruber as phenomenal in goal.

Regarded as one ofthe Northeast's finest netminders,

he kept the muddy Minutemen in the match, making

15, sometimes acrobatic, saves.

The field conditions affected several scoring

opportunites by both teams. One such scoring oppor-

tunity could have won it for UMass, two minutes into

the first overtime as Jacobs missed an empty net by

sUpping on the mud.
George Washington's score camejust two minutes

later at 95.36 as Ranzo Massa sUpped the ball by

Gruber.
"We were lucky because it was a hardfought game

that could have gone either way," said George

Washington coach George Lidster.

MULTICULTURAL
AFFAIRS EDITOR

NEEDED
• news expencnce helpful

• knowledge of multicultural

groups and community

gioups necessan

Come to the Collegian

offices. 1 1 3 Campus Center

jnd ask lor Marc

LONDON
ROUND IKIP rR()\\

350

Now's the

time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

7« OW Sundartand Rd . No Amharsi

549-2880
Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Mom tiator Crtdll CarOa Aecapfd

Froni NEW YORK
tfuiiid lri|>s sUirtiii^ .it

LONDON $350

LENINGRAD $610

CARACAS $410

CUTEMALA C. $390

BANGKOK $939
I OS ANGELES

AUCKLAND $699

la\cs & surcharges not included.

Fares subject to change.

Council Travel
79 So. Pleasent Street,

Amherst, MA 01002

(413)256-1261

DACK
SCHOOL 101

Prerequisite

Dock pain & A KEFEKRAL

from your UHS provider

This 3 stBWon program

(classes on* w*«k apani

mcludas intormation on eiarcis*.

soma anatomy, maaaaga.
traatmant options, posturs tips

and pain raliat methods.

DATES: Wednesdays,

October 20, 30 Cr Hovembef 6

TIME: 6:00 - 6:00 pm

PLACE: Physical Therapy Dept. ^
(around floor - University Health Center

..H'S M^O'f" ''5''^<3?'0'' o'v: '*" T-ot'O* iO 76^* *•

*Pl»OS« Otfvift* your UHS oroviO^r for th« oroo^r r»f»rrQl

Classifieds
AcnvmES

CONCERTS CONCERTS CONCERTS
UPC Cortoan Production Me«ting

Tonignt lai&'gi SflOPM 163CC
Everybody W»lcom«

OLDER STUDENTS: Issuas. muncMes and

(nof» •! 25« CtutJ intro m««ting. 1 0. 1 5, 7 PM.

McNamara Dorm, mam ioung*. Randy. 2S3-

0761

SURVIVAL ON THE VAXI VAX help ses-

sion covenng k39gir>g on, wordMAHC. mail,

etc Today! Marsloo 220. 700Tua«. OcllS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

DEBATE

Ara^ou InlMMlad m putitc spMiUng?

Would you like to participate in a Mock Trtal

Competition or oltter oompelilive debate?

Come to ttw UMase Debate Sobeiy Meeting

on We<«iesday 700 in ttie Debete TiaMer or

call 54S-3S09 tor more intormation.

SPEAKERS
S600 value

Must sell $280 obo 546-1038 ______
"THE EMPEROR WEARS MO CLOTMES"
Buy the Bible of the 1 9gaiiialion

Movement now! Only $14 call Scon at

253-4245

Loer

COLO R««G W/ aUTIALS JMS *lign«y vis-

ible on surface II found please callS4»-2749

Kay wMii purple key chain

From goodwill China Mission

I cal Cathieen 546-0243

You are graat at keeping me laughing

Thanks It means aloi

TVPMG

FOUND

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK A DISCI $1 75 00 DJs. VJs. Karaoke

for house/ Formal parties. Call 566-9900

FOR RENT

Qiay cat wIVi Wtitte Pawt
might be pregnant

Please call 253 0868

MY UFEI Black wallet on Uncoln Ave or m/

nay LGRT. Lost Oa 2 Dave 256-34S9

MOCK TRIAL

OR. WILLIAM RESSLER will speak on the

•Soaal Psychotogy ol Jewish Wenlily" to-

night at 7 00 in the HtUel House Lounge

UNIVERSITY DEMOCRATS
Campaign 92'

Meeting Tues Oct 15 7fl0PM

423 Student Union

AirrO FOR SALE

1980 Otdsmoblle Cutias Supreme

New brakes mns perfectly M50 549-79j3^

S3 TRANS AM
76K miles great shape

$2500 or BO
549 6781 Perry

2 lM«e rooflMd apt Heat inc. Cemer o<

Amherst 256-1 124

FRIDGE RENTALS 2S3-9742 Free Deivery

LARGE SUNNY ROOM
Newly renovated farmhouse

Sunderland - Bus route

$250/mo 665 281

7

TOWNHOUSE 2 BEDROOM 1 1 /2 bath Bus

route N Amherst i -567-1 352

FOR SALE

Tlmei woman's watcb found 2 weeks ago

near lot 44 546 2758

FUNDHAISERS

Afa you haaiaated in the National Mock

Tnal Competition •» Call 545-3509 tor more

details Ask tor Malaika or Chns

MAPrnTEFLEUR
H^>py 14 month atiriivereary You have

shown me more happinets than I knew

possible' I took forward to a Metime together

Love Always

Sam

rrs TUESDAY
Stan partying

How often IS it Tuesday''

Only once a week

PAPERS TYPED: $1 SOAyped page

Omok. Accurate SaiVloa Cal Brian 94S-

35«
WORD PnOCESS»«0, laser pnnting. pa-

pers, resumes, theses Rosemary 259- 1786

WANTED

MIMCIANS

RAISE $S00...$1000.-$1S00

FCXXPRCX3F
FUNDRAISING

For your fraternity, soronty. team or other

campus organization Act now for the

chance to win a Canb(>ean cruise arxl

labutous pnzesi

C^all 1 -800-950-8472. ext 50

Baginning/lnlermettate

Relaxed atmosphere, serious lessons $10/

hr Call Tim 256-6300

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOOKING FOR 2 non-smoking tomata* 10

share room in t>eautilul South AmherM apt

Nextspnng/ 1992

1 75*. Please call 549-3593

servk:es

USED COMPtiTER S PRMTER Sola bed

double C^aii 536 631

8

WANTED
New or used fndge

Cal Nona
546-5175

PERSONALS

HAPPY B-DAY CASS

1985 CHEVY SPECTRUM
New brake, new cartxjrator

Runs great! $1 , 500 or BO.
Call 2S3-g33»

EMPLOYMENT

Colorado Utah New Mexico

Real lobsi No hidden charges! Real contafl

people! Seasonal, yearround. intersession.

Work at the BEST resorts, shops, manu-

facturers Winter, spnng or summer help

always wantedi Go West Work, play and

have a GREAT time! Send us name, ad-

dress, age. areas ol interest to BALLOONS
925 Grandview BoukJer CO 80302 and lor a

VERY SMALL FEE we will send you at least

B excellent job prospects! We can supply

great affordable housing options also DON'T

DELAY -We need all responses by Nov 2

1991.

3REDHOT Chil Pepper tix« B.U. 1 1 /I Fuii

Allegro touhng bike $1 80 orBO Cold plate.

$200 or BO Call 256-0985

BABY BUNNIES- Colorful dwarf lops

Housebreakable indoor size Ouet tovable

pets .
564-4960

COMPUTER FOR SALE
$600 Call Clifl

549-1762

QEORQE MK>1AEL TICKETS
2 tor $60

Mon Oct 28th show

Call 549-7767 after 7pm.

Happy 2001 Have a great day Love. Craig

HELP WANTED

HONDA CBSaO MOTORCYCLE 4700m
green windshield and extras $40 253-0951

LFECYCLE- Computerized aerobic trainer

professional health ckib model Excellent

condition $]^100 256-008

NEWTUSED COMPUTERS
Call Darrin 6-2270

»(IS AND BOOTS
1 80cm Ladies size 6

Call Judy after 6pm 739-7652

EXTERKMt PAINTERS
Experienced student painters neededto paint

Amherst area homes Full or part time

Amencas College Painters (800) 626-6267

"Painting America's homes roasuo coast'

Fh¥e SPRING BREAK TRIPS

to students or student organization

promoting our spnng break packages

GOOD pay & fun Call CMI
1 -800-423-5264

"Know before you go," Where to work, live

and ski free m Cotorado's resorts 'Cun-ent

guide to /Upen. Vail. Brecken-rtdge and

more! $16 95. Call 1 80 788 6 1 74

OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-2000 mo. sum-

mer, yr round, all countries, all liekJs. Free

into. Write UC. PO Bx52-MAOI Cororia Del

Mar CA 92625

JEWELRY

Jewelry algnNM affordable prices. Table in

Campus Concourse 16 Oct.

We ara gonna have a Happy 4th year an-

niversary G tove dirty K

JB can you beheve it al started with Take

your pants olT And rm still so crazy about

you Luv E

Jen Shea- Happy 21 st birthday' Hope you

expenence impaired muscular coordination

and syncopation Lucky tor you-no cknical!

Love Debbi & Nancy

Shaggy
I wanna b'aak up.

Doni ever call me.

k>ok at ma, or talk to me again

Scooby Poo

hTi

BICYCLE BROKEN?
Call Pat

546-0119

ORDER AVONI
546-1999

Can lor brochure.

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or

support'' Call lor free and conMential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Main

Street, Northampton 586-3000 or

GreenfieU 774-6019

I tove and miss you

From your number one and only sweetheart

Mk:helle

CONGRATULATIONS TO CAROL tor be-

ing resident ot the month -Way to go!!!

AND WE DRINK! Jen Shea lums 21 today!

Now we can go someplace besides Mike's!

Happy Birthday, sweetie Were going to

make you dnnk until you are on the ground

how? FLAT- Pancake-like 1 tove you even

though you wake me up at 5:30 AM. Love.

Michigan

I have a questioni Does everybody know

that the countdown is over? Melissa Beck is

officially 21 today! Anybody lor a road inp to

Liquors 44?

FREE pcegnancy testing; confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 545 1906

TRAVEL

BahamaCrulae $99 perperson5day/4 night

hotel Plan now tor your break Very limited

offer Call now 1 -800-62 1 -0572

SOME RELIABLE TOURS arent so leU-

able Thats why Mardi Gras Travel has the

#1 tor tor ton price guarantee to Montreal!

SEX LIES IN THE MONTREAL BAR
CRAWL! Party weekends inctode 2 nights A
transp Group leaders travel FREE!
(LAGNAF)-Call today 617-444-1 1 1 1 We're

»1 tor ton!

TRAVEL FREEI Campus representatives

wanted to earn intersession and spnng break

trips 2^6-8254
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Sports

Minutemen upset by Rhode Island, 17-14
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegia n Staff

The University ofMassachusetts football

team's hopes of repeating as Yankee Con-

ference Champions were dealt a severe blow

Saturday, as the University of Rhode Island

spoiled the homecoming party, upsetting

the Minutemen 17-14 in front of 9.427 fans

at Warren Mcilunk Alumni Stadium

The Ram ofl'ense. which had been stymied

for most of the afternoon, saved their best

for last Tied at 14-14. they began what was

to be a 75-yard drive from their own 14-yard

line with 1:26 to play in the fourth quarU>r

URl tailback Dano Highsmith 1 14 carries.

105 yards > took a handoff and scampered

around the left end for 32 yards, and quar-

terback Steve Holland (7-16. 108 yards and

two interceptions^ hit tight end Darren Rizzi

over the middle behind the UMass second-

arv for a 39-yard gain.

Three plays later, with 0:08 left in the

contest, kicker Chris Cassara nailed a^28-

yard field goal which gave
'

' . tuuus a 17-14

win and moved them to i J in the YanCon

and dropped the Minutemen to 2-4. 2-2 in

the conference.

"Five or six plays decides a game, but no

one knows which five or six." said I'Rl coach

Bob Griffin, whose team improved to 3-2

overall.

Ifyou came to the game a couple minutes

late, you missed most of the first half scor-

ing Rhode Island's Chris Pierce took the

opening kickoff and ran it 98 yards for a

touchdown Ironically, the kick was Jim

Maguire's deepest of the season. Cassara's

extra point was no good and URI's lead was

6-0.

UMa»s fullback Mike George tied the

ganM with a five-yard touchdown plunge

that capped a three-play. 33-yard drive, and

Maguire untied it with the extra point. 7-6

h Ux)kcd as if this was going to be one of

those 38-36 shootouts that URI had been in

the preNnous week against Brown, but both

defenses tightened up.

Toward the end of the first quarter.

UMass linebacker Gregg Mattern recovered

a Sean Donovan fumble at the UMass 12-

yard line, ending a Rhode Island drive which

was threatening to put the Rams in the lead.

Don Caparotti (2 interceptions) picked

DlTa Holland pass with under three minutes

remaining in the half and returned it nine

yards to the URl 30-yard line. Six plays

later. Jerome Bledsoe on a halfback-option

pass threw a four yard TD pass to Eric

Thimas.
On the first possession of the third

quarter, the Minutemen marched down to

the URl 2-yard line where they had first-

and-goal-to-go

Quarterback Tony Williams then fumbled

the fcH)tball trying to pitch it to Bledsoe.

"I tried to stay tight, and I was just about

to pitch it and I fumbled." WiUiams said

-I'm still making mistakes at the wrong

time."

Bledsoe, who rushed for 100 yards, (his

fifth straight 100-yard rushing game) said,

"No one was on me when he pitched it. I'm

upset, we should havewon that game, there's

no reason why we didn't win."

"He's [Williams* I got to realize that ifyou

don't make it in. you have three more

chances." said UMass coach Jim Reid.

In the fourth quarter. Holland hit Rizzi

at the UMass one-yard line on a 34-yard

completion which set up Highsmith's one-

yard TD run. Holland then lofted a pass into

the comer ofthe end zone which Rizzi hauled

in for the two-point conversion, tying the

game at 14-14.

The game looked like it would go to

overtime, as both teams' defense was un-

bending, but then URI began their final

drive and Cassara booted a 28-yard field

C'oUvcUb tiUr photo

The University of Massachusetts football team dominated

Saturday's homecoming game against Yankee Conference rival

Rhode Island, but still suffered a 17-14 upset loss.

goal that gave URl a 17-14 win

To give you an idea of what kind of

defensive struggle it was. Maguire and

Cassara each punted nine times and URI

was held to just 262 total yards, while the

Minutemen managed 315.

The Minutemen had nine more first

downs. URI converted only 1-11 third downs.

The Minutemen ran 21 more plays on of-

fense and controled the ball 9: 16 more than

URI.
"I haven't been in a football game as

lopsided as this one," Reid said "You can't

fumble snaps from center, you can't allow

special teams' touchdowns and you can't

fumble at the one-yard line."

Madness
breeds
high hopes.
Forget the BoysofSummer, disregard quarterback

statistics for the moment and lend an ear to some of

the predictions made outside of Curry Hicks Cage

last night, as UMass hoop fans cued up as early as 8

p m. to catch a midnight glimpse of the 1991-92

edition of Coach Jim Calipari's Minutemen.

"They'll make the NCAA's," promised Freshman

Jim Ljuoie. who held the honor of being the first in

line to see last night's Midnight Madness.

"I think they'll win the division (Atlantic Ten ». and

theyll make the NCAA's unless there's some injuries,"

said Junior Matt Pavo. who passed the moments

before The Cage's doors opened by tossing a football

with some of his fellow Minutemaniacs.

So went the prophesies ofdiehard basketball fans

as they awaited what is quickly becoming a UMass

tradition, the first official practice of the basketball

season, a night of giveaways, promotions and an-

ticipation — Midnight Madness.

The first swarm of fans entered The Cage at 8:45

and were given team photo posters picturing this

year's team in the still under construction Mullins

Sports Complex, with a caption reading "Building for

the Future."
^ ^ ^

The future is exactly what most of the fans were

looking to last night with visions of Willie Herndon

dunks in their heads.
^

"The Sweet 16 (ofthe NCAA tournament) isn t out

ofthe question," said one ofthe founding members of

the "Will Herndon Fan Club," Senior Derek Hayden

whose face was painted red and white.

William and Betty Lord of Sunderland have been

following the team for over 30 years and were elated

to be attending their first Midnight Madness.

"For a while I didn't think I was going to live long

enough to see a winning season," laughed William.

Minutes before entering The Cage, Juniors Sherri

Zoltek and Laura Rosenbaum argued over their

favorite players on the team, yet found common

ground in the form of UMass rival. Temple Univer-

sity.

"They're gonna take the Atlantic Ten and Beat

Temple," said Rosenbaum as Zoltek nodded approv-

ingly.

Minutewomen suffer tough loss
Despite pressure, offense stalls against Hartford

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Although dominating play, the University of Massa-

chusetts women's soccer team dropped their second conU'st

of the season Sunday to the University of Hartford. 2-1.

The Minutewomen (8-2)continually came up short in the

offensive end while Hartford (9-4) was able to take advan-

tage of every opportunity that UMass presented them.

The game-winner for the Hawks came as a result of a

Minutewomen mental lapse. With only 5:55 left in regula-

tion and Hartford holding a 1-0 lead. UMass' Michele

Wood.side and Holly Hellmuth broke down the right flank

on a two-on-one. Woodside attacked a Hartford defender

and sent the ball up to Hellmuth. who immediately crossed

it to the center. Polly Hackathorn was able to head the cross

into the net and the game was tied.

As play started up again. Hartford's Rose Daley took the

ball from the midfield line and drove straight up the field.

Paula Wilkens and Heidi Kocher charged up on her but

allowed Daley to go right between them. Daley then faked-

out Lisa Mickelson to go in alone on UMass goalie Briana

Scurry. One move later arJ uio game winner was behind

Scurry, only 15 seconds aft«r Hackathorn had tied it.

"It was just an unfortunate mental breakdown," UMass
coach Jim Rudy said. "We lined up not focused, still eel

ebrating. 1 think Daley was surprised ashell to be able to get

that much room, we allowed her to run through the defense

as both Kocher and Wilkens thought the other one had her."

The Minutewomen were able to mount one last surge

and almo.st put one in with two minutes remaining in

regulation. Barbara Verdoliva won a loose ball in the

penalty mouth and fired a drive to the top right corner,

which hit where the goal post and the cross bar meet. The

ball bounced straight up in the air landing about five yards

in front of the left goal post, it eluded Hackathorn and

sprung back towards the net only to hit the cross bar again.

"It was just one of those days," Rudy said. "We hit three

posts and just couldn't catch a break. Though we shouldn't

have been struggling to get a goal with two minutes left, if

we had taken advantage of our opportunities."

The Minutewomen were able to control the ball and the

flow of the game nearly the whole way. They had nine

corners to Hartford's one and outshot the Hawks 14-10.

"We carried the play the whole way," Rudy said. "Their

only attacks were on counter atUcks. I guess when you are

the weaker team you do more defending and then look for a

break. Since their front people are dangerous that can work

for them. Their key players got greater results then our key

players."

The Minutewomen will look to rebound on Wednesday as

they travel to Harvard.

Men^s soccer splits weekend
Minutemen topple West Virginia, fall to GWU
By LILLIAN K. LEGGIO
Collegian Correspondent

It was a dirty and grinding weekend for the University

of Massachusetts men's soccer team as they split two

physically exhausting games in less than ideal field condi-

tions. .IT
Despite getting only a split, a 4-2 win against the Uni-

versity of West Virginia and a 1-0 overtime loss to George

Washington University, the Minutemen (6-2-3) improved

their Atlantic- 10 Conference record to 3-1-1.

Amidst Friday'sdrizzlingrain and cold wind, UMass and

West Virginia battled the elements and each other in an

intense and physical game that seemed more like a fight for

a championship than a slot in the playoffs.

"These conference games are becoming more crucial as

the season winds down," said West Virginia coach John

McGrath.
West Virginia opened the scoring at 17:51 when Mark

Reilly put a header in the net off a free kick. UMass

answered back as Todd Kylish made a crisp pass to Shawn

Bleau to make it 1-1.

The Mountaineers then regained the lead when I.«on

Barnes booted one past UMass goalie Jonathan Gruber.

Once again, the persistent Minutemen retaliated a few

minutes later as Justin Edelman scored, assisted by Kylish

and Brett Anthony.

"We came from behind twice and kept on fighting," said

UMass coach Sam Koch. /

UMass continued to wear West Virginia down and for

the first time in the game took the lead at 66:15 as Justin

Edelman scored his second goal of the game assisted by

Randy Jacobs.

West Virginia then sealed its own fate by giving UMass

a penalty kick on which Todd Kylish promptly converted.

Unlike the match against West Virginia, Sunday's game

was not dominated by UMass. George Washington Uni-

versity spent much of the game on offense and in UMass

territory, compiling 27 shots on goal.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Thomas confirmed by slim 52-48 margin
by JAMES ROWLEY
Associated Press

WASHINGTON—ClarenceThomaswon
Senate confirmation for the Supreme Court

'^'.esday night on u 62-48 vote, overcoming

APplMte

Women protest the nomination
of Clarence Thomas on the steps of
the U.S. Capitol Tuesday.

explosive accusations ofsexual harassment
to become the second black justice in history.

With crucial help from Southern Demo-
crats, Thomas will take his seat as the 106th

justice, a staunchly conservative successor

to one of the court's last liberals.

The vote ended one of the angriest, most
emotionally charged confirmation battles

ever.

Thomas said he wanted to put the ordeal

behind him.

'This is more a time for healing, not a

time for anger or for animus or animosity^

Thomas said, standing outside his house

with his wife, Virginia, under an umbrella

in the rain.

'I guess in so many ways, as I've said to

my wife so many times, I'd like to thank

America," said Thomas, who rose from rural

poverty in Georgia to prominence in gov-

ernment.
Thomas had been accused by law pro-

fessor Anita Hill of making unwanted ad-

vances and humiliating her with lewd re-

marks a decade ago when she worked at the

Education Department and Equal Employ-

ment Opportunity Commission Her surprise

charges brought an abrupt halt to the

Senate's plans to vote on Thomas' nomina-

tion a week ago.

Thomas emphatically denied the charges

and complained he was the victim ofa "high-

tech lynching." The nation was transfixed

as the accusations were spelled out in explicit

detail and debated in nationally televised

hearings.

In Oklahoma, Hill said she was satisfied

she had been "able to go out and tell what I

knew to be true." She also said that she was
pleased that national awareness of sexual

harassment had been raised.

"What I hope is that none of this will

deter others from coming forward. This is an
important issue and the dialogue will not

stop here," she said.

Immediately after the vote. President

Bush called Thomas with congratulations.

Thomas had watched the vote on television

at home.
"You're a wonderful inspiration and jrou

had the overwhelming support of the

American people," Bush said, according to

press secretary Marlin Fitzwater . "You have

a lifetime of service to your country ahead.

Well done."

Barbara Bush also got on the phone to

congratulate Tlwmas.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

AP

Demonstrators on Capitol Hill yell toward the Russell Senate Office

Building in support ofSupremeCourtnomineeClarence lliomasTuesday
as the Senate debated Thomas' nomination.

State agency
sees increase
in complaints
By JOHN MARCUS
Associated Press

BOSTON — The debate on whether Clarence

Thomas should be named to the supreme court has
closed, but officials say a floodgate of complaints

alleging sexual harassment has opened.

"The silver lining to what everybody agrees is a

very, very ugly affair is that there will be increased

awareness in workplaces all across the common-
wealth," Michael T. Duffy, chairman of the Massa-

chusetts Commission Against Discrimination, said

Tuesday.
The MCAD has been getting as many as 50

inquiries a day from women since charges were first

leveled that Thomas sexually harassed Anita Hill

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Harassment declines at UMass
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

While the allegations of sexual harassment against

Supreme Court nominee Clarence Thomas have brought

that issue into pubhc focus, surveys indicate a declining

trend ofharassmentofstudents by facilityand staffoccurring

at the University of Massachusetts.

However, the same reports also indicate that sexual

harassment by students of other students rose during the

last decade.

According to a Project Pulse report issued by the Student

Affairs Research and Evaluation Office in 1989, a series of

surveys conducted in 1983, 1986 and 1989 indicated a

decline in nine out of 10 different categories of sexual

harassment of students by faculty and staff.

Between 1983 and 1989, the percentage of respondents

to the Project Pulse survey saying they had experienced

sexual harassment from faculty and staff fell from 25

percent to 12 percent.

However, between 1986 and 1989, the percentage of

respondents indicating they had ever experienced sexual

harassment by other students rose from 52 to 57 percent.

The three surveys were conducted through interviews of

202, 347 and 301 women respectively.

The categories that respondents were asked about in-

cluded negative remarks, presentation ofdemeaningimages.

sexual favors and sexual advances.

A 1988 report on the Status and Education of Women
issued by the Association of American Colleges named
several examples of student sexual harassment, including

groups of men discussing women's sexual attributes at

meals and thereby forcing women to avoid the cafeteria.

The report describes varying levels ofsexual harassment

ranging from "so-called teasing,* sexual innuendos, and

bullying ofa sexist nature, both physical and verbal. At the

other end of the scale is explicit sexual harassment up to

and including sexual aggression."

The University established a sexual harassment policy

and grievance procedure in the fall of 1982, along the lines

of the national sexual harassment guidelines put forth by

the Equal Opportunity Employment Commission in No-

vember 1980.

Following this, between 1983 and 1986 the University

embarked on an educational campaign conducted by the

Office of Human Relations, the Ombuds Office and the

Everywoman's Center, centering upon sexual harassment

workshops in all administrative units and in one-third of

the University's academic departments.

GEO and administration renegotiate
Both seek compromise to end lO-month contract dispute

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Negotiating teams from the Graduate

Employee Organization and the University

of Massachusetts administration discussed

the major issues concerning GEO's contract

conflict last Friday but did not finalize

anjrthing, sources said yesterday.

Both sides also planned another session

next Monday to try to create a compromise

and end the 10-month dispute regarding the

GEO's first union contract. The organization
represents teaching assistants, research

assistants, interns and students with fel-

lowships.

"The urgency ofour issues has been made

pretty clear," said Emily Isaacs, co-speaker

of the GEO/District 65/United Auto Work-

ers. "I think I'm a little more hopeful."

Members ofthe administration andGEO
negotiating teams could not relate specifics

on the content of negotiations at the three-

hour meeting because of a mutual agree-

ment.
Se3rmour Berger, a member of the ad-

ministration team, said the meeting was "a

very positive effort" even though no concrete

agreement was created.

Berger could not guarantee a peaceful

ending to the dispute and was unsure ofthe

final outcome.

"It was a positive meeting and we hope

we will be able to reach some sort of agfree-

ment but the truth is — who knows?" he

said.

Some GEO members have expressed the

desire to strike if no acceptable contract is

offered to the organization.

Isaacs said she wanted to finalize a con-

tract by the end of the semester. "I'd like to

finish," she said.

Both sides said Chancellor Richard
O'Brien's statement last week which ex-

pressed his option of hiring replacements

for graduate employees if they do decide to

strike did not affect the meeting in any way.

"We felt it wasn't a matter to be discussed

in negotiations," Isaacs said.

Berger also said the statement didn't

come up at the meeting. "There really wan't

any discussion ofthatas I can recall," Berger

said.

Isaacs said some onlookers, primarily

undergraduates, are confused on the issues,

especially job security, which is one of the

four major demands GEO wants on their

contract. She explained the union wants to

be treated equally in terms of layoffs.

"The numbers show that we've lost people

disproportionately and that's what we're

starting to fight," Isaacs said. "We want

parity — to be treated like everyone else."

Isaacs said the demands the union wants

are the same other unions at the University

eryoy.

"All our demands come to getting what

everybody else has," she said.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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For Your Information
Wednesday, OctolnT 16

Fair — A Volunteer Fair will be held in the Newman
Center Cafeteria from 10:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Note — Monday class schedule will be followed at iho

University due to Columbus Day.

Lecture— "NATO in the Chan^ng World Order" will be

discussed by Erika Bruce, Director of Information and

Press, NATO. Sponsored by the International Relations

Program, SVVAC, and the Five College European Club, the

lecture will be held in the South College Browsing Room at

7:30. Admission is free.

Dance — Israeli Folk Dancing— come learn to dance at

the Hillel House, downstairs at 7:30 p.m.

lecture -— "After the Persian Gulf War: Prospects for

Peace in the Middle East" will be discussed by Barry Rubin,

specialist on the Middle East. Sponsored by the Five College

Peace and World Security Studies Program, PAWSS fall

lecture series, the lecture will be held at the AC Converse
Assembly Room at 8:00 p.m. Admission is free.

Moi'ie — "Robin Hood" will be shown in the Campus

^^^^^A^A^^^V-^A^*****

.^/\£i.tauxan£

MANDARJN/SZECHUENCUISINE

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
10 Bclchertown Rd. • Route 9 Amherst • 256-025 1/0«5«

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

EVERYDAY

c^
Minimum $15 plus $2 delivery charge

_^^BUFFET 4 SUNDAY BRUNCH
j

Buttet Served Saturdav 5-9p.m
i Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thuri.

j

Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m. -3 p.m.

' ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99

MUmCULlURAL AFFAIRS EDITOR

POSITION AVAILABLE
* Covering Multicultural Issues and

* Outreaching to the Alana.

(Asian. Latino, African and

Native American) communities

• Some news experience helpful

• Requires one news stor>' each week, and

editing a full page everv' two weeks.

Apply at the Collegian. 1 13 Campus Center. UMass
Amherst. Ma 01003 or call 545-3500.

Ask for Marc Ellion.The Collegian is an E.O.E.

LONDON
R01:N() TkiPfROM

350

f

One Bridge Street, Northampton
MassachuM?tts

413-586-1726

Sports Bar

&Restaurant

PRESENTS:

IKARAOKE I

LIVE
ENTERTAINMENT

Laser - Video - Sing - A - Long
23 - 30

From NEW YORK
rfXiDfl trips st.irliii^ .il

LONDON $350
LENINGRAD $610

CARACAS $410

GUTEMALA C. $390

BANGKOK $939
LOS ANGELES-

AUCKLAND $699

Taxes & surclwrges not included.

Fares subject to change.

Council Travel
79 So. Ploasent Slrcel,

AmhersI, MA 01002
(413)256-1261

Some of the biggest,

some of the best

presents cx)me in

the smallest boxes!

K ,
silverscapt

deslgn:>

1

1

-M,.||.

CcMiur Auditorium sponsored by the Asian American Stu-
dent As.siH-iation. It will be shown at 5:00 p.m., 7:30 p.m.,

and 10:00 p.m. Admission is $2.00 at 5:00 p.m. and $3.00 at

all others.

Meeting — A Senate Meeting will be held in Campus
Center room 163C from 7:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m.

lecture — "First Hand Report from a Summer's Visit to

Israel, the West Bank and Iraq" will be discussed by Jolm
Schuchardt, a leading member of the Veteran's Peace Ac-

tion Team. It will be held at 7:30 p.m. in the Stoddard
.Auditorium at Smith College.

Meeting — The volunteer meeting of the Residential

Recycling Program will be held at 6:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center Room 902.

Thursday, October 17

Slide Show— The Robert Head Slide Show sponsered by
the Student Union Art Gallery will be shown in Campus
Center Room 162-75 from 3:30 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

lecture — "Soil, Water, and Civilization Lecture Series:

the Role of Humanity on the Divine Earth: Mythological.

Theological, and Linguistic Perceptions will be discussed

with David Hillel. It will be held in Campus Center Room
162 at 8:00 p.m. Admission is free.

Meeting — The Chris Hani Coalition is holding its first

open meeting in Room 311 ofthe New Africa House at 7:30

p.m.

Panel cites
discrimination
By LISA HOLEWA
Associated Press

Milwaukee police officers sometimes mistreat minorities

and should get better sensitivity training, a commission
studying the department's handling t>f the Jeffrey Dahnier
murder case said today.

The commi.ssion said it had found instances in which
MilwaukcM.' police had discriminated against minorities by
selectively enforcing laws, mistreating minorities and
sometimes dismissing residents' complaints.

"Many witnesses perceive that they or their groups are

singled out routinely for mistreatment and selective en-

forcement. That these perceptions bare considerable truth

and reality .seems beyond question," said the Rev. Albert

DiUlio, Marquette University president and commission
chairman.

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle St^Amherst 549-3840

ShQwtimes:
Fn. - Sun.

7pm & 9pm
MonThurs.

One show at 7:30pm
Adults S4 00

Student w/valid I D $3 00

RMNMrt
KiOWM

49
UumI b0 21 yuan
ol mguor oktm
witi mmfx credit cwd

Weekend Auto
Rental Special
Wttkmnd rmf app^mt noon f^ndmy to Uontlmy mommg

95 North Amherst Motors
Auto & Tmck Rental
n OM SundwlMHl fM.. Norti Amhtrst, MA

549-RENT

Don t b« dimmppotrfd nmmnf TOOA Yt OnBu$ Jtaito

Trucks and cargo vwt ateo •vallabi*

GRE-VSE RUNTS • ILWDS •

M FEET • WTTCHES' FUTS & BRCX).MS • WIG

1 MOUSTACHES • BEVRDS • .\OSES • FANG
TEETH • TCXJni BUCK-OIT

iM^--

NORTHAMPTON HALLOWEEN CENTER \ ^^^
25 State Street • 584-5006 \ ix)w

10 Minutes From UMass / Prices
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF MASKS TO CHOOSE FROM

j

CaU for extended Haloween hours jj l. CHILDS fit feON
llOpen Daily and Saturday 9:OOam-5:15pm, Thursdays til 8:OOpm\

IHEHVEOXIEGEFROGRANnPEACE
6fWORLDSEOimYSIUDES

presents*

"AFTER THE PERSIAr! QULF WAR:
PROSPECTS FOR PEACE
IN THE MIDDLE EAST"

A lecture by:

BARRY RUBIN,
Specialist on the Nicldle East

Wednesday, October 1 6th, 8:00 PM
Converse HalL Amherst College

This event is fiee, open to the public, and wheelchair aocessit)le.
For more infomialion caD PAWSS at 5494600, exL 519
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Local
Contest gives students
investment experience

CatUclan pbolo by Joah iUraold*

GEARED UP — Gregory Putnam, senior English major and
mpmber of the bicycling team, demonstrates his sport on the

Campus Center concourse.

By SHANNON FESPERMAN
Collegian Correspondent

It's time for the AT&T Collegiate Invest-

ment Challenge, the annual contest that

allows college students to test their knowl-

edge of the stock market against that of

their peers all over the country.

Beginning on November 1. players are

given a fictitious $500,000 brokerage ac-

count, that they turn into as large a portfoho

as they can by February 28, when the con-

test ends. The student that has accumulated
the most money wins $25,000 and a trip for

two to the Bahamas. The current standiings

of players are published every week in USA
Today.

Lisa Nollet, a spokesperson for AT&T,
who has sponsored the contest for the past

four years, said that about 20,000 college

students from all over the country play the

game each year.

"About 75-80 percent of the people that

play are business students,' said Nollet,

'but they're not all finance nu^ors. When we
look at the top 200, we always see a big cross

section between things like accounting,

management, and marketing. We also have

a lot of engineering students.'

'I'd like to see more women get involved.

In the past we've seen that females have

only made up about 20 percent ofthe contes-

tants,' Nollet said.

Last year's winner was among that 20

percent minority. Doris Ann Wart, then a

senator at Louisiana State University, fin-

ished with a $1.4 million portfolio.

According to Nollet, the top finishers are

usually those students who have tripled or

quadrupled their initial investment.

"How high the portfolios get really de-

pends on the market environment. For in-

stance, last year we had 52 student 'mil-

lionaires', but only 1 1 the year before," she

said.

Nollet said that AT&T sponsors the

contest because they recognize college stu-

dents as the 'future decision makers of

America, and as possible future AT&T cus-

tomers'.

'Also, it's an educational event. You don't

have to know a lot about the stock market to

play, and it's a great opportunity to learn."

she said.

Nollet added that AT&T had been "very

pleased" with the level of participation by
University of Massachusetts students in

the past.

Jeffrey Finger, president of the Finance

Investment Club and a third year veteran of

the game, said that 117 UMass students

competed in the Investment Challenge last

year, and he expects aobut the same amount
this time around.

'I think it attracts people because it gives

the opportunity to be on the same level as

the big shots. You can compare how you do

to them, and toother college students around

the country," Finger said.

Any student interesteed in playing the

Collegiate Investment Challenge can call 1-

800-545-1970 by October 31

Famous chef in Northampton
Julia Child tells students, ''Learn how to cook"*

By ELIZABETH BUTTS
Collegian Staff

On her television show. The French Chef." Julia Child

once was showing viewers how to carve a roasted chicken.

While adjusting the chicken's position. Child dropped it on

the floor, in front of viewers. Unfazed. she picked it back up

and continued.

"Your guests will never know." she said.

It is in part due to this humorous and practical viewpoint

that Child, a distinguished French chef, is known. She

started her cooking show in the seventies and has been an

American institution ever since.

"If you are interested in something, you want to do it

well." said Child, in reference to the amount of time she

devotes to cooking and the other activities in her life.

Julia Child was atThe Depot Restaurant i n Northampton

last night, along with seven other authors of cookbooks:

Jane and Michael Stern. Deborah Krasner. Michele

Scicolone.Johanne Killeen and George Gerraon, andJaneen

Sarlin. "The cooks were there to sign their new cookbooks

and give a taste of their recipes.

Local restaurants donated food and staff to prepare the

recipes. The event was a fundraiser for the Hampshire

Community United Way.
"Food IS one of America's simple and most pleasurable

occupations." said Child, whose latest work is entitled The

Way to Cook.

'Learn how to cook." said Child when asked if she had

any advice for students cooking on a budget.

"People practice their tcnni.«» backhand seriously," she

said. "Cook for yourself Take it seriously. It is something

so fundamental."

"Put out something good no matter what you spent on it;

a dish of beans, for example." said Child.

Child said that when she was a student, cooking wasn't

a pn)fe8sion one went into.

She graduated from Smith College in 1934. She said that

going to Smith did not help her in her profession, "but it gave

me a good education."

Child also said that as she began her career through

home cooking and writing cookbooks, she had "no trouble"

as a woman going into a predominantly male occupation.

"There are more women going into the profession now,"

she said.

Child is currently 79 years old. and has published 8

cookbooks.

Thoreau resident
reports assault

by his roommate
Compiled by DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

A man reported to the University of Massachu-

setts police Thursday evening that he became in-

volved in an argument in Thoreau Residence Hall

between himself and his roommate. The man said

his roommate then assaulted him.

Police reports say he will seek criminal com-

plaints in court.

• A woman reported to the police on Saturday

morning that she was assaulted in a domestic dis-

pute. Police had a restraining order issued to the

alleged assailant by a judge.

• Suffat the Franklin DiningCommons reported

Saturday aRernoon two glass panels which were

broken. Police say damage to the windows, which

have an approximate value of $600. may have been

caused by a BB gun.

• Police investigated an intoxicated 30 year old

male who appeared to be indecently exposing him-

self on Saturday night near the Service Desk in the

Campus Center. Police will seek a hearing in court.

Toxic fumes in Boston University dorm
necessitate mass student evacuation

CoUegian photo by Josh itoynoldf.

Julia Child looks over the shoulder of Eric

Leidbcrg,employee ofThe DepotinNorthampton.

BOSTON (AP) — Workers tested the air in Boston

University's largest dormitory Tuesday after about 1,500

students were forced out of the building because of toxic

fumes.

Fire officials said they found potentially explosive fume

levels from a chemical product being used to seal the

concrete floors in a three-story, lower-level garage. No

serious injuries were reported.

Kevin Carieton, a BU spokesman, said school oflicials

met with contractors Tuesday 'to find out what went wrong."

Meanwhile, school officials made arrangements for stu-

dents to spend a second night away from the dormitory.

The school hired a firm to take air samples Tuesday

morning and was awaiting the results before deciding

whether it was safe to let students return. Most students

spent Monday night in the school's student union, while

others went to the rooms of their friends.

Two students who went to the infirmary were sent to

Beth Israel Hospital and later released, a university

spokesman said. Another student was also sent to the

hospital after complaining of dizziness, and was later released.

Carieton said it its not uncommon for the sealant to be

used in buildings that are occupied, and normally there are

not any problems.

Boston Deputy Fire Chief Paul Callaghan said the seal-

ant containing the hydrocarbon toluene was both "a health

hazard and a fire hazard." He refused to allow students to

re-enter the building, even to retrieve belongings.

Work on the garage, which is used for faculty and staff

parking, had begun Thursday, but Callaghan declined to

say if safety violations had occurred. He said the contractor

had indicated proper permits had been obtained.

Dormitory resident reported smelling fumes over the

weekend, but several said the smell intensified Monday

evening and reached to the 18th floor of the dormitory's

three towers.

The deputy chief of BU's police, Anne Verge, said police

had not had any complaints before Monday night.
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Thomas confirmed
CONTINUED FROM PAGt 1

Thomas won confirrHation with suppoit

from 41 of the Senate's 43 Repubhcans and
11 Democrats; Sens. Sam Nunn, Wyche
Fowler, Charles Robb, J. James Exon. Alan
Oixon. Richard Shelby. John Breaux, J,

Bennett Johnston, David Boren and Ernest

Hollings.

Sens. James Jeffords and Mark Hatfield

cast the only republican votes against him.

It was the closets vole for a successful

Supreme Court nominee since 1888, when

Lucius Q. l^mar went onto the bench on a

33-28 vote.

Three Democrats who had supported

Thomas before Hill's charges were made
public switched sides and voted against him;

Harry Reid and Richard Bryan, both of

Nevada, and Jt»seph Lieberman of Nevada.

With the outcome in doubt until the final

hours. Vice President Dan Quayle rushed

back from a political trip to Ohio to sit as the

presiding officer and cast a tie-breaking

vote if necessary.

harassment
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when she worked ft)r him at the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission.

Business groups and legal associa-

tions have also say the allegations lev-

eled so publicly by Hill haveemU)ldened

women to lodge proU>st8 over sexual

harassment.
"I n 1 days we've taken in more sexual

harassment calls from very angry women

than we have over the last several years."

said Elliot Sklar, vic-e-president of Cre-

ative Services Inc. of Mansfield, which

runs a 24-hour confidential employtn-s

hotline for client companies

"Based on the sense ofthe calls we've

taken, a lot of the women have be<'n

subjected to [ harassment I
for s«»me time,"

Sklar said. "Now, with this exposure,

they understand they have some re-

course."

In response tt> interest in the issue,

the Boston Bar AsstK-ialion now plans

two workshops on sexual harassment.

one for the general public and a second

for lawyers.

The Boston and Massachusetts bar
associations both reported an increase

in calls from women looking for attor-

neys specializing in employment law.

"This additional attention will make
the issue known up and down all levels

of management and rank and file," said

Katherine Hesse, chairwoman of the

Boston Bar Association's labor and em-
ployment law section.

The MCAD. which ruled on 48 sexual

harassment cases in all of 1990. has

divided 67 cases in the first nine months
of the year, records show. There are

nearly 300 cases pending

"The phones have been ringing offthe

hook.:" said Duffy.

Ellen Convisser, chairwoman of the

National Organization for Women Mas-

sachusetts chapter, said: "When these

things are brought out ofthe closet, they

can't be stuck back in."

APphitio

BACK AT WORK — Oklahoma law professor AniU Hill is escorted to

class Tuesday by a University of Oklahoma Security official. Ms. Hill

return<'d to buiahoma Monday after {pving testimony to the Senate

Judiciary Committee on Supreme Court nominee Clarence Thomas.

B negotiations

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Isaacs also said that negotiating is no simple task.

"Part of it is arguing but part of it is tr>ing to convince

them," Isaacs said. "There is a fair amount of rhetorical

persuasion inside those sessions."

Berger said the key to a sucoeeful outcome is compro

mise.

"It's a complicated situation They IGEO I have needs and

we (the administration 1 have our limits. We just have to see

what kind of compromise we can reach
"

SE}^S WRITFRS

COLLEGIAN STAFF AND
CORRESPONDENTS
Thursday, October 17

6 p.m.

//; the business office

Professor Dario Politella

Lectures on

"Writing as a K.I.S.S."

Counts toward staff status
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STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect -Amherst Center

256-8157 •256-1385

i
S. PiMtant
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Si Lincoln

1^ THE

TEXTBOOK ^
ANNEX IS OPEN

• Imports & other unibody vehicles are our

specialty.

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (+or-l/2

mm)
• Over 90 years staff experience.

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement.

• Advanced European Technology Painting

and Refmishing Systems.

Remember it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities.

Shop Registration # RSI 21
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* YEAR ROUND BUT

TO MAKE SURE YOU ^
* GET THE BOOKS YOU
NEED FOR THIS SEMESTER

BUYJHEM NOW
We are beginning to return

unsold books to the publisher

J^ on Friday, October 25th.

I ««.

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

Monday-Friday
9:00 am-4:00 pm

545-3570

WE NOW ACCEPT VISA AND MASTERCARD

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartcx)nist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwisejoted^

Menacing buildings are a sign of menacing bureaucracy
In my world, the day to day joke I call my existence, there

are many nightmares. There is the one about all my ste-

reotypes coming true (incarnated by the philosophy majors

asking, "Would you like fries with that?"). There is the sense

of vertigo, there are the young, firm, supple, deceiving little

bitches who only pretend to fall in love with me, and there

is the constant threat of drinking myself into obUvion. But

the most frightening, most insidious, is what I want to warn
you about. This campus is trying to eat me.

I've tried to explain it before. I've tried to explain it in

calm measured tones and in sputtering rants. People have

always said that I am paranoid and perhaps a bit around the

bend. But it's true and I'm sure it can't just be me. All ofyou,

beware, UMass is hungry.

Almost every day I have to walk between the two wings

of Morrill, sometimes more than once. Countless others of

you must take the same path. I always hurry through there,

sweating and nervous. The twin, mammoth brick walls and

the steaming manholes together make it one place on

campus where it seems so clear. I swear to you that those

walls are closer together now than they were last year.

Some days they seem closer than even the day before,

sometimes farther apart. But definitely closer, on the whole,

than last fall or spring. That entire area is just one big

salivating maw, quivering back and forth each day, antici-

pating our tasty demise.

There are other places where the desire ofthis campus to

smother us and cover us in brick or concrete is vividly

represented. Bricks hurtle from the Tower library, right?

Have you ever walked through the parking garage or in the

shadows ofthe Southwest towers? Ever feel tired there, like

you ought to lie down on the cool, hard cement and just

forget your troubles,just give up and let the University take

care of you?

Chris J. Petropoulos

Ever try to get anything done with any campus bureau-

cracy which the hungry buildings are manifestations of?

Coming back from work one morning at 3:30, I went to

where I was supposed to go: E Lot. The whole place was full.

There simply were no spots left. So I drove to the lot

designated 49 behind Orchard Hill. It was half empty. So I

parked there. Later, I tried to protest the ticket I got. My
conversation went something like this:

"...but there were no spots in E Lot."

Tm sorry. You will have to pay us."

"But isn't it silly? That parking lot behind Orchard Hill

is always only half full!"

"There's nothing you can do. Just pay us.

"Do you consider yourself a mindless bureaucrat?"

"Excuse me?"
"Or are you just mindless, or just a bureaucrat? Tell me.

I want to know."
Health Services is another example. All they care about

is whether or not we are having sex. The buildings are

trying to crush us. The various paper factories are trying to

dehumanize us. Campus politics and lame interest groups

are trying to make us all

equal by making us all victims. Whitmore wants us to be

good little student ID numbers and Health Services wants

to know the frequency of our orgasms. I decided to try this

tactic with the parking office.

"...or are you just a #©$(*&! mindless paper-pushing

useless bureaucratic sack of flesh?"

1 hung up then and laughed with myself for quite some

time.

The University is very sick, perhaps even on its death

bed. In its agony, it's trying to worsen our lives as much as

possible or at least my life. But I think I've found myself a

solution. I've assembled a UMass student's survival kit.

To find out what's in it, however, you'll have to read next

week.
Chris J. Petropoulos is a UMass student
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Gordimer is a new leader
There are not many people today capable

or willing to make a positive lasting im-

pression on society. Knowing that a high

school teacher would jeopardize her career

by sleeping with a student and persuading

him to murder her husband and that a man
such asTV evangelistJim Bakker, claiming

to be sent down from God. could embezzle

innocent people's money so his dog could

have an air-conditioned house, it is hard to

imagine that there is someone whose con-

tribution to mankind is both progressive

and uplifting.

Manejah Morad

Open letter to Clarence Thomas
Dear Clarence:

First of all. I was never quite certain

about where I stood on your nomination. In

the end, I am left bewildered, disturbed and

appalled by the political and personal

charges leveled against you.

The political charges upset me. Your lack

ofa realistic opinion on the subject ofabortion

continues to disturb me. Your past decisions

and arguments have been shown to be ex-

tremely hostile to affirmative action, sup-

porting a Bush/Reagan/Ayn Rand theory of

lifting one's self up by the bootstraps. This

suggestion, that the oppressed can change

the path of their lives by working hard and

thinking positively, denies and refuses to

consider hundreds of years of oppression

and institutionalized violence.

I believe that the personal charges are

completely unfair, for the most part. I heard

your testimony of Oct. 11 and was as upset

as you obviously were, as I heard about the

reporters rummaging through your private

life, your personal possessions, divorce

proceedings, etc. for "dirt." This is unfair.

What you must realize, my friend, is that

this happens constantly. It is not fair to

anybody. It was not fair to accuse Gary Hart

of being an inappropriate candidate for the

presidency because he was unfaithful to his

wife. It was unfair to Edmund Muskie and

Thomas Eagleton to have their political

careers ruined by vicious accusations against

their personal characters.

The difference, you see, is between per-

sonal decisions that reflect a person's leg-

islative or political biases. If it is true,

Clarence, that you are guilty of sexual ha-

rassment, regardless of its extent or regu-

larity, this reflects an opinion that women

are less than human beings, and therefore

can be mistreated and abused in a way to

which men would not be subject. What does

this charge suggest about your futurejudge-

ments on cases regarding sexual harass-

ment in the workplace? What does this re-

flect aboutyour opinions regardingthe rights

ofwomen in general? This is why the charge

that Anita Hill has raised is such a serious

charge.

And yes, it is a political attack, Clarence.

I agree completely. I'm all for it, and at the

same time, I am completely appalled. I am
offended that your critics have to stoop to a

personal attack in order to invalidate your

nomination, when so much information re-

garding your judicial opinions and philoso-

phy is available. It offends me that your

sexual behavior is more of an issue than

your judicial inexperience.

It is political, Clarence. The nomination

of a Black man to replace the only Black

man ever on the Supreme Court is political.

Why were you not nominated in David

Souter's place, ifyou are as qualified as the

President claims? Your nomination is po-

litical, my friend, and your downfall is also

political.

My only hope, Clarence, is that your

suffering is able to end the childish name-

calling and mud-slinging that has become a

poor substitute for politics these days. This

is an appalling trend, and you so rightly

claim "It has got to stop." But also, Clarence,

the politics of race, as exemplified by your

nomination, the political posturing ofGeorge

Bush, and the demonization ofWillie Horton

as a "dangerous black man" in the Presi-

dential election — all these are just as

dangerous, and have got to stop.

Thomas Vasquez
Hampshire College

Although throughout history there have

been people quaUfied enough to be consid-

ered a leader, within the last decade or so

there seems to be an emptiness or hunger

for a new type of leadership. The perfect

candidate to fill this vacant seat is the re-

cently acknowledged 1991 Nobel Prize

Winner for literature, the South African

writer. Nadine Gordimer.

Gordimer, 67, is the firstwoman to receive

the Nobel Prize in 25 years. With her novels,

including Burger's Daughter and July's

People as well as various short stories.

Gordimer addresses the issues of apartheid

in her home of South Africa. She has taken

a stand and spoken through her literature,

her seat among the members of the African

National Congress, and her contributions to

the foundation of the Congress of South

African Writers.

I did not know much about Nadine

Gordimer when I heard her speak in the

Student Union Ballroom on Tuesday, Oct. 8,

but her lecture was so moving I was imme-

diately inspired by her words. Gordimer,

vrith her dignified British accent, spoke about

the importance of the relationship between

politics and truth and how one is dependent

on the other. She displays this "affair" in her

writing.

Gordimer comments that despite gov-

ernment resistance in publishing certain

pieces of literature it is impossible to "stop

pohtics from entering in a novel if it enters

in one's life."

Nadine Gordimer has gone to great

lengths and risks to bring out the truth in

South Africa by using her writing as a tool to

spark a new sense of understanding in her

readers.

I feel Newsweek best decribed Nadine

Gordimer in an Oct. 14 issue, writing. "Her

great achievement has been to give the

world a reckoning of the terrible cost of

raci9m i n her country that goes beyondwhat
journalism can relate."

Whathas inspired such a small . dignified

woman to be so strong and forceful? How is

it that among all the chaos within South

Africa Gordimer is able to produce such a

steady lineoftruth right up until thepresent

day?
The answer to these quesitons comes

from Newsweek, which said. "She has no

illusions about the virtue of the oppressed,

only the need to relieve the oppression."

It is true that Nadine Gordimer is a

leader — a leader who has arrived in our

society when it needs her the most. Unlike

Pamela Smart and Jim Bakker, who claim

to be educational and spiritual leaders,

Nadine Gordimer moves mankind forward

by clearing the paths of uncerUinty in the

realm of communication.

She does this by using the ability of a

writer to inform and transforms it into a

weapon against an unjust government. This

unique quality makes her a leader not only

in the anti-apartheid movement but in the

literature movement as well, for it is in her

literature where the actual truth is revealed.

"Nothing is as true as my fiction." says

Gordimer. and it is this truth that will

encourage the awareness and destruction of

racial discrimination in South Africa as well

as the entire world.

Congratulations, Nadine Gordimer, on a

reward highly deserved.

Manejah Morad is a UMass student

LBGA explains outing position
In its entire 21 year history at the

University of Massachusetts, the Les-

bian Bisexual Gay Alliance has never

condoned the practice of"outing."We are

deeply saddened and angered by the in-

cident ofouting that occurred last Spring

semester. However, this act was a per-

sonal matter between individuals, and

was not done under the auspices of the

LBGA as an organization.

In connection with this incident, the

LBGA held a community meeting last

Spring semester in which we addressed

the needs, both financial and emotional,

ofthe outed individual. A member ofthe

LBGA Steering Committee admitted in-

volvement in the incident, and a major-

ity vote of members present asked for

and received that individual's resigna-

tion. It was also agreed by a majority

vote thatany persons found to be involved

in this incident would be barred from

election to the steering committee in

subsequent semesters. A committee was

formed at that time to provide support

and counsel for the outed individual.

We, the members of the LBGA Steer-

ing Committee, are committed to creat-

ing and maintaining a safe and welcom-

ing space for people to explore issues of

sexual identity in an atmosphere oftrust

and respect. We have recently imple-

mented structural changes in our con-

stitution to make our organization more

inclusive of various communities and

interests. Copies ofthe new constitution

are available in the LBGA office.

The LBGA cannot serve the needs of

the lesbian, bisexual, gay, heterosexual

ally community without feedback, both

positive and negative. Ifyou would like to

see a change in the LBGA, please contact

us directly so that we can address it.

Shawn Cotter,

LBGA Steering Committee
10 other students signed this letter
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THE GREAT FLTVIPKIN LIVES! — a sleepy tot takes a nap on a

^ant pumpkin Monday afternoon during the annual World

Pumpkin Weigh-Offin Collins, N.Y. CoUins resident Ray Waterman
won the contest, as his entry weighed in at 780 pounds.
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Nationwide, tuition rises
College Board reports S-year high

By LKK MmK\NG
AssociaUnl Press

NEW YORK — Fall luiti«)ns at public

colleges and universities climbed by double

digits for the first time in eight years as

higher education fell victim to state budget

cuU. the College Board reported Tuesday.

Average in-state tuitions and fees at four-

year public universities rose by 12 percent

to$2.137,from$l.908in 1990-91 RiKmi and

board charges increased by 6 percent to

$3.351 . bnnging total average fixed charges

at public institutions to $5,488.

This fall's increase marked the first

double-digit jump in such rates since 1983-

84. when the average also went up by 12

percent.

Tuitions and fees were up an even sharper

13 percent at two-year public universities,

by far the fastest growing sector of higlwr

education with some 4 7 million full-time

students. Fall tuitions there averaged

$1,022. compared with $906 a year ago.

College Board President IXinald M.

Stewart said the bigjump in tuitions wasn't

surprising given recession-related budget

pn>blems affecting more than 30 states

-The current recession has had an impact

on all sectors of education, public and pri-

vate.' he said.

A recent Associated Press survey found

that 17 states cut spending for higher edu-

cation this fiscal year Twenty-one others

raised spending by less than 5 percent.

Among the steepest in theAP survey: the

University ofOregon, up nearly one-third to

$2,598. the University ofCalifornia system,

up 40 percent to $2,274; and the 64-cainpus

State University of New York incresiMd

tuition by $500 to $2,150 a year, followtnga

$300 rise last December
Some believe that the tuition surge also

may reflect a fundaraenUl changem attitude

toward public higher education.

L

The LEGAL SERVICES CENTER at UMass offers free,

professional legal help to fee-paying students!

We can advise in most matters affecting students,

including consumer, criminal, housing, family,

employment, military, civil rights, and other matters.

922 Campus Center • 545-1995

Lawmakers and voters increasingly view

colleges as a private, rather than public

good. Under that view, legislators are likely

to continue to shift, more ofthe cost of public

colleges to students and away from tax-

payers.
'1 would not be surprised if that hap-

pens." said Arthur Hauptman, a Washing-

ton-based higher education economist.

"States face more competing demands on

increasingly hmited resources. Items like

prisons and public elementary and second-

ary education are taking a bigger bite out of

state budgets.

'

Rates at private four-year colleges,

meanwhile, went up a more modest 7 percent

this fall. But because such schools are gen-

erally far costlier than public colleges, that

percentage still translated to a sizable dol-

lar jump: $10,017. compared with $9,340 in

fall 1990. Average room and board charges

of $4,386 brought the average fixed costs of

a year at private college to $14,403.

Among priceleadsrs Bennington College.

$23,200. Sarah Lawrence College, $23,150;

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

$22,230; Yale University. $22,200. Wellesley

College. $21,928. Smith College. $21,870;

Brandeis University, $2 1 .280; and Harvard

and Radcliffe Colleges. $20,655

Average two-year private college tuitions

nMe6 percent to $5,290. Room and Board at

such schools avers«ed $3,734. also up 6

percent.

The board calculated that a typical resi-

dent undergraduate can

expect to spend $16,292 this year at a four-

year private school and $7,584 at a four-

year public college, counting incidentals like

transportation, booksand supplies and other

personal expenses.

Most of the sur\'ey date was contained in

The College Cost Book, published by the

board, which is available at Ubranes or at

bookstores for $14 95.
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* Drink SpecUl *

Milwaukees Best

$3.95 Pitcher

Wednesday Night is GUEST BARTENDER NIGHT
At Mike's

Free T-shirts & Prizes!

This week's guest bartender is: John Milar

Come have fun with John and put your name in for the drawing.

Next week could be you!

PRIZES:

•$25.00 Gift Certificate to Mike's • Mike's Original T-5hirt

2-Weck membership to THE GYM 'Lar^e Cheese Pizza from Pinocchio'e

Your Picture will be Enshrined on the Walls of MIK.E'5 WE5TVIEW
Drawing is Wednesday Night. Must be present to win but put your name in at any time!

Be here for next weeks selection!!

* Drink Special *

Mikes Pink's

$1.50

Always something

for everyone

* Drink Special *

Busch
$4.50 Pitcher

You are cordially invited to attend the

University Lecture Series

Professor Dr. Rudolf Wille of the

Technische Hochschule Darmstadt

will qive a lecture on

Formal Concept Analysis: A New Approach to Data Analysis

Memorial Hall, 4 p.m., Wednesday October 16

The talk will be intended for a general
audience, and will, include applications of

concept analysis to the behavioral,
biological and social sciences.

Sponsored by the College of Arts and Sciences and
the Department of Mathematics and Statistics

Arts & Living
Agood teenybop flick, classic sci-fi and more
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

Before I present my opinions on the
movies being presented this week, I would
like to clarify something to all of you out

there who do not realize that although this

column does appear on the Arts and Living

Page, it is a very opinionated column. You
can take heed of my opinion, or you can
discard it with then rest ofyour recyclables.

In any case, I will be here every week
with all of the movies which will be played

from now until finals. And now here are the

movies that will be shown beginning this

Wednesday.
3Men anda UtileLady

—

Tom Selleck,

Ted Danson, Steve Guttenberg. The bach-

elors are back, but the movie is not as fresh

as the first one, and the schtick just doesn't

work as well any more. However, Selleck

and Danson are still delightful to watch.

•1/2
The War of the Rote* — Kathleen

Turner, Michael Douglas, Danny DeVito.

As DeVito states in the movie, 'E)og people

should marry dog people, and cat people

should marry cat people." Without a doubt

this is the stickiest divorce I have seen in my
life. The movie take divorce and blows it way
out of proportion, but it's fun to watch the

antics. Beware of the pate, itifk

Big — Tom Hanks, Elizabeth Perkins,

Robert Loggia. Clearly the most delight-

fully innocentmovie I have ever seen. Hanks
is a 13 year-old boy who wishes he were big,

and gets his wish as he turns into a 30 year-

old man the very next morning! Hanks is

superb.#
Catch22—Man Arkin, Martin Balsam,

Richard Benjamin. Screen adaptation of

Joseph Heller's famous novel based on in-

sanity within the Army during World War
II. The movie is long and drawn-out, but the

acting shines. 1/2
Dead Ringerm— Jeremy Irons (playing

two roles), Genevieve Biyold. Based on a

true story of twin genius gynecologists who

fall into a deadly trap ofdrugs. The movie is

extremely depressing, butsomehow youjust

can't turn it off. How Irons missed an Oscar

nomination. 111 never know. Two Irons are

better than one.

Good Morning, Vietnam— Robin Wil-

liams, Fort'st Whitaker, Bruno Kirby. Wil-

liams plays Adrian Cronauer, an Army disc

jockey stationed in Saigon in 1966. The

story line is weak and fallible, but Williams

(who is said to have been much funnier than

the real Cronauer) has some monologues

worth their weight in gold. Classic

soundtrack 1/2
Grease

—

John Travolta, OUvia Newton-

John, Stockard Channing. Taken from the

long-running Broadway show. Grease is lots

of fun to watch. The choreography is simple

but magnetic, and the movie just oozes hap-

piness in the 50s. 1/2
He Sai€it She Smd — Kevin Bacon,

Elizabeth Perkins. Reminds me of one of

those teenybopper books where the guy tells

his side ofthe story, and then you flip it over

and the girl tells hers. Ridiculous plot and
super-cheesey ending. I had a better time

havingmy wisdom teeth extracted . No stars.

War of the World* — Gene Barry, Les

Tremayne, Ann Robinson. My dad forced

me to watch this movie when I was little,

deeming it "necessary." I think I fell asleep

then, but I appreciate it now. It's a Sci-fi

spectacular based on the novel by H.G. Wells

about Martians invading Earth. The Oscar

winning special effects were way ahead of

their time (1953). THIS WEEK'S TOP
CHOICE.

Indiana Jone* and the Temple of
Doom— Harrison Ford, Kate Capshaw, Ke
Huy Quan. Just doesn't pack the same punch

as Raiders, and has an annoyingly wimpy
heroine. It does have some great action

scenes, but tries so hard to outdo the first

that it doesn't leave room to breathe.

Indiana Jone* and the La*t Crutade
— Harrison Ford, Sean Connery, Allison

Ekxxiy. Without a doubt, much better than

the second, but still can't come close to the

first. Connery plays father to Indiana Jones

and adds delightful flavor as the two search

for the Holy Grail. ^^1/2
LucoM — Corey Haim, Kerri Green,

Charlie Sheen. For once, a film that doesn't

portray teenagers as flat, static characters,

but shows the thoughtfulness and insight

into several different aspects of several dif-

ferent types of teens. Lucas (Haim) is a

social outcast who falls in love with the

beautiful new girl in town (Green) who treats

him like a cute little puppy. For once, an

honest ending. Leaves you smiling.1/2
Ordinary People— Mary Tyler Moore,

Donald Sutherland, Timothy Hutton. Based

on the novel by Judith Guest, this movie

packs a wallop. Told mostly by the guilt-

ridden son of a well-to-do family about the

death of his brother. Hutton won Best

Supporting Actor, Robert Redford won Best

Director, Ordinary People won Best Picture.

Paternity — Burt Reynolds, Beverly

D'/^elo, Norman Fell. Reynolds wants to

be a father, so he hires D'Angelo to be a

surrogate mother. Lame comedy with even

lamer acting.

Predator — Arnold Schwarzenegger,

Carl Weathers. Elpidia Carrillo. Arnold and

his SWAT buddies go on a mission to South

America only to find themselves up against

one mean alien. Magnificent special effects

and great suspense. 1/2

Predator 2 — Sorry guys, but I just

didn't get a chance to see this one.

Prixxi'* Honor — Jack Nicholson,

Kathleen Turner, AiyeUca Huston. Won-
derful black comedy about a dim-witted hit

man from a Mafia family. Nicholson is

hysterical, Huston is superbly sly (she won
Best Supporting Actress).

The Principal — James Belushi, Louis

Gossett Jr., Rae Dawn Chong. Belushi is the

principal ofthe district's hi^estcrime-rated
school, and mixes drama with comedy in the

first movie Belushi has done that 1 can

stomach.
PreJectX— Matthew Broderick, Helen

Hunt, Bill Sadler. Very enjoyable story with

a Disney-like ending about a miUtary pilot

wishful who is assigned to teachchimps how
to fly simulated planes. Broderick discovers

a dark secret, however, and is enraged when
he realizes that the chimps are being sub-

jected to more than just flying lessons. The
chimps are a delight to watch.

The Rescue — Kevin Dillon, Christina

Hamos, Marc Price. A ridiculously stupid

movie about a group of Rambo wanna-be's

that rescue their POW dads. Duh. THIS
WEEK'S BOMB! No Stars.

Movies are rated by Jamie Gomstein on a

scale of four stars — the highest possible

rating, to no stars — the lowest.

Photo umifn TH.St«r Ptct«««

WOW, LOOK AT THAT! -- Matthew Broderick starred opposite

Marlon Brando in last year's film, The Freshman. This movie isn't

showing on HSCN this week, but Broderick fans can see him m
Project X opposite some chimps.

Shake yer booty and brain
By LOU COVE
Collegian Correspondent

The Decade ofDarkness

Afrika Bambaataa
EMI Records

Afrika Bambaataa just kicked my ass. It might be The

Decade ofDarkness, but Mr. B is looking to tear it up, and

he doesjust that. (Jood luck sitting still onceyou get this disc

spinning. I checked out the tape while driving through the

back roads of the Valley at sunset last Friday — not what

Afrika had in mind, I suspect. Still, I was blown away. This

man straddles so many styles and always keeps it sounding

right.

Check out "Just Get Up and Dance," the first club single,

which starts with the meltdown on Decade. BAM is ready to

make you move, and that's as good a start as any for this

decade. And as soon as he's got a hold of your couch-potato

butt, he slips in the first sign of hope for said decade with

"Save the World." Just as he promises later on in "Power

Boy Power": "I can make you jump." BAM has you jumping

onrf thinking without skipping a beat.

BAM has always been regarded as cutting-edge, Hip-

Hop techno-master and political sage, but "Can't Give You

Up" would be torching the Top 40 ifEMI had the good sense

Phou, co-rt-y EMI R«oni. to pump a fresh sound. "Can't Give You Up" is one of those

Afrika Bambaataa, one of the creators of rap perfect hybrids ofhard rap and cool melody that seems to be

mt^ h««^leS^ new album entitUed The what everyone's trying to cut these days Bambaataa makes
music, has release*! a new aiuum

^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ Treedom.-
Decade ofDarknets.

I could do without "Sweat," a watered down cut that

sounds too much like Prince's "Head," but won't get you

nearly as hot. And "Soca Fever" is a slick mix of rap and

world beat, but the lyrics are running dangerously close to

the sappy side and you might feel kind of stupid singing

along. BAM has dredged up the refi-ain to Buster Poindextcr's

"Hot Hot Hot" from his sonic library to use on "Soca Fever."

In general the man is a genius at sampling, but I think he

might have been better off leaving Buster in the dust-bin.

Just forget the words and keep dancing.

"In a Minute" drops us back on the cold streets of

America: vicious, killer rhymes et al. This track is as sharp

and as hard as any gangster rap that's come along and it's

that kind of transition, from a salsa flavored world-beat to

a no-frills, hard nosed rap that makes this disc something

special.
• . u-

BAM keeps the spirit lively right up to the end with his

caustic reworking ofJames Brown's "Say it Loud (I'm Black

and I'm Proud)". Bambaataa teamed up with Brown to

make Unity Part 1 a few years back, a royaljam between the

Godfather of Soul and the Godfather of Hip Hop (which is

well worth checking out ifyou haven't already), and it looks

like he learned something. "Say it Loud" meets the 90s and

picks up an even stronger social conscience, capturing the

grit of the decade without losing the positive edge that

makes this song an anthem.

Decade ofDarkness leaves no doubt, Afrika Bambaataa

is tying the world up in one thinking, throbbing, rhythmic

package, and he's doing it with style.

Now, get up and dance!
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Women's tennis streaks to two weekend wins
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_ _ ,„..«... hv l.'hristv Weiner and won her
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Team raises record to 7-5 for the season

LILLIAN K. LEGGIO
Collegian Correspondent

Is there an old proverb that says adver-

sity breeds determination? Well, whether

there is or not, the adversity faced by the

University of Massachusetts women's ten-

nis team has time after time been conquered

hv their determination.

Take for example this weekend when

UMass faced the challenge of pla\-ing 8-1

University of Rhode Island and 8-3 Central

Connecticut University. UMass came away

with a 8-1 win over URI and a 6-3 van over

Central Conn.

-This team's confidence has grown from

their determination to play competitive,"

said UMass coach Edwin Gentzler "Our

team wasn't even supposed to have a season

.ind that make them try a little harder and

appreciate the fact that they're even play-

ing
"

According to Gentzler. UMass players

Pam Levine and Stacy Schenkner showed

their growing maturity Sunday against

Central Conn. For the second match in three

days, the pressure ofthe deciding match lay

on their racket strings.

Against Tufts last Thursday. Levine and

Scheckner had folded under the pressure

and lost, but this was not to be the case

against Central Conn, as the pair beat Jajiine

Litzman and Jill Aptekar 6-3, 6-1.

UMass. 7-5. put itself in a position to win

by prevailing in singles play by a score of 4-

2. UMass' No. 1 player. Shizuko Yamasaki

defeated Kate Concannon in straight sets 6-

1.6-1.
, .

Kerensa Eddv came back from losing the

second set and a 4-1 third set deficit to beat

Phillipa Lane 6-3. '3-6. 6-4

In the two other singles wins for UMass

Amy Rvan had a relatively short matx;h

against Diane Laviero. defeating her 6-0. b-

and Kelly Grim beat Litzman 6-4. b-0

The two singles losses came as Kristm

Flanker defeated Kern Kaminski 6-4. 61

and Kathy Dobransky defeated Gail

Girasella 6-3. 6-4.

In the doubles match that made the score

4-3 and put the pressure on Levine and

Scheckner, Yamasaki and Ryan lost a close

one to Flanker and Une 6-3. 7-6 (7-4).

The final doubles match saw Girasella

and Eddy beat Concannon and i:>obransky

Against Rhode Island on Saturday,

UMass wasn't counting on doubles to de^

termine the outcome of the contest. Instead

they wrapped up the match by winning all

six singles matches.

Yamasaki abated a second set comeback

by Christy Weiner and won her match 6-2,

6-4 (7-2). Kamisnki had a tough time with

Naim Kushigian, but still prevailed 4-6. 6-4,

6-3.

Girasella, on the other hand, had an

easier time with Molly Keough, netting a 6-

0. 6-1 win. Getting another win for UMass

was Eddy who defeated Candace Oliviera 6-

3, 6-0. Grim and Ryan beat their opponents

by the identical scores of 6-1, 6-1.

In doubles, UMass' only loss came as

Usley Watts and Sarah Nadolny lost to

Weiner and Kushigian 6-2, 7-5.

In the two other doubles matches, Levine

and Scheckner defeated Keough and Chris

Boncher 6-0, 6-0 and Amy Finn and Mary

Edwards beat Ximena Frudencio and Annia

Ferraro 6-3, 6-2.

The team has certainly matured, said

Gentzler. " It's great to see that their confi-

dence and consistency is growing with each

match."
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By GARY LARSON
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HowAmerican Expresi

)u cover more temtory
For less money

CAST OF THOUSANDS

Become a Student Cardmember today and

get 3 roundtrips on Continental Airlines,

for only $129 or S189 each.

Onlv the American Express* Card offers an exciting travel program

exclusively for students-including three roundirip certificates on

Continental Airlines And much, much more.

Just look at the map and pick the place youd like to vi.sit. It

it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you can use a certificate

to fly for onlv $129* roundtrip Or you can cross the

Mississippi for $189 roundtrip

You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime

because there are no black(;ut dales But vou must

make vour reservations within 14 da\s ofthe day you

leave. And the maximum stay is 7 days/6 nights and must include

a Saturday night.

By becoming a Student Cardmember, you'll also enpy other

benefits from the American Express^ Student Privileges' Program.

Such as up to 30 minutes** of MCI long distance calling every month

for an entire year-absolutely free. And that's just one example of

how the Card can help you save.

For just 155 a year, the Card gives you all these savings. And

it s easy to apply Just call us (have your bank address and account

number on hand) What's more, with our special student offer, it's

easier to get the Card now while you're still in school than it may

ever be again.

So get the Card. And get ready to cover new terri-

tory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.
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Quote of the Day
"I am a bear of very little brain and

long words bother me."

- Winnie the Pooh

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 POQ relative

5 Cofilidence

gam«
9 Hoard
14 Lasso
15 I Lov« -
t6 Gollec Paknar

to Itlands

1 7 Mcse lacmg
20 Raid

21 Hemlock and
arsenic e g

22 - de corps

2S Syrian laadaf

29 Vam«sh
irtgra(Mnt

30 Slonacrop

35 Diamond or

Sedaka
36 Oav
37 liHjwvi ,.

,

opera leiHir

38Mnncf ol

59 Across
1963 and 1967

41 Turkisli caprtal

42 MeMow
43GWIW

planlaiion

44 Mus«:«
symtxils

45 vigor

46 Oommaeting
47 MiMary graefmg
49 Counselor
54 See 37 Across

59 Segmam ol ttw

Triple Crowm
62 Bi«ow
63 Tidy

64 - Kxe^vii

65 Form mlo an
arcr. old style

66 Cily on lt«e

Hudson Ri»«"

67 Oividmg «rord

9 Japanese ric^

dimk
10 Baseball s

Speaker
1

1

Part ol AO
12 — on me

donad kne

13 Brooklyn

College

presKJenl

Robert L —
18 The — nper

ol Hamekn
19 Measure in

56 Down
23 Asset
24 An archangel or

patnler

25 Sadat ol Egypt

76 Lett Bank s

ri»«r

Jockey S

unilarm

28 ~ once
suddenly

30 — Browne belt

31 Pot^t muse
32 Tlie Sorcerer s

Apprentice

33 Consumers
34 Eel

36 teadm lo dog.

kon or horse
37 So-ao grade
39 US laa bureau
40 USSR secret

service, once
46 Family member

46 Stooped
47 — m law

46 Irritable

49 Church pan
50 Bor«go

51 Action iMXd
52 Othello viNain

53 Twist

55 F>t>y«ics

Nobelist 1944

56 fVture image
57 Gael
56 Norse caprtai

60 Sun discourse

61 - Paulo Bram

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ2LE:

R I otr
U C AINj

10^16/«1

1 Part ol BA
2 Lorxlon dislrict

SCopycat
4 r^jHMnce
5 IMId plums
6 Mortgrei

7 ^florm
• ^4ears•ghtad

w mIT- ir r

ppipi-3' ppppp
IT Ww^ r r
j4' j4'

w JP^

K Ww w

Quote of the Day
"Joan Crawford has risen from

the grave."
-- Blue Oyster Cult

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIf-SlMarchZl-Apnl l9):Observe

all security rules at home and work Do

not despair if a project is derailed Seek

advice from more cxpencneed ccv*i>rkcrs.

Your plans for a trip hring )ou great

.atisfaclion.

TALRDS(April a)-May 20): Home
and family life are accented today I>>-it-

yourself projects can reduce household

costs Delegate a few simple chores to

small fry but be patient. Do not ciipecl

perfection.

GEMINKMay 21 -June 20):

Although an urge to travel is strong, you

will accomplish more if you stay put

Make maximum use ofthe tckrphonc and

fas A linKly compromise will help you

avoid an ugly confrontation

CANCERlJunc 21-July 22); If a

ilcsire for power is all that motivates you,

>ou will nol get very far. .Avoid issuing

ullimatums. A plalonic relationship could

turn romantic Welcome a second chance

for doincslic bliss.

LEO(July 2.1 Aug. 22) Get in touch

with people who share your interests and

concerns. A child presents an idea thai

deserves serious consideration. Think

about it. You cannot afford lo ignore a

loved one's needs.

VIRGO(Aug. 2.V.Scpi. 22): Put on

your thinking cap and yon will be able lo

overcoine any opposition you encounter

Creative ideas abound! A member of the

opposite sex is helpful but distracting.

LIBRA(Sepi. 23-Oct. 22); Pull

yourself together and make heller use of

your lime Coniacl important people early

in the day An inveslmeni does heller than

you anticipated Dividends arrive lo

improve your cash flow.

SCORPKXOci 23Nov 21):

Something that happens today could take

you by surprise. A person you thought a

permanent fixture moves on. Be open lo

innovalisc ideas. Higher-ups admire and

reward flexibility.

SAGITTARItSINov. 22-Dec 21 ):

You feel a strong attraction lo someone

new. Follow the dictates of your bean A
work project should not be postponed

Keep your mind on business.

CAPCICORNlDec. 22-Jan 19»: Be

firm about cutting your ties to negative

people A depressing companion has been

dragging you down for too long Vou will

be deeply mmed when sonwono shows

affcctior for you.

AQi;ARIUS(Jan 20-Reb IS): Pay

more aiicniion to the way you l<H)k. A
polished appearance could mean the

dilfcrcnio hclween getting a better job or

standing siill. Wear s*iiix:thingglaiiKiumus

this evening.

PISCESfFeb 19-March 20):

Continue to follow your present

conservative course You take real delight

in doing things for those you love. Your

high spirits prove contagious! Maintain a

positive attitude toward your work.

Today's Staff
Night Editor GregSukiennik

Copy Editor Beth Butts

PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Paxluction Supervisor Mike Carvalho

Prtxluction Joanne Quimby,

Lisa Jezowski

l,.l,.lHyl«Ca«lnm..lAlrflr»-. pr,|,«m.nr, I»9I Ametlttn Eipreu Tr.vel «el.ied Service. C«np»n» >«
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The Butch Hobson confirmation hearings
PAGE 1

1

Bob Costas was discussing the party politics involved in

the selection process, while Brent Muslwrger drilled a

committee member on w hether or not the process should bo

changed. An entire nation rearranged their schedules tu

watch the proceedings.

"Is the Red Sox organization doing the wrong thing in

bringing up Butch Hobson among all the allegations of his

wild nights at Alabama'.'" Chris Berman asked the assembled

group of baseball experts in the ESPN studio.

"Does Don Zimmer have a chance ofsurviviiig the Baseball

Judiciary Committee's investigation after all of these

gambling allegations?" probed Pat O'Brien. The betting

cards that were leaked last week by the Baseball Bureau of

Investigation could have irrevocable damages."

I hadn't slept in almost three days, but I didn't care. The
future ofthe Red Sox depends on this decision and when the

M^jor League Senate convenes to decide the fate of Hobson.

Zimmer. Rick Burleson and the other nominees. I must be

the first to know the results.

Sure, Judge Clarence Thomas has stolen the stage, and

yes 1 feel sorry for both he and Anita Hill, but we're talking

about the Boston Red Shjx here. We're looking at over 70

years of futility and the chance to finally win another World

Series ifthe young, vibrant Hobson can become the manager.

"We now bring you back to Fenway Park, where the

Baseball Judiciary Committee is questioning former team-

mates of both Hobson and Burleson," Costas said.

"Mr. Remy, it says in your affidavit that Mr. Hobson
would oflen dive after balls into the dugout," began
Commisioner Fay Vincent "Is this some sort of euphe-

mism">"

"No, ofcourse not," Jerry Remy retorted. "Butch was the

hardest working player I've ever played with. No sacrifice

was too great for the team."

"If I may interrupt Mr. Chairman." said committee

member Tommy Lasorda. "We keep hearing this name
Butch,' does this have anything to do with the party Mr.

Hobson attended as a sophomore at Alabama?"

David Scott

"Not that I know of," replied Carlton Fisk. "Butch Hobson
has never done a malicious thing in his life, this whole

process isjust a lynchingmob formed by Joe Morgan and his

supporters."

Finally, 1 thought to myself, we're getting to the bottom

of this. I knew all along it was one of Morgan's people who
leaked all the alleged crimes to the media, but it took

"Pudge" Fisk to let the public know.

I suppose there was a time when appointing a manager
was as easy as choosing underwear, but not now, not in this

time of total sports networks and gavel to gavel coverage of

baseball's winter meetings. The Thomas proceedings could

change the selection process for ever and sports will surely

never be the same.

Sure, this is far fetched and in fact a bit ridiculous, but

the circus that developed this past weekend in Washington

makes almost anything possible.

If politicians have all these skeletons in their closet it's

easy to imagine some of the things that former players and

coaches have done in their time on the road.

The similarities between Supreme Court Justice and
Boston Red Sox manager are few, if any. But try debating

the merits ofbothjobs to a fan who has suffered through the

hardships of 1978. or the heartbreak of 1986. I'll guarantee

Clarence Thomas will rank somewhere below pine tar and
aluminum bats.

"We now take you to Red Sox General Manager's Lou
Gorman's office, where Sweet Lou has some pertinent

information to reveal," said Berman with his familiar smirk

( Please note that Lou Gorman doesn't breathe when he

speaks, so the following should be read as one continuous

word.)
"ButchHobsonisafinemanagerwelookforwardtohaving

hima8«oonasthepnKX'ediMgscanl)efinishedHe'sgreatwithyoung

talenUsavvyandwellrespected.BultiiHobHoiusounnan.Wliatwould

wedowithaWhiteyHerzoganyways'?" Gorman said in typi-

cal Gormanese.
A friend called asking if I could grab a bite to eat. I hung

up without answering his absurd question, food was out of

the question. The vote was about to come down and I knew
in case of a tie, the deciding vote would go to a true Red Sox

man. the late Commissioner A. Bartlett Giamatti.

His vote had been hermetically sealed prior to his death

especially for cases such as these. The Pete Rose case

involved a similar situation, but it seems that the jar

containing the vote was mysteriously stolen.

1 might be able to get some sleep once the vote is taken,

but there's a rumor that Dick MacPherson sold drugs at

Syracuse.

David Scott is a Collegian sports columnist

No. 5 ranked field hockey faces Dartmouth
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

If the L'mverstty of Massachusetts field

hockey team's season was a horse race, the

stretch run would begin today at Totman
Field at 3:30 p.m. against Dartmouth. UMass
is a few lengths behind the favorite. Old

Dominion, but then again, who isn't?

With the latest NCAA poll released

Tuesday, UMass ( 10-3) is stuck at No. 5 in

the country. They still trail Old Dominion,

Penn State. Maryland, and Iowa.

The Minutewomen's schedule looks fa-

vorable though, as they play only three

teams in the top 20 in their last six games
before f\\p iXtlantic 10 Tournament.

One team the Minutewomen should

handle is Dartmouth.
The Big Green are having another lack-

luster season, as they are 3-6. They have

beaten UMass-Lowell, Holy Cross, and C.W.
Post. UMass traditionally handles
Dartmouth, although the Big Green have

everything to gain and nothing to lose.

Dartmouth is led by sophomore Jane
Eckels, who leads the team in (mints by a

wide margin. Eckels has 6 points on five

goals and an assist.

Captain Jade Butman leads the defen-

sive corp, and Jen Clark has played every

minute in goal for the team.

As many problems Dartmouth has in

scoring goals, UMass has been relatively

stingy in giving them up.

Goalie Philippa Scott has been honored

as the A- 10 defensive player of the week.

This is the second time this year the junior

from Corsham, England has been honored.

Scott gave up only three goals last week,

as she notched a shutout against St. Joseph's.

Her goals against average is 0.54, and she

has allowed more than one goal in a game
only once.

As much as Scott has anchored the de-

fense, offensive support hascome from nearly
everyone. Jenn Salisbury is leading the team
in points, as she has 12 goals and 4 assists,

and Dawn Trumbauer is second on the team

with 5 goals.

Tara Jelley and Sherlan Cabralis have

been an integral part of the offense. Jelley's

speed and Cabralis' passing have been quiet

yet crucial cogs in the team's wheel.

The Minutewomen will be returning to

friendly Totman Field after their mostly

successful road trip. They were 2-1, beating

Springfield and St. Joseph's, while losing to

Penn SUte.
Totman has given UMass a huge home

field advantage, as they've lost only one

game there.

Dartmouth has only won one game on the

road this year, and judging by the way their

season is going, number two shouldn't come
tomorrow.

^ CAMPUS EMPLOYMENT

Student Manager
Information Data Bank

QUALIFICATIONS: Demonstrated (through previous experience and/or rec-

ommerxjations) good communication skills; organizational and supervisory

skills; ability to organize data, proot-read, edit; typing and/or word processing

skills required; promotional and marketing experience desirable.

ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate (preferably College Work Study eligible), with at

least three semesters remaining at the beginning of the Sprir^g Semester 1992

(excluding summer).

PAY RATE: $6 00 per hour

WORK SCHEDULE : Must be available for a minimum of ten hours perweek and
on site at least four days per week.

STARTING DATE: Immediately. Training will be provided.

APPLICATIONS: Obtain an application at the information Data Bank, 2nd floor

tobby WhitfTVDre. Deadline is October 24. 1991 An interview may be required.

The Information Data Bank (IDB) is a telephone or walk-in referral center which

maintains information on University administrative and academic {X)licies and

procedures; bus, library, athletic etc. schedules; campus current events; and a

variety of other reference materials.

The Student Manager is responsible for the day-to-day operations of IDB

including recruiting, training, scheduling, and supervising a student staff of 8;

maintaining and updating the IDB library and information resources; with the

assistance of the Graphics Coordinator, arranging for the preparation and

placement of one ad per week in the Collegian.

For additional information contact IDB at 545-1555

SHABBA
RANKS

Weds., Oct. 16th

8pm
in the UMass Fine Arts Center

TIX on sale NOW at the

UMASS Fine Arts

Center Box Office

(413)545-2511

$10 UMass Students

$13 AH Others
MCA^isa Accepted

Women's soccer wary of upset
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian StafT

University of Massachusetts women's soccer coach Jim
Rudy is scared ofHarvard University. No he isn't frightened
by SAT scores, preppies or Ivy covered walls, Rudy's scared
of upsets.

"We are ripe for an upset," Rudy said. "It's scary, we are
going up against a team that is always dangerous against us
and we are coming off an extremely disappointing loss
where we did very little right. Also in the last 180 minutes
of regulation play we've scored one goal. I'm scared of this
game."

Indeed the Minutewomen (8-2), ranked No. 11 in the
nation, have been experiencingan offensive drought recently.
In the past two games against Dartmouth (1-0, overtime
win) and Hartford (2-1 loss) Massachusetts has controlled

the play for most of the game but has failed to convert the
offensive pressure into goals.

"We've made some terrible decisions around the goal
lately and we haven't been making the play," Rudy said.

"Just stupid, stupid plays near the net. Against Hartford
our key players mentally went to sleep, they were rattled for

no reason and we lost. I don't like entering a game after

playing the way we have."

As concerned as Rudy is, the Crimson would have to play
above their head to pull off what would be a major upset.

Harvard is 4-3-1, including wins against at best mediocre
squads such as Holy Cross and Pennsylvania. Still stranger
things have happened.

"A win against UMass, even a strong result, would mean
a great deal for our team." Harvard coach Tim Wheaton
said. "UMass is a very successful team and we don't un-
derestimate them, it is a good test for us to play one of the
best teams in the nation."

Harvard will be lead by leading scorer Robin Johnson (7

goals, 4 assists. 18 points) and midfielder Laurie Uustal (5-

3-13).

"Johnson is a big, rugged player with good speed," Rudy
said. "She is dangerous around the net, as is Uustal. Both
are quite good."

"We are going to have to stop UMass' talented players,"

Wheaton said. "Namely [Kim 1 Eynard and their players out

of the back. UMass is tough but we traditionally play wel}

against them."

Rudy said, "Ifwe are who we are then we should win thin

one. Butwe will have to play well after a major disapointment
and we can't lose it mentally like we've been doing."

water polo
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

him before shoveling to Harlan. The freshman lefty faked

the goalie up before rifling the game-winning shot into the
left comer.
A relieved Yarworth said, "That was the hardest game

I've ever coached. It was so intense; everyone was playing
well, it was really hard to score a goal. It was just a great

game. It was water polo at its best. The referees did a great

job. It was super. I'm happy. That's a lot of character aft«r

losing last night."

Next weekend the team is at Harvard University for the
New England League Tourney.

COLLEGE
SPECIAL
3 Games \

of Bowling ^'•Si'

and •"

Shoe Rental

$5.00
with College I.D

j"$1.00 off]
I ANY 2 CALZONES |

I "P l/75«2# oat coufiM par 2 CilioMi • (MivwyOaly

|$1.00OFF|
I ANY 2 CALZONHS |

I •«? "WW • oat coupoa par J CitoDa« • Oa<i«vyOaly |

OPEN at 11:30 A.M. DAILY

TUESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
DOMINO PIZZA
AND BOWL
Three Games Plus

Slice of Pizza and Coke

^^'^•'J" Shoes
8:30 pm to Close
t[ ny Thurs. Night 9K)0pm-ll-00ain

Live D.J

-€«*'

i^rthampton Bowl
. in the Ally Oops Lounge

Cover $2.00

584-4830 for reservations

DACK
SCHOOL 101
Prereauisite:

Dock pain & A REFERRAL

from your UHS provider

Tftto 3 —mion pro^nm
(class** on* w««« aoant
includsa inlormation on aiarcis*.

soma anatomy maaaaqa.
tr«atmant opiiona. posiurs tipa

and pain r*<iaf mathods.

DATES: Wednesdays,

October 20, 00 G Novemb»f 6

TIME: 6:00 • 6:00 pm

PLACE: Physicol Therapy Dept. ^
Ground Floor - University Heoith Center

'. z '„>"^ ••on" t 3<jO« o'l •!?' ""''5"'''«t'0'' 0"c *«»":«"0«0" 'iO J67'

'P)*OM oovita your UHS orovidvr for tha prooar rafarroi

Classifieds
COME TO THE C0U£GIAN OFFICE lUCAMPUSCEmJi • WURSDAY H:M)-3:M) FRIDAYS. 30-2:30 'DEADUSE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATIOS » 2imORD/DAY FOR STVDEm » CASH IS ADVASCE

AcnvmES DEBATE

MOVIEH! • NEW JACK CITY
Tonigh)iii

Wednesday. Oclober 16

Tima. 5 00. 7 00.9 00. 11 00
Piaor Campus Center Audnonum
Sponsored by AASA

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Ara you Interastad m pubic ipeMng?
Would you tke to partKapaie in a Modi Trial

Competition or other competitive debate?

Come to the UMass Debate Society Meeting

on Wednesday 700 in the Debate Trailer or

caK S4S-3509 lor mora mtonnaton

ENTERTAMMENT

UFCCVCLE- Computenzad aarobic tralrwr

professional health club modal E»oalant

condrtion$1100 256006

NEW a USED COMPUTERS
Call Damn 6-227

SPEAKERS
$600 value

SOCIETY FOR HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT (SHRM) is holding a meet-
ing Thursday. October 1 7 in SBA, room 312
(faculty lounge) at 6 30 Anyone interested

in H.n. IS welcome to attend.

AUTO FOR SALE

83 TRANS AM
76K miles great shape
$2500 or BO.
549-6781 Perry

1985 CHEVY SPECTRUM
New brake, new cartxjrator

Runs great! $1 .500 or B.O.
Call 253-9339

RACK-A-DISCi $175 00 DJs. VJs. Karaoke

for house/ Fomial parlies. Call 586-9900

FOR RENT

2 larga roomad apt Haat inc. Canlsr of

Amherst 256-1124

FRIDGE RENTALS 2S3-9742 Free Delivery

TOWNHOUSE 2 BEDROOM 1 1 12 bath Bus

route N Amherst 1 567- 1 352

PORSALE

Must sell $280 obo 546-1039

THE EMPEROR WEARS NOCLOINEV'
Buy the Bibia of the Legalization

Movement now! Only $1 4 call Scott at

2S»4245

FOUND

Gray cat wHtt WYilte Paws
might be pregnant

Please call 253 0868

"Know batorayou go,*

and sM free m Cokxado's resorts 'Currant

guide 10 Aapan, Van. Braciiart-ndBa and
rTxy»'$l6 95 Call V«00-78fr«174____

OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-2000 mo sum-
mer, yr round, all countries, all ftaids. Fraa

info WnteUC. PC Bx52-MAOI Corona Oal

MarCA9262S

JEWELRY

HEYJM
Somatinias you goiu braak tha fulas

-Guess wix)'?!

TRAVEL

TktfiaK woman's watch -found 2 weeks ago
near tot 44 546-2758

FUNDRAISERS

Jaamtry at graal atfordabia pdoaa. TaHa in

Campus Concourse 16 Oct

MOCK TRIAL

Ara you Intarastad m the National Mock
Tnal Competition'' Call 545-3509 lor more
details Ask lor Malaika or Chns

MUSICIANS

*A tu lado la vida se toma a pequeros sorbos

oomo si sus mnulos luaran kooras cuya
borractwra dura horas.*

(LuM Rafael Sanchez)

Pardona to tarda. Pero no olvides que le

quiero

Happy B-day

A

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOOKMG FOR 2 non-smoking lemalas to

sttare room in beautfui South Amherst apt

Next spring/ 1992

175*. Please can 549-3593

SERVCES

BMiamaCnjlaati*parpa>sonSday/4nigfr
hotel Plan now tor your braak. Vary Imitt

offer Can now 1 800-621 0572

Purehaalng a used car? Having your car

repaired? Do you Know your nghis? Contact
the Legal Services Center. 922 Campus
Center, 545-1995

COLLEGE PIZZA

3 RED HOT ChiN Pepper tix at B.U 1 1/1 Fuji

Allegro touring bike $180 or BO. Cold pMa.

$200 or BO Call 256-0985

BABY BUNNIES- Colorful dwarf '.ops

Housebreakable indoor size Ouiet tovable

pets 564-4960

COMPUTER FOR SALE
$600 Call Chff

549-1762

RASE $5IX)...$1000.. $1500
FOOLPROOF
FUNDRAISING

For your fraternity, soronty. learn or other

campus organization Act now for the

chance to win a Cant)bean cruise and
fabulous prizesi

CaN 1 -800-950-6472. axt SO

HELP WANTED

COLLEGE PIZZA
Fall Special

Small cheese $3 SO

Large cheese $6 00
Free soda with purchase of a large sub .

salad, or spaghetti

549-6098 549-6073

Must mention this ad

GEORGE MK:HAEL TICKETS
2 lor $60

Mon Oct ?8th show

Call 549-7767 alter 7pm.

HONDA^B360 MOTORCYCLE 4700m

green windshield and extras $400 253-0951

IBM COMPATABLE COMPUTER, 1 5/4

diskdnve. 1 • 3 1/2 disk dnve. 1 40 meg hard

drive and color monitor $500 00 245-9542

"CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES
NEEDED" Earn Iree Inp and big commis-

sions by selling Cancun, Mexico For more
information call toll free at 800-755-7996 or

in Connecticut at 203-975-8833

EXTERIOR PAINTERS
E xperienced student oainters needed to paint

Amherst area homes Full or part lime

America's College Painters (800) 626-6267

"Painting Amenca's homes coast to coast"

Quitar Laaaons - Beginning/Intermediate

Relaxed atmosphere, senous lessons $10/

hr Call Tim-256-6300

PERSONALS

HE©
There is no surpnse in the number ol

weeks, months, and years that we spend
together Through all seasons and all

types ol weather, our tove will last torever.

Happy Anniversary

ALL MY LOVE
BRUCE

LISA.
I'm totally psyched that you're my rtwm! It's

going tot>ethe best!

Love your daughter.

Jennifer

BKYCLE BROKEN?
Call Pal

546-0119

RELIABLE TOURS aranl so re

alM Thats why Mardi Gras Travel has
#1 lor for fun pnce guarantee to Montre,

SEX LIES IN THE MONTREAL BA
CRAWL' Party .s =^kends inckxJe 2 nights

transp Group leaders travel FREE
(LAGNAF)-Call today 617-444-1111 We're
tllorlun!

TRAVEL FREE! Campus representatives

wanted to earn intersession and spnng break
tnps. 256-8254

TYPING

PAPERS TYPED: $1 SOAypedpaga
Quick. Accurate Service CaU Bnan 546-

3563

WORD PROCESSING, laser printing, pa-

pers, resumes, theses Rosemary 259- 1 786

ORDER AVONI
546-1999

Cantor brochura.

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or

support Call for Iree and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam
Street. Northampton 586-3000 or

GraenfieU 774-6019

FREE pragnancy tastlrtg; confidential and
caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No
Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

Seniors and Juniors

Time to think about resumes
Let me help you design your resume
I offer professional resumes at

college pnces
Call Andy at 549-4002
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Sports

Water polo finishes third at Brown
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

PROVIDENCE. RI — Over the weekend at the 2nd
Round of the Eastern League Tournament an overtime win
gave the University of Massachusetts water polo team a

third place finish in the 16 team field, which saw Slippery

Rock win the whole thing.

The third and final round will be held at Brown University,

November 1-3.

It is never advisable to look past an opponent.

The team played its first game Saturday against

unheralded Washington and Lee. The Generals held tough

before losing to the 15th ranked Minutemen 6-5.

Scott Reed scored four goals, Adolfo Oliete and Javier

Gonzalez scored one each, and goalie Todd Horihan came up
with several big saves.

The lackluster performance in the opening game of this

very important tournament may be attributed to three

things: a two week layoff from game competition, an 8:45

a.m. starting time and its possible opponent in the third

game.
"I think they were looking past them [ W&L)," said head

coach Russ Yarworth. "Washington and Lee came here to

play us. We came here to play Navy."

First things first. Next up was 20th ranked Princeton.

L'Mass fell behind early, and at the end of the first quarter

was on the wrong end of a 3- 1 score. The first five minutes

of the second penod saw the Minutemen crank up the

intensity, scoring four unanswered goals on their to a 6-4

halflime lead, and a 9-7 win.

Tsan Engin scored four goals, including two early in the

fourth quarter that broke open a slim 7-6 lead. Gonzalez,

Reed, Rich Schragger, Dan McOsker. and Scott Deluca each

scored once. Goahe Todd Larson had ten saves.

One ofthe keys to the game was McOsker's and Gonzalez"

defense on Princeton's primary scorer and resident hothead,

Chad Elliot. The two played a physical, annoying, talk-up-

a-storm defense, holding Elliot to one goal on only a handful

of shots.

So finally, at 8:30 Saturday night, the Minutemen would
play 13th rankled Navy. The most important game of the

season so far," Yarworth said before the game. There was no

team to look past to, as Sunday's schedule hadn't been set

at the time.

Most of the first period saw the two teams playing good

pressure defense, exchanging turnovers and steals. Then
the offense took over.

Five different Navy players scored unanswered goals in

the last 2:30 of the first period and first two minutes of the

second. Then it was UMass' turn for a five goal burst.

Jay Peluso scored, followed by two Reed goals, one from

McOsker, and another from Peluso, improbably knotting

the score at 5-5. Peluso's second goal would be the last

UMass would score. Navy ran another five goal streak,

ending the game with a 10-5 advantage.

"We were playing alright," Yarworth said. "We kept our

composure and climbed back in it. but it took so much

energy to do it. We were down by one going into the forth,

and it really wasn't a 10-5 game because we started taking

chances to try to get steals. We did well, but I think our

inexperience caught up with us a bit."

The loss to Navy meant the Minutemen would play rival

lona Sunday morning.

What a game. Nothing like a double overtime win to

round out the weekend.

Tom Quirm scored on a breakaway two minutes into the

contest, but lona matched it soon after, and the period

ended 1-1.

Play in the second period showed the frustration and
fatigue both teams felt after Saturday's three games. lona

went up 2- 1 on a breakaway, but a penalty shot by Reed with

34 left made the halflime score 2-2.

Reed scored midway through the third quarter, but an

lona penalty shot with 10 left evened the score again.

Larson made two key saves during one exchange.

The forth period had no scoring. Yarworth 's frequent

substitutions kept fresh defense on the Gaels, forcing bad

shots.

Play in the first overtime was tentative, with the best

chance for either team being Luke Harlan's blast offthe side

post in the last minute.

UMass controlled the play in the second overtime, as

(k)nzalez and Reed each had decent scoring opportunities,

only to have the shots deflected Then, with 35 left, Larson

threw an outlet pass to Reed, who drew the lone defender to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Cross country teams have opposite weekends
• Women place second out offive Men^s woes continue with recent losses

By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Correspondent

In a race that featured the much antici-

pated return of Kelly Liljeblad to the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts five, the women's
cross country team finished second in a five

team field at Durham, NH Friday.

The Minutewomen, in upping their record

to 5-3. lost to a tough Springfield squad, and
defeated teams fromNew Hampshire. Rhode
Island, and Vermont.

With captain Michelle St. Laurent ham-
pered by illness, the Minutewomen received

a tremendous boost from the return of

Liljeblad who, after almost two months off

the track, finished second for the team,

seven seconds behind twin sister Kim.
Kim Liljeblad finished in a time of 18:30,

followed by Kelly in 18:37,TriciaMathiesen

in 18:43, Becky Johnson in 18:44, and
Michelle St. Laurent in 19:07.

"Overall, I was pleased with the way the

team ran, 1 really think we're starting to

gel," coach Julie LaFreniere said. "Kim ran

the best race I've seen her run, and I was
very pleased with the way Kelly ran."

Winning the race was Springfield's Katie

Meehan in 17:36, while UMass' top runner

finished in sixth place. The Minutewomen's
next three runners finished ninth , 1 0th, and
1 1th separated by only seven seconds.

In all likehhood, had St. Laurent not

been ill, the Minutewomen would have had
all five runners finish within 20 seconds of

each other, a pack that LaFreniere said

"would have given Springfield a run for

their money."

"If Michelle had been healthy, and Kelly

had a little more running under her belt, I

think it would have been a one point race,"

LaFreniere said. "We're still a couple of

seconds behind the top rurmers. but it's our

whole pack that's a couple ofseconds behind,

not just one or two runners."

With the Minutewomen's dual meet sea-

son now complete, the team can set its

sights on the championship season, which

begins October 26 with the Atlantic 10

Championships.

"I was a little concerned with how tired

the team looked, but I really put the girls

through hell the past two weeks so it's un-

derstandable," LaFreniere said. "I'm not

going to run them quite as hard the next two
weeks, and hopefully we're a little fresher

forthe A-lO's."

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Staff

The woes continued for the University of

Massachusetts men's cross country team
last weekend. The Minutemen fell to

Providence, the number four team in the

country, and Connecticut, no. 25, Friday

afternoon.

Providence won the meet by totaling a

scant 16 points. Connecticut placed second

with 44 and UMass finished a distant third

with 80 points.

"I wasn't surprised by the results of the

meet," UMass coach Ken O'Brien said. "I

think Providence has a better team than

they've ever had and Connecticut proved to

be quite a bit better than us also."

Providence nmners dominated the race,

taking the top four spots. The Fryars were

led by Mark Carroll, who won the five mile

race in 25:32. He was followed by teammates
Paul Logan (25:33), Scott Cody (25:58) and
Chris Teague (25:58).

After Connecticut's Christer Malm took

fifth place in 26:08, Providence completed

its scoring with a sixth place finish from

Mark Burdis (26:13).

The Minutemen's top finisher was Matt

Simon. He placed 12th in the race in a time

of 26:46.

Other harriers scoring points for UMass
were Mike Davis ( 16th, 27:28). Keith Willis

(17th,27:29). KevinGreenhalgh( 19th. 27:47)

and Tom Walsh (20th, 27:47).

O'Brien said that he has seen some im-

provement in his team, as far as physical

conditioning in practice, but that he -hasn't

seen that improvement displayed in the

meets.

Tm pleased with the physical improve-

ment that the team has made since the

beginning of the year." he said. "However,

we haven'tmade any tangible improvement,

mentally, when it comes to the meets. We
look much better in our weekly training but

in meets we stay the same. We've hit a sort

of a plateau in our racing."

O'Brien said that he hopes to see the

Minutemen get over that plateau in time for

the upcoming championship season.

"We've got the second half of the season

to shed that routine and move into second

gear and apply ourselves, mentally as well

as physically." he said.

The Minutemen kick off the second half

of the season with the Eastern Conference

Championships at Orono, Maine Oct. 19th.

Men's soccer faces Holy Cross in Worcester
Minutemen go for seventh win today

Collefian flie photo

The men's soccer team is striding to the A-10 playoffs. Theyjourney to

Worcester for a match with Holy Cross this afternoon.

There is a terrific story unfolding down
on Lower Boyden Field. The University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team, cut from
the athletic department's budget this past

spring is now 6-2-3 and on a collision course

with the Atlantic- 10 playoffs in what has
been termed their "terminal season."

Today, the Minutemen travel East, down
the Pike to Worcester for a match with the

Crusaders of Holy Cross (1-7).

"They are tough on their home field,"

coach Sam Koch said, after traveling to

Worcester this weekend to watch the Cru-
saders. "Holy Cross is a hardworking team
that is strong on the ball and shows good
speed combined with their defensive pres-

sure.

"We're going to have to move quickly

through the midficld and switch the point of

attack to nullify their work rate."

Koch's club is coming offofa 1-1 weekend
in which they beat A-10 rival West Virginia
4-2 and lost to George Washington 1-0 in

double overtime.

The story of the team thus far is the play
ofJonathan Gruber in goal. The senior, who
has started all 1 1 games, has recorded five

shutouts, amassed a 0.73 goals against av-
erage and made 86 saves.

"Jon Gruber has been just an animal in

goal," Koch said. "He had a great perfor-

mance Sunday."
Offensively, sophomoreTodd Kylish leads

the team with 13 points, (five goals and
three assists), folowed by Justin Edelman's

eight (three, two).

"We were a little disappointed after

Sunday's game," Koch said. "But. we have to

go up there and just play without letting it

bother us. We have to make sure we play as

a team. For us to do well we have to put in a

full team effort and a full day's work."

The Crusaders are winless. 0-5. in the

Patriot League. They are led by sophomore
Peter Kilmartin's six points (two goals, two

assists). Bill Martin and junior transfer

Brian Oates each have three points (one,

one).

Sophomore goalkeeper Vito Antonucci

has allowed nine goals in his last four con-

tests, an average of 2.2 goals per game.

Overall, the Crusaders have been strug-

gling, allowing 22 goals this season, an av-

erage of 2.75 goals per game, while only

scoring eight.

Last week, Holy Cross was up on New
England rival Providence College 2-1 after

goals by freshman James Margiotta and

Oates, but Providence eventually tied the

game and won in overtime 3-2.

— BRETT MORRIS
and TAMIR LIPTON
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UM chooses
3 finalists
for provost
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Three campus officials are finalists for the second-in-
eommand position ofprovost at the University ofMassachu-
setts, according to the head of the search process.

Frederick Tillis, chairperson ofthe Provost Search Com-
mittee, said finalists for the position are Acting Provost
Glen Gordon. Associate Vice-Chancellor for Academic Af-
fairs Norman Aitken and Dean of the School of Public
Health Stephen Gehlbach.

Tillis said the search committee, consisting of faculty,

staff and student representatives, should have a decision
made within three to four weeks.

Candidates were able to either send a letter of applica-
tion on their own or be nominated by faculty, staff or
students. Nominees had <• confirm their interest in the
position in writing.

The committee began screening applications for the
position onSept. 16, after extending the deadline several
weeks to accomodate faculty and administrators who were
away for the summer.

Tillis, associate vice chancellor for Affirmative Action
and Equal Opportunity, said hiring someone from within
the University is necessary at a time when UMass has
experienced a long series ofbudget cuts. Hiring firom within
will also ease the transition period for a new person in the
position, Tillis said.

Acting Provost Gordon, former dean of the faculty of
Social and Behavioral Sciences, is one ofthe three finalists.

He was appointed in June when Richard O'Brien left the
position to become chancellor.

Tillis, however, said that despite Gordon's experience in

the position, he believed the committee would look at all

candidates equally.

"I think the search committee will look at other candi-

dates and try to glean who will be best for the position,"

Tillis said.

The position announcement for provost states that "re-

sponsibilities include planning and developing academic
programs, fostering the academic growth and development
of faculty and students, formulating and executing aca-

demic policies, and budgeting for and administering aca-

demic programs and related institutional activities."

CoUactaa pfcnin by ftiih BaynUlt

WOODEN PLANKS FOR FUNAND PROFIT— Freshman Diana Towle makes and creates
during her sculpture class at Tildon Farms.

Thomas says no looking back
By WILLIAM M. WELCH
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Clarence Thomas, saying it is time
to put these things behind us," will take his seat on the
Supreme Court positioned to help shape the nation's laws
for decades to come. His contentious confirmation battle left

President Bush and other supporters today demanding a
change in the process.

"I'd like to thank America,"Thomas said after the Senate's
52-48 confirmation vote Tuesday night.

"No matter how difficult or painful, this is a time for

healing in our country," he said. "We have to put these

things behind us. We have to go forward." The 43-year-old

Thomas is likely to be sworn in on Monday and assume the
court's ninth seat.

He won confirmation only after one of the nastiest

confirmation fights inAmerican history, one that his backers
called "a search and destroy mission" byThomas opponents.
Following hearings on the allegation Thomas sexually

harassed a former aide. Bush said today he would present
some proposals to change the confirmation process.

"I'm going to have something to say. I owe the people my
observations and more importantly some suggestions to

improve the process," Bush said during a photo session this

morrung. He said he would be working on his proposals and
present them "fairly soon."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Community may ask for
Asian center's demise
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

An "Emergency Community Meet-

ing" of Asian and Asian-American stu-

dents is scheduled for tonight in

Knowlton Residence Hall to discuss the

possible closing of the United Asian

Cultural Center because of reported

student apathy and funding problems,

according to Asian student leaders.

The possibility ofthe center's closure

was brought up at a recent United Asian

Cultural Center Council meeting, said

Amy Chee, a student staff member at

Academic Support Services and a coun-

cil member.
Chee cited lack of funding and disin-

terest in the Asian community as rea-

sons for the proposed action.

"There is not enough money for pro-

graming," she said.

The organization "is only funded ap-

proximately $1 1,000." the same as past

semesters, but "costs have risen." she

said. Chee also pointed to staffexpenses

to explain the center's fiscal situation.

Denise Lau, the council liason for the

United Asian Learning Resources Cen-

ter, said that many students don't use

the center.

"Students don't use the services, so it

is just a waste." Lau said.

Lau added that other council meet-

ing participants had their own reasons

for closing the center.

Alexander Nguyen. former
Multicultural Affairs Editor for the

Collegian and one of the organizers for

tonight's meeting, refused to comment
on the reasons for the possible closing.

"The [Asian] community has to de-

cide what to do," he said.

"If it happens, which it looks like it

might, there will be a press conference

afterwards," Nguyen added.

Chee objected to a flyer advertising

tonight's meeting that said only Asian
students will be admitted.

"I really object to that," she said.

"Anyone can come. It's not Asian stu-

dents only."

Lau agreed the "center is geared to-

ward the Asian community," but also

s.iid others should not be prohibited

from attending the meeting.

In the past, the center has been used
as an "outlet for Asian students to study
or socialize," said Lau.

The Asian Cultural Center sponsors
films and movies which Lau described

as "all educational."

Outside calls shut down
Causes unknown in phone failure

By OLIVIA STEWART-LIBERTY
Collegian Correspondent

Telephone disruptions through Tuesday

night virtually severed University of Mas-

sachusetts telephone connections with the

'outside world for approximately 12 hours,

according to the UMass telecommunications

director.

Randy Sailer, director of Telecommuni-

cations Services on campus, said disrup-

tions lasted firom approximately 8:30 p.m.

Tuesday until shortly after 9:00 Wednesday

morning.

The disruptions caused difficxilties in

making and receiving long distance calls

from campus. Local and on-campus calls

were unaffected, except by the increased

congestion caused by rescheduling.

The disruption, according to Sailer, was

caused by a problem at the American Tele-

phone and Telegraph Company in Spring-

field, which connects UMass with the rest of

the country.

The cause of the problem was still un-

known at the time ofthe repair on Wednes-

day morning.

Of the 400 telephone I'nes serving the

University, Sailer said the disruption caused

a block in a connection, which in turn caused

the 144 Unes serving long-distance calls to

go down.

Sailer said the problem was at its worst

between 11 and 12 p.m. on Tuesday, when

most students receive incoming calls. There
were not enough lines to handle all the calls

at that time. Sailer said.

The disruption did not affect campus
safety, Sailer said. Campus police were the

first part of campus to be informed of the

problem.

Inside:
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The Undergraduate StudeiU

Senate backs the GEO in its

battle with the administration.

Page 7:

Greg Sukiennik complains that

the government isn 't worth the

Hostess Fruit Pies.

This Weekend:
We got us a way-too-cool type

ofplayfor you to see.

Weather
Cloudy with a chance of

showers in the afternoon and

temps in the 60s. How boring.
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THURSDAY, OCTOBKR 17

rnscntafion — Michaol Kerns will -peak in CC 917 at 12

p.m
Film — "Mauricf" will Ih» shown n\ CC 8U3 at 7 p ni

Sponsored bv the OfTue for GLB Concerns.

l.BC.A Men 's Group — Men's ^roup « ill meet at 8 p m. in

Student Union 413
Pt'tfonitanci' — Michael Kiru.> m "Intimaeies" at the

Northampton Center for the Arts at 8 p m

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18

Coffee Social — The LBGA eofTee soeial will be fntm 3

p m. - 6 p m. in CC 903.

SATURDAY. OCTOBER 19

Open House — There will an open hous4>. jiervices. auc-

tion and demonstration by the Valley Women's Martial Arts

from 1 p m - 5 p «" IxK-ated at Onee Cottage Street,

Easthampton Call 527-0101

SUNDAY, tX'TOBER 20
(
'<•//.< S.H nil — Amherst College Coffee Social at \\ p.m.

Spt>nst>red bv the Amherst College IJJGA

MONDAY, OCTOBER 21

Meeting Amherst College LBGA will meet at 9 p.m m
RiH>m 201 ot the Amherst Campus Center

TUESDAY, IK' rOBER 22

CoffivhouHe Snuth LBA Space fn>m 8 p.m. - 10 p.m

Women only.

FTC: Diet ads hype benefits
WASHINGTON lAPt — I'he government yesterday ac-

cused three liquid diet programs of making false and

unsubstantiatt>d advertising claims about their safety and

the long-term prosptvts of keeping offlost pounds.

Under an agreement withlhe Feileral Trade Commission,

t he makers ofOptifast . Medifast and UUrafast must "replace

uii-ubstantiated hype with documented facts." said Barry

t uller. director of the FTC's Bureau of Consumer Protec-

tion.

The FTC filed its complaint against Minneapolis-baaed

SandozNutritionCorp.which.sellstheOptifast70proirrani;

Ja>*»n Phamia«»uticals ofOwings Mills. Md. and its Nutn

tion Institute of Maryland, which market the Medifast 70

program:and the National Center for Nutrition ofNewingto.

Vs . which markets the UUrafast diet pri)gram.

All three pn>gram8 are available only under medical

sup*'r\'ision.

UUrafast is not associated with Ultra Slimfast. the

popular over-the-counter diet program. Cutler said, however.

that the FTC was ItNiking at "abtuit a dozen" othw weight-

loss pri»gramB, including some "hous**hold namM* among
o%er-the-counter profpranis He did not specify which ones.

Man kills 22 in Texas
Massacre deadliest in U.S. history

KILLEEN. Texas (AP> — A man drove

his truck into the window of a cafeteria

yesterday and opened fire with a semiau-

tomatic pistol on people waiting in line for

lunch, killing 22 befi>re CDmmittintj suicide,

authorities said.

It was the deadliest mass shooting m
U.S. histor>-.

Bell County Peace Justice Robert

Stubblefield and 23 people were dead in-

cluding the unidentified gunman in the

shooting at Luby's cafeteria. Earlier. I)e

partment ofPublic Safety spokesperstin Mike

Cox said that in addition up to 15 people

were wounded.
"The guy jumped out of the truck and

said. "This is w hat Bell County has done to

me!" said Sheldon Smith, a porter at the

cafeteria. "As he opened fire, the guy that he

ran over with the truck was tr>-ing to get up

and he shot him.

"Then he pointed toward the line where

the service was and he started shooting

down the line."

A dispatcher at the Killeen police depart-

ment who refused to give her name said "we

called for several ambulances, as many as

we can get We've never had anything like

this."

The shooting surpassed the July 28. 1984

slayings in San Ysidro. Calif, when James
Oliver Huberty opened fire at a McDonald's

restaurant, killing 21 people before he was
fatally shot.

The at tack started about 1 2:40 p.m. . said

Lt. Danny Johnson at the Bell County

sherifTs office. The man wielded a GKx-k

9mm semiautomati pistol, authorities said

Other details were not immediatel\

available.

Robert Holland. 26, a clerk at an auto

parta store next door, said he heard the

truck going through the cafeteria window
and then "people were runningeverywhere

~

"One guy came in here. He said 'Give me
a gun, I'll go shoot him," Holland said. "AH

the sudden we had people in here saying,

"Call the cops!"There were cops everywhere
'"

The gunman then apparently ran into .i

bathroom in the cafeteria.

He didn't know how many people were

hit. His wife was not among the injured.

Killeen is a Central Texas town of about

45.000.

RICH
Build A

WARDROBE

1st Item: 5% off ^y
lioff ^C/

balel

m

AP pholo

GOSH DARN IT, HOW BEAUTIFUL— On-again, off-again couple
Donald Trump and Maria Maples were spotted shopping for
pumpkins at a roadside stand in the Hamptons last Friday. Hours
earlier, the two were seen playing golf nearby as a plane flew
overhead pulling a banner proclaiming "Maria, I Love You."

f

2nd Item: 10%
3rd Item: 1 5% off

4th Item: 20% off

5th Item: 25% off

6th Item: 30% off

The more you buy, the more you save!

1 WEEK ONLY • OCT. 14-20

i

J-RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N. PLEASANTT ST., 'AMHERST • 253-2013
22 MASONIC ST., • NORTHAMPTON •586-6336

OPEN 7 DAYS • THURSDAY TIL 9

ill!!!! Illlllllllllt iillllli

CALUNG ALL PHOTOGRAPHERS

Are you interested in

shooting for the Collegian?

Stop by 113 Campus Center
for more information.

Local
Wm'l.llKl!! Bll-W»-

I'olWctaM plMto by JHf Kcmi

I LOVE THE TUNES — Patricio Diaz practices moments before
performing in the Masters In Music '91 at the Fine Arts Center

Senate votes to support
GEO contract demands
By MICHAEL R. LINSKKY
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night chose lo support the demands of the
(Graduate Employee Organization in its

contract squabble with the University ad-

ministration.

"The vote was overwhelmingly in favor t)!'

supporting CEO's demands," siiid Senate
speaker Bob Monaghan. "Only a few sena-

t4)rs dissented."

Meeting in the Campus Center, the

Senate listened toJim IVIle, a self-deserilvd

"rank-and-file memlK'r" oft he CiEO, explain

the four demands of his organi/ation.

binding arbitration, agency sht»p. health ftv

waivers for graduate employees, and job

sivurity.

"In the last few n>(uulr<t»fbudget cuts, we
asTA's were especially hard hit.'ssiid IX>lle

"We lost atM)ut 10 percvnt of the TA's across

campus last year, and tht^ administnition

can't guarantee it won't happi'n again this

year."

I)t*lle said binding arbitration would al-

low an impartial third paity to arl)itrati>

laltor disputes. Me .said agency shop would
autitmatically enroll all graduate employtvs
ui the union, and it would impose a fcv on
those who didn'tjoin. Those morally opposi'd

to unions would he granted a)nscientious

a University geiu>ral scholarship fund.

Ted ChamlxM's, vice president of the

Commuter Area Ct»vernment, voict>d his

support for CKO demands.
"In the last foin* or five years, tlu» ad-

ministration hasn't lifl^'d a damn finger lo

do anything for this place," Ito siiid. "If

Igraduat*' students
I
don't get what they

want, they'll go on strike. . . We have {a*

st<u)d in solidarity with the graduatt* stu-

dents and supp«>il theni U'fon' they go »»n

strike."

The S(]A als«> voliHi t^t supp<irt a piii^Misiil

which would ivinsUit^* the practice of tail-

gating at sporting events.

"IKormer Chancellor .los4>ph| DulVey's

elimination of tailgating was just sucking

up to Covernor Dukakis in order to Invoiue

the secretiuy «»f education," s;nd Deliorah

l.iiH'han, ('A(5 S«'nator "lU-sides Ihe |»ju'-

tying, I U'lieve tailgating would increas<'

revenues and attendance at University

sporting events."

However, other senators said (he

University's reputation would suHer with

implement^ition of this policy.

"I would \\nlv t4» S4H< this as 1Ih> fiixl thing

the Student Senate d«H«s this y»>ar. . . it

siiMUs really immature and pointlt*ss,"siiid

Tami Monahan, CAC S»>nator. "I d»»n'i ntf-

e.s.sarily think itx a horrendous itiea. but I

Speaker tells of Iraqi plight
Back from Baghdad, traveler sees death, despair

w unions wouiu im* graiiu.'u coiiscieiiiious es.sHriiy iiiiiik ils a iHirreiinoiis uhn

objector status, but they would pay a fee to don't think its ai great idea. (>illM>r."

By MADANMOHAN RAO
Collegian Staff

John Schuschart, a member of the Veteran's Peace
Action Team, discussed first hand reporUi from a summer
visit to the Middle East with an audience at Smith College's
St^xldard Auditorium last night. He just returned from
Baghdad this past Monday night.

Expressing his inability to communicate what he had
witnessed, Schuschart asked the audience "How many of
you know what it is like to be the victim of bombing by at
least 2.000 planes a day? How many ofyou even know what
a cluster bomb is?"

Describing the destruction in Baghdad and Basra,
Schuschart said, "Every critical life-support system has
been destroyed. The trauma of the victims is impossible to

measure."
The use ofthe word " sanctions' to describe the siege, the

act ofkilling by starvation, ofthe Iraqi pcMiple is linguicide."

Schuschart said. The sanctions are ensunng that the full-

scale war in Iraq continues unabated."

NATO strong,
official says
MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Correspondent

The changes that have erupted in Europe since

1989 have raised concerns about the security of the

countries in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization

,

a high-level NATO oflical told a crowd of about 50
last night at Smith College.

NATO's essential purpose is "a search for peace,

freedom and security in Europe," said Dr. Erika v.C.

Bruce, director of the Office of Information and
Press of the Headquarters of NATO in Belgium, at

a lecture sponsored by the European Club.

"(NATO has] moved from the hopelessness ofthe

50s to the hopefulness of the 908," Bruce said. "But

we must also expect disappointment, (such as I

Saddam Hussein's reign of terror," she .said. Bruce

also warned again.st optimism in light ofthe nuclear

arms race and the lingering effects of the GulfWar.

The liondon Declaration, the Charter of Paris,

the unification of Germany, the Copenhagen Dec-

laration, and the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty

are the "building blocks" of NATO's adaption to "the

new world order," Bruce said.

The London Declaration, signed in July of 1990,

seeks to reduce reliance on nuclear weapons and

wants The Conference on Security and Cooperation

in Europe to become more prominent in Europe's

future, Bruce said.

The Copanhagan Declaration, signed in June of

CONTINUED ON PAGE 9

The X-ray rooms have no films, so that dtK-tors can't find

bullets to remove from the wounded, or to set bones," he
said. "No prosthetics are available, and without them, limbs
will atrophy."

"Raw sewage pours into the rivers, whose water the
Iraqis use for drinking, cooking, and bathing," Schuschart
said. "What we are doing is equivalent to giving them a big
glass from their own sewage tank, and saying 'Drink that,

cook with that, until you change your government."
"I saw a newborn baby, with the face of a 100-year old

man,"Schu8chart said. "Just imagine that. He was nut even
strong enough to cry. I saw shepherds whose legs were
blown off by parachuted mines. They have no livelihood

now."

"Even though there was every opportunity for a peaceful
settlement," Schu.schart said, "for six months, the Pentagon
lived through a nightmare: what if Iraq pulled out of
Kuwait? Even though it was a United Nations-authori/ed
war, the U.S. is not allowing U.N. ti'ams to take in supplies
like chlorine."

r(-»NTINUFD ON PAGE 9

Scholar says
attitude key
in Judaism
By DEBRA KRIEGSMAN
Collegian Staff

An American scholar teaching in Israel addressed dif-

ferent aspectsofJewish identity at the HillelHouseTuesday
evening.

Dr. William Ressler. a.s.sociale director of the Overseas
Studies Program at Ben Gurion University in Beersheva
and adjunct professor of psychology at Hebrew University
in Jerusalem, spoke to an audience ofabout 20. The topic of

his lecture was the Social Psychology ofJewish Identity.

Dr. Ressler said he wanted to "know what it is that
motivates Jews to choose to identify them.selves as Jews."

To find an answer, he conducted a survey of young
Jewish adults. He studied all demographic variables in-

cluding psychological well-being and concluded that "it is

socialization of one's family, friends, and community com-
bined with a positively valued distinctive education involving

religious observances and study."

Ressler surprised his audience when he explained that
"strict education, such as Jewi.sh day .schools and Yeshi vas,

has little ifany bearing on Jewi.sh adulth(K)d. What has the
most impact are parent, sibling and peer attitudes."

In reference to this. Josh Slomich, a sophomore at the

University of Massachusetts, said, "Many Jews in Israel

have protection but never go to shul (synagogue) and don't

observe. There is no identification."

liessler answered this by explaining that while the
religious aspect of Jewish life is important, one needs to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Peace possible
in Middle East,
expert says
By MORGAN BITTON
Colleinan Staff

Although there are still many unanswered ques-
tions, prospecLs for (]ulf .security are n-latively good,
said Barry Rubin, director of a program on U«rronsm
at Johns Hopkins University and author of 1 1 IxMiks

on the Middle East
"As I look at the whole situation, a long l4'rm slow

development towards lowering cimflicl direction and
working towards p(>ace is possible, but its going to

take longer than people in the U.S. expect," said

Rubin.

Rubin spoke to an audientx* ofalwut 75 in a lecture

last night at Amherst College entitled "After the
Persian Gulf War: Prospects for Peace in the Middle
East." sponsored by the Five College Program in

Peace and World Security Studies.

When the Gulf War began Rubin was in Israel

where he was a Fullbright Fellow teaching at Haifa
and Tel Aviv Universities.

"Nine months ago tonight I was preparing U» go to

sleep. At that moment there were eight explosions,
very loud. The building started shaking and there
were flashes in the sky," Rubin said.

Rubin explained that he does not regret being in

the Middle East at the start of a war.
"I was actually glad 1 was there. It gave me a lietler

understanding to be there under fire than to Ik*

running around Washington discus.sing it," he said.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Collfifian pholo by .Ictt Kfcan

Middle East specialist Barry Rubin
lectures ac Amherst College last night.
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Surplus
Sale

University of Massachusetts

Student Union Ballroom

October 15 thru lath

Tuesday; Wednesday, lliursday, Friday

9:00ani - 8:00pm

Sponsored By:

Cape Verdean Student Alliance

Wool Blankets,

pioues. Hats,

Scarves, &
Much, Much

More!

Genuine U.S. and

European Surplus!

THURSDAY, OCTOBErTtI^
THURSDAY. OCTOBER 17. 1991 THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN PAGES

O Genuine U.S. & European
Military and Antique Overcoats

$25-$35

O Wool, West German,
British, French Pants

$10- $17

O U.S., British, French, Italian

Wool Sweaters

$8- $15

O Mexican Baja Pullovers

and Blankets

$12&$15
O Heavy Cotton, 6-Pocket Field

Pants : U.S., Dutch,

West German
$7- $16

O Genuine Issue Camo, Desert,

Tiger, Urban Black

Six Pocket Pants

$25

O World Flags (3'x5')

$10 each/ 2 for $18

Down Feather Mummy
Sleeping Bags (0' - 15')

$30

3 U.S. Navy Wool
Middys and Peacoats

$10. $30

) Full Leather Raincoats

& Trenchcoals

$6'$15

(yHfinSt
/ttCORDS 0»

RECORDS • CASSETTES • COMPACT DISCS

yiPORTED, WDEPENDEffT

&DOMESTK:
MON-WE09:X-6 SUN 12-5

mURS-SAT9:30-9
213 MAM ST. NOrmiAJyiPTON

586-5726

COLLECTABLES • USED
MANUFACTURERS OVER-STOCKS
MONDAY - SATURDAY 10 - 5:30

THURSDAYS 10 - 9 SUNDAY 12 - 5

21 STATE ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-1707

Hourly Express From Amherst& U MASS

Boston • New York City
Hartford • Springfield

Northampton
Daily Service Throughout The Northeast

Connecting Services Nationwide

presented by the

Army Barracks of Martha's Vineyard

Mastercard, Visa, and
American Express

accepted

If

Robert Head

IMAGES: ALASKA
Paintings & Drawings

If

Sports and Recreational Packages
Feter Pmi Bute* Depart from

Naigus Mall • UMASS

Peter Pan Bus Terminal

79 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst Center

PnfprEan
For schfduUs and fares call

U MASS Hotel ....545-2006

Peter Pan Term ..256-0431

Student Union Gallery

October 17 -31
Open 11 -4 daily

Slide Lecture
October 17 3:30-5:00

Campus Center Room 162 -75

Opening Reception
October 17 5:00-7:00
Student Union Gallery

A-^
for the teacher

Sponsored in part by the U-MASS Arts Council

Outstanding
Teacher Award

XHP
College of Food and Natural Resources

invites students and faculty to submit nominations
for the 1991-92 award

^^
RonM^^i^V V^"""^^

^^^ AVAILABLE IN

?M nH STOCKBRIDGE HALL ORIN DEPARTMENTAL OFFICES

Faculty in the following departments are eligible for nomination:

Consumer Studies • Entomology • Food Sdence

Forestry and Wildlife Management

Hotel. Restaurant and Travel Administration

Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning

Nutrition . Plant and Soil Sciences • Plant Pathology

Resource Economics • Veterinary and Animal Sciences

World/Nation
Baker continues efforts
toward peace conference
By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press

DAMASCUS. Syria— Secretary ofState
James A. Baker III, after 12 hours of talks
with Syrian leaders, yesterday said "we are
still on course to hold a peace conference in

the month of October."

Baker, before flying to Israel, said there
was disagreement on only one point with
Syrian President Hafez Assad— the timing
of negotiations on such issues as the arms
buildup in the Middle East and scarce water
resources.

His statement, and similar remarks by
Foreign Mimster Farouk Sharaa, suggested
the United States and the Soviet Union
would be able to co-sponsor Arab-Israel ne-

gotiations by the end of the month, barring

a last minute hitch.

Sharaa called the U.S.-Syrian discussions

"very positive."

However, in explaining why Syria was
reluctant to give its unqualified approval of

negotiations on regional issues, he con-

demned Israel as being "intransigent" and
"not positive."

"That's why we want to test the Israeli

intentions at the peace conference," Sharaa
aid.

The foreign minister also responded with

an impassioned 'no' when asked if he would
shake the hand of his Israeli counterpart

David Levy at a peace conference. "I would
tell you frankly no, because this very hand is

guilty" ofdepriving the Palestinians oftheir

rights, Sharaa said.

Baker described the two days of talks

here as both "extensive and positive" and
•aid at a joint news conference with Sharaa

that Assad had reiterated his intention to

participate "in the peace conference itself"

As structured by the Bush administra-
tion, the conference, which U.S. and diplo-

matic sources said Tuesday is tentatively

set to begin in I.ausanne, Switzerland, on
Oct. 29 would be held in phases.

White House spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater said today it was possible that

President Bush and Soviet President
Mikhail Gorbechev would attend the open-

ing of the conference.

After a ceremonial opening, Arabs and
IsraeUs would negotiate head-to-head on
the issues of Israeli control of lands the

Arabs lost in the 1967 Six-Day War and,

with the exception of Egypt, the refusal of

Arabs to accept a Jewish state in the area.

The overriding objective as enunciated

by Bush is a land-for-peace deal in which
Israel would relinquish land in exchange for

diplomatic recognition by the Arabs.

In a separate phase, such regional prob-

lems as Palestinian refugees, threats to the

environment, .scarce water supplies, and a

growing military buildup would be negoti-

ated. Saudi Arabia and other Persian Gulf
countries would join the talks at that point.

Sharaa said Syria is interested in re-

stricting weapons in the region and is con-

cerned about the Palestinian refugees. But
he said the best approach is to delay such

discussions until Israel's attitude becomes
clear in the other phase ofthe negotiations.

The chances of Baker keeping to the Oct.

29 date also depend heavily on whether the

Palestinians, the last holdouts, signal their

consent to negotiations with Israel.

The secretary could find additional

problems inJerusalem in separate meetings

with Israeli leadersand a Palestinian group.

APpholo

CLASH AT NEWS CONFERENCE — A private security guard
hired to protect the defense team for El Sayyed Nosair, the accused
killer of Rabbi Meir Kahane, holds a gun up at the end of a news
conference in New York Tuesday. Three supporters of Kahane
clashed violently with friends and lawyers for Nosair. No shots

were fired.

Uprising leader sentenced
EREZJUNCTION, Occupied Gaza Strip

(AP) — A leader of a radical Islamic group

that has spearheaded the Palestinian up-

rising was convicted of manslaughter yes-

terday by a military court and sentenced to

life in prison.

The court also sentenced Sheik Ahmed
Yassin, 56, to 15 years in prison for incite-

ment and leading an illegal organization.

The sentences were to be concurrent. It was
notknown ifor when he would be eligible for

''Let's face it. You pass a lot of nameless, faceless people every day,

and most of them will stay nameless and faceless. There are just too

gosh-darned many people here for everyone to know everyone else.

But when you work for the Collegian, things change. It's not like you

get your picture printed with your article - people don't start to

recognize you or anything. But it's still cool because you wrote

something and a bunch of those people probably read it. Maybe
you're still one of the faceless crowd, but at least people know your

name now. Ihank you Massachusetts Daily Collegian."

COLLEGIAN
''It's not just an adventure,

it's a job/'

Experience the inner workings ofa daily newspaper

first-hand. Come to our offices or give us a call.

Go ahead. Make our day.

113 Campus Center Basement

545-3500

parole.

Yassin has used a wheelchair since an

accident in his teens left him a quadriplegic.

His fundamentalist group Hamas —
Arabic for zeal — has, along with the Pal-

estine Liberation Organization, led the

nearly 4-year-old Palestinian uprising

against Israeli occupation ofthe West Bank
and Gaza Strip.

On Tuesday, five Hamas founders ar-

rested with Yassin were sentenced by the

Gaza military court. Each was given four

life sentences plus 30 years.

During today's session, Yassin tried to

make a statement but was twice interrupted

and then cut off by the judge.

"The course of history does not forget

anything, and at the end we will always be

tried by God," Yassin said.

He added: "It is not right that the Jewish

people, who drank the bitter cup of exile,

will give this bitter cup to the Palestinian

people."

^g?-

MUmCUlTURAl AFFAIRS EDITOR

POSITION AVAILABLE
* Covering Multicultural Issues and

* Outreaching to the Alana.

(Asian, Latino, African and

Native American) communities

• Some news experience helpful

• Requires one news story each week, and

editing a full page every two weeks.

Apply at the Collegian, 1 13 Campus Center, UMass
Amherst. Ma 01003 or call 545-3500.

Ask for Marc EUiott.The Collegian is an E.O.E.

\
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Anita Hill was the real lynching victim of Senate hearing
The morning before Clarence Thomas was confirmed my

truck was towed.

It was a miserable start to a miserable day. Even the

weather agreed — it was grey and drizzly.

1 spent all day Friday and Saturday listening to Professor

Anita Hill and Judge Clarence Thomas testify, and frankly,

I think the guy is a slime ball. He used shockingly transparent
tactics to avoid having to answer any of Professor Hill's

charges. But the Old Boys' Club [i.e. the Senate) went along
without a murmur of protest.

Thomas told the Senate Committee he didn't bother to

listen to Hill's statement on FYiday. He also claimed that

the hearings were "a high-tech lynching for uppity Blacks".

I agree with him. But he wasn't the uppity Black who got

lynched. It was Professor Anita Hill whose neck was placed

in a noose.

How cleverly convenient of Thomas to choose these

tactics. It's difficult to delve into the specific nature of

sexism charges when the accused refuses to hear the ac-

ctisations. Its also a great diversionary tactic to scream
"racism" so the nasty white senators won't ask any probing

questions. Everyone seemed to forget Professor Hill is also

black, making Thomas's claim of racism patently absurd.

In a real court of law. which the polemical Republican

hatchet men Specter and Hatch kept pretending the hearings
were, a defendant would have been forced to sit in the

courtroom and listen to all the accusations and then respond
in excruciating detail.

In a fact finding hearing or a court oflaw, why should the

accused be treated with kid gloves? Don't we all want to

know whetherThomas is actually a se.\i>l yig' Whv ucieii t

his views on pornography, a legitimate legal issue, ever

questioned, before or during this last hearing?

Since when, in a fact finding hearing or a court of law, do

character witnesses outweigh the testimony of the victim

and corroborating witnesses? Professor HUl had people

testify that in the early 1980s she told them about the

harassment. Clarence Thomas just paraded a lot of his

friends before the committee who said he was a fine person.

Geez!!! Ifcriminals could do that whenever they're accused

in court — no one would ever go to jail!

TryStan Skeigh

It seems the Republicans were intent on making this a

her-versus-him war, and they already knew they were

going to vote for him. This wasn't a fact-finding mission at

all

—

it was a high tech lynching ofa Black woman who was
subpoenaed to testify because she reluctantly revealed that

she had been sexually harassed.

And that's what everyone in that damn hearing room

seemed to conveniently forget: She didn't want to come

forward.

Anita Hill is a political conservative and a Republican.

She didn't want her affidavit to be made public, she didn't

want to appear before the committee — she simply, afler

being approached several times, decided she had a re-

sponsibility to tell the truth ofher experience while working

with Thomas.

Unlike Thomas. Hill had no apparent motivation to lie.

Yet the Republican "prosecutors," Specter, Hatch, and

Danforth, threw out a wide array of accusations based on

every blatently sexist theory in the book, including such

dusty old daggers as she was a rejected woman, she fanta-

sized the whole thing, or she was just a prop for some pow-

erful men who wanted to bring Thomas down.

Thomas had every reason in the world to lie: his nomi-

nation to the Supreme Court was on the line. No sane

person could possibly expect Thomas to admit to these

charges— regardless oftheir accuracy. The most that could

have been hoped for was that he would quietly withdraw,

with his "categorical denial" intact. But the Specter/Hatch/

Danforth smear campaign against Professor Hill made his

withdrawal unnecessary.

1 listened to one ofthe last senators who spoke before the

vote Tuesday night. He said he thought Anita Hill was

"guilty of ambition" because she followed Thomas to the

EEOC rather tlian quit her job.

Who is being punished for being uppity?

In the end. the Old Boys of the Senate confirmed Judge

Thomas to the Supreme Court. What a travesty.

The confirmation vote reflected the harsh fact that for

women in this country, the irrational . pompous ravings ofa

man still carry more weight that the cool, rational, self-

composed candor of a woman.
Just for the record, I want people to know that / believe

Anita Hi!!

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian columnist

Financial catch-22 no fun
Ever>' day I sit down and wonder why I

don't write an article about my current

miserable financial standing. I used to think
it was bad when I only had twenty bucks to

pet me through the week. Now. due to

extenuating circumstances, I have twenty
bucks to get me through the rest of the
month, and thats if 1 don't pay my car
insurance

Todd Kane
This summer, my father was laid offfrom

his joi at Palo Verde Nuclear Power .Station

in Phoenix, Arizona. The magnitude of this
event was increased ten-fold because I had
just driven 2.900 miles from Massachusetts
to Arizona to spend a fun-filled summer
with good old dad. I arrived, exhausted and
burnt to a crisp, only to find my father

miserable and unemployed.
Not knowing what to do about my situ-

ation, I decided to take a step toward inde-

pendence by getting a job in Phoenix in

order to save money for the upcoming fall

semester. You know, the bill that used to be
$2,600 for room, 'uoard, and tuition that has
remained the same, only without room and
board. Well, I went out on a job search and
found myself unwilling to slave away mak-
ing $4.25 an hour doing the same thing that
I get paid $7.78 an hour to do in Massa-
chusetts.

My mind was made up — I was going
home. I hopped in the truckster and mosied
on back to Plymouth and got my old job

back.

Here's where it starts to get interesting. I

was making enough money to live on after

rent was paid, but I also had to pay rent on
my apartment in Sunderland. Afler both

rents were paid, I was lefl with nothing.

I was beginning to freak out at work. I

saw myself ten years down the road, work-

ing at a group home knowing that I was only

two semesters away from a college degree.

No way! I was unwilling to accept defeat. 1

immediately applied for a TERI loan. This is

a school loan based on credit, not financial

need. I got a letter of rejection a week before

my college bill was due.

"What do you mean rejected? I have five

credit cards and only one has a balance''

"Yes Mr. Kane, you do have credit cards
but you also have a sufficient debt ofover six

hundred dollars." My god, it was really

happening. I was denied a loan because of

money that 1 charged for my trip to Arizona!

What were my options? The only way I

would be able to return to school is by
charging it. 1 ambled over to the local

Baybank and took out cash advances on two
ofmy cards and all ofmy reserve credit. Yes.

I was buried in loathsome debt, but at least

I could stick the "Valid Fall 1991" sticker on
my ID.

That was then, this is now. I regret ever
making that move. Do you have any idea

what it's like to pay 19.8*75^ interest on over

$3,000 dollars? I am trapped in a whirlwind
of bills. You ought to see me when I come
back from the mailbox with my bills, they
swirl around me like dirt swirls around
Pigpen in Peanuts.

You are probably saying, "Get a job, you
swine." The truth of the matter is that,

taking four English classes this semester
has pretty much doused my burning desire

to pound the pavement looking for a job. I

have applied to a few local places, but I

would rather be shot in the kneecaps than
work at a convenience store.

I anticipate that I will be working within
a week. The income will be nice, but it will be
just enough to pay my debts.

Looks like that Ferrari I was thinking about
will have to wait.

I CAN T GET HEALTH CARE UNTil
GET MEALTW WJUftANCE%I CAN T GET HEALTH

A/5iy«ANC£ UNTIL T 6£T WCX^K

So, what is my point? I guess the point is

that those ofyou who are not faced with such
grave financial difficulties as I should count
your blessings. With the cost of education
rising like .sourdough bread, I worry about
what I am going to do next semester.

It frustrates me that financial aid forms
are necessary for consideration for most
college loans. My father does not claim me
as a dependent on his tax returns anymore,
but the financial aid form wants to know if

he did last year and the year before.
Yes, he claimed me in 1989 and 1990, but

this is 1991 and he was out of work all

summer. Still, the financial aid people told

me that he makes to much money for me to

get aid.

So, the fact remains that I am poor, very

much in debt, and ..^^^ of fighting with

banks who don't believe me. When you are

faced with the fact that you alone are re

sponsible for your own education, you learn

quite a bit about its value. Whatever 1 have

learned about the value ofeducation has not

taken away from the realization that,

without money. I can't learn. This is a simple

fact of life — sad but true.

Todd Kane is a Collegian columnist

Chris Hani Coalition creates a united front against racism and sexism
We could make a list as long as this page of the

problems facing most United States citizens today, ris-

ing unemployment, runaway factories, no national health

or day care system, an increasingly militarized society,

falling salaries and rising prices. The fact is we can not

live on what we make.
We are not insulated by our student status. As stu-

dents we face these same problems. Many of us know
other young people who can not afford to return to

UMass or who were never able to he here at all. There's

nothing arbitrary about who gets hit hardest. Black and
Latinoyoung people, workingclass families, and working
single mothers carry the burden ofthe economic crisis in

the country.

The face of UMass is changing. It is becoming a

bargain for the rich and impossibility for everybody else.

Public institutions are no longer accessible to the public.

Public institutions across the nation are meeting the

same fate: rising tuition and fees, decreasing services

and a shrinking student body. This is part ofthe trend of

greater tax breaks for corporations and the rich, while

the tab is picked up by those who can least afford it.

The political and cultural system mimics the economic
disparity. It is clear this country is in a complete crisis.
Although the attitude "I just want to get through college (or
graduate school)" is a logical reaction to the crisis, it is
actually the opposite of what we need to get by. This is the
precise time that individual can not make it on our own.
Now is not the time to isolate ourselves. Self-respect and
dignity come from struggling against the dehumanizing
forces. These are problems we can not run away from
despite Bush's prophecies that the recession is over. We
know the opposite is true. Efforts to distract us from this
reality surface with a second threat to Iraq. This crisis is
growing worse and worse and from this side of the White
House gate, it is not going to get any better without radical
change.

This university, which in essence is a .small city mirrors
the larger social reality. This economic reality is connected
with the rising racial, sexual, homophobic, and anti-.semitic
displays of prejudice and violent atlacks. While lawmakers
the President, and the police inanely label the.se as "bias

related crimes," those of us who acknowledge these
connections clearly see these crimes as a much more
vicious and dangerous violation of human and civil

rights. l^Vs call it what it is and realize the need for

collective organizing.
As students we occupy a unique place in history and

culture. The Chris Hani Coalition is reforming this

semester to continue working against racism and to

provide a voice ofresistance to the p<jlitical and economic
crisis. Black, White, and Latino people, gay men and
lesbian women, working people, Jewish people — our
interests lie in a united front against the racist, sexist,

ruling class forces in our country. On both domestic and
international fronts, we must raise our voices and carve
out a role for ourselves in shaping the future of this

nation. The Chris Hani Coalition will hold an open
meftingon Thursday, Oct. 17 at 7:30. It will be held in

room 311 of the New Africa House.

Binky Feldman
Amherst

Finding out that government isn't worth the free pastry
It's time to take out the trash.

Well, okay, 111 recycle because as Wilford Brimley says
in those lovable oatmeal commercials, "It's the right thing
to do."

What I mean is, here's a few ideas that have been kicking
around my head for columns. They could have all been
columns in theirown right, but I'm too lazy to develop them.
Yeah, it's cheap. But cheap works just fine by me.
When I was younger I had delusions about being in

Congress. I thought it would be kind of neat to have
influence, power and all the free donuts and coffee I could

chow between votes.

I grew up and realized what "power" and "influence"

were made of — political action committee money. "Mr.

Smith Goes to Washington" was indeed nothing but a Frank
Capra movie— a good movie, mind you, but just a movie—
and the Thomas fiasco made that fact painfully easy to

remember.
Who are these people that make up the Senate, this

legislative body that holds so much power and decides who
our judges and CIA directors should be?

Wealthy White guys with funny names like Howell

Hcflin and Orrin Hatch and Strom Thurmond. Wealthy
White guys playing God with the lives ofClarence Thomas,
Anita Hill and anyone else who testified. Ifyou or I can't tell

who's telling the truth and who's telling fibs, who the hell

are they to decide?

Well, enough ranting and raving. It's over, Clarence

Thomas is a Supreme Courtjustice and the American public

Pass mecan slip back into comfortable apathy again,

another beer.

Two last things before I change gears, though. First,

when Hill's charges went public, Nina Totenberg, the Na-

tional Public Radio reporter who broke the story, appeared

on Nightline with Alan Simpson, Republican senator from

Wyoming. You remember him — the one who wanted to

hang CNN war reporter Peter Amett for "treason" during

the Gulf War and said so on the Senate floor?

Greg Sukiennik

Anyway, Simpson was predictably slamming the media

for these awful leaks in what amounted to a personal attack

on Totenberg. But do you know what she said in response?

"If you gfuys had done your job and investigated this

issue, [the medial wouldn't have to depend on leaks."

Enough said.

Second, is it me, or does Howell Heflin look and sound

like Foghorn Leghorn?
If you're sick ofhomework and parties, here's a fun

weekend suggestion from a Western Mass dude like me who
knows these kinds of things.

Jump in the Dodge Dart, grab some pals and head for the

countryside to check out the foliage. The countryside isn't

that far away firom campus, as you may have noticed, and

the spectacle of leaves changing all sorts of brilliant colors

is a sight you shouldn't miss. Grab a picnic basket and go for

it.

It's a lot less expensive than uptown, too.

There's something about yelling yourself hoarse

with 4,057 other people that appeals. I guess that's why I

really had a blast at Midnight Madness.

Some non-basketball things about a basketball evening

stood out, even amongst thunderous slam dunks and an

impressive freshman recruiting class. Like the guy in the

end zone seats who tossed his cookies, apparently due to

overzealous devotion to Bacchus. Fan hint: don't try this at

home.
Then there was the four-legged fan who circled the court

before the festivities began. How Fido got past the security

guards without a student ID I don't know, but no one

seemed to mind. I wonder if he found a seat. . .

Why is there a sandbar in the Campus Pond? If you've

been by the Isle of View lately to feed the ducks, you may
have noticed this pile ofsludge above the waterline nearby.

It's an eyesore.

Indeed, the Pond somehow always winds up infested

with all sorts of junk. That's why I'm telling you about a

volunteer effort to clean the Pond Oct. 24-26. Physical Plant

is kicking in the materials, so all that's needed is your time,

effort and consideration. Look for the handbills about this

worthy project in the Campus Center. Better yet, show up

at the Pond those days.

After all, Wilford says "It's the right thing to do."

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian columnist who rarely eats

oatmeal

Courage transcends
I'm sure you are sick of reading anything

regarding a certain two people, namely
Thomas and Hill, so don't worry,my aim here

is not to bore you with my own rendition.

This past holiday weekend, I headed
south down 91 to The Big Apple. Spending

three days with my grandparents and uncle,

I visited "the Village," window shopped in

Manhattan and was awed by the bright

lights on 42nd street.

Felice Cohen

But of all the sights I saw, the most

memorable occurred on Sunday morning.

Along with my grandparents and my great

aunt, we attended a Holocaust Survivors

brunch.

Milling about the spacious room, over

100 faces were bouncing around from table

to table. Sharing hugs and exchanging "you

look greats" in between bites ofbagels, they

reminisced about family and friends.

Watching closely, I noticed there was

something unique in all their faces, though

I could not decipher what it was.

Speaking with Polish and German ac-

cents, dressed in colorful attire, they blurted

outexpressions only Mel Brooks could dream

of capturing on film.

Jotting down notes (a habit I've picked

up since becoming a columnist), my grand-

father asked if I was planning on speaking.

"What? No!" I blurted out, but it was too

late. He was already on his feet and suddenly

my name was penciled in on the morning's

agenda.
No idea ofwhat to say, I was told to "talk

about the things you do at school. You'll pick

up a theme from the other speakers."

So that's what I did.

Singing the American and the Israeli

national anthems, the meeting was under

way, and before I knew it, I was being

introduced. Approaching the podium, star-

ring into a sea ofspectacled faces, the words
flew freely.

"First I would like to say that my inten-

tions for coming this morning were for the

New York Bagels." Laughs.

"My grandparents, they're the ones over

there beaming, suggested that I talk about

what I do in school that pertains to being

Jewish. It is my responsibility that there is

sufficient coverage of Jewish events in the

school newspaper. Though I've realized that

those responsibilities don't end when I leave

the newsroom, but just begin.

"As a third generation survivor, making
sure that people are educated about the

Holocaust is crucial so that it doesn't happen

again." It was at that point I realized what

it was 1 had seen in their faces.

"The theme of this morning has become
clear to me, it is connectedness.

As survivors, you are each connected through

your courage, for which yourjust being alive

proves. In turn just knowing that I am
connected to you gives me the courage I need

to survive in my life."

Heading back to my seat among the

clapping, I was kissed and hugged by people

I had never seen before, yet felt connected to.

One older man approached me and in

Yiddish said "When you see a child of such

caring like this, it gives you the courage to

live, because you know that some one like

this is existing."

Afler my grandmother translated this to

me, the Hill incident became clear. For the

issue ofwhether she was sexually harassed

by Thomas is irrelevant, he won anyway.

But was it ever her intention for him not to?

Knowing the tremendous coverage that her

speaking out would create, maybe Hill's

reasonings were for the many other women
and men who are being harassed every day.

I was overcome with the urge to call up

Hill and to say to her what that old man had

said to me. But alas, I cannot speak Yiddish.

Felice Cohen is a Collegian columnist
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Conservative, but not prejudiced
I must begin by stating that I am not a

liberal— although certain views I hold may
be considered liberal, such as gay rights and

affirmative action, I prefer to think of my-

self as a conservative.

Which is exactly why I attended the first

meeting ofthe University ofMassachusetts

Republican Club. I can now say that I do not

plan to join the club and I am beginning to

rethinkmy views. There were approximately

14 current members of the club present,

mostly club officers and the staff of the

Minuteman, the Club's conservative news-

paper.

As the president ofthe club spoke to open

the meeting. 1 became more agitated and

appalled at what the club stood for. In his

speech (if one can call a disjointed and un-

organized collection ofstatements a speech)

he attacked many Uberal views as well as

the "liberal rag," the Collegian. He gave no

reasons for the flaws ofthese other modes of

thoughtbutjust mentioned them in passing.

Another member, an officer in Young

Americans for Freedom, announced that

they were planning a "straight pride" rally

as a compliment to the liberal "gay pride"

rallies. Whether or not malice is intended, it

puts forth a message that heterosexuals are

being oppressed by homosexuals.

These are not ideas I've ever known to be

associated with the Republican Party. I am
a registered Repubhcan and I speak with

other Republicans, but none have expressed

views like the members of this club. They

are hiding behind the Republican name to

carry out their hardcore, reactionary ultra-

conservative views. They stand for none of

the Republican ideals I hold true, or inas-

much as I gathered from the meeting.

The aspect ofclub that disturbed me the

most was something I read in a pamphlet

that was handed out to open the meeting. It

had a short "Republican Quiz" that was

supposed to tell you ifyou are a Republican

or not.

If you answered "yes" to questions such

as "Are you tabled a racist because you

disagree with affirmative action?" and "Have

you been informed by your RA/RD that your

beliefs regarding homosexuality are

•homophobic?" then you are correct in join-

ing the club.

I am not a Republican to keep minorities

a permanent underclass and to become rich

by exploiting the American public. I believe

in strong fiscal policies and social programs.

1 encourage UMass students never to join

the Republican Club if you believe in the

equality ofman and the "American Dream."

Do you really want to be a part ofsomething

that relies on funding from the John Birch

Society to bring in a speaker? I don't.

Michael Seager
Orchard Hill

Just a few quick reminders about theongoing excitement at the Editorial desk.

We're still looking for witty, able student cartoonists from the five-college area

toltvenupourpag!s.Neatnesscounts.usuallyaengthwiseonan8l2b^^^^

ofpaper. No ballpointpen please - use black or blue felt-tip or ink; it looks better.

Ahojust a briefreminder on our letter policy. It is important to keep letters

as concise as possible, because it looks really lousy when we ^«^'^
'"J^^f.

«
^f.

line letter down to a scant 35 lines. As the editorial policy notes letters should

be under 50 double-spaced, typed lines. We're not being picky itjust makes our

job a bit easier. Include your name, address and phone number
«fj^;^"-

Keep those nifiy letters and columns coming. Drop them offat the Collegian,

113 Campus Center. We'd dig it.
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"There's general agreement around
the country and certainly in the Senate
that the present process is not fair," Bush
said.

"We definitely have to change the pro-

cess," Sen. John Breaux of Louisiana,

one of 1 1 Democrats who voted in favor of

the Thomas nomination, told CBS today.

Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, a leader of

the fight for Thomas on the Senate Ju-

diciary Committee, called the process

"just lousy." In an interuew on ABC,
Hatch blamed "a dishonest senator on
the committee and his stafF who, he
said, leaked the affidavit in which Anita
Hill alleged she was the victim of sexual

harassment by Thomas. The senator said

he had no idea who was responsible for

the leak.

Hatch and Breaux criticized the in-

volvement of "special interest groups in

the process."

Breaux said they engaged in "a search

and destroy mission where they go out

and try to find one incident [to discredit

a nominee) . . . We have to change that
"

Thomas will take his seat on the court

in time to join the review ofa heavy load

ofhigh-profile cases. Ironically for a man
whose nomination was nearly lost in a

swirl of allegations involving sexual ha-

rassment and X-rated moNies. one of his

first cases involves the question of pros-

ecution of pornography customers.

Bush telephoned the newest justice

as soon as the confirmation vote was in.

He praised the conservative black jurist

as "a man of honesty, dedication and
commitment to the Constitution and the

rule of law."
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' Friday Only A Monday Through Fnday Only

Peter Pan Buses Depan from

Halgus Hflall U-WIASS

Peter Pan Bus Terminal

79 S. Pleasant St.

Amtierst Center

FnfnrHan
For schedules and fares call:

U-MASS Hotel 545-2006

Peter Pan Term 256-0431

peace prospects
CONIINUED FROM PAGE 3

Both global and regional changes have

contributed to all the events which have

taken place in the Middle East over the past

few months. Rubin said. Global changes

include the decline in power of the Soviet

Union and the increase in power of the

I'nited States. Regional changes mainly

consist of the decline of pan-Arabism. the

idea of Arab states uniting as one, he said

Rubin said he believes the Arab states

have realized that pan-Arabism is a dream

which cannot become a reality

"Each Arab state has developed its own

history, economy and identity, he said."

Disappointment with Islamic Funda-

mentalism and pan-Arabism caused a situ-

ation which Rubin descril)ed as a "political

vacuum."
Saddam Hussein portrayed himself as
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"Iraq's Nationalist," Rubin said.

"Saddam broke the taboo of one Arab
state rising against

another," Rubin continued. "The Arab
masses did not turn to Saddam as various

Middle East experts predicted, he didn't

appear to be a winner."

In the aftermath of the war, Rubin said

th'ht he feels pan-Arabism is "less and less a

force in the region."

Looking at the present conflicts in the

Middle East, Rubin said, "We are in a period

in which there will be a lot more cooperation

and openness in reaching settlement."

Credibility and trust among Middle East

States is low. Rubin said. He believes it is

"highly probable there will be a regional

peace tx)nference" but added "it is not clear

whether any parties are in favor of the

conference succeeding."

^^^^^^^^^^^^^0^^^^^

I
Home of the

|

~ Long ~

HOT DOG
1/4 Ib.Hamburgers

Fries

Onion Rings
Grinders

Fish & Chips

DRIVE-IN

llam-10pm • 7 Days

Route 9, Hadley
585-0241

WE BUY YOUR USED MAC EQUIPMENT FOR
TOP DOLLAR CASH! WE SELL REFURBISHED
MACS AT DISCOUNT! CALL FOR OUOTE

DBtJT^V tun <800) 545 2313HtNTbAINC. (617)423-5567

RESUMES
Copy Cat Print Shop

• Great Service • Great Prices •

228 Triangle St. • Amherst • 549-3840

CAMPUS EMPLOYMENT

Student Manager
Information Data Bank

QUALIFICATIONS: Demonstrated (through previous experience and/or rec-

ommendations) good communication skills; organizational arxl supervisory
skills, ability to organize data, proof-read, edit; typing and/or word processing
skills required; promotional and marketing experience desirable.

ELIGIBILITY: Undergraduate (preferably College Work Study eligible), with at

least three semesters remaining at the beginning of the Spring Semester 1992
(excluding summer).

PAY RATE: $6.00 per hour

WORK SCHEDULE
:
Must be available for a minimum of ten hours perweek and

on site at least four days per week.

STARTING DATE: Immediately. Training will be provided.

APPLICATIONS: Obtain an application at the Information Data Bank, 2nd ftoor
tobby Whitmore. Deadline is October 24. 1991 . An Interview may be required.

The Information Data Bank (IDB) is a telephone or walk-in referral center which
maintams mformation on University administrative and academic policies and
procedures; bus, library, athletic etc. schedules; campus current events; and a
variety of other reference materials.

The Student Manager is responsible for the day-to-day operations of IDB
including recruiting, training, scheduling, and supervising a sHident staff of 8;
mamtaming and updating the IDB library and information resources; with the
assistance of the Graphics Coordinator, arranging for the preparation and
placement of one ad per week in the Collegian.

For additional information contact IDB at 545-1555

rtiS weeke
Greed is good, Volpone

By DANIEL JOKELSON
Collegian Conr^pondent

It's an amazingly ironic process *ometirae<s. Designer

dramaturgs. divcdovs, stage managers and actors

ccj

unrej

whe re.

phands.

^orWiig long

hours together »o they can out on a play that ^hm^^ the devisiye

nature o\ human beings— the part of us th^^rul do anything tor

money and possessions in a

golden virtues, but Be

white. Although it delv

we still sustain (even

ago), where women

are dictated by mo

that makes us laugh at

igh |1k pi

put

VolpoiiJ

iy

was

'ibie

a

lursel le e:

imL

;ed is still one of our

is not that black and

the heart of a society

tten over 300 years

by men and morals

iterically funny farce

mes we go (o to get

^y& Professor Virginia

iy so that it speaks to our

lis: a' rich entrepreneur. Volpone.

whi

"The satirical inlentio

AcotL the dramaturg who a

generation. Volpones premise is

feigns sickness, and with the heMof his servant. Mosca. dupes his

fiendishly grccdy acouaintances ilo giving him their wealth ^ that

they'll be "assurcd" ot getting hislhen he dies. The want-somethin^g-

for-nothing attitude of the scounAls makes Volpone 's and Mosca's

\xAcs appealing because they mafc the best out of these greedy.

self-cefjjLer|p people.

Mosca in prticular eliciU our^/m^Hiy because she lives by her

wiU." says 6cott "She's very clesw and manipulative, and she puU

up a facade of servility, which is what women have to do [to assert

themselves in today's world]". Mosca was originally a male character.

but both 6cott and director. Ed Goldstein, telt that having a woman

play the lole would speak to the reality of our time, "it gives the

play an edge, because of the nature of the role." says Golden.

It was the power of that switch and ulti-

CONTINUED ON THIS WEEKEND PAGE 2

VOLPONE
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Volpone
CONTINUED FROM THIS WEEKEND PAGE 1

mately the greed and pressure that drives

people to play these roles that struck a chord
in Golden. "Volpone makes a point, in a
wonderful, ironic, pungent way, about greed
in society that's timeless." He was also

stimulated by the hilarious extremes that

these people go to. "It's wonderfully theatri-

cal' — the actors talk directly to the audi-

ence at times, an ultimate style of theater

that mt>dern playwrights don't often use. At
the heart of the production is the desire to

get the audience involved as much as pos-

sible: to feel. laugh, and think about its

implications.

Everyone related to the production helps
this cause in different ways. For lighting

designer Lisa Newman, it was to light the
mood of the play, and let the actors add the
comedy. "The vehicle is funny, but the point

isn't," she says. She has tried to leave just a
touch of real life in her moody lighting with-

out negating the fact that the play is essen-

tially funny. Scenic designer Guo-Wen Fang
has created a "money world" in such a way
that "the audience can see themselves as
characters in the play," while at the same
time making sure that the set remains "just

a very good backgnmnd for the actors, to

make the performances more clear."

Actor Joan Jubett plays Celia, a contro-

versial role because of the abusive treat-

ment she receives from her husband,
Corvino Jubett had to find a way to show
that Celia's tolerance of abuse is under-

standable given the siKiety that surrounds

her, which treats women as wealth and not

as petiple. She chose to find Celia's strengths,

such as her faith in God in a gixiless society,

to keep Celia human
Costume designer John Mcl>ermott con-

centrated on images ofanimals for the char-

acters' appearances ( most characters' names
are Italian manes for animals; Mosca=fly,

Volpone=fox, etc. ) and used those images to

accentuate the personality traits of each

character in liis costumes. All costumes are

20th century and make a real first impres-

sion so that the audience can say. "I've sihmi

that kind of person."
"1 make sure that people know what

other people are doing, so that nobiMiy get-^

hurt," says Kathy Bloch, the stage manager
I")oe8 that sound like a moral to a play'Come
and discover for yourself this week and next

week, but hurry: the theater holds less than

100 and it's selling fast!

The Umi'erstiy of'Massachuitetts Depart-

ment of Theater's Volpone, or the Fox is

playing Ck-t. 16- 19 and 2-26 in the Curtain
Theater at S p.m. each night, with a 2 p.m.

show on the 19th.

Pkoto eowitMy at th» Kinr Arl> ( riii< r

I^dy Would-Rp (Holly O'noall Waitp. left) does all she can
herself into the graces of the wealthy hut ailing Volpone
Jewett* and his scheming s«'r^«»n» Mosca (Tess O'Brien) in

to ingratiate

(Kdward M.
Volpone.

^S^'^t
pirtt Maus
J ^ Linuor StoreLiquor Store

NEW AMSTERDAM BEER $4.99 six pack

LITE BEER $12.99 case 12 oz. bottles

LIONSHEAD
DELUXE PILSNER $8.99 case

imr
m.

Looking For Entertainment?
Come on down to Northampton Bowl to chill

and bowl with students from the Five College area.

? No experience necessary!

jff^ T Shoe Rentals are Free!

BECK'S BEER $17.79 case 12 oz. bottles

•« . -t m\' '.«« 99 cents a gome!

? Ifs after dosies arKi before meevening!

• Reksdng! '

-Mk,'-.

T Beat Mike and he'H payl^ that gome! ^
Fridays 3:30 - 5:30 ? Call Michael Akock at 549-5088

I M* inlD. (>ttaiv Cuhositif;. or <wha*M«( ConkKt nw.

sJ

RED HOT SCHNAPPS $6.99 750nil Elcj

ABSOLUTE VODKA 80° $12.49 750ml

Kegs starting at 5;5;i.<M) CIlhXKS/MASTKKCAKDA ISA ACCEPTKU
FOR KFX. DEPOSITS. Gourmet Beers for special occasions - Plus

i.\er W'-s M;ilt Sctches <.^- Cognacs. Brandies & Champagnes

MEGABUCKS,

WE HAVE IT!

338 College Street • one mile cast ot Amherst center on Route 9

Open 9 am - 11 pm Rain or Shine - Always open

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

GREG'S
-AUTO BODY—

ConnSnentntal

KEPAIR CEWTEK

• MASS. STATE APPROVED SHOP
• FRAME & UNIBODY REPAIRS
• INSURANCE WORK
• RENTAL CARS AVAILABLE
• LOCATED ON THE BUS ROUTE

WE DO THE INSURANCE PAPERWORK FOR YOU... WITH A SMILE'

665-3989 Oia Amherst Rd. Sunderland
35 years ofcKperitnced staff waiting to seme you MASS UC. RS1560

Patrick & Co. knows how to make my hair feel so good.

Let's get your hair in shape for the cold weather.

$10.00 off any chemical service

$5.00 off a haircut

$15.00 off a haircut & chemical service
Exp. 10/31/91

Columbus found America now you can find

Patrick &^o.

appointments or walk-ins

586-7477

for great haircare.

104 Russell Street • Elmwood Shops
Hadley, MA 01 03 "J

GREATER SPRINGFIELD
RECORD CONVENTION

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1991

SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER
SPRINGFIELD, MA

10 AM TO 4 PM •

ADMISSION $3 (^^

DOOR PRIZE: $50 CASH

RECORDS TAPES CDS 4£S POSTERS VIDEOS MAGAZINES

ROCK FOLK JAZZ BLUES CLASSICAL SOUNDTRACKS COUNTB>

"A MUSIC LOVER'S PARADISE'

PRODUCED BY: GREATER PROMOTIONS
(GREATER HARTFORD RECORD CONVENTION

(2031721 7523

Irish feminist poets
By KERRY HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

Historically in Irish mythology, images of women have
largely been created through men's imaginations. Yet,

there are two Irish women who have begun to challenge this

tradition and reshape it in the process.

Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill. an Irish poet who has been
critically acclaimed internationally along with Angela
Bourke, a feminist scholar and short story writer from

University College Dublin, will hold a two day symposium
"The Female in the Irish Imagination sponsored by the Five

College Irish Studies Program, on Oct. 22-23 deconstructing

and elaborating on this mythology.

Bourke and Ni Dhomhnaill will conduct two seminars.

"The Hag and the Maiden in the Irish Imagination" will be

held on Tuesday, Oct. 22 and "Sidhe" (an Irish term for the

fairy realm perceived as female) will be held the following

day on Oct. 23. Both seminars will be held in the Babbott

Room at Amherst College at 4 p.m. Bourke will also lecture

on "Lament Poetry" on Tuesday night at 8 p.m. in Memorial

Hall at the University of Massachusetts. Ni Dhomhnaill

will give a reading of her ptx-try on Wednesday night, Oct.

23 at 8 p.m. at Memorial Hall.

Ni Dhomhnaill is extraordinary for several reasons. She

is one ofa relative few who has mastered the Irish language

and chooses it as a medium for her poetry. Also her feminist

voice is rare in this field where many myths have been male

constructed. She has received several awards including The

O'Shaughnessy Poetry Prize from the Irish American Cul-

tural Institute.

Margaret O'Brien, director ofthe Irish Studies program,

believes Ni Dhomhnaill is setting a precedent in Irish

literature.

"She is very involved with feminist rage and the expres-

sion of it." O'Brien said. "She mixes traditional imagei7

with very colloquial language. There is a strangejuxtaposi-

tion between pre-Christian and late twentieth century

Ireland. The movement between these two piiols of re-

sources is the hallmark of her work."

O'Brien feels Bourke is "the first feminist theorist Ui deal

with liU'rature and folklore in Irish." She said. "She is a

brilliant psychoanalytic reader of myth and folklore. She

recognizes the contribution of Irish women to civilization."

O'Brien said the two women, who are do»e colleagues in

Dublin, are excited about conducting this seminar together

"They are relieved that neither has to be the star,"

O'Brien said. "The advantage of having Angela (Bourke) is

she is able to deconstruct the mythology of the poet and

tease out of the narrative the feminist implications."

All events are free and open to the public.

time to take out the Trash
By KYLE PRZEKOPOWSKI
Collegian Correspondent

The interesting and innovative sounds of

Elecira recording stars White Trash will be

permeating the walls of Kiitina's m Hadley

this coming Sunday, Oct. 20. The group,

along with supporting act. The Ix)8t. will be

performing to an all-ages crowd, with doors

opening around 8 p.m This is the group's

first area appearance, so catch them while

they're fresh - or better yet. while they're

here.

The group, hailing from Queens. NY..

blends a variety of different sounds and

influences into their current musical offer-

ing. Several influences can be detected when
listening to their self-titled debut album:

contemporary hard rock. 70s electric funk,

and a unique element supplied by their

three-piece horn section. A prime example

of this multi-faceted sound is heard on their

AOK(Album-OrientedRock)hit "Apple Pie,"

whose video was played on the regular

rotaion ofdaily MTV over the summer. This

track as well as others like "Judge-Me-Do,"

"Take My Soul." and "BacksUge Pass" pro-

vide a good-time rock sound that ought to be

befriend even the most serious of listeners.

The breakdown ofthe band is. essentially,

two different musical entities incorporated

into one. The core of White Trash is: Dave

Alvin on lead vocals; brothers Aaron and

Ethan Collins on bass and lead guitar, re-

spectively; and Mike Caldarella on drums.

The complementary horn section, known as

the Badass Brass, is: Chris Arbisi on Alto

sax. Terry Thomas on tenor sax, and Bran-

don Stiles on trumpet. The two combine to

form st>mewhat of a funky Golden Earring-

AC/DC sound that, when laid down by these

party-goers from New York, produce an

amalgam unlike any other of its kind.

From their album and video, one can

easily see that these guys aren't big on

ballads and earth-conscious pleas. Their

.songs are simple and fun, like their music,

and should be taken as such. On tracks such

as "Party Line" and "Prayer B4 Pizza."

they're laying it down straight, revealing

what they're like, and promoting a straight-

out good time not heard of since the days of

groups Foghat and KISS. The artwork on

the cover of their debut album, created by

Jack Davis, shows the group in their natu-

ral habitat of Un^r. giris, and all-around

revelry. The music vide<» for "Apple l»ie",

shot at 59th Street Bndge in New York City,

is quite typical of the band's jocular inten-

tions, and that is what they're likely to bring

to the Pioneer Valley on Sunday night.

Moving from the clubs of New York City

U) our neck of the woods is going to be uuite

CONTINUED ON THIS WEtKEND PAGE /

IRON HORSE & ^m PRESENT
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An Evening With Michelle Shocked-

Halfway to Arkansas Tour

8:30 PM FRI. OCT 25

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
NORTHAMPTON, MA

^ - TIX $18.50 / $16.50 ADV.

ALL TIX

L NORTHAMPTON
BOX OFFICE

150 MAIN ST

PANDA EAST
Advocate CHINESE

r^l^sVS^^r" RESTAURANT

We bring Chinatown

to you ^^
* Lunch Specials*

from $3.95 including soup & rice

Hours:
Men. - Thurs. 1 1 =» am - 9^ pm
FrI. & Sat. 11~ am - lO** pm
Sunday 12 noon - 9^ pm

103 N.PIeasant St. Amherst, MA 01002

(41 3) 256-8923 (41 3) 256-8924

rmrnm

LIQUORS SCO

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441
^rkt

Koch s Golden ^^nmversaiv

^7.99 case Evervdayl

Sutter Home White Zinfandel $3.99

750inl; 3 bets for $10.99

BUD DRY

BUD LIGHT
$6>99 IX/pK bots

Visa/Mastercard accepted on keg deposits

Many More In-Store Specials

^„ n _^^__^^j^
(esDeciaUy on wines) 'DeUvery Available

/v£ ONE LOVE
BAND

i-iianc L;j'Si'. i-'orpi^

* otuca' C>nn«S'

-a «<M i THURSO«v MCI SPOT>

18+

PINK FLOYD SUP€H SHOW
CotDe 6301 'IS Awesome'

THE MACHINE

Now Playin^i

LATE FOR
DINNER
Shpwtimes:

Fri Sun
7pm & 9pm
Moo Thufs

One show at 7 30pm
Adults S4 00

Student w/valid ID $3 00

|1 MfFT PEOPti IVHO

LIKE TO HAVE FUN' 18*

WHITE TRASH
+ THE LOST *•*<»«

pqi . 10/?5 A*»miliv»

BRITESIDE. MOM LISA. INSIDE

CH»RLOm, I BOHIAH

SUN IOC 7 HALLOWEEN
THRASH BASH!

c Ri n/i JOHN VALBY

ADVANCE 'li^ KatiniH PUnsfOos. Sir

ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 586-4463

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE "MSG"

. MANDARIN & SZKHUAN CUISINE

• HOMt STIYE COOKING

• FRESH VECHABIE] FROM (XJR FARM

• EAT IN OK TAKE 'M
• FULL LIQ» OR LICENSE

• OPEN 7 DAYS

. NEWLY REMODELED

MASTERCARD f. VISA ACCEPTED

253-7835 253-2813

k f.2 Main Street, Amherst
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Robin Hoodis Kevin Costner as the Prince ot

Thieves in this tilm to be shown at UMass Mahar

Auditorium at 6p.m. tor $2, 8:30 p.m. tor $3 and

1 1 :30 tor $3. This is sponsored by lEEE/HKN.

Cephas & Wiggins, ambassadors ot the blues,

will perform at Hampshire College Red Barn at ^^

p.m. tor one show only.

M ~"1

Msi
Ih^

r
^^^m HWM
PVi 1JT
Images Alaska is the title ot artwork presented

b> LWassMMting artist, Robert W. Head. He will

be giving a slide lecture at UMass Campus Center

room 162-~5 trom 3:30-5:00 p.m. Following will

be an opening reception at the Student Union

Gallery from 5 p.m. until " p.m.

Chris Hani Coalition is a broad, muli-racial,

democratic organization lighting racism on

campus, nationally and internationally. Their first

organizing meeting will be at the New Africa

House room 31 1 beginning at 7:30 p.m.

Rockin' Dave and the Rent Party performs its

accordion-slinging, white rapping burning love at

the Iron Horse Music Hall in Northampton. For

information call 384-0610.

Service and Shabbat Meal with the topic on
The Messianic Era" will be held at Chabad House

at Amherst. 30 N. Hadley Road at M p.m. There

is a S3 fee. For information, call 549-4094.

The Big Tune-Concert Music in the Belle Epoch

is a lecture lead h\ Henr\ Ntishkin and will include

LIVE IN SPRINGFIELD

PARAMOUNT
STREET SPntCHEU) UA

.38 SPECIAL
wmt HENRY LEE

SUMMER
SL'NDAY

OCTOBER 27TH

PATTI
LaBELLE
TVESOAY

OCTOBER 29TH

VIOLENT
FEMMES

\— FRIDAY

NOVEMBER 1ST

GEORGE
CARLIN
SATURDAY

NOVEMBER 2ND

listening at noon. This takes place at the Amherst

Music Center room 3. Admission is free.

Sexuality, Gender and Identity in the Early

Modern World: The D/afy oi Michael

Witigleaworth is a lecture to be lead by Alan Bray,

author of Homosexuality in Renaissance England.

The lecture will be presented at Amherst College

Octagon, Babbott Room and will be taking place

at 4 p.m. Admission is free.

Maurice is a beautifully filmed adaption of an

E.M. Forster novel about a young man facing his

homosexuality, (directed by James Ivory) This film

will be presented at UMass Campus Center rtx)m

803 L>eginning at
" p.m. For information call 545-

48J4.

Amy M. Sacker Memorial Lecture: Big Trouble-

Daumier, Garganlua, and the Censorship of

Caricature will be presented in conjunction with

the exhibition The Pear: French Graphic Arts in the

Golden Age oi Caricature. This lecture w i II be lead

by Elizabeth Childs of the Art History department

of SUNY at Purchase and will lake place at Mount

HolyokeCollege Art Building Gamble Auditorium

beginning at 7 p.m.

Soil, Water, and Civilization Lecture Series will

present The Role of Humanity on the Divine Earth:

Mythological, Theological, and Linguistic

Perceptions lead by Daniel Hillel. This is the first

in a four-part series which takes place at UMass

Campus Center in room 162 at 8 p.m. Admission

is free.

The Lover is a play w ritten by Harold Pinter and
produced b> Ericka lennings. This will be presented
at Hampshire College Studio Theater beginning at

8 p.m. For reservations call 549-4600 x351 on
weekdays from 1-5 p.m.

. Volpone; Or the Fox is a classic Elizabethan

farce written by Ben Johnson in which Volpone

and his servant Mosca plot against fortune-seeking

scoundrels. Be prepared to see Mosca played by a

woman and Volpone's three fools app>ear as a rock

band in this translation by Professor Virginia Scott.

The performance takes place at UMass Curtain

Theater beginning at 8 p.m. Admission is $5 for

students and $3 for elders. For information call the

Fine Arts Center Box Office at 545-251 1

.

The House of Blue Leaves is an award winning
American farce that brings a balmy family together

with a big Hollywood producer and some
sightseeing nuns. The play will be presented at

Smith College Mendenhall Center for Performing
Arts, Theatre 14 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $4 for

students and $2 for elders.

WFCR Airs 1990-91 Springfield Symphony
Orchestra Concerts on Thursday nights at nine.

The orchestra and chorus will perform Mozart's
Requiem in D minor on WFCR, 88.5 FM at 9 p.m.

FISHBONE
PRIMUS
WEDNESDAY

NOVEMBER 20TH

TICKETS ON SALE PARAMOUNT BOX OFRCE (413) 734-3874;

nCKETPRO PHONE CHARGE I (MX) 828-7080. NORTHAMPTON TICKET
OFnCE (413) 586 8686; RECORD EXPRESS. STRAWBERRIES

Stomp on it!

Flatten it!

Squash it!

Have some fun

when you recycle!

LOW, LOW
„PRICE

FRIDAY
Shabbat Service welcomes all faculty, staff, and

students with a dinner following at 6:15 p.m. in

Eliot House. The service will take place at Mount
Holyoke College Abbey Small Chapel at 5 p.m.

Call 538-2054 by Thursday for reservations. There

is a $6.50 dinner charge for non-Mount Holyoke

College guests.

Japanese Tea Ceremony-Nobue Socho
YamashitaisopentotheFiveCollegeCommunity.

The ceremony will be presented at Mount Holyokf

College Eliot House, Wa-Shin-An from 7-8:.iO

p.m. Reservations are required: 538-2054.

Jewish Ceneology includes some timekss

lessons trom our "senior" family member,

Abraham. There will be a service and Shabl)at

dinner. This will take place at Chabad House at

Amherst, 30, N. Hadley Road at 7 p.m.

All About Eve is a 1 950 film directed by Joseph

MankievMcz with Bette Davis, Anne Baxter and

George Sanders. The film features Bette's greatest

role. There will be two showings which take plac i*

at Mount Holyoke College Gamble Auditorium at

7 p.m. and 9 p.m.

Iron is a film which presents a future whvw
most lives are cDnlrolled by the Master Computer.

The showings will take place at Amherst College

Campus Center Theater at 7:30 and 10 p.m.

Admission is $1 .50.

A Cappelia Homecoming Concert will present

performances by the Amherst College

Bluestockings, DQ, Sabrinas and Zumbyes. The

concert will take place at the Amherst College

Johnson Chapel at 8 p.m. Admission is free.

Jazz Ensemble I/Chapel Jazz Ensemble direi ted

by left Holmes and Da\ id Sporny will perform at

UMass Bowker Auditorium beginning at 8 p.m.

Admission is $6 or $3. For information call 545-

2227.

Five College Orchestra Homecoming Concert

will feature Stravinsky's "Firebird Suite" and works

by Elgar, Haydn, and Tchaikovsky. The guest

conductor is Raymond Harvey, music director of

Springfield Symphony. The concert will be

presented at Amherst College Buckley Recital Hall

at 9 p.m. Admission is free but tickets are limited.

Call 542-2830 for reservations.

Slant 6 and the Jumpstarts are a comedy roc k

group that has ranked #1 in the Dr. Demento
show. Guest group is Ugly Flower. The performance
will beattheUMasscafeteria, The Hatch, beginning

at 9 p.m.

L.B.G.A. Dance will be held at the UMass
Bluewall. For information call the UMass Program
for Gay, Lesbian & Bisexual Concerns 545-4824.

Science Fiction Convention begins today. The

guest of honor will be Steven Brust, author of

JHEREG. The artist guest of honor will be Paul

Chadwick, creator of CONCRETE. Special guest

will be Dead Elvis. Authors include )ane Yolen and

faculty member, Samuel Delany, among others.

The convention will continue through Sunday and

will take place in the UMass Campus Center

Hotel. Call 545-1924 for information.

Culture Shock! is a dance presented by the

Smith College Multi-cultural Organizations which
takes place at Smith College Davis Ballroom. The
dance is from 9 p.m. uniti 1 a.m. Entrance fee is $3.

MSCOUNT OIL
NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE

584-4112.535-1888

HEALTHY SKIN
Begins with a deep pore

cleansing facial.

Also lash and brow

tinting, shaping, hair

waxing, make-up,
therapeutic massage.

Ai:,STHF,TIC:S SKINCAlUv
.^4 M.ii„ St, , Suite I. Amlicm. MA 2C>3 9879

APPENINGS
Young Lions of Jazz presents Christopher

Hollyday Quartet featuring their viruoso, neo-

traditionalist sax player. The performance takes

place at the Iron Horse Music Hall in Northampton
and begins at 7 p.m.

SATURDAY
Vintage Vinyl: The Used Record Sale will have

t lassical, folk, jazz, rock-all kinds of music on
thousands of used records from the WFCR Music

I ibrary, along with donations from members and
triends. Find that elusive favorite, enjoy the

rt'treshments and support public radio in the Five

( ollege area-the sale benefits WFCR, Five College

Katiio and 88.5 FM. Volunteers are needed. Call

Ktna Fischer 545-0100. The sale will be held in

the Amherst Town Common, rain or shine, (rain

Mte, Grace Episcopal Church on the Common).
The sale begins at 10 a.m. and continues until 5

f).m. (no earlybirds).

Service and Shabbat Meal wi II be held at Chabad
House at Amherst, 30 N. Hadley Road beginning

at 10 a.m.

Dinosaurs ofthe Valley-A Family Field Trip will

I
)t I'senl Walter Coombs, of the biology department

It Western New England, and staff member of the

\niherst College Pratt Museum. Start at Pratt

Museum, Amherst College, where you will see

large skeletons and an extensive collection of

!( M )tprints not generally open to the public; then on

It) a site along the Connecticut River in Holyoke to

view footprints in their natural setting. Registration

IS requested; call the Hitchcock Center at 256-

(.lUH). the trip begins at the Pratt Museum at 10

a.m. and continues until 1 p.m.

Amherst Music: Performance and Composition

i(i( ludes traditional repertoire and compositions

In Amherst composers for this Homecoming
( oncert. The performance takes place at Amherst

College Buckley Recital Hall and begins at 4:15

p.m.

lagged Edge is a razor-sharp film thriller with

It'tt Bridges and Glenn Close. The two showings

take place at Mount Holyoke College Gamble

Auditorium at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.

Tokyo Symphony Orchestra, directed oy

Kazuyoshi Akiyama, indues Japanese violinist,

Reiko Watanabe who will perform the Paganini

Violin Concerto No.1. The concert will be

[)erformed at the UMass Fine Arts Center Concert

Hall beginning at 8 p.m.

Amherst College Choral Society Homecoming

Concert, conducted by MallorieChernin, includes

the premiere of a composition by Norman Scribner,

commissioned in honor of the Glee Club's 1 25th

anniversary. The concert will take place at Amherst

College Buckley Recital Hall beginning at 8:30

p.m. For reservations call 542-2484.

Young Lions of |azz presents the MarkWh itfield

Trio whose Dazzling guitarist has been called "the

next George Benson." The performance takes

placeatthe Iron HorseMusic Hall in Northampton.

The show starts at 7 p.m. For information call 584-

0610.

Tron, the iWvn, continues its showings at 7:30

p.m. and 10 p.m. (see FRIDAY)
The Lover will be presented at 8 p.m. (see

THURSDAY).
The House of Blue Leaves will be presented at

8 p.m. (see THURSDAY)

The Equalites will perform at Pearl Street Night

Club. The show begins at 8:30 p.m. For information

call 584-7771.

Amherst College Campus Center Frontroom and it

begins at 8 p.m. Admission is $ 7 or $1 with an

Amherst College ID.

Five College Orchestra will present guest

conductor Raymond Harvey, music director of the

Springfield Symphony. The concert takes place at

Smith College lohn M. Greene Hall and will begin

at 8 p.m. Admission is free. For more information

call 545-2227.

UMass Cannabis Reform Coalition is holding

its first general meeting at UMass Campus Center,

SUNDAY
Amherst College Gospel Choir Homecoming

Concert will Ix? performing at the Amherst College
Johnson Chapel at 10 a.m. Admission is free.

Samba Space, an Afro-Latin band, will join

forces with Cuban
dancer, Alfredo Castillo. This Performing Arts

Division event is sponsored in part by the Amherst
Arts Council. The performance will take place at

the UMass Fine Arts Center Bezanson Recital Hall

and will begin at 3 p.m. Admission to this event is

free.

Student Recital featuring Matt Dane of Amherst

College, class of 1993, will play the viola at the

Amherst College Buckley Recital Hall. The recital

will begin at 3 p.m.

Almut Rossler-Organ Recital will perform works

by Messiaen, Bach and others. The recital takes

place at Mount Holyoke College Abbey Chapel.

This performance begins at 4 p.m. and continues

until 5:30 p.m.

Tron, the film, continues its showings at 7:30

p.m. and 10 p.m. (see FRIDAY)

lames Kellaghan, Canadian folk singer/

songwriter, performs vocal storytelling with strong

lyrics and social commentary derived from

traditional Irish music. This is part of the Sundays

at Eight Series. The performance will be held at

Boi^«oa
Market

Tired of the same old late night snack?

Try an "all nighter" from

Boltwood Market.

Made to order with your favorite

delimeats & cheeses or veggies & dips.

Reasonably Priced - Delivered to your door.

Call 253-9081 before 4pm to order your

"a///iig/i/c'r"today'

Hours: Mon Sal 9;ini "pm • Sun Oain-Jptn

r AL-BUMS '

I

I

WE BUY • SELL -TRADE
^;USED CDs & CASSETTES s

f Alt Used Saf«9 Guaranteed

•4)|EWTTnJi8
Rock&no«,Ciassicai,

Tnderendent Labels, Intematonal

Thousands ofCassettes

$3.99
Bookcata* • LP Shalvas • Stareo Centara • CD Racka

M F 10^, Sat 10-9, S 11-7 • 181 N. Reasant St.. Amherst • 253-7137

'IMMltJ,

CHINA GARDEN
The Collegian's choice in delightful dinning'

r$2 OFF with purchase of Sisl

I
or more with this coupon j

if:-<$^?^l^ Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food
Sunday-Thursday. 1 1:30am- 10:00pm

jQ )
Friday-Saturday. 1 1 :30am- 1 1 :00pm

Lunch Hour: 1 1:30am -3:30pm 7 days a week

Free Delivery Service

Fri., Sat., Sun.

5:00pm- 10:00pni

Visa/Master Card/

American Exp

•New RerrK)deling

•7 Days a week
•Take-out

•Luncheon Specials $3.75-$4.55

The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch
•Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch Mandarin and Cantonese Styles)

Every Day 1 1 :30-3:30

•Weekly Vegetarian Sepecials (Wednesday and Thursday)

New Vegetarian Menu Coming Soon!

13 M. Pleasant Street Amherst, MA • .'^53-4280/4281
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Get your Turtle signed!
THIS WEEKEND

Now's the

time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

Tt OM t^man^mm R<3 No Mrtwm

549-2880
Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

^

For the grand opening in its new space at 48

North Pleasant at. Crossroad.f Comics is hosting

two sigiiings:

Friday 10 18/91 , is 3 p.m.— Rick Veitch. Craig

Farley. Mark Bode. Sam Delaney . and Mark
VVUson. Veitch, Farley and Bode have all worked

on the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, the animal

farce comic that has inspired a movie, an Archie

comics series for children, and a role playing

game. All three now work for Tundra Publishing

in Northampton. MA. Tick Veitch has done his

own series, Bratpack. Sam Delaney is a Hugo-

and-NebulaAward winning science fiction author.

Mark Wilson is a «cu!ptor and modeler offantasy

miniatures and scenes from alter net sin tax

Production.

Saturday 10/19/91. 3 p.m. — MikeGaydos and

John Gentile, creators of the comic Scorched

Earth from Tundra Publishing. Mark Wilson will

also be there.

Crossroads Comics was started in 1988 by

John Wrisley and George Brace, friends who had

met in high school. They began by opening a

stand selling comics at the UMass Center Con-

course. As they saw there was a market in the

Amherst area, they moved into a compact space

at 96 North Pleasant St. in Amherst. On October

19. they will move to the new, larger space at 48

North Pleasant St., located below D'Angelos

Sandwich Shop. There they plan to expand their

graphic novel, game and miniature sections, and

add toys and possibly a video section and gaming

club.

Tundra Publishing Ltd., 320 Riverside Dr..

Northampton. MA (413) 586-9525. which was

started a year ago. is the brainchild of Kevin

Eastman, co-creator ofthe Teenage Mutant Ninja

Turtles. He wanted to allow writers and artists to

work without the strict control exerted by m^or
publishing companies such as Marvel and DC.

The company has 20 staffmembers not including

CONTINUED ON THIS WEEKEND PAGE 7

Styles By
Deborah

The Spa
For

Hair & Skin
Care

549-5610
65 University Drive

Amlierst

^A 00 Professional

#^"I3^¥7*
Consultation lui

iTifhChen/l Style. Cut & Dry

Only '*'<' SIB oo to si« 00

Ktrtt time cu»tom»r» only • Exp 10/31/91 _

>rC an Anv Perm.^•^^ Facial,.

OFF Highlighting
fliii time cu»tomcr» only • t«p 10'3I/91

N

M^

I HI V 111 M.I COhmi '-sv •

S<K IM MACHfY

THE

COMMITMENTS

SCAREP STUPID
DaiU <d 3 & 7 pm

^^'^A
Friday @ Midnight

ALL YOU CAN
EAT!

«
V K

Time' \"'(f Out

Fri. Sat, Sun « S & 4 pm

Homemade
Spaghetti
w/ salad &: bread
the BEST you'll have!

Thurs. night 6-9

•:-:-x-:i
,•.V'.V

.' .*.'.V

x-:-:-:i
",V.Vi
•.V«••
•,V J"."!

i:s*5

WE DELIVER QUALITY
Prices already include Massachusetts Meal Tax

Pizza Toppings Pizza Prices

^epperoni Fresh K£ji Pepper Pineapple

^'ambMra/er Mushroom bltced yomaUi

'baut&^e Fresh Careen Fepper &rocco\i

Ham Onion Anchovy

5a\am\ Black Olive Spinach

Canadian Paeon Fresh Garlic Jalapenos

Artichok*^ Hearts E^plant Extra Cheese

Double Dou^h

Cheese 4.25 6.00 7.25 b
One item 4.95 7.00 ft.50

Two items 5.65 5.00 9.75 1
Three items 6.35 9.00 11.00 1
Four items 7.05 10.00 12.25

Five items 7.75 11.00 13.50 g

Salads

To99e<i 3.95
Chefs 5.20
Seafood 5.20
Tuna 5.20

Greek 5.20

Speciality Pizzas

Homemade Laeaqna

Served with Hot 3read

$5.50

Dressings:

Italian, Creamy Italian. Blue Cheoie

Served nith hot bread

Hawaiian 5.65 &.00 9.75 L
tjtuAin Bjcon 4 fmejp^ I
Pesto 5,65 &.00 9.75 1
Vegetarian Deluxe 7.50 10.00 12.00i

Mirttiroom. Onion. I'effer. 0««. i t/*ChM« 1
Combination 7.90 10.75 13.00i

Mij«»iroom. Omo". fifper. H^mhi' '"'ppfon 'yn\ii',MfJ

I

1.50 OFF

1 coupon per Pizza please

not valid in cor\\ur\ctior\ with any other specials

FREE DELIVERY! CALL 265-0222

1 coupon per F\zza please

not valid in conjunction with any other bpec^ah

FREE DELIVERY! CALL 265-0222

^ruMoiLr

Any
iarqe
PizzaI

I11 coupon per Pizza please

not valid in conjunction with any other special;

I FREE DELIVERY! CALL 265-0222

A young Hon matures, returns to the Horse
PAGE 7

By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian Stafl'

Only a couple of things going on right
now. First offisthe Christopher Hollyday
Quartet will be performing at the I ronhorue
in Northampton on Friday. October 18. For
tickets and info call 584-0610.

Jazz Scene
Who is Chris Hollyday? Good question.

Hollyday is one of theyoun^ "lions' on the
scene right now He hit the scene at about

age sixteen, and everyone claimed he was
another child prodigy. Don't jump out of
your seat quite yet, they say that about
every musician under the age of twenty
these days. At first. Hollyday was just an-
other kid playing a saxophone with a lot of
record company money behind him (the
young image is always more marketable).
Most people ate it up, while the old guard
said he wasn't even playing in tune. Today,
some still say he isn't playing in tune, but he
has gotten better. Maturity is as important
to making music, particularly improvised
music, as is technical facility Fast paced
scale running is pointless if ail you're doing
is showing ofThow fast you can play. While

Hollyday's recent album release The Natu
rat Moment on Novus Records indicates an
improvement. Hollyday still sounds a lot

like Jackie McLean. Sure, everyone at the
start of their career sounds like someone
else, but when you've been touted as one of

the next "great ones," by your third album
you should be sounding a lot more like

yourself While the album is nothing to

marvel at, that is not always a true indicat4)r

of how someone really sounds live. Since
there really isn't anything else going on this

weekend for "jazz," it might not hurt to

check out the Hollyday Quartet.
In other news. New York City's cabaret

laws, which required musicians to have ID
cards, and didn't allow any brass instru-

ments in non-zoned areas, have been de-

feated in court. Instituted over sixty years
ago. the cabaret laws kept such notables as
Billie Holiday and Thelonious Monk from
playing in clubs, and have been a source of
great contention lK»tween the musicians and
the musHians' union. Gigs: Jmz and the

turtles

CONTINUED FROM THIS WEEKEND PAGE 6
writers and artists, with 90 titles in the
works, approximately 15ofwhich have been
publishiHl so far, Tilles published by Tundra
include Ram by Ralph Stem. Cages by Dave
McKean, who was alsoan artist forArkham
Asylum, and a line of sketchbooks.

COLLEGIAN STAFF REPORTS

CabaretLaws in New York City is a new book
out on the subject. Author Paul Chevigny.
who is also the lawyer who argued the case,

will be in Amherst on November 16 at Albion
Books. Stay tuned for a review of the book,
and maybe an interview with the author.

WMUA 91.1 FM, the UMass student
radio station has gotten the production of
their third annual Magic Triangle Series
underway. The Magic Triangle is liie only
concert series in the area which brings high-
quality small combo groups to the Univer-
sity (3 separate gigs put on in Hampden
Theatre) for low ticket prices. While the
concerts don't start until February, groups
that may be performing include a Kirk
Lightsey Quartet with Arthur Blythe and
Famoudou Don Moye. and a David Murray
Quartet with Ray Drummond, Ed Klackwcll
and John Hicks Not bad at all.

Where to hear the music on the radio, , ,

WMUAMon Fri9a,m,tonoon.WFrR88.5
FM. Mon Fri 6:30-8 pm. and WAMH 89.3
FM Monday 6 p.m. to 2 a.m.

Both the Jaxz Ensemble I and the
Chapel Jazz Ensemble will be in perfor-

mance at Bowker Auditorium, tonight at 8
p.m. Call 545-2511 for tix and info. The
F^nsemble recently won DownB**at'8 "Out-
standing Student Performance" dee-bee
award for their latest release. Hot Off The
Hrvs.ses. Until next week, keep the music.

trash
CONTINUED FROM THB Wf f Kf ND PAGE 3

a change for this band, but let's hopt>

they still bring the fire and zeal that

brought them to where they are now.
the national music scene.

White Trash will play with opening
band The Ixwt at Katina's on Sunday.
t)ct.20.lK'ginningat8p.m.Thesh<)wis

all aget«.

'^^v -fi^

Come see our /affing prices at Liquors 441

WINP UOUORS m

W^^Wi ^^^ $-1i99LV-x*^ BEER ll-:*
UMaf2'i2pk

INEW AMSTERDAM c
AMBER or ALE ^1799

MOLSONs -1/199
GOLDEN IH.oPi

ALE ca%tc/3t

12 (u bonn

^ KnictolXKicer $y99

^ tutctM i*-'.2 Oi cans

O'DOULS $11
NON-AlCOHOL I I

99
0€=

caseof24T2o: boots

VERMONT OLD-FASHIONED SQ99
HARD CIDER O-t*-

MOREAU BLANC $fi49
(FHANC£; W 15.

GLEN ELLEN S099
CHAflDONNAv W -4.

INGLENOOK WINES
rxr%M «U<. AVKM CDLU- f
BARz MNMT mj^euv*. itou a

mart Oi>0t»o€ 6^A

n^^^r^

PEKING GARDEN
BESTOFCHINESEFOOD

SEAGRAM'S S-j 049,:?>

fCapiain/torgans^cS

SPEC lALlZINQ IN

MANDARIN AND SZECI IL/AN

DISHFS

BALLATORE $
.

099"flj

'—
-^ SAtEKW SQ99

r^ lUil-m «£B*TE -2 JC J/ • rj^

GUbey's Gin n

EARLY TIMES S1099^ri
BOURBON 1^ •:. ^-* *

5 -8 PM 11 -3 PM
MON - THWRS SUNDAY

BUFFET BRUNCH

$5.99 $6.99

fall n»<lemption Center

HADLEY
samtollpm Campus Plaza/Route 9
Monday thru Saturday 2S3-9344

^TWO»-
LOCATldNS

AA
HOLYOK^
aoiincoln SL
534-4S55

SAL£ PRICES
TMURS 10-17-91 THRU

^MfL 10-2M1

TeleCheck

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY COMEDY SHOW

20% OFF DINNER

BANQGET PARTY ROOM
aP TO 200 PERSONS
FULL COCKTAIL MENG

48 RV./SSELL ST. • HADLEY, MA 01035 • (413) 586 1 S?02

OPEN 7 DAYS A \A/^EK
\'ISAiMAsrfRC"ARn

THESE COGPONS ARE AVAILABLE ON TAKE OGT AND DELIVERIES ONLY!

La Cucina di

^inoccftio

Ristorante Italiano

1177 0{,'I'Uasant Street

^mfierst, ^Massachusetts

At The Lights in North Amherst

549-3669
Jast "Jree 'Vefivery or "Picli-up

Ko^'-

GOURMET PIZZAS NOWAVAILABLE!

0^^<t1 Rn OFF ANY LARGE TWO ITEM

GOURMET PIZZA$1.50 OFF
VEGI SPECIAL • GARUC & FRESH TOMATOES • PESTO

CAPERS & S(jri-DRiED TOMATOES • ROAST PEPPERS • EGGPLANT & BROCCOU|

JAUVPENO PEPPERS • AMD MANY MORE TO CHOOSE FROM
Exp l/3l/92|

Coupon Mot Valid In Restaurant • For deliv. or pick up only • One Coupon Per Order Only

Convenient to Brittany

& Rivergiade

253-9742
505 West St.

So. Amherst

TWIN SPECIAL

2 LARGE CHEESE PIZZAS

$12.50

Any Topping $1 .25 more

One coupon per order-ex. 1/31/92

ANY THREE
CALZOMES
only p9.95

Coupon Not Valid In Restaurant

One Coupon Per Order Only

. ,.Offe^j(£^re^I/31^2_ _

Some of the biggest,

some of the best

presents come in

the smallest boxes!

1 sllve.scapt
designs
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Eighteen & Over

Dancing Upstairs

with Denis R.

In l\r ',1' >' <0 ).'

THE HERSCHLER

BROTHERS
Dayna B. Kurtz

Dincing \\ ith Dl /<
.'

! mill 1111iiBiiimn^av ~< ~<< ~<i

Reggae Dance Parts

THEEQUALITES ]

Evm Sundiv k^njng

October 20th r:00pm)

"House Industrial Imports^

Eighteen & Cher

Dancing H ith D| job

I Wed., Oct. 23 9:00pm

Dancing with D) job

Free Shon

THE INNOCENCE
MISSION

y '•}&

TOAD THE
WET SPROCKET

Tickete AviiUblf at

For The Record,

AbtHif Music & Dynamite

( h t J5 8 iOpr.

MINIBUS
BoarderlarKl

//SHABBA RANK-ED n

Photo by rifliM < J«rke«ic

Shabba Ranks played last night and upheld UPC's tradition of brinifing
the best alternative talent to UMass. . . boy-eee.

AP Pboto

WORST DRESSED WINNERS — Fashion
gadfly Mr. Blackwell, who releases
scathing celebrity wardrobe reviews every
year, on Tuesday announced his choices
for the 10 Worst-dressed women of the
past 30 years. The winner: Cher!

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN

j
Sat.. Oct. 26 - 8:30pm

I
WRSI Homcs:ro\^n Sern'y i

RIPPOPOTAMUS
]Mal Thursday Experience ;

JMon.. Oa. 28- 8:00 pm /I b

\ THE BODEANS

; rues., Oa. 29 S.OO pm /1 8*/

: DREAD ZEPPELIN!
Bop Harvey

i"
The Northern Pikes

ZM

'Thurs. Oct a- 8:(X)pn)/lr<.

The Area's Ultimate

HALLOWEEN
j Dance Party

i Up - DJ Dennis

i Down - Who s Kiddin Who
einej

ES

[jnnr<le'ieiej£ie'ie'ieieieie)Eieie%ini

\{ Fri.. Nov. 8 - 8:30pm

p; ROOMFUL OF BLUES

Jues.. Nov. }0 -H.ODpm .n8+/

I New Date!

\ All Tickets Honored

IDE LA SOUL

J

I

i5

; „

I^BURNING SPEARII

5^ WHO'S

OPEN

LATE?

Sun.- Thurs. 'till 3 a.m.

Fri. & Sat. Open 24 hours

I'uliug ptuir.

Route 9. Hadloy

256-6889
next to Stop & Shop

^^^^^^^ Scott's 4th Anniversary Sale!

'VWWWWWWWWW^
Tukctv tijr .ill vh()»> .tv.itl.ihir- ,it Pr

Stforl. Slrjwbornrs, Dvn.imirr

Ri'« i>rd^. f (ir thr R('( urd in Amhrr

TidH Pro 8(1(1) HJit "OHlt

IfiPcjft Sirrc'I: Nfift^amiMiMi

41 t 'ill """I

BUSCH
& BUSCH
LIGHT

12-12 ox. bottles

$c;39
%J + Dep.

FOSTERS
LAGER

e pK. bottle*

99
Dep

CUERVO
GOLD
TEQUILA

^•^ ^ Vy 760 ML

GORDON'S
GIN

m ^9"^:49
OL.

ROLLING ROCK Z
& ROLLING ROCK ^

LIGHT ^
12-12 OS. botUes V

699

SEBASTIANI
PROPRIETORS

WINES

^599
1.5 Ltr.

AU Vkrletles

i
COLUMBIA K!
0..

CHARDONNAY y.

99
750 ml

WE "HkHl TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

Tele-check for
your personal check.

6 University Drive
at Newmarket Center, Amherst

S We Have It P

We now have all
Mass Lottery game*!/ -...w. ^w...w., ^.....>, , ^ . |m»»» Lonery games! rjI

lr€iqi plight
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-The CIA. Turkey. Israel. Britain and Iran are all send-
ing money and weapons to the Kurds to destabilize and
weaken the region, Schuschart said. "It is a replay of
U'banon- the destrucUon ofan entire region for as long as
possible.

-What a failure of religious leadership, that the word
•just could be used by a m^jor religious leader like a cardinal
to (l.scribe this war." Schuschart said. "What a triumph of
!
Kisrn that Colin Powell directed the war against cock-

!,.aches' and ' sand-niggers," what a triumph of feminism
t hat women were granted equal right to bomb other women "

Dwelling on recent developments. Schuschart said. "It is
pure racism and imperialism to accuse Iraq of developing
nuclear weapons, when they are as American as apple pie

"

-UN. inspector David Kay has been very provocaUve
and insulting everywhere." Schuschart said. "He was once

caught sending reports directly to Washington instead of
Vienna. He also seized personnel files, which were not his
mandate."

Addressing the issue of the Palestinians, Schuschart
said, "Settlements are being used as an act of war. The U.S.
administration makes an issue ofwhen $10 billion in loans
should be given, and not whether they should be given at all.

The scale of militarization in Israel is unbelievable."

There isn't the slightest hope, or sign ofhope, anywhere
in the Middle East," Schuschart said.

"Our society is very sick — it feeds off violence, and
violence is the primary form ofentertainment." Schuschart
said. "Our only exports are weapons and war. We have
destroyed entire countries and left them bleeding to die:
Laos. Cambodia, Vietnam, Guatemala, El Salvador. Angola,
and now Iraq."

HOUSING EXEMPTION
APPLICATIONS

Frosh, Sophomores and Stockbridge students who wish to Uve off-campus for the Spring

1992 semester should apply for an exemption fiiom the Board of Tmstee regulation

governing on-campus living. Applications are now available in the Housing Assignment
Office, 235 Whitmore. Exemption applications are due no later than Monday, October

28, 1991. Please submit apphcations to the Housing Assignment Office.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

**THE EXEMPTION COMMITTEE WILLONLY MEET ONCE. THIS IS THEONLY
OPPORTUNFTY YOU WILL HAVE TO APPLY FOR OFF-CAMPUS PERMISSION
FOR THE SPRING 1 992 SEMESTER. PLEASE MAKE SUREYOU APPLY IN TIME.

** Signing a lease is not valid grounds for receiving an exemption from the on-campus

housing requirement. DONOTSIGNA LEASE UNTIL YOURECEIVEANEXEMPTION.
Any student who signs a lease without prior approval from the Exemption Committee and

the Housing Assignment Office is responsible for all on-campus fees and will be required

to reside on-campus. Vuvik you.

This Offer
G^iddBeThe
Highlight

Of%iirmek.

Get a free highlighter with pur-

chase ofa la^e Pizza Hut pizza.

For free delivery, call 253-3443.

Limilttl J«li«ry area Offer vjlid while .*upi>lv laM.s and ,..i Mntn ..rJer.s onlv

-Hut

EMUD

NATO
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

1991, "reconfirmed the core function of the alliance,"

she said.

This declaration wants to "retain strategic balance
in Europe and allow European countries to assume a
greater share of responsibility for their (respective)
country," Bruce said.

"The Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty between
Bush and Gorbachev added to the security and trust
in the search for peace and freedom." Bruce said.

"The U.S.A. is the counter weight against the
U.S.S.R.," Bruce said.

"The Transatlantic Link will maintain strategic
balance in the world." Bruce said. This "Link." will

allow North America to be active in newly forming
organizations, like the Westen European Union.

Countries on the border of the U.S.S.R.. such as
Czechoslovakia, will not be allowed to become mem-
bers of NATO because it would pose a threat to the
USSR., Bruce said.

"NATO has been the most viable, credible defense
in Europe for 42 years." Bruce said.

S E ]^ S E
SFNSIBLY PRICEO ACTIVEWEAR

CLOTHING
CHAMPION
VUARNET

OCEAN PACIFIC

WEAVERS...

& lots morel

GRAND
OPENING
DAY SALE,

Sat, Oct. 19th

10am - 6pm

IMMlCiua Mill, III.

S E ]\ S E
SENSIBLY PRICED ACTIVEWEAR

At the Village Commons
29 College Street • South Hadlcy • MA
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EPA to investigate Mass. Bay
By TONY ROGERS
Associated Press

BOSTON — The waters of Massachusetts Bay will be
searched once again for contamination from low-level ra-

dioactive waste that was dumped more than 30 years ago,
federal oflicials said Wednesday.

The announcement by the Environmental Protection
Agency came a month after the man whose company did
much of the dumping said that radioactive waste was
dumped outside authorized areas.

A 1984 study by the EPA of the so-called Foul Area, a
dumping ground 19 miles offshore, found no evidence of
radioactive contamination.

But George Perry, whose Crossroads Marine Disposal
Corp. was hired by industries, universities, and hospitals to

dispose of radioactive waste from 1947 to 1957, said last

month he dumped the waste much closer to the shore in an
area beginning about six miles off Cohasset, a fishing

region.

The EPA's new search will examine areas outside the
Foul Area.

"It appears that dumping may have taken place in areas
that have not yet been checked by the EPA or other agen-
cies." said Julie Belaga, regional administrator ofthe EPA's
New England office.

Belaga said the search, to be conducted in December, will

use the 1984 study as a starting point.

'While questions have been raised as to the validity of

thoee studies, we have verified that the EPA did investigate

the areas where permitted dumping took place,* Belaga
said in a statement. "We are reexamining the scope of the
investigation based on new information.*

Balaga said the captain and crew of the ship that did

most of the dumping will be re-interviewed, as will fisher-

men and others who have contacted various state agencies

about the dumping.
Based on that information, a plan will be drawn up of

which areas to be surveyed, Belaga said.

The three-week search, using the EPA research vessel

"Anderson." will be the first step in a new round of inves-

tigations. Belaga said.

"We will concentrate on scanning the ocean bottom in an

attempt to detect concrete-enclosed barrels of low-level

radioactive wastes,' Belaga said.

Next spring, a more detailed sampling of sediment and
fish will be done in areas where any contamination is found,

Belaga said.

Perry said he dumped 500 barrels of low-level radioac-

tive waste in the area close to shore. Dumping such waste

at sea was illegal until the mid 1970'8.

Belaga defended the earlier study , sayinga review showed

it was done in the correct areas, based on the information

available. Underwater cameras show hundreds of rusting

barrels on the bottom there.

"That does not mean, however, that every area of Mas-
sachusetts Bay has been checked." Belaga said. "The fact is

that dumping could have occurred in areas both within and
outside the authorized dumping areas."

Sheila Lynch, president of Save the Harbor-Save the

Bay, an environmental advocacy group that has lobbied for

an examination of the dumping sites, applauded the EPA
announcement.

"^e need to know what is the impact of that waste, the

im(>act on fishermen, the impact on fish," Lynch said.

"Hopefully there's none, but we can't say that yet."

Jewish identity
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

have both the religious and social aspects in order to

have a more positive psychological well-being as a

Jew.
Dr. Ressler further explained this by quoting famed

sociologist Martin Buber, who believed that there are

two aspects to Jewish identity. The first is to stand up

and say "I am a Jew," while the other is to view the

history of the Jews as one's own history.

"The concept of ourselves extends across time and

space to include history. That is when the identity is

there." he explained.

Dr. Ressler was born in 1960 in Akron, Ohio and
grew up in Cleveland. After mcyoring in chemistry at

Indiana University he went on to get his graduate

degree in psychology at Yale.

Ressler has published a study on speech perception

and hasjust completed two studies onJewish identity.

He will be teaching at Ben Gurion and Hebrew Uni-

versity in the spring.
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COMPLETE
OPTOMETRY

EXAMS
AT THE

UNIVERSITY
HEALTH
SERVICES

We otter...

...quality,

comprehensive

vision care at a

reasonable cost

...courteous,

friendly,

professional staff

. reduced rates

on eye glasses at

participating

opticians with a
complete

optometric

examination at the

University Health

Services for

Student Plan

members.

...a

comprehensive

contact iens

service.

liis
EYE CARE
PROGRAM

Convenient hours

and on campus
location

For questions or

an appointment

call: 549-2671

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
OF AMHERST
INVITES YOU TO A

Stomp on it!

Flatten it!

Squash it!

Have some fun

when you recycle!

FALL PUBLIC MEETING
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1991

SPEAKER

UMASS PRESIDENT - ELBERT K. FRETWELL

I TOPIC i

I
"THE UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS A SOUDINVESTXtEST" :

I
FORT RIVER SCHOOL CAFETERIA

I
70 SOUTH EAST STREET l

I
7:30 PM

j

I Reception follows I/v.< —.—.

—

I

NEWS WRITERS

COLLEGIAN STAFF AND
CORRESPONDENTS
Thursday, October 17

6 p.m.

in the business office

Professor Dario Politella

Lectures on

"Writing as a K.LS.S."

Counts toward staffstatus

IX< QUALITY SILK SCREENED SPORTSWEAR^
Iti ^^^0^ T-SHIRTS • SWEATS
'^^ ^flRR3^ BUMPER STICKERS

Iti ^Mn09fm. MUGS

^
KENNEDY

SCREEN GRAPHICS
16 ARMORY STREET

NORTHAMPTON. MA 01060
(413)584-2124

l-«00-287-2124

FREE! FREE! FREE!
NO CHARGE TO PROCESS

CONTINENTAL/AMERICAN EXPRESS

COUPONS

FREEH FREE!! FREE!! FREE!!

INQUCRE ABOUT OUR

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
CAMPUS TRAUEL
CAMPUS CENTER

UMASS
545-0500

CENTRAL TRAVEL
OF AMHERST

800 MAIN ST. STE. 2
256-6704

COLLEGE
SPECIAL
3 Games \

of Bowling ''•^

and "/^V
3 Shoe Rental

$5.00
with College I.D.

TUESDAY NIGHT SPECIAL
DOMINO PIZZA
AND BOWL
Three Games Plus

Slice of Pizza and Coke

$5.00 sZ"
8:30 pm to Close

Live D.|

f^ery Thure. Night 9:00pm-li00am

Northampton Bowl
. in the Ally Oops Lounge

Cover $2.00

€itil !JH4-48.W for reservations

Women's Issues
Abortionallowed
for retarded woman
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON— The Massachusetts appeals
court Wednesday ruled that a mentally re-
tarded woman described as "childlike" is

competent enough to choose to terminate a
pregnancy of more than 19 weeks.

The woman's mother, who is her guard-
ian, petitioned the probate court in Plymouth
seeking permission for the woman to have
an abortion and to be sterilized The 24-
year-old woman, known as "Mary Moe" to
preserve her anonymity, told thejudge that
she wanted the abortion. She had had three
previous abortions.

Probate Judge Catherine P. Sabaitis
t urneddown the request last month "because
there are no compelling medical reasons for
the abortion from either the maternal or
fatal standpoint, and . . that court cannot
state with clanly that it would be the ward's
substituted judgement to assent to the rec-

ommended treatment, i.e. abortion."

The appeals court entered an order al-

lowing the abortion Sept. 26, one day after
Sabaitis" ruling, but released an explanation
of the order Wednesday.

The appeals court said the probatejudge
should have given more weight to Mary
.Vloe's statement that she wanted to have
the abortion.

"In our view, the judge was too quick in

finding that the ward lacked confidence to
decide whether to have an abortion," the
appeals court said.

Mary Moe is divorced, and is the mother
ofa 20-month-old dau^ter. She also suffers
from colitis and takes medication for sei-

zures, which could lead to birth defects in

the fetus, according to evidence presented
in court. She told the court that she did not
want — and could not handle — any more
children.

Mary Moe lives with her parents, and
depends on them for help in caring for her
daughter.

According to the ruling, the woman has
an IQ between the high 70s and low 80s.

That means she fell into the borderline

category of intelligence. A psychological re-
port on the woman made in 1989 concluded
that her responses, "suggest she is in ad-
equate contact with reality and that she
perceives the world as others do."

In a report to the court, Mary Moe's
neurologist sUted that termination of the
pregnancy would be in her best interest
from a neurological standpoint.

The court ruUng said there was no evi-
dence that Mary Moe expressed rehgious
convictions which would affect her decision
tohave an abortion.Abortion is legal through
the first 24 weeks <rf' pregnancy.

The appeals court based its decision on
largelyona previous SupremeJudicial Court
ruling regarding the right of sterilization
for a mentally retarded person. The state's
highest court ruling in 1982 that the per-
sonal decision whether to have children is a
right so fundamental that it must be ex-
tended to all persons, including those who
are incompetent.

That ruUng held that a judge is not to
make what is necessarily the best decision.
but rather is to make the decision that
would be made by the incompetent person if

he or she were competent.
"We conclude that the judge's threshold

determination that the ward was incompe-
tent to make the decision whether to have
an abortion is unsupported by the record,"

the court said.

Ellen Convisser, the head of the Massa-
chusetts National Organization forWomen,
applauded the appeals court ruUng.

"There's no reason that mentally retarded
people shouldn't have the same rights as
people who are not mentally retarded,"
Convisser said. "It sounds like a very puni-
tive action on the part ofthejudge to say she
couldn't have one."

Officials from the anti-abortion group
Massachusetts Citizens for Life said they
did not want to comment until they read the
appeals court decision.

In her Sept. 25 decision. Judge Sabaitis

said she would allow another hearing on the

request by Mary Moe's guardians that she
be sterilized.

APpooto
ABORTION PROTESTS — Pro-choice supporters demonstrate

outside the Supreme Court yesterday in Washington as the court
heard arguments over federal court authority to stop protestors
who block access to abortion clinics. The Bush administration says
the state, not federal courts should deal with cases of protestors
who block clinics.

UM professors
discuss court
nomination
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Clarence Thomas does not fit the definition of a

"lynched uppity hiack man", said ProfessorJoyJames
from the University of Massachusetts Womens'
Studies Department.

James said Thomas's inaccurate description of

himself as a victim of a "high-tech lynching for

uppity blacks' was "an unfortunate opportunistic

move on Thomas' part because real violence against

blacks was trivialized by this media ploy."

"Uppity" is a term used to describe black people

who organize against racist policies and white su-

premacy, James said.

"His political life doesn't reflect that," James
said, referring to Thomas, whom she described as

"very conservative."

James said Professor Anita Hill was attacked

because she spoke out against the chosen nominee of

Ceorge Bush and some other powerful conservative

politicians. She also said Thomas "cloaked himseir

with the charge of racism against the Senate to

avoid answering questions about Hill's charges.

"1 don't agree racism entered at the point Clarence

Thomas says it did and I don't agree with his char-

acterization of himself as 'uppity'." James said,

though she stressed that racism was definitely part

of the proceedings.

Thomas' tactics made him "the black person" and

reduced Hill to "just a woman," denying her status

as an African-American, James said.

ProfessorJanice Raymond, also from the Women s

Studies Department, agreed with James' analysis.

"There was a conscious attempt to make Clarence

Thomas the champion of race consciousness and to

really put her down as a repository of white racism

— they tried to blacken him and whiten her,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

The making of a woman rabbi
Mount Holyoke Jewish Chaplain breaks the barriers
By HOPE SISITSKY
Collegian Correspondent

"I wanted to entrench myself in the study of Judaism,"
said Rabbi Caroljm Braun, Jewish Chaplain for Mount
Holyoke College.

Raised in San Mateo, Calif, Rabbi Braun grew up in a
non-observant family. At age 10, Rabbi Braun became very

interested in Judaism. The Sunday School classes she
attended occasionally did not satisfy her desire to learn, she

said.

"I always wanted to study with the rabbi — privately,

seriously," she said.

She said she decided to become a rabbi for this reason—
she did not necessarily want to lead a congregation, she

simply wanted to know all that she could about Judaism.
As a junior at Wellesley College in Boston, Rabbi Braun

said she believed the 'abbis were the only ones who were
really knowledgeable about Judaism.

She decided to wait and continued working in the MIT
Hillel office and joined Jewish groups in the Boston area,

when, durik.g her senior year, the Jewish Theological

Seminary, the Conservative Rabbinical School, decided to

table women's acceptance. This meant women would not be
allowed to study to become rabbis.

She began her graduate studies at theJewish Theological
Seminary in a program that paralleled the rabbinical one.

In 1984, the Seminary voted to admit women. Rabbi
Braun was a member ofthe first class that included women.

As a child, she said she often took an Orthodox prayer
book out ofthe library and read it on her own. She also read
the weekly Torah portion, to keep up with the services.

"I felt like part of a line of tradition," she said, as she
started to reminisce. "It was the 608, and I was very active

in politics, even at a young age. I was a spiritual person, and
sometimes the politics didn'tjive with my Judaism. It made
me very angry at times."

Once old enough to drive. Rabbi Braun said she and her
friends attended Saturday morning services at the conser-

vative synagogue 15 miles from their hometown.
"[Conservative Judaism] seemed more authentic, al-

though I didn't understand exactly what was going on," she
said.

"IMy family was 1 very surprised. They didn't understand
where I got it from. They thought 1 was rebeling. I remem-

ber when 1 was younger, I would light Shabbat candles in

my bedroom. As soon as someone came near my room, I

would blow them out. Now they view it as my career, that's

all," she said.

Rabbi Braun was ordained as a rabbi in 1988 and then
started her work as the Jewish chaplain at Mount Holyoke
College. She conducts services there everj- other Friday
night and will conduct Saturday morning services once a
month starting next semester.

She said she helps coordinate a Rosh Hodesh group
which meets once a month to study and discuss various
Jewish issues. She speaks at classes, gives informal Hebrew
lessons, and advises the Jewish Student Union. Rabbi
Braun is also part ofa team ofchaplains at Mount Holyoke
that organizes a volunteer program and conducts interfaith
programs.

Rabbi Braun said she also spends a great deal of time
speaking with and counselling students. "I love talking with
people. It is the thing 1 enjoy most about my work," she said.

'The most difficult part ofherjob is being the only person
doing what she does. "The students help out," she said, "but
there is so much to do. I want to do more than we have the
power to do. With such a small population of Jewish
students, we've become rather insular at Mount Holyoke.
We need to let people know what is going on."

As a woman. Rabbi Braun is very sensitive tohow women
are addressed in Jewish texts. Although the laws were
written for men, and men probably wrote the Torah, Rabbi
Braun sees Judaism as "a dynamic force, moving on, it has
to evolve with the world."

She said she feels women must be knowledgeable of
Jewish law in order to know what questions to ask and how
to establish new rituals. "We are in a different world now,"
she told me, "and we have to re-interpret. . . add our own
interpretations." Rabbi Braun views herself as a fairly

traditional rabbi and thinks we must "work within the
system and hope it can take modernity."

Looking back on her youth. Rabbi Braun feels she was on
a spiritual path and was simply acting on her love for

Judaism. Without much encouragement, she continued on
that path, always questioning and seeking answers. Now,
as an incredibly enthusiastic and energetic role model for

many students, she prefers to be culled Carolyn.
"Rabbi Braun," she said. "It stih sounds funny to me."
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Interviewing L AMHERST r November 21 & 22
Resumes wiD be accepted throu^ November 8th

Meet Kevin Rendino, Carolyn Jones and Patrice

Franco. They participated in the Merrill Lynch
Individual Investor Intem/MBA Program and
their program experience helped them ad-

vance quickly to new professional challenges.

Kevin, Carolyn and Patrice will continue to rely

on what they learned during the program to

help them succeed throughout their Merrill

Lynch careers.

The Program can help put you on the

Merrill Lynch fast track. As a program partici-

pant you are offered a challenging position in

one of the Merrill Lynch Individual Investor

business units where you work under the guid-

ance of a senior manager. Program positions

are available in product development, market-

ing and finance.

Throughout the program you are exposed

to firm strategy through meetings with senior

management and you participate in task force

projects which help a variety of business units

to meet their strategic objectives. Formal

classes address career development issues

and help you enhance your leadership skills.

You are given responsibility and accountability

and your program experience will help posi-

tion you for fast-track success in the Merrill

Lynch Individual Investor organization.

Candidates for the Individual Investor

Intem/MBA Program have outstanding records

of achievement in their academics, extracur-

ricular activities and work experience. They
are interested in the challenge of the fast-paced

financial services industry and want to be rec-

ognized for their accomplishments.

If you have the talent, creativity, energy
and commitment to be a winner at Merrill

Lynch, the Individual Investor Business Group
is offering an unequaled opportunity to excel.

To find out more, write us:

Individual Investor Intem/MBA Program
Merrill Lynch
P.O. Box 9056

Princeton, NJ 08543-9056

Merrill Lynch
A tradition of trust.

c^ m." td'r^ ^^- "PP^'rtunity employer
© 1991, Merrill Lynch & Company. IncCompany. Inc
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Quote of the Day
"Shut that door, you scum. There's a

draft," said one of the guards.

— Passagefrom One Day in the Life of

Ivan Denisovich by Alexander

Solzhenitsyn
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YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By SHADOW

ARIES (Mtnch 21 April 19); An
old friend could help you gel the ciedii

you need. Be honest about your debix.

Your social life accelerates. Take care

not to go oveilxNUTi when enienaining.

Romance moves lo center Mage.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Business negolittions could be
fru.sireiing today Look on the bnghl
side. A former oMociate will offer you
both imponani matenals and moral
support. Be careful not to neglect your
loved ones.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): The
atmosphere at woti is lively today.

You may find it difficult lo

communicated with your loved one.

Travel is best postponed. Slop kidding

yourself in umance.

CANCER (June 2 1 -July 22): A
good day for doing things with people

you really care about. You will be held

to any promises you make now! Leave
early if you have an important
appointment this evening.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Befriend

someone new to your office or
neighborhood. A lasting friend.ship is

possible. Show more initiative at work.

Consult a lawyer ifyou have any doubts

about a real estate transaction.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Snap
into action and deal at once with a

financial matter. A phone call or letter

gives you (he inspiration you need to

tackle a difficult project. You
perserverance pays off handsomely.

UBRA (Sept. 23-Oci 22): Slop
sitting on the fence Once you make a
firm decision, you will reap new
benefiu. Co-wwkers are friendly but

not very helpful. Tackle profecLs you
can hamtle alone.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 21):

S'eer clear of dubious investments.

Disuni affairs look more promising
than anticipated. Be practical when
making social plans. Keep things simple
and inexpensive.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec.
21): A morning shopping trip could
yield some terrific bargains. Self-

improvement activities enjoy highly

favorable influences Rmpioyees who
are flexible will move up quickly.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

A message or letter brings gratifying

news. People who work behind the

scenes will help you advance yourplans
Cult) your social life. Romance may
have 10 take a temporary back.seal to a

career.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Refuse to be rallied by gossip. Let other

people decide when an announcement
should be made. Things get hectic when
visitors show up in droves at your place
of employment. Mind your manners.

PISCES (Feb. I9-Man:h 20): Do
everything possible lo bring a parent

and child closer together The financial

moves you make now could fetch you
top dollar later on. A search for a new
career proves successful.

Tociay's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor DaveMassey

PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Terry Starmer

Production Chris Prell,

Seth Kaye, Ali Woolwich, Kim Frisino
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football
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

his second strong start in a row while going 23 for 3

1

against the Cardinals. The Vikings may have trouble
running against a Patriot defense that is ranked
second in the AFC against the run, so expect them to

take full advantage of the worst ranked pass defense.

Erratic performances by the Patriot offense make
it impossible to take even seven points. Hopefully the
two weeks off will have given them time to re-group
and to realize that Jon Vaughn and Jeff Russell are
the team's future and not Hugh Millen.

Take note of the fact that this week's game be-

tween the Bears and the Packers will take place
tomght in Green Bay. Packer linebacker Bryce Paup
is listed as questionable so Chicago should get their

running game on track against a weak Packer de-

fense.

This week's picks in CAPS: (H) : Home
BEARSl-3) VS iH)Packer8. 0ILERS(-4) VS

(H (Miami. lH)STEELERSt-3 L2) VS Seattle.

(H)SA1NTSM3) VS Tampa Bav. VlKINGS(-7) VS
tHiPats. JETS(-12» VS (HHTol'ts. CHIEFS(-1) VS
tH>Broncoa. L10NS(+7) VS (H)49er8.
lHK:HARGERSt-5 1/2) VS Browns. iH)BlLLS(-13)
VS Bengal8,lH>RAIDERS(-4) VS Rams. FALCONS(-
2>VSiH)Cardinal8

Last week : 6-3-1

Season: 35-26-1

Roy Alexander is a Collegian Spt^rts Columnist

Sox may stay in Winter Haven
Move to Fort Myers now on back burner

FORT MYERS. FL- (AP) The Boston Red Sox may scrap

plans to move their spring training home from Winter

Haven to Fort Myers, a team official said.

"I told Winter Haven that the issue had not been settled."

Red Sox attorneyJohn Donovan told the News- Press in Fort

Myers for today's editions.

This city has already spent $250,000 to lure the team and
Mayor Wilber Smith and other city officials say an agree-

ment on a new stadium is expected this week.

The Winter Haven City Comission on Monday voted to

allocate $2 .25 million to renovate the team's current stadium

ifthe team agrees to stay through 1993. That's the year Fort

Myers is hoping to have completed construction of its new
stadium.

"I consider every proposal that's coming forward until

the matter is wrapped up," Donovan said. "Winter Haven is

putting some documents together. They are also making
some presentations." Winter Haven wants the Red S«)x to

agree to a new 10-year contract.

"The Red Sox came back to us and said. "We don't know
if we have a deal with Fort Myers or not.™ siud Winter
Haven ManagerCarl Cheathem. "Contraiy to reportscoming
out of Fort Myers, we have not been eliminated."

But Fort Myers is still at the top of the Red Sox' list.

Smith said Tuesday from Boston. He said negotiations with

Red Sox officials were going well and he hoped to present a

lease to the city council later in the week.

"We have really been assured by the Red Sox that we can

complete the negotiations." he said. "1 believe we're still on

schedule. Winter Haven is continuing to make themselves

available to the Red Sox. It is indicative of the value they

place on the Red Sox."

City Councilman Bruce Grady, who has opposed the

downtown stadium site, predicted that city taxpayers would

not be happy with the latest development.

"If this is true. I think the solid majority ofthe taxpayers

will oppose the project." Grady said.

But Councilwoman Ann Knight said Grady might be

blameworthy if the Red Sox pick Winter Haven. She said

the council's inability to provide a united front may have
turned off Red Sox officials.

In other Red Sox news, the team on Tuesday announced
aSl-gamespringexhibitionscheduale.includingtwogames

at RFK Stadium m Washington.
The schedule begins March 7 with a game against the

Detroit Tigers at Cham l)i>akes Park m Winter Haven, one
of 15 home games for the Red Sox.

IkMton opens the 1992 season on Tuesday. April 7.

against the New York Yankees at Yankiv Stadium.
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MANPAR1N/S2ECHL/ENCUISINE

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
10 Beicherlown Rd. • Route 9 Amher$l • 256-0«5 1/0252

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

EVERYDAY
Minimum $15 plus $2 delivery charge

BUFFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buffet Served Saturday 5-9p.m.

Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-lhurs.
Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL \OU CAN EAT $5.99

Eating Disorder Programs
Fall 1991 Sponsored by Unwrerty Heami Sefwoes

Eating Disorder Self-Help Groups
Led by trained students recovered from an eating disorder

Open to anyone Confidentiality Assured Call 549 2671.

Clinic IV. (or more information

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For individuals with Nutriiionisis, Mental Health Clinician.

PtiysKaan arxlor Nurse Practitionef

Mondays or Tuesday* - beginning Osplainbsr 17, Uni-

versity Healtfi Services ConidsniaWy Assured.

Call 549-2671. Cliroc IV

Food and Feelings Workshop
Led by Peer Health Educators to schedule for yoiM^ Rest

dence Hall cal 549-2671 , ext. 181

professors react
CONIINUtD FROM PAGf H

James said attacks made by White House conser-
vativt»s, led by Republican Senators Ornn Hatch and
Arien Specter ajjainst Hill wert* both racist and sexist.

Hill was accused of being "a woman scorned."
which James said fit into the stereotype of the "pro-
miscuous black woman." and she was accused ofbeing
"delusional," which James said fit into the stereotype
of "women as hysterical."

Raymond said Anita Hill's treatment by the Sen-
ate Committee may inhibit women from leveling
charges of sexual harassment.

"I certainly think it will raise consciousness about
sexual harassment. . . however if ! was a woman
experiencing sexual harassment, after watching Anita
Hill the last thing I would do is bring charges,"
Rajrmond said.
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NOBODY'S

J Men handise

\ from the Top I

SpfciaUy Stores

in the

voc^^

RT. 9 AMHERST/HADLEY
BETWEEN SUPER
STOP' N' SHOP &

LIQUORS 44

AT T» IE

CAMPUS
PLAZA

United Slates

W/^/-^

.-^-i-

Ladles

Blazers

$19.
99

REG. 80.00' 175.00

Ladies

Skirts

$0 99
REG. 29.00 -U5.00

Lxidies

Pants & Jeans

REG. 30.00 ' lt2.00

m/esIFAWSRCOAT
\/AlO(eDATS300.oo

/VA/tff.

Appefss.

P//P/Ve#.

DRAm(}Oerr<f^ATr,>m

FIRST QUALITY & SLIQHT IRREQULARS

NOBODY'S
PERFECr

Not even the be.st known specialty Si

department .st4»res in the U.S. They
make mistakes, too...That's when

our buyers take advanta};e and pass
the savings onto you!

CAMPUS PLAZA RT 9AMHfRSI/HAIHiY

Phone 256-8686

Hours:
Sun. 12pm 6pm • Mon., Turs., Wed. lOam-dpm

Thurs., Fri. lOdm-Vpm • Sof. 10dm-6pm
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IF YOU ARE OVER 18
BE A BARTENDER!

LOCAL/NATIONAL PLACEMENT
ASSISTANCE

DAY/EVENING ONE WEEK
NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER CLASSES
NOW FORMING. CALL TODAY

747-9888

165-, MAIN ST. SUITE 202 • SPRINGFIELD

Sign up to see Captain Powell at the Mather Career
Center. ResLimes are not required. Visit date is

Oct. 21 1991 from 10am till 2pm. Or for more info

call 1-800-255-8762.

SPECIALS THIS WEEK
Get the best of all v\ i)rldh, low prices and selection,

combined with a warm, pensionable store.

BUD LIGHT Sn.'^'cs

^v.lvJlv^ ......••••••••, ^H.^, cs.

HEINEKEN $8.*^*
1 2pk

MOOSE HEAD .
$7.*^*

1 2pk

CORONA $4.^(>pk

Popov

Vodka $3.99 1751.

Denars

Scotch $23.99 itsl

Busch

1/2 Barrel $39.90
& EREK ICE

S CPCCA^

ROUTE 9, HADLEY, Between Burger King & Dunkin Donuts • 584-8174

Classifieds
((mroimcoij^.ciANomct: iiu:\MPi!sci:mR'im'Rm^^^^ . ykAvoRivtmioRSTvnim . c\shinmm

AcnvmES

HOT SPOTS T SHMTS
On sjte ,n CC Concourse
Oct 16 18

Sponsoced by Business CM)

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Nad CroM Blood Orivo
Tfiufs Oclobaf 1 71h

Campus C«nl«f Room 101
1100400 p»n

Sponsor Alpha Delia Phi

SOCIETY FOR HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT (SHRM) is holding a mttH
ing Thursday. Octobor 1 7 in SBA room 312
(lacuOy loungo) m 6 30 Anyon* mMHMMd
in H R IS iii«loom« to oltond

SOUTH ASIAN CLUB
Goneral me«<ing
CC room 91 1915 "

Thurs. ITlhaOOPM
Bethwt

UECHI-RVU Karate Classical Okmawan
Karate Wed and Fn 6 00PM Amhersi
Community Ans Cenlei Call 66b 4501

WORKING IS COMMG
Go to 41

UMTG

AUTO FOR SALE

EOITMG A TXnORMG

Editing, engllsh language tutoring,
wordprocessing olleriKt by (t>lired loacher

to Mtemabonal students and non Engksh
maiors OunA service, modest tees 2S3
3354

DEBATE

Are you interaalad m put>lK' speatung?

Would you kke to partopale in a Mock Tnal

Compemon or other competitive debate''

Come to the UMaii Oable Society Meeting

on Wednesday 700 m Itie Debate Trailer or

cal S45 3509 lor nxire inlormation

FOR RENT

2 large roomed apt Heal mc Center of

Amherst ?56 1 1 24

FMOGE RENTALS ?53 9742 Free Delivery

LARGE BEDROOMW 38DRM Puffton^
with own bathroom available Nov 1 CaH 549
0748

TOWNHOUSE 2 BEDROOM I 1/2 balh Bus
route N Amherst 1 567 1352

FOR SALE

83 TRANS AM
76K miles great sluqja
J2500 or BO.
549 6781 Perry

COLLEGE PQZA

COLLEGE PIZZA
Fall Special

Small cheese S3 50
Large cheese S6 00

f^ree soda writh purchase of a large sub .

salad, or spaghetti

5496096 549 6073
Must menhon this ad

3REOHOTChiliPepperti>alB U 11/1 Fuii

ANegrotounngbikeSlSOorBO Cold plate.

$20 or BO Can 2S60985

COMPtTTER FOR SALE
$600 Call Clin

549-1762

HONDA CB3S0 MOTORCYCLE 4700m
green windshield and extras S400 253-0951

LFECVCLE- Computenzed aerobic trainer

prolessional health club model Excellent

oorxition $1 100 2S6-0080

NEW 4 USED COMPUTERS
Call Damn 6 2270

SPEAKERS
{000 v.ilue

Must sen $280 obo 546 1039

INSTRUCTION

GUITAR LESSONS Leivn what you want
Jon Gamer 665 7756

~Know belore you go.' Where to worli . kve

and ski tree m Colorado's resorts Current

guide to Aspen. Vail. Brecken ridge and
morel $16 95 Call I 800 7886174

HELP WANTED

EXTERKM PAINTERS
Eipenenced student painters neededtopainl

Amherst area homes Full or part time

Amenca's College Painters (800) 626-6267
'Painting Amenca's homes coast to coast*

OVERSEAS JOBS. $900 2000 mo sum-
mer, yr round, all countnes. all fields Free
info Write UC. PO B«52 MAOI Corona Del
Mar CA 9262S

MUSICIANS

GuKar Lessons Begmning/lniermedlate

Relaxed ainoosphere. senous lessons $10/

hr Can Tim 256 6300

"• INTERNSHIPS "•

SPRING 1992 INTERNSHIPS with the Le
gal Services Center, gel harxis on enpen-

ence m the legal liekt work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 15 under

graduate credits No expenence in the legal

profession necessary training provided
Contact Legal Services today 545-1995.

922 Campus Center

TRAVEL

CrulaetMper person 5di^/4 nighl

hotel Plan now lor your break Very kmAed
otter C^ now 1 800 621 057?

SOME RELIABLE TOURS areni so re*
abl« Thats why Man* Gras Travel has the
#1 lor tor )un price guarantee to MoWreal i

SEX LIES IN THE MONTREAI BAR
CRAWL ' Party weekends inckide 2 nights ft

transp Group leaders travel FREEi
(LAGNAF) Cal today 61 7 444 1 1 1 1 We're
f1 tor tun'

TYPING

PAPERS TYPED: $1 SOrtyped page
Ojck. Accurate Service Cal Bnan 546
3563

WORD PROCESSING, laser pnnting. pa
pers. resumes, theses Rosemary 259- 1 786

VAN HALEN TKKETS

Van Halsn llckels tor sale tor Hantord
10/29 First level seats, only lour tickets

available, act now Can Bnjce at 253-0531

PERSONALS

JAY.
Oh by the way
You're ugly

JEN FROM BAKER
Who s your cute Inend
from Van Meter''

The Fiekl Guy

ZIPPY TURNS 2t

on Sal

He Ha
Feel the Pain

ST. JUOE - Thank you
Forgivingust>avaGale2?vea>sago.tod.iy

0UCKHUMT1W1
Calcfi them betoie Itie psycho benbrc do

Happy Birlhdayi Have a giMI day Oonl
worry we Mil hove ton tonghli
Love. Lisa

To Laufen. Laura. M,nt Oave Doug Chris

Toby Jpherson Sharon. Jod«.Det)b«ol

3

west

U Guys R the best'

KAY

Mottier Tucker - The Man and his dream
The man Gape Tucker
The Dream To t>e 2

1

Happy21stGabe
TheOURoofiNes(ie The Moth Geek. Oub.
Coach Many, and Russ)

As Ihe ctownhead Sutra s.iy«.

(kiddtvi mmd is IXiv<> C". mind
10.000 bows on llie bidhdiiy ol

Ihettolyone

STACY NEALE
Happy Anravcrs.iry Slocy K

has been two gmal years C>ei ready tor a
romanlic weekend! I ove Ake.iy!. Dcnns

THORR B- Kippy nir|hd.iy>

Slay -./..y Irom th«> ctiampagne now you're
aFOSSH. hahame

B06M0NAHAN

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK A DISCI $1 75 00 DJs. VJs. Karaoke
lor house/ Fomial parties. Call 586-9900

NEC LAPTOP COMPUTER. 640K Two
720K dnves Pop up programs New pro-

grams Ouattro pro. Reflex 2 0. Keymailer.

Gofer 2 0, More Cotor monitor Work cen-

ter 773 8997

•THE EMPEROR WEARS NO CLOTHES"
Buy the Bible of Ihe Legalization

Movement now! Only $1 4 call Scott at

2534245

LOST
SmaH box necklace w/ 4 charms Sentimental

vakie If found please call Dawn @> 546-3042

PUB FRIDAY OCT. 117
Did U see a black lackel w/ polar bear

intenor'' Pleasei Can Liz 549 3785

Reward- Lost Tissot watch with brown ban.

sentimental value If foiind call 546-4403

Kathleen:

We never saw that cule guy, so we deci- ''Xl

to send you a personal instead

Love. Sharon and Karolyn

SmmM- Thanks for forgetting your otdp t

Inends Tom. Rach. Jul. Shyno S Werm Just
kidding (wench)

WAYNE FROM PIKE
I'm sorry

I tove you.

Maggy

.H. H.ippy2lstbirthday

An you lad«s watch out because Phtl will gel
smashed and try to wax your booty
The Boys (and girl) at the Bkie House

CAROLYN!
Happy 21stl

Love

Your Co Libra

JOSHG.
I'd like to l>c more than |ust fnends
Wil. you go to dinner with me''
ni .pond here

S
' icttelle Hogan ol Tn J,;gma

ou're Ihe greatest roommate
i^appy Brrihday love ya Nicole

ROSE MENOONCA
H^^PY BIRTHDAY
-Tan Man

TODD AND DEREK
We miss you'

Love Maria and Andrea

ULYSSES, SIGEMUND. BEOWULF,
Redcross. Arthur, Dave Gale. Tnstram. The
List goes on

HEROK DAVE G.

The Dave continuum.

an daves everywhere, solute you

FOR UNTO US IS born a son. 22 years ago
today, m the town ol Wilbraham. province ol

Hamden. while shepherds watched their

flocks

Hafipy Bkltiday
to Ihe oklest

LHAi&s sludor*

mhotorytn
Love. JiN

SERVICES

BKVCLE BROKEN?
Can VM
546 0119

ORDER AVON*
S46 1999

Can tor lirocfiurp

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy last, inlormation or

supporf Cal lor free and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam
Street. Nonh,impton b86 3000 or

Greenfield /74 6019

FREE pregnaiKy testing; confidential and
caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No
Pleasant Street Amherst 549 1906

Seniors and Juniors
T ime to think aboul resumes
Let me help you design your resume
I oHer prolessional resumes at

college prices

Can Andy at 549-4002

TYPING: Theses, papers laser. OuaMy
Dot Matnx Camera Ready Art Posters.
Flyers 549 0006
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Harvard shuts out women's soccer, 1-0
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Yesterday, the University of Massachusetts women's
soccer team got Httle accomphshed in the offense end of the
field and lost its second straight game, this time to Harvard,
1-0.

The Minutewomen (8-3) have had difficulties scoring
goals the last few games and it has cost them. After cruising
through the first nine games looking very much like a
national power, the team is now in a slump.

"It's disappointing." UMass coach Jim Rudy said. "It's

the same old thing, we aren't finishing our plays. Harvard
came out and played as well as they could, and we didn't."

In the 40th minute Har\ard'8 Skyler V'inton collected the
ball about 25 yards out m front ofthe UMass net. Vinton hit

a soft shot towards the upper left corner of the net that

somehow eluded UMau goalie Briana Scurry and went into

the net, according to Rudy.
"It wasn't a hard shot, she just dinked one, I think she

miss hit it," Rudy said. "I don't know how it got in. Bri was
up there, she was close enough, I don't know, it just got by

her. It was a real strange-looking play, just a little floater."

For a goalie like Scurry, who early in the year was
pitching shutouts like Orel Hershiser, "little floaters" don't

usually get by.

Vinton's shot was one of only two Harvard had in the

game, which might tell where most of the play was. Mas-
sachusetts had 10 shots in the contest.

"At times we dominated the game," Rudy said. "The first

'25 minutes ofplay we were at them but we just kept missing

the play down by the net. It seemed like we always blew the

last pass or we took the wrong shot."

The Minutewomen did hit two posts on the day. In the

second half Colleen Milliken drove a shot from 18 yards out

that struck the upright, later in the half Polly Hackathom
came in from the left side and just missed the net with a

shot.

Later in the halfPaula Wilkens crossed a pass in front of

the net that Milliken just missed getting to, according to

Rudy. Near the end of regulation Michele Woodaide broke

the left flank with a good scoring bid. According to Rudy,

Woodside's shot had the Harvard keeper beat but the ball

struck a defender in fix)nt of the net.

One ix)int of attack that has been missing from the

Massachusetts attack is the cornerkick. UMass outcurnered

Harvard 7-1 yesterday. The Wilkens-HoUy Hellmuth com-

bination earlier in the year was nearly unstoppable. Six

times in the first seven games Wilkens served it up and
Hellmuth headed it in. The last three games they have been
shutout.

"We haven't put away a good corner," Rudy said. "It is

something we have to work on and possibly change our

strategy. Teams have been packing it in on the comers and
confronting our players, especially Holly."

Satiirday, UMass hosts undefeated and 16th ranked
Notre Dame.

Minutemaniacs ready to run wild at UMass
By DAVID SCOTT
ColIetHH'. <fafr

A band from Liverpool, England brought

us 'Beatlemania.' wrestler Hulk Hogan was
the cause of 'Hulkamania' and now the

UMass campus is about to be stricken with

Minutemania."
Minutemaniacs. a newly formed student

booster organization established under the

auspices ofthe Athletic Development Office,

is seeking a few (200) good people to help

cheer on UMass sports teams,

"It'sjust a baby now." said Minutemaniacs
President and founder, senior Gabe Tucker.

"It's been chaotic getting it started but it's

something that can be big."

Working in conjunction with John
Niti^- ' '

• director of the Athletic Devel-

opm< ice which oversees the UMass
Athletic Fund. Tucker began formulating
plans for a type of fan club that could unite

students and help to show support for the

UMass sports program, specifically basket-

ball, football and lacrosse.

"I like all UMass sports," Tucker said.

"But I'm more of a hoop fan than anything
else."

Nitardy founded a similar group called

"Jaguar Pride" while at the University of

South Alabama and thus gave Tucker
guidelines to follow in launching the
Minutemaniacs.

"It's good to get students involved in the

athletic programs while they're still in

school," Nitardy said. "It gets the morale
going among the students."

Membership in the club costs $20 and
includes many benefits including a t-shirt, a

newsletter, a car decal. a membership card

and perhaps most importantly, seating in

the end zone section behind the basket for

basketball games. For now, membership is

limited to the first 200 students who sign

up.

Although members will still have to wait
in line for tickets ( thisyearseats are reserved
for basketball), every effort will made to

have the Minutemaniacs sit together in the

end zone section

While the Minutemaniacs probably won't

Roy makes his picks
for Sunday's games
Kansas City is back in the spotlight.

After their 42-7 slaying of the Dolphins
last week it is now apparent that the
Chiefs have regained last year's offensive
form. In the last two games they have
averaged 39 points per game.

Running back Chritstain Okoye had
another big week, gaining 153 yards on
the ground. Last year was a sub-par sea-
son for the All-Pro running back because
of a series of oflf-the-field problems. With
his problems behind him, he has gone on
to gain 664 yards this season and a 4.8
yards-per-carry average.

Roy Alexander

In addition to Okoye, the Chiefs have
two other highly talented running backs
in Harvey Williams and Barry Word, who
made the Pro Bowl last year. With such a
powerful running game now in tact, quar-
terback Steve DeBerg will have an easier
time.

Since the defense has kept Kansas
City alive up to this point, the Chiefs have
remained close enough to make a run at
the AFC title against the defending
champion Buffalo Bills. After their 36-6
whipping of the Bills on Monday Night
Football two weeks ago, the Chiefs believe
that they can go all the way to the Super
Bowl.

The Chiefs are only one game behind
Buffalo in the race for that all important
home field advantage during the playoffs.

While it is still early to be talking of the
playoffs, a suprisingly weak AFC sets the
stage for an early race among the three
division leaders, Kansas City, Buffalo and

Houston
Even though the Broncos are 4-2, the

match-up between Denver and Kansas
City (5-2) will not be as close as their

records may indicate. All of the teams
that Denver has beaten have a combined
total of seven wins. Two weeks ago the
Broncos were absolutely embarrassed by
the Oilers.

Now that the Chiefs have gotten their

offense back on track, you can expect to

see them pick apart a mediocre Bronco
defense. Against the number one ranked
defense in the AFC, the running and
passing attacks of Denver will have a
difficult time putting many points on the
board. Kansas City is the best pick this

week as only a one point favorite.

It's time for the San Diego Chargers to

wake up and begin their season. Last
week quarterback John Friesz showed
signs of making something of an other-
wise disgusting season as he threw for

over 300 yards. However, the normally
fxitent running attack was held to a mere
89 yards.

Looking back at this season will only
hamper any future progress. The Charg-
ers must start all over, beginning this

week against Cleveland. The Browns are
ranked second in the AFC in defense but
their offense is pathetic. Only the explo-

sive Indianapolis Colts and the Pats rank
lower.

Opportunities like this don't come of-

ten, so if the Chargers wish to keep any
form of self-respect, they must win at

home againstthe Browns. San Diego won't
run away with this one, but they should
cover the 5 1/2 points.

Viking's quarterback RichGannon had

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

be as rowdy and rambunctious as the Wash-
ington Redskins fans known as the "Hogs,"

or the "Dawg Pound" members in Cleveland,

Tucker hopes the club can generate some
excitement at sporting events.

"I believe the support is there for the

basketball program."Tucker said. "Together
we can boost the team more."

UMass basketball coach John Calipari

called the club a "neat" idea and stressed the

importance ofhaving the fans root for UMass
and not against opposing teams.

"It will bring the campus together and
the students together," Calipari said. "The
students can have a Little identitv (when
coming to the games).'

Tucker hopes that if there is enough
interest in the club then road trips to away
games as well as pre- and post-game parties

can be arranged.

"It could really catch on and I think the
team would like that kind of8upport,"Tucker
said. "I like doing something for the school."

Nitardy said that money raised from
membership fees will be put aside into an
account and members can later decide on

what to spend the funds on.

"The money generated can go toa specific

thing." Nitardy said. "For instance (the

members) could decide to buy a new mascot
uniform for the teams."

Nitardy used the example ofa mascot as

a way to illustrate what he believes is a need
for more promotion and better marketing of

the Umversity as a whole, and he thinks the

Minutemaniacs can help to begin this pr()-

cesB.

"Anything we do to generate enthusiasm
on and off campus is a positive," Nitardy
said, stressing that it won't be "out ofcontrol

fun."

Both Nitardy and Tucker are very opti-

mistic about the future ofthe Minutemaniacs
and look forward to having fans attend other
sporting events aside from the big three.

Also down the road is the possibility of an
exclusive section being set-up when the

MuJlins Center is completed, Nitrady said.

Information regarding the
Minutemaniacs can be obtained at the
Athletic Development Oftice in 225B Boyden
building.

Tennis rained out but
ready for New Englands
By LILLIAN K. LEGGIO
Collegian Staff

With the possibility of rain thre.icening

Tuesday's match between the University of

Massachusetts and Holy Cross University
women's tennis teams, UMass moved ahead
to a 4-2 lead by the conclusion of singles

play.

Unfortunately for UMass, the rain didn't

hold up and the match was officially called
no contest.

"Normally, we'd make it (the match) up,"

said UMass coach Edwin Gentzler. "But
with both teams heading into the New
Englands this weekend, we don't have the
time."

The New England Championship Tour-
nament will be held on October 19-20th in

Burlington, Vermont. The participants in
the tournaments besides UMass are the
Universities of Connecticut, Hartford,
Harvard. Rhode Island, and Vermont.

UMass has the misfortune of possessing
the worst record of the six teams. However,

.^
ofthe five teams, UMass has played UConn,
Harford, URI, and Vermont, defeating
Hartford 6-3 and URI 8-1.

"The wins against Rhode Island and
Vermont were considered upsets," said
Gentzler. "We are clearly the underdogs
here, but this is the best possible time for us
to play because we have a lot ofmomentum
from our recent wins."

Gentzler also concedes that momentum
played a large part in the Minutewomen's
successful play against Holy Cross. Going
into Tuesday, UMass had won two in a row.

"I think the team feels like as long as they
stay close," said Gentzler. "They can win the
match."

UMass' Kelly Grim got things started by
disposing of Adriana Banga in under an

hour by a score of6- 1 , 6-0. In another match
under 60 minutes, Gail Girasella, UMass'
No. 3 player, defeated Stephi Govatsos 6-1,

6-1.

In the match against Holy Cross, Kerry
Kamiski came back from being down in the
second set against Holy Cross' Sarah Mick,
to notch her match 6-2, 7-5. Diedre O'Brian
lost to UMass' Amy Ryan in straight sets 6-

4, 6-0.

In one ofUMass* two singles losses. No. 1

player Shizuko Yamasaki lost a first set
lead and the match to Tracy Porier 7-6, 6-2.

Shortly before the singles matches ended
and the doubles began, the rains came,
making it hazardous to play on the slippery
courts. Doubles play was promptly canceled.

"We were disappointed that the match
was called because we were playing so well
up to that point," Gentzler said. "Still, it was
a confidence booster and a good warm-up for
the New Englands."

SPORTS NOTICE
" WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
TRYOUTS: The University of Mas-
sachusetts of women's basketball
team will be holdingtryouts this week.
Those interested in playing for the
team should report to theCurryHicks
Cage at 6 p.m. this Thursday and at
7:30 p.m. on Friday or callJill Rooney
at 645-1254.

INTRAMURALS: Entries due
October 21 for foul shootingand three-
point shooting contests. Stop by
Boyden gym room 216 or call 546-
0022 for details.
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Garden honors UMass founder
William Clark set up ties with Japanese college

CoUagUa pkolo bjr Mall iUha

Chancellor O'Brien and Tsutomu Hiroshige, pretiident of Hokkaido University, at the
dedication of the William Smith Clark Memorial near Butterfield dorm yesterday.

By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

With red, cherubic cheeks and amazing lungs, music
Professor Walter Chesnut vibrantly trumpeted open the
dedication ceremony for the William S. Clark Memorial,
located near Butterfield Residence Hall yesterday.

The memorial was erected in memorial of Clark, the
first sitting president ofthe forerunner ofthe University
of Massadiusetts, Massachusetts Agricultural College.

Many ofthe speakers said the rock garden symbolizes
the ties between UMass and its sister college, Hokkaido
University in Sapporo, Japan. Both agricultural univer-
sities were founded by Clark in the 1800s

"Almost all Japanese know him. He's famous." said
Ryosuke Suganami, a teaching assistant in Asian lan-

guages department. "He's known for his words, 'Boys, be
ambitious.'

"

Professor Yukie Horiba, who teaches Japanese at
UMass, noted how "from our history books every Japa-
nese peraon knows his name and the fact that he came
from the US"

The project's design evolved out ofa discussion ofhow
to commemorate the centennial of Clark's death.

One professor commented that if a similar ceremony
had been held in Japan, steps would have been taken to

have translations available for visitors.

'Japanese don't expect foreigners to team their lan-

guage," she said.

Another professor noted that Chancellor Richard
O'Brien, who made a short speech, should have been told

how to correctly pronounce the name of Hokkaido Uni-
versity President Tsutomu Hiroshige, who was also at

the ceremony.
Hiroshige was awarded an honorary degree. "The

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Superior Court
ruling protects
abortion clinics
By TONY ROGERS
Associated Press

BOSTON — A Middlesex Superior Court judge yester-
day made permanent an injunction issued last year that
prohibits anti-abortion activists from blocking access to
clinics statewide.

In a 150-page decision that compared anti-abortion
protest tactics to those of segregationists who once blocked
schools to Black students, Judge Peter M. Lauriat entered
the injunction against Operation Rescue B<raton, the Pro-
Life Action Network, and 38 individual attendants.

The ruling bars the defendants or anyone acting in

concert with them from obstructing access to clinics. Pen-
alties include up to 2 1/2 years imprisonment and a $5,000
fine.

But even as the ruling was issued, police in Springfield
reported arresting about a dozen anti-abortion activists

who staged a sit-in at the Hamden Gynecological Clinic on
Maple Street.

Lauriat issued a preliminary injunction in May 1990 in
the wake ofseveral Operation Rescue protests that effectively
blocked and shut down clinics where abortions were per-

formed.

In his ruling yesterday, Lauriat said the protesters'

tactics were similar "to those of the segregationists three
decades ago. who blocked entrances to educational institu-

tions in the South and elsewhere.
"The defendants' harsh and angry defiance of the rule of

law, and of the constitutionally and legally protected rights

oftheir fellow citizens, is intolerable in this society," Lauriat
wrote.

Women's groups applauded the ruling.

"What the judge has decided today is that women have
the right to be protected against civil rights violations that
occur in front of these clinics when the anti-abortion fanat-

ics physically bar access," said Ellen Zucker, president of

the Boston Chapterofthe National Organization forWomen.
Operation Rescue could not be reached immediately for

comment. But the group has said it would not be deterred by
the injunction. In June, several hundred anti-abortion

demonstrators were arrested at three clinics in Brookline.

Students call for closing of Asian Cultural Center
By AMY PRENDERGAST
Collegian SUff

An "Emergency Community Meeting" of

Asian and Asian-American students decided
to take "an action" on the status of the

United Asia Cultural Center, according to a

Cultural Center representative.

About 50 members ofthe Asian and Asian-
American community attended the meeting
held last night in Knowlton Residence Hall.

The press and the general public were

barred from the meeting, which was open
only to those involved with the center, ac-

cording to meeting organizers.

Inside:

Page 3:

Amherst passes a by-law requiring

getting a license to buy a keg.

Page 3:

UMass dedicates a rock garden

to ourfirst president,

William Smith Clark.

Page 8:

The UMass women 's soccer team

hosts the Fightin ' Irish

tomorrow at Boyden field.

Weather
Partly sunny, with temps 65-70.

Tonight will be clear and cool.

Looks like a nice weekend's

in storefor us.

Flyers were posted around campus stat-

ing the meeting was open to "Asian Stu-

dents Only."

"When we originally fought to get the

centers, itwas minority studentswho fought

for the centers and it should be minority

students that decide the destiny of their

centers,* said Alexander Nguyen, Cultural

Center representative and former
Multicultural Affairs Editor for the Colle-

gian.

According to a statement written by a

committee of Asian students and distrib-

uted at the meeting, the Asian Cultural

Center is doing "essentially nothing" for the

Asian and Asian-American students.

The United Asia Cultural Center, along

with all of the University Cultural Centers,

have received minimal funding and space

from the administration, the statement said.

"We should close down the center as a

statement to the University that we will no
longer accept or tolerate its behavior toward
Asians and other minorities," said Nguyen.

The committee's statement described the
Learning Resource Center as a product of

"token funding." The administration is

openly exploiting the "Myth of the Model
Minority" and stereotyping the Asian stu-

dents, the committee said.

The organizers hope to transfer the Cul-

tural Center's budget of around $11,000

into the Learning Resource Center.

"By closing our Center, we are unveiling

the University's hypocritical claim of

multiculturalism. Asian students will be

the first to take away the University's abil-

ity to claim true diversity," said the

committee's statement.

Nguyen said the committee will officially

announce its demands at a press conference

to be held Monday at 10 a.m.

!

Colleflan photo by Jeff E(an

A closed meeting of those concerned with the Asian Cultural Center
last night in Knowlton dormitory.
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For Your Information
Friday, October 18

Convention — A Sci-Fi convention sponsored by SCUM
will be held in the Campus Center Auditiorium from 5.00

p.m. to LOO a.m. There will be a registration fee for this

event. The event will run through the weekend, with the

hours on Saturday from 8- K) a.m. to 1 :00 a.m. and the hours

on Sunday 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Special Event —
with all kinds of

Saturday, October 19

— Vintage Vinyl: The Used Record Sale

used records from the WFCR Music

Library, will be held on AmherstTown Common from 10:00

a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Special Event—A service and Shabbat meal will be held

at the Chabad House at 10:00 a.m.

Sunday, October 20

Dance — "Performing Arts Division Samba Space" with

Cuban Dancer Alfredo Castillo will be held in the UM Fine

Arts Center Bezanson Recital Hall at 3:00 p.m.

Meeting — P.O.W.E.R. meeting will be held in 306
Student Union at 7:30 p.m.

Local

dedication

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

memorial has a unique design to bring the East and the

West together,' he said, in English.

Gov. William Weld was in Amherst yesterday and had
lunch with the visiting delegation, which was funded by the

United Nations Day Committee. Weld did not attend the

dedication ceremony.
The project designer, 1987 UMass alumnus Todd

Richardson, was given a print of Clark's home as it stood

before 1890. Clark's home, which burned down, was located

where Van Meter stands today.

"l think this is terrific. [The ceremony I
is a celebration of

the whole process. It marks a new era of collaboration and
of common goals between the U.S. and Japan," said

Richardson. "The memorial doesn't require the viewer to

understand languages. You don't need to speak the lan-

guage to understand the symbolism."

Richard Prescott. great-great-grandson of Clark, said,

"How they ever found us, 1 don't know I didn't know what
to expect. It's very modem

"

t^Siit ^ j:7Tunun ^faiJuti

^n^tiiauxant

MANDARJN4/SZECHUENCUISINE

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

10 Belchertown Rd. • Route 9 Amherst • 256-0251/0252

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

EVERYDAY
Minimum $15 plus $2 delivery charge

L^^BUFFBT 4 SUNDAY BRUNCH
Buttet Served Saturday i-^.m

Buffet sened 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m. -3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99

VOLUNTEER CANVASSERS
NEEDED

to raise funds for the

hungry and homeless

on Shelter Sunday

OCTOBER 20 12:30-5:00

CALL HILL BOSS TO VOLUNTEER
253-5296

Town acts on kegs
Task force passes license restrictions

Coiiecuta pholo by Helena Feder

THE LINES ARE OPEN - StudenU Uking pledges during the

Newman Center Telethon. As of last night, they had collected

$135,190.

By RICOLIVEIRA
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Keg By-Law LicensingTask

Force approved two resolutions which would

lay the foundation of the Amherst Keg Li-

censing By-Law last night in Amherst.

The measures were broken into two
poUcies which would determine who would

be eligible to receive a keg hcense and the

restrictions upon each form of license.

The two forms approved would be a short-

term and a long-term license, each with its

own separate rules and ordinances.

Over the summer the town of Amherst
passed the Keg Licensing By-Law for the

purpose of protecting the "health, safety

and welfare of its inhabitants."

The by-law permits the town ofAmherst

to regulate the possession and dispensing of

kegs containing malt beverages.

The committee passed resolutions which

would establish the Amherst police station

and the town hall as the designated offices

where apphcations to the Keg By-Law could

be attained.

Five arrested in break-in

WRITE
FOR THE

COLLEGIAN

THIS FRIDAY 2-6 PM

THE TOC
SEAFOOD BAR

PEEL 'N' EAT
SHRIMP

$ 4.25/HALF DOZ

FRESH
STEAMERS

$ 4.50/'BUCKET'

y

ATTENTION; FACULTY AND STAFF

October is here and the I nited Way campaign is ah<»ul to hv\>Sn.

This fall, for the Tirst time, .Advocacy NetMork will he listed as an

approved agency by C'OMKC". (Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Kmployees Contribution ) to receive your contribution as a state employee
through ("OMKC \ia I nited Way as the collection agency.

Advocacy Network is an all volunteer group which advocates for the

mentally retarded residing in Western Mavsachusetts.

Through the years. Advocacy Network has been closely involved with

thousands of University of Massachusetts students who have participated

in the long-standing and successful Boltwood Project.

I ask for your Tmancial support through your I nited Way/COMEC
contribution: Please specify Advocacy Network.

If you wish to know more about Advocacy Network, please phone:

(413) 256-1313

University of Massachusetts police ar-

rested five men last night in connection with

a larceny from a residence hall and from a

Hadley business.

Police apprehended the five men, some of

whom are UMass students, in Lot 50 after

bong notified by Hadley Police about a

Iweak-in at Frank's Nursery on Route 9.

Michael Ostrowsky, ofNew York, Steven

F. Parkin.Hon. of North Attleboro; Laurence

M. Shuman, of Newton; Paul R. O'Connor,

ofSpringfield and Christopher N. Speranzo,

of Becket were arrested.

They were charged with larceny from a

Introducing Pitchers

of

Miller Genuine Draft

for $4.25

ONLY AT THE TOC LOUNGE
11th FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

Wbmens Shoes, Chthing & Accessories

Zanna • 1 87 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

413.253.2563

Get Out

Of Town,

Fast!

'^

Our U.S.EXPRESS
Marshals want to run

you out of town . . . and
then bring you back!

Are you going to Boston pardner? Our coaches

give you the fastest service between the Amherst/

Northampton area and Boston.

Tickets are only $ 12 one-way. Get them at the

UMASS campus center ticket window. Coaches

depart UMASS at the Whitmore Horseshoe and

arrive in Boston at Essex St. tacros.? from south station).

UI^ASS fntlay 4 Sunday Schedule

leaves Leaves Arrives

Boston Friday 4 Sunday Schedule

UMASS
1 30pm
2 30 pm.

3 30pm
4 30p III

Sorlhtiiiiplon

1 55pm
2 55pm
J 55 p HI

4 55p m

Boston

345pm
4 45pm
5 45pm
6 4b p III

Leaves

Boston

400pm
5 00pm
600pm
lOOpni

Arrives

Northampton

600pm
700pm
800 p m
9 00 pin

Arrives

UMASS
6 30pm
730pm
830pm
9 30pm

for more into call 582 1313 ^^ ^^

Every application must receive a recom-

mendation for approval the Amherst Police

Chief after a preliminary check.

Scherpa said the process could take

anywhere from 20 minutes to a week "de-

pending on the circumstances."

Scherpa added that denial of license ap-

plications would be based on a computer

check of addresses that had had previous

violations of noise by-laws or excessive keg

amounts.
The long-term license policy requires that

no more than one kegmay be upon a licensed

property at any time. The short-term Keg
license, however, does not have a deter-

mined number of kegs allowed.

Neither the short- nor the long-term li-

cense appHes to empty kegs, only to the

amount of visible full kegs upon a licensed

property. Any individual over 21 is eligible

for a hcense.

The committee stated that no license cap

would be in effect, and that a record of all

applications would be kept for a reasonable

amount of time. The resolutions now move
on to the Town of Amherst committee.

building, receiving stolen property, break-

ing and entering in the night time with

intent to commit a felony and larceny under

$200.

An additional receiving stolen property

charge was lodged against Ostrowsky.

The men allegedly entered Frank's last

night and also stole property from an uni-

dentified residence hall the same night,

police said.

Police were unable to identify which of

the men were students.

—PRESTON P. FORMAN

UM pres. looks to future
ByMICHAE' LEVY
Collegian Staff

The future ofthe University ofMassa-

chusetts will improve through central-

ization ofthe University's five campuses

and better state economic performance,

according to the system's president.

Dr. Elbert K. Fretwell, UMass interim

president, discussed new plans to help

the UMass system in its recovery in a

lecture sponsored by the Amherst League

ofWomen Voters at the Fort River School

in Amherst.
"I am working under the theory that

things will get better, or at least not

worse." Fretwell said.

Fretwell spoke of the need for further

business contributions to help the Uni-

versity. Also, centralizing some of the

functions of the five University of Mas-

sachusetts campuses could help make
the system more efficient, Fretwell said.

An audience member expressed con-

cern with the University's reliance on

business and government grants, point-

ing to the tendency of these grants to be

only related to the sciences.

Fretwell agreed, then cited increased

tax revenues resulting from economic

stabilization as a viable source offunding

for arts and behavioral sciences.

Almost all of the 60 people attending

the lecture said they have connections

with UMass when asked by Fretwell.

The centralized University functions

which Fretwell discussed included a new

payroll and accounting system which he

said will save money and result in better

control over expenditures.

He also said planning will be made

easier through centralization. Fretwell

noted the new computer research at

UMass-Amherst as an example of coop-

erative efforts with business to obtain

additional funding for the University.

Collegian photo by MatI Kahn

Dr. Elbert K. Fretwell
Fretwell added that he is not intent on

centralizing the entire system, only those

parts which will benefit most by it.

Another new innovation is the forma-

tion of task forces to be chaired by cam-

pus chancellors which will work on key

issues, includingbudgetingand academic

programming.
"I'm trying to get people into the habit

of working together," he said.

Before accepting the presidency ofthe

University, Fretwell served as the presi-

dent ofthe State University ofNew York

at Buffalo and the chancellor of the Uni-

versity of North Carolina at Charlotte.

He is trained as a professor of English

and began his career as an elementary

teacher in Brookline.

Fretwell began his term as interim

president on July I. He will retain the

position from six months to two years,

when a permanent president is named by

the board of trustees.

HUNAN GOURMET
?

CHINESE RESTAURANT

ADVOCATE

IHK VAI.I.KA

19 9 1
III Place

The aroma, aound A taste

of authentic Chinese cuisine

prepared Hunan, Szechuan,

Mandarin or Cantonese style

— sspscially for youl

M

9fc

*FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St.. Nortliampton • 585-0202 • Ample Parking

Open 7 Days a Week • NO MSQ
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE S

I
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Editorial Policy
The Editorial/Opinion page

welcomes and encourages col-

umns, letters and cartoons from
UMass and the entire Five Col-
lege area. The following are
some important guidelines to

consider when submitting ma-
terial to the page:
The Editorial staff reserves

the right to edit letters and col-

umns for grammar, clarity and
length.

Submissions must bear the
writer's name, local address and
phone number. This informa-
tion is subject to verification.

Anonymous submissions will

be printed at the editor's dis-

cretion. Letters or columns
written under a pseudon\Tn will

not be accepted.
All submissions must be

typed and double spaced to be
considered for publication.
Untyped material will not be
considered for publication.

Letters should not exceed 50
typed, double-spaced lines.

Columns should not exceed 70
typed, double-spaced lines.

Letters and columns of unrea-
sonable length will not be con-
sidered for publication.

Letters and columns written

in response to a previously pub-
lished letter will not be printed.

Responses to or criticisms of

columns or other Collegian ar-

ticles are restricted to letter

form. Any exceptions to this

guideline will be determined
solely by the editors.

The Editorial staff is not re-

quired to print all submitted
material. All submissions be-

come property of the Collegian
and will not be returned.
The opinions expressed on

this page are those of the indi-

vidual artist or writer and do
not necessarily reflect the views
of the Collegian , its staff or the
Editorial staff.

The Editorial page wants
you. Yes, you, the reader of

these smudgy pages. We are
looking for good writers and
good artists to fill this page
with ideas and opinions. Stop
by the Editorial desk at the
Collegian office, 113 Campus
Center. Your opinions count—
but no one will know what you're

thinking unless you tell them.

A call to feminist action
The last time I recall being spurred to

feminist action came from my first reading

ufa collection offeminist herstorical writings.

A8 I opened the book the words struck me. 1

recall them vividly: To our foremothers

who walked the road before us. so that we
may live in the world we do today." I recognize

that much ofwhat 1 have today did not come
easily nor did it come without the continu-

ous dedication and persistence, joy, anguish

and tears of frustration of many dedicated

women.

Lisa Veshecco

1 urge every woman to perceive the out-

rageous outcome for Anita Hill and ulti-

mately every woman in the country as a call

to action and protest.

The words of Justice Harry Blackmun
resound in my head: "I feel a ctild wind
blow." Justice Blackmun was responding to

the plight of women which he feared for

after the first chip at Roe v. Wade came down
in Webster v. Heprodmine Health Services

(1991). I wish to know what Justice

Blackmun thinks now as he sits as the only

court justice who earnestly and vehemently
advocates for the rights of women.

As the cold wind blows the court over to

the right even more with the addition ofthe

avid fan of I»ng Dong Silver. I feel the chill.

Frankly. I fear for the women of the future

as well for many of us today. I am also

feeling the responsibility I have to make the

world a better, more just and safer place for

women to be. 1 fear for the pitiful demon-
stration of power politics. 1 saw as the boys

continued to knock heads throughout the

circus and Peter Jennings interrupts to ask

who won, the Democrats or the Republi-

cans?

And before Anita Hill even makes her

way to the hearings for the first time, some
bozo named Hatch is yelling for confirma-

tion. And I fear because not one ofthose boys
were any bit closer at the conclusion ofthose

hearings to grasping the concept of sexual

harassment, or the horror of the experience

as Professor Hill retold it. Male laws are

unfit to measure women's experiences.

1 fear that too many men and women say

what happened to Hill is okay because that

is often the dynamic of female/male rela-

tionships. I fear that the workplace is going

to be as open field a place for women as our

homes and streets are now. This is another

clear indication that women are not safe

and will not be protected by those who are

put in government to enact laws to do just

that.

As a legal resident and voter in Penn-
sylvania you bet 1 will hold (Senator ArlenI

Spector accountable for his failure to become
familiar with the nature of sexual harass-

ment as well as for the despicable manner
which he displayed towards Prof Hill dur-

ing her inquisition. Spector, among most
others, hasclearly demonstrated his inability

to represent, and his blatant refusal to un-

derstand, women It'sludicroustoevi'H think

he can.

To many it's sc»en as a sex difTerence.

something that naturally occurs. The expe-

rience of sexual harassment humiliates
many women and minimizes their sense of

self as a human being. The effects of ha-

rassment reduce one to the status of object

Professor Hill tried to tell the S<»nate that

she was being treated as and spoken to as an

object of pleasure.

l.<et's make no mistake If Anita Hill isn't

heard, what makes any of us think that we
will be heard, or our daughters, mothers,

lovers, nieces, aunts, grandmothers or

friends?

Lisa Veshecco is a Collegian Correspon-

dent

The scheme to keep us sniffling, sneezing and coughing
Have you ever stopped to think about the multitude of

runny noses— attached to fevers, watery eyes and hacking
coughs— that become the dominant feature ofUMass right

around the third week of the semester? How about the lone

flu sufferer down the hall who, via the domino effect,

manages to multiply his ailment throughout the floor within

a matter of days?

Well, fear not. for this investigative reporter decided to

find an answer to these mind-boggling questions. How, you
ask, can an answer be found? Let me explain. A solution is

only as close as the discovery ofthe root ofthe problem. Now
the investigative procedure begins.

What, pray tell, is the root— the factor that dictates the

habitat of various viruses (say that 10 times backwards)
throughout the fall and spring semesters? Why must the

short-lived epidemics congregate on the UMass campus?
What better way to find out than to ask the germs them-
selves? Absolutely right! There is no better way. However,
unless you are an idiot, you know that such an endeavor is

not only impossible, but also a sure sign of some type of

personal dysfunction or shortcoming. Therefore, it is neces-

sary to look to the conditions of the said environment in

order to determine what the favorable circumstances ofsaid

germs may be. Observe I did! Aft«r hours of grueling

pavement pounding, wheel turnings and plain exhausting

work, I came up with five possible explanations

1. Colds, coughs and fevers are simply the side effects of

a drug that Whitmore dispenses to the Dining Commons.
The drug, referred to by the suits that walk around the

Worcester D.C. as "It." is only effective when shot directly

into scrod and serves as a brainwashing agent. "It" does the

job well. Many students already believe that UMass admin-
istrators are not overpayed and that the only way to curve

our budget crisis is to increase the size ofthe freshman class

and decrease the number of professors employed.

Diana D'Avanzo
You don't believe me? Well, maybe you can tell me why

the D.C.8 serves scrod every other night? No matter what
you call it — New England Style Scrod, Cajun Style Scrod,

Scrumptious Baked Scrod, Overdone Scrod— it's still

SCROD! There must be a connection. Mull it over. You'll

see.

2. It's all a plot. Every munchy store manager on campus
knows that only a life or death situation would force stu-

dents to purchase ridiculously overpriced cold medications.

This is a particularly convincingargumentwhen we consider

the location of Health Services, home of lesser-priced relief

— too far a walk from most places and not very well

advertised on the campus map.
3. I'm convinced that during the hazy, lazy days of

summer officials take an annual cruise to a remote island

just beyond the furthest comer of the map. The natives of

the island promote an authentic blend of sicknesses known
by the townspeople as "Small Things That Cause Illness," or

STTCl for short. When returned to campus, STTCI is

sprinkled ontoour dormitory mattresses. The "small things"

are attracted to student positive (or negative blood) and
infect, with intent to sicken, on contact. The cruel part is the

reason for the expensive importation: just so they can laugh
at us. (There is no actual evidence for #3.)

4. Bathroom non-cleaning on the weekends is also a
believable hypothesis. For two whole days the bathrooms
are not cleaned — in fact, they're dirty and grimy — by
seven o'clock Saturday evening
a popular hangout for dorm crawlies, by midnight an
incestuous haven for the breeding of every microscopic

thing under the .sun. Anyone who sits on a bowl, takes a

shower or spends periods of time stooped over in a stall is

prone to, well . . . something.
5. Last, but not least, silverware. Yes. boys and girls, the

word for the day is silverware. Did you happen to notice how
the silverware at the D.C.s is all placed in open green
containers, for every hand to touch. Let's think about where
some of these hands have been ... on second thought, let's

not. Point is, we use these same utensils to eat with. Yes,

they go into our mouths. Enough said.

Thus ends the reasons for our failing health. Now for the

solutions. Stay tuned...

Diana D'Avanzo is a U\fass student

pavement pounding, wheel turnings and plain exhausting 3. I'm convinced that during the hazy, lazy days of solutions. Stay tuned...
work, I came up with five possible explanations. summer officials take an annual cruise to a remote island Diana D'Avanzo is a UMass student

Partisan politics ruin Supreme Court nomination process
It's quite appropriate that while most of hearings were basically a waste oftime, and ment occurred. Thank God that unlike most appointment. Shame, shame on the medij

the United States Senate quoted from the only an eleventh hour leak by a Democratic other countries in the world, people are for playing this story to the hilt. They an
It's quite appropriate that while most of

the United States Senate quoted from the

works of William Shakespeare during the

confirmation hearings of Clarence Thomas,
in effect it was "Much Ado About Nothing."

How the relevance ofa sexual harassment
charge from eight or nine years ago could

have on whether or not a nominee is quali-

fied to be a Justice on the Supreme Court is

beyond me. On second thought, it could be

most relevant.

If soon-to-be Associate Justice Thomas
was guilty ofharassing Professor Anita Hill,

it calls into question his character and in-

tegrity. It also would be relevant to ask

ourselves, "How will this affect sexual ha-

rassment cases on the Supreme Court?"

Unfortunate for the Democratic senators

in general and those on the Judiciary Com-
mittee in particular, the hearings were not

a trial, and therefore, no matter how hard

they tried. Associate Justice Thomas could

not be found guilty of anything.

This leads me to the conclusion that the

hearings were basically a waste oftime, and
only an eleventh hour leak by a Democratic
senator or a senate aide prolonged the whole
process. Without underemphasizing the im-
portance of the process, the Senate could

have spent this week actually legislating

(yes, that is another one of their powers)

instead ofpostulating in front ofthe citizens

of the United States.

Michael Morrissey

Don't get me wrong — I have absolutely

no animosity toward Prof Hill. She obviously
didn't think as much of the ancient charges

as Senator Biden's camp did. Professor Hill

has shown herself to be a very successful,

believable person. Yet when charges from
eight years prior are held as the only thing

standing between a candidate and the Su-

preme Court, I can't help but be critical.

Prof Hill had absolutely no concrete tan-

gible evidence to prove that such harass-

ment occurred. Thank God that unlike most
other countries in the world, people are

innocent until proven guilty. If Prof Hill did

not have strong enough conviction to file

formal charges against Thomas eight years

ago, how on earth could people expect a

flimsy accusation to prevent a candidate

from serving his country or. the Supreme
Court?

The problems of nominating candidates
for the Supreme Court in recent years has
become increasingly absurd. The Democrats
have tried, mostly unsuccessfully, to use
this formerly routine process to their politi-

cal advantage.

The attempt to "lynch" Associate Justice

Thomas represents too closely the battle

over nominating Judge Robert Bork. Back
then, they used the fact that Bork was a
CONSERVATIVE (yikes!) to turn down his

nomination. Now, they dig deeper, only they
fail, to turn down Associate Justice Thomas.

Shame, shame on the Senate for trying to

prevent a qualified man from accepting his

appointment. Shame, shame on the media
for playing this story to the hilt. They are

just as guilty as the foolish Senators for

continuing a dead-end hearing. Was it ob-

vious to everyone else that by Saturday
night, they had asked all of the questions a

zillion times?

We watched as the senators went around
in circles, and the only thing they did was
make the vote a little closer.

Until the halls ofCongress are turned on

its ear, the process will continue to be as

foolish as it is now. The Democrats bitch

about how President Bush doesn't do any-

thing for the country, but doesn't Congress

initiate legislation? Maybe they should

concentrate on that.

It is refreshing to know, however, that in

the end, 52 senators showed enough sense

to do the right thing.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian colum-

nist

Arts & Living
Samba Space will mix a m^usical m^argarita
By NICOLE GONZALEZ
Collegian Staff

Want to get cultured this weekend?Take in the ambience
of a live Latin American jazz band. Samba Space, while
watching the award-winning native Cuban dancer, Alfredo
Castillo. Admission is gratis, courtesy of the Performing
Arts Division.

Castillo's choreography and dancing skill has won
Primero Nacional in the famed Cuban carnival in Havana
— twice. Although he is proficient in most popular and
folkloric dances of the Caribbean, his most noted style is

rhumba.
"Rhumba is the primary expression of dance in Cuba

which crosses into folkloric," said Samba Space conga per-
cussionist, Joe Platz. "It's the most widely practiced (dance
form) in Cuba."

Castillo will perform to such Latin classics as "Cachita'
and "La Comparsa" as well as "Mambo Diablo."

Unlike its name, the five-piece ensemble, Samba Space
does not exclusively play samba.

"We do a variety of music from the Caribbean, Cuba,
Brazil . . . some calypsos, mambas, and cha-chas, but in the
jazz mode."

Even non-connoisseurs that have never left, the States
may recognize a few of the numbers by ear.

•^e're playing this tune. Samba de Orfu," said Platz. "It's

a Brazilian tune. Ifyou heard it, you'd probably recognize it.

It's very popular all over the world. It's the theme song of
Black 0rph«u8. Then we have a caljrpso from Trinidad, La
Comparsa from Cuba, stuff from the U.S. and some things
from Africa."

Their sound uses traditional Latin and African percus-
sion including congas, bongo, and several diftierent claves

and bells. This is combined with the more Western instru-

ments, the piano, saxophone, flute and bass guitar.

"We don't profess to be super-authentic," said Platz.

Mostly what we do is Latinjazz standards from the 40s. 50b,

608, and 80s . . . standards like Sofrito."

An asset to their musical variety is that they have been
playing together for about ten years.

"It's not like an intense band where we play all the time,"
said Platz. "And most of the people in the band are profes-
sional musicians."

For a cool blend of danceable Latin jazz, with the addi-
tion of a professional native Cuban dancer, breeze on over
to Bezanson.

Alberto Castillo and Samba Space will be performing on
October 20 in UMass Bezanson Recital Hall. The show will

begin at 3 p.m. The event is sponsored in part by the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

^ ^\.WAYS HAPpf

EVEEY TUESDAY
STARTING AT 7:30 - All You Can Eat Pasta $1.00

8:30 - Karaoke
Weekly Drink Specials Starting 10/21
$3.00Miller Genuine Draft Pitchers

Live Bands Every Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
Friday Oct. 18 ChessKings

(^O^'^^V^Saturday Oct. 19 Dang Dang Dang

^ Monday Night Football on the Big Screen

with a Free Pizza Buffet at Halftime

2 Pool Tables

Rt. 9 Hadley next to CAMPUS PIZZA • 586-4444

4 • 4

5 HEV LGLV!
WiMc HI ^ Kil.V .

1 .1 piivc o\ p.ipcr >m(.l •_•(.

Sim (>n

. .iii\ li\c >ho\v \\)\\

Showtimes:
Fn Sun

7 30pm 4 9pm
Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7 30pm
Adults $4 00

Student w/valid ID $3 00

LONDON
ROl Nl) IKir JKOM

350

From NEW YORK
rinififl trips stcirting at

LONDON $350

LENINGRAD $610

CARACAS $410

GUTEMALA C. $390

BANGKOK $939
LOS ANGELES-

AUCKLAND $699

Taxes & surcharges not included.

Fares subject lo change.

Council Travel
79 Si). Pleasent Street,

Amherst, MA 01002

(413)256-1261

riic OiitiiiKil

NV COMED\ SHOP
DirccI \rom \\ Cil\

rs<W Minutes or Kast-Paced

Side Splitting. Stand-Up

oiwsisjofiAmHisd^
3 BIG ACTS EACH SHOW
SbowtJOKs: Fri. 9-JO • SaL UO & lOJOK

41.?.5_U-()()4 1

THEAmFB

I "TWIT! 3

TNUMSk 584-9153

Fi5f€;^ kJNG m
Vn II Sflll,r^45.)OJO ^K

S*««1.3(U-10.7JO,1015

SuBMI21V11»A4.S3J0
l>toft-TtMiri«l'ilUn

fr

TH( VIllACE COMMONS •

SOOTH HACHEY

'RomiML ENIflTAINMINI.

|i«T A CuAi TiMi Ai Tw Movwi."
k tHMI M>ICA/|.«

THE

COMMITMENTS
il

Wcdifaytt

^'\ 3,7,9:15pm«
-

' Fri,SASun0

2:45, S, 7:10,

905 pm

3S3

PARADISE
TCMJCHINC
Frnl5 45j»rt).l(>l.S

Sit»II;45.44574M(>lS
Suinl 12 »,< 15.6«lills
MooThur*lS4=;,.il20

g^ [niiiliif^ofl)

Sat jl 1 M' 1 V' «' 1.1 1^

Sun at i: l='3a)j;4i.S;Xl

Mon-ThurilSMJtflO
nnwtmn

SCAR6P STMPIP
Daily @ 3 & 7 pm

.V-t^»\

Friday @ Midnight

'SJMASHINC!"
"REfMARKABLC.

ANIMATION
Weekdays ® 9 pm •

Fri, Sal, Sun ® 5 & 9 pm

rH«iPSII« 8 "":.;*• 564-7550

FnjtSJO,7:5().10:IO

S*l ill 40,4:40.7 30,»,50
'

Sun *l \2:X2H)^:Xii00SU MooThuralSTOSOO

E^T

Fn»t5J0.7:5O,lftl0

S«tall:40.4:40,7J(l.'>;!iO

Sunati;.V;!Sn,5;,V1,Srtl

H.^.lh.„..|tiTl1S<YI

OTHEK PEOPIES'

MONF*
FnatMtAOO.lO

Sil«lJI,4J0,7M,10a

S<nilU«UM340A1
Moi-TliaralMUcIl

Sftdil E>tynl
'il
M pflMllirfiMyMI

CURLY SUE

Spfciil Swik PrrvirK

SiUi:jOOMY
SUfOVfrjndwf

bml Scjitd Sliipid

FrialS:.'iO.S:10,l(>.10l

I S»lal2-00-';iX),7:50.Ul:10

Irai-Sunal 12:50,1103.50.8:20
JJ^ M.in-ThNralS:50A20

9CAR&t STitPW
rnal5:.50.«:CX),10.10

.Sal al2KX1.5fl0,7 50,10 10 i

S<inal 12 S03:10,5:50,,S20*

|E>i \tim Ihural ; SO.-S 20

!fi

OtNZtl
WASHINGTON

Fria|V4n

Sal al 1:50

Sun al 12:40

Mun-'

SHATTERED
Fri at 801,10:2(1

Sal al 4:Sa,7:40.1(MX

Sun al )O0,5:40,(:lC

Mon-Thural8:IO

Sf«ul«|iftain)'

:^«paMiHCMpon

MJ^JS
^/^\^

21 + SATURHAV WJGHl
October 19

^drf^
With Special Guest

piUK PEARL JAM
SUNDAY NOV 3 - 7:30 PM
SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER

TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT TICKETMASTER,

TICKETMASTER CHARGE AND VENUE BOX OFHCE

ALL TICKETS $111.51)

^Ticj<^/iiL^srt=^.

a. FOX HOLVOKE. MA « fNFIELO, CT
CRAPE STREET RECORDS: AMHERST

MOVIES 4 MORE. CHICOPEE PIUS MORE

t AI.I.FOR TIX

(800) 382-8080
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU
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Professor GMckman. the lab practical joker, deftly

pl«c«« a single drop of hydrochloric acid on the

bach of Professor Bingham s neck.

CALVLN AND HOBBES

ITS The imj., OMy.

HOUee UK3 IT

By BILL WATTERSON

mlR»gmt
OPHOOGO

/^NOW ;^JV4 DOWN

I l£TGO.'

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

:J<M "iSPlA AN.

^A\! T^ you

jh'/SAdOUT!

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN
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UNDER 21 By CHRIS SHADOIAN
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Quote of the Day
"Looking outside my window,

all I see is grey.

Watching the clouds roll by everyday."

—Hiisker Dii

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Caps tiw

Kilties

S Cxcuits ot

spoflmg
events

lOSpeNout
14 Ihessalian peak

15 W Hokkaido
city

16 Prented study

1

7

Has what it

lakes

19 Guided riMssile

storage spot

20 Tofoolo s

provnca
21 Sunon
23 Actor ^dlractor

Howard Mai
24 Fen sun hM
26 NooDehavers
28 One >ul ol

2/ Down
31 Forsyte Saga

herom*
32 Fashion

magatme
33 Sum to -
34 Shoppeig bag
35 Used a crowbar
36 - GoNa

Crow
37 Like a

bewailing

39 Pan ol oanga
marmalade

40 Rescued
42 AinKng lor

itie moon
44 Spuda
45 Jolm Q. —
46 True —

"

Wayne movie
47 Qran««aol

Hoaywood
49 Mad scramble
S3Ve Tea

Sboppe
54 Run ihmgs
57 Omher*
58 Long-plumad

heron

59 Family group
60 Chimney

sweeps quarry

61 Cormery arwl

l^rwi

62 Partner ol turn

DOWN
t Cortida slat

2 H s - to

leN

3 High ranking

noncom
4 L*e a desen
5 Colophonies

6 Bismarcli't

nameaakes
7 Kmd ol cross

8 Sandy s neao
9 r\rt up with

lOMnler meton
Var

II Spunk
l2Slory
13 Sdiool near

Windsor
CMHa

iSMeighing
machine.

Scottish

style

22 Mixed
up era''

24 Like some
rods

2SOneol
Cokanbuss
Irio

26 BaMlwMsks

27 Have energy

and enttiuMsm
28 Take a — al

29 Pry

30 Industrial cily

on the Aire

32 Actress Gray
and namesakes

35 Man and
monkey

38 Most neal

40 He - amor^
the trumpets

Job 39 25

41 Enchani
43 Stod pigeon
44 Treatises

46 Like a

gardener's
thumb'

47 Socks
48 Hodgepodge
50 AGullwie
51 Cartaai accts

52 fHaetic evanmga
55 Ripen
56 Noah • mvarted

craN

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZ2LE
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Quote of the Day

"And here again it is characteristic of

the philosopher to despise the body; his

soul runs away from his body and desires

to be alone and by herself."

—Socrates

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Slop

pluying with a loved one's emotions.

Honesty inessential. Wipe the slate clean

and turn over a new leaf. Set fresh

domestic priorities for yourself. Assume

the role of peacemaker.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Keep

tiimpany secrets to yourself. Secure

conndeniial facts and figures in a safe

place. Although you are playing for high

stakes, you will coinc through with flying

colors.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): You

are surrounded by very interesting people,

each with something special to offer. A
special someone will act favorably toward

you this weekend. Above all. enjoy

yourself.

CANCER (June 21-July 22):

Forging new alliances is of prime

importance in business. Give negative

people u wide berth. This afternoon's

events have you guessing. Play the

wailing game where romance is

concerned.

LKO (July 23-Aug. 22): Dehl

carefully with a ticklish financial issue or

controversial project. Keep your promises

to yourself and others. A dear one is

counting on your loving .support and

strength.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): It may
he necessary to rethink a project. Seek

experts' advice to avoid wasting time on

fruitless pursuits. Do not rely on past

performances. I.ove is sublime!

LIBRA (.Scpi 23-Oct 22); You move
into a position of power now. Uie your

authonly wisely and be careful about cashing

in on your new prestige. Avoid squabbling

with adult offspring. Forget past grievances

and omissions

SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21): The faster

tempo at work could cause tension. Your

neighbors and siblings will become
friendlier Someone may try to involve you

in their plans. This weekend will be an

exciting one for you.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec. 21): A
real estate sale may be delayed or canceled!

Regroup. Know you own mind at work. Do
not hide your light under the proverbial

bushel. Communicate your ideas to those in

authority.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Protect your health by learning more about

preventive medicine. The financial picture

shows steady improvement. Build savings.

Hug the sidelines at work today instead of

taking chances.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Push

your career interests for all they are wonh.

Interviews and conferences enjoy highly

favorable influences. It may be time to hire

a new assistant. Build fre.sh social and

financial bridges.

PISCES (Feb. 1 9- March 20): You are

able to laugh at things that used to distress

you. Comparison shop when buying new
items for your wardrobe. A good evening to

slay home and enlcrlain close friends and

family

ToiJay's Staff
Night Editor Kim the Frisino

Copy Eolitor Jason the George

PhotoTechnician Matt the Kahn
Production Supervisor Seth the Kaye
Production Oliver the Raskin,

Jason the Toria

looking For Entertainment?
Come on down to Northampton Bowl to chill

and bowl with students from the Five College area

T No experience necessary!

^' ^ ji^ ? Shoe Rentals are Free!

T Bowl two or three games for 99 cents a game!

Fridays 3:30 - 5:30 T CoH MttdiMl Alcpck of 549-5088
t

Samba
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

Massachusetts Arts Lottery as administered

by the Amherst Arts Lottery Council in

cooperation with the Performing Arts Divi-

sion. Admission is free; donations to the

Performing Arts Division Scholarship Fund

are greatly appreciated. For more informa-

Uon. call 545-0519.

Ptioto by Lyaa 1

y Samba Space

Some of the biggest,

some of the best

presents come in

thie smallest boxes!

STOP SMOKING EH E^
WITHOUT GAINING WEIGHT FOR UMASS STUDENTS ONLY

WITH THE HELP OF A POWERFUL HYPNOTHERAPIST FROM T.I.W.
iiftiirm

100% GUARANTEED 'JSiZ
If you do not quit within a week, we will give you two

wions absolutely free to help you quit.

SATURDAY. OCT. 19. REGtSTHATlOW 2:30. SESSION 3-4:30, THE MN (FOWMALLY HILTOM) JCT. 5 1 »1. NOWTHAIiPTON

T.I.W The Mind Power Station of Northampton • 586-7372 (24 hrs)
CUT AND SAVE THIS AD

HELP YOURSELF
BY HELPING
OTHERS

Earn g[ood part-time

or full-time income at

home representing
The Micro Diet program.

Call or write

Amherst Chiropractic,
Independent Micro

Diet Advisor,
1-800-659-8135.

• Cars
• Trucks
• Cargo Vans

NorthAmherst Motors
Auto&Duck Remal

71 OM SuDtfMtond M.
N«rtiArtf«w«t,UA

549-RENT
(MS-71M)

On Sm Maul*

>Jmc!hm

.•:i.
r

• oa.

30c PIZZA i 1.99 PIZZA i BUY ANy"I
ORDER ANY T oyY ANY '

I AR^P '

TWO TOPPING I

SUYANY
^ LAMUt |

LARGE PIZZA | LARGE PIZZA
| P|77A '

GETIVIEDIUM1
I rPTOMnnwP I

^'*-*-'^
i

TOPPING PIZZA ^^^ 2^° °^^
I for the price of

\
FOR 30c

I

FORS199 | a small Pizza |

Bl

Liv£ ONE LOVE .;.»

BAMD_^r
I

itona C«t« troian ^f\ I

mrnmn

%
la*

raoro

THE MACHINE

UKE TO HAVE Fm t».

WHITE TRASH
THE LOST -«••

mnam. mom uu naisf

CMAMOTTt. i IMUAI*

i^>. -."HALLOWEEN
TMRASMSASM'
-» JOHNVALBY

*OV*MCt -II

ROITTE 9. HADLEY • 5*6-4463

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE 113 CAMPUS CENTER » THURSDAY H:M)-iM) FRIDAY S:M)-2:M)*DFADIJm IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBIJCATION * 2lkAV0RD/DAY FOR STVDEm » CASH IS ADVANCE

ACTivmcs

AN EVENING Wrm IntarVarwIy Chrtsban

Frtkjwship 7 30pm. CC903. Come and b«

in His pr«s«nca Now you're playing with

Power'

SLANT SWAHOTHE JUMP STARTS
at The Hatch

Fnday 1«h9 00
leatunng The song

•Mrs Fletcher (Help IVe Fallen)-

FOnSALE MSTRUCTION

COMPUTER FOR SALE
S600 Call CM
549^1762

QUITAII LCiBOW LMm wtMl you wani

Jon Gamer 666-77S6

Tlvngs are goinp

*o lieep up «Wi those

Love

Enc

ANNOUNCEMENTS

MONEY Is avallabte tor every student tor

more into mail to Scholarship Finders 35

Church St Ware MA 01 082

POWER MEETING ON Sunday Oct 20lh at

7.30pm m 306 Student Union (The Power

Oftos)

PUMPKSIO-GRAMSfll
Send a pumpkin to a triend We wiH deliver

on a on-campus Stop by our table on the

concourse Oct 18. 21 . » 22 Sponsored by

Communication Disorders Club

UNION
VIDEO
CENTER

Your very own R SO.
Conveniently located nght near the Hatch

We're lonely, so come visit!

ENTERTAINMENT

HONDA CB360 MOTORCYCLE 4700m
green windshield and extras $4(X) 253-0951

NEC LAPTOP COMPUTER. 640K Two
720K dnves Pop-up programs New pro-

grams Ouattro pro. Reflex 2 0. Keymailer.

Goler 2 0. More Color monitor. Worfc cert-

ler 773-8997

NEW S USED COMPUTERS
CaN Damn 6-2270

HELP WANTED

•HERNSMPS'

SPRMG 1t92 MTERNSHIPS with the Le

gal Services Cerrter. get hands-on expen

ence in the legal lie«d~worti directly with

attorneys and ciems. Earn uptois under

graduate credtts. No experience m the legal

profession necessary-training provided.

Contact Legal Services today. 545-1995.

922 Campus CetMr.

LOST

RACK-A-DISCI $175.00 DJs, VJs. Karaoke

tor house/ Formal parties, Call 586-9900

FOR RENT

2 rooms In house. January t . 253-0743

One single, one double

FRIDGE RENTALS 253-9742 Free Delivery

LARGE BEDROOM IN 3BDRM Pufflon apt

with own bathroom available Nov 1 Call 549-

0748

TOWNHOUSE 2 BEDROOM 1 1 12 bath Bus

route N Amherst I 567-1352

'CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES
NEEDED" Earn free Inp and big commis-

sions by selling Cancun. Mexico. For more

intomialion call toll free at 800-755-7996 or

in Connecticut al 203^975-8833

Earn $2500 A Free inps selling spring break

packages to Bahamas. Mexico. Jamak:a.

Florida! Best trips & pncesi

EXTERIOR PAINTERS
Expeflerwed student painters needed to paint

Amherst area homes Full or part time

Amenca's College Painters (800) 626-6267

Painting Amenca s homes coast to coast^

FREE TRAVEL, CASH, and excellent busi-

ness expenence" Openings available tor

individuals or student organizations to pro-

mote the country's most successful spnng

break lours Call INTER CAMPUS PRO-

GRAMS 1800 327 6013

"Know before you go." Where to work, live

and ski tree in Cotorados resorts 'Current

guide to Aspen. Vail. Brecken-ridge and

more! $1 6 95 Call 1 -800 788-61 74

OVERSEAS JOBS. $900-2000 mo sum-

mer, yr round, all countries, all fieWs Free

info Write IJC. PC Bx52-MAOI Corona Del

Mar CA 92625

CONTEMPORARY LINGUISTICSTEXT by

OGrady. PobrovoisKi. Aronoti and a bkje

vinyl 3 nng notebook with linguistics 201

notes. If found please call Jube at 546-41 10

LOST
Sman box necklace w/ 4 charms Sentimental

vakje If found please call Dawn@ 546-3042

LOST KEYS
at Newman Center on 10/15

Please return or contact Newman Center

ReiMard- Lost Tissot watch with brown ban.

sentimental vakie. If tound call 546-4403

PERSONALS

JAY.
Oh by the way .

You're ugly

JEN FROM BAKER
Who's your cute Inend

from Van Meter?

The FieW Guy

ZIPPY TURNS 21

on Sat

He Ha
Feel the Pain

ok*

Y- I hope your 2lst « everytNng you

want^it to be H«ppy Birthday Love Me

HEY DUCNIESS MEAT PK
with totsa ketchup!

I tove being with you

FNpes

Lefly wkI Otttff

I tove you

I always have

That really « the truth

Love . Ace

Tlw Big Stiwed

Happy Birthday Cos
21 Wowi Are you really

that BIG? HoWs your head?
Your secrete admirer.

Be patient 1 1 /2 isn't too tong. especially tor

what you're waiting lor Just keep that song

going. Rick

TRACY
Roommates that shower together stay to-

gether Ha>Hai

I n^ss you! MAO
MCM-
Happy Anniversary

It's been a great six months

Here's to the next six. and beyond
kive always.

Seth

Cindy McCombs
finally caught up to the rest ol us.

She's 21 loday^

TOMBOZZA
Happy 21st Honey
Love Tammy

HEY KRIS EARLE
TNs IS to wish you a inily non-bogus birthday

my Mend.
And remember wtial Mrs Buttenvorth said

SehrGul.

Alex

HEV>»-
Yeah. I tound it It you

want It. oome get it<

Amy

J0«M.-
Get psycfied for tonighl* You kiKW who your

date IS. but wtio am ["X

Love. Your Lyre Bud^r

WANDAKOALAI
Happy 1 8 monthsi Tonight I will corrupt you!

U R my sunshine. I Luv Ewe-SR

JEFF TME SLEEP MONSTER
Six months ago you and Bandit walked into

my bfe and changed everything

I Love You Both I

Happy Anniversary!

•Your Snowball. Lisa

ZETAPSI,
Here's to the BOYZ IN BLACK
Troian League Intramural Footbafl

Champions.

Nasty 0!

Peace
PHIQ

DANA
Happy 19th

I Love You

SUSIE DERKINS
Throw away that lake ID.

al midnite tomorrow you

woni be needing it anymore

Happy 21st Birthday

Love Calvin

Paul.

Thanks lor always making me smile The

past year was great. Remember, the lun has

just t>egun!

I Love You.

Paula

SERVKES

BICYCLE nOKENT
CaiPM
546-0119

ORDER AVON!
546 1999

CM tor brochure

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test information or

supporf Call for free and confidential

sennces ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam
Street. Northampton 586-3000 or

Greenfield 774 6019

FREE pregnatKy testing; confidential and
caring support BIRTHRIGHT:233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

TRAVEL

SOME RELIABLE TOURS areni so rot-

able Thais why Mardi Gras Travel has ttie

• 1 for for fun pnce guarantee to Montreal'

SEX LIES IN THE MONTREAL BAR
CRAWL' Party weekends inckide 2 nights &
transp Group leaders travel FREE*
(LAGNAF)-Can today 617-444-1111 Were
#1 tor tun!

TYPBIQ

PAPERS TYPED: $1 SOAyped psge

Oukd(. Accurate Service. Call Brian 546-

3563 ^^
WORD PROCESSING, laser pnnting. pa

pers. resumes, theses Rosemary 259- 1 786

VAN HALEN TKKETS

Van HMon Ucliats for sale tor Haittord

10/29. First level seats, only lour tickets

available, act now Call Boice at 253-0531

WANTED

7 year oM male cat needs home 253-0743

Spayed and trained
_ „ _ _

To recycle: Prescnption medicalion bottles/

containers (Nonrenewable RX only) Please

call 585 8709
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Sports
Minutemen hope to rebound at Connecticut
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

After last Saturday's disheartening loss to the Univer-
sity of Rhode Island, one would expect to go into the area
around the football team's locker room afler the game and
see broken helmet pieces, hear coaches screaming at players

and locker doors slamming.
However, that was not the case.

Instead, the scene was the complete opposite. Players
were high-fiving one another while coaches gave them the

traditional pat on the rear. Head coach Jim Reid even went
over to the opposing coach, Bob Griffin, and asked him to his

house for dinner.

Every player walked out of the locker room to face the

media with their head held high.

"You just can't keep your head down," comerback Don
Caparotti said. "You lose, you lose. I'm going to go out just

like every one else on the team and play hard every single

game. That's just the type of players we have here."

Starting quarterback Tony Williams had his sights al-

ready set for the next contest, tomorrow's matchup with the

Women's soccer hosts
unbeaten Notre Dame

University of Connecticut.

"We just have to go to work again on Monday," he said

after Saturday's loss, "^ell come out and play hard again

next week. We're going to watch the film and clean up our

mistakes."

Head coach Jim Reid described the loss as "disappoint-

ing," but immediately followed by saying, "all it means is

that the guys will have to work a little harder next week."

Last week's "next week" is tomorrow and the Minutemen
(2-4) will travel to Storrs. Connecticut to face the 1-4

Huskies.

Cleaning up their mistakes will be a key to the game as

the Minutemen turned the ball over five times last week
(four fumbles, one interception) and 18 this season.

"Before we can win anything we have to eliminate our

mistakes." Reid said. "We keep shooting ourselves in the

foot."

Giving the ball away to UConn could be painful for the

Minutemen as the Huskies know what to do with it, aver-

aging 21.2 points and over 439 yards of total offense per

game, third in the Yankee Conference.

UConn's quarterback Cornelius Benton is avora^jing

almost 300 passing yards per game, tops in the YanCon and
is currently fourth in the country in total offense at 311

yards per game.
Benton's main targets are split end Mark Didio and

flanker Alex Davis. Didio is ranked No. 5 nationally in

Division I-AA and first in the YanCon in receptions per

game with 6.6 per contest. The senior is No. 9 in the nation

with 97.8 yards per game. Davis is No. 10 nationally in

average receptions per game at 6 and No. 13 in receiving

yardage, 89 per game.
The Husky defense has been struggling, ranked eighth

in the YanCon in rushing, passing and total defense, as they

have allowed the opposition more than 450 yards per game.

As for the UMass offense, "We want Irunmiig back I

Jerome [Bledsoe! to control the game, he's hungry." Reid

said.

Game notes: UMass' All-Yankee Conference offensive

tackle Rich Cavanaugh is "walking gingerly" after ir\juring

his ankle in practice late this week. The X-rays were

negative, but the senior will not play Saturday. WMUA 91 .

1

FM and the UMass Network. WTTT 1430 AM will broad-

cast the game.

lU l).\.N UKT/KL

The Fightin' Irish arecoming toAmherst.
No, John McLeod will not be pacing the

-•uielines at the Cage and Lou Holtz has
probably ne%er heard of the Pioneer Valley,

but at 1 p.m. on Saturday at Lower Boyden
field, the Notre Dame women's soccer team
• 10-0-2) will face the University of Massa-
chusetts (8-3).

Although Notre Dame isn't known for its

women's soccer teams, that could change in

the near future. Notre Dame is ranked No.
16 nationally, the first time they have
cracked the Top 20.

"I don't think we are too far away from
being a good team." Notre Dame coach Chris
Petrocelli said. "Right now we have better

players than ever before and when you have
a better talent level you win more games.
Well know how good we are by season's

end."

Leading scorer for the Irish is Stephanie
Porter, who has scored 12 goals. Alison

Lester has 7 tallies on the year.

"We have some talent, but Massachu-
setts has more," Petrocelli said. "They have
a soccer tradition there that we can't com-
pete with. We are excited to play a program
like theirs."

UMass having a better tradition than
Notre Dame? A school with Knute Rockne,
the golden dome and Touchdown Jesus?
The only way to wake up the echoes in

Amherst is when a strong wind blows by the

Tower Library.

"The athletic tradition of Notre Dame
both helps and hinders us." Petrocelli said.

"There is no doubt it helps with recruiting.

Last year Lou Holtz came and spoke with
our players and when recruits are on cam-
pus for a football game they usually don't

want to leave.

"However, a lot of teams make us the

biggest game on their schedule, so they

shoot for us because we are Notre Dame.
They think we've got the Four Horsemen on
our team.

"Overall, being Notre Dame is a huge
benefit. The kids feel the pride ofbeing here,

when they put thatjersey on, with the Notre
Dame across the front they get a special

feeling. Everyone on this campus has that

pride, whether they are athletes or not."

As for the game, Massachusetts, ranked
No. 11 , will have to regain their early season
form to win. The Minutewomen have lost

two in a row. including a 1-0 shutout to

unranked Harvard.
"We're going to have to make some

changes, but I am not sure what," UMass
coach Jim Rudy said. "I don't have a real

deep well to go to.

"This is a big opportunity for my team to

show who they are . Last year we got stuck in
a losing streak and it cost us a tournament
bid. this year the team has a golden oppor-

tunity to prove they are a different group,

tougher than last year, by beating a ranked
team on Saturday.

"Playing a team like UMass is a mea-
suring stick for us to see how good we are,"

Petrocelli said. "UMass has a winning tra-

dition that is tough to stop."

Men's cross country
to compete at Easterns
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian SUff

The University of Massachusetts
men's chms country team will compete in

the Eastern Conference Championships

in Orono, Maine this weekend. The meet

starts at 11 p.m. Saturday.

The Minutemen finished fourth last

year, behind Vermont, Southern Con-

necticut and Lowell and one point ahead

of Maine. Coach Ken O'Brien expects

similar results at this year's meet.

"I expect we'll finish somewhere be-

tween third and sixth this year, with the

same teams battling for those spots as

last year," O'Brien said.

O'Brien said that he will sit out his top

five runners Saturday, in order to rest

them for the upcoming Atlantic 10 and
New England Championships.

"It's a very tough grind running against

a number of tough schools during the

dual-meet season and then competing in

the Easterns, the A-lOs and New
Englands," he said. "At this time in the

year. 1 try to juggle individuals or groups

of kids to give people some rest."

The team going to Orono will include

Tim Caglarcon, Rick Copley, Kevin

Greenhalgh, John Raach, Pat Ryan, Scott

Sykes and Tom Walsh.

O'Brien expects this group to be very

competitive in the race. "1 think most of

the kids I'm bringing have the potential

to finish among the top 20 in the meet,"

he said. "The kids we're bringing are all

kids who have scored in the top five on

our team, or have the potential to score in

the top five."

Greenhalgh and Walsh were the fourth

and fifth finishers, respectively, for

UMass in the team's last meet. O'Brien

said that both runners arejust beginning

to run as well as they are capable.

Ryan, a senior and the captain of this

year's squad, missed the first four meets

of the season with a knee irxjury and ran

in his first meet last weekend. O'Brien

described Ryan as "hungry."

Raach was a top five finisher for UMass
as a freshman last fall and seems to be

regaining his form of last year.

"What I would really like to see is

these kids get excited about this opportu-

nity," O'Brien said. "It's just like giving

some kids some more playing time and

hoping theyll step up their level of play

accordingly.

"I've seen a lot of guys who have had

great careers at UMass who took their

first step at this meet. We gave them
more playing time and they took advan-

tage of it."

Field hockey seeks
perfect A-10 record
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

When the University of Massachu-
setts field hockey team hosts Rhode Island

at 1 p.m. this Sunday at Totman Field, it

won't be another meaningless, season-

ending tune-up.

There are two big reasons why the

Minutewomen (10-3) will be playing to

win Sunday: a win against a New England
team will only help their ranking in the

Northeast, which was number one as of

last week.
The second big reason that UMass

will look for a strong victory is that Rhode
Island is an Atlantic- 10 division foe, and
a win would complete the undefeated
record the Minutewomen have in the A-

10. They are 3-0, and a perfect record

would be nice before the postseason A- 10
Championship at Temple in November
8-10.

The Minutewomen have been very

successful in their other A- 10 games. The
team is first in goals, shots and penalty

corners. In A-10 games, Jenn Salisbury

is tied for the league lead with four points.

In overall games, she has amassed 16

points, good for second place.

Kathy Phelan has shown an ability

to rise to the occasion in A-10 games,
notching three points, which is good
enough for third in the league. Both
Holly Hockenbrock and Tara Jelley are
tied for fourth place in the league, as

they have two points each.

UMass goalie Philippa Scott has the

best goals against average in A-10
competition, at 0.36. She gave up her
only A-10 goal to Temple.

Although Rhode Island (5-7) is hav-

ing a subpar season, they have a few
players ofnote. Forward Andrea Gomez
has 14 pointson 12 goals and two assists

this year. Gomez has notched all five

game winning goals for the Wrams. In

A-10 play. Gomez has two goals which
ties her for fourth place.

Tressa Fiore will be the goaltender

for Rhode Island Sunday. Fiore has a

somewhat high goals against average

at 1.90, but has made 135 saves in 12

games this year.

The Minutewomen will be returning

to action for the first time in a week.
Their game scheduled Wednesday
against Dartmouth was canceled be-

cause Totman Field was saturated with

water. The game may not be made up.

15th ranked w^ater polo
at New England tourney
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

It is a dangerous weekend for the 15th-

ranked University of Massachusetts water
polo team as they travel to Harvard Uni-
versity for the New England League Tour-
nament. Teams competing with UMass,
seeded first in the tournament, will be MIT,
Boston College, Brown, Harvard and Yale.

The Minutemen face MIT at 8:30 tonight.

Saturday, they play Harvard at 1 1:30 a.m.
and Brown, 3:30 p.m. Sunday, UMass will

splash around with BC at9 a.m., followed by
Yale.

While there is really no ground to gain, a
loss to a lower ranked team could be dam-
aging. At the end of the season eight Ea.st-

ern teams will recieve at-large bids for the
NCAA tournament.

UMass is currently ranked third in the
East, behind Navy and Slippery Rock.

At the Army Invitational earlier this
season, the Minutemen lost to Harvard 10-

8, and slipped past BC, 11-8. UMass is

coming off last weekend's tournament at
Brown that saw the team finish third behind
Navy and Slippery Rock.

Head coach Russ Yarworth said, "I think
we are playing better every game. We still

have trouble playing at an intense level the

whole game. We still haven't played how
we're capable of playing."

Yarworth said he isn't concerned about
playing teams as talented as Brown and
Harvard.

"I'm worried about the other teams," he
said. "We have to improve our ability to play

team defense, switching from pressure to

man-to-man defense."

WATERPOLO SHOTS— Scott Reed is

leading the team in goals, with 23, total

points, 29 and steals, 21. Freshman Adolfo

Oliete. from Madrid, Spain, is tops with 13

assists. Goalie Todd Larson has a .91 save

percentage.

SPORTS NOTICE
WOMEN'SBASKETBALLTRYOUTS:

The University of MasBachuaetts women's
basketball team will be holding tryouts this

week. ThoBe interested in playing for the

team should report to the Curry Hicks Cage
at 6 p.m. this Thursday and at 7:30 p.m. on

Friday or call Jill Rooney at 545-1254.

INTRAMURALS: Entries due October

21 for foul ahooting and three-point shooting

contests. Stop by Boyden Gym room 215 or

call 645-0022 for details.
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COME ON BABY LIGHTMY FIRE— Joe
Saba, class of 1994 finance major pours on
the lif^hter fluid as Ben Treacy, an economic
major and class of 1994 is ready to help at
the Octoberfest in Orchard Hill last
Saturday.

GEO votes to authorize
strike to get demands
By DAVID MASSE

Y

Collegian Staff

The Graduate Employee Organization has voted to au-
thorize a strike vote against the University ofMassachusetts
because of an apparent lack of progress in contract nego-
tiations, according to published reports late last week.

Members of GEO have been voting on the secret ballot

initiative since October 2.

Co-speaker of the GEO Emily Isaacs would not confirm
the report in Friday's Springfield Union-News but said the
results which were tabulated last Wednesday do not indi-

cate that a strike is imminent.
Isaacs said negotiating teams from the administration

and GEO will meet today to try to compromise.
"We are not at a point where it's hopeless," she said. "It's

still conceivable that we could wrap up this contract this

week. It's possible."

The GEO, which has 2.100 dues-paying members and
represents all 6,000 University teachingassisUmts, research
assistants, fellows and interns, has been trying to flnalize

their first union contract for 10 months.
Sifymour Berger, a member of the administration nego-

tiating team, said, "1 would hope that well still negotiate in

gcxxl faith Hopefully, we'll listen toeach other." Berger said
he hopes there will not be a strike.

The other co-speaker of GEO, Peter Underdown. de-

clined comment on specifics of the vote but said graduate
employee representatives from various academic depart-
ments, known as stewards, will meet with the GEO coor-

dinating committee on Thursday.
Isaacs said the GEO representatives, "will be talking

about implementing the plan put forth by the ballot ques-
tion" at Thursday's meeting.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien said the administration
currently has no plan to deal with a possible GEO strike.

"My hope is there won't be one." O'Brien said.

Isaacs said participating members in a strike would
receive $100 a week in benefits from the United Auto
Workers Union, the parent union ofGEO/District 65, if they
stopped receiving paychecks from the University.

She said the pay scale of graduate employees ranges
from $75 to $280 a week.

David Lenson, president ofthe Massachusetts Society of
Professors, said this could, "sustain a strike for weeks" since
the UAW benefits are close to many graduate employees
weekly salary.

Patricia Greenfield, director of the Labor Relations and
Research Center, called O'Brien's comment concerning not
poasesaing a plan to deal with a strike "a reasonable stance"
since setting up a contingency plan to cope with a strike

could, in fact, push the organization to strike.

Greenfield also said sinceGEO is not officially recognized
by the Massachusetts Labor Relations Board as public

employees, state law does not prohibit GEO from striking.

Greenfield also said the passage of the vote "does not
necessarily mean that there will be a strike. It basically

means that the leadership is authorized by the membership
to call a strike ifnecessary." She said in order to call a strike,

another vote will be necessary.

The clear message is the membership stands strongly

behind the IGEOj bargaining team," Greenfield said.

"You've got very intelligent, creative people at the bar-

gaining table. If both sides work at it, you can reach a good,

strong, fair agreement." she said.

Lenson said it is in everyone's best interest to settle this

long-running contract dispute. "Basically, it would shut
this University down," Lenson said.

Israel votes to attend Mid East conference
By GWEN ACKERMAN
Associated Press

JERUSALEM —Mostmembers ofPrime
MinisterYitzhakShamir'.s Cabinet set aside
misgivings yesterday and voted for Israel to

attend next week's Middle East peace con-

ference.

One of Shamir's allies in the govern-
ment, the ultra-right Tehiyah party, balked
and said it would leave the coalition when
the peace talks begin on Oct. 30 in Madrid,
Spain. Shamir's Ludik party was not in

danger of losing power, however.
An Arab group that opposes bombed an

Israeli convoy in southern Lebanon, killing

three soldiers and wounding two, and rais-

ing fears of terrorism by extremists oppos-
ing Arab negotiation with Israel.

The pro-Iranian Hezbollah, or Party of

God, Claimed responsiblity and reportedly
linked it to the conference.

The Cabinet vote was the last step needed
for Israel to send representatives to the

U.S.-Soviet-sponsored talks. However, the
Cabinet set a condition: that Israel's posi-

tions regarding the Palestinian negotiators

be met.
Israel has said it will not negotiate with

representatives of the Palestine Liberation

Organization, known PLO members, Pales-

tinian exiles, or residents of Arab east

Jerusalem.
It says it will leave the peace conference

ifthe Palestinian negotiators profess ties to

the PLO. which Israel calls a terror orga-

nization.

The Palestinians will attend as members
of a joint delegation with Jordan.

PLO chairman Yassar Arafat arrived in

Amman. Jordan, yesterday to meet with

King Hussein.

PLO officials said Arafat, who is widely

considered to be voice, would discuss with

Hussein the makeup and workings of the

joint delegation, and to push for a meeting of

the PLO and "front-line" Arab states to

discuss the conference.

"The PLO is trying to secure an Arab
commitment that no Arab state will normal-
ize relations with Israel before the Palestin-

ian problem is properly addressed and re-

solved," said Abdurahim Mallouh. a mem-
ber of the PLO's executive committee.

Although Israel has not been shown a list

of Palestinian delegates, both Shamir and
Foreign Minister David Levy said Friday

they believed assurances by U.S. Secretary

of State James A. Baker III that the list

would meet Israel's demands.

Committee endorses room fee
Area gov^t presidents okay $200 dorm payment
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The presidents of the five residential area governments
voted Friday to endorse a University of Massachusetts
Housing Services proposal for a $200 room assignment fee

to be paid by students when they apply for housing.

According to the Housing Services proposal, students
would pay the $200 assignment fee when they applied for

housing. Freshmen would pay during their summer orien-

tation and upperclassmen would pay during the spring

Inside:

Page 3

Student 's are actually paying their bills to creditors on

time, wltich is more than they can sayfor their parents.

Page 5

Darienne Hosely reminds us alt to take in a little fresh air

and take a breakfrom monotonous studying.

Pages

Those daggone Minutemen couldn 't pull out a win over the

menfrom UConn.

WEATHER
Increasing clouds today: highs 50 to 55. But lo and behold,

tomorrow will be sunny and warmer. Higlts 60 lo 65.

room choosing in April, with the fee being applied to second-

semester rents.

In the meeting of Residential Committee, an advisory

group consistingofthe five area government presidents, the

committee voted to "endorse the Housing Services fee pro-

posal with the stipulation that a subcommittee of the

Residential Students Association to discuss details [of the

proposal)."

Committee chairperson Jeffrey Markuns said passing
the proposal could lessen the chances that Housing Services

will raise housing fees for the 1993 academic year.

"If this passes, [Executive Director of Housing] Joseph
Zannini won't throw more of an increase on the back of

students," he said. "We're torn. This can make things

difficult planning-wise for students on the I financial I brink,

but by voting against it, we're setting up for a greater fee

increase next year."

Markuns was referring to a memorandum he received

from Zannini last Thursday "to confirm my intentions not to

raise room rates for FY '93."

The memo stated the "commitment" not to raise room
rates was contingent upon Housing Services personnel
costs not increasing by more than 4 percent, utility in-

creases not exceeding $250,000 and "that we are able to

develop a new year-long contract which will yield approxi-

mately $81,000."

Zannini said the large number ofstudents not returning
to campus has necessitated the assignment fee.

"What was occurring was that a lot ofreturning students
weren't coming back to the University or were moving off-

campus," Zannini said. "As a consequence, we couldn't

assign to students what their rooms were."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Select Board to tap

into town keg law
An anti-keg law rally to be held tonight at 8: 15 p.m

.

in protest of a new Amherst law restricting keg use

has been organized by Student Government Asso-

ciation leaders, who say the law presented is dis-

criminatory against studetns.

The law, to be decided tonight by the Amherst
Select Board, would require a license to be purchased

before a person in Amherst could have a keg at their

home.
SGA leaders cite this and other recent laws as

discriminatory against students.

"The kegs aren't the only issue," said Commuter
Area President Jennifer Wood.

She spoke of the recent keg tag bylaw, the bylaw
prohibiting more than four unrelated people from

living together and recent changes in the noise laws

as contributing to the necessity of this rally.

"What the town of Amherst fails to recognize is

that students are a part of their constituency also,"

said Student Trustee Kevin Newnan.
Newnan quoted figures provided by the Office of

Insititutional Research and Planning that say nearly

$ 1 10 million is spent each year in the Amherst area by
students.

Newnan said the increase in alcohol restrictions on
campus over the last eight years has caused this

problem rather than students themselves.

"The administration is forcing students to move
off-campus," he said.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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-For Your Information
FYls are public service announcements that run on a

space-available basis on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
for campus and local non-profit organizations. Because of
space constraints, the Colleginn cannot print all FYIs sub-
mitted and no announcements can be repeated.

To submit an FYI. please send a TYPED press release

with all pertinent information to the Colleguin office in 1 13
Campus Center c/o News Editor. FYIs cannot be taken over
the phone.

Monday, October 21

Rally — There will be a rally against the new Amherst
keg law at 7:00 p.m. at the Southwest pyramids.

Peer Group — There will be a peer support group for

eating disorders from 4:30-6:00 p.m. in Campus Center
room 803.

Tuesday, October 22

Study Break — Hillel is sponsoring a study break from
7:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m. in the Dukes Room.

Workshop — The Union Video Center is sponsoring a
workshop on Cable Casting/Pre-Production at the Union
Video Center. For more information contact 5-1336 Ad-
mission is free.

Bloixi Drive — There will be a public blood drive from
11 00-4:00 p.m. at the Campus Center.

Peer Group — There will be a peer support group for

eating disorders from 7-8:30 p.m. in the Baker Hall Base-
ment room B-5.

Wednesdsay, October 23

Peer Group — There will be a peer support group for

eating disorders from 7-8:30 p.m. in John Quincy Adams
dorm room 502.

Meeting—There will be a senate meeting from 7:00 p.m.

-

1:00 a.m. in Campus Center room 163C.

fees

HELP CLEAN THE
CAMPUS POND!!
VOLUNTEERS NEEPEP!!

Hi! ! am working with Physical Plant to hdp citfan our Campus> Fond,

They w\\\ supply the matcr\a\e and I will supp^ the students, so I

need your help!!

Volunteer your aftemoons on: OCT. X4« %S^ 26
need to know how many people are Intereeted:

Please contact David at 6-&9€0.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Zannini said, "asking students to make a real commit-

ment" of $200 would allow Housing Services to give fresh-

men earlier confirmation of room assignments and allow

the llniversity to give out more singles to upperclassmen.

According to the proposal, students on financial aid

would be given an assignment fee waiver until they could

receive money from the Financial Aid office. Zannini said

the year-long contract was being used as a "penalty" against

students who decided to move off campus in the middle of

the year, but Housing would accommodate students who
decided to go abroad or had other legitimate commitments.

Zannini said now that he has the endorsement of the

Residential Committee, he will consult with members ofthe

financial aid staffand Bursar's office and with SGA leaders

before bringing the proposal to Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs Jo-Anne T. Vanin.

Student Trustee Kevin Newnan called the proposal

"discriminatory," saying he thought it was unfair for the

University touk students to come up with $200 during the

spring.

"People who are already strapped are being asked to put

up $200 — only the wealthiest students are going to have

room assignments." Newnan said. "This needs to be inves-

tigated a lot more. . . it would be a big mistake to implement
It."

Newnan declined comment when asked whether he
thought Housing was trying to force the proposal to pass by
committing not to raise room rents for next year if the

projwsal was implemented.

ALSOc:
,<>,;?:;

.56-6916 heather • 549-dO\5
; Joe • 546-72d0

ATTENTION
ALL BANDS!!!!
ROCK SOUTHWEST

at the

ANNUAL SOUTHWEST

12TH ANNUAL
BAULE

OF THE

BANDS
Saturday November 2, 1991 • Southwest Horseshoe

APPLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE

(and due 10/23 5:00pm)

At the SWAG Office

Southelde Koom hampden Student Center

Or Call the SWAG Office • 545-0960 for More Information

Another Southwest Area Government Production

THE MOST IMPOIMIT
CAREER STEP YOU
EVER TAKE MAY
START IN SENEGAL

Or in any of over 70 developing

countries in Asia. Africa. Latin America,

or Central Europe. Your first joh after

graduation should offer more than jusi a

paycheck. In the Peace Corps, you'll

broaden your world view and your

horizons for the future. You'll learn a new
language. . . live in a different culture. .

.

develop professional skills...and meel
challenges far greater than those you might
be offered in a starting position in the U.S.

Peace Corps is l(x>king for people
from many disciplines— education, health,

the environment, agriculture, comnninily

development, engineering, the sciences.

and more. With a degree or experience in

these fields, you may find that Peace
Corps will be able to use your skills like

no other employer you're considering.

And equip you with the

type of experience

valued by interna /^S>^
lional firms, /^^
govcmment
agencies, and

private industry

and graduate

sch(K)l programs.

UMASS Peace Corps rccruilcrs Tom Akin and Celeste Landon will soon be hosting several activities.
Majors in science, math, civil engineering, health. clenx:ntary or special education. English, forestry,
agriculture, and business arc encouraged to attend Find out how \y;i/ can qualify.

INKO SEMINARS
Thursday, Oct. 24, 7:30pm. 20.^ Holdswcirth IIhII

Or call the IIMA.SS Peace Corps OfTlcc: .'i4.'S 2I().'>. or stop by I 2 Draper Mali

Local
students paying
their bills on time
By M It'llAKL LKVY
(\)lle^;ian SialT

Students' careful use of credit cards has
resulted in clean records for us«'rs and con-

fidence from credit companies
(^itihank spokesperson Williaiu Ahearn

itaid students actually have h«'tt«T r»'iiiids

than the public at lar(;e.

Twt» ofevery KM) credit card u.sersdetault

on their bills, he said Only 1 1/2 to 1 A/A of

every 100 students fails to pay the balaiu-e

iif their account, he .said.

Ahearn said the students' intentions in

applying for a card prevents problems.

For many, "the reason for gettinjj a card

i> ti» build a giH»d ciedit record," he said.

Citibank is alsocarefulacci>pting student

applicants, with a r>0 jn-rcent rejection rat**,

and usually start tbem with a S.MM) maxi-

mum credit line.

Students at the university generally

agret". many sayini: thev are careful with

their credit cards

Nathan Hitter, a senior math major, said

he has iu»t us«'d his card much since he

stitppi'd working
"I'm pretty frugal alHuil it." saui .Mipho

more Hotel. Restaurant and Travel Admin
istratiun major Liza Fageda. "Some pt>ople

can get overboard. . . it depends if you have
self-control or not.

"I'd hate to pay for interest," Pagtnla

additi.

(^larene Errichetto, a freshman cheinis-

liy inaj»>r. said she has no credit cards due tt»

a similarity In'tween her name and ber

mother's.

"MaylH» its In'tter off that 1 don't have
one." she said. "I'd probably abusi- it."

A credit company representative on cam-
pus said students have hetm "surprising!

\

very responsible."

He said students are ofTered the chaiui

to receive a card because they will s<K)n l«'

working and likely a got»d credit risk.

The credit representative, speaking
anonymously, said he does not pressiiic

.students to apply or "jam it down thru

throats."

The enticement of small gills is a small

matter, he said, "students want instant

gratification."

Of the 22 million (^tibank cardholders.

1 Ti million are students Ahearn said.

Bike path in the works
Completion Expected in fall 1992
ByCAIT.JAMKS
(^•llegian Corrcs|K>nd<'nt

After nuuM-rous .setbacks, the bike path

from Northampton to South Amherst will

U'gin construction in a few months and will

becompK'ted most likely next fall. according

to an official in the Department of Knvi-

ronmental Management.
DKM's Thomas Dyer said the early set-

backs iacon.st ruction were due tA» misunder-

standings hetwcH'n the various towns the

path g«H's through, but. "at this point, all

concerns have In-en resolved, the selectmen

are supportive and we're now moving for-

ward," he said.

The eight f<M)t wide path for cyclists and

jK'destrians will he approximately nine miles

long. It will begin at Damon Road in

Northampton and continue east to Station

Road in South Amherst.

The path will Ih' accessible in Amherst at

Snell Str»H't. Route 9 and RouU« 116. In

Hadley, bicyclists can get on the path Ik-

twwn Kast and Middle Streets, at Bay Road

and other inters<H-ting streets that have a

grade.

The bike path, built along the former

Boston and Maine Railroad right-of-way to

Amherst, will cross few roads. Instead it will

pass under or «»ver the majority of t he roads

along the path.

Along with the eight feet of pavement,

the path will include lights, landscaping

along some stretches and fences to provide a

barrier between cyclists and cows in fields

along the path.

The PioiK-er Valley Planning Ass<*mhly

first proposed the idea for the bike path in

the 197t)s, as a "Kive-College bike path
"

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

Art teacher promotes
freshmen sculptures

<*<>IU*|tiMn |>h«»U» l>> JiMth l<«*>t»<*l4K

Kathlpon (lilrain stands in front of htT students' .sculpture near
the Marshall Annex and Worcester Dining ('ommons.

Instructor directs unique art class

By JOSH RKYNOl.DS
Collegian Staff

Kvery semester masses of twist«'d

metal seem U^ grow like mushrooms from

the field between Worcester Dining
Commons and the Marshal Annex.

Bits of fencing, bike frames, rust^nl

b»>iler parts and bed springs app<'ar. en-

twined in a hit-and-run (]uenlla Sculp-

ture that is half salvage yard, half art.

The .sculptures are the work of frt^sh-

man art students under the instruction

of Kathle(>nGiIrain, a teaching assistant

in her third vear of graduati* studies at

UMass.
Gilrain teaches Thr<H> Dimensional

IVsign 1. a foundation course* Uiken by all

BKA majors.

She sets her students to work every

s*'mest<'r on the shallow sloping fi<'ld.

which is bisected by a f(H)tpath worn by

students plodding to and from the D.C.

The Sculpture is placed to intention-

ally obstruct the path, she .said.

"1 wanted students walking the path

to have to confront the sculpture." she

said, as well as force her students to

"think about the public. . . sculpture is

not in a vacuum."
The purpose of the large ,sculptures,

Ciilrain said, is to get the students to

think of sculpture "in t^'rms of the space

we live in. . . not just something on a

table."

The students work with discarded

scraps and materials from the foundry,

she said, "so they're pretty chaotic."

When a .sculpture is t^ken down the

pities are returned t^i the foundry to In-

used again. Some of the pieces can Ix-

seen rtM>ccurring in different .sculptures

from year to year, (lilrain said.

Because it is the work of the entire

cla.ss, rather than any one student, "no-

Ixnly can get their v\.i> . iiKiiMiiual ideas

get mixed in with tints*- oft be group." she
.said, stressing the large si-ulptures als4i

teach communication.
Karlier in the nutntb her cla.ss met at

Tilson farms. The students construcli-d

.sculptures using rough wtMiden planks
which sm«>ll«'d of iiiaiuin- The IxKirds

werebalanciHl pn-cariously against each
other, making only (H'casional (iS4- of a

few feet of prayed rop«' to bol<i Ihcni

together.

Several of the picnvs ci>llaps(Hi oiMl«-r

their own weight In-fore they eoiiUI In-

criti<|ued. teaching thestinl»-ntsa lesson

in tin- p«'rmaiu"iuy of art as w»-ll .is its

glamour
"It takes a lot «»r»-ii«-rgy to think al»oiil

20 students work." .said (olraiii. yet ber

.syllabus is under c«mst.iint revision. "It's

more interesting for nu-. to try difft-ri-nt

things each semesti-r. but the nii»n- sue

cessful pieces, such as the lawn sculplun-.

are n'p«'ated."

Ciilrain said the Art lX*partinent relies

on its teaching assisUints to t»>ach the

majority o( undergraduatv foundation

cla.sses. Three of the four sections of tin-

introductory sculpture class are taught

by TAs.
IVspite this resp<msibility her .salary

as a TA dcK»s not cover living ex|K-n.s«<s. In

addition tohercourM* work and teaching

she must moonlight as a waitress l«> pav

the bills

"NoIhmIv can siip|M)r( llu-m.si-lvcson a

TA's pay." .said Ciilrain. Though their

tuition is waived, a TA's stifx-nd is only

.$82 dollars |x-r wt>ek. TAs are forced to

either take a job. or take the maximum
amount of loans, she .said.

(lilrain will Ix- putting up a sculpture

installation of her own work at the

Amherst Common The 12-piece exhibit

will open Nov. '.i.

Woman reports assault
Compiled by DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Univer-sity of Massachusetts Police re-

sponded to a call on Thursday aflern«xin in

Thoreau Residence Hall regardinga dispute

between a man and a woman. The woman
reported she was assaulted.

Housing Staff are trying to resolve the

matter, police said.

Police issued a criminal citation for

driving to endanger to a man Thursday

evening who allegedly drove over a curb on

Washington Drive at a high rate of speed.

Police reports say the man drove near to

an area where .several students were walk-

ing.

LARCENY:
•A man working student security at

Moore reported Friday morning the thefl of

his leather lx)mlx-r jacket while he was
briefly away from the desk. The jacket has

an estimated value ()r$MO().

•A woman report(>d Thursday evening

the thefl of her fanny-pack while sh(- was at

class in Field. The pack, which contained a

Walkman radit) and keys, has an estimated

value of $160.
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Columnist goes off on the offensive offended's offenses
Hi! You may have noticed that my col-

umn was absolutely nowhere to be found
last Monday. That was because Monday
was officially cancelled so that everybody
could properly celebrate the anniversary of

the day a racist, womanizing guy named
Columbus came over to the New World and
abused the masses. Just think, if he were
alive today he could get on the Supreme
Court.

Jcuvil Blunt

Ha ha. It's a joke. guys.
Well. I would like to officially begin my

column this week by apologizing to anyone
who, due to the ignorance and heartless
St ' which I've displayed in my ar-

tii - been hurt or somehow offended
by an>lhing I have written. I was wrong:
you all know \'.

'

ixxl and what is right,

and Since you most important people
in the world and no one else's ideas matter.
I pledge humbly to serve you, the Knowers
of Right, the Gods of Good, for all eternitv.

Not

Yep, here it is, folks, another PC. article.

Actually. I'm sort of a P.C. virgin, because
before coming to this campus. I had never

heard that term before. No, out in the real

world we used to let people say what they
want to say. and ifwe didn't like it then hey!
We ignored them. I know, I know, we were
radicals.

Nope, here in the unreality that is UMass
you can't even wipe your nose without fifty

members of the Young Republican Campus
Crusaders for Phlegm hurling large rocks at
you and screaming that snot has rights, too.

You know the type of people I'm talking
about — they are the ones who hold peace-

ful, non-interfering organizations on cam-
pus (like, oh, I don't know. Hillel or some-
thing ) personally responsible for things that
happen on the other side of the ocean, the
ones who scream WE'RE ALL GOING TO
HELL when, in actuality, we're going to

Anthropology.

I'm amazed that these people think that
what they are doing does anything except
offend lots ofpeople who are only going to go
out and offend the people who offended
them in the first place, then the original

offensive group, feeling ofTended at the other
group's offense, will feel obligated to offend
them back, and then some outside group
that previously had nothing to do with the

ailment is going to jump in and offend

everybody, and then the original two groups
will really be offended, and so on and so on
until some raving lunatic guns down every-

one in all the groups, much to the delight of

everyone else on campus (note to all raving

lunatics out there — do not try this at

home).

Most activists here at sunny UMass seem
to fall into two basic categories: offensive

and defensive. Offensive groups are the ones
who just can't seem to let a peaceful equilib-

rium exist on campus and go out and bully

some otherwise peaceful group to cover up
their own feelings of insecurity. Defensive
groups are the ones who have to put up with

the crap that the offensive groups do and
spew, and have to fight against them just to

protect themst>lves.

Oh. what the hell. I think 111 dig a really

big hole for myself and just blurt out the

names of a couple of groups ( picked com-
pletely at random, ofcourse) that I consider

to be evil and good, er. offensive and defen-

sive. Starting on defense, we have the LBGA;
playing for the most offensive offense, we
have (who else but ) those cuddly fellows, the

Republican Club.

I can feel the hate: I can sense the article

in the next Minuteman. There's no doubt

that some people out there are taking me
way too seriously and are thinking that

leaving me intelligent voice-mail messages
like "I think you're an asshole" will make
them Really Cool Guys. These f>eople are

are going to think that this column is just

soooo offensive.

Does the mere fact that these guys are
going to be offended mean that I'm being
hypocritical in my criticism? I don't think
so. Why? Because my ideas are right and
their ideas are wrong.

That's another joke, people.

No, I don't believe I'm being hypocritical

because I don't believe I'm hurting anyone
(but the closed-minded) by saying what I'm

saying. Who could possibly take offense at

this column? What are they going to say,

"Hey, who are you to tell me not to go out and
offend whoever the hell I want for no real

reason, thereby making lots of otherwise

happy people upset because I'm a belliger-

ent putz?"

The worst part of it is that some people
out there really do think this way. A lot of

people's minds are so small that they think

that being a bully somehow makes them
important, and that's really, really sad.

Jared Blattt is a Collegian columnist.

Put off homework— go out and play
Do you remember what autumn was like when you were

in elementar>' school?

In art class, you endlessly painted pictures of colored

trees, pumpkins, scarecrows, and haystacks. The classroom
calendars marked days gone by with little cut-out leaves

and Halloween stickers. You knew you did well on a

worksheet when you saw the grinning jack olantem or the

cackling witch stuck next the grade.

Darienne Hosle\

Autumn was a big thing. Actually, in elementary school,

evervthing was important — not a holiday or season went
by without parties, art projects, and special class work.
Nothing slipped by. A holiday wasn't just a calendar box
with words on it. Sometimes, it meant a day out of school.

Sometimes it didn't. But there was always something to

eryoy.

I forgot It was autumn until I went home two weeks ago.

I suddenly realized that the trees at home were brilliant

colors of red. orange, and yellow. I ran through September
and part of October, caught up in school and friends and
sleep, and didn't realize that the season was changing. The
colors of autumn are something to enjoy. I had forgotten
that

As much as I like college. I sometimes wonder about the
importance of what I'm learning. Already an accomplished
cynic, thanks to the high school years, I'm now in the
advanced training program.

Many ofmy classes are teachingme how to find the faults
— the prejudices, the lies, the assumptions — in the world
around me and in myself I'm also being trained to follow

the work ethic. Granted, I should be aware of all this. But

whatever happened to learning how to et^oy? I need a
refresher class or two.

Saturday was a beautiful day. sunny and warm. No
classes, no commitments, nowhere 1 had to be.

I spent Saturday doing homework on my word processor.

The window was open, so I could hear people outside playing
basketball and football on the lawn. I was lured out of my
room once or twice by the breeze drifting in. I went out on
the balcony and read some of my history book.

By four in the aflemoon. I was kind ofdepressed. Nothing
kept me confined to the room that day except the idea that

I had to get all that homework done. I didn't have time to

spend the afternoon walking or running or sleeping outside.
Suppo.sedly.

My roommate was depressed too. She spent the whole
day in the library. She didn't even get a breeze there.

When did I learn that responsibilities were more impor-

tant than enjoying myself? I don't want to spend all my time
on a permanent study break but. ..well, maybe I would.

I miss some of the lessons of elementary school. It was
fun. Do you remember thinking about ostriches and hospi-

tals and giraffe necks and outer space? It was all important
stuff and it was all kind of fun. And then there was recess
— two or three times a day everyone had to take a break and
run around and play silly games.

It's Sunday, and again it's a beautiful day outside . A little

cooler, perhaps. It's nearing winter. A scant few yards from
my dwelling, people are eating and talking and running
around to the music of Octoberfest. I'm spending the after-

noon in the basement of the concrete mass of the Campus
Center. My roommate is studying in the library.

Enjoy.

Darienne Hosley is a Collegian columnist

Candidate thanks
voters for support
in state senate race
Please allow me the opportunity to thank those

volunteers and voters who stood with me for the
values that became the focus ofmy candidacy. Most of

you I hope to thank personally, but I will undoubtedly
miss some ofyou. Please accept this letter as evidence
of my appreciation for you.

I continue to be encouraged when I remember you
who gave so bravely and tirelessly to make the tele-

phone calls, go door-to-door, or stand at the polls.

Then there are the many of you who endorsed me by
putting a sign in your yard or car, and kept it there
"when the goinggot rough.' Russ and Barbara Pomerqy
ofHatfield have twice now donated the lumber for our
yard signs, which have become a symbol ofour stability.

We should be encouraged that we stood our ground
in proclaiming what we believe and that we gave the
voters a clear and honest choice. Thank you voters
who believe in us. Thank you voters who made the
effort to cast a vote.

The Honorable Stan Rosenberg, our new state

senator, is to be commended for our clean and hard-
fought race. The people ofAmherst and Pelham can be
proud that Stan was faithful to his duties in the
legislature even as he campaigned here in the district.

Thank you all who made our victory gathering a
success. We are not done talking about the need to

restore the family to its proper place in our society.

I>ouglas R. Dagarin
Williamsburg

House council pres.

decries exclusion

from center meeting
By now, most of you have seen the United Asian

Cultural Center signs. For those who haven't, they
were to announce a community meeting for "Asian

Students Only." Most of you also read the article

retracting this discriminatory conduct on the front

page of Thursday's Collegian |Oct. 17|. Well, don't

believe it. It was a lie.

As Co-PresidentofKnowlton, I felt a responsibility

to attend this meeting. My purpose was to offer them
the help ofHouse Council. I and two others attempted
to sit in on this meeting. Before the start of the
meeting we were rudely instructed to. leave solely

because ofour race. I couldn't believe it. This action is

not only immoral but is also illegal. Not a single

person at the meeting stood up for us. In fact, some
laughed. I was, and still am, outraged.

This type of action must be stopped. If it is allowed to

occur once, it will happen again. This blatant racist occur-

rence should be treated in the same fa.shion a.s any other

lilatant raci.st occurrence. I want something done. I want a

public apology and I also want the student organizers

responsible for this meeting removed from their present

positions. I no longer want my tuition funding racist

activities such as these. Do you?

Lianne Gerace
Northeast

Administration not guilty for center's demise
Have you ever wondered why almost every article on

multiculturalism .seems to endlessly bash the administra-
tion? It just has to be that the administration is a cold,

heartless group of people that just don't care about mi-
norities and want to continue to repress them. However, I

don't quite understand why the administration would give

minorities, in this case Asians, a cultural center in the first

place if they really held this view. Something just doesn't

seem right.

In Thursday's issue ofthe Collegian, [Oct. 17 1 both Amy
Chee and Denise Lau are quoted as saying Asian students
were either disinterested or just not using the facilities.

Therefore, it doesn't make sense when Alex Nguyen is

quoted in Friday's Collegian I Oct. 18 1 saying the center
would be closed because "we will no longer accept or

tolerate I the administration's
I
behavior toward Asians and

other minorities." Bad, bad administration.

I got it. The administration owes us something to us,

not because we earned it, but because of the color of our
skin. Now, isn't that being discriminatory? Let's see what
happens of a White organization tried to start its' own
cultural center. Now there is a question.

As for a cultural center in general, every race should
have one because it is a place for people to try to keep in
touch with their culture. However, this idea Asians need a
cultural center or advantages to others only in the sense
that these advantages are to make up for being repressed is

wrong.

If we truly want to make this a fair world, we should
always take the best person regardless of race, sex or creed.
College will not equalize the playing field for outclassed
students. As for now, we can begin by stop acting like

victims. Until that time, we will always be oppressed and
victims, if not in reality, in our minds.

Overall, it is truly sad the cultural center is being closed
in part because of a lack of funding. On the other hand, we
must all realize we are under a budget crisis and everyone
is suffering, and notjust minorities. In this sense, it is a very
tragic event. However, we should not totally disregard the
efforts, however minute, of the administration. I know the
administration is far from perfect, but so are we. All that
anyone can do is try.

Jerry Hong
Amherst

Your friends at the Collegian Editorial desk are still looking for capable, witty cartoonists
to illuminate the Ed/Op page. Why? Because cartoons are infinitely better than these little

blurbs. We think you'd agree. Submit cartoons, done in blue or black ink [no ballpoint pen, it

looks skeevyl to the Ed/Op desk at the Collegian, 113 Campus Center. Art need not be drawn
to scale, but 8 1/2 by 11 paper the long way works well for us.

We can't pay you, or promise an enhanced sex life, but it's lots of fun.
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By GARRY TRUDEAU
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Quote of the Day
"Life's too short not to play

tons ofpinball"

—Overheard
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Menu
Sorry, No

Menu Today

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIRS (March 21- April 19) — Do
not wan for wirwone else to make the firw

moveinareljilionship Change tacticv an<l

Tind out where you may he vulncrahle

Avoid getting romjniically involved with

vHTicone at work

TADRltS (April 20 May 20> —
You may wi^h to change your \um>unding<i

today but encounter opposition from

sonKone who shares (hem. Seek a

compromise. Bright colors raise your

spirits and productivity. I^ve is suhlime'

GEMINI(May2l June 20)— With

draw . ifyou can. froma scene ofexcitcnicnl

jnd Stan figuring out what the next move
should be. Costly solutions should he

rejected Pen your mind to new
perspectives.

CANCER (June 21 • July 22) —
CTiart your fu(urc with the lop hrass now.

A faraway lixrale could he heneficial for

business or romance Critique your work

before showing it to soiiKone inlluencial

LEO(July23-Aug.22)- Acnmdcd
schedule could be hard on your nerves,

your pockclbook. loo Slow down and

lake stock of your priorities. Look into a

loved one'scycs tonight ifunsure ofwhere

you stand.

VIRGO (Aug 2.1 .Sept 22)— You
could be thrust into a leadership role ut

work today. Changes crop up suddenly.

Rise to the iKcasion— (his could be your

big chance! Trust your instincts in an

emergency.

LIBRA (Sept 2.1 - Ocl 22) —
Those in authority are as.scsstng yow
importance now — prove your worth

through c(Kipcra<ion aiHl performance

Rnancial progress accelerates, thanks

to an outsider's input

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21)

— Guard against displaying vanity or

arrogance today; it could invite trvNible

and put your career injeopardy Keep
your friends' secrets to yourself.

SAGITTARIliS(Nov 22-Dec.

21) — A co-worker makes a good

partner now Together you can set an

esciting pace and win viciory.

Postpone shopping, but not bill-

paying Romance intensifies.

CAPRICORN (I)cc 22 Jan

19) — Not a good day to tackle a

complex, time-consuming project.

Wail until you have more energy.

Going out to lunch with a friend will

restore your high spirits. Cho«>se new
allies with care

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18)

— A parental figure or VIP helps you

make a fresh start now. Show your

gratitude in a tangible way. Paying a

debt will clear your conscience. Do
more than what is expected.

PISCES (l-'eb. 19 -March 20)—
.Strive fora meeting of the minds with

important people. What transpires at

a private meeting could bring you

new benerus and greater respect.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Gayle Long

Copy Editor TamirLipton

PhotoTechnician JeffEgan

Production Supervisor Camille Pansewicz

Production SueTomaski,

Brad Hutchi.son
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Kegs
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Students are prohibitted from having kegs in their

dorm rooms.

WtKid said he believes on-campus drinking is safer

liecause there is less need to drive and gi-eater su-

pervision.

Wood said the problem is with the rules, and

students are not likely to change their ways.

"The parties are going to happen," she said.

- MICHAKI. LKVY

Bike Path
CONIINUtD FROM PAGE 3

The right -of-wav became available for sale in the early

U>KOs and the HKM purchased it in 1984 for $500,000.

The DKM has hopes ofadding onto the path in the future,

according to otricials One possibility is a connection from

Damon Road at the Northampton end. Another is to connect

Mount Holyoke and Hampshire Colleges to the path, he

said.

The $2 3 million cost of the bike path will be funded by

the IXjpart ment of Public Works, using transportation Ixmd

monev

l)\cr said, Tiu- discussion of using recycled materials

such as asphalt and glass in the asphalt mix is being

explored now."

The HKM has lu»pes the path will be as popular used as

the path that currently exists in Northampton.

LONDON
ROUND TRIP FROM

350

f r.m, NEW YORK
!> uKiil ii !(>•. staiiiiii; .11

LONDON $350

LENINGRAD $610

CARACAS $410

GUTEMALA C. $390

BANGKOK $939
I OS VNGELES

M'rKlAND$699

COLLEGIAN
GRAPHICS
We need Paste-up people
Mac experience prefered

see Terry or Mike at

113 Campus Center

or call 545- 1864

1 U\c^ It include-.l

Council Travel
-«> So. Plo.isent Street,

Amherst, MA 01002

(4U)2S6-1261

• Same Day Setyiof

' BiU«d OrecUy

To fn$unno» Company

North Amherst
Motors

71 OM Sund«rt«r>d M
North Amh«r«. MA

c^.^- 549-2880

aCARSTAR,
Cannon f\tfmii Cf\tm

Killer Saungs.

IC'Xli

I
Cwd»

Showtimes:
F(i Sun

7 30pm & 9pm
Mon Thurs

One sAow aX 7 30pm
Adults $4 00

Student w vatK) i $3 00

SaveiliSlOO
Now\ the time to jump tor an .AnCarNed

graduation nng — and save up to SUM*'

Our \v ide selection of nnts arc so flneK

crafted tticv conx* \Mth a lifetime euaranttr
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STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR

&
AUTOBODY

S3 S. Prospect St. Amherst Center

V%^v

Imports & other unibody

vehicles are our specialty

Accepted by all insurance

companies for collision

repair or filass replacement

Winter Session

1992 Catalog

Is Here!

So, what exactly is Winter Session?

• a unique "mini-semester, '"
just three weeks long

Well, what's so unique alMut it?

• you can earn 3 academic credits in only 3 weeks

• over 100 credit courses, including gen ed designated classes

REMEMBER

It s your car and your choice of repair facilities

Z5b-8157 25<>-1385

Shop Reg «RS121X
^/y^y y
y.yy^yy^. yyy-/ysy.yy.y.s/:yyyy>yy.:yy y^y-.^y-^^^y-^^
•^y-^ •y>y\/y<y:-y y<y>ysysysy:^y
:<y^y\^^s/sy~ysysy.'ys/sy<ysysy^y^,'sy>ysysy>y.-^^

How can Winter Session help me?
You can

• take a class you couldn't get before

• make up credits

• meet graduation requirements

• lighten your spring course load

Winter Session 1992 — January 2-23

Registration by mail only begins November 9.

(Registrations must be postmarked no earlier [hain

November 9.)

Catalogs available on campus or at the Division

of Continuing Education 6th floor Goodell

Patriots boot Vikings
26-23 in overtime
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer

FOXBORO. Mass. (AP) - Jason
SUurovsky redeemed himself with the
biggest kick of the day after watching the
Minnesota Vikings get their kicka all game
long.

Staurovsky, who missed an extra point
m the fourth quarter and a 36-yard field

goal in overtime, hit a 42-yarder with no
time left that gave the New England Patri-
ots a 26-23 vicU.)ry Sunday.

The Patriots (3-4) got the ball at their 20-
yard line on David Pool's fumble recovery
with 2:38 to go at the end ofan 18-yard pass
play from Rich Gannon to Steve Jordan.

Hugh Millen's 27-yard completion to Greg
McMurtry got the ball to the Minnesota 33
with 39 seconds to go. A 5-yard completion
to Marv Cook put it at the 24 with 5 seconds
remaining to set up Staurovsky 's kick.

Minnesota's kicking had kept the game
going to that point After Gannon's 4-yard
touchdown pass to Anthony Carter cut New
England's lead to 23-20 with 1:37 left, the
Vikings (3-5) recovered an onside kick.

Brent Novoselsky got it, but the replay
official ruled he touched it after it traveled

just 9 yards. The next onside kick went the
required 10 yards, and Solomon Wilcots recov-

ered for the Vikings at the New England 43.

The drive ended with Fuad Reveiz's third
field goal, a 23-yarder with 20 seconds left in

the fourth quarter that forced overtime.
Staurovsky missed on the first overtime

possession. Minnesota then punted but got
the ball back at its 40 on Audrey McMillan's
interception.

Carter's 10-yard run on a reverse and his
12-yard reception moved the ball to the 38.

The next play set a record for Gannon, but
was the beginning ofthe end for the Vikings.

It was his 63rd pass of the day, breaking
Steve Dils' record of 62 set against Tampa
BayonSept.5, 1981. Italsoended in Jordan's
fumble.

Millen hit Ben Coates for a 17-yard
completion on the next play, starting the
winning drive.

The Patnots had taken a 14-7 lead in the
first half on Millen's 18-yard touchdown
pass to McMurtry, and Leonard Russell's 1-

yard dive.

Minnesota, which scored earlier on
Herschel Walker's 1 yard run, cut the lead
to 14- 13 in the third quarter on field goals of

23 and 32 yards by Reveiz.

football
CONTINUED Ft?OM PAGE 8

intercepted by UConn's Jim Reppi at the UMass 35-yard
line and returned for a touchdown to make it 17-7.

McGovern, who replaced starting quarterback Tony
Williams on the second play of UMass' third possession of
the game, ran three yards on a quarterbacli draw for a
touchdown that capped an eight-play, 45-yard drive to put
UMass ahead 7-0.

McGovern, who had offseason knee 8urger>- and had not
played since the first round of the NCAA Division 1-AA
Playoffs last year, finished the day with 10 completions, 125
yards and four interceptions,

con
Connecticut's freshman tailback Ed Long carried the

ball 27 times for 125 yards, including a five-yard touchdown
run in the second quarter to tie it 7-7. Before Saturday, Long
had only 139 yards rushing.

Maguire's onsides kick threaded UConn's Chapman and
Mark Didio and was untoucht'd until it fell into the hands
of Caparotti.

Yankee Conference Notes: UConn's Jim Reppi was
named the Yankee Conference Defensive Player-of-the-

Week for his 10 tackles (six unassisted), forced fumble and
interception.

Bledsoe, Nevelingand George were named totheYanCon
Honor Roll.

BE THE MASTER OF YOUR

MASTER'S DEGREE
At the Ciallatin Division of New York University,

you can create a graduate program tailored to

your individual academic interests..

Ciallatin alst) otters an M.A. degree with a

concentration in Publishing Studies.

Find out about Individualized Study and

Publishing Studies at Gallatin.

The Director ot Admissions will be t>n campus

WedHt'SfiaVy October 23
10 a.m.- 3 p.m.

( ampus Center, Auditorium

I am unahk u> aitcnd ilu ^.Jm|>u^ mmi IMcaM: send rnc iiilornuiM»ii

<>n Galbnn's IndiMiluali/cd StmK PuNishin^ SkkIk-s
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Classifieds
COMETO THE COUEGIAN OFFICE Hi CAMPUS CENTER • THURSDAY H:MKUO FRIDAY H:30-2:M)»DEAI)IM: IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBIJCATIOS • 20cAVORD/DAY FOR STUDEmS • CASH INADVANCE

ANNOUNCEMENTS
COMPUTER FOR SALE

S600 Call Ciitt

549-1762
MONEV is avallabl* lor svafy sludanl (or

mora into mail to Sctiolarstiip Rndars 35

Ctiurch St Ware MA 01082

OLDER STUDENTS: 25 Plus Club needs

officers to maintain RSO status Interested''

Contact Randy 253-0761 or Pat 546-3291

ASAPi

ANDREW BRODSKV

Happy 21st Birthday!!

Ooti Aati Umm Ehfi

Do you want to partvitint

in \f\e Pascal lab witfi me.
Josti. Neil and Smelldog
I'll bnng ttie Rotymeti and
ttie 3liler gallon of Coke
Ssgatcfitiyallyyaterl

Seymour

Cortteynm*
witti case Excellent condition One owner

Newly reconditioned $200 00 call 546-0096

HONDA CB360 MOTORCYCLE 4700m
green windshield and extras $400 253-0951

NEC LAPTOP COMPUTER. 640K Two
720K dnves Pop-up programs New pro-

grams Ouattro pro. Reflex 2 0. Keymailer.

Goter 2 0, More Color monitor. Work cen-

ter. 773-8997

NEW « USED COMPUTERS
Call Damn 6-2270

OVERSEAS JOBS. S900 2000 mo Sum-

mer, yr round, all countries, all fields Free

info Wnte UC. PO B«52»«AOI Corona D»(

Mar CA 92625

WANTED!
Entfius4astic. aggressive, and responsible

student or onganuaiionto marVet winter skiing

and spnng breaktrips Earn fugti commision.

and travel benefits wtiile gaming valuable

sales and marketing expenence' Great fund

raiser for any organization! (All destinations

and ttie twst rates available )

> MTERNSHIPS

'

NURSE NANCY NELSONIt
Happy bntfxlay girtfnend'

May tfte sweolshirl goddess appear

and b« good to you'

Love. Debt)). Jen.

i George

SIGMA KAPPA, It may be October but the

temperature was hot Saturday night' Hope
everyone hadfun al the Beach Parly*

DREW: ~
Ya know I was tinkin'

I wanted to say Happy Birth<tay

Love. Don DoKken

SERVICES

BICYCLE BROKEN?
Call Pat

546-0119

ORDER AVON!
546 1999

Call for brochure

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK A-DISC' $175 00 DJs. VJs. Karaoke

for house/ Formal parties. Call 566-9900

FOR RENT

2 larga roomad apt Heal inc. Canter of

Amherst 256- 11 24

FRIDGE RENTALS 253-9742 Free Delivery

LARGE BEDROOM IN 3BDRM Pultton apt

with own bathroom available Nov 1 Call 549-

0748

TOWNHOUSE 2 BEDROOM 1 1 /2 bath Bus

route N Amherst 1-567-1352 -^

FOR SALE

COMICS! Punisher. predator Much more

Call Mark 546-6002

HELP WANTED

"CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES
NEEDED"

Earn tree tnp and big commissions by selling

Cancun, Mexico For more information call

toll free at 800- 755-7996 or in Connecticut al

203 975^8833

Earn $2500 & Free tnps selling spnng break

packages to Bahamas. Mexico. Jamaica,

Ftonda' Best trips & pnces'

EXTERIOR PAINTERS
Expenanced student painters needed to paint

Amherst area homes Full or pan time

Amencas College Painters (800) 626-6267

"Painting Amencas homes coast to coast'

FREE TRAVEL. CASH, and excellent busi-

ness expenence" Openings available lor

individuals or student organizations to pro-

mote the country's most successful spnng

break tours Call INTER-CAMPUS PRO-
GRAMS 1-800-327-6013

"Know before you go," Where to work, live

and ski tree in Colorado's resorts 'Current

guide to Aspen, Vail. Bracken -ridge and

morel $16.95 Call 1-800 788 6174

1 1W2 MTERNSHIPS with the Le-

gal Services Center, gel handson experi-

ence in the legal field work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to IS under-

graduate credits No expenence in the legal

profession necessary -training provided

Contact Legal Services today 545-1995.

922 Campus Center.

LOST

CONTEMPORARY LINGUISTICS TEXT by

OGrady, Pobrovoiski. Aronoff and a blue

vinyl 3 nng noletx>ok with linguistics 201

notes If found please call Julie at 546-41 10

LOST KEYS
at Newman Center on 10/15

Please return or contact Newman Center

ABSOLUTE ZERO
The best band in town'!

We tove ya-

Your Official Groupies

Nicole

Just keep on smiling'

Kathleen

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or

supporf Call for free and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Main

Street. Northampton 586 3000 or

GrecnfieW 774-6019

SPIKE
H of H lives

Get psyched for Haltoween
GHERKIN
QIRUE: 6 months ago we took that mara-
thon trek from Puftton The wholedam ball of

wax has been adventure of my life "I am the

milkman of human kindness- 1 wll leave an
extra pint

STOP SMOKING WTIN the help of powerful

hypnotherapist from T I W Specialdiscounts

lor students Call 586-7372

FREE pregnacKy lasting; confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

nuvB.

Kllllngton Colleglata Ski Fest Jan 12-17

condo.hottubs. skiing. and more Alsospring

break. Cancun, Jamaicaand more Call John

& John 549-8101

co-
Happy 6' Boink'

Love. Lava Toes

TYPING

PERSONALS

MARLENE
Marlene, the Marlenester,

Marlene-o-rama, the Marlenator,

Marleneatola-

Hope this bnttiday was
better than the last

^^^

Mlclwlla

Roses are red. violets are blue,

I knew if I did this, it woukj come
as a surpnse to you
Happy Birthday

Love Always

CCoiMboy

RIDE WANIED

PAPERS TYPED: $1 50/Typed page
Quick, Accurate Service. Call Brian 546-

3563

WORD PROCESSING, laser printing, pa-

pers, resumes, theses Rosemary 259- 1786

WANTED

To recycle: Prescnption medicay^ bottles/

containers (Nonrenewable RJj^ly) Please
call 585-8709

NORTHAMPTON TO AMHERST week-

nights 1 30AM ? 253-2329
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Minutemen turn game over to UConn
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

STORRS. Conn — Missed opportunities

and five University of Massachusetts turn-

overs, three of which resulted ui University

of Connecticut touchdowns, characterized

UMass' third straight loss, Saturday, 26-21

.

The Minutemen ( 2-5 ), down by five points

withjust over two minutes remaining in the

game, had an opportunity to go ahead after

a Jerome Bledsoe 6-yard touchdown run,

when kickerJim Maguire and Don Caparotti

executed a perfect onsides kick that posi-

tioned UMass at midfield.

However, following backup quarterback

Dave McGovern's 20-yard pass completion

over the middle to l^mar Newsome, the

Minutemen were unable to gain any yard-

age on their next four plays, all passing,

sealing UConn's second straight and first

Yankee Conference victory.

Two possessions earlier, sparked by a

Jerome Bledsoe 35-yard carry, UMass
marched the ball 51 yards to the UConn 18-

yard line.

But, on second-and-1 1, McGovern tossed

a pass over the middle that was intended for

Newsome near the endzone. The ball was
tipped by Huskies free safety Scott Mitchell,

off of Newsome, and into the hands of

UConn's Robt>rt Clarke at the UConn five.

"The offense made some critical errors,"

coach Jim Reid said. "There are a lot of

things we have to clean up
"

On theensuingdrive, the Huskies pushed

the ball 62 yards resulting in a Nick Sosik

38-yard field goal putting them almost out

ofreach 26-14. but more importantly taking

SIX minutes off the clock.

"Our defense helped the offense and our

offense helped the defense,' coach Tom
Jackson said. "We played just good enough

to win."

E)own by nine, 23-14, with 4:54 remain-

ing in the third quarter, UMass had an

opportunity to pull within three when a 41-

yard Mike George carry gave UMass first-

and-goal from the six.

Following a George three-yard rumble,

McGovern dropped back to handoff to

Bledsoe, but UConn's Mark Chapman came
in untouched on a blitz and disrupted the

exchange that resulted in a UMass turnover.

George rushed 15 times for a career-high

91 yards.

Jerome Bledsoe, who had two 6-yard

touchdown runs, carried the ball for 148

yards, the sixth-straight week he has

eclipsed the 100-yard mark.
Superb play by UMass' defensive sec-

ondary and defensive line held the Huskies

highly-touted quarterback Cornelius

Benton, second in the Yankee Conference in

passing efficiency coming in to the contest

to a dismal 18-44 passing effort.

Caparotti had five pass break-ups and
six unassisted tackles. Free safety Lance

Neveling had two interceptions, six tackles

and Vaughn Williams had three pass break-

ups.

UMass' defensive line, led by Matt

Tulley's three tackles-for- loeses kept the

elusive Benton (he was never sacked) under

constant pressure throughout the afternoon.

"Their defense is as good as we've played

against." Jackson said.

Three plays into the second half.

McGovern's pass intended for Newsome was

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

I'ollvctan photo by

Dave McGovern looks for an open receiver in Saturday's 26-21

loss to UConn. McGovern is the fourth UMass quarterback of the

Jody (iaMn

UMass
season.

Enter: McGovern
the fourth UMass QB
By DAVID SCOTT
Collegian Staff

Perhaps the only thing constant for

coach Jim Reid's football squad during

this 1991 season is — change.

Holding true to this season's practice

of equal opportunity quarterbacking,

sophomore signal caller Dave McGovern
entered Saturday's 26-21 less to the

University of Connecticut in the first

quarter and thus became the
Minutemen's fourth different QB used

this year.

"(Starting quarterback] Tony I Wil-

liams I
was having a tough time," ex-

plained Reid. "I said, Enough is enough,

get me someone in there that can at least

throw a spiral.'"

McGovern entered the contest with a

little more than six minutes to play in the

first quarter and fumbled his initial snap
which he recovered.

"I just rushed the first one," McGovern
said. "I hadn't taken many snaps from

! center! Andy ILeBlancl in practice."

Williams had been struggling on

UMass' first three possessions, throwing

five times without one completion.

"I don't really know what's going on,"

Williams said after the game. Tes, I

was shocked, but Dave did a good job."

The revolving door that has become
the UMass quarterback position has

now seen Tom Fasano, Paul Tomatore
and Williams, in various order, go from

the sidelines to the huddle.

The 6-foot, 190-pound McGovern
began the season at number four on the

UMass quarterback depth chart, after

off-season knee surgery, but has made
the same climb that baseball's Atlanta

Braves and Minnesota Twins made,
from the cellar to the penthouse.

Both Reid and offensive coordinator

Doug Berry gave the impression that

McGovern, who played in four games,
starting three, last season, had a strong

enough performance to merit a start in

UMass' next game against Northeastern.

On Saturday, however, passing
proved to be a bit of a problem for

McGovern, completingjust lO-of-24 for

125 yards with a painful four intercep-

tions, contributing to three UConn
scores.

"I'm just an average QB, nothing

great," McGovern said. "I played okay,

but I made a lot of mental mistakes
today. I'm real happy just to play."

Arwood's goal leads
women's soccer to win
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's soccer team got back on the winning

track Saturday as it ended a two game
losing streak by defeating 16th ranked Notre

Dame, 1-0.

In the 64th minute Massachusetts'Tracey
Arwood gained control of a pass from Kim
Eynard in front ofthe net. Arwood put a fake

on a defender and was in alone on Notre
Dame goal-keeper Michelle Lodyga. Arwood
made no mistakes as she placed the ball in

the left corner past the diving Lodyga.

"Kim made the pass over and I was just

making the run at the right time," Arwood
said. "It was a good cross and I wasjust glad

I could finish. It's a great feeling, we really

needed that goal and this win. We had been

in a slump and now hopefully this will bring

the team back."

Arwood had come offthe bench earlier in

the second half to replace freshman Polly

Hackathom. The fresh legs proved to be a

key.

"I had a lot ofenergy coming offthe bench
and I think it made a difference," Arwood
said. "I was just a little fresher."

The Massachusetts defense came up
strong and was able to neutralize the Irish

attack throughout the game. Briana Scurry

collected her 8th shutout of the season by

making three sav^.
One of those stops was a huge one with

only 10 seconds remaining in regulation.

The Irish were given a direct kick near the

left comer in the UMass end ofthe field. The
Notre Dame player lofted the shot in front of

the net where Scurry had to outleap two
Irish attackers and catch the ball.

"That was the scariest part of the game,"

UMass coach Jim Rudy said. "It was a dif-

ficult save under a lot of pressure. Both kids

got a piece ofher as she went up and Bri just

had to concentrate and make the play. It

was the save of the game."
UMass (9-3) is currently ranked No. 11 in

the nation and will square off with No. 2

Connecticut at 3 p.m. on Lower Boyden
Field.

"Winning this game restores some confi-

dence in our team," Rudy said. "It allows us

to be in a positive frame of mind going into

UConn. The wrin was beneficial for our state

of mind."

UConn is a strong all-around team, ac-

cording to Rudy. The Huskies are ranked
No. 1 in the North and their only loss of the

season came to No. 1 North Carolina.

"We are emotionally, mentally and tacti-

cally ready for Connecticut," Rudy .said. "We
are going to have to step up on defense and
stop their scoring opportunities. They have
quite a bit of speed up front so it will be a

tough match-up."

Field hockey dominates Rhode Island, 4-0
Bv MICHAEL MORRKSSEY •
Collegian Staff

Dominating!
That's the only word to describe the play ofthe University

of Massachusetts' field hockey team in their 4-0 win over

Atlantic- 10 foe Rhode Island Sunday.

The Minutewomen (11-3) controlled the game so well

that Rhode Island didn't manage one shot on goal in the

second half. UMass didn't even allow Rhode Island a single

penalty corner during the final 35 minutes.

UMass was able to accomplish this because they controlled

the ball on offense so well. They jumped out to a 1-0 lead at

20:05 in the first half on Jenn Salisbury's 13th goal of the

year, assisted by Holly Hockenbrock.

Salisbury's goal put her atop the A- 10 in scoring with five

conference points. In the four conference games UMass has

played, Salisbury has three game-winning goals.

Tara Jelley scored her first of two goals with nine

minutes left in the first half. The unassisted goal gave her

team a comfortable 2-0 lead going into halftime.

Jelley played well, and her second goal with 16:17 left,

assisted by Sherlan Cabralis, capped the scoring. UMass
coach Pam Hixon rewarded Jelley by giving her the rest of

the day off.

UMass was awarded a rare penalty stroke in the second

half. With 21:18 remaining, Kathy Phelan lined up to take

the shot with only Rhode Island goaltender Theressa Fiore

in front of her. Phelan wristed a shot into the open left side

of the goal that Fiore didn't get close to.

UMass adjusted in the second half, which helped them
control the game even more, according to Hixon.

"We wanted to play steady and play a somewhat con-

trolled game against Rhode Island," she said. "In the second

half we opened up the play a little bit more and passed a

little bit more.

"We played a two-forward system with four midfielders

in the second half, so it just gave us more passing opportu-

nities."

Another pleasant development in the game was the
strength of UMass' penalty corners. The team was able to

consistently get strong shots against the URI defense.

Dawn Trumbauer had a number of hard shots on net that

Fiore saved.

"We're trying our turf corners on grass, and it looks like

it's paying off," Hixon said.

The corners have been a weak spot in the UMass offense

so far, but recently they have noticeably improved.

Freshman Danielle Borges saw action in Jelley's spot,

and played remarkably well , as she was consistently around
the URI goal.

UMass' nextgame is in prime time, as they play at 7 p.m.
on Thursday at Boston University.
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Students protest Town's plans for kegs
Task Force suggests keg
licensing to combat noise

CnHi^tM pfco«e by MKW^m

Speaker ofthe StudentGovernmentAssociation rallies students outside theBangsCommunity
Center.

Keg law rally turnout Apathetic'
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

The anti-keg law rally held last night before the Amherst

Select Board meeting was met with little interest from

students when only 80 people came to show their support.

"Small crowd, lotta noise," said junior art history major

Sean P. Caasidy, who came from Sunderland to attend the

rally organized by Student Government Association lead-

ers.

The noise came from the many props on hand, which

included a bull horn, a dnun, fog horns, fireworks and

whistles.

The atmosphere was also set by the appearance of a

student dressed as Bud Man and SGA Budgets Chair

Robert Witherell dressed in a chicken outfit. SGA President

David Gagne carried the Massachusetts state flag.

Marching toward Amherst, the crowd shouted "we want

kegs," which served as their main vocal point for some time.

"I think it will send business away from Amherst," said

junior political science migor Mark Coinjowski, "I dent

think it is very practical."

Coii\)owski said the rally turnout waa "dismal."

The law, if passed, would require Amherst residents to

obtain a license to legally possess a keg.

As ofMay Amherst and the surrounding towns have had

laws passed which require a tag attached to each kag sold

with a record of the buyer, where it is going and a $50

deposit.

Witherell said mid-terms were partially to blame for the

low turnout "People are stressing," he said.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

By MORGAN BITTON
Collegian Staff

The Town of Amherst Select Board agreed last night to

review suggestions made by the Keg Policy Task Force,

which would place regulations, poUcies and restrictions on

the purchase of kegs of beer.

Chairperson ofthe task force, Linda Smith, explained at

the meeting held at the Bangs Community Center that the

recommended licenaes, which must be approved by the

chief of police, are aimed at combating the drunkneaa and
noise that has plagued many "student neighborhoods* in

Amherst.
"We're trying to make this proceas as simple as possible,

a person picks up an appUcation and sees the chiefof police.

then goes up to the Town Hall, then ifyou can delegate it

goes to the Town Selectman," said Smith.

Applications would be made available at the Town Hall

and the police station, she said.

Aocording toTask Force recommendations, liceiweswould

be issued for short-term dates, a few days, and long-term

licenses — a one year license — would be granted by the

Ucenaee and the chief of police. Licensees must be at least

21 years of age aiul only one keg may be kept on the

premise at a time.

The licenses would be issued at no charge, but may
become invalid ifa noise violation or any violation is issued

in conjunction with the Massachuaetts laws controlUng

alcohol, according to Task Force recommendations.

The crowd gathered at the meeting Parted at about 25,

but quickly rose to more than 50, as students from the

University of Masaachusetts rallying and chanting from a

march organized by the Student Government Aaaociation

joined the meeting. ObaastMSS^sttBMtsd that 80 studanti

walked from UMass to the town.

Marchers screaming, "Hey, hey. ho, ho keg law's have got

to go," quickly joined the meeting when the issue of keg

poUcy recommendatiom- were addressed.

Students present complained about the alcohol restric-

tions on campus and in the town. Commuter Area President

Jennifer Wood explained to the board "the parties aren't

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Asian students demand
closing of cultural center
By AMY PRENDERGAST
Collegian Staff

Several members of the United Asia

Cultural Center will attempt to shut down
the center this week as a statement to the

University ofMassachusetts administration

that they will no longer tolerate what they

term "racist behavior toward minorities."

The student who has led the action,

Alexander Nguyen, said at a press confer-

ence at the Knowlton Residence Hall, where

the center in located, "We demand from

Inside:

Page 3:

Hatch band allegedly makes

homophobic remarks on stage.

LBGA members removes them.

Page 7:

Focus page examines

depression in college students.

Page 5:

Marc Elliott whines again in

this week's installment ofNotes

from the Campus Center

Basement.

Page 12:

UConn beats UMass Women's

soccer, 2-0.

Weather
Mostly sunny and mild. Lows

in the 60s.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien and the Uni-

versity administration that the funding for

the UnitedAsia Cultural Center be allocated

instead to the United Asia Resouri* Center."

The center, which is funded by the Uni-

versity, has been in operation for two years.

Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Jo-

Anne T. Vanin, who received official notifi-

cation of the demands of the group only

yesterday, said she was unsure ofwhat vdll

happen.
"Ifthe students are not satisfied writh the

center, I am perfectly wilUng to talk with

them about it," she said.

Nguyen, former multicultural affairs

editor for the Collegian, said he and sup-

porters ofthe plan want a response from the

administration no later than November 6.

The Learning Resource Center has been

given a "closet-space" office, no professional

staff and no office machinery such as a

photocopier or computers, Nguyen said, and

therefore cannot adequately serve Asian

students in need of academic support.

"The University has allotted only token

funding to the cultural centers. They are

used to mask the lack of real support for

minorities on campus," said Quynh Dang,

also a representative of the center.

"By shutting down the center, we are

condemning the University for hypocrisy.

The cultural center is being used as a

multicultural advertisement," said Nguyen.

Nguyen said they also demand the

chancellor and the administration initiate

committee consultation on a set of issues

which include "radical restructuring of the

core curriculum toemphasize genuine issues

ofmulticultural concern, and the aggressive

recruitmentofAsian faculty, administrators

and students"

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Tower more than tall
Librarians eager to demystify resources

By OLIVIA STEWART-UBERTY
Collegian Correspondent

and ARI VAIS
Collegian SUff

Welcome to UMass, pal. We've got the

third tallest library in the world!

Whether or not this widely spread

rumor is true, the Tower Library cer-

tainly is tall. Twenty-seven floors of

government documents, newspapers,

magazines, periodicals, computers and

study carrels as well as over two million

books occupy the space.

Gordon Fretwell. associate director

for public services, describes the most

renowned building on campus as "the

worst type of building one could conreive

of," one more desigfned for graduate stud-

ies rather than book-cataloguing.

(This perhaps gives credence to the

otherrumor perpetually circulating about

the library: that in fact it was designed to

be horizontal, but the plans somehow
were up-turned.)

There are pros and cons to a library of

this size. The resources for any field are

ample to say the least, however, location

ofa particular volume can be frustrating

and seemingly hopeless. This is where

Joyce Merriam comes in.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Photo by Stnart PanUn

Richard Lashapele, a University of Massachusetts alumnus,

receives assistance from reference librarian Ann Wood.
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Correction
Due to a reporting error, the Collepan incorrectly

reported the votes of the presidents of the five area
governments concerning the Housing Services pro-

posal for a $200 room assignment fee. Southwest Area
Government president Dennis Crowley voted against
the proposal and Northeast president Ellen Grossman
abstained.

The Collegian regrets the error.

Women^s Forum

RESUMES
Copy Cat Print Shop

• Great Sendee • Great Prices •

228 Triangle St. • Amherst • 549-3840

Hadnasday, Oct. 23:

I^ecture — "Gay, l..e8bian. Bisexual Issues: Coming Out/
Being Out," a lecture by Felice Yeskei will take place from
12:15-1:30 p.m. in Campus Center room 804-808. The
lecture is sponsored by the Women's Studies Department's
Brown Bag Series.

Thursday, Oct. 24:

Rcaiiinii— Katherine Weber and Joan Aekerman will read
their work from Uncommon Waters at 8 p.m at the Odyssey
Bookshop in South Hadley. Uncommon Watern is an an-
thology- featuring stories, poems and essays by women
alx)ut fishing.

m.m
SANDWICH SHOP

331 Ruiioll St , Rt 9 Hadley

»86-82g»

Buy One Sandwich,
Get One FREE
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FRANK
SANTOS

Rated R

Hynotist-Humorist

Nov. 16th

F»- ir; 1 St Show 5:3u

•:ti General Audience

2nd Show 9:30

Adults Only

TC; Memorial Or.

Chi<.otx^- » >93 S222 Tickets on SjIo Nt>w!

M MOST IMPOIMIT
CAREER STEP YOU
EVER TAKE MAY
START IN SENEGAL

:4%»'«

Or in any of over 70 developing

countries iti Asia, Africa, Latin America,

or Central Europe. Your first job after

graduation should offer more than just a

paycheck. In the Peace Corps, you'll

broaden your world view and your

horizons for the future. You'll learn a new
language... live in a different culture...

develop professional skills. . .and meet

challenges far greater than those you might

be offered in a starting position in the U.S.

Peace Corps is looking for people

from many disciplines— education, health,

the environment, agriculture, community

development, engineering, the sciences.

and more. With a degree or experience in

these fields, you may find that Peace

Corps will be able to use your skills like

no other employer you're considering.

And equip you with the

type of experience

valued by intema-

tional firms,

govemment
agencies, and

private industry

and graduate

school programs.

NORTHAMPTON HALLOWEEN C ENTliR
25 State Street • 584-5(X)6

10 Minutes From UMass

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF MASKS TO CHOOSE FROM
Call for extended Haloween hours h.L. CHILDS & SON

Daily and Saturday ii:OOamS:lSpm. Thursdays til 8:OOpm ^

^^^

UMASS Peace Corps recruiters Tom Akin and Celeste Landon will soon be hosting several acliviiies.

Majors in science, math, civil engineering, health, elementary or special education. English, forestry,

agriculture, and business arc encouraged to attend. Find out how you can qualify.

INFO SEMINARS
Thursday, Oct. 24, 7:30 pm. 203 Hold.sworth Hall

Or call the UMASS Peace Corps Office: 545-2105, or stop by 1 2 Draper Hall

"To be effective, legal education
must be a sharedenterprise."

Stephanie Wlllen

Associate Dean & Director of Admissions
A.B., Mount Holyoke College. 1985

Dean Wlllen served Western New England
College School of Law as assistant director

I

of admissions before her current appoint-
ment. A graduate of Mount Holyoke College,
she brings to her position strong manage-
ment skills and significant human resources

experience gained during her previous posts with a nationally
prominent insurance company, as well as her tenure as a labor
relations aide with a state employees union.

Meet with Dean Wlllen
to learn more about our Law School, where faculty
and students work together toward a common goal.

Graduate School Day, Wednesday. Oct. 23

>„ .
1.0:00 AM -3:00 PM, Campus Center AuditoriumWe .nvile applications from all persons regardless of race, gender, sexual preference, or handicap

QD
Ochool of Laui
Ulesffem Reui England College
1215 Wilbraham Road Springfield, MA 01 1 19-2689 413-782-1406

Local
University community mourns
death of Professor Booth, 61

University of Massachuaetts political science professor

David Booth, 61 , died Sunday night at his home in Pelham.
Booth, a specialist in state and urban politics as well as

the politics of local communities, taught at the University

since 1967.

"David has been a close fHend and colleague for more
than 20 years," said Provost Glen Gordon, also a faculty

member in the political science department.

"He represents the very best in what we expect a uni-

versity citizen to be. His legacy is everywhere," Gordon
said. "I shall never go to the Faculty Senate or the Faculty

Club without thinking of him and reflecting upon his

extraordinary contributions toour professional and personal

lives.-

PoUtical Science chairperson George Sulzner said Booth

played a significant role in numerous aspects of University

life.

"i Booth] was a unique person on the faculty, in terms of

his commitment to the well-being of the University and to

his students." Sulzner said. "He spent countless hours

teaching the best courses he could teach, and countless

hours trying to make the University a better place.

"He had a willingness to take on any job, no matter how
onerous." Sulzner said.

One ofBooth's positions was chairing the Faculty Senate

library

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Merriam is one of 10 reference librarians in the Tower
Library. Her job is to make the place seem less towering by

helping students to find what they need.

No matter how obecure, or how basic the question may
be, she and her collegues say don't hesitate to approach the

reference desk. Joyce Merriam dispels frustrations and can

answer just about any question — she's been there for 30

year*.

Mttriam said she is never annoyed by students who
come straight to her without first trying to find the material

on their own.

"If anyone feels they need some ateistance. that's it —
we're part of the index systems. We try to put signs up to

answer some ofthe commonly asked directional questions,"

she said. "Some people see those, others are more accus-

tomed to just asking somebody who appears to be on the

staffand that's fine too, as long as ultimately they arrive at

the right place."

Merriam was a librarian for several years before getting

her professional degree in library arts from the University

of Rhode Island. While she holds a master's degree in

history, Merriam and the other reference librarians said

they adopt a generalist approach behind the desk — they

know a little bit about everything.

Collprian photo by Jeff Egan

ENJOYING THE SUN— Freshmen

Jack Daniels Gozzi (r), Kelly DriscoU,

DeniseGoren, and seniorRob Ratkiewicz,

hang out on Orchard Hill enjoying the

autumn sun and a few tunes.

Priorities Committee, with the job of re-allocatting the

University's dwindling resources. Booth served four terms

on the Faculty Senate.

Booth was educated at WyclifFe College and the London

School ofEconomics, both in England. He received a master's

degree at the University of Virginia at Charlottesville in

foreign affairs and a doctorate in political science.

At Virginia, Booth was a member of the national honor

society Phi Beta Kappa.

Booth began his teaching career at Vanderbilt Univer-

sity in Nashville, Tennessee, and then moved on to Michigan

State University in East Lansing and the University of

Kentucky in Lexington.

He became a member of the American Political Science

Association and the Southern Political Science Association.

Among the numerous honors Booth won, he was awarded

the Chancellor's Medal for Distinguished Public Service at

the University of Massachusetts in 1989 and the Ehstin-

guished Kentucky Educator at the University of Kentucky

in 1966. He was president of the Faculty Club at the

University of Massachusetts for five years.

Booth wasbom in 1930 in London, and was a permanent

resident of the United States. He is survived by his wife,

Alberta, and their four children.

As the computerization of the library's data continues,

Merriam sees the card catalogue completely disappearing.

She will still be here though, behind the reference desk, to

assist people with their research.

"Many students use only reserved readings, and since

they don't have to do projects requiring expanding on their

own knowledge ofa subject, they don't feel the need to come
here, unfortunately.

"I think librarians feel that it's part of your college

experience to learn how to seek out information on your

own. You need to learn something abouthow to follow up on

the literature in your chosen field. That's something you

don't learn about in your classes. That's something we can

teach you."

Steve Shraison. director of the microfilm department.

was eager to provide some information about another whole

world left unexplored by many within the library.

"I would say it's the biggest department in the library,"

Shraison said, "We've got more stufTin here than all the rest

of the library put together."

The collection includes every London Times ever

printed, all the British parliamentary papers dating back to

1661, the iVeu; York Times since 1851 and ail editions of the

Boston Globe.

Shraison and his staff are there to show the approxi-

mately 1.8 million volumes captured upon microfilm, in-

cluding geneology material, every phonebook in the coun-

try, college catalogues (360,000 separate education docu-

ments), State Department papers, FBI reports, theJefTerson

papers and all the dissertations ever written at the Univer-

sity.

"We have a huge collection ofwomen's materials, women
writers' diaries and things from suffrage movement," said

Shraison.

Despite the fact that the job entails "less money and

more pressure" according to Shraison, he much prefers it to

working in circulation, where he had been previously for

nine years.

Shraison regrets the budget cuts saying that it does not

enable him to provide the level of service to students which

he would hope.

"We should be able to provide a level ofservice where you

can come in and get what you want without any hassle," he

said.

It is no wonder that librarians have the same status as

professors at UMass. There are 25 professional librarians,

between 50 and 60 classified staff and a few-hundred

student workers employed to make the Tower Library a

vital facility rather than something to avoid.

Band pulled
off stage at

the Hatch
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

It was not a good night for the band Slant 6 and
the Jumpstarts, who played the Hatch on Friday
night. While several women were dancing to one of

their numbers, witnesses say the singer of the band
yelled: "What is this, a faggots' dance? Why aren't

the guys dancing with the girls?"

Little did the band realize that a dance was being
held upstairs in the Bluewall, sponsored by the

Lesbian Bisexual Gay Association — an organiza-

tion historically sensitive to any alleged homophobic
statements uttered on campus.

University of Massachusetts sophomore Pauline
Kelly had just come from the LBGA dance and was
having a drink with some friends in the Hatch when
she heard the remark.

"I don't think it's right for anyone to stand up in

public and make homophobic and sexist comments,"
Kelly said.

Aine Duffy, a UMass junior who was with Kelly,

said. "I just thought there's no getting away with

that. It was pretty homophobic."
The band could not be reached for comment.
Kelly and Duffy proceeded to the Bluewall to

inform those at the dance what the band had said. "I

thought we should make some sort of demonstra-

tion," Kelly said.

"Basically we filled up the space, said

we were notgoing to take this, made our
presence known, andprobably the band
was pretty scared that the whole space

was filled with queers."
— All Woolwich, social chair of the

LBGA.

Ali Woolwich, the social chair for the LBGA and
former Collegian gay, lesbian, bisexual issues edi-

tor, was at the Bluewall at the time. After she heard
from Kelly and Duffy the remarks, she helped initiate

a march of the dancers to the Hatch.

Witnesses estimated between 50 to 100 proceeded

from the BlueWall to the Hatch.

As people flooded the previously empty dance
floor, Woolwich said she grabbed the singer's mi-

crophone and shouted, "Are we going to take
homophobia?"

Woolwich said the crowd then yelled "no!" as the

band played on for a few more minutes.

"Basicallywe filled up the space, said we were not

going to take this, made our presence known, and
probably the band was pretty scared that the whole
space was filled with queers," Woolwich said.

Kelly said no damage was done to any equipment.
"It was not a violent confrontation. It was merely a

demonstration."

Woolwich said the band denied that they had
uttered the remark and acted "extremely rude and
extremely intoxicated."

Director of the Campus Center William Harris

said the University has a policy that denies any
band permission to play that has previously ex-

pressed homophobic, racist or sexist remarks.

Although he was not aware of details of this

incident, he said, 'There's no problem with that.

They won't be invited again. We don't have to put up
with insensitive remarks."

United Asia Cultural Center

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Nguyen said his group also demands increased vigilance

against all forms ofracial harassment, and the introduction

of an academic program in Asian and Asian-American

studies. A certificate program in Asian Studies is available

at the University.

"The chancellor and administration shall respond to

these demands with a set of practical proposals by no later

than February 15, 1992," Nguyen said.

Representatives from the Latino American Center and

the Graduate Student Senatejoined the Asian center panel

to voice their support for the closing of the center.

Loyda Guzman from the Latino American Center said,

"We can no longer tolerate the administration's attitude

toward students of color. We will be talking with our

community and seeking a way to address these issues as

well."

Karen Adkins of the Graduate Student Senate said,

"Many White students practice passive racism on this

campus. We can't simply assume diversity will exist. We all

have to put pressure on the administration."

Coordinator ofIndian Student Affairs Buddy Gwin said,

"Wewill not bea partofthisneo-colonialistic university. We
are on the front ofthe University brochures, but on the last

page of the budget."

Sophomore Cinamon Blair voiced her concerns about

her own community's cultural center.

"Ifthey shut down the Asian Cultural Center, you know
the next one in hne is the Afro-American Center. Third

World students should come together and support each

other," she said.
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meeting

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

going to stop just because kegs aren't

readily available, 21 or not we're still

going to drink."

One Amherst resident complained

of noise in residential areas, "that

causes a lot of people to think that

Students aren't very pleasant , the tow

n

wants to do something to protect the

people that's what this is all about"

Student Trustee Kevin Newnan told

the board that keg licensing is not

going to stop kegs from being bought

"Student partying is going to happen

in ever>' college town, people will travel

as far as New York as I've heard."

After many students voiced their

doubts about keg license policies,

Select Board member Elisa Campbell

said, "we're not breaking down the

parties we're just making a new
process of getting kegs."

keg rally

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Sophomore communications major
Stephen Cafl'erky was angry about the le-

gality of the new law and said he believed it

would not hold up in the Supreme Court.
"The town |.\mherst| has no right to do

this." he said.

Cafferky also said he felt town politicians

should pay attention to student issues He
felt this would help a local politician.

Chris Plachta, a stiphomore engineering
major, thought differently. He said the
student turnout at the rally was "really

pathetic."

"Ever>'one is complaining but not doing
anything," he said.

"Now the town is going to say, 'see, no-

body cares,'" Plachta added.
The anti-keg law rally grew more creative

as time wore on. The drum was used to

imitate the Minuteman marching band
cheer, "^ght fight fight," with the substituted

lyrics of "keg keg keg."

Members ofthe crowd borrowed a protest

favorite singing, "All we are saying is give

kegs a chance."

The crowd walked up Fearing Street and
after a brief stop in front of the Alpha Theta
Gamma house went toward Amherst center.

Before reaching the destination, the group
decided to return to Southwest Residential

Area to gather more support.

The result was a drop in numbers. As the
crowd headed back up Fearing St rt»t>t again,

there were only 40 people. They werejoined
later by about 15 others as they headed to

the Select Board meeting.
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We Accept
Competetors
Coupons

30c PIZZA I 1.99 PIZZA i BUY ANY I
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LARGE PIZZA | LARGE PIZZA | P|77A '
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I

for the price of
j

FOR 30c , FOR SI.99 . a Small Pizza i
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TWO TOPPING I
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rOPPING PIZZA

I

FOR 30c
I

FOR SI.99

I

FOR SI.99

WE BUY YOUR USED MAC EQUIPMENT FOR

TOP DOLLAR CASH' WE SELL REFURBISHED

MAC s AT DISCOUNT! CALL FOR OUOTE

DfTMTcy tun ^800> 545 2313,
RENTEXINC. (617)423 5567

LOW, LOW
PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL

ATTENTION
ALL BANDS!!!!
ROCK SOUTHWEST

at the

ANNUAL SOUTHWEST

12TH ANNUAL
BAULE

OF THE

BANDS

NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE

584-4112-535-1888

Ham" Tvm^.,.{..

Octoberfest '91

Thursday

October 24th

6 pm-Close

featuring

SPATEN
OKTOBERFESTBIER

MUNCHEN

Saturday November 2, 1991 • Southwest Horseshoe

APPLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE

(and due 10/23 5:00pm)

At the SWAG Office

Southside Room hampden Student Center

Or Call the 5WA0 Office • 545-0960 for More Information

Another Southwest Area Government Production

14 oz. Octoberfest Bierstube Mugs

German Style Pizza, Knockwurst & Bratwurst

Authentic 6 Piece German Band in Costume

ALL AGES WELCOME
Positive I.D. required for Hatch Bar Area

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Examples illustrate the nature of the "New World Order"
Some reflections on the "New World Order."

Everyone has heard ofthis "New World Order" thing, but
it's never exactly defined; we never know precisely what it

is, who it affects, and why it exists. No thanks to the

mainstream press, we are left in the political dark. Therefore

I'd like to bring a small pinpoint of light to bear on the

situation through two recent examples: the U.S. invasion of

Iraq, and even fresher in the public mind, the nomination

of Clarence Thomas to the Supreme Court.

Case i: The U.S. invasion of Iraq, more appropriately

known as "Operation Desert Storm."

Unlike past acts of U.S. imperialist aggression. Desert

Storm was not cast primarily in terms of "defending de-

mocracy" or "protecting American lives." Rather, Bush
made it obvious at the outset that the war was designed to

prevent Iraq from controlling oil reserves that more prop-

erly, in his mind, belonged to a conglomeration of Western
multinational capital and a Saudi-controlled OPEC.

Painting Saddam Hussein out to be a "neo-Hitler," even

though the comparison was ridiculous, only fanned the

flames of jingoistic bloodlust among certain parts of the

U.S. population. Blatantly racist ditties on numerous iop-

40 radio stations calling Hu.ssein. and by implication any

Arab, "towel head," and "Middle East beast," are merely par

for the course in today's U.S. of A.

And how accurate are those nifty little population polls,

where newspapers feel perfectly legitimate in passing off

the opinions of500 "randomly selected" adults as represen-

tative ofthe entire nation? Ifwe did choose to use such data.

though, the mtyority of U.S. Americans in fact opposed the

use of force in Iraq before the massacre began. (This the

mainstream press conveniently forgot once the carnage

that would eventually claim the lives ofover 200,000 Iraqis

was in full swing.)

Certain liberals in Congress felt similarly, preferring

instead the soft imperialism of sanctions — themselves

legally considered an act of war — to the more "uncom-

fortable" choice of combat. Always compromising, always

playing into the hands ofthe conservatives: that's what our

Democratic "leaders" do.

Roger Long

An anonymous Pentagon ofiicial actually revealed some
truth about the slaughter (which is why he remained

anonymous!). When asked why journalists weren't given

free run of the combat zone like they were in Vietnam, he

replied, "Ifwe let people see that kind ofthing, there would

never again be any war."

Case 2: The Clarence Thomas nomination. Even though
there was pretty clear evidence that she had been sexually

harassed by Thomas, Anita Hill — a Republican supporter

of (Robert) Bork's nomination to Uie Court— was dragged

through the mud once again and subjected to every conceiv-

able tactic historically used to discredit female victims of

assault. After Sen. Alan Spector decried sexual harassment

as "criminal" and "deplorable," he and his Republican

buddies proceeded to mercilessly victimize Hill— this time,

however, in front of millions of witnesses.

Despite a corroborating phone-transcribed statementby
another woman, Angela Wright, who claimed to have been
harassed by Thomas, along with written testimony firom a

man who worked with Thomas at Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission and affirmed it was common-
place for young Black women to be viewed aa "sexual

objects" there, neither ofthese individualswas subpoenaed
by the Judiciary Committee. The Democrats' excuse? "Lack

of time" (see the New York Times. Oct. 15). With generous

aid from the Democrats, Bush's "New World Order" on the

Supreme Court is now complete.

In 1980, a former advisor to Jimmy Carter, Bertram
Gross, wrote a book entitled Friendly Fascism. His basic

theme was that the international ruling class had learned

a lesson from World War II. Fascism would not again gush
wildly into power as it had in Hitler's Germany , but in times

ofeconomic crisis could arise in a slicker, more subtle way:

in the U.S., through the fake rhetorical mechanisms of

"freedom," "democracy," and "individual liberty." In its

attacks on unions, the reproductive rights of women, its

barbaric aggressions against the third world governments

and peoples who don't toe the U.S. political-economic line,

the U.S. ruling class is steadily and methodically laying the

foundations for a new type of fascism, right under our very

noses. Wake up and smell the coffee, because their order—
the "New World Order" — is here.

Roger Long is a UMass student

Notes from the basement
Boy the weeks are flying now! 1 almost

didn't have enough time to think up some
more gibberish. . . almost.

An acquaintance of mine asked me why
I decided to be a "whining columnist that's

always complaining that he doesn't get

enough mail" when I was a "journalist doing

real news* last semester. Well it's no secret.

It^^ttSt easier to whine and complain than
to come up with facts and that's that. Ask
anybody.

Marc Elliott

It slices! It dices! You can cut through a

tin can with it and it will still slice tomatoes
with ease! It's the amazing Super-Chan-
cellor! Budget too big? No problem! Hell

have it down to size in no time! Labor
troubles? No problem! Just slice and dice for

a nice little bit of sauerkraut! The Super-

Chancellor! For all of your recessionary

needs!

Oliver North told the nation this week-

end that he thinks Reagan knew everything

all along. Boy, what a revelation. We all

know how much North cares about this

country. He cares so much that he decided to

sit on this little tidbit until he could write a

book. Cool. Public Service man, it pays.

I reiterate. If it weren't for UMass, the

town of Amherst would be farmland.

It's Graffiti of the Week, dammit! De-

facement of the Decade' Somewhere in the

halls of Herter exists this little ditty: "Plan:

1. go up in balloon. 2. drop boulder on Road
Runner."

Some things deserve a second chance,

but why make a sequel for House Party?

Now this will probably be the only time

you'll ever hearme encourage attendance at

rallies. Most rallies in the Amherst area are

whiny little events that will never do any good

whatsoever. President Bush will never go

before Congress and announce: "Well, I'm

gonna pack it in now and go back U) Maine
to fish. Danny herell be taking over. I don't

want to do this but really, Ijust have to after

that UMass student burned that candle in

front of the Student Union the other day."

Please. On the other hand, this whole keg

thing is fine by me. Threecheers to everyone

that participated in the keg rally at Select

Board yesterday.

The mailbag brings us a little note from
"Elizabeth" (she didn't leave her last name
so I'm going to assume she's really important

and famous 'cause important and famous
people read this column. Didn't you know
that?) Well, Elizabeth wanted to let me in on

the message in her fortune cookie the other

day because it's really peachy keen and too

cool for cucumbers. (It doesn't really count

as graftiti because it was written inside her

food, which she ingested and digested and
that's gross.) "If all of our wishes were

gratified, many of our dreams would be

destroyed." Whoa.
By the way Elizabeth, since I'm such a

fan of Simon and Garfunkel I'm going to be

a bridge over troubled water for Halloween.

The newest plan to help students

strapped for cash by the recession: Adopt a

College Student. Rich folks would send me
cash and 1 would write them letters that

make them feel all warm inside. We could

get Sally Struthers to do the commercials.

Well, that just about wraps it up this

week. So if you think I'm an ignorant little

piece of rotting banana peel or ifyou have a

neat-o Graffiti of the Week or just plain

want to say something, please, whine, send

me a letter. Address it to Marc Elliott, piece

of garbage, Collegian, right next to the In-

dex, Campus Center.

Until next week, remember, "It takes

more than talent Dad. It takes training. .

."

Afarc Elliot never ever whines except for

Collegian columns

OKAV. SADOArA,

/you/ WHAT'5 TWiS ^

Harassment means domination

Thinking of ending it all? Don't
A friend of mine tried to kill himself

Saturday night. Yeah, he really did. He

took a lot of pills and went for a walk.

What a waste of sleeping pills or of

laxatives. He never did know what he

took. What a waste!

What if an old girlfriend was knock-

ing at his door this moment? What ifhe's

already won $10 million? What about

his dream of sailing away to

Margaritaville, "with a bottle ofrum and

a lime?"And what about me. What about

me!
Funny thing about death is that you

always equate it with me. When will

death come to me? How will their death

affect me?
You may have known him while he

attended UMass. He went to parties,

crammed for exams, searched for his

dreamgirl. Kindoflikeyouandme. Ifyou

didn't meet him, I'm sorry, you would

have loved him. I did.

His life got tough and he sought a

solution. He called me soon after his pro-

posal with death and told me not to tell. He
told me he trusted me and loved me. He
told me a lot of things, like where his

poetry was in his room, that he was walk-

ing to somewhere no one would find him.

I cursed and punched the walls near-

est me but on the phone was nothing but

civil and calm. He could have called me
before! And now 1 await a call. I've no

idea ofhis condition. His friends all await

an answer, and before this diatribe bores

those who had a good weekend, I just

want to say don't. Don't.

Dana L. Forrar
Northeast

The term has been on the tip ofeveryone's

tongue lately. Johnny Carson is making
jokes about it. It made a charming subtext

on an episode of"The Simpsons" and I can't

wait to see what "Saturday Night Live"

comas up with. The term is "sexual ha-

rassment." We've heard about it many times

this past week, but has our understanding

of it been enlightened?

Elizabeth Christopher

I , too, have hadmy fill ofdebates over the

Thomas hearings and have no personal

desire to put yet another opinion about the

iryustice done to a particular individual in

print. I have, however, attempted to shed
some light on the injustice women have
been complaining about.

What is this injustice?An awful lotofyou
out there have no idea. I suppose I can't

blame you. The vague term seems to falljust

short of "abuse" and is a bit more troubling

than a scene from Benny Hill, has remained
undefined. It jumped out and surprised us

and by the time we finally figured out just

what was the PC way to pronounce "ha-

rassment," the evening news was featuring

another restaurant massacre.

"I guess you just better watch what you
say around the girls," said one enlightened

barfly on a certain early evening TV news
broadcast. If "girls" had been referring to

kindergarten children, who at a fragile age
are easily impressionable, I would have
whole-heartedly agreed. But women are

neither fragile nor easily impressionable.

We will continue to have intelligent dis-

cussions on politics, social issues and sex.

We will continue to joke around about mov-
ies, sports, and yes, sex. Sexual harassment
has nothing to do withcommunicating about
sex. Sexual harassment has everything to

do with domination and control.

The sexual harasser is the one who strips

a woman of every identity beyond the
physical. The sexual harasser is the one
that reminds awoman that she is vulnerable

to rape.

Who are the sexually harassed? They are

the secretaries forced to bear the breaths of

their male bosses down their necks. They
are every woman who has ever been gawked
at in the street and taunted by unseen
voices. They are the targets oftruck drivers'

horns. They are school girls who feel the

unwelcome hand ofa classmate under their

shorts. They are young children forced to

bear witness to a naked man in a trench

coat.

The violators are countless, the victims,

every female.

Why do women bear this treatment?
Perhaps it's for the same reason thatwomen
continue to walk down public streets, to

board public buses, to go to school and to live

with their families. Sexual harassment is a
part of a female's daily life so much that
sometimes we fail to recognize it as just

that: harassment. But our experiences as

women can change, as long as the lines of

communication between men and women
remain open. Contrary to what the above
quote indicated, we must not "watch" what
we say. only listen to what we are saving.

Elizabeth Christopher is a Collegian

correspondent
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Arts & Living
Jorma to perform a "super" intimate show
By DAVID DEMERJIAN
Collegian Correspondent

When Jorma Kaukonen is asked what
mark he thinks he has made on the music
industr>'. he answers simply enough: "I just

w ant to be remembered as a good performer."

This straightforward, relaxed attitude is

reflected in Kiiukonen's music, a combina-
tion of folk and blues that has made him a

favorite with audiences for over 25 years.

As one of the founders of the 1960'8

supergroup Jefferson Airplane, and a long

time member ofthe folk-blues ensemble Hot
Tuna. Jorma has played in almost every

kind of setting, from huge arenas holding

thousands of people, to small, smoky cafes

and taverns. When asked which performance
sit uation he prefers, he says: **from a strictly

financial standpoint. I supp<»e the big are-

nas are better, you get the chance to make
much more money. I myself have always

preferred smaller situations. A small club

allows you to be more intimate with your

audience, you can improiseand experiment
in ways that just aren't possible in a larger

venue."

Experimentation is something that

Kaukonen has done much of during his 25

years in the music industry. A complete

collection of his work includes everything
from the angry rock and roll of Jefferson

Airplane to the country blues ofHot Tuna to

the pure acoustic folk ofhis early soloalbums.
Despite his work in these many areas of

music, Jorma does not feel that he has
"evolved" musically: "I really don't think

that my style has changed all that much. Of
course, I am a better guit.arist than 1 was
when 1 started out, but that comes to be

exptvted after 25 years of playing!"

Kaukonen has become so good at the

guitar in fact, that he recently created a

tape which instructs people on how to play.

"The tape is something that I have wanted
to do for a long time." he says, "it was a fun

thing to work on and it allowed me to share

what I have learned with others " Jorma
also hopes to someday establish a guitai-

summercamp for youngsters at his 100acr«'

farm in Ohio.

When asked about his future plans.

Kaukonen says: "If all goes well, I should be

releasing both a Hot Tuna album and a solo

album in the next year. I had hoped to have
the solo album out by now. but things never

move as quickly as you'd like them to."

Kaukonen is also planning to head to Cali-

fornia after his tour, to help out with a

Jefferson Airplane box set which is due out

in April.

Kaukonen is not supporting a new album
on hiscurrent tour, but is performingbecause

he "loves to play", and considers it a recre-

ational activity.

Jorma Kaukonen will he performing at

the Iron Horse on Tuesday. Oct 22, at 7 and
10 p.m.

Inspired dance!r

By OLIVIA STEWART-LIBERTY
Collegian Correspondent

The Tel Aviv based Batsheva Dance
Company will perform tonight at 8
p.m. at The Concert Hall in FAC

This innovative and diverse troupe
h.is betMi described by The Neir York
Tinu-s as an "invigorating blend of the
light airborne attack of ballet and thi>

weighted, emphatic thrust of modern
dance" — a blending of fine Itvhnique
with vivid aesthetics.

Internationally respected, the com-
pany was formed in 1974 by Martha
Graham, under whose zealous direction

the company performed, developing a
reputation of vitality and great energy.

Since 1974. the company has at-

tracted many well-known choreogra-
phers and artists. An international di-

versity resulted from the combination of

traditional Israel and innovative daring.

Today the company performs under
the artistic direction of Ohad Nahanii.
choretjgrapher, dancer and creator.

Bom in Israel, Naharin came to the
United States to join the Batsheva
Dance Company as a dancer. He later

experienced the diversities of other
American modern dance companies,
going on to found his own internation-
ally recognized troupe.

I..ast year Nahann was appointed Ar-
tistic Director to the Batsheva Dance
Company.

The set tonight is to open with ex-

tracts from his creation KYR. commis-
sioned in 1990 by the Israel Festival in

Jerusalem, a combination ofdance and
theatre, thi* silent symmetry of form
with "alternative rock".

T 300^^1 A 9pm
MooThurt

One ahom at 7 30pm
Adults $4 00

Smdtnt w valid I S3 00

Discover Your Career

In Natural Medicine.

8:30PM & 11:00PM

MAHAR AUDITORIUM

ANNUAL FIVI-COUECt

GRADUATE k PROFES-

SIONAL SCHOOL DAYS

Wednesday 10/23

Mather Career Center

UMvtRSin w MASMCMuyns

EXPERIENCE THE CHALLENGE OF THE

MMASS RESIPENCE ASSISTANTI

A limited number of positions ore
available for next semester.

Applications are available in cluster offices now!

Applications are due November 8 by 5:00pm
to either Johnson or Thoreau clusters only.

APPLV TODAY!

Meet Dr. John Furlong, Bastyr College

N.D. alumnus. He'll be on campus with

answers to your questions about be-

coming a naturopathic physician, acu-

puncturist or nutritionist. Seattle's Bastyr

College offers accredited natural health

science degree programs. Curricula in-

clude botanical medicine,

homeopathy, nutrition. Orien-

tal meciicine, physiotherapy,

counseling, and natural child-

birth. Financial aid is available.

BASTYR
C O I. L K G E
\ \H KM III M III \< // \< IS

144 \l .S4th Strivt

Seattle VVAWHKS

iCUW
57 North Pleasant Street

^53-5141

DON'T FORGET: SUNDAY NIGHTS

IT'S ilTim® mid ^k® AG©^mm WAim live!

TUESDAY is TACO TUESDAY!!!
free tacos 9-???

WEDNESDAY IS WEDNESDAY WINGS!!!

free buffalo wings 9-???

Beer of the IVIonth Drink of the Week
Rolling Rock Bottles

$1.50

Seabreeze

$1.75

* Keep in mind that Delano's offers

Great weekly Lunch &Dinner Specials.

Make the Grade at

Papa Qino^
PIZZA, PASTA & MORE

TUESDAY

ALL YOU CAN EAT
PIZZA FEAST
ONLYM.25

PER PERSON

• Piz2a ft S«lad B*r
• Choic* o( 3 Var«iiM of Piz

>fEDNESDAY

ALL YOU CAN EAT
PASTA FEAST

Wm MMIbato

$3.69
No

(Spaghetti or Ziti)

ONLY 'p ^ 55
• PER PERSON

' Ho\ good on tak*-out

Mts. Farms. Mall
Rt. 9, Russell St.

Hadley, MA
584-0220

Focus
Depression shouldn't ruin your life
By BROOKK C
Collegian StafT

WHEELER

Dcpri>88ion alTectK about one in 10

AmericanM at some point in their live«, ac-

cording to the Natioiuil Institute of Mental
Health. Sometinu's people call it "the blues"

or "being down." but when the feelings lin-

ger for more than a few weeks, it could be
more than just a "low time." It could be

clinical depression.

When recognized and diagntised. clinical

depression can Iv successfully and effectively

treated. Unfortunately, the vei-y nature of

depreaaion — the feelings of helplessness.

h(^wles8ness and worthlessness— keep the

depressed pers4>n from seeking help. Many
people learn to live with depression.

They can wake up in the morning, go to

claMes or work, spend time with friends,

and a<xept their depression as the way they

are. They don't know that there is a better

way to feel and they are not motivated to get

treatment. Without any kind of treatment,

people can spend a lifetime feeliiig miser-

able.

Karen, a UMass junior, remembers her-

selfas feeling "very depressed, unstable and
eventually suicidal' during her first se-

mester at school She lost her appetite, slept

through the day and stopped going to classes.

She hadn't made much effort to make friends

and her roommate finally insisted she get

some help.

"It took tremendous strength and energy
to finally tell my parents how miserable I

was." she said. "TTiev wanted me to come

home, but I felt that wasn't the right thing
to do."

On her parents insistence. Karen began
setMUg a clinical psychotherapist three times

a week. AHxt alxiut a month and a half of

regular treatment, slie said she felt mark-
edly better.

"It started very slowly, but eventually I

stopped dreadingeach new day ,"she recalls.

"I gradually resumed normal activities, and
I think I can actually call myst^lf:! happy
person now."

A college environment can Ix' very con-

ducive to depression. A large, impersonal
campus, many strange faces, new and
sometimes unpleasant living arrangt^ments.

difficult class schedules that demand new
levels of intense work — all these factors

can contribute to the onset of depression.

However, these things usually do not in

themsi>lves cause clinical depression, ac-

cording to Bonnie R. Strickland, a Univer-

sity psychology professor and former presi-

dent of the American Psychological Aaso-
ciation.

According to Strickland, they can trigger

a symptomatic episode ofdepression rooted

in emotional baggage acquired over time
previous to college.

"It really depends on one's personal his-

tory. People don't usually become seriously

depressed out of the blue in college,' she
says. "Sexual abuse, eating disorders, fam-
ily problems and past traumas can set offa

depressive episode wlwn theirenvironment
changes so dramatically and they have to

deal with issues of separation from their

family."

Sometimes however, high levels ofstress

caused by the college environment can
trigger chemical and biological problems
that lead to feelings of depression.

"The depression can come on quite

abruptly," says professor Strickland "The
person may never have experienced de-

pression symptoms at all before."

IX) you suspect that a friend, or even
yourself, may iM'clinically depies.st»d".'*Tliese

are the symptoms of dt>prc*Msion as defined

by the NIMH:

• A persistiMit sad, anxious or "empty" mmtd
• Feelings of hoptOessness or pessimism
• Fi>elings of guilt. worthtcMness or help

leasneM
• Loss of interest or pleasure in ordinary

activities, including sex

•Insomnia, early nu>rning waking or over-

sleeping
• Loss ofappetite and weight or weight gain
• Decreased energy, fatigueorlxMng"slowed
down'
• Thoughts of death or suicide and/or sui-

cide attempts
• Restlessness, irritability

• Difficulty concentrating, remembering or

making dixrisions

1 ffour or m«ire ofthesi> symptoms iM'rsiKt

for longer than two wtH'ks or interfere with

daily functioning, pnifessional treatment is

ri>commended, according Ui the NIMH.
Sometimes dt>pressiv»* disorders can als«i

tnanifest lhems*'lves as persistent physicail

symptoms that do not resp«ind to treatment,

such as chronic ix^curring headaches, di-

gestive disord«Ms and olh«T similar Iv|M's of

pain.

The most coniinnii ly|M- ol iivalnieiil lor

di'pression is psychotherapy I'sychotlu'rapy

involves an interesle<l but ol>jtH:live pi*n«4m

(the therapist) and tlu- us4' of Uilkiiig to

define and resolve problems. Shotl U-rm
therapy for clinical deprc*Msion is usually six

months or less, but geiK>rally improvement
tKXurs after alwut one month of treatnu'iil.

according to the NIMH.
Depression doesn't have Ui rum

.«
iM-rMtus

life. A chronic "down' mtMid shouldn't Im>

accepted as a part of «ii»«-'s personality.

I\>ssimism. insomnia. rt>stU>SKn4*ss and fa-

tigue might be more than just a "phase'

someone is gi>iiig through. Clinical depn*H-

sion doom'l go away by ibwlf, and effective

treatment is readily available*

Some college grads
mourn identity loss

By BR(X)KE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

College graduation is typically thought
of as a time of celebration, change and
new horizons. But for some, graduating
can turn out to be a traumatic and emo-
tionally debilitating experience.

"I felt as though someone had shaken
me and just thrown me up in the air,"

said Lisa, who graduated this past spring

from Rutgers University in New Jersey.

"I had no job. I was no longer a student,

and I didn't know what I really wanted to

be doing. I was out in the "real world"

with no identity."

A college graduate can sometimes
suffer from the same type and severity of

depression as a widowed spouse, ac-

cording to Anne C. Berkley, a New Jersey

psychotherapist whose practice is limited

to young adults.

"There is such a drastic change, such
an incredible anticlimax, and many
people feel after graduation that the best

years of their life just ended," says

Berkley.

Berkley refers to college graduation

as a "life event"— one ofa series ofmajor

events during a p«'rson's life thatchanges
it dramatically, such as ending one stage

or beginning another. According to

Berkley, life events include such things

as marriage and divorce, losing a parent,

finishing a doctoral thesis, having a child

and losing a job.

"Some of my patients say they feel as

though they have stepped over the last

boundary of childhood, that knowledge
of responsibility for life has hit them
smack in the chest," says Berkley.

"In addition, they are mourning a loss

ofidentity. They spent four years of their

life being part of the nurturing environ-

ment of a college community, and all of

the sudden they are officially restricted

from that environment. They're not a

student an)mfiore, and they don't know
what to call themselves," she says.

According to Berkley, graduates with

jobs lined up or concrete plans experience

less depression or none at all.

"Having a job or other plans ready
helps facilitate the transition period,"

she says. "Employment provides iden-

tity. This is key to helping alleviate this

kind of depression."

Suicide in college community explored
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

Each year in the United States approximately 30,000

people commit suicide, according to the National Alliance

for the Mentally III.

Suicide, for many, is the end of a long process, and often

the final symptom of a clinical depressive disorder. How-

ever, sometimes all that precedes it is feelingsofhopelessness

and negative expectations about the future.

Liane, a University of Massachusetts sophomore, says

she knows first hand about hopelessness and the damaging

effect it has on daily life.

'I never considered myselfcapable ofbeing so depressed

until I came to college." she said. "But after months ofstress

from being behind in classes, having a job I really couldn't

handle, and feeling hopeless about my future, I felt like I

was out of control ofmy life."

Liane said she knew whe i she began thinking about

methods of suicide, even casually, that she needed to talk

with someone. She called the Everywoman's Center on

campus and they helped refer her to an outside analyst.

"I gojust once a week , butmy whole outlook has changed
,"

she said. Talking to someone instead of running around

waiting to self-destruct is the difference between changing

your life or ruining it."

Many people who kill themselves do so on the first try,

officials say. The rate of successful suicides increases with

age, but the number of attempted suicides is highest for

both sexes in the late teens and early 20s, according to the

Department of Health and Human Services — and these

people are not beyond help.

Attempted suicide is more often a cry for help rather

than a desire to end a life.

A live interactive teleconference called "Suicide: New
Hope Through Science — A Campus Perspective" is being

presented by the National Alliance for the Mentally III on

October 29. The program is designed to inform college

students, administratorsandcoun.selingstaffaboutsuicide

and the particular vulnerability of a college community.

The program will be transmitted live by satellite from 6

to 8 p.m. on October 29 to colleges and universities that

register for it. As ofyet, the University has not registered for

the conference.
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EXPLORE THE OPPORTUNITIES
Recent graduates who are now Executive Trainees with the May Department

Stores Company will be returning to campus to discuss our Executive Training

Program with interested students. Stop by...bring your resume (if you have

one) and find out more opportunities in retailing.

Wednesday, October 23, 1991

School of Management
Faculty Lounge
10:00-4:00 p.m.

All maiors welcome

Fl LEN E'S

GFOX
The May Department Stores Company

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22. 1991
ij lui ! « IV « « m <
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

DACUFT ^ OF.COURSe

ryi PROUP wBfA POINT 0'

PfUJG PM£*^ MUZAK IPBA

'

I uifencptNe youPmpkw
JDSJPNPWMiSlP^, TOSMf^
INTteCXSPlT!

Regrettably, the Lablnski brothers had

selected an apartment in the heart of ttte

Bermuda Triangle of )am sessions.

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

chkided km J^' 5qmi of (xMmim
)%E|MMn«iotK I OcMllmn...

htattze. "Mw^Uzy sHutenr

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

w

UNDER 21 By KRIS K. EARLE

Quote of the Day
"Hard ane the ways ot tmlh, and rough to walk."

-John Milton

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE

ACROSS
) Rusly huiQ* i

sound
6C«iiCli«n —
10 Maioily
U Tha Qokton —
15 — La Oouce
16 Ronian

•mpwof 69 AO
)7 Ha pUyM Lou

G<ani

IS Vouiig»*«>

t9 - VwMwi
20 AdraM RMaf
?? tn cakn

iiMniia*

^4 M

ii0C««»a<itv

M
26 Ackatt JiAa
?7 III a uiii
31 8<o o( w»
3? J«ct>»and

|Ol>a«»

33 Prafsata*

po<aiaa«
KBannad

AH»

aaMtwtmg
40Onao<

MMnty kxif

41 Pa»ha
42 Bagt*
43 lo>i<a

44 L A » aralar*

45 Imasi I ha
Big A(i|jto »

pukca
47 0«ola>yn

concatn
51 Pangians aran*

V cap
M Body powdx
&• Captured
b9 a«a
bi iMime

67 Hundred, ui

Rome

DOWN
1 Rap
2 - Hashaitah

3 Saalwd
4 Guyt and
Oo«» rote

6 Mam muppet
and rtama»atias

eCabocKHes
companoit

7 Angeri
• Arabian

duatlam
9 Mauve ol Uw
iiKMna*

10 Man
ie»o

n A>|uaiic

ntamnvK
12 Tan

Cunnnanrtiiiaiils

verb

13 Bruadway
ataarda

21 Sakkm mtect
23 Baame and

Burrow*
2SSuocinc«
27 Part u< USNA

KlTHJ

28 Slory

29 Fdy ol

Kor>9

30 Aqe
34 Apple beverage
3& Rocktfi

IMoriiMin

was one
36 Dip a doughnut
37 bieri

39 ChfurMie*
40 - artd seiluir

42 La»h bst (w tog

Mattel

43 Forcelul

44 Mail boat

46 Humorist
47 Clienw.'.il

cumpouiHl
48 III agreenwKi
49 Halev epir

M Gay WW ii

plane

b3 See 3 Ouwii

a Fanely 4>o»l'

MOiie
&7 GitMiper

60 CtMial mM

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

KCkaMed m
lierakliv

t>3 Faslnon

maga/me
64 Itw bombs

buistang -

66 Taike iMa

•esaadog

Menu
Sorry, no menu today.

Call 5-2626

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AKIKSlMiirili 21 Aiwil l«>»; Ytwr

pl.in\ fid iiHiviiii: in ;i hi): way. I'.ilks.

inpN anil k'lkTs I'tpiUHl your ciinx-r aiMl

thNiK-slic hori/iHis Whal yixi tki lur

yiHir latmly will he nchly rvwarik'tl lie

willini: III iii^ikc vHTilliv^

rAllKllS(A()ril 2H May 31) IK-

laivcr .in-na |Kiivi«k'v llic |irii(x-r M-llin|:

lor yoti III ilivplay vihii ii>iii|K'lilivc

vla'ak DiMiiwioiK will) inlliK'iiiial

|Woplc ciK:i>ura|H' Ihciii lo nuke llK-ir

nnaiK'ial r»-M>iinc< av.iilabk" lo yoii

CKMINKMay 21 Jiiik- 2») You

and yiHir parliK'iv eiiii rcaili a heller

tiiuk-rslaiklin)! lixlay Sliaro a secret ):oal

111 iKiiJeve opiiiiiiMii ra|i|»on Yoiir plau>

iinrold heaiilHiilly Help a relative who

leeK iMcsMiivil loiiijihl

CANCKKlJiiiK- :i July 221

Siieeess in your (k'alin(;s with

proniinenl (X-opk is pr;Kliially asMirvtI.

AJopi a seriiHis, vineerv niiinner to pain

lavor Keep an eye on llio hiph costs of

living. Show your nwte imire alTeclion.

I.WHJiily 2VAiip. 22) TojHivaiKe

key iiileresls. you may luive lo reiich a

wiikT audience llie palh ahead could

he dilTiciill. delays ami coiiiplicalinns

are lealured I'lish on a hip payoll

awails you! Romance beckons

VIK(:<HAup 23Sepl. 22): You

MV irresistible, willy and on lop of your

paiiK' liHlay A linancial transaction or

maiK'Uver hMiks promisiu):. lA.'nd an ear

lo what an olik-r |icrson has In say Take

a hint.

I.IKKAlSepl 2V(Kl 22) He on

iIk- ItHikoiil lor a hehind-thesa-nes

(ipponiHiily lo iHlvance yntir htisiiK'vs

aims > iHir |X-rsiHUil niiipnelism is a hi|i

iiNscI wlien conviiKinp olIx'rN lo >k> yotir

Nihlinp \W penenms wiih praise

S('OKIM<>l(Ki 2VNov 2I» lt«

tiiiK- lo re;Kh a coinpfomise with yiHir

mate or another key ally Do imh try to

hiik' your emotions. Sh;irinp your

tkHibis ami Ixipes with loved iHie brings

you closi-r lopitlx-r

.SACaiTAKIHMNoy. 22-IVi:. 21):

YiMi have pa-aler conlnil over (InaiKial

MMllers iMiw lnvesltp;ue recvnt

|Mircli.i>es ami invesiinenls. You will

heiK'lit I'riHii iiukinp ytHirself more

visible at work Listen to a woman's

wise iHlvice

tAI'KHOKNdJcc 22 Jan I9>:

Any promises y««i make linlay will he

diincull 111 kcvp. l*osl|)one makinp ,i

serious commitiiK-nl. C'oiisi«k'r a new

invesliiKMil plan. I x-am more about

slinks, real estate aiHl overseas

investments

AQUAKIll.SUan 2(lleb IK);

Avoid relyinp on other |vople il there is

work lo be- done, errands to nin or

iiK'ssapes lo send l->erylhinp will po

much heller if you lly solo today!

I .isleninp to music relanes yim.

IM.Stl';.S(leb. I'} March 20); Make

tlie iiMisi ol a communications iH'lwork.

Ymir words have s|K'cial |»ower linlay.

He careful nol lo ollend someone who

would make a pixHl ally Your

involveiiK-nt in coniniunily affiiirs

brinps rich a'wards

Today's Staff
Night Editor Preston P. Forman

Copy Eiditor Joanne Quimby

PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi

PiTxliicticMi Supervisor Nicole Dumas

Prcxiuclion Traci-Ann Disalvatorc

Beth Butts
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SANDRA BERNHARD
featured in

The King of Comedy & Truth or Dare"

& also starred in her one-woman show
"Without You Tm Nothing"

will be appearing at

SMITH COLLEGE
in the

John M. Greene Hall, Northampton
on Friday, October 25, 1991

at 8:00pm (doors open at 7:00pm)

All Tickets available at:

HAMPDEN aCREAMERYC V v^

HALLOWEEN i:^^iM^

WEEK SPECIAL ^^ '-

October 22 through 31

The SCreamslcte Shake
A blend of 3 scoops of orange sherbet

(for the price of 2) and vanilla ice cream

Also other ghoulish trtats and ghosly surprises ^

.^^'" Thsnh you for your patronage M«v« • safe holiday! ^-

:::v^ f""V i ;• i

^ HAMPCCN SNACK BAR Ik rncAMF n

'

Smith College • $5.00 for Smith students with valid I.D.

$10.00 for all non-Smith Students

W/enesday, October 16 - Thursday October 24

For the Record, Amherst • 256-5726 for $10.25

Main St. Records, Northampton • 586-5726 for $10.50

Thursday, October 17 - Thursday, October 24

Tickets purchased at the box office day of the show will be $10.50

HALLOWEEN
CANDY CORN
COUPON COUNT CONTEST

Octolwr 22nd thru 31st

No trick our treat!
Guess how many candy corns in our jar If

your guess is the closest without going over

you will win a $10 00 certificate good for

anything sold in the Creamery or Snack Bar

En«loy«Mno*««i9«i* C««tihcM» canM appkad on* t«n» oMy

Hamoden Snack Bar
OMxt Clexime^ in southwest

ALL STUDENTS !

!

1 Oth Annual Five College

GRADUATE & PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOLS

INFORMATION DAY

Over 100 schools including:

Boston College School of Social Work

Boston University School of Law
Cornell University

Emerson College

Dartmouth College

Harvard University

Georgetown University

Monterey Institute for International Studies

SUNY - Stonybrook

Northeastern University

Pace University

Simmons College

Smith College School for Social Work
Widener University School of Law
University of Vermont

Yale University

Wednesday, October 23, 1991

Campus Center Auditorium

University of Massachusetts/Amherst

10 am to 3 pm
Coordinated by the Mather Career Center, University of Massachusetts/Amherst In

cooperation with Amherst, Hampshire, Mt. Holyoke and Smith Colleges

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement •Cooperative Education • Internships

Fraternity/Sorority Park - on the Orchard Hill bus route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

Lifestyles

Lift ticket prices hit or top $40 in Vermont
MONTPELIKR, Vt (AP) - What goes

down must pay up. That's the combined law
of physics and economics at Vermont ski
areas, where some daily tickets are topping
$40 and some aeaeon passes have climbed
abov«$900.

The price of a single adult weekend ski

lift ticket has risen from $39 to $41 at
Okemo Mountain Resort in Ludlow and
from $39 to $40 at Mount Snow.

Season passes range from $249 for an
adult pass at Smuggler's Notch to $915 at
Killington Ski Area.

Some wary ski areas pushed their prices

Styles By
Deborah

The Sp«

4.00 Professional

Consultation .nu!

For
Hair ft Skin

C^are

549-5610
65 Univermlty Drire

Amherst

^-^T7N-rT\ ^-onsmiaiion .nic

Huh Z)\er^\ Style. Cut & Dry
Onig N<-9 sib 00 loSid (N)

\\i\\ wmt cuiiomrrt only • Exp 10/31/'J1

'5.00 ^"vPerm.
Facial or

OFF Highlighting
rir«i «lm» cu«temrr« only • ftp 10/11 '91

Hours: Tues. - Fri. 9:AM - 8:PM

Sat. 9:AM - 4:PM

665-2629

Haircuts $11.50

Colors $16 to $20

Frosting $35

Perm (cut included) $44 to $48

Partial Perm $35

Waxing (eyebrows) $5.00

we use Paul Mitchell products

Next to 7-11, Route 116*

Sunderland, MA

toward, but not over, the $40 benchmark.
Stratton's tickets can be had for $39, a $1
increase from last year. At northern
Vermont's Jay Peak the daily ticket price
went from $32 to $34.

Killington and Pico Ski Resort in
Sherburne said they would hold their prices

for daily tickets to last year's levels. A
weekend day ticket at Killington is $39 and
Pico's lift ticket is $37.

Whether the $40 threshold mattered
depended on whether the person talking
represented a ski area that had hit that
figure yet.

"I don't see the $40 as a specific thresh-
old." Okemo Vice President and General
Manager Don MacAskill said. "1 think
anybody today only has a certain amount of

recreation time. When they pursue recre-

ational activities they want to get a gcKxl

value.

But Laura Wittern. of Killington Ski
Area, said Killington consciously kept its

price below $40 Int-ause of a concern that
the $40 could turn some skiers off.

"Anytime you make that jump it can
have an impact on people's perceptions."

WitU'rn said, noting that the ticket price

could change. The day ticket price is what
everybody wants to know."

Wittern alst) sought to emphasize multi-
day rates. A five-day ticket at Killington
works out to $32 a day. she said.

Tom Meyers, of the Vermont Ski Area
Association, said he did not think lift, ticket

prices drive people away.
The fall in skier attendance has been

principally due U> weather." Meyers said.

"Weather is what makes people decide to

ski. The economy is something that effects

people once they are here."

Mary Jo Torallo of the United Ski In-

dustries Association agreed, (^)lorado ski

areas had prices topping $40 last year. Hut
Colorado also had g«M>d snow, and increased
skier visits, she said.

Torallo also said no one should lotik for

bargains on single weekend lift tickets

Crowded slopes on wei^kends tempt opera-
tors to maximize their profits. "It's supply
and demand," she said.

^.tm'i'^mm.%m-^^z%^tf

HEALTHY SKIN
,,^^^^ Begins with a deep pore
^^^^^^ cleansing facial.

Also lash and brow
tinting, shaping, hair

waxing, make-up,
therapeutic massage.

AlvSTHFTK^S SKINCAIU-
.M Main .Sj... Suiic I. Amiirm, MA 2.S.? 9879

Now's the

time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

78 OM Sundcflnd RiL. No AmtMnl

549-2880
Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most ttajor Credil Cants Accepted

Classifieds
COm.ro THE COUEGIAN OFFICE Hi CAMPUS CENTER • THURSDAY H:MkLU) FRIDAY S:M)-2:.f()» DFADIJNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATIlW • 20cAVORD/DAY lORS'TUDEmS • CASH IN ADVANCE

ACTIVmES

CONCERTS CONCERTS CONCERTS
UPC Concert Productions Generai

Oct 22 Tues 6 00 S«udBnt Unton

Nmir mambers «»elcom«<"

UMASS CHESS CLUB
7-11 pm in lh« Bluewall

All are uMlcome

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BAHAI FAITH
IntornMllonal gatti«ring

7PMOCI22
Room 802 CC
AH are iwetcoma

UMass Bahai Club

HEY MCNAMARAI
It's hare* I

Halloween candygrams
Send one to someone in

the Sylvan Area

Please support your house coortdl

HOT.. .SPICY. ..MOUTHWATERIMG...
BUFFALO WINGSM
Finally, what you've been waiting lor

Fast. free, healthy dehveryi

Introduong Mama Mapes Wings -N- Things

opening Thursday Od 31sl

Doni miss out'

MOSAIC MAGAZINE needswnters adHore.

photographers, ad reps All students wel

come Conlaci Dave 2S3 7522 tor into

(Please leave irwssage)

PRE-VET a ANSCI CLUB
Brief meeting tonighi

Tuesday. October 22
6pm - Paige 202
Thp ft T-shirt signups

UECHI-RYU KARATE Classical Ohinawan

Karate Wen and Fn 6 00pm AmherstCom
munity Arts Center Call 665 4501

WATCH OUT
Novefflbef 6lh IS

JUOGOaENT DAY!
Bob knows RaoquettMll

For mtormalion can him at 546 2077

AUTO FOR SALE

79 TOYOTA COROLLA Only 95000 mites'

AbsoUely no rusti Graat slwipal $1000/80
Joe 546-4917

0>lwd can, trucks, boats. 4wh«alars.

moloftiaines. by FBI. IRS. OEA Availabia

your aiM now CaH (SOS) 682-7555. Ext. C
1675.

TOYOTA TERCEL 4<toor Graat shape

Cassette stereo E xtremety reliable

(000 253-9167

HELP WANTED

Earn $2S00 A Free tnps selling spring break

packages to Bahamas. Mexico. Jamaica.

Florida' Best tnps S pncas'

EXTERIOR PAINTERS
Experienced student painters needed to paint

Amherst area homes Full or part time

America's College Painters (800) 626-6267
"Painting America's homes coast to coast'

"ICnow balore you go," Where to work, bve

arxt ski free in Cok>rado's resorts 'Current

guide to Aspen. Vail. Brecfcen-ridge and
more' $16 95 Can 1-800 788 6174

POSTAL JOBS AVAlLABLEt Many post

tions Can (805) 682 7555 Ext P 3306

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-OISC' $1 75 00 OJs. VJs. Karaoke

lor house/ Formal parties. Call 506 9900

RWRENT

2 large roomed apt Heat inc Center ol

Amheret256^1124

FRIDGE RENTALS 253 9742 Free Delivery

Pufflon VUlaga one bedroom apt available

any time before Dec 1 Call 549-0068. 545-

3454

TOWNHOUSE 2BEDROOM 1 t/2 bath Bus

route N Amherst 1 567 1352

FOR SALE

i 1M2 MTERNSHIPS wHh the Le-

gal Servioos Center: get harxlson expen

ence in the legal liekt work directly with

attorr>eys and clients Earn up to 15 under-

graduate credits No experience in the legal

protession necessary -training provided

Contact Legal Services today 545-1995.

922 Campus Center

PERSONALS

HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY, BIG GUY!
I love you,

Little QM

ComeyFlul*
with case Excelleni condition One owner
Newly reconditioned $200 00 call 5460096

NEW A USED COMPUTERS
CaH Damn 62270

Smile cuz someone
tovesyoul

D.B.

HEY LONELY LAURIE from Chadboume
and your fnend Stephanie--il you ever gel

bored again, cati me Our conversation 2
Sundays ago was weird, but interesting.

Mark

Kdly (My Noohums)
WTk> is tNs girt rm going to marry and why
isnl she here tins weekend''

Brums ft I tove you
Alex

MATT
I tove you honey'

Happy one year amversity'

Love Always

Laune

ED, ^ ~~~'

One year ago today.

You stole my heart away
Love. Kara K
Happy Anniversary, I tove you'

BUNS HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Think happy and stnve for ttie

positive

Love

Swaat baby*
Please trsad

softly on my
tieart.

HomacKoa

Nicola, Greg, Kevin, Kim S Steve. Chrissy.

Sue a Chns. Myrtle & Mehnn. ChnsA . Rico.

Howie, George & the rest of the 1 0th floor of

JOA Tttanks lor making my 19th bnthday

speaall Cheryl

JuMs, You're ttie best roommate ft Ihend

ttiat I couM have Thanks lor ttie surprise

party II was the best tNrttiday-eva' Yeah
huh' Love. Cheryl

MARME THE BEAUTIFUL, Here's a small

but special personal lor you. Love your new
boyfriend Paco -

TO MK:HELLE, I neeeed youf
Love Your Man

RIDE WANTED

servk:es

BK:VCLE BROKEN?
Call Pal

546 0119

ORDER AVON!
546 1999

Call for tKochure

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy lest mlormation or

supporf Call for free nrKi confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 f^in

Street. Northampton 586-3000 or

Greenfiekt 774-6019

STOP SMOKING WTTH the help of poweilut

hypnotherapist from T I W Speaal discounts
for students Call 586 7372

FREE pragnaiKy testing; confidential and
caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No
Ptoasant Street Amherst 549 1906

WANTED

BIKE FRAME
Steel Road Frame/Fork 58CM

Pete 253 3886

To recycle: Prescnptnn medication bottles

containers (Nonrenewabte RX only) I

call 585 8709

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL- Aircouners Sndciuseships

Students also needed Chnstmas. spnng,

and summer lor amusement park employ-

mem Call (805) 682-7555 Ext F 1426

Killington Collegiata Ski Fest Jan 12 17

condo. hotluljs, skiing, and more Also spnng

break, Cancun. Jamaica and more Call John

ft John 5498101

TYPING

PAPERS TYPED: $1 50/typed page
Quick. Accurate Service. Call Bnan 546-

3563

WORD PROCESSING, laser pnnting, pa-

pers, resumes, theses Rosemary 259- 1 786

NORTHAMPTON TO AMHERST waak-
nights 1 30AM 7 253 2329
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Sports

UConn upends women's soccer 2-0
ULLIAN K. LEGGIO
CoUegian SUfT

In sports, final scores can sometimes be

<iec«iving. Take for instance yesterday

•vemng's 2-0 victory by the University of

Connecticut women's soccer team over the

University of Massachusetts.

In the first half. UMass (9-4) had several

golden scoring opportunities, but failed to

capitalize. Forty-five seconds into the game
with UMass on the attack. UConn goalie

Wendy Logan prevented L^aaafiron getting

on the board early by stopping a kick by

senior forward Michele Woodside.

At 32:12, Colleen Milken picked up re-

bound off a Woodside shot to narrowly hit

tl^ post.

"I think UConn got away lucky today,'

said UMass coach Jim Rudy. "We had so

many chances to get on the board, but ju8t

couldn't finish off the plays.'

While most of the first half was spent in

UConn territon.'. the Huskies had a couple

ofckMe calls at the UMass goal. One ofthese

scoring oportunities came late in the halfas

back Cathy Cambria booted an indirect kick

that was imtially hobbled by UMass goal-

keeper Bhana Scurry. Scurry regained

control just as a UConn player was sneak-

ing in to attack.

The tempo picked up in the second halfof

the game as both teams began playing more

aggressively. Sixteen minutes into the half,

a collision between UMass' Carrie Koeper

and UConn's Jennifer Strong caused a

stoppage of play as Koep>er laid on her back

gasping for air. After a two minute breather

Koeper returned to the field.

With the prospect of overtime looming

close at 78:12. UConn's I^urie KrutchkofF,

on a pass from Maggie Poteau, boomed a

kick to the upper right corner ofthe goal and

out of the reach of an outstretched Scurry.

"At the half, we decided that in order to

turn the game around, we need to break

through to the outside," said UConn coach

Len Tsantiris. "That first goal we got by

doing just that."

Less than ten minutes later, Karen

Ferguson kicked what appeared to be an

easy save for Scurry. It didn't turn out that

way as Scurrv mi>;«ed the shot and UConn
went up 2-0

"It looked like it was going across the goal

and I thought my defender would get to it,"

said Scurry, who going into last night's

game had a 41 goals per game average.

^e know we out fought them on offense

and defense." said Rudy. "It's disappointing

to lose, but it's encouraging to see how well

we played.'

In the last five minutes of play, unwilling

to yield to defeat. UMass mounted several

attacks that invigorated the offenae. Un-

fortunately for the Minutewomen, the horn

Cotl«CUB plioto by Jadi Bvynolda

University of Massachusetts' Kim Eynard fights for possession with

University of Connecticut's Susan Stabach in yesterday's UMass loss to

No. 2-ranked Connecticut.

Men harriers
place second
at Eastern's
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian SUfT

After compiling a 1-6 record in dual-meets this

season, the University ofMaasachuRett« men's cross

country team needed a big performance at the East-

em Conference Championship Meet to gain mo-
mentum entering the championship season.

They got that performance Saturday, with a solid

second place finish at Orono, Maine.

"I thought that was the best that we could do,"

UMass coach Ken O'Brien said. "In my mind, we
were in a block between second place and sixth place.

"We really reached the top level ofthe bracket that

I put us in," O'Brien said. "The team reacted very well

to the championship competition."

UMass-Lowell, currently ranked no. 1 in theNCAA
Ehv. II poll, literally ran away with the meet, sweep-

ing the top five spots in the race to compile a perfect

score of 15. Three-time Div. II All-American Dave
Cremin was the overall winner, finishing the five

mile race in 25:13.

The Minutemen won a close battle for second.

UMass scored 78 points to edge Maine, who scored

81. Holy Cross placed fourth with 92 points. Rhode
Island rounded out the top five teams with 95.

The top finisher for UMass was Kevin Greenhalgh.

He placed seventh in 26:03.

Greenhalgh was followed by teammates John
Raach ( 10th, 26:13), Pat Ryan ( 14th, 26:30), Richard

Copley (23rd, 27:01) and Tom Walsh (24th, 27:02).

"This was Kevin's and John Raach's and Pat

Ryan's best race of the year," O'Brien said. "Rich

Copley, as a college freshman, played an important
role; finishing 23rd in his first championship meet."

The team's performance was even more impres-

sive given that O'Brien chose not to run the team's

top five runners in order to rest them for the upcom-
ing Atlantic 10 and New England Championship
Meets. O'Brien hopes that the team's strong finish

Saturday has given them confidence which will aid

them in those meets.

"We're making significant progress in terms ofour

physical preparation, it's just taken time to put the

mental and psychological aspects of it together," he
said. "I think these kids did exactly what they had to

do to take that first step to solve that mental aspect

of it.

•T^ow, what we have to do is do the same thing next

week lat the Atlantic 10 Meet). Physically, I think

we're very capable of running much better than we
have all year."

Water polo goes 4-1 at Harvard
Loses thriller in 4 OTs to Brown
KEVIN HERUHY
Collegian Staff

BOSTON — After watching his ISth-ranked water
polo team win four of five games this past weekend, all

University of Massachusetta head coach Russ Yarworth
could say was "interesting." That term was probably

used with one particular game in mind.
Wouldyou believe a quadruple, sudden-death overtime

10-9 loss to Brown? Believe it.

It was the team's third game of the New England
League Tourney at Harvard's Blodgett Pool. Brown had
lost 12-10 to the Minutemen earlier this year, so the two
were familiar with each other.

The UMass offense was non-existent in the first

period, and a 2-0 deficit with no shots on goal proved it.

They were starting slow, a trait that has plagued them
all season.

The second period was just the opposite as the Min-
utemen peppered the Brown goalie with four early shots.

Finally, with under three-and-a-half minutes left in the

half. Tsan Engin scored twice and Adolf Oliete once.

Brown tallied three of their own during the same
period, but the new found offense breathed some life into

UMass.
Then it happened. One ofthe referees awarded Brown

a penalty shot with one second left in the half. Not
unusual. Goalie Todd Larson made a spectacular lung-

ing save, and the rebound, totally playable, arched high

over the shooter. A Brown player picked it up, turned
completely around, cocked his arm, and scored past

Larson. All in one second.

Yarworth stood on the edge of the pool, screaming at

the referees and slamming his hand-held game board

into the pool. Assistant coach Jon Miller was screaming

at the time keeper, and not for the first time in the game.
After more than 10 minutes of conversation the goal

stayed, and UMass was down 6-3 at the half.

After pulling ahead 8-7 halfway through the fourth

quarter the UMass pressure defense kept the Bears at bay.

The game seemed to be in hand, but with only 10 seconds

left Brown scored to send the game into overtime.

The first extra session was scoreless, but in the second

Engin scored on a nifty move with two-and-a-half minutes
left. The game seemed over (again), but Brown scored with

30 seconds left.

The third tind fourth overtimes would be sudden-death,
and after a scoreless third in which both teams were
obviously getting tired. Brown scored with a 1 :25 left in the

fourth to end the contest.

"It seemed like everything went Brown's way and it still

took them two sudden-death overtimes to beat us,"Yarworth
said. "We're still not playing good team ball for the whole
game. Just riding the roller coaster still. We aren't able to

maintain a good team intensity. I can't put a finger on it. I'm

at a loss for words."

Engin and Larson were immense for the Minutemen,
with Engin scoring six times and Larson knocking away 16

shots. Freshman Luke Harlan scored twice and Javier

Gonzalez once.

In an 18-4 blowout ofM.I.T. friday, Alex Yelensky scored

three times, five other players scored twice, and three

scored once.

Harvard held tough Saturday before falling, 1 2-9. Harlan
scored four times and Scott Reed recorded a hat trick.

The Minutemen beat a pesky Boston College team
Sunday, 9-8, behind another three goals from Reed and two
by Oliete.

The weekend's final game was a 14-6 romp over Yale.

Gonzalez had five goals, and Adam Feldman had three.

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

Minuteivomen place 5th in NE's
LILLIAN K. LEGGIO
Collegian Staff

Going into the New England Women's Tennis Champi-
onship, the University of Massachusetts was expected to

finish fifth or sixth out of six. UMass did indeed finish fifth,

but only two points from third place and seven from cham-
pion Hartford.

Ironically, UMass defeated Hartford earlier this season

by a score of 6-3.

"Fifth doesn't sound like much and it's certainly no

indication ofhow well we played," said UMass coach Edwin
(ientzler.

UMass didn't get off on the right foot on Saturday as

their first singles player, Shizuko Yamasaki suffered a first

round loss to Harvard's Heather Churlock 6-1, 7-5.

Kerri Kaminski, UMass' second slotted player, also lost

in the first round to the eventual No. 2 singles champion,

Agata Passent of Harvard 6-1,6-1.

In No. 3 singles, Amy Ryan loet to Vermont's Cathy

Kuebler 6-2, 6-3, but captured third place in the consolation

match, defeating Connecticut's Cory Robinson 4-6, 6-4, 6-4.

The last singles match-up involving UMass saw Kelly

Grim lose in the first round to Harvard's Celerie Kemble,
but rebound in the match for third place with a 6-2, 7-6 (7-

3) over Flo Gaudet of UConn.

Doubles was a pleasant surprise for UMass, as they

notched first place in No. 1 doubles and third in No. 2.

The team of Kerensa Eddy and Gail Girasella started off

by defeating Hartford's Sarah McShane and Jennifer

Palumbo 7-5, 6-1. In the match for first place, however, it

didn't appear as if Eddy and Girasella would win anything

as they lost their first set 0-6 to UConn's Katie Fuller and
Nicole Gaudet. Regaining their composure, they went on to

win second and third sets, winning the match 0-6, 6-1, 6-4.

In No. 2 doubles, UMass took third place as Pam Levine

and Stacey Scheckner won their third place match against

Lorri Fisher and Kelly O'Hearn 6-2, 6-3.

"We have improved so much over this season," said

Gentzler. "It's a shame to see it all come to an end."
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State considers
tags on all kegs

CoUKi*apk***k)p J<-^| iv.M...Ula

ALITTLEMORE TOTHE LEFT— Senior communications m^jor
Nick Gilbert does some filming outside the Student Union.

By DANIEL BEEGAN
and Collegian Staff

BOSTON (AP)— The Town of Amherst
Select Board's agreement Monday to review

the suggestions ofthe Keg Policy"Task Force

to place restrictions on the purchase ofkegs

of beer comes at a time when the State

Legislature appears likely to pass a bill

making the purchase of kegs more difficult

on a statewide level.

Hoping to curb raucous beo' bashes, the

Legislature likely will pass a bill that would
force individuals buying kegs to register

theirnames and addresses and paya deposit

whenthey pick up their brew , a key legislator

said Tuesday.
"We are very committed to trying to get

this bill through by the end of the session,"

Rep. Michael Walsh, D-Agawam, House
chairman of the Government Regulations

Committee, said Tuesday.

Walsh's committee held a hearing on a

bill that would require keg buyers to pony

up a $50 deposit befbre taking a keg from a

package store.

The bill also would require the seller to

keep a record ofthe names and addresses of

keg buyers.

The keg itself also would be tagged wiUi

the name and address of the purchaser.

Amherst, Hadley, Northampton and
several other area towns have already

adopted this jMroposal, which is aimed at

curbinglarge partieswith underage drinkers

in the Five College community. The law

allows poUce to identify the purchasers of

kegs, which was previously impossible, ac-

cording to local police.

The bill would give dty and town gov-

erning boards the right to accept or reject

the law.

The bill was sponsored by Rep. J. Michael

Ruane, D-Salem, at the request of Beverly

Alderman Raymond BattisteUi.

Ruand and BattistelU said a similar law

went into effect in Maine in August.

Walsh said a similar bill already is

(Tending before the Massachusetts House
Ways and Means Committee and could be

put on a fast track if it is reported to the floor

from that panel.

Walsh said keg parties aren't just a

problem on the North Shore.

He said local officials in Greenfield and
Agawam also have expressed interest in a

keg registration plan.

BattisteUi said he would like to see res-

taurant and bar owners exempted from the

deposit requirement, which he said should

be aimed solely at individuals.

CONTINUED ON PAG£ 2

1986 Southwest riot recalled
Sunday marks five-year anniversary ofrtice riot

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian SUff

Five years ago this Sunday, as the Boston Red Sox went
down to defeat to the New York Mets, the Southwest Resi-

dential Area errupted in violence.

This is the first part ofa three-part series examining the

riot and the aftermath.

It was not an ordinary evening at the University of

Massachusetts on October 27, 1986. Two days later, the

headline roared across page one ofthe Collegian: "Violence

erupts in Southwest after Sox Lose; Black man injured in

brawl alleges racial motivation." After this, the University

would never be the same again.

The riot that evening in Southwest left ten students

iixjured, three ofwhom were Black, and a University ripped

apart by a post-World Series party that evolved into an

ugly, brutal afi'air.

It has been estimated that between 1,200 and 3,000

students gathered outside the Southwest Pyramids to cel-

ebrate the Mets World Series win over the Red Sox. Soon,

fighting broke out and a carefree World Series celebration

turned into a brawl.

Yancy Robinson, a 19-year-old Black male, was the most

seriously iiyured of the ten. "1 was beaten up just because

I was Black," he was quoted in the initial Collegian article.

But the Director of Public Safety during this time,

Gerald O'Neil, denied racism as a contributing factor to the

riot. "I can not classify it as a racial riot," he said.

On October 28, the Daily Hampshire Gazette quoted a

security director at the time, as saying: "I think the situa-

tion started out with some folks just hanging around with

Inside:

Page 3:

The daughter ofthe 1960 Nobel Peace Prize

winner speaks of the slow pace ofchange in

South African apartheid laws.

Page 10:

Check out the review of the new Smithereens

album " oh, we meant Compact Disc.

Page 12:

Women's soccer needs wins to make NCAA
Championships. Theyface URt today.

Weather

Come on out and enjoy a niftyfall day.

Partly sunny skies with highs in the 60s.

pent-up energy. . . Itjust escalated to throwing things and
the crowd was dispersed." Students strongly decried the

riot as racially-motivated.

Three days later, a letter written byJoeeTolson, program
coordinator ofthe Student Activities EHvision and signed by

16 others appeared in the Collegian.

'Ifthe loss ofa baseball series can lead a mob ofstudents

to attack and ii\jure fellow students, then we have a prob-

lem. If the mob is White and the iixjured person is Black,

then we think we have a racial problem."

Tension ran high at the University as demonstrations

and protests for stricter security and more attention to the

riot were held on campus. Students, faculty and several

minority groups charged the University with failing to

respond quickly and efficiently to the violence.

On October 30, 1986, Black students convened on cam-

pus to plan their next move. The next day, writes the

Nummo News, more than 300 students marched from the

New Africa House to Whitmore and back again. The media
attended the rally in full force," the Nummo News wrote.

"Black students from all over the country were looking at

the TV coverage and newspaper reports and became very

inspired by our actions."

The Chancellor at the time, Joseph Duff"ey, and the Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs, Dennis Madson, wrote in a

letter handed to all residents in early November the violence

was "a threat to the fabric ofthe entire University," but also

said "safety on this campus ctinnot be guaranteed by police,

security personnel and regulations alone."

An Associated Press story on Nov. 10 documented
heightened acts of racism against Blacks and Hispanics in

the Five College Area as a result ofthe UMass riot. A racial

epithet was painted

on the Smith College steps a week after the brawl, the story

said. The story also interviewed a Mount Holyoke senior

who said she was racially insulted and shoved at a University

library.

John Grayson, an assistant professor ofreligion atMount
Holyoke College said, "There's a sense of vulnerability and
terror, of a state ofsiege on the part of minorities." On Nov.

12, Dufley urged the Undergraduate Senate to assist in the

investigation of the riot. The Collegian quoted him as

saying the University's reputation is "somewhat injeopardy

now because of the actions of a few people."

Five days later, Duffey announced Judge Frederick A.

Hurstwould conduct a "fact-finding, informal investigation"

on the Oct. 27 Southwest violence. Simultaneously, the

campus police were investigating assault charges ofseveral

UMass students.

In a Nov. 12 letter in the Collegian, the president of the

Massachusetts Society of Professors at the time, Arlyn
Diamond, wrote a criticism of the University condemning
its poor security organization in Southwest on the night of

the riot. Diamond also wrote the University should have
foreseen such an event."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Quebec in
conflict with
native Cree
By RIC OLIVEIRA
Collegian Staff"

Will Nicholls, a representative ofthe Cree Grand
Council, addressed what the Cree call the "environ-

mental racism ofQuebec" yesterday at the Campus
Center.

Nicholls, a traditional Cree who grew up in the

James Bay area, said "Two thirds ofthe children in

the Chessasabe region are contaminated with toxic

levels of methyl mercury as a result of the first

phase of the Hydro Quebec project begiui in 1973."

In 1970, newly elected Quebec Premeire Robert

Bourassa , announced the construction of"the project

of the Century" — the Jamas Bay project. When
fully completed, the James Bay project would flot-»d

a forest area the size ofNew England plus New york

to produce cheap Hydro Electric power. The elec-

tricity would then be sold to the United States and
Canada. Bourassa called this the "key to the eco-

nomic and social progress of Quebec"
Bourassa stated that the James Bay Region was

a "wasteland" inhabited by "a few thousand Indi-

ans." In 1971 construction of the Phase I began.

"At the time only 100 people out of twenty

thousand of us could speak English," Nicholls said.

"We have remained as our ancestors had for 5000
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

C«lleglan photo by Joah Roynolda

Will Nicholls, a member of the Cree
Grand Council, speaks on the Province of
Quebec's environmental policy yesterday.
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For Your Information
Wednesday, October 23

Meeting— Peer support groups for eating disorders will

be meeting from 7 00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in John Quincy

Adams Tower room 502. Confidentiality assured.

Meeting— A senate meeting sponsored by SGA ops. will

be held from 7:00 p.m. to 1 00 a.m. in Campus Center room

163C.

Thursday, October 24

Lecture — The Role of the United Germany After the

Collapse of the Soviet Empire" will be given by Walter

Gerhardt, General Consul of Germany. The lecture is

sponsored by the Five College European Club and will be

held at 7.30 p.m. in UMass Campus Center room 10 L
Admission is free.

Moi'ie — "Dying Young" sponsored by Lambda Chi

Alpha will be shown at 5:00, 7 :00. 9:00. and 1 1 :00 p.m. in the

Campus Center Auditorium. Admission is $2.00 at 5:00

p.m. and $3.00 at all others.

Discussion —A get-together and discussion on "Growing

Up In an Inter-Married Household" will be held at 3:30 p.m.

at the Hillel House.

Friday, October 25

Special Event— The ISA will be hosting a Multicultural

Night. It will be held from 6:30 p.m. to 11:00 p.m. in the

Campus Center Auditorium. General admission is free but

the cost of food will be $5.00.

Special Event — "Chassidim" - a relic of the past or the

powerhouse of the present? A service and Shabbat dinner

will be held at 7:00 p.m. at the Chabad House.

Pilm — "Retrospective: Harun Farocki. Filmaker"

screening ofA.S' >'ouSw at 8:30 p.m. in UMass Thompson 102.

kegs
CONTINUED FROM PAGE I

"People actually put themselves in business," Battistelli

said.

He said individuals buy kegs and then hold parties at

their homes or in isolated, wooded areas, charging those

attending for beers from the keg.

"There is no responsibility." he said.

Battistelli said the problem comes when police break up

a party and everyone denies responsibility for the kegs.

The bill he and Ruane proposed. Battistelli said, would

allow officers to find out who bought the kegs and hold that

person responsible for any damage resulting from a party.

Ruane said the measure could be called the "tag a keg" bill

Hydro Project

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

years. Our economy was based upon hunting and gather-

ing, and it still is today. One day. one of the few English

speaking hunters picked up a new spaper at the outpost and
read about the project. That was the first time any ofus had

heard of it."

The Cree quickly organized, creating the Grand Council

to represent all of the different villages. In November of

1973. the Cree won a land rights battle in the Quebec

Superior Court which halted the construction of the Hydro
highways and airports already under construction.

One week later a Quebec appeals court overturned the

court ruling. NichoUs stated that at this point for the Cree.

they could not win. "We had a gun to our heads. 65 percent

of our people Uve in the bush, they took advantage of us."

In 1975. the James Bay and Northern Quebec Agree-

ment was signed. In it the Cree signed over the land for

Phase I of Hydro. They were paid 1 7 cents per acre. Five

villages were relocated. Cree sovereignty was recognized

and the education system was turned over toCree hands. In

sections 22 and 23 of the agreement the Cree reserN'ed the

right to have impact and enviromental studies prepared

before further projects could be initiated.

"Many of the effects of the first phase are still being

discovered" said Nicholls. "Over ten thousand caribou per-

ished in the first year after phase 1. The methyl mercury

which was released when the waters covered the low land

forests seeped into the ecosystem and infected everything.

"They are poisoning us to death," said Nicholls. "Methyl

mercury now comprises one fourth ofour diet, and now they

want to dam all of our rivers!"

Phase II of the Hydro project was scheduled to begin in

March of 1991 but was railroaded by Cree and enviromental

groups of Quebec. Construction has been rescheduled to

begin in July of 1992. awaiting enviromental studies by the

province ofQuebec and the Canadian Federal Government.
"This is important for everyone." Nicholls stressed.

"Pollution knows no borders."

Peabody teen
arrested for sale
of fake ID'S
PEABODY <AP) - A local teen-ager has been

arrested and charged with selling phony licenses

for $40 apiece to umlerase bar-goers.

Police said they WTMted Todd Scioh, 19, on

charges of forging a Massachusetts driver's license

and distributing marijuana. He was arrested last

Thursday alU>r police reportedly found equipment

at Scioli's home that they believe was used to

produce hundreds of false licenses.

The lamination machine confiscated by police

was used to produce forgeries impossible to detect,

Polic Capt. J. Stephen Begley. told The Salem
Evening News.

"Ifyou were to see these licenses you wouldn't be

able to tell the difference," Begley told the paper

Monday. "They look very legitimate."

For more than a year, teens allegedly brought

Scioli their licenses and he would alter any dates

after 1970 by covering up the year's final digit with

a forged zero, said Begely, head ofthe department's

Criminal Investigation Division.

Scioli, who was arraigned in Peabody District

Court Friday, netted about $400 a week in the

scheme.
About a month ago police from Peabody and the

Danvers office of the Registry of Motor Vehicles,

acting on a tip, launched an undercover investiga-

tion during which they had teens buy allegedly

forged licenses from Scioli.

Scioli faces a five-year loss of his license and a
five-year jail term if convicted.

oin Us In Honoring
Joseph Langland

Saturday, October 26 at 3 p.m.

JOSEPH LANGLAXD
founded the MFA program in

English-Fiction and Poetry at

L'Mass, where he taught in

the English department from
1959-79.

An Amherst resident, he

received an A.A from Santa

Ana College, California, in

1936, a B.A. and an MA.
from the University of Iowa
in 1940 and 1941,

'

respectively.

He Will Autograph His Newest Book
Selected Poems

(Published By The Univ. of Mass. Press)

This book offers a selection of sixty-five poems from forty years of distinguished

publication by Joseph Langland. Langland's work has won prizes, appeared in over eighty

anthologies and texts, and been presented often in readings and on .N'afional Public Radio

These poems of the human and public world speak to a large audience with a strong

natural voice that has mastered the craft and moves confidently in it In them one hears

speech and music together in a rich world of ideas.

OPEN 'TIL

2 A.M.
7 DAYS

A WEEK
FAMOUS

ROAST BEEF
&

CHICKEN WINGS

Jeffery AmKerst Bookshop

53 South Pleasant Street Amherst
Massachusetts 01002 253 .3361

(^•n til 8 p.m. Moll f-ri, Sji till '>:'5C, Sun 12-S p.m

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

.it-.w

MULTICULTURAL NIGHT
Oct. 25 cca 6.30. 11 pm

food $5
General adm. FREE

rtRroPJ«nHce9
. E"1KRTaiM*wnt roop FRo/V* Ai.L

OVER
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Local

READ THE DIRECTIONS FIRST — The porcelain of the Marshall Annex basement
washroom beckons.

Professor addresses peace talks
Middle East military balance tipped towards Israel

By MADANMOHAN RAO
Collegian StafT

Naseer Aruri, member of the Palestine National Coun-

cil, and professor of political science at UMass-Dartmouth,
spoke on prospects of an Israeli-Palestinian settlement at

Smith College's Stoddard Auditorium last night.

Secretary of State James Baker's efforts seem success-

ful, Aruri said, because ofthe GulfWar. the collapse ofthe

Soviet Union, and the deliberately ambiguous nature of his

diplomacy."

"The Gulf War effectively demolished the Arab consen-

sus on Palestine and eroded their solidarity against Israel.

The U.S. has recolonized the Arab world, and the Arab

world is more divided now than before," Anun said. "The

destruction of Iraq has tipped the Middle East military

balance overwhelmingly in favor of Israel."

"The question of Palestine has been removed from the

top ofthe Arab agenda, and the conventional wisdom in the

West that the Palestinians have done irreparable damage

to their cause by allying themselves with Iraq has been

adopted by some Arab countries too," Aruri explained.

"This has consecrated U.S. diplomacy as the sole agent

of settlement, particularly in the light of the acquiescence

of the Soviet Union," Aruri said.

"Within Israel, the Gulf War led to consolidation of the

hard-line forces," Aruri said. This has also put the peace

camp within Israel on the defensive. By December of 1990,

dialogue between Israeli peace activists and Palestinians

broke down, because the Israelis felt they could not trust

the Palestinians on account of their support for the Scud

attacks on Israel."

"The GulfWar also provided the Israelis with a natural

pretext to clamp down on the Intifada, at a time when
nobody was giving a damn what the Israelis did to the

Palestinians," Aruri said. "60,000 Palestinians were de-

prived of their jobs overnight. People were selling kidneys

to pay taxes to the Israelis.'

"As uncontested superpower, the US now has an oppor-

tunity for dealing with the destabilizing factor of the Pales-

tinian issue," Aruri said. "Israel, however, is not prepared

for these developments, which explains its rush to build

settlements."

As for the ambiguity in Baker's position, Aruri said that

"despite U.S. commitment to the international position

with respect to East Jerusalem, Baker has acquiesced on

exclusion of Palestinians from East Jersualem, as per

Israeli demands."

"Security Council Resolution 681 specifically invokes

the Fourth Geneva Convention, which protects Palestin-

ians in the Occupied Territories from being coerced into

illegal agreements,"Anun said, "but the U.S. isnotUvingup

to its legal obligations to enforce these provisions."

Speculating on possible outcomes of the peace confer-

ence. Aruri said. "It is possible that factions against land

concessions may pull out ofthe Israeli cabinet, thus causing

a governmental crisis. Elections may be held, and precious

time will be lost as Israel continues to settle Russian

immigrants."

Apartheid laws
slow to change,
says speaker
By ELIZABETH CHRISTOPHER
Collegian Correspondant

The people of South Africa are frustrated because the

Anti-Apartheid movement is at a standstill, said Tandi

Luthuli Gcabashe. The daughter of the late Chief Albert

Luthuli. 1960 Nobel Peace Prize winner, spoke to a small

but captivated audience at Amherst College last night.

As a Southern African staff person for the American

Friends Service Committee, Gcabashe returned to her

native South Africa to reporton the conditions ofthe newly-

reformed country under DeClerk.

Her three month visit home this summer was her first

since her twenty year exile and filled her with bittersweet

emotions. "Despite all its problems, home is home— home
sweet home," Gcabashe said.

During her visit, Gcabashe attended three anti-Apart-

heid conferences, including one that was held by the ANC.
The fact that the conferences were held at all marked
changes developing in South Africa, said Gcabashe.

But she warned against the motives behind the "cos-

metic" changes, callingthem "strategies designed to confuse

and delay mtyority rule."

The ANC conference highlighted the desire to create a

non-radal, non-sexist, democratic South Afi*ica. The possi-

bility of a constitution for a democratic system was also

discxissed.

Among other topics discussed was the need for a new

health policy. "AIDS is prevalent in Africa and something

iMeds to be done,' cautioned Gcabashe.

The conference also addressed social issues as environ-

mental conservation, improving public transportation and

the need for public housing.

The conference expressed concern of the continuing

violence between racial groups.

Gcabashe stressed that the only way to bring about these

changes is to change the government. "We need to unseat

these people from power or well be in this same position for

20 or 50 more years." she said.

Gcabashe praised the changes that were allowing her

and all former exiles to return home as well as the changes

freeing political prisoners and remined her audience that

there are still hundreds who remain prisoners.

Etescribing the reaction from Black South Africans on

the reforms, Gcabashe spoke of frustration. "They don't see

changes in their daily hves," she said.

Before reforms. Black citizens were required to carry

with them identity cards at all times. This is no longer true.

But on work papers race is identified by a set of numbers,

Gcabashe pointed out, thus allowing discrimination for

Black citizens to continue.

"The struggle continues," echoed the words of Gcabashe

as she ended with her wish to keep the anti-apartheid

movement alive rather than "putting it on the back burner."

Additional speakers included members of the sponsor

organizations: Mt. Holyoke College Action South Africa,

the South African Azanian Student Movement and the

Southern Africa Working Group, AFSC W. Mass. The

lecture was also sponsored by the Black Student Union of

Amherst College.

B Southwest riot

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"No platitudes about civility or cliches

concerning equality and racial harmony

can be taken seriously when our campus

police and administrators themselves

become impediments to racial justice. .

.

we are all extremely fortunate that a

young black member of our student

community was not killed out-right by

his white attackers," he wrote.

A Collegian editorial on Jan. 29, 1987

urged the University toadmit the violence

was spurred by racial hatred and to create

an academic course to nurture respect

for other's cultures and values. "They

(students) are being trained to run com-

puters and to examine the writing of

poets; they can trained to accept others

with an open mind."

On Feb. 5, the Hurst Report was re-

leased, which was printed in full in both

the Collegian and the Campus
Chronicle. Judge Frederick A. Hurst's

month-and-a-half-long investigation

discovered faults in the University's

handling of the case and said the imtial

denial of racism as factor hindered the

investigation and exacerbated tension

throughout the University. Hurst inter-

viewed over 100 people to reconstruct the

incident.

"The events were predictable, pre-

ventable and primarily racially motivated.

The baseball game and alcohol, rather than

being the causes, were merely catalysts,"

Hurst wrote. He also said the

administration's denial of racial factors

worsened feelings of discontent on campus.

"Denial, one of the most subtle forms of

racial intolerance, because it tolerates it, had

caused the incident to grow," Hurst wrote.

The Black community endorsed the main
conclusions and recommendations of the

Hurst report in a Feb. 12 letter in theCampus
Chronicle: "We urge all elements of the

University administration to embrace the

spirit of the report. . . to guarantee a com-

munity in which people of all racial and

cultural origfins can live, learn, teach and

work in a secure environment of beneficial

interchange and mutual respect."

Vice-Chancellor Madson said the critical

nature of the report "bothers me a great

deal," as quoted by the Collegian on Feb. 12.

Six days later, Director of Public Safety

O'Neil said criticisms of alleged inadequate

security presence and preparation the night

ofthe riotwere unjustified. "Hadwe a crystal

ball," O'Neil said, "we certainly would have

responded differently."

Duffey said the report's recommendations

of fostering a climate of diversity at UMass
would be taken seriously. "There are lessons

here and new reminders of responsibilities

for the administration, for faculty, and for

our student leaders as well as for every

student on campus."
Collegian columnist Ben Brogan urged

the immediate discipline of those involved

and said racism played a mtgor role in

fueling the violence in a Feb. 25 piece.

"I was in Southwest that night, and it

was a racial incident," Brogan writes. "Those

who try to deny it should have seen the

hatred, the anger in the eyes of the hun-

dreds of White men screaming outside

Crampton House, kicking in the plate

glass windows, trying to get at the small

group of Black students."

Nevertheless, Judge Hurst penned the

final sentence in his conclusion of the

investigation by saying: "Future incidents

of racial intolerance and the potentially

deadly violence that attach to them are

inevitable unless the problems revealed

by my investigation are solved."

CoUaglaB phoio by Jeff Egan

The Southwest pyramids, where racial violence began five years

ago this Sunday. Tensions between Boston Red Sox and New York
Mets fans boiled over into a riot following the completion of the 1986

World Series.
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ALL STUDENTS !!

~"

10th Annual Five College

GRADUATE & PROFESSIONAL
SCHOOLS

INFORMATION DAY

Over 100 schools including:

Boston College School of Social Work
Boston University School of Law
Cornell University

Emerson College

Dartmouth College

Harvard University

Georgetown University

Monterey Institute for International Studies

SUNY - Stonybrook

Northeastern University

Pace University

Simmons College

Smith College School for Social Work
Widener University School of Law
University of Vermont
Yale University

Wednesday, October 23, 1991

Campus Center Auditorium
University of Massachusetts/Amherst

10 am to 3 pm

Coordinated by the Mather Career Center, University of Massachusetts/Amherst In
cooperation with Amherst, Hampshire, ML Holyoke and Smith Colleges

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fraternity/Sorority Park - on the Orchard Hill bus route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!f

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on thi.s page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Don't be shy— say hello

and make a new friend
I noticed that a lot ofcolumns have been

a smidgen negative and derogatory lately. I

admit that I even contributed one to the

collection not so long ago. Things have been
turning around in a ^x>d light for me re-

cently, so I figured that I would share the

wealth and write something non-cynical

and (oh no! ) even a tad encouraging for you.

As per to my previous column, I shared
with all ofyou the joy of my bluntness. For

today, I've got something completely ben-

eficial and special for all those leas than
assertive people out there in our beloved

UMaas reading audience. It's a Uttle enter-

tainment with a message, if you will.

Lorrie Cozzens

I was stalking my way down the goat

trail, late for a mighty boring 2:30 class this

past Monday. I was seriously considering

skipping it. However, I already missed that

same class the Friday before.

Well, I can tell you today that for no

academic reasons whatsoever, I am more
than elated for having decided to attend my
class that fateful day.

You see, while descending the goat trail

I noticed a very attractive man hiking up.

We caught each other's eye, smiled and said

hello. Afterwards, we continued abut our

separate ways. No big deal. Then for some
reason beyond my contemplation, I had to

turn around (can you see where this is

leading?) and get a second glance.

Ill be damned if he wasn't doing the

same thing! The funny thing was, we both

caught each other looking, and turned away.

Only to look again one last time before we
disappeared from each other's sight. I headed

off to my yawn-inducing class with a bit

more spring in my step and feeUng a little

flirtatious.

Okay, so you may be wondering what the

point ofall ofthis stuff is. I'm getting to that.

My point is that if I had not been in such a

hurry, I would have turned aroimd on a

dime to go back and introduce myself; for

the most part I practice what I preach (no

one is perfect! ). Considering I lost that op-

portunity due to circumstances beyond my
control, I am making up for it here for

19.000 readers to behold for themselves.

So now you may be thinking, "What does

any of this have to do with me in a real up
close and personal manner?" Bear with me
on this one. How many times have you been

out, and when someone has been giving you

the eye, you turn 1000 shades of magenta
and book out ofthere faster than a bat out of

hell? Probably too many!
Think of it this way ( provided that there

is someone you are interested in): What is

the worst thing that could happen? As my
dear fnend Goose phrases it. The worst

thing that could happen is that I end up

with a really good friend." That is a wonder-

ful attitude to have! Besides, doesn't it kind

of give you "warm fuzzies" when someone
you don't know spontaneously starts a

conversation with you?
It gives you an extra kick, so similar to

that ofcaffeine to non-morning person. And,

should you have enough nerve to ask he/she

out after starting your conversation with

MrTMiss/Ms. X, the worst thing they could

possibly say is no.

The moral of the story here is: "Don't be

shy!"

Oh yeah, that reminds me! To the man
wearing black pants with a green shirt and

a black jacket walking up the goat trail at

2:30 this past Monday: I was the one in all

black with a wide rim hat, and I didn't quite

get the chance to catch your name...

Lorrie Coaens is a UMass student Ml.u)5 tTBJ^] K}-f*\>^ M3tKi «Wy 6t ^i|Ql»^ 6^''^^ ^^ 1^^6 >^E^ "^^^^

Administration and GEO are only playing a chess match
The game has begun. What should be a serious issue on

this campus has been reduced to a chess match. Chancellor

O'Brien said in this Monday's Collegian that the adminis-

tration has no plan to deal with a possible Graduate Em-
ployees' Organization strike. A few paragraphs later, Pat

Greenfield, director of the Labor Relations and Research

Center, says O'Brien was smart to say what he said. If

O'Brien said UMass had a great plan to deal with the strike,

the GEO would get so mad they would, well, strike as soon

as they could.

Rook takes knight. Do you really think the administra-

tion has no plans for a GEO strike? If they didn't I'd be

storming Whitmore right now, yelling something like, "^ou

fools, you incompetent fools!" The administration has every

idea what has to happen if the GEO strikes, but ifthey say

it out loud, it makes them look like they want a stnke.

Bishop takes rook. Actually, a strike might not be such

a bad idea, seeing how the current graduate employees are

fighting for such moronic ideals like "job security." Gee, I

wish I could walk up to any big company and demand, not

even ask, that I never be let go. I'm sorry, that's not whatjob

security means.

Pawn (that's what grads call themselves) takes bishop.

Emily Isaacs, GEO/District 65/United Auto Workers mem-
ber, says that most undergraduates like myself are just

confused. She thinksjob security meansGEO members will

be laid off equally compared to other unions. "We want

parity— to be treated like everyone else." Then why call it

"job security?" Talk about legal jargon. Why do I get the

feeling we'll regret it when grads point to their job security

clause a few years down the road: "You can't fire me, look!"

Peter Kasperowicz

Queen takes pawn; check. The state has no money, yet.

We have Governor Weld's assurance that any budget sur-

plus will go right back into education, but until then, I like

to use the following analogy:

You have one dollar, and I demand two dollars from you.

No matter how much I demand two dollars from you, you

don't have it. No matter how much I deserve two dollars

from you, you don't have it. It's reality mixed with econom-

ics.

Not that I wish to reduce the whole argument to a scene

from Better OffDead, but it gets the point across. People all

across the state are losing theirjobs, and unions on campus
are complaining that they haven't received raises for over

three years. Anyone with a job these days is lucky, period.

Pawn takes queen. Ah-ha. Here's the controversy. State

educators have always been underpaid, but the time to

complain was when the state had money, which most of

them probably did. When everyone in the private sector is

being laid off, they just don't feel like paying to keep other

people employed, especially when they have a choice in the

matter. Sounds goofy, I know, but it happens. That's why
Weld got in the office in the first place.

Checkmate. Where does that leave everyone? The GEO
will continue demanding what UMass can't possibly give

away, never mind whether any human being "deserves"job

security. The administration will continue to say I hope they

don't strike, because that's all they can say. Say any more,

and the GEO strikes. And all the while, the real reason

we're here, education, is forgotten for the sake of politics

and decorum.

Everyone can move but no one can win. Stalemate. And
don't be fooled when the GEO changes the game to some-

thing like Tic-Tac-Toe; no one ever wins that game either.

Peter Kasperowicz is a Collegian staffmember

The Third World Affairs page is still isolated on its 'moral high horse'
The emperor has no clothes!

Hussein Ibish's most recent article in the

Third World Affairs page once again divides

the world into geographical categories of

"good" and "evil," preventing any critical

discussion of some dominant forms of op-

pression prevalent in the "Third World,"

e.g. caste and sectarianism. Additionally,

Ibish and cohorts' refusal to get off their

moral high horse acts as a defense for

"southern" forms of oppression — i.e. their

unwillingness to accept factors such as class,

gender, and race. Instead Ibish lapses into

the rather pathetic argument that 'Third

World imperialism" is an "oxymoron" akin

to the "wealthy poor."

While most of the states in the Third

World do lack the wherewnthal to engage in

imperialism, there are some which can

manage the enterprise. Or is Tibet an un-

worthy example in Ibish's eyes? Military

conquest, the extraction of resources and

Han Chinese colonization have character-

ized modern Tibetan history. Indonesia's

policies in East Timor is another example.

There are also those disquieting acts of

intervention which do not fit neatly into the

category ofimperialism— Ethiopia's subju-

gation ofEritrea and India's action towards

Nepal.

Ibish's defense of the Third World na-

tion-state becomes a means to deny that the

nation-state in the Third World suffers a

crisis of legitimacy. Predictably such a

viewpoint ties in neatly with his glorifica-

tion of Third World authoritarianism and

militarism. Distortions ofhistory have been

the TWA junta's forte: the issue of the Gulf

War and technology is a telling case. The
Third World is certainly in need ofadvance-

ment but the crucial questions are what

forms oftechnology and at what cost. Ibish,

however, narrowly defines technology in

terms of military paraphernalia. The TWA

page coterie measures progress by the num-

ber of MiG-29s and Mirage 20008, South

African artillery pieces and T-728 in the

"South" and not by changes in the quality of

life of the average citizen (unless they hap-

pen to be generals and bureaucrats). In the

end, Ibish's ravings reveal themselves to be

the product of infantile envy.

Ironically, in rethinking the Gulf War
what surfaces for us are not the glories of

military hardware but rather the nature of

Saddam misrule. Or has Ibish forgotten

Vietnam? In comparing the reaction to two

acts of American aggression — fully cogni-

zant ofthe different historical circumstances

— one notices a marked difference. Despite

the fact that Saddam Hussein, in his war
with the U.S., had a technological position

relatively superior to the one Vietnam had,

Vietnam did not witness surrenders en

masse by its armed forces, a military mu-
tiny or an uprising by large numbers of its

population. The nature of Saddam's rule

(despite Ibish's glorification) and his perse-

cution of the Kurds (a fact that Ibish is

eitheramnesiac about or amenable to) which

led to an absence of social cohesion in Iraq,

is tragically the strongest condemnation of

Saddam Hussein's rule.

The messianic narcissism with which

Ibish, Rao and sycophants execute their

"mission" serve only to dismiss most of the

socio-economic and political ills that the

vast majority of the peoples of the Third

World grapple with. Instead, with delusions

ofgrandeur, they declare themselves a Third

World Jacobin Mountain. And this Moun-
tain, like Robespierre, proceeds to issue

decrees, condemnations, and fatwahs. But
to cite a relevant observation, the first time

was tragedy; this time it's nothing but farce.

Anilla Cherian, Amherst
Robin Varghese, Amherst
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STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect -Amherst Center

256.8157- 256-1385
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SPSCIAL
of Bowling

Slioo BoBtol $9.00

Call «84-4aS0 f6r ReMrratioiis
ms PloAMBi 8tn Northampton

• Imports & Other unibody vehicles are our

specially.

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (+or-l/2

mm)
• Over 90 years staff experience.

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement.

• Advanced European Technology Painting

and Refinishing Systems.

Remember it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities.

Sbop Registration # RS1212

irrrni
rrrrni
rrrrni

ATTENTION JUNIORS AND
SENIORS:

Attend Graduate and Professional

Schools Information Day at the UMass

Campus Center Auditorium Wednesday,

October 23, 10a.m. - 3p.m.

While you're there, stop at our table and register for our

drawing for one free graduate exam prep course. Sign

up for a free grad exam diagnostic at the same time!

mi
EIICIIIIIIl tllOVP

Call:549^010
150 Fearing Street

Amherst

Tbe country's largest fuil-rangf educational service company is in Amherst to

provide you with state-of-the-art test prep and grad school selection services!

Top of the
Campus

Restaurant fi? Lounge
11th FLOOR . LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

$

Mozzarella Sticks

Buffalo Wings

Potato Skins

Nachos

Winter Session

1992 Catalog

Is Here!

So, what exactly is Winter Session?

• a unique "mini-semester, " just three weeks long

WeN, what's so unkiue about it?

• you can earn 3 academic credits in only 3 weeks
• over 100 credit courses, including gen. ed. designated classes

00
Monday-Friday 5:00pm- 10:00pm

expires November 30, 1991

How can Winter Session help me?
You can:

• take a class you couldn't get before

• make up credits

• meet graduation requirements

• lighten your spring course load

Winter Session 1992 — January 2-23

Registration by mail only begins November 9.

(Registrations must be postmarked no earlier XUan

November 9.)

Catalogs available on campus or at the Division

of Continuing Education 6th floor Goodell

Third World Affairs
Information as a weapon: colonization of the mind

'tThe Gulf War] is the most cowardly war ever fought on
this planet.' \T\\\rA World ResurKence, Malaysial

'What is being practised in the IGulf WarJ is pure bar-

barism— ironically, committed in the name ofcivUization.

'

[Folha de Sao Paulo. Brazil)

'IThe WesfsJ conduct throughout (the Gulf War] has
revealed the seamiest sides of Western civilization: its un-
restricted appetite for dominance, its appallingjingoism."
IThe Times of India, India]

Sound familiar? Certainly not, especially ifyou followed

war coverage exclusively from CNN, ABC. NBC. CBS. AP.
UPI, Reuters, AFP. or any other other Western news
agency.

The almost complete lack of reporting on Third World
perspectives ofthe GulfWar genocide is symptomatic ofthe

West's insularity, control of the international information

83r8tem, and resolute desire to use it to pursue its interests.

The "information age' has ushered in the use oftechnology

to impose psychological forms of domination, which Third
World countries And most difficult to resist, at all levels.

Lacking the nnances, technology , and expertise to develop

communication systems that honestly reflect their own
history and culture. Third World countri^ have to rely on
the West for information sources, therabyMuibling greater

foreign penetration.

Five news agencies (AP. UPI, Reuters, AFP, TASS)
disseminate 90 percent of all the world's information.

Western countries, with 10 percent of the world's popula-

tion, dominate 90 percent of the radio waves. The over-

whelming miO<»^ty of newspapers, journals. TV news, and
TV programs on the international market are owned by the

West, particularly the United States.

This makes for a markedly skewed coverage ofthe Third
World.

First of all, the coverage of Third World issues is dis-

proportionate — 1^ than 20 percent of Western coverage

is devoted to the Third World, even though they account for

75 percent ofthe world's population. What little of it exists,

is largely sensationalist, dwellingmoreon natural disasters

or violent changes, instead of gradual developments of

progress.

Secondly. Western media systems attempt to change

consumer patterns and lifestyles so as to create favorable

climates for their own exports, investments, and cultural

commodities, much to the detriment of Third World struc-

tures.

Thirdly, most of the information flow into the Third
World consists ofentertainment material, which is replete

with racial and cultural stereotypes. And so right from
"classics" like Gunga Din, with its denigrating portrayal of

Indians, to the Walt Disney cartoons full of demeaning
images of fanatic Arabs, primitive Africans and volatile

Latinos, Third World people are inundated with inferior

images of themselves, and of each other.

Madanmohan Rao

Moreover. Third World liberation movements (such as

the South-West African People's Movement and the Pal-

estine Liberation Organization), are depicted as "terrorist"

organizations, and those defending the status-quo as "de-

fenders of freedom."

More dnuttically, though, international communication
sjrstems have been used to destabiUze poUtical systems
opposed to the West, as in the case ofMossadegh in Iran or

Allende in Chile. Particularly insiduous examples include

the use of radio disinformation to create confusion and
disarray during the overthrow ofArbenz in Guatemala, and
the subversive TV Marti and Radio Marti (part ofthe Voice

of America broadcasting system) projects to encourage
discontent and counterrevolution in Cuba.

Whatever may be the form, the end result is electronic

colonialism— an assualt on the minds and hearts ofpeople,

to manipulate their attitudes, desires, beliefs, and ultimately

national destinies.

Realizing that economic and political finsedoia are inex-

tricably linked with freedom from cultural and informational

domination. Third World countries have tried to find col-

lective solutions. Forums like the Non-Aligned Movement
led their efforts in international organizations like the

United Nations Educational. Scientific and Cultural Orga-

nization (UNESCO).
ThtxT demands are very simple— a restructuring ofthe

world information and communication order through com-
munication policies, licensing, right-to-consent laws, and
other such regulations on the unrestricted flow of infor-

mation, to defend cultural and national identities.

Predictably, the West howls with indignation. Attempts
at enforcing decency were decried as censorship, and dire

ptu'allels were drawn with Western govememnts like Nazi
Germany. Violation ofthe freedom of information, and loss

of Tree flow" of information was condemned, although the

flow was largely one-way.

The UNESCO was condemned for "skewed and radical

politics."The US was particularly displeased with UNESCO
concerns over Palestinian education and culture, and support
for their rights. Itwas particularly opposed to the democratic

voting pattern in the UNESCO of one member, one vote.

Since it provided 25 percent ofUNESCO funding, the U.S.

demanded power proportionate to contributions.

Finally, realizing the enormity ofthe stakes involved if

UNESCO did manage to push through the Third World
agenda, the United Statesand Britain withdrew all support

from UNESCO.
This has dealt a crippling blow to attempts by Third

World countries to determine theirown telecommunications

policies, and maintain control over their own national

media identity.

The recent GulfWar and its coverage have amply proven

just how vital the global network is to the West's self-

serving agenda.
Some may still hope to form regional alliances and

networks, and slowly build a new communication order.

But the present is harsh. South Africans trapped under
apartheid will hear theWest trumpet the "gloriouschangM
wrought about by de Klerk." and Iraqis will see their plight

mocked by Western media. No one here will hear of New
Caledonia, the NPA (no, we're not going to tell you what it

is), or Sheikh Yassin.

Erxjoy The Simpsons, and the Thomas hearings. We will

be right back after this commercial break.

Madanmohan Rao is a Collegian staff member. The
opinions in this article are not necessarily those of the

Collegian.

This is democracy? An anatomy of Israeli apartheid
"We are not a tree to be uprooted and

replaced by another tree," protest the an-

guished villagers of Ramya, "When the Is-

raeli bulldozers come to demolish our homes,

well. ..let them bury us." The village of

Ramya is scheduled for imminent demoli-

tion. In spring the Israel Land Authority

informed the villagers that they would be

evicted to make way for a group of Russian

immigrants. The order remains in full eflect,

yet another instance ofthe removal of Pal-

estinians from their lands to make way for

the European colonists. It's all part of the

wonderful world of Israeli Apartheid, a

subject essentially taboo in the US media.

Hussein Ibish

Most Westerners think of Israel as the

"only democracy in the Middle East," al-

though they may have some idea that all is

not as it "should be" on the West Bank.

Palestinian suffering in the Occupied Ter-

ritories is well known, but often dismissed

as an unfortunate outgrowth ofa "temporary

occupation pending a peaceful settlement of

the conflict." In this way, the seizing of 60

percent of the occupied lands from their

Arab owners, detention without trial, de-

portation, collective punishment, murder of

civilians including hundreds of children,

torture, and rank discrimination at every

level are somehow not seen as disqualifying

of Israel's claim to "democracy". Astonish-

ingly, neither is the fact that people in the

Occupied Territories live under two sets of

laws according to race: martial law for

Palestinians, Israeli civil law for Zionist

settlers.

What is, however, seldom recognized is

the basic apartheidstructureofIsrael proper

( pre-1967 borders) and the way in which the

Israelis systematically discriminate against

their own "Arab citizens". Ramya is not on

the West Bank, it is in Galilee, and the

dispossessed villagers are so-called "citizens

of Israel." for all the good it has done them.

Even if Israel were to do what they say they

never will, and end the military occupation

of the territories, this would do nothing to

change the apartheid structure of Israel in

which nghts are determined by race.

The structure of Israeli apartheid is

labyrinthine and torturous. All we can at-

tempt here is a brief thumbnail sketch.

First of all, necessary to any system of

apartheid is racial registration of all resi-

dents. Under the Population Registry Law,

1965, all residents must be classified under
the categories, Religion, Nationality (i.e.

"Jewish" or "Arab"), and Citizenship. It is

the bizarre classification of "nationality"

rather than citizenship, (and race which
cannot be changed, as opposed to religion,

which could be), that define one's rights for

life under Israeli apartheid. Paramount
among them is the question of land.

In effect, although Arabs make up at

least 18 percent of the population, 92-94

percent ofthe land is barred to them. Some
20 percent oflhe land in Israel is owned by

the quasi-governmental Jewish National

Fimd. and is quiet openly off-limits to Arabs,

even through sublets. The rest ofthe lands

administered by the Israel Land Authority

is covertly, but effectively, barred to Arab
presence. Hence all Arabs must live some-

where in 8 percent of the land, and are

banned from the rest. No need to worry

about the neighbors.

Bear in mind that at the time of the

"establishment" of the State of Israel, at

least 88 percent ofthe land of that became
Israel was privately owned by Palestinians,

and most of it was seized by the Absentee

Property Law, 1950. It was enforced only

against Arabs, who were refused the right

to return, not against absentee Zionist land-

lords. It also classified many Arabs remain-

ing in "Israel" as "absentees." Unlike land

owned by Zionists, the property rights of

Arabs in Israel are all but worthless. Just

ask the people of Ramya. Or the former

inhabitants ofany ofthe 385 (out of a total

of475) villages existing in 1948, destroyed

so far by the Israelis. Add Ramya and make
that 386. Yediot Ahronot, the leading Israeli

newspaper reports that the JNF "is trying

to get hold of every piece of land not owned
by Jews."

Through an incredible system of institu-

tional discrimination, the Israeli authori-

ties deny all kinds of benefits, amenities,

and basic services to its Arab "citizens."

Budgeting discretion allows various minis-

tries to serve only the Zionist sectors of

society, ignoring Arabs. Arab towns receive

a pittance in local aid grants, at most 25

percent per capita of what Zionists can ex-

pect. Funding discrimination in education

ofchildren, religious affairs, physical plant,

telephones, and public housing and all ar-

eas of public services involve extreme pref-

erential treatment. Indeed, hundreds ofArab

towns, although they may be ancient, are

"unrecognized" by Israeli authorities, and

thereby, although they are taxed, receive no

services at all like roads, sewers, water,

electricity, and are not allowed even to re-

pair homes. Just ask the people of Ramya,
an "unrecognized village."

They have the further misfortune to live

next to the Israeli city of Carmiel, whose

mayor is on record as refusing to allow

Ai- F1m>U>

No Admittance! Palestinian barred fk^m home by Israeli troops.

Arabs into his city , claiming that it is a "bad

idea" for Israelis and Arabs to live together.

It seems he will get his way.

Political and social apartheid in Israel is

ofthe hardcore variety. The Law of Return,

1950, confers the automatic right of entry

on all Jews who fit the Israeli legal defini-

tion, while Palestinians whose families have

never lived elsewhere have been expelled

and denied reentry, solely on the basis of

race. Rural settlements and development

are handled by exclusively by the Jewish

Agency, resulting in no new Arab rural

settlements being established , or ijermi tted

,

since 1948! The Agency also withholds

access to roads, water and electricity rights.

Not a single development area has ever

included an Arab town. The trick is to take

quasi-governmental organizations with a

mandate that restricts them to Zionist

causes, and put them in charge of what
would normally be governmental functions,

resulting in outrageous discrimination. Just

ask the people of Ramya.
The Israelis withhold services and ben-

efits to individuals on several bases. Rather

than have benefits available to Israelis but

not Arabs, the guise of benefits to soldiers

and their families is used. In effect, almost

all Israelis, and almost no Palestinians

qualify for these services such as supple-

mentary children's allowances, preference

in hiring, in training, education subsidies,

university admissions, and housing loans,

to name but a few. Tax credits for certain

areas have never included the Arab towns

in the area. Arab workers are banned from

spending the night in Israeli settlements.

Mixed marriages are notpermitted in Israel.

Finally, Arabs in Israel are allowed to

vote, but only for parties that accept the

basic tenets of Zionism. No candidate list

espousing the political views ofPalestinians

would be allowed in an election. Thus Pal-

estinians have the enviable right to vote for

which variety of colonialists will oppress

them . Wonderful democracy . Any expression

of nationalism is called support for terror-

ism and results in arrest.

This system of apartheid is far broader,

and runs deeper, than I have space to explain.

Unlike South Africa, which now seeks to

hide its apartheid fi"om the glare of public-

ity, the Israelis carry on their merry, U.S.

taxpayer-funded way. Just ask the people of

Ramya.
Hussein Ibish is a Collegian staffmem-

ber. The opinions in this article are not

necessarily those ofthe Collegian.

i
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Arts & Living
Herschlers rock urban blues
By KLAUS GAUGER
Collegian Correspondent

The Dayna B. Kurtx Band
& The Hemchler Brother* Band
Peari Street Night Club
Oct. 18, 1991

The atmosphere at Pearl Stra^ was relaxed last Friday

night, with lamps dimmed low and blues and jazz music in

the background. The Dayna B Kurtz Band opened the

evening in front of a small audience, giving proof of their

ability to match the club ambience with sonte intelligent

blues songs.

Kurtz's voice is pleasant, at times reminding one ofBillie

Holliday's fragile, iridescent timbre, and at other times,

like Aretha Franklin's rock-oriented, hollering, growling

phrasing. She was doubtlessly the main focus of the band,

while her accompanists on bass and drums tried to give her

full rhythmic and melodic support. They did well on the

slower tunes, reflecting comnncingly Kurtz's mood.

Yet on the faster tunes, the rhythms tended to melt, as

the musicians, including Kurtz on guitar, seemed preoc-

cupied with the technical difficulties of their respective

instruments.

TONIGHT

KARAOKE
Video Sing -A-Long

&
DANCING
9:30- 1:00

$1.00 Cover

First 50 People
REVERSE COVER
We Give YOG

$1.00

The attention of the audience was also distracted by the

bands' lack of musical climaxes at the end of their songs.

The songs tended to start in an understating and soulful

way, but then the group usually remained in this opening

phase of the piece without building up clear hnes and a

pushing drive.

The group was also constantly retuning their instru-

ments, a sign of uneasiness which should be avoided by a

professional band On the whole. I was aware of their

collective musical talent, although they still need a lot of

work to develop their talent.

On the flip side was the Herschler Brothers Band, whose

driving powerful blues show was the highlight ofthe evemng

Matt and Mark Herschler. both singers, with Matt on bass

and Mark on guitar, have potent, intense, warm and vibrant

voices. In duet passages they are able to make stunningly

beautiful, poignant polyharmonic melodic lines. Their music

is an interesting mixture of urban blues and rock and roll,

with a strong folk music influence as well.

Both brothers are good instrumentalists, giving strong

rhythmic and melodic support, as well as long, well-con-

sidered solos. The other three t>and members played at an

equally high musical level, showing a deep understanding

of the blues.

Drummer David Durst was excellent, always giving a

swinging beat. He has an ability to move effortlessly from

rocking, pushing rhythms, down to slow, subtle tempos. He
was never too loud, and always had an car tuned to the rest

of the band. The same aa\ be said about background

vocalist Amy Fairchild. as her low clear voice was an

excellent tonal contrast to the brothers Herschler.

Last, but not toaat, is the slide giutar ofJimmy Gordon,

who proved not only to be a good accompanist, but an

excellent soloist as well. His line* were simple, yet capti-

vating, radiant and evolving, with some simply enchanting

soloa as well.

Hopefully this band can be heard from more often in the

area, as this recent concert waa excellent. The night was all

in all satisfying, and the audience left delighted.
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Cool by
Keelaghan

By JOANNE QUIMBY
Collegian Staff

Canada's Jam«i Keelaghan has often been called

a national treasure — an odd reference to a con-

temporary musician, I thought. After his Amherst

College performance Sunday night the description

seemed quite appropriate, however, as Keelaghan

proved himself once again much more than a

songwriter.

TlieJamtBKaelaghan Tno played to an eager au-

dience of about 50 in the small but fiill Amherst

CollegeCampus Center Frontroom With bassist Bill

E^lesham and Gary Bird on the dobro and steel

pedal guitar, James Keelaghan's nch baritone and

acoustic guitar sounded better than I thought "folk

music* could.

With a masters degree in history from the Uni-

versity ofCalgary. Keelaghanbrings more todelighted

audiences than his enchanting, powerful voice. He is

a storyteller, a historian, and most certainly a Ca-

nadian His lyrics are essentially disguised aodal

commentary, and hisBound unmii^takably influenced

by traditional Irish music. More than anything else.

Keelaghan sings ofCanada— the people, the history,

the land itself.

Keelaghan played two nearly hour-long sets and

an encore. He opened with the hopeful ballad

"Somewhere Ahead" from his second album Small

Rebellion (Tranquilia, 1^9 ). a "road song," Keelaghan

told the audience, "about the last stretch of road

before you hit Vancouver' on the Calgary-Vancouver

road. Also from Small Rebellions, "Hillcrest Mine"

tells the story of Canada's largest mining disaster

and "Rebecca's Lament' sings of the ill-fated love

between the Shawnee chiefTecumseh and the White

woman Rebecca Galloway.

Keelaghan requested that the audience sing along

with "Snap the Line Tight" from his 1987 debut

album Timelines (Tranquilia). "This isn't optional."

he scolded the few silent members of the audience,

and urged everyone to sing "lustily." Keelaghan in-

vited audience participation throughout the evening,

conducting sing-alongs to "Departure Bay" and the

rollicking "Gladys Ridge."

Throughout the concert, which was part of the

"Sundays at Eight" coffeehouse series sponsored by

the Amherst College Campus Center, Keelaghan
was almost never silent. When he wasn't singing or

telling the history behind a particular song, this

personable performer was sure to be making one of

his band members the butt of a joke or otherwise

amusing the audience.

The range of songs covered by the Trio had a very

distinct sound, yet at the same time each ofthem was
somehow different. From the maritime undertones
of "Snap the Line Tight" to the hint of reggae in

"Timeless Love", inspired lyricsand masterful playing

were the order of the evening. Keelaghan sang from

the heart, while Bird's skill on the steel pedal guitar

added a bluesy, authentic country touch and
Eaglesham's expert fretless bass and harmonizing
vocals made the music sound complete.

Vicky Pratt Keating, a native of the Washington.
D.C. area, opened the show with an acoustic set.

Among the quirky Keating's songs was a tribute to

Sylvia Plath, "Sylvie Country," and two memorable
songs about leaving the city behind, "Women in the

Country" and "Backwoods."

* Drink Special
*

Milwaukees Best

$3.95 Pitcher

Wednesday Night is GUEST BARTENDER NIGHT
At Mike's

Free T-shirts fit Prizes!

This week's guest bartender is: Caroline Murphy
Come have fun with Caroline and put your name in for the drawing.

Next week could be you!

PRIZES:
/ $25.00 Gift Certificate to Mike's / Mike'sOriginal T Shirt

X 2-Week membership to THE GYM / Large Cheese Pizza from Pinocchios

Your Picture will be Enshrined on the Walls of

MIKE'S WESTVIEW
Drawing is Wednesday Night. Must be present to win but put your name in at any time!

Be here for next weeks selection!!
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Quote of the Day
"I got hellhounds on my trail."

—Robert Johnson
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•pot

40 Mom atvvaMit
41 ^t^f0k

42 ikooi Oamm
B«n

43 pack
44 Mh«««

congiagakon»

lOGarr o(

Toolw*
11 ObiactivM
12 AngutsA
13 City m NW

Spam
19 Thai iivar

21 Topptas

24 Risky

2« Naar Eaal org

27 AukimaiK:
laiponai

2« Vtvaoly

?9 Eyra
30 Asiouncto

31 Part Ola
3-(

3? nwionai*
33S«cufa
U SUxm

38Hwy
42RMuMia
43Con«uina
4SBan)nd
44 Counlry attaia

47 Enigma
Vanalun*
compotar

46 Sanity

4»E<Mof siwla
SOScorcti
SI NaMWiTh
S?Oh. ya»
UKMy
M Lagandary

Biilttli king

S6 Amaiitan
S' All M>R agiy

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

49Sc«nario
&3 Mafiraauon

laackng

M LoiMlun nowsl

sa Saawaad
b9 Oavourad
60 SIfaatn

61 CiiMaain.

m a way
62 Tiidpad
63 Hoaywood Ray
64 VMrh

0O«Wt
1 Etcilas

2 ItanMr altar

3 Pfolotoan Vai

4 Broom
ftCoMon labile

iMmtCkaa
7 - Ota
Ragrats

8 Hil a homer
9 OivKla

LUNCH
BLT

Duchess Meat Pie

BASICS LUNCH
Fulatel Pocket

Menu
DINNER

Chicken Stir Fry

Eggplant Parm

BASICS DINNER
Eggplant Parm

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIKS(Mirch2i-Apnl 19) l>ui»n

the brjIkCN in Ufni* of huvinp ytior say

Pu^in): itH> lurd will hackllrc Slick to

luniiliur icrriiory Kclurninp lo

cons^rvjlivc vuluc% when the going gels

rough will see you through.

TAURUS (April 20- May 20);

Diplomacy serves you well Save your hig

moves for later in the day whenevorything

will be running smoothly Do not slanilhe

door on someone Be open to new ideas

and techniques.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): An
.illiancc with a member of the opposite

sex could be strained now. Lie low and see

how things go .Staying busy is your best

bet. be morv indusirious at place of

cmploymenl.

CANCER (June 2 1 -July 22): Your

powcrx of persuasion arc at a peak. With

telling impact, you gel yiwir point across.

Comparison shoppers can find some fine

bargains this aliemoon. Your intuition

rings true tonight

LEO (July 2.^-Aug. 22): Communi
cations arc worth their weight in gold

Pick up the phone or knock on doors. The

welcome mat is out. i-'ace a difllciilt

situation with courage and a down-Uv

earth manner.

VIRGO (Aug 2.^-Sepl. 22) A
favorable tinK* lo negotiate agrecnx;nls

and launch long-term ventures Request

favors through talks and letter; you can

get exactly what you want niiw Koiiiance

takes on a rosy glow. Show tenderness.

UBRA (Sc|M. 2.VOCI. 22); Others

find you very convincing itHlay; you will

have no problem gelling you way L'acc-

tivfjccmeetingsareasourccofexcilcnicnl

and prospenty .Studying aslmlogy can

give v«w rare inMghls.

SCORPIOKVl lVN«.v 22) The future

liNiks bright ' Pursue your long- range goals

wiih rcji Thanks to talks and travel,

everything will fall Into place Keep your

spending within a°a.<>onabk: limits Huild

a nest egg

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23-Dcc 21 ):

An old acquaintance brings news thai

assists yiHj in nuking a financial decision

Ivvcrything shtnild rm the up and up

Romance siA/k;s. Influeniial peupk; are

receptive to your ideas.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19)

YcHir associates may he wrapped up in

their own concerns now Keep iniKtIy to

yourself Secret financial dealings could

bring you luck, lie very discreet. I^nik

tx>th ways hclore crovsing the street

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-l-eb IX): Your

reputation may be damaged if you act too

hastily today Make certain your iiHives

arc well thought out. Sharing a secret with

a dear friend is a gm>d idea Avoid going

into del ails

PISCICS(K-h 19 March 20) Although

work may have you feeling hemmed in. it

pays to keep your nose to the grindstone.

Team cffons are favored. Hcvd mate's

wishes. A romantic interlude will brighten

your evening.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Greg Sukiennik

Copy Editor Beth Butts

PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho

Production Lisa Jezowski,

Oliver Raskin
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LONDON
ROINP IKIP»K()\i

From NEW YORK
round trips starling at

LONDON $350
LENINGRAD $610

CARACAS $410

GUTEMALA C. $390

BANGKOK $939
U)S ANCriES

AUCKLAND $699

Taxn & surcturgrs not included.

Farrs subject to chai^.

Council Travel
79 So. Pleasent Street.

Amherst, MA 01002
(413)256-1261

CONTACT
LENS CARE

AT THE
UNIVERSITY
HEALTH
SERVICES

We take great

pride in beir>g able

to fit many people
who have had
difficulty in the

past wearing

contact lenses

• ••

Offering a broad

array of contact

lenses with a large

in house

inventory.

• ••

The new daily

wear disposable

3nd frequent

replacement

contact lenses are

now available

• ••
All fittings are

done by our eye

doctors with

experience in

contact lens care

and solving

contact lens

problems.

• ••

Emphasis is

placed on your

ocular health and
ptofessional

service.

UllS
EYE CARE
PROGRAM

Convenient hours

and convenient on

campus location

For questions or

appointments,

call 549-2671

J*

New Smithereens inconsistent
By ERIC POULIN
Collegian Correspondent

The Smithereena
Blow Up
Capitol Records

When I first got the word that the

Smithereens were making an attempt to

provide variations on their basic rifT-rockin'

music, 1 thought to myself,

"Golly gee. this might be pretty nifty."

After all, their Smithereens II album
probably established the band as the best

three chord, basic rock and roll unit in the

world. So with much anticipation, 1 gave
their latest release a spin.

My emotions were mixed. "Top of the

Pops", the first single, kicks ofTthe album.
It's a classic Smithereens guitar-cruncher,

with one ofthose can't-get-this-damn-song-

out-ofmy-head type choruses. It's already

logged a lot of airplay, and it's full of the

power that we've all come to expect from

New Jersey's finest.

From there, the album gets a little spotty.

"Too Much Passion" is guitarist/vocalist/

songwriter Pat Dinizio's attempt to write

"the type of song Smokey Robinson would
have written in 1966." Unfortunately, it

doesn't work. Dinizioends up sounding more
like Huey l^wis than Smokey Robinson,

while he utters through an achingly miser-

able tune.

"Tell Me When Did Things Go Wrong' is

the angriest tune the Smithereens have
ever penned, and is one of the highlights of

the album. Dinizio explains that it is about

"what 1 feel society has turned into," and
seems to capture the frustration and pain

that is everyday life.

"Evening Dress" is called a beautiful bal-

lad in the press notes, but really sound like

a blatant rip-off of Elvis Costello. I suppose
that ifyou're going to attempt to sound like

a famous preformer, Elvis is as good as any

to imitate. But come on guys, let's try to

sound like ourselves here.

Steve Berlin of Los Lobos makes a guest

appearance as a one-man saxophone sec-

tion on "Indigo Blues", which is one of my
favorites on the album. It's a paired down R
& B song which features the vocal debut of

guitarist Jim Beak's 2 1/2 year old son,

Max.
But for the album's real centerpiece, you

have to wait until the end. "IfYou Want The
Sun To Shine" is the powerful highlight of

the album, which Dinizio describes as "l Am
The Walrus" meets "Kashmir." Dinizio col-

laborated with Julian Lennon to write this

song, and the two definitely brought out the

best in each other.

But overall, fl/ou' Up seems inconsistent

and a little uninspired. Give the Smithereens
an "A" for effort; they did try to alter their

style somewhat. This album is quite different

from their last three releases but it's slightly

below average for them.

41^
O Ss

EXPERIENCE THE CHALLENGE OF THE

UMASS RESIDENCE ASSISTANT!

A limited number of positions are
available for next semester.

Applications are available in cluster offices now!

Applications are due November 8 by 5:00pm
to either Johnson or Thoreau clusters only.

APPLV TOPAYI

Legp^

Fcublems?
Qill UMass Student Legal Servicesl

Hl^iising • Family • Student Riglits

•^ivil Rights • Workers Rightsf^

\ "tlCriminal • Consumer Lav^**

\ Military and Draft Law

922 Campus Center 545-1995

50% OFFALL
HALLOWEEN
GOODIES! M

MC Visa

Amex
71 N. Pleasant St. ( Above Cafe DiCarlo

)

Amherst 256-1551 • Mod.- Sat. 10-5:30

"THE LOVE STORY Of THE YEAR.
\iiother (kar-calibrt pertormance iiom julu Riiberts in

her best role stt. .\5 memorable as Terms of Endearment

"

1u!ia Rtiherfei^ beyond Tretn Woman'-

The best pertormance ot her career

"

"Remember the name Campbell Scott

if you don t hear It or

Oscar raght, assume the

Academv Awards are hxed

NOW SHOWING
THURSDAY • Oct 24 • 5, 7, 9, 1 1pm • Campus Center Auditorium

Sponsored by: LCA • $2.00 - 5:00pm showing • $3.00 - all others

tXSTWeuTED BM FliUS INCORPORATED C 1991 F ilms lncoT»rile<) A« r^jtils r«serv»<J

GREVSE PALVrS • HANDS • '^

FEET • WTRilES' HATS & BROOMS • WIGS •

MOUSTACHF.S • BEARDS • NOSES • FANGS •

TEETH • TOOTH BUCK-OUT

NORTHAMPTON HALLOWEEN CENTER \

25 State Street • 584-5006
10 Minutes rrom UMass

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF MASKS TO CHOOSE FROM
(

Call for extended Haloween hours h l. CHILDS & ISON
Open Daily and Saturday 9:OOam-5:lSpm, Thursdays til 8:00pm'

\ Our
\ LOW
f Prices

STUDENTS
WITH DIABETES
(And Their Guests)

.Meet with others

.Share ideas and strategies

.Learn about new
developments

Information and Social

Group begins Wed.
November 6

Call 549-2671 x181

before Nov. 6 for information
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Tyson-Holyfield
to be held in January?
By ED SCHUYLER
AP Boxing Writer

NEW YORK (AP) — Interest in the

Evander Holjrfield-MikeTyson heavyweight
title fight hasn't cooled, but it looks like the

weather will have by the time it's held.

If Tyson's trial on a charge of rape and
related charges goes ahead as scheduled

Jan. 27 at Indianapolis, his heavyweight

title challenge to Holyfield probably will be

held in January in Las Vegas, a time ofyear

when temperatures there can be in the 30s.

The flght was scheduled for Nov. 8 outdoors

at Caesars Palace, but was postponed Fri-

day because of a rib iryury to Tyson.

Promoter Dan Duva said if the fight is

held outdoors at Caesars early in 1992, it

would be on Friday, Jan. 10 or Friday, Jan.

17.

*^e have to be concerned about how the

weather will affect performances," Duva said.

Cold or not, however, the fight figures to

be the most lucrative in history, with the

bulk of the money coming from pay-per-

view television, whose viewers will be

comfortable. Also, the match ouside at

Caesars Palace is assured a live gate of $13

million, and to move it indoors would greatly

reduce the number of seats.

Duva said the fight could be scheduled

for January, or moved back to February or

March. Last Friday at Indianapolis. Judge

Patricia J. Gifford of Marion County Supe-

rior Court denied a request for a trial post-

ponement.
"This is not a typical (fight) postponement

situation because Indianapolis has to be

reckoned with," said Seth Abraham, presi-

dent of Time-Warner Sports, the parent

company of TVKO, which is to handle the

closed-circuit telecast of the fight.

Study shows NHL
is not too popular

NEW YORK (AP) — Tractor pulls

more popular than NHL hockey? Roller

Derby preferred over World Cup soccer?

It's true, according to the Sports Mar-

keting Group of Dallas, which has re-

leased its complete list ofwhat it says are

the 1 14 most popular sports in America.

The NFL (No. 1), major league base-

ball (No. 5) and the NBA (No. 7) all made
the top 10. But the NHL, considered the

fourth major professional sport, was 40th

in the survey, three spots ahead of PGA
golf.

The World Cup. which will be played

in the United States for the first time in

1994, came in 75th. That was 45 spots

behind professional wrestling and 17

spots behind Roller Derby -but well ahead

of another TV sport, American Gladia-

tors, which came in No. 102.

The top 20 were the NFL. college foot-

ball. Winter Olympics, Summer Olym-

pics, major league baseball, high school

football, the NBA, ladies figure skating,

professional boxing, swimming, college

basketball, Alpine ski racing, thorough-

bred horse racing, women's gymnastics,

college baseball, minor league baseball

and high school basketball.

A private research company, hired by

SMG, conducted more than 2.060 in-home

interviews in more than 175 areas of the

United States to get a representable

sample of the total population, not just

sports fans, the firm said. Participants in

the survey were asked to give positive,

negative or neutral opinions to 1 14 spe-

cific sports.

tR«3

.qhowtimes:
Fn - Sun

7 30pni & 9pm
Mon-Thurs

One show at 7 30pm
Adults M 00

Student w/vaM I.D $300

Haklw in

YAMAHA
s.wncK

SALE IN
PROGRESS

/f/'tj i carf*-eC

at a^^orjlaife /trices

KALClXn MLSK
H.mipNiiiU' NKill

s s
m
s

30e PIZZA I 1.99 PIZZA i BUY ANY i

U

U-MASS
256-8911

IVIt. Holyoke
535-1111

We Accept

Competetors
Coupons

ORDER ANY I BUY ANY
TWO TOPPING I

LARGE PIZZA | LARGE PIZZA

GET MEDIUM 1 | qej 2ND ONE
TOPPING PIZZA

I

FOR 30c FOR SI.99

I
LARGE

I

I

PIZZA j

I
for the price of

I
a small Pizza |

^^^~ m-

s s

Classifieds
rOMF TO THE COllIGIAN OFFICE ILICAMPUSCEmER » THURSDAY H:30-3:30 FRIDAY 8:30-2:M)*DEADUNEISmO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAWS ' Hm'ORD/DAY FOR SU'DEm » CASH IN ADVANCE

ACTivmcs FOR SALE

SCREW VOUR ROOMMATE DANCE
TickanO
W»(}-Fn dnnv
Frankkn. B«i1ittw«

ANNOUNCEMEHTS

STOP BY CAMPUS POND today ky lh«

Oatla Zsta Srasaw a thon Help suuport us

in raising mon«ykx our national philanthropy'

HOT. ..SPICY...MOUTHWATERING...
BUFFALO WINGS"
Finally, what you've t)e«n waiting lor

Fast. Irae. haaWiy dakvary'

Introduong Mama Mapas Wings N- Things

opening Thursday Oct 31st

Oontmissout'

Wanna play UVE on WMUA?
We're looking tor bands

to play lor the

Live Music Proied.

Call 54& 2892
Ask lor Dave Demefjian or Ami Bennit

AUTO FOR SALE

79 TOYOTA COROLLA Only 95000 miles'

AbsokJiely no lustl Graat stiapal $1000/80

Joe 546-4917

FOR SALE
Eladnc guitar and amp
Good bagmnar's $•!

Loud and Km
S28OCalS06-73S3

NEW A USED COMPUTERS
Can Damn 6-2270

HELP WANTED

ROCKY HORROR HUMCMBACK
All It look waa luM

ona look. I Ind you

captMMng.
XVIfgan

Earn $2S00 * Fraa trips salkng spring braaA

packages to Bahamas. Mexwo. Jantaica.

Fkxida" Best tnps & pnces'

EXTERIOR PAINTERS
Eupenenced student painters needed to paint

Amherst area homes Full or pan lime

Amencas College Painters (800) 626-6267

Painting Amencas homes coast to coasi'

-Know before you go," Where to worli. hve

and ski free in Cotorado's resorts Current

guide to Aspen. Vail, Breckenndge and

more' $16 95 Call 1 800-788-6174

TUTOR NEEDED FOR Mezio Call ASAP
546-6404 will pay cash

LOST

MICHELLE KEANNSt
J-Al artandu qua lu as rancontra un vrai

•ACE* de weak-end'^

LML el GROS BISES

Love •40-

Your Big Sis.

.

PRESENTWIQ:
"Juka Ftoberts m"
DYING YOUNG
Tomorrow r>ight in

Tlia CaiTipos Center Auditonum

$2-500. $3-7.9.1 1pm
Sponsored by LCA

HEY NUTS- You can cream my coNee any

time at Peoples Mantel Just say when

Wicked Buns

KATMREINSTEIN
Love

My
Little Sis

Maybe''

Love.

Your Big Sis

ENTERTAINMENT

HAVING A PARTY? Forget Ihe stereo, hire

a band' Call Brendan at 586 2533

RACK-A-DISC! $1 75 00 DJs. VJs, Karaoke

lor house/ Formal parties. Call 586-9900

FOR RENT

2 large roomed apt Heat inc. Center ol

Amherst 256-1 124

FRIDGE RENTALS 253-9742 Free Dellveiy

LARGE BEDROOM IN 4bdrm house 2lull

bath Hardwood (toors 8 mm Irom campus oil

170 month Call Jelt 548j9781

Montague - 20 minutes to Amherst .
close to

191. charming, spacious one bedroom

apartment in country larmhouse Ideal lor

single or couple Lease lor 9 or 12 months

Storage, lurnishings available. $350/month

plus utilities 527-7222

Puttton village one bedroom ap« available

any time before Dec 1 Call 549-0068

TOWNHOUSE 2 BEDROOM 1 1 /2 bath Bus

route N Amherst 1-567 1352

Reward for the return ol 60 CD's stolen Irom

Main St Fn night

Call Mike 253-0666

MOTORCYCLES

Suiulil 450 19M Runs well

$200 Call 256 3466 Ask lor Bryant

MUSICIANS

EXPERIENCED GUITAR PLAYER looking

to |oin or Stan a senous club/party band

Must be hard working and willing to have a

good time' I have equipment and transpor-

tation! Please Call Adam al 546-4270

PERSONALS

ALISON LEWENBERQ
I'm axcited your my little sister

Love your big sis

KM YOHALEM
Here is to good limes together

Love your big sis

BROOKLYN
Its those vibes.

With each day they

grow stronger closer

and toudar.

ROBIN (PH)ABIANO
ML (ourtlo»»er) - Clue #1

Love Your Big Sis

HAPPY BIRTHDAY DAWN
Here is a little httle little Itttle Mile birthday

wish' And as always your health comes lirsll

Love L D

Michalle Hondsau
I am psyched to be your big sister!

Guess who''

LML. Your Big Sis

THE OTHER JOSH G -

Maybe if you get a haircut you'H get a real

personal also'

Tame Ihe maneM
An okl Iriend'^
LORRAINE
How's your lever?

Cheer uplll

Luv. Roni

MARION
Who needs notes

when were already

in unison'

LML
Your Big Sis

JE^
Looking torwand to having an awesome se-

mester writh Ihe best little sister! Hope you're

as excited as I am
See you soon.

LML-Your Big Sis

ALISON BAKER:
Hare IS a due. lor you 10 aaa who I rmgM be-

Our mlarviaw waa iuni SPLASH'
I couUnl ba happier thai you are

my Ntla SMiar

PHI LOVE YOU,
YOUR BIG SIS

TO THE BEST AEPHI Little Sister"

««SWphanie H»»
You're Pht-Nommai A You're all mine"

Phi Love. LML Your BigSis'?'

CLARK MN.LIKEN
Happy 2 1st Birthday

Love, Nancy

BARB- rm always here tor you

Even if rm in another cour<ry

at6am !

With Phi Loira.

Your Big SiS

GANGSTER,
First you stole the light

Now you're stealing something else

I donn have any roses or clam cakes

LOVE YOU, your Buddy

Snufalufagua-
FOOTBALL-HOCKEVI!
Now I have your anention

Just a note to say

I LOVE YOU!
Love Oscar

IJERUSHAI
What do you think you are?

A super star''

Well nght you are'"

Shine on lor your 20th, and remember

you are kjved

Px

KR6TINKEEFE
Welcome to MY Phi FMiMy
Love your big sis

ORDER AVON!
546-1999

Cal lor brochura

Thank you lor the best birthday aver*

Everything was pertect

I toveyou
Marlene

MKEMCKEVOFPtKE
We we so super psyched

you are finally 21

Happy Biiihd^r

Love.

Soronty Sisters ol 1

2

ABSOLUTE ZERO
Thanks Ihe crew on

1 16 tor having us

Play and al our

WIEOMAWTT
Naad a pregnancy test. mlormalKXi or

supporf Call tor Irae and conMantial

aarvK:as ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam
Street, Northampton 586^3000 or

Greenfiekj 774-6019

SEMORS ANO JUMORS
Time to think about rasuines

Let me help you design your resume

I otter professional results at college pnoas

Ca«Andy at 549^4002 _
STOPSMOKING WITH the hetp ol powartul

hypnotherapisllromTIW SpaiJaXtsoourts

lor students Call 586- 7372

FREE pregrtancy testing; conWanlial and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No
Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

to cheer us on

TmaD.
You're PHI norT>inal' Well have a Wast'

Get psyched'

PHI LOVE
Your Big Sis

Audray
Happy I9lh Binhdayll

Sorry its late hope it was lun

Love Stephen

WARNING

TRAVEL

AH American Reedy
is 21

All 160«^LBS watchout

ERIC- Happy 20th birthday!! Ooni celebrate

too hard I tove you. Love Angia

LIssa (Dirt)

hii Good luck on your interview today! We
know you'll do great!'

We tove you'

Andie, JenVP. Katie. A Jason

HI LESLIE
F(Dh Geburtstag

on the 22ndi

We miss you at

UMASS

Mauraan-
Pledge? Sister?

Crack the code!

LML-
YourBigSis

TO MY LfPTLE SiS BETSY HOVEL
Get ready to have some fun

Phi Love Me!'

Carl, Happy 21st! From your toveslaves on

third Itoor Brooks

RIDE WANTED

NORTHAMPTON TO AMHERST week

nights 1 30AM.? 253-2329

RIDE WANTED
To VanHalen / Worcester

Chns 546-1712

BAHAMA CRUISE $99 Par parson

5day/4 night hotel Plan now lor your t>reak.

Very limited offer Call now 1 -800-621 0572

Earn FABULOUS FREE Spnng break va-

cation while meeting new people and earn-

ing cash Wortt at your own pace Energetic,

highly motivated, outgoing individuals

needed Can Campus Hobdays al 800-627-

4791

KIHington Collegiate Slil Fast Jan 12 17

condo,hof1ubs, skiing, and more Also spnng

break , Cancu n . Jamaica and more CaHJotm

S John 549-8101

TYPING

PAPERS TYPED: $1 50/typed page

Quick, Accurate Service. Call Bnan 546-

3563

10/31. Pay gas

servk;es

WORD PROCESSING, laser printing, pa-

pers, resumes, theses Rosemary 259- 1 786

WANTED

BKYCLE BROKEN?
Call Pat

546-0119

BIKE FRAME
Steel Road Frame/Fortt 58CM

Pete 253 3886

To recycle: Prescription medication bottles/

containers (Nonrenewable RX only) Please

call 585-8709
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Sports
NCAA

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

After Monday's tough 2-0 loss to the

University ofConnecticut, the University of

MftMachusetts women's soccer team will

have to play near perfect soccer the rest of

the season in order to make the NCAA
Championships.

That task begins today as the

Minutewomen (9-4) square off with the

University of Rhode Island (6-7-2) at 3 p.m.

on Lower Boyden Field.

Massachusetts is currently ranked No.

10 in the nation and third in the North. The

top two teams in each region of the country,

the North. South. Mid-West and West receive

automatic bids to the tournament. Also in-

vited will be four at large teams.

UMass has already lost to the two teams

ahead ofthem in the regional race, Hartford

and Connecticut. Hartford. No. 2 in the

region and ninth in the country defeated the

Minutewomen 2-1. and UConn. top ranked

in the North and second nationally, beat

UMass 2-0 on Monday. Thus an automatic

bid will be difficult to capture unless Hart-

ford stumbles.

With five games remaining UMass needs

to win them all to assure themselves ofan at

large bid A loss leaves them at the mercy of

the selection committee. UMass faces No.

14 Cornell this Sunday and No. 17 Rutgers

in the season finale on November 3, so the

road won't be an easy one.

"Vd say [winning them all I is necessary."

UMass coach Jim Rudy said. "If we do that

we will put ourselves in the best possible

position. We are in a group of about six

teams battling for three playoff spots."

Those teams seem to be No. 1 1 California

(9-4-0). No. 12 George Mason (9-4-1). No. 13

Southern Methodist (7-6-0). Cornell (9-1-1)

and No. 16 Central Florida (8-4-1). UMass
has already defeated each team exceptSMU
and Cornell, whom they play Sunday.

"It is going to be very tight." Rudy said. "I

felt we got squeezed last year so I don't take

anything for granted."

As for the URI game. Massachusetta

may have to do without the services of

midfielder Paula Wilkens. Wilkens wasn't

supposed to play against UConn due to back

spasms but she received treatment and

played.

"I don't know if shell play or not," Rudy

said. "I wasn't expecting her Monday and

she made it in and did a good job."

Rhode Island is lead by senior midfielder

Trade Yrigoyen who has six goals on the

season while forward Susi Mang has four

goals and one atssist.

CaUagUa pttaUt by Jamkt R^nokb

Massachusetts Paula Wilkens lies motionless on the field during

Mondays game with UConn. Wilkens is suffering from back spasms and

is questionable for todays game against URI.

-begun NHL
Wouldyoupleaae rise for the singingofthe Canadianand

American National Anthems. . .

Well, how else should I begin a piece on the start of the

hockey season? Don't tell me you don't sing along, because

! know you do. Come now. admit it You get chills when you

see and hear 15.000 fans singing "Oh Canada, we sUnd on

guard for thee." If you don't, you've got problems.

Ahhh. hockey Organs that play"DUNNH dunnh dunnh

dunnh DUNHH dunnh dunnh dunnh." Fred Cusick

screaming "Scorrrrrrel" Fans who actually try to catch

pucks flying into the stands (ouch! K When you've got a hot

dog. a watered-down beer and two guys with just 30 teeth

between them trying to pull each other's sweaters over their

heads, what more could you want?

It's the new-look National Hockey League — instant

replay and expansion. A lot of controversy arises when

goals are called back or not called, and aTV camera can only
help the situation. 1 hope they don't overuse it like they do

in football, though.

There's blood in the water. Here come the Sharks. The

San Jose Sharks, that is. the NHL's newest team. Sports

marketing types are all abuzz over the Sharks' snazzy

turquoise and black duds, which according to recent figures

are accounting for 40 percent of all NHL goodies sold this

year. Not bad for an expansion team that might win 20

games if they're lucky.

Here. then, is a look at this year's NHL regular season.

This time around, though, I won't try to pick division

winners or anything profound like that. Two reasons: first,

I'm lousy at hockey picks. I took the Buffalo Sabres to win

it all last season — is that enough evidence for you?

Reason number two: As the great Bill Murray said in the

cinematic classic Afear6a//.s , "Itjust doesn't matter ." It doesn't

matter ifyou finish fourth in your division. It doesn'tmatter

ifyou rack up 100 points on the year. You make the playoffs

anyway! It just doesn't matter! It just doesn't matter! It

just. . .

You get the idea.

Instead, then, let's check out a few of the better teams.

Let's laugh at those six inept teams that won't make the

playoffs. Let's admire the grace and skill of Brett Hull, the

greed of Eric Lindross, the left hook of Jay Miller, the

wonder and awe of the 2^mboni, man's greatest invention.

It's the NHL's 75th anniversary. Did you send the

Boston Bruins a card? "Happy anniversary, guys. Dig those

funky replica uniforms they dug out of the closet for you^

Win a Stanley Cup before they tear the old Garden down "

Greg Sukiennik

The quest for a Cup continues for the B's. Will Ray

Bourque ever wear the championship ring he so richly

deserves? One wonders as the Bruins play out the same

scenario every year. They play great hockey all season long,

get past the land mines (Hartford and Montreal) in the

divisional playoffs, thennm outofsteam somewhere between

Pittsburgh and Edmonton. One can only hope it's somehow

different this time around.

Montreal continues to be a thorn in Boston's side. There

is growing maturity among Les Habitants' younger mem-

bers, particularly defenseman Mathieu Schnieder. The

Canadians looked better last year than they had in some

time, and continued improvement would mean wailing and

grinding of teeth in Beantown.

The Pittsburgh Penguins were just like so many teams

in the NHl. until last spring. Lots of potential, no title. But

with the right coach — Bob Johnson — the Pens left their

competition in the dust. What they did to the Bruins was

downright amazing, and they had enough left over to atop

Minnesota.

Johnson's battle with cancer throws question marks

onto the ice at the Igloo. If they falter, look out for the New
York Rangers. Rather, look out for Mark Messier. The

former league M.V.P. is a formidable aquisiton for an

already potent offense. Some say this is the year for the

Rangers. I say "not." They'll find a way to choke just like

they always do.

It didn't take long for the Norris Division's teams to get

to know one another again. Opening night in Minnesota,

and look— there's a Chicago Black Hawk swingi nghis stick

at a fan behind the Chicago bench! How quaint It's just par

for the course in the Norris, the WWF of the NHL.
Is Minnesota for real? I'm not sure, but I liked their old

uniforms better than the new black and green sweaters that

say "stars." I thought that N with the star on it was cool.

Anyone could win the Norris. except maybe for Toronto.

With that in mind, 111 put my two cents in for the Maple

Leafs. Why? No one else is, and tickets at Maple Leaf

Gardens should be cheap and plentiful. I'm a Red Sox fan.

I can deal with pain.

Is this finally the year for the Los Angeles Kings? Jari

Kurri and Wayne Gretzky are reunited on the same team

again and the Kings are, in my opinion, loaded.

Here's the important prediction for this year: Toronto,

Quebec, Philadelphia, the Islanders, Vancouver an^i San

Jose will all miss the playoffs. Besides them, itJust doesn't

matter.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian columnist

Men's soccer at UConn
By TED KOTTLER
Collegian Staff

This afternoon, the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team (7-3-3,

No. 8 in New England) squares offagainst

the University ofConnecticut (8-5-2, No.

3 in N.E.) in Storrs, Connecticut.

The Huskies are unquestionably a

formidable opponent as they have been

receiving votes in the NCAA Division I

Top 20 Poll.

"There are no real surprises when you

play UConn, they'rejust very consistent,"

UMass coach Sam Koch said, "(They're!

always a well-disciplined, fit team."

UMass goalie and co-captain Jon

Gruber said, "UMass and UConn have

such a big rivalry, it'd be nice to knock

them off."

The large crowd that the Huskies will

likely draw today is not something the

Minutemen are accustomed to facing,

and it may be a tough obstacle. UConn's

average home attendance is 2,718.

"We have to play well down there be

cause they get good fan support," Gruber

said.

UConn and UMass have faced no

common opponents to this date. (The

Minutemen were scheduled to face

Dartmouth on September 28, but the

game was canceled due to excessive rain.

UConn and Dartmouth played to a

scoreless tie earlier this season.)

It appears on paper that UMass has a

defensive advantage that may prove to

be another key to the game. UMass has

only allowed an average 0.77 goals per

game, compared to UConn's average

allowance of 1.27.

Both teams should be grateful that

thisgame will be played on natural grass.

UMass barely squeezed past Holy Cross

last Wednesday on artificial turf, 1-0.

and in its last game, UMass fell to St.

Joseph's, 1-0, also on the turf.

"It's good to be back on grass," Koch said.

The Huskies are 0-4-0 on artificial

turf this season.

UMass fans are eagerly awaiting

Sunday's matchup with No. 1 in the

nation Rutgers (if UMass pulls off an

upset, it will clinch a berth in the Atlantic-

10 Tournament), but Koch does not want

to look ahead that far.

Yankee Conference standings

UNH
Delaware
Villanova

URI

Richmond
UMass
UConn
Maine
Boston U

Conf.
4-0

4-1

4-1

2-2

2-3

2-3

1-2

1-4

0-4

Pt$.

138
167

202
86
69
67

56
79
52

Opp.
64
108

67
105

116
77

77

163

138

Overall
5-1

6-1

5-1

4-2

2-4

2-5

2-4

1-6

1-6

Pts.

209
223
242
169

96
94
132

110
107

Opp.
116

129

67
166

154

123

167

218
221

Streak

W5
W2
LI

W4
W1
L3

W2
L2

L5

YanCon stats

468
485

RUSHING G AH. YDS.

Jerome Bledsoe, UMass 7 153 835
Barry Bourassa. UNH 6 125 678
Ed Long, UConn 3 58 257
Dorio Highsmith, URI 6 83 503
Paul Capriotti, ME 7 132 549
Pat Kennedy, VU 6 89
Bill Vergantino, UD 7 96

PASSING G COMP-AH
Tom Colombo, VU 9 1 29- 1 98
Matt Griffin, UNH 6 106-188
Paul Tornatore, UMass 5 30-52

Steve Holland , URI 6 62- 1 1

3

Cornelius Benton, Conn 6 128-227
Bill Vergantino, UD 7 57- 1 1

3

Greg Lilly, UR 6 71-145
Emillo Colon, ME 6 86-162

AVG.
5.5

5.4

4.4

6.1

4.2

5.3

5.1

PCT.

.652

.564

.577

.549

.564

.505

.490

.531

TD
3

10

2

6
7

10

7

YDS.

1.623

1,552

387
1,038

1.692

778
1,000

1,022

LONG
42
44
25
35
56
53
32

INT.-TD

6-13

7-14

2-3

8-5

7-10

7-7

4-3

10-2

YDS/GM
119.3

113.0

85.7

83.8

78.4

78.0

69.3

EFF.

149.6

142.84

131.60

131.1

117.22

1 16.30

108.20

92.80

YDS/GM
270.5
272.2

77.4

173.0

282.0
111.1

166.7

170.3
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Efforts get mixed reviews
Response to 1986 riot said inadequate

Fiveyears ago this Sunday, as the Boston

Red Sox went down to defeat at the hands of

the New York Mets. the Southwest Resi

dential Area erupted in violence.This is the

second in a three part series examining the

not and its aftermath.

By JASON GEORGE
Colleeian Staff

W mie the S<>uthv««rt riots of 1986 have

produced a heightened wnae of awareness

of the issues ofraosm and racial tension on

the University of Massachusetts campus,

administrators and staff say dwindling

Campus boasts
on-call system
for incidents

One of Judge Frederick Hurst's recom-

mendations in the wake of the Southwest

incident of 1986 involved the development

of more effective reporting procedures for

incidents involving students and other parts

of the University community..

The recommendation was put in motion

in the fall of 1987 with the implementation

of an on-call system for the Student Affairs

staff.

Interim Dean of Students Sharon Kipitz

called the system a "way to provide infor-

mation to different offices at the University."

'It allows us to provide aervioes in a

better way." KipiU said. Things have a

tendency not to happen between 8:30 a.m.

and 5 p.m."

The procedure basically works through a

chain, with an incident first being reported

to a front line staff member, then to a su-

pervisor, a unit chief, and eventually

reaching the Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs.

Kipetz said the Dean of Students office

has developed an "on-duty" roster, with a

beeper that rotates between staffmembers

who serve as contact points when potential

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

University resources and resistance from

various sectors of the campus community
have left, the response to these problems

inadequate.

I n the wake ofa racially-motivatedbraw 1

on Oct. 27, 1986 following the final game of

the World Series between the Boston Red

Sox and New York Mets, then-Chancellor

Joseph Duffey commissioned Judge
Frederick A. Hurst to conduct an outside

investigation of the incident.

Hurst's 1 1 -page "Report on University of

Massachusetts investigation,' was issued

m February 1987.

The Hurst report was both wide and

narrow in focus, containing 15 recommen-

dations for the University. These included

calls for improved security and pubhc rela-

tions, educational programs for both White

and Black students, revisions in the alcohol

policy and strengthening the University's

Civility Commission.

One of Hurst 8 recommendations called

for 'more courses which deal with racial

issues be developed, widely advertised and

offered" to "maximize student awareness of

racial issues in America."

The University responded by imple-

menting two required Social and Cultural

Diversity Courses. This requirement has

suffered from inadequate funding for

teaching assistants and a lack of courses,

while plans for a required course taught in

the residence halls has been forced to wait

for lack for funding.

Associate Dean of Academic Affairs M.

Ricardo Townes said the University's re-

sponse in certain areas indicates that more

widespread improvements are possible.

Townes noted that while he "would have

hoped that the response of the University

would have been better," the University's

writing program has worked toward a bet-

ter understanding of racial issues. Townes

said the program added more people and

attempted to look at reading material

dealing with racism and other issues.

"We can be proud of what the writing

program does," Townes said. "We're not

talking about a resource thing, but about an
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

GEO rallies against
^unacceptable' fees
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Approximately 75 members of the

Graduate Employee Organization ral-

lied yesterday to protest what they called
"unacceptable" heaJth and curriculum

lees.

The rally, which oi^anizers described

as a "collective fee non-payment." began

on the Student Union steps and moved
to the Whitmore Administration Build-

ing, where protesters presented letters

of protest to the Bursar's office and

Chancellor Richard O'Brien.

Patricia Hanrahan, a doctoral stu-

dent in the sociology department, called

the health care fees graduate students

pay a "forced choice."

"Today is a day offinancial reckoning

for most of us," Hanrahan said. "People

are giving up other things to pay for

health insurance — that's wrong."

After rallying on the Student Union
steps, GEO members marched to

Whitmore, chanting "workers/students

united will never be defeated."

Approximately 50 graduate students

gathered outside the Bursar's Office and
circulated a letter explaining why they

were unable to pay their fees.

Protesters then marched to O'Brien's

office, demanding to see him. When told

by a secretary that he was not in his

office, many made individual appoint-

ments to meet with him.

Graduate students taking nine or

more credits currently pay fee8of$729.25

per semester, not including a $785 cur-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

C«U«fflan pboto by Jo»h RrynohU

GEO demonstrators enter Whitmore on their way to the

Chancellor's office.

UM student charges false arrest

Collegian photo by Joiih R«ynolda

YOUMEANTHEVRE FREE? I'LLTAKE
TENI — Ulrich Toll of the Gideons

distributes free bibleson campusTuesday.

By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

A Black University of Massachusetts student who says

that she was wrongly arrested last October for trespassing

in the Campus Center, has filed a lawsuit against the

arresting officer and the Commonwealth ofMassachusetts.

After being arrested on Oct. 3 1990, Loyda Guzman, a

senior political science mjyor from Worcester, was released

from the campus police station after being detained for 45

minutes, according to the written complaint. Guzman was

told upon her release that she was mistaken for another

woman named Charlene Kerr.

Kerr, who is also Black, does not share any other com-

mon physical traits with Guzman, said Guzman's attorney

Howard Friedman of Boston.

Guzman's arrest came aft«r a series of run-ins with the

University police. ^

Guzman said she was **a very active protester when

University buildings were taken over during the spring of

1989 in protest of Department of Defense funding at the

University. She said she "spoke at a lot of rallies," was

involved in every building takeover and arrested twice.

"My face was the one that one of two officers really

remembered," she said. "But they had no right to come up

to me after that point."

Guzman said on three separate occasions between her

1989 arrests and the October incident, UMass police officials

stopped her — once while driving through campus and

twice at the Campus Center.

She said after the third time she spoke with the Director

of the Department of Public Safety Arthur Hilson.

"Art Hilson did not take me seriously," she said. "He

could have prevented this."

Guzman said that after listening to her in an uninterested

manner Hilson "gave me his personal guarantee that the

men would not bother me."

Upon arrest, Guzman said she asked officer Kevin

Antonovitch why campus police had detained her.

He gave no answer, she said. "He seems to have some-

thing personal against me."

Antonovitch was unavailable for comment.

In all three Campus Center incidents, it was Antonovitch

who approached her, Guzman said. She added that he oft^n

mentioned having arrested her at the building takeovers.

After being released with the explanation of mistaken

identity, Guzman said she wondered, "If I was that woman

IChariene Kerr] and I was trespassing, would they have

had to arrest me anyway?. . . Has Antonovitch arrested her

before?"

University attorney Sidney Myers had no comment

saying, "In accordance with University policy we don't

discuss pending cases."

Guzman has filed three counts, two against Antonovitch

and one against the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

The first count is for violation of a Guzman's 14th

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Inside:

Page 3:

The Student Senate decides to reopen an old

research and advocacy center.

Page 4:

Greg Sukiennik is tired ofbeing screwed over

by those Housing dudes and he 'II tell you why.

This Weekend:

Shakespeare never played in a way cool band

or anything, but we 've got a band you should

see that would have made him say "party on!"

Weather
Supposedly it's going to be mild today with

highs around 70.
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Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Forum
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24

'Desert Hearts" will be shown in CO 803 at 7

Men 's Group — The LBGA Men's group will meet in the

LBGA Oflice at 8 p.m.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25

Coffee Social — The LBGA Coffee Social will be held in

CC 903 from 3 p.m - 6 p.m.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 28
Names Quilt — The Names Project AIDS Memorial

Quilt will be on display at Springfield Technical Commu
nity College from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For information alnml

the University of Massachusetts caravan to thf nu-nioriHl

please call 545-0154

SUNDAY, 0C:T0BER 27
Names Quilt — The Names Project AIDS Memorial

Quilt will be on display at STCC from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. For

more information call 545-0154.

Concert,— The Flirtations will be in the Campus Center

Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.

MONDAY, OCTOBER 28

Graduate reception — There will be a reception for

graduate students at 5 p.m in the Program Oftue in

Crampton House.

l^'cture — "L< <nd Gay Politics in the SOs" will be

at 8pm. inCC i
•

Mt-etiftg— The Amherst LBGA will meet in the Amherst

Campus Center room 201 at 9 p.m.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29

lA'cture — "Legal Issues for 1.4«sbian8 and Ga> ?<" wil be

I'mm 4 p.m. - 6 p.m. m CC 917.

Meeting — PFLAG Workshop will meet in CC 917 at 7

p.m.

Meeting — The LBWU will meet in the LBGA office at

730 pm.
Coffeehouse — Smith Ctillt'>;e LBASpace, women only at

8 p m to 10 p m.

rally

response system
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

problems occur.

Kipetz pointed to a recent phone shutdown asan example

ofthe system's success. Students reported to campus police

late one evening that their phone calls were not being

connected.

The desk sergeant on duty found that there were prob-

lems in the line between Springfield and Amherst and
called Kipetz to alert her to the situation.

Kipetz said that once it was decided there was "no health

and safety problem for students." she decided to wait to

notify other members of the administration at 8:30 the next

morning.
"It feels like people need to know about things." Kipetz

said. "The system could be used for anything."

^JASON GEORGE

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

riculum fee. Basic health fees are $186.25 per 8eaM«t«r.

with students who don't have (rther health insurance pay-

ing a supplemental health fee of$325 coveringtwosaneeters.
While graduate employees enjoy a curriculum fee waiver,

an estimated 3.800 graduate students are not Umversity

employees and must pay the fee, according to GEO
spokespenon Jill Havens.

"Money worries are not new to us at graduate school,"

Hanrahan said. "This poverty is self-inflicted and time-

limited, but it doesn't mean we should put up with added

stress."

GEO co-speaker Emily Isaacs, a fourth-year doctoral

student in Engli.sh, said that non-payment of fees was "n**

a protest but a financial reality."

Isaacs said she knew of other graduate students who
paid their fees by taking out cash withdrawal on credit

cards, taking out loans, or drawing on reserve credit from

banks.

"Frankly, one of our issues is that administrators don't

even know what graduate students are paying in fees,"

Isaacs said.

Sara Lyon, secretary of the Graduate Student Senate

and a self-described rank-and-file GEO member, said the

GSS voted recently to support the organizations "right to

negotiate a fair contract."

"Is 30 percent of a graduate student's salary for health

fees acceptable?" Lyon asked.

GEO. which represents all graduate employees who are

research and teaching assi.<itanUs. fellows and interns, has

been trying to negotiate a contract with administration for

the past 10 months. According to GEO estimates, out of

aproximately 6.000 graduate st udents. about 2.200 graduate

employees are represented by the GEO, while about 1.200

pay dues./VI
QUALITY SILK SCREENED SPORTSWEAR

T-SHIRTS • SWEATS
BUMPER STICKERS

MUGS
KENNEDY

SCREEN GRAPHICS
16 ARMORY STREET

NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060
(413)584-2124

1-800-287-2124

Southwest riot

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

attitude — if i writing] can take this on. why can't

other departments
"

Townes. however, added that "no one can look at a

responseor set ofresponses in a budget crisis . . . that's

a 1^^ part of why the University hauit d^ie better

— part of w hat these things require ta raaouroea.*

Sara Stelzner. the writing program's aaaiatant

director for teacher training, said the program's big-

gest changes haveoccurred through faculty diiwiMion

of the issues involved.

"The most important effect of what we did as a

program was to become more aware ofthe problem."

Stelzner said. "Rather than changing the cirriculum.

we've worked at talking about the issues among the

faculty."

Stelzner added that graduate students who teach

in the wnttng program have "a greatdeal ofautonomy*
about what they do in their dasses, and that many of

the issues dealt with are those brought up by students
in writing classes.

~| Awareness] has now beocHne so much a part of

our teacher training that it's taken for granted,"

Stelzner said.

'I The incident ] made the wholecampus more aware
ofthese issues." Stelzner said. "The influence ofthese

issues IS still pervasive."

English professor John Hunt agreed the
University's response could have been stronger but

also said that the writing program and training pro-

gram for resident assistants have the potential to

provide the necessary education given the
committment.

Hunt, chairperson ofthe Chancellor's Commission
on Civility, said that while the writing program has
been able to steer students toward writing about
racism and other issues, there is a difficulty in provid-

ing enough trained people to educate students.

"We don't have the trained people to teach students

I about racial issues]," Hunt said. "To make people
understand themselves in these ways is different

than simply writing about them."
"It's asking a lot I to provide social issues courses]

to the whole University— we can't swing that," Hunt
said. "However, we can swing it for a few very influ-

ential undergraduates, who are going to become
resident assistants.

"The (current requirement) is not adequate — we
need a statement of a particular kind." Hunt said.

Women* Shoes. Clloihing & Accessories

Zanna • 187 N Pleasant Sereel • Amherst

Monday/Saturday 10-6 Sunday 12-5

413.253.2563

Shiowtimes:
Fn. Sun

7.30pm & 9pm
MonThurs

One show at 7 30pm
Adults $4 00

Student w/valid ID. $3 00

Now's the

time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sundwiwid Rd . No AmTwrel

549-2880
Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Malor Credit Cardt Accmptad

Some of the biggest,

some of tfie best

presents come in

the smallest boxes!

siiverscajT'

desigru

^^^D r /« /I r> n e>^^^RtCORPS
RECORDS . CASSETTES • COMPACT DISCS

IMPORTED, INDEPENDENT
& DOMESTIC

MON - WED 9:30 - 6 SUN 12-5

"mURS-SAT9:30-9
213 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON

586-5726

CX)LLECTABLES • USED

MANUFACTURER'S OVER-STOCKS

MONDAY - SATURDAY 10 - 5:30

THURSDAYS 10-9 SUNDAY 12-5

21 STATE ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-1707
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Local
Advocacy center
to be revitalized
By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian StafT

The Undergraduate Student Senate last

night agretnl to initiate a search for a student
coordinator for the now defunct Student
Center for Educational Research and Ad-
vocacy (SCERA), a body established to do
research and advocacy work for the campus
community.

Speaker Bob Monaghan described the

rise of the center and its subsequent fall

when, under the leadership of Ellen
Olmstead in the mid- 19808, the center began
promoting its own agenda over the expressed
interests of the student commumty.

"At this time, there were many conserva-

tives in the Senate who took exception to

what Ellen was doing. We felt that instead

of doing the work the Senate wanted her to

do, she was putting forth her own political

agenda,*Monaghan said. "We spent a couple

of years working to eliminate this organi-

sation, and in the end, we did.'

Although Monaghan said the idea to

reaaaemble the center was proposed a few

years after its dissolution, he only recently

has expressed support for offering the stu-

dent center new leadership.

"We need a professional staff," he said,

•^e're dealing with hundreds ofadministra-

tors who all get paid over $50,000 a year,

whosejob it is to do all the bureaucratic work

that a couple of us making $4.25 an hour are

trying to do. It's important that we have a
professional staff not only to do some re-

search for US, but also to do some advocacy

for us."

Senator Ken Parker (Commuters ) moved
to replace the acronym SCERA with "Pro-

fessionally-Staffed, Student-Run Agency."
He said this change would allow profes-

sionals to do the research and students to do
their own advocacy.

"By having students do the advocacy

portion of it, our tremendous advantage is

that if they research something and we
don't want to use student resources to ad-

vocate it, we don't have to," Parker said.

The Senate rejected Parker's proposal,

but passed the original motion.

The 5>enate also agreed to donate $500 to

a scholarship for David A. Booth, a poUtical

science professor who died Sunday night.

They also supported the naming ofa building

or wing after Booth, and they agreed to

dedicate their teacher evaluation guide to

his memory.
Finally, the Senate approved a motion to

co-sponsor an open house in the Campus
Center at the beginning of each semester.

"The spirit behind this motion was to have

a huge open house," said Commuter Area
Government Senator David Anderson. "We
want to really get students to come down and
enjoy all the .services we have here."

ON THE SEE-SAW ALL DAY LONG— Delta Zeta sisters Lauren
Goodman, Brenda DiLuf^ and Allyson Krieger go up and down to

raise money for the deaf.

Hate graffitti

plagues dorm
Compiled by DAVID MASSEY
Collegian SUff

Anti-Semitic, homophobic and racial graflitti was
found written on the first floor bulletin board of the

Chadboume Residence Hall on Tuesday, police said.

Graffitti ofa sexual nature was also found written

on an elevator panel in the lobby ofBrown on Tuesday
morning, police said.

• Police were called on Tuesday afternoon to assist

University Health Services with two males who had
been involved in a fight earlier in the day at Kennedy.

Police conducted an investigation and will be

seeking a show-cause hearing against both individu-

als on assault and battery charges.
• A woman reported to police on Monday afternoon

a large rock thrown threw her Crampton window and
screen. The estimated value of the damaged window
and screen is $50, police .said.

Speaker discusses coining out
A ^lifelong process^ says GLB Concerns founder
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Correspondent

Coordinator and founder of the Program for Gay, Les-

bian and Bisexual Concerns Felice Yeskel spoke on "Com-
ing out as a Lesbian" at Wednesday's Brown Bag Lunch
Series.

A Brown Bag guest speaker for the fourth time. Yeskel

described coming out as a lesbian as something that hap-

pens many times a day. a process of "being out."

Yeskel shared her experience coming out, and "being

out" as a lesbian, going 20 years back into her college career.

She described coming out as "a daily choice, a lifelong

process that is never-ending."

She said that the social norm teaches society that homo-
sexuality "is gross." She said society must "unlearn" this

long term process, and how gays, lesbians and bisexuals

need allies, heterosexual allies.

Yeskel encouraged and emphasized the importance for

heterosexuals as well as homosexuals to "come out and
claim their identity."

She compared heterosexism and homophobia to "dis-

eases that we must fight' and described the social pressure

as a powerful form of social control that subordinates

women.
Yeskel said the intense power of homophobia and the

power that keeps society ignorant is a fear which prevents

many from learning the truth.

She emphasized the importance ofcoming out, existing

visibly for other people to see, "Ufting the burden of making
the world honest," and why it is imp<irta'if f<ir heterosexuals

to function as allies.

She advocates thinking in term.s ot "how" we as a society

could change social acceptance, rather than "xf we could

change heterosexist and homophobic ideas.

Yeskel recommended the book Homophobia: A Weapon

ofSexism by Suzanne Far.

The women's studies department is in its sixth semester

spon.soring the Brown Bag Lunch Series. The women's
studies department welcomes all to attend the informal

dialogues among feminists.

The next Brown Bag Lunch will be held next Wednes-
day. The forum will feature a discussion on "Women and
STD's andAIDS: Attitudesand Realities," withAda Sanchez,

director of the Public Service and Social Change Program
for Hampshire College guest lecturer.

Bike parking hindering handicapped

CoUeglan photo by Jo«h Reynolda

Bicycles chained on the wheelchair access ramp at the School of

Business Administration building.

By JEANINE MCLEAN
Collegian Correspondent

You are late for class and the bike rack is

full. So you lock your mountain bike on one

of those "conveniently" located hand rails,

handicapped ramps and, of course, stair

wells.

But Environmental Health and Safety,

the University's fire and safety officers, say

the increasing number of bicycles on the

UMass campus has created a nightmare for

the mobility impaired and could be haz-

ardous.

"The top problem areas are the Campus
Center at the concourse level and the

handicap ramp at Tobin Hall." said David

Beaudin. associate fire prevention officer.

"I've seen bikes flipped up so that half of

ihe bike is inside the handicap ramp —
right at the level of the head of a person in

a wheelchair," said Beaudin.

EHS has received many complaints from

the mobility-impaired community about

bikes blocking access ramps to buildings.

The bikes also pose a danger in emergency

evacuation situations by blocking stairwells,

according to officials.

Beaudin said EHS would rather educate

students than penalize them so they leave

reminder notices on bicycles found parked

in an unsafe manner.

The last resort is removing the bikes

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

UM student
to announce
candidacy
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian SUfT

University of Massachusetts stu-

dent Paul McGonnigal is to launch his

campaign for a representative seat in

the Statehouse today at 3 p.m on the

South Lawn next to the Campus Pond.

A moderate to liberal Republican

who has been active in Massachusetts

politics for the past seven years,

McGonnigal is expected to announce
his candidacy for the Third Hampshire
District's state representative seat,

previously filled by Stanley Rosenberg

of Amherst.
Rosenberg is now state senator for

Amherst.
Although he is interested in major

state fiscal, social and environmental

issues such as child care and welfare

restructuring, McGonnigal is con-

cerned with streamlining the waste

and inefficiency that he says plagues

this University.

"I consider the University to be the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Editorial/Opinion
Television portrays the worst in quality entertainment

The i>p!mons on this page are those of the iiidi\ idual writer or cartiwnist, and do not necessarily a-present the views of the Ct)llegian or the University unless otherwise iu)ted.

Editorial Policy
The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes and encourages columns, letters and

cartoons from UMass and the entire Five College area. The following are some

important guidelines to consider when submitting material to the page:

The Editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters and columns for

grammar, clarity and length.

Submissions must bear the writer's name, local address and phone num-

ber. This information is subject to verification.

Anonymous submissions will be printed at the editor's discretion. Letters

or columi\s written under a psuedonym will not be accepted.

All submissions must be typed and double spaced to be considered for

publication. Untyped material will not be considered for publication.

Letters should not exceed 50 typed, double spaced lines. Columns should

not exceed 70 typed, double spaced lines. Letters and columns of unreason-

able length will not be considered for publication.

Letters and columns written in response to a previously published letter

will not be printed. Responses to or criticisms of columns or other Collegian

articles are restricted to letter form. Any exceptions to this guideline will be

determined solely by the editors.

The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted material. All

submissions become property of the Collegian and will not be returned.

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the individual artist or

writer and do not necessarily reflect the views ofthe Collegian, it's staffor the

Editorial staff.

* * * * •

The Editorial page wants you. Yes, you. the reader ofthese smudgy pages.

We are looking for good writers and good artists to fill this page every day with

their ideas and opinions.

If you're interested, stop by the Editorial desk at the Collegian office, 113

Campus Center (the basement level). Your opinions count — but no one will

know what you're thinking unless you tell them. 19.000 people want to hear

what you think

Deposit means I'm gone
I want out. OUT.
Yes. af^er two and a quarter years of

living happily with nw friends and neighbors

under the watchful eye of Housing and Res

Ed . 1 think the time has come to bid on-

campus housing a fond farewell, find a quiet

house somewhere in, let's say. Conway or

Sunderland, and be on my way.

Greg Sukiennik

Well gee. Greg, whatever brought you to

that conclusion?

1 don't know. Could it be the smell ofstale

beer, urine and vomit? Could it be rules that

restrict my personal freedom? Could »t be

fire alarms at four m the bloody a.m.?

Actually. I don't mind those things so

much. You can always find a clean bathroom,

or if you can't, a litUe Lysol and some
imagination go a long way. I don't mind

drinking wjth the door closed — I'm 21 and

can go uptown to spend as much of my
measly Collegian salary as I want on as

many gin and tonics as theyll serve me.

( Reader hint— I like Tanqueray. Plenty of

lime. too.

)

Okay, fire alarms at four on a weekmght
are a pain. I agree. But what a great aocial

opportunity, huh?
What's the rush, then? Why would I

want to leave D.C. food, laundry machines

which eat my socks and my all those other

neat things about campus life we grow to

know and tolerate?

Often times, one finds one's self taking

.ution not for some great moral stand, nor

for love or hate.

One does things because of money. Or
lack thereof

Housing is proposing, and some area

governments are agreeing to, a new $200
"security deposit" on student rooms. This

way, ifyou decide to leave school or move off

campus before the vear is out. you lose that

$200 bucks.

Just another money-making idea from

your pals at Housing.

Other schools do this sort of thing. They
have the right to protect themselves from

losing money, after all, and 1 can't really

argue with that.

But lot)k at the reason Housinggave. "Oh.

well its this or we're jacking the rent up
another couple hundred.

"

Or words to that effect

That's what goes down when you're at

the mercy of a monopoly, and that's what
Housing is. There's no other game in town,

unless you camp out, so they get away with

whatever suits them.

Your roommate moved out?"Ha ha, either

you cough up the $150 or we move you mid-

semester. And if you don't pay. we admin-

istratively withdraw you. Have a nice day."

Don't laugh; they nearly withdrew me. 1

paid — I had no choice.

Well ni be damned if I'm going to let

them screw me out ofmy hard-*«arned money.

I'm moving off. to where there's no four a.m.

fire alarms, where the bathroom is clean

and where they don't force $200 dollar sur-

charges down your throat.

Greg Sukier: nik is a Collegian columnist

Noxious bus fumes endanger both health and environment
Gasp. Cough. Sputter.

WTienever I am behind a PVTA bus. I am smouldered by

^ideous gase^ tig from within its bowels. When this

happens I can

:

j but think about our ozone layer, our

environment and our lives How healthy can this be, inhaling

all the black gunk these buses spew out?

Exiuse me. Ahem. M7 never I am walking (or riding my
bike or driving in my cart behind a PVTA bus, I cringe.

Minding my own business, from out of nowhere I am sud-

denh blanketed by dark clouds of smoke.

I am not suggesting shutting down the bus company, for

a lot ofpeople in this community rely on the buses. But what

we have here is a very serious issue. One that cannot, and

should not. for the sake of our lives and more importantly

our children's lives (1 hate to think about a child of mine
having three heads and six arms), be ignored.

Groping for air, my feet come to a halt. Others around me
also freeze in their tracks. Blinking my eyes. I manage to

keep from collapsing to the ground.

Tucking my face into my shirt, while breathing lint up

my nose, is not going to keep the disgusting particles from

zooming into my respiratory system, via every open pore on

my body. What we need is a solution to this problem. Pronto.

Thrusting my hands out, I reach for something to main-

Angered student
suggests a response

They are after me and I have proof. At first I simply

attributed it to the town ofAmherst. Now I am sure. State-

wide legislation discriminating against the keg-buying

public — in most other civilized countries, this act itself

would incite revolution amongst the people.

Have we been beaten down for so long that we no longer

care that our basic human rights are being taken from us?

What ofthe Constitution and our inalienable rights? I guess

I was born too late. It seems that when it finally becomesmy
turn to enjoy, they deem me unworthy. I'm not talkin' 'bout

no revolution, just some action by the apathetic masses.

Jon't let them dictate how you have fun.

In the meantime, I urge you to drink and drink much. I'm

talking about dancing naked in the streets. I'm talking

about listening to the Rolling Stones at oppressively high

decibel levels. I'm talkin' about standing up on your bar

stool and and belching out Doors lyrics. I'm talkin' about

making an ass out of yourself in front of your friends and
then later regretting it.

I'm advocating passingout in the nearest car. I'm talking

about drinking and throwing up to make more room. But by
all means drink. It seems that every time I reach the legal

age for something, they take it away from me. I think they

are afraid of me. And well they should be.

Let's face it, people need an outlet from this world that

continuously tries to suffocate and crush us. For some,

alcohol is a release mechanism. Prohibition has been tried

and failed. Learn from the past. I got hellhounds after me
and they're nipping at my heels. Live long, drink hard, and

be merry.
Michael Shina

Amherst

tain my unsteady balance, as the world around me grows

dim.

UMass. a haven for environmentally aware students,

would appear to be the last place to pose a question like this.

Unfortunately it appears to be the setting for this atrocious

reahty. With majors such as environmental engineering,

transportstional engineeringand the dozens in public health.

I would think this bus dilemma would have been addressed

and solved by now.

Felice Cohen

Coating my lungs and filling my chest, the filthy airJust

laughs as my face turns blue.

I cannot count how many classes I have attended where
someone from MassPirg has spoken about saving the earth,

moon and stars. How often we are reminded about the awful

state our environment is in. And what about Earth Day?
One time last year. I distinctly remember reading a fiyer

about the upcoming Earth Day activities, when suddenly a

bus came by and blew smoke in my face.

My backpack, havingfallen from my clutches, lay slumped

beside my Nikes. Instinctively my hands rubbed my eyes.

Gagging, I reach formy neck which seems to be closing in on

my throat.

I am almt>st to the point ofcalling up the Israeli embassy
and saying "Hi. my name is Felice and I was wondering if

you guys are not using those gas masks anymore, would you
mind mailing them to us in Amherst? And like could you

send the pretty colored ones?"

I am not saying we should shut down the bus system, but

I just want to addre.ss this i.isue which cannot be ignored

any longer. Ifmy own car expelled such noxious gases, I do

not think I would be out on the road driving it. let alone

would it probably pass inspection.

Crying out for help, the words do not escapefrom my lips.

Others around me are in the same boat. Unable to move,

breathe or speak, we stand helpless. Struggling to exhale,

the oxygen waits patiently, locked in my trachea.

I tried speaking to some one at the PVTA, but no one
could be reached for comment. UMass has such a beautiful

campus. I would hate for it to become the next Los Angeles.

covered under a dome of smog.
Miraculously, as the bus sped ahead, the smoke cleared

and I was once again revived with clean, fresh air.

Now if only we could do something about the bubbling
mud geyser near the bridge by Southwest.

Felice Cohen is a Collegian columnist
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The new TV season leaves much to be desired. Every
night when I come home from a long day at classes, the last

tiling I want to do is begin ray homework.
The TV is a perfect tool for avoiding that pesky reading

assignment or paper. However, there are only a few shows
on TV worth watching these days.

First of all, "Jeopardy" is a must-see every night at 7:30.

My roommates and I will not be disturbed during this

sacred time. The show is the only means in which 1 can show
off anything I have learned in my college career. It's a
pathetic thing when I realize that this is the only use I have
for my major in the real world. "I'll take Oscar Wilde for

$200, Alex."

Of course, there are some sitcoms worth watching. It is

unfortunate that none ofthe good shows are on the big three

networks. Ifyou want to be remotely amused, you have to

turn it to FOX-TV.
It sounds so cliche, but Thursday nights on FOX are the

best thing that has happened to TV since they cancelled

"My Two Dads." First off, we have "The Simpsons" at 8 p.m.

This show remains, in my opinion, one ofthe most thoroughly
entertaining shows on TV.

After "The Simpsons", youll have to sit through the

utterly mediocre "Drexell's Class." You might get a few

sputters of laughter, but most of the time you will wonder
why you aren't reading.

Then, (drum roll please) you must plant yourself in your
favorite chair and watch the 908 version of The Brady
Bunch." I know it sounds stupid, but the best show on

television is "Beveriy Hills 90210."

Every Thursday night at nine o'clock, you can bet your

buns that my roommate Kathy and I are embedded in the

couch repeating in a drunken stupor, "This is the best

show!" We sit down with a bottle of tequila and revert back

to high school. These rich brats possess the ability to

actually make me feel sorry for their miniscule problems.

Todd Kane

Perhaps this is the show's most endearing quality. By
dealing with the dilemmas of high school kids, I am able to

escape from my compost heap of problems into this dream
world. I love the way the characters on the show are only

faced with a m^or problem for one episode.

For those of you who follow the show, remember when
Brandon became an alcoholic, got in a drunk driving acci-

dent, went to jail, quit drinking, and enrolled in AA all in

one episode? Or how about the time Dylan's elusive mother
came back from Hawaii to hve in Beverly Hills, causing

Dylan to go into a fit ofdrinking and gambling at a local pool

hall?

I could go on and on...

However, for those ofyou who do not watch the show, I

will refrain from further digression. Watch the show, it's so

cheesy you will quickly get addicted. On to Saturday night.

Besides "Jeopardy," the only other show worth watching

on the big three networks is that old standby, "Saturday

Night Live." What other show on TV has the 'nads' to do

what this one does?

While "902 10" is addressing the strength ofAA, "SNL" is

poking fun at the whole "one day at a time* philosophy in

their Stuart Smalley skits.

One suggestion for this show: can the"Weekend Update."

Without Dennis Miller it's, well, withouthumor which is an
important ingredient in comedy and satire.

Sunday night is the last night where one can spot any kind
of entertainment. Once again, FOX-TV takes the cake. "In

Living Color" will keep you in stitches for the full half-hour.

But, hke Thursday night after the first good show, you
vidll have to sit through "Roc." You better pound a bottle of

Vivarin before exposing yourself to this baby. Better yet,

read a few chapters and tune in again at nine.

Ahhh yes, "Married With Children." I sUU watch this

show out of habit. Every episode thus far this season is built

around Peg's pregnancy. I can't help yelling at the TV
because she is intolerable vrith all her whining and moan-
ing. I have faith in this show and believe that the writers

will realize that Peg's pregnancy isn't funny.

Hint to the writers: focus more on Al and his misad-

ventures. Bud is getting to be pretty humorous, as well.

Mercy, mercy. I certainly have lots to say about TV. The
fact that 90% of the shows on TV this season suck doesn't

seem to keep me from tuning in. Bad TV is better than

scholastic diligence any day of the week.

This is Todd Kane, signing off....

Todd Kane is a Collegian columnist

Confidence overcomes
Lesbian and gay teenagers have the

highest suicide rate in this country. Lesbian
alcoholism is about three times the national

average. When 54-year-old gay female im-

personator Robin Rogers said in a recent

interview that he's the only male survivor of

a 25-member gay troupe because of "drugs,

suidde, and all that crap," he dramatically

illustrated gay men's struggle to survive.

Why is this?

Trystan Skeigh

When I came out in Kansas in 1985, 1 met
some other young lesbians who were
struggling with coming out issues. All but

one or two told me they had attempted to

commit suicide at least once. I remember
one woman showed me 5 scars running up
her forearm. She said she had tried to kill

herself because her family disowned her

and told her she was going to hell because

she was lesbian.

Thatsummer I realized in order for me to

be happy, I needed to find a healthy com-

munity ofself-loving lesbians. Some friends

told me the "happy" Pioneer Valley was a

safe place for lesbians, so I withdrew from

school, packed up my bags and left my
midwestem bible belt state for Massachu-

setts.

I beheve the reason there is so much self-

destruction among gays and lesbians is be-

cause when our sexuality becomes known,

society acts to take away every level of sup-

portpreviously available to us. We are made
to feel like outcasts, with nowhere to turn

for affirmation.

Many of us lose the support and love of

our families. We learn the hard way that our

parents' love isn't really "unconditional"

after all. Sometimes our local communities

turn on us and we are forced to move.

Many of us have been repeatedly told

that our "lifestyle" is sinful and rejected by

God. It's highly ironic that although most

historically oppressed people have found

sanctuary within their churches, the doors

of most traditional churches are closed to

Fireman warns
I am concerned about a photograph the

appeared on page one of the Monday (Octo-

ber 21 ) Collegian . The photograph depicted

a student pouring charcoal lighter fluid onto

an already burning fire. Even more trou-

bling was the caption beneath the picture:

"Come On Baby Light My Fire." Pouring

lighter fluid onto an already burning fire is

extremely dangerous. Last year over twelve

thousand (12,100) people in this country

were injured in accidents involving outdoor

cooking grills.

Fortunately the event depicted in this

photograph resulted in no injury to the

student involved or to bystanders, this is

not always the case.

Each member ofthe community needs to

be aware of the constant threat of fire and

the toll it takes on human life and property,

and to do their part in preventing it.

David J. Beaudin

Associate Fire Prevention Officer

gays and lesbians.

Thanks to the courageous hard work of

committed lesbians and gays across this

country, the picture is beginning to change
in some areas, like here in the Pioneer

Valley.

But things have not changed forgays and
lesbians in the 46 oppressive states that

still do not extend civil rights guarantees to

people who are homosexual.

The high level ofself-destruction observed

among gays and lesbians is the most visible

manifestation of society's death wish for us.

It is the direct result ofthe toxic poisoning of

a gay individual'!^ heart and mind from
overexposure to unrelenting hatred.

I beheve with all my heart that self-

loving gays and lesbians have a sacred duty

to be openly positive about our sexuality.

We need to act as survival beacons for those

who are still quietly self-destructing in the

closet and offer support to the young ones

coming out. They are part of us, and we
must act to save ourselves. The formation of

strong, supportive gay and lesbian com-
munities and networks is crucial.

Like the brave souls at the LBGA dance

last Friday night who marched on the Hatch

to denounce the homophobic band playing

there, we must never allow homophobic

bigotry to go unchallenged.

For those gays and lesbians who identify

as Christians, they need to connect with the

few churches that welcome us, or we need to

form our own. If heterosexuals are made in

God's image, so are homosexuals. He made
us both.

For other spiritual gays and lesbians, we
need to be unafraid to step out of traditional

religions and explore relatively uncharted

sacred waters. We need to find new ways to

celebrate our spiritual connection with the

divine.

But most of all, lesbians and gays must
not allow our self-love to be destroyed by

social hatred.

Being lesbian or gay is beautiful and

wonderful . I t's important that we remember
this fact — it's our key to survival.

T^stan Skeigh is a Collegian columnist

Pro-life groups are not fanatical
When someone is pregnant it iscustomary

to say that she is going to have a baby. Ifthis

is true, then what happens to a baby when
a pregnancy is terminated unnaturally?

It is the sincere belief that abortion is a

grave iryustice that motivates people in-

volved in Operation Rescue. These iieople

are willing to risk and/or endure serious

financial, bodily and social injury to them-

selves in order to save those who have been

judged to be non-persons.

If 1 did not personally know people who
have been involved in Operation Rescue

and if I had not seen how courageous these

people have been in the face of often brutal

arrest procedures I may also think they are

fanatics. However, they are anything but

fanatics. They are ordinary women and men

who believe, like other users of civil disobe-

dience like Thoreau, Gandhi, Martin Luther

King, the students killed in Tiananmen
Square, and the current recipient of the

Nobel Peace Prize. Aung San Suu Kyi, a

woman who has stood up to the military

government in Burma, that when a law is

unjust, it cannot be obeyed.

Groups like Women Exploited By Abor-

tion (WEBA) and Feminists for Life know
how abortion exploits women who obtain

abortions. It is not to discriminate against

women that people oppose abortion. It is to

save the yet to be bom girls and boys who
cannot survive without help.

Jim Monaghan
Springfield

Jewish Alliance forms to provide alternative voice

With the so-called Middle East "peace"

conference right around the corner, the

time is right to organize. We, as a group

ofJewish students, protest the continued

fundingby the U.S. ofthe Israeli occupied

territories. We feel that a Jewish voice

that is critical of Israeli policy has been

absent in much of the dialogue sur-

rounding the IsraeH-PEdestinian conflict.

Neither the mainstream Jewish com-

munity nor the various groups ofthe U.S.

"left" speaks to our concerns.

We believe:

1. Palestinian self-determination is a

basic right that cannot be denied.

2. Jewish liberation can not occur as

long as Palestinians are under Israeli

occupation.

3. The Israeli occupation and its

heightened militarism is not in the Israeli/

Jewish people's best interest because it has

increased violence of all forms in Israeli

society at large. In addition, the Israeli

economy has been collapsing and money
has been funnelled away from social services.

4. The threat of Arab invasion of Israel,

utilized to justify the policies of the Israeli

government, is a poor argument in light of

the recentreport on Israel's immense nuclear

capability. In fact, we beheve that Israel's

security dep>ends on Palestinian self-de-

termination.

6. As North American Jews, we are ac-

countable to the policies of both the Israeli

and U.S. governments.

We are interested in working on the

following:

1

.

protesting new settlementson the West
Bank and the loan guarantee;

2. meeting, talking, and organizing with

other Jewish groups and groups working

for Palestinian rights;

3. distributing and pre.senting alter-

native information;

4. critiquing the power dynamics be-

hind the "peace" conference;

5. working against anti-semitism with

an awareness that recognizes how the

label of anti-semitism is often used as a

tool to discredit people of color.

The group that is forming is called

Jewish Alliance for Democratic Land.

There will be an open meetingon Monday,
Oct. 28, at 8 p.m. in the UMass Campus
Center, room 903.

Shira Katz, Northampton
Tamara Kupfer, Monatague

Three other UMass students signed

this letter

-T «
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lawsuit
CONTINUED FROM PAGE )

amendment righU including unreason-
able seizure, arrest without probable
cause and intimidation and humiliation,

according to the complaint.

"I cannot convey how humiliated I

was," said Guzman. "There was no reason
for the officer tojust say, 'I.D.'on demand."

The second count is for the violation of

the Massachusetts Civil Rights Act.

Guzman said it was her race which led

Antonovitch to question her so often.

"They do not do that to every student.

I do not understand their reasoning,'

she said.

The third count has been flled against
the state under the Massachusetts Tort

Claims Act.

Even ifAntonovitch's supervisors say
they had not known about his actions, a
claim can still be made, said Friedman.
"They certainly should have known," he
said.

"It would be great if this case caused

UMass/Amherst police to improve their

procedures," Friedman added.

Guzman said she knows others who
have been in similar situations.

"I feel very good that I am doing what
I am doing," she said.

CoUagiaa piM>44> by JWT Kfan

UM student Loyda Guzman.

State divided on beer ads
Anti-underage drinking campaign debated

bikes
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

which usually results in damage to the lock.

Beaudin said. This semester three bikes

have been removed. Students must reclaim

their bike.** from the University Police, he
said.

There is a renewed interest in biking

which we recognize must beaccommodated,"
said Ed Mientka ofEHS. "Having bike racks

all over the campus is aesthetically un-

sightly
"

The Physical Plant obtained a number of

bike racks a few years ago. Whether it will

be possible to acquire funding to purchase
more racks has been brought before a

number of committees involving both EHS
and the Physical Plant.

Little progress has been made, however,

officials said.

By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON—A beer industry campaign to

help curb underage drinking by distribut-

ing posters to package stores won praise

Wednesday from one key legislator, but was

called "a total joke" by another.

The presidents of the Beer Institute, a

national association of brewers, and the

National Beer Wholesalers Association de-

scribed the campaign at a news conference

Wednesday.
Kep Michael Walsh, D-Agawam, House

chairman of the Legislature's Government
Regulations Committee, attended the news
conference lo applaud the efl'ort.

But in a telephone interview afterwards,

Rep. Suzanne Bump, D-Braintree. House
chairman of the Commerce and Labor

Committee, said the industry was trying to

avoid restrictions on its promotional adver-

tising.

Ron Sarasin, president of the Wholesal-

ers Association, and Beer Institute President

James Sanders, said their groups would

distribute nearly two million posters and
flyers to retail liquor outlets nationwide

aimed at discouraging young people from

buying beer.

The posters stress the need to be 21 or

more to buy beer and that identifications

will be checked by package store clerks.

"Our industry doesn't want underage
business. Period," Sarasin said.

Walsh said the industry hasbeen accused
of encouraging underage drinking.

"I think this campaign will go a long way
to dissuade that," Walsh said.

"I don't know any industry that talks

more against abuse of our product than our
industry," Sanders said.

Sanders said the latest campaign is in

addition to other efforts by the beer indus-

try to discourage underage drinking and to

combat drunken driving.

Sanders said the beer industry, while

using amusing and attention-grabbing ads
to sell its product, also advertises heavily to

promote responsible drinking.

But Bump said the industry needs to do
more to prevent irresponsible and illegal

use of beer.

"1 think their efforts here are very
transparent. They are spending a nominal
amount of money in the promotion of safe

drinking, while the rest of their national

advertising budget is devoted to eroding or

overriding the messages in this responsible

drinking campaign," Bump said.

candidacy
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

flagship university in Massachusetts,"
McGonnigal said. "It'sstartingtocome apart

at the seams."

He cited top administrators' excessive

salaries while services for students are be-

ing slashed as examples UMass' problems.

McGonnigal said 13 top UMass adminis-

trators earn from $90,000 to $140,000 a
vear.

'I am appalled That is excess," he said.

"We really can't afford to continue along

that path."

McGonnigal also said he supports
graduate students who are fighting to ac-

quire health fee waivers since "graduate
students perform a vital service on this

campus."
McGonnigal has also held a position on

the University Board ofGovernors, a student
organization that oversees both the Student
Union and the Campus Center.

BRUNCH BUFFET
$6.95
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NOMINATIONS
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FACULTY. ALUMNI AND CURRENT GRADUATE/UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS MAY NOMINATE,

SUBMIT NOMINATIONS BY MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1991

TO: DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD COMMITTEE
GRADUATE DEAN'S OFFICE
514 GOODELL BUILDING
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AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
Wt DO NOT USE "MSC"

• HASOARIN i SZKritAN CUISIVf

• HOMI STIVE COOKINC

• mSH STGETAftG fliOM (X« f\RM

• LATIN OR TAkJi

• fUl UQl« UCE«I

•OPfsrOAtt

MASTERCARD & VIS.A /^OPTIO

253-7835 253-2813

\j6>2 Main Street. Amherst ^

WHO'S

OPEN

LATE?

Sun.- Thurs. 'till 3 a.m.
Fri & Sat. Open 24 hours

ra(iui;piiiiT.

Route 9. Hadtay
256-6889

next 10 Stop & Shop

Trip Shakespeare
CONTINUED FROM THIS WEEKEND PAGE 1

All of this is to their credit, 1 should point out. Eluding

the proverbial pigeon hole is quite a feat in this day and
age, and Trip Shakespeare has definitely carved out a

niche of ita own. Their latest album, Lulu on A&M, was
recorded live in the studio with all four band members
jamming in one room in an effort to capture the raw
energy oftheir shows, and they've done a mighty fine job.

In addition, they've written some nifty, pleasantly obscure

lyrics and have dared to sing a smorgasbord of truly

original melodies. The result prompted the folks at the

Iron Horse to christen Trip Shakespeare "the best band in

the universe." That's a hell of a compliment in it's own
right, and coming from those in the know over there at

that little hot spot on Center Street in NoHo, how can you

risk passing them up?

"I don't think it's a coincidence that we have a literary

genius in the name of our band," says singer/guitarist/

lyricist Matt Wilson. "It's good to have it hanging over our
heads—it keeps us shooting higher." And that's just the

kind of bold attitude we need in our music these days.

You've never heard anyhting like Trip before. Youll think

you know what you're hearing one minute Cliey, this

sounds kinda fifties!"), and then they'll whack you upside

the head ("where did the Judy Collins playing fuzz guitar

on acid come from?") with something totally out of the

blue.

So don't make me spew any more musical sophistry at

you, just show up at the Iron Horse FViday night. I

guarantee itil be a trip.

Frightening Great Deais at Liquors 44!
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THE VILUGE COMMONS • SOUTH HADIEY

"TWO BIG THUMBS VST' - Siskal A Eben
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With Cast
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I. Octoberfest
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Thursday

October 24th

6 pm-Close

featuring

SPATEN
OKTOBERFESTBIER

MUNCHEN

14 oz. Octoberfest Bierstube Mugs

German Styie Pizza, Knockwurst & Bratwurst

Authentic 6 Piece German Band in Costume

All AGES WELCOME
Positive I.D. required for Hatch Bar Area

THE

TEXTBOOK ^
ANNEX IS OPEN

YEAR ROUND BUT
TO MAKE SURE YOU

* GET THE BOOKS YOU
NEED FOR THIS SEMESTER

BUYJHEM NOW
We are beginning to return

unsold bool(s to tlie publislier

M^ on Friday, October 25th.

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX

Monday-Friday
9:00 am-4:00 pm

545-3570

WE NOW ACCEPT VISA AND MASTERCARD

WEEKEND HAPPENINGS
THURSDAY

Lunch & Learn • The Messianic Era will be held at

Chabad House at Amherst, 30 N. Hadley Road at 12
p.m. There is a $3 fee. For information call 549-4094.

The Female In the Irish Imagination is a symposium
conducted by two distinguished women from Ireland:

Nuala Ni Dhomhnaill, the foremost contemporary poet
in Irish, and Angela Burke, a respected feminist scholar

of Irish folklore and poetry. The symposium schedule,

from October 22 through October 24, features two late

afternoon seminars, an evening poetry reading, and an
evening lecture. Forschedule information call Jill Roberts

548-9126.

The Big Tune-Concert Music in the Belle Epoch is a

lecture lead by Henry Mishkin of the Amherst College
Music Department. This event will be held in the

Amherst College Music Center room 3 p.m. at 12:15
p.m. (Listening at Noon).

Growing Up in an Inter-Married Household (Jewish

and non-jewish) is an informal get-together and
discussion. This will be held at Hillel House, 388 N.

Pleasant St., Amherst and will begin at 3:30 p.m. The
discussion is free.

German Film Series: Affare Blum - The Blum Affair is

a film released in 1 948 which is directed by Erich Engel.

The film will be shown at Amherst Coll<?ge Merrill II at 4

p.m. and 7:30 p.m.

The Prospects for Peace and Democracy in South

Africa is a lecture lead by Pauline Baker of the Carnegie

Endowment for International Peace. This will be held at

Mount Holyoke College Mary Wooley Hall, New York

Room from 4-5:30 p.m. The lecture will also be held at

Hampshire College at 8 p.m.

The Innocence Mission performs with opening band,

Toad the Wet Sprocket at Pearl Street Night Club. For

information call 584-7771.

Walter Gerhardt, General Consul of Germany will

spcdk on The Role ol the United Germany After the

Collapse of the Soviet Empire. This event takes place at

UMass Campus Center room 101 and will begin at 7:30

p.m. The event is wheelchair accessible. For information

call 546-3567.

Five College Coastal and Marine Sciences Program
Informational Meeting will teach about on and off-campus
research and educational opportunities. This takes place

at Smith College McConneil Hall room 805 and will

begin at 7:30 p.m.

Vajrakiia Ma!>k Dance will be performed by monks of

the Tibeti"h Buddhist Sakya order from Rajpur, India. This

performance will take place at the Amherst College

Buckley Recital Hall and will begin at 8 p.m. For

information call 542-2181.

Runaways is a montage of songs, scenes and

monologues about the struggles of young people who
have left home. The book, lyrics, and music are by

Elizabeth Swados. The event takes place at Smith College

Mendenhall Center for Performing Arts, Hallie Flanagan

Studio Theatre beginning at 8 p.m. Tickets are $4 for

students and $2 for elders. For group sales call 585-3222.

The Box Office opens Monday through Friday from 1 -4

p.m.

New World Theater presents Walls by Jeannie Barroga.

This powerful play tells the story of the creation of

Vietnam Veterans Memorial in Washington D.C. and the

tenacity of its 20-year-old architect, Maya Lin. This takes

place at UMass Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m. Tickets are

$5 for students and $3 for elders. For information call

UMass Fine Arts Center Box Office, 545-251 1.

Volpone; Or the Fox is a Classic Elizabethan farce by

Ben Jonson. Volpone and his servant Mosca plot against

fortune-seeking scoundrels. Be prepared to see Mosca
played by a woman and Volpone's three fools appear as

a rock bano in this Professor Virginia Scott translation.

This play will be held at UMass Curtain Theater beginning

at 8 p.m. Tickets are $5 for students and $3 for elders. For

information call the Fine Arts Center Box Office, 545-

2511.

WFCR Airs 1 990-91 Springfield Symphony Orchestra

Concerts on Thursday nights at nine. This program will

feature a performance of Elgar's Enigma Variations on

WFCR, 88.5 FM.

Desert Hearts is a film about a recently divorced

woman who finds passion and romance with a young

woman in Reno. The film will be shown at UMass

Campus Center room 803 and will begin at 7 p.m. For

information call 545-4824.

FRIDAY
Franco Modlgliani ofthe M.I.T. economics department

and Nobel Laureate speaks on a topic TBA. This event

lakes-place arthe Amherst Col lege Converse Assembly

Room at 4 p.m. This event is free.

Guys and Dolls is a musical brought to film with Frank
Sinatra, Marlon Brando, Jean Simmons and Vivian Blaine.
There will be two showings at Mount Holyoke College
Gamble Auditorium at 7 and 9 p.m. Admission is $2.50.
Chassidim - a relic of the past or a powerhouse of the
present? is the topic of the service and Shabbat dinner to
be held at Chabad House at Amherst, 30 N. Hadley Road
at 7 p.m.

Retrospective: Harun Farocki, Filmaker, is a member
of the faculty of the German Film and Television Academy
in Berlin (DFFB). He also was a founding editor of the

journal FILMKRITIK. His "essay films" produce a unique
juxtaposition of technological routine and passion,

nriachines for visual recording and observation and warfare.

There will be a screening of Farocki's Images of the World
and the Inscription ofWar released in 1 989. The screening

will take place at UMass Thompson Building room 1 02 at

7 p.m.

Retrospective: Harun Farocki, Film maker is the subject

of the screening of As You See released in 1986. The
screening will take place in UMass Thompson Building

room 102 at 8:30 p.m.

Jon Stetson, magician, will perform at Amherst College

Campus Center Frontroom at 9 p.m. Tickets are $5 and $ 1

with Amherst College ID.

Michelle Shocked

Michelle Shocked will be performing at the Academy
of Music in Northampton. The show begins at 8:30 p.m.

For information call the Northampton Box Office 586-

8686.

Trip Shakespeare will perform at the Iron Horse Music

Hall. For information call 584-0610.

Choose Me is an American 1984 film comedy. Five

people look for romantic fulfillment from a phone-in radio

talk she A-. Thee are terrific performances by Genevieve

Bujold, Keith Carradine and Lesley Ann Warren. The film

will be shown at Smith College Wright Hall Auditor' jm at

7 and 9 p.m. The showings are free.

Volpone; Or the Fox will be presented at 8 p.m. (see

Thursday)

The (Female) Odd Couple, directed by Jim Cavanaugh,

is a re-written classic comedy by Neil Simon that focuses

on two divorced women. This play takes place at Mount

Holyoke College Lab Theatre beginning at 8 p.m. Tickets

are $4 for students and $2 for elders.

Boris Berman, Pianist will perform an all Prokoviev

program atAmherstCollege Buckley Recital Hall beginning

at 8 pm.
Runaways continues its performance at 8 p.m. (see

THURSDAY)
Walls continues its performance at 8 p.m. (see

THURSDAY)
John Stetson, magician, wil' be performing at Amherst

College Campus Center Frontro )m at 9 p.m. Tickets are $5

and $1 with Amherst College ID.

Minibus, original roots-rock-reggae-blues extravaganza,

will be performing along with opening band, Borderland

at Pearl Street Night Club. The performance begins at 9

p.m. For information call 584-7771.

An American Werewolf in London is a film directed by

John Landis which is about American students who are

attacked by a werewolf while backpacking on the English

moors. The movie will be shown at Amherst College

Campus Center Theater at 7:30 and 10 p.m.

SATURDAY
Bongos to Circus will perform at Twister's Tavern in

Amherst Show starts at 9 p.m.

Blood Oranges, a sister duo, perform a hometown
show at the Iron Horse Music Hall. The performance
begins at 7 p.m.

Homegrown Local Music Series features Rippopotamus
and the Mai Thursday Experience at Pearl Street Night
CLub in Northampton. For information call 584-7771.

Health Professions Fair will be held at Smith College
McConneil Hall from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m. This event is free.

For registration information call June Delaney, 585-2583.
Service and Shabbat Meal wil I be held at Chabad House

at Amherst, 30 N. Hadley Road beginning at 10 a.m. For

information call 549-4094.

Souttieast Asian People and the Aftermath: Cambodia,
the Missing Link is a panel with Boreth Sun and others

TBA. Issues include how Cambodia became a strategic

aspect of the US war in Vietnam, the consequences for the

people, and what lies ahead. This event will take place at

UMass New Africa House, Augusta SAvage Gallery

beginning at 1 p.m. For information call 545-1972.
Southeast Asian People and the Aftermath: The

AmerAsian Generation is a symposium with AmerAsian
high school and college students. A historical perspective

on the people and their experiences in Vietnam and in the

U .S. will be discussed. This event takes place at the UMass
New Africa House, Augusta Savage Gallery beginning at

1 p.m. For information call 545-1972.

On the Waterfront is the 1 954 film that has won eight

Academy Awards. The film features Marlon Brarnio, Karl

Maiden and Eva Marie Saint. Two showings will take

place at Mount Holyoke College Gamble Auditorium at 7

and 9 p.m. Admission is $2.50.

An American Werewolf in London continues its

screening at 7:30 and 10 p.m. (see FRIDAY)
1 991 -92 Performing Arts Series of the Fine Arts Center

presents the Original 5th Dimension, who will be
performing together again for the first time since 1975.

This performance will be held at the UMass Fine Arts

Center Concert Hall. Tickets are $25, $23, and $21 ; five

college students half price.

For information call the Fine Arts Center Box Office, 545-

2511.

Amherst College Gospel Choir Concert will perform at

Amherst College Buckley Recital Hall beginning at 8 p.m.

Admission is free.

Runaways continues its performance at 8 p.m. (see

THURSDAY)
The (Female) Odd Couple continues its performance at

8 p.m. (seeTHURDAY)
Volpone;Or the Fox continues its performance at 8

p.m. (see THURSDAY)
Walls continues its performance at 8 p.m. (see

THURSDAY)
Melava Malka is a celebration with live music, stories,

and refreshments which will take place at Chabad House
at Amherst, 30 N. Hadley Road beginning at 8:30 p.m.

This event is free. For information call 549-4094.

SUNDAY
Southeast Asian People and the Aftermath: Southeast

Asian Resettlement in the United States is a panel with

Boreth Sun, Alexander Nguyen and others TBA. Discussion

topics include the economic and political problems of

refugees and issues of bilangual education and tracking in

the schools. This symposium will take place at the UMass
New Africa House, Augusta Savage Gallery beginning at

12:30 p.m. For information call 545-1972.

Balls of Fire is an American 1941 film directed by

Howard Hawks; with Barbara Stanwick and Gary Cooper.
The screenings take place at Amith College Wright Hall

Auditorium at 2 and 4 p.m.

Walls continues its performance at 2:30 p.m. (see

THURSDAY)
New Guitar Music from the Northeast features Michal

Nix, contemporary classical guitarist. The performance

takes place at UMass Fine Arts Center Bezanson Recital

Hall beginning at 3 p.m. A $5 donation is suggested. For

information call 545-0519.

An American Werewolf continues its screenings at

7:30 and 10 p.m. (see FRIDAY)

The Flirtations area five-member, multi-racial, a capella

singing group that performs an eclectic blend of musical

styles-rock n roll, doo-wop, salsa, gospel, and barbershop.

The performance takes place at UMass Campus Center

Auditorium beginning at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $1 and $7

for UMass students with valid ID. For information call

545-4824.

Brooks Williams, acoustic singer and songwriter; with

opening by Calie Curtis, finalist in the Greatwoods song-

writing contest will perform at Amherst College Campus
Center Frontroom beginning at 8 pm. Tickets are $6 and
$1 with Amherst College ID.

The Female Odd Couple continues its performance at

8 p.m. (see FRIDAY)
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'^ UQUORS
18 Maiii St. I>c>wnU>wn Aiiiherst 253-5441

Koch's GoUen fM«rsaiv

$7.99 case Eveivday! f^^fts

Sutter Home White Zinfandel &

Cabernet Sauvignon $3.99 750ml

$7 99
'Pkbo^

ts

"Lite"
&

Genuine Draft

$6.99 12/pk bottles

Visa/Mastercard accepted on keg deposits

Many More In-Store Specials

All Bee<s plus Deposi' (especially On wines) •Pdivcry Available

BEFORE TRUSTING TOUR FUTURE
TO ANY COMPANY ASK FOR

SOME LETTERS OF REFERENCE.

Ynu pui more than just your savings

into a retirement company. You put

myour trust and hopes for the future,

too. So before you choose one, ask some

question:!. Mow stable is the company?
How solid are its investments? How sound

IS its overall fmancial health?

A good place to start looking for answers

is in the ratings of independent analysts.

Three companies, all widely recognized

resources tor finding out how strong a

financial services company really is, gave

TIAA their top grade.

IN THE FINAL ANALYSIS, TL\A
IS LETTER-PERFECT.

TlAA received A* from A.M. Best Co.,

AAA from Standard & Poor's and Aaa

from Moody's Investors Service. These

ratings reflect TIAA's reliable claims-paying

ability, exceptional financial strength,

su|>cnor investment performance, and low

expenses. With its guaranteed rate of return

and opportunity for dividends, TLAA is

one of less than ten companies, out of

Ensuring the hiture

tor those who shape it."

2,200 nationwide, that received these

highest marks.

cref. four more letters
everyonf: should know.

For further growth potential and diversi-

fication, there's the CREF variable annuity

with four different investment accounts to

give you the flexibility you want as you

save for the future.

Together. TIAA and CREF form the

nation's largest private retirement system,

with over $95 billion in assets and more

than 70 years ol experience serving the

education community. For over one million

people nationwide, the only letters to

remember are TIA.ACREF.

For the Ultimate in

hair care & designs
see the professionals at

HAIR BY HARLOW
Introducing Cami and Joanne,

new stylists to the area.

r20%ofraii haircutsl

I

and perms. i

239 Triangle St., Amherst. MA
549-4412

THIS WEEKEND PAGES

Royps
SANDWICH SHOP

33 1 Russdi St.. Rt. 9 Hadley
(«w»«t Id lXJ»i*in (>iviul\)

S86-S2SS
.,

^^^SANDWICH
Buy One Sandwich,

Get One FREE
r«< V,*il ki ( nr«»»tinn VMh (Ww< («P*t

CALL AHFAD rO« TAST SERVICE

WALT DISNEY WORLD
COLLEGE PROGRAM

Walt Disney World Co. rcprcscnialtvcs will

present an informalion session on the Wall

Disney World College Program on
Wednesday. October 30. 7.00 pm, room 109

SOM Building. Attendance at this

presentation is required to inier\'iew for the

SPRING 92 COLLEGE PRCX3RAM.
Interviews will be held, for spring interns

imly (Jan.-May). Thursday, October 31, at

(Mather Career Center, time to be

announced. The following majors arc

encouraged to attend: Communications.

Hotel/ResLiurant Management. Leisure

Studies and Fashion M;»rkeling.

Contact: lielcl Marketing

Office

Phone: 545-6265

(ieWSW^ World Co.

C Thr W*li ()i*ri*-v ( .^npinv ^n Fq^ial Opportiiniry RmployfT

r
SEND NOW FOR A FREE *

RETIREME>rT INVESTMENT KIT, fj

iiu Itidtng a S/*riiii/ Rt piTt no f I AA invosimcnls
.f\

.M.11I iliis .oii(i..n t.> IIA \ <'HI K. Drill *J'-

7 V) I h.r.l Avcn.ic. New \,„V. NY 10017. Or c-

1 800-842-27.1.^. Kxt. 8016.

Stitttr { I'lc j»c fit iMi (

«;.«

AAtr,.,

Ciiii

l''ull IMKir )

Suif /.IP ( .utf

l»'iii»lii**i <

r.ii. /h^lli'ir l%w 1 1

r/.iA I HI / i;„i„,ni'i' // }ft-*. SiHiut SV.«r#/v #

CN

PEKING GARDEN
^^^^ BESTOFCHINESFOOD
Mt SPECIALIZINQ IN

?^i5 MANDARIN AND SZECHUAN
DISHES

5 -8PM
MON - THURS

BUFFET

$5.99

11 -3 PM
SUNDAY
BRUNCH

$6.99

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY COMEDY SHOW
20% OFF DINNER

BANQUET PARTY ROOM
aP TO 200 PERSONS
FULL COCKTAIL MENU

4H RUSSELL ST. • HADLEY, MA 01035 • (413) 586-1202

OPEN 7 DAYS A WFFK

Hip, fresh and
free at Pearl St.
By ERIC POULIN
Cullegian Correspondent

With the only exception perhaps being
the words "free beers." he expression "free

admission" is probably the one least-oflen
heard on today's club scene, particularly
when two internationally-known acts are
involved. Those are the two key words tonight
at Ptoarl Street, however, as Santa Barbara's
toad the wet sprocket hook up with The
Innuirence Mission of Lancaster, Penn-
sylvania to perform a free show tonight.
Tickets for the 18-plus show must be picked

to avoid boredom. They quickly gained a
cealous local following, and would record a
cassette on a shoestring budget from a ga-
rage studio. This tape sold well in the Santa
Barbara area, and eventually caught the
eye of many major labels in Los Angeles.
They signed with Columbia in 1989, but
held true to their desire to write songs for

themselves.

Phillips admits, "We make our music to

make ourselves happy, that's the core of it.

That some of our songs have special mean-
ing to some people. . well, that takes care of
whatever guilt any of us feel about making

The Innocence Mission
hjr Pbb SprtBO<Ma

up in advance, however, at For The Record
(Amherst). Strawberries, Dynamite Records
(Northampton), or at the Pearl Street box
ofQce.

'^e've been billed as being kind of al-

ternative, but I don't know if that's really

accurate." sajrs Todd Nicholsof toad the wet
spocket. "Otir music is an alternative to

normal Top40, but other than that. . I'djust

say that the way we've recorded has maybe
been alternative."

The band's blend of folk and rock, fused
with some pretty heavy lyrics could best be
described as Darden Smith meets R.E.M.
meeU theDon 't Tell a Soul IAll ShookDown
Replacements. Needless to say, their music
is pretty straightforward and natural,
without an ounce of compromise prevalent

on any of their songs.

Toad is touring in suppori of their latest

effort, /ear, which is the band's third album.
Following their 1989 critically-acclaimed

debut. Bread and Circus, and the 1990 fol-

low-up album. F«?ar, the band took a slightly

different approach when recording the new
album.

"We just want to have something differ-

ent going on with each album," says vocal-

ist/guitarist/ songwriter Glen PhiUips. For
this one, we didn't want to use the studio

like a nightclub—we wanted to do a lot of

pre-production and really think about the

arrangements."
Toad the wet sprocket (the name lifted

from a Monty Python skit) was formed in

1986 as four friends who used their music
for their own personal eryojTtient and a way

a living writing songs and playing music.
We'd be doing this if we didn't touch any-
body. The fact that it does make it more
worthwhile. It's Uke we're really creating

something. We're giving something back."

The Innocence Mission is another band
that's relatively new to the international

scene, although their local area has given
them full support for some time. Formed in

1982 while all four members attended
Pennsylvania's Lancaster Catholic High,
the band first carved their name onto the

music scene by becoming favontcs on the

nearby Philadelphia scene.

Steven Rea.ofthe Philadelphia Inquirer,

in December of 1987 wrote of vocalist Karen
Peris' "strong, supple voice. . .the quartet's

economical, inventive instrumentation, and.

. .the sheer originality and emotional power
of the songs themselves."

Their debut album, TTie Innocence Mis-

sion, was released in the summer of 1989,

and gave the world such college radio hits as

-Black Sheep Wall," "Wonder of Birds" and
"I Remember Me." Their first U.S. tour

followed during the autumn of that year.

"The audiences were very kind," says

drummer Steve Brown. "The most thrilling

thing about the tour was to go into cities we
had never been to before and find people

there towhom our music meant something."
The Innocence Mission graces Western

Massachusetts to promote
their follow-up album. Umbrella, which is

already receivinga pretty good deal ofcritical

acclaim. They promise to put on a decent

show, as does toad the wet sprocket, and
hell, you sure can't beat the price.

Generation gap!?
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

This weekend at UMass, is Parents'
Weekend. Students are feeling a little

apprehensive. How to bridge that gen-
eration gap for a day? You could bring
your parent to the Fine Arts Center
Saturday night to see The Original Fifth
Dimension Tour!

•^ho are they?" you might be asking.
In 1967, this group recorded "Up, up and
Away" which brought the band five

Grammy awards.

They have received 14 gold records
with classics like "Aquarius/Let the Sun
Shine In," "One Less Bell to Answer,"
"The Worst That Could Happen," and
"Stoned Soul Picnic."

In 1975, Manlyn McCoo and husband

Billy Davis Jr., left the group to record
their only number one hit as a duo, "You
Don't Have to be a Star." McCoo went on
to host television's enormously popular
Solid Gold. (Recognition is dawning on
you now.) The other members of the
Original Fifth Dimension, Florence
LaRue, Lamonte McLemore and Ron
Townson, all continued to perform con-
certs and became the first vocal group to

star in a Broadway musical, Ain't
Misbehavin'.

The band had not played together in

concert since 1975 until last December
at the Trump Plaza Hotel.

Their repertoire includes virtually all

the hits that made the band one of the
most popular vocal groups in the world
in the late sixties and early seventies
with their own special blend of "Cham-
pagne soul."

Movies— you picked 'em
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

This week on HSCN, there is an incred-

ible list of movies being shown. You mi^t
ask yourself, "Who picks these movies?!"

Well, simply put, you pick them. Yes, you
the students, not Housing Services. All you
have to do if you are not satisfied with the

movie selection thus far is to tell the Student
Government. And now for the movies be-

ginning Wednesday, October 23.

1984 — John Hurt. Richard Burton,
Suzanna Hamilton. Remake of the 1956
film. Bleak and austere, but with an overall

masterful effect. ***

Black Rain — Michael Douglas, Andy
Garcia. Kate Capshaw. Two tough New York
cops track down an escaped Japanese
criminal in Osaka. A wonderfully sleek

Garcia. **V2
Cinema Paradiso — Philippe Noiret,

Jacques Perrin, Salvatore Cascio. With
subtitles. A young boy is dazzled by a movie
theatre and its projectionist in a small post-

WWII Italian town. Cannes Film Festival

winner of 1989. This week's top choice. *•••

Ghott — Patrick Swayze, Demi Moore,
Whoopi Goldberg. Fantasy, romance and
mystery combine to make a fantastic movie.

Goldberg won Best Supporting Actress Os-
car. •••*

Brother Sun Sitter Moon — Graham
Faulkner, Judi Bowker, Leigh Lawson. Di-

rected by Franco 2feflRrelh. Story of Francis
of Assisi from a youthful perspective. •*

Harlem Nighta— Eddie Murphy. Rich-
ard Pryor, Redd Foxx. Murph/s writer-

directorial debut which flopped. Pryor is

magnetic and is hysterical as ever, but even
the star-studded cast can't save this one. * 1/

2

Boy» From Brazil — Gregory Peck.

Laurence Olivier, James Mason. A Jewish
Nazi-hunter (Olivier) is stunningly believ-

able, and Peck is wonderfully conniving as

the former Nazi who desires to make a new
breed of Hitlers. Based on the Ira Levin
novel. Worth watching. ***l/2

Hope and Glory— Sarah Miles, David
Hayman, Derrick O'Connor. Autobio-
graphical of director John Boorman, the

film lovingly and cleverly looks at British

during WWII through the eyes of a young
curious boy. A rare treat. ****

Steel Magnolias — Sally Field, Julia

Roberts, Shirley MacLaine. Heartwarming,
tender yet funny story of a group of friends

who congregate weekly at a local beauty
parlor. Goes from wildly funny to solid tear

jerking. ***

Termu of Endearment — Shirley
MacLaine, Jack Nicholson, Debra Winger.
If you didn't get enough tears from Steel

Magnolias, wait until you get a load of this.

Follows a mother and daughter through
their trials and tribulations throughout the
3rear8. Jam-packed with Oscar winners, in-

cluding Screenplay, Director, Best Picture
and Oscars for MacLaine and Nicholson.

Scannera — Jennifer O'Neill, Stephen
Lack, Patrick McGoohan. A novel idea...A
'scanner' is a genius mindreader. In the
movie, a "good" scanner helps some doctors
find "bad" scanners, and can make their

heads explode. Whoa. Intense blood and
guts, not for the weak of stomach. **l/2

Torch Song Trilogy— Anne Bancroft,
Matthew Broderick, Harvey Fierstein.

Fierstein rewrote and condensed his
Broadway play about a drag queen. Fierstein

is reamarkable in his performance. ***

U2 Rattle and Hum — The band takes
a road trip and shows performances all over
the country, and for no apparent reason the
first half is grainy and in black and white,

and the second half is in color. Still, if you
like these talented Irish guys, youll appre-

ciate the music even more. The band's ren-

dition of "Helter Skelter" is intense. •**

Ice CastlcB — Lynn-Holly Johnson,
Robby Benson. Colleen Dewhurst. Uh-oh,
tearjerker alert again. Yes, I cried, and you
will, too. An Iowa farmj;irl/professional ice

skaterhas her dreams violently interrupted

when she is blinded in a horrible freak

accident. ***l/2

Jagged Edge —Jeff Bridges. Glenn
Close, Robert Loggia. Close is a lawryer who
will defend her client only if she believes he
is innocent of murdering his wife. Well, she
believes him as well as falls in love with him.
Too many loopholes in the plot, ruining
some of its credibility, but generally a good
movie. ***

Working Girl — Melanie GrifTith,

Harrison Ford, Sigoumey Weaver. Cute film

about a smart, ambitious secretary who
can't get a break into the "big time" jobs
until she manages to outwit her sly, vil-

lainous boss, played superbly by Weaver.
The ending is predictable but, hey, youll
smile despite yourself Griffith is just so,

well, cutesie, thatyou can't help but love her
character. ***

Movies not reviewed but are on HSCN
this week are Miller's Crossing, Pacific

Heights, Seven Year Itch, and Scenes From
a Mall.

FRANK
SANTOS

Rated R

Hynotist-Humorist

Nov. 1 6th

1st Show 5:30

General Audience

2nd Show 9:30

Adults Only

70."; Memorial Or.

Chicooee • 593-5222 Tickets on Sale Now!

Don't take a chance
with your food dollars!

BoLTWooD Market
offers top quality meats.fish

and poultry cut to order.
We also have a fine selection

of fresh produce.
Top Quality • Competitive Prices

This Week's Specials:

• Fresh made Italian Pork Sausage $1.99 lb.

•Coke6/pk $1.89

Hours: Mon-Sat 9am • 7pm • Sun 9am - 2pm
Located beiiind Bart's

CHINA GARDEN
The Collegian's Choice for Delightful Dining

r$2 OFF with purchasToTs fil

I
or more with this coupon I

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food
Sunday -Thursday, 1 1:30am- 10:00pm

IG ) Friday-Saturday, 1 1 :30am- 1 1 :00pm
Lunch Hour: 1 l:30am-3:30pm 7 days a week

Free Delivery Service

Fri., Sat., Sun.

5:00pm- 10:00pm
Visa/Master Card/

American Exp

•Mew Remodeling
•7 Days a week
•Take-out

•Luncheon Specials $3.75-$4.55

The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch
•Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch - Mandarin and Cantonese Styles)

Every Day 1 1 :30-3:30

•Weekly Vegetarian Sepecials (Wednesday and Thursday)
New Vegetarian Menu Coming Soon!

13 fi. Pleasant Street Amherst, MA • 253-4280/4281
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Revolting Music and an Irish Wake in Noho
THURSDAY. OCTOBER 24. 1991 THIS WEEKEND PAGE?

By BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian Suff

Theater and music abound this weekend
for local Celticjigabilly rockersThe Big Bad
Bollocks as they sing, act, and imbibe their
way through two local productions in

Northampton. Both presentations are quit«
unusual and come highly recommended for

those ofyou tired ofthe "same old, same old"

in the local scene.

Louie Lou I is a theater production at

the Academy of Music in Northampton that
is being billed as a "A Revoltii^ Musical'
The show features the combined talents of
the Young at Heart Chorus and the Big
Bad Bollocks and is being directed by Roy
Faldry of the No Theater. The Young At
Heart Chorus are a group of senior citizens

who put plenty of fun and pizzazz into their

performances. This past August they were
featured on an MT^' Music News segment for

their participation in a widely attended local

Woodstock Revival in which they covered
none other than Country Joe and the Fish.

Some say they stole the show with their tye-

died choir robes and GOs chanting. Under-
stand that some of those in the Young at

Heart Chorus are in their nineties and bless

them if they aren't the spunkiest and most
exhilarating singing group youll ever see. In

Louie Lou I they done curled pompadour wigs
and powder their faces to portray the aristocrats

of French king Louis the XIV*s court.

But this is no ordinary court, as the Las
Vegas style show tunes and contemporary
references to the S&L bailout indicate, fiis

John Allen ofthe Big Bad Bollocks explained,

"It's about a revolt of the oppressed against
the conspicuous spending ofthe privileged".

The Bollocks naturally portray the rabble
rousing revolutionists and I am told they
lead the aristocrats to the guillotine while
singing Frank Sinatra. In the tradition of

the No Theater, the show relies heavily on

improvisation so I predict there will also be

some unexpected hijinks. Curtain times are

tonight at 8:00p. m. andSunday at 2.-00p. m.

Extremos, the mysterious floating

nightclub, presents "An Irish Wake" on
Monday, October 28th at the Baystate Hotel

on 41 Strong Avenue in downtown
Northampton. This show will feature the

expanded acoustic Big Bad Bollocks, in-

cluding the Thousand Drunken Bastards

Choir direct from their Too Drunk to Duck
tour. Also featured will be readings of "po-

ems about ordinary madness, Hollywood,

and the exclusion of the mediocre" by Mark
Cook, Woody Woodbridge and Niama
Rodrigues. Evil lounge DJ Hit & Run will be

spinning "all the tunes he can remember
from riding in blue cars". These Extremos
gigs are quite intriguing and always feature

a bit ofthe bizzare, in a David Lynch type of

way. I am told there will actually be a casket

present. Those of you fond of Guinness,

Joyce, and the Pogues should well make a

point of attending "An Irish Wake".
On the subject of Pearl Street, local

funksters Kippopotamus and the Mai
Thursday Experience check in on Satur-

day. This is a show being featured on WRSl's
Homegrown series by DJ Johnny Memphis.
Hippopotamus is about theclosest thingyou1l
find in this area to acts such as the Red Hot
Chili Peppers and Fishbone.

BLAH. BLAH. BLAH. . . I blabbered
away in my last column about the growing
popularity of karaoke. Recently The Pub in

Amherst and the Hadley Pub added karaoke.

. . The Big Bad Bollocks tell me that their

long held up CD will DEFINATELY be out

in stores by the middle ofNovember. . . "New
Music Circus", an all ages multiple band
show, will be this Saturday at the Majestic

Ballroom in Easthampton. Included are folk/

punkster darlings Flower-Thief . . .Slav to

the rhythm Baba Yaga at the Montague
Book Mill tomorrow night.

vt« PANDA EAST
I

1989&1990 RESTAURANT
We bring Chinatown

to you
* Lunch Specials

from $3.95 including soup & rice

Hours:
Mon. - Thurs. 11 ^ am - 9*» pm
Fri. & Sat. 11~ am - 10*' pm
Sunday 12 noon - 9^ pm

103N.PIeasantSt. Amherst. MA 01002
(41 3) 25&-8923 (41 3) 256-8924

B=lfe=lfc=JfeJ««lngJ,=J«=Jr==Jr=lr==l«=l

Styles By
Deborah

The Spa
For

Hair & Skin

•^^ ^yIJ Professional

^^vT^-wT^ Consultation .i;.>l

WifhChervl Style. Cut & Dry
OnljJ W<W ill' UO (O SIM KO

Flt»t Um» cuvtoinrtt only • E.>|i 10/31/91

5.00 \'' P"""
Facial or

OFF Highlighting

Personal Word
Processors

Built in Word Processing

Software Spreadsheet

Capability: Graphical User

Interlaces: 3.5" Disk Drives;

MS-DOS" File Format

Compatitnlity

Prices ranging from

Typewriters

Complete Correction

Systems: Electronic

Dictionaries. Easy to read

Displays, Full Word
Processir>g Capabilities.

Prices ranging from

$299-$499. $89-$189.

Suggested Retail Prices

Personal
Computers
80286 and 80366SX
Processors: 40 and 80MB
Hard Dnves: 640K to 2MB
RAM: Microsoft* MS-DOS*
4.01 and 5.0; Miaosoft* Works

Prices ranging from

$699-$1399.
(includes VGA* color monitor)

Call your
Campus Rep TODAY Philip Corcell • 4 13-549-7474

ROLLING
ROCK $12.^^cs*

KEYSTONE
LIGHT. $9.^cs.

SAM ADAMS
Octoberfest $4.696pk.

HARPOON
Ocloberfest.. $4.99 6pk.

ALMADEN
WINES $11.99 1.75 mil

Golden Chablis, Mtn. Red Burgendy, Mtn. Rhine, ect.

The price of Popov Vodka in last week's advertisement in the Collegian was
incorrect due to a typographical error. The Collegian accepts responsibility

for this error and regrets any inconvenience this may have
caused to customers of Four Seasons.

•^ NewFa,r,i,y

/tPccA^ pusiness"

Ktxrrxrx^xx
Thur, Oct. 24 - a:30pm /tS-t-/

THE INNOCENCE
MISSION

y^ssi
TOAD THE

WET SPROCKET
&Over

OjOeniBDaoRfi

Einlcni

DiHBBBI
Fri., Oct. 25 - 8:30 pm

MINIBUS
Borderland

DanciiiwWithpilob «HHMaaiia
Sat, Oct. 2ft - 8:30pm :

WRSI Homegrown Series
\

RIPPOPOTAMUS
Mai Thursday Experience;

Danrim; with D| |ob

Sun.,Oct.27 7Mpm/18i-/

"House Imports"

Eighteen & Over

Dancing with D| job

^y^w^tfT''
Won.. Off. 28 8:00pm 18*/

THE BODEANS

]
El

ii

[-; Will T. Massey

THREE NIGHTS OF :

HALLOWEEN!

Tun., Oct. 29 BMt pm , !«/ ;

DREAD ZEPPELIN

Bop Harvey
The Northern Pikes
Come in Costume for

$1 off admission,

$2 off if yoti come as

Elvis of Bob Marley

Wed., Oct. 30 - 9:00pm

Halloween Gayla

with D) lob

$200 Cash Prize

for Best Costume

Thurs., Oct. i1 8:00pm . 1R*

The Area's Ultimate

HALLOWEEN
Dance Party

$200 Cash Prize for

Best Costume

Gift Certificate from Eastside
i

B

Grille, Spoletto's & Ld

Verancruzana

Up - D| Dennis

"] Down- Who's Kiddin' Who [

Fri., Sov. 8 - 8:30pm

ROOMFUL OF BLU ES

ii

„, featuring Sugar Ray

Vues., Nov. 10 -8:00pm /18t
New Date!

All Tickets Honored r,

DE LA SOUL
li

I

H
:•

;

-:

;«

;

li

Tucs., Nov. 19 - S:iOpm

BURNING SPEAR

'•'i

The Equalities

hrus., Nov. 21 - 8:,J0pm /!«+/

KING MISSILE

ROIJTF *), HADI FY, Bt'lvvocn Burj^er Kiinv; X Diinkin Doiuils • ">84-»l74

N!rrrt su.iwlirrnrs Dvn.iniilc

Rc( (ird-., for If

Ti(krl I'ri) «M()(ti H.'n-'OHO.

HI Prlwl MriMl ^(irthjAipKtn

Grind, grind, grind!
By TODD BOURRET
Collegian Corespondent

First things first. If you haven't heard
the new album by Nirvana.NeverMind, yoxi

are seriously missing out on one of the best
releases this year.

Since then theirexcellentdebut LPB/eac/i
was released by Sub Pop in 1989, Nirvana
has kept a low profile, releasing a few singles
and covers here and there. Then by some
freak of nature, the band got picked up by
Geflen Records and now they're the next big
thing, with reason.

Nevermind is quite different from Bleach

.

Kurdt Kobain has abandoned the throbbing,
e-minor type grunge in favor of resounding
power chords and a garage-folk sensibility.

There are even a couple acoustic tunes on
Nevermind]

Don't worry. Nirvana hasn't sold out. At
least I don't think so. They are still capable
of rocking out with scary intensity, its just
that the intensity is balanced out by some
calmer, catchier, melodic songs.

Kobain's grainy, cigarette and beer rav-

aged voice is one of the best in the business,
and is central to Nirvana's sound. That voice,

coupled with big fuzzy guitars, a hard driving
4/4 rhythm section, and slightly demented
lyrics make for one hell ofan album. In fact,

the only bad song is "Come as You Are."
Let me warn you that Nevermind is quite

addictive and may remain on your stereo for

weeks on end. It's nice to know that a band
can really get popular and avoid producing
mediocre material (take the new Pixies and
Fugazi albums, for instance). Let's hope
Nirvana will enjoy a long and fruitful career
along with their new-found success.

I was pleasantly surprised by the Ventu
Beads' new ep Black Asprin. For some
reason, their name and what I had heard
about them screamed, "Manchester," but,

gladly, that's not the case.

The seven cuts on Balck Asprin are all

basically layered, drowning, grungy, guitar-

based alternative rock songs. Although they
do sound very "U.K." (particularly with Rob
Jones' low-mixed lilting vocals), the Venus
Beads manage to transcend the new wave/
hip-hop/60'8 rut that so many of their fellow

countrymen have fallen into.

Once again, no one bothered to send a
lyric sheet with this tape, and I couldn't
catch much of what Rob Jones was singing,
but let me assure you that it was sung with
conviction.

The Venus Beads, along with bands like

Ride and Ned's Atonic Dustbin seem to be
the forerunners in a resurgence of vital,

energetic, emotional music that's been ab-
sent from the "alternative" U.K. music scene
for a while.

Meanwhile, former Controlled Bleeding
members Paul LemaeandChris Morianty have
shunned their techno-geek past and turned
Satanic - in the guise ofSkin Chamber.

When I first got the tape 1 thought, "Oh,
just what that world needs. Another in-

dustrial grindcore band."

The truth is, Skin Chamber blows away
a lot of the Combat^Earache bands that
have been popping up recently.

With just about every song on their LP,
Wound, Skin Chamber manages to avoid
redundancy, keeping the listener anxious
and interested, lius is a feat that Godflesh
and Napalm Death failed to achieve with
their recent albums.

Let me remind those weak-of-heart lis-

teners that this is a very heavy album. It

makes Ministry sound like Depeche Mode.
But if you're into slow dirges. Hell-sent

vocals, rifflng, primal drum machines, and
song titles like "Fat Hacks" and "SUce of

God," I suggest yoi'. dig yourself out of that

sUmy dark pit and slither your way to the
nearest record store for Wound.

That's all for now. Next week 111 have a

few more releases that will need reviewing,

so stay tuned

ALL YOU CAN
EAT!

Time \« Out
Homemade
Spaghetti

w/ salad & bread
the BEST you'll have!

Thurs. night 6 - 9

F I I I I I

/^ ^

At -^< 6eor\

JSl ml SiOQ pm
AMHERST
Sludent Union Ballroom

I

A Musical About a Stedworker. Car Hiker, an Editor.
a Secretary, a Corporate Executive, a Newsboy, a Teacher, a Checker.
a Migrant Worker, a Boxboy, a Gas Meter Reader, a Housewife,
a Hooker, a MiU worker, a Stonemason, a Waitress, a Trucker,
a Seaman, a Receptionist, an Operator, a Retired Worker, a Fireman
a Cleaning Woman, a Hotel Operator, a Salesman, a Copytwy,
aPtonDBarFVrygr

Batsheva
Bedazzles

By OLIVIA STEWART-LIBERTY
Collegian Correspondent

Batsheva Dance Co.
FAC
Tuesday, Oct. 22

The performance of the Batsheva Dance Com-
pany iSiesday night in the Concert Hall of the FAC
was anything but predictable.

Beginning fifteen minutes later than was sched-

uled, the Tel Aviv based troupe performed an innova-

tive variety of brief, vigorous and dramatic sets,

intertwining violence with sensuality, force with
fluidity.

The aesthetic diversity was accentuated by the

variety of sounds accompanying each performance.

The hypnotic throb of a drum accompanied by the

rhythmic sound of bare-feet slapping lent an urgent

insistency to one dance, while the ix)wer of another

lay in its silence.

The performance opened with "Excerpts from

KYR", created and choreographed by the Artisitic

Director of the group, Ohad Naharin, commissioned
by the 1990 Israel Festival in Jerusalem.

Brief extracts followed one another in rapid suc-

cession, contrasting with each other dramatically.

Two androgynous figures stood entwined in the

center of the stage, the liquid sensuality of their

movements: a direct contrast to the vigor of the

previous set; theirharmonic symmetry boldly Ughted
against the black stage.

Suddenly this mood of lazy sensuality was shat-

tered; twelve people sat in a semi-circle, movement
was sudden and violent, even militaristic. As the

ominous tempo increased, the figures discarded their

grey clothing piece-by-piece. It ended as suddenly as

it had begun, the curtain dragging over a pile of

wreckage.
Instantly noticeable about all of the sets was the

markedly androgynous nature of the dancers, ac-

centuated by their nondescript costumes.

Mood was attained through movement, sound and
lighting, the contained violence of one scene was
dispelled, and rapidly replaced by the comic clowning
of another.

The innovative nature of this troop is said to have
sprung from the influence of its founder, Martha
Gr£iham. Since its formation in 1974, the troupe has

built on the ideas of Graham, using these as a firm

foundation from which to search for novel means of

expression.

The 'dances' performed last night, under the ar-

tistic direction of Ohad Naharin (who also created

two of the pieces), were certainly in keeping with

Graham's traditional and international reputation:

that of combining ceaaeleas vigor with great inno-

vation.

?;oi ?;o .01

miWi iSa
WE BUY YOUR USED MAC EQUIPMENT FOR
TOP DOLLAR. CASH! WE SELL REFURBISHED
MAC'S AT DISCOUNT! CALL FOR QUOTE.

O^hirrY Ifjn <800) 545-2313,RENTEXINC. 617 423-5567

J

~ Long ~

HOT DOG
1/4 Ib.Hamburgers

Fries

Onion Rings
Grinders

Fish & Chips

= DRIVE-IN =
11am-7pm • 7 Days

Route 9, Hadley
585-0241

HELP YOURSELF
BY HELPING
OTHERS

•••••••••••
Earn good part-time
or full-time income at
home representing

The Micro Diet program,
Call or write

Amherst Chiropractic,
Independent Micro

Diet Advisor,
1-800-659-8135.

Convenient to Brittany

& Rivergladc

253-9742
505 West St.

So. Amherst
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Jazz
By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian SUff

are you listening to the music?

Why aren't young African-Americana

listening to "jazz" and blues?

This question has been emerging steadily

over the past few years, and leads to several

int«rMting answers. Yet before one can

answer, the question needs to be looked at

more closely. First off. who saysyoung blacks

Aren't hstening to "jazz" and blues'* Such a

sweeping generalization needs to be backed

up by some evidence, and I've yet to see it. I

think that part ofthe reason the question is

being asked is because there are now more
whites, particularly young whites, who are

listening' to the music. The recently released

2 CD st't of the complete Robert Johnson

recordings by Columbia sold more than

350.000 copies, mostly to young white males

who are slowly realizing that the Rolling

Stones and Led Zeppelin didn't just emerge
out of thin air < the next step is for people to

realize that Gun N' Roses should evaporate

into thin air>.

Jazz Scene

In addition, most young white males do

not listen to other forms of black music,

notably rap and hip-hop. The poUtically

charged lyrics simply do not relate to the

white experience of America. That of being

a dominant culture which has historically

subverted and marginalized black culture

by imposing insipid sociological binary op-

positions such as good vs. bad. white vs.

black. Christian vs. heathen, etc.

This lack of understanding by whites

regarding rap music bears a strong resem-

blance to the music that was made by Max
Roach. Dizzy Gillespie and Charlie Parker

in the 1940s, commonly called "bebop". That

music was again a response to a white domi-

nation of the music industry. What Max,

Bird and Dizzy did was to make a music that

could not be corrupted by white musicians

and audiences, simply because only Max.

Bird and Dizzy were the only ones who could

play it. Yes. there were a few white "bebop"

musicians, such as Bunny Berigan, who
hung out at Minton's playhouse. And today

there are a few white rap groups that are of

some importance, Third Bass perhaps the

best known.
There is a bit of truth to the question, for

tosome extent,young blacks are not listening

to the music. Cornel West, director of the

African-American studies program at

Princeton University links it to a genera-

tional gap between 1- the lyrics of blues

which use double-entendre's that no longer

are contemporaneous with today's society,

and 2- the emphasis on the visual arts, i.e.

dancing and MTV. ofwhich neither "jazz" nor

blues has any artistic stake in, but groups

such as Public Enemy most certainly do.

So to the question of "Why aren't young

blacks listening to "jazz" and blues?", I say

that it is a racially driven inversion ofwhat

is actually reahty. The reality is young whites

aren't listening to rap. and that therefore

leads to a lack of overlap between the two

audiences. This lack of overlap then mani-

fests itselfin this question, which in the end,

is unfair to the music.

NOW RENTING FOR THE
SECOND SEMESTER

Hurry Down to Scott's and Save!!!

ONE
BAND.

I
Ha* S«v» kaat k

TiaocnOnlal

;
LIQUORS

V^VON 5-VT i *M 11 FM
i

i
PEACHTREE
SCHN.\PPS

w rit£c CAM or o J.

'fcT'

ANHEUSER-BUSCH'S

NATURAL LIGHT
34-13 o«. cm*

899
D«p

COORS & COORS
EXTRA GOLD

1313 o<. csna

99
- Dep

KAHLUA
LigUOUR

7S0ML

RL^INOFF
VODKA

899
1.75L

GLEN ELLEN
^HITE ZINFANDEL

2oS'799
750 ml

HARDY'S AUSTRALIAN

CHARDONNAY

99
750 ml

KEYSTONE &
KEYSTONE LIGHT

13'pli. can*

99

C«IU)*> HOI SPOII
I

' BRITESIOC
I

. NONA LISA
MORIAH

• INSIDE CHARLOTTE

saKirai^l

Not responsible for t)rpogrsphical errors VISA. MC OR CHECKS ACCEPTED rOR KEG DEPOSITS

T»l»-eh0ck tor

four ptrsonn c^fck.

WE V^ANJ TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!
6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst

.W0nomha¥»»ll-
U»t$ lortary gamttf

34ASSMW0MS mszL
I^^FGAECfXt

UEFI FCOPIE WW
UK£ 10 HAVE fUH!

HALLOWEEN

THR.«H BA5H!
lvJluriii|(

PRONC,
WARf.ASM, h

HRECKINCf RtAV!
MlihSpe<UI
Api>carBn(rs

by iMPAKTanU
LAtHRYMATOR!

M>l)NSt>Hll) HV W<<IIS
Ihrlli I'liturput

(W«lllrld) Mull. Ouilcl

EVtRYWfCl' ©Mil

FRI 11/1 JOHN VAliT

SUN \in MAROCOHn
« NARO tILINCI

FRI lie MAI CRICK

SUN ll'IO THITNRORS

ADVANCI III lUIMI

Don't live in the dorms paying 1 800^ room

and board for the second semester

You can live in beautiful

SQUIRE VILLAGE
at an average of$235/Month

(room, board, utilities)

We have large 1 to 4 bedroom apartments

fully applianced with:

• Kitchen with dishwasher •

• Wall-to-wall carpeting •

• Air Conditioning •

• Laundry facilities •

• Swimming pool •

• On U-Mass bus route •

Don't Delay! Call

SQUIRE VILLAGE
APARTMENTS
ROUTE 116 • 6652203

IF YOU ARE OVER 18

BE A BARTENDER!
LOCAL/NATIONAL PLACEMENT

ASSISTANCE

DAY/EVEN(NC ONE WEEK
NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER CLASSES
NOW FORMING. CALL TODAY

747-9888

1655 MAIN ST. SUITE 202 • SPRINGFIELD

ROUTE 9. HAOLEV • S8«-44e3

ntrtt Maus
J ^ Liquor Store

Simpatico Amber Beer JMK....$4.69 6-pk

$17.99 cs.

New Amsterdam

Amber and Ale $4.99 6-pk

Samuel Adams

Lager And Boston Ale S4.996-pk

Boston Ale Kegs $74.99

Golden Anniversary Beer $8.99 16 oz returnables

Strongbow English Cider 1 .0 Liter 2 for $5.99

Jagermeister Liquer S8.49 375 ml

^^ KEGS STARTING AT $33.00 •
ji^'^

^Vjd CHECKS/ MASTERCARD/ VISA
"^ '

^SSmB ACCEPTED FOR KEG DEPOSITS. ^-^

MEGABUCKS.
WE HAUE m

338 College St.

One mile East of Amherst center on Route 9

open 9 am - 1 1 pm Rain or Shine • Always Open

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

SANDRA BERNHARD
featured in

"The King of Comedy & "Truth or Dare"
& also starred in her one-woman show

"Without You I'm Nothing"
will be appearing at

SMITH COLLEGE
in the

John M. Greene Hall, Northampton
on Friday, October 25, 1991

at 8:00pm (doors open at 7:00pm)

All Tickets available at:

Pinocchlo's

Ristorante Italiano

Smith College • $5.00 for Smith students with valid i.D.

$10.00 for all non-Smith Students

Wenesday, October 16 - Thursday October 24

For the Record, Amherst • 256-5726 for $10.25

Main St. Records, Northampton • 586-5726 for $10.50

Thursday^ October 17 - Thursday, October 24

Tickets purchased at the box office day of the show will be $10.50

For more information contact Angela at 585-6836

11 77 N. Pleasant St., Amherst i

Free Delivery
Menu includes:

-Pizza

-Salads

-Subs

-Dinners (lasagna, egg-veal-

chicken parmigana, and

manicotti)

-And new item - Calzoni!

Hours:

Monday -Thursday

Friday-Saturday

Sunday

549-3669

4pm-2am
4pm-3am
4pm-1am

CALZONES
nr

FREE TOPPING
Any three only $9.95 11 ..

.j^ 7. .
on any medium pizza

valid for p/u or del. only
One coupon per order-expires 1/31/92 " valid for p/u or del. only

II
One coupon per order-expires 1/31/92

$1 .50 OFF
II

any two Calzones

w"r2?o^ In's "
^'^•^^

valid for p/u oVScl. ^ly 'I valid for p/u or del. only

One co^iponj>er order^xpires2/31 /92 ||
One coupon per order-expires 1/31/92

I
fwisi specTal

I

I
2 Large Cheese pizzas |

I $12.50
I

I
Any Topping $1 .25 more

|

. valid for p/u or del. only
I One coupon per order-expires 1/31/92 |

NOBODY'S

5^^^L^rv;

RT. 9 AMHERST/HADLEY
BETWEEN SUPER
STOP' N' SHOP &

LIQUORS 44

AT THE

CAMPUS
PLAZA

to Blazers

$
ji
g 99

RegJSO-m5.00

Pants

$^99
Reg ^30-^62.00

Sweaters

$^99
Reg ^30-^60.00

Skirts

$0^99
Reg. ^29-^5.00

Congratulations to

Barbara River

of LeverettU

The winner in

our leather coat

drawing!

Watch for more

contests in

thefuture!

FIRST QUALITY AND SLIQHT IRREQULARS

NOBODY'S
PERFECT-

Not even the best known specialty &
department stores in the U.S. They
make mistakes, too. ..That's when

our buyers take advantage and pass

the savings onto you!

CAMPUS PLAZA RT.9AMHE!l<;T/HADliY

Phone 256-8686

Hours:

Sun. 12pm-6pm • Mon., Tucs., Wed. 10dm-6pm

Thurs., Fri. 10.)m-9pm • So'. lOam-ftpm
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Mudslides next threat

for fire-ravaged Oakland

THEONLYNON-STOPSEmnCE
AMHERST TO BOSTON
Leaves Amherst

5:40 AM
7:00 AM

A 7:30 AM
8:00 AM
0:00 AM
11:00 AM

* 12:00 PM
12:01 PM

* 12:45 PM
1:00 PM

* 1:45 PM
2:00 PM

* 2:45 PM
3:00 PM

* 3:45 PM
4:00 PM

* 4:45 PM
5:00 PM

* 6:10 PM
6:10 PM
8:20 PM
10:20 PM
1:20 AM

Express

Express

Non-Stop Express

Non Stop Express

Non-Stop Express

Non-Stop Express

Non-Stop Express

Express

Arrives Boston
8:30 AM
9:50 AM
0:50 AM
11:00 AM
12:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
3t15 PM
2:40 PM
3:50 PM
3:40 PM
5:00 PM
4:40 PM
6:30 PM
5:40 PM
6:50 PM
6:40 PM
8:00 PM
8:45 PM
9:20 PM
11:35 PM
1:35 AM
4:35 AM

P*^a> 0"'. \ Mo»'d8y IVoogP Fnctey On»»

Pe\& Pan Buses Depan tfom

Haljus Wall - U-IIIASS

Peter Pan Bus Terminal

79 S. Pleasant St.

Amherst Center

for schedules and fares call:

UmiASS Hotel 545-2006

Peter Pan Term 256-0431

BY LAURA MYERS
Associated Press

OAKLAND, Calif. — Firefighters on

Wednesday controlled the blaze that turned

the wooded hills above Oakland into a

smoldering moonscape, while dogs helped

hundreds of volunteers search for more

victims of the fire.

Authorities said matters could get worse.

With the start of the rainy season expected

soon, the weekend fire has left the vegeta-

tion-stripped hillb prone to yet another di-

saster: mudslides.

The death toll rose to 19, with 44 people

Usted as missing.

Many residents were allowed to return to

the area for the first time.

Jack Rogers found where his three-story

home had been, but the house wasjust a pile

of ashes.

Rogers lost his daughter Kim to a fire 15

years ago.

"Yep, it's just gone," he said. "It's amaz-

ing to me that nothing is left. I guess it's

called 'starting over time."

Linda Cristofaro, who lost her house,

was standing in line waiting for an escort to

the scene. A nephew had already told her

the home was gone, but she insisted on

returmng.
"I just want to go up and see something,

anything." she said.

City oflicials estimate fire damage at $5

billion, making it one of the costliest blates

in U.S. history.

"It's really hard to say specifically. . . it's

an educated guess at best," said Alameda
County ShenfTs Lt. Robert Jarrett.

The fire roared out of control Sunday

after a small blaze that firefighters thought

was out on Saturday flared up.

Panned by 25 mph wind across brush

that had been dried by five years ofdrought,

the blaze destroyed almost 2,9000 houses

and apartments, officials with the state

Office of Emergency Services said.

In addition to the dead, 148 people were

injured and 5,000 evacuated, Jarrett said.

Authorities hoped some of those reported

missing were out oftown or simply unable to

contact finends or relatives.

As firefighters battled the last of the hot

spots Wednesday. Fire ChiefPhillip Lamont

Ewell defended his department's decision

not to keep the original blaze under constant

watch.

He and other Oakland fire officials also

dismissed allegations that help from other

departments wasn't called soon enough.

Homeowners also questioned why fire

hoses went dry after milUons of gallons of

water were drained from 10 reservoirs and

a power failure made it impossible to refill

them.
East Bay Municipal Utility District

spokesman Gayle Montgomery said the

district has portable backup generators, but

couldn't get them into the area because <rf

the fire.

"It was not designed for a holocaust like

happened Sunday,* he said.

Some official warned that too much ws-

ter from fall storms could further damage
the charred hills overlooking the flatlands

of Oakland and Berkley and San Francisco

and beyond.

Public works crews hoped to put up •

seriesofdams that would hold back a deluge

and prevent mudslides and flooding. l.jmd-

slide experts with the U.S. Geological Sur-

vey also planned to inspect the hills.

CYiion,
IbuMiist
Know

Somebocty
Widh $3,50,

ToiieLa^e Cheese Pizza i

LOW, LOW
PRICE

Topping Extra.

0fl«r <dld on ddhwy only. Pleast mentior coupor when

ordenng, ( »nt cimpon per party per vBit at participating

Pizza Hut delivtr\uniL<i or restaurants. Not valid with any

other ofler. Ijmiled Delivery Area Hurry, offer ends soon.

CfxJelfiDM

mi Pizza Hut. Inc 1/20* cash redemption value

-Hut

DISCOUNT OIL
NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE

584-4112-535-1888

I
1 mi Pizza Hut. Inc 1/20* cash redemption value I——-^—

i^J

Or try our Collegiate Pizza - A large Pepperoni Pizza for $6.00 with your Student l.D.

For free defivery call: 253'3443.
© 1991 Piaa Hut. Inc

TONIGHT

WIN $100.00

CASH
-Money Vault-

Dancing • No Cover

THE^ PUB
(:i:ij-«KAn-s Mr^JHS iNAMHEK*>r

1968 • 1091

I 'I I A s r \' I. (. A s A > r ^ I i< 1. 1: \
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

ANPMou rrsMYGf^ATmvi

TDPArs PONT ai^im—
MtCHAeLJ POONeSBURy
OFNO/UYORKCny!

^uncHAu IS (MmwunhPRN-
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CALVIN AND HOBBES

iporr

THe^sefiRt

6RSAJ
AC1S.

CRU66iff5
POTTHAV^

SIR.. \

By BILL WATTERSON

ELIXIR-, CAVlN TURNS

^ H\MSE.Lf INVISIBLE.

T

C0Mf\ETeL^ T^^AHSP^fttKT.

/c-»

BCH. ^SSQON ftSSOO
VJKNT SC»AtJH\fiG DCNE.

AWaOKO HEBt , TW \iClDS

MOWHERt TO BE. SEEK

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN
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6i^ /
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i»^ aito « corMpchcmal

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

IVS mr THATW MlMMAn
ALBERT (JA$ mAMPUP 10 Pf^H
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UNDER 21 By KRIS K. EARLE
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Quote of the Day
"I hate the idea of causes, and if I had

to choose between betraying my country

and betraying my friend, I hope I should

have the guts to betray my country."

" E.M. Forster

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE
ACROSS

) Flueiil

3 llndatiworU

to Plan

13 Pro -
14 B«ltio Italian

amator

15 Get ttia lay o<

thaiand
16 «»34

OonaMaon/
KUtm long

l9CI«ncap
20 Fusaaa
21 Map

S Veiled

'6Kindo(
(•H-iwincling

dock
7 Tuna Mgmanta
Sftadairaa

9 US Canada
Canai

10 Paator'a homa
11 Falbtoomar
12 Nutaanoaa
iSCoppara
17 Bama'a

36 Tuesday ctKwa.

o( yora

37 Church rHa

41 Ttghiapoi

42Chw)gaa
43 Jacob t Krit

•Mia

44 Paaaovar dmnar
45 "— MalalMv

Brtda'C Oram
wnn

46Ukaa|ulap

47 Oillerent

49 Kir\g o( Iha

Hoo»
SOEIuaba<han

mstrutnarH

51 Qodoliova
52Nlla vipe<»

54 0odda»sol

S6Sua«
S6Kmd

o( bran

iacan«n

22 Mar god
23 Summar lop*

?S Tha — Moi
R Rchardaon
film

2S Noggins
?9 Oes
30 Moralaralar

31 Cnargy

34 1946
Cahn/Slyna
song

3> Dutch o*y
39uliaa wal han
40 OamouMad
41 Shoras up
42 — l.orrair«a

44 Apaand
monkay

47 Spanish chaars

48 OaNas
49 - boy"

SOMaadow
S3 8aiallron<

Qioconda
il Baltic land

lor short

S6 l»»» coiortui

%9 Abova
60 Musician

C^ianas

61 Movas
62 Hardy girt

DOWN
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Quote of the Day
"In the meantime, I urge you to drink

and drink much."
-- Michael Shina

Amherst

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES.March 2IApol 19); Share

your new tA^as with someone you tniM.

ArtiMic people should receive special

cncouragemeni today Speculative

ventures are fine so long as they involve

only small sums of money.

TAURl!S( April 20-May 20): Devote

more lime to those projects that will

produce the largest profits A business

associate may feel ihreaiened by pending

technological changes Offer reassurance.

GEMINKMay 21-June 20):

SonKone you have admired for a long

lime expresses new interest in you.

Business negotiations should not be

postponed. Slop silting on the fence. It is

lime 10 move forward. Be bold!

CANCERtJune 21-July 22):

Someone influential gives full backing to

a project that already has your stamp of

approval Show your appreciation Your

personal appearance can be an important

a-ssel at a business meeting.

LKOtJuly 23-Aug. 22): The outlook

for a new business venture suddenly

brightens. Your male or partner tells you

something that gives you fresh hope for

the future. Romance .soars lo new heights.

Speak from the heart.

VIRGOtAug. 23-Sept. 22): Contact

someone who is far away. Patience is the

key to winning ajob competition. There is

no way to rush things. Invest your money

wisely. Get-rich-quck schemes will surely

fail.

l.lBRA(Sepi. 2.3-Ocl 22) Those in

fashion or sales should have a particularly

good day. Be realistic If you take

advantage of someone's ignorance, yoM

will pay for il later on. Protect yOMr

reputation for honesty.

SCORPIOfOct. 23-Nov. 21 ): Try to

be more decisive. Take the initiative in

career and financial matters instead of

simply waiting for things lo happen Do

not mistake an infatuation for the real

thing. Search your heart.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21):

Do not neglect important personal

relationships while pursuing your

professional goals. Consult experts before

making any new financial invesiments.

CAPRICORN(Dec. 22Jan. 19):

Tiavel and research are in the spotlight.

Go after the big money! Conferences and

interviews enjoy highly favorable

influences. A last-minute change of plans

will work out.

AQUARIUS<Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Seek

strong support for your business and

financial plans Others will back your

ideas. Do not jump to conclusions about

an interest a loved one shows. Evening is

the ideal time for entertaining.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): Work

may not go according lo plan. A request

for a bank loan will probably be approved.

Figure out a belter way lo make

presentations. Romance will be very much

on your mind lonighl.

r

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliot

Copy Editor David Massey

PhotoTechnician JeffEgan

Production SupervisoKs) Terry Starmer

Production LisaJezowski,

Kim Frisino
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pool
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

likes of a Big Lou or a Sheldon, but Pretty Sue was surely

intriguing.

So now I'm in Big Lou's stable and it's amazing to hear

some of the names who have been and still are under his

guidance.

Bill Buckner's infamous ground ball through his legs?

Big Lou was seen having dinner with Billy Buckjust before

that fateful game in the 1986 World Series.

Mike Tyson losing to Buster Douglas? Big Lou and Don
King share the same accountant, barber (Lou's hair is less

dramatic) and personal trainer.

I approached Sheldon one night after having banked the

eightball cross-side and deftly allowing the cue ball to follow

it m the pocket, and asked if all the Big Lou rumors were

true.

•What's it to you punk? You writing a book or Mme-
thing?" Sheldon asked.

"No, actually a column, but I'm just curious as to how
corrupt sports actually are," it was clear that Sheldon and

I were forging an everlasting friendship.

"Put it this way Scoop— two professional teams don't go

from last place to the World Series in the same year unless

a guy like Big Lou is involved," Sheldon was nothing if not

logical.

A running back as talented as the Miami Dolphin's

Sammie Smith doesn't fumble on the goal-line two weeks in

a row unless someone is greasing his palm.

Finally, I got up enough courage to get the definitive

answer straight from the horse's mouth. Of course when I

approached Big Lou, his mouth was full of pasta fazool.

"Big Lou,— I've gotta know is the corruption in sports as

widespread as I think?"

"Kid," Big Lou said, cheeks full ofpasta, Ups covered with

sauce. "It's even worse than you think."

With that Big lx)u handed nie another business card and
told me to go and "lose one for the Gipper."

David Scott is a Collegian Staff member

field hockey
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

penalty comers. The team passes the ball in from the

end line to a player who traps the ball so that a

teammate can step up and shoot it. Old Dominion is

almost unbeatable with this penalty corner, as their

slapshots rival those ofsome National Hockey Leagu-

ers.

This type of penalty corner is more suited for

artificial surfaces because the ball isn't prone to take

a bad hop over the trappers stick. On UMass' Totman
Field, the grass surface allows for bad bounces.

The team is very sucessful in their offense at even

strength, which is another reason that they dont

always need a penalty comer. Jenn Salisbury is

having a great year, surpassing most people's expec-

tations with her 13 goals and four assists from the

forward spot. Tara Jelley has seven goals and Dawn
Trumbauer has amassed six.

Some of our

THE FIUE COLLEGE PROGRAM
IN PEACE & WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

presents:

"PROSPECTS FOR PEACE ftND DEMQCRACV
IN SOUTH AFRICA"

A lecture by:

*^ PAULINE BAKER
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace

Thursday, October 24th

4:00 PM. The New York Room. Mt. Holyoke College

8:00 PM. The Main Lecture Hall

Franklin Patterson Building, Hampshire College

This event is free, open to the public, and wheelchair accessible.

For more information call PAWSS at 549-4600. ext. 519.

CLOTHING
is almost 8 weeks old,

and we hove to nnoke

room for new merchondise.

Make it yours.

30% to
Fall's finest natural fiber

fashions.

50
northampion

main il. • 7 dayt

THREE DAYS ONLY!
Owning your own high-performance computer has never been this easy and

affordable! For Parents'Weekend, ACI is announcing thenew 25 l\/IHz386SXsystem.

Imagine: 25 MHz SX power at a 286 price! And for three days, receive a free Math

Co-Processor or 24-pin letter-quaiity printerwith the purchase ofa 25 MHz SX system!

25 MHz Pov\/er, 286 Price!

25 MHz 80386SX Processor, up to 50% faster than 16 MHz SX's

2 Megabytes of RAM, Expandable to 16 Mb
40 Megabyte 28-millisecond IDE Hard Drive

512K Super-VGA Graphics Adaptor

14" Paper-White monochrome VGA monitor

TEAC 3.5" High-Density Floppy Drive (add a 5.25" drive for only $65)

Microsoft DOS 5.0

FREE Star NX-2410 24-pin printer or Cyrix FasMath Coprocessor

Fully upgradcable design

(Students & Faculty only, please.)

WHERE AND WHEN :

Thursday through Saturday, October 24th-26th, 9:00am-4:00pm

on the Umass Campus Center Concourse ^UNIVERSITY
(C)1991 Aniwc.n Computer Innovntor?. Inc. All n«m« arc trademark* of thctr respecnve owners. HOURS: M-F 9-5 • Sat. 1 1-3 • 545-2619 «f|»l3i *^ 1. Cx/x jld VU

"THE LOVE STORY OF THE YEAR.
Another (kar-calibrf pertomunce fatm )ulid Roberb in

her best rule vet. .\i memorable as Terms ol Eridearment"

")ulia Roberte goes bevond 'Prettv %xm-
11* best periormance ot hw career

"

Remember the name; Caiwbell Scott

if )wi don their It on

(^orn^sane the

.Aademv.\*ardsarelixed"

ouirg bthe

IweSionodl^W

NOW SHOWING
TONIGHT • Oct 24 • 5, 7, 9, llpm • Campus Center Auditofium

Sponaorad by: LCA • $2.00 • SHWpm sttowing • $3.00 - ail othws

osTwmn iv rusMwramno c «Mt F«m t

\t^^*
,^ ^

U^AYS H4Pp
^

30c PIZZA I 1.99 PIZZA i BUY ANY I

T°w"o''TOPro I
—

I
LARGE

I

LARGE PIZZA | LARGE PIZZA | P|77 A I

GET MEDIUM 1 I rpT own nwp I

^*^^^
i

TOPPING PIZZA ^^^ ^^° °^^
I for the price of

FOR 30c , FOR SI.99 - a small Pizza i

BVEEY TUESDAY
STARTING AT 7:30 - AU You Can Eat Pasta $1.00

8:30 - Karaoke
Weekly Drink Specials Starting 10/21

$3.00Miller Genuine Draft Pitchers

Live Bands Every Thursday, Friday, and Saturday

^v Thursday Oct. 24 Free Press

^^^"^ Friday Oct. 25 Thick and Thin

Monday Night Football on the Big Screen

with a Free Pizza Buffet at Halftime

2 Pool Tables

Rt. 9 Hadley next to CAMPUS PIZZA • 586-4444

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENTS ASSOCIATION

MULTICULTURAL NIGHT
oct.25 cca 6.30. llpm

food $5
General adni. FREE

OVtR

Wow-pH

Classifieds
am: TO THE CVU£GIAS OFFICE Hi CAMPUS CENTER • THURSDAY 8:30-3:30 FRIDAY 8:30-2:30 *DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PiBUCATIOS » 20(AVOR[)/DAY FOR STUDEim » C\SH IN .WVASCE

MMOUNCEMCHTS

CoogrMuMlons to APO'*
Pladg* ciM« ollkwr*

Jan«So<g*
nckSitva
Ksfs Mwwnsont

EMTCTTiUMMCWT

HAVMG A PAirrV? F<xg«t lh« SMfW. »*•

• b»>di Can 8f«nilan at 586-2533_

JUCK-A.O(KI $1 75 00 OJ*. VJ*. KandM
tor houW Foffiwl p«1iM. Ci« sae-WOO

•CHOUUMMP MFOMfMTION tor

cat tor Ir** broctHir*. R*-

1-800-937-1797 Ext 15

MMJordan
Sh«nnon LanAs

QCNCIIAL ELECTMC PRaSENTATION
Ptonly o( nttrMhmants

Campus C«f«ar 1 101 at 730 tonight

nacommanttod tor

Aooounling Asaooalion Members
Ai im|offi a^iooflia

HAPPY RMMOOra OAV
Aipda Epaiton PN
sistart A ptodgaa)!

Wa've coma a long way,

«o let's celebrate LML

PmOOE RENTALS 253-9742 FraeOelVfy

UkROE BEDROOM IN 4bdrm house 2(ul

bath Hardwood floors e mm trom campus oU

1 70 month Callj)e« 548-9^1

Pufflon VHIaga one bedroom apt available

any time before Dec 1 CaM 5490068

TOWNHOUSE 2 BEDROOM 1 1/2 bath Bus

rwita N Amherst i 567 1352

~Kiie« batora you go,' Wtieta 10 worti. tve

and ttd free m Cotorado's raaotts. 'Current

guide to Aspen. Vail. Brackan-rtdBa and

more' $18 95 Can 1-600-78X174
POSTAL JO«S AVAILABLEI Many poai-

tons Call (805) 682 7555 E «tP-3306

TUTOR NEEDED FOR ME210 CbH ASAP
546-6404 wtl pay cash

MTERNSHm

vARsmr woMEKS cnew
Lars show Phih what two Strong boais look

fka Row our laai head raoa wWi pride No
regrets"

ST. JUOE Thank you very mucft MCL

KB.LV GRM
Bon Annvarsaira

Tumemanquaa
Mananne

ATMBMQHTTOMGHT Magic Mushroom
bacofnas an aduR nol< Happy B-day Watch
our lor thai hungry bar scene

MOE WANTS)

NORTHAMPTON TO AHHCItST «w^
nights 1 30AM-> 253-2329

FOR SALE

HOT.. .SPICY. ..MOUTHWATERING...
BUFFALO WINGSM
Finally, what you've been waiting for

.

Fast. free, healthy defveryl

Introduong Mama Mapas Wings -N- Things

opening Thursday Ocl 31 st

bonl miss OU! ^^__^
to tliara a silent kiNar in your house
Radon kills 20000 people a year

MassPIRG Forum Thurs Oct 246prnCC169

UECHI-RVU KARATE Classical Okinawan

Karate Wen and Fn 6 00pm Amherst

Community Arts Center Call 665-450 1

Wanna play LIVE on WMUA?
We're looking tor bands
10 play for the

Live Music Project

Call 545-2892
Ask lor Dave Demerjian or Ami Bennit.

WORKING
Oct 29. 30. and 31 8 00 PM
Student Union Ballroom

UMTQ 545-04 1 5 Go see ill

BROTHCn AX22 TYPEWRITER
MintCondmon
Must sell

Bestofler

Cal 546-2565

FOR SALE
Electric guitar and amp
Good beginner's sat

Loud and fun

$260 Call 566-7353

FourOaorgaliaclMalTieMls
Will sell together or in pairs

$30 each or BO
Mon Oct 28th show

Call 549-5340 after 4

ON/CAHPUSMTERNaMPa«PNNQ198a
Earn credit with the HaaldanBal Recycling

Program. Oam vahjaWa expedanoa tr) pro-

moting racydng on campus. Wa ancouiaoa

al majore to join us< mtraduca new ideas to

Via program Contact the Residential Recy-

dng Pregram/545-1 t53/B«tkshire Hcuaa.

LOST

Loai a goM oolorad anchor 10-21 in Cam-
pus Center. Please call Juan at 6-2719.

Great sentimental vakje

Reward for the return of 60 CD's stolen from

Main St Fn night

Cal Mike 253^)666

MOTOnCYCLES

Suzuki 450 1960 Runs wrell

$200 Call 256 3466 Ask tor Bryant

TO SENIOR AIRMAN PETERSON
Yeah you're aintost ok too

Great lOb with the loks

Happy birthday and
Happy CMa brtefs

Love your Ikeman

RIOE WANTED
To VanHalen / Worcester. 10/30 Pay gas

Chiis 546-1712

SERVICES

PAPERS TYPED: $1 50/typed page

Ou«k. Accurate Service CaK Bhan 546-

3563

WORD PROCESSINQ, laser printing, pa-

pars, raaumaa. tltesas Rosemary 259- 1 786

WANTED

BIKE FRAME
Steel Road FrameFork 56CM

Pete 253 3686

KRSTAWOMAM
Good luck tongl«l

Youarsgraatt

Love. Deborah

BICYCLE BROKEN?
Ca«Pal
546-0119

TowyLmtoStoAMaon.
Sorry, Ma again!

Oat ready lor a great sememster

Phitove. ?

FUJI... $100
1 2 speed raong bike m good shape'

Call 546-7347

MUSKIANS

IBM PC/XT Computer System with amber

monitor. 5 1/4 drive & some software. $165/

BO 665-2215 Cris

VAN HALEN Tickets for sale!

Centrum Oct 30

Call 6- 1 794

EXPERIENCED GUITAR PLAYER looking

to join or start a serious club/party band

Must be hard working and willing to have a

good time! I have equipment and transporta-

tion! Please Call Mam at 546-4270

TO MY FRIENDS,
You dear lovely and evil creatures in

Mackimmie One of these days I will get my
revenge for wtiat you did to me You evil, you

evil, you evil, you evil and silly Inhabitants

Yes you 332&33S Just rememtwr. I will get

you when you are- least expected. You evil-

meisters

Love. The Other Evil-meisier

HAPPY 21ST B-OAY VICKERVII
We love you'

Sarah. Sabby. Jessica

LORI
Lers get waatadi

Love.

Grandma

Have you been npped-ofl by a retailer?

Contact the Legal Services Center regard-

ing your nghts as a consumer 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995

ORDER AVONI
546-1999

Can lor brochure

Toracycto: Prescription medKation bcMaa/

0ont»ners (hk>nrenewable RX only) Please

can 585-8709 ^^______
WANTED TO RENT

1 10 laka over your house for next

semester! If interested pleasecal Marc 549-

7547

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or

support'' Call for free and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam
Street. Northampton 586-3000 or

Greenfield 774-6019

AUTO FOR SALE
Yamaha Guitar $17S

Call 546-5561

Salzed cars, trucks, boats. 4wheelers,

motorhomes. by FBI. IRS. DEA Available

your area now. Call (805) 682-7555 Ext C-

1675.

COLLEGE PIZZA

FOUND

COLLEGE PIZZA
Fall Special

Small cheese $3.50

Large chaeta $6.00

Free soda with purchase ol a large

sub. salad, or spaghetti

549-6098 549-6073

Must mention this ad

FOUND: Set ol keys at Unique Auto Sales

Call Brenda at 253-4282

HELP WANTED

Earn $2S00 A Free trips selling spnng break

packages to Bahamas. Mexico, Jamaica,

Ftoridal Besunps 4 pdcesj

EXTEMOR PAINTERS
E xperienced student painters needed to paint

Amherst area homes. FtJi or pan time

Amertca's College Painters (800) 626-6267

'Painting Amartca's homes coast to ooasi'

SAMANTHA EUSTACE

HELP! Our R.A is in bed and she can't get

up' Sam this one is for you-best wishes for a

speedy recovery from your fk>or.

PERSONALS

Who la that SEXY man working in the

Alumni Office''

You look great Matt! We noticed.

Deb<>ie and Suzanne

X^OUNTRY WOMEN
Get psyched!

We want new watches!

Love "Depend"

KRISTA !

Best of luck

at your recital

with Scott'

Big Fans, Mika & Usa

SENIORS AND JUNIORS
Time to think about resumes

Let me help you design your resume.

I offer professional results at college prices

Call Andy at 549-4002

STOP SMOKING WITH the help of powerful

hypnotherapist from T I W Special discounts

for students Call 586-7322

FREE pregnancy testing; confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

TRAVEL

CAROLINE
Happy 18th Birthday!

You're the cutest little stinker I knowli

Love. Rudolph

PS Rudolph IS beautiful

SAVE SOUKjGY

JELLO TWISTER

He Is a great guy who made one huge,

huge, huge mistake!

The Eta Pledges are behind you

Good Luck!

SUZANNE
Thank God lor the size of your feet.

Happy birthday Roomie'

Love. Michele

Amy,
Better late than never

GU raa^ le be spoiled rotten

Phi love

Your Big Sister

BAHAMA CRUISE $99 Pe' person

5 day I* night hotel Plan now for your break.

Very limited offer. Call now 1 -800-621 -0572

Earn FABULOUS FREE Spnng break va-

cation while meeting new people and earn-

ing cash Work at your own pace Energetic,

highly motivated, outgoing individuals

needed. Call Campus Hohdays at 800-627-

4791 __^
FREETRAVEL- Aircouners and cruiseships.

Students also needed Christmas, spring,

and summer for amusement park employ-

ment Cal[(805|682-2555^Ext^426

Kllllngton Collegiate SU Fest Jan 12-17

condo.hotlubs. skiing, and more Alsospring

break. Cancun , Jamaica and more. Call John

4.^ohn549-8J01 . , ,
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Sports

Women's soccer dominates URI, 3-0
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Yesterday, the University of Massachu-

setts women's soccer team started its stretch

run on a positive note by defeating the

University of Rhode Island, 3-0.

The Minutewomen ( 10-4) couldn't have

(k)minated a game more thoroughly than

yesterdays match-up. The score could have

just as easily been 10-0. Rhode Island did

little at either end of the field and basically

were outclassed from the opening introduc-

tions until they got on their bus to go home.

Let the statistics speak for themselves.

Massachusetts outshot the Rams 15-1 and

outccHnered them 7-1 UMass goal keeper

Briana Scurry needed to make only one save

in regiatering her ninth shut out of the

seaaon. For stretches of the second half she

eould have taken a nap for lack of anything

better to do.

"It was nice to win." UMass coach Jim

Rudy said "URI was missii^ a few players

and just didn't have it today, but give them

credit, they kept battling
*

The outcome of the match was no longer

in doubt after two minutes of play as Polly

Hackathom collected a Michele Woodside

pass in the penalty area. She carried the

ball a few yards before crossing it to Colleen

Milliken. who drove the ball into the net.

"It was good to see Colleen get one." Rudy

said. "She worked hard from start to finish

and she was rewarded for it. I don't care if

she scores again this season as long as she

works that hard. Ifshe, or any other player,

plays that hard they will be on the field. All

I'm looking for is effort.'

The Minutewomen were somehow kept

off the score board for the rest of the half

although they had numerous opportunities

to blow the game wide open.

"We just weren't focused at finishing

today,' Rudy said. "We had the opportunity

to score 15 goals but we didn't do it. it's been

a problem all season. I think after two

grueling games it's tough to get the kids up

for this one. We were pushing too hard

instead of being patient."

In the second half UMass did manage to

get two more goals. In the 52nd minute

UMass soored on a comer kick, something

they did regularly earlier in the season. Lisa

Mickelson served up the corner and Holly

Hellmuth headed in her eighth goal of the

season.

In the 86th minute there was a loose ball

about 30 yards in front ofthe URI net. Leah

Stack collected it as she tapped the ball over

to Woodside, who boomed it into the right

top comer with a fine shot.

"Woodside getting one was nice," Rudy

said. "She played a marvelous game today.

We rested Paula Wilkins and Michele played

Wilkins' position and did a fantastic job.'

The defense was able to stuff any URI
attacks throughout the game. Carrie Keeper,

Hellmuth and Mickelson all played

particuarly strong games.

"The defense did a nice job making sure

nothing could have happened." Rudy said.

( ollriian [ihulo by J<Mb lU-ynokU

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team improved its

record to 10-4 as it defeated the University ofRhode Island yesterday by

a score of 3-0.

Pool hustlers,

Big Lou and
sports corruption

I've finally joined the ranks of such pool legends as

Willie Mosconi, Minnesota Fats and Steve Mizerak.

sort of.

I was in the right place at the right time, losing a

game of pool in my traditional fashion - scratching on

the eight ball, when my professional career began. My
opponents may think I'm a terrible pool player, but

Big Lou knows better.

I work for Big Lou, as do various other sports

figures, and now I'm throwing the games that I lose.

Big Ijou employs all types of sports competitors,

mdivniduals and teams alike, if there's money to be

made you can bet Big Lou has his fingers in the pie.

Big Lou approached me in one of the local bars at

the beginning of the semester, he said he needed a

player, someone who could sink a few balls but throw

the match when it counted

David Scott

"Do you have a business card?" I asked, knowing
that all legitimate business men carried a card.

Big Lou slipped me a thin piece ofgreen paper with

Ben Franklin's face on it.

"Nice card, who designed it?" I placed the "card" in

my wallet and sat down with Big Lou and his friend.

Pretty Sue.

"Kid. you're my man," Big Lou began, taking a toke

from his baseball bat-size cigar. "You go to the bars I

tell you, on the nights I tell you and look for this guy."

Big Lou called over a short, stubby guy who closely

resembled Danny Devito except for his abundance of

thick, curly black hair. This guy was straight out of a

Three Stooges flick.

"I'd like you to meet Sheldon," Big Lou said as I

reached to shake Sheldon's hand. "He doesn't shake

hands."

Big Lou explained that Sheldon would be making
bets against me and every time I came through with

a loss, Sheldon would come through with another

business card.

"That's totally immoral and unethical," I said,

knowing my mother would have been proud.

"So what?" Big Lou asked as Sheldon cracked his

knuckles.

"Good point," I answered apologizing silently to my
mother.

I wasn't too sure if I wanted to get involved with the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Field hockey travels to face BU
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian SUff

Bright lights, big city.

The country folk of western Massachusetts, a.k.a. the

University of Massachusetts field hockey team, travels to

big, bad, Boston tonight at 7 p.m. to take on Boston Univer-

sity. It could almost be a plot to a bad movie.

The Minutewomen (1 1 -3 ) are starting to gel right before

the end of the season. They moved up to fourth in the

country in the recent NCAA field hockey poll, and their one

glaring weakness, a strong penalty comer, is improving.

The Boston University team will provide a tough chal-

lenge, though. While hovering near the .500 mark all year,

the Lady Terriers are turning it up a notch, going undefeated

in their last four games. Their most impressive victory of

that stretch was the 3-0 triumph over No. 19 ranked

Providence.

Lisa Barone and Leslie Ambinder have provided offense

for BU, as they share the team lead with five goals each.

Chris LaPointe leads the team vrith 10 points on 3 goals and

7 assists.

Lori Haywood has been the Terriers starting goaltender

this year, averaging 1.31 goals against her per game. Her

backup. Kerri Wingardner, has seen scant action this year.

The NCAA poll came out Tuesday, and the top three

teams held their previous positions in the rankings. Old

Dominion ( 16-0), Penn State ( 13-1-1 ), and Mar>land ( 11-3-

1), are ahead of the Minutewomen.
Iowa ( 1 1 - 1- 1 ) had a rough week, as thoy lost and tied for

the first time all year. Their drop in the p<»ll to No. .S helped

out the Minutewomen, who moved up.

The improvement in UMass' penalty corners recently

gives the team a potent weapon going into the postseason.

The team has changed their strategy on the penalty comer

to better suit the artificial turfthat they will play on tonight

and through most of the postseason.

UMass has gone to a trap-shoot mode of attack on the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

LATE SCORE
MEN^ SOCCER: UMass 1. UConn 1 (2 OT)

UMass' Brett Anthony netted a goal, assisted by

Dan Lawrence, with 36 seconds remaining in regula-

tion to tie UConn 1-1 yesterday in Storrs, CT. Min-

uteman goalkeeper Jonathan Gruber saved a penalty

shot in the first overtime to preserve the tie.

Ex-water polo star now coach
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

Jon Miller paces up and down the Boyden Pool deck,

blowing 'a whistle and waving a referee's flag. His voice

echoes through the pool as he yells at the 13th-ranked

University of Massachusets water polo team players, not-

so-gently correcting their mistakes. As the assistant coach,

he seems very much at home.
He should — he was the team's M.V.P for the previous

three seasons.

A native of Stamford, Connecticut, Miller spent his

freshman year at the Naval Academy, but no more. After a

year off he took head coach Russ Yarworth's invitation to

play at UMass.
In his three playing years, he racked some impressive

statistics and honors including: 1988—second in scoring,

leader in assists, points, and steals; 1989—leader in goals,

assists, points, and steals, All-New England Ist Team;
1990-exact same as '89.

While Miller is a bit modest to assess hisown capabilities

as a player, Yarworth didn't hesitate. "He was our go-to

guy," Yarworth said. "Jonny was the type of player who
would never really give up. He would never ask to come out

of a game. He could play both ends of the pool and he was
smart. Maybe he was a bit too emotional at times but he
usually chanelled that in the right direction. He really

made the most of what he had for talent."

A player of average height with a stocky build, Miller

wasn't recruited by Yarworth as a big scorer, but that is

exactly what he became. Miller's strength enabled him to

blossom into a aggressive, physical driver who was a smart

and sneaky scorer.

During the 1990 season Miller knew that he would need

another semester to finish his Forestry degree, but he never

gave much thought to becoming an assistant coach. When
the season, and his eligibility, ended, "it seemed Uke the

natural thing to do," he said.

Yarworth had other ideas. "I was psyched when I found

out Jon needed another semester to finish school," he said.

"I knew he would be around to help out."

"I have him work with individual players or groups of

players on one thing, while I'm working with another group

on something else," Yarworth said.

Senior goalie Todd Larson agrees with that assesment.

"Inside the pool, Jon is our coach," he said. "We listen to him
and respect him as much as we do Russ. He gives us that

added dimension that we didn't have last year. We have

that other set of eyes in the pool with great water polo

experience and knowlege."

While he is only one season out ofhis playing days Miller

has no problems accepting his new role. "The players are

the ones in the water working hard, not me. They shouldn't

think about last year [6th in East) because it was too

disappointing. They can go a lot further this year. It just

depends on how bad they want it."

Miller has a firery disposition that he wasted no time in

displaying. Larson tells it laughingly; "His first game, at

Villanova, first quarter, he got kicked offthe deck. The first

bad call of his coaching career. It was a spring game that

didn't mean a thing."

Successful and excitable. Like player, like coach.
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Bush assails Congress
Calls for special counsel in wake ofThomas hearings
By RITA BEAMISH
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President Bush yesterday portrayed

Congress as a "privileged class of rulers" and called on
lawmakers to revoke their special exemptions to laws they

wnte for everyone else.

Bush, in a broad speech attacking the practices of the

Congress, also called for appointment ofa special counsel to

find out who leaked information on sexual harrassment
accusations against his Supreme Court nominee, Clarence
Thomas.

Even as Bush spoke, members on Capitol Hill were
preparing for an afternoon vote on appointment of such a

special counsel.

Bush vented the pique he displayed sporadically

throughout the Senate confirmation hearings on Thomas.
He said the televised hearings on sexual harrassment, with

their "X-rated statements' had made the Senate "more like

a burlesque show than a civics class.
"

Shortly after Bush spoke. Sen. Patrick Leahy, D-Vt., a

member of the Judiciary Committee, said "the only thing

that really needs reforming is the administration's cynical

approach to the Supreme Court."

In the wake ofthe Thomas controversy. Bush said he will

restrict future congressional access to FBI reports on
nominees.

He said that such reports — which in the Thomas case

contained the allegations by Thomas' former aide Anita Hill

— will be carried directly to the committee chairmen only,

will be available to other members at the chairman's dis-

cretion and will not be available to congressional staff

members.
The 8(>ecial counsel in the Thomas case should get

"unfettered access to all witnesses," along with subpoena
power to finish the probe by Jan. 3, he said.

"Frankly, the American people will just not understand
it ifthe Senate fails to bring the leaker or leakers tojustice,"

Bush said in a speech at the Smithsonian Museum of

American History.

"The Senate must determine who leaked the information

and turned what should have been a confidential investi-

gation . . . into a circus and a travesty," he added.

The Senate moved toward passage yesterday of a

Democratic resolution that would trigger the hiring of a

special counsel to look into the Thomas leak and unautho-

rized disclosure of material from the Ethics Committee
investigation of five senators implicated in the Savings and
Loan scandal.

The resolution sponsored by Majority Leader Gecn^
Mitchell, I>-Maine, would make the counsel accountable to

him and Republican Leader Bob Dole of Kansas, with 120

days to conduct the probe.

A separate proposal by sen. John Seymour, R-Calif.,

would authorize a 30-day FBI investigation of the Thomas
leak only.

Bush played offthe anti-Congress sentiment that followed

the Thomas hearings to call on Congress to "submit to the

laws it imposes on others," instead ofez«mpting itself as it

does in many cases.

The laws from which Congress is exempt range from

worker wage and safety standards to discrimination stat-

utes and Privacy Act requirements.

CsUaCtaa pbet* kr J«ak B«rMU«

RIDERSONTHESTORM -RobMarriott,

junior civil enifineering migor, peers out
from under his helmet near Cashin House.

Students say racism lingers on after 1986 riot

CoU»(lan pholo by Matt Kahn

Grant Ingle

ByGREGSUKl£NNiK
Collegian SUff

Last in a series on the aftermath of the

October 1986 Southwest RioL

"Future incidents of racial intolerance

and the potentially deadly violence that

attach to them are inevitable unless the

problems revealed by my investigation are

solved.

Toward that end I make the following

recommendations."
— Conclusion, ReportofFrederick A. Hurst,

Feb. 5, 1987

Frederick A. Hurst made 15 multi-part

recommendations to the University of

Massachusetts in the conclusion to his report

on the Oct. 27, 1986 Southwest race riot.

Five years later, while many of Hurst's

directives have been put into practice, some
have been left aside while others were never

implemented, for reasons ranging from

shrinking budgets to impracticality.

"My recommendations were not supposed

to be taken as gospel," Hurst said recently

when asked about his reaction to the fact

suggestions he made have not been fol-

lowed. "I made recommendations in good
faith."

Hurst added that it was not his responsi-

bility to follow up on the points he suggested

or to continue analyzing the problems.

As a result, while some of the conditions

which led to what many consider to be the

ugliest moment in the University's history

have been alleviated or lessened, others

persist.

Hurst called for the University to appoint

someone to a position ofauthority to work at

solving the problems which caused the riot.

This was never done. Although former

chancellor Randolph W. Bromery was ap-

pointed as a special counsel, it was not the

position Hurst requested.

Hurst suggested a mandatory racial

awareness class, as well as social and cul-

tural diversity classes to be written into the

General Education requirements.

Although the wn-iting program currently

stresses issues of race and culture, there is

no set "Civility 101" for new students.

The University did, for three years, hold

a "Civility Week" and a "Civihty Day" to

bring racial issues to the student con-

sciousness. When the state budget crisis

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Rumors worry James residents
Astrologerprophesied murders 400 years ago
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

Rumors concerning a prediction from the French as-

trologer Nostradamus centering around the possibility of

the murder of students of James Residence Hall caused a

meeting between residents and the residence hall director

last night.

Residence Director Theresa Frecker asked the 70 people

in attendance about the rumors they had heard.

The people there, mostly residents of the all-women's

dorm, pieced together the different stories they've heard in

the past few days.

Concerning the reported prediction, people at different

times heard the murders were to happen in New England,

in an L-shaped building, near a construction sight, on a hill,

near a building named Kennedy, by a pond, facing a

graveyard sometime between October 26 and November 3

of a year which has the same first and last digit and the

same second and third digit, such as 2002 or 1991.

"My biggest fear is that everyone knows this everywhere

and it is Halloween," said one James resident.

The rumor description has been scrutinized by students

at colleges throughoutNew England. Students at theJames
meeting heard it was to happen at Boston College, Holy

Cross or a variety of other colleges.

One student claimed Holy Cross was to be closed during

the coming week.

UMass Police LT. John Luippold, who attended the

meeting, said police officials called the Oprah Winfrey

headquarters in Chicago to check on the rumors, which

were thought to have stemmed from a show she aired about

two months ago.

Luippold said many other New England colleges had

placed calls to Chicago in search of the same information.

The television show did not air a program closely related

with these rumors, he added.

James residents were fearful of the upcoming week
which includes Halloween, when pranks and drunkenness

are the norm.
After reviewing the rumors the group went on to discuss

possible safety precautions.

Students had the opportunity to explain to their residence

director and Southwest-North area coordinator various

conditions which bothered them.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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For Your Information
Friday, October 25

Volunteers Needed — The Physical Plant is supplying
the materials to clean up the campus pond, and volunteers
are needed this afternoon and tomorrow afternoon to help
with the clean-up. Please contact David at 546-6960.

Announcement — The Fall 1991 Examination Schedule
will be available to off-campus students in the Registrar's
Office (213 Whitmore) and will be delivered to all residence
halls today.

Workshops — Personal Computing Support Services
(PCSS) is offering a series of workshops and seminars to

faculty, staffand students during the Fall semester. There
is a registration fee of$ 10. To register, call 545-9730 or stop
by PCSS in 203 Goodell.

Speaker— David Crosby, pastor ofFirst Baptist Church,
will be speaking at the InterVarsity Christian Fellowship
large group meeting at 7:30 p.m. in Campus Center room
811.

Bible Study— There will be a Bible study at 7:00 p.m. in

307 MacNamara, sponsored by InterVarsity Christian
Fellowship.

Special Event— The International Students Association
(ISA) will be hosting a Multicultural Night in the Campus
Center Auditorium from 6:30 p.m. to 1 1 :00 p.m. Admission
ia free but the cost of food will be $5.00.

Saturday, October 26

Symposium — "Southeast Asian People and the After-

math: Cambodia, the Missing Link' with Boreth Sun and
others TBA. The event will be held at 1:00 p.m. in the

Augusta Savage Gallery of the New Africa House.

Display — The AIDS Memorial Quilt will be on display

at the Springfield Technical Community College at Scibelli

Hall on One Armory St. in Springfield, Mass. The quilt will

be on display both tomorrow and Sunday.

Sunday, October 27

Announcement — Daylight Savings Time Enflst!!

Symposium — "Southeast Asian People and the Afler-

math: Southeast Asian Resettlement in the United States"

panel with Boreth Sun, Alexander Nguyen and others TBA
will be held at 12:30 p.m. in the Augusta Savage Gallery at

the New Africa House.

Meeting — There will be a P.O.W.E.R. meeting at 7:30

p.m. in 306 Student Union.

»»»»»»»»»»»»WWH >»»»»»»»»»»»»:

(HOME STYLE LAUNDRY
Squire Village Shopping Center

Amherst Rd. (Rte. 9). Sunderland (Next to 7- 1 1

)

665-2641

14th Anniversary
Celebration

(October 14 through 31, 1991)

Top Loaders (WreS) 75c

Double Loaders (^+750) $1.00

Triple Loaders ($?:ee) $1.50

Drawing 100 FREE WASHES
iHr parrkate tecruart m wml

^ONE FREE WASH^
Home Style Laundry
RL 116, Sunderland

(Top Loader)

with one paid wash^

LONDON
ROIM) IKir IR()\t

350

From NEW YORK
round trips ttarting at

LONDON $350
LENINGRAD $610

CARACAS $410

CUTEMALA C. $390
BANGKOK $939

If^S ANGEirS

AUCKLAND $699

Taxes & surcharges no« irKluded.

Fares subjecl to change.

Council Travel
79 So. Pleasent Street,

Amherst, MA 01002
(413)256-1261

Showtimes:
Fn - Sun

7 aopm & 9pm
Moin-Thurs

One show at 7 30pm
A(tults$4 00

Student mf^tHiS 10 $3.00

GARDEN
BEST CHIflESE BUFFET

MANDflRIN/ SZECHOflN CUISINE

5 PM - 9 PM 11:30 AM - 3 PM

Buffet Brunch

j;fiLL-YOa-CfiN-EflT

$5.99
10 BELCHEDTOWN D0.\D DT. 9 AMHED6T

2560251 2560292

WE DEUVED in AMHED6T

5 PM - 930 PM EVIDYDAY

MIN'IMI:M $15 PLU* $2 DELIVIDY CHi\DCE

WE ACCEPT MASTERCARD

Women* Shoes. Clothing & /Vcrssories

Zanna • 187 N. Pleasant Street • Amherst

Monday/Saturday 10-6 Sunday 12-5

413.253.2563

I.;

PRESENTS

THE GOLDEN NOZZLE

Haunted
Car Wash!

Oct. 25 to Oct. 31, Storting at SPM Eodi Doy

V 1315 Boston Rood, Springfiold

Rovto 9 ot the Amhorst/Hodloy Uno

WIN Uniimittd Frt« Car Washts For A Yeor!

A Golden Nonle GOLD URD will bo given

owoy ot eoch location! Pick up your entry

form at any Golden Nonle Car Wash.

FREE Haunted Cor Wash!

Tuesday Only, October 29, with a BP fill-up

at the Boston Rd. and Route 9 BP's, any

grade (8 gal. minimum).

The Collegiate Special!

I $1.00 OFF! I

I Present this coupon at the Golden Nozzle on Route 9, '

I Hodley for a $1 .00 Discount on on Express Wash. Valid only
I Oct. 25 through Oct. 31, 1991 during Haunted Cor Wash I

I hours. Not valid with any other offers. |

Golden Nozzle

CarWosh
An

1 I Kiihcrts Service
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Local

CoUacUn pholo by Joah RayaekU

NOW. THIS WONT HURT A BIT - Mark Muniz tnms branches
outside the Campus Center.

BOG allows
Coalition

State vehicles collide
Compiled by DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

A car driven by Scott Sherman ofSharon
collided with the rear of a car driven by

Doris Clemmona of Amherst on University

Drive on Wednesday night. Clemmons com-

plained of neck injuries and was taken to

Cooley Dickinson Hospital in Northampton

by ambulance, police said.

Sherman was cited for failure to use care

in stopping. The estimated value ofdamage
is $2,000.

A state Van backing into the loading area

of Goodell Library struck another state ve-

hicle in the front quarter panel Wednesday

at about noon, police said. The estimated

value (^damage is $500.

LARCENY:
# A woman reported to the police on

Wednesday evening that she fell asleep on a

couch in the lower level of the Campus
Center and awoke to find her purse stolen.

The stolen item has an estimated value of

$300.

VANDALISM:
• Three male subjects will be summoned

to Court for allegedly tearing down a stop

signThursday morning at the FearingStreet

intersection.

By KIM DIETEL
Collegian Staff

The Board of Governors overturned a

recent decision denying in the Campus
Center concourse to the Cannabis Reform
Coalition in a 5-2 vote last night.

"We're trying to get rights, the same as

any other RSO," said Kai Price, the presi-

dent ofthe Cannabis Reform Coalition. "We
hope to continue to be successful."

Earlier this week, the Cannabis Reform
Coalition was denied access to a table on the

Campus Center concourse, said Aaron Wil-

son, the vice-president of the group. They
were referred to the Board of Governors by

the administration.

Andy Wong, the Vending Coordinator,

refused the request ofthe Cannabis Reform
Coalition to set up a table in the concourse.

"I don't feel it appropriate for the Canna-
bis Reform Coalition to be on the concourse,'

Wong stated. "I do not believe the legaliza-

tion of marijuana is conducive to the e«]uca-

tion institution which we serve."

The policy regulating vending and table

space in the Campus Center states that the

Center's purpose is one which "^nefits the

University community."

"This poUcy is used to deny groups that

clearly do not benefit the educational insti-

tution," said Wong. "It is in my discretion to

decide iftheir services will be a benefit to the

community.'

Ben Preston, vice chairpersonofthe Board

of Governors, stated, "We need conclusive

evidence to overturn Andy's decision. It is

my personal opinion that this evidence ex-

ists."

Wilson said the Cannabis Reform Coali-

tion, a new registered student organization

this fall, aims to "mobilize students and
educate them on the issue to promote politi-

cal change. To make marijuana legal.

"We advocate the changing of laws, not

the breaking of them." Wilson added.

Many individuals and groups came to the

meeting to offer their suggestions on the

issue ofallowing the Cannabis Reform Coa-

lition a table.

It's a gray area when one is promoting

an issue that is against federal law," stated

Steve Herbert, a faculty member at UMaas.

*^e must maintain a drug-free campus to

gain access to fftderal money in grants."

Steve Levine, ofthe Massachusetts Civil

Libertias Union, said the issue was one

constitutional rights.

This was presented to us as a freedom of

speech issue," Levine stated. "It's a great

deal of what we exist for."

The Board ofGovernors is responsible for

allocating space and overseeing activities

within the Campus Center and Student

Union Building.

Diplomat urges Germany to look toward Europe
By CLAUDIUS GEHR
Collegian Correspondent

A high German government official said last night that

Germany should take up more rraponsibility in armed
conflicts outside of Europe.

German General Consul Dr. Walter Gerhardt, speaking

at lecture organized by the European Club, said that "the

[German ] constitution would permit the sending ofGerman
troops in peace-keepingand peace-making missions beyond
NATO borders."

Gerhardt said that "Germany will not be a threat to a

neighbor again," after giving up part ofits sovereignty to the

European Community and becoming an exporting nation,

largely dependent on a friendly and stable political envi-

ronment.
Gerhardt, who was appointed Consul of the Federal

Republic ofGermany for the New England States in Boston

in 1989, said that both the integration ofthe five new federal

states and the integration of the whole Federal Republic

into the European Community has first priority on the

German policy agenda.

"Our heart in Germany is in Western-Europe," Gerhardt

said. "But we also consider to look to Central and Eastern

Coflaciaa pboio by Jeff

General Consul Dr. Walter Gerhardt
KgBB

Europe and give a helping hand to the countries there."

Gerhardt added that "it is important not to drive them
into a comer of isolation," so that they are not isolated like

Germany was after the treaty ofVersailles in the aftermath

ofWorld War I. This isolation led to the rise of fascism and
Hitler's "Third Reich" and eventually World War II.

To underline the German efforts in creating a secure

Europe Gerhardt said that "Germany is in the forefront of

paying [aid to other countries]."

In 1990, "Germany paid about $33 billion to the Soviet

Union," Foreign Officer Gerhardt said in what he "his short

German commercial."

This is added to other figures such as the $11.6 billion

Germany paid the aUies for the war against Iraq or the

tremendously high costs for the integration of the five new
states that used to comprise East Germany.

With a forecasted 3.5 percent growth rate in Germany
and an estimate of over 10 percent growth in the five new
"Bundeslaender" in 1992, united Germany is still having

rising unemployment and raised income and other taxes

due to the "Wiedervereinigung" [reunification) that hap-

pened over one year ago.

We found out so many things afterwards," Gerhardt

said, "the CIA didn't know it either."

UM student volunteers
clean campus pond
By JENNIFER D. HAWKINS
Collegian Correspondent

Volunteers armed with rakes, shovels,

and saws gathered on the campus Pond

yesterday to clean up the area.

The project was initiated by a group of

psychology students who were assigned to

do a project that would help improve the

community. They contacted physical plant

and organized a crew that began weeding

out and clearing most of the growth around

the perimeter of the pond.

"We wanted to clean up UMass," said

Heidi Halasz, a junior psychology m^or.

"The beauty ofthe pond is getting dimin-

ished by the plants that are overgrown,"

said Peter Wozniak, director ofthe Physical

Plant. "Here's a great opportunity to beau-

tify the Campus Pond with volunteer labor."

Although William Manning, a professor

ofplant pathology, has not seen the cleanup

work, he questioned the prudence of clear-

ing brush around the periphery.

"In theory, if it is not interfering with

water quality, why remove it?" He added

that those cleaning the pond have opted to

give it a clean "tidy" look rather than sus-

tain it as a "natural ecosystem."

"It's the campus showpiece," Manning

said.

Besides filling in the crevices in the shore

around the pond and reinforcing a wall that

helps one of the trees to grow, Robert

Daughdrill, Grounds Foreman, explained

that the crew is also eliminating the "un-

wanted stufT such as the Japanese Bamboo

and wild roses, and preserving the "good

material", such as the plants in which the

ducks nest.

In this case, beauty seems to be in the

eye of the beholder.

Faculty Senate remembers
late professor David Booth
By AMY PRENDERGAST
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts political

science Professor David Booth, who died

last Sunday night, was remembered by

his colleagues yesterday as the "heart,

spirit and conscience" of the Faculty

Senate.

Booth was an active member of the

Faculty Senate for over 20 years, and

served on several of their committees.

"There will be little this body does

without the imprint of Booth's memory,"

said Ronald Story, UMass history pro-

fessor and secretary of the senate.

Political science Professor Eric

Einhorn said, "Professor Booth was a

remarkable teacher and known for his

energy, ideas and his love for the Uni-

versity."

In other Faculty Senate business,

Chancellor Richard O'Brien told the Sen-

ate he received a letter on Monday from

a group ofAsian students concerning the

United Asia Cultural Center, which the

students claim to have shut down.

O'Brien said, "Many of their concerns

are legitimate. I will be speaking with

them personally about their concerns with

the appointments of Asian faculty."

The Asian students feel the center is a

product of "token funding." Along with

the shutdown, they are demanding Asian
and Asian-American studies be added to

the curriculum, and an increase in re-

cruitment of Asian faculty, professors

and students.

Speaking as head of the task force to

increase student enrollment, O'Brien

seiid, "We will have to do a great deal just

to maintain the present enrollment. The
freshman enrollment has to start in-

creasing."

Acting Provost Glen Gordon said,

"Afterwe convince the freshmen to come,

we have to keep them here. It's a matter

of retention. At the moment, there is an

18 percent drop-off rate."
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racism
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

began in 1988, however, funds for both the Civihty program
and the "Civility 101" class, whose logistics were still being

worked out, decreased dramatically.

Black students see some progress in the University's

racial climate, although they still feel the threat of racism

and violence persists.

"I don't think (the University is) committed," said Trina
Willis, a sophomore marketing mtgor ofUMass' response to

racial problems which led to riot.

"I think there is still [racial) tension on campus," she

said. "There is some progress, but we need a lot more ... it

needs to improve."

Martin Jones is a freshman who works forNummo News.
He thinks that the University faced then, and faces now an
impoMible task in combating racism on campus, regardless

of which of Hurst's proposals were followed.

"Nothing the University can do will prevent racism— it's

going to come in." Jones says. "The courses are good, but the

responsibility lies with the students. They're best equipped
— they live it."

One recommendation made by Hurst was shot down
when a 1987 district attorney's investigation cleared all but

one football player of wrongdoing in the riot.

Hurst's report held the football team was largely re-

sponsible for the riot, and recommended sensitivity train-

ing for the team. Football coach Jim Reid sent an open letter

to his team to the media including the Collegian in which he

asked his players to "stop focusing on inaccuracies in the

Hurst Report."

Reid said in the letter that it was incomprehensible that

an entire team be held responsible for the alleged actions of

three to five players.

While Reid is quick to point out that Hurst's diagnosis of

the University's racial problem is valuable, he said the

report was "without a doubt" unfair to his team.

Hurst's report held that a White football player had
struck the first blow that evening. It was later found not to

be the case by an investigation headed by then-assistant

District Attorney William J. Larkin.

The Hurst Report misidentified a key individual," Larkin

recalls. "*The investigation found [the individual! was not a

football player."

According to Larkin. who now practices law in

Northampton, an extensive 38-day investigation resulted

in the prosecution of five people acting as individuals. One
football player was among the five; however, he had come
forward earlier and was not the instigator Hurst's report

described.

"The team was not involved," Larkin said.

While the football team's involvement was questioned at

the time of the investigation and was later cleared, there

was no doubt that 1,200-3,000 students certainly were

involved. No matter how it started, in the end the riot

certainly was a racial affair, according to officials.

Black students are aware ofthe riot's racial implication*,

even though most current undergraduates weren't at UMass
when it happened.

Jones was considering attending Massachusetts in 1986

when the riot story broke. The more he became familiar

with UMass' racial problems, the less he wanted to come

here.

"I received a letter with my admissions packet stating

that 'We know we've had racial problems,' " Jones recalled.

"When I saw that, 1 thought to myself 'I don't know if 1 want

to go there.'

"

Kenley Obas, a junior communications m^or and music

director at the Black Mass Communications Project, said

"I Other students! told you about the riot." He first heard of

it his freshman year.

Willis' sister was a UMass student when the riot broke

out. She recalls being told by her sister about the riot, as

well as some words of advice.

"She said to be aware of racial problems." Willis said,

"and never walk alone if you're a person of color."

"It's more a PR. thing," Obas says of the University's

response to the riot. "1 don't see it as sincere." Both Willis

and Obas suggested instead the University bring in a

greater enrollment of Black students.

"Maybe ! racism I wasn't how it started but it turned into

that," Obas explained. "It could've happened anywhere, but

it happened here."
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Racial problems persist
Five years ago this Sunday, one of the ugliest events in

University of Massachusetts history occurred in the South-
west Residential Area. After the conclusion ofthe 1986 World
Series, tensions betweenjubilant Mets fans and angry Red Sox
fans deteriorated into racial violence. Ten students were in-

jured, some very seriously.

It may seem useless for the Collegian to present a series on
an event that happened five years ago. Few students remain to

tell the tale first-hand. They have graduated or left. So has
much of the administration which dealt with the crisis.

We feel, however, it is precisely because so few remember the

riot that we look at it five years later. So that students and
faculty are aware that racial violence isn't something that

happens to someone else. Those who forget the lessons of

history are condemned to repeat them.
Many students do know the story, though. They've heard it

from fHends and relatives who were here that night.

Their stories often conflict. Some say it was racial violence.

Some say it was just drunken baseball fans. We hear both and
are confused. It is hard for us to imagine what it was really like

Oct. 27, 1986 in Southwest, who really threw the first punch,

how many people were really there.

Ben Brogan was there, and wrote about it in a Feb. 25, 1987

Collegian column.
**I was in Southwest that night, and it was a racial incident,"

he said. Those who try to deny it should have seen the hatred,

the anger in the eyes of the hundreds ofWhite men screaming

outside Crampton House, kicking in the plate glass windows,

trying to get at the small group of Black students."

Ask Director of Human Relations Grant Ingle if it was a

racial incident.

"When a White man screams racial epithets before kicking

a Black in the head and ribs, it most certainly is racial," he said.

Another reason to focus in on the Southwest riot is to see

what the University has done about the problems that Frederick

Hurst documented in his report. The sad truth is although

many changes were made, much Yiab never been done.

Part ofthe problem is the University never committed itself

to a binding report, or even to a recommendation in Hurst's

report which called for "someone with sufficient authority—
other than the Chancellor—be assigned specific responsibility

for resolving problems described in this report."

This position was never created. Indeed, because Hurst's

recommendations were not binding, the University could pick

and choose which points it wanted to implement and which it

would ignore. Hurst's report was not supposed to be the last

word in campus racism, however, the commitment of the

University is questionable when it will not allow itself to be

held accountable.

The social and cultural diversity and civiUty classes Hurst

recommended are one example. It is true budget cuts have

hindered the effort to implement these. But when you consider

the severity ofthe problem we face on this campus, you realize

these are the kinds ofthings for which money should he found.

Ifthe University is truly committed to promoting civility and

preventing racism on campus — as its mission statement

suggests— then it needs to rethink the way it has dealt with

the problems Hurst found five years ago. Letting CivilityWeek
fade away is tantamount to saying "We don't need it anymore."

Denial of a problem is as bad as the problem itself

In short, five years later we all should look at ourselves and

ask "Could it happen again? Has there been improvement in

the campus racial climate? Could it happen to me tonight?"

If the answer is yes, it could happen and things have not

improved, we still have a longway to go. Itmay be true that the

problem ofrace is one that we, just one university community,

cannot solve ourselves. But to deny the problem and hope it

goes away is not acceptable. Whetheryou think either the most

or the least we can do is try, we must continue to try.

Unsigned editorials reflect a majority opinion of the Colle-

gian board ofeditors.

Keg law^ discriminates
Today's topic is something we've all been

victims of, and it has recently made the

front pages ofthe local tabloids. Our parents
and teachers may tell us it doesn't exist, and
the government may not admit to it, but it's

as plain as day. What I'm talking about is

age discrimination.

The recent furor over the keg tagging in

this great state stinks ofage discrimination.
College students have long been the victims

of the only specifically legal type of dis-

crimination that exists in the United States.

It doesn't matter what sex. race, religion,

or sexual preference a person is, but if they

aint 2 1 , they can't drink, and ifthey want to

have a party, they can't buy a keg without
Big Brother looming over them.

Michael Morrissey

To recap events, the Town of Amherst
Select Board said Tuesday that they will

review a suggestion of the Task Force to

lioenae potential keg buyers with the town's

finest, the Amherst Police Department.
We all know how this goes, pec^tle. The

licensed buyer gets tl^ kegon some random
weekend night. He holds a little get-together

with his close, peraonal friends. And as soon

as you know it. the police (randomly driving

through the neighborhood, ofcourse) knock
on his door and arrest him. Why? Because
someone underaged was drinking, or

someone made too much noise for the local

farts.

College students are as reliable as the

rest of the "outside" world, and we are more
depencbble. Yefc, our government makes
laws prohibiting us from drinking until we
are 2\, and then we cannot buy a keg unless

we have an extra $50 for a "deposit fee"

(deterrent) and we acquiesce to luiving the

government know that there's a keg at our

house. Screw that!

Maybe 25 years ago, the composition of

an 18-year-old differed considerably from a
21-year-old. But today, with family values

eroding and kids having to grow up their

own. there are few if any significant differ-

ences between the average 18-year-old and
the average 21 -year-old.

However, we are discriminated against.

The truth of the matter is that our "elders"

will never accept us as their equals, espe-

cially in the town of Amherst. They are

condescending even in simple everyday
interaction with us.

Now they are trying to tell us that our

parties, which they have never been to, will

be safer ifthere are no kegs. Better yet. let's

screen keg buyers much in the way a po-

tential gun buyer is screened.

l^iis is not the answer. Parties will become
more dangerous ifkegs are outlawed, in two
different ways. First, more partygoers will

bring their own beer to parties, thereby

driving with alcohol in their cars. The po-

tential for danger will increase, not decrease.

Secondly, more dorm parties will result if

keg buying becomes next to impossible. The
increase ui dorm partiesmeans the inanease
in dorm students drinking, due to the ac-

cessibihty of alcohol. Underaged students

who normally wouldn't go off campus to a
"kegger" will be entertained on their own
floor. Drinking will therefore go up.

The big reason all comes down to this:

while we are on our way to becoming
something, these poor, miserable, over-the-

hill malcontents are doing their best to stop

us from having our fun. Don't have fun, just

crawl into a comer and be quiet. I wouldn't

want us to ei\)oy our lives. Besides, a dead
student doesn't make much noise.

Michael Morriuey is a OoUegian colum-

nist

Lighten up on the beer
alcoholism isn't a party

There was a time, not too long ago. in

fact, when my idea of having a good time

oonaistod of going out with my friends and
having some beers. We'd stagger home at

two in the morning, reeking of Guinness

Stout, and pretend to be alert for the next

day's 9:05 macroeconomics discussion.

But as the years went on and some ofmy
drinking buddies graduated from college

and beer, I graduated into the higher ech-

elons of alcohol abuse. What started out as

a mere six-pack ofGuinness went on to be a

six-pack ofcheaper beer. And when cheaper

beer failed to bring a sufBcientbuzz. I started

to "hit the bottle."

Saad Hopkins

Around my 19th birthday, I started to

eschew the pleasures ofmarijuana, and the

responsibilities of casual, social drinking,

for the life of alcoholism. I could drink a half

pint of vodka each day. At 20, 1 could down

a half pint within the span of an hour then

proceed to nurse a second. After that I would

drink a beer and shut myself off.

"Big deal !" some may say, "Drinking a bit

everyday ain't gonna kill anyone." Well,

that depends on who you are. Drinking

throe quarters of a pint of Popov vodka as a

reward for having finished your homework
at the end of the night may be vour experi-

ence with alcohol on a daily basis, but in my
case it was different.

At the time, I was homeless, bopping

around from couch to couch, with a dozen

ideas in my head, and a strong desire to

achieve something. It's hard to be creative

when you don't have a roof over your head.

So, to escape, I drank. I drank so much that

as ofearly October, I could put away a whole

liter of vodka in three hours' time.

Not only was I bringing about the

obligatory half pint "wake-up bottle" that

was essential before going to class, work, or

anything I had to do, I was drinking myself

silly, and for no damn good reason other

than because it was there.

Sure I wanted to quit, but afler a while it

became impossible to do. First, because of

the physicfid addiction of booze, and second.

I was hard-pressed for an incentive. Some
told me that if I didn't quit I would die, but

I didn't think that wasn't much ofan incen-

tive at the time.

Thus during the second week of this

month, after a heavy drinking binge brought

on by two close deaths and a world collapsing

around me, I had to go to the hospital to get

treated for a pancreas infection. Four years

ofheavy drinking finally caught up with me.

I had a drying out spell there that was
horrible: the shakes, spaciness, and an at-

titude that was fouler than the odor of de-

caying meat. My pancreas was in such bad

shape that the pains in my stomach were

unbearable. I had to have an IV ofnutrients

pumped into me at all times. I couldn't drink

water without throwing up. And all sorts of

nasty side effects to medicine. That was a

week of hell.

However, instead of being 80 percent

drunk, I'm now 80 sober. I haven't touched

anything hard since the sixth of the month.

It's not a long time, but it's some progress.

Personally, I love drinking, out of all the

times when I would drink to escape, there

were plenty of occasions where I would

simply drink for pleasure, the pleasure of

the buzz. But it had to stop.

I'm not writing this to preach to anyone (I

would never deny someone the right to a

Heineken). I haven't gone to AA, I haven't

found Jesus through my refound sobriety,

but somehow I do feel better. I think clearer,

smell fresher, and all those other corny

cliches.

Alcohol is great! I love the stuff. But

there comes a time when you gotta say no.

Not just because it could screw you up se-

verely, but, as was my case, that vodka and

orange could very well be liquid death.

Saad Hopkins is a Collegian columnist

li
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Sandwiches. Foot Long Subs. Bagles &
Lox, Soups & Salads, Outrageous

Brownies, Ben & Jerry's

Delivery antil 2 a.m. Th-Sat

549-6314

rumors
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

One asked for additional lights to be placed in front ofthe

dorm, which she claimed grew too dark at night. Others
asked for extra security, some hoping for a police oflRcer

stationed outside the building all Halloween day.

Frecker informed the group that James and Emerson
stickers had just arrived at her office that day, making the

task of identifying residents easier.

Students contributed more ideas to the brainstorm,

including locking outside doors for the week and sleeping

elsewhere.

"I feel that we are not going to be safe here no matter

what happens," said one student.

"We are reviewing the staffing in light of these rumors."

said Luippold.

"This is a problem that we should notjust look at during

Halloween," said the police chief.

Area coordinator Gay Douglas concluded saying, "It is

reasonable to be afraid, but you have to try to get a hold of

your fear.

"Your biggest enemy could be your fear," she said.
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Skip Shattered
By JON LUPO
Coilegian Correspondent

What happens when a movie spends
the entire running time trying to outwit
the audience? What happens when a di-

rector chooses to direct the plot instead of
the actors? What happens when good
performers are squeezed into a film where
the story is obviously the star? Then
you've got Shattered, a convoluted and
worthless waste of time and talent.

The film opens up with a car careen-
ing ofT the road. Out flies Greta Scacchi
{The Coca Cola Kid) and wedged in the
car liesTom Berenger (Someone to Wo^A
Oi'er Me), scarred beyond recognition.

Guess what — he also has a bad case of

amnesia, forgettingeverything about his

personal life. Wife Scacchi is more than
willing to help him reclaim his memory,
perhaps too willing, and avoids questions
about the "acddent." He finds out that

Scacchi was having an affair and that his

friends, played by Corbin Bernsen
(television'sIiA Lou;) andJoanne Whaley-
Kilmer (Scamia/)know more than they're

sajring. Berenger has plenty of foggy-

creen flashbacks and finds out he hired

a private detective played by Bob Hoskins
(Who Framed Roger Rabbit?) to trail his

wife. Everybody knows more than he
does and no one is talking. They keep
muttering "Ifonly you knew."and "Watch
out for him/her . . . he/she's dangerous.'

Just spit it out already]

What can ultimately save this kind of

film is the acting. No luck here, either.

It's disappointing because we've got fine

actors stuck in one-dimensional, stock

characters.

First offisTom Berenger, looking very

worn and tired, even well after the acci-

(tent. He has a confused, bewildered ex-

pression on his face for the entire film .

.

. a real stretch.

Greta Scacchi does her worst femme-
fatale as Berenger's possibly evil wife.

It's odd because she's done these type of

roles in such films as White Miaehiefand
Presumed Innocent. She's one of those

actresses whoseams to have a stipulation

in her contracta that she must have at

least three nude scenes in every movie
(Mickey Rourke and Ellen Barkin, et al).

This role is a definite waste ofher talents.

Bob Hoskins, a British actor who
donned a Jewish accent for his role in

Mermaids, this time lays a heavy New
York-ordinary Joe one. Every manner-
ism is cliche. That could be blamed on the

script, but one would think a noted
character actor would have come up with
something remotely original.

The only member of the cast, in fact,

that cornea away unscathed is Corbin
Bernsen. The reason is b(»cause he's

playinga toned-down version ofhisAmie
Bedcer duuncter from LA Law. He's not

even around enough to make an impact,

though.

However confounding in the acting

department, it's the ever-twisting plot

that emergea as the most disappointing

element. Shattered certainly keeps the

viewer guessing. It unravels to a con-

clusion that comes way out of left field,

cheatingeven the most faithful viewer—
it's not even worth going to try to figure

out the mystery. Shattered is an oddity:

usually ciisdible stars

and a well-known director (Wolfgang

Peterson — Das Boot) in a genuinely

terrible movie.

Grade: ]>¥

With Special Guest

plus PEARL JAM
SUNDAY NOV 3 - 7:30 PM

SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER
TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT TICKETMASTER,

TICKETMASTER CHARGE AND VENUE BOX OFFICE

ALL TICKETS $l!l,5«

7-/cyc£f//y i/agrg-/=?^

O. FOX: HOLVOKE, MA A rNFIELD, CT
CRAPE STREIT RFCOROS AMMFRST

MOVItS A MORE, CMICOPtE PIUS MORE

CAilFOK rix

(800) 382-8080

SCUM-con!
By NICOLE GONZALES
Collegian Staff

SCUM, the Science Fiction Convention
of UMass, has successfully managed to put
on its 7th annual convention by providing

every type of science fiction and fantasy fan
with an amazing amount of anti-mundane
activities.

"A 'mundane' is a person with no imagi-

nation," said Mike Phipps, chairman of the

committee, a.k.a.. Our Glorious Leader.
Phipps explained why their conventions

seem so odd to the mundane. "Toconvention-
goers, it's all one big in-joke," said Phipps.

"We've all read the books, so all someone has
to do is make a reference and everybody will

burst out laughing."

Several panels were held throughout the

weekend, ranging from creating your own
alien at the Hatch to listening to story-

telUng byJane Yolen. Sd-fi filmswereshown
continuously duringthe c<mvention while in

the "^Star TYek room." epiaodea of Um new
and original Star Trek were shown. Outside
the panels, there was always scmiething

going on, such as the conga line started by
SCUM member, Julie Page. A more struc-

tured form ofdancing, the Regency Dance of

medieval times, was also being taught by
Liaa Steele and Heather Abbott.

To the average person, it all looked like

one big Halloween party with swashbuckling

swordsmen, medieval princesses, sheiks, and
harems. For most who attended, however,

the "con" served as a place for intelligent

people to get together and exchange ideas.

Guest of honor Steven Brust said what
he liked best about the conventions: "I like

being treated like a God ... to be honest,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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LIVE IN SPRINGFIELD

PARAMOUNT
1 TOO MAM ST1€n. SPRMGnCLD. MA.

.38 SPECIAL
HENRY LEE
SUMMER
OCTOBER 27TH

PATTI
LaBELLE
OCTOBER 29TH

VIOLENT
FEMMES
NOVEMBER 1ST

GEORGE
CARLIN
NOVEMBER 2ND

TEMPTATIONS
WITH DOWN FIVE
NOVEMBER 8TH

FISHBONE
PRIMUS
NOVEMBER 20TH

FOREIGNER
wrrH

XYZ
NOVEMBER 29TH

TICKETS ON SALE PARAMOUNT BOX OFRCF (413) 734 5874;

TICKETPRO PHONE CHARGE 1 -800 828-7080; NORTHAMPTON TICKET

OFRCE (413) 586 8686; RECORD EXPRESS; STRAWBERRIES
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K^H> Hll»lM^H^ • IM(iMV> JH»H tH^ • l'KIMK<l>( I \^^ • ulrtssf^ H<Hlk^Hl>l'«

GREASE PALVrS* HANDS'. [SA^'
41 FEET • UTTCHES' RATS & BROOMS • WIGS • \(AJ7 ^

MOl-STACHES • BE\RDS • NOSES • F.ANGS • yj^
TEETH • TOOTH BLACK-OIT / \/

'

NORnL\MFrON HALLOWEEN CENTER \

25 State Street • 58^5006 ^

10 Minutes From UMass

LARGE ASSORTMENT OF MASKS TO CHOOSE FROM

C«n for extended Haloween boon h.L. CHILDS 8l ^ON
Daily and Saturday 9:OOamli:15pm. Thursdays til 8:OOpm

'rowse putter meander And
"even shop Enjoy The Village Com-

mons, a unique retail complex reminiscent

of the traditional New EnglarxJ village A place

filled with elegant fashions high quality crafts

whimsical gifts and fine dining Open daily and

Sundays, too

Monday -Saturday 10 am to 6 pm
Thurvlay til 8 p m

Sunday Uoon to 5 p m

Step out of the ordinary

and into the uncommon

TheVillage-Gqmmons
SHOPS RESTAl'RANTS THEATERS

$500.00

UNIQUE AUTO SALES
H;t '^ iA'i LO^ege s: A-"ie-5;

t>D roro Hangw 't»4

89 Geo Spectrum. AT, AC

t& Nissan Stanza, loaded

88 Hyunda Excell GL AT, Sunrool

88 Honda Cwc DX, SSpd, Clean

'88 Hyundai ExoHGL AT 22K

'86 VoiSN^ JBBa GLI AC CASS

253-4282

•fjt yfM Tf rMirn> • (MMo* rr>R h^ir • Txr pruFTfT rrr • Bf ^\ \ \ivm.>>»

Some of the biggest,

some of the best

presents come in

the smallest boxes!

WHO'S

OPEN

UTE?

SwL-Thufs. Open till 3:00am

Fri ft SaL Open 24 Hours

raliiipiiiir.

Route 9. Hadi«y
256-6889

next to Stop & Shoo

THREEDAYS ONLY!
Owning your own high-performance computer has never been this easy and

affordable! For Parents'Weel<end,ACI isannouncing thenew 25 MHz386SXsystem.

Imagine: 25 MHz SX power at a 286 price! And for three days, receive a free Math

Co^Processor or 24-pin letter-quality printerwith the purchase ofa 25 MHz SX system!

25 MHz Power, 286 Price!
25 MHz 80386SX Processor, up to 50% faster than 16 MHz SX's

2 Megabytes of RAM, Expandable to 16 Mb
40 Megabyte 28-milliseconcl IDE Hard Drive

512K Super-VGA Graphics Adaptor

14" Paper-White monochrome VGA monitor

TEAC 3.5" High-Density Floppy Drive (add a 5.25" drive for only $65)

Microsoft DOS 5.0

FREE Star NX-2410 24-pin printer or Cyrix FasMath Coprocessor

Fully upgradeable design

(Students & Faculty only, please.)
FREE Math Coprocessor or 24^in Printer!

WHERE AND WHEN :

Thursday through Saturday, October 24th-26th, 9:00am-4:00pm

on the Umass Campus Center Concourse ^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^(C)l 991 AmCTic»n Computer Innovator*. Inc. All n»m« «re tradfinark* of th«ir rwpective own«n. HOURS: M-F 9-5 • Sat. 11-3 • 545-2619

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

MIlCHAei.. ON B5HALF- OF
Thepomsaum FOLNPA-
VON. ItmNTTDCONeMW-
Lfiw you ON. BeamiNG
POlhfrO'UWNQ.WT/

^THe uuoRx you dip
^

GeWNeRJPOFTHOS^
PRU66UY5iUA5MAR-

[ VUCU5, JUSTMfiRmOUS'^

\-"1

&^ i

Unknown to most historians, William Tell had an

older and less fortunate son named Warren.

[ soi^JHYPONJuepRoceeP \

iiurm(xm phoid-ophbr^...
PONTCFOM?, ncAse-oe
ATA TIMS' ISrs NOT TURN
7HtSiNTCAM£PIACmje>i

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

T

iO'lS

I CAN PtRPtTRATE ANi

/

I CAN GET AyVC< yi\\W

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

dwvne bdbre I ftiish up.

O

»ii«s> be piipHu xftnfs to np
pworii.

'^ ^
,
4h«fbW

kid'sorsoff.

CAST OF THOUSANDS

som
ffOOmffTiSA

GHOSLJHiS IS

pufrry uBiRQ

By BARRY DEUTSCH

UNDER 21 By KRIS K. EARLE

W UNit Ti^itp S"^^ Of J^ Ih^Y biiV

Hfmy l^K Arm.
UOWUM^<^>rf>^M><^

Quote of the Day
"And now," Max cried, "let the wild

rumpus begin!"

- Where the Wild Things Are
Maurice Sendak

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Pwptoiad
6\M«n«r
schniual
>ngra(Mnt

10 Scrap*
14 SolZiMniltyn t

Ttw —
Arct«pa4ago

15 Jaton • ship

IS Combining lorm

meaning
vision

UHumbia
18E«caiata
19 Rivaf flowing lo

tna Caspian
Saa

?OFamt«ltad
22 Liimtad

24 Comauppanca
25Ba«MMarad
TSLutmcani

30
32 Coward ol not*

33 August mvtt^ m
Russia

3S MnportaiM arlary

39 \A>ic«no m Stoly

40S»iowho«l
42 raise god
43 Horsa/man d

myth
45 Mad* do wWi

out

46 lodges
47 — loalar

49 Tree ol eastern

CtMna

SI Sight m
44 Down

54 mertaciMe

55 Site ol Mount

DOWN
1 Gelaltn

subaMul*
2Partol
a bras*

band
3 A Moravian.

lor or>e

4 FacMale
5 Program
e Obscure
7 Strays

• Past

tUkeskim
tn0k

10 Kind ol

tournament
11 Ta>ir>g time

12 Eipress
ISPropeleda

punt

21 ModKum
23 Impretann
26 Bucks
27 Fiagmant
2eFuinisliad

29Taig*(

30 Toocule
31 Far¥»r's

weapon

34 Foratohan

36 Statu*

37 Strong flavor

3aA*wal
41 Father d

Candtce
44 Nevada resort

48Sarge
50 Foray

51 Sea near

AtMimta
52 Stood up
93 Pitch in

S4 Made Ih* floor

shm*
56 Fool* Ot*-

aulhor

57 — potlnda:

SpanMiMtw
58 Place lor

59 Pimctoum
60 Gainsay
63CwMn

maraupM,
for short

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

S6I
61 L*am by —
62Llnaatv*d

Question

64 Marm
ingredient

65 Concerning
66l^coiate
67 Morn out

66 Explorer Rone*
da —

69 Tamper
70 Flirt

' ' p r P!

1

L
' r

1

m- TT- ir ir
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IT- »"
I

w
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-
'
r ^^^1

1
;

n
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!

B
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1

m
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u
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Quote of the Day
"The philosophers hitherto have

only interpreted the world in various

ways; the thing, however, is to change

it."
" Karl Marx

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19): You

may be thinking about expanding your

bu<>inrss or taking on a new partner. A
lawyer or accouniani can give you

excellcnl advice. Take achanceon love—
you have nothing lo lo«e.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): The

lempo of business picks up today. You

enjoy meeting new people. Display your

special talents. Branch out in a difTencm

direction, but guard against acting

overconfident.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):

Relatives and friends play an increasingly

important role in your personal affairs.

Take lime to learn skills that will increase

your earning power. Mate is supportive.

CANCER (June 2 1 -July 22): Good

luck continues lo favor your efforts. If

extra money comes your way. set some

aside for later on. Postpone a romantic

interlude while you pursue several plalonic

relationships.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Consolidate

recent gains this morning. Fortuitous

developements are featurcdihisaflemoon.

.Strcngtheningabusiness alliance will help

you acheive lasting financial security.

Good humor will offset rising tension

over an emotional involvement.

V IRGO (Aug. 2.3-Scpt. 22): Someone

makes a big effort to appeal lo your

charitable side. As long as the cause is

worthy, respond generously. Ifengaged in

conndcntial work, heed a warning that

certain revelations will be made.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oci. 22):

Entertaining demanding business clieiMs

can he costly You may have to ask yourself

whether this is really worthwhile. Avoid

throwing good moiKy after bad. Romance

is chancy. Lie low.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 2 1 ): Clever

maneuvers behind the scenes should bring

in extra ca.sh. You could get that special

job opportunity that you have been waiting

for. Romance is svreei the second time

around.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):

You could be more sensitive than uttial

today. Guard against flying off the handle.

Everyone will be in a much better tnood

by this evening. Do not let the pa.st haunt

you.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Seize the initiative at work and try to slay

in the saddle until you have achieved a

principal goal. The competition is not al

full strength today. Keep your savings in

the bank.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Trying lo decide whether you can believe

in someone close to you could tear you

apart. Keep your own behavior above

reproach. You are a tower of strength for

someone in trouble.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Whal

you do with your money is your own

business. But what your male does with It

concerns you both. An open discussion is

vital. Lost possessions mysteriously

reappear.

Today's Staff
Night Editor KimFrisino

Copy Editor Jason George

PhotoTechnician MattKahn

Production Supervisor. Seth Kaye

Production Joanne Quimby,

Jason Toria

•» -t *» '» '4 •§*» *t ••••••• •#•§•§••••' •'»••" »•• ' »
• » • r •
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SCUM
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

what I bke are the arguments . . . anything that gets your

brain into overdrive, where you're challenged, and where

you've got to keep up . . . it's a very particular kind of high."

Brust, well-known for his fantasy novel, Jhereg, which

was called a '^vitty, biting adventure," pointed out a single

theme that many of the convention attenders have in

common.
"Referring to the authors standing around him includ-

ing. Neil Gaiman, EngUsh author of the comic series, The

Sandman, and Theresa Neilson Hayden, editor-in-chief of

Masquerade Books which pubUshes Erotica . Brust said this

shared theme is "to assert beauty, prove beauty, and create

beauty. You cannot have beauty without the flip side and

you've got to transcend it. Wait til you read Brair Rose by

Jane Yolen."

Gaiman gave an example of this theme from one of his

comic book historical series: "It's a story about madness and

the imagination as a liberating thing; about belief as a

liberating thing. It's frightening, the story of Norton. He

believed he was the emperor ofthe U.S. in San Francisco in

the 18608 to 1880s and the people treated him as he was. He

was sustained and enriched by his belief and his life was

actually a wonderful thing."

Many of the guests of the convention proved to be

professional eclectics, including T.J. Glenn, professional

fighter in stage combat, stuntman, fanzine publisher, and

comic book artist. During his studies at Parson School of

Design, Glenn found one book in particular that fascinated

him— a novel called Swashbuckling 101 . "The day I held a

sword in my hand," said Glenn, "I said this is what I want

to do." Although Glenn has mastered many of the sword

techniques throughout Europe, his future goal is to learn

Korean swordfighting, which requires a knowledge of the

martial arts. He is currently learning under martial arts

teacher, CM. Griffin, who also attended the convention.

Griffin's specialty is pursuing the art of Hwa Rang Do.

"Hwa Rang Do is better than a fraternity because we can

kick your butt."joked Griffin. He described the more serious

aspects ofthe art. "I'm opening my mind to meditation," said

Griffin. "I'm learning to listen to my body."

Griffin's knowledge ofmartial arts, and directing, as well

as the Korean language, got him a contract with Fuji TV. an

Asian television and film company. Compared with his

work with Western filmmakers, Griffin said that there was

a "better group effort" among the Asian filmmaking team.

"The Asians respect everything you do," said Griffin.

Female award-winning fantasy author Jane Yolen has

been almost an annual guest, including being guest ofhonor

in 1989. In a conversation about typical trends in fantasy,

such as unicorns and dragons, Yolen commented on her own

work: "I don't pay attention to trends. Sometimes it gets

published and sometimes not." As a critic described her,

Yolen said, "I'm either ten years ahead or behind." In

addition to fantasy. Yolen writes children's b«K)k8 and adult

novels, such as her latest on the Holocaust, Briar Rose.

Parent's l/tfeeRenci]

BRUNCH BUFFET
Bring Your

Parents... $6.95
...or Make Them

Bring You.

All You Can Eat — Saturday & Sunday

Belgian Waffles

Eagt ^ Omelet*
(madt to oracr)

Bacon & Sausage

Virginia Baked Ham
Home Style Potatoes

FresKly B«l?eJ Babels

Danisn
Muirins
Breads

and lots ot iruit

Rte. 9, HADLEY
Ntxt to Howard Johnson AAotor Lodge

ASK FOR INFORMATION ABOVJT BANQUET FACIUTIES

AU MENU ITEMS ARE AVAILABLE FOR WKE OUT

NOW RENTING FOR THE
SECOND SEMESTER

Don't live in the dorms paying 1800*^^ room

and board for the second semester

You can live in beautiful

SQUIRE VILLAGE
at an average of$235/Month

(room, board, utilities)

We have large 1 to 4 bedroom apartments

fully applianced with:

• Kitchen with dishwasher •

• Wall-to-wall carpeting •

• Air Conditioning •

• Laundry facilities •

• Swimming pool •

• On U-Mass bus route •

Don't Delay! Call

SQUIRE VILLAGE
APARTMENTS
ROUTE 116 • 665-2203

THIS FRIDAY 2-6 PM

THE TOC
SEAFOOD BAR

PEEL 'N' EAT
SHRIMP

$ 4.25/HALF DOZ

FRESH
STEAMERS

$ 4.50/'BUCKEr

Introducing Pitchers

of

Miller Genuine Draft

for $4.25

ONLY AT THE TOC LOUNGE
11th FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER
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Men harriers at Atlantic 10s
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian SUff

The Atlantic 10 Championship Meet beckons the Uni-
versity of Massachusetts men's cross country team this
weekend. The Minuteraen travel to Van Cortland Park in
New York City for tomorrow's 10 a.m. meet.

UMass coach Ken O'Brien expects his team to be among
the top four teams there.

"Historically, we've been fighting for one ofthe top three
or four spots in this meet," O'Brien said. "I see ourselves in
a relatively similar position this year."

The Minutemen were third at the A-lOs last year and
have finished between second and fourth place in each ofthe
past 13 years.

UMass is coming off of a second place finish in the
Eastern Conference Championship Meet last weekend. The
team was led by Kevin Greenhalgh. who finished seventh
overall in the race. Greenhalgh was named the A-10 runner
of the week for his performance.

Greenhalgh is one ofjust five UMass runners competing
this weekend who ran in last year's meet. The Minutemen

lost their top four finishers ft-om last year to graduation.
UMass will also be without Craig Cormier, its fifth

finisher from last season. Cormier, who finished 19th last

year, is out with a virus.

The returning runners from last year's A-10 squad are
Pat Reed, who placed 20th, Greenhalgh (27th), Mike Davis
(29th), Matt Simon (31st) and Tom Walsh (53rd).

John Raach also will not compete due to an abdominal
muscle pull. Raach was the team's second finisher at the
Easterns last weekend, 10th overall, and placed 35th at the
A- 10s last year.

•^e'U suffer a bit without John and Craig," O'Brien said.

"But I think we have some depth and we should have some
runners who can overcome their absence."

O'Brien expects UMass to be in a battle for second place.

"West Virginia should be the favorite in the meet," he
said. "St. Joseph's (who beat UMass by one point to take
second last year), Rhode Island and ourselves have been
fairly even this season and should be competing for the next
spots. St. Joe's returns five oftheir top six runners ft-om last

year, so I would have to give them the edge over Rhode
Island and ourselves."

li«iii!»iiiL» fi\li ii'fiiHiiiy
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30e PIZZA I 1.99 PIZZA i BUY ANY i

U-MASS
256-8911

Mt. Holyoke
535-1111

We Accept

Competetors
Coupons

ORDER ANY I

TWO TOPPING I

BUY ANY

LARGE PIZZA | LARGE PIZZA

GET MEDIUM 1 | q^T 2ND ONE
TOPPING PIZZA I

FOR 30c I FOR SI .99FOR SI .99

LARGE
PIZZA

for the price of

a small Pizza

11
rg!^B

j"$1.00OFF"i
I ANY 2 CALZONES |

|$1.00OFFj
I ANY 2 CALZONES |

I "P \n5m% o«t coupM par 2 CaUoMt • Deli»«ry 0»ly

OPEN at 11:30 A.M. DAILY

Classifieds
COME TO THE COUEGIAN OFFICE IliCAMPVSCENTER • THURSDAY 8. M)-S:30 FRIDAY 8:30-2:30 'DFADUNF IS T^VO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUaTION • lOi/V^ORDDAY FOR STUDENTS • CASH IN ADVANCE

AcuvmES CNTEJITi

HAUNTED HOUSE AT LAMBDA CHI
Sponaortd by th« braOian
and Halow*«n hMdquarMTi
2931 630-9M
K
To benglit DARE
IntarVarsity Christian Fallowsliip

m««ting Rm81 1 . 7:30pm LAM tnp

5 45 outside Blu«wall To know HIM is

to love Him We do>

HAVMQ A PAirrY? ForB«t the «Mr«0. Nr*

a band' Can Brendan at 586-2533

RACK-A^NSCI $1 75 00 DJs. VJa. Karaoke

lor housw Fomtat partia*, CaH 566-9800

FOR RENT

TAROT AND RUNE rsMtnga loday, cam-
pus canter conoourca $2 donation Spon-
sored by Pagan Student Ofjanttaion

THE WARP DANCE
Sponsored by HSA A FMd Houaa CouneN
Fnday 10/25 9pm
Field Lounge
Musk Irom SOe to "90*

ANNOUNCEMENTS

HOT.. .SPICY. ..MOUTHWATERING...
BUFFALO WINGS!!
Finally, what you've t>een waiting lor.

Fast. free, healthy deliveryi

Introducing Mama Mapes Wings -N- Things

opening Thursday Oct 31st

Don! miss out!

POWER WIU BE holding a meeting on

Sunday Oct 27lh at 7:30pm in306SV (Power
Otfice)

PUT YOUR TUNES ON T V i

UNION
VIDEO
CENTER

Wants your original music

We're by the Hatch Come by

Peace.

PVOC OIL CO-OP Purchase home heating

oil al reduced cost COD or automatic de-

livery Register atOCHO 426 Student Union

STUDENT LOCKERS AVAILABLE in Stu

dent Union For storage ol books and other

personal belongings Register at OCHO 428

Student Union

Wanna play LIVE on WMUA?
We're looking lor bands
to play lor the

Live Music Project.

Call 545-2892
Ask for Dave Demerjian or Ami Bennit.

Townhoiiaa2Badroomi l/2twtt)BusnouH

N Amham 1 567 1352

FOR SALE

3 LENNY KRAVnZ TICKETS
Nov 1 Boston

Cheap
546-4085

BEST OFFER: Halowaan Dark Vador cos-

tume Small BW TV w/ cable lor dormitory.

Co«ee machine 549-0142

OMCAMPUSMTERNBHPSlVRMQIt
Earn cradR wWi tha Rasidar4lil Hacyclino

Program Oam valuabia expatlanoa by pro-

woang racydng on campus Weencouraga
al ma|ors to Join u*! Introduce naw idaaa lo

ttia program Contad the RasWanllil Racy-

ding Program'S45-l iSSiQarttslwa Houaa

* KNOW YOUR RIQHTS *

Do yau Iwwa quaations aboul your rights?

Do you think your dvll righl* h«va basn

vtoMad'' Find out' Contad Tha Lagai Sar-

vioas Caniar. 922 Campua Caniar. 545-

1995 _^__^
LOST

CMCKENFAjn'A-
Happy aitibMhdayi
Maybe wa can go caleOraie on Sunday and

taha care of my bar study Behave on Satur-

day nght
Lova.Qayia

MARY^ NOVICE 1

we made our mark on the CortnecVcut

ITS time 10 maite it m Connecticut

Let the boats njn this Sunday

DARRM Your tutor has a naw laaaon

Bnng your own I

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 MEOnOOMM 2 badroom Colonial Vili^
Bus route Zn* MgM Cal Lu 235-2435

JOANNE NAPPY 1B1M
L^s ovMraM rocKfw

W0*V brtng the ic# ctmiti-

MOOOOO
lOm flnd Krtdsn

MOe YOUR VOOtCAIII ChrisM (Tha 1

nor) IS off the wagon'

JEN AND ANDY
Hope you have a great time on Frtday

Happy two year Anni\^<iarylM

Happy 1 year 5 (Ttonlh Anniwanary

YouRMashunkar
Itovayou

FOR SALE
Elednc guitar and amp
Good beginner's sal

Loud and fun

$280 Call 566-7353

Four Qaorga MtetiasI Tlckals

Will sell together or In pairs

(30 each or B O
Mon Oct 28th show

Call 549-5340 after 4

FOIL.. $100
12 spaed radng bike in good shapal

Can 546-7347

HEAD OF CHARLES Tshins-Discount

pnca. -For head mH 256^^14

IBM PC/XT Computer System wHh amber

monitor. 5 1 /4 dnve & some software $165/

BO 665-2215 Oris

FOUND

Lost a gold colored ancfwr 10-21 in Cam-

pus Center Please can Juan at 6-2719.

Great sentimental vakie

Raward for tha return of60 CD's stoian trom

Main St. Fn night

Can Mike 253-0666

MOTORCYCLES

Suzuki 4S0 19B0 Runs waH

$200 Can 256-3466 Ask tor BrywH

PERSONALS

Who Is that SEXY man working in tha

Alumni Office''

You look great Man! We noticad.

Debbie and Suzanria

JELLO •TWISTER

6 days down! Stk* to It and good luck!

LovaMoly

HAPPY BOA DAYI
How old are you now?
Hugs and Kisaes -CP

HAPPY 21ST SUSAN BARRY
Have a Guiness & ceietxate

like they do in CtXV\

Love. Tha other Sue from UMaas

MARKSCAMPSEU.
In 20 years wal go bad( to TwMat* and
calstorMs our Aday but leave out tha baa
and n skip bibng my nails

Happy 22nd birthdayl I love U moral

Pam

BICYCLE BROKEN?
Call Pat

546-0119

Just ttiought you'd Bia to see your name in

the panonalii

Love Mo

RICK-l saw you buy that vasalna at CVS
'Kathleen

I LOVE U ALSO
Buffet!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
TRINITY!

... FEELS LIKE FOREVER
WAIT FOR CHAPTER 3 ???

Kalhleen~l think Todd is a dog -Nic

Chrtstine-Cant you and Brian give it up. -

Astro

Nic -Let's spend the night together -Ri*

HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY ROBINI!

You are finally as oU as the rest of us- 1 cani

believe Love Foo-Foo. Hobtiit. and Your

Big Brother Jason

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TRINITY
Have a nice day-smile

Your Shiny Happy Fnends

EUSE
You can go anywtiafs now. but doni forget

aboul the boalhouaal (rn be there until May)

Happy birthday KMar -go gel rocked! Love.

Shan

My Lfflla mtiian (PaO
I cant even express how happy
you've made the past year.

It's been the best!

Happy Anniversary

I Love You
-Fat's Son (Buddy)

ORDER AVONt
546-1999

Cal lor brochure

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy lest, information or

support? Cal lor free and confidanlM

•arvioas. ALTERNATIVES 245 MMi
Siraal. Nocthampton 586-3000 or

QiaanlWd 774-6019

STOPOMOWMOWnw the helpotpowarlUI

hypnothanpisHromTlW SpedaltfaixMnis

tor students. Cal 586-7372

FREE praoftancy testing; confidantiaJ and
caring support BIRTHRIGHT:233 No.

I Street Amherst 549- 1 906

TRAVEL

BAHAMA CRUISE $99 Per parson

5day/4 night hotel Plan now tor your break.

Vary tmited offer Call now 1 -80062 1 -0572

ALEX COISMAN you tost your planner

outside ol Lederle Come pick it up al the

Collegian

FOUND: Set of keys at Unique Auto Sales

Call Brenda at 253-4282

HELP WANTED

COLLEGE PIZZA

COLLEGE PIZZA
Fall Special

Small cheese $3.50

Large cheese $6.00

Free soda with purchase ot a

sub. salad, or spaghetti

549-6098 549-6073

Must mention this ad

EXTERIOR PAINTERS
E xperienced student painters needed to paint

Amherst area homes Full or part time

Amehcas College Painters (800) 626-6267

"Painting America's homes coast lo coast"

StIGNATURE AGENCY SEEKING female

models Requirements Ages 16-24 $10 ap-

plication fee Minimum Height 5'7" Please

Dress in black Minority candidates urged to

apply Tues Od 29 7- 10pm at Holiday Inn

Holyoke Exit 1 5 off 191 NORS Near Ingleside

Mail

SIGMA DELTA TAU
SOT sisters * pledges -prepare yourselves

for an unforgettable hayhde! See everyone

Saturday' Love, Michel! Karen

ANDREW
These past two years have been the tiest

days of my life I tove you very much Happy

Anniversary, Jenny

CARPE DIEM! Womans Novice Craw
Sunday ..

Our wake. Their funeral

Greg, This past year has been incredible!

You have become such a big part of my life

Thank you tor always listening and showing

me you care-You're my best friend' I LOVE
YOU SO MUCH i Love. Beth

HEY UMASS
Knstie Tincher is finally 21

'

Psyche Psyche Psyche! (Paaartee!)

Love, your roomies.

WATCH OUT UMASS-
Laurence Pohner is turning 18 at mklnight

tonight

Happy birthday Larrylll

I hope all your wishes come true 'cuz you

deserve everything you want'

It's Me-
Evil(You better know who H Is)

To the thalvea In Wi Gllrsath:

Your football days are over!

What's on TV. now?
Beware ol retatiaUon...

CLICK.

#12

SUZY-
Happy 21 St birthday!

Get psyched for Rudoll & Frosty season
Love. Monster

Attentton SEXY SINGLE SKiMAS, It tooks

like we're no longer just the married house,*

which means a lot more fun for us! (UMass

beware)

EDDY...rrS BETTY!
Just a reminder that Hell Day is approaching

Nine months .UGH' Let's celebrate!

PSEEYA

BRIAN D.

Wear Mel

Besos,

YourMinii

RIDE WANTED

Are you going to DC or VIRGINIA over

Thanksgiving break? Please take me along!

I'll pay ALL EXPENSES! Call Pat at 549-

0961

NORTHAMPTON TO AMHERST vraak-

nights 1 30AM-'' 253-2329 ^__
RIDE WANTED
To VanHalen / Worcester. 10/30. Pay gas,

Chns 546-1712

iteSU Feat Jan 12-17

00(Kto,hoaubs,Skiing.and more Also spring

break. Cancun , Jamaica and mora . CallJohn
a John 549-8101

TYPING

PAPERS TYPED: $1 50/typed page
Quick. Accurate Service. Call Brian 546-

3563

WORD PROCESSmO, laser printing, pa-

pers, resumes, theses. Rosemary 259- 1 786

WANTED

To recycle: Prescription medication bottles/

containers (Nonrenewable RX only) Please

call 585-8709

WANTED TO RENT

Wa naad to take over your house for next

semester! It interested please call Marc 549-

7547
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Sports

Men's soccer hosts top-ranked Rutgers

CoUaclan (U« pbolo

Darren Stone and the men's soccer team host

Rutgers, the No. 1 team in the nation, at noon on
Sunday at the Lower Boyden fields. A
Minuteman win would clinch them a spot in the

A- 10 Tournament.

Women's XC the favorites

Editor's note: This is the first ofa four-part series depicting

the University of Massachusetts men's soccer team.

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

It is ironic that the members ofthe University of Massa-

chusetts' Athletic Administration have their respective

offices on the west side of Boyden Gymnasium.

As they consider what to do about the future ofthe men's

soccer team, they can look out the windows, to the Lower

Boyden fields, and see the team they excluded from this

vear's budget practicing for the opportunity to play in the

Atlantic 10 Tournament.
The Minutemen, 7-3-4 overall and No. 8 in New England,

raised enough money to play this year, designated their

"terminal season' by the administration.

And now, with a 3-2-1 conference record, they can clinch

a spot in the post-season tournament ifthey beat Rutgers at

noon on Sunday at the Lower Boyden fields

"Right now, this team feels great about themselves and

the team they're on." said first-year coach Sam Koch.

"They're proud to be the University ofMassachusetts soccer

team."

All this from a team that had only three wins overall and

only one in the conference all of last season.

"It has been one big team effort," leading scorer Todd

Kylish said. 'We're really a close-knit group and I think

that's why we're where we are."

The Minutemen have been battling back from adversity

since they were cut from the athletic budget in the Spring,

but once the season started, they didn't think about their

misfortune.

"After we won the first few games, we realized we were

for real." said goalkeeper Jonathan Gruber. "Since then, it

has been really fun."

The Minutemen won their first game of the season

against A- 10 rival St. Bonaventure and didn't lose until the

fourth game of the season against Hartford, the No. 4 team

in New England.

"Once you win a couple, it gives you great confidence of

who you are and what you do," Koch said.

The Minutemen are coming offa game in which they tied

the University ofConnecticut, No. 3 in New England and a

team that has been receiving votes in the national Top 20,

on a last second goal.

"IThe UConn game 1 got us back on track." said Koch after

the team had lost two of its last three games before the tie.

"The guys really played well and that means a lot."

However, the Minutemen now have the task offacing the

No. 1 team in the nation. Rutgers. The Scarlet Knights have

won 13 straight and haven't lost since the second contest of

the season against No. 2 Virginia.

*^e can't let that intimidate us," Gruber said. "Anything

can happen on any given day. If everyone comes to play, I

know we can beat them.

"There's no doubt we're underdogs," Koch said. "It's

going to take a special effort for us to win, but I think the

special effort will be there."

The Minutemen are behind Rutgers and Rhode Island in

the A- 10. respectively, and their 10 conference points put

them one point ahead of fourth-place George Washington

and four points ahead of West Virginia.

The top four teams advance to the tournament.

A loss to Rutgers wouldn't necessarily mean UMass is

out of a playoff spot, but it is their last conference game and

it would greatly reduce their chances as George Washing-

ton has two conference meetings remaining and West Vir-

ginia has three. Each victory is worth three points.

"Our goal at the beginning of the season was to go to the

A-lOs, and wejust might make it," Kylish said.
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By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

Plajring the favorite is never easy.

Just ask coach Julie LaFreniere, as she

prepares to take her University of Massa-

chusetts women's cross country team to Van
Cortland Park, N.Y. tomorrow for the At-

lantic 10 Championships.

The Minutewomen, favored since pre-

season to take home the A- 10 crown, ran

through their dual meet season with a 4-3

record, and will be looking for their first A-

10 championship in school history.

"I think it's going to be a real good meet."

LaFreniere said, "I really think we have a

legitimate chance to win. even though we're

not as strong as we'd like to be."

Challenging UMass for the top spwt will

be Rhode Island. Rutgers. St. Joseph's, and

West Virginia. Other teams v>nng for the

crown include Duquesne, George Washing-

ton and St. Bonaventure, although none of

the three pose a serious threat to crack the

top five.

As for the Minutewomen. the two-week
layoff between meets has been spent heal-

ing their wounds and preparing for their

championship season.

Michelle St. Laurent is all but recovered

from last meet's illness, and should help to

close the gap between Minutewomen run-

ners.

"I think ifwe can run in as tight a pack as

we did last time, except with Michelle

healthy, well be okay," LaFreniere said.

"Getting all runners within 15 seconds of

each other would really give us a good shot."

The team will be looking for strong per-

formances from Becky Johnson and Kelly

Liljeblad, and expect Kim Liljeblad and

Tricia Mathiesen to bolster the
Minutewomen'squestforthechampionship.

"Becky really hasn't been running all

that great lately, but I think she's been

really impressive in workouts, and I think

she'll run her best race yet." LaFreniere

said.

"I was concerned last meet with how
tired the team looked, but I think the layoff

really helped," LaFreniere said. "The girls

know they want it, but they have to believe

they can have it. I think ifwe go down there

and run the way we're capable of, we can

come away with it."

Women face weekend tests
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian SUff

This weekend is a big one for the

University of Massachusetts women's
soccer team. The lOth-ranked
Minutewomen travel to Hamilton, N.Y.

tomorrow to face Colgate ( 6-6-2 ) and then

return to Amherst for a top 20 match
with No. 16 Cornell (9-1-1).

In order to assure themselves of an

NCAA Tournamentbid, Jim Rudy'steam
needs to win both games.

The Big Red pose the greatest threat.

Cornell's only loss this season is Stanford,

No. 6 in the nation, and they are currently

ranked fourth in the North, one behind

UMass.
Cornell is led by their defense, specifi-

cally goalkeeper Sue Delong. Delong has

played all but 11 minutes in net this

season allowing only four goals on the

season, while compiling a goals against

average of0.36. She has six shutouts this

year.

This type of goaltending can be worri-

some for an offense like UMass' that

hasn't had a lot of success finishing the

play lately. Although they scored three

goals against Rhode Island they failed on

a dozen other opportunities.

On the offensive end of the field the

Big Red look to senior forward Cindy

Spear. Spear leads the team in scoring

with seven goals and she also has one

assist for a total of 15 points. Midfielder

Amy Snow has five goals, six assists for

16 points. Dina Grossman (4-3-11) rounds

out the scoring attack.

The teams will square off on Lower
Boyden Field at 2:15 p.m. on Sunday.

The Minutewomen will be trying not

to stumble against an underdog Colgate

squad. The Red Raiders are in the midst

ofa three-game losing streak, with losses

against Holy Cross, Army and Vermont.

Leading scorers for Colgate are Carrie

Webster (7-1-15), Christy Ficker (3-5-1

1

and Leigh Schamer(5-0-10). The Colgate

goalkeeper, Caroline Chambers, has al-

lowed 17 goals for a GAA of 1.12, with

four shutouts.

Trumbauer leads field hockey

CoUeffian file pboto

Dawn Trumbauer has been a starter on the

UMass field hockey team for four years and is

hoping her final season will end with a National

Championship.

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

When the University of Massachusetts field hockey

team hosts its next-to-last regular season game against the

University of Connecticut at 1 p.m. Saturday, senior Dawn

Trumbauer will take the field at the forward position like

she has for the past four years.

Trumbauer has been a consistent, reliable performer

ever since she came to UMass from Quakertown High

School in Pennsylvania. She was a three-sport athlete at

Quakertown, and she was a high school Ail-American in

field hockey her senior year.

But that's not enough. Trumbauer was also a Junior

Olympian, and she was selected to try out for the 1988

United States Junior National team . But the Minutewomen

almost lost her to their arch rival: Old Dominion.

"I think what it came down to was the academics. I Old

Dominion! didn't really compare academically in the field

that I was looking for, which is accounting," Trumbauer

said.

When Trumbauer joined the UMass team, she made a

splash immediately. She started every single game her

freshman year.

"When she came in she was a top recruit, there's no doubt

about it," assistant coach Kathy DeAngelis said.

Trumbauer has worked on her weaknesses throughout

her career, and it has paid off, as she is one ofthe team's top

scorers.

"I think my strengths out of high school were that I was

quick and I had good ball control," she said. "I think my
biggest weakness was in the area of team play, because in

high school you aren't oriented to pass the ball as much."

Judging by her four-assists-sophomore year and six last

year, Trumbauer has picked up on how to play a more

team-oriented style of field hockey.

In her past two seasons, she has tallied 14 goals and her

1991 totals read like this: eight points on six goals and two

assists.

But Trumbauer has made more ofan impact in her four

years than just statistics. She has assumed an important

role on the team: that of leader.

"She definitely has a role in leadership, and that's

shown on and off the field," DeAngelis said.

Trumbauer has her goals set on keeping the team

together, like a close-knit family, as the Minutewomen

surge towards the playoffs.

"The main goal is to keep the team working together,

and maintaining the same composure on the field as well,

besides just having fun," Trumbauer said.

In Trumbauer's career, UMass hasn't won a national

championship, and this will be her la.st shot as a player.

The Minutewomen are certainly in the upper echelon of

field hockey teams, but winning it all means going through

undefeated Old Dominion.
"To win (a National Championship 1 would mean a

tremendous amount. It's something you look forward to.

I've been on three teams in my past three years that have

had the opportunity to get that far and wejust haven't been

there. I want it to happen."
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Contract details revealed
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

The hazy fog enveloping the Graduate Employee Orga-
nization and University of Massachusetts administration

10-month contract settlement dispute has Ufted, at least for

the moment.
The formerly tight-lipped administration went public on

Thursday with details concerning the usually private but

complicated matters of the contract conflict. Consequently,

the graduate organization held a brief press conference the

next day to explain recent developments in negotiations.

At f'riday's press conference in the Campus Center, co-

speakt r of the GEO Emily Isaacs said the organization has
agreed to compromise on some issues even though the

administration appears unwilling at this point to accept

three of the four miuor OEO demands.
"It is our position that we have compromised," Isaa^

said.

The administration has offered to GEO an increase in

graduateemployees annual minimum stipend - from $4 ,400

to $6,000, said Susan Pearson, chief negotiator for the

administration. TAs on average earn $7,000 a year, she

said.

Pearson said the administration has filed a $1.2 million

budget request for next year to raise all graduate employee
salaries by $1,000 and $1 milUon to hire an additional 150

TAs.
The GEO, which represents all graduate employees who

are research and teaching assistants, fellows and interns,

authorized a strike vote last week if the organization

continues to fail in finalizing their first union contract.

According toGEO estimates, out ofapproximately 6.000

graduate students, about 2,200 graduate employees are

represented by the organization.

A miuor rallying cry for GEO members is the health fee

which members have previously labeled as 'Hinacoeptable."

Initially, GEO wanted their contract to include a health fee

waiver — meaning graduate employees would not have to

pay for health covuvge. At Frida/s meeting, GEO offered

a compromise.
Isaaoi said members are willing to pay 10 percent ofthe

health coverage. An in'Mvidual graduate employee pays
$870 for a year of University health benefits.

Pearson said such a concession would cost the Univer-

sity $1.8 million per year, money she said the University

does not apparently have.

"I see that as an unreasonable demand given the budget
problem," Pearson said.

TheGEO also compromised on the subject ofagency fees,

which are "standard" service fees for non-members to help

pay for sorvioes provided by the union, benefits which the

five other unions on campus eixjoy, Isaacs said.

The organization said they want all graduate students,

although they may not be a dues-paying member ofGEO. to

still pay a fee. However, the option of diverting the money
to a *YamiIy-care fund" would be offered, Isaacs said.

"Dues should be voluntary," Pearson said.

Pearson said the administration has consulted attorneys

who have decided such an agency fee would be "illegal" since

GEO is not officially recognized as a union by both the

administration and the Massachusetts Labor Relations

Commisaioo.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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WINDOWPAINTER—Arron Poritz, 7. of

Amherst pauses in the midst of creating a
storeftront HoUoween masterpiece.

Students: Beware of
trucks on sidewalks

Collectan pboto by Joah RoynoMa

A view from the inside of a Physical Plant truck.

Professor Dario Politella, Director of

Internships in the journalism depart-

ment, had never given much thought to

trucks before. A Physical Plant pick-up

truck changed that the other day. R e -

cently, Politella was walking from Herter

Hall to the bus stop on North Pleasant

Street nearthe Fine Arts Center. Wearing

a visor and walking with his head down,

he looked up just in time to dodge a

Physical Plant pick-up truck carrying a

number of men in its bed.

Looking back at the incident he

chuckled and said, "I thought first it was

a disgruntled student."

Arthur Hilson, Director of Public

Safety, says that there has never been an

incident of injury on campus involving a

UMass vehicle. However, he is very

concerned with the potential threat they

pose to pedestrians. He says that most of

the vehicle traffic on the UMass campus

is caused by vendors, repair personel and

Physical Plant trucks which pick up and

drop off workers.

Hilson says that his ideal is to have "no

vehicles, shortofemergency , on campus."

He mentioned that a possible solution to

the situation is to have "set hours" for

vehicles to use the intercampus roadways.

Politella is not the only person who

has noticed trucks driving on the side-

walks of the mostly pedestrian UMass
campus. Second year math graduate

student Shannon Gibbons notices the

trucks when she is in her computer
class on the third floor of the Lederle

Graduate Research Center. She says

the trucks are very loud and distracting.

Jennifer Bemeche, a senior educa-

tion major, adds not only do the trucks

bother her, but also the other vehicles

that drive on campus such as cars.

Philip Garrow, currently concen-

trating in mechanical engineering,

considers vehicles on sidewalks to be

hazardous to pedestrians and bicyclists.

He points out that most accidents in-

volving vehicles and pedestrians occur

in parking lots where there are no des-

ignated lanes for drivers to adhere to.

Garrow considers the UMass campus
to be almost like a "perpetual parking

lot." He suggests that areas with high

pedestrian traffic should be identified

as such and vehicles should have des-

ignated access routes on which to travel.

Reffe Nicolas, a foreign student do-

ing research at UMass, is not bothered

by the trucks. He considers the drivers

careful.

A Physical Plant driver who chose to

remain anonymous called driving ve-

hicleson the sidewalks a "necessary evil
."

Most of the vehicles driving on campus
sidewalks are Physical Plant trucks and

vendorstransportingbuildingmaterials

and supplies to loading areas.

O^Brien makes pledge
to talk to students
Hiring ofAsian faculty at issue
By AMY PRENDERGAST
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Richard O'Brien agreed to

discuss recruitment of Asian faculty with a

group of Asian students who claim to have

shut down the United Asia Cultural Center,

due to a set of demands they presented to

him last Monday.
O'Brien steered them in the direction of

the Faculty Senate and Vice Chancellor Jo-

Anne T. Vanin to discuss their curriculum

and funding concerns.

The group of Asian students presented

O'Brien with a list ofdemands last Monday,

and claimed they had shut down the center

as a message to the administration they will

no longer tolerate what they term "racist

behavior toward minorities."

The listofthe students'demands included:

the transfer of funds from the United Asia

Cultural Center to the Learning Resource

Center, an introduction of an Asian and

Asian American Studies program to the

curriculum, and the aggressive recruitment

of Asian faculty, administrators and stu-

dents.

O'Brien said he was "dismayed that the

students would state 'demands' and attempt

to impose deadlines on him," according to

the letter.

He recommended the students "seek the

involvement of concerned Asian faculty to

put your concerns to the Academic Matters

Council ofthe Faculty Senate, the one group

that is empowered to review such curricu-

lum matters."

The students also demanded the radical

restructuring of the curriculum to empha-

size multicultural concerns, and the re-

evaluation of existing "cultural diversity"

programs, according to group organizer

Alexander Ngfuyen.

The letter urged the group of Asian stu-

dents to meet with Vice Chancellor of Stu-

dent Affairs, Jo-Anne T. Vanin, to discuss

their concerns with the funding of the Cul-

tural Center.

The group hopes to transfer the Cultural

Center's budget of around $11,000 into the

Learning Resource Center.

Nguyen called the Cultural Center a

product of "token funding" and said it was
being used as a "multicultural advertise-

ment.
Quynh Dang, another group organizer,

said because of insufficient funding, the

Learning Resource Center cannot ad-

equately serve Asian students in need of

academic support.

"I remind you that the Student Affairs

Vice Chancellorate, in common with the

whole campus, has suffered huge budget

cuts over three years and consequently has

not been able to achieve many of the objec-

tives which it had set for itself," the letter

from O'Brien said.

O'Brien said he "would be happy to meet

with the students on the subject of Asian

faculty recruitment." but added. "We have

recruited no new faculty in the last one and

a halfyears, because ofthe huge budget cuts.

O'Brien ended saying,"Let us see, to-

gether, whether the campus has neglected

Asian concerns during these troublesome

years."

Inside:

Page 3:

Parents invade UMass 3,000

strong, sit in classes, listen to

Chancellor O 'Brien.

Page 7:

A restaurant review of the China

Garden in Amherst, where the

atmosphere - and thefood - is

nothing like the D. C. 's

Page 12:

Women 's soccer takes giant

strides toward the NCAA
tournament by defeating

Cornell, Colgate in New York.

Weather:
Fall returns with cooler temps.

Sunny, highs 50-55 degrees. Did

you turn your clock back?
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=For Your Information
FYIs are public service announcements that run on a

space-available basis on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday

for campus and local non-profit organizations. Because of

space constraints, the Collegian cannot print all FYIs

submitted and no announcements can be repeated.

To submit an FYI, please send a TYPED press release

with all pertinent information to the Collegian office in 1 13

Campus Center c/o News Editor. FYIs cannot be taken over

the phone.

Monday, October 28

Open Meeting — The Provost Search Committe will be

holding a series ofopen meeting to meet the candidates for

Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Provost. The

candidates will hold brief presentations followed by a

question and answer session. The schedule ofpresentations

will be as follows: Glen Gordon, 2 p.m., Norman Aitken, 3

p.m., and Stephen Gehlbach, 4 p.m. The presentations will

be held in Campus Center room 904-08.

Folk Dancing — For beginners, intermediate, and ad-

vanced folk Dancers at 7:30 p.m. in the Hillel House. This

event is sponsored by UMass Hillel.

Meeting — The Jewish Alliance for a Democratic

Land, a group organizing against Israeli occupation,

will be holding its first general meeting at 8 p.m. in

Mgeo

Campus Center room 903.

Tuesday, October 29

Musical — "Working" sponsored by the UMTG will be

held at 8 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. Admission is

$3.00 for students, children, and senior citizens and $5.00

for the general public.

lecture — Jeanne Butterfield, the national director of

the Palestine Solidarity Committee will speak at 7 p.m. in

New Africa House room 311. A reception will follow.

Wednesday. October 30

Blood Drive — A blood drive will be held in Campus
Center Room 101 fixim 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Meeting— The Study in Israel at the Hebrew University

ofJerusalem information meeting will be held at 6:30 p.m.

in the Hillel House Lounge. All are welcome.

Meeting — The Five College European Club will be

meeting at 7:30 p.m. in Campus Center room 168C.

Movie— "Boyz N' the Hood" will be shown at 5, 7, 9, and

1 1 p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium. Admission is $2

at 5 p.m. and $3 at all others.

Meeting — A Senate meeting will be held at 7 p.m. in

Campus Center Room 1630.
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In 1979, the state commission, which certifies all unions

throughout the state, decided that graduate students at the

University couldn't form a union "because of the potential

Correction
Due to an error, the wrong photograph appeared

next to Friday's third part of the series on the 1986

Southwest riot. A photograph of the Southwest
Residence Area was planned.

Due to a reporting error, the speakers planned for

the Oct. 30 Brown Bag lunch sponsored by the Women's
Studies Department were incorrect. Gretchen Krull

and Deb Edelman of the L^niversity Health Services

Health Education are the scheduled speakers.

The Collegian regrets the errors.

conflict in academic freedom."

The graduate organization also has demanded ')oh secu-

rity, which Isaacs said means "parity" in terms oflaying off

teaching assistants. Isaacs wants the layoffs to be "linked

on this campus financially with undergraduate enrollment.

"The administration is still trying to maintain control on
how those cuts are implemented," Isaacs said.

She said theTAs have recently absorbed a 1 4 .5 percent cut

while there has only been a 3 percent drop in undergraduate

enrollment.

Pearson said this demand has "poor timing" since GEO
1.^ aiming to finalize negotiations by May 1 even though the

University budget for fiscal year 1992 has not been calcu-

lated. The fiscal year '92 sUrts July 1, 1992.

Isaacs did say both sides tentatively agreed to a condi-

tional accord which would give GEO binding arbitration,

meaning an unbiased mediator to solve future disputes, if

the organization agrees not to strike.

Both sides will meet again at the negotiating table on

Wednesday. GEO officials have called recent meetings
"frustrating."

Winter Session

1992 Catalog

Is Here!

So, what exactly is Winter Session?

• a unique "mini-semester, " just three weeks long

WeM, what's so unique about it?

• you can earn 3 academic credits in only 3 weeks

• over 100 credit courses, including gen. ed. designated classes

How can Winter Session help me?
You can

• take a class you couldn't get before

• make up credits

• meet graduation requirements

• lighten your spring course load

Winter Session 1992 — January 2-23

Registration by mail only begins November 9.

(Registrations must be postmarked no earlier ihan

November 9.)

Catalogs available on campus or at the Division

of Continuing Education 6th floor Goodell

Local
undergrad

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts student Paul McGonnigal

says the current Massachusetts fiscal crisis needs to be

addressed by "an individual who owes nothing to anyone."

That's why McGonnigal, 26. announced last week that

he's throwing his hat into the ring in the race for the Third

Hampshire District state representative seat vacated by

Stanley Rosenberg of Amherst.

The seat became open when Rosenberg was elected to

the state Senate on September 23.

McGonnigal, a moderate to liberal Republican, said

change won't necessarily come from a Democrat or a Re-

publican, but from "someone who knows the issues."

"Fiscally, it's clear we're in a crisis," McGonnigal said.

The same-old. same-old isn't going to do it anymore."

Some ofthe issues McGonnigal said he hopes to focus on

include reestabUshing the role of UMass-Amherst as the

flagship school in the University of Massachusetts system,

revamping the Commonwealth's allocation of local aid and

reforming auto insurance.

McGonnigal noted that 13 top administrators at the

University draw salaries ofbetween $90,000 and $140,000

a year while the students are forced to pay increasing

tuition and fees.

lUMaas-Amherst] is the sUte's flagship university, yet

I pkoto by Matt Kahn

Paul McGonnigal

we're just bleeding it dry," McGonnigal said. "Are we
educating people or are we providing executives with a

place to go?"

McGonnigal said he believes this summer's reorganiza-

tion of the Massachusetts higher education system, which

incorporated the former University ofLowell and Southern

Massachusetts University into the UMass system, needs to

be reexamined.
^Reorganization] is a shoddy attempt at making re-

sources more equitable." McGonnigal said. "Just because

you change the name ofone organization doesn't make it a

top-notch organization."

McGonnigal said the Commonwealth's system ofdistrib-

uting local aid is "amusing." The state will tend to issue

mandates and then force towns to depend on property taxes

to gain the money to carry them out. according to

McGonnigal.
"When the state issues mandates, it should provide the

money , rather than strapping homeowers," McGonnigal said.

McGonnigal added that high property taxes in the

Amherst area have fallen heavily on the elderly, causing

them to relocate.

"Just because someone owns a house doesn't mean they

are able to pay property taxes," McGonnigal said. "These

people have provided us with the resources we have now,

and now we're kicking the elderly out of Amherst."

McGonnigal is currently a member of the University's

Board of Governors, which oversees the allocation of space

in the Campus Center and Student Union. He has served as

the co-chairperson of the Massachusetts Federation of

College Republicans.

McGonnigal has worked as a consultant with American

Comnet in Washington, D.C. McGonnigal said his work at

American Comnet involved marketing for political books

and directing opinion surveys on college campuses acroaa

the country.

He is the second Republican candidate to declare his

candidacy for the seat. Georgia Parks ofAmherstannounced

her candidacy late last month.

Parents flock to weekend activities
O'Brien's speach addresses UMass' financial concerns

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian SUfl*

Approximately 3.000 parents and stu-

dents took advantage of the Indian Sum-
mer-like weather and gathered Saturday

at the University for Parent's Day. an event

filled with workshops, tours and other ac-

tivities.

Vice Chancellor for University Relations

and Development Daniel Melley noted that

Um day was an important opportunity for

parsntstobecome involved in their children's

experiences at the University.

"Parents who come and participate in

the lives of their children are the ones who
will have successful sons and daughters."

MeU«]r said. "Just to see the growth these

studmts attain is tremendous."

Chancellor Richard O'Brien addressed

parents and students during the welcoming

ceremony in the Fine Arts Center and at-

tempted to answer the concerns about the

University stemming from three years of

budget cuts.

O'Brien said the two most important

mtttsages he had for parents were that "the

(Universityl will continue to provide an out-

standing undergraduateeducation"and that

UMass is a "multicultural university."

"We've had terrible times." O'Bnen said.

"But we've tried to cut costs everywhere

except in the classroom . . . we've been able

to continue to provide an education that has

been paramount to your standards."

O'Brien said while the University has

lost one-third of its state funding in the past

three years, one-halfofthe losses have been

made up for by increased tuition and fees.

O'Brien added that 70 percent of the

classes at the University are smaller than

they were three years ago. due to improved

faculty-student ratios.

"(Tuition and fees) have increased by two

and one-halftimes over the last three years,

but that is very Uke what is going on in the

rest of the country," O'Brien said.

O'Brien pointed to the recent construc-

tion ofa new equestrian center, the Polymer

Science Research Center and the Mullins

Aren as examples that UMass is not a "place

in decline, but a place that will get better."

After the welcoming, parents were able

to attend any one of five classes taught by

University faculty. EngUsh professorArthur

Kinney, who gave a lecture on Hamlet and

one on The Merchant of Venice, called the

lectures an opportunity for parents tosample

"a typical undergraduate experience for a

period."

The rest of the day was filled with

workshops on such topics as "Surviving the

First Year." "Choosing a Major" and
interships and Co-ops, as well as campus
tours.

Michelle O'Neill . an assistant to Parent's

Day coordinator Virginia Rees, called the

turnout for the day "phenomenal.

"Parents are interested in what their

students are doing." Rees said. "It's an op-

portunity to see what's going on on cam-

pus."

CoUegiu photo br J«frB^M

Steven Radzik, senior le.siure

studies resources m^uor, feeds the

ducks while family members look on.

Wheeler mail room is one big mess
By JOSH REYNOLDS
Collegian Staff

Phil Bordeaux has been a University employee for 20

years. He has spent the past 13 working for the

University's central mail office, responsible for the en-

tire campus.
Bordeaux goes to work at 6 a.m., and while he is

allowed to leave at 2 p.m.. he rarely does.

As mail clerk, Bordeaux sorts incoming and out going

mail and handles UPS as well as distributing the mail to

each of the residence halls.

"We work for the post office, but those guys are "just

Coilegian photo by Joah Reynold*

Phil Bordeaux

specialist." he said jokingly. They only perform one job.

while University mail clerks do them all, "and those guys

get paid more."

The Wheeler mail room has been a source of constant

aggravation he said. "Most ofthem are resonably clean,"

but "(Wheeler) hasn't been cleaned or dusted in four or

five years that I know of"

Standing in Wheeler's diminutive mail room Bordeaux

pointed out undisturbed cardboard boxes layered with

dust. "This is a compete fire hazard," he said, while

stepping over a pile ofmail bags he had earlier delivered.

Papers and discarded elastics Uttered mail room shelves.

Much of the clutter appeared to belong to the cluster

office. A vacuum cleaner lies perched upon a storage box

while pool cues and a broken Charcoal grill sat pushed in

the corner.

"Oh wow, a volleyball net!." exclaimed Christian

Carrera, a freshman Wheeler resident, peering through

the open mail room door.

"It's too easy to misplace things here," said Bordeaux,

guessing that over the years plenty of mail has been lost

in the clutter.

Bordeaux said that he and Richard Clarity, the campus

mail supervisor, have been trying to have the room

cleaned for the past four or five years.

The upkeep of the mail rooms is the responsibility of

Housing Services, said Bordeaux. Since Housing has

taken responsibility for the mail rooms, "We have no

control at all now," he said.

Ted Mone, Housing Services Operations Manager for

the Orchard Hill and Central areas is ultimately respon-

sible for keeping the rooms clean.

"Most of Housing does their job," said Bordeaux, but

his efforts to bring the problem mail room to Mone's

attention have failed.

"He was told twice personally that I know of," said

Bordeaux. "He's been in there five years and still ain't

done nothing. That guy completely ignores us."

Once contacted, Mone refused to speak on record, but

gave his assurances that the problem would be taken

care of

Speaker scorns
Cambodian treaty
By MATT GRIFFING
Collegian Correspondent

The peace treaty ending the Civil War that has plagued

Cambodia since 1975 means more suffering for the Cambo-

dian people, said a former Cambodian resident last Satur-

day at the New Africa House.

Boreth Sun, who came to the United States in 1982,

spoke before a small crowd in a program titled "The After-

math of the Civil War in Cambodia." The program, which

included a discussion afterwards and a photography ex-

hibit, was sponsored by the New World Theatre Sympo-

sium.

Sun, the main speaker, said "I will not celebrate the

treaty because it places the Kh^mer Rouge back in power

and asks the people to make peace with their butehers."

The Khemer Rouge, led by Pol Pot, massacred over a

million people during a three year genocide beginning in

1975. Pol Pot, along with two other leaders have been

placed in the National Supreme Council which will rule

over Cambodia until the 1993 elections.

The treaty will in effect enable Pol Pot to gain control of

Cambodia according to Sun, who said "Pol Pot will be

moving to the country in case he loses the election so he can

mobilize his terrorist gorilla groups." Sun added that Pol

Pot will have little political opposition.

"Compared to Pol Pot the other members of the council,

Son Sam and Prince Si Hanoukist are weak politically and

militarily," he said.

The treaty and most international action towards Pol

Pot has not been aimed at protecting the Cambodian people

from the Khemer Rouge because that has never been a

priority, explained Sun. The first time the US condemned

the actions of the Khemer Rouge was when Secretary of

State Baker did after signing the peace treaty.

In the closing discussion with the audience. Sun brought

up the fact that stabilizing Cambodia is important for

normalizing relations with Vietnam, a current U.S. foreign

policy objective.
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AIDS Quilt memorial in Springfield

with all

COLLEGIAN
ASSIFIEDS

Monday, October 28
Only at our table on
the Campus Center

Concourse!

FREE!! FREE!! FREE!!

NO CHARGE TO PROCESS

CONTINENTAL/AMERICAN EXPRESS

COUPONS

FREE!! FREE!! FREE!! FREE!!

INOUIRE ABOUT OUR

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

SPORT MANAGEMENT
DATE: TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29. 1991

TIME: 2:30 PM
LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER 162

SPONSORED BY:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
SPORT MANAGEMENT

This is an opportunity to meet witl^ alumni and discuss ft^Rir

experiences in \he working world. Don't miss thiis imporlant
iHjnel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

CAMPUS TRAVEL CENTRAL TRAUEL
CAMPUS CENTER OF AMHERST

UMASS 800 MAIN ST. STE. 2

545^500 256^704

Ml< l.'iol I yii' h H.^i
, 19BR

v> ' 'iroy n ",
. 198/1

r r.. I .hnson B3 . \9/A

l<n'iM')hl MS 1991

I'll liotrl J rnsor f sq
M S . 1983

Pro)ect Supervisor
Golf Dlgesl^ennls, Sports Marketing
Trumbull. CT

Territory Sales Manager
r?acquot Sports Division, Spalding
Chicopee, MA

Director of Sales
Boston Celtics

Boston, MA

Operations Coordinator
Tlie Centrum
Worcester. MA

Commissioner
Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
Lyndhurst. NJ

ror more Information, please contact.
Mather Career Center

5452224

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherw ise noted.

Halloween frees the mind
There are three pumpkins sitting in my

room.

One is kind of tall and oval— it's a good
shape for a giant grin. The second looks

rather squashed down — I think that one
will be carved into something wholly evil. I

don't know what will happen to the third

yet.

Tomorrow night my roommate and 1 will

Darienne Hosley

spread some old Collegians on the floor, wash
off the pumpkins, pull out some daggers

and, after decidingon the "best side" ofeach,

cut out our jack olantems.

We don't have any costumes or candy,

but we do have pumpkins. Halloween pic-

tures drawn on typing paper cover our door

from top to bottom. Friends helped to make
the pictures: traditional witches, cats,

candies, jack olanterns and ghosts beside

the two faces of death, battling for world

supremacy and babes.

There's a weird fascination with
Halloween...! know a vast number ofpeople

who claim it as their favorite holiday. It

seems a little odd in comparison to other

national hoUdays. Most of our holidays cel-

ebrate the good things in life, such as inde-

pendence, religion, culture and, of course,

the "spirit of giving."

Halloween isn't a celebration of evil, but

it still is a little out of place among other

special days (and nights). It's a bit archaic,

actually; I don't know many children who
dress up to ward off evil spirits these days.

It is the most imaginative holiday we
have. As Oscar Wilde wrote. "Imagination is

a quality given a man to compensate him for

what he has not." For one night of the year,

reality is suspended and you can be whoever

you want to be.

Over the la.'^t few years, I've read a few

news stories about towns banning Hallow-

een. I understand part of their reasoning.

Pranks have a nasty way of becoming more
serious than anyone intended, and most
parents check their children's candy for

razor blades and pins.

However, some of the reasoning was
based on the nature of the holiday itself

There were some community leaders who
believed the night to be a warped and twisted

celebration ofthe things that go bump in the

night, leading innocent youth astray into

the clutches of the devil.

These are the same people who want to

censor music and visual art.

Thankfully, Halloween bashers are still

a tiny minority. Most people have too much
fun on Halloween to take such hysterical

over-reactions seriously.

It's certainly a commercialized holiday.

Card and gift shops are overflowing with

plastic masks and caricatures of ghosts 'n'

goblins. Sales of glow-in-the-dark nail pol-

ish are never higher.

Halloween gives us the chance to make
fun ofthe things that scare the hell out ofus.

Okay, so you don't believe vampires are real

and you were always a little skeptical of the

werewolf thing too. Still, don't try to tell me
you never get spooked on a windy, dark

night. It's not mythical creatures or dancing

skeletons that are so scary; it's death.

A friend sent me a clipping from the

newspaper. It isn't about Halloween but the

essence of it fits. It's written by Michael

Brenner — I don't know who he is, but this

is what he wrote: "Contrary to what you've

been told, dreaming is not antithetical to

reahsm — it's where realism begins.. .The

most subversive things to teach people?

Creativity, imagination, dreaming, being a

lover, idealism, spirit..."

Halloween takes the nasty stuff and
makes it safe. Let the imagination run wild

— ei\joy.

Darienne Hosley is a Collegianco/umnw/

Writer mistaken on nominations
In"Parti8an Politics'lCollegian.Oct. 181

Michael Morrissey makes two important

factual mistakes about the American Su-

preme Court nomination process.

First, he appears to believe thatCongress

must find a nominee guilty of a crime in

order to refuse confirmation. Not true — if

it wee. Congress could be could skip the

formality of meeting the nominee and sim-

ply ask the Federal Bureau of Investigation

to check the nominee's record for felony

convictions.

Instead, the (theoretical) concept behind

confirmation hearings is for the Congress to

examine, among other things, the character

ofthe nominee; the relevance of whether or

not the nominee has abused his or her power

over subordinates should be obvious.

Second, Mr. Morrissey, showing a stun-

ning ignorance of American history, states

that in "recent years" politicians have tried

to use this formerly routine process to their

pohtical advantage."

This would be news to Abraham Lincoln

(who, admittedly, tended to play a bit loose

with Constitutional law]. In 1864, President

Lincoln nominated Salmon P. Chase, his

political and personal enemy, to the Supreme

Court in exchange for Chase's help with

Lincoln's re-election campaign.

This political use of the nomination

process wasn't new then, nor has it been

uncommon in the century and a quarter

since. Really, our current system (partisan

president nominating Thomas for his views

on property law and abortion, some partisan

Congressmen opposing him for those same
views is relatively uncorrupt.

Perhaps Mr. Morrissey should attend

college before making further comment on

matters that he obviously. . .oh, dear me, you

say that he does attend college? How sad.

Kip Manley
Sunderland
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Bored at the laundromat
Last night I went to that funky place you

go to wash your clothes and pretend to do

homework — The Laundry Club. As I was
tying to dragmy mountain ofclothes through

the door, a guy came out of nowhere, picked

up my basket and carried it over to the

washers. Wasn't that nice? I thought so.

Amy Prendergast

My roommate and I stuffed about 100

pounds of laundry into one of those heavy

duty $3.25 washers. We obviously hadn't

done laundry in awhile. Now that I live off-

campus, I have really come to miss those

two white machines that lived across the

hall from me in John Adams. I miss those

days of being able to do laundry at 3 a.m.,

and not have to leave my floor.

Isn't it the best feeling to go back home,

load up Mom and Dad's machine and just

turn it on? I always feel like I should leave a

little tip by the washer. One weekend during

my freshman year, I went home and loaded

up the washer big time, and broke it. My
father was so mad but I tried to explain that

quarters were a scarce thing for a starving

college student like myself. Now there is a

sign on the washer in my cellar that says,

-Please don't overioad, THANKS AMYr
As I sat watching "Inside Ekiition" on

that wide screen TV they have which I want

to steal for my apartment, people kept

walkingby the windows coming from Scott's

with cases and cases of beer (no kegs,of

course). Then looking across the street, I

could see people packing into Rafters. It was

very depressing to watch, as I sat stressing

about all the work that was waiting for me
back home. Every so often I would check on

my laundry, and catch myself just staring

into the dryer, watching the clothes go round

and round. Is that normal?

When I did finally get home, I felt ener-

getic so I hopped on the stairclimber and

watched "Doogie Howser." Alright, call me
old-fashioned, but isn't Doogie a little young

to be having sex? And "Life Goes On" is

another one. I don't know, maybe I'm getting

old. But someone should really calm down
these little 16 year-olds on these family

shows.
Did anyone see Donahue when the high

school quarterback that was booted from

the footJsall team for drinking was on? He
was from some small town in New York and

felt thirsty at the town picnic one day, so he

drank a beer. It wouldn't have been a

problem, except his football coach and the

rest of the town was there too. His high

school had a rule that any athlete caught

drinking was automatically removed from

the team. No two-week suspension, you

were gone. Was the person who made this

no drinking rule from Amherst by any

chance?
We wouldn't have had sports teams ifmy

high school had that rule. One prom, and it

would have been all over. As a matter offact,

at the Junior F*rom, our future captain ofthe

footba'l team was so trashed that he puked

on the principal's foot!

I was laughing because parents on the

panel were standing up and saying, "Well

my Suzy was there, but she only had one

sip." It's like, yeah lady, she was probably

hammered like the rest of the drunk high

school kids stumbling around the picnic. It's

a sad fact, but parents really have no clue of

what goes on in high school.

Now 111 leave you with one last question

that's been on my mind for weeks.

What am I going to be for Halloween?

Amy Prendergast is a Collegian staff

member

Graduate employees charge columnist with misunderstanding issue

We received several responses to Peter Kasperowicz's

column, "Administration and GEO are only playing a

chess match" [Collegian, October 23}. We do not have

room to print them all. so here are excerpts from some of

the letters received:

"l wish my understanding ofthe world was as playful

as Peter Kasperowicz's. Unfortunately for me, I have

come to learn that education and unemployment are not

as simple as tic-tac-toe or even chess. Both sides agree to

a set of rules when they play chess. When it comes to

education and employment, the rules are far too often set

by the side that controls the most power.

"As for Kasperowicz's economics, GEO is not asking

for a non-existing dollar, ratherwe are saying^fyou take

a dime from everybody, don't take a quarter from us.

"Does any human being deserve the alternatives [to

job security]: unemployment, horaelessness, poverty,

malnutrition, no access to health care, disease? I think

not. He believes that 'the real reason we re here, edu-

cation, is forgotten...' Over the summer 147 TAs lost

their jobs. They were not notified until ate August

beyond the financial aid deadline...Suddenly faced with

over $2 000 in fees and up to $6,000 intuition as they also

lost their waivers, many were forced to leave the university.

They could no longer afford the real reason we're here."

Andrew CNeiU
GEO/District 65, UAW

"Peter Kasperowicz chose to misinterpret, and misin-

form his readers oh, the nature ofthe negotiations between

GEO and the administration. The issue is much more

serious than Kasperowicz cares to admit and because it is

so serious both sides are proceeding with caution. Now if

that caution strikes Kasperovricz as a chess mateh and too

decorous, so be it. It is a weak and misleading analogy, one

thatmakes vmting hiscolumn easier, I'm sure, butone that

neglects what is at stake.

"Fairness is all that graduate employees are asking for.

It is fair to pay reasonable fees for services ofvalue, to allow

a union to have its membership recognized once and not

require them to sign dues deduction authorization cards

every academic year, to have a disinterested third party

settle disputes, and that employers provide an eqmtable

way to cut budgets and handle layofTs. Many graduate

employees. ..work harderthan contractandjob descriptions

demand; they do it for 'the real reason we're here, education.'"

"The true reality mixed with economics here is that we

aren't whining, we are asserting our right to be treated

fairly and token seriously. The administration seems

fairly reluctont to agree to this. I don't know why.. .If

they make the commitment to us that we have every

right to have, they can't cut positions at whim to save

money, nor can they run up fees; they'll have to make

harder choices, work a little more creatively, think more

about what is good for the whole university rather than

what is easy for them."
Nick Carbone
Sunderland

"Let's say that the time specified (for a TA appoint-

ment! runs out, and the money that funded that position

dries up. What happens to our hypothetical TA, Pete?

Unemployment line? No dice. A TA-ship is a part-time,

contracted position. The unemployment office won't give

you benefits for those sort of things, even if you were

wrongfully let go.

"For the reality you so eloquently wanted to mix with

economics, you can come to my house, where I have very

little heat, andyou canjoinme forthe runpteenth peanut

butter and jelly sandwich I have eaten since I started

graduate school."

Tristram Carpenter
Greenfield
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Arts & Living

What I learned
from Sandra B.

By LOU COVE
Collegian Correspondent

Sandra Bernhard
Smith College

Friday Oct. 25
1 learned a lot at the Sandra Bernhard

show at Smith College Friday night. I

learned about Warren Beatty's butt and
the aex of his first child who is still snug
in Annette Bening's womb, about
Sandra's sexual fantasies involving Ted
Kennedy and her third grade teacher

(tha used to look up her skirt), and that

Jodie Foster is really "a fucking lying

dyke," ("What makes her think she has

bar finger on the pulse of white traah?

Who named her the Great BlondeHopeD
Sandra Bernhard was on from the

moment she hit the stage at the John M
Greene Hall. She greeted the frenued
audience with her trademark barrage of

caustic wit and spitfire: Teah, I know all

you Smith chicks; 1 saw you around town
today. You're a bunch of angry lesbians

out to kick some ass and eat some pumy.
Well that's fine with me. just make sure

you shave before you do it.*

It was the first half of the show that

proved most rewarding. Deftly tossing

ofT innumerable incendiary quips at the

audience o^fer a constant refrain of elec-

tric guitar, Bernhard fell immediately

into a kind of beatmk rhythm. 'It's kind

ofaJack Kerouac thing," she proclaimed

Her monologue followed no particular

course, it was pure stream-of-bitter-

consciousness. One minute she was pic-

turing Ted Kennedy in her bed with "a

big hairy belly, smelling like booze and

having a small penis,' and the next she

was belting Stevie Nicks' songs.

Bernhard spent half of her time on
stage fielding questions from the audi-

ence, which seemed like a great idea at

fir^ Unfortunately the whole affair di-

gressed into a star-worshipping love-in,

replete with supremely insipid inquiries

like "Who are your favorite designers?"

Who cares? Everyone wanted a kiss or a

hugor an autograph, and the whole affair

degenerated into a silly mess.

Bernhard did get a few good questions

and her answers were dassic:

On the Pee Wee Herman incident:

"Everybody likes to jerk off, big fucking

deal."

Deschlnng Northampton in one word:

"Shangri-la!"

But the question and answer penod
was dominated by somany boring, stupid

comments from people vying for Sandra's

approval, or folks who just didn't have a
clue, that the show veered swiftly frtun

entertainment to atrophy. In general,

Bernhard was very polite and receptive,

whidi seemed wholly out of character. I

wasjust waiting for her to let them have
it, but her wrath stayed out of sight until

the very end. When an innocent young
Smith student said meekly: "You seem to

be really down on feminism, and I was
just wondering why?" To which Sandra
responded: "Does the word irony ring a
bell? It's nice to be insulated at your little

school here. Get out in the real world and
give me a call."

Oh, and Warren's baby? A girl. And
his butt? "Creepy. Hanging Uke an old

drape."

vf^ PANDA EAST
Advocate

Best in the Valley"

1989&1990

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

We bring Chinatown

to you
* Lunch Specials'^

from $3.95 including soup & rice

Hours:
Men. - Thurs. 1 1* am -y pm
Fri. & Sat. 11~ am - 10» pm
Sunday 12 noon - 9^ pm

103N.PleasantSt Amherst, MA 01002
(41 3) 256-8923 (41 3) 25^-8924

C:t,

Z^V.

Dread Zep plays Pearl St
By GEREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

There's a Led Zeppelin song from their

1973 albiun Houses <^the Holy titled "The

Song Remains the Same."

It's altogether fitting that Dread Zep-

pelin, who play Pearl Street tomorrow at 8

p.m., cover this song on their second release

5,000.000.

Reason being, when you take the mate-

rial of the definitive hard rock band of the

70*8 and cover it reggae-style with an Elvis

impersonator as lead vocalist, the song is

about all that stays the same.

The concept behind Dread Zeppelin is

the kind of thing an evil, twisted genius

might come up with if he or she were ex-

perimenting with recreational mind-altering

subetancea.

Really, an Elvis look and sound alike

named Tortelvis with fake sideburns who
sings versions of "Heartbreaker" and
"Stairway to Heaven" that Bob Marley
would've appreciated? A drummer named
Fresh ChoMe? Musicians with Zeppelin-

tumed-reggae names like Jah Po Jo (baaa)

and Carl Jah (guitar)?

Here's the kicker, though - it works.

Maybe it's because the mere thought of

taking something held sacred like Led 2>p-

pelin and making it sound fresh and fiirmy

is enough to make the whole crazy thing fly.

Maybe it's because comparisons between

Elvis Presley and Robert Plant, who has

cited Presley as an influence, aren't so far-

fetched.

Not only is it funny, it's good as well. To
be honest I had minimal exposure to Dread
Zeppelin until recently, when I happened to

be in a record store where the Dread-ized

version of "Song Remains the Same" was
playing. Hearing Tortelvis mutter a Plant

trademark line like "It always grows" in

Elvis-speak brought me to my knees with

laughter.

Those of you who are aghast at the vio-

lation ofLed Zeppelin's spiritual purity by a

reggae cover band should keep in mind that

this is all supposed to be fun. A quick glance

at Dread Zeppelin's press release, which is

full ofpress release parody, should convince

any skeptics. With lines like "Fresh values

the respect he gets from his fans and the

music press in Japan, and his athletic per-

sonality attracts health-conscious fans from

all over the world," who could doubt it?

Ifyou have a sense ofhumor at all, check

this band out.

DreadZeppelin will play Pearl Street in

Northampton Tuesday Oct. 29 with Bop
(harvey).

30c PIZZA I 1.99 PIZZA i BUY ANY i

ORDER ANY BUY ANY

B

U-MASS
256-8911

Mt. Holyoke
535-1111

We Accept

Competetors
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TWO TOPPING I

"-'""
I

LARGE PIZZA | LARGE PIZZA |

GET MEDIUM 1 | q^T 2ND ONE I

LARGE
PIZZA

Till

TOPPING PIZZA

FOR 30c FOR SI .99
I

for the price of

I a small Pizza i
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Dread Zeppelin

Volpone
was complex
BY DANIEL JOKELSON
Collegian Correspondant

My reaction as I was watching the play was "WHAT?"
But since then I've had time to soak in the UMass theater

department's production of Ben Jonson's "Volpone," which
I saw last Friday, and waves oflaughter that ripple over me
even now assure me that this production is a genuine to

watch.

The premise of the farcical play is simple and easy to

grab: A clever devious rich man plots with his even more
cleverly devious servant and, mostly by the aid of his

servant's crafly tongue, dupes the greediest people in

society into tossing their greatest riches to him with the

eagerness of puppies. Of course, in the great tradition of

moralist plays, the master and servant are caught and
harshly sentenced, along with their greedy victims, who
are punished for their voluntary abuse of pure, innocent

victims.

So what's so confusing about that? Well, after a while,

the characters' speaches began to get so long and their

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Chinese food is better than the D.C.
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

"Patience is the key to joy."

Fortune cookies make sense. Every now
and then you've got to go somewhere with
table cloths, cloth napkins, glasses, and a
chandelier. You know, a place where you
have to wait for your food, and I don't mean
wait in line. You sit down, you look at a
menu, you talk to the waiter and you wait

for your food to be prepared.

After a week of UMass living, the aver-

age UBCasa student deserves to have a little

elegance. For most, this means going out to

eat. Food. No D.C. No long line. No need for

your I.D. Chinese food. Whoa. Yeah. Almost
sounds orgasmic, don't it?

Take your time. You've been rushing

around all week. Order your food, relax,

chat, chill.

China Garden is a neat-o little spot not

too far from here. A hop, skip and a jump
ri^t into downtown Amherst, just around
the comer from the Amherst police station

and acroos the street from the Shawmut on
North Pleasant Street. Classic Chinese food.

This is the stuff the kids want.

Red napkins, red table cloths (with a

plate glass guard over them to protect them
for all of you sloppy campus folk), white

dishesand tea cups with blue designs etched

all over them, and lots and lots of tasteful

art and plenty of chandeliers. Nice decor.

Well lighted and well staflied.

The place also has those cool Zodiac

placemata for people addicted to their daily

doae ofJeanne Dixon.

A friendly guy named George Yeo owns
and runs the place. Always respect a guy
that not only owns his own place, but runs it

too. George likes his customers and if you
show up often enough, hell remember you.

The China Garden has a huge menu ofall

sorts of food with Madarin, Szechuan, and
Hunan cooking and the menu is going to

expand next month when they add a veg-

etarian section. Yes sir, not only does the

China Garden refuse to even recognize the

existence of MSG (that hateful chemical
stuff), but now it's going to make it possible

for vegetarians to go out for Chinese. Of
course. 111 always make a bee-line for the

beef teriyaki strips and spare ribs, but hey
to each his own.

GeorfgBreoommendasome selections from
the Chefs Specials section, and that's not

because they're more expensive; they're not,

they just taste good. Numbers 19, 5, 6, and
9 are the dishes to watch, according to

George.

Dragon and phoenix was my choice,

number 19. It's shrimp and lobster in a red

sauce chock full 'o chopped up vegetables.

Spicy. Really classy placement ofeverything

on the plate too. Pretty food, what a concept.

General Gao's chicken is another dish I

tried. Clumps of chicken in a sweet brown
sauce. I couldn't And anything wrong with it

butGeorge told me that he's going to replace

it on themenu with a House Special Chicken
that's better by far.

Marbles Beef, Rose Shrimp, and Ma La
Lamb (rare for a Chinese restaurant to have
lamb) and some others were mentioned.

While I didnt try them, I'm sure George
wouldn't steer you wrong.

Ofcourse, you get the traditional freebies.

A pot of tea, a bowl of fried wontons with

duck sauce, that dish of pineapple bits that

you eat with toothpicks (there's always a

fight for these amongst dinner parties), and
the fortune cookies that are the

essense ofgoing out for Chinese in America.

If you're tired of those Pu Pu Platters

(but how could you be! Ill never tire of all

that great food on the spinning dispenser

with the little fire up top you can use to light

up your pocket lint), George would be happy
to set you up with some Lychee and ice.

Lychee is some sort of fruit he has imjiorted

all the way from Thailand. It's a little weird

looking, but hey, so are your classmates.

Chinese food dining is the American tra-

dition and with good reason. It's fun. Just to

remember to add "... in bed" to the end of

whatever you get for a fortune and the f\in

will never stop.

So go run, walk, crawl and fightyour way
out the D.C. and take the nearest bus into

town for some real chow. And when you get

back to find that your entire floor is stuck on

the can downloading what they had at the

D.C, you can just laugh and laugh.

irnnn
irnrfiT

CHINA GARDEN
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r$2 OFF with purchase of $151
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I
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Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food
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The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch

•Dim Sum (Chinese Bmnch - Mandarin and Cantonese Styles)

Every Day 1 1 :30-3:30
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New Vegetarian Menu Coming Soon!

13 M Pleasant Street Amherst. MA « 253 4280/4281
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Amherst's
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Monday - Thursday

DATE NIGHT
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entrees and get a second of

equal or lesser value FREE
( 1 5% Gratuity added)
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rd Johnson's Lodae • 586-6393
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Volpone
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
references so obscure or so difllcult to understand fast

enough that 1 was lost. I lost most of the reasons why these
gross characters were doing what they were doing. I only
knew that what they were doing was hysterical and dis-

gusting! The actors were speaking in a code that they alone
were fluent in — or were they just not able to understand
their own words, and so they just put in a partially studied
understanding of their characters' motivations?

Either way, I had a muddled impression ofthe play by its

end. 1 was frustrated because it was hard to have fun with
the great slapstick and be confused about what everyone
was doing at the same time. It was frustrating, too, that the
stream of images was infinite and infinitely fast, and that
many actors did not indulge in those images — live and
breathe them fully — but instead flew through them.

Many actors weren't taking enough risks. I didn't see the

greedy, abusive characters go for the jugular in their ruth-

leM crimes, and I didn't see the rich Volpone and his servant
MoBca being wholly consumed by their own brilliant, mis-
chievous, crafty skills. I wanted them to love those genius
ploys, because then I could love them just as much; the

greedies to be unremorsefully greedy, because then I could

laugh that much harder at their downfalls.

In the second act, there are two courtroom scenes in

which most of the characters are onstage at the same time.

In those scenes, there was so much bickering and it came
from so many characters simultaneously that I was lost.

Again, I couldn't understand many of the characters' reac-

tion for saying and doing what they said and did.

The flip side of the riddle was that is was fascinating to

watch the actors interact in this strange world made from
Jonson's strange images with such great timing. The dia-

logue was smooth as ice, and all of the actors used great

precision in executing their physical and verbal cues. The
courtroom scenes were so fantastic in that way that I was
mesmerized.

I also got a wonderful sense of the work the actors were
putting in during the show. Despite the tiny and somewhat
frequent gaps in understanding, they pulled off a terrifi-

cally complex play — I understood many of the essentials

they worked so hard to express.

And ofcourse, the schticks they did were great. Volpone's
fools (Craig Doescher. Laurie Ciarametaro, J. Jacob Baritz)

had lots of good cameos and funny physical gags. Lady

Would-Be (Holly Waite), Volpone's incredibly overbearing

and unwanted seductress was wonderfully outrageous in

her vaudevillian stunts (Hke performing "I Get No Kick

From Champagne". Her costume was the greatest of all the

great, zany costumes — bright colors that clashed, a bee-

hive hairdo, a tacky, floral-patterned bag, etc. Signora

Corbaccia (Madeline Rains), the greedy who takes her will

away from her own son to win Volpone's favor, was wicked

but in a disarmingly bungling way. It's hard to capture the

flavor of Rain's performance on paper, but the way she

portrayed a person who has no clue was hilarious. Celia

(Joan Jubett) was also a powerful presence — a serious

reminder ofthe moral implications ofgreed. When Volpone

wooed and almost forced himselfon her, her mixed feelings

oferyoyment and then total violation were sickeningly real.

The portrayals of Volpone (Ed Jewett), Mosca (Tess

O'Brien ), Corvino ( IanGuarnieri ) and Bonano ( Carl Dillard

)

were all strong, had their great moments and had tons of

energy behind them. But it was precisely because of those

strengths that I was frustrated — I knew they had the

power to reach inside for those riveting performances, but

they held back. Why? I don't know, but they all gave me a

lot to think and laugh about.
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ALERT! Ifyou plan to take the

LSAT on December 7 or
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GMAT on January 18,

Ws not too late to prepare!

LSAT, GMAT and GRE
Prep Courses start the
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end before you r test date!

Yes, you still receive the full Ronkin state-of-the-art test prep:

• FREE Initial diagnostic exam
• 40 full hours of classroom Instruction (not filled with exams!)

• Currlculum-t>ased Instruction (not gimmicks!)
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Assistants

for THE COLLEGIAN
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business world,

EXPERIENCE is a must!
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Frosh, Sophomores, & Juniors

with good communications skills.

These positions are volunteer with a guarantee
of future employment
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Applications available at

THE COLLEGIAN
113 Campus Center.

The Deadline for completed applications is

Thursday, October 31,
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Quote of the Day
"If the doors of perception were cleansed,

everything would appear to man as it is, infinite.

"

-William Blake
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LUNCH
Sloppy Joe

Ravioli Alfredo

BASICS LUNCH
Tofu Sloppy Joe

Ravioli Alfredo

Menu
DINNER

Mandarin Chicken

Beef Stew/ Biscuit

BASICS DINNER
Garden Medley Cavserole

Mandarin Chicken

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIKS (March 21-April 19) A

fneixkhip could develop into a romance.

Share ihc joy you feel. A positive anitude

iscontagious'KeepchiUlien in mind when

iiviking a flnancial decision. Travel enjoys

highly favorable innuences.

TAl'RUS (April 20-May 20): A pet

could make this an especially lively and

rewarding day. Pay off a debt lo a family

nx-mber on lime. Remember the lessons

(if the past when planning for the future.

GF.MINI (May 21 -June 20) Protect

yotir i merest . Forgi ve those who have hurt

you. hut make sure ihey cannot take

advantage of you again. Legal advice is

worth iheexpense. Choose your confidants

with care.

CANCER (June 2 1 -July 22): A phone

call or surprise visit brings welcome news

Answer all letters from family members.

Those at a distance are eager lo hear from

you. Kmphasiie the positive when

describing a complex situation.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A
recreational idea boosts your spirits.

Consult your partner before spending

jointly owned funds. Others tell you Iheir

troubles, knowing that you will keep their

secrets. Protect your reputation.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22): Pay

atlemion lo those willing to give you the

benefit of their experience. A family

problem requires a pnictical approach.

Avoid passing judgement. Romance gels

hack on track.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You have

an opportunity to forge an alliance thai

will benefit you all your life. Choose a

partner who sliares yourhigh ideals. Others

judge you by ihe company you keep.

SCORPIO (Oct 2.VN0V 21): Try

not to kiok back Dwelling on the joys of

the past could keep you from making the

most of Ihe present. Treasure your

memories, but plan for the future. Develop

new friendships.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 1\Y

Do some investigating if worried about a

situation that could affect your family.

Trjvcl is an excelleni investment ntiw.

Keep your passport handy! Be fair when

dealing with loved ones.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

You feel pulled in two different directions

now. Make your choice. A romantic

interest is worth pursuing. Put your best

foot froward. Give your home a quick

clean-up.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fcb. 18): ll is

time to come to grips with a recurring

problem. Be flexible. Your ability to

compromise is es.sential to solving

domestic difficulties. Avoiddriving ifyou

feel tired or under the weather.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Your

words and appearance make quite a

.statement today. What you believe, you

can achieve. Your powers of persuasion

are at an all-lime high. Give rontance top

priority tonight.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Greg Sukiennik

Copy Editor TamirLipton

PhotoTechnician JeffEgan

Production Supervisor Camille Pansewicz

Production Sue Tomaski

Oliver Ra.sk in
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' SAUE DAY SERVICE
' BILLED DIRECTLY

TO INSURANCE COMPANY
• WINDSHIELDS REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

7S Old Sund«rtmd Rd
North Antfi*ret. MA,

549-2880
. Mo«i U«or Osdt Can» Kaottma

M proposal
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

cer program, according to Bleau.

"A decision has to be made before the season is over,

otherwise we won't have any recruits," said Frank KyUsh. a

concerned soccer parent. "As far as the parents raising

$10,000. that seems reasonable. If each parent gives $500,

then you've got the $10,000."

The proposal asks the Athletic Department to require all

sport programs to work toward funding 30 percent of their

budgets within two years and fund at least 15 percent next

/U^ilUX^^^^'^vv.v.v^-^?^

The Oldest

American

Summer Program

in Oxford

LONDON
ROLiNP IRIIMKOM

350

Frofn NEW YORK
round trips uaning at

LONDON $350

LENINGRAD $610

CARACAS $410

GUTEMAUV C. $390

BANGKOK $939
lOS ANGELES

AUCKLAND $699

Taxes & Hirchw|es not included.

Fares subfect to change.

Council Travel
79 So. Pleasent Sire*!.

Amherst, MA 01002

(413)256-1261

»,••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••1

'•i

OXFORD SUMMER
SEMINAR

A program in British studies jointly sponsored by the University of

Massachusetts, Amherst & Trinity College, Oxford.

year.

The raw budget proposed would force players to provide

their own shoes, for players to stay with alumni, friends,

fraternities, apartments, etc. during the preseason, to find

a restaurant during preseason which would sponsor the

team and give the players free breakfast, and to eliminate

the game with Maine, which is an away game and would

cost approximately $1,000.

As for Coach Sam Koch, the proposal requires that the

Athletic Department make a decision by the end of the

season to retain him and to keep the program alive.

Alumni and parents would then work with Koch to

augment his salary so that he can remain in the area for a

good part of the year.

"I'd be happy to stay. . . I have to consider my schooling,"

Koch said. "I haven't kept up with my work, so my schooling

will be a major consideration."

As for now, Koch has been told by the Athletic Depart-

ment not to recruit. He did say that the program does have

people looking for them and that they have had phone calls

from kids inquiring about playing at UMass next year.

y^ ^^c
AENGL1SH& IRISH LITERATURE

ALEGAL STIDIES

&SH.\iCESPEARE-lN-REPERTORY

/^BRITISH HISTORY

MRT HISTORY

^CREATIVE WRITING

JULY 2 - AUGUST 13, 1992
Live & Study in Trinity College. Oxford with British Faculty

For further information, attend the informational meeting

on Tuesday, October 29 at 7:00pm Bartlett 206

For further information, contact:

OXFROD SUMMER SEiVUNAR Bartlett 378

orcall(413)545.1914

Scholarship Aid is Available

OXFORD
SUMMER SEMINAR

Wt can hetpyomfind

MONEY
FOR
COLI^EOE

E¥try Student is Eligiblefor FinsnciaiAid

|iOMtaP«<pM>aMi
XBOODI

kwvutaa
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d or «•• 'aiWid «n« xorwy

For mof* ir#o(Tnaton and our FREE biQcf>i^«.

pleas* a>nipte<e and ma* (he cxxipon betow

Pleas* sand FREE sc^otar^^4> rtornvMon lo

^••••••• •'•• ••• ••.•u'fiCS --'-^•^•'•^^'-••-•'-'-
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MM To

Scholarship Finders
35 Church St Ware, MA 01082

( txi.*

Macintosh CUissic

V.llrtfMrf*

;* at! 'It^ p*

ifttttittt prm!

prrtmki t>

tmti/kr

howto

save
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Macintosh
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Goisii* comfmirr

uvh ftthfT an .Applr

SnkWntnortnAppIr
Pmomd ImtrVnie^
iS printer'

b the deal: Wve
some of the most

ular Apple* Maantosh*

puters with some of

the most popular Apple

pnnters. Buy one of these"

a)mbinations, and sav-e big

bucks. G(X it? Good. Now'

get going. This offer is avail-

able only for a limited time.

See your auihcxized Apple

campus reseller today for

detaiLs.

And discover the

power of Macin- ^
tosh. The power ^V
to be vour best* ^W.
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UNIVERSITY
MSTORE-^
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SAT. 11:00AM-3;00PM
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Field hockey stuffs UConn, 2-0, without coach
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

In their most emotional game ofthe year,
the University ofMassachusetts field hockey
team defeated the University ofConnecticut
Saturday. 2-0.

The team overcame the absence ofcoach
Pam Hixon and rebounded from a very
disappointing 3-0 loss Thursday night at
the hands of Boston University.

Ifthe team missed the presence ofHixon,
who was ill, they did not show it on the field.

Assistants Heather Lewis and Kathy

DeAngelis coached the women to victory,

but the game plan was devised with Hixon,

according to Lewis.

The strong defensive play by the
Minutewomen ( 12-4), who are fourth in the

country, carried the team past the No. 10

ranked Huskies.

Sherlan Cabralis was the offensive star,

picking up two assists. UMass' intensity

was obvious, and the team seemed to play as

hard as they had all year.

"We learned from (the loss to BU], and we
put it behind us," forward Tara Jelley said.

UMass started the scoring at 2 1 : 18 ofthe

women s soccer
CONTINUED FROM PAGE )2

ended with Hellmuth crossing the ball in

front to an open Eynard. Eynard tipped

it over to Woodside, who boomed it into

the upper lefl comer.
"It was wonderful, a real team play,"

Rudy said. 'You can't coach that play.

Now with only two gaoies remaining
in the regular season, the successful

KiraekeiMl keeps the Minutewomen on
tntdc for a wild-card bid in the tourna-

ment.
This was a really big weekend for

us,* UMass' Amy Trunk said. "Cornell

was in the running with us for a wild

card spot with us, so this win makes us

look a lot better. We're taking things

one game at a time and then we'll see

about the poat-seaaon."

Massachusetts hosts Yale at 2:30

p.m. on Thursday, on Lower Boyden
Field.

first half when Cabralis passed to Dawn
Trumbauer, who put the Minutewomen
ahead by a 1-0 margin. The team added
their second goal just three minutes later,

this time by Jelley from Cabralis.

In the second half, Connecticut seemed
to close UMass' attack, and did not allow

any chances to open up play. The slow grass

oft'otman Field contributed to the less than
frantic pace.

The Huskies kept the ball in the UMass
zone, but they failed to get the ball past
goalie Philippa Scott. Scott and the defense
played a strong game, as the Minutewomen
notched their ninth shutout of the season.

"Our defense was excellent," Jelley said.

They had an excellent game. Kathy Phelan
and Joy Blenis worked extra hard."

The game was a very rough one, with
tight checking by both teams. The ball flew

in every direction, occasionally hitting

people. In the last two minutes ofthe match
alone, two Huskies players went down after

getting hit by the ball.

The fact that it was "Parents Weekend'
at UMass and that this game is the last

regularly scheduled home game may have
added to the intensity ofthe Minutewomen's
play. Nevertheless, the team is now 7-1 at

home, with their sole loss at the hands ofNo.

1 Old Dominion.
This fact is important because the first

two rounds ofNCAA postseason play are at

the top seeds' home fields.

If the Minutewomen can keep their na-

tional ranking around No. 4, they will

probably host two playoff games.
The rivalry between UMass and UConn

is a long-standing one, as Saturday marked
the 25th time that the two teams have
played. UConn has not defeated the
Minutewomen since 1988, and were beaten
twice last year by scores of2- 1 in the regular

season and 1-0 in triple overtime penalty
strokes in the NCAA tournament.

The Minutewomen get a week's reprieve

from matches. Their next match is down in

Maryland against Virginia and Delaware
next weekend.

"Every game is pretty much important,"

Jelley said. "We just have to take them one
at a time."

Men's soccer's hopes
for tourney bid, still alive

The University of Mamachusetts men's
team's hopes for a spot in the post-

Atlantic 10 Tournament are still

alive, even though they dropped a 6-2 deci-

sion to Rutgers University, Sunday.
Here is how the A- 10 standings wrap up

(three points for a victory, one for a tie):

Rutgers has clinched the top position with a
6-0-0 record, therefore they have 18 con-

ference points.

Rhode Island rests in second place with

four wins, 12 points. George Washington is

in third place with four wins, 12 points.

Here is where the confusion lies: UMass
has finished their A- 10 season with three

wins, one tie, 10 points. Right now, they are

in fourth place and West Virginia is in fifth

with nine points. The top four teams go to

the tournament.
However, West Virginia has one game

remaining, Nov. 2 at George Washington.

The Minutemen must hope West Virginia

loses or ties. If West Virginia loses, they

finish one point behind UMass, if it ties,

they will be deadlocked with UMass. How-
ever, UMass beat West Virginia earlier in

the season, consequently, they would be in

the A-lO's.

— BRETT MORRIS

YUCATAN, MEXICO 1992

EXPLORINQ MAYAN CULTURE, PAST & PRESENT
3 CREDIT INTERSESSION PROQRAM

Sponsored by: ^^^ss^^
The Department of Fine Art

DepartTTjent of Intemdtional of Programs

Spend 1 2 days in the Yudan this January exploring ancient Mayan ruins,

walking through tropical forests, snorkeling on coral reefs,

eating delicious Mexican and Mayan cuisine, experiencing contemporary

Mayan culture and, yes, lying on beautiful Caribbean beaches.

Course includes a pre-course on Mayan and Mexican history, the trip, and

preparation of a photographic portfolio upon your return.

For more information contact:

Richard Newton
Paul Berube
Michael Coblyn

545-25 16 Rm 3 1 2 hasbrouck
545- 1 902 Rm 454 Fine Arts Center

545-0976 Herter Art Gallery

BEFORE: NOVEMBER 1st, 1991

Classifieds
COME TO THE COIIF.GIAN OFFICE Hi CAMPUSCEmR • THURSDAY 8:30-3:30 FRIDAY 8:30-2:30 'DEADLINE ISWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUaTIOS » 20(AVORD/DAY FORSTUDEm » CASH INADVANCE

Acnvrnes

ATTBrnONt
Al currant Alpha Zeta m«mt>«rs

Thara l« an tmportam

m«eting-our •nsteric*

DEPENDS
10/299IMSCC

QuM? -call J«r< M9-7622

AUTO PON SALE

19S2 HONDA CIVIC DapwxMMa 1800 or

BO 549-5834

FOR SALE
ElM»ic guiiar and amp
Good bagmnafa •«
Loud and tun

$280 CaN 586-73S3

COLLEGE PIZZA FOUND

HAUNTED HOUSE AT LAMBDA CHI

Sponsorad by th« brothars

and Hallowrean haadquaners
29-31 6:30-9fl0

$2
To banaUt DAR E.

UMASS OUTING CLUB
General meeting tonight!

7:00 PM 91 7CC
Tnp announcement, skdas. etc

Coma check us outi

ANNOUNCEMENTS

COLLEGE PIZZA
FanSpaoai

Small chaaaa $3.50

Larga chaaaa $8.00

Fraa aoda «n1h purchase o< a larga

sub. salad, or spaghetti

549-6098 549-6073

Must mention this ad

ALEX COISMAN you lost your planner out-

side ol Lederte Coma pick it up at the Col-

an

HELP VVANTED

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISCI $1 75 00 DJs, VJs. Karaoke

lor house/ Formal parties. Call 586-9900

FOR RENT

AllanUon Buslnasa4tan(allr>g Majors

Need a challenge?

Earn up to $2500/ term managing credit

card promotions on campus
Flexible hours

Call 1 -800-950-8472 ext. 25

CARPE OIEH! Womans Novtoa Craw
Sunday...

Our waka, Thair lunaml

DALE, Did you think your (avoilta moron
would la( your 2 1 St go by omhout a pe rsonal ''

Happy Happy Birthday"

TO THE TWINS EHRENZWEIQ:
Beware the power ol the shot glass, tor it is

your doom on the moon of your 21st year!'

The Shot Maste r

HAPPY 21ST LAURI MTCHELLI
Maybe we'll get some dirt-

Watch out! zh

Love, your linles-

Lauren and Virgil

To my lavortta Revere Girt:

Oh shicks. I bet you thought I forgot.

Happy Birthday! Loye ya Cool Kid.

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOOKMG FOR 1 OR 2 lamaias to shara a
2-txJrm Brittany Manor Apt $200 a morrth

per room Call Kathy at 253-3950

SERVICES

BICYCLE BROKEN?
Can Pat

548-0119

WORD PROCCSSMG, laser p(tn<.ing. pa-

pats. raeuitias.thatas.Rosam«fy2S9-1 786

WANTED

Toracyota: Praacrtption medication botOaa/

containers (Nonrenewable RX only) Piaasa

call 585-8709

WANTED MODEM FOR PC-XT 2400BAUO
or Above Call 549-1 224 Leave Massage

ORDER AVON!
546 1999

Call for brochure

* COW POOP *

Coukl make you Rich'

Come by our table al the Campus Center

Concourse and buy a raffle ticket for our

Meadow Muffin Contest to benefit the

UMass Equestnan Program and the

Mounted Police.

1st Pnze $1,500

2nd Prize $750
3nj Prize $500

Buy your tk:kets this weak (Cka 28-Nov 1

)

For info call the Hadley Farm 549-2863

HEY ALPHA CHI PLEDGESI How ware the

Jimmies? PlinkpNnk- Hope you had fun

Keep up the good wotl<l

INTERESTED M MATH?
The LBGA needs a Financial Manager

for its Steering Committee

Call 545-01 54 or Stop by

Rm 41 3 Student Union

Townhouaa2Ba*ooml l/2balhBusRouta

N. Amherst 1-567-13M

FOR SALE

2 LENNY KRAVrrZ TICKETS

Nov 1 Boston

Cheap
546-4085

BEST OFFER: Haltoween Dart< Vador cos-

tume Small B/W TV w/ cable for domnitory.

Coffee machine 549-0142

BROTHER AX22 TYPEWRITER
Mint oonditton

Must sell

Best offer

Call 546-2585

Folk Guitar Must sail need cash $100 Call

256-8721 Tom

SSONATURE AGENCY SEEKING female

modal* Requirements Ages 16-24 $10 ap-

plication fee Minimum Height 5'7" Please

Dress in black Minority candMates urged to

apply Tues. Oct.29 7-10pm at Holiday Inn

HolyokeExit15offl91 NORSNearlngleside

LOST

Oft Oct 24 I left (ny Sony Walkman in

Thompson 104. 9:30 Management 301

Please return to that class, if found. Great

sanUmantaJ value.

HOTORCVCLES

Suzuki 450 1980 Runs wall

$200 Call 256-3466 Ask tor Bryant

PERSONALS

JELLOTWIST^

Big bottom Big bottom talkin bout mud flaps

Tom'S/gott'em

WICKED BU|i«!

-t>y bananas at People's Maritet at 2:30 on
Wednesday - when there is no line. See you
there NUTr

CHRISTOPHER-
Thanks for making our one year anniversary

so special Always rememt>er, you are SOR
and I love you' Jennifer

CA2 AS IN CAZBONE
Let's hope the Italian sausage doesnt find

you on your birthday

Happy 21 st The Jodaster

LITTLE ONE
I Love You
I Need You
Be Mine Foravar

MARK

RIDE WANTED

RIDE WANTED
To VanHalan / Worcastar, 10/30 Pay gas.

Chris 546-1712

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or

support? Call lor free and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Main

Street. Northampton 586-3000 or

GreenfieU 774-6019

SPANISH TUTOR
1ia'120$7hr.

Rob 6-0502

FREE pregnancy testing; confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT:233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

TRAVEL

BAHAMA CRUISE $99 Per person

5 day '4 night hotel Plan now for your break.

Very limited offer Call now 1-800-621-0572

SPRING BREAK TRIPS from $259!

Plan now & save $100
For details: 549-3674

TVPtlQ

PAPERS TYPED: $1 .50/typad page
Quick. Accurate Senrica. Call Brian 548-

3563
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Sports

Rutgers overwhelms
men's soccer, 6-2
By TED KOTTLER
Collegian Staff

The Rutgers University men's soccer

team, ranked No. 1 in the nation with a 16-

1-1 record, knocked off the University of

Massachusett-^ v»-t».rday. 6-2. at Lower

Boyden FieUi

The Scarlet Knights, led by Lino

DiCuollo's hat trick, combined relentless

offensive pressure and consistent defense to

thwart the Minutemen.
Brett Anthony gave UMass the game's

first lead at 2659, when he scored a goal

assisted by Justin Edelman to make it 1-0

It seemed that this goal might have given

the Minutemen the necessary momentum
to upset Rutgers, but that momentum
quickly died.

Less than a minute later, at 27:57,

DiCuoUo put a penalty kick past UMasa
goalie Jonathan Gruber to tie it 1-1.

With just over eight minutes left in the

half, at \ndreas Maier scored on a

header (:....' uoUo to give Rutgers a 2-1

lead It would not reUnquish.

Just over two minutes later, at 39:17.

DiCuoUo put a ground shot in between

Gruber and the right goalpost for his second

goal, assisted by Maier to make it 3-1.

Rutgers did not slow down m the second

half. At 62:52, EHCuollo completed his hat

trick with a goal that made it 4-1

Anthony continued to be the sole pro-

vider of LJMass offense, as he scored his

second goal of the game to cut the margin to

4-2. It appeared that perhaps UMass had

regained some crucial momentum, but that

thought escaped anyone's mind only a few

minutes later.

With less than 17 minutes remaining m
the match, at 73:39. Jeff Zaun scored from

Peter Collum to give Rutgers an insur-

mountable 5-2 lead.

At 86 28. F idded msuil to injury,

when Brian >ki wrapped up the

scoring with a goal assisted by Brent

Ixmgenecker to make it 6-2.

Rutgers ouuhoi UMaas. 23-17, and a

remarkable 17 of Rutgers' shots (73.9 per-

c« M- oil net. Only eight of UMass' 16

sli percent) were on net.

Gruber entered thegame with a startling

0.63 goals-against average, but no

goaltender can be expected to maintain an

average like that when he has to face the

8ort of pressure Rutgers applied. Gruber

made 1 1 saves.

UMass' next contest is on Wednesday.

October 30, against Fairfield University at

2 p.m. at Lower Boyden. However, the

Minutemen will focus just as much on a

Novemeber 2 matchup between George

Washington and West Virginia, a game
which will decide the fate ofthe Minutemen's

post season play.

Proposal to continue
men's soccer on table
Editors note: This is the second ofa four

part series depicting the University of

Massachusetts men's soccer team.

ByTAMIRLIPTON
Collegian Staff

A proposal tocontinue the men's 80<xer

program at the University ofMassachu-

setts next year is on the table, after being

presented to the Athletic Department by

Al Bleau, President of the University of

Massachusetts Men's Soccer Association,

last Friday.

According to the proposal, it would

take $40,583 to keep the pro-am alive

in 1992. Of that $40,583. the Athletic

Department must come up with $14,583

either from their budget or from the

result of other programs raising 15 per-

cent oftheir share ofcosts or from a joint

all sports fundraising event.

Parents and alumni must contribute

$10,000. corporate programs and donors,

$6,000, and >i)etial event fundraising—
Us Vegas Night. $10,000.

The soccer program was cut from the

Athletic Department's budget this past

spring. However, the program was able

to raise enough money so that it could

return for what has been termed its

terminal season.

"Given all the cuts, all the teams must

get involved in fundraising," Bleau said.

Raising the $14,583 won't be easy for

the Athletic Department since they were

recently informed that their salary ac-

count will be reduced by $50,000 on July

1 , 1992. and that they can expect a drop of

$169,000 in student fees due to a 1,000-

student drop in enrollment.

Athletic Director Frank Mclnerney

said that a former trustee pledged $2,000

for this season and has since disappeared,

leaving the Athletic Department to come

up with the missing $2,000.

"I don't know where we're going to get

that money." Mclnerney said at a meet-

ing with soccer parents two weeks ago.

"Everyone's saying to us "find the money'.

1 can't."

Bleau said. The more you cut pro-

grams, the more you lose enrollment. The
solution isn't to kt^ep cutting."

In addition to joint fundraising and

fund development, the proposal states

that there must be an attitude change

and policy changes within the athletic

department.
These three things would assure that

UMass is able to maintain a quality soc-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Women's soccer shuts down Colgate, Cornell

Collegian piioto by .IcfT Eon
Cornell goalie Sue DeLongsaved almost everything yesterday, except

for one as the Minutewomen defeated the Big Red 1-0.

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian StafT

This past weekend, the University of

Massachusetts women's soccer team took

two big steps in cementing it's argument as

an NCAA tournament team, as it defeated a

couple of teams from New York.

Yesterday, the Minutewomen ( 12-4) de-

feated 14th ranked Cornell. 1 -0 at home. On
Saturday, the squad traveled to Colgate

where they dispatched of the Red Raiders.

3-0.

In the Cornell contest. UMass broke the

scoreless tie in the 34th minute. Driving

towards the net, Carrie Koeper punched the

ball through the slot to Polly Hackathorn.
Hackathom took the pass on the left side of

the net and placed the shot into the far right

corner, past the dive of Cornell goalkeeper.

Sue DeLong.
"It was really an unfortunate play for

Cornell," UMass coach Jim Rudy said.

IComelldefenderJenniferlMoyer fell down,
we got the bounce and made the most of it.

It was a hell of a break for us."

For the first twenty minutes of the game
the Big Red control led the play, while testing

UMass goalkeeper Briana Scrry on a couple

of occasions. With 25 minutes gone in the

half, Rudy substituted in Paula Wilkins.

who has been sidelined with back spasms.
The tide of the game turned as the
Minutewomen controlled the rest of the

half.

"Obviously Paula makes an impact,"

Rudy said. "It was either her presence that

turned it around or we caught our rhythym.
She is a player, a smart kid. who knows how
to lead, direct the play and drop back. She
plays a game that the average fan doesn't

see, but she came in. played hurt and brought

things together for us."

Massachusetts, ranked No. 10 in the

nation, just missed converting on a number
ofscoring opportunities. In the 28th minute
Holly Hellmuth, from the top of the penalty

area, tapped a pass hack to Michele
Woodsidc. who drilled one off the crossbar.

Four minutes later Wilkins let go off a

low drive from 15 yards out in the penalty

area that DeLong had to dive to stop.

In the second half. Kim Eynard collected

a ball near midfield and drove past three

Cornell defenders with a series of moves.

From the top of the box she drove a shot off

the crossbar, the rebound went to Colleen

Millikcn, who put the ball over the entire

net.

On Saturday. Massachusetts played a

strong all-around game in beating Colgate.

Milliken was the offensive hero as she col-

lected two goals, Woodside had the other

tally.

Woodside's goal, according to Rudy, was
the team's best goal of the season. The play

was a result of a seven-pass sequence that
CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Women harriers win A-lO^s
Capture first ever conference Championship
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian StafT

Ivcd by senior captain Michelle St. Laurent, the Univer-

sity ofMassachusetts women's cross country team captured

it's first ever Atlantic 10 Championship Saturday at Van
Cortland Park, N.Y.

St. Laurent finished in eighth place overall in a time of

18:21, anchoring the win for the Minutewomen. UMass'

next three runners. Kim Liljeblad. Becky Johnson, and

Kelly Liljeblad, finished ninth, 10th, and 11th, all within

nine seconds of St. Laurent.

Rounding out the top five for the Minutewomen was

Tricia Mathiesen who finished 2l8t with a time of 20:08,

while battling a slight arch injury.

"It's been a big goal ofours since last year, and the women
reallycame through for us." Coach Julie LaFreniere said. "I'm

very proud ofthem, and they're really excited."

On the less-than-perfect Van Cortland Park course,

UMass took home the title with 59 points. Rutgers finished

second with 65. followed by Rhode Island with 68, West
Virginia with 79, and St. Josephs with 82.

Rounding out the meet were Duquesne with 1 53 points,

George Washington with 203, and St. Bonaventure with

248.

"I was a little concerned when the runners began to come
in," Lafreniere said. "West Virginia placed two runners

before our first, I
first and third I as did Rhode Island. When

I saw our runners coming in that tight pack though, I knew
we had a good shot."

Also keying the Minutewomen's win was the strong

running of Cate Dean and Tracy Delutis, who placed 23rd

and 26th respectively, enabling UMass to displace Rhode
Island's fifth runner.

"I was really impressed with the way Tracy ran, because

she really hasn't run since the beginning of the season."

LaFreniere said. "As for Cate, she ran about the best race

I think I've seen her run."

With the win, the Minutewomen will l>e riding a crest of

momentum into this Friday's New England Champion-

ships in Northfield, MA.

BASKETBALL
TICKET POLICY
• 1 ) Reserved student tickets will be handed out from
7 a.m. — 3 p.m. in the lobby of Curry Hicks Cage
three days before each home game. (Example: The
tickets for Sunday's game against Marathon Oil will

be handed Out starting at 7 a.m., Thursday).
• 2) A VALID UNDERGRADUATE I.D. will be

required to pick up a ticket. A drivers license is not

sufiicient.

• 3) Each student is entitled to just ONE ticket.

• 4) All student tickets will be RESERVED this year.

You will have an assigned seat. You will be asked
your seating preference when you go to get your
ticket.

• 5) If you plan on sitting with a group, make sure
that you all come together when you pick up your
ticket.

• 6) Your I.D. will also be needed to get in the night
of the game along with the ticket.

ALL RESERVED SEASON TICKETS ARE SOLD OUT
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Middle East peace talks approaching
By RICHARD LORANT
Associated Press

MADRID, Spain— Two days before the start of Middle

E^st peace talks. Israel today rejected a freeze on settlements

in occupied lands, and an Iranian radical called for suicide

attacks on the Jewish state.

In Turkey, a Muslim terrorist group opposed to the

conference killed an American and seriously wounded an
Egyptian diplomat in two bombings.

A Berlin newspaper, meanwhile, said in a report at-

tributed to unidentified intelligence sources that seven

Arab terrorists were in Madrid and planned to attack the

sewer system under the conference site. The report in

Berliner Kurier could not be confirmed independently.

Spain is mounting its biggest security operation ever—
involving more than 12,000 people— to guard the heads of

state, foreign ministers and thousands of delegates and

journalists attending the talks that begin Wednesday.
Sharpshooters were posted on the roof of the 18th-

century Royal Palace where the delegates will meet. Ar-

mored personnel carriers were parked around the granite

building and anti-terroriat police were deployed around its

formal gardens.

Israel officially refuses to talk with anyone from the

PLO, which it views as a terrorist group out to destroy the

Jewish state. Palestinians are attending the peace talks as

part of a joint delegation with Jordan.

Today, however, it was Shiite Muslims — most Pales-

tinians are Sunnis — who threatened the first face-to-(aoe

meeting between Israel and its Arab neighbors in more

than 40 years.

The Beirut newspaper AdDiyar quoted Ali Akbar
Mohtashemi, Iran's former interior minister, as describing

the Madrid conference as "high treason" and a "crime

against the Palestinian people."

Mohtashemi, a founder of Hezbollah, the Shiite group

believed to be an umbrella for factions holding Western

hostages in Lebanon, was quoted as saying: "1 have the wish

to sacrifice myself for the sake of fulfilling the teachings of

Imam (AyatoUah Ruhollah) Khomeini for the liberation of

Palestine."

In Ankara. Turkey, today, separate explosions killed an

American serviceman and seriously wounded an Egyptian

diplomat. The United States is a co-sponsor of the taUis in

Madrid: Egypt is the only Arab nation to sign a peace treaty

with Israel.

An anonymous caller claimed responsibility for the

bombings in the name of Islamic Jihad, and said: "We will

not allow imperialist powers to share the Middle Blast

during the peace conference."

Islamic Jihad means Islamic Holy War. A Shiite group

by that name holds three hostages in Lebanon, but it

appeared unlikely that the same people were behind the

bombings in Turkey.

In Jerusalem today, Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak

Shamir rejected a proposal from Israel's Labor Party for a

freexe on settlements in lands occupied in the 1967 Middle

East War.
"^e cannot accept preconditions to the opening of ne-

gotiations," Shamir said in a statement issued by his office.

"The moment you announce a freeze or a halt you weaken

our position in negotiations," he said, reiterating a long-

held position.

Attack on bus leaves

2 Israeli settlers dead
By SERGEI SHARGORODSKY
Associated Press

JERUSALEM — Assailants opened fire today

on a bus carrying Jewish settlers to a demonstra-

tion urging Israel not to trade land for peace at the

Mideast peace conference in Madrid. Israel army
radio said two settlers were killed and five wounded.

A miUtary official, speaking on condition ofano-

nymity, said the attack occurred near Ariel, one of

the largest Jewish settlements in the occupied

West Bank. Other officials confirmed the death

figure.

It was not known who attacked the bus or what

their motives were.

The incident could boost right-wing opposition

in Israel to the peace conference and support for the

CONTINUED ON PAG€ 4
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rrS YOUR MOVE — Peter Sjolund, a sophomore School of Management msgor, plays a difficult

round at the Blue Wall. The game was sponsored by the Chess Club.

Police warn cash give-away is bogus

Nostradamus
prediction
circulates
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian SUff

The rumor of a Nostradamus prediction of a college

dormitory massacre, heard around the University of Mas-

sachusetts, is being heard across many New England

campuses.
Many other campuses have heard the rumor and some

colleges plan to increase security, according to reports.

The rumor at UMass has centered around the James

Residence Hall in Southwest. A meeting at the all-women's

hall was held Thursday night to dispell the rumor which

has been floating around the area for about two weeks.

Nostradamus was the 16th century astrologer who many

believe predicted the assassination of the Kennedy broth-

ers and World Wars I and II.

The othercampuses which have heard the rumor circulate

have heard similar predictions with specifics such as a

building shaped like the letters "F," "H" or T." Other

rumors have mentioned a pond or a cemetery.

The rumor has been heard at the following campuses:

• Assumption College, no informantion available.

• Boston College, no information available.

' Boston University, no information available.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Ifa man called you on the phone offering

you large sums of money with no strings

attached, between $5,000 and $100,000,

would you go and pick up the cash?

Since June, four people have fallen for

this bogus deal, according to Richard Besse,

University of Massachusetts crime preven-

tion officer. He said there are probablymany

more victims who haven't reported the inci-

dent to the police.

"It sounds like the caller has defined and

refined his story to be more convincing."

Besse said.

Police believe one person is responsible

for the annoying calls. He usually identifies

himself as "Paul Rollins" and convincingly

relates an elaborate, complex story on why

and how he wants to give money away,

Besse said.

The victims are told to pick up the pack-

age of money in the Campus Center at a

certain date and time— but there is nothing

there.

"Hang up on him. Don't wasteyour time,"

Besse said. There are a lot of nuts in this

world."

He warned that going to the designated

pickup area could be dangerous.

"The possibility does exist for some type

of assault," he said.

Amy, a University ofMassachusetts stu-

dent, crawled out of bed at 6:30 a.m. in late

September to answer the phone. A man who
identified himself as "Paul Rollins" pro-

ceeded to relate a "big, elaborate scheme" to

giveAmy $27 ,000 "Paul" told her he received

from a "rich Uncle" in California.

Although she was initially annoyed by

the early call, she said the man had a polite

and business-like voice and discussed the

financial problems of college students —
something almost everybody can relate to.

The conversation lasted one hour, she said.

"He said I think I can make you very

happy," Amy said. She said the man soon

began talking about his personal traits and

then proceeded to ask her extremely per-

sonal questions regarding her sexual be-

havior.

"It was very strange. He's obviously very

good at what he does," Amy said. When she

went to the CampusCenter hotel desk to see

ifthe package was there, she found nothing.

She said she felt "like ajerk. I was pretty

mad — more mad at myself that I thought

this guy was going to give me money."

Amy added that she considers herselfnot

a gullible person. "I fell for this but he's

definitely not an amateur. It's hard not to

fall for it," Amy said.

Besse said it is difficult to track down the

caller because he never calls the same fe-

male twice. He said the University has dealt

with bogus surveys in the past, but he has

never seen anything like this rash ofphone

calls.

Besse related the old truism, "Remem-
ber, if it sounds to good to be true, it usually

is."
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Women's Issues
Tuesday. Oct. 29:

Reading — Rochelle Ratner reads from her novel The

Lion 's Share, the story ofa thirty-something artist living in

Manhattan, who is recovering from being sexually abused

as a child. The novel primarily chronicles the evolution of a

contemporary urban relationship — albeit an unusual one

— when Jana meets Ed Gabnelli. Odyssey Bookshop, The

Village Commons, South Hadley at 8 p.m.

lecture — Journal of a Jewish Feminist Letty Cottin

Pogrebin, co-founder of Ms. Magazine, will share the story

ofher metamorphosis from an apolitical publishing executive

to one of the most vnsible leaders of the women's movement.

4:15 p.m. at Amherst College. Front Room of the Student

Center. 8 p.m. at Smith College. Wright Hall Auditorium

Wednesday. Oct. 30:

Workshop— "Homophobia in the Residence Halls: What

can we do" is the title of this workshop This session will

review the results of past research about this important

issue and hear directly from students and staff After these

presentations, the meeting will focus on discussion of re-

sponsive and preventive strategies. Faculty, staff, students

and administrators are encouraged to attend. 12-1 :30 p.m..

Campus Center 805-809.

Lecture — "Women and STD's and AIDS: Attitudes and

Realities' is the topic. Gretehen KruU and Deb Edelman

from Health Education at University Health Services will

discuss issues ofwomen and sexually transmitted diseases

as part of the Women's Studies Program's Brown Bag

l^ecture Series. 12:15-1:30 p.m. in the Campus Center

Saturday. Nov. 2:

Entertainment — Red. Hot and Luscious an evening of

multicultural lesbian art at the Northampton Center for

the Arts. Jyl Lynn Felman, fiction writer and au-

thor of forthcoming Jewish l>esbian fiction Hot Chicken

Wings.

Muriel Miguel, member of Spider Woman Theater and

Native American Storyteller will perform from her one

woman show Hot 'N Soft.

Irena Klepfisz, poet and activist in the lesbian and

Jewish communities and author of A Few Words in the

Mother Tongue: Poems Selected and New and Dreams ofan

Insomniac.

Dangerous Women Inc.. Andrea Hairston and Pam
Wellandperfomung original theater and music from diverse

cultural works.

TickeU: $8-12 advance and $10-14 at door. Tickets on

sale at Lunaria bookstore in Northampton and Food for

Thought in Amherst. Events start at 8 p.m.

CORRECTION
Due to an error, the .stones of open meetings for the

candidates for Provost and Vice Chancellor of Academic

Affairs were incorrect. The meetings will be held on

Wednesday. October 30. in Room 904-908 of the Campus
Center from 2 to 5 p m.

Due to an error, the t nces for the Musical "Work-

ing." were incorrect. Adi...^-.. -a is $4 00 for students, chil-

dren and senior citizens and $6.00 for the general public

The Collegian regrets the errors.

Please don't
feed the ducks
PLYMOUTH ( AP» — Plymouth voters have out-

lawed feeding ducks and geese on a town pond,

apparently agre«'ing with town official.s who said the

birds were fouling th«> watt>r and ertxiinp the sur-

rounding area.

In a special election this weekend, the town

residents voted 2- 1 to prohibit feeding waterfowl on

Jenney Pond in Plymouth's historic district.

The ban, which carries a $20 penalty, takes^ect
March 1.

"Being kind to animals is now a crime in Ply-

mouth,* said Dorothy Checci-O'Brien, who orga-

nized the petition dnve that forc<»d Saturday's vote

on a ban enacted at an earlier town meeting.

The message is very sad: It's perfectly fine to

shoot ducks for the fun of it, but it's illegal to feed

them for the fun of it,' O'Brien said

But Selectman Alba Thompson poinl*^^ out thai

Plymouth has more than 350 other freshwater ponds

and 17 miles of ocean coastline.

"We're rich beyond dreams in ponds here," she

said. "If you want to feed the ducks, all you have to

do is walk a few steps toward the coast," Thompson
said. _^

Nostradatnus
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

• I'niversity ofConnecticut, where the prophecy is to be

realized in an L-shaped building, according to reports.

• Dartmouth College, rto information available.

• Fairfield University, no information available.

• Franklin Pierce, no information available.

• Holy Cross, where this rumor spreads every few years

and which will have extra security asastandard HallowcMn

procedure, officials said.

• Mount Holyoke, no information available.

• Providence College, no information available.

• Regis College, where the rumor revolves around a

college in the suburbs of Boston, overl«K)king a reservoir.

• Villanova, no information available.

• Wheaton College, where information about the inci-

dent is also unavailable

Regis College freshman Paula Pesaturo said, "I'm ner-

vous but 1 don't think anything is going to happen," she

said.

Pesaturo added that some people are ignoring the

rumors, while "a couple of people are goirtg home
"

Sandra Shook from the Holy Cross Student Activities

Office said, "I do not know anyone who is taking it seri-

ously."
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bargains & treats — starts Wsd., Oct. 30

Semester & Spring Break Specials

, , , BAHAMA VACATION •- $359 ~ Per Person
Includes:

•5 Days & 4 Nights
•Round Trip Cruise Aboard Luxury Ocean Liner Dicovery I

•Meals Aboard Ship Included
•All Port Taxes & Transfers Included
•Stay at Either: Bahama Princess Hotel & Casino or Holiday Irm Lucayan Beach

( double occupancy only

)

( double occupancy only

)

w Free Port Irm Resort

(groups only I

of age rcqairaa • Proor of drivers liccnae with
Birth c«r<Mlc«te or P«s«port « mmt

-.- t^AllY^rur Travel Proffesi^oir
- -"^

1 -gOO-296.472.^

Women's Shoes, Clothing & Accessories

Zanna • 187 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

413.253.2563

Open Thursdays 'til 9 p.m.

NORTHAMPTON LL/VLLOWEEN CENTER (
^^^^

25 State Street • 584-5006 \ ^w
f Prices

10 Minutes From UMass
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF MASKS TO CHOOSE FROM

j

CaU for extended Haloween hours h.L. CHILDS &Wn
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Local
Local Democrats announce candidacy
^UM alumnus Hite devoted to education •Personal freedom key issue for Franklin

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian StafT

Amherst resident Jon Hite declared his

candidacy for the Third Hampshire District

seat in the Massachusetts House af Repre-

sentatives yesterday.

Hite, 36, made his announcement both at

the Ann Whalen Apartments in Amherst
and at the University of Massachusetts

Campus Center because he said "both rep-

resent our government's most crucial role:

furnishing people with the power to fully

enjoy and participate in society."

The Third District's seat, coruisting of

Amherst and Pelham, became open when
three-time representative Stanley
Roaenberg was elected to the state senate in

late September.

Hite, who has worked as deputy director

ofthe Northampton HousingAuthority since

Collrglan photo by Andm MigUami

Jon Hite

1989, said he believes both his public educa-

tion at the University ofMassachusetts and
career in public service would help him to

represent the votersofAmherst and Pelham.

Thanks to the Commonwealth, thanks

to the people of the Commonwealth, I had
an opportunity to go to college, right here at

the University ofMassachusetts," Hite said.

"That opportunity has led me to spend

my career in public service, trying to give

something back to the Commonwealth that

gave me a chance to better my life," Hite

said.

Hite said Massachusetts has lost sight of

the University's foundation of "quality and
accessibility," through raising tuition and

fees, denying qualified students access to

financial aid and forcing faculty to leave

through under-funding them.
"Accessibility is the moral foundation of

the University," Hite said. "When I go to

Boston I'm going to be leading the fight to

rebuild that foundation so that it will be

possible to turn the rhetoric of world class

status into the reality that we know is in

reach."

Hite said he supports the idea of a one-

cent increase in the sales tax ifthe money is

earmarked for education.

"It's important that elected representa-

tives don't play the game of raising taxes

and hiding the money," Hite said.

Many of the Commonwealth's schools

have outmoded curriculums, while there is

also a great discrepancy in quality between

different town's school systems, according

to Hite.

Hite said Massachusetts needs to start

working to create more jobs through what

he called "some old-fashioned pump-prim-

ing."

"We need to get some people back to

work," Hite said.

The building trades such as construction

provide the long-term jobs needed to help

the state improve its economic position.

Hite said.

Hite added he was "not necessarily

against capital gains cuts to stimulate pro-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian StafT

Democrat Terry Franklin of Amherst
announced yesterday at a marijuana legal-

ization rally that he is running for the

Amherst/Pelham state representative seat

vacated by Stanley Rosenberg.

Franklin acaimpanied by four other lo-

cal iseople spoke on the Student Union steps

during the ral ly sponsored by the Uni versity

of Massachusetts/Amherst Cannabis Re-

form Coalition.

Wearing ordinary street clothes and a

hat, Franklin explained his intentions as a

candidate do not include conformity, which

he said was symbolized in the "199 suits" at

the State House.

Franklin's key issues to take to office are

personal freedom, gay/lesbian rights, abor-

tion rights, a lower drinking age and mari-

juana legalization. He also mentioned the

environment, continued funding for Mass
Transit for environmental reasons and
education.

"The big thing is going to be education."

he said, "But that is going to be the big issue

for anyone from Amherst."

Franklin said he planned to be a gradu

ate student when budget cuts eliminated

the course he planned to study.

Recurring themes of five speakers at the

rally, attended by about 100 people, were

the connection between drug restrictions

and alcohol prohibition and an infringement
on the rightit of Americans as a backlash of

the war on drugs.

Al Giadonno. writer for the Valley Ad-

vocate, said crimes labeled as "drug related"

are more "precisely prohibition-related." He
said many crimes committed are caused by

the inflated price of drugs, caused by pro-

hibition, which leads people to steal to feed

their habit.

Northampton lawyer Richard M. Evans

said the "war on drugs" is actually a "war

against its people."

Evans said current laws are "vicious

pohce state law enforcement tactics." One
such law revokes a person's driver's license

Collvglan photo by Andrrm .MikIi.

Terry Franklin
for drug possession regardless of whether

the person was driving at the time.

Evans quoted statistics which say 500,000

people are killed from alcohol and cigarettes

every year.

"There has never been a recorded death

from cannabis overdose," he said.

Franklin spoke of "puritanism," which

he said was "a lot of people who are angry

and bitter and want to run other peoples'

lives for them."

Cannabis Reform Coalition Vice-Presi-

dent Aaron Wilson said the long-range goal

ofthe registered student organization, which

he said has 71 members, is to work towards

passingastate referendum question in alwut

two years. The group plans to bring bands to

campus, show movies and build awareness

on campus.

Cold showers
in Coolidge
during repairs
By OLIVIA STEWART-LIBERTY
Collegian Staff

Coolidge Residence Hall students will be taking

cold showers and sleeping with extra blankets while

the University fixes a damaged underground steam

pipe which feeds the building.

The hall, housing slightly over 500 students, will

be without heat or hot water for about 36 hours,

according to officials. The repairs started at about

6 a.m. Monday.
John Findley, assistant director for maintenance

and operations, said workers are still unable to

pinpoint the problem.

Findley said an underground steam line at the

southwest corner of Coolidge ruptured, requiring

immediate repair before the onset of winter.

The exact cause and extent ofdamage cannot be

confirmed until the pipe has been fully excavated,

Findley said. The repairs should not take more than

36 hours, although he said an exact time of

completion is undetermined.

Rachel Haselkorn, a freshman School of Man-

agement m^or living in Coolidge, said she regards

herself as one of the more fortunate residents

"I slept elsewhere last night," Haslekom said. I

know other freshmen with nowhere to go. taking

cold showers."

Coolidge Residential Director Michael Wiseman

said he remains optimistic about the problem.
^

"This is the stuff that makes life interesting,

Wiseman said, although he acknowledged that his

good humor, and that of the students, will depend

upon the completion of repairs within the quoted

''^Wiseman said he expects tonight and tomorrow

morning to prove the most inconvenient with tem-

peratures dropping overnight to around freezing.

Ruling concerns UM Committee
BOSTON (AP) — An animal care and use committee

established by the University of Massachusetts board of

trustees is not subject to the state's open meetings law. the

state Appeals court ruled Monday.

The court said the committee, which makes sure animal

research at UMass complies with state and federal laws

and regulations, does not hold meetings at which public

policy issues are discussed.

The open meetings law requires that meetings of most

government boards must be open at which any public policy

Car flips over
median strip

in Lot 80
Compiled by PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

University ofMassachusetts Police report that Ziling Lu

of Lincoln Apartments was cited Saturday afternoon for

failure to use care in stopping when she was distracted and

failed to apply her brakes.

Police said Lu's car jumped over the median strip and

curb in Lot 80 and landed on the hood of a vehicle of

Mansour Fakih, also of Lincoln Apartments.

There were no iryuries, police said. The estimated dam-

age was $1,150.

ARRESTS:
• Dexter A. George, 21 , ofDorchester, was arrested early

Monday morning on Clark Hill Road and charged with

assault by means of domestic abuse and threatening to

commit murder under domestic abuse.

• Robert Joseph O'Brien. 18, of Northampton, was ar-

rested Sunday morning and charged with breaking and

entering into a motor vehicle, malicious destruction to

personal property and larceny under $250 from a motor

vehicle.

matter is considered.

Instead, the court said, the animal care and usecommittee

inspects research facilities to determine whether policies

already set are being followed.

The cou rt declined . however, to accept UMass' arguments

that only the board of trustees itself is subject to the open

meetings law and that all of its committees are exempted.

The decision overturned an earlier Suffolk Superior

Court ruling in favor ofthree citizens who had brought suit

seeking open meetings.

Alleged fraternity

tunneling incident

to be investigated
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

University ofMassachusetts Police said 17 men were

involved in a fraternity incident Thursday morning on

Nutting Avenue now under investigation by authorities.

Members ofthe fraternity Lambda Chi Alpha were

allegedly "tunneling," or travelhng through the under-

ground steam tunnels in the University, according to

Edward P. Korza Jr. , former Greek Affairs director and

acting director of student activities.

Korza said the incident, which occurred at 2:38

a.m., was not an initiation. "It was basically a night

out," he said.

Jonathan Stavis. a senior zoology major and frater-

nity educator for Lambda Chi Alpha, said he was one

of the 17 men in the early morning gathering.

"It was a fraternity gathering," Stavis said. He said

it was primarily for "stress relief"

"It wasn't initiation," Stavis said. "No one had been

tunneling." He said the police may have responded to

a noise complaint.

Fraternity President David Kula declined com-

ment.
University of Massachusetts police spokesperson

Philip Cavanaugh said the incident is under investiga-

tion and has been referred to the district attorney's

office.
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bus attack

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

settlers' position that the government should not negotiate
with Palestinian delegates sympathetic to the Palestinian
Lilieration Organization.

The bus was carrying settlers to Tel Aviv for a rally to

show opposition to Israel surrounding land at the peace
conference that opens Wednesday in Madrid, Spain. Such a
concession is a key demand of Arab negotiators.

Radical Arab and Jewish groups have vowed to disrupt
the peace talks.

Palestinian extremists fear Arab moderates will accept
peace with Israel and lose the opportunity for forming an
independent Palestinian state.

The attack occurred just at 6:15 p.m. at Tappuach
junction. 18 miles north of Jerusalem and five miles from

Ariel. Ariel is one of the largest Jewish settlements in the

West Bank.
"This bus was on its way to peace demonstration to

support firm stand by the government ... Several bursts of

automatic gunfire were fired at it," said Aharon Domb, head
of a settler center that monitors violence in the territories.

Military forces arrived to the scene of the attack and
were searching the area, Israel army radio reported.

About 100,000 Jewish settlers have moved into the

occupied West Bank and the Gaza Strip since 1967, when
Israel captured these areas from Jordan and Eg>'pt in the

Six Day War. The West Bank and Gaza are home to 1.7

million Palestinians and the site of their uprising against

the Israeli occupation.

Today's attack brought to 74 the number of Israelis

killed during the uprising, which began in December, 1987
At least 865 Palestinians have been killed by Israeli sol-

diers or civilians and some 461 Arabs have been slain by
other Palestinians on suspicion ofcollaborating with Israel.
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Hite
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

ductive investment," but opposed capital gains cuts

simply to allow wealthy people to "cash out and go to

Florida."

Prior to beginning his position at the Northampton
Housing Authority in 1989, Hite served two terms in

the Amherst Housing Authority from 1981 to 1989. He
served as chairperson of that body for five years.

Hite also served as director of the University's

Alumni Office from 1982 to 1987. He has served as a

legislative aide to former Amherst State Rep. Jim
Collins from 1979 to 1981.

He graduated from the University in 1978 with a

bachelor's degree in political science and served as the

president ofthe Student Government Association while
at the University.

Hite joins Ellen Story of Amherst and Norman
Page ofPelham as Democratic contenders for the state

senate seat. Republicans Paul I. McGonnigal, a UMass
undergraduate, and Georgia Parks of Amherst have
said they will run for the seat. Democrat Terry Franklin

also announced yesterday for the seat.

No date has been yet set for the election expected to

be held sometime in February or March.

Now's the
time to call. .

.

North Amherst
Motors

7t Old Stndwtond Rd , No kntmtk

549-2880
Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning
Ut^ CrttM Cants AccaptmS

A CARSTAR.
. Consion Rapmr Cm\m >

Showtimes:
Fn Son

7 30pm A 9pm
Moo-Thurs

One show at 7.30pm
Adults »4 00

Student w/vaNd ID $3 00
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UMASS ARTS COUNCIL
GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE

The next deadline for submission
of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events

Wlednesday, November 20

Guidelines and application forms
are available at the Arts Council
Office and the Student Activities

Office

I
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s
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I UMass Arts Council i

I 209 Hasbrouk Hall. 545-0202 I
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FR/^NK
SANTOS

Rated R

Hynotist-Humorist

Nov. 16th

1st Show 5:30

General Audience

2nd Show 9:30

Adults Only

Memorial Dr.

Chicopee?_5?3-5222 Tickets on Sale Now!

Eating Disoider Programs • Fall 1991
Sponsored by University Health Services

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For individuals - with Nutritionists, Mental Health
Clinician, Physician and/or Nurse Practitioner.

Mondays or Tuesdays - beginning September 17,

University Health Services. Confidentiality Assured.
Call ,549-2671. Clinic IV.

Food and Peeling Workshop
Ix>d by Peer Health Educators to schedule

_'oryour F^esidence Hall - call 546-2671. ext.181.

World/Nation
Weak economy poses
political worries for GOP

AP photo

MOUNTED POLICE — Mounted Spanish Civil Guards patrol the

grounds Monday outside the Palacio Real in Madrid where the Mideast

peace talks will taken place Wednesday. Anti-terrorists squads in Madrid

fanned out and sharpshooters were posted on rooftops as security

tightened around Spain's capital in preparation for the conference.

By W. DALE NELSON
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Bad economic news
is causing political worries at the White
House, Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady
acknowledges. But Republican National

Chairman Clayton Yeutter predicts the

economy will rebound by Election Day 1992.

Yeutter also said Sunday that he expects

New York Gov. Mario Cuomo to enter and
win the race for the Democratic presidential

nomination. Democratic National Chairman
Ron Brown said he doesn't know whatCuomo
will do. but "he'd be very formidable against

George Bush."

Brady, Yeutter and Brown appeared on

CBS-TVs -Face the Nation."

The treasury secretary was asked
whether the economy was viewed at the

White House as a serious problem, not only

economic but political.

"^ot only do I, more importantly, the

president views it as a serious problem,"

Brady replied. "Itisobviousthattheeconomy

is not coming back as strongly as it should'

from the recession.

He said the administration is working on

the problem and the Democrats have not

come up with any solutions that would not

violate last year's budget agreement and
result in higher taxes.

Brown said, "Our country is in economic

trouble. We desperately need presidential

leadership, and we're not getting it."

The Democratic chairman said he was

"very pleased" with the present field seek-

ing his party's presidential nomination and
believed Cuomo would be a "very formidable

candidate" should he end up as the nominee.
Yeutter said ofCuomo: "Been a candidate

for weeks on end already. I think all he's

really done is that with trial balloons every

couple ofweeks, he's pulled the rug out from

under the other Democratic candidates and
very cleverly retained the spotlight for

himself But we consider him a candidate

right now."

Cuomo, who previously had scoffed at

suggestions he might seek the nomination

next year, has said recently that he's con-

sidering it and has discussed it with politi-

cal and financial backers.

Yeutter, asked whether he thought the

New York governor would be the nominee,

rephed, "Absolutely. I've felt that way for

well over a year."

Then he was asked which he was most
afraid ofpolitically—Cuomoor the economy.

"Oh, I dont fear either one of them," he

said. The economy is going to be back on the

upswing by the time the election rolls

around."

Major declared Democratic presidential

candidates include formerGov. Jerry Brown
ofCalifornia. Gov. Bill Clinton ofArkansas,

Sen. Tom Harkin of Iowa, Sen. Bob Kerrey

of Nebraska, former Sen. Paul Tsongas of

Massachusetts and Gov. L. Douglas Wilder

of Virginia.

President Bush has made no formal an-

nouncen^nt but is expected to seek a second

term.

LAST CALL FOR

PREP!
Get 9 weeks of the most effective LSAT preparation in just 2-4 weeks!

Time is growing short, but you can still take advantage

of Kaplan's special Compact LSAT Prep Course for the

December 7th exam.

It's not a cut version. It's the same number of hours of

live instruction — same number of classes— we're

simply offering them in the few remaining weeks before

the test. So you have one last chance to prepare with the

#1 in test prep and attain your highest possible score

on the December LSAT.

If you want to score your highest, don't let this

opportunity pass you by And if you feel you need more

time, check your local Kaplan Center's free repeat policy

To enroll, just visit your nearest Stanley H. Kaplan

Center, or enroll by phone:

l-SOO-KAP-TEST & 549-5780

Our first LSAT Compact

Prep Course Begins:

Noveniber4

Check your local Kaplan

Center for additional dates.

358 iV. Pleasant
Amherst, Ma.

I
STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD

© 1991 Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center Ltd.
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IRS sheds refund checks
l.OS ANGELKS (AF) — The Internal Revenue Service

shredded alomost $5 miUion worth of 1990 tax refund

checks deemed undehverable by Los Angeles mail carriers.

The 8.642 checks worth $4,918,792 were returned to the

IRS by postal officials in Lx>8 Angeles County because
recipients had moved or handwritten addresses they pro-

vided were illegible.

"Most ofthe people have probably moved since they filed

their returns. But others may have had bad handwriting we
couldn't readc" said Jan Gribbon, a spokeswoman for the

IRS office in Los Angeles.

"Or maybe they died and their heirs haven't contacted

us."

The largest refund was $229,015 owed to a Beverly Hills

taxpayer.

The IRS will issue new checks if taxpayers who had
refunds shredded contact the agency.

The IRS is prohibited by law from purchasing newspa-

per advertising to publicize tho names, administrators

said.
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CAMPUS(^B challenge)

'

• Exciting sports and fitness events!

• Win fabulous Reebok prizes including
The Pump" Cross Training Shoe.

See below for details on your campus.
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Police officers

hurt in bombing
B0S1X)N (AP)—Two police officers were injured

in an explosion today after they were sent to a home

to investigate a suspicious object, authorities and

witnesses said.

The explosion occurred shortly after noon at a

single-family home in the city's Roslindale neigh-

borhotxl, and the injured pt>lice officers were taken

to Brigham and Women's Hospital , authorities said.

I^wis Whittemore, an off-duty police officer who
lived down the street, said he saw "two policemen

lying on the ground." He said they looked "very

seriously injured."

A hospital spokeswoman would only confirm

that the officers had been brought in for treatment

Their conditions were not available.

Neighborhoods said they heard the explosion

shortly after officers had arrived to investigate

reports of an object at the back of the driveway.

"It sounded muffied. but it shook the house." said

Nick DelH'nedictis, who was visiting a friend three

homes away from where the explosion occurred. "I

jumped out of my seat.*

DebenedictiB said he ran to the scene, where he

saw a police officer on the ground, leaning against

a fence.

"His face and arms were bleeding," he said. "He

looked like he was knocked out."

A nearby elementary school, the Mozart School,

was not affected by the blast and was not evacuated.

"Ofcourse, the safety ofthe kids was the foremost
consideration." schools spokesman I.,arry Faison

said.

LOW, LOW
PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL
NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE

584-4112-535-1888

ALERT! Ifyou plan to take the

LSAT on December 7 or

GRE on December 14 or

GMAT on January 18,

Ws not too late to prepare!

LSAT, GMAT and GRE
Prep Courses start the

week of November 4th and
end before your test date!

Yes, you still receive the full Ronkin state-of-the-art test prep:

• FREE initial diagnostic exam
• 40 full hours of classroom Instruction (not filled with exams!)

• Curriculum-based Instruction (not gimmicks!)
• Small classes (never more than 10 students!)

• Two diagnostic exams (two additional three-hour sessions!)
• Unlimited computerized practice (vert>al, math, and logic games!)
• Unlimited tutorials (with actual tutors-not cassette tapes!)

^ Flexible schedules (afternoons, evenings, and intersession!)

Classes scheduled for Mondays & Wednesdays or

Tiiesdays & Thursdays, lpm-5pm or 5:30pm-9:30pni

$100 Off Introductory Offer: ^Any November prep course is Ij>

Call 549-4010 NOW!
150 Fearing Street

Amherst

$595!
, _ Tut

wm
EDUCitriOlU GROUP

I he nation'i largestfuU-range educational service company.'

tAMPDEN 9CREAMERY

HALLOWEEN m^,'!*.
WEEK SPECIAL ^^

October 22 through 31

The SCreamslcle Shake
A blend of 3 scoops of orange sherbet

(for the price of 2) and vanilla ice cream

Also other ghoulish treats and ghosty surprises

L ", ^ .
•'
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\ ' ' v^^'^/l^ ^ Thank you for your patronage Have a safe holiday
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HALLOWEEN
CANDY CORN
COUPON COUNT CONTEST

October 22nd thru 3tst

No trick our treat!
Guess how many candy corns in our jar If

your guess is the closest without going over,
you will win a $10 00 certificate good for

anything sold in the Creamery or Snack Bar

Employees not eligible Cemlicale can be applied one time only

Hamnden Snack Bar
dnd^ Cieawe^^ in southwest
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

Feeling sick?

Columnist has
the cure for you
Now that your overworked minds have been

overburdened with the five biggest factors contributing to

our failing health, you can find rest knowing the solutions

are less than a minute away. After reveaUng why germs

fiock to UMass like flies to road kill, you will learn how to

control the massive semesterly influx. For those who have

no idea what I'm talking about, a generous summation of

the observation is given with each solution You're welcome.

1 . Problem: Sickness a side effect ofpopular brainwasher

"If pumped into D.C. scrod.

Diana D'Avanzo

S^tl'. \\5C*^ ^i»<^?to^uiyi.

Solution: Usurp the storage room Whitmore uses to

house "It" and, after over-exhausted officials have entered

a deep sleep resulting from a hectic day of student protests,

marches and demonstrations, break into admimstrators'

homes and xnieot "It" into every scrod in the house. If there

is no scrod. bringsomefrom the D.C. They won't miss it The

following day meaaages such aa "Freedom for StudenU,'

"Pay Cuta for Admimstrators" and "FVee Chinese Take-out

for All Undergrads" should be played ovw several locations

across campus. Ifthis doesn't work, hold a "Save the Scrod"

sit-in. Unfortunately, this may force the University to look

to the chicken pucks as a possible "It" go-between.

2. Problem Illnesses part of intricate plot by munchy

store managers to make high priced remedies appear ap-

pealing.

Solution: You know those hottest days ofsummer when

you're packing for next semester? Well, when mom is on

your back about not leaving cold medicine behind, LISTEN
TO HER! Winter .seems years away but remember this is

UMass, sickness shows no predilection for seasons. ^-
member the cold stuff and don't forget viUmins. Unfortu-

nately, munchy staff will have gotten us sick before they

realize sales aren't moving. At least youll save some cash.

3. Problem: STTCI (Small Things That Cause Illness)

imported for demented officials' enjoyment

Solution: In a remote area ofthe world, north ofZimbabwe

and south of New Zealand, a rare dangerous anti-STTCI

drug has been discovered by happy headhunters The anti-

\^^lMtff

,w.-c^WiT

Sfi

STTCI drug, cleverly named the "anU-STTCI drug," eflfec-

tively succeeds in destroying the "small things" that infect

studenta on contact. The only drawback is that since there

is no actual evidence for problem No. 3, the placement of

anti-STTCI on dorm mattresses could have an adverse

effect on students. CUnical tests show anti-STTCI must

come into contact with STTCI within twenty-four hours.

Otherwise the drug will enter the left, ear of the sleeping

student and cause said student's head to explode leaving a

mass of pulpy material as room decoration. Scientists

believe "head-exploding" may be related to the headhunting

environment anti-STTCI is taken from.

4. Problem: Bathroom non-cleaning on the weekends.

.Solution: You might say. "We could make them clean

bathrooms on weekends, free-from-brains." However, it's

not as simple as it sounds. Case in point: the Brooks House

Heating Crisis. After over a month someone looked into the

problem. The heat has yet to be turned on. The swing space

down the hall is fully heated. So what do we do? Complain

until they fix it. This may work. If not, we could transport

the creepy-crawlies from the restrooms to responsible offi-

cials' chairs. At least they'd move their behinds.

5. Problem: D.C. silverware placed in clear sight of

overanxious hands.

Solution: Only thing that comes to mind is silverware

dispensers along the lines ofnapkin dispensers. One utensil

would come up at a time. Sanitary silverware is hard to

come by but the D.C. does try. To avoid tableware cooties,

invest in your own set.

There you have it. The problems, the solutions. The rest

is up to you. Students of UMass unite!

Diana D'Avanzo is a UMass student

Homophobia outrages students
We are writing to you to express our

outrage and indignation at the intoler-

ance and homophobia which is present

on this campus. We are not claiming

that the countries we come from are free

ofprejudice but we have been shocked by

the level of intolerance we have seen at

the University of Massachusetts, some-

thing we did not expect to find on a

university campus.

We are referring specifically to the

comments made by the band playing at

the Hatch Friday night, October 18. They

are indicative of a general level of nar-

row-mindedness which has evidenced

itself in the furor over the open housing

policy at Brett. We were in the Hatch on

Friday night and feel that we must take

issue with your columnist over their

implication that LBGA is overly sensi-

tive to such issues.

Lesbians, gays and bisexuals face

massive discrimination within our soci-

ety every day and therefore we hope

thatour outrage is understandable when
we see it evidenced in an atmosphere

which is supposedly more liberal and

open. We must all question our preju-

dices and recognize them, otherwise they

will continue to grow unabated. The

incident at the Hatch is not the only

evidence of homophobia that we have

encountered on this campus and al-

though we recognize that there are many
open-minded students on this campus,

the bigoted members of this community

are creating an unpleasant and hateful

atmosphere for everyone.

Penny Haslam
Sheffield Polytechnic CoUege

Five students from three other uni-

versities signed this letter.

Texas tragedy doesn't compare
An article in the October 17 Collegian

was headlined "Man kills 22 in Texas."

Directly below the headline was the sub-

heading"Ma88acredeadlie8tinU.S. history."

While this incident was a needless tragedy,

I would like to point out that it was a far cry

from being the "deadliest massacre in U.S.

history."

"Massacre" is defined as "the act or an

instance of killing a number of human be-

ings under circumstances of atrocity or

cruelty." With that in mind, consider the

wholesale slaughter of innocent Iraqis,

cloaked under the facade of "freedom and

democracy." And as the Iraqi children still

suffer slow, agonizing deaths due to disease

and hunger, our own government refuses to

lift sanctions. This qualifies as a massacre

to me. substantially more deadly than the

tirade of one deranged individual in Texas.

The cold-blooded acts of our present

government and corporate sectors are a

direct offshoot of the colonial barbarism

perpetrated by the "discoverer" of America

and his pack of ruthless thugs. Armed with

swords, muskets, and twisted logic, they

decimated an entire population of Arawak
Indians in a relentless flurry ofracist greed.

Five centuries of power, privilege and

hierarchy is the savage history of this con-

tinent. And the United States, fueled by a

dangerously obsolete economic system which

dictates overproduction, expansion through

exploitation and murder, commits massa-

cres on a daily basis.

AIDS has been allowed to run rampant.

More and more Americans are living in

poverty and suffering without adequate

health care. Outside of this country, the

unfortunate recipients ofthe United State's

"benign hand" are being driven ever closer

to the brink ofextinction. This all makes the

incident in Texas seem quite small. Fur-

thermore, the assailant there had at least

enough humanity to take his own life as

well.

Peter J. Wagner
Sylvan

Notes from the Campus Center basement
Ahhh, the notes. Better than a bowel

movement and half as smooth.

Lots of different people have different

ideas on what should be done with dead

bodies. Some people want to be buried, some

want to cremated. There are people out

there that want to have their ashes tossed in

the ocean (that can't be very sanitary,

imagine eating some steamers or clams or

something and finding some guy's Timex?).

Personally, I don't want to be just burned. I

want to be smoked, too.

I got the strangest letter this week. It

wasn't signed of course and I hate that but

this person wondered "if graffiti ofthe week

was always going to be pseudo-academic

scrawls and quoto.i by those the society at

large deems academic or can anybody play

this game?" Gee, the last one was a little

ditty about the Road Runner, at least / don't

consider that academic. Basically the rules

are: send me graffiti.

Speaking of Grafliti of the Week, this

week the entry comes from the hallowed

halls of the Fine Arts Center. "Life is a joke

and death is the punchline." Boy, we've been

getting deep lately haven't we?

I hear the GEO doesn't want to pay its

fees, sounds like a good deal to me. How do

I get in on this?

Marc Elliott

Here's a good example of how the state

treats students. Let's say the students raise

some cash either through collecting a student

activities fee or maybe by running say ...

lemme think ... a daily student newspaper.

Okay, because we're all a bunch of skeevy

public school kids, the state requires that

we keep all our money in trust funds to keep

us from spending it all on beer and other

household necessities. Okay, now they make

us conduct all of our transactions through

these trust funds and then charge us for the

service they provide (that is, the privilege of

using their trust funds). On top of that,

since they're holding our money all the time

(we never get to see actual cash, just these

slips of paper called "P.O.s"), they also keep

any interest made from the money. Cool,

eh?
Here's something fun to do for all those

out there that watched and enjoyed all of

the Friday the 13th movies. Go somewhere

where they play their muzak way too loud,

drop to the floor with your hands cupped

over your ears and scream "MAKE IT STO P!

MAKE IT STOP!" over and over. Or try it in

your favorite lecture class.

Jody wanted to be in the column.

Ifyou think life pulls some crazy stunts,

let's talk about love. Now love is one aspect

oflife that makes some pretty weird crap hit

the fan. Take Michael Cooper and Nicola

Love, for example. These two just tied the

knot Saturday. Where did they meet? Well

they were on the same plane when it was

being held hostage by Iraq in August 1990.

Better than single bars? You decide.

Once a year everybody gets a chance to

wear some funky digs and rim around col-

lecting candy, sounds great.

"Fun with Algae" — the cutting edge in

Christmas gifts.

All anybody really needs to be happy is a

grassy hill on a sunny day, a good book and

a member ofthe opposite sex (depending on

your preference) you really enjoy spending

time with. Well, maybe some beer and a

sports car too, but I could deal.

That's all folks! So ifyou think I'm just a

total loser that

looks way too much like Judge Reinhold or

if you have a submission for Graffiti of the

Week or even ifyou just have something to

say, please, write in and let me know. Just

drop offall correspondence at the classifieds

desk at the Collegian offices addressed to:

That Big Jerk Marc Elliott.

Remember (I can't believe I'm resorting

to writing this one): "I've fallen and I can't

get up!"

Marc Elliott is a Collegian columnist
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Pizza Grinders Calzoni
By the slice

or whole

Pizza Party
Call us

in advance
545-2597

Meatball

Ital. Cold Cut
Sausage
Ham
Tuna
Roast Beef
Turkey
Veggie

• Pastrami
• Chili

• Veggie
• Sausage
Florentine
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The UMass Theatre Guild

Presents
Tickets

available at

Tix Unlimited

or

at The Door

Playing October 29, 30, and 3

1

1991 at 8:00 pm
UMass

Amherst
Student Union Ballroom

545-0415

Opens Tonight

A Musical About a steel worker, a Car Hiker, an Editor,

a Secretary, a Corporate Executive, a Newsboy, a Teacl^er, a Checker,
a Migrant Worker, a Boxboy, a Gas Meter Reader, a Housewife,
a Hooker, a Mill worker, a Stonemason, a Waitress, a Trucker,

a Seaman, o Receptionist, an Operator, a Retired worker, o Fireman,
a Cleaning Woman, a Hotel Operator, a Salesman, a Copyboy,
a Piano Bor Player

Now we know whet we ore up against, a coup has
happened right here at home. Our constitution and our
democracy has slowly but surely been overthrown.
And the head of the secret police is now president.

Jello Biafra
ex lead singer of the Dead Kennedys

in a spoken word
performance

I Blow Minds for a Living

Tix on sale now at

the FAC Box Office

$3 UMass Students

$5 All Others

MC/Visa Accepted

UPC PRESENTS

Friday, November
15, 1991

8pm in the UMass
Fine Art Center

(doors open at 7:30)

Meet the new world order.

J

Arts & Living
Acappella myths dispelled by Flirts
By NICOLE GONZALEZ
Collegian StafT

The Flirtations
Campua Center Auditorium
Sunday Oct. 27th

"I saw them walking down the street, singing in
Provincetown to advertise their show I didn't get to see them,
but now I will." said Meg Hull about the five-member, multi
racial, gay-male acappella super-group, The Flirtations.

Using theirclever wit, riotous jokes, and smooth harmo-
nious vocals. The FlirUtions kept the audience glued to
their chairs until the standing ovation at the end of the
performance.

Although the auditorium was packed, the older, more
mature community crowd seemed to preside over the more
scattered amounts of students.

"I don't know about other people, but for me, it's kind of
like a reunion," said Jagannathan. a physics teacher at
Amherst College. I'm running into people that I haven't
seen in a long time."

"How many of you have seen us before?" called out a
Flirtations member. Most of the audience cheered. The
group referred to the rest of the audience as "Flirt Virgins'.

The Flirtations really lived up to their name. Before they
even started to sing their first number, they were asking for
single males in the audience who were "Villing to play on
the side". Puerto Rican Flirt member, Aurelio Font, was
generously seeking anyone interested in his two lesbian
sisters. They both look like me," he joked, "^ith slightly
less of a mustache."

Their first song was sung to the SOs tune "At the Hop,"
but the words were changed for a more personal and
political touch. While the lyrics. "Bop till you drop, shop for
a top" got some laughs, the lines "you gotta come out ifyou
want to get down" aroused applause.

By no means did their political and social statements
substitute for talent. The cheesy, tough-guy falsetto I en-
visioned in typical acapella was quickly dispelled. The
molasses-smooth bass of Cliff Townsend along with the
other members' ringing melodies seemed to rip off the roof
and show the stars in their romantic SOs-style love songs .

"Mr. Sandman' was a hit with the audience as Flirt Michael
Callen hammed it up with squeals and screams at just the
right time. Ironically enough, this group's most vivacious

Buddy Guy to
play the Horse

member has had AIDS for about nine years. Callen has
authored a book about his experiences cailedSurvivingAlDS.
Pleading Mr. Sandman for not just any guy, the Flirts asked
for 'no one psychotic or Republican ... Bring me a queen".

The show was emceed by a sUff member of the UMass
Program for Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Concerns, JoElla
Costello, who got the audience rolling herself with her
exaggerated Texan drawl , constant references to the BGLAD
calendar "under your butts," and her own wet noodle ver-
sion of the "Flirt Greeting".

The Flirt Greeting, which was described by The Flirts as
either a greeting or a harsh judgement, consisted of a fully
extended dropping of the arm out toward the greeted one,
accompanied by an ecstatic cry and wiggling fingers. The
effect was so cute that everyone in the audience had to
demonstrate their individual technique. For those that
needed more practice, The Flirtations suggested a support
group for "heterosexuals who are trying to be queer."

"I find myself too butch to do this at all," said bald,
bespeckled Flirt member, Joe Arterton, who previously
lived in Northampton and participated in the Smith College
Theater Department.

Showing their more serious side. The Flirtations sung a

song for former Flirt member, T.J. Myers, who died ofAIDS
last summer. Their sweet, strong harmonizing in "My Buddy"
wasjust enough to create a powerful, but not too weepy mood.
Pausing at the end of the song, the audience held back
immediate applause as the group fought back their tears.

Aurelio Font woke up the audience with laughter as he
called himself a "lesbian wanna-be". His next song was
dedicated to his lesbian great-aunt who became a district
attorney in Puerto Rico. "Their words rang so true as they
whispered I love you" wasjust one Font's childhood thoughts
recalling "las mujeres enamorada".

Southerner Jummy Rutland reached back to his high
school days of torture in a fantasy song about homecoming.
The sonK' took a surprise attack turn, evolving into Julie
Brown's "The Homecoming Queen's Got A Gun" in which
Jimmy had to take the dead queen's place.

"The university is very lucky to have Gay, Lesbian, and
Bisexual Concerns lead by Felice (Yeskel)," said one of the
members of the group before their finale.

After the standing ovation, the audiencejumped back into
their seats for an encore number which seemed to be the
Flirtations theme song. "We'd go straight to the top if we
change our image," they sang, but, "We'regonna do it anyway."

The Flirtations
fbols by Robert Farher

By ROLAND COGGIN
Collegian Correspondent

Lucky fans will be treated to a blues

experience that few New Englanders have
witnessed when BuddyGuy plays four shovra

at the respected Northampton club Tues-

day and Wednesday. His amazing singing

and guitar work promises to touch the soul

of all who see him.

"An appreciation ofgood
music is more important
than a knowledge of the

blues to enjoy him live.

"

Buddy Guy started pla)nng in Louisiana

at an early age as the son of a cotton picker.

Inspired by bluesmen like "Guitar Slim"

Jones and B.B. King, he left for Chicago to

make a name for himselfand meet the city's

great players. He earned a reputation as

one of the best guitarists in Chicago during

its peak in the 50s by competing in "Battles

of the Blues," but he wasn't making enough
money to feed himself. In a famous moment
in blues history. Muddy Waters, an idol of

Buddy's, got him some food and a recording

deal, starting off his string of session jobs

and solo recordings.

Buddy Guy has received the most praise

for the raw power of his live performances.

Almost twenty years before Jimi Hendrix,

he was playing behind his head, with his

teeth, and wandering into the audience as

he played. He has written dozens of classic

blues tunes, soulfully singing like a man

who has paid his dues.

Guy has never been known as widely as

the younger players he influenced. Eric

Clapton (who calls him the best blues gui-

tarist alive), Jeff Beck, and the late Stevie

Ray Vaughan have all raved about Buddy
and have told of the effect he has had on
them. Some critics claim he is the man most
responsible for the Blues Invasion of the

608. Yet he only seems to be appreciated by
small circles of guitarists and blues fans.

Buddy Guy may finally win the respect

he deserves with his first album in twelve

years. Damn Right I've Got the Blues; which
includes guest appearances by Clapton,

Beck, and Mark Knopfler. He has come
close to capturing the sound and intensity of

his live performances on a studio album,
and people are noticing. In his appearances

at Clapton's famous Albert Hall concerts, he
has become notorious for bringing the house
down with his show stealing act. He can be

heard on 24 Nights at Albert Hall, the great

double live album, along with a host ofother

blues talent.

The chance to see a living legend in a

local club should not be passed up. At 55.

Buddy Guy shows no sign of slowing down,
and dazzles audiences with the same play-

ing and showmanship of his younger days.

An appreciation of good music is more im-

portant than a knowledge of the blues to

eryoy him live.

Ifyou can afford the $17.50, check him
out at the Iron Horse tonight at 7:00 and
10:00. or Wednesday, Oct. 30 at the same
times. Call 586-8686 for more info. See you
there ifI win the lottery. Buddy Guy

Photo Courtoay SUwrtone ReconU
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Enthralled audience pleased at Pearl St.
By KlJiVS C.AUGER
Collegian Correspondent

Rippopotamus & The Mai Thursday Experience
Pearl Street Night Club
Saturday. Oct. 26

Two of the area's favorite local bands returned to

Northampton's Pearl Street Night Club last Friday night,

and — to say »l straight from the beginning — both proved

that they earned their popularity legitimately.

The mght was opened by the five-member Mai Thursday
Kxperience. playnng a humorous mixture of sixties-rock,

punk music and even blues and jazz. A good example of this

w astheopt*niiig song, a jn'i^'ving version ofMiles Davis' "All

Blues"

The drivuig force of tlie band was drummer Nelson

Bragg: his powerful, enthusiastic playing quickly inspired

the other four members ofthe band to reveal their impressive

abilities: guitarist* Chris Souzy and Ezra Gale started

lending an ear to each other, exchanging riffs and lines,

their sounds merging and reinforcing each other.

Brent Nielsen on bass— who hardly played a solo during

this concert — was equally attentive, his basslines full,

round, well-considered and always on the beat. Mai
Thursday, the burlesque head of the band, supported his

four musicians with broad chords on his organ and after

some initial restraint his voice became voluminous and
clearly audible.

The band had its best moments while playing extensive

solos, producing crashing, sparkling iridescent soundwaves
engulfing the whole dancehall.

After a short break the eight musicians ofHippopotamus
showed up with the classical bass-drum-guitar-vocals rock

ensemble enlarged by a four-man horn section. The bands

music was an incredibly effective synthesis of big band

swing, rhythm and blues and rap enthralling the listeners.

Songs like Marvin Gaye's ballad "1 heard it through the

grapevine" were changed into rocking, stomping, up-tempo

funk-rap songs that forced the audience to jump up and

dance, transformingthe club into a boiling musical cauldron.

The outstanding soloist and bass player Allyn Martin

supplied the band with the necessary funky slap licks and
gave hammering, evolving solos a la George Clinton.

Very precise and forceful also was the horn section,

giving quick rhythmic unison riffs as well as more complex

polyharmonic lines. Singer Michael Stevens should also be

mentioned, his humorous style matching perfectly the

bands' unpretentious full force sound. On the whole a great

concert night, the audience being absolutely delighted by

their local musical heroes.

30c PIZZA I 1.99 PIZZA i BUY ANY i

U-MASS
256-8911

Mt. Holyoke
535-1111

We Accept
Competetors
Coupons

ORDER ANY I guY ANY | LARGE ITWO TOPPING I I
i-'^riv;"*-

|

LARGE PIZZA | LARGE PIZZA | P|77A I

GET MEDIUM 1 I rcT 9Mn onf I I

TOPPING PIZZA ^^^ ^^° °^^
I

for the price of
j

FOR 30c
I
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|

I I I
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I
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I
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WANTED
Advertising Representative

Assistants

for THE COLLEGIAN
To be successful in today's

business world,

EXPERIENCE is a must!

We are looking for:

Frosh, Sophomores, & Juniors

with good communications skills.

These positions are volunteer with a guarantee

of future employment

Applications available at

THE COLLEGIAN
113 Campus Center.

The Deadline for completed applications is

Thursday, October 31, 1991

THE COLLEGIAN is an E O E

PRESENTS

THE GOLDEN NOZZLE

Haunted
Car Wash!

Oct. 2S to Od. 31, Starting at SPM Each Day

1315 Boston Rood, Springfield

Routt 9 ot tho Amhorst/Hodloy Lint

WIN Unllmittd Frt* Car Washes For A Ytor!

A Golden Nozzle GOLD CARD will be given

away at eoch location! Picic up your entry

form ot any Golden Nonle Car Wash.

FREE Haunted Cor Wash!

Tuesday Only, October 29, with a BP fill-up

at the Boston Rd. and Route 9 BP's, any

grade (8 gal. minimum).

The Collegiate Special!

si.00 OFF!
Present this coupon at the Golden Nozzle on Route 9, *

Hadley for a $1 .00 Discount on on Express Wash. Valid only '

Oct. 25 through Oct. 31, 1991 during Haunted Cor Wash
hour5. Not valid with any other offers. I

Golden Nozzle

CarWash
An F I, RiihtTts .Service

Black Affairs
Avery to discuss Black health
By SONDRA SUTTON
Collegian Staff

On November 4 in room 168 of the
Campus Center at the University of Mas-
sachusetts, the Black Mass Communica-
tions project presents Ms. Byllye Avery.

Avery is the founder of the National
Black Women's Health Project. TheNBWHP
is a self-help and health advocacy organi-
zation committed t<j improving the health of
Black women.

The NBWHP began in 1981 as a pilot

program of the National Women's Health
Network and was incorporated as a non-
profit organization in 1984. Since that time
it has become an internationally-recognized

grassroots advocacy organization run by
Black women, for Black women.

The creation ofthe project stemmed from
a lack of information and services for the
health care of Black women, and also from
the fact that the information which is

available is difficult for Black women in low
income to take advantage of. In addition.

the project was founded because the overall

needs of Black women have been ignored.

The project promotes healthy changes in

lifestyles, changes in family, and work re-

lationships and also changes in the ways
Black women perceive themselves.

NWBHP's approach was developed with
the understanding that Black women's
health problems are aggravated by extreme
stress caused by socio-economic factors such
as poverty, racism and the impact of in-

creasing rates of crime in the communities
in which they live.

Although the project was created with
the Black women in mind, the project also

encourages Black men to take better care of

themselves as well as paying attention to

stress factors which also have a tremendous
effect on their health as well.

Avery will discuss various health prob-

lems for which Black women are at greater

for, as well as discussing the AlDS epidemic,

and the effects it has and will have on Black
women. Avery askes both Black men and
women to attend the lecture.

Who are we anyway?
There are many ways that we. as Black

people, catorgorize and divide ourselves.

For example, we describe ourselves as

being dark skinned, light skinned, or brown
skinned.

We have either "good hair" or "nigger

naps." We are educated, ignorant, or st nu't

wise.

We are Northerners. Southerners, or

West Indian; and each group thinks that

they have something up on the other.

Michelle Cannon

Dig a little deeper and you will find that

the above mentioned groups divide them-

•elveseven futher. For example. Northern-

ers are either from the city or the suburbs

and suburbanites are considered to be weak.

Southerners are either from the city or

the country, and country people are thought

to be slow.

West Indian people never refer to them-

selves as just West Indian, because they

might be associated with another Carib-

bean country. They always define them-

selves by their country oforgin; Dominicans,

Jamaicans. Antiguans, Trinidadians— the

list of divisions goes on and on.

Additionally, on this campus there are

also "jocks" and "non jocks," "Greeks" and
"non Greeks." It gets very tiring trying to

figure out who belongs to these groups.

I know that some ofyou are reading this

and saying "What's wrong with being proud

of your culture?" There is abtu>lutely noth-

ing wrong with being proud ofyour culture.

It and other factors are what make up you
personality: a unique individual. There is.

however, something wrong when pride turns

to arrogance and people get dissed because

of who they are.

What I'm trying to say is, respect your-

selves and each other. It doesn't matter how
long the hair or how fair the skin. It doesn't

matter where you are from, what sport you

play, what kind of car you drive, or what
organization you belong to.

WEARE ALL BLACK! orAfrican Ameri-

can, what ever you choose to call yourself. I

think that we as a race need to look beyond

all the other stupidness, and remember that

very important fact.

Believe me, there are other people out

there who are not about to forget that you

are.

Yo, What's Up?
By SONDRA SUTTON
Collegian Staff

OCT. 30, 1991

REPORTSINCOLOR WITHJAMES
A. JEMISON. Topic: Clarence Thomas

discussion.

NOV. 4, 1991

BYLLYE Y. AVERY LECTURE.

Room 168 UMass Campus Center, 7 p.m.

For more information call the B.M.C.P

ofllce at 545-2426.

NOV. 6, 1991

Open panel cUscussion: "BIACK MEN
RESCUE 911." Presented by the Ladies of

Delte Sigma Theta Sorority Inc. and the

BlackMensResponsibilityGroupofAmherst

College. 7 p.m. in UMass Campus Center

Room 101. ALL ARE WELCOME AND
ENCOURAGED TO ATTEND.

Ms. Byllye Avery, who will sp<>ak at the University of Massachusettii on
November 4, in room 168 Campus Center.

ALANA productions in the making

By SONDRA SUTTON
Collegian Staff

How many ofyou are juniors or seniors,

and you have not had any hands on expe-

rience within your field ofstudy? How many
of you are first-year students and sopho-

mores who would like experience in your
field?

Well, you are in luck. The Department of

Academic Support Services is providing you

with this opportunity with new ALANA
video project.

When interviewing Suncear R.

Slcrectchen, one of the projects organizers,

she said that they are looking for people who
are interested in video production,

scriptwrighting, performing, as well as

marketingand advertising for other persons

to be apart of the project.

The video project will be viewed on the

University's cable system. A various amount

Some of the projects up and coming pro-

grams include a music video show, news
and talk shows as well as the taping of

concerts, sport events, plays and various

events which happen throughout the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts and the sur-

rounding Five-College area.

Those who arc interested should contact

Kimya Warfield, another project organizer

or <jome by 208 Whitmore Administration

Building. Kimya is excited about the project

and hopes many members of the ALANA
community becomes an active part of the

project.

of original entertaining, educational and

informational programs will be produced by

the project.

Screctchen said, "This project could be a

very positive step for theALANA community
on campus, but it can not succeed without

the support of the ALANA students."

DONT WAIT UNTIL IT IS TOO LATE!

<(
, Sister I feel good about you''

I am a Black Man. Every breath that I take is black,

every step that I take is in blackness. Black is a way of life

notjust a color ofskin. Black is the only life that I know, and

it is the only life that I want to know.

I am a Black Man in a land where the flag stands for

oppression, racism, war inequality and thievery. Do you

actually expect me to stand and salute this?

I live in a White man's worid, which is on a constant

mission to destroy my race. Drugs can be stopped, ifwe put

a man on the moon it is possible to stop drugs, but they want

us to kill ourselves.

I am a Black Man at a White University that does not

care about me or anyone who looks slightly like me.

I do not have to hear about another fight over a baseball

game, I don't have to see one ofmy brother get jumped for

food, nor do I have to read about a sister being harassed by

the University police to know that this University is ra-

cially-motivated.

Some ask why 1 still attend the University. Well in order

to succeed I must learn the way in which the White man is

taught, learn to work with them, get what they get and more

and learn the system that is trying to destroy me .

JejfLawrence

This knowledge then must be passed to younger brothers

and sisters so that they know how this world really works.

This not paranoia, it is the reality in which I live. Can you

relate?

I am a Black Man. I love my Black sisters and salivate

over no other. I believe that without my sister by my side,

I surely will die. 1 wouldn't sell her out for money, fame, a

Supreme Court nomination and surely not for a moment of

Whiteness.

Sisters are to be protected, loved and respected for she is

the foundation of my existence.

"Sister, sister I feel good about you."

I am a Black Man. I write for a White newspaper. I must

write to my people and speak the truth. My people do not

need any more lies; especially from one of their own.

This article and all others are subject to public response

from all sides.

One can say what they want about my article, it was

written for conversations, but I would appreciate it if all of

you would not direct your personal dysfunctions to my
character. Love! No peace until justice, and no justice until

equality. 5000!
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Amherst Athletic Club Exclusive! Amherst Athletic Club Exclusive!

•Safe

• Effective

• Fast

• EfHcient
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inlrrtui ' external i^bliques and ivctu> aWiHtimin. The teel c4 free weight training with the -Hiterv and aiiiv leive i>l a niachine.

Amhent
Athletk

Ottb

W«t
St

South

Amhent
256-OOM

^a/heats' afu/au>s^ S^O/

rtereU^s\.„ 19 Years

our
Biggest •"

C^A^
I ^ V/ednesday, Oct. 30,

\>

10 a.m.-1 2 midnight

ENTIRE CONTENTS OF STORE > '

20-50% OFF LIST PRICE r

Gurtars, Amplifiers, Strings, Sheet Music... EVERYTHING!

m\)w
«~«™ 233 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst

HEALTHY SKIN
Begins with a deep pore

cleansing facial.

Also lash and brow
tinting, shaping, hair

waxing, make up,

therapeutic massage.

AESTHETICS SRINCARE
34 Main St. . Suite 1, Amherst. MA 253 9879

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

SPORT MANAGEMENT
DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1991

2:30 PM
CAMPUS CENTER 162

SPONSORED BY:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
SPORT MANAGEMENT

'h J- i4 w.ij.nty to rr^eet with alumni w<n_i Jd^ !;, ^ iN'-nf

^''jenences in the working world Don't miss this importnr^t

I
-'j^el discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

l-Jf^R

19R/1

^hir 1V//1

VV1

Pir hi-jifl J Fnsor Fsq

Project Supervisor
GoU Digesf/Tennis, Sporls Markelinu
Trumbull, CT

Terrifory Sales Manager
Racquet Sports Division, Spaldir<g

Cliicopee. MA

Director of Sales
Boston Celtics

Boston. MA

Operations Coordinator
Tt^e Centrum
Worcester. MA

Commissioner
Metro Atlantic Attiletic Conference
Lyndhurst. NJ

for more ir\formatlon, please contact
Mattier Career Center

5452224

THE COLLEGIAN & THE PUB
Present the

TEAR UP THE
NEIGHBORHOOD

KARAOKE
COSTUME PARTY

at THE PUB in Amherst
on Wednesday, October 30™.

Doors Open at 9:00 pm
Cash Prizes!

Live Broadcast of WHMP-FMI

DESIGNATED DRIVERS
will receive FREE cassettes donated by

STRAWBERRY'S, MUSIC, MOVIES & MORE
and FREE Soda all night!

HAVE A SAFE HALLOWEEN!

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

noturrmsses!
HA, HA. HA'
JUST KJPPIN6'
G^TWUACOttS?
HA, HA, HA'

Stumpy didn't know how he got in this situation, but

with the whole town watching, he knew he'd have to

play It out.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

TH0U6HT

PULilFA
QiAlfiANP

aOAlBH.

\

CJOULPWUBl/ll>€k€'

QumA eavHiT

"^ -^

^r\. ^^^^^T*/

LOveTDHSaf.
WHY, BUTI'M UH-OH'
LAW IDA riEAR

(tMJ' CJVf!
HA.HA!

By BILL WATTERSON

C\LM\t^ AND a\S TT^JSn

t)C*iH T>At RES*OeWTl^L

t<)88E.5 PvnS OK

WASTER ATJD FASJH? I^S)'
AftOSLOAP OF SQm0^llI>li^i

ivE POLtct ABE fcnun>€v\:
OONIN <:StM\5> DOWN to
wnN TV€ aurcw mo smift.'

KM. 5?\GWT, I'M BACK. MfiEMTf

!

CAHT 1 SaVLH «\JN AN EKRMtD

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

1 THE ByORCISM III

CHALK, Ml
CAWLtS.A
fm^K smi
'('JK'OCC'JPl£P)/

MP A

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By KRIS SHADOIAN

v^mx ^i; :. ..we ro ?au. in l-svE

Vii-w <,t„ * MEAN ^oman''

T f ftL;, "OR QNC oe-THtn'"

\JCtiJ> "^^ii- ?^^^ 8t«w UP •

Quote of the Day
"I'm deformed and I'm hungry."

"Crazy Plant Man
on Saturday Night Live

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 In th« iradst

6 Jetatwl s

tpOUM
10 A larga amoum
14 LadMS' man
15 Low

lamparalurt
le Hafcuta*

capiiva

17 S*«a< ihtaada

among tha

?0 LaMmakact
21 Accumutaw
22 Fury

23 Fiowat pats
25 Nama ot tama

in (ournafesm

29Btaka
30 NofM piOM
31 Tmialut Cknah
32 l*a«v
3S PaliKMc cokxt
39 USNA grad
40Concap<ol

pai taction

41 To ba. m RMt*
42 Oan piitpttta

vaAtcta

43 Choir mamba*

s

4S Ooovaf
MOoMaragoal
4« Courtly

M E»patnaKdona
&S WKit tiu«naM

paotila

56 - noaa
ttugMar

&9 >\>lpouin

60l*a aonia
gasas

61 Giaatk god ol

war
62 iMp Mih tha

(Jishas

6J Burn myiiri

DOWN
t Swst »igN
2 or lass

3 >«ot spo4

4 Thraad Comb
form

5 Fiaa ol cttarga

6Sliy blua

7 Towat word
• Eiist

9 La Paf « Ns
cap

to Graali laitar

n Saaor OaMas
12 Amo amas. I

lo»a —
13 Tui«sian rulars

olotd
It Ot* wrong
KOatobad
23 Sand bank
24 tUaiii

2i Piasani

26 First garden
27 fHjis two and

37 Tha saii« Lat

36 Hogan or

Frantklm

43Racord
44 Amoroua
45 Emparor
4fiataddan
47 Sms
4t TypaotIM
49 Eban ol Ivaal

50 Yaslarday B

nard

St Coly
52 Twiit 12 ar>d 20
53l4issas
54 Town naar

Padua
56 Do a gardanar s

cttora

67 Tha GraaiMSi

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

26Uncooliad
29Slingy
31 Piicay

33 0uarlal

•namliar

33Conianiad
sound

34 Lmks locations
36llighwav

I— r- r 1 I jHi r i i H«~ nr ir ir

m III n

Menu
SORRY, NO MENU.
PLEASE CALL 52626

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIICS(March 21-Apnl 14) The
«po(licht is on domcMic aclivily Share

household (.'horcs wilh small fry -ihcy

love lo panicipme A lo«( drlicle <uirfsices

in an unexpected place. Give a loved one

a wcond chance

TAURUSlApril 20-May 201 You
\hould enjoy a nin of good fortune now
Be willing lo travel: you will bnd nght

where you hrlong Aliending j glanNxirous

social event is worth the price lag this

evening

GEMINKMay 21 -June 2()): Work
the communication lines today Your
powers of persuasion jn.' at a peak Hiding

your talents will hinder progress Let

influential people see what you can do.

loved ones deserve more TLC.

CANCERtJunc 21-July 22): Y<xi

could be doing a balancing act when it

coines to paying your hi lis Set your sights

high: will power carries you lo victory!

Seek the attention of people who can help

your career

LEOtJuly 2.VAug. 22): Now is not

ihe time lo cxperimeni with questionable

ideas or lo reveal your long-range plans.

F'aniily members make shrewd advisers.

Real estate transactions are favored.

VIRGOIAug 23-Sept. 22): Be alert

lo details, l-inancial decisions cannsM be

made lightly. Double-check all

correspondence and paynKni schedules.

Keeping a low profile is a good safety net

now.

I.IBRAlSept 2:«-Oct 22t Your
instincts are eicelleni when it comes to

nruincial matters Keep spending lo a

minimum. Shared funds have long-range

inefiilnesx. Traveling lo an enoiic place is

a nource of inspiration

SCORPIO((V-t 23-Nov 2 1 1 Watch

your step, so-called "bargains" nuy not

he worth the asking price. An unpaid deN
could c«me back to haunt you P<isipone

makinganujorcareer orpersonaldeciwui.

Romance is chartcy.

SAGITTARIUStNov 22-Dec. 21):

Plan ahead and everything shtwld go
snKHithly Sound confident when speaking

with those in authrYily. l-jnphusi/e your

desire to improve your skills ;ind gain

specialized knowledge

CAPRICORNtDec. 22-Jan 19)

Your power peaks. Attend to pressing

business now— it is risky to wait until the

last minute. Touch base with key players

on your team -there is still a lot to learn.

'AQl'ARIDS(Jan 20-leb 18) You
could encounter some obstacles along the

employment path Seek several opinions

when trying lo solve a financial or career

problem Be aware ofupcoming events in

your Held.

PISC"KS(Feb. 19- March 20):

Correspondence regarding contracts and

finunces can help you lock up new profits

today. Be a doer, not a couch potato The

emphasis at work is on finding out the

facts. Take nothing for granted.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Preston P. Forman

Copy Editor Joanne Quimby

PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi

Production Supervisor(s) Nicole Dumas

Pixxluction Beth Butts,

Traci-Ann DiSalvaatore
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Racquetball, call it shmaquetball
By DAVID SCOTT
Collegian Staflf

Any club sport is bound to face adversity in various

forms, however the University of Massachusetts Racquet-

ball Club appears to have overcome these difficulties through

the dedication and hard work of the club's president and
vice-president.

Club president Robert Ansin. a junior from Leominster,

and vice-president Nathan Bearman, a senior from Bir-

mingham. Ala. , speak ofthe club as if it were their own child

and their pride is apparently warranted.

"Last year was the first year we decided to put everything

into making the club successful." Ansin said. "It's gone

beyond our wildest imagination."

The club has over 40 members, is currently ranked

number one in the Eastern Region and ninth nationally.

That is no small feat when opponents such as Penn State,

Syracuse University and West Point are taken into con-

sideration.

The strong competition aside, Bearman prefers the term

"team" over that ofclub because ofthe numerous workouts.

practice sessions and conditioning that racquetball requires.

"We try and cater to the people who nuss thai element of

team sports." Ansin said. "We're an athletic team."

The team practices two hours per day. four days a week

and also has weekend bike rides and various workout

sessions.

All funding comes strictly from fundraising and the

success of such drives is clearly evident in the fact that

representatives form the racquetball club went to Phoenix

last year to compete in a national competition. Still, rec-

ognition and respect are hard to come by for the team and

Ansin finds that hard to swallow.

"They were there (in Phoenix) representing the Uni-

versity, and I didnt think it was fair to the team [that there

was no recognition]." Ansin said.

However, neither Ansin nor Bearman dwell on the fact

that their sport is often overshadowed by the varsity teams,

instead they continue to try and promote the game played

between four walls, where the small rubber ball travels in

excess of 150 miles per hour.

"It's no problem to start playing racquetball when you're

in college." Bearman said. "And it's not the kind ofsportyou

have to stop playing when you're out of school."

The sport has seen a recent growth in popularity, from

television coverage on ESPN to the prospect of racquetball

becoming an Olympic sport, according to Ansin.

"There's a lot of money being put in behind the scenes,"

Ansin said.

Racquetball is extremely fast-paced and Ansin explained

much of the skills involved require proper judgment of

angles and limited movement.

"I like getting hit in the ass with the ball," Ansin joked.

"Seriously, it's a great way to stay in shape and it's easy to

get a lot better rather quickly."

Bearman said he er\joys the one-on-one competition

involved in the sport.

"It's more one-on-one than any other sport besides

wrestling." Bearman said. "I also ei\joy helping out others

who are just starting, trying to teach them the sport."

CollecUn phoio by Jody CIbMb

Bob Ansin

Winter Session

1992 Catalog

Is Here!

So, what eiactiy is Winter Session?

• a unique "mini-semester, ' |ust three weeks long

WeH, what's so unique about it?

• you can earn 3 academic credits m only 3 weeks

• over 100 credit courses, including gen. ed. designated classes

What^s Happeninng!

Field Experience Opportunities

Employer Presentations

Walt Disney World Oct 30 7:00pm SOM 109

Interviews

Walt Disney World Oct 31

IBM (spring) Nov 6

Mobil (summer) Nov 13

Pratt & Whitney (spring) Nov 14

Any major

SOM. ECON
CHEME
ME, IE, CSE,

COINS, SOM

How can Winter Session help me?

You can;

• take a class you couldn't get before

• make up credits

• meet graduation requirements

• lighten your spring course load

Winter Session 1992 — January 2-23

Registration by mail only begins November 9.

(Registrations must be postmarked no ear/zer than

November 9.)

Catalogs available on campus or at the Division

of Continuing Education 6th floor Goodell

Permanent Placement Opportunities

Bring your resume to Mather Career Center Room 202 immedi-

ately ifyou're interested in any of the following:

Taco Bell Oct 30

Exxon Oct 31

United Technologies Nov 1

HRTA, BUS
CH E (M&D only)

COINS, EE, ME
(M&D only)

SIGI Plus
Sign up now for this this interactive computer pro-

gram that helps you discover your interests, abilities

and work values and link them to possible careers.

Wednesdays from 10am - 1pm.

Call 545-2700 to reserve a space.

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

r-'rilcmity/Sororily PiA on the Orchird Ilill bu« route. (41 3)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

Men harriers place
second at A-lO's
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's
cross country team placed second at the

Atlantic 10 Championship Meet Saturday.

Bob Donker ofWest Virginia was the top

finisher over the five mile course at Van
Cortland Park in New York. He won the

race in a time of 25:37.

Donker's performance helped West Vir-

ginia take the team title in the meet. The
Mountaineers scored 34 points.

UMass scored 62 points to take second.

They were followed by Rutgers, with 90

points, Rhode Island, with 93 and St.

Joseph's, with 101.

"I felt as though we would probably fin-

ish second," UMass coach Ken O'Brien said.

"I thought we could beat the rest of the

teams in the meet. The only way that we

Braves

CONTIf>AiED FROM PAGE 16

up, still holding the ball, like nothing hap-

pei^.
Atlanta'sbaae-running blunders— Dave

Justice allegedly missing third base inGame
2. and Smith not scoring on a double in

Game 7.

Generally excellent fielding by both

teams.

The Metrodome — love it or hate it. it

could have won is ifwe had had an outstand-
ing race fi-om our entire top seven."

Matt Simon was the top finisher for the

Minutemen. He placed sixth in 26:16.

Other runners scoring for UMass were
Pat Reed, who placed ninth in 26:29, Pat

Ryan ( 14th, 26:43 ). Keith Willis ( 15th. 26:48)

and Kevin Greenhalgh UBth, '26:57).

"Matt Simon, Pat Reed and Pat Ryan ran

an outstanding race," O'Brien said. "Most of

the other runners on the team had only an
average day.

•^est Virginia earned the title. They
had a great day from all their runners."

O'Brien said that the second place per-

formance Saturday, on the heels of a second

place finish at the Eastern Conference Meet
the week bt'fore, should put the Minutemen
in a pretty good position going into the New
England Championships Nov. 1

was a factor, lite Twins are 8-0 in World
Series play there.

The Tomohawk Chop— love it or hate it.

it was a factor. After being the National

League's doormat for so many years.

Atlanta's fans deserved to behave however
the hell they wanted. If they make the

Series next year, then we'll talk about
banning it.

CBS provided a muIUtwk of great cam-
era angles and good announcing from Jack
Buck and Tim McCarver.

Except for a strike zone that at times

Twins
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

suffer The Curse of The Bambino, and
consequently he's celebrated two titles

with his beloved Twins.

Right after the Twins won, I called

him and told him how lucky he was, and
how I wish I knew the feeling. I felt a bit

like President Bush probably did when
he called Twins manager Tom Kelly just

a few minutes later.

I was most impressed by the perfor-

mance ofSeriesMVPJack Morris. Morris

had been one of the best pitchers in

baseball since he hit the scene in 1977,

but with every start he'd made in the

past couple of years, I thought he'd be

ready to call it quita at any moment He
just didnt seem to have it anymore. Re-

gardless, the Twins handed him a bundle

to join their cause this year, and he

responded by winning 18 games during

the regular season. 4 in the post-season,

and for a grand finale, he threw a 10-

inning, Game 7 shutout victory that will

forever be regarded as one of (if not the)

greatest pitching performance in a World

Series game.
Not that hell mind a whole lot, but

Gene Larkin didn't exactly receive the

fanfare he deserved following Game 7.

Larkin came to bat with one out in the

bottom ofthe 10th with the bases loaded,

and hit a long single to lefl field that

scored Dan Gladden for thegame winner.

CBS didn't show the replay once. Sure,

they'll show the replay of a first inning,

routine ground ball three or four times,

but why bother showing the hit that wins

the World Series a laborious second time?

Larkin wasn't interviewed by Jim
Kaat in the clubhouse afterwards, ei-

ther. He had gone l-for-3 in the Series

prior to the biggest at-bat of his life. The
only non-pitchers who had batted fewer

times in the Series entering Game 7

were Al Newman (l-for-2) and Javis

Brown ( O-for-2 ). Talk about your unlikely

heroes, Larkin made me forget all about

Mark Lemke.

bordered on the size ofa stamp, the umpires
did a tremendous job, especially Terry Tola

callingMark Lempke safeon Harper's elbow

tag inGame 4 . You would be hard pressed to

find a better call all seaaon.

Atlanta's young pitchers keeping their

cool under such tremendous pressure.

Atlanta's hitters leaving 52 men on base,

Minnesota, 47. Atlanta's diminutive Mark
Lemke's three triples.

Twins' center fieldo* Kirby Puckett. a

fenuine good guy in a league of crybabies,

shedding his Games 1-5 slump to homer in

the 1 1th inning ofGame 6 to win it.

Jack Morris. In an era of million dollar

starters gettingyanked in favor of pitch-for-

peanuts middle relievers, think of what the

veteran workhorse did in Game 7 — 10

shutout innings on three days rest. At 36
years old. An amazing performance.

Migor League Baseball is over for an-

otherseason. It will be a tough off-season for

baseball fans everywhere. But let's keep one

thing in mind—pitchers and catchers report

for spnng training on February 21st. See

you somewhere in Florida.

.fi^

NyA^

vf,.a^

Proper Identification A Must

57 NORTH PLEASANT ST • 253-5141

Sunday O Settle fif the Acoustic Wave
Tuesday Taco Tuesday

Wednesday <> Wednesday Wings

Promo night

FREE Give-aways!
Happy Halloween!!

Miller Genuine iprTCHERS
Draft, Lite fif a il ^ #\
Rolling Rock • 7*»50

riovember Beer of the Month

Miller Genuine Draft Liaht $ 1.25

'fsnoa

50% OFFALL
HALLOWEEN
GOODIES! M
.AMI ^i**^;

I

mmmw
MC Visa

Amex
71 N. Pleasant St. ( Above Cafe DiCarlo

)

Amherst 2561551 • Mon.-Sat. 10-5:30

Classifieds
COME TO THE COilEGlAN OFFICE Hi CAMPUS CENIFJi • WURSDAY fi:30-3:}0 FRIDAY 8:SO-2:M)'DEADUNEISTWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUaWN » 20(AVORD/DAY FOR SJUDEm » CASH INADVANCE

Acnvrnn

BOYZ N tMC HOOO WadoMday Ooor>

30 5 7 9 1 1 Admission Sponsored »>y I

Cap* Verdean Student Alkanca

CONCERTS CONCERTS CONCERTS
UPC Concert Productions Meeting

163 CC 6pm Tues Oct 29.

Everybody Welcome

CREEPY STORY HOUR
Sponsored by Undergraduate English Ck*
on Wed Oct 30 at 3pm SHARP in 4th fl Grad

Lounge of Baniett

All Welcome

ENGINEERMQ CO-OP INFO SESSION
Everything you want to know tonight!

(Tuesday) at 6 00 Marston 220

Sponsored by SWE

HEY ALPHA CHI PLEOOESI How «Mf* III*

Ammtes' P*nkpb* Hop* you had km
K**p up the good wortO

UECHI-RYU KARATE CLASSICAL
OKINAWAN KARATE Wen andFrl 6«)pm
Amherst Community Arts Center Can 665-

4501

VIETNAMESESTUDENTS ASSOCIATION
General mealing lomght

TpmJOwwton Basement

WORKING
Oct 29, 30. and 31

800PM
Student Union BaHroom

UMTG 545-0415

Go see it I

TonlQht!

AUTO FOR SALE

BEST OFFER: Halo«aan Darti Vador coa-

tum* Smal B/W TV w caW* ftK domMoty.

Cofla* machine 549^ 1 42

MOTHBI AX22 TYPEWRITER
Mkil oofKftion

Howw pwacwmow suwoLAsaes
naok oaaa m Skidam Unnn Loung* Fnday

OciiaCalMal5*5-272«»-5

MOToncvcLes

Bestofler

Call 546-2S6S

SuiuM 480 19M Runs wall

S200 Cal 2S6-3466 Ask tor Biyart

9QUIOGV To a gr*at roommai* Hava a

wiokad good birthday Luv Ya Animal

^THOMAS HUGH T.

Happy 19thi

Lov*.

CRA/YPERSON
(Sorry its late')

servk;es

BKTYCLE BROKEN?
Call Pal

546-0119

"Every day In Amarlca I had to rise and

pledge allegience to the flag even as the

Vietnam War was gotng on across the street

at the University ol Colorado And I was heW

over all altemoon in third grade to write over

and over again. "I will not laugh during (lag

pledge --Jello Biaira Nov 15 UPC PRE-

SENTS 545-2892

HAUNTED HOUSE AT LAMBDA CHI

Sponsored by the brothers

and Halloween headquarters

29-31 630^900
$2
To benefit DARE

1983 HONDA CIVIC OafMndaMa tSOO or

BO 549 5834

Salted cars, trucks, boats. 4wheelers.

motorhomes. by FBI. IRS. DEA Available

your area now CaH (805) 682-7555. Ext. C-

1675.

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DtSCI $1 75 00 DJs. VJs. Karaoke

for house/ Fonnal parties . Call 566-9900

FOR RENT

ANNOUNCEMENTS

*i..v ,

•cow POOP*
Could make you Rk:h!

Come by our table at the Campus Center

Concourse and buy a raffle ticket tor our

Meadow Muffin Contest to benedl the

UMass Equestrian Program and the

Mounted Police

1st Phze $1,500

2nd Pnze $750

3id Prize $500

Buy your tichets this week (Oct 28-Nov 1)

For Info call the Hadley Farm 549-2863

ToiHiliouaa2Badrooml i/2balhBusRoule

N. Amherst 1-567-1352

FOR SALE

1961 TOYOTA TERCEL Extremely reliable

cassele stereo $900 253-9 167 Great shape'

2 LENNY KRAVITZ TICKETS

Nov I Boston

Cheap
546-4085

DRUMS. TKO Spwca w/cymbal and Hihat

Great condrtion $400 or BRO cat

549 3620 Eves

Folk Guttar Must sen need cash $100 CaH
256-8721 Tom

FOR SALE
Elactnc guitar and amp
Good beginner's set

Loud and lun

$280 Call 586-7353

HELP WANTED

KUWAIT, SAUDI WORKERS NEEDED
$35 00 A up per hour. Tax free Both skilled

& unskilled For info Call 61 5-779-5505 Ext

X-858

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many posi-

tions Call (805) 582-7555 E xtP-3306

RAISE $500...$1000...$1500

FOOLPROOF FUNDRAISING
For your (ratemily. sorortty. teams or other

campus organization Absokitely no invest-

ment involved' Act now lor the chance to win

a Carit>bean Cruise and fabukxjt priiesi

Can 1 800-950-8472. ext 50

SMGNATURE AGENCY SEEKING female

models Requirements Ages 16 24 $10 ap-

plication lee Minimum Height 5'7" Please

Dress in black Minority candidates urged to

apply Tues Oct 29 7 lOpm at Holiday Inn

Holyoke Exit 15off 191 NORS Near Ingleside

Mall

LOST

STEVE FAOOEN

.„, a, you mad* It You escaped kmbo

and mads K to 21 Now youre legal - whoa.

Everyone else, bug Steve today HetoWme
he's gonna buy for us all Just tell him he's

your sexy tove man He kkes that Happy

BiritKlay. Dooood — Mike

STUPW NEW BAND

LOOK OUT UMASS
liMte Green turns 21

Today

Have an awesome birthday

Love ya. Cassie

NAG NAG NAG! Are:

Ari Vais (Singer)

Anthony Westcott (Guitanst)

Paul Pehs (Dnimnwr)

Bnan Oswell (Bassist)

Listen .

PERSONALS

JELLO TWSTER

ON iOI79l9^ LARRY ABEID turns 21 So il

you see him. give Lar a hearty hwo-handed

goose (not one but t«K>) and buy that man a

piols

NANCY
Happy Birthdayl

We'll celebrate at the Campus BartMCue

Love- S+M

Laurl Mttcltall of Tn Sigma

Hope your birthday was great

Get psyched lor SaturdayVI

Were gonna have a blast!! Luv Nicole _
TRAaE Zt

Happy 21 st to the best fnend I've got-

Uptown will never be the same'

Love Kimtwrfy

CARPE DIEM! Womans Novice Crew
Sunday

Our wake. Ttieir funeral

RIDE WANTED

WaHM with IDs (Xue^un

Zhou). H found, please caH 545-0329 (Joe)

to h* of Mttmomore
.. What IS if''

(is ItJhejook?)

DARREN B.

Probably Tm right next to you while you're

reading this so. enjoy us both!

Love. ME

BONNIE B.

Get ready lor a wlU and crazy nighll

Happy Birthday!

21 at last!

Love, Leigh

JUST THBIK LARRY, You can now irritate,

annoy and ultimately sexually disappoint

girls at t>ars too!

RIDE WANTED
To VanHalen / Worcester, 10/30. Pay gas.

Chris 546-1712

Hsar Barnyard Birttiday 586-7309

r* partyin'l rs personalized* lt]s cheap*

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or

support? C.iil lor free and confidential

services Al '^RNATIVES 245 Mam
Street. Northampton 586-3000 or

Greenfiekj 774-6019

SPANISH TUTOR
110/120$7hr.

Rob 6-0502

FREE pregnancy testing; confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT.233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

TRAVEL

BAHAMA CRUISE $99 Per person

5 day /4 nigW hotel Plan now for your break.

Very limited olfer^Call now 1-800-621 -0572

FREETR 4VEL- Air couriers and cruiseships

Students also needed Christmas, spring,

and summer for amusement pari* employ

ment Call (805) 682-7555 ExtF-1426

SPRING BREAK TRIPS from $259!

Plan now& save $100
For details 549-3674

TYPING

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 BEDROOM IN 2 bedroom Colonial Village

Bus route 237* Night call Lu 235-2435_

LOOKING FOR 1 OR 2 females to share a

2-bdrm Brittany Manor Apt $200 a month

per room Call Kathy at 253-3950

PAPERS TYPED: $1 50/typed page

Quick. Accurate Service. Call Bnan 546-

3563

WORD PROCESSING, laser printing, pa-

pers, resumes, theses. Rosemary 259- 1 786

WANTED

To recycle: Prescription medication bottle'

containers (Nonrenewable FIX only) Pleasu

call 585-8709
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Last-to-first series is one for the books
Twins 2nd title takes me back Braves loss leaves empty feeling

In 1984. 1 moved to Arlington, Mass., a

Buhurb west of Boston, and 1 immediately

became a Red Sox fan. Upon my first visit to

the wondrous Fenway Park, I fell in love

with the Old Towne Team.
But before moving to Arlington, I lived in

Southeast Minneapolis, just a hop. skip,

and a jump from the Metrodome, home of

the 1991 World SeriesChampion Minnesota
Twins. From 1980, when I saw my first

game at the old Metropolitan Stadium in

which the Twins beat the Oakland A's. 20-

11, until 1983, my last year in Minnesota. 1

was a big-time Twins fan.

Ted Kottler

Once 1 headed E^st and became a Red
Sox fan. I didn't exactly stop being a Twins
fan, but I couldn't really savor their 1987

World Championship I must have still had
the bad taste m my mouth the Red Sox left

me with the year before « heck, of course 1

did, itil never go away).

But. 1 was proud the Twins had come a

long way from the early SOs when players

like Hosken Powell. Roger <not Scott)

Enckson, and Pete Mackanin filled the

Twins roster. These guys were some pretty

mediocre ballplayers, and they never helped

the Twins amount to much.
I fondly remember when a slim Kent

Hrbek bn)ke into the league in 1982, and
was the leading candidate for the American
League Rookie ofThe Year until Cal Ripken.

Jr. really heated up and Hrbek tailed off a

bit. At the time Hrbek was my idol and that

ofmost other rune-year old boys that I knew.

Today, a somewhat chubbier Hrbek is still a

fan favorite in Minnesota . and it's nice to see

that my first true idol has now played for

two World Championship teams.

Back in 1982. 1 would have guessed the

Red Sox would win a World Series before the

Twins did.

In 1987. I was also pleased to see the

Twins take it all for my Dad's sake. He's

been a baseball fan all his life < he attended

Game 7 of the 1960 World Series, in which
Bill Mazeroski hit a solo home run in the

bottom of the 9th inning to give the Pitts-

burgh Rrates a 10-9 win and a 4-3 series

win over the New York Yankees, the only

series that ended with a home rxini, but he

didn't become a Twins fan until I did. when
he took me to that first game 1 1 years ago.

The only difference, though, is that he's still

a Twins fan. He wasn't as foolish as I was to

CONTINUED ON PAGE • t

TWINS WIN — The Minnesota Twins' Jack Morris is hugged by
teammate Chuck Knoblauch, center, as the Twins celebrate their 1-0 win
over the Atlanta Braves in Game 7 of the World Series Sunday night.

Morris, who pitched 10 innings during Sunday's game, was named the

series* Most Valuable Player.

With health permitting, I hope one day to

sitdown with my children and grandchildren

and deliver the age-old "when 1 was your

age" spiel.

Yep," I would say, "that Series in "91 w^
something else."

There isn't much left to say regarding the

1991 World Series that concluded Sunday
night. Over the past 11 days we've been

iHimbarded with all the cliches that exist to

describe "Cinderella story" teams, close

games, etc But one was inevitable, and sure

enough, after Game 7, it reared its ugly

head.

"It's a shame someone had to lose."

Kevin Herlihy

The World Champion Minnesota Twins
and the runners-up Atlanta Braves treated

us to the most exciting Series ofmy 22 years

on this earth, and maybe of all time. At the

beginning of the Series, who would have
thought that these two last-place-to-first-

place teams would provide such gut-

wrenching action?

Five one-run games. Four games decided

in last at-bats. Three extra inning games.
Does anybody know C.P.R.''

The Braves are my team. Thanks to

television's catering to the east coast mar-
ket, all games started at 8:30 in the evening.

Sunday mght I acted as if my entire life

hinged on every pitch. It was excruciating.

When it ended I tried to sleep but only

tossed and turned for two hours.

Withoutsounding like a sentimental fool,

1 felt a loss when Barry I.arkin singled over

a drawn-in outfield, ending the Braves' bid

at glory. A loss felt not only for my beloved

Braves, but for the last baseball game ofthe

season.

I gobble up baseball information with

voracity Peter Gammons' baseball page in

each Sunday's Boston Globe is the best pile

ofsports stuff I've ever seen. I'd plunk down
$1 50 for that page alone. It's a basebcdl

junkie's dream.
From the 1991 World Series, these mo-

ments lin no particular order), along with

others, will stay with me for a long time to

come:

Kent Hrbek blatantly pulling Ron Gant
off first base in Game 2.

Kent Hrbek receiving death threats from

way too serious Braves' fans for said pulling.

Lonnie Smith absolutely plowing over

Twins catcher Brian Harper, who bounced

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

Proposal gets mixed reactions from coaches
Editor's note: This is the third ofa four-part series depicting

the University of Massachusetts men's soccer team

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

The proposal to continue men's soccer for another season

received mixed reactions from coaches and administrators

yesterday.

While all the coaches supiwrt continuing the program,

some felt as if the part which asks them to fund up to 30

percent of their budget within two years and 15 percent

next year was unreasonable.

"I don't think (we can fund 30 percent], not ifwe're going

to stay in the upper echelon of Division 1 lacrosse pro-

grams," said UMass lacrosse coach Ted Garber.

The soccer program was cut from the Athletic

Department's budget this past spring. However, they were

able to raise enough money so that they could come back for

what has been termed their "terminal" season.

The initial proposal calls for the Athletic Department to

fund $14,583 of the required $40,583.

Athletic Director Frank Mclnerney said he had not yet

had a chance to look at the proposal.

When told that the proposal asks the Athletic Depart-

ment to fund $14,583, Mclnerney had no comment.

Associate Athletic Director Elaine Sortino could not be

reached for comment.

"We can't push this thing," Mclnerney said. "It will have

to wait in line with the other things we have to take care of."

Al Bleau, the president of the University of Massachu-

setts Men's Soccer Association made the proposal which
suggests that the revenue come from all the programs
raising 30 jiercent oftheir budget through fundraising, gate

admissions, TV, radio contracts and contributions.

However, the only sports which generate money through
ticket sales, television and radio are football and men's
basketball

.

"(The proposal is) probably a good idea," said men's
basketball coach John Calipari. "In our season ticket sales,

we probably bring in $200,000. In some programs, raising

30 percent is going to be tougher."

Baseball coach Mike Stone said, "Thirty percent, that's

quite a big chunk. I haven't been approached by anyone in

the administration and until I am, I prefer not to make any
comment about it."

I n order for the soccer team to put a team on the field next

season, they need to start recruiting soon. But they can not

recruit ifthey don't know whether or not there is going to he

a team.

For the time being, coach Sam Koch has been told by the

administration not to recruit. His contract expires after the
final game of the year, according to Mclnerney.

"Time is a factor, we need to get some recruits," said
Frank Kylish, a soccer parent.

A decision on the future ofmen's soccer needs to be made
quickly, Bleau said.

"Budgets are pretty tight as it is," said men's gymnastics
coach Roy Johnson. "I think we're already funding up to 30
percent because we've upgraded our facility."

Calipari said that the way funding for the Athletic

Department happens at other schools is that the football

and basketball teams bring in most ofthe money. At UMass
the only sport that makes money is basketball.

"I think basketball is doing its part in providing for other
sports," Calipari said. "Can we do more? If I can, I will."

REVISED BASKETBALL TICKET POLICY
NOTICE: The University of Massachusetts Depart-

ment ofAthletics in accordance with the Athletic Ticket
Office has revised their policy regarding the issuance of
men's basketball student tickets. All student seating
will now be GENERAL ADMISSION.

1) GENERAL ADMISSION student tickets will be
handed out fnrni 7 a.m. - 3 p.m. in the lobby of Curry
Hicks Cage three days before eachhome game. (Example:

The tickets for Sunday's game against Marathon Oil will

be handed out starting at 7 a.m., Thursday).
2

)

A VALID UNDERGRADUATE I.D. will be required to
pick up a ticket. A drivers license is not sufficient.

3) Each student is entitled to just ONE ticket.

4) Your I.D. will also be needed to get in the night of the
game along with the ticket.

ALL RESERVED SEASON TICKETS ARE SOLD OUT
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Palestine willing to negotiate with Israel
By MONA ZlADE
Associated Press

MADRID. Spain — In a marked depar-
ture from decades— old hard-line attitudes,
Palestinians signaled Tuesday that they
would settle for autonomy instead of de-
manding immediate statehood.

Faisal Husseini, the PLO-approved su-

pervisor ofthe Palestinian negotiating team,
said statehood remained the ultimate goal.

But he said Palestinians would negotiate
with Israel in the Middle East peace confer-

ence that opens Wednesday about limited
self-rule for the 1.7 million Palestinians in

the occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip.

Evident from Husseini's statement was
that statehood has become the target of

more realistic hopes, rather than a condition

that Israel would never accept. It underlined
the evolving pragmatism among Palestin-

ians, considerably weakened by the chang-
ing international political environment.

The Palestinians will demand Israel

freeze settlement construction in the land
seized from Jordan and Egypt in 1967, but
will stay at the talks in Madrid no matter
how tough the bargaining, delegates and
advisors said.

The conference opens Wednesday with
the Palestinians attending in a joint del-

egation with Jordan. They hope to have an
independent team when bilateral talks be-

gin between Israel and its adversaries —
Jordan, the Palestinians, Syria, and Lebanon.

The 14 Palestinian negotiators are led by
HaidarAbdulShafi, a 7 1-year-old physician
from Gaza. An advisory committee headed
by Husseini is overseeing the official del-

egation.

Asked what the Palestinians were shoot-
ing for, Husseini said: "Autonomy for an
interim period that will move us, Palestin-

ians, from a people under occupation to a
people with full independence and a Pales-

tinian independent state that will later join

in a confederation with Jordan.

Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev and President George Bush have
a quick chat after Bush's arrival at the Soviet embassy in Madrid
yesterday. They will be convening the Mid-east Peace Conference today.

Israel rejects the notion of a Palestinian
state in the West Bank and Gaza Strip But
Israeli officials have said an agreementcould
be a key achievement ofthe Madrid peace
negotiations.

For an interim period, the Palestinians
would accept the self-rule which they vio-

lently opposed when it was first offered

during the Israeli-Egytian peace process in

1978.

The extent and duration of autonomy
would be left, open to discussion.

Advisors to the delegation attributed the
new pragmatism to political changes — the
Palestinians lost the Soviets and Eastern
Europe as power bases after the collapse of
communism, and the PLO's backing for Iraq

in the GulfWar cost Palestinians the friend-

ship and financial backing ofAraboil states.

Hanan Ashrawi, the Palestinian
delegation's spokeswoman who also was
involved in the pre-conference negotiations
with Baker, stressed that Jewish .settle-

ments were "one ofthe greatest obstacles to

peace."

But one Palestinian advisor said that
although freezing construction of settle-

ments was important, it was no longer a
condition. The advisor, speaking on condi-

tion of anonymity, said the Palestinians

were determined not to be defeated in the
first round "by demanding something we
ctinnot get."

Provost candidates meet public
Question and answer session to enlighten students
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian SUfT

University of Massachusetts students will have the
opportunity to become familiar with the three candidates
for vice chancellor for Academic Affairs and provost at an
open meeting today in 904-908 Campus Center.

Acting Provost Glen Gordon, Associate Dean of Aca-
demic Affairs Norman D. Aitken and Stephen H. Gehlbach,
dean of the school of Public Health, will present brief

presentations and then participate in a question-and-answer
.session.

The schedule of meetings will include Gordon at 2 p.m.,

Aitken at 3 p.m. and Gehlbach at 4 p.m.
The meetings have been scheduled by the Provost Search

Committee, consisting of faculty, staff and student repre-

sentatives. The committee issued a call in July for written

applications from within the campus community.
Frederick Tillis, chairperson ofthe Provost Search Com-

mittee, said while the committee began screening applica-

tions on Sept. 16, the deadline was extended several weeks
to accommodate faculty and staff who were away for the
summer.

Tillis. associate vice chancellor for Affirmative Action
and Equal Opportunity, said it was necessary to hire from
within the campus community, both to ease the transition

period for the person who takes the position and to yield

someone familiar with the budgetary problems the Univer-
sity is undergoing.

Tillis said recently he was unable to give an exact time
for when the position would be filled, although he indicated

it would be sometime in November.
Gordon, a political scientist and former dean of the

faculty of social and behavioral sciences, has worked and
taught at the University since 1964.

Aitken, an economist and former associate provost for

undergraduate education, has also worked here since

1964.

Gehlbach, who has served as dean ofthe School of Public

Health since 1989,hasworkedattheUniversitysince 1987.

Kent cigarettes
under scrutiny
for 1950s filters
By ERICH SMITH
Associated Press

PHIIADELPHIA— A man who switched to Kent
cigarettes because he believed they were healthier

developed a rare form ofcancer from inhaling asbest^w

from the cigarettes' filter, his lawyers argued yes-

terday in federal court.

In response, lawyers for Lorillard, Inc.. the maker
of Kent, and Hollingsworth & Vose. the maker ofthe

filter material, said the companies acted responsibly

when asbestos was used in Kent's "Micronite" filter in

the 1950s.

"We didn't believe then and we don't believe now
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

C'ollvglan photo by Joiili Reynold*

WHAT A FACE — Painted pumpkins being sold at the Japan-
American Club's table on the Campus Center Concourse.

Robbery no treat for Sweetie's
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

There no tricks or treats involved on

Monday afternoon when a North Pleasant

Street candy store was robbed of$200 by an
alleged armed assailant.

Although the Town of Amherst Police

were not able to give the name of the es-

tablishment, the manager of Sweeties was
later able to confirm it was the store.

David M. Palmer, 34, whose last known
address is given as 72 High St. Greenfield,

was arrested a short time later by the Town
of Amherst Police and charged with armed
robbery.

According to theTown ofAmherst Police,

at approximately 3:45 p.m. they received a

call an armed robbery had just taken place.

The store clerk stated the suspect had
entered the .store and wandered around for

a few minutes. The suspect then proceeded

to approach the clerk from behind and press

an object into her back.

The victim told police the suspect then told

her he had a gun, although no gun was seen,

and he proceeded to take at least $200 from
the regfister. Officers later picked Palmer up
on Church St. who fit the description given

by the victim.

According to police, the suspect admitted
to the robbery but denied the fact a gun was
involved. At that time an undisclosed

amount of money was returned.

Palmer is being held at the Hampshire
House of Corrections on a $1500 bail, ac-

cording to the police.

In an unrelated robbery. Sweeties in

Northampton was robbed by an unknown
assailant on Friday. Northampton Police

said no arrests have been made and they are

following up .several leads.

Inside:

Page 3:

Weld '.V tax incentive plan given

the thumbs-down hy a panel of

New England economists.

Page 7:

Marc Preston complains about

fire drills and prejudice.

Page 9:

Reviews galore — movies,

shows and cable line-up.

WEATHER
Jack Frost almost nipping at

our noses today, with the high

only near 50. Halloween will

be perfectfor all you little

goblins, highs in the upper 50s.
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=For Your Information
Wednesday. Oct. 30

Workshop — The Finance and Investment Club will be

holding a workshop at 7:00 p.m. in SBA 103. Brokers and

Professors will be present to offer advice. New members are

welcome.
Information —The National Student Exchange I*rogram

will hold a free information session from 4-5 p.m. in the

Campus Center room 904-908.

Musical — The Umass Theatre Guild will be presenting

the musical "Working" at 8 p.m. in the Student Union

Ballroom. Admission is $3 for students, $5 for general

public.

Mot'je — The movie "Boyz 'N' the Hood" will be shown at

5.7,9. and 11 p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium

Admission is $2 at 5 p.m. and $3 at the other showings.

Meeting — The Five College European Club will be

meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus Center room 168C

Meeting — For all those interested in studying in Israel

at the Hebrew Univ. ofJerusalem, there will be an informal

meeting at 6:30 p.m. in the Hillel House I>ounge.

Meeting — There will be a meeting to meet the candi-

dates for Vice Chancellor for Academic Aflairs and Provost

at 2 p.m. with Glen Gordon, 3 p.m. with Norman Aitken.

and 4 p.m. with Stephen Gehlbach in the Campus Center

room 904-908.

Thursday. Oct. 31

Mural — Spectrum Magazine is sponsoring its second

annual "Goolish Grafitti Halloween Chalk Mural" from 10-

3 p.m. at the reflecting pools in front ofthe Fine Arts Center

Musical — The UMass Theatre Guild will be presenting

the musical "Working" at 8 p.m. in The Student Union

Ballroom. Admission is $3 for students, $5 for the general

public.

LflGA —The LBGA is sponsoring a film from 7-9:30 p.m.

in the Campus Center room 803. Admission is free.

Lecture — Professor Marija Gimbutas will be speaking

on "The I..anguage ofthe Goddess and Goddess CiWIizations"

at 8 p.m. in the Gamble Auditorium at Mount Holyoke

College. Refreshments are to follow.

Friday, November 1

Dance—WOCH is sponsoring an Alternative/Industrial

Dance from 8 p.m.-2 a.m. at the Bluewall Cafe. Admission

18 $2 and there will be free refreshments.

Protestors picket haunted house
Church depicts woman in hell for having an abortion

Pee-wee could get
off with no record
SARASOTA. Fla. (APi— Prosecutors today offered Paul

Reubens a plea deal on indecent exposure charges that

Wijuld leave the "Pee-wee's Playhouse" star with no record

of giult. His lawyer said he expected him to accept it.

"It's an offer that's ver>' difficult to refuse," said defense

attorney Ronald Dresnick.
Lender the pro|x>sed deal, made public at a hearing

today, Reubens would plead no contest and the state would
not seek a judicial determination of guilt. There would be a

$50 fine plus court costs and 50 hours ofcommunity service

locally.

Reubens, who created the Pee-wee Herman character

that appeared in movies as well as television's "Pee-wee's
Playhouse." grew up in Sarasota and lives in Studio City,

Calif. He was excused from attending the hearing because
he was filming a movie.

Reuben's attorneys are scheduled to return to court for

a hearing Tuesday to tell the judge the actor's decision. The
maximum penalty he could have faced under the second-
degree misdemeanor was fiO days in jail and a $500 fine

DENNIS, Mass. (AP)— Furious protesters are picketing

a church-sponsored Halloween haunted house that porirays

a woman being sent to hell for having an abortion.

Inside the display, an actor in a bloody nightgown

writheson a stretcher, screaming, "I wantmy baby. Where's

my baby?*

Another actor, dressed as a physician, hands the woman
a handful of simulated blood and tissue, shouting: "Here's

your baby."

Amy McGillen of Harwich, who said she was "IwHTified"

by the depiction when she viewed it on Friday night, is

among the protesters now picketing the haunted house and
trying to persuade others to stay out.

"^hat offended me the most was there was absolutely no
warning that this was going to be coming up." she said. "You
go in there and are taken thn)ugb a haunted house, and
then suddenly you're pushed into hell and have to stand and
listen and watch this propaganda about abortion."

The display is operated by the Victory Chapel of Chris-

tian Fellowship Church. It opened Friday and is scheduled

to continue through Halloween.

"We're out to reach people with a gospel message and
donate the proceeds to a worthy cause,* said Jack Gaeta,
associate pastor.

"We're up front about this. We have nothing to hide.'

But officials from the organization that was slated to

receive the profits from the $2-a-per8on admission, the

Cape Cod Child Development Program, Inc. said they may

J

refuse the money.
"We're opposed to violence and we're opposed to frighten-

ingchildrenandnot telling people what they're getting into

and wf wrtainly don't condone the melh(»d of fundraiismi;."

said Phil Sheerin. the organization's executive director.

Sheen n said he had "absolutely no idea at all* that the

haunted house would encompass an abortion message.

Gaeta said the protesters are entitled to their opinions,

"as long as they don't block access to the driveway and don't

endanger anyone in the street."

He said visitors under the age of 13 are not admitted to

the haunted house unless they are aixompanied by an
adult.

At least one teen-age girl was so shaken by the exhibit on

a visit Saturday that she asked to leave the tour, the Cape
Cod Times reported.

A protestor, Peggy Lilienthal, said she would not want
her three teen-aged grandchildren subjected to the abortion

scene, no matter what their position on the issue.

"1 don't question anyone's right to express an opinion. I

do question whether its right to spring something like this

on people without warning." she said.

"If you have a moral message to give there are lots of

ways to do that. If you have to resort to trickery and deceit

to get that message across, something is wrong with the

message.*
Another visitor complained to the pobce, the newspaper

reported, but he was told the church was not vio'"*'ng any laws

iS^ri'h/f/10.
AMPTON

;ge special
~% Gftmes of Bowling
fti^ Shoe Rental $5.00
w/eonege I.D.

Call 084-48SO for Reservations
525 Pleasant St., Northampton

bargains & treats — starts Wed., Oct. 30

Women's Shoes, Clothing & Accessories

Zanna • 187 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

413.253.2563

Open Thursdays 'til 9 p.m.

* Drink Special
*

Milwaukees Best

$3.95 Pitcl)er

Wednesday Night is GUEST bartender NIGHT

fit Nik«'s

Free T-shirt.s & Prizes!

This week's guest bartender is: Bob Baley
Nert Week Could Be You!

PRIZES:

• $25.00 Gift Certificate to Mike's • Mike's Original T Shirt

• 2-Week membership to THY. GYM • Large Cheese Pizza from Pinocchio's
• Your Picture will be Enshrined on the Walls of MIKE'S WESTVIEW

Drawing is Wednesday Night. Must be present to win but put your name in at any time!

* Drink Special
*

Milte's Pinks

$1.50

Always something

for everyone!

* Drink Special
*

Busch
$4.50 Pitcher

Local
Economists: tax plan
not the right ticket

FASTER THAN THE SPEED OF UGHT
Morrill Science Center.

ColUipan photo hy JrfT K(an

Something whips by

By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON — A panel of economists said

Tuesday business tax incentives, such as

those promoted by Gov. William F. Weld,

would do little to bring the Massachusetts

economy out of its doldrums.

Ek;onomi8ts from Harvard and Babson
Universities, as well as the Federal Reserve

Bank of Boston told a le^slative forum that

tax credits alone would not make Massa-

chusetts more attractive to businesses.

Joe Greene, an accountant who repre-

sented the Small Business Association of

New England, said a tax credit geared to-

ward job creation might help spur employ-

ment.
But Greene, saying his views on the topic

were his own, not the association's, said the

state's biggest problem for business was
what he said was a poor public elementary

and high school education system.

Herman "Dutch" Leonard. Baker profes-

sor of public finance at Harvard, told the

forum sponsored by the l>egislative Caucus

for Economic Growth, that most academic

studies show that business tax credits don't

work very well.

Leonard said taxes arc overshadowed as

a business expense by items such as trans-

portation and labor costs.

If tax incentives are targeted to specific

businesses, he said, they discriminate

against other industries, and if they are

broad enough to help most companies than

they are prohibitively expensive.

They can't be very big or they are hugely

expensive,* Lc ^nard said.

Leonard said Massachusetts will remain

a high-cost state for business with or with-

out tax credits and must assure that busi-

ness gets value for its money.
"We better have a very skilled labor force.

We better have higher productivity," he

said.

Robert Tannenwald, an economist with

the Federal Reserve Bank who headed a

study in the 1980s ofthe Massachusetts tax

system, said, "It's almost impossible to tar-

get incentives as designed."

Tannenwald said the one plus tax in-

centives could have is improving the cash

flow of businesses caught in the credit

crunch, and they could have a psychological

impact on business.

Peter Kozel, an economics professor at

Babson. said other costs, such as workers

compensation and health care, which are

higher than the national average in Mas-

sachusetts, may have more impact on

business decisions than taxes.

Kozel said businesses may also view

Massachusetts as a high tax, low service

state because of the increased spending

during the administration of Gov Michael

S. Dukakis went to human services programs

instead of education and transportation.

Kozel said the Massachusetts economy

is in serious trouble and has lost 330,000

jobs in the past 3 jrears.

Tax credits, he said, wouldn't do much to

turn that situation around.

Greene said Massachusetts should im-

prove its public education system and said

tax limiting Propt)8ition 2 1/2 is hurting the

ability of cities and towns to pay for their

schools.

Greene took a more positive view of tax

credits, saying as an accountant, he has

seen business decisions made on the basis of

the bottom line.

Gay legal, civil rights at issue
LSO attorneys shed light on recent laws
DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Legal Services last

night held a presentation concerning gay and lesbian legal

issues.

As part of B-GLAD week and sponsored by the L«gal

Services Center, Sheila Casey Kelley and Thomas Coish of

legal services outlined recent rights gains for gays and

lesbian in Massachusetts.

Kelley spoke ofthe recent health care issues and how gay

and lesbian couples should take certain precautions about

what could happen in the case of a medical emergency.

Citing the Sharon Kowalski case, Kowalki's lesbian

lover was denied hospital visitation following a disabling

car accident by Kowalski's family, Kelley explained how

gay and lesbian couples should make legal documents

protecting their wishes in case of a disabling accident.

Kelley specified the Massachusetts Health Care Proxy

law, the Durable Power of Attorney and the medical direc-

tive as three main actions that gay and lesbian couples can

take to help protect their wishes.

The Massachusetts health care proxy law allows for a

third party, whom the disabled has previously selected, to

make health care decisions when the patient is incapaci-

tated

The durable power of attorney document allows a third

pre-specified party to make legal and financial decisions

after the patient has become incapacitated.

The medical directive states a person's wishes for or

against types of medical treatment, such as artificial life

support, surgery and other medical situations that could

occur during incapacitation.

"You could get hit by a car tonight, so the sooner that you

have them the better." Kelley said.

Kelley also said these steps are not guaranteed because

gay and lesbian couples don't have the married rights of

heterosexual couples, but these pajjers help build a founda-

tion in case of a legal situation like the Kowalski case.

Coish outlined the housing laws, passed in the 1989 gay

civil rights bill, stating it was now illegal to discriminate

against someone because of their sexual preference.

"Prior to 1989 gays and lesbians has no rights concerning

housing discrimination." Coish said.

One way of protecting victims is through a testing

process, where after an allegation of discrimination is

brought to the Massachusetts Commission Against Dis-

crimination (MCAD), testers are sent in under cover to the

landlord seeing if actual discrimination has taken place.

Coish and Kelley ended the presentation stating any

University of Massachusetts student can seek further ad-

vice from the University Legal Services Center.

Outbreak of false alarms in Southwest
plagues students and fire officials

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

About 180 students in James Hall in Southwest awoke

at 2:13 a.m. yesterday morning to the shrill piercing of a

malicious false fire alarm. It has become acommon occurence

in Southwest, said the associate fire prevention officer.

David Beaudin said the Southwest Residential Area has

endured 40 malicious false alarms since the beginning of

this seinester.

"We're just getting beat on these false alarms," Beaudin

said. "We want it to stop." He said all false alarms since

September have come from Southwest , „.„ ^
In contrast, both Nori^heast and Orchard Hill have had

a total of 36 false alarms in the last five years, he said^

Beaudin did say Southwest houses more people but

added statistics still show an unbalanced rash of malicious

false alarms plaguing Southwest. "This semester, it seems

so lopsided. I can't explain it," he said.

University police have only prosecuted 3 people this

semester for pulling an alarm, Beaudin said, since it's

difficult to catch people in the act.

The John Adams Tower in Southwest has been hardest

hit by the false fire alarm epidemic— 13 since the start ofthe

semester. The tower had 20 all of last year, Beaudin said.

"The people Iwho pull the alarms] are puni.shing every-

one," said Eric Bergren. a senior political science major and

a resident assistant in John Adams. He said two alarms

were pulled within 10 minutes of each other on Saturday

morning.

"If anyone ever got caught, I think the residents would

take care of him," Bergren said.

Panel: GLB
community
needs unity

By JENNIFER NAUMES
Collegian Correspondent

Arising individuahsm and differing goals and

strategies, is one ofthe problem area the gay lesbian

and bisexual communities in the 1990s will have to

face, according to four panelists speaking about the

political agenda for the GLB communities Monday

night.

The forum, "I>esbian and Gay Politics in the

19908" discussed tactics for advancing the lesbian,

gay and queer liberation movement.

Sean Sullivan, a UMass student and former

chairperson of the Political Action Committee, said

he is presently taking advantage of the University's

resources to gather knowledge before taking direct

action in the movement.
He said he, "wishes the end of oppression of all

groups," although he recognizes the importance of

differing views, he said concentration on unity will

interfere with getting things done.

Sandy Goodman, a lesbian and feminist activist,

works at the Battered Woman's Shelter in

Northampton. She addressed the crisis of women
suffering and dying daily as a result ofmale violence

and aggression towards women.
She said she is against the gay control over

setting the political agenda, for there is not enough

attention to women's problems in the gay movement.

She said she wants the AIDS movement to fight

as well against the male physical coercion women
are subjected to.

Chris DeSaulniers, a gay AIDS activist working

at the Family Planning Council in Northampton,

said internal confiicts hinder successful action. To

be successful, he said, one must first accept oneself.

He said the construction ofthe AIDS Quilt shown

this weekend in Springfield, Mass., as an activating

tool for the gay movement. He said he wishes to help

all oppressed people, especially women.

Amy Stamm, a member of Act-Up, an AIDS coa-

lition to unleash power, and Queer Nation, a direct

action political group. She is working on a project to

form an LBGA Community Center in Northampton
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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World in Brief
Sunspots, turbulence
knocks out power line

BOULDER. Colo. lAP) — Sunspots and other solar

turbulence sent a "geometric storm" toward Earth, knock-

iiig out a power transmission line between Canada and New
England, scientists said.

William J. Brennan, a spokesman for the National

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration in Boulder, said

solar flares send particles carr>nng magnetic charges into

the Earth's magnetic field.

Such geomagnetic storms can cause switches in power

distribution networks to malfunction and transformers to

burn out. he said Monday. They also can interfere with

high-frequency radio communications and threaten elec-

tronics aboard satellites.

Joseph Himian. forecast operations manager at NOAA's
National Space and Environment Center, said the trans-

mission Ime problem between Canada and New England

was the only serious equipment failure reported.

Power networks in Western slates have been experiencing

variations in voltage levels, he said.

Sunspots. additional flaring and resulting geomagnetic

storms can be expected throughout the week.

Doomsday clock keepers Underwater carver

move hands backward soon to be husband
CHICAGO (AP) — The keepers of the Doomsday Clock

are moving back its hands to reflect the decreased threat of

global nuclear war, but they won't say how much.

The new setting will appear in the December issue ofThe

Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists. The clockface appears on

the cover each issue and reflects tlie editors' judgement of

how far away the world is from nuclear destruction.

Theclock has stood at 1 1 :50 p.m. since March 1990, when
it was moved back from 11:54 p.m. to reflect Eastern

Europe's revolution changes and Mikhail Gorbechev's re-

formist policies.

During the publication's 46-year history, the clock came

closest to nuclear midnight in 1953, after the United Stale.s

tested the hydrogen bomb.
"We've made a decision about moving the hands back,

but 1 can't confirm how far it will be." Alan Lonstein,

assistant editor, said Monday.

CLAKK LAKE, Mich. (AP) — Tim DeGrazio didn't win

any awards for his underwater pumpkin carving abilities.

He gained a fiancee instead.

Nearly 20 other divers over the weekend cut and carved

under the 54-degree waters of Clark Lake in a contest for

the ugliest or best-looking pumkin.

DeGrazio carved: Will you marry me?
Debbie Frederick, his sweetheart, was filming his un-

derwater efforts when he turned his entry toward the

waterproof camera.

"She must have had a mask leak when I showed it to her

because she started getting water inside," DeGrazio said.

DeGrazio and Fredenck plan an above-groud wedding in

Las Vegas next month.
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OPEN 'TIL

2 A.M.
7 DAYS

AlVEEK

FAMOUS
ROAST BEEF

&
CHICKEN WINGS

Qoidcn %§r^ National Honor Society

ATTENTION
Golden Key National

Honor Society Members

You are invited to

attend thel991
Induction Ceremony

$$ NOW HIRING $$
Tite Collegian is currently accepting applicationsfor the

position of Photography editor. Those interested should

contact Marc Elliott at the paper.

The Collegian's Graphics department is also seeking persons

ivith Mac experience to ivork in night production. Those

interested should contact Terry Starmer.

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian

113 Campus Center • 545-3500

•The Collegian is an E.O.E."

In every neighborhood there is one house

that adults whisper about and children cross the street to avoid.

Now Wes Craven, creator of "A Nightmare on Elm Street" takes you inside.

WHEN: Sunday November 3, 1991

TIME: 1:30p.m.

WHERE: Student Union Ballroom

The initiates would be pleased to have

you share in their accomplishment.

We look foward to seeing you there.

6*».*

WES CRAVEN'S

TO
V
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^;<| °°^^r ''^.'^IMES CRAVEN ^ UNIVERSUL RELEASE -vM.miMl imu

OPENS FRIDAY NOVEMBER 1ST AT THEATRES EVERYWHERE

Free posters available on the Campus Center Concourse

while supplies last...

World/Nation
Bush forbids
nearly all trade
ties with Haiti
By GEORGE GEDDA
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President Bush today issued an
order prohibiting virtually all U.S. commercial transac-

tions with Haiti as a means of pressuring that country's

military rulers to restore democracy.
All transactions were excluded except certain types of

humanitarian assistance.

The order, issued in Madrid where Bush is attending the

opening of the Middle East peace conference, is consistent

with an Oct.8 Organization of American States resolution

calling for a hemisphere-wide embargo against Haiti.

The OAS, with U.S. support, is demanding the restoration

of Jean-Bertrand Aristide as president of Haiti. Aristide

was deposed on Sept. 30.

Bush exercised authority granted him under the Inter-

national Emergency Ekx>nomic Powers Act. His order will

take effect on Nov. 5.

A White House statement said Bush has concluded that

the "grave events in Haiti that are continuing to disrupt the

legitimate exercise of power by the democratically elected

government . . . continue to constitute an unusual and

extraordinary threat to the national security, foreign policy

and economy of the United States."

Other officials said the order does not apply to certain

categories of food commodities. Haiti is the hemisphere's

poorest country and is heavily dependent on outside sup-

port for its food needs.

On Monday,OAS ofTiaals said Haiti's interim government

will allow an OAS mission to travel to Port-au-Prince to

discuss the possible return of Aristide.

Woman killed at art exhibit
485 lb. umbrella sculpture pins woman to boulder

By MICHAEL FLEEMAN
Associated PrMC

FORT TEJON, Calif. — The artist, Christo, his two

nation umbrella exhibitended by the death ofa spectator,

said his artwork is part of real life and he must "live with

the consequences of the real world."
"1 will live with that tragedy to the end of my life,"

Christo said Monday after returning from Japan to the

mountain pass where one of his 485-pound umbrellas

tore loose in a storm and killed a woman Saturday.

Lori Keevil-MathewB, 33, of Camarillo was thrown
against a boulder by the flying umbrella, one of 1,760

yellow umbrellas planted by the artist in Tejon Pass,

which carries Interstate 5 over mountains north of Los

Angeles.

The California umbrellas were a counterpart to 1 ,340

blue parasols unfurled in lush valleys in Japan. Christo,

known for his mammoth environmental works, called it

"The Umbrellas: Joint Project for Japan and U.S.A."

The exhibit was scheduled to close Wednesday, thr^
weeks after they went up. But workers began to close

the umbrellas immediately after Ms. Keevil-Mathews

was killed. Many were toppled by the wind.

Kern County officials, concerned about their finan-

cial risk and legal responsibility in the fatal accident,

said Christo had at least$2 million in liability insurance

on the giant project.

Christo's wife, Jeanne-Claude, said she had called

the victim's husband. Christo said he planned to meet

with the family at an appropriate time, and he will

dedicate a book and film about the project to the dead

woman.

AP photo

UMBRELIJ^ EXHIBITCLOSES— Workers
fold down one of the 1,760 yellow umbrellas
that dot the countryside in Fort Tejon, Calif.

ALERT! Ifyou plan to take the

LSAT on December 7 or

GRE on December 14 or

GMAT on January 18,

it's not too late to prepare!

LSAT, GMAT and GRE
Prep Courses start the

week of November 4th and

end before your test date!

Yes, you still receive the full Ronkin state-of-the-art test prep:

• FREE Initial diagnostic exam
. 40 full hours of classroom Instruction (not filled with exams!)

. Curriculum-based Instruction (not gimmicks!)

• Small classes (never more than 10 students!)

. Two diagnostic exams (two additional three-hour sessions!)

. Unlimited computerized practice (vertoai, math, and logte games!)

. Unlimited tutorials (with actual tutors-not cassette tapes!)

. Flexible schedules (afternoons, evenings, and Intersesston!)

Classes scheduled for Mondays & Wednesdays or

Tuesdays & Thursdays, lpm-5pm or 5:30pm-9:30pm

$100 Off Introductory Offer: ^g^^fjt ^CQCf
Any November prep course is ^O,^ ^DyD.

Call 549-4010 NOW!
'"

150 Fearing Street

Amherst roucitTitiu (Rouf

Tl,f nation's largesl fuU-range ediicaiionatjervicecompait^

Winter Session

1992 Catalog

Is Here!

So, what exactly is Winter Session?

• a unique mini-semester," )ust three weeks long

Well, what's so unique about it?

• you can earn 3 academic credits in only 3 weeks

• over 100 credit courses, including gen ed designated classes

How can Winter Session help me?

You can:

• take a class you couldn't get before

• make up credits

• meet graduation requirements

• lighten your spring course load

Winter Session 1992 — January 2-23

Registration by mail only begins November 9.

(Registrations must be postmarked no earlier \\]^n

November 9.)

Catalogs available on campus or at the Division

of Continuing Education 6th floor Goodell
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cigarettes
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

that that cigarette could have caused Mr.

lerardi's disease." said Lorillard attorney

David Hardy.
Philadelphia stockbroker Peter lerardi

switched to Kent cigarettes nearly four de-

cades ago because of an advertised claim

that the Micronite filter was safe, said his

lawyer. Tom Johnson.

He quoted from a Kent advertisement

from the 19508: "If you worry about the

hazards ofsmoking, here is the cigarette for

you." He alsoquoted from a later ad that call

the filter "safe, harmless, dust-free and

pure."

From 1952 to 1956 the Kent filter con-

tained crocidolite asbestos.

~The evidence will show electron nucro-

gcope photos of the filters after they were

tested in a lab

"You will see the particles of cnK-idolite

hanging off the end of the filter, waiting to

be sucked into the lung* of someone like

Peter lerardi." he said

Johnson said lerardi has incurred

medical bills of $165,000.

Hardy told the jurors he would ask them

to "put yourselves in that time frame. Think

of things as they were then, rather than as

they are now."

Hardy said in the 1950s asbestos was not

considered to be as hazardous as scientists

now know it is.

"Asbestos in World War 11 was an

amazing product," he said. "Crocidolite as-

bestos was the filtering product in gas masks

that protected American soldiers from poi-

sonous fumes."

Scientist* and industry realized in the

19508 that asbestos could cause health

problems, "but quantity was the key." Hardy

argued.

"There was no evidence that asbestos

caused problems in other than heavy, heavy

exposure" experienced by miners and as-

bestos workers, he said.

He also said experts would testify that

lerardi could not have contracted

mesothelioma, an incurable form of cancer,

from exposure to Kent cigarettes.

Iraqis discover 44 soldiers

buried alive in two graves
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — Iraq yes-

terday found the bodies of 44 soldiers

who were buried alive by U.S. forces

along the Saudi-Iraqi border during the

Persian GulfWar, Iraq's state run news

agency said.

The Iraqi News Agency said the

bodies were found in two mass graves

in an area where American troops

crossed the border, crushing bunkers

with tanks.

A pathologist determined the Iraqis

dead of suffocation, the agency said.

"Foreign Minister Ahmed Hussein

sent a letter to the Arab league secre-

tary-general. Ismat Abdul-Majeed, to

inform him of this ugly crime by the

American forces," the report monitored

in Nicosia said.

The foreign minister demanded a

U.N. investigation, the agency said.

Last month, reports in several U.S.

newspapers quoted American army of-

ficers as saying that Ml-Al tanks from

the Army's First Infantry Division over-

ran Iraqi trenches and bunkers, plowing

them under with Iraqi soldiers still alive

inside.

The assault took place Feb 24 along

a 10-mile front north of the border pre-

ceding an infantry attack. The officers

said most of the Iraqi soldiers saw the

tankscomingand surrendered, although

possibly thousands perished inside their

bunkers.

In late February, a US-led coalition

drove Iraq from Kuwait following its 7-

month long occupation of the emirate.
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COLLEGE
STUDENTS

MAJORING IN

.Allied Health

l*n»le<«*«i«»n«»

i>is< over a ('l)allent(iii({.

revkardiiifi (iiture that puts

you in touch with your skills

Today °s Air Force oilers ongoing
opportunities lor prulessional

develt>piT>ent with great pay and
beneiit« normal working hours.

complete medkral and dental care,

and 30 days vacation with pay per

year l^earn how to qualify as an
Air Force health proimional Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOIJ. FREE

I 800-423 I SAF

UMass £
256-8911

*

gm Mt. Holyoke

g| 535-1111

We Accept CompetelDts Coupons

30( PIZZA
ORDER ANY TWO TOPPING

LARGE PIZZA. GET MEDIUM

1 TOPPING PIZZA FOR 30c

•A Expires December 31,1991 v*.i

$1.99 PIZZA
. BUY ANY LARGE ^|f

"'// PIZZA. GET 2ND ^
;iil 0NEF0RS1.99 "^

Wifti ftMs coupon Connot be used with ony ottier offer

Expires December 31,1991

r

I

BUY ANY
LARGE PIZZA

FOR THE PRICE OF
A SMAU PIZZA

i_

WHh this coupon. Cannot be used wiltt any otter offer

Expires December 31.1991 •
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LAST CALL FOR

PREP!
Get 9 weeks of the most effective LSAT preparation in just 2-4 weeks!

Time is growing short, but you can still take advantage

of Kaplan's special Compact LSAT Prep Course for the

December 7th exam.
It's not a cut version. It's the same number of hours of

live instruction — same number of classes — we're

simply offering them in the few remaining weeks before

the test. So you have one last chance to prepare with the

#1 in test prep and attain your highest possible score

on the December LSAT
If you want to score your highest, don't let this

opportunity pass you by And if you feel you need more
time, check your local Kaplan Center's free repeat policy

To enroll, just visit your nearest Stanley H. Kaplan

Center, or enroll by phone:

ISOO-KAP-TEST & 549-5780

Our first LSAT Compact
Prep Course Begins:

November 4

Check your local Kaplan
Center for additional dates,

358 N. Pleas€uit

Amherstf Ma.

i STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.

(n IWI Stanley H Kaplan Fducari«)nal Center Ltd

Editor!al/Opinion
The opinions on Ihis page are (hose of the individual writer or caitoonisl. anJ do no( necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or lhe_Univenul)Mjnl£ olherwise noled.

Learning a few lessons about what makes real friendship
Many people possess many things, like a car, expensive

clothing, a large bank account. Above all of these material

objects there is only one thing that holds more value and
importance. It is something that people today seem to take

for granted, seem to lie on, beat on, wound and betray.

It is a friendship. Society moves so fast it seems that

people do not care about friendship, do not appreciate it.

They use it as a cure for loneliness, a game when bored,

until life picks up, when it is almost forgotten.

Throughout my entire life there has been one thing that

I hold most sacred. Something I would sell for no amount of

money, something I would drive hundreds of miles for,

something I would die for. It is a friend.

In this time people always seem to be rallying for

equality, petitioning for clean air and preaching against

prejudices. One may think these people are saints. Although

this may hold true, more and more I have discovered that

these same people who advocate justice would in the same

day turn on a fnend. Does this not seem hypocritical? How
can you beg and plead for world decency after doing

something so harmful, so cruel to someone you care for?

How can you willingly allow something to happen that you

know could crush a friend?

I go over and over this question inmy mind until my head

pounds and my stomach aches from the disgust I feel when

I think of how often people I call my friends seem to find a

better deal with a boyfriend, a soronty and in selfishly

indulging in other personal pleasures. me drift away the more I realize what a good person I am.

If anyone has lost a friend who they cared about and No, I may not give to Greenpeace but 1 respect people I care

confided in, there is a certain type of hurt that is felt. It is for and would never, for all the money in the world, for all

so different than anything else. It is something that digs the temporary laughter and pleasure I may receive, for

deep inside and leaves you awake at night wondering if this nothing allow anything to hurt them

person was ever really your friend to begin with. Maybe it

was just something to pass time with or maybe it's just the

fact that friendship holds no value to them.

Manejah Morad

I feel the problem is people don't understand friendship.

They don't understand how turiung on a fnend or allowing

a friend to be hurt is aomething that lingers on forever in the

heart and soul ofthe victim, eating away at what makes him

or her pure, innocent.

So far, after almost two and a halfyears at this University,

I have learned a lot of things But what I have learned the

moet is about people and how a large percentage of them.

sorry to say , are in life for themselves. They would risk it all,

including a friendship, just to reach one more step

It 18 not money or industry that makes up the backbone

of this world, it is the people. It is not the racial tension we

need to be looking at to correct — it is ourselves.

The more people who 1 trusted and thought cared about

In the end, after all those who want out are gone, you are

left with yourselfand ifyou're lucky just a few good friends.

I am privileged enough to be left with just that.

Believe it or not. my point is not to complain or to appeal

to anyone's sense ofcompassion. I want only for everyone to

do as I have done and look upon those who you consider your

friends and hold on to them and pray that through time they

will prove to be just that — a friend.

Although this process may leave you hurting, it is always

the outcome that will make you stronger And after several

years have passed full of bad and good times, you look and

see at least one familiar face sUnding beside you. consider

yourself the luckiest person in the world.

For you possess something «o golden, so exceptional, one

could go as far as to call it an endangered species. You have

true friendship, something that would whether any storm,

stand tall through any battle, wipe any tear. It is to my
friends that I am grateful. It is to my friends that I give all

my love to. for it is these friends that make roe a decent

person.

Manejah Morad is a UMass student

Respect your neighbors
This might be first time you have ever

read one of my columns and I hope you

cherish it forever I try to think of myselfas

the voice of the whole student body.

In this regard I hold no racist grudges

against anybody, but I would be lying if I

txild you all I was not prejudiced. This brings

me into my first topic I cannot understand

how people can tell me with a straight face

they are not prejudiced. Everybody is

prejudiced whether they like it or not. We
are not able to form these opinionsourselves,

but rather have them formed for us

Mark Preston

Our parents and our friends are the

major contributors to our formation as hu-

man beings And with that formation comes

vices that include our prejudices. So the

next time you are engaged in a conversation

where racism and prejudice are intertwined

remember this column and determine the

answer yourself

If I have to wakeupat2:30inthe morning

again and go outside in a false fire drill I am
going to kill someone. 1 live in a tower and

we have already had 13 fire alarms. Ev-

eryone I have talked to is getting quite

annoyed over this weekly procedure.

The frustration climaxed this weekend

when my building had two consecutive

alarms Saturday morning. I hope whoever

is pulling these alarms smartens up. Believe

me you are making more enemies than

friends.

Why does Housing find it necessary to

sweep the building after an alarm has bem
pulled consecutively in the same night? If

they would only realize they are punishing

the innocent by making them stay outside

in the cold for up to an hour. To punish six

hundred participants for the act of one is

just plain ignorance.

Respect is one of the most underrated

qualities a person can possess. This brings

me to my third point in a whirlwind ofideas.

Why do people treat their bathrooms and

the maintainers Uke dirt? Nobody eixjoys

going into a bathroom that reeks of urine,

and is full of water.

For that matter nobody eiyoys cleaning

up someone else's vomit. Comeoneverybody,
get with the picture and try to show that you

deserve to be in college. Your fioormates

and the maintainers are people too. Show

some self discipline and trash your room,

not the bathroom.

I have found the hidden hot spot on

campus. Ever\body has heard about it, but

not too many people know where it is. It's

called the Top of the Campus Restaurant

and Lounge. The food is good and inexpen-

sive and the atmosphere is superb. The

lounge, on the other hand, is a delightful

place to kick back and watch a sporting

event. Located on the 11th floor of the

Campus Center, it's easily accessible and a

clean fun place to go. Have a good week and

remember these four words: no false fire

alarms!

Mark Preston is a Collegian staffmember
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Patron's license taken uptown

Undergrads should support GEO
Uggh! Those fluorescent posters are

everywhere: "GEO is a union!" What

does this sudden inundation of bright

colors mean? Itmeans that we are locked

in an impasse, and that each day brings

this campus closer to a strike.

Inevitably, we undergraduates will

be faced with a choice. Do we cross the

picket lines or not? Many of us have not

come up with an answer yet, only more

questions. . . ...
The GEO will never win, why bother

supporting it? In the spring of 1990,

GEO members staged a two-day work

stoppage. The administration made

many of the same threats they are

making today, but with broad under-

graduate and faculty support, were

forced to concede that they were wrong

and grant GEO's requests.

This is none of my business, why

should I get involved? It is our business.

Graduate students are responsible for

50 to 60 percent ofthe teaching atUMass.

and without them undergraduate edu-

cation would be seriously compromised.

Also, the health fee costs GEO is ob-

jecting to directly affects many of us

covered by the University health policy.

Working class people are quietly being

priced out ofhealth care on this campus.

The TAs have no right to go out on

strike. Why should I be forced to miss

classes ? Ifthe administration were more

willing to sit down and be reasonable,

we wouldn't have to miss classes. Some

of the anger that I hear aimed at TAs

would be more aptly directed at an ad-

ministration that is leaving some of the

lowest-paid, hardest working graduate

employees with no other choice but to

strike.

As far as missingclasses goes, nobody

is forcing us to do so, only asking. The

more undergraduateshonor picket lines,

the more the administration wrill realize

GEO has broad-based support, and the

sooner things will return to normal. This

support is imperative.

We all pay good money to go to this

University, and 1 for one want to be able

to attend the classes 1 pay for. However,

not at the cost ofGEO. This is a time for

some solidarity. If we were to abandon

the GEO now, we would all lose. But by

sticking together, we don't have to. For

once, let's show them that the little guy

with the numbers can win, and that the

bigguywith all the power isn't invincible.

Together, we can do it!

Eric Frank
Amherst

On the evening ofThursday. October 24,

1991. I went to Charlie's My mistake.

As I had been to Charlie's several times

before I was used to the ritual of producing

proper identification upon entering the es-

tablishment. This particular evening 1

handed the gentleman at the doormy license.

After tilting and squinting at my license for

a few minutes he requested that I wait a

"sec." He took my license and, to my un-

derstanding, showed it to someone else.

Let me describe my situation: I turned 21

in Septemberofthis year. My Massachusetts

state license displays a red strip and an

"under 21" as when I renewed my license I

was, indeed, under 21.

Within a few minutes the gentleman

returned and said, "I have to keep this," as

he placed my license in his pocket. I was

beginning to get confused. Did he explain to

me why he had to keep my license? NO! Did

he test me on any of the information on my
license? NO! All I knew was that he had to

keep my license which to my understanding

i s against the law unless the person doing so

is affiliated with the law. When 1 began to

dispute what was going on he told me that

the next step was to call the police. I en-

couraged it.

Now I was beginning to get annoyed and

I wanted my license back!

I approached the bartender I believed to

be in charge although she never identified

herselfas being so. When I asked herwhy no

one was explaining anything to me or ask-

ing for other forms of identification, she

replied, "Oh! Well, now I'm asking for

backup." I handed her my vaHd student ID.

two mnjor credit cards, a health plan card, a

calling card and a bank ATM card. "Is this

all you have?" she asked. "Well, the police

will be here soon."

When the police oflicer arrived, the bar-

tender pulled him aside and spoke with him

briefly. The officer asked me to step outside

where I was greeted by four more officers.

One ofthem called my license number in to

be "checked" while another looked at my
license for 15 seconds and said, "This looks

fine to me, I'm leaving." Ten minutes later

everything was deemed fine and with a

wave ofhis hand the officer let the bartender

know I was "okay."

Now I don't want to sound unreasonable.

I understand what is at stake for the es-

tablishment if someone who is under the

age of 21 was served alcoholic beverages.

My general complaint regards the manner

in which I was treated during this entire

fiasco. I was treated as the "bad guy" because

I wanted my license back. They acted as

though / was out of line for not sitting back

and letting the bouncer at CharHe's keep my
license for no reason.

I never received an explanation or an

apology for the treatment to which 1 was

subjected.

Now obviously the staff at Charlie's felt

that it was necessary to call the police to the

"scene" when those five officers could have

been somewhere else, somewhere they were

needed. I was given a hard time not at

Rafters, not at the Pub nor at Delano's but

at Charlie's no less.

Malini Biswas
Northeast
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Write for tha CoWeqlar] --

Your friends will

\ke you better.

Intereeted? Stop by! 113 Campus Center or call 545-3500

GLBforum
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

to circulate information.

She said she believes the movement needs a place to

communicate effectively in order to get together in coali-

tions. She feels the Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual community
should express differences and at the same time support
each other in flghting oppression for all.

They said there are still many unanswered questions in

regards to which path of political action the movement will

take. They said forum allowed a presentation and hearing
ofdiffering ideas and strategies, a necessary step inadvanc-
ing the lesbian, gay, queer liberation movement.

The forum was sponsored by the Program of Gay, Les-

bian, Bisexual Concerns at UMass.
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Biggest m

Wednesday, Oct. 30,

10 a.m.-l 2 midnight

^ ENTIRE CONTENTS OF STORE -> '

V" 20-50% OFF LIST PRICE ' T

Guitars, Amplifiers, Strings, Sheet Music... EVERYTHING!

Q6RDEN
BEST CHINESE BUFFET

MflNDflRIN/ SZECHUAN CUISINE

5 PM - 9 PM 11:30 fiM - 3 PM

SfiT thu« Sunday

Buffet Brunch

ALLYOU-CfiN-EfiT

$5.99
>>:

lU

233 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

10 baOlEDTOWN DO.\D DT. ^ SMD&l

WE DOJVK IN AMtttDSr

5 PM - <^.30 PM EVEDYDAY

MwmuH $5 PUJ6 SI DnnTCY Oi,\pci f

WE ACCEPT MASTERCARD

CAPE VERDEAN STUDENT ALLIANCE PRESENTS

"A terrifically confident first feature tliat places Mr.

Singleton on a footing witti Spike Lee."

"A triumph."

''A powerhouse movie...the work

of a truly gifted filmaker

"

-HANBT MAS! PSI.

NEW YORK TIMES

—MIKE ClARK. USA TODAY

—DAVm ANSEN. NFWSWTEK

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30

5PM ($2.00); 7, 9, 11PIVI ($3.00)
CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

PARTY PARTY PARTY PARTY PARTY PARTY

THE COLLEGIAN & THE PUB
Present the

TEAR UP THE
NEIGHBORHOOD

KARAOKE
COSTUME PARTY

at THE PUB in Amherst
on Wednesday, October 30^".

Doors Open at 9:00 pm
Cash Prizes!

Live Broadcast of WHMP-FM!

DESIGNATED DRIVERS
will receive FREE cassettes donated by

STRAWBERRY'S, MUSIC, MOVIES & MORE
and FREE Soda all nigiit!

HAVE A SAFE HALLOWEEN!

Arts & Living
Other People's Money worth it, Shout isn't
By JON LUPO
Collegian StafT

"Do you know what I love more than money . . . other
people's money ..." So begins Danny DeVito in a wickedly
funny, yet uneven mural tale of greed, money and love:

Other People'B Money.
Based on the ofT-Broadway hit ofthe same name. Other

People'B Money stars Danny DeVito (7^in« ) as l^wrence
Garfield, a Wall Street shark who is eyeing a small Rhode
Island wire and cable company for a corporate takeover.

The company's owner, Gregory Peck (in a career-res-
urrecting performance) is adamant about flghting DeVito,
so he enlists the aid ofhis daughter, played by PenelopeAnn
Miller {The FreMhman), a smart and sassy lawyer. What
follows is a battle of wits; one between DeVito and Miller,

fighting their obvious attraction while trying to outfox each
other.

The other battle for the company is a moral one: will and
should DeVito close the plant for profit, causing the loss of
jobs, for the sole sake of the "game" ? Furthermore, is his

love of money greater than his love for Miller?

Critically acclaimed director Norman Jewison (Fiddler
on the Roof) has assembled a stellar cast. Most ofthe film's

success can be credited to the comic ability ofDanny DeVito.
He seems to have a hit his peak playing these type of

loveable rascals. But this is definitely not a replay of his

roles in Romancing the Stone or Ruthle»m People.
Rather. Other People't Money takes it one step further.

DeVito really loves money. He doesn't sap out at the end and
get sentimental. Business is business— and he's willing to

lose Miller in the process.

DeVito's chemistry with Penelope Ann Miller is an
essential key to the plot. These two characters must be so
attracted to each other that they forget what side they're on.

The little insults and irmuendoes that fly between them
seem forced, and well-rehearsed. Their scenes are supposed
to be reminiscent of Tracey and Hepburn or even Sam and
Diane but end up looking constrained. Miller is not a bad
actress. For her this is quite a departure from the usual
goody-goody she has played in films likeKintlergarten Cop
and once she finds the right co-star, the sparks will really fly.

Gregory Peck is perfect in his role as the crusty but loyal

owner of the wire and cable company. His impassioned
speech to the shareholders to not sell to DeVito is moving
and true. But the pint-sized DeVito counters with an
equally affecting speech. The argument left me switching
sides right up until the voting results were announced.

Special mention should also be given to veteran character
actor Dean Jones (as Peck's business associate). For what
could have been a nothing role, Jones made it remarkably
honest. However, this is not the case with Emmy nominee
Piper Laurie ("Twin Peaks"), who sleep-walks through her
role as Ptock's wife.

Because it originated on stage, some of the motions and
acting seem too overboard for the screen. Some minor
characters would have been hilarious on stage, but stuck in

the movie it comes off as bad over-acting.

Most likely, ifyou have seen the play, you won't hke this

movie. However, if this is your first encounter with Other
People* Money, definitely check it out.

Grade: B+

OTHER RECENT RELEASES:

Shout — In this horrible retread ofDead Poets Soci-
ety, Footloose and bad prison dramas. James Walters
plays The Bad Boy Who Bucks Authority To Play Guitar.
He's surrounded by even more generic characters; The Evil

Boys' Home Warden who is out to get Walters, and his

virginal-but-fiesty daughter played by Heather Graham
{Drugstore Cowboy). Five bucks on who you think she'll

fall in love with . . .

Looking very lost is John Travolta, who in his heyday,
would have no doubt played The Rebel Without A Clue. Now
he's old enough to play The Mentor With A Past. He teaches
the kids Rock and Roll and gets flack from the warden. He.
too, has a love interest, Linda Fiorentino (Queens Logic),
but she's in the movie for about five minutes total.

But she's there long enough to have a Jealous Ex-
Boyfriend who just happens to be the corrupt sheriff. You
think this is bad? / had to see it!

You'd think that at least the music would be pretty

decent. After all, it's the Dirfy Donci'n^ generation, right?

Wrong. Bad music, bad acting, bad script, bad directing. If

you don't see one movie this year, let it be Shout.
Grade: F

Blue collar issues of 70s displayed in Working
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Stafl*

You can't eat for eight hours a day nor
drink foreight hours a day nor make loi>efor

eight hours a day— all you can do for eight

hours a day is work. Which is the reason why
man makes himself and everybody else so

miserable and unhappy.
William Faulkner

Studs Terkel. author of the book. WoHlt-

mg, used this quote from Faulkner in the
opening pages of his book. Terkel's book
inv^tigates the real America — the men

and women which make up the labor force

here in the United States.

The UMass Theater Guild takes the book
one step further with the musical version of

the same name.

The book is the collection of 130 people

talking about what they do and how they

feel about it— including everyone from the

hooker to the priest.

Terkel wrote his book in the VOs, and this

script is indicative of the Carter Era —
strikes, inflation and gas crises Nonethe-
less, the jobs that people do — and what
they view as work — will always be a ques-

tion and an issue.

Today, the issues revolve around unem-
ployment benefits and sexual harrassment,
which in the 70s ( remember recession and
the E^ual Rights Amendment ) seem almost
identical. Obviously, this show has not lost

it's timeliness nor can it be considered ob-

solete.

In the musical, 19 performers undertake
the parts, the roles, attitudes and work
ethics of the corporate executive and the

housewife, singing or talking about the

lifestyle and type of work which take up
about 40 hours of their week.

The stage, two platforms joined with a

ramp, carry the symbols ofAmerican indus-

try— steel girders and tires, with a touch of

scaffolding to round it out.

This is show ofand for the people— filled

with people doing what they always do best
— talking. It should be what every senior

should never miss — talking about the in-

evitability ofMay, graduation and the work
force.

Working will be in the Student Union
Ballroom tonight and Thursday. Curtain
time is 8p. m. Tickets are $4 for studentsand
$6 for the general public. Tickets are avail-

able at Tix Unlimited next to the SUB.

Creepy flicks to gore up the week, other stuff
By JAMIE CxORNSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

Hello, movie lovers, and welcome to another installment

of the Campus Cable Connection. This week we have a real

Halloween shocker—the horrormovies picked by residential

area government are actually good! There are also quite a

few other flicks that you won't want to miss this week, so

here are the movies that will be showing beginning
Wednesday, October 30.

Pet Sematary — Dale MidkifT, Fred Gwynne, Mary
Lambert. Screenplay by Stephen King, based on his best

selling novel. It's not as good as the book, but some magi-
cally gruesome moments make for a better-that-average

film about a family who stumbles upon an ancient Micmac
burial ^ound. **l/2

Friday the I3th Pfirt 1— Betsy Palmer, Adrienne King,

Harry Crosby. Stay clear ofthe seemingly endless sequels,

but the original is a rare horror treat about a series of

gruesome yet innovative slice and dice murders at a sum-
mer camp before the little ones arrive. A surprising twist in

the plot at the end adds delicious flavor to the "gore galore".

And just when you think it's over. . .

**"

TheOmen—Gregory Peck, Lee Remick, Billie Whitelaw.

Directed by critically-acclaimed horror master Richard

Donner, The Omen deals with the coming ofthe anti-Christ.

Who would have ever thought the devil to manifest himself

in an adorable little boy?Some intensely grippingmoments,
such as when Peck discovers the "666" brand under his son's

hair, and the ensuing physical conflict, and the scene in the

hospital, and . . . well, I won't give it all away— just watch

it. (Oscar-winning score by Jerry Goldsmith.) ***l/2

Rocky Horror Picture Show — Tim Curry, Susan
Sarandon, Barry Bostwick. Cult horror classic that always

seems much better when you see it in Cambridge, but what
the heck. A fine film anyway about a straight couple, Janet

and Brad, who stumble onto a weird transvestite town of

Transylvanian wackos. The music is unforgettable. Let's do

the time warp again! ****

Tales From The Darkside: The Movie — Deborah

Harry, Matthew Lawrence, Christian Slater. A young boy

is imprisoned by a woman with the same sustenance pref-

erences as Hannibal Lector. He tells her three horror

anecdotes to keep her from serving him as the main course

for dinner. The tales are somewhat tame, but the last one

packs a punch. Stories by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Stephen

King and Michael McDowell. **l/2

Transylvania 6-5000 — Jeff Goldblum, Joseph Bolo-

gna, Ed liegley Jr. Ridiculous movie with, well if it had a

plot. I failed to recognize it. I just sat in front of the screen

with my mouth half-open in disbelief that a producer had

Photo Courtoay of Paramounl Picturm

In "Tales From the Darkside: The Movie,"
David Johansen plays Halston, a professional

killer hired by a desperate millionaire to get rid

of a murderous pet cat. Watch and be scared.

actually shelled out money for this disaster. THIS WEEK'S
MEGA BOMB! OsUrs.

The Stunt Man — Peter OToole. Steve Railsback,

Barbara Hershey. Dazzling, award winning film about a

fugitive who accidently murders an ace stunt man on a

movie set. OToole, who is brilliant as Eli Cross, offers to

shade him from the police if hell replace the stunt man. An
eloquent black comedy. ***

The Good Mother— Diane Keaton, Liam Neeson, Ja-

son Robards. Somewhat tiresome and drawn-out adaptation
of the Sue Miller novel

about a woman who finally finds sexual fulfillment in her

life, but risks the ability to raise her daughter well in the

interim. Keaton, however, is first class as always in the role.

**l/2

LA.. Story — Steve Martin. Victoria Principal. Some-
what confusing and bizarre story about extreme "^uppie-

dom" in Los Angeles. Martin fans will like it. but just

mediocre for the average movie-goer. **

Lawrence ofArabia — Peter OToole, Omar Shariff.

Alec Guiness, Anthony Quinn. Biography ofT.E. Lawrence,
this classic goes way beyond the realm ofa great film. Seven
Oscar were won for this champion, and made OToole an
actor to be reckoned with. Unfortunately the movie loses

some of its power when shown on a television set, it really

needs to be watched on a big screen. THIS WEEK'S TOP
CHOICE! ***

Pump Up The Volume — Christian Slater, Ellen

Greene, Scott Paulin. Slater plays a young rebel who is fed

up with society and deals with it by making his own radio

show, dominating the airwaves much to the perpetual

confusion and outrage by the parents and surprise of the

teen-agers. ***

Robin andMarian— Sean Connery, Audrey Hepburn,
Robert Shaw. Robin Hood is now middle-aged in this

somewhat dry film. He returns to Sherwood forest, re-

ignites the flames with Maid Marian, and battles the ever-

villanous SherifFofNottingham. The all-star cast can't hide

the fact that the film robs us ofthe original magic ofRobin
Hood. 1/2

Against All Odds— Rachel Ward, Jeff Bridges, James
Woods. Remake ofOut OfThe Past, with a heavy, drab plot

and, to an extent, unsatisfying. An unemployedjock accepts
a job from an ex-teamate to find his girlfriend who has run
offto Mexico. A couple ofgreat action scenes, but notenough
oomph to save it.

**

Catch-22 — Alan Arkin, Martin Balsam, Richard Ben-
jamin. Screen adaptation of Joseph Heller's famous novel

based on insanity within the army during World War II. The
movie is long and drawn-out, but the acting shines. **l/2

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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APpholo

SUPERMAN MEETS BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN — Kathleen

Turner and Christopher Reeveu discuss the oppression of the

National Endowment of the Arts.

HCSN
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

Daa Boot— Jurgen Prochnow, Herbert

Gronemeyer. Klaus Wenneman. German
film (The Boat), about a German U-boat

during WWII on a certain mission. The film

eflectively and tastefully displays an anti-

war message. Ifyou liked The Hunt For Red
October, you'll love Das Boot. A real action/

adventure thriller.
*'**

Eating Raoul — Paul Bartel, Mary
Woronov, Robert Beltran. Amusing black

comedy about a couple who lure wealthy

swingers to their apartment and kill them.

They figure, hey, it reduces the amount of

perverts in the city, and gives them money
to help finance a restaurant. Very original.

•1/2
Hairnpray — Ricki Uike. Sonny Bono,

Divine. Director John Waters goes all-out in

this bizarre flick about the integration of a

teen TV dance program in 1962 The satire

18 touchingly nostalgic as well as witty. One
to watch! 1/2
Some Kind OfYfonderful— Eric Stoltz.

Lea Thompson, Mary Stuart Masterson.

Director Howard Deutch and producerJohn
Hughes have re-made Hughes'Pre«y in Pink

with a sex-reversal. This time, Masterson is

in love with Stoltz, and it takes him the

entire movie for him to realize that she is

better for him than rich and glamorous

Thompson. Not bad, and better than aver-

age music. **l/2

Hex, lien and videotape — James
Spader, Andie McDowell, Peter Gallagher.

Writer-director Steven Soderbergh took first

prize at the Cannes film festival for this

spicy flick. Intriguing movie about a snotty,

successful lawyer who takes his frigid wife's

sister as his lover, and welcomes his old

college friend for a visit. Little does he

reaUze the effect all this will have on him.
•1/2

Witnena— Harrison Ford. Kelly McGiUis,

Alexander Gudonov, Danny Glover. Ro-

mance/thriller set in Pennsylvania's Amish
country about a young boy who witnesses a

murder in a train station, the cop assigned

to the case, and the Amish widow he falls in

love with. Powerful drama, intense action,

and passionate romance combine into one

beautifully developed and well-made movie.

HowAmerican Express
helpsyou cover more territory

For less money
Become a Student Cardmember todav and

get 3 roundtrips on Continental Airlines,

for only $129 or $189 each.

(Jnly the American Fxpress* Card offers an exciting; travel program

exclusively for students mduding three roundtrip certificates on

Contmental Airlines And much, much more.

just look at the map and pick the place y( )ud like to visit. If

II s on your side of the Mississippi River, you can use a certificate

to fly for on Iv $129* roundtrip Or you can cross the

.Mississippi for I1H9 roundtrip

You have your pick of more than 15() cities in the

48 contiguous states And you can fl\ almost an\ time

because there are no blackout dates Ikii you nuisi

make vour reservations within k davs of the day you
*' '*

,, M*'-*!'^^^^'^'---''- ^- --'-' -

Memhershif) Has Us Privilef^s'

leave And the maximum stay is 7 days/6 nights and must include

a Saturday night

By becoming a Student Cardmember, you'll also enjoy other

benefits from the American Express* Student Privileges' Program
Such as up to 30 minutes** of MCI k)ng distance calling every month
for an entire year-absolutely free And that's just one example of

how the Card can help you save.

For just $55 a year, the Card gives you all these savings And
it's easy to apply Just call us (have your bank address and account
number on hand). What's more, with our special student offer, it's

easier to get the Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.

So get the Card And get ready to cover new terri

tory on either side of our Great Continental Divide

•MiniH-jpiilis Si Paul SI UMii%ir»|s«-» i)rl<jiuitri.<iMil.tf.lnirfvfjM..(ihp Mi'.M^ipiii Rucr

"Airi-t)ii..(ii|iii)H''iliiriills*ill j|»p»-ni.nrj<hhillmgsijirnKml..r IJ nii.iith> jtirr rnnill
mrni I.Oiim-(|ujI i..lhcihjii(rvl.ii jdimirvK VI mmuic- m>i»ii »rrkfi).IM( 1 ( jrd( mniiiii
hilii\ (ill jixlippfoprijtr Much jrnr^ V.ii muM rni.^ll.ir ihr^ynnrhv Drirmtiri W hWI

MCI
CALL 1-800-942-AMEX

TRAVEL
RELATED
SERVICES

Ar A«nara.«r> f aprsu nimpany Continental
Ifyvurv already a Cardmember. there s no need lu call Information about your cerli/icales will be arriiinff soon

Comptnf iccnu >nd coodiiOTis <A ihn ir««-l nitr will aifiw »iih your crnikjiM 0»iii«-nfil Airiin« ak«ir a fr«pon«hl» U« tul6llm«'ni <J ih.» nit, AmrrK jn F>prr»« j»vum« n, liihilHv (..r
'
.->i,fvnijl Aiilinrv prrlofminfr C m\ Anwfpfin Eiprr« Travrl RHaird <*fvtt« f«n|nn» Inc

We know how to

reach you . .

.

Do you know how
to find us?

*H/K?»»»<-V

^t

I

^ >,

^ H»«^M>»H

y3t«LV>*rC#.^

XZX.

^^ •

r

I

Jpt

Omtv^ CeNTCfz^ CoWcouTi^e:

I

I

I

—J

J

The Massachusetts Daily Collegian
113 Campus Center

University of Massachusetts
Amherst, MA 01003 545-3500
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Katina^s thrashes a wicked Halloween bash

•
•

t

1 wm iTJkP

ni
•

WEDNESDAY. OCTOBER 30. 1991

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

CoUefian pholo b> Joab ilr)nol<ls Coll^fian photo by Joah Kpvnoltls Collprian pbolo b>' Joah Rryiiolda

Brooklyn's Demolition Hammer fllled out Wargasm is currently between labels and is WreckingCrew tears through their third trip
Sunday's quintuple bill at Katina's. hoping to sign a deal for a release in 1992. to Katina's.

riH JUST KJPPIN6 ' I'M A
KtPPeR., YOU KMDW THffT'

ANP KJPfPIN6 A^Pe. The-

LASTFmJMteKSJ
HASftieARNtP
A UTTAdOUT -

mMef^ANP

UH^.UHL

KXlKALVi
MtAtiTHfff.

\

imiTm.! THVtBS

ANAi^eNHAiR
IN MY SOP'
HA,HA,HA!

\

Social morays

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

RESUMES
Copy Cat Print Shop

Great Service • Great Prices •

228 Triangle St. • Amherst • 549-3840

Kent

Ottss

49

Weekend Auto
Rental Special
Wmmtimnd mt» tpfitmm noon fndor to MandOf monung

95 North Amherst Motors

Auto & Truck Rental
al mgm or atim 7t OM SuntfHlM)4 M^ No>^ AmfMfll, MA
^rma^pnad-rcr* 549.RENT
Trucks w<4 caifo <im% riM MtiliMi (S4»nM)

Doni bo aitmppoinlod rooorvo TOOAYt OnButHcum

" D»dic»l»d to Treating tho Cou—. Not tho Symptom '

ANHF.R^iT rHIROPR
Family Health Center

DR VIRGINIA D HARPER

> <4M» »*«Jt C4^

"N

> «) M«a«mvMI *«4| IN aiH*** u • m «aM«« M I wrf>.v>uiN t « 1. 1 w I Km.)

S55~549-0335 •
omctMoum*

SEE AHS
UfOs?

^^^ 1

fx^^g^^W^^
fc^^^- "^^^^^s^
^^^ ^ ,0^

"mei'RE. BOUND TO 1>«D
^OE SOONER OdLM^

HCH "WE* CQ»C»
SEE \r y4E CAN SEU. MOH
AHO DM) \Kro SlAVERi FCR
K STMiCROVSER

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect -Amherst Center

256-8157 -256-1385

1 CoUtge

S Pleasant

U-MASS\ S. Prospect

Lincoln

• Imports & other unibody vehicles are our

specialty.

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (+or-l/2

mm)
• Over 90 years staff experience.

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement.

• Advanced European Technology Painting

and Refinishing Systems.

Remember it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities.

Shop Registration # RS1212

STUDENTS
DON'TFORGET!

DISTINGUISHED

TEACHERS

AWARD

DEADLINE: NOV. 4, 1991

SUBMIT TO:

DTA COMMITTEE
GRADUATE DEAN'S OFFICE
514 GOODELL BUILDING

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

Wf*^- -jivv j:
"htKtfu iptilm looki»i^

AfW 50iV UlflA AHfl»lp*<, «
bif of o¥frti«r<|i Aiivitf UMt^

-1 hMr t^\^^
)wWCTtfll<>lf

gol 5omei.D

Ouiiflkro NMH il i^ilii hK

%

)5tai^Tbna<f(

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By KRIS SHADOIAN

ofSH'

Quote of the Day
"The neighbors were startled by the cries that woke up the

whole district as many as eight times in a single night and three

times during siesta, and they prayed that such wild passion

would not disturb the peace of the dead.."

-from One Hundred Years of Solitude

Gabriel Garcia Marquez

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Sttams
6 nusMin poal

MaodeKtam
10 Us* • mop
14 And>e«f Lloyd

MntilMM niuvcal

lb Mne. to

Luciano
ISHaap
17 Soottvng

lotion

19 Wbutdnl -

Loveiiy''

TOSalatfia
21 Ca«airv<nan
?3C«r<ain

dataanae loi

short

?«LiM«aiy
monogram

21 Ed t raaikng

maltac

?a Ananaon
galtmg iword

29 1ypafri

»i«»e«sa
31 SquMMia -

DOWN
I Not many
? Fauna start

3 Do It yoursatt

aam
4 Oatmaala

clearly

5 Dry

8 Tracii shapat
7 Oananftaon

8L*e
Sulli«

9 Ropar.
lor ona

to Twal
II

man
I? Ttie 2on

Slory

playwfigM

13 waaaca oi old

Michs

tS One o( Roma »

30 l\il m a na«f

tawn

32 Mm S8 Oown
The Uella ol

Mtnus author

34Ciotslar

35 /M>gteM. to

liier<ds

36 Busy midwest
airpot

37 Co/y spots

39 House
separator

43 Removes tiie

tqu»ilk

ANSWER TO

43 Roosted
45 Author

PtMkp

46 Protilem lor a
pubasher

47 &age
whiapar

49 Kitchen gad^al
52 Samovars
53 - oaf
54 Oahu darwa
57 Aqua
S« See 32 Oown
59 Heavy weiqhl
60 nggery

33 Scholars amvai
Mne m a iltyme

34 Debussy s The
— ol » faun

38 facial spasms
39»4ore

?2 t tatwew lyre

23Coaaga
board*.
tor short

24 Type ol nerve

25 Fearsome
miiture

27 Bra s chum

40 Chartey horse
4

1

Tom Brown
lor one

43 PrjrrluH birtads

44 Ftonum

mayKkak<
45 vacaaon spot
46 Vtogas

48 Roclietry ei(wx)

n- iT- H"

49 1

50 Leg
5

1

He — as a bee
53 Gee toaower
55 Whirrirtg sound
56 Harasstfig

nvesligatiarts

61 Eves home
62 Funny JoTwiaon

63 T S or George
64 Ay<es artd

Wa«ac«
65 Bwthday i»>tr"v«l

f.fi I" .1 , it h<)n>as

IT

LUNCH
Hamburg

Hot Turkey Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Humus Veggie Pocket

Hot Turkey Sandwich

Menu
DINNER

Chili

Roast Pork w/Grav y

BASICS DINNER
Cauliflower Eggplant

Mac 'n' Cheese

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES(March 21 April 19):

Someone cnuki try to Mir up trouble at

work. Keep a low profile around difTicuh

avvxriatct. Romance is worth taking a

chance. Secrti finanaal dealings could

bring big pronis.

TAtRUS(April 20-May 20): Pe<iple

will seek your skill and savvy today: help

out wherever possible A group gathering

presents you with an oppixluniiy to shine.

Highcrups are more approachable than in

the recent past.

(;EMINI(VI;iy2l Junc20) Youarc

in a powerful phase, busy building a bright

fiilure. Listen and lc;irn wlien influeniial

people dolheialking. Be willing locii lend

yourself lo help someone in need.

CANCER(June2l-July22):Oaining

the support of influential people will help

you pursue your interests. Instant rappon

develops between you and someone who

works behind the scenes Do not riK-k the

financial boat.

LEOtJuly 23-Aug. 22): A favorable

lime for pinning down things at work -

duties, rewards and routines. A long-range

financial venture looks very promising.

Avoid putting all of your eggs in one

basket. Pursue romance.

VIRGO(Aug. 23Scpl. 22): Go all

out lo widen your circle of acquaintances

now. You can set a new record in terms of

career and social growth. People at a

distance play an important role in your

finances.

LIBRAtSept 2.3-Oct. 22): Clarify

your fiiuncial aims. Conservative values

will stand you in good stead. t}o mx he

swept away l>y glamorous notions. A loved

ofte wants lo share an important «cret

Delightful surprises await you!

SCORPIOtOct 2.VN0V 21): The
emphasis today is on sharing both

possessions and know kdge. BeclearaNxit

what you want from other people. A loved

one's impetuous actions could threaten

your peace of mind

SACIITTARIDStNov 22- Dec 21):

Cullivuic people of high rank or great

wealth—you could be looking at a new

world of prosperity. Share the limelight

with those who deserve it. A promise will

be kept.

CAPRICORN(Dec 22-Jan 19): If

communication lines break down, wait

until another day. Take a long look at what

you want and where you are going. Loved

ones arc very supportive when you explain

your goals.

AQUARIUStJan. 20-Feb. 18):

Positive financial (signs prevail as the

month ends. Polish your job performance

and influential people will see you in a

new light. A promotion is possible.

PISCF-S(Keb. I9-March 20): Focus

on recenl progress in a partneiship: perhaps

you can rcsol ve some old grievances. Ixgal

matters could require expert advice. March

in unison with your allies. A small gift

helps romance along.

Today's Staff
Night Editor GayleLong

Copy Editor Beth Butts

Photo Technician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho

Production Joanne Quimby.

Lisa Jezowski
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Scott's Shots

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

• If I could remember the 1975 World Series I would

surely compare this 1991 Fall Classic to it. But I can't so

let's just say that anything involving a team from Boston

has to be better than anything invohnng a team from

Minnesota.
• My friend Marci guarantees that the Celtics can't be

ctMilenders without Kevin Gamble on the floor. It's hard to

disagree with her especially when you look at Gamble's

contributions last year. Fifteen points per game and all out

hustle definitely can't hurt. Sign him. Red.

• Hoop season begins with an exhibition against Mara-

thon Oil on Sunday. Winner gets one year's free supply of

home heating oil. loser has to deliver it.

• Think t,he Bruins need the serx-ices of Cam Neely?

Mike Milbury looks like he's about ready to lace up the

skates again if Rick Bow ness can't get some more produc-

tion from the troops.

• Penn State University is offering a course in golf

management intended to fill the nationwide shortage ofgolf

instructors presently on the links. Perhaps a focus on

recruiting more school teachers might also be beneficial.

Priorities?

• There's a secluded place about two miles from UMass
that has the most beautiful trails winding along a Rolling

Rock-like bubbling stream.

I could give the name and location, but part ofthe beauty

is the serenity. One walk across the fallen leaves and under

the bare branches at this time ofyear depicts the essence of

fall in New England. (This quiet moment alone with nature

has been brought to you by the good people at the Collegian

sports desk.)
• Seibu beat Tokyo four games to three in the Japan

World Series. (Spanning the globe to bring you the con-

stant. . .)

• Holly Hellmuth is up for the Hermann Trophy as the

nation's top female soccer player. Ifthe award was based on

leaping ability alone, there would be no one in her class.

• My pool game has gotten progressively worse but 1

keep blaming it on the warped cues and crooked tables.

There's one local bar that has square balls and another that

controls the eight ball with a magnet. That's just my
opinion.

FREE GUIDE TO SPRING RREAK '92

ou're Invited to the

3l1th Anniversary

P.irtv at the World s#l

Spring Break [X«;tination,

on the Hottc>t

beach on earth,

Feb. 22 - April 1^, 1^2!

Call 1-800-854-1234

for your FREE 30th

Anniversary Official

Spring Break
1992 Guide!

DESTINATION DA^TON.X'

Convention & VLsiti>r s Hiia'.ni

P.O.liox^U)

i:)avton.ilV.KhJl ^011=;

W^ like to show YOU a path

that often holds the greatest reward.

Rewarding cmreera for people
who care.

I (own the road a few years from now.

you're Koing to be i^lad you chose a

career path today that's right in the heart

of B<>ston Its Northea.stem University s

Boston B<juve CoHege of Human [)evel-

opment Professions - the smart choice

that leads to a greater reward for people

who really care

The graduate programs offered by

Boston-Bouve College provide you with

a wide range of career opportunities in

health. sp«jrt. and leisure studies, rehahjl

itation. counseling, communication dis-

orders, and education.
< )ur faculty have received national and

internal ional recognition for their research,

teaching and service to others and to

their professirjn BoslonBouve ( ollege

has well-established clinical affiliations

with some of Boston s leading medical,

educational and res»'ar( h fa< ilities

Study may lead to a master's degree,

certificate of advan< ed graduate study

(CAfiS), ordfKtoral degree Most pro

grams are offered on a part-time as well

as full-time basts, combining clas.sriK>m

theory with practical hands-on experi-

ence Courses meet in the late afternoon

and early evemng, so students can con-

tinue to work
Ciraduate programs are offered in the

following areas.

Aadlology

Clinical Exerclae Physiology

College Student Pen»onnel Work
& Counseling

Consulting Teacher of Reading

Counseling Psychology

Curriculum A Instruction

Educational Research

Human Development

Human Resource Counseling

Human Services Specialist

Recreation. Sport & Fitness

Management

Rehabilitation ( ounseling

School Counseling

School A4)a8tment Cooiwcling

School Psychology

Speech-Language Pathology

Special Education

Teacher Preparation

Call (6IT) 437-2708, or write Graduate
School. Boston-Bouv^ College of Human
Development Professions. 107 D<K'k.ser

Hall, Northeastern \ 'niversity, Boston,

MA 02 1 1 T) Becaase some of life's greatest

rewards come to those who care

Boston-Bouve

College

Northeastern

UniversityRl
All equal upportunily/afnrmMivr artinn univrnKy

• I'm getting ready for the lunacy of Dick Vitale and the

excitement ofwatching East-West Somewhere State knock

off Duke in college baBketball.

• Be sure to keepyour feet in bounds and your eyeson the

ball.

David Scott ia a Collegian sports columnist.

STA TRAVEL

ROUNDTRIP

LA/8AN FRAN $303

DENVERi^ALT LAD $280

LONDON $338

PAmiS $398

OUATOiALACmr $3*8

TOKYO $741

HONG KONO $8S5

BANGKOK $949

Some of the biggest,

some of the best

presents come in

the smallest boxes!

STDNET. $1350

ruoMTS wosLOwnx
LOW COST OMt WAT TAME*
AVAU.AaU
cruiiDAai.c rLzxiH^
CMAMGCASLC

• maaiL/Moam. r*a8cs. id cAmom
' aoMB aasTaicnoMi mat ApetT
> CAtx roa rwKX aocmiai
> DKPAars Mcw Toaa
' rABKS SUajSCT TO CHAtKlI
wiTHoirr woTicm

' VALID MONDAY THUMSDAV
' wxcBCMD luacHAsaEa mat
APH.T

120 OFFICES WORLDWIDE

1-800-777-0112

1-212-986-9470

48 E. 11th St.

NMvTork
NT 10003

iTA TMYIL

MiiifloiitobNtgraiitttsdiMlisasMsy

ISMng in dK right plo« ot the right time.

/^^

rA^^'^ii^M

Boston

Sheraton Boston \ lotel

39 Dalton Street

mRKHTPUa: T« THE RKHT TIME:

Saturday. November 2

8:00 am.- 3:45 p.m.

Sir hue Newton^

Meet representatives from top graduate

scliools at ttie GRE/CGS FORUM
Don't wait for inspration to strike. Come to the GRE/CGS Graduate

School Forum.

Ask representatives what their schools have to offer Discuss

different programs of study and obtain school catak>g^and

application forms.

While there, you can even take special workshops on various

programs of study financing your education and preparing for the

GRE exam. All for just a $3 admission fee.

WONKSHOf SCHEDULE
ftJOiaOO PPE F(-)«UM\M>rl>ihopon

Admtssfooi and financial Aid

10:15-1115 l«u« Facing th* Reluming 5«udent

IMSIJ* GRE T«t Preparalion

115 215 Minonlm in Graduate Education

2'45 3-45 GRE Program QuMtioo and
Anjwer VMuon

MsanjNE mscussiofis
II00-I2<X) Histof y fSycfiologx Edurition

I2fl0l00 Biological 5cwnc«, Phymal
Sciencev Health Science*

l<X) 200 Political Science. 5ock>log)i

Psychology

2flO-iOO Computer Science. Engineering,

Mathematics

GRE
FORUMS

Registration begins at 8:00 a.m.

For more information call GRE Inquiry.

(609) 771-7670

I,

^nsored by the GRE Board and the Council of Graduate Schools.

S) GRF.KS.FOUCATIONAL TESTI^JG SERVICE. andtheETSIogodesignare
'^« registered trademarks of Educational Testing Service.

skydiving
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

with that same feehng that I experienced.

Part thrill , part horror, part excitement and
part pride. Once you do it, nothing is quite

the same.
The Parachute Club has an ofRce at 309

of the Student Union and works out of Tri-

State Aviation in Turner's Falls, in con-

junction with the Massachusetts Sport

Parachute Club. It is that club that provides

the instructors, jumpmasters and the all

important, parachute packers.

On a Thursday night it) late September,

1 1 UMass students and myself spent five

hours learning the ins and outs of para-

chuting. At the beginning of the meeting

you sign a form that basically gives your life

away. If your parachute doesn't open and
you die it is not their fault. No matter what
happens, you can't sue.

With that setting a mi^ty somber tone

we learned over and over what to do if

something went wrong. From simple line

twists, to not having your canopy open, to

landing in the mighty Connecticut.

At one point we were out in the hallway

practicing our jumps. As I looked down the

hall I saw three RSOs. The Republican

Club, Animal Rights Coalition and the

Parachute Club. Of all the clubs I had to

join, it would be the Parachute Club. My
parents would be proud of me joining the

Republicans, I am registered to vote that

way anyway and who could argue with

Animal Rights. I mean, nothing wrong with

saving a few seals and all.

But no, 1 in my infinite wisdom pick

parachuteing. I didn't think the parents

would understand when I told them I told

them of my new hobby. My mother always

said it is good to get involved, but I doubt she

had this in mind.

That Sunday we went early in the

morning to the airport, about 20 minutes

from campus. There we had ground in-

struction for a few more hours, practicing

our landings, our arches and once again our

safety procedures. By this time we were

famiUar with such odd terms as P.L.F.,

toggles, main canopy, archthousand, end

cell closures just to name a few. By the end

of training, I was fired up and ready to go.

Unfortunately, the wind was also up and I

couldn't skydive that day.

However, when my day finally came it

was well worth the wait. My roommate.

Matt Tryder, and I went out to the airport

and were able to jump in perfect weather,

over spectacular foliage.

There are certainly some precarious

momenta when you question your sanity,

like when you climb in the airplane and

realize you won't be landing with it and that

there will be no stewardess bringing around

the drink cart with the honey roasted pea-

nuts. It is worth it though.

The leap was better than I dreamed it

would be. AAer the initial rush ofovercoming

the natural fear of jumping from a plane,

(when you get down to it, it is a really dumb
thing to do) and the quick prayers that your

canopy will open, you get the incredible

feeling of flying. And that is one great feel-

ing.

As you cruise along at a few thousand

feet you have a sense that you are in control.

That somehow you have outsmarted nature

by beating gravity and flying like a bird. It

is a feeling that is extremely addictive. And
the view can't be beat, ever.

After being instructed on which way to

turn and where to head for my landing 1 had

to concentrate again. As I neared the target

area I felt a sense of disappointment that it

was almost over and once again fear that my
landing might not be smooth. That fear was

not necessary since I landed standing up,

with about the same amount of shock as

jumping from a chair

I couldn't have been more wired when I

landed. No narcotic could have given me
that feeling, and there weren't even any

side effects. Everyone in Butterfield give up

the pipe and try the canopy, you won't be

disappointed.

Matt and I jumped for joy, got in a truck

and rode back to the airport to celebrate

with our friend, Jobie Collins. And that

night we all got drunk. As I see it, when you

drop 3,200 feet from the sky, it's Miller time.

The other night I finally told my parents

what I had done. No good son or daughter

would tell them before andmakethem worry.

My father asked me if I was off my rocker,

but then listened with interest. My mother

said her heart stopped beating for a second

but then was proud ofme for doing it. Both

thought I should do it again. Which I prob-

ably will.

Anyone looking tojoin myselfand around

40 of your fellow UMass students, for the

time of your life, should head down to the

Parachute Club headquarters; new student

classes start up in the spring.

Dan Wetzel is a Collegian staffmember

L

NOKTR\MFTON HALLOWEEN CENTER
25 State Street • 584-5006 \ low

/ Prices10 Minutes rrom UMass

b
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF MASKS TO CHOOSE FROM i

Jl for extended Haloween hours g.L. CHILDS & ^ON
Dally and Saturday 9M>am4t:15pm. ThurscUivs til a.OOpm v

D.R Douqh
deUvERS caIzones

caU 296-1616
Now Open at 1 1:30 A.M.

lOFFi
ANYCALZONE •

I I

1
Expires 1/2S/92 j

2 DeUveryOoly
J

I One Coupon Per Caiam. '

I Z I

OFF
ANYCALZONE

Expires 1/25/92

Delivery Only

One (^pon Per Caizone

I . I

Classifieds
rOMFTOWFCOlUGIAN OFFICE IIKAMPUSCEmR » WURSDAYHM30 FRIDAY 8:^:30 'DEADUNE IS TWO DA\:i PRIOR TO PUBUCAnOS * 2(kmORD/DAY FOR STUDEm » CASHINADVASCE

AcnvroES

CBEEFY STOBV HOUR
Sponsored by VnHtgtaOjana English Club

on Wed Oct 30 at 3pm SHARP in 4iri ti Grad

Lounge o( Baniett

All Weteome

STUDY AT THE Hebrew University ot

Jerusalem! Intormational meeting ton^
6 X Hill* House Lounge

-So now om'y »e«i wfi* h«PP»«« ••»"

people Stan with censoring unpopui.i' -^<^

and roll songs and photographers and fr^ •

and It mushrooms into an of us being denies

our access to mtormation itself

'

Jello Biatra Nov 1 5 UPC Presents

$3 UMasW J5 others 545^2511

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FOR RENT

To«»nl«ouM2Bedroain 1 1/2bamBuanoule

N Amheret 1-S67-13S2

FMANCE CLUB- AT»T Collegi*e lnve«-

ment Challenge Wortishop on Wednesday.

Oct 30 in SEA 1 03 Come find out how to win)

AUTO FOR SALE

19t1 TOYOTA TERCEL Extremely reliable

cassete stereo S900 253-9167 Great shape'

MOTMBI AX22 TYPEWRrTER
MMOondHion
Must sell

Best offer

Call 546-2585

COMPUTER wttMno4Mn,piimer and table

$350 Call Cliff 549-1762

DRUMS. TKO 5-piece w/cymbal and Hihat

Great condition S400 or BRO call

549-3620 Eves

SPORTBIKE 90FTLUG0AQE
Ecbpsa 3 bag system Brand new'

Yours for $80 8 0. Can Eric9 253-3683

W YOU HAVE ANY mlormation about the

VCR and compact discs stolen Fnday from

51 3 Man SI . ptaaae can Jed- 253^5870 or

drop trmm oil irs really not too cod'

MOTORCYCLES

Suzuki 490 1980 Runs wan

$200 Can 256-3466 A«( tor BryM

krsonals

Tello twister

S-WEST0ICKMSONWhosaJdlheRAiadnl
kkayou?
NolTiu«Mk»te

JANET
Hsppy iMh Birthday'

Have a great one'

Love.

Your Si«nese twin attached by the etww'

WM. Who's prtchmg?

IIOeE.8.-

Lefs relrae the past-

Where the SUN wiN always SET

Love.

MAUREEN
Thanks for the bad 3 wMks o* my Me, and

tor many more to come
You are great

Tom

obosE-
My heart is yours

I love you.

Have a great Hallowan .

Love. Pumpkin

FREE pregntKy lastifig: confidential and
caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 * ->.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

FOUND

CARPE OIEMI Womans Novice Cnm
Sunday

Our wake. TTieir funeral

BABYI
You're down wMh HPi

Thanks lor the great week-end)

PEACE'
-MR _
Happy MrtMay/ Hafloween

to the Weebil on
Main Street

Love Barney

STEVE W.
I think I love you

The Parlndge Family Fari^

SQUEEO- We're building a log cabin.

NAREST 100 MAN:
Your back looks good

Let's see the rest

1M4MAZDAQLC. Runs great. High miles.

$1500/B0 Leave message 665 7890

1964 OLDSMOBILE TORANADO. $4900

fully loaded w/ AM/FM stereo. AC. power

windows/tocks/brakos Immaculate, pertect

condition 549-6083

1966 TOYOTA MR2. Loaded, alarm ie3K

miles Needs transmission work. $2500/80.

665-2215 Leave message for Cnspin

COLLEGE PnZA

TENNIS
RACKET
in

Lot

25
Call

665-7139

FOR SUZY C-J: Are you still out there? I

couldn't fiave survived Modem Novel w/Bell

w/out you! To contact me: Drop a line- PO
Box 563 S Hadley MA 01075 Signed:

Michelle

Tim Ihe Duke of Puke Well, the Twins won.

So now we owe you a Milleri

COLLEGE PIZZA

Fall Special

Small cheate $3 SO

Large cheese $6.00

Free soda with purchase of a large

sub. salad, or spaghetti

549-6098 549-6073

Must mention this ad

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISCI $1 75 00 DJ». VJs. Karaoke

for house/ Fonnal parlies. Call 586-9900

HELP WANTED

DELIVERY PERSONS, Mon-Fri Days, need

your own car. apply at DP Dough. Down

town Amherst.

RAISE $500..41000...$1500

FOOLPROOF FUNDRAISING

For your Iralemity. soronly teams or other

campus organization Absolutely no invest-

ment involved' Act now tor Ihe chance to win

a Canbbean Cruise and fabulous prizes!

Call 1 -800 950-8472. ext 50

LOST

BLACK ZIPPER CARDIGAN tost Sat eve at

BMCP Dance Please call Michael 586-3791

10-26-91

Brown Leather Wallet with IDs (Xua|un

Zhou) If found, please call 545-0329 (Joe)

GOLD EARRING LOST 10/22 If found.

) call 6-5648 THANKS!

UN SALUDO MUY ESPECIAL
A Ml QUERIDO GILGERTO
TEA3UIERO MUCHO

HEY JAY ai
Brandywine is still reeling'

We're honored that you chose our place

for your first puke at UMass
You can hang over our porch

anytime!

-The Girls of 1J

HEY ZETA PSI ft ALPHA CHII

Puffton Flalliner Punch Vodka, beer

popsicle. coconut extract, 4 flavors of Mad
Dog. Apple schnapps, grapefniit juice, apple

juice, lemonade, fruit punch, grape dnnk,

orange dnnk, ginger ale, cream soda, orange

soda, grape soda, food coloring, oranges,

bananas, pumpkin seeds +1 raquelball

Special ingredient Jalepeno pepper juice

Love
The Brothers of Hole 4

341 Puffton

TO MY mCREOIBLE FIREMAN
Who throws me in mudpuddles and

who kisses almost equally as well as Ben

I Love You
Thanks for a wondertui binhday'

Arrested by you.

Love, Almost OK

FOOFOO, HOBBIT AND BABY BROTHER
JOSHUA. THANKS AND I CANT BELIEVE

IT EITHER!
LOVE^OeiN

To an oM Mend,
A pseudo personal is better than no per-

sonal THE MANE REMAINS"
-The other Josh G.

TRACY CONGRATULATKJNS you're no

tonger a teenager Sorry about the tests n
make up for it over the weekend Happy 20l^

Love Danny

QLOMA twrncus

Happy Birthday ""

I Love You!

Rose

to he ot faithnomore

wtiat IS It??

(it It the shooz?)

nOC WANTED

RIDE WANTEDTO Burlington VT or neaiDy

11/1 or 11/2 Share expenses Call Sue 546-

6962

SludMN nMdB rMa from Greenfield MA to

UMass M-F 773-7705 Billie-Jo

ROOMMATE WANTED

SUMMER INTERNSHIP - S. AFRKA

Summer LMeracy Protect sponsoreo <y

OperMon Hungerand Five CoMagas A group

of college student-ieachers of basic lite'acy

skills will spend rune weeks with womt, s

self-help groups m South Afnca Preparalon

course mil be given at UMass All tor cred'l

Can JoAnn Bemhard 538-2256

TRAVEL

BAHAMA CRUISE $99 Per person

5 day i* night hotel Plan now lor your br

Very limited offer Call now 1 -800-621 -C

SPRING BREAK TRIPS from $259'

Plan now* > $100

For detail* S4d-3674

TYPING

PAPERS TYPED: $1 SO/typad page
Quick. Accurate Service Call Bnan 546-

3563

WORD PROCESSING, laser printing, pa-

pers, resumes, theses. Flotemary 259- 1 786

URGENT

LOOKING FOR 1 OR 2 females to share a

2-bdrm Bnttany Manor Apt $200 a month

per room Call Kathy at 253-3950

SERVICES
S.G.-

I think we need to lak.

I mist U.

-J.

ANDREA SP1T7ER- 1 love you very much I

cam wan to see you -Love Scott

TO THE GUYS OF 285 Main St.

Here's to your apartment

Wanting our apartment!!

The Delano Tno

MARCO I know a VERYFINE girl who really

likes you but she's too shy to tell you' What

shoukJ she do? RSVP Way to drop'em'

HAHA!!'

Whaa up 07 (or it that T)

How you doin Jo, no more Smo
Luv ya Lie

Work it Baby!

BICYCLE BROKEN?
Call Pat

546-0119

Hear Barnyard Birthday 586-7309

It's partyi n'i It's personalized! It's cheap!

ORDER AVONI
546-1999

Call lor brochure

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or

supporf Call for tree and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam
Street, ftorthampton 586 3000 or

Greenfield 774-6019

RIDE NEEDED! To NYC on Frklay {or

Thursday afternoon) Call Gita 546-4185

WANTED

To recycle: Prescnption medication bottles/

containers (Nonrenewable RX only) Please

call 585-8709

WORDPROCESSING NEEDED

A PERSON WITH good wordprocessing

skills (Worr<Der1ect 5 1 ) needed to help with

dissertation work "Flexible hours 'Computer

available 'Rates neg. 'Call 549-8262

SPANISH TtrroR
1 10/120 $7hr

Rob 6-0502
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Sports

Comparing women's soccer to men's
Editor's note: this is the last of a four part series deputing

the Unnersity of Massachusetts men's soccer team.

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

There is great disparUy going on between the University

of Massachusetts soccer programs.

The women's team is celebrating it's tenth-straight year

of being nationally ranked, and is battling for a NCAA
Tournament bid and with a young team umly two seniors

i

the future looks only brighter.

On the other hand, the men's t<?am is plaving out it's

terminal season, albeit with great success. The team needs

to somehow raise $40,583 to play next year and they have

the Athletic Department telling the coach not to recruit

anyone new and the current players to transfer to other

schools.

The reason for this disparity is money An object the

Umversity. theCommonwealth and the Athletic Department

have verv little of.

-The problem is wnth the state." UMass women's soccer

coach Jim Rudy said. "If there were no problems with the

state, we wouldn't be ha^^ng this conversation."

So everyone is suffering, why then has the women's

program been one of the most successful in the country,

while the men haven't had a winning season since 1985?

"It's history." UMass midfielder Amy Trunk said "By

having all of those winning seasons, players know that the

women's team here is one that you want to play for. Players

all over the country want to come to UMass. The men

haven't had that history, but maybe now they do. The men

are playing with a lot of heart."

"The women's team at UMass has a tradition that

everyone knows about." UMass forward Kim Eynard said.

"It is a tradition that players want to be a part of."

Both Trunk and Eynard were highly-touted high school

players, who came from out of state to play for UMass.

"Success builds tradition." UMass men's soccer coach

Sara Koch said. The men have had that success in the past

but not lately. Also, although I'm not sure ofthe facts, there

is a big difference in the amount of scholarship money

between the two programs.

'

One of the reasons the women's team has been able to

build a tradition, is that when the program was started in

the late TOs therewere not many other competitive women's

teams Massachusetts was able to get thejump on the rest

of the nation.

"If you look back at when the team was started there

were probably only a few other competitive teams." UMass

Associate Athletic Director Elaine Sortino said. **We made

an early committment and built a strong team before

anvone else. We were a top team from the start, now the

challenge is to sUy that way. Women's soccer is the fastest

growing sport in the NCAA, and we beat a lot of schools to

the punch, bv starting early."

Rudy said. "l^Mass sUrted at the top in the TOs. When
this team was started, there were only seven or eight teams

making a committment to women's soccer. Now almost

everyone is doing it."

There are 91 Division I women's soccer programs m the

United States, there are 194 Division I men's teams, ac-

cording to the NCAA Thus, the men's team have more

schools to compete with.

"It is difficult to build that tradition, but not impossible.

Koch said. There are plenty ofgotxi players in Massachusetts

and you have to start by getting them and then try the rest

ofthe nation. With the lack ofscholarships, you have to find

kids with who money isn't the object Although UMass has

a good reputation out of state, the job wont be an easy one."

While many are excited about the women's team's con-

tinued success, no one likes the loss of the men's program.

"It's wrong, they've proved that they can be competitive

against anyone." Trunk said. "It is a shame when they're

just getting back to being a good team."

"Obviously, it is very emotional for everyone involved,

Rudy said. The administration is ultimately taking the

hammer on this and I fwl for them because they come out

as the bad guys. I feel bad for everyone associated with that

program. The men have always been known as a tough

team and this year they are getting the wrins. Under pres-

sure the cream rises to the top and I think that is what

you're seeing over there. It's too bad they can't use this year

to grow on."

Unless $40,583 is raised we will never know if the men

are on the way to building a soccer tradition that could rival

the women.

Men's soccer looking
for strong performance
By TED KOTTLER
Collegian Staff

Today at 2 p.m. on Lower Boyden Field,

the University of Massachusetts men's

soccer team will attempt to take a giant step

in iu remarkable quest towards a berth in

the Atlantic-10 Tournament.
The Minutemen will face Fairfield Uni-

versity, and while the game itself will have

no bearing on UMass' A- 10 standings, head

coach Sam Koch understands its importance.

"We want to finish ithe regular season!

strong." Koch said. "Every game that we
play from here on in. we're preparing for a

chance to play Rutgers again 1 in the Atlantic-

10 Tournament]."
Fairfield boasts an 11-4 overall record

and 18 6-2 in the Metro Atlantic Athletic

Conference.

UMass' last match was a grueling loss to

nationally top-ranked Rutgers. 6-2 on

Sunday. Koch feels his team played well in

the match, especially on offense, but there

are aspects of his team's game he hopes to

see improved, namely defense.

"Against Rutgers, we didn't defend in

numbers like we can, because we were try-

ing to score," Koch said. "We need to continue

to play well offensively, but we have to

tighten up the defense."

UMass' record stands at 7-4-4. 3-3-1 in

the Atlantic- 10. good for 10 conference point*

and a current fourth place standing. If the

season was over today, UMass would face

Rutgers again, in the tournaments first

round. However, it isn't over.

On Nov. 2. while UMass is hosting a

make-up game against Dartmouth. George

Washington will host West Virignia in a

battle of A- 10 rivals. The fate of the

Minutemen's post-season hinges on this

contest.

West Virginia has nine A- 10 points. A
win overGeorge Washington, while it would

be an upset, would give West Virginia 12

conference points, and UMass would be

ousted from the A- 10 Tournament.

George Washington is in second place in

the A-10. six points behind Rutgers, which

has 18 points. West Virginia is mired in fifth

place with only nine points. Heavily favored

George Washington needs only to defeat or

tie West Virginia to secure UMass' tourna-

ment bid.

If the Minutemen nail down the fourth

s|X)t in the A-10 Tournament, an obvious

question arises. How do they beat Rutgers?

Koch seems to have the answer.

"Score more goals than they do," he said.

Scott's Shots,
cleaning the locker

While the letters are .still pouring m
from the inaugural "Scott's Shots." we

thought It appropriate to clean out the

locker once again.
• I'm going to miss Joe Morgan, or at

least his snazzy answers to stupid ques-

tions. He left us one last gem when a

reporter asked ifhe would lose any sleep

over his firing.

David Scott

The only time I lose sleep is when 1

eat garlic." the ex-skipper said. "That

really cranks me up."

Me too. Joe and III bet Butch Hobson

will find quite a few things that crank

him up in his rookie managerial season.

• The crowd of over 400 people that

showed up for the UMass men's soccer

game this past Saturday should serve as

some indication to the athletic depart-

ment that cutting soccer from the bud-

get is plainly and simply — DUMB.
One of the great ironies of the whole

soccer situation is that there is still talk

of starting a hockey program. Who's

making these decisions? Calvin and

Hi>hlx>s perhaps.
• The neighborhood bully dog. Rock

backed out ofthe title fight with my dog.

Bo. Word on the street is that Bo's

knockout ofthe collie down the road had

Rock shaking in his dog house.

• Sammy Martin was released by the

Patriots last week and picked up by the

Colts. From the worst team m 1990 U)

the worst team in 1991. Sorry Sammy,
but at least Indy has a dome stadium

• I still like what the PaUs are doing

this season despite Hugh Millen's mo-

mentary lapse of reason last Sunday

Sure Hugh screwed up but at least he

had the chance to screw up, last year the

PaLs would have sat on the ball with two

minutes left.

• It's not too difficult to envision

Jerome Bledsoe catching on with some

NFL team, the guy can fiat out run.

• It would be a crime if the UMass
women's soccer team doesn't get a tour-

nament bid and the feeling here is that

Briana Scurry could shut out any team

on any given day.
CONTINUED ON PAGE M

Skydiving,
a great thrill
"Do you still want to do this," I was asked.

I nodded my head confidently, even though I

wasn't.

"Good, . . and good luck," he replied.

The door of the airplane opened quickly and 80

mile an hour winds hurled into the tiny aircraft. 1

looked down and saw the Connecticut River 3,200

feet down. It was beautiful, yet horrifying.

LaFreniere honored by A-10

Dan Wetzel

"Put your feet out on the step," my jumpmaster

instructed.

I did as I was told, as a million thoughts went

through my head. I kept eye contact with the

jujTipmaster, like he said to do.

"Climb out onto the step."

I pulled myself out onto the step, fighting the

wind and gripping onto the wing so I wouldn't fail.

I inched to the end of that step, as instructed. And

when he said go, I didn't hesitate, 1 went. As I

sUrted to drop 32 feet a second I knew what sky

diving was all about.

For over 30 years the University ofMassachusetts

Sport Parachute Club has been providing students

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

X-country coach ofthe year
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

The season keeps getting better for Coach Julie

LaFreniere and the University of Massachusetts women's

cross country team.

Not only did the team capture their first Atlantic 10

Championship on Saturday.but LaFreniere was also named

the Atlantic 10 Coach-of-the-Year following the meet.

"I'm very excited, and it's quite an honor," LaFreniere

said. The women are the ones who won it for me, so they

deserve most of the credit."

The award, voted by the A-10 coaches, comes in a season

which has seen the Minutewomen compile a 4-3 record,

despite being ravaged by injury.

This season's been really tough, we've had a lot of

injuries, and she I LaFreniere 1 has really kept our spirits up

and pulled the team together," Kelly Liljeblad, a

Minutewoman harrier squad member, said.

LaFreniere, now in her fifth season at UMass, is the first

recipient of the award which was previously only given to

the men's teams.

"I guess it's even more special because it's the first year

the conference has given it," LaFreniere said. "But what

really means a lot to me is that it was voted by my peers."

"She really deserves this," Liljeblad said. "She's really a

great coach, but she's more than that, she's a friend too."
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University trades hot sex for cool cash
By CHUCK U FARLEY
Collegian Phallic Buritto

The administration has been running a work-study

male/female prostitution ring out ofWashington Tower for

almost a year now, according to Vice-Chancellor

Vivaladifference, an inside source who wished to remain

anonymous (but too bad)

The prostitution program was started last year by former

President-Chancellor Joe Buffme and continued by Chan-

cellor "don't call me Dick" O'Godyes to help "combat the loss

of slush fund revenue."

Entitled "Doin* it for U.." the program involves sending

male and female work-study students out to "service"

memU'rs of tht» community who promise to donate "large

amounts of cash in easy to carry bags" to the University of

Massachusetts.

"Om* enterprising one person managed to get three

costumers to leave the University everything after they

kick off," O'Godyes commented. "One ofthose cust^imers did

die in fact. . . with a big smile too."

"Don't tell anyone I said this, but the prositution program

could be responsible for the governor's recent turn-around

on the importance ofhigher education funding." Chancellor

O'Godyes said.

When asked if the program might be just a tad illegal.

O'Godyes replied that ifsex is illegal in this country, he'll be

on the next plane back to England.

"Everybody wants a little nookie now an then," he said.

O'Godyes added that the program could be offered as a

course in the physical education department.

"Hey, it makes me sweat," he said.

Many students find the program a welcome alternative

tt) other campus jobs and don't seem bothered by the fact

that they have sex for money.

"It's better than working in the DC. dishroom, that's for

sure," said one program participant. "And the customers tip

a lot better. Personally. 1 think of it as a public service. Not

that I do it in public, but that everybody wins out. University

gets somecash, the customergetsanorgasm, and I get some

cash and an orgasm. Cool beans."

The programs founder Buffme said he was merely har-

nessing energy already in use at the University.

The program allowed young, well-formed men and
women to do what they would have done anyway, get drunk

and do the wild thing, but instead they'd do it for the good

of the University," BufTme said in a recent centerforni

interview. "And it looks great on a resume."

Duffey ended his term at the University last semester

and moved to Washington D.C. where his wife lives in order

to "get some quality sex" and take a position on the American

University custodial staff "because it pays more.'

Clmiiiy pholo hy Kool Mar Sclh

Alcohol studies major. Fred Monahan,
considers a "special" assit^nment for his school.

Photog gets in bus' way
Street gets cleaned, first time in years

CotUKP che*»r photo hy SquanheH Reynold*

^Spirit of America" becomes Squashed Reynolds' last words.

By SQUASHED REYNOLDS
Collegian Stiff

An ill-fated Collegian photographer was

squashed fiat by a PVTA bus yesterday.

The bus, driven by Christian Jones was

Northbound on North Pleasant St and struck

Josh (Interim) Reynolds at 5:45 P.M.

Reynolds had wandered onUi the street,

camera in hand, only seconds before he was

struck by the Belchertown Rd. route.

"It was kinda' funny," said Tammi Blithe

horrified onlooker, "He said, 'Ooh, Uwkit"

the duckies', and then Wham!"
"Whatta mess," said Al Sluggard, a

Physical plant worker called to the scene. "1

hate it when their shoelaces get all tangled

up in the axles like that."

University officials said they would not

file charges for damage which Reynolds did

to the front of the bus, but did present the

next of kin with a $57 cleaning fee.

Jones said that in his three years of

driving for the PVTA this was his first

confirmed kill.

"I'm not allowed to stop for students after

I've pulled away from a bus stop," said

Jones.

Leo Procrustean, the University's

Dean ofarbitrary rt?gulation, confirmed

that Jones acted acc»»rding to PVTA
rules.

Back at the Collegian Reynold's

Colleagues expres.sed concern at the

Photo Editor's unseemly demise.

"Oh, that's just lexpletivel great,"

said Preston Forehead. (^>//«'>f/n/j News
Monger. That makes two this year,

what is this .Spinal Tap?" "We really

need another head shot of wha(,s-his-

face at a p<Klium. Why did he have to get

killed afU'r layout?" Forehead contin-

ued.

"You'd better put your news slaves

back to work." advisi'd Managing Hi-ad

Cheoze Joe Hob Elholt, "otherwise the

graphics department will fill up the

empty phott> .spots with lexpletivel pic-

tures of bats n' stuff."

At the darknK)m Reynold's a,s.st)ciatc

editor (and behind the scene depart-

ment savior) Jeff Fliegen was visibly

saddened to hear of the event.

Though he asked not to be quoted,

Fliegen expressed heartfelt regret that

none of Reynold's equipment was sal-

vageable.

Messiah visits coffee social
Police ask: 'Who does that guy think he is, God?'

Collofian photo courUwy Sporta InfonnaUon

Julie LaFreniere

By Christian Stye

Collegian Heretic

Witnesses claim Jesus Christ attended a GLB coffee

social last Friday in the Campus Center. Campus Security

spokesperson J. 1. Rome has relea.sed a statement that a

man wearing a white dress and sandals was escorted off

campus that day. Rome says this person claimed to be

"Jesus Christ" but could not provide appropriate identifi-

cation.

According to witnesses who asked that their names and

religious afilliations be witheld, a man wearing "a flowing

white robe" entered Campus Center room 803 around 3:30

p.m. Friday afternoon.

One woman, who said she is bisexual, said the man

didn't identify himself until asked by someone present at

the coffee social, then "he said he was the Savior and asked

if he could have some coffee and broccoli sprigs with dip.

"

"His face sort ofglowed," the woman said, "and he smiled

at me as helped himself to some food. He felt so warm and

kind that 1 didn't even stop to think he might be crazy. I

didn't even question him."

According to Rome, .security officers said they noticed "a

man in drag" enter the campus center and decided to follow

him. After they saw him enter the GLB coffee social, Rome

said officers conferred and decided to request a show of

identification from the individual.

Rome said the man told the two officers his dress "was

seamless and had no pockets" and that he didn't have a way

to carry a plastic I.D. card.

^ When officers explained to the man that without an I.D.

he would have to leave the campus, Rome said one of the

officers wrote in his report that "a cardjust sort ofappeared
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Guess what?
Tills is not the usual boring r^you have

come to know and love. This is not the

nonnal piece of trash your professors make
fun oi and lists your friends in the police

log.

IT S A PARODY. YOU BONEHEAD!
So. enjoy all of the laughs and tacky stuff

in the outside four pages of this 28-page

pile of garbage — and if you have an>-

problems, stop calling up here and telling

us the paper sucks.

Gel off Nour lazv' ass and just irv- and find

us! Most of you slackers dont even know

where we are. so do us a favor and just stay

home.

And ifyou bunch of losers couldn i leli Us

a partxiy. then stop smoking those funn\

cigarettes and eating contaminated mush
rcK)ms and note the date on the front page

of the paper is right (for once).

And for tiiose Reaganites who "say no to

drugs" (like Ronny rememliers his eight

years in the Oxal Office) — and you l\o

know where the Tats" of the Campus
Center Basement hang out for 60 hours i

w eek. you can come down and ask for the

following Collegian assholes who actually

do this sort of stuff" for fun:

Marc "Phallic Burrito" EUiott

Ric onvera
Kris K. Earle

David Massey
Josh Reyonlds

Preston P. Fomtan
Michael Levy

Brooke Wljeeler

Christina Blanco

Peter Kasperotvicz

Michael Morrissey

Gayle L. Long

Greg Sukkienik

Jenny Bums
Seth Kaye
Michael Carvalho

-For Your Fucking Information
FYIs are far from public service announcementa. As

a matter of fact, we couldn't care less about what you

want us to print. So don't even bother sending them in to

us, because you can be assured that we, along with

everyone on this campus, don't give a flying fuck about

your stupid organizations and pointless meetings! NO
ONE CARES!!! Especially the typists. .

Thursday, October 31

Meeting — There will be a meeting sponsored by the

Old Farts Association of Amherst at 7:30 p.m. in the

Town Hall. Come help us decide how many other ways

we can screw overUMass and its students. No one under

60 admitted.

Meeting— An open meeting will be held in Whitmore

to discuss more ways to waste the University's money

while simultaneously hiking tuition beyond its already

astronomical limits. Only the naive, rich and ignorant

need attend.

Open Fire Drill — A celebration of the long history

and growing tradition of pointless fire dnlls in the

Southwest Area will be held all night long. Come show

your friends how many times you can pull the alarm

without getting caught!

Open Mcutaacre — An event sponsored by The
Nostradamus Organization to Panic Everyone (NOPE*
will be held in an L-shaped building, near a pond, near

a construction site, near a DC. named Hampshire, near

a lot numbered 32. near a sewage plant, near a building

named Boyden in a New England College Those with

Top Ten Reasons
to take over
The Collegian

By Peter Kasperthoghost

Collegian Dude

10) It's Thursday
9) Grad students have dibs on Whitmore this

semester.

8) Chance to winown Lefthanded Affairs Page.

7) The guy with the cross said to go out and
really accomplish something.

6) Because it's there

5) Gives any struggling RSO a feeling of unity.

4) The Collegian — Home of the best damn
coffee in the world!

3) Ten percent off ad rates for ten consecutive

takeovers.

2) Get to see things that they skip on the tour.

1 ) The way we were dressed — we were just

asking for it.

chosen one
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

in the man's hand."
"He must have palmed it." Rome said, "you know. Hke a

magician pulls coins out of people's ears."

Rome said that the officers were not fooled, however,
"because the man's sticker did not have a valid sticker for

the Fall semester."

The man was escorted off campus. Rome said, and
dropped offat a bus stop in town. Rome said he thought the
man must have been a jokester from the local area because
"he so quickly disappeared from sight after the officers

dropped him off."

very sharp weapons and automatic machine guns are

invited to attend. All others are advised to go home or

hide somewhere ofF-campus— this event is inevitable!!!

Instruction — "How to Steal Lounge Furniture.
.

Without Getting Caught! An experienced panel will

discuss the strategies of effective thefl and successful

camouflage of lounge furniture. This discussion will be

held at 8 p.m. in the empty sixth floor lounge ofKennedy
Discussion —A panel of psychiatrists will be discuss-

ing "Guitars and Amplifiers: What To Do With the Fool

Who Thinks He Can Play. . and Quite Obviously Can't!"

Various methods of destruction of the guitar and other

prized belongings of the pseudo-guiUrist will be dis-

cussed. Anyone with annoying, loser, non-guitar playing

floormates invited to attend.

Rally — Sick and tired of the piss-poor food from the

Dining Commons? There will be a rally and protest

against New England Style Scrod scheduled to conveni'

on the steps of Berkshire Dining Commons at 6 p m. A
not and torching of the DC will follow. All are welcome'

Workshop— Learn how to bejust like that fool in class

who can ramble on for hours without having a clue of

what the hell he's talking about. We'll teach you how to

bectune the most hated by your fellow classmates while

simultaneously becoming the T.A.'s pet!

Tour— An in-depth tt)ur ofthe Campus Pond and its

sludge will be held at 12 p.m. An up-close look at the

various forms ofdiseases and bacterial infections within

the confines of our very own University swamp! Scuba

diving suitj* and radioactive suits are mandatory

Masturbation
NllNUlDK^OMPAGt 4

imuh less a student.

"Well. 1 gU€'S8 nibechokin'tlwpreverbial monkey,"

said Senator .It>»*<'ph Blow, "This is a demiK-ratu

prvKVSs and 1 will do whatever the masses tell m*-

"

Area Government representatives demanded the

motion sent to the residential areas for approval

NolHtdy could find the rules governing this, leading to

a recess which allowed SGA officers to quickly fabn-

cate some rules and print an ammended constitution

No senators had a copy ofthe old constitution on hand,

and were quieted by the new rule:

'Masterhatton motions should be decided hy the

Senate body, as they are the most knowlegable in that

area.'

The Board of Governors immediately took action,

offended by not being addressed on the question of

Masterbation Week. They had the locks on the .S(;a

office changed and reassigned their space to the

Student I'nion fourth floor rest rooms.

"There is a time and a place for masterbation." said

BOG memU'P Diane Tadouit. "I cannot tell the SGA
when to masterbate. but the bathrooms certainly are

the place to be."

Women's caucus members filed with student judi-

ciary immt'diately aflvr the B()(i decision, saying the

separation ofoffice space between men and Wowmyne
was unconstitutional.

"I'm not too concerned." said Tad Vein of the BOG,
"Nobody ever hears from Student Judiciary anyway.
By the way. is anybody on that board? Where are

they?"

After the vote was taken, the senators proceded to

pull down their pants in support of the motion. Just

then Chancellor O'Brien entered the ro(>m to address
the Senate on complaints that they are not treated as

adults.

"Wei 1 , most have them have certai n ly gone through
puberty." he said. "Except for President Gaggme, they

are all endowed with curly hair on their genitals."

O'Brien did not stay long, offending the student

representatives.

"We are going to show our empowerment, er, ma-
turity by holding Masterbation Week excersizes at

Whitmore," said one senator.

Beer, blood, booze and other stuff makes for a wild bash
By Rick Zolisera

Collegian Staff

At just past midnight, Jeff approached

his roommate who had keg duty and asked

for a refill. "Great party, huh Brian!" Jeff

stated enthusiastically. "Awesome. Awe-

some," said Brian "there are so many people

here."

All around them in the basement of their

Bridge street house, hundreds of dancing

ghouls swung their bodies to the rhythms of

the reggae punk band called the Dead Pie.

The basement floors and walls were

layered with damp musty corn stalks, dis-

colored leaves, hay-filled dummies hanging

by knooses and poetry which read "I want to

fill your heart with my fingertips, I want to

wash my larynx with your bitter sweet

blood."

Jeff stood swaying back and forth. A
large cloud of dust from the earth floor

beneath the corn stalks had risen into the

room like a morning fog. The Dead Pie

roared to his right, guitar chords ripping

through the house and bouncing off the

stone walls of the basement like a

Tyrannasauras Rex's screech.

Jeff turned and looked at Brian. Brian

had begun a conversation with a women
dressed as candy. Jeffsmiled as she pointed

to a friend and escaped from Brian's side.

"Oh well." said Brian as he lifted his beer to

his lips. Jeff smiled and toasted his friend.

The crowd had begun to push forward

upon the disgruntled lead singer ofthe Dead
Pie. Ari stopped in mid-song asking the cast

of ghouls before him to "Please get back." A
tall large blonde man dressed as Lucipher

with a pitchfork volunteered to be a bouncer

and began pushing the crowd back as he

bobbed up and down with the beat.

Upstairs in Brian's bed, three of his

friends opened up a Milton Bradley's Wija.

It had been a year since a friend of theirs

had taken his life byjumping over a 300 foot

ridge known as cliffside.

"I miss Andy," Jill sighed as she placed

the candle on the nightstand beside the bed.

"I do too," said Jill. "Do you really think this

will work?" questioned Eric who held a beer

in one hand and a cigarette in the other.

"Maybe," said Amy. Eric sat quietly as the
other two finished the final preparations.
Like most ofthe guests tonight he had taken
a generous handful of mushrooms. A short
wave had just passed him as he pondered
the scenario of calling upon his lo.st friend.

Jill turned off the light. The candle cast
an even glow about the room, slightly illu-

minating their faces. Together the three
held the board upon their knees and began
the slow circling movement of the game
piece. Around and around the game piece
floated until finally resting upon a blank
section ofthe board. The closet door slammed
suddenly as the candle light flickered.

"Andy?" Jill asked, her voice shaky, the
hair on the back of her neck standing at
attention. The game piece floated to the Y
position. "I knew it, I knew it was him,"cried
Jill breaking into a slight sob as a tear
trinkled down her cheek. "How do we know
for sure?" asked Amy.

Eric looked up. The shrooms had re-
turned grabbing his chest from within him
forcing the adrenaline throughout his body
like a piston. "Hey," said Eric "are you get-
ting laid?" The board shook violently. The

candle flickered in the sealed room. "What

is it like?" asked Jill. "Does it hurt.'"

"I don't like this shit!!" said Eric jumping

from the bed turning on the light. "No"

screamed Jill "Andy !!! Andy!"
Downstairs the band had begun another

hypnotic tune, the crowd was moshing, the

dust was beginning to choke Brian as he

poured the beers. A bl<K)dy figure approached

the keg bar. The figure looked up at Brian,

puffy hollow eyes, black and blue streaks

upon his face, a large scrape in his shoulder

revealed through his torn shirt. A Boston

red SOX hat on backwards. "Wanna beer,

buddy," Brian asked as he pumped the keg.

The figure was silent. Brian felt himself

shiver as the hairs on his arm pointed to-

wards the moon. "Wanna drink?" Brian said

again l(X)king up for the first time into the

figures eyes.

The figure looked into Brian's gaze and

smiled. "No" he said in a low rumbling, "just

visiting!"

The full cup of beer slipped through

Brian's fingers. He stood shaking and wet

his mouth gaping open as the band finished

its last not<!.
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Madrid peace
conference
commences
By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press

MADRID, Spain — Israelis and Arabs opened historic

talks today aimed at overcoming four decades of hostility

and war in the Middle East. President Bush implored them

to strike a deal centered on territorial compromise and

permanent treaties.

"Peace in the Middle East need not be a dream," Bush

said at the dramatic opening of the first peace talks in a

generation.

Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorl)achev forcefully sec-

onded the call for compromise. "It would be unforgivable to

miss this opportunity," he said.

In a chilling reminder of the Middle East's blotxiy poli

tics.an Iranian lawmaker influential with I^ebanese tt'rronst

groups said today that all peace conference participants

should be killed.

But such extreme opposition to the conference was the

exception, not the rule, in much of the Arab world. The
battle for peace begins," said a banner headline today in

Jordan's biggest newspaper, Al-Rai.

Syria, Israel's most implacable foe, hewed to its traditional

hard line After the ceremonial op«Mung of the conference,

one Syrian official in Madrid said Syria might pull outofthe

peace process unless there are key Israeli concessions.

But many in Madrid were expressing optimism despite

deep differences. "1 think on the whole this has been a very

good day for the prospects of peace," Israeli Deputy Foreign

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu said after today's session.

Egyptian Foreign Minister Amr Moussa, the first Arab

delegate to address the gathering, said the conference

heralded "a new era in the Middle East " Egypt is the only

Arab country to have ever made jx'ace with Israel.

In his speech, Moussa demanded recognition of the

rights of Palestinians, denounced Jewish settlements in

occupied lands and insisted Israel should not "exercise a

monopoly" over Jerusalem.

The status of Jerusalem, which is holy to Jews and

Muslims alike, is one of the bitU^rest issues confronting the

conferees. Israel annexed the eastern portion of the city

after capturing it in the 1967 Middle East war and has

vowed it will remain united forever as the capital of the

Jewish state. The Palestinians also claim the city as their

capital.

As the Ulks opened, the splendor ofSpain's Royal Palace

and its rich Upestries could not make the underlying

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

l'.oU«fiaii plM>ia by JWT V'smn

GEE TOTO, I DOPrr THINK WE'RE IN KANSASANYMORE— Little kids overrun UMass

in an effort to gather as much candy as possible. UMass students help out with the Second

Annual Trick-or-Treat sponsored by the Main Street Shelter, Casa Latina, and the Family

Recovery Center.
1

Hearing horrors of homophobia
Students, officials offer solutions to fight epidemic

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

University students and officials gathered yesterday in

the Campus Center to discuss the growing epidemic of

homophobia in the residence halls and proposed practical

solutions.

Over 40 people came together at this human relations

forum entitled "Homophobia in the Residence Halls: What

we can do?" moderated by Grant Ingle, director ofthe Office

of Human Relations.

"What we're looking at is a community problem," Ingle

said. "We want to share information."

l>arry Moneta. associate director for residential t-diua

tion. said the harassment of lesbian, gay and bisexual

students in the residence balls is a gnming epidemic

"Violence seems to Ik- a growing phenomenon." Monet.

«

said. "There's every rcastm to be afraid " He siud homopholm

graffiti, direct physical and verbal assault and harassment

by voice-mjiil are all increasing at alarming ratios.

Although Moneta callcni the problem "frustrating." h«-

said solutions need to originaU* from within the residence

halls.

He said housing services has "an unwavering commit-

ment to social justice."
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Candidates meet students
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Three University of Massachusetts offi-

cials seeking the position of provost met

yesterday with a small group of under-

graduate and graduate students to express

their views on the role and responsibities of

the position.

Inside:

Page 3:

Guatemalan native reports on

the deplorable condition of his

hotneland.

Page 4:

Columnist Trystan Skeigh lets

you in on all you need to know

about Nostradamus.

This Weekend:

Ifyou don 't like the Red Hot

Chili Peppers, you 're a geek.

Read up on the coolest hand on

its way to Springfield at this

very moment.

Weather

It could rain today. . .
maybe.

Tempsfrom 45 to 50.

Acting Provost Glen Gordon. Ass<Kiate

Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Norman D. Aitkenand Stephen H. Gehlbacb.

dean of the school of Public Health, each

gave a short statement and answered

questions in a series of open meetings

sponsored by the Provost Search Commit-

tee.

The position announcement for provost

lists the responsibilities of the position as

"planning and developing academic pro-

grams, fostering the academic growth and

development of faculty and .students, for-

mulating and executing academic policies,

and budgeting for and admini.stering aca-

demic programs and related institutional

activities."

All throe candidates noted the importance

of defining the mission and role of the Uni-

versity in thecontextoftheCommonwcalth's

fiscal problems and the resultant shrinking

of resources available for higher education.

Gordon, who has held the position of

acting provost since early June, said while

the University is entering a "new era," it is

important to have top administrators who
pt)ssess a sense of the history of the insti-

tution.

"We're entering a new period — we have

a new University system, a new funding

period," Gordon said. "We also need a sense

of stability. It makes sense to have someone

las provost I
who's been here a while."

Having been a professor and an admin-

istrator at the University for 27 years,

Gordon expressed his dedication to the

University in a written statement that said

"I UMass I
aspires to be the flagship campus,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Nostradamus rumors
gain international fame

By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

The rumors that the sixteenth century

Ercnch astrologerNostradamus predicted

a mass murder to take place at a New
England college sometime this week have

swept campuses on the east coast and

have attracted worldwide attention.

CNN, the French press agency and a

Los Angeles radio station have all carried

the storv. Versions were printed in The

Bo.-iton Globe, The New York Times and

USA TiHiay.

Localized Nostradamus rumors have

circulated on college campuses as far as

Syracuse University in New York and

Bucknell University in Ix'wisburg, Pa.

On the local front, a UMass police

officer was posted Tuesday night in the

lobby ofthe residence hall rumored to be

the site of the future mass murder.

Campus officials said yesterday that

security tonight will be as rigorous as

past Halloweens, which is traditionally

tougher than everyday standards.

An Easthampton astrology expert,

Kate Severinsen said in reference to

Nostradamus' supposed prediction,

"Don't put too much weight on it."

Severinsen said it is impossible for

astrologers to make precise predictions

like those described in the Nostradamus

rumor.

"All astrologers can do is make their

best guess based on the planets certain

forces and energies," she said. "It is im-

possible for an astrolger to predict with

one hundred percent accuracy Ijecause

there are too many variables."

University of Mas.sachusetts profes-

sors have cited different reasons for the

rumors' far-reaching appeal.

"Usually we think rumors spread

when there is uncertainty and anxiety."

said sociology professor John P. Hewitt.

"Rumors of this kind are interesting to

people."

"When people arc interested in a ru-

mor, they tend to pass it on," he said.

Hewitt explained that "facts get

shaped, modified and altered" as "people

invent facts."

"Once it starts it is not easy to .stop,"

he added.

Journalism professor Howard Ziffsaid

news stories like the those sparked by

the Nostradamus rumors "feed on

themselves — just as rumors feed on

themselves."

Ziff said the interest from the media

stems from "stereotypes of young I
col-

lege I
people. . . that they are silly."

Communications professor Donald
Carbaugh said, "Our insecurities show
through when people take it seriously.

We can feel more threatened today than

in the past."
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Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Forum
Thursday, Oct. 31

Forum—Human Relations Forum on LBG coneerns will

be held in CC rm. 165 at 1:30 p.m.

Pi2za — Faculty/stafTGLB pizza party will be held at

The Program for GLB Concerns in Crampton House,

Southwest Towers, at 5 p.m. All Welcome.
Workshop — "Giving Your Voice to Politics", a workshop

on GLB activism, is meeting in CC rm. 1B5 at 7 p.m.

Counseling — LBG counseling collective has walk-in

hours 12-4 p.m in Rix)m 406G in the Student Union

Friday, Nov. 1

Speaker's Bureau — GLB students will be speaking

about their life experiences in CC rm. 803 at notin.

Talk — "Lesbian and Gay Theatre in the Making" will be

held in CC rm. 165 at 4 p.m.

Film — Tongues Untied, a film about black gay life, will

be shown in CC rm. 803 at 7 p.m.

Men — LBGA Men's group will meet in S.U. 4 13 at 8 p.m.

Counseling — LBG counseling collective walk-in hours

are 11:30 a.m. — 3:30 p.m.

Game,— Wimmin's lavender pool in S.U. basement at 4

p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 2

Lesbian show — "Red, Hot and Luscious", a multi-cul-

tural lesbian show at Noho. Center for the Arts at 8 p.m
Dance — BGLAD dance in the Blue Wall from 9 p.m. - 1

am.
Monday. Nov. 4.

Counseling — LBG counseling ojllective walk-in hours

from 10 a.m. - 8 p m.

Tuesday, Nov. 5

Rapgroup— l-BWU meeting in S.U. rm. 4 13 at 7:30 p.m.

Counseling— LBG counseling collective walk-in hours

from 12-4 p.m.

Deadbeat dad goes to prison

Correction
Due to an editing error, the headline on Wednesday's

Associated Press story on the Mideast peace conference was
incorrect. The headline should have read "Palestinians

Willing to Negotiate with Israel."

The Collegian regrets the error.

AP pholo

PHOENIX, Ariz. — Holding court papers,

Gregory Morey glares back at the camera while

on a court elevator after pleading guilty

Wednesday to two counts of failure to support
his children. The Scottsdale man« known as the

nation's worst deadbeat dad, owes more than
$108,000 in child support according to

authorities.

PHOKNIX (API — A man known as the nation's worst

deadlH'at dad was sentenced today to a year and a half in

prison for fitiling to pay $108,000 in child support and
interest to his ex-wife.

Superior Court judge Robert Gottsfield said he imposed

the sentence on t^n-gory Morey as a warning t*i other fathers.

"A message must get out that it« a crucial, crucial thing

to support our children," the judge said.

Morey, 35. also was sentenced to three years' probation

for failing to support his three children for a decade

His case has drawn widespread attention since his name
appt>ared at the top of a national list of fathers delinquent

on their child support payments. Ihiblication of the list

assembled by the National Council of Stat(> Child Support

Enforcement .Administrators, a professional group,

prompted him to surrender.

Morey. a restaurant manager, pleaded guilty Oct. 2 to

two felony counts of failure to pay child support, and under
an agr»M>ment with prosecutors a third count was dropped

He could have faced a maximum of thre«> years in prison. 1

1/2 years on each count.

His divorce decree had ordered him to pay $600 a month
-$200 for each child -iK'ginning in September 1982.

The state attorney's office said Morey owed $74,000 in

back payments and $34,000 in interest.

Morey, who lives in Scottsdale, had agreed to pay $66,600
in restitution, excluding interest.

His former wife, now Susan Aldnch. urged a stiff sen-

tence, even though it delays (he st;irt of payments while

Morey is in pnst>n.

- SPECIAL NOTE ^

DIVISION OF PUBLIC SAFETY
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS/AMHERST

ABANDONED PROPERTY. AUCTION
80 bicycles, plus other items

(I'nder MGL Chapter 75-32A. trustee Ckx:. No. T84-089)

Location: grinnell Arena-Next to the Police Dept. (Parking Lot #64)

Date: Sunday. Nov. 3, 1991

Time: 1 1 AM
Auctioneer: Jack Blackmer

Dr. Arther HiLson, Kxecutivc Director
Division of Public Safety

Proceeds go to the Student Scholarship Fund

RtCORDS
RECORDS • CASSETTES • COMPACT DISCS

IMPORTED. INDEPENDENT

& DOMESTIC

MON-WED9:X-6 SUN 12-5

THURS-SAT9:30-9
213 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON

586-5726

COLLECTABLES • USED
MANUFACTURERS OVER-STOCKS

MONDAY - SATURDAY 10-5:30

THURSDAYS 10 - 9 SUNDAY 12 - 5

21 STATE ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-1707

FREE! FREE! FREE!
NO CHARGE TO PROCESS

CONTINENTAL/AMERICAN EXPRESS

COUPONS

FREE!! FREE!! FREE!! FREE!!

INOUIRE ABOUT OUR

10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
CAMPUS TRAVEL
CAMPUS CENTER

UMASS
545^500

CENTRAL TRAUEL
OF AMHERST

800 MA(N ST. STE. 2

256^704

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA&f
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III CI iilij:

t»0'» noon
1

iWt \ N
|./\KII K

PRESCNT

5*ikAi^i^ual
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29.SO,3l
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i^ ADULTS!,
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Locate a\. 374. KMh Rcasanl St.,U.MASS Amhcrsl.
TVxecd.% U btnc^t P.Ai.R.E .
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Local
Commission pleased
with safety planning
at Pilgrim plant
By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press

ROCKVILLE. Md.— The Nuclear Regu-

latory Commission said Wednesday it is

pleased with safety planning at the Pilgrim

nuclear power plant in Plymouth, Mass.

Despite complaints from some local offi-

cials and one private citizen about inad-

equacies in the planning process, NRC
Chairman Ivan Selin said Pilgrim opera-

tors have cleared up many of the problems

that surrounded safety planning.

It's just extraordinary how fast the

progress has been at clearing up these is-

sues," Selin said. Closing the afternoon

meeting about an hour earlier than expected,

he added "Sorry to bring you down here for

such a short presentation but if it goes

smoothly there's no reason to drag it out."

The meeting amounted to a progress

report for the four-membercommission. Last

July, the NRC confirmed its earlier flnding

that emergency plans at Pilgrim are ad-

equate.

Critics ofthe plant had charged the NRC's
approval of the emergency plans was based

on incomplete, misleading and even false

information developed by its field staff in

late 1988. The information was crucial to

the commissions's decision to allow the plant

to reopen after a nearly three-year shut-

down.

The 675 megawatt plant continued to

operate while the NRC reviewed its own
regulatory processes and while Edison

launched an intensified efTort to complete

its emergency planning. By July the NRC
was ready to give its approval.

Two town officials from communities near

the plant told the commission there remain

some unresolved safety issues.

Duxbury, Mass. town manager Thomas
Groux questioned the adequacy of a shelter

in Wellesley, Mass., designed to house

evacuees from a nuclear emergency. Groux
also raised questions about whether an

emergency transportation plan would meet

local needs.

"The town needs much more comprehen-
sive information concerning numbers of

busses, assurances of availability and time

of arrival when called," Groux wrote in a

letter to the NRC made public Wednesday.

"We do not believe any of our plans or

procedures are final or fully adequate for

our residents in the event a real incident at

(Pilgrim! takes place."

Kingston board of selectmen member
Clive Beasley said the proposals for helping

the handicapped and local school children

in an emergency are inadequate.

Beasley quoted Kingston resident Susan

Dunlop, parent ofan elementary school stu-

dent , who said"How could we ask bus drivers

from safe areas to endanger their lives by

entering the evacuation zone to transport

people?"

Duxbury resident Jane Fleming, an ac-

tive opponent of the Pilgrim emergency

plans, petitioned the NRC to reconsider its

decision. Selin said the petition would look

at her complaints.

The Edison official responsible for Pil-

grim safety planning procedures insisted

that that if an emergency took place this

week, the utility and state and local officials

would be ready to respond. L

ColWlan photo by Aay N.

COME DOWNSTAIRSAND GIVE BLOOD OR I'LLTAKE ITTHE
OLD-FASHIONEDWAY—Sophmore communications migor Emily
Citplson grabs pedestrians on the Campus Concourse yesterday

for the blood drive sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega.

Guatemala drowning in despair, says speaker
By MADANMOHAN RAO
Collegian StafT

Miguel Quiej, a Guatemalan Indian, spoke yesterday

afternoon to an audience in the Campus Center at UMass
on the current situation in Guatemala, 500 years after

Columbus.
Quiej, a Quiche Indian, is one of the founding members

ofCONDEG, the National Council of Displaced Persons of

Guatemala. He spoke through an interpreter, George Gary.
"500 years after the Europeans came to Guatemala, we

see the United States and Spain embarking on celebrations

of500 years of'encounters' between two worlds," Quiej said.

"For us, it meant 500 years of exploitation, misery and

thievery ofour culture; 500 years ofmassacre, displacement,

and marginalization ofthe Mayans; 500 years ofcreation of

widows and orphans," Quiej said.

"And the massacre and bombings continue even today,"

he said. "The scorched-earth policy in Guatemala has led to

the burning ofhouses, destruction ofcrops, and theft ofour

possessions."

"Many try escape the violence by fleeing to the mountains,

where they die of illness, cold and hunger," Quiej said. "The

army pursues them, and the bombings and machine-

C.oll«cian photo by Jeff E(an

Miguel Quiej

gunnings continue."

Displaced Guatemalans work either in subhuman c«m-

ditions on plantations for less than a dollar a day. or move
to huts on the outskirts of cities. Quiej said.

"Many don't have identification papers, and their chil-

dren cannot enroll in schools because they have no birth

certificates." Quiej said. The authorities in the villages

refuse to give us documents, because they fear we may
demand our land back."

It was out ofthis suffering and di.scontent that CONDEG
was bom, Quiej said. Through CONDEG. the displaced

people gave the President of Guatemala their demands —
return to places of origin, and recovery of ethnic and
religious identities."

"However," Quiej said, "these demands were forgotten

by the president, and kidnappings and assassination of

leaders continued."

Recently, on October 7-12, a 27-country conference was
held in Guatemala to consolidate the struggles ofindigenous

people all over the Americas, Quiej said. "We have decided

to plan a work stoppage throughout this continent as a

statement of solidarity and unity," he said.

The Guatemalan government has already started a

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Dorm reading lamp
sets pillow ablaze,

creates minor damage
Compiled by DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Police and Fire personnel responded to the 2nd

floor ofMelville Residence Hall on Tuesday evening

for a fire involving a burning mattress and pillow. As

students evacuated the building, the fire was extin-

guished.

Officials said the cause ofthe fire was a clamp-on

light too close to a pillow. The estimated value of

damage is $125.

A man reported to police on Tuesday night that

he had been assaulted in the Campus Center by two

other men in a dispute over the removal of posters

from a bulletin board.

Police explained to the alleged victim procedures

for filing charges in Court.

Report rips Turnpike Authority
Discovers wasteful practices and a ^hidden agenda^

BOSTON (AP)— The Massachusetts Turnpike Author-

ity is a "wasteful anachronism" that has prolonged its own
existence, according to a report released Wednesday by

Inspector General Robert A. Cerasoli.

The report accuses the authority of squandering toll

revenues onemployee {>erk8and pursuing a "hidden agenda"

to prolong its existence.

"I think the turnpike authority should be eliminated, but

that's a policy decision in the hands of the governor and

Legislature," Cerasoli said. "How they do that is up to

them."

Gov. William Weld wants the authority privatized.

James Aloisi, the authority's general counsel, said he

had not seen the report, but said he expected it to be critical.

"If it's a negative report, that comes about as much of a

surprise to us as ifwe were told the sun will rise in the east

tomorrow," he said.

The turnpike authority was created by the Legislature

in 1952 to build the 135-mile-long road that serves as the

m^or east-west thoroughfare through the state.

It also operated the Sumner and Callahan Tunnels in

Boston.

The agency was supposed to cease operations, eliminate

the tolls and transfer its facilities to the state Department

of Public Works when the bonds sold to finance the con-

struction were retired.

"Just the opposite has occurred," the report stated. "The

turnpike authority has taken steps to prolong its existence.

Survival has become the authority's hidden agenda."

The report cited a 1990 bond sale through the Massachu-

setts Industrial Finance Authority as an example of how
the authority accumulated more debt to stay in business.

The report said the authority has used the accumulation

of indebtness, explained by the need for vital repairs, to

perpetuate its existence.

The report also criticizes "wasteful" employee perqui-

sites, including a sick leave policy that reward the agency's

1,102 employees for good attendance in one calendar year

by picking up their full health insurance costs the next year;

charitable contributions funded by toUpayers, and pay-

ments to catering services for employee outings.

Aloisi defends the benefits as appropriate for a modern
transportation agency.
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page aie those of the individual writer or canixMiist, and do not necessarily repivsent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Holiday stays with you
Yippie! It's Halloween, the one day

that lets you revert back to your child-

hood year after year. You may have
outgrown believing in Santa Claus, the

Easter Bunny, and the Tooth Fairy, but
you will never be too old to stop believing

in Halloween.

Jana Brady

As a child. Halloween meant orange

and black art supplies and the creation

of various ghosts, goblins and ghouls.

Several black cats, witches and pumpkins
came to life during the class' craft ses-

sions as well.

It meant glow-m-the-dark prized in

cereal boxes, carving jack-o-lantems.

baking pumpkin seeds, listening to scary

music and hoping for a full moon on
October 31. It meant raking leaves with

the family and stuffing Dad's old flannel

shirt and too-small overalls, from when
he was "in his prime." to make a scare-

crovi named "Leafy."

It meant a gathering of the neighbor-

hood kids for hot apple cider, a hanging
donut eating contest and bobbing for

apples in ice cold water It meant hear-

ing eye-widening, spine-chilling, garishly

frightening ghost stories, and then going

to a well-staged haunted house maze
It meant daydreaming in class while

awaiting the afternoon costume party

and upcoming evening events, and doo-

dling spooky images in the margins of

your paper along with the word "BOO!"
It meant tricks and treats, decking

out in Halloween garb and going door to

door for something good to eat.

It meant returning home all rosy-

cheeked and tingly . due to a combination

ofthe brisk autumn air. and the fact that

Mom had insisted you wear thermals
under your costume for the nighttime

candy quest. It meant evaluating the

goodies afterwards and categorizing

them by type or brand name. Mom would
check the apples for razors and allot the

house's leftover, non-handed-out treats

to Dad as a reward for trick-or-treat

chaperoning.

It meant watching Linus sit in the

pumpkin patch for yet another year while
scarfing down a ton of candy corns and
candy bars gathered from the around-
the-block marathon.

As a teenager, Halloween meant
something difTerent. It meant being em-
barrassed to participate too extensively

in the above activities.

It meant the end ofelementary school

craft sessions and costume parties. It

meant going to the junior high dance
instead, where the boys and girls stcK>d

on opposite sides of the gym googling at

each other. It meant Halloween pranks,

like egging houses and smashing pump-
kins, were cool and that you were a nerd
if you raised an opposing voice to such
behavior.

As an adult. Halloween may have yet

another definition. Today we think more
about hay rides, horror movies and mas-
querades. We play the part of the chap-

erone or candy-doler, rather than the

trick-or-treater (although some of us

haven't outgrown that role yet either).

One thing hasn't changed, though.

No matter how old we become, we never

have to lose the ability to show our holi-

day spirit and feel as excited and carefree

as a child for a brief moment or two.

What better time to begin to do so

than Halloween? Who or what are you
going as this year?

Jana Brady is a UMass student

Changes in Halloween
It is Halloween and I am two years old.

My parents have dressed me up as Riiggedy

Ann. 1 am wearing a curly red wig and a blue

and white dress. Pink blush is swirled on my
cheeks and there are brow n freckles dotting

my nose. Pictures ofbright colored candy fill

my imagination and I am as happy as a

clam.

Felice Cohen

It is Halloween and I am eight years old

This year 1 am dressed up as a witch. I found

an old black cape in my attic and my dad

helped me make a tall, pointy witch's hat

out of black felt, wire and glue.

I found an old broom in our garage and

my neighbor said I could borrow her jet

black cat, "but just for a picture." My mom
painted my face green, with make up we
made from a recipe in an old witch's b*K>k I

found in the library.

I am excited to go trick or treating and
collect goodies from the neighbors. In school

they taught us that we are supposed to

discard all apples and double check all

wrappers for tampering.

It is Halloween and I am twelve years

old. This year I am dressed up as a football

player My best friend's brother let m<'

borrow his uniform (in exchange that 1

promise to let him sit next to me on the bus

for a week). Complete with shoulder pads

and a helmet, all I have to supply are the

grunts.

Returning home, the candy spills out

from my pillow case, which I started using

last year (ever since the plastic bag I had
developed a hole, and it wasn't until four

Snickers bars and three Good and Plenties

later that I realized this unfortunate di-

lemma).
Eagerly I convince my little sister to pool

her sugary treasures together with mine,
and from there we divide up our wares

"equally."

As my parents watch on, my dad busy

capturing the moment on film and my mom
handing out tiwthpaste. I gingerly con my
sister out of all the best picks.

"Oh, you won't like those, they have nuts,"

or, "Don't you remember the time you ate

one ofthose and felt sick all night?" at which

point she hands over the decadent delights.

Wati-hing my pile grow at twice the rate

of hers, I know at that point I was meant for

a career in business.

I By the time my sister caught on to what
I had btHMi doing to her for years, I had since

given up trick or treating. But she had never

gotten angry at me. since at that point she

had begun scammmg our youngest sister. I

It is Halloween and I am sixteen years

old. I don't have the desire to dress up, let

alone the time. I think I will spend the

evening writing a history paper. But of

course when my sisters arrive home, bags

filled with candy, I'll inspect their goods.

It is Halloween and 1 am eighteen years

old I am at UMass and it has been a long

time since the idea of trick or treating filled

my thoughts.

Instead, college offers more exciting

things to do. I can go "trip or treating' at

Hampshire college, throw eggs out dorm
windows at passers-by or drink till I drop

with my floor mates. But I will go to the

library and study for my mid-term.

It is Halloween and I am twenty-one

years old. No longer living in the dorms, the

temptations offunneling, egging or tripping

have all but disappeared.

Instead, I am left remembering the times
when Halloween meant dressing up as my
favoritecarl<xtncharacter.eatingcandy until

I went to bed with a stomach ache and
earning a disappointed look from my dentist.

Could this mean I am finally growing up?

Well, enough contemplating . . anylxtdy

got a candy bar?

Felice Cohen is a Collegian columnist

Nostradamus and UMass: Expert tells dorm to party!
My first response when I read about the alleged

Nostradamus prediction ofa murder in an L-shaped building

on a hill thatju.s-r must he James Dormitory was to laugh.

Especially when I heard that some UMass students actu-

ally believed that Nostradamus, a 16th Century astrologist^

prophet who wrote some vague, (we're talking I'cry vague)

projections of future world cataclysms would actually have
bothered to tune in to this little tiny campus. (And I thought
people who live in Boston were conceited! >.

Trystan Skeigh

Severinsen went on to explain that when astrologers like

Nostradamus look into the future on the "astro-level" all

they can sense are "shared fears and tensions." She stressed

that no astrologer can know what form those tensions will

take.

Severenin noted that "two kinds of people come to as-

trologers. One group wants to know their future definitively

— the other kind want to know the possibilities and the

timing around the possibilities."

I said I thought only the second group had a healthy

relationship to astrology. She agreed, adding "It's a helpful

tool, but it's imfwssible for an astrologist to predict any-

thing with 100'
"r accuracy— there are too many variables."

I asked Severinsen what her advice to James' residents

would be, assuming Nostradamus actually did see tension

at their Hall.

Severinsen said "I think they should have a really nice

party and celebrate that they're alive, in a country where
they have a chance to go to college, put on some great music,

wear bright cloth€«s. turn up the lights, be happy, and dance
the night away."

"I fthe energy oftension and change is going to be there

—

work with it,' she urged.

Trystan Skeigh is n Collegian Columnist

But. then, when I realized folks were actually taking this

foolish rumor seriously, I decided to go to the library and
look up Nostradamus, since I felt absolutely positive that

nothing this guy could have said, in his rhyming 16th

Century couplets, could possibly have anything to do with

this campus. Unfortunately, the two books on the shelfwere
too accurate to help me. They were published in the original

16th-century Italian.

So then I decided to ask an expert, local astrologist Kate
Severinsen in Easthampton.

She was flabbergasted when I told her about the rumor.
She said no astrologer in the world, dead or alive, could

possibly make the kind of precise prediction suggested by
this rumor. She also stressed that astrology itself is an
imprecise science.

"In astrology, one has to understand that the planets

represent certain forces or energies—different forces are

expressed in different ways. When planets conjunct or

intersect, sometimes there is force, or tension. All astrolo-

gers can do is make their best guess when those two
energies conflict—whether it's in a person's astrological

chart, a nation's chart, or a college's chart..." Severinsen

explained to me over the phone.

I doubted that the unknown source of the UMass
Nostradamus rumor had access to a James dormitory

astrological chart,(in fact, I doubt whether one could even
make one — could you imagine how many hours it would

take to chart each individual resident, then do the building,

then look for intersections?) and I also felt doubt about

Nostradamus' ability to foresee a problem occurring in a

little college dormitory on the coast of New England, so I

asked Severinsen what she thought about Nostradamus
and UMass.

She said "It's my understanding of Nostradamus and
prophets like him that they go into a dream state and see

images— considering the fact that he was looking 500 years

into the future, he couldn't possibly have understood what
he was seeing. One can't put much weight on it."
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Life in the Campus Center: Fun, glamour and Hatch fries
"Hey Greg, where are you going?" my neighbor Dou asks.

ISay "dew" — it's a nickname.
|

"Guess," I reply. Instantly, Dou knows where I'm going.
Not Rafters. Not lunch. The Collegian, of course.

"You live there, don't you," he says. He's right— I do live

here, for all practical purposes. Any editor or frequent
contributor pretty much has to.

Wouldn't you like to know what it's like to live in the
Campus Center? Okay, maybe you don't, but I could care
less. I have space to fill. You'll read this and like it, dammit.
(Insert evil cartoon villain laughter here.

I

Let's start with the most vibrant part of the Campus
Center — the concourse. I have no clue as to how many
people pass through the concourse, but let's put it this way
— of all the people I know at UMass. I've seen them all at

least once in the concourse.

It's as close to a shopping mall as you'll find on campus.
UMass already has one mall — Haigis Mall — and many's
the new student who asks "How many stores?"

For real mall atmosphere — a contradiction in terms,

perhaps — the concourse is the place to be. If it's market-
able, it's in there. Sweatshirts, compact disks, jewlery,

buttons, IxMks, sex — ha ha, caught you looking— comput-
ers and their accessories are all available on any given day.

Then there are the various tables set up by RSO's,
charities and the like. Halfthe fun is in the various schemes
groups use to get folks to stop by their tables. UMass
basketball highlight films and UMass ski club highlight

films are two examples. The Red Cross dressed someone up
as a blood drop to attract donors.

Greg Sukiennik

The creme de la creme, though, has to go to the group
that show(>d Bugs Bunny cartoons. A sizable crowd could be
seen at said table (which RSO. 1 can't recall!, which isn't

surprising since Bugs rules.

The basement is a world unto itself The Collegian

shares with WMUA, the Index yearbook lyes, we have a

yearbook I and the UMass Science Fiction Society. Quite an
eclectic line-up.

If you spend enough time in the Campus Center, you
eventually get to know the p(H)ple who work there. Like

Amy over at the Index. She's office manager and urges you
tocomeondown and buy an Index. "They're cheap," she notes.

Or if your stomach is gnawing at you, head over to the

Bluewall and buy a cookie and an espresso, (^arol or Smitty

will be more than willing to set you up with all-important

sugar and caffeine for those late-night study sessions on the

couches.

Ahh, the couches. Leaving tliis place in the wee hours of

the morning aft^r a long night of production, one would
expect to find the place empty. Uh-uh, no matter what the

hour, there is always someone watching TV, studying or

sleeping on the couches. Are they really comfortable? No.

but like us Collegianites. some people just can't leave this

place.

No piece on the Campus Center is complete without

mention of the Hatch. The Hatch isn't really part of the

Student Union because it connects the two buildings, so it

merits mention. What would life be like without Comedy
Night, or the Jeff Holmes Big Band? More importantly,

whatwouldlifebelikewithoutdollardrafls? In moderation,

of course.

When I signed my soul over to the Collegian , I told myself

I would spend as little time there as possible. It looked like

a nice hobby for my spare time, and good resume material.

But now I live here, eat here, study here and tm rare

occasion sleep here

Know what the stiangesl part is? I actually like it.

Greg Sukiennik is n Collegian columnist

Egg tossing and pumpkin-
smashing not much fun

Yes, it's that time ofyear again. The one
holiday which we, as college students, have
never forgotten. Halloween. I, unlike most
of my peers throughout childhood, have
always hated this holiday.

I guew I never saw the point in dressing

up in a sweaty costume that smelled like the

pleather intenor of a Pinto and running
around the neighborh(x>d begging parents

for candy.

Todd Kane

Let's talk about that candy now. It al-

ways seemed to me that my house was the

only one on the block that gave out re-

spectable yummies. I always dreaded the

house that was giving out "Sraarties" or

"Duro-dums." There was also one stupid

individual who gave out popcorn balls which
were almost always guarantt-ed to fail the

"Mom inspection' at the end of the night.

"Egging" houses always seemed to me t«i

be the best way to spend an evening. Kuimng
the house of your neighbor was always
something my parents stressed t«) me as one

biggest character-builders in life. Whatcould
be more barbaric than a bunch of pre-teens

out on a rampage armed with dozens ofeggs

stolen from the local Stop & Shop'.'

Assuming that the point of Halloween

was a chance for little kids to go out and
collect candy from neighbors. I feel that

anyone over the age of thirteen should not

be allowed out ofthe house. I mean s<'riously

.

how many ofyou who went out after this age

had candy on your minds. That's right, none.

You wanted to egg some poor nerd's house

on the assumption that this person's

"nerditude" was a fault of his parents.

Revenge was another prime motivator

for eggings. Like thatjerk "Timmy who stole

your baseball mitt, his house v/asscreeching

for an egging! Or how about that weird

family down the road who used to turn out

all the lights and refused to recognize the

holiday? When I think about all the things

I used to doon Halloween merely due to peer

pressure, I cower and repent. You see, a

twelve year old knows that if he doesn't go

along with "the gang." he and his house will

be victims of their wrath.

So. if any of you can relate to what I'm

saying, then why does Halloween continue

to be such a popular holiday? I guess for

college students. Halloween is just another

excuse to go out and get drunk in disguise.

Ah, yes, the Halloween party, another part

of this holiday full ofconcepts which I don't

understand.

Who invented Imbbing for apples?" This
individual must have been intoxicated. Gee,
there's nothing I'd rather do than slam my
face into a tub of ice water in an attempt to

gather up an apple between my teeth. No
wonder thiscountr>' IS in turmoil, our leaders

are all ex-apple-bobbers!

I always enjoyed carving Jack
O'l^antems. I liked to sit down and creati-

horrible faces and always took my time

cutting carefully. Of course, then 1 would
get dragged out by my buddies on a mission

to smash everyone else's creations What a

grisly. loathsome holiday.

It was never even any fun gelling ready

to go out l)ecause Mom and Dad would
always be reminding you of the sick people

in th4» world in hopes that you would heed
their advice and not eat any of your candy
until they had a chance to look at it. One
time I went out alone when I was about nine

years old and had the expenence which
warped my view of Halloween forever.

We had just moved to Port St. Lucie.

Flonda and I was convinced that I was
familiar with the area— I was wrong. I set

out in my pirate costume with a flashlight

and my phone number which my parents

insisted that I carry "just in case." I wanted
to prove to them that I was a big boy by

having a successful, solo Halloweenjourney.

It was about ten minutes before I got

completely lost. My breathing got heavier

and shot back into my face due to my tight

mask. It wasn't long before the inside ofmy
mask was totally soaked from condensation

which smelled like the Snickers bars I had

eaten earlier that evening.

Weeping, I went to a house and called my
father. I gave him the address and asked

him to come pick me up. I was five houses

down from my house. What a loser I was!

There I was in the front seat of the car with

my father laughing at me. I'm probably the

only person in history to get lost a hundred

yards from their own house.

So, for those ofyou who plan on going out

tonight, have a good time. Ill be sitting in

my apartment with all the lights out refusing

to recognize the hohday. I would rather

watch Thursday night FOX-TV than par-

ticipate in a holiday which I have always

hated. I wish the Grinch would have stolen

Halloween!
Todd Kane is a Collegian columnist

A briefnote on the editorial policy—
Just a quick reminder to all interested in submitting

stufffor publication on the editorial page:

Ifyou want us to look at it, type it (double-spaced). We'd

really really appreciate it.

Ifyou would like it printed keep your letter under fifty

lines — ifyou write anything longer, we may print it but

we'll chop out a plethora ofyour work and you'll havejust

wasted extra effort.

Ifyou would like tosubmit cartoons, use black orblue felt-

tippens— ballpointdoesn't look asgood. Ple€isedraw on an

8 1/2 by 11 inch sheet ofwhite typingpaper too.

Submissions should be brought to the Collegian in the

Campus Center cat€u;ombs . . . follow the scent ofcopy fluid

and espresso. We'd like to hear from you.
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IS ALL I CAN CALL IT

It takes both sides to end racism
The article entitled. "Sister. Sister. I feel

good about you," [Collegian, October 29

1

contained some thoughts that concerned

me. Hence this response to a few of those

ideas.

First of all. I am not Black, nor do I claim

to be an expert on the plight of the Black

man in a White-dominated society. I agree

that Black men and women are wrongly

discriminated against in many ways every

day in this country. I do not agree however

that this "White man's world" is. in Jeff

Lawrence's words, "on a constant mission to

destroy my race." By using mass generali-

zations you denominate me and everyone

associated with this University a racist.

Contrary to what you may believe, my being

White does not preclude me from the prob-

lems that you seem to think only concern

Blacks.

In the article you ask if I, as the reader,

can relate. I suppose, based on the difference

in our cultures as well as living inside of

different colored skin, the answer would
have to be no. But the very same question

could be asked of you: can you relate? Can
you relate to the fact that there are White
people who are ashamed ofthe color of their

skin for the atrocities that have happened
in the past and continue to occur? It is not

easy to associate yourselfas a White person

when there are people like David Duke

getting air time on the national news every

night.

The idea that we. as people of different

race and culture, cannot relate toone another

is the fundamental problem. In your article

you state. "Black is the only life that I know,

and the only life that I want to know." That
thinking can only further the void between

us. The goal is EQUALITY, and that can

only come about by closing the gap. By me
attempting to truly understand, to the ex-

tent that 1 am able, your views and and
needs and for you to do the same takes

cooperation, not isolation.

The article did have many gotxl points,

and I do not intend to direct my "personal

dysfunctions" to your character. There cer-

tainly are many things that need to be

changed in our society, and racial attitudes

is on the top ofthat list. But it is far too easy,

and counterproductive for everyone, if you
allow ignorant people to make you a racist

in reaction to their racism! There needs to

be drastic altt^rations made in the very fibres

of our beliefs and values. Things must
change, for Black and White people alike.

And sjK'aking for myself, I believe we can be

ofhelp to each other in the process. Not as a

Black or a White person, but as a Human
Being.

Alan Houghtaling
Sunderland

Men should help defend clinics
This Saturday, reproductive rights orga-

nizers will be defending three clinics in

Boston and Brookline. Operation Rescue is

planning major blockades to try to prevent

women's access to abortion clinics as part of

an escalating effort to deny women, espe-

cially those who cannot afford private

medical care, the right to choose. The clinic

defense has been initiated by the National

Organization forWomen and other women's
groups.

Operation Rescue is only one manifesta-

tion of a comprehensive attempt by men to

maintain control of women's lives and sup-

press freedoms that women have already

won for themselves. Over the last decade,

the Reagan-Bush administration has made

a consistent attack on these freedoms, evi-

denced by their Supreme Court nominees,

Clarence Thomas being the most recent

example.

Men, as a whole, seem to perceive the

reproductive rights issue as a women's
struggle. However, we feel it is necessary

for men to resist our own and each other's

attempts to control women's bodies and
lives. Any men who are interested in par-

ticipating in the defense of the clinics in

Boston on Saturday and/or organizing
against sexism in the future, please come to

the Graduate Student Lounge at 3:30 on
Friday, November 1.

Jeff Yas
Northampton
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peace conference
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

tensions. One Israeli delegate said she
tried to shake the hand of a Lebanese
negotiator, but was snubbed. Other than
that, handshakes were simply avoided.

By their presence. Bush and
Gorbachev lent their influence and
prestige to the talks, the first since a
1973 parley in Geneva collapsed in a
day.

.\head lay months or years ofdelicate

talks designed to move ancient foes away
from the brink of war. "Peace will only
come as a result of direct negotiations.

Compromise. Give and take." said Bush.
He laid out a timetable for an Israeli-

Palestinian settlement, urging a

completion ofterms for limited self-rule

on the West Bank andm Gaza in ayear"s

time.

Tr>'ing to coax the two sides to take
chances. Bush assured them that subse-

quent negotiation on a permanent
settlement would be "determined on
their own merits.' The apparent U.S.

message was that an interim arrange-

ment could be experimental and not

binding on the final situation.

Gorbachev said success was only pos-

sible if no one side sought victory over
another. All must seek a "shared vic-

tory," he said.

Hanan Ashrawi, the Palestinian
spokeswoman, welcomed "the concilia-

tor>' nature" of Bush's speech opening
the conference. It reflected a U.S. poUcy
of "take it one step at a time." she said

after delegates broke for lunch.

However Mrs. Ashrawi and fellow

Palestinian leader Faisal Husseini ex-

pressed disappointment that Bush did

not come out firmly for Israeli with-

drawal from the occupied lands and rec-

ognition of Palestiiuan national rights.

Yossi Ben Aharon, a top aide to Is-

raeU Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir,
praised Bush's "balanced, positive" ap-

proach, and expressed satisfaction that

Bush called for "territorial compromise,"
rather than a land-for-peace formula

The distinction being drawn by the
Israelis was not mimediately clear

"Temtonal compronuse' could mean the

land must be shared, whereas "land for

peace' is read by many Israelis as sug-

gesting they should give up all the oc-

cupied lands.

Free posters available on the Campus Center Concourse

while supplies last...

homophobia
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Felice Yeskel. director ofthe Program for

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Concerns, said

homophobia in the residence halls is "an

ongoing concern, an ongoing struggle" but

added it will never totally disappear from

the campus.
And the situation is getting worse. Yeskel

said. "Research trends show that students

arrive at the University with increasingly

homophobic attitudes," she said.

Trystan Skeigh. the Collegian's Gay,

Lesbian and Bisexual Issues editor and a

seniorjournalism student, said gay. lesbian

and bisexual students need their own floor

to guarantee their personal safety.

"Kvery gay and lesbian student who lives

on a floor with hatred sulTers in pain." Skeigh

said. "Gays and lesbians don't feel safe here.

They need a home
"

Jason McDonald, a sophmore undecided

major, said he received numerous death

threats all last year from a student on his

floor. Although he requested a single on

another floor, he was denied the request

and assigned to live with a nH>mniate who
was "extremely homophobic."

"I don't feel safe living on this campu?."

McDonald said. "1 have received a great

deal ofharassment— death threats, knocks
at .'MX) a m. , face to face confrontations. ' He
.>aid the harassment continues today

Sean Sullivan, a sophomore inquiry
" LTam major and a resid< - • miant in

tun House, said Housin. cs must
implement improved secuniy procedures

md stricter policies for dealingwith students
who harass others.

"There's too much patience for students
who don't understand," Sullivan said, "1

think the University has to realize that
Speaker's Bureaus are wonderful but they're

not enough."

He said when he left, his floor for a week
for personal reasons, he returned to discover
incidents of vandalism on hiM floor. "The
students couldn't deal with having a gay
RA." he said.

Dan Hagan, a detective in the University
Civil Disorders Unit, said many instances of
homophobic threats are criminal acts and
the perpetrators can be prosecuted.

"When someone can be identified, well
be glad to help investigate," Hagan said.

Students and ofllcials also brainstormed
and produced ideas to deal with homophobia
and other hate crimes in the residence halls.

Some of the major ideas:

• A mandator>' course for all students to

deal with issues of racism, sexism,
homophobia, anti-semitism. etc. This "Ci-

vility 101" idea was recommended by the
Hearst report in the wake of the Southwest
nt>tsof 1984> It has never been implemented.

• Improvedjudicial procedures to swiftly

prosecutes perpetrators of hate crimes.
• Improved training of all Housing AafT,

especially resident assistants.

• Umversity-wide posting of the ha-

rassment policy.

• A specific floor to offer GLB students
safe housing

• On-going drop-tn GLB support groups
in residence halls.

• Homophobia sen8itivii\ iraiiung lor

campus police.

provost candidates
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

equivalent to the lead campus in other ma-
jor state university systems

"

Gordon said the idea ofa flagship cimnotes
"the major university in a state "The I'Mass-

Amherst campus is trying to "carve out a
mission as flagship— as the comprehensive
university of the state." Gt)rdon said

Aitken, an economist who has held nu-
merous positions at the University since he
began as an instructor ofeconomics in 1964.

said he feels he has a "record of caring for

the student expenence,"
Aitken pointed to the work he has donem

revamping the registration process in the
economics department, his work in studying
student satisfaction and retention at the
University, his work in admimstering the
University's General Education program
and his role in starting the Umversity's
Center for Teaching as examples of his

"riHTord ofgetting things done and filling the
needs t>f students."

"I The University's) future is threatened
if we don't take action." Aitken said. "We
haven't gotten the message out to the state

about how good we are."

Gehlbach. dean of the school of Public

Health since 1989. said he would bnng a

"more sensitive, consensus-style type of

leadership" to the position of provost

This style could help to bnng many ofthe
various groups on campus together on a
variety of issues, Gehlbach said.

AMociate Vice Chancellor for Aflirmative

Action and Equal Opportunity Frederick
Tillis, chairperson of the search committee,
said the committee hopes to inter\ncw each
candidate either next Friday or the Friday
after. The committee will then issue a

recommendation to the chancellor, Tillis

said.

Guatemala
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

campaign of disinformation, and refers to

the displaced people as "insurgency groups."
Quiej said.

"The current president calls himself a
man of peace and dialg^ue.' but the people
perceive of him as an assassin," Quiej said.

Organizations like the URNG ( Unity for

National Revolution in Guatemala) have
taken up armed struggle. Quiej said. "The
government claims to engage in dialogue,
while actually the kidnappings and assas-

sinations continue.'

The Umted States sends military and
economic aid to the Guatemalan govern-

ment, and so does Israel, Quiej said.

"A lot ofthe displacement ofGuatemalans
occurs in areas where oil exploration and
drilling occur." Quiej said.

Quiej also called upon Guatemalans and
other Latin Americans in the United States

to support the struggleofthe displaced people.

Oct. .31. at 4 pm. Quiej will speak in

Seelye Hall at Smith College,

WITH THIS COUPON ONLY!

PANCAKES
ALL YOU CAN EAT.

ONLY*4"

eating place

expires Nov. 7, 1991

OPEN: Sun-Thurs 6 am-3 am
Fri & Sat Open 24 Hours

also includes coffee, and one serving
of juice, bacon, sausage or ham!

NEXT TO SUPER STOP & SHOP
Rte. 9. Hadley/Amherst

256-6889
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Don't take a chance
with your food dollars!

BoLTwooD Market
offers top quality meats.fish

and poultry cut to order.
We also iiave a fine selection

of fresh produce.
Top Quality • Competitive Prices

This Week s Specials:

HAPPY HALLOWEEN
Hours: Mon-Sat 9ani • 7pm • Sun 9am - Spm

Located behind Bart's

Women's Issues

Ms. co-founder speaks
By OLIVIA STEWART-LIBERTY
Collegian Staff

In 1972 1^'tty Cottm Pogrebin. founder
of MS. magazine, stood firmly under the

label of 'WOMAN; in 1980. under 'JEW,'
now she hopes that the two terms do not

necessitate a choice.

On Tuesday night in the informal luxury

of Amherst College. Letty Cottin Pogrebin

tot)k some 90 listeners through "The Jour-

ney of a Jewish Feminist," perstmal and
universal dichotomies, finally arriving at

her position today, complete as a Jewish
feminist.

Pogrebin described her "spiritual jour-

ney" as circular, first abandoning Judaism
for feminism and then questioning the

feminist movement with regard to her faith,

finally a reconciliation.

Her original dichotomy, m her eyes, were
the opposing forces of her mother, "mystical

and emotional," and her father, "a rational

scholar." Her mother: divorced, supersti-

tious, ashamed. Her father: superior, intan-

gible. And herself in the middle

Pogrebin told how the death ofher mother
caused her to abandon Judaism. "I turned

my back on my people," she said. Pogrebin

said her estrangment from Judaism was a

direct result of the exclusion ofwomen from

the traditional Jewish mourning ceremony.
A ten-strong 'mignon' is ntjuired, nine

were present, Pogrebin told her father "You

can count me." Her father gave the usual

position ofan orthodox Jew: *^ou know it is

forbidden."

A "spiritual crisis" ensued, for 13 years

Pogrebin separated herselffrom any form of

organized Judaism, unable to reconcile the

"illogic, injustice and cruelty" of being ex-

cluded from the religious rite.

Although feminism was not a recognized

force in 1955, at the time of her mother's

death, Pogrebin said she now sees that her

decision was a direct result of the exclusion

of women, and thus a feminist decision.

Pogrebin also attributed her return to

the Judaic faith to feminism: Justice for

Women, "those who can do and will, should

be acknowledged."

In 1978. a small informal Jewish com-

munity was without a preacher, "something

came over me," Pogrebin said. "They ac-

cepted me as a leader ofprayer because they

had no choice." Perhaps an ironic reflection

of her reasons thirteen years earlier for

originally abandoning the faith, exclusion

from her mother's mourning ceremony
leaving her with no choice.

Pogrebin described the reaffirmation of

her faith as "re-invented Judaism through

feminism". A double journey representing

Pogrebin's personal quest for a traditional

Jewish community with egalitarian values,

she feels that slu? has found her "spiritual

home."
Now however. Pogrebin told how her

struggle is by no means over, describing it

as external, rather than internal. Contrary

to her original belief that the feminist

movement broke boundaries of race, creed

and class, she described anti-seminism

within the movement as "stunning." In 1975

a women's meeting in Mexico city was hi-

jacked, by an extreme anti-semitic group,

Pogrebin told how this provoked her first

ColVcian pbolo by .l<>%li !{<> iiuMs

LettyCotton Pogrebin,Jewish feministand c€>-founderofMs. Magazine,

addresses an audience at Smith on Tuesday night

action as a political jew.

Pogrebin summed up her position as a

see-saw, her personal dichotomy expressed

in her decision to fight for feminism in

Judaism, or for Judaism in Feminism, she

concludes that she fights at whichever end

is threatened.

Pogrebin's autobiography, published

earlier this year, Dvhurah, Ciilda and me:

Being female and Jewish in America shows

in depth her efforts to live in synthesis with

her political and spiritual Iwliefs, the com-

plicated balancing ofwhat seem to her ti) Ik*

contrary forces at times.

Health educators discuss women and AIDS
BY MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Correspondent

Gretchen Krull and Deb Edelman from Health Educa-

tion at University Health Services discussed Women and

STD's and AIDS, attitudes and realities, at Wednesday's

Brown Bag Lunch.

Krull lead the discussion with an overview distinguishing

AIDS (acquired immune deficiency syndrom) from HIV
(human immuiuil deficiency virus). HIV is the transmitted

virus and AIDS is the condition that is diagnosed.

She went on to discuss the fact that numerous women
with HIV have died without having been diagnosed as

having AIDS. The Center for Disease Control had defined

AIDS by studying gay men. What came to be known as

AIDS therefore often does not apply to women.
For example, women have died of pelvic inflammatory

disease, but as that was not one of the diseases that had

been documented in the AIDS cases that inflicted the men,

the women were not said to have died of AIDS. Because

women are not diagnosed as having AI DS, they are not able

to receive the social security and disability benefits that

AIDS patients do.

The Center for Disease Control is responsible for setting

the limits for diagnosis of AIDS. The reason women have

been dying before they are even diagnosed as having AIDS is

because only certain diseases are diagnosed as AIDS related

diseases. Pelvicinflammatory disease, forexample, is notone

ofthem. Because ofthis seriously discrepancyCDCischanging

the way in which they diagnose AIDS this January.

In the bt>dy there are cells called T-4 cells. These cells act

as messengers. When a germ enters the body the T-4 cells

call out other cells to deal with the germ. The AIDS virus

attacks the T-4 cells, thus the body cannot defend itself

against incoming germs. CDC has decided that AIDS will

be diagnosed on the number of T-4 cells in the body. If the

number of T-4 cells is lower than 200, then the person has

AIDS. In this way they will be able to detect the presence of

the disease through examining a biology that everyone has,

not just men or adults.

Krull also discussed the many standards for women, and

how the first clinical experiences of gay men have set the

path and created many myths about AIDS. "People think

AIDS is a gay disease. AIDS is a virus. Anyone can get HIV
by engaging in risky behavior." Risky behavior includes any

swapping of bodily fluids, even heterosexual swapping.

A fact sheet handed out during the discussion mentioned

a few statistics. Only 7 percent of the participants of the

clinical trials on AZT were women? Also, the Center for

Disease Control refuses to collect data on lesbians and HIV
disease. Women die three times faster than men afler being

diagnosed with AIDS, and women are twice as likely to be

misdiagnosed in a test for HIV than men. These and other

statistics were complied by the Work Group on Women and

AIDS).
Edelman discussed various STD's. She discussed how

HPV is the leading disease on campus. She also discussed

the prevalent myth "I'm not going to get a disease." She

talked about the reality that many people do have diseases

and aren't aware of it because many diseases offer no

symptoms. She discussed birth control and how 'the pill

doesn't take care ofeverything." She also talked about how
condoms used with spermicide are not 100% effecti ve. "They

must be used correctly."

Krull concluded the discussion with four socio-cultural

standards put upon women: The standard that women
must be romantic, the procreative standard, the coital

standard, and the standard that everythingmust be private,

quiet, and serious. She discussed how "many women feel

they must live up to these standards, or we're deviating."

She described how "women need to take a positive approach

to feel better about sexuality, and to combat standards and

social norms.
Krull also mentioned the Not Ready for Bedtime Play-

er8,'a groupofUMass students that performs both humorous

and serious skits about AIDS, STDs and other issues of

sexuality. The next performance will be held Novcml>er fith

in the Greenough basement.

For confidential HIV testing or STD counceling call the

Health Education department. (549-2671)

The next Brown Bag Lunch will feature Conditioned

Aspirations and Gender/Racc/Class Relations in Colonial

Zimbabwe, and will be hosted by Helen Page from the

Anthropology department.

Second in series of interviews with local woman Rabbis
By HOPE SISITSKY
Collegian Correspondent

"If I had known I
about women being

rabbis 1 when I was younger, I would have

become a rabbi a long time ago," said Rabbi

Sheila Weinberg, Rabbi of the Jewish

Community of Amherst. She was 36 years

old when she enrolled at the

Reconstructionist Rabbinical College in

Pennsylvania. At this time. Rabbi Weinberg

was the mother of two teenagers and very

eager to begin her rabbinical studies. "We

all studied together," she said, "They were

extremely supportive."

Growing up in the Bronx in a Conserva-

tive family. Rabbi Weinberg discovered that

women were permitted to be rabbis when

she was 29 years old. She immediately knew

that this was what she wanted to do. "Ju-

daism was always a great interest of mine,"

Rabbi Weinberg said.

She received her Bachelor of Arts in

worked at Hebrew University for two years.

"It was during the '73 war. It was a very

difficult time." Rabbi Weinberg slated.

Upon returning to the United SUitx's, Rabbi

Weinberg worked as Hillel Program Director

to colleges in Pennsylvania. In 1982, she was
accepted to the Reconstructionist Rabbinical

College in Philadelphia. While in school.

Rabbi Weinberg led a conservative congre-

gation part time and continued with them
full time for three years afler she graduated.

Rabbi Weinbergcame toAmherst in 1989

when she was asked to be the rabbi at the

Jewish Community ofAmherst Synagogue.

As their first full-time rabbi , Rabbi Weinberg

was very excited, and she still is, two years

later. "I love the people," she said, "I really

do. Being with them during very significant

times in their lives is a privilege."

When asked about the difficult side of

being a rabbi. Rabbi Weinberg answered,

"There is no vacation from being a rabbi.

People have struggles around Judaism and

very open to the feminism. "It adapts I
new

philosophies I
,works with them, and holds

them. It is highly democratic," the Rabbi

said about Reconstructionism. She also de-

scribed it as "looking at Judaism as an

evolving civilization."

Weinberg commented that Jews are liv-

ing in two different civilizations, and Recon-

structionism tries to combine the two. "We

take tradition very seriously and are very

people-oriented, as all Judaism is. The
Reconstructionist Movement is not simply a

religion. . . it emphasizes art, pcoplehood,

and a strong connection to Israel." About

herself and her career. Rabbi Weinberg

.stated, "1 found something that is very

suitable for me. I am very passionate about

what I do."

teaching history at City College in New they tend to put them on the rabbi. It shard

York and her Masters at the Teacher College not to have all the answers,

at Columbia University. At this time, the As a women. Rabbi Weinberg sees her

sixties women were not allowed to enter role as a challenge. "It's very new.
.
we are

rabbinical schools. So Rabbi Weinbergjoined total pioneers, she said. One of the reasons

the Peace Corps and went to Chile for two she chose to be ordained in the

years AOer returning, she made aliyah and ReconstrucUonist movement is because it is Why not president?
CoU«clan photo by TryaUn Skelith
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Feds to boost economy
By JOHN D McCLAIN
Associated Press

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Federal
Reserve today let a key interest rate fall

in an action that was interpreted by
many economists as a new move on the
part of the central bank to bolster a
sagging economy.

The action was seen by many analyst -

as a signal that the Fed has pushed the
federal funds rate, the interest that banks
charge each other for overnight loans,

down from 5.25 percent to 5 percent

If they are correct in that interpreta-

tion, it would mark the 12th time the
central bank has lowered this rate since

the recesMon began in July H>90
The Fed influences the funds rate

le^elh\ '-'or draining reserves from
the ha -ystem. Today, with the

; mds rate trading at 5 percent, the Fed

failed to drain money out of the system,
an operation it would normally conduct
if it wanted to push the rate higher.

David Jones, an economist at Aubrey
G. Lanston & Co., said he believed the

Feb had eased.

"The Fed just let the funds rate drop
to 5 percent without trying to stop it bs

draining reserves," Jones said.

ITie Fed does not announce changes
in its target range for the federal funds
rate and some economists said it may
take a few days to be certain ofthe Ftni's

intentions.

The last time the central bank cut the

funds rate was on Sept. 13. when it

reduced it from 5.5 percent to '
"

cent. That credit easing was .<

nied by a one-half percentage pt>int drop
int' : lunt rate, the intert'st the Fi'd

ch.i < make loans ti» ciMiiniercial

banks.

ACADEMYrMUSR
SORTHAWPTON BiMJ^U^ 5H4-H4V^

. The Rnal ReiMM Of The Original Masterpiece

- Long ~

HOT DOG
1/4 Ib.Hamburgers

Fries

Onion Rings
Grinders

Fish & Chips

DRIVE-IN =
11am-7pm • 7 Days
Route 9, Hadley

585-0241 ^

txclu6ive ShuM'ing Fri I luu> , Nov TT

Curt.iin ^t 7W) pm only

Od^r^fsi^^^
CLASSIC
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RESTORED TO US
ORiGINAl BRILLIANCE

Presentixl on The Big

SILVER SCREEN with

THEATER SOLND
-Experience it ..
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TRY SOMETHING NEW!
Discover Taco Villa...

One of the best ways to get acquainted is to order up one
of our huge Combination Dinners

#1 A Beef Burrilo, a Beef Enchilada &
a Chicken Taco 6.28

#2 A Ouesadilla (hot or mild, &
a Bean Tostada 6.25

#3 Three Enchiladas, one Beef, one Chicken &
one Bean 5.35

#4 Four Tacos, one Beef, one Sausage, one Chicken
& one Bean 5.85

#5 A Beef Burrito Supremo &
a Sausage Enchilada 6.25

#6 A Beef Chimichanga &
a Chili Tostada 6.75

#7 A Chili Relleno, a Cheese Enchilada &
a Beef Taco 6.75

#8 Fajitas (chicken or sirloin) A Sausage Taco &
a Cheese Enchilada 6.95

All served with rice and refrito

Fries can be substituted for rice and refrito.

There is a .35 charge for some filling substitutions.

I "^ET ACoijAINTilD COUPoIT* I

I Buy 1 Combination Dinner, Get 1 FREE I

I ^^C^lT^?^^ NORTHAMPTON
I ^^^^•'V/^^O \r*

21 CenterSt„B.Y.O.B I

I Jf Vlf 1 A ^ AMHERST I

. M W MMjKjX^ Y^ Boltwood Walk .

I ^-oii*rint Qwaiity M«»ican ri>odi\j/ Besr & Wine Served I

I
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Weld administration
defends prison program
BOSTON (AP) — Weld admimstratjon

ofTicials defended a program Wednesday
thai allows inmates convicted of serious

crimes to participate in work-release pro-

grams at the Statehouse. other pubUc

buildings and schools.

The Buston illobe reported that murder-

ers, rapists, armed robbers, drug dealers,

arsoiusts and kidnapi>< > among the

800 to 1000 inmates
|

iting in the

program
Convicts have Ln-eii ^ during the

day from county and ^t -ons to work

on crews fixing public buildings, including
' Statehouse. town halU r ^ '^ ' '

*

iiung highways under li

riie Corrections Department said ait the

11.11
^1.1 ' • - )vedtlm)U^!;h

th« iity pris4iii>

and many art> nearmg the end of their

tences The : fTicial.*?';!-

'

the deparli; t.s to ret

mates into society In-fore their releas*' Ironi

prison or jail.

Inmates sen-ice sentence* for violent

offenses have worked since January at the

^tatfhouse. where each eight-man crews

>np. I .ised by two unarmed correction of-

ficers.

The Globe said that after it asked for

inmate records, state IX'partnient of Cor-

rect ion officials said it wannem>r to iiu'lude

sex offenders in the work crews and that has
been diacontinu«'d

One convict on a work crew was serving

a sentence for havini; escaped while on
furlough, the Globe said.

Republicans attacked Gov. Michael S.

Dukakis, when he was the Democratic can-

didate for president in 1988, on the furlough

issue with television advertisements about
Willie Horton. a convicted murder charged
with assaulting a woman while on furlough.

l^st year. Weld accused the former
I >ukakis administration ofcoddling inmates.

Weld once said he was "to the right of

Attila the Hun" on crime issues and wanted
to uUrixluce prisoners to the "joys ofbusting

riH'k." He once advocatt'd faking away their

television sets.

David Balfour, state building superin-

!«'ndent , said the inmates are glad ti) get out

iiul into a work environment.

"It lH>ats sitting around jail all day. I

think they enjoy it.' he said.

IVpartment ofCt»rn»ction spokeswoman
11 Bavaro said the department hopi>s to

...» written giiidi'lines on siTet'iim^ in-

luites for work crews soon.

She said unwritt«'n guidelines require

such inmates to be at minimum security

f.icilities and to show "positive liehavior and
{Mtsitive institutional adjustment."

"We've never had an incident. It has been
a very p*Msitive program." she said.

The department said the inmates have
won written letters of praise from private

citizens, public olTicials and clergy for work
they have done on work-release projects.

"The governor has believed that inmates
shoudl be forced to work rather than be

allowed to sit around watching television.

This policy is consistent with that view,*

•aid Weld's press aerretary. Ray Howell.

!\ (^oCden !K^y Natioruif f kmor Society

ATTENTION
Golden Key National

Honor Society Members

You are invited to

attend thel991
Ceremony

WHEN: Sunday November 3, 1991

TIME: 1:30p.m.

WHERE: Student Union Ballroom

The initiates would be pleased to have
you share in their accomplishment.

We look foward to seeing you there.

^ E ^
^ ^

\

By TOI)l> KOI KKI T
Colleqian

Coiic«»pond«inl

The Red Mot Chili Peppers have had a very rough ride to the
lop. hi fact, when you think about it, it's a minor miracle that

they have lasted long enough to headline the Springfield Civic

Center this Sunday.
Always living on the edge, the Chili Peppers ^

excessive and increasingly popular party machine ^f
came to a sobering halt a few years back when^
guitarist ev/rodi'/iaire Hillel Slovak w as lost to drugs.

Drummer Jack Irons left the group shortly after the tragedy, and it seemed
doubtful that the uplifting funk-punk of the Chili Peppers would be heard again.

But singer Anthony Kiedis and bassman Flea just wouldn't let such a good thing
die prematurely. After a steady succession of sit-in guitarists and drummers. Flea

and Anthony finally settled on si.x-string wonderboy John Fruciante and drummer
Chad Smith.

Against all the forces of nature, the revamped lineup recorded their most wildly

successful album of their career. I989's /fof/ier's f^lilk. The Peppers quickly be-

came IMTV's alternative darlings, garnishing sub- ^_
^ stantial airplay ivith videos for "Knock l^le Down' ^

and "tligher Ground". A big tour followed, propel-

ling the band to new heights of funkness. Hell, they
even did a connnercial for FNike Air and collaborated

with none other than the great Young MC.
Don't think the Chili Peppers have gone soft. Both i^lother's

I^Ulk and Blood, Sugar, Sc\. Magik overflow with the same
^ positive, soulful,^

sexual, aggressive
vibes that

%
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Chili Peppers
CONTINUED FROM THIS WEEKEND PAGE 1

made them the kings land the inventors) of the LA. funk-

metal scene.

To see the Red Hot Chili Peppers live is quite an
experience. If it's your first time, be prepared for a full-

fledged assiiult of high energ>- music and obnoxiousness.

On a good night, they'll usually get naked. Or, if you're

super lucky, they'll come onstage in their "socks" (I won't

go any further, it might spoil the surprise). In any case,

Anthony will be Iwuncing offthe walls, Flea will insult you
inbetwtvn songs, the music will be wonderful, and you

will come home with a huge smile on your face.

Opening up for the Red Hot Chili Peppers will be
Chicago's Smashing Pumpkins. You were lucky if you
saw them play at the Iron Horse this summer, because
these guys are getting big and probably won't play venues
that small again in a little while.

Their debut LP Gish is doing great, and it rules. The
Smashing Pumpkins combine heavy, grungey songs with
mellower, folky stuff. The heavy songs manage to remain
incredibly catchy, and you'll find yourselfhumming along
to everything else, t<x). 1 haven't seen the Pumpkins live,

but if their album is any indication, they are definitely

well worth catciiing. _^^^__

Seattle's PearlJam will be starting the whole show off.

Pearl Jam is somewhat ofa Seattle supergroup, featuring

members of the legendary Mother Iajvc Bone and Green
River. They're pretty new on the scene, their credentials

are pretty impressive, and Pearl Jam has been receiving

a fair amount of positive reactions.

My advice is to get to the Civic Center early, so as not to

miss Pearl Jam and Smashing Pumpkins. Save your
energy, though. You'll need it for tlie Red Hot Chili

Peppers. See ya Sunday.
Red Hot Chili Peppers with openers Pearl Jam and

Smashing Pumpkins, will play at the Srpingpeld Civic

Center on Sunday. The shpw starts 7:30 p.m.

RUSSELL'S
.^co

.><^^ UQUORS
18 Maiii St. E>owntown Aiiilierst 253-5441

Koch s tmOVEEN BEER

$7.99 case cans

Glen EUen White Zinfandel $3.99 75\\l

Concha y Toro $5.99 1.5L

Bud Dty&Bud Light

$6.99 12/pk bots.

Heineken
$9.99 12/pk bots.

Foster's

$8.99 12/pk bots.

Visa/Mastercard accepted on keg deposits

Many More In-Store Specials

All Beers ptus Deposit (especially on wines) »Deliv^ry Available

ShQwtimes:
Fri Sun

7 30pm49pm
Mon Thurs

One show at 7 30pm
Adults U 00

StudentwmM 10 $3 00

HELP YOURSELF
BY HELPING
OTHERS

Earn ^ood part-time
or full-time income at

home representing
The Micro Diet program.

Call or write
Amherst Chiropractic
Independent Micro

Diet Advisor,
1-800-659-8135.

FRANK
SANTOS

Rated R

Hynotist-Humorist

Nov. 1 6th

1st Show 5:30

General Audience

2nd Show 9:30

Adults Only

705 Memorial Dr.

Chkopee » 'i9i 5222 Tickets on Sale Now!

r~

549-3669

Pinocchio's

Ristorante Italiano
1 177 N. Pleasant St., Amherst <

Free Delivery
Menu includes:

-Pizza

-Salads

-Subs

-Dinners (lasagna, egg-veal-

chicken parmigana, and
manicotti)

-And new item - Calzoni!

Hours:

Monday -Thursday

Friday-Saturday

Sunday

4pm-2am
4pm-3am
4pm-1am

CALZONES
Any three only $9.95

valid for p/u or del. only
One coupon per order-expires 1/31/92

II

II

II

FREE TOPPING
on any medium pizza

valid for p/u or del. only

11
One coupon per order-expires 1/31/92

$1.50 OFF
II

any two Calzones

valid for p/uT£l"S?y " valid for p/u or del. only

^ne^ouponperorder^xgir^
||_

_Onecoupon per order-expires 1/31/92

I
TWIN SPECiXl

I

I
2 Large Cheese pizzas |

I $12.50
I

I
Any Toppine $1

,
valid for p/u or d

I One CPU

25 more
rr pfli or del. only
r order-expires 1/31/92 |

I

THE COLLEGIAN & THE PUB
Present the

HALLOWEEN
PARTY

at THE PUB in Amherst
on THURSDAY, October 31'*'.

Doors Open at 9:00 pm

Cash Prizes!
WHMP-FM is helping to sponsor the event.

DESIGNATED DRIVERS
will receive FREE cassettes donated by

STRAWBERRY'S, MUSIC, MOVIES & MORE,
Hadley, MA., and FREE Soda all night!

HAVE A SAFE HALLOWEEN!

BOSTON BARTENDERS
SCHOOL OF AMERICA

Ifyou are over 18, be a bartender.

LOCAL/NATIONAL PLACEMENT
AY/EVENING 1 WEEK • NOVEMBER &

DECEMBER CLASSES NOW FORMING

CALL TODAY • 747-9888

R&P
Liquors
Convenient to Brittany

ft RhMrgliKle

253-<5742
SOSWMtSt
So. Amherst

HADLEY
PUB

V

ate
\shley

i^LL dijU €/\H M^-i'S.

Waffles - Eggs- uiniciic^ i oiaiocs

Bacon - Fresh Fruit & much more

Only <;*? Q*5 u'ith valid student ID

Route 9 at Howard John.s

1^ 'student
IjiIoRAiR 1 UAKIJ

• • • •
• • • FREE
• • • DINNERI

Eat here 9 times
with 15% discount*

10th dinner

THURSDAY niCiHT

,^^^^ Inside Chariotte $3^

t\V^

Bongos to Circus ^
$1 cover, costume party

SATURDAY
Curtis

Every Tuesday night, Pasta Might

& Karaoke $ 1 with student ID
rirrrnrnn-r tg^^MMMMtMMmmKmm',

o S

Pijdtilems? 'o\

Ql UMass Student Legal Seivicesl

ing • Famity • Student Rlgtils /

ivil Rights • Workers Righted

^riminal • Consumer La>^**

Militaiy and Draft Law .

922 Campus Centiir i4S-199S

OBODY*

P Quality & Slight Irrejulars

^ W'
KNIT TOPS S

ARRIVING THURSD
£. Mens & Ladies

''''''^ $Q99^M Refi. $29-$45.00 «efi. jg^

.^ Ladies & Men s

SUN
12-6""

MON-WED

._> t THURS i FRI

v^^Pr/ 10-9'" & SA
'' 7 . tO-6'

^e

^ MOB
7

1a^'^

j>

/^.. ,^S

JEANS

$1499^^F Resl. $30$30-$42.00

AT *h< CAMPUS PIAZA (Rt. 9 Amherst/liadiey, between Sujier Sto|i V Slio|) i li(|uors 44)

*- i * « '
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WEEKEND •^../

THURSDAY
Everything You Always Wanted to Know

About Homosexuality...But Were Afraid to

Ask is a panel presentation and discussion by

the UMassGay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Speakers

Bureau. This discussion is part of the Bisexual,

Gay, Lesbian Awareness Days at UMass
happening from Oct. 27 until Nov. 2. The

panel takes place at UMass Campus Center

room 803 and begins at 12 p.m..

"Lesbian and Gay Theatre in the Making/'

presents gay Scottish playwright John Binnif

(KillingMe Softly) will discuss his recent works.

There will also be a showing of Kendal's

video, "Dear Little Weed" based on a turn of

the century lesbian theatre professor's love

letters. The lecture and video will take place at

UMass Campus Center room 165-169

beginning at 4:00 p.m.

Tongues Untied is an acclaimed, artistic

film by Marlon Riggs that depicts Black gay

male life. The showing will take place at

UMass Campus Center room 803 beginn ing at

7 p.m.

Concert Music in the Belle Epoch is a lecture

by Henry Mishkin of the Amherst College

Music Department. The lecture includes

listening at 1 2 p.m. and takes place at Amherst

College Music Center Room 3, begining at

1 2:1 5 p.m.. Admission is free.

What's New in Physics presents Bequests of

Dying Stars, a lecture with Joseph Taylor,

Distinguished University Professor of Physics

at Princeton University. Detailed comparisons

between "pulsar time" and atomic time give

rise to fascinating experiments in gravitation

physics and cosmology, including tests of

Einstein's general relativity and our first-ever

experimental contacts with gravitational

waves. This Five College Symposium takes

place at Mount Holyoke College L3 Cleveland

and begins at 8 p.m. Admission is free.

What's New in Physics is a home-campus
seminar followed by dinner. Students-majors

and non-majors are encouraged to take part.

Locations are TBA; contact your physics

department. The seminar begins at 4:30 p.m.

Kjppijpoiai.ui. Will perform at UMass
cafeteria. The Hatch. The show begins at 9

p.m.

Symbolic Designs in Chinese Folk Crafts is

a colloquium lead by Alvin P. Cohen of UMass.

Coffee, tea, and sherry is to be served and

contributions of snacks are welcome. The

lecture takes place at UMass Thompson Hall

100 and begins at 7:30 p.m. For information

call Alvin P. Cohen 545-4956.

WFCR Airs 1990-1991 Springfield

Symphony Orchestra Concerts on Thursdays

at 9 p.m. This program features pianist Andre

Watts playing Rachmaninoff. WFCR, 88.5 FM
9 p.m.

.m
Amherst Athletic Club Exclusive! Amherst Athletic Club

Q.f^

Llfcctivc

Fast

tfficienl

3-D is no longer )ust for the mo\i«. The Roto C runch offers resistance in 3 seperafe planes of motion lo simultarHwusly work

internal/ external obliques and rectus abdommu:. The of free weight trairung with the and of a machine.

iVjiiht

Five College Early Music Program's Third

Annual Halloween Concert will feature music

from Medieval England. There will be cider,

doughnuts, and other treats. Take part in a new
Valley tradition. Costumes are optional and

you will be home by midnight. The concert

takes place at Amherst Col legeJohnson Chapel

beginning at 11 p.m.

An American Indian Author, James Welch,

will present a lecture. Mr. Welch, from

Missoula, Montana, is Blackfeet and Gros

Ventre. His three critically acclaimed novels

are "Winter in the Blood", "The Death of Jim

Loney", and "Fools Crow". His current book is

"Indian Lawyer". Mr. Welch will be speaking

in the UMass Campus Center in Room 904-08

from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. All are encouraged to

come.
Working is a musical about various people

who work; from a steelworker to a corporate

fAecutive. This takes place at UMass Student

Union Ballroom beginning at 8 p.m. Tickets

are available at Tix Unlimited or at the door.

Ghoulish Graffiti is the second annual Chalk

Mural in the UMass Fine Arts Center Reflecting

Pool. This event is presented by the Spectrum

Magazine. This begins at 10 a.m. and will

continue until 3 p.m.

Guatemalan Indian, Miguel Quiej, is founder

and leader of the National Council for

Displaced Persons of Guatemala. Mr. Quiej

will speak about "The Continental Campaign
to Celebrate 500 years of Indigenous and

Popular Resistance". The lecture will take

place at Smith College Seelye Hall beginning

at 4 p.m.

The (Female) Odd Couple directed by Jim

Cavanaugh, is a Neil Simon classic comedy
that focuses on two divorced women. This

play takes place at Mount Holyoke College

Rooke Theatre and begins at 8 p.m. Tickets are

$4 for students and $2 for elders. Repeat

performances are on Friday and Saturday.

Runaways including the book, music, and

lyrics by Elizabeth Swados is a montage of

songs, scenes, and monologues about the

struggles ofyoung people who have left home.
"Runaways" takes place at Smith College

Mendenhall Center for Performing Arts, Hallie

Flanagan Studio Theatre beginning at 8 p.m.

Tickets are $4 for students and $2 for elders.

For information call 585-3222. Repeat
performances are on Friday and Saturday.

T<^// CHECK OUT THESE CHILLIA It^^ HALLOWEEN SPECIALS AT SCOTTS!!
A>rZ.{^SUOP.

BUSCH&
BUSCH LIGHT
24-12 oz. cans

$Q99^ +cJep.

CAPTAIN MORGAN
SPICED RUM

$lg49* \^ 1.75 Itr.

w/free2.0 coke

BUSCH
1/2 kegs

$3999

SPANISH
CHAMPAGNE:
MARQUES DE
MONISTROL

49
750 ml5

MILLER GENUINE
DRAFT AND
G.D. LIGHT

12-120Z. ^ ^%Q Q
bottles ^§\^^\^ -^dep.

DEWARS
"WHITE LABEL"

SCOTCH

$04,99
•^ «Pl.75Ltr

HEINEKEN
12 pack bottles

i3 9
+ dep.

Not responsible for tTpogrmphical errors

Tele-check for

your personal check.

VISA, MC.OR CHECKS ACCEPTED FOR KEG DEPOSITS

We have all
WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE UQUOR STORE! ^^ „^^^ ^„

atN.l!iZreZ?r:'Zh.r.t \ii^ss. Loti7^ gamesi

FRIDAY
LBGACoffee Social will be held in the UMass

Campus Center Room 903. The coffee social

will begin at 3 p.m. and continue until 6 p.m.

Rippopotamus will perform at Sheehan's

Cafe in Northampton.

Tarot Readings will be given, presented by

the UMass Pagan Students. Whether you
believe it to be magic or psychology, many
have found Tarot Cards to be useful in providing

insight and understanding. The readings will

take place at UMass Campus Center Concourse
from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. There is a $2 fee.

John Gorka will be performing at the Iron

Horse Music Hall beginning at 7 p.m. Tickets

are $10.50 in advance.

Roger Sallooni & (he Straeglers are an

award-winning band that has kept the

audiences dancing to rock 'n' roll classics and

originals for over a decade. Opening show will

be Boston's Chuck. The performances will be

at Pearl Street Night Club. For information call

584-7771.

Alternative/Industrial Dance with three Dj's:

Dj Woarloc, DJ Dick Twad, and Father Bob

will be spinning the eclecticsat UMass Bluewall

in Campus Center beginning at 8 p.m.

Admission is $2 including free drinks and food

provided byWOCH. For information call Brian

546-3563.

Bongos to Circus will play the Hadley Pub.

The show starts at 9:30.

From A to Z: Prints and Drawings from the

Permanent Collection will have its opening

reception at the University Gallery at UMass
from 5 p.m. uniti 7 p.m.

SATURDAY
The New World (Dis)order is a two day

lecture series organized by Forum on
Developing Nations. Part 1 will feature

speakers on "The Recolonization of the Arab

World", "The Role of International

Organizations", and on "The Press and
Developing Nations". The lectures will take

place at UMass Commonwealth Room
(Earthfoods) in the Student Union Building.

The events are free and open to the public. For

more information call 665-4384 or 549-1 41 8.

Moonlight Halloween Bowl Party will award

cash prizes for the best costumes. Cider,

doughnuts, and other refreshments will be

served. The party will be held at Northampton

Bowl at 525 Pleasant Street in Northampton.

The party starts at 9 p.m. and runs until

midnight. Admission is $8.

Curtis T and The Atomic Blues Band will

perform at the Hadley Pub.

Jonathan Richman, new wave folk singer,

who sings about his love for Massachusetts,

Gumby, the Astral Plane, and Road Runner

will perform at the Iron Horse Music Hall in

Northampton. For information call 584-061 0.

Ray Mason Band with The Mother Folkers

will perform at Sheehan's Cafe in

Northampton. The performance begins at 10

p.m.

BGLAD Dance, sponsored by the Lesbian

Bisexual Gay Alliance, will take place in the

UMass Bluewall Cafe from 9 p.m. until 1 a.m.

Donation is $3.

Bill Lee's Mo' Betta Quartet will perform at

AmherstCollegeCampusFrontroom beginning

at 8:30 p.m.

SUNDAY
Patty Larkin will be performing at the Iron

Horse Music Hall in Northampton. For

information call 584-0610.

Coconut Tree Grove: an AIDS Project is a

sculpture installation by Kathleen Gilrain to

be presented on the Amherst Common. The

opening reception will start at 2 p.m. and

continue until 4 p.m.

Glee Clubs of Mount Holyoke College and

Radcliffe College will perform at Mount
Holyoke College Abbey Chapel at 3 p.m.

Admission is free.

Red Hot Chili Peppers with special guests

Smashing Pumpkins and Pearl Jam will perform

at the Springfield Civic Center beginning at

7:30 p.m. All tickets are $18.50. For tickets

call Ticketmaster 382-8080 and Venue Box

Office.

The New World (Dis)order Part 2 presents

lecturers Shyamala Ivatury on "Women and

the New World Disorder", Jose Ledesma on

"The Bases, the Debt and the Philliplnes", and

Colin S. Cavell on "U.S. Foreign Policy and

Latin America". The lectures take place at

UMass Campus Center Room 1 68 from 2:30

p.m. until 5 p.m.

Bob Evans from Boston will perform with

Connecticut's Bad Dream House, Bent! from

Rochester New York, and Flower Thief from

Northampton . The performance will take place

at Hampshire Colllege beginning at 8 p.m.

Tickets are $2 for Hampshire students and $4

for off-campus students.

**V»*gStV/i,^\
>^4

>^4

QUALITY SILK SCREENED SPORTSWEAR^ T-SHIRTS • SWEATS
BUMPER STICKERS

MUGS
KENNEDY

SCREEN GRAPHICS
16 ARMORY STREET

NORTflAMPTON, MA 01060
(413)584-2124

1-8C0-287-2124

trtt Mttus
^ Liquor Store

Lite Beer $6.99 12-pk bottles

Bud Dry $12.99 case 12oz. bottles

Molson Golden $15.99 case 12oz. bottles

Beck's $17.79 case 12oz. bottles

New Amsterdam

Amber or Ale $4.99 6-pk

Natural Light $9.79 case 12oz. cans

Jack Daniel's $12.99 750 ml

Tanqueray Sterling Vodka $20.99 1.75 L

Please enjoy the spirits in moderation...

KEGS STARTING AT $33.00

CHECKS/ MASTER( ARD/ VISA

ACCEPTED fOR KEG HEPOSITS.

MECABUCKS.
WE HAUEm

J JO Loilt'gc St.

uiiu ruiiu Labi oi Amherst center on Route 9

Open <) am - 1 1 pm Rain or Shine • Always Open

VISA 8. MA«;TrRrARn ArrFPTFD
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Opening band disappearfear not scary
By DANA L FORRAR
Collegian Correspondent

Last Saturday began like a lot ofothers did. I waited formy
mother, cleaned my room, hoped that what 1 had planned was

good enough. We arrived at the Iron Horse at 6:30 p.m. to see

the band disappear fear open for Blood Oranges.

With low expectations and high anticipation, 1 watched

the 7 p.m. show time come and go, waiting until the sisters

Sonia and Cindy took the stage around 8 p.m. It was worth

the wait.

While Sonia picked and sang. Cindy harmonized through

their first tune, "Deep Soul Diver". The first thing that came

to me was. is this the Indigo Girls incognito? The song

finished with the bassist and drummer stepping in for the

last three chords. The women took the stage like MacArthur

did the islands. They jumped right into their next song,

picking up the tempo, the drummer ripping it up with an off

beat rythym, directing the band to their highs and lows.

Sonia broke her g-string (the one on her guitar) midway

through the song, losing the acoustic sound but bounced

back well.

Cindy told the audience their cross country adventures

over the last month while Sonia picked out an electric

guitar, dropping the Indigo Girls for the night. What she

picked up was a harder-edged Melissa Etheridge style, with

their own folk roots underlying it all.

My mind boggled when already multi-talented Sonia

grabbed a harmonica, strumming chords and alternating

lines with her sister. It was somewhere along here that my

Thursday Night is a

HALLO

COMPLETE
OPTOMETRY

EXAMS
AT THE

UNIVERSITY
HEALTH
SERVICES

PARTY
m Hike's

Cash prizes for best costumes!

Mike's favorite! • Be creative! • Be daring! • Be tliere!!

date said she was buying the tape and I though of writing

their review. Soma's voice was like of NaUlie Merchant of

the 10,000 Maniacs. Cindy was like a prize out ofan Arabian

basket, dancing and harmomzing with whatever the band

was playing, and disappear fear pulled off one of those few

opening band coups. Fear was simply having fun. and so

was the audience.

They ended their set with a Spanish tempo song, com-

plete with tambourine, call Te Quiero (//ot'e vou ). When they

left there was an emptiness, but 1 was happily surprised to

see the sisters return to the stage for an encore, a beautiful

song called Box ofTissues. The song again brought back the

Indigo Girls undercover theme, a song similar to their Kid

Fears, slow guitar chords with escalating harmony.

The bassist and drummer came on to finish with a

peaking Echo My Call, a fluid combination of Debbie's

drums and Cindy's pitch, even the lyrics picking up where

others may have been lacking, however slightly.

And then it was over, and all 1 could think of was when

they might be playing again. (Nov. 16 at tlw Tam for those

\)f you wiUing to try something new and wonderful. 111 be

there!"

ATTENTION
LOCAL

MUSICIANS!
NEED SOME PRESS?

SEND YOUR DEMO TAPES, PHOTOS,
BIOS OR ANY OTHER FUN STUFF YOU

WANT US TO SEE TO
THE ARDS & LIVING EDITOR,

JABBERWOCKY
COLLEGIAN

113 CAMPUS CENTER,
UMASS, AMHERST, 01003

We offer...

...qiiality,

comprehensive

vision care at a

reasonable cost.

...courteous,

friendlv,

professional staff.

...reduced rates

on eye glasses at

participating

opticians withi a

connplete

optometric

examination at the

University Health

Services for

Student Plan

members

...a

comprehensive

contact iens

service.

uks
EYE CARE
PROGRAM

Convenient hours

and on campus
location.

For questions or

an appointment

call. 549-2671

- Prizes include gift certificated to -

Zanna • Fancy Fingers • Mike's • Hairworks Plus \

1st girld through the door receive a flower.

Drawings will begin at 9 pm and

only girls are eligible

fhfiOt^
iHi miAGi ccumoHS • south HAOtir • 533 2663

AN'uN&AlinKD B A R
WINNVR-

«« < •> Ml ua^ • maftOH*

Weekdays u 3:00. 645 and 9:0(V Fh<Uy m 4:4S. 6:SS and 9: IS

Sal and Sun. m 2:30. 445. 6:.^ and 9:15 p.m.

^/

* DrifA Speciar

Mafibu Wave

SliO

Always

something

for everyone!

>t?5b

* Drink Special
*

99C glass of

Champagne
Weekdays n )<». 6 20 aid IJ3
Fndiy M 4)0. 700 Md 9JO

S«L mi Sun. ii 200. 4:)a 7O0 Md 9:30 pjn.

with Cast at Midnight

on Friday

Aiper GraorJ^MdobA Sefecffeiis OfUquen 44f

WINB LIQUORS
BECKS

I
1749

DEP

2 1? p* Screes

BUDUGHT i|$ii99
&BUDDRY-iJ

"DEP
2i2pt< tw^es

CHARDONNAY2t„^^»6" 5 '29 8
CABEflNET -JMfX/V/lO*7-CH- 2 aoMM/O 750 ML

SAUVKSNON J *r^n«E9*TE

BALLANTINE $799
DCCFl 2-^2pl( cans

Wm-OF-THE-UOHTM ^
ROBEFU MONDAVI ^

$/l99* 750 ML

O KtEFE 24-12 ozbonioa

9
SALE 12 49 S
MAIL- IN ^
REBATE 3 00

^y ATTER
DEP REBATH

BUD UGHT
& BUD DRY
i2pk bonie

BECKS $879

,

12p4( boRles

CHABDONN/V
.CABEflNET SAUVflGNON

SMIRNOFF $HQ99 A
VODKA lO 75miy«

Some of the biggest,

some of the best

presents comt in

the smallest boxes!
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Lots of local music
By BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian SUfT

Halloween has always been a busy night in clubland,
hence one of the best nights of the year for local bands to

hook up with lucrative gigs, earn some dough, and get some
exposure with late night revelers. This year is no exception,
as most ofthe local venues are carrying Halloween festivities

into the weekend and some of the best of the local working
bands are plugged in tonight. So the message here is get into

your costumes this evening, bring along a designated driver,

and go party.

Jabberwocky
You can start over in Noho tonight where flagship club

Pearl Street is featuruig world beat dance favorites Who's
Kiddin* Who in their newly expanded downstairs. F*earl

Street has always had one of the best Halloween parties

around, and they will be offering a $200 cash prize for best

costume this year along with gift certificates to some of the

best restaurants in Noho. Who's Kiddin' Who have recently

expanded their horn section and they are taking a break
from recording sessions to play what has become an annual

Halloween show for them at Pearl Street.

Sheehan's Cafe in Noho features the alive and kicking

Free Press tonight at 10 p.m.. and costumes are definitely

in order for this one. Free Press are a fixture on the Valley

scene, and aside from their appearances in almost every live

music room around, they are also well known for their

involvement in political causes. The cover is reasonable and
frontman Rob Skelton is always unpredictable and elec-

trifying.

Extremos. the mysterious floating nightclub, is having
their annual Halloween Ball tonight at the North Star

Seafood Bar on West Street in Northampton. Featured will

be Aiip*y Johnny and the Killbillies and house DJ Hit
and Run, as well as a floor show ft-atunng Sister Angel
and the Order ofthe Immaculate Deception. There will

be costume prizes for the closest to naked, least human, and
most incomprehensible.

Bark Like a Dog bring their blues rock to Twisters

Tavern tonight for a Halloween bash being co-sponsored by
Budweiser. There will be plenty of prize giveaways so get

there early and avoid the line.

Bongos to Circus, a |)upular UMass band, are over at

the Hadley Pub on Route 9 tonight. Come in costume and
only pay a buck at a door

Rippopotmus will kick out the jams and scare up some
funk at the Hatch tonight.

LOW, LOW
PRICEL^

DISCOUNT OIL
NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE

584-4112 •535-1888

Coors Light

Fright Night

at

Pha«o comtttmy of t'rmr Pr

Free Pre»» will be at Sheehans

SPOPTS WTO
& RESTRimANT

Win a Recliner Chair
& Color T.V. !

Cash Prizes!

Costume Party!

WRNX Music - Live!

WRNX
100.9 FM

LAST CALL FOR

PREP!
Get 9 weeks of the most effective LSAT preparation in just 2-4 weeks!

Time is growing short, but you can still take advantage

of Kaplan's special Compact LSAT Prep Course for the

December 7th exam.
It's not a cut version. It's the same number of hours of

live instruction — same number of classes — we're

simply offering them in the few remaining weeks before

the test. So you have one last chance to prepare with the

#1 in test prep and attain your highest possible score

on the December LSAT
If you want to score your highest, don't let this

opportunity pass you by And if you feel you need more

time, check your local Kaplan Center's free repeat policy.

To enroll, just visit your nearest Stanley H. Kaplan

Center, or enroll by phone:

1-800-KAP-TEST fit 549-5780

Our first LSAT Compact
Prep Course Begins:

November 4

Check your local Kaplan

Center for additional dates.

358 N. Pleasant
Aniherstf Ma,

I STANLEY H. KAPLAN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD

© IWI Stanley H Kaplan Educational Center Hd
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Jazz this weekend: see it, read about it
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By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian Staff

Coming up in the Valley are two shows

that you might want to check out. On Thurs-

day. Nov. 7. the Kenny Kirkland Quintet

will be in performance at the Iron Horse.

Kennv Kirkland's recent release, a self-en-

titled endeavor on the GRP label, indicates a

fresh l.NTical sense, and a wealth of potential

jazz Scene

The album features cuts by Kirkland. as

well as some standards Both Jeff "Tain"

Watts and Branford Marsalis can be found

lending support to Kirklands work. The

qumtet which will be at the Horse features

a lineup ofestablished side players, who are

all also leaders in their own right

Tain' Watts,whom Max Roach has called

the best young drummer on the scene, will

lead the rythym section that also boasts

young Charnett Moffett on bass violin.

Percussionist Don Elias (best known for his

work with Carla Bley) and Kenny Garrett

on saxophone will round out the group.

Kirkland works regularly with all these

players, and one should especially keep an

eye on how MolTett. Watts and Kirkland

work together

A week after Kirkland. comes the Benny
Green Trio, with Carl Allen on drums and

young Chris McBride on bass. Both Green

and Allen are fine players with well docu-

mented histories, but McBnde isjust getting

started McBride has played and recorded

with trumpeter Wallace Roney, displaying

a style that has smatterings of Reggie

Workman and Jimmy Garrison, as well as a

well formulated voice of his own
In this particular tno. McBnde should

really shine. Call the Iron Horse at 584-0610

for tix and more info on both of these shows.

The Terence Blanchard Quartet and

the Tony Williams Quintet will bt- coming

to the area in late November.

Every Mondav night in the HaUh hereon

Campus. Music' Professor and trumpeter

Jeff Holmes leads his Jazx Lab Ensemble.

The Ensemble is the UMass student group,

and touts a strong history ofaward winning

performances at student expositions. The

performances are free, and are an perfect

way to get introduced to the music.

Uwyer and author Paul Chevigny will

be in Amherst on Nov. 16 at Albion books to

promote his latest work. Gigs: Jazz and the

Cabaret Imws in New York City, from

Routledge Press. Chevigny argued and won

the case the musicians union m New York

brought against the City. The suit argued

against laws which were badly limiting

Constitutional rights of free expression by

the artists.

One example was the three musician

rule, which only allowed trios or less to take

the bandstand at one time, unless in an area

zoned for larger groups. The laws were on

the books from 1926. and were supported by

claims that "jazz" music encouraged the

congregation of'undesirable elements", and

facilitated criminal activity.

During the 1960s, the Lindsey adminis-

tration in New York relaxed the enforcement

of the laws, but this trend was reversed by

the Koch administration that followed. The

racism behind the cabaret laws is obvious,

and it is a great relief, particularly to the

musician's, to have them removed Now. the

music is really flourishing in New York, and

the artists are finding it much easier to get

good paving gigs. The book itself details the

legal and political battle which led up to the

court case. It is good, interesting, and fast

reading, and effectively relates information

which many fans of the music may not have

known.
Until next week, keep the music.

ail ai»o If*»u«rio m iiiv'i v.»^.. ..»,...• ^__^^

Good and evil— tzvo newfrom Zoo
By LOU COVE
Collegian Correspondent

Two new releasM from Zoo Entertainment grace wir

pages todav. Both albums.Blue Train** The B ' rtf

Dream.«.andTheOdd»'.Vtop../»/ari.haveborrow. ly

from common influences, and what they do with tho^

influences, defines the success of their music Both bands

sound a bit like Squeeze; I never thought of Squee» M
being so inspirational myself, but no matter— the key here

IS that one band nps them off and the other borrow*

tastefullv.

Zoo Entertainment hails BlueTrain as "Pure pt>p for now

people " This is how I (i -d that I an not a "now

person "Blue Tram IS Brii .
h-puke derivative dnbble

that should be bamshed to Star Search forever. They could

get it on with Ed McMah..n while the test of the world

remains free from Duran Duran flashbacks

The entire album is buoyed by a relentless pulse of lame

p. I drum tracks which will beat you into a

gi _^ - ,,n and keep tick-tocking along with the

inteiUgence ofa dripping faucet over insipid love lyncs like^

-a little b ' ' ^ better than a jog in the park."

-Staywii ; ul in this respect. Pure cheeM.

The first single. "All 1 Need is You." is no homage to Squeexe^

it's plain zerox Meanwhile, tunes like "Don't ask me why"

tr>- m vain to give this disc some effortless energy , but the

whole mess is one great effort to listen to. and it makes you

ask whv WHY"!
The answer may be that every coin has tow sides, a good

and a bad. a vin and a yang Enter: The Odds Welcome the

return of original, intelligent craftsmanship and under

stated, slick production. It's hard not to like NeopoliUn.

really The Odds move gracefully from pretty guitar tunes

like "King of the Heap." with its smart, bitter lyrics. "When

something 8 big and beautiful give it time ' 111 just make it

small and dirtv Just to make it mine." to "No Warning." an

edg>'. melodic piece that barkens back U» The Replacements

brilliant Ut it Be era. replete with a dreamy bridge that

breaks apart in a shakv eruption of guitars.

Ye« they sound a bit like Squeeze There's a Beatles

influence here. too. but isn't there one everywhere? The

Odds borrow shamelessly, but they forge their own pack

age. and it'sone that moves forward, not back Case in point:

the brutal Urics sung over a hush of acoustic guitar and a

shimmering layer ofcvmbals. "She was down and crying /as

he punched her in the mouth/ her fingers white with prying.

It's that kind of contrast between form and content, also

evident in "Family Tree." a slamming tune about one mans

impact on the environment . that keeps your wheels turning

and your toes a 'tappin'

Also of interest: "Wendy Under the Stars." a provocative

little number about doing the nasty on the night that Elvis

died Too bad it won't get any airplay Truth or Dare" brings

back Rubber Soul memories and singer/guitarist Craig

Northey's mom plays violin to boot. Sweet, ain't it? And

-Love is the Subject." (the first single) is upbeat, nicely

syncopated, and should make a friendly radio intrtxiuction

for the Odds rich blend offolk. pop. and tight, sharp rock and

roll.

r AL-BUMS
WE BUY . SELL -TRADE
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All Used Sale* Guaranteed
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Independent Labels,

Thousands
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Celebrity murderer jailed
By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The obsessed

fan who stalked "My Sister Sam" actress

Rebecca Schaeffer and shot her to death on
her doorstep was convicted of murder after

failing to convince a judge he was insane.

Robert Bardo, 2 1 , faces a mandatory sen-

tence of hfe in prison without parole.

"The defendant is not a normal person.

The defendant may even have schizophre-

nia of some sort." Superior Court Judge
Dino Fulgoni, who heard the case without a

jury, said on Tuesday m rendering his ver-

dict. "But. . . schizophrenics can lie in wait

and can premeditate and can have the intent

lo kill."

The prosecution claimed that Bardo. of

Tucson, Ariz., paid a detective $300 to find

SchaefFer's address, got his brother to buy
hill) a gun, took a bus to California and
waited near Schaefler's apartment in 1989

Finally, he rang the bell and shot the 21-

year-old actress in the chest as she an-

swered the diKir

Bardo carried an "assassin's kit" in a

plastic bag, including a postcard form
SchaeflTer, the book The Catcher in the Rye
and extra bullets, prosecutors said. He was
arrested the next day in Tucson.

For two years before he killed her, Bardo
sent Schaeffer gifts, flowers and rambling
letters and tried to see her at the TV studio

where she worked.
As Bardo was led out of the courtroom

Tuesday, Schaeffer's mother Danna
Schaeffer, shouted: "Have a nice life! Have
a good time in jail!"

Bardo did not respond.

Conviction of first-degree murder with

the special circumstance of lying in wait

carries a penalty of life without parole

Sentencing was set for Nov. 22.

Bardoadmitted shtxjting the actress. Hut

defense attt)rney Stephen Galindo argued
that Bardo was guilty of not more than
second-degre«' murder l)ecause he was toti

mentitlly ill to have planned the slaying.

Calindo said he would appt'al.

Deputy District Attorney Marcia Clark

said Bardo wanted to gain fame as a celeb

rity killer.

Al' pholo

SENTENCEDTO LIFE— Obsessed fan Robert
Bardo sits in a Los Angeles courtroom.

Winds ravage New England
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

HULL, Mass. — Seas whipped by gale-force winds and
swollen by high tides battered New England Wednesday,

flix>ding the shoreline, damaging property and forcing

evacuations.

Winds near the shore line gusted to over 50 mph, and

wave heights were reported up to 35 feet out at sea and 15

feet at shore.

A Coast Guard helicopter plucked three people from a

disabled fishing boat in 30-foot seas 70 miles south of

Nantucket, then had to save three Coast Guard crewmen
that had been lowered in a small boat in an earlier rescue

attempt at t^ scene.

"The weather is so rough out there, we couldn't pick up

ourown boat," said Coast Guard spokesman Steve Stanford.

Ferry services were shut down, and shore roads were

closed, effectively cutting off peninsular and island com-

munities, including Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard.

Evacuations were reported in low-lying areas of

Gloucester, Hull, Revere, and Nantucket. On the peninsula

ofHull, students were sent home at about 1 p.m.. roads were

closed and emergency oflTicials set up shelters for evacuees.

Some said the storm seemed as menacing as Hurricane

Bob, which caused an estimated $780 miUion in damages to

insured property along the East Coast when it hit Aug 19.

•This storm is affecting us worse than Hurricane Bob from

beach erosion, because ofhigh tides," said Tony Guthrie, who
was managing the Chatham Bars Inn when the storm hit.

The National Weather Service said it was braced for

what could be the worst coastal flooding since the Blizzard

of 1978.

In Gloucester, part ofan ocean-front home on Salt Island

Road was heavily damaged and an adjacent garage de-

stroyed. Steve Aiello, a firefighter for the Gloucester fire

department, said "breakers were crashing into the living

room" of the home.
Power was reduced at the Pilgrim Nuclear Power Plant

in Plymouth as a precaution.

The Coast Guard said some boats were reported washed

away in Portland, Maine, but that most vessels heeded

early storm warnings, including large KSO-foot boats that

began lumbering into Portland Harbor on Wednesday
The early stages of the storm created a windfall for

shellfish lovers in some areas. Millions of clams washed

onto yards in Revere. And on Martha's Vineyard, 30 to 40

bushels of scallops washed up on the beach near

Chappaquiddick. People with family shellfishing permits

rushed to the area to collect as many as they could.

In Narragansett, R.I., the Coast Guard's search for a

missing fisherman was hampered by high seas. Thanh Ha.

29. was believed to have fallen off a nxrky point Tuesday

night, Narragansett jxilice dispatcherJohn DiGiacomo said.

CoUcsian photo by Andrva MiKuiaMi

LOOK AT ME, I'M A TEENAGE MUTANT NINCJA TURTLE! -
Freshman forestry major Josh Clarke gives a helpless little hacky-

sack a good kick. Junior history majorAdam Turner and sophmore

Matt Wenz, who has no major, look on and do not interfere.
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Meet representatives from top graduate

schools at the GRE/CGS FORUM
Don't wait for msptratioo to strike. Game to the GRE/CGS Graduate

School Forum.

Ask representatives what their schooK have to offec Discuss

different programs of study and obtain school catak>g%and

application forms.

While there, you can even take special workshops on various

progranrw of 5tud)( financing your education and preparing (or the

GRE exam. All for just a $3 admission fee.
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HALLOWEEN
Dance Party
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GiftCertificatefromEastside

Grille, Spoletto's& La

VerarKfuzana

Up -DJ Dennis

Down-Who'sKiddin'Who

f n., Nov. 1 - 8: 30 pm

ROGER SALLOOM &

The Stragglers

with spec iai guest

MITCH CHAKOUR
Chucic

(formerly members
of Plate O' Shrimp)

Dj(K 1% UpiJjif- with 0( tub

Sit.. No\r. 2 - 9 pm

Dancing with

D) )ob
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SUNDAY OPEN
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wUh DJ lob

Come try our new
Billiifdi room
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Dancing with |
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^ BABA YAGA
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l| with DJ Dennis
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featuring Sugar Ray
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OnThe Merrill Lynch Fast Track

Interviewing t AMHERST T November 21& 22

Resumes will be accepted through November 8th

Meet Kevin Rendino, Carolyn Jones and Patrice

Franco. They participated in the Merrill Lynch

Individual Investor Intern/MBA Program and

their program experience helped them ad-

vance quickly to new professional challenges.

Kevin, Carolyn and Patrice will continue to rely

on what they learned during the program to

help them succeed throughout their Merrill

Lynch careers.

The Program can help put you on the

Merrill Lynch fast track. As a program partici-

pant you are offered a challenging position in

one of the Merrill Lynch Individual Investor

business units where you work under the guid-

ance of a senior manager. Program positions

are available in product development, market-

ing and finance.

Throughout the program you are exposed

to firm strategy through meetings with senior

management and you participate in task force

projects which help a variety of business units

to meet their strategic objectives. Formal

classes address career development issues

and help you enhance your leadership skills.

You are given responsibility andaccountability

and your program experience will help posi-

tion you for fast-track success in the Merrill

Lynch Individual Investor organization.

Candidates for the Individual Investor

Intern/MBA Program have outstanding records

of achievement in their academics, extracur-

ricular activities and work experience. They

are interested in the challenge of the fast-paced

financial services industry and want to be rec-

ognized for their accomplishments.

If you have the talent, creativity, energy

and commitment to be a winner at Merrill

Lynch, the Individual Investor Business Group

is offering an unequaled opportunity to excel.

To find out more, write us:

Individual Investor Intern/MBA Program

Merrill Lynch

P.O. Box 9056

Princeton, NJ 08543-9056

MerrillLynch
A tradition of trust.

Merrill Lynch Is an equal opportunity employer.
ro 1991, Merrill Lynch & Company. Inc.

World/Nation
Professor denies
threatening to

kill journalist
BOSTON (AP)—City College Professor Leonard Jefferiea

Jr. denied Wednesday that he never threatened the life of

a Hatvard Crimson reporter, and accused the student of

making up stories to discredit him.

"It is scurrilous, part of the media conspiracy," Jefferies

said in a television interview.

Eliot Morgan, an editor at the Harvard University stu-

dent newspaper, said Tuesday that Jefferies took his tape

recorder and threatened to kill him if he used the quotes

about two black scholars from an Oct. 18 interview at City

College.

During the two-hour television interview, Morgan said

Jefferies called Henry IjouisGates Jr. .chairman ofHarvard's

African-American Studies Department, "a faggot and a punk."

Jefferiea also accused Shelby Steele, a professor at San
J(Me ( Calif. ) State University and a controversial author, of

not having the interests of Blacks at heart because his

mother and his wife are white, Morgan said.

Neither Jefferies nor his attorney returned messages

left at their offices Tuesday and Wednesday.

But in an interview on WNYW-TV's "(iood Day New
York," Jefferies denied insulting Gates. "There's no reason

for me to call anyone those terms," he said.

He also defended his statements about Steele, sajang

"Certainly, anyone would have to acknowledge that ifyour

mother is white and if your wife is white, that affects your

views. . . No one attacked anything. We just stated what is

an analysis."

Jefferies denied taking Morgan's tapes and said he never

threatened him. "I have been the one who has been

threatened to be killed many times,' Jefferies said.

ROCKET FIRED AT EMBASSY—A rocket blsHted the wall of the U.S. Embassy compound

in Beirut, shown in this 1987 file photo, on Tuesday, the eve of the Arab-Israeli peace

conference. There were no reports of injury or serious damage to the building in the Beirut

suburb of Aukur, said a Lebanese guard who answered the phone at the embassy.

Orphaned bear cub
wanders into hospital

and gets new home
JUNEAU, Alaska (AP)— An orphaned bear cub

that wandered into a hospital emergency room and

charmed the staff is headed for a new home.

The cub, nicknamed Bartlett by the staff at

Bartlett Memorial Hospital, will be flown Thursday

to Bear Country USA, a drive-through wild animal

park near Rapid City. S.D.

The undernourished, 20-pound black bear cub

pushed open the emergency room door and lumbered

inside Oct. 19 to the astonishment of patients and

the staff. A staff biologist tranquilized the bear and

cared for the animal at home.

The hospital adopted the cub as a mascot for

children, and an artist will draw a cartoon about the

bear's visit for use in cheering up young patients.

"Our people see so much unhappiness in the

normal course of taking care of people, something

like this catches you unaware and captures your

heart." said hospital spokeswoman Anne Schultz.

Jury selection postponed
in Kennedy rape case
By DAN SKWELL
Associated IVess

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. — Jury selection in the

William Kennedy Smith rape case was postponed until

Thursday as lawyers argued at a closed hearing over how

much of his accuser's past will be allowed into evidence.

Circuit Judge Mary Lupo on Tuesday scheduled more

arguments for today on the issue and on other matters,

including a defense request that no TV coverage of jury

selection be allowed. Jury selection had been scheduled for

today.

Defense attorney Roy Black said TV coverage would

makejury selection in the highly publicized case even more

difficult by making potential jurors uncomfortable about

speaking freely.

Potential jurors in a rape case are normally questioned

about any past experiences with sex crimes.

On Tuesday. Smith's lawyers summoned for questioning

a psychiatrist, two rape counselors who worked with the .30-

year-old woman who says Smith raped her, an emergency

room doctor who examined her, the father of the woman's

daughter, and a detective.

Ms. Lupo closed her courtroom for the hearing into what

about the woman's past could be used under Florida's "rape

shield" laws Such laws are aimed at protecting sex-crime

victims from relentless questioning about their sexual

history.

Lawyers for the 31-year-old nephew of S<«n. Edward M.

Kennedy have suggested the woman is unstable and has a

traumatic sexual background that led her to accuse Smith

falsely of raping her at the family's palm beach estate

March 30.

The judge said the six-memberjury will be sequestered.

Opening arguments are set for Dec. 2.

PEKING GARDEN
r-^. BESTOFCHINESEFOOD

^J^ SPECIALIZINQ IN

r^%^ MANDARIN AND SZECHUAN
. ' ' DISHES

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY COMEDY SHOW

20% OFF DINNER

BANQUET PARTY ROOM
UP TO 200 PERSONS
FULL COCKTAIL MENU

48 RUSSELL ST. • HADLEY, MA 01 035 • (413) 586-1202

nPPMTOAYSAWEEK
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REVISED BASKETBALL TICKET POLICY
NOTICE: The University of Massachusetts Department of Athletics in accor-

dance with the Athletic Ticket Office has revised their policy regarding the issuance

of men's basketball student tickets. All student seating will now be GENERAL
ADMISSION.

1

)

GENERAL ADMISSION student tickets will be handed out from 7 a.m. - 3 p.m.

in the lobby of Curry Hicks Cage three days before each home game. (Example: The

tickets for Sunday's game against Marathon Oil will be handed out starting at 7 a.m.,

Thursday).

2) A VALIDUNDERGRADUATE ID. will be required to pick up a ticket. A drivers

license is not sutTicient.

3) Each student is entitled to just ONE ticket.

4) Your I.D. will also be needed to get in the night of the game along with the ticket.

ALL RESERVED SEASON TICKETS ARE SOLD OUT

basketball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

who've come out of here," Bright said.

Michael Lloyd, a teammate of Bright's.

who is also considered to be one ofthe top 10

players in the country, is expected to sign

with Tennessee.

Calipari said he could notcomment about

Bright because theNCAA forbids coaches to

discuss recruits.

SPORTS
NOTICE

Basketball: Walk on liyouts

for the University of Massachu-

setts men's basketball team will

be held on Thursday, October

31. at 6:30 p.m. at the Curry

Hicks Cage. Anyone wishing to

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU
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Four Medium Cheese Pizzas

^1
Toppings Extra.
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Or ir> our Collegiate Pi::a - A large Pepperoni Pi::a tor $6.00 with your Student I.D.

For free deKvery caD: 253-3443.
f lOOIPiaiHu! Itv

femw^Houj

The nightly crisis of Todd s stomach vs. Todd's

imagination

CALVIN AND HOBBES

JTMN /r
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All MV

HALf!\
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THAJJUST/-

meMLflHAT
cAtaetT

UH-OH'NOtO
IMIN7K0U-
Bie,'HA>HAi

By BILL WATTERSON
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CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

^inimnRv
CUIB

ULgt (Jon

Hut* » '>'
'"'^

8 am- 1 1 pm • 7 days

Coin Operated Washers and Dryers
State of the Art Machines

Snack Bar
Big Screen T.V.

Pool Table and Video Games
Senior Citizen Discount
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L\\/E ONE LOVE
BAND

AN ISt-ANO

or CARBBEAN
U^MTHI 1A*

TO P̂ON

.75 i OFF any

size washer
Limit 1 coupon per customer

Expires Nov. 30, 1991

10% OFF
Dry Cleaning
Limit 1 coupon per customer

Expires Nov. 30, 1991

i£yU£^

^^
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JOHN
VALBYI
hufrorl IB*
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MEET PEOPLE WHO
LIKE TO HAVE FUNI 1!
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TANGELO PIE
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EVERY WEDS ONE LOVE
FRI, 11/8: MAX CREEK
SUN, 11/10 THE THROM
w/MONA LIU

FRI. 11/15 PHYSICAL
GRAFFITI

SUN, 11/17: DEATH

ADVANCE TIX Katni't. Ptottarput. SlratntwrTtM

t IAj«k:0u1l«l
'

ROUTE 9. HADLEY • 586-4463

'\Xiifu feciiz£ How life fll«f

<0iA^ fc'hHp SCiiibflr...

r
By TIM SNIFFEN

1HE OVERDUE DESK

&

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

.:,V>^
WUTHlN'(i...') ]

X'r. PfUNK, H
//1 1 , to

V \ Cn ^^A^^j^l-

\N\C frN ^»OHT POOT T^UU

Quote of the Day
"Time will tell what we've shared... I wi.sh you

all that which I seek for my.self - peace, giHxi

health, and joy in life."

-Bill Graham (I93J-I99I)

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE
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Menu 1

LUNCH DINNER
Hamburj: on a roll Chili

Hoi turkey sandwich Roast p»>rk

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Hummus ptKkct Ralaiouillc

Hoi turkey sandwich Basil chicken

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AKIKS (Maivh 21 April 19): A
new source ol linancul or career

oppiKlunitiCN opcnx up. This cihiIJ

inv«>lvc pctipic at a diMancc. Keep a

watchful eye (in the slock tnarkti A
missed (ippnrtunily will not iclum

TAURUS (April 30-Ma> 20)

Visiting a faraway locale always s«.*cins

lo have a refreshing effect on you.

Hortunale circumstances prevail in

husincss and roinaiKC You nuy he

ahle to mm the two if you lake the

initiative

GKMINI (May 21 June

20) (XHTiesiic tensions will increase if

you are not entirely open ahout a

business or caavr matter. .Share your

inncrmosi tlM>ughls with loved one

Keci>f!ni/e what is really important for

your happiness

fANCKR (June 2 I -July 22):

Patience is vital now. Control your

iriilalion at delays and look fora short-

icini solution Your linancial assets

will increase in the ncai future Tell the

whole liulh lo your loved ones

I.KO (July 32Aug 22) Handle

paperwork promptly and you will he

prepared for an emergency. Your

inluilion is accurate in most areas, but

not where rumaiKC iscoiKemed. Take

things nice and easy in a new
relationship.

V1R(;U (Aug. 2.V.Scpi 22): Use

your sloivhousc of knowledge today

but be careful who you share it with.

Memories surround you. l)o nol let the

past stand in the way ofprogrc.vs. Korgc

ahead with conridonee.

LIBRA (.Sept 2MVi 22) Weigh
a financial choice very carefully.

DiffereiK'es of opinion need ntx spoil a

prnmisingivlatHinshipAchiId orchatty

neighbor cotild interfere with your

concentration Be kind hut I'lmi.

St-ORI»l<)(Oit 23 Nov 2 1 ) Y.>o

endear yourself to a loved one by

olfenng to make home repairs Pay

more attention lo bills and invest nK'nts.

There nuy he a way to get a belief

return on your money.

SACJITTARIUS (Nov 22 IXx

2 1 ): The pursuit of love and pleasure

dominates today You have a talent for

being in the right place at the right lime,

hollow up .in introduction with a Idler.

CAPRICORN (l>cv 22 Jan l<»):

A wonderful business or romantic

alliuiK'c IS forged Your partner nuy
luive good new to sliarc. Avoid buying

loo many luxury items. Computer
lei hnology could illuminate your path

to liiiaiKial success

AQUARIUS (Jan 20 K-h. IK):

OilTicultics in a personal a'lationship

may be res«)lving themselves. You feel

Nilh surprised and relieved. Off-again

on-again business talks resunK. Be true

to your values.

PiSCHS(heb. IV-March 20): Hk-

ouiKhA is eKccllent for signing on tlio

d«i(lcd line. Bank loans, contracts, irujor

purchases or investments — all enjoy

favorable influences. Get together with

family and friends this coming
weekend.

Today's Staff
Night Editor MarcKlliott

Copy Editor. I>avid Mas.sey

Photo Technician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Terry Stiinner

Production Lisa Jezowski, Mike Carvalho,

Nilin Mukul, Tracy Kmger and Seth Kaye, ESQ.
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Winter Session

1992 Catalog

is Here!

So, what exactly is Winter Session?

• a unique mmi-semester, iust three weeks long

WeN, what's so unique about it?

• you can earn 3 academic credits m only 3 weeks

• over 100 credit courses, including gen ed designated classes

How can Winter Session hetp me?

You can

• take a class you couldn t get before

• make up credits

• meet graduation requirements

• lighten your spring course load

Winter Session 1992 — January 2-23

Registration by mail only begins November 9.

(Registrations must be postmarked no earlier ihdLn

November 9.)

Catalogs available on campus or at the Division

of Continuing Education 6th floor Goodell

First ever

Karaoke Partvl

This Friday, Nov. 1 ,

1991
9pm-lann

Southside Room,
Hampden Student
Center, Southwest

Sponsored by
S.W.A.G.

OPEN TO ALL
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

Washington
Super Bowl

Football fans around the world will get

the real treat on Sunday rather than on

Halloween, when the Houston Oilers (7-1)

go to Washington to face the Redskins (8-0).

Many people view this week's matchup as a

preview to the Super Bowl.

Roy Alexander

Who could ask for better timing? The

season is halfover and both teams appear to

be playing up to their capabilities. After this

game many fans will have the answers to

their long list of questions.

Come Monday morning everyone will

know that the Oilers are simply not designed

to wHi the big games. The only good U»am

they have faced all year is the Chiefs who

were struggling at the time. This team is

like night and day on the road and has a

difTjcult time winning on grass.

Warren Moon is the most overrated

quarterback in the league. His only credit is

that he is suited ideally for the offense. The

Oilers are packed with four of the best

receivers in the league, who are often on the

field at the same time. Any NFL quarterback

c;in throw to an open receiver.

Houston must realize that a tight end is

vital to beating teams such as the Redskins.

Detroit, the other run-and-shoot team, de-

cided at the end of last season to go back to

using a tight end and has greatly improved

their offense. A key element in w inning big

games is the ability to keep the ball away

from opposing offenses by running the ball.

The Redskins have shown all year long

they are up to the challenge by beating

Dallas. Chicago and the Giants, all on the

road. The Skins will manipulate the run-

and-shoot by running and keeping the

Houston defense on the field for most of the

game.
The Patriot game should be much better

than the point spread indicates. Every year

the Pats give the Bills a run for their money.

Remember last year in Buffalo when the

Pats gave them a real scare until Thurman

- Houston
preview?
Thomas broke out late in the fourth quart^^r

with an 80-yard Umchdown run.

The Pats have played the best teams in

the league well all season. Buffalo's defense

IS pathetic against the run, so Uwnard

Russell should have a lot of success The

Pats should concentrate on containing the

passing game of Jim Kelly and preventing

the big play that has become Buffalo's

trademark.
Marv Cook has quietly been the best

tight end in the AFC. Cook leads the team

and all tight ends in the AFC in receptions

with 45. Irving Fryar is second on the team

with only 35 receptions. There shouldn't be

much trouble handling Buffalo's weak pass

rush, which will enable New England to

operate a short passing game.

Dallas returns home this week to face

the Cardinals after a tough loss against

Detroit. Earlier this season Emmit Smith

and the Cowlxws ran all over Phoenix for

181 yards. Smith, however, has failed to

gain 100 yards in his last three games. This

has largely been due to the suc<.><s of

quarU'rback Troy Aikman.
Aikman has Iwen rated as the team MVP

by the Fort Worth-Star Telegram poll and is

one of the up and coming quarterbacks in

the NFL. He's thrown for over 300 yards in

each of his last two games.

Afler a strong sUrt, the Cardinals have

been incredibly erratic. In fact, disgusting

better describes their play over the last four

weeks
This weeks picks in CAPS ; ( H )

:
Home

(H)REDSKINS(-6 1/2) VS Oilers, LI-

ONS! +7) VS(H (Bears, BROWNS< -2 1/2) VS
(HiBengals.(HiVlKINOS(-lll/2)VSTarapa

Bay, PATRIOTS( + 17) VS Bills,

(H)DALIJVS(-9) VS Phoenix, (HWJETS(-7)

VS Packers, 49ERS(-5) VS (H)Atlanta,

SAlNTS(-4) VS (H)Ram8, MIAMh-lO) VS

(H)Colt8. (H)DENVER(-6 1/2) VS Steelers,

GlANTS( -4 ) VS ( H )Eagle8

I^st week : Bye
Season: 35-26-1

Roy Alexander is a Collegian staffmem-

ber

SOM Majors!f

Find out about exciting semester and

summer Co-ops! Hear representatives

from

I

Arthur Andersen

Pratt & Whitney

IBM
Ortho Pharmaceutical

Keyport Life Insurance

Tuesday, November 5

4:00 PM
SOM Room 120

Yourfuture begins now!

Don 7 miss the opportunity !

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education •Internships

Prilemily/Sorohly Piik - on the Oichtrd Mill but route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

Men's XC in Boston
Providence and BU favored

SPECIALS THIS WEEK
Get the best of all worlds, low prices and selection, KB^

combind with a warm, personable store '
'

T
HEINEKEN SU.'^cs'

MICHELOB SU.'^cs
99-^*

COORS
LIGHT. $12.'«cs.

ARCTIC
BAY $5/'12pk.*

ABSOLUT
VODKA $19^1.751

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

cross country team travels to Franklin Park

in Boston for the New England Cross

Country Championship Mi«et Friday after-

noon. The race will In* run on the new cross

country course at Franklin Park, which will

host the World Cn>ss Country l^hampion-

ships in March.

The Minutemen finished sixth out of 28

teams in the meet last year. UMass coach

Ken O'Brien expects a similar flnish in this

year's meet.

"I would say that we should finish

somewhere betwivn fifth and eighth in the

mwt," O'Brien said.

Providence won the meet last year and
would appear to bt> the favorites again, as

they are currently ranked fourth m the

NCAA l)iv. 1 poll lioston University, who
finished second last year, should pose the

greatest challenge to Providence Bl ' is cur

rently ranked Uth in Hiv. I.

Some teams who should he battling for

the next spots, according to O'Brien, are

Connecticut. Btwton College. UMass-Ix)well,

Vermont and the Minutemen. BC and
UConn finished third and fourth, respec-

tively, in last years race and should place

similarly Friday.

UMa8s-lA>well could Ik- the surprise in

the meet. The Chiefs are ranked No. 1 in the

NCAA niv. 11 poll. They have possibly their

In'st team ever and defeated Inith BC and
UMass at the beginning ofthe seastin. They
should challenge for a top five place.

"I think «)ur chances ftir success will re-

late to how closely our runners can group

together in relation Ui our front man,"

O'Brien said. "If we can get five runners

within 'M) stvonds of our front man, that

would represent »)ur maxinium scoring po-

tential."

The return ofCraig Cormier should help

lH>lst4M- the Minutenu'ii's depth. He iniss*'d

the past three wtvks of competition with a

virus. While O'Brien dtK»s not expect him to

Ih" 100 percent on Friday, he expects him U>

Ik' among tlu- li»p I'wc runners for UMass.

PEACHTREE
SCHNAPPS $12.'' 1.75

MOLSON
Family. $4." 6pk.

AS ALWAYS
BUSCH 1/2 BARREL!!!

$39.90*

"AND FREt ICE-$3.00 VALUE

* plus Deposit

..^ NewFamiiy ^
/^/vx^ ^^ Business'

Developing a Curriculum Vitae

A Workshop for Graduate Students

Guest Instructor: Kevin Grenmin

Higher Education Program, E P & A
School of Education

When:

Wednesday

November 6

10:10 am

Where:

Curry Hicks

Room 16

I

HAOLEN, Between Burner Minq & Diinkin Donuts • >84-8174

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

l^ntemiiy/Soroniy Pirk nn the Onhanl tlill hui muu- (4I3)54S 2224

Where Careers Take Off!

Classifieds
C0MET0THEC0im,lANOmCE Itjt CAMPUS CtNTER • mVRmYS:MklM} hRmYS:.n2:M)'ntAl)lM:ismon\)Sim)KTOIH

Acnvmcs

~T1«* «r« m«y not tw piMMni but tt>«y

MM as ha« ami gonna be bonng'*

Mao Bia«ra Nov 15 FAC UPC PrMafHs

S4V2S11

ANNOUNCEMENTS

GET SHOT
Senior podrail sittings ,ve

November 1 2lh Oecember 1 Jn>

C*» 1 800 969 1 337 lor an appoint

Dom Miss Oof

RESUMESRESUMESRESUMES 1 Sbuck*

>or anything you want m a resume Campus
(1<>sign and copy 403 Student Unon 545
??71

SPECTRUM MACAZME
IS tiaving the second annual

cha>i mural today

GHOULISH GRAFFITI
in the FAC ReDeding Pool

'dam 3pm

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Iniormation on sfmestef. yeai graduate,

summwf, arxl mlprnship proqiams in Penh,

Towiif.ville Sydney and Melbourne Programs

slart .It $35?0 Call t 800 878 3696

UECHI-RYU KARATE Classical Otunawan

K.iMli' Wi>n ,ind Fri 6 00pm Arnhj-rsl

Communily Arts Center Call 665 4501

u.v.c...

Not the Underground Visror.il Coalition

The Union Video Center

The R S O with the red hot groove

Happy Halloween'

ATTENTION ALL GREEKS

GREEK CENTRAL oilers the best quality

greek sweatshirts. T shirts, glassware, etc

At low prices For inlormation and orders,

call Enc 546 2104

AUTO FOR SALE

1 9«4 MAZDA GLC. Runs great High miles

$1 500/BO Leave message 665 7890

19M OLDSMOBILE TORANADO, S4900
lully loaded w/ AM/FM stereo. AC. power

wIrKtows/tocks/brakes Immaculate, perlect

condition 549-8083

1986 TOYOTA MR2. I oaded, alarm t83K

miles Needs transmission work $2500/80

665-2215 Leave message lor Crispin

Seized cars, Iruckt, boats. 4«»heeler£.

molortiomes. by FBI. IRS. DHA AvailaWo

your area now Call (805) 682-7555 Ext C
1675

COLLEGE PIZZA

COLLEGE PIZZA
FalSpcoai

Smal cheese $3 SO

Loige cfteese 96 00
Free soda m#i purchaM o» a lama

sub. salad , or spaorwoi

54^6096 549^073
Musi menaon Itiis ad

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-OISC! $1 75 00 LUs VJs. Karaoke

lor house Formal padies. Call 586-9900

FOR RENT

Townbouse 2 Bedroom 1 i I'haibBuanouM

N Amherst I 567 1352

FOR SALE

2 RED MOT Chm Peppers tickets Nov I

Boston ?56 0:'36

1981 TOYOTA TERCEL t.lremely rcluible

casseK- stereo SlfXI ?53 9 1 67 Great shap*-'

COMPUTER ¥inih modem, pnnier and table

$350 Call Clitl 549 1 ^e.""

DRUMS. TKO 5 pipce wcymbal and llili.il

GrtMl condition $400 oi BRO t.iH

J49 .v.;^o r vpr.

HONDA CB3eO Motorcycle Green, wilh

win.lshicM .ind extiHS $400 ?53 0951

MAC PLUS vnlh T 5mb $<350 im.Tgewnlerll

$300 Both $900 ?53 7695

SPOBTBIKE SOFTLUGGAGE
t.clipse 3 b.iq system Brand new'

Yours lor $80 B O CaW Enc (g> 253 3683

ZETA PSI HUNKS FOR SALE"

Bachelor auction sponsored by the pledges

ol Zeta Psi

FndayNovl. 1991

6pm at Alpha Chi Omega Nutting Ave

Gefem while they're hoi"'

$1 entry tee

All university <women welcome

For into call 6-2474

FOUND

TENMS
RACKET
in

Lot

25
Call

665-7139

HELP IMANTED

Altanlion Bu«ln»«s.Martt1tog Mators

Neadacbalange^
Earn up 10 $2500/ tarm ntanagmg

cratfl card promotK>ns on campus
Flaiibts hours

Can I 000^950 S472 eil 25

Don1 gat a |ab- Gal a busmassi

T.ASP IraarfVtfKNialollars hiQlily motnraled

sludsnls practical aipenance and earnings

avaragmg $4000$7000 lor the summer
Please ca« 1 800 g?."" 5579

Earn S2000 * Free Spnng Break Trips'

North Amenca's tt sitxlenl tour operator

saakmg moavaMd students organizations

liam i»>a.t and soronMs as campus repre

senialives promoting Cancun Bahamas
Daylona and Panama City' Can I 800 72*

1555'

Earn casb lor holidays' $700«/week po
tenlial Can r4 firs ."njl 933 3955 e>l 415

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS
to students or .'.loden org.inuMions pionKjl

ing our i^pring bieak p,tcK,Tq<>s Good (Xiy

.111(1 lun Call C Ml 1 HOO 4,'';i S:'64

POSTAL X)BS AVAILABLE' Many p<^M

lions Call (8051682 7555 E «l P 3306

"•INTFRNSMIPS"'

SPRING 1992 INTERNSHIPS Willi tin- I .-

gal Services Ci'nlci gt-l li.indson i' «p»'(u>nci'

in llie legal lield work directly with alloriify,

and clients Cam up to 15 undergiadualv

credits No experience in the legal proles

sion necessary training provided Conl.ict

Legal Services today 545 1995. 922 Cam
pus Center

LOST

A SETOF KEYS with a dragon plate Lost at

Worcester DC II lound please call 546

6278(Ken) Will leward

Brown Laalbar WalM with IDs (Xuejun

Zhou) II found, please call 545 0329 (Joe)

GOLD EARRMG LOST 10/22. It lound.

please call 6 5648 THANKS'

MOTORCYCLES

Suzuki 4S0 1980 Runs well

S200 Call 256 3466 Ask tor Bryant

PERSONALS

BASVt
You're down wati HP'
Thanks lor thagraol

PEACE'

JELLO TWISTER

II.IVI .'

I. •« •«!*•' f Mff M* III

CARPE DIEMI Womans Novice Crew
Sunday

Our wake, Thair funeral

to the Weebtl on

MaMi Street

LovaSamay

FOR SUZY C-J: Are you alM OUI mtm'' I

coukJn t h.ive survivedMDdaxiNDwalwfiel

w oui you' To contact ma Drop a Ina- PO
Bo> 563 S Hadley MA 01075 Signed

Michelle

JESSE JAMES
A s.itirical letontiormry ioebn,iied with the

(•»uberance of his own verbosity'

Mysterious roop*»r,Ttiv«*

Hi«>py Belated B-day!

Amy. Akson Alyson A liicj

love The InvaW

CHARLOTTE
Let everyono know loday is Ihu day

H,ippy 18lh Birthday

Love Anelle

MARLA S
font loiqel

I'm atw.iys here lor you'

I iivp Your BiQ Sisler

MA- H.Hppy H.iltoween Birthday' We kiva

you' Tho 4 Junos

TO MY FIELD, Webster and Southwest

buddit'S Thanks lor last FiKliy nighl

Happy Boo Day' Hillary

BASEBALL FREAK: SAMMY
Hope Ihis week's better Uian last

Happy Ween' ILU'

Your 9? Roomie

MAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY
STEVE BOCHNAK.
Make sure you go out and get really drunk"

But don't tear any sinks oil ol tiathroom

wallsl From all your loltowers PlanelO.

Green's stacked fnend. the gaggle,

bahama mama. Andy Kravelz. Anihman.

Roosterhead. and of course the guy with the

hairy butt

HEATHER AND BFF - "Boogie woogie

woogie woogie ' WouU a garden veggm

ever let you down'' Nol if it were ton pelil

zuchinni damouri You know wt>o

Moira. Amy. Laura, Ouaan
Happy Pumpkin Day'

Let us en|oy' Luv. Lii

BOO-BOO-BOO
Mackimmie 3rd Moor Boo-BooBoo
Nostradamus kves again"' I toU you so'

Watch out tonight you avtl-meistersl"

Yours Injiy.

The Other Meisler

lo he ol LmtirKMnore

no baby, il'syou

happy youiday

lova

lalhOO
(donT "'•'•/ ma)

BAGEL.
Happy H
Mile pi/.;aburger<

I kive you'

Omiiday 10 my Livonle

SHROOM

JEN
T hanks lor ihe best lal ever'

Will you marry me some Halloween d.ty''

loveB

HAPPY HALLOWEEN!
To all our Ineiids you know
who you are

love K.irolyn and Sh.iron

Stumble and Mumbta,
CoilQf.lts on your 1 8lh

We .Vf ABSOlUItl Y h.ippy lor you

love.

Tlie Fo"y L.idies

ol 5«;'

HAPPY HALLOWEEN MY LII It I I'UMI'

KIN

It's been Ihe greatest nine months ol my Mi'

Oh can I borrow another dulUir

Your little le.TCti

.toe Cool

GREETINGS FROM CALIFORNIA
Happy ll.jlIowi*on I'voryoni-

Thinking ol you wliilu p.iily.i>i|

in tlie sun

Miss you and see you soon

Love. CassiG

LAMPFACE- Ctoris has ito cleavaga'

Glad I got lo know you

Happy Halkmieen'

TO LORI H AND BETH J

Serve us lood .il Iho TOC anytime"

We tove you"

Secret Admirt-r;.

ROM AND ZIGGY
IIS Haltoween' Beware Ol runts, giants wiih

scary teeth and imposlers from Finland' Let's

rage I Luv. Busty

BABS Ahh Boo DiaperbutI Call Me S B

RIDE WANTED

RIOE WANTED TO Burhnglon VT or nearby

1 1/1 or 1 1/2 Share expenses Call Sue 546-

6962

Student needs rlda from Greenfield MA lo

UMass M-F 773-7705 BiMie Jo

SERVICES

BICVCLE BROKEN?
Call Pal

546 0119

Haar Barnyard Binttday 586 7309

It's partyin' It's personali.!ed' lis citeap'

ORDER AVON!
546 1999

Cal lor brochure

PREGNANT?
Need a pri>giiancy li-^l inlormation or

support'' C.ill loi I'm? and conlidonli.il

sennces ALTERNATIVES .''45 M,nn

Slieel. Northamplori S86 .1000 or

(ppntield 774 6019

FREE pregnarKy lasting. conhdenlMl arKl

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No
Pleasant Street Amherst 549 1906

TRAVEL

BAHAMA CRUISE $99 Per person

5 d.iy /4 fMght hotel Pl.nn now tor your br«»,ifc

Vi'ry Nmitiid oIliT C.ill/iow 1 800 6^1 0'.)7?

FREE TRAVEL- All founors.indcriHMiships

Sliidi'nls also ni»i<dod Clmslni.is '.pring

and suntmer lor amuspmeni park iMiiptoy

nienl C.iH (805) (i8? 7555 Exit I4P6

WANTED

HELP! I tost my Phitosophy 100 2n notes

$ 1 00 10 borrow good/det.nled notes < all

dillos Irom dis sec Ihanx 546 3/55

LOOKING FOR CD PLAYER
Will pay lop piiri'

Call Choiri 549 /'949

ToracyclaiPrescnplion medication bottles/

containers (Nonrenewable RX only) Ple.ise

call 585 8709

WORDPROCESSING NEEDED

A PERSON WITH good wordprocessing

skills (WordPerfect 5 1 ) needed lo help with

dissertation work "Hexible hours 'Computer

available 'Rates neg 'C.ill 549 8262
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Sports

Is Bright's basketball
future with UMass?
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Donta Bright, touted by experts as

one of the top 10 high school basketball

players in the country may be showcas^-

ing his talents at the University ot

Massachusetts next season.

Bright, a senior at Dunbar High Schot>l

in Baltimore. Maryland averaged 18

points and 19 rebounds per game as a

junior.

"He's an outstanding player, he has

great skills. . . one of the premier high

school players in the country." said ESPN
college basketball analyst Dick Vitale.

"Hell fit in fine with Louis Roe to make
Massachusetts a strong team.*

Bright confirmed yesterday he is in-

terested in playing for I' Mass. but is also

considering Seton Hall. Ohio State and

Clemson.
Clark Francis, editor of Hoop Scoop,

ftaid. 'He's going to UMass. it's done and

over. The only thing is. he may wait until

the Spnng to sign.*

Bright IS taking the SATs on Satur-

day and if he doesn't score the needed

TOO required by the NCAA to participate

I n college sports, he may go to prep schtxil

"The big question with Bright is

grades.* according to Francis. "From
UMass' sundpoint. he's a great recruit.

who could put the program into the Top
20."

Francis described Bright, a 6-ftK)t-6

forward, as a relentless-slasher, who has

tremendous athletic ability and a great

p.iir of hands.

"He's a very unselfish superstar." said

Van Coleman. Publisher ofFuture Stars.

"He may score 30 points or 10. but the

points are usually in a positive stance

towards the game He gets his team-

mates involved."

Hoop Scoop has Bright listed as a sec-

ond team All-American. and Street and

Smith's has him as one of the top five

players in the country.

"I'm not sure if he's top five, but 1

wouldn't argue if you put him there.*

Francis said. "He's definitely top 10."

Vitale said. "It also gives IUMasscoach
John) Calipari great inroads to the

Washington. DC. area."

Bright said. "I know Coach I Bill I

Bayno, and he promised me I would get a

degree at UMass*
Bright attends Dunbar High School,

the same school which has produced such

NBA superstars as Reggie Lewis, David

Wingate. Reggie Williams and Tyrone

Bogues.

"It's a lot of pressure (playing at

Dunbar! because of all the great players

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Jacobs' goal lifts

men's soccer to win
By TKD KtriTLER
Collegian Stafl'

Randy Jacobs scored on a direct kick

with 2:33 letl to give the University of Mas-

sachusetts men's soccer team a 1 -0 win over

Fairfield I'niversity.

'1 just saw the lower loft corner open and

shot it low," Jacobs said.

Until Jacobs finally broke the ice, both

teams had been frustrated in all their scor

ing attempts. Nearly every time that either

team moved the ball downfield, it ctmldn't

pass the ball effectively to s«»t up high-

percentage shots on goal

The fierce winds that gusted through

l>ower Boyden Field yesterday also did not

help make ball control any easier.

The Minutemen improved their record to

8-4-4. while the SUgs dropped to 11-5.

"There was a lot of pressure on both

teams (to move the ball I on such a blustery

day,* Fairfield assistant coach Al Taubert

said 'It aiuld've gone either way because

we had the same kind of chances they had*

In the first half. Fairfield outshot UMass
10-4. but none of the shots truly tested

UMass goalie Jon Gruber or Fairfield

netminder Andy Tennant. The first half

was entirely uneventful and also scoreless.

Things didn't really pick up when the

second half opened. Fouls plagued both

teams all day long, negating one offenaive

rush after another. The defenses for both

teams deserve credit for some ofthe lacklus

ter offense, but primarily sluggishness was

the culprit.

As time ran down in the second half, the

opportunities began U) mount for the Min-

utemen. Jacobs' triumph culminated these

chances at 87:27, when he sent a perfectly

placed direct kick past Tennant to give

UMass all it would need for the win.

Ciruber was never really tested in the

match, but his on-field leadership was in

full effect as he chalked up yet another

shutout. Ciruber tallied five saves in the

contest.

UMass head coach Sam Koch had

stressed the importance of playing well

against Fairfield and finishing the regular

season strong, but he doesn't feel his team

has done that.

"We didn't move off the ball well, and we

didn't think ahead,* Koch said "The wind

made it tough, but we've got to play better."

Koch did point out certain positive elements

in his team's performance.

"Jacobs had a great game. Tomas
Johansson contributed well oft" the bench.

These are positive things, and they pleased

me. It's a win, and well take it.* Koch said.

The Minutemen have three regular sea-

son games remaining, the first of which is

Friday, November 1, at 1 p m. against the

Maine Black Bears at liower Boyden Field.

Wilkes hoping to return to the playing field
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staft"

Less than two months ago. Gary Wilkos referred to his

football planng career in the past tense. However, recently,

he has been hinting about its future.

"I'd like to give it a t ry." he said. "To con'' 'lack would be

the ultimate mission completed."

Wilkos' stor>' has been well-documenltd. I'he multi-

talented quarterback was one of the University of Massa-

chusetts' most celebrated players until he suffered a "career-

ending" fractured vertebra in his neck in the sixth game of

last season at I^laware.

Now. a little over a year later, as the fracture begins to

fuse, he is "starting to taste" stepping onto the McGuirk
Alumni Stadium field for one more season.

"Making a comeback has to do with my personal battle

with being an athlete who just desires competition.

"Ifthe doctor even utters the words, 'you can play again,'

you better believe I'd be the first one down there with my
helmet in hand," the Staten Island native said.

However. Dr. George Snook, the University of Massa-

chusetts football team's physician, said, "There is no chance

of him playing UMa.ss football again. It's too dangerous a

situation, no doctt>r in the country would give him clearance

to play a contact sport."

Wilkos' first vertebra absorbed most of the blow by two

Delaware defenders and it split in two pieces, creating five

small bone chips

Wilkos no longer wears the cumbersome neck brace that

was screwed to his head in four places and his latest CAT
scan indicated the distance between the two pieces, seven

millimeters apart in April, was less than one millimeter.

Wilkos, who still uses a battery-operated bone stimulator

to speed the healing while he sleeps, said. There is no doubt

in my mind that I'm over 90 percent, both mentally and

physically.

"I feel like I've completely recovered, but I haven't really

tested it or pushed it far enough to say I am."

According to Wilkos, the docU^jrs are expecting a full

recovp"'' by t^^e end of November.

Wilkos realizes the odds are against him returning to

football, and admitted he has considered playing other,

non-contact, sports at UMass
"I would just like to be involvi«d with any form of compt^-

tition." said Wilkos. who in addition to football, lettered in

track in high .<ichool and has played organized summer
baseball. "What it is, it d(K*sn't matter, just as long as I'm

physically able to do anything.

"I see I
baseball I Coach I

Mike I Stone and it gives me the

urge to play baseball and if 1 see | basketball I Coach I John I

CaUpari, it gives me the urge to play basketball."

But. whatever the case. Wilkos is an aca)mplished football

player. Last season, in his six starLs Ix'fore the injury, he

compiled 526 yards on the ground and passed for 733 yards,

including four Uiuchdowns. He was named the 1990 Yankee
Conference Co-Offensive Player-of-the-Year.

"To sit there and watch that first game [this season), it

really hit that football isn't a part ofmy life right now," said

Wilkos, who has been on the sidelines ofevery UMass home
football game this year.

"But I'm not going to be a sore person about it, it's a fact

oflife.if I didn't accept what has happened tome. I wouldn't

consider myself a person."

Wilkos has battled back from injuries before. In 1988, he

spent several months i n traction aft^er an off-the-field mishap
which affected his back and in 1989 he played the entire

game against New Hampshire with a cast on his broken left

wrist.

Even though the latest injury appears to have ended his

future as a football player, Wilkos still thinks about making
the calls for the Minuteman offense again.

"To put on my helmet another time and know that it was
for real would be something for me to be really excited

about." he said. "To play in another football game would be

unreal to me. I'd be thankful tojust practice one more time."

Wilkos' next CAT scan is scheduled for the week before

Thanksgiving.

"The doctors will be able to decide where my future is

going to be. Who knows, maybe I'll never play a sport again,

but I have to keep the d(X)r open. I'll be thankful for just a

healthv body and mind," he said.

Photo rourUMiy of Sport* infomiiitlon

Gary Wilkos celebrates a successful play.

Wilkos suffered a career-ending neck injury a
year ago against Delaware.

Woodside steps up to key women's soccer
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

As the University of Massachusetts women's soccer

team makes one last surge this week to put itself into the

NCAA Tournament, it knows it can count on one thing —
the strong play of midfielder Michele Wooodside.

Woodside, a senior from Springfield, Virginia has .stepped

forward this season proving to be a steadying influence on

defense and a leader on offense.

'This year, I've never seen her so motivated and I've

never seen her play so well," coach Jim Rudy said. "In every

game she has been one of the best players on the field for

either team. She just does it all for us, from stopping her

player to getting forward and initiating an attack."

A four year starter, Woodside attended Robert E. Lee

High School where she was All-State her senior year. Some
ofher teammates at I^ee include current UMass defensemen

Holly Hellmuth and former Minutewomen Cathy Ca.ssidy

and Becky Bozano.
"1 had never heard ofUMass until Becky and Cathy went

here and they are basically the reason that I came," Woodside

said. "I really wanted to get away from Virginia and UMass
had a good team so I came."

Another player that Woodside knew, who was coming to

UMass was forward Tracey Arwood, who attended a rival

high school of Woodside's.

Tracey and 1 were rivals in high school, we didn't really

get along," Woodside said. "When I heard she was coming I

called her and that made it a little easier to come up. Now
we are roommates."

Woodside came to Massachusetts to play forward but

aTtec two years .she moved back to midfield.

"Her junior year we realized that she could play solid

defense so we moved her back and she has been marvelous,"

Rudy said. "She just never has a bad game, she is always
playing well. I can count the number of bad games she has
played on half a finger. She has been invaluable for us, she
doesn't get the credit that she deserves but she is a great

player."

"I'm a well rounded player, very balanced, nothing flashy,"

Woodside said. "It is easy to play up a little more than
normal on this team. I trust the defense behind me, espe-

cially Holly. We've played so much together all through
high school that we just click. I always know where she is

going to be. I like this whole team, we don't have any big

names but we work well together."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

Yellow Hatch table
blinds and also hexes
junior UMass student

Palottnc by UL. Cool Kaye

Chris Blackstone experiences extreme pain courtesy of the Hatch
lunch tables.

By THE GREAT EARLE
Collegian Anti-kris

Junior undergraduate Klark Blackstone

was said to be in "not-so-groovy" condition

at Cooley Dickenson Hospital aft^r he ap-

parently "stared at a disgustingly bright

yellow Hatch table," no one in particular

said.

Blackstone's on-again, off-again girl-

friend. Starlight Manhattan, stated that

they were "just studying and eating some
pizza pie" at the Hatch when Klark suddenly

burst into tears of pain and screamed: "MY
GOD AND THE GREAT HEAVENS
ABOVE! I'VE BEEN HEXED!"

He also said, "Aw, fuck. I don't believe

this shit." Bu' that statement is unsuitable

for printing.

Soon aft«r Blackstone stopped kicking

and flailing his arms, he was tied down and

brought to Health Services. When he ar-

rived at Health Services, professional per-

sonnel took his rectal temperature and made
him cough. They them came to the conclu-

sion that Blackstone had been "temporarily

blinded" and sent him to Puflier's Pond for a

quick swim and them to Cooley Dickinson

Hospital.

In other developments, 40 pissed off

undergraduates at the Hatch put down their

pizza slices and grabbed 40 axes from who
knows where and proceeded to chop up the

most heinous Hatch tables.

"I liked the old white ones," an unim-

portant source said.

It is rumored that the 40 students with

the axes are moving their way towardJames
Residence Hall even as we speak. For what
reasons, God only knows.

Police have decided not to look into this

incident even though they have nothing

better to do.

MuUins Arena: One really big lecture hall
By DAVE SASSY
Collegian Stiff

The new Mullins Arena under construction at the Uni-

versity will primarily be utilized for conducting largeclasses

because current overcrowded classrooms and a shortage of

professors have made the 32,000 seat arena a necessity.

University officials said yesterday. The arena will be the

largest classroom in North America.

"It will be great for UMass. No more add-drop for popular

gen-ed classes with this new state ofthe art classroom. Itll

be big. but, who cares," said Ted Makuns, head of APCLB,
Amherst People for the Construction of Large Buildings. "I

just hope students dress accordingly in inclement weather,"

Makuns said.

The University plans to hold extremely overcro^rded

rliMtri. like Psychology 103 and Contract Negotiating 1 10,

in the huge arena when construction is expected to be

complete — sometime next century.

The nuiin contractor for the Mullins Arena, Leggo Con-

stniction of Pelham, is incorporating into the construction

megaphones that will be available for students who want to

ask the lecturer a question.

"I'm excited about it. I really am." said sophmore nuclear

physics major Tim Waxman. "I could leave class early or

even take a nap during class and non one would notice.

Besides, going to class will be just like going to a football

game."
The arena will also be equipped with a slowly revolving

podium for the professor, a massive 2000-watt audio system,

a largeoverhead projector with revolving 50-ft)ot screen and

a overhead electronic chalkboard. Tickets for classes taught

in the arena will be handed out to students on registration

day. In addition, some students may have to sit in obstructed

view seats.

President of Leggo Construction, Don Emit, said the

project will cost the University close to half a million but

said it is the most efficient method to teach large amounts

of students in a budget crisis. "It is smart money manage-

ment on the part of UMass."

Steve Tobin. head of UBGMCS, (University Buildings

Grounds and Maintenance and Construction and other

StulT), said teaching huge amounts of students M <iiu<- is

cost-effective and efficient.

"It beats hiring more teachers and students will still Ixr

learning the same material, just in a different atmosphere,"

Tobin said.

Nevertheless, not everyone is so pleastnl wit h t he proji«ct.

President of PETSWHSCALG, Pwple for the EquiUible

Treatment of Students Who Have Some Clue About Life in

General, Sally Greenfield, said the plan has not been

thought out well.

"Will the seats in the arena be sufficiently paddedT
aski>d Greenfield. "I have done field studies that prove that

sitting on metid bleachers for an extended period causes

Buttockitis, a hardening of the posterior." She add«»d that

such a condition, when untreated, can lead to sudden death.

"I won't let students l>e misled into walking into a

situation where their health is at risk. Buttockitis is no

joke." Greenfield said.

Doctor Seuss smoked
green eggs and ganja?
By THE GREAT EARLE
Collegian Narco Agent

Dr. Suess: children's storyteller or reefer

addict?

The recent death of child story teller

Doctor Suess was plagued with controversy

recently on whether or not he did drugs

during his profession.

Based on twenty documents that were

found in the author's home, professional

pain in the ass Adam Rothchild stated that

the lovable doctor "definitely was smoking

some green eggs and ham, if not crack."

Adam also stated that he liked chocolate

bunnies.

Upon hearing this accusation, children

from around the world have been meeting

on school playgrounds for study sessions.

Said one very pyompous, seven-year old

brat: "Dr. Suess? Who the hell is he?"

Some selections available from the docu-

ments were such diverse statements as

"Goobily-gobbily-grabiddy-gack, the lx>rax

smoked a bowl of crack." "Flippiddy

floppiddy-floopiddy-fanna, Phil fetched and

fried another bannana" and "Sam I Am
liked to toke."

Vanilla Ice had absolutely no comment.
There will be a seminar on whether or

not the great doctor actually did drugs in

Northhampton on November 8th.

Pseudo- Professor Rothchild will be there as

well as scab comedian K-Rock. Andrew Dice

Clay will not be at the event.

Refreshments may be served, but there

will be no free toilet tissue tubes for bongs

sold at the concession stand; they will be

sold in order to gain a profit.

That concludes my tale: there runs a

mouse, and ifone fetches it they can make a

cap with its fur.

our photu

I WANT FREE PARKING — Graduate students picket for fee

waiver. Later seen taking Chancellor's parking space.

Crassifieds
COME IN THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE Hi CAMPUS CEtm^R • DFADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PURIJCATION » Ilk/WORPmY FOR STUDENTS CASH INADVANCE * WHINING E)aR/\

ANNOIINCEMKNTS

UMA.S.S .S&M Cl.Un nipotinfj Fri-

ilay ninht. Campus Crntor Hotol.

.Special knnt-tying work.shop for

MPwcomorH. Bring own leather Koiir,

well supply the .lell-O.

RKPUBI.ICAN.S ACAIN.ST THK
WORLD p<>l ice actiim t<iniKht, Cam-
pus Pond. The ducks die.

ARE YOll PRECJNANT? WANT TO
HE? UMass .SCOOP seeks out ac-

tion. Clome at imps, come to our
infnnnationai meetinK at .50 yard
line of Warren Mc(5uirk Alumni
.Stadium at midnijjiit.

STUDY for a change Nerds for

Ix)nKer Library hours staginBTower
takeover at 6:01 p.m. Friday Bring
physics notes, we'll supply the
Vivarin.

DUCK LOVERS UNITE! S'op Re-

publicans Against the World duck
massacre tonight at the Campus
Pond. Bring flak jackets, ammo,
picket signs, tie-dyod clothing and
megaphones.

KEC. PARTY TONIC.HT! St4)p by

the Yellow 'n' Brown House tonight.

$3 dollars a cup, high-stakes Quar-
ters games, vomit contest Free
doughnuts, coffee forpolice, Amherst
Select Board.

n.DNECKS AND .SOCIAL OUT-
CA.STSThe Minuteman wants you!

BringConfedernte flag, .shotgun and
outmoded conservative ideas to

meeting Tuesday. We'll bring the

rot-gut beer and inflatable women

LIBERAI-S FOR A NICER WORLD
holding rally on Student Union
Crunch Steps next to Dirtfoods

Wednesday, High Noon. Topic un-

certain, but chant will start "Hey-

hcy, ho-ho."

SHOUT-OFF CONTEST tomorrow
between Young Republicans and
Radical .Student Union. 12 High
Noon, Student Union steps. Annoy
real students with your wild ideas

and holier-than-thou attitude Prizes

for group that offends mainstream
most. Highest decibel level wins free

beer at Yellow 'n' Brown house.

Write for the ('ollegian and take
advantage of depraved, insaitable

staff With no siK-ial life. We need the
ntMikie worse than we need writers.

FOR SALE

AMC GREMLIN, 197.3. A must for

English, philos<iphy majors.

197.'> (UIEV\' .STATION WAGON
Runs sometimes. Body needs work
No brakes. GreatH-traek stereo with
free Barry Manilow tapes. Gets .'>

miles per gallon. Phone 1-800-

SUCKERS

UMA.SS SQUAD CAR. Never get
pulled over. Bust through barricades.

Get free doughnuts Free dispatch
radio, neat-o-keen flashing blue
lights great for pranks. Call 1-900-

HOT CARS

199 1 BMW Brand new, loaded with
options. $.'>00 or best offer. Pending
drug trial, extradition law changes
mean $aving$ for you. Fourth floor

Bartlctt janitor's closet between 1-.5

a.m.

KREESEX! KREESEX! FREESEX! c;OLLE(}IAN EDITOR AUCTION.

Incompetence breeds more iiuimi-

IX'tence FIverything must go! .Spi--

cials include sports, news stjilT, El( '.

No reasonable offer refu.sed.

LOST 'N* FOUND

VIRGINITY. .Somewhere between
High .School and Uptown bai-s

.JOSEPH DUFFEY. Ijist seen in

Washington D I', area. Mai-ginal

sentimental value Oh, keep him,

he's overpriced.

CONDOMS with suedc-likc carry-

ing case. .Sentimental value I-HOO-

WET AREA Will kick in reward.

R<«)mniat<' a heavy sleeper.

HELP WANTED

DINING COMMONS needs help on
slaughlerhou.se kill floor for Prime
Rib, Duck L'Orange Nights. Hoi-se,

(luck lovers need not apply.

WORD PROf^ESSING NEEDED
I'M YOUR TYPE if you like ex-

changingsexual favors for word pro-

cessing. I have n mind for writing

and a Ixid for sin Never mind spell

checking No computer vinises - !

practice .safe typing and never use
unpitttected disks.

PERSONALS

.SPROUT- 1 cannot live without you
anymore. Will you love me now that

I u.se inous.s<< in my hair? Ix-t's nin
away to Vegas and get hitched We'll

ride the bumpah-lwtats. Ijove forever

and always, your ever-devoted EKV

GUY IN BLUE • 1 saw you nude at

ofT-campus party I think disgusting

drunks are sihmdhmmi cute. Vomit on
me sometime.
P .S. - was the flisir cold?

GUY IN BARTLETT RR with the
sensible shin's I think you're spe-

cial, but you've got bad bi'eath.

OMEGA MU - Get super .super
wicke<l psyched for like. .Staceoe's

2rs birthday. I/ove, Tameeece your
.social chair.

REX - The thi-ee days we've known
each other ha vc been the best time of
my life I LOVE YOU!!! Wc were
destined for each other the minute

we laid eyes on one another! You iiiv

so special to me ;iiid I never ever
want to lose you! I,<ive foiTver and
always, Debbie.

DEBBIE It's over .S<irry, Rex.

CONGRATULATIONSSETH -One
year and no blue hair!

I WANT YOUR ZUCHINNI you big

stiidly vegtable, you!

TO t;OURTNEY - on Friday night
you triggered the F-lximb.

love, the winemaker

NK'KI- hamsters need love t<Hi; I

love vou
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Genitalia

Masturbation rally

launches movement
By MIKE MORONASSKV
Collegian Penis

Aproupcallingthemsfivt^.srKVVheld

a masturbation rally outside the Student
Union yesterday.

The pt; - if the group, named Stu-

dents Pi „ for the Elimination of

Women, was explained by the group's

spokeperson. Ivan Whackoffski
"We're protesting for a legitimate

cause," WhackofTski said. "Women always
think that men just want them for their

'^oxual pleasure. Our group is saying

that we don't need them at all. As long as
;' ' ' i Leftv is around, who needs a

Job b> S K> nr

Rally phallic symbol

Joe "Hairy" Hardonavich. the group's

founder, said he came up with the idea

late one ev.-nin^ uhiK- Ivjng in his K»d.

alone.

"Myri.K)nu^ i!. .n i~;, ! ,tr> itul.so, you
know, I'm has \ng a ^^rtai unit' playing

; \ye skin flute," Hardona\'ich said "And I

get to thinking, why do ya need a woman
ifya got full use ofya arms, and even ifya
don't. . . Anyways, women always puli

the hair and it kills!'

The rally's most controversial mo-
ment occured when Buster Hymen, the

vice-president ofSPEW, called the pro-

testers together and said, "Come on,

guys, it's time for a game of circle jerk."

Hymen is a reformed womanizer who
described the beauty ofSPEW. He said

that "it doesn't neccesarily take two to

tangle."

The rally culminated when a 30 foot

high penis was blown up in front of the

Student Union. The protesters then
began rubbing up against the phallic

object vigorously until, "it blew," said

witness Susan Smith.

"It was awful," Smith said. "All those

men protesting in such a disgusting

way. And without women. Besides,

they've tried to keep us out of their

groups since the beginning of time, but

I guarantee, women will be allowed to

join this group ifwe have to ti>ke it to the

Supreme Court."

Smith and Hardonavich then en-

gaged in a verbal sparring match. Smith
allegedly called a "hairy-palmed sexist."

to which Hardonavich responded with a
"thank you."

"I told her 1 used to have sex with her
every night for six months, and that not

once did she have the decency to show-

up." Hardonavich said.

Thecounterprotesters held their two
fingers up high, resembling a peace

sign, only their fingers were together.

When asked what the significance was.

Smith replied. "What do you think?"

Witnesses say Chancellor "Dick"
O'Brien won the match of circle jerk,

blowing his load in 12 seconds. A
spokesman for the University declined

to comment.

Marshmallow fluff debate
turns into nasty, violent
sticky brawl in lounge
By ZUKER
Colle^rian Brainwasher

It was a sticky situation in the Cape Cod
Lounge yesterday.

A debate on "Marshmallow Fluff: Friend

or Foe of Peanut Butter" turned into a food

tight which left several dead and others

covered in lunchtime foodstuffs.

The debate, set up by the College of Ftx>d

and Natural Re.stiurces. pitted professtir

Skippy Extra iVunchy against professor

Peter Pan Smooth over the question of the

validity of marshmallow fluff as a peanut

l>iitter sandwich flavor enhaiKvr.

Peter, taking the negative side, outraged

much of the crowd by stating that grape

i«lly was the only legitimate topping for a

peanut butter sandwich.

Skippy. on the other hand, said Flull had
been unfairly cast as unhealthy and bad for

one's teeth.

"Jelly is just as nutritionally negligible

and plaque-promoting as fluff," he said,

adding that "You can't make fudge with

grape jelly now, can you?"

Pete, dressed in a green suit with a green

hat, countered with a remarkably tedious

discourse on the reasons kids and parents

alike favored jelly over fluff. He cited the

relativeeaseofserving and cleaningjelly as

opposed to that "white, sugary sticky shit

you think is so good on a sandwich."

Peter Pan also cited pressure from the

milk lobby as a major reason for fluffs

rising popularity over fruit preserves in the

past 20 years.

"Ifit weren't for thosedamned Wisconson
Democrats, no one would know what fluff

IS," he claimed. "The consistency of fluff is

such that the average kid needs three times

as much milk to wash down a sandwich."

Skippy, however, shot down Peter Pan's

argument by notine th«t rmtrma^tAa cm-

other peanut butter topping, had also fallen

victim to the jelly industry's "unfair mo-

nopoly on the sandwich market."

"You think you're so great," Skippy

shouted as he stood and turned to face Peter

Pan. "Just becaust* you're made of fruit and
not sugar and water, you think you have

some sup<'riority tn other peiinut butter

toppings,"

At that p<»int, Peter Pan Iwgan puni-

nieling Skippy with a loafofOat Bran bread.

Oat Bran bread, due to it's hard consistency,

unpleasant flavor and tendency to cause the

runs, is considered a deadly weapon in

Massachusetts.

J if, a Foi>d Engineering major, rushed to

the defense ofSkippy and poured a canister

offluffover his head Skippy collapsed almost

immediately and was pronounced dead by

University Health S<»rvices din-tors due to

asphyxiation.

"He should've used a condom," Dr.

Schmable of Health Services lamented.

Jiff was then arrested by UMass police

Friends say Jiff was a person of little char-

acter and enjoyed seducing older women.
"He always said. 'Ch(x)sy mothers choose

J if,' recalled a freind who preferriHl to remain
anonymous.

Then all hell broke loose as jelly and fluff

partisans in the lounge began hurling their

topping of choice at each other. University

mainLainers refused to clean the mess —
"No fuckin' way," one said — but Dining

Commons employees arrived on the scene to

recover leftovers for the evening meal.

Students offered differing opinions on
the debate and the melee, most of them
apathetic.

"I'm all for kegs — oh. this isn't a keg
rally'?" said Drunk N. Fool ofKoach-Infested

Acres, Amherst.
Chancellor Dick O'Brien said "I prefer

tea and crumpets with mHrrrtnlwHo
"

Long Dong Silver accuses Thomas of letchery
ON P FOREPLAY
.nSuff

L4»ng Dong Silver, whose popularity has expanded

orgasmically in the past few weeks since the Clarence

Thomas heanngs, said last night at a Distinguished Vistiors

Program Lecture he sat transfixed during the hearings and

believes Anita Hill completely

"This is a man who .sent my press agent a request for my
autograph." said Silver "And he didn't want me to sign it

with my nght hand either."

The leading man in famous pornography films such as

Hi, Ho. Silver and Take \feAwa\ to Texas, said his 15 years

in the ptim industr\' have been both rewarding and "frus-

trating.'

"Getting up every moriiui^i with the wife and then two.

three, four, five times a day gets kind of monotonous after

a while," said Silver, whose real name is Horace Smith. "But

it's a living. I make 60 women and $100,000 a year."

Dragging on a cigarette throughout the lecture. Silver,

who graduated form Harvard University in 197.5 with an

art history degree said he originally wanted to become an

advertising representative for a metropolitan newspaper

but found his calling in other lines of work.

"I literallyopened uptheBo,s(on Sunday Globe and foux-id

a classified for 'porn .star," he said. "I wasn't making much

headway with the ad game and given that the difference

between advertising and porn is taking off your clothes

when you go into work. I decided to give it a try."

Silver's name and his films were often mentioned during

the Thomas hearings for the Supreme Court. Anita Hill,

who accused Thomas ofsexually harassing her during their

stints at the Department of Education and the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission, claimed that Tho-

mas recounted parts of Silver's movies to her at the work-

place.

Hill is now a tenured law professor at the University of

Oklahoma.
Silver said he first heard of Hill's accusation when he

was on the set of Ride 'Em. Cowboy, a porn video which

features a cameo performance by Pee-Wee Herman. Herman
was arrested last month in a Sara.sota, Fla., adult movie for

allegedly masturbating to the film. Ironically, Silver starred

in the movie.

"Pee-Wee and I were just shooting the shit. You know,

movie stuff. 'I liked you in Pee-Wee's Playhouse,' 'I liked

your performance in Roi'k 'Em, Sock 'Em, Fuck 'Em,' when
this I

National Public Radio I
report comes on," he said. " By

the end of the day. I realized it wasn't only Thomas'

genitalia involved in this mess but mine, too."

At this point, Silver, who referred to his penis alternately

as "Pet" and "Oliver,"* grabbed his crotch. The audience of

about 500 people roared with approval.

"I only wish Hill remembered which movie Thomas
rtH-ounted," he said. "If he's a fan — and obviously he is —
I'd like to know. The highest form of flattery in my business

is someone recounting a scene or better yet. well, you guys

know. . . you're in college." The audience broke out in

laughter.

Silver said a few days aft^r the hearings his agent gave

him a call and told him that Thomas several years back

requested an autograph.

"The only rea.son I my agent I
remembered was because—

and I admit this freely — I don't get too many retiuesta for

autographs and certainly not of that variety," he said.

"We're not sure if I ever sent him a glossy with my John
\\i\nc(Kk but I'd sure like to check his closet.

Silver then grabbed his crotch again, to the shouts and
screamsofthe audience, which was generally well-behaved.

After the lecture. Silver answered a few questions about

form positions and suggested a few tricks ofthe trade before

a short autograph .session.

Tamir Lipton. a junior journalism major, received one

such autograph. "He's ju.st my favorite star." said Lipton,

who has rented many ofhis films. "I mean he's really got his

stuff down."

Silver was introduced by Chancellor Richard O'Brien,

who said that "Dong is good medicine."

• •

SGA debates autoeroticism
ByMIKKALENNON
Collegian Person

The Student Senate voted unanimously

yesterday to support National Masturbation

Week after two hours of informative debate

durinpan emergency meeting.

Senate speaker Bob Imyourman called

the meeting and explained his reasoning in

opening remarks.

"We have been flagelating ourselves for

so long, it seemed like the best idea to come

out in support of this most cherrished of

American events," he said.

Senators were startled at first and then

sat through a half-hour tirade by former

senator Robert Owen.
Owen screamed at the non-captive au-

dience, claiming they all were involved in

"political masturbation." Finding those last

two words effective for crowd reaction, he

went on for the last five minutes of his

speech repeating "political masturbation"

over and over, louder each time, until campus
center security personel carried him out,

gagged, blindfolded and restrained him by a

.straightjacket.

"Convincing," commented one senator.

Those appalled by Owen's outburst had

their bibles out and spent a good while in

conference, trying to find the word "mas-

turbation."

"God never put the word into his sacred

text, so we should not be discussing it.

Humans do not masturbate," said one

Senator, "that is why God gave Eve to

Adam."
The vote was taken as the bible holders

were in the lobby, each scanning through

another chapter.

One vote against the motion was given

by Ted Marvelous, who could not grasp the

fact that he is no longer a student senator,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

YOUR DAILY HORRORSCOPES
By Brooke the Schnook

AKIK.S(M;iith2l April 19): You've been i:c(ling

in loiich with yoiirscli Uilolv Slop lorlili/ing Ihc

shower wall iiiul (id .1 life.

TAURll.S (April 2()M;iy 20): Kom.incc is in the

;iii I'IcMsc (.hiingc your sheets.

(JKMINI ( M.iy 2 1 June 20): You" ve been feelinn

pulled in loo m;my ilitfereni direelions lately. Tell

your friends you don't feel like loursies tonight.

CANCKR (June 21 July 20): Call the clinic

l(Hlay. Your lest is in. Next time you .share your joy

with the world, use a condom.

I,KO (July Aug. 22): A friendly administrator

helps you cut through some red tape. Unfortunately,

you get caught by his secretary and lose some hair

trying to get the tape off your wrists.

VIR(;0 (Aug. 2.1-.Scpt. 22): You've been

enjoying life a lot lately. Slop it. It's really annoying.

MBRA (Sept. 23-Othcrs enjoy telling you their

troubles. Tell Ihcm to go away already! Also, slop

kidding yourself in love. A bottle of Drakkar can't

cover up H.C).

.SCORPIO (Oct. 2.^-Nov. 21): Opp«)riuniiy

kncK'ked on your ilinir Knlay. but you were wearing

headphones. Mars gcn-s lelrograde and smacks you in

I he eye.

.SA(;iTrARIU.S (Nov. 22-IX-C.2I): Be goiul to

yourself tcxlay. Get some new batteries for the vibrator,

break out ihe p(Hid vodka and a'Inx for an evening.

CAPRlCORN(l)ec 22-Jan. 19); Youdon'teven

deserve a horoscope.

AQUARIUS (Jan, 20-Feb. 18): Whafs thai

burning smell? It's your face. Stop sticking lit matches

up your nose, you moron. You could also try going to

class today. It's not gonna kill you.

PISCHS (Feb 19 March 20): Re -evaluate your

personal style. Showering works for a lot of people.

ReriKmbcr. others judge you by the company you

keep, so lose Ihc goat.
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AP photo

"IXL HUFF AND I'LL PUFF AND FIX ..." — President Bush's
vacation home on Walker's Port in Kennebunkport, Maine is

surrounded with debris scattered by wind-driven waves yesterday.

The Bushs* tennis court appeared to suffer heavy damages and the

buildings reportedly have sustained interior damage from the

Atlantic storm.

Students forced to
meet UHS policy

Foes set battles aside
LBGA, conservatives look for truce

Charles Delano, the editor-in-chiefofthe

Minuteman, said "It's completely different
By KURT MOFFETT
Collegian Correspondent

Two groups of University of Massachu-
setts students with a recent history of an-

tagonism are scheduled to meet today to try

to begin working to settle their differences.

The Lesbian Bisexual and Gay AlUance
(LBGA) and the conservative groups of the

Republican Club, the Minuteman and the

Young Americans for Freedom (YAF) are

set to discuss four recommendations pro-

posed by the Chancellor's Commission on
Civility in Human Relations to improve the

parties' relations.

First, the Commission's list of recom-

mendations hopes to "develop a formal

agreement regarding ground rules by which
both will abide."

The Commission added that harassment,

destructionofproperty, biased publications,

violent threats and threatening phone calls

are "inappropriate and unacceptable" to the

LBGA and the conservative groups.

"We're tired of fighting," said Shawn
Cotter, a member of the LBGA's steering

committee. "It's a waste of energy."

from last year. We haven't done anything to

provoke them this semester. TheAfinutemon
is not gay-bashing."

The second recommendation deals with

ending the confusion between the First

Amendment and UMass' harassment poli-

cies. For example, last spring Young
Americans sponsored a "Straight Pride" rally

that was interpreted by the LBGA as "anti-

gay." Approximately 600 protestors drowned
out the speakers with whistles, chants and
blaring music.

The confusion relates to whether or not

the speakers were denied their First

Amendment rights of freedom of speech by

the protesters, and if the protestors were
violating UMass' harassment policies.

"Both groups have felt misunderstood,"

Dave Schimmel, co-chairperson of the

Commission, said. "They need to agree on

appropriate and iruippropriateways to settle

their disputes."

Another Commission member, Masha
Rudman, said the groups should "respect

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

By CHRIS SHADOIAN
Collegian Staff

Approximately 600 students will be pre-

venttMi firom pre-registering for their spring

1992 classes until they prove to University

Health Services that they have met the

Massachusetts state immunization re-

quirements against measles, mumps, ru-

bella, tetanus and diptheria, according to

University health officials.

Health Services Systems ManagerJudith
Whitcomb said the 600 students' names
were sent to the Undergraduate Registrar's

office on October 25 on a prelimiiuuy list of

candidates for pre-registration hold.

These students could eventually face

administrative withdrawal from the Uni-

versity for failure to comply with the re-

quirements, meaning a grade of "W," or

"withdrawn from class" will be received for

all Fall 1991 classes until or unless they are

reinstated.

Students failing to comply with the re-

quirements will be administratively with-

drawn 15 days after the last day of the pre-

registration period, which is November 20th.

"The one thing [health services has] been

hassling with is how to get people to comply

with Ithe immunization requirements]."

Whitcomb said.

Whitcomb said that students either do

not have the proper immunizations or have

not filled out and sent in the health service's

questionnaire sent to them during the sum-

mer.

Health service's staff sends out about

8,000 questionnaires before the school year

begins, and by August they know approxi-

matelyhow many students will be coming to

UMass, according to Whitcomb.

As of September of this year. 2,000 stu-

dents still had not submitted a written record

of their immunizations.

"Now we'redown to 600," Whitcomb said,

"but that's still an awful lot of people.

"Most people don't understand it's a state

law." she added.

Dr. David P. Kraft, executive director of

University Health Services, said the Uni-

versity can technically be fined ifthe state's

Department of Public Health audits health

services records. By state law. students must
be adequately immunized before they are

allowed to come to the University ofMassa-

chusetts.

Kraft said that since 1986. when the

practice ofsending the current health ques-

tionnaire to students was instituted, Uni-

versity Health Service's goal has been to get

every student to comply by the end of the

first month of classes.

"We've never hit it." he said.

Whitcomb said two warning letters are

sent to students' "local addresses' during

the first month of the school year. The first

is a standard warning letter. The second

letter informs students that they will be

placed on pre-registration hold if their im-

munization record is either not received by

health services, or if all their immunization

requirements have not been met. They are

also informed of a $25 late fee.

In an effort to make the process simpler

for students, the staff has, so far, provided

nine immunization clinics this semester

where the required shots could be obtained

for a $20 co-payment.

Kraft said the $20 fee pays for the staff-

ing and supplies for the clinics, so other

studentswho already havebeen immunized

are not subsidizing those students who have
not had their shots. The tenth clinic is

scheduled for November 6th.

Terry Devanski, the University's health

questionnaire representative, said each

clinic has room for 188 appointments, and

that about nine people are immunized every

fifteen minutes. She added that the wait is

minimal, but an appointment must be ob-

tained. Walk-ins are rarely allowed.

"We are trying to create a better mouse-

trap," he joked.

UHS only accepts what is in a student's

written record as proof of immunization,

Whitcomb said, but "we're kind oflenient on

what kind of paperwork well accept." She

said all the students have to provide is

signed, approved pieces of paper.

Kraft said students have to do one simple

thing to avoid being placed on pre-registra-

tion hold.

"They need to read their mail."

Jewish Holocaust recollected
UMprof. says Germany must rememberpast tragedy
By DEBRA KRIEGSMAN
Collegian Staff

James Young, a University ofMassachusetts Holocaust

literature scholar, spoke Wednesday night on the progress

Germans are making on remembering their past.

A professor of English and Judaic Studies, Young spoke

to a small audience on"Memory ofthe Holocaust in Germany

Today," in the Hillel House lounge.

Young's lecture revolved around the memorials that

have been built in Germany commemorating the Holocaust,

and those that are being built today.

Young returned from Germany a few weeks ago, where

he was invited to give advice to the government on what

kind of memory they should make on the Holocaust.

dilemma many Germans are dealing with.

Dachau opened in the early 19308 as a concentration

camp for political prisoners. It eventually became a fully

working concentration camp which included Jews, homo-

sexuals and other enemies of the German government.

After liberation, the Soviets controlled it and immediately

built memorials commemorating the German Communist

Party, which staged an uprisingjust before liberation ofthe

camp.
In the late 1940s the U.S. Army used Dachau as a trial

center. From 1948-1955 it was open to Sudenten Germans

returning from Poland and Czechoslovakia. In the mid

1950s the U.S. Army used it as a food services plant for the

servicemen in Europe.

During the late 19508 the camp became public housing.

"Countries generally do not remember the crimes they and eventually had to be torn down because it had become

have committed," Young said. "It is usually the victims who seedy
"

remember."
He said the German government, in an effort to move

forward, has realized it must look back and understand its

history before it can forge a new life.

"Today Germany is hard at work on its memorials. A lot

of university students work at rebuilding synagogues and

memorials and museums," Young said. "They work at a

memory as their parents worked at reconstruction and

their grandparents worked at building the Third Reich."

While it is important for Germans to understand the

Holocaust, Young said it is also important for them to

understand the history of past generations

It was at this point that victims began to return and

build memorials, he said.

But the local German community was hostile to this and

themonuments were taken down, he said.A largermemorial

project was instituted later, after some time had passed and

wounds were given some time to heal.

Dachau currently houses quite a few memorials. They

commemorate not only the suffering of the Jews, but the

struggles of Germans who fought back.

Each year there are dozens of competitions inviting

artists to submit ideas for memorials. Young said. These

competitions, and eventual memorials bring about con-

Young said the history of Dachau, one of the more versation and controversy. They get the German public

infamous German concentration camps, illustrates the talking and learning about its history.
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Jason Todd, a UMass Transit bus driver,

shows us the ecological logic of riding the

bus.

Page 6:

Jon Lupo gives Curly Sue
two thumbs down.

Page 8:

The UMass men's basketball team

embarks upon another season with a

home opener on Sunday.

Weather
Nostradamus says it will be cloudy today

with q 30percent chance of rain.

Variable cloudiness will prevail

tomorrow, temps around 60.
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For Your Information
FVIs are public service arinouncements

that run on a space-available basis on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday for campus
and local non-profit organizations. Because
of space constraints, the Collegian cannot

print all FYIs submitted and no announce-
ments can be repeated.

To submit an t-TI, please sent a TYPED
press release with all i>ertinent information

to the Collegian office in 1 13 Campus Cen-
ter c/o News Editor. FYIs cannot be taken

over the phone.

Friday, November 1

Dance — WOCH is sponsoring an Alterna-

tive/Industrial dance from 8 p.m. -2 a.m. at

the Bluewall Cafe.

Saturday, November 2
Dance — The LBGA is sponsoring a dance
as a part ofBGLAD Week from 9 p.m.- 1 a.m.

in the Bluewall Cafe. There will be a $3
donation.

Call Friday

for showtimes

Adults S4.(X)

Students w/ valid I.D.S3.00

25% OFF

All Collegian Classifieds

Monday November 4th!!!

Look for our table

on the Campus Center Concourse!

Or come to the Classifieds counter

at 113 Campus Center

OSIUMt

bargains & treats
Wed. Oct. 30 thru Sun. Nov. 3

Women's Shoes, Clothing & Accessories

Zanna • 187 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

413.253.2563

Open Thursdays 'til 9 p.m.

CENTRA

TRAUE

AMHERST TO MONTREAL

RT $55.00-Rail fair only

Enjoy the long weekend
strolling the streets of Montreal

CAMPUi

TRAUE

Campus Travel Now open late

Monday's & Wednesday's 'till 8 pm.

Also open Saturdays 10-2 pm
Come in and inquire about

Holiday Travel and Spring Break!

Campus Travel • 545-0500
Central Travel, Amherst • 256-6704
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Cet Out

Of Town
Fast!

'

Our U.S.EXPRESS
Marshals want to run
you out of town . . . and
then bring you back!

Are you going to Boston pardner? Our coaches
give you the fastest service between the Amherst/
Northampton area and Boston.

Tickets are only $ 12 one-way. Get them at the
UMASS campus center ticket window. Coaches
depart UMASS at the Whitmore Horseshoe and
arrive in Boston at Essex St. (across from south station).

UMASS friday & Sunday Schedule Boston Friday A Sunday Schedule

Leaves

UMASS
1 30pm
2 30pm
330pm
4 30p m

Leaves

NonhAmpton

1 55 pm
2 55pm
3 55pm
4 55p m

Arrives

Boston

3 45p m
4 45 p m
5 45p m
6 45p m

Leaves

Boston

400pm
500pm
600pm
700pm

Arrives

Northampton

600pm
J 00pm
BOO p m
900 p in

Arrives

UMASS
630pm
730pm
830pm
930pm

For more inio call 582 1313 Schetlule vthd ihioufh II/JI/SI. .. ...«.« ....V v.... wa. .v.v ^•.•Ei.u.F wmilV iniUU^n I^JIf^t ^

Local
Postal workers
assist police in

arrest of student
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian SUfT

A UniverBity of Massachusetts student was arrested

Tuesday by the Town of Amherst Police Department with
the help of four regional postal inspectors from Hartford,

Conn, on a drug-related charge.

He was charged with the possession and the intent to

distribute a class D substance, marijuana.

Andrew Keesan, 20, ajunior in the School ofManagement,
whow Address is given as 4 1 Carriage Lane, Amherst, was
M^red a warrant minutes after the package was delivered

to his house. Amherst Police served the warrant at 4 : 15 p.m.

on Tuesday.
According to the Town ofAmherst Police Department, a

drug- smfTing dog picked the package out of a bulk mail

room in Phoenix, Arizona. Upon further inspection, the

substance was later identified as marijuana.

Federal authorities turned the case over to the police

after determining that the amount was not enough to

warrant a federal indictment.

The package was delivered by an undercover postal

inapecior to the above address just before 4 p.m. Minutes
later the warrant was served by the department with the

help of the postal inspectors without any incident.

Upon entering the house, police located a scale which can

be used in the distribution process of a narcotic such as

marijuana. Also, other drug paraphenalia was found, in-

cluding "pipes' and "bongs."

Keesan was arraigned Wednesday morning at

Northampton District court. Amherst Police said the matter

is still under investigation.

Collegian correspondent Karen Furia contributed to this

report.

CoUegian plioto by Malt Kahn

VIRUSES BEGONE! - Jay Whitney, manager of the computer
department at the University Store, as an ancient wizard, confronts
a modern foe.

committee
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

each other's right to rally."

The Committee third recommendation is related to the

second in stating that First Amendment rights and harass-

ment policies should be publicized more through educa-

tional posters. According to the Commission's list of recom-

mendations, ifthe LBGA and the conservative groups work

with them and other campus eigencies on these issues, then

it will enlighten the entire campus.
Journalism professor James Boylan, also a member of

the Commission, said "we are far removed from student life,

so we have a lot to learn" about their different identities.

Finally, the Commission's list recommends that both

groups work with the Student Activities Office (SAO) and

faculty to plan political, social and educational activities "to

ensure that these events are less destructive and more

respectful of the rights and feelings of others."

tiggjuyf^

LONDON
RCll \p TKir \Rl)S\

m Cars
• Trjck$
Cargo Vans

ffmU bf Day, I

SpKui W<-.<*V and \

NorthAmherst MolQis
Auto&Thxk Renal

7S OM S;»dMtend Rd.

NorfiAmtMralMA

549-RENT
(S4>-73U)

On But Rovic

A(\ni\nMLsic

•4mTbM

350

From NEW YORK
round trips starting at

LONDON $350

LENINGRAD $610

CARACAS $410

GUTEMALA C. $390

BANGKOK $939
LOS ANGELFS

AUCKLAND $699

Taxes & surcharges not incltxlrd

Fares subject to change.

Council Travel
79 So. Pleasent Street,

Amherst, MA 01002

(413)256.1261

Cfc\qJ^ -H4S4V-

THK COLLKdLAN & THE PL B

Are Sponsoring

THE DESIGNATED
DRIVER PROGRAM

at The Pub in Amherst

For every designated driver that

comes into The Pub between

Wednesday, October 30^^ and

November 2"^, will receive a gift

provided by

Strawberry's Music, Movies, & More,

Hadley, MA.

and FREE soda all night!

Only good while supplies last!

SO ACT NOW!

DONT DRINK AND DRIVE

THEATPESamc
W^WM(i\
HTFMIflS- "- ^a'l'^'^

5ffl^ K'N<^ %
|«2j«.M-S«fl2X.ttS|W#2J|'ll»'Wl*Mf

^
BATHGATE

^iai5«#l»7«-C-X-S«i:i-IS

ISi IXI*rT>vna:5X»:SC>'5

ANDREW McCAimiY
>tesarQf
thesLfn

ia'*<M-i«f <» )ti(a«2ai-s

Fnai|530@250l"*5 '015

Sal at 130 (4 30 #2.50) 7 30

10 15 • Son at 12 15. 300 (5 45 @ J 501

7- 8 30 • Moo-Thurs at (5 30© 2 50) 815

584-7550

Exclusive Showing Fn - Thurs , Nov 1-

Ciirtain at 700 pm only.

The Rnal ReioaM Of The Original Masterpleot

I

i

CLASSIC
'

RESTORED TO ITS

ORJGINAl BRILLIANCE

TrfSfnteil on The Big

SILVER SCREEN with

THEATER SOUND
-Fxfvncnrr il ..

\rTiiK(;

rMHPSHIRlfi

UIIIBIfSIUIS
fn 1 1; » • : Kll 7:iO, 1015 • Sjl Jl 1 « 4 <0

• ;.50l 7.30 ».j0« Suna i:.30. 2iCti:30«

liR :iO!8«)«MorvTtnn«l5 30*2.)OHH

jodeFoster

FnJo40t.',)a>800.10:A)'Sajl

I 50 14:50 •2.5017:40. 1000 'Sun a U:40. ):00
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»»»»»»»»»»»»

DANNY DcVlTO J%
OUier Plwjples J|

I
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GURDEN
BEST CHINESE BUFFET

MflNDflRIN/ SZECHUftN CUISINE

5 PM - 9 PM 11:30 fiM - 3 PM

SfiT - Thors SdNDflY

Bgffet Brunch

filL-YOU-CfiN-EfiT

$5.99
10 5ELCHEDT0WN DOM) DT. 9 AMHED6T

2560251 2560252

WE DELIVED IN AMHED6T

5 pm- 9:30 PMEVEDYDAY

MINIMUM $15 PLU6 $2 DaiVEDY CHADGE

WE ACCEPT IVIASTERCARP
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartix>nist. and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Lives filled with terror and violence dwarf our concerns
As we in Amherst are fighting to lower

the drinking age and prevent keg laws,
people in El Salvador are fighting for basic
human rights, like not starving to death.

But wait a second, do you even know
where El Salvador is? Do you care?

How old are you, 19, 20, 21? Maria is

about your age too. She is an El Salvadorian
teenager and also of the Farabundo Marti
National Liberation Front iFMLN), which
is a guerilla army in El Salvador fighting for

these human rights. Maria and the FMLN
engage in weekly battles against their op-

pressive government army.

When Maria turned 21. she got her leg

blown off while fighting. When you turned
21, you were psyched because you were
legal to drink, right?

Meet Ileana. who also joined the guerilla

stniggle at 16. her dedication was so great
she was promoted to a position as dinsional

Death penalty
for murderers,
drug dealers

Well, there's no sense putting jt offguys, and while their

are bigger problems in the United States right now, there's

just nothing Uke a good death penalty column.
As most of my faithful readers know (all two of you), I

have a somewhat conservative ideology. As far as the death
penalty goes, I feel it should be mandatory in the United
States, not only for murderers, but also drug dealers.

These lowlifes have been perverting our country for

years, with no way to stop them. Drug dealers have been
addicting our young citizens with their illegal substances
more and more, and President Bush's war on drugs is pretty
much a joke People have died from overdoses, which to me
is murder.

Do you want to win the war on drugs, guys? Kill the
enemy. It works pretty well in most other wars (see U.S.

history). Besides, the drug dealers who walk our streets

preying on youngchildren, killing them with cocaine, heroin,
and crack, have made the first move in the war.

Michael Morrissey

Now I know there are a lot of potheads and the like in the
•"Happy Valley". These people who smoke and sell their

marijuana and acid to high school kids should watch their

step If their irresponsibility leads to just one death of a
schoolchild, they should receive the ultimate high: death.

'NufT said about that, lets move on to cold-blooded
murderers. I love it when I see one of them plead insanity.

Don't you have to be pretty insane to kill someone? I guess
not, because the gullible court system of ours allows these
psychos to be institutionalized, or better yet, furloughed.

Yes, Governor Weld, I'm talking to youl How dare you
release convicted murderers into our schools and towns.
Haven't you learned anything from Willie Horton? I was
actually excited when I heard reports that Weld was going
to reinstitute the death penalty in Massachusetts, but it's

not going to do any good if he lets most murderers out.

People ask me, "As a Christian, how can you support the
killing of a human being?" I simply reply that these killers

are less than humans, and they do not deserve the respect

head of the armed forces when she was 22.

You're probably going to graduate when
you're 22, right?

At the age of 27, Ileana was fully re-

warded for her bravery by being arrested by
the government army. She was severely

tortured and raped by an electric prod. You
probably will want to be settled down and
have a few kids by the time you're turned 27,

right? Can you fathom being raped with an
electric prod?

Wendy Lofgren

When I was a teenager my biggest worry
was seeing who would come to my sweet

sixteen party. Maria and Ileana worry about
living to the next day. I believed in this

universal notion that all teenagers fears

consisted ofblemishes and not having a lx>y/

girlfriend. Welcome to reality.

El Salvador has been in continuous

struggle between the population-backed

guerillas and the dominating government
army. The guerillas are fighting for food for

the starving masses and education for a

majority of illiterate people. The govern-

ment is fighting for greed and control.

The reality of seeing your past five sib-

lings not reach their first birthday because

they die from malnutrition is what drives

women like Maria and Ileana. Then again,

they have no choice because their families

are constantly on the run, since all peasants
are considered possible guerillas and con-

stantly persecuted.

Could you pack your things at a moment's
notice, leave to anywhere else, night after

night, and noyou can't bring your hairdryer.

Do you have the inner strength to keep
going when your parents are slaughtered,

your town has been disintegrated, you are
raped by an electric prod? Would you even
want to live?

We shake our heads, go tsk tsk with our
tongues and sigh because it is out of our
hands. But instead of forgetting, be aware.
Learn more, about the El Salvadorian
situation. This is not the only country where
these atrocities are occurring. The United
States actually backs the El Salvadorian
regime by giving billions of dollars to these
oppressive governments.

Find some inner strength like Maria and
Ileana and do something about it. You can
play a part by actively protesting or just

writing a letter voicing your disagreement
with this foreign policy. Be aware and just

remember when you're out tonight getting

bombed uptown, so are Maria and Ileana.

Wendy Lofgren is a UMass student

^.JWu)^

of a human. These people have been given a chance to live

in our society, and they have proven that they cannot live

within the constraints of the law. Therefore, we must
eliminate them. If our society isn't governed by laws, then
what is it governed by?

Others say that it is more economical if we keep these
people in prison for life, than if we kill them. I can easily

point out the reason why. Our pathetic court system allows
convicted criminals at least two levels ofappeal, which ties

up the system and spends our money!
We should limit all convicted murderers one chance to

appeal, and then only under extenuating circumstances.
That will definitely save money.

Also, in states that have the death penalty, they leave

their murderers in Death Row forever, not even killing

Buses significantly reduce pollution problems
UMass Transit is an answer to the problem of pollu-

tion, not, at this stage, the problem of pollution. As Felice

Cohen remarked in her editorial
I Collegian , October 2 1 1,

" a lot ofpeople in this community rely on the buses." The
transit system is designed for students, stafTand faculty

to use. The town also supports some of the routes,

especially during the summer. For a community this

size, the service is remarkable.

Consider the implications of the University void of

buses. I understand your disgust with diesel fumes; I am
a bus driver. If buses were removed, students, staff,

faculty and town members would be forced to drive to

work, class, etc. I know you are not advocating removal

of UMass Transit, but I hope this will help you better

appreciate what it does. Something like 18- 19,000 people

board a UMass Transit bus every day. What if they all

drove? What if they had to buy a car to get to campus,

town or the local colleges? The people who would have to

drive compared to the buses on the road is thousand-

fold.

This 'T)U8 dilemma," as you call it, is the same across

the country. I imagine that every major city, possibly

throughout most of the world, uses some kind of bus

system. Buses reduce the amount of smog by signifi-

cantly reducing the number of cars. It is true that buses
emit large amounts of gases when they pull away from
a stop. Sometimes this can be avoided by not accelerat-

ing fast. Transit drivers are reminded of this and are
constantly trying their best, but in most buses it is hard
to control.

If you want to have a more environmentally safe

transportation system, get out of your car, ride a bike,

walk or — you guessed it— ride the bus. Push for more
intense research into biomass fuels or solar energy. For
some silly reason (I don't know, maybe capitalistic ten-

dencies ofbig fossil fuel companies) this country is afraid

of safer energy resources. They like the idea of digging
up sludge and spewing it into the air or flooding land the
size ofNew England and killing off a few Indians along
the way. Push for more funding of public transportation

so PVTA can afford adequate service and higher grade
fuel.

Try calling UMass transit again. I'm sure someone
can talk to you. If not, try again. We're doing the best
with what we've got.

Jason Todd
Amherst

some of them. This is a travesty for the family of the
deceased, who need the peace of mind ofjustice prevailing.

I say if you're going to execute a criminal, do it within the
first two years that they enter Death Row. Again, this

would also cut costs.

The last line ofdefense that such bleeding heart liberals

use is right out of the Bible. They say, "turn the other
cheek". Well, I just counter this with, "an eye for an eye, a
tooth for a tooth".

We must eliminate those pariahs who cannot live in our
society. They do not try to abide by the rules we have made,
like, "Thou shalt not kill". TTie only solution is to get rid of
these violent criminals. Just remember: If someone dies,

then someone should fry.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian columnist

A note to readers:
Thank you for your continued submissions of

letters and columns. We appreciate it. Really, we
do.

One problem arises, though. We continue to get

letters to the editor well over the prescribed 50-line

limit. Often remarkably well beyond.
What happens when there's a 70 line letter and

only a 30-line space and we want to fit your ideas

into the page? We have to cut. And cut. And cut
some more. As a result, the letter in question doesn't
look like itself anymore. Unfortunate, but neces-
sary.

With this in mind, remember: when it comes to

letters, smaller is better.Fifty lines is the maximum
amount, not the suggested length. Concise letters

fit easily, get to the point more quickly and effec-

tively than a 100-line "letterzilla," and are more
manageable for our overworked, underpaid staff.

What's more, we dgn't have to cut smaller let-

ters.

Just a suggestion from your friends at the Edito-
rial desk.

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

For many weeks, the two species had lived In mutual
tolerance of one another. And then, without

provocation, ttw hornets t>egan throwing

rocks at Nad's houtt.
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Quote of the Day
"Nowjust because you wearyour wallet

near your heart you think you're twice as

smart. You know that isn't fair."

—Bartholomew Collins

from Dk Seuss' The 5000 Fingers of Dr. T

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Seven Comb
lofm

6 Rams mates
to lulourHaIn ranga

baiw#aft

Europe
and As<a

14 Sky Huntar
15 Support a

16 Com bread
1 7 Haisintii nauwe*
IS Man product

19 Mahe* lace

20 Deed
22 Get a move on>

24 Valley

26 Ooze
27 Fleeing

31 Merchant
JSOsordw
36 Prevaricaiors

36 City on the

TiucMe
39C«silt ««ilh

plenty ol coar>
40 Contend
41 Thumbs down.
n a way

42 Like some
caliea

44 Ouys
46 Notiiamen m

Toura
47 Moon Comb

2 Author Ambtar
3 (\jb measure
4 hot time

m the old

tomin —
SCobblar a

corKern
6 Small
amount

7 Actor

\Mgoda and
nameaaikaa

8 AaaanMes
9 Thoroughfare*
10 Normal
1

1

Horae ot a

certain color

12 PraoedM
ireeie or

knock
13 For f»» that

21 One o< the

Carters

23 - d«m
25 ArHess
27 Avifauna

29 OoroViy. to Em
29 Something to

throw m'*

30 Wtaler carriers

32 Fw the program

33 Tennyson 8

Arden
34 Perch

37 Neural

network*
43 Junk
44 Become aeedy
45 Short penal
46 Drawing ot a

type
46 A Cole
SO Areas
52 Tuscany

commune

54 Highway
behemoth,
lor *hon

55 Fasterter

SSEngkah
compoeer

57 London gallery

59 Tout de - At

60

61 Beany ar«d

Sparks
64 Sun god

.ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZU:

4«aepalient
51 Gourmandaes
53 OstmcKwa

54 Oet mto action

55 Cosectors lor

62 Corn units

S3 Chick and
black .aywt

65 — sutatie

66 Type o< skirt or

series

67 Aware «>(

6S OomeMcaied
S9Hotmoak
70 Eastern weight

urvt

71 Mergansers

1 Couch

-"ill-

1 ^iTTT-r-e-

<1 ^|w

Quote of the Day
"I'm your only friend / I'm not your

only friend / but I'm a little glowing

friend / but really I'm not actually your

friend."

"They Might Be Giants

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Your

artiMic nr musical lalcnl atlracis new
attention now. Watch a tendency to

exaggerate; le-u imaginative people will

not understand your flightu of fancy. Dine

oul tonight

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Everything goes your way this morning.

You attain your ends in generous mea.sure.

Go along with the crowd until you achieve

greater succcvs. Rnd sometime for creative

play.

GEMINI (May 21 June 20): Heed

any misgivings and allow them to guide

your decisions. Acting in ha.ste could lead

to a financial I0S.S or squabble. Get together

with someone special this evening. Make

up for lost time.

CANCER (June 2 1 -July 22): Curb a

tendency to be frivolous or extravagant

and turn your attention to the more serious

business of getting ahead. Use your wits.

Taking decisive action is the key to

financial progress.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Think of the

future before taking chances that may
nullify all that you have already won. Turn

on the charm and go with the flow.

Romance intensifies. You know what you

want.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You and

your loved ones enjoy a new feeling of

security now. Savings grow. Take a

colleague's advice with a grain of salt.

You may not have all the information you

need.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22): Pay little

or no heed 10 those who would have you

believe that their schemes will pay you

dividends. Your nmney could end up in

their pockets! Attend a social gathering

tonight.

SCORPIO (Oct 23 Nov 21 ): Make
your point today while you still have a

chance of convincing others. Then: may
be some questions regarding a financial

angle. Accountants can provide excellent

advice. Give in to romance this weekend.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21):

If you decide to throw caution to the wind,

you may be asking for a peck of trouble.

DoiTKStic and public relations are very

sensitive. A compromise helps you mend
some fences.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Although you have the ideas, you may
need a partner to put them over. Do not

allow your hopes to sink when you

eiKounter delays. An upbeat attitude will

work wonders.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Money could be the biggest bone of

contention between members of a

hou.sehold. Try to avoid arguments by

making intelligent concessions. Tone
down your language tonight or things

could heat up.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Do
everything you can to instill confidence in

your dear ones. Bniertaining family,

friends, and neighbon will boost your

spirits.

Today's Staff
Night EditOT KimFrisino

Copy Editor Jason George

PhotoTechnician MattKahn

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production Jason Toria,

Brad Hutchison
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Arts & Living
More predictable pulp in Hughes' Curly Sue

« .. ! . A nni^ in Kof l-urt /Mirl V lA/ilT

By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

John Hughes, creator of the mega-hit

Home Alone and notable bombs like Dutch,

has hit an all-lime low with his latest — a

humorless, predictable rags-to-riches tale

called Curly Sue.

Curly Sue stars likable, but perennial

box-office loser. James Elelushi as a small-

time con man who travels across the coun-

tr>' with his young companion. Curly Sue

(Allison Porter). They don't steal or break

any laws^, or as Belushi puts it "We don't

break any of the good ones." He makes her

brush her teeth and takes her to art muse-

ums in place of school. They hit up<in a con

to elicit sympathy, guilt and hopefully some
extra bucks. Fortunately for them, they

successfully con an ice-queen lawyer, played

by Kelly Lynch. She buys them dinner and

although she still feels guilty (she thinks

she hit Beluslii with her car) her snobby

boyfriend comes for her and she's out of

their life ... or sti she thinks.

In what Hughes would probably call an

ironic twist. Lynch really does hit Belushi

with her car the next day. She takes the pair

to her posh penthouse to recuperate. They

quickly adjust to the easy Ufe. In standard

sitcom fashion, the cute Curly Sue melts

Lynch's heart. Lynch also manages to fall in

love with Belushi in between an annoying

sub-plot about Lynch'sinability to deal with

a cUent.

But it's not over yet. Remember the

snobby boyfriend? He calls the child welfare

board and Curly Sue is sent to an orphanage

while Belushi is arrested! Don't get worried

folks, it all works out in the end and eve n the

snobby boyfriend gets his due.

James Belushi is getting pretty good at

playing the "ordinary guy,' he just needs a

good script. lnC«r/y Suf , Belushi looks tired

and has none ofthe charm that has elevated

his other films. Kelly Lynch first came

into popularity with her stunning perfor-

mance in Gus Van Sant's Drugstore Cow-

hoy. Now she's hit the bottom ofthe barrel in

Curly Sue.

Allison Porter resembles a deranged

Annie in her red curly wig. You'd think she'd

be the star ofthe film, but mostly she gets to

kick people and say "hubba hubba." Stupid,

yes. Funny, no.

John Hughes was never a stickler for

originality, but we know from Home Alone

that he is capable ofmaking an entertaining

film. Since Home Alone, he has released two

films: Career Opportunitten andDutch ; both

were critical and box office bombs, and Curly

Sue should continue the streak.

Report Card — Acting: D+; Plot: F; Execu

tion: D-; Overall D- ^
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I J piece of paper and i.\
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J NY COMtD\ SHOP
»i DircLi from N.V. Ciis

It's% Minutes of Kasl-Paced

Side Splitting. Stand- 1 p

Comedo!

mWSlSJOfUKjHlSCt
|3B1G\CTSL\CHSH0NN

:Fh.»-J>'S«.U8Al

UMass S
256-8911

"

iH Mt.Holyoke

Si 535-1111

We AaeptCompeletors Coupons

$1.99 PIZZA
.^ BUY ANY LARGE ^l'*:

"4 PIZZA. GET 2ND ,
-v.

:.ii5 ONEFORS1.99
Wrtti ttKs coupon Connof be used with ony other oHef

Expires December 31,1991

luK PEARL JAM
SUNDAY NOV 3 - 7:30 PM

SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER
TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT T1CKETMASTER,

TICKETMASTER CHARGE AND VENUE BOX OFFICE

ALL TICKETS $18.31)

C/C^f//7i/flSr/Sr?f^
a FOX: HOLVOUe, MA « CNFieLO. CT
OBAPE STBtET BtCOBDS AMMtRST

MOVIES mORfCHICOI'tE PLUS MORE

CAl.LFOR TIX

(800) 382-8080

30( PIZZA
ORDER ANY TWO TOPPING

LARGE PIZZA. GET MEDIUM

1 TOPPING PIZZA FOR 30c

r

r\ m BUY ANY
LARGE PIZZA ;

FOR THE PRICE OF
|

A SMALL PIZZA
\

I

WMh this coupon Cannot be usad with orry otwr oflv.
|

I

Expires 0«cwnb«r 3^1991 •

uvs ONE LOV
BAND

] AMiSltMO
I or CARHCAN

LKt TO HAVtnM

roRPs '^•'t::^

EVERY WEDS ONILOVI
FRI 1 1/a MAI CMCX
SUN 1) 10 TNITNUOM
vMOMAUM

FRI 11 15 niYMCAL
OtUFriTI

SUN. 11/17 mm
*OV*MC( Tn IMmx. PMMXUI S*

t MMcOuMrl

HOUK t tlADlFV . S86 44ftJ

THIS FRIDAY 2-6 PM

THETOC
SEAFOOD BAR

PEEL 'N' EAT
SHRIMP

$ 4.25/HALF DOZ

FRESH
STEAMERS

$ 4.50/'BUCKET'

Introducing Pitchers

of

Miller Genuine Draft

for $4.25

ONLY ATTHETOC LOUNGE
11th FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

PAGE?

cross country
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

LaFreniere also said that the team which was plagued
with ityjuries earlier in the season is beginning to come
together.

First ever

Karaoke Partvl

This Friday. Nov. 1.

1991
9pnn-lam

Soutliside Room,
Hampden Student
Center, Southwest
Sponsored by

S.W.A.G.

OPEN TO ALL
UNCUERSITY STUDENTS

Sports Notice
Friday

Men's XC at New England Championships in Boston, 2 p.m.
Women's XC at New England Championships in Northfield, 1 p.m.

Saturday
Football at Northeastern at Foxboro, 1 p.m.

Water polo at Brown for New England Championships
Men's soccer vs. Maine on Lower Boyden field, 1 p.m.
Field hockey at Maryland against Virginia, 2:30 p.m.

Sunday
Women's soccer vs. Rutgers on Lower Boyden field, 2 p.m.

Field hockey at Maryland against Delaware, 1 p.m.

Winter Session

Catalog

Is Here!

So, what exactly is Wnnter Session?

• a unique "mini-semester. just three weeks long

WeN, what's so unique about it?

• you can earn 3 academic credits m only 3 weeks
• over 100 credit courses, including gen ed designated classes

How can Winter Session hdp me?
You can:

• take a class you couldn't get before

• make up credits

• meet graduation requirements

• lighten your spring course load

Winter Session 1992 — January 2-23

Registration by mail only begins November 9.

(Registrations must be postmarked no earlier than

November 9.)

Catalogs available on campus or at the Division

of Continuing Education 6th floor Goodell

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE 1 13 CAMPUS CENTER • THURSDAY 8:30-3:30 FRIDAY 8:30-2:30 *DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUaTION • 20(/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS • CASH INADVANCE

AcrrvmES

Oiscusston about Auras and ralatad phe-

nomena. Sunday ^4ov 3. 7 00 in Campus
Center Sponsored by UMass Pagan Stu-

dent Organization

Thef« IS an InterVarslty Chnstian Fellow-

ship meeting tonigm' While others FLOG we
wiH rock! Check by elevators tor room num-

ber

I TOYOTA MIO. Loaded, alarm 183K
Needs transmission wort( S2S00/BO

665-221 5 Leave message lor Cnsptn

BfTERTAWMOIT

ANNOUNCEMENTS

COME DANCE WITH US) WOCH is spon-

soring an Altematlve/lndustnal Danoa to-

night from Spm to 2am Cost Is $2

LECTURE SERISE THE NEW WORLD
DISORDER
Nov 2 2.30-5pm Earlhfoods

Nov 3 3:30-5pm 168 Campus Center

PVOC OIL CO-OP Purchase home heating

oil at reduced cost COO or automatic de-

livery Register at OCHO 428 Student Union

STUDENT LOCKERS AVAILABLE in Stu

dent Union For storage ot books and other

personal belongings. Register at OCHO 428

Student Union

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRAUA
Information on semester, year gra(^ate,

summer, and internship programs in Penh,

Townsville. Sydney andMeRxHjme Programs

Stan at $3520 Call 1 -800-878-3696

ATTENTION ALL GREEKS

GREEK CENTRAL otlars the best quality

greek sweatshlns. T-shins. glassware, etc.

At tow prices For information and orders,

caH Eric 546-2104.

AUTO FOR SALE

1M4 OUMMOBILE TORANADO, $4900

fully loaded w/ AM/FM stereo. AC, power

wlndow«/k)cksrt)rakes Immaculate, perlect

condition 549-8083

RACK-A-OISCt St 75 00 DJs. VJ*. Karaoke

for housa/ Fomial partia*. Call 586-9900

FORIKNT

Townhouse 2 Bedroom 1 1 /2bath BusRoute

N Amherst 1-567-1352

FOR SALE

2 RED HOT Chii Pepper* tickatt Nov 1

Boston 256-0236

1981 TOYOTA TERCEL Extremely reliable

cassete stereo $900 253-91 67 Great shape!

COMPUTERwHtimodam, printer and table

$350 C^ll Cliff 549-1762

HONDA CB360 Motorcycle Green, with

windshieW and extras $400 253-0951

MAC PLUS with 2 5mb $650 imagewriterll

$300 Both $900 253-7695

ZETA PSI HUNKS FOR SALEM
Bachetor auction sponsored by the pledges

of Zeta Psi

Friday Novl. 1991

6pm at Alpha Chi Omega- Nutting Ave.

Getem while they're hoIlM

$1 entry fee

All university women wekxjme
For info can 6-2474

HELP WANTED

BEST DAMN CAMPUS REP WANTED
Hi-Life can offer you a free spnng break tnp

and a chance to win a Yamaha Wavejammer
Call now 1 -800-263-5604

Oont gat a |ob- Get a businaesi

TASP Intemationalotters highly motivated

students practical experience and earnings

averaging $4000-$7000 for the summer.

Please call 1-800-922-5579.

Earn $3000 * Free Spring Break Trips'

North Amenca's ti student tour operator

seeking motivated students, organizations.

frMamrties and sorondes as campus repre-

sentatives promoting Cancun, Bahamas
Daytona and Panama City' Call t -800-724-

1555;

Earn caab lor hdMaysl $700<^Aiireek po-

tential. CaH 24-hrs 201/933-3955 ext. 415.

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS
to students or studen organizaions promot-

ing our spnng break packages Good pay

and fun. CaM CMI l -800-423-5264

HEATHER W.
Happy 21 si binhday. NYC hers we come!
(Thanks Jane) who knows what might hap-

pen with my kx*y hat ak>ng''

I can't waitl -Alkson

Naughty Alpine Boy-
Be like Ihal senousiy"!

-the Good Witch oi the East

ORDER AVONI
546-1999

Call lor brochure.

Marl! Team
Happy 21 SI B-day
You're the best

I Love You!

MTERNSHIPS'

SPRING 19*2 INTERNSHIPS wWi the Le-

gal Services Center, get handson experi-

ence in the legal fieU-worit directly with

attorneys and ckents Eam up to 15 under-

graduate credits No experier>ce in the legal

profession necessary--training provided.

Contact Legal Services today: 545-1995.

922 Campus Center.

LOST

A SETOF KEYS with a dragon plate Lost at

Worcester DC If found please call 546-

6278<Ken) Will reward

MOTORCYCLES

Suzuki 450 1900 Runs wrell

$200 Call 256-3466 Ask lor Bryant

PERSONALS

JESSE JAMES
A satirical retoritionary iriebrlated with the

exuberance of his own verbosity!

Mysterious 4- cooperative

LAURIE CONWELL
Have a great 21 st B-day and weekend!
The drinks are on Dessie

Love,

Pam Sue arxj Dessie

DEAR ANDREA, Happy 20 months. The
best of my life, sae you tor^ighl Love Scolt

Happy 21st Lisa Caaay-
Drink like a fish!

Jane, Shelley. Kim

SUCK
The end of tfie story will come true!

And we will Nvs happily ever after

heehee :)

Genrude

THanfc you St Jude - Mary

TO MY VAMPIRE-
Will you be my punkln' too?!

Love you!

Daisy

VIRGIL
Have a Happy Binhday!

You only have 2 more years

Ha Ha Love Your Big

Lauri

•~* Tri-Slgnia ~*
Atoha! Sisters and pledges!

'INo Date'?

"Getting set up"
??? Rachel Ms Binhday???

llSenior Club!!

Hope your gettirig pumpedl
Let's show our dates a good time!!

Here's to Saturday night!

(P.S. Bring on the Grey Squirrels)

WOMENS NOVKE CREW
Lers show New Haven wtiat a real crew
k>oks bke this Saturday

The guart is in lor a rude AWAKENING'!

SUE-
Happy Binhday'

Finally the big 1 -9'

No more carpet backs for youll

Love- Jeanmarie

FREE pregnancy laatlng; confidential and
caring support BIRTHRIGHT;233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

TRAVEL

KAREN Have fun solvir>g your problem

THE PROBEM
JJordan
What are you doing tNs weekend?
Jim

Tay Tu Tay
WlK) do you think you are?

A Super Star?

Well you are nght'

Shine on tor your 19th binhday on the 3rd.

and may your bright bring us together in the

distance

LOVE YOU
Madhi and Juah

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or

suppon? Call lor tree and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam
Street, Nonhampton Se6-3000 or

GreenfieU 774-6<yT0

RIDE WANTED

BAHAMA CRUISE $99 Per person

5 day /4 night hotel Plan now for your break.

Very limited offer Can now 1 -800-621 -0572

RIDERS NEEDED:
Traveling to Chicago/lndianapolis area for

weekend of Novemt>er 8
Can Scott 256-6050

WANTED

HELPI I lost my Philosophy 100-2B notes

$10.00 to borrow good/detailed notes * aU

dittos from dis sec Thanx 546-3755

LOOKING FOR CD PLAYER
Will pay top phce
Call Cherri 549-7949

Toracycia:Prescriptton medication bottles/

containers (Nonrenewable RX only) Please

can 585-8709

WORDPROCESSmO NEEDED

A PERSON WITH good wordprocessing

skills (Wordpenect 5. 1 ) needed to help with

dissenation wori( 'Flexible hours 'Computer

available 'Plates nag. 'Call 549-8262

A TrV-Slflma Happy Binhday

to our Octotjer babies'

Laura S . Denise. Michelle. Jen S.

Tracie L. Launs and Stephine!

We hope you all had a great lime!

Love your sisters!

Student needs ride from GreenDeU MA to

UMass M-F 773-7705 Billie>f0

SERVKES

BICYCLE BROKEN?
Can Pat

546-0119

Hear Barnyard Birthday 586-7309
It's partym'! R's personalized! It's cheap!
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Minutewomen leave Yale out in the cold
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's soccer team was able to fight off a

decent Yale team and some very coldweather

Minutewomen defense, especially the play

of Lisa Mickelson.

On the offensive end, Massachusetts was

able to get two past Yale goalkeeper Tina

Pihl.

In the 33rd minute, a loose ball at the top

to improve its record to 13-4 with a 2-0 win of the penalty area was captured by^Holly

yesterday on Lower Boyden field
'

Yale ( 4- 10) played better than their record

indicated and was able to control some of

the play early in the first half. After halftime.

however. Yale couldn't keep up the level of

play as they succumbed to the

Minutewomen's superior skills.

"1 thought our coach would chottse to play

against the wind in the first so 1 expected

some pressure from Yale." UMass goal-

keeper Bnana Scurry said "1 figured I'd be

challenged because Yale would come out

fired up and play tough."

Scurry was able to handle the pressure

and five Yale shots as she rocorded her 1 2th

shutout of the season

"TheshuU> icc, Scun> >aid "It's

more than I've •- .: ad. even in high school.

I'm kind of surprised by having this many
"

Scurry was aided by a strong effort by the

Hellmuth. Hellmuth was able to tap the ball

over to Barbara Verdoliva. who booted it

into the far-left corner.

Verdoliva's tally appeared to take the

wind out of the Bulldog's sails. Until then,

Yale was playing UMass evenly, but after

getting on the board, the Minutewomen
began to control the play.

In the i^K-ond half UMass started to

dominate, as they had the wind at their

back. Just 2:26 into the second half. Mas-

sachusetts was awarded a direct kick from

35 yards out on the left side Mickelson took

the kick and put a hard drive on net. Pihl

dove to stop it but gave up the rebound,

which Colleen Miliken was able to pounce

on and punch home for the insurance goal.

UMass. No. 10 in the nation, play* iU

final regular seaaon game against Rutgers

at 2 p m on Sunday at Lower Boyden Field.

coUcsUb pbuto by Andrcii Mi|(lia»i

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team defeated Yale

University yesterday at the Lower Boyden field, 2-0.

Men's hoop
set to face
Marathon Oil
ByTAMIRLIPTON
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts men's basketball

team opens the exhibition season Sunday, as they

host Marathon Oil at 7 p.m. in the Curr>' Hicks Cage.

No one needs to tell the Minutemen how good

Marathon Oil can be. Last year, they defeated the

Minutemen 105-81

Mike Bom led Marathon Oil with 46 points, as he

was unconscious in nailing all 17 shots he threw up.

This is hke playing against Oklahoma or Ken-

tucky ."said UMass coachJohnCalipari. They're real

talented, they're big and they're a good team."

Marathon Oil is a touring team composed offormer

college players, including Eric Turner of Michigan

and Richard Morgan of the University of Virginia,

which plays more than 40 games against college

teams.
Calipari said Wednesday that he was disappointed

with how the returnees are playing in practice.

They aren't playing with passion or fire," he said.

UMass forward Jim McCoy has been suffering

with the flu for the past few days, but is expected to

play Sunday, according to assistant coach Bill Bayno.

Calipari said everyone will play, but he is more
concerned with how the freshman play than with how
the starters perform.

This game comes at a nice time — the kids are

getting tired of playing against each other," Calipari

said.

Minutemen travel to Foxboro
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Big-time.

The University ofMassachusetts football team travels to

Foxboro SUdium, the home of the NFL's New England

Patriots, to face Northeastern in a non-conference game at

1 p.m. Saturday.

Even though the 60,000-plus seats most likely won't be

filled, (the Patriots can't fill them), the contest between the

Minutemen (2-5) and the Huskies (4-3) is key for both

schools as the two teams have been going in oppoeite

directions of late.

UMass is hoping to reverse their heading as they have

been struggling The Minutemen, 2-3 in YanCon, have

dropped three straight and two consecutive conference

meetings.

"We've got to put an end to this skid," UMass' head coach

Jim Reid said.

The Huskies, who had only one win last year, have

turned their program around under first year head coach

Barry G^lup. Last week, Northeastern was barely edged

out by the Yankee Conference's only undefeated team, New
Hampshire, 18-14.

The Huskies fought back from an 11-0 halftime deficit

and took the lead with just under two minutes remaining

only to see UNH perform last-second heroics to pull out the

victory.

Last season, the Huskies averaged only 240 total yards

per game. This season, they are averaging over 370 ypg.

Part of the reasoning behind the Husky's offensive

turnaround has been the play of first-year quarterback

Ralph Barrone. The strong-armed junior college transfer

has thrown for over 1,100 yards so far this season, with 1

1

touchdowns and 1 1 interceptions.

Barone has several potent targets. Sophomore wide

receiver Jeremy Gobeil has caught five TD passes and

averages 19.7 yards per reception. Senior tight end Scott

Adams leads the team in total receiving yardage, 334,

including four TDs. Barone's favorite target is junior wide

receiver Branden Tsetsilas, who has 17 catches.

Sparked by inside linebackers Jim Loch and David

Atwood, Northeastern's defense held UNH's highly touted

running game to 119 yards last Saturday. Atwood is the

team leader in total tackles with 54, followed by Loch's 43.

Sophomore strong safety Mark Salisbury heads the sec-

ondary with five interceptions.

Dave McGovem, who replaced Tony Williams at Con-

necticut two weeks ago as UMass' starting signal-caller has

been chosen as this week's starter. Against UConn, the

sophomore completed 10 passes in 24 attempts for 125

yards, but was also intercepted four times.

"Dave allows \is to take advantage ofour whole offense,"

Reid said. "He can both throw and run."

However, even without a quarterback, the Minutemen

can rely on the running of tailback Jerome Bledsoe. The

senior has rushed for over 100 yards in six straight games.

Against UConn, he racked up 148 yards on the ground, his

third highest career total.

The UMass defense, which is allowing 353.4 yards of

total offense, is currently ranked fifth in the Yankee Con-

ference. The Minuteman secondary was impressive against

an explosive UConn offense two weeks ago.

Northeastern, an independent which joins the Yankee

Conference in 1993, decided to improve the visibility of its

program and host the contest at Foxboro, which they hope

will draw a considerable crowd for the intra-Massachusetts

battle.

The game will be broadcast live on WMUA 91 . 1 FM and

the UMass Network, WTTT 1430 AM, Amherst.

Polo at New England tourney
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts water polo team, ranked

15th nationally, takes a big step toward the NCAA Tour-

nament this weekend as they head to Brown University for

the New England Championships. Brown is the 16-time

defending champion.
Despite being tied with Brown for the league's No. 1

ranking, the Minutemen will be ranked ahead of the Bears

based on difference of goals scored.

Instead of following previous tournament formats of

playing four or five games per weekend, this weekend's

action will consist of only two games. A bye in tomorrow

morning's first round has the Minutemen playing the

winner of the Harvard vs. Yale game at 2:30 p.m.

A win in that game will mean a date in the championship

game Sunday afternoon at 3 p.m . With noknown predictions

from Nostradamus on the matter, a UMass-Brown cham-

pionship game is anticipated. This is the same Brown squad

that beat the Minutemen 10-9 in quadruple, sudden-death

overtime two weeks ago.

"We've been playing pretty well in practice this week,"

said Coach Russ Yarworth. "We have the talent, we just

have to go out strong in the first half and do it."

X-country at New Englands
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

With the Atlantic 10 Championships now behind them,

the University of Massachusetts women's cross country

team heads to Northfield, MA for the New England

Championships at 1 p.m. today.

This time, however, the Minutewomen will be hard-

pressed to capture the championship, instead setting their

sights on a top-five finish.

"It's almost a given Providence will win," UMass coach

Julie LaFreniere said "They're ranked No. 2 in the country,

and they're very deep.

Look for Boston College, with top runners Diane Connolly

and Heather Grimshaw to take second, while UMass should

battle Connecticut and Springfield for third.

"I think we have a realistic shot at third," LaFreniere

said. Connecticut and Springfield have a slight edge on us,

but UConn's second runner is out, and I think it's a good

possibilty that ifwe run in a tight pack, we can place our five

in front of Springfield's third runner."

Last week, the Minutewomen placed four consecutive

runners to capture positions eight-11 and the Atlantic 10

Championship.
UMass' top five runners— Michelle St. Laurent, Tricia

Mathieson, Rebecca Johnson and Kim and Kelly Liljeblad

— have each placed in the top spot at least once this season.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

UM swim team
opens at Smith
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian SUff

As the University ofMassachusetts women's swim
team opens its season against Smith College, there'll

be something old, something new, something differ-

ent and something blue.

The blue, of course, is the water.

The old is the returning swimmers coach Bob
Newcomb looks to carry the meet. Senior Kim Morin,

junior Kari Edwardsen, and sophomores Kim Broad,

Jen Saunders, Allison White and Jen Jackson are

Newcomb's "top athletes."

The new is both the freshman swimmers who will

try to break in to the events, and the returning

swimmers that Newcomb said he will try at new
events.

"This weekend meet should be real competitive,"

Newcomb said. "We're pairing some different people

with new events."

The something different will be the Smith college

twins Jen and Kathy Burrell that Newcomb re-

cruited. They could have easily come to UMass, said

Newcomb, "They both applied here, and we would've

loved to have them, but they wanted to go to Smith.

They're good athletes."

As this is the opening meet, UMass cannot be

expected to be at their peak. Yet Newcomb is confi-

dent in his swimmers and the result.

"Smith isn't as strong as in years past," he said.

"We should have some close events, but I don't think

there'll be any doubt ofthe final outcome. We should

take it."
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DEFYING GRAVITY— Juggler Brian Armstrong, a class of 1993
horticulture mc^or, gives us ademonstration ofhis skills in Northeast.

GEO: Will they
ratify or strike?
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

It seems unlikely that members of the

Graduate Employee Organization will ratify

their current contract on Wednesday since

three mtgor demands of the organization

still remain unmet by the University ad-

ministration at this time. Sources said the

organization will then hold a stnke vote.

In other developments, GEO offered last

Wednesday another compromise to the ad-

ministration to try to finalize their first

union contract, symbolizing the
organization's willingness to end this con-

tract dispute and avoid further action, a

GEO spokesperson said.

Both sides will meet again today at the
negotiating table to try to compromise and
end the 10-month-long struggle.

One of the major demands of the organi-

zation, which represents all graduate stu-

dents including 2,200 teaching and research

assistants, interns and fellows, was a man-
datory health fee waiver.

The organization last week said it would
pay 10 percent ofthe tab for health care. On
Wednesday, they offered to the administra-

tion to pay 38 percent of health costs this

academic year although they still want the
full waiver for following yean.

"The idea would be to allow the adminis-
tration to move gradually into shouldering

the responsibility they have as employers,"

said Emily Isaacs. GEO co-speaker.

An individual graduate employee pays

$870 for a year of University health ben-

efits.

Susan Pearaon, the chief negotiator for

the administration, said administration of-

ficials will meet with department heads
today to discttas the organization's latest

concession, which would cost the University

about $1 million.

"It's entirely a question of money."
Pearson said. "In order to fund that, we
would have to cut all the departments [bud-

get* I even further.*

Although Seymour Berger, a member of

the administration negotiating team, would
not comment on specifics, he said, "We're

trying to do what we can to meet their

demands. We're searching for way to be
helpful."

"We've gotten done to pocketbook issues

and we don't have the wherewithal to be
successful ," Berger said. "We'll try this com-
ing Monday to reach some type of agree-

ment."

In addition, Isaacs said the organization

was upset at the administration's unwill-

ingness to meet again at the negotiating

table anytime before today. This is only

three days before the organization's next

membership meeting.

Their lack ofmovement suggests a fairijr

grim situation," Isaacs said.

100 arrested in abortion protest
Demonstration site shifts ft*ont Boston to Rhode Island
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff and
The Associated Press

Nearly 100 Operation Rescue abortion protesters were

arrested outside a women's clinic in Cranston, Rhode Island

Saturday morning after Operation Rescue shifl^d plans for

massive demonstrations from Massachusetts to Rhode Is-

land.

Operation Rescue claims the shift was made in response

to a request by the Boston Police Patrolmen's Association.

Abortion rights activists charge Operation Rescue was
deterred by a Superior Court iryunction issued last month
that prohibits anti-abortion activists from blockading

Boston-area clinics and provides stiffpenalties for violations.

According to Associated Press reports, Cranston dem-
onstrators numbered around 1,000 and were evenly split

between Operation Rescue members and abortion rights

activists.

Clarinda Mem'pen, a UMass undergraduate who joined

the pro-choice demonstrators in Cranston, said abortion

rights activists "clearly outnumbered" Operation Rescue

members when she arrived around 9:30 a.m. She said by

noon pro-choicers "outnumbered them [Operation Rescue

supporters) two to one."

Reports from AP said by 9:30 a.m. police had charged

about 100 Operation Rescue demonstrators with trespass-

ing, disorderly conduct and obstruction ofjustice.

Some were also charged with assaulting a police officer
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after a group of about 30 Operation Rescue members
rushed through police barricades set up around the clinic,

said Major Augustine Comella of the Cranston Police De-

partment.
Although "the vast majority" of people arrested were

members ofOperation Rescue, a few abortion rights activists

were also taken into custody, said Cranston Police Captain
Vincent McWalters.

Operation Rescue had originally planned to mount large

demonstrations around Massachusetts, but they claimed

they moved them after a request by Donald Murray,
president of the Boston Police Patrolmen's Association.

Murray said officers wanted to attend the funeral ofone

of their colleagues. Officer Jeremiah Jurley, 50 who died

Monday in a bomb blast in Boston.

Father Michael McNamara, Operation Spokesperson
from the Boston Catholic Archdiocese, confirmed Operation

Rescue decided to go to Cranston because of the Boston

Patrolmen's request.

"In sympathy with the police and the policeman's family,

we moved down here [to Cranston)," McNamara said.

For Boston pro-choice groups. Operation Rescue's move
to Cranston was a victory. "We won, as far as I'm concerned,

because Operation Rescue decided it not only couldn't come
to Boston, but also not to Massachusetts as well," said Ellen

Zucker, president of the Boston chapter of the National

Organization for Women.
Zucker said about 2,000 people had been mobilized

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Catholic priest:

baby has equal
rights to mother
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Father Michael McNamara, designated spokesperson
for Operation Rescue and part ofthe Boston Roman Catholic

Archdiocese, stood outside the Cranston, Rhode Island

police station Saturday afternoon waiting word about the
100 demonstrators arrested during an attempt to blockade
the Women's Medical Center of Rhode Island.

An earnest, soft-spoken man. Father McNamara ex-

plained the views ofhis group. One ofthe problems dividing

"pro-lifers" and "pro-abortionists," he said, is the debate
about whether, while in the womb, a baby is a "livinghuman

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Ph.d. student
takes six lives

at U. of Iowa
By GREG SMITH
Associated Press

IOWA CITY, Iowa— The gunman who shot six

University of Iowa employees, four fatally, before

killing himself wrote letter to news organizations

and acquaintances outlining his intentions, a pros-

ecutor said today.

Johnson County Attorney J. Patrick White said

at a news conference that Gang Lu, 28, wrote five

three-page letters saying he intended to kill mem-
bers of the University physics and astronomy de-

partment who bypassed his dissertation in favor of

another Chinese graduate student.

"His state of mind was that of a premeditated,

cold-blooded murderer," White said. The letters

contained "information that would indicate that he

had actions like this in mind," White said.

Lu went on a shooting rampage at the Univer-

sity on Friday. He killed a rival student and three

professors and critically wounded a university ad-

ministrator and another staff member, said Ann
Rhodes, vice president of university relations.

Lu, a doctoral candidate in the physics depart-

ment, had filed a complaint with the academic

affairs office when his paper was not nominated for

a competition to choose the University's best disser-

tation, Rhodes said.

The dissertation by the student Lu killed Friday

was nominated instead.

Classmates said Lu was a loner who took pride

in his studies.

"He was brilliant, always did perfect work,

straight A's" said Mike Rogers, a graduate student

who said he was in several classes with Lu.

"He was always very confident and proud of

himself." said Ken Nishikawa, an associate re-

search scientist in the physics department.

Upset over not getting the nomination, Lu ap-

parently planned who he was going to shoot, Rhodes
said at a news conference Friday night.

"It was not accidental," she said. "It was not

random."
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For Your Information
Monday, November 4

Afot'/t?—TheGEO-LaborCenterFilmfest
is showing Mateivan at 7 p.m. in the Cam-
pus Center. The room number will be listed

on the schedule by the elevators.

Discussion — There will be a discussion

with Harun Farocki. the German filmaker,

after the screening ofKuhle Wampe I Whither

Germany? and Zwischen Zwei Kriegen at 7

p.m. in Thompson 102.

Lecture — Susan Weidman Schneider

will be speaking on "Intermarriage: The
hidden challenges for the couple, their

families and the community" at 4: 15 p.m. in

the Sage Hall Lounge on Smith Campus
and at 8 p.m in the Babbott Room of the

Octagon Bldg. at Amherst College.

Blood Drive — There will be a public

blood drive from 1 1-4 p.m. in the Campus
Center.

Tuesday, November 5

Discussion — There will be a panel dis-

cussion with Harun Farocki, Carolyn
Anderson(Communication); Susan
Jahoda(Art); Joseph Lake(Slavic); and Ri-

chard WolfR Economics). Reception follow-

ing the panel discussion in Campus Center
room 1001.

Wednesday, November 6

Discussion — A panel discussion about
Multiculturalism and the English Only
Movement is being held at 8 p.m. in SBA
120.

Lecture — The School of Nursing is

sponsoring a lecture by Joyce Clifford, Vice

President of Nursing at Beth Israel Hospi-

tal, from 4-6 p.m in the Campus Center
room 101.

^^^^^y^ An Academic Year Abroad
. in the Arts and Humanities

^iL^\ year or semester of undergraduate study im
mersed in the life and culture of Florence. The pro-

gram combines imiversity courses with individual

tutorials and language study and, for students of
the arts, work with Italian artists. C A R A T-I
For infoniudon and an appbcanun: «3/\x\aVn
Sarah Lawrence CoUcgc In Florence LAWRENCE
Box LTMAF ^^/~\f 1 T?/'^!!?
BnHirviUe. New York 10708 \^\JL.L.tj\jt.

25% OFF
All Collegian Classifieds

"bdayOnly!!

Look for our table

on the Campus Center Concourse!

Or come to our classifieds counter

at 1 1 3 Campus Center

Winter Session

1992 Catalog

Is Here!

So, what exactly is Winter Session?

• a unique mmi-semester, just three weeks long

Well, what's so unique about it?

• you can earn 3 academic credits in only 3 weeks
• over 100 credit courses, including gen. ed. designated classes

How can Winter Session help me?
You can;

• take a class you couldn't get before

• make up credits

• meet graduation requirements

• lighten your spring course load

Winter Session 1992 — January 2-23

Registration by mail only begins November 9.

(Registrations must be postmarked no earlier {\]^n

November 9.)

Catalogs available on campus or at the Division

of Continuing Education 6th floor Goodell

'Toeoirr
The ^Jost A peelinff Frozen Yogurt Shop!

Frozen Yogurt Delivery

<o^^ .<^ to yovir door A.,k

253 - 2774 \
Seven Xights a week, 6 - 1 li)in

Minimum Order ?$7.0() please excluding coupons

Bananarania Frozen Yogurt Menu

Frozen vofniii Cu]^^

5.5 oz., small "1.38

8oz. mcd *l.m
12 oz. Irg «2.75

Pints »^'.i,U)

Quarts x^.^X)

Small cnip with to|)piii({ "1.97

Mcdhmi Clip with topping.. "2.51

Frozen bananas

dli>pcd in chocolate "1.10

Bananarama IV)at "2.75

.n(W each

Strawberries M& Ms
Blueberries Peanut Butter Cups
Raspberries Yogurt Peanuts

Bananas Chtxolale Chips
Hcalh Bar Oreo's

Peanut Brittle Rice Krispies

Nuts Trail Mix
Granola Yogurt Raisins

Tliick Yogiirt Shake "2.55

Fniit Juice ( oolcr "2 nF>

Yoj^irt Moats... "i.as

Frozen Yogiirt Pies »fi ;V>
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Pre-registration
no longer needs
a Whitmore walk
By REBECCA VOIGT
Collegian Correspondent

All University of Massachusetts graduate and under-
graduate students will be using their telephones instead of

the standardized "bubble sheets" to pre-register for next
semester, according to the registrar's office.

Reistrar Nancy Fitzpatrick said the new Touchtone
Registration System, similar to "Voice Mail," will have a
pre-recorded voice that speaks instructions to students.

Choices are entered through the telephone's keypads. Ro-
tary dial phones will not work with this system, so students
must use touchtone phones, she said.

All undergraduates and some graduate students will

need to get their Personal identification Number (PIN) in

order to access the new system. PINs will be available from
students' major departments starting on Nov. 12.

Pre-registration will be from Nov. 14 to Nov. 2 1 . Students
can begin calling on Nov. 14 but there will be different

individual deadlines. These deadlines will be staggered up
until Nov. 20. Then on Nov. 21, students will be "scheduled

off" of the system."

The Registrar said it was very important for students to

know their deadline. "People shouldn't rely on what their

roommate's or anyone else's deadline is," she said.

If students miss their deadline, they will not be able to

pre-register and will have to register for all of their classes

through Add/Drop.
Each student's deadline will be sent to them in the mail

along with instructions on how to use the system.

Thirty-two telephone lines have been added to handle
pre-registration, she said. However, the Registrar warned
students still might get a busy signal when they try to call

the system. She said students should call as early as

possible in their access period and should keep trying until

they get through.

The lines will be open Monday - Thursday 8 a.m. - 9 p.m.,

Friday 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. and Sunday 10 a.m. - 9 p.m..

With this new system, students will be told if they are

eligible for the courses that they choose. They can verify

they entered the correct course. They can change their

requests. Choices can be marked Pass/Fail and students

can choose an alternate for each requested course. With the

old system, students could only choose two alternates.

Engineering, and Hotel Restaurant and Travel Admin-
istration m^ors used this system last semester as a trial

run, and many students thought it was a good idea.

"It's very efficient because you could verify your choices.

With opscans you didn't know if you marked them right,"

said senior civil and mechanical engineering m^or. Matt
Valade.

Junior HRTA migor Erik Rothman agreed, ^t'8 easy

becauseyou don't have to walk all the way over toWhitmore,"

he said.

The Registrar said what order students pre-register in

will not effect whether they will get the classes that they

requested.

"Students will be scheduled into courses during E)eoember

and will receive their schedules in January," said Nancy
Fitzpatrick.

According to the Registrar's office, Touchtone Telephone
Pre-registration is the first step in a plan to automate the

entire registration process.

Touchtone telephone Add/Drop will be piloted with se-

lected students for the Spring 1992 semester and will be

used for the entire campus for the Fall 1992 semester.

McNamara

Local

OLD FRIENDS — Springfield Central High School teacher Steven Degon Ulks to former
student Jeanne Corris, a 1992 Spanish m£gor, while visiting the University with a group of

his present students.

Third World issues addressed
Speakers discuss ^he New World (Dis)Order^
By MADANMOHAN RAO
Collegian Staff

Four speakers addressed an audience yesterday at the

UMass Campus Center, for the closing eeeeion ofa two-day

symposium entitled "TheNew World ( DisKDrder" organized

by the Forum on Developing Nations.

Shyamala Ivatury, a UMass graduate student, focused

on women's issues in India. "In addition to traditional

household tasks, rural women are often involved in agri-

cultural labor and gathering of fuel and fodder,* she said.

"Women in agriculture make only 40 to 60 percent of a

man's pay. They have almost no control in village govern-

ment," Ivatury said.

Women's share of employment in organized urban sec-

tors is decreasing, Ivatury said. "In the unorganized sector,

housemaids face job insecurity and harassment."

Ivatury cautioned, however, against making superficial

comparisons between the status ofwomen in the West and
women in Third World countries. "Such comparisons are

often used as a divisive tactic by the West," Ivatury said.

Pratip Dastidar, a UMass alumnus, spoke on "The Mi-

rage of the Market: India in the 19908." "At the time of

gaining independence India decided not to join the global

market. But today it is chasing the free market, which is a

mirage because although it looks good, you can never get it,"

Dastidar said.

"A fundamental question to ask and seek answers to is

why we decided to open up our markets," Dastidar said.

"The mid-level trading class brought about a proliferation

ofconsumer goods and screwdriver technology which, along

with the foreign exchange crunch during the Gulf War,

sucked us into this debt crisis."

The West is not really interested in investing in India,

because our share of the global trade is only 0.3%, he said.

Actually, the United States is using leverage through

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

being or a thing."

If it is a living being, he said, "it has

rights equal to the mother. Ifit is (considered 1

a thing, then the dispute arises."

"In our belief, in the Christian tradition,

the general premise is life begins with con-

ception. Therefore, a small child, from the

moment ofconception , has equal rights with

the mother," McNamara said.

Father McNamara said Operation Res-

cue members believe they are responding to

"a divine law" that requires they risk arrest

Ueglan photo by TynUn Skeigh

Father Michael McNamara of

Operation Rescue

in order to stop abortions.

"If a human law is contrary to a divine

law, we have a right to, in a non-violent way,
commit civil disobedience," he said.

McNamara said pregnant women must
receive "community support" as part of "a

broken society healing itself"

"When there's a need, and a woman, for

whatever reason, finds herselfpregnant, we
need to love them, we need to help them, we
need to encourage them, and call them to

what they can be, really as a woman, because
now they're a mother, and they're a mother
ofa child who has an equal right to live with
them," he said.

Father McNamara said he has found, in

his work with group homes for "pregnant
girls," that "when a young woman, even a
young girl, is given the proper support,

through spiritual direction and love, even if

she doesn't decide to keep the child, it is

better for her to go through the pregnancy."
McNamara said even in cases when a

woman's health is at risk, except in cases of

rape or incest, his group would not support
abortion, because "at some point the mother
made a decision to have relations" and now
there is a child "who has equal rights with
the mother."

Cranston
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Saturday to defend the clinics from
the tactics of Operation Rescue.

Planned Parenthood escort June
WendrofF said she thought Opera-

tion Rescue went to Cranston be-

cause they were afraid of the
Middlesex Superior Court injunction
barring Operation Rescue from
blocking access to clinics.

"They don't have an injuction

there, but we have an injunction so

they can arrest and make it stick,"

Wendroff said.

Zucker said she believed the in-

junction, which threatens members
ofOperation Rescue, the Pro-Life Ac-

tion Network and 38 individuals with

up to two and a halfyears ofimprison-

ment and $5,000 in fines, was behind
Operation Rescue's decision.

"I think the strength of the in-

junction was evident, and shows it

means something and says blocking
a clinic is a violation of civil rights,"

Zucker said. "And unlike other times,
law enforcement officials were there

to enforce it."

the IMF loans to try to expose India's nuclear program and
then neutralize it, Dastidar said. This was a lesson learned

during the GulfWar,* he said, "and is obvious from the way
the U.S. is sending its inspection teams in to Baghdad."

Fascist elements in the country are exploiting the eco-

nomic discontent and trying to make a grab for power, he
said. "What I see in the future is not a market but a
battleground — a Lebanonization on a scale never seen

before."

Jose Ledesma, a UMass graduate student from the

Philippines, then spoke on his country's debt crisis, and the

status ofthe U.S. military bases. "The bases have been uaed
for intervention against TTiird World countries and desta-

bilizing the Philippines. They have also destroyed our self-

dignity," Ledesma said.

Some instances of such intervention include the Boxer

Rebellion in China, the Korean War, the Vietnam War, and
the Gulf War, Ledesma said. "In fact, some of the first

bombingnms against Iraq were practised in the Philippines."

Through puppet governments, the United States keeps

the Philippines in a state of debt, he said. "The IMF and
World Bank are controlhng our economy through currency

devaluation and removal of import restrictions." he said.

Colin Cavell, a UMass [ralitical science graduate stu-

dent, spoke on U.S. foreign policy and Latin America. "The

Monroe Doctrine of 1923 effectively announced that Latin

America was off limits to Europe for colonization," he said.

Since then, the policy ofcontainment ofcommunism was
used to justify U.S. interventionism, Cavell said. In some
cases, this "communist threat" actually involved land re-

distribution, as in Guatemala. Still, a lesson had to be

taught to all Latin Americans that such nationalism had to

be inhibited," Cavell said.

"Hence the CIA overthrow of Arbenz in 1954," Cavell

said. This principle of demonstration has been very well

exhibited in the recent Gulf war, Cavell said.

Soda-spitting
drink machine
short-circuits
Compiled by JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Police investigation into a soda vending
machine in John Adams Residence Hall

that began overheating and automatically
dispensing soda early Thursday morning
revealed an unknown liquid substance was
poured into coin slots. The machine short-

circuited. Estimated damages were ap-

proximately $2,200.

A woman reported to police her vehicle

was damaged Thursday evening while
parked in Lot 13. Police report a note was
left on her car indicating an operator pull-

ing into a space hit her car. However, the

note did not identify the operator. Damages
were estimated at $400.

ARRESTS:
Ann M. Hooben, 21, of Westfield was

arrested Friday morning in Lot 45 and
charged with operating under the influence

of alcohol.
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Latin American
Heritage Montti

p-mtm

^Monday Nov - 4 .. /:.:•• ..^-i-?
Tuesday Nov - 12

Opening > H^. ,. \/;s-^:y Multi-Media Art Extiibit

Latin Jazz Night: Food / speakers y\^^'^ ••' :/Z\V--'- PAZ PARA LA VIDA / PEACE FOR LIFE

6:30 - 10:00 PM i^y.! " SXsY'^- 8:00 PM

* ' . m^

107 Moore House
South West U-Mass

Thursday Nov - 7

Art Extiibition Reception
5:00 -7:00 PM

• Augusta So vage Memorial Gallery at
^ Nev^ Africa House, U- Mass

Featuring KIMSA

Nov 7 - 9 and 13- 16

Ttieatre Production "De Donde?

"

'. 8:00- 10:00 PM
j Reception to be held im mediately follov\/ing

• the play on Nov - 9

"IEATRO 1
4"

, Mendenhall Center for the

Performing Arts

;
Smith College, Northampton

". General Admission: $4: Students: $2

V", Only $1 on Nov - 9, for U-Mass students.
*..

, ' . •

Johnson Library Gallery

Hampshire College

Friday Nov - 15

y- > ;: . i Dance 'YO SOY LA SALSA"
"

'"^^ii Featuring ORQUESTA VERSATIL and
, -,, . .>:^\^*^ ORQUESTA CHEVERE
•V^-::V V 9:00 PM - 2:00 AM
/ .\

•'''' ^^^ Student Union Ballroom
, u- Moss

I' j'^M^-.'
;'

'."
.. General Admission: $5

,/CS

Saturday Nov - 23

g| An Evening of Expression and Dance
VS Performances and Food

fjg
5:00 -9:00 PM

l;^
Dance featuring ORQUESTA UNIDAD9;oopm-2;OOAM

^ The Student Union Ballroom
, u- Mass

%'^ General Admission: $7
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartcxmist, and do not necessarily represent (he views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Worker equality a must
An injury to one is an injury to all.

This, the motto ofa union from the past, should play into the

minds of the campus as the Graduate Employee Organization

votes this Wednesday to go on strike against the University.

Graduates students who work for the University as re-

search, teaching assistants, interns and fellows ARE state

employees, two years ago they were given a ciriculum fee for

that reason.

Now, these state employees (most of whom make in the

vicinity of $6,000 per year) are fighting for the right to have a

binding arbitration system, an agency fee, job security and
most importantly affordable health care.

State employees in the remainder ofthe state and on campus
pay 10 percent of their health care, and the graduates believe

they have a right to this care as well. They are right.

As state employees, they should be given the same benefits

of the professionals and laborers on campus. As state employ-

ees, we find it difficult to believe they are forced to work
without the benefits allotted to their fellow state employees.

Although there are perceptions of hardship for the under-

graduates— both academically and financially — these have

been proven unfounded. Teaching or research assistants have

no desire to screw their students out ofan education or grades.

If the GEO votes for a strike, the undergrads should realize

that graduate school is not a joy-ride — it is a profession.

These people work for an employer which is taking care ofthe

rest of its workers — but not the graduate students.

Understanding workers should be treated equally is half the

battle. Once this is achieved there will be no need for strikes.

Unsigned editorials are the opinion of the majority of the

Collegian Board ofEditors.

Don't dv^ell on problems
Those of you out there who care may

have noticed that my column was absent

from last Monday's paper. This forced me to

explain to half-a-miUion different people

just why my column didn't run which, as

you could imagine, got to be really, really

annoying.
That's okay, though, because the column

sucked.

Jared Blaut

So, onward and upward as they say. Why
dwell in the past? Why niggle? Can you say
"niggle" boys and girls? Can you tell me
what it means? I don't think you can, not

because you're stupid (no offense to any
stupid people out there), but because I'm

probably on the other side of campus right

now and even ifyou try screaming an answer
at the top ofyour lungs you'll probably only

succeed in frightening your neighbors or

pissing offsome deranged undead man with

a hockey mask and a meat cleaver. But if

you want to try, go ahead.

No ... no . . sorry. You're wrong. The
correct answer is "^o v/orry a lot over insig-

nificant things when you could be doing

something more productive, like typing a

column two hours before deadline.*

I>ook around you. Do you see anyone who
might be a niggler? I look around me, and I

see my roommate sleeping at twelve noon

on a Sunday when we are supposed to meet
some people for brunch in half-an-hour.

This is the same kid who's missed 57 classes

this semester and still has a 3.7 average. He
is most definitely not a person prone to

niggling. Perhaps we can learn from this.

No, I'm not saying that everyone should

go and blow off all their daaaes; my room-

mate can do this because he knows more
than his teachers. What I am saying is that

everyone at UMass always seems so tense,

so full ofanger and frustration and that hey!

we should all relax and ei\joy ourselves

every once and awhile.

What happens is that everyone worries

over little tiny insignificant things and
eventually become so obsessed with the

negative that they go and do something

rash, like killing six people at the University

of Iowa.

Yes. that is an extreme case, but not so

extreme as to be written off as something

that only happened because of some "luna-

tic." The killer was a student. Just hke you

and me. The difference was that he took

things just a bit too seriously, and when
your life becomes nothing but a series of

stressful events, you begin to lose it.

But something like that could never

happen here, right? Wrong. We already have

large groups of people hating other large

groups of people. We divide ourselves into

little nations of anger and hate, and if you

can't take a hint from history, allow me to

remind you this is not the brightest thing in

the world to do.

No, I don't expect people to sit and hug
and lov« one another. But I don't think it's

too outragMHiB to expect everyone to accept

everyone else. Ifyou're angry, don't make it

someone else's problem. Sure, some of you

can argue that some of my columns in the

past contradict the views which I am now
expressing, but what you fail to notice is

that those were intended to be humor col-

umns. But no, most people are just always

on the defensive, always looking for some-

thing to hate, that they fail to notice things

which I think are pretty obvious. So instead

of taking a humorous approach to things, I

now am simply spelling my views out for

you.

And I shouldn't have to do that.

Jared Blaut is a Collegian columnist

Common Cause seeks level electoral playing field in Mass.
It has been noticed that though democratic, American

political institutions have tended to experience less turn-

over than the old-time Supreme Soviet. Even through the

"throw the bums out" sentiment of the past several years,

incumbent politicians show an uncanny advantage at the

ballot box.

For example, the 1990 Massachusetts State Senate

elections were surrounded by an unprecedented anti-in-

cumbent mood. Nonetheless, 87 percent of those seeking

reelection retained their seats. Digging deeper, we find in

over two-thirds of the races, incumbents were outspending

challengers three toone. Here we find the pattern: Electoral

politics seems driven in large part by money— who's got it

and who doesn't.

In the early SOs. the Ward Commission found "more than

any othger single factor, the present method of financing

campaigns in Massachusetts creates a climate that breeds

corruption."

Big money sustains a system in which a core of political

careerists are kept in office by a network of well-funded

private and special interests. Potential challengers simply

don't have access to such funding and find it hard to run a

campaign against entrenched big money.

With this kind of funding what impact does the contri-

bution of the average citizen have? Sadly, less and less. In

a sense, the electoral system has been privatized and

A note to readers
Just another quick look aheeui at the big

doings at Editorial.

Please do keep those letters and columns

coming. Letters should be short; 50 lines is the

maximum amount. Cutting long letters down
to size is difficult and we'd rather not have to.

Attach your name and local phone number
and address as well.

Artists are also encouraged to send us ma'

terial. Blue or black inky please. Avoid using

ballpoint pen.

Columns should be 50-70 double-spaced^

typed lines.

Second, with a GEOjob action a possibility

sometime soon, we'd like to know what you

think of the situation. Send a short letter

explaining your position and why to the Col-

legian, 113 Campus Center. Hopefully, we'll

print a bunch of peoples' opinions on this

important issue.

average voters have less and less power to change it.

So what can be done to return control to the voters?

Common Cause is a non-partisan government watchdog

organization devoted to just this problem: Bringing gov-

ernment back to the people. When politicians want to keep

the workings of government behind closed doors, buried in

the secret language of politics and funded by backroom

bosses. Common Cause cries foul. This national organiza-

tion works to put the spotlight on the chicanery that

governs American poUtics more and more.

Jeremy P. Levinson

Here in Massachusetts, Common Cause has launched a

"Campaign for Accountable Politics" that aims to stem the

corrupting influence ofbig money in electoral politics. They

are sponsoring an initiative petition that will make voters

more important than money in the political process.

The petition will Umit the amount of money politicians

can take from the PACs and from lobbyists from outside the

district. Campaign spending limits will help even the playing

field and campaign disclosure requirements will force

politicians to be truthful about their sources of funding.

Furthermore, reform of ethics and conflict-of-interest

law will put a stop to political careerists who use office as a

means of getting rich.

Not surprisingly, this act was voted down by the poHti-

cians themselves. So, Common Cause is bringing it to the

people.

In the next three weeks. Common Cause will need to

gather 70,000 signatures across the state. In Western

Massachusetts, a region which knows what it's like to be

ignored by state government, Common Cause is organizing

a migor petition drive. For the first time in recent state

history, voter's signature can wield power.

Common Cause needs people to get involved. Given the

state ofthe economy, they are offering to pay petitioners for

their work. Ifyou want to help bring state government back

to the people — and a wage would help allow you to get

involved— contact Common Cause. The executive director

will be tabling on the Campus Center Concourse today and

holding a meeting for those interested tonight at 7:30 in the

Student Government Association office in the Student

Union at UMass.
It isn't everyday that we get a chance to really help

change what's wrong with government. With Common
Cause's Campaign for acountable Government, we all have

a chance to make a difference — and it won't cost us $2

million dollars.

Jeremy P. Levinson is a Collegian columnist

UifHTWe N«>At»wAri<w OF dLAftfNcC THOMAS -7b thb Sufifleoie- courvv,

TUB US. lA,KtS A IVii4KTy 5TEP F<^^^<^
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Arts & Living

Rippopotamus rips
it up at the Hatch

By GABRIEL JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

Rippopotamua
The Hatch
Thursday, Oct 31

Local Valley band Rippopotamus
gave their audience a Halloween party to

remember at the Hatch last Thursday
night. Dressed as The Cat in the Hat. a

ghoul, a cowboy, a funny-looking drum-
mer and the Army, they layed out tunes

that had as many ingredients in them as

the band had members.
The first set started offstiff— but not

stiffenough to keep their audience offthe

dance floor for longer than two songs.

Indeed, the dancers were soon at the

mercy ofbassist Allyn's and funny-looking

dnunmer Richard's rhythm rodeo. The
dance floor thinned when fatigue set in,

but soon swelled back up to crowded as

Rippopotamus ploughed through funky

waters.

Rippopotamus'sound is best described

as fast, hard funk. A five member horn

section broadened that sound, accenting

the rhythms and adding a brassy flair

to the music. The singer. Micheal

Stevens, exemphfied the band's live

presence; musically serious but actively

fun.

Trombonist Russel Bogartz took a

turn at the mike, rapping out a re-

grooved version of"Bust a Move" as well

as a few original Rippo raps.

Dainas, the guitarist, kept things

interesting by varying his style and
guitar effects. Rippopotamus extras

included a DJ scratching and two
dancers who choreographed moves to

one of the songs.

Perhaps the only criticism tobe made
is that the tempo never altered. It was
always moderate to fast; there were no

slow songs. No one seemed to mind,

though, and in the spirit of trick-or-

treat, the band tossed boxes of M&M's
into the audience on several occasions to

keep the collective blood-sugar level up.

Rippopotamus is a tight, grooving

band with a high energy stage presence.

They keep their audience interested

and moving. Those looking for a fun

night should look for where this hand is

Van Halen blasts
geriatric rumors

rxr..'-. T
i^te

By CHRIS SHADOIAN
Collegian Stafl"

Van Halen
Hartford Civic Center
Tuesday, Oct 29

Van Halen defined— a hard rock group

consisting offour 40-year-old men trying to

be 20 again, and doing a damn good job of it.

Van Halen played their asses off at the

Civic Center Tuesday night. Period. Sur-

prisingly so, too. I went to the concert half

expecting a rehash of all their past hit

singles, slowed down and sung out of tune.

As much as 1 hate to be wrong. I admit, I

was.

Every song they played (and they played

more than 20) was super hard-rockin' and

executed to its highest potential.

The For Unlawful Carnal Knowledge tour

has, up until now, received only mediocre

re\new8 from such national reviewing pow-

erhouses as Rolling Stone and The New
York Times, and this is perhaps what drove

the band to play so well. All I know is

whoever wrote the other reviews I've read

didn't see the Van Halen I did.

Fmm the stage, lead singerSammy Hagar

said (meaning "yelled' in Halenese) he had

been thinking about doing the Hartford

show ever since the band had a couple days

offto celebrate his 44lh birthday, which was

on Oct. 13.

"TThis is a fucking special show tonight!*

screamedSammy into his microphone. This

show is for all you people out there. It's not

for us — we just want to play. We haven't

been here for three years, so this is our

thanks for being so patient!"

The band was on for nearly two straight

hours and played an assortment of songs

from every one of their albums except Diver

Down (no big loss). But there were a few

surprise numbers. Jirai Hendrix's searing

electric guitar version of the National An-

them was playedjust before Van Halen took

the stage. "Finish What Ya SUrted" and

-Apolitical Blues", both off of l9SS'aOU812

album, are two songs no Van Halen buff

would ever expect to hear in concert.

Astonishingly, Sammy Hagar also had

his own solo. Hagar pulled off a terrific

acoustic version of"Where Eagles Fly", firom

his 1989 Give to Live album.

Opening act Alice in Chains was
clearly out of place. And although I wouldn't

call them a bad band, they would've been a

more appropriate opener for Metallica or

Jane's Addiction. The crowd was not sorry

to see them leave the stage.

I highly recommend you catch Van Halen

on tour this year, but I can't see how they

can possibly play so hard — so well — more

than once in a great while. Maybe I just

lucked out

LONDON
ROHNP IKiriKOM

November 4^

Open 24 Hours*

253-2543

220 N. Pksasant St
(AcroM from Cwruge ShofM)

* CkMcd Sat fnidni(hi • Sua noon

kinko's
the copy center

Not valid with other offen Sale pnce it for 87)" xW", tmf\etuied

full color laser copiei on lOlt white bond. Retuuig extra.

At parucipaung locauoni only.

350

From NEW YORK
round trips starting at

LONDON $350

LENINGRAD $610

CARACAS $410

GUTEMALA C. $390

BANGKOK $939
LCJS ANGELES

AUCKLAND $699

Taxes & surcharges rw< incliided.

Fares subject to change.

Council Travel
79 So. Pleasent Street,

Amherst, MA 01002
(413)256-1261

Showtimes

Mon - Thurs

7pm - 9pm
Admission $4.00

Student w/ID $3.00

APPtwto

MMM—MMM—GONE — Two of the four
water towers painted like Campbell Soup cans
begin to fall in to the rubble during the
implosion of the Campbell Plant in downtown
Camden Sunday. The 122 year-old plant was
closed March 2, 1990 and today's implosion will

make way for a new General Electric Aerospace
facility.

":^HAMPSHIRE
FITNESS
CLUB "• '"""

'

256-6B46
The Area's

'%

Most Complete
Club
Studies show that students

who exercise regularly

get better grades!

• PVTA bus route to Rolling Green •

• pools • aerobics • aqua-aerobics •

• steps • nautilus • racquetball •

• massage • bikes • tennis •

• rowers • treadmills •

• stairmaster •

Student Discounts

FIT

FOR
LIFE

1

STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR

&
AUTOBODY

53 S. Prospect St. Amherst Center

Imports & other unibody

vehicles are our specialty

Accepted by all insurance

companies for collision

repair or filass replacement

REMEMBER
It s your car and your choice of repair facilities

256-8157 256-1385
Shop Reg «RSlXlX

yv*v^

X^

Spoleto inspiration of good conversation
By PAUL DEGEORGES
Collegian StafT

We were just at the transition point from being very

hungry to being flat out ravenous when our table was
Anally ready last night at Spoleto, an Italian restaurant

tucked down Crafts Avenue near the Town Hall in

Northampton.

DINING OUT
We hadn't made a reservation (probably a good idea

judging from this Sunday night) and the place was packed.

But as is generally the case with Italian cuisine— the more
hungry you are the more delicious, and ultimately, all the

more satisfying the meal is.

Spoleto did not disappoint our voracious appetites. All of

the standard dishes were available. (You know, Pasta fill

in the blank. If it's Italian they serve it. ) They also had a few
specials, one of which we got the last of and were left with

no doubt why the Lobster Ravioli was a popular item that

night.

The usual appetizers like mozzarella with tomato and
garlic bread were available along with some interesting

Spoleto specials including a hot stuffed artichoke.

Desserts offered range from a traditional chocolate

mouMe to a slightly exotic fruit and madeltene concoction

with a difBcult to pronounce name.
Entrees and appetizers alike are priced to well within

the college student "dining out" budget (and you get a salad

with the choice of three fantastic dressings in addition to a

hot loaf of bread with your meal.)

We found Spoleto a comfortable place to dine. The decor

is colorful and light and the walls are highlighted with

"Spoleto" art exhibit lithographs that, in addition to several

nifty bent wire, wall-mounted sculptures give it a formal

but comfortable feel.

There seems to be no real pretense at Spoleto's. Just an

CHINA GARDEN
"The Collegian's choice in delightful

r$2 OFF with purchase of $ isl

I
or more with this coupon |

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sunday -Thursday, 11 :30am 10:00pm

Friday -Saturday, 1 1 :30am- 1 1 :00pm

Lunch Hour: 1 l:30am-3:30pm 7 days a week

Free Delivery Service

Fri., Sat.. Sun.

5:00pm- 10:00pm
ViM/Master Card/

American Ejip

•New Remodeling
•7 Days a week
•Take-out
•Luncheon Specials S3.75-$4.55

The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch
•Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch - Mandarin and Cantonese Styles)

Every Day 1 1 :30-3:30

•Weekly Vegetarian Sepecials (Wednesday and Thursday)

Mew Vegetarian Menu Coming Soon!

13 N. Pleasant Street Amherst. MA • 253 4280/4281

3UBUJRV^
of Amherst

OPEN!
Come in and place your order

for the BEST SUBS
in town!

OFF any ft. loon sub!

MaveMoO ' not (ood witk ay otker offer

:| Main Street • Amherst, MA 01002 • 256-1919

OPEN Til. 2A.M Thur.s, Fri.Sat!!

idea thatgood food in an ei\joyable atmosphere with friendly

service (but not that annoying overbearingly nice that

makes your head feel like it'll explode), makes for a good

eating experience.

Looking around at the hip, glib clientel Spoleto's draws
it seemed that everyone would probably agree that this

restaurant is undeniably a good place ifyou are in the mood
to talk.

It's a relatively small restaurant, but there was a constant
buzz ofconversation and Spoleto seems to inspire that. We
found ourselves paced well throughout our dinner. The
initial hunger pangs were satisfied and we were left for a

perfect amount oftime to recover, babble and redevelop our
urge to eat.

We never felt rushed at Spoleto, even after spending a
good half hour over several espressos.

If pop art is a reflection of the coexistence of art and
society then perhaps Spoleto could sort of be labelled pop

dining. Aesthetically pleasing food that tastes good, served

in an ergonomic surrounding and inspiring dialogue.

Nothing stood out as being the one exceptional aspect of

Spoleto. Instead it left the impression of being a total

experience — everything worked together to create an
overall effect of casual, pleasing Ught (but most definitely

filling) cuisine.

So the next time you're craving some Italian food and
you're

with a few people who like to talk a lot and eat a lot and
you're looking for a moderately priced restaurant (with no

muzak, thank heavens!) you might just want to take a trip

to the giant smiling face neon sign of Spoleto, in

Northampton.

PANDA EAST

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE "MSG"

• ItWOMBN k SZKHUAN CU9NE

•HOME sun COOWNC

• HSSH VKZTMIC FK»I out FARM

•WTINOKTAttOtT

• fUU. U(3tO« UQNSt

•(«N7DAYS

• sfwiY KMOoam

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEPTfD

253-7835 253-2813

. 62 Main Street, Amherst ^

Advocate
'Best in the Valley"

1989&1990

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

We bring Chinatown

to you
* Lunch Specials*

from $3.95 including soup & rice

Hours:
Mon. - Thurs. 1 1 *» am - 9*» pm
Fri. & Sat. H* am - 10» pm
Sunday 12 noon - 9^ pm

103N.PIeasantSt. Amherst, MA 01002
(41 3) 256-8923 (41 3) 256-8924

UMass S
256-8911

~

gn Mt. Holyoke

11535-1111 <^
We Accept Competelois Coupons

$1.99 PIZZA
.... BUY ANY LARGE H'^

••^
PIZZA. GET 2ND .^

>ljl ONEFORS1.99 '^
Wifti this coupon Connof be used with any other offer

Expires December 31,1991

30c PIZZA
ORDER ANY TWO TOPPING

il:Wi:ir#/ivciafAiJi]iiiAi

1 TOPPING PIZZA FOR 30c

Expires December 31,1991

r
rin BUY ANY

i

LARGE PIZZA <

,

, FOR THE PRICE OF
|

H ASMAUPIZZA I

L
WMittw coupon. Connof be usadwMionyoAwollw.

j

Expires Oecembar 31,1991

'<^Z,

Wants to treat your Date to dinner

Monday-Thursday

DATE NIGHT
HI 4r^ iM V

Enjoy any of our fabulous entrees and get

^^econd of equal or lesser value FREE

Just mentioil this ad ( 15% Gratuity added)

Across Trom Hou

Rt. 9 HADLEY
d Johnson's
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WANTED
Advertising Representative

Assistants

for THE COLLEGIAN
To be successful in today's

business world,

EXPERIENCE is a must!

We are looking for:

Frosh, Sophomores, & Juniors

with good communications skills.

These positions are volunteer with a guarantee

of future employment

Applications available at

THE COLLEGL\N
113 Campus Center.

The Deadline for completed applications

has been extended to Tuesday, November 5

THE COLLEGIAN is an E.O.E.

WIN A COLUMBIA MOUNTAIN BIKE

ENTER AT HAMPDEN MUNCHY
HAMPDEN D.C. - SOUTHWEST

UISIT HAMPDEN MUNCHY
AND CHECK FOR SPECIAL

EXTRA SAVINGS THROUGHOUT THE
STORE

I

ENTRY FORM

HAMPDEN MUNCHY MOUNTAIN BIKE

SPECIAL DRAWING
COLUMBIA MOUNTAIN BIKE 180*VALUE

tsfi!^

WITH PURCHASE OF ANY BEVERAGE
REG 29c
HAMPDEN MUNCHY ONLY

NAME
ADDRESS PHONE

ENTRIES CLOSE SAT NOV. 23

OFFICIAL ENTRY FORMS ONLY - NO COPIES OF FACSIMIUES

DRAWING MONDAY NOV. 25

LNIVERSm STORE LMPLOYEES AND RELATIVES ARE INaiGIBLE

i

If you l® sib something...

or

if youl!(©milii(dl something.

Call the

INFORMATION
DATA BANK at:

545-1555

HOURS:
8:30a.m.- 6:00p.in.

IDB is a service of the

Dean of Students Office and

is located in the second floor lobby of Wiitmore.

Where is health services?

When are computer labs open?

Where can 1 find gym schedules?

If you don't know how to get

there from here call the...

Information

Data Bank
^^^

•ii,i!'!>!i!i'5'''i!i;

The goal of IDB
is to make a sometimes seemingly

complex institution easier to comprehend
and negotiate.

Call the Information

Data Bank at 545-1555
HOURS: 8:30-6:00

IDB is a service af the Dean of Students Office and is located in

Whitmorc in the hbby at the top of the ramp (north side).
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

Suddenly. Fish and Wildlife agents burst

in on Mark Trail's poaching operation.

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

rW NOT ^\^\M(a

nt

OOHT tVtH
Gee.

bod.

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

Minks •f)u*nr'liof''Mflj

^i>

InffTWSof

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

I REAlViuis^ you

UOULPffTPOWS.IACK
MASBf THIS

MicmMiCfyou..

ni 5u tou

I
AS A SIPUCTRE^ I

MusrRAUnBHTi/>wm
UlTH HOf€fi SUPSON.

UNDER 21 By KRIS K. EARLE

XDii:u .cl

ijAtMt At a (hCMI flLLtV H^rCH TA$Lf

Hi H«\^ BtlN L'^irtHilC To Hlz 5ti««0

At \/.Lu«e 8
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®
@

' .-,-;V"
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3EL1E'/E THAT KLARK
IS ALS'^ ~iOING r€AF

Quote of the Day
"Meo'v"

- Overheard

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

1 A Lincoln Mn
4 Mor«m^

pt*««ingly

plump
9 Amafic«n

n«turaii«t

13 Yorksntf* nv«r

14 \Mnd indtc«tors

15 Actrtts RmO
16 Tannt* ttroM
17

19rh«no«*d
Mi*»Hogg

20San — . Ra»y

21 KnobOy
22 Fooa garnitn

24 T—n>gf s *to»

25 Long, long Mn«
2eSniv«r«
27 Oaurfwd >Mm«
30ShOf«Mnd

Mpan, lof %mn
33 Sam*
34 Landau
35 Wooamtxf

2 BouquM
SEaduM
4MtM
S Wtiataoon*

6Rm
7 Dry. m
Barcelona

8 OC tima

9 Tha iMorld. in

Franca
tONuiltty

11 Ct*ra and Baim
12 FiMiy Manna
IS Hcttonal Loma
18 Nightmaraa

23 Plant uaad
madlcinaliy

24 Canlury plant

26 Coma up
27 Ador Ray
28 Buanoi —
29 Eya afthction

30 Normandy town
31 Oalroal

32 Cnaiai laatura

33Sp«) —

46 Siuar* macca
47 Starra —
48\MWdorlor cAa<

49 Aultyx HunMr
50 Art —
51 Lay — ma tma

52 Stava ol yora

55 Twil. to a Brit

AliSWCT TO PBEVIOUS PUZZLE:

34 Coma le larms

36 Andaraa
37 Bagmrtar

42 Part o( a rosa

43 Summaries
44Cut)K malar

45 apaadar

s

ri mri
nnnn nnnn nnnnn
rann nnnnnn nnnn

nnnn nnnnnn
nnnnnn nnriiin^^^
nnnn nnnnn nnn

nnn nnnnn nnnn
nnnnn nnnnnn

nnnnnn nnnn „
nnnn nnnii(!in nnn

mnnn nnnn nnnn
nnnnn nnnn nnnn

38 Etna output

38HandM. to

40.
41 Saarad^
42 -W- iSmg-
43 Caviar

44PW10f Q8S
45 Cuumarmandl
481

UTo — Hto

Omi"
53 Had or Oaad
541

56<
57 Fuiuraoaii

S8Ck«fiay
MSaiitti taunt
•0'— Suttta

LoMiy Haart

81 Sueonci
83Aclor|

Menu
LUNCH DINNER

Grilled Turkey Sandwich Baked Chicken

Duchess Meat Pie Orange Glazed Ham

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Grilled Turkey Sandwich Baked Chicken

Tomato Egg Cress Sandwk;h Eggplant Farm

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AKlKS<March 21 -April 19): Yoar
involvement in a legal, financial or

husinew deal proves very fortuniilc A
special gift or award i» featured. Curb a

tendency to overspend. Let your partner

take the lead in romance.

TAURUStApril 20-May 20): Take

careofimportant (fetalis rather than settling

back in comfortable contemplation ofyour

beautiful plan Tend the trees, the forest

will take care of itself! Dine with an old

friend.

GEMINKMay 21 June 20): A day

with far-reaching signiricanct. Romance
could strike when and where you least

enpecl it' A legal matter may soon be

settled in your faviv Be discreet: keep

your own counsel

CANCER(Junc 21 -July 22): Grant

or acknowledge a generous favor today.

You have more supporters than you realize.

Be frugal. This evening is the perfect tiine

for a hc;irt-to-hean talk.

LKO<July2.VAug. 22): Your dreams

for the future could begin coming Irxie

lixlay. No ideological differences should

stand I n your way . Gifts of love and money

arc not out of your reach. Be generous.

VIRG()(Aug. 23-Sept 22): Luck and

love dominate the day. But, if you scurry

about here and there or say too much, you

may drive opportunity away. Good things

come to those who wail. Be patient.

LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Fretk

busineu or nnancial gains arc li kely today

.

Dresn to impress Open up the lines of

communication at work and you arc certain

to score a victory. Romance poaes a

challenge.

SCORPIOfOct. 23-Nov 21):

Influential people could provide a loaf-

sought-after opportunity today. MaU the

most of it! A new environment has the feel

of fame and fortuiK. Get out and socialize

tonight

SACITTARIUS<Nov 22-Dec. 21):

You may get the chance to turn a career

comer now. Put your best fool forward at

a meeting. Make your point and then be

quiet. Higher-ups need time to reflect on

your arguments.

CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-Jan 19): A
great day to buy or sell real estate. Home
life is fairly harmonious A budget revision

favors you and your family Protect your

reputation by keeping your behavior

completely above reproach.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Be
money- wise today. Unpaid debts can cast

a dark shadow. Pay up ifyou can. You are

al a juncture where boldness could work
against you. Be conservative in romance.

Avoid making impulsive promise.s.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): An
office or domestic problem could demand
too much of your time today. Roll with the

punches. Romance thrives on
consideration. Be more sensitive to the

feelings of your mate.

Today's Staff
Night Editor GayleLong

Copy Editor GayleLong

Photo Technician JeffEgan

Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho

Production BradHutchiason,

Susan Tonoaski, and Jody was hanging around.
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Patriots give Bills a run for the money
By JOHN F. BONFATTl
Associated Press

ORCHARD PARK, NY. — For a team who went 1-15

last year, the New England Patriots are giving fits to some

of the NFL's best teams this season

After upsets over Houston and Minnesota, and a near

upset over Denver last week, the plucky Patriots kept close

to the high-scoring Buffalo Bills for most of the game

yesterday before succumbing 22-17.

Field goals — three by Buffalo's Scott Norwood and two

missed by New England's Jason Stauvrosky — were the

difference as the Bills won their 16th straight at Rich

SUdium and improved to 8-1 and dropping the Patriots to

3-6.

The Patriots also l)enefitted from two muffed punts to

Buffalo's Al Edwards that set up short touchdown runs by

rookie Leonard Russell, who got his second 100-yard rushing

i?ame in a row with 106 yards in 26 carries.

Edwards' first muff came late in the third quarter and

led to Russell's 1-yard touchdown run on the last play ofthe

quarter. It was the Patriot's first touchdown in seven

quarters and cut Buffalo's lead to 13-10.

Edwards' second muff gave the Patriots the ball on the

Buffalo 39 in the fourth quarter. Eight plays after Chris

Gannon recovered for New England, Russell scored on a 3-

yard run that brought the Patriots to within four.

But Buffalo, which has the lowest average time of pos-

session in the league, mostly because it moves to quickly

down the field, held the ball for most of the final four

minutes to take the win.

Downstai'i at Thofi?N

ISO Wai-' ST'eet

•Jori^a^P'o'^ VA

AP photo

REEDONTHE RUN— Buffalo Bills wide receiverAndre Reed tries to slip from the grasp ofNew
England Patriots safety Harry Colon during the first period of Sunday's game at Rich Stadium.

0.

Lizottes Tobacco Shop

/mporfed:

Cigarettes

Tobacco
Clove Cigarvltn

Bulk Pipe Tobacco

76 Main St. Northampton, MA •Tel. S84-2812

Pipes:

Peterson

Falcon

Meerschaum

Dance Club / Gameroom

Bar & GHU
COMING SOON
BilUard Club

1 Pearl Street Northampton

2 % Off ALL
INTER ACCESSORIE
4 DAYS ONLY
NOV. 7-10, THURS.,FR1., SAT., SUN.

• Hats • Scarves
• Gloves • Socks

I,

northampton

main It. 7 days

Some post-season dreamin'
Minutewomen overcome Rutgers^ 2-1

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's soccer team
kept it's post-season dreams alive yesterday as it defeated
Rutgers. 2-1 in overtime.

Only six minutes into overtime UMass' Paula Wilkins
trapped a pass from Lisa Mickelson about 40 yards out in

front ofthe net. Wilkins turned and with her left foot, drilled

the ball into the top right corner of the net.

"I thought the play would be to flick the ball but I stopped
it instead." Wilkins said. "I turned andjust decided to shoot.

It was with my left foot, my weaker foot, but I figured I had
the leg to do it. I didn't think it was going in but Woody
IMichele Woddsidel called it as it was in the air."

That shot looked good from here," UMass coach Jim
Rudy. That's the Paula Wilkins I recruited. It was great to

see that one go in, she's hung in there with iixjuries. played
in pain and got the results."

UMass { 14-4 ). ranked No. 10 in the nation, had a difficult

time putting away the Lady Knights. Rutgers (10-7-1)

played a strong game, controlling the play at points.

"Rutgers was the best team that we've played all season,"

Rudy said. They were better than any of the top t«ams we
played."

The game was a wild one with exciting end to end play.

UMass got on the board in the first half on a Kim Eynard
penalty shot, aft^r a hand ball in the goal crease. Eynard
placed the shot in the far left corner.

Rutgers battled back to tie the game on a Denise Reddy
goal with 27 minutes remaining From there both teams had
a handful of great scoring opportunities down the stretch.

With 1 1 :45 remaining. UMass' Polly Hackathom crossed

the ball from the left flank to Barbara Verdoliva. Verdoliva

put a good shot on goalkeeper Saskia Webber and Colleen

Miliken just missed the net on the rebound.

45 seconds later Heidi Kocher served a long shot in on
Webber. Webber came out of the net to make the play but

gave up the rebound. In the ensuing scramble, no UMass
player could get a decent shot on the empty net.

With three minutes left in regulation UMass had it's

best opportunity. With eight Minutewomen pressing the

net, the ball got loose in front. A wild scene followed with
UMass taking three shots. Webber making two saves, and
a Rutgers defensemen making a kick' save that would make
Andy Moog jealous. The ball ended up out of bounds aft^er

clanking off the crossbar.

UMass goalie Briana Scurry made three saves on the

day to finish the regular season 14-4, with 12 shutouts and
a goals against average of 0.44.

As for the NCAA tournament, the bids were handed out

late Sunday night. The top two teams in each region of the

country, the North, South, Mid-West and West each recieve

an automatic bid. There are also four at-large bids awarded,
which UMass is a candidate for. The Minutewomen have
fared well against top twenty teams, going 8-3 verse ranked
opponents. However, although they would appear to be a

shoe in, the criteria for which the teams are selected is not

well defined and that worries Rudy.

"I think we're a bit of a long shot," he said. "I'm a cynic,

since we got screwed last year, but I think we could get

passed up and teams that we've beaten could get in ahead
of us. Central Florida, George Mason and California could

make it."

The Minutewomen, clearly a tournament caliber team,

defeated all three of those teams this season.

soccer
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

each of UMass' games could be its last. The thought

that the University of Massachusetts men's soccer

program is on its last leg oft«n dwells on the players'

minds.
"We're always thinking about that," Jacobs said.

"Every game we play we hope we're taking a step

towards saving this program, for next season, and
hopefully for good."

•^—w— » ^-^mm^^SSS^

FIVE COLLEGE
CANADIAN STUDIES PROGRAM

presents

English Canada
and Quebec:

state versus nation
Professor Philip Res nick
Oeparcmencof Policical Science
Univcrtityof British Columbia

Today,
Monday, November 4, 1991

4:00 p.m.
Campus Center 173-171

University of Massachusetts
Tm and open to the public. A receptton follows.

Philip Reinick il one of ihe mote cieaiive tiulytu of Canada 'i cuncnc

coniticuiioital e«i»ij. He if the lecipicnc of the Social Science Federation

of Canada*! HafoM A. Innii Award 1990-91. for TJu Mash »f Fntna:

collap»eoftheMeechLakeAccoid»andiuafieKnaih.£^«wn/»«0*^»*»i>

FrimJ and Ttmarda Camsd^-Qudm UmUm.

Tm—w [> ii»i <in. aliinman Piafcaii tiobtn SchwnmtM,
Ptptnnn i»» af Fi««d» ta^ Inlua. UoivcMtir afM»ud>M«tu •(AjnKcru, %*S-4Tt I

AMERICAN
ACADEMY OF
DRAMATIC
ARTS

The oldest schcml for actors in the

English-speaking world, the

Academy has trained more
professional actors than any other

school or college in the country.

Alumni have won nominations for

89 Oscars, 62 Tonys and 173 Hmmys.

Two-Year Professional Training Program
Begins in January—Apply Now

AADA IS the onlv conservatory for actors offering accredited training in

both of Amenta's great centers of professional av^^tivity hot information

and an application, write or call:

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF DRAMATIC ARTS
lA) M.kii>K>n Avenue .New Yt>rk \> Ii"'lh 255t) P»\oma Slrert, riiMidriu. CA 9n07

(212) h»f.-9244 («1«) 798-0777

Ki-bi'l KiJh'rJ XManie Mai/run ['h-nni> Hay>hfrt Sfwrm Dannv DeVilo

CENTRA

TRAVEL

AMHERST TO MONTREAL

RT $55.00-Rail fare only

Enjoy the long weekend
strolling the streets of Montreal

CAMPU

TRAUE

Campus Travel, Now open late.

Monday's & Wednesday's 'till 8 pm.

Also open Saturdays 10-2 pm
Come in and inquire about

Holiday Travel and Spring Break!

Campus Travel • 545-0500
Central Travel, Amherst • 256-6704

Classifieds
COME TO WE COLLEGIAN OFFICE UKAMPUSCFMER • THURSDAY H:.m:M) FRIDAY H:M)-2:M)'DEADUNEISTW0 DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUaTION * 20(/WORD/DAY FOR STUDEtiFS * CASH INADVANCE

AcnvmES FEAR NO ART

FIX YOUR BIKE
Stop by lh« UMass Bike to get

great advice tor t)ike concerns

GET READV FOR the 1992 Democratic

Presidential Campaign' University demo-

crals-meetingTues Nov 5

101 Campus Center 7:00pm All Welcofiw!

UMASS OUTING CLUB
Meeting tonight

7 00pm 162-175

Come on down because

you know you're not going

to do your homework!'!

ANNOUNCEMENTS

{bte&fltfHy big uwbtllM.)

FOR RENT

TownhouM 2 Bedroom 1 i/2battiBusRoute

N. Amherst 1-567- 1352

FOR SALE

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRAUA
Information on semester, year graduate,

summer, and internship programs in Perth.

Townsville. Sydney and Melbourne Programs

Stan at $3520 Call 1 -S00-«78-3696.

AMPLIRER
Peavey Classic

$325 or B'O
Call 256 0163

COMPUTER with modom, printer ar)d table

$350 Call Clitl 549-1762

HONDA CB360 Motorcycto Green, with

windshieW and extras $400 253-0951

MAC PLUS with 2 Smb $650 imagewriterll

$300 Both $900 253-7695

HELP WANTED

Earn $2000 * Free Spnng Break Tnps!

North Amencas #1 student tour operator

seeking motivated students, organizations,

fraternities and soronties as campus repre-

sentatives promoting Cancun. Bahamas
Daytona and Panama City' Call 1-800-724-

15551 _

Earn cash tor tioHdayal $700+/week po-

tential Call 24-hrs 201/933-3955 exv 415

Mak* your own houra-as many or lew as

you wantgathenng signatures locally for

Common Cause's initiative petition on com-

prehensive ethics and campaign reform Earn

$5 per hour plus 9cents per certified signa-

ture Average $6 per hour Call Pam collect

(61 7) 426 9600 Watch for our table on the

C C Concourse today

Volleyball Referees Needed
For a tournament on Nov 9th

5-15 hours $5/hr

For more info call-

TAE PARK- 549 8212

Ho Jae Lee- 546-3881

PERSONALS

DAWN
Thanks for the best six months WMr.

Happy B-day

Love Jeff

NAG NAG NAG
AUTO FOR SALE

1984 OLDSMOBILE TORANADO, $4900

fully loaded w; AM/FM stereo. AC. power

windows/kxks/brakes Immaculate, perfect

condition. 549-8083

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISCI $1 75.00 DJs. VJs. Karaoke

for house/ Formal parties. Call 586-9900

BEST DAMN CAMPUS REP WANTED
Hi-Life can offer you a free spnng break trip

and a chance to win a Yamaha Wave)ammer

Call now 1 800^263-5604

Dont o*t • lob- Get a business'

T ASP fnternational offers highly motivated

students praaical expenence and earnings

averaging $4000-$7000 for the summer
Please call 1 -800-922-5579

PAUL PELS PLAYS DRUMS
An Vais sings * plays the guitar

Ozzy plays bass guitaj'

Tony Westcott plays guitar + sings

Fnday. November 22 at The Hatch

and an extra-special, hype promo gig

live on 91 1. WMUA. coming soon!

NAG NAG NAG
LISTEN...

T.E.C. (OOGA BOOGA)
The spark in your eyes has Kl a fire in my
heart Thank you for a month of joy. You
have tnjiy made me whole

All my k>ve.

Brooklyn

KRISTIN- You are a little bit ugly but we'll still

love you' Happy Birthday 20'' No 21
1 Have

fun' Love Linda. Nicoie, Jen Kate and Edl?

PUMPKINHEAD
Old you ever think a hick and a city chick

could make it a year? It was great

GLEN, The past 6 months have been the

best. I am k}0king forward to Ihe great times

ahead. I will k>ve you lorever Love, Jane
xqxo^^

Waata-
Look at the pretty foliaga

Happy Birfhdayi

Love. Martha

!!!PlMlg«sl!I

Congratulations to Tn-S<gma's

expanded pledge class'

Knsten. Jenny. Katnna. Ellen. Tract.

Lauren. Sleph. Lynn. Karolyn,

Kim and Renee'"
Watch out UMass"

these women are fantastK;'

Love the Sisters of Tn-Stgiriaii

H«att>ar. Hit

Thanks for 24 months of fun and hiking. I kmk
fonward to many more.

Love Always,

Oava

fMOE WANTED

FREE pregnancy tastlrtg; confidential and
caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

TRAVEL

Student needs ride from Greenfield MA to

UMass M-F 773-7705 Billie-Jo

BAHAMA CRUISE $99 Per person

5 day '4 night hotel Plan now for your break.

Very limited offer Call now 1 800-62 1-0572

SPRING-BREAK TRIPSI
Cancun. Jamaica. Panartui City

Plan before Jan 1 st & save $30
For details call Stacey 549-0840

WANTED

To racyda: Prescription medication bottles/

containers (Nonrenewable RX only) Pleas*

call 58S-8709

SERVICES

BICYCLE BROKEN?
Call Pat

546-0119

Melissa Graves.

Happy 20th tMrtfxIay roommial'

Just wait until next yearl

Love. Steph

Scott M.
You have captured my heart. I love you
Love always, your Steph

Hear Barnyard Birthday 586 7309
tt's panyin'i It's personalizedi It's cfieapl

ORDER AVONI
546-1999

Call for brochure.

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy lest, information or

support? Call lor free and conlidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Main
Street. Northampton 586-3000 or

Greenheld 774-6010

%>•

A-* ^
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Sports

Minutemen get back on track
By TAMIR UPTON
Collegian Staff

FOXBORO — In front of a sparse 4.620

people at Foxlxiro Sudium. the University

ofMassachusetts fixuball team ( 3-5 > snapped

its three-game losing streak Saturday with

a 27-12 drubbing of Northeastern (4-4).

Maybe it was the professional football

field, with the flourescent goal posts, because

certainly it was not the aura the team that

normally plays there left behind, but this

was UMass football at its best.

The offense rushed for 333 yards and

scored 27 points. The defense held the op-

position to 255 total yards ( 86 on the ground

»

and allowed only 12 points The end result:

a win.

After a Ralph Barone to Dan Daponde

touchdown pass put the Huskies ahead 12-

10 midway through the third quarter.

Jerome Bledsoe (28 rushes for 195 yardsi

went to work, leading the Minutemen 63

yards into the end zone in three plays to give

UMass a 16- 12 lead which they would never

surrender.

Bledsoe took a handoff from Dave
McGovem and ran 55 yards to the North-

eastern three-yard line. The following play

he plunged into the end zone for six points.

Men's soccer
bound for

A-10 Tourney
By TED KOTTLER
CoUegian Staff

The 199 1 season may be the last for

the UniversityofMassachusetts men's

soccer team, but if it is. it's going out

with a bang.

By \nrtue of George Washington's

2-0 win over West Virgima on Satur-

day, the Minutemen clinched the

fourth spot in the Atlantic 10 Tour-

nament to be held from Nov. 8-10 at

the University of Rhode Island.

UMass will face Rutgers Univer-

sity, the nation's No. 1 team, in the

tournament's first round. Rutgers

handed UMass a 6-2 loss earlier this

season. The Scarlet Knights devas-

tated the Minutemen with their re-

markable talent both on offense 8md

defense. But UMass doesn't think

they're unbeatable.

•We had them [Rutgers! last time

we played them, but it seemed to slip

away," said forward Randy Jacobs.

*We just need every guy to play 110

percent [in order to beat Rutgers]."

Jacobs'teammateTodd Kj.'lish said,

"Rutgers is really dauigerous in the

open field, so we've got to play tough

defense and move the ball quickly."

As Kylish puts it, the Minutemen
are "carrying a lot ofmomentum" fol-

lowingtwo victories over the weekend

:

a 1-0 defeat of the Maine Black Bears

on Saturday, and a 2-1 win against

the Dartmouth Big Green Sunday.

UMass freshman Steve Scott was
the only player to put one in the net in

Saturday's contest with Maine, but it

was all UMass goalieJonathan Gruber

would need to record his ninth shut-

out of the season.

The Minutemen's win over

Dartmouth, a make-up game origi-

nally scheduled for Sept. 28, was worth
more than a month's wait. UMass
took an early 1 -0 lead on a Jacobs goal

,

but it wouldn't be enough. With about

20 minutes left in the game,
Dartmouth fought back to tie the

match at 1-1.

However, about five minutes later,

Minuteman Ray Cunha scored what
proved to be the game-winner.

The two wins put UMass' record at

10-4-4, with one regular season game
left to play, against Providence Uni-

versity on "Tuesday, Nov. 5, in Provi-

dence.

Following the Providence match,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1

1

McGovern converted the two-point conver-

sion to give the Minutemen an 18-12 lead.

After the game at Connecticut, Coach

Jim Reid was upset Bledsoe did not get the

ball enough. He said Thursday they would

definitely get him the ball, and they did.

Bledsoe went over 100 yards for the

seventh straight game to become the third

player in UMass history to rush for over

1,000 yards in a season. Garry Pearson was

the last to accomplish the feat, when he

rushed for 1,631 (the most ever by a UMass
player in a single season) in 1982.

"Bledsoe's a good running back, he's a

solid hard-nosed kid," said Northeastern

coach Barry Gallup

Last year's Yankee Conference Rookie-

of-the-Year , John Johnson, who replaced an

ailing Bledsoe (bruised shoulder) sealed

Northeastern's fate when he broke a 61-

yard TD run to give UMass a 27-12 lead

with 7:15 left in the fourth quarter.

Johnson, who rushed for over 100 yards

three times last season, gained 102 yards

for the first time this year.

"I felt we were a dominating football

team." Reid said. This is exactly what we
needed to have."

Northeastern jumped out of the box

quickly as Barone threw a screen pass to

Tony Morgan who broke a Matt Tulley tackle

and ran 34 yards for the score, to give the

Huskies a 6-0 lead.

Jim Maguire, whose field goal kicking

game looked good but whose punting game

was horrible, nailed a 34-yard field goal to

pull the Minutemen within three points. He

later connected on a 30-yard field goal.

Maguire punted six times, and averaged only

27.2 yards per punt including a five-yarder.

The Minutemen took a 10-6 lead with

0:43 to play in the first half. McGovern

capped an 1 1 -play , 67-yard drive with aone-

yard scamper.

"McGovern completed a couple of good

balls," Reid said. "He gave us poise. He

stayed right in the pocket and got the ball to

the receivers."

McGovem's numbers were not all that

impressive, he completed four-of-nine passes

for 62 yards and was sacked three times, but

when you rush for 333 yards, how good does

the quarterback have to be?

"Jerome played a great game, he's the

guy we're going to go to," McGovern said.

"We're going to try and get on a roll and

finish the season with a winning record."

Bledsoe said. "If me getting 100 yards a

game will help UMass win, then I'm going to

keep doing it."

CoUccUn photo by Joab BcynokU

Steve Scott and the men's goccer team are still kicking. They will be in

the Atlantic 10 Tournament this coming weekend.

McCoy's free throws
sink Marathon Oil
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff"

A less than capacity crowd at the Curry

Hicks Cage watched Jim McCoy sink two

free throws with six seconds left to give the

University ofMassachusetts a 94-92 exhibi-

tion game win over Marathon Oil yesterday.

Marathon Oil gained the momentum and

the lead with a 24-11 run which put them

ahead 83-81 with 4:36 to play.

With the game seemingly slipping away,

the Minutemen went to their go-to-guy,

McCoy, to bail out the win.

In the final 1:20, McCoy on three differ-

ent occasions tied or put the Minutemen

ahead. He buried a foul line jumper to give

the Minutemen a 90-89 lead. Then, aft^r

Eric Turner (27 points) hit three straight

foul shots, McCoy (24 points on 9-of-17

shooting) connected on a shortjumper to tie

the game at 92-92.

Marathon Oil's Chad Tucker missed a

short hook with :40 seconds to play and the

ball bounced out of bounds off a Marathon

Oil player setting up McCoy's game win-

ning foul shots.

In the first half, the Minutemen looked

sharp, as they connected on 52 percent of

their shots, paced by Harper Williams' 20

points on 10-of- 12 shootingand 10 rebounds.

He finished with 21 points and 15 rebounds.

Williams scored UMass' final eight points

of the first half. The last two resulted from

a pretty feed from William Herndon (13

points) in which he found Williams cutting

down the lane.

On several occasions, Williams, Herndon

and McCoy worked the ball deftly to each

other for easy baskets.

Leading 32-31, the Minutemen opened

up a quick 12 point lead in just 1:24. A Mike

Williams bank shot, two McCoy baskets and

free throw, a Herndon dunk and a Harper

Williams put back, gave the Minutemen a

43-31 lead, which would expand to 53-39 by

halftime.

"I sat down in the trainers room [at

halftime) and said, 'we're gonna be pretty

good,'" said UMass coach John Calipari.

The Minutemen exchanged baskets with
Marathon Oil and allowed them to stay

within striking distance for the first seven

minutes of the second half.

Marathon Oil went on an 11-2 run to pull

within five, 70-65 with 10:41 to play. During

the run, Richard Morgan (20 points) snuck

behind the UMass defense twice for layups

forcing the Minutemen to call timeout.

"^e started to relax in the second half,"

McCoy said. "We all have to understand

that we have to play 100 percent if we're

gonna win."

Trailing 83-81, Tony Barbee (17 points)

hit a leaner to tie the game. Todd May (19

points) then hit from international waters

Bledsoe
goes over
1,000 yards
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

After the University of Massachu-

setts football team's loss two weeks

ago to Connecticut, coach Jim Reid

was unhappy he didn't see Jerome

Bledsoe carry the ball more. After

yesterday's victory over Northeast-

em, Reid couldn't believe what he was

seeing when Bledsoe had the ball.

"On one play. . .[Jerome] got sand-

wiched, bounced backwards, twisted

around, jumped over somebody and

gained another six yards," Reid ex-

plained.

"I turned around and said to one of

my coaches, did I just see what I saw?"

he said.

The UMass tailback was at his best

Saturday, as he displayed powerful

and elusive running which led to 195

hard-fought yards.

"I had todo a lot ofcutting, breaking

tackles and reading [the defense)."

the senior from Burlington Township,

New Jersey said.

Bledsoe's longest gain of the after-

noon, a season-high 55-yarder. turned

out to be his easiest as he sprinted

through a gaping hole created by the

offensive line.

"It wasjust a plain, off-tackle run."

he said. "I got a big hole and stopped

to watch [flanker) Eric Thimas to see

what he was going to do, I decided to

go inside and just kept on going."

With the gain. Bledsoe became one

ofonly three players in UMass history

to eclipse the 1.000-yard mark in a

season. By the end of the afternoon.

Bledsoe totaled 1.030 yards on the

ground, placing him fourth on the all-

time UMass season rushing yardage

list.

Garry Pearson tops the UMass list

for most yards rushing in a season.

1.631 in 1982.

Bledsoe rumbled for 110 yards by

halftime. the seventh straight game
he has rushed for 100 or more this

season. Entering the contest, he
needed 165 yards to reach 1,000 for

the season.

"I whispered to Jerome before the

game, [offensive line coach] John
Strollo thinks you can be a 1 ,000-yard

rusher after this game," Reid said.

"Jerome said, "We'll see what hap-

pens.""

Bledsoe was surprised when told

he reached the mark , and was quick to

credit the offensive line.

"Our offensive line is opening holes
and is getting better and better as the

season goes on," he said.

Offensive tackle Kai Dietiker said,

"It's a big inspiration for us to block for

Jerome. There could be a little hole

where many running backs may get

two. three yards and Jerome gets

seven, eight."

Bledsoe had 238 all-purpose yards,

60 percent of UMass' total offensive

output.

"Jeromejust wants the ball ," offen-

sive coordinator Doug Berry said. "He
wants to be in charge and carry the

team every week. When you've got a
back who wants the ball that's the
ultimate."

to put Marathon Oil up 86-83. Barbee and
Jerome Malloy each sank a free throw and
Mike Williams put UMass ahead 87-86.

"I think the freshman are gonna really

help us," Calipari said. "I thought Lou [Roe]

rebounded well, I liked Mike Williams'game,
and 1 thought Scott [Drapeau] played well.

You can see Jerome [Malloy] can hit the

three."

Calipari said after the game that Jeff

Meyer will be redshirted. He also said Ted
Cottrell and Derek Kellogg are considering

being redshirted.
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Delegates head home
with frustrations, hope

AP pboCo

Eliakim Rubinstein, chief negotiator for

Israeli delegation to the Mideast peace
conference, carries luggage out of his hotel in

Madrid Monday morning. Israeli negotiators

emerged frustrated from a five-hour session

with Syrian officials early Monday morning.

Although they agreed to meet again, Israelis

said that they Syrians rejected everything they

proposed

Schools still separate,
top educator asserts

By RUTH SINAI
Associated Press

MADRID, Spain — Arabs and Israelis went home yes-

terday with mixed feelings of frustration and anticipation

after an intense foray into the realm of peace. Israel and

Syria were mired in recriminations, but promised to meet

again.

The talks smashed a 43-year tabooon direct Israeli-Arab

talks, setting in motion a process offace-to-face negotiations

to resolve one of the most intractable regional conflicts in

the world.

The United States and Soviet Union sponsored the talks.

and President Bush's aasemaent was: "^e have a long way
to go and interruptions will probably occur, but hopes are

bright."

The brightest are for negotiations between Israel and

the Palestinians living under its military rule in the West

Bank and Gaza Strip. The dimmest are for a thaw between

Israel and Syria, the region's most bitter foes.

I would like to express our regret for leaving this city

without having tangible results," said Syrian Foreign

Minister Farouk al-Sharaa.

Hard-line Israelis inaugurated a new Jewish settlement

in the Golan Heights just hours after the talks ended.

Syria's main demand is for the return ofthe Golan Heights,

captured by Israel in the 1967 Mideast war.

There were also reports that Israeli troops shelled the

positions of radical Mu-Uim guerrillas in Lebanon.

In the Iranian capital of Tehran, Shiite Muslim dem-

onstrators burned American and Israeli flags and an effigy

of Uncle Sam outside the former U.S. Embassy compound

to mark its takeover 13 years ago by Iranian radicals.

The late-night talks in Madrid were the first-ever direct

discussion between Israel and Syria and they lasted five

hours, into the early hours on Monday. The enemies failed

to move even an inch fipom their positions.

Syria refused an Israeh request to establish direct con-

tacts to arrange the site for the next round of talks, sched-

uled later this month.
Both agreed to meet again— ifthe United Sutes comes

up with an acceptable location. Officials on both sides said

Washington or other sites in North America were possible.

An Israeli spokesman said yesterday that Israel would

still prefer that the talks be held alternately in Israel and

Syria, or along their border. Syria remained just as ada-

mantly in favor ofa neutral site and accused Israel ofbeing

intransigent.

Israel's delegates "talked about everything except the

land that the Israeli's occupied and have been occupying for

the last 24 years. That is the Golan Heights," al-Shuraa

said.

The Israeli's countered that Syria's demand for Israeli

concessions dominated the meeting. "If they keep up their,

demands, there will not be any progress." said Israeli

spokesman Yossi Olmert.

Syria stuck to its long-held position that Israel must give

up lands captured in 1967 from the Syrians, the Jordanians

and the Egyptians, before anything else was diacusaed.

Israel repeatedly insisted territorial concessions were

unrelated to iU goal — a peace treaty with Syria.

Syria reiterated its refusal to attend regional talks that

areto begin in about three weeksamong the countries ofthe

region to debate issues such as arms control and water

resources.

Jordan said it would attend the regional discussions.

During nearly five hours of talks on Sunday, Israel and

a joint Jordanian- Palestinian delegation agreed on a two-

track approach — Israel will negotiate separately with the

Jordanians and the Palestinians.

That "will lay to rest forever that Jordan is Palestine,"

said Jordan's chief delegate, Abdul-Salam Majali.

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Awash in utter despair. American schools

are more racially and economically segre-

gated than at the height of the civil rights

movement, said a top educator and author

la.'it night.

"Public schools in the United States re-

main still separate, still unequal and in

every section of the country, more .separate

and more unequal." Jonathan Kozol said in

his talk on educational inequities in America,

sponsored by the School of Education, the

Odyssey Bookshop and Random House.

In an hour and a halflecture to a standing-

room only audience at Bowker auditorium,

Kozol recounted starting his education ca-

reer teaching "academically demolished"
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students in Roxbury with practically "rac-

ist" texts during Boston's bitter school de-

segregation crisis.

Kozol was fired in a celebrated episode

for reading to the students "too advanced'

poems ofRobert Frost and Langston Hughes.

That material formed his first book in

1967, "Death at an Early Age." an inside

view ofsegregated schools in Boston, which

he penned at age 24.

Twenty-four years later, he has found an

ever-widening gap between rich and poor

schools in America in his latest book and

eighth nonfiction work, "Savage Inequali-

ties: Children in America's Schools." in which

Kozol visited urban classrooms in more than

30 communities and 20 states across the

country.

He visited a South Bronx school where

1 .300 primarily Black and Hispanic students

crowd into a skating rink where water leaks

through the roof like a waterfall. There are

no windows, no place to play and a near-

empty library, he said.

When he asked one teacher where the

encyclopedias were, the teacher said, "^e
don't have encyclopedias, that's for the

suburbs."

He visited kindergarten classes in the

second-poorest neighborhood in Chicago

where he said the children look .so innocent

and happy yet remain unaware of the bleak

future that awaits them.

"These children are entirely innocent.

Their only crime is to be poor in a rich

society," Kozol said. He pointed out the

great gulf between government spending

allocations on students in rich and poor

school districts.

In Camden, New Jersey, $4,000 is spent

per student while the wealthy community of

Great Neck allocates $16,000 per student.

"There is something evil about a nation

that permits this," Kozol said. "The climate

of the times, unfortunately is not compas-

sionate."

He said the American school system has

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

2nd cultural center closed
Latin centerjoins Asian center in protest

By NICOLE GONZALEZ
Collegian SUff

Members ofthe Latin American Cul-

tural Center said last night they will

attempt to close their center, joining

Asian students who said last month
that they will shut down the Umted
Asia Cultural Center.

At what was to be their second anni-

versary and the opening of the First

National Latin American Heritage

Month at UMass, Elliot Monteverde

Torres, a cultural center representa-

tive, said the members will close the

center.

"This 10-by- 15-foot room which

Whitmore's "colonial administration'

calls a cultural center is an insult to our

people and as of tonight, it is closed," he

said.

Torres said that he was disappointed

Chancellor Richard O'Brien, who was

scheduled to speak, failed to attend the

event. Torres criticized the administra-

tion for having historically shown "lack of

support and commitment to campus mi-

norities."

The Asia Cultural Center said it would

close on Oct. 21 in protest of "tokenism"

on the part ofthe UMass administration.

Jose Bou. financial aid advisor of the

Bilingual Collegiate Program and fornw r

Cultural Center liai.stm. .said. "(Minori-

ties! make the University look good and

the administration in turn treats us likr

third class citizens."

iThe University! is a long way from

becoming a truly multicultural in.stitu-

tjon— out of 1 .200 or so faculty members
in this campus, only 26 are Hispanic."

said Javier Cevallos, a professor of the

Spanish department.

Twenty students from the Asian com-

munity were present with picket signs

.arrying slogans such as "Exposing the

hypocrisy" i n support ofthe closing of the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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been split into ""two nations, two societies,

two absolutely different worlds. To be quite

honest, I think this nation is inviting an
apocalypse."

Massachusetts is just as bad, Kozol said,

adding state expenditure for education in

this state ranks 49th in the nation. He
visited Holyoke last week where recently a

third of the teaching staff had been laid off.

He said both Gov. William Weld and l*resi-

dent Bush have pledged to improve American

schools without further increases in funding
- a virtual impossibihty, Kozol said.

"If you don't believe money makes a dif-

ference, you send your kids to schools in

Camden, N.J.," Kozol said. "It's such a bi-

zarre question that money might be the

answer to poverty."

Kozol Hnally urged all young people to

take up the struggle for equality in Ameri-

can education.

"I hope that some of the students here ...

will use their strength and energy to makf
America a deceiit land that it is not. but with

your help, it may someday be," he said.
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Craft Shop to re-open
New director invites all to participate

By KIM DIETEL
Collegian Correspondent

Areyou tired(^counting all the panels
on the ceiling of the library? It's time to

leave it all behind and make a candle or

stain some glass at the Crafl Shop.
"We want people to come in, be cre-

ative and have fun," said Susan Bourque,
the new director of the Craft Shop.

The Crafl Shop is located on the
second floor ofthe Student Union across

from the Hatch. It offers instruction and
tools for a variety of crafla from candle
making to silk screening to jewelry

making. Some materials are available

or students can bring their own.
"We purchased a lot of stuff here but

we're not here for profit at all," Bourque
said. "We're here for the students."

Bourque, who was hired last week,

would like to open the shop by Nov. 18.

The shop has been closed since May
when the previous director left the job.

Students can come in on a walk-in

basis or attend a variety of scheduled

workshops," she said.

"We have workshops with guaran-

teedone-on-one instruction. Students can

come in absolutely cold, " said Bourque.

"Well have a well-informed staff."

Bourque, a recent University gradu-

ate with a masters offine arts in ceram-
ics, targets the daytime hours to be

around 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. with workshops
scheduled for the evenings.

"A lot will be similar as before," she

said. "My hope is that some of the old

staff will be rehired."

In early December, the shop will be

hosting a craft fair in the Campus
Center. Bourque said the fair will con-

sist of New England artists and crafts

people along with some student contri-

butions.

"I used to participate in the craft fair

at UMass as a vendor," she said. "It

brings attention to the craft."

Possibility of statehood
for Quebec discussed
By RIC OLIVEIRA
Collegian SUff

A University of British Columbia politi-

cal science professor addressed the current

tnfold problem of Quebec statehood versus

English Canadian federation yesterday in a

conference at the Campus Center.

Phillip Resnick said most Canadians are

"unprepared to weaken the federation of

Canada to please Quebec' and therefore "a

new looser agreement between Quebec and
Canada must be reached."

Quebec is a truly distinct culture, one

which predates the Federation ofCanada in

1 867, and the present movement for Quebec
separation rises from the quiet revolution of

the 19608 which saw the economic power

switch from English speakers' hands to

French speakers', Resnick said to a small

audience.

Resnick said "Quebec's vision of feder-

alization entails a limited power base for

the federal government while the provincial

government would gain more power over

the province."

Resnick downplayed the separation of a

Quebec state saying many obstacles would

have to be addressed before such a move

could occur.

"Issues such as native sovereignty, native

land claims, borders, currency and the

possibility ofa splintering power position in

trade relations with that great southern

neighbor of ours, the U.S., are all major

concerns for Canadians," he said.

Resnick also outlined a personal proposal

which would enable a new relationship be-

tween Quebec and Canada to exist. "A

Parliament could be formed where Quebec

and Canada would share in the decision-

making which affect regional differences

over the nine provinces and the two terri-

tories," he said.

"Canada is unwilling to allow Quebec to

dictate the course of Canada as well as the

Province of Quebec," he said. "Simply re-

shuffling the deck in the federal govern-

ment is not going to do."

Resnick said Quebec's political parties

are attempting to find a formula which
could even out an acceptable referendum,

which would first have to be voted upon by

the population of Quebec before it could

reach tiie federal level.

The third party of concern in the sepa-

ration movement said Resnick are the in-

digenous populations.

The Cree do not seem too eager to be

placed under the jurisdiction of an inde-

pendent Quebec and seem to favor the de-

velopment of a new relationship," he said.

Late last month the Cree Grand council

said if Quebec were to succeed, the Cree

would also do so and take 80 percent of

Quebec with them. The Cree are attempting

to stall the development ofthe James Bay II

project which would flood vast amounts of

Cree land for inexpensive electricity.

Resnick said the current Canadian con-

stitutional crisis is not unlike the Eastern

Europe situation. Resnick's visit was spon-

sored by the Five-College Canadian Studies

program.

Collegian photo liy Andrea MigliaM'
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Enrollment questions
face private colleges

BOSTON (AP)—New England's private

colleges and universities fearing a drop in

enrollment, increased scholarships and re-

cruited more foreign students.

And, although institutions will deny it,

observers told the Boston Globe that ad-

missions standards were lowered.

Freshman enrollment did drop as ex-

pected at some colleges, but the Globe said

its survey of 32 Massachusetts institutions

found it increased, by as much as 36 percent,

at half of them.
Some, including Boston College and

Emerson College, over compensated in ac-

cepting new students and faced overcrowd-

ing and housing problems.

Most institutions increased the amounts
of financial aid offered incoming students,

and this strained other parts of their bud-

gets.

Some greatly increased enrollments of

foreign students, changing the composition

of their campuses.
And, the institutions face a similar

shortage of teen-age high school graduates

next year.

Nationally, the drop in the number of

high school graduates is figured at 25 per-

cent. But in New England, where the

population has dropped, the decrease in 18-

year-old high school graduates is figured at

40 percent.

College admission officials use "conver-

sion formulas."They accept a certain number
ofapplicants and expect a certain number of

those they accept to enroll in their institu-

tions.

A year ago, the formulas used by many
colleges did not produce enough students,

and several had to scramble for students,

often accepting all on their waiting lists, the

Globe said.

Many changed their conversion formu-

las this year, said observers, including Clare

Cotton, president ofthe Association of Inde-

pendent Colleges and Universities of Mas-
sachusetts.

But few will admit it because none wants
to be seen as less selctive in admitting more
students.

Admissions standards determine guide-

book rankings of highly selective and very

selective.

Some institutions will manipulate cu-

mulative test scores and the class rank of

admitted freshmen to hold on to their ad-

missions rankings, said Robert Dunn, pro-

fessor of economics at George Washington
University.

"It's like a game of liar's poker," said

John C. Hoy, president of the New England
Board of Higher Education. "The fact is,

they were all scared to death, and they all

admitted more students, because no one

knew what they would end up with after

Labor Day.
"That standards have held up through

all of this is, frankly, a myth." he said.

He figures that about 80 percent of all

New England colleges and universities es-

sentially have open enrollments. "Ifyou're a

high school graduate, it's not difficult to be

admitted," he said.

"If colleges are going to look at diversity

in a constructive kind ofway; ifwe measure
those students in traditional ways, par-

ticularly with the SAT, we're going to ku>k

lousy," said William Holmes, president of

Simmons College.

"In the longer haul, as collc^ges face the

broader range ofthe population— which we
have to educate, in ourown self-interest and

in the national self interest — we have got

to find ways ofdoing ourbusiness differently,

so we're more accepting and supportive of

students who do not meet traditional stan-

dards of excellence," he said.

Jews and intermarriage
Aspects ofinterfaith marriage discussed

By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

People in intermarriages were once
thought to be fleeing from their past, but

today intermarriage is increasingly seen as

an opportunity, said an author yesterday

during a lecture sponsored by the Hillel

House of Smith College.

According to Susan Weidman Schnieder,

the editor in chief of L//i7/i, a Jewish femi-

nist magazine, over half the Jewish popu-

lation is married to a non-Jewish person.

"Today the desire to stay connected to

[one's] past has caused a diminution of

converts," she said.

"Jewish men before they marry-out have
had interfaith dating while for Jewish
women (the person they marry I is usually

the first non-Jewish person they have ever

dated," said Schneider.

"Jewish women start to feel their bio-

logical clock ticking," she said.

Schneider said another contributing

factor is the diminished pool ofmale Jewish

peers, since Jewish men tend to marry
earlier. "Jewish people not accepted by

theircommunity marry-out," said Schneider,
who is the author of three books, one on

intermarriage.

The Jewish college-educated people are

usually the ones most accepted in their

community, while Jewish people with little

schooling are not accepted, she said.

"It is extremely difficult forJewish people

to say what being Jewish is about," said

Schneider, a 1966 Case Western Reserve
University graduate, while Irish, Hispanics,

Blacks and Italians all have .set definitions

of what they will stress in their families,

such as cultural language, family closeness

or history of their backgrounds.

"Women convert more than men to accom-

modate to the rehgion of the man," she said.

She said this is because women tend to

recognize men's need for being Jewish or

Catholic, while it is harder for men to ar-

ticulate this factor.

People in intermarriages are afraid to

admit to problems in the marriage, said

Schneider.

But she warned not to allow children of

mixed marriages to "pick up ambivalances"

ofhaving one parent Christian and another
Jewish.

"An intermarriage family needs to form a

single identity or it will become split at the

root," said Schneider.

Nose injury received in assault
Compiled by JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts Police said A 19-year-old

male was taken to University Health Services from Coolidge

Residence Hall Friday night with a nose injury sustained

during an earlier assault. Both parties were apprised of

how to seek court complaints, police said.

The cau.se ofa fire alarm early Saturday morning in John

Quincy Adams was listed as a discarded cigarette in a trash

barrel on the 1 9th floor.

LARCENY:
• An electrical contractor reported on Friday morning

that a portable generator was stolen from the Graduate
Research Center Chiller Facility in Lot 26. The value was
$1,200.

• A woman in Brown Residence Hail reported the theft

ofa Sony compact disc cassette radio from her room Sunday
afternoon. The value was estimated at $200.

• A man in KtMinedy Residence Hall reported Saturday
night that his telephone was stolen after he loft his unlocked
room for a brief period. The value was approximately $100.

ARIIESTS: ^^^^ VANDAl.ISM:
Brian O. Allen, 18, of Boston, was arrested Friday • A woman reported Frida^ morning that the entire side

ightforallegedlysteaiingamountainbikeandwascharged of her vohicio wji.s i;cratfno^ down to the bare metalin

with larceny owr $25^. y ^ •

J, 'A .%- , -: , .1^ *<.\ X-i. ^^^h ti»tit»iWd ^amflged^witre $300.
ni

Correction
Due to a reporting error, the dates for pre-regis-

tration and when students will be able to get their

Personal Identification Numbers were incorrect. Pre-

registration will be from Nov. 14 to Nov. 20 and
Personal Identification Numbers will be available

starting Nov. 14.

The headline on the Associated Press story on
Monday was incorrect. The headline should have
read "Ph.d. Student Takes Four Lives at U. of Iowa."

The photo credit on the photo titled "Defying
Gravity" was incorrect. The photographer was Jaret

Harrovys. . , f v :'
f :

The Collegian rogfrots the? ormrs.

1\W
S,Wt»kTH»<: Itrf"'^'

'
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"I used to be technologically deficient, and had no
practical skills other than Nintendo. Then I went to

work at the Collegian. Now 1 can pump up my resume
with all kinds of neat things.

Thank you Afussachusetts Daily Collegian."

COLLEGIAN
ITS •j^i>rniSTA\A-in*iAti^tit:^ its j« yos.

"

EXi'VMENCXTHEftWERVKJPKOtCSOFADMLYCOLUSA
Comr to our offlcr or0w lis a call.

It'll gtve you a warm squishy.

113 Campus Center

545-3500

Cultural Center
CONTINUED l-ROM PAGE 1

Latin American Cultural Center.

"IAsian students I are extremely proud

that the Latin American Cultural Center

has joined us in solidarity and are bringing

forth similar issues which confront their

community as well as all minorities." said

Alexander Nguyen, a representative of the

Asian cultural center.

"We have now collectively taken two
cultural centers away from UMass and
refuse to be used as multicultural adver-

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 5. 1991

tisement any longer," he said.

Carlos Castillo, a UMass senior and cul-

tural center stalT member said he was dis-

appointed and frustrated after moving mid-
semester from Sylvan to Southwest in order

to be closer to the cultural center.

"I was shocked that it has come to this,"

said Castillo. "1 will continue to be involved."

He said he supports the action.

Asianstudents, the Latin American Cul-

tural Center, and the New WORLD The-
ater, will hold a joint press conference,

"Exposing UMass' Multicultural Facade,"

on Thursday at 10 a.m. in the main lounge

of Skinner Hall.
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AGAIN
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the iixlividual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Notes from the Campus Center basement
Garbage, garbage, garbage ... If it weren't for garbage,

you couldn't have clean because everything would be clean
and like you know there wouldn't be any need for the word
"clean" because like you know everything would be clean

and there would be no reason to call stuff dirty cause like

without garbage nothing gets dirty ... Get it?

If the GEO strike succeeds, who's goruia pay for it?

Doyour friends use you as a model for their anthropology
presentations?

Waruia have some fun with your professor? Try turning

in your 15-page final project vn-itten on 300 etch-a-sketches.
Just don'tshake them up before you turn them in. And ifyou
like this stuff I've got a whole slew of ideas for fun with

Slinkys and Jcll-O Pudding pops.

Graffiti O' the week! Drum roll please! This week's

delectable defacement comes from Amy Carrier finom Or-

chard Hill. Amy, who calls me the Marcster, tells me that a

bathroom somewhere on campus contains this little adage:

"Flush twice. Franklin D.C. is Car away." Yech.

Oh yes ... a little message for GTl. the vaiuial that asked

me to go out and view his work at the Fine Arts Center.

Didn't get a chance to go out and see it last week ... sorry.

O.K., also in the mailbag this week was an interesting

quote subimtted by an unknown party ( 1 hate that) and said

by an unknown party (I hate that as well). "I'm going to

bring sex back to the Valley, if I have to (expletive) everyone

myself."

Here's a secret message for undergraduates only: the

more revenue taken away from the University the higher

your fees will soar and that many more ofyour classmates

will unwillingly disappear from campus.
With our new office furniture, someone told me that it

looks sort of like the Student Activities Office. I disagree,

there's work being done down here.

Marc Elliott

Ted wanted to be in this column. Jen didn't have a choice.

With all the press the Nostradamus rumors got last

week, any mass murderers sneaking into Q, Z, R and &-

shafied residence halls on Halloween would have tripped

over Geraldo Rivera on his way in.

Looking for Christmas shopping ideas? Here's one that's

fun for the whole family! The Seat Controller, invented by

Bill Glickman. is an automatic toilet seat lifter controlled by
a foot pedal (no Marc's not joking— this thing really exists

and people are really trying to sell it). "Unlike a shirt or a

tie, the Seat Controller is a gift he definitely will use every

day, /brever," says the press release sent along with the

brochure. I love the slogan for this one: "E^y up, always

down!" In fact, I'm so short of material this week and I like

this press release so much that I'm going to share some
more of it with you: "Just think guys, you will never have to

bend down again to raise that seat! More importantly, jrou

will never be embarrassed again for not raising the seat, or

even more dreadful, accidentally leavingthe seat up. WiMiien

now can be assured a late night trip to the bathroom will not

become an unexpected and aggravating midnight dip.

Women will also appreciate having a cleaner seat and never

hear the seat bang again, especially while sleeping. An
adjustable deceleration pump prevents the hanging by
varying the descent speed of the seat' So, basically this is

for women who live with men that are tooboneheaded to pee
straight.

The name is Elliott with two t's and two I's — sort of

redundant.
The bestway to end a paragraph is with a poiod.And no,

the author doesn't get any credit for that
Yes, yes, yes ... dont cry rMW ... the column's over and

you're going to have wait until next wreek when HI steal

more ofmy friends' jokes and print them in the newspaper.
Ifyou have submissions for Graffiti ofthe Week orjusthave
something to spout off on or just plain comment or even if

you think I'm a great big bagel dog wearing a wool sweater,

send me mail! Whine, whine, whine. Address it to«loe Bob
Elliott the fool with the goat and drop it off in 113 Campus
Center (The Collegian).

Until next week, remember. There's alwajrs room for

Jell-O."

Marc Elliott is a Collegian courtJe^er

What's the penalty for irresponsible writers?

I was not surprised when I read "Death

penalty for murderers, drug dealers" [Col-

legian, November 1 1 by Michael Morrissey.

It follows the trend of the recent years, the

ideology of "fast action," "kill-the-enemy,"

"drastic measures," etc. The problem 1 have

with this particular ideology is that in their

hurry, most ofthe conservatives (it seems to

me a vast majority, even in this so-called

"liberal" university) don't have the time to

think before they act.

They "solve" the problems without further

notice, they "discover" the solutions almost

always in the same simplistic manner:

"Well," says Mr. Morrissey — whom, al-

though I don't now personally, I feel I've

known for years, "if the drug dealers/mur-

derers are killing us, then we should kill."

Pretty simple. Of course, at some point in

his article, he mixes up things by asking.

"Don't you have to be pretty insane to kill

someone?" Yes, you do ...

1 could go on arguing in favor of the

criminalization of the death penalty, but

truly, I don't find that the exact subject is

the biggest problem. The problem is the

ease with which we're ready to take positions

in certain serious subjects without being—
even slightly — informed about all their

aspects. That's what I call Mr. Morrissey's

article: uninformed. I also call it "naive," but

that has to do with my beliefs so 1 leave it

out. But uninformed it surely is.

When Mr. Morrissey writes about the

costsofan execution, he doesn't even suspect

how high they are (almost $2 million —
more than twice as much as imprisoning the

defendant for life). And this is "our money."

But even the inaccuracies didn't bother me
as much as the roles that we give nowadays

to ourselves: Mr. Bush is the "Warrior"

("War on Drugs," "War in the Gulf," etc.).

Mr. Clarence Thomas is the "Morality De-

fender." and Mr. Morrissey is the "Termi-

nator" ("eliminate them," "an eye for an

eye," "kill the enemy," etc.) Sure.

I think the most serious partofthe article

was summarized in Mr. Morrissey's ques-

tion: "If our society isn't governed by laws,

then what is it governed by?" I feel I know
the answer: tolerance. Tolerance for the

deviants (the enemy), tolerance for the

"potheads," tolerance foryou. Mr. Morrissey,

and your extreme views about human life.

That's all we've got in days like these: simple

tolerance ...

Constantine Abazis
Southwest

Death not an answer
I am writing in response to Michael Morrissey's

article, "Death penalty for murderers, drug dealers"

{Collegian, November 1 1. In his article, he suggests

executing all murderers and drug dealers as a solu-

tion to the violence and drug problems in the U.S.

First, even if there are people who "deserve" to

"fry." as Mr. Morrissey would put it, the death

penalty does not work because it is racially biased.

Black killers of Whites are far more likely to be

executed than White or Black killers of Blacks.

People, for the most part, get outraged when Blacks

kill Whites but could not care less when Blacks kill

each other. In Georgia, for instance. 60 percent of all

homicide victims are Black, yet killers of White

victims are 10 times more likely to be sentenced to

death than killersofBlack victims. It is a sad but true

fact that Black lives aren't valued as highly as White

lives in our society.

Second, many drug dealers are poverty-stricken,

innor-city kids. 1 don't st>e too nuiiiy middle or upper

class kids dealingcrack to get by. Main urx)r kids end

up dealing drups just to feed il "I their

families. Also, drugdealersanai. people

t hat a lot ofthest> kids see succeed. Many are idolized

I ly kids for this reason. It is '• I-

inner-^ity kids, who don't i

rcceivf a decent education, i-

Soinetliinp obviously nei^H

problem.^ ol violcnrc and driij,

(oimtry, but "killinR the ent-niy.

-I, lests, is not tho way to

pi( ll 'loms. II is not clifficult to

arc directly related to poverty. Poverts H

enemy to .society, but people do not want lo <i. .v imwi-

cdge this fact because conquerinj^ poverty might mean

the middle and upper cla.sses will have to give a little.

Dave Sh»»ohan
Northeast

IfGEO strikes, undergraduates will lose out

No doubt many of you have recently seen a slough of

those Uttle orange stickers stuck on various lightposts.

sides of buildings, windows and pillars, forcefully stating

"GEO is a union." What exactly does that mean?

Right now the administration doesn't officially recognize

GEO as a "real" union, whereas nearly all other workers on

this campus are unionized. Unfortunately for the adminis-

tration, however, the United Auto Workers acknowledge

GEO. In fact, GEO is the largest UAW shop in the stete of

Massachusetts. Now, since patient, year-long contract ne-

gotiations with an anti-union administration don't seem to

work, GKO's demands are as follows:

1. The health-fee waiver. As I write this, a full profes-

sor earning' $90,000 pays less for health insurance than a

graduate student-worker with a child and a stipend of

$6,000. The AFL-CIO reports thai 80 percent of all strikes

last year occurred precisely due to skyrocketing health-care

costs.

2. Agency fee. Currently a massive organizing effort

must be made each year to recruit new GEO members, re-

sign old ones and convince the uncertain that GEO has in

the past saved each of it's members many hundreds of

doliiir-; I ,.vv -'-v and exists to further the collective

j. t, liiit-workers. The agency fee would

'eduction from all teaching and
- — a mere $1 a week — that

. ar. .Sounds reasonable, rijfht?

1 1 epeatedly denied this vital demand
r to keep busy GEO activists busy re-

i usinj,' their time for more productive

tasks.

3. Binding art)itration. The other four unions (m cam-

pus have a provision m Lheir contracts where, in case of an

unresolvable dispute between labor and management, a

mutual ly agreed-upon, "neutral" negotiator is brought in to

settle it. As GEO's relations with the administration now

stand, all settlements are ultimately up to them. Based on

their past record, it's not unreasonable that GEO wants

"neutrality" in this area.

4. Job security. In the fall 1991 semester, undergradu-

ate enrollment dropped by 3 percent, while 17 percent of all

graduate TAs were laid off. When GEO demanded parity in

job reductions, the administration's lame response was

"Graduate students make easy targets for cost-cutting."

Gee whiz, Mr. Dick O'Brien, thanks a million for your

humanity!

Okay, after all that, we should confidently be able to

conclude that GEO has some legitimate demands. So then

how will a GEO strike, if a strike happens, affect under-

graduates?

First, let's do a little math and set up a measure III call

the Administrative Screw-over Scale, or ASS. Say you're an

undergrad. taking 15 hours ot classes a week. Since money

is important to us all, let's also imagine you're an in-state

student and pay $2,250 per semester, about $ 1 50 a week, in

fees and tuition to attend this sage institution. If we take

cost per week and divide by hours per week in class, right

now your ASS rate is 10.

Next, ifGEO strikes, and vourTA isn't available because

s/he has had enough grief from the administration and has

taken the final step, it's likely those 15 hour^ '- ' 'n

class will drop radically. U you're in class, say \

week due to a GEO strike, you're not getting your

worth. Your ASS rate has tripled to 30 for
"

the strike. Through assaults on y(jur TA,

turn has screwed you over by nttacking your n^

education.

The point here isn't An arithmetic lesson, but a demon-

stration ofhow this issue affectso// students on campu.*. We
came to UMass for an education and the administration is

constantly eroding educational quality, year after year

after year. It's time for all

of us to say we've had enough.

Roger Long is a graduate student
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Radial Retreads
0\ SALE NOVVTIIROUC.ll N'OV. 15. 1991

BUY 0\I AT REGUL\R PRICE - SECOND TIRE AT HALF PRICE!!
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Size

P155/80R13

P165/80R13

P175/80R13

P185/80R13

P185/75R14

P195/75R14

P205/75R14

P215/75R15

P225/75R15

P235/75R15

175/70SR13

185/70SR13

185/70SR14

205/70SR14

185/60SR14

195/60SR14

195/60SR15

Price First

$29.95

32.95

32.95

33.95

34.95

34.95

39.95

41.95

42.95

44.95

29.95

34.95

36.95

37.95

39.95

40.95

44.95

Second

$15.00

16.50

16.50

17.00

17.50

17.50

20.00

21.00

21.50

22.50

15.00

17.50

18.50

19.00

20.00

20.50

22.50

Total for Two!!

* SAFE * ECONOMICAL * SAVES OUR ENVIRONMENT * FULL
* 90 DAY FREE PLACEMENT WARRANTY

SERVICE Alignments Brakes Quick Lube Exhaust

Moutn: MonWcd 8-5. Thurs 8-8. Fri 8-6. Sat 8 4

"Your choice all season or snow tire!"

Hadlcy Tire and Brake Center

439 Russell St. • Rt. 9 • Hadlcv, Ma 01035

STUDENTS
WITH DIABETES
(And Their Guests)

.Meet with others

.Share Ideas and strategies

.Learn about new
developments

Information and Social

Group begins Wed

.

November 6

Call 549-2671 x181

before Nov. 6 for information

253-9054

Information Session

Harvard University

Graduate School Design

with tJcri NcdcrhofT,

Assistant Director of Admisnons

Wa/n^sday, November 6

7:00 - 8:00pm

Campus Center 811R- 1

5

AUMajon Wikomt

Master's and Doctoral Degree Projirams in:

Architecture >• I.andsea |>e Architecture >
Urban Planning and Design >> Design Studies

Winter Session

Catalog

Is Here!

So, wtiat exactly is Winter SessiM?
• a unique mmi-semester, )ust three weeks long

Wei, what's so uniqiie about it?

• you can earn 3 academic credits in only 3 weeks
• over 100 credit courses, including gen ed designated classes

How can Winter Session help me?
You can:

• take a class you couldn't get before

• nnake up credits

• nneet graduation requirements

• lighten your spring course load

Winter Session 1992 — January 2-23

Registration by mail only begins Novennber 9.

(Registrations must be postmarked no earlier \hin

November 9.)

Catalogs available on campus or at the Division

of Continuing Education 6th floor Goodell

fiW> I

Developing

A Curriculum Vitae

A Workshopfor Graduate Students

L

Guest Instructor

Kevin Grennan

Higher Education Program
Educational Policy

& Administration

Wed\esday

November 6

10:10 AM
Curry Hicks Room 16

All Graduate Students are

encouraged to attend

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education •Internships

Frilcmily/Soronly Piik on the Orchird Hill bus route (413)545-2224.

y^here Careers Take Off!

World/Nation

EXCUSE ME — A worker carries a plank of wood during
construction of a scaffolding around the Lenin statue Monday in

Berlin. The Lenin statue, in the former East Berlin, is scheduled to
be dismantled.

Former Af^an king
stabbed in Kome
By MARY BETH SHERIDAN
Associated Press

ROME — A man posing as a journalist

repeatedly stabbed the former king of Af-

ghanistan at his villa in Rome yesterday,
police said. The king has been mentioned as
a possible transitional leader for his war-
torn country.

Mohammed Zaher Shah, 77. suffered

multiple wounds, but a spokesman said he
would survive.

"There is no danger, thank God, he's

recovering," said Gen. Abdul Wali, the
spokesman and son-in-law of the former
monarch.

The assailant, identifled as Jose Santo
Paolo De Almedia of Portugal, was arrested

immediately, said a spokesman for Italy's

paramilitary police. It was not known why
he attacked the exiled former king.

some time ago, the assailant cried: "I must
kill you!" and lunged at the former king.

Interior Minister Vincenzo Scotti told jour-

nalists.

Zaher Shah was stabbed three times,

said Dr. Ercole Brunetti, ofthe first-aid unit

of the Villa San Pietro hospital. The attack
fractured a joint in his left thumb, and
wounded his face and throat.

Zaher Shah has been living in exile in

Rome since he was overthrown by his cousin

in 1973 while vacationing in Italy.

It has frequently been suggested that he
play a role in a transitional Afghan gov-

ernment that may one day end his nation's

long civil war pitting a Marxist government
against Muslim guerrillas.

Afghanistan restored his citizenship last

month. President NajibuUah ofAfghanistan
has repeatedly offered the former monarch
a position in his government, but the offers

At the end of the interview, arranged were rejected.

15 killed in Peru;
gov't blames rebels
By ALEX EMERY
Associated Press

LIMA, Peru— Masked gunmen shot and
killed 15 people, including a 9-year-old boy.

The government )re8terday blamed the at-

tack on Maoist rebels, but others suspected
it was carried out by right-wing paramili-

tary squads.

It was one of the worst mass slayings in

Lima in more than a decade, an official said.

Authorities suspect the late Sunday at-

tack was carried out by Shining Path rebels,

an Interior Ministry spokesman said. The
group has waged an 1 1-year-old boy against
the government.

But analysts noted the Shining Path
rarely uses silencers, as the assailants did,

and witnesses said the attackers used cars

similar to vehicles used by right-wing

paramilitary forces.

Newspaper reports, quoting witnesses,

speculated the gunmen could have belonged
to paramilitary groups opposed to the

Shining Path.

Lima's main daily newspaper, El

Comercio, reported the gunmen fled in two
station wagons that had the type of roof

lights that police use. Paramilitary groups
also have been known to use silencers in

their assassinations.

One of Peru's best known paramilitary

groups, the Rodrigo Franco Command, be-

gan attacks in 1988 on people and institu-

tions suspected of sympathizing with the

Shining Path.

The Interior Ministry spokesperson, who
spoke on condition of anonymity, said five

hooded men with automatic weapons and
silencers burst into a home in the central

district of Barrios Altos and opened fire on
people having a barbecue.

It was the worst single terrorist attack in

the capital in 1 1 years of guerrilla war, an
Interior Ministry spokesperson said.

Fourteen people, including the boy, were
killed at the scene, the spokesman said. A
woman died early yesterday at a hospital.

Two other victims were in critical condition.

The attack came days after the departure

of a delegation from the Organization of

American States, which was in Peru for a

week toexamine Peru'shuman rights record.

More than 23,000 people have died in

violence since the Shining Path began its

attacks in 1980.

Deadly blood
dispensed daily
in Zaire hospitals
By ROBERT WELLER
Associated Press

KINSHASA, Zaire— In a city with one of

the world's highest known AIDS rates, the
main blood bank has run out of testing

agents for the virus and some hospitals are
dispensing untested blood.

"It's criminal. They are giving transfu-
sions without knowing, and they know some
of the blood is contaminated. But they have
no choice. It's die now or die later," said Dr.

Manzila Tarande.
Manzila is the Zairean doctor left in

charge of project AIDS, a U.S.-funded and
run research program until September,
when American doctors fled amid domestic
political turmoil.

Foreign governments and reliefagencies
had supplied AIDS testing kits and funds to

hospitals in Kinshasa. But when they pulled

their personnel out because ofriots triggered
by a mutiny by Fh-esident Mobutu SeseSeko's
poorly paid troops, the money and supplies

went with them.
Soldiers have stolen much ofthe supplies

the foreign aid organizations lefl behind,
according to Dr. Pelagie Maholo, blood bank
director of Mama Yemo Hospital, and Dr.

Bernard Hody, chief of Doctors Without
Borders-Zaire.

"When donors arrive we just ask them
what blood group they are and take the

blood. We have no facilities for testing it and
no choice but to give it," lamented Dr. Oma
Lok at Kalembe-Lembe Hospital, the city's

main children's hospital.

Mama Yemo Hospital, the city's main
hospital, hasn't been forced to give blood

without testing it. "But it's a day-to-day
affair. EUich day we go from one place to

another looking for someone who can give
us the test agents," said Maholo.

Transfusions ofinfected blood is a major
cause of AIDS in Zaire.

"I shudder to think what will happen if

we have new riots. We certainly will have to

give blood without testing it," Maholo said.

On Saturday,Mama Yemo Hospital didnt
even have enough blood for its normal op-

erations. "We have 24 units. It's the same as
having nothing," said Maholo.
A technician said the hospital normally

provides blood for 40 transfusions daily,

and supplies other hospitals in the city of3
million.

Maholo went on Zairean television and
radio Saturday to appeal for donors, whose
numbers have decreased because of trans-

port and other problems resulting from the
collapse of the economy.

She also has appealed to foreign domns
to send the AIDS testing agents.

'We have to take in two units ofblood for

each one we give because so much of it is

contaminated with AIDS," she said.

Patients have to supply their own blood

by arranging for donations from friends or
family, or buying it from donors.

Studies over the past three years have
estimated that as much as 6.7 percent of

Kinshasa's population is infected with the
AIDS virus.

Zaire reported 13,000AIDS cases in 1990,

twice the previous year. But the national

committee fighting AIDS said this figure

wasonly a small percentageofcases because
information collection suffers a lack of staff

and facilities.

APplMH.

Former Philippines first lady Imelda Marcos gestures to friends as she
is hustled though a crowd at Aquino International Airport in Manila
Monday. Marcos returned home after nearly six years in exile.

Imelda goes home
By EILEEN GUERRERO
Associated Press

MANILA, Philippines — Former First

Lady Imelda Marcos drank champagne and
sang songs to celebrate her return home
yesterday, nearly six years after the "people
power revolution" drove her and her late

husband into exile.

Thousands of people, including support-

ers and the curious, lined streets and
gathered at the hotel where Mrs. Marcos
was staying.

Crowds surged forward as her vehicle

moved slowly along the crowded streets.

She waved and smiled at the people, many
ofwhom were wearing red, white and blue,

the colors ofthe Marcos political movement
Several people in the crowd exploded fire-

crackers in celebration, and many of them
chanted "Imelda! Imelda!" in what appeared
to be a show of genuine affection.

Crowds of supporters jammed the lobby

of the Plaza as she arrived, escorted by
American private security guards brought
by Mrs. Marcos.
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Magical songstress to serenade UMass
By LOU COVE
Collegian Correspondent

Last year Bette Midler recorded a mush-ridden version

ofJulie Gold's "From a Distance," and America got down on
its knees and sucked it up. They loved it. But what most of

America didn't realize was that '*Frora a Distance" was
recorded back in 1987 with far greater elegance and un-

derstatement by Nanci Griffith on herMCALone Star State
ofMind LP. GriflRth fought hard with her label to make it

a single (she even recorded a live version in 1988) but she
was denied, and the rest is history.

But Griffith's fans know full well that her story doesnt
hinge on one song. Her career has been brimming with rich

music since she released her first album. There's a Light
Beyond These Woods, m 1978. Her soUd blend of country
and folk influences has been hailed not only in the U.S. but
abroad as well— the Irish remain among hermost committed

followers — and has earned her a Grammy nomination for

Best Folk Album for The Last of the True Believers.

What sets Griffith apart from the folk glut that has
amassed in recent years is her beautiful songwriting
technique and powerfully intimate performances, both of

which shine like pure gold on her live album One Fair
Summer Evening. As an entertainer Griffith puts her best

foot forward on stage, introducing her songH with great

humor and care in a high southern drawl. It becomes
abundantly clear, upon hearing her talk aboutthe inspiration
for her work, that Griffith's songs are not just by her, they

are o/" her.

The people and places of her life, her grandparents and
the Anderson Fair Retail Restaurant ("where I learned my
trade as a musician and songwriter sitting in a dark
comer') are brought forth in her songs in such a beautifully

honest way that one is left with a feeling ofcloseness rarely

made accessible to audiences by an artist.

Hoffman goes gangster
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

BUly Bathgate is a stunning motion picture, full of crisp

dialogue, thrilling performances and a sleek, atmospheric

look. What it lacks, however, is a clear idea ofwhat it's about.

Billy Bathgate (Loren Dean) is a young man who is

fascinated by the money and power of gangster. The most

notable man in the East Bronx is Dwight Schultz i Dustin

Hoffman). Billy impresses Schultz and becomes his errand

boy and protege. As the film opens. Bo Weinburg (Bruce

Wilhs) IS killed for betraying Schultz. His girlfriend. Drew
Preston ( Nicole Kidman ) "joins" the group. Schultz's power is

on the decline and he leaves the dty to upstate New York

w here he hopes he can beat a Lax evasion rap by getting in the

town's good graces. Billy and Drew fight their obvious mu-
tual attraction and Schultz tries to cling to his once famous

power.

The performances are all first rate. Dustin Hoffman is

credible as the aging gangster, but he doesn't have enough
scenes to bring any truth to his role. Nicole Kidman (Dead

Calm) brings a touch of sophistication to the stock gun moll

character. Bruce Willis has a brief cameo and comes out

unscathed for a change. Steven Hill plays Otto, Schultz's right

hand man and "protector" ofBilly . Here, the veteran character

actor is getting some. The quiet hero, Billy Bathgate, is played

by stage actor Ix)ren Dean, who unlike the hero o(GoodfpUas

has no ulterior motive. He eryoysthe camaraderieand attention

ofthe gangster hfe. This disillusionment may or may not have

been intentional, but it halts any plot advances. The film ends

abruptly and the story does not seem fully told.

The relationship between Billy and Drew is so under-

realized that it makes their love unbelievable. Then arent

enough scenes between Schultz and Billy to warrant their

relationship. So many movies today suffer from overkill, this

one needed at least another half an hour to tell its story

completely.

Brimming with epic intentions, Billy Bathgate has notonly

an excellent cast but an equally astute set of platers behind

the camera. Don't get me wrong— BUly Bathgate is enter-

taining, but not fully satisfying.

Acting: A / Plot: B- / Execution: A- / Overall: B+

Now we know what we are up against, a coup has

happened right here at home. Our constitution and our

democracy has slowly but surely been overthrown.

And the head of the secret police is now president.

Jello Biafra
ex lead singer of the Dead Kennedys

in a spoken word

performance

I Blow Minds for a Living

Photo ro«r«My ot MCA iUcordi

Nanci Griffith

To listen to Griffth's catalog is to see the world through

her wonderfully peculiar eyes. What makes these songs so

remarkable is that for all their revelation and intimacy 'hey

never feel self-indulgent; Nanci Griffith's gift is her ability

to balance intimacy with worldliness, heart and soul, and

still play and sing with an integrity rarely matched by her

contemporaries.

Griffith's latest release. Late Night Grand Hotel, con-

tinues her tradition offine craftsmanship and includes such

luminaries as Phil Everly and Tanita Tikaram. The new
album also breaks new ground as Griffith makes a conscious

eflbrt to broaden her audience.

The result is a warm pop concoction with a slippery,

overproduced feel that lacks the distinctiveness of her past

work but still stands its ground in the field of folk-pop.

Griffith's songwriting continues to flourish and the superior

quality ofmusicianshipCthanks toThe Blue Moon Orchestra)

makes for fine listenmg.

We can expect a great deal from Nanci Griffith when,

thanks to a novel collaboration between the University and

the Iron Horse Music Hall, she visits the Fine Arts Center

on Tuesday night. It promises to be an evening of superb

story-telling and enchanting song, one that will bring the

audience a little closer to Nanci's Nirvana.

liM^

Tix on sale now at

the FAC Box Office

$3 UMass Students

$5 All Others

MC/Visa Accepted

UPC PRESENTS

Friday, November
15, 1991

8pm in ihe UMass
Fine Art Center

(doors open at 7:30)

I Meet the new world order.
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU
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Quote of the Day
"Liberal: Power worshiping without

power."

— George Orwell
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TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN
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lUMmafetdneA^ simple I
(how* loHc sBmcwfifl.

Menu
LUNCH

Tri-County Fair Sand.

Chicken Burriio

BASICS LUNCH
Rat Bread Sandwich

Chicken Burrito

DINNER
Pan Shish Kebab

Fetliccini

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Spinach Squares

Feltuccini

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

ABOUT 2ACK..

f^ALUJliUObi

ABourommA
UALKLXTUMe?
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Poem LOOK
ruATsaw..
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UNDER 21 By KRIS K. EARLE

StfC Ft* H'^ 'irtm. £>LT«*

ARIEStMarch :i Apnl 19) GrcaMr

dipkimacy will help you nuke new gaim

An older pervtn it your MrongcM ully

ViMlun or meswge« rrom fw-nung places

are featured Shoppcn can find greiH

bargains

TAURUiUApnl 20-Miy 20): Yoor

career geia a wekome boost, thanlu to a

fnend. Give yourself adequate lime to

complete one project before taking on

another A psychic e«penence may he

difficull lo interpret at rirsl.

GEMINKMay 2 1 June 20) A special

project receives new support today.

Teamwork boosts proTiLs. A flinalion couU
cause trouble unless you are very discreet

tX) nothi ng lo je<ipardi /« an older person ' s

(msl in you

CANCER(;une 21 -July 22): Hard-

lo-rind items become easier to purchase,

and at an attractive price Someone could

try lo inlcrl'cre in your ilonicstic alTalr\.

Refuse to let outsiders disrupt your family

life.

I.EfXJuly 2VAug 22): Phone calls

and messages give new meaning to your

effons Ik-llcrrinancia! planning will a-sull

in big siivings. A courtship gels off to a

flying start. I)o nothing lo rock the boat.

VIRCOiAug. 2.V.Sepl. 211: Taking

an overly aggressive approach could cause

strife Steer clear of people who gossip.

Your bcsi rappon is with sonwone of the

sanxr scs.

l.inRA(Sepl 22-Oct. 22); Kxcrcisc

more caution ihan usual in your finaiKial

and real cstaie dealings. Consult enpens.

Although a ctiange in social plans is

upsetting, you could meet an attractive

newcomer

SCORPIOfOa 2.1-Nov 2\Y New
business opportunities anse. Succes.s '%%

closer than you think. A phone call or

unexpected visit opens the door lo a

promotion or heller job A good firiend

rallies to your side

SAGITTARIUStNov 22-r)ec. 21):

Inertia is ihe only thing that could come
between you and success this week. Gel

nmving. F.sira study will prove very

worthwhile Although a competition

makes you edgy, you win.

CAPRK-ORN(r)ec 22-Jan. 19):

Curb your temper today. Taking a walk or

breaking with your regular routine will

put you in gixxl humor. Come to terms

with a loved one Spend a quid evening at

home.

AQUARIU.SlJan. 20-l"cb 18): You
will be able to accomplish more once you

reduce the stress in your life. The arrival

of a check could he delayed another few

days. Male supptirls your efforts. Be

appreciative!

PfSCh-Sdcb 19-March 20): You
have a chance lo iikivc up at your place of

employment Share a llnancial burden with

other family numbers. A health matter

deserves prompt attention Develop your

athletic poienlial.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Preston P. Fomuui

CopyHtlitor JcxiniKQiiiiiiby

PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi

Pnxliiction Supervisor Nicole Dumas

Prtxluction Beth Butts

Traci-Ann DiSalvatore
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Lifestyles

House Ways and Means
approves recycling bill
BOSTON (AP) — The House Ways and

Means Committee has approved a bill that

would mandate recycling in every Massa-
chusetts city and town within two years.

The bill, sponsored by Rep. Mark
Rooeevelt (D-Boston) and the Massachu-
setts Public Interest Research Group, also

would set regulations on packaging that

would become stricter until all packaging
would have to be recyclable by the year

2002.

Rep. Edward Teague (R-Yarraouth)
maintained Friday that the bill, which calls

for the state to pay up to 5 percent of a

community's start-up recycling costs, would
circumvent property-tax limiting Proposi-

tion 2 1/2.

But Rep. Thomas Finneran, the commit-

tee chair, said the measure placed "no new
burden" on communities, and said any fur-

ther delay on the legislation would back up
legislative staffs, who have been working

feverishly to prepare legislation before the

end of the year.

Teague's move to postpone the vote until

technical amendments were completed was
quashed by Finneran, a Boston Democrat.

The legislation calls for all packaging in

the Stat* to meet one ofthe following criteria

by July 1, 1996— it must be reusable five or

more times, made of 25 percent recycled

material, or made of materials that are

being recycled at a 25 percent rate. By the

year 2002, the requirement for recycled

content and materials would be increased to

50 percent.

COMPLETE
OPTOMETRY

EXAMS
AT THE

UNIVERSITY
HEALTH
SERVICES

Styles By
Deborah

The Spa
For

Hair ft Skin
Care

549-5610
65 UniTcrsity DrlTe

Amherat

Professional

Consultation
4.00

With Cheryl Style. Cut & Dry
Only Hn4 s / 1. (»t» ro S I »< ixi

rir»t llm» cn*lom*t» only • ip 10/31/91

5 00 A'. Perm
Facial or

OFF Highlighting
y (r^t iw.yr t ti*|ornrr« on\f •

We Offer...

...quality,

compfehensh/e

vision care at a

reasonable cost

.courteous,

friendlv,

prr.f-'SsionaJ staff.

.reduced rates

on eye glasses at

participating

opticians with a

connplete

optonnetric

examination at the

University Health

Sen/ices for

Student Plan

members

comprehensive

contact iens

sen/ice

liis
EYE CARE
PROGRAM

Convenient hours

and on campus
location.

For questions or

an appointment

call: 549-2671

WANTED:
WOMEN'S ISSUES EDITOR

News Experience Preferred.

Must be able lo write one news story per

week and one page every two weeks.

Must have some knowledge of issues

concerning women.

See Marc (late afternoons) at

The Collegian

113 Campus Center

The Collegian is an E.O.E.

HEALTHY SKIN
Begins with a deep pore

cleansing facial.

Also lash and brow
tinting, shaping, hair

waxing, make-up,
therapeutic massage.

AESTHETICS SKINCARE
-U Mam St. , Suite 1. Amherst, NtA 253 9879

Become a member at our table on the concourse

or at our showing of last years Hottest Ski Flick

"Return to the Sno Zone"
Campus Center, • Nov. 7th • 6:00pm & 8:30pm.

UMASS SKI CLUB

For the Ultimate in

hair care & designs
see the professionals at

HAIR BY HARLOW
Introducing Cami and Joanne,

new stylists to the area.

[20% offaii haircutsi

I

and perms. i

239 Triangle St., Amherst. MA
549-4412
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waterpolo
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

and play intense polo for moet of the game.
Good hustle and pressure defense early forced the Crim-

son into jxior shot selection, and halfway through the first

period McOsker broke the scoreless tie with a bullet goal from
the perimeter. Later, with :30 left, ii\ the first, goalie Todd
Larson's outlet pass found a wide-open Scott Deluca on a
counter attack, and E)eluca scored for a 2-0 lead.

Early in the second quarter Engin scored on his patented
back-handed tum-around shot. Harvard countered with a
goal of their own, but Harlan's goal with 2:10 left^ in the half
put UMass up 4-1 and forced Harvard to change goalies.

The third period was more wide-openand McOsker notched
his second goal of the game on a man-up situation less than
:30 seconds into the period. Harvard scored on a man-up
halfway through the period, but freshman Javier Gonzalez'
shot one minute later gave UMass another four-goal lead.

Harvard came out smoking in the fourth quarter, scoring

three goals in the first 3:15 of the period.

There was a little bit ofa coaching error at the beginning
ofthe fourth quarter, andyou saw what happened,"Yarworth
said. "We didn't instruct them what to do, and they started

takmg bad shots. 1 know 1 relaxed."

Har\'ard was playing good pressure defense, but Engin
scored the goal the Minutemen needed. He muscled his 6-

foot-6. 240 pound frame past two Crimson players into

position, fired, and scored. He added two more goals over the

next two minutes, killing any hope of a Harvard comeback.

In the wamng seconds of the game most players began
swimming for the deck, but UMass' Pat Lau. a 5-foot-8, 140

|M)und freshman from Honolulu, Hawaii, scored on a laser

shot from mid-pt>ol past the un.suspecting Harvard goalie.
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A fitting conclusion to a game that both players and coaches
were pleased with.

"The guys I think had the games of their lives were T"
[Engin] and Javier. I thought Javier played great. He
probably doesn't show up much on the stat sheet, but he was
always moving on defense." Engin scored four goals.

"Harvard knocked us out last year, and that was part of
the reason we wanted to beat them," said McOsker.

women
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

in 19: 16, Kim Liljeblad in 19:32, and newcomerIVacy
Delutis in 19:48.

"Michelle ran a super race, probably the best ofher
career," LaFreniere said, Tracy really stepped up
and ran a great race, as did Cate (Dean)."

Ijist week, the Minutewomen had four runners
finish within 10 seconds, a feat LaFreniere was
looking to duplicate this week. On Friday however,
the women failed to do so, as 40 seconds separated St.

i..aurent and Kim Liljeblad.

"Not running in a tight pack really hurt us,"

I.jiFreneire said "Ifwe had placed our top four within
10 seconds of each other, we could have had fourth."

Furthering the Minutewomen's troubles, Tricia

Mathiest^n, who has hetm in the top five all year, fell

ill and dropped to seventh for the team, 81st overall

in a time of 20: 12.

"Overall, I thouRhl we had some really superb
individual performances, but cross country is a team
sport, and individual performances don't win meets,"
I^Freneiere said.

UMASS RACQUETBALL CLUB
FKESEirrs

The uHimate action-odventure movie."

i! r.

^r^

ACAI)t.MV..MlSIC
W£\aJ^ 5K4-K4.<5

NOW • ENDS rHURSDAY-dailv at 7:00pm onlv

NOMTHAKWIOM

TheRnalRdMae 01 The Origin^ Maslerpieoe

BQIQI]mnn

RESUMES
Copy Cat Print Shop

• Great Service • Great Prices •

228 TrUn^e St. • Amherst • 549-3840

II s Notninq Personal , -^

-tERMINIVJDR a
if- JUDGMENT D^y

Wodncsclay, riovembor ^>th
Campus Ccntor AuditoriurTi

Showlitnes: 5:00, 7:30. i<< l():OOPM
$2 first shovN $3 rcniainincj shows

LOW, LOW
PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL
NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE

584-4112' 535-1888

TUESDAY NITES i*^
Live Blues

AJl You Can

Eat Chicken
&Ribs

Lunch Tuet-Sat 11:30a

Featuring Hidtory smoked Ribs n"

Ottckcn. Homemade Salads. Snacks.

Sandwiches. Kids Menu and pigs gak>ref^

ACME
BAR-B-Q
206 Russdl St Rte 9 Hadfev

586-5668
Takeout & Catering

4- Worn • Fn & Sat 1 1 JOxn 10pm
Cosed .Monday

'• b

•
•

DOM PIZZ

1
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•
•
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^^H^^^

1
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•
•
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^22^-^

1
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•
•

DOM PIZZ

1

• b

•• ON
oa

UMass s
256-8911

"

g|l Mt.Holyoke

g| 535-1111

We AcnptCompeteton Coupons

30c PIZZA
ORDER ANY TWO TOPPING

LARGE PIZZA. GET MEDIUM

1 TOPPING PIZZA FOR 30c

• Expires December 31,1991 -^•-

$1.99 PIZZA
.. BUY ANY LARGE H^

"4-
PIZZA. GET 2ND ...v-

i\\ ONEFORS1.99 '^

,Vifh this coupon Connot be used with ony other offer

Expires December 31,1991

r n
M Bi BUY ANY

LARGE PIZZA
, FOR THE PRICE OF

!

\ ASMAUPIZZA
I

MMh Mm coupon. Cannot be used wifh any (^har offer.

I

Expires December 31,1991

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFHCE Hi CAMPUS CENTER * THURSDAY 8:30-3:30 FRIDAY8:30-2J0»DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAWN • 2(mORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS • CASH INADVANCE

AcnvmES

S-CoH«g« Annantant
Film on Karabagh
Piua served

Tues. Nov 5, 6pm
UMass Campus Ctr. Rm 802
Call 549- 1 409 or 546 5600 tor Into

CONCERTSt CONCERTS! COMCERTS!
UPC Concert Productions meeting
Campus Canter Audrionum 6p(n Tues.
Nov 5
Everybody welcome'

LOOKING FOR SOMETHMQTO0O?Wtiy
not work on a presidential campaign?
Universtiy Democrats Interest (Meeting to-

nigN rm 101 Campus Center 7 00p<n

PRE-VET AND ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB
All welcome to an
African Slide Showl
Bnef meeting-Come
io»nihelunat6«)pm
PlgeLab-202

inMvmwnMwtianourQovafTwnefilgets
to fnghtened It doas Ul. Nka ttia Black

Pantttart, tha Amancan Indian nwvamanl.
and now thay lurva nam tarpal: Envkon-
mantalMs.- >lato Blaira Nov IS FAC S3
UMbm t6 olhaf*. UPC Prodkidlona. 545-

ANNOUNCEMENTS

STUDV ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester, year graduate,

summer, and internship programs in Perth.

Towmsville. Sydney andMefeoumePrograms

Man at S35?0 Call 1 800 878 3696

UECW-RYU KARATE ClassKal Otunawan

Karate Wen. and Fn 6<X)pm Amherst

Community Arts Center. Cat 66S-4S01

AUTOFOnSAUE

ISM OLOBMOeiLE TOnMubo. $4900
(uWy loaded w/ AM/FM sterao. AC. power

windows/locha/brakas. Immaculate, pertoct

condtion 549-8063

FOR SALE

Peavey CtassK
$3»orB/0
Cal?S6-0163

COMPVTEltatm modem, piiniarand labia

$350 Cat CW 549 1 762

HONDA C8360 Molarcycia Gfaan. with

wwdshiatd and artras $400 253^)961

MAC PUIS mm 2 Smb $650 imagawttterll

$300 Bo«l $900 253- 7695

7000 AF mfiomm lans

Mnota iBili 2800 AF Sigma 400 AF zoom
lans $660 6-3822

Saind cars, trucka, boats,

molorhomes. by FBI. IRS. DEA.

your area now Call (805) 682-7555. Ext C-

1675.

ENTERTAMMENT

HAPPY BniNDAY MO

Lsrai

RACK-A-OtSCI $1 75 00 Ois. VJs. Karaoka

tor house/ Formal partes. Call 586-9000

FOR RENT

ITIiadaal laOH unHWadnaaday

.

NBPWAina)

Ba an T.V. Many naadad tor oommarcials.

Now IMng it ages. For casting Into caM

(615)779-7111 EjilT-227

il1/2ba0iBuaRauis

N.Afflh8nl1-S07-13S2

I REP WANTED
HHJto can oMsr you a 9aa spring bfVik Mp
andaclwwcalDwInaYa
Cs« now 1-00O4S348O4

Earn $3000 « Free Spnng Break Tnps'

North Amenca's ff1 student tour operator

saalung motivated students, organisations.

IMernities and soronties as ::ampus repre-

sentatives promoting Cancun. Bahamas
Daytona and Panama Cityi Call 1 -800-724-

1555'

KUWAtr, SAUDI WORKERS NEEDED
$35.00 & up per hour Tax free Both slulled

Aunslulled For into call615- 779-SSOSExl
K-858

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many
postions Can (805)682-7555 Ert P-3306.

RAISE $S00...$1000..419aO

Foolproof Fundraising

for your fraternity, sorority, teams or other

campus organization AbsokJtely no invest-

ment involved' Act now tor the chance to win

aCanbbean Cruise and fabulous pnzes. Call

1-800-950-8472, axtSO

MTERN8HIPS

OHICAMPUSWTEHNSHB^iWWNGIWa
Eaamcradt/Rosidantial Racycing Program.

Gain valuable experience We encourage all

maiors to join us> Introduce new ideas to ttia

program CaW54&- 11 S3

FRANK • I cant torm my throat into a purr

and It's not lair that I cant benefit from the

steam -Your 2 tavonte Na Nas

Erika

Happy Birthday"

Only 2 months & already so many
meniones bile stain and BC Many more

to come Watch for the bugs they have eyes

on you! It wouMnt be the same without you-

Love

Ly2 a Ris

TO THE BLACK CAT at Tha Hatch on
Haltoween

All I want to Know
Is Are You Kind?

-Jack Straw

RIDE WANTED

TRAVEL

BAHAMA CRUISE $99 Per person

5day/4 night hotel Plan now for your break.

Very limited offer Call now 1 -800-621-0572

FREE TRAVEL- Aircounersandcnxseships.

Students also needed Chnstmas. spnng.

arKJ summer lor amusement park emptoy-

menl Call (805) 682 7555 Eirt F-1426

SPRING-BREAK TRIPS!

Cancun. Jamaica. Panama City

Plan twtore Jan 1 st & save $30
For details call Stac«y 549-0840

TYPMG

THENAMACUn - rs pasting rs f

-Wa look a lo^ drug - TYia toialtt dbnanalon

la apgi—cWngQal paycliadlarZFaM^

-"•"'""""••'
-"li^^iCk^-

RIDEWANTED TOUVM Burlington VT area

1 1 -8. 1 1 -9. will share expenses' Call 6-1 1 53

Student needs rWe from Greenfield MA to

UMass M-F 773 7705 Bilke-Jo

SERVICES

OTOERAVONi
546-1999

Call tor bfochuta .
'_

PREONANT?
Naad a pregnancy test, mlormMion or

support? Cal tor tiaa and conlldanlial

sai««cas ALTSRMAIIveB 245 IMn
Siraal. Neilhamplon 586-3000 or

araanlaU 774-8010

MEETDEADLINE. Quaity typing at low prioa

Call Chnstine $46-3410

WANTED

Toracyda: Prascrlptton madteaiwn botuas/

containers (NonrenewaMa RX only) Please

can 585-8709

Mr.tmmmmt*
I Mport mHTUmaHr:m Na.

AMnVM v4V*i«0v
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Water polo places second at New Englands
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian StafT

PROVIDENCE — It's omdal: Brown University is the

University of Massachusetts' most hated water polo rival.

That fact was cemented Sunday after the Bears beat the

Minutemen 7-3 in the finals of the New England Champi-
onshipa at Brown's Smith Swimming Center. It was Brown's

17th consecutive New England title.

The loss came only 24 hours after UMass played what
coach Rus8 Yarworth termed "^he best overall game we've

played this season," a 10-5 win over Harvard.

The Mmutemen. ranked 15th before the game, had split

the BWiaon series with Brown, ranked 16th, one game
apiece.

Brown has more than a few players who are flat-out

cheap-shot artists. A lot of punches and kicks occur under

the surface ofthe water, out ofthe referees' sight. Taunting

and finger-pointing go on after goals are scored. It was
apparent during the post-game handshakes that bad blood

UMass hoop
frosh impress
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian SUfT

Before the University ofMasaachuaetts basketball team's

first exhibition game of the season Sunday, the national

media touted UMass' incoming freshmen as one of the top

recruiting classes in the country.

After UMass' 94-92 win. head coachJohn CaUpari agreed.

"They're going to be some of the best players to ever play

at the Umversity of Massachusett*." he said.

CaUpari didn't hesitate to test the newcomers as he

inserted guard Mike Williams and forward Lou Roe just

four minutes after the start of the game, soon followed by

forward Scott Drapeau and guard Jerome Malloy.

Roe, in 17 minutes of play, was UMass' second leading

rebounder, grabbing nine that Calipari described as "all

above the rim."

"It felt pretty good to play," said Roe, who was instantly

adopted by the audience with chants of "Louuu."

"Seeing all the support from the fans makes me want to

be here. Wejust have to keep playing together and well win

games," he said.

Williams replaced starting point guard Anton Brown
and recorded six points, five assists and one steal in 18 solid

minutes.

The four didn't appear to be pla>ing in their first colle-

giate contest as they displayed skills which contributed a

great deal to the victory. They even turned the heads of

several UMass returning starters.

The freshmen responded well." senior guard Jim McCoy
said. They came through at the end and did much better

than I thought they would. They kept the game close."

Calipari said the newcomers would receive considerable

playing time this season coming off the bench as they

progressively blend in with the team's chemistry.

"The freshmen arc just beginning to learn." Calipari

said. "It's going to take time. They have to accept roles,

understand what we're trying to do and play within what
we're doing."

Last season, UMass' bench lacked depth. The addition of

four talented newcomers could elevate this year's team to

the next level.

The bench is going to be a key this year," McCoy said.

"The starters can now come off and get some rest, unlike

years before. If the freshmen can play well coming off the

exists between these two teams.

What was apparent during pre-game warraups was
Brown's fired-up readiness for the game, and UMass' pas-

sive attitude. The Minutemen played the first period ten-

tatively, and when Dan McOsker scored with : 17 left, it cut

the Brown lead to 2- 1

.

UMass needed a boost in the second period, and as ifon

cue members ofthe men's and women's swim teams appeared
carrying a sheet that shouted. "KICK ASS UMASS."

It didn't work. The offense was non-existent, turning the

ball over six times in the period and posing no serious goal

threats. Brown scored twice, creating a 4-1 halftime lead.

Just one minute into the third period freshman Luke
Harlan's blast rebounded off the Brown goalie, and Tsan
Engin dove to tip it into the goal. The intensity was picking

up as the Minutemen controlled play, forcing Brown into

several turnovers. With 2: 17 left in the periodAdam Feldman
scored a huge goal, making the score 4-3. That was as close

as it got as Brown scored a minute later, making it a two-

goal bulge again.

( oll^lfian phoio h\ .lody (iftbtn

University of Massachusetts freshman
guard Michael Williams was one of four
newcomers to play a role in UMass' 94-92
win over Marathon Oil Sunday. Williams
recorded six points and five assists.

bench, we can finish in the upper echelon ofthe Atlantic 10.

Sunday's leading scorer Harper Williams said. "When
our bench comes in. it's like a big burst of energy for

everyone. It allows the entire team to play hard all game."

William Herndon said. "Once they (the freshmen) get

adjusted to the system, we'll be a force to reckon with."

Calipari said yesterday he has given freshmen Ted
Cottrell and Derek Kellogg, both of whom didn't dress for

Sunday's game, the option to redshirt the season if they

wish.

He said he told them they could fight for time on the floor

this season or take the year off to concentrate on adapting

to the University and academics and come back next year.

Alsoannouncedyesterday was a previously unscheduled

exhibition game. The contest, against an unnamed non-

collegiate opponent, is tentatively scheduled for November
17.

In the fourth period UMass had its shots but none found

their way into the net. Brown scored with 4:24 left making

it 6-3. With 1:54 left, Harlan, who was being held after a

whistle, retaliated with a kick to the chest of the Brown
player. It was right in front ofa referee and the kick earned

Harlan a brutality foul game misconduct and Brown a

penalty shot, which they scored, ending the game at 7-3.

After the game many UMass players seemed stunned,

and Yarworth had to remind them, "Come on guys, the

season isn't over."

Indeed it isn't, as this weekend the team is back at

Brown for the Eastern Championships. Seedings aren't

available yet. but UMass is expected to be seeded fourth or

fifth, and may have to face Brown in the first round game
Friday night. The top two teams iU. the end of the weekend

will spend their Thanksgiving weekend in Long Beach.

California, at the NCAA Championships.
Saturday's game against Harvard saw the Minutemen

do what they haven't done all season — come out fired up

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Field hockey
drops a pair
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team is

struggling. Struggling badly.

The Minutewomen returned from their weekend at

Maryland very disappointed. And with good reason, as they

tied the No. 19 team in the country. Virginia, 1-1, on

Saturday. For an encore, they lost to an unranked Delaware
(4-11-2) team on Sunday. 2-1 in sudden death, double

overtime.

Coach Pam Hixon reportedly told her players that their

NCAA ix>st-8eason hopes are in grave jeopardy. While this

may or may not be the case. UMass (12-5- 1 ) will drop in the

polls from No. 6 to at least No. 9 this week.

The big question is, what has happened to the team that

started out 8-0? Since then, the Minutewomen have gone 4-

5- 1 and have dropped four spots in the polls.

The main weakness with the team is their youth. While

young talent is a positive in many ways, it can also be a

detriment to a team, even one as talented as UMass. The
biggest problem with young players is that they aren't

always experienced.

Experience can be a key factor when a team is 600 miles

away from home, fighting for their lives in double overtime.

Assistant coach Kathy DeAngelis said that the play of the

team was fiat.

They were very flat (Sunday)." she said. They're a

young team, and they needed some leadership out there."

UMass must also learn how to win on the road, and
quickly. After Wednesday's game at home against

Dartmouth. UMass will probably wave good-bye to Totman
Field for the year.

Ironically enough, the team has a 7- 1 record at home, but

their weekend catastrophe all but ended their shot to play

at home in the NCAAs.
Speculation abounds, but the top 12 teams in the country

receive bids to the post-season. UMass spent its last night

at No. 6. but how far they drop in the fiolls will not be known
until this afternoon.

This weekend. UMass will travel to Temple to play in the

Atlantic- 10 Championships. While they are seeded first,

they .still may face a strong Temple team that they defeated

two months ago. Depending on which team shows up. the 8-

juggernaut or the 4-5-1 also-ran. UMass could be in for

another long weekend.

Cross Country teams place at New Englands
Men finish fifth at Boston St. Laurent, Johnson lead women

By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

cross country team placed fifth out of 34

teams at the New England Cross Country

Championships, Friday, at Franklin Park

in Boston.

Boston University won the meet with 26

points. BU was led by Ketil Hansen, who
won the five-mile race in a time of 26:22.

BU was followed by the University of

Connecticut, who finished second with 66

points. UMa88-I..owell placed third with 75

points. Rounding out the top five teams

were Boston College, with 131, and the

Minutemen, with 185.

Matt Simon once again led the way for

UMass with a 13th place finish in 27:01.

Simon and teammate Keith Willis, who
placed 20th in 27:20, received All-New En-

gland honors for finishing among the top 25

in the race.

Pat Reed was the third finisher for the

Minutemen. Reed ran 27:56 to place 39th.

Also scoring for UMass were Mike Davis,

who was 51st in 28:13, and Craig Cormier,

who finished 62nd in 28:25.

UMass coach Ken O'Brien said that he

was pleased with the way his team ran on

Friday.

"I think the kids competed very well in

terms of the championship competition,"

O'Brien said. "I would say that the team ran

a little better this week than they did at the

Atlantic 10 meet [Oct. 261."

The Minutemen now have two weeks to

prepare for the IC4A Championships on

Nov. 16. O'Brien said that he expects an

even better performance from his team at

the IC4A's.

"I'm pleased that we had a better day

than at the A-lOs, but I still see some room
for improvement," he said. "I'm confident

that the team will improve in the next two

weeks."

By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

Coming off their win at the Atlantic 10

Championships last week, the University of

Massachusetts women's cross country team
headed to the New England Championships
Friday, looking to run in a tight pack, and
bnng home a top five finish.

The Minutewomen got neither, instead

settling for a sixth place fini.sh on the gru-

eling Northfield Mountain course.

.'\3 expected. Providence College ran away
with the title, defeating second place Boston
College by 61 points. Connecticut finished

third, followed by Vermont, Springfield, and
UMass.

Hounding out the top ten were Bowdoin,
Boston University, Rhode Island and Wil-

liams College.

"It was definitely a disappointing race,"

coach Julie LaFreniere said, "Especially

after winning the A- 10s last week."

Leading the Minutewomen was senior

captain Michelle St. Laurent, who placed

24th in a time of 18:52, earning her All New
England honors.

Second for the Minutewomen was Becky
Johnson in 19:05, followed by Kelly Liljeblad
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SPORTS NOTICE
The University of Massachusetts

women's soccer team received an invi-

tation to the NCAA Championships,
late Sunday night. UMass (14-4) will

play The University of Connecticut at

1 1 a.m., this Saturday, in Storrs, Conn.
The winner will face the University of

Virginia ( 13-4), which received a bye in

the first round, the following weekend.
UConn (14-4) defeated UMass 2-0, in

Amherst on October 21.
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Women rally to end harassment
Speakers cite poor condition ofwomen in America

ColWgiaa pkoto bjr Jar*( Bartwwa

Donna Hebert speaks out against sexual
harassment yesterday afternoon at a rally on
the Student Union steps.

By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

Sexual harassment needs to be discussed openly to effect

positive change, women said yesterday at an Everjrwoman's

Center-sponsored rally on the Student Union steps.

The rally was organized out ofdespair over the Thomas-
Hill hearings," said Jennifer Cannon, the first speaker of

the event. The hearings were watched as a soap opera," she

•aid.

An Everywoman's Center flyer passed to onlookers quoted

statistics which estimated 85 percent of women will be

sexually harassed in their lifetimes though 90 percent of

those cases go unreported.

University ofMassachusetts Associate Dean ofStudents

Eileen Stewart spoke at the rally, discussing various trends

in our society which pointed to dismal conditions for women
in the U.S. A rise in the number of reported rape cases and
a decrease in a woman's right to an abortion were two points

she raised early on. Later in her speech she said older

women are "disproportionately poor" compared with other

economic groups. The only group which is keeping up with

older women, she said, are young women.
Stewart also said one in nine women contract breast

cancer. With such an enormous proportion, she said more
research needs to be done.

Other speakers focused on their individual histories

with sexual harassment and the need to vocalize these

cases to prevent further ones.

The more we speak out about this the less it is going to

happsn,' said Nancy Bristel of the Everywoman's Center.

Bristel told the crowd of 80 people how her life has been

"a continuum" of sexual harassment. Fleeing sexual abuse

at home, she said she was also abused by the husband ofthe

woman who took her into her home.
Bristel said her self-esteem was diminished as well as

her ability to take risks. Still, ahe was positive about the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Whitmore,
GEO hold
final talks
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

With only hours remaining until members of the

Graduate Employee Organization vote to ratify their

current contract or strike, the University adminis-

tration is holding 11th hour negotiations with GEO
officials to try to finalize their first contract.

Three of the organization's four demands remain

in an impasse as of press time. "If we are treated

reasonably and fairly as a union, we won't go on

strike," said GEO co-speaker Emily Isaacs, "^e are

down to the wire now."

After five hours of negotiations yesterday and

Monday, the administration offered an expanded

offer on the health fee waiver, a major demand ofthe

organization.

They offered to waive the mandatory basic health

insurance fee which is $185 a year for a graduate

employee, said Susan Pearson, chief negotiator for

the administration.

In order to implement that proposal, Pearson said,

"We're reducing everybody's budget. It's a terrible

fiscal year."

Still, GEO views this as unacceptable, '^e're glad

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Bush declares six Mass. counties disaster areas
By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON— President Bush declared six

coastal Massachusetts counties disaster

areas, opening the way for federal aid to

individuals, businesses and cities and towns
that suffered damage in last weeks storm.

Gov. William F. Weld announced Tuesday.

The storm that sent waves and wind

crashing into the coast hit Barnstable,

Dukes, Essex, Nantucket, Plymouth and
Suffolk counties.

Unlike Hurricane Bob in August, there

was little damage inland.

*^e are grateful to the president for

acting so quickly," Weld said in announcing

the presidential declaration.

Ed Ledus, a spokesman for the Federal

Emergency Management Agency, known as

FEMA, said federal-state disaster centers

would be opened this weekend in each ofthe

six counties.

"What those are are one-stop shopping

centers. Every federal and state agency that

will be involved in providing assistance to

individuals will be there. People will regis-

ter and go down the line," Lecius said.

Lecius said that assistance includes home
and personal property disaster loans, tem-

porary housing and a grant program to

people with limited incomes whose damages
are not covered by insurance, other federal

and state disaster programs or volunteer

efforts.

The centers also will be staffed by rep-

resentatives ofthe Internal Revenue Service

to help people who want to claim casualty

losses on their income tax, and people to

help disaster victims file insurance claims.

Lecius said the Small Business Adminis-

tration will provide loans to businesses to

repair buildings and replace inventory and

equipment.
Disaster unemployment insurance also

will be available to people who lost work

because ofthe storm, Lecius said, including

people such as the self-employed and small

business owners who normally wouldn't

qualify for jobless benefits.

Although federal aid to cities and towns

for Hurricane Bob and last Wednesday's

storm is being held up because of a budget

dispute between Congress and President

Bush, money is available for individual and
business assistance, Lecius said.

Flying friendly skies
Soviet Union opens airspace to planes
By THOMAS GINSBERG
Associated Press

MOSCOW — The Soviet Union will

let spy planes fly over its entire territory

to verify arms control agreements, Tass

reported today, in a major departure

from decades of tight Soviet secrecy.

The decision clears a major obstacle to

an international "open skies" treaty, the

new agency said.

A Soviet delegation made the state-

ment in Vienna, where representatives

from 22 NATO and former Warsaw Pact

countries resumed talks today on the

two-year-old "open skies" proposal, Tass

said.

Soviet military officials had refused

to allow flights over their military bases

and certain other areas considered sensi-

tive, despite arms control agreements

signed by Soviet President Mikhail S.

Gorbachev. For decades, the Soviets had

balked at such inspection flights.

The failure of the August coup re-

moved many hard-line Soviet military

officials, including Defense Minister

Dmitri Yazov and Chief of Staff Mikhail

Moiseyev. That apparently cleared the

way for progress in Vienna.

The reversal followed Gorbachev's an-

nouncement last month ofunilateral cuts

in short-range nuclear weapons, and the

July signing of a long-sought treaty on

reducing the number of intercontinental

weapons.
The "open skies" proposal encompasses

all countries in the former Cold War
alliances and would let them fly unarmed
surveillance aircraft unhindered over

each other's territory to check compli-

ance with arms treaties.

The treaty has involved negotiations

over everything from the types of cam-
eras to times offlights. Many ofthe details

have been worked out since the first ses-

sion in Canada in 1989.

Tass quoted the chief of the Soviet

delegation, Yevgeny Golovko, as saying

negotiators in Vienna now can draft a

final text of the agreement for presenta-

tion this spring to the 38-nation Confer-

ence on Security and Cooperation in Eu-

rope, sponsor of the talks.

Soviet officials represented the 12 re-

maining Soviet republics, Golovko told

Tass. He said the three newly indepen-

dent Baltic states of Latvia, Estorua and
Lituania— now CSCE members in their

own right — are attending the "open

skies" talks as observers.

O'Brien contacts Asian students
By NICOLE GONZALEZ
Collegian Staff

In a press release sent to the Collegian

yesterday afternoon. Chancellor Richard

O'Brien affirmed that he has made contact

with Asian students involving the proposed

closing of the United Asia Cultural Center.

Representatives of the Asia Cultural

Center said communication has been mini-

mal between administration officials and

Asian students on this issue.

"Discussions have already begufi," said

Chancellor O'Brien in the press release,

"between these students and members of

the staff of the Vice Chancellor for Student

Affairs IJo-Anne Vanin]."

Asian Cultural Center representative,

Quynh Dang, said she was dissatisfied with

a last minute phone call from O'Brien yes-

terday. "A phone call hours before a press

release — we don't consider that to be 'Dis-

cussions have already begun,'" she said.

"Chancellor O'Brien doesn't seem to get

the point that we refuse to meet and talk,"

said Alexander Nguyen, Asian Cultural

Center representative. "It would only be a

waste oftime because the research has been

done and the recommendations have been

made. It is only a question of Chancellor

O'Brien's commitment to minority issues"

said Nguyen.

"My one plea," wrote O'Brien, "is that we

approach these problems in a way in which

we show mutual respect and courtesy."

Nguyen responded to the press release

by saying, "O'Brien needs to understand

that historically the University has not

treated us with 'respect and courtesy.*"
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Lecture — "Integrated Clinical Practice," a model for pro- Meeting — A senate meeting, sponsored by SGA Ops.
fessional nursing practice and teaching hospitals will be will be held at 7 p.m. in Campus Center room 168C.
held with Joyce Clifford, MS, RN, Vice President, Nursing, Core^rM^/i/—An operations management career night
Beth Israel Hospital from 4-6 p.m. in Campus Center room sponsored by APICS will be held from 6-9 p.m. in Campus
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RESUME SPECIAL
Resume typesetting, 25 copies on resume
paper. 25 matching blank sheets, 25
matching envelopes. . .all within 48 hours

$28.95 w/coupon
(exp 12A31/91)

L ??8T[|a_[|gj5^t^Amherst • 549-3840 j

350

From NEW YORK
nnind trips starting at

LONDON $350
LENINGRAD $610

CARACAS $410
GUTEMALA C. $390
BANGKOK $939
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AUCKLAND $699

Tax« & surcharges noK included.

Fare* subject to change.

Council Travel
79 So. PleasenI Street,

Amhersl, MA 01002
(413)256-1261

* Drink SPedal*
Miiwaukees Best

$3.95 Pitcher

Wednesday Night is GUEST BARTENDER NIGHT
At Mikes

Free T-shirts ft Prizes!

This weeks guest bartender is: Cathy O'Brien
Next week could be you!

PRIZES:
• «25.00 Gift CcrUftcate to Mike's • Mlke'sOriginal T Shirt
• 2-Week membership to THE GYM • Ui^ Cheese Pizza from Ptoocchio's

Your Picture will be Enshrined on the Walls of
MIKE'S WESTVTEW

Drawing is Wednesday Night
Must ixr present to win but put your name in at any time!

* Drink Special
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Mike's Pink's
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Alwa^'s something

for evervone!

* Drink Special
*

Busch
$4.50 Pitcher

AMHERST TO MONTREAL

RT $55.00-Rail fare only

Enjoy the long weekend
strolling the streets of Montreal

CAMPU

TRAUE

Campus Travel, Now open late

Monday's & Wednesday's 'till 8 pm.

Also open Saturdays 10-2 pm
Come in and inquire about

Holiday Travel and Spring Break!
Campus Travel • 545-0500

Central Travel, Amherst • 256-6704

Showtimes

Mon - Thurs

7pm - 9pm
Admission $4.00

Student w/ID $3.00
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Local

Speaker offers

Israel update
at Hillel House
By KURT MOFFETT
Collegian Correspondent

The Israelis and Palestinians must compromise if

they are to live together peacefully, said a top spokes-

person last night for Jewish affairs.

Efraim Zinger, the regional director of the Israel

Aliyah Center in Boston, said both sides "can't expect

to have 100 percent oftheir rights" represented under

the same government.

About a dozen students and Zinger sat in chairs

arranged in a circle at the Hillel House lounge to

discuss past and present issues ofIsrael. Topics ranged

from immigration to standards ofliving to the current

negotiations occurring in Madrid. Spain between Is-

raehs and Arabs.

Even though 350,000 Jewish immigrants have

come to Israel in the last two years and 10,000 ofthem

are Russian, Zinger said, "they are just numbers."

The important part is the consequence that the inuni-

gration will have on Israel.

Zinger jokingly asked the students if they knew

about waiting in long lines for goods and services in

Israel, then wondered how worse it will get with

thousands of more immigrants. He said there is "a

need to improve the standard of living" in Israel, but

in a materialistic. Western sense.

Zinger said that jobs, health care, homes, and

education are going to be needed for the thousands of

Jewish immigrants. He said there are 50 to 60 stu-

dents in an average classroom. That's reality," Zinger

added.

When asked by one of the students who the Rus-

sian immigrants would vote for in the next Israeli

election, Zinger responded that ifthey are successful,

then the immigrants will vote for the party currently

in power because they won't be able to tell the differ-

ence between the different parties. He thenjoked that

Israebs can't tell the difference either.

Zinger said that negotiations for the Israelis is a

"zero-sum game." He added. They feel ifthey make a

mistake, then that will be their first and last mis-

take." The Israelis feel they will lose all they have

gained if they slip up in negotiations with any oppo-

sition.

Zinger said there is an "internal debate" brewing

within Israel about its future. "Let's look to the

future," he added, because peace is needed in the

Middle East.

Looking to '92 elections
By ARI VAIS
Collegian Staff

Fimt (^a two part series.

Four years go by so quickly, don't they? It seems like only

yesterday that Michael Dukakis took a hard fall from grace

and George, Barbara and Millie Bush moved into the White

House.
Polls have shown Bush as virtually unbeatable, which

may explain the current lack of campaign fever. In fact,

Thursday night, George Bush and Dan Quayle held a

$1,000 per plate fundraising dinner in Houston, collecting

more quick cash than had been mustered so far by all six

Democratic candidates.

He may have plenty of monetary muscle to flex, but now
that there are six hopefuls (seven, ifCuomo decides to dive

in this week) enthusiastically exposing Bush's domestic

poUcy, George Bush is forced to realize his promises.

"Right now. Bush looks unbeatable. But now the can-

didates are bringing up unemployment, health care, civil

rights. I think there are enough middle class people around

who are unemployed, who are seeing friends around them

lose their homes," said Kathy Flaherty, president of the

University Democrats. "They're starting to realizehow flawed

the domestic policy is. I think Bush is starting to see it too."

UDems Vice President Zeph Parmenter lists off the

candidates: Bill CUnton, governor of Arkansas; Paul

Taongas, the ex-Senator and ex-Board of Re|[ents in Mas-

sachusetts; Tom Harkin, senator from Iowa; Bob Kerrey,

ex-governor of Nebraska, senator from Nebraska; Douglas

Wilder, the governor of Virginia, and Jerry Brown, the ex-

govemor of Cahfornia.

"I can tell you ri^t now," she admits, "that Tsongas,

Brown and Wilder have very httle chance at getting the

nomination. Paul Tsongas is a Greek liberal from Massa-

chusetts— enough said? I think people see Jerry Brown as

being a bit flaky, and as far as Wilder is concerned, I just

don't think this country is ready for a Black president, sadly

enough."
Is the country ready for a president whose first and last

names end with the letter "O," a common American preju-

dice?

"I would hope that the country could get over something

like that. They elected Kennedy, who was an Irish Catholic,

and that was a milestone right there. Mario Cuomo is such a

great governor and such a charismatic person that people

would be able to get over those ethnic prejudices. Ifhe entered

the campaign, that would change it a lot," Parmenter said.

But what have the Democrats got on Bush? How can a

party that has plenty ofproblems of itsown challenge aman
as popular as George Bush? Really, do they have any chance

at all?

The chances of [Bush] winning are good, because he is

an incumbent. But if people are properly shown just how

appalling his domestic policy is...", Parmenter says, grow-

ing agitated. "He titled himself The Environmental Presi-

dent, and completely backed out on that. His education

pohcy is completely corrupt. He has no concerns for the

middle class, no concerns for the lower class. Hejust doesn't

realize that people are hurting— this isn'tjust a recession."

Flaherty adds, "Bush will win like he did in '88, if he can

convince people that he's taking care ofdomestic poUcies—
hell push the unemployment bill, for example.

"He might win, but he won't do anything after the

election -like last time. But hell convince people for the next

couple of months," he said.

Zeph Parmenter (left), aJuniorhistory mi^or,
and Kathy Fleming, a Junior studying political

science, head up the University Democrats.
Parmenter is Vice-President while Fleming
serves as President.

Flaherty , Parmenterand the rest ofthe University Demo-

crats are very enthusiastic about these candidates, possibly

because they mark a change in democratic attitudes.

The/11 definitely give a challenge to Bush because some

of them balance out being pro-business and being a

Democrat," Parmenter says. "In the past, you would have

gotten democrats who would have been totally against any

economic policy Bush has ever offered up, and the thing is,

if we're trying to vrin a race, and if we want to keep people

in the party, we have to face some economic realities. We
can't live off ideals strictly."

The UDems are also hoping for a cleaner campaign than

the notorious mudslinger of *88, which Parmenter recalls

with disgust:

"I can remotely respect George Bush as president, but I

can never respect him for what he did in the *88 campaign
— he wrapped himself in the flag and Willie Horton.

Everybody luiows what a dirty, racial campaign that was."

Winter break will be a busy time for the University

Democrats— they will be in New Hampshire, campaigmng

in preparation of the February primaries. They will be

standing on street comers, holding signs, handing out

campaign literature and talking about the Democratic

hopefuls with anyone that will listen. Flaherty then plans

to join the Kerrey campaign instead of returning to UMass
in the spring.

George Bush is strong. He is popular. The University

Democrats insist that he is also beatable:

"You just never say never in politics, you never affirm

anything.", Parmenter laughs, "Who thought Weld would

beat out Silber? Who though Silber would ever beat out

Bellotti? Remember that 'Dewey Beats Truman" headline?

And he didn't. You never say never and you take it one day

at a time."

GEO
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

that they made an offer to try to offset exorbitant health

costs but they did not consider family needs," Isaacs said.

Isaacs said a graduate employee with a family would still

have to pay $1,915 for a year of health benefits.

The organization has also been fighting for job security,

what they label as parity in cuts to assistantships.

The administration offered to negotiate in the future

with the organization if teaching assistants were cut not

due to graduate or undergraduate enrollment decreases or

budget shortfalls. Again, Isaacs said the GEO negotiating

team didn't accept this proposal.

"Both sides have been moving to control the number of

cuts to teaching assistants," Isaacs said. "We just need

assurances that graduate assistantships won't be elimi-

nated disproportionately."

Pearson did say "they told us it sounded very promising."

In addition, the organization has been fighting to get a

service fee on their contract, which the four other unions on

this campus enjoy. This collects a service fee from non-GEO

members.

Lawyers representing the United Auto Workers, GEO's

parent union, say such an agency fee would be legal. On the

other hand, University lawyers said it's illegal since the

organization is not officially recognized as a union by the

Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission, which certi-

fies all unions in the state.

Pearson said the administration offered the organiza-

tion to ask the Attorney General to analyze both sides and

make a ruling on this issue.

"Well ask an impartial person," Pearson said. "I think

[GEO's] concerned partly because it take some time." She

could not specify how much time getting an agency fee on

the organization's contract could take.

Pearson said ifthe organization gains recognition by the

commission as a union, "it would make some aspects of the

process easier." She said they have "repeatedly suggested"

that GEO petition the commission to certify them as a

union.

Patricia Greenfield, director of the Labor Relations and

Research Center, said it's in everyone's best interest to

recognize the organization as a union to facilitate negotia-

tions.

"The outcome could be very different if the administra-

tion went with GEO to the commission and said for the

purposes of bargaining — they should be employees,"

Greenfield said.

Greenfield said this would eliminate the obstacles block-

ing agreement on the agency fee question. She also said

state fiscal woes are slowing agreement on health fees.

The administration feel constrained by the budgetary

situation," Greenfield said. "Certainly, both sides are in

agreement that health fees have skjrrocketed. It's under-

standable that GEO wants at least some type of waiver.

"They're down to a few key issues," she said.

Greenfield also said a possible strike could damage the

University. "There's no question that fa strike] impacts

very significantly on the teaching mission of this Univer-

sity," she said.

Collegian Photo by Josh Reynolda

THE FINISHING TOUCH - to Thomas
Novembre's addition to the annual
Spectrum chalk mural.
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future for women, saying. "I firmly believe that change can
happen."
A speaker from outside the University , Jan Warner, said

women suffer even more when they bring harassment
charges into the open. She said she spent over a year in a
situation where she "put up with" harassment. In the office

where she was employed, women tended not to stay for long.

"Nobody noticed how women filed through the department
like through a revolving door," she said.

"My spirit has been squelched," Warner said.

Melissa Weinberger ofthe UMass POWER organization
expressed her feelings about woman's "pathetic economic
position as a sex."

Weinberger also told her feelings about a woman's right

not to be abused. "To be degraded is degrading," she said.

"Feelings are never wrong, and if it feels wrong it is wrong."

The rally ended as Donna Hebert stepped to the podium
to sing a song about women's struggle with men entitled

"Jerks."

After her song, Hebert acknowledged those women with

histories of abuse by saying, "For those of you who have
stories to be told — we're with you."

(S^^^^S^^®^
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The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian is currently

accepting applications for

the position of _^ ^^^

omen's Issues tA^f
News Experience Preferred.

Must be able to write one news story per

week and one page every two weeks.

Must have some knowledge of issues

concerning women.

Come to the Collegian offices at

113 Campus Center

in the late afternoons.

Ask for Marc.

The CoUeffan is an E.O.E.
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HowAmerican Express
helps you cover more territory

For less money
Become a Student Cardmember today and
get 3 roundtrips on Continental Airlines,

for only $129 or $189 each.

Only the American Express* Card offers an exciting travel program
exclu.sively for students-including three roundtrip certificates on
Continental Airlines. And much, much more.

Just look at the map and pick the place youd like to visit. If

it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you can use a certificate

to fly for only $129* roundtrip. Or you can cross the

Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.

You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime-
because there are no blackout dates. But you must
make your reservations within 14 days of the day you

leave And the maximum stay is 7 days/6 nights and must include
a Saturday night.

By becoming a Student Cardmember, you'll also enjoy other
benefits from the American Express* Student Privileges'' Program
Such as up to 30 minutes** of MCI long distance calling every month
for an entire year absolutely free. And that's just one example of
how the Card can help you save.

For just $55 a year, the Card gives you all these savings And
it's easy to apply Just call us (have your bank address and account
number on hand). "What's more, with our .special student offer, it's

easier to get the Card now while you're still in sch(X)l than it may
ever be again.

So get the Card, And get ready to cover new terri
tory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.
•,M,nnfi[,>l,vS. Paul M l""i^>'x1 Nr» ( >rtrinsi,ro«sKJc,rd, ,.K-sra«„(,hr M,ss.«,pp< Rivr,
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Memhershif) Has Its Privileges*

MCI CALL 1-800-942-AMEX

.

Ifyou're already a Cardmember, there's no need to call Information about your certificates will be arriving soim

TRAVEL
RELATED
SERVICES Continental
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Editorial/opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Don't let exams get to you
It is already Nov. 6, and it seems as ifthe

emertcr is almost over. In fact it is almost
over! We as the student body have entered

the abyss of empty space.

Midterms are over, for the moHt part, and
finals are just around the corner. Frustra-

tion and tension seems to encompass your
whole body. You are in a mental state of

confusion and anxiety.

I am sure that every upperclass-person

can understand what I am saying. For most
of the froKhmen, I am sure that you are in a

state of confusion. You do not know what is

happening

Mark Preston

You might start to think that you are not

able to handle the pressures of college. You
were destined to go to Barbizon Hair
Academy and become a hair stylist. Or ITT
Technical Institute, where you could get

the training, "to provide you with the real

hands on experience you will need in the

real world."

I am not knocking any ofthese schools or

profassions. but I think you have to give

conege a second look over before deciding

that it is too academically challenging for

you. But don't fret, it only gets worse.

You seem as if you are going to hit the

wall. In fact it seems as if it is only getting

worse. The next stage you enter will be deep

depression.

The depression that develops survives

off of your anxiety. It feeds off of your

problems and becomes a cancerous growth

that seems unstoppable. You begin to act as

if you are a zombie, going through the mo-

tions that can only be termed as surviving.

The downfall begins the first day of the

semester. It is the beginning ofthe semester

and it seems as if it will last an eternity.

There will be ample time to get your work
done," you tell yourself But in reality you
are putting yourself in the position for an
emotional uphill struggle.

As each day slips away, denial begins to

immerse itselfrather comfortably into your
mental state. Weekend after weekend seems
wasted. Thursday, Friday and Saturday
nights are set aside for one thing, partying.

Needless to say the weekend diays are a
washout, with normal sleeping hours ex-

tended to late afternoon. When the voice of

reason attempts to invade your head, your
brain simply avoids it by falling back to

sleep.

You do not do so well on your first exam.
"Don't worry I will do better on the next

one." you tell yourself The next test rolls

around and you do not do as well as you
expected. What are you going to do? You
have painted yourself into a corner and
there seems as if there is no way out!

Let me give you a little advice. Take it

with a grain ofsalt, ifyou will, or rather take

it to heart. Although it might seem as if the

semester is a washout, in fact it really is not.

There is still a chance to salvage a decent

GPA, ifyou are able to show some dedication.

The perfect opportunity has presented

itself to you this weekend. A long weekend
is the best time to catch up on work that you

been putting off. Also, in a few weeks
Thanksgiving will be upon us. This is another

opportunity to play "catch up."

Believe me when I say this, The ship is

not lost, unless you abandon it." I have

learned this lesson from prior experience. "I

am notjust the procrastinatorclub president,

but also a member!" Well, I am off to study

for a chemistry test I have in less than

two hours. Until next week. . .

Mark Preston is a Collegian staffmember

Columnist warps good and evil
The world according to Michael Morrissey

is a bipolar place. To some extent one is

tempted to follow his column in Friday's

Collegian. One might believe that there are

in fact two kinds of people.

It is quite a common place to distinguish

between people who scratch their butter

and others who cut it. Also there are people

who scoop theiryogurtri^taway and others

who stir it up first.

Yet Mr. Morrissey does not concern

himself vdth such petty problems. He dis-

tinguishesbetween humans and people who
are "simply. . . less than human." According

to him, those subhumans are responsible

for murder and drug traffic in the U.S.A.

and should be "eliminated." In such cases,

he argues, the death penalty should be

mandatory, with no chance ofappeal outside

"extenuatingcircumstances." Heclaimsthis

limitofappeal would savemoney and, I take

it, money is on the good side ofhis good-vs.-

evil universe.

Little does Mr. Morrissey know that he
employed the arguments used by the Fas-

cists to legitimize their mass murder. For
him it might be an unimportant detail that

his definition ofunworthy life is as arbitrary

as the Nazis'. He wrote his column in the

90's as if the 30*8 somehow had never hap-

pened. The Third Reich somehow evaded
his attention. Ifnot, then the Nazis certainly

are on the good side of Morrissey's world.

After all, they did what he supported so

eloquently: state murder with no chance to

appeal.

Still to some extent I support his bipolar

view of life. I believe there are intellectuals

and others who are just sloppy and lazy

thinkers. The latter certainly should not

hold positions as Collegian columnists.

Armin Grueneich
Northampton

Things you didn't know
My state of mind has been out of sorts

and rather chaotic lately, so if I ramble on
endlessly like a babbling fool, (much Uke I

am doing right here and now at this precise

moment) please do forgive me. The causes

for my lack of snappy sprightliness can be

attributed to the havoc-wreaking aspects of

my oh-BO-exciting life these past two weeks.

Be prepared for some really swell stufThere.

(Okay, so I'm slightly obsessed with Ward
and June Cleaver. ) Before we embark upon
the zany mental scatter, I'd first like to

share with you some interesting facts I

obtained from the course of this past

weekend.

Lorrie Cozzens

1. Ants will not cross over a chalk line. I

don't know why. Nor have I tried it, but I

certainly intend to.

2. No one can sneeze with her/his eyes

opened, try it. It is a neat bar bet that could

make you some bucks (or enemies).

3. Captain Kangaroo is Dweezil Zappa's

grandfather. Ill bet that's something you
never would have guessed. Oh, the amazing
wonders of genetics.

Now back to our regularly scheduled

column.
Did you ever procrastinate so badly that

you spontaneously cleaned your whole room
from top to bottomjust to avoid reading that

yawn-inducing book? For example, last

Sunday I held my official "Monstrous
Laundry Fest II." I even included the hand
washables. You know it's a bad situation

when I roll up my sleeves and break out the

Woolite. I guess one more positive aspect of

this whole thing is 1 won't have to do laun-

dry again until at least Thanksgiving.

Is it just me, or is everyone around you
(including me) feeling horribly sick and
pathetically miserable? My mom promised
that if I took those vitamins she sent every-

day, this sort of suffering wouldn't happen

anymore. Damn it! This is the second cold

I've somehow managed to get this semester.

I guess m call it "Cold Fest II." Oh please,

someone pass me the Kleenex and the bottle

of vitamin C.

Oh yes! For those of you who have beat
loyally following my column, you'll recall

my last one was about assertiveness. A few

people were kind enough to render me their

outcomes as a result of reading my column,

and I thought you might eryoy these "little

ditties.'dll betyou have not heard the word
"ditty* since Mellencamp's "Jack and
Diane")

Goose reported that he made long term
eye contact and exchanged hellos with a

woman wearing an ROTC shirt. He was
unable to pursue the conversation any fur-

ther due to classes, but said that he did have

a case of"warm fuzzies" for quite some time.

I was offered a free facial, too.

But I know the one you've all been waiting

for. You all want to know if I ever met up
with the mysterious Monday Goat Trail

Man. No! He never resurfaced. At least I

tried.

I've come up with a way to to evade

Housing once and for all.

I'm getting married. That's right! I'm

taking on the old ball and chain. It's a

marriage of convenience. See, a friend of

mine needs more financial aid. I want to live

off campus. We save on taxes. Plus, we can

get married at the Silver Bells Wedding
Chapel in Las Vegas for $55. What a deal.

My future spouse wanted to be wed at the

Little White Chapel where they have a

drive up window. I refused. I have this little

nightmare ofthe minister saying, "Okay. So
you take him . He takesyou . You can kiss her

now. Do you want fries with that?" Who
knows? Ajiything is possible on this weird

and crazy planet. If you can't be yourself,

who can you be?

By the way: Yes, K.P.O.. you can have my
hand in matrimony.

Lorrie Cozzens is a UMass student

Midterm stress breeds insanity
Midterms, midterms, midterms. That

dreaded word midterms! "Oooh nooo, Mr.

Bill!"

Okay, I think I can be sane now.

What's my point? Hmmm. . . could it

have something to do with midterms?

Starting with the stress of midterms
beginning at the end of October and
ending with the last final in December, a

student's life quickly progresses into a

painful series of headaches, nausea and
pure lunacy. This period, the third in a

total of seven stages of student develop-

ment, is found immediately after the

"partying stage" that comes from the

beginning ofthe semester and the "other

partying stage" caused by the never-

traumatic ending of ceaseless finals.

Diana d'Avanzo

So what is my point, right?My point is

this: we should get paid for what we go

through! Think about it. Stress, fatigue,

yucky food. Our lives have probably al-

ready been cut by third. The ironic thing

is we don't get paid. We pay them! Now
that is a classic.

Actually, I only want to share some
humor withyou , the reader, in an attempt

to brighten your day — kind of like my
column being one big Tylenol for thou-

sands. Don't worry. 111 try to contain my
excitement.

To start, let's look atour daily routine.

For me, the little things become so no-

ticeable and so dam funny. Take the

simple process of alleviation. (How ya
doin?) EKd you ever notice when someone
in the stall next toyou produces a natural
bodily noise they automatically cover it

up with a clever clearing of the throat or

they wait until they hearyou leave before

they, um, get up? Trust me, it happens.

Next time you happen to be taking a load

off your feet, listen. Don't say anything.

Just listen because next time it could be

you on the other fixture.

Speaking of hearing things, why do I

always hear things during this time?

Strange howls that proceed from the

mouth for no other reason than to yell.

And why am I always the source of these

sporadic fits? Ha, ha, he, he, ho, ho! Just

for the record, fits of laughter in the

middle of a lecture are usually a sure

indication that you're losing it. Unless, of

course, the whole bunch of you lost it.

How about work? I always notice that

I end up being really cracked up at work.

However, it's not only me. Everyone is

usually pretty messed up, but then again,

who isn't? Besides, is it any fun if you're

not?

Next topic: things that go bump in the

night. A simple observation foryourcarnal
pleasure. I've noticed that more things go

bump in the nights around mid-semester
than any other time. 1 was talking about

slamming doors and the noisy pitter-

patter of thundering footsteps, so get

your mind out of the gutter.

I just want you to know I'm not really

crazy. In fact, I'm quite sane when I don't

have a ton O' work loading me down.
Perhaps some day 111 have something
serious to tell you. Actually, I will, but

just not now. Now that I've gotten that off

my conscience. . . A little tidbit of infor-

mation for you: 1 percent slime solution

reduces drag by 16 percent. Do you see

the correlation? Well, I don't so could you
try clearing it up for me?

When will it end? How will it end? Is

this the end? Not yet, just one more
paragraph. Iwas talking about midterms,
remember? The question is midterms—
those gut-wrenching Malmachian forms

of slow torture that have been instituted

to keep the masses in check. I would say

skip them but that would be stupid. So
just study and don't lose heart. Remem-
ber, if you're lucky you get to do this all

over again next semester. May the force

be with you.

Diana D'Avanzo is a UMass student

oipany liK
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Injornvation Sessix^n
Stop bvf to taih about courses, minors, majors

TODAY Wednesday November 6th,
Anytime between 3:30 - 5:00 p.m.
Room 168-C Campus Center

Program :

Animal Science (& Pre-Veterinary)
Apparel Marketing
Building Materials Management & Technology
Entomology
Environmental Design
Environmental Sciences
Family & Consumer Sciences
Food Science
Forestry
Hotel, Restaurant & Travel Administration
Integrated Pest Management
Landscape Architecture
Natural Resource Studies
Nutrition
Plant Pathology
Plant & Soil Sciences
Recreation Resource Management/Leisure Studies
Resource Economics
Wildlife & Fisheries Biology

Xf \)ou can't mah^ this, visit or caii: Ijvonne Ttorand
at tfie CoUege of ToocC & Natural Hjzsources Counseling Center

110 StockbruCge Hoa. JeUphone: S4S-1969

Third World Affairs

U.N. sets the stage for another genocide
Imagine it is post World War II Europe

and the Nazi Party has been invited to be
part ofa coalition government in Germany.
Ifyou can envision thatoutrageous prospect,
then perhaps current events in Cambodia
will make some sense to you.

In accordance with the plan of the five

permanent members of the U.N. Security

Council, the Khmer Rouge will return to

Cambodia as part of an interim coalition

government, the Supreme National Coun-
cil. Headed by the notorious Pol Pot, they

killed over a million people in the 1970s,

only to now be restored to rule Cambodia
again. After the signing of the peace treaty

in Paris at the end of October, the world is

optimistically proclaiming that finally there

will be "p>eace in Cambodia" after twelve

years ofbrutal civil war and overtwo decades
of bloody turmoil.

Numerous news articles have manufac-
tured hopes of lasting peace. Yet, for the

survivors ofthe Khmer Rouge genocide, this

euphoria of peace evokes shivers of fear.

The Khmer Rouge, whose genocidal atroci-

ties are legend, will again eryoy power in

Cambodia, albeit shared.

Certainly, one wonders why the mur-
derous ultra-leftist Khmer Rouge are being

allowed to participate in a power-sharing

agreement when their crimes against hu-

manity are well known. Is the world's

memory that short? Is their apathy that

strong? Or is this just the logical culmina-

tion of the activities of the West?

It has not been long since news of the

Khmer Rouge genocide "shocked" the world.
The brutalized and emaciated refugees' ac-

counts of life under their regime of terror

revealed their ruthless practices of torture,

execution and slavery. However, this terri-

fying picture had a short life in the mind of

the West.

Aft»r ouster by Vietnamese troops in

1979, and subsequent 12-year exile in Thai-

land, the rejuvenated Khmer Rouge are

back, and headed by the very leaders who
engineered the genocide during 1975-1979.

Armed by China and "indirectly" supported

by the United States, the Khmer Rouge is

deadlier than ever.

They have never been punished for their

crimes against hmnanity. Instead, they were
used to fight a proxy war to counter

Vietnam's influences in Cambodia. Through
the 1980*8 to the present, they have been
put in charge of hundreds of thousands of

Cambodian people at the Thai-Cambodian
border, in camps such as Site 8, which is

under nominal United Nations' adminis-

tration.

Boreth Sun

Ever since 1982, the Khmer Rouge have

been rewarded by the West with control of

Cambodian's seat at the U.N. The United
States has repeatedly and exclusively voted

in their favor, giving them political legiti-

macy to wage war against the Vietnamese-

backed Cambodian government. Their

military tactics continue to target civilians.

They have planted thousands of land mines

on roads and in rice fields that kill and
maim 30-40 civilians per day, amounting to

over 200,000 victims since 1979, mostly

women and children. The land mines will be

making life hell for citizens for years, as

they cannot be recovered and defused eas-

ily. Nevertheless, these acts of terror seem
to be acceptable to policy makers who have

continued to use the Khmer Rouge as pawn
in the "cold" war between Soviet, Chinese,

and U.S. proxy armies.

Now. as the world enters the"New World

Order," Cambodia and its problems will

certainly be forgotten.

The fall ofthe communist bloc in Eastern

Europe and the disintegration ofthe "Soviet
Union" has forced Cambodia into a severe

diplomatic and economic isolation. The So-

viet Union has drastically reduced aid to

Cambodia while the United States contin-

ues its embargo on humanitarian aid and
trade. The four warring factions have
gathered for various reasons in a UN-forced

power-sharing agreement, including the

Khmer Rouge and their allies. China is

happy with the inclusion of its puppets, the

Khmer Rouge, in the agreement. Western-

ers feel proud that they finally reached a

peace accord that will end the prolonged

and cruel conflict in Cambodia.
However, the U.N. peace treaty sets the

stage for potential catastrophe. Only the

Khmer Rouge stands to gain anything from
it. The proposal calls for the demobilization

of 70% of all military factions with the

balance put under the U.N. supervision.

Free elections are to follow and all political

parties will be allowed to participate. While

this plan sounds fair and just, the clear

dangers are being ignored . The Khmer Rouge

will surely elude disarmament due to

thousands of secret arms caches in remote

areas. Predictions that the Khmer Rouge
will be defeated in an election do not take

into account how they may react to such a

defeat. Absent any evidence to the contrary,

one mustassume that they will immediately

resume their former practices.

However, thanks to the West and the

U.N., they are in place to forcibly take con-

trol ofthe country again. Only one day after

the signing of the peace treaty, the Khmer
Rouge have already prepared to forcefully

repatriate tens of thousands of civilians

living in the refugeecamp under their direct

control . Moderatecamp administrators have

mysteriously disappeared and been replaced

with local Khmer Rouge commanders.

As a survivor of Pol Pot's genocide. I

cannot understand the actions ofthe U.N. in

asking the Cambodian people to make peace
with their butchers and to restore these

criminals to power. The Khmer Rouge have

committed outrageous genocide without the

world's condemnation. In fact, they have

not just been tolerated, but revived and
rehabiUtated. This injustice demonstrates

that the world is willing to toy once again

with Cambodian lives.

The Cambodian people have suffered

enormously for the misdeeds of their lead-

ers and the whims ofthe Western World. We
want lasting peace. This potential peace

may be our last chance to live without fear

of another bloodbath. It may mean we will

finally be reunited with our families after

being forcibly separated by years ofviolence

and war. Yet, this "peace plan" that involves

the perpetrators ofthe genocide may also be

the beginning of another nightmare, unless

the Khmer Rouge are prevented from
gaining real political control.

We must ensure that the Khmer Rouge
shall under no circumstances be allowed to

have another opportunity to commit geno-

cide. We must insist on the right of the

Cambodian people to bring the criminals to

justice, and prove that such crimes will not

be tolerated. Pol Pot, leng Sary, and other

top Khmer Rouge officials must be bought to

justice to pay for their crimes. The history of

the genocide must be remembered, not

erased, if the world community intends to

prevent another human catastrophe. The
world owes this to the Cambodian people.

Boreth Sun is a UMass student. The

opinions in this article are not necessarily

those of the Collegian.

'International' or 'interfering' organizations?
Our Father who art in the 'First World'.

Hallowed by thy shame.

Thy kingdom come.

Thy will be done.

In Earth and in the "Third World'.

Give us today our daily oil.

And forgive us our trespasses.

For we love the sins of the New World (Dis)order.

Do not lead us into the temptation ofmaking nuclear bombs.

But please O Lord
Deliivr us from the bleeding heart, caviar internationalists.

We love internationalism, because itsounds like imperialism.

Let us start alphabetically with Amnesty International.

Human rights evoke great passion among the intelli-

gentsia of this hoary clubhouse. Isn't it true from their

repeated reports that cannibalistic Neanderthal man in-

habits the Third World?
Amnesty shed tears in India by being "concerned about

the use of the Essential Services Maintenance Act of 1981,

which allows the dismissal and arrest of strikers in a wide

range of sectors declared to be essential services." Railway

workers who earn a fortune compared to peasants can go on

strike and make food rot in one place and cause starvation.

Aft^r all. Amnesty's Persian Carpet can fly trains to India

to take care of the situation.

Its reports on the Sandinista government of Nicaragua

were replete with criticism for a "far-reaching public order

law," but silent on the international order imposed by you-

know-who.
The Amnesty International has amnesia about Article

AP Photo

HOMELESS - WafaAl-Abasi sits with her

children in silent protest at the seizing of

her home by Israeli settlers.

28 ofthe Intemational Declaration ofHuman Rights, which

states - "Everyone is entitled to a social and international

order in which the rights. ..can be fully realized" - right to

food, clothing, housing, medical, care, education etc.

It even ignores its own statute which calls to "maintain

an overall balance between its activities in relation to

countries adhering to the different political ideologies and

groupings."

Its international executive committee is international

indeed. In Pre-Orwellian 1983, it had only one Third Worid
representative on its nine-member committee. Its coffers

should not be so empty that it cannot purchase more

characters ftt)m the Third World.

Rati Dutta

In any case, before we are too enthusiastic about the

Universal Declaration ofHuman Rights, let us examine the

implication of Article 7 - "Everyone has the right to leave

any country, including his own...". Wonderful right for im-

porting large kilograms of Indian and Chinese graduate

students in the sciences and engineering. R2D2, the robot,

must be jealous at how well some of the creme de la creme

of these pwpulous nations have been programmed to ar-

ticulate "First World" interests.

Deliver us beasts from Amnesty International and Hu-

man Rights.

A forAmnesty, B for Bombs, C for Chemical Weapons, D
for Death Squads, E for Exocets, F for fuel-air explosives, G
for...you guessed it... GREENPEACE...

The plethora ofGreen parties are the greatest friends of

the Third World. Throuj^ their untiring efforts they teach

us that the depletion ofthe ozone layer would cause cancer

to sunbathing mamnjals. Is it not wonderful that chlo-

rofluorocarbons, the chiefagent used in refiigeration cause

the depletion?We don't refrigerate our vegetables too much
now, and we don't deserve to do so in the future. We are

therefore forced into unequal treaties with vague promises

tocompensate us with some money and maybe some obsolete

technology, because we howled rather loudly.

Let us talk about carbon dioxide emissions. Most of the

emissions are caused by Europe and North America. China

and India would love to tax the motorists and electricity

users in North American and Europe as compensation.

Make that the Green manifesto and seehowmany accolades

you get in America, Europe and Japan.

Imagine what would happen if the Third World got as

civilized and industrialized as the First world. Won't the

world get choked fi*om their coal based power plants... but

wait, you must hide the relatively clean nuclear technology

in the chest because after all, it might be used to make
bombs instead of producing energy.

Deliver us from the smoke and fire ofthe environmentalists.

The old bad boys ofthe U.N. are always there in the form

of the veto-empowered oligarchy of the Insecurity Council

to restore stability and stop revolution in the world. It is the

most brilliant product manufactured by the victors of the

second great tribal war ( the Second World War according to

my Third World dictionary) ofthe industnahzed countries.

Under the umbrella of the General Agreement on Tariffs

and Trade, Intellectual Property rights are imposed on the

errant barbarians.

Under the umbrella ofcopyright, patents, and trademarks

we would be forced to pay royalties to the kingly multina-

tionals in the civilized world. India cannot produce cheap

medicines like tetracycline without payingmoney to 8om«)ne

whose granddad invented it. Wonder why these individuals

and corporations ofthe industrialized world don't pay taxes

to the Third World countries in which their inventions will

be protected.

They demand trade in services. This means that the

banks and insurance companies ofthe oligarchy can operate

in the Third World freely. However our carpenters and

barbers cannot work in industrialized countries. The "Lib-

erty, Equality, Fraternity" regimes of the First World have

always claimed banking as civilized and carpentry as un-

civilized. Some in the Third World are already selling their

kidneys, hearts and livers to bestow immortality on the gods

of the First World. Maybe we are expected to seal our

carpenters in wooden crates made in the First World and

indulge in merchandise trade instead of trade in services.

The depredations of the International Monetary Fund,

the World bank and financial corporations of the world are

too dangerous to discuss here. Hence, I am imposing self-

censorship.

Deliver us from these august institutions.

The religious groups indulging in the imperialism of

righteousness are the gentlefolk ofthe industrialized world.

They don their spotless white robes and merrily convert the

heathen with promises of money. Aft«r all doesn't the

euphemism 'developing nations' mean that they are notjust

economically but morally, culturally and spiritually un-

derdeveloped?

The Nobel War prize gets awarded to Kissinger and
Amnesty. I have no quarrels when they award prizes to

themselves. However, now they award it to protest the

actions of a government which has cut all land links from

the rest ofthe world. Now, I don't know what the situation

in Myanmar is. But, I sure know that whenever someone
gets the War prize there must be a reason.

Deliver us from the missionaries ofmercy.

Lastly let CNN broadcast everydJay the 10 command-
ments to the Third Worid.

Thou shalt toil hard.

Thou shalt sell for free all thy produce.

Thou shalt not have the right to bear arms.

Thou shalt not form regional associations.

Thou shalt pay thy debts to bankers.

Thou shalt not educate thyself

Thou shalt not covet thy neighbors' wealth.

Thou shalt be respectful in thy conduct to thy masters.

Thou shalt not think.

Thou shalt not protest.

Rabi Dutta is a UMass student. The opinions in this

article are not necessarily those of the Collegian.
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Arts & Living
Trekkies get a dose this week on HSCN
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

Hey all you Trekkies out there! This is your week for

movies! The first three Star Trek movies are being

shown as well as many other picks and pans.

All About Eve — Bette Davis. Anne Baxter, George

Sanders. Based on the story The Wisdom of Eve," by

Mary Orr. this brilliant script takes a close, cynical

look at the life of the theater. Six Oscars were won for

this accomplishment. •*•*

..Jind Juatice for All — Al Pacino, Jack Warden,

John Forsythe. Pacino is a lawyer who battles the

judicial system of Maryland. The satire is hysterical

and mixes well with some touchingly sad moments

about the lies and truths of justice. •••

Star Trek — The Motion Picture — William

Shatner. Leonard Nimoy. DeForest Kelly. The crew of

the starship Enterprise embarks on a journey to battle a

deadly force field headed for Earth. Slow and wordy, but

dazzling special effects and an amazing score by Jerry

Goldsmith. *n/2
Star Trek II— The Wrath ofKhan— William Shatner.

Leonard Nimoy. EteForest Kelley. The Enterprise crew

comes up against the evil \Tllain iRicardo MonUlban)

UMASS RACQUETBALL CLUB
FRESEirrs

'The ultimote action-odventure movie."
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TONIGHT, November 6th

Campus Center Auditorium

Showtimes: 5:00, 7:30 & 10:00 PM
S2 First show, S3 remaining shows

shown originally in the 1967 "Space Seed" episode. Cut* but

somewhat pretentious. Recommended mamly for Trekkies.

*•

Star Trek III — The Search for Spock —
William Shatner, Leonard Nimoy. DeForest Kelley.

(Surprised?) Nimoy directed this film, picking up where

the second one left off. No great surprises in this one,

but it's put together much better than the previous movie.

««•

City Slicker* — Billy Crystal, Daniel Stern. Bnmo
Kirby. Views middle-aged men on the verge of a middle-

aged crisis. They go to a ranch and meet up with crusty

range-rider. Jack Pallance. who is superb in the role. I

smiled for days afterwards. ****

Enemiet, A Love Story— Aiyelica Huston. Ron Silver,

Lena Olin A Jewish intellectual manages to evade the

Nazis during World War 11 and comes to America, living a

double life married to two women and fooling around with

a third TasU'fullv witty and haunting. '•*•

The Frenhman — Marlon Brando, Matthew Broderick,

Maximillian Schell. An NYU student falls in love with a

mob family in this light comedy. Brando is wonderful in his

"Ck)dfather"-like self.
*•

From the Hip— Judd Nelson, Elizabeth Perkins, John

Hurt A pathetic lawyer whose courtroom antics are clever

enough to induce a yawn finds that he must defend in a

murder case. Hurt's performance is the only bright spot in

this disastrous movie. *

Heather*— Winona Ryder, Christian Slater, Shannen

Doherty. One of these days. Christian Slater will realize

that there is already a Jack Nicholson in the movie busi-

ness. This movie is a startlingly truthful portrayal of high

school snobbery. ***

Home Alone — Macaulay Culkin, Catherine O'Hara,

Joe Pesci. Okay, is there anyone out there who hasn't seen

this one yet? Hello? Anyone? Okay. okay, ifyou haven't tell

me you don't know the plot. There was more hype to this

movie than I thought humanly possible, and I thought/ was
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f UMASS ARTS COUNCIL i

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE
I

The next deadline for submission
I of grant proposals for

I
arts-related projects and events

W^4si«ili4ft]^ November 20

1 Guidelines and application forms

I are available at the Arts Council
I Office and the Student Activities

I OQ}^
i UMass Arts Council

I 209 Hasbrouk Hall. 545-0202
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Boston-Bouv^ College, at Northeastern University

in Boston, is the only institution in eastern Massa-

chusetts that offers a Master's Degree program in the

area of student personnel services in higher educa-
tion. By stres.sing both counseling and swlministrative

skills, the program trains you to effectively provide

students with vital support services. Two concentra-

tions are offered: COLLEGE STUDENT PERSONNEL
WORK and ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE COUNSELING.
The coursework and the student services practicum
may be completed in one year of full-time study or

on a part-time basis. Many of the full-time students

are awarded graduate assistantships that are

related to the program and which provide partial or

full tuition remission and a stipend . Some of the

assistantships also include free room and board.

For mor« information call (617) 437-2708, or write

Graduate School, Boston Bouv^ College of Human
Development Professions, 107 Dockser Hall,

Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02116.

RJ

Boston-Bouve

College

Northeostem

University

An equal opportunlcy/irnnnmtlve
action unlv«nity.

the last one to see it. I loved it anyway, despite its cutesie-

pieness. Sigh. ***

/ Love You to Death — Kevin Kline, Tracey Ullman,

Keanu Reeves. A slick womanizer (Kline) thinks his extra-

marital affairs are unknown to his wife (Ulmann), but she

does find out and attempte (unsuccessfully ) to murder him.

Some hysterical scenes make this movie eiyoyable and fun.

UUmanll leave you in stitches. •*l/2

Date With an Angel — Michael E. Knight. Phoebe

Cates, Emmanuelle Beart. An angel with the appropriate

striking beauty (Beart) crashes into Knight's pool on the

night of his bachelor party. Unfortunately, not much can

save this monstrous disaster. In a word: Heinous. No Stars.

J<MCob»Ladder—Tim Robbins, Danny Aiello, Macaulay

Culkin. A Vietnam Vet goes through nightmarish psycho-

logical deterioration induced by drugs. Where dreams be-

come reality and vice versa confused me thoroughly, and I

was thoroughly disappointed. *

Jumpin' Jack Flath — Whoopi Goldberg, Stephen

Collins, Carol Kane. Goldberg is a computer operator in a

bank who accidentally becomes involved in the plea of a

man who is trymg to defect. Goldberg is entirely too talented

for this pitiful script, but she does add a lively note to the

drabness. One particular monologue when she is in the

bank alone at mght had me on the floor. '1/2

Labyrinth — David Bowie, Jennifer Connelly, Toby

Froud. Directed by Muppet master Jim Henson. this take

offofAlice in Wonderland is a fresh, honest movie. Conelly's

baby brother is kidnapped by the king of the Goblins

(Bowie) and she must embark on a journey through a

seemingly impossible labyrinth to rescue him. ***l/2

School Date — Larry Fishburne, Giancarlo Esposito,

Tisha Campbell. Director Spike I.ee describes life on a black

college campus in the south where one student fights a

battle against the administration as well as his fellow

students Entertaining and insightful.
*'*

Silver Streak — Gene Wilder. Jill Clayburgh. Richard

Pryor. Hitchcock imitation of a murder on a cross-country

train with a comic undertone Wilder is hilarious as ever,

but the sudden switch from comedy to violence is sometimes

confusing. ••

Movies not renewed but appearing on HSCN this week

are Madonna: Truth ofDare and Poatcardu from the

Edge

Eating Disorder Programs • Fall 1991
Sjxinsoretl by Univrrsity Hralt)i Srrvicrs

Bating Disorder Treatment Program
For induiduais - with Nutntionist.s. Menial Health

Clinician. Physician and/or Nurse Practitioner.

Mondajs or Tveadajs - beginning September 17,

University Health Scmces. Conlidcnliality Assured.

Call 549-2671. Clinic IV.

Food and Feeling Workshop
Led by Peer Health Eklucators to schedule

for your Residence HaU - call 546-267 1 . ext.181.

TONIGHT

KARAOKE
Video Sing-A-Long

&
DANCING

9:30- 1:00

$1.00 Cover

First 50 People

REVERSE COVER

We Give YOU
$1.00SINCE 19 6 8

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU
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Quote of the Day
"Sure. I'd put that on my wall."

" Mark Sturm

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
I Satile — of

nonot

6 Fatcon t

Mgband
lOOnaollh*

R«<ndMr

14 Island naar

Java
15 Litia B«owuit

16 Mum in M«ii

17 — Gulp tloOby

Firal HEW
••OMary

IS Giva wtiai'lof

20 M s oltan diy '

22 t^idon
23 TLC kpaciahsl

24 Japan
ingiadianu

2i — It ran away
29 liorttcultutiM

Btifbank

U Typa ol ooquel
34 0odto!.

37 Paul u> opal

•ndat

aSCoMga
protMaon'

DOWN
1 Mighty mrta

2 Opaia rKXisa

hgura

3 Raasqn lor

an SOS
4 Rapraat
SQallivani

6 "RaiMniol
ttw —

•

7 Camar or cycia

laadm
8 Agava product

9 Muatunaat
lONawa
1

1

Qoadan rola

12 Hava iha

yrumpa
13 What a —

•

19 Ear bona
21 Oir Irom MotMa

to Atlanta

25 Sourpuaaaa
2C Anciant

27 Up to

28 Poll

30 Artitl m
Hawthorn* •

Tha
MartMFaun

31 Sign up
32 R« tna graansi

35 Fruil quail

addiiiva

'36 Some ara nobia

39 Yard sala *lu«

40 Astound
42 Gold nacklaca
43 Do a city

dask|ob
45 r^maabta
47 0varly

49 Inscribad slab

51 Hey. Ihaie'

52 blackMids
t>aKad m —

53 Roomy
handbag

54 Alpriabat run

55 Part o> N B
56 Cupid
57 Actress Daly

59 leloost

swimmer

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

39 Artdaiusian port

40S«n<»«iclt

orders, tor

short

41 Btkm pan
42 Hawk or Bui
43 Copland baNai

score

44 Envy ot dwtars

46 Cruise snip

11/t/«1

46 They re often

wM
SOtMsebtrd
51 Desert Storm

54 Formal
rieaddress

SSPan^Mr
60 Cream
61 In - pieced

62 Take a powder
63 Grand -

NalKinal Parti

64 Summer wear

66 Kmd ol portran

66 Undo
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Menu
LUNCH

Hot Beef Sandwich

Tuna Noodle Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
"The Salad Sandwich"

Tuna Noodle Casserole

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Beef Bourguignon

BASICS DINNER
Roast Turkey

Creamed Veggie Croquettes

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AiUES(March 2I-April 19): A great

day for making a fresh Mart! Replace bad

maiinen with good ones. You get wafipoit

for a pel project that was rejected e«1ier.

Evening will provide a h^ipy romantic

suiprise.

TAURUS<Apfil 20-May 20): An
excellent day for signing contracts and

agreements. Legal malter^ are likely to be

settled in your favor. You are practiced at

getting yourown way. Share the limelight

with loved ones.

GEMINKMay 2 1 -June 20): A period

of reflection produces a wise decision and

inner peace Your co-v^orkcrs look to you

for leadership. Do not lei them down. Plan

a dinner for two al your favorite restaurant

with your favorite Scorpio.

CANCER(June 21-July 22): Put a

child'sneeds ahead ofyour own. Romance

may have to wait. Your col leagues respect

you but are afraid to hire you. They fear

that you know more than they do!

LEO(July 23-Aug 22): Give

generously of your time or money. A
special favor will be richly repaid.

Anticipate delays or foul-upsinabusiness

tran.saclion and be patient.

VIRGOIAug. 23-Sept. 22): To keep

the course ofromance smooth, be patient.

A verbal or written financial anangenKnl

proves beneficial. Words bring change -

make your views known to influential

people.

LIBRA(Sepl. 23-Oct. 22): Ventures

shared, either for profit or pleasure, bring

tremendous satisfaction. Why not use a

fifi to say something oioe 7 Your dowiHto-

earth manner impresses a potential

rotmntic partner.

SCX>RnO(OcL 23-Nov 2 1 ): A good

day to perfect both business and family

plans. Pour your energies into a project

already on the launching pad. A woman's

ideas give your spirits a lift. Dine out

tonight.

SAGITTARIUSfNov 22-Dec. 21):

A good day for instigating changes at

work or home. Greater self-discipline will

help you solve a tricky personal problem.

Give a close friend a token of your love.

CAPRICORN(Dec 22-Jan 19):

Those with tax problems should consult

experts only. A lawyeror accountant offers

excellent advice; follow it to the letter.

Ronvince takes onexciting new overtoites.

A wedding date may be set

AQUARIi;S<Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Now
is the time to make big changes! Creative

and artistic pursuits deserve top priority.

Career advancement is easier than in the

pa.st. An important event could take place

this evening.

PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): The

financial picture improves, thanks to a

friend's behind-the-scenes maneuvering.

Keep a promise to your loved ones. The

more you give, the more you will receive.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Greg ("Zuke') Sukiennik

Copy Editor David('Master')Massey

PhotoTechnician JoshCWrappin") Reynolds

ProductionSupervisor SethCScneaminOKaye

Production Lisa ('Bonin') Jezowski,

Joanna CKwimbie') Quimby, (and Mike was here, too)
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Shots
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

jumps though, his shorts seem to come up to a normal

position.)

•A bartender (1 don't know where) last week made his

cocktails with all the force ofone of Herndon's super-slams.

• If we can digress for a bit. does anyone remember the

glory days of professional wrestling? When Rowdy Roddy

Piper had "Piper's Pit," and when the Iron Shiek (Geek)

would put the pointy boots to Sergeant Slaughter, those

were the days my friends.

• After reading the parachuting piece on this page last

week 1 realize that while jumping out of a plane might be a

natural high, it's probably a lot safer to sniff model glue

with your feet on the ground. Anyways, any (light without

a movie is no flight at all.

• Billy Owens under the tutelage of Don Nelson at

Golden State could help to create the next dominant player

in the league.
• Watch Holly Hellmuth bring her game up another

notch as the women's soccer team downs UConn in Storrs,

CT on their way to a showdown with the University of

Virginia.
• My dog. Bo is contemplatingretirement from the Dog

Boxing Federation unless the Bulldog Boxing Federation

will sanction a fight between my fighter and the menace

next door, Rock.

Bo's sparring partner, Jake was involved in a bloody

tussle with the new dog on the block. Jessie. Ifit sounds hke

I live in a neighborhood of mostly dogs, it's true. On any

given step an unpleasant 'squish' can occur.

•It's 30 years since the UMass hoops team went to the

NCAA's and there could be no more fitting commemoration

than making it to the big dance again.

So, what did you think? I could beg for mail like some of

the Editorial Page writers, but sports fans are too refined

for that. Just let us know where to head with this space.

Keep your feet in bounds and your eyes on the ball.

David's "Scott Shots" will appear every Wednesday, or

Sunday ifyou don't like it.

lucbina 5:00 PM-12:00 AM
Dinner served until 9 pm

^^^
Serving a Variety of Pasta Dishes, Pizza & Italian Specialties

Pizza Grinders Calzoni
By the slice

or whole

Pizza Party
Call us

in advance
545-2597

Meatball

Ital. Cold Cut

Sausage
Ham
Tuna
Roast Beef

Turkey
Veggie

Pastrami

Chili

Veggie
Sausage
Florentine

jfr-r*

La cucĥ
ina

*P^9h
M/o.
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L
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GROUND FLOOR
STUDENT UNION

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect -Amherst Center

256-8157 • 256-1385

i
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S PtaMam \ •

IMMSS\ S. Pro^MCt )

at

1

a
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Uncoln

• Imports & other unibody vehicles are our

specialty.

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (-i-or-1/2

mm)
• Over 90 years staff experience.

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement.

• Advanced European Technology Painting

and Refinishing Systems.

Remember it*s your car and your choice of

repair facilities.

Shop Registration # RS1212

Winter Session

Catalog

Is Here!

So, what eiactly is Winter Stssioii?

• a unique "mini-semester. " just three weeks long

WeH, wliat*s so unique about it?

• you can earn 3 academic credits in only 3 weeks

• over 100 credit courses, including gen. ed designated classes

How can Winter Session help me?
You can:

• take a class you couldn't get before

• make up credits

• meet graduation requirements

• lighten your spring course load

Winter Session 1992 — January 2-23

Registration by mail only begins November 9.

(Registrations must be postmarked no earlier [\)^u

November 9.)

Catalogs available on campus or at the Division

of Continuing Education 6th floor Goodell

COLLEGIAN

ADVERTISING

545-3500

Go the distance.

Ifyou hype it, they will come.

Have you SEEN our

Advertising team yet?

"FILLED OF SCHEMES"

Hent
one;
GUVS

Some of the biggest,

some of tfie best

presents come in

\he smallest boxes!

" D^dicm^d to TntUng ttm Cmif. Nol ttt0 Symptom'

AMHRR.ST CHIROFRAmr.

V.

Family Health Center

DK. VIRGINIA D. HARPER
Clunprarlk fltfaciam

• Aitaiir iNMiifs

• I AIKAH « iTMU OHIIIUtn

• WRI MA» I* MWAII MM IH INMjaAM li • WUMAMN'S CtIMnMSAICM 4 *UIO MCOiNI

•=SSS^549.0335 -

Weekend Auto
i£Ui' Rental Special

Wmktta mtm «p«i*M noon fndmr k> Uondmv momtnf

95 North Amherst Motors
Auto & Truck Rental

lo«M

49
Uumlbo2> _
oimgmoroidm W OM SundMtmd M^ Nortt Afflhtnt, MA..^n^c^c^

549-RENT
Tnicha and cargo ««i« riao avaUaMa eu^nm
Dont bm dtomppoirtod • rmoon/o TOOAYI Ok ,

u \i)i\nMisi(
-K4H4».-^

NOW • ENDS THURSDAY-daily at 7:00pm only

ThsFMRclMW Of Tht Originil Mastflrpltot >

6eW^i^«*»»^* CLASSIC

BiiiaiiiinmniB
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19 O
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1
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UMass •
256-8911

gl Mt.Holyoke

gi 535-1111

We AccqifCompelelors Coupons

$1.99 PIZZA
. BUY ANY LARGE H:

"4'
PIZZA. GET 2ND .„ v.

.Vlf ONE FOR $1.99 "^
Witti this coupon Connof b€ u$ed with ony othef oHe»

Expires December 31,1991

30c PIZZA
ORDER ANY TWO TOPPING

ataiWMfiiiiWWvm

1 TOPPING PIZZA FOR 30c

• Expires December 31,1991 *'

Hie BUY ANY ffi

,

URGE PIZZA ,

, I

FOR THE PRICE OF
ASMAUPIZZA

L
this coupon. Connot be umq wMi any CmW omv ,

_l

m FIVE COUIGE niOGRAN INmCE 6 WOEU) SECURinST^^

TOOSUVliLNBVNmAMmDODIBAIMlTECTOPEANlDPmTr

J^^ A Five College Faculty Panel

^1 with:

^§^ PAVEL MACHALA, Amherst CoUege
^^(w%% LESTER MAZOR, Hampshire CoUcgc
KARL RYAVEC, the University of Massachusetts

Wednesday, November 6th, 8:00 PM
Converse HalU Amherst College

This event is free, open to the public, and wheelchair accessible. For

more infomation call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext. 519.

D.R Douqh
cJeUvers caIzones

caU 296-1616
Now Open at 1 1:30 A.M.

50* OFF
ANy caIzonc

Expires 1/25/02
Delivery Only

One coupon per calzone.

<1»°0FF
ANy 2 caIzoncs

Expires 1/25/92
Delivery Only

One coupon per 2 caizones.

Classifieds
COMEm THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE I li CAMPUS CENTER • WURSDAY 8:30-3:30 FRIDAY&30'2:30*DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATION « 20tAVORD/DAY FOR STUDEm » CASH INADVANCE

ACTIVmES COLLEOeniZA

COME SEE
Tarrmnaior 2 - Judo*iTi«nt Day

Tonight!

CCA sitow* at 5. 730 and lOOO
Sponaorad by UMaa* Raoquattaa

lliiiaanilno Hgn lar<guaga?Conia
to UMaaa Hands maaling TIhiis 6:30 CC
(room naar alavator) All (avals \watoomal

JaMo Btoln a< singer Daad Kannadys in a
spoken word parlormarKs on music can-

sorship etc I Blow Minds For A Living Fn

Nov. 15 8pm FAG Tix S3 Umass (5 anhurt

FAC Box OtB^ 545-251

1

TENORS AND BA^S NEEDED
For Choral Group
For more into call

Batti 6-2148 or Sliannon 6-2047

COUEOC PIZZA
FalBpactal

Smal chaass t3 50

Latga chaaaa S6 00

AddSI lor ona or two toppings

Fraa soda with laiga sub. salad or

spagttatn

5494098 549-6073

Musi fflanaon ttM ad

EWTEWTAINMOfT

Mkiotta Maxium 7000 AF w'somm lens

Mnoda llash 2800 AF Sigma 400 AF zoom
larw $550 6-3822

HELP WANTED

LOVT

LOST KEYS AT TtMa Chi Thurs. 1001

R tound eal Mha at 296-6883

ANNOUNCEMENTS

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRAUA
Information on semester, year graduate,

summer, and internship programs in Perth.

Townsvilla. Sydney and Melbourne Programs

start at $3520 Call 1 -800-678-3696.

UMON
VIDEO
CENTER

Announces yat another general meating

Tomorrow 7 P M.

tni be lots and lots of fun- Raallyl

BaTharel

RACK-A-DISCt $1 75 00 DJs. VJs, Karaoke

lor house' Formal parties. Call 566-9900

FOR RENT

Tawnhauaa2BadrMml l/2baihBusRoula

N.AmharstI 567- 1352

FOR SALE

83 HONDA ACCORD lor sale. Qraal stiapa

Call 546-6324

AMPLIFIER
Paavey Classic

$325 or B/O
Call 256-0 1 63

BROTXER AX-22 TYPEWRITER
Excellent condition

Must sell

$60 or 8
Call 546-2565

AUTO FOR SALE

COLLEGE BARGAVe
Woitilprocassors starting at $269

Computers starting at $699

546-0390

BEST DAMN CAMPUS REP WANTED
Hi Uls can offer you a free spnng break tnp

and a ctianoe to win a Yamaha WavaiafTunar

Call now 1-800-263-5604

EARLY RISERS Earn great money deiver-

ing newspapers Call Cheryl at 548-9688

Eam $2000 * Free Sprtng Break Tnps!

North Amenca's f 1 student lour operator

seeking motivated students, organizations.

fi atarnlliea and sororiDes as campus repre-

sentatives promoting Cancun. Bahamas
Daytona and Panama Cityl Call 1 -600-724-

15551

FRATERNITY BROTHERSI I need you to

speak on TV about your expenencas tor

possible cable production Call Penny 546-

6391 soori'

FULL/PART TIME intemships offered for

students interested m video production. Call

Jtm or Julia al NCTV 586-6922

Halp Hampahlra County'a naaay.

Votuntaer 3 hours as bellnnger or entertainer

for Salvation Army Nov. 22 until Chnstmas.

Call 586 6243

RAISE $S00..41000.-$1SOO

Foolproof Fundraising

for your fraternity, sorortty, teams or other

campus organization Absolutely no invest-

ment involvedi Act now for the chance to win

a Car1t>bean Cruise and fabukxjs prtzes Can
1-800^950-8472. ext.50

COHMQ800N
OWiclal ZooMata oondoma

ELIZABETN from Wendy's fan 18 French

1 1 class- 1 still owe you a Coke Interested?

Respond hare -Slaphan

Contused? Express youraatf wtw do you

rea*y love? I love you
JACK

DEAR DMOSYNTHESES.
Surpnse'

Happy 21st 'PUB- Day'

I tn. Yoon

ORDER AVON!
S46-1999
Can tor brochure.

LMDA, Want a marshmeltow?

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, mtormaaon or

support? Cal lor free and oonManMal
sannoas ALTERNATIVES 245 M«n
Sireal. Northampton 58&3000 or

Graantlald 774-6010

Hay Mary • Dont mention it. -St. Juda

ADE. LAURA, KENORA:
The glaas is haltMr Nahl

FMX piagnaiKy laatlttg; confidential and
canng support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

As you turn 21 you alao

turn into EILEEN LOH!
Happy Birthday!

Love. Tracy. Bath. >Margia

Jo and Lit)

If we didnt know us

we'd hate us too -L-

WANTEO:
Murphy's and great craic-

A corcaigh reunioni

Wtien anytime!!

TRAVEL

TO THE 7 CMCKS OF 4C
Ttianks for a memorable Halloween

Whal a partyiii

-Your li4any Dnnking Buddies

TO THE BARSIES STAFF
Tonight you will have the pleasure of

meeting Melissa S AKA Leslie M for the

first time as a legal dhnker -watch out

uptown I

Happy Birthday lips -we love you

Snarfy

CV

AUDRA
Happy belated 2lsti We can finally go out

together' Remember everything from OH.

MJ. sandt>eds to JC . Cal and the clubhousei

Ttianks lor everything i
I tove you' Amols

PS Carroll says happy 21 sfi

To Mio slK>rl-hairad btonde mnth an oatmeal

colored shirt, tving in 4th floor Knowlton. You
have a sexy tooking pair of hands.

An Admiref

'fo THE GREATEST KID IN THE WORLD
HAPPY 9TH

COPPERTONE SPRING BREAK TRIPS!
$75 Deposit by Dec 12 saves you $100 to

Cancun. Jamaica. Bartjados. BahamaslCal
now 549-3674

SPRING-BREAK TRIPSI
Cancun, Jamaica. Panama City

Plan before Jan 1 st & save $30
For details call Stacey 549-0840

RIDE WANTED

CHmSTMAI
You are awesome!
I^Dve your Kappa Alpha CN Sis^

to NYC
Veteran's Day weekend
Share axponaas 546-0877

TYPMQ/WORDPROCESSINQ

FAST. ACCURATE TYPING w/ spellchack

artdboUface $1 50/pg Call Greg 546-319&

FAST CHEAP ACCURATE
On campus
Lisa 546-261

5

MEET DEADLINE. Oualty typing al low prioa.

Call Chnstine 546-3410

'82 FORD ESCORT
AM/FM/Cas$ette. decant Interior/

Extenor. 90K. Good gas mileage

Dependat>le transportation

$750«O call Brian 546-1087

Four pair of uaad Quaes Jaana

sizes 26 at $20 ea 549-291

7

HONDA C8360 Motorcycle Green, with

windshiekJ and extras $400 2MI-0951

jyiAC PLUS with 2 5mb $650 imagewriterll

$300 Both $900 253-7695

OMCAMPU8BITERNai 8Pa«iPRBiOm2
Eeam credrt/Hesidential Recycling Program
Gain valuable experience We encourage all

mt^ors to join us! Introduce new ideas to the

progrwn Call/545-1153

JUUE, Happy 21 sti Look out Fnday. the >st

grows everytlay! No hurting aSowadll

Love. Sua

DEB
Happy belated birthday

I wish I couU have bean there for you

ni Love You Always

Love. Walty

RIOEWANTEDTOUVMBurtlnglonVTaraa
11-8, 11-9. will share expenses' Call 6-1153

Sliidani naada rida from Graanliald MA to

UMaas M-F 773-7705 BiMa-Jo

PAPERSTYPED: $1 50/Typadpage. Ouicfc.

accurate servica Call Brian 546-3S63.

Word Procaaalng - Reports, rcsumaa.
theses, laser printing Call Rosemary 2S9-
1786

WANTED

SERVICES

To tttoaa who helped with the Jeep Wend.

Thanks forgetting ma up on my faai

HAPPIER PETSI
Vetertnary technioan cares for pots wtiile

you're away. Betterthan boarding. CallCindy

1-774-4493

Guitarist looking to join or start a band. I've

got experience and rm ready to go. Call ma
and we'll jam. Jamie 6- 1059

To racyda: Prescription medicalion bottlas/

containers (Nonrenewable RX only) Pleasa

call 585-8709
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Sports

Women's swim team drops first to Vermont
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's swim team placed first in four

events yesterday at Boyden Pool. However,

it wasn't enough to win as they dropped

their first meet this season to New England

rival, the University of Vermont, 172.5-

1275
"We swam weU." Coach Bob Newcomb

said. **We were just on the wrong end of the

final score."

It was the first time Vermont defeated

UMass in four years. Vermont coach Joe

Fischer said his team, which is composed of

a majority of seniors, was motivated by

revenge coming in to the competition.

"They just wanted to beat UMass at least

one time in four years." Fischer said. "We
had a tremendous team performance as we
Itfepared mentally and really pulled together

as a group."

"I knew it was going to be a competitive

meet." Newcomb said. "They always seem to

be up for us."

Kim Broad led the Minutewomen, plac-

ii^; first in the 500 and 1 .000-yard freestyle

•wnts with Umes of 521.09 and 11:02.82.

respectively.

UMass' Jen Jackson led the field in the

200-yd butterfly, finishingin 2: 1 1 68. which

CoUcctaa photo by Joah Rrynold*

The University of Massachusetts women's swim team was defeated by

the University ofVermont yesterday at Boyden Pool. The Minutewomen
placed first in four events.
qualifies her for the Eastern Champion-

ships at the end ofthe season. Jackson also

placedsecondinthe 100-yd butterfly with a

personal best time of 1:00.92

Minutewoman Kate Riddell swam to a

personal best time in the 200-yd backstroke,

finishing fourth in 2:21.57.

"We swam the way we thought we were

going to, even better,"Newcomb said. "We're

swimming fast and with the talent we have

and the way we've been training, well im-

prove."

DiverAllison White, who holds the UMass
school record in both the one and three-

meter dives, continued her dominance of

the events as she won the one-meter yester-

day with 225.45 toUl poinU. Her score of

203.55 positioned her third in the three-

meter.

•TTiey're a super team." Fischer said. "I

thought they had a great meet today, we

just had a better one."

Vermont's Lisa Clavaglia took the top

spot in the three-meter dive with a point

total of 209.30

Newcomb said the team has been set

back by several injuries and sickness so far

this season.

"It's going to take another three or four

weeks before we return to a healthy team."

he said.

Last Saturday . the Minutewomen started

the season on a more positive note. The

Minutewomen traveled to Smith and re-

turned with a 185-113 victory.

Michelle Kersberger, Nancy Heluca and

Amy Bloomstein had standout perfor-

mances.

Amy Lewis also swam well in both the

100 and 200-yd breast stroke events and

Trish Dowdall impressed in the 1.000-yd

freestyle.

Newcomb described this year's schedule

as "upgraded from last year' with the ad-

dition of Boston University and Delaware.

"We expect to start off the season tenta-

tively," Newcomb said. "But, we should have

a strong team built up for the New England

Championships at the end of the season.

Newcomb's young squad continues their

pursuit of a New England title as they host

Boston University at 7 p.m.. Nov. 13.

Scott's shots
testing the
column market
In order that we may serve you. tlw reader, in a

better way. this column is conducting a test.

This IS only a test and the only obligation you will

have IS to respond in some way. shape or form as to

whether or not this melange of sports obscurities

should continue on a weekly or monthly basis, or ifthe

whole concept should be scratched Like a dog with

fleas.

All respondents will be entered in our "Have a Beer

with Tamir (pronounced Ta-Meer)" contest. Ladies,

don't miss this once in a lifetime opportunity.

Here is your free sample of "Scott's Shots":

• All of this talk about Don King being involved

with organized crime is about as surprising as Dick

MacPherson saying. "The boys really played their

hearts out today."

Let's be real, boxing and organized crime are

synonvTns much Uke watching the New York Mara-

thon was as good as saying you took a two-hour nap.

• The Patriots are looking for a field goal kicker to

replace Jason "Call me Stravinsky" Staurovsky. If

they can wait until the tournament is over. UMass
women's soccer goalie Brianna Scurry is a prime

candidate.

She couldn't do any worse than Houston's ex-

kicker Ian Howfield, who missed a potential game-
winning field goal in the Oilers' loss to Washington
last Sunday. He also missed three extra points the

week before and was released yesterday.

David Scott

The rookie cried when he met the press after being

cut. Somehow I can't picture a hnebacker crying if he

was canned, but it did show the human side to sports.

•It's amazing all the ink that Jordan is getting at

the Middle East Peace Conference. First the guy

dismantles the Lakers in last year's NBA finals and

now he's trying to reorganize the West Bank. I like

Mike, but he should stick to hoops.
• I'd say the Celtics are hurting a bit when a 300-

pound beach ball (John Bagley ) is bringing the ball up

court. Dee's out and Brian Shaw's injuries recur as

often as stomach pains afl«r a three-burrito meal at

Taco Bell. It might be nice for Bob Cousy to take offthe

headset and pick up the ball.

• Robert Parish is surely one of the most under-

rated players in the league, but Chief doesn't seem to

mind - he just keeps doing his job. He's a man of few

words but his play does most of the talking.

• In other boxing news, the Bruins scored a fourth

round knockout ofthe Red Wings last Saturday night

at the Garden. The melee was one ofthose rare times

when fan participation was somewhat allowed. The

B's won the undercard as well.

• The Marathon Men were the first to learn that

Coach John Calipari's hoop team is going to be a force

this year. The Oil guys were lacking the bench nec-

essary tocompete with UMass' depth and they seemed
baffled by the way William Hemdon can be such a

force with his shorts at his ankles. ( Each time Hemdon
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

UM
By DAVID SCOTT
Collegian Staff

On Sunday afternoons New England Patriots free safety

Fred Marion is a receiver's worst nightmare with his

tenacious defensive prowess and incredible tackling abili-

ties.

Conversely, the Fred Marion that was in the University

of Massachusetts Campus Center yesterday resembled

almost anything but a man who has over 850 career tackles.

In Amherst to speak with junior and senior high school

students. Marion, a 10-year Patriots veteran, spent two

hours in the concourse on behalf of the Alliance Christian

Fellowship, a registered student organization.

"I'm here to share the spiritual need that is in every

man's Hfe," said the soft-spoken Marion. "J ust letting people

know that despite what happens, the Lord can always help

us out of every situation."

Marion said he became a Christian in 1985, the same

year the Patriots went to the Super Bowl. He is convinced

there is some correlation.

"My career really took off after the Super Bowl." Marion

said. "Ever since then, there have been good things hap-

pening to me."

Marion was a 1985 Pro Bowl selection and had a key

interception in that season's AFC Championship game
against Miami. (Coincidentally, Marion is native of

Gainesville, FLand a graduate of the University ofMiami.)

Marion, 32, is tied for fourth on the Patriots all-time

interception list and has started in over 100 consecutive

games for the Patriots.

Even the disappointment of last year's abysmal season,

when the Pats went 1-15, was alleviated through Marion's

belief in Jesus Christ, he said.

"I have attained somuch in understanding the importance

of Christ, not just last season but every day of my life,"

Marion said.

Elizabeth Tan, associate director of the Alliance Chris-

tian Fellowship, said that Marion's presence helped convey

the Fellowship's message.

"We're trying to make available the opportunities to find

out that believing in God is relevant in the 1990s," Tan said.

Perhaps all this talk of finding meaning in religion is

ironic for a man who plays in a sport which players earn

millions of dollars. But, Marion makes an interesting

analogy.

"Even the wealthiest men or women in the world, who
you would think have achieved so much materialistically,

are missing something." Marion said. "It's our obligation to

show i)eople that ifthey submit their life to the Lord. He can
change their lives."

Reorganization of both upper management and the

coaching staff, gives Marion reason to believe that the

Patriots are heading in the right direction.

"We're starting to focus on the positive and not dwelling

on the negative." Marion said. "In time, the close games

we're losing now, we'll win."

Marion said he pulled an abdominal muscle during the

Patriots' loss at Buffalo last Sunday but he will be ready to

go this Sunday night against the Dolphins.

"By the grace of God I will be able to play." Marion

laughed.games lor me rutiiuuj. .•.i.^. .»,»*. ^^^

Field hockey hosts Dartmouth
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Things aren't always as bad as they seem. Except when
they are.

Confused? Don't worry. The University ofMassachusetts

field hockey team may be confused also, and with good

reason. As they prepare to face Dartmouth College today (

3

p.m., Totman Field) in their home finale, the team's post-

season fate is still in limbo.

UMass survived the latest NCAA poll yesterday, as they

only dropped to No. 9 in the country, while Northwestern,

Temple and Boston University moved ahead of them. The
Minutewomen lost to BU, but beat both Northwestern and

Temple. The drop hurts their chances ofan NCAA playoffs

berth, but doesn't kill them, as some feared.

"Considering our weekend, for us to go from six to nine,

I'm thanking my lucky stars," Coach Pam Hixon said. "It

gives us life, it really does. We thought we were history, but

everyone else seemed to lose too."

In addition, the Atlantic 10 Conference winner does not

receive an automatic berth in the NCAAs, due to the

departure of Penn State.

The NCAA only gives automatic bids to conferences with

six or more teams in a given sport. The A- 10 presently has

five teams participating in field hockey, but they had six

last year until Penn State left.

On the flip wide, UMass is now below Temple in the poll.

It takes some pressure off it hieing a favorite and an upset

win over Temple in the A-10 Championships would most

likely lift them into the NCAA Tournament.

"Temple has moved up in the rankings, which is great,"

Hixon exclaimed. "Being the underdog is great. Now
somebody else has got to take the heat, and we can play a

little reckless."

UMass may play a little reckless tomorrow against

Dartmouth, a 4- 10 Ivy League team that may struggle to be

competitive with the Minutewomen.
Dartmouth's only scoring threat is sophomore Jane

Eckels, who leads the team with seven goals. Eckels will be

the most-watched player on the field by UMass.
GoaltenderJen Clark has an unsightly 2. 12 goals against

average, which may or may not reflect the poor play of the

team.

As for Hixon's strategy against Dartmouth, expect the

Minutewomen to shoot the ball early and often. The team
will also try to do what they can to keep the ball away from

Eckels.

Hixon said she felt the team has become more outcome

oriented, rather than performance oriented.

"We're back to the basics, and we're just going to shoot to

be competitive every minute," she said. "We got to a point in

the season, in the last couple ofweeks, where we were afraid

to lose. That's the sure sign that you're going to.

"Now we have to step out there, and we just have to play

to win."

HOOP TICKETS
Student tickets for thie University of Massa-

chusetts men's basketball game against the
Lithuanian National Team on Tuesday, Nov. 1

2

will be available between 7 a.m. and 3 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 7 In the lobby of Curry Hicks
Cage.

Tickets will be Issued to students in posses-
sion of a VALID UNDERGRADUATE I.D. ONLY,

COLLEGIAN
THE LARGEST COLLEGE DAILY IN NEW ENGLAND
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Graduates to strike next week
TAs say better contract will halt action
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Employee Organization
"overwhelmingly* voted to strike next
Thursday unless the University adminis-

tration offers further concessions toward
their three remaining demands, said a top

GEO official aft*r a three-hour closed-door

meeting attended by about 600 graduate

students.

"We feel now that we are forced to go out

on strike in order to get our demands met,"

aid co-speaker Emily Isaacs at the press

conference immediately following the mem-
bership meeting. "Clearly, if there is a con-

tract we can ratify, well take that move."

The three demands the organization said

remain unmet at this time are health ben-

efits, an agency fee and job security.

The graduate students will hold a rally

at noon today at the Student Union steps

and march to Whitmore. Isaacs said. Ex-

tended balloting will be offered today and
Friday to members unable to attend

yertcrday's meeting, she added.

The organization voted for the strike by

a hand vote.

GEO represents all graduate students

including 2,200 teaching and research as-

sistants, interns and fellows.

This has been a long Tight for us," Isaacs

said. "It has been 10 months." She said the

campus community has been "extremely

supportive.'

Isaacs also asked for undergraduate
support.

"They have the power to pressure the

administration to end this dispute," she

aid.
When informed of the results of the

membership vote. Chancellor Richard
O'Brien said, "I am dissapointed since we
have made some outstanding offers."

He said granting graduate employees a

partial waiver on health benefits agreeable

to the GEO has been made impossible by
budgetary constraints.

There is no spare money," O'Brien said.

"^e've agreed to tax the whole University to

pay part of their health fees."

The GEO has rejected the
adounistration's lastest offer to pay a part

of the graduate student's health benefits.

Susan Pearson, chief negotiator for the

administration, said they proposed yester-

day afternoon to pay for 20 percent of the

graduate students' total health costs for

this year.

"I'm certainly disappointed," Pearson

said. "I think we made a more than rea-

sonable proposal this afternoon."

Isaacs also said the administration "has

not offered us adequate language to prevent

disproportionate cuts to teaching assis-

tants."The GEO has demanded such cuts be

proportionate to declines in the under-

graduate enrollment.

O'Brien responded that the GEO has

been utilizing "erroneous numbers" to sup-

port their demand for job security He said

undergraduate enrollemnt has declined IS

percent in the past three years and said,

"The number ofTAs has gone down almost

exactly the same amount," O'Brien said.

The decline of TA's has almost exactly

mirrored that."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

Graduate Employee Organization spokesperson, Emily Isaacs at last

nighfs press conference sorrounded by rank and file GEO members.

Student Senate debates GEO
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Un-
dergraduate Student Senate debated un-

dergraduate concerns revolving around the

impending strike by the Graduate Em-
ployees Organization last night.

Speaker Bob Monaghansaid the meeting

was designed to gain a senae of the under-

graduate community's feelings about the

stalled contract negotiations between GEO
and the University administration.

"We wanted to make a determination of

how f>eople feel about the issue and have the

senate leadership act accordingly,"

Monaghan said.

Monaghan said the issues affecting

graduate students at the University could

have a definite impact on undergraduates.

"It's positive for undergraduates to be-

come active— students will start to question

their living situation," he said.

Halfway through the debate,GEO member
Jim Dellecame in and announced! ' 'IBO

would delay announcement ofa strii* mMl
next week, pending the results of furth -r

negotiations with the administration.

Delle urged undergraduates to write

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

UM candidates'
^straight pride'

views examined
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

Anti-gay statements expressed last semester by

Paul McGonnigal have caused some to question his

candidacy in the race for the Amherst-Pelham state

representative seat vacated recently by Stanley

Rosenberg.

The heart of the controversy stems from the sec-

ond annual "Straight Pride" rally held last semester

by three conservative groups on campus — the Re-

publican Club. The Minuteman and the Young

Americans for Freedom.

The rally became a shouting match between con-

servatives and members and supporters of the Les-

bian Gay Bisexual Alliance. Whistles, shouts, chants

and screams came from the crowd and the speakers

shouted back, angry about their inability to be heard.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Over 2,000 dead in Philippines
Tropical storm causes flash floods and landslides

CoUefian file photo

Paul McGonnigal

By OLIVER TEVES
Associated Press

TACLOBAN. Phillippines — Flash Hoods triggered by

Tropical Storm Thelma unleashed landslides in the central

Philippines that killed more than 2,300 people and left

1,500 missing and feared dead, officials said Wednesday.
Officials said the bodies of the missing may never be

found because they were swept out to sea or buried under

tons of debris.

Most ofthe deaths from Tuesday's storm occurred in the

port city of Ormoc on the central island of Leyte. where
nearly six inches ofrain fell in 24 hours on steep mountains
that were heavily logged and thus open to landslides.

In Ormoc, witnesses said the victims, who were mostly

children, were buried or swept away in a landslide that

rolled through town, tossing away trucks and burying

coastal shantytowns under mud, debris and floodwater.

Officials in the provincial capital, Tacloban, said the

death toll was based on body counts. But Vilma Tan. a

regional civil defense official from Ormoc, said authorities

were so overwhelmedby the calamity that they were having
problems compiling complete, accurate casualty figures.

Winston Garcia, a provincial official on neighboring

Cebu Island, siiid officials there had received a radio appeal

for help from Ormoc Mayor Maria Victoria Locsin. "Ormoc
is completely cut off," he said, quoting Mrs. Locsin. The
bridges are completely out. There is not much food in the

area."

Although the storm struck Tuesday, communications to

the central Phillippines are primitive, and the devastation

was so swift and complete that it took a full day for officials

in Manila to grasp the scope of the carnage.

Aurora Ladoy of the Leyte Provincial Disaster Coordi-

nating Center said the death toll on Leyte stood at 2,337.

The island, where former first lady Imelda Marcos' home is

located, is 250 miles south of Manila.

Of those killed, 2,002 people, many children, died in

Ormoc, and 52 people died on the neighboring island of

Negros, Mrs. Ladoy and other officials said.

She said the landslide in Ormoc from nearby mountains

was so powerful it washed away trucks and vans and buried

people before they could escape.

'Travelers from Ormoc said bodies were lying unattended

in the streets more than 24 hours after the disaster.

Cebu provincial Gov. Lito Osmena, who flew to Ormoc by
helicopter today to offer assistance, said: "It looked like it

was a Nazi (death) camp. Children and old people were

piled on top of each other."

Yet he said the death toll from the midday landslide

could have been higher if it had taken place at night. Ifthat

had happened, he said, "^e would have tens of thousands

dead."

The death toll appeared to have surpassed two other

major natural disasters in the Phillippines. InJuly 1990, an

earthquake measuring 7.7 on the Richter scale killed nearly

1,700 people on Luzon, the main island.

About 700 people have been killed on Luzon since Mount
Pinatubo volcano erupted in June. Many ofthe victims died

of disease in refugee camps or from avalanches of volcanic

debris.

Mrs. Tan said there were so many bodies littering the

streets that officials were hauling them away in wheel-

barrows.

"I saw one van with bodies piled on top ofeach other with

legs and arms protruding out," Mrs. Tan said by telephone

from the provincial capital, Tacloban.

She said officials in Ormoc were carrying out mass
burials because they lacked decontaminants. but that a

makeshift morgue had also been established at Ormoc's

health clinic, where families could go to identify and retrieve

bodies of their relatives.

Inside:

Page 3:

Have some trouble making a long-distance

phone call Tuesday night? Read about what's

been going on over at At&T.

Pages 4-5:

Lots 'O opinion on the graduate employee strike

in today 's editorial page.

This Weekend:

De La Soul is coming so save your soul by

reading about it in the Collegian 'sfabulous

Arts and Living insert.

Weather:

Damn cold. Stay inside orfreeze in this 40

degree weather. Fools.
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Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Forum
Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual FYIa are public service

announcements that run on Thursdays. They announce
local programs and events of interest to GLB students. To
submit an FYL please send a TYPED press release with all

pertinent information to the Collegian onice in 1 13 Campus
Center c/o GLB editor. FYIs cannot be taken over the phone
and need to arrive by Tuesday p.m.

Thursday, Nov. 6
LBGA — The weekly LBGA General Meeting will be

held in the Campus Center at 6 p.m.

Counseling — The LBG Counseling Collective walk-in

hours are 12-4 p.m.

Bisexuals— Ameetingforbi8exualsinS.U.413willtake
place at 7:15 p.m.

Film — "Silence Equals Death" and "Positive,' two new
films about AIDS in CC rm. 803 at 7 p.m.

Men — A support group for men will take place at 9 p.m.

inCCrm. 413.

Friday, Nov. 7

Social — Weekly LBGA coffee social will take place in

CC rm. 903.

Lavender Pool — Women are meeting in the pool room

after the coffee social at 4 p.m. Pauline is taking on all

challengers.

Counseling— LBG Counseling Collective walk-in hours

are 11:30-3:30.

Saturday, Nov. 9

jyance — A wimmin's only dance will take place in

Gamut Hall at Smith College from 10 p.m. -2 a.m.

Monday, Nov. 1

1

Counseling— LBG Counseling Collective walk-in hours

are 10 a.m.-8 p.m.

Tuesday, Nov. 12

Women — LBWU rap group will meet at 7.30 p.m. in S.U

rm. 413.

Pride March — A community discussion of gay pride

marches and decision-making will take place in Wright

Hall at Smith College at 7 p.m.

Counseling— LBG Counseling Collective walk-in hours

are 3-5 p.m.

Anti-choice activists still in jail
CRANSTON . R.L (AP )—Ten ofthe 98 abortion protestors

arrested .Saturday at a Cranston women's clinic have posted

bail, leaving 71 under lock at the Adult Correctional Insti-

tutions.

The activists, members of the Christian anti-abortion

group. Operation Rescue, were arrested at the Women's
Medical Center during a protest that attracted 1 ,000 people

from both sides of the abortion issue.

They were charged with disorderly conduct, conspiracy

Swaggart caught with prostitute
INDIO, Calif (AP) — Television evangelist Jimmy

Swaggart paid a $205.50 traffic ticket issued after the

embattled preacher was stopped while traveling with a

woman who identified herself as a prostitute.

Swaggart paid the fine by mail and avoided a scheduled

Nov. 15 court appearance, an Indio Municipal Court official

said this week.

The evangelist was charged with driving on the wrong
side of the road, dn\ing an unregistered vehicle and failing

to wear a seat belt.

Police stopped Swaggart's 1989 Jaguar after the car

swerved onto the wrong side of the road Oct. 11 in this

desert town about 100 miles east of Los Angeles.

His companion, Rosemary Garcia, 31, of Indio, told

reporters that she is a prostitute. She said Swaggart became
nervous when he saw the police car and weaved when he
tried to stuffsome pornographic materials under a car seat.

Swaggart since has resigned from the board of his

Jimmy Swaggart Ministries and is on leave from the pulpit.

In 1988, Swaggart resigned from the Assemblies ofGod,

the nation's largest Pentecostal denomination, after a fel-

low preacher released photos showing him with a New
Orleans prostitute.

Winter Session

1992 Catalog

Is Here!

So, what exactly is Winter Session?

• a unique mini-semester, )ust three weeks long

Well, what's so unique about it?

• you can earn 3 academic credits in only 3 weeks

• over 100 credit courses, including gen. ed designated classes

to commit disorderly conduct and obstructing a police

officer.

Ten were released Tuesday after $500 was posted by

friendsand family members ofeach , Corrections Department

spokesman Joseph DiNitto said.

Mary Schumacher, Boston coordinator of Operation

Rescue, said the group would go to federal court to challenge

the bail that was set by District Court Judge Gilbert

Indeglia after many of the protesters refused to provide

their Social Security numbers.

"They know we're going to return to court. In fact, we
probably want to go to court more than they do,* she said.

"We suspect he wants to take bail from us so we can forfeit

it later if we are found guilty."

But Operation Rescue lawyers had not filed the papers

by Tuesday evening, court clerks said.

Schumacher said protesters, whom she refused to

identify, complained of being kept in segregated cells with

more violent prisoners, of verbal and physical abuse by

prisoners and guards and of a priest being forced to shower
in front of women guards.

F'reed activist Ralph T. Carlton of Arlington, Mass.,

complained about his care to Indeglia during Monday's
hearing.

We're lx>ing strip-searched in front of women guards at

the prison," Carlton said. "And women are watching men
take showers."

Another group of activists was frightened into silence in

a cafeteria when another inmate took exception to their

singing songs during meal time.

"He screamed at them, and you could hear a pin drop

afterwards," an unidentified prison official told The Provi

dence Journal Bulletin

.

CENTRA

TRAVEL
How can Winter Session help me?
You can:

• take a class you couldn't get before

• make up credits

• meet graduation requirements

• lighten your spring course load

Winter Session 1992 — January 2-23

Registration by mail only begins November 9.

(Registrations must be postmarked no earlier than

November 9.)

Catalogs available on campus or at the Division

of Continuing Education 6th floor Goodell

AMHERSTTO MONTREAL

RT $55.00-Rail fare only

Enjoy the long weekend
strolling the streets of Montreal

CAMPU

TRAUE

Campus Travel, Now open late

Monday's & Wednesday's 'till 8 pm.

Also open Saturdays 10-2 pm
Come in and inquire about

Holiday Travel and Spring Break!
Campus Travel • 545-0500

Central Travel, Amherst • 256-6704

Local

^English only' discussed
Said to produce racism, xenophobia

L

By OLIVIA STEWART-LIBERTY
Collegian SUfT

"Racism and Xenophobia are products

of 'English Only'." said Sonia Nieto last

night, a University of Massachusetts
professor of multicultural education, as

part a five-strong panel discussing

"Multiculturalism and the 'English Only'

movement."
All five members of the panel were

against the 'English Only' movement,
which they said, advocates uniformity of

language and thus culture throughout

the United States, foremost at grass-

roots level, in K-12 schools.

Enimon Bach, Professor oflinguistics

at The University of Massachusetts as-

cribed the "English Only" movement to

the typical American thrust "toward

uniformity" in all areas of its culture. He
stressed the damaging and narrowing
effects the success of such a movement
would have on the diversity ofAmerican
society, an intricate patchwork of dif-

ferent cultures and languages.

Bach dismissed the movement's claim

that a large number of immigrants to

America have no desire to learn English,

and the resulting threat to "Amenian
culture." Bach said classes teaching

English as a second language were al-

ready overcrowded across the country.

He stressed the absurdity of what he

spoke of as the typical American fear of

anything that is "different."

Harry Seymour, professor of commu-
nication disorders, here at the University

ofMassachusetts, who has the "responsi-

bility of identifying those with speech

problems," said that a disproportunate

number of foreign children have been

classified as mentally handicapped or as

having severe learning disabilities in The
United States. It is a gross "misclassifica-

tion" according to Seymour, who insisted

that speech tests should be carried out on

children in their native tongue, not in a

language which they are relatively new
to. He attributed the high drop-out rates

of minority groups (25-75 percent) from

high school to these misclassifications.

Sonia Nieto spoke "as educator," describ-

ing English Only as "Robbing people oftheir

digiuty." The high hope*; of first-generation

immigrantsbecomecrushedundertheshame

theyaretaught to feel for their native culture

and language, she said.

In a survey conducted last year at

Holyoke Public High School, at which a

high proportion of the students are

I*uerto-Rican, Nieto said figures showed

that of those Puerto-Ricans who had re-

ceived a bilingual education, in Spanish

and English, 3 1 percent had dropped out

prior to graduation, whereas of those

who had received only an English edu-

cation. 69 percent dropped out. She asked

those assembled, what more proof could

be needed to demonstrate the destructive

nature of the 'English Only' movement.

Also on the panel were Rosalie Pedalino

Porter, the Director of Research in En-

glish Acquisition and Development,
Washington D.C., and Marcus Raskin,

Director ofthe Institute for PoUcy Studies,

Washington D.C.

Human error shuts down
long-distance calling
By TONY ROGERS
Associated Press

BOSTON—A malfunction that knocked

out most long-distance calling in New En-

gland and caused flight delays as far away
as New York was caused by human error,

American Telephone & Telegraph Co. offi-

cials said Wednesday.
Tuesday night's failure was the second

m^or disruption of AT&T service in as

many months, and analysts said the glitches

show how the nation's largest long-distance

company has neglected its backup systems

while competing with other carriers.

"AT&T was accused a long time ago of

building in too much redundancy," said Ri-

chard Toole, a Merril Lynch & Co. analyst.

Then they get into a competitive mode
where they have to compete with MCI and
Sprint, and obviously they don't have the

redundancy to keep this from happening."

AT&T officials disputed that charge, and
blamed the recent breakdowns on an in-

crease in the volume of calls.

The fact that we're now in a fiercely

competitive industry has spurred AT&T to

invest very heavily in enhancing the reli-

ability and quality of its network, to the

tune ofmany , many billions ofdollars," said

AT&T spokesman Paul Karoff.

The breakdown disrupted 60 percent of

long distance telephone service for 2 1/2

hours in parts of Massachusetts, Rhode
Island, New Hampshire, and Maine. AT&T
officials said.

The failure was caused by a worker doing
maintenance at a long-distance transmission

facility in Blackstone, a town southwest of

Boston near the Rhode Island border. Karoff

said.

The preliminary assessment is that a

step was missed in what should have been a

standard operating procedure," Karoffsaid.

They were changing hardware on the

system, which has customer-like compo-

nents to it."

Karoff said the work had been done at

three similar AT&T facilities around the

country without incident Tuesday.

The interruption occured about 7:56 p.m.

Service was restored about 10:30 p.m. by

rerouting calls. It was unclear how many
customers had been affected, Karoff said.

AT&T service was disrupted to and from

New York on Sept. 17. bringing air traffic to

a halt at the city's three m^jor airports and
affecting travelers nationwide, including

Logan airport in Boston. Long-distance

telephone service to and from New York was
not restored for seven hours.

The New York malfunction was also

blamed on employee error. The company
suffered a nationwide service outage in

January 1990 because ofsoftware problems.

"We're taking steps to make sure this

doesn't happen again," Karoffsaid. "You try

for perfect service every minute of every

day, but in the real world we're talking

about systems and people behind systems,

both of which are fallible.

Mike Ciccarelli, a spokesman for the

Federal Aviation Administration in New
England, said the telephone outage affected

communication between some aircraft and

ground personnel at airports.

The breakdown caused 20 delays of at

least an hour in departures firom Logan

Airport, said Mary Culver, FAA spokes-

woman in Boston.

Conservative UMass mellows
By ARI VAIS
Collegian Staff

Second in a two-pari series.

The Republican Club isn't what it used to be. Former

University shock-jounalists and campus celebrities Brian

Darling and W. Greg Rothman have graduated and left the

area (the former is now working for a conservative talk

show in Washington DC, while the latter has been selling

real estate in Hamsburg, Pa. and has recently joined the

Marines.)

The new face of conservative UMass is kinder and

gentler. The Minuteman newspaper, which used to make a

point ofoffending the politically correct crowd, has evolved

into a more serious conservative journal of opinion.

Now led by Charles Delano, editor of The Minuteman

and Jim Garstka, president of the club, the Young Repub-

licans has toned down its ultra-controversial image con-

siderably. The notorious shouting matches between the

conservatives and the liberals outside ofthe Student Union

have all but been forgotten.

As far as the upcoming presidential election is concerned,

members of the Republican Club and the University

Democrats share many opinions: both organizations feel

that George Bush has a excellent chance at serving a second

term; neither club, however, regards the president highly.

Of the Democratic candidates, both see some as having

no shot and others as being intelligent and worthwhile

Butas the UDems prepare for abusy yearofcampaigning,

Delano and Garstka are confident and relaxed.

There isn't very much we need to do. People already

know who George Bush is. they already like him. And he's

got plenty of campaign money already.", Garstka said,

pacing the spacious Republican office confidently. He and

other members ofthe club will do some campaigning around

the University in the spring, but not a lot else.

Delano said the only issue that could possibly hurt Bush

is today's economy.
That's all (the Democrats) can possibly say. He is still

very popular. Immediately after the war, his popularity

skyrocketed. Ifwe can have a Middle East resolution soon,

he will be unbeatable."

"It's a mild recession!", Garstka shouts.

•^ell, I wouldn't say mild. .
.", counters his partner.

The Republican Club office is adorned with photos of

Abraham Lincoln, Ronald Reagan and Jack Kemp, among

others. A photo of George Bush is missing. This lukewarm

opinion of Bush may be another reason the Young Repub-

licans won't be working harder.

"He's okay, but not great," Garstka explains. "Get Reagan
C0^4TINUED ON PAGE 8

Women, colonialism discussed
Professor: gender, race, class interlocked
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Correspondent

Society needs to examine the nature ofgender, race and

class together, said a University of Massachusetts an-

thropology professor at yesterday's Brown Bag Lunch.

"I think we don't pay enough attention to the interlocking

nature of gender, race , and class together," Page said.

Professor Helen Page gave a speech entitled "Conditioned

Aspirations and Gender/Race/Class Relations in Colonial

Zimbabwe" to a crowd of about 30 people on the the impact

ofthe colonial state on women and how women's aspirations

were conditioned by colonialization.

Page said colonizers conditioned relations and aspirations.

She said women were subordinated and they lost rights and

protection. But Page added that women were put in charge

of agriculture production and this "sacred act gave women

higher status and ritually empowered them."

Page said African colonialism caused many changes in-

cluding the extraction of labor and the attack on means of

self-sufficiency, how women were burdened with labor.

She said the attack forced women to resist by holding on

to their culture and maintaining their traditions to hold on

to tradition and maintain culture.

Page went on to describe the "very traumatic effects the

process ofcommunity development had on women. Women

had to do more work on farms, had a need for more money,

forcing them to seek work, and made efforts illegal.'

She described the anger and resentment women felt having

their husbandsand sons taken away, subjected to great dangers,

and their sons' new sets ofvalues and ambitions.

The colonial state attempted to silence dissident African

women, Page said. Women pleaded and demanded with

men to stop working for the Colonial State.

"Colonial settlers saw women as interfering and set up

means of attacks on women."

The colonial state worked to undermine the influence

women had over men to get their national state developed,"

she added. "The colonial state actively developed a state of

Rhodesia and tried to inhibit the tendencies of Africans."

Page discussed the notion of the settler state, and how

African women were subordinated to African men in the

image of White men and women. She said women were

essentially equal in the pre-colonial reality.

Colonizers persecuted women for leaving home, seeking

employment, prostitution or any dissident behavior so that

the colonizers could manifest the state of Rhodesia, Page

explained.

Page also said settlers considered African men effeminate.

She discussed how the mind of the settlers considered

African men as effeminate. "This caused men to want to act

and feel like the white settlers," she said.

David Booth
eulogized by
family, faculty
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Over 100 friends, family and colleagues gathered

yesterday in Memorial Hall to pay tribute to University

of Massachusetts professor David Booth, who died

two weeks ago after 25 years of teaching and service

to the University.

Booth, a political scientist specializing in state and
urban politics, was an active member of the Faculty

Senate and served as president ofthe Faculty Club for

five years.

"It's fair to say that no one gave more to the

University than David did." said George Sulzner,

chairperson of the political science department. "He
was the most extraordinary and talented individual

I've met in my professional career."

Chancellor Richard O'Brien noted Booth's "sense

of work, devotion and responsibility."

"Whenever we asked him to do something, what he

did frequently became a pattern for others." O'Brien

said.

O'Brien noted when he firstcame to the University

seven years ago. on one of his first days on the job.

Booth came over to him and said "I wtmt you to know.

Provost, ni do anything you need me to."

"I didn't then reahze that I'd cash in many of those

chips on David," O'Brien said.

Several colleagues noted the extensive contribu-

tions Booth made to the Faculty Senate, where he

served four terms. Booth's positions included the

chairs of the Senate Rules Committee and the Aca-

demic Priorities Council, which was charged with re-

allocating the University's dwindling resources.

"l Booth's! insistence on rules, organizations and
accurate minutes avoided much confusion," said so-

ciology professor Roland Chilton. "I saw much in work
to be emulated."

Former University Chancellor Oswald Tippo noted
that as president of the Faculty Club for five years.

Booth workedthe grounds around the cluband planned
many of the menus.

"All aspects of the club had to be above reproach,"

Tippo said. "It was the only real community on cam-
pus."

"It would be great to lift the rest of the University

to the level ofthe Faculty Club," Acting Provost Glen
Gordon said. "It would be a formidable task indeed."
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Laborers must organize
In the l>f^iHiinn, there were small shop

owners, artisans each with a specific craft.

These craftspeople, mostly male and family
men. worked in little shops or their homes,
making their goods with the materials of

their choice, going at their own pace.

Gayle Long

Then, the factory came into being All the
little shop owners were herded into large

buildings, working for 12 hours a day.
making their goods — but this time, they
are timed, they caimot choose the materials
they use, and another man sit« in a heated
office, looking down on them, making sure
each pulls his weight.

Needless to say, the man in the shop
made more and enjoyed his work much
more than the endless hours in the factory,

where he is told what do make and how fast

to make it.

Then, the factories grew bigger, and the
men — still with a family to support — are
no longer making an entire product — they
work on assembly lines doing one part ofthe
larger product.

The man in the heated room looks out of
the window in his office, counting the money
on the table. The men in the plant are still

working 12-hour days, but the wages are
shrinking because the man in the suit has
decided he is not rich enough.

The wages continue to go down, and the
family man is evicted from his home. To
keep his family fed. he rents rooms in a
tenement, and his wife and child go to work
in the fact4ir>- as well. The wife and child

work the same long hours as the man. but
they make le^s — barely enough for warm
clothes and food.

•"inaliy. the worker loses the craf^ — he

can no longer rememlier the day s ofhis little

shop, the pride he took in his work, and the
quality which went into each and every
product. He dreams of the man in the suit

giving him a raise, being able tt) let his son
go back to work, and even of re-opening the
little shop. But it is all a dream.

The man begins to talk to the other men
in the factory — and they all share this

dream. Dream of being paid for the quality

oftheir craft and the enjoyment they used to

receive when the job was done and done
right.

They decide they do not have the ability

or resources to reopen their shops, but they
do control the one thing the man in the suit

needs — labor.

The men go on strike — they want to be
recognized for the hard work they do each
day for the lousy wages and the pot)r con-

ditions. The man in the suit replaces the
workers— after all . he's got t he cash, he can
fire anyone he wants to. right?

The men go further. The next strike they
have, they refuse to leave the workplace and
the owner cannot get others to do their work
The owner gives in, and the men unionize.

The union gives them the ability to speak
as one. to work as one. and to have the
ability to bargain as one. Unions had a long
and hard battle to fight for recognition,

primarily because the men in the suit^ cared
only about their own pocketbook.

Now. unions are legal and have much
power in the workplace. The men in the
suits don't like that because they can no
longer exploit the v^orkers the way they
used to. They have to pay people fairly and
give them the rights they deserve.

Because of Ronald Reagan and the air

controller strike, the men in the suits today
think they can bust unions — they think
because of their money they control the
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world. But they don't.

When the majority of us graduate, we
will not be theCEOofammur corporal ion—
we will be working for MMneone with a great

deal ofmoney And though most ofus will he
atnsidered professionals (people who think
they don't need a union) they will still be
subjected to management solely out for profit

This brings us to CiKO ithe Graduate
Employee Organization for those v^'ho don't

usually read the Colleffian i. What a great
way to teach so many students so cheaply,
right? I mean, the average stipend of the
average teaching assistant is $6,000 per

year, and professors are much mure expen-
sive, says th*' man in the suit in Whitmore
and the administration

Not only that, but we can fail to classify

them as employees for the simple reason
they are students at the same time (not a
had deal. huh?>. What a money-making
scheme.

The moral of the story is — work where
youll be apprenated. find value and ef\)oy-

ment in your work, and ifthese things aren't
possible where you work — ORGANIZE.

Gayle Long is a Collegian coiumntst who
supports GEO

GEO's priorities are
unfair to undergrads

Therecomes a time when one must set his pnoriltes
straight. Now is one of those times. UMass is a public
institution dedicated to higher learning. This is, or at
least should be, the highest priority of the university.

The goal of all students here is to learn. The fate
of this goal is rather shaky with the impending
Graduate Employee Organization strike There is a
massive game of tug-of-war going on between the
GEO and the administration, and the undergradu-
ate students are playing the rojje. This conflict should
not have gone this long and it is time for an end, an
end before the undergraduates bear the burden. The
graduate students at this university must learn that
punishing their students is just not right.

The undergraduates her pay nearly nine thousand
dollars per year if they live in-state, and close to

$13,000 per year ifout-of-state. They pay to enroll in
an average of 15 credits, and expect to learn that
amount of material. Roger Long pointed this out in

his article (Co//e^n, November 5] with his "Admin-
istration Screw-over Scale (ASSi."

His point was valid. The undergraduates would
not receive that for which they were paid, but his
error is in thinking it is the administration's
wrongdoi ng. The one sure way to prevent the cheating
of undergraduates is for the GEO to not strike.

The GEO has four major demands. They want a
health fee waiver, an agency fee deducted from the
TA's checks, "binding arbitration" and job security.
First, the health fee for graduate students is $800. If

an undergraduate was to pay the supplemental health
fee which would provide comprehensive coverage, it

would cost $1,020.50 per year. We pay more. As for
t he agency fee, it is not Whitmore's position to keep
the GEO ahve, it is the GEO's responsibility.

As for the issue on binding arbitration, the GEO is

not a group with permanent members like the other
unions on campus. The graduate students will not be
here for more than four to six years. They therefore
do not need such a position. Finally, few people have
job security in today's e. nomy. Huge corporations
like Wang and GE are laying off people left and right,

and even the full time faculty at the University could
face layoffs with the state cuts and lower enrollment.

It is time for theGEO to realize what a strike could
do. Graduates, like us, the undergrads, are here to

learn. Your strike could prevent us from accomplish-
ing that goal.

I ask that GEO re-evaluate its priorities and stop
playing games with the undergrads as your toys. No
one is threatening to take away yowr instructors.

Jennifer Anne Munro
Orchard Hill

There is meaning behind the words
The power of words is ama/ing
Jumbled arrangements of letters, when put together in

conscious streams called language, have the capability of
producing numerous reactions from people. With beautiful

poetry, intelligent prose and hateful accusations, words
function as the core of our commumcation.

Felice Cohen
Words are the way through which we exercise our minds

and express our beliefs. These configurations of squiggled
hnes have the power over others to emit trust, while at the
same time, hurt and deceit, as it is the ultimate way we pass
messages along.

WTien young, we leam the phrase. 'Sticks and stones can
break my bones, but names will never hurt me." No matter
how many times I had repeated that to myself, the pain
from name-calling always lingered on long afler the actual
bruises had disappeared. Forthe names will always remain.

Remember when Mr. Brady told Peter to "try talking
instead of fighting," and Peter came home with a black eye?
Bullies who rely on muscle power are only hiding behind
their inability toexpress themselves with words. Fru.strated

in this respect, it is much easier to heave a rock at someone
you dislike then to tell them how you feel.

How different is this from the Middle East peace talks
going on today? For years, they tried to solve their disputes
with sticks and stones. Now they are making the effort to

talk. (Use words? Wow, what a revelation!) Do you think
they ever watched The Brady Bunch?

When I was 12, I remember struggling to write a poem
for school. My dad told me something I will never forget as
long as I write. That is, "writing is thinking outside your
head." Though it was not until years later that I understood
the deeper meaning.

Words, the messengers of people's thoughts, is what is

most frightening to our society. Since many lack the ability

to think for themselves, they must cling to others' thoughts.

That IS why we have politicians .Sure we have our own
opimons, but it is through these "word-people* that we are
able to express them.

But th«'re are those who generate terrible destruction
from the words they use Adolph Hitler, while viewing his

ugly thoughts, began a following which many empty-headed,
non-thinkerswound up latchingonto, and acoeptir^as legitimate.

Distinguishing the difference tMHwo<Mi our reactions
from the spoken word and the written word, we must
address the fact that both are capable ofemanating powerful
messages. And it is how the individual int*'rpret.s this

information that sparks the most controversy.
This is why name calling hurts. This is whyjokes sting In

reading words, you have yourown interpretation, but hearing
them spoken, they become more directed and focused.

When someone tells me they were touched or moved by
something I have written, even if only by one person, then
I feel I have accomplished what I set out to do. This has
helped me to understand that it is not the words people
relate to. but the meanings behind them.
On Monday evening. I was showered with the most

powerful, biting and inspirational words I have ever heard
spoken. Jonathan Kozol. speaking on the injustice ofpublic
education in America, lifted me out ofmy seat and had me
trailing on his every word. Though the words he used were
familiar, it was the structure and orgamzation that appeared
new and refreshing and meaningful.

"Use your youth, strength and energy to make America
the decent land that it is not." As his words spilled onto the
crowd, chills raced through my body.

Ifit is true that words do not cause pain, why get so upset
over individually targeted deviant remarks? Maybe we
should switch that famous quote to. "Sticks and stones can
break my bones, but names will hurt forever."

The ability to read and write is an assumed privilege.
The ability to read and write well is a valued gift. And it is

the responsibility of those who possess this gift to share it

with those who do not.

Felice Cohen is a Collegian columnist

TAs are greatly underpaid for quality services
I was excited to be able to attend UMass this fall. In fact,

I was so thrilled that I brushed off the fact that the tuition

is higher than predicted, the curriculum fees are astronomi-
cal and the health care cost and services aren't exactly what
the brochure promised. But, what the heck.

Now it's November and the promise of my "quality
education" is being threatened. The administration of this
university insists on playing a very dangerous game of
hardball with the GEO at the expense of our education. In

these tough economic times is it really all that wise of
Chancellor O'Brien and the other high mucky-mucks to

deny the meager requests of the GEO? I think not.

Aside from the chaos that will ensue with picket lines all

over this place, the students— you know, US, the ones who
foot the bills around here with our astronomical tuition and

fees — are the one who will suffer.

Thanks to my freshman vmting TA, I am able to write an
essay and have it under.stood. She works as hard as any full-

salaried teacher in this university. The TA in my poetry
class, a discussion class, has to read and grade over 90
essays every other week, and makes himself available at
any time to help a student in need.

They deserve a lot more than they are asking for. I will
blame the administration, not my I"As, for any strike that
may occur.

My point is this: graduate TAs work hard and they
deserve what they are asking for. If the administration
continues to ignore the GEO's demands, everyone loses.

Donna Abelli
Amherst
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Paul McGonnigars past statements come back to haunt
I read about David Duke, formerKKKgrand wizard, and

his campaign for the Louisiana governorship the same day
1 opened a Daily Hampshire Gazette and discovered UMass
Republican Club member Paul McGonnigal was running
for the Massachusetts state House of Representatives.

I began to wonder if I had woken up that morning or if I

were trapped in an awful nightmare about political neo-
Nazis.

Although McGonnigal says in the Gazette he does not
want to be considered "the student candidate," I think a
close examination ofhis student political record is necessary
in order to understand his politics, since he has no other
political record.

I think it was wise ofMcGonnigal to try to keep attention
away from his student activities, considering the right-
wing reactionary low-lifes with whom he has associated.

McGonnigal was a very active member of the UMass Re-
publican Club last semester, a fact he conveniently failed to

mention in his Gazette interview. For those who don't re-

call, this is the club that sponsored the gaybashing "Straight
Pride Rally" last spnng, brought a pro-apartheid speaker
on campus, and sponsored an anti-abortion rally. The Club
was also involved with the horribly sexist and homophobic
"Guy Glodis Talk Show."

McGonnigal has also been a writer for The Minuteman
— you remember, the ragsheet that has consistently been
anti-gay, anti-women, and anti-just about anything else

remotely related to human rights or civil discourse.

The UMass Republican Club has historically been this

campus' equivalent to the South's KKK. Guilt by associa-

tion should be enough to put the nails in McGonnigal's

political coffin.

But there's more. An examination of a transcript from
last semester's "Straight Pride" rally further reveals

McGonnigal's blatant homophobia. Among other things,

McGonnigal does not think UMass should fund Gay, Les-

bian, or Bisexual programs:
"I'm sad to say that many of those dollars are being

incredibly wasted by you people here today," McGonnigal
said, addressing the GLB crowd that showed up in protest.

Trystan Skeigh

What a distressingly unreasonable and exclusionary

position. If one were to count how much money is spent on
heterosexist programming at this University and weigh the
percentages, GLB programs receive pennies in comparison.

McGonnigal also does not support the Massachusetts
gay civril rights law: "Legislation passed to ensure certain

rights to others exclusively one sexuality or another is

wrong. Keep government out ofour bedrooms. You're doing

nothing of this sort by supporting the Gay Rights Bill."

Reading this twisted argument reminds me of the

doublespeak described in Orwell's 1984. Contrary to

McGonnigal's assertion, the state civdl rights law does not

extend any special privileges to gay people. It protects them
from being denied the privileges given to everyone else,

particularly in employment and housing.

The fact is, government has been in our bedrooms for a

very long time, because sodomy laws are still on the books.

If McGonnigal wants to keep government out of our bed-

rooms, he should be campaigning against the Supreme
Court's 1987 Hardwick decision and support the decrimi-

nalization of anal and oral sex.

Equally disturbing about McGonnigal is his blatant

disrespect for women. He spoke twice at last semester's

"Straight Pride" rally and his second speech was utterly

despicable.

McGonnigal told the angry crowd he wanted to talk

about "sleeping with the enemy" and then proceeded to

name an openly bisexual UMass woman and claim that he
and she had "built bridges together." The sexual allusion

was obvious and in horribly bad taste. If a sexual liason did

occur, McGonnigal had no business publicly bragging about
it. His insensitivity was grotesque.

But also, it raises a deeper issue. How can a man claim

to have a bisexual lover, and then oppose civil rights for

gays, lesbians, and bisexuals? McGonnigal's sexist hypoc-

risy powerfully reminds me of the Southern White slave

owners who slept with their Black female slaves but refused

to recognize their humanity.
McGonnigal's history of membership in sexist, racist,

and homophobic student political organizations and his

remarks at last year's "Straight Pride" rally reveal why he
must not be elected to represent one of this state's most
progressive districts.

Hopefully, as UMass Republican Club members begin to

realize their past can come back to haunt them, they will

stop engaging in their disgustingly uncivil behavrior and
join the rest of the human race. Until then, they all, like

McGonnigal, should kiss their political aspirations good-bye.

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian columnist

Closing of center lacked support
On Monday, Nov. 4, 1991, an elite group

of pseudo-nationalist^revolutionary, media
hungT>', Puerto Rican (Hispanic'' Latino?)

students officially declared the Latin
American Cultural Welfare Center to be ofT-

limits for anybody except Chancellor
O'Brien. While waiting for the supreme's
presence, who apparently didn't take these

bojrt and girls seriously by not showing up,

some angry kids desperately cried out: we're

falling, we're falling, and we can't get up! In

a show of support and solidarity to some
elements of the Asian communities, our
self-proclaimed, GQ-styling leaders joined

m the struggle of autocratic oppression, for

and against the SYSTEM.
However, the moral of our soap opera is

that a "minority people," in representation

of the oppressed ( some of whom have been
purposely aUenated) are going to stand up
against the SYSTEM, and fight until they

die? Graduate? Or. . .

So where were the people? Were the

Latin American students informed about
their new struggle? Is there any kind of

consensus or opinion? Is it a Latino, His-

panic, or Puerto Rican thing? Can anybody
participate in the decision-making process?

Or are we going to be continuously informed
by the media?

Historically, the people in power have

made certain concession to the social trans-

formation of certain groups as a means of

preserving their power or enhancing their

hegemony. Nonetheless, it must be clear

that a true revolutionary movement is car-

ried out by the people and not by self-

proclaimed philosopher-kings. Revolts, on
the other hand, attempt to substitute one
oppressor (leader ) with another, which may
satisfy certain particular needs of the in-

surgents. While a true and universalist

consensus may not be rapidly reached, the

people have the right to be consulted in any
decision-making process that may affect

them. It is the responsibility of our leaders

to reflect the true reality ofour people based
on the people's opinions, not to assume
assimilating autocratic attitudes.

We are already oppressed by identifiable

oppressors; we should not attempt to rede-

fine nor contribute to our own oppression,

by assuming egocentric, self-proclaimed-god

attitudes without the consent of our own
people. Furthermore, how can we clean

anybody else's kitchen when ourown kitchen

is full of filth and corruption. Let us not

forget the old sajring, "United we stand,

divided we shall fall."

Charles R. Venator
Central
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Officials warn of snowball danger ^
Once again we write to remind you all. as

cold weather approaches, that the former

"traditional" snowball fight l)etween the

University of Massachusetts and Amherst
College students. It is now three years since

the calamitous injury to Gary Gonya's eye

occurred, but the possibility, indeed the

likelihood, of such events is very real, and
should be of concern to all. We applaud the

restraint ofstudents over the last two years,

and urge everyone to ensure that we never

run the risk of such trouble again.

Richard D. O'Brien
Chancellor,

University of Massachusetts
Peter R. Pouncey

President, Amherst College

Stylists exploit hair power

Undergrads should support GEO
Teaching Assistants are vital to the

quality and integrity of our education.

60 percent of the classroom teaching on

this campus is done by TAs. They are

university employees, in addition to being

full-time students, yet they don't receive

the same benefits as other staff and

faculty. Though many undergraduates

have concerns, reservations and ques-

tions about the possible impact a strike

may have upon classwork and grades,

most of us are very supportive of the

GEO's struggle to gain recognition.

Now is the time to show that support.

Our participation and support are abso-

lutely necessary if we are going to be

successful in protecting our rights to a

quality education on this campus. Please

get informed and get involved!

Suggestions for undergraduates
supporting GEO:

1. Wear GEO stickers and buttons

(GEO office, room 201).

2. Talk to your professors duringclass,

ask them to change time or location of

class.

3. Ask TAs not engaging in the strike

why they aren't participating. Question

their logic and reasoning!

4. Involve your parents — ask them
to write letters or call and complain

about the administration's lack ofmove-
ment in negotiations.

5. Write your own letters to Chancel-

lor O'Brien or local papers.

6. Join the picket lines, even if it's

only for a few minutes.

7

.

Go to Chancellor O'Brien's office as

a class or group and express your frus-

tration.

8. Support your TAs by signing peti-

tions (available at picket lines).

RE: How will this strike affect

you and your grade?
Individual TAs will make their own

decisions concerning the level ofpartici-

pation in a job action. For this reason,

the effect of a strike on you depends on
the department's policy. Each depart-

ment will specify how to handle missed
work and time in classes. Ask your TA
for specific information.

Ted Chambers, Amherst
Eric Frank, Amherst

Do you want to obtain a position of real

power in this world? Then why are you
bothering with college?

(Why sir, you should have gone to beauty
school!)

If you've ever gotten your hair profes-

sionally cut, then you know ofwhat I speak.

There is nothing to match the feeling of

intense vulnerability than when your hair

is in the hands ofa scissor-wielding "artist."

What power, that!

Brooke C. Wheeler

"Can I be honest with you? This length is

so dated!" Snip, snip. Your crowning glory

falls into a thick pile on the floor as your
stylist takes "creative control." Your stom-

ach wrenches, your hands weakly clutch the

chair, your eyes glaze with involuntary tears
of pain/sadness/frustration/anger/dispair.

She/he hands you the mirror soyou can view
the disaster from all angles.

The back is all hacked up, short and
startlingly different from the "trim" you
requested. Your bangs! Those are irrevocably
chopped, displaying the foreheadyou've been
trying to conceal since grade school.

"It's something a little different than you
had, but it opens up your face. What do you
think?"

You don't want to be rude. But there are

feelings welling up inside you, threatening

to spill out all over your smug "stylist" and
his/her evil scissors. You try to muster a

semi-encouraging comment from the pit of

your stomach where your self-esteem now
resides. "I love it!" you sob.

In less than fifteen minutes, the hairstyl-

i.st, that soul who didn't go to college, who
might have dropped out of high school, and
eventually ended up at the Wilfred Academy
or Sam's School ofBeauty and Auto-Repair,
has reduced smart, important you into a
nauseous, teary, frustrated lump of awk-
wardness. Now that's power.

It's amazing how they can manipulate
your emotions and your outlook on 1 ife. Fran
Lebowitz once said, "Undoubtedly, the saf-

est sex in the world is having your haircut."

Ahh, the shampooing. Skilled fingers mas-
saging your scalp, running gently through
your wet hair, warm water streaming across

your skin, the scent of coconuts wafling up
around you. You lose yourselfin thismoment
to pure relaxation. Someone else is washing
your hair for you. What incredible luxury!

A hairdresser can make or break your
mood and your "personal style." They can
make you look absolutely fabulous for the

next month or two, or they can turn you into

an anti-social recluse with a destroyed self-

confidence. Even one little extra snip can
send you into an untouchable pissy mood.
Or you could walk out feeling great, exuding
powerful confidence, knowing that everyone
is looking at you and your fantastic 'do.

You must treat them reverently. They
are not hourly-wage peons here to serve

your whims. They are not all high school

dropouts with minimal ambitions and a

flair for hair. These people make a lot of

bucks. They grow up and get their own
salons. They can make up to six figures a

year (which is a helluva lot more than a

lowly writer will ever make). And don't

forget, they can make you cry.

Brooke C. Wheeler is a Collegian hair

disaster
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Student Senate
tuition and fees and voting

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

letters of protest to Chancellor O'Brien and to Associate

Chancellor Susan Pearson regarding the administration's

treatment of graduate students and the resulting conse-

quences for undergraduates ifGEO does strike.

Senate members had mixed feelings as to whether or not

they supported the potential strike, with most agreeing

that undergraduates would be adversely affected regardless

of what the final outcome was.

Freshman Eric Guerrero (Kennedy) said many under-

graduates he spoke to were supportive of GEO's position.

"Most students on this campus are able to see that their

demands need to met and are supportive of this strike,"

Guerrero said. "I thought they would look at from a more
self-interested point of view."

Jumor David Anderson (Commuters) said that despite

the difficulty graduate students have in paying bills and

fees, undergraduates share an equal burden in financing

their educations.

"It's ttiugh to live on la stipend],' Anderson said. "But we
all have that problem when we make the commitment to go

to school — everyone's got to pay the piper sometime."

In other news. SGA President David Gagne announced

he was establishing student task forces to deal with the

issues of student housing,

registration.

Monaghan will chair the Housing Review Committee,

dealing with undergraduate concerns about their living

situations. Student Trustee Kevin Newnan and junior Jen

Wood (Commuters) will head the task force on tuition and

fees, while sophomore Mathew Pavesi (Patterson) will head

the force on voter registration. ^^

iSUBUJRV^
of Amherst

•

OPEN!
Come in and place your order

for the BEST SUBS
in town!

l^ntL IW 'Mttooi with aarotker offerj|
4 Main Street • Amherst. MA OIOOIJ • 256 1919

OPEN Til 2 A M Thuri Fri Sat"

The Massachusetts Daily

Collegian is currently

accepting applications for

the position of

V^romen's Issues E<Utpr

Ne^^-s JElxperience Preferred.

Must be able to Hxite one news story per

week and one page every two weeks.

Must have some knowledge of issues

concerning women.

Come to the Collegian offices at

113 C^unpus Center

in the late afternoons.

Ask for Marc.

The Collegian is an E.O.E.

THE HADLEY PUB
fall weekend blowout!

Thu: Art Steele Blues Band

Fri: The Choice

Saturday, Nov 8th

•]|iiiii*iiifia«iii*jiiii#iiifl:

SYNAPTIC SNAP
BABA YAGA

50< DRAFTS ALL NIGHT!
U.. V n...M. y • lix <i><Hf< into <oU SaA 4<«44

Amhcrsl College Presents:

.MARSHAL!. CRENSHAW
riuirsilay, November 7

RORV BLOCK
Sunday, November 10

Boiti stiows start at 8 pm
Campus (\"nler Frontroom

8$ Cieneral. 2$ Amherst College

Tickets available at the door.

542-5T73 for more information.

Radial Retreads nL
LOW, LOW PRICE

ON SALE NOW THROUGH NOV 15, 1991

BUY ONE AT REGULAR PRICE - SECOND TIRE AT HALF PRICE!

Size

P155/80R13

P165/80R13

P175/80R13

P185/80R13

P185/75R14

P195/75R14

P205/75R14

P215/75R15

P225/75R15

P235/75R15

175/70SR13

185/70SR13

185/70SR14

205/70SR14

185/60SR14

195/60SR14

195/60SR15

Price First

$29.95

32.95

32.95

33.95

34.95

34.95

39.95

41.95

42.95

44.95

29.95

34.95

36.95

37.95

39.95

40.95

44.95

Second

$15.00

16.50

16.50

17.00

17.50

17.50

20.00

21.00

21.50

22.50

15.00

17.50

18.50

19.00

20.00

20.50

22.50

* SAFE * ECONOMICAL * SAVES OUR ENVIRONMENT * FULL
* 90 DAY FREE PLACEMENT WARRANTY

SERVICE Alignments Brakes Quick Lube Exhaust

Hours. Mon-VVcd 8-5. Thurs 8-8. Fri 8-6. Sat 8-4

"Your choice all season or snow tire!"

Hadley Tire and Brake Center

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton /Holyoke

584 4112 • 535-1888

TONIGHT

25.V9911 439 Russell St • Rt. 9 • Hndlcv. Mn 01035 25.V9054

LIVE - ON THE AIR

DANCE PARTY
PRIZES & RAFFLES
-DRINK SPECIALS-

-FREE MUNCHIES-
9:30 - 1:00

WHMP REVERSE COVER
First 99 people in before 10:30 will receive

$1.00SINCE 9 6 8

Trr- unwuMV

S W
By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

As we all stood around and waited for a
deteriorating Bob Dylan to get his boring ass

off the stage at last years' Concert on the
Pond, we were struck with the blow of not
having the privilege to see De La Soul. As the
busses poured in the VIP parking lot, we
hoped that one of those busses were
transporting them (nofCene Loves Jezebel!),

but it was not to be.

And if De La Soul, due to play this Tuesday
night at Pearl Street "Nightclub", don't come
in this time, there will be hell to pay. But they

have to. Their manager, Lee Stallman, an
organized and extremely patient man who
keeps his word, promised me they'd make it

up to us "UMass students next fall". Thus the

only thing that might keep them from not

appearing is if they died, a nuclear ex-

cnange happens, or If Pearl Street gets de-

stftM^m^llMW——»^ „
wori't^ijHB^^^^HA)Tr things.

For 'B^^IHI^^^^^^Hk?'^ Kermit cYabs

outther?\mHHpmvwho)hey are, De
La Soul are Cm^rfrom Slew Vork who've
managed tbpum^ipMt sQfne of the best and
moHt rnteClii^rit <^p the Industry has ever

5efifi:Non^6t (l^'isgoid-chain, flat top "You
Cai^'t-jPlay with My YoiYo" crap with

nothing thoughtful to offer; these homies
don't play that shit. Their debut album for

• tptnrny Boy records 3 Feet High And Rising,

fate crashed the charts like that journalist did

\z Talor's fancy dress wedding, mixing def,

hip-hop beats with old scratchy childhood

fave records, and adding a dash of their

home(boy)brewed d-a-i-s-y-age love potion

that made it ail come to life.

That record not only turned some heads

and shook some bootys, but also blew away

everything else the record industry had to offer. Not only did it top my list of finest

albums of 1989, but it also topped NMf and Sounds, (both publications from

Britain). And it came out at a time when Tone Loc's "music" was dominating the

charts, and to see him have to move over was a thrill.

Anyway, their new album, De la Soul is Dead, took a sharp turn. De La Soul is

Dead is one of those albums that doesn't hit you at first, but after a few joints and
a couple of cocktails it sounds perfect. Here they attempt to leave the "daisy age"

behind and get onto something new, but unfortunately a good 50% of the album
is about nothing at all. I might be wrong, but it's either because I'm not listening

carefully, or those joints and cocktails took a toll. Either way, you decide.

So it's well worth the time and effort to see De La Soul. After all, why not?

Personally I wouldn't pass up seeing three good looking homeboys on stage aissing

sell-outs, the Crammys, and just about everything else superficial that crosses their

path. De La Soul are nothing short of clever, witty and enjoyable. So set aside your

books, and bring your behind (and your ID!) to the door on Tuesday for a night full

of oodles and oodles of Oh!'s.

De La Soul will jam at Pearl Street Nightclub on Sunday at 8 p.m. The show is

18-I-.
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ThisIsKbtir Brain.

ThisIsYofurBrainM^thout Pizza.

AnyQuestions?
1

Four Medium Cheese Pizzas

lo viAiN snurr
Nt'RTHM'FTON, MA (MOtii)

584 3899

OKN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

GRYOS
GREEK. SALA.DS

SPINACH PIE

HOUSE SPECIALS
BAKLAVA

,\ND MORE...
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I Topping Extn.
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IurdmfK unt ci»9an po farty prr iwl M iMIk'Vtfng

noiHut drlMTVMbofiabunnb S(KwM«rtlt«*

IttmttK LmtadOdMmJlMi Hum (tkr tnittaen.
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Or ir>' ^^"f Collegiate Piira - A lariie Pepperoni Pi::a tor $6.00 with your Student I.D.

For free deihw call: 25}.}443.
Hut mi
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GflRDEN
BEST CHINESE BUFFET

MflNDflRIN/ SZECHUflN CUISINE

5 PM - 9 PM 11:30 AM - 3 ?M

SfiT Thurs SaNDflY

Buffet Brunch

fiLL-YOa-CfiN-EflT

$5.99
10 bacHEDTOwN Qo^ ^Qi.^ \mrm

2560231 2560292

We DEUVLD IK AMHED6T

5 PM - 9:30 PM E\TDm\Y

MlMMl'M $15 PLl'* $2 Dtl!\TPY C!i\Da
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WE ACCEPT MASTERCARD
I

FREE

SKI

FLICK

FOR

MEMBERS
Become a member at our table on the concourse

or at our showing of last years Hottest Ski Flick

"Return to the Sno Zone"
Campus Center, • Nov. 7th • 6:00pm & 8:30pm.

UMASS SKI CLUB

II

LIVE DAIICE PARTY,

i!

is now at

fhe Pub in AmIiersI

Every

Thursday

Night!

.00

»'•«#• . 00o*r0^*t

REVERSE
COVER!
The first
9^ people

I n by
10:30 PM

retoe. i ve
$I.OO

at the door!
PRIZES
ALL

N IGHT
LONG!!!!

WEEKEND HAPPENINGS

:-«'•»>•.•

THURSDAY
Annual Chrysanthemum Show is a Smith

Col lege event that dates back to the early 1 900s.

This year's highlight are the rare cascade

chrysamthemums. The show runs through

Sunday and is located at Smith College Lyman

Plant House on College Lane. This event is

wheelchair accessible. The show will begin at

1 1 a.m. and continue until 4 p.m. This event is

free.

Lunch & Learn presents the topic:

"Understanding the underlying reasons for the

laws of Shabbat" - a metaphysical and practical

guide. This lecture takes place at Chabad House

at Amherst, 30 N. Hadley Road and begins at

noon. There is a $3 fee. For information call

545-4094.

The Big Tune - Concert Music in the Belle

Epoch is a lecture by Henry Mishkin of the

Amherst College Music Department. There will

be listening at noon. This takes place at the

Amherst College Music Center rcx)m 3. The

lecture begins at 1 2:1 5 p.m.

Kenny Kirkland, pianist, and his all-star line

up will perform at the Iron Horse Music Hall in

Northampton beginning at 7 p.m. Tickets are

$9.50 in advance. For information call 584-

0610.

National Latin American Heritage Month

presents an art exhibition reception for Latin

American Art: 7 Perspectives with live music by

KIMSA. The reception begins at 5 p.m. and

continues until 7 p.m. The event is located at

UMass Augusta Savage Gallery at New Africa

House. For information call 545-5177.

BabaYaga and Sauce will perform Pearl Street

Night Club. Admission is $4. For information

call 584-7771.

Into the Blue will perform at Sheehan's Cafe

in Northampton. For information call 586-4258.

Silence=Death and Positive are two recent

documentaries about the effect of AIDS on the

New YorkCitycommunity. Activism and politics

surrounding AIDS are examined in both films by

use of video, interviews, and film clips. The

showings take place at UMass Campus Center

room 803 at 7 p.m.

Distinguished Lecture in Production and

Operations Management by Dr. Robert H. Hayes

and Philip Caldwell Professor of Business

Administration at Harvard University will be

presented at UMass Campus Center Auditorium

at 2 p.m. This event is free. For information call

Ericka Prew 545-5607.

Africa, The Drumming Continent: It's Form

and Teaching is a lecture lead by Dr. K. Kia

Buneski. This discussion of the Bantu-Kongo

world view Will be held at UMass New Africa

House in the Shirley Graham Du Bois Library

{2nd floor) from 7 p.m. until 9 p.m. This event is

free. For information call 545-0980.

Retail Lecture Series - Women as CEO's in

RetailingandAdaptinga French Retail Institution

to the U.S. Market is a lecture by Eugenia

Ulasewicz, president of les Galeries Lafayette,

the leading fashion retailer of France. This lecture

takes place at UMass Memorial Hall at 7 p.m.

This event is free.

Latin American Heritage Month presents De

Donde? "Where are you from?" is the first

question the INS puts to suspected aliens at the

U S. border. De Donde is a sad and beautiful

story of a people who are afraid to go home. The

performance takes place at Smith College

Mendenhall Center for the Performing Arts,

Theatre 14 at 8 p^^m. TicKets are $4 for students

and $2 for elders. For tickets, call 585-3220.

America Under Glass by Shawn McDonnell

is a darkly comedic, hysterically upsetting,

scathingly uninquisitive, socially unconscious

comedy show of sorts. The performance will

take place at UMass Bartlett Auditorium, room

65 at 8 p.m. A repeat performance will be on

Friday.

UMass LBCA Coffee Social will be held at

UMass Campus Center room 903. For

information call UMass Program for Gay, Lesbian

& Bisexual Concerns 545-4824.

Roomful of Blues will perform with Sugar Ray

at Pearl Street Night Club at 8:30 p.m. Tickets are

$1 in advance. For information call 584-7771

.

FRIDAY
Brown Bag Lunch with William Lanford will

present a lecture on "Crisis in Liberian Refugee

Camps" with a slide show in UMass Campus
Center room 273-275 at noon.

Shabbat Service will take place at the Hi I lei

House
at 7 p.m. with Shabbat Dinner dinner at 6 p.m.

Hillel House is located on 388 N. Pleasant

Street. All are welcome. Call to confirm 549-

0121.

Performing Arts Division Brown Bag Recital

will take place at the UMass Old Chapel Seminar

Rcx)m beginning at noon.

Saffire: The Uppity Blues Women are three

middle aged women teilin' it like it is. They will

be performing at Iron Horse Music Hall at 7 p.m.

For information call 584-0610.

SATURDAY
Weekly Torah Portion Discussion Group will

take place at Hillel House on 388 N. Pleasant

Street at 1 1 a.m.

John Wesley Harding plus Far Cry will be

performing at the Iron Horse Music Hall at 7

p.m. Tickets are $8.50 in advance. For

information call 584-0610.

Local legends. Synaptic Snap will work your

ass to the bone this Saturday night with opening

band and UMass favorites, Baba Yaga.

Performances will take place at the Hadley Pub

on Route 9. Fifty cent drafts will be served all

night. See you there. For information call 586-

4444.

The Food Fest is a night of focxl, fun, & dance

from Asia at Mount Holyoke College Chapin

Hall from 6 p.m. until 8:30 p.m. A party after the

fest will take place in Blanchard. The party

continues from 10 p.m. until 2 a.m.

SUNDAY
De La Soul with opening band, The Coalition,

will perform at Pearl Street Night Club. The

show starts at 7 p.m. For information call 584

7771.

Garnet Rogers, Canadian songwriter plus Patty

Gnffin will perform at the Iron Horse Mus*. H.ill

at 7 p.m. For information call 584-0610.

Number Theory and Dynamical Systems

presents a lecture by Jeffrey C. Lagarias from

AT&T Bell Laboratories. The lecture takes place

at Amherst College Seeley Mudd room 206 at

4:30 p.m. Refreshments will be served in Seeley

Mudd room 208 at 4 p.m. A dinner also takes

place in Merrill Dining Commons at 6 p.m. For

information call 542-2100.

Service and Shabbat Dinner will feature the

topic, "Tracing Anti-Semitism to its Roots" in its

discussion to be held at Chabad House at Amherst

on 30 N. Hadley Road at 6 p.m. For information

call 549-4094.

You Can't Take it With You is a f i Im with James

Stewart, jean Arthur, Edward Arnold, and Lionel

Barrymore. The showing takes place at Mount

Holyoke College Gamble Auditorium at 7 p.m.

and 9 p.m.

Poet Sharon Olds, well-known for her three

volumes of poetry, Satan Says, The Dead and the

Living, and The Gold Cell. A teacher in New

York University, she has received several major

literary prizes, including a Guggenheim

Foundation Fellowship. A reception and book

signing follows the reading to be held at Smith

College Wright Hall Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.

Pumping Iron II: The Women is a film about

the World's best

female body builders who gather in Vegas for

competition while judges debate two views of

the feminine ideal. The showing takes place at

Amherst College campus Center Theater at 7:30

p.m. and 10 p.m. Repeat showings will be on

Saturday at 7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m.

The Paul Winter Consort and guest Arlo

Guthrie will perform to benefit the Tibetan U.S.

Resettlement Project-Amherst. This performance

will take place at Smith College John M. Greene

Hall at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $1 5 and $1 2 with

student ID.
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A cool Kenny Kirkland Quintet to come
By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian Staff

In performance tonight is a quintet of some of the most
N-ibrant and interesting players on the scene today. The
Kenny Kirkland Quintet, with Jeff "Tain" Watts, Don
Elias, Charnett Moffet and Kenny Garrett.

Mr. Kirkland first came to prominence on the music
scene as a member in the bands of Wynton Marsalis and
Sting. He has been playing since age six. born and raised in

Brooklyn, New York. He has played and combined many
genres of music, including Afro-Cuban. European classical,

rock, fusion, "jazz", and others. These wide ranging abiUties
have helj)ed Mr. Kirkland to forge a voice that is uniquely

his own. with his debut album Kenny Kirkland (on GRP).
attesting to this. The album was actually recorded over a

two year period, while Mr. Kirkland was busy touring with

Sting. The album contains standards by Bud Powell,

Thelonious Monk. Ornette Coleman and others, as well as

showcasing Mr. Kirkalnd's talents at composing originals.

Jazz Scene
The personnel on the album is a mix of various players

who have working relations with Mr. Kirkland, including

Wynton and Branford Marsalis, Bob Hurst. Jerry and Andy
Gonzalez, Steve Berrios, Chris McBride. and the players

who will be performing with him tonight. Perhaps the

highlight of the album is the arrangement ofMonk's "Criss

Cross' as a mambo piece featuring the Gonzalez brothers.

Mr. Kirkland's schooling years at the Manhattan School

of Music were somewhat turbulent. With no courses in

"jazz" performance or theory, he was locked into a program

that only dealt with European classical music. He eventu-

ally dropped his piano m^or. picking up a theory and

composition mtyor, but faced reprimands from his instruc-

tors whenever he introduced "jazz" idioms into his playing.

After schooling, Mr. Kirkland joined up with Wynton
Marsalis in 1981. joining Sting's band four years later.

Desiring to play more than just electronic keyboards, Mr.

Kirkland set out on his own in 1990 to return to his favorite

instrument, the acoustic piano, citing influences from McCoy
Tyner, Kenny Barron, and Herbie Hancock.

In addition to Mr. Kirkland's credentials, the Quintet

boasts one ofthe finer rhythm sections that one could ask for

CONTINUED ON THIS WEEKEND PAGE 6

CORREC1ION:

TMl£ PIBS UMl DANCE PAKTN
re\'ersecl coser promotional adser-

tised \Vednesda\ . No\ . 6 in

THE COLLEGI/\N
should ha\'e read "The lirsi 99 ^xx)^)le

m b\ 10:30 receive one dollar at the

iloor'". no! "the first 55 people ' W'e

apol(\i^ize lor this error

BOLTWOOD
MARKET

v^" J Congratulates

Laura Rowe
of Puffton Village

Lunch is on Ub!

Bring in this ad by Friday 1 1/8/91

to receive a delicious sandwich

made just the way you want it!

ISOLTWOOD MAKKtr • I 7 Kcllcxi Ave
(behind Kart'st

253-9081 • open daily, 9-7 • Sun 9-12

All you can eat!

-= Cafe Ashley's=
Famous Sunday Buffet

4- Belgian Waffles

-¥ Eggs & Omelets
"¥ Home Style Potatos

4- Bacon & Sausage
Scalloped Apples

Carved Ham
> Fresh Fruit

-¥ Fruit Breads

> Croissants

4- Bagels

$6.95
Rt. 9 McKlley • 2 Miles from UMass • 586-(5393

next to Howard Johnson's Lodge

Pinocchio's

Ristorante Italiano
11 77 N. Pleasant St., Amherst i

Free Delivery
Menu includes:

-Pizza

-Salads

-Subs

-Dinners (lasagna, egg-veal

chicken parmigana, and

manicotti)

-And new item - Calzoni!

Hours:

Monday -Thursday

Friday-Saturday

Sunday

549-3669

4pm-2am
4pm-3am
4pm-1am

CALZONES
Any three only $9.95

valid for p/u or del. only
One coupon per order-expires 1/31/92

~~
^1.50 OFF
any Large Pizza

with 2 toppings
valid for p/u or del. only

One coupon per order-expires 1/31/92

1\
II FREE TOPPING
" on any medium pizza
" valid for p/u or del. only

11 One coupon per order-expires 1/31/92

II

any two Calzones

II $7.00
II valid for p/u or del. only

II
One coupon per order-expires 1/31/92

(Jif»n2jf
RtCORDS

RECORDS • CASSETTES • COMPACT DISCS

IMPORTED, INDEPENDENT

& DOMESTIC

MON-WED930-6 SUN 12-5

THURS-SAT9:30-9
213 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON

586-5726

COLLECTABLES • USED
MANUFACTURERS OVER-STOCKS
MONDAY - SATURDAY 10 - 5:30

THURSDAYS 10 - 9 SUNDAY 12 - 5

21 STATE ST NORTHAMPTON
58&-1707

— ""g coupon per order-expires i/sifiz
||

^..^ ^^^,^.. ^- ^.^^ k-^^ .,.,.,^~

I

TWIN SPECIAL
I

I
2 Large Cheese pizzas

|

I
$12.50

I

Any Topping $125 more
|

' valid for p/u or del. only

I
One coupon per order-expires 1/31/92

|

rrtrtt Maug
'^ ^ Liquor Store

Catamount Christmas Ale $6.69 6-pk

Bicentennial Ale from the

Vermont Mountain Brewers $4.69 6-pk

Miller Genuine Draft oI^L
Light .^.. $11.99 case

Labatt's Blue Light $12.99 case
/• - r . ^_

Meisterbrau ..tf... $7.99 case

Southern Comfort 80 proof $8.99 750 ml

Sambuca Romana $8.99 375ml

iP- KEGS STARTING AT $33.00 ;>,
\,#\ CHECKS/ MASTERCARD/ VISA £^'^ ACCEPTED FOR KEG DEPOSITS. ^

338 College St.

MEGABUCKS* One mile East of Amherst center on Route 9

WE HAUE IT! Open 9 am - 1 1 pm Rain or Shine • Always Open
VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

I
I

I I

t
u r

t991 tour

s

e

SPECIAL GUESTS

Color Badd

The Hartford

Civic Confer no taping, r

please!

NOVEMBER

Hartford

Center

'^s"

ROLL THE BONES TOUR

LIVE

FEATURINC:

MICKEY HART BABATUNDE OUTUNJI,
ZAKIR HUSSAIN, AIRTO MOREIRA,

FLORA PURIM, CiOVANNI HIPALCO, SIKIRU
ADEPOJU, AND T.H. 'VIKKU' VINAYAKRAM

DECEMBER

SAT
NOVEMBER
LYMAN CENTER

SOUTHERN CT STATE UNIVERSITY

The Hartford

CivK Center

ON

»» I RESPECTIVE BOX OFFICES G-FOX VIDEO GALAXY
(203) 624-0033 (NH) • (203) 525-4S00 (HT)

PRODUCED BY JIM KOPLIK/SHELLY FINKEL/JOHN SCHER/METROPOLITAN ENTERTAINMENT
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Get an earful of blues
By KLAUS GAUGER
Collegian Correspondent

Successful bands often have modest be-

ginnings. Such was the case with Roomful
of Blues, who will be playing this Friday

night. Nov. 8 at Pearl Street Club in

Northampton.
Founded back in 1967, the group starts,

as somany others, as a typical drums-piano-
guitar-vocal ensemble They played in cof-

fee houses and small bars in their home area
— Rhode Island and Connecticut — and
soon had a certain local success due to their

danceable repertoire drawn from the R&B
styles from the thirties to the sixties.

Reinforced by their increasing reputation

in the national music scene, highly respected

jazz critics like Helen and Stanley Kance
gave them favorable critiques; tours, radio

and teleMsion appearances followed.

Since then the band's musical career has
been flourishing and their already nation-

wide reputation was further cemented by
recordings with R&B semor saxophonist

Eddie "Cleanhead" Vinson and pianist "Big
Joe" Turner. Both recordings resulting out

of this collaboration were nominatc^d for

Grammies in the Best Traditional Blues
category in 1983 and 1984.

Roomful of Blues are today considered,

along with contemporaries like the Fabulous
Thunderbirds and Stevie Ray Vaughan, as
belonging to the group of truly innovative

traditionahsts. The band has received mu-
sicians like rock diva Pat Benatar on a Blues
album, True Love, which made the Billboard

Top 40 in 1991.

Comments made about Roomful ofBlues
by famous fellow musicians are certainly

impressive: Count Basie described them as

The hottest blues band I have ever heard."

And if critics were not on pnnciple cautious

when predicting the quality ofa coming live

performance, the writer ofthis article would
strongly urge the readership to get their

tickets right now. But if you do have some
spare time and money, have a look at Roomful
of Blues playing this Friday night at

Northampton Pearl Street Club.

Sugar Ray of Roomful of Blues
Photo by Joe Roacu

Weekdays @ 3:00,6:45&9:00. Friday @ 4:45,6:55&9:15.

Sat & Sun @ 2:30,4:45,6:55&9:15

N ' X%
Weekdays <a 3:00,6:20&8:55.

Saturday & Sunday @ 2:00,4:30,7:00&9:30.

L>"---)

TNLTIIMIHRi:

with Cast @ Midnight on Friday

E^ WHO'S

OPEN

LATE?

Sun.-Thurs. Open 'till 3:00anfi

Fri.& Sat. Open 24 Hours

ilIDlilU',

Route 9, Han.riy

256-6889
next to Slop & ShoD

Showtimes

Mon - Thurs

7pm - 9pm
Admission $4.(X)

Student w/ID $3.(X)

Al> pholo

LOOK INTO MY EYES — You're getting very sleepy . . . you uill

enjoy my art! Christopher Ciccone, 30, poses Monday with No. 18 of

his printing series "Figurate** at New York's Wessel O'Connor
Gallery. Ciccone, though a college dropout has designed sets for

one of 1990s biggest pvp music tours, his first interior decorating
job made the cover of Architectural Digest, and his first show of

paintings opens this week. His advantage, he's Madonna's brother.
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Year of the Gun pulses with authenticity
PAGE?

By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

John Frankenheimer. director of the classic poUtical
thriller The MarichurianjCandidate, has returned to the
genre with Year of the Gun, a complex yet satisfying
drama with its roots in real-life.

American David Raybourne (Andrew McCarthy ) returns
to Rome after a five-year absence. It's 1978 and Italy is
being threatened by the terrorist group, the Red Brigades.
Raybourne has an Italian girlfriend played by Valeria
Golino whom he wants to take out of Italy. To raise money,
he decides to write a fictional novel based on the events
unfolding around him. He changes the names of people
involved (mostly his friends) and creates his own plot twist:
the kidnapping of Italian premier Aldo Miro. Raybourne
meets up with hotshot political photographer, Alison King

Jazz

CONTINUED FROM THIS WEEKEND PAGE 4

these days, with bassist Chamett MofTett,

and drummer "Tain" Watts. Mr. Watts is a

tremendous player, having been hailed by
Max Roach as the best young drummer on
the scene. Mr. Moffett (Charles's soni, is

also a fine player, having played and recorded

with a who's who of today's younger gen-

eration. Rounding out the group is percus-

sionist Don Elias (best known for working
with Carla Bleyt, and Kenny Garrett, who
was Miles Davis' last saxophonist. An in-

teresting quintet that should provide an
evening of solid music.

The Kenny Kirkland Quintet will be m
performance tonight, Nov. 7. at 8p.m. at the

Iron Horse in Northampton Call 584 0610
for tickets and information

HUNAN GOURMET
f-

CHINESE RESTAURANT :

ADVOCATE
• B K S T •
THK VAJ,I.K>

KLADLRS POLL

19 9 1
III P1*c«

The aroma, sound A tatta
of authentic Chinese cuisine
prepared Hunan, Szechuan,
Mandarin or Canton«se style
— •specially for youl

fe

•FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., Northampton • 585-0202 • Ample Paiting

Open 7 Days a Week • NO MSO
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE |A

(Sharon Stone) who wants her photos to accompany his
book, but he insists the book is totally fictional. When the
manuscript fall into the wrong hands and the Miro kid-
napping becomes a reality. Raybourne and King find
themselves on the run and wondering who they can trust.

Alfred Hitchcock got plenty ofmileage out ofthe innocent
man in extraordinary circumstances plot. Hitchcock, how-
ever, had the benefit of a powerhouse cast. Year ofthe Gun
falters in its bad casting and hokey acting. Andrew Mc
Carthy (Pretty in Pink) is effective but not substansive as
the naive American embroiled in a terrorist group. A badly
miscast John Pankow (Mortal Thoughts) portrays an Ital-

ian professor. This problem gnaws at the film's authentic-
ity, constantly reminding the viewer that this is a movie.
Sharon Stone (Total Recall) is unbelievable as the photog-
rapher. If she shot and survived such horrors in Vietnam,
why is she so surprised and shaken after a riot she involves

herself in? And finally, Valeria Golino (Hot Shots!) pops up
so erratically that she never quite makes an impact.

Year of the Gun methodically (and somewhat blandly)
sets up the story, carefully placing well-needed jolts. When
the film evolves to a chase melodrama, it only gets more
exciting. Director Frankenheimer shot the film to match
existing television footage. He eerilyand sucessfuUy captures
the back alleys and piazzas of Rome. Year ofthe Gun has a
decisive edge over most contemporary thrillers: it feels real.

The threat of the Red Brigades is all too real because it

actually existed. The fact that the events really happened
only adds to the film's pulsing authenticity.

Some bad casting and wooden acting should not dampen
your choice to see Year of the Gun.

Acting. C- / Plot: B/ Excecution: B+ / Overall: B

We Salute All Our Veterans
WINF LIOIJORS

BUSCH
& LIGHT
24- 12 07 can«

^h J ^ DRAFT &
II lilt1$..LIGHT

24-12 ot cans

MOLSON GOLDEN
2 i2pii.boniM

ROLLING ROC
2i2ph bottl«s

MOLSON GOLDEN
1 2 Dk bottle

ROLLING
ROCK,

RIUNITE 0991 OLD GRAND DAD »-

lAUrn mi ixu anas nv«<iA ^^ ' ^ S 4 ^BQQ
1 y s,

KASPeaiWY _
Blanco. BiusH MOM bx3ko
SALE tS.49, HML-m REBATE 2"

COST AFTER REBATE

INGLENGQK WINES
«HMf. VMTf tMIKM. IIMGU».3 f

^-^ g49UJtN
>x

NAPA RIDGE ^
WHITE ZINFANDEL fcv:*^
SALE $3.49. MAIL-IN REBATE I**

COST AFTER REBATE

GLEN ELLEN m
PROPRlSrORS RESERVE iL

2 pk botiiel|jy 1^. !!} ^%
HARVEY'S

M BRISTOL CREAM

ABSOLUT
VODKA Wl «
SEAGRAM'S 7

SALE 12 49. MAIL-IN REBATE 3-
COST AFTER REBATE 949

'U.

FLEISCHMANN'SGIN
SALE 11 49. MAIL-IN REBATE 2-

COST AFTER REBATE 849

CUN MACGREGOR
SALE $14 49, MAIL-IN REBATE 3^

COST AFTER REBATE

849 ABSOLUT
VODKA 11

49

1VM

"•I (••^•nti*i« |«,

9am to 11pm
Monday thru Saturday

HADLEY
Campus Plaia'Rout^ 9

253 9344

TWO ^

LOCATIONS

AA
HOLYOKE

SalE PRICES
TmjRS 11-7

TMt?u
v. : 3 " '3

30 Lincoln St
534 4555

raE3
TeleChack

rmmm
LIVE ONE LOVE

BAND
I
AN ISt ANO
or cAneaeAN

1 WItHMTHI 18«

Ml« UMGIE riNoour
I
WHAt rr S ALL ABOUTI U»

CREEK
I

UNBEA TABlf JAMUt RSI IS.

4 MEET PEOPLE WHO
LIKE JO HAVE FUN! 1Bt F"*-

THE THROBS u|,
I

pJ.ji MONA LItA-OOW r W/SS/iPp^S

I:

IN ASSfJCIAt K)N ««.W()/Q

AtL£l:
EVERY WEDS OMELOVf f -«'

Fni
,
11/15 M1YSICAL '

ORAFFITI
SUN

. 11/17 DBATH
FRI

. 11/22 VECUlSHOtail
FRI . 12/6 THEFOOLI
FRI, 12/13 .MMNCMMI Vf
ADVANCE TIX KMMt. PIM«|lu> SM^tlMlM
1 Muse Ou««

ROUTE 9. HADLEV . 586-4463
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MISS AMERICA PRELIMINARY

CONTESTANTS

WANTED
CALL: LOREE CLOUD

(413) 562-7295 OR 562-0300

NOBODY'S

IIIIIIIIIIIIIII

UADIMVuMUSIC
NOntMAMPTON

Ends Nov. 14* (2-films) Separate Admissiun

At 7:00pm At 9: 15pm
The Fnal Release Of I "A MSTUmiNO, provocative tai£

The Orig inal Masterpiece I ^ '**^'*7 SEEM BEFO«:

IANTE6NA ii MVID MAMETS

M lllKCJAIKSOKSMmU ()1 I l(,l

KT 9 AMI «tRST/l lADLFY
BETWEEN SUPER
STOP N' SHOP &

LIQUORS 44

AT Tl IE

CAMPUS
PLAZA

V^^-V •;:„.y
Blazers

neq. ^80-^75.00

$
LADIES & MEN'S

Jeans &
Pants U. 99

Sufeater Dresses

Reg ^98 & up

MENS&LAOIES ^ Jt /I/I

Smdins ^9. ^^

Reg. ^28-^38.00

FIRST QWALITY AND SLIQHT IRREGULARS

NOBODY'S
PERFECT

Not even the best known specialty 8i

department stores in the U.S. They
make mistakes, too...That's when

our buyers take advantage and pass
the savings onto you!

CAMPUS PLAZA RT 9AMHERi;T/H/^DlfY

Phone 256-8686

Hours:

Sun. 12pm-6pm • Mon., Tucs., W«l. 10om-6pm

Thurs., Fri. lOum-Vpm • Siit. 10am-6pm
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Four great local band releases reviewed
PAGE?

By BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

For ever>' band or artist that lands the "big

record contract" there are literally thousands

who toil away with little or no recognition.

The indies fill this void, but even that can be

elusive. The first step is to produce your own
album, release it locally, sell it at gigs, send

it to radio stations and indie labels, and

hope you get discovered along the way De-

pending on their budgets, most local artists

put their money into the recording process

and put their work out in cassette form

because it's currently the cheapest method.

I've selected four outstanding local cassettes

as a sample of what's here in our own
backyard. All are for sale at local retail

record stores.

Ray Mason writes well-constructed pop

songs with excellent hooks and wry lyrics.

His newest release Silvertone Pop is his best

effort to date. This time around he features

his band, which includes Jerry Ellis on bass

and Keith I everault on drums. Those in the

know say this powerhouse rhythm section is

the best in the Valley. Others fine talents

figuring prominantly on this album are

drummerChetPasek. guitarists Matt Cullen

and Jim Armenti, and keyboardist Jim
Weeks. This album features the sessions

recorded at Longview Farms and it's essen-

tially a finished product waiting to be pressed

into a CD. The pnxluction, which included

sound engineer Peter Keppler, is top notch.

There are some great new tunes on the

album such as "Between Blue and Okay"

and "Lesley-Ann" as well as new renditions

of old favorites such as "Angeline" and "It's

Heartbreak that Sells".

The two blonde haired Herschler twins

write powerful, anthemic, thought provok-

ing siongs built upon outstanding musi-

cianship and intertwined vocal harmonies.

Mark Herschler's brash guitar strokes and

raspy vocals make one half of this pair.

ALL YOU CAN
EAT!

Time' t|# Out
Homemade
Spaghetti
w/ salad & bread
the BEST you'll have!

Thurs. night 6 - 9

Mark is a one man jam session waiting to

happen, and he has honed his skills to razor

sharp while performing in Europe over the

past decade. Mathew is an artist who's po-

etic flair and swirling bass lines form the

other halfof this dynamic duo. The first side

of the Herschler Brothers Band debut

cassette was recorded at Wendell Recording

Studios while the flip side is a live recording

of an Iron Horse performance. Some choice

cuts are "Cain and Abel' a song about frat-

ricide, "Prayer for a Friend" and the funky

"Mother Street". The album also features

jazz pianist Tom McClung. drummer Doug
Ranen, guitarist Johnny Cruz, and newest

member Jimmy Gordon on harp.

Jabberwocky
Ari Vais was born in Moscow and moved

to the States in 1978. He has been a fixture

on the UMass music scene since he first

arrived here in the late 80s. Despite his ties

to the Pioneer Valley he has also found time

to travel extensively and perfect his

songwriting. He has appeared in clubs in

Hollywood and London, and he has opened

for acts such as School of Fish. Throwing

Muses, and the Violent Femmes. Ari is baciv

in town to finish his degree and true to form

he is also busy with his music career. This

cassette, aptly titled "Unsigned", is a gem of

alternative folk musings and was recorded

at Gypsy Lane Studios in Norwich, England

on digital technology. One tune called "Kimo

ki Papa tay" has recieved airplay on WFNX
in Boston. Other notable songs are "Alone in

My Victorian", "Amsterdam" and a neat

cover of"Summertime" by George Gershv •

Thrashing Skumz released a cassett*;

entitled "Give the Metalheads a Haircut' a

few years back that became a local hit. Their

newest effort is titled "The Gospel Accord-

ing to Jovi" and it displays a more mature

and developed sound. The new songs still

feature their brand ofwitty tongue-in-cheek

humor but the music is more aural and lush

and there is some wonderful psychedelic

and gothic guitar going on. as well as incor-

poration of back-up instrumentation such

as accordion, harp and flute The Thrashing

Skumz display a youthful exuberance mixed

with heavy power cords. Some of the better

cuts on this release are "The Public Trans-

portation Nic Fit Blues", "Jovi's Karma"
which is an amusing twist on political cor-

rectness, and "Hallucinations". Jovi, by the

way, plays tambourine.

Over 150 Shops and

5 Department Stores including:

HPWfOHS

JC Penney, Sears, G Fox,

Steiger's and Filene's

Basement.

Over 15 Cafe Scjuare

eateries and 7 sit-down

restaurants.

HolyokeMallhasitall!

Only 4.50 Round Trip from Hoiaus Moll UMoss. Purchose

rickets from the Campus Center/3rd Fl.

Coll for other price informotion from other departure loca-

tions. Tickets are ovailable in advance at the following

locations:

Aink«rst: 79 S Pleasant St.

(Across from the town Common)
(413)256-0431

Northampton: Peter Pan Terminal

I Round House Plaza

(Behind Cilv Hall)

(413) 586-1030

U Mass: Hotel Campus Center/3rd Fl.

(413) 545-2006

Schedule: Sat & Sun Sat & Sun Sat Only

UMass (l^ave» 12:01 PM 2:00 PM 4:00 PM

Amherst Center (Leave) 12:05 PM 2:05 PM 4:05 PM

Northampton (Leave) 2:25 PM 4:25 PM

Holyoke Mall (Arrive) 12:45 PM 2:45 PM 4:45 PM

Sat & Sun Sat & Sun Sat Only

Holyoke Mall (Leave) 3:20 PM 5:20 PM 9:20 PM

Northampton (Arrive) 3:45 PM 5:45 PM 9:45 PM

Amherst Center (Arrive) 4:05 PM 6:05 PM 10:05 PM

UMass (Arrive) 4:10 PM 6:10 PM 10: 10 PM

Busos arrivo and pick-up at the BIwo
intranco. next to Kub> lucsday.

Fer ether inffermatien, call Helyeke Mall Custemer Service Beeth at 536-1440.

strike
CONTINUED Fr?OM PAGE 1

O'Brien declined to gauge the effect of a strike on the
University. "It's impossible to know how many people
would participate," he said.

Striking graduate employees would receive a $100 per
week stipend from their parent union, United Auto Work-
ers. Some have said this could sustain a strike indefinitely

since the average weekly paycheck ofTAs ranges from $75
to $180 a week.

O'Brien said the stipend for graduate employees would
cost United Auto Workers $200,000 per week. "I don't know
how long UAW could sustain that,' he said.

Isaacs said the administration still refuses to offer the

organization an agency fee, a nominal fee t$l per week) for

non-member graduate employees, a benefit the other four

unions on campus enjoy.

At this time, the administration does not recognize the

GEO as a union and, after consulting with University

attorneys, said the service fee would be illegal.

The Massachusetts Labor Relations Commission, which
certifies all unions in the state, declared in 1979 that

graduate employees at the University could not unionize.

Emily Isaacs said the GEO, which voted to be represented

as GEO/District65/UAW in November 1990, is a union. "It's

fairly clear that we're a union in everybody else's eyes but

the administration's," she said.
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UMass ^
256-8911

"

m Mt. Holyoke

H 535-1111

We Accept Ccmpetetofs Coupons

30( PIZZA
ORDER ANY TWO TOPPING

LARGE PIZZA. GET MEDIUM

1 TOPPING PIZZA FOR 30c

^S/-^ Expires December 31,1991 */-

$1.99 PIZZA
^y^ BUY ANY LARGE Hj£
••^

PIZZA. GET 2ND .
-

^Ijj 0NEF0RS1.99 "^
With ttiis coupon Cannot be used witti any ottier offer

Expires December 31,1991

r
BUY ANY i

LARGE PIZZA ;

FOR THE PRICE OF
j

ASAAALLPIZZA
\1

With this coupon Canr>o( be used wMh any other oNer,

I

Expires Oec«mb«r 31,1991
_l

~ Long ~

HOT DOG
1/4 Ib.Hamburgers

Fries

Onion Rings
Grinders

Fish & Chips

= DRIVE-IN=
11 am-10pm • 7 Days

Route 9, Hadley
585-0241 J

GREAT PRICES «t FRIENDLY SERVICE. SHOPSCOTTS

MYERS
JAMAICAN

RUM

1099

CANADIAN
MIST

SalePrtca 12.90
Lett Mail-
In Rebate -3.00

vi'.ft^lO^^

COLUMBIA
CREST

CHARDONNAY

$A99

TANQUERAT
GIN

11 99

ROLLING ROCK
& ROLLING
ROCK LIGHT

1299
OVU

24 t2oz bCH'tS

MEISTER
BRAU

99
-t-D*p

24-12 M. cant

BUD
LIGHT

BUD LIGHT
& BUD DRY

99
+ 0*p

12 12 0Z bonies

EDEN ROC
CALIFORNIA
CHAMPAGNE

$4,49

Tgle-check for
your personal check.

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FA VORITE LIQUOR STORE!
C/itck our our

l»rg» $$l»ction of

nonalcoholic tMtrt t minis

W»hav»$ll-6 University Drive , «r*rMv«air

—

at Newmarket Center, Amherst I
Mn».Lo(ffyg»m»s!

VISA. MC.OR CHECKS
ACCCrTEDFOR
KEO DEPOSITS

ENTER NOW! MRadx>kl iRUtHSL WIN PRIZES!

DEADUNTT^OV. 12TH

Reebok is sponsoring on intramural sports competition,

on a national level, at 50 colleges.

Enter now! Prizes include Reebok Cross Training pumps, Reebok
Sportswear, and a Weekend Trip to ttie Olympic Training Center.

•^^ GROUP EFFORT: Fraternity Cup to the fraternity winning the annual
intra-fraternity sports competition.

^ INDIVIDUAL EFFORT: Men and women score points in the ten events of

the Decathlon. The champs win Cross Training Pumps.

•^ SPECIAL TRIP: Top national scorers can qualify for a spring

weekend at the Olympic Training Center.

•^ MYSTERY SPOTTER: Wear your Reebok shoes and apparel and be
spotted as a special prize winner.

iii i i ii ii H iiii i ii nn iii i i n i iii i i ii i i i i im ii i i H i i i Himiiiiim i i i iiii i i.

ALL EVENTS WILL TAKE PLACE NOV. 16 & 17.

Sign up at Intramural Sports, 211-215 Boyden
or call 545-2693, or 545-0022

Deadline for signups is Tuesday, Nov. 12
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Republican Club
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

back in there."

Garstka and Delano see eye to eye when it comes to

missing "The dipper .' They feel that Bush is too moderate

and hope the nominations of David Souter and Clarence

Thomas will at least overturn Roe v. Wade, the landmark

Supreme Court decision permitting abortion.

"Ronald Reagan wanted to decrease the power of the

government. He ran against the establishment. George

Bush is the establishment." Delano said.

At the mention ofthe current democratic candidates, the

two men perk up. Mario Cuomo's name comes up almost

immediately. Jim Garstka is first up.

"Every single time he plays this game," Garstka said. "I

just wish he'd enter the race already so he could lose and

we'd stop hearing about him. IfCuomo gets the nomination,

it's an automatic victory for Bush."

"He's a clone ofDukakis, for one thing. He's a liberal, he's

got the same S(Kial issues, he's also a three term governor

who rarely leaves the country. Cuomo got the state of New-

York into the worst shape in the Union. Even worse than

Massachusetts," Delano said.

IfGarstka had to vote Democrat, he would support Paul

Tsongas because the ex-senator is a fiscal conservative.

"Last weekend, in New Hampshire, Tsongas attacked

Harkin for taking money from special interest groups —
that's great," he said.

"What the Democrats need to learn is that a liberal won't

take the White House. It's a lesson they haven't learned

from Walter Mondale or from Dukakis: there is no way a

liberal can win."

SPECIALS THIS WEEK
Get the be

comb
St of all worlds, low prices and selection, KJgff

:>ind with a warm, personable store '
'

BUD DRY Sll.^cs*

MILLER G.D $ll.'^cs*

DOS
EQUIS $8.n2pk.

ROLLING
ROCK se.'nipk.*

MICHELOB
LIGHT. $6.^M2pk.*

CANADIAN
MIST. $12.*M.75L

BOSTON BARTENDERS

SCHOOL OF AMERICA
If you are over 18, be a bartender.

LOCAL/NATIONAL PLACEMENT
AY/EVENING 1 WEEK • NOVEMBER &

DECEMBER CLASSES NOW FORMING

CALL TODAY • 747-9S8S

SI^L'lTt 202 • SPRINlUltLD- MA OUOJ

<^^l

|IM BEAM
Bourbon $13.*' 1.75

•o

AS ALWAYS
BUSCH 1/2 BARREL!!!

$39.90*

"AND FREE ICE-$3.00 VALUE

* plus Deposit

/^/?/v>>^ ^ Business'

FRIDAY NIGHT is

At Mike's

Free T-shirts & Prizes!

z:\ - Prizes include jjift certificates to^--~r=:

throi^ the door receive a flower

il bi^B atMM and aO ImBmw

ROUTE 9, HADLtV, Between Burner Kiinj; & Ounkin Donuts • >84-»174

* Drink Special
*

Malibu Wave
SI.SO

Always something

for everyone!

* Drink Special
*

99C glass of

Champagne

One

Way
From

Round

Trip

From

$24

THEONLYNON-STOPSERVICE
AMHERST TO BOSTON
Leaves Amherst

5:40 AM
7:00 AM

A 7:30 AM
8:00 AM
9:00 AM
11:00 AM

* 12:00 PM
12:01 PM

• 12:45 PM
1:00 PM

* 1:45 PM
2:00 PM

* 2:45 PM
3:00 PM

* 3:45 PM
4:00 PM

* 4:45 PM
5:00 PM

* 6:10 PM
6:10 PM
8:20 PM
10:20 PM
1 :20 AM

Express

Express

Non-Stop Express

Non Stop Express

Non-Stop Express

Non-Stop Express

Non-Stop Express

Express

Arrives Boston
8:30 AM
9:50 AM
9:50 AM

1 1 :00 AM
12:30 PM
2:00 PM
2:30 PM
3:15 PM
2:40 PM
3:50 PM
3:40 PM
5:00 PM
4:40 PM
6:30 PM
5:40 PM
6:50 PM
6:40 PM
8:00 PM
8:45 PM
9:20 PM
11:35 PM
1:35 AM
4:35 AM

WiNTERNSHIPS
Internship Opportunities

for Intersession!

Where are you going to be this January? You

could be working with one of these

Depaiu'e times are Irom Amhe'si U-Mass campus iHaigus Maiii Bus depans Amherst Cente' Tefmmai 5 Mmuies later

Frtday Only \ Monday Throuqh Fnday Only

Peter Pan Buses Depart from

Halgus Mall - U-MASS

Peter Pan Bus Terminal

79 S. Pleasant St.

Amiierst Center

PninrEan
For schedules and fares call:

U-MASS Hotel 545-2006

Peter Pan Term 256-0431

American Management

Association

Senator Stan Rosenberg

The Tab Newspapers

UST Corporation

Riverside Shakespeare Co
Starlight Foundation

Polese Clancy

Playwrights Horizons

Pratt Museum of Natural

History

The Lord Jeffrey Inn

Lobsenz-Stevens Inc.

Northwestern District

Aiiornev's Office

Mass Mutual Insurance

Americansfor Democratic

Action

Phillips Advertising

Baysiate Medical Center

Ford Mcxlel Managemnt
WBZ-TV Channel 4

Congressman John Olver

Attorney David Sullivan

Springfield Symphony
Orchestra

Also, there are still many spring semester

co-ops and intern positions available for

most majors.

To And out more about any of these opportunities,

come to a Field Experience Planning Session. Call

545-6265 for a schedule and additional information.

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement •Cooperative Education •Internships

Frilemily/Sororily Pirit on ihe Orchird IliU bus route. (413)545-2224.

^ ..-...

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

The spider Mafia at work

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

V4ef.T^«inInc. hcres +he
Z5< I "borrowed tPDm

Somebody ns*^ on ire.

and iii9onr^a be a
(terk ^a^ i^ I CNer

Xv-c

r TWINK ILL OSE. v^
QMARTtft TO CMi. WS

I/-7 illCS>

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

No V.);t«; foJ*i, folks. li'^

IHf i.iip'i \hiA 5oiir^W, audi

^_ evpUwW l»ll^.^

'^Mdfl.iToM-TclloV- AM
oMme like ^^4d( |He

and amelo.

l\e. ' A b«kdl p^dni

Bui llvTe'6fonef "fcusee,

or mitViUM^ t\m\)a^.

Ciiru6 frtjiiis b^»^ (jnsuildol^

ae\ tJ,
^'<i

tn -
foitvjrroitrow?

6ton ffjunw

workiM irate

J

I HAI^U
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CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

IF youCANT \^r^Zjr^\hiAy.mAPABLforiMfrm
Tmrnisof^Twr l^J ^ pifim, PORTING. f/mifjG,

.\ [ PRACTICAL

TOTAlVf

UNDER 21 By KRIS K. EARLE

r«.HC

->

kxo^ His Ci*if»i«M A"» Tii«T I

7-

'tP-'l°'l/\l

/ < Nur

I
^^Mt^• Imot I»*ft0

(V Urn, l" C. itt H'"

V

Quote of the Day
'There is only one way out for the poletariat: the

revolutionary overthrow of the rule of the bourgeoise.

. . Neverbefore has there been such a glut ofcommodities

alongside the misery and starvation of the working

class masses. Never before has it been so clear that the

capitalist system of society must be overthrown, if

mankind is to live as men!"

— Eugen Varga, director of the Instituefor World

Economy and World Politics in Moscow. I I9.U>

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 FHiputar hors

doeuva
5 Approiimalaty

10Qu*nartMcks
lost

14 Camus setlmg
15 Seasonal visiloi

16 Awar* of

1 1 MiS40u>i bvO
?OPbes Tha

Heart

21 Make (uMam
2? Compass p«

23 Island m iha

PtMhppmes
2S Playground lim«

29 Sorne bank
corHarm

30MMhout
•capbon

33Mil sch
34 Parks artd

ollws
35 CKnasa way
36 Omano bvds
40 - da la CiM
41 r^oatry musa
42 Oppofila ol

awaaltiar

43 Bril ddnnary
44 Larga

contamars
4 rutiH* stars

''laytw

47 iiiM:ipa

quanMws
Abbr

48 Actrass Oawbar
4'» f>.., h onnlly

b? I u<k1 gitl

•>1 Marylarvl t»rd

60 la Tra««aia

luoa
61 Hobo

«hlxavialior>»

ft3 Kh«1 ol aikniral

•4 i*«! a nwatcorna

5 Natives

ol Ttbal

6 City on ma
Rhtna

y Formerly

8 Hagen ol the

stage

SPolhola
Mtof

lOFrertcti

31 Cahaliar
32 Comes m

4S Frost s output
4« A maanaol

1

1

Soprano Mollo
12 Fa« cousin
13 Cobbler s

concern
18 MBSlarn Native

Americans
19 Adulterale

23 Pooti or

Bargon/i
24 Caesar s

panuNiniaie

Dvords

2% Proporltor^tf

relation

26 Eiave s place

n Mmded
TSUaasirode

MlMrt
29 ObhoaiKiris

30 And thereby

hangs —

34 Dhouvs and
scows

37 Russian lok
hero Alasander

38 Game catcher

39 Toast lopper

45 tid lor a

•our poster

46 Shant ol bridge

artd film

47 Central Asian

ANSWER TO PflEVIOUSPUZZU:
ftiDiiiiiir

SOPMlary
51 Ovecior

Ka<an
52 Tie

&3 Spare pan?
54 Spech
55 Muse 10 ma

matador
MCoiyplMie
SSPMIi AMw
59

65 Bridge posihon

DOWN
11 !( .! II. Ilk

J Kiixl ul tiiie

4 Organic

c«>mpound'

r 1 J 1 HI 1
- r - 1— i—™w- rr- 0- ir

i" R'
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^ mr mm-WM^_ 1 1
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Menu

LUNCH
Chicken Puck

Bart)ecued Pork on a Bun

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Sandwich

Chicken Puck

DINNER
Fried Shrimp

Meailoaf

BASICS DINNER
Fried Shrimp

Veggie Casserole

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES<March 21 -April 19) Greater

aulhiiniy will soon he yours Secrecy

preserves a friendship and protects

someone special New associates play a

large role in the decisions you make now
TAURUS! Apnl 20-May 20): obiain

more information hefixc plunging into a

new family (ir investment program It is

lime IO make some far-reaching decisions

about a child or o'der relative. Consult

expens.

GEMINIlMay 21-June 20) Do not

be misled b> the honey-coaled words of

an experienced confidence incLsier Your

brothers, sisters or neighbors are standing

by. ready io help you out. Postpone a

romantic rendezvous.

CANCERtJune 2 1 -July 22) Be more

realistic where romance is concerned.

S<imeofie may he telling you what you

warn IO hear Deal with regrets over past

mistakes by making new rules. Uphold

your high ideals.

LEO( July 23-Aug. 22): Careful now.

you do not want to step on an important

person's toes while pursuing your goals.

You have to give a little in order to get a

little help today. Be flexible

VIRGOlAug 2.^-Sept 22): You
continue lo influence others. The people

you uttmci to a pet cause are there forgix>d

reason Work the phone and mail.

Happiness can be gained by seeing beyond

an appareni conlradiclion

LlBRA(Sept 23-Oct 22) You have

a knack lor befriending people Open to

door to influential associates, old pab and
newcomers Do not forget your ovcfxas
contacts -everyone counts no*.

SCORPKXOct 2J-NOV 21 ):KanMly

harmony and favorite pastimes keep you
invigorated. Do not gamble with your

savings. Underhanded moves could send

you hack lo square one. Big meetings are

best postponed.

SAGITTARIUS<Nov 22-Dec 21

»

An alliance changes for the better. Yi>ii

can chart future moves with greau

wisdom. lar-off contacts add a nc
diiiK'nsiontoabusincss venture Becarck

not 10 oflend someone whose support you

need.

CAPRICORN! Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Mutual gains are the big topic ofdiscussion

today. Pui your ideas on the drawing board

and seek feedback from smart allies. You
could have your Hnancial future in your

capable hands

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb 18):

People who need people really are the

luckiest people in the world. Respond to

someone's offer of friendship. Keep in

touch with former associates.

PISCES(Feb 19-March 20): You
reach your stride in both employment
matters ind personal relationships today.

Useall. ailablemeansofcommunication

and transportation. By nightfall, you will

be ready lor some soliiudc

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

CopyEiditor Beth Butts

PhotoTechnician JeffEgan

Paxluction Supervisor Terry Starmer

Production Tracey Kruger

Nitin Mukul
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Thurs.. Mo». ' - 8:JP pm

BABA YACA
The Softs

Eighteen and Over

'.Dancing with D)Dennis

f1 fri. \o\. 8 8:J0pm

ROOMFUL OF BLUES

featuring Sugar Ray

Dancing Upstairs

with D| )ob

I
Sat.. Nov. 9- 9pm

-: Dancing with

D| lob

.Sun

•

00pm

DE LA SOUL

;

Followed bv

1 House Dance Music
with D) job

Wed.. Nov. 13 - 9pm '^

Dancing with

D| job

I^Thors.. Vo» U- 8:30pm .18* ',

BIMSKALABIM

Egypt

j fn.. Nov. 15 8:i0pm

THE

1 INCREDIBLE CASUALS
I

Vi
Farmhouse

f{ Sdf. \ov. 16- 8:30 pm \

11 THE HORSE FLIES

Tjes.. Nov. 19 - 8 pm

Reggae Dance Party,

BURNING SPEAR

•
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McGonnigal

The Equalities
i

Thrus.,No%.21-8:30pin /18+/

KING MISSILE

[imimimimi&mim^

jg-HRngsasssssss-s^s^^;

I:

Fri, Sov. 21 - 8:30pm 118*1

EIGHT TO THE BAR

Pearl Street is now
\

three clubs in one - come
;;

enjoy our new billards roomt;

with three tables

Ik VrU lor ,ill shim, .u.irl.ibic .11 Fi'.ul

Slri'1'1. str.iwlii-rrirs. Dvn.imitr

Ki'ir>r(J« fur the- Rim iird in Amhcf-I;

luti'l I'm Hdlli H.'H "tlWI

KiPiMtl sirril Nfiflh.implrm

II I -4H ---1

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

It was Mci-ionnigal's first turn at the

podium when he presented views which

contradict his platform in the current

oUftion.

"Legislation passed to insure certain

right* to one sexuality or another is

wrong." McGonnigal said at last

sememster's rally.

YesU?rday McGonnigal denied be-

lieving this.

"1 do believe that gays and lesbians

need legislative protection," he said, but

added he is "not fond of the Massachu-

setts gay rights law."

McGtinnigal. who said he is a Uni-

versity of Massachusetts student and

has been a resident of Amherst for nine

months, said the law fails "in that litis)

ver>- broad." He claimed "there have

been no convictions" under the law and

said it was due to its "over-breadth." He
said another problem with the gay righu

law is that it is not obvious who is gay.

comparing it to civil nghts laws con-

cerning gender and race.

McG<innigal was not pleased with the

atmosphere at the straight pride rally

last semester.

"I was not allowed to state my views."

he said, finding it "very difficult to keep

my train of thought."

Approaching the microphone for the

s;econd lime at the rally last semester.

McGonnigal told thecrowd about a sexual

experience with a member of the LBGA
.md Queer Nation which he dubbed

"sleeping with the enemy."

McGonnigal said that he and she had

"bndged an understanding intimately."

"She is a representative of the LBGA
to the Board of Governors. We can get

along Just ask I her). We did get along

well ." He then addressed her personally,

asking her to "tell I the crowd I
how well

we can get along."

Some members ofthe LBGA were not

supportive of his candidacy.

"1 personally don't like it at all." said

Shawn Cotter, member of the LBGA
steering comittee. "1 personally think

the voters should really look into his

political career at UMass which is not

all that impressive."

"I think he will do nothing but harm."

Cotter added, describing McGonnigal as

"totally unqualified."

State Senator Stanley Rosenberg said

someone who is anti-gay rights might

mtt fare well m Amherst.

"Clearly this area by far, by over-

whelming majority, supports gay rights

and protects civil rights and liberties,"

Rosenberg said.

Charles Delano, editor of T/ic Min

uteman said McGonnigal's statements

"might hurt him." Delano was confident

that McGonnigal would win the Re

publican primar>' election, but the gen-

eral election would be tougher in this

"generally democratic" area.

Jeffrey Bergman, financial manager

for the LBGA. said he has no opinion

about McGonnigal's qualifications, but

thought his University of Massachusetts

origins leflhim"littlechanceofwinning
"

Student reports
homophobic
threat incident
Compiled by JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

A man in Kennedy Residence Hall reported Tuesday

afternoon that he was the victim of homophobic threats by

persons unknown to him. The incident is currently under

investigation by police.

LARCENY:
• A man in Kennedy reporU'd leaving his room with the

door locked and returning to find his telephone, walkman

and compact discs stolen late Tui^sday afternoon. Police

investigation revealed that the dw)r leaking mechanism

had been taped, rendering the lock ineffective. EsUmated

value was $385.

•A student reporting leaving his liackpack in a classroom

in Marston Hall for a brief period Tuesday afternoon and

returning to find it stolen The pack contained his wallet

and other personal property The value was estimated at

$40.

November 4-8

Open 24 Hours*

253-2543

220 N. Pleasant Sl
(Across from Carnage Shop*)

kinkoi
• Closed Sm. nudmjhi S»in. noon \^Q COpY Ceilter

RESUME SPECIAL
Resume typesetting. 25 copies on resume

j

paper. 25 matching blank sheets. 25

matching envelopes. . all within 48 hours

I

I

Some of th« biggMl.

soma of tt)« best

presents come m
the smalesl boxes'

CtOQ OR w/coupon

^^0>99 (exp. 12731/91)

j
228 Triangle^tM Amhej;stj 549;3?40 j

Sol valid wiih other offen. Sak pnce u for Vh" x H". single-sided

full color laser copiei on 20# while bond. Resiang extra.

At parucipaung locauoni only

.

FRANK
SANTOS

Rated R

Hynotist-Humorist

Nov. 16th

1st Show 5:30

General Audience

2nd Show 9:30

Adults Only

705 Memorial Dr. ^. , . ^ » »., i

Chicopee » 59V;222 Tickets on Sale Now!

Now's the
time to call.

.

.

North Amherst
Motors

71 Old SundwiMtd Rd.. No AmtMrst

549-2880
Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning
M^ OMir Cards Accnprad

A CARSTAR.
k Comuon R*Qmr Cmmr .

2 0% Off ALL
INTER ACCESSORIE
4 DAYS ONLY
NOV. 7-10, THURS., FRI., SAT., SUN.

Hats • Scarves

Gloves • Socks

PEKING GARDEN
V, BESTOFCHINESE FO(H>

SPECIALIZINQ IN

MANDARIN AND SZECHUAN
DISHES

5 - 8 PM
MON - 71 lURS

BUFFET

1 1 - 5 PM
SUNDAY
BRUNCH

norlhampton

maintt. * 7dayt

$5.99 $6.99

FRIDAY AND SATGRDAY COMEDY SHOW

20% OFF DINNER

BAMQGET PARTY ROOM
UP TO 200 PERSONS
FULL COCKTAIL MEMG

48 RWSSELLST. • HADLEY, MA 01 035 • (413) 586-1202

OPEN 7 PAYS A WEEK
AiM/V
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M basketball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Ofcourse not. The Big East again, 1 know.

You've got everything to lose and nothing to

gain by getting your tails handed to you from

a squad from a "lesser conference."

I guess it's an admission of defeat, then.

No guts. No interest in what New England

hoop fans really want to see.

Keene State and New Hampshire are

nice, but where's the fun in that? UMass
hoop fans know theirteam isamong the best

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN PAGE 1
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in New England, but unless the so-called

best teams play us, they can't prove it with-

out a shadow of doubt.

Where's your confidence, your pride?

Anything can happen in a college basketball

game, you know. UMass proved that against

Siena last year. By some fluke, you could

actually beat us. . that is, ifyou would only

play us. (Insert chicken noises here.)

What a shame. Cheated out of great

basketball games because the rest of New
England hasn't got the pride or the intestinal

fortitude to face us.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian staffmember

soccer
CONTINUED Ff?OM PAGE 12

played every minute of each contest this season,

except against Rhode Island. He made 147 saves,

another UMass record. To top it all off, his goals

against average was a paltry 0.89.

Tomorrow at 11 a.m., UMass will face Rutgers in

the first round ofthe Atlantic 10 Tournament at URI.

»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»

R&P
Liquors
Convenient to Brittany

& RIverglade

253-9742
505 West St
So. Amherst

Career Day
November 12, 1991

Sponsored by

the Undergraduate Business Club

l-5pm in Campus Center Auditorium

Seniors- Bring Your
Resume's

-Chubb Insurance

-AT&T
-Taco Bell

-May Co.

-GE
-NCR
-Raytheon

-Bull HN
and more!

Reception to follow at 5pm in rm 1001-02

Campus Center

HEY, DO YOU OWN
...A MOUNTAIN or

^©HYBRID BIKE ^
and A HELMET?i

Then you're ready,

because that's all you need to enter the

UMass Mountain Bike race-

for beginners only!

There's a separate race for women and

men with prizes to the top 3 finishers in

each provided by Bicycle World, Too in

Amherst. Registration opens at 11:00, and

the racing starts at 12:00. Race date is this

Saturday, November 9, and the course is in

the field beside Orchard Hill, below

the observatory.

For more info, call Adam at 546-0291.

Promoted by the UMass Bicycle Racing Club and sponsored by

Bicycle World, Too

$5 entry fee

Classifieds
..,..r.ru.rn„.r...n,r,-f incmuscEmR wmm^:.<^.<:M ,,lnm:.m:M>.oE^^M:,smmrsmmomuc^w,

.umnmrim STUDEm * CASH IN ADVANCE

AC-nvmts

TENORS AND BASSES NEEDED
Fof Choral Group

For more into oall

B«th 6-2148 or Shanooo 6-2047__

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-OISC! $1 TSob DJs. VJs K«r«*e

tor hous*' Formal parM*. Call 586-9900

FOR RENT

NELPWANICD PERSONALS RIDE WANTED

StudMH Vaiiay PnxKictlona

presents

WorVing Titles

•Amencan Under Glass^

Wortishop production followed

by discussion TONIGHT and totnorrow

8pm Barllett Rm 65

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Single Room
in fiouse

Across from BayBanh

Starting January 1 st

549-4277 or 549 8282

Townhouae 2 Bedroom 1 l/2t)athBusRoote

N. Amherst 1567-1352
^

FOR SALE

HEY FOOTBALL FANSI

Come chear Umass to victory against the

Umiversrty ot Richmond

Saturday. November 9 at Alumni Stadium

UECHI-nVU KARATE Classical OKinawan

Karate Wen and Fri 6«0pm Amherst

Community Arts Center Call 665-4501^^^

AUTO FOR SALE

'82 FORD ESCORT
AM/FM/Cassette. decent interior/

Extenor, 90K. Good gas mileage

Dependable transportation

$750/80 call Brian 546-1 087

AMPLIFIER
Peavey Classic

$325 or B/O

Call 256 0163 ^

CASK) DKJrrAL KEYBOARD
Perlect condition $250

For inio call 546-3392 / leave message

(Constantine)

COLLEGE BARGAINS
Wordprocessors starling at $269

Computers starting at $699

546-0390

Seized cara, trucks, boats. 4wheeler».

molorhomes. by FBI, IRS. DEA AvailatJje

your area now. Call (805) 682-7555. Ext. C-

1675

COLLEGE PIZZA

COLLEGE PIZZA

Fall special

Small cheese $3 50

Large cheese $6 00

AM $1 tor one or two toppings

Free soda with large sub. salad or

spaghetti

549 6098 549-6073

Must mention this ad

FOR SALE ROLLER BLADES Lightning

$125
For sale IBM PS2 model 30 $1500

Call 546-0695

Four pair of used Guess Jeans

sizes 26 at $20 ea 549-2917

IMAGEWRITER II $250

Microtech 800K disk dnve $50

Call Matt 545-3035 (8-5)

BEST DAMN CAMPUS REP WANTED
Hi-Ule can otler you a tree spnng break tnp

and a chance to wn a Yamaha Wavejammer

Call now l-80a263-5604_ ^

EARLY RISERS Earn great monay deSwer-

ing newspapers Call Cheryl at 548-9688^

Earn $2000 Free Spnng BreaK Tnps'

North Amencas #1 student tour operator

seeking motivated students, organizations

tratermties and sororities as campus repre

sentatives promoting Cancun. Bahamas

Daytona and Panama Cily' CaH i -800-724-

1 5551

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS

Promote 8 organize our spnng break

tours All materials furnished Good pay &

tun Call Campus Marketing

1 -800 423-5264

FULL/PART TIME internships offered for

students interested in video production. Call

Jim oUuliaa^NCTV 586-6922^

Help Hampshire County's needy.

Volunteer 3 hours as bellnnger or entertainer

for Sakaton Amiy. Nov. 22 until Chnstmas.

Can 586-6243

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many posi-

tions Call (805) 682-7555 Ext P-3306

LOST

LOST KEYS AT Theta Chi Thurs. 1 0A11

II found caM Mfte at 256-6863

COMMGSOON
cmicial ZooMass condorns

ELIZABETH from Wendy s fan '88 French

1 1 class- 1 still owe you a Coke. Interested?

Respond here -Stephen

jm-
Happy Anniversary'

3 Kirhole years

I Love You
Cathy

MATrrH^W 20thl No chens yet' Re-

mamber Honesty is the best poScyl

Love. Jenn

JENNL.
I guess someone should congratulate you

lor m*ing it three years after a mercy date

so Congratulations' I hope you and Hon

have a great lime in N Y this weekend'

Love
Laura

BROOKLYN
You say ifs your

birthday I hope

all your dreams and

wishes come true

You're the best'

Love KeKee

YVETTE BAEZ
Happy 19th

Love Your Fnend

Tanya

FOR 2 TO BOSTON
Thurs Nov 1

4

Share expenses

CaM 546-2585

RIOEWANTEDTOUVM Burkngton VT area

1
1 -8. 1 1 -9 will snare expenses^ Call 6-1 1

M

SRudant needs ride from Greenfield »*A to

UMass M F 773 77« Bifte-Jo

'TO NJ AREA for tong weekend Will pay gas

Dave 546-5049

SERVICES

ORDER AVON!
546- 1999

Call for brochure

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or

support'' Call tor tree and contklential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Main

Street. Northampton 586 3000 or

GreenlieW 774-6010

FREE pregnancy testing; confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

THE SAUCE

FREE SKI AND TRAVEL, organize spnng

break and ski programs Earn $$

Call Bill or Mark at

Snosearch/Sunbound
1-800 BEACH 15

FREE TRAVEL- Air couners andauiseships

Students also needed Chnstmas. spnng.

and summer tor amusement park emptoy-

mentCaU (805) 682-7555 Ext F-1426

SPRING-eREAK TRIPS!

Cancun. Jamaica. Panama City

Plan before Jan 1 st & save $30

For details call Stacey 549 0840

TYPING/"WOROPROCESSING

FAST CHEAP ACCURATE
On campus
bsa546l6l5

musk:ian8

FOUND

FOUND: A watch by the Qrad Tower To

claim go to the info desk in the Campus

Center.

ROLAND JC77 $250

Modified cort guitar (plays great) $150

Ibanez pertormance acoustic $200

Dod delay $50

All offers considered

Matt 256-8830

HILBY
Happy I91h BirthdaylM

Ironhead A

HAMPSTA BRAIN
Whats up''

ILOVEYOU
A

TONITE ONLY - THE SAUCE
At Pearl Street

w/ special guest

Baby Gaga

PAPERSTYPE0:$1 50/Typedpage Quick.

accurate service Call Bnan 546-3563^

Word Processing - Reports, resumes, the

ses. laser printing Call Rosemary 259^1 786

WANTED

BABY CRIB m good condition Will pick it up

with thanks Call Ade 546-3410

Guitarist looking to |Oin or start a band I've

got expenence and I'm ready to go CaH me

and we'll lam Jamie 6-1059

To recycle: Prescnption medication bottles/

containers (Nonrenewable RX only) Please

call 585-8709

HAPPY BIRTHDAY PAULBERT
I bet you thought I torgot, but I thought I

would surpnse you

Love you. Your Little Stanski

TRAVEL

COPPERTONE SPRING BREAK TRIPS!

$75 Deposit by Dec 12 saves you $100 to

Cancun, Jamaica. Barbados, Bahamas'Call

now 549 3674
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Sports

Dingle, UMass hoop
recruit verbally commits
Bv BRKTT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team has its handson yet another

top high school recruit. Dana Dingle, a 6-

foot-6 power forward, who averaged 10.4

points and seven rebounds in hisjunior year

at St. Raymond's High School in the Bronx.

NY. has' officially verbally committed to

attend UMass next fall.

Dingle said yesterday. Tm defimtely

coming [to UMass). I'm going to sign early

and get it over with."

"He's big-time.' Clark Francis, editor of

Hoop Scoop said. "He could play in the Big

East. He's super quick and is still growing."

Dingle can't sign a National Letter of

Intent, stating he will attend UMass. until

Nov. 13. the NCAA-mandated early signing

date.

Rich Watter, a columnist for Basketball

VVVt'*/y. described Dingle as a "smooth, yet

powerful player."

St. Ra>-mond*8. pre-season picked No. 16

in the nation by Street and Smith's, is the

New York City Catholic High School de-

fending champion.

"He's more of a swing man." Dingle's

high school coach. Gary DeCesare said. "He

has great perimeter skills and can really

handle the ball. He's also a very good

robi>under with a great nose for the ball."

The UMass coaching stafifcouldn tOMnment

about him because ofNCAA regulations.

Dingle said. "Offensive boards is one of

my strong points and driving to the basket.

I also play good defense."

Michael Dobie. a basketball writer for

New York Newsday, said, "He really hiu the

boards hard."

Dingle was also recruited by and visited

Texas A&M and Western Kentucky and

cancelled his scheduled visit with UMass
Atlantic 10 rival Rutgers.

"I feel comfortable with Coach Calipari."

he said. "I like their style of play and their

players."

DeCesare said. "UMass has three great,

young coaches, which is like an extension of

our program He also likes the opportunity

to play in an up-and-coming program.""

Dingle has already taken the SAT and

scored above the needed 700 points required

by theNCAA to participate in college sports

Dobie believes Dingle should really come

in to his own this year as St. Ra>Tnond's has

lost several top seniors from last year's squad.

Dingle plaved with a starting five last

year which featured 1990-91 New York City

Catholic League Player-of-the-Year.

Terrence Rencher. who is now a freshman

at Texas and Orlando Antigua, a freshman

at the University of Pittsburgh.

Field hockey ends regular

season with 3-0 victory
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts field

hockey team took its first step towards

regrouping, as they rolled past

Dartmouth in their regular season finale.

3-0. The win builds some momentum for

the UMass team, as they look to win an

Atlantic- 10 title this weekend.

Jenn Salisbury led the way for the

Minutewomen. notching two goals, and

Jov Blenis knocked in a penalty comer for

UMass.
"This is the start of a new season, so

we're 1-0." said coach Pam Hixon. "And

were just going to attack our next oppo-

nent."

The Minutewomen regrouped enough

to put the Dartmouth (4-11) team away,

as UMass played a spinU»d and aggres-

sive game.
Salisbury, asophomore from Newville,

PA. notched her 15th and 16th goals of

the year, which places her atop the team

in scoring Her goals capped an excellent

season for her. as she more than doubled

her output of a year ago.

Blenis. a hard hitting midfielder,

knocked in a penalty comer which broke

Dartmouth's back Her goal invigorated

the lackluster UMass penalty corner at-

tack, which may carry over to this

weekend's Atlantic- 10 Championship

games in Philadelphia. PA.

The win wraps up the wild regular

season for UMass. but the U'am may be

in for some post-season action, depend-

ing on this weekend's outcome. UMass
plays Rhode Island Saturday aflernoon

at 12 noon in game one of the A-10

Championships, and the winner awaits

the outcome oftheTem pie-Rutgersgame

at 2 p.m.

As for the regular season. UMass
finishes with a 13-5-1 record, including

an 8-1 record at home. The team's lone

loss at home was to Old I^iminion. the

number one team in the country.

Again, the young UMass team
struggled on the road, especially on turf,

which is where the team must wjn ifthey

want to continue in their hunt for the

national championship. UMass is not

playing nearly on that level as of late,

but they have shown in the early stages

ofthe season that they can keep up with

the best.

Crxinch time has begun, and any

UMass loss could he their last.

New England's
finest refuse
to face UMass

Dear UConn, Providence and bivtton College.

A quick look at my wallet-sized University of

Massachusetts basketball schedule shows the Min-

utemen have one of the toughest schedules in the

.Atlantic 10 Conference. Xavier at home. Oklahoma

at the Springfield Civic Center The Great Alaskan

Shootout and Kentucky consecutively on the road.

Why wont you. the supposed powers of New
England college basketball, play us''

Hey UConn. we've met 98 times in men's basket-

ball. We were doormats for a lot of those meetings,

but now we're good. Suddenly years of tradition and

98 prior games mean nothing to you.

No stopping Holly Hellmuth

Greg Sukiennik

UConn and L^ass are traditional rivals with

oodles of history behind them as the two best public

universities in the area. Whenever the two schools

meet in an athletic event, emotions run high and fans

turn out in droves.

You're a Top-20 program now. UConn. Has the

penthouse changed you? Too good for the neighbors?

Don't you realize that a UMass-UConn hoop game
would fill any arena in the area? Wouldn't you like all

the media attention that comes from such a great

rivalry'' Don't things like tradition mean more than

TV revenue?
I guess not. You're afraid. Scared. Chicken. You

Huskies are the runts of the litter.

It's funny. You played Central Connecticut last

year, but left UMass out You were supposed to play

us at your place, but even that wasn't safe enough.

Pathetic.

Yd. Boston College. You're a Big East program,

too. Years ago we wouldn't dream of playing you,

never mind beating you.

Now UMass is getting the Top-20 votes you used

to take for granted. Yes, your conference is stronger

than the A-10. but take a quick look at the won-lost

records, BC. UMass won 20 games last year. You

would've died for 20 wins. Wouldn't beating UMass
prove something to your fans, to your omnipotent

Boston press, that you re bent on returning to your

past form?
No, of course not. UMass beat you last year. Once

was enough, apparently. You can hide behind a full

Big East schedule and all the glamour it brings, but

all of Massachusetts knows who the best team in the

sUte IS. That's a debatable point, but well never

know for sure now, will we?
Excuse me, Providence? It's been awhile, but a lot

ofpeople are wondering, "Wouldn't it have been great

if UMass and PC met in the NIT? What a regional

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

In collegiate women s soccer today, high scoring forwards

around the country know one thing when they face the

University of Massachusetts, they are going to be seeuig a

lot of Holly Hellmuth. And most likely they aren't goi'ig to

like what they see.

Hellmuth over the past three years at UMass has devel-

oped the reputation ofbeing the premier defenseman in the

nation.

"Holly Hellmuth may be the best defenseman in the

country." Umversity of Wisconsin coach Greg Ryan said.

"Holly Hellmuth is the toughest defenseman in the

nation," Notre Dame coach Chris Petrocelli said. "She can

dominate a game by simply shutting an offense down. She's

simply the best."

LTMass coach Jim Rudy said. "She's a defender's defender,

but Holly can score also. Basically she's shutdown the best

scorer on the other team in every game for the past three

vears."

Hellmuth, a junior from Fairfax Station, Virginia, is

presently a finalist for the Hermann Trophy, which is

awarded to the top collegiate women's soccer player in the

nation. Hellmuth was also a finalist last season, when she

watched teammate April Kater take the prize.

"It's nice, but awards don't mean a lot to me." Hellmuth

said. "The team winning is the most important thing."

By now, Hellmuth should be used to receiving awards for

her soccer Ulents. At Robert E. Lee High School, in

Springfield, Virginia, she was named All-State and All-

American in both her junior and senior years. With that

kind of talent, the Political Science major made an imme-

diate impact at UMass. She has started every game in her

three years here.

"She was quite good when she arrived here and she has

only gotten better," Rudy said. "Mentally she is very tough,

she has great skills and physically she is willing to sacrifice

her body to stop players. Holly plays a real tough, physical

style, uncompromising. She intimidates the players she

covers."

Hellmuth said. "A lot of being a good defender is liking

it. It's all desire, if I want to beat my player then I play well.

Most of the time I do that."

Defense isn't the only thing Hellmuth brings to the

Minutewomen. she also leads the team in goals vrith eight.

ColWcian File Photo

Massachusetts' Holly Hellmuth battles with a

Yale player for a loose ball. Not only a feared

defender, Hellmuth also leads the team in

scoring.

seven of those on corner kicks. It has been commonplace

this season to see Hellmuth either out-leap or plow through

a group of defenders to head a serve into the net.

"She has incredible focus during comers," Rudy said.

"She sees the ball the whole way and that's difficult since

she attracts a considerable crowd on those plays When she

goes for the ball she'll go through a defender to get it."

Hellmuth said, "I don't have a good vertical leap, for me
it's all positioning. When the ball is served I don't see

anything but the ball. It's kind of cool, I think I'm standing

by myself even though I'm in a crowd. I usually just bang

into the crowd to get the ball. I kill myself half the time but

I won't be stopped."

Indeed she probably won't be stopped unless there's

another Holly Hellmuth in this world and she's playing

defense for the opposition.

Gruber Blanks Providence, 1-0
By TED KOTTLER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's soccer team

wrapped up the regular season on Tuesday with a 1-0 defeat

of the Providence Friars.

The Minutemen finished the year at 11-4-4, vrith the 1

1

wins being the third highest total in the program's 60-plus

year history.

Todd Kylish scored the game's only goal with 17 minutes

remaining in the contest. Brett Anthony drew the assist on

a corner kick.

"He [Anthony 1 hit it with his left foot and just lobbed it

up," Kylish said. "I just beat the I nearest Rutgers defender!

to the ball and headed it into the corner over I
Providence

goalie Jamie Smith's] head."

The match was primarily a defensive battle, with UMass
compiling just 10 shots, and the Friars only eight. UMass
goalie Jonathan Gruber made four saves while recording

his UMass-record ninth shutout, as Smith made six saves.

It was fitting that the two players to earn points in the

match are tied for the team lead in scoring. Kylish's goal

was his sixth of the season, to go with three assists for 15

points. Anthony's assist was his fifth, and coupled with his

five goals, he also had a total of 15 points. (Kylish ranked

6th in inter-Atlantic 10 conference scoring with three goals

and two assists for eight points).

Gruber had a season that should long be remembered as

one of the finest ever had by any UMass player. Gruber
CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Graduates send a message to Whitmore
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Chantingslogunsofsolidarity and singing

•ongs. over 200 graduate students and un-

dergraduate suppiirters rallied in front of

the Student Union and then marched to the

Whitmore Administration building to sup-

port the demands oft he (iraduate Employee
Organization

"You ain't st«fn nothing yet." the sup-

porters yellc>d

See related story page 3

In a pres.s ronltTonce after a GEO mem-
bership meeting last night, a top GEO offi-

cial said members overwhelmingly voted to

reject the administration's latest proposal

on the three reniainingdemands and to hold

a strike next Thursday.

"We have made our decision." co-speaker

Emily Isaacs said at the rally. "It looks like

the administration is taking us very seri-

ously."

Members of the organization climbed a

tree to hang a large white sign which read:

"Strike before strangulation." GEO still is

fighting to get these three demands on their

contract: a health fee waiver, a nominal fee

for non-members and cuts to teaching assis-

CoUeCtan photo by Mall Kaha

The Graduate Employee Organization asks for campus support and
administrative recognition yesterday outside the Student Union.

tants in proportion to declines in under-

graduate enrollment.

The organization represents all gradu-

ate students including 2,200 teaching and

research assistants, interns and fellows.

Undergraduate supporterTed Chambers
said the University needs to return to the

height of activism exemplified by the 1989

march on the State House in Boston.

"We need to talk about not just the strike

but how budget cuts affect us." Chambers
said. "This is a turning point. The fight

against budget cuts starts right here on

campus."
He said undergraduates appear support-

ive of GEO's struggle but added. "1 think if

we are going to be successful in mobilizing

graduates and undergraduates ... we need

to smash the big lie of apathy," Chambers
said.

Economics professor Richard Wolff said

the faculty is proud of the organization's

fight for a fair contract and sensed a new
revitalized movement for affordable educa-

tion.

"1 sense the beginning of a feeling — a

movement to resist what has been going on

for 15 years in this country," Wolff said. He
thanked GEO for "having the courage, be-

ing strong and taking the initial risks."

The rally culminated in a march to

Whitmore as students chanted "Contract

now!"
Chanting and singing, protesters

marched up the three flights of stairs to the

office of Chancellor Richard O'Brien. Ac-

cording to a secretary, he was out of the

office.

GEO co-speaker Peter Underdown said,

"I think if I the administration I doesn't realize

now that we're very serious, they never

will."

GEO member Jim Delle said this rally

should send a strong message to the ad-

ministration. "We hope they think this is a

serious movement and that we are not

playing games," Delle said.

Junior STPEC major Jim Hyde said,

"I O'Brien I
would be wise to react now before

they strike."

Negotiating sessions between both sides

will continue today and Tuesday.

Magic Johnson to retire
Lakers superstar tests HIV-positive

Magic Johnson
APpiioto

INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) — Magic

Johnson, who led the \jo% Angeles I^^kers

to five NBA championships and the league

to unprecedented heights, announced he

has tested positive for the AIDS virus

and is retiring from the game.

Johnson, 32, made the announcement

yesterday afternoon at a news conference

at the Forum, where he has dazzled fans

for 12 seasons.

On October 29. when they announced

he would miss the opener. Lakers

spokesman John Black said Johnson was

suffering from "dehydration and fatigue

caused by an influenza virus."

Two days ago, Johnson said he has

recently felt weak.

"Your legs and wind are the first things

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Students express anger
over cultural centers
By NICOLE GONZALEZ
Collegian SUff

Representatives of the Asian Students'

Committee, the Latin American Cultural

Center and the New World Theater ex-

pressed their disappointment with the lack

ofsupport from Chancellor Richard O'Brien

and the University administration at a press

conference in Skinner Hall yesterday.

Before an audience of approximately 30

people, the representatives presented a list

of 17 demands to the chancellor and ad-

ministration concerningeach group's needs.

Asian Students' Committee member
Alexander Nguyen compared UMass' pub-

lic relations material to advertisements by

the Bennetton company. Holding up uni-

versity brochures with photographs in-

cluding people ofcolor among White people,

he then held up a Bennetton advertisements

that also included various peoples of color.

He asked ifthere was a difference between

them.
Commenting on the chancellor's efforts

to meet with the Asian Students'committee,

Nguyen said that these meetings will not

occur because the representatives have al-

ready expressed their needs publicly. To

illustrate this point further. Nguyen referred

to numerous reports and recommendations

datingback to 1974 which related to minority

concerns.

Quynh Dang, representative ofthe Asian

Students' Committee, said that she was

disappointed with the chancellor and the

administration's lack of leadership and

commitment to minorities. She also ex-

pressed dissatisfaction with O'Brien's "lack

of seriousness" towards the Asian students'

concerns.

Dang condemned O'Brien's proposal to

have Asian students seek the involvement

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Alleged rapists named on bathroom walls
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Steff

The second floor Herter Hall bathroom has become a

forum this semester for women to list the names of alleged

rapists, similar to events that occurred last fall at Brown
University.

The inside walls ofthe two bathroom stalls have for some
time been strewn with graffiti, but this semester the graffiti

went one step further. The names of several men. not

necessarily students attending UMass at this time, have

been written randomly on the inner stall walls with the tag

"... is a rapist."

The sensitive nature of this sort of public naming has

lead to controversy, such as that experienced at Brown.

Lists ofalleged rapists' names appeared in several women's

bathrooms on the Rhode Island campus, and first came to

public attention through student talk.

The topic then broke into the media via the editorial page

of the Brown Daily Herald, and the campus went into an

uproar.

The men whose names were written in the Brown
bathrooms were sent letters from the Dean of Students

alerting them of the appearance of their names, and gave

them the option of filing a complaint.

Ho Lin. a senior English major at Brown University and

senior editor of the Daily Herald, remembers last year's

controversy as being a "pretty hot issue."

"The administration held a forum about the sexual

offense code for the university on November 15th," recalls

Lin. "A huge amount of people showed up. and there was a

lot ofanger about how the whole issue of rape is handled on

our campus.
Brown's Dean of Students David Inman came under

particular fire at the forum for his alleged statements to

sexual assault victims, and some students called for his

resignation.

At the height of media interest about the controversy,

four Brown students appeared on the Donahue show, and

about forty more were bused in by the show to participate

in the studio audience. The student panelists sat before a

backdrop ofsimulated bathroom walls covered with graffiti

.

and one student accused Phil Donahue of sensationalism.

The controversy has since died down on the Brown
campus, and now this similar occurrence has happened

here at UMass.
At some during the investigation ofthis story, the names

on the bathroom wall were covered with black spraypaint.

Veronica Frankel,coordinatorofthe Education Advocate

program at the Everywoman's Center, says the graffiti may
be an indication of how women feel about how the system

responds to their needs.

"It may be a reflection of women's desire to hold their

perpetrators accountable when the system won't," she said.

"The forum probably also provides the possibility ofsupport

from other women.
"There is probably also the feeling that if the alleged

offenders are exposed in a place visible only to women, then

it may protect other women from future attacks," she

added.
There are an average of five reported rapes per year on

this UMass campus, according to a report published by the

Division of Public Safety. Director Arthur Hilson believes

the reported rapes are but a small portion of actual rapes

and rape attempts.

"Nine out often rapes are acquaintance rapes." he said.

"When the attacker is known to the victim, there is a

reluctance to press charges."

Hilson said that last year the number of reported rapes

went up to ten, and that this may indicate increased

awareness of the significance of reporting date rape.

"I've sat and talked to women who just don't want to

press charges," he said. "It's frustrating to hear them say

they don't want to go through all the legal mess, that they

just want to forget about it. But they don't forget it, and they

carry it with them."

Page 3:

This weekend marks the 53rd anniversary of

Kristallnacht, the "night of the broken glass."

Page 5:

It's the little things that getcha. Read Todd

Kane's column.

Weather

Partly sunny, "highs " around 40.

Early sunshine tomorrow, temps

around 35.
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For Your Information
Friday, November 8

Special Event — A service and Shabbat dinner will be

held along with a discussion about "Tracing anti-semitism

to its roots" at 6 p.m. in Chabad House.

lecture— "Sociological Mv1hsAbout Demographic Forces

in the Gerontology of Our Times" will be discussed by

Professor Harold L. Sheppard, Director, International Ex-

change Centeron Gerontology, University ofSouth Florida.

The event will be held at noon on in the 6th floor lounge of

Thompson.
Prayer — A concert of prayer will be sponsored by the

InterVarsity Christian Fellowship from 7 p.m. to 1 1 p m. in

Campus Center room 163C. Admission is free.

Reading— A play reading will be sponsored by Student

Valley Productions from 7 p.m. to 10:30 p.m. in Bartlett 65.

Admission is $1.00.

Saturday, November 9

Contest — A Technical Oratorical Contest will be spon-

sored by the National Association of Black Engineers from

2:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. in Hasbrouck 20. Admission is free.

Fall Event— "Welcome to Kiltavia' will be sponsored by

the Pioneer Valley Combat Club from 12 p.m. to 10 p.m. in

the Student Union Ballroom. Admission is free.

Monday, November 1 1 Veteran's Day Observed
Meeting - There will be a I'.O.W.E.K. meeting at 8:30

p.m. in 306 Student Union.

Pee-Wee pleads no-contest
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Crayons move
into new era

COLU.MBIA. .Md. ' Al' — ~.MultKultui.il crayons." with
colors to match people's skin tones, will soon In* available in

small packages for student s who want more realism in their
colorii'.. ' ' -

"Iv,
• isofuneteacher. they were so tirod of seeing

Martin Luther King done in pure black with glowing red
lip.*." said BubChais.-on -Ir . Vice l^sjdentofmarketing for

Cha.selle, Inc.

His iichool supply company . d the idea of a small
skin-toncs package to Binncy & .>iuii :i, a hich makesCray ula

craviins inH the Maryland-based company quickly agivtd
ih was to introduce the new package yes-

:^ . •> .. .»^nver meeting of the Nat; •>••' V-Nixiation for

the Education of Young (Children

Th " .oiiaiiiejii Crayola
bv\ ot • . _ ; buy the larger bt».\.

soChaselle asked that they be included in the eight-crayon

By JAMES MARTINEZ
Asstx'iated Press

SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) — Pee-Wee Herman actor Paul

Reubens pleaded no-contest yesterday to indecent exposure

charges in a plea bargain that ix«quires him to make an anti-

drug public service commercial.

Reubens, in a dark suit, clean-shaven wit h is hair cropped

short, had nothing to say as he entered and left the Sarasota

County Courthouse for the brief hearing before Judge Judy

Goldman.
He nodded and told thejudge he understood terms ofthe

agreement with prosecutors that will leave him with no

criminal record if he successfully meets the conditions.

"Mr. Reubens continues to insist upon his iniuxrence —
it was a plea of convenience," said the actor's lead attorney

Richard Gerstein.

"It was a fair resolution for everyone concerned."

Thejudge, noting Reubens" "creative genius and ability."

told the actor: "it is my hope that by giving something back

to the community that some restoration of a positive man-

ner will occur."

The 39-year-old star of television's "Pee-Wee's Play-

house" and such movies as "Pee-Wee's Big Adventure" was

arrested at an adult theater July 26 after detectivesclaimed

they saw him masturbate twice.

He was charged with exposure of sexual organs, a mis-

demeanor that carries a maximum penalty of60 days in jail

and a $500 fine.

Under the plea, Reubens must pay only the $50 fine plus

$85 court costs. And producing and paying for the natiitn-

ally distributed anti-drug spot would fulfill a 75-hour

community service requirement.

ReulK'ns will co-wnte and c»)-pri>duct' the commercial-

length spot but won't star in it. said defense lawyer Ronald

Dresnick . "There may be a character or two from Pee-wee's

Playhouse' in it." Dresnick said.

As part of the agreement, the c-ourt retains supervision

for six months, but that can end if Reubens finishes the

video and pays the fees earlier.

centers
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

of Asian faculty in addressing their concerns as "racist."

D. Vanessa Kam, a representative from the Asian and
Asian-American Women's Network in Amherst, said in a

letter to the chancellor that the grievances regarding the

.Asian learning Resource Center were "certainly viUid
~

Beth Mattisoo. representing New^ WORLD Theatn
multicultural program which has been promoting cull urally

diverse productions for the past 12 years, siud. "We now
refu.se to be used for multicultural advertisement until the

chancellor and administration give adequate line-funding."

Elliot Monteverde Torres, a reprejientative of the I.4»tin

.American Cultural Center, said that funding from their

fvr would be belter u«!ed to .serve the needs of the

•igual Collegiate Program.

Torres also complained about the historical

marginalization of the BCP. drawing attention to the di-

lapidated facilities and cuts in professional stalf He em-
phasized that BCP be improved for the sake of future

generations of l.atin American students.

At the Faculty Senate meeting yesterday. O'Brien an-

•unced that the Rules Commftte* would take up the

curriculum concerns of the .A.sian student community at

their next meeting.

University spokesperson Karin Sherbin, who was con-

tacted by phone, said that as far as the administration was
concerned, the I.,itiii Anu-rican cuituraJ center was not

cUtst'«i

( \>Ut:jintii sla{l memberAiny Prendcr^aat al^oconirtbuled
to this report.

^ K i n ! 1 1

;

.\..rld" liiix includes the

d apricot, as

\ t - - i . ; - - 1 .

black, brown, blue and purple

rod.

edi. ^,,ud-

ucls manager at Chaselle. "Multicultural is very important
in education: it makes children appreciate difTerences."

i{afJd fjt

/
(^-—

-

"V ; /

Amherstf^
Schedule change for VETERANS DAY WEEKEND:

Due to the holiday weekend our Sunday schedule will apply to Monday instead.

Get out
of Toiivn on
U.S.EXPRESS

for only $12 each way!
Don't forget to ask

forU.S.EXPRESSat

the UMASS Hotel

ticket window!
<^ For info call 582-1313
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Local
Grads protest FacSen
Call for around-the-clock negotiations
By AMY PRENDERGAST
Collegian Staff

Members of the Graduate Employee
Organization sat in on the Faculty Sen-

ate meeting yesterday holding signs

reading "One More Week,* hinting at

their threat of striking next Thursday.
Computer Science Graduate Student

Manmatha said, 'yit came here today to

show the administration we are serious

about striking if they do not move on
negotiations but we would rather not

•trike.'

Chancellor Richard O'Brien said the

administration and GEX) plan to negoti-

ate the three remaining issues which
divide them: health benefits,job security

and agency fees.

The two sides will cit down at two
three-hour sessions before next Thurs-
day, he said.

Graduate Student Senate President

Marc Kenen asked the Faculty Senate if

around-the-clock negotiations could take

place rather than the two threa-ho\ir

The meeting which voted to strike

last mght was the largest and angriest

meeting GEO has had since recognition

decisions The administration is being
insincere in its proposals,' Kenen said.

03ricn said a $186 health fee waivw
and 21 percent cost oovcrags ofa $1^7
family plan for graduate students has

been agreed upon for the spring semester.

This concession will cost the campus
$500,000 and will require a reduction in

all budgets across campus, O^rien said.

"Graduate students only have 20 per-

cent health care coverage while everyone

else has 90 percent, which is insulting,'

Kenen said, "^e are only asking for what
everyone else has.'

Inother Senate matters,ActingProvost
Glen Gordon announced the implementa-

tion of a new touch-tone telephone pre-

registration system for undergraduate and
graduate students beginning on Novem-
ber 14 and ending November 20.

All studenU will receive a "PIN" — a
personal identification number — and
use this in combination with their soaal

security number to access the system,

Gordon said.

Gordon said the next phase in the

touch-tone telephone registration project

will be a pilot project starting in January
for add/dix>p.

There will be full implementation of

the add/drop project by August of 1992,'

he said.

Gordon said seniors will continue to

have first preference when signing up for

daases as in the past. Registration will

remain similar to the old "bubble sheet'

method of pr»-registration, he said.

The system went through testing last

spring with engineering students and
someothermajors using it to pre-register.

Panelist address plight
of Black men in America
By VICTORIA BELL
Collegian Correspondent

A panel discussing current issues facing

Black men in American society was held in

the Campus Center Wednesday night.

The panel, titled "Rescue 911, Part II,'

included Amherst College students Peter

Holmes, Calvin Baker and An Rosner snd

Martin Jones of the University of Massa-

chusetts. The panel was spona<n^ by Delta

Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.

The pand provided a sequel to a similar

panel discussion held last semester deating

with the critical issues facing Black men in

our society.

Panelists discussed the high unemploy-

ment rate facing Black men, the dispropor-

tionate numbers of Black men in prison,

and the lack of Black men with the educa-

tion and skills required to functi<Hi in our

society.

Historical references were made as to

where the root cauaes of this crisis lay. The

paneUsts, wm well as members of the pre-

dominately Black audience, all agreed that

the problems of the Black community stem

from the exploitative oooditians of slavery

that brought Bla^s to this country.

Holmes said the oppression of Black

people began when they first arrived in this

country as human property.

Jones noted of how slavery had histori-

cally broken down the Black family by al-

lowing entire families to be separated and

sold to different parts of the country. The

IMnesent breakdown of the Black family was

dted by Jones as a migor cause of the crisis

facing Blacks today and expressed the "ab-

solute necessity ofa strong family structure

fat any real progress to take place."

The panelists discussed strstegies to

contend with the present state of affairs.

Economic independence was cited as the

key to total freedom. Holmestalked ofBlacks'

lack ofcontrol over the resources necessary

for such economic freedom to take place.

Members ofthe audience raised the issue of

how the corporations are sending more and

more jobs overseas, and leaving behind an

increasingly competitive service-oriented

industry that is making significant cuts in

its workforce.

Jones cooeeded that "although we should

train ourselves through education to com-

pete within the service market for today, we

muat alao create more jobs for tomorrow by

building up oar industry st home.'

Anniversary marks start of Jei^ish Holocaust
By JOSEPH REINERT
CoDsgian Staff

November 9 and 10 will mark the S3rd annivcraaaT of

Kristallnacht, two days in 1938 when Nasi SS troops

orgamaed the tketi mtiti of most synagngiiss and Jewish

businesses in Austria and Garmaoj.
Soon after, over 30,000Jews were aimstad and placed in

eooocntration camps. The term Kristallnacht, meaning
"ni^t ofthe broken glaas" in German, refers to the broken

glass of the synagogues and store fronts.

According to Jamea Young, UMaas professor of English

and Judiac Studies, Kristallnacht was thinly veiled ss a

response to the assassination of a German diplomat by a

,Jew.

"On November 6th. Herschel Grynszpan. a Jewish

refugee, assassinated tlie head of the German embassy in

in

I," Young said. "Kristallnacht was maant to he saan

to this, but it dearly was orguiised well

», and carried oat, by the SS."

Young pcintad oat that Novcn^ier 9 haa always bean a

special data in Nasi and German history.

"Kaiser Wilheha abdicated his poaitioii as head of Ger-

many on Nov. 9, 1918.' he said. "And Hitler laudked his

•putsch' to take over theGerman goverrunenton thatday in

1923.'

Yoiuig has devoted a section ofhis upcoming book about

Holocaust memorials, titled "Texture of Memory,' to

Kristallnacht because he believes it to be an event that has

been largely ignored.

"November 9th of 1989 was chosen as the night for the

destruction ofthe Berhn Wall." he said. "We mustremember
what else happened on that date.'

Yehuditc Heller, HiUel House program director, agrees

that Kristallnacht haa been ignersd, and sti-sssts the im-

pofftanee ofcommeiins wting il.

-When I say the word 'KriataUnM^' I get blank <

sioos.' she said.
"Psepto do not understand the]

the Hokwaosi. Kriatalfawdit was a miWslnns in I

and allowing a pieceas in an oASdal way '

Leamiiv about such prurussss, HeUer said, makca it

possible to "stop the same things frmm happening again.'

Hellerwas alao disturbed by theNovember 9 destruction
of the Berhn WsD.

"I see people smiling and happy on this day, k>oking

forward to a new era ofunity in Germany.' she said.Tome.

the day is a symbol of the beginning of s snowball, a big

storm that was the Holocaust."

Heller ssid that Hillel House will be holding s special

commemoration of Kristallnacht within tonight's regular

Friday night services.

Voice mail becomes a conduit for '^sex" message
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian SUff

A chain "phone sex' message that first appeared Monday
night has been passed along to an unknown numbers of

students via the housing voice mail answering service

available in all University of Massachusetts campus resi-

dence halls.

The message is of a woman describing herself perform-

ing an oral sex act and lasts about two minutes in addition

to another three to four minutes of introductions added by

students who have sent the message along to other voice

mail boxes.

Installed last year and made available to the entire

campus this semester, the voice mail system allows students

to "copy" messages they have received to other students'

voice mail boxes with their own introductions tacked on at

the beginning.

Students have apparently used this feature on the voice

mail system to pass along the 900-number "phone sex'

message to voice mail boxes across the campus. As of

yesterday, there were about 30 to 40 introductions made by

both male and female students leading up to the porno-

graphic message. It is possible that more than 40 students

have received the message as each person may have sent

more than one copy.

"I've gotten four of them," said sophomore Japanese

major Abby Mil ler , who gotone offirst messages distributed

on Monday night. "People keep sending them to me and I

keep erasing them or sending them back to be just as

annoying."

Miller said that while the message itselfwas disgusting.

she thought "the way everybody kept sending them was

kind of funny."

"I'm sure we can look forward to more of them," Miller

predicted. This will start some kind oftrend or something."

Director of Telecommunications Randy Sailer said he

received a report Monday that there was "very heavy usage'

on the voice mail system that afternoon. Sailer stressed

that he has heard about the pornographic message but has

not listened to it himself

"We don't listen at all to the messages," he said. The
system is for student use, what the students do with it is

their business."

Sailer added that the heavy usage may have kept students

from accessing the system right away, instead getting a

busy signal, but that the system itself can handle the

increased use.

V vol Si:i: M, \u\v \t>L, .
.;>0--

,,... , .V .ukd rtHtntly aflor reports tu Phy
"It tl<M's not smell likt- othor steam. Kii> I of disgv>-'iia»,,

"It's hell," responded freshman HRTA major, Aaron Scarp«no.

Sophmore enKineeriiig major Joe Cahill beli.-vis the liol.- i< iion-ti>x.r, "I think i< is ju.st h..( water.
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Jeffries center of controversy
NEW YORK (AP) — City College Professcir l>>onard

Jeffries, at the center of a controversy over his anti-Senutic

and anti-white remarks, says Whites introduced homosexu-

ahty to Blacks, according to the Harvard Crimson.

Crimson newspaper editor Eliot Morgan said he asked

Jeffries during an October interview how as an avowed

"Alrocentnst" he could reject black homosexuals, and Jeffries

responded:

"Whites introduced homosexuality to us (Blacks). When I

was in Europe they offered their wives to me" if he would

perform a sex\ial act. That's nasty I've never seen anything

Uke that.* Jeffries said.

The comment« were part of the interview in which Mor-

gan said Jeffries branded the head of the Afro-American

departmental Harvard, Henry LouisGatesJr .ataggotand

a punk.*

The story made headUnes in advance of Wednesday

publication when Morgan reported that Jeffries confiscated

his tapes of the interview as a Jeffries cohort threatened

Tou wouldn't want me to dispatch anyone up there to Boston

to anuffyou out.*

Morgan said he recreated the quotes through notes and

his memory.

Morgan said Jeffries also balked at comparisons between

Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas and retired justice

Thurgood Marshall because:

"Clarence Thomas married a White woman. Thurgood

Marshall married a Filipino. These people are Black. Look at

their Ups, look at their noses."

The Crimson editor also sat in on one ofJeffries' lectures

before the interview where Jeffries discusssed the Thomas

sexual harassment hearings saying "(President) Bush put

that brother up to cause division among Blacks and destroy

the legacy of Thurgood Marshall."

Jeffries demed the existence of any tapes. He could not

immediately be reached for comment on the Crimson story

because he was in a meeting, his ofiBce at the Harlem campus

said.

City University of New York trustees voted recently to

allow Jeflfries, 54, to continue in his $71,000-a-year post as

chairman of City College's Black studies department for the

rest ofthe academic year, instead ofthe full three-year term.

Controversy has dogged Jeffries since aJuly conference in

Albany where he accused European Jews with helping to

finance the slave trade and blamed Jews in Hollywood for

making disparaging films about Blacks.

Panelists teach about alcohol

L

I vM to tMM m U-MASS.
Campus CwMsr Mm. 1«2-m, TiMpfn

Sponwrsd by ths Northsm Irstand Raport. U-MASS
SoMtertty, nmtkeut Studwn Union, PAWSS, Qrad. Art

Sludsnts' Aasoc^ STP€C
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By CHRISTINE MAHONEY
Collegian Correspondent

Several panelists discussed the potential dangers of

excessive drinking at a workshop held Wednesday night at

the University of Massachusetts.

The panel, sponsored by the Greek Area, included Ann
Hynes. a teaching aasisUnt fi>r the Peer Alcohol Program at

University Health Services.

Hynes noted the importance ofdrinking responsibly and

with trusted companions to avoid the danger of alcohol

pftiiming She suggests using the buddy system to help

prevent such potential problems as alcohol poisomng and

other oompltcations.

"When your buddy drinks s lot. you're not capable of

makiiw those decisions,* said Hynaa.

Hyneasaid alcohol potsonincoccurswhen a large amount

of alcohol is consumed in a short period of time. Loss of

oonsdousoess is the main concern with alcohol poisoning,

she added.

The human body metabolixes one ounce of alcohol per

hour, which is equivalent to two or three drinks per hour. 1,

Hynes said.

*A m,^jor misconception is that bread will soak up the

alcohol," Hynes said. Milk or protein will coat the stomach,

and slow the absorption rate ofalcohol, according to Hynes.

"Your beat bet is a full stomach,' Hynes said.

Hynes noted three things theconsumption ofalcohol will

cause. First, people lose their judgment.

This is why people think they dnve better, dance better

or are funnier," said Hynes. It is a false perception of

oneself, and is particularly apparent when one first starts

drinking.

The loss of fine motor skills is the next stage. TYte third

ability the drinker loses is rotary skills.

^Loss of motor skills] causes difficulty in lighting a

dgaiette," Hynes said. 'At these times, people make poor

If a person is unconscious, and lying there, dont auto-

matically think they are fine or deeping.' said Hynaa.

Hynes itreased the importance of doing a pinch teat. It

the person does not move after you pinch them, call Health

Sarvioss immediately. In the meantime, put the person on

their side by propping them up with pillows, so that ifthey

begin to vomit, they will not choke, according to Hynes.

IfHealth Services i» not contacted, there is s chance that

the person's body will shut down A shut down is the

stowdown ofbrain activity, blood pressure, vital functions

and a lack of oxygen could cause brain damage.

There are many alcohol programs available on campus.

These irkclude the Peer Alcohol Education Program at

Health Services, a Residential Alcohol Education Program

at John Quincy Adams, Alcohol and Athletics, AlcohoUcs

Anonymous meetings and adult children meetings.

Winter Session

Catalog

Is Here!

So, what exactly is Wmter Session?

• a unique mim-semester, lust three weeks long

Wei, wtiat's so unique atMUt it?

• you can earn 3 acadennic credits in only 3 weeks

• over 100 credit courses, including gen ed designated classes

How can Winter Session help me?
You can

• take a class you couldn't get before

• make up credits

• meet graduation requirements

• lighten your spring course load

WIntet Session 1992 — January 2-23

Registration by mail only begins Novenfiber 9.

(Registrations must be postmarked no earlier thdiU

November 9.)

Catalogs available on campus or at the Division

of Continuing Education 6th floor Goodell

Career Day
November 12, 1991

Sponsored by

the Undergraduate Business Club

l-5pm in Campus Center Auditorium

Seniors- Bring Your
Resume's

-Chubb Insurance
-AT&T
-Taco Bell

-May Co.

-GE
-NCR
-Raytheon
-Bull HN
and more!

Reception to follow at 5pm in rm 1001-02

Campus Center
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The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Only political pressure will change attitude of State House
In 1988, it was Cutback City. In 1989, it was 15,000

students on the State House steps and a student strike. In

1990, it was a GEO work stoppage. In Spring 1991, it was
two days ofNo Business as Usual."

Now it's GEO's turn. They'll soon be on strike to pressure

Whitmore into granting the salaries and benefits they

deserve. Unless, of course, the administration gives in

before then.

Will the powers that be on Beacon Hill finally wake up
to the fact that public higher education should be a priority?

Will this be the strike which changes the attitude of the

Commonwealth? Will the wisdom of funding a world-class

university with enough cash to pay teachers and graduate

assistants what they deserve suddenly dawn on our en-

lightened state government?
What do you think?

When 1 was a freshman, I went to Boston for the higher

education rally on the State House steps. The sight of

15,000 students in front ofthe State House, as far as the eye

could see in all directions, all believing m the same thing,

gave me chills I can still feel.

We were unified, we were strong and most importantly

we were right. Why else do you think the legislature wouldn't

talk to us?

Well, you know what happened? The state ignored us.

The media blackballed us. Do you know what the Boston

media cared most about? Four student arrests out of 15,000

students and some crushed flowers.

Had I known the rally would get such bad press, I would

have suggested setting the State House on fire instead. If

you're going to make a bad impression, you might as well go

all the way.

Greg Sukietmik

Now look where we are two years later. Student govern-

ment is still shaking off the bad publicity of last year's

rancor. GEO and the administration are playing chicken

with undergraduate education. Rival student organiza-

tions tear into each other instead of uniting against the

state, or against Whitmore.
United we stand, divided we're screwed.

Folks, it's high time we went back to Boston — as a

group, not a loose confederation of individuals — and
demanded the funding a university deserves, and not one

penny less. Otherwise, we're just beating each other sense-

less while the real culprit — state government — balances

the budget on our backs.

Let's put it this way. Do you think Bill Weld gives two

hoots about what some clown with a megaphone has to say

on the Student Union steps? It doesn't mean jack to him.

But what ifwe screamed it in his face? He couldn't ignore

it then, could he? Neither could our fickle "friends" in the

legislature and state senate.

Strikes and job actions and rallies are valuable ways of

showing unhappiness with the status quo. but do they

work? The evidence says "no." I don't know about your bill,

but mine's gone up the past two years. I see administrators

jumping ship. I see Richard Edwards, the head ofone of the

best economics departments around, explaining in The New
York Times why he left Massachusetts for the University of

Kentucky. I see maintainers being laid off.

"Hey-hey, ho-ho" is not going to solve our problems.

Picket signs and bright orange stickers will not bring our

faculty and staff back. The only viable alternative is pro-

longed, intense and direct political pressure.

For now, strikes and chants and other reindeer games
will suit our purposes nicely.GEO has a legitimate complaint

and deserves undergraduate support.

But we're still fighting over the wishbone when the state

has the whole turkey. It's time we invited ourselves to

dinner and helped ourselves to what we deserve.

Pass the cranberry sauce.

Greg Sukiennik is a Coll^an columniat

The things I hate most
Since I've been in such a bad mood lately

about every facet of my hfe, 1 felt that it

might be a good idea to get rid of some
negative ertergy by writing about some of

the things that I really hate. Hopefully,

some of you will relate to some of these

things that make me want to open my veins

in frustration.

Where shall I start? Oh, here's one 1

hate It when I'm walking across campus and
come to a crosswalk. Nolxxiy stops! I usually

just walk out in front of cars now and hope

that the dnvers-by are merciful. Then again,

when I'm driving through campus. I hate

when people walk right in front of me, as-

suming that ni sUip. Hypocrisy in action,

the American way.

Todd Kane

I hate it when I know that I don't have

any food in the fridge, yet I still keep going

back and opening the door, hoping that

something yummy has appeared since the

last time I checked.

While on the topic of food, I also hate

when I'm in a restaurant anxiously await-

ing my dinner and my waitress walks by

with a full tray of food that 1 think is mine.

I sit up and get all prepared to dig in and my
waitress passes by and gives the tray to the

next table. I have dubbed this mistaken

notion that the food your waitress is ap-

proaching you with is yours as

"Psychoservia."

I hate it when I go out on a first date at

a pizza place. Boy, there's no better way to

make an impression on a date than by biting

into a piece of pizza and having the whole

topping drop down across your chin. The

topping is usually hot so not only is your face

covered with cheese, you are also gjn-ating

about, writhing in pain, trying to look hip.

I hate it when I'm dri\ing down the

highway and all the people in the far left

lane are going 40 miles per hour, keeping

pace with those in the far right lane. If that

isn't aggravatingenough, I pass these sloths

and they usually have their pointer finger

up their nose, digging for gold.

I hate it when I plan a route on a road trip

which is designed to avoid traffic and find

out that everyone and their sister decided to

take the same route. These are the people

who drive the speed Hmit and stomp on

their brakes on the slightest downgrade.

I hate it when I get pulled over for

speeding and try to use the tried-and-true

excuse my friends use to get out of their

tickets. It seems the cops always tell me
that "they've heard thatone a million times."

If any of you readers have a better excuse

than a spastic colon, give me a call.

I hate it when I'm on the phone with

somebody and we end up saying goodbye for

an hour. "Yep. yep, okay, okay, okay, bye,

yep, okay, you too, yep, okay, bye." I also

hate hearing this in other people's -conver-

sations because I know what they're going

through and I sympathize.

I hate it when I've paid all my bills for the

month and just when I had forgotten that

they existed, it's bill time again. You'd think

that the credit card companies could give us

at least a month's worth ofworry-free living,

yeah right.

I hate it when people come up to me and

ask me for a cigarette when I know I only

have five or six for the rest of the day. This

forces me to decide how many smokes I need

to get me through the day if I decide to be

charitable, and I hate

decisions. I hate the guilt which I am faced

with when I say "No. sorry. I only have five

left." I then hate when these people play on

my guilt by saying, "No big deal."

I hate it when I have to run across campus
to a class when I'm late. I get off the bus,

fresh and clean and wind up in Bartlett,

sweaty, with my socks down around my
ankles and my underwear halfway up my
butt. I hate that it's not socially acceptable

to pick wedgies— they happen to the best of

us.

To think that I decided to write this

article to relieve negative energy! I can't

believe how mad I am right now! I hate it

when I dwell on negative things and end up

feeling like "Grumpy Smurf." I hate Smurfs!

Todd Kane is a Collegian columnist

Canadians want their own identity
I have followed Ric Oliveira's coverage of

the Oka land dispute and the problem of

Quebec's sovereignty for over a year and I

believe he has reported these issues quite

accurately. I objected, however, to the head-

line of his last article discussing the future

of Quebec. The title alludes to the possibil-

ity of Quebec becoming the 51st state. As a

Canadian. I take offense to the prevalent

attitude here that if a Canadian province

separates from the rest of the country, well

of course, it wants to become an American

state. I would like to clarify how Canadians

feel about this.

When I was in Quebec three weeks ago

people were not talking about joining the

states, but the fact that Quebec wants to

protect its French language and culture,

which Quebeckers feel is being swallowed

up by English-speaking Canada. Quebeck-

ers would not join the U.S. to solve this

problem— they would become even more of

a minority. Most Americans do not realize

that Canadians across the country perceive

the United States as "Big Brother" and

thus, we all feel the need to establish our

own culture and identity, unique from that

of our Southern neighbor.

Jennifer Klenz

Graduate student and Canadian

How viould President Cuomo

be on the ei\viror\Tf\ftTvt?
KM .BuffaU

Kristallnacht remembered
This Saturday. November 9. marks the

fifty-third anniversary ofKristallnacht. the

Night of Broken Glass. For it was on that

day in 1938 that the Jews in Germany and

all German-occupied territories suffered one

of the worst pogroms of all time. On No-

vember 9, 1938,my grandfatherwas dragged

from his home in Vienna and subsequently

beaten and arrested. The charges against

him — he was Jewish.

Debra Kriegsman

After a few days, my grandfather was

released. At this point, he made arrange-

ments for my grandmother and their two

children to get out of Austria. They got to

Belgium and eventually to America. They

settled in Brooklyn and began a new life as

Americans.
My grandparents were among the few

who got out. Some say they were lucky to

have escaped the concentration camps and

the gas chambers, that getting out spared

them from the horrors and evils of the Na-

zis. Ifthis is true, then my grandparents did

have good fortune.

But my grandparents had to live with the

horrible memories ofwhat they did witness

and what did happen to them. They lived

knowing that their relatives and friends did

die in the camps and in the ghettos They

also lived knowing that their children would

grow up in a world that allowed for the

systematic extermination of a people, in a

world where anti-Semitism was widespread

and in a world that would discriminate

against them because of their religion.

My grandparents have both passed on.

but their memory is still strong within my
family. The lessons they taught their chil-

dren have been passed on to me. my sisters,

my cousins. Growing up, we were taught

about our family's history, how my grand-

parents were forced to start over in a country

which was foreign to them. Most important

in our lessons was the idea we are never to

forget the Holocaust, what it did to my
family and to the millions of Jews who
suffered and passed on.

On Saturday, I will spend time thinking

about my grandparents and the love I have

for them. Kristallnacht is a day that com-

memorates the Jews who suffered the po-

grom and the Jews who faced the horrors of

Nazi Germany. In the future, I will share

thisday withmy children and grandchildren.

I will t ach them about their great-grand-

parents, their struggles, and their love. But

most important, I will teach them never to

forget.

Dehra Kriegsman is a Collegian staff

member

With a GEO strike a possibility this Thursday, we'd like to know what you think.

Send a short letter explaining your views, and why, to the Collegian, 113 Campus

Center. Keep it around 30-40 double-spaced, typed lines. Include your name and

phone number. Well run a bunch of them Thursday, when the powers that be give

us two pages instead of one.
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Profs, examine Europe
Warn ofemerging internal strife

By ELIZABETH CHRISTOPHER
Collegian Correspondent

The end of the Cold War and the
reunification ofGermany have given rise to

internal strife, diminishing the East-West
conflict in Europe, according to members of

a panel who spoke about changing Euro-
pean identity Wednesday night at Amherst
College.

The panel consisted of Hampshire Col-

lege law professor Lester Mazor, Amherst
College political science professor Pavel

Machala and Karl Ryavec. a professor of

political science at the University ofMassa-
chusetts.

Mazor, speaking on the issues facing

Cremiany today, said Germany tends to

dominate the eastern parts of Europe, but

that the country's history causes it to lack a

direct vision.

German citizens have a deep feeling of

shame about Germany's role in World War
II. Mazor said, but have never articulated a

desire to be a multicultural country.

Mazor. who spent nearly six months liv-

ing and teaching in Germany this year,

described an "I want my wall back senti-

ment" in Berlin as citizens pressure the

government to control immigration because
of rising unemplov-ment now at eleven per-

cent.

The public is also concerned with the

increasing violence against foreigners in

Germany by organized groups such as the
neo-Nazis, said Mazor. Members of such
groups are "alienated young people who
have no future,' explained Mazor.

The U.S., which had control ofGermany
after World War II, must accept some re-

sponsibility for the state of Germany, said

Mazor.
"Nationalism is a disease haunting other

European societies," said Pavel Machala.
Machala addressed the possible division

of Czechoslovakia and proposed that the

Soviet Union has already dissolved.

Machala, originally from Prague, dis-

cussed the desire ofCzech and Slovak youths
to rediscover their separate histories, fol-

lowing the lead of the USSR and Yugosla-
via, two countries that are currently expe-

riencing conflicts with regions wishing to

separate andjoin the European community.
"Europe has lost its geography," said

Machala, who asked ifthe lx)rders ofEurope
would end as far as the Soviet Union or Asia.

Ryavec examined the internal conflict of

Yugoslavia. The citizens looked to blame
ethnic groups for Yugoslavia's economic
stall, said Ryavec.

Ryavec called for the intervention of the

U.S. or other European countries, "but no
one wants to inter\'ene," said Ryavec.

The discussion was sponsored by PAWSS,
the Five College Program on Peace and
World Security Studies.
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Want to earn BIG money?

On a small investment?

It's Staring you
right in the face.

Collegian
Advertising
545-3500
We reach students.

19,000 copies, every day!

UP/IASS/mVIHERST
Thanksgiving Express io

NEW YORK CITY

Wednesday - November 27,1991
Leaves UMASS 1:00 PM 3:00 PM 5:00 PM
Arrive New York City 5:20 PM 7:20 PM 9:20 PM

Sunday -December 1,1991

Leaves New York City 1:30 PM 3:30 PM 5:30 PM
Arrive UMASS 5:50 PM 7:50 PM 9:50 PM

The People Professionals

EB±Bi2Ean
ONE WAY
$25.40
ROUND TRIP

U-Mass: Motel

at the Campus Center

[413] 545-2006

Amherst Center

across from The Common

[413] 256-0431

m.

at
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round trips starting at

LONDON $350

LENINGRAD $610

CARACAS $410

GUTEMALA C. $390

BANGKOK $939
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AUCKLAND $699

Taxes & surcharges nc^ included.

Fares subject to change.

Council Travel
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Amherst, MA 01002
(413)256-1261

Arts & Living
Little Man Tate honest, simple and good
By JON LUPO
Collegian Correspondent

Little Man Tate is a small film, but that does not
dampen the honest charm and bittersweet message it

radiates. It is a movie full ofsmall moments and a particular
afTection for its characters.

In her directorial debut, Jodie Poster plays Dee Dee
Tate, a young working mother struggling to raise her eight-

year-old child genius, Fred Tate (Adam Hamm-Byrd). The
director of a school for advanced children, Jane Greer
(Dianne Weist), wants to enroll Fred. Dee Dee refutes

Jane's advice at first, but then hesitantly allows Jane to

take Fred on a three-week tnp to a "mmd Olympics." There,
Fred meets other child geniuses and finds he has no more
success with kids of his own IQ level than at his regular
school.

He later moves in with Jane for the summer to attend a
coIU'ge class while his mother reluctantly goes to Florida for

a temporary job. The whole time there is a struggle between
Dee Dee. who just wants Fred to be a happy, normal kid and
Jane, who wants Fred to achieve his highest potential.

The film is much more episodic than 1 anticipated.

Characters are introduced with great promise and then

New hook: new look

never heard from again. The two main examples of this are

found in the bratty math wizard who Fred sees as an equal

(at least mentally) and a college student (Harry Connick,

Jr. ) who takes Fred on an afternoon ofchildhood fun. These
two people, who seem to make a difference in Fred's life, are

in and out of the picture before you know it.

Jodie Foster and Dianne Weist are fine, but they seem to

be playing slight variations on characters they've played

before. The real star of the film, Adam Hamm-Byrd is

excellent as Fred, displaying fear and innocence behind his

genius.

There is great comedic warmth in Little Man Tate. It

carefully surfaces the humor within its dramatic heart. It's

a genuinely sweet, unassuming pleasure. There's no phony
sentiment or melodramatics to bog down what is the simple

character study of Dee Dee, Jane, and Little Man Tate.

ANOTHER NEW RELEASE:
Neceaaary Roughnena — Basically, Necessary Roughness
is a fuutball retread oi Major league, although instead of

Charlie Sheen and Tom Berenger, we've got Scott Bakula,
Sinbad and cover model Kathy Ireland. It involves a failing

Texas college football team and their efforts to win that one
big season. Bakula ("Quantum Leap") is asked to return to

college in order to play for the team, as well as Sinbad ("A

Different World"), a professor, and beautiful co-ed Ireland.

Watch the team fumble! Watch Bakula fall in love!

Watch them come from behind and win the big game!
Necessary Roughness is full of wacky hijinks and misad-
ventures and that's precisely the problem. It's just not

funny — not even stupidly furmy like the Naked Gun
movies. Bakula has done such fine work on "Quantum
Leap" and he deserves much better than this.

By JASON MCIX3NALD
(%illegian Correspondent

The Morgan Mystique: Morgan
Holliday'H Essential Ciuide to Living,

Ixiving and Lip (iloss

Morgan Holliday with Peter Hawkins
Holliday Productions

"I am not interested in the scrutiny of

psychologists. It does not embarrass me
that Drag is a strong form of my personal

self-expression. I am pleased when people

sec me in Drag, in my female persona. Drag
IS my art.'

The Morgan Myatique is an instruc-

tive, as well as autobiographical, book con-

cerning drag queens, and the making ofone.

Taking us on a tour of drag life, we learn of

Morgan Holliday's beginnings in a contest

at the BaccaratyJaguar Club, to the basics of

becoming a drag queen through chapters

like "Making Breasts and Lips Right in

Your Own Kitchen."

Including the when, what, where and
hows ofdrag life, Ms. Holliday also includes

many of the whys through explanations of

her own personal experiences.

Refuting apparent allegations ofsexism,

she claims "My reasons for doing drag come
from the personal satisfaction of mastering

the illusion . . . My performance in drag is a

tribute to women ... I have no intention of

entering a political discussion of feminism.

1 am all for equal power, but I am also for

laughter and l)eauty."

We learn that for many drag artists, the

art of female impersonation goes beyond
even having anything to do with women;
that some women "wouldn't be caught dead
in some of the stuff drag queens wear."

Want to know what make-up to wear
with what color wig? Need to know how to

make a "tit" in a minute? Feel intimidated

buying women's clothing? All the informa-

tion and adnce you need is provided.

This book is anything but a dry procedural

manual however. Humorous stories stories

abound such as the time, the only time she

points out, that she took home a man that

she thought was a real woman; or the ordeal

of a swimwear contest at a drag show at a

.Ma.sonic temple Fuimy tales of the trials

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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drag queens
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

and exploits oflife as a female impersonator fill this personal

yet instructional work.

A milestone for the Nineties. The Morgan Mystique

demonstrates and instructs things concerning a way of life

for which there is little literature. The first comprehensive

book on men and the art of female impersonation, it is

superbly written and enormously helpful for all those

interested in this art , as well as for those just curious about

ht)w and whv.

PlMtto by Rscvr (^oraian

The Throbs will rip through an all ages show at Katina's Nightclub in Hadley on Sunday.

Tickets are $6; $4 with a college ID. ^

WHEN PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE,
SOME PEOPLE WANT EVERYTHING.

( We think that's pnfectly reasonable.

)

^

Rftiremcnt should be e\er\ thing you

,. dreamed it would be. With good

health, you may spend a quarter ofyour life

doing the things you've always dreamed of

—like tra\elling the world, starting your

own business, or playing tennis twelve

months a year

RETIRE YOL R WAY,
WITH TIAA-CREF SRAs.

Tl.'\.'\ CRHF Supplemental Retirement

Annuities are a unique way for members

ol the education and research communities

to save extra money for their retirement

years. Through tax-deferred savings,

TIAA-CRKF SRAs can help provide the

extras that will make \c»ur retirement trulv

enjoyable. They will supplement your

basic pension and Social Security in retire-

ment, and they offer real benefits now:

• The benefits of tax deferral.

• A broad range of allocation choices.

• NO sales charges.

• .Among the lowest expenses m the

insurance and mutual fund mtlustries.*

• A variety of ways to receive income,

including lifetime retirement income,

payments over a fixed period, or as cash.

TIAA-CREF CAN HELP MAKE
YOLR DREAMS COME TRUE.

With the help of TIAACRKK. retirement

can be your chance to look after yourself

the way you've always wanted. After all.

nobodv deserves it more.

Some ot the biggest,

some of the best

presents come m
the smallesttwxesi

j
sHvci scape

I

designs

• Cars
• Trjcli»
• Cargo Vans

ScMiMl W^JWy and WMlwrd H«M

NorthAmherstMokis
Auto&lhxkRertal

78 Ud Sjnd*ft«nd M.
Nort« Amhtr^ MA

549-RENT
(S4»-73U)

On But ftoLli _J

ILisssJ

RESUMES
Copy Cat Print Shop

• Great Service • Great Prices •

228 Triangle St. • Amherst • 549-3840

^\lllllllllllllllllllllllllllMIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIllllllllllllllilllllllllllMIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII<//^

i UMASS ARTS COUNCIL 1

I GRANT PROPOSAl. DEADLINE |

I The next deadline for submission |

of grant proposals for |

arts-related projects and events |
s
s

Wednesday, November 20 |

Guidelines and application forms |

are available at the Arts Council I

Office and the Student Activities

Office

r

Ensuring the future

for those who shape itT

V

GET YOUR FREE SRA KIT "TL--

which int ludrs a sliilr laliuUlor tor eslim.ilint!

tax savings. Mail this coupon to: TIAA CKI.K

IH-pI.QC. 7'^n Third .Venue. New York. NY lOlll,-

Or I all 1 800-842-2733, txi. 8016.

&

UMass Arts Council
209 Hasbrouk Hall. 545-0202

'/'lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIillllllllMllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllU>'''.v^

A( Al)i:\h uMlJSIC
NOniHAMPTON f0/ie\aji§u5e

\itnte i flease prin* (

. l,\'/v

.

Civ Sl.ilf /.ii-Culf

tn.>tilulum i KutI n*ime)

T,lU fXiylimf l'h,<iir f )

TIAA CRtt Parluipanl If^j, Soruit Sminltf #

Ends Nov. 14 • (2-nims) Separate Admission

At 7:00pm At 9: 1 5pm
The Final Release Of I "A mSTUmmo, movoCATIVE TALI

IThe Origwal Masterpcce I ** »!*!("T HSL!!!?^"

^n

(3*

•AM. BcttCo. Be«t'i Insvirance Reports; Lippar Analyticd Strvicu, Inc., Mutual Fund Performance Analysis

(l)nf&^f%i\

\\\\

@

iOE IMTECIH II IWID MmET'S

HOMJCHEE
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

I

I

X' v^orti^ if she kncwT
leNst. Should J call

her? Maybe she doesh'

t

£>vw Hno^ ^ Cr^isf? lA/WL
maybe she does... X'll call

her. Ho^ vv^;//- :z:'^ r^tsure
if she Knows X emsi.. Cktnjf

ANY
BRMK- POSSeU.
THUaJSHS' I UNSi?

I UPANCM€R.
joe»rrgi-
VIMFOff-

.y

^^ me BAP
^H»"" NOUS IS THAT

my, 7mR£NT^
THATS DUe-.HOMV

Qft£AT... YOUMAKa^ o/rTQCMy

r
\

ACROSS
1 PBCity

• Enwnaio
13 Bannar*
ISMortnaM
18 Uka mott (toM

17 Tha — m Lo««
MMh Vou

ISBaam
l»<Miwlpoota
21 Sooaly Ism
22Ct««ad
24 Ramblad
27 Maias' mala*
29 Quastionar

30 Chou En

—

31 ' - w) Iha USA"
33 P\M*u»nq

36 Owiaflian or

nuttnag

37 AuawOray

7 Namasakas o<

• Satama
Suaai
raMdam

8 USA Eur

oonnaction

9CMI\Mar
9artara<

10 Support
11 Ori-fich taads
12 1

40 Innfcaapar, m
lUly

43 Mora
ordarty

4SP«rt
olUSMC

46 Bkiws up
47 rma*
49 Orass up

S3 Pra hohday
tima*

MOnaolIha
Moora*

&6 LarMltng craft.

lor shon
57 LaHs opp
S9Foo( Comb.

torm

13Undrast
UCuUoltiaal
20 0nao( SrvM*

wmna « tnartd*

231

MittlttB TO PWEVKHIS PUZZLE

nn nnnn

11

you know,

1 ih\nk I
reaWy like vaniib.

40ComtiuaaMa

Same planet, diffefent worlds

CALVIN AND HOBBES

YOUUHAVB ALtAl
TOCHtCK PIPMOM^
MMTHMy MAK310B

ACCOUNTANT OFMON^y
y Tcpay?

V

1 )L./

^s->^
£^ lui J i^ T^^^ ^m^m A \ ^
A ^^^L \ ^,^F

mJm^
Dl

WO
/Hn^ON
BUCX5
rrsAu,

41 UMagcy
42 cay m S Turtiay

44nadSaa

26VI«hoiit|oy

2S Eacavaia
2tFnandty
32 Library patron

34 JOM*
35 Qraak port or

3* RgfN principal

3SPtwlo
30 Moat raoam

innnnonnnnnnB
l^l

kL

L

6

Ill

nnQri Qnn
nnnnnnnnnrinSpSn
nnnn nonrnn nonn
nnnn nnnnn nnn

4SOona
Mf^ltat Ti

SI

S3 Brought up
S6 PlarMsr s purtoh

ir<gradMr<t

SS Unit o( capaoHy
SSHqtthal
60 Fonn of

•1

t2
•3

t -Ilia \jm€* —•

By BILL WATTERSON \22L

UI.DM).

3v
VE» BUSI \UtS

C»H iOO PICK. UP SOKE

Quote of the Day
'I didn't say that"

-PatLasch

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

Quote of the Day
'I don't wanna be your dog.**

—The Ramones

i'KUL:

I

AND 6o«*v' Tfdf

Quote of the Day
"Bumping boxes, very bad."

-Thursday night Graphics

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

AC7VAUY IUMffP TO )

TALkfO "iOUABOUT /"^vPAwT

ON HIM..

ZACX6 A niSBkABUUTIU TPOU

UHO!:mNPSONA Tm"5URfiAl£

V Hioe TH( 9CT THAT HE

CAMS FOR NOTHmANDNOOti.

mrSHADSHAND,

UNPAIRZACKS

MTAKIP.

cm, PHASE? I \
NEEDiTWCONSjoN Jg^rrs
kLdO^T W HEU > / tffAUNT

Today's Staff
Night Editor KimFrisino

Copy Editor Jason George

Photo Technician Man Kahn

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production Jason Torla,

Oliver Raskin

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

UNDER 21
By KRIS K. EARLE

r\ f<YCH0LO6lCAL.

MMAN
THE DARK KMi6Hr'5

ARIE.S (March 2IApnl I**!: You

wi II need all of yoor pt>wcr\ of persuasion

uiavcn a family upheaval Discu« things

calmly An emotional problem must be

deall with promptly Seek the assKlancc

of a canng person.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A

spending spree could put you behind the

eightball financially You do deserve more

fun in your life but at a price you can

alTord! Show any bad habits the door

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20) Do not

discard an idea just because it will not

work right now .Save il for another day.

The winds of romance blow both hot and

cold this weekend.

CANCER (June 21 -July 22): The future

looks brighter after you and your partner

level with each other Bold ideas strike

like lightning! Move swiftly. A ph»>ne call

proves very illuminating. Be di,screet.

LEO (July 2.1-Aug. 22): Kxamine a

relationship very carefully before making

aflnal decision. Mutual respect isessential

if an alliance is to last. Be ready to do

whatever you can to help a loved one.

VIRGO (Aug. 2.VSept. 22): A

sp<iniancous get-together produces some

happy surprises. A new romance is fast

becoming an important relationship. Your

intellectual interests arc stimulated by the

arrival of a friend. l>eam more about a

fa.scinating Held.

LIBRA (Sept 2VOcl 22) You llnd

the way or means to carry out a highly

desirable household »r creative project

Be enthusiastic without being impractical.

Share specialized knowledge with an

inexperienced person

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Be

frugal Buy only what you really need and

mit what appeals at the moment. It would

be smart to draw up a list of must-haves

and slick to it

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec. 21):

You are able to apply the final touch to

stabilize your domestic or monetary

arrangements tcxlay Hxamine a romantic

relationshipwith greater objectivity before

making any decisions.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19):

Changing circumstances provide an

opening for you to improve your Tinancial

standing. l-"orcing an issue will only lead

to unwanted results. Be patient.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-reb 18): Il

pays to be alert Try to foresee possible

threats to your status or property and lake

protective measures. Keep a low prolile.

Being indiscreet could hurt your

reputation.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Make

it your main purpose to keep everyone

calm and serene this morning. Good

investments should not be replaced with

others t lat are more risky.
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ivomen^s soccer
CONIINUED FROM PAGE 12

Neither coach sees this game being played much

differentlv from the last. Both teams will stick to their

game plans that have gotten them this far. according

to the coaches.

-We won't make many a^justmenU." Rudy said.

-We don't have that type of versatility. We will have

to come up from the back more and we've changed our

attack pointe but besides that it will be the same

I Paula) Wilkins is healthy for this game so we can put

IMichelel Woodside on the attack, so that will help."

Tsantiarias said. "We both have the same players.

80 it should be about the same game. It is a different

situation though It should be a tx)ugh. tx)ugh game

We know each other but our team focuses on playing

lU game and not worrying about the oppoaiUon.

Confidence isn't a problem for u«. we juat go out and

play"
The winner of this game will face the Umversity of

Virginia

in the quarterfinals next weekend, at an undetermined

sight.

Magic
CONIINUED FROM PAGE 1

that go." he said. "So the good conditioning 1 had is now

lost."

Johnson had been working with a physical therapist and

ran two treadmill miles Tuesday. He had weighed 2'20

pounds but said he had lost weight recently.

"I haven't weighed myself," he said. "I'm scared."

Johnson, a winner of three NBA Most Valuable Player

awards, would probably be playing again within a week, the

speculaUon went, but then came word that he had tested

positive.

At 6-foot-9. Johnson revolutionired the point-guard po-

sition after leading Michigan SUte to an NCAA champion-

ship as a sophomore in 1979.

He compiled a league-rword 9.921 asusU. having bro^

ken Oscar Robeitwm'a career standard last 8eaM)n.

With center Kaitm AbdulJabbar unable to play be-

cause ofiiyury in the sixth game ofthe NBA Finals against

Philadelphia. Johnson came throu^ with a storybook

"perlormance!

Playing all five positions, he had 42 points. 15 rebounds

and seven assisU in a 123-107 Ukers victory at the Spec-

trum to clinch the title.

He was selected as the MVP ofthe Finals, the first rookie

to receive such an honor.

The Ukers reached the NBA Finals nine Umes in

Johnson's 12 seasons, most recently last June, when they

were beaten by the Chicago Bulls in five games.

Johnson earned All-NBA status for the ninth time and

was second behind Chicago's Michael Jordan in the MVP
voting last season.

Johnson. ftx)m Lansing, Mich., was married in his home

sUte on September 14 to longtime girlfriend Cookie Rally.

He has a son, Andrs, who lives in I^ansing

Johnson has bsMi active civically. putting on an exhibi-

tion at the Forum each of the last six summers. The game

has raised over $6.5 million for the United Negro Coll

Fund.
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men's soccer

travels to Brown
Tournament

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

To beat Rutgers. UMass must play what Ted Pnestly

feels is *a perfect game."

Freshman Joel Pittman said, "^e have to play perfect

defense, and solid offense
"

When playing a team so strong in all areas of the game,

a "perfect" game is essentially what's needed for an oppo-

nent to beat that team.

It would seem that UMass will probably focus m<ae on

boosting ita defense, as the Minutemen allowed a season-

high SIX goals to the Scarlet KmghU. UMass will rely

heavilyon its crucial defensive standouU. namely midfielder

and co-captain Dan Lawrence, and backfielder I>arTen

Stone.

ButasUMaaahead eomchSam Koch believes. 'EveryocM's

got to play his best game of the season."

Thou^ the Rutgicrs defense is not too kind to lU oppo-

nenU. UMmm fiu*d far better than average against it

UMass managed to put two goals past Andraeki. both

scored by senior midfielder Brett Anthony Rutgcr* allowed

two goals to only two other teams during the saaaon,

Virfinia and Princeton, both of which beat Rutgers 2-1.

Two things seem apparent from these facts: Anthony

willhkely
be the go-to man for UMaaa. and ifthe Minutemen can hold

Rutgers to iU averafeoTgnals scored, they'll stand a chanee

of pulling off what would be one of the greatest upecta in

NCAA soccer this season.

Soccer B««eK Brett Anthony. Jonathan Gmber, Todd

Kybsh. and Dmn Lawrence were named to the All-Atlantic

10 second team.

By KEVIN HERUHY
CoUegian Staff

It's literally and figuratively sink-or-swim time for the

University ofMaaaachusetU water polo team this weekend

as they travel to Brown Umversity for the Eastern Cham-

pionships.

The team, ranked 4rth for the weekend and 16th na-

tionally, will play a maximum of three games, and if they

want to spend their Thanksgiving weekend in sunny

California, they must win them all

Long Beach is where the NCAA Water Polo Champion

ships will be held, and the NCAA, knowing that the top 10

teams in the country are from the flaky staU on the left

ff>at^. will invite only two Eastern teams. The winner ofthis

weekend's events will receive sn sutomatic bid, and one at-

large bid will be awarded. Last year's repreeenUttvcs were

Navy and Brown.
The seeds for the Easterns are as follows — 1 Slippery

Rock (PA.). 2 Navy; 3 Brown; 4. UMaaa; 5. PhnccUm. 6

BuckncU; 7 looa; 8 Waahington & Lse.

UMaaa' first gams will be againat Princeton Saturday

morning at 10:30 a.m. Tha MiniitsMW beat the Tigers 9-7

earlier this saason

Ifall goca according to plan, a UMaaa win woold pitthan

gainst Shppery Rock Saturday night at 7 p.m The teams

hai>e not met this year, bat laat year's two-game aeries saw

each team win one.

-It's basically the same Slippery Rock team as last year.

and our taaas is better this year.* aaid junior field player

DanMcOeker.

•^e know that we can beat that squad (SRI if we

progress to play them." said coach Ruaa Yarworth. 'We pose

tfifryi matchup problems because I doot think they play 2-

meter defense very well "Hiat's one of their weaknesses ."

The Minutemen must be starving for a big win. as they

have dropped the championahip games of the last two

toumamenta they have pUyad. Two weeks ago it was s 10-

9 quadruple overtime loaa to Brown st the New England

League Tourney, and last week tha Baars won the Naw
England championahip with a 7-3 win over UMaaa.

Last year the Minutemen played Harvard in the firrt

round of the Eastema. and lost a heartfareaker in double

overtime A loss in the first round is usually the equivalent

ofbeuigmathematically eliminated from any hope ofplaying

for the national championahip. ao it's important to con-

centrate on the preeent game, not a future one

1 have to be careful not to have the team look ahead.'

aaid Yarworth. iMcauae if you doot win the first game, aa

we found out last year, you dont go anywhere
"

The team remembers that loos all too well, but for the

four saniora on the squad — Adam Feldman. Todd Larson

.

Todd Quinn. and Ales Yelen^— their water polo days at

UMaaa have boilad down to this waekand.

It looks, now, Uke we blew H laat yaar,' said PeMmaa
«We dtdat have the oonoentratiea and intenaity. and thia

year well keep that in mind. I.aat year we were jurt happy

to be at the Eaatems. bat this year it goae further thanjust

beii^ there We want to unn it.*

•yf* can beat anyone in the Baat on the rigirt daiy.' said

Yarworth. Theyll be up It's ths Baatara Champiooshipa.

they have to be up.*

Our merchandise is our greatest asset...

next to our people.

From our first two stores back m 1 977, T.J. Maxx has

grown into a $2 billion-plus retailing powerhouse with over

400 locations, coast to coast. V^eve posted record earnings

every year we've been in business, which reflects our exception-

al stability, even m this challenging economic climate.

Join us and you'll start as a Merchandise Analyst -vhere

your good decision-makmg skills will have an impact on the

merchandise mix m over 400 stores. You'll work m a profession-

al corporate setting and receive all the training and support

you'll need as you start on a career path to a Buyer posi-

tiQ- :?row. so will your opportunities.

Interested m finding out how you can become one of our

is' Co School of

Management Career Day

Tuesday, November 1

2

1:00pm to 5:00pm

Campus Center

• nation

^»

NFL
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

a serious contender. Dallas has the leading rusher in the

NFL in Emmit Smith, the third highest rated quarterback
in the NFC in Troy Aikman. and the leading recievers for

tight ends and wide-outs in Jay Novacek and Michael Irvin.

All four are ahead of such names as Thurman Thomas,
Barry Sanders. Jerry Rice and Keith Jackson.

With all of this talent, the Cowboys hope to be able to

compete on the same level as teams like Houston. They
have already done well against Washington and the Giants,

but both games were at home.
Houston proved to all critics last week that they are true

contenders. The Oilers will not let last week's loss impede
their success for the remainder ofthe season. What matters

most now is the fight for home field advantage in the

playoffs.

Dallas's pass rush is too weak to penetrate the strong

offensive line of the Oilers, which will give Warren Moon
plenty oftime to throw the ball. All of this time to throw will

make it even harder for the already overmatched secondary

of Dallas.

The New England Patriots have to be one of the most
feared teams in the league right now, simply because noone
knows what toexpect from them. They have greatly improved

their defense from a unit that was blown out most of last

year. The only problem is no body knows which offense will

show up week-to-week.

l>ast week against the Bills, the Pats ran an offense that

they should stick with the rest of the year. This offense

included highlighting their potent runningattack ofI.«onard

Russell, one of the future stars on the team. The other star

is Marv Cook, who is the focus of the short passing attack

along with Irving Fryar.

As long as the Pats stick to a short passing game and go

to the run often, they will be able to stick with most teams

in the NFL. This game plan should be used against a weak

Dolphins defense so they can keep the explosive Dan Marino

off the field. Earlier this season Miami beat the Pats 20- 10,

as Marino took advantage of the weak Patriot secondary.

The Bills are the best bet ofthe week against the pathetic

Packers. The Bills' only weakness is against the run, of

which Green Bay has none, to say the least. The leading

rusher, who doesn't even deserve to be mentioned, has a

spellbinding 139 yards for the season.

Green Bay is very weak against the pass and should have

a good time watching James lyofton and Andre Heed run-

ning from endzone-to-endzone. With the return ofUneman
JeffWright and a soft offensive line for the Packers, Buffalo

should pressure Majkowski all day.

The Giant3 are another good pick this week, despite

their poor performance against the Eagles, although it was

a lot of fun watching LT getting burned on the touchdown

by Keith Jackson. And who says he hasn't lost a step?

The Giants play very well against a Phoenix team that

has had serious trouble scoring for the past few weeks. If

they expect to have a prayer of making the playoffs, this is

a must game. As far as the quarterback controversy that

has re-arisen, it would be nice to see Phil Simms start so

that everyone could see that the only problem is that the

Giants are washed up.

The point spread listed for the Detroit-Tampa Bay game
is not a misprint, but it is an opportunity for everyone to pay

for their tuition. Favored by only 3 1/2, the Lions are a sure

cover. Tampa Bay's offense is terrible and they are very run

soft. Barry Sanders and the Lions should have a field day.

Best of luck to Buck, known by most as Magic. God be

with him.

This week's picks (CAPS) : (H)Home
(H)SAINTS(-5) VS 49er8, BILLS(-7) VS (H)Packera.

(H )OILERS( -9)VS Cowboys, (H )BENGALS(- 1IA2) Steelers.

(H)REDSKINS(-12) VS Falcons, EAGLES(-1 1/2) VS
(H)Browns. LIONS(-3 1/2) VS (H)Tampa Bay, (H>JETS(-

13) VS Colts, (H)BRONCOS(-3) VS Raiders, CHIEFS(-4)
VS(H)Ram8.GIANTS(-61/2)VS(H)Cardinal8,SEATTLE(-
1 1/2) VS (H)Charger8, (H)MlAMl(-6 1/2) VS Pats.

(H)VIKINGS(-3) VS Bears
Last week: 5-7

Season: 40-33-1

Roy Alexander is a Collegian columnist

field hockey
CONIINUED FROM PAGE 12

assists).

The probable match-up Sunday will be the Minutewomen
against the I>ady Owls. The game is ofextreme importance

this year, because the A- 10 does not receive an automatic

bid to the NCAA Tournament. Both Temple and UMass are

nearly equal, and there probably won't be enough room in

the NCAAs for both of them. So, whoever wins will prob-

ably make it to the tourney, and the loser will go home.

"We are playing on their ht>me field, which is a positive

for them, and I know that they've really turned it up a notch

Ml terms of their corner attack." Hixon explained.

MaaaachusettM was one of the early .surprises of the

field hockey season. The young players, such as Jenn

Salisbury and Tara Jelley , meshed nicely with veterans like

Dawn Trumbauer and Philippa Scott. An 8-0 start pro-

pelled the team to second in the country. A strong defense,

led by sweeper Tracy Barclay, Joy Blenis and Colleen Duffy

held opposing teams' offenses at bay.

And then . . . disaster. -Roll UMass" became "Roll over

UMass." as the Minutewomen lost games to teams like

Delaware and Northeastern, teams they should have beaten.

So, who is the favorite ifUMass faces Temple on Sunday?

It's hard to say. Temple has the home-field advantage, a hot

streak, and a better national ranking

UMass has great goaltending. better young talent and

competitive fire. They match up well on defense, but goal

scoring may be a problem. UMass' string of 10 consecutive

NCAA post-season appearances is in jeopardy if they lose.

"I'm hoping it would be a kind of midfield type of game,

that's what we'd like," Hixon said.

HOOP TICKETS
Student tickets for the University of Massa-

chusetts men's basketball game against the
L ithuanian National Team on Tuesday, Nov. \ 2

ore still available. They can be picked up In

Boyden GymnasKjm, Rm. 255 between 8 30
a.m. and 6 p m. Friday. Nov. 8 and Tuesday.

Nov. 12
Tickets will be Issued to students in possession

of a VALID UNDERGRADUATE ID. ONLY

^m

UMass £
256-8911

gH Mt.Holyoke

§1535-1111 ^
We Accept Competetors Coupons

30c PIZZA
ORDER ANY TWO TOPPING

LARGE PIZZA. GET MEDIUM

1 TOPPING PIZZA FOR 30c

W Expires December 31.1991 Vj^

$1.99 PIZZA
^^^ BUY ANY LARGE %
'^ PIZZA. GET 2ND^
Sji ONE FOR $1.99 ^

WHh this coupon Connot be used w»lti ony ofhef offer

Expires December 31,1991

r
BUY ANY IS

LARGE PIZZA

FOR THE PRICE OF
A SMALL PIZZA

I

Wftfi ftw cowpon Connot be used wilt) ony olf>er offe'

Expires December 31,1991 •
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ACTivmes

TFNORS AND BASSES NEEDED
. .roup

' '0 call

Bflh 6 2148 or Shannon 6-2047

ANNOUNCEMENTS

HAVING PROBLEMS WITH your room

-ate'' Contact OCHO 428 Student Onion or

cviii us at 545-0865 We can help'

P.O.W.E.n. Will be holding a meeting on

Monday Nov 11th at 8J0pm in 306SU

(POWER Otfice)

PVOC OIL CO-OP. Purchase healing oil at

reduced cost Register at OCHO 428 Stu-

dent Union.

AUTO FO« SALE

1981 20r. Mazda Hatchback. 4 speed Std

1 04K Runs excellent, httle rust $600 or b o

586 1 1 94

Seized cars, trucks, txjals. 4wtieelers

motorhomes. by FBI. IRS. DEA Available

your area now Call (805) 682-7555. E«t. C
1675

ENTERTAINMENT

R ACK-A-DISC! $1 75.00 OJs. VJs. Karaoke

lor house/ Formal parties. Call 586-9900

FOR RENT

AMHERST. Two bedroom condominiums

lor as low as $550 per month Convenient

month-to month rental agreement Parking

available lor two vehicles On bus route,

close to mall, center o( town and UMass. Call

253-3834

TownhouM 2Bedroom 1 l/2t«»hBosRoote

N Amherst 1-567-1352

FOR SALE

286/ IBM COMPATABLE t MEG RAM 20

MEG HD Monochrome Monitor Graphics

Adaptor $750 Call 549-551

1

AMPLIFIER
Peavey Classic

$325 or B'O

Call 256 0163

BROTHER AX-22 TYPEWRPfER
E«ceii«rit condition

Must sen

$60 or BO
Call 546 2585

CASIO DIGITAL KEYBOARD
Pertect condition $250

For into call 546-3392 ' leave messafla

(Constantme)

FOR SALE ROLLER BLADES Lightning

$125
For sale IBM PS2 model 30 $1 500

Call 546 0695

Four pair of used Guess Jeans

Sires 26 at $?0 ea 549 2917

IBM COMPATIBLE TANDY COMPUTER
24 Pin Pnnter 640K color card

Monochrome monitor Expandable

no hardnve $450 Call Andrew 546-0976

IMAGEWRITER II $250

Microtech BOOK disk dnve $50

Call Matt 545-3035 (8-5)

I'VE GOT A TICKET lor soW out Paula Abdul

show in Worcester Nov 14 $60 or BO Call

Melisa 253 0836

ONE-WAY AIR to Melb Fla. trom Logan $75

Nov 25 5460491 MF
SKATEBOARD FOR SALE:

Corey Obnan Santa Cruz, blue with

death dealer type figure on bottom.

Very good condition $40-

Call Pat 256-1016

SMITM CORONA TYPEWRITER

XE 5200 with dictionary

$100 Or best Oder

Must see

Call Craig at 549-8293

STEREO t VIDEO EXCHANGE: New/used

components, bes; deals around' New re-

ceivers (remote) $ 1 49 NewCD players trom

$109 New cassene decks trom $89 Com
pact/tull size speakers, Irom $50/pair New

JVC deluxe boombox $139 New Quasar 4

head VCR $279 Used equipment Wide

variety, from budget to high end All

warranteed. Iree list We buy/selWrade!

7daysrt»eek 256-0941.

FOUND

FOUND: A watch by the Grad Tower To

claim go to the into desk m the Campus

Center

FOUND
Two pair sKi boots

Lot 49 on 10'31

546-3815

HELP WANTED

COLLEGE STUDENTS
Now hinng' Promoters and speoal event

coonJinatOfs NY Comedy Shop Amencas

premier comedy club Call 413-5340041

EARLY RISERS Earn great money deliver-

ing newspapers Call Cheryl at 548-9688

Earn $2000 Free Spnng Break Trips'

North Amencas #1 student lour operator

seeking motivated students organizations.

Iratemities and soronlies as campus repre

sentalives promoting Cancun. Bahamas

Daylona and Panama City' Call 1-800-724

1655'

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS

Promote & organize our spnng break

tours All matenals lurmshed Good pay S

tun. Call Campos Marketing

1-800-423 5264^

FULL/PART TIME internships ottered tor

students interested in video production. Call

Jim or Julia at NCTV 586 6922

Help Hampshire County's needy.

Volunteer 3 hours as bellnnger orenlerlainer

tor Salvation Army Nov 22 until Chnstmas

Call 586-6243

JOBS: Clean Water Actions environmental

campaign staff. Evenings $7/hr. Call 584-

9830 On buslines.

MUSICIANS

ROLAND JC77 $290
Modified con guitar (plays great) $150

Ibanez performance acoustic $200

Ood delay $50
All offers considered

Matt 256-8830 _^

PERSONALS

COMING SOON
Otticia! ZooMass condoms

ELIZABETH trom Wendy's fall 88 French

1 1 class- 1 still owe you a Coke Interested''

Respond here Stephen

SARAH
Exactly how cok) is

the markets floor'

I was at the door

TO THE WOMAN at Sigma Kappa

who won the Clean Sheets Award"

I Love Yoo
>oo^

MARK
It has been 3 great years and I want you to

Know that your the bestlhing thats happened

to me Happy Anniversary Honey'

I LOVE YOU'
TINA

ATTENTION U-MASS!
James Companeschi is 21 on Sunday

Uptown will never be the same''

Things that make you go Hmmm
Happy Birthday Chump'

Jim.

Happy Birthday'

I hope your day is

as ¥iK}nder1ul as you are.

Love

Me
.

CHICS DHj us..

LISA DICKINSON

Local t)ars of Amherst thank you lor turrwng

21 tomorrow"

The recession is over for us"

FMALLV...
Banender. give that girt anott>er round of

waterfowl and Holy Sisters of St Jude - She

deserves It

HOLLY F.

I will worship you forever

Just shut up and be my love goddess.

Love Anduiar

KIRE:

Cheers'' Here is to five years of together-

ness and your bad attitude' I tove you

Happy Anniversary

Love Always.

"Your Pnncess"

LOST

LADIES' WALLET LOST in the Hatch

Wednesday. Noon Please return contents

(Keep $) to Campus Center Desk

LOST: Sivler wedding band. Engraved, great

sentimental value Reward Please call 549-

6709

HEY JOKER!
Thanks tor dinner' I had a great lime' Danc-

ing next week? I hope so' Good luck on your

Spanish exam'

Love.

Your Cowgirl

HEY ALPHA CHI... No need to do tall clean-

ing this weekend because the house man-

ager will be in no shape to check'

Happy 2 1st Birthday Jordan Stetzer

Love. The Nat Syrls

Andy Alabran-

You are the sexiest, hottest, most hype nook!

Happy late B-day Soil. Rage Nagataki

-Love Baker Fourth North

Dotma.
1 |ust wanted to tell you how much I'm glad

we are still together It has been great lor the

past five years Hopefully we'll last at least

hve more
Love Always

Kire

RIDE WANTED

RIDEWANTED TO UVM Burlington VT aiaa

11-8.11-9, will share expenses'Xall 6-1 1 53

Student needs ride trom Greenfield MA to

UMass M-F 773-7705 Billie-Jo

THANKSGIVING BREAK Ride needed to

upstate New York Rochester, Bulfak), or

Clean New York I just need to get home.

Call Jenny 253-3608 Leave a message,

SERVICES

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnarKy test mtormation or

support '' Call for Iree and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Main

Street, Northampton 586-3000 or

Groenteid r74 6010

FREE pregnancy testlr>g; conlidentiai and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No
Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

TRAVEL

SPRING-BREAK TRIPS!

Cancun Jarriaica. Panama City

Plan t>elore Jan 1 st & save $30

For details can Siacey 549-0840

TYPING WORD PROCESSING

DISSERTATKDfJS, THESES. CASES, Pa

pers. On-campus Service MacA^ser Pnnter.

Spellcheck. Quality, Int'pensive 584-7924,

Nancy

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING w spelteheck

andboWface Si 50 pg Call Greg 546-3 198

FAST CHEAP ACCURATE
On campus
Lisa 546-1615

PAPERSTYPED:$1 SOTypedpage Quick,

accurate service Call Brian 546^3563

Word Processing • Reports, resumes, the-

ses, laser pnntmg Call Rosemary 259-1 786

WANTED

MALE STUDENT to be personal weight

trainer Must be knowledgable m weight

training and Illness. Call Pete lor info. 1 -637-

2658

ORDER AVON!
546-1999

Call for brochure.
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Sports

It's a tournament weekend for soccer
• Women in NCAAs
By DAN WErZEL
Collegian Staff

Sometimes you get what you wish for

The Tniversity of Massachusetts women's soecer team

learneti that this week, as two of ^t^ wishes came true an

NC.\.\ Tournament bid and a rematch with rival Univer

sitv of t'onnectjcut. BtUh wishes come true when UM t-~

a4-4> ;• • ' - vip with I'Conn 1 15-4 >, in the first rouiul .1

Natior.. pionships. at 1 1 a.m. on Saturday, in Storre,

Conn.
On October 21st, in Amherst, the Huskies, then ranked

No. 2 in the nation, defeated I'Mass 2-0. UConn's Laurie

KrutchkolT broke a scoreless tie with 11 48 r^'nu^inln^; m
regulation with a nice jjoal into the ti>p right corner of tlu

CMass net. Ten minutes later Karen Fergustm padded thi

Huskie's lead with a il that CMass goalkeeper

Bnana Scurrv should : pped.

Alihuugh the final result was 2-0. the game was an

evenly played contest, one that the Minutewomen could

have won.

"I thought we crushed them last time, but wejust missed

on a few oppt>rtunities." CMass defender Holly Hellmuth

«aid "Without a doubt. 1 know we can beat them on

Saturd.iv
"

CMass coach Jim Kudy said. "I like playing team* that

we lost to. It gives us a lot of incentive to play well
'

UConn coach Len Tsantianas »aid. "It wa» a cIo«« game,

we didn't play as well as we could'w We made two misUkes
that .Massachusetts could've scored on and we got a nice

goal and another that wasn't on a strong play It wasn't one

of our better games but we got the goals
"

CConn has been in a slump lately, dropping three of

their last four games However, all three losses (Colorado

College. Hartford and Santa Barbara) came against tour-

nament teams Massachusetts has won their last five

"We lost those three but we dominated the games.*

Tsantiarias said. "They were lucky, we could've beaten

them, now we know that we can beat anyone in the tour-

nament."
Rudy said. "We are playing better ball now than at any

lime of the season. We're playing smarter and our training

has been more skillful. Ifs the best traininc we've had all

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Colteclmn HI* photo

Justin Edelman and the soccer team are

chasing the Atlantic 10 title this weekend at

Rhode Island. UMass takes on powerhouse
Rutgers today at II a.m.

•Men at R.I. for A-lOs
By TKH KO'ITLEK
(\>lloKian Staff

Thf hypo will oiui alwut the Atlantic 10 Tournament

matchup k-lNvtHMi the University of MassachusetU and

Rutgers University at 1 1 a.m. Uuiay. when the two teams

lake the field at the University of Rhode Island.

Rutgers IS a team withoverw helming otlensive firepower.

Ill 20 games this season, the Knights Ullied 47 goals, for a

if-geriiiK average of 2.35 per game (UMass avoraged 1 53

lis per game I.

Fr^shnian first-team All-Atlantic 10 forward KobJohiis»>n

i.s Rutgirs' most dangerous sniper. He put 1 1 past helpless

yi.alti'iiders this season and added nine assists to lead the

team with 31 points. Johnson was not a major factor in

Rutgers" « 2 defeat of UMass earlier this season. Rutgers'

iifTensivo dipth extends well l>eyond .Johnson.

Ijno DiCullo. another first-team A- 10 meml)er. is scor

mg runner-up toJohnson. with nine goalsand seven assists.

g.H»d for 2.'> points. Against the Minutemen. he picked apart

the defense to score three goals and two assists.

Rutgers also has JelTZaun. yet another star scorer who

could also be a problem f«)r the Mmuteman defense. Zaun

scored a back-breaking goal against UMass and was third

in scoring for Rutgers with eight ^oals and one assist for 17

points.

.lohnstm. DiCullo. and Zaun combiiietl for 28 goals this

season, just one short of l^Mass' s*«ason total Needless to

say. the Scarlet Knights have no shortage of offense.

Then there's its defense, which is aU.ut as stingy as one

can be It's led by another first-teamer. Alexi Ulas Rutgers

allowed only 101 shots on net (UMass: 165) this season and

just 13 goals, which translates to a startling average of0.67

goals per game (CMass average was a still-impressive

0.94.

»

Backing up the Rutgers defen.se is stellar All-Atlantic 10

first team goalUMuler Bill Andracki. whose numbers are

comparable to UMass' Jonathan (Iruber Andracki never

rested during a Rutgers contest this season, while Gruber

only missed brief ptirtions of two games. Andracki was

forced to make but 88 saves (compared to Gruber's record-

setting 147 1, and his save percentage was .880 (Gruber's

'*'** ^^'
CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Field hockey faces URI in A-10 Tourney
By .MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

This weekend, at Temple Cniversity in

Philadelphia. P.\. the enigmatic Cniversity

ofMassachusetts field hockey team, with its

streak of 10 consecutive post-season ap-

pearances m jeopardy, attempts to win the

Atlantic-lOChampionship and prolong their

season.

The three teams that stand in the way of

CMass and an Atlantic- 10 Championship
are Rhode Island. Rutgers and Temple.

CMass IS seeded first, and they will play the

number four seed Rhode I sland on Saturday

at 12 noon. Temple, the number two seed.

will face Rutgers at 2 p.m. The winners play

in the Championship game Sunday at 1

p.m.

UMass ( 13-5-1 i is ranked ninth in the

countr>'. which is a drop from their initial

ranking of number two. Temple, on the

other hand, has gained momentum in the

polls, and is now No. 7 in the NCAA polls.

While Rhode Island (711) and Rutgers (9-

10) are the weak sisters of the league, they

both have some upset capability.

In recent years, UMass has struggled in

the A- 10 Tournament. Last year. UMass
lost to Temple 2-0. and the year before, the

Minutewomen were defeated 1-0 by Penn
State. Needless to say. the team is hungry
for a division title

Rhode Island, the team UMass is paired

up with in the first round, is the weakest of

the four teams in the A- 10s. Their .strength

is the play offorward Andrea Gomez. Gomez
has 19 points this year, on 16 goals, which

puts her near the top of the A- 10 in scoring.

UMass would be smart to keep the ball

away from Gomez, which is exactly what
coach Pam Hixon plans to do.

"Andrea Gomez is their best player, and

she is very, very good. Well have to keep her

from getting the ball." she said "If you can

shut her down, you have a pretty good

chance to close them off."

Rhode Island has not beaten a team in

the top 20, and they have never beaten

UMass under Hixon's tenure. In fact, UMass
has shut out URI in six of their last seven

games. This is the Wram's first appearance

in the Atlantic-10 Tournament
Add it all up and yup. you guessed it,

Hixon is still wary of an upset.

"I think we'll be a better turf team. They
have some quickness, their skills are a little

weak.
They're scary, because they have noth-

ing to lose. They could come out crazy. We
want something beyond, so that could be a

catch-22"
Rutgers has had a mediocre season,

considering some ofthe talent the team has.

Goaltender Jodi Deem is one of the best in

the league. Deem has been an A- 10 player of

the week twice this year. She has recorded

six shutouts and has a 0.86 goals against

average in the A- 10.

Rutgers is not a high scoring team, and

they start slowly. An upset against Temple

will only be accomplished by getting on the

board early , and hoping Deem's goaltending
will pull them through.

Don't count on it, though. Rutgers lost 7-

l to Temple this year, which may make
them a little gun shy.

Temple is a very strong team, riding a

hot streak. They have won their last four

games, including a season-ending 2-1 vic-

tory over Northeastern.

Their offense is primarily led by Toni

Byard (20 goals) and Lori Warneka (19

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Roy's picks
for week 10
The Battle of the Lone .Star State begins this

Sunday as the Dallas Cowboys go into the House of

Pain to face the Houston Oilers. Dallas hopes to take

advantage of Houston's devastating loss to the

Redskins. This matchup will be a true test for both

teams.

Minutemen battle Richmond

Roy Alexander

After last week's loss that left Ian Howfield crying

like a baby and out of a job, Houston needs to prove to

themselves that they are still a contender. The Oilers

should use last week as motivation rather than as

criticism.

The Redskins are one of the toughest teams in the

league to beat, and at RFK Stadium, it may be

impossible. Yet the Oilers went into Washington and

held one ofthe most explosive teams to only 16 points.

Had it not been for Howfield's shank of a chip shot (33-

yard field goal) with no time left, they would have

accomplished this impossible task.

The Cowboys stand to gain more than they stand

to lose. Many fans question how clo.se they are to being

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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ByTAMIRLIPTON
Collegian .Staff

Time to win at home is running out on the University of

Massachusetts football team. With two home dates left; and

one against New Hampshire (7-1), it appears as if the

Minutemen's best chance to win at Alumni Stadium is this

weekend against the University of Richmond ( 12:.30 p.m.)

Richmond is 2-6. 2-4 in the Yankee Conference. Their

record may be deceiving, as they have scored almo.st as

many points in their last three games ( 108) as the Minute-

men have scored all season (111).

The Minutemen (3-5, 2-3 in the Yankee Conference)

played their best game of the sea.son last week against

Northeastern, a 27-12 win.

UMass running back Jerome Bled.soe surpas.sed the

1,000 yard mark in rushing last week with a 195-yard

performance. He is second in Division I-AA in all-purpose

yardage and third in Division I-AA in rushing.

Coach Jim Marshall's team has been the victim of some

close games this season. In the past two weeks, the Spiders

have lost to James Madison, a team that beat UMass 24-7,

47-42 and the University of Connecticut 3.5-34.

The Richmond offense is paced by quarterback Greg

Lilly and running back Uly Scott. Scott has rushed for over

100 yards in the past two games — he had 143 yards last

week in the loss to UConn and 113 yards against James

Madison.

"Richmond has improved since the first couple ofweeks,"

UMass coach Jim Reid said. "Lilly has excellent skills, he's

an excellent player."

The Spiders finished 1-10 last season, but they have won

twice this year, and they will be returning most of their

players for the next two years.

"They're gonna be good, watch out Yankee Conference,"

Reid said.

Defensive back Scott Burton of Richmond was the De-

fensive Player of the Week in the Yankee Conference last

week, when he recorded 11 tackles including eight

unassisted.

Last season, the Minutemen improved their record to 7-

0-1 with a 26-9 win over Richmond in Virginia. Dave

McGovern, this week's starting quarterback threw a 58-

yard touchdown pass to Ron Villone to lead the Minutemen

to victory. McGovern replaced Tom Fasano, who broke his

ankle in the first half.

Eric Thimas, this season's invisible receiver (7 recep-

tions for 92 yards and one touchdown), ran for 135 yards

and two touchdowns last season.

"I hope we win a game," Reid said. "Boys have worked

really hard in practice, we're hoping to win at home," Reid

said.

Game Notes: The game will be broadcast on WTTT
(1430 AM), WGAM (1520 AM), WSRO (1470 AM) and

WGAW(1340AM).
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Profs may receive
spring furlough pay

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1991

By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

The Massachusetts Society of Professors
won a small battle last week in its attempt
to regain salary held back during the state-
mandated furloughs last spririg.

Arbitrators released Friday a decision in
support of the Massachusetts Society of
Professors — the union which represents
campus professors and librarians— saying
their union contract was violated by the
mandatory furloughs. This statement will

be brought for further review at Suffolk
Superior Court.

Massachusetts Society of Professors
President David Lenson said the best ar-

gument against the state is last year's budget
surplus of $200,000. He said the state's

main reason for the furloughs was a lack of
funds to pay workers, which does not hold
true in light of the state's money "in the
black.'

I^nson said the decision may not benefit
librarians, members of the 1.200-member
union, since they were not deemed "critical

taff" by the state.

While librarians could choose not to work
on furlough days or take extra vacation
Ume, professors were required to work the
usual number of days. Lenson said other
unions on campus have filed similar suits
on their own.

The furloughs were enacted during a 10-

week period last spring. Each week an aver-

age ofone day's pay was withheld from the
paycheck of all state workers. The money is

to be returned to each person upon resign-
ing or retiring.

The state withheld a portion ofthe salary
according to a formula where the more an
employee was paid the more days without
pay were assessed. Most UMass professors
lost 10 days worth of salary.

Any money returned to professors may
not be seen for a while, said Lenson. "(The
state) will tie it up as long as they can," he
said.

He expects the state to appeal a court
decision, which he said will be "probably
based on the arbitration."

Lenson called the decision 'one of those
rare things— a piece ofgood news." He was
confident that a repeal of the professors'
furloughs "might deter Weld from doing it

again.'

Acting Provost Glen Gordon said the
University might have a problem paying
back salary if the court decides in favor of
the professors, calling it "an interesting fix."

Gordon said the state has failed to assist
in paying those who have left the University
and claimed their furlough pay.

"If they say we have to pay them back
now and we do not have the money, what are
we going to do?" Gordon said. "There is no
shortage of problems [at the University]"

Gordon, who had 15 days ofpay withheld
from his own salary, said the amount taken
^ ^. CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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-I SHOULD HAVE WORN BOOTS THIS MORNING''- Freshman
enirineering migor Joseph Maldonado trudges along near the
Campus Center after yesterday's snowfall. Fierce rain uid lightning
Monday morning knocked out electricity to most surrounding
communities and the University of Massachusetts. See story, page 4.

Student dies;
apparently
commits suicide
A 20-year-old University of Massachusetts stu-

dent was found dead in his I^ach Residence Hall
room early Monday morning, an apparent suicide,
officials said.

Spokesperson Kay Scanlon said the student was
identified as Anthony V. Inzirillo of Waltham.

Scanlon said he apparently died of a self-inflicted

gunshot wound.
She said he had been dead about 24 hours when he

was discovered by his roommate about 3 a.m.
An autopsy was conducted in Springfield yester-

day and an investigation was continuing, she said.

The results of the autopsy could not be obtained at
press time.

The shotgun used had been recently purchased by
Inzirillo, Scanlon said.

University officials said he was a freshman but
were unable to determine his major.

— PRESTON P. FORMAN

Minutemen pound Richmond
Bledsoe^s four touchdowns key team^s fourth win
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian SUff

With two games left, the University of Massachusetts is

playing its best football ofthe season. Just ask the University
of Richmond.

The Minutemen spanked the Spiders (2-7, 2-4 in the
Yankee Conference) 42- 14 in front of4,427 fans at McGuirk
Alumni Stadium Saturday and improved their record to 4-

5 and 3-3 in the YanCon.
The Minutemen dominated the game from start, when

quarterback Dave McGovern completed a 64-yard touch-
down pass to Eric Thimas on UMass' first play ofthe game,
to finish when UMass linebacker Phil Lartigue recovered a
Richmond fumble with 1:14 to play in the game.

"Ifa neutral spectator sat in those (expletive) stands, he
would have appreciated the offensive output of the Uni-
versity ofMassachusetts," UMass coach Jim Reid said. "He
would have appreciated Jerome Bledsoe's outstanding per-

formance, he would have appreciated the great defensive
line play of the University of Massachusetts and he would
have appreciated Richmond's excellent short-passing game

which kept them in the game, [us I totally on our heels and
allowed them to get 14 points."

UMass running back Jerome Bledsoe continues to make
a strong case for being named the Yankee Conference
Offensive Player of the Year. Bledsoe rushed for a career
high 226 yards on 26 carries, including four touchdowns
and was awarded Co-Offensive Player of the Week in the
Yankee Conference.

"Jerome did a great job, he's a phenom," Reid said.

Bledsoe scored his first touchdown early in the second
quarter from 2 yards out, to put UMass ahead 14-0. His
second touchdown came with : 17 left in the first half, when
he ducked into the end zone from 1 yard out to give the
Minutemen a 21-0 advantage at the half. He had runs of35
and 10 during the seven-play, 58-yard drive in which his
number was called six times.

By halftime, Bledsoe had 145 yards, the eighth straight
week he has gone over 100 yards. He needs only 375 yards
rushing to break Garry Pearson's UMass single season
rushing record of 1,631, set in 1982.

"I can't think about the record yet," Bledsoe said. "We
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Prison education enriches inmates
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

A University ofMassachusetts graduate
student in political science taught journal-
ism classes this summer — the students
were inmates and the classroom was a
prison. Through a novel program called the
Prison Education Project run by the
University's Division ofContinuing Educa-
tion, Eric Goldscheider, 34, taught journal-
ism at two state prisons.

He taught two small introductory jour-

nalism classes atNorth Central Correctional
Institute at Gardner, a medium security

prison, and the Mass. Correctional Institute

at Shirley, a minimum security prison. The
students are all University students work-
ing toward a bachelor's degree.

"It's a different environment to speak
your mind in and write what you want to

write," Goldscheider said. An obvious major
obstacle in teaching journalism to inmates
was their confinement, he said, but added
there was still much to write about.

He discussed journalism issues with his

students, coordinated guest speakers and
assigned them to pick a topic to research
and write.

"I found that some of the students had a
higher developed sense about what the First

Amendment was about and had very nega-
tive attitudes toward the press," said
Goldscheider, a strong advocate of prison
education.

"These people have a different perspec-
tive on the world," he said. "There is value in

giving them the tools with which to articu-

late it. It benefits us all to hear their voices."

Goldscheider said studies prove prison
education reduces recidivism, the tendency
to relapse into criminal behavior. Research
tracking 300 ex-offenders in Ohio discovered
30 percent of the parolees were back in

prison within a year of their release.

The study found, in contrast, an 11 per-

cent return rate for parolees with a two-
year college degree earned in prison.

A 1987 Department of Justice study of

young ex-offenders found six years after re-

lease over halfwere back in prison while the
percentage for those with a college degree

was less than a third, Goldscheider said.

"Breaking out of destructive patterns
such as drug abuse and violence requires

intellectual tools," Goldscheider wrote in a
recent article.

Still, he feels the government is threat-

ening prison higher education programs,
includingthe Prison Education Project. Gov.
William Weld has decried educating crimi-

nals and North Carolina Sen. Jesse Helms,
Goldscheider said, is trying to cancel federal

tuition assistance programs (Pell Grants)
which keep such programs afloat

Goldscheider, a former reporter for the

Springfield Union-News, said this nation is

not supporting prison education as a viable

means ofintegrating ex-offenders back into

society.

"Using the perpetuation of ignorance as
a means ofpunishment only creates meaner
and angrier people who will do graver
damage to the social fabric upon release," he
wrote.

Starting next week, the Collegian will

begin publishing articles written by
Goldscheider's students.
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Weather
Monday was just the beginning

ofwhat is better known as a
New England winter. The

Collegian'sforecaster says it's

going to be sunny with flurries

the next two days.
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Fires set in Boston's Symphony Hall
BOSTON (AP) — A firefighter captured a naked man

suspected of setting a series of small fires that dama^'ed

Boston's historic Symphony Hall early Monday.

Firefighters were called to the hall by an automated

alarm about 1 30 a.m. Deputy Fire Capt. Kevin MacC'urtain

said four small fires had been lit behind the sta^'o of the

auditorium and in the rest rooms.

A firefighter caught Francis DiPesa, in the building and

held him until police arrived moments later, said District 5

Fire Chief Edmund Maiorana.

DiPesa was taken to Boston City Hospital for psychiatric

evaluation. Police said he was a resident ofa mental health

cenlor in Bosttm.

All the flames were out by about 3 a.m., authorities said.

Maiorana said the historic building suffered about

$100,000 damage from fire, smoke and water.
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WM considerable, "^ou really noticed it in your paycheckB."

he said.

Administrators and deans will not have their money

returned for many years. Gord<Hi said. Since they are not

umonized. admirustrators have less access to the channel

other workers on campus are using. They will more than

likely not recieve back-pay until they leave their positions.

Gordon said.
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You're Invited
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All Majors Welcome
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NOW RENTING FOR THE
SECOND SEMESTER

Don't live in the dorms paying 1 800"" room

and board for the second semester

You can live in beautiful

SQUIRE VILLAGE
at cm average of$235/Month

{room, board, utilities)

We have

large 1 bedroom apartments (1000 sq. ft.)

large 2 bedroom apartments (1200 sq. ft.)

large 3 bedroom apartments (ONLY 2 LEFT!)

and one 3 & 4 bedroom house

fully applianced with:

• Kitchen with dishwasher •

• Wall-to-wall carpeting •

• Air Conditioning •

• Laundry facilities •

• Swimming pool •

• On U-Mass bus route •

Don't Delay! Call

SQUIRE VILLAGE
APARTMENTS
ROUTE 116 • 665-2203

^^k^

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA

Freshman Honor Society

Informational Meeting :

Tonight, November 12 at 7:30p.m.

Campus Center Room 175

25% OFF
All Collegian Classifieds

Look for our table

on the Campus Center Concourse!

Or come to our classifieds counter

at 1

1

3 Campus Center

Local
Certificate in
Film Studies
now available
By DOUGLAS BANKS
Collegian Correspondent

The house lights dim, the curtains open and you sit back

to watch a film you've waited weeks to see. However, you're

not in a movie theater and you didn't pay $6.50 for your seat.

You're in one of several film studies classes offered on
campus, with a chance to earn the newly-approved Interde-

partmental Certificate in Film Studies.

The 18-credit certificate, open to undergraduates ofany
academic major, draws together faculty from several aca-

demic departments and will be equivalent to a minor in

many areas of study. Prior to the institution of the certifi-

cate, students interested in film studies were forced to

search throughout departments all over the University and
the Five-College area.

UMass student Scott Hyman, former president of the

UMass Film Society, says the "certificate gives students the

edge they're looking for.

"Film knowledge is hard to come by because mostcImmi

are spread all over campus.' Hyman said. "This program

will give students the opportunity for a diverse education in

many departments without running around."

Several departments, including Commumcations. En-

glish, Comparative Laterature, Art, Anthropology, Slavics,

German, French, Italian and Exlucation, have joined the

interdepartmental certificate program.

The certificate, approved by the Faculty Senate in early

October, will offer academic guidance to students inter-

ested in cinema studies, as well as an organized program for

students to follow.

"Many students have been taking film courses from

many different departments on their own," Program Direc-

tor Catherine Portuges said. "The Film Studies Certificate

is a way to have a coherent and coordinated curriculum

with a granted certificate at the end of four years."

The program may even save the University money. Eva

Rueschmann, research and teaching assistant for the pro-

gram, said the program "pools the University's resources

and operates on very low budget.

"By using equipment already in existence within each

department, we function more efficiently ," Rueschmann
said. "We have brought together departments that hadn't

worked closely together before."

In addition to the new interdepartmental Certificate,

the Film Studies Program will continue to sponsor film

screenings, lectures and discussions on film-related topics.

Recently, the program sponsored by the Third Annual

Society for Animation Studies Conference, as well as a visit

by German filmmaker Harun Farocki and an informational

session by Price Hicks of the Academy of Television Arts

and Sciences.

C«U««Un plwUi by Malt Kahn

"WHYARENTYOU IN CLASS"—Matthew Buckley, ajunior economics m^jor, Scott Nagy,
a sophomore environmental science migor and Darren Pitnick, a freshman accounting
major, waste a few minutes and quarters at the video arcade.

Voter registration drive to be held
SGA hopes to increase participation in town politics

By RIC OLIVEIRA
Collegian Staff

The Student Government Association has scheduled a

voter registration drive for Dec. 3, 4 and 5 to increase

student participation and "voice* in Town ofAmherst poli-

tics.

"Our main concern is getting students to register and
vote in Amherst— out ofa possible 17,000 voters only 1,500

are registered to vote in Amherst," said Matthew Pavesi of

SGA.

Robb Witherall, budget chairman for SGA, said "As

much as UMaas is a separate city there is a town surround-

ing us and the dedsiona they vote into law affect us all."

"If we as students could come out and become a huge
voter block, we can have more influence in the town and
with the administration," said Pavesi. "When we vote

things happen. If students vote then the town will be forced

to listen to student concerns."

On Nov. 18, the SGA will petition the town registrars

office to deputize students for on campus registration,

according to the Mayart Nartowicz, the assistant town

clerk.

"I cannot predict what is going to happen in regards to

deputizing students with the Board of Registrars," she said.

"The town has 30 or 40 deputized registrars and in the past

there has not been enough student demand to keep the

registrars busy all day.'

But Nartowicz said "We would call them in ifnecessary."

Last month 80 students marched upon the town commit-
tee meeting calling for student demands to be heard in

protest of the town's plan to institute a keg licensing law.

The poor student turnout said Witherall is partly due to

the students being "protested out."

The keg issue is dead. It was a centerpiece to motivate

students against the Town and Housing. Because housing

policies implemented within the last few years have forced

students offcampus to drink therefore creating more prob-

lems for the town," he said.

Pavesi said "The message we got from the town was that

they want to work with us."

The SGA has voiced concerns this semester over the loss

oftwo bus stops on the PVTA line forcing students to hazard

the streets after 1 1 at night.

"It is an unsafe environment for the students who are

forced to travel the extra distances from Fearing Street to

campus," said Witherall "We oflered to pay for it out of our

funds for the continuation ofthe stops but we were refused."

With the town elections, local and national primaries set

to begin in Jan., the SGA hopes its residence hall, dining

commons and Campus Center voter drive to bring out the

voters.

"Our only strength is our voices," said Witherall.

Financial help available
UM offers emergency^ short-term loans

By RIC OLIVEIRA
Collegian Staff

What do you do when you can't buy
that last book for Class From Hell, can't

pay for that $50 prescription at Health

Services and you just can't find the

money to deal with any of these situa-

tions that life throws at you?
UMass says, in its own quiet way,

"don't hold up a candy store, come to us

for help."

Yes, that's right. Even in these days

of fiscal shortfalls the Dean of Students

office has emergency, short-term loans

available with no interest rates for stu-

dents in dire need.

Associate Dean of Students Gladys

Rodriguez said any enrolled student in

an unexpected emergency can come in

and apply.

"Our loans are instant, they apply,

we sit down and discuss it in our office,"

she said. "If the Dean of Students ap-

proves it, the student receives it and
within two weeks they are expected to

pay it back."

Rodriguez said the loans are based

only upon emergency situations. "Ifyou

have a child and that child gets sick,

that qualifies. Lets say if you wear

glasses or contacts and you lose one,

that qualifies. You need medication or

are in an accident, that also qualifies,"

she said.

Situations which do not qualify are

"paying tuition bills, food bills, rent.

American Express cards or telephone

bills," she said. "If you have a car and

you live on campus don't expect us to pay

for it."

Students who fail to repay the loan

can be administratively withdrawn firom

the University but Rodriguez said stu-

dents have been nearly always repaid

the loans promptly.

The Dean of Students office lent out

over 162 loans last year at an average of

$117 per loan.

The short term loan fund was origi-

nally created for women after Margaret

Hamlin, a former alumni, willed a large

amount ofmoney over to the University

for usage by women students only.

Ten years ago, William Fields, then

Dean ofStudents, raised money for men
creating the William Field Award Fund.

Since then the University has been able

to to offer awards for students with

equal shares for both men and women.

Students must upon application for

the short term loan present proof of

ability to repay any loan, such as finan-

cial aid, job or Social Security payment,

Rodriguez said.

Loans are limited from $50 for three

weeks, wnth one loan per semester except

under special circumstances, she said.

Unique dictionary keeps
regional languages alive
By MICHAEL MEEHAN
Collegian Correspondent

Didley squat: A largely Southern expres-

sion for something lacking in value.

This is only one of the thousands of en-

tries in the second volume ofthe Dictionary

of American Regional English a University

of Massachusetts professor is crafting for

the multi-volume reference work.

Audrey Duckert, a lexicographer and

English professor, is adjunct editor of the

dictionary. As part of her work for the dic-

tionary, known as DARE by Duckert and

her colleagues, Duckert has spent the last

26 years researching distinctive regional

languages.

This second volume — covering the let-

ters "D" through "H" — was published in

September 1991 by Belknap Press of

Harvard University.

"A" through "C," covered in the first vol-

ume ofthe dictionary, was also published by

Belknap Press and was released in 1985.

Eventually the dictionary will contain five

volumes.
Duckert was enlisted into the DARE

project by University of Wisconsin at

Madison lexicographer Frederic Cassidy. In

1947 Duckert and Cassidy began to formu-

late what resulted in a 1,874-entry ques-

tionnaire, which was published in 1953.

Cassidy, editor of DARE, began the project

in earnest in 1962 with a start-up grant

from the U.S. Department of Education.

Duckert, Cassidy and company have in-

terviewed nearly 3,000 people in over 1,000

communities nationwide. As adjunct editor,

Duckert said she reviewed preliminary

definitions for inclusion in DARE, comments
on them and sends them back to Madison.

Many entries in DARE are accompanied

by quotes or maps showing where the usage

ofthe entry is mostcommonly found .
Quotes

by historical figures, such as poet Robert

Frost, are also included.

One important motivation behind DARE
is the desire to preserve. Duckert explains

that as populations age, expressions fall out

of use and sometimes disappear.

"I English] is a much more fluid language

than most realize. The regional (language)

is colorful and expressiveand through DARE
we hope to preserve it for ages to come," she

said.

While most standard dictionaries are

dry and strictly academic— like the Oxford

English Dictionary, which Duckert has also

worked for — DARE is anything but. With

entries such as "eggbeater," (a head over

heels fall while skiing), and "dupa," (a local

word of Polish origin used to designate the

derriere), DARE can be entertaining as well

as enlightening.

Duckert says she has just received the

first definitions for review for the third

DARE volume. She hopes that all five vol-

umes ofthe Dictionary ofAmerican Regional

English will be available by the end of the

decade.
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UM, area towns lose

power during storm
Monday's fierce storm caused power outages over most

surrounding communities including the University ofMas-

sachusetts, which lost power for over an hour.

The entire University lost power for five minutes at

10:30 a.m. when lightning caused a static build-up at a

Sunderland Road substation owned by Northeast Utilities,

knocking it out of service.

Power was quickly restored but Dickinson Hall, Physical

Plant. Goessmann Laboratory, Marshall Hall. Hatch

Laboratory, Holdsworth Hall. Agricultural Engineering

Building and Goodell Building were left without power for

about an hour and a half. University of Massachusetts

spokesperson Scanlon said.

Scanlon said the Town ofAmherst Fire Department sent

a generator to Dickinson Hall to supply police with electricity

but the building received power back shortly afterwards.

Over 7.000 Northeast Utilities customers lost power,

officials said. AJthougth the University is one of the power

company's largest customers, it is only considered one

customer out of the 7,000. Sicanlon said.

No injuries were reported. Scanlon said.

- PRESTON P FORMAN

BOG hopes to simplify signs
By CATHERINE FINNERAN
Collegian Correspondent

Encouragement of student involvement was high-

lighted at Thursday Night's Board of Governors meet-

ing held at the Campus Center.

Vice Chairman of the Board Benjamin Preston said

the issues raised at the meeting "directly affect" stu-

dents and he feels students can make an impact if they

get involved.

Preston said the BOG needs to revise the sign layouts

to "make the Student Union land Campus Center! a

much more simple place" to get around in. He noted that

there are three signs for the Coffee Shop near the HaU-h.

The Board hopes eliminate confusion caused by the

existing signs and also make places such as the Coffee

Shop more visible.

In other Board business, the Board will be conduct-

ing an election for the search committee for a food

services coordinator.

"If you eat at the Hatch or the Blue Wall, you can

make a big difference in food quality" by getting in-

volved with the issue. Preston said.

Also covered at the meeting was the Board's upcom-

ing involvement in the Association of College Union

International meeting, which offers seminars and ad-

ministrative models which Preston feels will "be a step

in improving the quality ofservice I the Board! provides."

"The Board is conducting business that is vital to

students," he said.
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HowAmerican Express

helps you cover more territory

For less money
Become a Student Cardmember today and

get 3 roundtrips on Continental Airlines,

for only $129 or $189 each.

Onlv the American Expre.ss* Card offers an exciting travel program

exclusively for students including three roundtrip certificates on

Contmental Airlines. And much, much more.

Just look at the map and pick the place youd like to visit. If

it's on your side of the Mis.sissippi River, you can use a certificate

to fly for onlv $129* roundtrip Or you can cross the

Mississippi for $1H9 roundtrip

You have your pick of more than ISO cities in the

48 contiguous states And you can fly almost anytime

because there are no blackout dates. But you must

make vour reservations within U days of the day you

leave. And the maximum stay is
"^ days 6 nights and must include

a Saturday night.

By becoming a Student Cardmember, you'll also enjoy other

benefits from the American Express* Student Privileges' Program.

Such as up to 30 minutes** of MCI long distance calling every month
for an entire year-absolutely free. And that's just one example of

how the Card can help you save.

For just 155 a year, the Card gives you all these savings. And
it's easy to apply Just call us (have your bank address and account

number on hand). What's more, with our .special student offer, it's

easier to get the Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.

So get the Card. And get ready to cover new terri

tory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

•Minm-apolis Si Piulsi Louis and NrwOrtfam arrcrmsidfrrdfiiK^mm o*ihr Mississippi Rivrr

~ A trcdiirrf up lo Is Tfifim alls will appear im rat hhillinnsiaienK-ni flit 12 monihsjfifr enroll

mem H'^iisequalloiheiharBesloradomesiK VI mmiiie ni)(hi weekend Mt.l Card Compaii
biliiv call and apiwopnaipsurrnarnes You miisi enroll lor Ihis service by Detemher M IWI

Memhcrship Has Its I'rwileges*

MCI
CALL 1-800-942-AMEX

.

TRAVR
REIATED
SERVICES

An Am«rc«r E >pr«u carrfMrm
Continental

If you're already a Cardmember, there's no need to call Information about your certificates will he arriiinff soon

Minutemen win
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

have got to worry about winning first. If the

record comes, great."

Halflime deflcit8 are nothing new to

Richmond. The Spiders trailed James
Madison by 30 before losing 47-42. Two
weeks ago, the University of Connecticut

had a 21-point lead at two different times in

the second half, and Richmond managed to

chmb back into the game before ultimately

losing 35-34.

But. they would mount no such comeback
Saturday.

On the first possession ofthe second half,

the Minutemen marched 70 yards and ate

5:20 offthe clock before Bledsoe went in from

1 yard out to put the Minutemen ahead 28-0.

Richmond finally scored with 4:09 left in

the third quarter, when quarterback Greg

Lilly (22-33, 198 yards and one touchdown)

found Sterling Brown cutting across the end

zone.

UMass defensive back/punt returner,

Don Caparotti (4 returns for 107 yards and

one touchdown) took a Todd Barton kick

and returned it 70 yards for UMass' fifthTD
of the game.

Leading 35-14, Bledsoe scampered 18

yards for his fourth score of the afternoon,

before giving way to John Johnson.

"Our offense did a great job," said UMass
linebacker MattTuUey, who had 1 1 tackles,

including two sacks.

Caparotti said, "The defensive line played

a great game. What can you say about Matt

TuUey, he's incredible every game."

McGovern said, ""It was fun to execute.

Everyone did theirjob. We're ready to go, we
have the two biggest games of the year

coming up [against Villanova and New
Hampshirel."

UMass won't win theYankee Conference
but they certainly will have a say in who
does.

CoUagian photo by Jody Uabin

University of Massachusetts football squashed the University of

Richmond Spiders.
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We Accept CompetetDU Coupons

$1.99 PIZZA
. BUY ANY LARGE %^

•V- PIZZA. GET 2ND .,.v.

V\\ ONE FOR 51.99 ^
With fhis coupon Conno' be used ti^ ony other otfef

Expires December 31,1991
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\im ^>u^ a Vat.intiAh

KiiimpulcT—nur
mint iiffi'ntahte i "/"r

ivstem— uvh eilhtr an

Afipk Sr^leV nier nr an

Appit' PeruiiXiil IjLvr

Vnlerl.Spnnler'

^pfJr Slttr* nir ifpk ftrtmal Uwrll nfcf IS

Macintosh iisi

SEE US ON THE CONCOURSE

WEDNESDAY NOV. 13 & THURSDAY NOV. 14

10:00AM - 4:00PM

Scuvlhe minJuhen

vim hu\ a hifih feyfiir

mance Macinliish //si

compulir uvh filher

an Apple Persunal

lasfrVnler I.S nr an

Apple I'eniinal laser

Vnter SI pnnter "

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

CAMPUS CENTER
Store Hours M-F 9:00am-5:00pm

Sat. ll:00am-3 :00pm
\lf4, nrN..«.i. (.Jv'Uri.Vf />. ^|^^,|^rr^.,IU|l I,i<<-r1nl,' V

Ciavi, njnni'.aT«lir«lrmart<liimyitii>Ati|wLi»npuirr Im '

f omplfif lcfm^ and C()nd(lion> .<f &• .vrl vffer will jrnvf wilh your cfriiftciifi Coniincnial ^uUne^ il'Xic is rcsponiible for fulilimcm >i nn odri AmciKin Express assumes no liahiliiy (or Coniincnial Airiinrs perlormancf C m\ Atnetitan Eiprew Trawl Rrlaird ServicM Company Inc
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Bullwinkle and pals 'becoming a nuisance'
By DANIEL BEEG.\N
Assiiciated Press

BOSTON — Moose are on the loose in Massachusetts

and the massive beasts are becoming a nuisance, says the

Division ofFisheries and Wildlife, stung by adverse publicity

after it fatally shot one of the animals in September.

Dr. Steve Williams, assistant director for wildlife, said in

the division's monthly newsletter there have been nioro

THE TROUBLES:
PERSPECTIVES ON
NORTHERN IRELAND

than 15 mix^se sightings in the staU' in the past few months^

Williams said the number ofmoose sighted has increased

significantly in the past five years as miHwe populations in

the neighboring states have increased.

Williams said there is no indication the trend will be

reversed and added the situation is made worse by the fact

that m MassachusetU, open areas are being split by de-

velopment, providing less cover for the moose

The di\asion came under attack from animal lovers

when, on Sept. 22, sharp8hot)ter8 from the Environmental

Police shot and killed a mot>se in downtown Natick.

Gov. William F. Weld asked after that incident thai the

big beasts be tranquilized and removed to safer ground

whenever possible.

The Fisheries and Wildlife Di\'i8ion said the first sighting

this year occurred in the spring when two nuKJse were seen

wandering in the Ashby and Ashburnham area.

On June 22. a moose wandered into Gardner where it

was struck by a car.

.\nother moose showed up on railroad tracks in Gardner

on Sept. 30 and was hit by an oncoming train, the division

said

The latest moose incident, Williams said, happened Oct.

21 when the division received a call about a bull moose

standing at the edge of a small marsh near the Ludlow exit

of the Massachusetts turnpike.

According to the division, large crowds had gathered, but

Uxal police cleared the area.

Since there was an 1 1-acre area, biologists thought they

could effectively control the movement of the moose and

prepared to tranquilize it.

The first dart of tranquilizer had little effect, Williams

said.

The mtjose stood for a second and then trotted ofTthrough

a baseball field. Biologiste hit it with a second dart.

By that time, the moose had wandered into the backyard

oi a home later found Ui house three German Shepherd

dogs. William said fortunaU'ly none ofthe dogs were released

Eventually the moose jumped two fences and headed

back toward the marsh.

A half hour after the first dart, the moose dropped to the

ground.
After some logistical problems, game biologists bt>rrowed

a trailer from an onlooker and loaded the moose onto it.
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November 12: Northern Ireland Film Series

7;00 Mottwr leland - A film focusing on the women s movement
in Nortiem Mand
8 00 Behind tfte Mask - iRA vokjnteers ducuss 9^r motives

and mettxxls

November 13: TTp Art ol Revolutkin

Mutti media artist Gary NicKanJ explores the conflict ttvoogh

the eyes of community artwork Sitde presenUfeon and

discussion

November 14: Northern Ireland Prosoects tof Peace

Panel Oiscusaran tocusmg on the negobabon for peace m
iMorthem Ireland. Panel Member mdude:

• Padraig OIkAaiey - author Mtmo the Grave
• Kevin KeBey • author. IMiflngttl Wlf
• Liarr i^acNiailias - peace adMat Oerry, N
. Brian Kirk - British Govenvnent spokespers

EATING DISORDER?
NEW PEER SUPPORT GROUPS |

FOR FALL 1991

Sponsored by University Health Services

(Lad by trained students recovered from an eating disorder)

M9n4fly Campus Center

4:3O^:00p(n Room 803

TuMdiy Baker Hall Basement

7:0(W:30pm Room B-5, in Baker-Cha<ft>ome-

Greenough Cluster

WVflntMIIY John Quincy Adams residence haN

Room 5027«M:30pm
tn/tm mmtgfo—<Uma rvotniw iienwi (no wyxe mwK)
oomaBMui tmrna iDrasniniBcaiS4»-»n.cMeN

All events will be held m U-MASS.
Campus Center Rm. 162-175, 7:00pm

Sponsored by the Northern Ireland Report. U-MASS

Solidanty. Radical Student Union. PAWSS. Grad Art

Students' Assoc . STPEC

^^ uiMi in

COLLEGE
STUDENTS

MAJORING IN

Allied Health

Professions

[discover a challenging,

rewarding future that puts

you in touch v*rith ytHir skills.

Today's Air Force oilers ongoing

opportunities for professional

development with great pay and

benefits, normal worldng hours,

complete medical and dental care,

and M) days vacation with pay per

year. U*arn how to qualify as an

Air Force health professional Call

USAF HEAITII PROFESSIONS
TOU- FREE

1-800-423-lISAF

Join the

BRETT
Diversity

Corridor
FOR MORE INFORMATION

SEE TABLE ON CONCOURSE TODAY
or call BRETT CLUSTER OFFICE

545-4218

November 12, 1991

l-5pm in

Campus Center Auditorium

Chubb Insurance
AT&T
Taco Bell

•May Co.

•NCR
Raytheon
Bull HN
and more!

Reception to follow at 5pm in rm 1001-02

Campus Center

Sponsored by the Undergraduate Business Club

Seniors- Bring Your
Resume's

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Boxers sexier,

more practical

than briefs are
One of the sexiest images I have in my mind is

waking up and finding my boyfriend in the bathroom

shaving. One of the elaborate shaves with a thick

lather, a real razor and a little fancy brush to wisp

away the little hairs. He's standing in a heavy open

bathrobe exposing colorfully stripped boxers. A guy

can ask any girl and almost certainly shell reply that

she prefers boxers on a guy as opposed to "tighty

whities." When asked why, shell answer that they're

simply sexier

Seana Bamhill

Adulthood doesn't require losing youth
A little boy called me "ma'am" the other day. No, really.

He did. At first I thought it was because his parents had

raised him to follow only the strictest guidelines of polite-

ness. Upon closer observation, after hearing him refer to a

girl younger than I was as "hey, you," I came to a startling

realization. He thought I was an adult. No, really. He did.

Elizabeth Stringer

BefcHre I began this jaunt into the world of men's

underwear, I asked several female friends what they

thought made boxers so sexy. The most frequent

response was of their tantalizing patterns. There are

paisley, polka-dot (the consensus was that the white

with blue polka-dots were the most charming), animals

and fruit. They can be silk, cotton or flannel, in which

case if there are any close female associates the

flannel ones will be inevitably confiscated. It should

be noted as an important fashion fact that under-roos

don't come in boxers, thank God.

Other popular responses were that boxers were

great to have expropriated by girlfriends, for the girl

anyway. They are also an easy gift to find for a guy,

always. One girl commented that they were much
easier to pull ofT with her teeth.

Of course after asking women 1 had to ask guys if

they preferred boxers, why? Most guys said they're

more comfortable and not so gripping, more graphi-

cally explained. "They let a guy breath," and "They

don't wedge them into your liver."

A lot of guys also said that the fly in boxers are

much easier and quicker to use during a restroom

emergency, as opp<Med to thejockey-fly-maze provided

in briefs.

When creating an image ofmale-boruiing, it seems

hke it would be much more comfortable to be in a pair

of loose boxers while you're sitting around drinking

beer, belching and using power tools while watching

the football game, as opposed to a pair of suffocating,

constricting briefs.

During this excursion aroiuid the dorm I also

discovered that jockeys are unhealthy. Since they can

be more confining they are more likely to raise the

temperature of the male body parts which lowers the

sperm count.

Although it was unanimous that guys do need

briefs for sports and exorbitant activity, boxers defi-

nitely show off a guy's legs better. Besides Julia

Roberts (cover ofGQ last year) what girl would want

to borrow a pair ofbriefs to sleep in over some fetching

boxers Regardless ofwho is wearing them, boxers are

sexy and much more fun, from a female's pointofview.

Evidently they are more comfortable, so besides the

sports excuse there isn't a sufficient reason forwearing

bonng jockeys in everyday use.

As an ending note, I haven't actually seen the

boyfriend shaving in his boxers yet. but it surely won't

be something 111 miss I'm sure.

Seana Bamhill is a proud owner of four pairs of

plaid boxers ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Which got me thinking. In my head I conjured up a

mental picture of what awaits us in adulthood. As soon as

I had assembled this scenario, I quickly erased it. Why?
Ahead there are three doors. The first is marked "Matu-

rity." The second is marked "Responsibility." The third is

marked "Propriety." Simple. Except in this scene I am
frantically searching for the fire escape.

The transition into adulthood is not set at any age. It's

not expected on a certain day. It just looms above you in the

late teen years, watching, waiting to spring on its prey. It's

practically painless. And one day you wake up and it has

assimilated itself into your life.

This means you want to study. It means you appreciate

your parents or your role models. It means you have the

opportunity to be heard and make a diflference. the oppor-

tunity to go out into the world and create your foothold on

life.

So what, you ask? I don't want it. Not any of it. I wanna
cling to "Beverly Hills: 90210." I wanna listen to radical

bands and dance frivolously. I wanna eat disgusting, bad-

for-me foods until I feel sick tomy stomach. I wanna call my
mommy and whine when I don't feel good.

Lucky for us, I have a solution. It came to me via

example. I have a friend who is a couple ofyears my senior.

The other day he did something amazing. He said, "You can

tell me, I'm an adult." Then, he giggled. Fantabulous. A
lesson. Adults can giggle. Adults can be frivolous. Adults

can still watch Saturday morning cartoons. Adults can do

lots of neat, wonderful, amazing things and still carry the

rest of "adulthood" off with ease.

Some adults.

This is what is important about growing up and allowing

yourself to accept the role ofbeing an adult. Work and work
hard to be what you want to be. Make a difference, get

involved. Let yourself be heard and hear others. In the

process, lose your marbles. Lose your temper. But for cri pes'

sakes, don't lose your youthful idealism.

A suggestion: keep what you have learned and er\joyed

about childhood and adolescence with you. If we never

expect to stop learning and growing with each day that

passes then we won't. As for me, 1 will gladly continue to

wear my rose colored glasses if it means keeping a positive

outlook on life. Ifyou find you are quoting your parents once

in a while, don't be frightened. It comes with the territory.

And don't feel immature if you want to froUc in the fallen

leaves. There are two extremes to everything, and we all

deserve to live to the fullest extent of each of these.

Responsibility, maturity, deciding on a career to help

mold your future ... they're all very scary. Scarier than D.C.

food. However, unhke the cuisine, we have control over the

attitude we're going to take going into all of this.

Let me leave you with a favorite quote of mine, the

wonderfully insightful words of French actress Brigitte

Bardot: "It is sad to grow old. but nice to ripen*

I gotta run. Life's knocking. No, really. It is.

Elizabeth Stringer is a Collegian columnist

Candidate dissatisfied with use of statements
I am writing in response to two pieces which appeared in

the Nov. 7 Collegian ,"UM Candidate's Straight Pride'Views

Examined" by Michael Levy and a column by Trystan

Skeigh titled "Paul McGonnigal's Past SUtemenU Come
Back to Haunt."

First, as a candidate for public ofTice it goes without

saying that I must come to expect attacks on my character,

my record and indeed every aspect ofmy life. I must further

expect these attacks will usually be founded in httle more

than scant, out-of-context information and couched in lan-

guage designed to paint the worst possible portrait of my
views and beliefs. And lastly, 1 must be clear about this: the

people issuing forth these attacks will know relatively

nothing about me. the person, or the platform of my ideas.

All my expectations in these regards were met by the

content, style and indeed the spirit of the two aforemen-

tioned pieces.

Levy accurately reports that I did speak at the "Straight

Pride " rally sponsored by the UMass Republican Club and

two other politically conservative RSOs. I did not, however,

express any "1 AInti-gay statements," which he claims I did.

The quotation he refers to as anti-gay is. "Legislation

passed to ensure certain rights to one sexuality or another

is wrong." Surely, ifone is to be called "anti-gay." then more

evidence than what is offered by Mr. Levy is necessary.

It is clear, by the context in which this statement was

spoken that the message I was conveying was Libertarian;

i.e., as a society as diverse as ours, it needs to work toward

an ideal marked not by the necessity for protective legisla-

tion, but by an understanding and respect for each other

which would preclude the necessity for such legislation in

the first place.

Mr. Levy's coverage of the context was poor at best. In

the interim, between now and whenever we can say of

ourselves, "We do not hate on the basis of race, gender.

sexual orientation or physical abilities," statutory protec-

tion which is narrowly constructed (thus more capable of

being applied) is necessary. Yes, this means I do now and
always have believed in gay right*.

Ms. Skeigh and Mr. Levy both drew conclusions about

several statements I made in reference to a social encounter

I had with "an openly bisexual woman." The references I

made about the encounter were: "sleeping with the enemy"

and that we had "built bridges together." Again, out of

context, these statements can be twisted in the most taste-

less and irresponsible of ways, as they have been here.

Ms. Skeigh states. "If a sexual liaison did occur.

McGonnigal had no business bragging about it publicly."

Ms. Skeigh also accused me of publicly naming the woman
in question. First, that by my statement 1 was alluding to a

sexual encounter at all is beyond the realm of reason.

Second, that 1 mentioned a woman's name in the context of

those statements is hardly out of the ordinary. I am proud

of my relationships; that because of their richness and

depth, with members of the gay, lesbian and bisexual

community here, does not cast a shadow of impropriety on

this situation at all. The motives and the mindsets of Ms.

Skeigh and Mr. Levy seem altogether clear and, in my
opinion, should not be tolerated by this community.

Lastly. I would like to take this opportunity to express

my outrage at Ms. Skeigh's comparison of me to David

Duke. Ms. Skeigh should reflect for a moment on her own

outrage at tactics employed by right-wing zealots she (and

I ) so thoroughly loathes. Just as homosexuality cannot be

equated with mental illness, neither can I be compared to

the likes of David Duke! Surely you are more capable than

this of uncovering real truths, however, the question is, do

you want to?

Paul McGonnigal
Amherst

Student witnesses a racial slur
Today I experienced a real loss of inno-

cence, or shall I say ignorance. After taking

my microbiology 160 exam. I was feeling

very accomplished and decided to take the

long way back to my dorm. As I walked on a

pretty little road between Central and

Northeast, things got ugly.

I passed a group of about six White boys.

(Note: I refuse to use the word "men" to label

them . Men denotes a certain level ofmaturity

these boys obviously did not possess.) Any-

way, a few seconds later I heard laughter

and turned to be let in on the joke.

Much to my disgust, the laughter was

directed at the Black woman walking a few

yards behind me. To prove he was the most

ignorant of all his friends, one of the boys

directed a racial slur (the repetition ofwhich

would serve no constructive purpose) at the

woman. Neither myselfnor the woman chose

to recognize the incident.We both continued

on our ways.

Being a White woman, I probably will

never know how that woman felt being

judged by her skin color alone. I can imagine

it was a horrible feeling. I had been lucky to

have never seen such a blatant display of

stupidity before today.

I thought things had changed in the past

few decades. I thought the mistakes of the

past were being learned from. I really

thought all the minorities on this campus

were being accepted. I thought wrong.

Now if you would indulge me, I have a

few messages to send.

To all the students on this campus, to

overcome racial tension is going to take

more than just not being a racist yourself

Don't overlook other people's cruelty and

ignorance — make an issue of it. Teach

them.
To the insensitive, rude, nasty boys who

thought they were so funny (you know who

you are): grow up!

Finally, to the real victim, the young

woman who was harassed: I wish you didn't

have to hear what was said, this time or any

other time you may have been exposed to

such comments. Maybe somedayyoull never

have to hear them again.

Christine Earley
Northeast
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Now's the

time to call. .

.

North Amherst
Motors

TIOtdSundtrUfidRd No Amh*fvt

549-2880
Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

li^v Cmm Carm AcoapiM

ACARSTAn,

Increased cigarette tax proposed
By JEFF DONN
A>>tH-iattKi Press

SPRINGFIELX) — A coalition of hoalth ^».ups Monday

entered the home stretch of a petition campaign to force a

statewide vote on doubling the excise tax on a pack of

cigarettes to fund anti-smoking programs.

They say the effort is aimed particularly at reducing

-mokiiig among teen-agers. "It is very clear that nobody is

more affected by higher cigarette prices than children and

teen-agers." said Joseph Tye, president of Spnnglield

based Stop Teenage Addiction to Tobacco.

Sponsors ofthe measure are trying to add 25 cents to the

current sUte excise tax of26 cents on a pack of20 cigarettes,

which sells for an average of $1.80 in Massachusetts. The

state sales tax on a pack is seven cents, and the federal tax

1.^ li) CflllS

The measure would also raise the excise tax on chewing

tobacct) by 25 percent of the wholesale price.

The sponsoring groups, led by the American Cancer

StK-iety, estimate that the additional tax would generate

$130 million a year They say the money would be used to

create a Health l*rotection Fund for school education pro-

grams, anti-smoking efforts in the workplace and commu-

nity and anti-tobacco advertising

Candace I'lerce-I^vin, director ofthe state branch ofthe

Aimrican Cancvr Society, said supporters of the measure

had gathered 7r),(M)0 signatures as they entered the final

full week of the i anipaign The deadline is Nov. 20 in most

of the state.

Sponsors need 72.0U0 certified signatures to put the

proposal before the state legislature.

Winter Intersession 1992
January 2 • January 17
la?' zZ"«Qie Zf9t3t(( during .o\^'

*i-'e' cxea« tJv er»roltir>Q in

vMosi • .ow«M $ Winter mier-

ymator wnu h«ip yOu occ«i«raie

yojr eOuCOfionai cxogrom Ana

j-^fv*^*, ^..s s or e*C9U*r^l

*::.': earn nar^i^f cf«on

• Ciimlnol Justtc*
• Manag«m«nl
• Sct«ncM

UMass • Loweli
CONTINUING EDUCATION

O tone cxtvontooe ot a specKai

opportunrty to sfuOv Art History m
ftor^rce ita»v'

Doi Classes

^venioQ Classes

Mon - Fri 6- 9pm
and Sot 12:30 3 30pm

Non-Credit Courses
• IMT PC WofKthopt
• Macintosh- Worttshops

B/uy^ ijp on your software Knowl

eoge or lecyn a r>ew oppiicaton

So dori t be left out m tr>e coid

Moke your Mnnter brook rooNy

count For a Wintsr mtorasmon
butetm call the Diviskx) of

Continuing Education at

J f|<>itO Or fill out me
coupon iDOksw a'>3 '^rjti - to

UnlvwtllV ol MossoclHisem •

OMsion of ConttnuMg
Educofton. Onm Urttversitv

Avenue. LoweN. MA 01tM.

etxyne

»v. t?*»>«: -
-

THE

KDWIN M. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

DEPARTMENT
OF

HISTORY

' '1^ IA,ldin

LONDON
ROLIND IKIPFROM

s350

round trips Oarting M

LONDON $350

LENINGRAD $610

CARACAS $410

GUATEMALA C. $390

BANGKOK $939

LOS ANGELES-

AUCKLAND $699

Ta«*i and surcharge* not iiKkided

Fai«s sub|ect lu change.

Council Travel

79 So. Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002

(413)256-1261

LOCAL BANDS!

Send blos.tapes.denws

and gig mlo to

JABBERWOCKY
Arts Desk

Daily Collegian

1 1 3 Campus Center

Amherst. MA 01003

Now Playing

HOUSE
PARTY 2

Showtinics
Mon - Thurs

7:30pni
Fri - Sun

7:(X)pm & 9:(X)pni|

Admission $4.00

Student w/ID $3 (H)

DATE: WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13. 1991

TIME: 5:16 PM

LOCATION: HFRTF(< 601 Lounge

SPONSORED BY:

MA 1 1 11:1^ CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI AGSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OE HISTORY

AFTER THE B.A.: WHAT TO DO?

Pfjfioi DjscusGion on careers in law, graduate schooL

buGine'oS, leaching government, libraries, etc.

)ll<jn''lr»f f kiss of '80. MA 83. Program Ijiipclor

• fJovy ramlly Housing Monogemenf
Iristitute, University of Virginia

' loss of 88. former staff aifl

tl '", r.p>nole Juflicloiy Commill«f\
law slucJenl, Georgelowr\ UruvRrsily

Mather Career Center

Ctfjss of '88. Senior Administrator

lexicon Corporation

f:iass of ^S. Head of Library oruj Arct\ivp

Cortr^ecticuf Vaiiey Historical Museum

(fit iiKMf! inlotmation, please contact

Mather ''.firmer Center - 545 2224

BUD NIGHT
Wednesday, Nov. 1 3th 9:00pm

Bud Credit Cards at the Door

Bud Bottles $1.25

• FREE RAFFLE •

T-Shirts Hats Frisbee's Key Chains & More!

GRAND PRIZE GIVEAWAYS TOO!
Plus: FREE BUFFALO WINGS

ALL AT DELANO'S WEDNESDAY NIGHT

TONIGHT IS TACO
I Beer of the Month

TUESDAY
I

MiUer Genuine
FREE TACO BAR i Draft Light

9:00PM-??? $1.25

All Students Are Welcome

HAMPSHIRE
FITNESS
CLUB "' '""" "\
****** 256-B64B A
The Area's f^
Most Comiilete /j\\\\

Club ^pooB\C

• PVTA bus route to Rolling Green
• pools • aerobics • aqua-aerobics

• steps • nautilus • racquetball •

• massage • bikes • tennis •

• rowers • treadmills •

• stairmaster •

Student Discounts

Black Affairs

Five poets visit the Malcolm X Cultural Center
By VALERIE GOSINE
Collegian Correspondent

On November 18, 199 1 in the Malcolm X Cultural Center

at the Umversity of MaHuachusetts in Amherst, an event

will take place titled "In the tradition: Black Poetry for the

90's" featuring five poets from New York City.

The poets featured will be Kevin Powell, Ras Baraka,

Ixirena Craighead, Carol Bullard and Willie Perdomo.

These writers are apart of a literary movement which is

bet-oming popular among Black, Latino and other young

writers around the country

Just as the Black Arts movement of the GOs paralleled

the Black Power and civil rights movements, these writers

are at the forefront ofa surge in the writings being produced

by oppressed people of color.

According to Kevin Powell, the cultural movement now

has rap music as an art form at its center. "The art form has

become politics. Arts and politics are inseparable. Art is

taking the place of any significant political movement. We
want our art to inspire people to become active in their

communities as well as college campuses. We want our art

to compel people to think."

Powell, 25, is an award-winning poet and has given

readings of his work extensively throughout New York

City. He is a reporter with the "New York Amsterdam
News," contributing editor of"NOBO: A Journal ofAfrican-

American Dialogue," and has written articles and reviews

for -Rolling Stone", "YSB" and the "San Francisco Weekly."

Powell will also have an article in the December issue of

Essence magazine titled "The New Nationalist."

"I write basically to understand and document what's

happening to Black people everywhere. Many young |>eople

are expressing themselves through poetry. Our poetry

explores a wide range of topics such as racism and it's

manifestations, sexism, police brutality, AIDS and drugs,"

said Powell.

Ras Baraka, 22, is a poet, freelance journalist, youth

activist and a frequent contributor to The Source magazine.

He has read poetry and spoken throughout the nation and

abroad. He is currently co-editing "In The Tradition: An
Anthropology ofa Young Black Writer" with Powell, sched-

uled for release in the summer of 1992 and is compiling his

first volume of poetry, "Big Cities, Hometowns and Ghet-

toes."

Lorena Craighead, 24, is a graduate ofSpelman College

and a founding member of the African sisterhood AST. She

is a member ofTeach for America and teaches English at a

Brooklyn, New York high school.

"I write because I refuse to live in silence. Being a

womanist and a nationalist initiates a daily struggle for the

re-ascension and respect of sistas. We must elevate our-

selves back to the goddesses that we once were. Writing and

teaching are the most empowering tools in any people's

elevation to liberation," said Craighead.

Carol Bullard, 25, is a student at City University/Hunter

College majoring in political science and African Studies.

Bullard was president of Audre Lorde Women's Poetry

Center (based at Hunter College), a national women's

poetry center, fi'om 1987-1989.

"Through my poetry. I try to raise people's conscious-

ness. I write to enlighten myself and my people," said

Bullard.

She is currently teaching creative writing and poetry at

various prisons and working on her first volume of poems.

Willie Perdomo, 24, is a native of Harlem, New York. He
has read his work throughout the tri-state area and was

featured prominently on the national PBS special "Words

In Your Face," an episode of "Alive From Off Center"

highlighting the renaissance in American poetry. Perdomo

is currently working on his fist volume of poetry, "Where A
Nickle Cost A Dime."

This event is being sponsored by the Ei\glish Depart-

ment, the Black Mass Communications Project and Delta

Sigma Theta sorority.

Out OfMany We Are One
"Out ofmany we are one' is an old saying

that we often used in my island home of

Jamaica. I would like to see this saying

adopted into the lives of the Black students

here at the University of Massachusetts.

The University is a school with a small, yet

diverse population of Black students. In

this population you can find Black people

ranging in colors, from very dark to very

liRht.

Steve Phillips

There ia also much diversity in where

many Black students call home. Some call

America home while other see the West

Indies or Africa as their home.

The diversity does not stop there how-

ever, there is also much diversity in the

what we speak and our philosophies and

ideologies. We have students here that are

ieflist" and others who are very "right"

winged in their political and economical

ideologies. Thus you see Black students on

this campus are a very diverse people.

The problems within ourcommunity arise

not because of too much diversity, but be-

cause there is a lack of respect for the

diversity in the communities.

When I say lack of respect for the diver-

sity, I mean we often refuse to hear a differ-

ent point of view, because ofour arrogance.

What happens is that when someone

who is Black expresses an idealogy different

from ours we are quick to judge. We all too

quickly want to ostracize that person from

our community with remarks like "he or she

is not acting or thinking Black."

I don't think there is a specific way for a

Black person to carry themselves, because

the way Black people act here in America, is

not how they may act in Africa, or on the

islands, and who's to say which one's are

acting "MORE BLACK".
I think it is a very destructive thing we do

when we exclude other Black students be-

cause we think they do not fit the "NORM
OF BLACK BEHAVIOR".

It is a disservice to our race when we do

not allow the exchange of different ideas

enter our community.

All I am trying to say is that it is alright

for us to be different as long as we come

together when it is time for solidarity. We
can come together with respect for our dif-

ferences, to fight a common struggle. T^uff

Respect to G.C.P.

Steve Phillips is a UMass student. The

opinions in this article do not necessarily

reflect those of the Collegian.

ColleCian photo by Matt Kahn

Addison Hazard, 9, attends many events at the University of

Massachusetts with his mother, brothers and sisters.

Got to be a L * E • A • D • E • R!
Leadership is the ability to lead and to guide. It should

be quite easy to acquiesce that on college campuses many

student leaders must evolve to formulate a positive future.

It can be assumed that in the future we as students will be

legislators, entrepreneurs, developers, etc.

The beginnings are right here in school. Everyone should

get involved in activities and programs which can assist in

future endeavors. First of all it can be beneficial to one's

personal growth or for the preparation for a corporate life.

Second, leadership can help liberate one's mind from

following and conforming to already accepted views and

theories of others.

A leader establishes his/Tierown trail. Lastly, leadership

puts emphasis on being creative in a future trade, for

relating to masses and for designing a way of life fit for a

certain style. Be a leader, and be true to one's self.

Unfortunately the subject of leadership on this campus

of the University of Massachusetts is bogus, there needs to

be a change. As 1 wander through some of the facilities

where students congregate, there is an utter feeling that

people are happy with mediocrity. Yet, fees are going up and

administration clearly dictates the rules to be abided liked

a commanding Big Brother watching.

Peter Riberio

Who is the regulator for the students? Which groups

keep the students coveted perspectives alive? Who shows

the lost which way to go?Who informs the new comers ofthe

rights and wrongs of the camps we share? Ultimately, who

informs the blind and ignorant about the intolerable social

issues of racism, sexism and discrimination that keep

people apart? Has this campus grown unconscious to face

reality? Communication is the key and not just rallying to

save kegs.

This campus seems like a big "Happy Days " show with

no Fonz to keep the people in line. At the same time there

are a few Pottsies and Ralph Mouths who are just faces in

the crowd. The same people who greet each other with hello,

don't do the same at large parties.

Remember we as students are a targeted group. We pay

more and more money to go here and receive less and less

benefits. Not to mention the fact that resources on this

campus and the surrounding campuses are under-used and

no one will tell you because you have to apply yourselves.

Be wide awake and try not to fall into a symbolic sleep

because you are in the real world and you can not be a

follower. Do not simply accept everything that is told to you,

investigate and inquire to higher levels. In life, everything

is not fair, so take control and be leaders so society won't run

you down.

Formulate an attitude which moderates a disdain for

mediocrity, mediocrity is expected for the members of our

generation.

Do not follow false leaders and kings who snake out the

wood works and decide what will beneficial to you, take a

stand.

Peter Riberio is a UMass student. The opinions in this

article do not necessarily reflect those of the Collegian.

WRITE FOR BLACK AFFAIRS
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ROOM CHOOSING PROCESS For Spring 1992

RESERVING YOUR CURRENTROOM ASSIGNMENT
If YOU intend to keep your present residence hall assignment, personally sign up with the staff on

duty, TONIGHT, Tuesday, November 12. THE ONLY TIME TO RESERVE YOUR CURRENT ROOM IS

TONIGHT, TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 12.

CHANGING YOUR ROOM OR HALL

If you wish to move to another room in the same residence hall, you must sign up with the staff on

duty TOMORROW evening, Wednesday, November 13. All room changes will be determined by

your seniority. THE ONLY TIME TO SIGN UP FOR A NEW ROOM IN YOUR CURRENT HALL IS

WEDNESDAY EVENING, NOVEMBER 13.

If vou wish to move to another residence hall, you must complete a Housing Preference Form.

DEADLINE FOR RETURNING HOUSING PREFERENCE FORMS TO THE HOUSING ASSIGNMENT

OFFICE IS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22.

IF YOU WANT TO KEEP YOUR CURRENT RESIDENCE HALL ASSIGNMENT WHILE ALSO SUB-

MITTING A PREFERENCE FORM, YOU MUST DO THE FOLLOWING:

1. Sign up for the same room TONIGHT, Tuesday, November 12 or a new room TOMORROW

evening, Wednesday, November 13.

2. Fill out a Preference Form. On the Preference Form in the lower right hand corner is a box

you must "check" if you wish to be returned to your

current residence hall if your requested residence hall or area choices cannot be met.

YOUR OLD RESIDENCE HALL ASSIGNMENT IS GUARANTEED ONLY IF YOU DO BOTH STEPS.

ROOMMATE REQUESTS
If you wish to move to another residence hall to room with a student already assigned to that

residence hall, you must together complete a ROOMMATE REQUEST FORM, DEADLINE FOR RE-

TURNING ROOMMATE REQUEST FORMSTO THE HOUSING ASSIGNMENT OFFICE IS THURSDAY,

NOVEMBER 14.

If you wish to become roommates with a student in a residence hall to which neither ofyou is

currently assigtied, you must each complete a Housing Preference Form. These forms should be

identical, (with the exception of the "check" box) and stapled together. DEADLINE FOR RETURN-

ING HOUSING PREFERENCE FORMS IS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22.

DIDNT GET THE ROOM YOU WANTED?
If, during the regular Room Choosing period, you were unable to secure a particular type of

accommodation (a particular single or double room), please contact the Housing Assignment Office

to fill out a blue In-House Room Request Form. Rooms that become available during Intersession

will be assigned, according to seniority, to those residents who filled out this form and returned it

to the Housing Assignments Office.
^

PAY FEE BILL BY DUE DATE
Your Spring 1992 fee bill will be mailed to you at home in early December. If complete payment of

this bill is not received by the early January Due Date, your assignment for the Spring semester may

be cancelled. Be aware of this important obligation.

OTHER OBLIGATIONS
In addition to properly completing room choosing, all residents are required to remain in good

standing with the University at all times. Being withdrawn for any reason after the end of the semester

may automatically cancel your assignment Check to make sure you do not owe any fees to the Bursar

BEFORE you leave for intersession.

QUESTIONS?
If you still have questions about the Room Choosing about the Room Choosing process, please contact the

Housing Assignment Office (545-2100), 235 Whitmore. Thank you.

Arts & Living
Walden contract, other records in Harvard gift
By JONATHON YENKIN
Associated Press

CAMBRIDGE,Mass—Harriet BeecherStowe musthave
been delighted that her book, Uncle Tom's Cabin, was still

a strong seller in the winter of 1877, more than 20 years

after it was first printed.

Not that she was gettingenormous financial satisfaction,

though. The pivotal anti-slavery book that helped divide

the nation and cause the Civil War earned Stowe just 18

cents a copy back then.

This tidbit of literary lore, along with many others, can

be found in a set ofdocuments donated to Harvard University

that give an intriguing look at the relationship between one

of the country's oldest publishing houses and some of

America's best known writers.

The collection ofledger books, letters, inventory accounts

and other records was compiled by Houghton Mifllin Co.,

which evolved through the combination ofvarious publishers

during the 19th century.

Experts say the routine transactions described in these

documents provide important information for publishing

historians, as well as giving more insight into society as a

whole.

"It's analogous to a scholar studying a laundry list from

the Middle Ages," said Guest Perry, director of the corpo-

rate hbrary for Houghton Mifflin.

"It's not so much the laundry they're looking at but what

life was like in the medieval household," she said.

The documents also show how even writers who were

destined for greatness had to follow the basic rules. One
handwritten contract, dated March 16, 1854, is for "a

certain book entitled, Walden, or Life in the Woods'

The deal gave the author, Henry David Thoreau, a 15

percent cut on the retail price. As a bonus, the publisher was

generous enough to give him 25 free copies of the first

edition. If Thoreau wanted any more copies, he'd have to

pay but would at least get a 25 percent discount.

"I think it was a fairly good deal." said Betty Falsey,

associate curator of manuscripts at Harvard's Houghton

Library for rare books and manuscripts. The library's name

has no connection to Houghton Mifflin.

The collection, which spans decades, also details the

activities of more modern authors.

Rachel Carson, whose 1962 book "Silent Spring" helped

galvanize the environmental movement by calling attention

to dangerous pesticides, had to whip off a letter to an editor

deleting trade names for certain chemicals.

In another letter, the famed detective novelist Raymond

Chandler, apparently unhappy with a book review he

received, called the reviewer "Old Sourpusa."

Chandler then described how he had lunch once with

Alfred Hitchcock, where they discussed wording on a movie

that eventually became the classic Spellbound.

"He must have thought I wasn't good enough," Chandler

wrote, "Because he didn't hire me."

Thedocumentshad been on loan at the Houghton Library

before they were officially donated. Beginning this week.

Harvard will showcase many ofthe 19th century items in an

exhibit that traces the history of Houghton Mifllin.

Synaptic Snap
(above) and BabaYaga
caught in action at the

Hadley Pub last

Saturday night.

APPlMte

Harvard's Houghton librarian Richard
Wendorf is seen last week in Boston as he

displays the 19th century records concerning

the publishing company's business with some
of AnuTica's greatest writers of that period.

The materials are not going to be of interest to a narrow

group." said Richard Wendorf, Harvard's rare books librar-

ian. "They are very rich in their historical resonance."

For instance, by examining the ledgers, observers can

tell what was being read in Cincinnati, Baltimore or other

cities where the books were being sold

For social historians, a payroll bt»ak from 1856 show

women were working side by side with men in the printing

shop.

Books also could be something to treasure. In a pnnted

announcement from 1865 , illustrated works hy Nathaniel

Hawthorne, James Fenimore Cooper and Wiliam ("iillen

Bryant are described as "excellent wedding presents, birth-

day giftj<, school prizes, etc."

The Houghton MifTlin archives also conUin summaries

ofmany writings that were never printed. Budding authors

sent in their proposals, but most were rejected.

'It's like an eyewitness account to works that we've

never seen," Falsey said

Knowledgi* i^^ ii Ji'tt to he shared.

Teach

America

Semester & Spring Break Specials

BAHAMA VACATION •- $359.«> Per Person
Includes:

•5 Days & 4 Nights
, ,, _ i tx- t

•Round Trip Cruise Aboard Luxury Ocean Lmer Dicovery 1

•Meals Aboard Ship Included

•All Port Taxes & Transfers Included

•Stay at Either: Bahama Princess Hotel & Casino or Holiday Inn Lucayan Beach
-^^—^

(double occupancy only) (double occupancy only)

or Free Port Inn Resort

(groups only)
Sal^eet to avaUabiUty'Stiigk) nenona waloomed* 18

munr* ofMe r«qair««l«Proof of drivvn Ucobm with

- call y«fUrTravel Proffesido^l . ^.r-
' - :^:. f-fiD0;296;-4723 - ^ -

TciK'h lor \nui ita is a national tiailuM corps of

talented and (kdiiatod in(li\i(liials from all tthnic

hack^ronnds and atadomie majors ulio connnit iwo

>cars to teach in urban and rural areas with

persistent teacher shortaiies.

[or more infornintion.

visit \(nir { ;uicr sir\in.'

^^^^^^^H Salsry $15 000 S?9 000

^^^^^^^^^^H Loans Defetmenl (Slaltord)

^^^^^^^m CanceHation (Pefkins/NDSL)

office or cull

l.«00-ri \-l23K.
Information Session

Tuesday, November 12

The applications for the 1992-94

Teach For America corps are due

February 1. 1992 Applications must

be sent to the New York office

postmarked by this date Get your

application at Mather Career Center

7:00 pm
Room 905-09 Murray

Lincoln Campus Center
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Field hockey sweep awards at A-10 banquet
By MICHAKL MORRISSKY
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA, Pa. — The University of Massachu-

setts field hockey team swept the top three awards at

Friday's Atlantic- 10 awards banquet.

UMass midfielder Sherlan Cabralis won the A-10 Player

ofthe Year, midfielder Colleen Duffy won Freshman of the

Year and coach Pam Hixon won her third Coach ofthe Year

award.
The awards were voted on by the coaches of the confer-

er^ne. All three winners were extremely surprised by being

selected.

"I was so suprised," a tearful Cabralis said "Vm in

shock."

Cabralis. a junior from the island oflYinidad ui the West

Indies, finished fourth on the team with nine points, on two

goals and seven assists. Her two-way play as a midfielder

has been one of the strengths for UMass.

Duffy, a starter in her first year, was just as shocked to

win the conference's Freshman of the Year award. Also a

midfielder. Duffy impressed the panel with her hard work

on defense. She has been a key contributor to the rock-solid

defense, which allowed only 13 goals in 18 regular season

FREE GUIDE TO SPRING RREAK '92

ou're Invited to the

30th Anniversary

Party at the Worlds #1

Spring Break Destination,

on the Hottt'>f

beach on earth,

Feb. 22 - April 19, 1992!

Call 1-800-854-1234

for your FREE 30th

Anniversary Official

Spring Break
1992 Guide!

DtSnNATK^ DANTL^A!
CimNontHMi & \ Lsiti>rs HiirxMU

n.nU>ail?t'.K-h n T>n^

games.
Humbly, she praised her own team.

"This is a team award. I could not have received this ifwe
didn't do well as a team," she said.

Hixon won the A-10 Coach of the Year award for the

second year in a row. In addition, she also won it in 1988.

Her impressive 214-61-18 record has been compiled in her

14 years at UMass. She was named Collegiate Coach of the

Year in 1981. Hixon is a member of the U.S. National

Coaching Staff, and last year she served as an assistant

with the U.S. team.

In her acceptance speech, Hixon praised the hard work

and competence of the other coaches in the division.

The All-Conference team for the A-10 was also announced

Friday, and five UMass players were honored, the most of

any team. Midfielders Joy Blenis and Cabralis, defenseman

Kathy Phelan, forward Jenn Salisbury, and goalie Philippa

Scott were awarded for their outstanding play . Duffy received

honorable mention to the team.

Blenis has been a strong presence in the midfield. She

has taken some ofthe tougher assignments on defense and

has one of team's hardest shots. She is the shooter on

UMass' penalty comer.

Kathy Phelan is also a tough defender that Hixon can

utilize in different ways. Phelan, ajunior from Mountaintop,

Pa, has strong passing skills and is a key cog in UMass'

penalty comer.
Salisbury, a sophomore from Newville, Pa, is the closest

the Minutewomen have to being a pure scorer. Her im-

pressive 18 points on 14 goals and four assists have been a

pleasant surprise.

Scott has been impressive in goal for the Minutewomen.

In 1,282 minutes of play, she has 126 saves and has allowed

only 13 goals. Her goals against average is 0.72, one of the

best in the country.

Four Minutewomen were named to the i\ll-Toumament

team, picked by the coaches. Blenis. Cabralis, Salisbury

and Scott received the honor.

LOW, LOW PRICE

$€f4«^

(ea- DISCOUNT OIL
rjofid.iriiptdn Holyoki-

S84 41 12 • 535 1888

IMPORTANT REMINDER

Go Iden Key
National Honor Society

General Membership Meeting;

Vv'V

\/S/S/

WHEN: Wednesday, Nov. 13 ,
•
" '^

'

TIME: 6:30 p.m.

WHERE: Campus Center Room 904-908

STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR

&
AUTOBODY

S3 S. Prospect St. Amherst Center

'viW>'<W>i'^^,

Imports & other unibody

vehicles are our specialty

Accepted by all insurance

companies for collision

repair or glass replacement

REMEMBER

New officers will be elected...

Programs for

the year will be discussed!

It s your car and your choice of repair facilities

2S6-81S7 a$6-13«5
Shop Reg iRSlXlX

'^•.^WN/. ',y v.w^.^ v.^rvW^/^vOv'.^ ^1^

If you have any questions call

Gladys Rodriguez at 545-2684

^^^^ \ CELEBRATE THE NEW CERTIFICATE

V^^y PROGRAM IN FILM STUDIES !!

Reception for ail stuC(ents interested in entering

the Certificate Program in Film Studies

Explanation of guidelines and requirements

(special arrangements.for seniors graduating in 1992)

* Refreshments * T-Shirts for sale *

Tuesday, November 12, 1991 7 to 9 p.m.

Campus Center 1 68C University of Massachusetts
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

Quote of the Day
"I want to work on a farm this

summer. I need large animal

experience."

— Overheardfrom a pre-vet major

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE
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TANGELO PIE ByTIMSNIFFEN
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Menu

Sorry^ no menu.
Call 5-2626.

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

CAST OF THOUSANDS
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By BARRY DEUTSCH

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN
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ARIES (March 21-April I9» Too

many eomfim* couM sap your motivation

Rethink >our priorities Plunge into new

creative ventures Hardworkandarealisbt

<avings program are the only answers to

recurring financial worries.

TAURtS (April 20.May 20): if you

want lo shine, seek new outleLt for your

creative ialen(s Thosem love give serious

thought to marriage Redouble youreffoas

to save monev

GEMINI ( May 2 1 -June 20>: ChiWrcn

will be more ciwperauve if you are candid

with them Hucrcise self-resiraini A
temporary sacrifice could bring new

chances for success. Follow your heart in

romaiKe.

CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Try to

visualize how aprojcct will develop Keep

close tabs on costs if building a house

Real estate negotiations enjoy highly

favorable influences. An old flame could

re-enter your life

1.EO (July 23-Aug. 22): If your

workload increases, pace yourself

Delegate more responsibility to reliable

people at work and home. Trust only the

tried-and-tnie today. Keep in touch with

old friends Romance has you guessing

VIRGO( Aug. 23-Scpt. 22): Financial

changes are favored today. Check your

insurance coverage; it may be tiine lo

shop around. Rumors could be growing

about your personal life. Nip them in the

bud by being very discreel.

LIBRA (Sept 2.VOct 22) Travel is

best postponed Transact as much bustnest

as possible by telephone The direct

approach works best if you need a favor.

Small social gatherings are favored

tonight.

SCORPIO (Oct 23Nov 21) An

upsurge in energy is indicated Rev up

your artistic motor! You may be able lo

obtiun some assistance that will reduce

your financial womes Keep a close eye

on spending

.SAGITTARIlJS(Nov 22-Dec 21 i

You find It easier lo communicate with

your co-worken now Good news could

arrive by mail or phone Express your

feelings openly and romance will become

more rewarding.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan I9»: If

you feel that the pace is getting lo be too

much for you. slow down. Do not be lured

into making nsky mvcstittents You need

a safe place for your savings

AQIIARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18): You

can make up the ground that you recently

lost by getting an early start today. A
promise of financial support coities from

an unexpected source. Be careful not to

take a mate for granted.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):

Postpone reaching any conclusions until

all the facts are known Do not use your

re.sourcestoback risky financial schemes.

Sharing secrets with your mate brings you

closer together

Today's Staff

Night Editor Preston P. Fomian

Copy Editor Joanne Quimby, bag lady

Photo Technician Andrea Migliassi

Production Supervisor Mike "BOB" Carvalho

Production Beth Butts,

Tr ici-Ann DiSalvatore
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women s soccer
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

Hackathorn, who then was forced to try a return pass

which the defender broke up.

UConn had numerous chances but their plays

were continually stuffed by the UMass defense. Strong

play was put in by Hellmuth. Mickelson. Michele

Woodside. Carrie Koeper and Wilkins. Also playing

well were Amy Tunk and freshman Heidi Kocher

"The 1 UMass I backs played outstanding,"

Tsantarias said. "IWoodside and VVilkms 1 both played

really well and were able to shut us down."

"Our defense played a fine game." UMass coach

Jim Rudy said. "It was a hard fought game to the end

and 1 am proud ofmy team. It was a gix>d season, we

over-achieved, no one gave us a chance at the begin-

ning but we made it. We were a real blue-collar team

that made the most of our abilities
"

m men s soccer
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

Rutgers" Brian Sentowski's low corner kick 52.50 into

the game found Andreas Maier in a crowd in front ofthe net,

and his shot found its way under Gruber's outstreched

arms, making it 2-1.

UMass had a good scoring chance with 35 minutes leR.

Bleau had an indirect kick that was blocked by Rutgers

forward Peter Cullem. and the rebound kick was blocked by

Andracki.

With 28:00 left DiCuoUo muscled his way into the UMass

end. where he was hauled down in the goal box, thus

earning a penalty shot.

But, Gruber rose to the occasion He moved a fraction of

a second early , and DiCoullo didn't change his shot to match

the move, and Gruber dove and punched it away. It was

Gruber's third save on four penalty shots this season.

Rutgers, a big and physical team, played chippy, talking

a lot and throwing some cheap shots Their style ofplay was

( (!d, bec-^ ise in an interview Fnday night Rutgers' coach

Bob Reasso said UMass played "cheap." After the game

several UMass players said they heard anti-Semitic slurs

aimed at UMass' Darren Stone.

With the athletic administration's reluctance to give the

program $14,583 to field a team next year, the Rutgers

game could be the last in the program's sixty-year history.

"It's sad for us,' said senior midfielder Brett Anthony,

whose 15 points on the season tied Kylish for the team lead.

"They were the best team in the nation and we played them
2-1. If it comes down to them Ithe administration) thinking

we're not competitive, we showed them. Every team we play

in this league has 10 or 11 scholarships. We have one spread

out between six or seven guys, and we're still beating these

teams. They can't use that as leverage anymore. We showed

that we can be competitive without money."

Another senior, Darren Scott, said that despite the

"terminal season" tag, the team didn't dwell on it.

"It was a different attitude this year," he said. "We had

more confidence in ourselves than we did in past years. It

might have been our last year, so we're out there, always

playing as if it's our last game. Just like today. The result

wasn't what we wanted, but we went out there and gave it

our all. That's all anybody could ask for."

Aft.er the game Koch was struggling to find the right

words.

"The kids played well," he said. They deserved I

thought we ... I would have loved to have won. Just to play

Sunday. You want to play on Sunday. But now the season's

over. That's the sad thing."

AlJtl 's long distance savings plan can lake you to this localiun.

HOOP TEAMS
IN ACTION

The University of Massachusetts men's and
women's bosketboll teams will be in octlon tonight

against the respective Lithuanian NatKDnal teams

at Curry Hicks Cage. The Minutewomen play at 4

p m. and the Minutemen at 7 p m.

Student tickets are still available for the men s

garT>e. They can be picked up In Boyden Gym-
nasium, Room 255 between 830 a.m. and 5 p.m.

today
Ttekets will be issued to students in possesskDn of

a VAUD UNDERGRADUATE ID ONLY

^ css^:}Cp^;i) cSf^:)Cf^^cp^ cp^c^^

';^a?;:jC5?;:>C5»;i

AT&r has alwasN lH.liH.'ti college Mu«JcnLs call the places ihey want to call. In tact, one of our

savings plans for off campus student*, the SekctSaxx-r^ Plan, lets you direct-dial the one outof state area ci»de

vou call most often For just 1190 a month, and 12 cents a minute, evenings, nights and weekends. 20 cents

a miituic. weekdavs* .\nd now AT&T can (ako you Jo another place you've always wanted to go Just

lenler the AT&T 'It Can Haj^n to Me" Sweepstakes You could win a trip for you and a guest to any US. and an>

European rock concert. All you hftve to du is fill out the coupon below. D So let us help you choo.se the

savings plan thais right for you And then try your luck at our Sweepstakes. Both will be music to your ears.

TUESDAY NITES [^
Liue hXues

All You Can

Eat^^^icken
&Ribs

Lunch Tue»-S*t ll:30tm|

Featuring Htdcory smoked Ribs 'n'

Chicken. Homemade Salads. Sruicks.

Sandwiches. Kkis Menu and pigs gak>ref*

ACME
BAR-B-Q
206 Russd St Rte 9 Hadiei,

586-5668
Takeout & Catering

s 4-!0Dm • Fn & Sal 1 1 30Bm lOptn

CiOMd Monday
hfrs ixn

->>»»»»»»»»»»»

To sign up for an AT&T savings plan for off-campus students, call

1 800 654-0471, Ext. 7457. To enter the AT&T "It Can Happen to Me"

Sweepstakes, fill out the c-oupon below.

•i . ..,v-^rrynnm**y}S Aia^i-a (l»«»i». PuWIo «<;o snd trie U S V»^lsiar»)v '.a.'xj'. CTiyj •jrcaliso««56m#e» Aclual 5»<t™}<i pottndal

*>p«-n',r<<v*«cr«>et Citing p«lie«m Procwsmg Ije o< *? OO appNm 0»y f*« ipply tiwn 8 »m to 5 pm

ATsT

<>fL'rAALRL'LMr-N<^ PURCHASE NECESSARY

0"«r* o-^lT iwm* ran h* tev«d »> •*• OyHum Jm IW1 >»«o* <3» »*ng S»on« Vt* OlMtm »•» *»t1 >»*o« nl
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—
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4 Par a Nat a« atnaf. ••«« • ^w^%K •mm< * m Mi JKTftT -rr CAR H*mM TO Mr*

' Enter the ATftT "It Cjin Happen To Me" Sweepstakes.

To enter, complete this form unci m.iil td

AT&T "It Can HaiiptMiTo Me" Swvepstakcs.

Box 2%t, Cedar Gruve, Nk-w Jersey 070(j9 ZSOl

Name ( Plene Prim)

College Year in school

Aiklress .
'.

c;jty Stale Zip

li Hione* ; .

(.iirrini Ixmj? Di.MarKe Comjxinv AlWI _ MCI _ SPRINI _ Ol IIFR _
Currc-m Calling Card Compny '

/(Y&T _ MCI _ SPRINT- OTHER _
[ 1 On Cjmpus Studeni [lOffCantpiisStiuknt nv)

AllrTMnninuMhrmmrdh) RV)^ HipurchMpneirvuiv VfMlwVrrpnihtvinl

Y^w misthrW vran nf i|r nr (ildpt m fnlfT

I

CI991 *T»T J

HClNfIN >»»»»»>»»»»»»>;

Q^RDEN
BEST CHINESE BUFFET

MflNDORIN/ SZECHUfIN CUISINE

5 PM - 9 PM 11:30 fiM - 3 ?M

SfiT-lHURS SdNDflY

Buffet Brunch

flLL-YOa-CflN-EfiT

$5.99
10 BECtlEDTOWN DOAD DT. 9 AMHED6T

2560251 2560252

WE DELIVED IN AM1IED6T

5 PM - 9:30 PM EVEDYDAY

MINIMUM $15 PLU6 $2 DELIVEDY CHAPGE

WE ACCEPT MASTERCARD
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\ football
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For most ofthe season, the defense has said they've been

playing as individuals and not as a unit. However, on

Saturday, it was a different case as everyone came together.

"Everyone did the job they had to do today," Tulley said.

"Everyone worried about their own assignments and as a

team, we played really well."

Earlier in the season, it was evident the team was

missing tackles and over-pursuing its offensive reads.

"In the beginning of the year we got a little frustrated,"

Tulley said. "We made some little mistakes and let some big

plays go by that rattled us. Now we'rejust settling down and

playing basic defense."

This year's defense features nine members from the

previous year's which only allowed 256.7 yards per game.

As the Yankee Conference defending champions, defense

was the last of the team's worries coming into the season.

However, as the season progressed, no one knew what

was wrong with the defense, especially afler they gave up

484 total yards to Holy Cross in week two.

"Maybe lately, we've been putting in that little extra it

takes," Kane said. "We've been a good defensive team all

year. Earlier in the season, we just didn't get the breaks.

"We now get on the field and we really don't want the

other team to get anywhere. We had that attitude last year

and that's what defense really is."

Saturday's contest was the second to last home game for

senior linemen Kane, Tulley and nose guardJim Mancaruso.

who assisted on six tackles.

"We really wanted to get a win in front of the home

crowd." Tulley said. "You always want to win, but especially

at home. We've kind of let everyone down this year at

home."

$30,000
BEFORE YOU GRADUATE
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( .aM<li«laU- l'n»giaiii xou'll g<i \oin Matt

III iiiitlcai jmwfi wIh-m- 11(11 li-ai |Mmri
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Kiailualf U*\(T ciigiiicrring rdiualiim in

Oilamlo. Floiida. plus mx inonih* o(

handvoii ciigintTi (lainitiK at a

nii« Uai M-atloi iiainri and nion- |iim

iii«-«-l ihrv iffjuiirnirni*

• Havf (omplrlfd <Miphomoi«' \«-ai.

iiiajoiiiig in cnginrciiiig. iiialh,

S4 ICIH «- Of ( llCiniMIA.

• I l.i\r a niiniimim "^ O < •I'A

• I lave < ofiiplclcd a iii.tiliriiialM n

M'tpieiue lliioiigli iiiii-Kial i alt tiln^
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• Ik- a Inited Stair* « ili/cn ami no

iiHiir than 2«"» Vi vrai« old at lime
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• Mrrt Naw"* phv-<i(al Mandard*.

Sick Of All fhe School

B.S. !

lOotn about a comeirv ^

NoiS

Call 1 8(M) 444 7134 or visit your Navy Officer on campus today.

You and the Navy.
NAVY omcER ^cr. speed Ahead.

November 14. 15. and 16

Bowker Auditorium at 8:00

Tickets on Sale at the

Fine Arts Center Box Office

$4 for Students and $6 for Others

tiyjoM^ jf^QJU; GuaM^

Classifieds
COME TO WE COLLEGIAN OFFICE ILKAMPUSCEmR . wnR<inAYHin.lM) FRIDAYHM}0*DEADUNE IS mO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUanON 2ikmRD/DAY FORmiDEm » CASHINADVASCE

Acnvmcs FOR SALE HBi> WANTED LOST

G*n«rai nwtting International Students

AssooatKjn on Novembef 1 2th at 7pm >n

KnowMon

I

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTIONttI
This IS Alpha Epdton Ptii't

Big & Little sister weak
Have lun Phisiii We »lns^^OuJh• ba«^

THE HONEY YOU MEED GUARANTEED
Get 4-4 private grams (or tuition

only $70
For application send stamped envelope to

STP Enlerpnea

?41 E Main Street Suite 1 18

WestfieW MA 01086

UECHI-RYU KARATE Classical Okinawan

Karate Wen and Fn 600pm Amherst

Community Arts Center Call 665-4501

Wanna Talk? Call the UMass Lesbian. Bi-

sexual & Gay Counseling Collective 545-

2645 We re Iree. contidentuU and availatM

Why not caN now? ^__

AUTO FOR SALE

1981 20r. Mazda Hatchback. 4 speed Std

104K Runs excellent, imie rust $600 or bo.

586-1194^ _^
Seized cars, tnickt, boats. 4whee(erB.

motorliomes. by FBI. IRS, DEA Available

your area now. Call (805) 682-7555 Ext C

1675.

ENTERTAINMENT

2Se< WM COMPATABLE 1 MEQ RAM 20

MEG HD Monochrome Monitof Qraphica

Adaptor $750 Call 549 551

1

CASIO DtCaAL KEYBOARD
Perfect condition $250

For into call 546 3392 / leave message

(Conslantine)

COLLEGE BARGAINS
Word^rocessors starting at $269

Computers starting at $699

546-0390

IBM3BB-2S 8ME0-RAM Scanner-Ansel

VGA-ioadedi High den«y- Ftopa $2100*0

546-6926

IMAGEWRITER II $2S0

Microtech 800K disk dnve $50

Call Man 545 3035 (8-5)

rVEGOT A TKa<ET tor sold out Paula AbAil

show in Worcester Nov 14 $60 or BO. Call

Melisa 253-0836

SEARS KENMORE DISHWASHER.
Undercounter or portable WocXs great bul

no tonger needed $100 or B«« Oiler. 323-

7768

SKATEBOARD FOR SALE:

Corey Obnan Santa Cruz, blue with

death dealer type ^gure on bottom

Very good condition $40-

Call Pat 256-1016

SMITH CORONA TYPEWRITER

XE 5200 with dictionary

$100 Ortiest ofler

Must see

Call CraiQ at 549-8293

RACK-A-DISCI $1 75 00 DJs, VJs. Karaoke

tor house/ Formal parties. Call 586-9900

FOR RENT

AMHERST. Two bedroom condominiums

tor as low as $550 per month Convenient

month-to-month rental agreement Partying

available for two vehicles On bus route

close to mall, center ol town and UMass. Call

253-3834

Townhouee 2 Bedroom 1 l/2bathBusRoute

N.Amherst 1-567-1352

STEREO It VIDEO EXCHANGE: New/used

components, best deals around' New re

ceivers (remote) $ 1 49 NewCD players from

$109 New cassene decks (rom $89 Com-

pact/lull size speakers from $50/pair New

JVC deluxe boombox $139 New Quasar 4

head VCR $279 Used equipment Wide

variety from budget to high end All

warranteed; Iree list. We buy/sell/trade!

7day&'week 256-0941.

FOUND

EARLY RISERS Earn great money defcrer-

ingnewspapers Call Cheryl at 548-96«e

Eam $2000 * Free Spnng Break Tnpe!

North Amenca s t1 Student lour opentor

seeking molivaled students, oiganizadons.

lrMwn*e« and forortHot •» cwnput repre-

aenUMiwM promotinQ Cancun. Bahamas

Daytona and Panama Otyi Can 1 -aoO-724-

1555'

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS

Promote & organize our spnng break

tours. All maMnal* hKnialtod Good pay i

lun. Cal Campus Marketing

1 -aOO-423-5264^

FULL/PART TIME mtemshipi oflered tor

students interested m video produ<3>on. Cai

Jim or Juka at NCTV 586-6922

Help Hampahlre County's needy.

Vokjnteer 3 hours as bellnnger or entertainer

tor Salvation Anny. Nov. 22 until Chnstmas.

Call 586-6243

JOBS: Clean Water Action's environmental

campaign staff Evenings $7/hr Call 584-

9830 On buslines

KUWAIT. SAUDI WORKERS NEEDED

$35 OO » up per hour Tax free Both skilled

and unskilled For into. Call 615-779-5505

Ext. K-8M

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLEI Many posi-

Itons Call (805) 682-7555 E xtP-3306

RAISE $500...$1000...$1500

Foolproof Fundraising

For your iratemity. soronty. teams or other

campus organization Absolutely no invest-

ment involved' Ad now lor the chance to wm

a Canbbean Cruise and fabukjus pnzesl

Call 1-800-950-8472. ext 50

LOST: QoM Guoo-ink braMM on 1 1/B in

either Thompson 106. Boyden Lot or

SoothweelCreamery Senwnemalvakie.Cal

Nk»le 549-5613

LOST
Silver necklace w/Bu« (Zodiac) charm on

10/23 W found please call 253-4149

LOST: Sivlerwedding band Engraved great

sentmental vakje. Rawaid. Please call 549-

6709

PERSONALS

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOOWNOWJR t Non-srtwfcWo Umalai to

share room m bsauliKit S-Amherst Apt next

spnng

ITS*. Please can 549-3593

SERVICES

ORDER AVON!
546-1999

CaK tor brochure

KATIE

I hope the rest of the semester is great

Always thinking of you'

Love you Forever

Tag

PREGNANT?
Naad a pragnancy test, intormaiton or

support? Ctf lor tree and confidential

senriCM ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam
Street. Northampton 586-3000 or

Greenlield 774-6010

SPRING BREAK IN CANCUN!
Representatives wanted

College Tours, the nakons largest and nwst

suooesslul spring break tour operator needs

enttnjsiaslic campus represanMBves Eam

tree tnps and cash' We provide everything

you need Call 1-800-395 4606 For mora

inlorma»on

SPRING-BREAK TR^SI
Cancun Jamaica. Panama City

Plan betore Jan 1 si A save $30

For details call Staoey 549^)640

TYPINGWORD PROCESSWO

- HEin SONTAO ~

Finally turns 21"

Happy Birthday I hope it was worth the

wait' Well celebrate this weekend

Love

Kalhy. Jayma. Jamne. Mia

BILLY
Happy 2 1st Birthday

See you in 5 months

ril always tove you*

Love Kim

LUIS
Feliz Cumpleanos 21 III

Pnncesa

8KITUMN0
$12/pair

CallSavas

546-1739_

FREE pregnarKy testing; confidential and

caring support. BIRTHRIGHT 233 No

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

SUBLET

1 BEDROOM IN 2 bedroom apt Crestwew

apis On busline 280/mo. Avail Jan or Feb

549-1482 ^_
TRAVEL

DISSERTATK>NS, THESES. CASES. Pa

pers. On-campus Service. Mac/Laser Pnnter.

Spelcheck. Quakty, Inexpensive 584-7924

Nancy ^
l=AST ACCURATE CHEAP
On Campus
Lisaj46-1615

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING w/speHcheck

and boldface $1 50/pgCaH Greg 546-3198.

PAPERSTYPED:$1 50/Typedpage Quick.

accurate service Can Brian 546-3563

Word Processing - Reports, resumes, the-

ses, laser pnnling Call Rosemary 259-1 786

WANTED

KBCHELLE VERVILLE,JENNCROSSCUP
AND TRICIA REA-

Europe's gain is our loss

We'll miss you next semester!

Love. Michelle L . Alison and Adnenne

FREETRAVEL- Air couriers andautseship*

Students also needed Chnstmas. spring,

and summer for amusement parti employ-

ment Can (805) 682-7555 Ext F-^1426

STUDENT to be personal weight

trainer Must be knowledgable m weight

training and fitness. Call Pete tor into. 1 -637-

2658

FOUND
T«vo pair ski boots

Lot 49 on 10/31

546-3815

" BITERNSHIPS "

SPRING^I 992 INTERNSHIPS with the Le

gal Services Center ,
got handson expehenoe

in the legal field-work directly with attorneys

and clients Eam up to 15 undergraduate

credits No experience m the legal profes-

sion necessary-training provided. Contact

Legal Services today: 545-1995. 922 Cam-

pus Center.

RIDE WANTED

FOR 2 TO BOSTON
Thurs Nov 1

4

Share Expenses

Call 546-2585

RIDEWANTED TOUVM Burtington VT area

1
1 -8. 1 1 -9. wiM share expenses' Call 6-1153

Student needs ride from Greenfield MA to

UMass M-F 773-7705 Bilhe-Jo

THANKSGIVING BREAK Ride needed to

upstate New York Rochester. Butfato, or

Olean New Yort< I just need to get home

Call Jenny 253-3608 Leave a message.

SERK>US ABOUT SPRING BREAK? Best

deals on Jamaica. Cancun Bartjados. Ba-

hamas' Pnces increase $100 after Dec 12

Call now' 549-3674

SPRING BREAK •92-

You've only got one week to hve

Doni blow It"' Bahamas, Jamaica, Cancun

Margarita Island from $3991

1-800-426-7710
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Sports

Men's soccer goes down fighting, 2-1
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

EXETER, R.I. —The University ofMassachusetts men's

stHTcer team played its last game ever on Friday. Ever. And
what a game it was.

The much talked about "terminal season" ended with a

2-1 loss to Rutgers University, ranked fourth nationally, in

the opening round of the Atlantic 10 playoffs at a fngid and
wind-swept University of Rhode Island Soccer Complex.

The end of season record stands at 11-5-4.

Rutgers beat URI 6-0 on Sunday to win the title.

The Minutemen gave the Scarlet Knights all they could

handle, saving their biggest scare for the closing moments
of the game Needing a goal to send the game into overtime,

UMass' Shawn Bleau's shot with only 25 seconds left was
deflected by Rutgers' goalie Bill Andracki. UMass' Josh

Pittman was charging toward the goal but his deflection

went wide by less than a yard.

Pittman ended up in the goal but the ball was rolling

behind it. End of game. End of season.

In the early going UMass was aggressive, but was

strugghng a bit to keep the ball in the Rutgers zone. One key

occasion, seven minutes into the contest saw a Minutemen

shot apparently hit the hand of Rutgers' defenseman Alexi

Lalas. who was just inside the goalie box If the referee had

picked that out, there would have been a penalty shot for

UMass. But there was no call, and no shot.

"l felt we should have won the game." said UMass
defenseman Todd Kylish. "I've been playing soccer for a

long, long time and I've never tried to blame it on the refs,

but they were horrible today. Some of the calls they made
were horrible. I think the refs were intimidated by their

I Rutgers' I coach and their bench."

UMass coach Sam Koch said. "The referee doesn't win or

lose games, but his presence was definitely felt."

UMass broke the scoreless tie at 20:20 ofthe first half, on

a picture perfect goal. Bleau broke out down the right side,

passed to Ray Cunha, who passed to Justin Edelman. who
booted it past the diving Andracki.

The Minutemen's intensity picked up after the goal, but

at 3 1 :04 ofthe first halfthere w as a questionable foul called

on UMass' Stephen Scott. Rutgers" Lino Dit'uollo's direct

kick from 19 yards out sailed over the head ofUMass goalie

Jon Gruber and into the goal, tying the score at 1-1.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
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The men's soccer team were defeated by
Rutgers, 2-1 on Friday at the Atlantic 10

Tournament.

hockey
gains NCAA
Tourney bid
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

After weeks of waiting and antici-

pating, the University of Massachu-

setts field hockey team finally found

out Monday that they will be playing

in the NCAA Field Hockey Tourna-

ment, the school's 11th consecutive

in\ntation.

The Minutewomen ( 14-6- 1
1 backed

into the Tournament, and will travel

to Brookline to play Northeastern < 1 1-

8-1 ) at 2 p.m. on Thursday.

UMass lost to the Huskies in the

regular season, 1-0. The winner ofthe

game travels to Norfolk. Virginia

Sunday to face the number one team

in the countr>-. Old Donunion Univer-

sity (23-0 >.

The other pairings were as follows:

Iowa (16-1-1 > hosts Stanford (10-3).

with the winner traveling to Mary-

land ( 15-4-1 •: Temple '14-5-2) hosts

Northwestern 1 12-6-1 ). with the win-

ner hosting North CaroUna (13-5-1);

and Boston University ( 13-6-1 > hosts

Harvard ' 13-2-2). with the winner

traveling to Penn State (17-1-1).

The news is both good and bad for

the Minutewomen. While they are

happy at just getting into the tourna-

ment, earlier in the year they had a

chance to host one if not two games.

And while Northeastern is a relatively

close road game, they must face the

defending national champions, Old

Dominion, if they escape.

Coach Pam Hixon was happy to

hear her team received the NCAA bid

and affirmed the regular season is

wiped away.

"It's a new season," Hixon said.

"Once the post-season begins nothing

else matters."

On October 2. an 8-0, second-in-

the-country UMass team travelled to

Northeastern as a tune-up to their

weekend game against Old Dominion.

The Minutewomen were flat and the

Huskies upset them, 1-0.

"The first Northeastern game was

really our first turfgame," Hixon said.

"We definitely overlooked them for

Old Dominion, and we struggled."

Now, the Minutewomen look to

exact revenge on the Huskies. Asked

if there was a big revenge factor,

UMass forward Dawn Trumbauer

said, "Ofcourse. Number one, because

we lost against them , and I don't think

we should have. And number two,

they're a big rival, and I feel that we

have the ability to beat them."

I

Field hockey loses to Temple, 1-0
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA. Pa. — As the cold

November rain poured down onGeasey Field

Sunday. Temple University rained on the

University of Massachusetts field hockey

team's parade, winning the Atlantic 10

Championship 1-0.

Temple utilized one of its few scoring

opportunities with 6:05 left in the first half,

when freshman Crystal Carr scored only

her second goal of the year on a rebound in

one of the game's most exciting plays. The
goal was the only offense either team could

muster in the cold, wet conditions.

The Minutewomen had their last and
best scoring opportunity when they were

awarded a penalty corner with two minutes

left in the game. Midfielder Joy Blenis took

a pass from Dawn Trumbauer. but her shot

was blocked by the Lady Owls defense.

"1 think we played one of our better

games." Trumbauer said. "I felt that we had

a lot more chances than they did ... we just

couldn't finish the ball off."

With time winding down in the first half.

Temple punched the ball into UMass' rone.

They shot the ball at goalie Philippa Scott

and on the rebound, chaos erupted.
"1 went out to play it, and my right foot

slipped." Scott said. "I hit the ball and it

went straight into the [player's! stick. She

got it across. There was a scramble behind

me. and they put it in the goal."

Both teams were on top oftheir game and
the play was relatively even in the first half

In the second half. UMass controlled the

play early but Temple iced the ball with less

than 10 minutes remaimng.
UMasswas able to stop the deadlyTemple

penalty comer primarily by not allowing

them many. As has been the case all year,

the Minutewomen failed to convert their

own penalty corners.

"1 think we played our best game against

what 1 consider a ver>' strong and very fast

Temple team," UMass coach Pam Hixon

said. "We had opportunities, it'sjust that we
could not capitalize."

The Minutewomen blew the University

of Rhode Island away. 2-0 on Saturday to

advance to the A- 10 Championship game.

UMass thoroughly dominated Rhode Is-

land, controlling the ball the entire game
and only allowed URI to get the ball over

midfield a handful of times. Blenis and

Kathy Phelan scored for the Minutewomen.
The offense controlled the pace of the

game, amassing 19 penalty corners. UMass
used the fast turf surface to perfect its

penalty comer and wasted little time in

getting shots.

The Rams benefitted from the

goaltendmg ofTressa Fiore. defensive saves

by Katie Costello and a few lucky breaks.

Twoof Blenis' penalty comer shots deflected

off of the goal posts.

Blenis scored to put UMass ahead 1 -0 . as

time was winding down in the first half.

With 33 seconds remaining, she blasted the

ball into the right half of the goal where the

defenseman Costello was, where it deflected

into the net.

"I knew there wasn't much time left, so I

just wanted to concentrate ... and get it on

net," Blenis said.

Meanwhile. UMass frustrated the Rams
offense by intercepting passes. They allowed

Rhode Island only one penalty corner the

entire game.
Kathy Phelan was awarded a penalty

stroke at 12:36 in the second half. She shot

the ball, which was only 10 yards in front of

the net. into the left side past a sprawling

Fiore. The goal gave UMass a comfortable 2-

lead.

Temple defeated Rutgers 5-0 in their

first game, to set up Sunday's matchup.

UMass earned an invitation to play in

the NCAA Tournament They travel to

Northeastern on Thursday where they meet

the Hu.skies at 2 p.m.

Freak goal finishes
women's soccer season
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

STORRS, Conn. — Tough Luck.

That is what finally ended the University

of Massachusetts women's soccer team's

season. Saturday, the Minutewomen lost to

the University ofConnecticut 1-0 on a freak

goal.

With only 2:55 remaining in regulation,

UConn's Cathy Cambria collected the ball

to the right ofthe UMass goal . Cambria was
able to turn on UMass' Barbara Verdoliva

and with her left foot cross the ball towards

the center.

In flight, the ball knuckled due to a stiff

wind and eluded UMass' Lisa Mickelson's

head. Standing a few yards behind Mickelson

in the goal mouth was an unsuspecting

Christy Rowe, of UConn. The ball struck off

her back and redirected into the net past a

helpless Briana Scurry.
"1 didn't see it coming at all," Rowe said.

"I didn't realize it went in until everyone

began to cheer. It wasn't planned. I expected

the ball (after hitting her) to bounce out in

front but it went the opposite way and went

in. I've been out the entire season with a

broken shoulder and the ball went in off

that shoulder so that was kind of cool."

Cambria said, "I just hoped to get it

across, I wasn't looking for anyone in par-

ticular. We just got lucky."

Scurry said, "It was a simple cross and it

just hit off her [ Rowe's I hip. She didn't see it

at all . She wasn't looking. Shejust happened

to be in the right place at the right time."

Apparently the only person in the stadium

who did not feel the goal was a freaky one

was UConn's coach Len Tsantarias.

"It wasn't a lucky play at all, it was a skill

goal," he said. "Ifby lucky you mean it can't

be duplicated often then yes but that goal

was a result of our strong play. It was a

timing play and Rowe made her designed

run at the perfect time. It was a designed

play."

Rowe said, "It was definitely a lucky

goal."

Lucky or not this was a game that the

Huskies deserved to win. Despite the severe

cold and brisk winds, UConn controlled the

play most of the way. The UMass defense

played a superb game, continually stopping

UConns' attacks in the mid-field area. The
Minutewomen were plagued by a problem

they have had all season — no offense.

UMass managed only 3 shots on UConn's
Wendy Logan and they did little attacking

in the second half.

"They had more playoff experience then

we did and 1 felt that made a difference,"

UMass' Holly Hellmuth said. "Everyone was
a little nervous and we had a tough time
getting the play up. I spent too much time

playing defense because 1 didn't want to get

beat. They had a lot more confidence getting

it up for an attack."

UMass did have a few scoring opportu-

nities. The best came in the 28th minute,
when Paula Wilkins and Polly Hackathorn
started up a two-on-one about 40 yards out.

Wilkins tried to lead a pass to Hackathorn
past the defender which would have put her

in alone. The pass was a little behind

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

Defense gets

tough against
Richmond
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Intense, overwhelming. Now that's

University of Massachusetts defense.

In Saturday's 42-14 win over Rich-

mond. UMass' defensive line played

like Minuteman fans are accustomed

to watching. Defense which ranked

them second in the nation last year.

Defense, which until the last few

weeks, has been inconsistent all sea-

son.

Against Richmond, five UMass
players combined for 1 1 tackles which

backed Richmond up 48 yards. The

Minutemen held the Spiders to only

73 yards on the ground, which includes

a 26-yard run by quarterback Greg

Lilly, and they shut down Richmond's

top running back, Uly Scott, who fol-

lowed up a 148-yard performance from

the previous week with a meager 18

yards on 20 attempts.

"We played them tough," UMass
outside linebacker Matt Tulley. who
had four tackles for losses and two

quarterback sacks, said. "1 think it

was a very good showing."

UMass defensive tacki*' Rich Kunr.

who had 1.5 sacks and two Uu'ki«'H for

losses, said, "We've found it now. We'rr

playing with intensity and we're hun-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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HAND WASH ONLY— On his trip back from the car wash Mike
swore he would always read the cleaning instructions.

Administration, GEO
disagree on demands

Students discuss GEO
Current struggle may revitalize activism
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian SufT

Approximately 50 students met last night

to discuss the ways undergraduate and
graduate students could effectively combi ne
to assert each other's needs in the face ofan
impending strike by the Graduate
Employee's Organization.
GEO member Renee Heberle, a graduate

student in political science, noted that the

undergraduatestrikeorganizedinNov. 1989
to protest state budget cuts to higher educa-
tion helped GEO to begin to grow as an

organization.

"The undergraduate strike helped us over
the top — undergrads were the catalyst for

where we are today," Heberle said. "We
hope we can be the catalyst as you were for

us in 1989, that we can help you to roll back
tuition and fees.

"We've found our power on this campus
as workers,' Heberle said. "Now you have to

find your power as students."

Senior history mi^or Ted Chambers, an
undergraduate supporter of GEO, said un-
dergraduates can use the momentum gen-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts administra-
tion officials and representatives from the
Graduate Employee Organization engaged
in last-minute talks yesterday but couldn't
agreeon the GEO's three remainingdemands.
According toGEO officials, a strike of indefi-
nite length appears imminent.

Three key issues remain in the way of
averting an imminent strike by graduate
employees. The GEO, which represents all

graduate students and over 2,000 graduate
employees, has been demanding a fee for

graduate employees unwilling to pay GEO
dues — agency fees, for the University to

pay a certain percentage of student health
fees and for job security.

"We didn't reach agreement on the three
remaining issues. Things are still up in the
air," said Seymour Berger, a member of the
administration's negotiating team.

In the event ofagraduateemployee strike,

he said talks between both sides would
continue.

"The administration is attempting to stall

their own decision-making to a pioint after

the strike," said GEO co-speaker Emily
Isaacs. "We are still not treated to anything
close to respect."

Last week, Isaacs said 93 percent of

graduate students rejected their current
contract and voted in favor of walking out
tomorrow if their demands remain unmet.
Tonight. GEO members will decide their

next move— to approve the administration's
latest concessions or strike.

Graduate employees play a critical role

in teaching at the University. According to

GEO estimates, teaching assistants are

employed in about 60 percent of all cU
A major point ofcontention is the issue of

an agency fee. The GEO has proposed that
the University collect fees from graduate
student employees who are unwilling to pay
the weekly dues and give the money to the
union or a mutually agreed upon fund.

All state union utilize this benefit. How-
ever, the state Labor Relations Commission
said in 1979 that University student em-
ployees can't collect an agency fee.

"It is our legal counsel's unequivocal view
that, given that ruling, we are prohibited by
law from collecting an agency fee," wrote
Chancellor Richard O'Brien in a statement
released yesterday.

Isaacs disagreed by saying that the Com-
mission' ruling is "not conclusive."

The administration liave proposed to of-

fer the question to the Attorney General,
the highest legal authority in the state, and
allow him to issue a opinion. Isaacs said this

action could take a long time — from a few
months to a year, she said.

"The administration's refusal to give us
agency fee on legal grounds is bogus and
manipulative of the legal system," Isaacs
said.

The administration and GEO have been
wrangling over what percentage the Uni-
versity will pay of graduate employee's
health coverage. Both sides appear to have
agreed over a proposal for the current fiscal

year but remain divided on the following

years.

In his statement, O'Brien said the latest

offer would mean "a reduction in the budget
of every department on campus."

Finally, both sides failed to compromise
on job security, which GEO has labeled as
"parity in cuts* to teaching assistants.

Gorbachev overlooked warnings
Soviet leader adm^its he ignored tip by Bush on coup
By ALAN COOPERMAN
Associated Press

MOSCOW— President Mikhail S. Gorbachev acknowl-
edged today he had ignored a warning from President Bush
that a coup was brewing in the Soviet Union, because he
thought "only a maniac" would try to overthrow the gov-

ernment.
Speaking at a news conference unveiling his book about

the abortive August coup, Gorbachev said Bush had tele-

phoned him with the warning. He did not say when the call

took place, but implied it was well before the Aug. 18-21

putsch.

Gorbachev also said he believed some ofthe conspirators

had bugged a critical conversation he had with trusted

advisers shortly before the coup. They learned from the

conversation that he was planning mtyor personnel changes,
and their fear of losing their jobs prompted them to act
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when they did, he said.

Gorbachev did not specify who did the bugging. But the

likely suspects would include former KGB Chairman
Vladimir Kryuchkov and Valery Boldin, the president's

former chief of staff, both of whom are facing treason

charges for their role in the hard-line coup attempt.

The failed coup led to convulsive changes in the Soviet

Union, ultimately dealing a death blow to the Communist
Party and drastically altering the relationship between the

central government and the republics. It also made Russian
President Boris Yeltsin, who led opposition to the coup, the

most powerful figure in the nation, ahead of Gorbachev.
The new book, "The August Coup: The Truth and the

Lessons," does not mention the warning call fi-om Bush.
Gorbachev said most of the people at the news conference,

including top officials and aides, were hearing about it for

the first time.

Gorbachev pointed out that the coup did not take place

immediately after the call. He said there had been many
rumors of a coup, but he did not give them much credence,

because he believed that "only a maniac" would try to

overthrow the government and that any coup was doomed
to fail.

He referred to a recent report in the Soviet magazine
Novoye Vremya (New Times) that Secretary ofState James
A. Baker III had warned then-Foreign Minister Alexander
Bessmertnykh during a meeting in Berlin in Jime that U.S.

intelligence information indicated a coup was in the works.

"Novoye Vremya recently wrote that Gorbachev, the

president, through Bessmertnykh, the minister of foreign

affairs, were warned by Baker ofthe possibility ofa putsch,"

Gorbachev said.

He added: "Yes, and there was a call from the president

ofthe United States himself, when he said that 'information

has reached us, I apologize, but I must tell you, I cannotjust

ignore this information.""

Gorbachev added: "And I said that the [U.S.] president

needn't worry. Everything's fine."

The Soviet president confirmed reports that he will

receive at least $500,000 for his book from its English-

language publisher. Harper Collins. He indicated he would
give most of the proceeds to charity.

Poll: Cuomo
has best chance
at beating Bush
By FRANK BAKER
Associated Press

CONCORD, N.H. — Paul Tsongas holds a slim

lead over Bob Kerrey in New Hampshire's earliest-

in-the-nation Democratic presidential primary race,

but if New York Gov. Mario Cuomo enters the

campaign , he would have acommanding advantage,
according to a poll released Tuesday.

The survey also found voters believe Cuomo
gives Democrats the best chance to beat President

Bush next November, with 38 percent pointing to

him, compared to just 6 percent for Nebraska Sen.

Kerrey and 4 percent for Tsongas, a former Mas-
sachusetts senator. Forty-three percent said they
weren't sure.

New York Democratic Chairman John Marino, a

Cuomo supporter, was impressed by those findings.

"It's interesting and I think the most interesting

number ... is the number ofDemocrats who say they
think Mario Cuomo would be the strongest candi-

date against George Bush. I agree," he said.

For weeks, Cuomo has hedged about entering

the race. Marino said the governor "is nearing a
decision."

"It could come in the next couple days, it could

come later," he said, adding that any decision de-

pends on New York's budget situation and the

results of Cuomo's negotiations with legislators

over spending. He did not say what the results

would have to be for Cuomo to enter the race.

The telephone poll of 469 Democratic and inde-

pendent voters who said they either definitely or

probably will vote in the state's Feb. 18 primary was
conducted between Oct. 28 and Nov. 8. It has a

margin of error or plus or minus 5 percentage

points.

IfCuomo doesn't run, the poll found the number
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Wednesday, November 13

Discussion — The Graduate Women's Program is spun

soring a panel discussion titled "Unique Women's Roles ui

Cultures" at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center Rm. 811B-815
Blood Drive— There will be a public blood drive from 1

1

a.m. - 4 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

Travel — There will be an Israel Fair to show work/

study/travel opportunities in Israel from 10 a.m. - 3 p.m. in

the Campus Center Rm. 174-76

Lecture— Louis Blair, executive secretary for the Harry
S. Truman Scholarship Foundation, will be speaking on
"Scholarship Opportunities for Graduate School," in the

sixth floor lounge in Thompson Hall at 4 p m The meeting
is sponsored by Pi Sigma Alpha.

Open House — Hillel is holding an open house for all

Jewish students and Jewish facultv/staff to meet and dis-

cus.s concerns of the Jewish community on campus at 7:30

p tn. at the Hillel House. Refreshments will be served.

Movie — The Black Mass Communications Project is

showing Straight Out ofBrtniklyn at 9 p.m and 11 p.m. in

the Campus Center Auditorium. Admission is $2.

lecture— The Chabad House lecture series is beginning
with a lei-ture by Rabbi Zalman Posner entitled Think
Jewish" at 8 p.m. at the Chabad House.

Lecture— African American faculty will be speaking out
on the Clarence Thomas Confirmation Hearings at 4 p.m. in

Hartlett Hall Rm. 65.

lecture — Maki Mandela, the eldest daughter of Nelson
Mandela, will Ih» speaking at 8 p.m. at the Johnson Chapel
at Amherst College.

Thurtiday, November 14

Study Abroad Fair — There will be an Israel Study and
Travel Abroad Fair sponsored by Hillel all day at the

Student Union Ballroom.

Pist ussion — The Graduate Women's Program is

sponsoring a panel discussion titled "AVomen's Experiences

in Academia" at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center Rm. 905-09

Theatre — The Umass Theatre Guild is sponsoring the

performance of Noises Off at 8 p.m. in the Bowker Audito-

rium. Admission is $4 for students and children and $6 for

the general public.

Babysitter used
electricity on boys
NORTHBRIIXJE, MaM. (AP» — A teen-ager pleaded

innocent Tuesda>' on charges he used wiring and an electrical

switch to sht>ck two children he was babysitting.

Davnd MacNeil. 17, was arrested Monday night follow-

ing an investigation by police of last Thursday's incident, in

which the 5- and 8-year old boys were given electrical

!-htKks as punishment for bad bchaN-ior, police said.

The hoys were allegedlyforccJ to hold
two hare wires that were attached to the

switch and plugged into a wall circuit,

police said.

M«'

*

i a dence linking exposed wires
and a !

,

.

-,--•- said.

He was arraigned in Uxbridge District Court on two
count of assault and battery with a dangerous weapon,
electricity.

The children told investigators they"had done something
bad" when MacNeil applied the shock machine, the Milford
Daily Xeus reported.

The boys were allegedly forced to hold two bare wires
that were attached to the switch and plugged into a wall
circuit, police said.

MacNeil allegedly threw the switch, sending a current
into their arms.

Police officer Willian Audette said it appeared the shock
device was not designed as an instrument of torture. He
said the switrh was going to be part of "a toy or something"
that MacNeil was in the process of building.
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ON THE ATTACK— President Bush gestures as he speaks during a re-election campaign
fundraiser in New York Tuesday afternoon. In the bare-knuckled attack on Democratic
leaders in Congress, Bush accused them of stifling efforts to spur the economy and of
blocking his domestic proposals.
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I BEAR YOU - Kristen Sullivan, ajunior French migor, cuddles with a newfound fHend in
the Campus Center.

Nonfiction conference scheduled
By KELLY CRONIN
and JENNIFER QUINLAN
Collegian Correspondents

Plans are underway for the third "Art of Nonfiction, a
Writer's Conference,' which brings well-known authors to

the University of Massachusetts to speak on their works.

The conference is sponsored by the University of Massa-
chusetts Journalism Department and the Five-College

Consortium.
The purpose of the conference is to highlight the work

and experience of literary journalists — works that have
considerable literary merit," said journalism Profeasor

Norman Sims, founder of the conference.

Sims organizes the convention, which will be on April 2

and 3, 1992, with Madeleine Blais. another journalism

proiwsor.

"We've been able to capitalize on the location of the

valley. There are a great number of nonfiction writers in

the area, including faculty," said Sims. "Many of the

alumni attend, while it's also a good opportunity for the

students."

The two previous conferences held in the sprintj of 1989

Looking at birth
of Hillel House

By JOSEPH REINERT
Collegian Correspondent

Although UMass Hillel has been a student organi-
zation for almost 50 years, there has only recently

been a Hillel House on campus. According to Rabbi

Saul Perlmutter, director of UMass Hillel, the idea

for a Hillel house originated in 1985.

"We met with I then] Chancellor Duffy for help in

finding a decent facility for a Jewish Student Center,"

Perlmutter said. "Hillel had expanded beyond what
our Campus Center office allowed."

By 1988, Duffy had found a building — a frater-

nity had been kicked out of UMass and their house

was available. Harold Grinapoon, an outside sup-

porter of Hillel, financed the purchase of the house.

At first sight, Perlmutter said, the house was in poor

condition.
"1 had never seen anything like it — it reeked of

beer and urine," he said.

With Grinspoon also financing the cleanup of the

house, it was livable by the 89-90 school year, when
students first started living in the upstairs section of

the house. There is a kitchen upstairs for residents,

and a lounge and library downstairs open to both

residents and non-residents. Hillel now has official

ownership of the house.

Last year, all 26 living spaces were filled, and this

year 20 spaces are filled, Perlmutter said. Hillel

House is specifically meant to create a Jewish envi-

ronment.
"It is for people who want to live in a Jewish

environment and do Jewish things together," he

said. "But you do not have to be religiously Jewish or

Jewish at all to live in Hillel House. We have one non-

Jewish student who lives here now."

David Mohebin, a UMass sophomore who lives in

Hillel House, characterizes the environment as "mel-

low "

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

and 1990 featured Joe McGinniss, and Pulitzer Prize win-

ners Taylor Branch, Richard Rhodes and Tracy Kidder.

Despite the fact that the previous conferences were a

suooess, last spring's conference was cancelled due to lack

of funds.

At this time six writers have agreed to attend the spring

1992 conference. Tracy Kidder will talk about his current

work concerning the elderly. Phil Caputo, author ofA Ru-
mor Of War, will focus on his recently released memoir,
Means Of Escape.

Also expected is two-time Pulitzer Prize winner J. An-
thony Lucas as well as Nick Lemman, author of The
Promised Land. In addition, IJnda Healy, editor ofHarper
and Row, and Dan Okrent. former editor of New England
monthly, both have been confirmed.

In cor\junction with the conference, Pulitzer Prize-winner

Blais will offer a new course at UMass this spring, "Writers

and Contemporary Issues," which will cover topics such as

biographies and memoirs, as well as regional culture writ-

ing. Her students are required to attend the conference as

a critical part of their curriculum.

The two-day event will be held at Memorial Hall on the

UMass campus and is open to the public.

University student
wins alderman spot
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian SUff

University ofMassachusetts student Ken Parkerbecame
the youngest person ever to win an at-large seat on the

Newton Board of Aldermen Nov. 5.

Parker, 21, was the second leading vote-getter in a four-

person runoff for the position of alderman, behind incum-

bent Susan Basham. Parker edged the third vote-getter by

1 14 votes.

Parker, a Newton resident since age seven, said his

campaign for alderman focused on gaining increased public

funding for Newton schools, for revisions in Newton's zoning

policies and for finding better ways to utilize the city's

existing resources.

"My campaign centered around providing quality edu-

cational services and programs," Parker said. "I argued

vociferously that quality public education is the key to a

healthy community."
The Board ofAldermen serves as the city legislature and

sets all policy for the cityofNewton. Newton has a papulation

of over 80,000.

Parker said he hopes to use hiseducation at the University

to help him to become an effective aldermtm.
"I'm thankful to UMass — to the faculty, my colleagues

and to the institution for the wonderful education I received

— which will make me a better alderman," Parker said. "1

hope to use my research skills and my ability to work with

others to make me a more productive alderman."

Parker is a senior political science major and will offi-

cially take office Jan. 1. Parker said he will finish his

remaining graduation requirements at UMass-Boston in

the spring and plans to seek full-time employment after

that.

Parker has been an active member ofthe Undergraduate

Student Senate, serving as chairperson of the public policy

committee. He spent a year working in Washington in the

office of Congressman Barney Frank (D-Newton) as a

VISTA volunteer in 1988 and 1989.

The position of alderman has a two-year term with an

annual salary of $7,500.

Focus on the
real w^orld,
publisher says
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

The fashion industry should be more focused on the real

world — and not just hemlines, a women's fashion maga-
zine publisher told an audience of approximately 130 men
and women last night.

Grace Mirabella. former editor in chief of American
Vogue and publication director of the women's style and
fashion magazine ofher namesake related experiences and
observations in her talk on the making of a magazine ".

. .

the glitz, glamour, politics and perils of the fashion and
magazine publication industries."

"Most literate people today have new values and demand
quality as a necessary thing, not an incidental," Mirabella

said. This is not being snobbish, or pretentious — this is

being a smart, savvy consumer."

Speaking at Memorial Hall, Mirabella talked of how
fashion design has become less about clothes and more

about showy theatrics.

"There is something pompous about this world we've

been locked into of fashion and fashion theater," she said.

"The fashion world has become not about what you wear,

but how you present it. The runway shows are huge events,

and the designer is the movie star."

Wearing a dressy plaid pant suit, Mirabella addressed

the women at the lecture and the role of feminism in

fashion.

"The fashion world is lagging behind you and where
you're at," she said. The most important thing in fashion is

women— how they live, who they are, and how they change.

Someone has got to start learning about you."

Mirabella, who graduated with an economics major from
Skidmore College, recollected her termination at Vogue

after being editor in chief for 17 3rear8, and how she was
given the opportunity in 1989 to produce a women's maga-
zine that was more than just a "trendy compendium of

glossy ads."

She spoke of Mirabella magazine as a "niche" publica-

tion, catering to the higher standards and demands of the

intelligent reader of the 90s.

"We treat the reader as our equal," she said. "We do not

talk down to them, we do not think ofthem as a semi-aware

group that won't notice the ridiculousness ofcertain trends."

She spoke of the traditional role of the press in the

fashion sphere as providing factual recounts, as opposed to

a critical analyses.

"Fashion press does not have the sophisticated role that,

say, theater critics do," she said. "Typically, they say if the

skirts are long, ifthe skirts are short but not ifthe skirts are

good."

But she asserted thatMirabella takes a stand on fashion

trends.

"If it's not good, we're going to tell you that it's not good,"

she said. "We don't just automatically endorse all those

funny visions coming down the runway."

The lecture was the last in a retail lecture series called

"A View From the Top: Women as CEOs in Retailing and

Related Industries" sponsored by the Department of Con-

sumer Studies and Marshall's clothing store.

Collegian photo by Joah RaynokU

Grace Mirabella
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Gulf veterans told not to
give blood due to illness
By PETE YOST
^sociat^d Press

WASHINGTON — The Pentagon yes-

terday said the half a million Persian Gulf
War veterans and other visitors to the region

should refrain from giNing blood because 22

servicemen were infected with a potentially

fatal disease.

The disease is a parasite known as

Leifihmania and is spread by bites from

gandflies. It is cured through intravenous

drug treatment.

The nation's largest association of blood

banks also called for a ban on the donations

from Persian Gulf War veterans and other

visitors to the region.

Fifteen of the 22 infected servicemen

have skin lesions, the Pentagon said in a

statement. Seven have mild illness, some
with fever and diarrhea None ofthe cases is

life threatening, the Pentagon added.

The Pentagon wants "all people who have
traveled to the Gulfarea" since Aug. 1 , 1990

to"temporarily refrain from donating blood,'

said the statement.

Dr. Joel Solomon, chief executive officer

ofthe American Association ofBlood Banks,

said there have been no documented cases

of transfusions transmitting the parasite,

known as Leishmania tropica. But "we are

instructing our blood centers to take a set of

prescribed measures based on the informa-

tion that we have at this tii.ie," he said.

"These are precautionary measures due
to a theoretical risk to blood safety and the

absence of commercially available screen-

ing test," Solomon said. "We believe that

the actual risk of contamination in the

civilian blood supply, however, is extremely

low."

Members meeting in Baltimore for the

association's 44th annual meeting decided

on the ban Monday mght.

GEO discussed

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

erated by GEO to fight rising tuition and
fees to undergraduates.

1GE01 took advantage of our eneiigy in

1969.' ChambnB said 'If we start to focus

our energy on Whitmore. maybe theyTl fi-

nally gt't off their butts and help us."

Chambers addressed what he called

three big hes" the administration has

put forth about budget cuts. The "lies."

according to Chambers, are that it was
necessary for the administration to raise

tuition and fees $5,000 over the last four

years, that undergraduates are too apa-

thetic to fight the cuts and that the fight

against budget cuts "begins in Boston
"

Chambers said administrators at the

Umversity must begin to exert more
pressure on the Commonwealth for a

rollback oftuition and fees because "while

legislators dun't listen to students, they

do listen to administrators."

Polly Cherau, a semor plant and soil

science mi^r, said undergraduate ac-

tivism is necessary to secure a positive

future for higher education in Massachu-
setts.

"It pays to be active — I'm asking you

to do what you can in support of under-

graduate education and supporting

GEO," Cherau said. "Ifwe're silent. Gov-

ernor Weld may be able to implement his

privatization scheme for higher educa-

tion."

GEO member Jim Delle. a doctoral

student in the anthropology department,

said undergraduates can play an impor-

tant role in giving legitimacy to GEO's
grievances against the administration.

"We want people to know that we're

not an isolated, radical group," Delle

said. "We certainly hope undergraduates

won't act in the best intt-rests of the ad-

ministration."

m-:^u
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CHEERING TROOPS — Serbian volunteers wave the three-

fingered Serbian opposition sign from the cellar of a destroyed

house, Tuesday in Vukovar.

poll
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of people unsure of which Democrat gives

the party the best shot to unseat Bush
jumped to 61 percent. Kerrey was picked by

10 percent, followed by Tsongas, 9 percent;

Iowa Sen. Tom Harkin, 8 percent, former

California Gov Jerry Brown, 6 percent;

Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton, 5 percent; and
Virginia Gov. Douglas Wilder, 1 percent.

When asked which declared Democrat

they would vote for now, Tsongas. from

nearby Lowell. Mass., was backed by 16

percent, while Kerrey received 13 percent.

Harkin was third with 8 percent, foliowi'd

by Brown, 7 percent; Clinton. 5 percent; and
Wilder, 2 percent. Forty-nine percent were

unsure.

When the primary season opened,
Clinton, Harkin and Kerrey were held to be

the candidates to beat.

With Cuomo in the race, the numbers
change. The poll found 30 percent of those

surveyed would back Cuomo, followed by 10

percent forTsongasand9 percent for Kerrey

Harkin was next with 6 percent, then Brown,

6 percent; Clinton, 4 percent, and Wilder. 2

percent. Thirty-four percentwere undecided.

The results were similar to a poll done

last month by a Massachusetts firm. That

survey, which didn't ask about Cuomo, gave
Tsongas a 24 percent to 1 9 percent edge over

Kerrey. Harkin came in third with 12 per-

cent, and other candidates were in single

digits That poll also had a margin of error

of 5 percentage points.

Analysts said Tsongas' strong showing

was due to his strategy of entering the race

first, making many trips to New Hampshire

and focusing on rank-and-file Democrats

rather than party leaders.

The latest poll was commissioned by

WMUR-TV in Manchester and was con-

ducted by the University ofNew Hampshire.

The telephone numbers selected for the

survey came from a complete list ofpublished

numbers in New Hampshire.
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UMass :

256-8911

Mt. Holyoke

535-1111

We Accept Competeton Coupons

30( PIZZA
ORDER ANY TWO TOPPING

iH:(cia:jKMiVc]»AidiiiiriM

1 TOPPING PIZZA FOR 30c

$1.99 PIZZA
..y. BUY ANY LARGE ^H
"^ PIZZA, GET 2ND ..; v.

>lis 0NEF0RS1.99 "^

With this coupon Cannot De used with any ottier offer

Expires December 31,1991

r
lliBUYANYi3[

I

LARGE PIZZA
|

j
FOR THE PRICE OF

;

^ ASAAALLPIZZA I

I Itiis coupon. Cannot bt mad \Mlh any oNtsr oiir.

L Expiras 0«canfib«r 31.1991 J

IHE

tDWIN M. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

DEPARTMENT
OF

HISTORY

DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13. 1991

5:15 PM
HFRTFI< 601 Lounge

SPONSORED BY:

MAIHL-U CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARFMENT OE HISTORY

AFTER THE B.A.: WHAT TO DO?

ranol r)is(:u,s5ion on careers in law. graduate school,

business, leaching government, libraries, etc.

PICK

UP

OFFICIAL

CARD

WITH

THIS

AO

20
MIN
FROM

U-MASS

!

A Tire UJorehouse
fin "TIRES FOR LESS

"

^F^roa/t^ JIe/n6<rJi^ ID Card
You and your employees will NEVER

pay retail for a tire or part again.

U-MASS
Name of Organization

Signature ID#

291 FEDERAL ST. GREENFIELD, MA 77A-55A1

I l'!'jl 1-1 ' 'ill' iiifJf^r

I r,i II 1
' I MM <{

',ir,'iii I Ifiil

','1)11 KonnerJy

' 'ly l/VA f llfl

( .kis*; of '80, MA 83. Program director

Navy Family Housing Management
Institute, University of Virginia

' "Iciss of 88. former staff airj

U S Senate Jurjiciary Coinmillee.
law student. Georgetown University

ivlaltier Career Center

( Jass of '88. Senior Administrator
Lexicon Corporation

Class of '83, Mead of lilHnry oruj Aroliives

Connecticut Valley Historical tVluseum

1 1 ,r morn infoimalion. please contact.

fVldftier rifiieer Center - 545 222-1

All Students Are WelcomG

ENGWP 112
Placement Test

For students planning to take ENGWP 112
during Winter Session 1992

Test will be administered

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1991
5:15 p.m., Bartiett Hall, Room 61
No oiM wIR b« admKtod into ENGWP 112

without this tost Bring ID and pon or poncIL
This toct Is admlnlstorod froo of chargo.

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

SSSI&M^ presents

PROJECTS

WORD PROCESSOR
WITH PULL DOWN
MENU AND DUAL
SCREEN CAPABILITY

Easy read 5 X 9-ln. CRT display

Uses standard 3.5-ln. floppy disks

GrammarCheck includes 70.000

word ' wordspeir; redundancy

check, more

Double column printing

$14
per month*
on Sears-

criarge PLUS

58S44
(Mr #DM-tO0)

i)>a.MV9

FRANKLIN ELECTRONIC
LAN6UA6E MASTER
80.000 word AAI'IA
ddtnitions^ VWM
ftiwoufws. # #•# #

CASiO GRAPHIC
FUNCTION CALCULATOR
16 column
X 8 line

(flsptoy 69.99

RWAL DATA STORAGE
PERSONAL ORGANIZER
HoWsphorw
lista menxjs.

schechjte^ more 49.99

SAVE $101 BELL SOUTH
DUAL MESSAGE ANSWERER
Answers tor

2? Perfect

for foorrttes

TlifOu«MIOVM

22692
(Mir #M-330>

59.99

SONY MICROCASSETTE
HAND HELD RECORDER
Portable

tof rKrtes.

lectures. 29.99
*Sales tox delivery or inslollotion iwf Included « minimum nfwnlhly poyment shown

Your octuol monthly poymeni con vory depending on your account Mlonce

HOLYOKE MALL RT. 91 WHITNEY ROAD (413)538-9270
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Hillel

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
"It's like any other dorm, only it has a smaller commu-

nity, which 1 like," he said. There is a nice mix of religious

and non-religious here."

If there are any conflicts or issues of any nature,
Perlmutter said, they can be brought up in »^x>mmunity
meetings or to the House Committee, which is made up of

students, staff, and laypeople.

In 1 990-9 1 , Hillel moved its offit-e into the first floor, and

started running its programs through the house. This gave

Hillel House the additional function of serving the UMass
community in general. According to Perlmutter, it is a

considerable function.

"Our average weekly attendance to programs and ser-

vices is several hundred per week, although that number is

a little high due to people repeatmg." he said. "We function

in a number of ways: socially, culturally, educationally,

politically, and religiously 1 would say we do much more

social, |>olitical, educational and cultural things than we do
religious."

Perlmutter stressed that Hillel does not have a specific

agenda and is open to a variety of ideas.

"We have a very diverse community," he said. "What we
do depends on the students who want to be involved."

As for students who are interested in living in Hillel

House next semester, Perlmutter said that now is the time
to make the arrangements.

WIMKHSKSSION 199L>

Jaiuiai V 2-2:^

IT'S
TI-I-I-ME!

Register NOW for Winter Session courses and

workshops Over 100 credit courses

and nearly 80 noncredit vvofkshops

By mail - until Decevnbet 1

1

(U S mat) only, don t use campus mail)

By FAX - until Oecemt)ef 1

1

In person November 25 through January 6

Division ot Continuing Education. 615 Goodell Building

3 credits in just 3 short weeks!

What a deal!

DIVISION OF
CONTIM IN(. i:i)l CATION

TOfSlGHT

KARAOKE
Video Sing-A-Long

&
DANCING

9:30 - 1 -.00

$1.00 Cover

First 50 People

REVERSE COVER

V^e Give YOU
$1.00SINCE

isesiPiK

9 6 8

THE TROUBLES:
PERSPECTIVES ON
NORTHERN IRELAND

November 12: Northern Ireland Film Senei
7 00 Mother Isiand - A tilm tocusmg on the MK>man s movement
in Nonhem Ireland.

8 00 Behind the Mask - IRA volunteers discuss ttietr rTx>tives

and methods

November 13: The Art of Revolution
MuNHTiedu artist Gary Nickard expkxes iw confltct through
the eyes of community aftwKXk. Skde presar^tion arxl

discussion

November 14: Northern Ireland Prospects for Peace
Panel Discussion focusing on the negotiation for peace m
Nonhem Irelarxl ParMi iSlember irKlude:

• Padraio Ottalley author Blttno the Grew
• Kevin KeNey author. The Longest W»
• Liam MacNiallias peace activist. Derry. N.I.

• Bnan KirK • Bntish Government spokesperson

Ail events will be heM In U-MASS.
Campus Center Rm. 162-175. 7:00pm

Sponsored t>y ttie Northern Ireland Report. U-MASS
Soltdartty. Radical Student Union, PAWSS, Grad. Art

Students' Assoc., STPEC

r[

IMPORTANT REMINDER

Golden Key
National Honor Society

General Membership Meeting;

WHEN: Wednesday, Nov. 13 1991

TIME: 6:30 p.m.

WHERE: Campus Center Room 904-908

New officers will be elected...

Programs for

the year will be discussed!

If you have any questions call

Gladys Rodriguez at 545-2684

Diursdoy, Nov. I4fh

9:00 PM

Acoustic
Guitars
with

Joe
ZUti
THURS.

NOV. 14TH
3:30-6:30 pm

.15_at_9JJ2.

Pangerouf
Pap

rock Sc roll

?a:ic5., JCob. 13ti7

9:00 pm

I
GROUND FLOOR/STUDENT UNION
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

When statistics become reality: dealing with a divorce
As you pass the tower library and feel the cold wind

pierce the skin on your face, as the first snow falls making
huge unavoidable puddles, the familiar feeHng ofeveryone's
favorite time of the year begins to drift throughout the air.

The holidays— a time for families tocome together to give

thanks for what they have and to make lists ofwhat they still

want. There are some people fortunate enough to celebrate

two Thanksgivings and two Christmas'. They do this not

because they eryoy the holidays so much but because they
have become a victim to a statistic. You know the one that

states that over halfthe marriages today end in divorce. The
one that says in the last 20 years the rate of divorce has
almost tripled. I'm sure neither of these statistics are unfa-

miUar to anyone, especially to the families they represent.

Although so many people I know have parents who are

divorced, it always seemed so distant from me. Like a fatal

disease I would never contract or a winning Megabucks
ticket I would never possess, divorce was something I would
hear, read, and see, but never experience.

This year like every year my family will gather together

for Thanksgiving and Christmas. We will laugh as we talk

about old times, when we all used to dance in the family

n»om to the Jesus Christ Superstar soundtrack. We will talk

about each other and what we want to buy and what we

don't want to do. We will talk about almost everything.

Everything except the bright new shiny sign displaying the

two words For Sale, which by the start ofthe new year will

be mounted on the front lawn. We won't talk about the

papers my parents will sig^ due to the loss of the crucial

element within their marriage. No, we won't talk about the

love between my mother and father that, aft«r 26 years, has
died, making my family and my parents, a victim to the

statistics.

Manejah Morad

How, after 26 years, could it just be over? How could my
parents not even try to work it out? I know many people

whose parents are divorced, but never after being together

this long. 1 was angry because I could not understand how
my parents could be so childish and want tojust throw away
a good thing. But although in my mind my parents' mar-
riage might still have been a good thing, to my parents it

was no longer good. In fact, it was miserable.

Aft«r finally realizing this I began to put my own selfish-

ness aside by ending the hopes I had for maintaining the

existence of my perfect family. I understood that although

my parents' marriage would make me happy, it would make
my parents just the opposite.

I think it is terrible that so many people stay with a
marriage just because it's convenient and cheaper, since

the price for a divorce settlement is a small $5,000 dollars.

Marriage should not be a convenience, love should not be a

convenience. If neither partner is happy it is better to end
it then to drag each other and the ones who care down
further. It's more important now for each to get on with

their lives and to try to find happiness elsewhere.

Marriage seems like such a difficult thing. To live day in

and day out with the same person, with the same qualities,

attitudes, and behaviors, seems very trying for anyone.

With all these things it seems hard to always remember to

keep the love ahve, so hard it seems almost a challenge.

Divorce is a part of life more and more people have to

face. I feel it is an act ofcourage to end something you have
worked at for over halfa lifetime. Although divorce is a sad

thing one can't look at it as an end but rather a beginning.

A beginning of not a better but a new life, for although the

past relationship has turned cold, devouring the love, noth-

ing can devour or replace the memories this couple has built

around them.

Manejah Morad is a UMaas student

Harassment violates women
A recent article in The New York Times

described some of the reactions experienced

by women who have been victims of sexual

haras.sment. These reactions can include de-

pression, anger, anxiety, feelings ofhelpless-

ness, feelings of guilt and responsibility for

the harassment, crying spells, eating disor-

ders, insomnia and gastrointestinal problems.

Sound familiar? They are very similar to the

syndrome experienced by victims ofrape and
other forms of sexual assault.

Lisa Lipshires

This tells me that sexual harassment is

a very damaging kind ofbehavior and, when
we talk about it, we should treat it with the

seriousness the topic deserves. It also tells

me that sexual harassment is the same type

of behavior as rape and, even when the

harassment may not involve any physical

touching at all, the victim experiences this

behavior as a sexual violation.

I have personally experienced a lot ofthis

non-touch kind of violation. I was raised in

a household where other people's leering

remarks, sexual innuendos and inappro-

priate conduct were an ongoing part of my
daily life. Both ofmy parents participated in

this type ofbehavior and, after their divorce

when I was ten, a number of my mother's

friends treated me in the same inappropri-

ate way. Some of these so-called friends of

the family sexually abused me in more di-

rect physical ways as well.

I'm 35 now. but when I was in my late

teens and early twenties, I could no more
have defended myself from sexual harass-

ment than sprouted wings to fly. This doesn't

mean people in their late teens or early

twenties are incapable of defending them-

selves nor does it mean that being a certain

age makes you invulnerable to sexual ha-

rassment or assault. What it does mean is

that, for many women, especially the one in

three, or one in two, of us who have experi-

enced some form of sexual abuse before the

age of eighteen, we are already so condi-

tioned by the experience of the violation

that our abilities to see, recognize and speak
up against sexual harassment have been
severely compromised.

When I was 23, an assistant minister at

a church I was attendingmade inappropriate

remarks to me when we were alone, telling

me I was "physically as well spiritually

beautiful," and that one time when he and
his wife went on a day trip they "ended up
screwing in the front seat" oftheir car. I was
angered and repulsed by his behavior, but

my anger and repulsion felt split offfrom me
and far away . To survive the dailyexperience

ofa sexually unsafe household, I had learned
to distance myself from my feelings. I had
also learned the unfortunate lesson that no

one I turned to would help me, and that no
one would ever validate my perception that

something was terribly wrong. Small won-
der, then, that as a young adult I was in-

capable of defending myself
Nowadays, asserting myself is still a

struggle but I have learned to recognize

inappropriate behavior and to seek help

when I need it. I know there are people who
can and will help me when I need validation

and support. There are my friends, there

are people with whom I've shared a therapy

group, and there are also the Counselor

Advocates at the Everywoman's Center

hotline. Ifyou have ever experienced sexual

harassment or any other type of sexual

violence, I strongly urge you to seek help

and support. None of us should have to go

through the aftermath of violation alone.

Lisa Lipshires is a UMass student

Student extends condolences
Upon entering my dorm after the

Veteran's Day weekend I was shocked
to read a posted sign regarding a student

death. Although I did not know the

student personally, I was saddened to

learn of his suicide.

It is natural to assume that suicidal

acts can be prevented. However, this is

not always the case. Often, people con-

templating suicide corM»al their emo-
tions to prevent any discovery of their

intentions. They may appear "down,"

but not unusually depressed. In some
instances theremay be nowamingsigns
whatsoever.

As we mourn our classmate's death

we should focus our attention on the

ones he left behind. Suicide leaves

family, friends and other close ones
feeling guilty, ashamed and grief-

stricken. It is imf>ortant to realize that

no human is omniscient or omnipotent.

Ultimately this man's death may not

have been preventable.

I wish to express my sympathy and
support to his family, roommate, friends

and resident staff. The University's

Mental Health Services and Residential

Staff are valuable resources for coping

with this tragedy.

Noelle DesLauriers
Northeast

Voting more powerful than rallies

In last Friday's Collegian, our esteemed

pontificator Greg Sukiennik asked the

question, "Why do you think the legislature

wouldn't talk to us (about funding higher

education I?" The answer is, Mr. Sukiennik,

that they don't have to deal with our griev-

ances when they can afford to ignore the

problem. What is needed to solve the crisis

is not the idealized demagoguery of the

sixties radical. We see no viable solution

arising from the whining and senseless

chanting of aspirant activists. Contrary to

popular belief in the Happy Valley, a single

"day of action" will not change the world.

Doyou routinely see thousands ofelderly

marchingon the Massachusetts State House

for senior citizens' benefits? Does the legis-

lature ignore them? Of course not. Their

chants take the form ofa march to the ballot

box. How many ofthose students knew who

their state rep was? How many are even

registered voters? The Grey Panthers are

listened to because they vote, and UMass
students are shunned because they don't.

The question is not whether Beacon Hill

should listen to us, it is whether or not we
wish to be heard.

Politicians are rational maximizers, so

students have to be as well. No one else will

look out for our interests so we must learn to

do it for ourselves. One politician that will

support us for four years is worth more than

a thousand students chanting for a day.

The continued survival of higher educa-

tion is a complex issue. Whether the solu-

tion is more state funding or closer ties with

the private sector, an obvious starting point

may very well be the ballot box.

Chris P. Sullivan

Central
Stefan B. Gross

Orchard HiU

Notes from the Campus Center basement
Attention, to all those crazy enough to read the

Campus Center basement notes usually written by

Marc Elliott (who last week finally admitted to the

redundancy of his name) — this week's installment

will be written by Debra (no redundancy) Kriegsman,

a lovely woman who has so kindly agreed to do Marc's

job.

Hello all and welcome to my version of the Campus
Center notes. I'd like to say that I am thrilled to be doing

this (not really) and hope that anyone who enjoys this

version ofNotes will write to the Collegian and tell them

that you prefer me, Debra Kriegsman, over Marc Elliott

for this column.

I'd like to begin by telling everyone about my trip

home to New Jersey. I went back home to Paradise last

week for a number of reasons. First, the bris of my
baby cousin Brett Jonathon. He's a beautiful boy who
handled it well, only crying and screaming as he went

through the traditional Jewish ceremony that occurs

eight days after birth. Let's just say that Brett is a real

man now.
On a lighter note, there was the wedding of Kristin

and John. I attended the ceremony on Saturday at the

local church. It was the first time I had been in a church

since nursery school (I along with four other Jewish kids

went to the nursery school in the church in the next town

over) and I must say that I didn't realize just how different

the Roman Catholic ceremony was from the Jewish one.

Here's to broken glass!

But now I am back from home, only to be welcomed by a

slush storm which had only one good reason for falling, and

that is the thanks from postpeople in the area who were

thankful that it fell on a national holiday.

Debra Kriegsman

Oh then there's the GEO strike, I don't know enough

about that so read everyone else's columns.

There will be no Graftiti ofthe Week this week, but I will

share a nice thought vrith you all — I am graduating in

December. Gifts can be forwarded to the Collegian. I'd like

all articles sent to be green (my favorite color) and ofcourse

checks in the denomination of $18 or more will gladly be

accepted.

I love the music of Barry Manilow and so does associate

news editor Jason George. I ask that all fans of Barry

announce their love ofthe songwriter. Sing it. Scream it. It's

cathartic.

There's an Israel fair today in the Campus Center. Go,

run, dance your way down there.

For those of you who are into tacky X-mas decora-

tions they are now officially being hung in all malls,

stores and Collegian offices. Don't forget your cameras.

For all Mets fans — they rule!

Marc, here's a mid-article message. My name is

spelled K-R-I-E-G-S-M-A-N. That's I before E except

after C. And I want to get credit for my contributions to

last week's Notes.

Hi Felice!

For those who have noticed, my favorite punctuation

mark is the exclamation point(!)!

Hannukah is coming up. Don't forget to light your

manorahs and send me some gelt.

Before I finish this article I'd like to say thanx to a few

people who have supported me through this. Greg —
you've given me a voice and a column. You are awesome.

Marc — you are lazy, but kind for giving me this

opportunity to make a difference. Let's have a drink

sometime, [editor's note from Marc: I wish I could but

the fascists are going to make me wait until April.)

This is it, so enjoy, because there's no refund with this

column.
Debru Kriegsman is a special guest basement notes

columnist

mm*
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Arts & Living

Roomful is

tasty but
a tad stale
By KLAUS GAUGER
Collegian Correspondent

Roomful ofBlue*
Pearl Street Night Club
Friday, Nov. 8

The downstairs of Pearl Street night club was
more crowded than usual last Saturday night, with

a markedly older crowd awaiting the appearance of

Roomful of Blu^. the widely acclaimed rhythm

and blues band with over twenty years of profes-

sional experience.

From the verv- first moment. Roomful of Blues

proved that their reputation was well earned Their

music was swinging, pulsating, and emanated from

the members of a liNing and powerful rhythm and
blues orgamsm The main eye-catcher, as well a.s

audio attraction, was the frontline horn section,

which gave full blasting melodit iifTs and rhythmi-

cal support. Listemng to them, one must have caught
aghmpseofwhat thetrumpeUofJenchomust have

been like Each of the players was a fully perceptible,

mature musical personality, and a good soloist as well

First tenor saxophonist Greg Piccolo has to be

mentioned; his long, pushing and frantic solos, which

were full of honking, grunting and hollering sounds

wereremmiscentofKing Curtis. A fine performance

was also given by bantone player Doug James,

whose sound was extremely rich and virile. Rob
Kt.os gave some freakish high note s<jlos. demon-
-traling his command of the upper register No less

impressive was Carl Querfurth on trombone, with

his huge, rasping tone, and Rich Lalaille's sweet,

swinging alto.

The rh\thm group was more understated, with

drummer John Rossi pro\nding the band with a

propelling beat, and Larry Pedruzzi's steady and
sturdy bass play. Junior Brantley's boogie-woogie

style piano was not always clearly audible, perhaps
due to .sound problems. Guitarist Chris Vachan was
excellent, his highlight being a long, evolving solo in

a B.B. King style

Lead singer Sugar Ray complimented thecharac

ter ofthe band. His full-toned voice, and extroverted

growling tone helped to assert himself against the

pushing horn section, which lent an attentive ear,

providing musical pasaafM full ofvibrant moments
of tension.

The technical and emotional abilities ofthe band
are excellent, but the problem lies in the bands self-

concept. There are no new and fresh elements, no
contemporary hard rock or rap influences, not even
an ironic or sarcastic arrangement The perfor-

mance consisted ofthe typical rhythm and blues set,

rock and blues based tunes without any differing

musical concepts

In some ways, these musicians were reviving

their own, now old-fashioned music, for a partly

older crowd, without assimilating new musical ex-

penences and directions, and without danng to do
something which the audience could have disliked.

Artist library offers services
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Tucked away on the sixth floor of Goodell is an obscure

but valuable resource available to people interested in

information on anything and everything arts related. It's

the Arts Extension Service's Artist Business Library.

With a direct grant from the UMass Arts Council the

AES Librar>' recently updated many of its materials. It

publishes small booklets entitled "Keys to the Arts." The

booklets are arranged into sections titled General. Dance,

Literature. Media Arts. Music, Theatre, and Visual Arts.

These "keys" are a starting place which list major arts

orgamzations or publications "arts people* need to know
about.

AES also pubUshes eight of its own titles to support its

workshops The Artist in Business: Basic Business Practice

16 a straightforward, ea.sy to read book that even those with

the greatest fear of budgeting could comprehend.

The AES is an especially good place to look for career

information in the visual and performing arts and arts

management fields. It has over 600 reference books, many
periodicals and directories. AES houses three national

periodicaU listingjob opportunities for graduating St udents.

One specializes primarily in teaching positions available

throughout the nation.

Photo court««y Aufusta SavaKP (iallery

El Maestro, a relief sculpture done in clay by
Hector Marrero isjust one ofthe many fantastic
things you can see at the National Latin
American Heritage Month Exhibit beingshown
until Nov. 21 at the Augusta Savage Gallery. For
more info on the exhibit call 545-5177.

New Pixies — a UMass Gen Ed
By RIC OLIVEIRA
Collegian .Staff

"In the sleepy west of the wo<ided east/ Is a wn\\i:y full of

Pioneer/ We are not just kids U> say the leasty We got idf;as

to us that's dear.

Like capitalist, like communist, like lots of things you
hear about/ them redneckers they get us piswjd, lh«; stupid

stuff it makes ua shout/ The University of MasHachuwitts
pleaseW. It's educational!!"

No, not a new recruiting slogan to bring fresh virgin

minds to the intellectual womb ofAmherst. But a raunchy,

fCuitar screaming orgy of sound which marks Trttmp Ia'

Monde as their heaviest since Surfn Rosa.

Trompe Le Monde, the fifth of the Pixies' albums starts

off with the first few notes reminiscent of I^d Zeppelin's

Physical Graffiti and then without warning, feedback and
guitars scream like dinosaurs in orgasm. With thunderous
drums and entwined bass the band sleeks behind the

thrashing guitar chords of Joey Santiago. Santiago and
Francis blend the past expose of the Velvet Underground
with a heavy Latin rhythm which has traditionally lifted

the Pixies from their punk peers. The band has enjoyed

tremendous success in Europe and even in Canada where
they enjoy mainstream radio play.

For Pixies fans this could truly be the pinnacle of the band's

album career.On nootheralbumdo the Pixiescombine their style

ofcutting (!dg»' energy with the soft, supple .sounds ofliquid music
which (lrr)wii.s tlie siinses in euphoria. One such is the Ijist track

fin th*i disk the Natinjo Krutw.

The Na vaj<» know nyxm construction there is th(> Mohawk/
his way of walking/ ^^ult high al)ove the ground/ fearless of

looking down/ Home people say that/ The Navajo know/ a
way of walking/ quit high alxjve the ground/ fearless of

lo*iking down/ (»h know"
And for all of the armageddon lovers there is the electric

crunch of the Sari Punk "I smell smoke that comes from a

gun/ named extinction"

Or ifthat is Uki upbeat quiU; |x>HHibly the mad ramblings
of Suhftrultfi or DiHtnnif K(/unls Huli- fimi's Time, "I had a

vision / there wasn't any U;levision/ I got to think quick says
blind saint Nick/ Wf; got to get some beer/ we got no
atmosphere"

The Pixies have b<?en hilled as a Boston band. Black
Francis the songwrit<;r behind the Pixies rage grew up in

Westport, Ma. and then geeked it and failed out of UMass.
Since those early days of the mid-SOs, the Pixies songs,

sound, and lyrics have drawn from the well of knowledge
UMass attempUfd tf» offer. From the visual mountains
which Francis softly sings of to the sarcasm and crunch a la

Happy Valley sound — they grind. They may not be ready
for the sensitive ears of the mainstream culture, and the
world may not bt; ready for them, but somehow it just

doesn't seem to matter.

The library has its own card catalog, AES Resource Files

which have samples and basic information on such topics as

contracts, rental agreements, internships, taxes, etc, and
information files that include a wide variety of articles,

worksheets and resources collected by the AES staff for use

in their workshops.

According to systems coordinator, Brenda Coda, most of

the matenals are for arts students "ready to embark on
their careers. We also have resource materials. It's never

too soon to think of what direction you want to go in after

graduation."

"We do our best to ensure we do not have materials that

could be found in other departments. Budgets are tight so

we are trying not to duplicate," said Ms. Coda. Some ofthese

materials are either self published or produced by small

pubhshers and thus are difficult to come by.

"AES IS a national arts service organization facilitating

the continuing education of artists, arts organizations, and
community leaders. AES works for better access to the arts

and integration of the arts in communities," states their

press release.

The AES Library is located in 604 Goodell at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts. It's open Monday through Friday

from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and it's FREE!! Ifyou're overwhelmed
by the bookcase of information, there is a fnendly staff

available to help you if you have any questions.

De La Soul
just fizzled
By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

De La Soul with The Coalition
Pearl Street Nightclub
Sunday, Nov 10

Live. De La Soul are light years away from what
they put on their records. That sounds good on paper
— I thought they'd spruce up their material to make
it more interesting. But I don't know ifthat was good,

it back fired in fact. Somehow it got lost in their dick-

grabbin' egos and their foul mouths (something that

is virtually absent on their albums). The acoustics in

Pearl Street didn't give their mixers much to work
with which meant that unless you listened carefully,

you couldn't decipher between one song from the next
The Coalition saved the evening. These guys

from Hampshire College stormed the stage lookin' to

get busy. Sadly, few payed attention to them, let alone
particularly cared for them because a) they were
unknowns, b» they weren't as full of it as was their

host band, and c.i they seemed to display some sense
of original talent. I liked them for their defbeats, and
I would most certainly award them the recognition

they deserve. In my opinion they've transcended
having mere potential.

But back to De l>a Soul, the main thing that was
wrong with them was their lack ofcommitment to the
image they supposedly represent. F'urthermore, on
vinyl they have a basic respect for women. It seemed
as if they struggled to break away from the male
sexist rap stereotype. That was soothing for my ears
because sisters are always getting dissed, and finally

someone came along who didn't play that.

On stage they did just the opposite. Getting every-
one in the audience to say "Fuck You!" to each other,

and making fun of gays by playing out the "sissy

thang" was the procession of the evening. The audi-
ence ate it up. But there were some of us who weren't
buying it , we may have been dancing to it, but we tried

as hard as we could to ignore the context of their
altered lyrics and 2 Live Crew-like heinous attitude.

We left asking ourselves what the hell was that?
There's nothing wrong with having fun on stage

(especially ifyou're touring and constantly repeating
the same set over and over), and by no means am I

implyingthey should be serious. Although they strayed
so far away from their albums, and in such an irritating
and negative way, that I have to admit: De La Soul
isn't dead, De La Soul just kinda' sucked.

/^
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Multicultural Affairs

Students, cultural centers rap Whitmore
During the past three weeks the University of Massa-

chusetts has, again, become the just and proper target of
numerous allegations by the Latino and Asian communities
as well as the New World Theater.

These are based solely on the intransigence, irrespon-

sibility and the abuse that the present administration here
at UMass represents Together and united, students of
color are exposing the Umass'" Multicultural Facade." We
are making a statement that we shall no longer accept or
tolerate the University's racist behavior and shall unveil its

hypocritical claim of multiculturalism!

Elliot Monteverde Torres

Throughout the years this University has failed to ad-
here to a concrete process ofaction— which gives emphasis
and points to a genuine commitment to the solution of the
numerous aggravating issues plaguing the entire minority
community upon this campus.

To this date, the people of color in this movement have
had to resort to, once again, drastic measures with the
HOPE that the administration begins to diligently address
our issues promptly and properly. Hence, both of our cen-

ters, the Latino and the Asian Cultural Centers are to

remain permanently CLOSED until TRUE solutions to

these issues are found and applied!

The Cultural Centers were and remain to be subordinate
to the actual and realistic needs ofour communities here at

UMass. There is but one unmistakable fallacy behind this

institution's web ofintrigue, one intentionally structured to

confuse not just the people of color here at UMass, but the

entire student community, as well. Such fallacies are called

Cultural Centers. The concept of a cultural center resulted

from a cosmetic attempt by the RACIST administration of

this institution to not only manipulate the general public

but to appease the "insolent students of color" who in 1987
dared to advocate for OUR rights eventually, deciding to

take over a building.

The administration's attempts almost succeeded. It is

important to bring to your attention that the University did

not follow any of the significant recommendations that

would have considerably ameliorated the social and educa-
tional situation here at UMass. In consequence, not only
does racism remain inherent in the American society today
but an academic, social and administrative trait here at the
University of Massachusetts!

The University must come to terms with this issue of

racism and prejudice is more than BI.ACK. Let's not allow

anyone to close their minds to the reality that this problem
of absolute negligence on the part of the administration
involves many groups— Native Americans, Asians, Latinos,

Africans, etc. which reflect upon the overall socio-economic

conditions in the United States— moreover the University

of Massachusetts can not be divoreed from the realities of

the Puerto Ricans or any of the under-represented ethnic

United Asian and Latino students
state demands, deadline for O'Brien
Latino & Asian Cultural Centers and New World

Theatre Demands from Chancellor Richard O'Brien and
the University Administration

Immediate Demands:
I. That the funding for the United Asia Cultural

Center henceforth shall be allocated instead to the
United Asia Resource Center , including any future across-

the-board increase in funding of University cultural

centers.

II. That the funding for the Latin American Cultural
Center henceforth shall be allocated instead to the
Bilingual Collegiate Program in a special account, in-

cluding any future across-the-board increase in funding
of University cultural centers.

III. That the Learning Resource Center shall be
funded to the minimum requirements necessary: s(>e-

cially, funding for one full time secretary, one full time
assistant director and three full time counselors.

rV. That funding also be made available for four comput-
ere, a laser printer and a photocopier for the UALRC.

V. That immediate repairs be conducted in the exist-

ing dilapidated BCP facilities in Wilder Hall.

VI. That BCPs past crucial positions which had been
obliterated in spite of their essentiality to the success of

the entire Latin(Va community (i.e. academic counselors).
VII. That BCPs Outreach Position be reactivated.

VIII. That the Chancellor's Office and the adminis-
tration give adequate hne funding to the New World
Theater.

IX. That New World Theater be allocated functional

facilities including equipment.
Any such funding must not be diverted from existing

multicultural programs of any kind and that there be

separate independent budgets for Asians and Latina/os.

The Chancellor and the administration shall respond to

these demands with a set of practical proposals by no
later than December 7, 1991.

Long-Range Demands:
I. Allocation of Skinner Hall as the future Latina/o

Asian Resource Building to accommodate the invaluable
work ofthe BCP, related Latina/o programs, the UALRC,
and related Asian programs.

II. A study be conducted of Salary Equity at the
University.

III. Restructuringofthe core curriculum to emphasize
genuine issues of multicultural concern.

IV. Re-evaluate existing "cultural diversity* programs
to incorporate and critically examine traditional Euro-
pean American culture and to eUminate those courses

which denigrate and objectify non-European peoples.

V. Development of a racial haraaament policy with
legal implications for students, staff, faculty, adminis-

tration and especially, the UMass police department.
VI. Aggressive recruitment in the following order of

priority: Asian and Latino/a faculty, administrators and
students. That special attention be given to recruitment

of these students from Massachusetts inner cities such
as Holyoke, Springfield, Lowell, Worcester, Brockton,

Lawrence, Cambridge and Boston.

VII. Introduction of an academic program in Asian
and Asian American Studies.

VIII. Introduction of an academic program in Latin

American and Puerto Rican Studies.

The Chancellor and the administration shall respond
to these demands with a set of practical proposals by no
later than February 15, 1992.

groups.

The overall objective of this movement is not at all

unreasonable. We truly want to help this institution become
a GENUINE multicultural bastion!

In a letter which Chancellor Richard O'Brien sent to the

faculty and staff of this university on Oct. 21, 1991,

he reiterated that the administration's objective *is not to

return to some hypothetical golden age ofthe past. We need
to have a university community that is properly paid,

MULTICULTURAL, and decently housed. Then we can

play our role as flagship ofthe new University ofMassachu-
setts and can provide top quality teaching, research, and
service to the Commonwealth and the nation." Keep in

mind that Latinos are the largest growing group in the

United States of America.

Under ideal circumstances, minority students need and
want both a cultural center and an academic support
center. However, under the current situation in which the

University has given minority students token support, we
are sacrificing our cultural centers in order to solidify the

resource base ofthe United Asia Learning Resource Center

and the BCP as well as the entire minority community here

at UMass.

Elliot Monteverde Torres is a Collegian staffmember
The views expressed in this article are the views of the

individual writer and not the necessarily the views of the

Collegian.

Festival features films by
renowned Indian artist
By MADANMOHAN RAO
Collegian SUff

"Someday 111 make a great film!" re-

marked an Indian film director to a friend in

1948. Less than a decade later, his first film

bagged the San Francisco Film Festival

Best Director and Best Film awards, and
his second film swept the Golden Lion of St.

Mark's award at the Venice Film festival.

The director is Satyajit Ray, and seven of

his films are being screened as part ofa film

festival in his honor, "The Saty£u>t Ray Film

Retrospective," at Hampshire College.

Sponsored by the International Student

Organization at Hampshire College, the

films are free and open to the public.

Fittingly enough, the festival began this

past Monday with his first film, Pather

Panchali (Song of the Little Road), made in

1955. It is a poignant human document

about a struggling family in rural Bengal,

with a memorable soundtrack by Ravi

Shankar.
The movie was preceded by a brief trib-

ute to Ray's genius and his contribution to

the world of cinema, by Anita Desai, pro-

fessor ofEnglish at Mount Holyoke College.

The second film in the festival , Simahaddha
(Company Limited), made in 1971, was
screened yesterday at Hampshire College.

Ray has made a total of 21 films in his

career, all of which have won him interna-

tional acclaim. Each of these are incisive

ethnographies and scathing critiques ofthe

society he lives in.

One of the organizers of the festival,

Sandeep Ray, a film and anthropology senior

at Hampshire College, said that Satyajit

Ray's candid yet brilliant depiction of life in

various parts of India has come under a lot

of criticism by members ofthe Indian com-

munity who accuse him of "washing dirty

linen in public."

"But Ray's movies make you visually

confront the most basic yet universal aspects

ofhuman nature," Sandeep said. "His films

are also in stark contrast to the vulgarity

characterizing the majority of the Indian

film industry's products, especially the Hindi

movies made in Bombay."
"I invite everyone in the Five College

Area to witness the works of this genius,"

said Sandeep.

The schedule for the rest ofthe festival is

as follows:

Vied., Nov. 13, 8pm : Mahanagar (The Big

City) 1963. A scathing critique of social

conventions in Bengali society. Hampshire
College Franklin Patterson Main Lecture

Hall. Free.

Thu., Nov. 14. 8pm: Devi (The Goddess)

1960. Nikky Singh, professor of religion at

Colby College, will address issues raised by

the film. Hampshire Franklin Patterson.

Free.

Sat., Nov. 16, 8pm: Apur Sansar (The

World of Apu) 1959. The third film of the

famous Apu trilogy, dealing with issues of

urbanization, marriage, and death. Hamp-
shire Franklin Patterson. Free.

Sun.. Nov. 17, 8pm: Ghare Baire (The

Home and the World) 1984. Based on the

novel by Nobel Laureate Rabindranath

Thakur. Hampshire Adele Simmons Hall.

Free.

Mon., Nov. 18, 8pm: Pratiwandi (The

Adversary) 1970. Filmed during the politi-

cally turbulent Naxalite revolutionary era.

Hampshire Adele Simmons Hall. Free.

AP photo

DUKE IN 1978 — Louisiana gubernatorial candidate David

Ervke, attired in his Ku Klux Klan robes, poses in front of the

Houses of Parliament in London in 1978. Duke, a former KKK
grand wizard, is the Republican candidate for governor in the

election which will be held Saturday.
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New releases will supress your cable skepticism
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By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
C%.llepian StafT

Attention all students who think that no new releases

are being shown on HSCN this semester: Thou art wnvig.

This week, many recent movies that are still hot from the

box office, such as "Godfather lU," "The Five Heartbeats."

"Fabulous Baker Boys." and "Sibling Rivalry" are gracing

your screens. Keep an eye out for these hits beginning

Wednesday, Nov. 13.

BoyzS The Hood— Ice Cube, Cuba Gooding, Jr., Morris

Chestnut. Larry Fishburne. A touching, down to earth film

aUiut a father-son relationship as >t endures time as well as

negative and positive outside influences. It addresses

tastefully the issues ofAIDS, drugs, and street violence. A
top choice movie.****

Chinatown — Jack Nicholson. Faye Dunaway. John

Huston Nicholson is a private eye who is led into a complex

case by Dunaway. A mixed-up and bizarre mystery, not up

to Nicholson's usual genius but a good film nonetheless. **

The Chosen — Maximillian Schell. Rod Steiger, Robby

Benson. Based on the novel by Chaim Potok, the movie

eloquently and truthfully describes life in the Hasidic

neighbiirhood. Benson, although I do usually despise his

character personalities, is excellent in the role of a young

Hasid who is yearning to break tradition so that he can be

a lawver. First rate.
****

Die Hard // — Bruce Willis, Boniue Bedelia, William

Atherton. Willis is back again, but this time the scene is set

in Washington's Dulles Airport. Willis is thrown into a

lerronst-type plot that is just as sticky as the first film.

Tons O' Action! •*•

Freaky Friday — Barbara Harris. Jodie Foster. John

Astin. This delightful Disney farce stars young Foster as a

tomboy who accidentally switches bodies with her ultra-

conservative suburban mother. This movie set the scene for

many unsuccessful copies, such as re-make Vice Versa and

Uke Father. Like Son. ***

Godfather HI — Al Pacino. Andy Garda. Talia Shire.

Not up to par, even remotely, ofthe first two films. You can

tell that it was rushed to make sure that it made the

Photo f:ourtM> i uluabta Ptclurc*

A scene from Boyz N The Hood, starring Ice Cube and showing this week on HSCN*8 movie

channel.

deadline to he considered for an Oscar. Still, it's somewhat

enjoyable, if not confusing. Worth watching, but I wouldn't

tape it. **

The Graduate — Anne Bancroft, Dustin Hoffman,

Katherine Ross. This is Hoffman's first main role—he is a

young, naive college grad who is seduced by the wily charms

of an older woman, but he ends up falling in love with her

daughter. Won Best Director, and the score by Simon and

Garfunkel is fantastic. ****

Prom Night— Leslie Nielsen, Jamie Lee Curtis, Casey

Stevens. Ahh. another lovely slice-and-dice! A killer who is

responsible for murdering a young girl six years earlier is

now terrorizing a bunch of teens. Ho hum, sound terribly

typical? It IS. but a couple ofscenes will make youjump. *!/

2

Streeta of Gold — Klaus Maria Brandauer, Adrian

Pasdar, Wesley Snipes. Along the lines of Rocky, a former

Russian boxingchamp who is now a dishwasher in Brooklyn

trains a couple of street punks for the U.S. Boxing Team
with the hopes that he

will defeat his former coach. Not enoughoomph— I still like

Rocky better. *
A Night in the Life of Jimmy Reardon — River

Phoenix, Ann Magnuson, Meredith Salenger. Phoenix is a

high schiKil know-it-all who is preparing for a big social

crash as all of his friends are leaving for college. The film

has some moments, but overall, itjust doesn't click. Phoenix

and Salenger are an annoying couple. *

Wall Street — Michael Douglas. Charlie Sheen. Daryl

Hannah. As usual, director Oliver Stone is the first to offer

a great film on corruption and deceit on Wall Street. Sheen

is insightful, and Douglas is incredible ( Best Actor). * '

' 1/

2

The Untouchablea — Kevin Costner. Sean Connery.

Charles Martin Smith. Based on the long-running TV
series, Eliot Ness seeks to destroy the corrupt career ofAl

Capone. •***

The Princeaa Bride — Cary Elwes, Mandy Patinkin.

Chris Sarandon. A storybook fantasy comes to life in the

mind of young Fred Savage, whose grandfather (Peter

Falk) reads him the story of swashbucklers, murderers,

heroes, and lovers. A fantastic movie, chock-full of stars.

•••1/2

Steel Magnolia* — Sally Field, l>)lly Parton, Shirley

MacLaine. Intense tearjerker mixed with comedy about a

group of women who gossip weekly at a Southern beauty

parlor run by Parttm. **•

Movies not reviewed but are on HSCN this week are: The

Five Heartbeats. Ixtng Walk Home. Marrying Man, Sibltng

Rivalrv, Oscar, and The Fabulous Baker Boys.

"Sure, i^oing to rlasses is ro«»L Tht* ocrasitmal wet*ken«l party, a really groovy concert or just hanging around the pond and feeding the

dii<-k.<>. All tho»«' things arc great, and I'm having a great time at UMasM. But the thing that really floats my boat - the ahsolute coolest thing

I can imagine - is working for the Massachusetts Daily Collegian. Honest."

COLLEGIAN
"It's not just an adventure, it's a job."

Experience the inner workin^^s ofa daily newspaperfirst-hand. Come to our office or giw us a call. We'd love to hearfrom you.

113 Campus Center Basement 413.545.3500

Counseling Psychology

Boston-Bouv^ College of Human Development Professions
at Northeastern University offers part-time and full-time graduate
degree programs in the areas of Counseling Psychology. Students
may work toward a Master's degree, a Certificate of Advanced
Graduate Study, or a Doctoral degree.

All counseling courses are taught by licensed psycholo-
gists. Class size is limited to encourage individual participation.

The curriculum includes analytical and theoretical courses as

well as practice-oriented courses. In addition to classroom work,
all programs include applied experience in a supervised
clinical environment.

For more information and a free brochure on the Graduate
Programs in Counseling Psychology call (617) 437-2708. Or write to

Graduate School, Boston-Bouv6 College of Human Development
Professions, 107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University,

Boston, MA 02115.

STA TRAVEL
Wc* vc nccii Incrc.

ROUNDTRIP

LA/SAN FRAN $303

DENVER/SALT LAKE $280

LONDON $299

PARIS $398

GUATEMALA CITT $398

TOKYO $741

HONG KONG $855

BANGKOK $949

SYDNEY $1350

Rj
Northeastern

University

An equal opportunity
Bfrirmativp anion pdurational
inatitution and rmployrr.

• rLIOHTS WORLOWtOC
• LOW COST ONE-WAY FARES
AVAILABLE

• REFUNDABLE FLEXIBLE
CHANGEABLE

• EURAIL/H08TEL PASSES, ID CARDS
• SOME RESTRICTIONS MAY APPLY
• CALL FOR FREE BROCHiniE
• DEPARTS NEW YORK
• FARES SUBJECT TO CHANGE
WITHOUT NOTICE

• VAUD MONDAY-THURSDAY
• WEEKEND SURCHARGES MAY
APPLY

/ 20 OFFICES WORLDWIDE

1-800-777-0112

1-212-986-9470

LONDON
ROUND TRIP FROM

350

48 E. 11th St.

New York
NY 10003

From NEW YORK

round trips starling at

LONDON $350

LENINGRAD $610

CARACAS $410

GUATEMALA C. $390

BANGKOK $939

LOS ANGELES-

AUCKLAND $699

Taxes and surcharges not included.

Fares subject to change.

Council Travel
79 So. Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002
(413)256-1261

LATIN

GRADUATES &
UNDERGRADUATE

STUDENTS

/A

MATIONAL LATirS AMERICAN HERITAGE MOMTH
The Latino/a Cultural Center will hold a General Assembly

Meeting today. Wednesday, rSovember 13, at 6:00pm.

The Assembly will be held at B.C. P., located in Wilder Hall.

Cordially,

Latino/a Cultural Center

PLEASE POST PLEASE POST

Less Than a Physical Assault:

What Should the University

do About the Problem of

Racial and Ethnic Harassment?

Panelists

David Schimmel
School of Education

Bailey Jackson

Dean, School of

Education

Susan Rieger

Journalist,

Educator and Attorney

Steve Arons

Legal Studies

Moderator

Chancellor Richard O'Brien

Thursday, November 14

7:30 p.m.

Cape Cod Lounge

Student Union

Sponsored by the Chancellor's Commission on Civility in Human Relations,

the Graduate Student Senate and the Undergraduate Student Association.

SiGi Plus...

What is it?

Sigi Plus is an innovative computer program designed to

help students find their career paths.

How CAN IT HELP YOU?
Sigi Plus helps you discover your interests, abilities and

work values and then links them to possible careers. This

program is so easy to use and will open doors to possible ca-

reers that you may never have thought of before.

Where can you use it?

Sessions on how to use this exciting computer application

are offered in the Tower Library on Wednesdays from 10 am

to 1pm. Please call 545-2700 to reserve a space in the next

Sigi Plus session.

Attention Seniors:

These companies still have openings:

Grossman's

Carroll's Foods

of Virginia

Engineering

Science, Inc.

Visiting Date: December 3

Majors: ANY, WDTECH

Visiting Date: November II

Major: An Sci, A&REc.

Visiting Date: December 4

Major: CE.ENVENG

Bring your resume to Room 200 or the Mather Career Center

The Mather Career Center
Caner Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education •Internships

Pnlemity^aroiity Puk on the Oichtrd Hill bu* route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!
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Water Polo disappoints at Eastern Tourney
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

PROVIDENCE, R.I. — For the third time in as many
years, the University ofMassachusetts water polo team lost

Its first game of the Eastern Championships, destroying

any chance of receiving an NCAA playoff berth.

After splitting the remaining two games of the weekend
the team's end of season record is 16-8.

Slipper>' Rock beat Navy 7-5 to win the title, and both

teams will go to California over Thanksgiving weekend for

the NCAA Tournament.
In 1989 it was a 15-4 loss to Arkansas-Little Rock. Last

year it was a 12-10 overtime loss to Har\'ard. This past

Saturday morning it was another Ivy League school.

l*rinceton, who sank the Minutemen, winning 8-6 in a game
that wasn't as close as the score indicates.

The first half of the opening quarter led those in atten-

dance at Brown University's Smith Swimming Center to

expect a high-scoring barn-burner. Princeton's Chad Elliot

scored only fifty seconds into the contest. However, UMass'
Tsan Engin floated a shot over Tigers' goalie Cameron Wu
only fifteen seconds later, evening the score at 1-1.

Twenty seconds after the UMass goal, Princeton's Tom
Richie scored on a man-up situation. A minute later UMass'
Dan McOsker surprised Wu by taking a long shot and he

connected Richie then scored on a rebound shot, and with

3:49 left in the first another floater by Engin knotted the

score, 3-3.

Strangely enough, Engin's second goal was the last

UMass would score until 3:50 remaining in the fourth

quarter. One second shy ofexactly three periods ofscoreless

play.

The second quarter saw EUiot and Brian Kouri score to

pad the Princeton lead to 5-3 while the Minutemen's offense

seemed aruiious and stagnant, and the defense was lapsing.

Their best scoring opporturuties of the period came when

Wu made a fine save on a Luke Harlan blast, and when a

Pat I..au shot whistled off the top bar.

Neither team scored in the third, but the chances were

there for UMass as Harlan and Scott Deluca each hit posts

with shots. Goalie Todd Larson did his best to keep his team

in it, coming up with two saves and an aggressive steal on

a man-down situation.

For such a biggame the Minutemen were noticeably flat,

a problem that has plagued them all season. Only ;30 into

the fourth quarter Princeton's Jim Killinger's goal created

a three-goal gap. UMass' Larson made a spectacular save

on the next defensive session, but the offense couldn't

capitalize, turning the ball over on three consecutive trips

down the pool. This was due, in part, to Princeton's tough

defense on the UMass hole players.

With 3:50 left, Javier Cionzalez connected on a penalty

shot, to make it 6-4, and the Minutemen picked it up a bit.

However, their enthusiasm was doused when Killinger

scored with 2:41 left, and Elliot picked up his third goal of

the game on a penalty shot at the 2:04 mark.

Still the Minutemen wouldn't quit, as McOsker's second

goal of the game with 1:16 left and Harlan's goal with :40

gave the team thoughts of a miraculous comeback. A save

by Wu and a Jay Peluso shot off the post ended those

thoughts.

Princeton converted all five of their man-up opportuni-

ties, while UMass missed all three of theirs.

Aft«r the game the team sat on the deck with blank

stares of disbelief Larson, who had seven saves and is one

offour seniors on the team, summed up the faces by saying,

"I'm really hurting."

The loss was made tougher by the knowledge that

UMass beat the Tigers 9-7 in the second round of the

Eastern Tournament a month ago.

"It's disappointing.* said UMass coach Russ Yarworth.

"The team coming in [Princeton I knows that they have to

win and that's the only game they focus on. Whereas we

know we've beaten them, supposedly can beat them, and
there's just that natural tendency Ito overlook an oppo-

nent). No matter how much we talked about it I knew they

weren't focused enough. The coach can only do so much. It's

got to come from the team and obviously the intention

wasn't there. I think they felt the pressure too."

The Eastern Championship is a strange tournament, as

it isn't a single elimination format. Teams that lose in the

first round know their season is basically over, but they

must play two more games. Saturday afternoon, UMass,
ranked fourth in the tournament and 16th nationally, faced

Washington & Lee, the tournament's eighth and lowest

seed.

UMass lost in triple, sudden-death overtime, 14-13.

Engin scored three times, Gonzalez twice, and Harlan

added two. Larson made 13 saves. Again, one ofthe keys to

the game was man-ups. as UMass gave the Generals eight

chances, and they converted five. The Minutemen were

three for three.

"I think the kids just didn't want to be there," Yarworth
said. "That was basically it. I'm surprised it was as close as

that. It's a phenomenon that happens every year at the

Easterns. After you lose the first round game, teams say,

'What the hell are we playing this out for'.'" 1 didn't even

want to coach."

Sunday morning's game was against old friend lona, and
it turned out to be another overtime atfair. Engin's second

goal of the game, with only :40 left in the second extra

session, brought UMass a well-deserved 11-10 win. Harlan

led the way with three goals, and Deluca and Gonzalez

added two apiece. Larson had nine saves, splitting time

with Todd Hourihan's two saves.

"They're glad they won," said Yarworth. "They actually

played some great polo, then we started to choke once we
realized we had a chance to win. At least you go out in your

last game with a win.

You can'tjudge yourwhole season on onegame I Princeton )."
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COMPLETE
OPTOMETRY

EXAMS
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UNIVERSITY
HEALTH
SERVICES

They're Finally Here'

The Official 1991-92
Zoo Mass Condoms

"Getttt^t laid at Zoo Mass w*U often

up a uitoie mm/ woridjor m»et'

Great for gifts, jokes, or that special occasion!

Don't Miss Out On Zoo Mass' Hoc New Mania!

Bmcb comdom bms ipiitrnkidml Imkriemml

(momoJtymoi-9) u> entmr* w>< proiactlom.

Our sy«cm of ordering guarantees lOCM prtvtcy KO
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419A Prince House, with your return address No rume
IS necessary, and all orHer^ a/r shipped wuhln 24 hours

Make all checks payabt 'SSH' (No checks for
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...quality,

comprehensive

vision care at a

reasonable cost
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reduced rates
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University Health

Services for

Student Plan
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EYE CARE
PROGRAM

Convenient hours

and on campus
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For questions or

an appointment

call: 549-2671

Oioc-r Form
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CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle StVAmhent 549-3840
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Weekend Auto
Reffital Special
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4995 North Amherst Motors
Auto & Truck Rental
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549-RENT
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Some of tfte biggest.

soai« of tfw t>e$t

presents come in

the smallest tx>xes!

OPEN 'TIL

2 A.M.
7 DAYS

A WEEK
FAI^OUS

ROAST BEEF
&

CHICKEN WINGS

' D^dlcafd to Tnating th» Cau—. Not tha Symptom

'

MnmST CHIROPRArri
Family Health Center

DR. VIRGINIA D HARPER
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Semester & Spring Break Specials

, , _,
BAHAMA VACATION «- $359.»« Per Person

Includes:
•5 Days & 4 Nights
•Round Trip Cruise Aboard Luxury Ocean Liner Dicovery I

•Meals Aboard Ship Included
•All Port Taxes & Transfers Included
Stay at Either: Bahama Princess Hotel & Casino or Holiday Inn Lucayan Beach

(double occupancy only) (double occupancy only)

or Free Port Inn Resort
(groups only)
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THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

Oh my God! . . . '60s skins are backl

"

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

IM BACK SEE. I ^TOK

HOOSE ^>^NTS

^
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CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH
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TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN
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THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN
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Quote of the Day
"I feel terrible, thank you. I've

got diarrhea, how are you?"
-- Captain Kiesel (David Warner)

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
By TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 A sun tor

many a title

4 — doom
9 —1« !•

12 Ruada la —
Pant

13 Equastrtenna
14 MamofMa

HunMay
ISContusad
17 Iniimata

It Hunting tKMjndS

19 Odai vaNay

ragton

21 AiMii ttotoday

22 S«>aa<

23 Figu<a skating

leal

27 Jamas Cagney
trim

30 Granada gold

31 Look alter

33 Passover meal
34 Facial teatures

36 Dfl^^les »nO
sprmhles

SSCrieck

39 SlakMn krtas

41 Larial

43 TroiS minus

dau>
44 Ottidanca

46 Sonora shawts

46 Bye bye
49 Indonesian

islarvH

50 Commuter
service

53 Tt»e Crimson
Tide

57 Rtwie leader

5a Upset
eOMO urats

61 Alcons Meg
or Amy

62 Maior andng
63 CalhadralKMm

m Engtartd

64 English

astrgrunant

65 Right on"

DOWN
1 FHjtyfWSian

cloth

2 Audience
reaction, at

times

3 Lives

4 More lovely

5 Frees

6 Altar ansDver

7 Kitty cans
8 Linimeni herbs
9 Warnir^ on a

package
10 Early Hal

painlar.

Gutdo —
11 — girt"

12 London local

14 — Alan AntHjr

16 Oceans, with

ttie

20 Drags
23 Dover and grey

24 Notre Dame s

Fighting —
25 Sea 15 Acrots
26CIOMSin
27 Barretl and

Jatla

76 Leipzig

poaaasaiva

29 Beach birds

32 Even
35 Rulirtg bodies

37 Furtive

40 Flagstone

42 Mamorabta
piarvst Claudio

45 Herod s

dancing niece

47 Actor C —
Smith

50 Marquis da —
51 Aval

52 Namasaka* ot

a Gabor
53 Alms boi
54 Pay to play

55 Shea
players

56 Lemon
addMva

59 Pause IMars

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

^m,— r 1 HI 1 r r 1

r m
-IT

II

PP
u

«-

M

PP

-ill
IT

t#ffi1- \^

LUNCH
Hamburger

Tuna Melt

BASICS LUNCH
Humus Veggie PtKket

Tuna Melt

Menu
DINNER

Roast Beef Au Jus

Chicken Fajitas

BASICS DINNER
Ratatouille

Chicken Fajitas

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIKS (March 21-Apnl I9»: You

wtllerr by putling your male IHI a pedcMal

Sec loveU one in a mure realistic light and

ytw will holh he happier You can still

expect great things of each other'

TAURUS (April 20-May 20);

AllluHigh morning hours may be trying,

things lake a turn for the heiter later lotlay.

You are fascinated by a good friend's

actions A personal goal moves within

reach. Be peraistent. Avoid staring directly

into bright lights

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Avoid

Jisiraclions by isolating yourself at place

of employment. Consider plans for a new

project but also gel caught up on your

other work. Be alert to malfunctions if

operating machinery.

CANCER (June 21-July 22): You

may have to force the issue lo gel things

moving at your place of employment.

Others are apt lo he wrapped up in their

own thoughts. You cannot succeed without

their cooperation.

LEO (July 2J-Aug. 22): Financial

iniprovemenLs will result from your taking

the initiative now. Family tensions lessen

if everyone will give a little. To improve

romjince. examine the relationship patterns

that create stress.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepi. 22): Tackle

only simple tasks today. Yoursocial plans

could change abruptly. Trust your

judgement where a financial matter is

concerned. Brooding over a lost love is

taboo.

LIBRA (Sept. 2.VOct 22): Pay closer

ulii-nii>>n to detail A farfetched idea nwst

be reconci led w ith the cold facts A sudden

decision could leave you flabbergasted. A
budget revision restores domestic

harmony.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21);

Kmphasizc finding a private solution to a

financial problem. Consider all options.

Obstacles can be overcome if you remain

calm Kliminaie the word "impossible"

from your vocabulary

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec.2l):

Your personal goals seem easier to attain

now. Romance is a source of delight.

Friends play a major role in your happinevs.

Tact IS your strongest weapon in smoothing

over any family Jiffercnix's

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19): A
creative project could interfere with certain

family plans. \V rk out a fair compromise

lo restore iJ nKsiic tranquility. The tnail

bringsexcitin;. w you have been waiting

10 hear

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb 18);

Diplomacy isevsential for happy romance.

Make peace with your mate before

concentrating on personal pursuits F,xcrt

yourself when it comes to i mproving your

community.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): You

can now express yourselfmore effectively.

A positive approach produces fantastic

results! Some worthwhile changes

enhance a domestic relationship. Move

ahead with greater confidence.

Today's Staff

Night Editors Marc "Joe Bob" Elliott

Preston P. Forman

CopyFxiitor David Mavsey

Photo Technician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho

Production LisaJezowski,

Joanne Quimby, Terry Starmer (and j.idy. nod
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Long may Magic run
This week's space was going to be a

tongue and cheek commentary on Wilt

Chamberlain's claim that ho has slept with

20.000 women.
There were going to be cutesy remarks

about Wilt's "versatility," and snide remarks
about the real reason they called him "Stilt,"

but then came last Thursday afternoon,

then came The Announcement and every-

thing else seemed trivial.

David Scott

Walking into the newsroom at about five

on Thursday, I was approached by the sports

editor.

"Get this," he began solemnly. "Magic
Johnson has the HIV virus and is retiring.

Can you believe it?"

Like everyone, I thought it was just a sick

joke at first. I checked the wire story It was
true, I sat in disbelief and the only words
which came out were, "No [expletive] way."

As a society we've become accustomed to

surprises. A drive-by shooting here, an ab-

duction there, it's all part of our daily rou-

tine. CofFee in the morning, a sandwich for

lunch and morbid news at ni^'ht . no big deal,

just life.

But this was different, this was Earvin

"Magic" Johnson. This was the guy we've

watched battle with Larry Bird for over a

decade. This was the guy who made the

passes on the fast break which no one else

could make. Magic? AIDS? Come on, now.

Sports figures don't get terminal diseases.

Sports figures are immune to this sort of

thing, aren't they? Magic is a hero, amodem
day hero, and now he's out of basketball

forever

111 admit my reasons for sadness were

selfish ones. Although I thought of Magic,

his family and their future, I thought more
ofthe basketball wizardry which well all be

deprived of when watching the Lakers.

There'll be no more Bird vs. Magic classic

battles, where Bird would come down and
swish a three only to have Magic return

with a baby hook off the backboard.

Therell be no more Michael vs. Magic
duels, the new king meets the old king, a

match-up which was NBC's wet dream
during last year's NBA Finals.

Goodbye to the trademark Magic smile

on the court, the smile whi^h said, "I love

this." The same smile Magic flashed even at

his retirement press conference.

I watched Magic as he faced the nation to

explain his situation. Then I saw the high-

lights of his rap session with Arsenio Hall.

The guy was a rock. No tears, no pleas for

syinpathy, just Magic saying his life will go

on.

Without a doubt, this is the biggest sports

story ofmy lifetime and it's not just the fact

we will never see one of Magic's no-look

passes on the break. No, it's much more

serious and it's much more immediate; it

shows we're all vulnerable.

It makes no difference whether it's a

college kid with a few tequila shots in him or

one of the greatest basketball players ever,

AIDS discriminates against no one.

Now, as a reminder and more impt)rtantly

a lesson, we're going to watch the slow

deterioration of this man who thrilled us for

years as he and Bird put the NBA at the

forefront of professional sports. Magic will

have an impact in the fight against AIDS,
much the way he impacted proficwsional

basketball.

The question remains, why Magic? If

Magic had torn cartilage in his knee, we
may have been able to accept this. If Magic

had destroyed his ankle, this would have

been easier to take But AIDS? Magic*'Why?
Now AIDS wi 11 bem the national spotlight

for a while and Magic will end up on a

political commission. There will be calls for

AIDS testing in all of professional sjxjrts.

Magic doesn't want us to mourn for him,

which is understandable. From the way he's

talking, he'd rather have us become more
educated.

If he runs an information campaign the

way he ran the fast break, well all be better

educated.

Long may you run. Magic.

David Scott is a Collegian columnist.

University of MaMKachuwetttt ifraduate dtudent Tom Riccardi
competes in Saturday's Eastern Colleifiate cyclocross race hosted
by UMass in the Tields near the Orchard Hill Residence Area.

e-^-^^^

|$$ THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM
IN PEACE & WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

Presents:

"U.S. Defence Policy

After The Cold War"

with Panelists from

THE ARMY WAR COLLEGE
Carlisle, Pennsylvania

Wednesday, November 13th, 8:00pm
Thompson 102

The University of Massachusetts

THIS EVENT IS FREE, OPEN TO THE PUBLIC,
AND WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE.

FOR MORE INFORMATION,
CALL PAWSS AT 549-4600, EXT. 519

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect -Amherst Center

256-8157 • 256-1385

i
IPlMttnl \

IMIASSN &PrtMpKt \

«i
l»J

•

11
Lincoln

• Imports & Other unibody vehicles are our

specialty.

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (+or-l/2

mm)
• Over 90 years staff experience.

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement.

• Advanced European Technology Painting

and Refinishing Systems.

Remember it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities.

Shop Registration # RS1212
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Magic isn't just his nickname
MAGIC (maj'ik) n. the feigned art of influencing the

nature offuture events by occult means; sorcery; charm.
No wonder they call him "Magic." He fits the description

perfectly. Whether by defying gravity, up, up, soaring to the
hoop or speaking to the media, his charm is light , effortless.

Felice Cohen

Fans are not just in awe of Magic because he defies
gravity on the court, they are also entranced by his charm.
Watching him face the media, he is as cool as a cucumber,
as he proved once again at last week's press conference.

There is no one smoother than Magic (and I am not talking
about his treks down the court).

This past week, Magic Johnson gave up his magic and
turned in his winged-sneakers, and sadly, his real magic
becomes merely illusion. This week we grew up suddenly.
Everything we once thought was magic has somewhere,
down the line, suddenly been pulled from beneath our feet.

The Tooth Fairy, Santa Claus, George Bush, and now
unmagic-ed Earvin Johnson. Once larger than life, Earvin
has juat proven he is very much, only too much, human.
Only too much like us.

We all have idols. People who sit on towering thrones,

untouchable to you and me. We see them as larger-than-

life-sized human beings who will continue to dazzle us

forever. And we need these idols, maybe, to tell us what
"perfsct* should be. But something has happened just this

week to alter our way ofviewing super heroes. Now human-
ized, they are now susceptible to life.

Athletes represent the best a human body can be. Bas-

ketball players take that a step further. They fly beyond the

bounds of gravity, beyond harm and the common cold. But
ifthe best can be felled as with Magic, then we have to think,

"What about the best of us?"

More importantly, we realize every human being is

capable ofcontracting the diseaseAIDS. In the long run, the

discovery of Magic's infection may save plenty of others

from carelessly coming into contact with the HIV virus

itself

I heard this in one ofmy classes, from a UMass football

player, which proves vulnerability: "It's getting too close to

regular people." Now if that does not put things in per-

spective, what does?

This tragedy effects Magic, for sure, but for the milUons
of sports fans, to them it is a wake-up call. And what it is

saying is brutally scary. E>eath exists. And no magic in the

world can control that.

It may be hard to believe, but there may be many positive

aspects stemming from Magic's disaster. Though Magic can
no longer wow us, by defying nature as he leaps to the

basket, his presence will continue to influence future events.

Not with a basketball, but with his life.

Magic is one of the greatest hoopsters of all times. After

his press conference, the media began to speak ofhim in the

third person as if he had died.

The Magic we know and love is not dead, as he said he

plans to live a long time. But just because he can no longer

play in theNBA does not mean he has to stop using his magic.

The definition says that magic infl uences future events by

way ofcharm. I can think ofno better person to speak out for

AlDS awareness then thecharmster himself, MagicJohnson.
Felice Cohen is a Collegian staffmember
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Sick Of /III ihe School

B.S. !

Jjoto about a tomttf^ 7

November 14. 15. and 16

Bowker Auditorium al 8:00
Tickets on Sale at the

Fine Arts Center Box Office

$4 for Students and $6 for Others

* Drink Special
*

Milwaukees Best

$3.95 Pitcher

Wednesday Night is GUEST BARTENDER NIGHT
At Mike's

Free T-shirts ft Prizes!

This week's guest bartender is: Brian Anguiar

PRIZES:

• $25.00 Gift Certificate to Mike's • Mike'sOriginal T Shirt

• 2-Week membership to THE GYM • Urge Cheese Pizza from Pinocchio's

Your Picture will be Enshrined on the Walls of MIKES WESTVIEW

Drawing is Wednesday Night.

Must be present to win but put your name in at any time!

* Drink Special
*

Mikes Pink s

S1.50

Always something

for everyone!

* Drink Special
*

Busch

$4.50 Pitcher

D.R Douqk
dElivERS caIzones

caU 296-1616
Now Open at 1 1:30 A.M.

50»0ff
ANy caIzone

Expires 1/25/92
Delivery Only

One coupon per calzone.

$1°°0FF
ANy 2 caIzoncs

Expires 1/25/92
Delivery Only

One coupon per 2 caIzones.

Classifieds
COMF.TOTHECOILEGIAN OFFICE lliCAMPVSCENm » THURSDAY 8:30-3:30 FmAYH.3a2:JIO^DEADUNEISmODAYSPRJORTOPUBUaWN * 20(AVORD/DAY FOR STUDEm » CASH INADVANCE

ACTIVmES

Ci«M V*r«tMn Mgm Friday Wowwbtr 15

8 PM BluawaM inckjdn spaakar. dtptay

dinnar and danca Fraa dtnnat or*f 2

Ends 2AM

HARVEST NIPPER CONTRADANCE
Coma join tha Outrng Club

lor an avaning ol traditional

loltdanang

Sal Novwnbcr 23
Qrlnnal Arana

WORK/STUDY/TRAVEL opportunltlaa In

Israal laraal Fair Today 1 0-3pni In Campua
Center room 174-78

AMHERST. T¥»o t>edroom condominiums

lor as low as $550 per month Convenient

month-to-month rental agreement ParVing

aurtaWa tor two vehidas On bus route.

dosa to man. carter o« town and UMasa. Can

253 3834

TownlKMjaa 2 Bedroom 1 l/2bathBu»noula

N Amherst 1 567-1352

Two rooma In house available Jan i si

1 /2 mile 10 campus $25<Vmo Call Marilyn or

Haathar 549-0961

FOR SALE

head VCR $279 Used equipment Wide

vanaly. Irom budget to high end All

warranieed; Irae ksl. We buy/sell/tradel

7days/'week 256-0941

THINKING ABOUT ENOAQEMENT7
Buy my $624 45 credit al Silverscape De-

sign tor $5491

Paul 617-566-4802

FOUND

JACKET FOUND
In Student Union

536-8617 "Sutan

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Senior Portrait Slttlnga

start Nov 1 2th to Dec 1 3th

Call 1 800 969- 1 337 tor an appt

Don! miss out It's Free!

STUDENTS - Need linanaal aid? Grants,

scholarships available vvith minimal qualifi-

cations For inlormation call 586-9445

THE MONEY YOU NEED GUARANTEED
Gel 4-6 private grants tor tuition

only $70
For application send stamped envelope to

STP Enterprise

241 E. Main Street Sulla 118

Weslfield MA 1 086

TIRED OF PIZZA and zones?

Hot. delicious Chinese tood delivered right to

your door! Call Chel Chen's express al 549-

7700 tor last, tree delivery I

ENTERTAINMENT

IBM3S6-2S 8MEG-RAM Scanner-Ansel

VGA-loaded' High density- Flops $2l00/bo

546-6926

IMAGEWRITER II $290

Microtech 800K disk drive $50

Call Matt 545-3035 (8-5)

HELP WANTED

RACX-A^^nCI $1 75.00 DJi, VJs. Karaoke

tor house/ Formal parties, Call 5869900

FOR RENT

I'VE GOT A TICKET tor sold out Paula Abdul

show in Worcester Nov 14 $60 or BO Call

Meiisa 253 0836

Round trip plane ticket Irom Harttord to Or-

lando/Sarasola FL Departs Dec. 18 Re-

turns Dec 26 m$250 00 584-6569.

SEARS KENMORE DISHWASHER.
Undercounter or portable Works great but

no tongor needed. $100 or Best Ofler. 323-

7768

SKATEBOARD FOR SALE:

Corey Obrian- Santa Cruz, blue with

death dealer type figure on bottom.

Very good condition $40-

Call Pat 256-1016

SMITH CORONA TYPEWRfTER
XE 5200 with dictionary

$100. Or best offer

Must see

Call Craig at 549-8293

EARLY RISERS Earn great money deliver

ing newspapers Call Cheryl at 548-9688

Earn $2000 Free Spring Break TripsI

North America's #1 student tour operator

seeking motivated students, organizations.

Iraternities and sororities as campus repre-

sentatives promoting Cancun. Bahamas
Daytona and Panama City! Call 1 -800-724-

1555 1

FULL/PART TIME internships offered lor

students interested in video production. Call

Jim or Julia al NCTV 586-6922.

JOBS: Clean Water Action's environmental

campaign staff Evenings. $7/hr Call 584-

9830 On buslines

RAISE $500...$1000...$1S00

Foolproof Fundraising

For your fraternity, sorority, teams or other

campus organization Absolutely no invest-

ment involved) Act now for the chance to win

a Caribt>ean Cruise and fabulous prizesi

Call 1-800-950-8472, exl.50

•• INTERNSHIPS "

SPRING 1992 INTERNSHIPS with the Le

gal Services Center get handson expen

enca m the legal lieU work directly wilh

altomeys and clients Earn up to 15 under-

graduate credits No experience in the legal

profession necessary- training provided

Contact Legal Sennces today 545-1995.

922 Campu* Canlar.

LOST

LOST: Gold Gucb-fink bracelet on 1 1/6 in

either Thompsori 106. Boyden Lot or

Southwest Creamery Senlimenlal value Call

Nicole 549- 56 1

3

LOST
Necklaca

With

blue

stone

Reward Call 546-6701

THANKSGIVING BREAK Rk)e needed to

upstate New York Rochester. Buffalo, or

dean New York I just need to gel home
Can Jenny 253-3608 Leave a message.

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOOKING FOR 2 Non smoking lemalas to

share room m beautiful S-Amherst Apt r>ei(1

spnng

175*. Please call 549 3593

SERVICES

ORDER AVON!
546 1999

Call tor brochure.

SPRMO BREAK '92-

You'va only got one week to live

Ooni blow It'" Bahamas. Jamaica. Cancun

Marganta Islarxl from $3991

1-800-426-7710

SPRING BREAK IN CANCUM
Representatives wanted

College Tours, the natons largest and most

successlul spnng break tour operator needs

enthusiastic campus representatives Earn

free Inps and cashi We provide everything

you need Call 1 -800-395-4896 For more

intormalion

SPRING-BREAK TRIPSI
Cancun. Jamaica. Panama City

Plan before Jan 1 st & save $30
For deUils call Stacey 549-0840

LOST
Silver necklace w/Bull (Zodiac) charm on

10/23 It found please call 253-4149

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or

support' Call lor free and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam
Street. Northampton 586-3000 or

GreenlieU 774-6010

PERSONALS

TO THE ONE at the door

The lloor wasn't cold enough

but I could check it again...

And again and again...

JARROD,
Happy Birthday. Little Brother'

Hope that you have a great onel

Love Ya, Stace

SKI TUNING
$12/pair

Call Savas
546-1739

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS, THESES, CASES, Pa-

pers. On-campus Service, Mac/Laser Printer.

Speltoheck. Quality. Inexpensive 584-7924.

Nancy

FAST ACCURATE CHEAP
On Campus
Lisa 546-1615

STEREO A VIDEO EXCHANGE: New/used

components, best deals around! New re

ceivers (remote) $1 49 NewCD players from

$109 New cassette decks from $89 Com-

pact/full size speakers, Irom $50/pair. New

JVC deluxe boombox $139 New Quasar 4

Legal Services Intarnthip Information

Satalont: Monday. 1 1/18. Campus Center

room 915. 4:00pm. and Tuesday. 11/19,

Campus Cir room 909, 4:00pm.

TO ALL THE BETTYS and a very special

Sac-Thanks tor a great B-day -ILU All!

ANDY-Happy Birthday! Get ready lor an

awesome nighi- 1 Love Youl Lea

RIDE WANTED

RIDEWANTED TO UVM Burlington VT area

1 1 -8. 1 1 -9. will share expenses! Cal l 6-1 1^53

Student naodt rMa Irom Greenfield MA to

UMass M-F 773-7705 BilBe-JO

FREE pragnancy tasting; confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No
Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

SUBLET

1 BEDROOM IN 2 bedroom apt Crestview

apis. On busline 280/mo Avail. Jan. or Feb

549-1482

TRAVEL

SERKJUS ABOUT SPRING BREAK? Bad
deals on Jamaica. Cancun, BartMdos. Ba-

hamas! Prices Increase $100 after Dec 12

Call now! 549-3674

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING w/speHctwck

andboUface $l 50/pg Call Greg 546- 3 198

PAPERSTYPED: $1 50/Typed page. Quick,

accurate service Call Brian 546-3563.

Word Processing - Reports, resumes, the-

ses, laser pnnting Call Rosemary 259-1 786

WANTED

1 or 2 lamalaa to housa-sM

Spring Samestar
549-2779

MALE STUDENT to be personal weight

trainer. Must be knowledgable in weight

training and fitness. CaH Pala lor into. 1 -637-

2656.
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Sports

Minutemen hammer Lithuanians, 91-54
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

The Uruversity ofMassachusetts men's basketball team

didn't do its share of improving positive international

relations last night as it drubbed a Lithuanian club team
91-54 in an exhibition game in front of 3,215 fans at Curry

Hicks Cage.

Just over two minutes into the second half, a Jim McCoy
3-pointer from the right side of the basket gave the Minute-

men a 61-21 lead, the largest margin of the contest.

However, several minutes later, at 15:01, head coach

John Calipan called to the bench for a "wholesale substitu-

tion" which began sloppy, free-for-all play which was char-

acteristic for the remainder of the second half

The five-player substitution, which featured freshmen

Louis Roe, Jerome Malloy. Scott Drapeau. Mike WilUams

and junior Tommy Pace struggled as the Lithuanians

pulled within 28 with 8:34 to play m the game.

However. UMass' experienced players soon came to the

rescue, led by McCoy. Harper Williams and William

Hemdon, as the Minutemen eventually pulled ahead with-

out much of a threat.

"The young kids arejust not ready to play t<^ther at one

time.' Calipan said of the newcomers "They were all

confused. Instead of playing, they're out there thinking."

Hemdon 1 9 point« • said, "We deflnitely have to improve

on our bench. l^Tien we (the starters 1 go out. they have to

pick up w here we left off. They have to keep up the intensity

and can't have lapses like they did tomght
'

Calipan said he wasn't too pleased with the level of

I '.eduledby the Atlantic 10. and would have

^; ,...;,- r .i)ly another team, but he did ^tal4• that the

team gained something from the exhibition

"I learned that we better have at least three, even two

veterans on the floor at all times," he said. "Ifwe have that

we should be okay."

The Minutemen held the lead from the opemng tip when
just seconds into the game, one of two William Hemdon
alley-oop slam dunks on the night was fed to him by point

guard Anton Brown <9 assists*.

At the onset. L^lass displayed a suffocating pressure

defense which began the Lithuanian's demise. The
Lithuamans looked both disorganized and slow

"If I let this game continue withjust seven or eight ofour

guys, we may have won by 80." Calipari said.

However, the starting five still need some fine-tuning,

according to Calipari.

"Even though this game is a win. you still want them to

continue plavmg with intensity." Calipari said.

Harper Williams, who had a team-leading 1 1 rebounds,

said. "We have to come and play every minute of every

game. We aren't finishing up. We're getting too relaxed."

GAME NOTES: Freshmen Louis Roe and Mike Williams

played last night, even though both haven't practiced for a

week due to minor injunes. Roe has an ankle injury and
WilUams injured his knee.

— Tomorrow is the first day of the early-signing period

for high school recruits to commit to a National Letter of

Intent. UMass is hopeful Donta Bnght, a 6-foot-6 forward

from Dunbar. MD High School and Dana Dingle will sign.

— Student tickets for the midnight men's basketball

game with Siena on Nov. 14 can be picked up between 7 a.m.

and 3 p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 14 in the lobby ofCurry Hicks

Cage.

MASSACHUSEnS91-54
MassachuMttt(91)
Bortsee 6-10 OO 13, HemcJon 4-6 1-1 9, H. Williams 4-8 6-8 14,

Brown 1-2 002, McCoy 7-13 1-2 17,M. Wliams 1-3 0O2. Roe
2-6 8-11 12. Drapeau 1-1 3-4 5, K Robinson 1-3 OO 2. Poce 1-4

CK) 2, C Robinson 1-31-2 3. Malloy 4-111-210, Firmin 0- 1 CK)0.

Totals 33-7 121-3091.

umuonla (54)

Kavolijunas 2-8 OO 4 . Tarallo 3-138-1115, MIkalaJunas 02 1 -2 1

.

KovaHauskos 2-4 4-4 8, Kuciatskas 2-5OO 6. Pozdrazdis 2- 1 3 7- 1

6

l2,Studga2-7 1-35.Rimkls 1-1 O03.Totals 14-5321-36 54.Thf»«-

pdnf goolt Massochusetts 4-6 (Bart)ee 1 -2. McCoy 2-2 , Malloy

1-2), Uthuanio 5-12 (Taraita 1-3, Kucialskas 2-4. Pozdrazdis 1-4,

Rlmkis 1-1). Rebounds Massochusetts 55 (H. Williams 11),

Llthuank3 33 (Toraiia 5) Assists Massachusetts 21 (Brown 9),

Llthuonka 9 (3 players had 2).

CVolWgtea pko«0 by Ju*/ Oakte

Louis Roc rips one home in last night's exhibition game win over Lithuania 91-54. Roe had 12

points and 8 rebounds.

Women's hoop loses opener
Lithuanians romp in exhibition game, 85-42
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's basketball

team started the pre-season on a sour note yesterday, losing

to the touring Lithuanian women's team by a score of85-42.

The Minutewomen were in the game at halftime. thanks
to a buzzer-beating three-pointer by Shawna Pemberton to

cut Lithuania's lead to 37-26. But, that was as close as they

would get.

The potent fast-break of the Lithuanians was on fire in

the second half, and UMass didn't have the equipment to

extinguish it. Aneta Kausaite of Lithuania and UMass'
Trish Hessel traded baskets to open the second half, but the
internationals turned a 39-28 lead into a 53-28 blowout.

The back breaker for UMass occured at 16:28. Lithuania
had just converted for two points when they stole the ball

back from UMass, passed the ball around their back, and
gained their own rebound on a missed shot.

That athletic display put the game at 46-28 in favor of

Lithuania, and they would run offseven more points before

UMass gave in and took time out.

UMass coach Joanie O'Brien was happy with her team's
play in the first half, but. . .

"In the second half, we let them get going, we stopped
pressure on the ball, and other little things that let them get

going. . . they're a good basketball team," she said.

UMass had some bright spots, though. Juniors Kim
Kristofik and Jenny Moran each hit double figures in

points, Kristofik with 10 and Moran with 14.

In addition, Pemberton, a sophomore, scored seven points

in only 12 minutes of play. She also pulled down five

rebounds.

The Minutewomen could not keep up with the
Lithuanians, however. Their conditioning was obviously

better, as the whole Lithuanian team stayed on the court

and practiced while UMass went to the locker room at

halftime.

The Lithuanians were also very strong and physical,

O'Brien said that they intimidated her team.

"X^ur kids let it get to them. They started bumping and
grinding with them and we let it bother us," she said.

In the first half, UMass came out .strong. They got on the

board when Kristofik hit her first shot to put the
Minutewomen ahead 2-0. Kristofik then traded baskets

with Jovita Tutelyte to keep the Minutewomen ahead. The
Minutewomen last led at 10-8.

Kalensinskaite nailed a three pointer to give Lithuania

their first lead, at 13-10, and they ran from there. Their

crisp passes on the break provided them easy baskets for a
33-16 lead.

But the Minutewomen fought back. They shaved the

lead down to 37-23, and took possesion with time for one

more play. Pemberton took the loose ball off a blocked shot,

and heaved a desperation 20 footer as the horn sounded.

LITHUANIA 85-42
Uttiuanla (85)

Petronyte 1 -4 4-6 7. Dambrauskatte 1 -3 OO 2. A. Kousalte 2-4O
6. Bundonyte 03 OO 0. J. Kousalte 6- 1 1 02 14, Streimlkyte 3-

600 6. Tutelyte 3-^4^ 10,Kolenslnskatte7-132-3 Ift.Proskeviciute

4-<i2-4 10,Tulevk:hiene6-10O0 12. Totals 33-66 12-19 85.

Massachusetts (42)

Dondorski 03 1 -3 1 , Hessel 1 -3 OO 2, Valentine 02 1 -2 1 . Moran
7-12 OO 14, Kristofik 5-14 (H) 10. RHey 0-6 3-4 3. Anderson 1-4 O

2, Muzo OO OO 0, Nevarez 1-2 OO 2, Pemberton 2-4 2-2 7,

HansenOI OOO. Totals 17-51 7-1 1 42. Three-poJnt goals Uthuonta
7-11 (Petronyte 1 • 1 , A . Kousalte 2-3 . Bundonyte 1 , J . Kousalte
2-3, Tutelyte 1 , Kalensinskaite 2-2). Massachusetts 1 -2 (Moran

1 , Pemberton 1-1). Ret>ounds Lithuania 45 (Kaienslnskoite 1 2)

,

Massachusetts 31 (Kristofik 7). Assists Uthuania 24 (A. Kausaite

5), Massachusetts 14 (Kristofik. Riley 3).

Women's swimming faces Boston University
By LILLIAN K. LEGGIO
Collegian Staff

When the University of Massachusetts and the Boston

University women's swim teams face each other in a dual

meet today at Boyden Pool at 7 p.m., they will both be

seeking to rebound from tough losses last week.

UMass (1-1), captured first place in four events last

Tuesday against the University of Vermont, but lost the

meet by the score of 172.5-127.5.

"It was a tough loss because we swam extremely well,"

said UMass coach Bob Newcomb.
BU (0-1) lost a much closer meet to James Madison

University 168-164 which saw two freshmen, Sheryl Cotter

and Sarah Lawson, win the 1,000 and 500 freestyle events

respectively. Lauren Curtis, school record holder in the

individual medley, also won her IM event.

^e have some exceptional new players that should

make us even better than last year," said BU coach Reigh
Whetmore.

If the BU Terriers are better than last year when they

posted a 6-3 record and clinched the North Atlantic

Championship, UMass may be in trouble.

"We were very successful last year at 8-4 and we wanted
to upgrade our scheduled by adding more challenging
meets such as this one with BU," Newcomb said.

According to Newcomb, he is not sure what to expect
from his young UMass team that has 20 freshman/sopho-
more divers and swimmers and has been plagued by inju-

ries.

"We might be underdogs, but we still have a realistic shot

at beating them," Newcomb said.
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Grads vote to strike today
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Months of negotiations have failed to avert a strike by
members of the Graduate Employee Organization which
overwhelmingly voted last night to reject the University of

Massachusetts administration's latest contract offer and
begin a strike today.

Graduate employees participating in the strike will walk
out of classes for an indefinite amount of time and will

encourage faculty and the undergraduate community to

Undergrads
seem to favor
Grad strike
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian SUff

Undergraduates on campus appear generally sup-

portive ofa possible graduate employee strike, though

unsure of its effectiveness.

"We have not had very many successful strikes (at

the University I," said senior general business finance

migorM ichele Morgano. She and many other students

are not optimistic about the outcome of a teaching

anistant strike.

Morgano said a strike could be successful ifstudents

asked parents "to put pressure on the University."

She also pointed to the power ofteachers assistants
in that "they teach so many undergraduate courses"

as a way the strike could succeed.
"1 think the strike will result in a lot ofchaos," said

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

respect picket lines, said GEO co-speaker Emily Isaacs.

Almost 600 graduate employees attended the two and a

half hour membership meeting. The union represents ap-

proximately 6,000 graduate students including over 2,000

teaching and research assistants, interns and fellows.

"We are on strike because we've not been able to reach

our demands through the normal negotiation process," said

Isaacs at the press conference in the Fine Arts Center. "The
membership is convinced the administration is trying to

break this union.

"I'm afraid our goal is to decimate this University as we
know it. We're trying to to cut up this University so the

administration is forced to recognize our value," Isaacs said.

TAs at the University play a critical role in assisting

professors in 60 percent of undergraduate classes, she said.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien last night expressed disap-

pointment over the decision by GEO to strike after 10

months of negotiations.

"I think we have gone as far as we can on making an
offer," O'Brien said. "I think we've made a very fair offer."

He also said the organization "promised" to not strike in

January. "I'm afraid they've broken their word," O'Brien

said.

Isaacs estimates that 80 percent of teaching assistants

will participate in the strike. Students will picket at all

m^or teaching sites on campus from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m daily

until their demands our met, she said.

"We'll be picketing and striking until a settlement is

reached," Isaacs said. Administration officials contacted

last night said no new dates for further negotiations have

been set.

Union members will receive a stipend of $100 a week
after a striking graduate employee has not received pay for

5 days because of GEO's affiliation with the United Auto

Workers.
Isaacs said both sides have agreed on GEO's demand of

proportionate cuts to TAs and binding arbitration — an
outside, unbiased mediator to solve future contract conflicts.

No agreement has been reached on health fees or agency

fee, which is a weekly fee for non-members unwilling to pay

GEO membership dues.

CoUacUa pho«e br •MTI

GEO leaders Emily Isaacs and Peter
Underdown at press conference last night.

Chief negotiator for the administration, Susan Pearson,

said the strike will cripple the education ofthe undergradu-

ate population at the Uruversity.

"I hope we can minimize the damage to undergraduate

education," she said. Pearson also said the University has

no plans at this time to deal with the strike.

"We are still talking about how to deal with a strike," she

said.

At the press conference, Isaacs said the issue of agency

fee has evolved into a legal battle with the administration,

which does not officially recognize GEO/District 65/United

Auto Workers as a union. Graduate students last year voted

to have the union recognize them in bargaining sessions

with the administration.

Cambodian ruler returns
Prince Sihanouk back from exile
By DENIS D. GRAY
Associated Press

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia — One of

modem history's greatest political survi-

vors—Prince Norodom Sihanouk—returns

from exile to his war-shattered homeland

Thursday faced with perhaps the most dif-

ficult task of his stranger-than-fiction life.

For halfa century, the pnnce has captured

center stage in Cambodia: as king, inde-

pendence hero, head of state, guerilla chief

and international diplomat par excellence.

Now he returns to the fairytale Royal

Palace where as a 19-year-old he was en-

throned by French colonials who thought he

would prove a playboy puppet whose strings

they could easily pull.
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From his regained seat of power, the 69-

year-old prince must try to still fierce hatred

among the country's four opposing factions

and attract enough international good will

and hard cash to rebuild a land bled dry by

two decades of conflict.

Analysts say Sihanouk's role as head of

an interim Supreme National Council will

be pivotal in the next 18 months as U.N.

peacekeepers attempt to disarm more than

150,000 soldiers and the country strives for

democratic elections.

"He is probably the only Cambodian
universally respected, universally recog-

nized as the only Cambodian who can bring

this nation together," Charles H. Twinning,

the new U.S. envoy in Phnom Penh, said in

an interview.

To Sihanouk's advantage are a charis-

matic personality, widespread domestic

popularityand finelyhoned skills which awed
even seasoned diplomats as they watched

him cajole, badger and outmaneuver during

the tortuous negotiations of recent years.

Perhaps his strongest card is solid back-

ing from the international community, in-

cluding the United States, China and Soviet

Union. These and other nations brokered

the peace accord signed last month that

seeks to end Cambodia's 13-year civil war

and allowed Sihanouk's return.

He not only wrested independence from

the French in 1953 but ran Cambodia as a

private fiefdom, first as king and after 1955

as the political head of a one-party state.

The anti-Sihanoukists, encouraged by

the United States, staged a coup in 1970,

sparking a brutal, five-year war between

communist-led rebels and the U.S. -backed

government of Gen. Lon Nol.

From his exile in Bering, Sihanouk served

as the nominal head of a resistance front

dominated by the Khmer Rouge. Many in

Cambodia sided with the Khmer Rouge be-

cause oftheir loyalty to Sihanouk, who in the

eyes of some historians thuus shares respon-

sibility for the destruction of his country.

Maki Mandela discusses
women in South Africa
By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian SUff

Makaziwe (Maki ) Mandela, the eldest

daughter of African National Congress

leader Nelson Mandela, spoke in Johnson
Chapel of Amherst College last night,

addressing the issue of the role of the

overworked South Afi-ican woman versus

her lack of economic prosperity.

Mandela travelled throughout de-

pressed parts ofSouth Afirica, particularly

"homelands", and other rural areas, col-

lecting stories, and various other data,

from the perspective of the role of the

Modem day South African woman, her

struggles, and the obstacles she faces.

A political activist and social worker

herself, Mandela studied at the Univer-

sity of Forthare, a university exclusively

for Blacks, and at the University of Na-

tal, where she earned an honors degree

in Sociology, particularly focusing on

Black South African women in the labour

market. She has spent the months of

December through July in her native

country doing research.

She began her lecture by describing

attitudes ofmen towards women. "I know
a ft-iend who works very hard, and all of

her wages go directly to her husband.

And she receives an allowance. And it is

he who decides what is cooked. It is he

who decides who of her fi-iends she can

invite."

"Marriedwomen are identifiedby their

way of dress." It was then suggested by

Mandela that the suppression ofwomen
begins with the traditions and customs of

the initial tribe. "I made the mistake of

visiting a friend, [whose Aunt], asked if I

was married. I told her that I was mar-

ried but did not wear the traditional head
dress. She replied that it was women like

me who contributed the the downfall of

the other women (in our culture)."

Afterwards, she explained that there

is still a conformity, even though the

difficulties, as a wife and a mother in

South Afiica, are exceptionally demand-
ing. "For an average woman the day
might start at 5 a.m., and ends at 10 p.m.

Obligation to the household chores and
to the children is stressed."

Womenwho aren't married are subject

to extra harsh conditions, as well as are

forced into a position where there is a

competition for a male companion, or a

husband, especially ifthere is a desire to

climb up the socio-economic ladder. "If

men move to a more urban area, they

usually live in hostels where they rent a

bed in a room full of other non-relatives

and other people they don't know. When
the women come to see their boyfriends,

or husbands, one can see that the rela-

tionship is affected."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Makaziwe (Maki) Mandela
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=Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Forum
Thursday, Nov. 14

Film — The Virgin Machine, a new lesbian flick about a

German woman adrift in San Francisco, will be shown in CC
803 at 7 p.m.

Meeting— The LBGA general meeting will be held in the

CC at 6 p.m.

Men — A discussion group for men will meet at 9 p.m. in

Student Union 413.

Counseling— LBG Counseling Collective walk-in hours

are 12-4 p.m. in S.U. 406G,
Friday, Nov. IS

Coffee Social— The LBGA coffee social will be held in CC
903 from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Lavender pool— LB women are meeting to play pool at

4 p.m. in the pool room across from The Hatch.

lA'cture — "Once a Lesbian, Always a Lesbian? The

Trials and Tribulations of Lesbian History Research," will

be presented by Dr. Faith Rogow in CC 904-08 at noon.

Counseling— LBG Counseling Collective walk-in hours

are 11:30-3:30 p.m. in S.U. 406G.

Saturday, Nov. 16

Dance — A Gender-free Contra dance wil be held in the

Greenfield Second Congregational Church from 8-11 p.m.

Monday, Nov. 18

Grad students — The newly formed LBG graduate stu-

dent group will meet in the Program Office in Crampton at

6 p.m.

Counseling — LBG Counseling walk-in hours are 10

am to 8 p.m. in S.U. 406G.
Tuesday, Nov. 19

rap group— LBWU wimmins group will meet in SU 413

at 7:30 p m.

Fox network to air condom commercials
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By DEBORAH HASTINGS
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES— Fox Broadcasting Co. will become the

first— and so far, only—TV network in the nation to accept

condom commercials.

Fox spokesman Andi Sporkin said that paid advertising

will be preventing the spread of AIDS. References to con-

traception will not be accepted, he said.

The network did not say when the advertisements will

begin.

ABC, CBS. and NBC do not accept condom advertising.

CBS spokeswoman Susan Tick said Tuesday the network

is reviewing its policy. NBC executives will discuss the issue

with affiliate stations during their annual board meeting in

December, spokeswoman Pat Schultz said.

ABC "has no intention of changing its policy," said

spokeswoman Janice Gretemeyer.

Network stations are allowed to make theirown decisions

about condom ads. but network spokesmen said they did not

know how many actually ran such commercials.

Public service announcements that advocate safe-sex

practices such as condom use are offered by the networks,

but the decision ofwhether to air them is left up to individual

stations.

The Fox announcement came less than a week after Los

Angeles I..aker8 star Magic Johnson stunned the nation by

disclosing he was infected with the AIDS virus.

strike
CONTINUED FROM PAG£ I

senior HRTA major Erik Rothman. TAs do
a lot on thiscampus and they help professors
a lot

*

'I guess I would be siding with graduate
students,* Rothman said.

"I might support it, but it does not mean
1 will be involved in it," he added.

Former Director of the University of
Massachusetts Labor Relations and Re-
search Center Harvey Friedman said a
graduate employee strike could make a
profound difference.

"Anything that knocks out 25 percent of
TAs would be effective," he said. "It will be
interesting."

Friedman cited several possible admin-
istration tactics in the event of a strike.

"I do not know if they will do it, but they
could ask faculty to teach more classes." he
said. Friedman also mentioned "doubling
up" classes or hinng new TAs as alterna-
tives, although he was unsure the latter

could be accomplished at this late date in

the semester.

"I gueM (teaching assistants] have a lot

of power. . . professors rely on them." said

junior HRTA major Alexia Manin. "I think
they should go on strike, it means I will have
a multiple guess test instead of a short
answer test."

Bryon Morrison, an undeclared junior, is

another undergraduate in support of the
strike but had doubts as to the under-
graduates' role.

"As far as undergraduates areconcerned.
I do not think there will be much effect,"

Morrison said. He said younger students
would be glad to see an opportunity not to go
to class while the older ones would be upset
about the break in their schedules

Still, Morrison was optimistic about the
impact ofa strike. "Anything that forces the
issue into the public eye is a good thing." he
said.

Mandela
CONTINUED FROM PAGE I

Should women who are married have

children, there are st)me situations where

they do not see their famillies for as up
to an entire year (i.e Christmas), due to

the fact that they work as far as over a

thousand kilometers away."

Mandela concluded by stating that

Black women in South Africa suffer from

the "rituals and culture of their own
community. They outlaw, or reject radi-

cal ideas because it causes our 'men great

discomfort'."

"We need to challenge traditions and
even the laws that exist in South Africa,

lentil Women have a consciousness as a

collective, can these traditions, that

drastically need to be challenged, be

changed."

DONT MISS YOUR CHANCE!

CALL EARLY!!

CALL NOW!!!

UNDERGRADUATES: IF YOU DONT KNOW YOUR PIN OR YOUR
ACCESS PERIOD, CHECK WITH YOUR ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT.

Now we know what we are up against, a coup has
happened right here at home. Our constitution ancJ our
democracy has slowly but surely been overthrown.
And the head of the secret police is now president.

Jello Biaffra
ex lead singer of the Dead Kennedys

in a spoken word
performance

I Blow Minds for a Living

Tix on sale now at

the FAC Box Office

$3 UMass Students

$5 All Others

MC/Visa Accepted

UPC PRESENTS

Friday, November
15, 1991

8pm in the UMoss
Fine Art Center

(doors open at 7:30)

Meet the new world order.

Local
Afro-Am panel
voices disgust
with Thomas
By MARTIN JONES
Collegian Correspondent

A panel of nine African-American faculty members held

a discussion last night voicingtheir positionon the Clarence

Thomas confirmation hearings.

All of the panelists were united in their opposition

against the confirmation of Clarence Thomas to the Su-

preme Court of the United States.

Professor John Bracey used his presentation to define

what Black conservativism is and is not.

He cited Booker T. Washington, a famous Black Activist

who founded a number of Black institutions, as a "true

Black conservative" who's ideologies were dedicated to

"self-help of the community versus the individual."

According to Bracey, Clarence Thomas, whose conserva-

tive views have often been compared to Washington's, is not

a Black conservative, but rather "an individualistic oppor-

tunist' whose goals lie in furthering his own career with

little regard for the rest of the Black community.

Professor Bill Strickland described the Thomas confir-

mation as a political manuever by the Republican Party to

further secture their right-wing influence on the nations

highest court.

In addition, according to Strickland, it fit into the present

strategy of the RepubUcan Party to attain 25 percent ofthe

Black Vote.

When asked ofthe implications ofThomas' confirmation

being defeated, Strickland repUed, "It would have increased

the capacity for people to beUeve that they can make a

difference in our society."

The discussion was held in Bartlett Hall at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts.

The panelists included: Ernest Allen Jr., John Bracey

Jr.. William Strickland, and Esther Terry from the W.E.B

DuBois department of Afro-American Studies. Joy James

and Vicki Crawford from the women's studies department,

John Higginson from the history department, and John

Wideman from the English department.

Also present was E. Francis White from the Hampshire

College history department.

Each of the faculty members gave a five to eight minute

presentation on their view of the confirmation hearings.

Their presentations touched upon a variety of issues

surrounding the Thomas confirmation.

_ . J bjr Joak lUjrnoXi*

ARG! EVERYTHE^G'S IN ITALIAN! — Contiiiuing education student Alison Tarbell

probes the tower library for all the information she needs.

Rumor of gang rape circulates
No report of WorcesterDC rape received^ say police

By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian StafT

A rumor that a woman was gang-raped by four men
behind Worcester Dining Commons Friday evening during

dinner hours is circulating amongst Van Meter and

Butterfield residence staff and residents, sources said.

University Police saidyesterday thattheyhave notreceived

any report ofthe alleged incident. Lt. Michael Grabiec urged

students with any information to contact them.

An unidentified Van Meter residence assistant sent a

"broadcast" phone message to the 18 resident assistants

within her cluster informing them that she had heard about

the alleged gangrape, according to reports.

The source of her information — another Central RA—
said she "heard [the rumor 1 in passing" on Monday and had

not intended to spread the rumor further.

Also, a sign reporting the alleged incident was posted by

an unknown party on the second floor in Van Meter some

time late Wednesday or early Thursday morning. The sign

did not name individuals involved or give any details other

than the location and the time of the rape.

The RA Uving on the floor she posted a sign next to it

asking residents with any mformation to talk to her or call

the police.

Deb Levy, the program coordinator for the Counselor

Advocate Program at the Everywoman's Center, which

operates a rape crisis hotbne, could not confirm or deny the

incident due to her agency's complete confidentiality policy.

Levy said people need to be aware that "sexual assault is

a reality on this campus" and most sexual assaults are not

reported to official sources.

A 1989 campus survey on acquaintance rape showed

that 60 percent ofthose who are sexually assaulted only tell

friends. 5 percent use the hotline, and 3 percent file a police

report, she said.

Army College panel
looks at military future
By JENNIFER D. HAWKINS
Collegian Correspondent

A panel of seven representives from

theUSArmyWar College dicussed issues

ranging from the role of the military in

the "War on Drugs" to global nuclear

disarmament in a presentation titled

"United States Defense Policy Aft«r the

Cold War" last night at the University of

Massachusetts.

After a briefopening talk, the audience

chose the agenda with an hour and a half

question and answer period. Questions

covered a wide range of topics.

The Current Affairs Panel, seven

military personnel, who are also stu-

dents at the War College, also addressed

CoUegian photo by Joah Reynolds

Military panel speaker

issues involving the military such as

changing economic roles, and U.S. na-

tional security.

In response to a question from the

audience, the panel aflimied the contin-

ued need for a strong defense although

they stressed that it would be their goal

to prevent global proliferation of arma-

ments.

They said that during the cold war,

misjudgemnts were made because of the

Soviet Union's isolation and secrecy.

Colonel Walsh, chairman of the Cur-

rent Affairs Panel and the director of

Arms Control Studies at the College, said

that the panel's purpose is to engage "in

a dialogue with students, faculty, and the

public on issues of national security that

we all share."

Walsh stressed that the panelists were

expressing their personal views and in no

way represented the views of the U.S.

military.

The panel visits colleges and univer-

sities throughout the United States. At

the close of their tour, they will have

visited about 30 colleges.

While in the five-college area, members
ofthe panel will also be guest speaking in

classes using the same format as in the

forum.

The U.S. Army War College annually

enrolles a class of about 200 officers who
do not necessarily have to be fi-om the

Army.
The college insures diversity by always

including at least one woman officer, mi-

nority officer, and a civilian from a gov-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Holyoke teens in trouble
Speaker: highest pregnancy rate in state

By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff"

With present and increasing drug use,

the crisis for low income people in Holyoke

is increasingand worsening, said the director

ofPublic Service and Social Change Program

at Hampshire College, at yesterday's

Women's Studies Brown Bag Lunch.

Ada Sanchez spwke on experiences and

opportunities of college students in com-

munities ofcolor in Holyoke and Springfield.

Sanchez encouraged students to tie cre-

ative community problem solving into aca-

demics by "helping organize projects in low-

income neighborhoods."

"Women reaching out to women really

helps," she said. There are many resources

and groups where students might be able to

apply energy and knowledge to help. There

are a plethora of opportunities for all. Some

kinds of problems can seem overwhelming,

but it doesn't take a lot of people to have a

direct impact. It takes caring, ideas,

comittment, and willpower to accomplish a

great deal.

Sanchez cited statistics about being a

teen-ager in Holyoke:
• Over the last five years Holyoke has

had the highest percentage ofteen births in

the state.

• Holyoke's teen pregnancy rate is ranked

second in the state.

• According to latest department of Pub-

lic Health figures, 21.2 percent ofall Holyoke

births are to teens. The state average is 9.3

percent. At that rate, a Holyoke teenager

gives birth nearly every other day.

• Holyoke agencies report that 50 percent

of the pregnant and parenting teens that

they serve had dropped out of school before

becoming pregnant.

Holyoke has the highest percentage in

the state of children under the age of five

living in poverty.

•Today teens are getting pregnant at a

younger age, teens aren't getting married,

and teens cannot support themselves in

todays economic structure.

She also recounted some myths and realities:

• Myth: The m^ority of teens who are

pregnant or parenting are on public assis-

tance. Fact: Only about one third ofthe teens

who give birth each year seek public support.

• Myth: Teen pregnancy is a greater prob-

lem among minorities. Fact: The greatest

number of teen births in this country are to

White teens. A recent study found that the

White teen birth rate in the U.S. was double

that of other industrialized countries.

•Myth: Lack ofknowledge about sex and

birth control together with sexual promis-

cuity are the prime indicators for teen par-

enthood. Fact: The greatest indication is

poor achievement ofbasic educational skills

and educational success.

"We all have a commitment, locally or

globally to ourcommunity," she said. "There

is a way to deal only if we care."

Sanchez said that "the analysis of prob-

lems are for the community to define.

"Because ofattacks inherent in structure,

communities have not had the opportunity

of offering perspective we need to proceed,"

she said.

Sanchez said "international bias" and

the media enforces race stereotypes.

To be efiFective when helping,we need to ask

how? Those from predominent culture need to

be listening and asking, learning the minorities

analysis and roots of problems," she said. "We

need to take responsibility in a positive healing

way and recognize and releam how to handle

situations in different ways."

m'?ffTrrTfTrfryr*'r'°~~~*™'*****^^
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Cure worse than disease: the dubious wisdom behind AZT
Fnday afternoon 1 read in the papers that MagicJohnson's

doctor is intending to start the famed basketball player on

the first of the only two federally approved AIDS drugs:

AZT. This is a decision that 1. and many other AIDS
researchers, feel to be a great mistake. AZT, also known as

Retrovir and Zidovudine, has been the center of a long and

bitter controversy within the HIV/AIDS community ever

since its approval in 1987.

To explain. AZT is an antiviral drug. It terminates the

DNA chain cycle which the HIV virus needs in order to

replicate itself That may look dandy on paper, however it

must first be pointed out that DNA is the basis of all life. If

that chain is broken, the need to generate new cells is not

met, thus suppressing the immune system further.

Another problem with AZT therapy is that it cannot

distinguish between an infected and an uninfected cell.

Studies show this resulting in 999 healthy cells killed in

order to delete ONE HIV-infected cell. In simple Enghsh,

this means that as a treatment for AIDS. AZT kills you first.

AIDS second

Out ofthe five people I know infected with HIV, or AIDS/

ARC. who have taken, or are presently taking the drug,

devastating side eflFects have been reported. Levels ofanemia

(a loss of iron in the blood) have been so bad at times that

those on the dnig can't walk or in some cases even dress

themselves. If you're wondenng why Kimberly Bergalis

(infected with the AIDS virus by her dentist) has a hard

time speaking or even moving her arms, it's not because

AIDS IS eating away her life; it's due to the full dosage of

AZT and DDl (its toxic cousin) therapy thai has caused her

to experience this depression of iron in the blood.

other side effects cited by these AZT recipients have

been loss of sleep. Those on full dosage also complain of loss

of appetite, a bloated stomach and abdominal pains AZT

residue is filtered through the liver and the pancreas and

due to its high toxicity have done severe damage in the

process.

Saad Hopkins

I have known one AIDS death that I personally attribute

not to AIDS directly, but to the toxic side effects of /\ZT

When this person went off AZT, he recovered: weight gain,

renewed interest in fi>od, loss of spinal pains (it attacks the

bone marrow), etc. . . However, under the insistence of his

doctors, he resumed AZT at half dosage which was later

believed responsible for his three b<iuts of pneumonia,

cryplosporidiosis ( a dangerous form of diarrhea i. and col-

lapsed lungs. He died, in pain, five months after AZT
therapy was resumed.

There are other drugs that those with a determination to

live have taken that are non-toxic. In some cases they may
not have helped, but they didn't hurt. Drugs such as

Acyclovir, prophylaxis against pneumonia by use of an

aerosol pentamidine, and Bactrim, just to name a few.

These drugs have been taken and have been keeping people

alive for years.

My biKgest question/complaint is why aren't doctors

looking into AZT before prescribing it to their patients? My
theory is that since AIDS is considered tx) be a "lethal

dist'aso." doctors are more concerned with keeping people

alive for inonlhs. as opposed to keeping them alive long

enough to benefit from a cure. That's not bad luck, that's

simply poor doctoring.

And while people with AIDS who are using it are drop

\nng like Hies, AZT's manufacturers, BurroughsAVelcome,

are making mega bucks, and have been the recipients ol the

NoIh'I prize for medicine, even though there is virtually no

pnH)f that AZT actually works.

If Magic Johnson takes this drug, he has little chance of

surviving HIV, or AIDS should it come to that. And ifwe lov«-

this "hero' of ours, someone should speak up and present

the evidence of the effects of AZT and propose healthier

alternatives.

If I were to see a friend about to drink a cup of Dramo.

without a second thought I would knock it out of his hands.

I would consider the same action if I saw someone about to

take AZT.
AZT is poison: Draino in pill form. It is killing us! And

something needs to be done about it. And if action isn't

taken soon to ban this drug (as it was twenty years ago.

deemed unfit for human consumption! ), all of those we love

who are stricken with this horrid disease will drop dead

without ever having had a fighting chance.

Saad Hopkins is a Collegian columnist

Life imitates Parker Bros.:

presenting UMass, the game
Zowee. kidsl Thisyear.you tell mom that

you want "UMass" for Christmas or

Chanukah! You see, UMass. my friends, is

really a board game, patented after Mo-
nopoly We have a board — the campus, we
have pieces — the students, and we have a

goal. In Monopoly the goal is to end up with

the most money and property. In "UMass".
the goal IS to graduate with the most edu-

cation and the most survival skills you can

take out of the University and use in your

evervdav life.

Felice Cohen

Before I explain the rules, let's go over all

the parts and how to play.

Each of the different colored pieces are

either undergrads. grad students, continu-

ing education, or professors and faculty,

which I am sure you remember as the dog.

the wheelbarrow, the car and the thimble

And who do you think is the banker";* You
guessed it! Whitmore. Unfortunately, in this

version W^hitmore does not hand out money
to everyone in the beginning. Instead, all

the players put ' pour? ) money into WTiitmore.

And since we are on the topic ofmoney , I will

go over all the money transactions now.

WTienever you land on any space marked
"Budget Cuts" I a. k. a."Chance"), you are

headed in the direction oftrouble and should

abort A.S.A.P. But come on, you knew the

chances were that this would happen before

you decided to play, and since you decUned
transferring when you had the chance, you

must continue to play by the rules. "Trans-

ferring" has to be done before you take your

first turn. Once you roll your first, the banker

locks the door and you have to play until you
graduate or until tuition is $25,000 a year,

whichever comes first.

The next money snatcher: whenever you
land on a space marked "Lab Fees" (a.k.a.

"Income Tax"), you must pay immediately

or else the bank confiscates your grades

and, if you live on campus, your bed.

Another tax you may land on is "Health

Fee6"(a.k.a.''Luxury Tax"). It is similar to a

luxury, because we value our lives as luxu-

ries, and ifyou get hurt in the middle of the

game the only way you will make it to the

finish line is if you still have your health.

Get it? Therefore pay up or get out.

The last payment (did I mention that you

pay all these before you can play? Sorry. ) you

are subjected to is the "Room and Board

Fee" (a.k.a. "Water Works" or "Electric

Company"). Here, in order to live on campus

(it works the same for off-campus), you must

pay this fee or else you can'tjump from your

parents' house (i.e. "Baltic Ave.") to your

own pad, a high rise in Southwest (i.e. "Park

Place").

Now one of the most important parts of

the game, one that without which the game
would be simply impossible, are the classes

you must take. Listen carefully, I'm sure

you are familiar in the Monopoly version

where they use dice? In this version we call

them classes. Don't worry , it isjust aschancy

to come up vrith the roll ofyour choice in the

UMass version.

Now that most of the technicalities are

out of the way. III do the fun aspects of this

version. Let's look at the four colleges sur-

rounding UMass; Amherst. Smith, Mt.

Holyoke and Hampshire (a.k.a. the Four
Railroads). Speaking to people who have
already played UMass. some said they took

advantage of these schools and some said

they regretted not taking classes ofl"-campus

.

This is the same with railroads. Some people

try to buy all four, while others never buy
any.

Another really fun part ofUMass are all

the other people who are playing with you.

There are so many other activities in this

game that it is like a million games in one.

When you land on a space marked either

"party, extra-curricular activity or close

friends" (a.k.a. "Community Chest"), fun

and exciting events start to happen. This is

the part of the game that begins to take the

shape ofeach individual participating. There

are some ups and downs in this version (or

else it would be boring).

The next aspect is unique, since it is

controlled by each individual player. When
you land on a space marked "Academic
Probation" (a.k.a."Go Directly to Jail"), you
must stay on that space until you are capable

of getting out. There are no rules for getting

out, you just "know" it when you're ready.

But you must wait until your next roll, and
ifyou make the right moves, you'll be able to

continue, if not, it's "^jye, bye UMass."

But it does not mean the game is over. In

the advanced version, "ProMass" ($14.95 at

the Bookstore), the game never ends. No
matter where you are you will run into

players. And years after you have put the

pieces away, the phone will ring and some-

one will ask you to make a donation to

UMass. "W>iere will the money go?" you ask.

Into the construction of new buildings

(a.k.a."Hotels and Houses") that keeps

UMass running so that it will be around a

long time so others will have the chance to

play.

Yes, as you can see, UMass does have a

lot of the same features as Monopoly, but of

course there is one feature that the board

game has UMass will never have and that is

. . .what else?

Free Parking.

Felice Cohen is a Collegian Columnist

Incident between people of color

brings the reality of racism home
UMass might indeed have the largest

number of international students repre-

senting a variety of cultural diversities.

Almost all these different cultures have

their own groups, programs and discus-

sions. The groups are very much aware they

are the minority group and that incidents of

racism still happen. However they don't

talk about it and until they do, incidents like

this will keep happening.

Being an Indian, I am in a minority group

myself Until now I had heard people talk-

ing about racism but I never believed it. In

my perspective America was a free country

where racism was no more to be found. It

was not until I experienced it myself that I

felt people who were under the misconcep-

tion, like me, should be informed.

I work as a security receptionist, and on

the day afler Holloween was moved frommy
quiet hall in Northeast to a fiery and heated
tower in Southwest. There were two recep-

tionists but still we found it hard to control

the large number of swaying people. By 12

at night the volume ofthe crowd had greatly

decreased and we were talking when a col-

ored man walked through the door.

I dutifully asked him for his ID to see ifhe
lived in that dorm or not, but he just kept
walking on. I followed him until the eleva-

tors, still asking for it. This time, with his

hand in front of my face, he warned me,
"nobody asks me for my ID."

I let him go and called security. The
security supervisor was there in less than a
minute. The same colored man left and then

came back. This time I asked him for his ID

with the supervisor by my side. He again did

not pay any attention so I asked him again.

I was dumbfounded at his reply. It went,

"You all [expletive] Indians are racists. Can't

you make out the difference between two

Blacks, you Indian (expletive]?"

I distinctly remember not signing him in

and I told him that all I did was ask him for

his ID. At this he came near me and pushed

my face with a force strong enough to take

me back about two feet. The supervisor took

me back and called the cops.

What amazed me the most was that we
were both from a minority group and still he

did that. I normally would have assumed he

would know how it feels when someone
discriminates against a person because of

his color or nationality.

Later that night a friend of the person

who abused me came and told me why all

that happened. He said that they had gone

to a bar and that inside another Black man
was having a fight with a White man. The
manager, assuming all of them were to-

gether, ordered them to leave.

I don't know if that was true or not. But
if it was, then it's insulting for us that these

types of things still happen. The saddest

part ofall this is what happened to me is not

new. Everybody knows it happens. So what
do we do? Let it go on?

It is we who have to take action and until

we do, nothing will change.

YashodAian Athawale
Northeast

Being legal disappoints
Every person has a dream of what turn-

ing 21 is going to be like. On Tuesday, 1

finally had this opportunity. To put it quite

bluntly, it was nothing that I had hoped for.

First, let me tell you about my dream,

then I will utterly bore you with the reality.

Todd Kane

For the past two or three years, I have

been getting kicked out of bars for being

under 21. When I did get into bars without

any hassles, I was so stressed out about

being discovered by burly bouncers that I

hid in the deepest, darkest, most anti-social

part ofthe bar in hopes that I could dnnk in

peace.

I swore to myself that my 21st birthday

was going to be different, damn it! I saw

myself gliding into my dream bar with all

eyes fixed on my svelte coolness. "That's

Todd, he turned 21 today, buy him beer."

Before long, every person in the bar would

have bought me at least one drink and I

would be well on my way to severe intoxi-

cation.

Instead ofbecoming a blithering fool as I

sink into the depths ofdrunkenness, I would

be a hero ofcomposure. Stairs would become

places on which to show off my dexterity,

conversation would be intelligent, free of

stuttenng and belching. People would chant

my name as I shot game aflar gwn* of

perfect electromc darts.

Package atorea would greet me with open

arms. I would now look forward to having to

•how seven forms of ID The beer cooler

doors would swing open, showering me with

cool snowflakes and arcliiTWind. I basked in

the notion that every bottle, can, keg and

beer-ball brewed from Nov. 12. 1991 on

could be purchased by me.

"Beep, Beep, Beep!" Oh. there goes my
alarm clock. It's time for me to tell you what

really happened on this fateful day. I bought

a six-pack of KilUan's Red at the neighbor-

ing packy and went home to type my re-

sume. 1 thought that it was slightly ironic

that I was drinking my first legal beers

while trying to glorify my past employment

with flowery language and bovine excrement.

Instead of going out to the Dream Bar, I

went to the Seven O's with my roommate.

No, it wasn't what I expected but I got a fi-ee

drink. Everythingwas fine until thejukebox

started blaring Barbara Mandrell and other

selections ftx)m "Hee-Haw's Greatest Hits."

Whenmy earscould stand no more, I dragged

my rtwmmate to Mike's in hopes of finding

an atmosphere more suited to my fantasy.

For the first time in my life, I was able to

enter Mike's without feeling hke a stubborn

kernel in a popcorn popper. There weren't

any people in the bar! I went up to the bar

and ordered a drink after my roommate had

told the bartender that it was my "special"

day. I took the drink and went to go sit down

at a Uble. "Hey, that's $2.50 for the drink."

My dream was loat, I was just another legal

fac"e in the crowd.

Iprx^Mbly should put in a little disclaimer

here since I will probably want to drink in

these bars m the future. The people at the

Seven O's were extremely polite and sincere

in their birthday wishes. I just couldn't

stand the music; country is not my cup of

tea. As for Mike's, I understand the need to

make a buck and be completely money-

hungry, no big deal.

Well, my story is coming to a close. I

waited 21 years to experience legaUty and

now I think I was happier when I wasn't

tagal. It's much more fun to do something

^mhui you know you really shouldn't. But, at

least now, when I get depressed. I can go

drown my sorrows at the nearest bar. I'm

going to the Hatch now. . .

Todd Kane u a Collegian columnist

Job action punishing wrong people

Reasons to support GEO strike
We the undergraduates should stand up

and support the graduate studenU in their

time of need. When they slnke, we all lose in

the end. For many of us. the graduate stu-

dents teachour discxissions , hold office hours

,

correct our papers and test«, etc. Those

classes would be suspended. If the strike

lasts for a couple of weeks, we lose money

and possibly even credit from those classes.

We need to take a stand and do something

The administration is sUlling They are

not giving the graduate students any choice

but to strike. Now it is up to us to let our

voices be heard. We need to make some

demands on the administration. We should

demand that the administration refund us

for every class that we miss. If we do not

receive the credit for the class, the admin-

istration should be obligated to offer the

classes for free during the vrinter session

and the dorms should be opened up to all the

students for free Ifevery one ofus stands up

and demands that the University pay us

back because they have forced the graduate

StudenU on strike, they may try to end the

strike in a few days instead ofletting It go for

a few weeks or even months.

Our involvement with this struggle be-

tween the GEO and the administration are

fundamental. Their strike may delay our

graduation, prevent us from fulfilling a nec-

essary requirement or just prolong our se-

mester And we have to think that one day,

we may all be graduate students and it is the

GEO members that are trying to make our

graduate studies a Uttle easier.

HoUy Schick
Gloucester

The looming strike by the Graduate

Employee Org«iiiration(GEO) at first would

appear to be a dassk match up between a

David (the GEO) and a Goliath (the UMass
administration), a situation which could

only be met vrith red-blooded American

support and cheers for the Uttle guy (the

GEO). But once you examine both sides of

the issue, itbecomes obvious that this GEO/
administration standoff isn't such a heroic

fight after all.

Suppose for a minute that the admims-

trationon this campus wanted nothing more

than to stroke the GEO. Would this open up

a floodgate offunds? Where are these funds

going to come from? The economy is in ruin

in the Northeast and the sUte budget is

strapped. The demands of the "GEO strike

bunch" are unrealistic The method the"GEO

strike bunch" has chosen to solve its prob-

lems are selfish and limited in imagination.

In short they are punishing the wrong people.

One of the chief sticking points between

theGEO and the administration is the issue

of a health fee waiver. This fee costs the

graduate students just over $1,(XX) dollars

per year, according to one estimate. Sounds

worth crying over until you realize that

undergraduates pay $186.25 per semester

or $370.50 per year in health fees. And those

undergraduates who pay the supplemental

health fee. hke myself, pay a total of$510.25

per semester or $1,020.50 per year.

This may come as a shock but no one owes

anyone a graduate degree. In this country

you have to fight toearnahigh sdiocddipkma.

If you are lucky you can get into an under-

graduate program and complete it. And then

there is the "tlEO strike bunch'— to Usten to

this group you would have to believe that

they came to this university thinking costs

would never increase and they would get rich

TAing Introduction to Women's Studies.

Graduate students do a lot on this cam-

pus and I'm glad they're here. But what

percentage ofgraduate students are actually

members of the GEO, not to mention what

percentage supports this strike? The "GEO

strike bunch" wants change now! And if

wishes were horses beggars would ride.

Change takes time, and in a democratic

society voting is how you change things. So

my advice to the "GEO strike bunch" is to

pick their rattles up off the floor and take a

deep breath. Then realize you can't always

get what you want.
'^

Rob Bright
Southwest
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Mixed reactions

about GEO strike
The Graduate Employee Oganization (GEO) voted to

strike. Over the past month, news of this possibiUty has

spread slowly across campus. Maybe you heard about it

fix)m your roommate, a friend fi^m chemistry class, a

professor or most Ukely a TA. The subject has popped up as

a topic of conversation on and off. Whether you are happy

about the possibiUty of getting an extended weekend or

worried about getting behind in a class, you probably have

some reaction to this situation.
u r-i^rk

My reaction is one ofmixed emotions. I support the GEO
in that the TAs here work hard for us as undergraduates.

They not only grade our tests and papers, but teach our

classes and run discussion sections. For some ofus they are

the only personal contact we have at this large and often

impersonal university. Others ofus dependon them for help

in undersUnding difficult material. They are one of the

many helping to maintain a standard of excellence at this

university. In this respect I support the GEO fully.

However, I often wonder what it means to say I support

the GEO. I find myself confused, worried and frightened

about this entire issue. As an undergraduate it seems as

though the GEO state of affairs rests entirely on my shoul-

ders If I support the GEO, am I saying I support a strike

which would ultimately keep me from gainingmy education?

If I don't support the GEO,am I saying 1 willingly accept the

fact that the quality of my education is declimng?

Either way it seems as though I am stuck vath many

unanswerable questions. Will my tuition go up if the GEO
gets their demands? By supporting the GEO am I claiming

that I will not cross the picket line or further that I will

strike with the GEO? Will I be getting any more grades in

my classes than I presently have? All I am asking for is some

answers, and possibly a bit of reassurance that the quahty

of education I am receiving at this university vrill not go

down.

Jennifer Burton
Central
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ernment organization such as the CIA, as well as

personnel with overseas experience.

Students are usually in about their 20th year of

ser\nce to their organization when they are enrolled

The college's aim is to prepare the students for the

"highest level of leadership" in the US government

The Current .\ffairs Panel is a part of the War

College The panel is an "Academic Outreach Program"

which was established in 1969 to find out what US
studenu were concerned with especially invoK-ing

the issues of the Vietnam War After the Vietnam

War. the prt^ram was judged worthwhile and con-

tinued

The forum was sponsored by the five college program

m Peace Av.d WnHd Security Studies'

Police chase car
thieves to Rt. 91
Compiled by JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Pohce reported Friday night the chase of a stolen motor

vehicle which began on University Dnve and ended on Rte,

91 when subjects fied from the stolen vehicle. The chase

involved UMass. Hadley. Northampton and Massachusetts

State Police One ofthe passengers who fled the vehicle was

apprehended by Northampton Police. The case is still under

investigation.

LARCENY: Police reported Friday night that a computer

disc dnve was stolen from the Computer room in Marcus

Hall- The estimated value was $4,000.

A woman who reported early last month that her

checkbook and wallet were stolen reported to police un

Tuesdav that someone is cashing her checks at area busi-

ness o>tablishments The case is under investigation
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We AaeptCompetetors Coupons

$1.99 PIZZA

111 ONE FOR $1.99

With ttus coupon Connot be used v«»h ony o«hef otter

Expires December 31,1991

30( PIZZA
ORDER ANY TWO TOPPING

LARGE PIZZA. GET MEDIUM

1 TOPPING PIZZA FOR aOc

\S/^ Exptrcs December 31,1991 xVf

lUBUYANY
I

LARGE PIZZA

FOR THE PRICE OF
A SAAALL PIZZA

MWittw coupon Connoltaw«dwiihanyot»«ro«hr.

L Expires DttC«mb«r 31,1991
.J
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GET A UFT FROM PETER PAN BUS UNES
PLUS A UFT TICI^JO SKI STRAHON!

Give yourself a ^^^"""^ ^VA nearest you, then call

lift to affordable 4 ^.^^^^ \ 1/800-237-8747, ext. 270,

skiing this winter lk:i^>-^^ \ kK^\ for reservations,

with the Peter Pan ItJ^'^^^- \^ \ And remember, even if

Ski Express' One ^^t^'^'^'^ \ ^k^ V^^ ^^^'^ ^^^^ ^ ''^^ ^^ ^^^

fabulously low pack- %^cr*«V- \^ \ mountain, you can save

age price includes a ^^'''f^i^ \ •A'i-^^ \ ^^^""^ ^^^ °" ''^^^ "^ ^^^

hassle-free, comfortable W\o^. \Z>fb^^ \ n^o^f^^^in with Stratton's

roundtrip coach ride to W^^
, \\ift-^^ \ ^'° *^°"^S^ Discount

Stratton Mountain, plus m^o'^^"'^ N/* \ on all -day lift tickets!

an all day lift ticket to %^^^^'
v<i. \ ^c\ Current college ID

great skiing on southern ms^^^^e. ^^,. \ ^^^>\ required

Vermont's highest peak W^ho^^^'I^v ^^><^^^ \ j/^
Check out the departure point % ^'!!!><sv'S ^^° \ Cwt

^ W^^ VERMONT

e- stratton Cofpofation, 1991

THURSDAY MIGHT
Bark Like A Dog

FRIDAY

Backlash

Last night of 50< Draft

SATURDAY
The Bend

Every Tuesday night, Pasta night

jx &: Karoake $ 1 with student ID
-J-v-IW

PEKING garden]
BESTOF CHINESEFOOD

SPECIALIZINQ IN

MANDARIN AND SZECHUAN
DISHES

5 -8PM 11 -3 PM
MON - THURS SUNDAY

BUFFET BRUNCH

$5.99 $6.99

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY COMEDY SHOW

20% OFF DINNER

BANQUET PARTY ROOM
GP TO 200 PERSONS
FULL COCKTAIL MENG

48 RWSSELLST. • HADLEY, MA 01035 • (413) 586-1202

OPFN 7 DAYS A WEEK
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( (>lU>(|itiii Staff

Jollo Hiaf r.i, siiKitM , soiHjw rilrr, lerturer. and

s«'lf prodaimcd Ilicjh Priest of liarmfull Mat-

tor, will spt-alv in the line Arts (filter ttiis

IridaN. Ihis is liis first IMass appearente

siiu e the ill-fated spoken {)i(j at the Bluewall a

few \ ears l)a( k, w hen disgruntled fans derided

to riot be( aiise the\ (oiildnt cjet into the parked

room. Hiafra, always the scoundrel, encour-

aged the angry rrowd to take out as many
polit e officers as possible in the process.

Since the late 70s, when he founded the leg-

endarN San Francisco punk t)and Dead
KennedNs, Jello Biafra has made a career out

of ruffling the feathers of establishment types.

Whether through »)itinglv funn\ song \\ ric s or

political .ispirations (Biafra ran for mayor of

S.in Iranciscc) in 1«)7M). Jello was
sincjIehandediN responsible for raising the

consciousness of a subculture that could've

c ared less a»)out the intric ac ies and shortc om-

incjs oi the IS. government and politics.

When tipper (.ore and her cronies tried to

silence Biafras educ ated ranlings b\ deeming

Ihe De.nl Kennedss' / inwkrwi hnst album

"ol)scc'ne, ' the\ got muc h more than thev bar-

(jainecl for. Ixen after losincj all of his money,

his l)and and his record label (Alternative I en-

lac Ies went b.iiikrupt as a result of Ihe trial),

lii.iira foucjhl the ssstem xehemenllN until Ihe

( ase u as tin ow n out oi ( om I.

It w.is.nound this lime IhatJello dec ided his

slor\ must be heard, so he set out on the lee ture

circuit. Word of mouth guickly spread and

Biafras first two albums, \" \|(<h Cocoons

.ind ///(/// /'n.'.s/ ol Hdimiul ^]nttcr /Vj/cs

ironi //). I mil helped put Alternative Ten-

tacles back on its feet. Underground icons

llcnrN Rollins and I \dia I unch, among others,

jumped on the lee ture c urc uil bandwagon and

a moxement of sorts began.

A speec h U\ Jello Biafra is easilv as entertain-

inc), iniormiilive, and controversial as An\ DK
u'cokI, if not more so. Biafras well-enunci-

<ilecl and slicjhllN lisped words are musical and

u onderiul lo listen lo. The \ oic e alone is worth

Ihe price of admission. Tvpect an hour and a

hah tirade of Jello tinted insights on govern-

ment, c ensorship. band names, repression and

(liowing pot. Ihink ol il as a hardcore show

wilhoul the noise and Nou're halfwav there.

I know what vou're thinking: "The onlv rea-

son Jello is spcviking is thai he's too old to

sing." Well, when not on tour, Biafra spends

his lime with his l)rilliant industrial-thrash

band Lard, and does guest vocals for D.O.A.,

No Means NO and sieel Pole Bathtub. After

over a decade in the music business, Jello

remains a fresh and innovative talent. And if

Nou'ie worried about getting crushed in a

rehash of Ihe Blue Wall episode, you'll be

happv to know that Ihe line Arts Center will

c omfortably accomodate every die-hard Jello

fan around. So dig up a few buc ks, get comfort-

able, and start off you're weekend with a little

Jello. N oull be glad you did.

SPOKEN WORD

.\
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CHINA GARDEN
"The Collegian's choice in delightful

r$2 OFF with purchase of Sisl

I

or more with this coupon |

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food
Sunday -Thursday, 1 1:30am -10:00pm
Friday -Saturday. 1 1 :30am- 1 1:00pm

Lunch Hour: 1 l:30am-3:30pm 7 days a week

Free Delivery Servke
Fri.. Sat., Sun.

5:00pm- 10:00pin
Vlsa/Maitcr C«nl/

Aincricaa Ejq>

•New Remodeling
•7 Days a week
•Take -out

•Luncheon Specials $3.75-54.55

The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch
•Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch - AAandarin and Cantonese ^les)

Every Day 11:30 3:30

•Weekly Vegetarian Sepecials (Wednesday and Thursday)

New Vegetarian Menu Coming Soon!

13 N. Pleasant Street Amherst. MA • 253-4280,4281

Noises Off turns on
By DANIEL JOKELSON
Collegian Correspondent

Next week the UMass Theatre Guild presents it's pro-

duction of Noiaea Off. written by Michael Frayn and di-

rected by UMass senior Joe Mulligan. The play, a smash hit

in New York City in the eighties, is a purely comic UH)k at the

life ofpeople involved in the theater business, and it has fun

with all of the stereotypes we associate with show biz.

The play is about a cast and crew, all of whom have

farcically exaggerated personality problem, who attempt to

While the actors are flopping on stage and pretending to get

along as characters in Nothing On, we also see everyone in

Noises 0/7' feuding with each other back stage.

Ironically, the play they are attempting to put on is a

sexual farce, and the way they conduct their personal lives

becomes a sexual farce as well. There are numerous love

triangles (and even a love square), and everyone misinter-

prets everyone else's actions — the sexual innuendos are

endless. "Everything about the play is sexual and hysteri-

cal" says Brandon Whitehead, an actor who plays Tim
Allgood, the exaggerated version of the stereotypical stage

put on a play called Nothing On. Noises Offtakes us from manager who is a nervous wreck because the show's not

the dress rehearsal process, into the middle ofthe run ofthe

show and then to one ofthe last shows, in three acts. As time

passes the problems with Nothing On keep getting worse

because of the relationships between everyone involved

'sc
o>--"' UQUORS '^'-'

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253 5441

Sam Adams "All Flavors"

$4.996/pk+dep.

Robert Mondavi White Zinfandel

S3997501VfL

Blue Nun Liebfraumilch $3.99750ML

Koch's Golden Anniversary
$7.99 case (everyday!)

Rolling Rock
$6.99 12/pk bots.

Brooklyn Lager or Ale
$4.99 6/pk bots.

Visa/Mastercard accepted on keg deposits

Many More In-Store Specials

All Beefs p<us Deposit (especially OD wlnes) •Delivery Available

This IsKtour Brainu

ThislslburBrainWthout Pizza.

Any Questions?

I 1

I Four Medium Cheese Pizzas

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

L

MM
Topping Extra.

Ofltr vilid on ddtvoy oo^. Pleu( mentKm cnupiin when

iirdennjj One cnuptxi per party per vimI al partiapatinS

Pizza MufdelivfryuniU or restaurants. Not valid with any

other offer Lmited Delivery Area Hurry, offer ends srxm

Code: 16 DM
1991 Pizza Hut Inc. VTfX ash redemption value

Ptoa
-Hut

tJUMD

Or try our Collegiate Pizza - A large Pepperoni Pizza for $6.00 with your Student l.D.

For free delivery caD: 253*3443.

working, and one of the only characters not involved in a

love tangle. Other characters include the director Lloyd

Dallas (Cutter Garcia), a veteran theater man who hates

actors, is sick of the business, but tries to save the show

anyway, the assistant stage manager Poppy Norton-Taylor

( Linda Newton) an idealistic, naive, pampered woman who

falls in love with Lloyd (who is sleeping with someone else

in the show, too), and Frederick Fellowes (Micah

Hollingworth I. a quiet, pacifist t he gets a nosebleed everytime

sonu'one falls dowrv attor who only wants to play his part
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WI.MKKSKSSION \992
JaiuiaiA 2''2'A

IT'S
TI-I-I-ME!

Registtf NOW lor Waiter Session courses and

workshops Over 100 cte&i courses

and nearty 80 rx)(Kr^t workshoftt.

By maH until December 1

1

(US m»i only (hyi I use campus m»l}

8y FAX until December 1

1

In person November 25 through January 6

Division of Conttfiuing Education. 615 GoodeU &jik)ing

3 credits in just 3 short weeks!

What a deal!

DIVISION OF
CO.MIM I\(. KDICATION

TONIGHT

r 1991 Pizza Hut. Inc

LIVE - ON THE AIR

DANCE PARTY
PRIZES & RAFFLES
-DRINK SPECIALS-

-FREE MUNCHIES-
9:30 - 1:00

WHMP REVERSE COVER

First 99 people in before 10:30 will receive

$1.00SINCE 19 6 8

WEEKEND HAPPENINGS
THURSDAY

The Year of the Dragon by Frank Chin is a

drama involving the conf i icts and struggles of an

Asian-American family living in the United States.

Performances will take place at Amherst Col lege

Mayo-Smith beginning at 8 p.m. Repeat

performances are on Friday, Saturday, and

Sunday. For information call the Hampshire

Independent Productions 549-4600 ext. 226.

Who's Kiddin' Who and the Bombastics will

beperforminguncontrollableeuphoria at UMass

cafeteria, The Hatch, beginning at 9 p.m.

Talent Search Audition for comics, actors and

performers will be held in the UMass cafeteria.

The Hatch, from 4 p.m. until 8 p.m. The audition

is for a talent competition to be held at a later

date. For details, call 545-2597 between 3:30

and 8:30 p.m.

Bim Skala Bim Boston's biggest ska group,

will be performing with Egypt at Pearl Street Night

Club beginning at 8:30 p.m. The show is 18+.

For information call 584-7771.

Satyajit Ray Film Retrospective: Devi (The

Goddess) is a film that is set in the 1 860s, but has

strong resonances in today's India wherever

religious fanaticism exists. The screening and

discussion before the film, will take place at

Hampshire College FPH Main Lecture Hall at 8

p.m. This event is free.

Benny Green Trio well-known for their jazz

pianist, will be performing classic standard jazz

at the Iron Horse Music Hall. For information

call 584-0610.

FRIDAY
Once a Lesbian, Always a Lesbian? The Trials

and Tribulations of Lesbian History Research is

a lecture with Dr. Faith Rogow. The lecture will

be held in UMass Campus Center room 904-

908 at noon. This event is free.

Shabbat Service will be held at Hillel House

on 388 N. Pleasant Street with a Shabbat dinner

at 6 p.m. RSVP for dinner only: 549-01 21

.

Jello Biafra, former lead singer of the punk-

rock group. Dead Kennedys, will be speaking

on issues such as drugs, religion, racism and

especially censorship at UMass Fine Arts Center

at 8 p.m. For information call the Fine Arts

Center Box Office.

Interfaith Service to commemorate the

assassination in El Salvador of six Jesuit priests,

their housekeeper and herdaughteron the second

anniversary of their deaths will be held at the

First Church of Christ/First Baptist Church, 1 29

Main Street in Northampton. All are welcome.

For information call 586-8023.

The Clancy Brothers, a veritable institution in

the world of Irish traditional music singing "Irish

Rover," "Whistling Gypsy" and other songs will

be performing with Robbie O'Connel at the Iron

Horse Music Hall. For information call 584-

0610.

Smith College Asian Students Association

Conference will include topics such as

stereotypes and Asian American Women ,

sexuality, women of South Asia, and the male

perspective on Asian American women. Keynote

lecture will be given by Christine Choy, noted

filmaker of Who Killed Vincent Chin? The

conference will be held at Smith College Wright

Hall Auditorium at 1 a.m. This event is free. For

more information call 585-7904.

SUNDAY
Satyajit Ray Film Retrospective: Ghare Baire

(The Home and the World) is based on the novel

by Nobel Laureate Rabindranath Thakur. The

wife of a sophisticated Bengali aristocrat falls in

love with a freedom fighter. The screening will

be held at Hampshire College Adele Simmons

Hall at 8 p.m.

Bye, Bye Braverman is a film directed by Sidney

Lumet with a discussion that follows with Donald

Weber, this year's Smith College Esther Levi

SoslandScholar-in-Residence. The sreening will

be held in Smith College Seelye Hall T6om 1 at

3 p.m.

Noises Off

Noises Off or Monty Python Meets the Three

Stooges wi 1 1 be performed by the UMass Theatre

Guild at UMass Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m.

Repeat performances areon Friday and Saturday.

For tickets call the UMass Fine Arts Center Box

Office 545-251 1 . Tickets are $4 for students.

The Virgin Machine, a new addition to the

lesbian genre film, is about a German adrift in

modern day San Fransisco. The screening will

be held at UMass Campus Center room 803 at

7 p.m. This event is free.

De Donde? Where are you from? This play is

a story of a people who are afraid to go home.

This takes place at Smith College Mendenhall

Center for the Performing Arts, Theatre 14 at 8

p.m. For tickets call 585-3220.

lames Cotton

lames Cotton Blues Band featuring the

"GrandmasterfromChicago" will be performing

the best of blues harmonica at the Iron Horse

Music Hall. For information call 584-0610.

The Incredible Casuals will be performing at

Pearl Street Night Club beginning at 8:30 p.m.

For information call 584-7771.

Yo Soy La Salsa is a dance for Latin American

Heritage Month. Live bands, Orquesta Versatil

and Orquesta Chevere will be featured. The

dance takes place at UMass Student Union

Ballroom from 9 p.m. until 2 a.m. Admission is

$5.

SATURDAY
Weekly Torah Portion Discussion Croup will

be held in Hillel House Lounge on 388 N.

Pleasant Street at 1 1 a.m.

Music Africa! is a photo exhibit by artist Dian

Mandle of African musicians who have

performed in Western New England over the

past five years. The opening reception will be

held at the Gallery at the Amherst Community

Art Center in the old elementary school, a brick

building in North Amherst at 1 200 North Pleasant

Street. For more information call 549-1 701

.

Michael Nix of the Performing Arts Division

guitar will perform of new music for guitar

including a premiere performance of Vernon

David's "Six Pieces for Guitar" at the

Northampton Center for the Arts. Tickets are $5.

Formore information call 584-7327.

The Horse Flies will be performing at Pearl

Street Night Club beginning at 8:30 p.m. For

information call 584-7771.

Eric Andersen

Eric Andersen, 60s legend songwriter/singer

will perform with Blue Cafe, a moody, folk/jazz

trio who coincidentally also hales from Norway

will perform at the Iron Horse Music Hall

beginning at 7 p.m. For information call 584-

0610.

University Chamber Choir and Madrigal

Singers will perform at Grace Episcopal Church

in Amherst at 4 p.m. This concert is free and

open to the public.

Gallery Talk with Nancy Rich, Assistant

Curator of Prints, Drawings and Photographs

will be held at Smith College Museum of Art at

3 p.m.
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UNAN GOURMET
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CHINESE RESTAURANT

Ain oc-A II

I UK \ Ai.LK^

19 9 1

The •roma, •ound A taste

of authentic Chlneee euialne

prepared Hunan, Szechuan,

Mandarin or Cantonese style

— Mpecially for youl

M

l«i>lM«
•FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*

261 King SI.. Northampton • 5«5-0202 • Ample Ptrfclng

Open 7 Days a Weak • NO MSO ^_
TAKE OUT SCRVICK AVAILABLE M

/^^J? ^f'^'^^^a^t*^^

au0
Liquor Store

Meisterbrau $7.99 case 12oz cans

Bud Light/Bud Dry $6.99 12-pk, 12oz bottles

Molson Golden

& Molson Light $15.99 case 1 2oz bottles

Milwaukee's Best 1/4 Bbl .jnj^^ ^^2.99

Jose Cuervo josECUERVO. ^
Golden Tequila .... n^qmia $9.99 750ml

Kappala Coffee Liquer $8.99 750 ml

Glenfiddich Single Malt

Scotch Whisky $20.99 750ml

Sam Adams Winter and Catamount Christmas Are In!

vU 4/1 KEGS STARTING AT $33.00 C-V-^x K >

CHECKS/ MASTERCARD/ VISA

ACCEPTED FOR KEG DEPOSITS.

If First-Ever PiiblU Jump In The Vulley !

Saturday/Sunday-November 16-17

The ultimate Adrenaline rush !

Jump directly over the river !

free fall over 143 feet i

Pull Over 3 G's !

Expert supervision by new york
bungee adventures, inc.

the first fully licensed and in-

sured bungee jumping company
on the east coast !

Video Taping of your jump !

PUBLIC Viewing Areas !

Warming Trailers !

BUNGEE T-SHIRTS !

Food & Drink !

Free parking !

Your Price: $ 99*50 !

%6lZ(/J^flfeS MARINA
1 iiv«i« litrri

tH 7)4?

338 College bt.

One mile East ot Amherst center on Route 9

Open 9 am - 1 1 pm Rain or Shine • Always Open

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

m Jumping by reservation only

747-6776

II

m

oin us in snaring

tlie warm til this ^

loliclav season! "^v

J.RICH, ill cnoncrntion witli

Tlic Survival Center of

NortKnmpton t^ Amnerst invites

you to snare in tne spirit of s^ivingj.

Come to J.Rich witn an item

of winter t otliin,^

(clean ami in ifoocl condition)

that 'vou no ioniser need and
in exchange for each donation,

J.RICH will offer you 20% off

an item in ovir store.

Last vear 533 items of clotnini^

were distributed tnrouj^ i J.Ricn.

Let s maue this year even netter.

We loo I forward to seeing you
(and your old c otliesl) nctwecn

Novemncr 17tn fj Xovemner 21st

at notli of our locations.

J-RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

22 Masonic St. 191 N. Plea&

Northampton«586-6336 Amhersl»25:

Open 7 days & Thursday night

191 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst»253-2013

Mash, mosh, and skank with Bint Skala Bint
By ERIC POULIN
Collegian Correspondent

Looking to do some serious beat-em-up,
drag-em-out, without-a-net skankin' this

weekend? Look no further than Pearl Street

Nightclub in Northampton tonight, where
the pride of Somerville, Bim Skala Bim,
bring their full-force ska onslaught to burn
the dance floor down.

Bim is regarded as the Boston areas

finest ska act (although the Mighty Mighty
Bosstones, Plate O' Shrimp and the Shy
Five may beg to differ), and are great fa-

vorites in the Valley where they may have
their strongest following.

For those of you who have never experi-

t-nced a Bim show, the key word is "energy".

When Bim hits the stage, they rip like there's

no tomorrow, and even the most hearty

dancers will And it difficult to keep the pace

with them for the whole evening.

Their lyrics definitely stress having fun

as the most important factor, but there are

also political undertones present as well.

With a quick listen to their first album,

you'll hear "Better Get Out" and "Not A
Test," two songs that deal with the omni-

present threat ofnuclear war. I n this regard,

they take a page from Britain's two-tone

kings. The Specials, by providing their lis-

teners fun with feeling.

Lead singer Shanty Dan Vitale belts out

his songs with Joe Jackson-esque feeling

and heart, while Jackie Starr exudes velvety-

smooth vocals to provide a perfect compli-

ment. The man who really steals the show,

however, is trombonist, Vito Incognito (for-

merly Vito Nobile) He can blow that long

horn like it's nobody's business, and is the

backbone behind the band's onstage suc-

cess.

Bim is supporting their most recent effort.

How's It Go//j'.^ (Important Records), which

comes on the heels of the world-wide ac-

claimed Tuha City (Celluloid), and their

debut, Bim Skala Bim. They've also been

featured on two ska compilations. Mash It

Up, a Boston ska all-star lineup, and Mashin

'

Up the Nation, a showcasse of ska from all

over the country.

Bim Skala Bim is one of those hands that

we seem to take for granted because they're

such regulars on the local scene. With every

show that they play, however, new legions

of fans are converted into Bimmers; as the

band breathes new life into a musical genre

thatwas supposedly deceased some ten years

ago. Ifthe power that they generate on stage

ever fell into the wrong hands, the atomic

l)omb could end up looking like small pota-

toes. These guys rank among the state's

finest, and are big, big fun. Check it out!

Bim Skala Bim will play an 18+ show

tonight at 8:30p.m. at Pearl Street Nightclub

with opening hand Egypt.

Photo court«^ Pretty Polly Prod.

Bim Skala Bim . . . don't miss em!

Dummies crash the world
By ERIC POUUN
Collegian Correspondent

Quick now . . . name Winnepeg's greatest

musical contribution of all time. Stumped?
You should be. Before now, the only note-

worthy musical landmark from the capital

of Manitoba was the dude who plays organ

at the Jets' home games.

Ail that comes toa screeching, screaming

halt now. however, as the debut album from

theCrashTestDummies is one ofthe most

impressive that I've heard in a long, long

time. EntitledThe Ghosts That HauntMe, it's

gripped me like no new album has in a

while. I can't find any tape that seems fit to

play before or after it. In a year of many
excellent albums t see Billy Bragg's Don 't Try

This at Home, Joe Jackaon's Laughter and
Lust, Sting's Soul Cages, Costello's Mighty

likeaRose,Waterboys'81 '90,et£.,eU:.),tiuB

just might be the best.

Ifyou havent yet tracked down the album,

you could've caught the Dummies live last

night at the Iron Horse. The five-piece band

is in the midst of their first-ever North

American tour, during which they will open

for Chns Isaac. Bonme Raitt. and Sting

The show provided an excellent mid-week

study break for all (except poor slobs who
were in class, hke me.)

Although their name sounds like that of

a Katina's Sunday night thrash band, they

certainly produce sounds that are less

crunching and more polished and sophisti-

cated. Their music is a hodgepodge of rock,

folk, country, and Celtic that's thrown into

a blender to produce a sound comparable to

no one else. Vocalist Brad Robert's haunt-

ing, croaking voice brings it all together to

give the world a fantastic jive that should

dominate the alternative airwaves, at least.

The album's single is the third track, a

strange, mood filled melody entitled

"Superman's Song", which some people think

may be the sleeper smash hit of the year. It

contrasts the Man Of Steel with a much less

worthy hero. Tarzan, and ultimately cel-

ebrates the heroic qualities ofall people. It's

an excellent little song that stays with you,

and may become the latest "Wicked Game",

if given the proper airplay.

What's my favorite song on the album,

you ask? It's hard to say — from top to

bottom, the album's lineup is almost as

strong as the Washington Redskin's "Here

on I-^arth (HI Have my Cake)" is a pretty

wild Celtic jam with a touch of rhythm and
blues mixed in. The title track seems to he

the one that stands out, a folk-pop triumph,

to say the least.

The most unusual and humorous tune

has to be their cover of the Replacements

classic. "Androgynous". Paul Westerberg's

playful look at gender, from the now-leg-

endary Let It Be album. 'MaU fans will

probably either love this version, or become

violently ill at the mere mention of it. I give

it a strong thumb's up, but. of course, the

original is supreme.

No. the album isn't perfect— the closing

track. "At My Funeral" is slightly subpar

and lifeless, but the Ghosts That Haunt Me
comes so dam close that the Crash Test

Dummies have to be considered a band to

watch for in the near and distant future.

Trust me, they're better than the Jets' «Mr-

ganist. any day.

Photo courtesy Arista

Crash Test Dummies

the university of mossochusens department of theater

'
post-modem fairy tale about the powwrofloye to tnansform

November 1 4- 1 6 and 20-23, 1 991

Evening perfonnance* at 8 p.m.

Matinee: ^4ovember 1 6 a) 2 p m.

$5 general public; $3 students/Sr. Citizens

Tickeh Fine Arh Center Box Office, 545-251

1

ULIET
\f y William shokespeore

NURSING STUDENTS
EARN $1,100 A MONTH

WHILE STILL IN SCHOOL
BACCALAUREATE DEGREE COMPLETION PROGRAM

I he Na\y offers yon the opportunity to complete your drgree while

receiving as much as $ 1.100 a month. There aie no special clas-ses to attend.

You will not be required to wear a uniform or attend drills. You must stay in

school and keep your grades high. l]pon obtaining your bachelors dty,uc.

vuu will Ik- tonunissioncd an ensign ^^^_^^^—.^—^—^^^—

—

ill the I'liited States Navy Nurse

(.oips earning good pay. ."^O days ot

p.iid vai .ilioii «M« li vrai .iiul otlin

ImikIiIs tli.il .n«- ii.iid to m.ittli

anvy%lii-ir.

Iligil)ilil\ in|niicin»-iils ,n«-

Miiiigrnt. Onlv llir ImsI .»|)pli( ,nits

will Ih- ;hc< pK-d roqiialilv von innM

• Im- .1 soplioinoM". JMnioi or s<'nioi

ciiiollcd in «>i ai«i |>t«d i<> .ni NI.N

accK-diled st hool of luiising Ua<liiig

to. I U.S. <Ugit«- in nuisin^

• have a miiiinuiiii i'AW ol .'<.0.

• Ik- at least 18 but not yet ^r* years

of age at the lime i>f graduation and

coininissioniiig.

Call 1 8(K)-444 7134 or visit your

Navy Officer on campus today.

NAVY NURSE f^". %li^^^:7a.
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WHO'S

OPEN

LATE?

Sun-'Thurs-OpentiliSiOOMn

Fit & Sal Opefl 24 Hours

Horse hosts Benny Green Trio

caliiiiluliiiT

Route 9. Haal«y

256-6889
next to StoD 4 Shoo

Farmhouse
DancTng'Wlth D) )ob

iit. 'W>» 16- 8:30 pm i*r»i.

JTHEHORSE FLIES

Ray Mason Band

I Dancing nith D) |ob

nô^«K««***<«wy*BKsxia
". Sun Nu» /' ^OOpat 18

SUNDAY OPEN
HOUSE

Eighteen & 0\er Dancing

to House Music with

n Pllob

MofL. Nov. IS 8Mpm /»«
Free Rap Show!

DREAM warrior:

Now's the
time to call. .

.

North Amherst
Motors

71 OM SundwiMd M. No Amtant

549-2880
Expert Repairs and

RecorKlitioning
Kla/Of O0(.% Cartls AccikXw;

aCARSTAR,
^ ^oamon Repair Canim

By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian Staff

Fresh from an overseas tour and a two week engagement

at New York's Village Vangiiard comes the Benny Green

Trio, with Chris McBride on bass vioUn and Carl Allen on

perciission. The piano tno has been a long standing compo-

nent oC^azz' muaic. and in many respects, is its most basic

and versatile unit. Lately though, much press has been

granted to the charge of the ^oung bons", most ofwhom are

horn players, and the piano trio has somewhat moved to the

background Along with such notables as Geri Allen. Ranee

Rosnes and Mulgrew Miller, Benny Green is looking to

change the conunon emphasis on young horn players.

Jazz Scene

"It takee time to form yourown voice," says Green, "a lifetime

in fact But that's the beauty of it, and 1 embrace that"

Bennv Green has embraced more than just the challenge

of finding one's own voice. He has seen valuable playing

time in the company of Betty Carter and Art Blakey. and

currently heads Freddie Hubbard's rhythm section.

Mr Green notes "With Betty ICarterl. 1 learned the

importance ofaccompanying, and helping out a group. With

1 Art 1 Blakev. I got a senseofindividuality, ofwho I am. They

gave me my foundation, and Freddie I Hubbard) has given

me a creative challenge."

Mr Green, while bom in New York, spent his childhood

on the West coast gaining a desire to play "jazz" by listening

to his father play the tenor saxophone. He relocated to New

York in 1982 During his time in California, the lack of

m^or innovators there taught Mr. Green what not to

become. "I didn't want to be just a big fish in a small pond"

Since moving to New York. Mr Green has found a sense

offamily that didn't exist out West. "There's competition in

New York, sure, but there's a sense oftogetherness between

the musicians. We really are family."

Mr. Green's latest release, Greens (on Blue Note) with

his working trio, shows the emergence ofa distinctly unique

flavor. Mr. Green, along with Mr. Allen and Mr. McBride

have an implicit empathy, the same kind of feehng that

made theWynton KeUy/Red Garland trios so umque. "Music

is the expression of an individual human being's life. We
need to remember that we are human, before musician."

^

His just completed stint at the Vanguard featured a "live"

Blue Note recording mght. "It is an honor to be part of that

label's great history." He continues, "When the audience

knows that they're part of the performance, that's special. 1

feel It's part of ray job to upUft the spirit of the hstener."

He harkens back to the immortal words of Art Blakey—
-Music is to wash away the dust of everyday Ufe."

Mr. Green has been doing just that. His last time in the

area, last Winter, was a success. "I love the crowd at the Iron

Horse, they're very enthusiastic."

This current tour marks Mr. Green's first as a leader and

he expresses great confidence in his side players. "It's a

democratic trio, we all decide together what we want to do,

and how we're going to do it."

"Chris (McBndel is a great player. I never even think

about him as being young (he is only 19) his play is so

mature. He always seems to know exactly where we are, or

where we should be. Carl I Allen 1 is a great drummer. He can

lay down a groove, and really compliment what I'm trying

to say in my music*
As for the music today. Mr Green has only high hopes.

"Today, the media is giving the music the most attention it's

gotten since the swing era and that's great. Jazz just can't

be killed. It's too strong, too positive a force."

Mr. Green and his trio are certainly that.

The Benny Green Trio will be in performance at the Iron

Horse in Northampton tonight. Nov. 14. at 7p.m. Call 584-

0610 for tickets and information.

m PANDA EAST i)

m
THE COALITION

Advance Tickeb avaitablr at

For the Retord in Amherst
Dvnamite Records in

Siorthampton, About Musii

Greenfield or Pearl Street

Tues.. So*. 19-8inpm v»r« j

!

Advocate

'Best in the Valley"

19d9&1990

Reggae Dance Partv, g

BURNING SPEAR
\

The Equalities

Wed.. Nov. 20 9:00pm

Dancing with j

D| lob

Thrus.,Nov .2 1 -8: 30pm ; 1 8*

KING MISSILE

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

We bring Chinatown

to you
* Lunch Specials*

from $3.95 including soup & rice

Hours:
Mon. - Thurs. 11* am - 9* pm
FrI. & Sat. 11» am - 10* pm
Sunday 12 noon - 9* pm

103N.PIeasantSt. Amherst. MA 01002
(41 3) 256-8923 (41 3) 256-8924

FIRST SNOW SPECIALS!!!
Get the best of all worlds, low prices and selection, pgj

combind with a warm, personable store

MICHELOB $12As*

t^^jt-m* a * a3
fti., Nov. 22-

EIGHT TO THE BAR

Lets Talk About Sex

"

£U2a_ —^
\Jhur., Dec. 5 -8:30pm /18-h/\

[HE MIGHTY MIGHTY BOSSTONES

Fri., Nov. 29 - 8:30pm

THE BREAKDOWN
p««««^KKl»«»K-^»JtK^a

I»* lHh !t«*»«**«»*»»**^

ROLLING
ROCK $12.*'cs*bar bott

CANADIAN
CLUB $11.99 1.75L

$15.99 SALE -$4.00 Manuf. Cou n

Fri., Dec. 6 - 7:00pm

SOUTHSIDE JOHNNY

THE SPIN DOCTORS
fmMmj^^MMMJMMMMMtm^Xi

Thur., Dec. 12 - 8:30pm /18+/

CHUCKLEHEAD
Mon., Dec. 16 - 8:00pm

JOHNNY WINTER

Pearl Street is now

three dubs in one - come

enjov our new billards room

with three tables

1(1 krl^ loi .ill xhtiMv .iv.iil.iltir .il Tcir

Slfi-i-l stt.mlwttic- l)Ml.liiiili

Kroirds (or Ihc Ri<(ird in \mhir-l

lukrl Pro illlMli H.'tl "imil

Id Pr.lrl Slrrrl \i>rth.im(ilmi

41 1 >»

99>,c*COORS light $12.^cs

ARCTIC BAY $5.^'*12pk.

SOUTHERN
COMFORT $15.99 1.75L

SAM ADAMS
Winter Fest $4.^*6pk.

AS ALWAYS
BUSCH 1/2 BARREL!!!

$39.90*

•AND FREE ICE-$3.00 VALUE

* plus Deposit

..^ NewFamiiy ^
/^^ry^^ ^ Business'

HEALTHY SKIN
Begins with a deep pore

cleansing facial.

Also lash and brow
tinting, shaping, hair

waxing, make-up,
therapeutic massage.

AESTHETICS SKINCARE
34 Main St, , Suite 1 , Amherst, MA 253-9879

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle St^Amhertt 549-3840

f-'vVrrrV

^^utsl-Mu^'.

THIATRIt
THE VILLAGE COMMONS • SOUTH HADLEY

••TWO ENTNUSIASnC
THUMBS UP! EXCITINOI
ft viboni nxwl* ^sck*4 arMIt K*«ll

cKaracl»r«. • r»mli ^nm^mV

•niVETING, QUTSY,
KNOCKDOWN

ENTERTAINMENTI"

"REMARKABLEI

533-2663

ROUTE M, HADLEY, Bctvvrcn Buri>or Kiing & Dunkin Donuts • ">H4-»174

-fowuww.
JOLTMO

UNrOnGfTTIIM.(|-

* * * *l
(«vfllNG«HO

tiicwcnusi urus
K • n*n( ARTIST.

f<V DIHIINr. *N0
IIIUIOfNI''

\s

"SrECTACULART

rnirniMiMiii.

Show Times

CITY OF HOPE
Weekdays at 3, 6:30 and 8:55/Friday, Sat.

and Sun. at 2, 4:25, 6:50 and 9: 1 5pm

BARTON FINK
Weekdays at 3, 6:45 and 9/Friday, Sat. and

Sun. at 2:30, 4:45, 6:55 and 9:15pm

MIDNIGHT
Rocky Horror

Truth or Dare
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Noises
CONTINUED FROM THIS WEEKEND PAGE 2

well, but ends up a pawn in a jealousy duel between
two female actors.

As you can probably tell from the character's

names, Noises Offia originally a British play, and the
characters "relate to each other in a comic, slapstick,

Monty Pythonish vaudevillian sort of way," says

Whitehead. This type of humor is everywhere, from
the fictional program notes to a back stage scene

where an actor is pulling cactus needles out of the

director's butt while another actor on stage belts his

line, "Don't keep waving that thing in my face!"

But along with the hilariously punctuated point

that theaterschaos is the recurring theme that 'ihe

show must go on." The excitement that comes with

the chaos is what makes live theater worth seeing,

and you can count on seeing that in Noises Off.

Flower Thief will blossom
By BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

When you get out of classes tomorrow afternoon you

might want to head on over the Hatch in the Student Union

for some cold brews and a captivating alternative folk act

called Flower-Thief. This "girl group" features tight vocal

harmonies and quirky songwriting and they consist ofJenn

Gallahom on bass and vocals, Chris Geisler on acoustic

guitar and vocals, and Catherine McRae on violin. They list

their influences as Husker Du and the Velvet Underground

and they say their songs "try to capture the youthful spirit

and honesty in awkward emotions."

Flower-Thief are all students; Chris and Catherine are

seniors at Smith and Jenn goes to Hampshire. Chris and

Jenn are best friends who have been hanging out together

since they were twelve. Catherine is a classically trained

violinist who claims she is taking a break from her music

studies to "play my own music instead ofthat ofdead guys".

They did a private audition of their material a couple

months back for Billy Bragg and they say he was very

encouraging and supportive

Jabberwocky
These women are quite busy of late. Flower-Thief have

L)een in the recording studio all this week working on their

demo and they will open for Anastasia Screamed at the Iron

Horse next Wednesday. There is no cover for the Hatch

show tomorrow, and the music will start after 3:30 pm on

the small stage in the bar. This ought to l)e a fine way to kick

things off before Jello Biafra.

\{ \i)i \n Ml su
Z. Cp^^Jo"^

STARTS FRI. ONLY AREA SHOWING!
Curtain Daily 7:00 and 9:00

IITWO BIG THUMBS UP
for Rambling Rose...A masterpiece of comic

tone. . . BeuutifuQy acted. "-m^mta^

YOU'VE GOT TO SEE IT
It s a wonderful film...What a treat..1 thought

I was dreaming."

-jMiSipitAicni

ROICRT OUVAU LAUIA DUN

M^^^harvest These Great Values At Liquors 44!!
^* WINE %UOUOR-§*

lUBAHS i

BEER^
& A I r- MAIL IN '-^'-

ALCREBATE•300

COST
AFTER REBATE

14 12 02 aom.ES

OfcP
MILLER $Q99
GENUINE^

"

DRAFT LIGHT

BOTTLES

FALSTAFF & LIGHT

ALMADEM WINES
BunouNoy. chabus. fHne. ww nose.
BLUSH CHAaUS. QOUXN CHABLS.
FKNCH OCXOUBAfC.
CHEMNaLANC
SALE '6 49
MAIL IN

REBATE 1 00

81 9
OEP M tlOZ CANS

COORS ^TlW
GOLD & UGHT ^^^

LABATTS BEER & COST AFTER
REBATE

ALE MAIL IN REBATE 1 SO $ C2 9
12W OTTVt W ' PCP

RENE
JUNOT
RED A WHITE

DIANE LAOD LUKAS NAAS

•nu]M«_ —T— -i-nr- .iu«nMC(uaa« \jauaam cmkuub
I .m.,pm»nSi 4.1 "~—-"*

II ..II nttn i mu

j^wr rfJr^^-j;^ '2. Sil

Laura Dem is stunning in this bittersweet tale

of a sexually free young woman in the 1930s

South. Academy Award Performances

COORS $ c
*GOLD-UGHT ^

99
12PK.

POPOV

»6"CALLAWAY
CHARDONNAY
COOKS 5329:
CHAMPAGNE^

EXmADRYiBRUT

GALLO
WHITE $Q29
ZINFANDEL ^

$799
VODKA ^ '^

SALE '9 99 MAIL IN REBATE '2 i

ncuk.

SCHENLEY
RESERVE SALEM, 49

WHISKEY REBATE -3 00 (^
849COST AFTER $

REBATE

EARLY TIMES «{,?^e''^

BOURBON $10^^
SALE • 1 2 99 MAIL IN REBATE '2 00

[PASSPORT SCOTCH
SALE '14 49 MAN. M REBATE '2 00

COST AFTER
REBATE

POPOV VODKA 543^

Full Rcocmpt on Cciler

not responsible 'or

typographical errors

Sam to 11pm
Monday tbru Saturday

I ini inoQ AA
HADLEY

Campus Pia/a Route 9
2539344

LOCATIONS
HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln St
534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS 11-1441 THRU

WEO 11-20-S1

TeleChecli

il

LIVE DANCE PAItiy.

II

is now at

the Pub in Amheri

Pinocchio's

Ristorante Italiano
1177 N. Pleasant St., Amherst • 549-3669

Free Delivery

Every

Thursday

1.00 Cover

REVERSE
COVER!
The first

<^^ people
i n by

lOzOO PM

at the door!

Menu includes:

-Pizza

-Salads

-Subs

-Dinners (lasagna, egg-veal

chicken parmigana, and

manicotti)

-And new item - Calzoni!

Hours:

Monday -Thursday

Friday-Saturday

Sunday

4pm-2am
4pm-3am
4pm-1am

CALZONES
Any three only $9.95

II

II

II

FREE TOPPING

- ^ O H T
LONG!!!!

L

on any medium pizza
valid for p/u or del. only

|| valid for p/u or del. only
One coupon per order-exp.res 1/31/9^^^ One_coi|^p«jrd«r-«pjr«^^

$1.50 OFF ^any twoCalzones
any Urge Pizza

|| $7.00
with 2 toppings

|| valid for p/u or dd. only

valid for p/u Of del. only .. one coupon per order-expires 1/31/92
One couponj?erjoyder<xpiresJ/3T/^^ T—. —

'

I

TWIN SPECIAL n
I

2 Large Cheese pizzas
|

I

$12.50 I

I
Any Topping $1 .25 more

]

' ValWIforp^ordd.onlv
,

I
^>ej:ouiK>njexoTd

i

8f-e»P!gs.i/31Z^2 |
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Falling Temperatures, |

Falling Prices, Shop Scott's!

JACK DANIELS
IcounrrRY cocktails

549
4pk.

Sale Price 7.39
MaUln rebate l.SO

r<.^>s589 13 pk.
bottle*

CONCHA YTORO
RED & WHITE
TABLE WINES

599
1.5 Ltf.

GILBEY'S GIN
Iw/FREE 1 Liter

Schwcppe* tonic

99
750 ml

MICHELOB %
FAMILY

^6

BACARDI
SILVER RUM

'99
750 nU

KOCH'S
GOLDEN

ANNIVERSARY
34-13 OS. can*

'99
Dcp

COLUMBIA
CREST YA

CABERNET SAUVICNON VA

^6:99750 ml

ffiiC3 VVE WANT 10 BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

^ . , ^ , 6 University Drive
Tele-check for ,. , ^ ^ a. m i.^>a

your personal check. at NewHiarket Center, Amherst
We r%ow have

Ma»» Lottery game*!

2^^
o your personal check. at NewmarKet uenref, Amnersi "^^—^ y^

All you can eat!

— Cafe Ashley's^
Famous Sunday Buffet

Belgian Waffles

4^ Eggs & Omelets

Home Style Potatos

4- Bacon & Sausage
4- Scalloped Apples

4- Carved Ham
Fresh Fruit

4 Fruit Breads

4 Croissants

4 Bagels

$6

mm
nr ONE LOVE

BAND
I ANISIANO
(» CAHSSEAN
MknwrHi 1*.

SElECIBOCIinON!

AMAT IISAI.LA80UII It*

i

physical
graffiti!

Mfflocira
4 Mff r PfOPlf kVHO

U*(f 10 HAVE fW tg.

DEATH
PESTILENCE

Rt. 9 Hddley • 2 Miles from UMass • 586-6393

next to Howard Johnson's Lodge

EVERY WEDS ONE LOVE

f»\ 11/22 VKUlWetCMI
SUN 11/24 OVERKILL

FRI 1 1/29 NO lOZOS JAM PEt't/^

FRI
. 12/6 THE FOOLS ^

"

FRI 12/13 TMHUMMRIHI

1 Mki^ o.««

ROUTE 9 HAOLEV • M6-4463

CHEF CHEN S EXPRESS
FAST, FREE DELI\ ERV • 549-7700
SrN-THlRS: 5()O-10:00PM • FRI-S.AT: 5:()0-l 1 :00PM

1. Spring Roll $275
2. Barb«^ued Spare Ribs $6.25

3. Barbequed Roast Pork $6.50

(boneless ribs)

4. Steamed or pan fried

dumplings $4 25

5. Friecj chicken wings $4.50

Appetizers
6. Chicken Fingers $5.25

7. Fried )umbo Shrimp $7.00

8 Tenyaki Steaklb) $7.00

9. Pu Pu Platter (for 2) $14.00

lO.Partv Platters. $2f)(X)

Combination Dinner Specials

All Specials $6.25

A. Spring roll, sweet and sour chicken & fried rice

8. Cold finger, fried shrimp & fried rice

C. Fried Shrimp, chicken wings, spring roll & fried rice

D. Gold finger, teriyaki & fried rice

E. Chicken Wings, chicken fingers & fried ric(

Fried Rice

1 1

.

Pork fried rice $4.75

1 2. Chicken fried rice $4.75

1 3. Beef fried rice $5.00

14. Shrimp fried rice $5.00

1 5. House special $5.50
16. Plain fried rice $3 75

1
~ Steamed white rice $0.9')

DINNER SPECIALS • Mot & Spicy

!$l"00«$1.00

OFF I OFF

•Chicken w/peanuts $6.30

•Beef w/peanuts $6.50
•Shrimp w/peanuts $6.85

•Pork cooked twice $6.30

•RrcKColi w/garlic sauce $6.30

•Chicken w/garlic sauce $6.30

•Shrimp w/garlic sauce $6.85

•Pork w/garlic sauce $6.30

Beef w/snow peas $6.50

Chicken w/snow peas $6.30

Beef w/broccol I $6.50

29. Chicken w/broccoli $6.30

30. Vegitanan delight $6.30

31. Shanghi style tofu $6.00

32. 'Tofu Szechuan style &6.00
33. Chicken w/cashew nuts $6.30

34. Chicken Lo Mein $6.00

35. Beef Lo Mein $6.00

36. Shrimp Lo Mein $6.00

37. Pork Lo Mein $6.00

38. Sweet & sour pork $6.30

39. Sweet & sour chicken $6. »)

BOLTWOOD
MARKET
Congratulates

Brad Kerstetter

of Brown Residence Hall

Lunch is on US!

Bring in this ad by rriday 11/15/91

to receive a delicious sandwich

made just the way you want it!

IK-)l.l\VOO[) >1,'\KKn • 17 Kclioci Ave
• behind l>.irt s*

2=>'S-nnHI • open d.iiK •)-7 • Sun ') 12

COLLEGIAN
ADVERTISING

WORKS!

The best

advertising

medium
to reach
students
In the

Five-College

area.

Reach 19.000

per day.

545-3500

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE 'MSC"

• M/KSOAflN t SZKHUV4 CUISM

•HOMfSTlYtCOOWNC

• FItiSH VtCTABlES FaOM aC FAIM

• WT IN 0« lAtt OUT

• FUi UQUX vaf6i

•OrfN7DAV5

• sfWlY KMOOa©

iviASTlRCARO & VISA ACCEPTID

253-7835 253-2813

\^t>2 Main Street, Arnherst ^

Showtimes
Mon - Thurs

7:30pm
Fri - Sun

7:00pm & 9:00pm
Admission $4.00

IStuden^/lD$3^

MINIMUM
$10.00

PURCHASE

I

I

I

I

I

MINIMUM
$10.00

PURCHASE

1 FREE
I

soda!
I

WITH ANY
I

DINNER OR
COMBINATION I

I

One Coupon Per Order i One Coupon Per Order

Expires 1/1/92 I Expires 1/1/92

I J

FREE
SODAS
WfTHANY

TWO DINNERS
OR

COMBINATION
SPECIAL

One Coupon Per Order | One Coupon Per Order

Expires 1/1/92 * Expires 1/1/92

—^_ —

_

~ ^—^ m^^ ^^^ MM^

DON^ FORGET
FRIDAYNIGHT is

^aof/e^ A//^^^
M mk.€s

Free T-shirts & Prizes!

- Prizes include gift certificates to -

Trfi**** • Fancy Fingers • Mike's • Halrinrorlu Plus

!* SO ladles through the door receive a Ilo^ircr

Dra^nrlngs wiVOi begin at 9pai Mid all laiUcs arc cUglbic

* Drink Special
*

Malibu Wave
$1.50

Mways something

for everyone!

* Drink Special
*

99C glass of

Champagne
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November 13. IWl

Dear Graduate Student Employee:

In the next few days, cacii of you will be asked by the Graduate Employees
Organi7ation (GEO) to participate in a strike. As you make the very personal
decision atx)ut whether to do so, I thought it would be helpful to report to you on the

current status of negotiations.

Following an election supervised by the American Arbitration As.MKiation,

the administration and (iEO signed a contract, on January 25, 1*N|, in which the

administration granted recognition to (lEO as the representative of graduate student

employees and agreed to engage in g(K)d faith negotiations with GEO about a variety

of employment-related issues; (iEO, fur its part, agreed not to strike.

Since that time, a committee of administrators which includes an asscKiate

chancellor, a vice chancellor, two deans, and a member of the Provi>st's staff, has twcn
negotiating with a GEO ncgt>(ia(ing committee, and has reached agreement on in«>st

of the issues raised. Our rela(itm.ship with (iE() for the pa.st several months has been

virtually indistinguishable from our relationships with the various unions which

represent our other employees. In the past nine months, rcprcscnlalivcs of the

administration and (iEO have met weekly and have reached written agreement aUtut

some twenty matters, including appointment and rcappi>intment criteria and

prtKcdures, worklitad, hcahh and safety, layoff and recall, training and orientation,

time off, ji>l> descriptions, and tHhcrs.

Most recently, negotiations have Iven f«K-us.scd on a package of six items.

The two sides have reached agreement alnmt r«>ur of those six:

1) a grievance prtKcdurc which includes Hnal and binding arbitration by an

tiutside party;

2) stipends;

.3) a no strike provision;

4) a priKcdure for ncgi>tialing alH>ut the effects of any disproportionate cuts

to departmental TA budgets;

Two issues remain unres4>lvcd. The first is an agency fee. (JEO has

proposed that we withhold from the paychecks of graduate student cmplt>yccs who
arc unwilling to pay (iEO dues a comparable amount of money which we would then

either turn over to (iEO or deposit in a mutually agreed upon fund. Under

Mavsachu-sctls law, all public empl«>ycc unions arc entitled ti> such an agency fee.

However, in 197«^ the Ma.vsachu.setls l-abor Relations Commission (MLRC ) ruled

specifically that our graduate student employees arc not covered by that law.

It is our legal counsel's unequivtKal view that, given that ruling, we are

l>rohit>ited by law from collecting an agency fee, and that, if wc did so, unhappy

graduate student empU^yccs would sue us, would win. and would be awarded

substantial settlements by the courts, which wi>uld include punitive damages There

have been, counsel points out, a sut>slantial number of court rulings on this issue,

including at least one Supreme Court decision, and thcv all indicate that an agency fee

must be explicitly authorized by statute before it can be c«»llected. The attorney for

the I'nitcd Auto Workers in Detroit has argued the contrary view, that wc could

legally collect such a fee.

Wc have proposed that the question be put to the impartial, highest legal

authority in the Commonwealth, the Attorney (ieneral. a process which would give

the lawyers for both sides the opportunity to present their arguments, after which the

Attorney (ieneral would issue an opinion. We have promised that, if the Attorney

General indicates that collection of an agency fee would be legal, we would coUect it.

We have further proposed that while we await the Attorney General's

response we provide four options from which graduate student employees could

Icct: payfcicnt of full mcmlKrship dues to (iEiO, payment of a service fee to GE(),

ivmcnt of an amt>unt equivalcnl to the service Ice to a child care or scholarship
sc

payment

fund, or no payment

Alternatively, of course, the legal objections could be overcome if the MLRC
reversed its earlier ruling. We have a.ssured the (iEO that, should (iEO petition the

MLRC, the campus administration would mit oppose that petition, and we have

recommended that the Board of Trustees as the legal employers of us all, not oppose

it either.

The second issue still unrcst)lved is student health fees. For the current fiscal

year, (iEO has pro|M)scd, and we have agreed to, a waiver of the spring semester $185

basic fee and a waiver of 21% of the $1247 annual (including summer) family plan

fee. This offer will cost the campus approximately $5(K).(f(K) and will require a

reduction in the budget of every department of campus to fund this.

For next fiscal year, GEO has proposed that wc provide a waiver of 79% of

the combincii basic and supplemental individual fee and 7V% of the family plan fee.

We have offered a full waiver next year «»f b«>th the fall and the spring basic fee (a

total of $.370 per student) and a waiver of 42% of the annual family plan fee. In

addition, we have offered a waiver of 1*)% of the combined basic and supplemental

individual fee and 7«>% of the family plan fee beginning in September 1993. Our offer

would mean that by ScptemKr IW.^ graduate student employees would be paying the

same am«)unt for health insurance as those non student state employees who ch»H»sc

to join an HMO such as Kaiser Permanente. This offer will cost the campus

approximately $1 million in 19'>2-9.1 and $2 million in 1993-94.

We are fully prepared to resume negt>tiations next week, and wc remain

hopeful that an agreement can be reached. If y«)u have any questions about these

matters, please feci free to call Su.san Pearson at 545-6222.

Sincerely,

Richard D. O'Brien

Chancellor

NOBODY'S

KI 9AMHKKST/MAI)LEY
BtTWEEN SUPER
STOP N SI lOP &

LIQUC^RS 44

AT Tl IE

CAMPUS
PLAZA

\A' IF YOU NEED JEANS GET HERE!!

Now through Wednesday - 2 pairs for $25
Men's and women's jeans from the

warehouses of the best specialty stores.

Regularly $30-$48 a pair

Seven days only!

FIRST QUALITY AND SLIQHT IRREQULARS

NOBODY'S
PERFEC>

Not even the best known specialty &
department stores in the U.S. They
make mistakes, too.. .That's when

our buyers take advantage and pass

the savings onto you!

CAMPUS PLAZA rt 9AMHERST/HADIfY

Phone 256-8686

Hours:

Sun. 12pm-6pm • Mon., Tues., Wed. 10am-6pm

Thurs., Fri. 10am-9pm • Sat. 10am-6pm

«-
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ITS HERE! ITS NEW!!!

IT'S TOUCHTONE TELEPHONE
PRE-REGISTRATION

FOR SPRING 1992

CNDERGRADtATES IF YOU DONT KNOW YOUR PIN OR YOUR
ACCESS PERIOD. CHECK WITH YOUR ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT.

NOW RENTING FOR THE
SECOND SEMESTER

Don't live in the dorms paying 1800^^ room

and board for the second semester

You can live in beautiful

SQUIRE VILLAGE
at an average of$235/Month

(room, board, utilities)

We have large 1 to 4 bedroom apartments

fully applianced with:

• Kitchen with dishwasher •

• Wall-to-wall carpeting •

• Air Conditioning •

• Laundry facilities •

• Swimming pool •

• On U-Mass bus route •

Don't Delay! Call

SQUIRE VILLAGE
APARTMENTS
ROUTE 116 • 665-2203

Interested in Conservadon?
S/)r/Ni^ /WJ Conseri'df/on Coitrscs in the Dc/hirtnicnt oflhrcstiy & WiUlliJc Mandi^cnicnt

Wildlife and Their Environment
WFBJO 197

A

Natural history of New Enf^land and international

fish and wildlife, evolutionary relationships, animal

ecology and distribution in the environment, and

human-wildlife interactions. Students encouraged

to experience natural history first-hand and to read

classic books on wildlife natural history and natural

historians.

7Vm*.TuTh 4:00—5:15

Instructor Todd K. Fuller

Fundamentals ofApplied Ecology
FOREST 190A

Introduction to the principles ofecology, including

the structure and dynamics of populations, commu-
nities, and ecosystems. Application of ecological

principles to current problems in natural resources

nunagcmcnt and conservation, including topics such

as conservation of rare and endangered species,

management of fire in forest ecosystems, climate-

vegetation interaaions, and biological control of

insect pest populations.

Time: TuTh 9:30—10:45; plus discussion section.

Instructor: Matthew J. Kelty

Count bms G*n EU Om^gnatton ofBMogiaU Sdena (BS)

Wildlife Conservation
WFBIO 261

Wildlife management, conservation, and steward-

ship, ecological processes, animal behavior, habiut

interactions, population dynamics, human dimen-

sions of wildlife conservation. Prerequisite: Intro

biology course.
r/m*. TuTh 11:15— 12:30

Instructor Todd K. Fuller

Neir Conp'sesf

Global Conservation:

Race To Save The Planet
NAREST 190A

Glotxd environmental issues: world population

growth, environmental politics, hazardous waste,

global warming and acid rain, renewable energy

resources, recycling, tropical deforestation, wilder-

ness preservation and other topics

Video forum section uses PBS scries: 'Race to

Save the Planet"

Time: MW 335—4:25

Viileo/lssues Forum: F 3:35—5:05

Instructor: Curtice R. Griffin

Wilderness Conservation and Use
NAREST 390A
Wilderness: "... areas where the earth and its com-

munity of life are untrammeled by humans, where
humans arc visitors but do not remain..." Philoso-

phy and historical origins of Wilderness in the

United Sutes; ecological, recreational, and spiri-

tual values of Wilderness; principles of Wilderness

management; global review of international Wil-

derness policies.

Time: MWF 2 :20— 3 :30

Instructor: Robert M. Muth

Wmii^mmA

F€n'AdditiohMlnfbrmati€m Contact the
lyepartment ofForestry & Wildlife Management

545-2665

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

I fiPPRBCl-

/aeyouP' IMtU.l'M
ANXKXJSTO
HMRlOhAT
youHAve ID

SAiABOUl
QUAYl^..

I SWUUJWf?/^ you, THOUGH,

I MAY NOT Be A3L^ TO use IT

PeA flL^e> CONTAIN A UJTOF
RAMMTA. VMNOT IN

T>^ eubime^ of
fV\^IN60NUN-'^'
5U3STANTIATU>
AueOATIONS

Unbeknownst to most omithologists, the dodo was

•ctusliy a very advanced species, living alone quite

peacefully until, in the I7th century, it was
annihilated by men, rats and dogs. As usual.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

^v^\\XV?PA^

By BILL WATTERSON

MiSSOK
I

^/M^<^a.

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH
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\5Afiifif.iumryou
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,
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B£St>fSiX
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CHAf»arPS
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TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN
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(ommifwui.lvnKst, aim
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from.

\
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HoldilV^aT
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THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By SHADOW

Quote of the Day
"We 're trying to cut up this university so

the administration isforced to recognize our

value."

—Emily Isaacs, co-speakerfor the Graduate

Employee Organi:uition

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE
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Menu
LUNCH

Chicken Burrito

American Chop Suey

BASICS LUNCH
Sprout Sandwich

Chicken Burrito

DINNER
Roast Beef

Cheese Spinach Strudel

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Spinach Strudel

Rice and Vegie Pilaf

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES<March 21 April 19): Routine

matterN require special atiention lo prevem

cosily miNlakes A co-worker lends a

helping hand. Use your chansnu to obtain

the important informalion you need

TAIIRUS( April 20-May 20) Do not

try to force the ivsue when discussing a

nnancial mailer. Your co-workers arc

preoccupied Tend to rouune tasks that

you can handle on your own. Great ideas

abound tonight I

GEMINKMay 21-June 21): Buying

or selling could be as ea.sy as one. two.

three now Taking a calculated nsk could

pay off Thisevening may not be right for

cntenainingathoftie;planlogoelsewhere

CANCERtJune 22-July 22): An

excellent day lo perfect residential and

family plans Also, you should pour your

energy into projects on the launching |>ad.

It is not a night lo drift loo far from your

loved ones.

LEO(July 23-Aug 22): Family

members and higher-ups could become

testy today. You are better off keeping a

low profile. Your thoughts are on the

fulurr tonight. Consult male.

VIRGO(Aug 23-Sept. 22): A
financial goal can be attained today.

probably through a friend's assistance.

Expanding your social circle will help

speed career progress. Phone faraway

friends

LIBRAlSept 23-Oct 22) Ca.sl aside

any recUiiive tendencies today and mingle.

It is your time to hook up with wealthy and

influential people You can reel in bi(

money if you fish the nghi Mreaim!

SCORPICKOcl 2.3-Nov 21) A
festive day. particularly in temu of family

activities and home entertainment A
ronuotic message may herald an excilin|

new phase Examine your relationship in

the light of a recent discovery.

SACITTARlLStNov 22-Dec 21):

This is a "good news" day as fir as your

household finances go You can ulk your

way inio a win-win position. Plans made

on a moment's notice work out just great!

CAPRICORNlDec 22-Jan 19):

Overconfidence in a pal could set yoti

back Stay calm. Getting the whole story

will help you rake in new profits. Suy off

the beaten track if looking for fresh

inspiration

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Eeb 18): There

could be an exciting new domestic or

financial chapter lo your life Dress to

impress. Your creative genius is ignited

by an unexpected revelation

PISCES<Feb 19-March20):Theday

begins with a flourish. You are in the

money and may win big dividends by

reaching an accord with someone

influential. A purchase you make for

yourself or another is very worth* hile

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Beth Butts

PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Terry Stanner

Production NitinMukul,

Tracy Kruger
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Dingle
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

coming to UMass."
Dingle averaged 10.4 points and seven rebounds

last season, his junior year, for the New York City

Catholic High School Champions.
"1 feel comfortable with everything at UMass."

Dingle said.

Gary DeCesare, Dingle's coach, said, "I'm happy he

decided to go to UMass. They have three great young

coaches. They get it done and do it the right way."

The UMass coaching staff couldn't comn^ent about

Dingle because they havent yet received the actual Letter.

UMass' Atlantic 10 rival, Rutgers, had two players

sign yesterday. Waliy>- Dixon, a highly touU»d 6-foot-

3 gviard from Linden, NJ and Anthony Stewart, a 6-

foot-8 transfer from Lon Morris Junior College in

Texas signed

Bruins
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

the Nordiques have nowhere to go but up.

Last Saturday I saw the C^nadiens blow open a 1-1 see-

saw battle with Chicago by scoring three goals in five or six

minutes. Remember those great Canadiens squads of old^

Solid defense, a money goaltender and an offense whichcould

seemingly score at will? Hate to tell you. but they're back.

Meanwhile, the Sabres finally solved their doughnut

problems by finding a center who can fill the middle — Pat

LaFontaine The price was steep. Pierre Turgeon is no

ordinary player, after all. But LaFontaine is a money player

who has proven his mettle in playoff situations. In short,

he'sjust what the doctor ordered for the Sabres, who haven t

been past the first round in years.

What this means for the Bruins is they cant waltz past the

division anymore. Uke they have the past few years. Two or

three great players leading the way wont win a division title.

Of course, theyll make the playoffs anyway, so who

cares"

The San Jose Sharks playofT hopes revolve around

"Will our cable system carry SportsC^hannel?" With just 3

wins and 93 goals allowed to show for 18 regular season

outings, the Sharks might as well apply for spring reserva-

tions at the country club of their choice. They couldn't win

in the minor leagues. Or the Canadian junior leagues. Or

the Hockey East. Or the Massachusetts High School tour-

nament, for God's sakes. I can see the score now. ."Boston

College High School 10. Sharks 0."

Christina, our resident Washington Capitals fan, was

angry at me lately for not noting the Caps were in front of

the Patrick Division. Point well taken, Christina. The Caps

have scored a league-leading 85 goals and are unbeaten in

Patrick Division contests. They beat Montreal 4-2 Monday

night. Caps forward Randy Burridge (Smart trade, Harry

Sinden) is eigth in scoring in the NHL. All this from a team

most "experts" thought would keel over and die while the

Rangers ate up the Patrick.

Who can stop these guys? Adam Oates and Brett Hull

have 20 of St. Louis' 57 goals. Maybe they're worth their

salaries after all. .

Here's another surprise. The Vancouver Canucks are

12-4-2 and lead the Smythe division by six points ov«r

second-place Los Angeles and Calgary. How long will this

last? Hard to say. since I've never seen the Canucks on TV.

Hmmm. if the NHL had real television coverage maybe

we'd know. Incidently . if indeed you do crave proper hockey

coverage, buy a satalite dish and haul in the Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation'sHmkey Night in C 'anada^ Molson

does a lot of sponsoring for the broadcasts, so there's bound

to see pro-Montreal bias any time I>es Habitants are on

(Molson owns the Canadiens) All the same, only ESPN's

NHL coverage in 1988 ever came close. FanUstic.

Greg Sukienntk is a Collegian staff member

WM's long dislancc savings plan can lake you to this location.

*v .^^^ AT&T has al>fc-a>^ helped college students call the places they want to call In fact, one of our

<aving.s plans f»>r off campus students, the SelectSaivr^ Plan, lets you direa dial ihe one out ofstate area code

you call most olien lor |ust 11.90 a month and 12 cents a minute, evenings, nights and weekends 20 cents

a minute, weekdays* And now AT&T can take you to another place you've always wanted to go Just

enter the AT&T "It Can Hap^xrn to Me" Sw^fsiakes You could win a trip for you and a guest to any US. and any

European rock concert All you h.lve to do» is fill out the coupon below. G So let us help you choo.se the

wings plan that's right for you. And then try your luck at our Sweepstakes. Both will be music to your ears.

To sign up for an AT&T saving<> plan for off-campus .students, call

1 800 654-0471 , Ext. 7457. To enter the AT&T "It Can Happen to Me"

Sweepstakes, fill out the coupon helow.

"inrioi^scootineoiiiuS AiasM H»<w«. Puwk) Wico and Ihe U S Virgin liiaiifh Savings ra«ed on c*« w«« 56 ("iles Vtiiai sawigs pa*«>4i«l

iarmnrK on »ut»a«>ef cafcng pMtems Procwwig Ipe ol I? 00 appkes D«y '*» apr»y hom 8 am to 5 pm

(El 1991 ATM

AT&T

OmCIAL RULE.S-NO PlJRCIjASLNECESSAgY
1 V vmar *wnt»iw yoitf rwiN art^-s* o*«*» fV"*** 9^ '« '^«>» '^ •^ '**<'•* ""t^ •^"^ -> • pli«" tmtm t* (Mas'

OfV« mMf fc^*^ can ti* Hfuna t> vw (>**• r»l T99i «v« nl Aoatofl Vorti fH» fjrfcrfw l8»^ »99l »*.« rt
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Enter the AT&T "It Can Happen To Me " Sweepstakes.

To enter, complete this form and mail to

AT&T "U Can Maiipen lb Me' S\vve|-*st3kes,

Box 2%1, Cedar Cnm, New Jersey ()70<« 2S01

n

Name (WMsePrim).

College

Aiidress ,

—

Cjiy

. Year in school

llPh<

suae

.

Zip.

)ne
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Currciu IxxiR Oi.MarKr Comiany A1*T_ MCI _ SPRIN I _ OTIIFR _
Currciu Calling Card Com|wny /fr&T_ MCI _ SI'RINl _ OIHER _
[ 1 On (ampus Stud«-nl LI Off Campus Siuclcnl ( 'J')

All frtrm mull briT«t»rdb> 1Z/)0"»1 r*i puirhnr nnntaiy NMI whnr pn^tMrd
Ynu nun bf W ytM% of if^ oi nMrr m rran
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~ Long ~

HOT DOG
1/4 Ib.Hamburgers

Fries

Onion Rings
Grinders

Fish & Chips

== DRlVE-IN=
11 am-7pm • 7 Days
Route 9. Hadley

585-0241

R&P
Liquors
Convanlani to Brittany

ARtvarglad*

253-9742
506 Waal SL
So. Amharal

Some o( the tinggesX.

soma ol the bast

presents ooma in

the smaHast boxes!

LOW, LOW PRICE

7

DISCOUNT OIL
Nnrlh.imp|oci H(>lv"l<<'

584-4112 • 53S 1888

I

RESUMES
Copy Cat Print Shop

• Great Seivice • Great Prices •

228 Triangle St. • Amherst • 549-3840

FRANK
SANTOS

Rated R

Hynotist-Humorist

Nov. 16th

1st Show 5:30

General Audience

2nd Show 9:30

Adults Only

705 Memorial Dr.

ChicoDce • 593-5222 Tickets on Sale Now!

men 's hoop
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

first place vote.

A-10Tidbit8:George Washington will

have a new point guard in 1992. Omo
Mosea, who played for the University of
{Pittsburgh his freshman year has trans-

ferred to CjW. NCAA rules mandate that
he must sit out this year before playing.

GtHirBf Washington a>ach Mike Jarvis is

happy with tlu' aiijuisitjun ofMoties,a former

Cambridge Rindge &. Latin star, and says

"We won't mind waiting a year for him."

Jarvis is recruiting a 7-foot-2 player,

who in his own words, has the potential

of being as good as Hakeem Olajuwon.
Jarvis would not reveal the player's name.

Temple's Mark Strickland said Eric

(listed as Rick) Brunson, a Salem, Mass.

High School graduate, has looked im-

pressive in practice.

"He has a lot of potential," Strickland

said. "He just has to remember he's not

Mark [Macon], he's Eric'

Upon learning that UMass assistant

coach John Robic was in West Virginia

scouting the Lithuanians, West Virginia

coach Gale Catlett said, "You're dropping

three sports up there, but you've got time

to scout Lithuania?"

Reflecting on last season, McCoy said,

"I might have made a mistake in not

redshirting. I was real sick in the begin-

ning of the year. I didn't start peaking

until the end."

BOSTON BARTENDERS
SCHOOL OF AMERICA

If you are over 18, be a bartender.

LOCAL/NATIONAL PLACEMENT
AY/EVENING 1 WEEK

• SPEND WINTER BREAK WITH US!

LIMITED OPENINGS REMAIN FOR JANUARY CLASSES

CALL TODAY • 747-9888

US5 MjMNJJ,>Ua;£aa • SPmNCFlELOMA

^^ C f /• /I C n ri^"^RICORDS ^^"^w^Rf CORPS

RECORDS • CASSETTES • COMPACT DISCS

IMPORTHD, MOEPENDENT
&DOMESTX:

MONWEO9:30-6 SUN 12-5

THURS-SAT9a)-9
213 MAM ST. NORTHAMPTON

COLLECTABLES • USED
MANUFACTUREfrS OVER-STOCKS
MONDAY - SATURDAY 10 • 530

THURSDAYS 10 - 9 SUNDAY 12 • 5

21 STATE ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-1707

PICK

UP

OFFICIAL

CARD

MITH

THIS

AO

20
MIN
FROM

U-HASS!

Tire Ulorehouse
"TIRES FOR LESS"

^^rou/y Jltm/^ty^i^ ID Card
You and your employees will NEVER

pay retail for a lire or part again.

U-MASS

Nunc of Organiuiion

Sigtuiurc

291 FEDERAL ST

ID#

GREENFIELD. MA 77A-35A1

Clip This Before Another

Student Sees It.

It's nothing personal against your classmates. It's just that

Ronkin gives students the skills, practice and support they

need to gain an edge in the competition for grad school

admission. Sure, you want your classmates to get in...But

don't you want the Ronkin advantage for yourself? Ronkin,

the nation's largest full-range educational service company,

has 4-week Intersession test prep courses forming now for

LSAT,GMATor GRE -—

,

^-i '

for only $595.00. I

In Amherst: 549-4010 I ry ^ a t iTifMT TTFO

Classifieds
COME TO THE mUFClAN OFFICE IU CAMPUS CENTER » THURSMYHMM} FRIDAY H:M)-2,^'DFADUNEISmO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAUON > 2lkAV0RIWAy FORmJDEm » CASHINAIWANCE

15

a«%2
6 PM BtuMNt mdudw
(knnar and dano* fm» 4nn«r
End* 2AM

NAKED OUN 2 1/1

ToragM
Cainpu«C«nMr
AwaioAum
iOOPM
79.nPM
Sponaoradby
SAF A

Want 10 laam WKm LANGUAGE?
UMaia Hand* maaang Vm Thurt

Rm \t»CCm*M

FOR RENT

AMHERST. Two badroom condomwwm*

tof a» nm aa IS60 pannontti Coovaniart

morthia-niorth nnM a0iMma<« Partung

jiiiBlaro tor *mo vaNolaa On but mM.
doaa 10 mai . carta* o« Worn andUMaaa CH

nOOM M APARTMENT. Amharat oartaf

North Piaaw* a ' Of 2 paopta TaMovaf

laaao m January Noo-amoMf CaU 2S6-

Mi6Laa«ai

FOUND

JACKET FOUND
n Siudam Uivon

53»««i7"Suaafi

LOST
Necklace

•Httt

ATTCNTKM PSVCHOtOQV STUDENTS:
Tha Payohoiogy Graduaia Studam Panot

win ba TtMfiday. Nooambaf 14. at 7«) PM
in room 304 Tobin Hal
Ash graduata studants about programs in

grad ictiool. tne appicaton proooss. ate

Sponsonad by Psyctiotogy Club and Pm Chi

Honor Sooaty

HEY BANOOSIt Donl kxgat 10 buy your

banquat tKkals' Today is tha LAST day On
sale al Chapel before rahoaraai.

STUDENTS • Naad iinanoal aid'' Grants,

scholarships availabia with minimal quaH-
cat'ons For intormation cal 506-9445

UMASS CLUeCOHM
Meeting lomght

6pm in E'37 ktechmar
Alter we'll go to a
meeting tor comm
majors ' Importanll

•h>glaRoom
mhousa
Acroaa Irom BayBarti

Starting January ifl

549 4? 77 or 549 8282

TOWNEHOOSE 1 OR 2 lemala roomm^as

Martmg J*ii Chaap. coovan^nt Cai ASAP

549-8714

To««nhooaa2Badfooiiii i/JtathBosfioUa

N Amharst 1-567 1352

HAPPY 21ST

HAPPY 21ST BIRTHOAY O. Th« one says

you re grown io»« K Come down and saa

ma ioffia bnta -S

HCLPWANm

Cajl546<70i

LOST
Siivar nadilaca wi^Bul (Zoitec) charm on

1(V23 M lound please cal 253 4149

AUTO FOR SALE

74 VW BUG w/ surirool

Qeodcond 1000 or BO
Wendy 586 3433

1980 RABBIT 4 drs In good conditions

$550 00 or BO 549-0753

Seltad cars, trucks, boats. 4wheeters.

motorhomes, by FBI. IRS, DEA Available

your area now Call (805) 682 7555 Ext C
1676

COLLEGE PIZZA

FALL SPECIAL
Small cheese S3 50

Large cheese $6 00

Add $1 lor lor2 toppings

Free soda w/ large sub. salad.

or spaghetti 549 6098 549-6073

Must mention this ad

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-OtSC! $1 75 00 DJs. VJs, Karaoke

lor house/ Formal partlas. Call 586-9900

AIRPLANE TICKET TO DC tor

givrng $188 Ftour>dinp 259-1785

~ BREW YOUR OWN BEER
alhoma.rschaap.simpla.imie labor Com-

pMajxawmg Ms Cal 508^e2>6453

Cuil^ii 1 Diaca lor sale $8 00 each Lim

ilad satacfion Ftease call Denms at 6-0428

lor inlorTT«ition

COMPUTER WITH MODEM PRINTER

and table $300 Call CM! 549- 1 762

IBM386-23 8MEG-RAM Scanner-Ansal

VQA-loaded' High density- Flops $2100*o

546-6926

MAGEWRITER It $250

Microtech 800K disk dnve $S0

Call Matt 545-3035 (8-5)

Round trip plana ticket from Hafttoid lo Or-

lando«arasota FL Departs Dec 18 Re

turns Dec 26 m$250 00 584-6569

SEARS KENMORE DISHWASHER.
Undarcounter or portable Worths great but

no longer needed $1 00 or Best Otter 323-

7768

SMITH CORONA TYPEWRfTEB

XE 5200 with dictionary

$100 Or best offer

Must see

Call Craig at 549-8293

STEREO A VIDEO EXCHANGE: New/used

components, best deals around' New re-

ceivers (remote) $ 1 49 NewCD players Irom

$109 New cassette decks from $89 Com-

paclAill size speakers, from $50/pair New

JVC deluxe boombox $139 New Quasar 4

head VCR $279 Used equipment Wide

variety from budget to high end All

warranteed, free list We buy/selWrade!

7daysA»eek 256 0941

THINKING ABOUT ENGAGEMENT?

Buy my $624 45 credit at Silverscape De-

sign lor $5491

Paul 617-566-4802

WINTER COAT
Never been worn 100% wool olh/e green

size 10 brand name $100neg 253-5180

EARLY RBCRS Earn great monay daWar-

ing newspapers Call Cheryl al 548 9688_

Eam $2000 . Free Spnng Braafc Tnps'

North Amancas #1 sludart tour operator

saalung moMMd siuda««». oigamiabona.

traianMas and sorortllaa aa campus rapra^

sanlalivas promoting Cancun, Bahamas

Daytona and Panama Cityi Cal i 800 724

1566^

^ULL/PART TMK internships ottered tor

students miereslad m v«Jao proAiction Cal

Jim or Jofca a NCTV 586-6922

JOBS: Clean Water Actions environmaotal

canpagn stall Evenings $7/hr Cal 584

9830 On buslines

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many posi

tions Call (805) 682 7556 Ext P-3306,

HOUSE FOR RENT

MUSK:tANS

LOCALBAND Bongos 10Cwcul laato tontcy.

It to pin working band Proles

t a must Call Steve 256 0846

MCOLE ANDERSON

IWkMi today iaTiidW^iai birth-

day. I tan It only ppwip'WihM aha tacaiva

herownspacMclas««adldUnlwantWprf
in a gananc birthday dasaitad. tM rather a

mora personal ona Than I thought aboU
gnnng a siMel • mushy one la«ng her how

spaoal sha is, thou^ rm sure she already

know But|ustiocaaa;Nie*u,llova you

CHEESE
at«aMarcuto
Good kjdi tor Iha njn ol R.J

Braakatogi

LovaSturgaon

MILAN AND LYNDA
vid the resi of Ihe cast of Noses Ott

Good luck and break a lag

Smla
Love Michael

JOE, VANESSA AND SARAR
Grsal |ob with Noiaes on
You guys are tha baal

Smile

LoveMfchael

DELTA CHTS RAINMAN
oontuswn isnl

always bad
bulacal would

be nice

MY JAZZ MAN:
Thanks tor danong in the dark and tale night

chats

Whats next'

Your bkies T OM

fCRSONALS

I Bllllii Houaa m Sunderland on buslria

Ouwt St Cad BiM Wikl 516-626-2900

•• INTERNSHIPS ~

Legal Sarvlcaa Internship Inlormatlon

Sessions: Monday, 1 1 / 1 8 Campus Center

room 915, 4 00pm. and Tuesday. 11/19.

Campus Ctr room 909, 4 OOpm

OHCAMPtJS»ITERNSHIPS«PRING 1992

Earn credit/Residential Recycling Program

Gain valuable expenence We encourage all

majors to join US' Introduce new ideas lo the

program CalU545 1 1 53

SPRING 1992 INTERNSHIPS with the Le

gal Senrices Center, gel handson expen-

ence in the legal Held -work directly with

attorneys and clients Eam up lo 1 5 under-

graduate credils No expenence in the legal

profession necessary-training provided

Contact Legal Services today 545^1995,

922 Campus Center, ^
LOST

AWIAAM/FM CASSETTE Radio in Marcus

131 $Reward' If lound please call Mark 256-

8370 __,

Brown taathar (ackat with map pattern in

side on Nov 9

Contains brown leather wallet that contains

valuable monuments
II found, please call 546- 1 240. ask HeeYun

Reward-$30

Lost 2KEYS and kx* cajn-ani -6-4443_

LOST: GoW Gucd-lirik bracelet on 1 1/6 In

either Thompson 106, Boyden Lot or South-

west Creamery Sentimental vakie. Call

Nicole 549-5613

We met tor Ihe second time at Zoe's party

Want to go tor thtaa

Saw
BENJAMm A. FRIEDMAN
Happy 21st Bday Sugar'

I tove you more ihan words can say . creature

I hope we last forever

Your Mile aben.

JP
(Ben and Jen-How cute!)

CAFE SUNSET
Smile, BOYZ )

Love,

Da' Bim

Pooky R - Thanks for a wonderful weekend

I love you 'I'm smiling next lo you ,'

-Pooky I

YOl JIMMY CLUELESS
Guess what happens at midnita?

Hows your fartlocka''"

Happy 20th

Your Big Who'

CHICKEN HEAD
Why not give us a shot?

Sunshine

Happy Birthday Honeybunchi

I hope you i^aff a great day

You re the bast, babe*

Love Gwaatifcjna

RIDEWANTCO

MOCWANTEO TOUVM Burlington vfa>M
1 1 -8. 1 1 -9. wiK share expenses! Call& 1 1 S3

Sludanl ttaada rWa irom GreenkaU MA to

UMass M^F 773-7705 Bilie-Jo

THANKSGIVING BREAK Ride needed to

upstate New Yo* Rochester, BuftakJ or

Clean New York I just need lo gel home

Call Jenny 253-3608 Leave a message

TO BUFFALO AND BACK
Thanksgiving Break

Will share expenses

Call Beth 253 7206 ASAP

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOOKING FOR 2 Non-smoking females lo

share room m beautiful S-Amherst Apt next

spnng
1 75* , Please call 549-3593

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
lo take over Brandywine lease

starting 1/92 549-7845

HAPPY 18T>I! TO
Lauren Mane the Bumblebee

My kl' cuddles I kive you!

BooBoo Bear _
HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Mellisa Lee

You veggie

Have a good one

HEY HORNDOGII Only eight days and

counting! Get psyched' Love. VP

TO MY STELLAR SWEETIE in NJ

Good luck tomorrow Always remember how

much I love you
Love always.

Your lavorite honey

SERVCES

ORDER AVON!
546-1999

CaH lor brochu re

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy lest, information or

support'' Call for free and conlidenlial

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam
Street, Northampton 586 3000 or

GreenfieW 774-6010 _
Questions alMut your lease/security de-

posit deductions'' Questions about sublel-

ling/assigning leases'' Questions about your

new house or apartmenf Contact the Legal

Services Center

922 Campus Center

545^1995

SKITUNMG
St2ipair

CalSavas
546 1739

FREE pragnancy testing; conMennai and

canng support BIRTHRIGHT 233 Mo

Pleasant Street Amherst 549^ 1 906

SUBLET

1 BEDROOM M ? bedroom apt Crestwaw

apis On buskne 280/mo Avad Jan or Feb

S4»1482

WBITENSESaiON-FomiShadroomin house

onMainSi lOmmtobars buso«MM)edoor

Only $250 256^456

TRAVEL

FREE TRAVEL- Airoouners andorusashos.

Studants also needed Chnsimas, spnng.

and summar tor amusement park emptoy-

ment Cal (805) 682 7555 Ext F 1426

SERIOUS ABOUT SPfONG BREAK? Bast

deals on Jamaica. Cancun, Barbados, Ba

hamas' Pricas mcraMa $100 altar Oac 12

Call now! 549 3674

SPRING BREAK -93-

You've only got one weak to Iva,

Donl Wow It!" Bahamas, Jamaka. Cancun

dtarganta Island Irom $399'

1-8004267710

SPRING BREAK IN CANCUN!
Representatives wanted

Collaga Tours, the nations largest and most

suocasslul spnng break tour operator needs

enthusiastic campus representatives Eam
tree tnps and cash' We provide everything

you need CaH 1-800-395-4896 For mora

information

SPRING-BREAK TRIPS!

Cancun Jamaica. Panama City

Plan before Jan 1 st i save $30

For details call Slacey 549-0840

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING

DISSERTATK>NS. THESES. CASES, Pa

pers. On -campus Servce, Mac/Laser Pnnler,

Spelteheck, Quality. Inexpensive 584-7924.

Nancy

FAST ACCURATE CHEAP
On Campus
Usa 546 1615

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING w/spelteheck

and bokJIace $1 50/pg Call Greg 6 3198

PAPERSTYPED: $1 50/Typedpage Ouck.

accurate service Call Bnan 546-3563

Word Processing - Reports, resumes, the-

ses, laser pnnting Call Rosemary 259 1 786

WANTED

MALE STUDENT to be personal weight

trainer Must be knowledgable in weight

traning and fitness Call Pete lor info 1-637-

2658

'^
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MICHAKL MORRISSEY
Collegian Stafl'

The LIniversity of Massachusetts field

hockey team plays its most important game

of the year today against Northeastern at

Parsons Field at 2 p m in Brookline. MA.

It's as simple as that.

In the NCAA tournament, one loss ehmi-

nates a team. So every game played for the

Minutewomen here on in could be their last.

In the regular season, UMass overlooked

Northeastern and the Huskies handed the

Miiiutewomen their first loss, a 1-0 decision

In our first game against Northeastern,

we played very poorly," coach Pam Hixon

said. "It came at a point in the season when

we were looking towards Old Dominion."

Ironically, the winner today must try to

upset the 23-0. defending national champi-

ons. Old Dominion team in Virginia on Sun-

day.

UMass must concentrate on Northeast-

em, however The Huskies (11-8-1), like

' 'Mass. lost their conference championship

ime. dropping a 3-0 decision to Boston

University.

Northeastern has the scoring power,

mainly thanks to Kelly Wilk and Debra

Sweeney. Wilk led the team ingoals with 14.

while Sweeney assisted on 16 goals while

oring nine herself.

In goal, Brenda Mitchell carries the Hus-

kies. Her 1.08 goals against average is im-

pressive,and she has seven shutouts. UMass
must get its offensive act going and test

Mitchell early to win.

Many of the UMass players look for re-

venge today against a team that tore off its

( oU««iaii file pho«o amior of invincibility. The Minutewomen

Massachusetts Dawn Trumbauer battles for a loose ball earlier this now have a more realistic view ofNortheast-

season Trumbauer and her toammates will travel to Boston today to face em and are more aware oftheir capabilities

Northeastern University in the NCAA tournament. "We lost against them, and 1 dont think

NCAAs
we should have,"DawnTrumbauer affirmed.

They're a big rival, and I feel that we have

the ability to beat them."

Sweeper Tracy Barclay agreed with

Trumbauer, adding. "We're going to kick

their butt."

Philippa Scott said. "I think we know we

can beat them. The way we played against

Temple was so good, ifwe just go out and get

the job done, that's all we have to do. They

are beatable."

This year, we're excited to get in, and

we're just going to keep on going." freshman

Catherine .larema said.

UMass must look for their go-to players

today, especially junior Sherlan Cabralis.

Cabralis was named Atlantic- 10 Rayer of

the Year for her dominating play in the

midfiel J, and if the Mmutewomon expect to

win. Cabralis must play well.

"Sherlan has been the backbone of our

team for three years." Hixon said. "She's

literally carried us. she's been our best

player. We look for her as much as possible

both when we're in trouble, and when things

are going well."

Although they lost, the consensus from

the team was that the Temple game last

week was a stepping-stone for them. The

team realized how well they are capable of

playing, and while they lost, 1 -0. Northeast-

em is not as talented as Temple.

"From theTemple game. We learned how

to play at that level on turf. . . . and 1 feel that

that has pivpped us for Northeastern," Hixon

said.

"We really have to match our perfor-

mance that we had at the Atlantic- 10s," she

continued. "Everyone was on target, we re-

ally played incredibly. What we have to do is

go out and play the same style, and play as

competitive as we played against Temple

"We're not going to look past anybody."

Women's hoop looks ahead
Bv KEVIN HERLIH\'
Collegian SufT

In her first game as the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball coach. Joanie O'Brien's squad lost to

the Lithuanian women's national team 85-42 at The Cage

on Tuesday afternoon. It's an ugly score, but not indicative

of they way the Minutewomen played in the first half.

The second half is another story, but. as O'Brien said.

"We'll get better. We saw some good things and that's what

we're going to build on. They're a good team. I'm not sure

we'll play a better one than we did torught."

In the opening drills the Minutewomen showed good

hustle and enthusiasm in their drills, but the Lituanians,

with their red. yellow, and green national colors on their

warmups, had a decidtjd height advantage. At 6-foot-l Kim
Kristofik is the uUest on the UMass team, while the %isitors

had five women at 6-feet or taller.

"WTien you've got kids who 6-foot-2." O'Brien said, "and

can do the things they did ... I'd like to steal one ofthem and
see if I could lock her in the locker room."

It was the first exhibition game and a perfect opportu-

nity for O'Brien to showcase the speed her team will rely on

this season.

Men's hoop
No. 1 in A-10

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA. Pa. — Before even playing a

regular season game, the University of Massachu-

setts men's basketball team is No. 1.

That's what nine head coaches and 27 members of

the media who follow the Atlantic- 10 regularly think,

as a preseason poll was released yesterday at media

day.

That shows that the media are not experts," said

UMass head coach John Cahpari. "They forget we lost

Rafer Giles, who won three games for us at the

buzzer."

Temple is picked second, followed by West Virginia,

St. Joseph's, Duquesne, George Washington, Rutgers,

Rhode Island and St. Bonaventure.

UMass' Jim McCoy and Tony Barbee were each

first team All-A-10 selections, while Harper Williams

was a second team pick.

The Minutemen reportedly received 26 of the 36

first place votes. Five other teams earned at least one

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1

1

"We were in kind ofa match- up zone," said OBnen, "and

we've got some rules that we have to follow. First halfwe did

It. Second half we let them get going. We started double-

pressure on the ball Little things we're supposed to be

doing, little things that let them open up and get loose."

Leading scorers for the team were Jen Moran with 14

points, and Kristofik with 10. UMass shot 41 percent for 26

points in the first half, but 33 percent for the game and only

16 second half points. Lithuania shot 47 percent in the first

and 50 percent for the game. They had five players in double

figures, and shot seven for eleven on three pointers.

"Jenny, in the first half, did a good job for us," O'Brien

saud. "Kim was consistent for us. We need to get Kim to shoot

the ball more. I'djust as soon have her shoot it as pass it and

turn the ball over. At least with the missed shot you get a

chance for an offensive rebound.

"First half, we got some good open shots. We hit some of

them, and missed some ofthem. Once we started missing we
got a little panicky and tried to do some things that,

physically and mentally, we're not able to do.

"Maleeka (Valentine) did a good job. We've asked her to

do things that she's just now adjusting to. We're starting to

put her under the basket to try to use her quickness.

Bright stalls,

Dingle signs
By TAMIR LIPTON
and BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Donta Bright, one of the most highly touted high school

basketball players in the country, has yet to sign a National

Letter of Intent to attend the University of Massachusetts

next year, as ofyesterday, the first day of the early signing

period.

However, Bright, a 6-foot-6 forward from Dunbar High

School in Baltimore, MD said he is still leaning toward

UMass.
"Massachusetts is still my number one school." he said

yesterday. "But. I'm still considering Ohio State. Coach

won't let us sign early. That's his policy."

Brightaveraged ISpointsand 19 rebounds pergame last

year, his junior season. He is listed in Dick Vitale's Bas-

ketball as the eighth best senior in the nation and is the only

sophomore ever to be named Baltimore's Player ofthe Year.

The UMass coaching staffcouldn'tcomment about Bright

because of NCAA regulations.

Nonetheless, Dana Dingle, another top recruit from St.

Raymond's High School in the Bronx, NY signed the Letter

yesterday and will attend UMass next fall.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Loss of Neely
hurts Bruins
several ways
How much does Cam Neely mean to the Boston

Bruins?
Look where the Bs are without big number 8. A

win-loss record (5-7-4. 14 pts) below normal Bruin

standards. Problems scoring goals ( 54 - every division

leader has over 70). Unhappy, whining players like

Chris Nilan ("Let me play! I^et me play! Mommy!!!")

and Bob Sweeney ("But I don't wanna go to Maine! !
!"

).

Greg Sukiennik

Neely could fix all this. But he can't. His leg still

hurts, the product ofa bone-likegrowth in his muscles,

due to a brutal cheap-shot check from Pittsburgh's

Ulf Samuleson in last year's Prince of Wales title

series.

Neely's contributions to the Bruins are very clear

right now. Now that he can't play. How doyou replace

someone who can score, check, intimidate and lead a

team by example?
This is where the Boston philosophy — build a

team with solid, overachieving players and throw in

a few great ones to lead the way— goes awry. What
happens when those greats are gone and the solid

overachievers are left behind? An off year.

What's worse, the rest of the "Admas Family" has
steadily improved. Montreal has the best record in

hockey, Buffalo dealt for a bona-fide superstar, the

Whalers are like a bad cold that won't go away and

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

HOOP TICKETS
Stu<dent tickets for the University of Massa-

chusetts men's basketball game against Siena
College at 12 midnight on Friday, Nov. 22 can
be picked up between 7 a.m. and 3 p.m.
today, Nov. 14 in the lobby of Curry Hicks

Cage.
ALL TICKETS WILL BE HANDED OUT BASED ON

A FIRST-COME, FIRST-SERVE BASIS.

Tickets will be issued to students in possession
of a VALID UNDERGRADUATE I.D. ONLY. One
general admission ticket per student.
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O'Brien calls off negotiations
Says GEO broke
no-strike agreement
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Richard O'Brien announced yesterday in a

press conference that the administration will not continue

negoUating with the Graduate Employee Organization,

maintaining that GEO has broken a no-strike agreement.

He said the University may begin to withhold salaries from

striking graduate employees.

As hundreds of shouting Graduate Employee Organi-

zation members pressed against the doors of the Robsham

Visitor's Center. O'Brien called the strike "premature"

since both sides are close to agreement but said. "The ball

is in their court " ^^_^_^^_^^^^_^.^-^»

"See related story on page 3
"

«. oU»CUd photo by «UU lUho

STROLLING. STRUTTING, STRIKING - Angry strikers foUow close behind Chancellor

OVrien near the Robrfiam Memorial Visitor's Center yesterday.

disrupts classes
"I would imagine I

economicsTA support J is 100 percent."

aid Kevin Crocker, a teaching assistant in the department.

He said he saw factors other than graduate support as

important. "It is important for faculty and department

chairs to tell the dean and the chancellor that they support

GEO." he said. „ ..
Communications GEO stewart Francois Huot said he

saw about 70 percent of the communications TAs on picket

lines. He was said he was comforted by "strong support from

the chair of the department."

Economics chairperson William Shepherd was among a

large number ofadministrators who could not calculate the

number of classes disturbed. Teaching assisUnts are not

closely monitored in this "highly decentralized" system, so

it will take a few days to know for sure, he said.

English TA John Palmer said he noUced a profound

change on campus.
. , , ,

"I walked through Bartlett at 11:30 and the only people

in there were secretarial staffand a police officer." he said.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Graduate student
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

Classes were disrupted throughout campus yesterday

during the firstday ofthe Graduate Employee Organization

strike, as graduate studenU and some professors canceled

classes or held them in alternate locations.

Union leaders estimated 760 teaching assisUnts and a

gmaller number of reaearch assistanU were involved in the

strike. Introductory writing, introductory math and intro-

ductory langua^s stand as most vulnerable, with 60 per-

cent of the course load taught by graduates, according to

University officials. »,. » u n
"History is very solid," said doctoral studentTim Ashwell,

who said every history teaching assistant is a "signed up.

registered, paying GEO member."
, -i

Ashwell said the sociology department had similar in-

volvement. He also said faculty in the history department

have been supportive. "What we have here is overwhelming

support for the strike." he said.

After O'Brien ended the press conference, he was es-

corted to a police car as hundreds of GEO supporters

shouted. -O'Brien, you're lying, you're not really trying!"

Some demonstrators banged on the unmarked police car

and affixed GEO stickers on it.

Over 500 members of GEO met Wednesday night and

voted to reject the administration's latest contract proposal.

Members voted to strike until their proposals are met.

Hundreds of graduate employees walked out of classes

and picketed around major teaching sites throughout cam-

pus yesterday. Many professors also did not hold classes.

Flanked by Provost Glen Gordon and administration

chief negotiator Susan Pearson. O'Brien said since GEO
has broken an agreement not to strike, negotiations will

not continue.
,

"By going out on strike, that terminates the formal

arrangement we've held." O'Brien said. "At the moment.

we're waiting and seeing.

"We will do everything we can to minimize the negative

effect of GEO's actions on our undergraduates." O'Brien

said. II- ••

GEO co-speaker Emily Isaacs later said it is "ludicrous

to follow these formaUzed agreements. "I'm going to the

teble on Monday. I hope I won't be alone." she said.
^

O'Brien said a strike will have a "negative impact on

undergraduate education and will lower undergraduate

enrollment levels. ,

"Frankly, we've come a long way these nine months,

O'Brien said. "I don't think we're very far apart."

The major issue which divides the two sides is whether

the University is legally authorized to collect a fee from

unwilling non-member graduate employees. This benefit,

called an agency fee, is used by the other campus umons.

In 1979. the Massachusetts Labor Relations Commis-

sion ruled that graduate student employees could not

unionize. O'Brien argued that this ruling would make it

illeeal for the University to grant GEO this pnvilege.^ CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Libyan officials indicted
Charged with 1988 Pan Am bombing
By JAMES ROWLEY
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Two Libyan intelli-

gence officials have been indicted in con-

nection with the 1988 bombing of Pan Am
flight 103 over Lockerbie. Scotland which

Inside:

Page 3:

Much talk about ex-

Klansman-turned gubernatorial

candidate David Duke.

Page 5:

Q: What do graduate and

undergraduate students have in

common ?

A: ReadTrystanSkeigh's

editorial.

killed 270 people, U.S. and Scottish officials

announced yesterday.

The White House raised the possibility of

retaliatory action against Libya for "this

outrage against humanity."

Presidential spokesman Marlin

Fitzwater said that clearly "higher ups" in

the government ofLibyan leader Moammer
Gadhafi were involved in the support nec-

essary for the operation.

"We are considering action and 111 leave

it at that," Fitzwater said. "We don't rule out

any option." Fitzwater said when asked

about possible military action.

President Bush praised the "very good

work" that went into obtaining the indict-

ments. He said the indictments weren't

"some quick hit, quick fix on trying to find

the answer . . . This is very serious business

that we're involved in . .

."

Scottish officials, who conducted their

own investigation, said the two had been

charged with murder and conspiracy, but

are presumed to be in Libya and are unlikely

to be "arrested in the normal way."

Scotland's Lord Advocate. Lord Fraser of

Carmyllie. said Libyan authorities would be

pressed to turn them over for trial.
^ CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Faculty panel focuses

on campus harassment
By RIC OLIVEIRA
Collegian Staff

A panel addressed steps that could be

taken to deal with problems of racial and

ethnic harassment on the University of

Massachusetts campus last night.

The panel, titled "Racial and Ethnic

Harassment on Campus,"

featured School of Education Dean Bai-

ley Jackson, Education professor David

Schimmel. Attorney Susan Rieger and

Steve Arons of the legal studies depart-

ment. Chancellor Richard O'Brien mod-

erated the panel.

The basis of the debate was whether

harassment is protected by the First

Constitution as freedom of speech.

Each panelist discussed their own

personal views upon the legal precedents

of what constitutes harassment and

where such policies inhibiting harass-

ment can be implemented .

"The University should be more ag-

gressive and bear much more responsi-

bility than it has so far," Arons said. He
added that the present situation, "where

minorities are being silenced by the ma-

jority, is a threat to the excellence of this

University."

Arons added that verbal harassment

caused "severe emotional distress to the

individual" who was victim.

Reiger stated that the U.S. Govern-

ment could only "punish speech which

was likely to incite violence." Only when

there is a repeated pattern of verbal

harrassment can harassment be consid-

ered beyond the limitations of freedom of

speech, according to Reiger.

Jackson noted "that in the normal

climate |of UMass] many Iminoritiesl

feel harassed."

Each panelist offered their opinions

and views of where and how policies

should be aimed. Schimmel said a person

"should be able to walk in private upon

the campus without having to be con-

fronted with racial or ethnic harassment."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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For Your Information
Friday, November 15

Music — The Union Program Council is sponsoring An

Evening with Jello Biafra at 8 p.m. at the Fine Arts Center^

Admission $3 for UMass students and $5 for tho general

public.

Games — Alpha Phi Omega is holding a "Las \'egas

Night" from 7 p.m.-12 a.m. in the Campus Center Audito-

rium. Admission is $3.

Cape Verdean — For all Cape Verdean studetits. a Cape

Verdean Night will be held from 8 p.m.-2 am. in the

Bluewall Cafe. Admission is $2.

LBGA— The LBGA is having a Coffee Social from 3 p.m.-

6:30 p.m. in Campus Center rm 903.

Theater — The UMass Theater Guild is putting on

"Noises Oir at 8 p.m. at the Bowker Auditorium. Admission

is $4 for students and children and $6 for the general public.

Parne — For Hispanic Heritage month, a dance will be

held with Versatil Orchestra and Concepto I.Atino from 9

p m.-l a.m. in the Student Union Ballroom. A $5 donation

is required.

Saturday, November 16

Theater — The UMass Theater Guild is putting on

"Noises OfT at 8 p.m at the Bowker Auditorium. Admission

is $4 for students and children and $6 for the general public.

Meal — There will be a service and Shabbat meal at 10

am. at the Chabad House.

Fired postal worker kills three

Graphics Blake PhiUips

Truck malfunction
brings on tragedy
MONTROSE. Pa. (AP»— Faulty wiringmay have cataed

a parked pickup to start up by itself, travel across a parking

lot a crash into a store, killing two young boys and irijunng

three other people, police say.

Two days after Saturday's accident, the truck started

while a mechamc was inspecting it« wiring, officer Alphonse

V'anNostrand said Wednesday.
The owner had left the 1979 Dodge's keys in the ignition

and the manual transmission in gear

His mother was sitting on the passenger side and tried to

stop the pickup, the patrolman said.

"She insists she tried to apply the brakes and stop the

vehicle." VanNostrand said. "She also tried to steer it,

which was impossible because it was locked. She didn't get

hurt, but she was very upset and distraught beyond belief."

Melted insulation on a wire may have been responsible,

he said, adding that no charges were expected to be filed.

ROYAL OAK. Mich. (AP) — A fired posUl worker who
colleagues said had vowed revenge on his superiors sprayed

his former post office with bullets yesterday, killing three

employees and wounding seven, according to authorities.

Employees said Thomas Mcll vane, 31 , ofOak Park, then

turned his rifle on himself He and three of his victims were

hospitalized in critical condition, authorities said.

Mcllvane was fired last year for timecard fraud and had

appealed his dismissal, Postal Service spokesman Lou

Eberhardt said in Washington. The firing was upheld

Wednesday by an arbitrator.

"Everybody said ifhe didn't get hisjob back, he was going

to come in and shoot," postal worker Bob Cibulka said.

"Everyone was talking about it."

The gunman "was crazy. He was a waiting time bomb,"

said postal worker Mark Mitchell, who served with Mcllvane

m the Marine Corps. "He was a kickboxer. He had made
previous threats.

'

Previous threats by Mcllvane against his supervisors

were forwarded to Postal Service authorities, Oakland

County Prosecutor Richard Thompson said at a news con-

ference. Thompson said the gunman used a .22-caliber

carbine commonly used for hunting. He said the weapon's

barrel had been sawed off, making it illegal.

Royal Oak police Office Joseph Hill said seven postal

employees were being treated at hospitals, but two hospi-

tals in the Detroit suburb listed six people with gunshot

wounds and three with unspecified injuries. Police said

they couldn't immediately clanfy the injunes.

Hill said some postal workers were ir\jurcd jumping ftom

windows to escape the gunfire that began shortly before 9 a.m.

The gunman opened fire in at least three different areas,

beginning with a loading dock where at least three people

were shot, fire chief Bill Crouch said.

He then moved to an upstairs office, shooting another

three people, before walking to the opposite end of the

building and firing several more rounds, including one at

himself

APpboto

ANOTHERTRAGEDY— United States Letter
Carrier Charlie Withers, right, consoles a close
friend who was waiting for him outside the
Royal Oak Post Office yesterday after a fired
postal worker walked into the suburban Detroit
post office and shot ten co-workers with a semi*
automatic weapon, killing three.
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Local
Graduates rally in

support of demands

GEO picketen ouUide BarUett Hall yesterday.

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Over 300 graduate students called on the

University ofMassachusetts administration

to meet the demands of the Graduate Em-

ployees Organization in a rally on the Stu-

dent Union Steps yesterday.

GEO member Renee Heberle. a graduate

student in political science and a former

official of the union, kicked off" the rally by

leading chanU of "GEO on strike."

"Why do many of us have United Auto

Workers signs on?" asked Heberle. "Being

in solidarity with UAW means we can be in

solidarity with workers across the country

— because GEO is a union."

Massachusetts Society of Professors

President David Lenson told the crowd that

the current situation of graduate students

should serve to remind the University fac-

ulty of what they went through to become

graduate students.

"Many members oftheMSP have come to

me and asked what they should do," Lenson

said. "I told them to see yourselves now, and

if you are true to yourself, you will know

what to do.

"The issue here is not about good masters

or bad masters, but about slavery," Lenson

said. "To the question of is GEO a union or

not a union — on this beautiful day for a

strike, GEO is not only a union — it is the

union."

GEO co-spokesperson Emily Isaacs, a

teaching assistant in the English writing

program, said that of930 full-time teaching

assisUnts at the University, 700 had signed

up for picketing campus buildings by early

yesterday morning.

"When I came here this morning, 1 said

we're going to pull this off," Isaacs said. "Not

only do we have a strong strike, but we have

the possibility of settling with the adminis-

tration— we want to bring the chancellor to

the bargaining table."

Comparative literature graduate student

James Wadsworth. a GEO member who

said he picketed through most ofthe morning

yesterday, said the rally will show the ad-

ministration that graduate students have

University-wide support behind their de-

mands.
"It's obvious everyone's behind this

movement— I can't see the administration

not giving in," Wadsworth said. "I think the

administration has been somewhat disre-

spectful and haven't realized the unity that

exists [among students]."

William Jeffries, a fifth-year research

assistant in the mechanical engineering

department, noted that many graduate

students in the natural sciences and engi-

neering departmente are in support of the

strike. These departments have had a

reputation in the past for not becoming

involved in student activism, due m part to

the reliance on federal research funding.

"The attitude has swung a bit — we can

do a lot to help out." Jeffries said. "The

cvirriculum fee and health fee waivers have

helped out everyone."

UM community not shocked by
ex-Klansman's run for governor
By MICHAEL MEEHAN
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts campus community is

disappointed, but not shocked, by former Ku Klux Klan

Grand Wizard David Duke's success so far in the race for

Louisiana's governor's seat, which is to be decided in a

runoffelection on Saturday.
^ ,_ , »u *

Duke, a Republican, claims the Klan and the days that

he openly expressed Nazi views are behind him. The

election between Duke and former Democratic governor

Edwin Edwards is said to be close.

Many however, don't believe Duke's assertions. Stacey

Perry senior leisure studies and resources student, doesn t

think Duke has changed at all, saying. "Once you have

those kind of views, you can't really leave them behind

you."
Others, in light of Duke's anti-affirmaUve action stance

and advocation of forcing welfare recipients to work, also

Duke banking on
"undecided'' vote in

Louisiana election
By DAN EVEN
Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS — Three new polls show former

Gov Edwin Edwards leading the governor's race, but

former Ku Klux Klan leader David Duke says voters

who claim to be undecided will carry him to victory

Saturday. ^, _,, ..

"There's a lot of undecided voters out there. 1 hat s

mine. I think almost all of itjs mine," Duke said. "I

think well win by a whisker."

A telephone poll conducted among 701 registered

voters Nov. 6-10 by the University of New Orleans

Research Center showed that 52 percent favored

Edwards and 26 percent supported Duke. Twenty-

two percent were undecided.

Edwards, a Democrat, led 46 percent to 40 percent

- with 14 percent undecided - aft«r the survey was

adjusted for an expected "hidden vote" for Duke,

pollster Susan Howell said.

The "hidden vote" includes people who won t pub-

licly support the former KKK grand wizard and^Nazi

sympathi zer. Duke said such voters enable him to fly

beneath radar" and will get him elected.

Howell a political science professor, said Duke s

percentage rose when he was given the votes ofje-

spondents who called him "inspiring" or said he re-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

look at Duke's past and fear that if he is elected he will use

the governorship to institutionalize his own racist agenda.

"I can't believe it. I think it's ndiculous." said Perry while

discussing Duke's run for governor.
.. r» i, ..

On the other hand, some are not so surprised with Duke s

success in Louisiana.

Professor Archie Shepp of the Afro-Amencan studies

department is not surprised at Duke's continued success

after his strong showing in the Oct. 19 primary.
^

"It is symptomatic and consistent with the past decade

Shepp said. Rhepp cited the failing economy, long believed

to be a harbinger of heightened racial tensions, as one

possible reason the ex-Klansman is getting somuch popular

*"
Shepp also cited political actions, such as the furor created

by George Bush during his 1988 presidential campaign over

the Willie Horton furiough, as possible explanations.

Sporte studies major Erik KJeldsen, was also not sur-

prised at Duke's success. He believes it is "part ofa backlash

that is taking place."

Kjeldsen said that most of Duke's support may come

from poor Whites who are frustrated with their own stag-

nation or angry at the advance of the Black middle class.

Duke's message could appeal to those people.

Senior animal agriculture major Mary Salia-Bao said

she believed the explanation is much simpler. She suggested

that although race relations have been improving for the

past 30 years, racism is still prevalent and Duke is simply

appealing to and receiving support from the racist aspect of

AP photo

WILL HE BE OR WILL HE NOT BE? - A
television technician helps Republican

gubernatorial candidate David Duke get wired

for sound before an early morning network

appearance in Lafayette, La. Wednesday.

the population.
. i * r

Both Kjeldsen and Shepp hope to see the last of ex-

Klansmen or Nazi sympathizers such as Duke receiving

support in the public arena, but Kjeldsen says. It would not

surprise me" if more candidates with similar views run.

appealing U) ana rtn;eiviiiKout.K". v.." •

^

Georgia official faces firing suit
By RIC OLIVEIRA
Collegian Staff

Georgia Attorney General Michael Bowers' decision to

fire Robin Shahar. an assistant attorney general, for what

he called "an engagement in homosexual marriage, has

brought sharp local and national response.

The ACLU last week filed motions against Bowers after

he fired Shahar. Bowers maintains that "it is not whether

1 have a personal problem with it or not. it is the law ofthe

State
"

TheACLU filed suit, charged in a statement that Bowers

has violated Shahar's "right to religious freedom, freedom

ofassociation and equal protection under the United States

Constitution." ,. r^ w n> *

Shahar. a lesbian, is beingrepresented by Fulton County

attorney Deborah Schwartz and the Georgia ACLU. Shahar

and her partner of five years engaged in a private marnage

ceremony conducted by Rabbi Sharon Kle.nbaum.

Kleinbaum, a former resident ofthe Pioneer Valley, led the

ceremony before an assembly of 100 people in a remote

mountainous region of Georgia.
^ . .ou u

"It was a very traditionalJewish ceremony, said Shahar.

"It was beautiful."

"I was stunned when Attorney General Bowers fired me

— even before the ceremony had taken place — for my

reUgious practices." she said. "I know enough about my

religious freedom to believe that my rights have been

^"shahar has chosen a two-pronged legal defense, focusing

on both religious and homosexual persecution.

Local reconstructionist Jewish Rabbis were outraged

when they heard about Shahar's termination.

"It is none of the business of her employer, said Rabbi

Sheila Weinberg of Amherst. "Sounds to me very

^DeborahSchwartz,Shahar'sAttomey.statedthat"There

is no law against marriage of same sex individuals in

Georgia; the sodomy law is the only one which is applicable

to homosexuals and heterosexuals."

The Georgia sodomy law states that "a person commits

the ofl-ense ofsodomy when he or she perf-orms and submits

to any sexual act involving the sex organs ofone person with

the mouth or anus of another."

"She was expressing her religious freedom engaging in a

Jewish ceremony," said Schwartz. "I do believe it is a First

Amendment violation offreedom ofreligion," said Schwartz,

"It is like outlawing bar mitzvahs."
, »»• u i

Bowers is well known for his prosecution of Michael

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Pearson said offering this provision to GEO could cause

serious legal difficulties for the University because some

graduate students unwilling to pay the fee could sue the

University.

O'Brien revealed at the press conference that the Uni-

versity would not contest the GEO's attempt to become an

state-certified union before the labor relations board, a

majoT concession for the administration.

O'Brien also said paying for a percentage of graduate

employee health benefits reasonable to GEO is difficult in

tough economic times.

-We are parched financially. We have very Uttle room to

move," he said.

GEO supporters picketed in front ofmnjor teaching sites

yesterday and encouraged undergraduates not to attend

classes wid to sign a letter to O'Brien telling him to offer

GEO a reasonable contract.

"[O'Brien! is thinking how do I get my ass out of this

jam.* " said Kathy Holmes, a sociology teaching assistant,

who picketed in front ofSouth College. "I really hope he does

something.'

Many of the picketed buildings had a large police pres-

ence, but no inadenU were reported.

Michael Morgan, a communications professor, did not

hold classes yesterday to support GEO's demands but said

if the strike continues next week, he will hold classes.

He also said many undergraduates don't understand

GEO's struggle. There's not a lot of support among un-

dergraduates A lot ofthem are confused or nusUken about

what the issues are." Morgan said

Jira Gannan. a graduate student in anthropology,

picketed all day in front of various buildings "This is going

better than I ever would have imagined." he said. ""We

should be recognized as employees, I can't believe we're

classes

CoUafiaa piinti by Matt Kaha

Chancellor Richard O'Brien and
AdministraUve ChiefNegotiatorSusan Pearson.

not." .

A picketing linguistics teaching assistant, Kaiv von

Fintel. said. "All we want is a little recognition that what

we're doing at this University is essential.

The GEO, which is affliated with the United Auto

Workers/District 65. representeover 6.000 graduate students

including 2.200 teaching and research assistants, interns

and fellows. They have been trying to finalize their first

union contract for ten months.

"It will last indefinitely until we get our demands." Von

Fintel said.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Palmer and other TAs held classes at the Newman
Center in an attempt to honor the strike and keep a

commitment to studente. While many classes ran

smoothly at the Newman Center, three 9:30 classes

were disturbed by a Newman employee, who chided

two classes into leaving.

"Break it up," the man told the students. "If you

want to hold classes, you have classrooms to go to."

One class decided to stay, purchasing cookies to secure

their right to stay at the cafeteria.

Economics Professor Stephen Resnick found the

strike to be too much ofa disturbance to teach through.

"I need TAs and TA sections," he said.

Resnick was also disturbed by the presence of

security guards ouUide the Thompson lecture hall

where his class was held.

-I do not like guards in the hallways." he said. This

IS a university of ideas — I find this intimidating^

There is no one trying to take over classrooms here
"

University officials have doubled up on security in

the wake of the strike.

IT 705 Memorial Dr.
""^ rhifopee • S93-S222

FRANK
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Rated R

Hynotist-Humorist

Nov. 16th

1st Show 5:30

General Audience

2nd Show 9:30

Adults Only

Tickets on Sale Now!
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ENGWP 112
Placement Test
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during Winter Session 1992
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Show Times

CITY OF HOPE
Weekdays at 3, 6:30 and 8:55/Friday, Sat.

and Sun. at 2, 4:25, 6:50 and 9: 1 5pm

BARTON FINK
Weekdays at 3, 6:45 and 9/Friday, Sat. and

Sun. at 2:30, 4:45, 6:55 and 9: 1 5pm

MIDNIGHT
Rocky Horror

Truth or Dare

Come to a
5-Collei2e AFS
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^ ^

Tuesday, Nov. 19
7:30 - 9:30 pm
The Bed Barn

Hampshire Colietfe

Bring if you can: memories,
photos, rusty language sitiils,

snacks to share, OTHER
ASF"'
Info? Melissa Kroodsma

253-5519
Sponsored by tt>« Amherst AFS
Chapter and Five Collages, Inc
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist: and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless othenvisenoted_

Undergraduates, grads share common higher ed dilemma
^^

1 f. -I 1 „..4...^:»u„ »ko;- trraAtiatt^ BtiiHf>ntR d(>Dend on their oittances and
Yesterday, in order to go to class, I had to cross a number

ofGEO picket lines. I felt gfuilty, because I strongly sympa-

thize with the members ofGEO and support their efforts to

receive more equitable wages and health fee waivers.

Unfortunately, on the surface it appeared that GEO and

many undergraduate students are at odds.A deeper analysis

disproves this first impression. GEO graduate students and

undergraduates are both victims of hard economic times in

Massachusetts.
Because of rising costs and declining financial aid, many

undergraduates cannot afford to risk missing a class or

giving up a semester ofcredits to support the strike, because

financially, the money won't be there to allow some un-

dergraduate students to make up the missed classes or

credits in the future.

The anxiety felt by many graduate students about their

futures is mirrored within some of the undergraduaUs who

feel compelled to cross the picket lines.

It is a sad irony that these two groups, who philosophi-

cally are not at odds about the idea of fair financial treat-

ment by the University, have been forced to split because

they are both financially strapped. It is an irony that has

frequently occurred throughout history whenever workers

strike and some folks feel compelled to cross the picket lines

because hunger or personal financial need outweighs their

ideology.

I believe many undergraduates felt uneasy yesterday

when they crossed the picket lines on the way to class. I

know some of ray professors shared this dis-ease.

I also know that some undergraduates, myself included,

know that their days here are numbered, in light ofdechrang

financial aid. At this point, some students are being faced

with the harsh reality that they may not even be able to

afford next semester. For them, the thought of risking the

costly credits they've paid for this term is painful.

Trystan Skeigh

But the fact is, the circumsUnces ofgraduate assistanU

are unconscionable. They've gone without a pay raise for

thirteen years, and most oftheir tiny stipends go for health

insurance and the bare necessities of living. At this Uni-

versity a graduate assisUnt must be an expert on cheap

living, gifted with creative ways to fix Ramen noodles and

tuna casserole. Yet this University, which so poorly com-

pensates them for their teaching, research and teacher

assistance, depends on their labor to function. And many

graduate students depend on their pittances and tuition

waivers to be here. This relationsip is a perfect example of

an unhealthy economic co-dependency that needs to be

changed.
,

The graduate students need to be doing what they re

doing — standing up for their rights and demanding soma

legitimate needs be met by their University employer.

Undergraduates should learn from theirexample. Rather

thanjust crossing picket lines with heads down, undergrads

need to start thinking about ourown economic plight. Those

who reside on campus need to start thinking about the

spiraling costs ofhousing. Everyone needs to start thinking

about the fact that UMass is becoming privatized, and that

residents of Massachusetts from the lower middle class on

down can no longer afford to attend a state university.

And then, as a collective group, undergraduates need to

think about what, if anything, we should do to protect

ourselves.

Undergraduates can learn from the brave example set by

the graduate studenU. Both are victims of a financially

conservative cUmate that is completely insensitive to college

students.

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian columnist

Lgn sympto
ofworking class plight
An open letter to Chancellor O'Brien:

Having decided as a union— i.e. a united

collective body ofworkers— to go on strike.

1 want to emphasize to my fellow union

sisters and brothers that not only are our

demands fair, they are just!

I'm from a state in the American south,

Louisiana, which has lately been in the

news because of the possibility that the

populace there may this Saturday elect a

Klansman and a reputed neo-Nazi to the

governorship of that state.

That an individual of Mr. Duke's back-

ground can be a serious contender for public

office anywhere in this country, in this day

and age. is indicative to me of how far we
have degenerated as a society and how

frustrated people are in this country with a

political process which over the last decade

has toUlly turned its back on and ignored

the legitimate interests and cries of help of

working people in this country.

Colin S. Cavell

Ten years ago, Ronald Wilson Reagan set

the tone for the ensuing decade when he

broke the air traflTic controllers' strike, and

this was followed by a relentless, all-out

attack on other union workers from the

Hormel meat packers in Minnesota, to the

bus drivers at Greyhound, to the coal min-

ers in Virginia, West Virginia, etc. Orga-

nized capital in this country raided workers'

pension funds, bargained in bad faith and

broke unions with the aid of scabs, all in an

attempt to divide workers and undertake

the greatest shift ofwealth in this country's

history from the middle and working classes

to the very rich, who already own the means

of production and virtually everything else

of tangible value in this economy.

In addition, we have seen the rise of

racist violence, most particularly the savage

beating inflicted on Rodney King by mem-

bers of the Los Angeles Police Force which

was captured on videotape. Also, we have

recently witnessed the terrible fire which

killed more than 32 non-unionized workers

at a chicken packing plant in North Carolina

.

most of whom were Black, because their

bosses had virtually locked them in the

building. And just a little over two weeks

ago. we witnessed the gang-style assassina-

tion of a minority rights organizer in New

York City.

This environment of racism and class

warfare which gained tremendous impetus

during the teniure of the Reagan Adminis-

tration has been continued uninterruptedly

by the succeeding Bush Administration. It

is this environment I am charging which is

directly responsible for making it accept-

able for individuals like Mr. Duke to be

considered as acceptable candidates in our

electoral process, and this has got to stop.

For those of you who are not familiar

with the past history of Nazism, let me tell

you that attacking the rights ofworkers and

destroying unions were some of the first

orders of business directed by Hitler in the

1930s. Unions were brutally attacked and

forcefully disbanded.

Let no one have any illusions about Mr.

Duke in this matter. Ifhe is elected governor

of Louisiana tlys weekend, he will have a

very powerful base from which to launch a

national campaign against workers' rights,

people ofcolor and the remaining democratic

rights we have in this country.

And one of the particular democratic

rights I am most concerned about at present

is the right of workers to organize and join

into a union with their fellow workers for

the purposes of attempting to better their

lives.

In this regard. I find it particularly ap-

palling that our chiefofTicial at this campus.

Chancellor O'Brien, is imwittingly pursuing

the work which David Duke and those like

him would endorse wholeheartedly. I ask

Chancellor O'Brien: "Sir. do you believe in

the laws of this land which allow workers to

organize into unions?" If your answer is in

the affirmative, then I wish to further in-

quire of our Chancellor: "Sir, why do you

continuously attempt to break our organi-

zation by refusing to recognize us as a

duly-constituted union?"

Our demands are fair andjust. Instead of

stalling with our negotiation team. Chan-

cellor O'Brien, you should be praising the

efforts of graduate students on this campus

for refusing to cater to the environment of

greed which has now brought forth the rise

of a Nazi leader who, if elected in Louisiana

this weekend, will wreak untold havoc and

devastation on our society.

The graduate students on this campus,

dear Chancellor, are merely acting to pro-

tect some minimal degree of dignity by

banding together for self-protection. Chan-

cellor O'Brien, please don't be a pawn in the

hands of such individuals as David Duke.

Recognize the legitimate rights of workers

to organize into unions in this coxmtry and

negotiate a fair contract with us which, at a

minimum, allows GEO to collect an agency

fee. which is the sine qua non of any self-

respecting union in this country. In so doing,

sir, you will at last be according to graduate

employees the simple self-respect we are

asking for and we can then get back to the

business of educating students.

Colin S. Cavell is a UMass graduate

Communications profs back GEO
As faculty members ofthe Department of

Communication we are writing to express

our strong support for the recognition of the

Graduate Employee Organization (GEO) as

a union. The graduate employees are a vital

and valuable part of the university's teach-

ing mission and should be recognized as

employees for their important contribution.

We hope the administration will act in all

haste to end the current impasse.

Carolyn Anderson Jarice Hanson

Ian Angus Sut JhaUy

Jane Blankenship Justin l^wis

Donal Carbaugh Michael Morgan
Vernon Cronen Hermann Stelzner

Henry Gedded Richard Stromgren

The above signed are all professors in the

Department ofCommunications

Club charges team with rudeness
On Saturday afternoon, October 26, the cally rude and degrading, making it clear

PioneCT Valley Combat Club, an official that the lacrosse players consider us

UMass Registered Student Organization "freakpote <th«.r word, not mineX

wWchrevolvesaroundfightingwithpadded UMass students should be able to be

weapons was meeting in a small comer of proud of their athletes, ^"f-^d »^^"f,f
the Southwest playing fields near Boyden the narrowmindedness of some of the la-

Gym. We weren't bothering anyone, just

taking advantage of the pleasant weather

and eixjoying our freedoms at this diverse

university. NOT!
As I was sitting and watching the sword

practice, the lacrosse team, which was in

another field, was getting out of practice

and walked on past us. Because I was sitting

at the bottom of the stairs that lead to

Boyden Gym, I had the opportunity to

overhear the many comments that the la-

crosse team were making about our mem-

bers. Let it suffice to say that the comments

were laced with obscenities and were basi

crosse players, I am angry and discouraged.

UMass claims that the many different kinds

of people at this school lead to diversity.

Instead, they seem to breed prejudice and

closemindedness. To the many lacrosse

players who were so rude. I'd like to say:

think about diversity. Think about the infi-

nite forms of recreation. (Ill take mine, you

take yovu-8.) And next time, think before you

speak. This is college, people, not junior

high.
Amy S. Bissett

Sunderland

Eleven people signed this letter

Coalition pledges grad support

As thesemesterbegins towinddownandtheweather gets colder, we'dlik^^

tothankyou again foryour submissions. letters, columns and cartoons alike.

Thanks.

Keen 'em coming. Send your brainchild to the Collegian, 113 Campus

Center or st^p by^ur basement offices and drop them off personally. Go

ahead; it'll be nifty to see your name m prmt.

The Anti-Racism (Chris Hani) Coalition

would like to express solidarity with the

GEO and would like to encourage under-

graduates to support the strike. In times of

crisis at UMass, programs and services that

work for the people of color, working people

and women are the first to be sacrificed.

Union representation will guarantee the

rights of graduate student employees to job

security and health care. This is in direct

opposition to the state institution's goal of

getting from its employees the most work

for the least pay. . /e feel that the existence

of a graduate union strengthens every stu-

dent and worker at this university. An un-

dergraduate failure to support the strike

means setting ourselves up to be exploited.

District 65 UAW is a victory for all people

struggling against oppression in the Bush

era.
Joe Bennett
Anti-Racism

(formerly Chris Hani) Coalition

Two other members of the Anti-Racism

Coalition signed this letter
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ACLU
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Hardwick in the 1986 (Hardwick v. Bowers) sodomy case.

The ACLU filed suit and Ungated the case to the Supreme
Court, where the Court upheld the sodomy conviction.

"Michael Bowers has once again placed himself at the

national forefront of discrimination against lesbians and

gay men." said the ACLC director for the Lesbian and Gay
Right* Projei't. William Rubenstein. "We fully intend to

panel
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"1 feel that the existing policies are not sufficient,"

Arons said. "And in the coming year and approaching

j^emesters we will float this all across campus and get

everyone's reaction."

Jackson called for the administration to become

more involved in solving harassment problems.

"The harassment which 1 feel and the harassment

which I hear from student* comes during the natural

course of business." Jackson said. "The harassment I

hear about from students, by the way. comes from

faculty and not just from other students."

"It comes in the form of biased presentation of

information It comes in the form of singling out and

Ignoring students in the class because of their racial

or ethnic group membership," Jackson said.

O'Brien ended the two-hour discussion with a

pledge to tackle the harassment issue saying that he

would like to "make the policy as dear as the sexual

harassment policy upon campus
"

The panel was sponsored by the Chancellor's Com-
mission m Human Relations, the Graduate Student

Senate and the Undergraduate Student Senate.

litigate this case as far as we have to to vindicate Robin s

constitutional rights. No one is above the law."

Shahar said Bowers obtained the information on which

he based her firing from her "Info data sheet" which listed

her partner named "Francis" as the person to contact in case

ofemergency . "I take his decision as primarily anti-gay and

secondly anti-religious because Bowers does not have the

power to say what is legal," said Shahar.

Last week, shortly after the ACLU filed suit, Emory

University School of Law prohibited Bowers from recruit-

ing on campus, saying that the attorney general's action

amounted to discrimination and thus violates school policy

Bowers last Thursday filed a motion to dismiss the case.

The suit and the motion to dismiss will be read by a judge on

Dec. 6. Ifthe case is heard, it is expected to be in court for a year

.

Louisiana vote

indictments

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

ally cares about people like me.*

Meanwhile, a telephone poll by Mason-Dixon Opinion

Research showed Edwards ahead 49 percent to 42 percent,

with 9 percent undecided, after adjustment for Duke's hidden

vote. The telephone poll of816 registered voters was commis-

sioned by WDSU-TV. It was conducted Monday and Tuesday

A third poll showed the formerthree-term governor leading

48 percent to 28 percent, with 12 percent saying they would

vote for neither candidate and 12 percent undecided.

The research center poll had a margin of error of plus or

minus 3 6 percentage points. The Mason- Dixon and Renwick

polls both had margins of error of 3.5 ptiints.

"I feel comfortable at this point. I think the polls accurately

reflect that I will win the election. . . but I'm working to get

that last uncommitted vote." Edwards said Wednesday. "I

think we need to send a message that David Duke doesn't

represent Ixiuisiana."

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Acting Attorney General William Barr alleged in

Washington that the two "planted and detonated the

bomb," acting in concert with other unnamed co-

conspirators.

The bomb killed all 259 people aboard the Boeing

747 jetliner and 1 1 on the ground in an act of inter-

national terrorism that horrified the world. Pan Am
103 originated in Frankfurt, Germany. The victims

were from 2 1 countries, and included eight families of

four and 16 infants sittingon the laps oftheir parents.

Paul Hudson of Albany, N.Y., whose daughter

Melinda was among the victims, applauded the in-

dictments, saying "the first step has now been taken

toward justice in the worst terrorist attack against

American civilians in history."

The two suspects were identified as Abdel Basset

Ali Al-Megrahi and l.amen Khalifa Fhimah. Barr

described them as fugitives from justice."

Saeeb Mujbar, Libya's ambassador to France, said

in a BBC radio interview shortly before the an-

nouncement: "It's very serious accusation or, if you

want to say this, a very serious lie."

"But there is no proof of it whatsoever," he said.

"MVe are victims of terrorism and not perpetrators of

it."
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Arts & Living

"The People Under the Stairs" gore bores
By JON LUPO
Collegian StafT

With Freddy supposedly dead (and in

3D, no less), writer and directorWes Craven
ctxiked up this sometimes scary but mostly

cheesy horror flick, The People Under the

Steirs."

A young boy named Fool (Brandon
Adams) and his family are being threatened

with eviction by their evil slumlords. Fool,

his sister's boyfriend and another friend

decide to break into their landlord's house to

steal a rare gold coin collection in order to

pay their rent as well as pay for a much

needed operation for Fool's mother. When
the friend gains entry to the house and

never comes out, Fool and the boyfriend go

in to find out what's going on. They are then

trapped inside the house, pursued by a vi-

cious dog and an equally vicious brother and

sister team (Everett McGill and Wendy
Robie) who call each other Mommy and

Daddy. Fool befriends their kept "daughter,"

Alice and encounters the people under the

stairs, a group of rejected male siblings.

The People Under the Stairs" begins as

a routine cat-and-mouse thrill ride, providing

enough tension and a few scares. The last

halfhour, however, dissolves into pure horror

movie cliche, complete with many false cli-

maxes, the hero's final revenge and the

destruction of the villain's lair.

Craven was not interested in creating

deep, tortured sociopaths. They're wacko

Puritan psychos! They scream "You're going

to hell!" every other sentence, they egg on

their killer dog and they try to wash out the

'sin' in their daughter by scrubbiiig her in a

tub of scalding water!

There is an interesting footnote in cast-

ing: the mother is played by a female im-

personator (Wendy Robie), who is the

epitome ofbitchiness. And finally . the "people

under the stairs* resemble a heavy metal

band, a sort ofa living dead with bad make-

up. They are by no means scary, but quite a

good laugh considering they are supposed to

be horrific.

"The People Under the Stairs" is not a

slasher movie, although it does contain a

good share of gore and violence, the latter

nasty one moment and cartoonish the next.

This is the type of movie you can go to with

a bunch of friends and be really rude in the

theater. Throw popcorn! Have a Milk Dud
fight! However, ifyou want to be scared and

see Wes Craven at his finest, rent the first

and best "Nightmare on Elm Street."

ActingrC- Plot D+ Execuliion :D+ Overall :D+

Catch a cool buzz from the Horse Flies
By LOU COVE
Collegian Correspondent

Looking for some "neoprimitivebug music" this weekend?

I've got just what the entomologist ordered: a dose of the

Hora« Flies.

Phil Spectre built his immortal wall of sound way back

when, and now a far-out band from the steaming miasma of

the rock underworld surfaces and follows suit by fashioning

theirown weird, ethereal buzz. The wall and the buzz share

the same uncanny ability to reach the listener not just

through the ears, but through the pores and by the throat.

Hailing from Ithaca, New York, the Flies have developed

their own breed ofdanceable art rock that maps out its aural

territory with a unique mish-mash of s}mthe8ixers and

accordions, guitars and processed banjo-ukes. They fuse

seemingly disparate elements in an effort to create some-

thing entirely different, mixing the sounds of technology

with more organic music to come up with a peerless hybrid:

a distinctive, texture buzz.

And the Horse Flies' imagination is not limited to their

music. Song titles like "I Need a Plastic Bag (To Keep My
Brains In)," and "Who Throwed Lye On My Dog," maintain

the oflbeat sensibihty of their sound and combine it with a

poignant sense of humor.
"We'd be dead without humor," says singer/guitarist/

processed bai\jo-uke player Jeff Claus. "Humor is a critical

component ofwhat we do. although we're not at all a novelty

band. We're not comedic. It's more like satire or pointing out

irony."

Still, the Horse Flies augment their indulgence into the

funny side of life with a serious social conscience, as on the

dark "Sally Ann," a striking commentary on prostitution

and the oppression of women. The same can be said for

"Jenny On the Railroad," in which Rich Steams sings:

"Jenny is a junkie, Jenny shoots smack / Jenny's on the

Photo by Eboi Roberta

Them's the Horse Flies

All you can eat!

= Cafe Ashley's=
Famous Sunday Buffet

4^ Belgian Waffles

^ Eggs & Omelets

> Home Style Potatos

4^ Bacon & Sausage
4^ Scalloped Apples

> Carved Ham
>- Fresh Fruit

4^ Fruit Breads

> Croissants

"¥ Bagels

%\S $6
Rt. 9 Hddley • 2 Miles from UMass • 586-6393

next to Howard Johnson's Lodge

mainline never comin' back."

MCA Records signed the band on for another album

(their third) slated for release in the Spring of '92 after the

of their 1991 LP Grnvity Danct which received

d critical acclaim. Their work has been called
SI

Wl«

"brilliantly pecuUar . . . new music with twisted roots," and

Brett Milano of the Boaton Globe honored them with the

distinguished award of "Best Set By A Band We Nev«r

Heard Of when the Flies opened for 10,000 Maniacs at

Great Woods.
The Horse Flies, in their musical travels, coiyure up

what amounts to a surreal cosmic hoedown that will bring

you one step closer to their far-out, self-described

"neopnmitive bug music 'And who wouldn't want to cuddle

up next to a bunch of horse flies? Horse Flies, as defined

in Webster's New Worid Dictionary, are the large flies that

suck the blood out of horses. How does that relate to the

band? It doesn't. I just wanted to write "large flies that suck

the blood of horses." My own quirky passions aside, the

spooky, mystical Horse FUes will buzz into town on Saturday

for a night of weirdness and fun. so be sure to catch 'em.

The Horse FUes will bite at Pearl Street on Saturday tht

16th. The show starts at 8:30p.m.

HEY UGLY!
WRITt M€» JClV ON A
PIECE OF PAPEB »ND GET
U W OFF *Nr LIVE SHOW

THIS WEEKEND WITH THIS AD

The Original
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'
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Water aerobics class makes a splash at UM
By DAVID SCOTT
Collegian Staff

While Jane Fonda's workout record in-

cludes the song "Bridge Over Troubled

Water." its doubtful the aerobics guru ever

envisioned the fitness craze of the eighties

would end up in the water.

AsJane's busy doing theTomahawk Chop
with Ted Turner, two University of Massa-

chusetts students have introduced the lat-

est trend in aerobics — water aerobics— to

UMass as a course offering for Ktth semes-

ters this year.

"Not many schools in the east have this

type ofthing," said instructor l^uren Doyle,

a senior from Westborough. ''It's more popu-

lar out in the west."

Combining the rigors ofa regular aerobic

workout with the resistance of water, the

fairly new form of aerobics is gaining in

popularity, according to Doyle. In fact, some

students were shut out in this, the inaugu-

ral semester for the course.

l\\vle said the idea for the class came
from her co-instructor Katie Sheehan, an

exercise science major. Both women had

been teaching land aerobics in the past, but

saw this as an opptirt unity to create a new
class for the University.

Sheehan, a junior from Scituatf. had

taught water aerobics previously on the

South Shore and felt establishing a class

would be beneficial for a lot of people.

"Personally, I like it a lot more than

regular aerobics," Sheehan said. "It gets me
more motivated than land aerobics."

The main difficulty i n beginning the class,

which is open to both men and women, was
finding the pool time. However, Russell Kidd,

the UMass Director of Cieneral Physical

Education, decided the class was worth a

shot.

"RusB Kidd really went out on a limb for

us," Doyle said.

Kidd said, "It has been proposed for three

years now. [Lauren and Katie I have done a

tremendous job getting their act together

and getting the class offthe ground. They're

two sharp, enthusiastic, intelligent instruc-

tors."

Recycling your Collegian is good

for UMass. Please do it.

25% OFF
ALL COLLEGIAN CLASSIFIEDS

\

MONDAY, NOV. 18th

Look for our table

on the Campus Center Concourse!
J

Or come to our classified counter

at 113 Campus Center.

PRK-RKCISTRATION FOR
SPRINC 1992

OPSCAN FORM

TELEPHONE

UNDF-RGRADUATES: IF YOU DONT KNOW YOUR
PIN OR YOUR ACCESS PERIOD, CHECK WITH
YOUR ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT.

Kidd said he hopes to expand to another

section, but in order to do so, would have to

Uke pool time away from another class.

Kidd said that won't be done until he takes

a look at classes with small enrollments.

"I definitely want to continue with the

class." Kidd said.

Doyle said the benefits of water aerobics

are comparable to land aerobics and she

emphasized the fact that even people with

injuries can still participate and get a chal-

lenging workout.

"We have some students who have iixju-

ries that are in the class," Doyle said. "You

can be iiyured and still exercise. You don't

have to be a couch potato."

Both I")oyle and Sheehan commented on

the tremendous pressure exerted on the

spine during land aerobics, whereas water

aerobics allows a comparable workout with-

out the risk of shin splints and other iryu-

ries.

One member of the class who has suf-

fered through three knee operations is se-

nior Jodi DiBartolomeo from Haverhill.

DiBartolomeo was immediately hooked on

water aerobics, having done it once before.

"It helps with flexing and strengthening

my knee," said DiBartolomeo. "I can't do

regular aerobics because ofthe impact. This

way I can protect my legs by being in the

water.""

Class member Lauren Berman, a junior

from Stoughton who had also taken land

aerobics at UMass, thinks the water helps

the workout.

"You feel like you get a better workout,"

Berman said. "The resistance of the water

helps.

"It's harder than regular aerobics be-

cause you're trying to do things in the water

like you do on the land and you can't do it as

fast."

Freshman Diana Cincotta from Waltham
had never taken water aerobics before, but

had done land aerobics.

"Water aerobics doesn't put as much
strain on the muscles," Cincotta said. "It's

probably the same workout but you're not

sweating."

Women's Swimming
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Jennifer Saunders one second behind. In

the 200 event, Saunders and I^wis traded

places as Saunders won the event in 2.36. 17.

UMass' Allison White placed second in

both the one and three-meter diving events.

White lost the one meter by one point to

BU's Reagan Bernardo, who also won the

three-meter event.

The Minutewomen also placed second in

the 200 medley relay, the 100- and 200-yard

backstroke and the 100 and 200 butterfly

events.

"What can I say. they smoked us." said

Newcomb. "Our team swam really well, but

they wi'ie just unbeatable today."

/^

9m
a^

lLv\s:.VNAfcAA4A

FREE FROZEN YOGURT DELIVERY

253-2774

S(.'\en Nights a Week (rOOpm - I hOOpni

S7.00 minimum

PICK

UP

OFFICIAL

CARD

WITH

THIS

AO

20
MIN
FROM

U-MASS!

Tire UJorehouse
''TIRES FOR LESS''

\^/w^ Me/n^yv/u^ ID Card
You and your employees will NEVER

pay retail for a tire or part again.

U-MASS
Name of Organization

Signature 1D#

291 FEDERAL ST. GREENFIELD, MA 77A-55A1

Wdmen s Sh<)»rs. Cloihinj; & A«;cess<.>ries

Zanna • 187 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

413.253 2563

1Mmhm Ulix.

Silks, Taffelas and Velvets.
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

n€PeACAN»Pf^Trf7H^lOU5
ueuAu-yifsA mick jAoee^ or.

5(»t FWTBAU- PlAYBR BUTLAW-

IN 86, AFTBR OUAYLe MJAe> NOMh

HI5FU TU»G>OUTHeD
gees iM/e^jt6AiBPFOR
pufOiASNeaxAm
m/i^H^ujAe
ASMAWR.

'I lift, you grtb . . . was that concept just a little too

complex, Carl?"

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

,\

^ most kJ^w*^JJ|^

CAST OF THOUSANDS

LOOK. ''K PLOTS MOVfO TV

sToPUATcHim n yfuvA?

Quote of the Day
"Have you seen the hickey she gave me? I'm

gonna have to wear turtlenecks for a week! !

!"

"Flesh

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE

ACROSS
I Fala or Atta,

• g
4 Vlilarw Harp«r

rot*

9 r^jpular hair-do

13 Elvis, to *o>n«

15 AcUMt SMrtay

16 S«««o(««l tong
17 OMCribing a

HTWigar budget

19 Strtgar TanrtiHe

20 Dwidng brottiar

nd iMtar

21 VWaidad a Mua
parte*

23 Appaar

24 MaUlivjgget
2SQoddast o>

«nsdom
25 Lika O Hara

airport

31 Oambtar i cuba

32 Madiaon Ava

By BARRY DEUTSCH

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED
So BASiCAUl, yovj SUPT ^'^ ^ . goT Oot-'T 'ioo v^(A^rr

34 Ador Gaorga
SSHabraw

maaaura
37 Saaaonal viaitor

39 Irvlian liM ol

raspaci

40 City in N Braiil

42 Oapartdad upon
44 Oanaon o<

"Chaan"

4SOata«ont
47 — rvr*. Mch
49 Baaabafl figuras

50 Part ol a parka

51 Typa ol nwootan

braid or tapa

S3 Ropas and*

S7 Cortlvmaiion.

lor amampta

S0 Shoa or Mndal
tlyta

eOGoHdub
6t Joa or Saml
62 Oovar (paciatty

63 Sourca ol sugar

64 Outwit

65 ngiat % parant

DOWN
1 City on ttia

hino

2 0M Engbsh
lanars

3 Spraa

4 Soma was
SFiocfcol

lamalas

6 Actrass

ComaMa —
Skamar

7 Put on
8 Oats mad
9 Tha Wast

Indias

10 Tha stags, to

pros

11 LaCosM
ollha
courts

12 Makxtoraua
14 Rant
18 Tuscany town

22 Parts ol

a radio

coda
24 — dal EsM.

Uruguay
ZSBuMtngday
26 Hourglass,

•or ona
27 Markad by a

cartain strida

25 Ona-tima Ciach
prasidani

29No«lr<s

30 Mova
smootlfty

33 Stags and
stallions

36 Doctor in-

training

38 Natives ol

Luanda
41 Pasteur

ponrayar
43 Jogs
46 Disposal ol an

ok) car

48 Author ol

, Waiting lof

Lafty

50 Binary

oontpbund
51 Baby s barth

52 Rivar al Leads
53 Large saabtfd

54 AphrodiM s son
65 La Roi d'Ys"

compoaar
S6Eiac1
S9 Fan mo.
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Menu
LUNCH

Fish Munchies
Tacos

BASICS LUNCH
Fish Munchies

Vegie Tacos

DINNER
Veal Pamiesan

Chicken Stir Fry

BASICS DINNER
Potato Mushroom Delight

Chicken Stir Fry

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

\RIK.S<March 21-Apnl 19) Aclosc

personal relationNhip could be the source

of conflict Do not Icl an old romance

cause jealousy Exercise greater caution

in financial maners Avoid Miccumbing lo

peer pressure.

TAURUS Apnl 2f)-May 20): U« your

limemotecfrK.iently Seclhclpfrt3mas.sociate5

who are both congenial and cooperative. Curb

a tendency lo spend loo much money,

pjiietuining at home proves fun.

GEMINKMay 21 -June 20) Much is

expected from you today Wearing brighter

colors will lift your spirits. Pace your

social life so lh;tt ii does not conflict with

family commiimenu or business affairs.

Mate is supportive.

CANCER( June 2 1 -July 22): Stick to

conventional business mclhixls. Work

done at home will go quickly. Eliminate

ihc unnecessary from your busy schedule

friends will be glad to help shoulder a

burden.

LEfXJuly 23-Aug. 22): Do not let a

financial crunch get you down, it is strictly

temporary' Good news arrives from

overseas. Romance is on your mind. Be

patient! Let a potential paniwr make the

first move!

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept 22): Things

could go awry today Accounts maybe out

of balance or debts unpaid. Even a friend

could lead you astray. Play things safe and

you will come out unscathed.

I.IBRAlSept 23-Oct. 22); Money

spent on your home or family will prove to

be a wise investment in the days lo come.

Visitors may come lo you bearing gifu.

Protect your reputation by paying bills

promptly.

SCORPlOtOct 23-Nov. 21):

St>meone may try to take advantage of

your good nature today. Spend some

quality time at ht>me this weekend, even if

it means being on your own. Belter days

lie ahead for romance.

SAGITTARIUS<Nov. 22-Dec. 21):

A chance to bond with sonteone special

could be your lucky break Follow your

instincts when mixing business with

pleasure. It would be a mistake lo

jeopardize your good name.

CAPRICORN(Dec. 22- Jan. 19): A

favorable day for moving ahead with a

long-range business venture. Advance

your plans through talks and Icliers. you

can get exactly what you want. Go for it!

The race is lo the swift.

AQUARIUSlJan. 20-Feb. 18):

Certain aspects of your domestic life

receive new attention. Emphaxi/x your

pursuit of knowledge or special skills.

Close a good travel deal while you can.

Include a loved one in your plans.

PISCES! Feb. 19-March 20): You

have a good idea of what the future holds.

Communicating with a wide variety of

people will help you develop a successful

public campaign. It is lime to sign a

financial deal.

Today's Staff

Night Editor KimFrisino

Copy Editor Jason George

PhotoTechnician MattKahn

Production Supei^isor CamiUe Pansewicz

Production Jason Torla,

Oliver Raskin
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Chancellor's Open Letter

To Undergraduate Students

The University has been threatened with a strike by the Graduate Employees Organization (GEO). If

a strike does occur, the University will make every effort to insure that your education is not seriously

disrupted. Each academic depaHment on campus has been asked to take all reasonable action to cover courses

w hich might be affected by the strike. Once a department has been notified that a particular class is not being

held, the department will either find an alternative method of covering the class or will notify students in the

class oi alternative methods for completing the course requirements. Students should recognize that it may

take a day or two to implement such policies. We would also like to assure you that, in the event that grades

are not reported as a result of the strike, the University will record a temporary pass grade for such courses

until the actual grades are received. No student will be placed in academic jeopardy because of the strike, and

no student's graduation w ill be jeopardized as a result of strike action.

The University has been negotiating with GEO for approximately nine months and we have reached

agreement on many issues. It is our hope that a mutually acceptable agreement covering all issues can be

achieved in the near future. In the meantime, we urge you to attend those classes which are being held and

to look for further announcements on the coverage of classes which are affected by the strike. These

announcements will be made through Housing Services Television Network (HSTVN) and the Collegian.

All of us hope that this problem can be resolved to the benefit of the campus community in the very near

future.

Sincerely,

I

Richard D. O'Brien

Chancellor

November 13, 1991

• '
•
•

-r ,«*"

•••but we've got some sonic appetizers

tliat are tlie next best thing!

Here's the deal: we ve made a Futures " cassette sampler containing the hottest

tracks from new releases. You can t buy this collection in stores, but you can get It

free when you purchase one of these titles:

» *" . . •

That's It. Simple. No forms to fill out, no questions asked. We think that If you support

our artists, you deserve a bonus. Not a free lunch of course, but your just desserts.

: W',*^*,.

-:' ^ £,.' ^ ^.' „ -* V J-* '. -•' ...*>,' ; A

The Rne Print; The line print is that there is NO (ine print If this malces you uncomfortable, go

directly to law school upon graduation.

104 N. Pleasant St., Amherst (across from Barts) 256-61 34
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UMass men's X-country to compete at IC4As
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian St^fT

The University of Massachusetts men's cross country

team travels to Bethlehem, Pa. this weekend to compete in

the Intercollegiate Association of Amateur Athletes of

America Championships.
The IC4As, which also serves as the qualifying meet for

the NCAAChampionships, will include some 60 teams fr-om

the Eastern United States. The top five teams qualify for

the NCAAb.
The Minutemen placed 10th in last year's meet, but

graduated four of their top runners from that team.

"This year, I think we're in a little different situation,"

said UMass coach Ken O'Brien. "It's taken this long to get

this team to the point where they are comfortable competing

at the championships level in collegiate cross country.

"If we run as well as we're capable, we should finish

around ISth," he said. "Ifwe have a better than average day,

we could finish 12th or 13th."

UMass placed second at the Atlantic 10 Championships,

Oct. 26, and fifth at the New England Championships Nov.

1 . O'Brien said he believes the team isjust beginning to run

as well as it is capable.

"The kids have looked very good in practice over the last

two weeks," O'Brien said. "Over the past month, they've

really come together, both physically and mentally."

The team competing at the IC4As will include senior

captain Pat Ryan, juniors Matt Simon, Mike Davis, Keith

Willis and Pat Reed and sophomores Craig Cormier and

Kevin Greenhalgh.

Simon has been the top runner for the Minutemen this

season. He placed sixth at the A-lOs and 13th at New
Englands.

Reed placed ninth at the A- lOs and 39th atNew Englands.

He placed 150th at the IC4A8 last year.

Willis, who is having his best season ever for UMass,

placed 15th at the A-lOs and 20th at New Englands.

Davis placed 25th at the A- 10s and 5 1st atNew Englands.

He was the fourth UMass runner at the IC4As last year

with a 94th place finish.

Cormier missed the A-lOs while recovering from the flu

but came back to place 62nd at New Englands. He was the

fifth finisher for the Minutemen last year, placing 1 lOth.

Ryan missed the first four meets of the season with a

knee injury. He came back from the injury to place 14th at

the Eastern Conference Meet and 14th again a week later

atthe A-lOs.

Greenhalgh led the team with a seventh place finish in

the Eastern's and placed 18th at the A-lOs.

Minutewomen harriers
healthy for ECACs
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian SUfT

Another season of hard work and gruel-

ing workouts wdl come to an end Saturday,

when the University of Massachusetts

women's cross country team heads to Lehigh

University for the ECAC Championships.

Leading the Minutewomen into

Bethlehem, Pa. will be senior captain

Michelle St. Laurent, running in her final

collegiate meet for the UMass harriers.

Although the Minutwomen placed a dis-

appointing sixth at the New England's two

weeks ago. Coach Julie LaFreniere looks for

this week to see the team in top form.

"The past two weeks, we've had some of

the best workouts of the year," LaFreniere

said. "We're defimtely in better shape than

we were two weeks ago, and we've finally

got almost our whole team healthy."

Besides Maureen Meldrim, who has been

sidelined since early season with mono, and

Tricia Mathiesen. who is suflering from low

iron, the Minutewomen are the healthiest

they've been all season, and will look to

capture a top 15 finish at Lehigh.

Kelly Liljeblad is back running at the

front ofthe pack, and along with twin sister

Kim, St. Laurent andjunior Becky Johnson,

hope to return to running in a tight pack

which enabled the Minutewomen to capture

the Atlantic 10 Championships.

"Kelly looks great. She's back running at

the top of the pack and will definitely add

something." LaFreniere said.

With Mathiesen less than 100 percent,

the Minutewomen will turn toward fresh-

man Tracy Delutis, and senior Cate Dean to

pick up the slack.

"Tracy has really stepped up and helped

us when we needed her," LaFreniere said.

"And Cate, she's absolutely running the

best I've ever seen her run."

The Minutewomen placed 15th at last

year's ECACs, and in order to better that,

they must run in the tight pack they have

shown in previous meets.

"Physically, the women are prepared,"

LaFreniere said. "Cross country is 90 per-

cent mental, and as long as they can stay

mentally prepared, it looks good

.UAI)1.M\ Ml SU

LONDON
KOIM) IKII' IK()\\

NOIUHAMPION (^pflajl?^^

350
From NEW YORK

round trips starting at

LONDON $350

LENINGRAD $610

CARACAS $410

GUATEMALA C. $390

BANGKOK $939

LOS ANGELES-

AUCKLAND $699

Taxes and surcharges not included.

Fares subject to change.

Council Travel

79 So. Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002

(413)256-1261

STARTS FRI. ONLY AREA SHOWING'

Curtain Daily 7:00 and 9:00

ItTWO BIG THUMBS UP
for Rambling Rose...A masterpiece of comic

tone... Beautifully acted. "siMiirfaM

"YOU'VE GOT TO SEE IT
It's a wonderful film...VHiat a treat...! thought

I was dreaming."

L«MC|V

I ROBERT OUVAU LAUIA DCtN

Classifieds
mMFTOWFCOUEClAN OFFICE inCAMPUSCEmR « WURSDAY8:mS0 FRIDAY 8:30-2:30' DEADUNEISmO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAWN » 2(mORD/DAY FOR STVDEm » CASH INADVASCE

ACTivrna

At mtarVsriity ChrlcUan F«llo«r«hip to-

nigh«. 7 30pm- Pastor OavKl McOo«i«« tnxn

Conags Church CC 1 SS Com* wtmM niMh

tha truth our Lord

Capa Vardaan MgtM Fnday Novambar IS

8 PM BiuawM inctudat ipaahar. Oipiay.

dinnar arxt danca Fraa dinnar or*/ 2

End* 2AM

LAS VEGAS MOHT
Tonight 7.r™dnigM

Campus Canlar Auditorium

Ptay Jalo Twittari

Support tha Escort Sarvica

Sponsor Alpha Phi Omaga

Tha 90** may not ba ptaasant. bU Ihay sura

as had aint gonna ba bonng JaHo Biatra

TONIGHT 8pm FAC

WOCH radw is SO oool «a doiVt avan naad

to hava maating* Usiani 96.itin ehlSlv.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

HAVE PROBLEMS WITH your roomm«»a?

Contact OCHO 428 StudanI Uruon or caH US

31545-0665 Vt/acanhalpi

PVOC 0«L CO-OP. Purchasa homa healing

oil at reducad cost Ragistar at OCHO 428

Studsnt Union

STUDENTS - Naad financial aK)7 Grants.

scholarships availabia with minimal (^att-

cations For ln»om)ation call 566->44S

UNION
VIDEO
CENTER

Needs people lo covar

UMass sporting events

come down and talk with us-

Wa're behind tha Hatch!

WANTtO: BAM PLAYCR
Naw band naads you

Cat Oa«« 10 M*S4«k4U0^

FOflfWNT

THMKMO ABOUT ENGAGEMENT?
Buy my 1624 45 credit at Sl^erscapa De-

sign lor (549 <

Paul 617 566 4802 ^____

Two ba«lroom uundemtniums

lor as low as $950 par month Conventam

monlhlo-month ranW agraemant Partung

IL^MWS lor two vahiclat On bus route,

doaa to mal. canter of town and UMass Call

253 3834

TOWNEHOUSC I OA 2 lamal* roommalas

starting Jani Cheap, convemam Cat ASAP
549-8714

TewnlM>uaa2Badrooinl i/2bathBusFtoiM

N. AmharWI 567 1352

tMNTER COAT
Never been worn 100% wool olive green

size 10 brand name tiOOnag 253 5180

HB.PWANTEO

rXAUPUn Vtm miamsNps oflsrad tor

students interested in video pro<Xicllon. Cal

Jim^or^ka at NCTV 586 6922

JOM: Clean Water Action's environmental

canpNgn stall Evemngs %7/*v CM 564

9630. On buslnaa.

houktohreht
FOnSALE

AUTO FOR SALE

74 VW BUQ w/ sunroof

Goodcond 1000 or BO
Wendy 586-3433

1980 RABBIT 4 drs In good conditions

$550 00 or BO 5490753

COLLEGE PIZZA

FALL SPECIAL
Small cheese $3 50

Large cheese $6 00

Add$l (or lor2 toppings

Free soda w/ large sub. salad.

or spaghetti 549-6098 549 6073

Must mention this ad

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISCt $1 75 00 DJs, VJs, Karaoke

lor house/ Formal parlies, Call 586-9900

AMfLANE TICKET TO DC tor Tha«*»-

giving $188noundtnp 259-1785

Cenpad DIacs lor sale $8 00 each Um-

Had selection Please call Danms at 6-0428

lor inlormation

COMPUTER WITH MODEM PRINTER

andtawe $300 Call Ciiii 549 1 762

CANNONDALEOOOOSHAPE mile counter

Suntour components 12 spaed Aluminum

$200 or BO .

CHEAP AIRLINE T1X lor Thanksgiving

Bradtoy lo Chicago and back Nov 27 - Dec 1

$278 Call 549^)503

IBM 286COMPUTER: 10MMZ.640K.20M8

hard dnve. 5V4*3 1/2 drives. EG4. NEC
Multi8ync2 color monitor Hayes 1200 mo-

dem, mouse $1000 413J84-6891

IBM386-25 8MEG RAM Scanner-Ansel

VGA-loadedl High density- Ftops $2100rt)o

546-6926

Round trip plana tteket Irom Hartford to Or-

lando/Sarasola FL Departs Dec 18 Re-

turns Dec. 2^m$250 00 584-6569

SEARS KENMORE DISHWASHER.
Undercounter or portable. Works great but

no tonger needed $100 or Best Otter 323-

7768 _____
SMITH CORONA TYPEWRITER
XE 5200 *Hlh dictionary

$100 OrbestoHer

Must see

Call Craig at 549-8293

STEREO A VIDEO EXCHANGE: New/used

components, best deals around! New re-

ceivers (remote) $1 49 NewCD players (rom

$109 New cassette decks Irom $89 Com-

pacWull size speakers, from $50/pair New

JVC deluxe boombox $139 New Quasar 4

head VCR $279 Used equipment Wide

variety, trom budget lo high end All

warranteed; Iree list We buy/sell/tradel

7days/week 256-0941

4-%&rm Houaa in Sunderland on buslna

Quiat St Call Bill Wild 516^26-2900

"OERNSMIPS"

Brown Isathsr (achol with map panam in-

side on Nov 9

Contans brawn leather waHat that contains

vakiSbla morxjments

It lound. plaasa call 546 1 240. ask HaaYun

Reward-$30

Lafl my broam la* hai In iha ooHaa shop.

Great sentimental valua 54».«S9e, Qrag.

$rewaid$

LOST 2KEYS and kx* call L«nij6^43_

LOST: GoU Guco-tnk bracelet on 1 1/6 in

either Thompson 1 06 . Boyden Lot or South-

west Creamery Sentimental vakja Call

Nicola 549-8613

J00Y0A8M

HERE B VOUR PERSONAL!
Gat off my casa

Tarry

MR90NALS

FLOWER-TMEF betora Jelto Bialra^ Free

Show tt«s afternoon in the Hatcha 3 W pm
AHamabva tok by 3 fresh woman

Get wicked awesome super

psyched tor this weekend'

Luv. SMM. Traoaa and Jodaa

PRECNANTY
Need a pregnancy test, mtomtaton or

supporf Cal tor Iraa and conkdantial

sanrtoas ALTERNATIVES 245 Main

Siroal. Nofthamplon 586-3000 or

OraanHald 774-6010

Win you marry ma?
Love-Mark

SKITUNMQ
$l2/pair

CalSavas
S46-I73B

Lagal SarvloM Mamahlp Inlormation

Saaalens: Monday. 11/18. Campus Camer

room 915. 400pm. and Tuesday. 11/19.

Campus Ctr room 909. 4-OOpm _
dlM;AMPUSMTERNSHIPS/SPRMG 1 992

Earn credit/Residential Recycling Program

Gain vakiable experience We encourage all

maiors to )Oin us! Introduce new ideas to tha

program. Call/545-1153

SPRING 1992 INTERNSHIPS with tha Le-

gal Services Center, gel handson experi-

ence in the legal heW- work directly with

attorneys and clients Earn up to 1 5 under-

graduate credits No experience in the legal

profession necessary-training provided

Contact Legal Servk»s today: 545-1995.

922 Campus Center.

INSTRUCTION

We met lor the second time at Zoe's party

Want 10 go tor thraa

SatekoClian
Happy Birthday -

1 k>ve you

Love Brian

FEUX
Than* tor baMig a 9mm roommaia!

Oacar

NO*
Happy Birthday

1 tovayou

Missy

PRANK HEOOEHOO
2 yrs. 3 b-days and more to comal

1 1/16 A night to remembarl

When I sao you smito ..

I tovayou'

M.S.

HAPPY 20TH KAREN
I hope your day is as speaal as you

Always remember You only Ive oneaiKi

You're awasoma!"

Love. Valeria

tpwgnancy laaMwq; oonMential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No.

Pleasant Streol AmharsI 549- 1 906

SUBLET

1 BEDROOM IN 2 bedroom apt Crestvtew

i^>ls Onbuslne 280/mo Avail Jan or Feb.

549 1482

WMTERSESSKJN-Fumlflhadroomm houaa
on MMn S( 1 min to bars, bus outside door

Only $250 256 6456

FOUR SKAKERS SHARE

Ihalr axpartancas in tha Hold of aducallon.

Seminar sponsored by Kappa Delta PI

Educalton Honor Sooety Monday. Novem-

ber 18th. 7-8 30pm. Campus Canter Room
90408

NAREST»OMAN:
Your back still kx>ks

VERY
good

( in green shirt.)

RIDE WANTED TfUVEL

KIM PATTERSON IS finally 21 !l

The tong wait is over'

Happy B-day bimbo! Hava tun!

We luv you!! KKSN

HEALV,

EARN CREDIT Scuba Diving

Learn to dive. G09-Basic Scuba

Key Largo trip. G-IOSport Scuba

New England advanced. Gil- advanced

All courses listed under General Physical

Education For further inlormation come by

Curty Hicks pool Mon-Thur 7pm- 10pm or

Call 545-2338

LOST

AWIA AM/FM CASSETTE Radio in Marcus

131 SReward' II found please call Mart( 256-

8370

BLACK POCKETBOOK 11/12 IN SU
I need my green card

Please call 6-5225

Thank you lor a most incredible weekend

Love,

Julie

No No
.

Metaihaad Mark
The secret's out

now everyone knows that

you're just a big soft sweetie looking lonward

to our date the smiling geek

HP AND ACE
The last 2 months were great...

This day has been great

And Ihe future will be great!

We love you.

Grem and Lynn-Chung

CHOMO AND PARA
Happy Thanksgivingi

Miss you both Umass is not Ihe same with

out lake care boys

Ephus Propus

MO- You didn't think you were gonna get

one. did you? SURPRISE!

RIDEWANTED TO UVM Burtington VT area

1 1 -8. 1 1 -9, will share expenses ! Call 6- 1153

Student naads rida from Graanfiald MA to

UMass M-F 773-7705 Billie-Jo

THANKSGIVING BREAK -Rida needed to

upstate New Yort( Rochester. Buffato. or

Olean New Yort^ I )ust need to gel home

Call Jenny 253-3608 Leave a message.

TO BUFFALO AND BACK
Thanksgiving Break

Will share expanses

Call Beth 253-7206 ASAP

To upstate NY, preferably Rochester area,

on Nov. 26. I will Share all expanses. CaH

Amanda 546-4124 _
ROOMMATE WANTED

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
to take over Brandywine lease

starting 1/92 549-7845

FEMALE ROOMMATE
Wanted lo share fully furnished

Brandywine apt

Call 549-8715

EARN CREOtT SCUBA DIVINGI

Dive coral reefs' Dec 28 Jan 3 $395. Kay

Largo. Flal^l 800 282 0977

SPRING-BREAK TRIPSI

Cancun. Jamaica, Panama City

Plan before Jan 1 st & save $30

For details call Stacay 549-0840

SERVICES

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS, THESES, CASES, Pa-

pers. On-campus Service. Mac/Laser Pnnler,

Spelk:heck. Quality. Inexpensive 564-7924,

Nancy

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING w/spellcheck

andboWface $1 50/pg Call Greg 6-3198.

PAPERSTYPED:$1 50/Typed page Quick,

accurate service Call Bnan 546-3563.

Word Processing - Reports, resumes, the-

ses, laser printing Call Rosemary 259-1 786

WANTED

MALE STUDENT lo be personal weight

trainer Must be knowledgable in weight

training and fitness. Call Pete for info. 1-637-

2658.

ORDER AVONI
546 1999

Call lor brochure.
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UMass falls to Northeastern in overtime
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

BROOKLINE, Mass. — And as it began, so it has ended

The University of Massachusetts field hockey team

started its season with a 2-1 overtime win at Parsons Field

en route to a blazing 8-0 beginning. Yesterday, the team

ended its national championship hopes by losing to

Northeastern at Parsons Field, 2-1, in double overtime m
the first round of the NCAA Tournament.

Northeastem's Kelly W>lk scored her second goal of the

game on a penalty comer with 3 :02 left in the sudden-death,

second overtime period. Northeastern forced the extra

penods when Wilk connected on a penalty corner with 10:18

remaining in the second half.

The Minutewomen stormed out of the gale, testing the

Husky defense by pushing the ball into the NU zone

Sherlan Cabralis got UMass on the board first, nailing a

slap shot from about 25 yards out at ISi.'SO in the first half

Cabralis took a loose ball, cocked and fired. The shot eluded

goaltender Brenda Mitchell, and gave L'Mass a commanding
10 lead.

It was a lead the Minutewomen treasured, at least until

halflime. Northeastern coach Cheryl Murlagh gave UMass
credit.

"I Mass came out strong." she said. "They were real

aggressive and they took the strong ! right i side away from

us We needed to use the whole field to create scoring

opportunities."

However. late in the second half. UMass seemed to be

moving in reverse. Northeastern relentlessly pounded the

ball into UMass' zone, but time after time the Minutewomen's

defense and Philippa Scott's goaltending turned the Hus-

kies away. The Minutewomen kept turning the ball over,

giving the Huskies prime opportunities, but would regioup

just in time to escape, for a while.

The critical play in the game at that pt>int occurred when
Debra Sweeney .N U's co-captain and top scorer, wasawarded

a penalty stroke with 10:57 left in the game. Sweeney,

standing right in front ofScott , picked her shot as a hush fell

over Parsons Field.

Sweeney partially misfired, and Scott stopped the ball

with her left foot to kill the Husky threat. It was a key

turning point in the game. . . for Northeastern.

"This year, we've had little lapses." UMass coach Pam
Hixon said. "If we survive those lapses, we've survived the

games. I thought the save on the penalty stroke was a

turning point, but Northeastern kept charging."

Northeastern gained a penalty corner less than 30 sec-

onds later, and Wilk conmn'ted, on an inbounds pass from

Shelly Morris and an assist by Sweeney. That tied the game
at 1-1. and turned the momentum in Northeastem's favor

for good.

Yet UMass had a golden opportunity to win the game
with less than two minutes left in regulation. The
Minutewomen were awarded a penalty corner, but

midfielderJoy Blenis' shot was blocked. The teams remained
deadlocked, and went to a full 10-minute overtime.

Both teams had a good chance in the first overtime.

Sweeney immediately rushed the UMass net. and was
awarded a penalty corner. Scott made the save, and the

Huskies were turned away.

For UMass. Tara Jelley broke through midfield and

rushed the Northeastern net with four minutes left, but the

team got nothing out of the play. The first overtime period

resolved nothing.

( oil. g>.,M nir phu«o

The University ofMassachusetts field hockey
team's Sherlan Cabralis controls a loose ball.

Yesterday, the Minutewomen dropped theirfirst

round NCAATournament game to Northeastern,
2-1, in double overtime. Northeastern overcame
an early UMass goal to take the win.

Mlnutemen to battle
ferocious Wildcats
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
football team will match up against its

toughest opponent of the season tomor-
row when it travels to Pennsylvania to

battle Villanova University, one of the

top teams in Division I-AA.

The Wildcats. 8-1 overall and 6-1 in

the YanCon, are ranked second in the
nation in total defense as they allow an
average of only 227.6 points per game
and their 39.9 points per game on offense

places them third in the country.

"This is a very difficult game . . . with
a capital V." UMass head coach Jim Reid

said.

AgainstYanCon opponents, Villanova

is tops in rushing defense, passing defense
and total offense.

Villanova's quarterbackTom Colombo
has the best pass efficiency ratio in the

Conference. In nine games, the junior

signal -caller from Brockton has com-
pleted 178 of 281 passes for 2,150 yards.

In addition, his 17 touchdowns leads the

YanCon.
"He's a huge force.' Reid said after

comparing the 5-foot-7 quarterback to

the Canadian Football League's Doug
Flutie. "He knows how to find receivers.

He doesn't get sacked. He's just an out-

standing, rugged, confident football

player."

Colombo's top target has been Scott

Donald. The junior tight end has caught
37 passes this season for 407 yards and
nine TDs.

The Wildcats average over 225 yards
on the ground per game, third in the

YanCon. Their leading rusher, Pat
Kennedy, will not play against the Min-

utemen as a result of an elbow injury he
suffered last week. Yet. sophomore
Vernon Smith filled in last week against
New Hampshire and produced 135 yards
on 28 carries, including two TDs.

Junior tackle Willie Oshodin leads

the 'Nova defense as he has registered 55
tackles and six QB sacks on the season.

In the secondary, strong safety Kevin
Long KeN-in Long has 55 tackles, seven
tackles for losses and three interceptions.

So, how do the Minutemen prepare for

the ferocious Cats?

"Monday we had a practice in pitch

black," Reid said, "^e were running
around in the snow for an hour and
fifteen minutes with car headlights on
us."

Reid explained the field which the

team usually practices on was unplayable
as a result of the rain and snow.

However, there won't be any mud at

Villanova Stadium as it is artificial turf.

The hard surface should benefit
UMass tailback Jerome Bledsoe. The
senior is the new leading rusher in the
nation in Division I-AA as he is averag-
ing 139.5 ypg. Bledsoe also averages 186
all-purpose ypg, second in the country.

Dave McGovem will be taking the
snaps for the third consecutive week for

the Minutemen. According to Reid, he
will play a major role in stopping the

Wildcats.

"We have to establish the play-action

pass and take advantage of our speed,"

Reid said. "We have to successfully ex-

ecute the short-passing game."

GAME NOTES:The game will be
broadcast live on WMUA, 91.1 FM, Am-
herst and on the UMass Network, WTTT,
Amherst.

Minutewomen soccer
has defeated all odds

When a team loses six starting seniors,

including the best player in the nation,

lacks a scoring punch, speed, experience

and depth it usually is not figured to go very
far. These were some ofthe problems facing

the University of Massachusetts women's
soccer team as it entered the 1991 season.

The result was a team which recorded a
14-5 record, received an NCAA tournament
bid smd stayed nationally ranked for the
entire season, climbing as high as No. 7. The
Minutewomen surprised everyone, includ-

ing their coach, Jim Rudy.

Dan Wetzel

"I didn't expect this much success," Rudy
said. "We came a long way this year, espe-

cially from preseason when things looked so

dim. There were a lot ofuncertainties at the
beginning, but the team did a nice job. This
was a great team, I love underdogs."

Massachusetts surprised all by playing
extremely tough defense, scoring opportu-
nistic goals and getting outstanding
goaltending from Briana Scurry.

Scurry started every game for UMass
and recorded a 0.47 goals against average.
Scurry also had 12 shutouts on the season.
Although in a few games she was untested,
in many contests she made the impossible
saves look routine with a blend of funda-
mentals and athleticism.

In front of Scurry was a talented defense
which proved itselfto be one the finest in the
nation.

"With the kind of schedule we play, a top
schedule, the few goals we allowed (nine] is

simply amazing," Rudy said. "Our defense
was great, but by defense I mean all 11

players. It starts with our front people stop-

ping the attack in midfield."

The defense was spearheaded by
Hermann Trophy finalist and All-New En-

gland 1st team member Holly Hellmuth.
Hellmuth is a dominating one-on-one stop-

per, who continually covered the top offen-

sive threat on the opposing team.
Also leading the defense was sweeper

Lisa Mickelson, and backs Carrie Keeper
and Heidi Kocher. Midfielders Amy Trunk.
Paula Wilkins and Michele Woodside were
likewise outstanding.

Woodside joined Hellmuth on the All-

New England 1st team as selected by the

New England Women's Intercollegiate Soc-

cer Association. Wilkins and forward Kim
Eynard made the second team.

Only a sophomore, Wilkins played su-

perb soccer despite being hampered all sea-

son by various iryuries. When healthy, her

presence on the field proved invaluable. It

was Wilkins' 40-yard bomb in overtime
against Rutgers that propelled the
Minutewomen into the NCAAs.

Oflfensively, the Minutewomen struggled

all season. If it weren't for Hellmuth's un-

canny ability to head in comer kicks, 0-0

ties would have been the norm.
"You have just witnessed the slowest

soccer team in the history of the NCAA,"
Rudy proclaimed to the press aft^r losing to

UConn in the Tournament.
Indeed UMass lacked speed and a single

great finisher, a la April Kater last season,
but the team did get strong play from Col-

leen Milliken and freshman Polly
Hackathom.

"This team wasn't a flashy one, they were
a real blue-collar team," Rudy said. "We
were mentally tough and we played every-

one hard. We didn't back down from any-
one."

There is a sign in Rudy's office that
reads: "When I step on the field, I doubt
defeat."

The Minutewomen seemed to take the
motto to heart.

Dan Wetzel is a Collegian staffmember

Women swimmers fall to BU
By LILLIAN K. LEGGIO
Collegian Staff

Boston University freestyler Sheryl Cotter set two Boyden
Pool records, propelling the BU women's swim team past

the hosting University ofMassachusetts 1 98- 1 02 last night.

In the second event of the evening, Cotter got off to a

quick start in the 1,000-yard freestyle, built a commanding
lead over the rest of the field and set a new pool record with

a time of 10:33.91, breaking the old record, set in 1989, by

seven seconds.

Cotter later rewrote the pool record in the 500 freestyle

with a time of 5:12.97.

"Once we realized Sheryl was on record pace, the team
really started pulling for her," said BU coach Reigh
Whetinore. "Her performance really ignited our perfor-

mance.
BU's performance included 14 of 16 first place finishes

and one other pool record. In the 200 butterfly, BU's Lauren
Curtis' time of 2:08.87 broke UMass' Michele Leary's 1990
record of 2.09.80.

"BU swam out of their minds and unfortunately this

overshadowed some great performances by some of our
swimmers," said UMass coach Bob Newcomb. "Jen Jackson
was within 30 hundredths of a second from tying the 200-

yard butterfly and we had other swimmers have their best

ever-times."

UMass was highly successful in the 100 and 200 breast-

stroke as it captured first and second place in both events.

In the 100 breaststroke, UMass'Amy Lewisswam a personal

best, finishing first with a time of 1:12.31 with teammate
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

—SPORTS NOTICE—
ALL STUDENT TICKETS FOR THE MEN'S BAS-

KETBALL GAME ON NOV. 22 AGAINST SIENA
WERE PICKED UP BY 1 P.M YESTERDAY.

STUDENT TICKETS FOR THE NOV. 25 GAME
AGAINST KEENE STATE WILL BE AVAILABLE
ON THURSDAY, NOV. 21.

Entries are due Monday, Nov. 18 for intramural
preseason basketball. Limited space is available. The
first 16 men's teams and eight women's teams to enter
rosters will be scheduled.

All others will be put on a waiting list. Go to 215
Boyden or call 545-0022 for more details.
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GEO negotiations remain at standstill
By DAVID MASSE

Y

Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts adminis-

tration officials and representatives from

the Graduate Employee Organization met
informally last night to try to hammer out

the union's final demands and end their

two-day-old strike.

The organization will inform their

membership of developments in negotia-

tions today but top GEO officials conceded

the strike will probably continue. Both sides

plan to hold another informal session today.

The administration also has offered a

proposal that both sides sign off on all re-

solved issues, end the strike and enter into

mediation on the last issue of agency fee,

according to chief negotiator for the ad-

ministration, Susan Pearson.

Emily Isaacs, co-speaker of GEO, said

she learned ofdetails ofthis proptisal through

press accounts. "We are tired of negotiating

in the press. We would like to negotiate at

the table," she said.

Peter Underdown, a co-speaker for GEO,
said, "We certainly have not accepted (the

proposal).

On Friday, most graduate employees

received a letter from Chancellor Richard

O'Brien which gave them until tomorrow to

return a form saying if they are working or

not. If they don't return to work, graduate

employees will lose their paychecks for that

week and tuition and curriculum fee waiv-

ers for the remainder of the fall semester.

"We are, of course, prohibited from using

public funds to pay any individuals who do

not fulfill their contractual obligations,"

O'Brien wrote.

Isaacs, who said the letteremploys "scare

tactics," is urging all graduate employees to

"hold ofT on sending in the form to the

administration.

She also said lawyers for United Auto

Workers, which represents GEO, has de-

clared the letter itself illegal. Isaacs said

GEO is considering a class-action suit

against the administration.

"It's just scary stuff," Isaacs said. "The

administration is committed to breaking

this union." She said graduate employees

generally feel "outraged" about the letter.

Underdown said "legal findings obtained

by UAW lawyers" have said that if such

actions are carried out, it would be a "vio-

lation of civil rights."

Isaacs said the letter is legally ques-

tionable because it demands "self-incrimi-

nation" and also some graduate employees

have not receivtKl the letter.

In other developments, theGEO said the

United Auto Workers will pay all legal fees

and damages if the University is sued by a

non-union member graduate employee un-

willing to pay $1 a week union dues. This

agency fee question remains a miyor stick

CONTINUED ON PAGt 3

Some graduates
continue to teach
Bv MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Stafl"

While hundreds of graduate students have been picket-

ing on campus, at least one has chosen to continue his role

as a teaching assistant.

Completing assignments on the 14th floor ofthe Lederle

Graduate Research Tower. Nicolas Minutillo, a third-year

mathematics graduate student and 10-year resident of the

.Amherst area, is continuing the educational process. He

said he is calm and sure of his actions, he has not let the

strike affect his academic life.

"I was about to join GEO until they called a strike,"

Minutillo said. "I thought the administration's contract

offer was pretty good."

•* I do not think they should be stri king over an agency fee,

which seems to be the big issue left." he said.

Minutillo feels his "teaching is part of the educational

experience." Considering his teaching role he says, "It

allows me to get what I really want here, which is not

employment, but a Ph.D."

"I guess I feel a bit like an undergrad," he said. "The

undergrads pay for (their education). I don't. I feel lucky."

Is the teaching assistant role a job or a scholarship? This

seems to be a question dividing strikers and non-strikers.

"Personally, I think it is a scholarship," Minutillo said.

"If they were charging curriculum fees to grad students,

1 would be upset, but it has been waved three semesters in

a row," said Minutillo. who was unsure of the price of his

tuition.

"I've never figured what it is because I've never had to

pay it," he said.

In addition to tuition and fee waivers, Minutillo also said

he receives a "larger than average" stipend, or salary.

Minutillo said he is content with the workings of the

mathematics department, and his treatment there. "We

have a fairly nice department here," which he said only

expects him to work limited hours.

Minutillo is also concerned with the students he teaches

in his section of Math 131.

"I teach an entire lecture myself, so if I did not teach they

would miss as much as I was on strike for," he said, noting

the departmental final which will be given in December

Photo by lUrcB Hie*

WHEN WILL IT END? — History jfraduate

student Mark Power pickets Herter Hall last

week in protest to the failure in negotiations.

which his students would not be prepared for.

"I have not really had any comments from my students,

asking me to cancel class," he said. "No one is really

pressuring me at all."

Minutillo said he has had "no problem" passing picket

lines. ,

-Ifthey are my friends, I say 'hi.' People are very polite,

he said.

"A lot ofgrad students really do believe in what they are

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Students rally in

support ofstriking
UMass grad TAs
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Suff

Over 200 graduate and undergraduate student* gained

a brief respite from the raw, rainy weather and rallied to

support the Graduate Employee's Organization strike in

the Cape Cod Lounge Friday.

Zack Exley, ajunior Social Thought and Political Ecomony

major, said GEO's activism was setting an example which

undergraduates could follow to protest tuition and fee

hikes.

"If (undergraduates 1 were really organized the way you

guys wer* over the last threeyears, we'd bv paving less than

half as much in tuition and fees." Exley said. "Tuition and

fees have been raised over $4,000 in the last few years
"

-jChancellorl Dick O'Brien thinks (undergraduates

I

aren't involved in this," Exley said. Tou guys will really

help us next semester."

Exley said a "union of undergraduates" was being or-

ganized for next semester U) protest tuition and fee hikes.

Carol Knox, an international represenUtive for the

United Auto Workers, which representsGEO, said a current

strike by clerical workers at Columbia University reflected

many ofthe same demands GEO is trying to negotiate with

the University's administration.

"The issues are job security and health care," Knox said.

"The other issue there is why are Black and Hispanic

workers on (Columbia's) campus paid less than others."

Knox added she was impressed by the show of support

among graduate students for the strike.

"As a professional who's been on a lot of picket lines, this

is really phenomenal," Knox said.

According to GEO oflicials. 700 of 930 teaching assis-

tants had signed up for picket duty as ofThursday, the first

day of the strike.

Following the rally, a group of GEO members went to

Whitmore to deliver postcards addressed to Chancellor

Richard O'Brien calling for the administration to grant

GEO a fair contract. GEO members said 3,300 cards had

been signed.

World Cup
questions UM
soccer cuts
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

World Cup USA 1994, Inc., the

organizing committee for the inter-

national WorldCup soccer tournament

to be played in the U.S. in 1994, is

pressuring the state ofMassachusetts

to reinstate the University of Massa-

chusetts men's soccer program, which

was cut from the Department of Ath-

letics' budget last spring.

The committee is searching for ar-

eas to play the games and has slated

Foxboro Stadium as a possible site.

However, when members of the com-

mittee were informed the state's

largest university dropped soccer due

to the state-wide budget cuts, itwarned

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Edwards gets La. nod
Former gov. edges ex-Nazi Duke
By GUY COATES
Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS — Democrat Edwin
Edwards beat former Ku Klux Klan leader

David Duke in a landslide Saturday, re-

claiming the governorship he had lost in

disgrace. The election riveted national at-

tention on Louisiana, where many voters

saw the contest as a tragic choice between a

racist and a rogue.

With 98 percent of precincts reporting,

Edwards had 1,056,090 votes, or 61 percent,

to Duke's 674,548 votes, or 39 percent.

Turnout set a record for a Lousiana election

— more than 78 percent of the state's 2.2

million voters.

Duke, a Republican state representa-

tive, was repudiated by most state and na-

tional GOP leaders, including President

Bush, because of his white supremacist

backgrounds.
Edwards, claiming victory beforejubilant

supporters at his headquarters declared.

Tonight, Louisiana became first, first to

turn back the merchant of hate, the master

of deceit.

"Tonight is the first night of our journey

to decency, to honesty, to fairness, tojustice,

to respect, to honor, and to hard work

"I will make our people proud of our

state, proud of our governor," added

Edwards, who will be serving an unprec-

edented fourth term. His first three terms

were marked with scandal, including his

trial on federal corruption charges. He was

acquitted.

Duke conceded with a call for his sup-

porters to pray for Edwards.

"The candidate may have lost," he told

disappointing but cheering campaign

workers, " but the message goes out loud

and clear across Louisiana and across the

country. . . The time has come to begin to heal

the liberal welfare system that is causing

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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For Your Information
FYls are public service announcements that run on a

space-available basis on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday

for campus and local non-profit organizations. Because of

space constraints, the Collegian cannont print all FYIs

submitted and no announcements can be repeated.

To submit an FYI. please send a TYPED press release

with all pertinent information to the Collegian office in 1 13

Campus Center c/o News Editor. F\'ls cannot be taken over

the phone.

Monday, November 18

Poetry Readings — "In the Tradition: Black Poetry for

the 90V will be held from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Malcolm X
Cultural Center. Admission is free, and a discussion and

reception will follow the readings.

Lecture — "AIDS: It Evolution, Prevention, Treatment

and Prospects For Vaccines And Cures" will be discussed by

Dr. Harold P. Katner, Chiefof Infectious Disease at Mercer

University School of Medicine in Macon, Georgia. It will be

held at 7:30 p.m. in Mahar Auditorium and admission is

free.

Lecture— Inorganic Chemistry Seminar: "Cyclic Anionic

Silicates: Reaction Intermediates' with Robert R. Holmes

will be held at 3:35 p.m. in the 101 Lederle Graduate Tower.

Dancing— Israeh Folk Dancing will be held at 7:30 p.m.

at the Hillel House downstairs. There will be a $1.50 charge

and fee-payers are free.

Tuesday, November 19

Speaker — The novelist Amos Oz will be speaking from

7:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m. in UMass Mahar Auditorium. The

event, sptmsored by Hillel, is $3 for the general public and

free to students.

Lecture — Organic Chemistry Seminar: "Protein Struc-

ture: NMR Assignment and Global Fold of Putidaredoxin'

with Tom Pochapsky of Brandeis University will be held at

11:15a.m. in UMldlA Lederle Graduate Research Tower.

Lecture — Analytic Chemistry Seminar: The Bulk and

Surface Characterization of Copper Catalysts for

Chlorosilane Synthesis" with Kenneth Lewis of Union

Carbide will be held at 11:15 a.m. in UM 103 Lederle

Graduate Research Tower.

LONDON
KOIM) FKIP f KONt

Eating Disorder Programs
Fall 1 99 1 Scxjnsofed bv Urwersitv Heatth Services

Eating Disorder Self-Hetp Groups
Led tjv trainee stuoents recovered from an aating

disorder Ootrt to anyone Confidentiality assured

CaH 549-26' 1 Omic IV ior more intormatKSn

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For indNiduais witn Nurritionisis Mental Health

Oinician Phvsician and or Nurse Practrtione''

Mondays or Tuesdays • beginning September 17

unrversnv Heaitri Services Contidentiaiitv Assured

Call 549-26-1 OInic IV

Food and Feelings Workshop
Led by Peer Htatth Educators
To schedule tor your Residence Hall

- call 54^2671. e«t I8i

Prize Winning NovelistAMOS
OZSpeaking on:

"Various Confrontations in Israel

Today: Insights ofan Israeli Novelist*

Tuesday, November 19, 7:30pm

Mahar Auditorium

Students: Free General Public: $3

SponstH-cd by: UMass Millel and the Center for Jewish Studies; UMaas Arts

Council; The Crinspoon Fund for Jewish Education

350
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From NEW YORK

round trips starting at

LONDON $350

LENINGRAD $610

CARACAS $410

GUATEMALA C. $390

BANGKOK $939

LOS ANGELES-

AUCKLAND $699

Tj«, ...ni .uiihargfji not included.

F.ires subieft to rhantje

Council Travel
79 So. Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002
(413)256-1261
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UNDERGRADUATES!

DO YOU KNOW YOUR PIN??

I

UNDERGRADUATES: IF YOU DONT KNOW YOUR
PIN OR YOUR ACCESS PERIOD. CHECK WITH
YOUR ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT.

Sign Up to see Captain Powell at the Mather Career Center.
Resumes are not required.

Visit date is Nov. 21, 1991 from 10am 'till 2pm.
Or for more info call 1-800-255-8762.

Take Orchard Hill Loop Two bus to get to Mather Career Center.

Local

(Itolu by HilBon Srhmundt

WHO SAYS BUNGEE JUMPING ISNT FOR EVERYONE?— This photographer, a junior

journalism migor on exchange from Germany, jumps 150 feet from a crane at Brunelle's

Marina in Hadley.

Task force
created
By JASON GEORGE
Gollegmn Staff

University ofMassachusetts Student Government Asso-

ciation President David Gagne, citing the "many issues that

must be addressed" on this campus, has created three task

forces to mobihze students to deal with problems at the

University.

The task forces will deal with the issues of housing,

tuition and fees and voter registration, he said.

The Housing Review Task Force will be headed by senior

Bob Monaghan, speaker of the Undergraduate Student

Senate, while the tuition and fees task force is going to be

headed by Student Trustee Kevin Newnan and Commuter
Area Government President Jen Wood. The voter regis-

tration task force will be headed by sophomore student

MnaU)r Mathew Pavisi. Gagne said the task forces will be

open t^) all students.

^e're not looking to pass something specific," Gagne
said. "Task forces are an attempt to mobilize students on an

issue."

Gagne said he hoped as many as 150 students would join

any of the task forces. The goal is to make students* work

more actively m addressing issues and solving problems,

Gagne said.

"IThe Student SenaUH is always setting up committees

that are passing resolutions and doing nothing." Gagne

said. "Whatever people pass doesn't mean anything unless

they go out and actively do something for students.

Gagne said he is writing charters for each task force. The

Housing Review Force will concentrate on students to take

a role in "getting students apprised of their rights." Gagne

said.

He added the voter registration task force will attempt to

register as many students to vote as possible, while the force

on tuition and fees will work to "restore funding for the

University to the point where it once was."

Food science professor earns national award
_ c

By CHRISTINE MAHONEY
Collegian Correspondent

Long-time University of Massachusetts

food science professor Ernest M. Buck is the

recent recipient of an award for excellency

in advising students from the National

Academy of Advising Association. The con-

ference, held annually, met from Oct. 6 to 9

in Louisville, Kentucky.

"We couldn't be happier! The students are

thrilled about it." said I>r. Fergus M Clydes-

dale, head of the food science department

Last semester. Buck received the annual

UMass Outstanding Advisory Award. "No

other award could have meant more to me,"

said Buck. The UMass Award is awarded on

the basis of letters from current students,

and graduates.

"I've always been very student-oriented

and had an open-door policy." Buck said. "It

was really nice to get that award."

Buck began teaching at UMass in 1957.

when he was involved with animal science.

In 1960 Buck became interested in the food

science field, and has been ever since.

In the last 10 years. Buck has developed

uses for under-utilized fish. Using fish as a

food analogy, he produced a "fake" crab

meat, and a hot dog from red hake and

mackeral.
Buck said although the UMass food sci-

ence department is the oldest in the country,

it is the most up-to-date technologically.

Buck said there is an incredible network of

UMass graduates and they are highly re-

garded. As an example, Ocean Spray Corpo-

ration currently employs 24 UMass gradu-

ates.

"Professor Buck was one of the reasons

that I decided to go to UMass," said Eric

Murrer, a food science undergraduate.

Buck foresees the food science field will

change to meet the needs of the people with

their changes in lifestyles. People are be-

coming more health ronscious, according to

Buck.
"It's dynamic — I food sciencel gives

people what they want," said Buck Buck

said he expect* to see "grazing" and more

food products geared toward people with

little time for sit-down meals.

Buck said it is important for students to

move around in the first four to five years

after they graduate. This way students can

get a better idea of what interests them.

"Don't look at your first job as your last

job," advises Buck to food science graduates.

After 35 years at UMass, Buck will retire

at the end of this semester. "I have mixed

feelings about retiring," Buck said.

"1 think this is a great university. There

are incredible opportunities for students,"

said Buck.

"Well misshim terribly!" said Clydesdale.

Buck is interested in boating. After many

years of boating, his students affectionately

named him "the codfather."

The "codfather" is married, and has four

Pttotu by Man- tAUott

Professor Ernest M. Buck
children. Aft«r this semester. Buck intends

to travel to Europe, Hawaii and "see as

much of the United States as possible!"

Louisiana
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

crime, causing poverty, causing drugs, destroying

the very basis of our lives."

Speaking of his future in politics, Duke, whose

term in the I^egislature expires this year, said, "I

have no plans— no plans to run for any other office.

But I have to say 'at this time."* There has been

speculation he might run for Congress, the Senate, or

challenge Bush in some GOP presidential primaries

next year.

Hailing Duke's defeat. Republican National

Committee Chairman Clayton Yeutter said in

Washington that voters ofIx)uisiana "with one pull of

the lever, today struck a mighty blow against racism,

bigotry, and hatred."
"

... While we at the Republican National Com-

mittee do not celebrate a victory for the Democrats,"

Yeutter said in a statement, "we do happily accept

the voters of Louisiana's decision to push away with

David Duke, whose ruse did not succeed."

Edwards captured miyorities of the vote in areas

where Duke had to do well, including the parishes—
Louisiana's equivalent of counties— taken by Duke

in the Oct. 19 primary.

Police apprehend man after car chase
Compiled by JASON GEORGE
Collegian SUff

Jacob A. Perkins, 18, ofAmherst was arrested Thursday

night for a number of violations. Police pursued a vehicle

which failed to stop at a stop sign. The vehicle then at-

tempted to elude police, and the pursuit continued over

several Amherst streets. The vehicle went out of control

on Old North Pleasant Street, going onto a sidewalk and

striking a parked car. The operator fled the scene on foot

and was apprehended behind a fraternity house.

Perkins was charged, among other things, with failure to

stop for a police officer, operating to endanger, unlawful

speed and malicious danger to real property.

LARCENY
• A man reported to police Thursday night that his

leather coat containing his wallet and car keys were stolen

while he was playing basketball in Boyden Gymnasium.

The estimated value was $280.

SUSPICIOUS VEfflCLE
• Eugene L. Facey Jr., 39, of Westfield was arrested by

police Thursday afternoon for operating an unlicensed

vehicle on an outstanding warrant from State Police.

rally
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

doing," he said, although he understood the position of the

administration.

"I do not believe the administration has pockets full of

money to give out," Minutillo said.

He also thought it is unrealistic to demand an agency fee

and union recognition, while it is illegal in the state to do so.

"Our labor board could make that change. Once that

change is made and GEO is legal, then they can make those

demands," he said.

Still, Minutillo says he has nothing against the strikers.

"Many of them feel the strike is the only way to have

union demands met," he said, "and if they believe that, and

that their demands are fair, then they should strike."

GEO

CORRECTION
In an article last week, Eric Kjeldsen was

misidentified. Kjeldsen is aprofessor in the Sports

Studies department.

The Collegian regrets the error.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE I

ing point in preventing GEO from finalizing their first

union contract.

"We see that problem completely resolved." Isaacs said.

"It won't cost them one penny now or at any time to grant us

agency fee." She said resolving this issue could end the

strike.

"We are forced to believe the only reason they still object

to an agency fee is not the money," Isaacs said. "It must be

that they want to break this union."

At this time, GEO is trying to convince the University's

lawyer, William Searson, who Isaacs called a "known anti-

union lawyer," ofthe possibility of accepting this GEO offer

without holding the University liable.

The percentage ofgraduate employee health fee waivers

also remains at issue. Though Pearson would not offer

specifics, she said, "I think we are very close to agreement."
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WINDSHIELDS REPLACED

North Amherst
l\/lotors

n OM Sundtrtand Rd
North AntMnt. MA.

• CARSTAR. 549-2880

Mo»i Uaio' Cr«d« C^tlB AoGApwc

Showiimes
Mon - Thurs
7:30pm
Fri - Sun

7:00pni«& 9:00pm
Admission S4.0b

Student w/lD S.V(X1

Are you an
AFS

RETURNEE?
Come to a

9-ColIeite AFS
slathering

^ Tuesday. Nov. 19

7:50 - 9:30 pm
The Red Barn

.Hampshire College

Bring If you can: mwnortes,
photos, rusty languagsaUM*.
snacks to share. OTHER
ASP"»
Info? Malissa Kroodsma

253-5519
Sponsored t>y th« Amharsl AFS
Chapter and Ftv« Colt*g««. Inc

25% OFF
ALL COLLEGIAN CLASSIFIEDS

TODAY
Look for our table on the Campus Center concourse!

Or come to our classifieds counter at

113 Campus Center

Winter Intersession 1992
January 2 - January 17
Icyn coNage credit duir^g your

wmtar breok bv enrcXIir^g m
UMon • lO*/ett% Winter Ir^ter

lamoh nw$ inlansive i-wetk
sataon %mM Nrip vou occaterota

vour acJucatK3f>o» program And
it you ra aorosad in onott^ar

urwarvty t^ts ts on oacaMant
woy to aorn tronder cradits

Crac*' C(K/rsas (3 cracKH)
• Iha ArH
• Computars
• Cnmlr>ol Justtca
• ManogoMtont
• lcl«ncas

Cosf 5% 00 par credit

UMoss • LoMien
CONTINUING EDUCATION

Or take advantage of a specK^
opportuniN to study Art History in

Fkyence Italy'

Dav Oosses

EventnQ Ckxses
Man rfl •
aftdSot 12:30 3:30pin

^togOacif Couys^

• Moctntosh- Wofltshops

Brush up on your software knowl

edge or team a rtew appdcotion

So don t be left out in tt^e cokS
Make your winter break really

count For a Winter intersassKXi

buHetin cat! tt>e Ovtsion ot

Continuing Education art

(SOt) 934-24I0. Or fill out tt>e

, . ,( « )f t>>iow OfVl rnr)i\ if fo

Uf>lverslty of MossochusatH •

Lowell, Division of Conttnutng
Educotkm, Or>« Unlveraity

Avenue. Lowell. MA 01tS4.

DiscoverKinko*s "^

andcome in for a
quickbyte.
If you've got something to say but dont
have the tools to make It all happen,

come Into Klnko's to work on our

self-service Macintosh*
computers. You'll have your

hands on a fast, powerful

tool for desktop publishing

and you'll save $2.00 on
our regular rate!

r
^2.00 OffPerHour

on MacintoshRental
Save $2 on rvcry hour of self service

Macintosh* computer time. One coupon
per customer Not valid with any other

olfcr. Good through November 30. 1991

at listed kxration.

Open 24 hours*

253-2543
220 N. Pleasant St

^T-'?;:.^'^ the copy center
mldnlitht-Sun. noon pj

klnko's'

LEARN TO K
BRING YOUR BUDDIES

University of Massachusetts

General Physical Education
Alpine Ski Program - 1 Credit

Mt. Tom Ski Area, Holyoke
Four Lessons at your ability level,

beginning the first week of February.

Cost is S68 and includes four,

two-fiour and 1 5 minute

lessons, bus transportation

and lift ticket.

Lessons given on Wednesdays,

Thursdays, Fridays or Saturdays.

PICK A DAY & SIGN UP !

IVIon. - Wed., Nov. 18 20
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.

at the Mt. Tom Table,.Campus Center

ARN CREDIT
RpiUal Equipment $34. For more information call Mt. Tom (41 3) 536-0516

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are tho.se of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwi.se noted.

Strike conduct is harmful
It is admirable that the University administration and the

Graduate Employee Organization are moving closer to reaching

a contract settlement. Not only because the GEO's demands are

fair, but because strike tactics on both sides which polarize

opinion and force students to take sides are harmful to the

University.

Both Whitmore and the GEO are guilty of intimidation tactics

and playing undergraduates against each other. While strikes

are rarely friendly affairs, the Collegian can not condone those

policies ofWhitmore or the GEO which intimidate. All members
of our community have the right to live and work in peace.

The GEO is angry, and rightfully so, about letters sent by

Chancellor Richard O'Brien to graduate students. The letter

promised reduced paychecks for those who either did not work

or failed to turn in a slip showing whether they worked or not.

The letter also said those graduate employees who indicated

they did not work or did not send in the form would lose their

tuition waivers and be billed for the remainder of the semester.

Although striking workers are not usually paid, those still working

must have their rights protected. OTBrien*8 claim that Whitmore

**recognizes the valauble contributions'* of graduate students is

altogether hollow in this light and shows a lack of respect

On the other hand, the GEO's strike conduct leaves something

to be desired. Surrounding O'Brien and shouting at him, or

accosting students who cross picket lines doesn't make the GEO
look too good. Undergraduates don't have much choice; their

classes continue regardless. They neverasked to becaught in the

middle.

The Collegian hopes a fair settlement comes about soon, so

that these sort of tactics are no longer seen as necessary.

Unaigned editoriaU reflect a majority opinion ofthe Collegian

bo€ird ofeditors

Don't follow mob mentality

L

Dear Undergraduates (graduates can read

on ifthey wish but it's really not necee.iary),

Most of you know me as the "phallic

burrito" and the guy who decides the

"Graffitti of the Week." But now I'm here to

chip in my two cents on. . . what else'? The
GEO strike.

Marc Elliott

Right here and now 1 want you to think

about this issue and decide for yourself

whether or not to support the strike. Don't

be led by the nose by the so-called "under-

graduate leaders." Dion't let them think and
speak for you; think and speak for yourself

Please don't allow yourself to be led blindly

through the next few weeks by a bunch of

neon stickers and chalk graflitti.

Now let's look at this whole strike thing

with our thinking caps on shall we? (Sorry if

I sound patronizing, being harassed byGEO
.sinkers all day as I try to attend classes I

paid for tends to put me in a mood.)

So, what happens if the GEO lotesf

A simple question.

Lots of "quality' teaching assistants will

flee in droves from the University. Real

loyalty. The quality of education will drop.

What happen* if the GEO wins?

Another simple question.

Well, the money spent to pacify the GEO
will be bled out of academic departments

and a rise in fees. The drain of resources

from the academic departments will again

lower the quality of education at the Uni-

versity . As for the fees. . . I'd guess there isn't

one undergrad on this campus that doesn't

know at least one other undergrad that

'

forced to drop out by rising costs. For the

undergrads barely making it as it is that are

forced to drop out next semester due to a rise

in fees caused by the GEO stnke, that's a

real drop in the quality of their education.

It's time to remind ourselves that UMass
has a purpose and an important function in

this state: to provide higher education at a

price working class families can afford. If

the GEO wins and the fees go through the

roof, I wonder if strikers will take the time
to notice the drop in enrollment. I wonder if

they will notice which students are missing:

the children of the working class.

Then again, why should they care? Few
were undergrads at UMass. Emily Isaacs,

so-called champion ofthe working man who
said she was going to "decimate" this cam-
pus, went to Colgate College (lots o' cash

there eh?). They were never one of us, so

why should they care about us. Maybe if

they say, "We're not striking against the

undergraduates' times they'll believe it

themselves . Bottom line is that it'sour blood
they're spilling.

So I ask you to think and think carefully

about the strike and where you stand. Don't

be fooled into believing the administration

has gobs and gobs ofcash just lying about in

easy to carry shopping bags and have some
strange secret reason for not wanting to give

it out. I know it's always tempting to bash
Whitmore for everything and most of the

Ume the administration deserves it, but not

all the time. Even ajerk is right from time to

time.

Well, that's what I think after having to

fight my way to a class in Bartlett so again

I implore you to think. Don't fall into the

mob mentality. Think for yourselfand speak
for yourself, even ifyou don't agree with me.

Just don't allow a few activist "leaders' to be

your voice — they're not always on your

Sincerely,

Marc Elliott

Afarc Elliott ia a Collegian columnist

Letter may be illegal, GEO says
I>ate Friday, Nov. 15, most grad employees received a

letter from Chancellor Richard O'Brien demanding gradu-

ate employees inform the administration by 12 p.m. on Nov.

19 whether or not they met their contractual obligations

during the GEO strike (beginning Nov. 14).

We were informed if we had not met our contractual

obligations our pay would be withheld and our tuition and

curriculum fee waivers would be revoked. Finally, we were

to sign under the penalty of perjury and those who did not

respond would have their pay withheld and waivers revoked.

Emily Issacs

Union lawyers confirm what many graduate employees

have pointed out: this mandate is legally questionable

because ofthe demand for self-incrimination and the possi-

bility a given employee would not have received the letter

before deadline.

Further, the GEO is considering a class action suit

against the administration. There are other reasons why

the legality of this demand is questionable, but, perhaps

even more importantly, it is clear the letter is insulting to

many and threatening to all.

Many perceive this letter as an attempt by the Chancel-

lor to turn graduate students against each other, to have

the graduate students to do the work of management.

Chancellor O'Brien resorted to this means of discovering

the strikers from the non-strikers because department

heads and chairs, by in large, refused to do so.

Our advice is this: hold off on signing this letter. Re-

sponding to threats like this would set a bad precedent for

all of us, strikers and non-strikers. GEO's updated recom

mendations, legal and political, will be given at every noon

and 4 p.m. rally, at the membership meetings (Monday, 9

a.m. and Wednesday. 5 p.m.) and through the 'picket cap

tains' located outside Herter, the GRC and Machmer.

While I understand everyone is not convinced of the

merits ofthis strike, it seems clear that this type ofmanage-

ment strategy is unacceptable to all.

Although the administration still refuses to meet with us

formally, they are meeting with us informally.

On Nov. 14 Chancellor O'Brien told us he had no prin

cipled objections to collection of an agency fee. His only

concern, he stated, was protecting the University from legal

costs in the event any non-member sued the University for

collecting a fee.

In response, theGEO I District 65 / UAWoffered to indem

nify the University; in other words, the UAW will pay all

costs — legal fees, damages — if the University is sued.

Indemnification clauses are not unusual in union contracts

and have been successful in protecting the employer from

legal suits.

To date, the University's lawyer, William Searson, has

instructed Chancellor O'Brien to reject this offer from the

GEO/65/UAW. While this is disappointing, we are working

hard to convince the Chancellor that legally the University

would not be liable and that thus this would be an accept-

able means to resolve the contract and end the strike.

Emily Issacs is the Co-SpeakerofGEO I District 65 1UAW

Music fan worries that the rock heroes of old

have given in to the likes of Michael Jackson
Recent events in the music industry are beginning to

worry me. Just today, I watched Michael Jackson's new

video and frankly, I really think that he has finally

snapped. What happened to him? He was such a bad-ass

when he was young. His face has been cut up and

contorted beyond recognition. His skin has been bleached

to some hybrid peaked hue.

And what the hell was that masturbation scene on top

of the car? Why is he doing that? He should leave that

stuffto Madonna; she's much better at it. And what is his

fixation with young males? Is he some sort of Bob Crane

sicko pedophile (that's Colonel Hogan to you)? Maybe the

pressure of a world that could never quite understand

him finally got to him. Who knows?
. . , . ,

Furthermore, I'm worried about Axl. I don't think he s

going to be around for much longer. He'll probably go out

with a needle in his arm.

What happened to the rock heroes of old? Never in a

lifetime would you ever see Keith Richards tap dancing

on a car while holding his crotch. O.K., bad example.

What happened to Ace Freshley singing shock me in

his seven inch leather heels? What happened to real

dance music like the Sugarhill Gang? You wouldn't see

them doing any of that milktoast M.C. Toolshed crap.

Alas, the hard ones are all gone. In the meantime, there

is nothing left to do but listen to the new Chili Pepper's

disc and anxiously await the next production by the

chosen one. Rick Rubin.
Michael A. Shina

Amherst

Shared tales of crazy
grandmothers

I was sitting at brunch yesterday with some
floormates of mine when somehow we got on the

subject of crazy senior citizens.

These pals o' mine were genuinely amazed at what

the elderly of the world are capable of doing. Being

from Ft. Lauderdale, nothing they said surprised me
all that much because I'm used to seeing 80-year-old

bungee jumpers at "Penrod's on the Beach," an es-

tablishment where people go get drunk and throw up.

Jared Blaut

My roommate started off by relating how his

grandmother likes to get rip-roaring drunk during

holidays. Seeing as how we can't seem to go a week

without running into some important occasion like

"Arbor Day," one can assume grandma is a pretty fun

gal.

"Hey, Grandma. Can I borrow your car so I can go

cruise around Boston, go to a few bars, get in a couple

fights with some skinheads and then sleep with loose

women?" "(hie) Sure, Chris-my-boy! Here, take (hie)

fifty bucks."

He also told us a story about the grandmother of a

friend of his who believes Jose Canseco is her own
personal patron saint of driving. This lady drives

around with Canseco's baseball card taped to her

sunshield, as if something bad is happening to her a

large man with wings and a baseball bat is going to

appear and save the day. I wonder if she knows that

Jose Canseco isn't dead.

I couldn't sit back and let everyone else talk about

their grandparents without mentioning my grand-

mother, Mrs. Death. Symptoms include the packing

away ofall possessions in boxes with various relative's

names on them so no one argues over who gets what

when she dies, which ofcourse is going to happen any day.

Never mind the fact all 500 doctors she has seen

said she is okay. Or that grandma is in a constant

state ofsecuring new possessions because the old ones

keep getting packed away. She's going to die soon, she

knows it and she just wants to be prepared.

All this talk about death has made me hungry and
— what? No, go away! Please, don't make me do it,

everyone else is. Okay, put the gun away, no need to

go wacko on me, I — I'll do it.

GEO GEO GEO GEO GEO GEO GEO GEO GEO
GEO GEO GEO GEO GEO GEO!

Can you forgive me?
Jared Blaut is a Collegian columnist
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Arts & Living

WIMKRSKSSION H)92
Jaiuiarv 2-2:^

IT'S
TI-I-I-ME!

Register NOW for Winter Session courses and

workshops Over 100 credit courses

and nearly 80 noncredit workshops

ly mail - until December 1

1

(U S mad only don t use campus mail)

8y FAX until Decemt>er 1

1

In person - November 25 ttirough January 6

Division ot Continuing Education 615 Goodeil BuiMmg

3 credits in just 3 short weeks!

What a deal!

DIVISION OF
COXTIM INC. KDICATION

Warriors make
Rap for all
By NICOLE GONZALEZ
Collegian StafT

Great hip-hop from the Great White North? Yes.

It's the Dream Warriors, a Toronto-based rap duo of

West Indian Heritage. Now they have come to The

Sutes due to their early-bird success in Ixjndon with

their singles "Wash Your Face in My Sink" and "My
Definition of A Boombastic Jazz Style".

Naturally England, a.k.a. the Home of the Weird,

has pricked up its ears to this combination of groovy

Count Basie and Quincy Jones jazz beat)* and street-

wise, message-laden rhymes. Their sound is familiar,

but hard to pin down. First take the deepest lyrics of

Pink Floyd and mask it with child-like metaphors.

Then mix it with jazz. rap. funk, reggae, and surre-

alism; a sound akin to De La Soul. Their new album.

And the Legacy Begins, is a Whitman's sampler of all

of these musical styles. As group member. King Lou

explains, "There are, more or less, tracks for every

breed of human."
Dream Warriors had their beginnings in Toronto's

equivalentofthe project*, whereJamaican-bom Louis

Robinson, aka. King Lou, grew up with Capital Q < the

Q is for Quiet Storm), who was bom in Trinidad.

"Originally, we were a bunch ofguys hanging out like

a clique or a posse," remembers King Lou. ""Some guys

would be into smoking, some into stealing, some into

making music. But we all hung together." King Lou
and Capital Q wrote raps together in school.

Growing up in Toronto indeed helped the Warriors

to develop their own style versus being sucked into

the hip-hop beat factories of New York and LA. "I

walk with a gold cane/a gold brain^and no gold chain"

are l\Tics that shun the standard b-boy trappings

Itistead of gold chains. King Lou and Capital Q sport

long sugar cane staffs from the islands, and write

songs about West Indian board games like "Ludi". At

the same time, their love for the American role-

playing game. Dungeons and Dragons inspired the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

Art for Peace
By NICOLE GONZALEZ
Collegian Staff

Paz Para La Vida
Hampshire College

Tuesday, Nov 12

"We can change the world. We must work for peace. We
can teach them how precious it is," were just some of the

words heard over the speakers as lights moved over to the

photographs of Madre by Lucila San Jose. In one photo-

graph, the silhouette ofan expecting mother looked down at

the protruding image of the earth which was printed on a

simple white T-shirt that she wore.

In this exhibit, Pa« Para Vida (Peace for Life), each

Latin American artist expressed his and her own deepest

thoughts on jieace and living. Spotlighting and taped narra-

tions that went along with each piece added intimacy.

A painting by ten-year-old artist. Melody Rubero. por-

trayed peace through a soldier crying in Soldier Wanting to

goHome while Luis E. Flores pictured peace through action.

In his Picasso-esque painting, Siadness, a soldier grabbed a

gun in his fist. His other hand pressed a dove on the ground.

"Peace can only be achieved through political actions," said

Flores.

"For me. peace comes from within myself. It comes from

a feeling of being content of who I am," were the words of

artist, Elizabeth Rivera. Using many symbols, Rivera's

mixed media scene encompassed the universe. Flames rose

up toward a planet earth that contairied many symbols of

corruption including dnigs, weapons, a tank, and the

American flag.

A rainbow encircled the earth which represented "hope

for the world". Rivera's concept of hope lies in the ability to

accept others. On one side ofthe earth, a three-leafed clover

made of red hearts represented love through symbols of

heterosexuality and homosexuality. "You don't have to

accept homosexuality," said Rivera. "Just leave them alone."

Above the earth was a five pointed star. Images of world

leaders of different culture and race took the place at each

of the star's points. "Everyone has a different political

view," said Rivera. "I.«aders are the ones who can make a

difference in the world."

In the center of the star was a drawing of Christ.

"Although not everyone believes in Christ," said Rivera, "He

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

NOW RENTING FOR THE
SECOND SEMESTER

Don't live in the dorms paying 1800*^^ room

and board for the second semester

You can live in beautiful

SQUIRE VILLAGE
at an average of$235/Month

(room, board, utilities)

We have

large 1 bedroom apartments (1000 sq. ft.)

large 2 bedroom apartments (1200 sq. ft.)

large 3 bedroom apartments (ONLY 2 LEFT I)

and one 3 & 4 bedroom house

fully applianced with:

*

• Kitchen with dishwasher •

• Wall-to-wall carpeting •

• Air Conditioning •

• Laundry facilities •

• Swimming pool •

• On U-Mass bus route •

Don't Delay! Call

SQUIRE VILLAGE
APARTMENTS
ROUTE 116 •665-2203

HAMPSHIRE
FITNESS
CLUB At Echo Hill • 256-6446

The Area's

Most Complete ^k
Club fi^

.i^"
• PVTA bus route to Rolling Green
• pools • aerobics • aqua-aerobics

• steps • nautilus • racquetball •

• massage • bikes • tennis •

• rowers • treadmills •

• stairmaster •

Student Discounts

STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR

&
AUTOBODY

S3 S. Prospect St. Amherst Center

Imports 8c other unibody

vehicles are our specialty

Accepted by all insurance

companies for collision

repair or glass replacement

REMEMBER
It s your car and your choice of repair facilities

256-8157 X5C»-1385

Shop Reg «RS1X1X

/VV"

' ^ ^^ -y / y ^ ^•-^•-v^

yW^
^^^^CA,-' TT

.•.•\\'s\

warriors
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

Elegance from the Orient
duo the psychedelic "Twelve Sided Dice'.

The Dream Warriors' appreciation of the music is cer-
tainly genuine. They teamed in 1990 with NY-based jazz
rappers, Gang Starr, on the track, TLostMy Ignorance And
I Don't Know Where to Find It." And, in a historic session,
the Dream Warriors collaborated with legendary jazz pia-
nist/singer/composerSlim Gaillard on what turned out to be
the last recording before his passing early in 1991. Gaillard
was the hard-working surrealist who once invented a rap
language of his very own. This style, that he called "Vout"
was showcased in the b-side ofthe Dream Warriors' "Ludi."

"Dream Warriors wasn't conceived to be like a dance
group or a fad thing," explains Lou. "It was made to be sticky
and long-lasting." See for yourself tonight, for free along
with opening band, The Coalition.

The Dream Warriors play tonight at Pearl Street.

peace
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
brought peace to the world. He was non-violent and humble.
If everyone followed his role, there would be peace in the
whole world.'

Rivera's faith in toleration extends to the humbling
belief in life on other planets. This is signifled by a human-
like creature hovering away from earth, "l believe that
there are other systems of life besides what we have here,'

said Rivera.

Below this star stood a nude female figure with her arms
outstreched. "This represents myself," said Rivera. From
behind, a flying dove's outstretched wings mirrored the

figure's gesture. Rivera's words on this mandala concluded
with. "I want my peace to be my gift to life."

Pa? Para La Vida runs until Nov 29. A / Vpresentations
continue from 7 p.m. until 8 p.m. on Tuesday, Nov 19,
Thursday, Nov 21, and Friday Nov. 22. Gallery Hours are
Monday through Friday 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Sun-
day, 2 p.m. to 5 p. m.

By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian StafT

There's a well-kept secret in Sunderland that many
UMass students would do well to discover. The Goten, a

Japanese restaurant and bar tucked between Old Amherst
Road and Rte. 116 offers student diners an elegant and
affordable alternative.

The grounds contain several beautifully landscaped

Japanese gardens, and Rte. 1 16 travelers enter via a lane

lined with glowing lanterns. For students, there is a conve-

nient bus stop located right outside the Old Amherst Road
Entrance.

CHINA GARDEN
"The Collegians choice in delightful dining.'

r$2 OFF with purchase of $ isl

I
Of nr>ofe with this coupon

\

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food
Sunday -Thursday, 1 1 :30am -10:00pm
Friday-Saturday, 1 1 :30am- 1 1 :00p>m

Lunch Hour: 1 1 :30am-3:30pm 7 days a week

Free Delivery Service ,^^^ Remodeling
Fri.. Sat.. Sun .7 Days a week

5:00pm- 10:00pm .jake-out

'"'l^^^ •Luncheon Specials S3.75-$4.55

The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch
•Dim Sum (Chinese EkurKh - AAandarin arxi Cantonese Styles)

Every Day 11:30-3:30

•Weekly Vegetarian Sep>ecials (Wednesday arvJ Thursday)

New Vegetarian Menu Coming Soon!
13 N Pleasant Street Amherst. MA • 253-4280/4281

>»»»»»»»»»»»» HUNUN >»»»»»>»»»»»»>

GARDEN
BEST CHINESE BaPFET

MflNDflRIN/ SZECHafIN CaiSINE

5 PM - 9 PM 11:30 fiM - 3 PM

SfiT Thurs SdNDflY

Buffet Brunch

fiLL-YOU-CfiN-EfiT

$5.99
10 BELCHEDTOWN DOAD DT. 9 AMHED6T

2560251 2560292

WE DEIMD IN AMHED6T

5 PM - 9:30 PM EVEDYDAY

MINIMUM $15 PLU6 $2 DELIVEDY QiADGE

WE ACCEPT MASTERCARD

DINING OCIT
Owner Toyoko DiRusso has operated Goten for 18 years,

and has watched it grow from a tiny bar to a large restau-

rant with two spacious dining rooms. She graciously al-

lowed a review during Goten's eighteen-year anniversary

celebration. DiRusso said Goten celebrates an anniversary

from Nov. 14-16 every year. A smiUng, pleasant older

Japanese woman, DiRusso said she puts her heart into her

restaurant, but somehow, still finds time to be active in her

local community. Three days a week DiRusso teaches

children at the Sunderland Elementary School about Japa-
nese culture.

Once inside, depending on one's reservation time, one
might have time to sit at the bar and try a Goten special, a

blended concoction made from slow gin, triple-sec, fruit

juices and crushed ice that comes in a large goblet garnished
with a saucy onental umbrella, or one might go a more
conservative route and order a Kinn , an imported Japanese
beer.

Since I was driving, I opted for a beer, rather than the

heavy duty Goten special, and Amy, since she was photo-

graphing, opted for a Coca-Cola. I found Kirin to be a

pleasantly light and mellow beer. It went down smoothly,

without the acidic bitterness I often associate with Ameri-
can beers.

o--^

We were led to our table by a young Asian waitress

dressed in a beautiful blue kimono covered with pink
flowers. Amy and 1 opened our menus and quickly discov-

ered why UMass students should put Goten on their list of

week-end options. Goten offers a two-for-one special every

night but Saturdays. Considering the regular entres range
from $11.00 to $20.00, imless one has recently received a

generous donation from home, the specials are definitely

the way to go for most student budgets.

The specials are combinations taken from the regxilar

menu and include two options, the shrimp-and-scallop

dinner, two for eighteen dollars, or, for those who like their

protein on-the-hoof, the teriyaki steak-and-chicken combi-

nation, which was slightly more moderate at two for fifteen

dollars.

Both specials include a tasty Japanese soup, a clear

dashi, or broth, with cut mushrooms and chopped scallions

floating on top. The salad was a small bowel ofcrisp iceberg

lettuce drenched in a special Goten dressing that made ice-

berg lettuce, something I usually leave sitting, quite tasty.

The best part ofGoten is the show put on by the chef, who
actually prepares your meal at your table. Each table seats

8 to 12 people, with a large grill built into the center. Our
chef, a young Asian man named Tom, tossed and clicked his

blades with the grace of a skilled juggler, twirling razor

sharp cleavers the way cheerleaders twirl batons.

Amy's favorite was the shrimp appetizer. She said, "I

liked the shrimp a lot, and I'm not usually big on shrimp, to

be honest, but these were really excellent. They tasted

really fresh."

We chose the steak/chicken special, which also included

stir-fried noodles and bean sprouts. Tom chopped, diced and
stir-fried everything in front ofour eyes. It was an amazing
performance. Nothing was dropped, splashed or burned.

The noodles were perfectly fried, with crispy vegetables

aeesorted with tamari, lemon, and sesame seeds. The meats
were similarly seasoned and were also perfectly cooked,

tasty and tender.

For dessert, Goten offers ginger ice cream, a treat not to

be missed by frozen dairy fans. Amy and I gave it and Goten
a definite thumbs-up.

sw*-
Homemade breads and

pastries, omiettes. burgers &

BREAKFAST ^^ LUNCH

Enjoy 1 breakfast &
get the second for only 99C

Serving breakfast 'til 1 :30pm

IB

Hf^ PANDA EAST
I Advocate

Best in the Valley*

1989 &1 990

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

We bring Chinatown

to you
^ Lunch Specials*

from $3.95 including soup & rice

Hours:
Mon. - Thurs. 1 1* am - 9** pm
FrI. & Sat. 11» am - 10=" pm
Sunday 12 noon - 9=" pm

103N.PIeasantSt. Amherst, MA 01002
(41 3) 256^923 (41 3) 256-8924

STA TRAVEL

ROUNDTIIIP

LA/SAN FRAN $303

DDr^ER/SALT LAKI ^ $2*0

LONDON $29f

PAUS $3»t

ouATncALA crrr $3M
TOKYO $741

HONG KONG S«SB

BANGKOK l»4»

STDNET- tl3M
ruoirra woaLowioc
utm corr om wat r*iiaa

CKftaocAaLS
BMUuL/aorm. PAaaa*. ID c*mo«
•(>• BcarmicTiona mat aptlt
CALL roa niES«aocii(m>
Dcnurrs amr roac
rAass MimjECT to cmamoc
wrraooT hotici
VALID MORDAT TMUKSDAT
wmjjiu MnicMARon mat

1 20 OFFICES WORLDWIDE

1-800-777-0112

1-212-986-9470

48E. llttaSt.

N«wTork
NT 10003

STA -nUtfEL

=J«=i«=i*=ia

fjjjjjijjj»***!iji^iiiJijyi^iii^iiiiiiJiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiJi7i^iiJiiJiJiiii^jJJJfi/i/i/ii/iil//I/// 7̂^

TOT4Lnnmai ABMWO. MAUimW. KAKAII
MMASTKS » UFEaCLtS UFEIIOWER » TliEADM « GRAVITRON

lerst

Athletic

Club

Karate
Health
& Fitness

n w^m\
West
Street

South
Amherst
256-0080

Open 7 days
On bus route
Aerobics daily

li!

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE "MSG"

• MANDARIN & SZECHUAN CUISINE

• HOMESTYLE COOKING

• FRBH VECFTABLB FROM OUR FARM

• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

• FULL LK)UOR LKIENSE

• OPEN 7 DAYS

• NEWLY REMODELED

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEPTH)

253-7835 253-2813

\^ 62 MAIN STREET, AMHEKST JJ
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ATTENTION STUDENTS!

LAST CHANCE TO ENTER

ITS 3:38 PM.

DO YOU KNOW
YOUR ACCESS PERIOD??

UNDERGRADUATES: IF YOU DONT KNOW YOUR
PIN OR YOUR ACCESS PERIOD. CHECK WITH
YOUR ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT.

WIN A COLUMBIA MOUNTAIN BIKE

ENTER AT HAMPDEN MUNCHV
HAMPDEN O.C. - SOUTHWEST

VISIT HAMPDEN MUNCHY
AND CHECK FOR SPECIAL

EXTRA SAVINGS THROUGHOUT THE
STORE

ENTRY FORM

HAMPDEN MUNCHY MOUNTAIN BIKE

SPECIAL DRAWING
COLUMBIA MOl'NTAIN BIKE 180"VALUE

^?>^fi5^
^0

WITH PURCHASE OF ANY BEVERAGE
REG 29c
HAMPDEN MUNCHY ONLY

NAME
ADDRESS PHONE

ENTRIES CLOSE SAT. NOV. 23

fomClAL ENTRY FORMS ONLY NO COPIES OF FACSIMIUES

DRAWING MONDAY NOV. 25

UNIVERSITY STORE EMPLOYEES AND RELATIVES ARE INEUCIBLE

Dear Grad Employee,

The letter sent by Chancellor O'Brien to you has been examined by the 65/

UAM attorneys who have found:

1

.

The letter intimidates and coerces people from exercising their rights

of assembly, association and petition as guaranteed by the United

States Constitution and the Declaration of Rights of the Massachusetts

Constitution. Under the U.S. Civil Rights Act of 1 983 and the Mass.

Civil Rights Act, any party whose constitutional rights are violated

can sue for injunctive and compensatory damages. The union's

attorneys are preparing to go into court immediately for such relief.

2. The University's threat not to pay people who did meet their contrac-

tual obligations but who do not return the form is a violation of Chap-

ter 148, section 149 of the Mass. General Laws. Each violation of this

law subjects the violator (the University) to a fine of $1 00-1 000 and/

or two months imprisonment.

Based on the above, please do not return the form attached to O'Brien's

letter. We also ask that you sign off on and send back the following statement

instead:

Dear Chancellor O'Brien:

I am unable to return the form as requested because I believe

that request is a violation of my civil and constitutional rights,

and otherwise illegal.

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU
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Everything was starting to come into focus for

Farmer MacOougal — his missing sheep, his

missing six-pack, and his collie, Shep, who was

getting just a little too ;:ociable for his own good.
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Quote of the Day
"My roommates do everything I do, they just

don't know it."

" Overheard

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE
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Menu
LUNCH

BBQ Beef on Bun
Fishburger

BASICS LUNCH
Bean. Com, Tomaio Casserole

Rshburger

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Spaghetti & Meatballs

BASICS DINNER
Sp^hetti/ Tofu Balls

Roast Turkey

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April 19): The

spoilighi is on financial project*,

opponuniiie^ and advanlagc^ Conceniraw

on es<enual tasks and the days *ill go

well Team efforts boost profits

TAliRLS (April 20-May 20):

Rmrtions run high now. Do not appear

overly anxious of you will sap someone's

confindence A long-sought career goal

moves within reach. Share the spotlight

with those who have the stood by you.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): An

excellent day to get out of the house and

socialize. The atmosphere al work

improves, thanks to the positive efforts of

others Use the power of suggestion to

defuse a difficult situation

CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Follow

a suggestion made yesterday and you will

reap fine rewards tomorrow Although a

work relationship is sensitive, harmony

should reign by mid-aflcrnoon. Romance

flourishes!

I,EG (July 2.1 Aug 22): Aim to

improve and perfect a love relationship

An clement of newnessd gives you

something to build on now. Put exercise

and g(Kxl nutrition al the top of your

priority list.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Be

skeptical if someone claims to have inside

investment knowledge. You need to

oblaim more infomialion about areal estate

manner Joint ownership could pose

several problems

LIBRA (Sept 2^0cl 22): The

financial picture looks brighter today.

Those who bold the purse strings ai«

generous. Take your time when making a

ded sion that w ill affect both your personal

and professional lives.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21) You

gel an unexpected opportunity to boost

your career and prestige icxby Higher-

ups are ttlying on you for up-to-date facts

and figures Call their attention to

important new data.

SACITTA RIDS (Nov. 22-Dec 21)

A professional or personal relationship

moves closer to fulfilling your

expectations Compliment someone wh<i

has helped you in meaningful ways. Give

family members extra allemion.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan. 19):

Contacting people al a distance proves

very rewarding today You and potential

allies can come to terms. Make certain no

appointments are overlooked. Romance

is more exciting than in the past.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 1«): You

may feel moody or frusieratcd about

something this morning. Avoid making

overly vehement statements. Self-

improvement activities help chase away

the blues Build up your work skills.

PISCES(Feb 19-March20):Bewary

of getting drawn into office gossip.

Conversation could get away too heavy,

makingcareer advancement seeman uphill

balllc Slay on your iocs, play by the hook.

Today's Staff

Night Editor Gayle Long

Copy Editor TamirLipton

PhotoTechnician JeffEgan

Production Supervisor Camille Pansewicz

Pixxluction Brad Hutchinson

Sue Tomaski
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Software Design Engineers and Program Managers 1

A meeting you'll never forget.
Suddenly, there you are.

Face to face with the opportunity of a

lifetime. ..and the implications are enormous. Your

ideas, your code, power exciting new releases. Prod-

ucts designed to revolutionize the future of personal

computing.

Our Software Design Engineers and Program

Managers are well-equipped. We arm them with

everything they need to do their best work, includ-

ing full creative authority, and the freedom of our

unique, unstructured environment.

As a Software Design Engineer, you design,

develop and implement personal computer applica-

tions and systems software using the most advanced

tools in the business.

You design software on 80386. 80486, RISC- and

680X0-based machines connected to XENIX (R),

MS-DOS, and OS/2 file servers.

As a Program Manager, you are responsible for

the product from initial concept to release. You
drive the product through design and development:

specification, coding, testing, and dcKumenlation.

You deal with all the details necessary to get the

best possible product out the door on time. You'll

learn your product category inside and out. research

competitors' offerings, and examine user needs.

If you are about to graduate with a Bachelor's,

Master's or PhD degree in Computer Science, Elec-

trical Engineering, Math, Physics or a related disci-

pline and you have programming experience, design

skills and/or exposure to project management, we
want to talk with you at our On-campus Interviews.

It's a meeting you'll never forget.

We are an equal opportunity employer and
are working toward a more culturally diverse

workplace.

Mhiosoft
©

On-campus Interviews

Wednesday, February 19, 1992
Software Design Engineers and Program Managers, Full-time and Summer Positions

See your Career Center for details.
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Interested in Conservation?
S/;;///;' /99J Conscrraf/on Coinscs hi the Ikparfn/cfi/ oj Ihrcsliy & Wildlife MctHdi^cn/cn/

WUdllfie and Their Environment
WFBK) 197A
Natural history of New England and international

fish and wildlife, evolutionary relationships, animal

ecology and distribution in the envimnmcnt, and
hunun-wildlife interactions. Students encouraged
to experience natural history first-hand and to read

classic books on wildlife natural history and natural

historians.

TYwe.TuTh 4:00—5:15

Instructor Todd K Fuller

Fundamentals of Applied Ecology
FOREST 190A

Introduction to the principles ofecology, including

the structure and dynamics of populations, commu-
nities, and ecosystems. Application of ecological

principles to current problems in natural resources

management andconservation, including topics such

as conservation of rare and endangered species,

management of fire in forest ecosystems, climate-

vegetation interaaions, and biological control of

insect pest populations.

Time: TuTh 9:30—10:45; plus discussion section.

/nstrudor Matthew J. Kelty
CtMtnt bms Gtn Ed Hmignaticm ofBtotogtcml ScHnca (BS}.

Wildlife Conservation
WFBK) 261
Wildlife management, conservation, and steward-

ship, ecological processes, animal behavior, habiut

interactions, population dynamics, human dimen-

sions of wildlife conservation. Prerequisite: Intro

. biology course.
r/m* TuTh 11:15—12:30

/nj/rucfor- Todd K. FuUer

Seiv Courses!
Global Conservation:

Race To Save The Planet
NAREST 190A

Global environmental issues: worid population

growth, environmcnul politics, hazardous waste,

global warming and acid rain, renewable energy

resources, recycling, tropical deforestation, wilder-

ness preservation and other topics.

Video forum section uses PBS scries: 'Race to

Save the Planet"

Time MW 335—4:25

Video/Issues Forum: F 3:35—5:05

Instructor: Cuitice R. Griffin

Wilderness Conservation and Use
JVAXEST390A
Wilderness: "... areas where the earth and its conv
munity of life are untrammeled by humans, where
humans arc visitors but do not remain. * Philoso-

phy and historical origins of Wilderness in the

United Sutes; ecological, recreational, and spiri-

tual values of Wilderness; principles of Wilderness

management, global review of international Wil-

derness policies.

Time: MWF 2:20—330
Instructor: Roben M Muth

ForAdditional Information Contact the
Department ofForestry & Wildlife Management

545-2665

Classifieds
COMETOTHE COLLEGIAN OFFICE lUCAMPUSCEVTER • THURSDAY H:M}-3:M) FRIDAY 8:M)-2:30*DEADUNEISmO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATION * 2(W0RD/DAY FOR STUDEm * CASH IN ADVANCE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Four spMkars •twr* their eipenences m
inefieKJoleiJucation Seminar sponsof»d by

Kappa Oena Pi Educahon Honor Sooety

Monday November iSth. 7-830pm. Cam-
pos Center Room 90408

STUDENTS - Need financial axl? Grants,

scholarships availabte with minimal quabfi-

cations For inlormaticn call 586-9445

AUTO FOR SALE

PIANO-1»1« EMCRSON UPRIGHT
In generally excellent condition

Recently a|lpraiMd al $t 100

323-7768

74 VW BUG w/ tunroof

Good cond 1000 or BO
Wendy 586 3433

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-CNSC! $1 75 00 DJs. VJs, Karaoke

lor houMT Fomial parties. Call 566-9900

FOR RENT

AMHERST. Two bedroom condominiums

tor as tow as $550 per month Convenient

month-to-month rental agreement. Parking

available lor two vehicles On txjs route.

close to mall, center o( town and UMass Call

253 3834

TOWNEHOUSE 1 OR 2 lemale roommates

starting Jani Cheap, convenient Call ASAP
549-8714

Townhouse 2 Bedroom 1 1 /2balh BosRoute

N Amherst 1-567-1352

Round trip plana ticket from Hartford to Or

lando/Sarasota FL Departs Dec 18 Re

turns Dec 26 m$250 00 584-6569

SEARS KENMORE DISHWASHER.
Undercounter or portable Works great but

no tonger needed $100 or Best Otter 323-

7768

SICK OF COMPUTER LAB HOURS
High quality computers

Starting at $299

5460390

THINKING ABOUT ENGAGEMENT?
Buy my $624 45 credit at Silverscape De-

sign lor $549'

Paul 617-566-4802

•* MTERNSHIP DEADLINE "

Legal Services Intarnahip Intonnatlon

Session TODAY! In room 91 5 ol the Cam
pus Center, at 4pm. Or come tomorrow al

4pm in room 904.

THIS FRIDAY. NOVEMBER 22 is the lasl

day to apply lor a spnng internship at the

Legal Services Center' Get hands-on legal

expenence. working rtrectly with clients and

allorneys Training provided Contact Legal

Services today' 545-1995. 922 Campus
Cantar

TO MY ADMIRER
It you think my hands are sexy

you should sae my la«L—
Oatmeal Shirt

SKI TUNING
Sl2/pair

CallSavas
546-1739

TOFFER- Here's to tny houcas. glvtng (teck.

alternative careers. « selected videos Happy

Birthday Bunfcy! _____
POKE.
Looking lorward

to many more
Happy years.

Love Robin

RIDE WANTED

WWMW TMh? CaU the UMass Latiiian. Bi-

sexual S Gay Counsaing CoHectwe 545-

2645 We're free. conMantal and avatlabla.

Why not can now''

FREE pragnancy taaling; confidential and

canng support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No
Pleasant Street Amherst 549 1 906

INSTRUCTION

FOUND

Pair of glovas in Marston

Steve 256-6109

GOOPY!

HAPPY 19TH BIRTHDAY!
I kjveyou'"

Spartty

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

AIRPLANE TICKET TO DC for Thanks-

giving $188 Roundtrip 259-1785

Baby Grand Piano. Excellent condition Call

Mary at 253-9408

COMPUTER WITH MODEM PRINTER

and table $300 Can Ch« 549-1762

CANNONDALEGOODSHAPE mile counter

Suntour components 12 speed Aluminum

$200 or BO

CHEAP AIRLINE TIX for Thanksgiving

Bradley to Chk»go and back Nov 27 • Dec 1

$278 Call 549-0503

IBM 286COMPUTER: 10MMZ,640K. 20MB

hard dnve. 5'/4<.3 1/2 dnves. EG4. NEC

Multisync2 color monitor Hayes 1200 mo-

dem, mouse $1000 413-584-6891.

Be on T.V. Many needed lor commercials

Now hinng all ages For casting into call

(615) 779-71 1 1 Ext T-22^

Don1 gat a (Ob - Get a business!

T.ASP International offers highly motivated

students practical expenence and earnings

averaging $4.000$7,000 lor the summer

Please call 1 -800-922-5579

JOBS: Clean Water Action's environmental

campaign staff. Evenings $7/hr Call 584-

9830. On^shries.

KETTLE WORKERS: Part time, earn extra

Christmas cash and help others at same

time $4 50/+hr Nov 22-Dec. 24 Call 586-

5243. Ask for Marianne

HOUSE FOR RENT

4-8dnn House in Sunderiand on busline

Quiet St. Call Bill WiU 516-626-2900

EARN CREDIT Scuba Diving

Learn to dive. G09-BasN: Scuba

Key Largo trip. G 10-Spon Scuba

New England advanced. G1 1- advanced

All courses listed under General Physical

Education For further information come by

Curry Hicks pool Mon-Thur 7pm- 1 0pm or

Call 545-2338

L06T

L«R my brown felt hat in the coffee shop

Great sentimental value 549-6596. Greg

$reward$

I LOST A SMITH BOOK!
36 ChlUren -Kohl

Kelli 586-5601

Small Mack and white male cat. Lost 10/31

Amhersl'Pelham area Reward 253-5082

with any into.

PERSONALS

CAREN
Relax)

When the package comes.

we'll go crazy!

Love
Ginny

StudmufHn
You wont regret it Its better the

second time around

Always Ti

nana
Happy Birthdayl

Enioy the fish and PLEASE don1 leave

UMass!
Love, your Siamese twin attached by the

elbow

RIDEWANTED TO UVM Burlington VT area

116. t! 9. will share expenses' Call G-1 153

Student needs ride from Greenfield MA to

UMass M-F 773-7705 Billie-Jo

THANKSGIVING BREAK Ride needed to

upstate New Yort* Flochester. Buffato. or

Olean New York I just need to get home
Call Jenny 253-3608 Leave a message

To upstate NY, preferably Rochester area

on Nov 26 I will share all expenses Call

Amanda 546-4124

ROOMMATE WANTED

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
10 take over Brand^iwine lease

starting 1/92 549 7845 ^

SUBLET

WINTERSESSKM- Furnished roomin house

onMainSt 10mintot>ar$.busout$idedoor

Only $250 256-6456

TRAVEL

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING!

Dive coral reefs' Dec 28-Jan 3 $395 Key

Largo Fla' 1-800-282-0977

SPRING BREAK IN CANCUN!
Representatives wanted

College tours, the nations largest and most

successful spnng break tour operator needs

enthusiastic campus representatives Earn

free inps and Ci»sh' We provide everything

you need Call 1-800-395-4896 For more

infomiation

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING
FEMALE ROOMMATE . »
Wanted to share fully furnished

Brandywine apt

Call 549-8715

LOOKING FOR ONE female to share apart

From Jan 1st to May 31st $1 14 75 inc heat

and hot water Call 256-3175 or 584-4453

SCRVKES

ORDER AVON!
546-1999

Call for brochure.

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy lest, information or

support'' Call lor free and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Main

Street. Northampton 586-3000 or

Qreenfiekl 774-6010

DISSERTATIONS. THESES, CASES. Pa

pers. On-campus Service. Mac/Laser Pnnter

Spelk:heck. Quality. Inexpensive 584-7924.

Nancy

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING w'spelteheck

and boldface $1 50/pg Call Greg 6-3198

PAPERSTYPE0:$1 50/Typedpage Quick.

accurate service Call Brian 546-3663

Word Processing - Reports, resumes, the-

ses, laser pnnting Call Rosennary 259- 1 786

WANTED

NON-SMOKING FEMALE neads some-

place to live in Amherst/Northampton for

January break Call Chartene 546-6340
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Sports

Minutemen falter at Villanova, 24-14
By TAMIR UPTON
Collegian Staff

VILLANOVA. Pa —Turnovers have hurt the University

of Massachusetts all season and Saturday at Villanova

Stadium in front of6.100 fans, they plagued the Minutemen

again, as the WildcaU converted three UMass miscues into

21 poinU and rolled to a 24- 14 Nnctory which earned them a

share of the Yankee Conference crown

Turnover number one came with just 43 to play in the

first halfand I'Mass leading 7-0 UMass quarterback Dave

McGovern fumbled when he was hit by Andy Cobaugh.

while scrambling away from a fierce Villanova pass rush

which recorded four sacks Kevin U>ng recovered the loose

ball at the UMass 42.

From there. Villanova qu.utt rback Tom Colombo. (15-

25. 217 yards, two touchdu\Mi> and two interceptions* hit

Vernon Smith over the middle at the UMass 12 Three plays

later. Colombo lofted a pass to the corner of the end zone

where Harold Hart hauled it in for the touchdown with just

nine seconds remaining.

The touchdown not only tied the game at 7-7. but more

importantly, it gave Villanova the momentum going into

the lockeroom
. . -

-The turnover at the end of the half really hurt us bad.

said UMass coach Jim Reid "We just didn't hang on to the

football when we should have. We had problems with

tU' . .
-

'

.nutemen took a 7-0 ^id early in the first half

when Jerome Bledsoe eluded a tackierm the backfield. then

broke a tackle at the line of scrimmage before racing 44

vards for his ninth touchdown of the season.

Bledsoe rushed for 181 yards on 32 carries, the ninth

week in a row he has gone over 100 yards on the ground. He

needs 195 vards rushing against New Hampshire next

weekend to break Garry Pearson's all-time UMass rushmg

record of 1.631 set in 1982.

Turnover number two came late in the third quarter

when fullback Mike C 1 1 carries for 87 yards) lost the

ball at midfield and v.. ucntum. which UMass had re-

took five plays earlier <a Lance Neveling interception)

permanently
. . „ .

Villanova linebacker Philip DiMana fell on the ball and

five plays later. Colombo threw a 36-yard touchdown pass

to Hart. Hart made a spectacular catch, as Don Caparotti

was right on top of him.

"It was a perfect pass," Caparotti said. "The guy made a

great catch.*

Trailing 17-7. Reid sent Paul Tomatore in to try and

bring the team back. But on his first pass, Tomatore

overthrew I-amar Newsome and Long picked off the pass

and scampered 27 yards for the third Wildcat touchdown of

Colbvian pholo h> Jody C.mbin

The University ofMassachusetts could not stick with Villanova Saturday as they were defeated

24-14.

the afternoon.

"This game typifies our season," Reid said. "Penalties at

the wrong time Turnovers. No pnxluction from the quar-

terback position. We gave them some points."

Bledsoe scored his too-little, too-late 10th touchdown of

the year on a 1-yard burst with just :31 to play in the game,

to close the gap to 24-14.

The loss dropped UMass to 4-6, 3-4 in the Yankee

Conference, and improved the Wildcats to 9- 1 , 7- 1 . Villanova

earned a share of the conference crown with Delaware who

is also 7-1.

IfNew Hampshire beats UMass on Saturday, then it too

will earn a piece of the Bcanpot.

"I can't tell you how proud of this team I am," Colombo,

a Brockton native said. "It felt especially good to wm the

championship against a team from my home state."

men's soccer
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

it may hurt the state's efforts to host the

event because of the lack of community
support for soccer.

In a conversation with the Boston

Globe's Scot Lehigh. Stephen Sampson,

an assistant to World Cup USA 1994,

confirmed that elimination ofthe UMass
soccer team could hurt Massachusetts'

chances of attracting the games. "That

would be a fair statement," he said.

On Friday, Senate Minority Leader

David H. Locke voiced his opinion to the

Massachusetts Senate for the retention

of the soccer program.
"When looking at ways to trim operat-

ing costs, the UMass Board of Trustees

should consider principally the impact of

their cuts on the student body," Locke said.

"It is patently unfair," he said, "to ask

students who pay more than $400,000 in

tuition and fees to the University to lose

programs such as athletics, when I would

suspect cuts can be made in administra-

tive accounts that will have much less

impact on the quality of student life."

If Massachu.setts was selected to host

the World Cup, it could provide the stag-

nant state economy with a much-needed

boost. All host sites will get possibly as

many as six games and at least three.

The presence ofthe World Cup in the

Bay State will mean an estimated $97

million in revenues for local businesses,

including businesses related to tourism,"

Locke said.

The University of Massachusetts
Men's Soccer Association, which is di-

rected by players' parents and concerned

parlies and formed during the summer,

has drafted a budget for the program in

1992, which was submitted to Frank
Mclnerney, the Director of the Depart-

ment of Athletics on Oct. 1 1 . The total

funding needed for the program to com-

pete m the Atlantic 10 Conference next

season is $40,583.

Sampson also stated to the Boston

Globe, "As the organizing committee, our

mission is not only to have the best World

Cup in history, but also to leave a legacy

for soccer in the United States.

"With respect to the legacy, the drop-

ping of the soccer program at the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts does not bode

well for the attitude of the state or the

playing area as part of the legacy."

UMass President E.K. Fretwell, in a

letter to Albert Bleau, President of the

UMass Soccer Association, wrote, "... I

have the greatest sympathy for your po-

sition and that of the other supporters.

On the other hand, in the present budget

crunch not all things that the University

would like to fund are possible. Each

campus Chancellor has the responsibil-

ity of funding those activities which in

his/her view are of top priority."

UMass Chancellor Richard O'Brien

said yesterday he was working on a for-

mal statement concerning the matter

and was not prepared to comment.
Gordon Oakes, the chairman of the

UMass Board of Trustees said yesterday,

"I can't comment except that I asked the

Governor's office to take another look at it."

Locke also pointed out to to the Senate

that the Legislature recently appropri-

ated $4 million for the Hynes Convention
Center, as part of a package to promote

tourism in Massachusetts.

"Ifwe can give the Hynes, a facility of

questionable merit, $4 million for a po-

tential $8 million payoffin state tourism,"

Locke said, "shouldn't the state's anchor

University be able to fund a $100,000

collegiate soccer program that will not

only benefit its students, but produce a

potential $97 million boost for our

economy through tourism?"

Jets stop Vaughn at 1,

Patriots late rally, win
sixth of year, 28-21
By HOWARD ULMAN
AP Sports Writer

FOXBORO, Mass. (AP)— The New York

Jets stopped Jon Vaughn's run from the 1

with one second left and clung to one very

nerve-wracking victory Sunday.

Itwas the final stunner in a fourth quarter

filled with surprises as the Jets hung on for

a 28-21 win over the New England Patriots

after squandering a 21-0 lead after three

quarters.

The Patriots had rallied for three touch-

downs in 10 minutes. An instant replay

reversal giving Vaughn a 2-yard scoring

run, his second of the day, made the score

21-14 with 2:16 lea.

Ken O'Brien then threw in his own sur-

prise, a winning touchdown pass to offensive

lineman Trevor Matich, who had lined up at

tight end, with 57 seconds left.

But the Patriots, starting from their 27,

moved to a first down at the Jets' 8 with 12

seconds left on a 16-yard pass from Hugh
Millen to Irving Fryar.

After an incompletion, Millen hit Greg

McMurtry for a 7-yard gain with :01 left.

McMurtry fumbled reaching out for the goal

line, and New York's James hasty recov-

ered. But officials ruled the ground caused

the fumble and the Patriots called their last

timeout.

Vaughn, a seldom-used rookie, then ran

behind the left side of the line, but was

buried by a swarm of Jets as time ran out.

The win revived playoffhopes as the Jets

(6-5) won for the fifth time in seven games.

They had lost a week earlier to previously

winless Indianapolis. The Patriots (3-8)

sustained their fourth straight loss.

O'Brien threw for 309 yards and three

touchdowns, the final one to Matich, the

Patriots' first-round draft choice in 1985

who has played every line position for New
York and is the third-string tight end.

After Vaughn tied the game, the Jets

took the ball on their 29 and O'Brien took

over. He completed all five passes on the six-

play drive, starting with a 21-yarder to Al

Toon.

He then hit Freeman McNeil for 4 yards

before McNeil raced 23 yards to the New
England 23.

Completions to Toon of 7 and 13 yards

moved the ball to the 3. O'Brien rolled to the

right and threw back toward the middle of

the end zone, where Matich was all alone.

He clutched his first NFL scoring catch.

The Patriots' comeback had begun when
Millen threw a 56-yard scoring pass to Fryar

with 12:01 left in the fourth quarter on a

one-play drive. With 4:28 left, Vaughn ran

for a 3-yard score.

On the first play after the ensuing kick-

off, Brad Baxter fumbled aft«r a 3-yard gain

and Brent Williams recovered at the New
York 17-yard line.

On the fourth play, with the ball at the 2,

Vaughn slipped as he cut toward the end

zone and rolled over the goal line.

Free safety Erik McMillan rolled over

him, and the officials ruled that Vaughn
was touched at the 1. But an instant replay

reversal gave Vaughn the tying touchdown.

The Jets had scored one touchdown in

each of the first three quarters on A.B.

Brown's 1-yard run, O'Brien's 7-yard pass

to Chris Burkett and his 35-yard pass play

to Terence Mathis. They were the first NFL
touchdowns for Brown and Mathis.
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Shiite kidnappers free two hostages
DAMASCUS, Syria (AP) — Shiite Mus-

lim kidnappers freed British hostage Terry
Waite and American Thomas Sutherland
yesterday, and Waite said the remaining
three Americans held hostage in Lebanon
would be released by month's end.

Terry Waite and I are very happy to

have received our first gulps ofLebanon and
Syrian fresh air, but we have to wait to

tomorrow to meet the sunshine," said a

joyous Sutherland on his arrival from Beirut.

Their release by the group Islamic Jihad,

or Holy War, was a dramatic advance toward
ending the hostage ordeal. The United Na-

tions has been leading diplomatic efforts to

gain freedom for Western hostages in

Lebanon in exchange for the release ofArab
detainees held by Israel.

Sutherland and Waite's release raised

speculation that the Israelis may have made
a committment to free Sheik Abdul-Karim

Obeid.

Waite said at a news conference that his

captors told him before they set him free

that American hostagesJoseph Ciccipio and
Alann Steen would be released within the

AP

FREE AS A LARK — The last of
the captured British hostages,
Terry Waite, smiles as a press
conference in Damascus shortly

after his release yesterday.

Decisive GEO vote:
the strike will continue
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

About 600 members of the Graduate
Employee Organization overwhelmingly
voted yesterday to continue the strike in

order to finalize their first union contract,

according to a top GEO official who said only

23 dissented in the hand vote.

Both the GEO and the University of

Massachusetts administration also engaged
in negotiations as graduate employees ral-

lied and picketed around major teaching

sites on campus.
The membership is confident that strik-

ing is the means to obtain what they need,"

said GEO co-speaker Emily Isaacs at a press

conference after the membership meeting.

Both sides have not agreed on the union's

demand of weekly dues collections for

graduate employees who aren't union
members and the percentage of health fee

waivers.

"It seems that ending the strike is in

(Chancellor Richard O'Brien's 1 hands,"

Isaacs said.

She also has requested graduate em-
ployees not return a form mailed to gradu-

ates last week from O'Brien. The form re-

quests graduate employees to indicate if

they are working or not. Ifthey don't return

to work, they will lose their paychecks for

the week and tuition and curriculum fee
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waivers for the remainder ofthe fall semes-

ter.

Isaacs called the letter "illegal and un-

constitutional." According to lawyers from

GEO's parent union. United Auto Workers,

the letter from O'Brien intimidates and co-

erces people The union's attorneys are

prepared to take this issue to court, according

to GEO materials.

In addition, UAW legal findings declare

that the University's threat not to pay people

who did obey their contract but did not

return the form violates state General IjHws.

The findings say each violation of this law

subjects the University to fine of $100 to

$1000 and/or two months' imprisonment.

Instead, GEO has encouraged graduate

employees to return the following statement

to O'Brien: I am unable to return the form as

requested because 1 believe that request is a

violation of civil and constitutional rights,

and otherwise illegal.

One graduate student who refused to

identify herselfsaid that in protest she stole

44 completed forms that had been turned in

by graduate employees yesterday from the

payroll office where the forms are being

collected. She emphasized that she was not

a GEO member and that she took the com-

pleted forms in order "to make I O'Brien's)

letter not work."

The GEO has also offered to the admin-

istration to pay all legal fees and damages
through the UAW if the University is sued

for offerering GEO the union benefit of

agency fee — collection of dues ($1 a week)

for non-members. The four other campus
unions have agency fee.

Isaacs said if the administration agrees

to this proposal, the strike would end. "This

is a simple, easy, quick way to settle the

strike and get the undergraduates back into

the classroom," states a GEO press release.

In addition, some undergraduates are

trying to use GEO's struggle to get a fair

contract as a springboard to a revitalization

of undergraduate activism.

David Gagne, president of the Student

Government Association, said students will

only mobilize to pressure the administration

to settle this conflict if the strike continues

for an extended time.

"Most people don't care until it directly

affects them," he said. "I think under-

graduates are either uninformed, ignorant

or haven't been directly affected."

According to the Associated Press, the

state this year cut aid to the campus by 12.5

percent to $112 million. Also, the University

raised the mandatory student fees from

$1,932 to $2,811.

next five days, and Terry Anderson by the

end of the month.
He said he did not know when the three

remaining hostages— two Germans and an
Italian— would be released. U.N. Secretary-

General Javier Perez de Cuellar said all

should be freed by Christmas.

Watte and Sutherland indicated they had

been chained to a wall day in and day out for

most oftheir captivity , and that they depended

on each other for comfort and company.

Waite said that one captor came to tell

them yesterday afternoon they would be

released. "He also said to me, 'We apologize

for having captured you.' They recognized

that now this was the wrong thing to do.

that holding hostages achieves no useful,

constructive purpose."

Sutherland said he and the others were

"humbled" by learning over the past few

months of the support the hostages had
worldwide.

Of Anderson, the longest-held hostage,

Sutherland said: "He's a man who should

never have been kidnapped," adding that

Anderson had just been doing his job as a

journalist.

Sutherland's dalighterJoan watched her

father's news confrence on an airport tele-

vision in Portland. Ore., then boarded a
plane to reunite with him.

"He looks wonderful!" she shrieked.

"He looks just like he did before. I just

can't believe how good he looks."

British officials said Waite would be taken

late last night to Cyprus to spend the night

before returning to England today.

Sutherland's plans were not known.
Waite, 52, who had suooessfully negoti-

ated the release of other Western detainees

in Iran and Lebanon, came to Beirut in 1987

to try to free Americans held by the Iranian-

allied Islamic Jihad. He was kidnapped

himself, and held for nearly fivs years.

Sutherland, 60. was the hostage held the

second-longest, only a few months less than

Associated Press chief Middle East
correspondent Terry Anderson, who also is

held by Islamic Jihad.

At least six hostages remain and Perez

de Cuellar said they all should be home in

time for Christmas.

CoUcgian pbolo by Joah Rvynolib

Members ofthe GraduateEmployee Organization meet in front

of Herter Hall yesterday.

MSP may help grads
By KIMBERLEY RE'WOLDS
Collegian Correspondent

Officials ofthe Massachusetts Society of

Professors will be recommending to its

membership that it ask Chancellor Richard

O'Brien to withdraw his threat to withhold
salaries of graduate student employees.
Professors may also stage a sympathy action

with the Graduate Employee Organization.

"The members ofthe MSP are very angry
about this letter, it certainly will not settle

the strike andmay even be unconstitutional,"

said David Lenson, president of the MSP.
"We will discuss a sympathetic action if

the letter is not withdrawn," added Lenson.

While Lenson did not verify it, this action

might be a strike by MSP workers at the

University.

In his letter of November 15, Chancellor
O'Brien requested each graduate employee
indicate whether he/she fulfilled his/her

graduate studentemployment for the period

ofNov. 11-15. Those students who indicated

they were involved in the strike and those

who fail to return the letter will receive a

reduced paycheck on November 22nd. will

no longer have an employment contract with

the University, and will receive a bill for

tuition and curriculum fees for the remainder
of the fall semester unless he or she returns

to work by Tuesday, November 19th.

The MSP's announcement was delivered

during a meeting last nightofundergraduate
students supporting the GEO. Picketing by
undergraduates is scheduled today from
2:30 to 3:00 p.m. at the Whitmore ramp. A

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Lecture- Lupita Siquieia Malespiii. a Lesbian-feminist

AinS/sex educator from Nicaragua will be speaking about

the -The l-esbian and Gay Movement in Niaragua Ttxlay

at 4 p.m. in the UMass Campus Center .
rcwms 174- 1/h

All are welcome to attend.

l)t„,ier - There will be a Pot Luck Supper o1H''J
J|^

women: lesbianism and Feminism in Nicaragua at b.JU

p.m. at Ann Fergusons. 6 Chestnut Hill Kd, N. Uverett

(call 367-2310 for directions).
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Hampshire College.

The Enfield House. OAL's living room,
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nunsoring a* night of alternative music called "Rock Out
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Wampanoags elect tribal leader
GAY HEAD. Mass. (AP>- The Wampanoag trilie ofCay

Head, a federally-recognized Indian tribe. eltK-ted a new

chairman and ruling council at its annual meeting

Beverly M Wright became the fourth woman to head tne

tribal council since it was incorporated in 1972. She replaced

l\mal Widdiss. who served two two-year terms.

Wright was elected Sunday by a 73-32 vote over Widdiss.

Matthew Vanderhcwp. a natural resource planner for the

tribe, collected 38 votes.

Afler a 15-year struggle that included land court batt les

for native lands, the tribe was federally recognized in 1987

enabling it to receive housing, health and developmental

assistance

Tlie ^)i>0 member tnlK« hold elections yearly. Under the

new constitution that came with federal recognition, all 1

1

elected tnbal i-ouncil seats came up for a vote this year

The tribe's ruling body was completely transformed with

Sunday's vote, prompting some members to call for consti-

tutional revisions to prevent future destabilizing changes^

Wright said some revisions may be necessary, but said

.he was pleased by the broad participation m the voting

-Todav showed we can come together and take part even

,f the prm-ess is rough an»und the edges." Wright said. "Our

priorities are health, education, and economic
development

We are going to move ahead
"

MSP
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

loosely-organized group of undergraduate students

discussed formation of some sort of "undergraduate

student union." cTocr-
According to Johnathan Hymer, a junior STPEC

and history major, "we are seeking a unified approach

as undergrads to deal with raised fees, budget cuts,

and various other undergraduate concerns."

The small group met at the Cape Cod Lounge, and

discussed plans for supporting the GEO through

picketing, telephoning, and letter-writing

Chalk will be distributed for marking on sidewalks.

This activity has led police to question several pro-

testers, asking for st udents" identification or a driver's

license. The organizers will be in touch with legal

ser\-ice8 to determine the vahdity of police requests.

"We want the GEO to win so that Whitmore will

know that grad students' demands need to be met,

mavbe then they will more responsive to under-

graduate needs," said Liz Plass. a member of the

group. "We will be having more meetings to support

the GEO."

"Tip" O'Neill still a storyteller
WASHINGTON (A?) — Nearly five years out of office,

former House Spt^aker Thomas P. Tip" O-NeiU Jr. hasnt

lost his storytelling talents

At a testimonial last week. O'Neill ruefully reflected on

fleeting fame. It seems he was boarding a plane to fly to

Akron, Ohio, to plug the paperback version of his memoir,

"Man of the House."

As was customary when he was speaker, O'Neill waited

to be the last to board the plane, assumiiig he would be in

seat I -A. But a stewardess told him there was no first class

on the flight and O'Neill would be in Row 18.

-There was a girl sitting there who said. I hear we re

waiting for someone famous to get on the plane. Do you

know who it is?" " O'Neill recalled.

"I have no idea," the former speaker replied

"What do you do?" the girl asked?

"I'm a book salesman.'

"Hows It going?" ..,/,.
-First day on the job." O'Neill replied. "I m flying out to

Akron todav."
, j j .u

O'NeiUs daughter, Susan O'Neill, who attended the

luncheon, said family members want Tip to wnte another

book -with all the stories he didn't tell in the first one.

Certainlv O'Neill remains in demand even if some air

travelers don't recognize him. He said hardly a day goes by

that he doesn't get several calls from graduaU- students

working on papers on James Michael Curly, the legendary

mayor of Boston.

Looking out at a room full of younger faces. O NeiU said

he was sorrv he didn't see some of his old cronies who

inhabited some of his best stories. "Maybe I've outlasted

them all," he said.

-<^
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Deer enters, flees home
Injured doe crashes through window

LYNNFIELD, Mass. < AP)— A deer crashed

into the living room of a home here, lurched

Its way into the kitchen and then toward the

laundry room before it made an exit through

a window in the family room.

The town of Lynnfield's dog officers have tried

to fmd the deer, which was apparently gashed by

broken glass. ButJean Procurol, one ofthe officers

.

said yesterday that the animal had not been seen

since Saturday's incident at the home of Kathy

and Joseph Diaz.

Mrs. Diaz said she was loading her dish-

washer around noon that day when she

heard glass shatter.

"It just went on and on," she said. "I

thought it would never stop."

Diaz, alone in the downstairs part of the

house, hurried down the hallway to the

living room, where she came face to face

with a disoriented doe.

The deer couldn't sUnd up in the hallway

because of the slippery floor and struggled

its way into the kitchen. The deer tried to

mount the dishwasher and broke its door.

The ammal knocked over the trash and then

headed for the laundry room, where itjarred

Uk)8e a wall-mounted storage shelfconUin-

ing laundry detergent, a coffee maker and a

jar of change.

"Everything came tumbling down and

she tore into the glassware and broke all

that,' Mrs. Diaz said.

But by the time Lynnefield police officers

arrived moments later, the deer had fled

through a window in the family room at the

rear of the house.

Mrs. Diaz was uninjured, but the deer

left some blood in the house.

Memorial Service
Friends and colleagues offormer UMass Professor

of Economics Dr. I^onard Rapping are invited to

attend a memorial service to be held in his honor.

The service will be held at 4 p.m. on Wednesday,

Nov. 20. in the UMass Hillel House on North Pleasant

Street. The service is open to all. For more infor-

mation, please call the Economics department at

.545-2590.
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Local
Advocacy Network
still unrecognized
Group's contributions ignored by UM

CollacUB photo by lUmi KU-r

"DO NOT OPERATE HEAVY MACHINERY . . .-— Keith Taylor

maintains his post on the roof of the Student Union Building to

watch the crane move its parcel.

ByJEFFHOJLO
Collegian Correspondent

For 37 years, the all-volunteer AdvtKacy

Network has helped the menUlly retarded

in western Massachusetts. Only recently,

however, has the Commonwealth recognized

the Network's accomplishments.

Dr. Benjamin Ricci. board chairperson of

the Advocacy Network, says many, includ-

ing the University ofMassachusetts admin

istration, still don't recognize the Network

"Through the years, the Advocacy Net-

work has been closely involved with thou-

sands of UMass students who have partici-

pated in the long-standing and successful

Boltwood Project," Ricci said

"Unfortunately, UMass ofTicials— to this

day — fail to recognize the good that these

students do in the real world Ui help the

mentally retarded. This angers me
"

The Boltwood Project is one of the many
projects which Advmacy Network uses to

benefit the menUlly retarded in western

Massachusetts. It is through this project

that studenU are able to help retarded

people.

-Without the students of UMasa, the

BoltwtK)dProjet-t would not exist." said Ricci.

a former physioU>g> professor at the Univer-

sity. "The time that they volunteer is so

special and so beneficial U> these people.

They have helped us tremendously over the

years."

In 1972. Advocacy Network ( then known

as the Belchertown Friends A-ssociation).

filed a class action suit in state ci»urt. charg

ing that the First. Fiah. Eighth and Four-

ttHMith Amendments of the menUlly re-

Urded at the Belchertown State School were

violated.

-The conditions at the School were abso-

lutely atrocious," Ricci said. "Something had

to be done— the facilities were dirty, we had

unlicensed medical doctors and nurses and

the mentally retarded were not treated with

the respect they deserved as human beings."

Ricci said without the help of UMass
students. Advocacy Network's victory in

court would not have been possible.

"Throughout the whole ordeal, the stu-

dents were always right there, writing edi-

torials, protesting on campus and even

speaking to the Governor at the State

House," Ricci said.

"Because of the students* hard work, the

mentally retarded can now live in their own

homes (four or less people). They can live life

like any normal human beingand that makes

them feel go<Kl about themselves."

However, Ricci said he is still dismayed

that Advocacy Network and its student

volunteers from UMass are not recognized

by the University.

"These administrators have their heads

in the clouds," Ricci said. "It is ime of the

greatest tragedies in the hiBU)ry of UMass

thatthese administrators cannot even thank

these students for their contributions to the

community and the University. It is abso-

lutely inexcusable.

"Many students have changed their ca-

reer goals afler working with the Network

on the Boltwood Proji-ct," he continued "Th*-

administrators complcU'ly missed the UmU

with student involvement in the real world

"They fail to recognize the fact that what

students are involved with outside the

University greatly affects their life. Through

this outside involvement, they are able to

give a lot back to UMass," Ricci said.

Advocacy Network is supposed to be listed

as an approved agency byCommonwealth of

Massachusetts Employees Contribution

(COMEC) this fall for the first time in M
CONTINUED ON PAGf 6

Public school funds unequal
Per pupil expenditures vary with property tax rates

WASHINGTON (AP) — The traditional method of fi-

nancing public education through local property taxes is

being challenged in courtrooms and state legislatures be-

cause ofthe disparity it produces in dollars and opportumties

for pupils.

•^e can't help kids dream through money, but we can

help them dream through experience — and money buys

that," says George Towery, principal of Cameron Elemen-

tarv School in Alexandria. Va.

Americans traditionally have taken pride in local control

and financing of public schools. But heavy rehance on local

property taxes produces fiscal inequalities because the tax

base is not distributed equally across school districts.

Lawsuits are pending in more than 20 states charging

fundamental unfairness in educational opportunity because

of economic disparity, according to the Educational Com-

mission of the State.

Over the past 2 1/2 years, courts in Kentucky. Montana,

Texas and New Jersey have declared the state educational

systems unconstitutional and ordered that spendingbetween

affluent and poor districts be equalized.

The battle continues in some ofthose states. New Jersey

still is trying to come up with ways to equalize its system.

In Montana, a group of poorer school districts has launched

a new challenge to the revamped financing system.

"Each state is unique, but the miyor thing is there is a

tremendous difference in the quality of education in some

districts relative to other districts." .said Richard G. Salmon,

a public finance specialist at Virginia Tech. "Kids are

dramatically afl^ected ljecau.se of where they may reside.

Property-poor districts usually have low expenditures

per pupil even with high tax rates, while districts with

affluent residents and high property values have high

expenditures per pupil — even with lower school tax rate>v

New Jersey's affluent Princeton area last year raised

$8 346 per student, using a Ux rate of 67 cents per $100 of

assessed property value. Poorer areas have less money for

salaries, books, instruction and other resources.

Other examples abound:
• In Illinois, $2,100 is spent per student in the most

impoverished school district while the wealthiest spends

more than $12,000. The state average per pupil is $4,.'i00.

• The average per-pupil expenditure m Maryland was

$5 054 during 1989-90. Yet, Caroline County spent $4,049

per pupil, while Montgomery, the state's wealthiest county,

spent $6,629.
. .._. . ^

• In Ohio, there is a $2,000 per-pupil difl^erencc between

the highest and lowest spending districts.

Israeli author to

lecture at UMass
Collegian staff reports

Amos Oz will speak on Tuesday. Nov. 19. at 7 30

p m. in the Mahar Auditorium at the University of

Massachusetts in Amherst. His Ulk is titled, "The

Various ConfronUtions in Israel Today: Insights of

an Israeli Novelist."
, ^ ,

Amos Oz has authored 15 books, both fictional

and non-fictional, which have been translated into

over 22 languages. He has published over 300 articles

and essays in newspapers and magazines around

the worid Five books have been written by others

about him.

Some of his novels include Elsewhere. Perhaps;

My Michael: A Perfect Peace; Black Box, and most

recently The Third Dimension.

His short stories and novels have won many

literary awards including the Bialik Award. Israel's

top literary prize; Prix Femina Etranger. France's

top liU-rary award for best foreign novel of the year.

1988; Wongate Prize, London, and the B'nai B'rith

Hillel National Award for Literature.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

in Montanara group of poorer school districts has launched the highest and lowest spenaing ui.u u.. ^ . ^. J
Horrific realities of the AIDS virus discussed
---•^-^- -^ ^^"*^^ * 'w^*^

^ ;„„ r__ ^innr irHta- viow of an epidemic which changos SO

By OLIVIA STEWART-LIBERTY
Collegian Stafl"

Dr. Harold P. Katnerstunnedlastnight's

audience with the terrifying visual realities

of the AIDS virus.

Katner, an AIDS specialist and practic-

ing physician who has cared for over 300

AIDS patients, spoke last night to a half-

empty Mahar auditorium.

He gave the usual statistics: 1.5 million

infected with the virus in the United States,

one out of every hundred persons is HIV-

positive. The majority of us seem to have

become immune to statistics.

However, Katner brought these empty

figures crashing into reality with picture

after picture ofhis patients at
varying stages

of the disease, documenting with horrific

Collrginn photo by Matl Kahn

Dr. Harold P. Katner

clarity the progression from minor irrita-

tions: lesions on the tongue or back, to gro-

tesque and terrifying weeping sores cover-

ing entire genital regions and faces.

Katner showed pictures of AIDS patients re-

united one last time with what remained of their

families, he read to the audience the last letter of

an infected mother to her two tiny sons.

"Every time 1 turn around I see another

family. anolh«>r child, another person, that

looks like you, like me." Katner .'^aid.

Katner described the virus as "a mutation

machine," and said that cures and vaccina-

tions at this time are a virtual impossibility

due to the constant tran.smutation of the

disease once established within the body.

One of the most terrifying things about

the disease, he said, is that not only is it

virtually impossible to maintain an over-

view of an epidemic which changes so fast,

but also the disease attacks cells from the

inside, while antibodies attack disease from

the outside: "How are they going to get

inside?" Katner asked.

"I'm afraid you have to see someone die of

AIDS before you change your behavior

Katner said, admitting that AIDS wa.s

merely an extremely interesting virus, for

him as a physician, until he came face to fa.e

with the tragic realities.

"Help us fight this horrible disease befoi »

it destroys us," Katner implored. "I don't

know if this is the answer, I don't know if

education is going to work."

If last night's meager attendance is

anything on which to base an opinion, per-

haps Katner is right to wonder about the

power of education.
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Nation

'Tabloid news' part of the story

APFImmo

William Kennedy Smith

WEST PALM BEACH. Fla (AP)— Televisu.ii ;, tabloid

news" shows have not only heavily covered the story ot

alleged rape at the Kennedy estaU'. they've repeatedly

become part of the story and the legal case.

From one show's "re-creaUon" o( the alleged rape— using

actors mysterious footage from inside theesUt*and narration

from a Palm Beach police officer— to last weeks trespassing

charge against a free-laiu-e cameraman who had done work

for another, the popular syndicated shows keep making
news

and spurring legal motions and judicial actions.

"It is affecting us, m t^rms of our access to the court*,

said Steven Bnll. who heads the new Courtroom Television

Network Brill, whose network is providing coverage of the

case to up to 6 million cable subsiribers across the nation,

said "it's absolutely outrageous" that the tabloid antics

aren't (!' ^ - 'rom news organizations

1'h^^.l
ii'tabloidlTomivtition

as "the how-low-can-thi8-go derby
'

"The techniques that the tabU-ui lA :^hM\^ • "•'

s.ai7," Post f vecutive editor Edv^ard Sears said

One result Iws Invn some new limitations on co\

,

• > ^ -•-i'd yesterday for the .:.... .

\\ .\ ofSen. Edward MKeimedy
.' >s) Circuit Judge Mary I.upo has set openn

nuMUs for Dec 2 on a Jupiter woman's allegation- .. . -i

raped her March 30 at his family's Palm Beach Estate

Another, broader result is a reinforcement of distrust

and negative feelings about the news media in general, said

Sears, who with executives from The Miami Herald and Fort

l^uderdale'sSuM Sen^j>jW last week heard criticism froma

Palm Beach County leadership group.

"The slime kind of rubs offon the rest of us," Sears said

-People from the shows are laughing all the way to the bank

"This story has a perfect cocktail mixture of America's

first family, the American royalty ifyou will; alleged sexual

misconduct and its set on Palm Beach, home ofthe rich and

famous," expained Steve Dunleavy, top correspondent for

"A Current Affair."

His show , which he said has covered the Smith case "like

a blanket," is reaping strong ratings from its features about

It. The show ranks sixth amongst syndicated TV shows

rVVhetM of Fortune' is first) and posU'd a 7.3 rating. Each

pi>int indicates 921.000 homes tuned in across the nation.

-Hard Copy has also highlighted the case. It ranked

17th. with a 5.4 rating, in the laU'st ratings.

The shows say they make news more appealing and

interesting to roost of the public, but the giving-the-public

• • approach irritates some executives.

,r could use tlu»t defense." said Bnll. re

lernng to Colombia's ctxraine lord.

-ni reserve comment on their pompous coverage."

Dunleavy said of the mainstream news media, adding that

The New York Times and NBC news were among the first

groups to identify the alleged victim.

Radial Retreads
ON SALE NOW THROUGH NOV. 31. 1991

BUY ONE AT REGULAR PRICE SECOND TIRE AT HALF PRICE!!

Size

P155/80R13

P165/80R13

P175/80R13

P185/80R13

P185/75R14

P195/75R14

P205/75R14

P215/75R15

P225/75R15

P235/75R15

175/70SR13

185/70SR13

185/70SR14

205/70SR14

185/60SR14

195/60SR14

195/60SR15

* SAFE

Price First

$29.95

32.95

32.95

33.95

34.95

34.95

39.95

41.95

42.95

44.95

29.95

34.95

36.95

37.95

39.95

40.95

44.95

Second

$15.00

16.50

16.50

17.00

17.50

17.50

20.00

21.00

21.50

22.50

15.00

17.50

18.50

19.00

20.00

20.50

22.50

Weed Money for

$ Your Education?
Tou can ac<*M four (hare of th» M BILLION av^iaM* annually tn

KholartM^, grant!. WIewiMp t. IntarmMp* and loan*.

Lm ut h^ you cap Into tha Source of fumtlnf avaHabI* for your

in^HvKhial nood«. You quaHfy r*gardt*«f of grad»» or famUy financed

GUARANTEED RESULTS I

4ll']S«'tlll Monday -Friday (•.4

Sou RC E
EDUCATIONAl FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS
» Umrrrttlt tirir, Jturtr IK) Amhertl MA 01002 4IJ.2S*.*IM

ECONOMICAL * SAVES OUR ENVIRONMENT * FULL LIFETIME WARRANTY

* 90 DAY FREE PLACEMENT WARRANTY

SERVICE Alignments Brakes Quick Lube Exhaust

Hours: Mon-Wcd 8-5. Thurs 8-8. Fri 8-6. Sat 8-4

"Your choice all season or snow tire!"

Hadley Tire and Brake Center
253-9911 439 Russell St. • Rt. 9 • Hadley, Ma 01035

3 liiirkMMk'rs
.StlMNll

Wt H«lp Yoil Mull* 11

SI I liinlMim Slircl

H,>M,>i\. MA 021 If)

Bartending
The Ideal

College Job!

CAII.:(6!7)247-16(K)

liKi;i\ and wrap up the

holidays with a j:«hhI Mart

lor 2n(l scnicslcr - and plan

ahead lor ncxl summer.

ASK: Mow lo tompiele

training in I week during

semester break or 2 weeks

during the semester.

KKARN: How bartending

puts cash in your |"HKket.

adds excitement to your

stKJal lile and gives you the

llexible hours you need to

slay on lop ol your studies.

IMSrOVKR: How NI-BS will

help you make it happen.

World
Forces close to victory,

Croatia seeks evacuations

A^ ,^i.~AO

ON THE RUN— A Croatian guardman runs to a defensive position on

the front line at Nova Gradiska Sunday. Yugoslav Federal Army troops

atUcked this Croatian village one day after a cease-fire ^^s signed^

Croatian officials met yesterday with the federal army to negotiate the

surrender of Vukovar. where the Serb-dominated army demanded the

remaining Croatian forces surrender unconditionally.

ZAGREB, Yugoslavia (AP) — With fed-

eral forces close to victory in their three-

month seige ofVukovar. Croatian defenders

today negotiated surrender terms and ap-

pealed for help to evacuate thousands of

trapped civilians.

Some street fighting and shelling con-

tinued in the eastern town despite a cease-

fire arranged by the European Community,

which has attempted to mediate an end to

the 4 1/2 month civil war in the secessionist

republic.

The loss of Vukovar would be a psycho-

logical and strategic blow to Croatia, which

declared independence June 25. The resis-

tance has been a source of pride for Croatia

and embarrassment for the army — which

would gain unchallenged control over most

of eastern Croatia with Vukovar's fall.

EC spokesman Ed Koestal said monitors

left Belgrade for Vukovar early today. The

EC received military guarantees of safety,

but "if there's no real guarantee of a cease-

fire, then we cant go in." he said.

The Belgrade-based Tanjug news agency

said Vukovar area Gov Marin Vidic-Bili

met with federal officers yesterday and de-

manded a surrender in the presence of the

International Red Cross.

Army representatives did not object, but

demanded the remaining Croatian forces

surrender unconditionally, the report said.

Tanjug quoted the army as saying that

several thousand civilians had been taken

from Vukovar and were receiving medical

care.

Croatian radio said the Red Cross was

trying to arrange evacuation of 500 people

stranded in the basement of the town's

hospitel. They are reportedly without ad-

equate water, medicine or blood supplies.

Elsewhere in Croatia, fighting slowed

after the cease-fire pact took effect Saturday.

It was the 13th EC-brokered truce.

A U.N. envoy, former Secretary of State

Cyrus Vance, arrived Sunday in Yugoslavia

to work on details of a possible peacekeep-

ing mission. But the United Nations has

said it will not send troops unless a firm

cease-fire is established.

Federal forces and ethnic Serbs opposed

to secession have captured about a third of

Croatia. The Croatian government says

nearly 2,000 people have been killed since

the republic declared independence. But

the figure does not include substantial ca-

sualties suffered by the army or Serb in-

surgents, neither ofwhich provides compre-

hensive numbers.

A senior Croatian government official in

Zagreb said little hope remained that the

defenders could hang on. The official, who

spoke on condition ofanonymity, said 12,000

to 15.000 residents remained in Vukovar—
which had a population of about 40,000

before fighting began.

N897300a32

Come Celebrate
our 25^ Anniversary
at Ho^wrard Johnson<

Celebrating with
a 196*, SIS'* rate.

Come by and help us celebrate our 25"'

anniversary with our $2S.OO rate from

November 15, 1991 to January 31, 1992.

You will enjoy great rooms and courteous

servire all at a very comfortable price.

For reservations, call 586-0114 or

(800) I-GO-HO-JO, ask for the

Anniversary Package. Please present

this ad.

Advanced reservations required and ceanain restrictions apply.

Ask for details. ® 1991 Howard Johnson Franchise Systems. Inc

HOWARD
JOHNSON.

Lodge 401 Russell St., Route 9

Hadley, Massachusetts 01035
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Amos Oz was born in JerusaUMU m IXU

and at the age of 15 chose to hvo and work at

Kibbutz Hulda. on-K.al y J^**,"'"^' '[) l^J.
Aa*>r servuig in the Six Day War ot 19(>7 and

the Yom Kfppur War of 1973. Amos Oz

boi-ame active with various K^roups stru^'-

Uling for peace Ix-tween Israehs and \ ales-

tuuans. Since 1977. he has Iw.i o.u- of the

leading figures in the Israeh Peace Now

movement. His most recent exp..sure tothe

American Pubhc was through a moving in-

ler%iew on Pubhc Radio's Fresh An s|h ik

ing on the Persian Ciulf W.u

Mr iV earned his B.A in Hebrew Lit-

erature and Philosophy from Hebrew Uni-

versity and holds Honorary Doctorates from

Hebrew Union College in Cincinnati and

.lerusalem. and from Western New England

College in Springfield. MA. He has been a

Writer-in-Residence at Oxford University,

Hebrew University. Colorado College, Bos-

tiin University and UCLA at Berkeley.

C'urrently Amos Oz teaches Hebrew lit-

erature at Ben Gurion University in Israel

and divides his time between writing,

teaching and farming.

His talk is being sponsored by UMass
Hillel and The Center for Jewish Studies.

UMass Arts Council, and The Grinspoon

Fund for Jewish Education.

rhe event is free for Five-College Students

aiui $3 for General Public.

^C5^iC?iCjC5fs5C5»;aC3f5iC3^:jC5»;CiC5^

-I'VE HAD TEN STRAIGHT CUPS OF COFFEE" - A young

Boreal owl sits in the fist of Dr. Charles Sedgw ick director of the

Tufts University wildlife clinic, yesterday in North Grafton. Mass.

The Boreal owl. for the past 60 years, has only been sighted three

times in the area, and this member of the species will be returned

to the wild today after treatment for an injury.

Advocacy Network
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

years. ThroughCOMEC \ia the United Way.

state employees could contribute part of

their salar>- to the Network.
,

Somehow . however, the University forgot
^

to list Advocacy Network as a COMEC
j

agency this fall.

"An inexcusable mixup." Ricci said.
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Are you an
AFS

RETURNEE?
Come to a

S-Collette AFS
gathering

Tuesday . Not. l»

7:30 - 9:50 pm
The Red Bam

Hampshire College

Bring M you can: mmmoh—,
photos, rusty language skills,

snacks to shara. OTHER
ASF-
Info? Malissa Kroodsma

253-&519
aponsoTMl by Ih* Amltcfst AFS
ChapMr and Ftv« CoHaoM. mc

ITS HERE! ITS NEW!!!

IT'S TOUCHTONE TELEPHONE
PRE-REGISTRATION

|T|(T|(i|

FOR SPRING 1992

UNDERGRADUATES. IF YOU DONT KNOW YOUR PIN OR YOUR

ACCESS PERIOD. CHECK WITH YOUR ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT.

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those nf ihe individual writer or canoonisl. and do n.H necessarily represeni (he views of the Collegiun or Ihe Universily unles.s ucherwi« noled.

The awful truth about men is they're not so awful - sometimes
r„. 1 . j_i t „ iv,„^k<^o^/i»r«K<>rciii-v tflH m«» nnlv what I want to hear. He also must know

Men are scum and women are bitches. Sometimes

Before I go on with this escapade into the argument ofthe

sexes let me say that I, like all other women, have denounced

men and sworn them off for Ufe. Fortunately, I didn't have

enough stick-to-it-iveness.

To a certain degree, 1 feel as if I'm going against my
femininity in writing this, and all female bonding will be

lost. Nonetheless, this article must be written.

As a female, I can honestly say I love men. I even have a

few female friends who think men are as wonderful as I do.

Men are. in general, absolutely wonderful beings. I say in

general because they easily turn into little turds on occasion.

Men are remarkable creatures. There is actually more to

them than just something nice to look at. Men have a

different perspective of life than women do, which is seri-

ously something to be appreciated. Having gone to all-girl

schools before college I've learned this.

Men are also wonderful in their variation. There are the

jocks, the brains, the ROTCs, the artists. The ""I need space"

men and the smotherers. Those that prefer blondes and

those that are smart enough to know that it's stupid. Some

wear jockeys, others wear boxers. The sensual men, and

those who just are.

Throughout my adolescent years, I had heard ofthe fairy

tales where the virginal young maiden of perfection and

naivete is swept away by the studly machismo prince of

charm and masculinity. Needless to say, during my pre-

pubescent years, this was the basis for my ethos. Then I

woke up.

Partly because of my own naivete, I've had my "not-so-

much fun with men" and have consoled friends during their

dilemmas, too. To a large degree, these adverse times make

the true Prince Charming all the more a stud muffin.

Seana Barnhill

Because of the ongoing fairy tales (the strong chivalrous

knight on his white steed), we have created certain strictures

that all men must fall into. This is, the perfect, understand-

ing, and sensitive gentleman. 1 know I am hardly the model

princess. Nevertheless, I sometimes inequitably expect the

significant other to constantly know what I'm thinking and

when I change my mind. When to stay when I t«ll him to

leave or to give me a hug when I shriek, "Don't touch me!"

And when not to be honest with me about anything, simply

tell me only what I want to hear. He also must know when

none of these rules apply. I've apologized profusely to my
passingbeaus for my subconscious archaic beliefs. I've come

to realize that no man is perfect. They are wonderful in their

diversity created by their individual flaws.

"There are guppies and there are sharks," a quote from

my buddy Mandy. We ( men and women) need to realize that

we are all individuals. Neither of the sexes are as bad as we

sometimes believe, there are good points, too. I am quite

aware that women are capable of being the most heinous

bitches on earth. I've even been a bitch myself. But men,

most of whom will admit it faster than women, can be

absolutely ruthless. There are those men who are evil to an

irrefutably grotesque degree. I know some. But this is

several out of millions. It is unfair tojudge an entire gender

by these few jackasses.

The point in between the rubbish is that men are won-

derful. They shouldn't be blamed for another guy's mire or

be expected to always be a prince. They are here, not only as

a source of entertainment, but as companions as well.

As a last note on the behalfofmen, don't forget that some

of those toads will later turn into princes.

Seana Barnhill is a UMass student

The FirstPebate; The EcoMofA»c

MALAISE Of THE
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Is there any mail for me?

ANDSADOATAMl/SSa

STILL IN POWEI?

7>^U«^\B4NG HIS NOSE.

AT TWE US

I hate Sundays.

I wake up sometime late in the morning,

after four or five hoursofsleep. I'm tired. I'm

irritable. I'm not feeling very fun. I feel

guilty about not doing any homework for

two weeks but then I think, hey, I have all

day, and I drift off again.

"Then I realize I won't do any work until

after I spend all afternoon in the depths of

the Campus Center, eat dinner, and make
social rounds. So I won't start homework

until nine o'clock or so. That's okay. It's the

weekend.
I drag myself out of bed each Sunday

with the hope that this week, it won't be so

bloody boring. Nothing exciting happens on

a Sunday. No one calls me long distance.

Everyone else is doing their homework or

sleeping. There isn't even any mail.

Darienne Hosley

Strike rudeness not needed
Holy never-ending TOs style, Batman,

the grads are as rude as Archie Bunker!

I will not even mention any ofthe political

opinions I have on this issue; this article is

here solely to teach the graduates to picket

vrith respect. Respect! Respect!

Eric D. Martellini

GROUND FLOOR STUDENT UNION

Thursday and Friday were bad days for

me. I had two major exams and the flu; not

good davs. The first line I crossed was at

Mahar formy 1 1 : 15 class. I Strikers I
accosted

me in large numbers, trying to make me feel

quite small and quite stupid. They asked

such questions as, "Do you know what the

GEO is? Do you even know that we are on

strike? Well , do you have any idea why?" All

ofthese questions were asked in a belittling,

angry tone. I almost wanted to answer the

way they seemed to expectme to. "Golly, you

guys must be angry. I don't even know why

you're on strike, but HI sign anything you

have."

Entering Skinner, I was asked point-

blank, "Do you support us?" handed out

almost as an ultimatum. When I replied

vvrith a "yes" and kept walking, the grad's

reply was, "Then why are you still walking

into that building?" I held my tongue and

walked. Criminy! I have to justify myself to

every Tom, Dick and Mary!?

My experience on Friday was the worst.

and pretty much supplied the ink for my

pen. I was walking into Whitmore to see if

my loan had finally arrived, had just come

from my anatomy exam which, after exten-

sive studying, I had done miserably on and,

as I stated before, had a rip-roaring cold

The grads were walking in a circle. I walked

to the side, minding my own problems.

I heard these little giggles and whispers.

I turned around to see this woman making

fun of the way I walked and casting this

mean expression on her face, mimicking the

frustrated look I had on mine. She didn't

even have enough intelligence to look at me
while she was doing it. So, there are all her

buddies staring at me with frozen expres-

sions, faces turning red, and she still goes on

for a good seven or eight seconds. Finally,

she looked up and noticed that I was

watching her making a blatant mockery out

of me. She froze for a second then quickly

said, "Don't go to class!"

"What?" I replied. (Okay, I screamed.)

"Don't go to class. Ifyou don't go to class

then the administration will know we are

serious," she told me. I was so angry at that

moment, I could have mentally caused the

nearest automobile to go up in flames.

I mean, if she had just said ... "sorry."

Just "sorry" instead of all that dribble. How
can she ask to be taken seriously when here

she is making fun ofsomeone at a time when

she is asking for support? Gosh, there's a

true professional for ya.

Let me give those grads who need it a few

tips:

1.) When someone walks through your

line, don't whisper behind his/her back.

That's not nice. Just because there are

probably more ofyou marching in your line

doesn't mean you can gang up.

2 . ) Respect other people's beliefs. Asmuch

as you don't want them to, they may want or

have to walk through your line. Respect

their wishes and beliefs, and stop trying to

make them feel like they are the cause of

your problems. That's also not nice.

3.) Finally, to thatwoman (and company)

outside Whitmore at 11:15 Friday morning,

the 15th — because of your lack of respect

for me, yourself and your cause, you have

lost one undergrad who was in support of

your actions.

Eric D. Martellini is a UMass student

That's why Sundays are so dull. No mail.

I would gladly dish out fifty cents for a

stamp if only there was mail service on

Sundays. I could spend all day waiting in

anticipation, because maybe, maybe, there

would be something for me.

That sounds really pathetic.

I never received mail at home. I had one

magazine subscription, so I could count on

something at least once every two weeks.

But that was kind of predictable. The credit

card offers and those little pick-me-ups from

Ed McMahon never did anything for me
either.

Sometimes a relative would send me a

note. Occasionally, I'd get a postcard from a

friend having a lot of fun in an exotic place.

But only occasionally.

I paced through myhouse in the summer,

listening for the mail truck. Those shorts-

wearing postal carriers never came to my
town. I like the truck better— I can hear it

coming. When I heard the truck, I was off.

Whether I had been asleep, in the middle of

a conversation or eating Iunch , I 'd skipdown

the driveway, open the squeaky mailbox

and pull out the pile of envelopes.

I'd check all the names on the envelopes.

Nothing for me. Well, maybe I missed one.

Nope, still nothing. Maybe I dropped it.

Maybe not. It was pretty depressing.

The nicest part ofUving away from home
is that there is mail for me nearly every day.

I love it. I come home from a rough day oftwo

classes and head straight for the mailbox.

Sometimes there aren't any letters, just

newspaper clippings from people at home.

Those are fun. My mom sends recipes. Just

to bother me. She knows I won't bake— she

should just send me the finished product.

But the recipe is the next best thing. I guess.

I do have fun with the posUl service. 1

realized that the"Hi-how-are-you-l-am-fine-

what's-new?" letters weren't terribly inspir-

ing to most people, so I began to turn each

letter into a migor project.

The postal service takes a lot ofabuse for

twenty-nine cents.

The most exciting thing about a letter in

the mailbox is simply the fact that there ifl

one. The stuff inside is secondary. Again,

anticipation is everything — the envelopes

are turned over and over, read and reread

before they are finally opened. That's why it's

important to make a good first impression.

Forget putting last names in the address.

All they really need is the street number and

a zip code. "BOB" is so much more personal

than "Mr. Robert W. Someone." And about

that stamp— you have to create a mood for

them. Txim it into something. Draw the

duck to go with the duck head.

There's simply a plethora o'things to do

to an envelope. The best one I ever saw was

written entirely in code with no key. Someone

in the post office actually sat down and

deciphered it.

Get out some markers and crayons. I

don't advocate abuse of the postal system,

just some fun. And a little something I

learned — the more neat-o mail you send,

the more neat-o mail you receive. Enjoy ...

Darienne Hosley is a Collegian columnist

Poor attendance of forum troubling
Last Thursday, I attended a forum about

"What Should the University Do About the

Problem ofRacial and Ethnic Harassment?"

Now hold on a minute. Before you make a

judgment about what type of person I must

be, let me clarify something. The only rea-

son I went to the discussion was that my
professor wanted me to cover the event and

write a summary of it. I would have much

rather watched "The Simpsons" and "Cheers"

and gone out for some fun.

If this admission angers you, good! It

should. It is this type of attitude that is

plaguing this University. When I entered

the Cape Cod Lounge, I found that there

were only about ten people there. I thought

that I must have been early. I was. It was

7:25. The forum was to start at 7:30. By the

time it began, ofthe 120 chairs that were set

up, only about thirty were filled. Thirty!

How can this be? Racial and ethnic ha-

rassment is a problem that is crippling this

country, and on a smaller scale this campus.

I am aware of this; I just didn't think that it

was important for me, as an individual, to

attend. It really didn't matter why people

weren't there. The fact is that people weren't

there.

Based on my previous attitude, I am
probably not qualified to preach. However,

the fact remains that I was there. For what-

ever reason, I was in attendance. My
awareness has increased. It may take me a

while to learn something, but once I do I

never forget.

Lawyers spoke on the definition of ha-

rassment. BaileyJackson, Dean ofthe School

of Education, spoke of harassment on a

more personal level. Panelists spoke about

how people misinterpret their First Amend-

ment rights. Those in attendance voiced

their concerns about how the University

will respond. People were speaking all over

the place. The only problem is that there

weren't nearly enough people there to listen.

David Quattrucci
Amherst
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Arts & Living

Jethro Tull
live: still too
young to die
By STEPHEN MOSHKOVITZ
Collegian Correspondent

Jethro Tull
Worcester Centrum
Saturday, Nov. 16

Jethro Tull is now in the midst of iU twenty-

third vear as a band, and they are just as fresh as the

most energetic newcomers Lead singer and multi-

talented Ian Anderson, who played five different

instruments dunng the show, led the rest of the

troupe through two hours of rock and blues fun.

Opening with the first verse of "Minstrel in the

Galler>" and then launching straight into "Cross-

eyed Niarv the band riK-ked through all the classics

such as -Living In the Past." "Thick as a Brick.'and

of course "Aqualung" and "Locomotive Breath.

They also plaved five tracks from their latest

album "Car/T.-s/i Rismg The album, which is by all

means decent, was given new spirit and songs such

as -This is Not Uve" and "Doctor to My disease

took on new life.

The band also played some excellent blues jams

spotlighting guitanst Martin Barre ' and some lesser

known material, such as the fiutc instrumental^

-Serenade to a Cuckoo" and "Bouree" (written by

J S. Bach — no not the dude from Skid Row >. as well

as "A New Day Yesterday
"

An integral part ofthe show . aside from the musu

was Ian Andei- ' ^^-Ifand the many little thin^>

gomgonintht ; and First of all. Anderson had

an amazing rapport with the crowd. After starting oil

the show with a "HellllUoooooo! or as Rod Stewart

would sav Goixxxjodbye!" (making reference to the

Stewart cancellations in the area*, he reminded the

. rowd that "vou are looking at some very o/d bastards!"

.\11 this was taking place on a stage resembling a

posh restaurantEnglish pub. complete with candlelit

tables, dart board, and bnck-faced bar that doubled

as a kevboard The roadies were dressed in black ties

,ind white sportcoats. and also served as waiters.

It was almost difficult to watch the band perform

and still catch the subtleties such as drummer

Doannc Perry shooting darts, or keyboardist Martin

Allcock making shadow puppets in the spotlights

However, it was impossible to miss the waiter.^

roadies standing in front of the Ubles air-guitaring

with frving pans.
.

Jethro Tull is a band steeped in tradition, be it

Anderson's should-bepatented flamingo stance and

flute twirl, or the monstrous balloons released at the

end of the show. Now. I am usually a very critical

individual I can find something wrong with virtu-

ally an\lhing. However, the only complaint 1 have

alxjut Jethro Tull's set is that it had to end. Unfor-

tunately, it may not be much more than another

twenty years l>efore they really are "too old to rock 'n'

roll." so catch them if you can.

Opening act Chrissy Steele, the latest in the line

of heavy metal females, was definitely not appro-

priate for a Jethro Tull crowd, but she had spirit, and

more importantly, some good songs. Her first single

Love You til it Hurts" and the title track of the

album "Magnet to Steele" both had good sound.

Apart from the whole "I know you can make more

(expletive) noise than that!" bit. and the constant

references to Tull in order to get some noise from the

crowd, she displayed some definite potential.

Modem Shakespeare
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Romeo and Juliet

Rand Theater
Thursday, Nov. 14

"Mv bounty is as boundless as the sea. my »p>'^ ^^^^^P;

the more I give to thee, the more I have, for both are

infinite.- -Romeo and Juliet. Act II. scene ii

This producuon oiRomeo and Juliet, directs! by K>7U

Mtxire for her thesis production, has chosen to ^hift the

emphasis of the tale away frt>m the feuding families and

focus insU-ad on the magic and power of the love shared

betwivn the young couple. What has bi^n created is a very

mcHlern fairy tale that incorporaU»s the latest in pop music

«nH dance while retaining Shakespeare's Elizabethan
prone

laughter and helped put the performance in a place where

thev wuld betU'r relate MTV.
, ^^ . . .

the costumes, onginal and a splendid mix ofmodern and

Elizabethan styles, blended masterfully with the awesome.

sUrk cityscape of Verona, created by UMass Professor

Urry Novakov Uwlor. ...
Juliet emergiKl from a preppy, sheltered daughter into a

courageous heroine and RonuH) evolved from his npptMl-

lean black leather-jacket harmomca-playing-saunU'ring-

ielfinU.a weepy thrashing-himself-about-on-the-noorwimp

at the end.
. . , * -»

Mercutio ( Daniel T Miller ) had many giwd momenta. A

plague upon both your houses!" rang through the theater aa

hisdying body was dragged away I^nvolio. clad in a purple

Ph*«« CMUlmy o* Fln» Arta C«nlvr

The star-crossed lovers Romeo (Tony Maestrone) and JuHet (Jennifer Costello) appearing in

Romeo and Juliet at the Rand Theatre November 14-16 and 20-23.

The effect is humorous and more touching, but at the

plays end we blame fate and youthful impetuosity for the

death of the lovers, instead of the bitter, pointless feuding

of their two families, the CapuleUs and the Montagues.

Juliet (Jennifer Costello) was especially endearing in her

cutesy naive role as the sheltered daughter of Capulet. She

pranced and frolicked gleefully over every part of the set.

Romeo (Tonv Maestrone) was also exceptionally well-

portrayed though with more of a slapstick, dopey edge than

the traditional Romeos. He was cool, sharp and sparked

beautifully with Juliet. Their chemistry was intoxicating as

they danced, kissed, and sUred moonily into each others

eyes. The set got a little steamier later when Juliet emerged

later in nothing but a sheet.

The supporting cast was equally as talented and managed

to create definitive personalities for even the most minor

cliflrHctriGrs

Juliet's bawdy nurse (Carolyn F. Carlson) continually

choked up the audience with her lewd comments and

gesticulations. Even Lady Capulet (Katia Lynn Anderson)

had herown subplot without a word spoken about it— could

it be that she and Paris, Capulets" match for Juliet, were

having their own affair? So much was added with little

changes to the original lines.

Another new edition to the timeless script, the dancers,

was almost too much. They made the audience scream with

shirt and flowered tapestry vest also gets a huge thumbs up.

This original interpretation of the balcony scene strips

away the traditional romantic sugarcoating and manages

to make the scene sweet and geeky. As Juliet vaults over yet

another piece of set Romeo hands her back her shoe and

mid-line she replied. "Thank you." with a professionahsm

rarely seen in some student productions.

I like the modernity and realism injected into the play^

That Romeo would not W thrilled at first hearing the word

"marriage" makes sense in this show because up to that

point he had been a fickle, free-wheeling bachelor. These

are only .some of the new twi.sts on the plot that make it

refreshing and thought-provoking.

Friar l^urence. belting out "Good Day Sunshine while

swinging a basket offlowers was another priceless moment.

The sword fights are also very well executed.

Capulet comes through as a marvelously villainous

tyrannical father.

Everyone gave marvelous performances. The comic re-

liefwas perhaps the highlight; the serious moments did not

always hold their believability (Romeo thrashing about on

the stage and whimpering on Juliet's leg.) This production

is strongly recommended because it has something for

everyone.

Romeo and Juliet will return again to the Rand Nov. 20

23 at 8 p.m.

By KLAUS GAUGER
Collegian Correspondent

The Bombastics
The Hatch
Thursday, Nov. 4

A-larger-than-usual crowd showed up at

Tho Hatch Thursday night as The
Bombastics made their appearance on

stage. The five-member band plea.sed the

audience from the very first moment with a

boyish and funky yet powerful style.

Their weird, dissonant harmonics, their

long improvisational off-beat passages and

their line up — including an alto sax and a

trombone — was reminiscent of such mod-

ern funk ensembles as The Slickaphonics.

The most remarkable soloist of the band

was doubtlessly Scott de Musis on trombone

— a small, but incredibly energetic player

with an huge, rasping and growling tone,

full ofjumping and unexpected lines.

Also remarkable was Bill Chenaille on

alto sax. His musical lines were very fluent

and converged in intensive high notes, while

guitarist Eric Olsen, with his long, iridescent

lines was clearly more on the relaxed side.

Bob Lawliss on bass gave some funky

slap solos, and along with drummer Joe

Fitzpatrick demon.strated his ability to ac-

curately accompany the horn players.

The band has been playing for only four

months, but is already showing signs of

developing into a strong musical ensemble;

they possess the talent to build up musical

climaxes and to produce a modern, though

not over-intellectualized funk sound.

The second band of the night was local

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

Bombastic fun-k! Clancys ride Horse
By ERIC POULIN
Collegian Correspondent

The Clancy Brothers
Iron Horse
Saturday, Nov. 16

Ifyou were to take a poll of Irishmen

and ask them who their favorite musical

act was, your answers would be relatively

uniform. The Dubliners and Chieftains

would garner many votes, while The

Pogues would show quite a respectable

following among the younger crowd. In

all likelihood, however, the Clancy

Brothers would probably take the prize

as Ireland's favorite sons, and they

showed why this past Saturday.

The Clancys have stood the test of

time by providing their audiences with a

friendly atmosphere that invites folks to

sing along.

Youngest brother Liam warned those

sitting near the stage to "cover your

drinks," because during fast songs they

tend to spit, and they "wouldn't want

your drinks to be diluted." Any sort of

performer-audience barriers that may
have been present were smashed by this

statement, as tho brothers (Liam, Pat,

and Tommy) then dove into an assort-

ment of their classics.

There were no surprises with their

song selection. "Ix'aving of Liverpool,"

'The Moonshiner," 'The Irish Rover,"

"Brennan on the Moor." and of course

The Wild Rover" were among the sing-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
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Marij
By OLIVIA STEWART-LIBERTY
Collegian Staff

Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas

thinks he may have had "several puffs |of

marijuana! in college." and perhaps "one at

law school." Lewis Carrol had a habit. I^ouis

Armstrong. Billie Holiday. Victor Hugo and

The Rolling Stones also smoked cannabis.

Marijuana has been available for as long

as humans have wanted it, and according to

Jack Herer. national director and founder of

Help End Marijuana Prohibition (HEMP),

-weed" was legal tender in the United States

from 1631 for over 200 years. Herer also

cites examples of arrest and imprisonment

for those refusing to grow cannabis at times

of shortage.

Cannabis sativa (hemp) has been illegal

intheUnitedStatessince 1937. An estimated

80 percent of students "experiment" with

pot while in college, some 50 percent of

whom go on to use the drug for recreational

purposes. Consumption rates follow clcwe

on the heels of alcohol and tobacco.

Before 1937. however, the plant was not

harvested with smokers in mind, but as a

valuable source of paper, rope, fabric and

oil. It is still arguably America's number one

cash crop, and the home industry has a

yearly turnover of some $20 billion. The

economic benefits of this industry are not.

however, reaped by America at large.

Herer argues that marijuana was not

prohibited for social reasons in 1937. but

essentially because of the threat hemp pa-

per posed to the wood pulp industry, which

aa»rding to Herer was controlled by the

politically powerful.

Advocates of legalization believe the re-

versal of prohibition laws can benefit the

worid. If six percent of the United SUtes

were planted with hemp, reformers say. the

greenhouse effect would be reversed. Hemp-

based paper would reportedly save entire

forests, hemp seed oil would prevent the

world's energy crisis,andhemp tofu products

would help nourish the worid's starving.

Aaron Wilson, vice president of the

Cannabis Reform Coalition at the Univer

sity of Massachusette, believes the present

condition ofthe Massachusetts economy
will

result in the legalization ofcannabis in this

state within the next two to three years.

Prohibition has pushed the homegrown

industry underground. literally. Gregory

Porter, directorofthe NaUonal Organization

to Reform Marijuana Laws reports: "Growers

in this country have reached such a level of

sophistication that they can reproduce any

strain, anywhere."

Porter establishes that cross-fertilization

has made American marijuana notably the

strongest in the worid, up to ten times

stronger than anything around in the 19608

or anything imported Growers are relocat-

ing indoors and underground with the latest

high-technology equipment.

Marijuana has been used for thousands

of years, for recreational purposes, relax-

ation, celebration and religious ceremonies.

Carol L. Otis, author of Campus Health

Guide, writes that pot. however, should not

be smoked "when studying, attending class

or planning to Uke a test." due to the effect

of the drug on the learning centers of the

brain.

She describes the effect of manjuana. if

smoked or eaten, as resulting in "a sUte of

distorted perception and sometimes hallu-

cinogenic effects' However . the exact effecU

ofmarijuana usage are not fully documented

as of

yet
,

Otis writes of the "amotivational syn-

drome." as a direct result ofheavy marijuana

consumption (one to five joints smoked per

day for four or more days a week), inducing

apathy and disinterest at "what should be a

challenging and exciting time of life."

Opinions of users on campus suggest

that the primary motivation for marijuana

consumption is to "add color and spice" to

what ordinarily would be "fairiy mundane

and monotonous."

into legalization
However, the Bush administration has taken

a stand on stamping out the growth and use

of the plant in any form.

Four months ago, the Massachusetts

Supreme Judicial Court denied Joseph

Hutchins, who was terminally ill, the right

to use marijuana for medical purposes. The

judge ruled that "society's interest in pre-

venting illegal drug use outweighs the suf

llness.'

Ofthe several people questioned on cam-

pus, the majority ofsmokers said they do not

buy marijuana themselves, but do smoke it

"a couple of times a month." or when it is

available. Where are these avid buyers and

consumers who keep the $70 billion mari-

juana business in this country thriving?

Perhaps, as Aaron Wilson suggested: "Most
ventine illegal drug use outweighs the sul- remaps, a» ru.. u.. ,» ..«w.. ""b«—•-- -

-

"

ferCo one man who used manjuana to people play down the amount they buy^and

Spainanddepressioncausedbychronic smoke, to prevent further crack down.

The links between tobacco and marijuana

are not yet fully documented Tobacco con-

tains the physically addicUve drug nicotine,

while marijuana contains tetrahydrocan-

nabinol (THO. which is reporU-d to be non-

physically addictive.

According to Otis. THC enters the

bloodstream through the lungs and produces

a high which isaccompanied by "a dry mouth

and throat, red eyes, an increased appetite,

an increased heartrate of up Ui 50 percent

and sometimes a panic atteck of paranoia.

Advocates of legalization document up to

395,000 deaths resulting from tobacco in

the United SUtes each year, and none from

cannabis The long-term effecte ofTHC are

not fully realized yet.

The relatively recent linking oftobacco to

lung cancer suggest that more years of re-

search inU»cannabis will be necessary before

a link between marijuana and lung cancer

can be validated. In her guide. Otis cites

studies m which the tars of manjuana and

tobacco were painted on the skins ofmice for

74 wwks Results showed that both groups

ofmic-e developed tumors, but "with
a slightly

larger number in the tobacco group."

The medical controversy surrounding the

healing properties of marijuana continues.

Advocates of legalization stress the proper-

ties of the plant to alleviate glaucoma,

asthma, depression, and nausea resulting

from chemotherapy, as do some doctors

Pot, prison, and the realities of business
^ ^

.. . .....u„„.w» course, no big deal. f you are a native^

My first semester at UMass, I had a neighbor. He was

from down South, and in this article his name will be

^
CWde sold pot. He always had some, or had a lot

sometimes gooTsometimes bad. Clyde was very open and

TaTveXutTs business, and the crew that ollen found

themselves in his room (ofwhich I was a part was too young

to realize what would come with that naiveUv

One night late in November, we were gathered in Clyde s

room I remember he had three pounds of ^-s that week

- different types, stuffed into plastic the size ofStop n Shop

bags It was m'^re than 1 had ever seen at one t."- ^"^1 -«

were all pretty excited. Clyde was trying to Rf "^ of it.

The phone rang. It was Clyde's dealer. He told Clyde a

couple of guys were on their way over to buy «ome bags^

(Even with three pounds of marijuana, Clyde was still only

a middleman with a dealer). ,. . •„ u
-m'srguys are preltv cool," Clyde's dealer told him. It

was a hint but it went unnoticed, and when the customers

Trived something felt funny. They were two older guys who

Xd tired and'did not P-^^^^J" ^»\«,-tr;h7truM
talk Clyde had all the dope outon his bed ^although it woum

not have mattered at that point - he had already let them

•"'a briersn:^': etued before the men drew their g.ins

b^Lr/a^dte^rers o"^^^^^^^^ on all fours, asking the

^"crpKtu^
until a boot connected with my side and I went sprawling

onto the floor with the others.
. j , ^..^

Nothing teaches you respect like a gun pointed at your

head! and we were suddenly very polite, almost loving, to

^^^InieTe did not have any drugs on our persons, we were

told to leave the room.

Ari Vais

On our way out. we said to Clyde ^hat turned out to be

the customary things to say to a fnend ""der^Xe^ou
come get you within an hour, man, and We love you.

Clyde." (Would we? Did we?)

Next semester Clyde was back, but the parties were

ove^ He waTd for hearing after heanng. The night before

Tne of the hearings, he got a haj^rcut^short. conser^^^^^^^

resoectablc. It looked absurd on him, but we did not say so^

We^ollowed him around the dorm, cooing sympathetic

things, as he tossed tufts of his hair into every corner of the

buildine He had become somewhat of a martyr,

'"soon' thereafter, Clyde went to Prj-n. The res^of the

vear went quietly. I calmed down and got into my work.

'Afte. Clyde was released we had a wild party, and he flew

home for a while and then returned to serve h'« Parole Ja.l

had sent him further into space instead of closer to the

eround. We had little contact.^
I went to Europe to study for a year, and returned just

last Summer. Holland was nearby, easily accessible and

fas^inS Pot, like beer in Amencan bars, ,s featured and

consult coffee shops throughout the
country . This ,s. of

course, no big deal if you are a native.

When I got back to UMass, I ran into Clyde. He looked

older heavier , but as enthu.siastic as ever. Tentative di nner

'^'Tfe'J weTkfago, Clyde's girlfriend phoned me with the

news thVhe had been arrested again: o" Pa-.e an s^^^ -.

abag toahippie who was really acop-stupidLuckily.iiyoe

had a ready received his degree and accepted a good job offer

from a solid New England firm. There would be a hearing to

trvTo convince the judge to give Clyde a break. Would 1
come?

'l was stunned to see Clyde rattle in. bound by chain

around the ankles and handcuffed. Ofr memlK^s o^^
"old crew" were there to show support. His lawyt rs were

good and cTyde is. as far as I know, suiting up for the new

job as this is wntten.

Did all of this need to happen.''
. . u j „

A 1 the time and money l>oth Clyde and the state had to

give ui' All the innocence Clyde had to part -th in jad^ 1

don't know. 1 am not here to voice my opinion, but to ask

•''''Maybe the prohibition on marijuana is sensible -- afV.r

all smoking anvthing d.>es nasty things to people. In fact

Siey S ould make cigarettes illegal, l^au.se I know 1
cant

g^ve up the damn things on my own. And booze should

fertainly be banished from this country. iK'cause a drunk

per^n is always worse news than a high person, who usually

iust wants some food. ^

^However, as it stands today, everything made perfect

sense: Clyde was selling an illegal substance, and he was

caught.

Ari Vais is a Collegian staff member.
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UMass/Boston
Programs in

Cuernavaca, Mexico
These programs emphasize

firsthand learning through

guided group activities and

intensive individual study

Each program provides

room, board, and local

transportation. Please call

for application deadlines

and other details.

Call now!
617 287-7915

Division of Continuing Education

I

I

ENGWP 112
Placement Test

For students planning to take ENOWF 112

during Winter Session 1992

Test will be administered

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1991

5:15 p.m., Barttott HaN, Room 61

Mo MM w« b« Mlinttted Into ENQWF 112

te toA Irii^ 10 Mi pM or pMcH.
: to •dmlntotorod frM of chargs.Tlito

e ^ DIVISION c JF

icONTINUING EDUCATIONO UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

UMass J:Joston

PRE-RE(.ISTRATION FOR
SPRING 1992

noi

OPSCAN FORM

TELEPHONE

Tuesday is T^co Tuesday

Free 'Rico Bar Spin - ??

Wednesday is Wednesday Wintfs

Free Buffalo Wings 9pm - ??

Also Wednesday introducing...

Rumpleminz Pudding Shots

Pitchers: Lite, Miller Genuine Draft & Rolling Rock

for $4.50
Drink of the Week

luiqueray & Tonic
$2.25

Jello ShoU $1.00

Thurs.-Sat. Ni^hU

Beer of Um NWItil

MiUer
Draft

UNDERGRADUATES: IF YOU DONT KNOW YOUR

PIN OR YOUR ACCESS PERIOD. CHECK WITH

YOUR ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT.

Now accepting applications

for COLLEGIAN drivers

for next semester.

•Must be a University Student*

•Must have mornings free until 1 1:15<

Apply in person at THE COLLEGIAN
Room 113 Campus Center

or call 545-3500 for details
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Unique store combats labor exploitation
lUIKLINGTON. Vt. (AP)— The game is

called "Class Struggle: The dame of Life in

Capitalist America."

It is designed for two to six players, each

representing a distinct social class chosen

by a roll of the "Genetic Die."

Shelved next to that game is"Slarword8,"

a non-competitjve version of the more con-

tentious "scrabble" game.

This is the toy and game section of the

Peace on Earth Store, called a "peace de-

partment store" by one staff member, that

anchors the new Peace and Justice Coali-

tion quarters in Burlington's Marketplace.

"Niche-marketing." the contemporary

buzzword of the retail industry, might well

have been coined to describe this store. The

concept is for retailers to find a niche of

products and customers that no other local

reUiler has probed. Usually, a niche can

involve price range, product line and mar-

keting method.

At the Peace on Earth Store, the niche is

non-violence and cooperation. But those

themes bind together an inventory directed

at a market defined not so much by demo-

graphics or income as by ideology. "People

have different entry levels to the peace

movement," said Alice Christian, a coalition

staff member and the store's buyer. "Some

write letters. For some, it might be shopping

at our store, and that's great."

Boundaries between the store and other

functions of the organization are indistinct:

the coalition's three full-time and two part-

time sUffmembers Uke part in running the

store. Ifthey think ofthemselves as being in

business, it's not typical retail that they

describe.

"The business we have been for the past

13 years is really the education business,"

coalition treasurer Wendy Coe said. "The

store is just a way to support that."

The store is not as new as its recent

presence on the marketplace makes it seem.

It has operated since the 1970b, when it
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& Skin

Care

Styles By Deborah
S4^)-S610

65 University Privc • Amherst

;<^'̂
^SESSION \

With Any Sak)n Service
I

AM>Tki*CiMpM ejiyottll/WAl I

^4.00 Off
•With Cheryl Only

Professional Consultation

and Style Cut

(Regularly $16.00 to S 18.00)

Fii« tim« cuMomen only Eiptf«» I2/30WI

^5.00 Off
Any Perm or

Highlighting
Finitime euMomen only Eipuei I2/30«1
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opened as a Christmas specialty shop in a

converted gas station at College and St.

Paul streets, a location later made famous

as the birthplace of Ben & Jerry's ice cream,

now Ben & Jerry's Homemade, Inc.

The coalition center and store moved up

College Street to an 800-square-foot. second

floor suite in Pomerleau Building, where it

remained until September'sjump to Church

Street — a move that increased the store's

space four-fold.

At first glance, the store's inventory,

which generated $97,000 in sales last year,

appears similar to what shoppers might

find in other Church Street nooks or at

vending cars: wooden toys, hand crafted

jewelry , and Guatemalan and Andean craft*

abound.
But the difference. Christian said, is in

quality and origin. The imported goods sold

in other shops and on the street, she said.

oft«n arrive in Burlington after being bought

from Third World U«xtile factories. Peace on

Earth closely selecU sources to assure that

labor is not being exploited. Christian said.

"I don't buy from people who just walk in

off the street and say. Hey. 1 got back from

Equador and I have all these great sweat

ers." " Christian said. "There'sjust no way of

knowing how these things were produced."

Much of the store's stock is purchased

through the Alternative Trade Movement, a

wholesaler of 1mported crafts from the Third

Worid. ATM, Christian said, has established

a worldwide network of entrepreneurial

artisans who, because they have more con-

trol over their products' manufacturing, sell

at prices slightly higher than those of com-

petitors.

Other wearable iU?ms, Christian said,

come from a Guatemalan cooperative called

Threat of Hope.

Books and periodicals anchor much of

the store'sbusiness. Peaceand J ustice center

coordinator Ellen Kahler said, particularly

Prize Winning NovelistAMOS
ozSpeaking on:

"Various Confrontations in Israel

Today: Insights ofan Israeli Novelist'

small-circulation, alternative periodicals,

some ofwhich are not available elsewhere in

Burlington. Last year, the sU)re bought the

inventory of Maverick Books from Greg

Guma. an early Peace and Justice worker

who recently moved to California.

Kathy Bouton, the store's marketing co-

ordinator, brought her retail bookselling

expertise from Middlebury's Vermont Bo«ik

Shop to Peace on Earth — at a substantial

reduction in salary.

"But I'm happy ."Bt>uton said. "I've always

worked in book stores, but something was

missing when the profits went directly to

the owner of the store. Here, the profits are

at work."

The store's earnings provide 15 percent

of the budget for the coalition, which serves

as an umbrella for more than a dozen or-

ganizations, includingthe American Friends

Service Committee, the local chapter of the

National Organization for Women and the

Vermont CommitUn? on Southern Africa

Despite skills that lean more toward non-

profitorganizing than to seat-of-pants retail

.

the staff has displayed a measure of mar-

keting savvy.

A rented display spac» at last month s

Vermont convention of the National Edu-

cation Association put Peace on Earth goods

on display for teachers from throughout

that state and carved out another niche for

the store.

"We're selling a lot to teachers these

days." Christian said. "That's becoming a

big part of our business."

While coalition board members expect

the 8U>re to help pay for the center's work,

staffmembers say they don't sense pressure

to bang out profit figures that reflect month-

to-month earnings growth, like other re-

tailers might.

"They have accountants." Kahler said.

-Wedoiif
"

'^:'^'tL/^^

Tuesday, November 19, 7:30pm

Mahar Auditorium

Students: Free General Public: $3

Sponsored by: UMass Hillel and the Center for Jewish
^*""i

"^ass Arts

Coundl; The Grinspoon Fund for Jewish Education

Woki^nW

'^ISemi Formal!
Sponsored by JQA

; Winter Wliirl

December 12"^^.
kfff

Join us for a night of dinner,

lancing & music in the CCA

4-
photography available

liable on the Concourse

¥
'1 Questions? S^
Call Frir m 546-0 1 88

1 {7fc Damon Ro.idrNorth.impton • >«(j-1/2>

Mt F.irms M.ill, H.idley • >8()-1H>8

^ HEALTHY SKIN
^.^^^ Begins with a deep pore

^
cleansing facial.

\ Also lash and brow
' tinting, shaping, hair

|

waxing, make-up,
therapeutic massage.

AESTHETICS SKINCARE
34 Main St.., Suite 1 , .\niluTst, N<A 2S3 9879
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Dear Graduate Student p:mployce:

The Administration ,ecogni/es tl,e valuable a.ttt, ibution you and your colleagues make to our leachjng

and .x.sea.vh and our nu.tual interest in intproving tite situation of graduate studetit ?"P
°-^,X,. thlTvm,

of graduate student employees lune decided to bteak thci. conttacts, and xve tiec-d to be siue that tlu sc o you

hafe not vvill get vour pavchecks as usual. We believe that the majoritv ol gtaduate student emplo ee w 11

Enor their cont.-actu.ll obligations to the Univet.itv and their res,.,nsibili.ies to the uuderg. aduate sUtdents.

We a.^, ot cout^^e, prohibited hum using public h.nds to pav an> individuals who do not full.ll the.r

contractual obligations, h, order to de.erniine vv hethe, vve cati issue a lull paycheck '«^7J";; 'h,e;^^J^^^^
Novembe. 11-15. we titust receive in lite Pa>T..li Ollice tu. later tha.i ticwn on November 19, the torm whtch

appeal's bekm. .

Anv ^.-aduate stude.il empluvec vv ho checks #2 below or from vv hom vve do not tvce.ve a completed

form bv November 19 will txveive a tvciuced paycheck on November 22, which .vflects the petventage o com-

mitted titne actuallv worked. Since Tt.tstee policv p.x.vides the tuition waive.^ only for active gtitduae student

el o^ees. anv g..uluate student entplovcv vv ho chcxks #2 or f,x,m whom we do no._ t^etve a completed fonn

w 1 no longer have an ennplovTnent contract vv ,th the L-nivetsity and will tvceiye a b.ll lor tu.Uon and cutntcut-

lum fees for the ivmai.uler of the fall setmester. unless he or she tvturns to wot k bv Tuesday Novembe. 19. FaU-

urc tn pnv this bill in a timelv fashion wiU tx^iilt in the usual student administi-ative withdi-avval ptxxedutrs.

Sincerelv. ^^

Richard D. O'Brien

Chancellor

Please check one. detach and return to Payroll Oltice, 325 Whitmore:

1 ) 1 fulfilled all obligations of my graduate student employment during the period Novem-

ber 1
1- 15, 1991, as indicated on my appointment form.

->)
I did not fulfill the obligations of mv graduate student employment, as indicated on my

appointment form, as indicated on my appointment fom. because I was participatmg m

the GEO strike on November 14 and 15, 1991.

Signed under penally of perjury:

Employee #:

The l'ni\tT5it\- of Massachusetts is an Affiitnativc AcJion/Equal Opportunity Institution Date:

RightMacintosh.

Right price.Right nc^^J

Macintosh Classic ' System. Macmtosh LC System

Now's the right time to buy an Apple* Macintosh " computer system

Because riglit now you can save big on Apple s most pf)pular comi)Ute^ and

qualify ing prinlep> And Macint(^h is the right computer to help you achieve

your best, throughout college and bevond

FINANCING PLAN AVAILABLE
See the Apple Student Representative

at the University Store for details

OWlAppkf^mpuler Inc N>pl* Ih* Apr.l*l(l!0»ndMac.nl<sh ait rrR«erHllr«)en,ark.v.rf Apple (xmiputer Inc Oavsic ivinnisteml trademark licens«) in Apple Computff, Inc

Macmtosh list System.

\X'hat's more, you may even qualih' for the new Apple Computer Ix)an,

which makes buving a Macintosh now even exsier

So come in right now and check out the big savings on Macintosh. But

hurry-these special savings la.st only through Jaiiuar\' S, Wl

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

CAMPUS CENTER
Store Hours M-F 9:0()am-5:()0pm

Sat. ll:()()am-3:0()pm
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

yOUXAJOU/, I'VtB££N
THINKJN6I0U(^T0
WilDOeilNTOUCH
WITH0F5TT l<JM0^I^IN.

HtMlOKTKNCMSOf^-
WINO Ada/TTHIS:

iUHCB

KiM-

! /

A CONVICTUIKK5UIN6
me6OI/&iNM5NTF0K
n^N6TD5tLmC5HlM
Ht-CLAIM'bHd'jOU?

MARIJUANA TO OJAyiS

ON 15 OR. I^OR^ OCCA-

SIONS^

Quote of the Day
"I got my blond hair like everyone else...at CVS."

—Overheard

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE

mZiJUANA^
BUTYOUSAIP
QUftiU-lAJA^

INVCSTieATW
fW BUYING
C0CAIN5.

reAn.3U7TH5
CASeHJA^IN
iWlANA.IAJH^Rt

KiMeia.tNie

ThVtt'SA
CONN^TiaJ

ICANlBe:
ue\/Bm'RB
TAU-UNO
ABOUT
A Vice
PRtSlDmT.

OJBLL
TH^y'Re
THtONtS
UMTHTOO
MUCMTIM^
ON 7H£-IR

HANPe

Practical jokes ot ttie Paleolithic

CALVIN AND HOBBES

TlPAlfr

By BILL WATTERSON

VAVE.'-^S^x^

MM8E.TVESEM

HB LEAKS

\

r:h.md

WlbuK in^ « tt^...»»»-«»»*»~"

ACNOSS
1 Clanul

'

garmanl
« Th» — Kid"

O Hanry
chatactar

11 A CaUvMigM
14 Gam waighl

15 Typical

16 nndar ptoducl

17 Pal

19 Wadding
writa up i«o(d

20 Tuiiiaf ol tunas

2

1

I oyal toaoww
n Oonny « Mafia

71 (HMI S iUIW)

7b IIk Ka|i|>a

2/ lixM appla. m
Muiiunarla

30Ci<Miv
34 OIho cciMaga

luwn
.Ti A|i|»xlion

it •,„.nnier IV

38 OiackbMd
40 Haligtout

gioufM
42 Oatatva
43B>aid
4S Count* caKviaa

*t No wm tnuatww
4aBtiddy
M Acliast Eoa

and lamly

b2llOTa<Maiy
charactat

SaSaoui
M Haiata

S7 Skal«<

BatMkmta

M Actoi O Shaa
62 Coffida et«aa«

63 Chum
66 Ev«<yoiia

67 B<*othaqua

esotpoaad
69 Pom gfada
It) Anialopa
/I Campaf*

covai*

DOWN
1 Pafi ol CPA
2 Nigaf *

natgtibw

3 Mord wM hand
or fMad

4 Muakmaton
5 Francti

eBana
7 What —7
BSwaalgirlol
•ong

9 want by
btrcMtarh

10

11

Spimgs
Sonny

t2ldaai
kiraia

18 Casiiu ai a)

23 Pioducai

25 G«ve - itwl

11 y

26 Responsa lu

daniia

274lonMi ol Hia

Buccanaaft
26 RadKi chataciei

Oigga*

29 Cofday 1 vtctim

30 Logical laad in

31 FufKXIS

32 Marruptad
33AiriMa«'

AchtlaahaaK
36ShaM
39Cily on Via

41

44 MdaaiM. m
Soho

46 Sign ol a hM
49lnval««

51 Coy
&3Scu«ad

S4Rou«a
SSFaaNon

magaxma
56 Soooar giaal

57 ShoratMrd

S9 • Iroat - tha

punkm
RMay

eOFhilf

•I Stnglaa

ft4 Agcy craatad m
1933

6SChO(fta

ANSWER TO PHtVIOUS PUZZLE
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CAST OF THOUSANDS
By BARRY DEUTSCH

Menu 1

LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sand.

Noodle Bake

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled Chicken .Sand.

Nixxlle Bake

DINNER
S/echuan Beef and BrtK

N.E. Style ScrtKJ

BASICS DINNER

S/echuan Tofu and BnK.

N.E. Style Scrod

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN

Hello, (;£0

Office, onh I
kjA^ aoina oi\

iTca^ifl^d^^tek^csAik
*jwlHer> I lv«rM f^'.^^^

6how of piTotet.

iowq )i^ie>

UNDER 21
By KRIS K. EARLE

ARIHS(Maah2l April 19); Cheer

up — Ihc hcsi is ycl to come! Your

personal rclalionshipN grow in a big

way. All the world is a stage — dress

for the leading role A bright idea

deserves new attcniiiMi,

TAURUS (Apnl 20-May 20) Take

stock of what must be done and set

up a work schedule l>> noi waste

time asking useless questions.

Tcamwofi can accomplish miracles

Slick to the facts when seeking your

CO-worker's help.

GKMINI (May 2 1 -June 20): Real

estate transactions arc inlhc spotlight

Be sure you and a partner are in

agrcenK-nt Develop your business

skills You may have to co«>l ><'ur

heels wlicrc romance is concerned

CANCFIR (June 21-July 22>

Obligations and duties could keep

you busy most of today. There is a

new awareness of what needs to be

done. Use your skills as a teacher or

counselor to effect overdue changes

hF,0( July 23- Aug. 22): Try to make

your home a place of harmony

Sentimental occasions should be

celebrated with an exchange of small

gifts. Botlled-up emotions want out.

Lay your cards on the table without

further delay.

VIRGO (Aug. 2.3-Scpl. 22): A good

day for borrowing, lending and

making ends meet. Charitable

endeavors bring special recognition.

Discuss tax matters with a helpful

person. Forget old regrets.

LIBRA (.Sept. 2.VOct. 22) Remain

calm when dealing with those who

are upset by recent trends. Hug the

sidelines and keep a low business

profile. Romance thrives on

Ihoughtfulness. Treat your mate like

your best fnend.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2.VNOV. 21): The

required and the necessary are what

occupy you now. Avoid frivolity,

luxunes. and fads when shopping.

Take things nice and slow in romance.

Loved one may not be ready for a

commitment.

SAC;iTTARHJS(Nov 22-Dec 21 ):

A good day for travel, business-

pleasure combinations, .md matters

ofthc mind. Strive tobc more tolerant

and independent. Social

opportunities abound this evening.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan 19):

Know your priorities today. Do not

let an important matter slip you'

attention. .Something thai is delayed

or |H)stponed today may never get

done at all. A nostalgic mood takes

over tonight.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18).

Confidential matters and behind-the-

scenes maneuvers enjoy favorable

influences. You see a new trend where

your relationships arc concerned

Benefit fromtheexperienccofothers.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): You

could be singled out for an honor

today. Special favors are yours for

the asking. Use your charm! A fine

time for hiring new employees and

dealing with your subordinates.

Today's Staff

Night Editor KimFrisino

Copy Editor Joanne Qiiimby

PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi

Prcxiuction Supervisor Nicole Dumas

Production Traci-Ann DiSalvatore

Beth Butts
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Now's the
time to call. .

.

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sundtrtond Rd . No AmhM^st

549-2880
Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

I
Mdtty Cr»M Carat VcwftfC

I aCARSTAR,
CoHaion Rtpair Caot»r

Shov\ times
Mon - Thurs
7:30pm
Fri - ^un

7:00pm & Q:00pm
Admissie^n S4.CX)

Student w/lD S3.CX)

Who's Kiddin' Who
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

favorite Who's Kiddin' Who which consists of nine

members. Clearly more professional than the

Hombastics. their sound was precise and dense thanks

to a big horn section capable of good solos.

However, as is the case in so many successful semi-

professional club bands, their music was not really

tresh or new. Many of the songs they played were

classic rock standards, like Jimi Hendrix"s"Crosstown

rratVic," in funky arrangements but without any great

surprises.

The audience was totally delighted, though, and

most of the voung lisU>ners went wild the whole night

to the danceable rhythms. Who's Kiddin' Who obvi-

ously satisfied the tastes ofmost listeners, though this

critic much preferred the more surprising opening act.

Clancy's
CONIINUED FIJOM PAGE 8

along favorites that the Clancys provided us. Liam jokingly

told us that they "almost regret the day t hat (The Wild Rover)

wiis committed to vinyl," claiming that it was the song most

abused each St. Patrick's Day since the beginning of time.

The highlight of the evening was provided by Robbie

O'Connell. whojoined them, instead ofthe traditional Tommy
Makem, who is playing shows on his own these days.

O'Connell's "Kilkelly" was a lieautiful ballad, written in the

form of letters from a father in Ireland Ui his son in America,

updating him on events in the motherland. The final letter

came from his brother, however, informing of their father's

passing, and letl only a few dry eyes in the Horse.

You don't have to like Ciuiimess, and you don't even have

to be Irish to enjoy the music ofthe Clancys. Ifeither ofthese

descriptions tits you. then the Clancy Brothers and Robbie

O'Connell would have showedyouone ofthe best times you've

had in a long while on Saturday.

MTNUTEMANIA
Be at Rafters, Friday, Nov. 22, 8 p.m., before the Siena game.

Become a student booster. Get your i%
own Minutemaniac shirt plus:

Special END ZONE searing

Discount on bus trips to away games

Pre and post-game receprions

• "The Maniac" newsletter

- Auto decal

• Program recognirion

And your Minutemaniac membership card!

DiscoverKinko's "^
andcome in for a
quickbyte.
If you've got something to say but don't

have the tools to make It all happen,
come Into Klnkos to work on our

self-service Macintosh*
computers. You'll have your

hands on a Cast, powerful

tool for desktop publishing

and you'll save $2.00 on

our regular rate!

Sign up! Become a MINUTEMANIAC
Join at the Athletic Development Office, 225B Boyden,

or at Rafters, Nov. 22. Yoiir yearly fee is just $20.

Hooked!
Rafters Prergame Reception

sponsored by Peter Pan Bus Lines,

^2.00 OffPerHour
j

on Macintosh Rental |

Save $2 on evrry hour of self service

Macintosh* computer time. One coupon _

per customer. Not valid with any other I

offer. Good through November 30. 1991 |

at listed location.

I
Open 24 hours*

I
253-2543

j 220 N. Pleasant St.

I lAcToss from Carrla^

kinkoi
I
Shops) -Closed Sat the copy center

§

I
mklni|tht-Sun. noon rj

Li
Macintosh Classic

4, J ,•- .ft,*

howto

save
money on
Macintosh

^51 '^

J^ggfjL

•sMt when i«iM 'mi <in

u Vh iilhif an ipf^h'

Vv4'llnfcT..f rt») .Afiftk-

I'tTu.tuilhiM-rVnIfr*

IS pnnhr '

sihcdcil >Xc''vc

pairal m miic 1 4 the nn )st

p(HUil.ir.\j)plf" Nbnniosh'

aMiipuicrs with sonK" of

tht'm«Mi>)|Hilar.\|-)plc'

pnincrs Bu\ ( mic ( >f these

combinatHMis. ;mtl saw bi^

bulks. (i(rt It'' CrtMKl Now

get g< )iiig This t )ffer is a\"ail-

able onlv for a limiial time.

See yxHir auth()n/A.\l Aji|>le

c;impus rL"seller today for

details.

And discover the

|K )wer ( )f Maein- ^
tosh. Hie ix)wer

tobevourbest*

4ffi* W*in»^ y^ l\r^M,il Imit nhf I ^

Macintosh LC

Vl»»'n«ii mi>n-uin'H

HiK hii\ II \tiiiiiilinli

l( tiimliiilfr "III

mint i^i'iliiNi i<>l<ir

<iVi'i»f— «i''i rithifiin

ApfiU' S/»fcU nhTi-r nil

ippli- l\ry»hil tUMi

Vntrr lypniilfi
"

l.'f.*.
l\-r^.*>.,J l,i»

Macintosh llsi

FINANCING PLAN AVAILABLE
See the Apple Student Representative

at the University Store for details
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water polo

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

with," played a big role. "I'd say we had the

best recruiting class in the East. All we have

to do is make sure the kids progress mentally

as well as physically."

Javier Gonzalez scored 29 goals on a

variety of shots, and Luke Harlan's strong

letl arm pumped home 27 goals. Adolfo

Oliete led the team with 31 assists, and Pat

Lau and Rich Schragger both saw substan-

tial playing time.

•"The importance of the other kids,"

Yarworth said, "is that everyone came back

a year older, a year smarter, and a year

wiser. Considering we graduated five seniors

last year, I think we did a nice job main-

taining our position in the East."

Assistant coach Jon Miller, in a heat-of-

the-moment comment after a loss, said

Larson "is the best goalie in the East, except

the defense I was less than satisfactory!."

Larson's back-up, Todd Hounhan, saw

limited playing time, but said that the pos-

sibility of learning from I.arson was "one of

the reasons 1 came to UMass. It's a goalie

thing."

Larson, who stopped 50 percent of the

shots against him last year on his way to the

All-East Second Team, stopped 53 percent

this year facing 23 more shots, and was not
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recognized.

"It's kind of surprising to me," Larson

said. "It was probably my best season and no

honors. It's okay, I was really happy with

my season. For the team the season was a

roller coaster. The turning point was losing

to Brown in four overtimes at Harvard I in

the New England League Tourney 1. Things

kind of just seemed to go downhill from

there. It's disappointing. We had the best

team there has been at UMass."
Yarworth said that he is not recruiting

for particular positions, but "will go for the

best available players. I've got to get a goalie.

Hourihan is good, but you've got to have two

or three goalies on campus. I'd like to get a

few lefties to give us more options. And a

more mobile holeman — more of a quarter-

back and less of a scorer."

In only its fifth season as a varsity sport

at UMass, water polo has achieved success

that other Eastern schools with more estab-

lished programs have not enjoyed, and

Yarworth is quick to realize that fact.

"I'm proud of the kids," Yarworth said.

"They really put in a lot of time and worked

hard. It's all a question ofgetting to the next

level — what do you have to sacrifice to get

there? We've been the 4th, 5th, or 6th team

in the East for three years now. It's up to

them now. We can't keep being middle ofthe

pack. We've got to make some mental or

physical change to get up there."

Make the Grade at

Papa Qino^
PIZZA. PASTA & MORE

c TUESDAY

ALL YOU CAN EAT
PIZZA FEAST
ONLYu.2S

PER PERSON

> PtB* t SalM) Bar

> Checa of 3 VanatiM o« P>tta

W^EDNESDAY

ALL YOU CAN EAT
PASTA FEAST

(Sp&jhatti or Zrti)

$2.55
$3.69

0«.Y

PER PERSON

Mts. Farms. Mall
Rt. 9, Russell St.

Hadley, MA
584-0220

* Mot good on tak»-out

Now hiring for next semester

Asst. Circulation Manager

Sophmore or Junior interested in

Business Management

Should have mornings free until 11:15

Apply in person at THE COLLEGIAN

Room 1 1 3 Campus Center

or call 545-3500 for details

THE COLLEGIAN is an equal opportunity employer.

Wmirn s Shoo. CWnhinK & K^n^unn.

Zafwu • 1*7 NtKih PIrasani Sirrtri • Anth^rrM

413.253 2So3

1 ftflHcita ix.
Silks. Tiiffctas iiiui Vclveh.

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAS OFFICE IIKAMPUSCtMER . mim'^fUYHm-^n FRIDAY S:m:M)'DEWUNEISmO DAYS PRIOR TO PiWCATlOS ' 2(km)Rm\Y FORmiPEm « OSH IS .ADVANCE

ACTivmes

CMAA
Bread Sate

Bnng bread home tor T-giving

Order Wed or Thurs on coocourse

Next CKAAA meting Wed 1 1/20 at

4 30 en Cafe _
Wuill—! ~iiliian Fall semi-tormai A Night

in the Onent Fnday 11 '22. 9 to 1 $7 -

residents $10 non- residents

PRE-VETIANSa MEETIHG Therapeutic

Riding Assoc Will be there We wiU also

discuss T-shirts 6pm 202 Paige

ANNOUNCEMENTS

STUDENTS - Need ffnandal aid' Grants,

scholarships available with minimal qualifi-

cations For information call 586-9445

Thanks to thoaa who helped with

Multicullural Night

IromlSA

TOWNEHOUSE 1 OR 2 lemale roommKes

starting Janl Cheap convemeni Call ASAP

549-8714

Townhouse 2 Bwlroomi l/2balhBosRoute

N. Amherst 1 567 1 352

FOR SALE

CARTOONISTS

Ha4lo. I'm a amateur cartoonist seeking cro-

nies 10 talk shop with Disgusting, isn't it' So

if you're a locquacious cartoonist, call Barry

at 665-1238.

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISCI $1 75 00 tXIs. VJs. Karaoke

for house/ Formal parties. Call 586-9900

FOR RENT

AMHERST. Two bedroom condominiums

for as low as $550 per month Convenient

monlh-to-month rental agreement Parking

available lor two vehicles On bus route,

close to mall, center of town and UMass. Call

253 3834

ROOM IN APARTMENT, Amherst center.

North Pleasant St l or 2 people Take over

leasein January. Non smokerCall 256-8916

Leave message

1982 SAAB 900S Good shap*

1 1 5K miles and plenty left $2000.

Call Dan evenings 256-1931

Baby Grand Ptano. Excellent condrtion Call

Mary al 253 9408

COMPUTER WITH MODEM PRINTER

and table $300 Call Clitl 549 1 762

CANNONOALEGOODSHAPE mile counter

Suntour components 12 speed Akjminum

$200 or BO

IBMawCOMPUTER: 10MMZ.640K. 20MB

hard dnve, 5''4+3 1/2 dnves, EG4. NEC

Multisync2 cotor monitor Hayes 1200 rrw-

dem. mouse V 000 41 3-584-6891____

PIANO-1916 EMERSON UPRIOMT

In generally excellent condition

Recently appraised at $1 100

323-7768

Oo«1 g* • |ofc - Q* a businaas'

T A S P International Offers highly motivated

students practical eipenence and earnings

averaging $4,000-$7.000 tor the sommar

Please call i 800-922-5579

JOBS: Clean Water Action's environmental

can^Mgn staff Evenings $7 hr Ca" 584

9830 On buslines

KETTLE WORKERS: Part lima, aam extra

Chnstmas cash and help others at same

time $4 50'»hr Nov 22-Oec 24 Call 586-

5243 Ask tor Mananne

KUWAIT, SAUDI WORKERS NEEDED

$35 00 « up per hour Tax free Both skilled

and unskilled For info Call 615-779-5505

Ext K-858

RAISE $500..41000...$1S00

Foolproof Fundraising

For your fraternity, sorority, teams or other

campus organization Absolutely no invest-

ment lnvo^edl Act now tor the chance to win

a Canbbean cruise and labutous pnres' Call

1-800-950-8472, ext 50

HOUSE FOR RENT

Round trip plana ticket from Hartfoid to Or-

lanbo/Sarasota FL. Departs Dec. 18 Re-

turns Dec 26 m$250 00 584-6569.

SICK OF COMPUTER LAB HOURS
High quality computers

Starting at $299

546-0390

THINKING ABOUT ENGAGEMENT?

Buy my $624 45 credit at Silverscape De-

sign for $549!

Paul 61 7566-4802

4-Bdrm House in Sunderland on busline

Quiet St Call Bill Wild 516-626-2900

- INTERNSHIP DEADLINE

'

FOUND

Pair of gloves m Marston

Steve 256-6109

Log«l SarvlcM mtamshlp Infonnatlon

Session TODAY! In room 904 of the Cam-

pus Center, at 4 00pm.

THIS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22 is the last

day to apply tor a spnng internship at the

Legal Services Cenleri Gel hands-on legal

expenence working directly with clients and

anorneys Training provided Contact Legal

Services today! 545-1995. 922 Campus

Canter

INSTRUCTION

LOST

LaR my br««mM IMI m ma coffee shop

Great semimantal vakia 5494SM. Qrag

$reward$

MEN'SMED. BROWN leathercoat in BoyOn
on Ifiijrs n.gh! betiween 8 00 and 9 00 OO

Nov 1 4 Contained wallet and 3 drfferent car

keys Leather coat was a gilt from my

grandma before she passed away

Huge Reward: If found please can Mai at

253^3368

SmaH Mack and white male cat Lost 1 03i

Amherst/Petham area. Rawan). 2S3-5082

with any info

PERSONALS

Michael Cain- Happy 21 St birthday' Hope

you have a great day' Love. Cindy and

Knssy __^__
DEIRDRE
Put a birthday

in your butt

(one day late)

Love 4 Eva

Your T.V.

BRENOA P
I'm so glad you're

my little sister'

The best betong togetherl

Love,

Melissa D

DOUG
Top 3 resons on why I LOVE YOtI

1 BMcave
2 Free yogurt and baor

3 OU sweatshirt

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY
LovaJanC

RIDE WANTED

RIDEWANTED TO UVM Burhngton VT area

1 1 -8. 1 1 -9. wiR share expenses' Call 6- 1 1 53

Student naods rMa from Greenfiaid MA to

UMass M-F 773-7705 Bilfce-Jo

THANKSGIVING BREAK -Ride naadad to

upstate New York Rochesler. Buftato or

Olaan New York I |u$t need to get home

Can Jenny 253 3608 Leave a message

To upstate NY, preferably Rochester area

on Nov 26 1 will share an expenses Call

Amanda 546-4124

ROOMMATE WANTED

To the Bim Skala Bim Beauty

•Thirsty?'

Thougfi things like this, make me sick.

In a case like this, I'll get away with it

Till we skank again

BRANDYWINE
Roommate needed to share 2 bedroom apt

wrth 3 lemales 1 80*1 '4 utilities 1-589-1549

FEMALE ROOMMATE
Wanted to share fully lumisf>ed

Brandywine apt

Call 549-8715

LOOKING FOR ONE female to share apart

From Jan 1st to May 31st $1 14 75 inc heal

and hot water Call 256-3175 or 584-4453

SERVKES

FREE piagniKV tasting; conf^j^ntiai and

ca' ng support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No

Pleasant Suaat Amherst 549-1906

SUBLET

WMTERSESSION- Furnished roomm house

onMainSt 10 mm to bars bus outside door

Only $250 256*«6 _
TRAVEL

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVING!

Dive coral reefs' Dec 28 Jan 3 $395 Key

Laigo, Fla' 1-800-282-0977

TYPINGWORD PROCESSING

DISSERTATK)NS. THESES, CASES. Pa-

pers. On-campus Service. Maclaser Pnnter,

Spelteheck, Quality. Inexpensive 584-7924,

Nancy .

PAPERSTYPED:$i SOA^ypaOpaga Qui*,

accurate service Call Bnan 546-3563.

Word Processing - Reports, resumes, the-

ses, laser pnnting Call Rosamary 259-1 786

WANTED

NON-SMOKING FEMALE needs some-

place to live m Amherst Northampton for

January break Call Charlene 546-6340

SUBLETS, ROOMS, HOUSING needed Dec

27, Jan 1 3. Contact SBMC 256-861 5 1 0AM-

4PM

HELP WANTED

Be on T.V. Many needed tor commercials

Now hinng all ages For casting into call

(615)779-7111 ExlT-227

EARN CREDIT Scuba Diving

Learn to dive, G09-Basic Scuba

Key Largo trip, GlO-Sport Scuba

New England advanced. Gl 1- advanced

All courses listed under General Physical

Education For further information come by

Curry Hicks pool Mon-Thur 7pm 10pm or

Call 545-2338

To My Studmufflna-

Paul. Rob. Shawn

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
November Babies

From the woman with

nothing up top

ORDER AVON!
546-1999

Call for brochure

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or

support? Call for free and conhdential

sennces ALTERNATIVES 246 Main

Street. Northampton 586-3000 or

Greenfield 774-6010

Wanna Tallt? Call the UMass Lesbian. Bi-

sexual 4 Gay Counseling Collective 545-

2645 We're free, confidential and available.

Why not call now?
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Sports

Come for a ride on
the wild Zamboni

He> there! Jump up on

the Zamboni and cruise

around the rink with me as

we visit the NHL, the NBA.
Cleveland and points west.

It's another sports column,

infinitely better than The

Strange Fk-ath ofLiberal En
gland but not quite as much
fun as Studs.

The complications just

keep piling up for the Bruins

^^ Now Glen Featherstone. who
^*'* was going to be such 4 big

acquisition for Boston's unaerstafied defense, has back

injuries which may sideline him for three months, hi

addition to a herniated disk, Featherstone had broken

vertebrae in his back. Ouch. Actually, double ouch,

considering the amount of money the Bruins dished

out to get him.

At least Barry Pederson is back where he belongs—
weanng the black and gold. There's something about

an ex-Bruin playnng for the Whalers that just doesn't

sit well. Its kirid of like the dtfTerence between im-

ported havarti and Cheez Whiz, or Dom Pengnon and

Mad Dog 20 20. ( How about that — wine and cheese on

the sports page. Who says we're not cultured?)

Greg Sukiennik

I see the Quebec Nordiques deep-sixed coach Dave

Chambers after the team went 3-14-1 to sUrt the

season, replacing him with General Manager Pierre

Page My question . whyV. What did they expect from

a defense which has given up 81 goals in 18 games —
a whopping 4.5 goals per game? Was Nordiques man-

agement really expecting to win the Cup this year?

How can nmnagement complain when they couldn't

sign the savior of the franchise, Enc Lmdross'' 1 don't

care how greedy he is, when you're awful, you do

something about it. Firing the head coach may produce

some wins in the short term. But let's put it this way

you can put it in a can or a bag. but it's still garbage.

Shark alert: San Jose has piled up a whopping two

wins since 1 wrote about them la.-it. creeping toward

sub- mediocrity at 3-17-1. I'm pissed off because 1

missed both wins. They ve let up 104 1 one hundred and

four, not a typo* goals in 21 embarrassing outings,

which averages out to nearly five goals a game.

Just when they thought they were smart:

Here's the Buffalo Sabre.s, feeling all proud about

dealing half the team to the Islanders for Pat

I.iiFontaine What a pick-up. huh''

Well, pride goeth before a fall, and wouldn't you

know, here's Jamie Macoun of the Calgary Flames

Whack. Oh no. Pat. you got hit across the face with

Matouns hockey stick? You say yourjaw's broken and

vou might be out up to two months?

Hey Pat, sucks to be you, huh? 'He's a cutie," says

a resident Islanders fan ( right. Debra'' », but such is life

in the NHL. Fastskating millionaire one day, eating

yogurt and pudding through a straw the next. Only

race car drivers, rodeo nders and other intellectuals

can say the same about their jobs.

Meanwhile, the Canadiens no longer have the best

record in hockey. Nor do the Caps. That distinction

belongs to the Vancouver Canucks, who check in at 14-

4-3, 31 points. If anyone has any information on who

the hell these guys are. or how they do it, send it to

Greg "sports desk exile" Sukiennik atthe Co/fe^ian , 1 1

3

Campus Center. Inquiring minds want to know.

Over in the NBA: Usually. Boston Celtic fans are

among the most vocal anywhere. And why not— they

have reason to be proud of the green and white.

Then they lost to Charlotte. Charlotte! I'm glad I

missed that game. What an embarrassment. Larry

Bird gate schooled by Larry Johnson? Dell Curry

outscoring the entire Boston bench, 22-21? Tell me it

isn't real.

In the NBA sUndings, there are few surprises.

Golden State leads the Pacific at 7-2. but it's not like

anyone thought they didn't have the potential. Miami

and Philadelphia are tied for the Atlantic lead, but it's

hard to expect either team will last on top very long.

All else is very predictable indeed. San Antonio,

Houston and Chicago are among the league's top

teams and few could be surprised. The Bulls seem as

dominant as they were at the end of last season;

what's-his-name looks pretty good, too (If you don't

know who I'm talking about, give up now).

Finally, how could I resist a cheap shot at the

Patriots? It must be tough being a Pats fan when the

team loses on the last play of the game twice in a

month.
Why did they run the ball up the middle? Why not

spread the field and hope for a mismatch or a weak spot

instead of stacking

the line exactly where the Jets thought they would?

Where are you now, Steve Grogan?

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian staff member

Men's XC ends season
Has poor outing at IC4A meet
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's cross country

team ended its season on a low note Saturday The Mmutfmen

traveled to Bethlehem, Pa. and placed 22nd at the IC4A

Championships
Provndence bested the other 67 teams in the meet with a

score of63 poinU. Boston University placed second with 86.

CrtHirgetown. Dartmouth and Bucknell rounded out the top

five and qualified for the NCAA Championships

Terrence Mahon of Villanova was the overall winner in

the race Mahon covered the 10-kilometer (6.2 miles) course

in 30:17

Afler recording a second place performance in the Atlantic

10 Championships and a fifth place finish in the New
England Championships, the Mmutcmen appeared to have

shed the inexperience which plagued the team earlier in the

season. Coach Ken O'Brien had hoped his team would

continue its improvement on Saturday.

"I'm a little disappointed with the final score." O'Brien

taid. "I thought we had made some nice adjustments at the

A-lOs and New Englands and I had hoped to carry that

through to this weekend. Unfortunately, we went down

there and reverted back to our rookie status."

Matt Simon was the top runner for the Minutemen on

Saturday. He placed 65th in the field of approximately 250

runners.

Simon was followed by Pat Rt^ed in 102nd place. Pat

Ryanm 142nd, Kevin Greenhalgh in 149th and Keith Willis

in 151st.

O'Brien said that he was pleased with the finishes of his

top three runners.

"Matt Simon did everything, as an individual, that he

needed to do to ct)mpt»te at this level." he said. "Ryan and

Reed also executed their races exactly the way thay had to.

"Unfortunately, in a championship meet of this caliber,

you need to have 100 percent of your team have their best

day in order to compete successfully. We didn't have that

kind of effort."

The water polo team

C'olWclan III* photo

finished its season ranked in the Top 20 for the second season in a row.

Water polo underachieves,
ends disappointing season
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

This year's University of Massachusetts water polo team

had big things expected of it, as their mix of veterans and

young, budding superstars looked to push the program

further than it had gone before.

Those expectations went unmet, as the team's 16-8 record

and first and second round losses in the Eastern Champi-

onship denied them a shot at qualifying for the NCAA
Tournament, and dropped their national ranking from 16th

to 20th. They had been ranked aa high as 15th during the

season aft^r a pre-season ranking of 17th.

"I can't say we had a bad season," said coach Russ

Yarworth, "^ut satisfied — no, and I don't think any of the

kids on the team would say satisfied because I think our

goals were higher. Maybe our expectations were too high,

but if you don't set lofty goals, then you're not challenging

yourselves as much as you can."

The team's biggest problem this season was a lack of

motivation in big games. The Minutemen were a talented

team, but not so talented that they could beat Eastern teams

like Brown, Harvard, lona, and Navy on talent alone. Against

those four teams, UMass had a record of 7-5.

In seven tournaments, UMass placed first twice, second

twice, third once, fifth once, and seventh once. It was the

.seventh place finish that really punctuaU-'d the season.

It occurred in the Eastern Championship during the last

weekend of the season. UMass, ranked 4th for the tourna-

ment, had to win all three games to go to California for the

NCAAs. A first round game against 5th ranked Princeton,

certainly not a walkover team but a team UMass beat 9-7

earlier in the season, saw the Minutemen lose 8-6 in a Hat

effort.

A second round 14-13 loss to 8th ranked Wa.shington &
I>ee, and a final round win over 7th ranked lona earned

UMass a final Eastern ranking of 7th.

"A lot of teams would be satisfied with the season we

had." Yarworth said. "I still think we may be one of the Utp

four teams in the East. The point I'm more upset about is it

seemed to be a continuing problem during the season that

we didn't show up ready to play at the right emotional level

,

and I don't know how to solve that problem. It's got to come

from the kids. It can't come from me."

Yarworth said his season-long grappling with the matter

is the first time one of his teams have had a motivational

problem.
"Scotty Reed has to become a more vocal team leader and

work on being positive in practice," he said. "He's quiet and

tends to get down, and I need him to be a leader. I'd like to

see Jay Peluso and Dan McOsker become leaders too. The

other guy is Scott Deluca. He became a leader this year, and

just has to progress in his swimming skills.

"Because of our lack of communication" he said. "I'm

going to put in a much more structured offense and struc-

tured defense. My philosophy is to give the players a lot of

different schemes and hopefully they'll adapt and read the

defense. This year's team didn't seem to think, to solve a

problem as a team. The defense was uninspired at times.

Next year, I've got to give them very specific ground rules

and game plans. I don't think it's the way to play, but it

seems like it's the way I have to do it."

No matter how Yarworth changes his coaching, he has

good players to work with, especially in the offensive end of

the pool. The team hit 48 percent of its shots, a team record.

Reed, a junior, scored 34 goals while hitting 62 percent

ofhis shots. He was second in points with 44, and tied senior

goalie Todd Larson for the team lead in steals with 33. Reed

was voted to the All-East second team.

Tsan Engin, a sophomore hole-man, led the team in goals

with 39, and points with 51. He was an All-East Honorable

Mention.

The freshmen, a classYarworth said he was "very pleased
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Profs to stage sympathy strike
By KIMBERLEY RE'YTJOLDS
Collegian Correspondent

The Massachusetts Society ofProfessors voted yesterday
to strike on Thursday in support ofthe Graduate Employee
Organization unless Chancellor Richard O'Brien withdraws
by 1 1 a.m. today his letter threatening to withhold salaries

if graduate employees do not verify their employment with
the University.

O'Brien said last night that he will not withdraw his

November 1 5 letter sent to the 2,200 graduate employees on
campus.

"I will absolutely not consider withdrawing the letter,"

O'Brien said.

The letter required graduate students employees to

indicate whether they had fulfilled their employment con-

tract for the period of November 1 1 to 15.

Students who indicated they were involved in the strike

or who failed to return the letter would receive a reduced
paycheck on November 22. The letter said employment

would also be terminated and students would be billed for

tuition and fees for the remainder of the semester.

The MSP, which represents all professors and librarians

on this campus, voted to engage in a one-day "sympathy
strike,"joining the GEO on the picket line. According to the

resolution, professors will not cross lines and will cancel

classes on ITiursday if O'Brien's letter is not withdrawn.

MSP President David Lenson said after the meeting, "It

was necensary — a good strong action showing support for

the graduate students."

Chancellor O'Brien said last night he was surprised that

the faculty union would strike since the faculty's contract

forbids strikes.

Lenson sent a fax to O'Brien earlier Tuesday that de-

manded "that you publicly retract your threat to inflict

serious financial damages on any graduate student employee
who fails to respond properly to your letter, for whatever
reaaon(8).

"Billing students for all remaining tuition and fees for

the fall semester and cancelling their employment contract

seems to our members outrageous measures.*

•^e did what we had to do," said John Cole, professor of

anthropology and a past president of the faculty union.

The faculty union discussed findings of the District 65/

UAW attorneys who represent GEO. The attorneys found
•"the letter intimidates and coerces people from exercising

their rights of assembly, association and petition as guar-

anteed by the United States Constitution," and that its

"threat not to pay people who did meet their contractual

obligations but did not return the form" is also illegal.

The union's attorneys are preparing to go into court on
these issues, according to GEX) officials.

O'Brien said it was "complete nonsense' that the letter

was declared illegal, adding that the issue could not be

contested in court.

Arlyn Diamond, associate professor in the English de-

partment said, "We deeply regret that it's come to this. It is

necessary for our role as teachers. TUs is no way to treat

grad students who've acted in good faith."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

O'Brien letter: mixed
reaction from profs
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

A letter sent to all graduate employ-

ees by Chancellor Richard O'Brien last

week asking them to indicate— under a
penalty of perjury— ifthey are working
or striking has been met with mixed
reactions by graduate students and de-

partment heads.

"We are, of course, prohibited from
using public funds to pay any individu-

als who do not fulfill their contractual

obligations," O'Brien wrote in the letter,

printed as an advertisement in the

Collegian yesterday.

"Since Trustee policy proN-ides the

tuition waivers only for active graduate
student employees, any graduate stu-

dent employee who checks #2 [which is

admitting strike participation) or from
whom we do not receive a completed
form will no longer have an employment
contract with the University and will

receive a bill for tuition and curriculum

fees. .

."

The Graduate Employee Organiza-

tion has advised members not to return

the form, which was due yesterday at

noon. "I think faculty wasjust outraged,"
said Emily Isaacs, co-spokesperson for

GEO. "I think that letter really indicates

[the administration's] desperation."

In response, the Graduate Student
Senate sent a letter to O'Brien saying

"^he letter is entirely inappropriate, and
breaches our employment contracts."

The letter from the Graduate Student
Senate also claimed thatmany graduate
students did not receive O'Brien's letter

"because many deans and department
heads. . . are choosing not to distribute

them."
Patricia Greenfield, director of the

Labor Relations and Research Center,

said she allowed the letters to be deliv-

ered to graduate employees working
within the labor center.

"I guess I do not believe in keeping
information from people. People should
make their own choices." she said.

Barbara Partee, head of linguistics,

said she distributed the letter to all the

department's teaching assistants but
suggested they ignore it.

Partee said the letter was "an unwise
thing for the administration to distrib-

ute because it has escalated tensions."

Partee wrote a letter to the Board of

Trustees to show "how crucial our TAs
are to the quality ofthis University," she

said. "I personally support the graduate
students very strongly."

An English department source said

the tone of the O'Brien's letter was "un-

fortunate" and "should have been less

authoritarian.'

Fergus Clydesdale, department head
offood science, was not one ofthe faculty

"outraged" by O'Brien's letter.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

CoUagian photo by Joab R«ynokb

A striker takes a coffee break
before resuming picketing with
GEO yesterday.

Agency fee
the impasse
of GEO strike
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Graduate student employees contin-

ued picketing around major teaching

sites yesterday as talks between the

Graduate Employee Organization and
the University ofMassachusetts admin-
istration failed to end the five-day-old

strike.

Although Chancellor Richard O'Brien
called off formal negotiations last week
since GEO had broken a no-strike

agreement signed on January 25 of this

year, "informal contacts" are continu-

ing. Neither side last nightwould divulge
details of the talks.

^e're are pursuing all avenues to a
quick settlement," said GEO co-speaker
Emily Isaacs.

Both sides are wrangling over the

collection of weekly union dues — $1 a

week — for graduate employees who
don't wish to join the union. The four

othercampus unions enjoy this privilege
of agency fee.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Author speaks on Israel
^Painful compromise^ can solve debate
By MATTGRIFFING
Collegian Correspondent

In a speech entitled "The Various Con-
frontations in Israel Today; Insights of an
Israeli Novelist." renowned Israeli author

Amofl Oz spoke to a crowd of 250 in Mahar
Auditorium last night.

Alternating between analysis and anec-

dote, he said a "painful compromise" is the

only way out of a "fight to the death."

The reason for this is that the nature of

the conflict is intransient because both sides

are right." he said.

"This is a true tragedy, not a western

movie because it is a clash between right

and right. It is a clash between justice and
justice," Oz said.

This realization has been slow in coming
and is not nearly complete which Oz said "is

due to developing symmetrical national-

isms."

"Although these historical developments

are fascinating, they are politically irrel-

evant." he said.

Referring to the Palestinians, "This na-

tional existence is our problem, as ours was
theirs."

On the basis of the valid claims to land

that both parties clearly desire and in order
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Collecian photo by Joah Reynold*

Amos Oz

Shamir visits New England
to find jobs for immigrants
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Israeli Prime Minister

Yitzhak Shamir came to high- tech New
England with an economic mission: find

jobs for skilled immigrants pouring into his

country.

"It's not normal that a small country like

ours should support somany people,"Shamir
told a group of Israeli bond investors. "It's

not normal, but we have to do it. We cannot

rely on others."

The open-armed acceptance ofJews from

around the world is Israel's mission, and
Shamir reminded the wealthy investors that

the country has gone a long way to providing

housing for immigrants, but yet has to solve

the problem of unemployment.
The jobless rate in Israel currently hov-

ers between 10 percent and 10.5 percent,

even though the economy is growing at a

rate of about seven percent, said David

Jacobson, Israel's consul for economic affairs

in New England.

The main reason unemployment is so

high is that the country cannot absorb the

high influx ofJewish immigrants. "The vast

majority are skilled, which is a major asset,

but in the short term it is a problem,"

Jacobson said.

Between January and September of this

year, Israel has accepted 115,557 immi-

grants from the Soviet Union alone. Israel

now has the highest percentage ofengineers

and scientists in the workforceofany country

in the world, Jacobson said.

In Massachusetts, a high-tech state that

has fallen on bad economic times, Shamir

finds a willing audience. The topic of trade

and economic ties came up right away when
Gov. William F. Weld greeted Shamir
Tuesday morning at Logan Airport.

"I told him about my desire to forge more
joint ventures between Massachusetts and
Israeli companies. He is of course very in-

terested in that, " Weld said.

The governor plans to travel to Israel on
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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For Your Information
Wednesday. November 20

Lecture — The European Club and the Japan American

Club will l>e sponsoring a lecture by Mr. Seigi Hinata. the

Consul General ofJapanentitled "^riu' Japanese View ofthe

European Unification" at 7:30p.m. in Campus Center rm
lOL

Voter Rt'gistratwn — The Amherst Board of Registrars

will hold extra registration sessions for the l^cember 10,

Special Town Election from 8 am -10 p.m. at the Town

Clerk's office.

Film — The Department of History is sponsoring Films

of the Middle East Series and is presenting "I.eila and the

Wolves" at 7 p.m. in Herter Hall rm 227

Prayer—Thecampus Christian fellowships is sponsorii\g

an all campus prayer at 5 p.m. in Campus Center rm 902.

Meeting — There will be a large group meeting of the

InterVarsity Christian Fellowship from 7.30-9:00 p.m. in

Campus Center rm 803.

Meeting— The SGA Senate Ops. is sponsoring a Senate

Meeting at 7 p.m. in Campus Center rm 163C.

Theater— Romeo and Juliet is being shown at the Rand
Theater at 8 p.m.. Admission is $3 for students and $5 for

the general public.

Thursday, November 21

Film — The LBGA is showing a film from 3 p.m. -6:30

p.m. in the ('ampus Center rm 903. Admission is free.

Film — The film "Sunday. Blot>dy Sunday" will be shown
at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center rm 803.

Lunch and Learn — The topic "Understanding the un-

derlying reasons for the laws of Shabbat" will be discussed

at the Chabad House.

Theater— Romeo and Juliet is being shown at the Rand
Theater at 8 p.m.. Admission is $3 for students and $5 for

the general public.

Friday, November 22

Concert — The Salvation Army is sponsoring its annual
Christmas Concert by the members of the Connecticut

Valley Harmony Group at 8 p.m. at the Edwards Church,

297 Main St. in Northampton. Donations are welcome.

Dance — The Northeast/Sylvan Area Governments
present the fall semi-formal, A Night in the Orient from 9

p m.-l a.m. . Tickets on sale in the NEAG office.

LBGA— The LBGA is holding a coffee social from 3 p.m.-

6:30 p.m. in Campus Center rm 903.
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agency fee

reaction
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"It asked if they were working and I guess that is a fair

question.' Clydesdale said.

Anthropology department chair Alan Swedlund said a
meet ingwas planned among department chairs but declined
comment on his feelings on the letter.

In a statement released yesterday by the administration,

it was acknowledged that "the form which we ask graduate
employees to sign, indicating whether they are fulfilling

their contracts, has caused ofTense.

"We are open to any other process which indicates whom
to pay and will certainly accept department chairs' lists of

those not striking.' the statement said.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The GEO feels this agency fee would allow them to

organize new memberseach year, negotiate strong contracts

and keep the membership informed, according to union

press materials.

GEO's parent union, the United Auto Workers, has
otTered to pay all legal costs and damages if the University

IS sued for allowing this prosision on GEO's first union
contract.

The University argues since GEO was not certified by

the state Labor Relations Commission in 1979. they cannot
legally collect such a fee for graduate employees.

In a statement made available to the Collegian yester-

day, the administration said until GEO obtains formal

recognition as a union, giving GEO agency fee would be

illegal even if UAW picks up the tab for legal damages.

"The admimstration IS entirely prepared to deduct agency

fees, but only when it is legal," the statement said

Negotiations appear to Ih» evolving into a no-win situa-

tion the union is demanding an agency fee but the admin-
istration won't offer it to GEO since they are not officially

recognized as a union by the state.

In addition, the administration's statement says. "We
have high respect for thos*» employees, we believe they are

seriously underpaid, and we continue to be anxious to

improve their pay and working conditions, but within the

tremendously reduced finances of the University."

State aid to the University this year has been sliced by

12.5 percent while fees have risen by $879.

The GEO, which represents 2.200 graduate employees,

halfofwhom are dues-paying members, has been struggling

to finalize their contract for almost a vear.

lillil

On Campus-Recruiting for Spring Se-

mester is quldily approaching. Have
you completed the Career Center check-

list to participate in Spring interviews?

If not, don't wait another minute.

CheckV your Hst with ours...

\^ Make sure that you fill out an "update" registration

form so that the Recruiting Ofiicc has your schedule of

available interview limes.

d You must attend a Recruiting Workshop before

participating in on-campus interviews. This workshop
provides essential information about the on-campus re-

cruiting process. On-Campus Recruiting Workshops
will be offered again in February or, better yet, come to

the Career Center now for individualized instruction.

I2i To find out which employers are coming to campus,

pick up the Career News Update during the first week of

December This issue will list employers interviewing

in February many of whom have resume deadlines in

January. Companies will begin interviewing on campus
during the week of Fcbniary 3.

d Submit your resumes to the employer folders at the

Mather Career Center or the Curry Hicks Satellite Office

BEFORE leaving campus. You may also mail your
resume(s) to the Recruiting Office at the Center. Mailed
resumes must be received by the Recruiting Office prior

to the due date. RESUMES ARE MAILED THE
MORNING AFTER THE DUE DATE AND ARE SENT
ONE TIME ONLY.

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement Cooperative Education Internships

Fralemily/Sororily Pirk on the Orchird Hill bui rooie. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

Local
UM professor kicked off

panel for opposing Bush
By MARC ELLIOTT "We reported on the preliminary resultsBy MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian StafT

A University of Massachusetts environ-

mental studies professor said he was rejected

for a spot on a national wetlands review

panel by the Oflice of Management and
Budget because he publicly criticized Presi-

dent Bush's wetlands policy.

Joesph S. Larson, director of the
University's Environmental Institute, was
nominated in early October to serve on the

panel. I.^rson was dropped later that month
after he and another nominee expressed

concern over the president's wetlands policy

at a press conference before the National

Pre— Club, according to Inside EPA. Inside

EPA is a Washington D.C. based weekly

newsletter dedicated to covering Environ-

mental Protection Agency activities.

The panel was created to study contro-

versial revisions of the federal manual for

regulating wetlands.

Larson and Mark Brinson. a professor

from East Carolina University, called for a

difTerent approach to wetlands regulation

at the Oct. 8 press conference, which was
sponsored by the National Wildlife Federa-

tion and the National Aududon Society.

We reported on the preliminary results

of federal and state field testing of the pro-

posed manual," Larson said. "Because ofthe

potentially serious adverse effects of wet-

land losses on flooding and water quality,

we supported a call made earlier by the

Society of State WeUand Managers for an
indej>endent review by the National Acad-

emy of Sciences.

"It now appears that was a politically

incorrect position to take," he added.

Ohio State University professor William

Mitsch, the panel chair and the person who
nominated Larson, resigned from the project

in early November.

Inside EPA reported that Mitsch thought

the OMB was politicizing the panel's selec-

tion process and that he feared it would
damage his scientific credibility.

According to Inside EPA, federal agen-

cies use the disputed manual to determine

which wetland areas are subject to regula-

tion under the Clean Water Act.

I..arson said more than 50 percent of

wetlands now protected by federal wetland

guidelines would be made available for de-

velopment if the manual is allowed to stand

as it is.

Student reports rape
Compiled by PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

An 18-year-old student reported to Uni-

versity of Massachusetts Police that she

had been raped by a male acquaintance in a

residence hall early Saturday morning.

No charges have been filed, police said,

and the matter remains under investigation.

• A small box containing three vials of a

flu vaccine was brought to the police station

which a man found next to his vehicle in I^ot

22. Environmental Health and Safety . which

is rcntponsible for investigating fire and safety

incident*, and University Health Services

were notified.

• A motor vehicle traffic stop on Melville

Road Saturday afternoon resulted in the

discovery of a .357 replica of a Crossman
Airgun in the glove compartment. The man
did not have a license to carry the weapon
and will be summonsed to court on a num-
ber of weapons violations, police said.

DISTURBANCES

• A glass panel in a fire extinguisher box

in Van Meter Residence Hall was smashed
early Saturday night and police questioned

a male visitor after he was treated at Cooley-

Dickinson Hospital in Northampton for a

severe laceration to his hand. Police had
Amherst Fire Department ambulance
transport the student.

• A fight erupted early Saturday morn-

ing in John Quincy Adams between two

male students over an argument about

cleaning up a mess caused by the illegal

discharge of a fire extinguisher. Police said

the victim was apprised on the procedure for

filing charges in court.

LARCENY

• A Coolidge woman reported to police

early Saturday morning that while visiting

in an adjacent room she heard someone
knocking on her door. She told police that

she saw three men, who she did not recog-

nize as Coolidge residents, leaving the vi-

cinity ofher room. She discovered that cash,

two gold rings and a pair of earrings had

been stolen from her. The estimated value is

$736.
• A man returning to his car in Lot 32 on

Saturday morning discovered that both left

doors had been pried open. A compact disc

player, five compact discs and a radar detec-

tor were stolen. The estimated value is $620.

( ullrgmn photo by Joah Rcyimid*

HONEST, IT DOESN'T HURT - Karen Scofield, junior Human
Nutrition major, gives the gift of life at yesterday's Red Cross blood
drive in the Student Union Ballroom.

Alex's appellation sparks
controversy in Hamilton
HAMILTON, Mass. (AP)— You can call

him Alexander Hamilton. Or you can call

him A. Hamilton. But please don't call him
Alex Hamilton.

That's the message from some town of-

ficials upset that the noted 18th-century

statesman's name is abbreviated as "Alex

Hamilton" on the town seal.

H. Grant Crowell, a lifelong resident and
member of the Hamilton Historical Com-
mission, called the nickname "almost sac-

rilege."

Crowell said Hamilton, who served under
President George Washington as the first

secretary of the U.S. Treasury, was never

called "Alex." Crowell noted that he usually

signed his name as "A. Hamilton."

Crowell said the town seal, which also

bears Hamilton's profile, contains sufTicient

space for his full name. He asked the town's

board ofselectmen to let voters decide at the

next town meeting whether they want to

revise the seal.

Selectman John E. Lawrence Jr. said the

board "stands eager to right an ancient

wrong," but asked Crowell to do more re-

search into who shortened Hamilton's name
and why.

Hamilton— the town— is located about

30 miles north of Boston. The town seal

controversy came to light as the community
of 7,200 residents planned events for its

bicentermial in 1993.

After gulf war, Lebanon angry with United States

Collegian photo by Jeff Egan

Dr. Fawaz Trabulsi, prominent Lebanese-
French writer and editor, spoke at Smith
College last night.

By CHRISTINE MAHONEY
Collegian Correspondant

The Lebanese have a lot of ill feeling towards the United

States in the aftermath of the Gulf War, said a prominent

Lebanese-French writer and editor at Smith College last

night.

"The whole war has been personalized with Saddam
Hussein," Dr. Fawaz Trabulsi told a small group in a speech

entitled, "Post-War Prospects for Democracy in the Arab

World."

'There has been a total misunderstanding. Although the

Arab government sided with the United States, people have

very hostile feelings whether they are Iraqi or not," said

Trabulsi.

Trabulsi, known for his sharp political critiques ofArab

governments, spoke of how the Arab World has been ef-

fected by the Gulf Crisis.

There aren't any rich people in the Arab World, the

republic is changing," said Trabulsi. Trabulsi added that

there are still remnants of those who want to support the

revolution.

Trabulsi expressed the belief that the Arab people feel

that the U.S. has let them down in the war. "It has left

people extremely disillusioned," he said.

Trabulsi feels that the Iraqis were punished in the Gulf

War, rather than Saddam Hussein.

"There is a dictatorial state in the Arab world, and many
people want to attribute this to Islam ," according to Trabulsi

.

"I'd Hke to challenge this."

According to Trabulsi, religions may be equal, but

they are not a democracy, and they are not concerned

withindividualsor freedom. Trabulsi feels thatacommon
misconception is that the Protestant Reformation in

Europe helped to promote democracy in the Arab world.

In the Arab world, a formally secular state exists,

Tribulsi added. "There is no Islam, just as there is no

one Christianity," said Trabulsi. He feels that the

Arabs may be guilty of Arab nationalism, but nothing

competitive I per sayl.

"I'm concerned with societies themselves and not

their representatives," said Trabulsi. There are au-

thoritarian and resisting regimes throughout the world,

attributed Trabulsi. The key question is how to move

the Arab world from an authoritarian regime to the

Arab people themselves, said Trabulsi.

According to Trabulsi, there is a modern archaic

movement . The most imortant revelation in Lebanon in

the world is the hands of the civilians and Lebanese,

said Trabulsi.

Trabulsi admits that the situation in the Arab World

is very complex. He holds a doctorate in history from the

University of Paris, and has written several books on

the national question and democracy in Lebanon.

Trabulsi is a member ofthe Lebanese Writers Union

and the Arab Organization for Human Rights. "I think

most of the movements are a modern form of archaism

in their majority," said Trabulsi.
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Oz
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

to escape more war Oz said that "a painful compromise on
land must be reached.

"The delegates at the summit in Madrid looked as if they
were going to a funeral, both sides realizing the truth that
compromise is necessary, but having years of instilled

dogma against it," he said.

Oz spoke of legitimate and useful criticism of Israeli and
Palestinian action. He noted attitudes in the U.S. ofleaning
towards the Palestinians,

"Israel needs political criticism. Moral finger waving is

wrong. There is Christian belief that the Wctim is elevated
by sufTenng," Oz said. "Therefore the Jew who has more of

a reputation of suffering should not be aggressive in the
conflict.

"Both actions are human but not always humane," he
said in reference to active and passive roles.

He said he is angry with the Shamirs and Arafats of the

world and offered political criticisms.

According to Oz the "honeymoon doves," people who
believe that the conflict is based on misunderstanding

alone, have an unrealistic view.

"The contempt^)rary global peace movement falsely con-

siders love and peace tti be synomonous," he said.

"Love is involved in the conflict in Israel. The conflict is

a matter of survival fought everyday. Ifyou love an entire

country it means very little," he said.

For Oz, who termed himself a "fair divorce dove," the

solution involves a separation for peace. Aft^r the separa-

tion and time. There is the possibility ofArabs and Israelis

getting together for a cup of coffee."

MSP meeting

Shamir
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

a trade mission in the summer of 1992.

There are currently about 110 U.S. companies with

subsidiaries in Israel , and at least 150joint ventures between
the countries. The U.S. and Israel have a roughly even trade

balance of about $3 billion a year, Jacobson said.

Digital Equipment Corp., the Maynard-based computer
firm, is the second-largest computer company doing business
in Israel, Jacobson said.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"Since we will not be teaching classes Thursday, we
invite our undergrads to join us picketing," said an EngUsh
department professor who wished not to be named.

Not all professors were sjonpathetic.

"I really don't care what the MSP voted, I will not strike.

I think Chancellor O'Brien is taking appropriate action,"

said Robert Ballou, assistant professor of economics.
Pnifessor Ronald Manino, chairperson ofthe accounting

department, when informed of the strike resolution said,

"Well, that wouldn't be me. I believe in teaching my classes

and I hope they allow me to do the same."

Julie Caswell, associate professor of resource economics
said she was not properly notified of the meeting and could
not attend.

"I don't think it's right to pan a resolution ofany kind at

a meeting which was not properly publicized. The entire

meml>ership should have voted on a resolution of this kind
— I'd have liked some input," she said.

Caswell said she will not be participating in the strike.

The faculty meeting was composed ofapproximately 200
out of its 1 ,200 menibers.
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IT'S EASY! IT'S FUN!

L^^

USE THE TELEPHONE!

UNDERGRADUATES: IF YOU DONT KNOW YOUR PIN
OR YOUR ACCESS PERIOD, CHECK WITH YOUR
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT.
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Anyone is susceptible to AIDS, especially students
Twelve days ago one of the greatest athletes of all time

announced his retirement from professional basketball. His

reason being was that he had contracted the AIDS virus.

Ifyou analyze the statement above you will see how short

sighted and narrow minded I was when I wrote it. But this is

the attitude I have encountered since hearing this sad story.

Magic Johnson is a human being first, and a basketball

player second. But the minority of people whom I have

talked with see him only as a person who can shoot the ball

through the hoop.

Instead of feeUng sad and angry over the death of such a

fine and charitable person, they think instead that it is a

shame that Larry won't be able to cover Magic one more
time in game seven of the NBA World Championship.

This type ofattitude has only hindered the attention that

this disease needs, in order to help find a cure. It would be

ignorant for me to quote you any statistics on this deadly

disease, because I am sure that they change almost daily,

for the worst!

Anybody is susceptible to the disease as I am sure we all

know. It is no longer a homosexual disease, but rather it has

become a part of our sexually promiscuous society. But did

it take someone ofMagic Johnson's magnitude to enlighten

us on this subject? You would have to be ignorant, which I

am sure a majority of this campus is, to think that you are

immune just because you are heterosexual.

Mark Preston

Every weekend, or for that matter every night, college

students, to use the term lightly, are hooking up. You go out,

have a few beers, meet a man or a woman and go someplace

and have a sexual encounter. But in the actual act of the

sexual encounter you forget to use a condom.

At the time you think that it is no big deal. You wake up

the next morning and begin to think to yourself, what did I

do? After a few days of worrying it slowly slips your mind
and you forget all about it. Little do you know that you might

have contracted the disease AIDS. Or herpes, gonorrhea,

warts, etc...

Just imagine ten years down the road you are married

and have a child. You are living out the American dream.

White picket fence, a dog named Spot and a BMW parked in

the driveway. One day you begin to feel fatigued.

It does not go away within a week, as you had hoped.

Upon a visit to the doctor, you learn you have AIDS. With

this you also learn that your wife and child are more than

likely to have AIDS as well.

But just think about all the people that you have ever

slept with in an unsafe sexual encounter. Will they have

AIDS? What do you think...? Of course they will! If it takes

you that long to answer that question than you are an idiot.

What I am trying to get at is that AIDS is all around us.

I would even venture to say that we as college students are

more susceptible than most people. Because ofthis you have

to be extra safe when you engage in a sexual encounter.

Don't throw your life away for fifteen minutes ofecstasy.

It is not worth it. Ifyou think thatyou might have contracted

AIDS or for that matter any sexual disease, go and get

checked at Health Services. You do not have to feel em-

barrassed, these people see it everyday.

If you happen to glance over this piece, please just

remember one thing. All the money that Magic Johnson

accumulated will not be enough to save his life.

Mark Preston is a Collegian staffmember

Weird things could happen;
plants may grow in your sink

The strangest thing happened! I was
washing dishes in the bathroom when a

friend ofmine walks in. She peers into a sink

and says "Oh my God! There is a plant

growing in the sink!"

I was doubtful, but after meandering
over myself. I found she was right. In the

middle of the overflow pipe at the top of the

sink was a sprout peeking it's leaves through

the opening. I tugged it out. and discovered

it was mine. How'd I know? Days before, I

was rinsing pumpkin seeds in that sink so I

could toast them, and one went in the drain

pipe. I thought nothing of it at the time.

Lorrie L. Cozzens

So now I am growing a pumpkin sprout in

my room, and if I ever get a pumpkin from it.

Ill be making fresh pumpkin pie around

February; and you're all invited to have

some should that day ever arrive.

Geez! I'll tell you. the gullibility factor

around here astounds me at times. I've had

people come up to me and congratulate me
on my impending "marriage." I didn't think

you would actually believe me! I'm going to

share with you all a tad bit o'information:

Don'tbelieveeverythingyou read. (Although,

facts printed in the previous column really

are true.

)

Aren't relatives wonderful? (I know they

can be brutal at Christmas when they pinch

your cheeks and exclaim about how much
you've grown.) My relatives always know
when I have a bad day. because it's then I get

something in the mail. Whether it be a card

or emergency chocolate. I always feel better

afterwards. So now I'm going to thank them

publicly for being such sweethearts, even

though they do not live in this state. Curses

upon you who don't write back!

Is itjust me. or are those voice mail chain

messages with graphic stories starting to

get mighty irritating? I won't speak for ev-

eryone, but I've got lots ofwork to do aroimd

here. Where do people find the time do this

stuff?Obviously . someone goes through great

pains to create these ditties. Call me crazy,

but I'd rather be forced to watch reruns of

"Webster" and "Silver Spoons" than have

this junk sent to me.

My dream is to have my name in the grey

highlight box on the front ofthis newspaper.

Also to achieve the "columnist" status would

be cool. Okay, so they are small dreams. I'd

also like to be a famous writer/film pro-

ducer. But there is nothing wrong with a

little instant gratification from (very) short

term goals. Besides. I've never exactly been

known for my outstanding volume of pa-

tience.

I've been told that I ought to write about

more serious topics. Should the mood strike.

I most certainly will. However, it's people

like myself, (and that other bagel-sweater-

grrafTiti dude) who use our allotted space to

provideenergy deprived college persons with

a little entertainment that pits that crooked

grin on your face for two minutes. It's worth

it. Besides, columns like these provide good

conversation openers: "Did you read about

that weird woman growing pumpkins in the

bathroom?" Maybe not. but I can not resist

the opportunity to plug my own column.

Until next time, remember, "I'm not

wrong, your just misinterpreting the qual-

ity of my genius." Signing off...

Lorrie L. Cozzens is a UMass student

Divisive tactics won't work
In any struggle it is important to

know one's opponent. It is imperative

that the motives of each action be un-

derstood by the other side. Elach side

must realize that the other will work in

their own best interest. They key is

understanding how and why each action

took place in order to reduce the other

side's effectiveness.

Chancellor O'Brien has taken sev-

eral actions recently in response to the

GEO strike that at first I found confus-

ing or simple-minded. However, upon

analysis. I found that he is cleverly us-

ing the concept of divide and conquer in

a novel way.
The first of these actions occurred

when the Chancellor moved his Thurs-

day press conference from Whitmore to

the Robsham Visitors' Center. The
analogy has been made that this was
like moving from a fortress to a phone
booth. O'Brien's true goal, however, is to

focus the strike on himself and take the

struggle away from the halls and em-

ployees of Whitmore.
O'Brien's maneuvering also confused

me when I saw his "Open Letter to the

Undergraduate Students" in Friday's

Collegian. The Chancellor used expres-

sions like "has been threatened with a

strike" and "if a strike does occur" in an

newspaper printed on the second day of

the strike. My original reaction was that

he wrote the ad long before the strike

began and forgot that the paper would

be read after the strike had started.

This letter contrasts with an open

letter to graduate employees printed

one day earlier but dated the .same day

(November 13, the day before the strike

started) which did not place the exist-

ence of the strike in doubt. Obviously,

the Chancellor wished to treat the

graduate employees with more respect

than the undergraduates, whose igno-

rance he falsely assumed. After many
hours of thought, however, I realized

that he was attempting to mock the

strike and its effects. The remainder of

his open letter proves this.

The Chancellor goes on to say to un-

dergraduates, if I may paraphrase.

"Don't worry. Don't get involved. It won't

affect you." The Chancellor was aware
well in advance that GEO would blame

the strike on the administration's stub-

bornness, so he acted to balance this

important move.
Despite the Chancellor's preparation,

there is one thing he could not accom-

plish. He can't get me to believe this.

Scabs and alternative grading meth-

ods will not replace the education I am
losing. As far as I am concerned, the TAs
on strike are irreplaceable and must
have their fair and reasonable demands
met. The Chancellor needs to under-

stand that many of us care more about

the quality of our education than our

actual final grades. The Chancellor's

plan is nothing but an ill fitting Band-

Aid on a much larger wound and we
know it.

Now that I understand the

Chancellor's attempts to alienate us from

the strike, I will refuse to let him do this.

Peter Wagner
Sylvan

Not all grad students support GEO

Open letter to Chancellor O'Brien
1 came in to school Monday and some-

one said "The Chancellor wants to know
where you were on Thursday and Fri-

day." I thought they were joking until I

picked your letter up from my mailbox.

( Did the Whitmore office pay someone

overtime to sneak it in late Friday

evening?) Let me read my contract the

way I see it. . .with a few minor details.

First, as a research assistant, I am not

paid strictly by the hour. My contract

says that I am to work 20 hours a week

to get my job done. There is nothing

about working Thursdays or Fridays.

There is nothing even about working

nine to five. As long as 1 put in my 20

hours and get my job done, there is

nothing to stop me from going hot air

ballooning on Thursday and picketing

for GKO outside the GRC on Friday. If 1

did not get my job done, it gives my
supervisor the authority to inform my
dean and terminate the contract.

In my opinion, there are two groups

of people who do more than fulfill their

contractual obligations. Yes, the faculty

and the graduate student employees. As

your office as handed down more and

more budget cuts and hiring freezes, our

faculty have done more to bring in exter-

nal funds and bear a heavier teaching

load at the same time. Teaching assistants

have taken up the burden of filling in for

frozen faculty positions. Fewer research

assistants are trying to keep up the pace

of research output. The way we see it,

there are folks at the administration end

of the campus who have let us down and

are certainly NOT fulfilling their con-

tractual obligation of keeping the Uni-

versity afloat! Perhaps all of you in

Whitmore should publish the pages from

your appointment books for last Thurs-

day and Friday. (I'm sure the Collegian

or the Campus Chronicle would oblige.)

I am not signing the letter that you

had sent (under penalty ofwhatever). And
1 am not returning the unsigned letter to

your office or to payroll (I recycled it). In

fact, I still think that the letter was such

a hollow and transparent threat. The

big-wigs at Whitmore are funny (I'm

borrowing a phrase from The Sound of

Music). "Expensive, but very funny!"

R. V. Rajan, research assistant

Environmental engineering
program

The Graduate Employee Organization

went on strike with the expressed intention

to "decimate" the University in a bid to force

recognition from the administration. As
anyone who walked through campus the

last two days has seen, the result is a light

turn-out and ineffective show of support

from all segments of the University.

Members of the GEO show surprise at

the lack of action, but the majority of

graduate students who ignored the strike

call are simply keying the GEO hierarchy

into a well-known fact: many of us don't

want unionization. Less than a third of

eligible graduate students belong to GEO
and there is widespread dissatisfaction with

the adversarial manner they have assumed

with the administration. Indeed, amidst the

many hallway conversations among gradu-

ate students about the strike is a pervasive

attitude that the administration's latest

offers are respectable and worthy of con-

tinued talk.

The bottom line ofthis strike is the agency

fee and long-term survival of the GEO as a

UAW surrogate on campus. Frankly, 1 do

not understand the chaos that rejection of

the agency fee by the administration has

engendered among the GEO. It seems to

many of us that the GEO has made real

progress during negotiations about the im-

portant issues that affect grads across this

campus, but is willing to submarine every-

thing they are working for to clasp onto an

irrelevant association with the UAW.
Indeed, the administration is negotiating

in good faith (remember, they don't need to

negotiate at all!) while the GEO is bleating

to every other group on campus to support a

graduate student population that will not

strike, will not support an agency fee and

will notsuccumb to the irresponsible rhetoric

of Emily Isaacs and her cohorts in the GEO
leadership. An organization that truly rep-

resents graduate student empowerment
wouldn't have to beg undergraduates to

skip class to "cut up this University." I find

it insulting for this small minority of

graduate students to attempt coercing un-

dergraduates into missing class. That is not

our mission at this University. We are here

to dis.seminate knowledge, not block it from

people that are paying for an education.

All graduate students support waivers

for the many fees that come with graduate

school. We all want dialogue to continue

with the University, but it is wake-up time

for the GEO and their cloying insistence on

unionization. The GEO as it stands now has

been successful in bolstering the graduate

student agenda and I support those activi-

ties. But unionization does not clearly fur-

ther our goals as graduate students (all

grads, not just GEO members) and this

disappointing strike has only served to un-

dercut us all.

Eric K. Findies
Montague
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Arts & Living
Condoms, Sivayze and Osaka on HSCN
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Yo, Schwarzenegger fans. AHnold is back this week in

Terminator 2: Ji ' nt Day. Other new releases to keep
an eye out for ail ^ inguiththeEnemyJWtflcHfights,
and Scenes from a Mall. Keep that popcorn popping this

week, because there are more than a few hot picks that you
won't want to miss

The Evil That Men Do — Charles Bronson. Theresa
Saldana. Joseph Meher \'ery N-iolent. but what else does

Bronson do' Bronson is a professional killer tailing an e\il

Bntish doctor. Worth watching only if you can stand that

face of Bronson's for a couple of hours. (Is it me. or does the

man look like and elderly Sharpei".'> *\^
Skin Deep — John Ritter, Vincent Gardenia. Alyson

Reed. Writer director Blake Edwards introduces some un-

forgettable condoms as well as a lot of laughs in this zany
spix)f Ritter is a ver>' successful writer who just can't Mem
to keep his hands off the wine and the women Extremely
predictable, but who cares '.'*

*

'

StormyMonday— Melanie GritTit h. Tommy l^ee Jones.

Sting. Sean Bean. Sharp, sassy film about four people in the

financially depraved city of Newcastle. Excellent perfor-

mances by all four leads, and writer/director Mike Figgis

brilliantly contrives striking visual images. ***l/2

Terminator 2: Judgement Day — Arnold
Schwarzenegger. Robert Patrick, Linda Hamilton
Schwarzenegger's back, but this time he's the good guy, and
he must protect Hamilton's son. John, who is being targeted

for termination by the advanced evil cyborg played by

Patrick. You won't get much dialogue from Patrick, but the

special effects instilled upon his body will completely blow
you away ••*l/2

True Believer — James Woods, Robert Downey, Jr.,

Yuji Okumoto. The late SOs brought about many popular

courtoom drama/action/adventure movies I ikeSuspeit ,Nu ts ,

Jagged Edge, etc. . but here is a fine movie from '89 that I felt

was unfairly glossed over just because it was "another

courinxim film." Woods is brilliant as a once-radical t>08

lawyer who's lost some of his drive and desire until his

worshipping clerk (Downey) talks him into taking on a
seeminigly impossible case. Extremely entertaining. ****

The Sicilian — Christopher Lambert, Terrence Stamp.
Barbara Sukowa Biography ofSalvatore Giulano who took

on the Mafia, the Church, and the State to attempt to

promote the secession of Italy in the late 19408. The movie

is done with few traces of either style or taste. I got
indigestion watching this disaster. No stars.

1984— John Hurt, Richard Burton, Suzanna Hamilton.
Remake of the 1956 film. Bleak and austere, but with an
overall masterful effect. ***

Black Rain — Michael Douglas, Andy Garcia, Kate
Capsliaw. Two tough New York cops track down an escaped
Japanese criminal in Osaka. A wonderfully sleek Garcia.
*l/2
Cinema Paradiao — Philippe Noiret, Jacques Perrin.

Salvatore Cascio. ( With subtitles. )Ayoung boy is dazzled by
a movie theatre and its projectionist in a small post-WWII
Italian town. Cannes Film Festival winner of 1989. A
splendidly superior film. Don't miss this one! ****

Ghoat— Patrick Swayze. Demi Moore, Whoopi Goldbenj.
Fantasy, romance and mystery combine to make one fan-

tastic movie. Goldberg won Best Supporting Actress. ****

Harlem Nighta Eddie Murphy, Richard Pryor. Redd
Voxx Murphy's writer directorial debut which flopped. I*ryor

is magnetic and is hysterical as ever, but even the star-

studded cast can't save this one.* 1/2

Soya From Brazil — Gregory Peck. Laurence Olivier,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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hull} mU'Kuitfd study at British. Irish,

Sew Zeaicmd and .-Kustrcdian universities
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Study Abroad Information Session

Representative: TOM ROBERTS
Date: THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 21

Location: STUDENT CAMPUS CENTER RM 811B

3:30-5:00 PM
For hjthcr mformahon pleaso contact Your Study Abroad Office on campus or the Institute for Study Abroad,
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Pbolo by Twentieth Century Fos

Vema (Marcia Gay Harden) loves Tom (Gabriel Byrne) but thinks he
may have killed her brother, in the gangster drama Miller's Crossing.

jStudents Advocating Financial Ai(

Interested in lobbying in Washington D.C.?

Voice your concerns about Financial Aid

Come 10 an info session to learn more!

Wednesday, November 20 8 p.m.

Duke room of the Student Union

For more info call 549-7793
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James Mason. A Jewish Nazi-hunter
(Olivier) is stunningly behevable, and
Peck is wonderfully conniving as the
former Nazi who desires to make a new
breed of Hitlers. Based on the Ira Levin
novel. Worth watching! **l/2

Brother Sun Sister Moon — Gra-
ham Faulkner, Judi Bowker, I.,e»gh

Lawson. Directed by Franco Zeflerelli.

Story of Francis Assisi from a youthful
perspective. *•

Hope and Glory — Sarah Miles,

David Hayman, Derrick O'Connor. Au-
tobiographical ofdirectorJohn Boorman,
the film lovingly and cleverly looks at

the British during WWII through the

eyes of a young, curious boy. A rare

treat.
*•*•

Ice Caatlea — Lynn-Holly Johnaon,
Rtibby Benson, Colleen Dewhurst. Uh-
oh, tearjerker alert! Yes, I cried, and you
will, too. An Iowa farm girl/professional

ice skater has her dreams violently in-

terrupted when she is blinded in a hor-

rible freak accident. ***l/2

Jagged Edge— Jeff Bridges, Glenn
Close, Robert Loggia. Close is a lawyer
who will defend her client only if she
believes he is innocent of murdering his

wife. Well, she believes him as well as
falls jin love with him. Too many loop-

holes in the plot, but generally a good
movie. ***

Pacific Heighta— Michael Keaton,
Melanie Griffith, Matthew Modine.
Griffith and Modine buy an old Victorian

and rent out rooms, but this one tenant
just won't leave. Keaton is a landlord's

worst nightmare as he devilishly slith-

ers around paying rent. A couple of real

shock scenes make the movie, but the
very end is somewhat predictable. Youll
cheer for GrifTith, though. *l/2

Movies that are on HSCN this week
but are not reviewed are the following:

Sleeping with the Enemy, Miller's

Crossing, and Scenes from a Mall.

Attention Local

Musicians!

The Collegian's Arts desk is looking for stuff*

at)out local bands for the local music column.

You need the PR so send us your stuff*!

stuff (n.) 1. Bios, tapes, band news, photos,
upcoming shows . 2 . Anything the UMass cocnmunity
should know about you and your band.

Send your stuff to the Collegian at 1 1 3 Campus Center

c/o "Local Music Column"
VouMI be silad you did!

HowAmerican Express

helpsyou cover more territory

For less money
Become a Student Cardmember today and

get 3 roundtrips on Continental Airlines,

for only $129 or $189 each.

Only the American Expre.s.s* Card offers an exciting travel program

exdu.sivelv for student.s including three roundtrip certificate.s on

Continental Airlines. And much, much more

Just kxik at the map and pick the place youd like to visit. If

it's on vour side of the Mississippi River, you can use a certificate

to fly for onlv 1129* roundtrip Or you can cross the

Mi.s.si.s.sippi tor $189 roundtrip

You have your pick of more than ISO cities in the

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime

because there are no blackout dales. But you must

make vour reservations within U days of the day you

leave And the maximum stay is 7 days/6 nights and must include

a Saturday night.

By becoming a Student Cardmember, you'll aLso enjoy other

benefits from the American Express' Student Privileges' Program.

Such as up to 30 minutes** of MCI long distance calling every month

for an entire year—absolutely free And that's just one example of

how the Card can help you save.

For just 155 a year, the Card gives you all these savings. And
it's easy to apply Just call us (have your bank address and account

number on narid) What's more, with our special student offer, it's

easier to get the Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.

So get the Card. And get ready to cover new terri

torv on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

it* nut

Atemhership Has Its Privileges*

MinrK-ap>>tis M Piul si l.i>uis<n<l NrwOrlcinsim.msidrrrduiirsMsiofihr MnMswp(>i Rivrr

A I rcdii (il up ID !< "^l liir cjIIh will appear on each (ulling sialrmeni Un 12 nxHilhs afirr mrfill

mrni D'^iisequalioihrcharonfucadamrUH V) minuir mijhi wrckmd MCI Card Ccxnpaii

biliiy (all and appfopfiair surchargrs Viwi musi rnroll (of ihi« wrvcr by OvTmhri 51 1991

MCI
CALL 1-800-942-AMEX

.

Ify-ou're already a Cardmember there's no need to call Information ahfjut your certificates will be arriving .wxui

TRAVEL
REl/JED
SERVICES Continental

lompJne iffini and condicions of ihu iriwl altt will iffiw wiih your cfrtilc«i« Cooiinfnul AlrtiiiM akmr is mpoosiblt fof fullllm«« o( ihis ofei Ammcin Express assumes no Ujbiliiy for Coniinnual Airiiiw' perfoniuiKe WI American Eipcess Travel Rrlaied Sernca Coopanyi loc.
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Third World Affairs

The wave of the future: beyond the New World Order
The age of ideology is over. The days in which the

competing universalist moral ideologies ofcommunism and
capitalism engaged in a teleological crusade for the soul of

mankind are gone. With the long-overdue demise of moral
ideology, what then are the forces that are likely to effect

relationships between societies, cultures, peoples, and na-

tions?

We are left with the drives of nationalism, racism,

religion, and greed. Nationalism remains a potent force,

although it may be undergoing various kinds of
reconfiguration in both the developingand developed worlds.
You all know plenty about the racism that drives aggression
and subjugation. Especially in the South, religion and the
awesome power of faith remain one of the most potent
inspirations. Finally, greed, of the kind that drives the re-

invigorated lust for plunder, may be the single most pow-
erful driving force, especially in the industrial North.

Currently, the globe is run by a co-operative Northern
alliance under the strict leadership of the United States, in

a system that has been descril>ed as "functionally pragmatic
transnationalism." In other words, the states of the North
have been willing to see many of their pressing concerns in

the context of a broad alliance, and have placed themselves
under US. leadership. Yet. the factors of nationalism and.
more importantly , greed, put the future ofthis asymmetrical
relationship in doubt. Are the Germans and Japanese free

of ambition? Are you kidding?
The continued domination ofthe US. is most undermined

by the total inability ofthis country tocompete economically
with German-led EEC and Japan After all. the game
ultimately is a bid for the loot pillaged from the rest ofthe
globe. The cliche is that politics is about "who gets what,
how. etc' but it's still quite right. The U.S. economy fails at

every level, and shows no signs ofthe requisite restructuring.

It is simply outclassed.

The relentless drive towards an integrated global economy
has resulted m a shift in power and the emergence of a

multipolar economic order. The new reality is most loudly

announced by the collapse ofthe BrettonWoods system of

unilaterally-imposed "multilateralism" and its centerpiece,

GATT. The world is witnessing the relentless drive towards
"quasi-trading blocks.' each dominated by one ofthe three

economic superpowers, between which trade will be man-
aged. The days ofthe non-competitive niche are gone, and
the North is likely to experience a set of ruthless trade wars
as all move to gain the largest possible share of important
emergent markets like microelectronics, biotechnology, and
the new materials industry. The U.S. in not well placed.

Multilateralism being dead, has the first great bilateral

alliance already been made between the EEC and Japan? Is

the U.S. in danger of being frozen out? Are the British the

only Europeans left who see the U.S. as a more strategically

valuable ally? There is no doubt that the most senior U.S.

policy makers are wondering.
Essentially, the United States has two choices. The first

would be to bite the bullet and endure the excruciating pain

of total societal restructuring to re-invigorate competitive-

ness. This option would be very unpopular, risky in many
ways, and may well be seen as impossible. Hence it is very

unlikely. Instead, it will probably seek to control the alli-

ance by emphasizing the role of military power projection

over that of economic competition.

Hussein Ibish

The U.S. will seek to play the role of the "heavy" in the

TTurd World and the referee in the North. By extending and
utilizing its relative monopoly on military power projection

capacity, it will attempt to control the access to, and dis-

tribution of. the raw materials ofthe South. In this way it

sets itself up as the guarantor of "stability" and the grand

arbiter. In this context, note the distinct lack ofenthusiasm
for the Gulf War in Bonn and Tokyo. They understand the

implications.

To maintain this monopoly, the U.S. will have to restrain

the development of any independent, ambitious military

development of Japan, and simply insist that they pay for

U.S. adventurism. In Europe, the U.S. must seek to keep
defense structures centered around an American dominated
NATO, and preclude or supercede any independent power,

such as the proptised Franco-German armed force. Ofcourse,
the focus ofNATO will have to turn away from Europe, and
towards the South. Among other Anglo-American moves in

that direction, the GulfWar can be readily seen as a NATO
war.

The U.S. will also have to carefully manage the emas-
culation ofthe USSR and its sucsessors, and make sure that

no uncontrollable variables arise from its ashes. It will also

have to ensure the Northern monopoly on deterrence by
prohibiting the spread of nuclear weapons and missile

technology.

In sum, what we are most likely to see is a United States

which increasingly relies on military might, with an in-

creasing propensity to intervene, and struggling to aviod

increasing marginalization. "Stability" ofthe system becomes
the obses-sive and monomaniacal concern ofan economically

declining superpower.

For the Third World, of course, all this signals the
dawning of an era of the darkest tyranny. Those regions

with loot left to plunder can expect an immediate process of
re-colonization. The rest will be marginalized in an unprec-
edented manner. Can we see the globe as a kind ofplanetary
metropolis with rich suburbs, productive areas of exploita-

tion, and increasingly violent slums?
In any case, control of the Middle East, with its vast

energy resources and strategic maritime "chokepoints", has
clearly become the lynchpin of U.S. pre-eminence. Hence
the need to destroy Iraq, to colonize the peninsula, to crush
the Palestinians, etc. The same pattern of control applies

less dramatically in other resource rich areas as the U.S.

seeks to blackmail its friends.

But the emergence of the rivals will happen, sooner or

later. If it is managed well, the emerging trade zones will

become "spheres of influence" and "zones of stability" in a

U.S. dominated system. Ifbadly managed, they will become
colonies ofthe newly competing ri val empires ofthedeveloped
world.

Either way, the results for the Third World will be more
of the same: exploitation, plundering of resources, debt

pillage, intervention, and the net transfer of wealth from
South to North. The rule is: the rich beat the poor, and the

poor pay the rich.

But the slums may not be quiet for long. The South fairly

seethes with rage at the oppression it experiences. Ifideology

is dead in the North, what makes anyone think that the new
spirit of "realism" and ruthlessness won't have a Southern
dimension? Here the driving factors are likely to be na-

tionalism and religion.

Many parts ofthe Third World are ready to explode, and the

recent changes may well light the fuse. We are likely to

witness new forms of resistance and rebellion, non-ideo-

logical, fantastically sophisticated, and utterly ruthless. As
ruthless as the North.

The technology behind the New World Order indicates

that it contains within itselfthe seeds of itsown destruction.

As sophisticated technology spreads, it will link with the

new spirit of resistance and lead to the potential for un-

dreamed ofchaos. Ideology is dead. It may well be replaced

by proportional response, something the North has not

experienced in this century. It is probable that no

one can really imagine the ferocity and determination of

proportionate response in a world like ours. But the end of

the age of ideology ushers in the era of competition and
conflict at a revolutionary level of bitterness and violence.

Hussein Ibish is a Collegian staffmember. The opinions

in this article are not necessarily those ofthe Collegian.

India in the 1990s: *a powder keg waiting to explode'
By MADANMOHAN RAO
Collegian StafT

The past several months have witnessed

dramatic and far-reaching developments in

the I ndian subcontinent— the assassination

of former Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi, the

collapse ofa coalition government, the worst

economic crisis since India's independence
from the British in 1947, an unprecedented
opening up of India's tightly-controlled

markets to the West, and an alarming rise

in tensions along lines ofcaste and religion.

Members of the Indian community on
this and other campuses had a wide variety

of opinions, analyses, and predictions.

Ahmed Ali Nawaz from Calcutta, a sec-

ond-year computer science student at

Hampshire College, said that the rise of

religious extremism and anti-Muslim sen-

timent was a very unfortunate situation. "It

is deplorable that religion is being used by
politicians as an instrument to fulfil their

own agendas," he said. "This is also fueling

secessionist movements in states like

Kashmir, which will threaten the Indian

union."

Echoing some of these concerns, R.

Aparna from Bangalore, studying econom-

\cs at MIT, said, "Slogans like "Muslims
belong either in Pakistan or in thegraveyard'

endanger the very principles of secularism

on which this country was founded." She
said that the stage is being set so that only

those parties which are ideology-based will

survive — whether those ideologies are

credible or not.

N. Venkateswaran from Vellore, study-

ing astronomy at the University of Hawaii,

said, "A major socio-economic development

in the past few decades has been the growth

of a huge urban consumer class. This was
brought about by a large industrial infra-

structure, agricultural self-sufficiency,

growing literacy, and open access to infor-

mation about the outside world."

The boom in the Middle East and the

prosperity of other Asian countries like

Singapore, Taiwan, and Korea also caught

people's eye, he said. "Now the average

Indian wants something more than the

previously closely-managed economy al-

lowed, and this led to the drive for liberal-

ization," Venkateswaran said.

Athena Kashyap from Bombay, studying

history and political philosophy at Mt.

Holyoke College, deplored the increasing

"bourgeoisation" among urban middle

AP photo

PAINFUL MEMORY - Le Ngoc Thuy forgives the Americans for

destroying his home and killing his family in 1972.

classes. "This 'washing-machine syndrome,'
with its clamor for goods like microwave
ovens, is out of place in the Indian context,"

she said, "since most of India's pcjpulation

lives in the villages and has negligible use

for such commodities."

S. Harpreet from New Delhi, a computer

science graduate student at UMass, added
that two major factors leading up to the

current economic crunch were import lib-

eralization during the Rajiv Gandhi era,

and the GulfWar which caused thinning of

foreign exchange reserves. "The extreme

desire to enter the world market might

prove disastrous in the long run," Harpreet

said.

The opening of the Indian economy to

multinational companies in the area of

consumer production may lead to a crisis

sooner than expected, he said. "For instance,

you have companies like Kellogg converting

a common man's source of nourishment,

maize, into flakes and selling it at ten times

the price."

Elaborating on this issue, Uma Surkund
from Delhi, an economics senior at Mt.

Holyoke College, said that Pepsi, which owns
a potato chip industry in the state ofPunjab,

has bought fields where instead of wheat, a

special kind of potato for chips is. now being

grown. "In this manner, whether we like it

or not, our increasing dependence on the

West is going to have far-reaching conse-

quences on our own society," she said.

An important player in this .scenario is

the International Monetary Fund (IMF), to

which India is turning for loans to help

overcome its current external debt of 80
billion dollars, up from 20 billion in 1980.

A. Arora from New Delhi, teaching eco-

nomics at Carnegie-Mellon University, said

that one ofthe problems with turning to the

IMF is its strong ideological tilt towards free

trade, which is not always a good thing from

India's point of view.

S. Sunder from Madras, studying com-

puter engineering at the University of Illi-

nois, said, "What we need is a middle gfround

between government control and complete

laissez-faire. We must remember that the

IMF is not a charitable organization, but

has a responsibility to do whatever it takes

to enable recovery of money lent to other

countries."

Addressing India's international role,

Sunder said that India's foreign policy will

have to become increasinglyiisolationist and
opportunistic. "We have taken progressive

stances in the past and developed a leftist

image, but now it looks as if we have to lose

some of our dignity and self-respect, and do

everything we can to woo the U.S. and
Japan. The way we stand, beggars can't be
choosers," Sunder said.

Yatin Marathe from Bombay, a polymer
science researcher at UMass who just re-

turned from a visit to India, said, "Indians

abroad will find it hard to visualize just how
rapidly things are changing in India, even
from week to week."

The currency is being devalued as per

IMF regulations, and food prices and
transportation costs are spiralling upward
in an alarming manner, he said. "Meanwhile,

the middle clas.ses in cities lap up MTV
programs, CNN, and American football and
baseball, which are recent arrivals on the

Indian TV scene," he said. He condemned
this "unabashed admiration for Western
media." Non-resident Indians (NRIs) are

also exacerbating this situation by using
their now-powerful dollars to buy real estate,

he said.

"I am alarmed by the lack ofdeep analysis

ofboth local and global issues, on the part of

Indian intellectuals," Marathe said. "While
the collapse ofthe Soviet Union has spelled

disaster for the people of Iraq during the

genocide, it has also adversely affected

India's trade and military ties with the
Soviets — yet, most intellectuals look up to

Gorbachev as some kind of hero."

The United States is likely to demand
inspection and re.striction of India's nuclear
and missile programs, Marathe said.

Assessing the future, Marathe said, "We
are now watching a once-proud Third World
giantsellingitselfout willingly, and reducing
itselfto a state ofvassalage. There is nothing
but deprivation, chaos, and strife ahead.
India is a gunpowder keg, just waiting to

explode."
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Quote of the Day
"Anyfool with a dick can make a baby,

but it takes a man to be thefather ofhis

children.

"

—Furious Styles to his son Tre

in Boyz N the Hood
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Menu
LUNCH
Pizza

Deli Ham on Rye

BASICS LUNCH
Pizza

Bean Burgers

DINNER
Baked Chicken

Quarter Pound Burgers

BASICS DINNER
Baked Chicken

Greek Style Skillet

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIESlMarch 2l-.\pnl 1<»I: Spend

pan of uiiia> developing kMigienn plans.

Do not involve somcotte in the decision-

making prixc« ju« because he is paying

you for acenain service Seek advice from

experts only

TAURUS<Apnl :!0-May 20): Travel

could complicate your efforts to get things

done today Rely on others to follow your

instructions Take tests and welcome

challenges. Being on time to an

appointment could make you a winner.

GEMINKMay :i-June 20): Be as

flexible as possible when planning your

work schedule for today. Look for

opportunities to advaDce a pet cause and

increase business. Romance takes a

temporary back.seat to your career

CANCERlJune 21 -July 22): A good

day for making an inventory, disposing of

clutter and getting your home ready for

colder weather Rnjoy a platonic

relationship without trying to change it.

Pay special attention to small details

LEOtJuly 23- Aug. 22): Respect and

courage are the code words that will bring

success today . Stand up for your principles

and you will emerge the big winner now

Keep spending lo a minimum this week.

An inspiring voice should be heeded.

VIRGO(Aug. 2.^-Scpt. 22): Refuse

to be kept in the dark about Tinancial

matters Know what is going on and w hat

people are talking about. Higher-ups ask

probing questions. Have the answers at

your fingertips.

LIBRAiSept 2.^ Oct 22) A good

day for spontaneous invitations. hcM1-lo-

heart conversations and short business

tnps Although your evening may be

demanding, you feel proud lo be a pan of

things!

SCORPlOtOct 23-Nov 21):

Opportunity knocks very loudly today.

The resources you have mustered recently

will come in handy. Do not join others in

nuki ng unnecessary cnocisms. Emphasize

the need for teamwork.

SACITTARIUStNov 22-Dec. 21):

Push niuncial. domestic and budgetary

matters. A child's disposiuon may cause

some concern. Setagoodexamplel Getting

married now may have iLs drawbacks.

Plunge into a creative hobby tonight.

CAPRICORN! Dec 22-Jan 19): The

day generates strong convictions and a

rather conservative altitude. Do not allow

prejudice to influence public policy.

ToleraiKe breeds harmony . A fnend shares

wonderful news

AQUARIUS(Jan 20-Feb. I«):

Someone could urge you to spend money

unwisely. Make your own decisions.

Purcha.se what you need before buying

what you want. Avoid people who try to

nag or flatter you into doing their bidding.

PISCES(Feb 19-March 20):

Prudence and teamwork are essential lo

business success. Be more adaptable lo

changing circumstances Temptation is

strong during the evening hours.

Remember your promises to a loved one.

Today's Staff
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Copy Editor David Massey

PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds
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Joanne Quimby
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Case continued against Red Wing player
BOSTON (AF) — A Boston Municipal

Court judge has continued the case of a

Boston Bruins fan charged with attacking

Detroit Red Wings Captain Steve Yzerman
earher this month.
A court spokesman said Tuesday that

Judge WilUam J. Tiemey continued Paul

Colletti's case until Dec. 16. when it will be

scheduled for a trial.

Colletti, 20. of Braintree, was charged
with assault and battery and being a disor-

derly person following a scuffle at a Nov. 2 game.
Colletti initially said Yzerman hit him in

the right eye with the butt end of his hockey
stick as he left the ice at Boston Garden.

l.,ater. Colletti admitted that the story

was untrue, saying he lied to explain his

own black eye. He said he still didn't know
how he rectMved that injury.

He also said he regretting blaming
Yzerman. adding: "1 think he's a fantastic

hockey player.

Yzerman maintained he never struck

Colletti, even after the Braintree sanitation

worker allegedly punched him. Detroit coach
Bryan Murray said a videotape also sup-

pt)rts Yzerman's account.

Colletti, who spent the night in the
CJovernment Center police station, is free on
$25 bail. The court spokesman said no attor-

ney has yet entered an appearance on
Colletti's behalf

I used to be technologically delit ient. and had no
practical skills other than Nintendo. Fhen 1 went to

work at the Collegian. Now I can pump up my resume
with all kinds of neat things.

Thank yon Mussachuseits DuUy ColU'i'iim
.

"
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Cane to oiir offict* or ffvc iis a atll.

It'll gfve yoii a w;unn squishy.
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* Drink Spedaf
Malibij Wave

$1.50

Wednesday Night is GUEST BARTENDER NIGHT
At Mike's

Free T-shirts & Prizes!

This week's guest bartender is: Julie Hemeon
PRIZES:

• $25.00 Gift Certificate to Mike s • MikesOriginal T Shirt

• 2-Week membership to THE GYM • Large Cheese Pizza from Pinocchio's

Your Picture will be Enshrined on the Walls of MIKE'S WTSTMEW

LONDON
ROLiNO IRIPIROM

350

Drawing is Wednesday Night.

Must be present to win but put your name in at any time!

* Drink Special
*

Mikes Pink s

$1.50

Always something

for everyone!

* Drink Special
*

Busch

$4.50 Pitcher

From NfW YORK

round trips djiting M

tONDON $350

LENINGRAD $610

CARACAS $410

GUATEMALA C. $390

BANGKOK $939

LOS ANGELES-

AUCKLAND $699

li%ei and surcharges not included.

Fares stAfeci to change.

Council Travel
79 So. Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002
(413)256-1261

WINTKRSKSSION 1992
Jaiuiai N 2-2:^

IT'S
TI-I-I-ME!

Register NOW for Wviter Session courses arn)

workshops Over 100 credit courses

and nearty 80 noiKredrt workshops.

By mail until December 1

1

(U S mail only, don i use campus mail]

By FAX until December 1

1

In ptrson November 25 through January 6

Division of Continuing Education. 615 Goodell Building

3 credits in just 3 short weeks!

What a deal!

DIVISION OF
COXriM I\(; KDICATIOX

ATTENTION STUDENTS!

IT'S 3:38 PM.

DO YOU KNOW
YOUR ACCESS PERIOD??

UNDERGRADUATES: IF YOU DONT KNOW YOUR
PIN OR YOUR ACCESS PERIOD, CHECK WITH
YOUR ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT.

If you don't know how
to get there from here...

Call the:

Information Data Bank
545-1555

The goal of IDB is to make a sometimes
seemingly complex institution easier to

comprehend and negotiate.

HOURS: 8:30a.m.-6:00p.m.

IDB is a service of the Dean of Students Office

and is located in the second floor lobby of Whitmore.

Yankee Conference statistics

Y.C. Pts. Opp. Overall Pts. Opp. Streak Rushing G Aft. Yds. Avg. TD Long Yds./gnn. 1

Delaware 7-1 273 153 10-1 358 199 W6 Bledsoe, UMass 10 239 1,437 6.0 10 65 143.7

Villanova 7-1 308 102 9-1 383 123 W4 Bourassa, UNH 10 211 1,090 5.2 14 97 109.0

UNH 6-1 232 151 8-2 321 217 Wl Hlllman. BU 11 213 1,057 5.0 6 52 96.1

UMass 3-4 123 116 4-6 177 173 LI

Boston U 3-v5 177 209 4-7 232 292 W2
URI 2-5 135 239 5-5 246 320 LI

Passing G Comp-Att. Pet. Yds. Int -TD Eff. Yds./gm.

UConn 2-6 154 230 3-7 231 320 L2 Colomtx). VU 10 193-306 .631 2,367 13-19 140,00 236.7

Maine 2-6 130 244 3-8 210 333 Wl Norton. BU 6 114-191 .597 1,402 8-n 132.00 233.7

Richmond 2-6 134 216 2-8 203 301 L4 Benton. UConn 9 196-338 ,579 2,460 13-17 128.05 273.3

Now hiring for next semester

Asst. Circulation Manager

Sophmore or Junior interested in

Business Management

Should have mornings free until 11:15

Apply in person at THE COLLEGIAN
Room 1 1 3 Campus Center

or call 545-3500 for details

THE COLLEGIAN is an equal opportunity employer.

D.R Douqk
dElivERs caIzones

caU 296 1616
Now Open at 1 1:30 A.M.

$1ooOFF
!!$1«POFF

ANy 2 caIzones II ANy 2 caIzones
II

IIExpires 1/25/92 H Expires 1 /25/92 l

Delivery Only II Delivery Only I

One coupon per 2 caIzones. 1
1 One coupon per 2 caIzones. i

I II I

Classifieds
Vm:T()THFCOlJJTdANOFFICFJI.WAMPUSCFmF.R'THURSnAYH30-.Ul)FRIDAYH:30-2:^0*D^^^

ACnvmes

EunoPCAikjjL CLua
Thanks tor oon»ng on SMunMir
MvhadaWMi
Hop* 10 tM you araund

Omn. turn. DMno*. Jon. KiwMi. Tom.

and Company

PIANO-191* fMERSON UPmCHT
m ganoiaBr awal^nl coraMon
WoconMyappwaiMdatSnoo
323-77M

UMASB RACOUrrBALL
Toani maattng

tongm)
700 CC rm805

Now mombafs miolcomo

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Alpha OattaPM
wantt YOu< h«tp suppcling

The Unrtod Way
Bnng donations to

S W dimng commons Wod-Fn this «w«k

COLLEGE PIZZA

FAU.I
Smal chaoaa $3 SO

La>g« chaos* $6 00

Add SI tor 1or2 toppir^s

Frao soda w/ larga sut>. salad, or spaghetti

549^6096 549^073
Must fnoMion this ad

BfTERTAMMENT

nACK-A4NSCISi 75 OOOJs. VJs.KaraoM

tor houMf Formal pcvt«S. Call 586-9900

FOR RENT

AMHERST. T¥»o bedroom condominiums

lor as low as $550 per month Convenient

month to- month rental agreement Partung

available lor two vehiclas On bus route,

ctose to mall, center ol town and UMass. Call

253^3834

ROOM IN APARTMENT. Amherst center.

North Pleasant SM or 2 people Take over

lease in January Non-smokerCall 256-8916

Leave message

Townhouaa 2 Bodrooni 1 1 /2bath BusRoute

N Amherst 1-567-1352

Sa««y DMuiMn modal 0-2 Eioall cond ttO
ch»ap'CalJoh«i6-167l

RoundMp pianot«M( iroffl Harttotd 10Or
lando^Sarasota FL Oopans Doc K R»-

tums Doc 26 m$250 00 584 6569

ROUND IMP TICKET to Pans FrancoSKM
or b*s> oftor Loav* NYC 12/27/91 ralum 1;

21'92 Must sail 546 3743 Leave mossag*

StCK OF COMPUTER LAB HOURS
High quaMy oompulon
Starting at $299
546 0390

SNOWBOARD BURTON CRAIG KELLV

Stus K2 TRC *>c cond

Ca« Chad 6-4290

TMNKING ABOUT ENGAOOMEMT?
Buy rrty $624 45 credit at Giltoncapa De-

sign tor SS49'

Paul 617-566-4802

POUND

AM)K0PhwddMi«toraktacii2aMn-
putor In tho Campus Center on thacouchby

tha into disk Call Rachel 6-2459

FREE PE TICKETS

DANCE PARTY THURSDAY NIGHT.

Foatunng PE ticket giveaways and hun-

dreds of door pn2*S

8- 1 2 30 Greenough Snack Bar $1 .00

Sponsored by Central Aroa Govf

and Sony Records

" MTCRNSHIP OEAOUNC **

IMS FR»AY, NOVEMBER 22 is Iho IM
dqr 10 ippty tor a spnng mamahip « ma
Lagal Sorwcoa Camar' Oai hands-on lagai

OKpenonos working (troctly «**< ctonis and

aaomoys Training prowidod Contact Legal

Sarvicos today' 545-199S 922 Campus
Cantor

M8TRUCT10N

HAPPY 21ST BNITHOAY JANA BRAOY
iPORt a tormor HL noormMo

from Colorado

I msa you guys
havo *n a>tra dnnk tor i

Lovo. Oona

OARY- nw Wua tor ym.

SMOKEY
AMu Alkj

Lovo Always

ttuimt 8M»

HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

1982 SAAB 900S Good shape

1 1 5K miles and plenty left $2000.

Call Dan evenings 256- 1M1

Baby Grand Piano. Excellent condition Call

Mary at 253-9408

COMPUTER WITH MODEM PRINTER
and table $300 Call Chfl 549-1762

CANNONDALEGOODSHAPE mile counter

Suntour components 12 speed Akjminum

$200 or BO

GUNS N ROSES tickets Centrum. Dae 5

and 6 Groat seats 546-0635 _
IBM286COMPUTER: 10MMZ.640K.20MB

hard dnve, 574t3 1/2 dnves, EG4, NEC
Multisync2 cotor monitor Hayes 1200 mo-

dem, mouse $1000 413-564-6891

HEW ACOUSTIC 10OW spoafcors; $130

Vary Low Price, Paid lots. 549-6864

Dont got a |ob - 0*1 butinossi

T ASP International offers highly moflvated

students practical expenence and earnings

averaging $4.000-$7.000 lor the summar.

Please can 1 800-922-5579

JOBS: Clean Water Action's environmental

campaign staff Evenings $7/hr Call 584-

9830 On buslines.

KETTLE WORKERS: Part tima. earn extra

Chnsimas cash and help others at same

time $4 50/thr Nov 22-Dec 24 Call 586-

5243 Ask lor Mananne^

RAISE $500..J(1000.-$1SOO

Foolproof Fundraisjng

For your Iratemity, soronty, teams or other

campus organization Absolutely no invest-

ment involved' Act now for the chance to win

a Canbtwan cruise and labutous pnzes! Call

1-800 950 8472. ext 50

Which biker land* ma his motorhike for the

road tesf I'm willing to pay for it Juergen,

256-6934

EARN CREDIT Scuba Oiwng

La«n to dvo. 009-Baaic Scuba

Kay Largo trip. G-10-Sport Scuba

Naw England advanced. 01 1- adiranead

A« oouraas iaiad under Qanaral Phys«al

Educabon For torthor Mtormaaon com* by

Curty Hcks pool Mon-TlKjr 7pm-10pm or

Cal 545-2338

LOST

BLACK B PURPLE laclM (Hunlar's Run)

9 Brandywin* apt M8 Fn night Special

personal gift, flowaid For any into 549-

6262. 549-1411

LOST: My Viatonl Sikior-flmniad glasaas

and Norton Anth. Vol.2 Cat J*« S4B-10e2

LOST
Pink IndMn WaM At Twisters 11/14

GREAT sentimental vakj* Not to mention

my wtNile He was in it'

PLEASE return. Noquastionsasked Mchele

546 5402

MEIfSMED.BROWN leathercoal in Boyden

on thurs nigM botwo*n 800 and 900 on

Nov 1 4 Conlainad waM and 3 ditterent car

keys: Leather coat was a gitt from my
grandma before she passed away

Hug* Reward: It tound piaaaa can Mai at

253-3368

SmaM Mack and white male cat Lost 1 0/31

Amherst/I'elham area Reward 253-5082

with any into

SMALL BLACK BAG with makeup Ptoase

cal 586-8525

u»

TO THE SSTERS ol Data Zan
We tov* you guys

Love the pledges

TREE
I wouk) never trade you- not evon tor ai the

gum in th* world Thanks lor •vorytTKng

sweetie poo-poo I to»* you

Jobn B.

Smart, friendly, ton.

coin hockey, laughs

You're great

McOry

NEYYOU
WhaUup?Good
Stop messing up thoae stock phrases'

Hop* your having a hip and gnoovy birthday

Get wicked awesome super psyched tor

tonight'

I tove you

A Woman

TOTHE HOT BLONDE from 2nd ftoor Baker

wtx> wears the same sweater and

every single day

You can do our dirty laundry anytime

Happy Birthday Kathy'

Love Dave and Mart*

ILEANA
Muchas telodades

En tu segunda decada

Te quiere. Yamile

To J-lal Ttib

Ti«s « m cod* For thoae «i your abode /

Who nvgM know what I mean. / And I OONT
«w« a soane. / But I must say somekng to

you. a toad // To a mermaid you orw* saKi

/ tWhria you war* lying m bod. / Things from

the heart / (This was in-bMween) / WNie a

book about tojils was mml n Then came a

bad trne when she needed a fnend. ' Upon

wtwffl she couU depend Then the Tnb. he

grew out ol h<s cnb And he tned. altar a

ligl*. With all of his might To give her what

sh*n**dodinlh**nd //Butlh*Tnb.h*wa*

going back to th* crib. / And p*opl* lacking

begonias w*f*nT wanted ' irs simpwr. said

ha. to anioy and be free / But H*. alas. IS not

so slaaiy / Because freedom nneans (kJty

undauniad // Bui if a bad wn* com** atong

/ And you n**dsomaon* tob* strong ./ Think

olth* wmwMd yid r*m»mb*r ( with car*) /

Thai things should b* shared. / You shouU

not complain 10 be sparad / B«caus* p*opto

who c»e should not count th* iimos they

war*th*re cThemormaidwiltbetost./Thst

» your cost / For not speaking your mind / To

a Mend al th* tim* / Whan things coukj hav*

b**n m*ndBd ' While you're chasing the

your^. / Like db. having ton . / The entwining

in r^ure has laded. / Oh y*s. she is ladad.

/ Arto very soon she wiR crumple, stung

A-kne

PS SheTs The Missing Piece and The »Ass-

ingPt*c» Meets the Big O
•ANDREA GOLDMAN*

Aasume ttie postion -- rm sertous!

Assume It"

-KnstM)

Naako room In Southwest lemaie caiEmi^

6-1912 Vaggws. out of staters SVP

SERVKES

ORDER AVON!
546^1999

Can tor brochure.

PREONANT?
Need a pregnancy test. intormaHon or

support? Can tor fre« and confidaiMiai

swvic*s ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam
Slr*«l. Northampton 586^3000 or

Gr**nfi*k) 774-6010

FREE prognancy Mating: confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No
Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

SKiTUNMG
Hot wax $5
PTex wax $10

2 pair toll $15

Cal Rob 6-0171

aUBUTT

1 FEMALE NEEDED to sublet large fur-

nish*d room m 4 b*droom Townhouse tor

next sememster on bus route 256-0333

WBfTERSESSION- Furnished roomm house

onMainSi 1 mm to bars bus outside door

Only $250 256*456

TRAVEL

RIDE WANTED

MUSK:tANS

MUSCIANS
Borderland seeks capable drummer for gig-

ging band playing funky bluesy ohginal ma-

tenal Must love the blues No hackers or

metalheads please 549-5543 Chns Dave or

Jason

PERSONALS

HOUSE FOR RENT

44drm House in Sundertand on busline

Quiet St. Call Bill WikJ 516-626-2900

INEEDTKKETS

I NEED TKKETSin
Will pay $ lor

Midnighl Madness tickets

Either student or reserved tickets

Please call ASAP
549-4438 -Ask tor Krtsten

beardless ANIMAL CITY man
(Fnday 6pm-ish|

Doni fish with black eyes scare you too?

Id like to meet you - Respond here

-The »w)man with 32 pennies under 2 Bsh

MKES.
You're a great little

and an awesome fnend

Love ya tots

Toni

JJ.. PAM, JEAN, Skye. Manssa, Heather.

Amy and Michele You're awesome - Times

Ten

HAPPY BIRTHDAY LIZt 21!

Your the best' I hope you had ton!

Love. Suzanne

JANA HAPPY 21ST!II

Have fun uptown!"

Have a great senior show"
Thanks for being a great roomntate and

fnendMi

Lov* Vatoria

UZ SWEENY
Happy 21 St Birthday'

I hope that

you 4 your man
had a great time!

Lov Rob

Congratulatlonat

Egui. Rey Carlos, and Jose

New brothers ol Iota Phi Th«la

Michelle
~

AJiwon

Happy 22nd
Sorry we are late

We left it up to Meg
Love

The Foxy Ladies of 502

GREAT POT SMOKERS IN HISTORY
George Wasington

Thomas Jefferson

Judge Ginsburg

Mark Yalker

Happy 20th Birthday

Bakedfully Yours

Sioner Jay Stoner Mike Stoner MHsu

RM)EWANTED TO UVM BurtinglonVT araa

1 1 -8. 1 1 -9. win share expenses! Can 6- 11 53

nOE NEEDED
to NYC
Ttwnksgiving day weekend

Share expenses 546-0877

RIDE WANTED TO Rochester or Syracuse

lor Thanksgiving break tor two females Both

wilkng to pay tor expenses. Call Tracy 546-

0043

Student naads rlda from QreanAald MA to

UMass M-F 773-7705 Bilke-Jo

THANKSGIVING BREAK Ride needed to

upstate New YofV Rochester, Butfato. or

Olean New Yort( I just need to get home

Call Jenny 253-3608 Leave a message

ROOMMATE WANTED

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVMGt
Dive coral reefs' Dec 28-Jan 3 $395 Key

Largo Fla' 1 -800-282-0977

SPRING BREAK '92- You ve only got one

week to live Dont bk)w it" Bahamas. Ja-

maca. Cancun Marganta Island from $399'

1-800-426-7710

TYPING/WORD PHOCESSBIG

1 lemel*/ nonsmkng tor Brandywine Jani -

June Call anytime, 549 4828

1 FEMALE WANTED for half ol large double

room in Puffton Village, Amherst Very ctose

to campus, tHJSes every 10 minutes, clean

First Puftton entrance, first set of apart-

ments' Available January 1 $160 month,

including heal, cheap' Call 549-7501

BRANDYWINE
Roommate needed to stiare 2 bedroom apt

with 3 females 1 BO-f 1 /4 utilities 1 -589- 1 549

FEMALE ROOMMATE
Wanted to share tolly tomished

Brandywine apt

Call 549-8715

LOOKING FOR ONE female to share apart

From Jan 1st to May 31st $114 75 inc heal

and hot water CaH 256-31 75 or 584-4453

DISSERTATIONS, THESES, CASES, Pa-

pers. On-campus Service. Mac/Laser Pnnter.

Spelfcheck, Quality. Inexpensive 584-7924.

Nancy

CHEAP FAST ACCURATE
Lisa5461615

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING w/spelfcheck

and boldface $1 50/pg_Call Greg 546-3198

PAPERSTYPED:$1 50/Typed page Quick.

accurate service Call Bnan^46-3563^

Word Procasaing - Reports, resumes, th*-

s*s, lasar printing Call Rosantary 259-1 786

WANTED

1 l*mal* tor a room in Puffton for spring

sememster Starts Jan or Feb Call Barb

546 4468

MOUNTAIN BIKE: 16.17,18-; SUNTOUR
OR SHIMANO COMPONENTS. IF INTER-

ESTED CALL E^ 546-5383

NON-SMOKING FEMALE needs some-

place 10 live in Amherst Northampton for

January break Call Charlene 546-6340

SUBLETS, ROOMS, HOUSING needed Dec

27. Jan 1 3, Contact SBMC 256-86 1 5 1 0AM-

4PM

WANTED: Female to take over lease

Townhouseapt On bushne,$161/mo. Avail,

Jan 1 549-8001 ASAP
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Women harriers finish

season on down note
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

On Saturday, the University of Massachusetts women's

croM country team closed out it's season in less than

dramatic fashion, finishing 20th at the ECAC
Championship's in Bethleham, PA

Although Coach Julie LaFreniere and the Minult'women

would have rather brought home a U)p 10 finish from

Lehigh, the lady harriers can instead bring home a season

full of memories in a year which will surely he one for the books.

The 1991 season definitely will be one LaFreniere re-

members, as it was the type that drive most coaches to

ulcers and hair pulling.

The troubles started early for the Minutewomen. pre-

season to be exact.

During pre-season training, returning team MVP Kelly

Liljeblad suffered what was feared to be • a^aon ending

arch iiyury. starting what would be a season long plague of

injuries for the Minutewomen.
The troubles continued for the Minutewomen. as in their

first meet with Boston College both Kim Liljeblad and

Maureen Meldrim fell xnctim to iryuries. although both

would rxm m the 18-45 loss to the Lady Eagles.

While Kim Liljeblad would continue to stay healthy and

running, the B.C meet would prove to be the last for

Meldnm. who the next week was shelved for the entire year

with mono.
Add ir\juries to Tracy Delutis. Becky Johnson. Cheryl

Lyons, and Tricia Mathiesen. and the season was shaping

up as one of disaster for the Minutewomen.

However, behind the determined running of senior

captain Michelle St. Laurent and the motivation of

l^Freniere. everything would soon fall inU) place for the

Minutewomen
October 1 1th marked the women's fourth meet of the

season, and also the return of Kelly Liljeblad to the

Minutewomen five and a second place team finish behind

twin Kim.
Liljeblad's return, along with the improved running of

twin sister Kim. and the return to form by Johnson, added

the much needed stability LaFreniere was locking for, as

the Minutewomen headed to Van Cortland Park. NY for the

Atlantic 10 Championships.

It was in the Bronx that day that the season ofhard work

and dedication reached it s apex for the Minutewomen

Behind the strong running of St. Laurent and the rest of

the team, the Minutewomen rode back to Amherst with the

team's firstever A- KUrown, and an Atlantic 10 Coach ofthe

Year award for LaFreneire

Altough the last meet may not show it. the UMass
women's cross country team's 1991 season was one full of

good memonea, and LaFreniere and the team have nothing

to hang their heads about.

And with the 1992 season loomingjust nine short months

ahead, the team should look ahead with Mifcr anticipation

to the season, one which should again prov» suocesfull for

IjiFreniere and her team

CoUeglBn photo by Jody Gabin

You can get tickets on Thursday to see Tony Barbee shoot the three against Keene State when

the Minutemen take them on in the Curry Hicks Cage, Monday.

SPORTS NOTICE

student tickets for th« Nov. 25 men's basketball game against Keene State will be available Thiurs.. Nov. 2L They

can brji^cked upbe^^ 7 a.m. and 3 p.m. in the lobby of Curry Hicks Cage. Students with a valid undergraduate

I.D. can obtain one ganeral admission ticket.

Scott fires

sports shots
Red Auerbach called and

suggested the cigar, 1

couldn't object. Red knows
what works.

"Everyone needs a

trademark, kid." Red said

-Sure, Red. Mind if I

borrow yours? 1 could light

up after each successful

column."

"Go ahead, kid. just

make sure they're the good

Cuban cigars."

No problem. Anyways,

time to sort through thejunk drawer ofsports tidbits

• It says here that whether Magic plays in the

1992 Olympics or not, the man deserves a gold medal.

Along with Larry Bird, the Magic man did more for

the sport of baskethall than anyone since Naibnuth

Period.
• UConn's women's soccer coach Len Tsantiris

ranks right up there with Don King as a candidate for

the -Ding Dong of the Year" trophy.

UConn beats UMasson a purely ctuncidenLal giial

and the guy says it was planned Right, and David

Duke's going to be inducted into the Motown Hall of

Fame At least UConn lost to Virginia this past

wt^ekend. Too bad Lenny.
• Hugh Millen and the Pats are almost done with

their soon to be published Ixnik. "101 Ways to Dnve
a New England Fan to Drink." My roommaU- is still

wandering around the house aimlessly saying, "How
could they lose that lexpletivej Rame?"

Problem is, he's been saying it four straight weeks.

It they could only get blown out legitimately

David Scott

• I was a season ticket holder when the NFL players

went on strike but I still went to the Scab Games.

They were fun and our seats were great. So why not

bring in scabs during the GEO strike"'

Some of the scabs could even stay on and become

professors ifthey teach a few good classes. Otherwise

I'd like a refund for the classes I'm missing.

• It's bad enough that the adminstartion cut

men's soccer, now World Cup USA 1994 says they

don't want to bring the games to an area that can't

support and promote soccer.

That could translate into millions ofdollars of lost

revenue that the World Cup would bring to the

Boston area, get the feeling that Wilhe Weld might be

making a few calls to Amherst?
• It's nice to see Notre Dame lose a few games, but

they still get a major bowl bid. Itll be a good way for

lx)u Holtz to end his college coaching career. I sup-

pose.
• My dog Bo was called to fill in for Damiani in

Saturday's fight against Holyfield. He decided it

wasn't in his best interest to dodge a rematch with

neighborhood bully Rock. Rock's people declined to

comment. Holyfield should consider himself lucky.

• Ofcourse we hated Vi nnie Johnson when he was
with Detroit, but there's a place for the Microwave in

the Garden.
• It's better to have the Celtics and Bruins hurt at

this time of year then during April and May.
• There was some really poor referreeing in the

NFL this past weekend and Dallas Coach Jimmy
Johnson was absolutely right in voicing his opinion.

Commissioner Paul Tagliabue knew he was right

too, Johnson received no fines, just a warning.
• My pool game is really getting much better. No,

that's a lie. My partner selection is improving. Friday

night I (we) went three for five with some super bank
shots.

• From the pictures. I had a tough time decipher-

ing the Lithuania women's team from the men's
team.

• Roger Clemens deserved the Cy Young, but his

acceptance from the golfcourse in Hawaii sort oftook

something away from the announcement.
• Dick Vitale won't be here for Friday's game, but

Dan Patrick and Clark "Special K" Kellogg will be on
hand. Dick's obviously waiting for the Minutemen to

get a few wins under their belt.

• I'd give the ball to Jerome Bledsoe every play on
Saturday just to ensure he gets the single-season

rushing record for UMass. I'd venture to guess Jim
Reid feels the same way. Bledsoe's the kind of player
you might not appreciate while you're watching him,
but down the road youll be happy to say you saw him
carry the ball.

David Scott is a Collegian sports columnist
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O'Brien concedes, prof strike averted

Colteclu pbotc by J«ali mty^aUa

The GEO'8 noon rally on the Student Union steps attracUTV coverage.

Unions rally around GEO
Professors^ sympathy strike called off
By JASON GEORGE
CoUepan StafiT

More than 300 members ofthe Graduate

Employees Organiration and other campus

unions rallied to show solidarity with

graduate employee's week-long strike yes-

terday on the Student Union Steps even

while several agreements were announced

between the administration, the GEO and

the Faculty union.

Massachusetts Society Professors Presi-

dent David Lenson told protesters he had

just made an agreement with Chancellor

Richard O'Brien to withdraw the threat of

firing graduate students and collecting tu-

ition and fee waivers.

In return, the MSP, which had voted

Tuesday night to hold a sympathy strike,

will continue to teach temorrow.

The MSP owes GEO a tremendous debt

ofgratitude for bringing us together," Lenson

said. "When you molnhze again, we'll be

right behind you."

Lenaon said the MSPs agreement with

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Only ten minutes before yesterday's 1

1

a.m. deadline set the by Massachusetts So-

ciety of Professors for Chancellor Richard

O'Brien to rescind his controversial letter or

face a one-day sympathy strike by faculty,

O'Brien called the president of the faculty

union and told him he would withdraw the

letter for now.

The letter threatens graduateemployees

with witholding wages, cancellation of tu-

ition and fee waivers and the ending of

employement contracts.

David Lenson, the president of the Mas-

sachusetts Society of Professors, the faculty

union, said yesterday Chancellor O Brien

told him that he is not "presently contem-

plating termination of employee contracts

nor the revocation of tuition and fee waiv-

ers."

At a press conference last night, after the

bi-weekly Graduate Employee Organiza-

tion membership meeting, Larry Mallory,

one of the faculty union vice-presidents,

said the union threatened O'Brien with a

sympathy strike "because we felt the letter

from O'Brien to graduate student employ-

ees was a pernicious and highly inflamma-

tory document.

"tO'Brien 1 took out the punitive nature of

the document," Mallory said. Attorneys for

the United Auto Workers, GEO's parent

union, have declared the letter illegal and a

civil rights violation.

Mallory said O'Brien now only asks

graduate employees to indicate on the form

if they are working or striking. Those who

return the form indicating they're not ful-

filling their contractual duties will receive a

paycheck tomorrow cut by 40 percent.

Still, Mallory said 70 faculty union mem-
bers will join graduate employees on the

picket line today in between teaching their

classes.

Mallory expressed his desire to end this

strike as soon as possible.

"It's really hurting the University," he

said. "We are a community of scholars —
that's not what's happening right now."

Jim Delle, a GEO member and a repre-

sentative from the University Labor Coun-

cil, which is made of up the five campus

unions, read a statement from the council

calling O'Brien's letter "a desperate attempt

by management . . . ultimately to break the

strike."

In other developments, both the admin-

istration andGEO officials mutually agreed

to bring in an outside mediator to facilitate

negotiations and try to end the week-long

strike.

Emily Isaacs, co-speaker of GEO, said

the strike will continue indefinitely until

their demands are met.

Roberta Gulick, a member of the Ameri-

can Arbitration Association, is expected to

arrive on campus today.

"We're very pleased with this choice,"

Isaacs said.

She said a mediator allows both sides to

make their issues clear to an outside, unbi-

ased arbitrator but warns, "It won't necea-

arily solve the conflict."

Graduate employees wearing"On strike"

placards provided by the United Auto

Workers rallied and chanted around m^or

buildings on the sixth day of the strike.

"The strike is still on," Isaacs said.

UMass receives federal gn
to fight illiteracy in Nepal
By CHRISTINE MAHONEY
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts at Amherst received a

$500,000 cooperative grant Oct. 1 to help combat adult

illiteracy in Nepal.

The grant was awarded by the U.S. Agency of Interna-

tional Development under the new Linkages Project.

The Linkages Project promotes ties between U.S. uni-

versities and third world universities to promote interna-

tionalization in the United SUtes and grassroote develop-

ment abroad.

"At present, 64 percent of Nepal's adult population

cannot read or write," said international education profes-

sor David Kinsey.

Agency of International Development. After a long process,

UMass and 13 other universities were cho.sen out ofthe 164

universities that applied to receive the grant.

"We hope to use the grant to promote health, literacy and

agriculture," said Kinsey.

Kinsey's two main goals for the project are to work

together with third world countries to help them in their

development needs, and to help promote internationalism

in American universities.

Kinsey and Joan Dixon, a doctoral candidate in the

School of Education, will be closely involved in the project

through the next five years. Kinsey and Dixon plan to travel

to Nepal either this December or January to initiate nego-

tiations at Tribhuvan University with the university ad-

ministration, Nepal's Ministry of Education and a number

o'le^th'^next five years, the Center for International of non-gove;nmental organizations and international

Education, part of UMass' School of Education, will work agencies.

with the Research Center for Educational Innovation and

Development, which is based at Tribhuvan University in

Nepal.

Last spring, Kinsey submitted a proposal to the U.S

The entire Southwest Residential

Area lostpower at 1:45 early this

morning, according to police.

Details in tommorrow's paper.

Inside:

Page 3:

The Undergraduate Student Senate tells

Housing Services where to get off with its

new fee.

Page 5:

That oh-so lovable Trystan Skeighpoints

out some awful truths about how

undergrads are treated on this campus.

This Weekend:
Oh just shut up and see this great band.

Here, have a banana.

I am looking,forward to going to Nepal and getting to

know the people there," said Dixon.

Out of the negotiations, Kinsey hopes to agree upon a

work plan with the people at Tribhuvan University.

"Working with Tribhuvan University, we hope to assist

them in applying their knowledge and skills to the improve-

ment of literacy programs in their country," she said.

No teacher or student exchanges are planned, but it may

be possible in the future if more funding becomes available

from other sources, said Kinsey. There are many agencies

interested in literacy in Nepal, which may be available for

funding. "We hope to find additional funding in Nepal, said

Kinsey.
. ,,. , „.

In addition to their work in Nepal, Kinsey and Dixon

hope to establish a network among the various UMass

departments for faculty and students interested in interna-

tional development.

Kinsey currently teaches a graduate course in literacy

and the third world. In the future, a similar course m the

Five College system may be offered to undergraduates.

A conference will be held on the role of basic education

and literacy in third world development in September 1992.

Three or four people from Nepal may be coming as partici-

pants, said Kinsey.

"For several years, we have been trying to have UMass

support literacy. We hope that this project will contribute in

a msyor way," said Kinsey.

Many grads
continue to
attend classes
By RIC OLIVEIRA
Collegian SUff

The sympathy strike that was to be staged by

professors today would have been the first time for

many graduate students to miss classes since the

Graduate Employee Organization strike began last

week.

At yesterday's noon rally, some GEO members

stated they continue to go to classes despite the

GEO's own strike actions.

Liliana Castenada Hidalgo, a communications

doctoral candidate, said she did see some hypocrisy

in continuing graduate classes.

"In a way I guess it is a hypocrisy our classes

haven't been cancelled but we hope that they will

be," she said.

Renee Heberle, a GEO spokesperson, explained

that GEO members are still attending class because

they are striking as workers, not students and added

that attending class was a personal decision.

"GEO voted as a body to withhold our labor as

grad employees," she said. "The faculty is not on

strike and as grad students we are taught by the

faculty.

"As far as going to classes, for undergraduates

and graduates that is a personal decision. We have

given people a list of options, including faculty. It is

not a hypocrisy."

Shakuntala Rao, a doctoral candidate m commu-

nications, also defended his decision to continue

attending class.

"It is not that we are engaging in hypocnsy, he

said. "We have no other choice; our choices are

limited."

Philosophy doctoral candidate andGEO member,

Mecke Nabel said the GEO recommends moving

graduate classes off-campus.

"From the beginning we have emphasized that

we are graduate employees and students," he said.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Forum
Thursday, November 21

Meeting— There will be a general nteeting of the LBGA
at 6 p.m. in the Campus Center. Check room schedule for

room number.
Film — "Sunday, BKx)dy Sunday" will be shown in CC

803 at 7 p.m. Sponsoredby the Ofllce of Concerns.

Group — LBGA Bisexual Group meeting will be from

7:15 p.m. - 8:45 p.m. in the LBGA Office in the Student

Uiiion.

Group — The LBGA's Men's Group will meet at 9 p.m.

Check schedual for information

Friday, November 22
Social — THe Umass LBGA Coffee Social will be from M

p m. - 6 p ni. in CC 903.

( \>ffWhintse— The LBG Coffeeehouse will be in Hampden
Theater finiin 8 p.m. - 1 1 p.m. Theater, Songs and Laughs.

Monday, November 25

Yjgil_ There will l>e a candlelight vigil for Harvey Milk

uii the Student Union steps at 7:30 p.m. Leaslea Newman
will speak.

Tuesday, November 26

Meeting— There will be a meeting of the LBWU at 7:30

p.m. - 9:30 p.m. Please check the schedule for room number

and location

Wednesday, November 27

Harvey Milk Memorial Day

Dog drool wakes boy from coma
By LARRY ROSENTHAL
Associated Press

NEW HAVEN. Conn. — An 1 1-year-old who suffered a

near-fatal head injury two weeks ago put two words together

for the first time since the accident thanks to his dog, Rusty.

"Bad Rusty," Donny Tomei said Tuesday as the frisky

chow-collie puppy leaped onto him while he sat in a recliner.

"l-his is really "a boy and his dog story," said I)r Charles

Duncan, a neurosurgt»on

Donny, who also ate his lirst food Ttiesday since the

accident, was hit by a car Nov. 4 and was in a coma for

several days. He hadn't reacted to anything until last

Thursday when Rusty licked his face and the boy smiled.

Although he still doesn't respond to all commands, "he

clearly is not in a coma now.** Duncan said.

IX»nny'8 condition began to improve markedly after his

family got permission to bring his beloved dog to the

hospital.

•ix)ts of people have known for a long time that after a

head injury like this. Patients tend to respond to their

families, people they know well, far sooner than they do to

the nurses and doctors taking care of them," Duncan said

Now that you can see the progress it sure makes it a lot

easier," said the boy's '23-year-old sister, Angela Manacchio

Dr. suspended for aiding suicides

graduate classes
CONT'NL-ED FROM P.AGE 1

Henry Theriault, a philosophy student, said that he has

only attended classes held off-campus or in non-academic
builf! nee the strike began

"\. X to be back in the classrooms," he said. "We
want classes to be going on, but we are not willing to be

exploited by the Administration to have that happen."

"The reason why we have to go to class is if we do not, we
will fail out. and if we fail out the strike is useless."

ByJEFFHOLYFIELD
Associated Pms

LANSING. Mich. — The Michigan Board of Medicine

voted unanimously yesterday to suspend the licence of Dr.

Jack Kevorkian, a retired pathologist who has helped three

women to commit suicide in the past two years.

Board members said they wanted to send a message that

Kevorkian's action was unacceptable. The also said they

expect Kevorkian to appeal the ruling almost immediately.

Kevorkian has said he would help more people commit
suicide even if he lost his medical licence.

State Attorney General Frank Kelley had sought the

board's action.

"Regardless of his motives. Doctor Kevorkian's actions

appear to be beyond the law. They must be addressed by the

proper authority. Under our system, people are not allowed

to take the law into their own hands," Kelley said.

Kelley said state law gives the board the power to

suspend or revoke Kevorkian's license if it finds the doctor

has acted in a negligent or incompetent manner or has

administered drugs for other than lawful diagnostic or

therapuetic purposes.

Kevorkian's attorney, Geoffrey Fieger, was out of the

country until Dec. 4 and unavailable for comment, his office

said. No one answered the telephone at Kevorkian's home
in Royal Oak this morning.

Kevorkian assisted in the Oct. 23 suicides oftwo Michi-

gan women; one had multiple sclerosis and the other one

suffered from a painful — but not terminal — disease that

required 10 pelvic operations.

NOW RENTING FOR THE
SECOND SEMESTER

Don't live in the dorms paying 1
800*^' room

and board for the second semester

You can live in beautiful

SQUIRE VILLAGE
at an average of$235/Month

(room, board, utilities)

We have

large 1 bedroom apartments (1000 sq. ft.)

large 2 bedroom apartments (1200 sq. ft.)

large 3 bedroom apartments (ONLY 2 LEFT!)
and one 3 & 4 bedroom house

fully applianced with:

• Kitchen with dishwasher •

• Wall-to-wall carpeting •

• Air Conditioning •

• Laundry facilities •

• Swimming pool •

• On U-Mass bus route •

Don't Delay! Call

SQUIRE VILLAGE
APARTMENTS
ROUTE 116 • 665-2203

^^ D t /* f\ b T\ f^^^RiCORPS
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IMPORTED. INDEPENDENT
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Local
Memorial service
held for professor
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian StafT

Deceased University of Massachusetts
Economics Professor Leonard A. Rapping
was honored yesterday at a memorial ser-

vice held in the Hillel House.
Rapping, who died from a heart attack in

Boston Oct. 2, was a nationally-known
economist.

He wrote several books including The
Economic Value of the American Merchant
Marine" and "International Reorganization

and American Economic Policy."

About 45 colleagues, former students,

family and friends attended the service

conducted by Rabbi Saul Perlmutter.

"This was a man who cared very deeply

about the Jewish Community," said

Perlmutter. "I miss him, but I am glad that

we can hold this service at the Hillel House,
which he helped to build and maintain.

Robert Costrell, an economics professor

at the University, repeated the eulogy he
wrote for the funeral.

Costrell and the other speakers painted

a mental picture of Rapping.

They portrayed him as a man concerned

with the "big questions," who could com-
municate with anyone about economic ideas

and bring much humor to a conversation.

"Leonard was a man who paid attention."

Costrell said. "He knew that was what love

is all about."

"He was always taking somebody under
his wing." he added, "helping people reach

their full potential."

Jonathan Tyson of Washington D.C.. a

former student ofRapping, also spoke. Tyson
said Rapping was "one ofthe most kind and
generous people I have known."

"I often felt as if I was on a trip through

ideas with Leonard." he said.

Samuel Bowles, another University eco-

nomics professor, said "The thing I loved

about Leonard was just being with him."

Rapping's daughter, Alison, spoke last,

showing her appreciation to those who at-

tended the event.

"I will never forget this and I will never

forget you and your heartfelt love for dad,"

she said.

The service ended with a moment rf

silence and the traditional Jewish prayer,

the Mourner's Kaddish.

Senate denounces fee

CoUaCian photo by AjmItm MigUiiMt

GREY WOOD, SOME NAILS. . . MUST BE A BARN!— Not a preat

place to spend the winter in Noho. The old barn on Cometary Road.

Urging active democracy
Speakers call for more participation
ByJEFFHOJLO
Collegian Correspondent

At a dual presentation lastTuesday night

at Hampshire College's Franklin Patterson

Hall. Francis Morse Lappe and writer and
administrator Paul DuBois said they were

fed up with the mechanistic democracy which

we live under and that it was time for all

people to take a more active, living role in

democracy.
"The Greek definition for an idiot many

years ago was. one who did not participate in

public life," I.appe said. "As society begins to

take a more active role in our democracy, I

think we will start to rise above this idiocy."

"It is important to educate the members
of our community as to the responsibility

that they have to voice their opinion to our

government," said DuBois. "The apathy

which is so prevalent among people today

must change to anger and frustration. We

must form a citizen-based democracy in

which we take responsibility for society's

problems."

L^ppc is known for founding the Insti-

tute for Food and Development Policy, a

respected progressive think-tank concerned

with third world policy issues.

Her 11 books addressing issues such as

population, democracy and hunger have

been translated into 22 languages and are

used for courses in over 1,000 colleges and
universities.

DuBois has written a widely-used text-

book on the leadership and management of

nonprofit organizations as well as numerous
books on health care. He was vice-president

ofthe College ofthe Atlantic and Cambridge
College, as well as executive director of the

Association of Humanistic Psychology.

Both Lappe and Dubois agreed that in

order to achieve this living, citizen democ-
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

By MICHAEL R. UNSKEY
Collegian SUfT

The Undergraduate Student Senate
voted overwhelmingly last night to denounce

a $200 housing fee proposed for next se-

Qjester. The fee would be required for stu-

dents to secure on-campus housing.

The proposed fee would be imposed upon
all on-campus residents desiring a guaran-

teed room assignment next semester said

Student Trustee Kevin Newnan.
He added that Housing Services hopes to

implement this policy to prevent students

from signing up for their dorm rooms and
then moving off campus, costing Housing
needed revenue.

Referring to a letter sent by Housing
Director Joseph Zannini to Senator Jeff

Markuns [Grayson], Newnan questioned the

director's authority to raise fees.

"Joseph Zannini knows damn well that

the only people that can raise fees are the

Trustees," Newnan said. "The Board of

Trustees wouldn't give the vast waste pool

known as Housing a fee increase if Elvis

Presley himselfspoke on behalfofone before

the Board in person."

Newnan said the fee increase would make
it more difficult for students to return to

campus next semester.

"There are people who are going to be

forced out of their housing because of this,

there are going to be people who get screwed

out of $200 because of this," he said. "No

matter what, this is going to cost the stu-

dents."

Newnan said, according to his interpre-

tation ofthe proposal , each student desiring

a guaranteed housing assignment for spring

emester would pay a $200 fee in the fall.

Students' housing fee for spring semester

would subsequently be reduced by $200.

Newnan stressed that students who don't

desire a guaranteed room assignment will

not be required to pay the fee. He warned,

however, that these students could be ran-

domly relocated to any living area on cam-

pus.

Some senators did not agree with
Newnan's proposal.

"He knows damn well what he has said is

false." Senator Markuns said about

Newnan's comments. "He stated that ifyou

don't get money to come back to school, you

lose your housing deposit. No. Wrong. Ifyou

can't come back to school, you get your

money back."

A roll call was taken by Speaker Bob

Monaghan, who announced that the motion

passed 30 to five, with five abstentions.

The Senate also supported the

reinstitution of the Men's Soccer program,

which had been terminated by the admin-

istration due to lack of funding.

Senator Dana Forrar I Lewis I noted that

the Massachusetts State Senate has dis-

cussed bringing back the University's soc-

cer program, since WorldCup Soccerofficials

have reportedly said that Massachusetts

cannot be considered a potential site for

matches if the state's largest public uni-

versity has terminated its soccer program.

Forrar, quoting figures he says were

published in the Boston Globe, said that $97

million in potential revenue would be lostby

the state in World Cup action did not take

place here.

The motion passed unanimously.

Ties between Japan and Europe discussed
By CHRISTINE MAHONEY
Collegian Correspondent

The Consul General of Japan dicussed the European

unification and Japan's overall involvement in the present

world at the University of Massachusetts last night.

Political science professor Eric Einhom and European

Club President Dimos Silvestriadis introduced the Consul

General.

The lecture, sponsored by the European Club, and co-

sponsored by the Japan American Club and the Student

Affairs Cultural Enrichment Fund was titled, "the Japa-

nese View of the European Unification."

Mr. Seigi Hinata, who specializes with relations between

the United States and Japan, spoke to a large audience.

Speaking of students' general interest in the subject,

Hinata said, "I'm pleased to meet young people who are

interested in international affairs."

Hinata spoke on a wide range of issues, including Japa-

nese trade and its economic role in the world, in addition to

many issues present in the European community.

"I want to give you some facts about the current situa-

tion," Hinata said.

"Japan and the United States have developed a close

relationship at each level," said Hinata. "However, post-

war relations have been overshadowed by the U.S."

The global economy rests upon three pillars, the Euro-

peanCommunity, the United StatesandJapan, noted Hinata.

"It is essential for the three to integrate." he added.

Hinata said "Japan welcomes the stronger European

economy, that is expected with the unification."

"A strong dynamic world economy needs strong dynamic

aflFairs," he continued.

"The overall trade between Japan and the European

community has expanded, but an imbalance remains," said

Hinata.

Hinata said that the tariffs between Japan and the

European community have been affected by the decrease in

automobile purchases in Europe. This is clear in the com-

parison between the average Japanese tariff of 1.2 percent

and the European community's tariff of 5.6 percent.

Not all Japanese automobile companies manufacture

their products in Japan added Hinata. Hinata gave Honda
and Nissan as examples.

Honda manufactures in Ohio and Nissan manufactures

in Europe, after which the vehicles are exported by boat to

Japan said Hinata.

"It makes business sense to sell their products where the

markets are." said Hinata.

Hinata expressed his disappointment with the unbal-

anced flow between countries. At present, the ratio between

Japanese visits to Europe and vice versa is 15 to 1, said

Hinata. He is hoping for a greater exchange rate in the

future.

The relationship between Japan and the European

community is best described as "unrequited love," said

Hinata. He feels that Europeans know very little about

Japan, and hopes that this will change.

Hinata feels that a growing desire to cooperate with

friends from other countries is arising.

"The end ofthe cold war is releasingenormous energy for

peace and change," he said.

Re-enforcingan earlier statement, Hinata said "Japanese

officials have high hopes for the European unification."

"Global independence is a reality, nations can no longer

act independently," concluded Hinata.

'• '« • « 4 4 •
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Editorial/Opinion
UM needs attitude change
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Faculty respects grads
Respect. A simple word, a simple concept.

The professors of the University of Massachusetts have reason to

respect teaching and research assistants— the graduate employees
who make up the GEO. They realize the importance of graduate

students to education at this University.

Without TAs and RAs supporting the faculty, especially in these

times of fiscal difficulty, the University's educational mission would

be severely jeopardized. They work long hours for low pay and do so

on top of their graduate school workload.

It took the threat of a sympathy strike from the Massachusetts

Society of Professors to change Chancellor Richard O'Brien's mind
about forcing graduate employees to account for their stat us, GEO or

non-GEO, strike or non-strike. While everyone can be glad that a

settlement by mediation is near and a MSP strike has apparently

been avoided, it is still not clear how O'Brien really feels about

graduate employees. Sa>'ing you repect someone and actually re-

specting someone are two entirely different things.

For example, take the letter O'Brien sent to graduate employees

asking them "under penalty of perjur>''' ifthey worked between Nov.

11-15. It shows more about O'Brien's attitude toward his employees

than any platitudes he can offer.

O'Brien's threat of revoked tuition waivers for those who did not

work or did not return the form was high-handedness at its worst.

His in loco parentis attitude grows tiring, especially when the wel-

fare of graduate students who feel they must strike is placed in

jeopardy by his threats. It should be recalled that this was the same
man who as Provost several years ago reportedly said University

undergraduates were "wards of the state."

The Chancellor says he respects graduate employees. The MSP
proved it yesterday and Tuesday by taking the risk of a sympathy
strike which they knew to be illegal — civil servants are prohibited

from striking against the state by law. Seeing MSP's commitment to

their employees, how could O'Brien continue to pressure grad em-
ployees, especially those supporting GEO?

O'Brien had no choice. The MSP, however, saw that divide and
conquer schemes and condescending threats are a slap in the face to

graduate students' dignity. Their support was admirable.

Respect. It isn't so hard to do.

Unsigned editorials reflect a majority opinion of the Collegian

hoard of editors.

Time for fun family visits
It is that time of year again When we

load our cars with dirty laundry, wave good-

bye to our roommates and turn our heads t«

the road as we head off m our various

directions home.

Felice Cohen

For me, that three hour drive to the Cape

IS filled with remembrances ofpast holidays

With the radio blabting. memories of past

Thanksgivings dash across my mind.

Though fears of ha\'ing my cheeks pinched

from overzealous aunts have since been

replaced with the question. "What are your

plans after graduation?" is equally as

frightening

But Iwing home for the Thanksgiving

break has always been a time for me to

reflect on school, my friends; both home and

r.Mass and of course, my family tJranted

after 15 nunutes inside the do*>r I am ready

to jump back into my car and head back to

I'Mass. but I do eryoy visiting with them

But out of all the holidays, it is Thanks-

paving that usually has the most impact on

us college student*.

There is that initial sh(nk when return-

ing home For freshmen, the sh«K-k of dis-

covering yourbedroom has been either taken

over by your younger sister, changed into an

extra family room or has become the dog's

favorite new place to relieve himself, it re-

ally clues you in to how much your family

actually loves you. But once that is over,

there is still the test that determines your

endurance.
The annual Thanksgiving football game

»One quick note: noone ever actuallywatch^
this game.)

For freshmen, this game is mandatory. It

is the first time they are seeing their high

.school buddies since they left them three

short months ago, so it is a big deal that they

attend. They usually spend the time gos-

siping and are more interested in how many
of their former classmates have already

flunked out. The freshmen can easily be

spotted mingling around the field with old

friends and as usual, looking lost.

For sophomores and juniors, since they

are in another world anyway, the football

game is just an excuse for them to get

together to make plans for the weekend's
upcoming parties. They can usually be found
huddled in a huge mass by the end zone. Oh
yeah, they are quite often the ones wearint;

sunglasses, even if it pouring out.

That leaves us with the seniors. Yes, we
know who we are. Cool, confident, extremely

sure of ourselves and our plans for the

future. ( Not! ) Our conversations are limited

to t*)pics of graduate school, employment
opportunities and politics. And oh yes. we
will only speak to fellow seniors and faculty

We can be found anywhere, since we now
own the place.

But despite reminiscing with old friends

and showing off our latest duds, the real

purpose for heading home is family

What makes family gatherings so unique

from other gatherings is they are predictable.

For me. it is always the same. Little cousins

running around spilling juice. Mothers

trying to institute order. Fathers talking

about business, ignoring the hysterical two

v«Mr-olds at their feet. And us older cousins

oil in some other room discussing the latest

movies and how Aunt Hilda is losing her

hair.

So, sure, visiting with family can lu

stressful, but in the same regards, com-

forting. Knowing by the time everyone is

.sealed around the table the fixjd will be cold

That as soon as Uncle Moe finishes eating

he will be asleep in front of the television

And what your aunt spent the better half of

the week prepanng will somehow find its

way to the floor, where it will be divided

U'twiHin your one and a halfyear old cousin

and your dog, reassures me that no matter

how much the world seems to be changing,

some things never will.

So next week as you head home for

Thanksgiving, and start wondering if your

father's uncle will make that pumpkin pie

which caused your great aunt's teeth to fall

out last year, try sympathizing with me. For

my nine year old sister has recently con-

verted half of my bedroom into a Barbie

Wonderland.

Felice Cohen is a Collegian columnist

I ate, drank, burped, had a great time
Lately I've been thinking about the whole concept of

Thanksgiving. It seems to me that we, as Americans, have
forgotten the meaning behind most of our holidays.

I grew up in Plymouth, Mass. where the first Thanks-
giving was held. E%'en though I lived in the town where it all

started. I never really thought ofThanksgiving as anything
more than an excuse to unhinge my jaw and tilt the
refrigerator back.

Todd Kane

I have decided to take a trip back in time in order to

conjure up enough memories about my past Thanksgivings
to give you hungry readers something to relate to.

1 never really participated in all of the Thanksgiving
hoopla. Remember the big game between your high school

and its rival? I never went to one ofthose games. I developed
my own game plan for Thank.sgiving which I have stuck to

for the past several years.

Every year I promise myself that I won't chow down all

Make a difference
1991 marks the .50th anniversary of the first

student initiated drive to raise money for the United
way, the official charity ofthe University. In 194 1 the

rallying cry was "A buck a student." We think the

student body of 1991 is just as eager to help with a

worthy cause as our predecessors, but with today's

enrollment we think UMass can make a contribution

that will make a real difference in the lives ofall those

United Way helps.

The following organizations have volunteered to

help with this 50th anniversary campaign by staffing

tables on the Campus Center concourse and in the

DCs: Alpha Delta Phi fraternity, VIBES, the volun-

teerorganization ofthe School ofManagement, Mortar
Board Senior Honor Society, Alpha Phi Omega ser-

vice fraternity and Golden Key Honor Society.

With help from local businesses and a grant from

the SGA, a mailing has been sent to undergraduates

asking for your support. Please join us in contribut-

ing to the United Way— let's show them that UMass
really cares.

Melissa Canli

Golden Key Honor Society

day long while the turkey is cooking. You know that smell

that emanates through the house? I swear that it contains

some sort ofenzyme that induces uncontrollable eating. For

years I ate like a pigeon at the actual dinner because I had
eaten everything else in the house that wasn't breathing.

For the past couple years that I have been in college, my
higher education has allowed me to develop a more feasible

pre-Thanksgiving game plan. For those ofyou who have my
problem with eating before the meal, dowhat I do

—

sleep\ Why,
I've been known to sleep until the dinner is out on the table.

With this plan, I can get out ofbed and go directly to the

dining room. No hassles with showering and brushing my
teeth. Just roll out ofbed, gorge for about 45 minutes, burp,

flatulate, and go back to bed completely satisfied.

I remember a story my mother told me about one ofmy
father's friends who used to come to our house for

Thanksgiving. This guy used to come over, get really drunk,
watch a footbiill game, burp, flatulate, eat like a boar, go to

the bathroom, induce vomiting, come back out to the dining

room, sit down at the table, and begin to eat again. He would
repeat this process several times until all the food was gone.

The manner in which I behave during Thank.sgiving is

quickly becoming similar to this guy's, except for the vom
iting.

I was looking through my baby book this past weekend
and .saw a card that I made in fourth grade for Thank.sgiving.

The front was a big turkey with a pilgrim hat on with
colorful feathers made out ofconstruction paper. Above the

turkey read "Happy Thanksgiving." When the card was
opened up, it read "I hope we have a big FP^AST — from
Todd." This card shows that I am the product of the

American misconception of the meaning of our holidays.

First of all, the only as.sociation I made to Thanksgiving
was feast. To me, that is all Thanksgiving was. Second, I

associated turkey with Thanksgiving and, to this day, I still

feel strange when I eat turkey on any other day of the year
— it's just not the same.

Maybe people don't associate Thanksgiving with being

thankful because they don't feel that they have anything to

be thankful for. I know that expressing thanks for my
miserable, poverty-stricken year would feel pretty redun-

dant. The truth is that there really aren't many things to

feel thankful for these days. I'm just thankful that I get to

go home next week and eat some food doesn't require a can

opener to access. Yep, just some of mom's home cookin',

thank God for that.

Todd Kane is a CcJlegian columnist

SGA's task forces

need student support
When I was elected SGA President, I realized that

there were many issues that I needed to address. After

consulting with students across the campus, I decided
to focus on three issues: housing, tuition and fees and
voter registration. On Nov. 7, 1991, 1 created a presi-

dential task force for each of these important issues.

The first task force, called the Housing Services
task force, will mainly deal with Housing policies. It

will aKso review the actions of Housing admini.stra-
tors. Hob Monaghan, speaker of the Senate, will

cfHirdinate the activities of this task force.

The second task force, called the Tuition and Fees
task force, will l)c mobilizing students in an attempt
to stop the increases that we have experienced over
the past couple of years. Two people will coordinate
this task force. They are Kevin Newman, student
trustee, and .Jennifer Wood, Commuter Area Gov-
ernment president.

I^astly, the third t<isk force, called the Voter Reg
istration task force, will deputize students, so they
can register fellow students to vote. This task force
will Iw under the guidance of Matthew Pavesi, who is

the chair of the Student Government Public Policy
('ommittcie. This task force is extremely important,
especially sinc<> both a state representative race and
the Presidential primaries will be happening early
next semester.

Its imp<irtant for all students to get involved in

these task forces. I know many of you are concerned
about the high tuition and ridiculous housing policies.

DONTJUSTCOMPI^IN, WORK WITH US.
Cici involved. We can all make a difference as one

united student body. Feel free to contact the Student
Government As.sociation at 545-0341. Or stop by
anytime at room 420 in the Student Union. All three
task forces have an unlimited number of seats, and
just by signing your name on a piece ofpaper you arc
on that task force. It's extremely important for us to
be ahir to mobilize students around these three
issiu'H, As students, this is our university. Let's make
It a bott^T place to live for all of us. LET'S MAKE A
DIFFERENCE.

David Gagne
SGA President

If I were a goddess of Public Higher
Education, and UMass were a piece ofpaper,

I would wad it up and ask for a rewrite.

As a transfer student from a small state

college in Kansas, I knew a state school on
the East Coast would be a radically differ-

ent experience. But I wasn't prepared for

the lack ofvalue assigned to undergraduate
students. This strike by the GEO has only

served to highlight a deeply entrenched,

long-standing problem at this University.

Trystan Skeigh

My first insight occurred while listening

to a spokesperson for liberal arts speak

during an orientation presentation in 1988.

He said transfer students needed to realize

that UMass was a research-oriented insti-

tution and we couldn't expect a lot of indi-

vidual attention from our professors. He
stressed that students at UMass were ex-

pected to aggressively take steps to find

help for things we might not understand in

class. He cautioned us that our professors

might not have much time to meet with us

individually because of the emphasis on

faculty research.

My understanding of my value as an

undergraduate has grown a great deal since

this ominous introduction. I have also

learned that undergraduate students are

expected to absorb mid-year fee hikes, in-

creased class sizes, decreased class selec-

tions, support graduate student strikes and

miss classes, and pay for it all even though

financial aid has steadily declined.

And I have also learned that when un-

dergraduate students visit Boston to protest

these injustices, all the media sees is that a

bunch of unruly young people stomped on

some flowers.

I have thought, since the beginning, that

the philosophy behind a public research-

oriented institution was wrong, and I was

highly relieved to hear that budget cuts

might force this philosophy to change.

I wish the shift could have occurred as a

voluntary shift in the philosophy held by the

now-defunct Chancellor Joseph Duffey.

Students from poor families depend on

state public universities and colleges to

provide affordable, solid education. We do

not come to UMass and take out loans, beg

our parents, and live on Ramen noodles for

four years so some very well-educated re-

searchers with Ph.D. 8 can do their work,

assign most of their teaching load to TAs,

and remain, for the most part, invisible

faces with glamorous names attached to

various departments.

I would rather go to a University where

undergraduate students mattered. I think

UMass should adopt a philosophy dedicated

to teaching. If that means the authors of

some of the best-selling books on the latest

theories aren't around anymore for an oc-

casional book-signing, so be it. I would rather

take a class with a dedicated teacher with a

less flashy degree who could help me read

and learn from that same book, than be a

part of a department where I pay for the

research, but never get an opportunity to

learn it well.

Undergraduate money is the oil that

allows this University machine to run. Yet

undergraduate students are seen as name-

less, faceless cogs by nearly everyone, from

Boston to Whitmore.

I thought we were the reason public

higher education exists. These days I'm not

so sure.

Undergraduate students are tired of be-

ing treated like cogs at this University. We
are not simply the source of each year's

fiscal budget. We are minds and hearts and

aspirations. We are dreams and potentials.

Above all else, we're people, and we need

some consideration and respect.

Boston. Whitmore and the GEO need to

remember this. When the dust settles, un-

dergraduates will be the ones handed an-

other fee increase. We deserve better from

this University, in terms ofclasses, materials

and lower costs. UMass should not become

privatized, it should instead, be reprioritized.

Anyone out there want to strike for this?

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian columnist

Writer has some clever union ideas
Dear working undergrads,

Are you a resident assistant or on work

study? Do you work for the University in

any capacity? If so, you know that we are

underpaid, overburdened and ignored. It's

just not fair. I believe all full-time students

who work more than ten hours a week for

the University are entitled to academic

credit, free room and board andjob security.

I propose that we form a union. We could be

affiliated with the Teamsters. 1 suggest we
call the union YUGO, Yahoo Undergradu-

ate Organization.

The Administration would have to rec-

ognize us and acquiesce to our demands.

Why, you ask? Simple. Imagine all the

working undergraduates, or at least a third

of them, going on strike. The library is

already understaffed so it would be forced to

close. The dining commons, the Hatch,

People's Market and Earth Foods would

stop serving people. Everyone on campus

would starve. Not to mention all the mun-

dane lor not so mundane) jobs which are

essential to the smooth running of this

university. For example, all the students

who work in Whitmore or the various schools'

advising offices. More importantly, who

would collect all the recyclables from the

dorms? In short, the University would cease

to function as an academic institution.

UNDERGRADUATES OF UMASS
UNITE, ALL YOU HAVE TO LOSE ARE
YOUR BOOKS!

Neal Taylor
Amherst

Threats against strikers echo East European oppression
W-. . r> !.._»_ _»..j > _» it»« „ «-= ^u.^^^^^,^^^ r^rtUaiw^Ai%riA,yai Aod'iainnnfavt^rvtrraAMatf Iprtiinls in an attemot to convince the Dublic thev wei

I am an Eastern European graduate student at UMass
and I'd like to share my perspective on the GEO strike.

The decision to strike was not an easy one for graduate

teaching assistants. My impression is that graduate TAs
generally bring a lot of qualifications and prior experience

to their teaching positions and take them as seriously as

any other full-time job. They are severely overworked and

underpaid, yet, what they find most difficult to swallow is

the marked unwillingness of the administration to ac-

knowledge their contribution to the quality and quantity of

work being done at UMass and to treat them fairly as

employees.

The letter that Chancellor O'Brien sent to all graduate

employees as a response to the GEO strike aroused in me
fears that 1 had thought 1 would never experience in this

free country. Since my arrival here, 1 had been working on

liberating myselfofthat uneasy feeling with authority and

sense of constant guilt and undefined threats around the

comer that are my legacy of being bom and raised under a

totalitarian system . Theemphasis on tolerance for individual

perspectives and diversity and the readiness to examine

every instance of social injustice and oppression had begun

to return to me my self-trust and hope.

When the strike was voted I was fascinated by the

careful, good-willed, informed attitudes of the GEO strik-

ers, the respect for the individual decision ofevery graduate

employee and the observance of democratic principles.

People were sUnding up for their rights after having

patientlyexaminedevery other alternative and found it not

working.

Elena Mustakova

Even more inspiring was the willingness ofdepartment

heads and chairs to risk their positions and stand up for

principle, showing respect for and trust in the mature

decisions of their graduate employees. In the communist

Eastern Europe that I knew, people in their positions would

have pressed their graduate employees against the wall

and ruthlessly defended their own interests. What I have

been seeing on campus in the joint efforts of graduate

employees, faculty and non-academic staffhas given me an

unforgettable lesson in the exercise and upholding of free-

dom.
The Chancellor's letter, on the other hand, made my

mind reverbrate with the old, familiar terminology of con-

trol and threat. The whole tone of the letter reminded me
inescapably of the vague and sinister warnings that com-

munists would use against protesting students and intel-

lectuals in an attempt to convince the public they were a

neghgible number of outlaws disturbing the public peace

and well-being, and should therefore be harshly punished.

When such announcements used to be made, they would

inevitably begin by paying vague tribute to the "good ones"

(compare "the administration recognizes the valuable

contribution you and your colleagues make. . ."), which

would then clearly escalate to a big "but" statement, where

the law-breakers would be referred to as "some individuals"

(compare with "a number of graduate student employees

have decided to break their contracts. ."), and an indirect

warning would follow to that part ofthe public which might

have misgivings about who to side with (compare with "we

need to be sure that those ofyou who have not will get your

paychecks as usual.").

Here I am, with lots of misgivings and mixed feelings

about the whole thing, and with painful doubt whether

there's any place around this world ofours where people can

truly speak out their beliefs without being persecuted,

where opposing opinions are the object of genuine discus-

sion, where the Gordion Knot is disentangled instead ofcut

and where respect for human dignity stands above any

authority.

Elena Mustakova is a UMass graduate student

Columnist misrepresents role of undergrads
We feel compelled to respond to Marc Elliott's column,

"Don't follow mob mentality [Collegian, Nov. 181." Elliott

provides divisive and sometimes infantile sentiments. In

recommending that undergraduates not "be led by the nose

by the so-called 'undergraduate leaders,'" Elliott proposes

students think for themselves but he provides

unsubstantiated arguments for consideration.

Before agreeing with his decidedly hollow insinuations

consider that as students, graduates have had to pay fee

increases too but as employees they also get less in stipends

as the budget is cut. As far as the budget is concemed there

is common ground between grads and undergraduates.

Consider also that they have supported us. In 1989 they

supported the strike on campus protesting the budget cuts

and in November 1989 more than 30 GEO and Graduate

Student Senate members "drove to Boston to continue

lobbying," against the cuts [Collegian , Nov. 1 1 , 1989]. GEO
and large numbers of undergraduates supported the fac-

ulty in their work stoppage last April. Graduates and

undergraduates supported the professors because we un-

We reaMy like all the letter* we've been getting. We're aorry we don't have room toprint them all, but

Letters must be typed, double-spaced, and under fifty lines. Length is important; long letters don't

fit on the page and usually take too long to get to the point.

Always put your name, address and phone number on your letter.

We love cartoons drawn by students, too. Cartoons should be drawn on81l2byll whitepaper in flair

pen. Ink from ballpoint pens looks really bad. Not recommended. Actually, forbidden.

You can hand-deliver your written masterpiece or send it through the mail. The important thing is

'that it gets to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center basement.

Your letters and cartoons make our day. In fact, they make our page. Thanks.

derstood the interdependence inherent in the student/

faculty relationship. During that stoppage 50-85 percent of

classes were affected [Campu,s C/iron/c/c, April 19,1991 ] and

Chancellor Duffey sUted, "he sympathized with the strike

and. . . would. . . not be the 'agent of enforcement' for the

state [Collegian, April 17, 1991)."

Ask yourselves why O'Brien is trying to break this strike

and why, in spite of the fact that GEO and the UAW have

agreed to shoulder any possible legal cost resulting from the

agency fee Whitmore still hasn't come to an agreement. The

other unions on campus support the strike and the execu-

tive board of the Massachusetts Society of Professors is

considering action.

We, the undersigned, realizing that the interests of the

graduate students are complimentary, not contradictory, to

our own, urge our fellow undergraduates to support the

GEO strike. Do something, write a letter, call Chancellor

O'Brien, join the picket lines or wear a GEO sticker.

Seventy-four people signed this letter
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Weld alters regulations
Claims changes will aid businesses
By KVK E1»STK1N
Associated Press

BOSTON — Gov. William Weld an-

nounced a host ofregulatory changes Tues-

day that he said will cut red tape and
improve the business climate of the state.

But one critic charged the plan would hurt

workers
Half of the 140 changes can be made

unilaterally by the administration, but the

other half will need legislative action. Weld

said many of the administrative changes

have already been made or will be in place

shortly.

"The regxilatory underbrush in this state

ha« pttwn into a gnarled thicket that is

snacP'^ busineMM throughout the com-

monwealth,"Weld said. These longoverdue

reforms address archaic and costly state

barriers that needlessly hinder economic

growth."

Although the governor's plan was hailed

by a number ofbusiness groups, some ofthe

proposals could prove controversial.

The proposal would, for example, relax

the "Blue Law" restrictions on retailers and
manufacturers to allow them to open on

Sunday mornings and currently prohibited

holidays without a special permit. That

proposal that has been opposed by religious

leaders and unions in the past.

The measure would also relax some pro-

visions of the state's prevailing wage laws,

setting a threshold of$250,000 for the law to

apply and exempting contracts for mainte-

nance of public facilities and housekeeping

authorities.

Joseph Faherty, president of the Massa-

chusetts AFL-CIO blasted both recommen-

dations, which would need lepislative ap-

proval.

"The only ideas that come out of the

comer office for business development are

anti-worker whether it's repeal ofBlue Laws

or prevailing wage." Faherty said. "The

public has already rejected issues that tar-

get working famiUes."

The plan would also permit the Registry

of Motor Vehicles to sell information that is

on the public record, such as information

from state drivers' licences, to private

businesses that could then use the infor-

mation as a marketing tool.

In Massachusetts, many drivers license

numbers double their social security num-

bers. When asked whether he was concerned
about businesses obtaining such informa-

tion. Weld said people have the option to

change the number if they choose.

Sniper trial begins;

accused claims innocence
BROCKTON. Mass. (AP) — Friends

of Scott Chipman testified that if he had

been the siiijx'r that fatally shot a 14-

\ ear-old girl as she nule in a scho<»l bus,

he would have thrown the murder

weapon in the Cape C^^ Canal.

Robyn Dabrowski, a 14-year-old New

Bedford High School student, was killed

as she rode in the bus travelling on

Route 25 on the way to a school basket

-

hall game in Plymouth.

Chipman and his friend, William

Ferrera. are being tried separately on

murder charges connected in the shoot-

ing in Brockton Superior Court. Police

have been unable to locate the murder

weapon.
Chipman told at least two of his

friends he would have tossed the gun if

he had killed Dabrowski, according U)

the testimony at his trial.

"If I was the [explicative 1. I'd throw it

in the canal." the 19-year-old Justin

Walker quoted Chipman as saying while

they were watching a television news

bulletin the day after Dabrowski was

killed.

Kiniberly Allen of West Barnstable

testified that Chipman made similar

statements to when they discussed the

shifting a few days later.

Accessory charges against Caren
Srenroos were dropped in exchange for

her testimony against Chipman. She

said in court that she told Chipman he

could not hide his rifles in her house.

"I told him he could throw it in the

canal as far as I was concerned," she

said.

After his arrest, police said Chipman
hinted he had arranged to have the

weapon buried, according to a published

report in The Brix-kton Enterprise.

Although police did not find the mur-

der weapon, they did recover a rifle

scope which they believe was used by

Dabrowski's killer.

The scope had been seen by several

people in the home of Richard Edwards

of Bourne. Edwards said he found the

scope under a chair in his living room

one day after Chipman left.
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flight, Pearl St. is

lucky enough to host
'

possibly the coolest

band ever to exist. Part

punk rock, part grade-

school poetry, part surreal/

_ religious/freaky music, King
"

Missile has reserved a small

butimportantspotinthe Hip Band

Hall of Fame.

Since 1987, when Buting on the

Humpvjas released on Shimmy Disc

Records, King Missile has been crank-

ing out odd tunes centered around the

poetry/stories/lyrics/obsessions of singer ^

John S. Hall. Hall's musings on blood, reli-

gion, sensitive artists, dinosaurs, and food

% have a simple, almost childish feelingto them. "I

jm^ wish I could sit on soft pillows and drink molten

'^ lava," Hall says on one song, takingthe listener into

*
a world where wonder and imagination are valued,

-, ^encouraged and expected.

IL ^ Vet King Missile is not about pure escapism. The" "^ darker side of Hall's persona shows itself often in his

work At the end of "I Wish", from this year's The Way to

Salvation, Hall laments, "Freedom is lost. Failure is just

around the corner. And the only thing that consoles rne any-

more is the sound of my voice — and the fact that I don t cut

myself shaving as often as I used to. Of course, I don't shave as^
.

often as I
used to either.

Hall's obsession with the apocalypse, a recurnng theme on r/7elA/aK

to Salvation, also signals the more sober side of King Missile The
^

nrevalent theory in my mind for about fifteen years has been thatthere s

an apocalypse coming in '92 - '93, " Hall explains, "But as far as it being a

majorKingMissiletheme.lprobablyusetheword'deliciousmorethanthe

CONTINUED ON THIS WEEKEND PAGE 2
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King Missile

CONTINUED FROM THIS WttKEND COVER

word 'apocalypse.'

With all of this in mind, one should take note that the

music of King Missile is far more Ukely to put you in a great

mood than to set you off thinking about impending doom
and the futility of our existence.

Musically, King Missile has gone through several distinct

stages ofevolution. Originally a duo with John S. Hall and
Dogbowl. theearly songs were simple, catchy, mostly acoustic

tunes. With the second album They, Hall and Dogbowl
fleshed out their sound with additional instrumentation

from Shimmy Disc mastermind Kramer. Dogbowl eventu-

ally left the band and was replaced by seasoned mdy

guitarist Dave Rick, who had played with Phantom roll-

booth, Bongwater. and B.A.L.L. among others; and bassist-

keyboardist Chris Xefos.

The new lineup recorded Mystical Shtt, which featured

the wildly sucessful single "Jesus Was Way Cool" Both

Mystical Shit and The Way to Salvation have a

straightfoward guitar-based, retro-rock garage sound,

stimetimes reminiscent of Neil Young and even the Doors

Occasionally Rick, Xefos, and drummer David Ramirez will

lapse into a psychedelic white noise frenzy in order to get a

point across, but generally things remain on the melodic

side of the fence. It's Hall's rantings that really give King

Missile their bizarre, random edge.

You might want to bring some earplugs to Pearl St with

you, because King Missile has been known to turn the

volume way up for

live shows. Expect a large dose of material from Salvation

and Mystical Shit, as well as some reworked versions ofthe

best songs from the first two albums ("Wuss," Take Stuff

From Work," "HemopheUacs of Love").

Opening for King Missile this Thursday will be Sonic

Trout recording artists Earshot. Earshot is a very original

and energetic band with two drummers, a bassist, a guitarist,

and a singer. I..a8t spring they opened up for Alice Donut at

Hampshire College and blew them away. It should be a

great show.

King Missile and Earshot will play an 18+ show at the

Pearl Street Nightclub in Northampton on Thursday, Nov.

21 The show starts at 8:30pm.

Noises Off is off but the fun lingers on
»'•' . . ... . -1 1 1...1 »., .. ^

By DANIEL JOKELSON
Collegian Correspondent

Last week I was treated to what was probably the most

technically brilliant show 1 have seen in my three plus years

here. The UMass Theater Guild's production ofiVoi«e« Off
was a completely organized presentation of what a com-

pletely disorganized play looks like, and it was a riot to

watch.

Noises Off ia an extremely exaggerated look at a life in

the theater. We see a sleazy director, two very spacey stage

managers and six incredibly stupid, jealous, deaf or tem-

peramental actors (including some who have all of these

qualities) asserting their egos and eccentricities simulta-

neously and at all times throughout the show. It was diffi-

cult to follow at times because I couldn't look at all of the

transactions going on onstage at once.

I supp<^e that was part of the point of Noises Off: that

sometimes theater can be so intensely confusing (in so

many ways — emotionally, technically, etc.) that it's pos-

sible for everyone involved to screw up at the same time—
and it was so fun to watch.

And it was so fun to watch. In the first act, we see a dress

rehearsal the mght before the opening of the company's

show. Nothing On. a farce that requires perfect timing.
^' '.. rh. the actors don't have any problems at all

they keep .stopping the show to ask why

their characters would do what they're doing, to ask about

simple prop maneuvers or to call for lines — all problems

they should have mastered during the first rehearsals.

Through all this the personality ofeach member of the cast

and crew is humorously exposed.

Selsdon (Chris Itrato) is the old pro of the cast. Unfortu-

nately, he's also deaf, senile and prone to naps and schnaps.

The cast is always looking everywhere for him (when he's

actually usually just in the bathroom taking a snooze) t)r

trying to hide any liquor present from him. Selsdon is the

one character who's forever late on his cues and Itrato

played him with wonderful charm. Gary (Andy Alabran i is

the ultimate optimist who's always taking time out from

rehearsal to express his enthusiasm and love for the whole

proc"e8s and people in it. This is frustrating for the director

because it takes Gary forever to finish talking, and when he

does, no one is ever sure what he's just said — he always

ends it with a "and well, you know" after 10 minutes of not

saying anything in particular, which Alabran did with

hilarious consistency. Lloyd (Cutter Garcia) the director is

fed up with his cast but placates their silly problems by

making up silly reasons for their characters* actions. Garcia's

rage and conscious attempts at holding the show together

were a great contrast to the actors' actions, which were
slowly but surely ripping the show apart. Micha
Hollingsworth was wonderful as the earnest but hopelessly

inept actor Frederick, who has to have reasons for every

action he takes and who gets a nosebleed every time anyone

so much as trips and falls, which is often.

The second act takes us backstage during the middle of

the run of the show (the set was fun to watch as well — it

revolved back and forth from the set of Nothing On to the

backsUige area and back again). It was this act that was the

peak of the show for me. While actors were running on and

off the stage belting lines, we were watching the silent

actions and responses ofthe acttirs backstage (you could see

the actors doing their performance from a large window in

the center of the set. making the reality of the freaked out

backstage scenes much more intense). It was here that all

of the personality conflicts really came into being, and the

results were fantastic.

Given the climactic finish, the third act was a little bit of

a let down, but it was still terrifically funny. At this point,

the show is close to it's final performance, and the actors are

regularly fighting on stage. The set is falling apart, and all

the timing required to do the entrances and exits right is

lost, as they find themselves seeing each other when they

weren't supposed to be, etc. Anything that can go wrong

goes wrong in this act, and the UMass actors timed the

mishaps perfectly again. It was one of those ultimate

theater experiences anybody who's ever done plays has had

nightmares about but loves to talk about after it's happened,

and 1 felt like leaping upon stage and sharing that experience

with the actors — it drew me in.

Melford to tickle the ivories at Hampden
• ')1.L(^UN/LALEZ

'.n Staff

liuil 11, Myral Here's a New Yorker at

heart pla>nng new jazz and boogie woogie

learned straight from the greats. Her style

is "pound-it-out and have a good time," with

an abstract spirit ringing through.

Her first album. Jump, includes bassist

Lindsey Horner and drummer Reggie
Nicholson. On a mini-tour before going on to

Europe. Melford described the effect they

had on rock fans. "In the rock clubs, they all

started hixtting and hollering and yelling

when we played something they liked. I

started to feel like a pop musician."

Melford's music definitely isn't main-

stream jazz, but every so often, her plaving

will shift into a groove. The improvising can

change from a reflective, free-flowing style

to a sharp-edged sound: nevertheless, a

strong tradition is heard in the music.

Melford, onginally from Chicago, was
ready to takeon the music scene upon arrival

in 1985. As a child, she had already learned

the keyboard fundamentals from boog""

pianist, Erwin Heifer ( her mom thought she
was leamingclassical ). Jazz was no stranger

Photo rourU><iy of Hampden l°brater

Myra Medford

to Melford. either, having learned from

teachers Art Lande, Gary Peacock and Bert

Wilson. As for world music, Melford studied

gamelan and African percussion at Ever-

green State College and Seattle's Cornish

Institiute.

Once in the Big Apple, she was embraced
by the improv and alternative music clique

at the legendary club, the Knitting Factory

She performed a bluesy solo on the album,

"Live at the Knitting Factory, Voulme 11"

That single lead her to join the 30-city

Knitting Factory European Tour in 1990

CONTINUED ON THIS WEEKEND PAGE 7

RESUME SPECIAL
Resume typesetting, 25 copies on resume

I paper. 25 matching blank sheets, 25 '

matching envelopes... a// within 46 hours

!p^0.^3(exp
/coupon
12/31/91)

|_ 228 Triangle St., Amherst • 549-3840
_|

Some of the biggest,

some of the best

presents come in

the smallest boxes!

silvciscapc;

designs
•Mvr .V-^RMV.Vt

R&P
Liquors
Convenient to Brittany

A Rtvorglatfe

253-9742
SOSWMtSt
So. AmherM

All you can eat!

= Cafe Ashley's^
Famous Sunday Buffet

^ Belgian Waffles

4^ Eggs & Omelets
> Home Style Potatos

4- Bacon & Sausage
4 Scalloped Apples

4 Carved Ham
4 Fresh Fruit

4 Fruit Breads

4 Croissants

4 Bagels

$6.95
Rt. 9 Hadley • 2 Miles from UMass • 586-6393

next to Howard Johnson's Lodqe

5
N«nv I:ii^(|.iihI

liiirkMMk'rs
•S< Ihm>I

W» H»lp Yod Moke II

Kl I liinhum Siiirl

Hosutii. MA (121 If)

Bartending
The Ideal

College Job!

tAii.: (617) 247-1600
l(Klay and wrap up the

lioliclays with a jyHKJ start

lor 2nd scnicslcr - and plan

ahead lor next suinincr.

ASK: How to coniplcle

training in I week during

somcsicr break or 2 weeks

(luring the semester.

LKARN: How barteniling

puts cash in your |ioeket,

adds excitement to your

social life and gives you the

llexible hours yon need to

slay on top of your studies.

IMSCOVKR: How NI:BS will

help you make it happen.

.l^^ 1K \, ,..».,,

I M. ohH.. II IV i I <l» »
,..«A i..,...«r

J > ^^^ *\ \

WEEKEND HAPPENINGS
THURSDAY

Myra Melford, improvisational pianist, will

be performing freestyle jazz, boogie woogie

and blues at UMass Hampden Theatre in the

southwest residential area beginning at 8 p.m.

Admission is $3 with a valid 5 college ID and

$5 for the general public. For information

contact 545-2804.

"Magic Mirrors: The Self-Portraits of Frida

Cahio'' with Georgiana Col vile is a lecture at

Amherst College Barrett Hall 4 beginning at 4

p.m.

Peggy Seeger plus Jaime Morton (yes, the

former is Pete Seeger's sister) will be perform-

ing traditional and political songs at the Iron

Horse Music Hall beginning at 7 p.m. The Iron

Horse is always all-ages. For information call

584-0610.

King Missile will be performing their ultra-

sarcastic tunes such as "I Am a Sensitive Artist,"

"My Love is a Flower" and "jesus is Way Cool"

with guests Earshot at Pearl Street Night Club

beginning at 8:30 p.m. This is an 1 8-and-over

show. For information call 584-7771.

Lunch & Learn will feature the lecture topic,

"Understanding the underlying reasons for the

laws of Shabbat" - a metaphysical and practi-

cal guide to be held at Chabad House at

Amherst, 30 N. Hadley Road at noon. Admis-

sion is $3. For information call 549-4094.

Earthfoods Cafe and People's Market present

A Full Moon Coffeehouse with musicians, po-

ets, and performers in Earthfoods Cafe (the

Commonwealth Room) to be held 7 p.m. - 11

p.m.

A Coming Together Jam is a dance featuring

hip hop, house and reggae presented by the

Anacaona Cultural, the Sylvan Cultural Center

and the Hatian student Alliance.Thisevent will

be held at the Malcom X Center from 1 1 p.m.-

till you drop. Discounts at the door will be

given to those with a basketball game ticket.

Is Overpopulation to Blame for the Environ-

mental Crisis? is a debate with Susan Weber

from Zero Population Growth, Jonathan Adams

from World Wildlife Fund, Arjun Makhijani

from Institute for Energy and Environmental

Research, and Gita Sen from Harvard Center

for Population and Development Studies to be

held at Hampshire College, Franklin Patterson

Main Lecture Hall at 7:30 p.m.

Sunday, Bloody Sunday is a film with Murray

Head, Glenda Jackson and Peter Finch. The

plot involves a man and a woman who com-

pete for the love of a young bisexual man. The

screening will be held at UMass CampusCenter

room 803 at 7 p.m. Admission is free.

Metropolis is a classic futuristic film directed

Fritz Lang about the evils of modern

technology.Don't miss the film discusson on

Friday. The screening will be held at Smith

College Seelye Hall room 10 at 7:30 p.m.

Romeo and Juliet is a UMass theater pro-

duction directed by Kym Moore. This post-

modernist version of the William Shakespere

classic looks at true love in an imperfect world.

The play takes place at Rand Theater beginning

at 8 p.m. Repeat performances are Friday and

Saturday. For information call the FAC Box

Office 545-2511.

FRIDAY
Metropolis: Cinema, Americanism, Moder-

nity is a lecture by Anton Kaes from University

of California on the perspective of the film's

cultural history. This lecture takes place at

Smith College Seelye Hall room 16 at 2 p.m.

Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Cafe features The

Lesbian Preoccupied Theater on consumer

culture and the "mallificalion" of the world,

comedy with Labia Wildflower and Julie

Waggoner, music with Brian Weiland and Linee

Perroncel, and original material from Joella

Costello, recently starring in "A Black Woman's
Survival Kit". This event takes place at Hampden
Theater at 8 p.m. For information call 545-

4824.

Shabbat Service takes place at Hillel House,

388 N. Pleasant St. at 7 p.m. All are welcome.

Shabbat Dinner will take place at Hillel

House at 6 p.m. RSVP to Michael 549-01 21

.

Pat and Mike is a film with Hepburn and

Tracy to be shown at Mount Holyoke College

Gamble Auditorium at 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.

Admission is $2.50.

Amherst College "R'' Committee Oldies

Night features DJ Dr, Robert. This is for rock-

and-rollers, young and old, who like dancing

to music from the 50s and 60s. Beer, wine, and

soda is available, along with free pretzels. You

must be 2 1 -and-over to get in. This dance takes

place at Amherst College Valentine Annex at 8

p.m. For advance tickets call 542-2201

.

Stage Blood, by Charles Ludlam, is a com-

edy of life in the theatre, presented by Hamp-

shire College Theatre. This play takes place at

Hampshire College Emily Dickinson Hall,

Mainstage, at 8 p.m. Repeat performances are

on Friday and Saturday.

Nag Nag Nag with Ari Vais will be per-

forming at the Hatch at 9 p.m.

Service and Shabbat Dinner will feature the

lecture topic, "Chanukah - heroes, heroines

and potato latkes" at Chabad House, Amherst,

30 N. Hadley Road at 6 p.m. For information

call 549-4094.

The Big Bad Bollocks will be performing at

the Iron Horse Music Hall beginning at 8 p.m.

For information call 584-0610.

SATURDAY
An Evening of Expression and Dance is the

last UMass dance honoring National Latin

American Heritage Month that includes perfor-

mances and food from 5 p.m.-9 p.m. Live

band, Orquesta Unidad, will perform from 9

p.m. -2 a.m., so move your feet! This event

takes place at UMass Student Union Ballroom.

General Admission is $7.

The Chinese Magic Revue will feature the

original Chinese acrobats who will perform

dancing, Kung Fu, comedy, magic, and stun-

ning acrobatic feats at UMass Fine Arts Center.

For information call the FAC Box Office 545-

251 1 . This event is co-sponsored by Iron Horse

Music Hall.

Terrance Blanchard Quartet features an ex-

traordinary young jazz trumpet player who has

recently scored music for two Spike Lee films

will be performing at the Iron Horse Music Hall

at 7 p.m. For information call 584-0610.

Lubricated Goat, Unsane & Unband will

perform at Smith College Davis Center at 10

p.m. Tickets are $4. This event is sponsored by

WOZQ 91 .9 FM Northampton.

Minibus perfoms progressive rhythm and

blues/rock 'n' roll at Twisters. This beach party

theme show begins at 9p.m. for those 21 and

over.

"Sure, going to classes is cool. The occasional weekend party, a really groovy concert or just hanging around the pond and feeding the

ducks. All those things are great, and I'm having a great time at UMass. But the thing that really floats my boat - the absolute coolest thing

I ran imagine - is working for the Massachusetts Daily ColUgian. HonesL

COLLEGIAN
"It's not just an adventure, it's a job."

Experience the inner workings ofa daily newspaperfirst-hand. Come t6 our office or give us a call. We'd lave to hearfrom you.

'"113 Campus Center Basement 41^.545.3500• •»«»f«»» »•••*
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WOZQ Presents:

KING MISSILE

Pri.. Nov. 22- S.iOptn

EIGHT TO THE BAR
Dancing v\ith D| )ob

BSat..
Nov. 23 - 9:00pm

Dancing with
DJ Job

Sun.. Nm. 24- 9:00pm '18*

SUNDAY OPEN
HOUSE

] Eighteen & Over Dancing
|

to House Music Hith

D)|ob

Wed.. Nov. 27 '^ OOpm

I
Dancing with |

I DJ Job
^-5555555555555555555]

j Closed
jHappy Thanksgiving!

[h.1.1.*.i|.S.SJt.1.'I.SJIgllSS.«5Si

trt. \o\. 29 S.iOpmr

IjlHE BREAKDOWN]

Sal., Nov. 30 • 8:30pm

i; ART STEELE BLUES BAND
tjjj<«jB*j<iaaii«aa«
Jhur., Dec. 5 - fl:30pm /!«-/

THE MIGHTS MIGHTS BOSSTOSfSi

:•

Al<iiii<ii<iAAAMAAi<^
In.. Uvc. 6 :00pm

'"•

• SOUTHSIDE lOHNNY {

^^^,^^,^^1

Sjt., Dec. 7 8:30pm

JOSE GONZALEZ

Tciw., Dec. 10 0.-OOpm 18+

i THE SPIN DOCTORS

[)£'£j£iLj£'£j£'£j£'£i£'£i£.ieie]ie-cieieje<

f; Thur., Dec. 12 - 8:i0pm 18*

CHUCKLEHEAD

Overkill to bring galactically good metal
By ERIC POULIN
Collegian Staff

Thrashers ofthe world unite!!! Katina's will be the place

for you this Sunday night, as Megaforce/Atlantic recording

stars Overkill will bring their moshing onslaught to Hadley

for an all-ages crowd. Women and children beware: the pit

will be a scary place to be for this one.

The band is touring in support of their fifth album.

Horrorscope, which was produced by Terry Date

(Soundgarden. Pantera, Mother Love Bone). It is also the

first album that features new guitarists Merritt Gant and

Rob Cannavino, who give the band a shot of fierce power

and fury, and were the big reason why this i.s their most

brutal album yet.

Overkill have always been in the forefront of the power

metal scene, although their fan base has remained in the

smaller club scene. This small, but greatly zealous following

is a result oftheir incessant touring, which has led the band

abroad on numerous occasions. Ifyou're among those who
has seen them in the past, you're in for a new experience, as

the new dual-guitar lineup seems to l>e the launching pad

needed to send them full-force into the DO's.

When asked about the new album, lead singer Bobby

Blitz" Ellsworth said "Cannavino and Gant bring you

twice the impact — a different approach with the same

great outcome." Cannavino added,

"It's raw, it's aggressive, and it has the best elements ofthe

band's past, with a fresh, new outlook for the future."

Overkill may be the band that most of the paying crowd

will be coming to see Sunday, but the opening act. the

Galactic Cowboys may be the band to really watch out

for This Houston-based quartet has been described by

some as "Metallica meets the Beatles", for their ability to

mesh dri\'ing, grinding music with surprisingly harmoni-

ous vocals.

"It's really a honor to be compared with those bands."

guitarist Dane Sconnier told The Collegian in a telephone

inter>'iew. "All of those bands — CSNY. Yes. The Beatles

— they're the bands that we grew up listening to. It's really

fiattenng."

Their self-titled debut album (Geffen Records) defi-

nitely shows great potential, as their eclectic hodgepodge of

influences all are apparent. And, believe me, you can listen

:'

'.fWWleV^eVMW^ga^aaa^:

1

Man., Dec. 16 - 8:00pm

JOHNNY WINTER

Pearl Street is now

three clubs in one - come

enjoy our new billards room

with three tables

to it on numerous occasions and still not be

able to figure out what's going on. They're

a band that is devoted to playing the kind of

music that they want to hear, so it's a given

that their musical integrity shines through.

The album also possesses the song that

just might become the anthem ofbands who

let their Christian beliefs show through.

The opening track, entitled "I'm Not

Amused", is a message to all bands that are

driven by Satanic influences.

"That kind of thing doesn't amuse us,"

quips bassist Monty Colvin.

This song alone may put the Galactic

Cowboys on the map, and is one ofthe finest

thrash songs that I've heard in a long, long

time.

Overkill and The Galactic Cowboys will

play at Katina's Nightclub on Sunday. The
show is open to all ages.

^^ui^-Mu^>

^ TNIATKIS
THE VILLAGE COMMONS • SOUTH HADLEY 533 2663

Photo by IMUi Carter

Galactic Cowboys

\.
I5/\TIK;A1 I

Wcckdavs d 3:00.6 50.&9.CX)pm
Friday C 4 45.6:50.9 OOptn

Sat & Sun. S 2 45.4:45 6 50 &9:00pm

Addams

Wcrkdan < 3 00 6:40.ftlS0|n

rn(Unl4 35&40.«8S0an

Sat « Sw < 2 30.4 35 fr40ft8 SO|M

MADONNA
TRUTH OR DARE

Midnights Friday

BOSTON BARTENDERS
SCHOOL OF AMERICA

If you are over 18, be a bartender.

LOCAL/NATIONAL PLACEMENT
AY/EVENING 1 WEEK

• SPEND WINTER BREAK WITH US!

LIMITED OPENINGS REMAIN FOR JANUARY CLASSES

CALL TODAY • 747-9888

165S M_A^NJJ^UIU 202 • SPRINCflELlXMAOnOi

RUSSELL'S
LIQUORS *^Ou

18 Main St, Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Harpoon "Odoberfest" Ba
$4.99 (^ vMe thev last!

Tickets tor jll sho«* .nailabic .it Pearl

Street, Strawberries, Dvnamile

Records, For the Record in Amherst;

Ticket Pro (8(ini 828 7080.

10 Pearl Street, Northampton

41? -,84-7771

Rene Junot Red & White $4.99 LsUeveiyday)

Beringer White Zinfandel $4.29 750mi(cvcryday)

Molson*s (All Flavors)
$15.95 case bots.

Bud Light & Dry
$6.99 12/pk bots.

Meister Brau
$4.99 12/pk cans

jg^ WHO'S

OPEN

LATE?

Sun.-Thurs. Open 'till 3:00am

Fri.& Sat Open 24 Hours

riiliii|;|iliiu(*

Route 9, Hadley
256-6889

next lo Stop & ShoD

Visa/Mastercard accepted on keg deposits

Many More In-Store Specials

M Beers plus Deposit (especially on WJnes) •Delivery Available

You are invited to

Pray for the

Campus

12 Noon

Friday, Nov. 22

Campus Center

(See list 3rd floor for room)

Sponsored by

Graduate

Christian Fellowship

LARGE CHEESE
PIZZA - $5.50

2 LARGE CHEESE
PIZZAS -$10.50

Come Celebrate
our 25^ Anniversary
at Hoivard Johnson.

call us
549-7890

Ouf hours are

4:30 PM 2 00 AM Sun Wed.
4:30 PM 3:00 AM Thurs. - Sat.

WE ACCEPT PERSONAL CHECKS

: — >»ct<
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LARGE CHEESE
PIZZA — $5.50

OR
2 LARGE CHEESE
PIZZAS — $10.50

S4»^7890
Fast. FrM D«llv«ry

No coupon necessary
for thts otter.
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Celebrating w^ith
a 1966, $2S** rate.

Come by and help us celebrate our
25th anniversary with our $25.00

rate from November 15, 1991 to

January 31, 1992. You will enjoy

great rooms and courteous service

all at a very comfortable price.

For reservations, call 586-0114

or (800) I-GO-HO-JO, ask for

the Anniversary Package.
Please present this ad.

Advanced m«rv.tion and c.ftain reslrictionf

apply. Ask for drUils. C 1991 Howard Johnson
Franchise Systrms, Inc

401 Russell St., Route 9

Hadley, Massachusetts 01035

CATCH THE TOP
AT THE TOP!

Featuring the Celtics, Bruins and
IVIonday Niglit Football

ptrtt |S
Bud Dry Suitcase

$12.99

case 1 2oz cans

Meisterbrau

$7.99

case 1 2oz cans

Beck's Beer

$17.79

case 1 2oz bottles

Kahlua Coffee Liquer

$12.99 750 ml

Thanksgiving

Wine Headquarters

au0
Liquor Store

Coors Light

$6.99

12-pk,12oz bottles

(AwSef

2A!Pac»S

TOP of the

liOUNGE

Monday-Friday

11:30 a.m. to 12:30 a.m.

Saturday & Sunday

5:00 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.

1 1th FLOOR CAMPUS CENTER

St. Pauli Girl N/A

$4.99 6.pack

Peachtree Schnapps

$5.99 750ml

In - store tasting of specially selected

Thanksgiving wines Friday thru Thanksgiving.

• Case discounts
• Expert wine consultation

MEGABUCKS.
WE HAUE (T!

338 College St.

One mile East of Amherst center on Route 9

Open 9 am - 1 1 pm Rain or Shine • Always Open

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
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New Dino Jr: it'll

be cool with you
By TODD BOURRET
Collegian Staff

Whatever'g Cool With Me
Dinosaur Jr.

Sire

Amherst's finest. Dinosaur Jr.. if-

cently released a collection of Gnci Muni
outtakes, B-Sides. li%e tracks and one new
single called "Whatever'g Cool With Me"
While records like these are usually hit-

and-miss at best, J. Mascis and friends

manage to rise above expectations and de-

liver st>me quality songs

''Mascis lives up to the title of

guitar god with a three hour

(or so) soaring into the

heavens solo that will leave

your ears giddy for weeks.

"

Unfortunately, the EP start* out on a

tomewhat sour note with the title track. A
ferocious double bas« drum break and a

catchy bridge can't make up for J's flat

croaking and the musically uninteresting

verse progression

Things start to look up on the second

track. "Sideways" has a similar feel to the

quieter songs on Green Mind. The verse

works well set against the simple, stripped

down acoustjc guitar that begins the song.

Mascis' voice is stiU warbly and off-key. but

in ilw way we've all grown to love and
admire.

The l>est song on "Whatever" has to be

"Not You Again." an infectious, hard-driving

insecurity trip in which Mascis. having given

bad advice, begs a friend. "If 1 say a word

just stop me/Cause 1 know I should shut up/

Guess I'll split now. just forget you met me/

Forget 1 brought it up." It's the kind ofsong

that forces the listener to hit the repeat

button on the CD player three or four times

before moving on to the next song.

Another highpoint is Dinosaur Jr's

reinterpretation of David Bowie's "Quick-

sand". Mascischtxises to scrap Bowie's dense,

arty "Kissing the Viper's fang" type imagery

in favor of a more honest, closer-to-home

l\Tical approach. The new words, coupled

only with acoustic guitars, make for a quite

beautiful and intensely personal sonjg.

The heavy, flute-less live version of

"Thumb" reigns supreme over the wimpy,

watereddown studio version on Green Mind.

Mascis lives up to the title ofguitar god with

a three hour (or so> soaring in the heavens

solo that will leave yourcars giddy for weeks.

There is some filler on Whotever's Cod
With Me. "Pebbles and Weeds" sounds very

much likea B-side. The Sabbath-likeopening

nff is outdated and doesn't do anything for

me. It see.ns as though the tons of guitar

and vocal overdubs in the song are used to

mask sloppy playing and poor songwriting

instead of being used to enhance the song.

"The Little Baby," although a throwaway
for a songwriter ofMascis' talent, carries an
intense bass guitar'drum groove with some
inspired screaming in the chorus.

All in all. it wouldn't kill you to go

downtown for Dinosaur Jr's "new* EP. In

fact, it might just make your day.
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Dinosaur Jr. — Amherst's finest export
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//Here she comes. Miss . .

.

By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Lisa A Jouris, a sophomore at UMass, has been selected
to be a contestant in the Miss Massachusetts - USA pageant
to be held at the New HoUday Inn Grand Ballroom in
Worcester. Jouris, a semifinalist in last year's pageant, has
a 3.7 GPA in UMass' School of Management.

Jouris, a.k.a. Miss Littleton, was kind enough to grant
me an interview despite her hectic preparation schedule.

LC: How did you get selected to be in the pageant?
LJ: I submitted a one page biography, a picture and an
appUcation to the pageant headquarters in Boston. Last
year there were around 350 appUcants and 75 were chosen.

I'm not sure of the numbers this year.

LC: Have you won any other titles/pageants?

LJ: No, but I was a semifinalist last year in the Miss
Massachusetts - USA pageant.

LC: What is the pageant schedule?

LJ; There is a swimsuit, interview, and evening gown
competition. This is a different pageant from Miss America,
becauae there is no talent involved. The contestants are

secluded for two days. There are chaperones, too. You only
have 2 L/2 minutes with the judges, so you have to talk as

fast as you can. They asked me about the history of Mas-
sachusetts last time, so I had to take a book out of the
library.

LC: How long have you Uved in the United States?

LJ : I was bom in Boston. I lived in Saudi Arabia for 9 years,

and moved to the US in 1985 At the end of 1987 I moved
back to Massachusetts. I went to an international school,

and that's why I like UMass. It has a lot of those same
qualities I rt^alized every person is unique in theirown way.

LC: How much money is necessary to participate in the

pageant?
I.J: I had to go out last war and get 22 sponsors. I had to

raise over 600 dollars this year. Because of the recession it

was a lot harder to get support.

LC: Why are you participating?

LJ: I like competition; it brings out the worst and best

qualities in people. Modeling is my favorite hobby, and
people listen to you when you have this title. I could be a
spokesperson for Massachusetts' problems, like the reces-

sion. 1 saw a (former pageant winner) on 20/20 or 60
Minutes bnng up the issue of incest, before Roseanne Barr.

1 want to learn more about how to help people.

LC: What do you think about the controversy surrounding

these pageants?
LJ: 2 1/2 minutes with each judge is definitely not long

enough for them to get to know you and your personality.

Some ofmy fnends say this isjust aglamour girl competition.

I would have more time for the personal interview. I do have

a problem with that conflict. I would love to be a Sports

Illustrated girl, but I want people to Uke me for my person-

aUty and not what I look Uke.

LC: Are these pageants really comp)etitive/stre8sful? ,

LJ: It is a very friendly atmosphere. It is very competitive

also, but it's a challenge for me to break through the i(% with

those people.

I would like to thankmy friends and family for supporting

me through all ofthis because it means a lot to me. Last year

a contestant was sent tons offlowers. I don't think that most
people know they can send flowers to support the contestants

representing them.
Friday, Nov. 22 is the last day to purchase tickets to see

the competition for $35 for the weekend ofNov. 30.

Myra
CONTINUED FROM THIS WEEKEND PAGE 2

From then on, she has joined various music festivals

around the country from the Greenwich VilUage Jazz

Festival to the New Music America Festival in Mianu.

More currently, she has even co-directed the New
York Festival of Women Improvisors alongside co-

director and flutist, Marion Brandis.

Don't miss this rare (and inexpensive) chance to

hear new music that is not breaking down the old

doors, but is simply opening them and walking on.

Myra Melford will perform at Hampden Theater

tonight at 8 p.m. $5 general public or $3 with a 5-

College ID.
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Giving thanks for Valley musical
By BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

The weekend before Thanksgiving is usually a slow time

around these parts for clubland. Most students are trying to

catch up on the course work they've neglected all semester

so they can split early from campus and head home. Many

will leave this weekend. Most touring acts also want to get

home for the turkey holiday so bookings relax a hit this

coming week and tour busses hit the highway and head for

whatever direction that home is located. What better time

then to go out for beers and see a local bar band'

Jabberwocky

One of the best of the Kx-al bar bands are the Big Bad
Bollocks, whose rowdy acoustic Celtic sound is reminiscent

of the Pogues and the Waterboys. They will be at the Iron

Horae Music Hall in Noho tommorrow night and the Guiness

will be served in fine style as the Bollocks np and roll

through a night of Uwdnness. The Big Bad Bollocks com-

bine raw acoustic instrumentation with vaudeville style

comic entertainment and they are fronted by nutty boy

John Allen who hails from Derbyshire in Northern En-

gland. Pat Owens is on guitar and vocals. John Reily is

d^gnated driver and mandolin player, and drummer Bob

Richards pounds away on a cocktail drum. These shows

always sell out so get there early, and remember that the

Iron Horse is always ALL AGES.

Dig it. You might want to go see a promising new band

at the Hatch in the Student Union tommorrow night. They

call themselves Nag, Nag, Nag and they have been to-

gether since September Nag. Nag. Nag performed their

first gig over at the Butterfield coffeehouse a few weeks

back and the positive response from the audience has

lH)lstered them to keep plugging away at it. They've been

working on a demo tape at a recording studio down in

Springfield and they tell me their influences range from

Lou Reed to the Pixies. Like the Pixies, two of the band

members. An Vais and Tony Westcott, goto l^Mass. Ari and

Tony both play guitar, sing vocals, and share in the

songwriting. The rhythm section consists of homeboys

Brian Osley on bass and Paul Pellis. Nag, Nag. Nag perform

mostly originals. If you can't see them at the Hatch

tommorrow night then 1 suggest roving on down to the

WMUA studios in the basement of the Campus Center on

Saturday, where Nag, Nag, Nag will be recording a "Uve"

radio show at 1 :30 pm in Campus Center room 101 with the

Canine Bastards. Methinks this be a punkfest of sorts to be

aired at a later date. Why not be part ofthe studio audience?

Speaking of the Campus Center, if you passed through

the concourse yesterday you might have seen band members

ofOne EyedJake selling their new CD. The bad boys ofthe

UMass party circuit have their CD on sale at Al-Bum's in

downtown Amherst and it will also be available at their

gigs. How about sending me a copy?

Saturday finds the Dertonz (last year's Rock 102/Pearl

Street Battle of the Bands runnerup) over at Sheehan's

Cafe in Noho We are talking some serious funk action here

folks.

Photo by Wendy tiordon

The Dertonz
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Women's Issues

Lesbian discusses Nicaraguan movement
By TRACY GAVEL
Collegian Correspondent

Nicaraguan lesbian activist Lupita Siquiera Malespin

outlined the parallels between the gay movement and the

country's liberation in the last decade when she spoke on

•The Lesbian and Gay Movement in Nicaragua Today'

Tuesday in the Campus Center.

Malespin has been working on AIDS education in Nica-

ragua for several years, as well as sexuality education and

she has been active in the Nicaraguan women's movement.

Malespin said one of her goals has been to "empower

young people to challenge [issues of I
homophobia, sexism

and sexuality."

She told the audience about how before the Sandinista's

revolution in 1979, sexuality itaelf was taboo and homo-

sexuality was "a taboo of taboo.*

Because 60 percent of people in 1979 could not read or

write, most people were ignorant on issues ofsexuality , and

that only a few "courageous" gays and lesbians were open

about their sexuality, added Malespin.

Malespin said the main concern of the Nicaraguan

people before 1979 was survival under the regime of the

dictatorship, not personal issues of identity.

"In 1974 I never thought that I'd live twenty yean

people were dying," she said.The only alternative gays had

was to be involved in the struggle."

She described the social change of the 1980s in her

country, when gays began to come out and have social lives.

"We became interested in getting information about

sexuality, and our newspaper began writing about AIDS,"

Malespin said. "Anything that was called a gay disease," we

wanted toknow about. We started reading lots ofpamphlets,

etc. .

."

Malespin described how this new knowledge and inter-

est, that she and other gays felt, led to organizing a collective

for AIDS education.

Their motivation for the collective was "seeing that the

(gay) struggle is the same everywhere," said Malespin.

The small collective was later discovered by the federal

government, through the Administration of Health for

Nicaragua, and they began to work together to support

AlDS education, Malespin reported. Gradually , the collective

also included education on issues of sexuality and gay

identities.

"Little by little, we grew . . . gay people identified with us

because for the first time somebody was talking to them in

the same language . . . another gay person," she said.

But Malespin stressed the difficulties of the gay move-

ment that lie ahead, especially after the recent election of

Nicaragua's new conservative government.

She emphasized that their present goal is "to maintain

our gains and to give AIDS and sex education without

prejudice. We must defend our civil rights now."

Malespin also said that it would be extremely difficult

for the government to close or to take much action against

the collectives, because there is much support from the

feminist movement as well as legal protection from the

Nicaraguan constitution.

The current collectives for sexuality and AIDS education

in Nicaragua include a lesbian group, a gay men's group,

XOCHIQUETZAL, which is the new foundation collective,

and SEPSIDA, which is the group for AIDS education.

Malespin said that next

year the collectives are planning 12 workshops using films

and projector slides, and last year was the first year of an

International Gay Pride Day. which Nicaraguan collectives

celebrated through radio broadcasts and pamphlets.

"The principal thing is that (it is the) same behavior,"

Malespin said. "(After they discovered my sexuality! my
family accepted me, because 1 was the same person all the

time. The gay strxiggle is not only a gay struggle, it is of all

people. . . we must break the chains of ignorance and

oppression."

History ignores lesbians
Accessing lesbian history said difficult

^^ a mote 'nt^^^'o'

Collegian photo by Andrea Mlgliaiwi

BEAR WITNESS TO THE VICTIMS OF WAR AGAINST WOMEN
-The clothesline poject at Smith College displays over 150 t-shirts

made in commemoration of the victims, Monday, November 18.

By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Suff

"Survival is in the finding of kindred

spirits anywhere' wrote NatashaJosefowitz

in her poem "Tokens".

Part of lesbian/gay community building

is the reclaiming of themselves as a people

from the annals of history.

But uncovering lesbian history is a diffi-

cult task because of the social stigma at-

tached to both the subject and those who do

the research, according to Dr. Faith Rogrow,

an historian from the State University of

New York at Binghampton who spoke at

UMass last Friday.

Dr. Rogrow began her presentation with

a story about renown feminist author and

poet Judy Grahan.
Rogrow said when Grahan went to a

library to do some research on lesbian his-

tory, she found that the texts on gays and

lesbians were kept locked in a special vault

and she had to make special arrangements

to see them. Most of the texts were psycho-

logical works that labeled gays and lesbians

"deviant."

Rogrow said although access to lesbian

and gay texts has improved over the years,

"significant challenges" remain in studying

lesbian history.

The "Invisibility" of lesbian issues in

periodical listings is a major difficulty for

researchers, Rogrow said.

She said most reference books, which are

"the tools historians are trained to use," do

not include a subject heading of "lesbians."

She also said the Reader's Guide to Peri-

odical Literature, a frequently used refer-

ence guide, does not index any gay or les-

bian publications.

Rogrow said this lack of inclusion was a

•"significant problem" for lesbian history

researchers.

"Indexes exist to save us lots of research

time," she said, but pointed out that al-

though issues concerning gay men were

sometimes included under the listing "ho-

Collrgian photo by Tryatan Skeigh

I>r. Faith Rogow

mosexuality," often lesbians were "simply

ignored" by the Periodical Guide.

Researchers who collect oral histories

also face difficulties. Rogrow said, because

many subjects do not want to be identified

as lesbian.

"Its simply dangerous to be identified as

lesbian," Rogrow said, "and has been for

some time in this country."

I>esbians have also l)een reluctant to leave

written histories, Rogrow said. Most of the

written accounts have been generated by

sources "antagonistic to lesbians," Rogrow

said. She gave courts and mental institu-

tions as examples.

"These records are not reflective ofher [a

lesbian's! own vision of her experience,"

Rogrow said.

Rogrow said graduate students who fo-

cus on lesbian history face persecution and

may be denied their degree or not receive a

reccomendation. "Most researchers are in-

dependent, unaffiliated with a formal insti-

tution because it's hard to find jobs."

Number women carrying guns increasing
BOSTON (AP) — Dina Furiong. a 27-year-old Kingston

homemaker. bought a Colt .380 automatic pistol for protec-

tion after she was harassed by a gang ofmen while jogging

on the beach.

"From what you hear in the news about attacks on

women. I just feel better having it on me." Furlong said.

"Hopefully, I won't ever have to use it, but it's nice to know

it's there if 1 get into trouble."

Furlong is among the estimated 15 million U.S. women

who own firearms, according to a Gallup poll estimate.

According to gun retailers, women represent the fastest-

growing market for handguns, the Boston Sunday Herald

reported. Most buy their guns for protection.

Mike Giacoppo, a former Cambridge police detective

who runs the Boston Gun and Rifle Club, said he has seen

a "radical" increase in the number of women taking his

firearms training course in just the past six months.

"Before, we used to get a few girls in here, mostly being

dragged in by their boyfriends," Giacoppo said. "Now were

seeing a lot of businesswomen, doctors, lawyers, nurses,

teachers, secretaries. They're afraid ofbeingmugged, robbed,

raped or murdered. They want to be able to protect them-

selves. They want to be able to feel safe."

Although statistics show a woman is more likely to be

victimized by a relative or acquaintance, gun-shop owners

say the fear of being attacked by a stranger is translating

into gun sales.

Still, Handgun Control, a Washington-based gun-con-

trol lobby, says women should think twice before deciding

to carry a gun.

Editor ^s note
Hi—
This is Michelle Bayliss, the new

Women's Issues Editor, and Fm look-

ing for writers and great ideas. Please

come down to the Collegian and talk to

me or leave a message. Get involved!

Contribute to your community and in-

crease your awareness. Write for

Women's Issues!

« » •! i » 1
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rally
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

the administration was intended to remove what he called

the "very, very punitive" measures in a letter O'Brien

issued to graduate student employees on Tuesday.

"We wanted to get this dark shadow out from over the

graduate students and the members of the negotiating

team," l/enson said.

The "dark shadow" Lenson spoke of referred to a para-

graph in the letter stating that any graduate student not

completing the form attached to the letter or checking ofl"

that they did not 'fulfill their contractual obligations" on

Nov. 14 and 15 "will no longer have an employment contract

with the L'mversity and will receive a bill for tuition and

curriculum fees for the remainder of the Fall semester,"

unleM they returned to work by Tuesday.

In a statement yesterday, O'Brien said he is "not pres-

ently contemplating" cancelling contracts revoking tuition

•^hy Should I Register...

...For Peer Education Programs?"

Let Me Count The Whys

1 It will teach me about important public

health issues like sexually transmitted

diseases and AIDS, alcohol and drug

issues, cardiovasct^ar illness, cancer,

accident prevention, eating disorders

stress and consumer health

2 It will teach me valuable skills like

leading a workshop, giving a

presentation and developing marketing

strategies

3 It can really help me be part of a team

working to improve UMass.

4 It can help me to meet lots of people

5 It can help me to improve areas of my
own r>ealth

6 I can earn three academic credits

7 It can improve my chances of getting a

|Ob. tsecause I will represent the

University Health Services

8 In short tt might be the most important

course I take while I m a student at

UMass

Public Health 216

Tues & Thurs 2 30-3 45 p m Peer Health

Promotion focuses on a variety of health

issues one semester just register

Public Health 213

Tues & Thurs 2 30-3 45 p m Peer

Sexuality Education 2 semester

commitment Permission of the instructor

required

C3II the Health Education Drvision to fma out more

before you pian your Spnrig schedule 549-267 1, exi.

181

ACADEMY..MU.SIC A,^(^

ONLY AREA SHOWING - DAILY 7& 9:05

"TWO BIG THUMBS UP
for Rumbling Rose... .A ma.sterpiece of comic

lone . Beautifully acted, ^^m «i ti»n

'••••
\il thm jcion jrr Mrd^ id

ROBERT DUVALL LALRA DERN

1>* &t ^

MAM LAOO lUKAS HAAS ^^^ "^^

^ legBfe.'-JSy :i
Laura Dem plays a sexually free young woman in the 30s

South. In the words of Daddy (Robert Duvall) she causes

"one damnable commotion."

and fee waivers.

GEO co-speaker Kinily Isaacs also announced to pro-

testers that the University had called in Roberta C.olick of

the American Arbitration Association U) act as an outside

mediator in negotiations between the two sides.

"O'Brien originally said he would only have mediation if

we called off the strike," Isaacs said. That's off— we now

have mediation and a strike."

"l think the administration fmally perceives the wide-

spread strength of GEO's demands," Isaacs said.

Representatives of several local unions spoke to voice

their support of the GEO's demands.

Irene Price, a member of University Staff AsstK-iation,

read a statement from U.S.A. President Sheila Gnlfith

supporting GEO.
"Today is a day for all unions at UMass to unite," Price

said. The administration continues to try to back employ-

ees into a corner— the time has come to stop accepting this

type of anti-union behavior.

"It's time to take a stand— time to say no more bad-faced

bargaining, no more disregard of employees well-being,"

Price said.

Jonathan Tuttle ofthe Northampton Labor Council said

the Council had decided to endorse the GEO's strike and

presented a check of $500 for the GEO's hardship fund.

"When agency fees first came in here, it was because

workers withheld their services," Tuttle said. "The sharks

that surround you will break their teeth on your iron

resolve."

Following the rally ,GEO members marched to Whitmore

and delivered 3,707 cards signed by undergraduates saying

they supported GEO's contract demands.
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Radial Retreads
ON SALE NOW THROUt.II NOV. 31. IWI

BUY ON'E AT REGUUR PRICE - SECOND TIRE AT HALFPRICi;

Size

P155/80R13

P165/80R13

P175/80R13

P185/80R13

P185/75R14

P195/75R14

P205/75R14

P215/75R15

P225/75R15

P235/75R15

175/70SR13

185/70SR13

185/70SR14

205/70SR14

185/60SR14

195/60SR14

195/60SR15

Price First

$29.95

32.95

32.95

33.95

34.95

34.95

39.95

41.95

42.95

44.95

29.95

34.95

36.95

37.95

39.95

40.95

44.95

Second

$15.00

16.50

16.50

17.00

17.50

17.50

20.00

21.00

21.50

22.50

15.00

17.50

18.50

19.00

20.00

20.50

22.50

* SAFE * ECONOMICAL * SAVES OUR ENVIRONMENT * FULL LIFETIME WARRANTY
* 90 DAY FREE PLACEMENT WARRANTY

SERVICE Alignments Brakes Quick Lube Exhaust

Houis \h s o s.ii s i

"Your choice all season or snow tire!"

Hadley Tire and Brake Center
253-9^1 1 A^^) Russell St. • Rt. 9 • Hndlcy. Ma 01035 253-^)054

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

'Ml jaavui PifU 'mill

•

—

r-
'

t ' '

, -^1 -L

His wish for life granted, the Visible Man takes his first

steps into the real world — not suspecting that

most people, upon seeing him, would eittter

taint or throw up.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

QOTS\0t, ^KD 0\D M>f

By BILL WATTERSOi,

CAST OF THOUSANDS

uMiiM cmpMS <Mr/]f /

By BARRY DEUTSCH

MtmjTVPSiSoifroF^

iJfu,MD.i

THE CACTUS By SCOT FORBES

UNDER 21
By KRIS K. EARLE
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Quote of the Day
"Survival is in the finding of kin-

dred spirits anywhere"
—Natasha Josefowitz

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE

1 Ugtii sowoa
5 CnaMng
90««i««n
14 Suiii—ig

t«i«|ua

15 V^nM
16 Unadonad
17 Plaoa tookM*

vafeja on
19 NantMahasal

• Barrymora

201
21

sRoo<M|wici at
CBm Si
7Canada 40

• OaaMd.a(ald 41

9 0ul Att»

SI EMlor

S31tav««id

23 OMOomact
27 IkHottfc

31 Kaidol

10 — priK

11

12

13
It
22

23Wta>ar.
241

46 SouVi Amancan

47Kndi
4«UiaMi4

S6
sc
S7

•0
61

62

Tha,
Ti

• dag

idoi

32 Hqtvgrada

34
36 Astan

36 — sn«: angry

37 Comprahanann
41 TV

42Caim
43

25 Pari Of a laal

26 Ck*
26

Toup
29 Eloraan't

atiiam |ar*ay

30 BamtM s aunt

33 Mad actiool

um
36 AnoNM Chnaaa

45 Lataat typa o(

nnn nnnn nnnp^
nnnn nnnn nnnpn
nnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
nnnrann nnn nnnn
nnnnn nnnnn
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52
54 Ejiporlara'

adviaory org

55 Today s Pmmmn
58Saraaa
63Eurapaan

641

66<
06 ImpudaM
67 lOndtal tlvpt

Abbr
66 cnangas ookx

\ Comic Cu imc i

2

SPWtOlMO
4 UkaaBoy
Seoul

Menu
LUNCH

Chicken Burrito

American Chop Suey

BASICS LUNCH
Chicken Burrito

Bourein and Sprout Sandwich

DINNER
Roast Beef

Cheese Spinach Stiudel

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Spinach Stnidel

Rice and Veggie Pilaf

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19): Unfa-

miliar people and place<> are noc for you

today. Get together with close fnend< and

loved ones. Emphasize whal you can do «»

a team— there lr\ily is power in numbers.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20) A fes-

uve atmosphere boosts your spints Trust

only the people you know and love today

Cooperation is your ticket to business

success. Someone new on the scene could

try to deceive you.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): A good

day to write letters and make important

phone calls. Travel will put you in touch

with valuable new contacts You make

friends wherever you go. Put your credit

cards awav'

CANCER(June2l-July 22): Be cau-

tious in financial matters. Expected money

may not materialize before the holidays.

Pay more attention to legal loopholes

Avoid exhaustion by pacing yourself at

work.

LEO (July 2.1-Aug 22): If you think

big. you will accomplish great things

New trends favor your efforts. Buy some-

thing beautiful today to decorate your

home. Your creative efforts are recog-

nized by those who count.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): Seek a

lasting solution to a financial problem.

Avoid showdowns and ultimatums in the

afternoon. Listen toopposing views with-

out losing your cool. Quiet confidence is

the key to success'

LIBRA (Sep«. 2>-Oct. 22) You may

not want to accept an older person's ad-

vice, even if you think it is conect Re-

view your options. Wisdom comes with

experience Follow the lead of a highly

successful colleague.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21): Have

another try at kicking a habit tJiat has been

deemed harmful to your health Today is

an ideal time to expand your social circle.

Be more outgoing at parties and ofTice

functions.

SAGITARIUS (ftov 22-Dec 21):

Do not try to force an ivsue or threaten

someone Issuinganuliimatum will hack-

fire. Know what a loved one wants before

you offer solace or advice. Socialize to-

night.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19):

Your generosity may be jeopardized if

you get involved with the wrong person.

Resist subtle pressure form sotneone who

has designs on your money. You mon
think about the future

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb 18): U.s-

len to the good advice that is available to

you in your own home. Ownership and

property matters enjoy favorable influ-

ences Play down your weaknesses while

emphasizing your strengths

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20) You

feel impulsive today and want to make big

changes in your life. A helpful ass»K-iatc

directs your attention to earning more

money. Showcase a special talent and the

skv is the limit'

Today's Staff

Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Beth Butts

PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Terry Starmer

Production Nitin Mukul

Tracy Kruger
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speaker
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

racy, people must first develop a self-interest m the issues

which govern our government.

-In developing a self-interest of our well-being in the

public arena, we. in turn, develop a relational self-interest

with others." she said, "l^hat is. the idea we put forth will

undoubtedly clash with others. In clashing with others, we

develop strong relationships which gives us more power —
more say in our democratic government."

:i

SPORTS NOTICE
BASKETBALL TICKETS — Student tickets (or the Nov. 25

mens basketball game against Keene State will t)e avail-

able today. Thurs. Nov. 21. They can tse picked up

behween 7 am. and 3 p m. in the lobby of Curry Hicks

Cage. Students with a valid undergraduate I.D. can

obtain one general admission ticket.

MINUTEMANIACS — Anyone, who either is a

Minutemaruc or wants to be one. should show up at

Ratter's Pub at 8 p.m. on Friday Nov 22. There will be a

club meeting there at ttxat tirrie until just before the Siena

gome at midnight _^__^__^_____^__^^^

LOCAL

November 19, 1991 Service Employees International Union
UMass Chapter

To the University community:

We, the elected leaders of Local 509, SEIU, which represents over 800 professional staff members

at the Amherst campus, express our strong and unanimous support for the Graduate Employees Organi-

zation in its struggle for a fair contract. We deplore the recent positions and tactics of management,

especially its absurd refusal to agree to an agency fee for graduate employees.

We are especially outraged by the letter, dated November 1 5th and signed by Chancellor O'Brien,

which threatens drastic and illegal action by the University against graduate employees if they do not

abide by its terms. This letter can do nothing but inflame the present tense situation and make a settle-

ment of this dispute more difficult to achieve. We demand that University management rescind this

letter immediately, and that management settle this dispute with GEO by agreeing to a fair contract

which recognizes GEO as the chosen representatives of graduate employees on this campus.

We urge all professional staff in our bargaining unit to come to a membership meeting on Mon-

day, November 25th, at noon in Campus Center 804-808. At that meeting we will be discussing pos-

sible job actions in support of GEO and other matters of serious and immediate concerns to our mem-

bers.

UMass/Amherst Chapter Board

150 Fearing St., Amherst, MA 01002 • (413) 549-8255 • P.O. Box 307, Dorchester, MA 02125 • (617) 282-2509

/ NOBODY'S
N

>"'r

RT. 9 AMHERST/HADLEY
BETWEEN SUPER
STOP' N 'SHOP&

LIQUORS 44

AT IMF

CAMPUS
PLAZA

^'

'l^"'--i
I\i

WHO F

THIS WKKK
( UMASS STUDENT

IS THEIR SCHOOL I.D.

WILL RGCFJVli: 1()% OFF OUR
ALREADY LOW IMUCES.

SEE YOU THERE.
NOW THRU WEDNESDAY

FIRST QUALITY AND SLIQHT IRREQULARS

NOBODY'S
PERFECT-

Not even the best known specialty Si

department stores in the U.S. Ihey

make mistakes, too...That's when
our buyers take advantage and pass

the savings onto you!

CAMPUS PLAZA RTPAMHlRSI/HADliV

Phone 256-8686

Hours:

Sun. 12pm-6pm • Mon., Tucs., Wed. 10iim-6pm

Thurs., Fri. 10dm-9pm • Sat. 10am-6pm

'V ^*
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WISHING YOU A WARM & WONDERFUL THANKSGIVING!

WINP fi LIQUnRfi

<i

BUSCH & UGHT
MllOf CMC

$Q99

ROLLING
ROCK HI0$.iO49
M u ctf Eirum Kit ni s

ei BUD UGHT

BUD DRY ._
MOLSON $iC49
GOLDEN *^ "

/i?n(. HLnni t>

HEINEKEN

KCHS GOLDEN .„.
ANNIVERSARY ^1^

&LITE MitatoaM

BALLANTINE $799
BEER

'^
lumoiM

COKE • DIET COKE
SPRITE • DIET SPRITE

GALLO CLASSICS
CHABLIS. RHINE.
BURQUNOV.
RED ROSE. CPOO
PINKCMABUS. *>,„
FRENCH **
COLOMBARO.
CHENIN BLANC
BLUSH CHABLIS

LLx SMIRNOFF VODKA

^\ ROBERT
' "^ MONDAVI

WOOOBRIDGE
CHAROONNAY. i > Q 9

CABERNET SAUVIGNON H^
SAUVIGNON BLANC SQ49

SEBASTIANI
PROPRIETORS

SUTTER HOME
WHITE -^.o
zinfandel'3^
HARVEY'S $Q4 9
BRISTOL ° ^-

CREAM
M & R

ASTI SPUMANTE
»^£ •*• MM.M flSATE 200

006T AFTER $£49
ROATE VTVML

STOLICHNAYA j'r jl

VODKA $-|599|^
MALM REBATE 300 «rre<« ICaAIC

Oja (SILVER) ,^349^

'DEWARS *23w?
SCOTCH

CORDOH'rClN MO
i»-

SALE'iy
MAJLMREMIEIOO

49

COSI/^TEH
REBATE

rv«

BACARDI
RUM

COST

HTBAIl

EDEN ROC
E)CTRADRY ,^^^
&BRUT *3*1

$C79GEORGE
DUBOEUF
BEAUJOLAIS-VILLAGES

MALM REBATE 200

JIM s i o
BEAM '^49ITbL

CANADIAN
CLUB
WHISKEY "^.SS?"

99
IM«.MREBAIE4C0 11?

KAHLUA
M«AMREAUESaO

oosTArrtn

99
nOML8

BAILEY'S
IRISH M4',i
CREAM

F wi. RaMfxphen Cam*'

MliaipO>«««tOr
lypograpNcAi •"OX

•am 10 llpm
Mondty thru Silu'tJay

UQUQ.RS 44
HADLEV

753 9344

'4TW0^
LOCATIONS

MOLVOKE
301. -coiS'
b34 155b

$' Thftj

TeleCheck

ttUHAN 66URMET
f.

CHINESE RESTAURANT

ADVOCAIl
• BF-S I •
I iiK \ All r \

[<l ADl.HS K>ll
I

1 99 1
•I PUca

The aroma, aound A taata

or authantic Chinaaa culalne

praparad Hunan, Szachuan,

Mandarin «ir Cantonaaa styla

— aapadaltyforyoul

Ha

•FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*^

261 King St.. Northampton • 585-0202 • Ampit Paildng

ftOpBn 7 Days a Week • NO MSQ j^
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE ^

The Five College Program in Peace & World Security Studies.

The Population and Development Program, and The Luce Food Program:

present:

"IS OVERPOPULATION TO BLAME FOR
THE ENVIRONMENTAL CRISIS?"

A Debate

SUSAN WEBER. Zero Population Growth

JONATHAN ADAMS. World Wildlife Fund
ARJUN MAKHUANI. Institute for Energy

and Environmental Research

GITA SEN, Harvard Center for Population

and Development Studies

Thursday. November 21st. 7:30 PM
Main Lecture Hall. Franklin Patterson

Hampshire College

This event Is free and open to the public, and wheelchair accessible. For more

InformaUon call PAWSS at 549-4600. ext. 519.

Classifieds
COMETOTHECOlUGIANOFFICEII3aMPUSCEmR*THURSnAYH:m:30FRIDAY8:30-2:30'DFADUNFJSm)DAYSPRIORTOP

Acnvmes

EUROPEAN C.

Ttianka tor thcpwIyLart doit aeainDiclvr.

KM. Omos. J«n. Krttt«(. Tom. Jill, and sv-

J«p«n Amxto Club

imcrcstad >n SIGN LANOUAOE?
UMast H«fXJt m««ti$ tvuiy Thufi M 6:30

TooioWin Hm ^6XC
All ar« w«lcom«_

MYSTERY MATCH DANCC
a1 th« Bluawall

Fnday. Nov*(nt>«r22

$1 -mamOar* S3-non-mambars

Prua*'"

Sponsoradby A A.S A^

Tha NotllWMl/Sylvan Araa Govarnmants

presant tha »ali s«mi-tomial. A Night m iha

OOam Fnday Novembar 22. trom 9pm to

lam $7-r8Sident$. $iO-non-re»idant« Tk*-

ats on sala m the NEAG offlca. Monday-

Thursday. 7-9pm ^^^^

WIN PUBUC ENEMY T1CKETSI
Party - Thurs Nov 21 8PM
Graarvxigh Lounge Central Araa

Fraa CDs. tapes, posters'

Sponsorad by CAG and Columbia Raoords

ANNOUNCEMENTS

HEYUMASSI
Show your support

The Minutemen battle UNH Wildcats in the

last home loott>all game
Saturday. Alumni Stadium 12 30 KK*otl

MASSPIRG IS SPONSORING a hunger

banquet Monday Nov 25lh 7-9 30pm
S4 students SS gen admission

Proceeds to local shelter

OFFKCIAL ZOOMASS CONDOMS
$1 6 6896

SUBMrr YOUR
art poetry prose photography

to Spectrum Magazine

Deadline Dec 2nd
Bring to 406E Student Union

or call 545-2240

UMON
VIDEO
CENTER

Hello, classisfied reader You are cordially

invited to attend our general meeting

tonight 7 PM
Behind Tha HalchMl

COLLEGE PIZZA

FALL SPECIAL
Small cheese $3 50

Large cheese $6 00

Add $1 for tor2 toppings

Free soda w/ large sub. salad, or spaghetti

549^6098 549-6073

Must mention this ad

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISCI $1 75 00 DJs. VJs. Karaoke

for house/ Formal parties. Call 586-9900

FORMNT HELP WANTED

Two bedroom condomraurm

fof as low a* $6S0 par momh Convenia**

moctth-K>-monlh ranol agraamert Partung

avtfWHa lor two vahdes On bus romo.

doaaloiTMa.canlarollownandUMMa.Cal

253-3S34

JAIMMV 1 1g doubta room in houaa

Ol heal 1 7 mile to campus 549-6289

Ona room In apl; close to campus cheap

Avglable Jan to AuQuat. caK 549-0630

TMMihouaa2Ba*ooml l/2baihBusRouM

N. Amham 1-567-1358

FOR SALE

8 GUNS-N-ROSES TICKETS

Dec 6 Wore Centrum

Great seats" Sec 102

S75 each or B O
Call 1 508-692-8725

19B2 SAAB 900S Good *hap«

1 15K mites and plenty left $2000.

Call Dan evenings 256-1931

BREWYOUR OWN BEER
at home rs cheap, simple. Mile labor. Com-

plete brewing iuts Call 508823-6453

CANNONDALEGOODSHAPE mile counter

Sunlour components 12 speed Aluminum

$200 or BO

GUNS-N-ROSES TIX. 2 pairs for Centnjm.

Dec 6 Best offer CallJonesy 256-3192

GUNS N ROSES tickets Centrum. Dec 5

and 6 Great seats 546-0635

IBM 286COMPUTER : 1 0MMZ. 640K. 20MB

hard drive. S'l**3 1/2 drives. EG4. NEC
Multisync2 cotor monitor Hayes 1200 mo-

dem. mouse $1000 4^3J64-6891

OnTwaY TKJKET to Oak CA from New

Haven Nov 25 female $70 Call Jill 256-1270

PIANO-1916 EMERSON UPRIGHT

In generally excellent condition

Recently appraised al $1 100

323-7768

PRE-TURKEY DAY SALEI
Watches-watches-walches

All hair accessories, incense.

leather bags and more!

Friday and Monday on Concourse

SK:K OF COMPUTER LAB HOURS
High quality computers

Starting at $299

546-0390

Sony Dlaknun model D-2 Excell. corid. $60

cheap! Call John 6- 1 671

FOUND

A BOX OF hard disks lor a Mac 112 com-

puter In the Campus Center on the couch by

the info disk Call Rachel 6-2459

FREE PE TK:KETS

DANCE PARTY THURSDAY NIGHT.

Featuring: PE ticket give-aways and hun-

dreds ol door pnzes

8-12:30 Greenough Snack Bar $1 .00

Sponsored by Central Area Govt',

and Sony Records.

Dem 9M a |a» - Oai a buainaaa'

TASP imamatonaloWara higNy moiwalad
students practical anparlanca and oamNigs

avaraging $4 000 $7 000 lor ma sumniar

Ploasa call 1 800-922-5579

FREE I

to students or siudant organizaiiona pronxM-

ing our spnng break packages. Good pay

and fun Call CMI 1 -800-423-5264

JOBS: Clean Water Action's environmental

campaign staff Evenings $7/hr Call 584-

9830 On busknes

KETTLE WORKERS: Part time, aam extra

Chnstmas cash and help others at same
time $4 50/*hr Nov 22 Dec 24 Can 586-

5243 Ask lor Marianne

Naad tutor lor Math 127

Goodnwnay'
Marc 549-7547

Which btht lands me his nHjtortxke lor the

road lesf I'm willing to pay for rt Juergen.

256-6934

HOUSE FOR RCNT

4-adrin Houaa m Sunderland on bustne

Ouiet St Call Bill WiU 516-626-2900

I NEED TICKETS

I NEED TK^CETSIIt

WiU pay $ for

Midnighl Madness tickets

Eittiar student or reserved tickets

Please call A SAP
549-4436 -Ask tor Kristen

~ MTERNSHiP DEADLINE

'

THIS FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 22 is tha last

day to apply for a spring internship at the

Legal Services Center' Get hands-on legal

experience, wortung directly with clients and

attorneys Training provided Contact Legal

Services today! 545-1995. 922 Campus
Canter

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDIT Scuba Diving

Learn to dive. G09-Basic Scuba

Key Largo trip. G-10-Spot1 Scuba

New England advanced. Gil- advanced

All courses Nsted under General Physical

Education For further information come by

Curry Hicks pool Mon-Thur 7pm-t0pm or

Call 545-2338

LOST

BLACK * PURPLE jacket (Hunter's Run)

@ Brandywine apt #8B Fri night. Special

personal gift. Reward. For any info. 549-

6262.549-1411

SMALL BLACK BAG with makeup Please

call 586-6525

MUSIOANS

MUSICIANS
Borderland seeks capable dnjmmer for gig-

ging band playing funky bluesy original ma-

terial Must love the blues No hackers or

metalheads please 549-5543 Chris Dave or

Jason

lANMALCnVl
(Fnday 6pm-«h)

Oorit Ksh with Macfc eyas scare you too''

rd Wte 10 meal you - Respond hara

-The woman with 32 penrwas under 2 IWi

FOXMAN
Doing a great /Ob in Grayson bul I tM wa
couU do It batter together

A Dickinson RA_

JAME OONNSTEM
Congraiulahons on your p«amollon>

Lova. The Siaters and piadgaa

ol Sigma Kappa

OJ.
3 reasons'' Qodinasa compMSion wisdom

eumnwy? I Lova You (soooo much)

Forever Yours

D>ana

Paul MCQ
Thanks so much tor tha •NO FAT CHICKS'

t sNri Oh good luck in the Pa»<am alaction

andwhy donlyoubuyabaar lerachange'''

TOOO
Good luck tonighll

Love. Nancy

CHRISI
Feliz cumpleanos'!

Todos tus daseos
sotanraaMad!

Ta (yjian) muuucho
mucho'
Tu Amiga

Cnstina

MAN OF THE WEEK: Nov 16

MaridalhL
WEAK:
Sparos Vourtotts

Enthrone
You are the best

I Realty Do-

GREENBEAN,
If I didnt kjve you. Pd hate yool

Love.

FLYNNSTONE

Tony the Tiger, Are you going to miss the

Simpsons again? And try not to tall asleep

during 90210! !! Love. Scrully's real friend!

NANCY & MBSY
are finally 21

Happy B-daysl

LuvBaib

JOSE (a.k a War Hero)

Shut the door

Yours. Melissa

Han
Happy Birthday

Let me know if you break that record of nine

falls

Your Inend Irom the fleading Ftoorn^^

To My Daaraat Diana: Happy Anniversary I

love you sweetheart from your Sugar Daddy.

CARE BEAR,
How sweet the silent backward tracings' The

wandenngs as in dreams-the meditation ol

okJ times resumed- Their toves. joys, per-

sons, voyages! Another year okJer. another

day more tieautiful as the first day we met

Happy 21 St b-day babel Dnnk and be merryi

Luv Ya Love.

Funkywencett)ean

1 (wOlMifit Royaw)
Mat at PCLab on Sunday Want to gat M
know you Raspor«lhere

Diane

SUBLET

mOE WANTED

ETO Ohio tha 1 1 /25 or 1 1/26W*
shi»a«panaaa Call Kftaian 546-1881

To NYC
Thankagtving C>ay weekend

Share expenses 546-0677

RIDE NEEDED TO Long Islwid

Fn 1 1 -22 Sun (

Kerry 564-2034

RIDEWANTED TO UVM Burlington VT area

11-811 9. will Share expenses' Call^6- 1^153

RIDE WANTED TO Rochester or Syracusa

tor Thanksgiving break for two females Both

willing to pay tor expenses Call Tracy 546-

0043

Student needs rMe from GreenfieU MA to

UMass MF 773 7705 BiHie-Jo

THANKSGIVING BREAK Ride needed to

upstate New Yort( Rochester. Buffato. or

Olean New York I just need to get home

Call Jeriny 253-3608 Leave a message

TO NYC OR NORTHERN NJ
Frt-orSat 11/22 or 23

Will pay tor gas 6 stufl-Call Eilaan 549- 1 51

S

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 tamala/ nortsmkng for Brandywine. Jan 1 -

June Call anytime. 549-4828^

1 FEMALEWANTED for half ol large double

room in Puftton Village. Amherst Very close

to campus, buses every 10 minutes, clean

First Puffton entrance, first set ol apart-

ments' Available January l $160 month.

Including heat, cheap! Cal l 549-750 1

BRANDYWINE
Roommate needed to share 2 bedroom apt

with 3 lemales 1 80 1 /4 utilities 1 -569- 1 549

FEMALE ROOMMATE
Wanted to share fully furnished

Brandywine apt

Call 549-8715

LOOKING FOR 1 female to take room in 2

bedroom apt Start Jan 1 665-0295

LOOKING FOR ONE feriiale to share apart

From Jan tst to May 31st. $114 75 inc heat

and hot water Call 256-31 75 or 584-4453

Naat-o room in Southwest- female call Entity

6-1912 Veggies, out-ol-staters SVP

SERVWES

ORDER AVONI
546-1999

Call for brochure.

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or

support? Call lor tree and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam
Street. Northampton 586-3000 or

Greenfield 774-6010

FREE pregnancy taating; confkJential and

caring support. BIRTHRIGHT 233 No

Pleasant Street Amherst 549- 1 906

I to sublet large fur-

I In 4 badroom Townhouse tor

na«t aawanialar on bus wuta 256-0333

TCKET

I WAY DENVER to Boston 12/14

Coninaniai Airline

$1S0orB/O
Cai Kyle 549-7705

TNAVB.

EARN CREOrr SCUBA OfVMQI
Dnre coral reefs' Dec 28-Jan 3 $395 Kay

Laigo. Fla! 1-800-282-0977

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING

O^ERTATIONS. THESES, CASES, Pa-

pers. Oo-campus Service. Mac/t-aser Pnntar.

SpeHcheck. Quality. Inexpensive 584 7924.

Nancy

PAPERSTYPE0:$1 SOA^ypadpaga. Quiok.

accurate service Call Bnan 546-3563

Word Proceaaing - Reports, resumes, the-

ses, laser pnrting Call Rosemary 259-1786

WANTED

1 lamia lor a room m Pultton tor spring

semamstar. Starts Jan or Feb. Call Bart)

546-4466

MOUNTAIN BIKE: 16.1 7.1r SUNTCXJR
OR SHIMANO COMPONENTS IF INTER-

ESTED CALL ED 546-5383

SUBLETS, ROOMS, HOUSING neededDec

27. Jan 1 3 Contact S6MC 256-861 5 10AM-

4PM

WANTED: Female to take over lease

Townhouse apt On busline. $1 81 /mo Avail.

Jan 1 54»«>0l ASAP
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Sports

Back in the saddle again;

gotta love riding a horse

( ollefian pboto by Andrra MiclUaai

KEEP ON PEDALING - Senior Mark
Budreski rides his mountain bike through

the countr>side surrounding the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts. Budreski is a mem-
ber of the UMass mountain biking team.

By DAVID SCOTT
Collegian Staff

With names like Fiasco. Sassafrass and Evil Knievel it's

a wonder anyone would want to saddle up one ofthe horses

at the Hadley Farm.

But for members of the University of Massachusetts

Equestrian team, riding these huge animals is not only a

sport, but more accurately, a love.

"It's a fever, it's something that's inside of you," said

team member Kelly Monahan. a sophomore from Falmouth.

"1 think it's a love of both sports and animals." agreed

Senior Becky Rivet from Bourne.

Rivet, Monahan and junior Fe Fandreyer are members

ofthe 21 person team which includesjust one male member

The team competes against various schools from through-

out New England including Smith. Mt Holyoke, AIC and

Holy Cross.

There are four shows during the fail season and two

additional shows in the spring. Ribbons are awarded ac-

cording to individual rides in each separate riding dix-ision.

"That's what's so great about it," Rivet said. "You don't

have to be a pro to join."

Although there are tryouts for the team, even beginners

can be participate in the walk-trot division.

Practices are held once a week, but team members are

encouraged to ride two other times during the week.

"We try to make it fun," Rivet said. "It's not too

competetive."
The shows are literally an all day affair and there is a

certain "home bam advantage" for the host team. Horse

names are chosen randomly out ofan envelope by each rider

and are usually accompanied by a two or three word descrip-

tion. There is litUe time to get acquainted with the equine.

"The horses don't always do whatever you tell them."

Fandreyer, from Fitchburg. said.

The riding style which the club uses in the English style

and is a very cultured and refined way of riding, according

to the girls.

"Equitation, how you look and your presence on the

horse is a big part of it," Monahan said. "You have to ridejt

well U) look nice Jumping is a lot harder than showing."

It's easy to get attached to the horses and that's evident

just from the way the girls talk about the horses.

"You definitely get to know them," Rivet said.

Each of the girls have been riding since they were about

twelve and all concurred that riding is actually a lot harder

than it looks.

-You can make a lot ofmistakes very easily." Fandreyer

said.

"There's a lot of technique involved." Monahan said.

"You never slop learning, you're always building mentally
"

But the satisfaction that results from having accom

plished a clean ride is exhilarating

"You're just psyched after you know you did something

good," Monahan said "C.etting the horse to react the way

you want it to is rewarding.

-

Of course Monahan also said there are Umes when

things don't seem so peachy.

"You'll be sitting on the ground I after falling off) and

you'll say, 'I hate this sport, 1 hate this horse,*" Monahan

laughed.

Points are cumulated throughout the year for each

ribbon awarded to individual riders and at the end of both

semesters riders can qualify for the regionals.

Tryouts are held once a year, in the fall and there are

about 20 spots to fill, the club is coached by volunteers,

Sandy Osborne and Vicki Kahn.

Why are those heads on the sports page?

Navratilova:
AIDS double
standard exists
NEW YORK lAP) Martina Navratilova believes the

public's response would have been much different if it had

been her and not Magic Johnson who announced a positive

test for the virus that causes AIDS, according to a published

report.

The New York Post reported in yesterday's edition that

Navratilova addressed the subject after a workout Tuesday

at Madison Square Garden, where she is competing in the

season-ending Virginia Slims Championships.

She was asked how people would respond if she had

made such an announcement.
"Like if I had the AIDS virus, if people would be under-

standing?" Navratilova asked. "No, because they'd say I'm

gay — I had it coming. That's why they're accepting it with

him, because supposedly he got it through heterosexual

contact. There have been other athletes who died from

AIDS, and they were pushed aside because they either got

it from drugs or they were gay."

Navratilova also commented on the number of women
Johnson, who retired from the Los Angeles Lakers 13 days

ago after testing positive for the virus that causes AIDS,

had sexual relations writh.

"That's pretty scary," Navratilova said. "If it had hap-

pened to a heterosexual woman who had been with 100 or

200 men, they'd call her a whore and a slut and the

corporations would drop her like a lead balloon.

"And she'd never get a job in her life. It's a very big-time

double standard, and it's frightening because it's happen-

ing.

So, what is it with these nog-

gins on the sports page, any-

way?
This is the Collegian not the

Globe. And the sports page too.

Well, each columnist has his

own reason. So let me explain.

Dave, the guy with the cigar

yesterday, he simply needs a

date. He thought putting his

face on the back page would

help, but he's a little jealous to

just come out and say it.

To tell you the truth I can see why he's having problems.

Did you see the size ofthat head? It took up halfthe column!

And rumor has it it's still growing.

He's trying to look manly with that cigar to persuade all

the women, especially the Miss Massachusetts candidate

on page seven. But, you want to know the truth? When he

had the picture taken he used a pencil.

"But, but. but, it was a No. 2," he cried.

If you can believe anyone looks like that, he does. So if

you see him around campus, ask him about it.

Dave looks like a weekly, innocent columnist, but he's

actually pretty scandalous.

In his column, he claims he has this tough dog. Bo. He

wheeled him in to the Collegian the other day. It's actually

a Chihuahua. You can see him pulling it around in a rusty

red wagon in Belchertown at halftime of the Patriots game

on Sundays.

Dave named him Bo because, like Dave, he's a fan oftwo

losing teams at the same time.

When he saw my dog Bruiser, he dropped, you know
what, on the new men's basketball media guide. Believe me,

I wasn't too happy.

As for Greg, from Tuesday, he's lobbying to get back on

the sports staff. He figured we would remember him if he

put his face on the page.

He claims he's a "sports desk exile." Actixally, we kicked

him off.

Ifyou didn't know, Greg doubles as the Editorial Editor.

He tried to put his face on that page, but people questioned

it as a centerfold.

How did we get this idea? Mug shots in the Collegian?

Well, one day the Editor in Chief came over to the desk

and said, "At least all you guys look better than you write."

Consequently, we tried to solve that problem.

Brett Morris

However, she said yesterday, she overheard someone

ask when a decent face would appear.

That's when they began to solicit me. The sports editor

was going to do it, but everyone decided he looks too much

like a New Kid on the Block and belongs on the Arts page.

Peoplejust don't understand, it's tough being on the back

page of a newspaper. It's tough being pressed against

another page for hours. You get newsprint all over your

face. And your nose ends up looking like Greg's.

Anyway, according to the Sports Editor, this caricature

stuff is permanent. If you don't like it. well, I don't have a

solution.

If you don't like our looks, well, I can't help you. But, if

you like Dave's, he would very much want to know.

Before I run out ofspace, I wouldjust like to thank Barry

Deutsch, the artist for the Collegian's own Cast of Thou-

sands, for drawing the pictures.

Even though you probably wish he didn't.

Brett Morris ij? a Collegian Staff member

Yankee Conference statistics

Y.C. Pts. Opp. Overall Pts.

Delaware
Villanova

UNH
UMass
Boston U

URI

UConn
Maine
Richmond

7-1

7-1

6-1

3-4

3-5

2-5

2-5

2-6

2-6

273

308
232

123

177

135

154

130

134

153

102

151

115

209
239
230
244
216

10-1

9-1

8-2

4-6

4-7

5-5

3-7

3-8

2-8

358
383
321

177

232
246
231

210
203

Opp.

199

123

217
173

292
320
320
333
301

Streak

W6
W4
Wl
LI

W2
LI

L2

Wl
L4

Rushing

Bledsoe, UMass
Bourassa, UNH
Hillman, BU

Passing

Colombo, VU
Norton, BU
Benton, UConn

G Att. Yd$.

10

10

n

239

211

213

Avg.

1 ,437 6.0

1 ,090 5.2

1 ,057 5.0

TD Long Yds./gm.

10 65

14 97

6 52

143.7

109.0

96,1

G Comp-Att. Pet

10

Yds. Int.-TD Eff. Yds./gm.

193-306

6 114-191

9 196-338

.631 2,367 13-19

.597 1,402 8-11

.579 2,460 13-17

140.00 236.7

132,00 233.7

128.05 273.3
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administration

ColWcima photo hy .lo«b Reynold*

A smllinK Kmilv Isaacs, co-spoaker of the Graduate Employee OrganizaMon, walks out of

the Whitmoro Administration Kuilding late last night with fellow co-speaker Peter Underdown

after reaching a tenUtive accord with the University of Massachusetts administration. The

accord may end the graduate student employee strike.

FacSen hears grad concerns
O'Brien calls for apology for 'offensive'grad action
By AMY PRENDERGAST
Collegian Staff

Harsh words were exchanged by top graduate student

and administration ofTicials at yesterday's Faculty Senate

meeting, just hours before both sides came to a tentative

agreement on the issues which have separated them.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien said he has yet to receive an

apology from the GEO for the actions of the strikers who

"thundered and battered" the unmarked police car he was

"trying to get into" after his a press conference at the

Robsham Visitors Center last Thursday.

"I found these actions offensive and disgusting. I think it

raised the tempers all around, and had a very undesirable

affect," he said.

TheGEO, which represents over 2,200 graduate students

employees including an estimated 1 , 100 teaching assistants,

have been on strike for over a week. They have been

negotiating to finalize their first union contract for almost

one year.

Graduate Student Senate President Marc Kenen voiced

his concern about the visual announcements appearing on

the University Housing cable channels which give strike

updates and urge students to continue attending classes.

"I was quite disturbed to hear about these announcements

thataregivingtheundergraduatesonly the administration's

view of the strike Requests for showing the GEO's view

have been ignored," said Kenen.

Kenen also questioned unconfirmed reports that the

admini.stration was spending an extra $8,000 per day on

added security due to the strike.

"I question whether this money is being well-spent.

There have been no reports of strike violence," he said.

Kenen, however, said he was pleased with a letter

O'Brien sent to all graduate student employees yesterday

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Week-long strike

may conclude today
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts administration and

Graduate Employee Organization reached a tenative accord

late last night afler 12 hours of negotiations — possibly

ending the week-long graduate employee strike.

Union representatives will present the written agree-

ment to their membership today and allow the members to

vote whether to accept this latest agreement or continue the

strike.

Both sides hope the strike will conclude today, ending a

week of picketing, rallying and daily marches to the

Whitmore Administration Building.

The two parties tentatively agreed on "union security,

health benefits and terms ofsettlement," said Emily Isaacs,

GEO co-speaker.

"I look forward to recommending our agreement to the

GEO membership," she said.

Isaacs said the outside mediator, Roberta Golick. a

member ofthe American Arbitration Association, played an

"instrumental part" in facilitating the negotiations process.

"She kept us focused and allowed both sides the ability

to speak directly to the issues," Isaacs said.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien said last night that he felt

"encouraged" by these recent developments but declined

further comment.
The GEO has been trying to finalize their first union

contract for almost a year. The organization represents

2.200 graduate employees including teaching and research

assistants, interns and fellows, half of whom are dues-

paving members.
Golick. of Sudbury, arrived yesterday on campus to

assist in the talks.

"fGEO and the administration! really did it all," Golick

said. "I think all I did was inject an objective, neutral point

of view.

"Both sides are feeling tremendous relief," she said.

An impasse developed last week between the GEO and

the adminstration over the administration's refusal to

collect an agency fee, a weekly fee for graduate employees

who do not wish to join the union.

The administration contended that it could not legally

a)llect the fee. Although an agreement had been reached on

nearly every other issue, the GEO officials felt they had to

have agency fee in order to be able to negotiate strong

contracts. When the administration refused on grounds

that the GEO was not a state-certified union, GEO decided

to go out on the picket line.

During the 12 hours of talks, Golick met privately with

each side until she reached an agreement reasonable to

both union officials and the administration.

Golick said Acting Provost Glen Gordon treated every-

one to a Chinese food dinner in celebration ofthe impending

end of the year-long struggle and end of the strike.

Susan Pearson, chief negotiator for the administration,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Olver to help
launch center
for productivity

The launching of a new productiv-

ity center this morning at the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts will be

highlighted by a visit from U.S. Rep.

John Olver of Amherst.

In addition to Olver, Chancellor

Richard O'Brien has invited a number

regional political and business leaders

to the formal opening ofthe University

of Massachusetts at Amherst Center

for Manufacturing Productivity at

10:30 a.m. in the Campus Center.

The center is designed to increase

the competitiveness of small and me-

dium-sized manufacturers in Western

Massachusetts by combining faculty

from the School of Management and

College of Engineering with regional

manufacturers in areas such as paper,

plastics and metalworking.

"The synergy of academia's talent

and industry's resources is a formula

for how we must compete in the global

economy," Olver said in a recent

statement regarding the center.

-JASON GEORGE

O'Brien receives names
from provost committee
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The long wait for the choice of a perma-

nent provost from among three University

of Massachusetts officials should come to a

conclusion soon, according to sources in-

volved in the appointment process.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien said at

yesterday's Faculty Senate meeting that he

hopes to make an announcement by Dec. 4,

when the Board ofTrustees will be meeting

next.

The three finalists for the post are Acting

Provost Glen Gordon, Associate Vice

Chancellor for Academic Affairs Norman D.

Aitken and Stephen H. Gehlbach, dean of

the School of Public Health.

O'Brien said his decision must be ap-

proved by UMass President E.K. Fretwell,

adding that he has received a recommen-

dation ft-om the search committee for provost

and has interviewed each of the three can-

didates.

Search Committee chairperson Frederick

Tillis said the committee, consisting of fac-

ulty, staffand student representatives, met

Monday night and submitted a recommen-

dation to the chancellor earlier this week.

"We have recommended three names to

the chancellor and the ball is in his court,"

Tillis said.

Tillis, vice chancellor for Equal Oppor-

tunity and Affirmative Action, said the

committee did notrank the three candidates,

but pointed out various strengths and

weaknesses.
"We've interviewed each ofthe candidates

and given Ithe chancellor] the benefit ofour

opinions in making a recommendation,"

Tillis said.

Several committee members said the

recommendation to the chancellor noted

that a national search should have been

conducted, since only three of the seven

nominees agreed to be candidates for the

position. The committee originally received

nominations from the campus community,

with nominees having to confirm in writing

their interest in the position.

Tillis noted, however, that an on-campus

search was appropriate to the University's

current fiscal situation.

"It was appropriate to recommend the

three candidates and not to do a national

search," Tillis said. "We wanted to try to get

things stabilized— we suffer from trying to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Vandalism reported in

Southwest in the wake of

Thursday morning's power

outage in the residence

area.
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Brooke Wheeler says some

things are still appealing

about UMass. She lists

them
Page 10:

U2 back in the limelight

with new album Achtung
Baby

WEATHER:
Expect to get wet waiting to

get into the b-ball game.

Cloudy with showers to-

night with rain ending

Saturday.
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Friday, November 22
Dance— "A Night in the Onent" will be sponsored by the

Northeast/Sylvan Area GovernmentiJ from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

The semi-formal will be $7 for residents and $10 for rwn-

residents.

Meeting — There will be a large group meeting of the

InterVarsity Christian Fellowship from 7:30 to 9 p.m. in

C'ampus Center room 803.

Saturday, November 23

Spi'ctal Event — Hispanic Heritage Month presents
"Noche de Carnival." a carnival night with three bands and
other enU'rtaininent to be held from 7:30 to 9 pm in

Student Union. There will be a $5 donation.

Celebration — A family celebration will be held starting

at 7 p m. at St. Bngid's Pansh Center in Amherst. There
will be entertainment and refreshment will donations of$5
for adults and $2 for children.

Cranberry Fair — The First Congregational Church in

Amherst will be hoking a fair from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Cultural S'ight — A cultural night sponsored by the

Korean Students Association will be held from 7 to 9 p.m. in

the Campus Center Auditorium. Admission is free.

Star-crossed couple to tie knot

coffitnittee

CONT'.^L^ • OMPAGE 1

deal uith the uncertainties of the University's budget, so

it's quite wise and appropnate to get a provost in soon."

Gordon, acting provost since early June, has worked at

the Umversity since 1964, when he became an assistant

professor of political science He has ser\*ed as dean of the

faculty of social and behauoral sciences since 1984.

Aitken also began at the Umversity in 1964, serving as
associate vice chancellor fur academic affairs since 1989. He
has served as an economics professor, head ofthe economics
department and associat« provost for undergraduate edu-
cation from 1985 to 3989.

Gehlbach came to the University in 1987, serving as

director of the University Division of Public Health until

1989. He has been dean ofthe School of Public Health since

1989.

Collegian staffmemberAmy Prendergast contributed to

this report.

s —

By LAURA MYERS
Associated Press

SANJOSE, Cahf.— Leslie Haimlton and Neil Nathanson
exchanged a lot ofcrosswords before she found the solution

to their puzzling passion.

The couple, who met two years ago while doing puzzles
in a cafe, agreed to marry after Nathanson proposed in a
crossword published Sunday in the Sun Francisco Exam
iner.

As many as a million readers got the same puzzle, but it

had special meamng for the word-crossed lovers. Answers
to several clues appUed to Hamilton, and the kicker was
spelled out on four hnes: "DEAR LESLIE. WILL YOU
NLARRY ME — NEIL.'

"I was having trouble solving the Leslie clue, but I

figured it out that he was asking me to marry him when I

read Dear blank, will you marry me,*" Hamilton said
Wednesday. "I said "yes' right away and we didn't even
finish the puzzle."

The Leslie clue was "Actress Caron," and the letters
"marry me" were the correct response to the clue, "a modest
proposal."

Hamilton, a 24-year-old assistant city planner in San
Jose, found other nuggets from her life, as well. Answers
included "Hamilton." "planner," "cello." which she plays.
"MonUna." where she was bom, and "Stanford." the uni-
versity from which she graduated in 1990 and where her

fiance attends law school.

Nathan.son. 21. contacted puzzle writer Merl Reagle in

Santa .Munu-a several months ago. Reagle, whose puzzles
are published in the Examiner's Image magazine, agreed to

wnte a special puzzle called "Terms of Engagement" using
facts about Hamilton that Nathanson supplied.

"I've been making crosswords for a long time and this is

the first time I got a requ^t like this." Reagle said. "It was
great because usually syndicated puzzles can be so dry
This was a puzzle within a puzzle."

Reagle sent an advance copy of the magazine to

Nathanson on Saturday, having taken an extra step on the

puzzle in the copy He used blue shading to highlight the
empty blocks that would spell out the proposal, and red for

the other special answers.

"I think 1 did one answer up in the leflhand comer and
then told her. 'I'm kinda tired; why don't you do it?^ he
recalled.

Nathanson then went to the kitchen to make breakfast,
while Hamilton labored for 15 minutes before the hidden
question was revealed.

"Knowing Neil. I knew he couldn't just get down on his

hands and knees and propose." Hamilton said. "I knew it

would be something wild. 1 should have figured since we're
both crossword puzzle fanatics.

'

The couple hasn't set a wedding date yet, but Reagle's on
the guest list.

State to unveil telephone lottery

ce mto tht

-.•ivr-^-i,

BOSTON (AP) — Bay Suters soon vnW be able to let

their fingers do the betting, the state Lottery Commission
said Thursday.

The state Lottery Commission was set to introduce a pay
telephone service, "Lotter> -By-Phone," to let players dial a
bet.

Lotter>' officials said the system is the first of its kind in
the nation.

"It will make it easier for people to play," said Lottery
Commissioner Thomas O'Heir.

The Nauck-basi'd company, which scheduled a Friday news
conference to demonstrate the system, was so secretive
about the project that O'Heir said he didn't even know what
the telephone number would be.

"They're essentially another llotteryl agent, but it's on
the phone." said Liz Kloak, spokesperson for the state
TreasurerJoseph Malone. whose office oversees the lottery.

The one year pilot program will enhance the nation's
best-selling lottery games, O'Heir said

In 1990, the lottery posted $ 1 6 billion in ticket sales, and

I

NIS-Connmetics. Inc.. the cotnpany that developed the O'Heir said sales were running $29 million higher this year
Lottery-By-Phone system, would not discuss It Thursday compared to November 1990.
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ACADEMIC PROBATION
was never so much fun!

UMASSOPOLY
Designed tor UMass students and alums!

Available in area gilt stores including;

J.T. Rapps at Hampshire Mall

Lots for Littles at 201 N. Pleasant

Hastings at 45 S. Pleasant

WINTKR SKSSION 1992
Jaiuiarv 2-23

IT'S
TI-I-I-ME!

Register NOW for Winter Session courses and

workshops Over 100 credit courses

and nearly 80 noncredit workshops.

By mail - until December 1

1

(U.S mail only; dont use campus mail)

By FAX - until December 11

In person - November 25 through January 6
Division of Continuing Education, 615 Goodell Building

3 credits in just 3 short weeks!

What a deal!

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING KDICATION
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LONDON
ROUND TRIP FROM

350
From NEW YORK

round trips starling at

LONDON $350

LENINGRAD $610

CARACAS $410

GUATEMALA C. $390

BANGKOK $939

LOS ANGELES-

AUCKLAND $699

Taxes and surcharges not included.

Fares subject to change.

Council Travel
79 So. Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002

(413)256-1261
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WALKING THE DOG— Jeanne Dubino, a graduate student
employee in the English Department, stands at the Graduate
Employee Organization rally yesterday with her dogs, Frida (larger
dog) and Ezra.

Chaos reign after
Southwest blackout
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

The 5,550-student Southwest Residential
Area was rocked by fits of screaming and a
spree ofvandalism in many residence halls

when the entire area lost electricity early
Thursday morning.

Southwest lost power at about 1:45 a.m.
and it was restored by 3:50 a.m. Physical
Plant Director Peter Wozniak said the cause
was failure of 13,800 volt distribution sys-

tem near the McGuirk Alumni Stadium.
During the period without power, much

of Southwest was dominated by screaming
students.

Pierpont-Moore Resident Director
Stephanie Camahan said furniture was
thrown offbalconies in some dorms. A trash
barrel was thrown through a window at the
Hamden Munchie store.

"Kennedy and Coolidge specifically

seemed to be kind ofa war zone,* Camahan
said. "I was just walking around, trying to

be an adult presence."

"I think the darkness gave a sense on
anonymity to people." said Carnahan, who
saw saw the event as a method students
used to relieve stress.

cated near the McGuirk Alumni Stadium
which was fixed by 3:50 a.m., Wozniak said.

Jake Orville, a freshman political science
m^or and a Coolidge cluster office worker,
said the situation was *^tal chaos."

Orville said people were throwing beer
bottles and toilet paper.

The place was just trashed," he said,

•^ou could hear the ruckus throughout
Southwest."

Sean Kelly, a resident assistant firom

Pierpont, said hesaw widespread vandalisnL
"A tree was lit on fire," he said. "People

were on the balconies of Cance throwing
papers which landed in the tree, then
somebody lit it on fire. Cance was really

rocking."

"I think it wasjust an excuse for people to
get crazy," he said.

The mechanical fault on equipment lo- really strange.

Kelly said there were emergency lights

in all the buildings except John Adams. The
lights Ut up the hallways, leavingonly rooms
dark.

There were so many people acting up,
there was no way to control it," said Kelly.

*As time went on people got tired and went
to sleep."

'It was unusual," Kelly said. "It was

Woman put into custody
University ofMassachusetts PoUcebroke

up a fight in progress outside the Robsham
Visitors CenterWednesday night and placed

a 19-year-old woman into protective cus-

tody. Police said the woman appeared in-

toxicated.

LARCENY:
• A telephone valued at $150 was re-

ported stolen Wednesday from a Lederle

Graduate Research CenterTowercomputer
laboratory office.

* A John Adams Residence Hall woman
reported Wednesday the theft of 1 4 compact

discs from her room. The estimated value

was $210.

• An employee ofthe Astronomy Depart-

ment in Lederle reported Tuesday the theft

of a telephone from her office. A Food Sci-

ence employee also reported the theft of a
phone from a Chenoweth office that day.

The estimated value was $165 per phone.

VANDAUSM:
• A man reported to police Wednesday

night that his car parked in Lot 22 was
"keyed" with scratches over the entire sur-

face. Police said "slogans" were also

scratched over the vehicle. No estimate of

the damage was available.

—PRESTON P. FORMAN

BCP criticizes administration
Faculty and staffsupport cultural center closings
By NICOLE GONZALEZ
Collegian Staff

Thirteen Bilingual Collegiate Program staff members
and faculty have lent their support to the proposed closing of

the United Asia Cultural Center and the Latin American
Cultural Center, which some students have charged are

examples of "tokenism" by the University of Massachusetts
administration.

In addition, the New World Theater, a multicultural

program that has promoted culturally diverse productions

for 12 j<ear8, has revoked releasing publicity photos to the

administration for use in recruiting new students.

"We are convinced and agree with the position that the

cultural centers have been used as propaganda and as

another form of oppression and tokenism," the letter from
the BCP said. "The issues that constitute their demands
have been our petitions for the past 12 years which have
gone unheard."

"What the students are doing is trying to improve the

University," said Benjamin Rodriguez, director ofthe BCP,

and a signator. These students have a vision."

The BCP is a tutorial program to assist minority students
in academic matters, financial aid, counseling, career de-

velopment and personal matters.

On October 21, members of the United Asia Cultural

Center announced their center was closing, with the in-

tention of "debunking the myth of the silent, submissive
'model minority.""

At the opening night of the first National Latin Ameri-
can Heritage month on November 4, it was announced that

members would close the Latin American Cultural Center.

O'Brien said in a press statement released Nov. 5 that he
has made contact with Asian students involving the proposed
closing of the UACC.

University officials have maintained that the cultural

centers remain open.

At a joint press conference on Nov. 7, representatives of

the Asian Students' Committee, the Latin American Cul-

tural Center, and the New World Theater expressed their

dissatisfaction with the lack of support from O'Brien.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

SGA Pres. Gagne denounces housing fee
By AMY PRENDERGAST
Collegian Staff

Student GovernmentAssociation President David Gagne
told the Faculty Senate yesterday that the $200 housing

assignment fee proposed for next semester is unfair to

students.

Gagne said 75 percent of the SGA, which represents the

undergraduate population, voted Wednesday night against

the fee which would be required for students to secure on-

campus housing.

This is the wrong time to be proposing this ill-advised

fee, especially when we are not even filling up the dorms,"

he said.

According to the Housing Services proposal, freshman

would be required to pay the $200 fee during orientation

and upperclassmen when applyingforhousingduringspring

room choosi ng. Student's housing fee for the spring semester

would then be subsequently reduced by $200.

This fee is a m^or concern to students. We have already

seen a lot of fee increases and I know we will see more,"
Gagne said.

The proposal would give students on financial aid an
assignment fee waiver until they could receive money from
the Financial Aid Office.

Although it will be used as a "penalty" against students
who decide to move off campus in the middle of the year,

students who decide to study abroad orhave other legitimate

commitments will not be penalized.

Housing officials said the large number of students not

returning tocampus is said to be the cause ofthe assignment
fee proposal. Housing Services hopes the fee will prevent

students from signing up for dorm rooms and then moving
offcampus, which costs Housing needed revenue, according

to housing officials.

Three offive residential area presidents voted to endorse
this proposal last month. They said passing the proposal

would lessen the chances of Housing Services raising the

housing fees for the 1993 academic year.

Students outraged
at Tufts' S. African
reinvestment plan

MEDFORD (AP) — Tufts University students,

angered by a proposal by President Jean Mayer to

reinvest endowment money in South Africa, say they
will vehemently protest the plan.

Mayer, who submitted his proposal to Tufts trust-

ees, has traveled to South Africa many times and
said he thinks universities should begin reinvesting

in companies doing business there because the

country's economy is in crisis and unemployment is

high.

"I think it's absurd to wait for all the problems to

be resolved before trying to help them get back on
their feet," he told The Boston Globe.

"All of these things are going to take a long time.

If one waits until all of this is solved and a black-

majority government is installed, the country will be
mined," he said.

The government and the African National Con-
gress said Thursday that talks on ending white-

minority rule and giving blacks political rights could

begin next month.
Meanwhile, Tufts students said they are contact-

ing anti -apartheid groups at other colleges and plan

protest actions— petitions, teach-ins and a sit-in—
before university trustees next meet in February.

"This is precisely the time to keep the screws on,

the pressure on," said Pete Mutharika, 20, a junior

majoring in political science and a senator in the

student government.
"If you reinvest, you're saying the changes that

have been made are enough," he said.

Sandra Hanna, a junior and member of the Pan-
African Alliance at Tufts, said the idea to reinvest is

"ridiculous and morally appalling.

"It's unbelievable to me" that Mayer "wants to pat

the government on the back for the few changes
they've made, especially since so few have the right

to vote," she said.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Experts seek solutions
for environmental crisis
By CHRISTINE MAHONEY
Collegian Staff

Enuronmental experts speaking at a
panel discussion at Hampshire College last

night were unable to reach a common con-

sensuson causes ofand solutions to problems
stemming from world overpopulation.

The panel, titled "Is Overpopulation to

Blame for the En\ironmental Crisis," was
sponsored by the Five College Program in

Peace and World Security Studies.

Panelists included Jonathan Adams of

the World Wildlife Fund, Arjun Makhijani
of the Institute for Energ>' and Ensiron-

mental Research, Susan Weber of 2^ro
Population Growth and Gita Sen. of the

HarN'ard Center for Population and Devel-

opment Studies.

Throughout the debate, the panel of

speakers failed to agree \ipon a common
solution to help resolve the problems. They
expressed their varying indiudual philo-

sophical beliefs.

Adams said population growth was not

the sole cause of the crisis

"We should not concentrate on popula-

PboM by Jam Barrow*

Susan Weber

tion in exclusion to other factors in the

environment, which include the media,

technology and cultural attitudes," said

Adams.
Adams also noted the problems Third

World nations such as Nepal are experi-

encing.

"In central Nepal, the situation is par-

ticularly troubling— the steep hillsides are

disappearing at a frightening rate to erosion

,

as the forest dwindles with the population

growth.' Adams said.

'I want to introduce the four-letter word
behind population.' said Makhijani. "That
word IS fear."

Makh^ani spokeoffear that more affluent

people have towards the poor people in

India.

"This world can either belong to all of us

or not — we are so blinded by fear,"

Makhijani said.

Weber spoke of women's reproductive

nghts as a means to help with family

planmng "Women are key actors in the

decision-making, but they are not included

as much as they need to be in this chal-

lenge." said Weber.
"President Bush recently passed the gag

rule, which prevents doctors from saNing

the "A' word," said Weber. Weber pointed

out that the "A" word — abortion — pre-

vents poor women from receixing the proper

care.

"Family plamung simply does not work,"

added Sen. She expressed her belief that

other factors must also be included, such as

improved education.

Sen questioned how a crisis is defined.

"No one said overpopulation is to blame for

the environmental crisis, which makes it

difficult." said Sen.

Each speaker felt differently about the

issues, and var>ing opinions of where the

problems lie were discussed. The one thing

that everyone agreed wnth was that it was a

complex issue

Cranberries in Amherst
Local church to sponsor benefit fair

ByMAHKJ POT\'lN

Collegian Correspondent

Cranberries, the New England

equivalent to Florida oranges, are back

in season. Every year traditional fes-

tmties abound, honoring the small red

fruit and the industry it brings to the

Northeast

The First Congregational Church

(United Church of Christ) of Amherst

will hold its 12th annual Cranberry Fair

from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday.

Gale McClung, spokesperson for the

Cranberry Fair co-ordinaUirs, said "the

fair IS held the Saturday before Thanks-

giving as a ThanksgiNnng celebration and

we decorate the church with a cranberry

motif"

"Though the theme is cranberries, we

don't want to Lake it too far." McClung

said "We will have baked goods, candies

and homemade jellies for people to buy

and indulge in."

Mc-Clung said the fair will also include

crafts, used books, a white elephant sale,

jewelry accessories, clothing, children's

toys and used furniture. There will be a

collectibles room, for people interested in

more valuable merchandise.

The activities will include browsing
through the items for sale, eryoying the

festive foods that will be available, a play

room for the kids, and at the end of the

day the "Razzel Dazzel Raffel" will take

place.

"The Cranberry Fair will be very fes-

tive for all the people ofAmherst, as well

as for people of other towns all over the

valley," McClung said.

"The fair has two functions. One func

tion is as a great community activity, and

the second function is to help fund some
of our programs," McClung said.

"The fundraising from the Cranberr\'

Fair aids our weekend soup kitchen. Not

Bread Alone. It also supports our Alco-

holicsAnonymous, Narcotics Anonymous
and Overeaters Anonymous programs.

In addition, it helps fund other civic

chanties in Amherst," she said.

The Cranberry Fair has been highly

successful since its inception in 1979 and
continues to grow larger every year

What comes around goes around...
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Those little things we all love about UMass
In light of all the crap that has been happening on

campus the past couple of weeks, I have taken it upon
myself to try to remind you of the reasons why you are still

attending UMass, why you haven't given up on it yet and
why it is, despite certain events that are currently inhibiting

our education, still a unique and wacky place to get your
college degree.

Brooke Wheeler

Here are some of the things, people, places and reasons

behind the academic wonder that is UMass. (Some ofthese

things are not necessarily exclusive in nature to UMass, but
they are, 1 assure you, as a collective whole essential to the

wonderous atmosphere. ) We should take pride in them.
• Bluewall cookies. Chocolate chip. Oh God, yes.

• The tallest, ugliest and most phallic college library in

the United SUt«8.
• The woman who flicks your ID at you when you cash

your paycheck in the Campus Center basement.
• The Campus Center concourse on a weekday— frenetic

with activity, crammed with vendors and people watchers.

• The Campus Center concourse on a Sunday afternoon,

quiet, bathed in diffused light, empty except for a few

resting bodies and an occasional bicyclist gliding through.

• The people.

• That big Burnt Fry on the FAC stairs! No one else has

one!
• The concrete monstrosity that is the Fine Arts Center.

• Protest Flavor ofthe Week on the Student Union steps.

• Tlte occasional lone yet indignant pamphlet-waving

zealot trying to save us from the fires ofhell, also usually on

the Student Union steps.

• Hearing the hordes of little duckies laughing as you

walk by (is your fly unzipped?).
• T.V. cameras here at least twice a year.

• All these damn people!

• Mexican Fiesta night at the Worcester barracks (with

live band).
• Italian night!

• People fear us — we are ZOOMASS!
• Tangelo Pie (especially the Angry Sparrow).
• People's Market bagels.

• The view from the Top of the Campus restaurant.

• The view (however smeared) from the upper library

floors.

• ZuNews!
• The University operators — Dolly, Tina, Jean, June

and the whole bunch.
• The UMass marching band— the biggest and loudest.

• The Southwest towers from a distance at night (ifyou
squint, you can pretend they're skyscrapers).

• "Notes from the Campus Center Basement.'
• That voice mail bitch who tells you that "you have no

new messages."
• C'mon, we are the center of the universe around here!

• Going to a Residential Academic Program class in

stockinged feet.

• The little observatory perched up by Orchard Hill. ( Ehd

you know we had one?)
• Ooh, the reflection of the Ubrary lights in the campus

pond at night.

• And last but not least, 1 must say I take particular

pride in knowing that most tweedy little Amherst College

snots couldn't find their way around our big 'ole UMass
campus with a compass and a map.

Hahal
Now it's your turn— write and tell me those little things

about UMass that you appreciate daily, and 111 compile

them in my next column. Campus Mail 'em to: Brooke, not

a phallic burrito, 113 Campus Center or drop them by in

person. We love to have visitors down in our cave.

Brooke Wheeler is a Collegian optimist.

GEO wins with activism, undergraduates can too
This is a message from a GEO rank-and-file member to

undergraduates about money and power.

1 have heard many questions from undergraduates re-

garding GEO demands and activism. One of the most

important in these difficult economic times is: Where is the

money going to come from for health benefits for graduate

employees? Currently the administration's proposal is as

follows:

Spring of "92: Graduate employees would receive a 21

percent cut in health costs. This money will come from a .33

percent cut in every departmental budgeton campus. In the

School of Social and Behavioral Sciences, with a budget of

$11 million, the cost would be about $36,000. This will

clearly not affect undergraduate tuition and fees.

School yearof'92-*93: Graduate employees would receive

42 percent coverage. School year of '93-'94: Graduate em-

ployees would receive 79 percent coverage. By the end ofour

contract covering health benefits graduate employees would

be paying approximately the same dollar amount for health

care "s other employees on campus. The money to fund the

cut in our fees will be coming from the state, not from

undergraduate pockets.

Cuts in the budget at UMass and increases in tuit: on and

fees are not happening because of activism by members of

the UMass commumty . They are not happening because we

trampled the flowers at the State House two years ago.

They are happening because of much larger social and

economic forces, including federal budget cuts, anti-tax

sentiment among voters and general disdain for public

education in the state of Massachusetts. We have to fight

against those forces and protect the quahty and accessibil-

ity ofUMass. GEO can do a lot, but undergraduates are the

key to this larger struggle.

GEO should be an example of successful organizing and

action and we will be there when undergraduates mobilize.

GEO members found our source of power as workers,

though we are also students. Undergraduates, GEO en-

courages you to find your sources ofpower in your families

and backgrounds, in the fact that you will be working in this

state when you graduate, in the fact that you have invested

Support appreciated

Dear University community,
On behalf of many members of the Leach Cluster

community, I would like to thank you for the support

you provided after the recent student death in our

residence hall. A student's suicide is not easy to

understand. However, for many, the time has been

made easier through the cooperation of faculty, staff,

administrators and fellow students.

I would like to personally thank the Residential

Education and Housing Services staff, University of

Massachusetts Police Department, the Dean of Stu-

dents Office and the Mental Health staff for your

quick and constant support. There was never a time

when I felt alone in the process. I hope you know your

contributions are greatly appreciated.

Cindy Gallagher
Residence Director

Dwight-Hamlin-Leach Cluster

a great deal in your education at UMass and in your

numbers.
Some undergraduates, meeting to organize support for

GEO, havebegun to discuss the creation ofa mass organizing

effort to roll back tuition and fees in 1992-93. You have a

good deal of time between now and and when the budget

gets decided in Boston in May and June. Help the GEO and

other members of this community bring more resources to

this campus. Fight for decreases in your costs. You can win

with activism. GEO is hving proof.

Renee Heberle
GEO spokesperson

Grad dorms not quiet
I am a graduate student living on campus at our univer-

sity. In which residential area do you think I am required

to reside? Would it be the stately buildings of Central or

Northeast? Perhaps the private suites of Sylvan or the

modem halls ofOrchard Hill could be my place of research

study and relaxation. 1 live in the urbanjungle ofSouthwest

behind locked doors in the Prince-Crampton complex, the

only campus option for graduate students. We are sur-

rounded by a moat of concrete in the shadows of three 23-

story dorm towers.

Why is graduate housing in the most densely-populated,

most heavily-patrolled, loudest residence area of our cam-

pus?We are the masters and doctoral candidates who teach

classes, conduct valuable research and need to study far

into the night and on weekends. We have traveled from

distant states and nations for the opportunity to study at

this venerable institution.

We are required to adhere to a 24-hour quiet period yet

are rooms are far from quiet. Police cars race by the concrete

walkway beneath my window from early in the morning

late into the evening with search lights blazing and blue

strobes flashing. Hardly a night has gone by without a fire

alarm in one ofthe dorm towers. Along with each fire alarm

we are entertained with primal yells and screaming ob-

scenities. A fi-iend's new car was vandalized and another

grad student's window was broken as screaming throngs of

people churned through our parking area to cross through

Southwest.
One desperate doctoral student onmy floor walked to the

John Quincy Adams tower to ask the staff if they would

silence a distractingly loud stereo. Members of our gradu-

ate community complained to residence staffthat the noise

from outside made it difficult to do any work. One Prince-

Crampton staff member suggested that they are stepping

up efforts to keep the undergraduates quiet.

We are not here to oppress the undergraduates or to

criticize their behavior. We were in their position not so long

ago. Students in their teenage years are here to discover

themselves and have some fun while they study.

There are alternatives to requiring on-campus graduate

students to hve in Southwest. Graduate Housing could be

relocated to a less urban, more centrally located area such

as Northeast. Perhaps grad students could be allowed to

choose their residential area as undergraduates do.

Kurt Barbuscio
Southwest

Writers express
views on strike
We have received many letters regarding the cur-

rent Graduate Employees Organization strike. In the

interest offairness, we submit the following series of
excerpts from some of those letters, so that as many
people as possible may have their opinions voiced on
this important issue. Another GEO letter which was
left out by accident yesterday also appears today (see

leftj.

A university is supposed to be a place where
people learn about life, as well as academics. What
kind of lesson is the Administration trying to com-
municate to its undergraduates when it treats its

graduates with such disregard for their livelihood

and well being? Is the lesson supposed to be that

people with little power can expect to be pushed
down and kept there? Or is the intended lesson that

one has to choose in life between being a dedicated

but underpaid worker or a well-paid but uncaring

manager/
Lisa Lipshires
Northampton

Let me see if I understand the whole situation.

You are having some serious problems with the

administration of this University. So, logically, you
have decided to exactyour revenge on me, the under-

graduate, by refusing to teach my classes and grade

my papers in favor ofharassing me as I enter and exit

the building. Well, I can see why. Ifa bully blackens

your eye, the only sensible thing to do is to go beat up
his little sister, right?

Ryan Pasquini
Belchertown

As a member ofthe GEO and as a member of the

campus community, I am concerned that the strike

has caused tensions between the undergraduates

and graduate students on campus. To a certain

extent, this is inevitable in a strike that involves

picketing academic buildings. Apparently, however,

some undergraduates feel they have been unneces-

sarily harassed by picketers. GEO stewards and
picket captains have made it clear that picketers

should not be harassing undergraduates. GEO real-

izes how important undergraduate support is for us

to succeed.
John Dever

Hadley

. . . The efforts of the GEO have been a positive

example of committed graduate students working

together to improve their standing.

I have reservations, however, about the United

Auto Workers backing the efforts of the graduates.

They whole-heartedly back the strike, but not all the

grads do. .

.

GEO wants to be recognized as a union under

UAW. but what does that really mean? It means

paying dues as well as an agency fee to support the

UAW. It means more antagonism between gradu-

ates and the administration and therefore more

fixed and regulated work hours instead ofthe honor

system of working we currently enjoy. It means a

hired representative speaking for the wants and

needs of on-campus graduates.
Anne Rowland

Graduate student and GEO member

There is no no doubt that graduate students are

overworked and underpaid by comparison to any

reasonable baseUne I can imagine. . . I realize the

administration pays lip service to this point, but

that's the problem — it's only lip service. Have you

any given any thought or analysis to the problem of

how it is possible for a graduate student to cover bills

in the ciurent economy on a graduate student pay-

check, that is, have to tried to figure out how such a

paycheck could be divided between rent, food, trans-

portation, textbooks, etc., with a little left; for discre-

tionary spending? This is a mathematics problem

without a solution.

Robert Ackerman
Philosophy

Those obnoxious florescent stickers whichyou felt

had to be placed on campus buildings and vehicles

now should be removed. I find that defacing public

property is a despicable and cowardly act. Surely,

you do not expectyour brothers and sisters affiliated

with the other unions to clean up after your childish

actions. Next time you feel you have a problem with

someone or something, please consider a more ma-
ture plan of attack.

James T. Patulak
Facilities manager, School of Physical

Ekiucation
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said Golick played a pivotal role in the talks.

"I think she was enormously helpful," she
said. "I am very pleased."

David Lenson, president of the Massa-
chusetts Society of Professors, reacted with
a "hallelujah" to news of the written accord
reached last night.

"I think we're all going to be really happy,"
Lenson said. "1 think what reallv counts is

the amelioration [of conditions] for gradu-

ate students that are really deteriorating
"

He estimated that graduate employees'

stipends have not even doubled in the past

15 years.

"They come from all over the world to

study," he said. "They should have a rea-

sonable chance at finishing their education."

Lenson said the the quick agreement
reached with the help of the mediator was
"really impressive

"

FacSen
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asking those who have fulfilled their

employment obligations during the
strike to send a form to the Payroll OfTice

so they would continue to receive their

pay.

O'Brien apologized for "inadvertently"

withholding pay last week from those

graduate student employees who had
not participated in the strike and said. "I

am sure you understand the difficult

situation in which GEO's actions have
placed us."

"I greatly appeciate the change of

tone in the Chancellor's letter." said

Kenen, a former GEO official. "It has
taken away the threats and coercive-

ness and returned to respect."

Negotiations between graduate em-

ployees and University of

Massaschusetts officials continued yes-

terday with the help of an outside me-
diator, Roberta Golick of Sudbury.

Golick, a member of the American
Arbitration Association, was mutually

chosen by both sides to help end this

week-long strike. The administration

agreed to the mediator even though the

Graduate Employee Organization is still

on strike.

In the first few days of the strike

O'Brien said negotiations would be can-
celled since the GEO had violated a "no-

strike" agreement. Informal meetings

were held, according to sources.

Board of Governors criticizes
student apathy on campus
KIM DIETEL
Collegian Correspondent

The Board of Governors expressed con-
cern last night that the large number of
unfilled seats on the Board were indicative

of more widespread lack of student in-

volvement across campus.

"We've done our part to fill the seats,
"

stated Ben Preston, the vice chairperson of
the BOG.

The vacant jrasitions include two seats

for the Southwest area, one for commuters,
one for Stockbridge, four at-large and five

graduate student representatives.

Preston stated that letters have gone out
to the concerned area governments and an
effort has been made to contact the
Stockbndge Student Senate The graduate
students have withdrawn their seats and
their funding, although BOG officials said
they still consider the seats empty accord-
ing to the BOG constitution.

The BOG elections are normally held at

the same time as the Student Government
Association elections. Each residential area
elects a governor to sit on the BOG, while at-

large elections are campus-wide. Area gov-

ernment presidents and governing bodies
with open positions during the semester are
responsible for filling these positions through
appointment.

Some members viewed the unfilled po-

sitions as indicative of a lack of student
involvement on campus.

"I've seen a dwindUng of interest with
area government on campus over the last

years," said Scott Garstka. a BOG member.
"Advocacy bodies are crucial to students."

stated Preston. "Without them, students
have no say about what goes on in their life

on campus."
BOG chairperson Micah Levy said "The

BOG is a place for students to give their
input about the Campus Center."

Bill Harris, the Campus Center director,

said he would like to research ways to fill

the seats and suggested reallocating the
residential area positions to other repre-
sentative bodies on campus.

In other business, the BOG elected
Preston to the Student PlanningCommittee,
a group that plans long-term spending of
the Student Activities Trust Fund.

"It is the most important committee on
campus with relation to what the BOG does,"
stated Levy.

High-speed train on trial
By LAWRENCE L. KNLTSON
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — In a first step to cut
more than an hour off travel time between
Boston and New York. Amtrak said Thurs-
day it will borrow a high-speed, high-comfort
"tilt" train from Sweden

The train, the X2000, will be brought to

the United States for testing and demon-
stration runs and will then be put in tem-
porary service for fare-paying passengers

Tufts

along the entire Northeast Corridor from
Boston to Washington. The X2000 will oper-
ate at speeds up to 125 miles an hour along
the route and will be able to maintain that
speed on its many curves, Amtrak President
W. Graham Claytor told a news conference.
The goal is to reduce New York- Boston
travel time from more than four hours to
less than three hours.

Amtrak will also electrify its system from
New Haven, Conn, to Boston, eliminating
the need to switch to and from diesel loco-

motives, Claytor said.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Mayer contends that.The sanctions were
applied because of apartheid, and those
laws have been rescinded. Now you can say
they don't have a nonracial government. . .

but theAmerican Revolution was proclaimed
in 1776, and it was 1789 before we had a
constitution.

"It's going to take a long time in South
Africa as well," he said.

"We want tomake sure people understand
the changes that have taken place, what is

being negotiated, and why meanwhile the
economy cannot be allowed to fall apart,"

Mayer said.

Tufls divested all its holdings in South
African-related stock in 1989. Mayer said he
hopes Tufls leads other universities, which
divested or limited South African-related
holdings, in reinvesting in the country.

"The question is not whether we will but

when we will," he said ofTufls' reinvesting.
Although other major universities in the

Boston area do not appear to be moving
toward reinvestment in South Africa, Mayer
believes other institutions are thinking
about it.

He said other university leaders agree
with him but are reluctant to do anything
because they are afraid of student protests.

"I think they're all afraid it would look as
though they had given up on democratic
concepts," he said.

Harvard University, the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and Boston Uni-
versity have investments in South Africa-
related companies that adhere to the
Sulhvan principles offair worker treatment
and integration. The University of Massa-
chusetts at Amherst prohibits university
investments in companies that do business
in South Africa.

BCP
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
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Asian Students C\>minittee membt«r

.\lexander Nguyen refern'd to numerous

roports and recommendations involving

minority concorns which dated back to

1974. A list of 17 demands to Ix' sent to

the chancellor. and the administration

was also publicly presented.

This list included tlv plan U) transfer

funding for the UACC to the Umted .Asia

U'amin^ Restiunv Center It also staUxl

that fuiidiii« for the lACC was U> be trans-

ferred to the BCP along with "adequate line
funding" for New World Theater.

On Nov. 19, the Graduate Student
Senate passed a motion revoking finan-
cial support "to any multicultural activity
initiated by the administration until the
demandsoftheLatinAmerican and United
Asian Cultural Centers and theNew World
Theater are addressed satisfactorily."

The administration has not taken
steps to close I the cultural centers I,"

Sherbin said yesterday.

Collegian staff member Am\
Prendergnst contributed to this report
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Women's A-10 in transition
UMass looks to start over
Bv MK'HAKL MDKKISSKY
(\>lle>riaii Staff

The only word that could describe the 1991-92 Atlantic

10 women's basketball season is transition. Transition in

the conference, transition in the standuigs, and transition

even within teams.
As most people have probably heard by now. Fenn State

has left for the greener pastures of the Big- 10, so the A- 10

is technically the A-9. The loss is big in terms of \-isibility

and reputation, as the Nittany Lions were at the forefront

of the A- 10 for the last 10 years.

In addition, the Duquesne Dukes ( Ouchesses ) may leave

the conference m the next few years. They have been
approached by representatives from the Midwest Confer-
ence, and will probably decide for certain by the end of the

seastm. according to a source in the Puquesne sports in-

formation department.
As far as the standings. Rutgers Uniks to rise to the t4)p

thisyear, with a young George Washington team nipping at

the l^dy Knights' heels. Both teams received bids to the
NCAA Tournament last year

The l^idy Knights are led by one ofthe best coaches in the

countr>*. Theresa Grentz. Grentz was selected to coach the

American women in the 1992 Summer Olympics in

Barcelona. Spain. Grentz has compiK»d an unbelievable

352-107 record in her 15 years at Rutgers, and the Lady
Kjiights finished 23-7 last year, with a 15-3 A- 10 record.

St»nior Tanya Hansen is exptvted to lead Rutjjers this

year. Hansen, an All-Amencan candidate, averaged 17.2

points and 9 2 rebounds last year.

t.let>rge Washington represents the young upstart in the

league, a team that rebounded from mediocrity into the

NCA.\s A great deal ofcredit must go to coach Joe McKeown.
w ho led the Colonial Women into the post-season in just his

second year.

Cttvrge Washington returns nine players from last year,

which means the team will be even more formidable. Three
r*»turning players averaged double figures in scoring: Seniors

Kristin Mc.\rdle and Mar> Nordling andjuniorJen Shasky
IxH>k for the trio to help lift the Colonial Women into the

^^MUfLikik^^^^-^

NCAAs for a sei-ond straight seaMni

West Virgiiua represenUs tlieonly other team in tlieA-10 who

could steal tJve division crown away fn)m the two favontes Tli«'

Mountaineere are led by guard Kt»st>maiT Kosion'k, p*»ssibly tlu'

bttit player in the letigue. Kosion'k averagi-d over 20 point*! a

game in leading her team to a 17-12 n>a)rd.

Head coach Scott Harrelson calls the 5'5 Kosiorek the

best guard in the country, and she was a first team All-

Conference and Kodak All-American player As a freshman,

Kosiorek's team won the A-10. Nothing would be more

fitting than to end her career the same way.

Last year the Mountaineers finished fourth in the A-10

standings, and they return all five starters. With Penn

State gone, the team hopes it can at least seize an at-large

berth to the NCAAs.
Both Temple and St. Joseph's seem to be in the same boat

this year. Both finished in fifth place in the A-10 last year.

Both teams lost three key starters from last year And. both

the Lady Owls and the Hawks have relatively new coaches.

Temple's Charlene Curtis enters her second season as

mentor, notching a 13-15 record last year. Curtis will try to

build a proj^am on par with the men's counterpart. John

Chaney.

As for St. Joseph's, they have a brand new coach in

Stephanie V Gaitley. Jim Foster, the Hawks coach, bolted

for Vanderbilt after an 18-12 record in his 13th season.

The overachieving Hawks advanced to the A-10 finals

last year by upsetting IxJth George Washington and Rutgers.

Leading scorer Katie Curry returns, hoping to give lead-

ership to a young team. Curry averaged 16 points while

piling up S3 steals. Senior Cindy Anderson will also help out

at guard.

Rhode Island. St. Bonaventure and Duquesne represent

the third tier of the A-10. with Massachusetts bringing up
the rear this season.

Rhode Island looks for sophomore Monica Games to turn

the Wrams from pretender to contender. Games, a 5'8"

forward, averaged 9.2 points and 6.7 rebounds per game.
St. Bonaventure is a team destined to be mediocre.

Coach Mar>-Jane Telford's record in ISyears at St. Bonnie's

IS 171-175. and the team was 14- 15 last year. Sue Shay and
Jodi Urich led the team with 14.8 and 13.4 points per game,

CONTINUED ON Pf?EVIEW PAGE 12
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Clip This Before Another

Student Sees It.

I It's nothing personal against your classmates. It's just that

j
Ronkin gives students the skills, practice and support they ' 1 t^

I
need to gain an edge in the competition for grad school jf ^»=^
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admission. Sure, you want your classmates to get in. ..But

don't you want the Ronkin advantage for yourself? Ronkin.

the nation's largest full-range educational service company,

has 4-week Intersession test prep courses fomiing now for

LSAT.GMATor GRE
,

T Mjt

for only $595.00.

In Amherst: 549-4010

All you can eat!

"^ Cafe Ashley's=
Famous Sunday Buffet

4 Belgian Waffles

> Eggs & Omelets
Home Style Potatos

> Bacon & Sausage
4^ Scalloped Apples

Carved Ham
Fresh Fruit

> Fruit Breads
4- Croissants

> Bagels

$6.95
Rl. 9 Hddlov • 2 Miles from UMdss • 586-6393

next to How did Johnson's Lodge

How to rage
in the Cage

Last year's Dick
Vitale's Basketball said it

was "a wild pit under
normal circumstances."
The Boston Globe said it's

fans were "the Duke fans
of the Northeast."

Ifyou've never been to

a basketball game at

Curry Hicks Cage, this is

what you should expect:

noise, heat and some re-

ally great basketball.

Coach John Calipari thinks the fans have a lot to do

with all three.

Cahpari credits the fans who have filled the Cage
the past two years for making UMass one of the

toughest places to play for the opposition in college

basketball.

He feels UMass fans are among "the top five

groups of college basketball fans in the nation," and
cites their enthusiasm as the reason why.

"Our fans feel like they're part of the team."

explained Calipari. "They come to games not expect-

ing to sit down. They get soaked. They cheer for us

and not against the opposition."

Calipari's highest praise for UMass fans was that

they encourage the team throughout the game,

instead of the team encouraging the fans.

"They don't wait for us to get them going." Calipan

said. "If we're not getting things accomplished on

the floor they give us a boost. It's positive. . .that's

what It's all about."

Greg Sukiennik

When students returned to campus in Feb. 1990.

UMass was raiiked 35thm the nation. The Cage was
packed to the rafters a full hour and a halfbefore tip-

offofa game between the Minutemen and Connecti-

cut, and it was then, Calipari thinks, that UMass
fans showed him they were one of the best college

crowds in the nation.

"After one game where we lost — I think it was
Connecticut — we lost and walking off the floor we
got a standing ovation. That showed me 'you weren't

quite good enough to win but you don't have to win
'

From that point 1 knew we had something."
If you're a dedicated Massachusetts basketball

follower, your first problem is getting a ticket for the

game. Because demand for tickets well exceeds

supply, no longer can fans just show up at games
with their student ID.

Hence, if you want to get into a game, you've got

to stop by Curry Hicks Cage a few days in advance
<see the Collegian for information as to when) to

show your ID for a free ticket.

Against lesser opposition like New Hampshire,
this is easy. But when A-10 arch-rivals like West
Virginia. Rutgers and Temple come to town, you
may have to get up early and wait in line.

Ticket distribution begins at 7:00 a.m. A small
price to pay for the priviledge of a free ticket —
something most big-time programs just don't give

their student fans.

Generally, there's one set of guidelines for the

prospective UMass basketball fan: stand and cheer
all game.

"If you come to the Cage you should be prepared
to stand. I don't think you're going to hear 'down in

front* too many times this year," Calipari noted.

Calipari also hoped Cage crowds would continue
their record of representing the University well,

especially in televised games. It's easy to get

carried away, most notably when Temple comes to

town. But it's also important to note the basketball
team and it's fans, as Calipari suggests, are seen as

an extension of the University.
"People will turn on the set and see UMass as a

fun place to watch a basketball game, and our fans
have been great about that," complimented the

fourth-year coach.

One other hint: don't wear a sweater. With 4,058
people standing, clapping, singing and stomping
their feet at the same time, the Cage starts to

resemble a sauna.
"In the Cage, you're right on top ofthe court, and

it gets loud and very hot and it's intimidating for the

other team," Calipari says.
"I know when it's hot when I have to change ray

shirt at halftime, when I sweat through the knot in

my tie."

But it's not the building," he pointed out. "It's the

fans. You know if you're soaked, if you can't sleep

because you keep seeing plays in your head, that

you're really involved. Because that's what I do."

Greg Sukkiennik is a Collegian staff member.

Minutemen aspiring to NCAA heights
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Last season, University of Massachusetts men's bas-

ketball fans held signs which read. "Bring on UNLV."
Could this be the season in which other schools request,

"Bring on UMass?"
The 1991-92 Minuteman season has the potential to

pack overwhelming excitement as head coach John Calipari

will have the services ofevery starter from last year's 20-13

squad which traveled to the world-renowned Madison
Square Garden for the Final Four ofthe National Invitational

Tournament.
As the media and coach's pre-season pick to win the

Atlantic 10, the Minutemen return seiuors Jim McCoy,
Anton Brown and Will Herndon and juniors Tony Barbee
and Harper Willliams.

However, also seeing plenty of time will be a freshman
class which has been rated among the nation's best. Louis

Roe, Scott Drapeau, Michael Williams and Jerome Malloy
should provide a huge and much-needed contribution off

the bench along with returnees Francois Firmin, Kennard
Robinson, Chris Robinson and Tommy Pace.

McCoy is UMass' career scoring leader with 1,818 points,

an average of 19.8 per year. The guard from Pittsburgh. Pa.

*
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Jim McCoy goes way up for a dunk. McCoy will

undoubtedly score his 2,000th point this season.

has been chosen as one of the top 25 players in the country

by Basketball Weekly.

At 6-feet-3 inches, he can hit the jump shot from any-

where on the court. He averaged 18.9 points last year and
was selected to the AU-A-IO team. McCoy has scored in

double figures in 32 straight games and was named the

Conference Player-of-the-Week three times last year. He
spent the summer fine tuning his skills in Europe as a

member of the P'oot Locker NIT All-Star team.

"He's an explosive scorer," Calipari said. "He's improved
on defense and should be on a mission."

Barbee is UMass' second-highest returning scorer as he

averaged 15.3 ppg last season. The 6-foot-6 shooting forward

is a great compliment to McCoy. As a second team All-A- 10

selection last year, Barbee is a very versatile, consistent

player who hit the game-tying 3-pointer at the buzzer in

last season's NIT quarterfinal round game against Siena.

"He's our best overall player," Calipari said. "He has no
real weakness."

Brown will push the team up court as he returns to the

point guard position. Last season. Brown missed games in

the middle ofthe season with torn ligaments in his left knee,

but still averaged over four assists and 4.8 points per game.

At 6-feet-2 inches, he came on strong down the stretch last

year, averaging 7.8 assists in the five NIT games and had
a career high 10 assists in the NIT loss to Stanford.

"He's steady," Calipari said. "He's a good shooting point

guard and isn't flashy."

Williams is quickly becoming one ofthe best post players

in the conference and may be the best by season's end.

Williams, who has incredible court presence and intensity,

averaged 13.9 points and 7.7 rebounds last year. At 6-feet

T-inches, he also led the A-10 in blocked shots last season

with 74. He took his game to a higher level in the NIT when
in five games he averaged 19.4 points and nine rebounds.

He has scored in double figiires in 14 of the last 16 games
and broke his own UMass single game record when he

registered nine blocks against Rhode Island.

"He's really improved," Calipari said. "He's a real war-

rior as our best post scorer."

Herndon fills a good percentage of the Cage with his

high flying slam show and 43-inch vertical leap. He led

UMass in scoring in five games last year, averaging 11.9

ppg. Every time Herndon scored in double figures last year,

he also had double figures in rebounding.

Calipari said, "He's the best athlete I've ever coached.

He's the team's big play-maker."

Pace saw limited action last year as a forward due to

surgery after his freshman season. As one of the first

players off the bench his freshman year, this season Pace

should contribute, especially on the boards.

At 6-feet- 10 inches, Kennard Robinson is the team's

tallest player suited up on the floor. Last year, he saw
limited time, yet came on strong at the end of the season.

Point guards Chns Robinson, an exceptional defender,

and Firmin. a great attacking guard, return.

Roe, the New Jersey High School Player ofthe Year, will

be one of the first forwards off the bench. He averaged 26.1

CoU«ci«B photo by Jody Gabia

The freshman class is highly touted, but now
its time to go and earn their praise.
points and 15 rebounds per game for Atlantic City High
School where he had a school record 1 ,804 career points and
802 rebounds. He played for the USA All-SUrs in the

McDonald's All-American Game and the Nike Camp.
WilUams, a guard from Hartford. Conn., attended New

England Prep School last year and averaged 16 points and
seven assists. He was a Street and Smith All-American

honorable mention at Weaver High School.

Malloy, a freshman guard from Waterbury, Corm., av-

eraged 28.5 points and 13 rebounds as the Class M Player

of the Year in Connecticut his senior season.

Drapeau was New Hampshire's Mr. Basketball and
USA Today / Gatorade Player of the Year following his

senior season at Merrimack Valley High School. He aver-

aged 34.6 points as a junior and 21 points and 19 rebounds

per game last year.

Freshman forward Ted Cottrell, who may decide to

redshirt this season, averaged 16 points, 13 rebounds and
five blocked shots his senior season at Annapolis, Md. High
School and played in the Nike All-Star Camp.

EVerek Kellogg averaged 24.7 points, 7.3 rebounds and
6.5 assists as a guard for Cathedral High School last year.

Kellogg, who was named a McDonald's honorable mention

All-American last year, is also considering sitting out the

season.

Jeff Meyer, the 7-foot-2 crowd favorite, has dedded to

redshirt this year, his sophomore season.
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SPORTS NOTICE:
For those of you who did not get tickets for the game, the
Hatch will be open until 3 a.rm. tonight for the UMass-Siena
game.
The game will be televised on two large-screen televisions.

Also, there will be special prices for pizza, the taco bar will

remain open and there will be door prizes.
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Open 7 Days a w«ek

71 N Pleasant St

Amherst MA 253-9300

WMUA BROADCAST SCHEDULg
No> ember

Friday 22 Siena 1 1:45 pm
Monday 25 Kccne Slate 6:45 pm
•WMUA WILL NOT BROADCAST THE GREAT ALASKA SHOOTOUT

December

Wednesday 4 @ Kentucky 7:45 pm
Saturday 7 Xavier 6:45 pm
Tuesday 10 New Hampshire 6:45 pm
Thursday 12 @ Holy Cross 7:45 pm
Saturday 14 @ George Wash 7:15 pm

*Adbow's Classic*

Friday 27 Harvard 6:15 pm
Saturday 28 *Either at 6: 1 5pm or 8: 1 5pm

January

Saturday 4 Oklahoma 7:45 pm
Wednesday 8 West Virginia 7:45 pm
Monday 13 @ Boston University 7:15 pm
Wednesday 15 George Wash 6:45 pm
Monday 20 @ URI 7:45 pm
Thursday 23 @ St. Joseph's 6:50 pm
Saturday 25 Duquesne 6:45 pm
Tuesday 28 @ Temple 6:45 pm
Thursday 30 Rutgers 6:45 pm

February
• Tuesday 4 @ St. Bonavenluce 7:20 pm

Saturday 8 St. Joseph's 6:45 pm
Sunday 16 Temple 4:15 pm
Tuesday 18 @ Rutgers 7:45 pm
Saturday 22 St. Bonavenluce 6:45 pm
Thursday 27 @ West Virginia 7:15 pm

March
Sunday 1 @ Dunquesne 4:15 pm
Wednesday 4 URI 6:45 pm

Atlantic Ten Toumannent March 7-12

ALL GAMES INCLUDE A 15 MIN. PREGAME

J[

UMASS MINUTEMEN
# Name
5 Francois Firmin
10 Mike Williams

11 Anton Brown
12 Chris Robinson
14 Derek Kellogg

15 Louis Roe
20 Jim McCoy
22 Tony Barbee
24 Jerome Malloy
31 Harper Williams
33 Jeff Meyer
34 William Herndon
35 Tommy Pace
40 Ted Cottrell

42 Kennard Robinson
50 Scott Drapeau

SCHEDULE
November 22 SIENA (ESPN) Midnight

25 KEENE STATE 7 p.m.
GREAT ALASKAN SHOOTOUT

29 Santa Clara Midnight
30 with Alaska-Anchorage (EST)

December 1 Idaho, New Orleans.
Oregon State

2 Coastal Carolina, E. MichiganI

4 at Kentucky (UK-TV) 8 p.m.
7 XAVIER 7 p.m.
10 NEW HABfPSHIRE 7 p.m.
12 at Holy Cross 7:30 p.m
14 at George Washington* 7:30 p.m

27

28

January 4

8
13
15
20
23
25
28
30

February 4
8
16
18

22
27

March 1

4
7-12

•Atlantic 10 Game

ABIX>W'S HALL OP PABftE CLASSIC
Springfield Civic Center
UBfASS vs. HARVARD 6:30 p.m.
IOWA STATE vs. PAIRPIELD 8:30 p.m.

THIRD PLACE GABAE 6:30 p.m.
CHABfPIONSmP 8:30 p.m.

OKLAHORfA (ESPN) 8 p.m.

Springfield Civic Center
WEST VIRGINIA (A-10 TV)* 8 p.m.
at Boston University 7:30 p.m.

GEORGE WASHINGTON* 7 p.m.

at Rhode Island* 8 p.m.

at St. Josephs* 7:05 p.m.
DUQUESNE* 7 p.m.

at Temple* 7 p.m.

RUTGERS* 7 p.m.

at St. Bonaventure* 7:35 p.m.

ST. JOSEPH'S* 7 p.m.

TEMPLE (A- 10 TV)* 4:30 p.m.

at Rutgers* 8 p.m.

(New Jersey TV Network)

ST. BONAVENTURE* 7:00 p.m.

at West Virginia* 7:30 p.m.

at Duquesne (A- 10 TV)* 4:30 p.m.

RHODE ISLAND* 7 p.m.

Atlantic 10 Championships

LANDMARKLOUNGE
&PIZZERLV

Corner of Rt. 9 8c 202 • Belchertown • 323-9636

Just 15 minutes away

Bud DraSts
Open Mike Band Night"
Every wenesday Night

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

TOMORROW NIGHT - SAT. NOV. 23

THICK & TtlllN

SAT NOV. 30

STEADFAST
FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS - LIVE - DJ STEPH

PIZZA, GRINDERS,
CALZONES, AND MORE...

IN HOUSE SPECIAL:
PARTY SIZE PIZZA AND A PITCHER OF

BUDWEISER $9.'*,
(W/STUDENT ID)

WMUA
91.1 FM

Tune in to

WMUA -91.1 FM
for all U-MASS Basketball
Action! From the opening

tip to the final buzzer
WMUA is there.

WMUA - your FM source
for U-MASS Sports.

Come Celebrate
our 25^ Anniversary
at Ho^rard Johnson.

1

Celebrating -with
a 1966, $2S°* rate.
Come by and help us celebrate our 25'''

anniversary with our $25.00 rate from
November 15, 1991 to January 31, 1992.

You will enjoy great rooms and rourteous

service all at a very comfortable price.

For reservations, call 586-0114 or

(800) I-GO-HO-JO, ask for the

Anniversary Package. Please present

this ad.

Advanced reservations required and certain restrictions apply.

Ask for details. © 1991 Howard Johnson Franchise Systems, Inc.

HOWARD
JOHNSON®

Lodge 401 Russell St., Route 9

Hadley, Massachusetts 01035
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Card& Qiji Shoppc

25b 1920

Join us In our Grand Opening
Sat., Mov. 23 I0am-6pm

Door prizes fif 20% off purchases

of $ 1 or more
1 7 'Xfiii^ -^t*- 'Amherst. M^ • Ownm :lnitd c uo Mnsi

20
„ Off Storewide
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O'Brien brings winning attitude
New coach seeks seven wins this season

saw glimpses of the Amherst area, but not enough to make
By KKVIN HKKIJHY
Collegian Staff

of Massa-

1 N Pleasani Si. ( Above ( afc 1>K arlo )

Vmbcrsl <41i):56 1551

Of the 22 varsity sports on the University

chusetts campus last year, only one team endured a wuiless

season — v^omen's basketball

The Minutewomen's record was a wm'ful 0-27. losmg by

an average of 28 points per game The team's only player to

average in double figures. Keyburn McC'usker, and the

team's leading rebounder. Lisa Ireland, have graduated

The teams ct»ach, Kathy Hewelt. left the sehiK)l after

compiling a three-year rei-ord of 16-68. making way for new

leadership.

Hut who would be wiUing to take on an 0-27 U*am with

lui stMiiors?

Meet Joanie O'Brien, a woman who has known nothing

but success as a player and as a coach.

In her five years with the I'niversity ofAuburn vs.-n.. n -

basketball program (two as a graduate assistant and thret«

as a full-time assistant ). the Uidy Tigers were national

runners-up three times and in the Final Kight twice.

Before graduating from Penn St in 1986 she was a 1

three-year starter and senior captain. The Lady Lions won

the Atlantic 10 championship in each »)f her four years

"I think it starts with hard w ork." O'Brien said in a drawl

that reflects her years spent in Cfet)rgia "I've never had that

god-given talent that a lot ofother players did. and 1 had to

workmybuttofftoget what Igot That has carried over into

the next level ofcoaching. The harder you work— it makes

things just a bit easier. It's not going to be easy here, but

we're going to work as hard as we possibly can to get some

kids here that will put this program on the top of the A- 10
"

O'Brien has said she has set a timetable that would put

the Minutewomen at or near the top of the A- 10 in three

years, and would like "seven or eight w ins' this season.

"People may think I'm biting off more than I can cht»w,"

she said, "but I don't think so."

While leaving a program as successful as Auburn's may
have been difficult. O'Brien feels she has enough confidence

and determination to keep striving for the next level.

"My goal, when I started coaching." she said, "wasn't to

be an assistant coach, it was to be a head coach After

spending five years at Auburn it was time for me to go and

use what I learned as a player and as a coach down there

and put It to my own use. To get anywhere you've got to take

a chance, and when you're 27 years old there's not very

many people that will give you a chance. UMass did that for

me and I'm going to give my best shot to see what I can do

for them."

A native of Des Moines. Iowa. O'Brien attended high

school in Columbus. Ohio. While playing for Penn State she

a valued judgement.

"As a player, you come and you go," she said. "When we
came up here to play we got out of the bus, played, turned

around, and left. When I came up here for the interview, I

had a chance to stn? .some of the area and meet a lot of the

pt«ople. It's a situation much like that of State College,

where it's a small town surrounded by beautiful country.

Its a college town. It's the kind of atmosphere I had at

schiK)l, and I figured. If I like it as much as I think 1 do,

mayU' I can get some kids to turn around and feel the sanu-

way about UMass.'"

The t«rm Atlantic 10' is now a misnomer, as last year's

champion. Penn State, left the league to begin its first year

as the Big lO's newest addition. But below Penn State in the

final A- 10 standings last year were the following teams

with records of 500 or better: Rutgers, deorge Washington.

West Virginia, Temple, and St. Joseph's.

"I've been a player in the Atlantic 10." O'Brien said. "1

know a lot of people in the league, and it's a g(HKl league.

With Penn State leaving it may drop dow n a bit nutionally.

>ut what it will do is bring those bottom teams up to the

lop."

rttolo rouiif^y Sport* Information

Joanie O'Brien
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LARGE CHEESE
PIZZA - $5.50

2 LARGE CHEESE
PIZZAS -$10.50
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549-7890

Our hours are

4:30 PM 2:00 AM Sun - Wed.
4 30 PM • 3:00 AM Thurs. • Sat.
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LARGE CHEESE
PIZZA - $5.50

OR
2 LARGE CHEESE
PIZZAS — $10.50
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Fast, Fre« Delivery
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
MEN S BASKETBALL STUDENT TICKET

PICK UP DATES
FOR THE 1 99 1 92 SEASON

Below is a list of pick up dates for the remaining home MEM s BASKETBALL

Games. The tickets can be picked up between 7:00 am and 3:00 pm on the

PICK UP DATES LISTED BELOW. It should be noted that all of the pick up

dates are on Thursdays with the exception of January 28, 1992. Please

keep this list as a reference for the rest of the 1991-92 Basketball season.

riOTE ALL TICKETS WILL BE HAMDED OUT BASED OM AVAILABILITY ON A
FIRST COME FIRST SERVE BASIS.

nets UFPAT£? MOME GAMES

Thurs. Dec. 5 Dec. 7 (Xavler); Dec. 10 (Ulin)

Thurs. Dec. 12 Jan. 8 (West Virginia)

Jan. 1 5 (George Washington)

Jan. 25 (Dunquesne)

Tues. Jan. 28 Jan. 30 (Rutgers)

Thurs. Feb. 6 Feb. 8 (St. Josephs)

Thurs. Feb. 13 Feb. 16 (Temple)

Thurs. Feb. 20 peb. 22 (SL Bonaventure)

Thurs. Feb. 27 March 4 (Rhode Island)

• Students with valid undergraduate ID can pick up one general admission

I ticket between 7am and 3pm on the dates listed above.

I

I

I

I

I

I
• Doors open an hour prior to the start of the game

* Students must be present at the game 1 5 minutes before the start of the

game to be guaranteed a seat.

Brother Barbees encompass two sports
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Staff

Brothers often compete in the same sports while growing

up and many even And equal success in a given sport. The
Dimaggio brothers found success in baseball, John and Jim
Paxson found success in basketball and Doug and Darren

Flutie have found success in football. It is more unusual,

however, for brothers to find success in different sports.

Juniors Tony and Chris Barbee are both varsity athletes

at the University of Massachusetts, but not in the same
sport. Tony is a member ofthe basketball team while Chris

is on the football team.

AlthoughTony and Chris both played baseball , basketball

and football while growing up, eventually, each made a

choice to concentrate on only one of the three sports.

"I played baseball and football, but not in liigh school,"

said Tony, a 6-6 starting forward. "In junior high school 1

played all three. I recognized that basketball was my
strength so 1 decided to go with that."

Chris, a 6-3, 250-pound defensive tackle, said, "I decided

that my body was more suited for football than for bas-

ketball."

UMass basketball coach John Calipah had a hand in

bringing both brothers to UMass. He recruited Tony right

out of high schiKil and later brought Chris to the attention

of UMass football coach Jim Reid Chris, who is two years

older than Tony, came to UMass in 1989-90 as a transfer

from Triton Junior College, where he earned varsity letters

in both football and track.

"John Calipari was the guy who was instrumental in

pointing Chris out to us." Reid said.

Participation in sports was encouraged in the Barbee

family while growing up.

I Participation! was stressed to a point," recalled Chris. "If

we showed interest in something, my mom and dad would

always be there to support us."

"I think ever since I was in a crib, I always had a ball of

some sort in my hands," Tony said "My dad played sports

in college and it wasjust a big thing for him to have his sons

play sport« too."

The elder Barb<»e played both offensive and defensive

tackle for the football team at Tennessee SUte.

Like mostbrothers, the Barbeesengaged in some friendly,

but intense sibling competition as youths.

"It wasn't cut-throat but we had some pretty intense

games," Chris recalls. "I always put my best foot forward

playing against him, just Uke he did against me."

Chris said most ofthese athletic confrontations took the

form ofone-on-one basketball games in front oftheir house.

Tony credited these early games with Chris as having

helped him become a better athlete.

"I think he was a big part ofmy success because we used

to battle and compete with each other," he said. "Being

older, he always used to beat me, until that one day; maybe

I grew a little bit taller than him, and then I started beating

Photo courtMy Sporto InlbnBaliop Photo courtMy Sportit lafermatMui

Tony Barbee Chris Barbee

him. I think that he had a big influence on my being

successful in sports."

"Itwas kind ofrough my freshman year, being away from

home for the first time." Tony said. "Chris came up second

semester and it was just like I had another piece of home

with me.'
Chris said his decision to attend UMass was largely

influenced by the fact his brother was a student here.

"I thought it would be a great and unique opportunity to

see him play a couple ofyears of his collegiate career before

I graduate," Chris said.

Their re8j>ective coaches praise both brothers, as indi-

viduals as well as athletes.

"Tony is our best all-around player," Calipari said. "He's

not our best shooter, he's not our best passer and he's not

our best rebounder, but he's our best player. He's our most

consistent player. He's got a lot of pride and he's a big part

of what we've accomplished here.

"He's a great kid and a great athlete. I'm proud to say

that he is one of my players."

Tony was named second team All-Atlantic 10 last season.

He finished sixth in the A- 10 in field goal percentage (.450)

and eighth in the A- 10 in scoring with 15.3 points per game.

He scored in double figures in 26 of the 30 games he

played in and 20 points or more eight times. He led the team

in scoring four times and in rebounding five times.

In his two years at UMass he has scored 802 points and

collected 27 1 rebounds for an average of 13.4 points and 4.5

rebounds for his career. He was named to the Atlantic 10

All-Freshman team in 1989-90.

Despite his many personal achievements during his

career ,Tony said his goals for this season are more concerned

with the success ofthe team than personal accomplishments.

"I'd like to see us win 25 games, win the Atlantic 10

regular season and the tournament and just go to the

NCAA's and do well," he said, "l just want to be the leader.

1 want to be a person everybody can look to for leadership."

Reid praised Chris for his work ethic and attitude.

"He's a real big athlete and a hard worker. He has a great

work ethic, he's always hustling and he's got a great

attitude."

"He didn't play defensive line in high school and he was

injured during his first year at Triton, so he's really still

learning the position," he said.

Reid said Chris has made basketball fans out of many
football players with his talk about his brother.

"Our favorite basketball player is Tony Barbee, and it's

because of Chris," Reid said. "He really brings you into

being a great basketball fan. We always hope that Tony

scores 40 points."

Tou just hope you're kids grow up as well as these two.

Both are polite, both are gentlemen and both are hard

working athletes. If my kids grow up as well as these two,

ni be very proud."

basketball

ii^ ^H m, A ^.
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Home of the
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HOT DOG
1/4 Ib.Hamburgers

Fries

Onion Rings
Grinders

Fish & Chips

= DRIVE-IN=
llam-7pm • 7Dciys

Route 9, Hodley

585-0241

;SUBUJRV^
of Amherst

OPEN!
Come in and place your order

for the BEST SUBS
in town!

D.R Douqh
cIeLIvers caIzones

caU 296 1616
No IV Open at 1 1:30 A.M.

vnfL I VV *M((ood«itfeaTO(kerofi(r

4 Main Street • Amherst. MA 01002 • 2561919

OPEN TIL 2 AM Thurs, Fri. Sat!!

$100 OFF !

$100 OFF
ANyZCAlzONES II ANy 2 CaIzoNES

11

iiExpires 1/25/92 [I Expires 1/25/92

Delivery Only >l Delivery Only I

One coupon per 2 caIzones. 1 1 One coupon per 2 caIzones. I

I
^1 1

THE
/-

K^VN
THE AMERICAN

SPORTS BAR

BAYSTATE
WEST MALL
SPRINGFIELD

U-MASS
Basketball

Preview Party

Today troni 4:()()-7:(K) • Join

WHMP'.s Marty Tirrell for

your chance to win tickets &
Transportation to ther game.

Appetizer &
Drink Specials
Fans watch the game at

Champions, featuring 1

1

T.V.'s & I large screen T.V.

FREE
UNLIMITED
PARKING
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Hard work
finally
paying off
By OHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

What a difference a few years makeg
Three years ago, John Calipan walked

through the doors of the Curry Hicks Cage,

inherited a University of Massachusetts

Men's basketball team that was 10-17. and

worked out of an office that was no more

than a converted classroom.

Today, Calipan sits in his new office in

Boyden, with the knowledge that if all goes

right, come March his Minutemen will be

one of 64 teams vying for the NCAA Final

Four in MinneapoUs.
"Three years ago. if someone told me

we'd be wherewe are now, I would've thought

they were on drxigs." Calipari said.

Calipari's first season was 1988-89. and

the Minutemen finished 10-18. Although

the record was disappointing. Calipan's first

season had it's bright spots.

Specifically, the play ofFreshmen Anton

Brown and Jim McCoy, who were named to

the Atlantic 10 All-Freshmen team.

"It was tough at first, but we had some

young men [Tony Barbee. Brown. McCoy,

and Harper Williams 1 who took a chance

with us." Calipari said. "Wejust kept telUng

them we'd get better, and we did."

Calipari's second year brought a 17-14

record, and the schoors first NIT berth since

1976-77 Although the Minutemen bowed

out in the first round to Maryland. Calipan

had brought to Amherst what they hadn't

had in over a decade a winning team.

The Cage, with it's fan turnout once

resembling thatofa Cleveland Indiansgame,

was now filling up . as students turned out in

droves to support their team.

"Fanwise, we used to have to beg them to

come." McCoy said.'T^ow, people areb^ging

us for tickets."

With it'snewfound success, theteamheaded

into 1990-91 k»king to break into the national

{octure. Headlining the 20-13 Minuteman

What UMass hoop used to be
Program does a 360 in four years

career sconng leader at UMass. Sutton's

total of 1 .7 18 points gave reporters covenng

the Minutemen something posiUve to wnte

By KEITH BENNKTr
Collegian Staff

The past four years have brought

m^or changes in the University of Mas-

sachusetts men's basketball program.

The memories of Ron Gerlufson and his

mediocre teams have been all but forgot-

ten since the arrival ofJohn Calipari and

the new and improved (and very exciting)

Minuteman squad.

In 1987 I arrived on campus, looking

forward to seeing Division I basketball

in person. 1 had no illusions the UMass
Minutemen could rival the GeorgeUiwn

Hoyas. but I expected the enthusiasm

from players and fans would be similar.

I should have known that my initial

8^"'
. .. 11 r

A move to Kennedy Residence Hall for

the Fall of 1988 brought me much closer to

the Cage and allowed me to witness the

revival ofMinuteman basketball first-hand.

The end of the •87-'88 season brought

about an upheaval in the program. John

Calipari was brought in to replace Ron

Cerlufson as head coach. Calipari brought

with him an enthusiasm which was lacking

in Gerlufson, and two recruits, Jim McCoy

and Anton Brown.

Brown and McCoy assumed the position

as the starting guards in their first season at

UMass. The team showed promise early in
i snoUlQ nave Known iimi m» iwiv.c. v....^^. .. . -

expenencwUhcon^eba^ketballw^ld ^i^y'^^-^^'^JJ^^Zl'n^!'^,^'.
be flawed when I received my residence

hall assignment from Housing Services.

I had been placed in McNamara Hall in

Sylvan, the furthest possible dorm from

the Cage.

The 1987-88 Minutemen finished 10-

17. The team was not without talent, but

the lack of support for the team on cam-

pus and the low attendance figures at

the games, were not conducive to winning.

In those days there was seldom the

sellout crowd that has come to be ex-

pected in recent years. There were even

several articles written in the Collegian

urging fans to come out and support the

basketball team, a thought which would

seem ludicrous to the legions of

Minutemaniacs on campus today.

Despite their record, there were high-

lights to the season. The biggest was

Lorenro Sutton becoming the all-time

season, was a nationally televised ESPN pmie,

and a berth in the NTT Final Four.

I think that the reson we've been able to

be sucessfull, is that we've worked real

hard, and been real lucky,' Calipari said,

"Regardless ofthat. I don't think wecould've

gotten anywhere without the Umversity

wanting us to get better.

SPORTS MR
&RCSraURflHT

TONIGHT Watch

UMass Basketball
at MIDNIGHT

12 Foot Big Screen PLUS
8 TVs

PRE-GAME PARTY
8:30-11:30

WHMP FM AND PETER PAN BUS
Live- On-The-Air Broadcasts

Prizes

FREE Pizza

the arrests of senior forwards David Brown

and Duane Chase. The subsequent departure

of Brown (20 points. 6 rebs. ), and Chase ( 13

points, 8 rebs.) left the Minutemen in a hole

which they couldn't climb out of.

McCoy and Anton Brown performed well

in their first season and provided the pro-

gram with two cornerstones on which to

build. Both players were named to the At-

lantic 10 All-Freshmen team.

The 1989-90 team truly brought the

-Rage" back to the Cage. The heightened

enthusiasm on campus and the arrival of

another Ulented bunch ofrecruiU produced

a 17-13 record and led the Minutemen to

post-season play for the first time since

1977.

High-flying forward William Hemdon
became an immediate crowd-pleaser with

his many dunks Freshmen Tony Barbee and

Harper Williams joined Hemdon, McCoy

and Brown in the starting rotation.

An early season knee injury to Brown

forced senior Cary Herer to step in at

point guard. Any fears of a collapse by

the team were put to rest early as Herer

proved to be a capable leader.

A Minuteman winning streak over

interaession, which briefly put the team

on top of the conference, played a large

role in the resurgence offan support. The

cage was packed for every game during

the spring semester and fan support was

further enhanced when UMass gained

an invitation to compete in the NIT
Tournament.

Last year, the team had one of its

finest seasons ever, finishing with a 20-

13 record and a trip to the final four ofthe

NIT. Brown came back successfully from

his irxjury and completed the solid

starting unit ofMcCoy, Barbee, Hemdon
and Williams.

Seniors John Tate and Rafer Giles

provided experience and depth oflf the

bench. Highlights ofthe season included

Giles sconng his 1 .000th point and McCoy

breaking Sutton's all-time scoring record

This season. UMass is the preseason

pick for the top spot in the A- 10. McCoy.

Brown, Barbee, Hemdon and Williams

are all back and should provide the team

with necessary leadership. Experience

should be a key for this group as they

enter their third season of play together.

This year's recruiting class should have

enough talent to make up for the

graduation of Giles and Tate.

Dreams of the NCAA tournament

prevail and players and fans may not be

satisfied with a third straight tnp to the

NIT. It's time that the Minutemen make

it to the big time.

"We've got a new respect from the media

and around the nation, people are inter-

ested in what UMass is doing That, and the

new building, will help in attracting recruits,

but the new NCAA rules will hurt."

The Minutemen now gamer a new found

respect around campus, a respect Calipari

hopes isn't for the wrong reason's.

"Ifwe do gamer more respect around the

University, I hope it's not just because we're

winning. I hope it's because of the positive

way we represent the University, both on

and off the court."

"Coach Calipari used to tell me and Jim

IMcCoy 1 to be patient, and things would get

better, and he was right," Brown said.
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Freshman Roe facing high expectations
By TED KOTTLER
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts men's basketball team
pulled in its mostly highly touted recruit todate, when Louis
Roe, a 67", 210poundfreshman forwardfrom Atlantic City
High School in Atlantic City, N.J. decided to come to UMass.
Many national recruiting experts regard Roe as one of the

best freshmen in the country. He graduated as ACHS' all

time leading scorer and rebounder. In his senior year, he
averaged 26. 1 points and 15.0 rebounds pergame. This past

week, I had a chance to talk with Roe about his background
and the upcoming season.

TK: Louis, why did you come to UMass?
LR: Everywhere I went I this past summer I , to tournaments
and stuff, everyone asked me, "Why UMass?" 1 was
recruited by a lot ofbig schools | Syracuse, F'lorida. Clemson,
James Madison I, but some of them required you take the

SAT before signing.

UMass said it would take me whether I scored the

necessary 700 or not. and if I didn't they'd sit me down
[redshirt me I my first year, and there were only a few

schools that would do that.

I've seen UMass play before, and I didn't think it was a

bad school at all, and I thought I would fit in. I've known the

coaches since my sophomore year ofhigh school , and they've

been recruiting me since then.

That's why the decision was easy, because of my rela-

tionship with the coaches. They're young, and I feel if I have

a problem or anything I can go talk to them. When things

get rough, and I get out of hand, they step up. They're kind

of fun to be around, and I think it's important to feel

comfortable with the coaches.

I had a couple ofother coaches visitme at home last year,

and they and their schools seemed pretty boring. I didn't

want that, I wanted to come to school and have fun.

TK: You've been playing for ACHs for four years, and now

you're joining a new team. Do you think you can fit in to

Coach Calipari's game plan?

LR: It's not different. Ifhe (Caliparil has a chance, he likes

to let us run. and that's the style we played in high school.

It's a little bit different because everyone's a little bigger,

faster, stronger, and can jump higher.

1 didn't come here thinking I was going to take anybody's

position, I came here to try to fit in first, and then whatever

happens, happens If there's an open spot to move into. 111

move in. I'm not here saying, 'Oh, I'm better than him. 1

should be playing there.' I think the best five should sUrt.

I'm going to come in to give Harper IWiUiams) or Will

IHerndonl a breather.

CnlliglBii tOm pboto

Seen here dunking against Lithuania, Louis

Roe has some mighty tall expectations to fulfill.

That's my role right now, to pick up where they leave off.

TK: By comparison, UMass is a small team, with only one

player, 6-10 junior center Kennard Robinson, over 6-7. Do

you feel your rebounding is what you can provide to help the

team most?
LR: Right now that'smy strongest point. But knowing that.

I also know I have to work on other things, like my 10-15 foot

jumper and moves around the basket. Then 1 think I'll be

alright.

TK: Has anything about the UMass program or college

basketball in general surprised you?

LR: I didn't think it was going to be easy going here, but I

also didn't think it was going to be as hard as it is. In high

school, there are a lot of smaller players.

There aren't many schools with 6-7 players, so you tend

to be lazy sometimes playing against the smaller guys. But

in college, you've always got to be active. Concentration is

key.

TK: Whenever a school recruits a top prospect, everyone

associated with the program has high expectations for him.

I thought you might feel some added pressure because you

fall into that category of highly-touted recruits.

LR: At first 1 did, because 1 started off slow, and I was
saying, 'Geez, I'm not playin' well,' and people have been

saying I'm supposed to be freshman of the year. I have to

live up to those expectations.

But I got hurt lankles], and I'd been playing with the

pain, and that made it tough on me. But I'd come back to my
room after practice and say. To Hell with this, I'm going to

start kicking ass.' Now, my ankles are getting better, I'm

playing better in practice, and I don't really feel any pres-

sure on me.

I'm not worried about what the press is picking, I'm my
own critic. I know what I can do, and I'm going to go out and

do it.

TK: Do you think youll notice a big difference in the level

ofcompetition between high school and college basketball?

LR: Well, most of the time when kids come out of high

school , they've never played with high school All-Americana

or college Ail-Americans, or any college players at all.

I played in the Hank Gathers College League down in

Philadelphia this summer, where all the players from

Temple, St. Joseph's, and Villanova play. So, I've played in

a college atmosphere, and it's taught me to play with a

stronger attitude going to the hoop and alao taught me to

give guys respect, too.

TK: A lot of people in the basketball community have high

expectations for this team, and I wonder what you think

makes it a good one. What are its real strengths?

LR: Right now I see that everybody's friends, and there's no

static in the team atmosphere, so everybody geU along.

Most teams break down when one player gets jealous of the

playing time another one's getting, or something like that.

I think everybody on the team wants to be a winner.
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UMass' return: Thirty years and counting...
By JAV.DSCOTT
Colle^nan Staff

"Wf lust didn 't play ball. We had the ahots but I've neier

sci'i us shoot so badly. But. ue'll be back.'

-Former UMass Head Basketball Coach Matt Zunic

after his 1961-62 team lost 70-50 to New York University in

the opening round of the NCAA Tournament.

Matt Zunic wasn't specific about when UMass would "be

back," but the lofty preseason predictions for Coach John

Caiipan's 1991-92 squad are invoking memories of the

"Luiiiciren" and their trip to the Big Dance in 1962.

What could be more fitting then commemorating the

30th '.ani .ersary of UMass" first and only NCAA Tourna-

ment . ,7p"arance with another NCAA berth?

"It was a fantastic coaching job." says Jack Leaman who

was an assistant under Zunic during the '61-'62 season.

"Zunic did a superb job."

Leaman. 59, who now serN-es as an assistant to womens

head coach Joanie O'Brien, recalls Zunic's tremendous

ability to get the most out of his players.

Looking at the final scores from the season l>eaman

shakes his head and smiles "The son ofa gun had the ability

to bring a team together." Leaman says.

The Redmen. as they were known then, went 8-2 in the

YanCon that year losing both games to conference powerhouse,

the University ofConnecticut. In the 17 years prior. UConn had

won 15conf«pence titles, accordingtoLeaman But otherYanCon

kisses by UConn enabled L^Mass to take the utle.

Zunic remembers the season as being divided into two

distinct halves. The Redmen went 5-7 through their first

12. Then, in the second semester, guard and co-captain

Mike Mole returned to the line-up and UMasa ended the

regular season at 15-8.

Mole, who now lives in Long Island. NY. remembers he

wasn't going to play that whole season, m fact he wasn't

even taking classes during the first semester

"I had one year of eligibility left and I planned on using

It in 1963." Mole says "Then because the team was 5-7

coach asked me to come back."

Luckily for the Redmen. Mole did come back and his

impact was immediate. Moles first game back was against

St. Peter's College at Madison Square Garden. By all indica-

tions that game w as the turning point ofthe 1961-62 season.

Mole remembers that the game plan against UMass was

to press and press hard. That game plan fell by the wayside

with the return of Mole and UMass beat St. Peter's by 19 to

l>egin a five game winning streak The Redmen then won

their last five as well.

"I Mole I
was the guv who gave us the shot m the arm

when we needed it." recalls Dick Bresiiani, who was the

assistant Sports Information Director during the season

and now serves as Vice Resident of Public Relations for the

Boston Red Sox. "He was an excellent catalyst."

"We started oft" poorly but then Mole came back." Zunic

remembers from his home in Crystal River. Fla. "We knew

when he came back, wed be back in the running."

Mole averaged 1 1 .9 points a game with 143 points injust

12 games and along with Rixlger Twitchell and Pete Ber-

nard led the team in scoring.

However, after the first six of Mole. Bernard. Twitchell.

co-captain Kirk Leslie (who tragically died in a car accident

some years after graduation i. Charlie Fohlin and Don Black,

the Redmen were not a very deep squad. Leaman admits.

This became clear during the first round of the NCAA
Tournament against New York University. The game was

played ui the Palestra in Philadelphia,whichatthetime according

to Leaman was "the mecca of college basketball, next to the old

Madison Square Garden It was an exating place to play."

But even the excitement ofthe Palestra couldn't help the

Redmen overcome the depth of the NYU team

"We were very thin after those six guys." Leaman says.

"NYU was a very good team . We played well for the first half

and then our center 1 Fohlin I
fouled out."

NYfs non-starters played well, still the Redmen trailed by

just four at the half, but All-American forward Barry Kramer led

NYU with 15 pants including 7-10 fivm the charity stripe as

N\'U outficored UMass by 16 m the second half

"He was a tough coach and when I say tough. I mean

tough," Bresciani says.

"He wanted success and he wanted Ui« to be winners," says

Mole who now bvesm Long Island. "He worked us hard because

he wanted us to succeed His first love was basketball."

"His language was rancid." Fohlin recalls. "He never

enamored himself with the administration."

In addition. Fohlin remembers some of Zunic's 'strate-

gies." used to intimidate other teams or players.

"We were playing a team with a real piMxi driving guard."

Fohlin says. "Zunic told all of us to foul him on his first drive

through the lane - HARD.
"He threatened to bench us ifwe didn't do it. We did. and

it worked. The guy didn't drive the rest of the game."

Zunic was also known for never holding back what he

had U) say and that was especially true m his relationship

with the referees.

"You always had to worry about the oftlcials where you

played." Zunic recalls "I got my share of T's, and I don't

mean timeouts

"There were a lot of problems with the officiating. You

had to keep checking them. I knew there were some things

going on. We were limited with finances at UMass, but some

of these people would pay (more money! for the refs."

Fohlm was a 6-foot-7 center and during that time, Fohlin

was regarded as a big man. even though today's standards

might place a man of his size in the backcourt.

"I was considered big at that time." Fohlin, 51. says.

"Most of the time there wasn't anyone to defend I Black and

mel. It's changed dramatically since then."

Black was considered more of the scorer, averaging 7.8

points per game, and Fohlin was the self-described "beef,"

recording just over five points a game but hauling in close

to seven rebounds an outing. Twitchell was the team's

leading rebounder with 12 per game.

Now living in Stratford, NH. Black was a 6-foot-8 center

who came to UMass on a full scholarship after deciding that

the big city life of Boston University didn't suit a "country

boy" from South Athol.

"I was only 19 or 20 at the time and there was always a

lot of pressure," Black, 52. says. "Playing under scholarship

was like having a job — a good job."

Part of that job for Black was hitting a hook shot which

not many defenders could touch, in addition Black liked to

shoot from the outeide, but remembers that Coach Zunic

frow ned upon the big men shooting from the outside

"That was part of the rigid structure of the game then."

Black says.

Now, as the Pearl Anniversary of the Redmen's Tourna-

ment appearance approaches, former Coach Zunic oft^ers

some prudent advice to this year's Minutemen in their quest

for a NCAA bid. The Zunic outspokeness obviously remains.

"Keep on winning and try to win the conference," Zunic

advises. "Then you don't have to worry about who's on that

committee. It's all a political game."
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NCAA Top 40 in a Collegian-size nutshell
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Last fall there was little doubt who was the preseason
No. 1 in college basketball — it was the University of
Nevada Las Vegas.

Rather the preseason debates focused around whether
or not the Runnin' Rebels were the best college basketball
team ever assembled, whether or not coach Jerry Tarkanian
would follow his starting line-up into the pros and who the
hell could ever beat these guys. The answers; probably not,

no and Duke.
This season there is no one, clear cut, dominant team out

there. Instead there are many excellent squads that could
walk away with the title in Minneapolis come March. Last
year Duke proved that it is not always the team with the
most talent that wins the national championship. However,
even with that in mind, for my preseason No. 1 , 1 will take the

talent and the Razorbacks of the University ofArkansas. Here
are my Top 20 picks.

No. 1 — ARKANSAS — If you want talent try Lee
Mayberry, Todd Day and Oliver Miller on for size. With
Miller it's a lot of size, like 6-foot-9, 325 pounds. He's the

second best center in the SEC and one ofthe top three in the

nation. Mayberry is a skillful pointguard, who should be a

first team All-American and Day is a 6-foot-8 scoring gusu-d

who is just about unstopable one-on-one. Toss in some
exj>erienced bench players and solid newcomers and Nolan
Richardson's team will be tough to beat.

Coming off of a 34-4 season in 1991 the Razorbacks will

have to stay clear ofthe offthe court problems that plagued

them last year. Presently Day and Miller are suspended

due to discipline problems and neither will play until

January. But the tournament does not start until March
and by then Arkansas will be in full swing and poised for the

title.

No. 2—DUKE—The team that did the impossible last

year, returns four quality starters for this season's campaign.

Christian Laetner and Bobby Hurley are as good as anyone

around, both possess superior skill and poise. Grant Hill

and Thomas Hill add athleticism and some shooting touch.

Three freshman bring needed size. The team doesn't have

a weakness and who can argue with the Blue Devils after

what they did last March? One down note for coach Mike
Krzyzewski is the transfer ofthree point ace Billy McCaffrey

to Vanderbilt, but coach "K" shouldn't fear too much, this

team will find a way to be in the title hunt in Minneapolis.

No. 3—UCLA— The Bruins may bejust as talented as

Arkansas. Forward Don Maclean (23.0 ppg) and Tracy

Murray (21.2 ppg) are both flat out scorers and guard

Darrick Martin knows how to get the ball to them while

adding some outside range himself. 1990 top recruit Ed
OBannon, a 6-foot-8 forward, who sat out last year with a

knee iryury, adds more punch inside. Anyone doubting that

UCLA is for real needed only to witness the drubbing they

gave Indiana last Friday in Springfield.

No. 4—ARIZONA— The other big gun out ofthe PAC-

10, the Wildcats should battle VCIA. all season for "best in

the west" bragging rights. A meeting in the Final Four to

decide it isn't out of the question. Sean Rooks and 7-footer
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Ed Stokes are tough to stop inside. Kentucky transfer Chris

Mills pumped in over 15 points a game last season but most

feel that he isn't even close to his potential. The Wildcats

poses a 64 game home winning streak and even though the

point guard situation is a little weak, if the Wildcats gel —
look out.

No. 6 — INDIANA— The Hoosiers are loaded and no

one can argue with any Bobby Knight team having the

opportunity to win a national championship, in fact few

would want to argue face to face with Knight about any-

thing. Calbert Cheaney will be the big gun for Indiana

teaming up with Eric Anderson and freshman Alan
Henderson to form a potent frontcourt. A deep backcourt

with heralded Damon Bailey and Jamal Meeks should lead

the attack and the Hoosiers into the title hunt. Any team
with Knight at the helm is capable of a championship and
this team has the talent to boot.

No. 6— KENTUCKY— Rick Pitino will be glad to see

four starters return to a team that finished No. 9 in the Final

AP poll last season, but couldn't enter the tournament due
to probation. The probation has been lifted and the Wildcats

are as good as anyone in the nation. Kentucky will run and
gun it, keying on the explosive sophomore Jamal Mashburn
and a slew of newcomers. Travis Ford transferred from

Missouri and should start at point guard, while Chris

Harrison, who averaged nearly 30 points a game as a senior

in high school, will contribute at the other g^uard position.

No. 7 — LSU — Shaquille. The only word necessary

when describing the Tigers. O'Neal, an imposing 7-footer

who can do it all, is the nations best player and a future

franchise player in the NBA. Right now though he is the

franchise for Dale Brown's team, that as long as the Shaq is

around, can beat anyone in the nation. Mike Hansen, a 58

percent three point shooter and prop 48 case Jamie Bran-

don help out in the backcourt. but the key to the Tigers will

remain O'Neal.

No. 8 — OHIO STATE — Junior forward Jimmy
Jackson lead the Buckeyes to a 27-4 record last season and

now is back for more. A likely First Team All-American.

Jackson is a pure scorer, especially tough to stop in the

clutch, a team leader and the returning Big 10 Player ofthe

Year. Mark Baker and Jamal Brown both averaged double

figures in points last season and they make up an excellent

guard combo.
No. 9 — ST. JOHN'S — Malik Sealy is the big time

performer for the lx)u Carnesecca's Redmen. Sealy, a 6-foot-

8 leaper. tossed home 22.1 points a game last season, while

grabbing a team high 66 steals. Guard Jason Buchanan is

the floor leader and a defensive standout. Center Robert

Werdann surprised everyone last year with a soft touch

around the hoop. The Redmen are a consistent team which

will play great defense and make few mistakes, just how
Camesecca likes his teams.

No. 10 — SETON HALL — St. John's may be a good

defensive team but probably none arebetter than the Pi-

rates. Opponents shot a mere 40 percent against the Hall last

year and now they add 7-foot-2, 295 pound Luther Wright, a

prop 48 case last season. On offense, coach P.J. Carlesimo will

look to Terry Dehere, a sweet shooting gviard, who is an All-

American candidate. The rest ofthe team is solid and despite

the loss of Anthony Avent to the NBA. the Hall have a good

chance at repeating as Big East Champs.

No. 11 — OKLAHOMA STATE — Although the Cow-

boys lack a little depth, they are still the class of the Big

Eight. Byron Houston brings true meaning to the position

— power forward. The Karl Malone clone is a terror, imposing

on defense and has a nice touch around the net (22.7 ppg).

Point guard Sean Smith, the coaches son, should provide

leadership and shooting ability and will be joined in the

backcourt by Darwyn Alexander.

No. 12 — CONNECTICUT — Coach Jim Calhoun has

built upon his recent success by bringing in a top recruiting

class (second only to Michigan). The most impressive fresh-

man should be 6-foot-9 forward Etonyell Marshall. Mashall

lacks bulk ( 175 lbs.) but not agility and an outside shot. Look

for freshmen Kevin Ollie and Brian Fair also to make an

impact. Despite the blue-chip recruits, the top Husky this

season will remain Chris Smith. Smith is a great ball han-

dler, shooter ( 18.9 ppg) and defender. Forward Scott Burrell

is equally impressive. Look for the Huskies to make it three

straight Sweet 16*8.

No. 13—OKLAHOMA—The Sooners, like UMass,made

it to the NIT Final Four last season. In Amherst, there was

ecstasy, in Norman, disappointment. The talented Okla-

homa squad should return to the big time this season. As a

freshman, forward JeffWright scored over 18 points a game
last season. Now he's prime to make even bigger waves. Add
to that long-range bomber Brent Price and a slew of juco

recruits and the tournament coach Billy Tubbs' team plays

in this spring won't be a disappointment.

No. 14— KANSAS— Although Mark Randell is gone,

don't count the Jayhawks out of the picture. Last year

Kansas rolled over Indiana, Arkansas and North Carolina

only to be stopped by Duke in the National Championship

Game. Returning stars include guard Adonis Jordan and

forward Alonzo Jamison. The Jayhawks have a soUd, ex-

perienced bench and some good recruits, this year. They
may not be the most talented team around but they alwajrs

seem to be a force during March Madness.

No. 16 — NORTH CAROLINA — The Tar Heels

probably won't make the Final Four this season, but maybe
next year. Gone are Rick Fox and Pete Chilcutt but the

sophomore class is an awesome one. Eric Montross, Derrick

Phelps and Brian Reese should live up to the billing of one

ofthe best recruiting classes ever. The key to Dean Smith's

team will be the 7-foot Montross and whether he has the

ability to dominate a game single handily. Like all Smith

teams, the Tar Heels will make few mistakes, either

physically or mentally.

No. 16— UTAH — It's the Utes. not BYU that are the

top dogs in Utah. Senior big man Josh Grant can play with

anyone, but few can cover him. Grant is a 6-foot- 10 center,

who can not only drive the lane but also possesses a great

outsidejumper and regularly cans the three pointer. Besides

Grant, coach Rick Majerus has a solid and deep team. The
Utes, 30-4 last season, make few errors and are the type of

team that can make a serious run in the NCAAs.
No. 17— MICHIGAN— As four 1991 McDonald's All-

Americans roll into Ann Arbor the future looks bright for

the Wolverines. The recruiting class has been called the

best ever by many. The best of the best is Detroit's Chris

Webber, a 6-foot-9 forward, who is supposed to be the best

prep player from Michigan since one Earvin Johnson.

Webber will make an immediate impact with his size

strength and agility. Three other freshman mayjoin Webber
in the starting line-up by tournament time, and if they

come along as expected, Wolverine fans may not have to

wait too long for that bright future.

No. 18 — GEORGETOWN — Four years ago Alonzo

Mourning was the top recruit in the nation, a player that was

the last cut on the 1988 U S. Olympic team before he had ever

played aNCAAgame. Now, as a senior, it's time for Mourning

to live up to his potential, and with Dikembe Mutombo gone,

the offense will center around him. Guard's Charles Harrison

and Joey Brown survived up and down freshman years and

should aid Mourning now that they have more experience.

No. 19 — FLORIDA STATE — Amp Lee and Edgar

Bennett form one of the premier one-two punches in the

nation, oopps wrong sport. Douglas Edwards and Charlie

Ward form one of the premier one-two punches in the

nation. Douglas, a 6-foot-9 forward, averaged 16.4 points a

game last year, while developing into an all around force.

Ward is practicing his passing, but as a teammate of Lee's

and Bennett's. A back-up quarterback, the basketball guard

won't return to the court until after the January 1st Bowl

games. Toss injuco transfer Sam Cassell at the other guard

slot and FSU will be a forcee in its first year in the ACC.

No. 20—ALABAMA—A preseason Top 5 last season,

coach Wimp Sanderson's team won the SEC but died m the

tournament and fell short of its expectations. This season

they return forward Robert Horry (77 blocks) and guard

James Robinson to a team that should be able to run with

anyone. The Tide picked up some junior college help but

until they solve their point guard problems they won't

return to the upper echelon of college basketball.

THE NEXT 20
No 21 DEPAUL; No. 22 SYRACUSE; No. 23 WAKE

FOREST, No. 24 VIRGINL\; No. 25 GEORGIATECH; No.

26 ARIZONA STATE; No. 27 TEXAS; No. 28 IOWA; No.

29 LOUISVILLE; No. 30 MICHIGAN STATE; No. 31

MISSOURI; No. 32 VILLANOVA; No. 33 MASSACHU-
SETTS; No. 34 TEMPLE; No. 35 WYOMING; No. 36

TENNESSEE; No. 37 MEMPHIS STATE; No. 38 PENN
STATE; No. 39 PROVIDENCE; No. 40 NEW ORLEANS.

suua
>ONTIMEroRTHEHOUDAYS!C

191 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst*2S3-2013

J-RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN 22 Masonic St.

Nor1hampt9n*586-6336

open 7 days & Thursday Nights
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Winning tiny obstacle
for recovered Riley
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

For Tncia Riley, just making it through

the 1991-92 season would be a storybook

t'lulitig to her career at the University of

\htr.sachu8elt8.

"If I had one goal for this season, it would

be to just finish the season." Riley said.

As a member of UMass' women's bas-

ketball team, Riley had an outstanding

sophomore season in 1989-90. plaNnng in all

28 games, and leading the team in assist*.

With that season behind her. Riley

headed to her junior year looking to help

lead the Minutewomen from her point guard

slot.

However, during preseason Riley would
suffer a back injur>'. jeopardizing her future

at UMass.
During the next two years. Riley would

play in only five games, sitting out the 1990-

91 season as a medical redshirt.

This year. Riley is back for her fif\h

season at the cage, looking to bolster a team
that struggled through an 0-27 campaign.

In 1991-92, with new coach Joanie

O'Brien at the helm, and a brand new
coaching philosophy, look for a new look

Minutewomen squad to "Surprise a lot of

people," according to Riley.

"We might not win a lot of games this

year, but 1 think at this point this year,

we're better than we ever were last year,

and we haven't played a game," Riley said.

Riley's comeback bid got off on the right

foot two weeks ago. in an 85-42 drubbing at

the hands ofthe Lithuanian National team.

Riley played 18 minutes, collecting three

points, three rebounds, and three assists.

The biggest scare ofthe night came with two
minutes left in the first half, when she fell

hard on her back, although it appears Riley

is feeling no ill effects.

"I don't think a fall is going to hurt her

any more than day-to-day playing." O'Brien

said. "With her. we're just going to take it

day by day. and save her for the games."

Riley has not recovered 100 percent from

her injury, and is still not able to practice

everyday.

"I don't practice every day. and sometimes
1 feel like I'm letting the team down," Riley

said. "But hopefully. I can finish the season,

and if I can I'd just have to thank God, the

coaching staff, and my teammates for being

so patient."

The center of attention
Kristofik switching to new postion
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

As the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team gears up for its

first season under coach Joanie O'Brien,

the players realize they are going to

make sacrifices. One player in particu-

lar being asked to sacrifice something is

junior Kim Kristofik.

Kristofik is being asked to take a step

up and play center for the team in its

rebuilding year. The 6-1 forward aver-

aged 6.8 points per game during a very

disappointing 0-27 season for the
Minutewomen. Yet she said she is opti-

mistic about this year.

"Everyone's working really hard," she

said. "We need something a little different

to change things."

Kristofik is quick for her size, and
O'Brien said she hopes the team can use

this to its advantage.

"You can use someone like Kim to

outrun someone down the floor." she

said. "She doesn't play as big as most
centers, but we'd like to take advantage
ofher speed and quickness, and sneak in

a few baskets."

The Atlantic 10 has a lot oftall centers

that Kristofik must compete against. On
any given night, she will give up at least

an inch to her rival. Although Kristofik

may be able to outshoot her competition,

the problem lies in rebounding. The
Minutewomen were simply horrible un-

der the boards last year.

"Rebounding is concentration,"

O'Brien said. "Ifyou want the ball, you're

going to get it no matter what."

Kristofik is not totally unaccustomed to

the role ofcenter . In her four years at Morris

(NY) Central Hig^ School, Kristofik played

in the paint, and was very successful.

In her senior year, she averaged 19.5

points and 11.9 rebounds. She finished

her career with 1,171 points, and holds

the school record in steals. "After playing

center in high school, 1 learned to play

outside [as a forward)," she said. "I'm a

little smaller than most centers, but

speedwise I should be quicker."

Her versatility and willingness to

adapt to a different role should help the

Minutewomen put a faster, more com-
petitive team on the floor.

women's basketball
CONTINUED f^iOM P!?£V!EW PAGE 2

and both will look for even better numbers.
There's good news and bad news in Pittsburgh for the

Duquesne Duchesses. The good news is that the team
returns four starters. The bad news is that those starters

last year were only good enough for an 8-20. (3-15 A- 10)

record last year Darcie Vincent had a phenomenal junior

year with 17 points per game, but the Duchesses must get

help from others if they want to improve.

The good news is that Massachusetts can't be any worse

than they were last year. The bad news is that they

probably won't get much better either.

When coach Joame O'Bnen says the Minutewomen will

be starting over, she wasn't trying to fool anyone. L^Mass

was 0-27 last year, and gone are Keybum McKusker, Lisa

Ireland andJessica Schuster. In addition, the Minutewomen
have no freshmen recruits to help out.

The Minutewomen will look to their quickness in coun-

teracting their lack of size. L^ass' hopes to a large degree
lie on senior Trish Riley's back.

Riley has played only five games in the past two seasons
due to a chronic back ii^ury . but her skills at guard warranted
a good, lung look Riley is a good outside shooter who will try

to pusih the ball up as much as possible.

Kim Kristofik will trj- to anchor the Minutewomen while
pla>nng a new position: center. As a forward last season.

Kristofik averaged 6.8 points and 5.7 rebounds. She has
demonstrated her shooting abihty . but as ofyet it is unclear
whether she will help the team in rebounding.

Jenny Maron will spread opposing defenses out with her
18-foot jumpers this year. Moran. a forward with a good
shooting eye. should improve from last season.

Laurie Dondarski may be the most interesting player of

this year's team. Dondarski. a sophomore, has secured a

spot on the roster as a walk-on. She is a member of the

UMass Softball team in the spring, but will look to turn the

lady hoopsters around this fall.

O'Bnen has a ver\" difficult job this season: she must
whip together a rag-tag group into a Division I basketball

team, and compete at the level ofthe Atlantic- 10. Meanwhile,
she must also somehow recruit young players for the up-

coming season. O'Brien has hired two capable assistants in

Jill Rooney and Jack Leamen, who used to coach the men's
team at UMass.

O'Brien has yet to pin down a starting lineup, so ev-

erything is pretty much up for grabs. She said, she hopes to

gamer seven wins this year, which may be a stretch.

^^ ^
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DinoMite

Get in on a nide soIih lion ol holiday

savings before liipv'n'ovlind

"
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Prices from

$1
29'"'

Nov 21-22

only

-^^ 10:00am •4:00 pm

^$25"" Deposit

Required

?*.

^jUNIVERSITY
mMstore^

BEST OF LUCK UMASS MINUTEMEN!!!

Do your one stop shopping at

iWATROBA'Si

HlP^ . Msmm

GREAT PRICES ON LIQUOR & GROCERIES

Conveniently located in No. Amherst just past tlie lights!

SUNDERLAND ROAD., NO. AMHERST, MA 549-0933

'«N^

"C'

Bring Your Buddies

to

V, m
i>y/.

•-^

AMHERST RD., SUNDERLAND • 259-1 2S4
Moo-Th 5-9:30 • Fri-Sal 5-10 • Sun 4-9:30

And
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I
n^o OFF All Dinners i

PIG OUT IN

STYLE!"Mon - Thurs.
offer f»p. 12/30/91
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Arts & Living
Cape Fear is brilliantly terrifying
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Phenomenal: Master director Martin
Scoraeee (Goodfellas) has crafted a superior

remake of the 1962 classic Cape Fear that

adds a moral complexity to the nail-biting

suspense and excellent acting.

The Box Office

Ex-public defender Sam Bowden (Nick

Nolte) has moved his family — wife I^igh

(Jessica Lange) and daughter Danny
(J uliette Lewis )— to the fashionable South-

ern town of New Essex. Their life is not

perfect; Leigh is still hurting over an affair

Sam had with another woman and Danny
and Sam share a tense untrusting relation-

ship.

However, their family is getting better.

That is. until Max Cady (Robert DeNiro)

comes into their lives.

Cady has just been released from a 14-

year prison sentence for a vicious rape and

assault. Sam was his public defender at the

trial. Because of his repulsion over Cady's

crime, he had buried evidence crucial to the

case. Cady has found out and is back to

"^ach Sam about loss."

He begins to harass the Bowdens, annoy-

ing them at first, then gradually breaking

down their family. Cady is unrelenting and

untouchable by the law. Sam goes to the

police ( Robert Mitchum— who played Cady

in the original) and finally to a private

detective (Joe Don Baker), who is perfectly

willing to break some laws to protect the

Bowdens.
Coupled with the re-orchestrated Ber-

nard Herrmann score, Scorsese creates an
instant atmosphere of fear and anxiety,

keeping it constant throughout the film.

Cady is slowly driving the family apart,

pushing each of them to their respective

limits. At one point, Cady poses as Danny's
new drama teacher in a spellbinding and
haunting scene. Cady uses Danny's bud-

ding sexuality and her problems with Sam
and Leigh to form and uneasy bond.

The last half hour is a virtual edge-of-

your-seat thrill marathon as Sam and his

family Hee to the Cape Fear River. It's a
non-stop confrontation as the upper hand
changes many times. The film is so relent-

less it leaves one exhausted and in awe.

The performances couldn't be any better.

Robert DeNiro, arguably America's best

actor, is chilling as the evil incarnate Max
Cady. He uses his twisted view of redemp-

tion and justice to trap and eventually rip

apart the Bowden family. Complete with a

myriad of tattoos and a vicious redneck

drawl, DeNiro is so effective he could give

Hannibal Lecter a run for his money.

"Robert DeNiro, arguably

America 's best actor, is chilling

as the evil incarnate Max Cady.

.

. so effective he could give

Hannibal Lecter a run for his

money.

"

Nick Nolte i48 Hours) plays Sam as a

man trapped by his past and his present

mistakes. He's not the pillar of goodness

like Gregory Peck played him in the 1962

version ( Peck appears in a cameo as Cady's

lawyer here ). Sam's barely holding on to his

own wife and daughter and he's not willing

to let go. He's the closest thing to a moral

center in Cape Fear.

Jessica Lange and film newcomer Juliette

Lewis complete the main cast. Lange is in

top form, taking the under-realized charac-

ter of Leigh and making it credible. Lewis is

mesmerizing as the vulnerable target

Danny. She measures up to her powerful co-

stars, especially DeNiro. Lewis deserves an

Academy Award nomination for her work.
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The Original

; NY COMEDY SHOP
It's 90 minutes of fast-paced,

side-splitting, stand-up comedy!

YOU WON'T STOP LAUGHING!

3 BIG AGS EACH SHOW

3 SHOWTlMESiFRI. 9:30pm
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Pray for the
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Cape Fear is the most exciting thriller

since Silence ofthe Lam bs and Dead Again

.

But it's more than cheap thrills and sus-

pense. It's an unrelenting, dark moral tale

aided by a superb cast and expert direction.

Acting: A-f

Plot: A
Execution: A
Overall: A
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Rf.srHFnmsG of final bx 4Ms (i\ on-iriAi snow days

F\l 1 1^1

In ivder U) wschdule final cxjminationi in cise of sno*. 2 jlterruli: i\m pcnmjs hj\f been doised Thes are 6:?0pni and 8 45(H1i each

exam da\ The us« of these altemale penods in the event of elosmgs is outlined below In addiuon, the academic calendar includes

VkMTdav' December 1^ as an ofridalsno*davmlhee\em that the Iniversit) isclosdDec.21. Thispolic) goes into effect ONLY if the

L ni\crsit\ is olficallv clo>ed The sm^* da\ 'Ikh line" is 545- 3(>XI. If the I'niversity is open, all exams are expeciedui uke place as

scheduled Each faculu member should inform has or her class of the pbuuMd time and location of the rHrtedukd f\am in thr

eseni of a snow da*. All rescheduled exams will be held in the same kvalKm as published in the final exam schedule

Ifiht Im^tmn is cbstd umil 11:00am:

SOOam

130pm

4:00pra

exctptDtt.21:

800am

rescheduled to 6:30pm same day

rescheduled to 8:45 same das

held as onginalls schedried

heklasoc^pnall) schedried

rescheduled lo 1 :30pm same day

rescheduled » 4:00i3ni same day

fjikt innmm a ckuidtfinmmldmm^

tut^Dtt.V

IfAt ImnniPi is clo$^ all in but open in tki tnnmt

8:00am rescheduled to 6 X)pm same day

10:30am rescheduled to 8 45pm same day

1.30pm rescheduled 10 b:.30pmQ£jL£yiQlit^

4K)^ rescheduled to 8:45pm Q£XL£yObki

StJOui

IO:.X)in

IJOpa

l:X)|ia

kddKoviiiysAedried

bddifan|u>illy scheduled

tDlJI^DK.21

iackdukdio4:00|aDK.2l

I^Ar liMniR s (iH«'rfd9«'il"*w<r,

actpi

8:00w

IOc30m

yXfB

4.4)pB

tICtfl

SWJ»mI>N 19

lU.HliniDcc 14

1 MpmtJecf*

tatkiMtoiiXimiaiamM.

\DtiffmamkukLm

ivfctakikd u 6 JQpn Dec »
rrKhcdulcd » tiSpm Dec 20

itHhnluIcO u< 1 Wjm Dec. 21

ttwhetlulnl k^ 4 OuixB Dec. 21

iTKliedulc*! lu I <0i« Dee. 21

icwtieiluleJ k> 4 UU|n Dec 21

vwhedukd lu byopm Dec. 21

ictclmlulol k> » 4>pm Dec 21

incheduM w k OUui Dec 23

ivscteJukd ki lO.VMi Dec 2.«

AMHERST CAMPUS EMERGENCY CLOSING POUCY

1:30pm Dec 20 itKheduledio 130pm Dec 21

4:0^ Dec 20 ttiehfdukd»4a^Dec 21
. _^

8:00pm Dec 21 ncKhe<hiled»6:30ijmsameday 4 00pmDec ii

10:.V)pmDcc.2l rtschedukd lo 8:45pjn tame day
^J*^'^-'^
I .M)pmDec 20

aoOiNiiDcc X)

i arOOwBOcc :i

\ laWMaOec 21

Midnight Friday

Nov. 22nd

\'
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU
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and
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Acadartiic
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V^ ^^^^ Taco Bar

Free Popcorn!

PIZZA SPECIALS • 11 pm-2 AM
Whole: Plain $5.00/Pepperonl $6.26

By the Slice with a 12 oz. soda
Rain $1.50/Pepperonl $1.65

DOOR PRIZES!

Plenty of TV's Including 1 big screen.
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"Well, according to the dictionary, I'm just a large,

flightless bird from East Africa. . . . But believe me,

Doris — once you get to know me, you'll see

I'm much, much more than that
'

CALVIN AND HOBBES
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Caa 545^X£6 lor mkanaton.
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AMHERST CAMPUS PARKING SNOW POLICY
IN EFFECT FROM 12/1/01 TO 4/1/02

The Amherst Campus Parking Snow Polcy affect- OVERNIGHT poking (1 00 A.M to 7 00 A.M.) and

parVing dunng a SNOW EMERGENCY CLOSING period

OVERNIGHT PARKING:

GROUND FLOOR/STUDENT UNIOIM

TV<M CWT BE R\GMT. "WATS Y*VV<T SMt
SK\0 3*^ yJ^S

^V>Cv^

iSB!9»"-2

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

WANTED

')u^inc,sv. rinancc

PARKING ALLOWED

Lot 20

LOI22
Lot 23
Lot 24

Lot 27

Lot 28

Lot 30
Lot 41

Lot 42

Lot 44

Lot 49

EL0«

Lot 25 (north o( roat^wy to E W orty)

Lot 32 (west o» Unof*i A»e orty)

Lot 43 nr*rtng ThatciTer Way
(exoepi at meters)

Lot 46 (except at meters)

PARKING ALLOWED ONLY WITH APPROPRIATE PERMIT

Lot 21

Lot 29

Lot 4 7

Lot 50
Lot 54

Any posted reserved space

PARKING ALLOWED ONLY WHEN AMBER LIGHTS NOT FLASHIW

10162
Lot 63
Lot 65

^laiKi^ci

/

— A»vii«iiiobffter^o5fcp
imawiwq,,

m\] fie, M\^^i

namm,.

\ me 6Kw<jWet^

iiilie, kjiIIji^.^

M^IL 111 \
<

\
-^

PARKING NOT ALLOWED

10131 Lot 66
lot 33 Lot 71

lot 34 Lot 25 (soutti o( the roacJway lo E Id)

Lol 40 Lot 26 (except by special permit orly)

Lot 45 Lot 3? (east o( Lrcom Ave only)

Lot 64 Any ampus roartway (InclutJng Southwest horseslx)^

Any parking mnter

SNOW EMERGENCY PARKING:

ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL

Dixing a snow errwrgency Closing period, essential personnel who report to work may onV park in the tollowir>g areas

Lol 21 (west ol Gouthwesl)

Lot 25 (west o( Ptiysical Plant and North o( roadway lo E lot only)

Lol 31 (north ol Eng«Teoring and Loderle Oaduale Research Center)

lot 32 and 34 (south of Wtnlmore and S(DM)

I ot 6? (wuth ol Morril Science)

SUGGESTIONS/IDEAS FOR PARKING "SMART" ON A SNOW DAY:

1 Um the UMASG txjs sen/Ice

2 Car pool rider, whenever possible

3 Walk If possbte

4 Have someone 'drop you olT.

5 II space is not available in your as-signed tot. go to alther tot 25 or E lot (both west olPtryslcal plant) During snow conditions,

ii is not posstole to guarantee normal lot capaoty wil be available

6 II you roref^e a parkinq lici<el arxl hf*ff/e it was irrriropefly issued, you may appeal It at ttie Teket Proo»JS,sing Oilier! withm

? 1 days Ironi the dale is.siMd

>^>^^ Work;.

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

lOU^

J.^^pon^ihlc

<. ^\ s:jni/.v\"

Quote of the Day
He who knows does not speak.

He who speaks does not know
— Tao

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE
ACiK>SS

I tMwd wttti hMd
or loot

SRocky drtirw

10 Cavort
14 Twnarick Wm
ISLKkng

1 Dnart
dapraMion

2 Wigl— card

ICI^MiBraan

^^

.hT^ c^H)DtAS
'

' i 1 \i conin \\\\]\ci\ ion >^ki s.

^ i .\i i .Mi^ Air A\\]\ <\bc l\ \c

jii ^ C \tIIL^ us C Vn or and iiuls.

I \ ^

^u ,Miii rJ no .1 or Kin Viday,

\-\cinboi •

C^ 1.
^"^^^
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UNDER 21
By KRIS K. EARLE

Kf.lS K tutLLt

H'S piMLtyV'»'^fP 5rAr£

Av»Mr— Gv«Ao£ Sry

17,

19 Author

LuchMg
20 Irrtroduosd

21 Make poawtHa
23 Enumarat*
24 Flavoring lor

kquaur
2Snolsafns

partnar

2a A arann

aCharily
4 Shoara
oppo*r*<on

SConnary or

Bi«ns. a g
tContlnar lor

27 Russian thistia

28Mada a chotca

29 0acant

30 Lika EMs bkja

33Tartlruit«

36 Tropical

7 Author Ayn
8 Book ol lh>

Afxxrypha
Abbr

• UOOMtiC
brothartood

3iMa«culoua
41 Pamian t

draam
43 Craap laia a

crab

46 Oallad ovar

4fl Salad m lor a
klng'>

50 About, m
MMlnd

51 Part o« a yard

52 Shan
53 Govt agarrt

54 Maaon bogirwiirig

55 Franch
actor/dMactor

SO School on Iha

Thames
59 Spansar

ttarolna

mSWCT TO PHiVKHIS PtlZZlt:

31 Esknw kntia

32 Richardson or

34 Loire Vaaay

36 Moo)^ vehdas
37 Lustrous
39Qranfia«d aieed

40 Shut m. as a

blockade

42 AncaarM

l^saans
44 No

10 Agra
11 Logger
12 Source ol

mdigo
13 Home ol Itw

Eks
la TMe kif luck

22 1492 caravel

24 Plwilpeat

25 Hanaaat V»ne
26 0ayres«i

By BILL WATTERSON ^'ST
45 Covered «iMh

47IMK^
4tl

SOI

SI

53 Faahionabia

57 Certain bovwws
SI Roadster

MObvagettus
61 Lake m FWartd

62 Chorus voice

nOanaonot
"Cheat I" and
oaiars

•SCheok

r- r- 1— r-MT " i f i i H« <• «f-ir

H* H*
PI"HW*

PP"" n w^ 1

Mi I^V

1 "j wP M^ __
PP- UP ^Ptj* *

1it 1^
wr Bl 1

Menu
LUNCH

Fish Munchies
Tacos

BASICS LUNCH
Fish Munchies

Vegetable Tacx*

DINNER
Veal Parmesan

Chicken Stir Fry

BASICS DINNER
Potato Mushro<im Delight

Chicken Stir Fry

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21): A

teal eslale mailer requires pronipl alien-

lion Your pnde of ownership comes lo

the fore Use the weekend to spruce up

your property. Cast shyness overboard if

you want moie friends. Mingle!

CAPRICORN (Dec 22

Jan 19): A good day lo ulk directly with

people in authority. Consult your doctor.

Uwyer or public ofTiciali. Selling new

pnoriiies will help you make better use of

your time.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb.

1 8): You may want to invest in something

thai your intuition says will be financially

rewarding Mate is supportive. Your earn-

ing power is about lo gel a welcome boost.

Count your blessings!

PISCES (Feb 19-March

20): Make certain lo keep up with your

work today. A supervisor could be more

difficult than usual. Yourimagination may

be working overtime where romantic

partner is concerned.

ARIES (March 21April

19); An old friend helps you develop a

special talent l.arger paychecks are pos-

sible A job 'nterview or business con-

ference goes better than you expected.

Dance the blues away tonight.

TAURUS (April 20-May

20): Look for new ways to showcase your

talents. Family nKmbers need lo know

exactly where they stand. A candid con-

versation proves fascinating. You are

amazed by a younger person's ideas.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20):

Postpone travel Others look to you for

guidance in time of crisis. A positive

attitude will help you work wonders when

dealing with a stubborn individual.

CANCER (June 21-July

22): Do not allowjealousy lo gel the upper

hand today. An exiravagani romantic

gesture coukJ put a severe strain on your

budget. Pursue your aims quietly. Aperiod

of solitude proves welcome.

LEO (July 2J-Aug. 22): A

co-worker may be jealous of your ideas

Keep your plans under wraps. A full fi-

nancial recovery is pan of the picture. A

loan or gram relieves worries about a

student's tuition.

VlRGOIAug 23-Scpt.22):

Go ahead and speak up al a business

meeting. An authority figure will be im-

pressed with your ideas. Originality counts

big with innuential people Give serious

thought to forming a new alliance.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):

A close professional relationship gets a

big boost. Tackle tasks that require care-

ful attention lo detail. Friends prove iheir

loyalty. Say "goodbye " to someone who

plays games in romance.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov

21 ): An old friend gives you new insights

regarding a problem. Make a finn choice

after conducting your own research.

Double-check any financial figures to

prevent costly mistakes.

Today's Staff

Night Editor Preston Forman

Copy Editor Jason George

PhotoTechnician MattKahn

Production Supervisor Terry Starmer

Production Oliver Raskin and

Jason Torla
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New U2 album is a visionary masterpiece
By MICHAEL FETTERER
t'ollepian Correspondent

Arhtung Baby
U2
Island Records

When your favorite band releases its

first new album in three years, it's hard

to hsten to it with an objective ear. But

you can't help but et\joy Achtung Baby,

U2's new arrival onto the modem music

scene. Lead singer Bono, guitarist The
Edge, bassist Adam Clayton and drum-

mer Larry Mullen Jr. make up the Irish

group, and once again they demonstrate

their ability to captivate the listener from

beginning to end, with a whole new style

that faithful fans might find a little sur-

prising.

In December 1990. V2 resurfaced <m

the radio with "Night and Day." a song

appearing on Red. Hot and Blue, a benefit

compilation for AIDS research. The style

of the music was a great change fn>m the

band's last album. Rattle and Hum, re-

leased in 1988. Many saw the band go

through a transformation from their more

popular rock and roll «)unds from that

album and The Joshua Tive, to tunes that

were more progressive, on the cutting edge of

music technology. Adam Clayton said during

an interNiew in 1988 "We just wanted to

capture this period of the band." He was
referring to the changes that U2 was going

through, like they did in 1983 when they

recorded Under a Blixxi Red Sky. And now
with Achtung Baby, their faithful fans get to

hear the latest set of changes that have

raised their musical style to new levels.

The first track, titled "Zoo Station," al-

most shocks you if you've ever heard U2
before. It gives you the chills as The Edge's

guitar breaks an eerie silence. Synthesized

drums crash against your ears like cannons

firing. But a definite beat forms from the

musical frenzy, and the new U2 is born.

Bono's voice is altered into a technological

arrangement ofhuman vocals and electronic

distortion. Somehow, all of these drastic

changes come together as one and become a

dazzling array of sounds that make your

ears want to get up and dance.

The album continues with "Even Better

Than the Real Thing," a song that could

very well be the next hit offthe album. Here,

the new and old sounds of the band meet,

where vou can notice the changes and hear

how they have grown together.

As with any band, time progresses with

its members and that is something you may
notice in a few songs. Bono's writing style

reflects this point in "Love is Blindness."

The background organ gives it a melancholy

beginning, but once Bono begins to sing, you

can see that the band is far from retirement.

The power that he conveys through his

voice and lyrics capture your soul, and takes

you to places you never knew existed inside

yourself. "One" slows down the pace from

the first two tracks with its love son vocals

and message of harmony and peace. "So

Cruel" incorporates a soft tone and a string

arrangement to make a ballad along the

lines of "All I Want is You" on Rattle and
Hum. And once again. Bono creates a mas-

terpiece with his lyrics in "Trying to Throw
Your Arms Around the World." with his

ability to say everything and say nothing at

the same time.

U2 redefines the rock and roll of today

with the popular song "The Fly." With the

beat supplied by Larry and Adam, your foot

can't help but start tapping. Edge's guitar

produces sounds that captivate you. But the

best part of the song is when Bono's low

voice is paired with a gospel voice that lifts

the song up, creating a duo that sound

absolutely superb.

Now 1 can't give away all ofthe album

to you here, that would be pointless. You
wouldn't get to form yourown opinions or

discover things that I haven't mentioned.

Bui Achtung Baby is definitely a change

for the better for U2.

The album creates a new sense of

purpose for themselves that their old

image wasn't doing anymore. They did

not build this album upon their past but

rather on their future. They look down
the road and see what lies in store for

them. Some things may be more obvious

than others, but they know this album is

the starting gate to it all.

And last but not least; Hat's off to The

Edge for revealing his receding hairline

for the first time since the mini-album

WideAwake in America .releasedin 1985.

Also, there have been rumors fioating

around that the band is planning a small

indoor arena tour during the winter and

spring months and then play large out-

door stadiums come summer. Right now.

I can't confirm or deny those rumors, but

IS they turn out to be true, I'll see you in

the ticket lines.

CoUafian photo by Josh itoynolda

ON STAGE— Jello Biafra, in the midst of his over three-hour long tirade last Friday in the

Fine Arts Center. Jello, the former lead singer for Dead Kennedys and mastermind behind the

Ministry supergroup Lard, was brought to UMass by UPC for a spoken word lecture that touched

onjust about every hot political topic he could squeeze in before finally getting shutdown at 12:15

a.m.

m^^^mi^

Fishbone and
Primus bring
on the funk
By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

Fishbone/Primus
The Sprin^eld Paramount
Wednesday, Nov 20

"We're playing music that is completely different from

what's going on now. This ain't no Bobby Brown, it's not a

rap group. .
." So claims Kendall Jones from the band

Fishbone, at a press conference yesterday on the Amherst

College campus. And that's exactly what they were all

about last night and no rap.

They stood there and rocked the stage in such a way as

to remind folks that funk still exists. . . big time.

It's hard to dance when you're drunk, and ifyou were as

drunk as I was, and were at the show, you still couldn't help

but saturate yourself with the funky antics of last nights'

show: I danced my ass off. Fishbone were totally awesome.

Their lead guitarist, Kendall Rey Jones, pulled some of the

best riffs the guitar world had to offer. As well as the best

musicians from the circuit were on hand, such as Christofer

Dowd and John Bigham. Ofcourse their lead singer, Angelo

Moore, has a phenominal stage presence; jumping up and

down, playing that damn saxaphone and assuming the role

of a complete nuisance.

Primus, what we saw ofthem, (we got there a little late,

seeing that Springfield is out ofthe way ), also had a heyday.

Not as incredible as they usually are, managed to torcher

their instruments to the expected degree. They are most

certainly an amazing find. Let's hope they continue on their

path of originality.

On the whole, if both Fishbone, and Primus, get their

way, theyll both go far; really far. Their respective labels

don't quite know what gems they have on their hands. . .

and they have both earned compliments from this critic for

not only pleasing his ears, but for pleasing his rather

uptight and stuck up taste. Bravo!

Now hiring for next semester

Asst. Circulation Manager

Sophmore or Junior interested in

Business Management

Should have mornings free until 11:15

Apply in person at THE COLLEGIAN
Room 1 1 3 Campus Center

or call 545-3500 for details

THE COLLEGIAN is an equal opportunity employer.

'-tSemi Formal!
Sponsored by JQA

; Winter Whirl
» * December 12'\

rjv

Join us for a night of dinner,

ancing & music in the CCA.

4- 5t^

Some of the biggest.

some of the best

presents come in

the smallest boxesi

Professiq/i^ photography available

lilable on the Concourse

-^-

Questions?

Call Eric @ 546-0 1 88
t^^

one JOufs

• Cars
• Trucks
• Cargo Vans

RtnlbfOaY.W-kofUonat

Speaal W<iol(ly and Weakand Rales

North AmherstMolDrs
Auk) ftlTuck Rental

78 ad Sundwtand Rd.

North Amherst, MA
549-nENT

(S49-73U)

On Su> RovU

I OadltbHilt
I I AcotpMd

V
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Title defense begins
for men^s swimming
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By BRIAN GORMLEY
Collegian Correspondent

The men's swimming team will begin its

campaign to defend its New England
Championship for the sixth consecutive year

this weekend, with dual meets at Boston

College, today and at Maine tomorrow.

Because the team has lost 20 swimmers

to graduation in the past two years, coach

Russ Yarworth will call upon his upper-

classmen, including senior co-captains Bill

Chouinard and Chris Sullivan to lead a

group of 16 talented but inexperienced

freshmen swimmers.
Yarworth has deemed that this season,

because ofthe great charigeover ofpersonal,

will be his greatest coaching challenge.

"We're a much better team now than when

we started training on September 15,"

Yarworth said. These up coming meeta at

BC and Maine will be a good indicator as to

how far the training has taken us."

To repeat as champions, the Minutemen

will have to compete with the likes of Con-

necticut, Providence College and Boston

College, all of which figure to be especially

strong this season. Not coincidentally, says

Yarworth, all of these teams are from the

Big East Conference.

"It is very difficult to compete with the

recruiting programs ofthese schools because

they receive a lot of exposure and money,"

Yarworth said.

To enable the Minutemen to compete

against schools with more experienced

swimmers, Yarworth plans to continue the

team's intensive training as the season be-

gins, with less rest in between meets, so

that the freshmen will gain experience and
seasoning that will prove to be valuable

when the team enters the post-season.

"We're still going to go out to win every

meet," said Yarworth. "but I'm more con-

cerned with the New England Champion-
ships in February."

Yarworth expecta to get a big perfor-

manceoutofseniorco-captain Bill Chouinard,

who won the New England Championship in

the breaststroke two years ago and expects

to regain his title this season.

Yarworth also believes thatjuniors Chris

Barrett, Jim Gregg, Joe Morris, Scott Reed
and Jay Peluso all have the potential to win

events at the New Englands.

This season's surprises figure to be jun-

iors Sean Clark and Chris Cotter, who
Yarworth expects will develope very quickly

because of their hard work, and Greg
Meymaris, who missed the New England

meet last year because of illness.

Leading this year's crop offreshmen will

be Jeff Wicklund, Marc LeFrance, Adam
Reich, Tim Milbert and Justin Murphy,
who Yarworth considers to be the best diver

he has ever recruited.

Despite his team's relative inexperience

at this point in the season. Yarwroth feels

confident that the Minutemen can still re-

peat as New England Champions.

"UConn looks flashy because they have

some excellent personal, that will win them

some events," Yarworth said. "But they

cannot win the New England's with a few

good people. The kids we will bring to the

New England's are not superstars, but if

every man can score points in each of his

events we can still win the championship."

Women's Basketball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

The Red Flash feature a strong front

court, with junior Erin Murphy and se-

nior Michele Rehm at the two forward

spots, and 6-foot senior Vesna Drazetic

occupying center.

Drazetic led the team in points (13.1

avg) and rebounds (8.3). The team will

try to feed the ball down low to her.

O'Brien, after much deliberation, has

said that she has her starting lineup. For

now.
O'Brien has said she will start walk-

on sophomore Laurie Dondarski and

sophomore Shawna Pemberton at

guards, Moran andjunior Gloria Nevarez

at forwards, and Kim Kristofik at center.

"We have no idea what they'll do,"

O'Brien said. "We'll be worrying too much
about ourselves."

What the Minutewomen do have this

year is quickness, even ifthey are a little

lacking in height. The key to the game
will be whose style dominates the tempo,

St. Francis' half-court game, or UMass'

fast break. The Minutewomen need to

look to Kristofik and Riley to keep them

in the game.
"I don't know if they have any ath-

letes that are as good as Kim, or as fast

asTrish. so hopefully we can take and do

some things with that," O'Brien said.

Riley has a chronic back injury, but as

a fifth-year senior, she showed in the

pre-season that she can play point guard

effectively. How much her back will limit

her playing time this season is a big

question.

"She's getting better," O'Brien said.

"She's coming along and is practicing

every other day."

Riley will see some time this week-

end, that much is for sure.

The winner of the UMass-St.Francis

game will play the George Mason-Pitts-

burgh wirmer on Sunday at 3:30 p.m. A
consolation game will pit the two losing

teams against one another.

Classifieds
amFJinHECOll£GlANOhFlCEllKAMPVSCESJER'THVRSDAYS:i0.i:mRlDAn.m:iO'DL\DUNEl^^^

jAIMiAV 1 Ig doubia room m houa*
ACnvmtS oi h««l 1 '2 mf» to campus 549-628S

HwvwtNippar Townho«iM2BMlrooml1/2t«mButftokM

Salulday nghl Nov 23 N Amharil i 567 1352

8 00 Gnnnad Af»na ~
Baginnari aMrayt «r«lcoai« pOR SALE

T?te Ho»th»«««/Sy1v»n Af»« Govafnmam* —/wr«
pfasan) ih« tali sami tofrnal. A Night in fha • OUMS-M-BOSES nCKtiB
Onant Friday. NovanOar 22. from 9pm to Oae 6 WofC Cantrum

tam$7-f»«d»n«».$10non-rat«Jant» T«* Graan !•«««" Sac 102

•ts on Mia in ma HtAO Qimcm. Mondqr- S75 aach or B O
Thursday. 7.9p«n Call l 508 692-8725

1M2 SAAB 9008 Good thapa

ANNOUNCEMENTS 1 1 5K inHaa and ptanty laft $2000

Cad Dan avanings 256-1931

ATTEimON: QUNS-N-ROSES TW. 2 paKS lof Cantrum.

The Btoody Mary CW> Dec 6 Bast oftar Call Jonasy 256-3192

Z^!^^^!tr*"^ 'B"»«CO«»PUTER:10MMZ.640K:20MB

FREE SEX (j^rn mouse $1000 •13 584-6891

Now that »»e have yoor attention Coma to the „„»„^»„ ..»-.— ui:
Umass Sem.-tormal Thursday Dae 1 2 -n the nANO-1916 EMERSON UPRIGMT

CCA r.ckats on sale Monday and Tuesday m generally e.callam con<J*on

Irom 9 3 in tt>a Campos Concourse Recently appraised at $1 1 00

Be there"! '??1^Z~
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jjaa.o^

Contact OCHO 428 StudenUjnK.n or call us passes- Great seats- $300 or Be«onar 413-

at 545-0865 We can help'
786-6315

OFFICIAL ZOOMASS CONOOMS ^^^p yyANTED
$16 6898

Order of Onwga Oonl gal a |ob - Get a business'

Therein be a meating on Monday. Novam- T ASP Intemationaloners highly motivated

ber 25 at AEPi at 7 00 lor selecting new students practical expenence and earnings

members averaging $4,000 $7,000 tor the summer

POWER WU-L BE holding a meeting on Please call 1-800-922 5579

Sunday the 24lh at 7;30pm m 306 SU (The preE SPRING BREAK TRIPS

POWER Ottice) _^ to students or student organizations promot-

PVOC OIL CO-OP Purchase home heating Ing our spnng break packages Good pay

oil at reduced cost Register at OCHO 428 and fun Call CMI lJOO-423-5264 _
Student Union ^^^ JOBS: Clean Water Action's envinjnmental

WANT TO BE ON ESPN? campaign stati Evenings $7/hr. Call 584-

Buy you otfidal rage in the caga hand*. 9630 On buslines

Support UMass hoops A gat on TV KETTLE WORKERS: Pan time, earn extra

Christmas cash and help others at same

AMY REED lime $4 50/+hr Nov 22-Dec. 24 Call 586-

5243. Ask tor Mananne.

Guess who's turning 1 9 on Sunday Novem- ^^ ,_^ ug,\y 1 27
ber 24. 1991 ?????7???7?'????????? ^^^

M̂arc 549-7547

Happy Birthday AmsterH" I'M '^''^''^'^.'^'^^^'LTtTllT.
HowdoyouliKethispersonalDear7Justtwo road test' I'm «nll,ng to pay tor ,t Juergen.

more years girlie! Finally you are as old as 256-6934

the rest ol us Huh! Just 5 more sememsters __„
togo'

H008EF0RREHT

Love, YourS.O M Buddy- (A K.A -TheOlher —T"^.;3r;r„~rTy-;
Amatar") 4.Bdnn HouM in Sunderland on busline

r™* '— Quiat St. Call Bill WiM 516-626-2900

ENTERTAMMDrr inEEDTKJKETS

RACK-A-D«cI$r7?0ODJ8. VJs, Karaoka
,
„--- „.,--^^ ~

(or house/ Fomial parties. Call 586-9900 I NEED TICKETS!!!

Will pay $ tor

Midnight Madness tickets

FOR RENT
^W\»r student or reserved tickets

AMHERilT."Two bedroonT^^miniums ^j^g^^^^'.'^..^*, Knsten
for as tow as $550 per month Convenient »«» «»•» ""

monih-to-month rental agreement. Parking

available lor hvo vehicles On bus route.

close to nwll . center of town and UMass. Call

253-3834
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EARN CRCOn Scuba Diving

Learr! to d.ve. G09-BasiC So^M
Kay Laigo tnp. G-10-Spo(l Scuba

Naw Engtand advanced. Gi t- atfiranoad

AloouTM* Ntad under General Ptiy«oal

niiriMInn For further mtonnation oome by

Curry Hioha pod Man Thor 7pm-t0pm or

Cal 545-2338

LOIT

SMALL BLACK BAG with makeup Plaaaa

caM 586 8525

MAONAONAOt

NAOHAGNAGHAOnHB«AOMAGMAGMAO
Hayi The 'Naggers' are playmg

Tfie Hatch tonigW around 8 30f

Also, the nagging ones <m»

play a show on the radto (WMUA)
in room 101 . tomofrow al 1 :00

«»/ Ttia Canine Bastartt*!

LISTEN
MAQMAQIIAriNAfiNAnMAnWAnHAnrirtn

PERSONALS

CLUB COMM MEETING
Mon 1 1 '25 (g) 6Plk»

in E-37 Machmer
WW) gueal tpaakar

Prof Jarice Hanson

New A oW members welcome!

KARA M- Get ready tor a tun ngMI

AXOXO Love your big^

ICLARMETS
Crw* I ou ana la« Ulna!

Thwu tor a giaal iinonl

-Your D.I.

Your guanSMi angel hopas that you are a*

excMd tor tormal lomorrow night as sheia!'

LOOKING FOR 1 female to lake room in 2

baituom apt Stan Jan 1 665-0295

LOOMNG FOR ONE tamaia to shara apait

FromJant«MMay3tM Sli4 7Sincheal

and hot watar CM 2S6-31 75 or 964-44S3

BtRVICgS

NAREST 100 MAN:
You kx* very good

in plaid too!

EZT
Happy Bitltxjay

Love Oiiweii Btondia

Gregg H.

To much to young"

DS

Evary moming you ara my aundaa. You

bnng lighf to my ite. warmth to my fiaart

Every night you ara my sunset I could not kve

a day without your tova.

All my heart.

Amy

mm I BHimalin
The event we've al bean warting tor*

Dates, ftowars. fnends

•"ACTWN"'
•'•'''Can wa top data party '>?''

iilLars gat decked out and dancai"

STEVIEK.n
Happy birthday' Hope

you have a super 18'"

You young'n! We love you'

Love your iiHaa. T>K'

BARB
Wow Its realty here Thanks tor 4 years of

music, sisterhood, and fnerxJship Here's to

Senior Show'
Love. Mai

WENDY. SHEILA. SHAWN, and JEFF

ITS Fnday' the stopes are open' LeTs go

ftadding Pull a victory lor our Olympic team

Happy Sledding -Edia

TODD
Congrats'

Does this make me a 1st lady?

Love, Nancy

OROCRAVOW
546-1990

Cal tor brocbura.

PREGNANT?
Nead a pregnancy test mlormallon or

•uppoit? CM for free and oonManW
•arvioaa ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam
Siraal. Northampton 586-3000 or

GreanfiaU 774-6010

RIDE WANTED

FREE pfagnancytaatlng; confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No

Pleaaant Street Amhant 549 1906

SUBLET

1 PBIALE MOOEO to aubial large M-
nisfiad room m 4 bedroom Townhouse tor

next sememster on bus route 256-0333

2BDRM TOWNHOUSE
Rl 1 16 Sunderland

On bus n. to min to campu*
$5S0/monlh
Avail. Jan 1 to Aug 31 w/ 1 month fraa

Can 665-7555

TICKET

ONE WAV De«yER to Boston 12/14

Conftnental Airline

$1 50 or B/O
Call Kyle 549-7705

Leave message __^____

TRAVEL

ALEXIS HERSH
Happy 19th birthday!

Tonight IS the night lor the KKGSWC
Love. Sharon

PS or IS it 227

NANCY (or I* It Judy)

Hey I know you

Happy belated 21st B-Oayl

Missy

DIANE, you dont have to put on the red light!

DIANE, you doni have to sell your body to

the night'

There are plenty ol willing men on 3rd fk)or

Mackimmie
Have an incredible birthday! We love youl!l

From the best friends anyone couM ever

dream of having!_Congi^!n

HEY^HAT TRKJK! Dont worry - you'll gat

through this, with wine, tHjrritos. and tfie J.J.

J sex experts! PS You ARE the daddy.

Happy Birthday!!

Lu2 (vieja)

Jose G. and Nikki B.

tots of tove.

Shane and Limart

TO THE GORGEOUS btond HampsNra DC
man You sit at that table as we go in every

day It isn't the food that makes our mouths

PENNSYLVAMA
Ride needed for Thanksgiving

Will pay $CASH$
Call Rebecca 6-2696

RIDEWANTED TO UVM Burtington VT area

11-8. 1 1 -9. will share expenses'^ Call 6- 1 1 S3

Student needs ride from Greenfiekl MA to

UMass M-F 773-7705 Billie-Jo

THANKSGIVING BREAK -Ride needad to

upstate New York Rochester. Buffato. or

Olean New York 1 )ust need to get home

Call Jenny 253 3608 Leave a message^

TO NYC OR NORTHERN NJ
Frt-orSat. 11/22 or 23

Will pay for gas & stuff-Call Eileen 549- 1515

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 FEMALEWANTED tor half of large double

room in Puffton Village. Amherst Very ctose

to campus, buses every 10 minutes, clean

First Puffton entrance, first set of apart-

ments' Available .January 1 $160 month,

including heat, cheap! Call 549-7501

BRANDYWINE
Roommate needed to share 2 bedroom apt

with 3 females 180+1/4 utilities 1-589-1549

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVINGt

Dive coral reefs' Dec 28-Jan 3 $395

Largo, Fla' 1 -800-2820977^

Key

SPRING BREAK "OS-

You've only got one week to live Don1 blow

It!! Bahamas, Jamaica, Cancun Marganta

Island from $399! 1-800-426-7710

TYPING/WORD PROCESSMQ

DISSERTATIONS, THESES. CASES, Pa-

pers. On -campus Service, Mac'Laser Pnnter.

Spelfcheck. Quality. Inexpensive 584-7924,

Nancy

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING w/spelteheck

and boWface $1_50/pg Call Greg 546 3198

PAPERSTYPED:$1 50/Typedpage Quick,

accurate service Call Brian 546-3563.

WANTED

SUBLETS,^IOOMS,HOUSINQ needed Dae

27. Jan 13. Contact S8MC 256-8615 10AM-

4PM

WANTED: Female to take over lease

Townhouse apt On busline, $181 /mo Avail

Jan 1 549-8001 ASAP
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Sports

UMass hosts late show
Midnight game brings Siena, ESPN to town
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Here we go again. Bars open late, faces painted red,

rowdy fans. Will Herndon dunks, Jim McCoy jumpers, the

Blues Brothers, a standing ovation to Coach John Calipari

when he walks on to the court, the Minuteman Hoop Band,

cheerleaders and ESPN!
What more could a basketball fan want?

Okay, Temple, but lets not nitpick.

The University of Massachusetts basketball team opens

the regular season tonight'tomorrow when it hosts the

Siena Saints at midnight in the Curry Hicks Cage

The last time any of us saw the Saints, Tony Barbee was

being mobbed by teammates after hitting the "shot of the

centun.'" at the buzzer.

Barbee's 22 footer sent the game into overtime and Jim

McCoy's jumper with ;50 left in the extra period gave

UMass an 82-80 win. which thrust them into the NIT Final

Four at Madison Square Garden.

"Our guys know we were lucky to win last year," Calipan

said. The revenge factor will be a factor."

So will the atmosphere.

ESPN brings its cameras to Amherst, giving the fans

incentive to rock the Cage and make a statement for being

ranked as one of the toughest places to play in America

Anybody who was at last year's midnightESPN tilt against

Boston University remembers how loud the crowd was

throughout the game. The end result; an 82-65 UMass rout.

•The crowd definitely plays a factor," Calipari said. "It's

a positive group, they cheer for us. not against the other

team."
After two exhibition game victories against Marathon

Oil 194-92) and Lithuania (91-54). Calipari was quick to

point out how subdued the crowd was.

The Minutemen opened last season against Purdue and

lost 64-53 in West l^fayette. Mc<.?oy, who had been plagued

with a virus was still weak and shot a miserable 2-13.

This season, McCoy is healthy, but Barbee may not be

100 percent. Thejunior forward injured hiselbow in practice

this past week. He is expected to play and Calipari thinks

he will be all right.

Freshmen Louis Roe and Mike Williams are also nursing

iryuries which are not expected to keep them out.

The Saints lost Marc "Showbiz' Brown and two other

starters to graduation. However, Bruce Schroeder ( 12.4

points per game and 4.5 rpgl is back.

"1 expect Siena to come out and shoot a lot of threv--.

Calipari said. "I'm concerned, I just hope we come out and

play hard."

Game Notes: Doors will open at 10 a.m. Ifyou don't have

a ticket, don't bother showing up. your student ID alone will

not get you into the game.

The game can be heard on 91.1 FM (WMUA with Joe

Donovan and Jeff Crofts) or on 99,3 FM (WHMP with

George Miller and Kevin Kennedy*.

Dan Patrick will be doing play-by-play and Clark Kellogg

will be commentating for ESPN.
Bars will be open until 3 am No alcohol will be sold after

1 a.m.

Women open
regular season
vs. St. Francis
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Uke every team, the University ofMassachusetts

women's basketball team begins their season with

hope. The Minutewomen open their regular season

Saturday night at 6 p.m. in I»retto, PA against the

St. Francis ( PA) Red Flash. They open play in the Red

Flash Classic, which will also feature George Mason

and I'ittsburgh.

UMass coach Joanie O'Brien said that the team is

eager to face St. Francis.

They're defimtely ready to play," she said. They're

tired of playing each other, and they're really looking

forward to it."

The weekend will be a homecoming of sorts for

junior Jenny Moran and senior Trish Riley. Both

players live in Altoona. Pa., which is near the tour-

nament.
Like UMass. St. Francis has a brand new coach in

Jenny Przekwas, a recent graduate ofthe University

ofWyoming She has been given more ofa team than

O'Brien has. however, as the Red Flash return 10

players from last year.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Minutemen face Wildcats in season finale

Photo courtcay of Sport* informnlion

The University of Massachusetts football team raps up its season on

Saturday as it hosts rival New Hampshire at 12:30 p.m.

Alumni Stadium.

at McGuirk

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

When the University of New Hampshire
football team visits the University of Mas-
-juhusetts at 12.30 p m. on Saturday at

Warren Mc<iuirk Alumni .Stadium, certain

things are guaranteed.

It will be the last game ofthe Minuteman
season. The last collegiate appearance for

its seniors. Both teams will display their

talented running backs, while still showing
off their respective defenses.

But, the uncertainties are the story.

Will UMass tailback Jerome Bledsoe gain

enough yards to break the UMass career

rushing yardage record?

Will New Hampshire, 8-2 overall, 6-1 in

the Yankee Conference, win to give it a

share ofthe Conference title with Villanova

and Delaware?
Bledsoe enters the game needing 195

yards to break Garry Pearson's all-time

mark of 1,631 set in 1982. As the top rusher

in the country with an average of 143.7

yards per game, he has registered nine

consecutive weeks of more than 100 yards

on the ground.

He has averaged just over 200 yards in

the past three weeks, so the record is a

possibility.

However, it won't he easy for the senior fh)m

Burlington Township, NJ. The UNH rushing

defense is third in the YanCon as it allows an

average of only 127.3 yards per game.

They're tough against the run," UMass

head coach Jim Reid said. They have a good

group ofseniors who really show their expe-

rience."

The Wildcats will counter with theirown
ground game. Barry Bourassa, a junior, is

just behind Bledsoe in the YanCon rushing

standings with an average of 109 ypg. He
leads the nation in all-purpose yardage with

206.7 ypg with Bledsoe in second place at

186.2.

Bourassa will line up behind quarterback

Matt Griffin. Griffin leads a passing offense

which is averaging 239.9 ypg. UMass*
starting signal caller will be Dave McGovem
for the fourth consecutive week.

"New Hampshire has so many ways to

hurt you on offense," Reid said. They have

size, speed and their quarterback is playing

terrific."

If New Hampshire wins tomorrow, the

Athletic Directors of the three non-involved

schools will use a selection criteria to de-

termine the league's automatic berth to the

NCAA Division l-AA Playoffs.

The criteria used will include head-to-

head competition, total schedule record,

strength of schedule and record against

mutual non-<»nference opponents.

IfUMass, 4-6 overall, 3-4 in the YanCon,

beats New Hampshire, then Delaware will

receive the automatic bid based on head-to-

head competition with Villanova.

GAMK NOTES; New Hampshire's last

championship season was 1976. The game
will be broadcast live on WMUA, 91.1 FM,
Amherst and WTTT, 1430 AM, Amherst.

Dondarski starts second season on new team
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Laurie Dondarski plays two sports for the University of

Massachusetts.

There is a professional athlete, who peddles Nike shoes,

who also plays two sports.

That's where the similarities end and that's where we
will end the Bo comparisons.

"I think it's funny I the comparisons I," Dondarski said. "I

wish I could be half the athlete he is."

Good, now let's get on with the athlete that Laurie

Dondarski is.

Dondarski, a 5-foot-2 junior, has been a starter at third

base for the UMass softball team the past two springs. This

winter she joined the basketball team and should start at

point guard.

"(Playing two sports! is something I always wanted to

do," Dondarski said. "When I came here, I came first to play

Softball, but I made a deal with | softball coach] Elaine

Sortino that I could play both. She knew how much I

wanted to play."

At Belleville High School, in Belleville, N.J., Dondarski

excelled, earningAll-Statehonorsineach sport. Dondarski

was highly recruited by colleges in both sports.

Pennslyvania, Virginia and Penn State all wanted her for

basketball. Virginia and Penn State are both Top .5 teams

in the nation this year.

As for softball , Dondarski had to choose between Tern pie

,

Rutgers, Princeton, Seton Hall, Boston College and, of

course, Massachusetts. Dondarski makes no bones about

the main reason she ended up in Amherst— Elaine Sortino.

In the women's basketball media guide she lists Sortino as

her greatest influence.

"Elaine is just the type of person that I want to be like a

few years down the road," Dondarski said. "What she does

for our team, us, it's amazing. She has so much to do and she

gets it done. My family means a lot to me also but Elaine is

just great.

"When 1 went on recruiting trips and told coaches that I

wanted to play both sports, they all said no. Elaine said that

if I came here we could work something out. She would
never want to stand in the way ofsomething I wanted to do,"

Dondarski said.

For Dondarski softball came first. She wanted to win her

position at third before playing two sports. After two years

of starting she knew she was ready for basketball.

"After my freshman year I thought (playing basketball
I

would never happen," Dondarski said. "But Elaine gave me
permission as long as my education was still my top prior-

ity, and with a new basketball coach I figured now was a

good time."

Dondarski's hoop game was admittedly rusty but she is

getting back into game shape.

"I needed work on my conditioning," Dondarski laughed.

"I was out of shape, but I'm getting there. I'm a good ball

handler and I just need to get the ball to the people who can

score. I don't care if I'm scoring as long someone is."

Unfortunately, last season the softball team may have

scored more points than the women's basketball team.

Dondarski is in the interesting position ofgoing from a team
which last year went 39-13, was ranked as high as No. 13 in

the nation and competed in the NCAA Championships, to a

team that lost all 27 contests in 1990-91.

"Hopefully I will learn the two sides of sports from this,"

Dondarski said. "I've never played on a losing team, even in

high school . Now when we walk in the other team doesn't say

'Oh my God, UMass is here.' Now we are the team that is in

awe. In softball we aren't supposed to lose, at all, we can beat

anyone in the nation. In basketball we have more realistic

goals."

O'Brien said, "Laurie knows what it likes to be on a

winning team and I hope she can help us develop that

winning attitude."

One problem that has occurred with Dondarski playing

both sports is that the softball team has its traditional

California trip scheduled during the Atlantic 10 women's
basketball tournament. While in California the Minutewomen
generally play some of the top teams in the country.

"I'll be missing the trip," Dondarski said. "I want [basket-

ball! to go as far as we can butwe have to be realistic, we won't

win the A- 10, there are too many powerhouse teams. As soon

as basketball is over, 111 join the softball team. I probably

won't play in California, but the moment I step on the field

after basketball, that's when HI vrin my position back."

With the Dondarski's determination, it probably won't

take long.
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Mediation
leads GEO
to agreement
By DAVID MASSEY
and MIKE LEVY
Collegian Staff

The week-long graduate employee strike ended Friday
when union members overwhelmingly voted to accept the
tentative agreement forged the day before with the help of

an outside mediator.

"We've gotten what we need," said co-speaker of the
Graduate Employee Organization, Emily Isaacs, at a press

conference after the two-hour private membership meet-
ing. "We can go back to work."

The agreement gives the union a health fee waiver,

although they didn't receive the agency fee provision which
was previously a major sticking point in negotiations.

Isaacs said 650 members of the union attended the
meeting. Only about 24 members indicated in the hand-
vote their desire to not accept the agreement and continue
the strike.

Although the union does not yet have an official contract,

a few weeks will pass before the admimstration and the

union hammer out a few "non-consequential" issues, union
officials said.

The administration recognized GEO as a union. Chan-
cellor Richard O'Brien said at an administration press
conference on Friday that GEO "is indeed a special kind of
union. It talks like a union, smells like a union, looks like a
union."

Both parties agreed to a health fee waiver reasonable to '

union and administration officials. The administration will

waive 2 1 percent ofthe costs for individuals and families for

tiiis year.

The administration will waive 42 percent of the costs
next year and 79 percent for the following year.

Jill Havens, spokesperson for the union, said money to

pay for these health benefits will come out of all University
accounts. "It will not be made up by raising undergraduate
fees," she said.

O'Brien said the agreement vrill cost UMass $500,000
next semester, $ 1 million next year and $2 million each year
after. However, Acting Provost Glen Gordon said, "The
campus is strapped for cash."

Isaacs said GEO is now a secure union even though tht\v
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I WONT LOOK IFYOUWONT LOOK— Two lovely cows graze in the field near the
Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium on Saturday. They were giving their all to help the
Division of Public Safety raise money for the Escort Service. The winners of the cow-patty
contest were Edward Brown, Barbara Land, and Brenda DuvaL

ended the strike without getting agency fee. The adminis-
tration agreed to release eight full-time equivalent graduate
employees to be hired and supervised by the union.

According to the written agreement, they will paid at the
average teaching assistant salary and work 20 hours per
week.

"We need peoplewhocan commit themselves full-time to

organizing tliis union," Isaacs said.

The administration also agreed to offer graduate em-
ployees an option of automatic dues deduction from a
paycheck.

The union also has the opportunity of going unopposed
to ask the Attorney General for his legal opinion on the
collection of union dues for graduate employees unwilling
to join the union.

The administration said his ruling will be legally bind-
ing.

The administration also said they will not oppose the

union from petitioning the state Labor Relations Board to

be recognized as an official state union. They said they will

urge the Board ofTrustees not to oppose the union if it does
petition the board.

In 1979, the commission, which certifies all state unions,
did not recognize GEO as a union. Isaacs said the mem-
bership has not yet agreed when to petition the commission
although she said, "We're in a strong position."

The admi nistration agreed not to bi 1 1 graduate employees
for tuition, curriculum and fees or terminate employee
contracts.

The agreement also states any graduate employee who
certifies he or she fulfilled their contract during the strike

or plans on making up missed work will be paid in full.

Isaacs said the mediator who assisted on Thursday
facilitated the process of compromise. "It really focuses

people. [Roberta Golickl kept bringing us back to the main
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Productivity center
opens with U.S. grant
Engineering, SOM create partnership
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

A variety ofcampus officials and local

politicians gathered in the Campus
Center Friday toopen the new Center for

Manufacturing Productivity.

The new center is a partnership be-

tween the University's college of engi-

neering and school of management de-

partments and western Massachusetts
industries. It is sponsored by a $500,000
grant from the U.S. Small Business Ad-
ministration.

Among the speakers at the opening
ceremonies were State Senator Stanley
Rosenberg, Chair of the Board of Trust-
ees Gordon Oakes, ChairofManagement,
Anthony Butterfield, and a representa-
tive of U.S. Representative .John Olver,

who was supposed to speak, but was
detained by congressional business.

Professor Butterfield said the object

of this program is to bring engineering

and management expertise to small and
medium size businesses. Paper, plastics

and metal working companies with less

than 500 employees are the focus of the

program, he said.

Butterfield explained the four activi-

ties which will be performed in assistance

to local manufacturers. These are con-

sultation, special research to individual

manufacturers, general research helpful

to a group of businesses and education

and training.

Sample projects named by Butterfield

included improvement of production,

planning and control, computer simula-
tion of a manufacturing process, com-
puter design of manufacture of cutting

tools and development of a knowledge-
based cost estimator.

Senator Rosenberg addressed the

group ofabout 60 people, which consisted

mostly of professors and professionals

from western Massachusetts industries.

Rosenberg discussed a tax bill he filed

which would give a bonus tax return if

businesses conduct research at a Uni-
versity. He added recycling-related tax

credits were struck from the bill by the

state senate.

Rosenberg noted the solid waste
problem in the Commonwealth. "We
need to get more manufacturers to use
secondary materials," he said.

The Senator was enthusiastic about
the prospects of the success of the new
center.

"There are an enormous number of

economic development opportunities
here in the valley," he said.

Board of Trustees Chair Gordon
Oakes, who also said he was excited by
the new program, said initial funding
was secured by late U.S. Senator Silvio

Conte. Conte was also involved in funding
the new Polymer Science building, now
under construction.

Gender equality sought
Speaker: Underrepresentation in gov't
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Gender equality is a distant goal that

will not not be acheived anytime soon, said

the head of50/50 By 2000 Thursday night

at Smith College.

"I do think gender equality can happen
and in a relative short period of time," said

George Dean , a formeradverti singexecutive

.

"We have a long awaited goal and a chance
to do a lot. We must have aim and focus.

Power and authority are not given, you
must seek it."

Dean described how the group's name,
50/50 By 2000, is to give a sense of urgency

to its purpose: to increase the number of

women holding public office. To prove his

point. Dean stated some current statistics:

Massachusetts is one ofthe 30 states has

no women in its Congressional delegation

and is only average (19 percent) on per-

centage of women in its state legislature.

U.S. Congress has only 5.8 percent female
membership. (6.6 in the house, 2 percent in

the senate)

There are only three female state gov-

ernors and one woman in the President's

cabinet

One female on the Supreme Court and
about 16 percent for women in municipal

and county posts.

Dean said "that's not only unfair and
unjust, but it isn't good for either the gov-

ernment or the nation. This sharing of po-

litical power by men and women is a natural

evolution, a natural extension of our
democratic process and should be pursued

by men and women alike."

Only 38 percent ofwomen and 18 percent

of college women consider themselves

"feminists," Dean said, "yet we all believe in

equal political, economic and social oppor-

tunity for women and men which makes us

all feminists according to Webster's Dictio-

nary."

Dean said he was impressed with the
writings ofJohn Stuart Mills who over 130
years ago wrote it did not make sense to

exclude half the human race from public

affairs, and who also questioned the wisdom
of not taking advantage of the talents, cre-

ativity and minds of only half a nation's

population.

Dean said "there does exist today, despite

app>earances a form oftyranny that is unjust

and unwise."

He described this tyranny of gender im-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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ArPtAKANO IS lUST AS IMPt^KTANT

AS Wl IAT YOU I lAVF lO OFFER.

Top Oudlity incns clothing di afforddablc pnccs

I otdlcd ill the I Idmpshirc Miill

Suits • SwCiitcrs • kickcU • slacks • I ics • Bla/cf:

•^hy Should I Register...

...For Peer Education Programs?'

Let Me Count The Whys

1 It will leach me about important public

health issues like sexually transmitted

diseases and AIDS, alcohol and drug

issues, cardiovascular Illness, cancer,

accident prevention eating disorders,

stress arxJ consumer health

2 It will teach me valuable skills like

leading a workshop, giving a

presentation and developing marketing

strategies

3 It can really help me be part of a team

working to improve UMass

4 It can help me to meet lots of people

5 It can help me to improve areas of my
own health

6 I can earn three academic credits

7 It can improve my chances of getting a

job because I will represent the

University Health Services

8 In short, rt might be the most important

course I take while Im a student at

UMass

Public HeaKh 216

Tues. & Thurs 2:30-3 45 p m Peer Health

Promotion focuses on a variety of health

issues, one semester, just register

Public Health 213

Tues. & Thurs 230-3:45 p m Peer

Sexuality Education. 2 semester

commitment Permission of the instructor

required

Call the Health Education Division to find out more

tjefore you plan your Spring schedule 549-2671, ext.

181

-For Your Information
FYIs are public service announcements that run on a

spane-available basis on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday

for campus and local non-profit organizations. Because of

space constraints, the Collegian cannot print all FYIs sub-

mitted and no announcements can be repeated.

To submit an FYI, please send a ITPED press release

with all pertinent information to the Collegian office in 1 13

Campus Center c/o News Editor. FYIs cannot be taken over

the phone.

Monday, November 25

Now's the
time to call. .

.

North Amherst
Motors

7* OM SundMtand Rd.. No tktrhtnX

549-2880
Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Mi^y CrmM Carols Accapiml

A CARSTAR,
i^ Colmun Repmr Cmmr

Music— A performing arts division student recital will

be held in the UM Old Chapel at 7 p.m. in the Seminar room.

Donations will be accepted.

Banquet—A banquet for the homeless will be sponsored

by MassPIRG from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Commonwealth room.

Admission will be $4 for students and $5 general admission.

Proceeds will benefit the local shelter.

Folk Dancing — Israel folk dancing will be held at 7:30

p.m. in the Hillel House downstairs. All levels are welcome

and there will be a $1.50 charge for all non-fee payers.

Blood Drive — A blood drive courtesy of the American

Red Cross will be held from 1 1 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Cape Cod

Lounge in the UM Student Union.

Tuesday, November 26

Blood Drive — A blood drive courtesy of the American

Red Cross will be held from 1 1 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Cape Cod

Ix)unge in the UM Student Union.

A/uait —A facult:' .-ecital with Michael Sussman. clarinet;

Nadine Shank, piano with Charles Tregor. violin; Jennifer

Langham. cello, and Salvatore Macchia, bass will be held at

8 p.m. in the UM Benzanson Recital Hall.

Thursday, November 28 — Thanksgiving Day
Observed

WIMKKSKSSION 1992
Jamiarv 2-23

IT'S
TI-I-I-ME!

Register MOW tor Winter Session courses and

workshops Over 100 credit courses

and nearly 80 noncredit workshops

By mail - until December 1

1

(US mail only: don t use campus mail)

By FAX - until December 1

1

In person November 25 through January 6

Division of Continuing Education. 615 Goodell Building

3 credits in just 3 short weeks!

What a deal!

DIVISION OF
CONTIM I\(i KDICATION

5 liiirfcMHk'rs
S< tUMll

W* KMp Toil M,rii* II

HII H,t\l\tim Street

Ih'Mun. MAI>:ilf>

Bartending
The Ideal

College Job!

tAI.I.:(617)247-IWK»

itKlay and wrupuplhc

holiilays wiih a puKl start

r»>r 2ih1 scnK'slcr - aixl plan

alic.iJ lor next summer

ASK: Hiiu In aunplclc

training in I \^cck during

semester break im" 2 weeks

during tlic senK'stcr.

I.KARN: How bartending

pills cash in your poekel.

adds exeitcnK'nt to your

sivial lilc and gives you the

llcxihie lM>ur\ you need to

stay on lop of your studies.

IMSrOVKR: How NHBS will

help you make it happen.

HalfOf
ThisYear's

Medical School
Class GotThere
WithOur Help.

To «udy »lone for Oif MCAT is neariy impossible To smdv wiihoui

iunlr. H Kaplan is simplv' i had caret r movr

Mavbc II s out 50 vears of c.xpfrifnct CXir small classes and advanced

teaching methods Or a research department that reacts lo test changes before

most companies even kno* the\ exist

V.'hatf\Tr It IS i( medicine is in vour luture Sunle>- H Kaplan can help

vou start rirarticmc neht n<'»u

SSTANIJEY H. KAPLAN
£ Take Kaplan Or lake Your Chances

WAMTED
Part-time help for

Christmas Season

s 1^: N s 1^

Apply in person
Villarjc Commons across
from Mt, Hc.iivokf Collcqr

MCAT classes start Jiin 7 and Pel) 12

LSAT classes start Jan 4 and Mart li 24

(MAT classes start Ian 2 and I i:l> 6

GUI. cIjsms st.irl l.iii J .iiul I ili I

Inti'rsi'ssion ( oiiim-s \\.iil.ilil«.'

Ifirotlii-i l(K, 111! 'tis (, ill >^" .V^><'i__

CALL FOR
SHOWTIMES

253-5426
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Porn found in Barbie boxes
CAMBRIDGE, Mass. (AP) — Parents

buying toy dolls for their children are being

warned that the packages could contain

pornographic material pictures and litera-

ture.

Middlesex District Attorney Thomas

Reilly issued the alert Saturday after por-

nographic material was found in 46 toy

packages in stores around Boston.

Earlier this month, authorities charged

Robert Reesman, 55, of I^xington, with

disseminating pornographic material to

MGEO
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

issues." Golick is a member ofthe American

Arbitration Association.

Isaacs said it is important to "allow

ourselves as well as the campus community

to go back to what we're committed to —
teaching, research and making this Univer-

minors. He was accused of putting the pic-

tures and literature into packages contain-

ing Barbie, Midge and G.l. Joe dolls at a

Watertown retail store.

"Right now, we do not know ho many

packages have been tampered with," Reilly

said.
,

He said parents should check the pack-

ages they buy, and his office was working

with police departments to prevent a recur-

rence "before children open up these toys on

Christmas morning."

Dean

sity a strong, quality public institution^

O'Brien said the week-long strike which

cancelled many classes hurt the University.

"No strike can fail to have some damaging

effect on an institution." he said.He also

said the same results could have been at-

tained by bargaining alone.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

balance in 1990 American politics as

"three separate problems which, Uken

together, tend to lock women out of our

leadership process, primarily at the

Congressional level, but also^ to a lesser

extent, in our state capitols."

"The first problem is the array of

advantages, like free mailings, large paid

staffs and campaign advertising dollars

two to ten times greater than challeng-

ers enjoyed by incumbent members of

Congress that effectively destroy elec-

toral competition and defeat virtually

all challengers, men and women," he

said.

In the 400 primaries run this spring

and summer, only one incumbent lost

and he was under indictment for a sex

offense with a minor. Dean said.

Without serious reform, the situation

will remain a "man's club" or as The Wall

Street Journal says, "theAmerican House

of Lords."

"The second major problem is the real-

ity ofthe closed-mind; people who cannot

conceptualize women in a leadership role

or a position ofauthority in government,"

In addition to this closed-minded

group, there are perceptual problems, he

said. "America wants its political and

business leaders to be strong, tough, ag-

gressive and ambitious, and when female

candidates are, some will say they are

'pushy,' 'shrill,' and yes 'bitchy.'" he said.

"As Margaret Thatcher said, reported

by last month's Time article, "When a

women is strong, she is strident. Ifa man

is strong, gosh, he's a good guy."

HowAmerican Expres
ps you cover more territory

For less money
Become a Student Cardmember today and

get 3 roundtrips on Continental Airiines,

for only $129 or $189 each.

only the American Expre.ss* Card offers an exciting travel program

exclusively for students- including three roundtnp certificates on

Continental Airlines. And much, much more.

lust look at the map and pick the place youd like to visit If

it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you can use a certificate

to fiy for only $129* roundtrip. Or you can cross the --=

Mis.sis.sippi for $189 roundtrip.

You have your pick of more than ISO cities in the

48 contiguous states. And vou can fly almost anytime

because- there are no blackout dates. But you must

make your reservations within 1-4 days of the da\ you

^^J^DMM^'i-i^-^*^^^

'Inii.
4t It

Wmv^^
Skmhcrship Has Its Privileges'

leave And the maximum stay is 7 days/6 nights and must include

'
^''%tbe"coming a Student Cardmember, youll also erijoy other

benefits from the American Express' Student Privileges Program.

Such as up to 30 minutes- of MCI long distance calling every month

for an entire v^ar-absolutely free. And that's just one example of

hnw the Card can help vou save. ^ ,

For ju 1 155 a year! the Card gives you all these savings. And

its easy to apply Just call us (have your bank address and account

number on hand). What's more, with our special student offer, it s

easTeno get the Card now while you're still in school than it may

ever be again.

So get the Card. And get ready to cover new tern

lory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

.M,nn«p...,.s, Paul S. L.,u.,nd New Ort«nw,e.,.nsKle,.don..«M.,nhrM..«,pp^^^
•Minneapolis "»i r^ur ^i ^.wu.'--— -

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX

.

Ifyou I

^TRAVa
HBBM rflajhj
services

nrmatum about your certificates will he arnving soof,

Continental

orih,»tr>vHo(f«*.lljrr,vf.,ihvout rrrnSca.fs Coni,->fm

already a Cardmember theres no need to call /»/ ^
a. A„l,n., al.,n, .> ,.spon,.b.c fo, ful6nn.cn, o. .h. n.e , An,»..n E,p,c» assu,n.> no l,.b,l,.v ,or Con.,n.n..l A.rl.n., p.rfofa.,nc. 6 199> Ame,»n E.p,«s Travel RcU.cd Se,vK« C«np.n, Inc

rss
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Editorial/Opinion
TT,e opin,ons on .his page an. .hose of.he indiv,dual .nl.r o. c.,1,>.n,sl. ami do no, „ccoss;„,ly ,vpr.^.nl the views of ,hc CoHe.ian or ihe Universily unless olhenv.se need.

Senior worries about actually having to live in the real world
You know you have lo get out of college when all you do

is lament on the future.

1 mean, there are so many decisions in the next nine

months, I don't know how anyone can expect me to make

them all before 1 get that shiny degree placed into my

sweaty and shaking little hands.

Think about it. seniors: What is m store for us^

Gaxle Long

Well, in case you haven't given it much thought, I have

compiled a short list to give you the same sense of anxiety

I have been feeling.

ONE; Jobs. jobs, careers, careers and more jobs. For

some of us. vou know the liberal arts majors like myselfthat

no one thinks are capable of anything (except bull-shitting

on blue book exams) — the word CAREER is too strong.

After all. how can anyone in this economy in the Umt«d

States want people who are LITERATE and can write in

COMPLETE sentences'? Absolutely NO ONE.
Emplovers these days want power-hungry suit-types to

do all of the dirty work for them. There is no need of

professional grammar-checkers. (Sigh, too bad, eh?)

For the management types, however, there are also

some bad signs, such as large consulting firms and corpora-

tions like NYNEX laying off innumerous numbers of

management people because it is top-heavy. Not cool.

So mavbe in the end. there will he lots and lots of us

LTMassaliim, Finance and Finnish, Management andMusic,

Accounting and Art. all (lipping burgers at the local fast-

food chain. That is. ofcourse, ifanyone decides to admit that

we ARE in a recession.

TWO: Graduate Schools. Ifyou're anything like me. and

taking your GREs in December or GMATs in January,

you're not exactly focused as to what to do for the rest ofyour

life. I know I'm not (after all, I work for the Collegian).

But grad school takes serious cash (unless you are

SMART) and in reality I'm not. So, the only way to get into

grad school is to be smart and to have money — 1 guess I'd

better try and find a job.

But oh yeah, I forgot. There's no need for English m^rs
in the corporate world. That's what word processing pro-

grams are for. They come with their own spell-checkers.

THREE; Then of course, what are the rest of your

friends and significant others going to do?

It's a big scary world, and going to another part of the

country alone and without your mommy and daddy could

prove a frightening experience. Where is your best friend

going? You know you want to live with her. so why not try

and find out what she's up to?

And what about that special person in your life? Was the

relationship a waste from the start? Or should we just

consider the whole thing a learning experience and wish

each other well?

All 1 do know is that the worid is not going to end on

Graduation Day, even though I feel like it is. I'll be leaving

behind some wonderful friends, many warm and fun

memories, and even some pretty bad ones.

But the bigger question still remains: what are the

"right" decisions? My grandmother would tell me to follow

my heart, but unfortunately, my heart can't provide me

with a good home, food and drink. Only money can.

It really sucks being a senior. It's neat to be 21 and all.

but I'm not as secure as I was when I was eating DC. food

( I know that sounds like a paradox). Why isn't there someone

telling me what to do next?

Maybe because I'm supposed to be an adult.

Gayle Long is a Collegian columnist

It's never too early to start

anticipating holiday season
I have a confession to make. Well, it's not

really a confession. My roommate knows

about It. My family knows about it. My
friends know about it. Thousands of retail

stores know about it.

I'm one of those people who believe the

holiday season begins in September.

I try to cover it up. When I walk into a

department store a few weeks before Hal-

loween and see the mirrored ceiling dripping

with garland and red nbbon. 1 groan just

like everybody else. But inside I'm thinking

It's about time.

Darienne Hoslex

Last June. I bought my first Christmas

present. Of course. I've lost it and now have

no idea w here I hid it. but that's not impor-

tant Over the past few months. I've been

picking up little gifts here and there and

piling them in my closet. I go through them

every few days, gloating over all the neat

things I found and planning what else to

get.

It's a little obsessive, but my roommate
is dealing with it well. We'll spend two or

three hours studying when suddenly I

announce. "I can't wait until Christmas."

She pauses, looks up at me. shakes her

head and continues with whatever she's

doing.

She's getting into the spiri -fit all now.

Tuesday night were going to pull out our

cheap decorations. We have that canned

snow for the windows, little wreaths and

trees to stick all over the room and ofcourse

a twelve-inch Christmas tree. We'll borrow

some microwave popcorn for garland and

cut and paste ornaments from construction

paper, string and little pieces of things we

can't identify.

I'm feeling bitter about that final exam

schedule. I only have to take two exams —
one is on Tuesday, and the other is the very

last exam offered. I won't get home until

Saturday afternoon. That leaves me four

days to devote to absorbing holiday atmo-

sphere.

I want to wallow in Christmas. I want to

lie in front ofthe fireplace with a mug ofhot

orange spice tea. 1 want to see my cat curled

up asleep beneath the tree branches. I

want to smell fresh-baked cookies and. of

course, the scent of the pine tree drifting

through every room in the house. Pine-

scented Lysol and a radiator just isn't the

same.
I went shopping Saturday for typing

paper and envelopes. I ended up with Pop

Tarts, which I don't particularly like, and a

box of Christmas cards. Not too bad. Of

course. I spent an hour looking at cards and

wrapping paper and decorations and all

sorts of holiday goodies.

Every summer I decide that this year.

Ill have a budget for presents. Sometime in

mid-October, I sit down and try to figure

out what I've already spent and how much

more I can afford. Somewhere in the middle

I get scared. I just take a deep breath and

think. "Okay. I'll buy whatever I want and

next year 111 have a budget."

It's not the presents that are so expen-

sive. It's the accessories. You know —
wrapping paper, gift boxes, ribbon, cards,

candy. . . Not to mention all those things I

buy just for myself — Christmas records,

candles, tree decorations, lights, garland.

I'm the only person I know who goes

through two or three boxes of cards to send

to everyone she knows and then gives a

second card to everyone in the family and

close friends. That's almost $30 on cards

alone.

I know what you're thinking. I'm a slave

to the commercial holiday industry. Well,

maybe I am. A little bit.

I just know that I love Christmas. As I

wander the stores or sit down with my
paints, I have someone in mind. Someone I

know I can make happy with just the right

gift. So 1 may not solve their life crises, but

when they tear off the paper and ribbons

and pull out the gift within, they'll know
someone was thinking of them.

Only a month to go. . . Enjoy.

Darienne Hosley is a Collegian colum-

nist

Tiered system isn't a solution
The system of higher education en

dorsed in Trystan Skeigh's editorial

[Collegian, November 21] sounds two-

tiered: a public one attended by poor

students where but existing knowledge

is well taught by second rate faculty, and

a private one consisting of this nation's

scholars and students of wealth. Natu-

rally students graduating from these dis-

tinctly differentenvironmenta would find

that the challenging and well-payingjobs

requiring more creative skills would be

offered to the graduates of the private

institutions. . . in assuring that this sys-

tem would perpetuate itself Not to men-

tion the fact that this nation would suffer

immensely in the world economy if the

generation of new knowledge were re-

duced to only private, elitist institutions.

Is this a reasonable solution to the

sort of grievances you have experienced

in the liberal arts at UMass? Have you

considered switching to one ofthe profes-

sional schools? Although undergraduate

education is an important part of what

major public universities are designed

for, it is not the only function. If you do

not realize this, you probably made a

poor choice in selecting such an institu-

tion { Kansas University or Kansas State

University would be the same). Do not

advocate the dismantling of a system of

proven worth because it does not happen

to meet your personal needs for a warmer

and more nurturing environment.

John. D. Edman
Professor and Head of the

Department of Entomology

ulioHl

Separation is worsening racism
I am writing in response to some of the

articles recently published in the Black Af-

fairs section of the Collegian. I am a white,

middle class 20-year-old who grew up in an

average suburban section of a typical

American town. I'm not even going to pre-

tend to know what it is like to be an African-

American, or assume any deep under-

standing of the struggle for civil rights,

equality and other racial issues. Although I

do realize racism is still a pressing issue in

our country more than hundred years after

the Civil War. I believe it is not an insur-

mountable one.

But after reading certain articles writ-

ten for Black Affairs, I can't help but feel

that, in attempting the problem of racism

and prejudice, we are only making matters

worse. It seems as though,instead of em-

phasizing inter-racial communication and

understanding, these articles focus on seg-

regation, which does nothing for the cause

of inter-racial harmony. Michelle Canon, in

her article entitled "Who are we, anyway?"

\Collegian, Oct. 291, summed up this situ-

ation when she stated that "There is. . .

something wrong when pride turns to ar-

rogance and people get dissed because of

who they are."

I do not mean to imply that African-

Americans, or any other minority group for

that matter, should "integrate" themselves

into"American society," while putting away

their own culture and heriUge like an out-

dated book. I do. however, believe ifthere is

going to be an end to racism in this country,

some amount of acceptance and under-

standing of American society is necessary

while still learning about and retaining

pride in one's individual culture.

Jeff Lawrence, in his article "Sister.

Sister. I feel good about you" I
Collegian, Oct.

291 stated that " I love my Black sisters and

salivate over no other." This statement is

reminiscent of the closed-minded attitude

of white culture toward their Black slaves

more than a century ago; has our society not

grown up enough since then to learn from

our past mistakes and accept each other as

human beings instead of members of a

certain ethnic group?

I realize that racism is still a problem

and that some juvenille white people think

they are still living in "plantation times,"

but further segregation is not goi ng to solve

a thing. Looking down on a fellow African-

American for finding a white woman/man
attractive for their looks or personality, or

for hanging around in a white clique, is only

turning racism around and changing its

face, but not its name.

Lori Reese
Hampshire College

A brief reminder from the editors
We'd like to take a moment to thank you

for all the letters and cartoons that have been

flooding the editorial desk. We love it— send

more! Just keep a few simple rules in mind:

Letters must be typed double-spaced. It

makes things much easier to read and is

much more likely to be printed.

Always include your name, address and

phone number. If we can't contact you. you

may not be real. Ifyou're not real, neither is

your opinion.

Cartoons must be drawn with flair pen

on an 8 1/2 by 1 1 sheet ofpaper. No ballpoint

pen. It doesn't look good.

Mail it or drop it off at the Collegian, 113

Campus Center Basement.

The future
of rock...

It's right over our noses
The TOC Restaurant is a student's paradise

By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

What's the best-kept secret on the UMass campus?

Where there's always a discount for students, whether or

not they're on the meal plan?

Why, it's the Top of the Campus Restaurant.

A couple of friends of mine went up on a Friday night

after the hectic week of classes, exams and other absurdi-

ties we have to deal with as students.

This has got to be the best deal for us students here— for

those of us no longer on the meal plan there's a 15 percent

discount on entrees.

And for those ofyou escaping the weekend meals at the

DC. — there's a $5 discount on entrees.

Not bad. huh?

people on campus. It's made to order.

My friends and I are suckers for red meat— even if it is

passe here on campus. We all ordered st^ak.

I had the steak terryaki, which comes with a salad,

potato, and a mini loaf of bread. The bread was piping hot,

the salad was fresh, and the company was great.

Hanging in the restaurant are pictures of the campus at

different periods of time, reminding us there are some

things in this world that are here to stay.

And if we're lucky, it's going to be the Top ofthe Campus

Restaurant.

DINING OUT

Photo courtary RYKODIS4

**Rock and roll is Black music and we are

its heirs," claims the Black Rock Coalition,

a group founded by Living Colour and
Vernon Reid, referring to the movement's
attempt to breakdown stereotypes through

music. Memebers of the Coalition J.J.

Jumpers and Royal Pain will be gracing

the Iron Horse on Tuesday, Nov. 26 at 8:30

p.m. These two bands are both featured on

the compilation album The History ofOur
Future. With high-calibre musicianship,

flair apparently on the rebound in Ameri-

can pop, the bands ofthe BRC are poised to

move to the foreground of this movement
with innovation, spectacle and sonic

boombosity.

This is not even considering that the T.O.C. requires no

transportation as it is on the llth floor of the Campus

Center.

At 6 p.m., the dinner crowd had already taken all the

vrindow seate, which afford a great view of campus and on

the North Amherst side, a extended panorama of North-

western Massachusetts.

The atmosphere was relaxing, and while we were perusing

the menu, we ordered some garbc bread and I ordered a

drink.

The menu offers a pretty good selection of entrees, such

as chicken parmesean and chicken and seafood dijon.

Also, there's pasta, burgers and jumbo baked poUtoes.

And don't forget — there's stir fry of all kinds — beef,

chicken or seafood.
-, « j

So — if you've got a big appetite or small. you'U find

vourself a good meal.

Students will love theT.O.C . not only because ofthe good

food made to order — we're not talking dining commons

stuff— this 18 not made in mass quantities to fee to the 5.000

<^
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AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE "MSG"

• IWJOARIN & SZECHUAN CUBINE

• HOMOmE COONNG

• FRESH VKITABL5 FROM OH FARM

• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

• FUa UQUOR LICENSE

• OPEN 7 DAYS

. fCWlY REMOOBfl)

MASTECARO I V6A AOCOTB)

253-7835 253-2813

;v U MAIN STIBT, AMHBST ^

Now hiring for next semester

Asst. Circulation Manager

Sophmore or Junior interested in

Business Management

Should have mornings free until 11:15

Apply in person at THE COLLEGIAN

Room 1 1 3 Campus Center

or call 545-3500 for details

THE COLLEGIAN is an equal opportunity employer

PANDA EAST
Advocate

Best in the Valley"

1989 &1990

,

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

We bring Chinatown

to you
* Lunch Specials*

from $3.95 including soup & rice

Hours:

Mon. - Thurs. 1 1~ am - 9^ pm
FrI. &Sat. 11»am-10^pm
Sunday 12 noon - 9^ pm

103N.PI©asantSt. Amherst, MA 01002

(41 3) 256-8923 (41 3) 256-8924

ijrA

Winter Int
Januan 2 - January 17

»»»»»»»»»»»»

lorn college credit during your

winter break by enrolling in

UMass • Lowetls Winter Infer

session Tt^is intensive, 3 week
session will help you accelerate

your educational program And

it you're enrolled in another

university, this is an excellent

way to earn transfer credits

Credit Courses (3 credits)

• ftM Arts
• Computer*
• Criminal Justtc*
• Moncig«m«nt
• Scl«ncM

Cost S95 00 per credit

Or, take advantage of a special

opportunity to study Art History in

Florence, Italy!

Day Classes

Mon - Sat 9am - Noon
Evening Classes

Mon • Fri 6 - 9pm
and Sat 12:30 • 3:30pm

Non-Credit Courses
• IBM* PC Wortcsttops
• Macintosh' Worfcsttops

Brush up on your software knowl

edge or learn a new appltcation

So don't be left out in the cold

Make your winter break really

count For a Winter Intersession

bulletin, call the Division of

Continuing Education at

(50Q 934-2480. Or fill out the

coupon below and mail it to

Univorslty of MassachuMttt •

Lowoll, Division of Continuing

Education, On* Unlvorslty

Avonuo, Lowoll, MA 01854.

UMass • Lowdl
CONTINUING EDUCATION
Name

Phone

JL'Sv oTXl^^o^m . low*. « on AthmK^ve Act«n/t*<* 0«XXtun,^/T,tle IX ...r«v^

, U # 1 1^^k1^ >»»»>»»»»»»»»^;

Q6RDEN
BEST CHINESE BOFFET

MflNDfIRm/ SZECHUAN CUISINE

5 PM - 9 PM 11:30 AM • J PM

SfiT - Thurs SUHDflY

Buffet Brunch

fiLL-YOa-CfiN-EfiT

$5.99
10 BELCHEDTOWN DO<\D DT. 9 AMt1ED6T

2560251 2560252

WE DELIVED IN AMHED6T

5 PM- 9:30 PMEVEDYDAY

MINIMUM $15 PLU6 $2 DELIMDYCHADGE

WE ACCEPT MASTERCARD
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

JIM^ HJIU-

youa^
Hcmw-

\

Ji.' '^uAii- y

TAU^TCyOU
ABOUTKJM-
ffeRLlN*

\

utu-.iPiPNr
exACTiysAT
ThATThAT
MA^IMiAT

it^Aaair^

\^
^^

mfirrtHP
H^jusrums
TOTALKAeOUT JPUNNO
ecu, SIR MHAT/F

/ /Ajwaf'
v*^?"^ rrcoju?

(jr^\
genj^y

^f Y \

^Ir^1
V<^ttSr^

fc 1 \

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

TOMOkiec** we "^ 30»NG 1 CftCU OF US HKS TO RKD

ii^ SCHOOL RE>D \T TO n^E CLASS,

WWM fti2T\Cl£ 0\D

NOO CHOOSt
EIM\S CLONE.

SPftCt M\EN [ eO\)»lLN

HOT MV)CH

llfTTO
EXPLMV4

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

6*tof/ 1 coM'f mkxmt
of fepiocfl ^(*W help

pidd\m? "jP**
I...

\

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

Quote of the Day
"Thank you now. Have a very pleasant day."

—Overheard

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE

ACMM*
1 Napotaontc

SGuMa
10 U«« • (Iraw

13 UnM ol langtt)

14 Mppodrom*
ISPMIal
17 US PrMMtant

1»13^1»

laBcMnt
19 Hurry

20H«r«
22 Awards
24 MwiMor MonM
26 ThM pwKaM
26RMr«d
»Hirad
31 np« corwi*c«an

32Coalua
36Connaclmg

word
37 HatMuai unUbui
40 Aclt«»( Hagan
41 variary ol paai

43f^Kuhw

UNDER 21

-TVt SCRVPT CAUuS FOB JWt'

WH(n H^PP^n! f«iVk''' mY! NO PdCBiEn! vji'LL

:;ut.t S<\? AWtAOl

F^W
y (^

T^ nA>vsi )

N^ NW^A
IfN J!^fvw

fl^am
'V/^v [

-~<o(3^^U^ ' I

4« Long tor

4t Farfar and
Qraco

49 Slan ol a lairy

lata

56 iMhad
4 up -•

M Total and
namasakaa

S6 Ba>a»a — nol

MMrMr Runyon
•1 FarmbuMng
C3Fa«iar
64 Nonaanatcal

65 — doiMn

e6Nicknama lor

Edgar
67Draaaad

toVm —
66 Bona Coirto

lorm

4Slnw«
SBaapar
6"QoodnigM
7 Latvian*

S LarvKm i

9 TouchaWa
tungs

10 Laavaa a

runnar on basa
1

1

Taiwan nabva

12 Agraamams
16NuNanc«
21 RabM t lorta

23Canar
25 Jonas

EdMWd —
26 W-Mmparad ona
27Laa Vagas

compaMor
30 Mada a *iM
31 CoTKlusion

33 Shrub artd plant

cara placat

34 To

35 Stauorwry «atTii

3aaateragram
or graph

39 Formar Pnma
Mmisiar GaiwJhi

42 Rootadlor Iha

homa laam
45 Arnvas
47 Thornton

WMdar s "—
Town

49 Naman
alawalors

50 Away

51 Duly

52 — IS an
islarH]

53 IsoUlad

54 Prongs
57 F>Bn o< a tjknd

60 Btadi curhoo
62 Copanhagan

com

ANSWER TO PREVtOyS PUZZLE

11/3S/91

1 Common rtawi

2 Emulala
Baryahrvhov

30ats
acquamlad wftti

I l«i Ojllll TtaM S| ««I M I 11/29/91

Menu
LUNCH

Sloppy ioe

Grilled Cheese Sand.

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sand.

Tofu Sloppy hK

DINNER
Fned Chicken

Beef Stew with Biscuit

BASICS DINNER

Garden Medley Ca.sserole

Fried Chicken

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

By KRIS K. HARLE

XKIES (March 2 1 April 19): The

ypotlifthi i\ (»i \iHir rrlatioivihip *ith

fiimeimr who nuiir\ v»>u fefl nunfoit-

uhlf A mrmhrrofthr opposilr in offrrs

iiifiif I (>iiil;ii( /iir athirr f'Kllow il In ihe

Irlirr

TALKUS (Apiit 20.Ma\ 20) Impul

iivr hrhuiiitr coultl leail lo emlxii (nvv

mfM. Consull a Uittyrr rrnurdinK l'X"l

itfHumc»l\ A forceful prnim hrlp\ you

obtain whul you n-anl. Gel piomhr.\ in

wrilinx.

C.EMISI (May 2 1 -June 20) lihiani

affairs < an l>ei orne more pro/ilahle ifyou

deal (tireclty v.ilh iho.se in chari>e Clear

any lrave I plans nilh your male or pari

ner A "familv rule" could lei you com-

bine huiiness wiih pleasure.

CANCKK (June 2lJuly 22): An <•«

celleni da\ lo deal wilh miricale details

A change in personnel could pal vou in

tine for a raise or promotion I'ul your

best fool fornard. Itisplay your special

management skills.

IJiOiJuly 2.^-AHg 22): A gooddayfor

busing furniture or tquipincni. Write

importuni letters and make strategic

phone calls. Family members can help

you increase your income. A.\k probing

ipir slums.

VIRGO (Aug. 2.1 Sept. 22): An idea

that was ignored last week rcceive.s a

warm welcome lodaw A member of the

opfHisite \e\ pu.\hes yr/M /" make a deci-

sion. You feel more confident than in the

recent past

UBKA (Sfpt. 2iOcl. 22): Be firm hut

polite wilh sometme who is a nui.sance al

work Know whul you are really implying

before saying a word Others will reati

your /wkA language htok and act confi-

drill.

SCOKPIO (Oct. 2JNOV. 21): Do nol

allow vour emotions lo dictate an impor-

tant del ision The emphasis is on being

pi actual while standing up for your

principles Give further,thought lo a

profitable creative venture.

SAGITTARIVS (Nov 22 Pec 21): A

great day for reorganizing your work.

You maybe spending loo much lime doing

a job that could he accomplished more

quickly Working with a communityproject

bungs special himors

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 Jan l<t): New

financial gains are imssible when dealing

wilh the general public Those in sales

should cultivate a friendly demeanor A

business assmialed may want to become

your romantic imrlner

.AQUARIUS (Ian 2(1 I eh IS): Take

Ihe initiative now anil you will leap over

recent hurdles Will /Hiwer gives you the

edge over your i ompelilors Tone down

your lungiiagr when around conservative

people Youi popularity sinirs.

PISCESlTeb I'i March 20): Overhaul

financial policies Unlay. Seek the coop-

eration of family members in cutting

hini.\ehold expen.ses hiughler is the best

antidotefor the blues Plan an evening out

tonight.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Gayie Long

Copy Editor TamirLipton

PhotoTechnician JeffEgan

Production Supervisor Camille Pan.sewicz

Paxluction Sue Toma.ski

Brad Hutchison
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Lesbian PreOccupied Theater
an all-around good, good time
Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Cafe
Hampden Theatre
Nov. 22

By NICOLE GONALEZ
Collegian Staff

In a room without Ught, a voice was
heard in the darkness. **Let there be

flourescent. Let there be diversity so that

we can exploit other cultures all over the

world. Be silent, consume, and multiply

chocolate chip cookies. God created this

perfect place: Mall."

The Lespian PreOccupied Theater had

arrived to the second Lesbian, Gay and
Bisexual Cafe, a night of talent, humor,

social comment, and, especially, an all

around good time.

The Lespian players, including Chaia

Heller, Lizzie Donahue, Liz Resenbrink,

Helen Mc Elwain and Suzanne La Grande

created an all-too-real depiction of this

country's obsession with consumerism us-

ing only shopping bags and the addition of

a hat and a priest collar here and there.

"Like, what would I do without a mall? I

would be, like, so weird," said a long-winded

teenager under a spotlight. During this

monologue, the audience laughed softly at

times, but mostly stayed silent. The scary

thing is that we all know young people who
talk like this. Still the details went on about

shirts and skirts, jackets, socks, until she

was dragged into a Guess jeans/Obsession

commercial.

"The only difference between night and

day is fabric," said a lounging snob as she

and fellow consultants gave advice and stuck

magazine ads onto the young "mallee" until

she became a magazine cut-out Christmas

tree, complete with gold mask.

Comedienne, Julie Waggonner, intro-

duced the acts with lots ofcharm and biting

wit. She found the cafe to be a relief from

talking at straight clubs and demonstrated

why. Imitating a typical straight audience

member watching her act, she asked, "Is

he-? Nawww, she's too pretty. Is she-?"

Tes," she answered. "I am...a love child of

K.D. Lang and Bart Simpson.

Addinghumor to our patriarchal society,

Waggonerannounced that theO.B. tampons

were designed by a woman gynecologist.

"I'm so grateful that this was made by a

person with a vagina!" she said. She then

added over the laughter, "I'm glad the men

who designed the packaging didn't put

baseball cards in them."

She announced that everyone she knew

was currently having babies. She put on a

white garbage bag over her pants and tied a

knot in the front.

Those ofyou who were considering ask-

ing me out probably changed their minds

now," she commented. She then demon-

strated "the baby walk". Tiptoeing and tot-

tering all over the stage got everyone

bursting out with laughter.

In a more serious part ofthe production,

JoElla Costello introduced her written piece

with straightforward conversation. Her

conunent "I'm tired. I've been picketing with

GEO," was followed by applause. She ex-

plained that her birth date was significant

because not only was this earlier in the

week, but it also was five days before the

Kennedy assassination.

Costello's essay, "Birth of a Warning"

followed difficult events in the life of her

mother and grandmother up until JoElla

Costello had been born . The oral history told

was something that only close friends would

tell each other late at night, numbed with

alcohol. But, Costello, simply, soberly, told

what she knew. A scene described one in

which her grandfather was adjusting TV
channels in anger while his daughter

screamed in the other room. The young

woman was JoElla's mother, a victim of

rape and who was giving birth to the child

while her own mother, eight months preg-

nant, stood nearby.

After the intermission. Labia Wildflower

made her presence. "I'm bisexual. You know

how confused we are." said Wildflower. In

the short time that she was onstage, she

asked silly stereotypical questions about

her bisexual identity such as "Do I like

broadway musicals? Does this mean I have

a flair for fashion? Does this mean that I can

dance like a gay man?" The latter, she pro-

ceeded to do while the room rang out with

laughter.

Guitarists Brian Weiland and Linee

Perroncel ended the evening with melodies

colored with anger, nostalgia and broken

hearts. Impressively smooth vocals by

Perroncel rang out as though she had kept

these songs with her over a long period of

time; especially in a song of an ex-best

friend in The Amy Song.

How long do we have to wait until the

third cafe?

IF YOU'RE AMBITIOUS,

ENTHUSIASTIC,

AND CURIOUS ABOUT

WHAT OPPORTUNITIES LIE

AHEAP OF YOU,

FORGET ABOUT GETTING

A|OB.

THINK ABOUT BUILDING A

CAREER AT FIDELITY

On-Campus Information Session

Monday, December 2, 5:00pm

Faculty Lounge

School of Management, Room 312

Fidelity Investments is the nations largest privately-held linancial

services corporation, with managed assets of over $1 4'j billion Fidelity

Investments Institutional Group is the organization that markets

products and provides services to institutional clients.

Because we believe that an informed candidate Is our best

candidate, were hosting an information session for graduating seniors.

Members representing Fidelity's Institutional Group will be on-

campus for a presentation which will include a question and answer

forum, and refreshments

Please join us The more you know about Fidelity Investments

Institutional Group now. the more you'll want to interview next spring.

An equal opportunity employer. M/F/H/V

FMelUy invesimenis'

Classifieds
....„.ru.rnn.r.u.ommrKA,mcmER.wvmDm:».mFmm:.m:.,o-DEA,um^^^

ACTIVITIES

CONC»nBTONCERTS CONCEBTS
UPC Q«n»fal Comminee Meeting

6pm 165-169 CO Tut. 26lh

All welcom*

FOR SALE INSTRUCTION RIDE WANTED

Orttor of Onwga
There is a me«ling tonighl at AEPI

at 7 00 to discuss selection

Attendence is encourao**!' _„_
UMASS OUTING CLUB

Meeting tonight'"

7 00pm 803 CO
Thps. slides, etc

•A flood way lo nol do homewofkr

ANNOUNCEMEN1B

QUNS-N-ROSES TICKETt

Dec 6 Wore Centrum

Great seatsii Sec 102

$75 each or B O
Call 1 508-692-8725

1982 SAAB 900S Good shape

1 1 5K miles and plenty lelt $2000.

Call Dan evenings 256-1931

EARN CREDIT Scuba DMng
Learn to dive. G09-Basic Scuba

Key Largo tnp, G- 10-Spot Scuba

New England advanced, G1 1- advanced

All courses hsied under General Physical

Education For further mlomiation come by

Curry Hicks pool Mon-Thur 7pm- 10pm or

CaH 545-2338

FREE SEX
Now that we have your attention Come to Ihe

Umass Semi-tormal Thursday Dec 1 2 m !he

CCA Tickets on sale Monday -"nd Tuesday

from 9-3 in the Campus Concourse

Be there"!

OFFICIAL ZOOMASS CONDOMS
$1 6-6898

CLUB COMM MEETINQ
Mon 1 1 /?5 @ 6PM
in E-37 Machmer

with guest speaker

Prol Jarice Hanson

New & oW members wekximel

ENTERTAINMENT

DOC BOOTS- Si^e 6UK. 8 eyelets, greasy

black leather, new $60 Call Jessica 546

7113

GUNS-N-HOSES TIX. 2 pairs lor Centrum.

Decs Best otter Call Jonesy 256-3192

IBM 286 COMPUTER: 10MMZ.640K.20MB

hard dnvo. 5/4*3 1/2 drives, EG4. NEC
Multisync2 color monilor Hayes 1200 mo-

dem, mouse $1000413-584-6891

U-MASS BASKETBALL - 2 season

passes- Great seats $300 or Best otier 41 3-

786 6315

POUND

LOST

WALLET ON MAIN ST. 11/15

HAS MY LICENSE AND OTHER I D.'S

VERY IMPORTANT
PLEASE CALL MIKE D. AT 256-8814

PENNSYLVANIA
Ride needed for Thanksgiving

Will pay $CASH$
Call Rebecca 6 2696

RIDEWANTED TO UVM Borington VT area

1 1 -8. 1 1 -9. will share expenses' Call 6- 1 1 53

student needs rkJe from GreenfiekJ MA to

LIMass M-F 773-7705 Billie JO

THANKSGIVING BREAK Ride needed lo

upsute New York Rochester. Buffalo, or

Glean New York I just need lo get home.

Call Jenny 253-3608 Leave a message

ROOMMATE WANTED

SPRING BREAK

You wont gal npped off' i have the bes

spnng break tnps around Jamaica. Cancun

and Bahamas I would love to ten you nx)re..

Can Dena 549-5740

SUBLET

2 BDRM TOWNHOUSE
Rt 1 16 Sunderland

On bus rt. 10 mm lo campus
$550/monlh

Avail Jan i lo Aug 31 w/ 1 month free

Call 665-7555

TRAVCL

PERSONALS

HAHNI LAHNI
Happy 21 St Birthday

Maybe now you'll know what

to say when they ask you your sign!'

Congratulations

Love Caithn

RACK-A-OISCI $1 75 00 DJs. VJs. Karaoke

lor house/ Fonnal parties. Call 586 9900

FOflRENT

1 Bdrooin avail, in PuHton Start now gel

Dec rent tree 230/mo Call Uz or Kim 549-

5677

AMHERST. Two bedroom condominiums

for as low as $550 per month Convenient

month-to-month rental agreement Parking

available for two vehicles On bus route,

ctose to mall, center ol town and UMass Call

253-3834

One room In apt; dose to campus; cheap

Available Jan lo August; call 549-0830

FOUND: Set ol keys with whistle obtong

stone. Lot E. 1 1/21/91 CWm at GEO office,

201 SUB ^
HELP WANTED

Don't gel a |ob - Get a busmessl

T A S P International offers highly motivated

students practical expenence and earnings

averaging $4,000-$7.000 lor Ihe summer

Please call 1 800 922 5579

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS

to students or student organizations promot-

ing our spring break packages Good pay

and fun Call CMI 1 800-423-5264.

JOBS: Clean Water Actions environmental

campaign staff Evenings $7/hr. CaH 584-

9830 On buslines

Which Wker lends me his motorbike for the

road tesf I'm willing lo pay lor it. Juergen,

256-6934

TO KYLE WHO IS

Sensitive

Loving

Inlelligent

Modest
Eager

in other words...

1 FEMALEWANTED for halt of large double

room in Pufflon Village. Amherst Very close

to campus, buses every 10 minutes, clean.

First Pufflon entrance, first set of apart-

ments' Available January 1. $160 month,

including heat, cheap' Ca» 549-7501

BRANOYWINE
Roommate needed to share 2 bedroom apt

with 3 females 180+1/4 utilities 1-589- 1549

LOOKING FOR 1 female lo lake room m 2

bedroom apt Start Jan 1 665-0295

LOOKING FOR ONE female to share aparl

From Jan 1st to May 31 St $114 75 inc heat

and hot virater Call 256-3175 or 584-4453

SHmatilll

WARNING
To the brothers ol Sig Ep, Theta Chi. and

Zeta Psil

Its AXO Crazy Night'

Beginning uptown, ending-??

•GINA FRYLINQ'
Tonight is the night when alter egos will

reign Have an amazing 21st Chita Bl

Love.

Kayla ft Courtney

JUIJE
Happy Anniversary'

Thanks for all the great limes and thanks lor

being there tor me.

I Love You!

Love Your Speical Sac

MIKE MENDELSOHN
Happy 21st one monthi

Thanks for a great dinner.

Doni be such a stranger.

Love. Putzburger J P.

SERVICES

EARN CREDrr SCUBA DfVINQt

Dive coral reefs' Dec 28-Jan 3 $395 Key

Largo. Fla' 1-800-282-0977

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS. THESES. CASES. Pa

pers. Oncampus Service. Mac/Laser Printer.

Spelteheck. Quality. Inexpensive 584-7924.

Nancy

FAST. ACCURATE TYPING w/spelteheck

and boldface $1 50/pg Call Greg 546-3198

PAPERSTYPED:$150/Typed page Quick.

accurate service Call Brian 546-3563^

WANTED

ORDER AVONI
546-1999

Call tor brochure.

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or

supporf Call for tree and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam
Street, Northampton 586-3000 or

Greenfield 774-6010

SUBLETS. ROOMS, HOUSING needed Dec

27, Jan 1 3. Contact SBMC 256-861 5 1 0AM-

4PM

WANTED: Female to take over lease.

Townhouse apt On busline. $181/mo. Avail

Jan. 1 549-8001 ASAP

FREE pregnancy testing; confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT:233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906
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UMass

Coll«(ian photo by Jody Gabtn

University of Massachusetts forward Tony Barbee directs the

team's halfcourt game in Friday's season opening contest at Curry Hicks

By TAMIR UPTON
Collegian Staff

A national television audience got a taste

of what University of Massachusetts bas-

ketball is all about, as a raucous crowd filled

the Curry Hicks Cage at midnight Friday

and watched the Minutemen rout the Siena

Saints 94-59.

It took UMass almost three and a half

minutes to score their first field goal, but

once Tony Barbee hit a three, the Minute-

men were offand running, never to be caught.

I.«>ading 10-8, UMass went on an 18-2

spurt keyed by its defense and offensive

rebounding.
Freshman l^uis Roe (9 points, 9 re-

bounds >bt)rtrded two missed shots and laved

them in, William Herndon scored four pomts,

two on a back-door dunk from Harper Wil-

liams, two on foul shots, Williams hit a short

five fool hook and two free throws. Barbee

nailed a tri and Anton Brown ( 4-4, 10 points)

made a layup.

By the time Siena's Bruce Schroeder ( 13

points ) scored with 9.26 to go in the half, the

Minutemen had a 28-13 lead.

The UMass defense was so tough, Siena

managed just seven field goals in the first

half and shot a paltry 24 percent. They did

not shoot much better in the second half,

finishing the game at 32 percent. The Min-

utemen connected on 53 percent of their

shots for the ganie.

"We set the tone in the beginning of the

game with our ball pressure." Harper Wil-

liams said. "Having guys who can play

coming off the bench helps, because if you

don't play hard, guys will Uke your place."

UMass coach John Calipah said, "^e're

running more because we can play more

people."

Specifically the freshmen. Roe was te-

nacious off the boards, Mike Williams (6

points, 4 rebounds and 3 assists) was smooth

while running the offenseand Scott Drapeau

banged away en route to a soUd 10-point.

five-rebound effort.

Missing from the winning equation

however, was UMass forward Jim McCoy,

who simply had a bad night. McCoy shot 3-

12 and finished the night with nine points.

"1 had a hard time shooting." McCoy said.

"They shifted the zone to cover me."

McCoy finally scored with 46 seconds to

play in the half. His 18-footer gave UMass a

commanding 47-22 halftime lead.

In their previous two exhibition games

against Marathon Oil, a 94-92 win, and

Lithuania, a 91-54 win. the Minutemen

came out fiat in the second half. However,

there was no let up Friday.

A loose Minuteman team came out with

the same flare they exhibited in the first 20

minutes. Herndon displayed his athleticism

with two nifty scoops in the lane which

brought the crowd to a frenzy.

"It's a great atmosphere in this arena."

said Siena coach Mike Deane. "Why they're

building a new arena is beyond me."

A quick 7-0 run three minutes into the

second halfbuilt the UMass lead to 33. It led

by as many as 37 and won by 35.

"We learned we have the killer instinct,

something we didn't have in the two exhi-

bition games," said assistant coach Bill

Bayno.
GAME NOTES: The Minutemen ho«t

Division II Keene State tonight at 7 p.m.

before journeying to Alaska for the Great

Alaskan Shootout overThanksgiving break.

The pregame ceremonies include raising

the 1991 NIT banner

The game can be heard on WMUA (91.1

FM ). Scott Silberzweig and Scott Donahue.

and WHMP(99.'^ FMi

MASSACHUSEHS 94-59
SIENA (59)

Schroedef4-M5-7 13. Matthews 1-6 1-43,

ShofVev 00 CM) 0. Doy/ning 4-12 1-2 10.

Benr>erman3-14 2-3 9.Gfcmjlis 1-2 00 2.

McKinney 1-1 0-2 2. Gras 3-4 2-4 8,

MkkJeton 2-500 4. Bkinngmyer 2-8 DO 5.

Rydef 1-1 OO 3, Mitardovte OO 00 0.

McGhee 0-2 OO Totab 22-68 11 -22 59.

MASSACHUSETTS (94)

Boft>ee6-13 1-2 16,Hefnck>n6-65-7 17.H.

Wiioms 3-9 4-6 10. Broy/n 4-4 Ol 10.

McCoy 3- 1 2 3-4 9. Roe 4-6 1 -4 9, Drapecxj

3-6 4^ 10. Moltoy 1 -2OO 2, M. WiUoms 2-

2 1-2 6, C. Robtrwon 1-2 1-2 3, K Robtr^son

0- 1 OO 0. Firmin 1 OO 0. Kellogg 1 1 OO 2.

TotaH 34-64 20-32 94 TfV0-polnt It^kt

goats Siena 4-16. Massachusetts 6 11

(BartJee 3-5, Bro^n^ 2-2,McCovO- 1 ,
Mafloy

Ol, Williams l-l.FirminOl).

Minutemen drop season finale to UNH
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Min-

uteman football team concluded its 1991

season Saturday as it was handily defeated

35-28 by the visiting University of New
Hampshire Wildcats in a contest which

characterized UMass' season long woes.

I n front of4 , 1 26 fans at Warren McGuirk
Alumni Stadium, the Minutemen turned

the ball over three times, inserted three

different quarterbacks, and failed to score

on three occasions when inside the UNH 20-

yard line.

In the meantime, UNH quarterback Matt
Griffin completed 18 passes in 33 attempts

for 366 total yards and four touchdowns to

lead the Wildcats, 9-2 overall, 7-1 in the

Yankee Conference, to a share of the Con-

ference title with Delaware and Villanova.

Griffin's top target was explosive split end

David Gamble. The speedster was too quick

for the UMass man-to-man defense as he

caught six passes for 177 total yds and two

touchdowns, including a 70-yarder which

gave the Wildcats a 7-0 first quarter lead.

'Three guys made the difference in today's

game." UMass head coach Jim Reid said.

"They were Gamble, Griffin and [defensive

end Dwaynel Sabb."

With 1 1 :36 remaining in the game, Griffin

connected with Gamble again for a 20-yd

touchdown pass, following a John Donnelly

15-yard catch and UMass roughing the

passer penalty, which put the game out of

reach as the Wildcats pulled ahead 34-16.

The Minutemen were able to march the

ball 73 yards on the ensuing drive, concluded

by a Mike George one-yard touchdown run,

but it was too late as 6:17 elapsed on the

game clock.

In its next two posessions. UMass was

unable to get into UNH territory until the

last drive ofthe game when the Minutemen.

led by two Ron Villone catches from quar-

terback Tom Fasano for 19 and 21 yards,

scored on an Eric Thimas 16-yard catch to

make the game appear closer than it was.

"I didn't think they would score 35 points,"

Reid said. "We tried to play zone to control

the pass and shut down the run."

The showdown between the top two
running backs in the YanCon didn't fulfill

its billing as UNH's Barry Bourassa, who
entered the contest averaging 109 ypg,
struggled, gaining 40 yards in 19 carries

and one touchdown.
UMass tailback Jerome Bledsoe, the

leading rusher in the nation, did his share

by compiling 108 yards on the ground in 25

carries. It was the 10th consecutive week
Bledsoe has rushed for more than 100 yards

and he finished the season with 1 ,544 total,

second on the UMass season rushing yard-

age list.

After a Don Caparotti 17-yd punt return

put the Minutemen in good field position at

the UNH 44-yard line with 7:05 left in the

game, Fasano, UMass' third quarterback of

the day, completed a 27-yard pass to Eric

Thimas, only to have him cough it up to

UNH linebacker Chris McGrath.
ACaparotti 27-yd puntreturn led toUMass'

first scoring drive as two plays later Bledsoe

broke several tackles for a 16-yd TD run.

UMass outside linebacker Matt Tulley

brought the Minutemen to within five, 21-

16, with 50 seconds remaining in the third

quarter when he picked off a Griffin pass

and ran 25 yds for the touchdown.

Dave McGovern started the game at

quarterback and had to leave in the first

quarter with a shoulder injury. McGovern
was replaced by Tony Williams, who left

with an injured ankle at the end of the

second quarter.

GAME NOTES: Three YanCon mem-
bers received berths in the NCAA Division

I playoffs. UNH hosts Stanford, Delaware

hosts James Madison and Villanova travels

to Youngstown State.

Collegian photo by Jody Uabtn

University ofMassachusetts tailback Jerome Bledsoe carries the

ball in Saturday's loss to the University of New Hampshire, 35-28.
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Class of '57 General
talks on U.S. Army
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

and PETER I DUNN
Collegian Correspondent

UiuversityofMassachujsettsalumnusand
MiuorGeneral , ThomasC . Foley , C(immander
of the U.S. Armor Center and Fort Knox,
talked about U.S. plans to reduce the army as

well as the importance of ROTC in a speech
he gave attheUMassMinuteman BattalUon's

annual Dining In last Friday.

General Foley received the Distinguished

Alumni Award from the Umass Alumni Of-

fice. Foley graduated from UMass in 1957
with a Bachelor of Business Administration

and an Army commission from ROTC in

armor.

Foley described his work at Fort Knox in

civilian terms."I wear three hats, all equally

important. I am the mayor of the sixth

largest city in Kentucky. I am President or

Commandant ofthe U.S. Army Armor school,

which develops leaders and writes doctrine

and procedural techniques which define re-

quirements for armor equipment.

"I Fort Knox I also looks after the readi-

ness of the total armor force. I am the

commanding general of the U.S. Army
Training Center. The principal role ofthis is

the training of initial entry soldiers," Foley

said.

Fort Knox is the sixth largest community
in Kentucky and the state's largestemployer,

he said. Due to the Congressional ly man-
dated personnel and budget cuts. Fort Knox
has experienced a loss ofover 4,000 miUtary
and civilian positions since 1987, he said.

Foley said there are four challenges facing

the U.S. Army today.

He said the Army must maintain its war
fighting edge as demonstrated in the Gulf
as well as keep today's army energetic and

maintain the correct balance of forces.

The army must adapt functionally to the
environment in the world because the new
army will not just be a smaller version ofthe

old cold war army, Foley said.

"The new army will be primarily based in

the United States and will be able to respond

to regional crisis anywhere in the world."

He said the United States must provide

resources to the army in an era ofincreasing

budget cuts.

"Demobihzation in the past is a warning
not to dismantle the army now," Foley said.

The nation should strengthen the "total'

army, including the RegularArray, Reserves,
and National Guard, he said.

"The army has changed in many ways
since its founding, but the fundamentals
are the same as in the beginning: a mix of

regular and active duty soldiers and a vol-

unteer militia," he said. This is the foun-

dation of the total' army."
"The United States must understand

today's army is not an accident, but the

result of cueful '^lanning and hard work
over the la'i. 20 years." Foley said. The
army will change but the basic values ofthe

army are still the same: selfless service to

the country, dedication to duty, and
perseverence."

Foley, who served two tours in Vietnam,
gave this advice to the cadets.

"H^onstantly strive to add quality to what-

ever you're involved with because you can
make a difference." he recommended. "Never
forget your people and take care of them.
Never stop growing intellectually. The army
is a great place. It's very challenging. Have
fun.'

nJMass' ROTC Battallion is the kind of

organization that sets the standard. It's a

professional organization with a lot of esprit

de corps."

AJ*p<to<o

BIRD INHAND— President Bush, flanked by Gary Ruka Turkey
Federation president, and his wife Shelia, accepts the annual
Thanksgiving turkey at the White House Monday. The turkey will

be given to a children's petting farm.

Public Safety head
to take sabbatical

The Director of Public Safety at the University of

Massachusetts will be taking a two-month profes-

sional improvement leave to do research on military

veterans, according to the University Press Office.

Dr. Arthur Hilson, who was named interim di-

rector of Public Safety in 1986, has also acted as

director of Veterans' Affairs since 1976.

Hilson will be working for the next two years

with the state veterans' affairs office and doing

research to determine needed services for veterans'

attending state colleges and universities.

There are approximately 750 veterans on the

UMass-Amherst campus.
According to a University spokesperson, Dr.

Hilson's duties will be under the jurisdiction of

Pohce Chief Jack Luippold though he won't be

interim director of Public Safety.

Dr. Hilson nor Chief Luippold were available for

comment.
—Collegian staff reports

Haitian official speaks on crisis
Discusses coup which overthrew President Aristide
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

A high offical in the deposed Haitian government of

elected President Jean-Bertrand Artistide praised the U.S.

trade embrago against Haiti and said world attention must
turn to Haiti's plight.

Jean Claude Martineau, the press and cultural attache

in Boston ofthe deposed Haitian government, spoke before

an audience of 30 last night at the New Africa and told

students Haiti needed Aristide, who was ousted in a coup

d'etat in September, to return.

"Aristide was elected for five years by 70 percent of the

people," Martineau said. "We want him back."

Martineau said three projects initiated by Aristide

brought disdain from the army and upper class. These
included a literacy campaign in attempt to lower the 85

j)ercent ilUteracy rate, an attempt to increase investment in

Haiti and land reform.

Currently, peasant farmers are allowed to keep half of

CONTNUED ON PAGE 3

CoUegian photo by Andrea MifUass

Jean Claude Martineau

Education secretary's clout at issue
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON—When Gov. William F. Weld created a cabinet
position for a secretary of education, the idea was to give

public schools and colleges a higher profile in his government.
Secretary Piedad Robertson has a high profile, but how

much power does she have in the Weld administration?Some
believe she doesn't have much — and that she is losing

ground by trying to second guess the governor. So far. Weld's

education proposals have been characterized by such bungbng
that even fellow Republicans have been critical.

Robertson's attempt to second guess the governor was in

evidence at a recent Education Board meeting where she

told Holyoke school officials that she would seriously con-

sider their request to shorten the school year in the district,

to help them save money.
Holyoke School Superintendent George Counter said at

the time he only recommended the shorter school year to

point out how desperate his school district's situation was.

He wanted the state school board to take some kind of

emergency action. He wasn't really looking for a shorter year.

But Robertson took the idea of a shorter school year

seriously. She said the school committee should not stifle

innovations at the local level. Robertson was mouthing a

philosophy she believed her boss, the governor, espoused.

But her attempt to think like the governor backfired

when, a few weeks later. Weld unveiled education proposals

that included the suggestion that the school year should be

made longer— not shorter.

The governor's plan drew strong criticism because it was
vague and appeared to be hastily put together to coincide

with a visit from U.S. Secretary of Education Lamar
Alexander. How much of a role did Robertson have in

crafting that plan?

The state's new school choice plan has also been criticized

as being terribly flawed , even by those who support the idea

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Support group: The Councilor/Advocate Program at the

Evervwomans Center is sponsoring a support gro"?
/"^

survivors of rape. Sign up now for a ten wt^ek &r«"P [omimg

in the spnng. It is free of charge and confidentmhty ..

assured. For info and to register call 545-U8»J.

Wednesday. December 4

Forum: The women's studies dept. will sponsor Educat-

mg the Majority.- the last Brown Bag Lunch ofthe semester.

Pat Cros^n from the Education dept. will lecture on women

in higher education in the c.c. 804-808 from 12:15-1.30.

The last Not Ready For Bedtime Players performance of

the semester will be held in the John Quincy Adams main

lobby at 8:00 p.m..

Saturday, December 7

Benefit- Necessities/Necesidades is having their second

annual hair-a-thon. Participating salons are donating 15-

100'7f of their profits from that day. Call 586-1125 M-F.

Theatre The Fine Arts Center Performing ArU Center

will be sponsoring M Butterfly a Tony Award-winmng

Broadway hit inU-rsecting race, class, gender and issues of

rnurnational poUtics. Call 545-2511 from 10-4:00 p.m..

L»0

LOW, LOW PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL
Norlhamptnn ,'Holvoke

584 4112 • 535 1888

at what is available to High School Seniors.

College Freshmen & Sophomores.

and Graduate Students:

FINANCIAL AID for COLLEGE

It IS available if you know where

to look and how to apply.

We can help.

Student Financial Aid Systems finds the aid not

available through the college financial aid office.

Don't waste time. Call NOW!
1-800-872-1221
EXTENSION 1735 .

"Why Should I Register...

...For Peer Education Programs?"

Let Me Count The ¥/hys

1 It will teach me about important public

health issues like sexually transmrtted

diseases and AIDS, alcohol and drug

issues, cardiovascular illness, cancer,

accident prevention, eating disorders,

stress and consumer health

2 It will teach me valuable skills like

leading a workshop, giving a

presentation and developing marketing

strategies

3 It can really help me be part of a team

working to improve UMass

4 It can help me to meet lots of people

5 It can help me to improve areas of my

own health

6 i can earn three academic credits

7 It can improve my chances of getting a

job, because I will represent the

University Health Services.

8 In short, it might be the most important

course I take while Im a student at

UMass

T\iesday Night

Blues and Barbecue
Allyou can eat Hickoi^ Smoked Ribs

and Chicken. Plus Fixin's Galore.

$9.95
Live Blues by Local Blues Circats;

Ed Vadas • An Steele • Wildcat O'Hallonin

Al Fuller • Ralph Pelletier • Jim K. & More

Our regular menu always available.

CALL FOR
SHOWTIMES

253-5426

rBAR-B-Q
BUCK

$1.00 OFF

BUFFET WITH THIS COUPON
Limil One CowjHin Per Customer.

Offcr_F.^res_! 2^1 /;J]

n

Tuesday-Thursday

11:^10:00 p.ni.

Sunday 4-10 p.m.

Closed Mondays

ACME BAR-B-Q
Dinner • Lunch • Take Out

106 Russen St.

Route 9

Hadley, Mass.

(413) $«6-S6M

A/ow's the
time to call. .

.

North Amherst
Motors

7S CM Suxltrtand Rd., No Amh«rvl

549-2880
Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning
Mt^ CmdH CsnM Acctpiml

A CARSTAR.
< Collision Repair C«rit»r ^

CANADIAN
STUDIES/ETUDES
CANADIENNES

Public Health 216

Tues. & Thurs 2:30-3.45 pm Peer Health

Promotion focuses on a variety of health

issues, one semester, )ust register

Public Health 213

Tues. & Thurs. 2:30-3:45 p m Peer

Sexuality Education. 2 semester

commitment Permission of the instructor

required.

Ca// frte Hearth Education Division to find out more

tMiom you plan your Spnng sctmiule. 549-2671, ext.

181

Current Issues

in Maritime

Canada:

regionalism, the constitution

and maritime union

James Bickerton

Associate Professor of Political Science

St. Francis Xavier University

•

Tuesday, November 26, 1991

4:00 p.m.

601 HerterHall

University of Massachusetts

Free and open to the public. Refreshments will he served.

James Bickerton. Associate Professor of Political Science at St.

Francis Xavier University, is currently a visiting fellow al Cornell

University. Professor Bickerton is the author of A/ova Scotia. Ottawa,

and the Politics of Regional Development, Canadian Politics: an Intro-

duction to the Discipline and a co-author of The Almanac of Canadian

Politics: tideral Constituencies and the I9H8 General Election.

For more information, contact Professor Robert Schwart/wald

Department of French and Italian, University of Massachusetts, 545-671

1

WINTER SKSSION 1992
Janiiarv 2-2Ii

IT'S
TI-I-I-ME!

Register NOW for Winter Session courses and

workshops Over 100 credit courses

and nearly 80 noncredit workshops

By mail - until December 1

1

(US mail only; don't use campus mail)

By FAX - until December 1

1

In person - November 25 through January 6

Division of Continuing Education, 615 Goodell Building

3 credits in just 3 short weeks!

What a deal!

DIVISION OF
CONTINlINCi KDICATION
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Calm in Yugoslavia on
first day of cease-fire

By NADA BURIC
Associated Press

ZAGREB, Yugoslavia— Croatian of-

ficials said the army stopped shelling

Osijek, and European Community
monitors reported general calm else-

where today, the first full day of the

Yugoslav civil war's 14th cease-fire.

Refugees continued to flee Osijek,

regional capital of Croatia's ethnically

mixed eastern Slavonia region. Officials

in secessionist Croatia said army can-

nons pounded the city early today, but

the shelling stopped before noon.

A defense official in Osijek said seven

people were killed and 34 were wounded

by shelling by the Serb-dominated

Yugoslaz army in the last 24 hours. The

official, who spoke on the phone on

condition of anonymity, estimated that

only 50.000 of Osijek's onginal 140.000

residents remained.

In Croatia's capital, Zagreb, mean-
while, the army prepared to vacate more
barracks after Croatian troops lifted

their weeks-long blockade.

And in another development, a reli-

able source reported that six people were

killed in three gunfights between police

and other uniformed men in Zagreb.

There was no official confirmation of

the report. But pohce were presumably

hunting members of the nationalist

Party ofRight.s, whose leader Dobroslav

Paraga was arrested Fnday on allega-

tions of planning an armed rebellion.

The party opposed any truce while the

army occupies any of Croatia.

Thirteen previous cease-fire pacts

mediated by the EC have failed to halt

the 5-month-old war between the Serb-

led federal army and Croatian forces.

Praises of phone pre-reg
"Dial-a-class'' lauded by students

By MATT GRIFFING
Collegian Staff

It seems undergraduate students and

Whitmore agree that the new "dial-a-class"

phone preregistration system is an im-

provement over the old method of bubble

sheet and number two pencil.

According to Nancy Fitzpatrick, the un-

dergraduate registrar, the computerized

phone preregistration system has run

smoothly and has met student approval.

"We have had only a short period ofbusy

signals when the system first opened up.

Since then it has been running at below

capacity," she said. The feed back that we

recieved on the help lines was mostly posi-

tive." she added.

With this new system, she said students

are now signing up for courses much earlier

than in past years. This facilitates the proccess

of preregistration for Whitmore, she said.

She said 84 percent of undergraduates

have already utilized the system to set up

their schedules as of presstime. Today is the

last day for students to use the computerized

system.

Fitzpatrick said she expects the same

amount of students to "prereg" as last se-

mester.

•^e are trying to see students who did

miss their deadline," she said. "Anybody

who has to must come in before the end of

Wednesday ofthis week when the rosters go

to the departments," Fitzpatrick said.

Students appear pleased with the ease of

prereging with the new system.

"It was a lot quicker than filling out all

those forms," replied Sona Dulgarian, a

senior B.I.D.C. major.

"I preferred it much more than old system.

It was quick and hassle free," said Brett

Holmquis. a junior Biochemistry major,

though he said a floormate couldn't deal

with the new system.

"The floormate punched the phone and

screamed. I guess he wasn't compatible with

prereg," he joked.

Stephanie Reed, a junior psychology

m^or, said. "It went really fast and was

efficient. The biggest advantage was that

there was no waiting around.

"I was apprehinsive about not getting

through but that was no problem," Reed

said.

There was some apprehension over

preregging over the phone but students said

actually using the new system was not dif-

ficult. "1 had doubts at the beginning about

this dial-a-class but I tend to have confidence

in computer systems," Robert Corddry. a

junior English and theater msyor said. "The

only fear I had about the system was that it

was so easy."
miss meir aeauiuic. atic o«"«. 4»»v.~-.7 —

Masturbator exposes self

to woman in library

APphoio

AMONG THE RUINS— An unidentified woman plays with a cat

amid the ruins ofher destroyed home Monday in Vukovar. Heavy

fightinf? between Croation security forces and Yugoslav F^ral
Army troops has nearly completely destroyed this town. There

were no reports of m^or ughting Monday in Croatia and the

newest cease-fire, the 14th, appeared to be generaUy respected.

Salem man charged with luring

teens to parties of pot and porn

Compiled by DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

A woman reported to the police on Friday

afternoon a man whistling behind her in the

University library. When she turned around,

she found him masturbating.

Pobce said a man was harassing several

women by Moore Residence Hall on Satur-

day morning and was punched in the face by

another man. An onlooker hailed a police

car and took the victim to University Health

Services for facial iiyuries.

A Student Security officer reported to

the police on Sunday mormng a subject

breaking into a vehicle in Lot 42 with a

metal object.

Pohce found Michael E. Whilby, 18, of

Farmington inside of a vehicle and placed

him under arrest. An investigation discov-

ered 11 other vehicles in the lot which had

been broken into or damaged.

Awoman reported to the police on Friday

afternoon that one of her tires on her car in

the parking garage was slashed. She found

a note saying, "Thanks for splashing me

with water, check your tires " The esti-

mated value of damage is $100

A bicycle rack was tipped over on Satur-

day night causing extensive damage to at

least three mountain bikes, police said. A
witness saw four males doing the damage.

Several resident assistants chased them

from the area. Police are still interviewing

witnesses. The estimated value of damage

is $700 to $1,000.

SALEM. Mass. (AP) — A Salem man is

accused ofluring dozens ofteen-agers to his

apartment for parties where they viewed

pornography, smoked marijuana and bought

beer for $5 a cup.

Joseph E. Richburg, 36. was arraigned

on Monday in Salem District Court on

charges of contributing to the deUnquency

of minors and the illegal sale of drugs and

alcohol. Bail was set at $20,000.

Salem police broke up on of the parties

Friday night and rounded up 26 teen-age

males.
The kids had no idea about him. They

thought the guy was cool. That was the

scary part," said Detective Sgt. Conrad

Prosniewski.

Pohce said they were acting on informa-

tion from parents of the teen-agers and

Richburg's neighbors.

ButSalem Juvenile Officer Peter Bagboni

said some unsuspecting parents thought

Richburg was a peer of the children, and

Haiti
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

their crops, Martineau said. The other half

goes to the landlords, except in the case of

cash crops, in which the landlord takes it

all

Martineau added the land is actually

owned by the state and leased to landlords

for $1 per acre each year. Martineau said

most peasants do not know this.

"Ignorance, more than gold or petroleum,

is a mine," he said.
tanA

Haiti gained its independence in 1804.

the first Latin American country to do so

and the second in the western hemisphere

after the United States.

Mariiineau said 60 years passed before

Haiti was recognized as a nation. It is ditli-

cult to recognize a nation of ex-slaves when

your nation is comprised ofslave owners, he

In 1822, Haiti accepted a debt to France

they even dropped their children off at the

defendant's apartment.

"Some of the parents weren't paying at-

tention to what was going on," he said. "The

parents should have been knowing where

their kids were going."

Baglioni said the teen-agers would not be

charged, but authorities planned to place

them in substance abuse programs.

When police broke up the party, they

found beer bottles and kegs, marijuana in

eachroomand"Playboy Lingerie"magazines

spread out on the table.

"It's a sad commentary on society when

this type of thing goes on." Baglioni said^

"But this type ofthinggoes on too fi^uently."

Detectives continue to investigate the

parties and are considering pressing addi-

tional charges against Richburg.

Sgt. Richard Urbanowicz said Richburg

has a past criminal history including a May

1991 conviction for assault and battery with

a dangerous weapon.

of 90 million gold francs, said Martineau, a

debt which took the nation a century to pay.

"We worked for France," he said, noting

a difficulty in accumulating any amount of

wealth in such a situation.

In 1915, Haiti was invaded by the United

States and was occupied for 19 years. During

that time, Martineau said, the modern Hai-

tian army was established by the U.S. Ma-

rines, which he said has been a m^or prob-

lem with the democratic process in Haiti.

"In Haiti we have an army which is at

war with nobody else butthe Hatian people."

he said.

From there, Martineau said, there was a

series ofcoups, all in the name ofprotecting

the constitution. "But the constitution does

not provide for a coup," he added.

After that were two generations of

Duvalier presidents for life. When the family

was overthrown, "it was probably the

proudest moment in Haiti's recent history,

said Martineau.

Shanties provoke controversy
BURLINGTON, Vt.(AP)—The shanties

that housed Diversity University on the

University of Vermont's green will not be

replaced, school President Thomas Salmon

said.

The shanty town was built in May by

students protesting what they said was a

lack of cultural diversity at the school.

Students called it Diversity University be-

cause they held informal classed there.

The shanty was destroyed Friday night

in a fire officials say was arson.

Diversity University has been the object

ofvandalism for months. Vandals tore down

several structures in August. After students

rebuilt it into one large shanty, a student

threw a bottle through a window.

Salmon said Saturday that he will not

allow any structures to be built on the

campus until the administration approves a

poUcy on when and where symbolic struc-

tures may be built at the school.

"Diversity University was a kind of

symbol which, in my view, did not enhance

the cause of cultural diversity," Salmon

said. "I think it was detrimental to the

Students active in Diversity University

said administration attempts to outUne a

policy on symbolic structures is an attempt

to limit protesters' constitutional rights.

"How are ideas supposed to flourish when

it is designated where they can flourish?"

student Edie LaFontaine said. "That con-

tradicts everything the University stands

for."

Howard Ball, dean of the College of Arts

and Sciences, drafted a proposal that would

establish a policy on such structures, which

the school does not presently have.

education secretary

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

of allowing students to attend school

outside their district. The school choice

proposal, also a pet project of Senate

President WiUiam Bulger, D-Boston,

was tacked onto the 1992 budget with-

out any hearings or input from educa-

tors.

Robertson didn't hold her current

job when the plan was passed, but she

hasn't been terribly visible in recom-

mending changes.

Now. Robertson finds herself in an-

other bind. A state school board panel,

which includes two Weld appointees,

has released a report that slams the

current system for financing education.

The state primarily funds education

through the local property tax. The re-

port calls for more state funding for edu-

cation.

Robertson has distanced herselffrom

the report, which is primarily authored

by Martin Kaplan, a Weld appointee to

the school board.

Maria Rodriguez. Robertsons

spokeswoman, said the secretary did

not sign onto the report because she is

named in a lawsuit over school funding.

"It talks about a lot of funding issues

and that matter is in court," Rodriguez

said.

The Weld administration has

downplayed the need for additional

education funding, sti'essing that struc-

tural reforms should be put in place

before there is a discussion of financial

charges.
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Editorial/Opinion
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Notes from the Campus Center Basement
•*

. . . ... _-.u-*_..ii.... MoK Klah W«h OIIIZ blah. blah, blah.'

OK. OK, fine so 1 Ux)k a week or two ofT. but so did the

grad employees. It's a tough job and I'm not an easy guy to

motivate, fhanx for the fill-in Debra.

Now that we're just about done tearing apart our own

University do you think we can move the war back to the

statehouse where it belongs?

Jason says thanx to the person who returned his paycheck

1 wish professors would realize that when their students

sUrt standing up in the middle of class, it's not to give a

standing ovation.

Some people get confused tooeasilv I know a few that get

i-onfused if you put fruit in their jello.

What's the matter with the world'.'Just look at it. First

we have this big floating ball of dirt we call a planet and

evervone running around on it is called an earthing. To

break it down we have nations From there we go to sUtes

and provinces and divide those into counties. Counties are

divided into towns and cities NeighhorhiH)ds Streets

Households or apartment houses Families and finally

individuals (all together now— "We are all individuals).

But wait: it doesn't stop there. We also have id. ego and

super-ego.

There's plenty ofconcrete walls on hand around campus.

Just in case of spur of the moment racketball games.

I wish these people would wise up and realize that rallies

don't work. They're just an excuse to stomp around and

shout: -Press coverage! Press Coverage! We want press

coverage! or maybe " Hey. hey, ho, ho. Uke our quotes or

we won't go!

Marc Elliott

Lets get his straight. The press is here to clue you into

the facU, not to tell you what to think about them You have

to do that vourseir
^. . ,,, ,

1 got a submission from Rob W for GrafTiti of the Week.

Course I've got a couple of problems with it: ( 1
1
it's from a

T-shirt ^2» he called me a shmuck — whatever that is. and

. 3 ) he's a SGA geek But for T-shirt ofthe Week, Rob W. saw

this at a Jerry Garcia Band concert: "Free your mind and

vour ass will follow."

OK. now for the real Grafliti o the Week last seen in the

second floor men's room ofthe Campus Center : "All the guys

hang out here, but not for long." Submitted by who. you ask**

Well 1 lost the note so / don't know!

Ifyou're going to be put on a pedesUl. don't wear a dress.

Have vou heard this in any uf vour classes' "Blah. blah.

blah, blah, blah, QUIZ, blah, blah, blah." Sometimes at-

tending class is like watching those cable stations that

broadcast in languages 1 don't understand: "Blah. Blah

Blah, (image whatever language you don't understand]

Blah. blah. blah. JERRY LEWIS, blah, blah, blah."

Hey guy! Wanna sticker? How "bout a pamphlet? You

wanna pamphlet? Be sure to show up for the rally today. It'll

be at the same place, at the same time, stamng the same

people.

Imagine ifAdain were to cheat on Eve? He'dend up at the

DC on "prime rib night."

New from the HSCN ! The creators ofsuch cix? I ling pictures

as Surfing the Elevator of Death and Drunk Driving

Arrest, it's "Ping-pong for chicken pucks" soon to be a hit new

UMass game show! Next week, Bowling fro Brewskis!

Lousiana choices: Racketeer or racist? Hmmm. . I'lljust

have the salad thanx Kinda makes you wish there were

more that two parties eh?

Flowers, letter bombs, money and Graffiti submissions

can be sent to you know where ( it's in the headline, look up)

andaddressed to "That idiot. Marc Elliot."

Till next week. . . "Iz next, Eveningvear."

Marc Elliott is a Collegian Mexican food lover, especially

burritto's

DC turkey not the real thing
Mid-terms are pretty much over, the

first snow has fallen and the GEO strike

has come and gone Yes. the semester is

progressing according to plan. The next

event is set for Thursday, the 28th of this

month. Turkey Day— a traditional time of

fun. feasting and relatives

Diana D'Avanzo

Yet in this time of happiness, il seems

some type of annoyance and uneasiness i?

desperately attempting to permeate the

atmosphere VSTiat is this impending doom?

Hmmm. .\nother ca.-ie for UMass' Investi-

gative Reporter. Deductive reasoning

will certainly aid in uncovering the root of

the problem The chief clue is that a feeling

IS enveloping the UMass community What
can possibly smother the very environment

in whicii poor, struggling collegiates live''

The answer lies in one of the following:

dust, an atomic bomb or an odor.

Dust. In large quantities, vision may
become impaired and sneezing may result

— never a pleasant task considering the

effort needed to dig up a tissue or use a

sleeve to rid one's face of excreted phlegm.

Is the problem dust? No. The only large

quantities of suspended disturbances on

campus are caused by the bulldozers tear-

ing up the ground behind Lederle — rela-

tively small compared to the entire campus.

The said condition is prevalent throughout

this learning mecca. Strike dust.

Next, an atomic bomb. Can the present

aggravation be the result of this type of

stratospheric phenomena? No. Reason be-

ing, if such an explosion had resulted in

unhappiness. no one would be alive to com-

plain. Strike atomic bomb.

Odor. Now. there may be something to

some type ofmephitic scent being the means

of the season's kill-joy.

One smell or another is noticeable

throughout campus. Around the pond it's

sewage and duck doo, along the road it's

gasoline and in the Hatch it's coffee. How-

ever, one powerful nose invader success-

fully outwieghs all others. The winner is

DC smell. If it was yesterday's lunch pre-

pared in tomorrow's sauce at dinner time.

D C smell would not be umque, perhaps not

even that noticeable. However, the people

of these dming estoblishments. those indi-

viduals that always seem dressed for the

funny farm, bring out all the yucki ness that

may well have been left undetected

Consider for a moment the possiblity of

not being handed a plate attached to a hand

attached to a lady screaming. "No seconds!".

"Where's your plate?", "Only one scoop —
ingrate'" or. the all-time favorite. "Maca-

roni and Cheese is a Main. sorr>. Ha. ha.

ha." This, in its entirety, is DC. smell, and

please no arguing If at UMass some

Wednesdayscan be Mondays then attitudes

can contribute to a smell.

Question remains, what has made th<>f

past weeks stand out most' A small, simpl*

fact brought to light by the earlier stated

happy thovight* of having actual, yummy
food void of greasiness. preservatives and

dishroom noise. Unfortunately. Food Ser-

vices has achieved in overdoing the sliced

turkey, potatoes and gravy thing this month
— roughly seven times. Successfully. a sUil«-

of discontent has resulted m the student

masses forced to frequent the commons.

Repeatedly dishing out a poor semblance of

a holiday meal just before the digestible and

good tasting real thing is to take place is not

smart. After being shown what kinds of,

um. food UMass invests each student's $800

in. the patrons are reminded exactly what is

being paid for — and what is lacking

Thus, agitation and frustration lead the

way to all kinds of disturbances — nasty

comment cards, killer stares and, worst of

all. some radical demands for change. First,

a polite and respectful attitude by employ-

ees, then nutritious food. Gasp!!- Is there

no light finding its way through the smoth-

ering darkness?. . . Yes! Alas, there is up-

lifting news left to greet the many eager

ears. THANKSGIVING DAY IS THURS-
DAY!!

Diana D'Avanzo can't wait to get home

for dinner

Party reinforces frat stereotypes
I came to UMass with preconceived

ideas about the stereotypes of frat boys.

The film Animal House helped to form

these ideas, as well as horror stories of

gang rape, racism and homophobia that

I had heard. Crude, macho, elitist,

drunk, high, politically unaware, racist,

sexist men who wear back-to-front

baseball caps and Bud sweatshirts.

Still trying to keep my mind open I

attended my first frat party (you could

say that I was a virgin frat party-goer),

willing to have these images shattered.

After 20 minutes I left, my stereotypes

unfortunately still intact. Obviously not

all of the aforementioned qualities ap-

ply to every brother and every fraternity

house, but I noticed enough to feed the

"Animal House" stereotype. I felt I was

a piece of meat at a meat market.

As an onlooker I felt that the party

was set up to enable the frat boys to hook

up with women. The women were al-

lowed a cup totally freeofcharge, whereas

the men had to pay. The women did not

have to be on the guest list in order to gain

entry, which makes me wonder what

they would have to do to return this favor.

Finally, before outraged fraternity

brothers stone me or write letters of

indignation to the Co//e^ian, I would like

to stress that 1 am fully aware that

some, if not most, fraternities do good

community work and that many admi-

rable Americans are members. How-
ever, there are too many of the "other"

type in existence and these are the ones

perpetuating the negative stereotype. Is

it about time you guys changed the "Ani-

mal House" image?
Katie McCartland

Central

Missing out on values
Well, Thursday is Thanksgiving for we

citizens of the United Sutes of America, a

day in which families sit down together and

give thanks for what they have.

Not exactly, at least not in most families

Most people see Thanksgiving as a day

where mom takes work off to cook a fresh

meal, a day in which the high school football

game in the morning is followed by the NFL
in the afternoon, or a day that the homeless

aren't forgotten.

Michael Morrissey

In fact, today's images of Thanksgiving

have deviated greatly from the traditional

feast between the Pilgnms and the Indians,

which was less than noble in the first place.

In fact, the Pilgrims probablyjust wanted to

bum another free meal ofl"of the natives.

It's unfortunate that one ofour only real

"holidays" has to sjonbolize the manner in

which white Europeans screwed the Native

Americans. At any rate, the traditional

dinner with the family and relatives is long

gone. Today's family consists of a divorced

mother and her three children, or a live-in

unmarried couple with one young child and
another on the way.

There are other deviant situations in this

country, but they all show us the same thing:

the postcard mj^h ofthe husband, wife, uncle,

aunt, grandparents and the kids at the table

is long gone ! No longer can we perpetuate the

myth that in America, every family has apple

pie for dessert. It just doesn't happen.

The reason is rather complicated, as it

deals with economics, class, the generation

gap and other issues. It all comes down to

one thing however: the deterioration of

family values.

Yes, here I go again. In the United States,

our moral values are at an all-time low. This

leads to a lot ofproblems, most ofwhich lead

right back to the family.

Today's middle-class teenager is typically

a wanna-be hood, with little regard for any

authority. I ask the graduating students and

those in graduate school, how many of your

high schools had an inadent involving a

student carrying a firearm while you were

there?

Fivre years ago, the answer was probably

not many. Nowadays, the number of young

punks with guns in suburbia is on the rise,

and I don't see a decrease, but an increase.

Why? Because their parents don'tguide them.

Most adults think responsibility is a big

word, not a tenet ofbeing a parent. They are

just as irresponsible as their children, lying

to their spouses, stealing on the job, and

carrying on extra-marital affairs.

These people's rationale is, "Everything's

legal ifyou don't get caught." Is this the new

American tradition? Are the days of the

great Americans gone?

Unfortunately, the answer is probably

yes. Too many young Americans perpetuate

the genocide of our society by procreating

children that they cannot support.

As long as our 16- 18 year-olds are becom-

ing fathers and mothers instead of high

school graduates, our society will crash and

bum just like the empires before us. The

United States truly is the present Ronaan

Empire, dying out because of its impurity.

I know it's hard for those who have little

or no guidance from their parent(s) to show

restraint, but that is what we .-nust do ifwe

are to recover ft-om our moral recession.

Let's stop stealing from each other, kill-

ing each other, and making children thatwe

cannot economically and morally support.

Furthermore, for those of you who were

lucky enough to have caring parents, think

about what you have Thursday and be truly

thankful for it.

Believe it or not, our country's recovery

depends first on clean hearts and clean

minds. Once we have this, we can fight our

other problems.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian colum-

nist

Black Affairs

Reggie Perry's
"last chance*'
at the Malcolm X

On Wednesday Nov. 20. 1991 in the Malcolm X
center here at the University of Massachusetts,

Reggie Perry held the third of three discussions,

which dealt with Black male and female relation-

ships on this campus.

The first was an all male discussion and the

second was an all female discussion. The final dis-

cussion titled "Last chance" was an opportunity for

both sexes to come together and discuss various

feelings they had about anything dealing with the

relationships between Black males and females

African-American dialects,

the essense of Blackness
When we speak in various African-American dialects,

kt«p in mind that it has been our means ofcommunication

in America, since the sixteenth century. The development

and strengths of our dialects are an important part of the

ingenuity that has taken from us to create our own culture.

However, we must also understand that today, in the

educated world, which is based upon White-America's

standards, our dialects are thus forth negated, exploited,

and not considered to be "proper."

Nicole Garretson

JeffLawrence

This was a good concept, however what really

happened was a different story Reggie opened with

his remarks and stated that the discussion was not to

become a "calling out" session. He then followed with

having evervone write their answer to the following

question. "What advice would you give to the opposite

gender to dose the communication gap between the

twor As I looked around I saw what seemed to be text

books answers being written, but when the time

came to start talking the room was silent.

Five or six people spoke on the subject, out of a

crowd much larger than that of five or six people. My
understanding was that we were all going to come

together and talk about what was troubling us

about one another. Maybe because Reggie stated

that it was not to be a "calling out" session, people no

longer had anything to say.

Do not get me wrong, the people that did speak

made good points, it's just all the people who were

writing their thesis' that suddenly lost their appe-

tites. Someone could have least read what they had

written, it would have made things more interesting

The discussion ended with a video tape which

consisted of clips from. The Mack. Boyi in the

Hood, School Daze, The Color Purple and a few-

other Black movies.

I give Reggie "All the Dap!" for taking the time to

create such a discussion, but the grade that most of

us would have gotten would have definitely brought

down our cum. 5000 G.

The opinions expressed in this article are those of

the individual and not necessarily those of the Col-

legian

So, when Whites use, or should I say abuse our dialects,

we should recognize their flimsy caliber. This does not

mean that we should laugh with them, for they are imitating

us as though we are caricatures speaking some trivial

language, and that's not funny. The only thing that's fiinny

IS how stupid they look! They are trying to be someone that

they cannot be.

They use our dialecU when they feel like being "down" or

acting bad. It should not surprise us that both of the

preceeding terms have negative connotations in Anglo-

American cultural environments. I do not believe that those

same white people would Uke our language home to "mom"

and -dad!"

On theother hand,we (African-Americans ) unconsaously

exploit the dialects ourselves. This is most prevalent among

the college-educated class.

We must not forget that there are some Black people

living in rural areas or the city ghettos, who do not have

adequate education. As a result, many of them cannot

speak or write with the standard grammatical, communi-

cative skills.

For example when I see Black students speaking like

"hoodlums" in their Afro-Am class, then speaking even

more starchy than a lily-White person in their legal studies,

or computer science class, it makes me wonder. Who do we

want to be? What are we constantly trying to prove?

Let me note that presently, only 3 or 4 percent of Black

people in America are attending colleges, and Universities.

Furthermore, only 60 percent graduate from high school.

These realities DO NOT occur because the masses ofour

communities want to be uneducated. Believe me, any of

them would trade places with one of us "educated blacks" in

a minute.

They (the msyority of our population) do not use our

dialects to prove their Blackness. It is the one and only way

that they have Uught to speak.

The truth is that this society is built to maintain our

inferiority. So, if anything , we should work towards alle-

viating the low self esteem, and inadequate knowledge of

themselves, and the world around them that prevails

amongst the masses of our communities. That's a part of

what being "Black" is all about.

Now please do not misunderstand me. As stated earlier,

these dialects are a part ofour essence. We should feel very

good about using our esoteric communication when we are

amongst ourselves, since almost everything else we do has

been exposed, and redefined by White people.

So, we don't necessarily have to eat "Chitlins" in class,

rap when we speak, or force our dialects into the ground to

prove our "Blackness." This just add to the stigmatization

that has already been imposed upon us. L^t's not just act

"Black." Let us BE ourselves. . . a part of the African race.

Nicole Garretson is a UMa ss student. The opinions

expressed in this article are not necessarily those of the

Collegian.

FROMm^BiAC/CAFFMSSTAFF

Death penalty not war on drugs, but war on Blacks
•V_ . ._ .

•^ ... ;-ui 1 A. *;i;--„..,.,«»i««~.«or ThorAforPweat which we all have done, while the pe<

Nov. 1, 1991 on the Editorial/Opinion

page the editorial, "Death penalty for mur-

ders, drug dealers" written by Michael

Morrissey was quite disturbing.

Mr. Morrissey stated his opinion on the

death penalty by saying that it shovdd be

given to both murders and drug dealers.

After reading this I wondered if Mr.

Morrissey knew that the minority of people

on death row at the present time are Black

males. I also wondered if Morrissey was
aware ofthe fact that the largest percentage

of people incarcerated for drug dealing are

also Black males, the reason being that they

were the one's who were caught, the one's

who didn't have senators, or judges for

parents to pay off this bias judicial system

which was established in this country.

For some reason I felt that Mr. Morrissey

was aware ofthis, and despite his"somewhat

conservative idealogy" I couldn't help but

wonder ifthis idealogywas derived from his

somewhat anti-Black male mentality.

If the death penalty were to be given to

drug dealers, it should be given across the

board. This means, Black, White, Asian,

Latino, etc. would be given the penalty.

However, because ofthe constant injustices

against minorities in the judicial system,

this is far from reality. Another fact in

which I am sure Morrissey is aware of.

The conspiracy to rid this country of the

Black males, thus the Black family, is alive,

well, and living in the governor's mansion.

Evidence for this not only comes from

editorials like those written by Morrissey,

and others like him, but also firom governor

Weld, whowant to instate the death penalty

.

In Morrissey's editorial he stated "Do

you want to win the war on drugs, guys? Kill

the enemy." ,

Well hommie take your ass out on the

street and kill your so called drug dea ing

enemy but may I tell you that drug dealers

are not only in low income neighborhoods,

they are in rich White neighborhoods, high

schools, and churches. Oh and on your one

man war against "The Enemy" don't forget

to make a quick stop at the state house. You

bet the white sheet, hood, and that ole red,

white, and blue thing, that there are drug

dealers there also, dressed in thousand dollar

"suits," with government beepers to boot.

In order to stop the real waron drugs let's

keep the stufffrom getting into the country.

I have never seen any poppy fields growing

in this country, and the people that are

being arrested do not own planes to go get

the drugs.

Bush, his wife and the rest of the Klan,

oops, I mean government officials need to

stop all the hoopla about "The War On
Drugs" and spend all the money on keeping

drugs out of the country.

However taking in consideration the fact

Bush is too concerned with sending Black

men and women to the Middle East to kill

other Black men, women and children to

make sure that when we drive into that

Exxon station we have plenty of gasoline to

fill our tanks, he has people like Morrissey,

and Weld to do his dirty work for him.

In Morrissey's editorial he stated, that

drug dealers, were "less than human, and

did not deserve the respect of humans." I

remember reading somewhere that this is

how some early white

"Americans" felt about their slaves and how

the Klan feels about everyone different than

their sick selves.

People of color need to take more of an

interest in who we elect as our so called

officials. We need to find out more about

these people who go around kissing babies.

Tliis means more than just listening to the

candidates on the 11:00 news, this means

writing letters, phone calls, and just plain

putting hommie out there on the spot. Then

we utiUze our voting power. Therefore we at

least have more of a say so in who we elect.

Weld and this stuff about the death

penalty is dead. We carmot let this happen.

If put into effect it will mean the deaths of

many young men who are making mistakes.

which we all have done, while the people

who are responsible, the one's who give

these young men the drugs to sell, get off

free.

Kenley H. Obas
UMass

NOTHING

PERSONAL
5AM. rre a
DETHRENT

WHAT
DOES
IT

DETER?

IT WILL DETER

YOU FROM
COMMITTING
ANY MORE
H0M0CIDE5.

WOULD IT

DETER ME
IF I WAS
WHITE?

DONT
CONFUSE
JUSTICE

WITH

RACISM.

SAM.

WOULD IT

DETER ME
IF I WAS
RICH?

WOULD IT

DETER ME
IF I WASN'T

POOR AND
DLACr; AND

COULD
AFFORD

_ , A GOOD
^,^</ /Tu'l. LAWITER?

f m

DONT CON-
FUSE JUSTICE

WITH ANTI-

AMERICANISM.
SAM. .

I DON'T K^OW
WHERE YOU
PICKED UP
THOSE WIERD
IDEAS.

SAM,

HOW MANY WHITH

MIDDLECLASS MURDERS
YOU EVER HEARD OF ON

DEATH ROW. WARDEN?

Cmr .(!A\Jf3v-

SO GOES ANOTHER
ENEMY OF
FREE ENTERPRISE.
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THE FAR SIDE

Bv GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

K." •' I'MHOPiNO

^xx^-^\ ..i^^upA Few
lhlHee>FOR.^. fltCBNTLy.

'^H£- ;E4 ANPA U. i> ffTWRNE^

M^R Hits ON YOU..

Early checkers

CALVIN AND HOBBES

BLT P0eeN7 THATAMOUtn 70
^

MOfli- OF H/hAT THF APMIN/57KA

VON /5mN6ACUJ5eP0FIN 7H£

Sft^TT fJMBtliUNCfiat* U^Nlj

NON-PWTlCAi'ASe^Ja^
FOR Pt^!FV5eS> OF P01I7ICAL

..^•)IN6 TO
:.XU. ABOUT

60if.

NO. NO. I
JUSTMAPe
THATUP TO

eeiiNHeRt

r^

P!'— ^ ^Kmm.
^m.M '^>% T

By BILL WATTERSON

t^;i ^ND one o^;^.

OOJ^ NOSE.
/

I yg^NTSDMt SOCKS TOO'

IF I MISS^Z BUS \TS

GCilK(;T0BE'JK?l9^SAHT
ARCWKD WERE :

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

«S5S
Si»\?7a\k Bob

^ ">v C'wr-

ferf!S«.'3Si„ \*^l±'&'^

M'5^^l^

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

rfu.?::^ /oo'OWT)( ,jOui so W,
TJSTjMAPm
A^^TnlVfOUBlS
iCW^'B CAUSiP..

Quote of the Day
"Drain the Lizard."

-Graffiti on campus

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Celebes ci«

S O/ aulttiM

9 Bil

U 0<ftss

15 Chuic»» saclion

)6 Newman

1 7 Smi to

ta Clwinet paM
19 SalaNiMs pam
20 Topayturvy

form of pcputaf

muSiC

.!i L«inon addiliva

24 In lh« alyta of

25 Book saction

2/ taacAlul

32 Compaaa dw
33 Mm The a

La'fy Shut play

34 San Obtspo
36 Aitisl t iMwd
40 Soil miner al

41 CNpkimaK
agent

43 An>«ty
44 Mountain

oyniph

46 Anatomical

MMM
47 Litaivy konaa*
48 Angar

M Saw loo«ti«d

52 Racana lataintas

56Bra(Mra««*
paftnw

iT Tu<lu«^ tilla

58 Topiy lufvy

taiina vs

rodant gama
64 Clan uMbtarn

66 Actiass Tat I

67 MMti m
attack

vigofousiy

68 Hadinayad
69 Early

apple eater

70 Peak
7t Mora rational

72 Soaks na>

DOWN
1 Culture medNjm
2 OalanM

J City soulti ot

Moscow
4 Tupsy lufvy

biblical brothers

5 Cknging manna
cfustacaan

6 MHTMCkad
7 Emptoyei
B Type ol French

ctaiet

9 City « E
)M»thtngtan

to Pan ol HRH
1

1

Moroccan port

1

2

Pass over

taCurb
2t The Gieatesi

22 Guevara
26 Topsy turvy

Tolstoy novel

27 Preposition

28 Kmd oi admtral

29 AuttKW Qaidner

30 Molhat • sislar

31 Eaists

35nat«ish
37 Seasorang
38

39 Ouect
4? Ship s spars

4b Rich or Kiupa

49 ike s WWII
sphere

51 Dash
52 Electrical units

53 Marketplace m
okJ Altiens

54 OvK) s language

55 Cane or b««l

59 Infamous
marquis

60 Part ol OEO
61 Halter as.

lor one
62 Yemen s capital

63 Sermon topic

65 Summer, m
Soissons

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

!eH B aHp 1

f e'e'tIa r

PR eTe N

iLiO,lH$ I, ''VIkm
ItIo nHr a.s l
TMilR A NT Il M[PiR E

R E M TJIICI

1J?1I b N 1 I Tann
E L LHS^N A P

A N qHo R 1 NKIRMU
olK AC R

I A
t 9

Mi^^> f i
ON c 1 y poJN A T 1 M IWU
TPMIR fl
1 T o^rMoIa

Ut L J V 1 R,^
mONlis lIlIOl

map nnnnn qnno
nilQ nnnnn nnan

11/N/t1

1— r- 1— r—™r- 1— >- r ™i « ii w it

i P

TPLl TT

n !! WW ^t^fr

m.^n ^V'

'IMI Im 4aaHr« Han SraMiaW ii/at/«i

Menu
lA'NCH DINNER

Spinach & Mushroom Quiche Savory Beef Strudei

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich Spaghetti

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Spinach & Mushitjom Quiche Squash Bake

Chicken Cutlet Sandwich Hi-Protien Spaghetti

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

>ad' -

^Oi\d

NtEOS' WHWWIEDI'

So'' iw*^ po1sN'-r HEftW I

\.S0. -IHtR Wt'KT tNOOfaU

^KKS \nihis conic 'we

Ntto no« ^^sj^i

ARIESfMarch 2!-April 19): Be direct

in buMnevs and romance A clever mem-

ber of the opposite sex helps you find the

answer lo an important question. A phone

call could eliminate the need for a trip.

TAURtS ( Apnl lO-Mav 20) You re-

main calm when other people panic.

Someone influential is iitiptesscd by your

performance. Trust your intuition! The

colors led and purple have special signin-

cance now.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Today's

events offer you new opportunities and

hope. Introduce a young person lo some-

one wh<i will be a good influence. A

patienl altitude and hard work help you to

solve a complex problem

CANCER (June 2 1 -July 22): Learn

how lo dress for success. Improving your

personal appearance could win you that

special job Womanpower affects the

outcome of a competition. Travel is best

postponed.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22 ): Time and facts

are on your side. Financial pressures will

subside if you continue to act in a respon-

sible way. Helpa fledgling employee learn

the ropes. Explain your employer's pri-

onties.

LIBRA (Aug 2.^-Sept. 22): Do what-

ever you can to brighten an older person ' s

day. A part-time relationship could grow

into something more permanent. Romance

soars to new heights this evening

LIBRA (Sept 2.VOct 22 1: There are

tlungs you can do to improve your work

record before an important decision is

made Listen lo the experts. Romantic

partner inakes a request vou should honor.

SCORPIO (Oct 2.VN0V 21): Look

for the gotxl in people and you will find it.

A word from someone special sends your

spirits nsing. Be specific when setting

new goals. Strong-minded people usually

get their way.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec 21):

Open your eyes to what is lu^pening in

your office. You may need the advice of

someone at a distance Believe in yourself

and there is no limit lo what you can

accomplish

CAPRICORN (Dec 22Jan. 19): You
powers of concentration are truly amating

itxlay Be careful nut to get carried away.

The sooner you start a new project, the

better Choose your allies with care.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20- Feb. 18): Facing

reality now will smooth your path in the

future. It is not a moment loo soon to act

on a financial matter. A romantic pursuit

could be in vain. Look elsewhere.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): If your

romantic partner blows both hoi and cool,

back off for a while Aitcniion to detail is

essential if you are 10 succeed in business.

A daydream triggers a clever idea.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Joanne Quimby

PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi

Production Supervisor Nicole EXimas

Production Traci-Ann DiSalvatore

Beth Butts
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U weekend memories
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

Siena NIT quarterfinal, now-graduated Siena point

guard Marc "Showbiz" Brown said the Minutemen
were "^e luckiest team on the planet."

Marc, even in defeat you were all mustard and no

hot dog. It's doubtful UMass knew about Brown's

statement— it was on Albany, N.Y. television, after

all. But the way the Minutemen utterly destroyed the

Saints on national television FViday night, you'd

think Coach Cal's crew was on a revenge mission the

Ukes of which haven't been seen since Rambo: First

Blood. Part II.

I braced myself for a huge second-half letdown

which never came. The Minutemen played like a

team possessed all 40 minutes and never let up. Were

this a prizefight, the referee would have stopped it

during the introductions. It was that close.

Have you ever heard a crowd chant "It's all over"

five minutes into the second half? Honestly, every time

Siena crawled within 25 points the crowd got into it^a

Uttle more, as if to say "Go ahead! Blow them out!"

It was Brenna. "Hey! Get your hands up," she said.

Oops, Louis Roe was at the line shooting two. I

hurriedly t?ot my hands up for the ceremonial "woosh"

but he nussed (sorry Lou, I'll get 'em up next time).

"See? I told you," Brenna said. "Now look what you

did." Yes. even the faithful can go astray. Thanks for

the reminder. Brenna. I felt positively sorry for

the busload of Siena fans who made the trip ftxim

Loudenville, N.Y. to see their beloved Saints get

smushed. They took a lot of heat — which is to be

expected. I suppose— and it's a long bus nde home to

Loudenville. Wonder what Siena fans think c»f the

Cage, as the atmosphere is very similar to Siena's

Alumni Recreation Center, where the Saints have

only lost twice the past four years.

One more quick Cage note: dropping cheerleaders

is just not very a propos. Next time, would you please

catch her?
. .

Ouch:The Bruins lost yet another player to injur>

when Andy Bnckley tore up his shoulder. Brickley,

the team's third-leading scorer, is lost for the year

according to reports, andjoinsGlen Featherstone and

Cam Neely in the sUnds. It's going to be hard for the

Bruins tocompete when halfthe U?am is watching the

game from the "Boards and Blades" club upstairs.

Well whether you choose Chicago vs. Detroit or

The Suri'ivor Series for your Turkey Day viewing

pleasure, have a good one.

Greg Sukiennik ts a Collegian staffmember

Bullets
CONTINUED FROM PAGFE 8

for this year's motto, "You've Gotta Believe."

King was released by the New York Knicks aft^r a

serious knee injury put his career in jeopardy.

"For a couple of years we were mediocre, and then we

were awful," she said. "But we have no where to go but up.

King came back, scored 50 points in one game last season,

played significant minutes and made a return to the All-

StarTeam.
"That's the sort of stuff we believe in," she said. "These

are the sort of people we believe in."

Why buy a Musical Instrumentf

It's Fun! It's Educational!

It's Family Entertainment!

CHRISTMAS SALE PRICED
Pianos and Organs ^

AU Piano & Organ Saks Include Local DcUvwy. Tuning & Bench

ir ikiwNi * ¥.1111.11111

• fUmw t> •

I r.lii I Id ^ tl

liiiy .<l

iri"niuiioNAi
riw:«'-. III! UlNKiliim-'i

WArSTED
Part-time help for

Christmas Season

CO)IMON
S 1^ N S 1^

Apply in person

Villdqr Commons .k ross]

(mm Ml Holvoke Collcyi

^^^.^^'

wi'

DIGIl Al.

GIlANUr,
OiiklWMi • San IK k

S."** I'iKltl llOlll

*299S.OO on uii

/n S 88 Keys

Some MCKlolr.

Willi rhylliins

Al imvlpls luivr lM|l< <lli-M

hii nJih/c Dial!

ACOIIMIC PIANOS
^^'

11*1 Sal*

ilAI IIWHI • «••! r.*lll M«-^l \X<nf> 00 tl*tt 00

|kl>l>' a. ir;A|

SAMK III .....lli'M*"*'! mi IJ.14100 tXSMM
(IJ -I.' HI II ;A| H <r<..»- .«•!«•"••••<»•••<«•<• I""*" ' I

» '(Haiia « t.r.*- ( will '..•r-g tvm'. no nm 00

Ull>^ SIwHm Omcml* Vw Ucali •• i*d«c^ pile**

;. Ik. iNii'ii i< »!• •

lnmiAL IMANOS
i:l.-i«ltio«n 'ViMiinlia *noland

V HII iici "iri'f.o

/r. K"yS
n.i»in.>va CI.P360
Mil l-."yn

(•|;tv«wiva CVP&5

$n 'JO uu

$2095 00

$4095 00

' Sanilch

Sal*

< 995.00

$215n.OO

$3740.00

III! I'.'-ys (Willi <l«r.k iliiwc)

Of\(.;AF-»"

BOSTON BARTENDERS
SCHOOL OF AMERICA

If you are over 18, be a bartender.

LOCAUNATIONAL PLACEMENT
AY/EVENlNG 1 WEEK

. SPEND WINTER BREAK WITH US!

LIMITED OPENINGS REMAIN FOR JANUARY CLASSES

CALL TODAY • 747-9888

1b55 MA^N SI^LIIT^I02 • SPRINCriFLD^JAOUM

• Lowncv
I 111

$249'j OO
tJ2'J0 00
$4995 UO

H;||.K\1II in-do

> ;lltl.Wk1 I IC2

Lowi'-y I>i*IhH

A I liiyo G<?locli<}H of

.• /' USEO ORGANS
"i' from $200.00

YAMAHA
S«l»

St sea .00

$2398.00
$3sa«.oo

FALCETTI
MUSIC CENTERS
Hampshire Mall. Hadloy • 5Sfv9633

WoUolc Mail al liV-ilcMcic • 5:^S-797()

Classifieds
COME TO THE COIIEGIAN OFFICE Ui CAMPUS CENTER » THURSDAYS..^n^^^ FRinAYHm:V}'DEADUNEISmODAYSPRIORTOPUBUCAWN - 20cM'ORDmY FOR STUDEm » CASH INmA.\'CE

AcnvniES FOR SALE INSTRUCTION

Cant altord

coiiaga?

Coma lobby tof fmatxaal aid m
Wathingio" OC
You can make a diflerenca

Tuasday Dec 4

Memonal Hall

Ara you Intarastad in law?

Come to a mocH tnal meeting

Tuesday November 26 at the debate

trailer beNnd Thompson or caM

S4S-20S5 lor more informatioiv

CONCERTS CONCERTS CONCERTS

UPC General Comminoe Meeting

6pm 165-169 CO Tues. 26th

All welcoma

ANNOUNCEMEKT

OFFiaAL ZOOMASS CONDOMS
$1 6-6098

ENTERTAINMENT

•1 Buick Ragal: Runs. $1

5

0Dava2S6-3061

BREW YOUR OWN BEER

at home Nscheap. simple. Wla labor Com-

plete brewing kits Call 508-823-6453

GET THE PERFECT card for this holKjay

season Hannukah. Chnstmas 4 solstice

cards made Irom recycled paper on sale at

Campus Center Tuesday Come to our table

and buy these beautiful cards Also stationery

& giftwrapping paper all Irom recycled paper.

Residential Recycling Program

GUNS-N^HOSES TIX. 2 pairs lor Centnim.

Oec6 Bestotler Call Jonesy 256-3J
92

NEEDED: Ride to Gun» N Roaaa concert

Dec 5 Also 3 tickets to sell 585-6845 ASAP

U^liASS BASKETBALL - 2 season

passes- Giaat iaals- $300 or Best otter 41 3-

786-6315

FOUND

EAIW CMEMT Scuba Diving

Learn to diva. G09-Basic Scuba

Key Largo trip, G-tO-Sport Scuba

New England advanced. Gl 1- advanced

All courses listed under General Physical

Education For further information come by

Curry Hicks pool Mon-Thur 7pm-10pm or

Call 545-2338

PERSONALS

Shidart naads rida from GreanfiaB MA 10

UMass M-F 773-7705 BMIie-JO

THANKSGIVING BREAK Ride needed 10

upstate New York Rochester. Buffak). or

Glean New York I )ust need to get home

Call Jenny 253-3608 Leave a message

ROOMMATE WANTED

SPRING BREAK

Vou wont gat npped off' I have the batf

spnng break tnps around Jamaica. Cancun.

and Bahamas I would love to tell you more

Call Dena 549-5740

TRAVEL

LOUBE MUNROE, Happy Happy Happy

Birthday' Love. Thelirta^

'
AEPHI SISTERS

Thanks tor everything

You guys are the best

and we're tooking lonward

to becoming one with you.

Love, the Gammw

RACK-A-DOCl $1 75 00 DJs. VJs. I^™**
lor house/ Fomial parties, Ca^l 586-9900

FOR RENT

1 BdroonTavrtl. in'Puflton Stan now get

Dec rent free 230/mo Call Ui or Kim 549-

5677

AMHERST. Two bedroom condominiums

for as tow as $550 per month Convenient

month-to-month rental agreement Parkir^

available for two vehicles On bus rout«

ctose to mall , center ol town and UMass can

253 3834 ^^

One room, big houae. in town. 158 549-

8342

FOUND: Set of keys with whistle obtong

stone.LotE. 11/21/9' Claim at GEO office.

201 SUB. ^ .

HELP WANTED

TODD S. It's almost time-

I cant wait'! Miss you "Just AloT

I Love You, Steph

1 FEMALEWANTEDforhaHot large double

room in Puftton Village. Amherst Very ctose

to campus, buses every lO minutes, clean

First Puftton entrance, first set ol apart-

ments' Available January 1. $160 month,

inctoding heat, cheap' Call 549-7501

JAN^«AV^ROOMMATE WANTED, Mill

Valtey Est. 2bedroom, 2full bath. A/C. park-

ing, heat hot water included Call Shannon

253-7366

LOOKING FOR 1 female lo take room in 2

bedroom apt Start Jan 1^5-0295

LOOKING FOR ONE lemale to share apart

From Jan 1 st to May 31 st. $1 1 4.75 inc heat

and hot water Call 256-31 75 or 584-4453

DAVTONA BEACHI Sprtng Break "92

March 13-22 Inlcudes seven nights

Ocaanfront hotel plus roundlnp motorcoach

Only $259 00' Call Yankee Tour* 1-800-

90AYTONA M-F .
8-6

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DMNGI
Dive coral reels' Dec 28-Jan 3 $395 Key

Laigo. Fla' 1-800-282-0977

TYPMG/WORD PROCESSING

5^STATIONs7nHIESES. CASES, Pa

pars. On-campus Sennce. MacAjser Pnnter

Speltoheck. Quality, Inexpensive 584-7924.

Nanqr

Ba on T.V. ManiTneeded for commercials

Now hinng all ages For casting info call 61 5-

779-7in Ext T-227

Donlort a |ob-G«' a '*'*'""*''
.

T A 8 P intemationaloffers highly motivated

students practical expenence and earnings

averaging $4.000-$7.000 lor the summer.

Please call 1je00-922-S579

JOBS: Clean Water Action's environmantal

campaign staff Evenings $7/hr Call 584-

9830 On buslines

RUTHIE Happy 21 st to the best loomia Love

Tara_

TOCL, Happy 20th Birthday' PA. 1 6. Stokes.

5 years! 1 tove you ' Best ol everything to you

and Mr. SunshineM.ove. Nana

Shall Happy 23rd birthday Go out and do

something wild before you get loo okJ! Ha-

ha ! -Rob

HAPPY ONE YEAR/THANKSGIVING,

Michelle its been great so far Hope it only

gets batter I Love You Lao

RIDE WANTED

servk:es

ORDER AVONI
546-1999

Call lor brochure.

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or

support' Call for free and confkJential

sen/ices ALTERNATIVES 245 Main

Street. Northampton 586-3000 or

Greenfield 774-6010

FREE piwgnancy testing; confidential and

canng support BIRTHRIGHT:233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

PAPERSTYPED:$1 SOn^ypedpagaOui*.

accurate sarvica Call Brian 5463563.

WANTED

SUBLETS. ROOMS, HOUSING needed Dec

27. Jan 13 Contact SBMC 256 8615 10AM-

4PM

WANTED: Female to take over lease.

Townhouse apt On busline. $181 /mo. Avail.

Jan. 1 549-8001 ASAP

RIDEWANTEDTOUVM Burtington VT area

1 1 -8. 1 1 -9. will share expenses! Call 6- 1 1 53
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Sports

Minutemen crush Keene State, 94-45
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

It was the classic David versus Goliath matchup. Divi-

sion II Keene State and Division I University ofMassachu-

setts { ranked 34th in the newest Associated IVess poll >. For

all intents and purposes, this game was over when they

scheduled it

There would be no Lowell miracle, no let down from

Friday night's 35-point rout of Siena, just a 94-45 blowout.

Those 3.745 Curry Hicks Cage fans who decided to

attend last nights basketball game, saw some inspiring

play from the UMass freshmen.

i>eading 59-31 m the second half. L'Mass coach John

MASSACHUSETTS 94-45

KEENE STATE (45>

Pollard 3-5 0-0 8. Johnson 3-7 0-0 6, Thomas 1-9 0-0 2.

Nash 2-4 1-1 6. Aiken 2-7 0-0 4. Majersky 3-4 0-0 6.

Peterson 1-2 1-2 3, Sheperd 1-5 1-3 4. Morrison 1-2 0-0 2.

.Mcaine 0-3 0-20. Allen 1-22 2 4, Dayton 0-1 0-00. Totals

i>51 5-10 45.

MASSACHUSETTS (94)

Barbee 8-12 1-2 18, Herudon 3-3 3-4 9. H. Williams 3-6 4-

5 10. Brown 3 6 1-1 8. McCoy 1-6 1-4 3. Firmm 2-5 0-0 4.

M. Williams 3-5 1-4 7, C Roiunson 2-4 0-0 4. Kellogg 2-4

1-2 6. Roe 4-5 5-5 13. Malloy 2-8 0-0 4. Paw 1-2 2-3 4. K
Robinson 1-2 0-2 2. Drapeau 1-4 0-0 2. Totals 36-72 19-

32 94.

Three-point Held goals Keene Sute 4-7 (Pollard 2-3.

Nash 1-1, Peterson l-2.Sheperd 1-3, AlcaineO-2. Allen2-

2). MassachusetU 3-9(Barbec 1-2. Brown 1-2, FirmmO-

l. C Robinson 0-1. Kellogg 1-2. Malloy 0-1

'

Calipari benched the starters due to what he described as

a lack of effort, and went with a lineup of Louis Roe, Mike

Williams, Derek Kellogg, Scott Drapeau andJerome Malloy.

"I told the starters, the minute you let up, that's when

I'm taking you out.* CaUpan said. They were begging me

to go back in because they knew this was a game where they

could raise their averages."

The starters never did play again. However, m 3:05. the

freshmen built the lead to 40. A Kevin McHale like post

move by Roe 1 13 points, 8 rebounds), a Williams jumper, a

Kellogg off-balance-leaner in the lane, a Roe ally oop dunk,

two Roe free throws, and a Kellogg foul shot gave the

Minutemen a 71-31 lead.

"I can't ever remember beating two teams this bad,"

Calipan said."

The Minutemen ( 2-0
»
jumped out to a 13-2 lead befort>

Keene State (0-3 ) knew what hit them. To their credit, they

came back and closed the gap to two before UMass flexed its

muscles.

The Minutemen proceeded to go on a 36-10 run in the

final 13 minutes to end the half ahead 57-29

Tony Barbee « 18 points) paced the first half attack with

16 poinu on 7 for 10 shooting, while Harper Williams

chipped in with 10 and William Herndon with nine

Hemdon continued his perfect shooting, connecting on

all three shots he threw up. He is now 9-for-9 on the season.

As for UMass' all-time leading scorer, Jim McCoy, an-

other subpar performance. In 15 minutes. McCoy had three

poinU ( 1-6 from the floor, 1-4 from the free throw line), zero

rebounds and one assist.

"Ifhe would have played in the second half, he probably

would have had 15 points," Calipari said. "He's still trying

to find himself The good thing is I got to see everybody play.

That might never happen again."

tUr photo by Jody Cabin

Anton Brown conies to a quick stop. He poured
in 8 points last night against Keene State as the

Minutemen improved their record to 2-0.

Bullets' president proves NBA not only for men
By GAM-E LONG
Collegian Staff

Even though the Washington Bullets are

in the cellar of the Atlantic Division of the

NBA. the president of the franchise is defi-

nitely a first.

Susan O'Malley, president of the Bullets

franchise since May 1991. the first woman
ever to become a president of a NBA fran-

chise, spoke to a group of40 at the University

of Massachusetts yesterday.

O'Malley. 29. said early planning was
the key to her swift movement in the Bullets'

front office.

"When I was 1 1 years old. I announced at

the dinner table I was going to run a fran-

chise." O'Malley said. "And my father said I

had better get a plan."

O'Malley said while a general business

and finance major at Mount St. Mary's

College m Emmitsburg, Md., she held two

internships: one with a hockey team and

another with a now-defunct local soccer

team.
"I was a good intern because I was willing

to do anything," she said. "I washed some of

the players' cars. I worked in the mailroom

at one internship, and I was the best lick-

and-sticker in town."

O'Malley said the biggest obstacle in

getting to where she wanted to be was not

her gender, but rather making herselfstand

out.

"(Washington Chairman of the Board)

Abe Pollin is sexbUnd and colorblind," she

said. "I'm always treated well within the

NBA. Outside, when I'm representing the

league, I always get a lot of strange looks,

however."

O'Malley recounted a meeting of the 27

presidents, ofwhich she was the only woman.
"We went into the lounge of the hotel

after the meeting, and 1 was the only woman.
I remember the bartender — his name was
Peabody. Anyway, he sees me and the other

presidents and says, 'Which of you brought

your wife?' After that. I told him I was
buying, and the tip wasn't looking too good,"

O'Malley said.

O'Malley said professional sports was
the 22nd largest industry in the United

States, but the industry has become satu-

rated with paraphenilia vendors and

broadcasting rights.

"This country spent $64 billion on sports

nationally last year," she said. The view of

the future is international sports. The NBA
will have to open an office in Europe within

the next few years in order to stay 1 ucrative."

O'Malley said this exposure begins with

the decision by the U.S. Olympic Committee

to allow professional basketball players to

play in the 1992 Olympics.

"Because of [Olympic Committee), there

will be international licensing rights, and in

the future, I think the winners of the NBA
Finals will end up playing the European
champs in the McDonalds Open." she said.

O'Malley cited the return of Bullets'

forward Bernard King as one ofthe reasons

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

Memories of
the weekend

In the past three years

the Buffalo Bills haveonly

lost three games within

their division, the AFC
East.

Two of those losses

have been at the hands of

the New England Patri-

ots.

Lesson :don 't open your
mouth unless your foot

won 't fit.

1 admitted earlier that

I was afraid of this game.
My beloved Bills would be looking past poor, pitiful

New England, find themselves in a dogfight and

suffer an embarassing. potentially damaging defeat,

I feared. Wouldn't you know my worst fears came true

and all those things I said about Buffalo blowing out

the hapless Patsies came back to haunt me with a

vengeance.

Losing streak finally ends
Women^s hoop tops St. Francis^ 44-40

Greg Sukiennik

I had no idea, however, that Hugh Millen would

outperform Jim Kelly ffour interceptions — four!) or

that the Patriot defense would hold the Bills' vaunted

offensive attack to a scant 13 points. Damn good thing

I don't bet.

But let me remind you. New England fans: to get

into the playoffs, the Patriots had better reserve seats

now.
In a televised interview after last year's UMas.s/

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The losing streak is over!

The University of Massachusetts women's basketball

team had a good weekend in Loretto, PA at the Red Flash

Classic, breaking the team's 30-game losing streak by defeat-

ing St. Francis 44-40. and losing in the Championship game

to the University of Pittsburgh. 65-56.

"It feels great for me. but I think it feels even better for the

kids," UMass coach Joanie O'Brien said. They needed to get

the win to make everybody shut up about the losing streak.

They got their monkey off their back, and now they can

quit looking back."

The sights are now set straight for the Minutewomen. The

team got rid of their losing ways in their first game of the

season. Led by point guard Trish Riley and forward Jenny

Moran, UMass squeaked out a four point victory over the Red

Flash.

In fact. UMass jumped out to a 24-13 halftime margin

thanks to St. Francis' penchance for fouling. The

Minutewomen shot 86 percent from the charity stripe in the

first half, converting 18 of 21 free throws.

"Free throw shooting in the first half was the key for us,"

O'Brien said. "We shot very pooHy, but we were taking the

ball to the basket hard and we got fouled a lot.

"St. Francis cut the lead to two in the second half, and our

kids probably could've packed it in and say here we go again,

but they didn't. They fought hard."

The Minutewomen held on with help from Moran (game-

high 13 points) and Riley's help off the bench.

Riley, the backup point guard, logged 27 minutes and

added 11 points. Her quickness on the floor has been a

strength for the team.

For her efforts, Riley was rewarded with a spot on the

Red Flash All-Tournament team, along with forward

Maleeka Valentine.

"Maleeka played great defense throughout the whole

tournament, shewas unbelievable playing defense." O'Brien

said.

In the Championship game, UMasi went down by 20

points early and were never quite able to climb back.

Pittsburgh started an 11-0 run in the first half, high-

lighted by two 3-pointers from Erin Maloy, who was also

named to the All-Tournament team.

But the Minutewomen went on a 10-2 run at the end of

the first 20 minutes, led by Kim Kristofik's six points.

Pittsburgh led 33-21 at intermission, and UMass could

only trim the lead by two points in the second half.

The Minutewomen came out strong in the second half,

going on a 12-5 run topped off by a Pemberton bank shot

with 8:08 left to cut the Lady Panther lead to 45-39. Pitt

regrouped after taking a timeout, and after Riley drove in

for a layup to cut the deficit to four, the Lady Panthers took

off.

A 10-0 run for Pitt sealed the fate of the gritty

Minutewomen. Jonna Huemrich was a big factor for Pitt,

leading all scorers with 17 points. Riley led the
Minutewomen with 16 in the finale. Huemrich took home
the Most Valuable Player trophy for her efforts.

They fought hard, they had a chance," O'Brien said of

her team. "If they had gotten a call or two the other way, it

would've been a totally different situation.

"They got a chance to be an okay ballclub. They didn't

play well, . . . they realize this and it's good because they

know they can improve."
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Weld approves
education plan,
not tax hikes
By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press

BOSTON — Gov. William Weld came out in favor of a
large chunk of a Democratic education reorganization
proposal on Tuesday, but said he wouldn't approve tax
increases to fund reform.

But the Legislature's Education Committee plan was
roundly criticized by other Republicans, who accused the
panel'schairmen ofcondemning Weld's proposals last month
and then copying them.

"I'm not in favor of raising the income tax, which is one
of the options in the Democratic plan," Weld said. "I'm not
in favor of raising any taxes, but. . . I think we can discuss
adequate funding measures."

The chairmen of the education committee. Sen. Thomas
Birmingham, D-Chelsea, and Rep. Mark Roosevelt, I>-

Boston, unveiled their rtnirganization plan Monday They
pointed to several funding options, one of which was main-
taining the state income tax at 6.25 [Percent, which they say
would raise $250 million a year. It is now scheduled to drop
to 5.95 percent Jan. 1.

"My feeUng is that $13 billion is enough money to pay for

programs that the state should be funding, including edu-
cation," Weld said. The sUte's fiscal 1992 budget is $13
billion.

"I see this as an effort to sell taxes," said House Minority
Leader Peter Forman, R-Plymouth. "All they're doing is

looking for an excuse to raise taxes. They use children and
education issues . . . and attach it to every tax issue they can
think of."

Last month, Birmingham and Roosevelt derided Weld's
reorganization plan as an insubstantial publicity ploy. But
their proposals, which were put together by four task forces,

are either identical or very similar to the governor's.

"Both Roosevelt and Birmingham should be congratu-
lated," said Sen. Arthur Chase. R-Worcester, a committee
member. "Some of these items are basically very similar to

what the governor proposed, only there are more pages to it.

There's nothing in there but a wonderful outline ofchanges
we'd all Uke to see in education.

Peter Nessen, Weld's Administration and Finance secre-

tary, said his office had been looking into various funding
options for an education reorganization since weld an-

nounced his version of reform last month.
One possibiUty was earmarking local aid for education,

Nessen said. But he added that he didn't think that alone

wo\ild pay for education.

The dollars that you're looking at are substantial, and
they cannot come from one area," he said.

CoHagiui pbolo by Joah RvynoM*

SEEING EYE TO EYE— Junior geology m^jor Jen Meshna consults with her four-legged,
equine friend.

Jewish tradition of Hanukkah celebrated
By JENNIFER D. HAWKINS
Collegian SUff

Christmas, its traditions and its celebration advertised

and commerciahzed in wtores across the United States, is

far more widely known than the traditions of Hanukkah,
the Jewish holiday which arrives about the same time as

Christmas.
The history behind the Jewish holiday ofHanukkah is a

story rich in courage and perseverence. University of

Massachusetts Hillel Rabbi Saul Perlmutter described

Hanukkah's history as "the struggle ofthe Jewish people to

practice their religion."

Around 168 B.C., a Syrian Greek King named Antiochus
forbade Jews to practice their religion and desecrated their

temple in Jerusalem.

The Jewish people revolted against the king and after a

long struggle, they eventually triumphed. Driving Greek
people from the land, they reclaimed their temple.

A legend says when the people attempted to purify their

temple and light the menorah, they discovered that they

had only enough oil to light one candle for one day. The Jews
decided to light the candle anyway and try to make some
more oil . I nstead ofburning out when it was expected to, the

candle miraculously stayed lit for eight days.

This legend helps explain why Hanukkah is celebrated

for eight days.

Today's Jewish people celebrate Hanukkah by lighting

candles every night on the menora, an eight-branched

candle holder, each branch representing a night of the

holiday. The traditional menorah used oil. so in keeping

with the tradition, Jews eat foods cooked with oil during the

holiday. A traditional dish is latkes, which are fried potato

pancakes. Also, children usually receive a small gift every

night for the duration of the holiday.

Perlmutter described the struggle of the early Jewish

people and the legend of the lighting of the menorah as "a

story of hope."

"Even when there is no guarantee of success, even

though people are few." he said, "it is still important to light

the light of freedom and hope."

Debate Club argues nationwide
By MICHAEL J. MEEHAN
Collegian Correspondent

The University ofMassachusetts Debate
Club is alive and arguing well all over the

country this year. One aspect of the debate
club, the parliementary debate team, re-

cently returned from a national parliamen-

tary debate tournament at the Air Force

Academy in Colorado Springs, Colorado.

The tournament, in which team mem-
bers debated in a style modeled after the

British parliamentary system, took place

Nov. 15-18.

Chris Hamilton, senior natural resource

studies major and president of the debate

CoUesian photo by Joah Reynold*

THE BALL'S IN YOUR COURT — Charles Sprague, left, and
daughter MarthaMaahs, both Amherst residents, play their annual
Thanksgiving game ofPing Pong in the Student Union games room.

club, was pleased with the team's perfor-

mance.
"It was one of our better showings",

Hamilton said. Out of the 30 debate teams
sent to the tournament from all over the

country, UMass team Melanie DeSilva and
George Fern, both sophomores, finished in

the top ten. Junior Peter Lewis, economics

major, finished 14th best speaker overall.

The UMass debate club sent three teams to

the tournament, Hamilton said.

The parliamentary debate team currently

has 15 members, and, time permitting,

participates in four such competitions per

semester. The other 15 members of the

debate club make up the newly formed mock
trial team. According to Hamilton, this is

the club's first foray into mock trial com-

petition since the debate program first be-

gan here at UMass in 1909.

The mock trial team is busy preparing for

their first competition, Hamilton says. The
comp)etition will take place in March at the

Western New England College School ofLaw.

Aside from participating in parliamen-

tary or mock trial debates, the debate offers

a variety ofpublic services to the University.

During the semester, Hamilton says, the

debate club sends out letters to professors

here at UMass offer ing to publ icly debate an
issue in that professor's classroom . The club

also offers open seminars and workshops on
public speaking and argument.

Hamilton hopes the UMass community
will become more aware of the debate club,

and welcomes all inquiries. The debate club

office is located in trailer 3 behind Thomp-
son Hall.

Turkeys
recalled
out West

By CAROL ANN RIHA
Associated Press

PORTLAND, Ore. — Norbest, Inc.

is recalling turkeys in nine Western
states because of a rotten-egg odor

caused by decay.

No illnesses have been reported.

The birds recalled are among
70,000 fresh turkeys sold in Oregon,

Washington, California, Idaho, Ne-

vada, Arizona, Monatana, Utah and
Wyoming, company spokesman Mike
Korologos said. Frozen turkeys
weren't recalled.

Only turkeys that smell bad need

to be returned, Korologos said Mon-
day.

"It's not a health hazard. It just

smells bad," he said. He said probably

only a small percentage of the 70,000

turkeys are affected.

The Salt Lake City company said it

had received 10 complaints about tur-

keys processed at its Salem. Ore.,

plant.

"At some point during the distri-

bution, the turkeys were exposed to

temperatures above the 60- to 35-

degree level," Korologos said.
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FYI
Announcement

I'Mass Transit will end service early on some routes on

Wednesday. November 27. Please see notices posted on the

bus or call 545-0056 for specific details regarding your

route. There will be NO bus service on Thanksgiving Day,

Friday - 1 1/29. and Saturday 1 1/30. Regular service will

resume on Sunday 12/1. Have a Happy Thanksgiving and

enjoy your break.

Broken headlight
leads to arrest
Compiled by DAVID MASSE

Y

Collegian Staff

ARRESTS:

Scott M. Hartford. 20, of Bridgewater, was arrested

Monday night on Winthrop Avenue and charged with

operating with a expired license and a defective front

headlight.

IJUICENY:

A man rep<irted to the police on Monday aflemtion that

his mountain bike was stolen from a bike rack in front of

.John Q. Adams Residence Hall. The estimated value of the

bike is S.S.'iO.

Astronauts focus
lens on the Earth
Byl>AURATOLLEY
Associated Press

SPACE CENTER. Houston — An Atlantis crew-

man peered down at Earth through a telescope today,

trying to recognize various spots on the globe in a test

of how astronauU might serve the military from

space.

Shuttle crewman Thomas Hennen ran into trouble

with the Pentagon experiment Monday night when a

system that tells the astronaut the telescope is trained

on the desired target apparently failed.

He had better luck with the telescope assembly

after turning it off and back on and was able to find

three out of four targets early today.

Hennen told ground controllers the cueing system

still didn't appear to be working exactly as it did in

training, but "it really hasn't hindered the actual

acquisition of the site."

He could not find IVetoria City, South Africa, but

the first-time flier did spot Kampong. Cambodia;

Harare. Zimbabwe, and Diego Garcia, an island in

the Indian Ocean that was a major staging area for

U.S. troops during the Persian Gulf War.

Hennen was picked for the flight because of his

expertise in Army imagery analysis and spent months

studying satellite maps and training in simulations

"We're curious f hat a trained photo inter-

preter can discern i ice," sadi Air Force Lt. Col.

James McLeroy.

Scientists move back hands of Doomsday Clock
CHICAGO (AP» - The keepers of the

Doomsday Clock turned back its hands to-

day to n:43 p m. - its farthest point ever

from nuclear midnight • to reflect the end of

the Cold War.
The clock, which appears on the cover of

the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists and

symbolizes the threat of nuclear war. had

stood at 1 1 ;oO p.m. since March 1990. af\er

a democratic tide swept Eastern Europe.

"The Cold War is over. The 40-year-long

East-West nuclear arms race has ended,"

the Bulletin said in an editorial today."

The world has clearly entered a new,

post-Cold War era. The illuaion that tens of

thousands of nuclear weapons are a guar-

antor of national security has been stripped

away."
Since the magazine's founding in 1945

by scientists who worked at the University

of Chicago on the Manhattan Project to

build the atomic bomb, the clock was clos-

est to midnight - two minutes - in 19.53.

after the United States tested the hydrogen

bomb.
Until today, the clock was farthest from

midnight - 11:48 p.m. - in 1963, after the

signing of a test ban treaty, and again in

1972, when the Strategic Arms Limitation

Treaty was signed.

The Bulletin's directors and editors de-

termine the setting.

^nankiaiuin3
From

The Collegian

AP photo

Dr. Leonard Rieser, chairman of the Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists,

turns back the hands of the "Doomsday Clock" to 11:43 p.m. The clock

symbolizes the threat of nuclear war.
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Arts & Living

New comic
Latin book
hilaris est

By LISA CURTIS
Collegian StafT

Latin for Even More Occasiona
Henry Beard
ViUard Books

It's here! The book every former/current Latin

student has been waiting impatiently for, the sequel

to Latin for All Occasions, Latin for Even More Occa-

sions.

Finally published this month, Latin for Even More
Occasions is a ridiculously corny book for those who
are pretentious, or who think they might like to be.

It's a cute coffee table book, or an ice breaker for those

socially inept folks who can't find the right words to

say in English.

Beard's book offers impressive translations of hu-

morous quotes on everything (including Sports, Lit-

erature, Geography, and Holidays. He even provides

readers with telephone answering machine record-

ings.)

Henry Beard made many genuine attempts to be

hip. cool, and contemporary. He actually tned a little

too hard to be updated because I had trouble translat-

ing some of his English slang. An example of this.

'Artifex plumipes qui merdam manducat in meo
libelloelectronico qui regit. Pessum datum est!" he
translates to mean. "Some bagbiting technoweenie

put a hungus Trojan horse in my program! It is

munged!"
In response to the assertion that Latin is a dead

language, the author replied. "No. it's only resting.

You see, until now nobody took the trouble to trans-

late useful modem phrases into classical Latin."

Is Latin making a comeback? "Cacatne ursus in

sylvis?" IDoes a bear shit in the woods?)

Book Review
Under such nifly subtitles as.'Dopey Expectations

are More Forceful in Latin." the author manages to

entertain with such translations as. "Ventis secundis.

tene cursuni." (Go with the flow.)

Another equally obscure thought from the master

ofLatin disaster. 'Nonne hiems, quae incendiis magnis

multisque belli inter gentis omnes tertii inducatur.

inhibeat orbem terrarum ne nimium calescat?"

(Wouldn't nuclear winter cancel out the greenhouse

effect?)

The author treads heavily on the boundaries of

good taste when he suggests things to say in Latin to

make friends in Germany. "Quae populos habetis in

animo deballare proximo bello inter omnes gentes?"

(Germany: So who have you guys got lined up foryour

next world war?) Or in Spain: "Ecce. inmittes is in

amphitheatrum paucos Christianos et permitte tauro
aliaquando vincere?" (Why don't you throw a few

Christians in there and let the bull win once in a

while?)

Speaking ofa lack ofgood taste, my favorite sports

columnist, Davey Scott could also find some useful

expressions with which to improve his lame intellec-

tual facade. "Ibi id impone. ibi id impone!''(Put it in

there, put it in there! ) As you may have noticed, these

expressions have a variety of different interpreta-

tions (not that Dave is going to get any opportunities

with that lame picture next to his column.)

Other humorous, yet similarly tasteless subtitles

include, "The Expletives Never Need to be Deleted in

Latin." Examples of these winning quotes are, "You've

got stercus for brains." and "Quisnam pepedit?" (Who
cut the cheese?)

Or perhaps you have a burning urge to use "a Term
of Nonendearment," such as. "tiro in exercitu

stellarum" (space cadet) or "simulator" (wannabe).

There is something in this book for everyone.

(Beard certainly attempts to degrade just about ev-

eryone, anyway.)
For those new to Latin, the book includes a pro-

nunciation guide.

This book could also be used "to help those many
classically trained individuals whose Latins is just a

little rusty to 'chew the toga' with absolute confi-

dence."

With four years of Latin under my belt. I think

Beard's volume could make some nice suggested

reading, or a stocking stuffer. for high school and

college students studying Latin. However it will get a

few giggles out of almost anyone, whether they stud-

ied Latin or not.

"Tete Oblecta!" (Have fun!)

Burt speaks: Madonna meets the Nazis
By NICOLE GONZALEZ
Collegian Staff

Yesterday, professor Richard Burt spoke on "Degenerate

'Art': "Exhibiting the Avant Garde and the Administration

ofAesthetics, at the English department colloquium series.

As his main topic Burt examined an exhibit of avant

garde art currently touring the United States that is a

partial recreation ofa government exhibit in Nazi Germany
in 1937. He raised a series of questions about the nature of

censorship and the tactics used in the process of legitimiz-

ing and delegitimizing of art.

Burt noted a series of unexpected resemblences in the

tactics used by groups and institutions that seemed directly

opposed. For example, he pointed out that in the original

exhibit which intended to discredit the avant garde, the

Nazis had repeated the tactics and even the slogans of the

artists they attacked. Specifically, some ofthe Nazi grafitti

scrawled over Dada art such as "Take Dada seriously!" was

directly quoted from exhibits organized by Dada artists

themselves. In the current exhibit, organized by the Los

Angeles County Museum of Art. this grafitti is absent

altogether.

He said that the American curators who put together the

new exhibit can be seen as replicating some ofthe strategies

of those they seek to criticize. Burt pointed out that "the

current exhibition seeks to undermine current and poten-

tial would-be censors, but it imitates techniques in the 1937

exhibit in order to do so."

He discussed how the current exhibit downplayed issues

such as the censorship ofhomosexual art, and ignored some
very prominent victimized leftists.A painting by avant garde

artist. Otto Dix, of a male jeweler with a "Mae West" figure

was presented without comment on its homoerotic character.

He said "The rhetorical and ideological force of censor-

ship has to be taken into account in terms of how it is

practiced and how related tropes such as "philistine" and
"moron" are employed. We need to depart from the ususal

definition of censorship as a repressive and monolythic

state apparatus."

Burt mentioned that pop superstar Madonna had been

led on a tour ofthe exhibit by the main curator. "Toward the

end of the interview. Madonna drew a parallel between the

exhibit and her own experience ofcensorship," he said. He
noted that she had compared those who called for her work
to be censored with Hitler.

However, Burt noted, Madonna was using the event to

promote her film, "Truth or Dare", which flirts openly with

issues of censorship, and that the museum was using the

presence of the media idol as a promotional as well •
political message.

Madonna, he said, is "'like a victim' of censorship", and
that such efforts have only served to reinforce her impor-

tance.

He concluded, "The current widespread panic and hyste-

ria arises presisely because censorship cannot be limited to

a rea>gnizable state censorship apparatus. It can be found

everywhere and by everyone."

Photo by Paul Shoul

The Herschler Brothers Band, one of the area's most dynamic folk rock groups, will appe«tr at

The Iron Horse in Northampton on Sunday, December 1.

Get stuffed on HSCN movies
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Hey. movie lovers, welcome to another installment ofthe

Campus Cable Connection. This humble reviewer wishes

you all a happy Thanksgiving, and when you get back from

break all stuffed, these movies will be waiting for you.

Against All Odds— Rachel Ward. JeffBridges. James
Woods. A remake ofOut of the Past with a heavy, drab plot

and, to an extent, unsatisfying. An unemployedjock accepts
ajob from an ex-teammate to find his girlfriend whohas run
offto Mexico. A couple ofgreat action scenes, but not enough

to save it.
**

Catch-22 — Alan Arkin. Martin Balsam. Richard

Benjamin. Screen adaptation of Joseph Heller's famous

novel based on insanity within the army during WWII. The
movie is long and drawn-out, but the acting shines. ** 1/2.

Das Boot — Jurgen Prochnow. Herbert Gronmeyer,

Klaus Wenneman. German film ("The Boat"), about a

German U-boat during WWII on a certain mission. The film

effectively and tastefully displays and anti-war message. If

you liked The Hunt forRed October. you'U \ove Da.s Boot .

****

Eating Raoul — Paul Bartel. Mary Woronov, Robert

Beltran. Amusing black comedy about a couple who lure

wealthy swingers into their apartment and kill them. They
figure, hey, it reduces the amount ofperverts in the city, and

it gives them money to finance a restaurant. *** 1/2.

Hairspray— Ricki Lake, Sonny Bono, Divine. Director

John Waters goes all-out in this bizarre flick about the

integration of a teen TV dance program in 1962. The satire

is touchingly nostalgic as well as witty. *** 1/2.

Pet Semetary — Dale Midkiff, Fred Gwynne, Mary
Lambert. Screenplay by Stephen King, based on his best

selling novel. It's not as good as the book, but some magi-

cally gruesome moments make for a better-than-average

film about a family who stumbles upon an ancient Micmac
burial ground. ** 1/2.

The Stunt Man — Peter OToole, Steven Railsback,

Barbara Hershey. Dazzling, award-winning film about a

fugitive who accidentally murders an ace stunt man on a

movie set. An eloquent black comedy. ***.

The Cfood Mother — Diane Keaton, Liam Neeson,

Jason Robards. Somewhat tiresome and drawn-out adap-

tation ofa Sue Miller novel about a woman who finally finds

sexual fulfillment in her life, but risks the abiUty to raise

her daughter well in the interim. ** 1/2.

Torch Song Trilogy — Anne Bancroft, Matthew
Broderick. Harvey I Fierstein. Fierstein rewrote and con-

densed his Broadway
play about a drag queen. Remarkable performances. ***.

Terms of Endearment — Shirley MacLaine. Jack

Nicholson. Debra Winger. Tearjerker alert! Tearjerker alert!

Follows a mother and daughter through their trials and
tribulations throughout the years. Jam-packed with Oscar

winners, including Screenplay, Director, Best Picture and
Oscars for MacLaine and Nicholson. ****

Also being shown on HSCN this week are these movies:

Tales from the Darkside: The Movie (** 1/2); Pump up
the Volume (***

); Robin and Marian (*l/2); Friday the
13th Part 1 (***); Lawrence ofArabia (***); SevenYear
Itch (***); Jumpin' Jack Flash (*l/2); Scanners (**l/2);

U2 Rattle and Hum (**).
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Police invasions and headlines won't make drugs go away
I saw an article in the Springfield UnionNews recently

about a huge drug bust in Holyoke. Apparently, the cops

found large amounts ofcocaine, mostly of the crack variety

and lots of cash and made six arrests.

The bust made the front page. Quotes from neighbors

who were happy the raid occured were featured prominently

in the article. After all, now that the Holyoke Police have

made this huge arrest there's less of a drug problem there,

right?

You've got to be naive, stupid or both to believe that.

High-visibility arrests and tough talk make for fine news-

paper headlines and TV news top stones, but they don't

solve the deeper problems behind the drug business.

Take Pittsfield. for instance. Some years back there was

a huge raid on the city's "West side" neighborhood which

brought over 30 arrests and a large seizure of money and

cocaine. The Ux-al media ate it up like cake at a wedding.

Well, ya know what really happened'The raid amounted
to a full-scale invasion ofone West Side neighborhood. Riot

police were under orders to fire off massive volleys of

gunfire if any shots rang out. How did the cops get their 30

arrests? They just rounded up everyone U>oking suspicious

on Columbus Ave. and hauled em off to jail. Was it just

coincidence that much of the neighl»orhot>d they picked is

Black'.' Or that most of the arrested were Black males?

Seems like too many coincidences for my taste. It's funny

how Pittsfield has such a small minority population but

supposedly that population could ca ise so much harm to

the city.

But hey. here's the punchline—/Iiry«?ars/a/er,Pi7/s/if/<f

still has a drug pmblem. In fact, it's gotten worse. Funny

how all those arrests on the West Side didn't solve things.

Greg Sukiennik

See, you can make all the drug raids and round-up

arrests you want, but as long as there's a demand for the

stuff, the business will continue to flourish. Some one else

moves in where a void is created and sets up shop — until

he or she gets arrested or shot.

Of course, do you ever see any drug arrests in affluent

neighborhoods in Holyoke or Pittsfield or Springfield or

anywhere? Ofcourse not. Yet the problem continues although

police concentrate on areas where minorities near or below

the poverty line live. This isn't a war on drugs. It's a war on

the oppressed.

People don't sell drugs because they're evil, like you've

been led to believe by every anti-drugTV commercial aimed

at the lowest common denominator intellegence ofmost TV

viewers. After all, dealing is not only illegal but potentially

deadly. If the cops don't get you first, someone else con-

nected to the business will. Not exactly the ideal nine-to-

five job.

People sell drugs because it's a way out of economic

dependence. The demand is always there, profits are tax-

free and you don't have to join the army or shell out big

bucks for "affordable public higher education" to qualify.

When your back's against the wall, when you've got kids

to feed and bills to pay and there's no other alternative

except 20 hours a week at the ItKal Burger Mon. selling

crack seems like a viable alternative. 1 llegal money is better

than no money at all, or small welfare payments which

won't stretch far enough. That's not a defense of drug

dealing, that's cold, hard reality Drive through the North

End of Springfield, or through the area surrounding

Springfield College and AIC and witness this reality for

yourself Not too pretty, is it?

Maybe it's time we listened to the little voice saying "Gee,

if there was more economic opportunity for the poor and

oppress»>d. mavbe thev wouldn't have to sell drugs to get

by"
Can't beat simple logic, can ya?

Greg Sukiennik is a C'ollegian columnist

Hydro-Quebec is destroying bay
Have you heard of the James Bay and

what's happening there? If you have you
may wonder why Hydro-Quebec, and the

disruption of a wildlife area greater than
that of New England and New York state

combined isn't in print everywhere you look.

The James Bay lies at the southern tip of

the Hudson Bay and is an essential part of

the largest remaining wilderness in North
America. Things that live there include

caribou, moose, beavers, seals, beluga
whales, many sjjecies offish and birds and
also the Cree Indians. As we have all been
shown in recent years, nature on our planet

is a complex and fragile system, and in the

region north ofNew England the James Bay
is one of that system's most important fac-

ets.

Hydro-Quebec is a three phase project to

generate hydro-electric power via a system
ofdams in Quebec and Ontario. This power
would go to its own region, to New York and
to New England. What this project proposes

is to build several dams along rivers that

feed into the James Bay and thus generate

"safe, clean" power. However, though it

would not create toxic waste or noxious

smoke which we know would threaten our

future, much of the damage resulting from
the project will skip that ambiguous time

phase ofaccumulation oftoxins and go right

to the final result. The dams proposed will

flood over 25,000 square kilometers and
impact over 350,000 .square kilometers. It

will drown entire regions that are habitats

and vital migration routes.

The first phase of the project, which was
completed in 1985, dammed or diverted five

rivers. This has already led to mercury
poisoning of waters and has caused the

release of gases which contribute to the

greenhouse effect. It has destroyed many

habitats for all manner of mammals, fish

and birds and has necessitated the breakup
and relocation of tribes of Cree Indians. In

1984, 10,000 migrating caribou were killed

crossing the Canaipiscau River during a

Hydro-Quebec water release.

The second stage, proposed for this year,

is predicted to destroy fifteen major rivers.

It will cause most of the Hooding resulting

from the project and it has been said that it

will complete the destruction of the Cree
culture. This phase will also no doubt cause
much more damage as yet unknown.

The third stage is the $100 billion Grand
Canal which will consist of a 100-mile dike

across the mouth ofthe James Bay to enable
freshwater to be pumped to the Great Lakes
and to the Midwest and Southwest of the

United States. There is not enough space in

this entire paper to list all ofthe destruction

that will be caused by this "safe, clean"

source of power.

It has been realized by many that what
Hydro-Quebec officials call "safe, clean"

power is neither. So far Maine has abstained

from contracting to receive power from the

James Bay. Vermont has agreed to receive

power only from existing dams and has in

fact extended the time on its option to ter-

minate the contract without financial pen-

alty. The present deadline is November 30.

Do you feel that this is what you want to

be generating the power used in your home?
Is cheaper electricity worth the destruction

of thousands of square miles of wilderness?

If you don't, write to your representatives

and other governmentofficials and tell them.
Your opinion is valuable only ifyou make it

heard.

Jason Frederick
Amherst

Persistence is the answer
I own a cat who has a strong fascination

with the long lacy curtains in my family

room. This fascination trigers a desire or

urge to climb to the top of these curtains

until the weight of this fat cat pulls the

entire display down.
Although this may be an obsessive act of

my feline, he has never quite reached his

goal, for everytime he reaches a quarter of

halfway up his stairway to heaven a loud,

evil, screeching voice yells "No Bugsy!'

So in fear of the hand or foot that may be

behind this almost inhuman noise, my cat

runs to hide, contemplating the cause of his

failure and the closeness to his death.

Manejah Morad
Amazingly enough as soon as this danger

IS gone this courageous cat is once again at

the base ofthe curtains staring at his hopeful

future.

Despite the fact that this cat causes my
blood pressure to rise a few hundred degrees.

I admire him greatly for his dedication. The
cat has been told "No" probably almost a

million times, but remarkably he still con-

tinues his pursuit of happiness remaining
loyal to his dreams.

Throughout my life 1 had one dream. I

had a dream to be a famous, and maybe even
wealthy, singer. I wanted to win a grammy
and meet Michael Jackson. So basically. I

wanted it all. When I was told in high school

that college was where I could finally develop

the person I wanted to be. the thought of

hundreds of people watching me cheering

and clapping suddenly did not seem so far

from reality. I could do this. For a small fee

I could actually make all my dreams come
true.

Unfortunately within the first few weeks
ofmy college career, this dream faded away
quietly. I immediately found out that with
my dream were a hundred other people with

the same dream(except, of course, for the

part of meeting Michael Jackson). So with
my first college rejection, I abandoned my
dream. Despite this, there was not a total

vacancy inside ofme, for I developed another

dream. Adreamtobeajoumalist. Adream,
in fact, to someday be the best journalist I

could possibly be. I felt a sudden spark of

life erupting within me. This was it; a

practical dream where the boundaries for

reaching any goal I might have were un-

limited.

Unfortunately once again my dream was
rejected But this time "No" could and
would not be accepted. I wondered what
right did any human being have to tell me
that 1 was not go«>d enough? What right did

they have to try to throw my dream away as

if it was trash? If I wanted something so

much that I was willing to pay for it how
could they still tell me "No"? Alter my first

couple rejections, thoughts ran through my
head of maybe changing my dream, not

entirely but maybe just altering it a bit. But
then I thought ofmy cat. Would my cat alter

his procedure'.' Would my cat give up on the

curtains and instead try to pick the furni-

ture? No.

No one should have to settle. No one
should have to be told what their future

would be. And I personally refuse to be.

Even if I'm eighty years old and still trying

to wnn acceptance I will remain loyal to my
dream.

Because this University is so large and
because there seems to be a million and one
things to indulge one's self in it is hard to

keep one's goals in mind. It is hard to keep
a clear perspective on what we are all here

for (well most of us). We are here to fulfill

our dreams, to finally make our future what
we. through our childhood and adolescent

years, imagined it would be. This Univer-

sity should not be here to hinder these

dreams, financially or academically, but

rather to provide for its positive outcome.

Although I've faced rejection many times

and plan to face many more within the next

year and a half, I hope that each will only

give me more courage and strength the next

time around.

And as for my cat, if he ever fulfills his

dream I have a feeling there won't be a
celebration.

Manejah Morad is a Collegian columnist

Sororities don't condone hazing
Being the President of Panhellenic

Council, the governing board of the nine

member sororities on campus, it is my duty

to dispel any fallacies directed at our orga-

nization. It was brought to our attention as

a Council that a pornograpliic voice mail

message has been circulating throughout

the dormitory phone system. The seven

minute message contained a scene in which

three sorority pledges were sexually hazed

by members oftheir chapter. I would like to

take this opportunity to inform the under-

graduates ofthe University ofour stance on

hazing.

All forms ofhazing shall be banned. Haz-

ing is defined as any action taken or situa-

tion created, intentionally, whether on or

off fraternity premi.ses, to produce ment-al

or physical discomfort, embarrassment,
harassment or ridicule. There is also a Mas-
sachusetts State Law and a University policy

against hazing. The point is that the sce-

nario depicted on this tasteless phone
message, which circulated tomany students,

never had and never will occur among the

sororities on this campus. Our pledge pro-

grams are carefully constructed to stress

academics, campus involvement and sister-

hood. It is no sorority's policy to demean an
individual in any way. We do not appreciate

or condone this type of slander and sexual

harassment directed at our organization.

Gina Fryling

Panhellenic Council President
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Quote of the Day
"Ask not what Milwaukee's Best can

do for you, ask what you can do for

Milwaukee's Best."

- Bradfrom Southwest

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE
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Menu
LUNCH

Hamburger on Roll

Clam Roll

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburger

Clam Roll

DINNER
Chicken Fajitas

Fried Shrimp Dinner

BASICS DINNER
Chicken Fajitas

Veggie Cutlet on Roll

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-Apnl I9»: Re-

M;afch opens new doors for (hose in sale*.

Be alert lo icchmtlogical changes that will

help you personally. Romance could

complicate some ramily plans. Be diplo-

matic and you will gel what you want.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Con-

sistency plays an important role in shap-

ing your career Many eyes are watching

you now. Perform lo ihe best of your

ability. Be discreet

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Suy
alen and there is no limit to how far your

career can go. Asking the right questions

produces some extraordinary answers. Be

careful how you use certain inside infor-

maiion.

CANCER (June 21 -July 22): This is

no time lo be cautious Strike oul in a new

direction. You could have the Midas touch

when it comes to making money for

yourself and your employer. Reinvest

profits!

LEO (July 2.1-Aug. 22): Something

[hat IS usually e»pen.sive could have a low

price lag this week. Investigate funhcr.

Making your own plans increases your

chances for success. A conversation proves

reassuring.

VIRGO (Aug. 2.1-Sept. 22): Do nol

lei wanderlust carry you away from your

duties jusi when higher-ups have their eye

on you. Work now and play later! Your

sense of style can be a tremendous asset.

LIBRA (Sept. 2.1-Oct. 22) It is not

too late to bui Id a foundation for the future

.

Open up more when talking with a child

A loving heart is a special gift You pront

from someone else's mistakes.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 21 ): Take

control of a situation that could affeci

your future before iLs too late. A career

goal that has eluded you in the past now

moveswiihinreach. Redouble yourefforu

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec 21 );

Those involved with the introduction of

new ideas or products enjoy good luck

now. Travel is favored The arts influence

both your outlook and your spending.

You continue to choose quality over

quantity

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan 19): As

your confidence grows, so does your

success. Work hard, but save mote lime

for family life. Protect your health by

eating right and getting enough rest.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb 18):

Making cxcu.ses will only pul you in a

deeper hole. Face reality and you will

soon devise a winning strategy. Financial

backing will come through old friends.

Repay a benefactor with a loyalty

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Docu-

ment everything you do at work or

someone else's mistakes could cost you

as well. You must have faith in what yt>u

are doing before you can convince other

people. Review your research.

Today's Staff
Night Editor. Greg Sukiennik

Copy Editor. Beth Butts

PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Mike Carvalho

Production Joanne Quimby,

Lisa Jezowski
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Multicultural Affairs

The travesty of UMass multiculturalism
The struggle for surN-ival in this institution by Puerto

Ricans has not been on a bed of roses, ever. Despite Puerto

Ricans" transmigration into this nation since the turn ofthe

century, it was not until 1969 that the University of Mas-

sachusetts at Amherst admitted its first five Hispanic

students.

Upon their admittance to this University the students

were confronted by an abundant stockpile of obstacles

consisting of a less covert and more vociferous racism, no

support ser\'ices. and no g^uidance as to how to attain

Financial Aid — particularly at a time when such aid was

not readily available to certain groups, specifically Hispanus.

The justifiable and legal request ofthese legendary students

(take into account that these students emerged from a

disadvantaged socio-economic setting), were met by laby-

rinth-like bureaucratic solutions and often no response

whatsoever. An imminent deadline, a shadow of frustra-

tion, and a sense of powerlessness threatened to anmhilate

their one and only opportunity towards upward mobility in

the highly structured ladder of this society — a college

education. Thus, when the first organization for the primarily

Puerto Rican community on this campus was created, by

these students, it adopted the pn»per name of AHORA
I meaning NOW I

These five stoic students not only took on the responsi-

bility to recruit other Hispanic students, but as a team

ultimately became the responsible entity for the creation of

a committee called the Ad Hik Committee of Hispanic Af

fairs : an organization that on numerous occasions presented

the then provost with an array ofrecommendations similar

to the ones that the Latma o Students' Committee presented

to Chancellor O'Brien on Nov 7. 1991 I See Collegian Nov.

13 1991!

On Aug. 10. 1974. under the auspices of Educational

Program & Outreach, a director was hired for a Hispanic < or

shall it be Puerto Rican ), support program thanks to the

intransigent pressure exerted by the primarily Puerto

Rican community as well as that of the Ad Hoc Committee.

This support program is what many of you know today as

the Billingual Collegiate Program. The director, then and

now. Dr Benjamin Rodriguez, had however, no guidance

counselors, functional space, staff, budget, indispensable

office working material, and his contract encompassed no

medical insurance, no benefits, and no union recognized by

the state or the University. Nonetheless, the generous

administration did provide him with a box of folders in one

of the corridors of the New Africa House — his office!

With massive support from the community, the Hispanic

students occupied the fourth fioor of the Goodell building

for two days in 1975. A resolution agreement was reached

in which the administration committed itself to grant the

commumty the space. Shortly after, the PuiT/o/?/fnn support

program was ordered to vacate the premises until the

Goodell building was renovaU>d. However, to this day our

program (BCP) continues to patiently await to be relocated

back to Goodell despite the fact that since 1979 new space

has been allocated to the Everywoman Center, and new

buildings have been built for the following: the Placement

office, Admissions, the New Student Program, and a sports

arena to house a non-existent hockey team. In addition,

thousands of dollars were invested in the renovation

of a complete section in Whitmore to be occupied by the

Financial Aid Office and renovations have systematically

been made to change offices at Whitmore for new staff as

well as each time a new provost, vice, chancellor or dean

comes around! In addition, it is important to denote that

paradoxically BCP has been in the Hat of priorities for space

at this Umversitv since 1979.

Elliot Monteverde Torres

Currently, there are files with hundreds of proposals,

recommendations, complaints, memos, suggestions, official

studies/researches and letters that fundamentally outline

the struggle that Puerto Ricans and Latino Americans,

altogether, have endured here at UMass while we maintain

one objective in mind— to uphold and defend our rights, our

civil rights! In fact, this is the same documentation that is

playing an essential roll in the attempts by Chancellor

Richard O'Brien to further the travesty of"M ulticulturalism"

in this our University.

It IS precisely the token support or gestures ofgenerosity

on the part of this administration, that today, motivates us

to question the granting of statutory conditions. It is. in

fact, these ill-gestures of generosity that have sophistic .lly

conditioned Puerto Ricans and all traditionally disadvan-

taged groups in this institution to "stay in their respective

places and not to go beyond the established boundaries."

However, the showdown can no longer be postponed.

In one way or another the administration has and will

undoubtedly continue to hamper our efforts to develop

ourselves to full capacity In point of fact, this is the ideology

that gave form and shape to the Cultural CenU'rs. To cut X
percent from any educational program such as the one to

which you may owe your own presence here at this Univer-

sity (i.e.. BCP had a 10 percent cut for Fiscal Year 1991 ). is

by all means, deliberately carrying out the sabotage of the

existing substandard educational programs as well as your

inalienable rights to enhance your future.

The closing of a Cultural Center, as insignificant as it

may seem to some ofyou. encircles more than our collective

attitude of intolerance and unacceptance towards this

University's racist Iwhavior. It is also a means in which U>

reiterate to the Chancellor and the administration that our

dignity is inviolable, our convictions unbending, our SOLI-

DARITY indivisible and our commitment to the betterment

offuture generations— through a process that accentuaU's

education in all of its ramifications — is above all. intran-

sigent!

In virtue of the preceding comments I would like to

mention in passing other reasons propelling this action:

• The inunediate need to restructure the core curriculum

to emphasize our distinct concerns, achievements, and

history.
• The necessity ofan introduction ofan academic program

not only in Latin American but also in Puerto Rican Studies

• An aggressive program that recruits in the following

order: I>atina/o faculty, administrators and, students in

distinct geographical areas within the state.

• That BCP's efforts in outreach programs for schools in

the Puerto Rican communities of Holyoke. Springfield and

Eastern Mass are financially crippled by the administra-

tion.

• Ultimately, our utmost recalcitrant commitment not

to remain on our knees under the discriminatory governing

yoke of Chancellor

Richard O'Brien and his administration!

Mi gente, in time, when the University ofMassachusetts

at Amherst has been unveiled and stripped of its mask of

oppression. Puerto Ricans and all traditionally marginalized,

disadvantaged and under-represented ethnic groups will

have much to celebrate The University has an opportunity

now to set sail towards the 2 1thCentury through submission

ofa proposal delineating actions and procedures to the 17

demands that New World Theater and the l>atino.'a& Asian

Students' Committees presented to the Chancellor O'Brien

onNov. 7. 1991.

In conclusion, the possibilities do exist for improving the

general socio-educational situation here at Umass and the

opportunities should not be missed. It is quite obvious that

no one will retrogress as result ofthe implementation ofthe

Asian & I^tino/a Students' Committees' and New World

Theater's demands Indeed, everyone, regardless of

ethnicity, will benefit from such a program. The faster the

program is translated into the language of practical action,

the more secure life on our campus will be.

For now, may the struggle for equality at this University,

not accept compromise or defeat but. VICTORY! Viva

GEO!
Elliot Monteverde Torres is a Collegian staffmember. Tht

opinions expressed in this article are those ofthe writer and

not necessarily those of the Collegian.
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Panel discusses role of law, education for Indians
ByRICOLlVKlRA
Collegian Staff

Since the voyage of Columbus, where he enslaved the

Lucayan people of the the Bahamas to the Oka confronta-

tion of 1990. serious problems and obstacles have emerged

from outside and within the Native nations scattered across

North and South America. La.st Thursday night in the

Campus Center a panel of four di.scussed some of these

obstacles namely the law. the Bureau of Indian Affairs,

education, and "stereotyping.

"In North America the Law has taken the place of the

Cavalry as far as Indians are concerned — people cannot

escape the movie image," said Lou Gurwitz, the guest

speaker and 1968 graduate from UMass.
Gurwitz along with Peter Dericco, of the Legal studies

department, Louis Gwynn, Native American recruiter for

the University and Fred Tillis, author of the Tillis report

and the associ ate Vice Chancellor , spoke at an open meeting

to a crowd of six.

Says Gurwitz "^he biggest enemy that the Indian people

have is the Hollywood imagery. Everyone wants to think

that Indians are standing on a hill with smoke in the

background saying 'ugh.'".

Charging that "Hollyweird" is responsible for the per-

petuation of negative stereotyping, Gwynn refiected upon

personal encounters with stereotype images.

Said Gwynn, "Did you know that 'Hollyweird' says that

real Indians have braids." for which he countered "Who is

to say what an Indian person looks like?" He used as an

example the imagery behind Thanksgiving as another form

of perpetuating a negative stereotype saying "With each

Thanksgiving, another generation hears the .same thank-

ing God for it."

In 1776 the first Indian agent was commissioned by

George Washington for the purpose of securing Indian

allies. After the Revolutionary War, Native American

Education was under the control of the war department

until 1919.

In 1924, said Gurwitz, the U.S. Government said "All you

Indians are Now Americans." And to control them, boarding

schools, missionaries and the law became the tools.

"The effect of education is the way Indian people are

controlled in North America," said Gurwitz.

For those native Americans forced attend boarding

schools hundreds of miles from home indoctrination oc-

curred.

Said Gwynn, "They ^ot the Indian beaten out of them,

and Elders who lived through this can no longer take a

stand against the Great White father, or the BlA— they say

'be quiet, you're wrong, they will get you.*" These Elders fell

victim to the Boarding schools and that propaganda."

"The Bureauof Indian Affairs presently in Washington."

said Gurwitz. "is full of well educated Indians who don't do

a damn thing except receive a paycheck and go to Redskin

games. And when they do decide policy they answer only to

themselves."

Said Gwynn the biggest problem with this reality is that

people say tell me the truth, but they really don't want to

hear the truth.

Charging the U.S. government with recognizing puppet

governments. Gurwitz said "Tribal government is ajoke. By

in large there are a few exceptions. The biggest families

usually get the jobs and nothing goes on that the BIA

doesn't approve of whether it be land claims or uranium

mining." To emphasize the lack ofpower Native Americans

have over themselves Gurwitz compared the BIA to a high

school where students reach an accord and decide upon an

issue and take it to the principle who then laughs and sends

them back to class. "Indian people have a right to self

Government." he added angrilly.

Drawing the picture closer to home at the University

level, Gwynn praised the University for giving Natives a

strong voice and listening to demands but emphasized that

further steps were needed.

"Two years ago we addressed the University with steps

we felt needed to be taken, and they gave us a maybe. Now
Cultural Centers are closing and people have to make a

decision on where they stand." he said.

Said Tillis, education is " a game of inches," and that

students "needed to know that the system was not in their

favor." He added "In America, the people

who don't have still don't have and the people who have,

have more."

Gurwitz ended the discussion saying that most Ameri-

cans were not aware ofthe actions oftheir Government and

the system using as an example U.S. foreign policy.

"If the American people could see what they are sup-

porting in the Middle East, they could never go to sleep from

all of the rughtmares."

Write for Multicultural Affairs!

Do you have more diversity in your
blood than this University?

Do you want free passes to lectures^

filmSj and multicultural events?

If so, come see me, Ric Oliveira (M.C.A. Editor)

and becom^e a m^edia slut!

113 Campus Center 545.3500

% ^

Scott's shots
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

Grogs could really help Hugh Millen break
some of his bad habits, namely standing

still awaiting a sack. Get rid ofthe ball, run,

do something Hugh or youll always be a
second-rate QB.

• The early speculation here is that Coach
John Calipari will garner Best Dressed

College Coach honors. The guy has a tie

collection that rivals Bill Cosby 's sweater

ensemble.
Speaking of ties, there seems to be a

competition commencing among some of

the UMass hoop media and various regulars.

1 took the early lead Friday night for the

title of "Cravat King" (hey, it's my contest)

but the Lipton Tea guy came through with

a slick Bill Blass special "Bore-us" Morris

wore a dirty dish rag that was useful for one

thing, wiping sweat offthe fioor. Stay tuned,

Some ol ths biggMi.

som* o( th« btst

presents oonw in

the smaHesI boxes'

the race is sure to heat up after the holidays.

• Lou Roe is going to be something spe-

cial and that's a guarantr ^ . "Sweet" Lou can

certainly clean the glass and he flat-out

hustles. Dickie V is going to love him.

• Is it too early for me to complain about

the lack ofa playoff system for Division l-A

college football? There's got to be a way for

the National Champion to be decided on the

field and not by ballot. We're heading for

two undefeated teams in Miami and
Washington but the bowl matchups won't

create a head-to-head, winner-take-all game

for the upteenth time. Ever hear of March
Madness? How about a January Jubilee?

• Syracuse South, aka the Miami Heat,

are sitting atop the Atlantic Division along

with the Celts. As my good friend Bob Dylan

once said, "The times they are a changin."'

By the way, the Celts turned off the

Microwave, but former Pitt star Jerome

Lane is a possibility. With all the Celts'

ii\juries, it can't hurt to bring in a solid

rebounder.
• I hate to be a pessimist but ifUMass is

going to shoot fouls shots like they did

against Keene State ( 19 of32), they're going

to be in trouble facing the Kentucky's and
Oklahoma's of the world. Just ask Jim
Boeheim at Syracuse.

• Boston College had images of the

Miracle in Miami last Saturday in Chestnut

Hill, but no dice. Regardless,Tom Coughlin's

boys in maroon have a bright future.

• MarioCuomo's decision-making process

is about as quick as that of Raymond Berry

and Rod Rust, the major difference is that

Cuomo has a personality.

• Baseball trades are starting to roll and

it's not a stretch to imagine the Red Sox

pulling the triggeron some blockbuster deal

.

You get the feeling Mike Greenwell might

be racing to another team before Christmas.
• I think I'm addicted to saying, "Tony

Barbeeee for threeee," and Mike Patrick's

"Goood."
• How do you like our new contributor to

the sports page, Gayle "111 be at Sports

Illustrated before too" Long?
• Keep your stuffing in bounds and your

eyes on the turkey.

David Scott is Collegian columnist

Gobble
Gobble

• Late Model Dependable Transportation

• Inexpensive Rates- Daily - Weekly - Monthly

• Mastercard. Visa, American Express

• Must Be 21 Years of Age To Rent

CALL
253-5040

at

I Sl» Collette Street. Amticrtt. MA 01004

LIVE IN SPRINGFIELD

PARAMOUNT
1 TOO MAM STREET. SPRMGFEU). MA.

r N
' D^icafd to Tmting Iht C»um, Not the Symptom '

NHFR.ST CHIROPRAmr
Family Health Center

CALL FOR
SHOWTIMES

253-5426

OR VIRGINIA 0. HARPER

• •I I •« »»*» «ii^

• («iii44 Ik MUMiiMMart

• M «l MW « nih Ml >«a| III HaHIMM It • OUHMIWrt 1 1 HrVtMAtO* 4 auM «( a*i<

>*«»M»4 mn >»»i

V.
549-0335

HUNAN GOURMET
f.

CHINESE RESTAURANT

ADVOCATL
• B K S 1 •

KLADLKS P()l I

1 9 9 1

The aroma, aound A taata

of authentic Chineee cuisine

prepared Hunan, Szechuan,

Marularin or Cantor>ese style

— Mpecialty for yout

m

'-"- •FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., Northampton • 585-0202 • Ample Parting

S
Open 7 Days a Week • HO MVk _.

TAKE OUT SCRVICC AVAILABLE M

BBKING
NOVEMBER 30TH

MOODY
BLUES
DECEMBER 5TH

THE ORIGINAL STAGE MUSICAL!
THREE SPECIAL SHOWS

INCLUDING NEW YEARS EVE A NEW YEARS DAY

DECEMBER 31 • JANUARY 1ST & 2ND
TICKETS ON SALE PARAMOUNT BOX OFFICE (413) 734-5874;

STRAWBERRIES, NORTHAMPTON TICKET OFFCE (413) 586-8686 OR
CALLTICKETPRO PHONE CHARGE AT 1-800-828-7080

Classifieds
COMETOTHECOUEGIANOFFICE 1 1i CAMPUS CENTER * THURSDAY 8:30-3:30 FRIDAY 8:30-2:30' DEADUNEISmO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAWN » 20(WORD/DAY FOR STUDEm » CASH IN ADVASCE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BOARD OF GOVERNORS is rMring

Food Servicos Coorcfcnaior Position

Applications available in CC 817

Applications due Friday Decembef6a[5^

OFFICIAL ZOOMASS CONDOMS
$16-6a9a

ENTEftTAMMeNT

RACK-A-DISC! $1 75 00 DJs. VJs. Karaoke

for house/ Formal parties, Call 586-9900

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

Donl gM a iob - Get a butinessi

T A S P Intomaftonal otters tiighly motivated

students practical expenence and earnings

averagir)g $4.000$7.000 lor tt>e summer.

Please call 1-800-^2-5579

JOBS: Clean Water Action's environmental

campaign stall Evenings $7/tir Call 584-

9830. On buslmes.

INSTRUCTION

Ball and Chaliv

You've always been there lor me and even

though I dont always say rt. I LOVE YOU
Happy Anniversary

Love. Pandora

Keep It upl

You can do it*

Love. Debbie

LOOKING FOR 1 female to take room in 2

bedroom apt Start Jan 1 665-0295 _
LOOKING FOR ONE lemale to share apart

From Jan l si to May 31st $114.75 inc heat

and hot water Call 256-31 75 or 584-4453

SERVKES

RIDE WANTED

ORDER AVONI
546 1999

Call lor brochure

1 Bdroom avail, in Putfton Start now get

Dec rent tree 230/mo Call Liz or Kim 549-

5677

AMHERST. Two bedroom condominiums

lor as tow as $550 per month Convenient

month-to-month rental agreement Parking

available lor two vehicles On bus route,

close to mall, center ol town and UMass Call

253 3834^

Ona room, big house, in towm, 158. 649-

8342

FOR SALE

81 Buick Regal: Runs. $150 Dave 256-3061

NEEDED: Ride to Guns N Rosas concert

Dec 5 Also 3 tickets to sell 585-6845 ASAP

EARN CREDIT Scuba Diving

Leam to dive. G09-Basic Scuba

Key Largo trip. G-10-Sport Scuba

New England advanced. Gil- advanced

All courses listed under General Physical

Education For lurther inlormation come by

Curry Hicks pool Mon-Thur 7pm- 10pm or

Call 545-2338

PERSONALS

POOKY
To laugh with you.

To cry with you,

To share my dreams with you.

That IS what makes you my best Inend

To our first Thanksgiving together!!

ILoveYou Pll

SUSAN B CURTIS
Happy Thanksgiven

ANH YEU EM
DUC

RIDE WANTED TO New Jersey for

Thanksgiving Will share expenses Please

call Lu 253-2435

RIDEWANTED TOUVM Burlington VT area

1 1 -8, 1 1 -9. will share expenses! Call 6-1153

Student needs rtda Irom Greenliekl MA to

UMass M-F 773-7705 Billie-Jo

THANKSGIVING BREAK -Ride needed to

upstate New York Rochester. Butfato. or

Olean New York I just need to gel home.

Call Jenny 253-3608 Leave a message

ROOMMATE WANTED

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or

supporf Call lor free and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam
Street. Northampton 586-3000 or

GreenfieM 774-6010 _

FREE pragnaiKy lasting; confidential and

canng support BIRTHRIGHT.233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

DAYTONA BEACH! -Spnng Break 92

March 13-22 Inlcudes seven nights

Oceanfront hotel plus roundtnp motorcoach

Only $259 00' Call Yankee Tours 1-800-

9DAYTONA M F. 8-6

EARN CREDIT SCUBA DIVINGI

Dive coral reefs! Dec 28-Jan 3 S3SS. Kay

Largo, Fla! 1-800-282-0977

TYPINGWORD PROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS, THESES, CASES, Pa-

pers, On<ampos Service Mac/Laser Pnnter.

Spelicheck. Quality. Inexpensive 584-7924.

Nancy

PAPERSTYPED:$1 50/Typedpage Quick,

accurate service. Call Bnan 546-3563

SPRING BREAK

1 FEMALEWANTED for half of large double

room in Pufflon Village. Amherst Very close

to campus, buses every 10 minutes, clean.

First Putfton entrance, lirst set ol apart-

ments' Available January 1 $160 month,

including heat, cheap' Call 549-7501

JAN-MAY ROOMMATE WANTED, Mill

Valley Est. 2bedroom, 2full bath. A/C. park-

ing, heat hot water Included Call Shannon

253-7366

You won't get npped off' I have the best

spnng break Inps around Jamaica, Cancun.

and Bahamas I wouk) tove to tell you more

Call Dena 549-5740

TRAVEL

COLORADO- 2 roundtnp tickets avail. Wore,

to Dehver iv 1 2-24 retum 1 -7 Call mark 323-

9692

WANTED

SUBLETS, ROOMS, HOUSING needed Dec

27, Jan 1 3. Contact SBMC 256-86 1 5 1 0AM-

4PM

WANTED: Female to take over lease

Townhouseapt On busline, $18t/mo. Avail.

Jan 1 549-8001 ASAP
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Sports

Thanksgiving inAlaska
Minutemen face Santa Clara in Alaskan Shootout
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts^ basketball coach John
Oalipari grins after saung his team has no chance of

winning the Great Alaskan Shootout this weekend in An-

chorage. Alaska.

Meaning, two things: First, he does think his team has

a shot at winning the tournament Second, he's only saying

< olirctao photo by Jody UabiB

University of Massachusetts shooting guard
Jim McCoy should heat up the Alaskan tundra
this weekend as the Minutemen face Santa Clara
in the first round ofthe Great Alaskan Shootout.

what 18 "politically correct." so there is no added pressure on
his team.

"We're one of the top three teams in the tournament,"

Calipari said. "We're right behind New Orleans and Oregon
State*

Coincidentally, or not so coincidentally, the Minutemen
have a chance of meeting both teams. UMass faces Santa

Clara in the first round (Friday at midnight EST) and the

winner takes on the Oregon State-Alaska Anchorage win-

ner in the semifinals. Barring an unforeseen event. Division

1 Oregon State will defeat Division 11 Alaska-Anchorage.

Santa Clara (0-1 on the season, a 79-68 loss at Fresno

State) returns all five starters, including Ron Reis. Reis, a

7-1 wide- body possesses great touch for his size. Against

Fresno State, the senior had 10 points and 10 rebounds. His

career field goal percentage is .606.

"It's going to be competitive." said UMass center Harper
Williams, who has the dubious assignment of bumping
frames with the 285-pound Reis. "Itll give us some stiff

competition."

Santa Clara's leading scorer after one game is Rhea
Taylor, who netted 16 points and pulled downeight rebounds.

Taylor was an All-West Coast Conference pick last year,

averaging 19 points and 6.5 rebounds per game. He is a

threat to hit the 3-point shot, as he connected on 2-of-5 in

the opening game.
"I don't know what to say." said UMass assistant coach

James "Bruiser" Flint. "We've got some big games coming
up."

The other four teams in the eight-team field includes

Kastern Michigan, Coastal Carolina, New Orleans and
Idaho.

"^e're excited about the tournament but not the long

trip." said UMass guard Anton Brown.
In their two games, the Minutemen have looked im-

pressive to say the least. In fact, invincible might be a better

word. UMass is 2-0 and currently ranked 34th by the

Assoitateci Press after two routs. 94-59 over Siena and 94-

45 over Division II Keene State.

"The most important thing about the ranking is to

improve on it and be ranked around 34th at the end of the

season," Flint said.

UMass' all-time leading scorer Jim McCoy has not found

his shooting touch yet. He is 3- 19 from the floor thus far and
has scoredjust 12 points. McCoy says he's not worried about

the slump and vows to turn it around in Alaska.

Minuteman Minute: The finals of the Great Alaskan
Shootout will be televised at midnight, Monday on ESPN.

Scott fires

sports shots
Time to de-feather the

sports turkey as Arlo
Guthrie sings one of the

all-time greatest holiday

songs, "Alice's Restau-
rant."

• The electricity in the

Cage last Friday night/

Saturday morning was
something to behold, but

someone's got to explain

why the band was playing

CBS's hoop theme song

when the game was on
ESPN.

Best sign of the night was "Every Siena Player's

Nightmare," followed cl*>sely by the informed fan

who printed "Donta Bright," on a placard as a plea for

the highly touted high school recruit.

• Sure BulTalo will be in the playoffs while the

PaU* are cleaning out their lockers, but Sunday's win

will do more in the long run for Coach Mac's crew

than any win in the past three years. By the way, give

Coach Mac the Coach of the Year award now and

throw in a Nobel prize. Ux).

David Scott

The Pats defense is really looking good and a lot of

it has to do with the play ofVincent "The Undertaker"

Brown. He's taking a page from Andre Tippet's vin-

tage collection of good sticks and hard hits.

• A certain columnist for this page is trying to

instigate a war of words with this space. But what
"Morris the Cat" doesn't realize is that my readers

are too sophisticated for a childish game of "My
mother punched your mother."

Of course. I can accept personal attacks but when
my dog Bo is dragged into the tussle I must take

action. Therefore this space ofTers an open challenge

to "Bore-us" Morris and his canine, Bruiser (known

in dog boxing circles as Loser). Any time, any place

• Do you think Steve Grogan wished he was
leading the Pats instead of being honored by them?

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

Women's hoop at
Cornell Tournament
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team, havingalready
won more game;^ in its first weekend this

season than it did all of last season,

travel to Ithaca, NY. tomorrow for the

Cornell Sheraton Tournament.
Joining the Minutewomen in the

Thanksgiving weekend tournament will

be the Cornell Big Red, the Lfjyola Lady
Greyhounds, and Division II UNC-
Greensboro Spartans. It is the first oppor-

tunity forUMass to play any ofthe schools.

Last weekend the Minutewomen beat

St. Francis 44-40, and lost to Pittsburg

65-56 in the St. Francis Red Flash Classic.

"When they play their role," said

UMass coach Joanie O'Brien, "and do the

things that they're physically capable of

doing, they feel like they can be a pretty

good team."

After the first two games Trish Riley

leads UMass in .scoring with 13.5 points

per game. Kim Krisrofik leads with eight

rebounds per contest.

Cornell, a 5-21 team a year ago, will

provide the opposition in UMass' first

game, at 6 p.m. Friday night. The Big

Red return two starters from a team that

finished 3-11 in the Ivy League, good for

seventh place. The top returners include

senior guard Angle Rodriguez, who scored

over seven points per game, and junior

center Cheryl Ames, who averaged 5.5

points and five rebounds per game.
Friday's second game has Loyola

playing UNC-Greensboro. Loyola re-

turns all five starters from from a 2-24 (
1-

16 in the Metro Atlantic Conference)

team. They are led by senior forward

Jennifer Young's 10 points and four re-

bounds per game, and senior center

Justine Shay's nine points and seven
rebound average.

Spartans head coach Lynne Agee, who
has an impressive 220-62 in her 10 years
at Greensboro, returns two starters from
their 21-9 squad. Top returners include

senior guard Gail White, whose 12.8

points and five rebounds per game are

team highs, and senior forward Julie

Bright and her 10.2 points and 4.6 re-

bounds.

O'Brien said her troops are "just now
starting to realize what it is that each

individual player does the best. That's

going to be our (the coaches') job for the

rest of the season; U) make sure they

continue to do that, and that they keep on

improving other areas of the games."

Minutemen swimming
dominates BC, Maine

WEEKEND BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
Men: GREAT ALASKAN SHOOTOUT

Nov 29 Santa Clara
Nov, 30 Oregon State / Alaska-Anchorage
Dec. 1 Idaho, New Orleans, Oregon State

Dec. 2 Coastal Carolina, E. Michigan
Women: CORNELL SHERATON CLASSIC

Nov. 29 Cornell / Massachusetts
UNO Greensboro / Loyola, MD

Nov. 30 Consolation
Championship

Midnight
(EST)

6:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.

3:30 p.m.

By BRIAN GORMLEY
Collegian Correspondent

The men's swimming team began its

campaign to defend its New England title

for the sixth consecutive year by scoring

impressive victories over Boston College

and Maine last weekend.

Coach Russ Yarworth said the two wins

were the result of a complete team effort.

"1 was pleasantly surprised with the

overall performance ofthe team," Yarworth

said. "It was nice to see them come out and
swim as aggressively as they did. The fresh-

men have big shoes to fill, but they re-

sponded well to the pressure."

Although the Minutemen ended up de-

feating Boston College by a hefty margin in

total points scored, 137-104, the meet did not

turn into a rout right away, as the Eagles led

39-35 after the fourth event. However, this

was never a real cause for concern.

'The kids didn't panic," Yarworth said.

"We knew we had our strength coming up
and we swam tough. BC was surprised by

the strength of our freshmen, but I didn't

know that we had it wrapped up until we
won the fifth event."

The critical fifth event was the 200 indi-

vidual medley, in which the Minutemen
took four of eight places, with Jay Peluso

finishing fir.st (2:00. 10), Tim Milbert taking

.second(2:01. 84), Adam Reich placingfourth

(2:03.33),andMarkDewan taking theeighth

spot (2:1 1.28).

From there, UMass proceeded to outscore

the Eagles in five of the next eight events to

ensure the victory.

Other standout performers were: Scott

Reed, who finished second in the 1000-yard

freestyle ( 10:07), second in the 500 freestyle

(4:55.52), and swam a 48.85 leg in the 400

freestyle relay.

Jeff Wicklund finished third in the 200

freestyle ( 1 :48.07), third in the 500 freestyle

(4:56.20), and swam a 48.02 in the 400

freestyle relay.

Marc LeFrance took fiRh in the 1000

freestyle ( 10:30.35), first in the 200 butter-

fly (2:01.52), and swam a 52.84 in the 400

freestyle relay.

Adam Reich took fourth in the 200 indi-

vidual medley (2:03.33), fourth in the 100

freestyle (49.90), and swam a 48.29 in the

400 medley relay.

With one win under their belts, the Min-

utemen were more than ready to take on the

University of Maine.

"We had a lot ofconfidence being 1-0, and
we hammered them from the outset,"

Yarworth said. "Overall, I was pleased with

the maturity that the team displayed. We
performed well from top to bottom."

Unlike the Boston College meet, this one
was never in question. UMass dominated
Maine in nearly every event, winning by a

final score of 147-94.

With these two wins in hanvl, Yarworth
plans to begin preparation for the New En-
gland meet earlier this season instead of

waiting until later in the year. The prepara-

tion is a process called "rest and shave"

where his men shave off their body hair and
rest more before they build up the training

routine again.

The purpose of this procedure is to see

who will react best to the new sensitivity to

the water brought about by the loss of hair.

Judging by the results of this process,

Yarworth plans to decide which 18 of his 30

swimmers will compete in the New England

Championships this February.
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Schools fail under
economic crisis
Recession spells trouble for Holyoke

Collefian photo by Jeff Egan

LIGHTING THE MENORAH — Tom Bales, a reiponal plan-

ning miyor at the University of Massachusetts, lights the first light

on the menorah outside the Hillel House on N. Pleasant St. in

Amherst. The menorah is lit in celebration of the Jewish holiday of

Hanukkah.

By JEFF DONN
Associated Press

HOLYOKE, Mass. — In something of a

case study in what ails American communi-

ties, Holyoke is watching its schools fail, and

neither the governor, the mayor nor the vot-

ers are ready to dig into their pockets to help.

Severe economic problems are faulted,

but some say racism is also to blame. The

town's aging population, a school officials

said, is reluctant to fork out because two-

thirds of the children at Holyoke's schools

are Hispanic.

Twice this year, voters rejected proposed

overrides of the state's tax-cap law, forcing

layoffs of220 teachers— a third of the staff

— and elimination of libraries,, and foreign

language and art classes.

Economic crises are not new to this old

mill town of 44,000, which once made tex-

tiles for much of the country. Students have

marched on City Hall in protest. A school

committee member vowed to hold classes

until money runs out, than toclose the doors.

And, with a flood of Hispanic newcomers

accounting for a third ofthe population, the

schools' troubles have raised the specter of

racism.

"When people say it has nothing to do

with racism, I say, 'Oh, come on.* It sounds

like a duck, it looks like a duck let's call it a

duck," said Betty Medina Lichtenstein, the

lone Hispanic on the School Committee.

Anti-Hispanic prejudice, she said, is at

the root ofmuch opposition to higher taxes

for education in Holyoke, which lies north-

west of Springfield.

Mayor William A. Hamilton vehemently

rejects talks of anti-Hispanic backlash. He
also discounts suggestions that voters, who
approved a tax hike for garbage pickup, give

more priority to trash than children.

Residents are troubled by low test scores,

and "the people do not believe the money is

being spent effectively ," he said.

Hamilton said he will keep a close eye on

school spending and consider more layoffs

...the people do not

believe the money is

being spent effectively...

-Mayor Hamilton

of janitors and other ancillary workers, if

necessary. But he said the schools, with

about 7,500 students, may not improve un-

til the economy revives.

Opponents of the overrides deny ethnic

bias, though they have complained of the

school administration's emphasis on bilin-

gual education.

"There's no reason why children who
have an education in English in Puerto Rico

should come here and not speak English,"

said Geraldine Barrett, a homeowner who
works two jobs and voted against the

overrrides.

"English is the international language:

Business in in English. So it's hurting these

children in the long run," she said.

Student senate sponsoring
registration drive this week
By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate is sponsoring a

voter registration drive this week in an effort to mobilize

students for the February race to fill the state

representative's seat vacated by State Sen. Stanley

Rosenberg, according to the chairperson ofthe SGA budget

committee.
Sen. Rob Witherell (Moore), chairperson, said a voter

registration drive will be held on Dec. 3 through Dec. 5 from

11 a.m. to 3 p.m. in front of the Campus Center Munchy

store
Witherell said most University of Massachusetts stu-

dents are of legal age to be registered.

What is different about this drive, according U> Patterson

Sen. Matt Pavesi, is thatAmherst town officials are helping

the University community by deputizing students as town

officials.

Deputized studen«^s are legally allowed to register stu-

dents to vote in Amherst or their hometowns.

"Anyone can be deputized — all they have to do is talk

to me first or the town clerk," said Pavesi, chairperson of
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the Senate's Public Policy Committee. "One would have to

be registered in Amherst to be deputized, because they

would actually be working for the town."

"Anyone who is going to be 18 years old before the Fek

18 primary election for state representative can register,"

said Witherell.

"People who register to vote in December will be able to

vote in the next election. People who moved since they last

registered to vote in Amherst and didn't tell the town might

be on a voter suspended list," he said.

Witherell said students could come to the voter registrar's

table and fill out a change of address form.

Witherell said many students may not register because

they believe their votes make no difference, but he believes

the state representative race between Democrats Terry

Franklin, Jon Hite, Norman Page and Ellen Story and

Republican Paul McGonnigal may be decided by student

votes. .-

"[This race] is very important for students, because it

students get out in a block, they'll make a big difference—
it's going to be a very tight election," Witherell said. "This

is very important for the University in the future, because

we're in a recession, and there are rumors of a $1.6 billion

state shortfall.
.

"So, we're going to need a state representative fighting

for students who is specifically able to do something for

students and the community as a whole," Witherell said.

Pavesi urged students to register as quickly as possible.

"The deadline for the race is mid-January," Pavesi said.

"We'll all be home then, so we're urging as many students

to register in December as possible."

Pavesi said the importance of the February election to

the campus cannot be under-emphasized.

"Basically, in the race for state representative, it's im-

portant that students make a difference because the rep-

resentative will fight for this University," he said. "It's

important that the state representative has students'

backing, because then we can pressure him or her to fight

for us."

Witherell said the most recent "get out the vote" drive—
held last spring to fill the First Congressional District seat

vacated by the death of Silvio Conte— was successful, and

he hopes this effort will also be worthwhile.

"Once it gets started, people start paying more attention

to students." he said. "The power is in the hands of the

students. Voting is power, and it's their right to do it."

Altantis shuttle
has safe landing
at Edwards AFB

By LEE SIEGEL
Associated Press

EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE. Calif — Space

shuttle Atlantis sailed through an overcast desert

sky and returned home with six astronauts yester-

day, ending a military mission cut short by a failed

navigational unit.

Atlantis landed on the dry lakebed at 2:35 p.m.

The ship's arrival was heralded by its customary twin

sonic booms.
"Welcome home Atlantis and congratulations on a

great flight," Mission Control's Bob Cabana told

shuttle commander Frederick Gregory after the or-

biter rolled to a stop.

Atlantis circled the world 109 times and logger 2.9

million miles during thejourney, which began a week

ago. The shuttle successfully deployed a $300 million

satellite a week ago to provide early warning of

enemy missile attacks, space launches and nuclear

explosions.

The astronauts were "all in excellent health," after

their flight and planned to stay in California over-

night before returning home to Houston today, said

Steve Nagel, acting chief of NASA's astronaut office.

The shuttle's condition "looks very very good —
very few dines on the tiles" that protect it from the

heat of re-entry, he added.

Because of the prospect of high winds, NASA
decided to skip the shuttle's first landing opportu-

nity, which was one and a half hours, or one orbit,

earlier than the actual touchdown. "AS it turned out^

they could have landed on the first opportunity,"

Nagel said.

NASA shorted the mission by three days after a

navigational unit failed Saturday. Nagel said^ the

spaceship's two other guidance units worked "just

fine" during re-entry and the crew was never in any

danger.

Flight rules stipulate that a shuttle return as soon

as possible to Edwards, rather than one of the other

landing sites, when a navigational unit fails.
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Lecture — "Israel on My Mind," Dan Simon speaks on

-Update from Israel." 7:30 p.m. Hillel House/388 N. Pleasant

St.

Chanukah — Menorah lighting, second night. 5 p.m.

Hillel House front lawn. All welcome.

Forum — WMUA's Third World Affairs and Women's
Affairs departments present a forum entitled "The State of

I^tinas Entering the Professional Workforce Today." Um-
versity ofMassachusetts multicultural education professor

Sonia Nieto will speak. Contact Luisa Quintanilla or Lauren

Barbagallo at 545-2877 for more information.

Blood Drive — Campus Center Rm. 101

pH„i — "The Business of America" will be shown at 7

p.m. and the I'oom number will be posted on the schedule

next to the elevator. Sponsored by the GEO- Labor Center

Filmfest.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3

Chanukah — Menorah lighting, third night. 5 p.m.

Hillel House front lawn. All welcome.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 4

Chanukah — Party sponsored by Hillel. Food, games,

driedle casino. 8 p.m. Hillel House 388 N. Pleasant St.

Menorah lighting at 8 p.m. All welcome.
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Ex UMass prof,

78, passes away
in California
Byron Earle Colby, professoremeritus ofveterinary

and animal science at the University ofMassachusetts,

died at his home in Fallbrook, Calif, at age 78.

Colby taught at the University for 31 years before

his retirement in 1978.

A native of Helena, Mont., Colby graduated from
New Hampshire's Kimball Union Academy in 1932.

He received a degree in animal husbandry from the

University of New Hampshire in 1936. He later re-

ceived a master's degree from Michigan State Uni-

versity.

Colby worked for 11 years as a 4-H Club county

agent before joining the UMass faculty. He served for

28 years as editor of "Beefand Sheep Highlights and
Pointers for Pork Profits."

He is survived by his wife, Esther (Norris); sons

Alan of Fairfield, Iowa, and Bruce ofCarlsbad, Calif.;

sister Bertha Cameron of Barrington, R.I.; and two

grandsons.

A memorial service for Colby is planned in South

Hadley. —Collegian staff reports

Cuts reach Univ. Bridgeport
31 programs slated for elimination

BRIDGEPORT. Conn. (AP)— The University of Bridge-

port, struggling to keep its doors open, will eliminate

roughly one-third of its degree programs, school officials

announced Tuesday.
The announcement comes one day after the university's

law school decided to secede.

Interim president Edwin G. Eigel told students and
faculty members that 21 undergraduate and 10 graduate

degree programs will be eliminated after the spring 1992

semester.

The school has a total of90 graduate and undergraduate

programs.
Programs to be cut include English, mathematics, his-

tory, art, biology, political science, sociology and others,

mostly liberal arts.

Students would still be able to take courses in the

subjects cut, but not advanced courses needed to obtain a

degree in those fields.

Legislature mulls death penalty
By JOHN DIAMOND
AJssociated Press

BOSTON— For the first time in a decade, the political

ingredients are in place for Massachusetts to enact a death

penalty law.

Prodded by its former-prosecutor gove.*nor and by an
electorate repulsed by several especially gruesome killings,

most recently that of a 13-year-old girl by her next door

neighbor, the state Legislature will likely begin work on the
proposal in January.

Lawmakers predicted Gov. William F. Weld would be

able to make good on one of his key campaign promises.

"I think the votes are there in both branches to pass the

bill," said Senate Minority Leader David Locke, R-Wellesley.

"The chances of it being approved are very good — better

now than they have been for very many years."

Even Sen. William Keating, D-Sharon, Senate vice

chairman ofthe Legislature's Criminal Justice Committee
and an opponent of capital punishment, said chances for

passage are good.

"It's hkely to happen next year," he said.

The end of the eight-year reign of anti-death penalty

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis with the election ofWeld marked
a turning point in the state where the death penalty was
last carried out in 1947.

Five days aft«r Weld proposed his death penalty bill

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Nestle in at Scenic
Cliffside Apartments

(From six to twelve month lease available)

Come see our 1 and 2 bedroom units. All utilities

included, appliances, laundry facilities, cable ready.

On bus route. Furnished units available. On Rte. 1 16,

close to 1-91

ji^J Only minutes away from UMASS!
Phone (413)665-3958
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SSTANLEY H. KAPLAN
(& Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

MCAT classes start Jan. 7 & Feb. 12 • LSAT classes start Jan. 4 & March 24

GMAT classes stan Jan. 2 & Feb. 6 • GRE classes start Jan. 2 & Feb. 4

Inlersession Courses Available

For other locations call 549-5780
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f^jUNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
FULL SERVICE FILM PROCESSING

NOW AVAILABLE AT ALL LOCATIONS
MINI STORE
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AND

HAMDEN MUNCHY
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It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.
You have one night.

It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. While you have a few

short hours to learn your sun spots from your satellites before the

dreaded astronomy exam.

On the other hand, Vivarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps

keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently So

even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.

If Galileo had used Vivarin, maybe he could have mastered the solar

system faster, too. -^ , .- wrw^TAw^wm^.
Revive with VIVARIN:
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessArily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Not even toy stores are safe from the profit motive
When I was searching for a summerjob a year and a half

ago, I wasn't too sure what I wanted to do. I only knew what
I didn't want to do.

I didn't want to push carts in a parking lot or bag bread
and soda at the local Price Chopper. Itjust wasn't an option.

I didn't want to work around food at all. Flipping burgers
would tell me more about fast food than I cared to consider,
and waitressing tables required too much smiling.

I didn't want to work at the mall. The glittering mirrors,
the crowds of people, all those stores pressed anonymously
together. . . I just didn't like them.

After a few weeks of careful consideration, I figured out
where I wanted to work. A toy store.

I pictured a corner store, dusty windows facing dirty

streets. A rickety, peeUng door squeaks opens slowly, a
chiming bell and the smell of sawdust. Soft footsteps cross
the wooden-planked floor to the shelves: hundreds ofpainted,
hand-carved toys crowded together. Dolls, games, rocking
horses, music boxes and carousels. . . An elderly man comes
out of the back room into the dim light, searching the
pockets of his faded green cardigan for his spectacles. . .

1 don't think shops like that exist anymore. Well, I

couldn't find one within commuting distance. Discouraged
but not defeated, 1 decided to look for the next best thing.

The next best thing was at the mall. That's okay," I

rationalized, "it's still a toy store." I put in an application

and was hired within a week.
I showed up for work in my new clothes — jeans and

Chucks were against the dress code. The manager took me
to the back room and handed me a small book detailing the
rules and regulations I was expected to follow. No problem.
Halfan hour later, I was behind the register feeling dumb.
Really dumb.

There I stood, surrounded by obscenely bright colors.

New Kids on the Block bubble gum. Teenage Mutant Nir\ja

Turtle pencils, and Boogers candy. A grinning name tag
was pinned to my shoulder, and the music ofM.C. Hammer
and Paula Abdul entertained a counter of gaudy dancing
flowers.A Nintendo advertisement played repeatedly above
me, and I was ringing up over forty dollars worth of Barbie

Darienne Hosley

dolls and accessories.

With the manager lurking behind me, I smiled cheerily

ateachnew customerand said, "Hi ! Welcome to (trademark ]!

What can I help you find today?" Aft«r three hours of
repeating the same line, I switched to my own greeting: "Hi!

how are you is there anjrthing I can help you with?" The
manager hissed, "That's not what you're supposed to say.

And be perkier."

I sighed to myselfand decided I could lose a little dignity

for the sake of some money. However, a few months later

afl«r I said, "Thank you for shopping [that trademark
again]. Please come again" for the zillionth time, I began to

have questions about my employer.

The corporation didn't seem to care that the toys were
junk. Over-priced, low-quality, boring and uncreative. They
didn't seem to care that most of these toys ended up in the

bottom ofa closet a few weeks after they were brought home.
The company's national headquarters were a scant fif-

teen minutes from the store in which I was working. The
president and other VIPs stopped in regularly to check on
sales and figure out new, more effective ways to push
merchandise. They sometimes talked to the plebeian sales

associates like myself, asking what we thought was selling

best, how the new storefront design was working, was that

sign out front luring more people in to the store, did we have
any suggestions about how a slow-selling toy could be more
enticingly displayed.

Just once, once, I would have liked one ofthem to ask me
if the customers liked the toys being sold. I suppose the

answer could be found by asking what was selling well, but
the point is not the same. The store was always focused on
customer service, but only to maximize profit.

I stayed there through last summer. When 1 thought
about working over Christmas break, I thought about
working elsewhere. Although Bush says there isn't a re-

cession, employment opportunities are rare. Ill be back in

the toy store December 22. The latest corporation press

release says they're hoping to top a record $1 billion in sales

this year. Enjoy. . .

Darienne Hosley is a Collegian columnist

Some trash is just trash
After working for UMass' Residential

Recycling Program for a year, I had thought
that I'd seen and heard it all. You would not
believe what some people think they can
recycle. It really makes you wonder after a
while. Do people really believe that some-
how we can take an old pizza and make it

into something else, or what about all those
used condoms? 1 don't even want to think
about what people expect us to do with
those. But just this month, the students of

UMass have come up with a new twist on
recycling: tampon applicators.

Jamie D. Weeks

Just about everything that students and
employees recycle at the University makes
its way to the Materials Recovery Facility

(MRF) in Springfield. Onco at the MRF, the

load ofrecyclables is examined for contami-
nation. After it passes the initial inspection,

the load is dumped onto big conveyor belts

where it is separated by hand. Yes indeed,

there are people who pick through your
garbage for a living. Not a glamorous job,

but it pays the bills.

The last load that went to the MRF from
UMass passed the initial exam. Once the

hand sorting was well underway, however,

things weren't looking so hot. The guys
doing the sorting got off the line to call

UMass and complain about the amazing
number of tampon applicators, both the

cardboard and the plastic variety, that they

were picking out of our load.

As you can imagine, the men picking

these things off the line by hand were more
than a little irritated. Let's be blunt; it's

disgusting. Try to imagine how you would
feel i'"you had to pick up hundreds of used
tampan applicators. Well, the guys at the

MRF felt the same way. They yelled and
scref med, and told UMass that the next

load ofrecyclables was going to be examined
VERY closely.

Not to wax philosophical or anything,
but who on earth is saving those things!?

Carrying a soda can or a newspaper around
in your backpack is one thing, but I don't

know about this. While it's good to know
that so many women at UMass are into

recycling. I think this could easily be classi-

fied as ridiculous. Thanks but no thanks;
honest.

I can almost understand why someone
might think that tampon applicators are
recyclable. Although I'd like to point out
that the Residential Recycling Program has
repeatedly posted that the only kind of

cardboard we take is the corrugated type or

pizza boxes. And there are lots ofbig, brightly

colored signs hanging all over campus that
state that the only kind ofplastic we want is

soda bottles and milk jugs. Somehow, I just

don't see the resemblance. Sorry to disap-

point everyone.

In all seriousness, tampon applicators in

the recycling barrels are a bona fide health
hazard, as are condoms and other such fun
things. It's bad enough that the recycling

areas are attracting insects because people

refuse to wash their cans and bottles. There
is no reason to have our recycling collection

areas turn intoa breedingground for disease.

Ifyou thought tampon applicators (and
condoms) were recyclable, you were mis-
taken. Ifyou were just dumping your trash

in the recycling barrels, don't. There are

receptacles provided for that purpose.
Tampon applicators shouldn't even be in

the regular trash. All you women out there

have seen those little white boxes in the

bathrooms; our suggestion in that you uti-

lize them.
If you have doubts about what you can

recycle, read the signs over the barrels,

refer to that little green book you got when
you moved in, or call us (5-1153). We don't

mind. Respect yourselfas well as the people

living around you (and don't forget the guys
at the MRF!). Please, think before you toss!

Jamie D. Weeks is a UMass student

HE *^AD KiO OOMESr/C
AGEA/OA 7W&A/ E»77/Eft.

Don't assume she wants
to have sex; ask her first

Yet another note from ed/op
The world is waiting foryour opinion. Write a letter to the editor

and tell 'em what you think.

Letters should be typedy double spaced and less than fifty lines in

length. You must sign your letter and include your address and
phone number. Cartoons are fun, t€fo— draw them with flairpen
on 8 112 by 11 paper.

Send your stuff or stop by the Collegian, 113 Campus Center

Basement. Go on. We're looking forward to it.

Quote ofNote -

'Ifyou lake your picky be careful

how you choose it."

-"Royal Orleans"
Led Zeppelin

Men, imagine this scenario: you are sit-

ting in a room with someone who you are

attracted to. The door is closed, and there is

music plajdng. The two of you are talking.

Somewhere along the line, you start to kiss.

The kiss becomes more intense, and you

start to feel around over each other's clothes.

Eventually, you are both lacking certain

articles of clothing. She wants to have sex,

right? She's getting into it, and breathing

hard, so she must want to have sex, right?

Emily Woller

Ifyou assume that sex is the next step—
the inevitable one — you are assuming too

much. If you proceed to that "next step"

without knowing that she wants you to, you

may be guilty of date rape.

I realize that we've all been beaten over

the head with flyers regarding date rape.

Some ofthese flyers list the statistics ofdate

rape, etc. I realize that people nod their

heads and say, "yeah, yeah," and pass them
on their way through the halls, or that other

people read them while on the toilet — but

the honest truth is that date rape happens

more often than you can imagine. Date rape

breeds rampantly on college campuses.

So, how do you know if she wants to have

sex or not? Honey, let me tell you—you must
ask her. There is nothing unromantic about

verifying intentions, especially when you

consider the romance level ofrape. Ifshe says

"no," take her word for it. Even ifyou do not

plan on ever seeing this girl again (say you

meet at a party one night), take her word for

it. You might find sex more gratifying if it is

between two consenting individuals.

Although I started this with a focus on

males (as they are often the ones with the

bulk ofphysical strength), I do not hold them
solely responsible. That would not be fair.

It is also (to a great extent) within a

woman's control over what takes place in an
intimate situation.

Women: clarify in your mind your inten-

tions. Decide how far you want things to go,

and then be resolute in your convictions. In

otherwords, stick withyour original instinct,

and do not let him push you. Also, you must
tell him how you feel, point blank. Ifhe still

tries to sway you against your will, even
after you voice your preference, do not

hesitate to make a scene or to get out ofthat

room — fast.

So men, women: the message I lay before

you is to think first, then communicate.
(This is also a neat way to avoid "blueballs.")

You may discover that you actually want to

have sex!

Now children, play nice — and use a
condom.

Emily Woller is a UMass student
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death penalty
CONIINUED FROM PAGE 3

calling for lethal injections, a Plymouth County jury on
Nov. 23 convicted Henry L. Meinholz Jr. or the suffocation

murder of his neighbor, teen-ager Melissa Benoit.

Meinholz heightened the furor when, in trying to estab-

lish his JnntK-ence by reason of insanity, he testified with

graphic detail about his crime.

"It was certainly a murder committee with extreme

atriKity and cruelty," said Weld, a former U.S. attorney. He
said it was "hard to imagine a more appropriate case," for

the death penalty.

WINTER SESSION 1992
January 2-23

IT'S
TI-I-I-ME!

Register NOW for Winter Session courses and

workshops Over 100 credit courses

and nearly 80 noncredit workshops.

By mail - until December 11

(U.S mail only, don t use campus mail)

By FAX - until December 1

1

In person • November 25 through January 6

Division of Continuing Education. 615 Goodell Building

3 credits in just 3 short weeks!

What a deal!

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION

It was the latest in a series of crimes that had shocked

and angered Massachusetts residents, including the 1989

killing of Darlene "Tiffany" Moore, an 1 1-year-old who was

an innocent bystander to a drug-related shooting in Boston;

the 1987 murder ofa mother and the drownings of her tow

children in Townsend by Danny LaPlante; a 1988 assault

on a family by a furloughed prisoner, Willie Horton. made

an issue in the 1988 presidential campaign; and the sensa-

tional 1989 murder of Carol Stuart.

"People sense the system dcM?sn't work and in some cases

they're right." said state Rep. James Brett, D-Boston,

House chairman of the Criminal Justice Committee.

Brett has voted against past death penalty proposals but

.says he's keeping an open mind on the Weld bill.

The judge in the Meinholz case said he was opjx)sed to

the death penalty, but wished he could invoke it in sentenc-

ing Meinholz to life in prison without parole. Gubernatorial

candidate Francis X. Bellotti, former defense attorney who
had doubts about the racial fairness ofcapital punishment,

said he'd be willing to pull the switch on Stuart's killer.

Among others who have changed their opinions are

Democratic presidential candidate Paul Tsongas, who says

he now supports capital punishment in certain cases. U.S.

Rep. Joseph P. Kennedy II, D-Mass., is another death

penalty supporter.

State Sen. Paul Harold, D-Quincy, a leading death

penalty opponent, said the Stuart case was an argument
against the death penalty.

Arts & Living

Desktop publishing i-^

from start to finish.

Discover Kinko's.
Improve the appearance of your printed

materials with the help of Kinko's. We
offer a full line of Macintosh* Desktop
Publishing services. Including design
assistance, typesetting,

reproduction and finishing I LmQj
services. From manuals to /^

I ^5.00 OffTypesetting
ring this coupoi

take $5.00 OFT o
I BrlnA this coupon Into the Kinko's listed, and we'll

ke $5.00 OFT on your types
more. Not valid with any other offer. One cou

on your typesetting order of $25 or
other offer. One coupon per

customer. Good throu^ December 31. 1991

Open 24 hours*

253-2543
220 N. Pleasant St.

(Across from Carriage

Shops) • Closed SaL
midnight-Sun. noon

kinlfo*!'
the copy center

THE UNIVERSITY STORED
ANNUAl

CHRISTMAS

BOOK SALE
/ WEEEONLT

STARTS DECEMBER S

ON THE
I

IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

HUNDREDS OF
SALE BOOKS

HOT HOLIDAY GIFTS

* Available at Campus Center Concourse

December 2, 3

This Holiday Season give a gift that counts.

Promote Safer Sex in a fun and creative way.

(live ihe following:

• Condom earrings

• Safer Sex coupon book
• "New" Safer Sex samplers
• T-shirts with Safer Sex message

• "Proud Pete" condom book

OTHER IDEAS

Boxer shorts with pocket for condoms

Decorative cases for condoms and dental dams

.A sampler of different types of condoms

Garter belt uiih a condom pocket

Subscription to Condom of the .Monlh Club

Cloth condom/dam "envelope" on a cord necklace

Sponsored by Peer Health Education Program

Health Services

Girls just
wanna be wed

AP Photo

Singing star Cyndi Lauper tied the knot
Sunday with actor David Thornton, New
York Newsday reported. The ceremony,
which took place at Friends MeetingHouse
in Manhattan, was followed by a double-
decker bus trip to an Italian restaurant on
the Lower East Side.

call us

549-7890

#1. Personals" Pizza

with three toppings of

your choice - $3.49

#2. Large Cheese
Pizza - $5.50 cmci. tax)

#3. 2 Large Cheese
Pizzas - $9.50 (Incl. tax)

#4. Large Pepperoni

Pizza - $5.50 (Incl. tax)

#5. 2 Large Pepperoni

Pizzas - $ 1 0.50 (Incl. tax)

Our hours are

4:30 PM - 2;00 AM Sun. - Wed.

4:30 PM - 3:00 AM Thurs. - Sat.

WE ACCEPT PERSONAL CHECKS

K'
Matl»K:afd

Inspiring author signs
By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Correspondent

Last week, Northampton's Globe Bookshop hosted in-

ternationally renown children's storybook writer and il-

lustrator, Eric Carle. Carle is winding down a fourteen-day,

thirteen-city tour to promote his two latest book8,Po/arBeQr,

Polar Bear, What Do You Hear'? and Dragons Dragons and
Other Creatures That Never Were.

Carle's new books add to his collection of over three-

dozen works, which includes such classics as The Very Busy
Spider, Brown Bear What Do You See? and his most famous
book, The Very Hungry Caterpillar, of which seven million

copies have bee • sold internationally.

In addition to magnificently colorful drawings of lively

characters and entertaining stories, Carle's books provide

children with various learning opportunities.

Carle said within each book there were many layers of

the story, and that his goal was to let each child select his/

her own level and draw from it. Carle said his books hint

at things that can become the basis for discussion among
parents, peers, and teachers.

He said he feels his favorite of his books, Do You Want to

be My Friend? is not only his best work graphically, but it

stresses the importance of friendship, love, and compan-
ionship, all of which he believes are important to both

children and adults.

Carle also said many of the younger children benefit

from learning page turning skills, or simply enjoy the
colorful graphics.

He said parents should not push their children to learn at

a specific rate, and that whichever aspects ofhis work inspire

children to think, that catch their interest, or give them some
form of pleasure contribute to a child's development.

He said this attitude toward learning is a reaction to the
strict education that he received as a child.

Carle was born in Syracuse, New York, and moved to

Germany with his parents when he was young. After
graduating from the Academy ofApplied Arts in Stuttgart,

Carle returned to the United States and worked as a
graphic designer for the New York Times.

After working in advertising for a private company.
Carle's friend, author Bill Martin, asked him to illustrate

Brown Bear, Brown Bear What do You See? which turned
Carle onto writing and illustrating his own books.

A special edition of Brown Bear, Brown Bear What Do
You See? which celebrates 25 years of writing and illus-

trating since the original publication, will be available in

bookstores this spring.

Presently, Carle lives in Northampton, and continues to

entertain people of all ages, from all over the world with his

enchanting stories.

AP Photo

BONO CAMPAIGN MANAGER— Republican California Sen-
ate candidate Sonny Bono introduces Bill Lacy, left as his

campaign manager during a press conference in Los Angeles.

2
Interested in a Challenging and

Exciting Career that will put your
Social Concerns into Action?

Consider a Career in

Clinical Social Work

To FIND OUT MORE, ATTEND THE

SMITH COLLEGE SCHOOL
FOR SOCIAL WORK

Information Day

Saturday, December 7, 1991

2:00 pm
Browsing Room, Neilsoii Library

Smith College Campus

Refreshiiienls will be served

For more infornialioii, call (413) 585-7960

Now's the

time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

78 Okl Sunderland Rd., No. Amherst

549-2880
Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Most Uajor Cradit Cards Accapted
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Eastside Grill is no myth
n.. i-»AT?T rwiT^x^r^nryxM^ KaaUat rvf uiar^n srtiir.Hniiirh hrt^Mrl Thprp ftrt» a lot O!By PAUL DEGEORGES
Collegian Staff

Sometimes a restaurant will get a reputation for some-

thing and ifenough people start to think it's true, it becomes

mighty difficult to shed that image.

For some reason, popular legend has it thatThe Eastside

Grill, located on Strong Avenue in Northampton (down by

Pearl Street Nightclub), is a high-priced, glamorous dining

establishment. Surpirise, kids! The Grill is not that haute-

stuffy-pompous maison de cuisine which it's reputation has

made it infamous for being: hey, they don't evew take

reservations.

Dining Out
It's possible that some of its clientele have spread the

word about it^food and perhaps that's how the whole rumor

got spread. Their gastronomical offerings are superb, but

just because a restaurant offers up magnificent meals

doesn't necessarily entail an ornately elegant starched

clientele — and the prices that accompany such types of

restaurants.

So. having established the fact that you can, as a fiscally

unstable college student, afford a meal at the Eastside grill,

it should be of interest that you also needn't own a tux to

attend. The atmosphere is relaxed and casual, but still

retains an air of classiness. That's probably because it

seems to draw a relatively thirty-somethingish crowd

looking for a quality night out with no strings of formality

attached.

The Eastside Grill has a huge menu and lives up to its

self appointed classification. They grill everything you

would expect to be able to get — chicken, beef lamb and

seafood. There are a few vegetarian offerings but carnivores

will probably have to leave their strictlysoybean buddies

at home for this evening out.

Creative appetizers like Lobster Toasts, Artichoke and

Red Pepper Salad and Roasted Garlic Bulb all come with a

basket ofwarm sour-dough bread. There are a lot ofappeal-

ing items available of the hors d'oeuvre nature, but it's

probably wise not to go crazy on these as the entrees are

twice as filling as the appetizers. But if you come back on

another occasion make sure you try something different. (

I

plan on returning simply to sample the Smoked Shrimp

Potato Cakes).

As for the entrees, don't worry about variety. You can get

your basic ingredient cooked so many different ways, they

had to make a huge, and somewhat unwieldy, menu just to

fit them all. Chicken Louisianne is sauteed in lemon butter

sauce and topped with mushrooms, artichoke hearts and

crabmeat. I had that, but with so many options it took a long

time to decide.

Anyway, you'll be able to find something that will make

you go "Hmmm," and every entree is served with a House

Salad, bread and a vegetable.

By the way, this review is assuming one were to eat

dinner at the Grill. They also do serve a luncheon menu
which is essentially an abbreviated dinner menu served

Monday through Saturday from 11:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.

Moving on in standard eating order to the dessert of-

ferings, one will find among others Chocolate Chunk Pecan

Pie, New Orleans Bread Pudding, Key Lime Tart and Mud
Pie, which is coffee ice cream on a chocolate cookie crust

with chocolate syrup and whipped cream.

Ifyou take coffee after your meal you won't be rushed out

the door by a pushy waitperson. The Eastside Grill i.'-n't

quite big enough to acommodate all who want to eat (hence

a twenty minute to half hour wating list during busy hours)

but once inside, you'll find a mellow, clean, and reasonably

relaxing atmosphere.

Prices for entrees average around $10 and everything

else is scaled accordingly. Overall two people can go out for

an evening, eat their hearts out on a lot of good food and

leave with a little less than forty dollars missing. But hey,

for a dinner that tastes good and leaves you so full you can

barely walk, the less weight the better, right?

The Eastside Grill : it's in Northampton and it's not what

you've heard, so maybe you should judge for yourself

Recycle

Recycling

Recycled

Recycler

Write for the
Collegian.
You know you want to. We
even know you want to.

Come down to pur offices

in the basement of the

Campus Center.

It gives life nneaning.

Really.
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CHINA GARDEN
The Collegians choice in_ delightful ^n^g_^

, , , A "_ r$2 OFF with purchase of $151
" ' «*^'*'^^ '^

I

or more with this coupon |

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sunday-Thursday, 1 1:30am- 10:00pm

Friday-Saturday. 1 1 :30am- 1 1:00pm

Lunch Hour: 1 l:30am-3:30pm 7 days a week

Free Delivery Service .fSew Remodeling
•7 Days a week
•Take-out
• Luncheon Specials $3.75-$4.55

Fri., Sat.. Sun.

5:00pm- 10:00pm
Visa/Master Card/

American Fjcp

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE "MSG"

• MANDARIN & SZECHUAN CUISINE

• HOMESTYLE COOKING

• FR5H VECETABIB FROM OUR FARM

• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

• FULL LIQUOR UCENSE

• OPEN 7 DAYS

• NEWLY F^MOOELED

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEPTED

253-7835 253-2813

« MAIN STRtn, AMHERST ĴC

RECYCLE THIS
COLLEGIAN

rrix GIVE YOU
FUZZIES, AND DO!

NEED THOSE OO

Bills clinch division with 24-13 win

•»»»»»»»»»»»» HUNdN

By Barry Wilner

AP Sports Writer

Bruce Smith is back and the Buffalo Bills are back in the
playoffs.

Smith, the 1990 Defensive Player of the Year, saw
extensive duty for the first time this year in Sunday's 24-13
victory over the New York Jets. The Bills clinched their

fourth straight AFC East title and won their 17th consecu-
tive game at Rich Stadium as Smith had five tackles and a
sack.

"My strength was good," he said. "1 was a tad slow, but
I was able to protect myself"

The Bills (11-2) are not into protecting so much as

attacking. Their no-huddle offense has ravaged most oppo-
nents.

Recently, however, the defense has stepped up. Against
New York, it was solid, stopping the Jets (7-6) on 10 of 11

third downs and forcing three turnovers that led to 17

points.

"For the last three weeks, we really have been starting

to come into our own," nose tackle Jeff Wright said. "Hope-

fully, we can keep it going down the stretch."

Jim Kelly was 21-for-38 for 251 yards and threw touch-

down passes to Andre Reed and James Lofton. Thurman
Thomas finished with 124 yards on 23 carries.

If Buffalo wins the rest of its games, it would have
homefield advantage throughout the AFC playoffs, just as

it did last year in making the Super Bowl.

New York saw its wild-card hopes damaged in losing for

the ninth consecutive time to the Bills.

"It makes it so frustrating to know that, yeah, we can

play with them," defensive lineman Scott Mersereau said.

"The last three times, we really played them pretty well."

Elsewhere Sunday, it was Miami 33-14 over Tampa Bay;

Atlanta 35-31 over Green Bay; and Cleveland 31-0 over

Indianapolis.

At Miami, the Dolphins moved over .500 for the first time

this season behind their biggest offensive output ofthe year.
Mark Higgs replaced fumble-plagued Sammie Smith

and rushed for 131 yards. He gained 103 yards in the first

half and sparked a 24-point second-quarter. The Dolphins

(7-6) scored on six consecutive possessions and had a sea-

son-high 468 yards against Tampa Bay (2-11).

"My patients paid off," Higgs said. "In Dallas, I backed up
Herschel Walker and I never played. In Philadelphia, I

waited until Keith Byars got hurt. So I'm used to it."

Dan Marino was 20 of 32 for 307 yards, including

touchdowns of 6 yards to Mark Duper and 26 yards to

reserve Tony Martin, who caught five passes for a career-

high 106 yards. Pete Stoyanovich kicked a career-high four

field goals.

Vinny Testaverde was sacked four times.

At Atlanta, the Falcons (8-5) needed a late rally for their

third straight victory and fifth in the last six games.
Chris Miller, who didn't play until starting the second

half because of a 103-degree fever, hit on a 16-yard pass to

Andre Risen with 41 seconds remaining to win it. The score

was set up when Green Bay punter Paul McJulien hobbled

a snap and was forced to keep the ball, running out of

bounds on his 41.

The Falcons struck for two touchdowns in 1 1 seconds to

erase a 28-14 deficit early in the final period.

>»»»»»»»»»>»»>;

GARDEN
BEST CHINESE BUFFET

MflNDdRIN/ SZECHOflN CUISINE

5 PM - 9 PM
Sun - Thurs

'PM-8PM

11:30 on - 3 PM

SUNDflY

Brunch

flLL-YOU-CfiN-EflT

5.99
10 BELCHEDTO^'N DO.\D <>Q\.^ AM11ED6T

2560251 2560252

WE DELIVED IN AMIIEQ6T

5 PM - ^:30 PM [\IPYD.\Y

MINIMUM $15 PLUcS $2 DELIVEPY Cll.\lXI

WE ACCEPT MASTERCARD

Sandwiches, Subs, Knishes, Bagels &
Lox, Soups & Salads. Gourmet Coffees,

Outraigeous Brownies, Ben & Jerry's,

and Much Morel

Delivery and Catering available
549-6314

Lx)cated uptown in the Carriage Shops

The Valley's only Dim Sum Brunch
•Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch - AAandarin and Cantonese Styles)

Every Day 1 1 :30-3:30

•Weekly Vegetarian Sepecials (Wednesday and Thursday)

New Vegetarian Menu Coming Soon!

13 PI. Pleasant Street Amherst. MA » 253-4280/4281

vt^ PANDA EAST ®
Advocate

Best in the Valley

1989 &1 990

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

We bring Chinatown

to you
* Lunch Specials*

from $3.95 including soup & rice

Hours:
Men. - Thurs. 11 =» am - 9=^° pm
Fri. & Sat. Il^"' am - 10^ pm
Sunday 12 noon - 9=*° pm

103N.PIeasantSt. Amherst, MA 01002

(41 3) 256-8923 (41 3) 256-8924

TOP Of
the CAMPUS

Catch all

your sports

OUNGE

It's not just anotherwayforyou
to spendyour money

It's away to help you save it.

Now, get the Card and get

Student Privileges. Special

savings created just for you.

Only from American Express.

It you think the American Expre.ss* Card is

simply another way to buy things, wed hke

to share some valuable news with y(Hi: Since

you're a student, the Card can acluaily hcl/)

you save.

Become a Student Cardmember today and

you'll automatically get American Express*

Student Privileges' our newK' expanded

package of outstanding savings and special

offers. All designed just for you-with more

of what you need, for more value from the

money you spend.

Continental

^ROUNDTRIPSON
CONTINENTALAIRLINES-ATA PRICE THAT

REALLY MAKES FLYING AFFORDABLE

I 'se your certificates to visit friends at other

.schools, see your family back home or enjoy

yoursdfduring a vacation And the best part;

I:ach certipcate could save you as much as

SJSO 01vr regular CotitiuentalA irlinesfares

on a coast-to-coast trip

Ol R \I Vi KST.M)VANTA(.E: IT TO
50 MIMTES" OF FREE MCI LONG DISTANCE

(AILING FVF.RYMOSTH FOR A YEAR

Talk about value. Now the Card can

also help you save on your long-

distance calls. In total. )'0«

could save more than $44

when you enroll and use

the American Express

Card as a calling card

And you don't even have to

change your current long

distance company

PLUS. SAVINGS ON CLOTHES, FOOD,

MUSIC AND MORE

Student i'rivileges Value Certificates give

you the savingsyou need on the things

YOU want—2 sure way to make the most of

MCI

a college builget This year alone. Student

Cardmembers have saved at Pizzeria lino,

F.ddie Bauer, MT\' and ArtCarved cla.ss rings,

among others

You'll find your certificates in each issue of

our exclusive student magazine, American

txpres.s* Card CONNECTIONS where you'll

also find valuable ideas and information

about college life today

A GOOD INVESTMENT A GREAT VALUE

For just |S5 a year, the Card gives you all

the.se .savings, as well as all the traditional

benefits of Cardmembership-like

the personal attention you can gel

24 hours a day from our Customer

Service representatives.

And becau.se you settle your account in

full each month, you won't pay any finance

charges which can save you even more.

All of which goes to show that the

American Express Card is an exceptional

value. Becau.se while there are many ways
for vou to spend vour

TRAVEL
RELATED
SERVICES

money there are few

that help you save it.

Apply today
An Arrvtran E sfvpss cnrripartv

Only Student Cardmembers can enjoy

this great deal on Continental Airlines:

three roundtrip flights for just 1129 or $189

each-depending on where you're going*

What's more, the.se certificates are good any

where Continental Airlines flies in the 48

contiguous states.

• lo be eligiNe. ycxi must be approved by December 31. 1991

•• A tredit of up lo $5"^ for calb will appear on each billing siaiemem

for 12 monlh.s afier enrollmeni $.V^ is equal to the charges for a

domestic .W minute night weekend MCI Cjrd Compatibiliiycall

and appropriate surcharges Wiu must enroll for this service by

IX-cember 51. 1991

© V^>] AmctR jn Fxprris Tcavrl Rrlaird Sccvkts (ompinv Irn

Get the Card today Call 1-800-942-AMEX.
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

I I

,^.

"You're a cold fish, Raymond.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

rM Pi^ee.. ^

I HAVE
^ A FAMILY...

^

[—

,

.. — fr-w^^—^ H&us

By BILL WATTERSON

AS ^0^^ CW SEE, SPftCEM^^^

SP\Ff WE HWt >J^^S 0^
EXTT?ACT\N& iHFC)RtAMiOM

FROM EVEN lUE >AOSr
UHCOOPtPWWiE PR\SDNEC^

'

ZORkONS , ENES "^E
:)iA.BOL\aL iHSTT^UMEHTS

VERN ^MVJS\KG, NCX)

TVJ\STED SPACE F*9DG
VIUM'S 77//S FlENOlSV^

DtV\CE CMLED'

^CUlNAJP
BAR GET
ON \T.

T
SPIFF READIES

WIS OACi^C
ESCAPE-

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

IT 5 R^GmT oh TWE

LEFT \T.

^#

ITS STILL ON T>^E FlClCft'

yjUV DIPN'T NOO PUT
IT A^\N^

/

<^^^^

«fl©3H

GEE. MS OWN COPN Of
T\^E EMANCIPATION

PROCLAMATION

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

Work UloKk \Aork Work "^

UJork \^(irk Woric Wok/c

Wo/lc WoKi<( lAjoyH^ Wok/(

b^'

o/" Shal/otAi GqaK IaJo/<C

lAlor<: Woric Work Work

Wik WoK^ Work WorH:

(Ajork /4i/o/<^aKtce o/" Alitor

bk Oecism's Work Worf;

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

^-^^.'^

™m

Quote of the Day
Happy Hanukkah

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Aspen gear

S SwedfSh rock

group
9 Repulsive

14 Sharpen
15 Sagan or

Hubbell

16 Tune, often

golden
17 Type ol crime

19 Ale « Haley

novel

20 Shade ol yellow

21 Tired ol,

poetically

23 Fender blemish

25 Alternate

entrance

29 Cricket term

31 In love with

33 One. in Aries

34 Very small

quantity

36 1040 recipient

37 Clan symbol
39 Rouen

inhabitants

41 Ardent tan

43 To — exactly

44 Shootly. e g
45 Comedian Foxx

46 Charles Dunon
TV show

47 Iced

51 Beam
52 Seaport on

Tokyo Bay
54 Feudal land

56 Playground
gear

55 Near
61 Author Jong
64 Suburbs
66 Raid
67 Rip

68 Govt agents

69 Layers
70 Wne producing

region ol Italy

71 Salinger girl

DOWN
1 Masonry wedge
2 Hawaiian region

3 Favorable

position

4 Grab
5 Perfect serve

6 — California

7 Skims through

books
8 Even though
9 Bay ol Naples

resort town
10 Andrew —

Webber
1

1

Altar words
12 Cambridge

school letters

13 Affirmative

18 Cub Scout units

22 Fuss
24 Minnesota

player

26 Executes better

27 Lake near

Syracuse. NY
28 Cure
29 Marked by two
30 Attention

getting

call

32 Hesitant

sounds
35 Pierre s

friend

38 — Toyyn

40 Certain

corridors

41 Hodges of

baseball

42 Shoal
44 Calamities

48 Ball — from
'South Pacific

song
49 Well. -

crook Nixon

50 Cavett or Clark

53 Hollywood
statuette

55 Type of type
57 RBI. eg
59 Stalk

60 Laborer
of yore

61 Salamander
62 FrerKh king

63 Ar>ger

65 - Lanka

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
G AS pBaIrIeIa sHpIoFeTm
ANN aHc A R L eHo L D E

L I A r|c R aIb,A P P L E S
A L K A L I IeIsB f A L A N Ae g a QlBrs a rI

AlG Q N I ICHt R I N]7 E T
i^A R nMeI a g r e sMi ma
I
I-R A 1JH|n e~ ElBfs N w

D Q SHTIAIN EilHA G R A
eInisI niaIhIe BpI u R I F YjBe R blsBIs d L iMj
^IQINIG 9 UMJiAlC 6 B S I !4

5lT OIRlKlSjBTi L [O H I

tIhIeIoBIa I MlE IHa E R
li6lkIsBL|0lsiEls|T R E K

12/2/91

Menu
LUNCH

Sloppy Joe

Grilled Cheese Sand.

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled Chicken Sand.

Tofu Sloppy Joe

DINNER
Fried Chicken

Beef Stew with Biscuit

BASICS DINNER
Garden Medley Casserole

Fried Chicken

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21- April 19): A hectic

work schedule will eventually pay off Be
wil'i.g u) make temporary sacririccs. New
cnmmunicalion .skills help you strike the

right note with difficult co-workers or

customers.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20); Concern
over a new project in unfounded. Have
confidence in those who love you. Do
what you know is right even if it will

alienate someone.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): A deci-

sion you make today gives you new
strength. A sibling is you best friend again.

If your career has .stalled, seek advice

from those who have traveled the same
road.

CANCER (June 21 -July 22): A finan-

cial problem will not solve itself. The
sooner you seek an expert's advice, the

sooner you will have peace of mind. Move
forward with confidence! Travel and ro-

mance go hand-in-hand.

LF.O(July23-Aug. 22): Working longer

hours now will pay big dividends. Keep
your long-range goals in mind Take a

new approach when negotiating with a
lough customer or client. You need to

keep this person off-balance!

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Scpl. 22): Although
an investment is not prtnlucing (he way
you had hoped, it will not help to make
hasiy changes. Take care of confidential

mailers. Visit someone confined to a

hospital or nursing home.

LIBRA (Sept 23-C)ct 22): Previous

e.xperience has shown you the best way to

gel things sciiled a( work Your interest in

popular culture is keen right now. Check
TV listings and the newspaper.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Those
who sell domestic goods or services should

do especially will now. Put any extra

profiisbackintothe business. Your talents

receive new recognition

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):

You arc able to make new progress on the

job or in your financial affairs Do your
shopping after lunchtime when more
bargains will be available. Resist an urge
to splurge.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): If

you lake advantage of a surprising de-

velopment, you will (urn an apparent de-

feat into a glorious victory A romantic

relationship gels ihc green light. Follow
your hciirt.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Keb. 18): Your
popularity is on the upswing now.
Someone lakes up your cause when you
are not sure of what lo do next. The
aflcrnix)n hours are best for discu.ssions

and explanations.

PISCES (Icb. 1 9-March 20): A money-
making idea could catch your eye while
you arc reading a magazine or newspaper.
Give it serious consideration. Prevent
gossip by being discreet about a romance.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Gayle Long
Copy Editor Tainir Lipton

Photo! echnician Jeff Egan
Production Supei^'isor Camille Pansewicz

Prtxiuction Sue Tomaski

Tracy Kruger
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Broncos drub hapless Patriots 20-3
By JOHN MOSSMAN
AP Sports Writer

DENVER (AP) — John Elway, shrugging off a sore

shoulder, threw a 21-yard touchdown pass to Vance John-
son and kept New England off-balance with a versatile

attack as the Denver Broncos drubbed the Patriots 20-3

Sunday.
Elway, a doubtful starter because of tendinitis and a

bone spur in his throwing shoulder, came out throwing. He
went to the air on six of the Broncos' first seven plays on an
opening scoring drive that saw Denver lake a lead it never

relinquished.

Apparently calling most of the plays in a departure from

the previous six games, Elway completed 1 8 of25 passes for

2 15 yards as the Broncos raised their record to 9-4 and took

a half-game lead over the Los Angeles Raiders in the AFC

West. The Raiders met San Diego Sunday night.

New England (4-9) was throttled by an aggressive Denver

defense that sacked Hugh Millen three times early in the

game and held the Pats to 13 total yards on their first five

possessions. By that time, the Broncos had taken a 17-0 lead.

Elway's TD pass to Johnson capped a 70-yard drive to

start the game and represented Denver's first touchdown in

the first quarter since its season opener.

The Broncos made it 10-0 on their second possession,

marching 61 yards for a 20-yard field goal by David

Treadwell. Elway hit Michael Young on a 16-yard pass

during the drive, which included a 37-yard interference

penalty against cornerback Maurice Hurst.

Denver, beating New England for the seventh straight

game and the ninth straight at Mile High Stadium, blew

another scoring opportunity early in the second quarter.

Dennis Smith intercepted a pass and returned it 1 1 yards

to the New England 29. But Rookie Greg Lewis fumbled the

ball away three plays later.

The Broncos later put together a 67-yard scoring drive to

go ahead 17-0 at the half Elway passed 16 yards to Derek

Russell and 12 to Ricky Nattiel, and Lewis burst 12 yards

off the left side, breaking three tackles for the score.

The Patriots finally crossed midfield just before inter-

mission as Millen completed six passes, but Smith inter-

cepted a pass in the end zone on the final play of the half.

New England used big pass plays to start a pair of third-

quarter scoring threats. Millen hit Irving Fryar for 33 yards

as the Patricks drove to the Denver 9. But safety Steve

Atwater hit Leonard Russell and forced a fumble that was
recovered by the opportunistic Smith.

Treadwell's 24-yard third-quarter field goal, capping a

67-yard drive that included four completions by Elway,

accounted for the rest of the scoring.

3
Now r.l^0OIKl

liarleixlcrs
School
W« M«p Y«l MM* II

-

HI I BoylMim Street

fUmm. MA 02116

CALL: (617) 247-1600

today and wrap up the

holidays with n gcxKl start

lor 2nd semester - and plan

ahead lor next summer.

ASK: How lo complete

training in I week during

semester break or 2 weeks

during the semester.

LEARN: How bartending

puis cash in your ptK:ket,

adds excitement to your

M)cial life and gives yt)u the

llexibic hours you need lo

slay on top of your studies.

DISCOVER: How NEBS will

help you make it happen.

AVAILABLE AT SAME BAT CHANNEL
COMICS • CARDS • GAMES AND MORE...

HAMPSHIRE MALL, HADLEY ^^^ MONDAY SATURDAY 1 0am-9pin INGLESIDE MALL. HOLYOKE
286-8775 SUNDAY 12pm-5pm 532-9797

Classifieds
COME TV THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE Hi CAMPUS CENTER • THURSDAY 8:30-3:30 FRIDAY 8:30-2:30»DEADUNEISTWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUaTION 20(AVORD/DAY FOR STUDEm CASH INADVANCE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AUOtnONS: Mon 1 2/2 & Tues. 1 2/3 Cross-

gendercaMng o( Shak»-spear8's Taming ol

the Shnew. For Into, sign-up or call board in

Theatre Depl or call Rtz @ 546-0969.

CARRIBBEAN • ONLY SI 89
roundirip air to somewhere
sunny and warm! EUROPE -

$1601 Hitch a (ide.

AIRHITCH 212-864-2000
.

DAN SIMON
Speaking tonight on the

'Update From Israer

Tonight 7:30pm
Hillei House Lounge

388 North Pleasant St.

One bedroom In house/on bus route/

available 1/92 253-9949

One room, big house, in town. 158. 549-

8342

OFFiaAL ZOOMASS CONUOMS
$16-6888

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-OI8Ct $1 75 00 DJs, VJs, Karaoke

lor house/ Fomial parties. Call 586-9900

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

81 BulCfcHegirt:Runs.$150 Dave 256-3061

COLLEGE BARGAINS
Computers starting at $299

Wordprocessors $549

Typewnters$189

Call 546-0390

FOR SALE
Image Wnter II Printer

$250O.B.O
Call Mara 549-4600 x3C3

NEEDED: Ride to Qunt N Roses concert

Dec 5 Also 3 tjd<ets to sell 585-6845 ASAP
~ STEREO FOR SALE
Dual cassette. AM-FM. two speakers, turn-

table Good condition Need to sell ASAP

$75 Of B.C. Call Kathy at 586-1278

FOUND

SPRMG BREAK INCANCUN! H will be here

belore you know it! Outgoing campus repre-

sentative wanted by the nation's largest and

most suocesslul spnng break tour operator

Receive a tree trip and cash lor promoting

our trips to your friends and classmates. Call

1 -800-395-4896 For more information!

MAN OF THE WEEK/WEAK
Justin

Weak: Greg R.

SERVICES

INSTRUCTION

Marylln

Happy 21 St

birthday

May all your wishes

coma true

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, inlormation or

support? Call tor free and confidential

senflces ALTERNATIVES 245 Main

Street. Northampton 586-3000 or

GreentieW 774-6010

EARN CREDrr Scuba Diving

Learn to riive. G09-Basic Scuba

Key Largo tnp. G-10-Sport Scuba

New England advanced. Gl 1- advanced

All courses listed under General Physical

Education. For further information come by

Curry Hicks pool Mon-Thur 7pm-10pm or

Call 545-2338

LOST

To parson mrtio borrowed my Lands End
bag from Beiitshire DC. Will trade you a 1 2-

pack lor return ol bag Call 6-3231

PERSONALS

RIDE WANTED

RIDEWANTEDTOUVM Burlington VT area

1 1 -8. 1 1 -9. will share expensesi Call 6-

1

1 53

Student needs ride from GreenlieU MA to

UMass M-F 773j7705 Billie-Jo

THANKSGIVING BREAK -Ride needed to

upstate New York Rochester. Buffalo, or

Olean New Yort^. 1 just need to gel home.

Call Jenny 253-3608 Leave a message.

ROOMMATE WANTED

FREE pregnancy testing; confidential and

caring support B1RTHRIGHT:233 No
Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

SPRING BREAK

SKI-INTERCOLLEGIATE SKI WEEKS.
$189 Inchjdes: 5 day lilt tickeV 5 nights

lodging (mountainside condo) / 5 days

Intercollegiate activities, sponsored by

Labatts & Ml Sunon. Canada (Just across

tfie Vennont border). Group leader discounts.

Jan 5-10. Jan 12-17 and SPRING BREAK
Call Ski Travel Unlimited 1-800-999SKI9

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING

D^ERTATKJNsTtHESES, cases. Pa-

pers. Oi-campus Service. MaoLaser Pnnter.

Spelk:heck. Quality. Inexpensive 584-7924,

Nancy

You wont got ripped off! I have the best

spring break trips around Jamaica, Cancun,

and Bahamas. 1 woukj love to tell you more .

.

Call Dena 549-5740

WANTED

SUBLET

SUBLETS,ROOMS. HOUSING neededDec

27. Jan 1 3. Contact SBMC 256-861 5 1 0AM-

4PM

1 Bdroom avail, in Putfton Start now get

Dec rent free 230/mo Call Liz or Kim 549-

5677

1 LG BDRM in 4 bdnn house in Leverett 21 0/

mo heat incl. avai l. Jam Joe 548-9781

AMHERST. Two bedroom condominiums

lor as low as $550 per month Convenient

month-to-month rental agreement Parking

available for two vehicles On bus route,

close to mall, center ol town and UMass Call

253-3834

DOUBLE OR SINGLE ROOM
on bus route one mile

from town starting

Jan 1st 253-0743

FOUND- Mountain bike seat in Bartlett on

1 1/26 Call 549-7223. Ask lor Kevin

HELP WANTED

Look out Dlaney World.-.here comes
LORl GOODMAN!!!

Congratulations on your internship.

honey, I knew you could do it!

Love always, Jamie

PS. Give Mickey a kiss lor mel

Dont get a Job - Get a business!

T A.S.P International oilers highly motivated

students practical experience and earnings

averaging $4.000-$7.000 lor the summer.

Please can 1-800-922-5579

JOBS: Clean Water Action's environmental

campaign staff. Evenings. $7/hr. CaH 584-

9830 On buslines.

TO ROUGH CHICK
I tove you

PS We both know

that I'm no wimp

Wimpy Dude

-PUMPKIN-
To the best two years

a man couU ever ask tor

1 tove you Deb
(Forever in my heart)

Jesse

1 OR 2 FEMALES wanted to share room in

apt. Jan1-May31 130/month Call Lisa 546-

4689

1 FEMALEWANTED for half of large double

room in Putflun Village. Amherst Very ctose

to campus, buses every 10 minutes, clean.

First Puffton entrance, first set of apart-

ments' Available January 1 $160 month.

including haat^eapi Call 549-2501

JAN-MAY ROOMMATE WANTED, Mill

Valley Est. 2bedroom, 2tull bath, A/C, parti-

ing. heat hot water included Call Shannon

253 7366

LOOKING FOR ONE female to share apart.

From Jan 1 st to May 31 si $1 1 4.75 inc heat

and hot water Call 256-31 75 or 584-4453

MALE OR FEMALE roommate(s) (1 or 2)

wanted to share spacious, fully furnished

apartment in Amherst. Near UMass Call Lon

549-3523

GREAT APARTMENT! Quiet clean

1 mm walk lo bus. laundry, stores

1 or 2 bedrooms m S Deerlield

$5t0/month Heat Included

Avail. Jan 15, hall mo. Iree

Call 665-8459

TRAVEL

DAYTONA BEACH! -Spring Break '92

March 1 3-22 includes seven nights

oceanlront hotel plus roundtnp molorcoach.

Only $259 00 Call Yankee Tours

1 -800-9DAYTONA. M-F. 8-6

EARN CREOn SCUBA DIVINQI

Dive coral reels' Dec 28-Jan 3 $395 Kay

Largo, Fla! 1 -800-282-0977

FREE SPrInG BREAK VACA-HON
Organize a group, earn commissions and

Iree tnps! Call 800-826-9100
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Sports

Minutemen reach finals of Shootout
ByTAMIRLIl'lXW
Collopian Staff and
The Associated Press

It's nice to come back from Thanksgiving break and

know that you have a legitimate excuse (not that you need

one) to skip chesses Tuesday morning.

This courtesy, the University of Massachusetts basket-

ball team which is in the finals of the Great Alaskan

Shootout, (tonight at midnight on ESPN) against New
Orleans.

Friday, the Minutemen beat up on Santa Clara in the

first round. 87-65. and Saturday they disposed of Oregon

State 74-65 to advance to the finals.

C'olle^an photo by Jody Cabin

William Herndon and the University of

Massachusetts basketball team face New Or-

leans in the finals ofthe GreatAlaskan Shootout,

tonight at midnight on ESPN.

WHAT YOU MISSED:
UMass 85 Santa Clara 64 —
ANCHORAGE, Alaska—Jim McCoy's 16 points led five

players in double figures Friday night as the University of

Massachusetts downed Santa Clara, 85-64. in the opening

round of the Great Alaskan Shootout.

Santa Clara (0-2) led, 34-32, at the half, but the Minute-

men went ahead to stay at 18:04 in the second half on a

jump shot by Tony Barbee that made it 38-36.

On the same play, Santa Clara's standout scorer, Rhea

Taylor, went down with a concussion and had to be carried

off on a stretcher.

The Broncos watched their deficit grow after that, to as

much as 22 points with 1:20 to go. They went more than 8

minutes in the second half with just one field goal.

UMass" balanced attack included Barbee, Harper Wil-

liams and Anton Brown with 12 points each, and freshman

Louis Roe with 11.

Santa Clara was led by 7-foot- 1-inch, 285 pound Ron

Reis, with 15 points and 13 rebounds.

Pete Eisenrich added 13 points forSanta Clara, including

three 3-pointers.

The lead switched throughout the first half. Santa

Clara'a biggest lead of the game came when Reis hit two

free throws to make it 25-19 with 9 minutes remaining in

the half.

UMass 74 Oregon State 65 —
ANCHORAG E . Alaska— Harper Williams had 1 5 points

in the first half and Jim McCoy scored 16 in the second as

Massachusetts rolled by Oregon State 74-65 in the semifinals

of the Great Alaskan Shootout.

After their Saturday night victory, the Minutemen (4-0

)

advanced to the championship game tonight against New
Orleans, w hich defeated Eastern Michigan 76-60 Saturday.

Oregon State started strong on the shooting of Scott

Haskin and Chad Scott, compiling a 21-14 lead with 9:30

remaining in the first half.

But Massachusetts went on a 19-4 run and never lost the

lead. They led 38-28 at the half, and came back in the

second half with McCoy taking up where Williams left off.

Williams had 2 1 points in the game and McCoy 19. Tony

Barbee contributed 13 points.

Scott led the Beavers with 20 points and 12 rebounds.

The Minutemen effectively kept the ball from Haskin in

the second half, limiting him to four of hia game-total 1

1

points.

Charles McKinnev added 1 1 for Oregon State.

TONIGHTS KEY MATCHUPS:
Harper Williams vs. Ervin Johnson—Johnson, a 6-foot-

1 1-inch center averaged 12.7 points and 12.2 rebounds per

game last season. Williams managed to tire out Santa

Clara's Ron Reis, holding him to 15 points and 13 rebounds,

however, Johnson is as good a center as Williams will face

throughout the regular season.

MASSACHUSETTS 74-65

OREGON STATE (65) .„ .. , ^ « , , ,

,

Chatman 2-5 0-0 4, Scott 7-15 5-8 20, Haskin 5-9 1-111,

McKinney 5-10 0-0 n, Barry MM 3, Strickland 0-0 OOO.

Ross M 0-0 2, Harris 1-3 0-1 2, Karl Anderson 3-4 0-0 6, D

Brown 0-0 0-0 0, Kareem Anderson 2-5 1 4 6 Totals 27 63 8-

15 65,

MASSACHUSEHS (74) o.nc^
Barbee 4- 14 4-4 13, Herndon 2-7 0-0 4, H. Williams 8- 10 5-7

21 A Brown 1-3 5 5 8. McCoy 8-21 3-5 W, M. Williams 2-4

0-6 4, Roe 0-3 1-2 I.Mailoy 1 -3 0-0 2, K. Robinson 1-2 0-0 2.

Totals 27-67 18 23 74.

Thr««-polnt field floals Oregon St .
3- 1 (Scott 1 -2, McKinney

1-3 Kareem Anderson 1-3, Chatman 0-1. Harris 0-1).

Massachusetts 2-8 (A. Brown 1-3, Barbee 1-5) Rebounds

Oregon St. 33 (Scott 12), Massachusetts 41 (Barbee 1 1).

Assists Oregon St 1 2 (Five players with 2), Massachusetts

1 1 (Barbee, M. Williams 3).

MASSACHUSETTS 85-64

SANTA CLARA (64)

Taylor 2-2 00 5, Lewis 0-3 2-4 2, Reis 5-9 5-7 15. Chinn 1 -7 0-

3. Schmitz 1-6 0-0 3, Carlch 0-5 0-0 0. Phillips 2-6 2-2 8.

Woolery 2-7 1-2 6, Veiling 0-0 0-0 0, Eizenrich 5-12 0-0 13,

Stewart 3-7 1-2 7, Anderson 1-1 0-0 2.Totals 22-65 1 M764.
MASSACHUSEHS (85)

. . . « , ^
Barbee5-151-212,Herndon3-42-38.H.Wllliams4-74-912,

A Brown 4-9 2-2 12. McCoy 5-11 6-9 16, M. Williams 3-5 0-

1 8 C Robinson 0-0 0-0 0, Keilogg 1 3 0-0 2, Roe 5-7 1 -2 1 1

.

Malloy 0-1 0-0 0, Pace 0-0 0-0 0, K Robinson 2-3 0-0 4,

Drapeau 0-2 0-0 0. Totals 32-67 16-28 85

Three-point field goals Santa Clara 9-27 Gaylor M ,
Lewis

0-2, Chinn l-3.Schmitz 1-4, Eizenrich3-8,CarlchO-3. Phillips

2-5 Woolery 0- 1 ) . Massachusetts 5 1 (Barbee 1 -3, Brown

2-4, M. Williams 2-2, Malloy 0-1). Rebounds Santa Clara 42

(Reis 1 3), Massachusetts 48 (Herndon, H. Willlams9). Assists

Santa Clara 1 1 (Carich 5). Massachusetts 16 (M. Williams

4),

Tony Barbee or William Herndon vs. Melvin Simon —
Simon, a 6-8 forward is only a sophomore, but as a freshman

he scored 1 1.6 points per game and grabbed 6.6 rebounds a

game.
Anton Brown vs. Dwight Myvett — The battle of the

seniors, point guards and tempo. Which ever team wins the

tempo war, may walk away as tournament champions. Last

season, Myvett averaged 8.6 pointe per game. Brown, will

get help from Mike WiUiams off the bench. This is a good

test for both UMass point guards.

THE SERIES:
This is the first time these schools have met. Last season,

New Orleans was 23-8 and played in theNCAATournament.
UMass went 20-13 and played in the NIT Final Four.

Game notes: The game can be heard on WHMP (99.3

FM) with George Miller and Kevin Kennedy.

Women's basketball
splits weekend games
at Cornell Tournament
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

For the second time in as many week-

ends, the University of Massachusetts

women's basketball team split their two

games and earned the title of runner-up at

the Cornell Sheraton Classic.

Saturday the Minutewomen lost in the

championship game to UNC-Greesnsboro,

72-59. They earned a trip to the final by

beating host Cornell Friday, 60-47.

The game against UNC-Greensboro was

decided early as UMass was down 34-15 in

the first half due to 22 percent shooting.

They picked up the shooting in the sec-

ond half, but even scoring 44 points in that

frame wasn't enough as the Spartans shot

48 percent for the game.

Jenny Moran led the Minutewomen with

1 7 points and 8 rebounds. Trish Riley scored

14 points, and Maleeka

Valentine scored 9 points and added 5

boards.

For the Spartans, Gail White scored 14

points, Kymm Elliot scored 12 and Julie

Bright scored 1 1

.

"We wentbacktoold habits," said UMass

coach Joanie O'Brien. "We didn't screen

people, we didn't rebound, we didn't box out.

Whether we were tired or kind of feeling

sorry for ourselves for being a little beat up

from the night before, I don't know. We had

a lot of shots. Ifyou score 15 points in a half

you're not going to win many basketball

games."
Friday'sgameagainstCornell saw UMass

down 27-25 at the half, but the

Minutewomen combined a tough defense

with aggressive team rebounding on their

way to their second win ofthe young season.

UMass center Kim Kristofik was im-

mense, scoring 21 points and adding 14

rebounds, and Riley scored 12 points. Moran

had 8 points and 9 rebounds, and Gloria

Nevarez scored 6 points and hauled down 9

rebounds.

"The kids played probably as hard as

they've played all season," O'Brien said.

"Kim came up big. She did things that I

hadn't seen her do as ofyet. She took control

of the game for a 10 minute stretch.

"Any time you keep a team under 50

points you're playing some good defense. It's

a credit to the kids and what they've done."

So the Minutewomen's record stands at

2-2 as they prepare to travel to Boston

University tomorrow to play the Terriers,

and O'Brien is pleased with the team's

progress.

"Slowly but surely we're getting there,"

she said. "Every now and then we go back to

.some old habits. Old habits are hard to

break and it takes more than four games to

do it. We're getting better. Against UNC-

Greensboro it was more ofa problem with us

than with them. As long as it's you, you can

work on it and get better. If it's someone

that'sjust totally better than you there's not

much you can do."
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Ex-hostage credits
U.N. for releases
By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press

BOSTON— Former hostage Frank Reed
says the recent release of hostages in the
Middle East is the result of United Nations
intervention, rather than any U.S. policy.

Reed also said today that Joseph Cicippio

faces a more difficult time than many coming
out of captivity because he has lost a num-
ber of relatives while in captivity.

"One ofthe problems with Joe comingout
is he faces great tragedy," Reed said.

Since his kidnaping five years ago,

Cicippio's eldest son, a sister and a brother-

in-law have died. Another sister is battling

cancer.

"I'm overjoyed," Reed said about reports

that the other remainingAmerican hostages

would be released within 10 days. "But why
did (U.N. Secretary-General Javier Perez)

de Cuellar do all this is three months, and
why didn't we do it all six years ago?"

Cicippio was released early yesterday

and the Paris-based Radio Monte Carlo re-

ported from Tehran that Alann Steen would
be freed by Wednesday and Terry Ander-
son, chiefMiddle East correspondent ofThe
Associated Press, may be released within 10

days.

This morning, Cicippio's brother, Tho-
mas, said he got word from the State De-

partment thatJoseph Cicippio was released

and was en route to Damascus.
Reed, 56, of Maiden, was released April

30, 1990, after spending almost four years

in captivity in Beirut. Since his release, he
has been highly critical ofthe United States'

actions.

Perez de Cuellar is credited with initiat-

ing a breakthrough in the hostage impasse
by arranging swaps of Western hostages

held in Lebanon, Arab prisoners under Is-

raeli control, and Israeli soldiers missing in

Lebanon.
The umbrella gfroup for the kidnappers

has said linkage among those issues has
been ended.

With Cicippio's release, now seven long-

time hostages have been freed since Perez

de Cuellar began his efforts in August, and
he predicted earlier this month that all the

Westerners would be out by Christmas.
"We've got a legitimate leader in the

world who began negotiating, and things

began to happen like they should have done
years ago," said Reed.

Radio Monte Carlo reported that the

anticipated release of all the hostages was
linked to the settlement earlier this week of

a financial dispute between Washington
and Tehran at an international tribunal in

the Netherlands.

U.S. officials had denied any linkage

between the hostages and the document,
signed Tuesday in The Hague. It stipulated

the repayment to Iran of $278 million for

weapons impounded by Washington 12year8
ago.

"In May 1990, 1 said we've got to make a

deal," said Reed, who was director of the

private Lebanon International School. "It's

all come true. We did have to make a deal."

Church of England envoy Terry Waite
and American Thomas Sutherland were
released Nov. 18 after spending more than
three years in captivity.
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•*WATCH THIS**— Harfua Ven concentrates on an intense game
of pool in the Campus Center.

Weld considers reforms
Pledges ^no new taxes^^ for education
By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press

BOSTON — All year long, Statehouse
Democrats have bashed Gov. William Weld
on education.

So after months ofrhetoric, expectations

were high last week when Democrats un-

veiled their reform package, which was
crafted by various task forces over months.

What would the Republican governor's re-

sponse be?

Weld liked most of the Democrats' plan
— which wasn't terribly surprising, con-

sidering that a large portion of their pro-

posals were dres^ed-up versions of an ear-

lier plan unveile by Weld.

Both proposals suggest empowering
teachers and parents and bringing control

down to the local level. Both packages also

suggest more standardized testing, both of

CONTINUED ON PAGF 6
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The University of Massachusetts women's basketball team is

playing .500 ball after four games, due to a split in Cornell this weekend.

UMass receives
grant to assist

Holyoke students
By CHRISTINE MAHONEY
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts at Amherst was
awarded a $194,265 grant to help encourage 850
low-income and other eligible Holyoke students to

further pursue their education.

Last December, the Upward Bound Program at

UMass applied for the funds from the Talent Search
Program. "During the first week ofAugust, we were
notified that we had been approved for September
IgrantJ," said Gloria Guevara, associate dean for

Academic Support Services and principal investigator

for both Upward Bound and Tp'— t Search at UMass.
Talent Search is one of ^..ee federally-funded

programs at the University connected with the U.S.

Department of Education, known as TRIO. TRIO,
which consists ofthe Upward Bound Program, Talent
Search and Special Services, is part of the federal

Educational Opportunity Program, according to

Guevara.
"UMass becainr involved with the Talent Search

Program because ci our relationship with Upward
Bound," said Guevara.

All TRIO programs share the goals of keeping
seventh through twelfth graders in school, then
helping these students pursue further education,

Guevara said. "The difference is where you place the

emphasis," added Guevara.
Each program works with different age groups:

Talent Search, with seventh graders and up; Upward
Bound Program, with freshmen in high scnool; and
Special Services, with college students.

The Talent Search Program will help Holyoke
students with post-secondary educational decisions

and opportunities. These services will include ad-

missions assistance, financial aid, special academic
support services systems and programs, and ex-

ploring various career options.

The schools involved are Linch and Beck Middle

Schools and Holyoke High School.

"These students must be provided with supple-

mental academic support services to stay in school,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

PLO delegates receive visas
for Arab-Israeli peace talks
By JAMAL HALABY
Associated Press

AMMAN, Jordan— Palestinian delegates to the Arab-

Israeli peace talks resolved a dispute with the United

States over visas for seven PLO advisers and decided

yesterday to participate in the next round in Washington,

a delegate said.

"The problem was solved and we will be traveling to

Washington," said Samir Abdullah, a member of the 14-

man Palestinian team to the talks, which the Bush admin-

istration scheduled to begin tomorrow.

The visa issue had threatened to become a second poten-

tial snag for the next round of negotiations.

Israel has objected to that date, complaining it was not

consulted ahead of time, and said its delegation would not

arrive until Dec. 9. The Israeli Cabinet reaffirmed that

stand Sunday.

Jordan, the Palestinians, Syria and Lebanon all ac-

cepted the U.S. invitation for the talks scheduled for to-

morrow, which are a follow-up to the peace conference that

began in Madrid, Spain on Oct. 30.

Abdullah refused to say whether the U.S. Embassy in

Amman approved visas for the seven officials ofthe Pales-

tine Liberation Organization who planned to advise the

Palestinian team in Washington.

U.S. Embassy spokesman Jonathan Owen declined to

comment.
Another Palestinian delegate, Shassan Khatib, said

earlier yesterday that the Palestinians would not go to

Washington unless the advisers were allowed in.

The United States generally bans entry ofPLO officials,

but has allowed some in on previous occasions.

Abdullah said tlie Palestinian delegation would Oy to

Washington with the .Jordanian delegation aboard a gov-

ernment-chartered plane that delayed its departure until

the Palestinians made a decision.

A senior member of the Jordanian delegation had said

earlier the Palestinian objections about PLO visas would

not affect his delegation. Jordan's group "will surely travel

to Washington as scheduled, even ifthe Palestinians balk,"

saio the official, who spoke on condition of anonymity.

At the Madrid talks, Jordanians and Palestinians formed

a joint delegation for the initial conference, but they are

functioning as independent groups in the bilateral talks

with Israel.

The threat by the Palestinian delegation to stay away

from the Washington talks underscored its attempts to

highlight a negotiating role for the PLO. which is regarded

by Arabs as the sole legitimate representative ofthe Pales-

tinian people.

Israel refuses to deal with the PLO, which it regards as

a terrorist group.

But a shadow delegation of PLO officials advised the

Palestinian delegates to the Madrid conference.

PLO leaders also gave the go-ahead for Palestinian

representatives from the Israeli-occupied West Bank and

Gaza Strip to form a joint delegation with Jordan to circum-

vent Israel's refusal to deal with the group.

Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir has objected to

the United States setting a date and place for the bilateral

talks withoutconsulting the parties. The Israelis say Wash-

ington signaled to the Arabs that they need not discuss such

problems with Israel because the United States will make

the decisions.

Israel also wants the talks spread out over several days so

it negotiates vrith only one Arab delegation at a time. Oth-

erwise, Israeli officials say, they could face simultaneous

pressures for territorial concessions on several borders.
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Seana Barnhill provides courtship

advice for the romantically clueless.
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How lucky can you be? Sports desk

exile Greg Sukiennik wraps up the

year in pro sports.

Weather
Did you pray for snow last night?

Then it's your fault! This morning's

precipitation will go from sleet to

freezing rain. Highs 35-40.
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Women s forum
Wednesday. IXvember 4

Forum.The wonuMi's studios dopt will bv sponsoring its

last Brown Bag lunch oft ho semostfi- from 12:15-1M in 808

cc.Pat Crosson from tlie Kducation dopt will bt> spoakingon

"Educating the Majority: Womon in liightM- Kducation."

Theatre: The Not Ready For Bedtime I'layers will be

performing at 8:00 p.m. in the John Quiiuy Adams main
lobby.

Truculent
tots taunt
Santa Claus
KAIKOHE. New Zealand (AP) — So much for the

Christmas spirit.

Children turned nasty when Santa Claus, alias John
Field, ran out of the candy and balloons he was passing out
in this small North Island town during the annual parade
marking the start of the Christmas season.

The young ones began swearing and kicking at Field.

Some adults also became rude and aggressive, he .said,

asking sarcastically, "Is this another government cut?"
Field said he was amazed and saddened by Saturday's

incident, which he called a product of hard times.

Friday, December 7
Benefit: Necessities/Necesidades is having their second

annual hair-a-thon. Participating salons are donating 15-
100 percent of their profits to Necessities/Necesidades an
organization which helps battered women. Call 586-1125

Theatre: M. Butterfly, a Tony Award-winning Broadway
hit intersecting race, class, gender and issuesofinternational
politics will start at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center Hall

COMPLETE
OPTOMETRY

EXAMS
AT THE

UNIVERSITY
HEALTH
SERVICES

We otter...

...quality,

comprehensive
vision care at a

reasonable cost

...cou.^eous,

friendly,

prcf'-s clonal staff.

...reduced rates

on eye glasses at

participating

opticians with a

complete

optcmetric

examination at the

University Health

Services for

Student Plan

members

...a

comprehensive

contact iens

ser/ice.

iiks
EYE CARE
PROGRAM

Convenient hours

and on campus
location.

For questions or

an appointment

call: 549-2671

MOVING OFF CAMPUS?
I.

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• on umass bus route • nearby shopping •

Situated on 18 well-landscaped acres with pond.
• One and Two Bedroom apartments including gas
utilities (heat, hot water, and stove).

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive
management.

• Stop in and we'll show you what wt have to offer.

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst
Rental Office open daily 10-4

549-0600

Haitians fight
to return home

MIAMI ( AP) — Lawyers trying to stop the forced
return of Haitians to their homeland returned from
a U.S. refugee camp in Cuba with evidence they say
.shows the Haitian boat people are not getting a fair

chance to seek asylum.
The lawyers returned late Sunday with the sworn

statements from immigration oHlcials and Haitians
that was used in a crucial hearing last night on a
federal judge's order temporarily barring the forced

R'turn of Haitians.

"We have more than enough information to es-

tablish the claims that we've been making," said Ira

Kurzban, attorney for the Haitian Refugee Center
in Miami.

The numlx^r ofHaitians trying toenter the United
States has increased sharply since the military coup
Sept. 30 that toppled President Jean-Bertrand
.•\ristide. Many have attempted the 500-mile cross-

ing in rickety, overloaded boats.

The Coast Guard has rescued almost 6,000 Hai-
tians in the last month.

HEALTHY SKIN
Begins with a deep pore

cleansing facial.

Also lash and brow
tinting, shaping, hair

waxing, make up,
therapeutic massage.

AESTHETICS SKJNCARE
.^4 Main St, , Suite 1, ,\mlicrst \\.\ 2.=!.^ y87g

The Five College Program in Peace ^^
and World Security Studies ^Sl

Presents:

Desktop publishing^
from start to finish.
Discover Kinko's.
Improve the appearance of your printed
materials with the help of Klnko's. We
offer a full line of Macintosh* Desktop
Publishing services. Including design
assistance, typesetting. ^^
reproduction and finishing / L Oj
services. From manuals to /* ' •—»/
brochures to _ / /

newsletters. Klnko's
can help you improve
your appearance.

A STATUS REPORT ON THE MIDDLE
EAST PEACE NEGOTIATIONS"

A Five College Faculty Panel with:

EQBAL AHMAD, Hampshire College

AARON BERMAN, Hampshire College

ALI MIRSEPASSI, Hampshire College

others to be announced

Tuesday, December 3rd, 8:00pm
Main Lecture Hall, Franklin Patterson Building

Hampshire College
This cvcni is free, open to the public, and ^shcekhair aeeesMble. Sign interpreiint; available

upon request. For more information call PAW.SS at .'S49-460(). ext. .SI 9.

-G
I ^5.00 OffTypesetting I

I r3r1njB this coupon Into the Klnkos listed, and well I
e $5.00 OFF o

I
take

I customer. Good through E)ecember 3

1

00 OFF on your typesetUng order of $25 or |
more. Not valid with any other offer. One cou""" —»•- '

I Open 24 hours*
I 253-2543
I 220 N. Pleasant St.

I
(Across from Carriage

I
Shops) • Closed Sat.

I midnight-Sun. noon

I"'

I

kinkoil
the copy center

}

Necessities/Necesidades presents its:

SecxxxJ Annual HAR-A-IHON
December7lh 1991^j^

Cfet^ur- kaif^ cuC,^t^ouf^ Kaifs olone^,^t ape^m^JaH act iftv-o^ihcdl/

Locxi scfensoe cjonollng up to 1(X>% ofIhe days prol^

help end abuse and battering ofwomen in ourcomm^^
Please visitone ofIfiese parlkdpating salons on December 7th.

lellhem you are theie to end violenoe againstwomen:

Amherst Hair OfCoursey's Patrick & Company Auryllus
BuccI Beyond Nails Dorm Good Hairtub

Hair East Hair Phanatix
/n l/t/M'amdur-^ Waves Hair

Classic Cuts

Local
UM prof, discusses
Latinas in education
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Minorities within academic institutionB

are ofTered less recognition for their work,

have fewer mentors, must struggle to

overcome cultural differences and are con-

stantly affected by racism, said the director

of cultural affairs at the University of

Massachusetts last night.

Sonia Nieto, 48, an associate professor of

education at UMass, said "I think Latinas,

people of color and other minorites are re-

stricted and hampered as to what they can

Collegian Photo by Andrea Migliaui

Sonia Nieto
do within academic institutions."

'To be a mentor of
I
minority I

students is

everyone's responsibility, not just my re-

sponsibility," said Nieto, who is Latina.

The only way for a professor to be recog-

nized is to do research or get published, she

said.

"Most of my time is taken up being a

mentor to minorites because I have a mi-

nority background," Nieto said. This leaves

more time to her white colleagues do to do

the research that earns the awards, she

said.

"Rewards given to good mentors are al-

most nill, said Nieto, who earned her doctor-

ate in education at UMass," Nieto said.

Minorities with expertise are not ac-

knowledged by their white colleagues, she

said. "When [minorities] do get published,

the journals are not recognized by the uni-

versity," Nieto said.

The percentage of minority faculty is

also disproportionate to the population of

the state, she said. "Only 2.8 percent of the

faculty at UMass are Latina," said Nieto,

who has taught education at UMass for 11

years.

There are very few minority mentors in

education, she said. "I grew up in New York
City and I never met a Puerto Rican until

graduate school," said Nieto.

Due to the lack of minority mentors in

education, minority students have no one to

inspire them, she said.

"I didn't think Puerto Ricans could be-

come anything. I just knew I didn't want to

work 16 hours per day like my parents," said

Nieto.

"The thought of just going to college

thrilled me. What to study was the least of

my concerns," she said. Minorities often

have no one to help them decide what their

career goals are or which school would offer

the best education for what they want to

study, Nieto said.

"When whites are assertive, minorities

are aggressive. When whites are self-as-

sured, minorities are arrogant," Nieto said.

There is always a barrier to cultural attitudes

minorities must face, she said.

Nieto believes everyone must put them-

selves in a situation where they are the

minority to truly understand what it is like.

"When 1 walked into a senate faculty meeting

one time I was the only woman there. I

asked myself what I was doing there," she

said. "Now I reahze I also have important

things to say," said Nieto.

"The only way to shatter these glass

walls surrounding minorities is to find people

who give a damn and for people to overcome

their fear of talking about minority prob-

lems," said Nieto.

Graduates look to future
GEO to lobby legislature for funding
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Although members of the Graduate
Employee Organization are still relish-

ing last week's victory of acquiring a

tentative contract, union leaders are

planning to take the fight for affordable

higher education to the Legislature in

Boston.

Next year, union officials plan on

lobbying the Legislature and the Board

of Trustees to increase graduate em-
ployee stipends and to increase funding

in higher education.

A week-long strike ended when the

University of Massachusetts agreed to

pay the union a percentage of health

costs for graduate employees.

Nevertheless, the union agreed to

end the strike although they did not

receive a demand which turned into a

major ralljdng cry for the union during

the strike — agency fee.

This is a benefit other campus unions

use to collect a weekly fee from graduate

employees unwilling to pay regular

union dues.

In place of the regiilar agency fee

provision, both sides, with the help ofan

outside mediator, agreed to pay eight

graduate employees to organize union

activities and help the union conduct

regular business.

The administration agreed to waive

21 percent of the health costs for indi-

viduals and families for this year, 42

percent ofthe costs for next year and 79
percent for the following year.

University officials said this provi-

sion will cost the University $500,000

next semester, $ 1 million next year and

$2 million in 1993 in a fiscal climate

where money is tight.

Union leaders said the money to pay

for these health costs will not be col-

lected by raising undergraduate fees

but will come out of all campus ac-

counts.

The state cut appropriations to the

campus by 12.5 percent this year,

forcing the administration to raise the

mandatory student fees by almost

$1,000.

The Graduate Employee Organiza-

tion represents 2,200 graduate em-

ployees includingteachingand research

assistants, interns and fellows. Union
officials said about half are dues-pay-

ing members.

School fits 200 in room
WALES, MA (AP)— Three teachers and

a principal on Monday began teaching lan-

guage skills and math— but little else— to

200 elementary students at perhaps the

nation's most over-packed school.

"I feel squished," said Ashley Mardis, a

second grader at Wales Elementary School.

"I got all different people around me."

She was one of75 kindergarten, first and
second grade students shoehomed into one

classroom taught by a teacher with help

from volunteer parents. The town's 53 third

and fourth graders were sharing a class

space, and 58 fifth and sixth graders were

crammed into another room.

The nation's ailing conomy has forced

school systems aound the country, espe-

cially in Massachusetts, California and
Texas, to increase class sizes. However,

this cash-strapped town is getting a lot of

attention.

Nancy Kochuk, a spokeswoman for the

National Education Association in Wash-
ington, D.C., said of Wales, "We've not

heard of anything this severe before in

terms ofnumbers ofstudents in one class."

She said the teacher's group has set 15

as the ideal class size.
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JUST SOME GOOD OL' BOYS — Dave Shaw (left) and Robert Frarer tune their strings

in preparation for last night's live performance on WMUA.

Holyoke schools
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

graduate and enter post-secondary education," Guevara
said.

Holyoke was chosen because of its current financial

situation. Guevara said 230 Holyoke teachers had been laid

off resulting from "diminishing funds and materials

throughout the public schools."

Holyoke also suffers from a high drop-out and unem-
ployment rate, which is among the five highest in the stat«,

said Guevara.
The Talent Search Program is especially designed to aid

children whose parents have not attended college, said

Guevara. 'These first-generation children are a key to the

program," she said.

According to Guevara, Talent Search rules state that at

least two-thirds ofthe participants must be first-generation

students.

This is the first year ofUpward Bounds' 25 years on the

UMass campus that it has applied to be part of the Talent

Search Program. The Talent Search Program has changing

cycles of applicants, and the Upward Bound program took

the first opportunity to participate when the Talent Sear '
;

program was accepting new cycles, said Guevara.

"It is very difficult to get these funds. It's very comp
tive," she said. Guevara said she is very pleased that UMa.:;

did so well in obtaining Talent Search funds on its first

application.

The grant is for three years, and the funds will a!!' ^

UMass to hire a director, an administrative assistant ;i

four counselors.

The Holyoke program has been in effect since this

September. "An interim director has been hired for a couple

ofmonths, until a permanent director is hired," said Guevara.

Guevara hopes to have found a permanent director by

the end of February.

'There is a lot ofroom for volunteers," said Guevara, which

include providing workshops and prosentations.

Correction- Exuberant homecoming for ex-hostage
Due to a reporter's error, the location of the Student

GovernmentAssociation-sponsored voter registration drive

was incorrect.

The drive will be held in the Student Union Dec. 3 to Dec.

5 from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

The Collegian regrets the error.

FORT COLLINS, Colo. (AP) — With the snow-covered

Rocky Mountains as a backdrop,Thomas Sutherland savored

the Colorado sunshine and fresh air after 6 1/2 years as a

hostage.

The 60-year-old Scotsman got a hero's welcome ofballoons

and bagpipes Sunday, two weeks after he was freed by

Shiite Mu.slim kidnappers.

'To see the sunshine and fresh air, 1 can't tell you how
good it is. Words can hardly express how I feel about being

here, honestly," Sutherland said at the airport.

He said he spent much of his captivity in dank, dark

surroundings.
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NEW YORK UNIVERSnY
ARTS & SCIENCE

SUMMERPROGRAMS
Session I:

Session II:

May 26 - July 3

July 6- August 14

ChiVM' trom o\or 2tX1 undergraduate and graduate courses in

anthropi'>log\ , the sciences Uncluding premedical studies), classics,

economic-s, English, tine arts, foreign languages, judaic studies, history

,

ji'iumalism, math, music, phiU>soph\, ^xilihcs, f>sycholog\-, religion,

siviologv. and women s studies - and st\idy abroad programs in

Czechi>slo\ akia, England, France, and Spain.

Affordable Housing: Envy 'he ease and con\ enience of living

and smdsmg in Grei-nwich \'illage at an ama/inglv attordable pnce.

R.ites tor \M domiitones start as low as $100 per session

For more intormation aKiuf Arts k Science Summer Programs, call

(212) W8-8170, or send in the coupon

NYU^^MI \ov\ > ork L nnvp«iH

I
\rt> k Siionte Summfr l'ni)'rani-

I VNashincton *ii)uari' \orth

I

v« >ork \> uxxn

I
l'ItM>f >fnd mo J FREE \**2 Summer Sessions Bullelm

1 M\ are.1 ot interfsl is

D Undergraduate D Graduate

NAME
StX SEC NO.
AnDRESS_
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Tuesday Night

Blues and Barbecue
Allyou can eat Hickory Smoked Ribs

and Chicken. Plus Fixin's Galore.

$9.95
Live Blues by Local Blues Greats:

Ed Vadas • Art Steele • Wildcat O'Halloran

Al Fuller • Ralph Pelletier • Jim K. & More

Our regular menu always available.

BAR-B-Q
BUCK

$1.00 OFF

BUFFET WITH THIS COUPON
Limit One Coupon Per Customer.

Offer Expires 12/31/91

n

Tuesday-Thursday

li:}0-lo:oo p.m.

Sunday 4*10 p.m.

Closed Mondays

ACME BAR-B-Q
Dinner • Lunch • Take Out

206 Russell St.

Route 9

Hadley, Mass.

(413) S86-S668

ART AUCTION

Tuesday, December 3rd

5:00 p.m.
in the

Student Union Art Gallery

Works may be viewed from 1 1 a.m.

until the beginning of the auction

in the Student Union Gallery

Proceeds go to the Graduate Art Students Associations

Public Speakers Program

THE UNIVERSITY STORE'S
ANNUAL

CHRISTMAS
BOOK SALE

1 WEEK ONLY
STARTS DECEMBER 2

ON THE
CONCOURSE

IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

HUNDREDS OF
SALE BOOKS

HOT HOLIDAY GIFTS

* A\ailable at Campus Center Concourse

December 2, 3

This Holiday Season give a gift that counts.

Promote Safer Sex in a fun and creative way.

(Jive the following:

• Condom earrings

• Safer Sex coupon book
• "New" Safer Sex samplers
• T-shirts with Safer Sex message
• "Proud Pete" condom book

OTHER IDEAS

Boxer shorts with pocket for condoms

Decorative cases for condoms and dental dams

A sampler of different I>pes of condoms

Garter belt vvilh a condom pocket

Subscription to Condom of thf Month Club

Cloth condom/dam "envelope" on a cord necklace

Sponsored by Peer Health Education Program

Health Services

A^^^^i^^ ^mf>^m^^-^^^^!«^^^xm»mi

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on thi.s page are those of the individual writer or cartooni.st, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

What women really want
Oh, Romeo, Romeo, wherefore art thou

not, my Romeo? Where, oh where, has the

romance at UMass snuck away to? What
happened to the days when men brought

flowers to their desirable? Now it seems
females get a slap on the back and the guy
says, "Wanna watch me guzzle this one

down?" Having been asked this question

more than enough times, I decided it was
time for another escapade around the dorm
to see what it is that we, women, really want.

Seana Barnhill

There was some debate as to whether or

not chivalry was still alive at all. The ending
consensus was that it isn't dead, but most

guys just don't do it at all, or enough, any-

more. An interesting comment was that we
(girls) shouldn't expect it, and the chivalry

should go both ways. We shouldn't expect

them to open a door for us when his arms are

holding a load of books. We should also do

things for them, like bring them flowers for

a change.

The most craved, imanticipated gift was

ofcourse, flowers. What is surprising is that

almost every girl thought that roses were

definitely overrated. Kelly said that, "You

can tell something about the character of a

guy by the flowers he chooses." Roses pretty

much show a lack of creativity.

Before you guys start freaking about

about costs for other flowers, and what

kind, another friend said that she thinks

the best would be a bunch of wild flowers

(synonymous with pretty weeds and free)

hand picked and chosen by him personally.

What ifyou are nowhere near a big open

daisy-filled field? Never fear my dear (or

buck)— there are more things that we said

we'd love. Poems (yes, written by you) were

rated higher than jewelry. Nifty, eh?

Drawings, tapes with sentimental songs, or

a collage of photographs. Overall, the big-

gest thrillers that made our hearts beat

faster were things that costed nil. Okay, so

the things we wantdo cost something, which

is nerve enough to go through with it.

Are you in a rut and have no place to take

her that special moonlit night? Stop shakin'

bacon, what we want is pretty simple. Go to

the beach for a nightly stroll, wade through

the waves, and feel the sand and little hermit

crabs swirl betweenyour toes. Bikerides are

big and kite flying is too, especially ifthere's

a picnic included. Take us out one day and
show us something that you're really into,

not your boxers, but a pastime. If you like

photography, take us to a museum and

teach us about it throughyour appreciation.

Here is a scary suggestion, but a most

appreciated one, for all of you hulks out

there — a love letter. In it, although it

wouldn't hurt, we don't want to hear thatwe
are beautiful as much as we want to hear

that you care about us because of who we
are. So if that's a bit too scary, you can hold

off on that temporarily. Instead give your

special boog-a-ly bear a call just to say you

care about her. Don't call every second ofthe

day though. Erin said that it was ".
. . more

ofa hassle if it exceeded four." When we say

we're fat, and even ifwe did gain 10 poimds,

pretend not to notice and tell us we're

beautiful. Of course if we begin reaching

cow stage, it would probably be better to

help us with our diet and not m£tke us

jealous by eating tons of food in firont of us.

Okay, so we do want to be treated like

princesses. But did you notice all of the

things we want and like are free? The way
we can really tell that you care about us is

when you spend time on it not money. We
want to see part of you in your little sur-

prises.

Seana Barnhill is a Collegian columnist

Magic Johnson is very alive

Women are not being listened to
I am a new graduate student at UMass

and new to the area. After my number
became accessible through the student di-

rectory, I received an obscene telephone

call. The caller said my name and said, "You

are now my slave, you will do everything I

command." I hung up. A week later there

was another call. He said my name, wanted

to know if 1 was alone and identified himself

as Bob Smith, and said he wanted to stick it

in me. If the asshole who called is reading

this I suggest that you take your poor tired

little thing and put it out of its misery.

Since I know how far women go in this

"Justus" system of good old boys (Anita Hill

being a recent case in point), I did not report

the call to the police.

Last night at dinner, though, I changed

my mind. I heard that another female grad

student had gotten the same call, same

lines. So this morning I decided to call the

UMass Police Department to ask them to

warn women on campus that someone is

using the student directory to make obscene

phone calls. The receptionist (a woman)

asked why I did not report it earlier. I guess

she hadn't absorbed Anita Hill's experience

with blind "Justus." I asked to speak with

the sergeant on duty. Sergeant Grader. He
refused to speak with me. The calls are

stemming from the UMass phone directory,

being targeted at UMass female students,

but Sergeant Grader early Sunday morning

would not even speak with me.

Since I am here for an education I took

the police receptionist's advice and reported

the call to the Amherst Police Department

and, dear reader, you will be surprised to

know that they can't do anything. UMass is

not in their jurisdiction.

So we, as women, once again have the

opportunity to figure out how to live safely

when the only justice system is a "just-us"

system for the rich, White and male (with

some exceptions like poor Clarence). I would

like women to know we are not alone and to

figure out how to creatively respond to the

obscene phone calls and to the UMass Police

Department's unwillingness to talk or listen

to women complaining about sexual ha-

rassment emanating from UMass. Thanks.

Name and address withheld

I am writing in reference to Mark
Preston's article addressing the danger of

AIDS in the Collegian dated Nov. 20, 1991.

Although I fully commend the very real and

important point he is trying to drive through

to us all, I find some of his comments to be

incorrect and misleading.

First and foremost, Earvin "Magic" John-

son is NOT dead! He is very much alive and

he is trying to help us benefit from his

misfortune, and here we are saying and

thinking he is already dead. Some of us

speak of him in the past tense, use "was" to

describe what he still is, and some even that

he disappointed a lot of people.

Man, give the guy a break! No person,

much less Magic Johnson, deserves this

kind of treatment and pessimism from any-

one! He is not dead and does not have AIDS.

Surprised? Some say that it is inevitable. He

tested positive for the HIV virus and yes, he

is definitely at extremely high risk for devel-

oping AIDS.

But the fact remains, he does not have

AlDS at the moment, andyou know what? He

may never have AIDS because the HIV virus

has a tendency to remain in a latent state for

ternal and external factors are involved.

God forbid, he may die next week, or he

may luck out and nt ver develop AIDS. Who
knows? Does Mark Preston know? Most cer-

tainly not. So why the hell is he asking us to

feel sad and angry over Magic Johnson's

"death"?

True, we should all feel sad for it to have

happened to such a good person, but we
should not be surprised because it can hap-

pen to anyone. No one is exempted.

Anothercomment Mr. Preston made was
that everyone who has unprotected sex with

an HIV-positive person will receive the HIV
virus. This is not true. The risk rises expo-

nentially in such circumstances, but the

bottom line is, it is a high risk factor, not a

cause. Again, who knows? There is even a

theory going around that HIV does not cause

AIDS! We know so little about AIDS, but

what we do know is that AIDS kills and

there is no medical cure.

But there is prevention. So, take Mr.

Preston's advice: don't possibly throw away

your life for a few minutes of ecstasy. The

risk is just too high and the price too dear.

Chan Yuin Lee
Northeastunknown periods of time. So many other in-

Blueballs said to be non-existent
In regard to Emily Woller's editorial of

Monday, Dec. 2 |"Don't assume she wants to

have sex; ask her first"!: I applaud Emily on

a composition that is clear, fair and insight-

ful.

There is only one (minor) disagreement I

have with her — the existence of so-called

"blueballs."

The term exists only because of men's

need to rationalize the sexual frustration

resulting from not masturbating enough.

Please, don't give them that much credit.

"Blueballs" are nothing more than a ridicu-

lous myth.
Alejandro de Acosta
Hampshire College

Notes from the Campus Center basement
Attention! Attention! Once again Marc Elliott has

been lazy and had to be replaced for this column by

Debra Kriegsman, that lovely lady, who has been kind

enough to do Marc's job.

Hello all, and welcome to my second version of the

basement notes. Before I begin, I'd like to remind every-

one about the column I wrote three weeks ago for the lazy

Mr. Marc. Feel free to re-read that masterpiece in case

you are worried about keeping up with today's column.

At this point I'd like to thank the one person who

actually responded to my first column. I'd like to say that

I was delightfully surprised to hear that a letter was

written praising my writing abilities, and that I had such

pleasure gloating to Marc Elliott about it. Thanx Amy.

The invitation for graduation gifts to moi is still open.

However, I no longer want things. Just send money, and

lots of it.
, ,

. .

Last week 1 went home to New Jersey for the Thanksgivmg

holiday. Is it me or do other people find the thought ofwatching

others gorge themselves a disgusting daydream? Most people

think of Thanksgiving as a time to give thanks and a time to

eat I just see it as a long day of listening to other people chew,

belch and groan. Yuck!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Hanukkah is here and I'd like to wish everyone a

happy holiday, except to all those who neglected to give me
a present. Call me selfish, call me greedy, but don't call me
stupid. True, giving gifts is a gratifying experience, but

knowing that others spent money on me is orgasmic.

This week's graffiti of the week comes straight from the

exciting Collegian offices located in the Campus Center

Basement.

Debra Kriegsman

Written in brown ink on one of the baroque-like room

dividers comes the quote of the week . . .

"Georgia, a place where you can marry your own first

cousin, but not a member of your own sex." Yes, this lovely

sentence comes to you from none other than . . . Me. I said

that, and it is true. Talk about a strange place. And everyone

makes fun ofNew Jersey. I think everyone should think twice

before mocking my home, the place 1 am proud to be from.

Oy vey! I've typed 39 lines so far and now my editor has

upped the ante by telling me that 1 have to write 65 lines.

He originally asked me for 60, now it's five more. Greg, what

do you think I am? A writer, perhaps? NOT!!!

It's not just a bus, it's Peter Pan (thanx to Brooke

Wheeler for that one).

To all fans ofthe Partridge Family, come on get happy!

Why isn't it cold out? I came to this school because I

thought I'd be able to take classes such as Snowpeople

101, Frostbite 260 and Igloo Economics 210. But this

heat spell hasn't been conducive to snow. I suggest we

make our own. Everyone go out and buy an ice cube tray,

fill it with water and freeze it. When frozen, bring to the

Student Union steps for a noon snow rally and two

radical speakers lecturing on the hazards of water.

Jason George, the Barry Manilow fan I outed three

weeks ago, would like to thank the person who returned

his lost check. Whoever you are, wherever you are,

remember that you did a nice thing for Jason. Your're

welcome to a home-cooked meal at Jason's free ofcharge

if you let him know who you are.

Here's to all people who worship me like the goddess

that I am. You should all know that Debra Worship is a

form of community service.

Here is where I promote a friend: Felice Cohen will be

selling ties on the concourse on Friday. They are works of

art. Ill be there helping out, so for all my fans, stop by and

let me know of your devotion (or just give me money)!

Debra Kriegsman is a Collegian goddess
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teachers and students, increasing the pri-

vate sector's involvement in public educa-

tion and having principals and school su-

perintendents run things like CEOs rather

than bureaucrats.

But what Weld didn't like was some talk

about how to pay for the changes.

True to his "no new taxes" pledge, the

governor bristled when the Education

Committee's chairpersons. Rep. Mark
Roosevelt and Sen. Thomas Birmingham

suggested maintaining the state income tax

at 6.25 percent, which they say would raise

$250 million a year. It is now scheduled to

drop to 5.95 percent Jan. 1.

Or. the pair said, how about hiking the

corporate tax? Or upping the sales tax 1

cent?

Weld merely repeated "no new taxes" and

said structural reforms should come before

more money. Other Republicans came down

hard on the Democrata, charging them with

using education as an excuse to hike taxes—
in effect, holding school children hostage.

Both sides seem to agree that funding

education through property taxes has be-

come outdated and unfair.

Roosevelt, D-Boston, and Birmingham,

D-Chelsea, along with House Speaker

Charles Flaherty. D-Cambridge, make a

persuasive argument— ifquality education

isn't worth paying for, what is?

Need Money for

Your Education?
You can access your share of the $4 BILLION available annually in

scholarships, grants, fellowships, internships and loans.

Let us help you tap into the Source of funding available for your

individual needs. You qualify regardless of grades or family finances!

GUARANTEED RESULTS

!

413 •2S6* 6188 Monday - Friday 10 - 4

Sou RC E

14K gold regularly S50 off. now $100 off. 10K gold regularly $25 off, now S50 off

JOSTENS
DECEMBER 2-6, 1991 10 AM - 4 PM

MSTORE^

EDUCATIONAL FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS
6 Umver^tty Pnve. Suttr I.W Amherst. MA 01002 413 • 256 • 6188

C1991 Jo^tn tnc L««dUSA W JaV|C^«9t>

BOSTON BARTENDERS
SCHOOL OF AMERICA

If you are over 18, be a bartender.

LOCAL/NATIONAL PLACEMENT
lAY/EVENING 1 WEEK

. SPEND WINTER BREAK WITH US!

LIMITED OPENINGS REMAIN FOR JANUARY CUSSES

CALL TODAY • 747-9888

1655 MAII^JSI^UIUJOZ • SPRINGFIELD>JA0n03

How Can You Make
This Wintersession

Work For You?

Now that Wintersession Break is just around the cor-

ner, take the time to do a different kind of home-

work...

JobSearch Homework!!

WANTED

Use Sigi-Plus to find oui if you have explored all of your ca-

reer opUons. Sigi-Plus sessions are continuing on Wednesdays

from 10am to 1pm through December 4.

Attend a workshop on "Writing Effective Resumes" or "Mar-

keting Your Skills: Effective Interviewing". There are several

sessions still available in both workshops through December

U. Call the Curry Hicks Satellite Office at 545-4945.

^ik^inc^os Finance

To find out which employers are coming to campus next semes-

ter, pick up the Career News Update during the first week of

December. This issue will list employers interviewing in Feb-

ruary many of whom have resume deadlines in January. Sign-

up instructions are available at Mather on a walk-in basis.

Network among people you know who may know of job op-

portunities or who may have information about potential em-

ployers. Make use of all directories such at the CPC Annual,

Chamber of Commerce listings, professional directories and

newspapers and send your resume and cover letter to prospec-

tive employers.

Visit the Mather Career Center before you leave campus.

Plan for your future NOW!

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fralemily/Soronly Piik on the Orchird UiU bui route. (413)545/224.

Where Careers Take Off!
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World/Nation

Ukrainians vote
for freedom from
Kremlin control

Kiev, USSR (AP) — Ukrainians voted

overwhelmingly for independence, accord-

ing to unofficial figures yesterday, in a refer-

endum that could wreck Mikhail S.

Gorbachev's efforts to hold together the So-

viet state.

"An independent Ukraine is bom," said a

beaming I^eonid Kravchuk, the formerCom-
munist who reportedly won a presidential

contest held Sunday in the second most

populous Soviet republic.

In Washington, the Bush administration

said yesterday the United States is "moving

toward full diplomatic recognition" of the

Ukraine. President Bush asked Secretary of

State James A. Baker III to visit leaders in

Moscow and Kiev later this week to discuss

the Ukraine's transition to independence.

"We want to be supportive of the positive

change," said presidential spokesman Mar-

lin Fitzwater. He said Bush had discussed

the US position over the weekend in calls to

Gorbachev and Russian Republic President

Boris Yeltsin.

Fitzwater said that, while the United

States remains concerned about many is-

sues, including the fate of nuclear weapons

now in the republic.

Kravchuk, the republic's parliamentary

chairman, told a news conference that 92

percent of voters had endorsed indepen-

dence and that he had won the presidency

with 55 percent of the vote.

Election officials said Kravchuk won a

clear first-ballot victory, allowing him to

avoid a runoff against any of his five oppo-

nents.

Releasing preUminary figures, the Cen-

tral Election Commission said 83.7 percent

of the republic's 37.5 million eligible voters

cast ballots.

With the passage of the referendum and

pledges by all candidates in the presidential

election not to sign Gorbachev's proposed

treaty on retaining the central government,

the Ukraine has shown its determination to

break from Kremlin control.

It is notclear whetherthe Ukraine, whose

population of52 million accounts for nearly

a fifth of the Soviet Union's, can legally

secede from the union without recognition

by the national legislature or Gorbachev.

But if the economically and politically

powerful Ukraine succeeds, its independence

would severely cripple Grorbachev's efforts

to preserve the union.

The three Baltic states are the only other

republics to have broken completely from

the country.

Rai sing another concern about secession,

Kravchuk also reiterated his position that

the Ukraine should receive joint control of

nuclear weapons on its territory, and even-

tually wants them dismantled.

Although some Soviet republics, such as

Georgia, have said they will recognize the

Ukraine's independence, president

Gorbachev's central government is resist-

ing-
. . ,

Gorbachev has said Ukraiman mdepen-

dence would be a "catastrophe," arguing

that the Soviet republics have grown too

interdependent. The Ukraine depends upon

the Russian republics for oil. Russia's presi-

AP photo

VOTE COUNT STARTS — Election officials empty ballot box at Kiev

polling place Sunday night after Ukrainian voters went to the polls on

the referendum on independence from the Soviet Union.

dent, Boris Yeltsin, has not taken a posi-

tion.

The US ambassador to Moscow, Robert

Strauss, said Sunday that the United States

would not act "precipitously" to recognize

an independent Ukraine but would start

moving in that direction ifUkrainians voted

for freedom.

Sweden, meanwhile, was preparing to

establish diplomatic relations with the

Ukraine, Swedish Foreign Minister

Margaretha of Ugglas said yesterday. But

she said the government would wait to see

how the republic proceeds.

In a statement yesterday, the European

Commimity also welcomed the "democratic

manner" in which Ukrainians chose inde-

pendence. ^^^

COLLEGIAN
ELECTIONS
MONDAY, DECEMBER 9
All Collegian staffmembers may vote

Applications now available for:

Editor in Chief
Managing Editor

Editorial Editor

News Editor
Arts Editor
Sports Editor

Photo Editor

Women's Issues Editor

Black Affairs Editor

Multicultural Affairs Editor

Third World Affairs Editor

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Affairs Editor

t
Jewish Affairs Editor

APPLICATIONS MUST BE SUBMITTED TO GAYLE LONG
BY THURSDAY, DECEMBERS
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Arts & Living

Feminist cartoonist to give lecture
By NICOLE GONZALEZ
Collegian Staff

Nicole Hollander, creator of the cartoon. Sylvia, will

present a lecture, sponsored by the Distinguished Visitors

Program, on what she seems to know best: Women and

humor.
"I remember one time I went to a movne with my mother

and my sister and we started kidding around as the credits

were rolling and a man turned around and said.'Is this

going to continue?' We said 'Yes.' and he got up and left,"

claims Hollander

A little of this wise-cracking cattiness is seen in the

character. Syhia. who can appreciate a good quality Minnie

Pearl hat as well as self-help counseling while in her

bathtub.
"Sylvia and I are a lot alike." said Hollander. "We both like

to take baths. Like vintage clothing. Have cats— in fact the

same cat. Johnathan. He's 16 and still running around like

a maniac."

After obtaining a master's degree in painting at Boston

College, a Hollander went to California to teach art part-

time at a junior college.

"I went to California, which was what I always wanted

to do because I wanted to be warm. It was beautiful— I went

to Berkeley. But people didn't understand about suffering

there. 1 had to come back," Hollander said.

In the late sixties, Hollander joined the National Orga-

nization for Women. She redesigned a national feminist

publication, "The Spokeswoman." Drawing The Feminist

Funnies" in this publication got her into the mainstream.

"I did i'm Training to be Tall and Blonde' in 1979," said

Hollander, and the character, Sylvia was born.

Nicole Hollander will he speaking at the Student Union

Ballroom on Wednesday, Dec. 4. at 8 p.m. A hook signing

icill he held at Foixi for Thought Books on Tuesday, Dec. 3

at 5 p.m.

too % COf-f-ON SH^^^ ^f^ y*^^^ ^^j
OWN -H^e Covegj^ A^^p P^f A ^
M youR. piLlpw ^vfR/ N'VjW-f.^
yov do, Lef ne \<t*o\^ /^ C |y^T^

GRANf

+URN d

Al/Nf o

ivj^eRe +o Appt/,

Sylvia as drawn by cartoonist Nicole Hollander

ATTENTION SHORPERS:
IT'S TME ONC AND OM.V

VXfMUA RADIO

fine Skrt. i>osl:e«-*
mucH more!!

DECEMBER 2,Mth« 9-4:30

MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

WITH ROOTS HERE
AT UMASS, STUDENTS CAN
BRANCH OUT TO ONE OF
OVER 107 COULEGESAND

UNIVERSmES ACROSS THE
UNITED STATES THROUGH
THT: NATIONAL STUDENT

FlXrHANr-^ PROGRAM

LAST CHANCE TO apply to a restricted school for 92-93 ATTEND THE LAST

THREE D«rPORMATION SESSIONS IN DECEMBER, FROM 4-5 PM

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3, CC804-808

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5, CC804-08

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10, CC804-08

The Nauonal Student E»ch»nge Progrmm. E-26 M»chmf r H«ll. or Phone 545-6351

MEDITATION
Ihe power
of 10 000 suns

lies within

the human mmd

MsdHoKon * Mysticism

One night intensive class

Thursday December 5 7 30pm

Murray D Lincoln CompuS
Center Room 504-08 U Moss

Amherst • Admission is Free

Begin Planning For The

Rest of Your Life, NOW!

^mmmmmm

Paid Spring Semester Co-ops are still

open with:

Boston Company, Fidelity Investments,

Mass. Mutual Insurance, IBM, ERC Cor-

poration, The Instruction Set

Unpaid Internships are still open with:

Boston TV Stations, NYC Networks, Public

Relations, Advertising Firms, Community

Service Agencies and Law Firms

Wednesday, December 4 2:30 pm
Thursday, December 5 1:00 pm
Friday, December 6 1 1 :00 pm
Wednesday, December 11 2:30 pm
Thursday, December 12 1:00 pm
Friday, December 13 11:00 pm

L

The Mather Career Center
Career Planninj^ and Placement • Cooperaiive Education • Internships

Fralcmily/Sor jnly PaA - on the Orchard I Iill bus route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

MUNCHY
-SALE-

Kcllogs Poptarts 81.59 Reg. 1.95

MaxNvcll House Coffee S2.99 Reg. 3.80/1 lb cim!

Campells Chicken Noodle

or Vegetable Soup 59^

Keebler Soft Batch Cookies Sl.99 Reg. B2.39

Oreos 82.39 SAVE 500

Hood Egg Nog - Assorted

Vtirieties 300 Off regular price Qtiart

200 Off regular price Pints

Coke & Coke Products 1 & 2 liter on sale

Hormel and Chef Boyardee - Single

Serve Microwave Items 200 Off regular price

COMP/VI^Ii iVND SAVTJ ON IffiyVLTH ANI3 BEAUIY CARE

REGISTER TO WIN

NAME

ADDRESS PHONE

1
1ST PRIZE: LINED RUNNING SUIT

2 2*^0 PRIZES: ADDIDAS GYM BAGS
15 3"° PRIZES: M & M, MARS AND SNICKER BASEBALL HATS

ENTRIES CLOSE THURSDAY DEC. 12^" • DRAWING FRIDAY DEC. 15™.

ENTRIES FROM ALL STORES COMBINED FOR DRAWINGS.
UNIVERSITY STORE EMPLOYEES AND RELATIVES ARE INELIGIBLE.

SALE PRICES IN EFFECT IN ALL STORES THROUGH FRIDAY 12/20

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

W\ J JH^TT-

The class abruptly stopped practicing. Here was an

opportunity to not only employ their skills, but also

to save the entire town.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

Quote of the Day
"My goal in life is to grow a huge beard."

Spencer Smith

Sometime after 4:0() A.M.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL L\FFE

"Oh, yeah! Well, I'd rather be a living corpse made

from dismembered body parts than a hunchbacked

little grave robber like you!"

By BILL WATTERSON

MOMkTM/

ACROSS
I II s on llm stall

9 Use a brush

14 Shankar
15 Meat lor cutlets

16 Doubleday
I 7 Lapse
19 Ciiine site

20 Gregorian or

Julian

?1 Scout type

22 Dusk, to Donne
23 Prospector,

in a way
24 Picked

26 A lew
29 Lace variety

32 0al

33 Cover with

plaster

35 Conductor s

reading matter

37 Pay to play

3B Built Abbr

40 Claim

41 Sounds Irom

the nest

43 Vetch

44 Made a hole

in one
45 Leb s neighbor

46 Gardener,

at limes

48 Pegs
50 Sarcastic

52 Doctrine

53 Like the Swiss
mountains

55 Root sights

60 Aptly named
author

61 naie, as meat
62 Risk

63 Walei to Pedro

64 Grandparental

65 Wind borne
deposits

66 Woodwind
67 G g g girl in

a song

DOWN
1 Gator s km
2 Molten rock

3 Daring Knievel

4 Discharge

5 Pr(X)l .

6 Lear s daughter

7 Funny Bert

8 Little piggy

9 Stalely dances
10 White poplar

1

1

Conscience,
perhaps

12 Acht lollower

1

3

Waste
alk>wance

18 Snick s partner

21 Tiny -

23 Grinder

24 E (presses
approval

25 Sweetheart

26 The New
Frontier

27 One or two
chaser

28 Inslrunienl tor

14 Across

30 Spinning

31 Does a

banker s jOb

34 Lauder
36 Eagle s

weapon
39 Mattress

support

42 Black eyes
47 F>indar product

49 One tenth ol

an ephah
51 Spider nest

52 time soon

53 Seed coat

54 Funny Jay

55 French seraph

56 Minn s

neighbor

57 PBS science

program
58 Med course

69 Hard to hold

61 Former MideasI

org

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

'uJ^S GRiAV. ITS ABOUT
C^AHOSPSA PROBUMS-RICICS \
IN PRISOhl mmiiUINQ TkAT /

GUYUH
)

Kimt^^iN?

RIGHT! ANYUAy RICK ASKS HIM

IF TH£ GUVS BUGGIMG HIS PHONB

BVER f^lSTRlAT HIMAm UMM...

UAIT FIRST THfSUV BUGGING

^ '^^-^^AiAi dREAKSlK

...THt^FS

SOHEimG

TRAUSCklFr..

...ANPIVS: ^ AMBOSHEu IT; \

KUiPTHB \MURm£piT;
j

JOKBM^Pj ^i^ GAVF TH£

-
,

^ CORPSE A GCOP
N\ \^yHIPPING y^^-

LUNCH
Tri-County Fair Sand

Chicken Biirrito

BASICS LUNCH
Flat Bread Sandwich

Chicken Burrito

Menu
DINNER

Pan Shish Kebab
Fettuccini

BASICS DINNER
Cheese Spinach Squares

Fettuccini

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU

dKCUSeM^'
PfiJV3ft' T

TD60TD
53fiP5rF£er.

I

R5LAX, THIS

19 A SHORT

-

CUT I'MTK/-
IN6 TO eMb
YOUA ume

I PON-TBBLIdVB U' THAT PIPNT

tjsePTDBeoneujAy' OKA/.mu
eOPOUJNTmTH... HMM... 7H/5

COULPB£^ rHblAJROH6LAm.
PiPm JU5T6eT0NTHBBRlP6e'

UNDER 21
By KRIS K. EARLE

RIAfIC IC6-TH£ "SLXU^ AHD ALM^^r iNVl^lBt^ STUFF ft^tlfC^^i
2±niihJi=^ NaTvR^ that CAV5£S Oi4€ Jc Do OvinflAH'UvtL J^ACKfllfS

AND/Og. r>AK6 0N6 FalI- Q>^ W\\ OK Hfer\> PiSORl^^TgP AS^
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.\RIKS (March 21-April 19): Prob-

lems in u rclalionship may be resoKing

ihomM'lvcsruthcrswiflly. Avoid bringing

up old grievances. Off-again, on-again

business talks resume. Dispel uncenainly

by pointing out the facts.

TAURUS (April 2()-May 20): .Secret

exchanges and decisions could lead lo

trouble or upset the status quo. A blessing

in disguise will cause long, overdue im-

provenienls. A plalonic rclalionship in-

tensifies.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Apply

yourimaginalioninpositive ways, tapping

your originality and inventiveness, and

you will speed things along at work.

Smoother sailing lies ahead. Romance

blossoms.

CANCER (June 21-July 22):

Changes you areexperiencing are foryour

own goixl; do not try to hold back (he tide

!

End a relationship that is going nowhere.

A plalonic alliance takeson new meaning.

LEO (July 2.1Aug. 22): Work

through your feelings about previously

blocked enwtions and unfulfilled desires.

Honesty is the key lo improving a close

relationship, l^vel with your k vcd ones;

they need to know your true ne^ds.

VIR(;0 (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): A great

day for sociali/.ing and pursuing romance.

Stop nursing an emotional wound and

seek out fun-loving companions. A dis-

appointing experience will soon be put in

its proper perspective.

LIBRA (.Sept. 23-Ocl. 22): Trust in

slincl over logic now. You may be hurry-

ing something that should be taken one

step at a tiiiKV Adversity gives you a belter

understanding of your weaknesses and

strengths. Focus on the latter.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2.^Nov. 21):

Channel your dynamic energy into both

your work and your personal relationships.

Tackle any job problems with gusto. .Seize

a chance to help a teen-ager with a di-

lemma Curb your tongue.

SACITARIUS (Nov 22-I>:c. 21):

Listen to your heart! Trusting someone is

essential for lasting peace of mind. Be

more tolerant of your loved ones' foibles.

An understanding attitude will bring you

closer together.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Reflecl carefully on the major inlluences

of the past few weeks. You may have

ignored or overlooked something impor-

tant. Past experiences provide a good

guideline for the future.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-l-"eb. 18): You

will profit both financially and emotion-

ally from a learning experience. Do not be

afaid that you are opening up Pandora's

box! Your BSP is right on target. Protect

your resources.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Be

careful not to sound loo skeptical!

Sweeping changes are needed. Accept an

exciting new challenge. A career upheaval

will shake, rattle and roll you in anexciting

new direction.

Today's Staff

Night Editor Kim Frisino

Copy Editor Jason George

PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas

Pixxluction Lisa Jezowski

Beth Butts
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UNITED CELEBRATION— Children and elders watch a satellite hook-up of Chanukah

celebrations worldwide at the Lubavitch headquarters in Brooklyn, New York Sunday.

^

call us

549-7890

#1. Personal 8" Pizza

with three toppings of

your choice - $3.49

#2. Large Cheese
Pizza - $5.50 (IncI tax)

#3. 2 Large Cheese
Pizzas - $9.50 Oncl. tax)

#4. Large Pepperoni

Pizza - $5.00 (IncI tax)

#5. 2 Large Pepperoni

Pizzas - $10.50 (Incl.tax)

Our hours are

4:30 PM - 2:00 AM Sun. - Wed.
4:30 PM - 3:00 AM Thurs. - Sat.

WE ACCEPT PERSONAL CHECKS

!Mos'»«Co'd
AMtWW

Sflf"

CAP f
DICARLO

ff
5-College Student

Dinner Special

choice of:

• Eggplant & Chicken Parmesan

• Pasta Primavera

• Mussels Fra Diablo

• Lasagna al Forno

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires December 22, 1991

Open Daily at 11:30 a.m.

71 Ncjrth Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300

TUBSDAY. DECEMBER 3, 1991

Networks plan
live coverage of
Smith rape trial
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP) — Eight months after

being accused of raping a woman at his family's estate, a

solemn-looking William Kennedy Smith arrived yesterday

at the Palm Beach County courthouse for opening statements

in his trial.
.

With a tight-lipped smile. Smith greeted some 200 jour-

nalists and spectators outside the courthouse, then walked

in with his mother, Jean Kennedy Smith, brother Stephen

Smith, sister Amanda Smith, his defense team and other

supporters.

Just after 9a.m. EST, Ci rcuitJudgeMary Lupo welcomed

the remaining 37-member jury pool, which both sides were

ready to cut to six jurors and three alternates to hear what

may be the most publicized rape trial ever. At the outset, the

selection was delayed when Ms. Lupo told a potential juror

she had received information about his "extra-curricular

activities involving betting."

At the man's request, the courtroom was closed while he

answered questions about the reports.

Ms. Lupo also was considering final motions, including

one ofthe most critical rulings - whether prosecutors may

call as witnesses three women who claim Smith attacked

them in the 1980s.

If allowed to testify, their stories could lend credence to

the claim of Smith's 30-year-old accuser that he raped her

March 30.

Smith, a 3 l-vear-old medical school graduate and nephew

of Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, D-Mass., could get up to 4 1/2

years in prison if convicted.

Defense attorneys say the woman, whom they depicted

as mentally unstable, consented to sex, then cried rape in a

bid for vengeance and attention.

The case has fascinated the nation with its elements of

sex, money, power and prestige.

The allegation— leveled after Smith went drinking with

his senator uncle — reinforced Sen. Kennedy's reputation

for carousing and stirring debate over whether the media

should identify complainants in rape cases. NBC, The New

York Times and a few other news organizations have

identified Smith's accuser.

Prosecutor Moira Lasch disclosed July 22 that the three

women had come forward with allegations against Smith.

Under Florida law, such evidence is admissible if it shows

a specific pattern of behavior by the defendant.

One of the women, a medical student, alleged Smith

raped her at his Washington apartment in 1988. while she

was drunk. Another, now a doctor, said she talked Smith

out ofattacking her at his home in 1988. The third, a former

girlfriend of Smith's cousin Matthew "Max" Kennedy, said

she fought off Smith at his parent's home in New York in

1983.

Under the law, such evidence cannot be used to prove a

defendant is of"had character or propensity." Court rulings

also say judges shouldn't allow such evidence if it is likely

to inflame the jury and become the m^jor feature of the

trial.
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EATING DISORDER?
NEW PEER SUPPORT GROUPS

FOR FALL 1991

Sponsored by University Health Services

(Led by trained students recovered from an eating disorder)

Monday Campus Center

4:30-6:00pm Room 803

Tuesday Baker Hall Basement

7:00-8:30pm Room B-5, in Baker-Chadborne-

Greenough Cluster

Wednesday John Quincy Adams residence hall

7:00-8:30pm Room 502

Anyon« struggling with Ealing Problems Is walcomc. (no sign-up required)

CONFIDEHTIALLY ASSURED tor more Into, call 549-2671, Clinic IV

VI/??/JJJJJIJJJI^?J?JJIJ/^IJIJJ/^^I^I^^^IJII//////////////////////////////^/^^////^//^/^^^(^^^ M̂i^2lA

STAIRMASTERS * LIFEaCLES * LIFEROWER * TREADMILL * GRAVITRON

^rg^fMM^a@ Q aMrm^ ©^ 3

Amherst
Athletic

Club

Karate
Health
& Fitness

460
West
Street

South
Amherst
256-0080

Open 7 days
On bus route
Aerobics daily

WAMTED
Part-time help for

Christmas Season

COMMON
s I : N s I

:

Apply in person
\ illaaf Commons dcro^^

from ">V HoKokf Colleqt

A/ow's the
time to call. .

.

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sundwland Rd., No. Amhtfvl

549-2880
Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Major Credit Cards Acceplod

aCARSTAR,
. ColltSKXi Rapmr Coritor a

HAMPSHIRE
MALL

HOCKEY EQUIPMENT
& ACCESSORIES

h:^?^-:ir?^s3^^

It

SAME BAT channel:

COMICS • CARDS • C/AMES AND MORE...

Open Momlay-Siiturdoy lOam-Vpm Sunday 12pm-5pm

I (ampshlrc MjII, llddicy Inglcside Mail, Hoiyokc |r r

5H6-8775 532-9797

^-^*^ -
^ ;1'

BRfNE

MMXflf

IJ.RulIciblade
onuo

SKI EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES

BIKG KLEIN'S ALL SPORTS
WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD!

20% OFF
I
HAMPSHIRE MALL. HADLEY 585-0470

|

I
OUR ALREADY LOW PRICE ON NON-SALE ITEMS .

I WITH COUPON<ONLY
1 OFfER GOOD UNTIL SECEMBEfl 'STH i

'»-«EX\C3

l^C

QUALITY
MERCHANDISE

^COnVERSE

JlatcMe jj
n»wbolaftce'

asics. TEAM I

BBUEr f.cjrftK^iLvcSKis
HlfOHPLRFi,IMA'i,.l

Hadley's newest sporting goods and ski shop. First quality name
^^W brand merchandise at the best possible price...and remember...

We will not be undersold!

EXERCISE EQUIPMENT

ATHLETIC

FOOTWARE
& APPAREL

FAMOUS NAMES LIKE

f reu/ch XrrnrmfUA

cooper HHEZa iDifoon i<^ TORK

COIHETOWECOLLEGIANOFUCE IU CAMPUS CEtfTER • WURSDAr H:M:30 FRIDAr&lO-lM-DEADUNEISTWODAySPRIORrOPVBUCAVON • 20tAmRr>/DAY FOK SIVDEm • CASH IN ADVANCE

!!!!!!! 25% OFF !!!!!!!

It's 25% otf all Collegian Classlteds Day

Personals. For Sale. For Rent. Sublets.

Rides wanted. Typing.Wordprocessing.etc

PUT IT IN THE
COLLEGIAN CLASSIFIEDS

•• IT WORKS"
See us at our table on the

C C Concourse

today or stop by our otfce at

1 1 3 Campus Center

HAVE PROBLEMS WITH your njommate'

Conlact OCHO 428 Student Union or call us

at 5450865 We can help'

OFFICIAL ZOOMASS CONDOMS
$16-6898

PVOC OIL CO-OP. Purchase home heating

oil at reduced cost Register at OCHO 428

Student Union

•—COLLEGIAN CLASSIFIED SALE""

ON CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE

AMHERST. Two bedroom condominiums

(or as low as $550 per month Convenient

month-to-month rental agreement Parking

available (or two vehicles On bus route.

close to mall, center ol town arKJ UMass. Call

253-3834^

DOUBLE OR SINGLE ROOM
on bus route one mile

(rom town starting

Jan 1 St 253-0743

ACTIVITIES

$$$$$$$$$$$
Concerned about

Financial Aid

Interested in lobbying

in Washington DC
Transportation and
Motel provided

SAFA m(o session

Wenesday December 4lh

8pm Memonal Hall

25% OFF ••••"""""

1 DAY ONLY
-Get a super deal-

1 words or less -$1 50

Stop al our table today on the

Campus Center Concourse

Look lor the 25% oft sign or come to the

Collegian oHice -113 Campus CenterHIMI

ENTERTAINMENT

GREAT APARTMENT! Quiet * Clean

1 mm walk to bus. laundry, stores

1 or 2 bedrooms in S DeertieW

$510/month Heat Included

Avail. Jan 15, halt mo. (ree

Call 665-8459

NEEDED: Ride to Guns N Roses concert

Dec 5 Also 3 tickets to sell 585-6845 ASAP

SEGA MADDEN FOOTBALL CHEAP 6-

382J
STEREO FOR SALE

Dual cassette, AM-FM. two speakers, turn-

table Good condition Need to sell ASAP.

$75 or BO Call Kalhy at 586-1278

FOUND

FOUND- Mountain bike seal in Bartlen on

1 1/26 Call 549-7223. Ask lor Kevin

LOST

One bedroom in house/on bus route/avail-

able l 92 253-9949

FOR SALE

2 Christmas Gowns- Red . Gunne Sax size

11. $100 Icegreen, strapless, size 9-10,

$50. call 549-9931

.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BUSINESS CLUB MEETING TONIGHT
6 00PM SBA 1 02 (oHowed by Stanley Kaplan

Presentation Win 1/2 price oK prep class

Nonmembers weteome.

CARRIBBEAN - ONLY $189
roundtnp air to somewhere
sunny and warm! EUROPE -

$160' Hitch a ride.

AIRHITCH 212-864-2000

RACK-A-DISCI $1 75 00 DJs. VJs. Karaoke

(or house Formal parties. Call 586-9900

FOR RENT

1 LGBDRMin4bdrmhouseinLeverett210/

mo heat incI avail Jani Joe 548-9761

2 Bedrom apt. available Jam or Febt

through May 31 2 mm (rom uptown 800+

Call 549-0032

BLIZNIAK XMAS TREE FARMS. Cut your

own or ready cut 133 Bay Rd Hadley9am-

7pm

COLLEGE BARGAINS
Computers starting at $299

Wordprocessors $549

Typewnters$l89

Call 546-0390

FOR SALE
Image Wnter II Printer

$2500 BO
Call Marci 549-4600 x30S

HELP WANTED

Dont gel a Job - Get a business'

T ASP. Internationalotters highly motivated

students practical expenence and earnings

averaging $4.000-$7.000 (or the summer

Please call 1 -800-922-5579

JOBS: Clean Water Action's environmental

campaign staff. Evenings $7/hr Call 584-

9830. On buslines.

KUWAIT^ SAUDI WORKERS NEEDED
$35 00 & up per hour Tax (ree Both skilled

Sunskilled For m(o Call 61 5-779-5505 Ext

K-858

SPRING BREAK IN CANCUN! It will be here

betore you know it i Outgoing campus repre-

sentative wanted by the nation's largest and

most successful spnng break tour opefator

Receive a (ree trip and cash (or promoting

our tops to your (riends and classmates Call

1-800-395-4896 For more inlormationi

To person who bon-owed my Lands End

bag (rom BeiVshire DC Will trade you a 1 2-

pack lor return of bag Call 6-3231

RIDE WANTED

RIDEWANTEDTOUVMBurlmgton VT area

11-8.11-9. will share expenses' Call^6-,l 1 53

Student needs ride (rom Greendeld MA to

UMass M-F 773 7705 Billie-Jo

THANKSGIVING BREAK Ride needed to

upstate New York Rochester. Buffalo or

Olean New York I just need to gel home

Call Jenny 253-3608 Leave a message

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 OR 2 FEMALES wanted to share room in

apt. Jan1-May3l 130/month Call Lisa 546-

4689

1 FEMALE NEEDED
to share room at Brook

256-3479 $137+ mo

1 FEMALEWANTED for half of large double

room m Puffton Village. Amherst Very close

to campus, buses every 10 minutes, clean

First Puffton entrance first set of apart

ments' Available January 1 $160 month

including heat, cheap' Call 549-7501

JAN-MAY ROOMMATE WANTED, Mil

Valley Est. 2bedroom, 2full bath. A/C. park

ing, heat hot water included Call Shannon

253 7366

LOOKING FOR ONE female to share apart

From Jan 1 st to May 31 st $1 1 4.75 inc heat

and hot water Call 256-3175 or 584-4453

SERVICES

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test information or

support Call for free and confidential

services ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam
Street. Northampton 586-3000 or

Greenfield 774-6010

FREE pregnancy testing: confidential and

caring support. BIRTHRIGHT;233 No
Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

SPRING BREAK

You won't get npped off! I have the best

spnng break tnps around Jamaica. Cancun,

and Bahamas. I would love to tell you more. .

Call Dena 549-5740

TRAVEL

SKI-INTERCOLLEGIATE SKI WEEKS,
$189. Includes; 5 day lift ticket' 5 nights

lodging (mountainside condol ' 5 days

Intercollegiate activities, sponsored by

Labatt's & I* Sutton. Canada (Just across

the Vermont border). Group leader discounts

Jan 5-10 Jan 1217 and SPRING BREAK
Call Ski Travel Unlimited 1-800-999-SKI9

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS, THESES. CASES, Pa-

pers. On-campus Service. Mac/Laser Printer,

SpellchecK, Quality. Inexpensive 584-7924.

Nancy ^^^
WANTED

SUBLETS, ROOMS, HOUSING needed Dec

27. Jan 1 3 Contact SBMC 256-861 5 1 0AM-

4PM
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Sports

Minutewomen seek third win
O^Brien^s squadjourneys to BU
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Notmany people around the University ofMassachusetts

sports scene thought the women's basketball team was

going anywhere. But as the Minutewomen travel to Case

Gymnasium in Boston to battle the Boston University Lady

Terriers tonight (7:30 p.m.). they're also heading up the

ladder in terms of respectability.

UMass (2-2) is playing solid basketball, and the go-to

players have been performing exceptionally. Center Kim
Kiistofik and guard Trish Riley were named to the Sheraton

Classic All-Tournament Team for their outstanding per-

formance.

Kiistofik had 21 points and 14 rebounds in the win

against Cornell, and Riley hit double digits in points in both

games last weekend.
For tonight's game. UMass coach Joanie O'Brien will

again be looking for the two to step up to the challenge.

Trish and Kim are our go-to players." she said. "Trish 1

1

Boston University will offer some stiff competition,

something UMass' schedule seriously lacks. The Lady

Terriers (1-0) return four of last year's starters. O'Brien

said she expects BU to try to work their fast break.

"1 know they like to run up and down the floor." she said.

They've got two or three good players ... if we can slow

them down, we've got a good chance."

Returning players for the Lady Terriers include guard

Richele Van Zandt, who scored 20 points in BU's opening

game. Last year. Van Zandt averaged 9.9 points and 7.1

rebounds per game.
Andrea Higgfins complements Van Zandt at the other

guard position. The junior averaged 11.2 ppg and 2.9 rpg

last year. Her 18 points against Central Conn, helped the

Lady Terriers to a 73-67 win.

The Minutewomen need to stop the break and win the

half-court game. To do this, they must win the mismatches,

especially down low. Enter Kristofik.

The junior converted-center will probably match up

against Fannya Manchak, who was able to score 9 points in

her limited 19 minutes of action. Other matchups include

Maleeka Valentine and Jenny Moran versus Julie Schmidt

and 5-11 sophomore Jill Sosnak.

Sosnak led the Lady Terriers as a freshman, scoring 12.7

points and tearing down an average of8.0 rebounds a game.

Her size and height may wear down an already weak
UMass team.

The Minutewomen lack any depth past the starting five.

The possible return ofCherie Muza tonight will help UMass'

bench.

"Cherie's coming back from a sprained ankle, so she

might see a little playing time," O'Brien said.

The only bench depth that UMass has shown thus far

has been from Riley. The senior has been a big playmaker,

and her back has held up so far. The question arises to why
she hasn't started.

"I like to have her as a spark off of the bench," O'Brien

said. "I want to control her minutes . . . not just put her in

for 40 minutes. But that doesn't mean she's not going to

start sometime."

The Year in Sports, according to Greg
It was a year of missed

field goals at the buzzer,

tournament upsets, Mike
Marshall, no-look dunks,

Cinderella championships,

j ust desserts and the courage

of a man who's looking un-

certainty in the face and
keeps on living.

It was 1991, the year in

sports.

Since I've only got two
columns left before finals. I

figured I'd take a risk and
try and sum up the best and

worst bits 'o' sports on a national scale. Next week, look for

"UMass 91: the Minutemen strike back," available where

finer college newspapers are given away for free.

Well now, how do you prioritize an entire year? You don't

— it's just impossible. Essentially this list is made of the

stuff I remember, sport by sport. Yes. I left out monster

truck racing, yet somehow we'll survive.

Superfight I: the real thing. Foreman vs. Holyfield,

Las Vegas. What was supposed to be a laugher became one

of the best bouts of recent memory. Holyfield retained the

title, to the surprise of few, but did Foreman ever give him

a battle.

Superfight II: the undercard. Fenech vs. Nelson, Las

Vegas. The very best fight ofthe year was this lower weight

class title match-up and it never disappointed, as Fenech

and Nelson beat the whatnot out ofeach other 12 rounds straight.

Nelson held off a late charge from Fenech to retain the

title in a controversial split decision. The irony was that the

fight after this one — the much-hyped Tyson-Ruddock

rematch — absolutely paled in comparison. Quite simply,

Fenech and Nelson stole the show and I'm still awaiting the

rematch eagerly.

How lucky can you be? Just ask the New York Giants.

Without taking anything away from last year's world

champions, outside forces were definitely on their side.

Look at the record and decide for yourself. Joe Montana
just happens to get hurt and give up the ball on the same
play, making a game-winning field goal and the NFC title

possible for the Giants? Scott Norwood's 47 yarder to win

one ofthe greatest Super Bowls ever played has the distance

but just happens to sail wide?

Greg Sukiennik

The Red Sox could never be this lucky. Nooooo. Who
would have guessed Danny Darwin and Matt Young would

be non-entities for most of the season? What compels Mike
Greenwell to risk his life repeatedly in episodes such as

racing cars at Seekonk or picking fights with Mo Vaughn?
The cars I can understand, but you'd have to be a moron to

start with Big Mo. I think Gator played football without a

helmet one time too many.
Speakingofblatant stupidity and the Red Sox, two items

come to mind. Yes, only two. The first is the Mike Marshall

soap opera, which is old news best forgotten to most. Why
Lou Gorman didn't waive the guy outright from the start

(which is what he eventually did) is beyond me. Not even

triple-A teams wanted him.

Secondly, why oh why oh why did they fire Joe Morgan?
What could he have done differently? Here's a team with

enough talent for a division title, yet they underachieve all

season long. There's only so much a a manager can do about
such dilemmas in an era of high-priced egos. Best of luck.

Butch Hobson.
Dee-struction: See Dee Brown. See Dee pump up his

sneakers. "Pfft, pfft, pfft." See Dee dunk. "Clang." Damn,
Dee can dunk. Brown's high flying act was certainly one of

1991*8 highlights, especially for Celtic fans. They may not

have won the title — and many still feel they were the only

team capable ofknocking offeventual champion Chicago—
but Dee breathed life into a moribund, walk-it-up-the-floor

squad.

Every so oft«n, something so unexpected and incredible

hapfiens that you think, "This could only happen in the

movies." John Daly lived out such a sports fantasy.

Daly virtually came out of nowhere to win the PGA
Championship in late summer. He can drive a ball further

than humanly thought possible and makes a great am-
bassador for the PGA with his down-home, friendly per-

sonality.

Speaking of Cinderella stories, who could equal the

Minnesota North Stars or Atlanta Braves? Both teams
went from worst to first in their respective leagues, just

missing out on winning the whole box ofcereal. Life may be
unfair, but in sports, ifyou believe and work hard enough,
good things invariably happen.

Magic Johnson certainly must dominate any end-of-year
discussion of what's important in sports. Everything else

seems trivial compared to what Johnson has gone through
and will go through in his battle with HIV.

Magic has HIV and everyone's somber about it but him.
Just maybe, we should follow his example instead.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian staffmember

SPORTS NOTICE
MINUTEMANIACS:
KENTUCKY GAME — Arrange-

ments have been made by the UMass
student booster club, the
Minutemaniacs, to view the UMass
vs. Kentucky basketball game this

Wednesday, Dec.4, at 8 p.m. Only
Minutemaniac members may attend

this free special showing. The game
will not be televised for the general

public.

Space is limited to 75. To become
a Minutemaniac, sign up Wednes-

day between l-4p.m.inBoyden225B.
The $20 membership fee includes a

free T-shirt and other benefits.

INTRAMURAL SPORTS NOTICE:
We are accepting entries for spring

semester basketball league play this

week at 215 Boyden Gym. You must
register your team with us this week
if you want to play next semester.

Intramural sports telephone num-
ber is 545-0022.

BASKETBALL TICKETS:
Student tickets for tli<j Dec. 7th

men's basketball gamo against

Xavier University and Dec. 10th

game against New Hampshire will

be available at 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. on

Dec. 5th in the lobby of Curry Hicks

Cage.

Thoughts from around the rim
I really don't have an idea what this

column will be about . . . guess I'll just fill

the page with some random thoughts.

I'm sure that I'm not the only one who
read the Sports Illustrated article on
Christian Laettner and came away with

the taste ofsour grapes in my mouth. While
Laettner and roommate Brian Davis might
be great basketball players at a great school

,

they are certainly not great at making first

impressions.

The article portrays Laettner and Davis

as two in their own world, thinking only

about their own feeUngs and in dire need of

two slices of humble pie.

The SI reading tells of how Laettner

dominated much- publicized center
Shaquille O'Neal of LSU when the two
teams met last season. I only hope that

O'Neal and LSU get another crack at

Laettner and Duke. Perhaps Shaq would
gain revenge and show Christian the "Real

Deal."

Speaking of Shaquille, when he does

decide to enter the NBA. the league will

then have quite an assortment of talented

centers. Along with the already established

pivot dieties (David Robinson, Patrick

Ewing, Hakeem Olajuwon, Brad Daugherty,

and of course, Robert Parish), the develop-

ment of such centers as Pervis Ellison,

Dikembe Mutumbo and Rony Seikaly gives

the league a plethora of big men.

Wasn't it just a couple of seasons ago

when the so-called "experts" were bemoan-
ing the fact that the NBA no longer had
many "true" centers? I wonder what those

experts are harping about now.

While basketball is the subject, wouldn't

it be fun to put together a hoop team made
up of the NBA's fattest players.

Jeff Crofts

The Bullets' John Williams would start

at power forward, while his real-life team-

mate Ledell Eackles could man the shooting

guard spot. As for small forward, the mad
bomber from Orlando, Dennis Scott, would

be just fine with his rotund build. Golden
State rookie Victor Alexander would fill the

center spot to a T due to his 270-pound

frame. Need you ask who would run the

point for this squad ofovereaters? Ofcourse
it would be the Celtics' own John Bagley,

who gives new meaning to the phrase "po-

etry in motion."

While the team might not win many
games, the payroll would be low, seeing how
salaries would be paid in Twinkies and not

moolah.
Since when is the homecoming of two

traded Hartford Whaler stiffs more impor-

tant than the heavyweight championship?

Well, on Saturday, November 23rd that was

the case.

You really have to wonder sometimes . .

. After Holyfield's poor showing against

Cooper I have concluded that there are

indeed better heavyweights than Evander
(unfortunately, including Mike Tyson), but

none more deserving or better suited to

wear the heavyweight crown and all that

comes with it, than the current champ.
Let's head back to the basketball court

for a moment or two ... In his first few

games, UMass freshman IjOu Roe has proved
that he is already among the Atlantic lO's

most impressive and imposing physical

specimen.
Minutemen fans shouldn't assume that

this is the year that the team finally beats

Temple. Even though the Owls did lose

starters Mark Macon and Donald Hodge to

the NBA, the team still returns many vet-

erans along with the addition of one very

impressive freshman. Rick (formerly Eric)

Brunson from Salem, Massachusetts.

I've seen Brunson play in postseason all-

star games in addition to the Boston
Shootout, and must say that he is a player,

plain and simple.

Worse off, Brunson is the type of player
who likes to take, and make, the big shots.

Still, the chances ofMassachusetts winning
the A- 10 are better than ever.

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian correspondent
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American hostage freed,
Anderson release possible
By EILEEN ALT POWELL
Associated Press

DAMASCUS, Syria — The Lebanon kidnapping ordeal
seemed headed for an end with the release of another
American on Tuesday, and reports said Terry Anderson,
the last American captive, could be freed Wednesday.

The freeing ofAmerican Alann Steen was the latest in a
series of dramatic releases since August that has been
orchestrated by the United Nations. Only three Westerners
still are being held captive by Shiitie Mushm radicals.

U.N. Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar said in

AP photo

American hostage Terry Anderson speaks
on a videotape obtained by CableNews Network
in October.

new York after meeting with Iranina ambassador Kamal
Kharrazi that he expected yet another release within two
days. "I know it will be very soon but I cannot say when," he
added.

Kharrazi said it was his understanding that Anderson
would be freed by Wednesday, and sources in Damascus
who are close to the hostage negotiations made the same
prediction. There were indications that the United Nations
was working on a separate deal to gain the freedom oftwo
German hostages.

Steen, a Boston native, spent nearly five years in captiv-

ity.

"It's great to be out," the 52-year-old journalism teacher
told reporters at a news conference at the Syrian Foriegn
ministry.

Steen wept as he was turned over to American ambassa-
dor Christopher Ross.

"I don't think I can find the words right now to express
how I feel, except that it's wonderful," said Steen, who was
kidnapped on Jan. 24, 1987 at the U.S.-supported Beirut
University College by extremists posing as Lebaneese po-

lice. "Five years is no fun."

The pro-Iranian organization ofIslamicjihad for Libera-
tion of Palestine said it freed Steen in Beirut under a U.N.-
brokered agreement. Syrian army officers drove Steen
across the border to Damascus.

Steen was flown Tuesday night to Germany, where he
will undergo medical examinations and be debriefed by
intelligence officials.

Nearly 100 {)eople turned out in subfreezing tempera-
tures to greet Steen as he arived at the U.S. Air Force
hospital in Wiesbaden.

Steen punched his fist in the air in jubillation as confetti

showered down around him and the crowd cheered wildly.

Weld to endorse
opponent of gay
rights, abortions
BOSTON (AP) — Gov. WilUam Weld plans to

endorse a friend's bid for U.S. Senate in Utah even
though the candidate opposes gay rights and abortion
rights, which Weld supports.

Brent Ward, a former U.S. attorney for Utah, is

one of four candidates for the Republican nomina-
tion for the Senate seat now held by Jake Garn.
Garn, a third-term Republican, is not seeking re-

election.

Weld, a former U.S. attorney for Massachusetts, is

going to Salt Lake City for a three-day Republican
governors' conference. He will deliver the keynote
address at a fund-raising dinner for Ward there on
Saturday.

Ward told The Boston Globe he is a conservative
Republican who opposes abortion in most cases and
legislation guaranteeing civil rights to gays.

He also said the other three Republican candi-
dates for the nomination oppose abortion rights and
gay rights.

Ward said he and Weld both are fiscal conserva-
tives. Weld's press secretary, Ray Howell, agreed and
said the two also are personal friends.

This is an emotional issue on which people have
deeply held beliefs, but he's not about to tell anyone
to change their position on it," Howell said. The
Republican Party embraces people with different

points of view on this."

Pam Nourse, executive director ofMassChoice, an
abortion rights organization that endorsed Weld for

governor last year, said it was "disappointing" that
Weld would endorse an anti-abortion candidate.

"It's very critical we elect senators who support the
right to choose," she said.

Snow delays buses;
classes unaffected

Sununu stepping do\vn
ChiefofStaffresigns underpressure

CoUefian photo by Josh Reynolda

WHADAYA MEAN, NO BRAKES? — Marching band members
take advantage of yesterday's snow/sleet/freezing rain, sledding
near the Old Chapel.

By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

Classes were virtually unaffected
yesterday by snow and sleet, while PVTA
buses ran off-schedule.

University Police Chief and acting
Director of Public Safety John Luippold
said only one car accident was reported
on campus. A minor accident, he said,

occurred around 1:00 p.m. with no per-

sonal injuries.

"I think we have been pretty lucky,"

Luippold said. "In the morningcommute
we did not have any problems."

Students reported late and no-show
buses throughout the morning.

A PVTA official said there were some
accidents in the morning, some including

buses. He said there were no iry'uries or

damage to buses.

Vice Chancellor for Administration
and Finance Paul Page said the decision

to cancel class comes from a variety of

information. This includes weather con-

ditions, road conditions, information fi'om

a weather service and an evaluation con-

ducted by physical plant workers. Yes-
terday between 3:00 and 4:00 a.m. it was
decided that the roads would be alright

for travel at the beginning of classes,

Page said.

School closings are broadcast over
several local television and radio sta-

tions. These include WMUA, the Hous-
ing Service Cable Network, WTIC in

Hartford and WFCR,WRNXANDWTTT
in Amherst.

According to the emergency closing

policy, classes can be either delayed,

closed all day, closed for a period during

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

By TOM RAUM
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— John H. Sununu, the

combative White House chiefof staffwhose
abrasive style earned him enemies in both
parties, resigned Tuesday, telling President
Bush he didn't want to be a "drag on your
success."

The resignation came after weeks of ru-

mors that Sununu was on his way out. The
52-year-old former New Hampshire gover-

nor had come under increasing criticism for

his role in what they saw as ineffective

White House actionon the falteringeconomy.
Speculation immediately centered on

Transportaion Secretary Samuel K. Skinner
as a likely successor, although the White
House said no decision had been made.

One GOP congressional source called the

decision to give Skinner thejob "definite but
not official."

Sununu handed Bush a five-page,

handwritten resignation note on Air Force
One while Bush was on a trip to Florida and
Mississippi.

Bush accepted the resignation, effective

Dec. 15,andsaidina8tatementthatSununu
would remain as a counselor with cabinet

rank through March 1.

Later, standing beside Sununu on Air

Force One, Bush told reporters "He has
taken a lot of hard shots that would have
landed on my chin."

Suniuiu noted that Bush was heading
into his reelection campaign and said, "He
doesn't need an extra political target folks

will be shooting out."

Administration and Republican sources

said they expected Skinner, a close pollitical

ally of the President who played an active

role in his 1988 election effort, to get the top

White House staffjob.

White House spoKeswoman Judy Smith
said that as far as she knew, Bush had not

offered Skinner the job.

Skinner is well-respected by other
Cabinet members, GOP members of Con-
gress and Republican campaign workers.

Speculation that he would get the post

was fueled by revelations that he had a

private dinner with the president on Sunday,

and breakfast at the White House with
Bush's son and chiefpolitical trouble shooter,
George W. Bush.

It was Bush's eldest son who delivered

the bad news to Sununu last Wednesday
that there was wide opposition to him among
Bush's top advisers, administration and
Republican sources said Tuesday.

In his letter, Sununu said that until

recently he had been convinced he could be
a strong contributor to Bush's efforts.

"But in politics, especially during the

seasons ofa political campaign, perceptions

that can be effectively dealt with at other

times can be converted into real political

negatives," Sununu wrote.

"And I would never want to be not con-

tributing positively , much less than be a
drag on your success."

Bush wrote to Sununu, "it is with great

reluctance, regret and a sense of personal

loss that I acceptyour resignation as chiefof
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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The homeless and needy

don't go away when the

holidays are over. See what
Mark Preston has to say

about it.

Page 12:

Can anyone stop this man?
The sports desk unchains

Dave Scott once more, and
no one is safe.

Weather
Ifyou liked winter snow,

you'll love winter cold: temps

will fall from the 40's in the

morning to the teens by

tonight. Unpack the mittens.
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10 printed resumes

1 envelopes

1 sheets of paper

for

$1.75
other pholo copying

sF)ecials also available

Two locations open Mon-Fri, 9 am-5 pm
101 Herter Hall • South College, lower level

Call 545-2719 for prices

IO% DISCOUNT with this ad

'^

call us

549-7890

#1. Personal 8" Pizza

with three toppings of

your choice - $3.49

#2. Large Cheese
Pizza - $5.00 (Incl. tax)

#3. 2 Large Cheese
Pizzas - $9.50 (IncI tax)

#4. Large Pepperoni
Pizza - $5.50 Oncl. tax)

#5. 2 Large Pepperoni

Pizzas - $ 1 0.50 Oncl. tax)

Our hours are

4:30 PM - 2:00 AM Sun. - Wed.
4:30 PM - 3:00 AM Thurs. - Sat.

WE ACCEPT PERSONAL CHECKS

ilMotlrrCord

For Your Information
Wednesday, December 4

Law Symposium — The RONKIN Educational Group is

sponsoring a free l^aw Symposium from 7-8:80 p.m. at Tlie

Creamery Oftlce Building, 150 Fearing Street, Suite 1,

Meeting — There will be a Holocaust memorial week
planning committee meeting at 7;30 p.m. in the Hillel

House Lounge.
Cluinukah Party— There will be a free Chanukah Party

sponsored by Hillel with food, games, and dreidle casino at

8 p.m. at Hillel House.
Lecture — The Everywomen's Center will be speaking

about the facts of date rape and the way to avoid it from 7-

9 p.m. in the Mackimmie Main Lounge.

Craft Fair — The Student Union Craft Center will be

holding their Annual Holiday Craft, Fair from 9:00 am-4:00

p.m. in the Campus Center.

Thursday, December 5

Lecture — The Everywomen's Center will be speaking

alx)ut the facts of date rape and the way to avoid it from 7-

9 p.m. in the John Quincy Adams r2th floor lounge.

Chanukah Menorah Lighting — The fifth night of

Chanukah Menorah Lighting will lie at 5 p.m. in the Hillel

House.
Workshop — Kevin Berrill will conduct a workshop

entitled "HEY QUEER" addressing homophobic harass-

ment and how we can respond at 7:30 p.m. in the Campus
Center Rm. 903.

yHfti _ The film "Not All I'arents Are Straight" will be

shown at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center Rm. 803.

Craft Fair — The Student Union Craft Center will be

holding their Annual Holiday Craft Fair from 9 a.m. -4 p.m.

in the Campus Center.

Friday, December 6

Craft Fair — The Student Union Craft Center will be

holding their Annual Holiday Craft Fair from 9 a.m. -4 p.m.

in the Campus Center.

Cambodian factions compromise
By NATE THAYER
Associated Press

PATTAYA, Thailand — The four Cambodian factions

reached a compromise agreement yesterday on providing

security for Khmer Rouge leaders, who were driven out of

Cambodia last week by an angry mob.
"We have settled all the problems," Cambodian Prime

Minister Hun Sen told reporters.

His announcement came after daylong talks involving

the Cambodians, U.N. representatives and the five world

powers that brokered the peace accord that formally halted

13 years of civil war.

Asked when the Khmer Rouge would return to Cambo-
dia, Hen Sun said: "Within the next few days. You can be

sure of that. The Khmer Rouge have agreed to Phnom
Penh."

Two leaders ofthe Communist Khmer Rouge were beaten,
and one of them was nearly lynched, on Nov. 27 by a mob
that broke into their villa in Phnom Penh and forced them

to flee to Thailand.

The attackers were seeking revenge for massacres of

hundreds ofthousands oftheir relatives during the 1975-78

Khmer Rouge rule, which attempted to turn Cambodia into

an agrarian Utopia.

Vietnam invaded Cambodia in late 1978, ousted the

Khmer Rouge and installed a new government in Phnom
Penh.

As Cambodia's largest guerilla group, the Khmer Rouge
is a key part ofefforts to bring peace to Cambodia. The other

factions are rebels under Prince Norodom Ranariddh, the

non-communist Khmer People's National Liberation Front

and the government, which still is backed by Vietnam.

The factions agreed that the Khmer Rouge delegation

will be housed in Phnom Penh in the compound of the

Supreme National Council, according to sources who spoke

on condition of anonymity.
The meeting was called by council chairman Prince

Norodom Sihanouk, Ranariddh's father, to resolve the

Khmer Rouge security issue.

Sununu
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

staff."

He said that he was "very grateful" for Sununu's three

years of service, adding "You have never wavered in your
loyalty to us and, more importantly, to the principles and
goals of this administration."

snow
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

the day, or canceled at night. During these times.

Health Services, the Dining Commons, the Hatch,

physical plant and security remain unaffected.

Unless announced separately, buses should run on
schedule during class cancellations. Library hours
are altered slightly depending on the type of class

cancellation.

For more information, the Emergency Closing Hot
Line is 545-3630.

FREE GUIDE TO SPRING BREAK '92

ou're Invited to the

30th Anniversary
Party at the World's #1

Spring Break Destination,

on the Hottest

beach on earth,

Feb. 22- April 19, 1992!

Call 1-800-854-1234

for your FREE 30lh

Anniversary Official

Spring Break
1992 Guide!

I DESTINATICW DAYTONA!
C\>nventi(>n & Visitor's Bureau
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Local
Alleged mob
boss enters
guilty plea
By TONY ROGERS
Associated Press

BOSTON—A former reputed mob boss in New England
stunned a federal court Tuesday when he pleaded guilty to

racketeering and conspiracy charges but then said he

wouldn't admit to being in the Mafia.

U.S. District Judge Mark Wolf accepted the pleas from

Rajmiond J. "Junior" Patriarca and scheduled sentencing

for Feb. 18.

Patriarca was one of 21 accused mobsters indicted in

March 1990, after federal authorities obtained a secretly

taped Mafia blood initiation ceremony that confirmed an
underworld of solemn oaths and codes of silence.

Patriarca allegedly presided over the ceremony, which
was held in a house in suburban Medford in October 1989

and recorded by the FBI.

According to the tape, the mobsters fussed over the

seating arrangement ofa buffet lunch before inductees had
their trigger fingers cut for a blood oath.

Patriarca, 46 and ailing from bladder cancer, took the

witness stand Tuesday in Federal court to enter his pleas as

Wolf read the seven counts against him.

But at one point Patriarca told the judge, "By admitting

my guilt I am not admitting membership in the mafia."
"1 had not anticipated that answer," Wolf admitted.

Assistant U.S. Attorney Jeffrey Auerhahn quickly ob-

jected that Wolf could not accept the guilty pleas without

Patriara's admission to being a member ofLa Cosa Nostra,

or the Mafia.

After a brief recess, Wolf decided to accept the pleas,

based on the weight of the evidence against them, and the

fact that Patriarca had admitted to being part of the

criminal enterprise outlined in the indictments.

"He had tendered a plea which is a strict guilty plea,"

Wolf said of Patriarca. "It's in the interests of administra-

tion ofjustice to accept this plea."

T>.T charges against Patriarca include racketeering,

conspiracy and crossing state lines to further unlawful

activities. Patriarca faces a maximum of65 years in prison

and $1.7 million in fines.

Charges against some ofhis associates included murder,

kidnapping, drug traflicking, gambling, obstruction of

justice, and witness intimidation.

Eight Patriarca members and associates were convicted

in August, including three found guily in the 1989 slaying

ofWilliam "The Wild Guy" Grasso, the family's feared boss
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

CoUegimo photo by Josh ReynoUU

INSERT SLUSH NOISE HERE — A University employee clears away the results of

Monday's storm on campus.

Library employee assaulted
Computer breakdown brings out violence in patron
Compiled by DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

ATower Library check-out desk employee was assaulted

by a male person last Friday evening. Police said he became
"irate" when he was informed he couldn't check out his

books because the library computer was down.

Security officers patrolUng the Fine Arts Center last

Friday saw several people enter the building. After the

poUce arrived, fiveAmherst men were arrested and charged

with breaking in with intent to commit a felony.

Stepher C. Pearistein, 18, Andrew C. Winternitz, 19,

Gabriel F. Johnson, 19, Neil P. Carpenter, 18 and Jeremy

B. Holstein, 19, were all arrested.

A woman reported to the police on Monday evening a

Tax resister evicted and arrested
Resident ofColrain protests US. military policy

By JEFF DONN
Associated Press

SPRINGFIELD, Mass. — Federal

authorities today evicted and arrested a

Colrain tax resister who refused to pay

income taxes since 1977 in protest of

U.S. military poHcy.

His backer quickly vowed to reoccupy the

home Wednesday.
Randy Kehler, 47, was arrested this

morning for continuing to live in the house,

which the U.S. Internal Revenue Service

legally seized in March 1989 for non-pay-

ment of taxes.

Federal marshals and local authorities

Arpk*«*

Randy Keh|*r. left, an*B^y Corner rtMMl ta «kelrCo|r«iB. M««.

home en Nov.at%lM)|btrwere to vncate theirbe^MWoyefno-
p«y»ent of tnnee, KeMirwne wrested and reiil««re< ftrew the hoMse

Tneeday.
^

arrived around 8:30 a.m. and padlocked

the house before leaWng, according to

Mark Link, amember oftheWar Refusers

Support Committee in nearby Deerfield.

The U.S. attorney's office said Kehler

was scheduled to appear in federal court-

later today in Springfield. However, a

spokeswoman for the office said it would

make no comment on the case until then.

A court spokesman said Kehler was
expected to face civil contempt charges

before U.S. District Judge Frank Freed-

man.
Link said Kehler's backers plan a se-

ries of reoccupations of the house in the

northern Berkshires starting Wednes-

day morning.
"Their intention is to reenter the

house," she said. "What way they will do

that— whether they will cut locks or get

in through a window— its not clear how

they will do it yet."

Kehler and his wife, Betsy Comer,

have refused to pay about $45,000 in

federal taxes since 1977 to protest

American military actions in Nicaragua,

El Salvador, Panama and Iraq. "It's no

different than if the Mafia demanded

money from us to buy guns to go shoot

people," Kehler said in an earUer inter-

view.

Instead ofpa3dng their U.S. taxes, the

couple has contributed the money to

groups that help war victims, shelter the

homeless, and perform other charitable

work. The pair do«8 p*y state and tocal

taxes.

Oomar and the ooupia's U-y»ar-oW

dauglitar were not at home when the

authorities arrived today.

man masturbating in front of her on the 20th floor of the

Tower Library.

A studded bracelet was confiscated from a male subject

last Wednesday evening because it is illegal, police said.

The bracelet will be destroyed.

BURGLARY:
University staff workers in the Hamlin Residence Hall

reported to the police on Friday morning a lock broken from

a Janitor's room and a reciprocating saw stolen.

The estimated value of the saw is $300.

VANDALISM:
Housing staff"reported to police Friday morning slashed

tires on two Housing vans. The estimated value of damage

is $250.

Nominee for

USGA discusses

Shoal Creek
By ED GOLDEN
Associated Press

SPRINGFIELD, Mass— The first black

nominated to the governing body of Ameri-

can golf says his name wouldn't have been

put up ifit had not been for the membership

uproar at Shoal Creek during the 1990 PGA
Tournament.

"My nomination was a result of Shoal

Creek," said John Merchant, adding that a

black probably would not have been nomi-

nated to the board ofthe United States Golf

Association for another five to 10 years

without the controversy at the private club

in Birmingham, Ala.

And Merchant said he doesn't expect

much progress to occur from Shoal Creek

when it comes to opening up country club

membership around the country.

"I'm not optimistc about that," Merchant

said in a speech Tuesday to the Associated

Press Sports Editors Northeast Region

meeting. "I don't think there's going to be

any great outflow."

The nomination ofMerchant, an attorney

in New Britain, Conn., is expected to be

approved by the USGA in January. It would

be the latest in several firsts for Merchant,

58. He was the first African-American to

graduate firom the University of Virginia

Law School and he also helped break the

color barrier at the Rolling Hills Country

Club in Wilton, Conn., in the mid-19708.

Merchant said the issue of color would no

longer exist ifcountry clubs dropped it as a

naefnbership constdsratioa. He said that.

ewMi so it wordd probably have little impact

on bleck inead>ership.

"If yn were to open ap every coimtoy

dub iaCoaaaodcutand Masaachuaettsmeak
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Merchant
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

would probably not have any black mem-
bers," he said. "Most blacks would not be

able to afford the membership fees."

Referring again to Shoal Creek, which
eventually did admit a black member. Mer-

chant wondered why a person living in

Birmingham would want to be a member of

the exclusive club.

"If they are accepted they need to put 20

big ones on the table and that just gets you
in the front door," said Merchant, who started

playing golf when he was 26 and in the

Navy.
He said the only minority he has nomi-

nated for membership in Rolling Hills was
rejected after a questionable rules change
by the club's governing council, but he ad-

mitted he remains a member in part for

business considerations.

"It's been good business for me, I have not

broken tradition in that respect," said

Merchant, referring to the business contacts

he has made through golf "I paid for the cost

ofmy membership out of that business and
also made a tidy profit. If I didn't have that

business motivation I would not belong. It

costs too darn much money."

As a member of the USGA executive

committee Merchant said he hoped to pro-

mote amateur golf at the state and local

level.

'That's the part I hope to change. A lot of

the important stuff happens at the state

level," he said.

Merchant said he also hopes to see more
open participation on the Walker Cup and
Curtis Cup amateur teams.

"If you can tee it up, keep it on the

fairway, and get it in the hole, that's what
decides who gets on the teams," he said.

Merchant, who sports a handicap ofsix, said

he was attracted to

golfbecause ofthe need to observe the rules.

"No matter what the rule is that's what you
play by."

With that in mind. Merchant said one of

the changes he would work for at the national

level would be "allowing golfers to repair

spike marks around the cup.

"That's one of the things I will make my
mission," he said. "But I don't know if I will

ever be able to say to you 'Mission accom-

plished.'"

Patriarca
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

in Connecticut. Six others await trial in

Boston. Six others pleaded guilty earlier

in return for reduced sentences.

Authorities say the Patriarca family,

based in Providence, R.I., has controlled

organized crime rackets in New England

since the 1940s. The FBI estimated that

at its peak during the 1970s, the family

had more than 100 members and active

associates.

Patriarca is believed to have inher-

ited control ofthe family in 1984 following

the death of his father, Raymond L.S.

Patriarca, and was apparently demoted
after his indictment.

Wolf wrote in an earlier ruling that

Patriarca was "a reluctant and ineffective

mafia boss ... and that he has no penchant

or personal aptitude for violence."

4#4#4#4#4#4

THE UNIVERSITY STORE'S
ANNUAL

CHRISTMAS
BOOK SALE

1 WEEK ONLY
ST.\RTS DECEMBER 2

ON THE
CONCOURSE

IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

HUNDREDS OF
SALE BOOKS

£

£

4 «> 4

FOR $25 WE'U in
YOU HANG

OUT IN THE QUAD.

$25 m\6- week lift lickel. Why hang amind between the lihiary and Ihp

siudcnl union, when you can hang out in our high speed guad'^ Jhis year,

clieck out our 43 iww Haystack rum. and ski 127 trails in atl. the most in

the East And lor a week ol parlies and skiing, make plans lor SnowBreak" 92

Jan 3 S Jan 6 10. and Jan 13 U Foi conditions call 80? 461 21^1

80024SSN0W

Mount
NO O M I t L t t ^^ I $ C I O S I

Ollei good Mondiy through fiidaf. non holiday, wilh j cuirtnl college 1

Nestle in at Scenic

Cliffside Apartments FREE FROZEN YOGURT DELIVERY
253-2774

Seven Nights a Week 6:00pm - 11:00pm
$7.00 minimum

(From six to twelve month lease available)

Come see our 1 and 2 bedroom units. All utilities

included, appliances, laundry facilities, cable ready.

On bus route. Furnished units available. On Rte. 1 16,

close to 1-91

lMJ Only minutes away from UMASS!
••'"••"•"^

Phone (413)665-3958

OPEN 'TIL

2 A.M.
7 DAYS

AV/EEK

FAMOUS
ROAST BEEF

&
CHICKEN WINGS
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Editorial/Opinion
Tlie opinions on this page are those ofthe individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views ofthe Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

The needy won't disappear when the hohdays are over
With the holiday season already upon us I feel that it is

my obligation to bring people down ofToftheir cloud and tell

them about reality. I do not intend to ruin your holiday
cheer, but rather make you appreciate it a little bit more.

Although some ofyou might wonder who am I to tell you
what to do or how to feel,just stop and take a minute to read
on. You might become enlightened, and actually learn
something from this column. There is a slim chance you
won't, but then this is the U.S.A. and you are well entitled
to your narrow-minded opinion. The season of giving
begins, by my estimation, about two weeks before
Thanksgiving. For the most part everybody begins to think
about Christmas, Hannukah and all the neat gifts they are
going to receive. Also about this time people begin to think
about the needy.

This is the time ofyear that most of us, including myself,
begin to become self-conscious about the needs of the less

fortunate. Suddenly we have an urge and are compelled to
give our time and money to those who are in need. The mass
media does not help very much, and is much to blame for

this false sense of happiness.
Each year they inundate us with stories about people

who give up their precious time to help spread some cheer
to those who are in destitute situations. These stories are

supposed to make us feel good. People helping people, this

is the "true American way."

After watching one of these heart warming stories, you
might find it in your heart to send off ten dollars to some
organization that Sally Struthers is promotingon television.

Boy, you think to yourself, "I reallyam makinga difference."

Ifyou truly believe this, then you are narrow-minded.

Mark Preston

For two months out of the year charity seems to reign
throughout the world. We all begin to give to those less

fortunate. But haveyou ever wondered about what happens
to these people the other 10 months of the year?

Ifyou think they go away, you are indeed ignorant. But
I am sure most ofyou don't, although some ofyou I wonder
about. I had a conversation with a friend of mine over
Thanksgiving. It dealt mainly with this issue.

He told me of a cartoon that he had recently seen
depicting a homeless man in four boxes. The first box
represented Christmas, and it showed him eating a big
meal. The next box showed him in February sitting out in

the cold trying to get warm but wearing nothing more than

an old ragged coat and drinking a cup of coffee.

The next box showed him in the springtime sleeping on
a park bench with nothing but newspapers as his blanket.
The last box seemed to sum it all up when it showed him
begging for money on the street corner.

What I am trying to say is that most people block out the
growing homeless problem that is slowly taking over our
country. Although I realize that most of us do it subcon-
sciously, nevertheless it is a growing problem.

Although I am not a Whitney Houston admirer, she did
say one thing that I feel says it all. Her quote went some-
thing like this: "Ifeverybody was to give two hours of their
time to a charity the world would be a better place."

I guess if this quote were to come true we would be living

in a Utopian society. Realizing that this will never be
possible, we should make do with what we have. Or should
we?

Maybe this column will wake one of you up. Maybe it

won't. Maybe you will realize that the homeless problem is

a year round concern, but then again you probably won't.

Have a happy holiday, and don't worry about anything.
After all it hasn't affected you. . . Yet!

Mark Preston is a Collegian staff member

Hometown friends can grow on you
Ifyou are from Massachusetts, or a nearby surrounding

state, did you ever notice that there are a lot more people
from your hometown milling around all over our beloved
UMass campus? One reason I did not want to attend UMass
for my freshman year (aside from the fact that I was
accepted for admission only as a transfer student) was that

I did not want to be surrounded by the people I grew up with
because high school was so miserable. It's not easy being
known as "that girl who wore hats all the time." The
psychological effects of that abuse have yet to be erased
from my damaged and impressionable mind.

Not.

Lorrie L. Cozzens

But on a more serious note (oh no!), I noticed that there

are a lot of people I know here. A lot. A day does not go by
when I don't see someone I recognize from way back when,
or vice versa. And you want to know something? I like it.

For example, at the beginning of this semester, I just

returned to my dorm aft«r a grueling and sweaty search for

my lost Federal Express package when I heard over my
shoulder, "Hey! Didn't you go to Milford High?" I turned

around and discovered that it was Josh, a friend I used to

hang around with during lunch and gym. I had never been

so happy to see someone in my entire scholastic career. It

made that hellish day a lot better. It's amazing what a "I'm

so happy to see you" hug will do for a nasty and trampled

mood.

Remember all the little cliques people used to be in? The
way everyone would herd around like sheep and conform to

whatever one person did, said or wore? ( Sounds like Orwell's

Animal Farm, eh?) Even I, who was a part of a very tiny

anti-clique clique, looks back on it and cringes.

I'll tell you what happened though. We all grew up.

(Well, most of us did anyway. There's exceptions to every-

thing.) Adulthood. What a concept. The benefits are as-

tounding. For one thing, knowing lots of people means you
always have someone to talk to about hometown things.

What better way to keep up with what is going on writh

people you lost touch with, or temporarily forgot about? ( It's

not very nice, but it does happen.)

Plus, if you are stranded in Amherst for the weekend,
there is probably someone who is going home for a little

while and would gladly share a ride home vnth you. Unless
you used to kick their dog or sibling, I don't really foresee a

gigantic problem.

Maybe you are thinking, "Well, I wouldn't wawt to run
into John or Jane because they know some deep, dark,

heart-harbored secret about me." Come on! With finals and
the holidays around the corner and pushing us all toward
the brink of insanity, most [>eopIe are lucky if they can
remember what they had for lunch yesterday, and they are

probably too busy shopping or studying to care about what
you did in your wonder years.

Speaking ofthe holidays, what better way to encounter

the start of these joyous occasions than to pick up the

student directory and call that long-lost acquaintance?

Hey, if I, little Miss Stubborn, can do a complete 360
revolution on my hometown co-dwellers, than so can you. I

mean it. Believe me, no one was more anti-Milford than I.

Even when I lived there full-time.

The moral ofthe story here, kids, is that there is nothing

to fear but fear itself I'm sure (pretty much) that they won't

bite you. And if they do, ask if they've had their shots

recently.

So to all Milford natives currently at UMass, "Hello, and

good luck on your finals!" To the rest of you, today is cause

for celebration becaiise 1 am now an official Collegian

columnist! I am really psyched! To my fioormates, break out

the Absolut, because I'm in a really good mood.

Signing off. . .

Lorrie L. Cozzens is a Collegian columnist

Student government
urges UM students
to register to vote

I am writing this letter to inform the campus
community that the SGA is sponsoring a voter reg-

istration (hive on Dec. 3,4 and 5 in front ofthe Mini-
Store in the Student Union between 11:00 a.m. and
3:00 p.m.

The goal is to register as many students as possible

for the upcoming state representative primary to be
held February 18, 1992 and the Presidential primary
to be held March 10.

With tuition and fees on the rise, it is crucial that
we elect legislators who will fight for the University.

Public higher education has been cut and slashed by
50 percent in the last few years, and many legislators

in the State House have used students as the scape-

goats for the budget deficit the Commonwealth is

facing.

The administration hasn't lobbied against tuition

and fee increases due to a little thing called tuition

retention.

So who pays for it? The students and their families

— by about $5,000 more in tuition and fees in the last

four years.

One ofthe way to fight back is by registering to vote

either in Amherst or in your hometown. With a large

voting block of students, candidates will be forced to

fight for education, or be turned away by student

votes.

Having your parents lobby your respective state

representatives and senators will also help enlighten

them to fight for education.

Remember, the only real power the students have
is through voting. Power is within your reach. Vote!

Matt Pavesi
SGA Public Policy Commitee Chair

Greeks call for equal coverage

Wewantyouropinion! letters should be typed., doublespacedand less than fifty lines

in length. You must sign your letter and include your address andphone number.

Send or bring your stuff to the Collegian, 113 Campus Center.

We, the undersigned, feel that the Col-

legian does not represent the campus suf-

ficiently. Every day there are AP articles,

photos and many editorials. But what is

happening on campus? We want to know
about what is affecting the thousands of

students who attend UMass, not just the

few who are regfularly favored by the Col-

legian.

The Greek Area has made repeated
proposals and suggestions to provide more
articles about campus life — none of which
have been accepted. Our latest proposal,

requesting a "beat" (commitment of two or

three articles per week) was initially met
with interest by the editors. However, the

Board of Editors concluded that the Greeks
would be too biased toward events that

happened in the Greek area or on campus.
Fraternity and Sorority members com-

prise ten percent of this campus and are

involved in many non-Greek activities, from
area government politics (Southwest Area
and Northwest area presidents are Greek)

tomuch ofthe business staffat the Collegian

.

We are actively involved with other orga-

nizations such as the Boltwood Handicap
Project, the Friends of the Library and the

Index. Since we are involved in campus
activities we feel we should be represented

in the campus paper accurately and con-

sistently.

Besides Greeks, there are many other

different clubs and organizations that are

active both on campus and in the community.
These groups take part in philanthropies,

fund raisers and educational activities. It is

unfortunate that these groups are also un-

der-represeted in the Collegian.

For example, the Alimini Association and
the Greek Area co-sponsored Homecoming
for the first time ever at UMass. In the

Haigis Mall, there were carnival booths,

three bands, a hot air balloon and food and
beverages sponsored by the Top of the

Campus. Not only was the event fun, it was
newsworthy. The Top of the Campus was
selling beer and wine along with other food.

This is the first time that a UMass Chancellor

has ever waived the alcohol policy for an
event. The confidence in the GreekArea and
the Alumni Association to run a safe, con-

trolled event with alcohol present is sig-

nificant news for this campus and may pave

the way for similar student-sponsored events

in the future.

Greeks and student organizations are a

large part ofthis university. They should be

a large part of our student newspaper.

David J. Frogel, Executive VP,
Interfratemity Council

Monique Nash, VP Campus Affairs,

Panhellenic Council
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Media descends upon Palm Beach
By MITCHELL LANDSBERG
Associated Press

WEST PALM BEACH. Fla. — One floor beneath the
courtroom where William Kennedy Smith is on trial for

rape, 150 people are hard at work in two cluttered, clatter-

ing rooms where no time or expense is being spared.
This is the "media center," where long folding tables hold

ajumbled assemblage ofcomputers, cables, televisions, tape
recorders, newspapers, court documents and coflee cups.

It is no different in appearance from any number of such
temporary offices thrown together for political conventions.
World Series, diplomatic summits and the like. But it is safe
U) say that no previous rape trial has ever attracted this

level of news coverage.

Is it worth it?

Altogether, there are probably about 500 people working
on new coverage of the trial. Sixteen sit in the courtroom,
150 more in the press rooms. Court TV, which is running
pavel-to-gavel coverage, has set up an alternative viewing
room for the many reporters who don't have credentials for

the media center.

Several dozen photographers, producers and sound
technicians are encamped behind yellow police tape outside
the entrance to the sandy brick courthouse. They have
brought ladders, the better to see over each other's shoul-

ders, and folding chairs, the better to wait the long hours for

a fleeting glimpse of the defendant or a member of his

family.

In a parking lot just north of the courthouse, 25 or so

mobile homes equipped with satellite dishes are sending
television coverage around the world. The lot is filled with
the rumble and smell of diesel generators.

"I have no doubt that people will be well informed about
this case," Smith's attorney, Roy Black, said in an interview

with Court TV. "My concern is that they will be too informed."

Putting aside Black's own interest in limiting news
about his client, the question still arises: Have news orga-

nizations gone too far?

It is a question most reporters and editors have probably

asked themselves at some point. Perhaps not surprisingly,

most say their presence is justified.

"We've had three to four people spending most of their

lives for the past six weeks on it, and today we have four—
five including a photographer," said Tom O'Hara, manag-
ing editor of The Palm Beach Post.

"The fact is, its a fascinating case dealing with very
important issues ... and of course it involves the Kennedy
family. I don't see any overkill by papers from around the

country sending representatives to cover it. I think they'd

be negligent if they didn't."

There are naysayers. Ben Bagdikian, a professoremeritus
ofjournalism at the University of California, Berkeley, has
watched the trial coverage with alarm from afar.

"I think this is a perfect demonstration of overkill,"

Bagdikan said in a telephone interview. He added that its

defenders are confusing "self-indulgent pandering with
Serious Journalism, with a capital S and a capital J."

Another journalism professor, Stephen Isaacs of Co-
lumbia University, disagreed, at least slightly.

AP photo

Attorney Mark Seiden, a member of the
William Kennedy Smith defense team, holds up
an urn that was taken from the Kennedy estate
the night of the alleged rape, as testimony
continued in the Smith assault trial at the Palm
Beach County Courthouse Tuesday.

VILLA
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iQUALITY SILK SCREENED

i SPORTSWEAR
<

THE BURRITO SUPREMO
A steamed flour tortilla stuffed with your choice
of fillings, Cheddar cheese and lettuce - then
topped with enchilada sauce and lots more
Cheddar cheese.

BEAN 3.24

BEEF 3.95

CHILI 3.95

REFRITOS 3.25
CHICKEN 3.95
SAUSAGE 3.95

TRY SOMETHING NEW!
Discover Taco Villa ...

• GET ACQUAINfiDCOUPON"^

BUY ONE BURRITO SUPREMO
GET ONE FREE

NORTHAMPTON
21 CENTER ST.

B.Y.O.B.

AMHERST
BOLTWOOD WALK

BEER & WINE SERVED
EXPIRES 12/15/91 .CJ

T-SHIRTS • SWEATS
BUMPER STICKERS •MUGS

KENNEDY
SCREEN GRAPHICS

16 ARMORY STREET
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060

(413)584-2124

1-800-287-2124

Hours: Tues. - Fri. 9:AM - 8:PM
Sat. 9:AM - 4:PM

665-2629

\i

Haircuts ^11.50

Colors ^16 to «20

Frosting «35

Perm (cut included) **44 to ^48

Partial Perm »35

We use Paul Mitchell products
Recieve a Paul Mitchell Christinas gift from us to you with a
purchase of *1 1.50 or more. Expires Satiu-day, Dec. 14.

Next to 7-11, Route 116
Sunderland, MA

COLLEGIAN ELECTIONS

Monday, December 9

Editor in Chief

Managing Editor

Editorial Editor

News Editor

Arts Editor

Sports Editor

Photo Editor

Women's Issues Editor

Black Affairs Editor

Multicultural Affairs Editor

Third World Affairs Editor

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Affairs Editor

Jewish Affairs Editor

Consider This:
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All Collegian staffmembers may vote

Candidates Night - Sunday, December 8 at 7 P.M.

All Applications must be submitted to Gayle Long by Thursday, December 5

iO****.

Overseas TraveL*-^*^

\
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Language Trainin

Living Expense

Medical and Dental C^ P /V f j

)

tR- '<aa»4(

Student Loai^.-*-^f ^f^!?;^. . i >, 5

All this, and a better world to show for it.

Maybe you can't afford not to volunteer.

^^^%.®
FIND OUT HOW YOUR SKILLS CAN BH PUT TO WORK OVERSEAS

Wednesday, December 4

Infoi-mation Table 9-3:00 Campus Center

Film Seminar 7:00 p.m. Campus Center Room 165-169

Call the UMASS Peace Coips Office

545-2105
OR STOP BY 12 DRAPER HALL

A DARK
FANTASY LIKE
NO OTHER
"Sandman is the most

imaginative and transfixing

book in mainstream comics

today."

"Mikal Gilmore Rolling Sttne

\Niiwer ojlfw 1991 VJ ill Eisner

ComUs \n(iHstnj Awanis lor:

THE BEST CONTINUING SERIES"

The Sandman

BEST GRAPHIC ALBUM- REPRINT "

Sandman: The Doll's House

BEST WRITER"

Neil Caiman

ColU'di'il hi:

"Preludes and fioctumes'

Issues #1-8

"The Doll's House"

issues #8-16

"Dream Country"

Issurs #17-20

®
SuffnUd f*r tAtlurt Readen

Available at: SAME BATCHANNEL
COMICS • CARDS • QAMES AND MORE...

Hampshire Mall, Hadley Inglcsidc Mall, Holyokc
586-8775

c^n N

532-9797

9pni • "siiiul.iy IVpni

» TM DC Comics Inc. © 1 991 All Rights Reserved
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Arts & Living

Egads Spock, more Star Trek on HSCN!
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Attention Trekkies! If you missed the

first time that HSCN showed the first three

Star Trek flicks, don't fret! They're back this

week with many other picks and pans, so

keep that TV tuned to channel 7! And now,

for the movies that will be shown beginning

Wednesday, Dec. 4.

All About Eve — Bette Davis, Anne
Baxter, George Sanders. Based on the story

The Wisdom ofEve, by Mary Orr, this bril-

liant script takes a close, cynical look at the

life of the theater. Six Oscars were won for

this accomplishment. ***"*

Chinatown — Jack Nicholson, Faye
Dunaway, John Huston. Nicholson is a

private detective who is led into a complex
case by Dunaway. A mixed up and bizarre

mystery, not up to Nicholson's usual genius,

but a good film nonetheless. **

The Chosen— Maximillian Schell, Rod
Steiger. Robby Benson. Based on the novel

by Chaim Potok, the movie eloquently and
truthfully describes life in the Hasidic

neighborhood. Benson, although I usually

despise his character personalities, is ex-

cellent in the role of a young Hasid who is

yearning to break tradition so that he can be

a lawyer. First rate.
'*'***

The Freshman — Marlon Brando,

Matthew Broderick, Maximillian Schell. An
NYU student falls in with a mob family in

this light comedy. Brando is his wonderful

-Godfather" self ***

From the Hip — Judd Nelson, Eliza-

beth Perkins, John Hurt. A pathetic lawyer

whose courtroom antics are clever enough

to induce a yawn finds that he must defend

in a murder case. Hurt's performance is the

only bright spot of this disastrous movie. *

Heathers — Winona Ryder, Christian

Slater, Shannen Doherty. One ofthese days.

Christian Slater will realize that there is

already a Jack Nicholson in the movie busi-

ness. This movie is a startlingly truthful

portrayal of high school snobbery. ***

Home Alone — Macaulay Culkin,

Catherine O'Hara, Joe Pesci. Okay, is there

anyone out there who hasn't seen this one

yet? Hello? Anyone? Okay, okay, if you
haven't, tell me you don't know the plot.

There was (and still is) more hype to this

movie than I thought humanly possible,

and I thought I was the last one to see it. I

loved it anyway, despite its cutesie-pieness.

Sigh. ***

I Love You to Death — Kevin Kline,

Tracey Ullman, Keanu Reeves. A slick

womanizer (Kline) thinks his extramarital

affairs are unknown to his wife (Ullman),

but she does find out. She attempts (un-

successfully) tt) murder him. Some hysterical

scenes make this movie enjoyable and fun.

mediocre for the average movie-goer. **

TheOmen— Gregory Peck, Lee Remick,

Billie Whitelaw. Directed by critically-ac-

claimed horror master Richard Donner, The

Omen deals with the coming of the anti-

Christ. Who would have ever thought the

devil to manifest himself in an adorable

little boy?Some intensely gripping moments,

such aswhen Peck discovers the "666" brand

Photo courtesy Tri-St*r Pictures

Jacob (Tim Robbins) cannot understand why, or by whom, he is

being tortured in "Jacob's Ladder." The film, directed by Adrian Lyne
and produced by Alan Marshall, will be shown on HCSN this week.

Ullmanll leave you in stitches. **l/2

Working Girl — Melanie Griflith,

Harrison Ford, Sigoumey Weaver. Cute film

about a smart, ambitious secretary who
can't get a break into the "big time" jobs

until she manages to outwit her sly, villain-

ous boss, played superbly by Weaver. The
ending is predictable but, hey, youll smile

despite yourself Griffith is just so, well,

cute, that you can't help but love her char-

acter. ***

LJV. story — Steve Martin, Victoria

Principal .A somewhatconfusing and bizarre

story about extreme "yuppiedom" in Los

Angeles. Martin fans will like it, but it'sjust

under his son's hair, and the ensuing physi-

cal conflcit, and the scene in the hospital,

and well, I won't give it all away — just

watch it. (Oscar winning score by Jerry

Goldsmith.)*** 1/2

Some Kind ofWonderful— Eric Stoltz,

Lea Thompson, Mary Stuart Masterson.

Director Howard Deutch and producerJohn
Hughes have made Hughes' Pretty in Pink

with a sex reversal. This time, Masterson is

in love with Stoltz, and it takes him the

entire movie to realize that she is better for

him than rich and glamourous Tliompson.

Not bad, and better than average music.

**l/2

Star Trek, The Motion Picture —
William Shatner, Leonard Nimoy, DeForest

Kelley. The crew of the starship Enterprise

embarks on a journey to battle a deadly

force field headed for Earth. Slow and wordy,

but dazzling special effects and an amazing

score by Jerry Goldsmith. ''*l/2

Star Trek II: The Wrath of Khan —
William Shatner, Leonard Nimoy, DeForest

Kelley. The Enterprise crew comes up
against the evil villain ( Ricardo Montalban)

shown originally in the 1967 "Space Seed"

episode. Cute but somewhat pretentious.

Recommended mainly for Trekkies. '
*

Star Trek III, The Search for Spock
— William Shatner, Leonard Nimoy,
DeForest Kelley. (Surprised?) Nimoy di-

rected this film, picking up where the sec-

ond one left off. No great surprises in this

one, but it's put together much better than

the previous movie. ***

sex, lies and videotape — James
Spader, AndieMacDowell. Peter Gallagher.

Writer-director Steven Soderbergh took first

prize at the Cannes Film Festival for this

spicy flick. Intriguing movie about a snotty,

successsful lawyer who takes his frigid wife's

sister as his lover, and welcomes his old

college friend for a visit. Little does he

realize the effect all this will have on him.

***l/2

School Daze — Larry Fishburne,
Giancarlo Esposito, Tisha Campbell. Di-

rector Spike Lee describes life on a black

college campus in the South where one

student fights a battle against the

admisistraion as well as his fellow students.

Entertaining and insightful. ***

Jacob's Ladder—Tim Robbins, Danny
Aiello, Macaulay Culkin. A Vietnam vet

goes though nightrmarish psychological

deterioration induced by drugs, where
dreams become reality and vice versa. This

confusedme incredibly, and I was thoroughly
disappointed overall. *

Labyrinth — David Bowie, Jennifer

Connelly, Toby Froud. Directed by Muppet
master Jim Henson, this take-oflFofA/jce in

Wonderland is a fresh, honest movie.

Connelly's baby brother is kidnapped by the

king of the Goblins (Bowie) and she must
embark on a journey through a seemingly

impossible labyrinth to rescue him. ***l/2

Madonna: Truth or Dare is also

showing on HSCN this week, but is not

reviewed.

WINTER SESSION 1992
January 2-215

IT'S
TI-I-I-ME!

Register NOW for Winter Session courses and

workshops Over 100 credit courses

and nearly 80 noncredit workshops

By mail - until December 11

(U.S. mail only; don't use campus mail)

By FAX - until December 11

In person - November 25 ttirough January 6.

Division of Continuing Education. 615 Goodell Building

3 credits in just 3 short weeks!

What a deal!

DIVISION OF
CONTINl L\G EDUCATION

RESUME SPECIAL
Resume typesetting, 25 copies on resume

paper, 25 matching blank sheets, 25

matching envelopes... a// within 48 hours

$28.95
w/coupon

(exp. 12/31/91)

|_ 228 TriangleJlM^Amherstj 549-3840 j

$

Weekend Auto
Rental Special

RalM ««! Weekend mt» mpptiea .loon Frifimy to Mor\dmy morning

^095 North Amherst Motors
^5f- Auto & Truck Rental

Must b* 21 fi

of ag* or oldar
with mm/or credit cmtd.

78 Otd Sundwiand Rd., North Amhtrst, MA

549-RENT
Truclu and cargo vans aise avallabio (549-736S)

Don't b0 diB»ppolnt»d - namrvm TODA Y! On^u RouM

MOVING OFF CAMPUS?

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On U-Mass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping •

Situated on 18 well-landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include gas

utilities (heat, hot water, and stove)

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management
• Stop in and we'll show you what we have to offer.

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
1 6 Brandywine Drive

Rental Office open daily 10-4
549-0600

-lactlcj^amily
^

Dr. Virginia D. Harper D.C.

"Dedicated to treating the cause not the symptom"

6 University Drive at Newmarket Center

Amherst, Mas.sachusetts 01002
413/5490335

• Late Model Dependable TransF)ortation

• Inexpensive Rates- Daily - Weekly - Monthly

• Mastercard, Visa, American Express

• Must Be 21 Years ofA^ To Rent

CALL
253-5040

at

Sia College Street. Amherst. MA 01004

THE FAR SIDE
By GARY LARSON

DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

OKAV, m'Ra H5APIN6
BACK TO MANHATTAN,
OKAi? IdOTITAU-

AND THe T0U.5 AR5 ON
Me, OKAV? I DONnrwANT
iOU TO THINK I'M FJPPIN6
you OFF H£f^ ... ajHAVe that
5I6NWir CAN YOUsee IT?

"UJeiCOMB TOPENNSYLMNIA''
neV, NOWAY.i ^OMeTHINO'S
U/RON6 TH£J?e.' C^, HeU-,
I MUST MAve MieRBAP IT. .

.

iOWRt TAKJN6 ilSTlN, VOU
Me TO YOUR. OOTA MAP
HIPe-OUT. OF THe MIP-

AReNrvOU^ ATLANTIOSTAm^

Giorgio Armani at home

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

f '«M u- fw 'n\ \,-n<f' Wfc^uH ' CD

0*AH t • •
KBTWCHH.'

/
^

VJWTD VOO \'\^ TRNING

TO BLOW
My SHOES
OPF.

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

j
fYflvwColleqe...

-AMdl I iAj«6 Hieeffna up

(Aii*H Real Lile... except,

j?fa»l Life W)6 ^K 'mai.
--

b/i^ri,

awfi

beoiwiifull

bird ' TVi'^ ^ludc biTKjWnij

li§im.

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

"iO.SlSTtRIPDMTmj

khJOU THAT iOUU

,., ( Om FINP R£AL
"'

] SATISfACTlOfJWTHt

^'iJhkMSOfAUOMM^

/ THIS GA^ RIGIfTS THING IS

[miG A LfTTLS FAR,m. BOB^

)BIT2ie? ]
^~^//^

:ji».w CiY I ust'u*. 'M'O',

UNDER 21 By KRIS K. EARLE

ALTrtOuCH rv£ GMneo S^xTt A Cult Following This 5<«e<r«R. W.tm

^hY Co«iC 5Tg.f ,
I

, n^^ K. tAUf. «•«« ^"-io &ic.u««UD S.«< f'o.-i Jvho

^*Vt AlSOLuTtlY A»e 5t«£ Of Hon.* A-o/rn An Vf»CK»r,^t CAHgACf
.
To

I P».T 6tr JXio. •/. I "• "••r ' •>">'»T. *3. I P-'r Nttt X't

M.wpitss iMutti L\tt "PwH, I A>~T iiT j^oi Tin Of H»r*t. *H /tey^ ir'-s un«55,

f\FftrrlHi l>i«*«e^A»^ y.« ^»if £x<^^ifi %<». Cif><.t N»J 11 fiiAD^Ott Ifi.se

" ^7 V»"ct /"Uii K /'ii-»v5 OtfN fen S»cttSTio^% -O^VC^fey
UMHi I fitL Oott- f<or^ €%H^\nriofJ, - ^j, /^^^/»h1 1H* f"^""^"*^ up'

A «t^*%V-^*--

Quote of the Day
"To bear witness to the inevi-

table is a trial of fate which we must all

sometimes bear."

— Mark Barrasso

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Texas town
6 Signed voucher

10 Do the deck

14 Krickstein on
court

15 Hearty

sartdwich

16 Door section

17 Specialized

publication

19 Utah resort

area

20 Disputes

21 Played with the

baby
23 News note

25 Uriah s

surname
26 Wash cycle

29 Nornia —
31 WorK the

waters

34 Typewriter bar

36 Notice

38 Enterldiner

Zadora

39 Light reading

43 Danish coin

44 A Gershwin
45 Parts ol the

sKyline

46 — lirma

49 Angelo s title

51 No sweat'

52 German
philosopher

Immanuel
54 Jewish month
56 Godzilla, e g
59 Create metal

forms

64 News notice

65 Phony threat

67 I Love —
1923 song

66 Religious image

69 Singer Mel
70 Villainous look

71 Act

72 Writer Nin

DOWN
1 Byway
2 Zhivago s love

3 Macaws
4 Shows
wearir>ess

5 Fast |Oke

6 Bloodhound
at work

7 With It

8 Tickad oil

9 Bar mitzvah

reading

10 Gardener,

at times

1

1

Does home
decoration

12 Dealer s

request

13 Wampum unit

18 Rover perhaps
22 Court divider

24 Cosmetic item

26 Certain tire

27 Cutter of a kind

28 Swag from a

jewel heist

30 Krazy Kat

32 Aviator

— Post

33 Colleen

34 Name tor a

Dalmatian

35 Howard
Johnson stat

37 Annapolis grad

40 Sandy s

comment
41 FrimI opus
42 — Veneto
47 Refresh line

Ota TV
48 Picnic pest

50 Number
appended

53 Not SO hot

55 Ventilate

56 Gangster's
gal

57 Off-Broadway
theater award

58 Track event

60 Offshoot

61 Jumna River

city

62 Rig

63 — bten!"

66 Ulalume

"

author
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Menu
LUNCH

Hot Beef Sandwich

Tuna Noodle Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
"The" Salad Sandwich

Tuna Noodle Casserole

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Beef Bourguignon

BASICS DINNER
Roast Turkey

Creamed Veggie Croquettes

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES(March 21 -April 1 9): A domes-

tic squabble could upset you, but it also

teaches you an important lesson. People

at u distance may be a source of financial

backing or moral support. Dress up to-

night.

TAURUSCApril 20-May 20). Sean;h

for facts and figures. Even a small shred of

information can point out a solution to

partnership problems. Long-distance

phone calls and fax messages are worth

the cost. Romance sizzles.

GKMINKMay 21 -June 20): Remain

calm and observant today. Although you

are raring to go. it may be smarter to lake

things at a snail's pace. See how the land

lies before making the significant moves.

Reincmber traffic lights while driving.

CANCERtJunc 21-July 22): You will

have good luck In reaching an agreement

now. It could be exactly what you have

desired for a long lime or the start of

something big. Romantit relationships

grow stronger.

I.EO(July 2.V Aug. 22): You are able to

touch people's hearts in a direct and posi-

tive way. Make more public appearanc-es;

they can turn out lucky for you. At home

this evening, everything feels right.

VIR(;0(Aug. 2.VSepi. 22): Harsh

words may be s|>okcn in haste or anger.

An apology is the only way to patch things

up. Put on a happy face and spread some

sunshine. Mate follows your lead.

LIBRA(Sep(. 23-Oct. 22): Someone

from a faraway place helps you along the

road to success. The tiny seed of an idea

could gix)w into a plan for great progress.

Recognize your own weaknes.ses and

strength.

SCORPKXOct. 23-Nov. 2 1 ): Alliances

that have not been going well should be

soft-pedaled today. Other relationships

are moving along beautifully and hold

great promise. Put your best foot forward

at any social gatherings.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21);

Decide what issues are most important,

then .settle them. A secret financial trans-

action or talk benefits you or someone in

your immediate family. Address your

holiday cards.

CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-Jan. 19): You

may have a brilliant idea for solving long-

standing problems; put your thoughts into

action. Loving words rekindle romance.

Marriage enjoys favorable influences.

AQUARIUStJan. 2(VI"eb. 18): Post-

pone making any major statements and

decisions. There is a danger of your being

a little liKi bullish. I^.ss publicity and

more time alone proves productive. Give

a pet more pats.

PISCESfFeb. 1 9-March 20): Good luck

and romance move into full swing today.

Cio ahead and lake a chance at a social

event. Your presence and words will attract

the attention of an admiring stranger.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Greg Sukiennik

Copy Editor Beth Butts

PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Production SuperviscM- MikeCarvalho

Production LisaJezowski

Joanne Quimby
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Dear Santa^

home

lere is my Christmas Li

,3 condoe, with mdoo

'pool, 4 Jacuzzis and

many bars

• 5 lift tickets (Killington)

• One 5 day vacation from

• 20 or more new friends to

walk to the lifts with

• 6 d\G mountains

• Z),000 feet (the vertical ones

• 77 miles of skiing terrain Jf
• At least 7 bars celebrating

college ski fest

• foosball, pool, airhockey + basketbal

• 5 more than happy ... happy hours

• A large bottle of aspirin

• 2 must see bars -

"Mad Hatters" + "The Hot Spot'

• A dozen moguls of snow

• And a partridge in a pear tree

Luv,

Sammy

P.5. 6anta, the only place

you can find all this is the

UMA56 SKI TRIP TO KILLINGTON.

UMASS SKI CLUB
. SIGN UPS NOW BEING TAKEN!

CAMPUS CENTER CONCOURSE
9:00AM TIL 3:00PM

EVERY TUE - THURS
OR CONTACT 430 STUDENT UNION 545-3437/ £

Public Enemy brings
the noise tonight
By PAUL DEGEORGES
Collegian Staff

Yeah boyeee . . . this Wednesday night in

Springfield, Public Enemy, with guests

Queen Latifa. Naughty By Nature and

Tribe ('ailed Quest will perform live at

the Civic Center.

Public Enemy is currently on tour sup-

porting their recent release Apocalypse 91

.

. . The Enemy Strikes Black (on Def Jam
Records), their latest catalog of Black real-

ity.

The word 'apocalypse' refers to the

prophecy of a final battle between good and

evil," explains Chuck D (head rapper of the

PE), "the final destruction of evil forces. On
the album, we acknowledge that those evil

forces can lurk in places you might never

suspect . . . even among your own."

Public Enemy is set to turn the Civic

Center into the Terrordome and the show

should last for several hours of strong rap

militantism.

"My motto," he observes, "is that black

people need fewer adolescents over 18. The

point being that once you are 18, you're a

man, and you got work to do."

Chuck D and Public Enemy will get the

job done at the Springfield Civic Center

tonight at 7 p.m. For more info call 787-

6600.

Guaranteed Lowest Prices!

JAMAICA

Book Early and $ave!

Prices increase $50 aher Dec. 31, 1991

•BONUS! Reserve early and recieve

FREE Trip Cancellation Protection!

For more information,

call your On-Campus
Representative Today!

Dena & Laura

549-5740

Don't be left out! Call today!

YOUR SPRING BREAK
PARTY WEEK INCLUDES:

• Damt Rowtd IHp f«lh( on Majo* Cjnwi

• AMport I Hottf lkamf*ra

« • O0YI I 7 HlyiU H<H«I ACCONWIOdAlkwn

• rtra M(lca>M f«ty « Club Aiknnuon'

• Opikntl Of THpt t PartY Cninn

• PralntlontI On-SMc tour iKott * Orwnulion

• All UMct Cruifn, OMtultkt, and HcXcl n«t
(taccpl Ooxinncnl 0«p«1« Uut)

TAKE A BfiEAK
S

1

uPlhT IBAVli

Women and Humor

A» f

.«. Student Union Ballroom 8 pm
nn^rA Illo/ln0c<1au Her 6,
dbdn^ubhed

Vbitofs p»o<>rdm

Wednesday. Dec. 4

* Drink Special
*

Malibu Wave
$1.50

Wednesday Night is GUEST BARTENDER NIGHT
At Mike's

Free T-shirts & Prizes!

This week's guest bartender is: To Be Announced

PRIZES:

$25.00 Gift Certificate to Mike's • MikesOriginal T Shirt

2-Week membership to THE GYM • Large Cheese Pizza from Pinocchio's

Your Picture will be Enshrined on the Walls of MIKE'S WESTVIEW

Drawing is Wednesday Night.

Must be present to win but put your name in at any time!

Always something

for everyone!

* Drink SMdal *

IS9CII

fMIDPItdw
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Scott's shots
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

• Get the feeling Reggie Lewis is about half a season
away from the upper echelon of the NBA?

• Did anybody see the Huggies halftime show on
Thanksgiving Day on NBC? My man Xavier (The X baby)
was humiliated in the five yard crawl dash, but I know the
race was fixed.

• Reports out of Syracuse are that Conrad McRae was
recruited in violation of NCAA rules. Surprise, surprise,
surprise. Allegations like that aren't even news anymore. A
college sports program cannot compete on the "big-time"
level without engaging in some sort of shady dealings to

lure top recruits.

• I appreciate the fact that deer population is becoming
too large, and if the Quabbin Reservoir deer hunt must
continue I only ask one thing of the men and women in the
flourecscent orange chapeaus: spare Bullwinkle and Marty
Moose, or you'll be dealing with me.

• The invitiation is still open to Bore-us Morris and his

canine (feline ) Loser Bruiser to grapple with my dog. Bo. Bo
found a new sparring partner in Simsbury, CT, a Rottweiler
by the name of Ebony, who has helped train some of the
great boxing hounds of our time including Deputy Dog and
Scooby Doo.

• A source close to Boyden Pool claims that there is too

much chlorine in the water. However the source's red,

blurry eyes could also be attributed to frequent mid-after-

noon swigs from a fiask hidden in her desk, behind the AP
Stylebook.

• A writer fromThe RacingTimes" was banned from the
Rockingham Park press box by the park's management
after writing a controversial column. The best reaction

came from a Patriots representative who said ifthe Patriots

banned writers for derogatory stories, there would be no one
in the Pats' press box.

• Be sure to tune into WMUA for tonight's UMass-
Kentucky match-up, when Bore-us Morris trades in the

notepad to team with "Have no Fear" Tamir "Is Here"
Lipton for what promises to be an entertaining description

of what could be the first BIG upset of the year.
• What was the story with Giants Coach Ray Handley

last week? The guy stormed out of his own press conference
after a question about the Giants quarterbacking situation.

Imagine George Bush pulling a similar stunt?
"Mr. President, is it true that the recent release of

hostages is tied in with Israel's release of hostages?" a

reporter might ask.

"What kind of question is that," the President would
retort. "That's unfair, you're out of line. There's no quid pro
quo. I'm outta here, go ask Sununu."

• I took the billards show on the road this past weekend
and the legend of "Minnesota Scotts" is quickly spreading
throughout the land.

Keep your feet in bounds and your eyes on the snowballs.

David Scott is a Collegian columnist

AHENTION SPORTS WRITERS
Anyone interested in writing for the Coile-

gian sportspage nextsemester, please attend
a meeting at 5 p.m. on Monday, Dec. 9 atttie

Collegian office, 113 Campus Center base-
ment.

All sport staffmembers and correspondents
must also attend.

If you can't attend, or have any questions,

call 545-0719.

Kentucky
CONIINUED FROM PAGE 12

Six-foot-5 junior guard Jeff Brassow, who scored

23 points against West Virginia, and 6-foot-9 fresh-

man forwardAminu Timberlake round out Kentucky's
well-ballanced starting five.

Deron Feldhaus, a 6-foot-7 senior forward should
be the first off the Wilcats' bench. He grabbed 12

rebounds against Pittsburgh and scored 15 against
West Virginia in only 17 minutes of play.

The Minutemen will display their own balanced
offense. In UMass' three games in Alaska, it had at

least three players in double digits in every game.
Calipari said, "We're just going to let the guys

play."

GAME NOTES: The game can be heard live on
WMUA 91.1 FM and WHMP 99.3 FM.

Some of the biggest,

some of tfie best

presents come in

the smallest boxes!

Showtimes
Mon - Thurs

one show @7:30pm
Fri - Sun

7:00pm & 9:00pm
Admission $4.00

Student w/ID $3.00

Bullwinkle
•• &
\* Rocky

J^RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN ,

V . y

it Register in our wish book. *

191 N. Pleasant St., .\mherst • 253-2013

22 Masonic St., Northampton • 586-6336

Open Seven Days & Many Nights

D.R Douqh
dELivERs caIzones

caU296'1616
No IV Open at i 1:30 A^M.

~^r

$100 OFF 11
$100 OFF

I ANy2CAlZ0NES l| ANy 2 CaIzONES

I Expires 1/25/92 H Expires 1/25/92
I Delivery Only II Delivery Only
I One coupon per 2 caIzones. i I One coupon per 2 caIzones.
I II I

Classifieds
fiOME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE IIKAMPUSCENIER • THURSDAY S:30:U0 FRIDAY8:30-2:30*DE\DUNEISTWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATION » 20(AVORD/DAY FOR STUDEm » CASH INADVANCE

ACTIVmES

DO YOU KNOW WHAT A
Belly Button

Sundae is?

Come to Killinglon with the

Umass Ski Club and (ind outM

-Sdays skiing, lodging, and much more

Jan. 12-17

430 Student Union 545-3437

Sign up by Dec. 13th

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AMHERST. Tvwj bedroom condominiums

lor as low as $550 per month Convenient

monlhto-month rental agreement Parking

available lor two vehicles. On bus route,

close to mall, center ot town and UMass Call

253-3834

DOUBLE OR SINGLE ROOM
on bus route one mile

(rom town starting

Jan 1st 253-0743

FOR SALE
Image Wnter II Printer

$250 O BO.
Call Marci 549-4600 x303

GUNS AND ROSES TICKETS
Dec 5 Call John 6-1366

APPLY NOW FOR a spring jobi

BOG Food Services Coordinator

Non and vwjrk study

Applications in CC 817 Due 1 2/6 @5p.m.

CARRIBBEAN - ONLY $189
roundtrip air to somewhere
sunny and warm! EUROPE -

$1601 Hitch a ride

AIRHITCH 212-864-2000

DONT MISS IT!

The one and only WMUA merchandise

bonanza!! Posters, cassettes, more!!

All day today -SUB!!

OFFICIAL ZOOMASS CONDOMS
$1 6-6898

GREAT APARTMENTI Quiet + clean

1 min walk to bus. laundry, stores

1 or 2 bedrooms in S DeerlieW

$510/monlh Heal Included

Avail. Jan 15, hall mo. free

Call 665-8459

PRESIDEN11ALAPTS. Lease Jan. 1 to Aug

31. renewable. 1 br, heat inc. Bus. large

rooms, kitchen, 1/2 mile north o( campus,

$5 10/mo, 549-8133

STARTING JAN 1 460 per month 2bdr apt

Mill Holtow Apt across Irom Puffers

Call Mike or Jay 549-7161 alter 5pm

FOR SALE

GUNS N' ROSES TtX

go to the better show
swap Friday Dec 6 tickets for

Thursday Dec. 5 tkAets w/cash

Call Joe @ 546-0839

NEEDED: Ride to Guns N Rom* conceit

Dec 5 Also 3 tickets to sell 585-6845 ASAP

Pioneer Car Stereo used 6 mos. Paid S 1 30

sell $75/bo Call John 6-1671

MEN'S SKIS AND BOOTS. Excellent con-

dition. Call Phil @ 253-7575 tor great prices

SEGA MADDEN FOOTBALL CHEAP 6-

3822

STEREO FOR SALE
Dual cassette. AM-FM, two speakers, turn-

table. Good condition Need to sell ASAP.

$75 or BO. Call Kathy at 586- 1 278

NEED EXTRA INCOME
We are looking for eager

hardworl^ing individuals

546-0390

SPRING BREAK IN CANCUNI It will be here

befoic you know it! Outgoing campus repre-

sentative wanted by the nation's largest and

most successful spnng break tour operator.

Recei e a free trip and cash for promoting

our tri( s to your fnends and classmates. Call

1-800-395-4896 For more informationl

PERSONALS

RIDEWANTED TO UVM Burlington VT area

1 1 -8. 1 1 -9, will share expenses! Call 6-U 53

Student needs ride from Greenfield MA to

UMass M-F 773-7705 Billie-Jo

SPRING BREAK

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 FEMALE NEEDED
to share room at Brook

256-3479 $137-f mo.

Vou won't gat ripped oft! I have the best

spring break tnps around Jamaica, Cancun,

and Bahamas I wouk) love to tell you more...

Call Dena 549-5740

TRAVEL

To all ttte twrs in Amherst

Stock up 'cause Jack MacDonald
is finally 21 Thank godlll

Happy 21st -Grasshoppa

ENTERTAINMENT

RACK-A-DISCI $1 75 00 DJs, VJs, Karaoke

for house/ Formal parlies, Call 586-9900

FOR RENT

2 Bedrom apt. available Jani or Febl

through May 31 2 min from uptown 800+

Call 5490032

One t>edroom In house/on bus route/avail-

able 1/92 253-9949

2 Christmas Gowns- Red, Gunne Sax, size

11. $100 Ice-green, strapless, size 9-10.

$50, call 549-993^

Airline Ticket

Worcester to Denver -Leaves: 12/24

Retains: 1/6 $250 roundtrip

Call Ma* 323-9692

BLIZNIAK XMAS TREE FARMS. Cut your

own or ready cut. 133 Bay Rd. Hadley 9am-

7pm

COLLEGE BARGAINS
Computers starting at $299

Wordprocessors $549

Typewnters$189

Call 546-0390

FOUND

Jennifer Play that funky bass Happy 1 8th

Birthday Love Chris AKA SQF

KOALA BEAR
I love you

Sweetie-Pie-Pie

KYLE
Happy Birthday

The Big 21 !l

FOUND- Gokl and black bracelet. Come
claim at the Campus Center Info. Desk

HELP WANTED

Don't get a Job - Get a business*

T A S P. International offers highly motivated

students practical experience and earnings

averaging $4,000-$7,000 for the summer.

Please call 1-800-922-5579

EARN $6/HOUR
Spanish/English billnguals needed lor read-

ing study

Jeanette 585-8749

THE ROAD WARRIORS
To an awesome bunch of big brothers!

Love, Your Little Sister

You were In the Hatch Bar having a t>eer

and reading a comic book

You are one of the most striking women I

have ever seen

RIDE WANTED

1 FEMALEWANTED for half ot large double

room in Puffton Village, Amherst. Very ctose

to campus, buses every 10 minutes, clean.

First Puffton entrance, first sot of apart-

ments! Available January 1. $160 month,

including heat, cheap! Call 549-7501

2 Female roommates to share spacious

bedroom in Townehouse 549-451 2 Wendy
or Lorraine.

JAN-MAY ROOMMATE WANTED, Mill

Valley Est, 2bedroom, 2full bath, A/C, part<-

ing, heat hot water included CaH Shannon
253-7366

Looking for a female to share a room in

Puffton Village - $1 43permonlh. Call Tammi

at 549-4739

MALE ROOMMATENEEDED to share room

in apt. $1 40/month inci heat & hot water. Jan

1 to May 31. Call Bill 256-1 195

SERVICES

FREE pregnancy testing; confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No

Pleasant Str«et Amherst 549-1906

RIDE NEEDED TO LONG ISLAND
Fri share $ please

Kerry 584-2034

DAVTONA BEACHI - Spring Break '92

March 1 3-22 Includes seven nights ocean-

front hotel plus roundtrip moton»ach. Only

$259 00 Call Yankee Tours 1-800-

9DAYT0NA M-F 66

SAVE 50% at leading hotels nationwide!

Hotel Express International valid in every

major city 365 days a year for only $25 For

more info call 546-5886

SKI-INTERCOLLEGIATE SKI WEEKS,
$189. Includes: 5 day lift ticket/ 5 nights

lodging (mountainside condo) / 5 days

Intercollegiate activities, sponsored by

Labatt's 4 Mt Sutton, Canada (Just across

the Vennont bonder) Group leader discounts.

Jan 5-10, Jan 12-17 and SPRING BREAK
Call Ski Travel Unlimited 1 -800-999-SKI9

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS, THESES, CASES, Pa-

pers. Oncampus Service, Mac/Laser Printer,

Spelteheck, Quality, Inexpensive 584-7924,

Nancy

WANTED

SUBLETS, ROOMS, HOUSING needed Dec

27.Jan 13 Contact SBMC 256-861 5 10AM-

4PM
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UMass wins 1991 Great Alaska Shootout
• Beats New Orleans^ 68-56
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Jim McCoy rediscovered his jump shot in Anchorage.

Alaska and the University of Massachusetts basketball

team continued its winning ways, defeating New Orleans

68-56 in the finals of the Great Alaska Shootout early

Tuesday morning.

McCoy, whose shooting touch has been one of the only

things missing from the team's first four wins, scored 10 of

his game-high 17 points in the first half. He shot a torrid 8

for 14 for the game and made some difficult shots.

leading 44-40, with the momentum swaying to New
Orleans (2-2). the Minutemen l5-0) staged a surge of te-

nacious offensive board work and forward Will Herndon

finally tip|)ed in a missed shot on the team's fourth chance.

Right afler that, McCoy nailed a 16-footjumper and then

one of his many off balance leaners to put the Minutemen

comfortably ahead by 10.

The Privateers pulled to within 8 at 50-42. but the

Minutemen salted the game away vdth an 8-1 run to go

ahead by 15 with just over Tive minutes to play.

In the first half, it looked as if New Orleans' Ervin

Johnson ( 12 points, 8 rebounds ) was on his way to a 40-point

night as he scored 8 of his team's first 13 points, giving the

Privateers a 13-10 lead.

Then, UMass freshman Lou Roe (12 points. 6 rebounds)

checked in and mounted a 6-0 run all by himself. Roe hit two

12-foot jumpers and slammed one over a New Orleans

defender to put UMass ahead 16-13. Ailer Privateer guard

Louweegi Dyer broke Roe's run. to close the gap to 16-15,

the freshman from Atlantic City. NJ scored an easy layup

off a pretty feed from Mike Williams (5 points), to put the

Minutemen back up by 3.

Dyer ( 16 points) managed to keep the Privateers close by

scoring 10 straight points on 5 of 5 shooting at the end ofthe

half.

In the meantime, McCoy was doing his best to turn the

game into a rout. He connected on three outside jumpers,

one with .03 remaining, giving the Minutemen a 33-24

halftime lead.

The Minutemen shot 64 percent from the floor in the first

half. 54.9 for the game. New Orleans shot 53.3 percent in

the first half, but were outrebounded 13-7.

Harper Williams did a commendablejob, holdingJohnson

to just 12 points, while netting 12 points of his own. And
Herndon scored 1 1 points while New Orleans' Melvin Simon

scored 12.

Minuteman minute: The Springfield Union News re-

ported Sunday that UMass coach John Calipari is rumored

Collegian photo by Jody Gabin

University ofMassachusetts guard Mike
Williams glides over the paint against Keene
State. The Minutemen won the Great Alaska

Shootout Monday and are at Kentucky tonight

to face the Wildcats.

to be in line for a head coaching job at Syracuse if Jim

Boeheim leaves for a Big Eight school.

McCoy was named the tournament's Most Outstanding

Player. Harper Williams was also named to the All-Tourna-

ment Team.
Tony Barbee was named the Atlantic 10 Player of the

Week for this past week's 15.3 points per game, 8.3 rebounds

per game performance in the first four games.

The latest Associated Press po// has the Minutemen tied

for 33rd. one spot ahead of where they were last week.

The Minutemen face yet another NCAA Tournament

team from last year, this Saturday when they host Xavier

(7 p.m. in the Curry Hicks Cage).

• Minutemen face Kentucky
By BRE'IT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Afler a 12-hourjourney to Alaska, three grueling games

in the Great Alaska Shootout, and a 4 a.m.-ten-hour flight

and bus ride to Uxington. KY yesterday, the University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team enters tonight'sgame

(8 p.m.) against Rick Pitino's University of Kentucky

Wildcats, the 14th ranked team in the nation, as consider-

able underdogs.

In addition, the Minutemen (5-0) will be playing their

fourth consecutive game on the road and must overcome a

raucous, 22,000-strong Rupp ArcMia crowd and Kentucky's

explosive 3-point shooting.

In two games, Kentucky has launched 68 3-pointers and

landed 23, including 16 in its season opening 106-80 win

over West Virginia.

However, UMass is coming oflone of its most convincing

outings, an impressive 68-56 victory against the University

of New Orleans to win the Great Alaska Shootout, which

has UMass basketball fans talking upset.

Whatever the cafe, the Minutemen will be battling all

the odds. But. that doesn't concern UMass coach John

Calipari.

"I have no preconceived notions about the game," Calipari

said. "We'll just see what happens."

But. what could happen . . .

The Wildcats (1-1) have had 11 days to prepare for the

game and are looking to rebound from their 85-67 upset loss

to Pittsburgh at Rupp Arena in the first round of the

preseason National Invitational Tournament. The loss to

Pittsburgh snapped a 21-game home winning streak dating

back to last season.

Six-foot-eight sophomore forward Jamal Mashburn leads

the Wildcats and poses a serious threat to the Minutemen's

hopes as he is averaging 20.5 points and seven rebounds in

this year's two games. I n addition . "The Monster Mash" can

hit the trey as he is five for nine from long range. Last year,

he started every game as a freshman and was the team's

leading rebounder. averaging seven per contest.

John Pelphrey was the team's Co-Most Valuable Player

last season and returns for his senior campaign. The 6-foot-

7 forward is averaging 19.5 points and five rebounds per

game this year, hitting 6 of 15 treys. Last year, Pelphrey

was an Associated Press Honorable Mention All-American

selection and led the team in 3-pointers with 62.

Look for 6-foot-2 point guard Sean Woods to dish out the

assists. The senior is fifth on Kentucky's all-time assists

leader list and is averaging five per game this season.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Scott fires

sports shots
As the remnants from

my "Turkey Blowout '91"

make their way towards
the back of the refrigera-

tor, it's time to bring more
sports leftovers to the

front.

• Sleep is usually a

precious commodity in my
life, but I had a feeling that

UMass' Monday Midnight
Northern Exposure was
going to be worth some lost

snooze time. Lou Roe and
Jim McCoy proved my

hunch correct.

Aside from mediocre foul shooting, the Minute-

men are showing signs that this could be a special

year. What the team may lack in height they more
than make up for in athleticism and hustle.

David Scott

My John Calipari tie spotters inform me that the

styling coach has made an early season fashion faux

pas by wearing the same tie twice on a nationally

televised game. If it's true, let's hope there's some

superstition evolving. Also notice Coach Cal's assis-

tants and their cravats. Maybe Stanley Blacker is a

secret sponsor of the UMass hoop team.
• It might be better if the Patriots don't win

another game this season. One more strong draft for

Sam Jankovich and it's Super Bowl time for Coach

Mac's boys.

By the way, my cousin Herb has passed the torch

(actually the rug) to a new generation, ME. The rug

has seen 25 years of the trials and tribulations ofour

beloved Pats. It reads "New England, This is Patriot's

Land," and Herbie can rest assured it will remain by

my feet for each and every game.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Men's gymnastics hopeful to

improve on fourth place finish
Team opens Saturday at home hosting UMass Open
By KIM ADDESA
Collegian Correspondent

As Roy Johnson prepares for his 14th season as head

coach ofthe men's gymnastics team, he is optimistic that his

team is capable of improving on last year's fourth place

Atlantic 10 finish.

The team will need to improve consistently throughout

the season in order to ensure a successful performance at

the Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastics Championships, to

be held at UMass on March 27-29.

The high number of freshmen on this year's squad may
make initial success difficult, according to Johnson.

"We will be a strong team in the first five or six spots,"

Johnson said. "Our greatest weakness will be depth, the

seven, eight, nine spots. We need our younger gymnasts to

work on skill development for us to be successful in the long

run."

The Minutemen will be able to use the New England
Championships, a meet which UMass is hosting on March
8. as a way to judge how much they've improved from the

beginning of the season.

Johnson speaks highly of his returning gymnasts, many
ofwhom he is depending on to be leaders ofthe young team.

He has high expectations for veterans Steve Christensen

and Joe Haran. Both were regional qualifiers on individual

events last year and are aiming to improve enough
throughout the season to not only qualify for regional

competition in individual events, but also to qualify to

compete in the regional All-Around competition.

All of the gymnasts will have ample opportunity to

improve throughout the season as a tough, competitive

schedule that Johnson considers to be "a good building

schedule" lies ahead of them.

The schedule includes a dual meet with Navy on Jan.

18th, a team that, although coming close to beating several

times, UMass has not beaten in the last 10 matches. It also

includes competition with long time rival Syracuse, who
beat the Minutemen by only five tenths of a point last year.

The most difficult match of the year is perceived by

Johnson to be the meet against defending Atlantic 10

Champion Temple, which will take place in Philadelphia on

Feb. 16.

The team faces its first test this Saturday, Nov. 7th as it

hosts the UMass open which includes A- 10 rival Temple

and Southern Connecticut, a team that finished in the

middle of its conference last year.

SPORTS NOTICE
MiNUTEMANIACS:
KENTUCKY GAME — Arrangements have

been made by the UMass student booster

club, the Minutemaniacs, to view the UMass
vs. Kentucky basketball game this Wednes-
day, December 4, at 8 p.m. Only
Minutemaniac members may attend this free

special showing. The game wiii not be tele-

vised for the general public.

Space is limited to 75. To become a
Minutemaniac, sign up Wednesday between
1-4 p.m. in Boyden 225B. The $20 membership
fee includes a free T-shirt and other benefits.

INTRAMURAL SHORTS NOTICE:
We ore accepting entries for spring semes-

ter basketball league play this week at 215

Boyden Gym. You must register your team
with us this week if you want to play next

semester. Intramural sports telephone number
is 545-0022,

BASKETBALL TICKETS:

Student tickets for Saturday, December 7th

men's basketball game against Xavier Univer-

sity and December 10th game against New
Hampshire will be available at 7 a.m, to 3 p.m.

on Thursday December 5th in the lobby of

Curry Hicks Cage.
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Anderson's release marks end of an era

Ap photo

DAMASCUS (AP) — Terry Anderson
appeared in public yesterday for the first

time since his release at the Syrian Foreign

Ministry, wearing a white shirt and black

sweater, smiling broadly.

Anderson, 44, the longest-held Western
hostage and the last American held in

Lebanon and the chief Middle East corre-

spondent for Th^ Associated Press, came to

personify the long-running hostage ordeal.

During Anderson's long captivity, he

missed out on momentous events in both

the world and his won personal life.

Anderson's 6-year-old daughter, Sulome,

born three montns afler he was kidnapped,

was in Damascus to greet him with her

mother, Madeleine.

At the AP's New York headquarters, a

roar of applause went up when Anderson

appeared live on television from television

from Syria.

"TERRY . . . FRgE!!!!" proclaimed a huge
yellow banner on one wall ofthe newsroom.

Anderson's dramatic appearance at the

Syrian Foreign Ministry officially came
nearly 11 hours after the first report, by

Iran's officials Islamic Republic News
Agency, that he had been released in Beirut.

The day ofthe roller-coaster reports about

Anderson's release mirrored hopes and fears

about his fate throughout his 2,455-day

captivity.

The freedom of Anderson marked the

end of a hostage saga that haunted two

American presidencies.

He was the 15th American captive freed

since Shiite extremists in 1984 launched a

campaign of seizing foreigners in Lebanon
to drive out Western influence which they

claim corrupted the nation. Many of the

Americans were tortured and beaten during

their captivity and many died.

A statement released earlier yesterday

The giant Sony monitor in New York's Times Square shows Terry

Anderson's video-taped statement by his pro-Iranian Shiite Muslim
captors Wednesday on CNN. Anderson, the last American hostage in

Lebanon was freed Wednesday after his 2,455-day ordeal.

Trustees appoint Gordon provost
Interim provost claims position for next 5 years

by Anderson's captors, the Islamic Jihad

group, said the kidnappings made the world

listen to the voice of the oppressed peoples

and unmasked the "ugly American and Is-

raeli faces."

Relatives werejubilant upon hearing the

first reports of Anderson's release early

yesterday.

"Oh God, oh God!" Anderson's 36-year-

old brother John cried when he heard ofthe

initial reports ofhis release. "We're overjoyed

. . . he's free at last. Nothing better could

happen," he said at his Ocala, Fla., home.

"I am estatic," said Anderson's sister,

Peggy Say, who was in Wiesbaden to await

his arrival. In her dogged campaign to free

her brother, Mrs. Say crisscrossed the globe

meeting world leaders, diplomats, terrorists

and spies.

"We are immensely relieved that Terry

Anderson's 6-and-a-half year nightmare is

over," said Louis D. Boccardi, the AP's

president and chief executive officer.

"He has paid a terrible price for his

commitment to stay with his story. We
welcome him back with warmth, affection

and the deepest respect for what he has

endured," Boccardi said.

The Syrian convoy bearing Anderson on

the Beirut-to-Damascus leg ofhisjourney to

freedom was reported to have been forced by

heavy snow to take a longer route that took

it to the Syrian city of Homs, then to Dam-
ascus, and it was late at night when he

finally appeared in the Syrian capital.

Anderson was the thirdAmerican hostage

freed in three days. Eight other Westerners

have been freed since August, when the

United Nations launched negotiations in-

volving a complex swap ofWestern hostages,

hundreds of Arabs held by Israel, and in-

formation about missing Israeli servicemen.

By PETER CRONE
Mass Media Staff

UM Boston

BOSTON — At yesterday's Board of Trustee meeting,

the trustees appointed Glen Gordon provopt ofthe Amherst

campus, at the recommendation of Chancellor Richard

O'Brien.

Gordon, currently the acting provost, as been on the

Amherst campus since 1964. In 1970, he began his 14 years

as the chair ofthe political science department, afler which

he was the dean of social sciences. Gordon held the dean's

position until last July, when he assumed the roll of acting

provost.

According to O'Brien, "the candidates were extensively

reviewed by all facets ofthe campus." Chosen form a field of

three candidates, all from the Amherst campus, Gordon

will begin his five year appointment on Thursday, Dec. 5.

"The main problem we will have to face is the shortage

ofresources. Since the shortage is four years old, it is harder

to manage the system," said Gordon

"The morale of the students and faculty relates to the

amount ofmoney available, and the fact is that the amount

of money is going down. We have to maintain the campus
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Witness the beginning ofwhat promises to be

quite the knock down, drag outfight! The

Undergraduate Student Senate takes on Hous-

ing Services! This one 's too close to call.
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The Board ofEditors is mad now! Take a

gander at what's ruffled ourfeathers this time.

This Weekend:

Fish! no. Phish! Yes they're back soflip to the

Arts section and read you slime.

Weather
Sun is here but don 't befooled.

Temps around 20 to 25.

community," he said.

The search started when "inside," or on campus candi-

dates, w«^nt through an application and interview process.

Ifno internal candidates were found, the search would have

been taken nation-wide.

O'Brien said he preferred to select candidates from on

campus "because we have first-rate (candidates] already on

campus."
O'Brien said the appointment was set for five years. "The

term makes a neat time that we can say thank you for what

you've done, and then go about gettingnew faces. Ifthe term

were indeterminate, it would be a nasty business to get rid

of them," O'Brien said.

"It seems that five years is enough time to work with

such difficult issues," Gordon observed. "It's difficult to

keep the support of the campus for more than five years."

Chancellor O'Brien said in a statement that he received

three names from a search conunittee consisting offaculty,

staff, and students. The other two finalists for the position

wereAssociate Vice Chancellor forAcademicAffairsNorman

Aitken, who has also worked at the University since 1964,

and Dean ofthe School ofPublic Health Stephen H. Gelbach.

Collegian staffmemberJason George contributed to this

report.

New Provost strives

to clarify position

of flagship campus
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

With the naming of Acting Provost Glen Gordon as the

University ofMassachusetts' permanent provost, the posi-

tion is in the hands of an experienced administrator and

teacher.

Gordon said in a Collegian interview several months ago

that the job of provost is complicated by the fact that

Massachusetts has suffered cuts in it« higher education

budget for the past four years.

"In normal times, the provost's role is to recruit faculty

and oversee academic matterson campus," Gordon said. "In

abnormal times, the role is to be a close advisor to the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Duke kicks off
'92 campaign
for president
By JOHN KING
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Former Ku Klux Klan leader

David Duke today launched a renegade Republican

campaign against President Bush'; saying the presi-

dent has "sold out" his party and allowed the nation

to become captive to a welfare underclass.

Duke announced his presidential bid less than

three weeks afler he was thrashed in the Louisiana

governor's race. He gotjust 39 percent ofthe vote but

won a majority of white votes with an anti-welfare,

anti-affirmative action message that critics said was

thinly veiled racism.

A heckler interrupted Duke's announcement at

one ppint, screaming "Nazi, Goddamn Nazi" before

she was escorted from the room.

Duke said Bush encouraged reverse discrimina-

tion against whites by signing the recent civil rights

bill. And he said raging crime, drug use and poverty

in America's "wasteland" cities was a direct result of

a welfare system that perpetuated dependence. He
called for a workfare program and said he would

encourage welfare mothers to use birth control.

Duke apologized for his racist past, and predicted

conservative blacks would support him.

Duke said he would not run in New Hampshire's

February primary but would run in as many other

primaries as possible. He rattled off a list of a dozen

or so states, many of them in the South, in which he

said he planned to run.

"The grass roots of America must be allowed to

speak," Duke said. "They've got to be able to vote for

people who really stand up for our principles and our

values."

Duke is the first candidate to announce he will

oppose Bush in GOP primaries. Conservative com-

mentator Patrick J. Buchanan also is planning to

challenge Bush from the right.

The 41-year-old Duke said he's running to win,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Gay Lesbian, Bisexual Forum=V^ LLJ) J-J^ OLyL^til^y
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^ Hampdeit Theater.

Thursday, Dec. 5

/jj(7A— Ceneral MeetingintheCanipusCeiiterat6 p^m.

Film — "Not All Parents are Straight" in CC rm. 80.? at

7 p.m.

Bisexuals — LBGA bisexuals' meeting at 7:15 p.m. m

S.U.413. ^ ,

yNorkshop— "Hey Queer!" a workshop about harassment

and response, will be presented by Kevin Berrill. Director

ofthe Anti-Violence Project and the Campus Project for the

National Gav and Lesbian Task Force at 7:80 p.m. in( C rm.

903. ^
yy/^.,, _ A support group for men will meet at 9 p.m. in

S.U.413.
Friday, Dec. 6

Coffee social — LBGA coffee social will bo in CC nn. 90.?

at 3 p.m.
, ,, .^,

Dance — LBGA dance will be held on tenth floor ot the

Campus Center from 9 p.m.- 1 a.m.

Saturday, Dec. 7

p/nv — "Clean Sheets", a one-woman live performance

starring lesbian plavwright and actor Chris Cinque at 8

Sunday, Dec. 8

/ cshian town meeting— A Northampton lesbian caucus

will be held from 6-8:30 p.m. in the Noho Center for the Arts

to discuss issues of diversity within the community.

Tuesday, Dec. 10

Communitv Center — GLB folks are meeting to discuss

plans for a Gl-H Community Center in Northampton at 7

p.m. in the basement of the Unitarian Church at 220 Main

Street. NorthampUin.

IJiW'U — Lesbian and bisexual women will be meeting

at7:30pm. in S.U.413.
Wednesday, Dec. 1

1

Queer Sation — Local chapter ofQN will be meeting at

6 p m at the Hangs Community Center in Amherst.

\ct Up — Local A.l.D.S. activists will be meeting at 7:30

p in in the Bangs Community CenU-r in Amherst

Thursday, Dec. 12

X1^,,l _ LBGA men's group will hold an open house with

a discussion and film in CC rm. 903 from 9 p.m. to midnight.

Kvorvoiu' welcimie.
starring lesDian piavwrigiu auu nLiw. v .....^ - ..-m

Former hostage praises release
MALDEN. Mass. lAP) — Frank Reed, who spent two

years in captivity with Terry Anderson, said Wednesday

"that Anderson's "long-awaited release means all former

Mideast hostages are truly free.

"For me. todav is the first day you can officially call me

an ex-hostage, now that Terry's free." Keed said. "Thank

God almighty we're all free at last."

After some initial confusion about Anderson's where-

abouts. U.N. Secretary-General Javier Perez de Cuellar

confirmed Wednesday that Anderson had been freed by his

Shiite Muslim captors.
,. mi »

Anderson, chief Middle East correspondent for The As-

sociated Press, was the longest-held of foreign captives in

the Middle East - 2.455 days.

Reed. 59. was abducted Sept. 9. 1986. and freed April .?0.

1990. He was held with Anderson in a variety of hide«)uls.

from an apartment to an undergi-ound hole with a dirt fioor.

Reed said he last saw Anderson in October 1988.

UM can't trace calls
By TRYST.AN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Students Ining in the University Resi-

dence Halls may feel comforted to learn that

although their housing contract allows their

rooms to be opened and checked during

vacations, at least their phone system is

inx-iolable.

Randy Sailer, director of UMass Tele-

commuriication Network SerN-ices. said the

on-campus phone system designed by

Ericcson. a Swedish telecommunications

manufacturer, cannot be tapped.

"The Erriccson system is basically a

computer terminal that transmits electrical

impulses." Sailer explained. "It's designed

to prevent folks from listening in."

The issue recently arose when Shawn

Cotter, an undergraduate livingon campus,

reported a series of harassing phone calls to

the campus police. Because the University

phone system readily identifies the origin of

on-campus calls, it was easy to determine

the calls were made from off-campus.

The campus police told Cotter it was

impossible to trace the origin of off-campus

phone calls because of the way phone calls

are received and transmitted through the

campus phone system.

David Wood, a spokesman for New En-

gland Telephone (NET), said his company

does not keep a log of local calls made by

individual customers. This makes it im-

possible for campus police to match incom-

ing calls withNET records oflocal off-campus

calls, he said.

Wood said the way NET sends calls to the

UMass Ericsson system would make it

"much more difficult if not impossible" to

"set a trap" to determine the source of a

single phone call.

"People get the idea setting a phone trap

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Duke 1
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

although aides said his reach goal is to

garner enough support to be a voice at

the Republican National Convention

next summer.
"I beheve very strongly that President

Bush has sold out the Republican Party."

Duke said in announcing his candidacy.

Duke called for welfare reform, tough

trade policies, particularly against Ja-

pan, strict immigration limits and laws

to limit foreign ownership of American

companies and property.

"If the trend continues, Americans

will become serfs or renU'rs in their own

society." Duke said. To Japan, he said

his message would be: "Ifyou no buy our

rice, we no buy your cars." He said later

he has great respect for the Japanese

and was not making fun of them.

Even before the announcement, the

White House was criticizing Duke.

"He represents the worst in Ameri-

can politics. He stands for bigotry land I

racism," said White House spokesman

Marlin Fitzwater.

Ap photo

Rabbi Avi Weiss of New York waves an anti-David Duke sign as

Duke announces that he is running for president Wednesday at the

National Press Club in Wash ington. Duke launched his Republican

bid accusing President Bush of selling out his party on civil rights

and allowing welfare to turn America's cities into wastelands of

crime and drugs and broken families."
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AIDS quilt section
comes to UMass

Negotiations crumble
Latin students cancel Whitmore talks

By KIMBERLEY A. REYNOLDS
Collegian Staff

A section of the AIDS quilt will be on

display in the Whitmore Administration

Building through next Friday, thanks to

a University staffmember who brought

the section dedicated to his brother back

to the Dean of Students' Office.

Dennis Anello, an employee in the

Budget Office, brought the square from

the AIDS quilt dedicated to his brother,

Richard Anello, who died of AIDS in

1990.

"I'd like to reach out to students with

the reality ofAIDS; they should practice

safe sex and if they know people going

through this, students should reach out

to them," said Anello.

The AIDS quilt is a collection ofthese

squares made by the family and friends

of AIDS victims.

Anello says he brought the square

here to the University because, "I'd like

to change the rates oftransmission and

how people with the disease are treated."

The square features pictures of the

Anello family, lyrics of the song "For A
Dancer" by Jackson Browne, a poem

and bits of personal history, all against

a background outline of the Alps, which

Richard had visited after he found he

had AIDS, Anello said.

There are also various symbols, all

explained in notes written by Amnello

and hung alongside the square, he said.

The quilt has a dedication reading:

"To Rich, to acknowledge the unneces-

sary pain that you and all of us experi-

enced from the community that wasn't

there in modern day American life. Your

brother, Dennis."

Anello says he is angry at the way his

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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By RIC OLIVEIRA
Collegian Staff

The Latina/o Students'Committee called

offa meetingTuesday with DeanofAcademic

Support Services Ann Quinley to discuss

"issues of multiculturahsm" claiming that

the meeting would have "little if any rel-

evance."

The cancellation was announced by way

of a letter sent to Chancellor Richard

O'Brien's office and the Collegian.

"The basis of our action ascribes that

under no circumstances are we to allow the

administration to attempt to manipulate

Latina/o students into discussion sessions

reviewing our demands," the Latina/o Stu-

dents' Committee said in Tuesday's letter.

The Latina/o Students' Committee

"closed" the Latin American Cultural Cen-

ter on Nov. 4 to protest what they called an

inadequate committment to

multiculturahsm at UMass. This closing

was in conjunction with the closing of the

United Asia Cultural Center by the Asian

Students' Committee earlier on Oct. 21.

On Nov. 7, in support of the centers'

closings. The NewWorld Theater announced
they would no longer allow the administra-

tion to use their publicity photographs as a

"multicultural advertisement."

The Latina/o committee along with the

Asian committee and the New World The-

ater said they were angered by an unsigned

notice announcing the meeting with Dean

Quinley sent by the Academic Support Ser-

vices office.

"It was absolutely disgraceful ," said com-

mittee spokesperson Elliot Monteverde

Torres.

Chancellor O'Brien was in Boston yes-

terday attending a Board ofTrustees meet-

ing and was unavailable for comment.

However, University spokesperson Karin

Sherbin said the administration was sym-

pathetic.

"The Chancellor understands the Asian

and Latino students' position," she said in a

telephone interview. "He even agrees with

some of the demands such as additional

support services, secretarial assistance and

equipment."
Sherbin also said O'Brien "is developing

a response that will include a general over-

view of multicultural activities at the Uni-

versity."

Sherbin said the response will be re-

leased in early December. The deadline set

by the student groups for an administration

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Undergraduate Senate
calls for Housing probe

CollP^an photo by Josh Reynolds

Native American prayer graces part of AIDS quilt on display at

UMass

By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Staff

The Student Senate last night unani-

mously approved a proposal asking the Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs to investi-

gate the behavior of the Director and Asso-

ciate Director of Housing Services. The

proposal reflected widespread Senate dis-

satisfaction with several housing policies.

Senate Speaker Bob Monaghan, who

proposed the motion, said Vice Chancellor

Jo-Anne Vanin must improve supervision

of various Uni'.ersity departments, specifi-

cally housing.
,

"I would like to see the Vice Chancellor s

office take a more active role in the actions

of her divisions," Monaghan said. "Housing

has a lot ofproblems. A lot ofthose problems

stem from the people in charge of HousinR."

Monaghan's proposal asks Vanin to in-

vestigate housing policies and report her

findings U) the Senate. It also asks for an

investigation of the behavior of Joseph

Zannini, Director of Housing Services, and

his associate, Larry Moncta.

"These two individuals have not exactly

lieen dealing straight with students." said

Monaghan.
"They have, at times, promoted things

that do break the law. without question

CONTINUFD ON PAOF 1
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Program gets grads teaching jobs
^^

. , .._ A „ ..,K,, ..,.jc i^Wir««H hv the nrocram in I>ou

By JENNIFER D. HAWKINS
Collegian Staff

The Teach for America program ha.s a hi91 University of

Massachusetts Art Education alumna currently teaching

at a high school in a rural section of Umisiana.

Colleginn photo by Emily Wollfr

#6 OF THE TOP TEN USES FOR THE
COLLEGIAN — We know you read it so

just admit it.Nowweknow whereyou read

it too. We're not above a little bathroom

humor.

Carolyn Ayers. who was placed by the program in I>oui-

siana. describes the Southern state as a place with not

much more than sugar cane, chemical factories and alliga-

tors Ayers said she joined Teach For America Ix^cause she

wanted to "Give back to people who I felt might not have the

same opportunities I had."

Teach For America is a progiam which recruits college

graduates, trains them to teach, and places them at schools

suffering from budget cuts and teacher shortages.

Avers is in her first year, teaching special education at

Assumption Parish High School. She said the district she

teaches in has a relatively high illiteracy rate.

Although Ayers majored in Art Educati.m. Teach for

America does not reciuire its applicants to have a back-

trrounM in education, she said.

A graduate can apply to teach regardless of their major,

although bilingiial speakers, people of color and math,

science and foreign language majors are in gieat demand,

according to Ayers.
.

Recruits go through an intense six-week training prog^ am

which occurs in the summer before they begin their two-

vear teaching commitment, she said.

The training is tuition-free and Teach For America pays

for transportation to the training sessions, room and board,

academic materials and transportation to the site where

the graduate will be teaching, she added.

Teach For America teachers are usually paid the same

salaries as other first-year teachers, which can range any-

where from about $15,000 to $32,000 dollars « y^^r she

said. Also, health benefits are included and student loans

can sometimes be deferred or cancelled.

Teach For America was founded in 1989 by a group of

recent college graduates. It is the result "^ the vision tha^

founder Wendy Kopp planned out m her senior thesis, said

"^^"We will not have a first class education system as long

as the public views teaching as downwardly mobile. Kopp

"'^'^Teach For America is working to show the public that

thousands of outstanding individuals are competing to

ent^r the profession of teaching, and that they are finding

it incredibly challenging." Kopp explamed.

Homophobic
death threats
haunt student
By TKYS'l'AN SKEIGH
Gollegian Staff

"If I ever came into contact with a faggot I'd kill

him. I'd break into your room and make sure youd

never see the light of day again."

Shawn Cotter, an openly bisexual undergraduate

living on-campus, says he received (his death threat

at approximately 6:15 a.m. Nov. 2. He said this i.j; the

seventh in a series of nine harassing phone calls he

has received since September.

Cotter who sits on the Steering Committee for the

l^sbian.Bisexual.GayAlliance.saidthedeath threat

"shcwk" him up and made him angry.

"Just because I speak up for my rights as a bisexual

man doesn't warrant this kind ofattack." Cotter .said.

Earlier this semester Larry Moneta. associate

director for residential education, said homophobic

harassment in the residence halls is a growing; epi-

demic But according to statistics gathered by the

Program for Gay lesbian Bi.sexual (^,oncerns. the

number ofhomophobic incidents reported this all is

about the same" as last semester, according to Direc-

tor Felice Yeskel.
.. , , ,

"1 don't see a huge amount of phone harassment

happening." Yeskel said, noting written harassment

seemed more prevalent this .semester

Campus police. The Program, and the Dean of

Student's Office oRen feel frustrated about anony-

mous harassment, Yeskel said, because althougn "we

all want to act on these matters," the investigations

oaen lead to dead ends because perpetrators cannot

be identified. • j u
The first of the harassing phone calls received by

Cotter occurred during the third week of September,

he said, and was clearly intended to harass him

because of his sexual orientation.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Editorial/Opinion
Tlie opinions on thi> page arc those of the individual writer or cartcxMiist. and do not necessarily represent th.' views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Clarifying the letter policy:

no reason to be dishonest
Everyone has opinions.

When a letter is submitted to the Editorial/Opinion desk, it

is taken on the assumption that not only is the letter a true

representation of opinion, but that the signature's attached to

it are real and also in agreement of the contents of the letter.

Unfortunately, there has been a rash of columns and letters

submitted with pseudonyms and others with names attached

where the people have not read the letter.

It's annoying and fraudulent.

Ifsomeone has an opinion, or is in agreement with an opinion,

then fine. Sign a letter of a petition. Feel free— it's the right of

the First Amendment, and it's all yours.

But there is no reason for people to misrepresent themselves

or lie about their true identity. That is fraudulent and we are

sick of it, to be brutally honest.

We love reading, editing and receiving letters and columns

from the Five College community. We enjoy knowing there are

people in the community who care enough to share their

opinions with the rest of us.

The thing we don't enjoy is calling each and every person on

a letter (which we do), to figure out if they really knew what

they were signing. We hate it when we have people telling us

they "had to sign" a letter because they belong to a certain

organization.

In all honesty, that's absurd.

If you have something to say, say it. Don't go around and

canvass your friends to sign it for the good ofthe group. The only

thing which is for the good of all is the truth.

No one who lies to their friends and counterparts to get them

to sign a letter or misrepresents themselves to the Collegian is

telling the truth.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majorityopinion ofthe Collegian

Board ofEditors

Thought, not money, counts
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Evervone is dointi it

No. fam not talking about the Locomo-

tion or the Lambada, but shopping. Yes. it s

that time of the year again when people

second mortgage their homes, rack up huge

credit card hills and jump head first into

down memory lane. You're sitting at your

desk in Mrs. Greene's third grade ciass-

room. I'ile.s of construction paper, mounds
ofpaste, broken crayons and hard macaroni

lay scattered in front of you waiting to he

formed into a beautiful necklace for y«)ur
credit caru ni is anu juiuh mni* •••- -

^ .1 i
• ",

debt All thus just so they can show their mother. You smile content y knowing thai

family, friends, neighbors, bosses, employ-

ees and favorite columnists just how much

thev love them.

Felice Cohen

.\nd how do they go about showing their

gratitude? Through the only way they know

how — spending money.

The davs following Thanksgiving are

lived, by most, in a state of panic. Buying

fills people's heads like a bad trip and the

only way to come down is by spending,

spending and more spending.

All year long people kvctch about how

broke they are. .Now they complain about

how much shopping they have to do. The

scary fact is, even though there is less money

in people's pockets, they still feel they must

spend.

It doesn't matter if the rent is due, the

refrigerator is empty or the phone has Iwen

disconnected, just as long as the presents

are bought and the wrapping paper, ribbons

and bows are all in place.

Venturing into a mall last weekend, I

watched as hordes of people scrambled

around from store to store. Crossing names

off lists, they stuffed various objects intx)

their bags as they proceeded to deflate their

already squandered wallets.

Somewhere down the line I think some-

one switched the meaning of the holidays.

(And I have a hunch the suit he/she was

wearing was not red and white, but instead

a blue Armani pinstripe). Our society's

tradition of the holidays has long since fo-

cused on the time spent with the family, but

instead now focuses on the money spent on

the family.

For old times' sake, let's take a quick trip

no matter how it turns out, the fact that yim

made it guarantees you she will love it.

Is this familiar to you? Do you remember

when making gifts for family and friends

was the way to go? When acquiring a glR for

someone did not depend on how much money

was in your Baybank account, but how many

pipe cleaners you had left? These gifts were

much more meaningful. The time it took in

creating each one was set aside and special,

not time spent rushing around a nuill

searching for the perfect gift.

Now that we are older, are we suddenly

forced to buy gifts instead of make ihcni?

This seems not only scary, but absunl

1 am here to alleviate your worries Lo

cated across from the Hatch in the Student

Union, is the Craft Shop. The thousands of

people who pass it unnoticed everyday aiv

missing out on .some incredible opporliiin

ties. Allow me to explain.

From jewelry to silk scarves to ccraniu >

to stain glass— therein lies an array of gill >

waiting to be created and the options arc

endless. Not only are there all sorts of 111

teresting, creative gifts to be made, but at

reasonable, affordable prices.

But if you're one of those people who

cannot draw a stick figure to save your life,

take heed. For those that are have put

together their crafts for the Annual Holiday

Craft Fair on the Campus Concourse which

runs until tomorrow. (Be sure to check out

the cool lOO'/r silk neckties.)

So if you are low on cash (and who am 1

kidding, this is a college newspaper), Ix-fbre

you whip out your checkbook, think about

making a gift. For 1 bet most ofyour kiUhen

cabinets are packed with pasta waiting to

be turned into works of art.

Felice Cohen is a Collegian columnist.

Don't let the fun of winter pass you by
It's strange how something as inconsequential as snow

can brighten up your day.

I've had eight hours ofsleep. . . in the past tuo days. You've

got papers due, too. You can empathize. It's no fun.

But it didn't matter when I walked across the Campus
Pond lawn this morning, taking in the crisp air and the

sight of a campus blanketed in white.

Greg Sukiennik

Some people hate winter. They can't deal with snow,

slushy sidewalks or cold, and they move to Florida where

the water smells like sulfur and the only comfortable place

at 12 noon is a supermarket.

There's nothing wrong with hating winter. I just happen

to like it, that's all. Winter is a good excuse to make hot

chocolate or hot mulled cider for yourself after an afternoon

of sledding outside.

Remember that? You were seven or eight years old. The

sled was twice as big as you. The hill at the park, or in your

or your best friend's back yard was slick as ice and steep.

But you didn't care. There were worlds to conquer, after all.

Someone made sure you had on your mittens, your hat, your

snowpants, a scarf and those impossible to put on rubber

boots, and off you went into the frozen tundra, being the

brave adventurer you were.

Five minutes to trudge up the hill, five seconds on the

way down. You took moronic chances, flinging yourself into

the air offofjumps your pals made ofsnow— you know, the

ones you gave pet names to like "jump of death" or "the

mangier." You and your orange plastic Rosebud came

crashing to earth with varying degrees ofsuccess. Victory or

compound fracture.

Then right back up the hill.

There was always a new variation ofsledding to try. Ever

make a "train" out ofsix or seven sleds? Or ride down the hill

backwards? Cram six or seven kids into one of those big

toboggans and scream your way to a snowy end, where the

dog tied outside at the bottom would steal your hat and

mitten.s?

After an hour or two of redefining "unsafe at any speed"

at the local Mt. Everest, a good snowball fight was in order.

At the school playground, the teachers on duty at recess

wouldn't even let you pick up snow, let alone hurl it. But at

home, one good snowball deserved lots morejust like it, and

the war was on.

The first snowfall tells you the holidays are near. It

assures you the earth is still spinning and the seasons are

still changing. It reminds you to make sure there's enough

wood for the stove, to caulk the storm windows, buy a case

of dry gas and put away the lawn furniture.

There are only so many winter days one can enjoy before

time catches up and snow becomes something standing in

the way ofyou making it to work on time. Instead of playing

with the stuff, you get to shovel it out ofyour driveway and

off your roof

Those "snow days" you used to get offas a schoolkid when

a blizzard crippled New England just don't exist for the day-

in, day-out working class stiffs we are probably destined to

be. The Boss won't give you the day off because it's perfect

packing snow and you want to make a snowman.
As my friend and neighbor Jon Chapman is prone to say,

"Carpe diem, man. Life is short, seize the day."

Get out there and live it up in this winter wonderland

before time runs out. See you there — I'll be the one in the

scarf and rubber boots. With the sled, of course.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian columnist

Candidate urges students to register and vote
As many of you know, I've been running for election to

the Amherst-Pelham State Representative seat in the Feb.

18 primary. In my campaigning, I've been advised by a

great many people (including students) to "ignore" the

three campuses in town, because "students never vote.

Even if they promise to, they'll end up forgetting." If this is

true, it's not surprising that political leaders don't pay

attention to students.

I want to urge people to be different this year. This is

your chance. There are a number of important elections

coming up, possibly including elections for town offices with

college students as candidates. (Why not run yourself?) So,

register — either at this week's registration drive in the

campus Center, or at the town hall— and then don't forget

to vote!

Remember, if students continue to "ignore" voting, poli-

ticians will continue to "ignore" student issues and concern.

Terry Franklin
Amherst

The writer is a Democratic candidate for the Amherst-

Pelham State Representative seat

HIV is not death
As a 27 year-old former student of UMass and an

individual with HIV (tested positive in 1986), I feel

obliged to comment on Mark Preston's opinions re-

garding AIDS, Magic Johnson and students' behav-

iors [Collegian, November 201.

I appreciate Mark's attempt to discuss AIDS and

the fact that we all are susceptible to HIV transmis-

sion. However, he fails to clarify that AIDS is purely

a diagnosis that an HIV positive person receives once

they experience two of the sixty-two opportunistic

infections associated with a compromised immune
system. He repeatedly dismisses the fact that many
people like me may remain asymptomatic, without

.symptoms, for years. I have not been sick, nor have 1

been diagnosed as having AIDS.
Also, Mark mentions that we are "sad and angry

over the death of such a fine and charitable person,"

referring to Magic Johnson. To my knowledge, nei-

ther of us have died.

Mark fails to use complete facts to help students

understand how their behavior can lead to HIV
transmission. He omits IV drug use such as sharing

"works" and needles. Steroid use should be addressed

as it covers the athletes who are often overlooked.

In addition, he assumes one must be promiscuous

to become infected. I would like to remind everyone

that it may only take one act ofunprotected sex or use

of unclean needles/works. The verdict is still out on

oral sex transmission.

To scare students into thinking that one day they

are fine (negative), that night they have unsafe sex,

the next day they have AIDS, is ludicrous. Using

such a tainted scenario will not teach ways to enjoy

a normal, protected sex life.

Mark is correct in insisting that we be extra safe.

Please assume all people are positive. Let's concen-

trate on how testing is administered, how to change

unsafe behaviors, how to do a risk assessment.

Ifyou test positive, you're not dead. You can still

lead a productive, rewarding life. You can take the

necessary steps to avoid the possible manifestations

of HIV disease.

I am healthy. I have taken the responsibility to

protect those with whom I have sex and to protect

myself from possible reinfection. I hope others can do

the same.
To learn moreaboutHIV diseaseandAIDS contact the

AIDS hotline at 1-800-235-2331 or the health education

office at University Health Services. .549-2671.

Stephen A. Moran
Framingham

Holidays bring singalongs and cold apartments to town
•^ t5 O

.r:_u.-„...r.v,...«.„in Y«« Ihaveno floor of the library where it is just too damn easy

Dasher and Dancer and Prancer and. . . Comet? Wrong.

My roommate Moira and I fought about the order of

Santa's reindeer last night. It all started when I caught her

singing "Rudolph the Red-Nose Reindeer" to one of those

Christmas stamps with Santa's sleigh on it.

But I have to forgive Moira for her strange behavior

because she was really excited last night. You see, her

boyfriend gave her an electric blanket over Thanksgiving

break, so now she can be toasty warm at night, like me. So

I spent the night answering electric blanket questions.

Like. "Are my stuffed animals going to catch on fire?" She's

a riot.
. , . , f

An electric blanket is a necessity in the igloo, 1 mean

townhouse, we live in. Yes. we are suckers who have topay

for our electric heat. The electric company lady told us this

week to cut down our watt usage. We didn't take this too

well, since we don't even use our heat. But hey, I've gotten

used to walking around the apartment wearing two

sweatshirts, long underwear, a hat, mittens. .
.
Yeah, all you

jerks that live in free-heat Puftx>n are laughing right now in

your shorts and tanktops. I hate you all. . .

Before Moira and I shut out the light last night, we started

singing songs from our fourth grade "Snowflake Festival,

that fun and corny concert held at our elementary school

every December. I'm sure my parents are really sad they

will never sit through one of those again. Yes. I have no

problem remembering these songs, but I can't tell you one

term from my last Greek Myth exam. Wow.

Did everyone have a funThanksgiving break?
Did anyone

eat too much like me? I unfortunately got my annual day-

before- Thanksgiving haircut, and as usual, hated it. isnt

it the worst when you have to pretend youjust/oye thatnew

doo the hairdresser/barber just gave you? Its like, "I hats

o.k.. I really didn't need that $100, month-old perm you just

cut out of my hair. No, really I love it!"

Amy Prendergast

Isn't it weird to go home and find out those high school

couples you thought would last forever have broken up?

And isn't it funny how people you haven't seen in two years

somehow know everything about your life? Did anyone else

skip their high school football game?

Even though I was home, I spent my Saturday morning

where I sometimes do when I'm here at school— face down

in the toilet— with my 24 year-old sister standing over me

saying, "What did you drink last night?

I really am beginning to wonder about this schooL

Monday night I sat in one ofthose nifty cubicles on the 1 1th

floor of the library where it is just too damn easy to fall

asleep. All of a sudden I see all these cops walking around

like they're looking for someone. 1 hear one of them say

"victim." Victim? My mind begins to wander. . .
Murder in

the Tower Library. .

But no! Lo and behold today I picked up the one and only

Collegian and looked at the police log- where I always look

to see whichdrunk gotarrested this weekend. But, along with

the drunks, I see that some sicko was arrested for imitating

Pee Wee Herman in front ofsome poor woman (the vicUm )

on the 20th floor of the library Monday night. Gross.

Can you imagine? Yeah. I'd take that really welL I can

see myself screaming and trying to jump out one of those

windows. (Well, maybe not if it was the 20th floor.) And I

might ever step on that floor again.

I really can't believe we only have six days ofclasses lett.

Where did the semester go? I'm sad in a way, but psyched

in another. Sad because III miss living without my four

roomies for five weeks, and HI miss those crazy weekends

up here, and. . . and. . . 1 „
Well I guess I'm more psyched for Chnstmas, sleeping

late, not having a million papers to write, and ofcourse the

spring semester coming up. when I will turn the big l-wo-

One. The day I finally get to discover what beer tastes like.

Amy Prendergast is a Collegian columnist

every ueceniuei. 1 m omc mj pc^-..^,.^ ^•- ^ -

ShoDPer finds no Hannukah decorations in mall
KJXi.\J^^^ ^^.^^„, „,r,mpd the mall from top to bottom, making inquinesanc

Have you ever answered the phone disappointed to find

only a survey? Recently. I had the honor of receiving one of

these calls and for once I took the time to answer the

questions. The questions were on anti-semitism here at

UMass. My answers were full of pride and support for the

school, denying any form of anti-semitism here. Three

weeks later, I look back and realize my answers were full ol

nothing but ignorance and blindness.

Full ofholiday spirit and enthusiasm, my roommate and

I decided to journey off campus to the mall. We were on a

mission: a mission to buy as many holiday decorations for

our room as possible. Being away from home for the first

time we have made a new home here at college and we

wanted our room to resemble the holidays back at home as

much as possible.

Store by store we went, searching for the most decorative

ornaments. We weren't looking for ANyj^°['^ay embel-

lishing, but specifically watching for HANNUKAH deco-

rations. Empty-handed after many stores. I began to wonder

why our mission was -.o unsuccessful. Santas after Santas

Christmas trees with o naments. bells, bows, wreaths and

everything else, including Christmas carols played in the

amined the mall from top to bottom, making inquiries and

scanning the stores.

After a long, tiring, and depressing day. we turned up

with nothing. Not one store in the entire mall had a single

decoration. The closest thing to a decoration with hkeness

to Hannukah was one store which had wrapping paper. 'The

wrapping paper had stars — not exactly Jewish stars, but

close enough.
, , , .,

I JUSTDONTUNDERSTAND! Hannukah begins three

days after Thanksgiving as opposed to Christmas, which

doesn't start until 27 days after Thanksgiving. Does this

make sense? No one could ever say that there was a

shortage ofChristmas paraphernalia in the stores. Granted,

there are more people who celebrate Christmas but does

that make Hannukah any less of a holiday? Do people

realize to the Jewish people Hannukah is just as much a

happy and festive holiday as Christmas IS?
^ ., , ,

The quest was futile. The mall had failed, failed to

acknowledge Hannukah as an equal holiday and thereby

neglecting not only a holiday, but a religion and a people

-

the Jewish people. We went to the mall that Saturday

afternoon, looking for confirmation: confirmation in the

Dena Hiller

Southwest

everything else, including Christmas carols played in^ne 3-"';
Jj^-^^^^ ^^j our home. How can we call this

^:J^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ p^e'ourhomeifwelrenotacceptedandacknowledgedfor

edged Hannukah as being a holiday. This journey turned who we are?

into a quest, a quest to find something - anything -
affiliated with Hannukah or the Jewish religion. We ex-

^ 1. 4-

Sixties idealism comes crashmg down at party
DlXtltJfe lUCCXllOlll V.WXXXV.

.„,„t for two plastic cups. This turned out to be a steep

When the term "hippie" comes up in conversation cer- a t^n spot fo-'^^o P^^^";. ^^ ^^^ „„ ^^^^er were we

tain images are conjured up in your mind: WcK)dB^ck^
^^ded the cup^than we were set upon by her lackey. He

Summer of Love, Berkenstocks, the Student Union on a handea tne P
^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ y^u here. It

sunny afternoon. But behind the superficial imagery there relayed the message y^ ^^^^
exists an ideal. The "hippie ideal" encompasses a respect for would be a good

^^^^^^l^^^^^^^^, t^is derision. Per-

fellowhumankindandthepreservationoftheenviorn^^^^^^^
haprour only fault was that we were incongruous strangers.

Perhaps central to this "hippie ideal is an overall open- haps mir omy
^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^.^ apprehension spoke

mindedness toward diversity.
, . « „ =K.ftprpd clearlv that they cared not to look beyond our appearance, bo

Several weeks ago this ideal "hippydumb was shattered ^««;^y J^a^^^^^^ ^ welcoming of diversity,

for us. We heard from some friends of a really cool party^
"""xha? night we feft the house peacefully to avoid stooping

Thiswastobea"hippieparty"-laidback goodmusic.good
J^^^^

^^j^;"/; ,hey were"^ extolling the xenophobic

conversation, genuine people. But little did we know these ^ ^^^^"^^r^^ so fervently against,

champions of tolerance and diversity would turn out to be ^^''tp^^^^^;^^^^^^ J i^.^ ^alk hand in hand. The death

narrow and exclusive.
„f „,u;rr,i«m of our illusion brought about a loss in our faith in humanity^

We entered the gathering with a good sense of opt mism
Jj

o^*-
'^'"^^^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^,,0^3, thing, but more a sad

and the feeling that we were in /or a good night Our
^^Jf

actuaUy tar le^^^P^^^^

greeting from the party's hostess forbode otherwise^ She
^^^^^^'J^S's version of the hippie as vanguard of the

fccosted us not with the open-mindedness we expected, but society^

community has deteriorated to the 90's version of

rather with the latent paranoia of a cornered swine.
. ^"^^^^ earthy-crunchy fashion statement. Perhaps old

J^'^i^X:^:^^^'^^^^'^^ aVetzche^ was riglit when he said "Hell is _ other

missed as sarcasm. ^ jv tu

But we maintained our composure and
placated her with

people. P.R. Ochs
R. J. Stackhouse

Central

Waste at Whitmore
Preregistration has come and gone and everyone

seems to be extolling the viri^ues of the new "fone-a-

fool" system that made our lives so much easier,

primarily by the fact that we did not have to see

Whitmore or the sloth and treachery that goes on

within its tax-money walls. This is not to say that 1

did not appreciate the ease ofthis new system, or the

clemency granted by my firstyear devoid ofWhitmore,

but it does call to mind some disturbing aspects

about our fine school and the state itself

Why did we not have this system sooner? Or more

importantly, why was this system implemented at

alP For as long as this school has existed, preregis-

tration has been typified by a bevy of belabored

bureaucrats, as well as endless lines of infuriated

students. Here we ask. which factor had the greatest

impact upon the call for change? Any veteran of the

fight against government waste will tell you the

desire for better student service is rarely a catalyst

for action.
,

.

UMass does not think that it has to perform in

order to receive. The rationale on this campus is

based solely on the notion that a bigger budget is a

better budget, and God help the state ifwe don t get

it The administration consistently uses the dimin-

ished budget and desire to keep tuition low as a

disclaimer for its failure in the most basic of opera-

tions and services on campus. Whitmore waste is

just the tip of the iceberg.
^ „ •*.,

Since I came here four years ago the Umversity

has offered me less and less, yet the Chance lor s

salary still hovers high in the $120,000 range. Let s

give him a modest base salary and a commission

based on performance: student satisfaction, yeariy

increases (or decreases) in the University s national

ranking, graduate board scores and the amount oi

revenue rSsed for the school. Too many chancellors

in the past rode their huge salaries and myopic plans

for UMass on to careers atother( private)
institutions.

And do not stop there. Make UMass employees on

campus responsible for their performance. Have the

people in Whitmore work on a commission basis, and

sign every transaction they make with regard to

students- advice, paperwork or otherwise. Can you

imagine? No lines, people eager and willing to help

vouTather than peeved that their coffee is getting

lukewarm, and, maybe, even a
^^^^f^^^^^'^^'Z

purgingthestagnantlystoiccymcisnioftheWhitmore

bureaucracy, and possibly of the whole school.

Bemie Cooney
Amherst

Writers seek 'change of approach'
O.K. Seana, we've had enough. Fine, your

opinions are opinions and are appropriately

located on the Editorial/Opinion page of the

Collegian but please do not assign your voice

as the voice of all women because the women

(not "girls," Seana) writing this response do

not share your attitudes.

After your piece entitled "The awful truth

about men is that they're not so awful —
sometimes" [November 19], we were thor-

oughly disgusted by your warped views on

relationships betweenmen andwomen. Men

and women should be viewed in individual

terms, not yourown pre-esteblished archaic

gender roles. Your views on heterosexual

relationships must be updated to the nine-

ties, where prince and princess fairy tale

stereotypes are no longer prevalent. Wake

up sweetheart.

The column was purely your view. We

differ but that's fine. "What women really

want"' [Dec. 31 ignited such a fiery anger

within us that we could no longer go without

informing you of your sexist notions.

The 90s present an era ofequality. Women

need not be pampered, as ifwe cannot open

our own doors. Common courtesy will cover,

if you've noticed. Therefore, chivalry is now

a mutual act.

Gift-giving is heartwarming. Of course,

it's a pleasure to receive flowers, but not as

a means to gain affection but to show af-

fection. Men are not the only ones who can

write Haiku.

You presentmen with date options. "Take

us out one day. .
." you write. Have you ever

initiated a date?Women are very capable of

planning and entertaining a romantic

evening. Is it beyond your comprehension

for a woman to actually take a man out on

the town?
Here's a clincher— "Ifyou like photogra-

phy, take us to a museum and teach us

about it through your appreciation." Oh

Seana, don't you have anything as a woman

to share? Equal sharing of interests and

hobbies would have been much more ap-

propriate.

"What women really want" is written in a

style addressing men, but does so in a de-

meaning manner towards women. Seana, as

a woman you have your own voice— develop

it. We implore you to change your approach.

Kristen Devine
Joanne Becotte

Sylvan
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provost
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chancellor.

"I expect to spend a great deal oftime with the chancellor,

working out short-term and long-term plans as the Uni-

versity carves out its mission."

Gordon outlined his vision for the University's mission

in a statement on "The role and responsiblity ofthe Provost,"

stating that the University needs to define its role during a

period of competition for the Commonwealth's dwindling

resources.

"We aspire to be the flagship campus, equivalent to the

lead campus in other major state university systems,"

Gordon wrote. "But first we must decide what the flag-

ship idea implies in the state of Massachusetts as it moves

toward the year 2,000. and then conWnce the public that our

vision and aspirations are essential for the well being ofthe

Commonwealth." - . n. •„„_,,;«

Gordon also said both his role and that of the ^
"verity

have been affected by last summer s reorganization of the

Commonwealth's higher education systenv
,^ .,

The reorganization hill incorporated the former Uni-

versity of Lowell and Southern Massachusetts University

into the UMass system, abolished the Board of Regents and

establishing the position of Kducation Secretary in tlu

Weld cabinet. . ., . ,
^,

Chancellor Richard O'Brien said in a statement that he

received three names from a search committee consisting ol

faculty. stafTand students. The other two finalists for the

p<isition were Associate Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs

Norman Aitken. who has also worked at the University

since 1964. and Dean ofthe School ofPublic Health Stephen

H. Gehlbach. ,_,^ .

O'Brien said although any ofthe three "would have made

an excellent candidate," Gordons "long experience as dean

of the Faculty of Social and Behavioral Science and his

highly successful record of many years in administrative

positions gave him a particularly good background."

Gordon first came to the University in 1964 as an
associate professor of political science afler beginning his

teaching career at the University of Michigan in 1960.

Gordon's long experience includes serving as head of tli.-

political science department from 1970 to 1984 and as acting

dean of the Faculty of Social and Behavioral Sciences from

1975 to 1976. Gordon became permanent dean in 1984.

"1 enjoyed my years as dean — I had the opportunity lo

di) some good things." Gordon said. "Now,
I administration

|

is not fun in a period of retrenchment. It's not great to be in

the Provost's office with no money."

Gordon received a bachelor's degree in commerce from

New York University in 1952. After receiving two master's

degrees from the University of Chicago, he received his

doctorate in political science from that school in 1963.

Counseling Psychology

Boston-Bouv^ College of Human Development Professions

at Northeastern University offers part-time and full-time graduate

degree programs in the areas of Counseling Psychology. Students

may work toward a Master's degree, a Certificate of Advanced

Graduate Study, or a Doctoral degree.

All counseling courses are taught by licensed psycholo-

gists. Class size is limited to encourage individual participation.

The curriculum includes analytical and theoretical courses as

well as practice-oriented courses. In addition to classroom work,

all programs include applied experience in a supervised

clinical environment.
. ^ ,

For more information and a free brochure on the Graduate

Programs in Counseling Psychology call (617) 437-'2708. Or write to

Graduate School, Boston-Bouve College of Human Development

Professions, 107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University,

Boston, MA 02115.

Rj
Northeastern

University

An e<iu») opportunity

rrirmalivr wtiDn «luimtion«l

instil ution and employer

THE UMVERSITY STORE'S

ANNUAL

CHRISTMAS
BOOK SALE
FINAL 2 DAYS

ON THE CONCOURSE
IN THE CAMPUS CENTER

HUNDREDS OF
SALE BOOKS

Desktop publishing^
from start to finish.

Discover Kinko's.
Improve the appearance of your printed

materials with the help of Kinko's. We
offer a full line of Macintosh* Desktop

Publishing services. Including design

assistance, typesetting. __
reproduction and finishing / / ^
services. From manuals to /^ '

I ^5.00 OffTypesetting

I
take
Bring this coupon Into the Kinko's listed, and well

ike $5.00 OFF on your typeset „ "

more. Not valid with any other offer. One couj

>upo..

.00 OFF on your typesetting order of $25 or I

.irtth any other offer. One coupon per

I
customer. Good through December 31. 1991 |

I

.1

I

I Open 24 hours*

I 253-2543

I 220 N. Pleasant St.

I
(Across from Carriage

! Shops) • Closed SaL
I mldnlght-Sun. noon

kinko's
the copy center

}

J|

iK^^r^
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Arts & Living

Sebadoh show
a tad sedated
By DAKKAN ABBE
Collegian Correspondent

Sebadoh
Iron Horse
Tuesday, Dec 3

Tuesday night, the warm and cozy Iron Horse

hosted two bands ofnot so cozy music, Oat Pearl and

Sebadoh, two locally based bands. Judging from the

crowd, the Iron Horse had 52 varieties too many of

imported and domestic beer and lacked the one

variety everyone wanted — Cheap.

Oat Pearl opened the show with thousands of dol-

lars worth of musical equipment and a complete

spectrum of musical emotions, all the way from

angry to tortured. I^ad singer Dave Beaupre does a

fentastic Robert Smith(aka,The Cure) imitation and

most of his songs had that distinctly melodic yet

angst-ridden sound that The Cure worked so beau-

tifully. The female keyboardist had a very expensive

synthesizer with lots of little computer-like disks she

liked to flip and twirl, and it gave the band a very

"heavy" sound (oceans roared, mountains fell, you

know the big stuff). The band obviously felt very

"heavy" at times, and a thick layer of pretension

threatened to suffocate the band at any moment.

Aller Oat Pearl moved all of its black equipment

olTstage, Sebadoh slowly moved in. With wunderkind

Eric Gaffney on drums, idiot savant I^u Barlow on

guitar, and enfant terrible Jason Lowenstein on

bass, Sebadoh took the stage with confidence and

authority. _^ „
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

My Girl is more than expected
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

On the surface. My Giri is a routine Hollywood product.

It has a catchy title time, a familiar coming of age plot, and

even Macaulay Culkin in an over-hyped supporting role.

But beneath its glossy exterior is a charming, sensitive, and

enUrtaining film that teaches all of us about loss.

The Box Office

Newcomer Anna Chlumsky plays a sassy 1 1 year-old,

Veda, who has a few problems: her father (Dan Aykroyd) is

an undertaker, and the funeral parlor doubles as her home,

she blames herself for her mother's death, the new parlor

cosmetologist (Jamie Lee Curtis) is falling for her Dad, and

she's hopelessly in love with her teacher (Griffin Dunne).

Veda is also acutely afraid of death, a trait that haunts her.

But she's got a best friend to help her through all this —
Thomas J. (Macaulay Culkin).

Throughout the course of the movie, she predictably

overcomes all ofher problems, though some are harder than

others. The strength of the film is Anna Chlumsky herself,

making the old coming of age plot real. She displays both a

wisdom beyond her years in one scene, then she's a normal

1 1 year-old kid in another. Chlumsky and Culkin work well

together, but its obvious Chlumsky is overshadowing the

Home Alone star. It's her movie, and she carries it well, even

through the difficult ending.

The adults, however, sink the plot. It's hard to believe

that smart and sexy Jamie Lee Curtis is madly in love with

the bloated and ckimsy Dan Aykroyd. In fact, they have

J* .^s?^^
^:.^^ -*ss

.^^

absolutely no chemistry, and their scenes nag at the central

story. The whole movie is nothing new, but the genuine

charm ofAnna Chlumsky makes My Girl a nice, easygoing

pleasure.

ACTING: B PLOT:B- EXECUTION: B OVERALL: B

Also Playing:

Beauty and the Beast: Disney is back! From the makers

of The Little Mermaid, Beauty and the Beast is another

instant classic up to par with Cinderella and Snow While.

The basic story is a beautiful young Belle is taken prison by

a prince who has been turned into a gruesome Beast. A rich

and wonderful animated film, with music from the Oscar

winning team who did The Little Mermaid (although the

songs aren't as good) and accompanied with voices by

Angela Lansbury and Robby Benson, among others. A
must-see for all ages.

OVERALL: A-

For the Boys: Bette Midler and James Caan nobly try to

resurrect the musical genre in For the Boys a 2 1/2 hour long

fiashback that covers three wars and five decades. Midler

and Caan play Eddie and Dixie, a Burns and Allen-type

comedy team who light up the USO stage and hate each

other offstage. There are some pretty decent musical

numbers, as Midler displays her proficiency for 1940s

standards, she also gets more than her share of one-liners.

The film succeeds in creating an effective atmosphere, and

the melodrama is all appropriately wishy-washy. It fits in

with Midler's two previous films, fli'nt/u'.s and Stella I n fact,

if you liked those two, you'll feel right at home in For The

Bo\s. If not, don't bother, it'll get on your nerves almost

instantly, right up to the horrendous make-up job done on

the elderly Midler and Caan. It's up to you.

ACTING: B- PLOT: B- EXECUTION: C OVERALL: C+
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booksign
By LOU COVE
Collegian SUff

When Saturday night falls there will be

no excuse for being anywhere other than the

Montague Book Mill. It will be there, in the

rustic belly of the old grist mill that you can

fall into the dreamy, soulful river of talent

that local artist Dayna B. Kurti will be

serving up for your approval. No show will

match it for pure passion and sensual pres-

ence.

Kurtz, a singer/songwriter and UMass
alum, meshes jazzy guitar concoctions with

rich, soul-laden melodies and frank lyrics

that plumb the depths of the broken heart

and salvage the strength and integrity of

the love warrior. Her intricate, dew drop of

a voice, marvelous in its rage — sometimes

subtle, sometimes passionate, ofte within

the confies off a single song.

Kurtz has been compared to Tuck and

Patti (she sounds like Patti, looks like Tuck)

and the comparison bears some merit, al-

though she will be the first to tell you that

though her sound may sometimes ring of

the dynamic duo. her subject matter is of an

entirely different nature. Kurtz made the

distinction quite clear when she opened for

Tuck and Patti at The Iron Horse in Sep-

tember land let it be said here and now that

that double bill was the most orgasmic thing

to hit this valley in a dog's age): "They play

these songs that are like 1 love you. I love

everything, you're beautiful and my songs

are more like you lied to me, you hurt me,

[expletive! you."

It's true, there is an edge to some of

Kurtz's work and it is a refreshing break,

both lyrically and musically, from the self

indulgent, sappy pap that has dominated

the music scene in the recent folk glut. But

her lyrics run the gamut ofemotions and are

not simply an exercise in primal scream.

Their strength lies not so much in the par-

ticular emotions they portray, but in the

poignancy of their cadence and their execu-

tion. "Remember me/ 1 climb/ but all you did

was reach," she sings in "Touchstone."

The sincerity of Kurtz's songs, which arc

long and generous, takes center stage with

her musical talent, and all these influences

are buoyed by an intelligence that works to

bind her passion to her art.

Case in point: In "This side ofEve" Kurtz

slips into the shoes ofthe famous sinner and

finds instead of shame, redemption. "Oh

father I have sinned^ut it got so much

better when the easy ended/ You can't make

me go back again/ Not till I show you this

side of Eve."

It is this kind of creative intelligence that

sets her far and away from the ordinary, from

the potential doldrums that can be conjured

in the mind whensomeone says "Oh. I'm going

to see this really groovy singer/songwriter

— come along!" Naw, I'd rather stay home

alone and cry, thanks anyway.

Meanwhile, it looks as if her ticket to the

big time IS not far off. as she continues to

develop a loyal followingm the area, as well

as down South, motivating some major la-

bels to sit up and listen ,
It comes as no

surprise, really - the guitar, the voice, the

bright songwriting, these are the makings

of a star. But Dayna B. Kurtz alone on a

stage is much more than the sum of her

parts; some kind of musical alchemy that

can't be picked apart and analyzed, or turned

into product— only marveled at— because

there's really no corrupting the perfect chill

that runs up and down your spine when she

begins to sing.

Dayna B. Kurtz will appear at the

Montague Book Mill with Gideon Freudman
Saturday Dec. 7 at 8:30p.m.

Photo courteiy Dayna B. Kurl2

Dayna B. Kurtz

Sebadoh
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

The capacity crowd cheered wildly for the local boys done

good, and Sebadoh responded with some truly epic tuning-

up sessions. Part of the problem was an obvious affinity for

alternate tunings, which I must commend as daring and

innovative (If not actually based on an open-tuning's rela-

tive simplicity in playing for some songs). But the bands

fascinating forays into bass/guitar tuningjams paled to the

actual songs they played. While Sebadoh's studio work ( The

Freed Man LP on Homestead Records being my only source

)

leans toward drumless. acoustic-based, lyrically daring.

melodic Tunes-of-Freedom, the live show tended towards

powerful mellow/hardcore dynamics.

Gaffney smoked on drums, providing the candle-lit Horse

crowd with something to dance about rather than sip

expensivecofiee and discuss hostage releases. With Sebadoh,
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All you can eat!

= Cafe Ashley's =
Famous Sunday Buffet

4- Belgian Waffles

4- Egg & Omelets

-¥ Home Style Potatos

>- Bacon & Sausage
-¥ Scalloped Apples

4- Carved Ham
>- Fresh Fruit

4^ Fruit Breads
4^ Croissants

4- Bagels

Mv^-^^$6.95

noise and melody chatted amicably, with melody usually

gaining the upperhand in the conversation. These guys

have talent to spare and certainly deserve to buy them-

selves some new equipment (that is, if they want it). The

Iron Horse was probably a little worried about the crowd

getting out of control, but everyone remained dutifully in

their seats and no one puked on the staff.

Though it was certainly nice to see the Iron Horse host

a band that is an obvious break from the hammer-dulcimer

scene one normally finds there (no offense, I go to a lot of

great shows there) I would prefer to see Sebadoh in a smelly

basement with kegs of Black I^bel being emptied down

throats and unnameable illegal activities in every corner.

Sebadoh deserves this and so do we, their loving fans. Buy

all of Sebadoh's recordings and hope that the next time

Sebadoh plays, the waiters aren't the only people moving

:<< Rt. 9 Hadley ^ 2 miles from I -Mass > ricS6-6:^93

next to Howard Johnson's Lodge
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By ALLISON HART SMITH
Collegian Correspondent

If you have avoided Phlsh

because you heard that they

are like the Grateful Dead, mu-
sically, they are not. If you

enJoy seeing Phish because

they are like the Dead, rest

assured, the friendly carnival

atmosphere at Phish shows
endures*

The Dead-like image has long

been a mixed blessing, ac-

cording to the members of

Phish. While they are grateful

for the support they receive

from Deadheads around the

country, they don't really un-

derstand what they've done

to deserve it. They Play in a

diverse array of styles with

influence ranging from Duke
Ellington to Frank ZaPPa to

Genesis to AC/DC. Throw in

some bluegrass. some funk,

some calypso, some barber-

shop, a capella. and some
Lewis Carroll-like lyrics, and

[you might approximate their

^^ sound. Then again, judging

!4^ from recent performances, it

^^^ seems that Phish is develop-

^a;^ ing a sound of their own. But I

^^^ don't think I can describe it.

Guitarist, lead vocalist, and

primary composer Trey
Anastaio refers to their style

as. "whatever it is that we do.'

What remains is that Phish

shows are a lot of fun. A good

feeling emanates from the

band and the crew. Their kind-

ness is evidenced by the fact

that even though
continued on This Weekend page 8
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Max Roach, friends at FAC tonight

Photo courtMy UMa«» Music <Wpt.

Yusef Lateef will be joining Max
Roach& Friends tonight at the Fine

Arts Center.

By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian SUff

Tonight at the Fine Arts Center. Max
Roach and Friends, an annual concert to

benefit the Fletcher Henderson Memorial

Scholarship Fund will take place, starting

at 8 p.m. Opening will be the two student

ensembles from the University, the Chapel

Jazz Ensemhle directed by Professor

David Sporny, and the Jazz Lab En-

semble under the direction of Professor

Jeff Holmes.
The headline act boasts a fantastic group

of Max Roach on percussion, Reggie
Workman on bass, YusefLateefon reeds,

Billy Taylor on piano, Fred Tillis on

saxophones, and the trumpet of Jeff

Holmes. Aside from Holmes and Tillis. the

remainder of the group has not worked

together in over a decade.

When I asked Mr. Workman ifthis meant

that the musicians were going to "wing it," he

answered: "Not at all. That's a stigma that

people have about so called "jazz' music. The

musicians don't ever just 'wang it.' We speak

a common language, and when we play to-

gether, we use that common language. If

George Bush. Jimmy Carter, Jesse Jackson,

and George Wallace get together, they may
not have gotten together in a while, but you

PARAMOUNT
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know what they're going tx) talk about.

From his New Jersey home, where he

lives with his wife Maya Milenovic, a chore-

ographer with whom he has collaborated

with before, Mr. Workman divides his time

between teaching at the New School Music

department, and furthering his other mu-

sical endeavors. For Mr. Workman, the com-

bination ofthe bandstand and the school has

proved to be both a blessingand a hinderance.

"Teaching is a way to keep close to the

music, and its people," he said. "It helps me

to keep in touch with new players and stu-

dents, as well as balancing the economics of

the situation. While it provides an accessi-

bility to the music that was missing in the

sixties, it creates a lack ofcompetition among

players. The clubs are part of the cultural

continuum ofthe music, and are not always

a negative factor. Too much of an emphasis

on formal training and you lose part of the

aestheticism of the scene."

Workman was part of the thriving scene

of the sixties, logging time with Art Blakey.

Eric Dolphy. Archie Shepp, John Coltrane,

Yusef Lateef, and others. While many "crit-

ics" and followers of the music feel that the

energy and output ofthat time may never be

duplicated, Mr. Workman disagrees.

"It could easily be duplicated, if the me-

dia put the energy behind it that they did

thirty years ago, and embraced the values!

that were embraced back then," he said. I

Today's resurgence ofthe music has beenl
linked to a barkening back of those values!

and ideas that were put forth during the!

sixties. The brothers Marsalis and others

have taken the influences of that time and
rethought them.

•^ou can only go forward as far as you
can look back," Mr. Workman explained.

"The music is always exjjeriencing a revi-

talization, but on what scale is the question.

Musicians continue to grow even though
their name isn't continually mentioned by

the media."

As for the media that seems to change

directions so often, Mr. Workman said:

"Today, the music is controlled by industry

more than ever. The entrepreneur has be-

come so sophisticated, that they can make
or break a star literally overnight. The lis-

teners have lost their sophistication due to

the social manipulation of different modes

of technology, which have created a new
value system. The pie is divided into many
small pieces. So many things are being

thrown at the audience, that the audiences

become smaller. And while traditional has

always been in vogue, moving forward hasn't."

Mr. Workman currently has two new
CONTINUED ON COLLEGIAN PAGE 14
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Percussionist Max Roach will lead a stellar group tonight at the FAC.
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WEEKEND HAPPENINGS
THURSDAY

Phlsh will perform their folk-rock psychedelia at the

Greenfield Armory Castle with dinner at 7:00 p.m. and

dancing 'til late. Tickets are $ 1 2.50 in advance. For tickets

and information call Radical Solutions 253-7003.

Baba Yaga, the rock/skaA)iues/funk phenomenon will

present a tape release party at the Hatch beginning at 9

p.m. There is no charge for this event.

Big Dipperand Apollo Landing will be performingtheir

heavenly ramble-jangle sounds at the Iron Horse at 8 p.m.

Admission is $5.

Chanukah, the Why's and the How-to's of Chanukah

Celebration is a Lunch & Learn event to be held at Chabad

House at Amherst, 30 N. Hadley Road at noon. For

information call 549-4094.

Environmental Studies Career Fair will have repre-

sentatives from businessess, organizations and grad schools

speaking on a variety of opportunities. This event takes

place at Mount Holyoke College Morrison Room, Willits-

Hallowell Center from noon until 5 p.m.

Bill of Rights 200th Anniversary Celebration will

present speakers from various prominent cultural, politi-

cal and social organizations in the Pioneer Valley. This

event will feature local bands and is sponsored by an

impressive amount of UMass student organizations, local

businesses and community organizations. This event will

take place al UMass Student Union Ballroom from 1 0:30

a m. until 1 1 :30 a.m. This event is free.

What's the Matter With Marriage? Some Early Christian

ViewsisalecturebyElizabethClarkofthereligiondepartment

at Duke University. This event takes place at Amherst

College Chapin Lounge at 4 p.m. This event is free.

Ein Schreckliches Madchen (The Nasty Girl) is a cur-

rent German film directed by Michael Verhoeven.

Screenings will be held at Amherst College Merrill II at 4

p.m. and 7:30 p.m

Max Roach and Friends will perform a jazz concert

with Kenny Baron on piano, Reggie Workman on bass

and Yusef Lateef on reeds. This will benefit the Fletcher

Henderson Memorial Scholarship Fund, which enables

deserving students from the University's Afro-American

Music and jazz Program to continue their studies. This

event takes place at UMass FAC Concert Hall at 8 p.m.

University Dancers will perform a dance concert at

UMass Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m. For information call

545-2227.

Not All Parents Are Straight is a film that examines the

dynamics of the parent-child relationship within several

households where children are being raised by gay and

lesbian parents. The screening takes place at UMass

Campus Center room 803 at 7 p.m. This event, sponsored

by the UMass Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual

Concerns, is free.

TEA is a theater production written by Velina Hasu

Houston and directed by Roberta Uno. This is a haunting

drama about women caught between two countries and

cultures which takes place at Mount Holyoke College Lab

Theatre at 8 p.m. Admission is $4 for students and $2 for

elders. Repeat performances are on Friday, Saturday and

Sunday.

Date Rape Workshop welcomes those who are con-

cerned with preventing date rape and those who have

been involved in a date rape. This event takes place at jQA

twelfth floor from 7:00 p.m. until 9:00 p.m. This event is

sponsored by the Everywoman's Center and Psychology

of Good & Evil. All men are welcome.

Saturn 5 Laser Light Show will present high-tech lazer

light to classic rock and modern music at Smith College

Scott Gymnasium at 1 p.m. This event is free.

M. Butterfly is a New World Theater/FAC Performing

Arts Series play that presents a clandestine love between a

former French diplomat and a Chinese opera star. This

production takes place at UMass FAC Concert Hall at 8 p.m.

(Note: subject matter inappropriate for ages 1 6 and under)

Sunshine Too-National Technical Institute for the

Deaf Performance is a theatre on tour featuring sign-

mime, poetry, songs, storytelling, short plays and ex-

amples of deaf experiences in a hearing world. Presented

by Mount HolyoU College H.A.N. D.S. Club. This event

takes place al Mount Holyoke College Mary Wooley Hall,

Chapin Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.

Clean Sheets: (Part II ofGrowingUp Queer in America)

is a one-woman, multi-character play about addiction

and recovery, love gained and lost; and a new life

unfolding. This hilarious and heartbreaking production

will be held at UMass Hampden Theatre al 8 p.m. Tickets

are $6; $4 for students with UMass I.D. For information

call the program for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns

545-4824.
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21st Annual Madrigal Dinners

21st Annual Madrigal Dinners will offer feasting,

pageantry and song al UMass Campus Center Audito-

nunt (times tba) For information call 545-0418. Tickets

are $21 ,
$'1 7 for students with a college I.D. The dinners

continue daily until Sunday.
i7»uf,,i

Who was Shakespeare? It DOES Matter is the 1 7lh Ear

of Oxford aka Shakespere lecture by Edward Vere (Earl o

Burford, President of the Shakespere Oxford of Great

Britain Society) This lecture will lake place al Smith

College Smith Alumnae House Conference Room from

4:00 p.m. until 5:30 p.m. This event is free.

The Mighty Mighty Bosstones will be performing a

Pearl Street Night Club beginning at 8.30 p.m. This event

is 1 8-and-over. For information call 584-77/1

.

Hey Queer is an experiential evening addressing the

range of homophobic harassment, its impact on our lives

and how we can respond. This workshop is lead by Kevin

Berrill, Director of the Anti-Violence P^^oject ^^"^^the

Camous Project of the National Gay and Lesbian Task

Fo^XwTshlngtonD.C.ThiseventlakesplaceatU^^^^^^

Campus Center room 903 and begins at 7.30 p.m. For

rnformalion call Program for CLB Concerns 545-4824.

PerformingArtsDivisionStudentRecitalwilltakeplace

at UMass Bezanson Recital Hall at 7 p.m. Donations are

accepted.

Sexual Harassment: Speaking Out is a lecture by Dr.

Frances Conley, Neurosurgeon al Stanford University

Conley will speak about her experiences with sexual

harassment by colleagues al Mount Holyoke College

Gamble Auditorium al 8 p.m.

Chanukah Menorah candlelighting 5th Night w, I take

place at Hillel House Front Lawn on 388N. Pleasant St. at

5 p.m. For information call 549-1710.

LesbianBisexualGay Alliance Dancewillbetakingplace

in the UMass Campus Center on the tenth floor. It will run

from 9:00 p.m. to 1 a.m. and will have a donation of $3.

4 Bands 4 Bucks includes Cordelia's Dad,

Rippopotamus, the Sauce and Sell the Buick. This event

takes place at UMass Campus Center Bluewall beginning

at 9 p.m. The doors open at 8:30 p.m. Tickets will only be

sold at the door the night of the show.

Geoff Keezer Trio plus Tillis/Holmes Duo is a double

header showcasing two generations of straight ahead jazz

men. The performances will be held at the Iron Horse Music

Hall beginning at 7 p.m. For information call 584-0610.

Southside lohnny & the Asbury Jukes will be per-

forming their horn driven, steeped in rhythm and blues

with a little grease mixed in at Pearl Street Night Club

beginning at 7 p.m. Tickets are $11 in advance.

Chanukah MenorahCandlelightingethNightwilltake

place at Hillel House Front Lawn on 388 N. Pleasant St.

beginning at 7:00 p.m.

Shabbat Service and Shabbat Dinner will take place at

Hillel House on 388 N. Pleasant Street. The dinner begins

at 6 p.m. The service begins at 7 p.m. Call to confirm the

dinner 549-01 21.
. . •„

Performing Arts Division Brown Bag Recital will present

university and community music talent at UMass Old

Chapel Seminar Room at noon. This event is free. Do-

nations are appreciated.

Lighting of the Merry Maple is a popular lown-and-

Pown tradition featuring a Christmas concert with the

Minuteman Marching Band. This takes place at Amherst

Town Common al 5 p.m. This event is free.For informa-

tion call 545-2227.

Religion and Government-The Delicate Balance is a

discussion focusing on the fine line between freedom o

religion and endorsed secularism.TherewillbeaShabbat

service and dinner. This event takes place at Chabad

House at Amherst, 30 N. Hadley Road at 6 p.m. For

information call 549-4094.

Breakfat At Tiffany's is a film with Audrey Hepburn

which is about an eccentric woman searching for a

wealthy man to marry. Screenings take place at Smith

College Wright Hall Auditorium at 7:00 p.m. and 9:00

p.m. Repeat screenings are on Saturday. Tickets are $2 for

students; $1 for elders.

Chariots of Fire is a film about two British runners in

the 1 924 Olympics who were of disparate backgrounds

but united in their desire to win. Screenings take place at

Amherst Col lege Campus Center Theater at 7:30 p.m. and

1 0:00 p.m.Tickets are $1.50. Repeat performances are on

Saturday and Sunday. ... .... ii

EWC Graduate Program'sWorkshop is an event that wi 1

1

feature stories about women from Northern Europe, The

American Frontier and Others. This event will take place at

UMass Campus Center room 805 from 7 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

SATURDAY
The Holmes Brothers plus loan Osborne Band will

perform blues heaven at the Iron Horse Music Hall at 7

p.m. For information call 584-0610.

CrioHo Clasico Concert

Criollo Clasito concert features Jose Gonzalez and

Claudio Ragazzi playing Puerto Rican cuatro and classi-

cal guitar. Holiday Dance with jose Gonzalez and His

Banda Criolla playing folklore/Latin American New Song

and Puerto Rican Holiday Music and a grand finale,

Parranda-Puerto Rican holiday caroling. The benefit con-

cert (for Casa Latina) takes place at Pearl Street Night Club

at 830 p.m. For information call 584-7771

.

National Organization of Women (NOW) Walk-A-

Thon will mark the second year since the deaths of the 1

4

women of the Montreal massacre, prepare to go to

Washington in the Spring, raise conciousness and money

and clebrate achievements of the Women's movement.

The walk will begin and finish at the Unitarian Society

Church, 220 Main Street, Northampton. For information

call Program for GLB Concerns 545-4824.

Chanukah Menorah Candellighting7thNightwilltake

place at Hillel House Front Lawn, 388 N. Pleasant St. at

"

HiilelHnuseSemi.FormalwilltakeplacealHillel House,

388 N.Pleasant St. at 9:00 p.m. Tickets are $1 8 for a single

and $25 for a couple. For information call 549-1710.

SUNDAY
African-American Kwanza Celebrtation wi 1

1
lake place

at the Malcom X Cultural Center at 4p.m. Proper dress is

a must.
. , ,

I

Willie Nile a journeyman songwriter in the same school

as Marshall Crenshaw, T-Bone Bemett and Eliot Murphy

will perform at the Iron Horse Music Hall at 7:00 p.m. For

information call 584-0610. „..,.... •„, u^
Chanukah Menorah Candlelighting 8th Night wi 1

1
lake

place at Hillel House Front Lawn, 388 N. Pleasant St. at

7:00 p.m. „ ... , . ....

An Evening with June Jordan, Poet, Political Activist

will feature African-American poet, author of On CalL

Political Essays and Naming Our Destiny: New and

Selected Poems. This lecture takes place al Mount Holyoke

College Gamble Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.

International Commision of Inquiry Report on the

Persian Gulf War is a discussion of the war's financial

impact on the home front which serves as a backdrop for

the screening of videotape of (former Attorney General)

Ramsey Clark's address concerning war crirries in the

Persian Gulf. This is one of over 1 00 hearings being held

worldwide. ThiswillbeheldalHampshireCollegeFrankIm

Patterson Building, West Lecture Hall from 7:00 p.m. to

1 1 00 p m. For information call 538-8537.

Progressive/Industrial Dancing will feature Epic Re-

cording Artists, the SHAMEN. There will be giveaways.

This is an 1 8-and-over event to be held al Pearl Street. For

information call 584-7771.
.

The Clash: Rude Boy is the long awaited film showing

originally released in 1980. This features classic tracks

and previously un-released performances during the so-

cial hurricane of politics and great rock and roll in Britain.

The screening lakes place at UMass Student Union Ball-

room at 8:00 p.m.
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Holiday shopping is not always a chore
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

What in the world am I going to get

everyone for the holidays? My father has

ever>lhing, my mother only wants stuff I

can't afford, and I refuse to buy my boyfriend

power tools.

Grandma is always happy with what-

ever I get her, but she's the special one, the

one I really want to make the effort to make
her happy.

Still, what to buy what to buy and even

worse, with finals and all these papers to

write, when and where to buy?
Tis the season to be. . . frustrated and in

this economy, probably broke.

But never fear, the holiday spirit is run-

ning rampant in Amherst this Saturday,

and all the shoppers have to do is pick up a

greeting card. The card is available at area

stores and with it is the passport to a 20

percent discount at 31 Amherst merchants.

Thank Jack Frost for the little world of

Amherst— which has great shopping within

ten walking minutes of the University and

all the bus stops are just a hop. skip and

jump awav from the sleepy college town

with tons of little shops with a little some-

thing for everyone.

Holiday shopping for the college crowd

usually consists ofsmall little tokens oflove

and appreciation, the size of the gift reflect-

ing the size of the bank account or income.

So, what to get, what to get? The stores in

town have everything, so why borrow your

roommate's car to go out of town or wait for

finals to be over when everything is picked

over and you end up buying your aunt and

uncles matching Chia pets?

Let's see — there's over 10 stores with

clothes— everything from cashmere scarves

to sweatshirts and undies.

There's stationers, florists, home im-

provement and furniture shops, gift shops,

sports shops, toy stores, book stores and
even the greatest gift of all — food.

The greeting card event is only on Satur-

day, December 7, so in between all of the

studying, typing, research and procrasti-

nating, take a walk into town and ifnothing

else, buy .voj/r.st'//a present for the holidays.

Authentic wool blend pitMtj'le cap in Massachussetts maroon
with white embroidered letter.

Champion re\erse-weave gray sweatshirt —

^ottS0of9)atst|

Main St, Amherst 255-3361

BOLTWOOD
MARKET

Seasons Greetings!

Downtown Amherst's ONLY Market

Carrying Meats, Fish,

Produce, Groceries

Stop in for you choice of any super

sandwich for lunch

lib. 80% lean ground beef free

with any $ 10 purchase

BOLTWOOD MARKET • I 7 Kellog Ave
(behind Bart's)

253-9081 • open daily 9-7 • Sun 9-12

csft

U*** .NIC*'-'

Bring your

HOLIDAY
GREETING CARD
\ to AMHERST on
Saturday, December 7

-^ and save

% off
any single item at each of the

participating merchants:

Clip This Before Another

Student Sees It.

It's nothing personal against your classmates. It's just that

Ronkin gives students the skills, practice and support they

need to gain an edge in the competition for grad school

admission. Sure, you want your classmates to get in. ..But

don't you want the Ronkin advantage for yourself? Ronkin,

the nation's largest full-range educational service company,

has 4-week Intersession test prep courses forming now for

LSAT,GMATorGRE
for only $595.00.

In Amherst: 549-4010

.THE

mONKIN
EDUCATIflNiL 6 R • P

Baba Yaga
Photo courtesy Baba Yaga

A.J. Hastings

Atticus/Albion Bookshops

Amherst Drop Zone**

Amherst Farmers Supply

Annie's Garden Store

Bicycle World Too

Boyden and Perron

Carpenter's Bros. Furniture

Call Opticians

Compliments

Crossroads Comics and

Games
Design Supply Studio

Elder Lumber**

Fenton's Athletic Supply

Hob Nobs

House of Walsh

J 'Rich**

Jeffery Amherst Bookshop

judie's

Le Boudoir

Lots for Littles

Mathews Shoes

Mercantile**

Modrian

My Favorite Quilt Shop

Peloton Sports**

Shumway Wallpaper

Summerlin Floors

Valley Bicycles Ltd.

Zanna

The

Spoke

Amherst

Mass.

You can pick up yovu card at any of the
participating merchants in Amherst

See individual stores foi conditions and restrictions

'Amherst Store onlv

Beer of the Month

Rolling
Rcick
Bottles

$1.X5
Drink of tb« Wetk

Jim Beam & Coke

$1.75
Come cheek out our ^vireefclsr

A DRINKERY
MEET, RELAX,

& ENJOY

CAft
DICAKLO

V
5-College Student

Dinner Special

Choice of:

• Eggplant & Chicken Parmesan

• Pasta Primavera

• Mussels Fra Diavolo

• Lasagna al Forno

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires December 22, 1991

Open Daily at 11 :30 a.m.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300

Baba Yaga just wants fun
By BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

About a year ago I was riding the PVTA bus from UMass
to Northampton and overheard some fellow commuters in

front of me chatting about this great new band they had
seen called Baba Yaga. What stuck in my mind was the

name of band, and I remember thinking that Baba Yaga
sounded not only unusual but sort ofcool as well. You know
something? I was sort of right. Baba Yaga are definitely a

cool band, and their music is. . .well . . .kind ofunusual. But

don't get me wrong. When I say unusual I mean it in the

most flattering way. Because if this music don't get your

toes tapping and your feet out on the dance floor then you

ain't got no soul.

Jabberwocky

Baba Yaga was formed in October of 1989 "out of the

common frustration and boredom found in Sylvan" says

Pete McCauley, the group's singer/songwriter/guitarist,

and they began with the intention ofmaking original music

right from the start. "Our band philosophy is to achieve the

utmost fun available at any given time that we are playing."

I suppose you get the idea here. So where did they come up

with this name? As Pete further relates, "The name Baba

Yaga was taken from a character in Russian folklore and

she's a witch comparable to our own Brunhilda. The witch

eats bad children who get lost in the forest, capturing them
in her mud hut."

The band has just recently finished a recording project,

titled 58 Moses, that was done at Slaughterhouse Studios

here in Amherst. It displays the infectious ska beat reminis-

cent of bands such as the English Beat and the Specials as

well an affection for the groovy extended jam characterized

by groups such as Phish and BluesTraveler . The demo tape,

soon to be sold in cassette form, features the trippy guitar

work and dynamic vocals ofPeter McCauley, complemented
throughout by the swinging sax sounds of Andy Bergman.

The rhythm section consists of Paul Marganian on bass and

Tom Adams on drums. Choice cuts are the iresistable

"Siberian Stomp" (with a nifty Led Zep riff tucked in the

middle) and the reggae/funk workout called "l^etterbomb".

You can tell these boys work hard at their music, because

the arrangements and progressions on this tape are very

tight.

Baba Yaga will be appearing for FREE at the Hatch in

the Student Union tonight at 9:00 p.m. Says Pete, "We're

doing it for fun and we're trying to make it fun for the folks".

Put aside your studies and skip the downtown bars for one

Thursday night. Support local music. Check out Baba Yaga

at your campus bar this evening.

Don't spaz, go see Prongl
By ROLAND COGGIN
Collegian Staff

Studying for finals can instill violent emotions in the

most peace-loving person. Yelling at your roommate or

breaking furniture may make you feel better, but seeing

Prong on Sunday could be just as effective and a lot more

fun. They'll shake Katina's with their churning New York

City thrash after shooting pool with a few lucky contest

winners.

In these days when even a metalhead will admit that so

much thrash sounds the same. Prong is making a name for

itselfwhile staying fairly underground. They are a product

ofthe NYC hardcore/thrash scene, but they make an effort

to seperate themselves from thecrowd with a unique sound.

After working in C.B.G.B's in '86, guitarist and lead singer

Tommy Victor had seen enough bands to know "what not to

be."

His brainchild has received the praise of people like Iggy

Pop and Living Colour, and the raw production of Prong's

albums keeps the music fresh and heavy. They put a lot of

faith in their latest release, "Prove You Wrong," and they're

determined to prove themselves live.

Katina's is a very personal place to see a band; you'll feel

the bass drums in your chest, and Prong's riff-happy jams

will send you storming to the pit-so put down those books

Sunday and let loose like a college kid from Hell!

Prong will be at Katina's on Sunday. The show is all ages

and starts at 7 p.m. and hey, maybe you'll get to play pool

with 'em!

"•• "UVV«W«N)gQ|M|MVgi

HOLIDAY SHOPPING IN AivniERsrr

Sandwiches, Subs, Irishes. Bagels &
Ivox. Soups & Salads, Gourmet Coffees.

Outrageous Brownies. Ben & Jerry's,

and Much More!

Delivery and Catering available

549-6314
Located uptown in the Carriage Shops

w

Gift Baskets.

A-'^'S

FOLLOW YOUR TEAM
TO THESE

MINUTEMAN
AWAY GAMES

December 12. 1991 at Holy Cross $14.95

January 28. l':32 at Temple $39.95

February 18, 1992 at Rutgers $34.95

PACKAGE INCtUDES ROUND TRIP TRANSPORTATION

PLUS ADMISSION TICKET

PACKAGES ARE AVAILABLE THROUGH THE

UMASS
ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
TICKET OFFICE

OR BY CALLING

(800) 237-8747 Ext 270

mm
Ornaments

Botanicus

^asweU Massey

Oecorarive Stained

^ Glass Boxes

(gnglish Provender

^airwinds Coffee

Ijilbertie s Potpo

l^ouse Mouse

.^Si^rjSque Photo

VI
^^ Frames

ermont Honey

141nnderfiil
OeocrativeW Vvln^^

Hangers

X ceptional Ornaments

<Ves..Wehave
1 Cocoa Amore

^esty Gourmet Foods

C§^ltmiil
71 N. Pleasant St. ( Above Cafe DiCario

)

Amherst (413)256-1551

m
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Holmes, Tillis, Keezer at Horse
By JAMES MOLESWORTH
Collegian Staff

On Friday, December 6, there will not be

one, but two solid "jazz" groups in concert.

Both the Jeff Holmes & Frederick Tillis

Duo and the GeoffKeezer Quartet will be

strutting their stuff in Northampton,

starting at 7 p.m.

Jazz Scene

Both Jeff Holmes and Frederick Tillis.

professors here at the University, have well

documented careers. They are widely re-

spected music educators, and are the driv-

ing forces behind the UMass music

department's Jazz Studies program, which

has gained national prominence. While Mr.

Holmes is perhaps better known for his

trumpet, he will be tinkling the ivories be-

hind the reeds ofMr. Tillis (and he may pick

up his horn as well). Both Mr. Holmes and

Mr. Tillis could easily have pursued full-

time musical careers, yet they have made a

strong commitment to teaching the music.

In no way has this commitment hindered

their sound, for both possess a maturity and

gracefulness in their sound that many mu-

sicians spend a lifetime striving for. One

should definitely make their way to see this

duo, for their performances tend to be few

and far between. If you can't catch them

Friday night, stop by the Fine Arts Center

tonight, and see Mr. Holmes and Mr. Tillis

rounding out an all-star group featuring

Max Roach, Reggie Workman, YusefLateef,

and Billy Taylor.

Geoff Keezer, at age 20, has already seen

stints with Art Blakey and Wynton Marsalis,

and his debut release //t'rca«rfNou' (on Blue

Note) displays a distinct style that should

lead to a promising career. Joining Mr.

Keezer will be Steve Nelson, Larry Grena-

dier, and Leon Parker.

Steve Nelson is the most in demand vi-

braphone player in New York today. He has

recorded countless albums with a who's who

of the "jazz" scene, and is also featured on

Mr. Keezer's album. In playing an instru-

ment which has been dominated by Milt

Jackson and Bobby Hutcherson, Mr. Nelson

has staked out a territory that is solely his

own. His sound is light and melodic, as most

vibests are. but he can also create a surging

rhythmic pulse that helps to drive any en-

semble he is a part of.

Twenty-five year old Larry Grenadier is

a San Francisco native, and his bass violin

has been employed by Joe Henderson, Stan

Getz, Art Farmer and others, and is perhaps

best known as a regular in Gary Burton's

group over the last few years. Completing

the rhythm section is another youngster,

Leon Parker, who has occupied the drum-

ming chair for Kenny Barron. Alan

Broadbent and Sheila Jordan. Mr. Parker

has also been finding himselfin high demand

in the New York area.

The evening looks to have an interesting

contrast between the two groups— the ma-

turity and polished style ofthe Holmes/Tillis

duo along side the GeoffKeezer Quartet, still

looking for their particular niche.

The Homes /Tillis duo and the Geoff

Keezer Quartet will be in performance

tommorrow, Friday, Dec. 6 at the IronHorse

in Northampton. The show starts at 7 p.m.,

call 584 0610 for tickets and information.

e musical caiecis. j^ct vn^j nai^ ...c^^- ^ - _ j ^ »
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Women's Shoes. Clothing & Accessories

Zanna • 187 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

4l3.253.25o3

feMmhm

Great Gifts
Secret Santas

Jewelry Natural Fiber Scarves

Blouses Skirts Dresses

(8
Bracelets

\^^ Mugs
Chains

Socks
,
Leather
Sole

Chinese'
Shoes

Sweaters
Gloves

Merry!
X'mis

Hawaii

Trade Bead
Necklaces

lAdonesiai
Posters Prints

Candles

Candy

Crj

LI . man rrini , -. .

Ny Bedspreads Lampshades

^'ZQ^ Tins
Baskets

India Print
Paper

20 to 5
off selec
Clothi

o%
ted

Visa / HC g^f>«ii>p Dec. 5-239PM
Veekniqhts A».fc>r«f D»c 12-23

ERCPNTILi „5^v\'o?£Daily 10-6
Northampton- 18 Center St.

|\ Amherst-Carriage Shops £

^^^«A£AAttMMtM«MM<^

HOLIDAY SHOPPING

. .
itii}}i.tfrmm!i!^H9

IN AMHERST

ATTICUS/ALBION
BOOKSHOPS
OPEN 9am-11pm
7 DAYS A WEEK!

Textbooks, Academic, Bestsellers,

Children's, Special Orders

WE BUY USED TEXTBOOKS!

Comfortable Couches

8 Main St Amherst v^

^ -'1 French Roast Coffee

256-1547

ATTiCUS
Aw'orlcl (if ivaclin^. Since 109 B.C.

Showtimes
Mon - Thurs

on" show @7:30pm
hri - Sun

7:00pm & 9:00pm
Admission $4.00

Student w/ID $3.00

7fs Bathrobe Day!!

Saturday, December 7th
ALL ROBES & PJ'S*

lO % OFF
Come see your favorite employees

in their bathrobes!
(Wear your bathrobe and receive an additional 10% oft")

J,^
*iiight<^OlVilS

lis Xl'Cll

14 Center Street

Nortliamplon 584-5783

J-RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

iit Ainlu'Vi^t, too!

191 N. Pleasnnt St., Amherst 253-2013

22 Masonic St., Northampton 586-6336
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The Bosstones will be skankin' at Pearl Street
By ERIC POULIN
Collegian Staff

When I'm a little bit ugly, it's my kind of
feeling

—

I'm drunk and I'm blind.

When I'm a little bit ugly, it's my kind of
feeling

—

I'm out of my mind." — The Mighty
Mighty Bosstones.

Put your Chucks on your feet and your
plaid jackets on your backs— The Mighty
Mighty Bosstones are finally here again.
Making their first Pearl Street appearance
since opening for the Toasters a year ago,
their one-of-a-kind sound is something that
really shouldn't be missed, and is a show
that this writer recommends wholeheart-
edly.

"Satan's Ska" is the most commonly used
description of the racket that these nine
rude boys from Boston make. Their com-
pletely unique fusion of metal and ska,

coupled with their high-energy stage show

has provided the Bosstones with a rather
sizeable following of skankers and thrash-
ers alike, as they have great appeal to both
groups.

When Converse conducted an exhaustive
national search for the model band, it came
to a screeching halt in dear old Boston,
Mass. The Bosstones captured the attention
ofthe shoe company so effectively, that they
were featured in a very high-profile print/

television ad campaign, and were seen on
numerous occasions on national television.

The Bosstones are far from a "model"
band, however, and, as my friend Tiffany
from California can attest to, many people
think that they're a joke when they first see
the commercial, or when they see photos of

the band.

"I guess there's a certain amount of a
novelty element in the way we look and the
atmosphere of the show is very loose and
shooting the [expletive! with the crowd and
that kind of thing," says bass fiddleman Joe
Gittleman. "But I hate to think that people
don't take us seriously. I mean our [exple-

tive! gets played on the radio and that. Ya
know, the college circuit."

More Noiseand OtherDisturbances is the
name of their forthcoming album (Taang!
Records), and has a Jan. 10 release date. To
hold you rude boys and girls over until then,

the first single, "Where'd You Go?" has al-

ready t)een released. The flip side features

"Sweet Emotion," a cover of the old FM-
radio standby, originally recorded by the
Bad Boys of Boston, Aerosmith. The Plaid

Boys of Boston give us a whole new twist on
the old dinosaur, in classic Bosstone fash-

ion. The CD of More Noise also features"

covers ofMetallica's "Enter Sandmair," and
Van Haien's "Ain'tTalkin' 'Bout Love," and,
at the very le&'st, promises to be interesting.

The new album is a foll6w-up to their

debut, Devil's Night Qut, which gave the
world classics like "Drunks and Children,"

"The Cave," "Bartender's Song," and, my
favorite. "Little Bit Ugly." "The Cave" was
featured on Mash It Up, a compilation ofthe
top Boston ska bands. Bim Skala Bim,
Plate *0 Shrimp, and The Shy Five were

also among the local club favorites on the

album, a true gem, ifyou can track it down.
So, it doesn't matter ifyou're a niosher or

a skanker, The Mighty Mighty Bosstones
will definitely do thejob foryou tonight. Hop
on the bus and check them out.

The Mighty Mighty Bosstones will play
for an 18+ crowd tonight at Pearl Stivet

Nightclub in Northampton. Doors open at

8:30.
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Shop Scott's for Your |

Special Holiday Savings!
ABSOLUT
VODKA

1999
1.75 L

BUDWEISER
24-12 oz. cant

99
-l-Dcp12 %,

COORS LIGHT P^
cans

99 u.

12 pk. cans

Dep

A PERFECT GIFT IDEA
SCOTT'S GIFT CERTIFICATES - available in any denomination!! Z

CAPTAIN MORGAN ^cpjCED RUM Z
799 g
M 750 ML J^

MOLSON
GOLDEN & LIGHT

12 pk. bottles

$'799
m +Dep

CHARLES SHAW
BEAUJOLAIS NOUVEAU '9V

$499
750 ML

SUTTER HOME
WHITE ZI.NFANDEL

'99
750 ML2 for

g^is
Tele-check for

your personal check.

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FA VORITE LIQUOR STORE!

6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amtierst

^3 SPJCED RUM Z
ITI $799 g

4
We now have all

Mass Lottery games!

'/.

zfj your personal cnecK. ai P4ewmaTKGl KyGnitir, Mllincr:>l ^ -^ ^

Live ONE LOVE I

BAND

r

AN ISI ANO
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PRONG
CORROSION OF
CONFORMITY

and

BULLET LAVOLTA

.1

I VI Mv wi Ds out lovr
fill l.-'l.i THE tlUSHIMC mHS
!;ilN 1." I . BANC TAMGOi'Ui^
AaplMll •«llrl. Kill Cllir Kill, •
Live Wire

I Ml I.' .<i< MAX CREEK

I III I.' '. SPECIAL
SHOWCASE

;TnUM!M.]U'fli!g»il

RESUME SPECIAL
Resume typesetting. 25 copies or\ resume

paper, 25 matching blank sheets. 25
matching envelopes. . .a// within 48 hours

^^Q O^ w/coupon

^^Ob%/W (exp. 12/31/91)

i_
228 Triangle St., Amherst • 549-3840 J

--••' UQUORS "'"

18 Main St. Downtown Amherst 253-5441

MOVING OFF CAMPUS?
I,

.4.

Bnuulynine offers Country

Living with convenience

• ON UMASS Bus ROUTE • NEARBY SHOPPING •

Situated on t8 well-landscaped acres with pond.

• One and Two Bedroom apartments including gas

utilities (HEAT, HOT WATER, AND STOVE).

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

• STOP IN and we'll SHOW YOU WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER.

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 brandywine drive. amherst
Rental Office open daily 10-4

549-0600

Busch Suitcases $9.99

Koch's Golden Anniversary $7.99 case

3.

fsjj
m

Beck's Cans "Super Buyr*

H25 6^k;$7^ 12/pk

G^r,

^.^r;-^^
^1ffew.̂ y/

,ajo,ss»

S?xCfi
A^^
.90

U^e^

^•Z.^i

Genuine Draft & Draft Light

$6.99 12/pk bots.

Labatt's Beer & Ale
$7.49 12/pk bots.

Foster's Lager
$8.99 12/pk bots.

t^c<i
Visa/Mastercard accepted on keg deposits

Many t^ore In-Store Specials

All Beers plus Deposit (especially or^ines^^D^i^er^\ailable
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TNiATtIS
THE Village commons • south hadley

i/^iafps^r^il^

533-2663

weekdays @3:00.6:40.8:50

FriJi Sat @ 2:30,4:35,6:40,8:50

Sun @6:50,8:50V
^^3'- W^^

Fri 13)2:45,4:45,6:50,9:00

Sat & Sun #12:45^:45,4:45.6:50.9:00

NA
TRUTH OK DARh

Midnight Friday

^jjnonljjgJ^OOM^
>r.--"

WHO'S

OPEN

LATE?
Sun-Thurs. 'till 3am

Fri. & Sat. Open 24 hours

raliiigpliiu'.

Route 9, Hadley

256-6889

next to Stop & Shop

^^ B r ^ A ti n f^»^RtCORDS
RECORDS • CASSETTES • COMPACT DISCS

IMPORTED, INDEPENDENT

& DOMESTIC
MON - WED 9:30 6 SUN 12 -5

"mURS-SAT9:30-9
213 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON

586-5726

COLLECTABLES • USED
MANUFACTURER'S OVER-STOCKS
MONDAY - SATURDAY 10 - 5:30

THURSDAYS 10-9 SUNDAY 12-5

21 STATE ST NORTHAMPTON
586-1707

Phhh
CONTINUED FROM THIS WEEKEND PAGE 1

they can sell out venues from coast to coast,

they allow their fans to tape shows and

soniotiinos provide soundboard tapes for

folks to ci>py. They have even gone so far as

to write this provision for taping into their

new contract with Klektra.

With a menu ofover 100 original songs to

chose form. Cafe Phish serves up complex

arrangements as well as extended group

oriented improvisational jams. Their lyrics

are widely regarded as nonsensical, but if

you listen, you might find a bit of tight

rhythmic rhyming imagery that means
something special to you. Carefully crafted

and spur-of-the-moment onstage antics may
include a vacuum cleaner solo by drummer
Jon Fishman who wears a housedress

patched with duct tape. In recent months,

Phish has added more choreographed rou-

tines performed by Anastasio and bassist

Mike Gordon, and maybe you'll see a pair of

exercise trampolines. Phish audiences who
have traditionally bounced along with the

band have recently added slam-dancing to

their own repetoire. But don't let these

shananigans distract you from their fabu-

lous chops — these guys are all skilled

musicians. Kwp an eye on underrated pi-

ano and Hammond organ player Page

McConnell. In addition to adding texture to

Phish's overall sound, he is an accomplished

and oflen overlooked jazz soloist. Top it all

offwith a sharp light show and have a great

time for about three hours (or more!)

Expect Phish's next album, A Picture of

Ncctcr, to be in stores by February. In the

meantime, you can pick up a tape of their

first self produced recording at the show.

Phish's second album Lnicn Boy is tempo-

rarily out of print.

Phish will be performing for an evening of
dinner and dancing at the Greenfield Ar-

mory Castle on Thursday. Dec. 5. "It will be

just like seeing Phish at Earthfoods," says

producer David Caputo of Radical Solu-

tions. Tickets are available at Radical So-

lutions in Amherst, The Northampton Box

Office, About Music in Greenfield,

Ticketmaster, and at 1-800-THE-TICK.

Phish will perform at the Greenfield Ar-

mory Castle tonight at 7 p.m. Tickets are

$12.50and the show is all ages. For info call

253 70(^3.

s\\w.y.\-. •.•...

\VS.w,
\NVN-. •.•.•,

BOSTON BARTENDERS ^g:^
SCHOOL OF AMERICA

Ifyou are over 18, he a bartender.

LOCAL/NATIONAL PLACEMENT
AY/EVENING 1 WEEK

• SPEND WINTER BREAK WITH US!

LIJVIITED OPLNINGS REIVIAIN FOR JANUARY CUSSES
CALL TODAY • 747-9888

IfiS? M^N^VLJiL ITFJO; • SPRINGFIELD MA 01103

.sN.\\>NN\'.'V.-.-.

AMi^N BREWERY
REWERY/RESTAURANT

tUNJCH 11:30 TO 5:00

gJJWNNtR TILL 1

1

OPiSN SEVEN DAYS
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LIVE MUSIC
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Tlie Spin Doctors will perfomi an acoustic mini-concert at the

UMASS Campus Center in Room 174 on Tuesday Dec. 10 at^

4:00pm. The performance wiH be broadcast Kve on
JA 91. 1 FM. The Spin Doctors will perfomi cuts

iK^ nheii' new Epic release^ PocketfuU ofKryptoiut^

Ieasons
^^^^ For More Info Cafl 545-2876
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Campus celebrates
Bill of Rights' 200th

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian SUff

Several groups at the University of

Massachusetts will mark the 200th an-

niversary of the nation's Bill of Rights

today in the Student Union Ballroom

with a day-long celebration consisting of

music, speakers and informational

tables.

The event will feature numerous
speakers, including Sanat Majumder, a

member of the National Board of Direc-

tors of Amnesty International, former

Springfield mayoral candidate Ben Swan,

Amherst NAACP President Reynald

Winslow and Amherst resident Terry

Franklin, a Democratic candidate in the

race to fill Stanley Rosenberg's seat for

state representative.

Junior history major Aaron Wilson,

vice president of the UMass/Amherst

Cannabis Reform Coalition, said his

group has been the driving force behind

organizing the celebration.

Wilson said the idea originated about

a month ago, noting that the Libertarian

Party, the American Civil Liberties

Union and Phillip Morris Tobacco Com-

pany have been the only groups he knows

of that are celebrating the Bill's anni-

versary.

"There's no oflicial government recog-

nition ofthe event," Wilson said. "There's

a lot ofapathy out there— ifthe govern-

ment tried to sponsor a celebration, the

hypocrisy of that would come out."

Wilson said his group, which is

working to gain legalization of mari-

juana, is aware of how the government's

"war on drugs" has eroded the civil lib-

erties of many of the country's citizens.

The event will feature a number of

bands, including The Sauce, Minibus,

Free Press, Loose Caboose and

Springfield-based Wonderland,
which Wilson described as a promising

"thrash, hard-core" band which will play

tomorrow at 6 p.m.

Wilson and CoaUtion Secretary Brian

Julin, a junior computer systems engi-

neering major, said the celebration will

be based on the concept of "edut-

ainment," based on the performing style

of rapper KRS One.

"People want to be entertained, so we

provide the music and other fun activi-

ties," Wilson said. "At the same time, we

educate them about issues."

Franklin said the celebration may
serve as an opportunity for people to

remember their rights granted by the

Bill of Rights.

"People don't pay enough attention to

their rights in this country," Franklin

said. "Two hundred years ago, we had

the Declaration of Independence, the

Bill of Rights and the Constitution —
attitudes then were geared more to indi-

vidual rights.

"People didn't believe in big govern-

ment then," Franklin said. "Now, we've

had 200 years to accumulate bureau-

cracy and people have stopped thinking

themselves as individuals — people

should learn what their rights are and

act on them instead of acquiescing to the

situation."

Wilson said the Coalition had origi-

nally invited 43 Registered Student Or-

ganizations to participate, but do to the

lateness of the semester and the short

lead time to organize for the event, only

a handful will be participating.

"A few groups are leery of getting

involved because the Cannabis Reform

Coalition is a new group on campus,"

Wilson said.

The event is being sponsored by the

Reform Coalition, the Student Affairs

Cultural Enrichment Fund, the Student

Government Association as well as nu-

merous local businesses and campus and

local organizations. The event will be in

the Student Union Ballroom from 10:30

a.m. to 11 p.m.

Feminist cartoonist
says *toons are boring
By CHRIS SHADOIAN
Collegian Staff

The comics pages in any mainstream

newspaper may be bland reading, but

"Sylvia," by Nicole Hollander, is certainly

spicing them up.

Hollander, who spoke last night as the

final speaker of the semester for the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts' Distinguished

Visitors Program, said most comic strip

syndicates and newspaper editors are not

nearly daring enough in their choices of

what comic strips they select for publication.

She said she considers a typical main-

stream comics page "bland."

"I think that [editors and syndicates]

misjudge the American public," she said.

"People are more interested than editors

give them credit for."

Hollander said what America is interested

in seeing in comic strips is more ofwhat goes

on in real life, which is something"Sylvia" is

a bit notorious for.

Among other issues, "Sylvia" has tackled

the restrictions being placed on abortion,

the treatment of the elderly and the many

problems involved in interpersonal rela-

tionships. During a slide show she gave in

her lecture, Hollander showed several "let-

ters to the editor" from newspapers that

have protested "Sylvia" and some of its

subject matter.

One ofthe letters criticized Hollander for

discussing sexual topics in a medium that

children might read. Another letter asked

that Hollander not make fun of marriage.

"People get so angry at cartoonists," she

said, adding that "cartoonists are not there

to reassure you about your marriage."

Hollander especially likes "Doonesbury"

by Garry Trudeau and "Calvin and Hobbes"

by Bill Watterson. She also enjoys Gary

Larson ("The Far Side"), Matt Greening

("Life in Hell" and "The Simpsons") and

AlUson Bechdel("Dykes toWatch Out For").

"Sylvia," which Hollander has been writ-

ing and drawing since 1979, now appears in

over 50 newspapers nationwide. It got its

start when Hollander redesigned "The

Spokeswoman," a national feminist pubh-

cation.

"Itwas ahappy accident," said Hollander.

She said that after she redid the paper,

she began drawing a cartoon once a month

and became "just hooked on it."

Hollander's cartoons have been published

in 12 collections, including "I'm Training to

Be Tall and Blonde," "Sylvia on Sundays,"

and "That Woman Must Be On Drugs."

Hollander, who has had no formal

training in cartoon drawing, said ideally

she would like to see one thing from the

comics page and strips in general.

"I would like the comics to move you at

the same time they make you laugh."

CoUecian photo by Emily Wollrr

Nicole Hollander

Ic***************************************

/^

COLLEGIAN ELECTIONS

Monday, December 9

Editor in Chief

Managing Editor

Editorial Editor

News Editor

Arts Editor

Sports Editor

Photo Editor

Women's Issues Editor

Black Affairs Editor

Multicultural Affairs Editor

Third World Affairs Editor

Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Affairs Editor

Jewish Affairs Editor

All Collegian staff members may vote

Candidates Night - Sunday, December 8 at 7 PM.

AV Ajy.Jirntions must be submitted to Gayle Long hy Thursday December 5

\^
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Software Design Engineers and Program Managers

A meeting you'll never forget.

Suddenly, there you are.

Face to face with the opportunity of a

lifetime. ..and the implications are enormous. Your

ideas, vour code, power exciting new releases. Prod-

ucts designed to revolutionize the future of personal

computing.

Our Software Design Engineers and Program

Managers are well-equipped. We arm them with

everything they need to do their best work, includ-

ing full creative authority, and the freedom of our

unique, unstructured environment.

As a Software Design Engineer, you design,

develop and implement personal computer applica-

tions and systems software using the most advanced

tools in the business.

You design software on 80386, 80486. RISC- and

680X0-based machines connected to XENIX (R).

MS-DOS. and OS/2 file servers.

As a Program Manager, you are responsible for

the product from initial concept to release. You

drive the product through design and development:

specification, coding, testing, and documentation.

You deal with all the details necessary to get the

best possible product out the door on lime. You'll

learn vour product category inside and out, research

competitors' offerings, and examine user needs.

If you are about to graduate with a Bachelor's,

Master's or PhD degree in Computer Science. Elec-

trical Engineering, Math. Physics or a related disci-

pline and you have programming experience, design

skills and/or exposure to project management, we

want to talk with you at our On-campus Interviews.

It's a meeting you'll never forget.

We are an equal opportunity employer and

are working toward a more culturally diverse

workplace.

Micmsoft
®

On-campus Interviews

Wednesday, February 19, 1992

Software Design Engineers and Program Managers, Full-time and Summer Positions

See your Career Center for details.
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Women outnumber men in American colleges
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts education professor said

there are more women than men enrolled in higher learning

institutions and the trend is continuing.

Pat Crosson, who is to teach a course on the subject next

semester, shared a few current statistics concerning women
in higher education.

Crosson said by 1975, more women than men were
enrolled in two year colleges and six million more women
than men across the country.

The discussion was entitled "Educating the Majority:

Women in Higher Education" at yesterday's Brown Bag
Lunch Series sponsored by the Women's Studies Depart-

ment.
By 1984, more women than men were enrolled in four

year colleges, with the gap between men and women in-

creasing, as women become the majority of student bodies

in the United States, she continued.

In 1987, morewomen were enrolled in graduate programs

than men and by 1986, 54 percent of those enrolled in

undergraduate programs of business and management
programs, 41 percent in law schools, 50 percent in life

sciences and 33 percent in medicine were women.
"The gigantic 20 year trend is increasing, although not

examined," Crosson added.

Crosson asked the group what they though these figures

meant for women.
"What does it mean for women to be in the majority," she

asked. "Are women being treated as marginal, or on the

peripheral by institutions? What would it mean to seriously

recognize women and put them at the center?

"It's clearly a question whole institutions must address,"

Crosson said. "There's a need for thorough analysis of

institution's policies and their affect on women. The major

policies need to be re-examined to serve the majority as well

as they should be."

Crosson explained the mind-set of the past has had an

effect on institutions which still respond to predominant

male situations and are not being responsive to the current

situation.

She said colleges and universities need to take students

more seriously and look at values, attitudes and perceptions.

"We still treat women students and faculty as peripheral

to institutions, offering 'special services,'" she said.

Christie Panker, a senior sports management major,

explained how disappointed she is with her education here

at the University. She told how a paper she wrote had been

graded down because of sexist bias.

"They constantly talk about men and that's all they care

about," she said.

Panker said she was even more disturbed when her

professors openly admitted to being chauvinistic and sexist.

AIDS quilt
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

brother was treated and the difficulties he and their family

encountered during the three years of Richards' illness.

"Because ofthe stigma ofAIDS and Richards' homosexu-

ality we had to keep it a secret from many family members.

Also, the drugs were very toxic and experimental, AZT (a

drug commonly used in AIDS treatment) became very

expensive — thousands of dollars," he said.

Amello said what really bothered him was a lack of

support from the community.

"American society is fragmented and alienated— when

something like this happens, it's when you want support

and people around you; but it wasn't Uke that. It was

lonely," he said.

Amello said he cared for Richard during the last two

difficult weeks of his life and held his hand while he died.

A small patch on the square reads, "Your last breath, we

breathed together."

The full quilt is about the size of six football fields and is

made up of aproximately 14,000 separate panels. It will be

on display in Washington, D.C. in October 1992.

Student Senate
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

they have lied on numerous occasions, and the situation is

that things aren't going to loosen up with housing. Things

are going to get worse," he said.

Reached at his home last night, Zannini denied

Monaghan's allegations.

"I would like to have Bob confront me about my lying and

my mismanagement," he said. "Obviously, I don't think

those are accurate statements. I'd be more than happy to

address Bob Monaghan's points one by one if we have

them."
Monaghan's remarks referred specifically to a list he

asked Senators to post in their living areas. Entitled "Top

10 Ways Housing Has Screwed Students," the list offers

several incidents of alleged housing mimanagement.

"In 1983, Joe Zannini, the Director OfHousing Services,

fired a Black RA named Yvette Henry in violation of her

civil and constitutional rights," a list entry reads. "This

decision was based upon circumstantial, racially biased

evidence and she became a scapegoat in a series of arson

attempts that were plaguing her dormitory. The Tvette

Henry' case gained national notoriety and the University

was subsequently sued for millions."

The document also lists allegations of repressive alcohol

policies, bad faith agreements by Housing, and an accusa-

tion that Housing heads unnecessarily delayed the termi-

nation of an RA who was allegedly sexually harassing a

student.

death threats
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

"It was a really strange phone call — it sounded like a

three-party conference call," Cotter said. "I listened to a

man describing his multiple suicide attempts because he

was gay. It was like he was talking to a woman therapist

about it."

After Cotter hung up, he said the caller called back and

repeated the suicide dialogue.

Earlier in September, Cotter said his name appeared in

a Collegian story about the LBGA. He said he suspects this

is why he was targeted for the harassing telephone calls.

Another phone call occurred Oct. 13, two days afler

National Coming Out Day. Cotter said he heard "you

fucking faggot" and laughter before he hung up. This time

he said they didn't call back.

On the week-end after Halloween, Nov. 2, Cotter said he

received six consecutive harassing phone calls around 6 a.m.

He said he recorded the last three, including the death

threat. „ . . 1™*
Cotter said afterwards he immediately called the UMass

police who responded within minutes, arriving at his Resi-

dence Hall by 6:30 a.m. Cotter said the police listened to his

voice mail and made a report. A week later they called him

to check if there had been any more calls and encouraged

him to change his phone number.

Cotter said he received another harassing call during

the second week of November which he also reported to

campus police.

"It heartened me that the (campus police! responded so

quickly— they seemed very concerned," Cotter said. "This

is very different from some ofthe responses I've gotten from

police off campus."

Cotter said when he asked about using a display phone

or having his phone tapped the police told him it wasn't

possible to trace off-campus callers or tap into the UMass

Ericcson phone system. A spokesperson for campus police

and UMass telecommunications confirmed this.

"I want to find out who did it so I can take legal steps

against them," Cotter said. "It angers me — It's reajly

undeserved. I don't do anything to harass anybody."

'SANTA?^^

gags, giggles, goodies

from 29«

loM"

HUNAN GOURMET
?

CHINESE RESTAURANT 7^

ADVOCATE
BEST*

19 9 1

The aroma, sound A taata

of authentic Chineaa euiaine

prapared Hunan, Szechuan,

Mandwin or Cantonaaa atyla

^Mpodallyforyoul

III Place •FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*

261 King St.. Northampton • 5S5-0202 • Ampli Ptiltino

«M^«r*NOMSQ

cultural centers
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

response is this Saturday, Dec. 7.

The president ofthe Hispanic Faculty and Profes-

sors Staff Association, Gloria Bernabe Ramos, also

declined meeting with the Vice Chancellor.

"We see our role as advisory to the students and

can't speak for them, or for the administration," she

said in a letter to the Chancellor Tuesday.

The letter reiterated the Hispanic faculty

association's offer to act as a mediator ifthe students

wished its involvement.

The association also voiced support for student

demands.
The student concerns and grievences are not new

to our association because the general tenure oftheir

proposals encompasses concerns which we have pre-

sented to the administration repeatedly over the

years," the HFPSA's letter said.

call us

549-7890

#1. Personals" Pizza

with three toppings of

your choice - $3.49

#2. Large Cheese
Pizza - $5.00 (Incl. tax)

#3. 2 Large Cheese
Pizzas - $9.50 Oncl. tax)

#4. Large Pepperoni

Pizza - $5.50 (Incl. tax)

#5. 2 Large Pepperoni

Pizzas - $ 1 0.50 (Incl. tax)

Our hours are

4:30 PM - 2:00 AM Sur^. - Wed.

4:30 PM - 3:00 AM Thurs. - Sat.

WE ACCEPT PERSONAL CHECKS

HMmlwCaNI
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UPC Productions presents

4 Bands in the

Bluewall, first floor,

UMass Campus Center

TICKETS will be sold

ONLY at the door night

of show

$4

Doors open at 8:30pm. show

begins at 9pm

AM»D^

Cordelia's Dad
RIppopotamus
the Sauce THIS FRIDAY

December 6, 1 991

ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
OFFERS 15 FELLOWSHIPS FOR GRADUATE

OR PROFESSIONAL STUDY
DURING 1992-1993

The National Council of Alpha Lambda Delta

announces that fellowships for graduate or professional

study will be awarded for use during the 1992-1993

academic year. The amount of each fellowship is $3,000.

Applicants will be judged on academic record,

recommendations submitted, and the soundness

of the proposed project and purpose.

Any member of Alpha Lambda Delta graduating with a

cumulative average of at least 3.50 is eligible to apply

Any member of ALD who has completed at least the

first semester of the senior year is eligible to apply

For additional information and an application,

contact Cynthia George, Dean of Students Office,

227 Whitmore.

DEADLINE IS DECEMBER 31, 1991

NOBODY'S

i
'<^o^

VOCN

RL 9 AMHERST/HADLEY
BETWEEN SUPER
STOP ' N ' SHOP &

LIQUORS 44

AT THE

CAMPUS
PLAZA

7 sr \<^ V sv>^

N<v^
:a"^^

._j

\A ^

FIRST QUALITY AND SLIQHT IRREQULARS

NOBODY'S
PERFECT

Not even the best known specialty k
department stores in the U.S. They
make mistakes, too.. .That's when

our buyers take advantage and pass

the savings onto you!

CAMPUS PLAZA ruamhehsi/hapliy

Phone y56-H686

Hours:

Sun. 12pm-6pm • Mon , lues., Wcii. lO.tmftpm

Thurs., Frj. 1{).im-9pm • Sat. 10am-6pm
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU
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tmm, KNOUJKJHAT I'M
SAilNO ? / HOTIC3 ITA LOT
fAOR5 NOUJ THAT I'M A
PROFBeeiONAL PRIVBR !

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

>T SMS ON TV\E BACK
or rwiS RECORD nAM TV^t

CWPOSfW. COOLD PVAS W
^ PIWO M AGE "mCEE

.A 1^31
X. ^ S

S^NtfMOUS YIUEM HE
WAS POOR

5 M^

il-t MMSSk

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

ft) d^ifilu.

^
net^smp^/, dud TON -to

/eaicte. 7^'5 ^liowki help^ lAiKo felloiAjp^ -Hie

uruible -to

fin/si^

eKWiwh -to f&xch 4*116

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

dUTUHm po you ( thxt wscurry
TmINKKAM FOUND 1 HCT-Si/T-PIM

THAT BIMBO Sf^£'S BOMFHIBNPS

SAm. THBHF yOO ARB>

STACi SA% L}F N£SP A

OUOMM TO START MMlSTIhlG,

AWSm WRE yEARING A

NiaSlLKONB I THOUGHT IP

COM^GFT YOU.

TomJMWrTT
NeCiaiE. P£AR... /OH.
IT'S A MINIMUM

mMmOF V AWUA'i.

PFOPU.

Mihim.

YOUKNOUJVfALUAVS

THOUGHT Thi mo Of you

_MAKi A STRANGE- /

AS I iJAS sAymJ^''^^y^
;

HAmrTI^ESllGHTSST <v

.m jj/^AT vou MEAN, y fj

UNDER 21
By KRIS K. EARLE

|Cns IC. f*llt-£ KJ«wi-«> N«w

L\>t T, Tip Ttrt H*r To

Tut foLuwwc Pecru F<«

-„«.c r^MtuoirH T/^ni ? LAMty °° >^tHT,w " pAvg V />L£y ,' J£ss , us'-f^

"^ PewN<s :.^ S-nvl ^l^^teny 'J.
POWOAf '> ' C^Aic : To«>i - MATT 3J"l\

^'*^'"
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Quote of the Day
"You once called me a warped, frus-

trated, old man. What are you George,

but a warped, frustrated, young man!"

-Mr. Potter

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE

ACROSS
I Bril s

rairicoal

4 Tuinp<ka

access

e PIS ol tons

1

1

Caite starter

12 Yonder — arxl

her wight ":

Hardy
K arKl — a

goodniglit! ':

Moora
16 Indian who was

an Olympian
16 Prinlemps

month
19 Nonpareil

^0 - Mi!>eiables

>1 lahi and
namasakes

22 Menieiilo

24 Seminole Indian

of lame
26 Gieg Norman s

iKHin

28 S<:i<iiiiige

30 Very old Abbi

3.1 Island state

3/ Wieck
39 Indian Irom

India

42 Asbut

43 Intrudiice

44 Viper

45 ' old your —

'

wail a minute

47 Ages and ages
49 Apache Indian

o( note

53 Kind ol bear

57 People Comb
lorm

59 Culler s cap
60 Tiovi coins

61 Purler, in the

Orient

62 Cleveland

Indian

65 stealer

einoter

66 Janiiaiy. in

Chile

67 rort Woith Hist

68 Minn neigliboi

69 Goddess ol

discord

70 - Fiancisr.o

DOWN
1 Shaw's —
Barbara

2 Skirt style

3 Desert

transport

4 Cheer
5 Latin lesson

word
6 Danny's
daughter

7 Woodwinds '

8 Forsaken

9 Voracious

pikelika

lish

10 Skirt

leature

13 Ollspring:

Abbf
14 Veibolen

15 Places to

boriow bks
1 7 Stiiintile

23 Lyricist Sammy
25 Political lelugee

27 Red gainisli

29 Titles lor

royally Abbr

30 Sound equip.

31 — contendere

32 Clerics

34 Pale

35 Donkey's
uncle?

36 "I Like — •

38 Bite

40 Similar

sourKling

41 On the

summit
46 Place lor

eiAvas

48 Pro loolbaH

coach Chuck

50 Lot -
Beatles sor>g

51 Rhone leader

52 Live coal

54 Tunes
55 Betel palm
56 Summer TV

tare

57 Vocal pauses
58 Maxican menu

choice

63 Part o( TGIF

64 Goddess ol th«

dawn

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

A

1 r-i mm s t > ^^^H 1 1 1* H
Hi} ^^BF n

U- -M-
" JPI^ Jii ^M^* P* JfmH1 H '' ^^MHH7<

r- "
r^

Ip" -fqcr^ti P P
L^w

M'^ H'" mr

Menu
LUNCH

Chicken Puck

Pork on a Bun

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Sandwich

Chicken Puck

DINNER
Fried Shrimp

Meatloaf

BASICS DINNER
Fried Shrimp

Tomato, Cauliflower, Casserole

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES(Man:h 2I-Apinl 19): Il is

time to make a major career decision.

Unless you pursue your goals with

vigor, the competition will soon leap

ahead of you. Let romance develop at

its own sweet pace.

TAURUS(April 20-March 20): Put

your drive and determination to gdod

use. Raising funds for your high school

or college can be a heartwarming and

wholly satisfying experience. New ro-

mance is possible.

GEMINKMay 21 -June 20): An

excellent day for making and announc-

ing business decisions. Do not procras-

tinate! You gain a big advantage by

moving quickly. Check your credit rat-

ing.

CANCER(June 21-July 22):

Handle any cash-flow problems dis-

creetly to avoid panicking investors.

Accepting a challenge puts you in a

position to gain great wealth and power.

Choose your allies with care.

LEO(July 23-Aug. 22): An admir

ing older person helps you get an un-

usual opportunity. There is no reason

to feel insecure; you have everything

going for you I Dress to impress-ap-

pearances are very important now.

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Talks

with higher-ups can be very helpful to

an important project. Career advan-

tages are shown. Give romance a sec-

ond chance; take the initiative in patch-

ing up a misunderstanding.

LIBRA(Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Condi-

tions are right for out-of-ihe-blue op-

portunities and unexpected encounters.

Make the most of them! Avoid acting

stubborn or going to extremes. Wrap

gifts and address Christmas cards.

SCORPIOCOct. 23-Nov. 21): It is

tempting to skip the basics when things

are so obviously going yourway. Don'L

The more work yoD let pile up now, the

more you will suffer later. Be diligent.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec.

21): Keep a schedule and fulfill your

promises. Behind-the-scenes connec-

tions will be very valuable one way or

another. Seek your coworkers' sup-

port. Romance will move into high

gear this evening.

CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Why hide your light under a bushel?

Your ideas on furthering your

employer" s goals will hit home ifvoiced

today. Contracts and purchases are fa-

vored. Question your loved ones about

their needs.

AQUARIUSUan. 20-Feb. 18);

Your creativity is at a peak over the

next two days. Express your thoughts

aloud and in writing, contact with in-

fluential people could prove highly

profitable.

PISCES(Feb. I9-March 20): Co-

operation and sharing are in the spot-

light. Be wi lling to see both sides of the

coin in any pressured .situation. A pla-

tonic relationship begins to intensify.

Subtle changesoccuron the home front.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor DaveM-^^isey

PhotoTechnician Emily Woller

FYoduction Supervisor Terry Starmer

Production Oliver Raskin

Tracy Kruger
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pancing with D| Dennis R.

Fri., O^. 6 - 7:00pm

SOUTHSIDE lOHNNY
& The Asbury Jukes

\

iFollowed by Dancing •;

i with D) job a

] S3t., Dec. 7 8:30pm {

1 ;

^Holiday Concert/Dances

j IPSE GONZALEZ \

j Dancing with D| |ob !

I Sun.. Dec. 8 9:00pm IS-t-.
j

SUNDAY OPEN

]
HOUSE

: Eighteen & Over Dancing
;

|"I to House Musit mil,

I

D))ob

j Special Sony Promotion!

j for

THE SHAMEN .

j T-Shirts, Posters, CD s

\. rues., Dec. W 8:00pm 18*
|

THE SPIN DOCTORS
I

Synaptic Snap
itjt.t.t^it*;c « < iC it £ ^ •£*.*"*£ *5"

Wed.. Dec. 1 1 - 9:00pm

Dancing with
Dj Job

fjhur.. Dec. 12 8:30pm 18*

ll CHUCKLEHEAD

The Tribulations

Mon. Dec. lb - 8:00pm \

i
JOHNNY winter:-

I
ll

M
5

:W^.-

Thur.. Dec. 19 - 7:00pm

[1 WARREN ZEVON j

i\

i:

I,

I.

The Odds

Sat., Dec. 21 - 8:30pm

WMUA Blues Block Presents,

BLUE CHRISTMAS
King Cod & The Blues Sharks

Wildcat O'Halloran

John Sheldon &
.
Rliips Streak

Pearl Street is now

three clubs in one - come

enjoy our new billards room!

with three tables

litkcl*. (or all vhrnv- I. . it.ii ,ii PtMtl

Mri-rl. Slrdwli 'Lim tr

Kc(<)rds fr>r ihi W. >n herst:
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Max Roach
women's hoop

CONTINUED I ROM THIS WEEKEND PAGE 2

releases out. Synthesis (on Leo) and Images (on Music &

Arts). He will be in performance at the New Music Cafe in

New York, on December 20, with Tim Berne, Hamiett

Bluiett and others. Call (212) 941-0900 for information.

Max Roach is currently eruoying the success that his

latest release is receiving. To The Max, a double CD set on

BlueMoon records is perhaps Mr. Roach's most ambitious

endeavor to date. It represents the most comprehensive

recordings ofRoach's various groups including M'Boom (his

eight-man percussion ensemble), the Uptown String

Quartet, the Double Quartet, and the Max Roach Chorus

and Orchestra. Yet Mr. Roach is hardly one to rest on his

laurels for at 67. he is more active than ever.

"Sonny Rollins told me that the older you get, the more

you have to practice." Mr. Roach recalls.

The album, with it* multifarious groups, incorporates

several musical and social influences that have been used by

Mr Roach throughout his career. Part of the new release

features the music based on the Ghost Dance, an American

Indian ritual which led to the famous Wounded Knee incident.

"There's history in it. but it's more about man s inhu-

manity to man. about life and death, rebirth and renewal.

That renewal is something that Mr. Roach experiences

every day. "Every day I get up. I'm looking for new things.

Alwflvs

Mr Roach has always been successful at finding those

new things His work from the sixties, with Coleman

Hawkins Sonny Rollins, Olatunji and others demonstrated

a political consciousness that has never lea his music.

"I wouldn't consider myself a black nationalist, just

because I wanted freedom. I don't think that's it. Everyone

was involved at the time, whether it was Joan Baez. Harry

Belafonte or Bob Dylan. We were people concerned with the

state of things, war. economics and such. We were just

trying to make a difference. We had our say." he recollects.

And he is still saying it, yet the time has come for today s

generation ofyoung people to pick up where the last left off.

There are many questions still left, and we are beginmngto

look for answers. Perhaps this has something to do with the

recent revitalization of Malcolm X and the furor being

created by the impending release of Oliver Stone's new

movie on the assassination of President Kennedy.

"Your generation really has it's work cut out," claims Mr.

Roach.
. r» * J

Max Roach & Friends will be performing at the tine Arts

Center tonight, Thursday. Dec. 5, at 8p.m. Call 545-25 1 1 for

tickets and info.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

Minutewomen were for real.

"I was proud at the way UMass came ready to play,"

Basile said. "1 think we anticipated them to play a tough

game.
"1 was disappointed in my team, I don't feel we played as

well as we could have. I was disappointed in our lack of

intensity," she continued.

UMass, which dropped to 2-3, may have had an advan-

tage over the Lady Terriers, even at BU's home court,

according to Basile.

"They had an advantage in that it was their fifth game,

and it was only our second. They had moregame experience."

Kor the Minutewomen, sophomore Laurie Dondarski

added five points, while starting forwards Maleeka Valentine

and Jenny Moran contributed eight points each.

The Lady Terriers relied heavily on the outstanding play

of forward Jill Sosnak, who led all scorers with 20 points,

and grabbed nine rebounds to boot.

Guard Richelle Van Zandt scored nine points for the

Lady Terriers, while point guard Andrea Higgins came off

the bench to dish out five assists.

Basile, a former player for the Massachusetts, had

nothing but positive words to say about O'Brien and the

rejuvenation of the women's basketball progiam.

"Joanie's a bright young coach, and I hope this is the

start ofa new trend," she said. "The program needs stability,

it's always needed stability. In my four years. I played for

three different coaches."

Basile graduated from UMass in 1977. and has coached

the Lady Terriers for the last eight years. She carried a

career record of 125-98 going into this year. There was a

feeling that Tuesday's win was one of her toughest.

"UMass did a lot of things, they played well. I wouldn't

say we were lucky, but a couple of breaks or a missed layup

and the outcome could've been different."

O'Brien concurred. "This was the type ofgame where the

team that made the least amount of mistakes was going to

win. and we made the mistake that gave them the lead for

good."

Carmeiina s
restaurant
for tht Uilr »nd Itti ot luly

And, my apecul llunki lo thr

ownm «nd tmployi« h>r nuking

dining 41 C*rm«luu'» J moil

mrmonblr rxpmnmn^ '

% Rukif II SI • (Rl. 1 1 Hidley,

MA 01035 un)5W-8000

-t:-.

AEROBICS
/.<»./' hnjuhl

Ili/LOW

Nautilus

Fiee Weights

Cybex
Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMIIKKST
ATiiMniccum

2.% 0080

MEDITATION
Iho powei
ol 10LXX3suns

lies wit'iin

the tiumon miiicl

Meditation & Mysttcitm

(.mo night inlt'usive >. loss

Ihuistlov IVv-oiTilvi t^ ' M""
Muiuiv P iHHOlii ^.ollHnl^

Ceiitei IJoom •Wi 08 U Muss

Anihetsl • Ailn\(SSion is I i<v^

#1 AND STILL CLIMBING

TM & - 1991 Marvel Entertainment Group. Inc^ All nqhts resefved

Ht UfCOUD m\ AKING SI KIIS

CONIINUtS \\...

..UB.M SAME BAT CHANNEL
(OMICS • C.VRDS • (lAMES AND MOKli...

* llaiupshiiv Mall ILVDIXY • 586-8775

^ liiilksidc Mall, IIOIYOKK • 532-9707

(),Kii: MOMUV S.\n'HnAY KVamih""

SIND.W r.iiuii njHii

Classifieds
...i,..:..,..<r mcAMmcmfJ^ mu^smy.M„:>o „rm:MP.M:.i>i^imisnnwMsm>,ion:mCMlON • ykA\VRiW.\y IVKSniVMS ' CASIIIN AimNCE

Thursday and Friday, December Sth and 6th,

Purchase any ACI computer system and receive

a FREE ATI Stereo F/X digital sound card

with FREE speakers.

See and hear our demonstration

on the Campus Center Concourse.

Now is the perfect time to prepare

yourself for next semester.

Happy Holidays from all of us at ACI.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CARRIBBEAN-ONLYS189
foundtnp .111 10 somewhere

sunny and warm' EUROPt -

$160' Hitcti a nde

AIFlHITCHri.''-864-2000

Clianukati Party!

Hot.ito latkes and entertjinmenl Bring in

sirunients menorahs and self to the Chabad

House 30 N H.idley Rd 549 4094

International Students Asso. meeting De

cember 8th 9 1 m Knowllon Basement Come

and have ice cream and tun at /pm

MISTLETOE SALE
Mon Dec 9 and Dec 10

Campus Center Concourse

Sponsored by Alpha Zeta

OFFICIAL ZOOMASS CONDOMS
$1 6-6898

PSICHI
General Meeting

Tonight

at 7 00 pm
in Tobin 421

TONIGHT!
UNION
VIDEO
CENTER

This sememster-s last general meeting

Be funky -Get involved!

7 00 P M Right behind

The Hatch

Peace

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 CHEW CITATION
New tires. No rust. High mileage

Good local transport

$200 or b/o 586-9574

COLLEGE PtZZA

Fall Special

Lg cheese $6 00

Sm cheese $3 50

Add $1 lor 1 or 2 toppings

Free soda with large sub

spaghetti or salad

549 6073 549 6098

Must mention this ad

ENTERTAINMENT

SOUNDS ARENT LIMITED

Professional D J Service

All occasions, atlordable rates

Call Doug Arent 546-5363

FOR RENT

2 Bedrom apt. available Jam or Febl

through May 31 2 min Irom uptown 800+

Call 549-0032.

2 rooms tor rent starting m Jan or Feb On

bus route Big house, on Ball La Male or

temale Cheap rent 549-1677

AMHERST. Two bedroom condominiums

lor as low as $550 per month Convenient

month to month rent.il .igreemont P.irking

available lor two vehicles On bus route

ckjse to mall, center ol town and UMass Call

253-3834

AMITY PLACE Single room tor rent Jan

M.iy Female non smoker 549 0682

DOUBLE OR SINGLE ROOM
on bus route one milo

Irom town starting

Jan 1st 253-0743

GREAT APARTMENT! Quiet * clean

1 mm walk to bus. laundry, stores

t or 2 bedrooms in S Deerlield

$5l0'month Heal Included

Avail Jan 15. hall mo tree

Call 665-8459

In apartment, Amherst center

one/two people

Non smoker

call 256-8916

LIVE ACROSS FROM THE PUB

Female roommate needed 170/mo

Call 253 4149

One tjedroom in house/on bus route/avail-

able 1/92 253 9949

PRESIDENTIAL APTS. LeaseJan 1 to Aug

31 renewable 1 br. heal mc Bus. large

rooms, kitchen. 1/2 mile north ol campus,

$510/mo. 549-81 33

STARTING JAN 1 460 per month 2bdr apt

Mill Hollow Apt across from Pullers

Call Mike or Jay 549-7161 after 5pm

UPTOWN APT
2 roommates wanted

I starting Jan; 1 m Feb

Call 549-8027

FOR SALE

2Chrlstmas Gowns-^ Red, Gunne Sax^size

11, $100 Ice-green, strapless, size 9-10.

$50, call 549-9931

100% silk neckties

Hand painted

Lots ol designs

Concourse all day Fnday, Dec 6

Airline Ticket

Worcester to Denver Leaves 12/24

Retruns 1/6 $250 roundtrip

Call Marlv 323 9692

BLIZNIAK XMASTHEE FARMSXul your

own or ready cut 1 33 B.iy Hd Hadley 9am-

7pm

COLLEGE BARGAINS
Computers starting at $299

Wortjprocessors $549

Typewnlers$l89

Call 5460390

DORM LAMPS
You supply the bottle

III make it a lamp Call Alex 546-4819

FOR SALE
Im.ige Writer II Printer

$250 O B O
Call Marci 549 4600 i303

GUNS AND ROSES TICKETS

Dec 5 Call John 6 1 366

I NEED MONEY DESPERATELY!!

For Sale

Touch sensitive electric piano

$500 00 B'O

1 yr oW mountain bike $150 00 BO
Call Rich 256-6971

Leave message

Peavey Amp (50 Watts) MicroBass

Excellent condition $100

Hondo Bass (with case) $70 or BO
Call Dan at 546 0066

Pioneer Car Stereo used 6 mos Paid $130

sell $75/bo Call John 6-1671

MENS SKIS AND BOOTS. Excellent con

dilion Call Phil @ 253 7575 lor great pnces

Roundtrip Boston lo West Palm

12/23 temale 250 BO 546-1 506

SKIS/BOOTS
Lacroix skis with Salomon bindings Two

pairs of women's lange boots heated Great

condition! 549-993?

STEREO FOR SALE

Dual cassette. AM FM, two speakers, turn

table Good condition Need to sell ASAP

$75 or BO Call Kathy at 586 1278

TV FOR SALE
GE 13 inch w/ remote

Was $240 when bought

only $100
Call Chns at 546 0619

WORD PROCESSOR- Typewriter wilh cal-

culator and memory Great condition.

$115 Negotiable Call 585-0 1 27

HELP WANTED

Dont get a job Get a business'

T AS P International offers highly motivated

students practical experience and earnings

averaging $4,000 $7,000 lor the summer

Please call 1-800 922 5579

EARN $6/HOUR
Spanish/English bilinguals needed lor read

,ng study Jeanelte 585-

8749

NEED EXTRA INCOME
We are looking lor eager

hardworking individuals

5460390

PLANE TICKET

ONE WAY
Hartford lo Denver

Must be used by Dec 30

$100 Enc 548-9028

ROXANNE BERRY

I CANNOT TELL THE PRECISE MOMENT
WHEN THE FRIENDSHIP WAS FORMED

As in tilling a vessel drop by drop,

there is .it last a drop

which makes it run over.

So in a senes of kindnesses.

There is at last one drop

which m,ikes the heart run over

PERSONALS

Ricti Here's your X mas present Okay

maybe not Merry Christmas hon andthanks

for a wonderful year Love Kris

Happy 21 Cindi Smith Go slick a lorti in it'

Kristin

Happy Birthday!

Keep smiling!

Pump some
Kathleen and Nicole

KELLY & SAV - My dirty tnendsi

As you asked, here's your personal

Now will you two go out with me''

TAKE ME, I'm yours! cause we know what

hugs are

JoEllen Zereski,

Happy Birthday

Love,

The Babes ol 700L

KRISTIN, Happy 19th B day Love, Motm

SHADY CATY
Cale the bait

H.ippy21st

Finally -an excuse tor going oufi'

Bye Bye E Buckley

Enpy your day - -South East

Congratulations James!

MICKEY MOUSE
Good luck, I'll miss you tonsi

Love always, 'Vour Culie

TO MY SWINGING SWEENEY SISTER-

May all you Hanukahs

be white!

I love you' Bert

Hi to ttie girls on the

ser:ond lloor Coolidge

And lo room 1716

Whas up to - bandit '

Just kidding the duck'

And hows the cool chick in 321 Melville

Its been a great semester

Tammy Doufl

SHYNO
Happy Birthday

To my lirst Inend at Umass

Good luck in Swiss land

111 miss you

I ove Enc

SUSAN BERGER
Happy 2 1st Bday!

Sorry it s late

Have a great time tonight and this weekend'

Love.

Pam Laurie and Despiwa

CINDI SMITH
You tin.-illy made il'

Happy 2 1st

Jenn

ITS JULIE THE DREAM
DREAM
DREAMGIHL

Love Dream Dream
Dreamboy

Mr. Jeremy B; you can call my i 900 num

ber anytime! Love. FelUitia

ERIC,

It's not the end ot the work)'

Happy 22nd birthday'

Lotsa Love.

Lisa

TO DIANNE
Who likes cule little butt

H.ippy last young birthday

Irom Peterson Putnam and

the guy who owes you 40 mmules

ol cheap sex

RIDE WANTED

NEED RIDE! T o Killinglon oi Sugarbush Will

share expenses Any day this week Please

contact Jose 6 Ot/3

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 FEMALE NEEDED
to share room at Brook

256 3479 $1374 mo

1 FEMALE NEEDED to share apt in Brook

137* J.in May 253 2474

4 MALES SEEK ROOMMATE lor spring

semester, male or temale single room only

$200/ month, heat inlided No summer rent

responsibility Call 256 8751

2 FEMALESWANTED lor large double room

in Putlton Village. Amherst Very close to

campus, buses every 10 minutes, clean

First Putlton entrance, first set ot .ipart

meiits' Available January 1 $160/monlh

en including heat, cheap! Call 549 7501

2 Female roommates to share spacious

bedroom in lownehouse 549-451 2 Wendy

or Lorraine

Female non-smoker 1 BDRM APT IN

PHLSIDtNTIAl 2?5 00 PER MONTH 1ST

MONTH-RENT FREE AVAILABLE DEC 21

5499949

JAN-MAY ROOMMATE WANTED, Mill

Valley Esl. 2bedroom. 2lull b.ilh. A/C. parti

ing. heat hot wilier included Call Shannon

253 7366

Lg Bdrm Spacious house in BIchrtwn Pool

table All amenities own bath 400 pr month

323 6 735 Kim

Looking tor a female lo share a room in

Putfton Village $t 43 per month Call Tammi

at 549 4739

MALE ROOMMATENEEDED lo share room

in apl $ 1 40/month inci heal & hot water Jan

1 toMaySl Call Bill 256 1195

TO SHARE LARGE ROOM in house on

Fe.uingSt Ui-ginnimi Jmo't i'l>'uary$155'

month" within w.ilking distanc' ol campus

(very close to Whitmor.-l C.ill 549 4490 and

leave messiige

SERVICES

FREE pregnancy testing; contidenli.il and

caring support BIRIHHICHT 233 No

Pleasant Street Amherst 549 1906

SPRING BREAK

You won't get nppod oil' I n.ive the b<>sl

spnng biiMk trips around Jjm.iici. Cancun.

and Bahamas I would love to tell you more

Call Dena 549 5740

SUBLET

Room in 4 t)drm house .iv.iiLible 12'23

Che.ip 'ont 150 n>o 4 On Noho busline

584 5234

SUBLET FOR JAN
Twnhsc apt rt 1 16 Sunderland

$550/mon c.ill 665 7555

TRAVEL

SAVE 50^0 at le.Tding hotels nationwide'

Hotel Express International valid in every

ma|or city 365 days a year lor only $25 For

more into call 546 5886

SKI-INTERCOLLEGIATE SKI WEEKS.

$189 Includes 5 day lilt ticket/ 5 nights

lodging (mountainside condo) / 5 d.iys

Intercollegiate activities, sponsored by

Labatts & Ml Sutton Canada (Just across

the Vermont border ) Group le.ider discount -.

Jan 5 10. Jan 1? 1 7 and SPRING BREAK

Call Ski Travel Unlimited 1 800 999 SKI9

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS, THESES, CASES, Pa

pers On cimpus Service. M.1C I .iser Printer.

Spellcheck. Quality Inexpensive 584 7924.

Nancy

TYPING, FAST. ACCURATE $1 50/p.ige

Anne 545 0913

WANTED

HOUSEMATE WANTED!
On Ixis route

Near campus
Own room $1964

Great roomies

Call 549 8233

SUBLETS, ROOMS. HOUSING needed Dec

27.J.-.n 13 Conl.iclSBMC 256 861510AM

4PM

Two responsible temales looking to sublet

your apartment donng mlersession 6 1374

or 6 2547

WANTED: Female to lake over lease

Townhouse apts. on busline $181mo

Avail, Jan 1 Call 549 8001 ASAP
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Sports

Kentucky hands Minutemen first loss
Mashburn keys 90-69 victory for Wildcats
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

LEXINGTON, Ky. — In the end. the University of

Massachusetts basketball team had traveled too much and

Kentucky had too many fresh legs and too much Jamal

Mashburn. as it defeated the Minutemen 90-69.

I n front of23,208. screamingRupp Arena fans, Mashburn,

poured in a game-high 28 ponits, grabbed 10 rebounds and

frustrated UMass' low post players all night.

Like a tired heavyweight fighter the Minutemen ^5-1)

managed to bounce off the ropes, and weathered the Ken-

tucky (2-1) storm for almost 27 minutes.

Until their knees finally buckled

Leading 56-52, with 13;45 remaining in the game, the

Wildcats wenton an 11-1 run which l^Mass never recovered

from.

"Fatigue wasn't a factor," said UMasscoachJohn Calipari.

Mashburh scored an easy lay-up and sank three free throws

triggering the run which put Kentucky up 67-53.

From there, it became a game of foul shots. Kentucky.

KENTUCKY 90-69

SMASSACHUSEHS 69

Brown 0-2 0-0 0, McCoy 9-21 4-4 22. Williams,

H. 3-9 2-4 8, Barbee 5-9 1-4 13. Herndon 3-8 0-

06 Williams M. 2-9 0-1 4.FerminO-00-0 0, Roe
5-7 3-4 13. Robinson, K. 0-2 3-4 3, Kellogg 0-0

0-0 Totals: 27-67 133-21 69.

KENTUCKY 90
Pelphrey 0-4 1-2 1. Mashburn 9-15 9-11 28,

Timberlake 1-3 0-02. Brown 2-5 0-0 5, Woods 3-

6 4-4 10, Martinez 3-4 3-4 9, Harrison 0-1 00 0,

Feldhaus4-63-4 1 1 ,Farmer5-8 10-1022.Riddick

0-10-00. Braddy 1-30-02. Totals: 28-56 30-35 90

Ttiree-pointfield goals Massachusetts: McCoy
0-4, Barbee 2-4, Williams, M, 0-3. Kentucky:

Pelphrey 0-2
, Mashburn 1 -4 , Brown 1 -4 ,Woods

0-2, Feldhaus 0-2, Farmer 2-2, Braddy 0-2.

ranked No. 14 in the nation, buried 30 out of35 for the game

and went on to the 21 point victory, which is deceiving. The

game was closer then the score indicates.

Early on, the Minutemen resembled the team which

beat New Orleans 68-56 in the finals of the Great Alaska

Shootout three nights ago. After a 12-0 run with 12:50

remaining in the first half UMass lead 17-11.

Jim McCoy (22 points on 9 of 21 shooting) put UMass

ahead and kept them close throughout, as he hit off-

balance-jumper after off-balance-jumper.

At the half, the Minutemen. who had trouble handling

the Kentucky full-court press all night (and committed 12

first halfturnovers. 16 for the game) trailed by only five. 46-

41.

"In the beginning of the second half we gave away a few

dunks," McCoy said. "We did run out of gas. Usually we are

a good second half team."

A 9-0 run keyed by three pointers from Mashburn and

Richie Farmer (22 points) put Kentucky ahead for good 24-

19.

However, to their credit, UMass hung tough and never

quit.

"As an alumnus, I'm proud of UMass." said Kentucky

coach Rick Pitino. "They're an excellent team, capable of

making the top twenty and the NCAA Tournament."

Pitino's bombers shot 50 percent for the game but only 22

percent from International waters. Even though the Mas-

sachusetts defense was constantly up tight on the Wildcat

shooters.

The Minutemen hit only 40 percent of their shots and

only 2 three pointers (both by Tony Barbee, who scored 13

points).

"Anytime we shoot 50 percent we have good chance of

winning." Pitino said.

UMass freshmen Lou Roe (13 points 7 rebounds) and

Mike Williams each played strong games, Calipari said.

"I was pleased with both of them," Calipari said.

Williams only scored four points but he controlled the

tempo when he was in and created easy shots for his

teammates.
"Massachusetts was a very good team, they're in the

league of SEC teams." said Kentucky forward Deron

Fcldhause "They were very tired, but they gave their very

best until the end."

CullegiHii Photo by .Jody (iabin

Anton Brown, seen here against Siena, puts

up a jumpshot. Brown and the rest of the Min-

utemen lost to No. 14 Kentucky 90-59 last night

in Lexington.

Minutemaniacs gather to watch Kentucky game
By MICHEAL MORRISSEY
and DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

There's a rage in Herter?

Last night there was. Herter Hall was

the only place on campus to watch the

Lfniversity of Massachusetts basketball

team lose to the University of Kentucky on

television. And the only students watching

were the members of the UMass student

booster club, the Minutemaniacs.
Although the crowd wasn't as large as

the Curry Hicks Cage, the passions ran just

as high as. arguably, the biggest fans of

Massachusetts basketball gathered together

to witness the big game. At times, the crowd

of around 45 were on their feet and making
a considerable amount of noise cheering for

the Minutemen.
The Minutemaniacs were able to steal

the satelite transmission from the Univer-

sity of Kentucky Television Network by

means ofthe satelite dish outside of Herter.

The game was shown on big-screen TV in

the Foreign Language Resource Center. The

noise from the crowd most likely disturbed

the few students actually studying. But for

the Minutemaniacs. who cares, this was a

big game!
The Minutemaniacs were formed by

President Gabe Tucker earlier this semes-

ter. The club was designed to bring together

the followers of the University's basketball

program. Anyone can join and for the twenty

dollar membership fee. you receive a free

Minutemaniac T-shirt.

"I talked to Coach Cal earlier in the fall."

Tucker said. "He said something like this

was going to start up so I got involved with

[ticket director! Thor [BjornI and the club

just took off from there. Coach Cal really

likes the idea."

Earlier in the semester Calipari was
quoted as saying "It will bring the campus
and the students together. The students can

have a little identity (when coming to the

games I."

The Minutemaniacs themselves are ex-

cited about being part of the booster orga-

nization.

"It's great they're doing this."junior Lloyd

Titelbaum said. "I joined right away and it's

been a lot of fun. [The big screen] is the next

best thing to being there."

"It is definitely worth the twenty dollars."

junior Adam Radosti said. "It's great being

able to see games thatyou wouldn't normally

be seeing. It's great to go out to a bar and then

the game and cheer with such a large group."

"The twenty dollars was no problem for

me at all," Danny Krosin said. "You get a T-

shirt that's worth ten dollars and all the

other stuff is definitely worth it."

Tucker does see the twenty dollar fee as

a stumbling block for many tojoin. Although

so far 55 students have felt the investment

was worth it.

"The twenty bucks is tough because ev-

eryone is a college student, but the group is

growing." Tucker said. "I am hoping for over

100 members by the end of the season."

Tucker is looking forward to trips to

nearby road games, such as Holy Cross,

Rutgers and Temple. He is also arranging a

year end banquet with club members, the

players and the coaching staff.

"This club is moving forward," Tucker

said. "We will be having a pre-game, all ages,

party before Xavier at a local bar and more

people arejoiningeveryday. Rightnow things

are going well and I am enthusiastic."

One thing this club doesn't lack is enthu-

siasm as the members proved last night.

SPORTS NOTICE
SKI TEAM:

AnENTIOIN ALPINE SKI RACERS: tryouts for the

men's and v\/omen's varsity ski teams will be held

this Sunday, December 8th at Berkshire East Ski

Area. Athletic vans will leave from the Boyden
Building at 8 a.m. Tryouts will consist of a timed

salom format. The head coach is William

Macconnell. For more informot'on call Mark or

Sammy at 549-1987.

INTRAMURAL SPORTS NOTICE:

The Intramural Sports Office is accepting entries

for spring semester basketball league play this

week at 215 Boyden. You must register your team
with us this week if you want to play next semester.

Intramural sports telephone number is 546-0022.

BASKETBALL TICKETS:

Student tickets for Saturday, December 7th

men's basketball game against Xavier University

and December 10th gome against New Hamp-
shire will be made available from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Today, Thusdoy December 5th in the lobby of

Curry Hicks Cage.
A VALID UNDERGRADUATE ID is needed to pick

up a ticket. Only one ticket per student. You will

have to show your ID along with the ticket in order

to enter the Cage on the night of the game.

Women's hoop loses to BU
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Even in its 58-54 loss Tuesday to Boston University, the

University of Massachusetts women's basketball team
played well.

In fact, they had a chance to overtake BU in the waning

moments, but couldn't quite get over the hump.
"They had an opportunity to win. but they just couldn't

do it," UMass assistant coach Jill Rooney said . "They played

real hard — well enough to win."

Center Kim Kristofik led the Minutewomen in points

and rebounds, getting 12 of each. Trish Riley, in her first

start of the season, also scored 12.

But the real story was at the foul line. Boston University

shot 13 for 19 at the charity stripe in the second half alone,

while UMass had only 15 attempts in the game, and

converted nine.

"It was a tough loss, more so because we had an oppor-

tunity to win and we didn't," UMass coach Joanie O'Brien

said. 'They took it to the basket strong and played well on

the boards."

UMass was right in the game at halflime, but BU
maintained the 25-24 edge. In the second half, the lead

switched hands, and the score was never more than four

points in favor of either team.

UMass couldn't break through the tough Lady Terrier

press, though, and O'Brien asserted that was the differ-

ence. Riley's back acted up and gave her problems.

Trish had an average gemie. I thinkwe would've handled

the press better ifher back was better. We made a couple of

cheap turnovers and a few ill-advised passes," she said.

Basile was gracious in victory, but she knew these

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

BOSTON UNIVERSITY 58-54
BOSTON UNIVERSITY (58)

Vari Zandt 4-111-29, HIggins 1 -8 2-3 3, Schmidt 2-

8 3-4 7, Sosnak 7-16 6-7 20, Monchak 2-3 2-3 6,

Coleman 0-2 2-3 3. Hughes 1 -3 0-0 2, Kern 1 -4 0-0

3, Olson 1 -2 2-2 4. Killlan 1-20-0 2, Totals 20-59 1
7-

24 58.

MASSACHUSEnS (54)

Moran 3-6 2-2 8, Dondorski 2-3 0-0 5, Valentine 4-

8 0-2 8, Kristofik 5-9 2-3 12, Riley 4-10 4-6 12,

Nevarez 2-20-04, Pemberton 2-7 1-25, Anderson
0-1 0-0 0. Totals 22-46 9-15 54.

Three-point field goals Massachusetts 1-1

(Dondarsk1 1 -1 ). Boston University 1 -6 (Kern 1 -3, Van
Zandt 0-2 HigginsO-1). Rebounds Massachusetts 40

(Kristofik 1 2), Boston University 30 (Sosnak 9). Assists

Massachusetts 9 (Valentine 3), Boston University 14

(Higglns 5). Fouled out None.
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Alcohol regulations'

legitimacy questioned

Collegian photo by Matl Kahn

AMUG ONLYAMOTHER COULD LOVE— Some funky cups that
were being sold on the Campus Concourse yesterday.

Hostages carry scars
Illnesses plague former hostages
By MARK FRITZ
Associated Press

WIESBADEN. Germany — At least two
of the three Americans freed in Beirut this

weelc will forever carry physical reminders
of the cruelty they endured in captivity.

Alann Steen. released Tuesday, faces a

lifetime of medication to control seizures

and blackouts caused by brain damage he
suffered when he was beaten by his Lebanese
captors, a U.S. military doctor said
Wednesday.

"He is coming out slightly different," said

Dr. Uwe Fohlmeister, the hostages' physi-

cian.

Joseph Cicippio, who was freed Monday,
suffered frostbite from a winter spent
chained outdoors and will always feel a
burning sensation in his fingertips and toes

whenever the temperature drops below 50
degrees.

He also still suffers dizzy spells and has
a dent in his skull sustained when his cap-

tors clubbed him unconscious during his

capture five yeai's ago.

The release of the two men was followed

Wednesday by the freeing of Terry Ander-
son, the longest-held of the Westerners
kidnapped by Shiite Moslem groups in

Lebanon. Anderson, chief Middle East cor-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

The legality of the University's alcoholic

beverages policy has again come under fire

from the Undergraduate Student Senate
who on Wednesday called for a probe into

several allegations of Housing Services
misconduct.

"They have, at times, promoted things
that do break the law, without question
they have lied on numerous ocassions," said

Senate Speaker Bob Monaghan at the
meeting. Things are going to get worse."

The Senate has questioned the constitu-

tionality of Resident Assistants requesting
proof of age from students drinking in the
residence halls. In addition, several legal

consultants contacted by the Collegian found
this policy highly questionable.

Steve, a 19-year-old sophomore at the
University, said he had several open con-

tainers of alcohol in his room last fall. Two
RAs entered the room — the door was not
closed.

The RAs examined Steve's license, dis-

covered he was not legally "of age," and
confiscated six beers from his refrigerator.

Joseph Zannini, director of Housing
Services, referred to the Residence Hall

manual passed out to all students at the

start of every semester.
"When requested by any University of-

ficial (including a student staff member)
proper identification, which includes proof

of age, must be provided by students con-

suming alcohol within a residence hall,"

states page 15 of the manual.
Zannini said he is "under assumption"

that this regulation is legal . "I would assume
that it is legal and that we have checked
that," he said.

Charles Dimare, directing attorney of

University Legal Services since 1980,

questions the "appropriateness" of this

regulation. He referred to a 1970 Supreme
Court ruling "Brown vs Texas" which found
that police officers can't ask for identifica-

tion from students.

"If a police officer can't do it, an RA is

acting in a law-enforcement manner,"
Dimare said. "You have a constitutional

right which extends to the refusal to give

ID."

He also said RAs can walk into a room if

the door is ajar— if the student voluntarily

offers his ID, no one is at fault.

In the spring of 1985, the Northeast/
Sylvan RA Matters Committee said such
enforcement ofregulations places an "unfair

burden" on RAs. "Policies of this nature can
create an "us versus them' attitude of resi-

dents toward RAs."
Amherst attorney Richard Howland said

expecting RAs to take on the role of "in-

quisitive police officers" is questionable. "I

don't think it is healthy for the RAs or the

student population," he said.

According to statistics prepared by the
Dean of Students Office, alcohol related

disciplinary actions have risen two and a
half times from 1988 to 1989.

In 1986-7, there were 152 alcohol related

disciplinary actions while in 1989-90, this

number jumped to 1,236.

Kevin Newnan, Studen Senate Trustee,

called the practice of RA's confiscating al-

cohol "a ridiculous notion."

"RA's don't have the authority to confis-

cate," Newnan said, adding that such poli-

cies are "another example of RAs getting

involved in resident's lives."

But Monaghan said this activity often

happens. He called this an example of a
practice that violates housing policies, but

is purposely overlooked by Housing Services.

Monaghan also questioned the disciplinary

procedure in which a first-time offender is

ordered to meet with the Residence Director

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

On 50th, faculty

takes look back
at Pearl Harbor
By MATT GRIFFING
Collegian Staff

The bombing of Pearl Harbor 50 years ago woke
University of Massachusetts students from college

life and propelled them them into the chaos of World
War II, said two University professors, who were
attending the University around the time of the
attack.

William MacConnell, a University of Massachu-
setts forestry professor who was on campus Dec. 7,

194 1 , said it is important to look at the attitudes ofthe
times if one is to understand student reaction to the
beginning of the United States' war with the Axis
powers.

"It is wrong to say that we all wanted to get in the
army and stomp out fascism," MacConnell said. "We
went to war with about the same enthusiasm as
Vietnam War draftees."

There was, however, a different attitude than that
of today's student body, he added.

"Students at the time saw everything more as an
obligation and duty instead of an individual choice,"

said MacConnell who left UMass student life to become
a professor in 1948.

"The Korean War and the Vietnam War made
students question the world events more as individu-
als," he said.

ROTC was mandatory for able bodied male fresh-

men and sophomores and that was accepted at the
time, said George R. Richason, a UMass professor of

chemistry who graduated from UMass in 1939 and
was teaching high school in Turners Falls, Mass.
when the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor.

"Your ROTC class, which consisted of drills, was

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Group to protest outside class
Students claim prof called gays ^dirty and sick^
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

The AIDS activist group ACT-UP says it plans to dem-
onstrate outside a botany professor's classroom today in

response to students' accusations that the professor slan-

dered homosexuals during a discussion of the AIDS virus.

Students claim Professor Edward Klekowski told his

Human Genetics class that homosexuals "are normally
dirty people."

A UMass undergraduate who attended Klekowski's
Wednesday lecture said during a discussion about population
studies and the spread of the AIDS virus Klekowski said

that "scientists were lucky to have the disease start in the

gay population because it gave us something to study."

The student, who asked his name be witheld, said

Klekowski then commented that "AIDS spread so quickly

because gays are normally dirty people — look at the San
Francisco bath houses."

In a telephone interview with the Collegian, Klekowski
first said he had referred to the AIDS virus and gays during
his Wednesday class, but then reversed himself.

"I said nothing," Klekowski said. "I have no comment at

all."

The statements reported to the Collegian matched those
given to ACT-UP by a different UMass student, according
to Rick Dodge, an Amherst ACT-UP spokesperson.

"These statements are false," Dodge said. "They per-

petuate stereotypes of gays as sick and dirty people."

"It is frightening that this attitude, which has kept

scientists from working more aggressively to find a cure for

AIDS, is being taught to college students in 1991," Dodge
said.

Dodge said Klekowski's remarks were unfounded and
reflected "pure bias."

"No scientific studies exist that conclude gays are sick or

dirty," he said.

"It's really offthe wall for a scientist to make this kind of

comment," Dodge added.

"I consider I Klekowski) a very fine teacher, he conveys

the material very well," one ofKlekowski's students said, "I

just think he's rigid in his thinking."

The head of the Botany department. Dr. James Walker,
said he was unaware ofKlekowski's remarks, but he said he
did not see anything remarkable about the idea that gays
suffer from more diseases than the heterosexual population.

"My impression is that there are more diseases among
the gay and lesbian population — just from watching the

newspaper," Walker said.

Dodge says ACT-UP will be conducting a "Zap Action" in

the main lobby of Morril beginning at 10 a.m. today to

protest Klekowski's comments.
Members from the Lesbian Bisexual Gay Alliance plan

to sit in on the class and observe Klekowski's lecture in

support of ACT-UP, said an LBGA spokesperson.

ACT-UP will ask students in the class to take an AIDS
quiz that teaches the truth about the disease. Dodge said.

Flyers will also be handed out.

Inside:

Page S.-

Don 't worry, your phones are safe.

Check it out!

Page 5:

Columnist Trystan Skeigh ponders the

nation 's plight and gives you afew pointers

for the next presidential election.

Weather
God only knows.

The weather service was unavailable at press

time, but we'll betyou know what it's like out

since you've gone to get the paper.
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-For Your Information^
FYIs are public service announcements that run on a

space-available basis on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday

for campus and local non-profit organizations. Because of

space constraints, the Collegian cannot print all FYIs sub-

mitted and no announcements can be repeated.

To submit an FYI. please send a TYPED press release

with all pertinent information to the Collegian oflice in 113

Campus Center c/o News Editor. FYIs cannot be taken over

the phone.

Friday, Dec. 6

Craft Fair— The Student Union Craft Center is holding

its Annual Holiday Craft Fair from 9 a.m.-4 p.m. in the

Campus Center.

Dance — The LBC.A will be sponsoring a dance from 9

Marijuana mix-up
KANKAKEE, 111. (AP) — What's green and goes in the

bank'.'

A customer at First of America Bank came up with an

alternative answer to that question Tuesday. And now he's

facing a misdemeanor charge of marijuana possession.

Kankakee Police said James R. Bridgewater, 32. was

carrying two white bags in another bag when he stopped at

First America's drive-through facility.

One bag contained money, the other contained rolling

papers, three marijuana cigarettes and a small amount of

marijuana in a plastic bag.

Police said Bridgewater placed the wrong bag in the

pneumatic tube. They said he was still waiting for his

deposit receipt when they arrived to arrest him.

p.m.- 1 a.m. on the tenth floor ofthe Campus Center. There

will be a donation of $3.

Lecture — There will be a lecture and discussion on

"Religion and Government -The Delicate Balance" at 6 p.m.

at the Chabad House.

Audition — Auditions will be held for Execution ofJus-

tice from 7-10 p.m. in Rm. 201 Fine Arts Center Theater

Department.
Hanukah Party— There will be a Hanukah Party for all

interested at 8 p.m. at the Chabad House.

Saturday, Dec. 7

Semi-Formal — Hillel is sponsoring their third Annual

Semi-Formal from 9 p.m.-l a.m. at the Hillel House.

Service and Meal — There will be a Shabbat service and

meal at 10 a.m. at the Chabad House.

alcohol policy
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

in a pre-trial hearing.

"Students who don't know the system at all are

forced to speak and get themselves in trouble," he

said.

The former coordinator of alcohol and drug educa-

tion at the University, Karen Jacobus, said such

policies turn RAs, whose primary concern is counseling

and assisting students, into policemen.

However, Jacobus said, "Once I
alcohol I is in public

view, it becomes the RAs obligation to check it out."

Monaghan, who said he believes Housing has

"screwed students," asked, "Who wants to live in a

little police state'.'"

ILIER Policy? WhiAT FILLER PCLlCY'i!

'^ Fabulous
Flannels

Register in our wish book. -¥

J^RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N. Pleasant St, Amherst • 253-2013

22 M»soruc St, Northampton • 586-6336

Open Seven Days & Many Nights

UNDERGRADUATE PARENTS!

LI]VIIXED_$

is available for licensed childcare

for the spring semester.

All applicants must be financial aid recipients,

Applications available from

Off-campus Housing Office,

428 Student Union (545-0865).

Due 12/31/91.

No Late applications accepted.

Get out
of Town on
U.S.EXPRESS

for only $12 each way!

^^^^ a^^H ^^^__^|_^__^_^__^_|^^ Z, ^^^^K~^~^—10

Don't foiget to ask

fQrU.S.EXPRESSat

ttieUMASS Hotel

ticket window!
For info call 582-1313
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TAKE OFF ALL YOUR CLOTHES AND BE QUICK ABOUT IT! -
Boy you stink! Wash those duds and be sanitary. Don't forget the

fabric softener.

Professor receives grant
for Holocaust seminar
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

A $4,000 grant has been awarded to

University history Professor Marvin Swartz
by the Holocaust F^ducational Foundation
for the purposes of establishing a seminar
on the subject of the Holocaust.

The grant will be used to hire a faculty

member to assist Swartz in teaching his

European history course next semester as

he plans the fall Holocaust seminar.

Nearly six million Jews, Gypsies, homo-
sexuals and others the German Nazi regime

felt were "undesirables" were killed during

World War II.

The course will replace a similar one

taught by David Wyman, who retired in

June. The course was always oversubscribed,
Swartz said.

Wyman taught the course for 20 years,

from 1972 to 1991, teaching a maximum of

42 students per semester and turning away
just as many.

In 1985, his book The Abandonment of

the Jews: America and the Holocaust, was
named one of the top 1 1 of the year by the

New York Times Book Review.

Wyman's course covered such topics as

the background ofanti-Semitism in Europe,

the period of "systematic annihilation" of

the Jewish people and resistance during the

Holocaust.

"Obviously, I
Swartz | is not going to try to

duplicatemy course,"Wyman said. He noted

different teaching styles and backgrounds

as important on the impact on a course. He
also said students make a profound differ-

ence in the makeup of the course.

"Each time it was taught it was differ-

ent," he said.

Wyman pointed to Swartz's background

in European history, as compared with his

background in American history, as an as-

set.

"In a sense he probably has a better

background than me," he said.

Gulf War hearings to be held
Commission to investigate U.S. wartime behavior
By MADANMOHAN RAO
Collegian Staff

This Sunday, Amherst will be the site of one of 50

worldwide hearings investigating U.S. conduct during the

recent Persian Gulf War, when a session of the Interna-

tional Commission of Inquiry is to convene at 7 p.m. in the

West Lecture Hall of Franklin Patterson Hall at Hamp-
shire College.

The Commission, founded by former U.S. Attorney

General Ramsey Clark, has gathered and presented evidence

of U.S. violations of international law in 24 countries

around the world, as well as several cities here in the United

States. Censored photographs and suppressed video foot-

age along with eyewitness accounts of war crimes will be

presented at the hearing on Sunday.

Scheduled speakers include Adeeb Abed ofthe Palestine

Aid Society and John Schuschardt of Veterans for Peace.

Ramsey Clark, who was in Iraq during the Gulf War and

produced the controversial documentary"Nowhere to Hide,"

will be unable to attend because ofan expanded schedule of

speaking engagements in Europe.

The Commission is trying to uncover what has been

hidden from people worldwide concerning the Persian Gulf

war.

Clark has outlined 19 specific violations ofinternational

law committed by the United States and its allies during

the war, such as intentional destruction of civilian life,

schools, hospitals, churches, mosques, shelters, and his-

torical sites.

Coverage of hearings held by the International War
Crimes Tribunal have made front-page news in many
countries overseas, but not here in the United States.

In Turkey, whose government provided air bases for the

U.S. planes to stage attacks on Iraq, the hearings in Istanbul

drew hundreds ofpeople despite government efforts to ban it.

In Egypt, which sent the most troops of all Arab coun-

tries to fight Iraq, Ramsey Clark addressed over 300 hun-

dred people who braved the threat of surveillance and

repression.

The hearings in Malaysia were reported in the nation's

four daily newspapers. The Phillipine hearings took place

during the debate on the future ofthe U.S. military base at

Subic Bay.

The Commission hearings in Japan coincided with the

court date for a lawsuit against the Japanese government

for its $9 billion payment to the U.S. -led coalition in the Gulf

War, which was perceived by some as a violation of the

Japanese constitution.

UM phones can't be tapped
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Because ofa production error, the second halfofthis story

was not printed in yesterday's edition.

Students living in the University Residence Halls may
feel comforted to learn that although their housing contract

allows their rooms to be opened and checked during vaca-

tions, at least their phone system is inviolable.

Randy Sailer, director of UMass Telecommunication

Network Services, said the on-campus phone system de-

signed by Ericsson, a Swedish telecommunications manu-

facturer, cannot be tapped.

"The Ericsson system is basically a computer terminal

that transmits electrical impulses," Sailer explained. "It's

designed to prevent folks from listening in."

The issue recently arose when Shawn Cotter, an un-

dergraduate living on campus, reported a series of harass-

ing phone calls to the campus police. Because the Univer-

sity phone system readily identifies the origin ofon-campus

calls, it was easy to determine the calls were made from off-

campus.
The campus police told Cotter it was impossible to trace

the origin of off-campus phone calls because of the way

phone calls are received and transmitted through the cam-

pus phone system.

David Wood, a spokesman for New England Telephone,

said his company does not keep a log of local calls made by

individual customers. This makes it impossible for campus

police to match incoming calls withNET records of local off-

campus calls, he said.

Wood said the way NET sends calls to the UMass

Ericsson system would make it "much more difficult if not

impossible" to "set a trap" to determine the source ofa single

phone call.

"People get the idea setting a phone trap is easy from

watching TV," Wood said, "actually it is quite difficult."

Although Sailer says currently off-campus phone calls

cannot be traced using a display phone, he said there is

existing technology that could be used, although he said it

is extremely expensive. Also, he said Ericsson hasn't de-

veloped the software to accomodate the process.

As far as phone taps go, a spokesperson for the campus

police said she thought that although tapping an Ericsson

phone might be difficult, "if a court order said do it— I'm

sure the Ericsson phone system could be adapted to it."

However, she went on to note that the campus police

have "never had the need" to tap an on-campus phone in the

course of an investigation.

Voter drive
exceeds goal
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

With the election of the state representative for

the Amherst-Pelham district and the 1992 presiden-

tial primary looming, the Undergraduate Student

Senate worked this week to register students to vote

in an attempt to give them a greater voice in local and

national politics.

According to sophomore Matt Pavesi. the chair-

person of the Senate's Public Policy Committee, 527

students registered to vote in the voter registration

drive held from Tuesday through Thursday in the

Student Union. Pavesi called the turnout "excellent,"

exceeding his goal of registering 400 students.

Pavesi said the mobilization of students is impor-

tant in light of the approach of the February 18

primary to fill State Senator Stanley Rosenberg's

seat for state representative from the First Con-

gressional District. The election will be held on March

18.

"Students should look for a candidate who will

fight for the University — for issues like the Legal

Services Organization and for increased state allo-

cations for the University," Pavesi said. "The repre-

sentative from this district has to realize that students

are their own class with their own needs."

The candidates for the election are Democrats Jon

Hite, Ellen Story, Norman Page and Terry Franklin,

with UMass student Paul McConnigal the only Re-

publican seeking the seat.

Pavesi said the deadline for students to register to

vote for in the Feb. 18 primary is Jan. 22, while the

deadline for the March 10 Presidential primary is

Feb. 26. He added that the Senate is planning a large

registration drive in multiple locations for the first

week of February.

Menorah vandalized
A menorah put on display in front of the Student Union

by the Chabad House was damaged yesterday by what

police believe to be vandals.

The seven foot metal structure was pushed over at about

5 p.m. according to police, leaving all of its lightbulbs

broken. The damage to the menorah was not a result of the

storm.

The cost of damage is estimated to be $500. Police said

the incident is under investigation.

A menorah is an eight-branched candle holder, each

branch representing a night of the Hanukkah holiday.

—AMY PRENDERGAST

Pearl Harbor
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

no big deal," he said. "It was like a well disciplined

physical education class."

The entrance of the United States into the war dra-

matically effected the atmosphere of the campus for

years to come and shaped the minds of a whole genera-

tion of students, MacConnell said.

"When the war came there was a feeling that if you

were physically fit you were headed towards the war," he

said. "Students began to feel the inevitability of fighting

in the war as friends were drafted and the ROTC drills

got more rough handed."

By 1943, when student exemption from the draft

ended, most students had left UMass, except for those in the

military program, according to MacConnell. Smith and

Amherst Colleges also had military training programs, he

said.

MacConnell and Richason both said the University,

along with the rest ofthe country, had been swept up in the

war hysteria.

"As quickly as we got the news, the propaganda against

Germany and Japan picked up enormously," explained

MacConnell. "There was concern over subverting forces in

the US and the typical rallying for the troops."

"Praise the Lord and pass the ammunition' and "Loose

Lips sink Ships" were popular slogans, MacConnell said.

"There was the feeling that nothing Japan did was in

good taste because of the backhanded nature of the attack

on Pearl Harbor," Richason said.

Collegiaa photo by Matt iUhn

Professor William MacConnell
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hostages
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

respondent for The Associated Press, was the last remain-

ing American hostage.

Anderson arrived at the hospital this morning to ajoyous

welcome,

Cicippio. 61. planned to fly home early today and Steen

likely will leave by the end of the week, said Fohlmeister. a

l" S. .Air Force colonel.

Hoth were flown to the U.S. military hospital in

Wiesbaden that has become a traditional dispensary of

health care, psychiatric and physical evaluations and
reorientation for returning American hostages.

Steen, a 52-year-old journalism professor, suffered per-

manent damage to the leftside ofhisbrain when hiscaptors

kicked his head against a wall during a 1987 beating, said

Fohlmeister.

Fohlmeister described Steen's injury as a "large bruise

on his brain" and said the hostage suffered three general

seizures in the week after the beating and continues to

suffer brief blackouts.

He has numbness and loss of coordination in his right

foot and right hand that are likely to be permanent,

Fohlmeister told a news conference

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6, 1991

Fohlmeister said the seizures will be controlled under

medication and that Steen will be able to live a normal life.

Air Force doctors also brought under control Steen's high

blood pressure, which had gone untreated during his cap-

tivity. Fohlmeister said. Steen also was treated at Wiesbaden

for a sinus inllainmation.

The Boston native will not need psychiatric treatment

and "seems a very normal person," the doctor said.

Steen was kidnapped from U.S.-supported Beirut Uni-

versity College on Jan. 24, 1987 and Cicippio, acting con-

troller at American University in Berirut was captured on

Sept. 12, 1986.
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WINTER SESSION 1992
January 2-23

IT'S
TI-I-I-ME!

Register NOW for Winter Session courses and

workshops Over 100 credit courses

and nearly 80 noncredit workshops

By mail - until December 11

(U.S. mail only: don't use campus mail)

By FAX - until December 1

1

In person - November 25 through January 6

Division of Continuing Education, 615 Goodell Building

3 credits in just 3 short weeks!

What a deal!

DIVISION OF
CONTINl ING EDUCATION
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ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA
OFFERS 15 FELLOWSHIPS FOR GRADUATE

OR PROFESSIONAL STUDY
DURING 1992-1993

The National Council of Alpha Lannbda Delta

announces that fellowships for graduate or professional

study will be awarded for use during the 1992-1993

academic year. The amount of each fellowship is $3,000.

Applicants will be judged on academic record,

recommendations submitted, and the soundness
of the proposed project and purpose.

Any member of Alpha Lambda Delta graduating with a

cumulative average of at least 3.50 is eligible to apply.

Any member ofALD who has completed at least the

first semester of the senior year is eligible to apply.

For additional information and an application,

contact Cynthia George, Dean of Students Office,

227 Whitmore.

DEADLINE IS DECEMBER 31, 1991
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on ihis page are those of ihe inJiviciual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represenc the views of iIk Collegian or the Universicy unless otherwise noled

Mind games promoting
classism, prejudice

Today's world has a new, desperate qual-

ity, a blend ofeconomic despair and classist

indifference that makes a certain political

leader's vision of a "kinder, gentler nation"

seem like a cruel joke. Perhaps he really

meant to say "genteel."

Folks, I am convinced our generation has

been the victim of serious social-political

mind games.
I am not sure how it happened, but some-

how we leapt from the free love, no more
war, happy hippydom ofthe 60s to the "Me"

generation ofthe 80s. I am convinced part of

this emphasis on individualism comes from

a desperate need to block out the sometimes

frightening, very ugly world that has de-

veloped.

Trystan Skeigh

In my coming ofage decade I watched the

government say that the needs ofpoor people

are not important, that family farms can

just go to hell, that Blacks shouldn't receive

scholarships, that rising unemployment
shouldjust be ignored unless it's happening

to you, that women should not be believed,

that the president can now deem line-items

in laws passed by Congress unconstitutional

and just cross them out, that the constitu-

tional provision that only Congress can de-

clare war is optional, that presidents can

trade drugs for weapons and get off scot-

free, although a student who gets caught

with a joint goes tojail, that presidents' sons

never have to pay back their loans, although

students must ...

I am part ofa generation mired in escap-

ism and despair and can anyone possibly

still wonder why?
There was a time when honor, integrity,

honesty, experience and civility were val-

ued in this society. When being a respon-

sible adult meant more than driving a flashy

car and making at least 60 grand a year.

Something has happened to this country

and I think it's called utter disillusionment.

We returned from Vietnam to find a

government that could no longer be trusted.

We were forced to learn, for the first time,

that young men's lives are less important

than a president's public image.

We have never recovered from that shock.

Watergate was the final nail in the coffin lid

— after that, contra-gatejust slipped harm-

lessly by our notice. We were too busy play-

ing video games, watching movies, spend-

ing money or living on the streets.

And what really worries me is that, now
that the secret is out, government doesn't

really need to pretend to be good anymore.

Reagan's absolute refusal to even pre-

tend we live in a classless society frightens

me. The fact that business and the wealthy

have gotten significant tax cuts and breaks,

while the middle and lower-class now shoul-

der a significantly higher income tax rate is

blatantly immoral. Yet no one complains,

because those with the loudest voices in this

society have the deepest pockets and they're

happy, while those most harmed are strug-

gling to survive and have been rendered

voiceless.

Bush, former CIA director, has taken

this country even farther down the path

away from democracy, claiming new powers

never before dreamed of under the Consti-

After vjeeks of disarray, tt^ AclTYvinistration

• unveils its ecoDomic recovery program

tution with his own brand-new line-item

veto power and his conviction that consult-

ing Congress about war is a mere formality.

Bush and Reagan both have clamped the lid

tight on the free dissemination of informa-

tion, expanding the National Security ex-

emptions to the point where it's difficult to

get an intact document upon request from

the federal government.

And this has happened under our noses

without much protest. Why? America is

burned out, cynical, insecure about the fu-

ture, and frankly, pretty hopeless about

things changing for the better.

Think about it— the only things of late

experienced by lower-middle class America

have been increasing unemployment, taxes,

violence, AIDS cases and drug use, while

economic benefits and services have steadily

declined.

Something is drastically wrong in this

country. Bush's "thousand points of light"

don't seem to include anyone with a median

income below $35,000. Naturally, women,
Blacks and other ethnic minorities are

mostly excluded.

I hate to bring it up like this— but don't

you think it's time we stopped electing Re-

publicans?

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian columnist

Hard work, student

input led to phone
registration system
Bemie Cooneys letter to the Collegian (Thursday,

Dec. 5) suggests the new Pre-Registration system was

motivated by factors other than the desire to improve

student services. I'd like to clarify the history sur-

rounding the development of the system.

Before the current budget crisis began, students

and faculty indicated that of all the services provided

by the University, they were most dissatisfied with

the pre-registration and add-drop processes. Both

studentsand academic departments complained about

the long Unes, especially during add-drop, and the

academic departments felt that add-drop process was

ineffective for managing course seats. On this basis,

funds were set aside and committed to improving the

pre-registration and add-drop processes.

A number of staff in the Provost's office. Data

Processing Center, Registrars Office and the Gradu-

ate School have committed themselves over the past

three and a half years to make this system work, in

addition to preforming their regularjob functions. We
sought input from a student and faculty advisory

committee to assure that the system would respond to

the needs of students and faculty. The reason the

system is easy to use is because ofstudent input on all

aspects of the project.

Contrary to Mr. Cooney's suggestion, staffcontinue

to work hard even though the Pre-Registration phase

has been implemented. We have only two and a half

weeks to coordinate the academic department review

of pre-registration rosters, and then enter the final

schedule information before printing the schedules

and mailing them to students. Meanwhile, staffin the

Registrar's Office and Data Processing Center (i.e.,

"Whitmore") as well as the staff in academic depart-

ments must prepare for the implementation of the

add-drop phase of the project. All of these areas have

suffered reduction in staffs while trying to put this

new system into operation.

When the project is fully implemented, we vrill

spend less time on routine matters with students, but

we will spend more time maintaining the hardware

and software that we had to install to get this system

to work.
There are staff in Whitmore who have worked and

who continue to work long and hard on this project,

without the recognition of merit raises, bonuses or

commissions. What we have accomplished in spite of

budget cuts is miraculous, and I would like to thank

all the staff, faculty and students who gave up their

time so willingly to make this project a success.

Nancy Fitzpatrick
Registrar

War, history and global economics
Saturday marks the 50th anniversary ofthe Japanese's

bombing of Pearl Harbor, the most atrocious act ever

perpetrated on our country.

The United States was far from admirable in its actions

during the war against Japan, as they captured and im-

prisoned thousands of Japanese-Americans in concentra-

tion camps in 1941. These people were harmless, but the

paranoid American government thought they were work-

ing as spies, so they took them away from their lives and

separated them from their families.

Michael Morrissey

Meanwhile, we conducted an extensive naval war against

the Japanese. We crossed the Pacific and battled the kami-

kaze pilots ofJapan en route to a decisive but costly military

victory.

In war, however, nothing ever seems to end cleanly. It

was determined by President Truman that the only way to

end the escalation would be to hit the Japanese where it

hurt— in their own cities.

Our unleashing of the atomic bombs on the cities of

Nagasaki and Hiroshima was not a rash decision by any

means. In fact, Truman spent many months deliberating

and discussing with his advisors before he decided that the

atomic bomb was the only real end to a war we didn't even

want to be in.

We had another war to fight over in Europe, against a

guy called Hitler. Our ability to simultaneously fight and

win two wars at the same time was a highlight in our

country's history.

Flash to today — Japan is the world economic leader

while the United States is mired in a recession. Our pa-

thetic situation is laughed at by the leaders of Japan, and

arrogantly so.

I realize that one area of our foreign policy that is not

outstanding is our trade. Our goods and products today

suck compared to those ofJapan. Is it any wonder why our

economy is so bad? We buy so many gosh-darn foreign

products that our own friends are getting laid off of the

assembly line.

Why did this happen you ask? Well, see for the last 40

years or so, America was too busy carrying the rest of the

world's economy on its shoulders. At the beginning of the

1980s, the United States was the biggest lender. It should

follow that since most of the countries went lame on re-

payment (I'm talking about YOU, Brazil!), we are now the

biggest debtor nation.

Meanwhile, Japan is flourishing. Look at their economic

policy: it's almost flawless. These leaders are arrogant

towards our own country, asserting they have nothing left

to learn from us. As far as they're concerned, we're as dead

as Moses.
Now let's pan back to the aftermath of Pearl Harbor.

Who made Japan? Who rebuilt their economy? The United

States ofAmerica! Without debate, it is safe to say that we

made Japan what it is today.

Without us, who knows where the Japanese would be.

Without Pearl Harbor, there would be no Hiroshima. And

without Hiroshima, no restructuring ofthe economy based

on our own would have occurred.

Believe me, it doesn't make me proud to say that we're

responsible for the top two economies in the world, but

that's the way it is.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian columnist

Prejudice and politics destroying education
"There's no reason why children who have an English

education in Puerto Rico should come here and not speak

English," Geraldine Barret said. There is no reason? Who

said so? This letter is in response to the article, "Schools fail

under economic crisis" [Collegian, Dec. 2].

Who told Geraldine Barret that education is in English

in Puerto Rico? I wonder if she has ever lived there.

Puerto Rico is a Spanish speaking community. Although

English is the second language, Spanish is still the effective

one. People use Spanish in their everyday life and the

government passes its bills in that language. English is

more a business language or is used in private schools

where education is bilingual. You have to be in a good

economic position to afford one of these schools and not

everyone can do that, even if they wanted to.

Unfortunately, the majority of the Puerto Rican kids in

Holyoke schools do not belong to this class. They did not

have the chance to learn that language as others would do.

But, for our government, these kids do not represent any

political advantage so that's why they make cuts on educa-

tion— to afford things such as nuclear submarines, M-60s,

Patriot missiles, etc., which are used in wars. If you know

a little bit about economics you know what I am talking

about: the g\m vs. butter theory. On the other hand, these

kids are used for filling a quota ofminorities. This will grant

the state of Massachusetts more funds because of them.

This issue, mixed up vrith prejudice, a "Httle bit" of

politics and a huge amount ofmoney, makes the mess that

is living on in our education system. It does not matter ifwe

screw education as long as meanwhile we can build ships,

F-117S, F-14s, etc.

I cannot believe we are not giving weight to education

which is the key to our standard of living. Anyway: "Who

cares? They are just quota and have no future."

I cannot believe this ... It is so "cool" to think in that way,

and much more to govern in that way. That's whywe live the

way we do and we find kids begging for their right of

education so their dreams would be fulfilled.

Evelyn A. De Jesus
Southwest
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24.99 cass. 42.99 CD 7.99 cass. 11.99 CD 7.99 cass. 11.99 CD 7.99 cass. 11.99 CD 7.99 cass. 11.99 CD

JAMES
TAYLOR
NEW MOON SHINt

>r«n^ lit ^"t "^vl

.1 iC '0

--• CH* :»«

LITA
FORD
Dangerous
Curves
ttttum.

Lkfiw T^Mi Lite

8.99 cass. 1 1 .99 CD 7.99 cass. 1 1 .99 CD 7.99 cass. 1 1 .99 CD 7.99 cass. 1 1 .99 CD
sp.^i°mofkSy%!«I.«,

THE |l CTH »NNWIRS*R< EDTOtt ITS A
WONDERFUL

UFE
Frank Capra's

Onginal

James Stewart

Donna Reed

,, I. , 16.99
q lik

LARRY BIRO

33 ^'i> ^

VIDEO

LARRY BIRD

A Basketball

Legend

A Complete

Guide to

Bird

Watching

16.99
VIDEO

R
EMOTIONS

i.>Mi ».'. \yr.*. '

TDK
D90

FIVE

PACK

Bpn^"'"^ 'iijfl

MAXELL
XL 11-100

TWO
PACK

5.99

,^^.TDK 1

MAXELL SA-XiT"

UR9G

TWO
PACK

•TpK

SA-Pgg

2.99

'TDK

rao II

SA-X 90
,1 L - -J

TDK
SA-X-90

TWO
PACK

6.99

TDK
HS-T-120

3.99

(ftTDK

unu

EHG
^ T-120

TDK
E-HG-T-120

Single

4.49

On SaCe *Jhrou^fi December litft.

HADLEY, Russel St. & Route 9 (413)256-3160

HOLYOKE, 2275 Northampton St (413)536-2222

PITTSFIELD, 241 North St (413)499-0357

SPRINGFIELD, 1550 Boston Post Rd... (413)543-1 517

W. SPRINGFIELD, Memorial Ave (413)737-4128

ENFIELD, CT.,Rte. 190 Hazard Ave (203)741-3030
liOli^

Let Them Choose Gift Certificates $10 * $15 * $25
The Perfect Gift Solution

Arts & Living
Addams are kooky!
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Da da da da ... dum dum ... it's The
Addams Family," an uneven but funny take

on the popular 608 television sitcom that

boasts a fabulous set and a clever cast but
never quite hits its stride.

The threadbare plot involves the Addams'
crooked lawyer (Dan Hedaya) and a fake

Uncle Fester (Christopher Lloyd), but the

movie is basically a string of comic strip

punchlines, with some of the best jokes

already shown in the trailer. The fun of the

film (and possibly its chief flaw) is that

anything goes. The family is indeed maca-
bre, we know that, but the film wants to hit

the audience over the head with it. If it

spent a little less time trying and a little

more time on the plot, it would have been

great.

The Box Office

However, "The Addams Family" is far

from a clunker. There are some inventive

gags and the film should be given credit for

never resorting to bathroom humor for

laughs. The cast seems to be having the

time oftheir lives, whether they're perform-

ing a Broadway-ish dance number or trying

to make it in the real world with real jobs.

The set itself deserves an award. The
Addams family live in a huge, wild and
weird funhouse. There are secret doors and
booby traps galore, and everything is painted

in a glorious blend of black and gray. Cin-

ematographer Barry Sonnenfeld, turned

director, lets the camera fly and the special

effects, especially those involving the roam-
ing hand ofThing, are credible. It's a visual

treat, if anything.

The casting is especially clever. Angelica
Huston ("The Griflers") is a wickedly sensu-
ous Morticia, savoring every punchline with
her honey voice. Her loving, er, hating
husband Gomez, is played with a suave
debonair Hair by Raul Julia ("Havana"). It's

obvious he's having a great time being
creepy. Christopher Lloyd ("Back to the

Future") plays the fake Fester, careful not

to ham things up too much. Christina Ricci

("Mermaids") is a scene stealing wonder.
She and Pugsly have a great time as well,

especially in a hilarious play scene.

"The Addams Family" is a disappoint-

ment, however, when you think of its poten-

tial. Everything is thinly strung together,

and it can seem like the same jokes are

being said over and over again. Check out
"the Addams Family"— you won't be terri-

bly impressed, but you'll have a good time.

ACTING: B+ PLOT: D-i- EXECUTION:
A- OVERALL: B

AN AMERICAN TALE:
WEST

FIEVEL GOES

Not as good as the first, but much less

dark, and much more fun. Dom Deluise,

Amy Irving, and Jimmy Stewart provide

the lively voices. Fievel, the little mouse,
goes west in search of fortune, and is

thwarted by an evil cat, with a dastardly

voice supplied by John Cleese. The anima-
tion, while it isn't up to Disney standards, is

good. Producer Steven Speilberg insisted

that it be directed like a live-action film, so

it has a fantastic waterslide sequence that's

pure Speilberg. While it doesn't approach
"Beauty and the Beast" it's still a worth-

while animated film.

OVERALL: B

University dancers to
give powerful display
By ROBIN CRANDALL
Collegian Correspondent

Nervous energy pulses. Dancers in

multicolored sweats, big socks, and buns
go over counts and choreography for a last

minute brush up before the big night. The
curtain in BowkerAuditorium burstsopen
right on time and "Oflen and On," a piece

by Amy Zarlengo, a 1991 UMass gradu-
ate, begins. This piece is a spoof on the

stiff competition and harsh reality of the

professional dance world. It's a fun dance
with five performers all vying for solos;

pushing and shoving each other out ofthe
way for their big moment in the spotlight.

This sets the mood for "Brubeck," a

DeMarais is featured in this dance. Her
feeling and strength matches the sensu-
ous saxophone of David Sanborne.

Followinga shortintermission, "Quirk"
is a jazz piece with a twist— they dance
in pointed shoes. The lighting in this

dance gives the impression of being un-
derwater with the liquid and melting
mermaid dancers.

Liz Flynn is featured in an emotion-
ally charged dance to "Get Here If You
Can."Andrea Taylor-Blenis was inspired

to choreograph this piece by friends and
family in the Gulf War and the loss of

Richard Jones, to whom the entire pro-

gram is dedicated, in January.
The finale, titled "Surrender," was

''The lighting in this dance gives one the im-

pression of being under water with the liquid

and melting mermaid dancers.''

bluesy, hip-hopping, foot-stomping dance.

Five dancers in black spandex fiow across

the stage to the choreography ofthe late,

great Richard Jones.

The third piece, called 'Three Songs,"

was choreographed by Terese Friedman
of Mt. Holyoke College. This is a beauti-

ful, sensual dance featuring the rippling

back muscles offour University Dancers.

"Sisters" begins and ends with ten of

the 15 University dancers in purple and
blue loose, flowing hair. Michelle

choreographed by the newest member of

the UMass dance department, Kathy
Jennings. Amy Queander and Brian
Dawbin are the featured warrior-lovers

in this intriguing piece about a relation-

ship that is reaching its bitter end.

Don't miss this powerful display of

UMass dance talent.

The University Dancers are perform-

ing in Bowker Auditorium Dec. 5, 6 and 7

at 8 p.m. Tickets are four dollars for

UMass students.

$2500 NOW^ AVAILABLE!!
IF YOU ARE A UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS STUDENT (GRAD OR
UNDERGRAD) WE HAVE $2500 IN SCHOLARSHIP MONEY WAITING
FOR YOU (WHICH NEVER HAS TO BE PAID BACK) REGARDLESS OF

YOUR G.P.A. OR ESTIMATED FAMILY INCOME.

TO CLAIM YOUR SCHOLARSHIP JUST CALL:

THE UNITED SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION
(6 17)-499-8672

'IN ADDITION. YOU CAN EARN $200 A DAY WORKING PART-TIME

AS A STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE FOR A NATIONAL COMPANY'

^^111 THEiffPEB

C9 (A ITWHITEltNOmDAILrl
M*WV ChiMftn At AH Tiniti

MT. FARMS 4

5e4-91S3

Star Trek VI
Call Theatre

jB for showtimes

Showtimes
Mon - Thurs

one show @7:30pm
Fri - Sun

7:00pm & 9:00pm
Admission $4.00

Student w/ID $3.00

WRITE HEY UGLY ON A
PIECE Of PAPER AND GET
$2 00 OFF ANY LIVE SHOV/

THIS WEEKEND WITH THIS AD

The Original

t NY COMEDY SHOP
it's 90 minutes of fast-paced,

sid^splitting, stand-up comedy!

YOU WON'T STOP LAUGHING!

3 BIG AGS EACH SHOW

SHOWTIMES: FRI. 9:30pm

SAT. 8:30 & 10:30pm

: HOLIDAY INN HOLYOKE

4I3-534-004I
^^»

For The Boys
Call Theatre

for showtimes

z TheAdams Fami^
S| Call Theatre

E^ for showtimes

aAn American Tail
Fievel .Goes West

CallTheatre

il for showtimes

HAMPSHIRE 6

584-7550

The Fisher King
CallTheatre

I for showtimes

Sj Little Man Tate
CallTheatre

3E for showtimes

UNIVERSITY COPY CENTERS

10 printed resumes |

10 envelopes j

10 sheets of paper |

r
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I Two locations open Mon-Fri, 9 am-5 pm |

I 101 Herter Hall • South College, lower level |

i Call 545-2719 for prices j

I
lO% DISCOUNT with this ad

{

My Girl
CallTheatre

Id for showtimes

<:

Father of the Bride

Special Sneak Preview

j E Sat only @ 8:00

for

$X.75
other photo copying

specials also available

Stay over and see

Beauty & the Beast

@l(h30

Curly Sue
Call Theatre

S] for showtimes

Cape Fear
Call Theatre

ai for showtimes
Prince of Tides

Special Sneak Preview

ci Sat only §7:50 j
cJsUvoveriMemyDrmOjSj

A Holiday

Present

from

The BodyShops!
KENNEDY 1 2 / JOHN ADAMS 1 9 / TOTMAN

LEWIS / HILLTOP / CROSSAN

Sign up for Spring Semester
December 9 & 10 on

The Campus Center Concourse
or

any BODY SHOP Location

between 12/9-13!!

for only

$45.00
and receive a

FREE WATER BOTTLE
(while supplies last!!)

Come get Nautilu^ Hydrafitness

NordicTrack® Sta ire limbers

Free Weights, Treadmills, Bikes, &
Unlimited Aerobics Classes

for less than $3.00/week!!

OFFER EXPIRES 12/13/19
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Need Money for

$ Your Education?
You can access your share of the $4 BILLION available annually in

scholarships, grants, fellowships, internships and loans.

Let us help you tap into the Source of funding available for your

individual needs. You qualify regardless of grades or family finances!

GUARANTEED RESULTS I

413 'ISA '6188 Monday - Friday 10-4

Source
EDUCATIONAL FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS

Nestle in at Scenic

Cliffside Apartments
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AP photo

JUDD'SFAREWELLCONCERT— Naomi Judd, left, and daughter

Wynonna perform their farewell concert Wednesday night in

Murfreesboro, Tenn. Naomi is leaving the successful country duo

due to chronic hepatitis.

(From six to twelve month lease available)

Come see our 1 and 2 bedroom units. All utilities

included, appliances, laundry facilities, cable reeidy.

On bus route. Furnished units available. On Rte. 1 16,

close to 1-91

1 = Only minutes away from UMASS!
'" •"^

Phone (413)665-3958

Hours: Tues. - Fri. 9:AM - 8:PM
Sat. 9:AM - 4:PM

665-2629

"^

Haircuts **11.50

Colors **16 to »*20

Frosting ^^

Perm (cut included) ^44 to **48

Partial Perm ^^

We use Paul Mitchell products
Recieve a Paul Mitchell Christmas gift from us to you witli a

purchase of **11.50 or more. Exj^ircs Saturday, Dec. 14.

Next to 7-11, Route 116
Sunderland, MA

UMASS IN A BOX!

The good -^

The bad ->

The objectives are similar

to those in "real college lile":

1) to collect credit hours and
trade them for diplomas

2) to have FUN

(order may be reversed in

certain individuals)

The major differences

between UMASSOPOLY and
UMASS?

You don't have to study

while playing UMASSOPOLY
and Academic Probation

doesn't last as long.

Available in area gilt stores including:

Hastings — 45 S. Pleasant

Lots tor Littles — 201 N. Pleasant

JT Rapps — Hampshire Mall

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

Of rourse, prehistoric neighborhoods always had

that jne family whose front yard was strewn with old

mammoth remains.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

wrtrtflAflrtmrtwl

By BILL WATTERSON

rK\Gr)IM^0UTS\DETO
play: I'VE (SOT MY

f\
—

4
< '9W 'J" ••»•' '-M* ^r^o-****

TV\ LEAVING nmi

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

Wow, Ma^«:n6, if ^wri? 15 A^e.
we, <^ letter [\^^^

uiV^ile uou lAjeve \

wponam. ^

Off«af««l>W

bear GijJb^l,

X MIOuM lif^ "b

rt«t wrttMjM* -to ^5CU«
uour feilei «tev«pr

in ofief to

Ivwfe.jTHdv

Think -1ha-f'<^be<^,

^itw\ huae,ire^MM(im^;

1 ^E5.

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

UNDER 21 By KRIS K. EARLE

Quote of the Day
"You never knew whether the touch of

your captors would be one of compas-

sion or one of violence. You just had to

quietly take it."

—Father Morris Jenko

former Islamic Jihad hostage

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 rourth century

dale: Rotn
5 Stewart or

Joseph ot

lournalism

10 Road sign

14 War god
1

5

Forgo
16 Hebrides

island

\t 1949 Nobel
laureate

20 Security

Item

21 Before

22 Cerise or

carmine

23 Strays

26 Take place

29 Tel —
30 Aimy rank

Abbr
33 Possessive m

Provenge

34 San Marcos de
—

. Chile

35 Past

36 1929 novel by

1 7 Across, with

The
40 Explosive

monogram
41 Nine Comb

form

42 Architectural

molding

43 Attirmative

44 Pictures —
Exhibition

45 Chocolates, e g
47 Becker

t>oomers

48 School-support

org

49 Houston athlete

52 Deliver by
parachute

56 1 938 novel t)y

1 7 Across

60 Dodgers ot

Rangers
61 Approximately

62 In — verilas

63 Tibetan oxen
64 Highway

divisions

65 well-mannered

Emily

DOWN
1 Crow s call

2 Place (or corn

3 Monks room
4 - de Pascua
Easter Island

5 Rouse
6 Wounded
7 Recipe direction

8 Eggs
9 Little, in Lyons
10 Followers ot

guru Nanak
1

1

Eagle oi

Ranger
12 - penny
13 Certain heeler s

stamping
giound

18 Apiopos ot

19 Future

butlerllies

23 Patli LuPone
role

24 Fai from

impecunious
25 Kind of pudding
26 Make amends
27 Moues
28 Fastener

29 As You Like It

forest

30 Estimate

31 White wader
32 The

Highwayman
poet

34 Tolstoy

heroine

and others

37 Cleric

38 Poker stake

39 Opponent
45 Swaggers
46 Desert stream

bed

47 Plants of the lily

family

46 Vex
49 Lawyer Abbr
50 Mets home
51 Furniture wood
52 Soon
53 Inviting letters

54 Toledo s locale

55 Cobs mates
57 — d Or, in

Quebec
58 Arab garment
59 Seurai stroke
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YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES(Marx;h2l-April 19): Chan

a new course for yourself. It is tiine to

rtiake a major new commitmenl. A ro-

mance may be out of control. Urge a

loved one to use common sense and

slow down.

TAllRUS(April20-May20):Luck

may be yours in carrying out mailers of

a private nature. Contact with relatives

could be surprisingly beneficial. The

business outlook is golden. Move
quickly when opportunity knocks.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20); B.ir-

gains abound for holiday shoppers. Get

an early start! Seek advice of someone

who has helped you in the past. You

feel real kinship with someone who

remembers the "good old days."

CANCER (June 2 1 -July 22): Tool

your own horn for a change. Your

creative genius will be ignited and your

career invigorated. Share your inner-

most thoughts with mate or business

partner. Their reactions will delight

you.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): What you

do for others today, especially people

in high places, will have a tremendous

impact on your reputation. Be as helpful

as possible. Marriage sounds good.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): Play

it smart! Combining business with

pleasure tixlay would cause too much

stress. You deserve some lighthearted

fun this evening. Ixi mate know what

you have in mind.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 2 1 ): This is

no time to be a recluse. Get out and

socialize with influential people. Take

a small gift for your host: your

thoughtfulness will be remembered.

More invitations could follow.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Sharing your knowledge with VIPs

makes them trust you. Curtail spending.

Skipping a social event may be your

wisest course of action this evening.

Stickclose tohome ifunderthe weather.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21): Your best ideas come when you

work in a secluded setting today. High-

ranking people may promi.se big things

but fail todeliver. Try to relieve tension,

not create it.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Doing your holiday shopping by mail

or telephone may be the answer for

busy you. Homemade presents or baked

goods make wonderful gifts. Send a

card or short not to old friends.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

You are quite the artist when it comes

to decorating your home. Tidy up your

place in preparation for the busy holi-

days ahead. Cook and freeze a few

special treats. Loved ones are appre-

ciative.

PI.SCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
phone call or small package brings

good news. Ignore .someone who tries

to fan you r anger by repeating negali ve

comment.s.

Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Fxlitor Joanna Quimby

PhotoTechnician MattKahn

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production Oliver Raskin

Jason Torla
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TAKE THE TEST
EXPLORE A CAREER IN
LAW ENFORCEMENT

The challenges are great
and so are the rewards,
when you become a mem-
ber of the Suffolk County
Police Department If you're

seeking more than just a job

and want a fultillmg career

that will incorporate a diver-

sity of skills—including your
college education— come
and explore a career in law
enforcement To receive an
application to take the test,

please return the coupon
Below

You do not have to live in

Suffolk County, New York to enjoy all the benefits of working in our subur-

ban Long Island community Average income levels range from $34,184 for

first year officers—to $58,675 with five years of service You will receive full

salary and benefits dunng training An Equal Opportunity Employer.

TEST DATE: JUNE 6, 1992 (Filing Deadline: March 4, 1992)

Minimum Qualifications: • H.S. or Equivalency Diploma

• 19-29 Years of Age (Age limit extended for military service)

• Good Physical Condition • U.S. Citizenship

The Suffolk County Police Department has an active and continuing recruitment

program on behalf of women African Amertcans, and Hispanics for appointment

to police officer ^SOOSCP-EXAM
f'"""""~MTil'to:lRECRUITMENT SECTION "!

Suffolk County Police Dept. , Yaphank Ave. , Yaphank. NY 1 1980 j

i
I am interested •" a career as a Suffolk County Police Ofticer. Please send me an appii-

j

I caBon and any available information. (Pi»a5»Pnnf; |

I
Name; Address; |

I
City/State; Zip Code:

Name of College:
I Date of Birth: / /

I
Federal Government Requires ttie Following Information;

I ( ) Male ( ) Female ( ) Afncan Amencan
( ) Hispanic { ) White ( ) Ottier

BRENT

SPINER

OL
YELLOW
EYES

IS BACK
AVAILABLE ON CD
& CASSEHE AT:

SAME BAT

CHANNEL
COMICS & CARDS

HAMPSHIRE MALL, HADLEY

10-10M-F»8-IOSAr.l2-6SUN

TELEPHONE • 413-586-8775

Only Area Showing Ends Dec. 12

DAILY 7:00 & 9:05 (No Showing This Sat.)
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j
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SHOWCASE
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ROUTE 9, HADLEV • M6-4483

LESBIAN, BISEXUAL, CAY
ALLIANCE PANCE

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 6TH

10TH FLOOR
CAMPUS
CENTER

9PM -1AM

$3 DONATION

call us

549-7890

#1. Personals" Pizza

with three toppings of

your choice - $3.49

#2. Large Cheese
Pizza - $5.00 (Incl. tax)

#3. 2 Large Cheese
Pizzas - $9.50 (Incl. tax)

#4. Large Pepperoni

Pizza - (Incl. tax)

#5. 2 Large Pepperoni

Pizzas - $ 1 0.50 (Incl. tax)

Our hours are

4:30 PM - 2:00 AM Sun. - Wed,
4:30 PM - 3:00 AM Thurs. - Sat.

WE ACCEPT PERSONAL CHECKS

men's hoop
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Williams' box score read as follows: 25 minutes, 4

points on 2-of-9 shooting, for 3 from 3-point land, 2

rebounds, 4 assists and 3 steals. A pretty mediocre

line.

However, in Williams' case, the numbers don't give

an accurate reflection of what he really did while he

was on the court.

He had the Kentucky guards, Richie Farmer and

Sean Woods, doing pirouettes while trying to cover

him. He drove the lane like Nate Archibald used to,

drawing two defenders to himselfand then dishing off

to the open man for an easy layup.

On defense, Williams' three steals led to two easy

UMass baskets. He seemed to take Woods out of his

game, but did get burned a couple of times when he

went for the steal, didn't get it and allowed the

Wildcats' guards a clear path to the basket.

Williams suffered the same fate as his teammates;

he got tired.

'They had fresh legs," he said. "We played them

tough in the second half, but eventually we all got

tired."

"Xavier is probably as good as Kentucky," said

UMass assistant coach Bill Bayno. "Right now, Ken-

tucky is not a top 20 team."

The Musketeers are 3-0, coming off a 77-74 win

over Northern Illinois. Last year, they beat the Min-

utemen in Cincinnati Gardens, 71-66.

Game Notes: The game can be heard on 91.1

WMUA (with Joe Donovan and Mike Correa) and on

99.3WHMP ( with George Miller and Kevin Kennedy).

Kentucky notebook
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

here's" in six minutes of play against the Minutemen.

•Billy Donovan, who was a standout on Pitino's Provi-

dence team which went to the Final Four in 1987, is now an

assistant coach for the Wildcats. Pitino also hired the first

woman assistant last season, Bernadette Locke-Mattox.

•UMass' pep band is great, but it's tough to beat

Kentucky's ensemble which is the largest in the country,

over 100 members strong.

• Pitino was almost the victim of one of the quickest

knockouts in history. Just one minute into the game, if

Pitino said one more word to the referee he would have been

hit with a technical or two.

•Calipari on Pitino's house: "It's a small grade school."

•Is this Flushing Meadows? At first I thought I was in

Shea Stadium watching Dwight Gooden pitch as hundreds

ofKentucky student boosters wore blue shirts emblazoned

women's hoop
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

we keep working hard."

UMass point guard Trish Riley, who sat out all but

one of last year's games with back ailments, saw the

pain flare up again Tuesday, and is questionable for

the game tomorrow.

Riley leads the team in scoring (13 points per

game), assists, turnovers, and is tied for the lead in

steals.

with "K"8.

•Atlantic City is raving about the play of freshman Lou

Roe. A New Jersey television station picked up the game
feed from Kentucky for his hometown fans.

Brett Morris is a Collegian Staffmember

• Cars
• Trucks
• Cargo Vans

fftttlbf Day, WMk or Uonlh

SpMal WMkly and Woatwnd Ratos

NorttiAnnherstMotors

AutoftlKck Rental

71 Old SundMtond Rd.

NortiAiniwret,UA

S49-RENT
(S49-73M)

On Sim fhutt

UllM

The smallest baxes

make tlie

Grandest Openings!

has positions available for:

-A&6i6tant English Teachers

-Coortflinators for International Ke\at\or\5

Come to the JET Program Information 5eeem:

heeday, December 10, 1991 at 6:00pm

Mather Career Center

or contact: The JET Office

Consulate General of Japan in 3oeton
(617) 975-9772

Application dead\\r\e: December ZO, 1991

MOVING OFF CAMPUS?

p&fiili^

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• ON UMASS BUS ROUTE • NEARBY SHOPPING •

Situated on 18 well-landscaped acres with pond.

• One and Two Bedroom apartments including gas

utilities (HEAT, HOT WATER, AND STOVE).

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

• STOP IN AND WE'LL SHOW YOU WHAT WE HAVE TO OFFER.

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 BRANDYWINE DRIVE, AMHERST

RENTAL OFFICE OPEN DAILY 1 0-4

549-0600

Classifieds
rnu.rnn.n,n,a.,nFnCE inCAMRUSCEmR WURSDAYSMM FRIDAUMX-DEADUNEISmODAYSPRIORTOPUBUCAmN • lOrmmVAr FORSWDEm • OSHmADVANa

ACTIVmES
FOR RENT

JESUS SAID, 'I am the light of the world.'

What did he mean? Intervarsity Christian

Fellowship meeting tonight. 7:30PM CC

Pagan Students Weakly Meeting New-

comers welcome! Sunday 'pm Campus
Center

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AHORA
Reunion General

manes 10 de diciembre

7 pm Campus Center

Discutiremos newsletter.

actividades y mucho masi

ite esperamos!

-ATTENTION DRINKERS-
We at Reiliable Tours are ainning a New
Years Tnp to Montreal (Dec 30th-Jan Isl) It

includes roundtnp motorcoach. 3 days 2

nights hotel and an open bar at DJ's Pub

New Years Eve All for an incredible low

pnce today (61 7 598-9930) Reliable Tours

365 Broadway^RlJ^ Lynnfield 01 94

CARRIBBEAN - ONLY $189

roundtrip air to somewhere
sunny and warm! EUROPE -

$160! Hitchande.

AJRHjTCH 21 2-864-2000

HAVE PROBLEMS WITH your roommate?

Contact OCHO 428 Student Union or call us

at 545-0865. We can hejp!

OFFICIAL zboMASS CONDOMS
$1^ 6-6898

PVOC OIL CO-OP. Purchase home heating

oil at reduced cost Register at OCHO 428

Student Union.

SENIORSI
December 1 3th is the last day to have senior

portraits taken this semester!

Ifs FREE, call 1-800-969-1337

For an appointment

TtM Alliance Christian Fellowship

will have professor Kevin Curry to speak on

deosion making tonight at 7pm.

Decisions to make?

AUTO FOR SALE

2 Badrom apt avallabia Jam or Febl

through May 31 2 mm from uptown 800+

Call 549-0032

2 rooms for lant/slarling in Jan or Feb On

bus route Big house, on Ball La. Male or

female. Cheap rent 549-^677

AMHERST. Two t)edroom condominiums

for as low as $550 per month Convenient

month-to-month rental agreement Parking

available for two vehicles. On bus route,

close to mall, center ol town and UMass. Call

253-3834

AMITY PLACE Single room for rent Jan-

May Female non-smoker 549-0682

GREAT APARTMENT! Quiet + clean

1 min walk to bus. laundry, stores

1 or 2 bedrooms in S Deerfiek)

$510/month Heat Included

Avail Jan 15. half mo. free

Call 665-8459

Alrlln* Tickal

Worcester to Denver -Leaves; 12/24

Retruns 1/6. $250 roundtrip

Call MarV 323-9692

PERSONALS

BLCNIAK XMAS TREE FARMS. Cut your

own or ready cut. 1 33 Bay Hd. Hadley 9am-

7pm

BREW YOUR OWN BEER
at home Its cheap, simple, little labor Com-

plete brewing kits . Call 508-823-6453

FOR SALE
Image Writer 11 Pnnter

$250 8 0.

Call Marci 549-4600 x303

I NEED MONEY DESPERATELY!!

For Sale:

Touch sensitive electric piano

$500 00 B/0
1 yr. okJ mountain bike -$150.00 B/O

Call Rich 256-6971

Leave message

LIVE ACROSS FROM THE PUB
Female nsommate needed 1 70/mo

Cal[253-4t49

Newly renovated 2bedrooni Townhouse

apt. 450 hot water included New carpets Bus

route Soulhwood 256-0842

Northwood Apartments Holiday Special

2 bedrooms includes hot water starting at

$299.00 20 acres of beautiful property in a

country setting Laundry facilities swimming

pool Free bus service to Umass Hadley & the

malls Energenic & canng staff expenenced

in all phases of property management River

Road Rte. 47 Sundertand MA 01375 M-F

9:00 to 5 :00 413 665 3856

One bedroom In house/on bus route/avail-

able 1/92 «3-9949^^

PRESIDENTIAL APTS. LeaseJan. 1 to Aug.

31. renewable. 1 br, heat inc. Bus. large

rooms, kitchen. 1/2 mile norlh of campus.

$51^0/mo, 549-8133

STARTING JAN 1 460 per month 2bdr apt

Mill Hollow Apt across from Puffdrs

Call Mike or Jay 549-7161 after 5pm

UPTOWN APT
2 roommates wanted

1 starting Jan; 1 in Feb.

Call 549-8027

MEN'S SKIS AND BOOTS. Excellent con-

dition. Call PhH@^2^-7575 lor great pnces

Roundtrip Boston to West Palm

12/23 female 250 BO 546-1 506

SKIS/BOOTS
Lacroix skis with Salomon bindings. Two

pairs of women's lange boots- heated Great

condition! 549-99;g

STEREO FOR SALE
Dual cassette, AM-FM, two speakers, turn-

table. Good condition. Need to sell ASAP.

$75 or BOXallJ<athY at 586-1278

TV FOR SALE
GE 1 3 inch w/ remote

Was $240 when t)ought

only $100
Call Chns at 546-0619

UMASS MEET YOUR Smith Corona rep.

Today in front of the Hatch and find out about

great savings on \o(>&lJ^nepro&jas

WORD PROCESSOR- Typewriter with cal-

culator and memory Great conditkjn.

$115 Negotiable Call 585-0127

HELP WANTED

1980 CHEVY CITATION
New tires. No rust. High mileage

Good local transport

$200 or b/o 586-9574

COLLEGE PIZZA

Fall Special

Lg cheese $6,00

Sm cheese $3 50

Add $1 for 1 or 2 toppings

Free soda with large sub

spaghetti or salad

549-6073 549-6098

Must mention this ad

1 HUGE ROOM
Pnvate bath,

in 3bedroom apt on bus

Heat+H20 incl $200 double $400 single

Dec 1 5 or Jan 1 Jaime/Raina 253-2595

Cheap room for rant! Five min walk from

campus and town. $150 a month. Call 256-

8311 now!

FOR SALE

ENTERTAINMENT

SOUNDS ARENT LIMITED

Professional D.J, Service

All occasions, affordable rates

Call Doug Arent: 546-5363

2Chri8tmas Gowns- Red, Gunne Sax, size

11, $100. ice-green, strapless, size 9-10.

$50. call 549-9931

.

100% silk nacMlM
Hand painted

Lots of designs

Concourse alMay Friday^Dec 6

1984 Dodge Charger Runs well $900 or

BO Call Pam 546-2357

Dont get a job - Get a business!

T AS P. International offers highly motivated

students practical experience and earnings

averaging $4,000-$7,000 for the summer

Please call 1
-800-922-5579

EAR>r$6/HOUR
Spanish/English bilinguals needed for read-

ing study Jeanette 585-

8749

FREE FOOD! Sick of the DC? Tired of

cooking yourself?Why not work in exchange

for free meals? Wortt a max of 9 hours per

week for free meals. Call for info 549-3884 or

549-4275.

Give the Earth a break Greenpeace is hiring

to fill temporary and permanent positions.

Think globally, act locally NOW Call 549-

0507
'

Help ma move, Saturday Dec 14. In

Easthampton $7.50/hr. 4 hr minimum. Call

527-4701 after 3pm.

LOST

BROWN LEATHER JACKET 6-7279

ATTENTKm DRINKERS-
We at Reliable Tours are running a New

Years Tnp to Montreal (Dec 301h-Jan 1 st) It

includes roundtrip motorcoach. 3 days 2

nights hotel and an open bar at DJ's Pub

New Years Eve. All for an incredible low

pnce today (61 7-598-9930) Reliable Tours

365 Broadway_Rt^1J-ynnfiek1 01940

Mysterious and Cooparatlva,

Thank you lor all those monday nights en-

tangling tongues You are mind blowing.

Also, a person who says nothing when he or

she is inclined to speak, is silent I ain't silent

Jesse James

HEY JEN
Want some squamish for your birthday?

What?
Nuttin'!!

Happy 21st Birthday!

Bean

Rrray

Happy Birthday and

good luck on your LSATs
Love J and K

BILL
Congratulations and good luck in the sun

next semester! Don't forget your beach towel

for now, wanna go to the movies?!

Happy Anniversary!

Love Lori

KTlnriFORMERLY OF TUFTS):

Surpnseyour first personal How much dkll

enpy talking to you? Let's just say I'd like to

spend more time with you See ya in Phoebe's

class!

Jim. (Formerly of BU)

NAREST100 MAN:
Wekxime back!

Where have you been?

(Nice hat)

KELLY & SAV-
Thanks for the other night,

I'll always remember it.

You two were exceptionally passionate!

-Middle Man

NO MORE K:ED-TEA For You!!

Happy 21 si birthday spandex man!

JESSKA-
Happy Happy Birthday I realize its late but

you had too much attention yesturday good

luck with nols, school, touring love peace

and happiness sorry and thankyou I love ya

Cel

TO KRISTEN who's 1 8 today.

You light up my life!

I'm blessed to have you as a roommate

And I'm not ashamed to tell this whole stu-

dent body, either

Happy Birthday!!!

LOUZER
Ifs been i yr and

we're still goin stnjng!

Good luck at UNLV! I'll miss you

Love, Kramer and the cog

COWBOY CHRISCHEER UP! Next time we

want front row seatsH.ove Rod ilhejnrtan!

Christina P.:

You're almost there!!

In Sigma's love,

?MOM?

BULLA!
Hey-H's Friday'

Seeing is believing'

Can we COME over tonight?

We love youl

E*S

SPRING BREAK

Veu won't gal npped off' l have the best

spnng break tnps around Jamaica, Cancun,

andBahamas I wouW love to tell you more.

.

Call Dena 549-5740

ANDIE
Hi' My name's Lissa- Hunchback!

Happy Hanukah! Yep. I'm babbling'

Thanks for being there and listening and

stuff! Love, Ussa

SUBLET

SKiMA DELTA TAU

SKjMA delta TAU
Attention all SDT sisters and pledges, pre

pare yourselves The takoa house awaits

for a night of unbelievable fun and excite-

ment!!! Have fun at the formal'

Love,

Michelle Karen

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 FEMALE NEEDED
to share room at Brook

256-3479 $137+ mo.

4 MALES SEEK ROOMMATE for spnng

semester, male or female single room only

$200/ month, heat inluded. No summer rent

responsibility_Call^256-8751^.

2FEMALESWANTEDfor largedouble room

in Puffton Village, Amherst. Very close to

campus, buses every 10 minutes, clean

First Puffton entrance, first set of apart-

ments! Available January 1. $160/month

ea.. including heat, cheap! Call 549-7501

2 Femala roommates to share spacious

bedroom in Townehouse. 549-451 2 Wendy

or Lon'aine

2HOUSEMATES WANTED
2 single br m North Amherst

Available January 1

$160/mo ea. Call 549-5863

3-4 roommates wanted for Jan 92 On bus

route. Clean Quiet. Call 253-9692

Farnala non-smoker i BDRM APT IN

PRESIDENTIAL 225.00 PER MONTH 1 ST

MONTH-RENT FREE AVAILABLE DEC 21

549-9949

JAN-MAY ROOMMATE WANTED, Mill

Valley Est, 2bedroom, 21ull bath. A/C, part<-

ing, heat hot water included Call Shannon

253-7366

Lg Bdrm Spacious housa in BIchrtwn Pool

table All amenities own bath 400 pr month

323-6735 l<im

Looking for a female to share a room in

Puffton Village - $1 43 per month. Call Tammi

at 549-4739

MALEROOMMATENEEDEDtO Share room

in apt. $1 40/month incl heat S hot water. Jan

1 to May 31 . Call Bill 256-1195

servk:es

FEMALE LOOKINGFOR winter sublet 546-

58U_
Room in 4 bdrm house available 12/23

Cheap rent 150 mo* On Noho busline

584 5234

SUBLET FOR JAN
Twnhse apt, rt 1 16 Sunderland

$550/mon call 665-7555

TRAVEL

IaTTENTION DRINKERS-

We at Reliable Tours are running a New

Years Tnp to Montreal (Dec 301h-Jan 1 st) It

includes roundtnp motorcoach. 3 days 2

nights hotel and an open bar at DJ's Pub

New Years Eve All for an incredible low

pnce today (617-598-9930) Reliable Tours

365 Broadway Rt 1 LynnheM 01940

BEST DEALS TO Jamaica, Cancun, Ba-

hamas and Bartjados' Save $100 and book

by Dec 12th with $75 deposit. Last chance

for tower rates 549-3674 ^
Northwest ticket voucher worth $318 Will

sell for

$

275/B0564-9543 Arnold

DAYTONA BEACH! SPRING BREAK "92

March 13-22 includes seven nights ocean-

front hotel plus roundtnp motorcoach. Only

$259 00 call Yankee Tours 1-800-

9DAYT0NA M-F 8-6

SAVE 50% at leading hotels nationwide!

Hotel Expres% International valid in every

major aty 365 days a year for only $25 For

more into ca ll 546-5886

SKI-INTERCOLLEGIATE SKI WEEKS,
$189 Includes: 5 day lift ticket/ 5 nights

lodging (mountainside condo) / 5 days

Intercollegiate activities, sponsored by

Labatt's » Mt, Sutton, Canada (Just across

the Vermont border) Gnsup leader discounts.

Jan 5-10, Jan 12-17 and SPRING BREAK
Call Ski Travel Unlimited 1-800-999-SKI9

TYPINGrtVORD PROCESSING

DISSERTATK}NS, THESES, CASES, Pa-

pers. On-campus Service. MacA^ser Printer.

SpeltehecK, Quality, Inexpensive 584-7924.

Nancy

Papers, Thasas, Resumes. Word pro-

cessing -Laser printing. Call Rosemary 323-

5031 ^___

FREE pregnancy tasting; confidential and

caring support. B1RTHRIGHT:233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

LOSEFATFOR/DURING WINTER BREAK.

Enhance energy, build muscles with

Omnrtrition Fitness Products 549-4401

TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE $1.50/page

Anne 545-09l3_

WANTED

MOVING OUT? Do you want to sellgive

I
away any plants/trees Jane or Laura 253-

5312

I SUBLETS, ROOMS,HOUSING neededDec

I
27, Jan 1 3. Contact SBMC 256-86 1 5 1 0AM-

; 4PM

Two responsible lamalas tooking to sublet

your apartment during intersassion 6-1374

or 6-2547

WANTtO: Pemals ^0 take 'over 'leata.

Townhouse apts. on busline $18lmo.

Avail. Jan. 1. Call 549-8001 ASAP.
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Minutemen must guard against fatigue
Xavier in town for weekend clash
Bv TAMIR LIFPON
CoUepan Staff

The awe of plaving three games in Alaska and a game in

the famed Rupp Arena has worn off. but the jet lag has not

and probably won't for at least a couple of days.

Therefore, not only must the University ofMassachusetts

basketball team worry about the Xavier Musketeers to-

morrow night (7 p.m. in the Curry Hicks Cage), it must
guard against fatigue and an emotional let down.

"Where they lUMassl must be careful is Saturday at

home," said Kentucky coach Rick Pitino. "When you get

home, you tend to relax. You say, "Thank God we're home,

the crowd will carry us.'"

UMass coach John Calipari's team returned yesterday

THE MATCHUPS
Harp«r Williams v$. Aaron Williams— For the third straight

game. Harper faces a high scoring big man in Aaron
Williams (20 points and 1 1 rebounds per game).

Tony Borbee vs. Jamie Gladden— Gladden is shooting
46 percent from the floor and scoring 17.7 points per
game

Jim McCoy v$. Maurice Brantley— McCoy appears to

hove broken out of his early season shooting slump. He'll

have to contend with Brantley, a 6-6 forward who is

averaging just over 10 points per gome.
John Calipari vs. Pete Glllen — Two intense coaches

who get the most out of tneir teams.

from a very successful nine-day, four-game road trip, which

began in Alaska, two days before Thanksgiving and ended
yesterday when the team returned from Lexington, Ky.

afler losing its first game of the season 90-69 to the Univer-

sity of Kentucky.

The Minutemen (5-1) fell victim to a Kentucky team
which had 1 1 days to prepare for the game. The Wildcats

were fresh, while the Minutemen were clearly tired, afler a

grueling 22-hour trip from Anchorage, Alaska the day
before.

"We had a day and a-half to prepare," said UMass
forward Jim McCoy. They had 1 1 days. We would have

been a little better off if we had more time to prepare. We
knew they were going to come at us with the press."

McCoy and Co. struggled to break Kentucky's full court

press all evening. On one play, McCoy and Mike Williams

collided in the backcourt and McCoy dribbled the ball off

Williams' foot out of bounds.

On a similar play. Will Herndon lost the ball right under

the UMass basket and Jamal Mashburn picked it up for an

easy layup.

Whether the Minutemen have enough time to practice

their press-break before tomorrow's game is doubtful,

considering they did not practice yesterday. IfXavier scouted

Wednesday's game, it would be wise to press the Minute-

men.
"Coach Calipari told me that they were going to press a

lot." Williams said. "He told me since I'm a good ball

handler, to be ready to play."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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The Voice likes what he sees
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

LEXINGTON. Ky. — As the University of Massachu-
setts men's basketball team increasingly gains respect

around the nation, it has caught the critical eye of the

legendary Cawood Ledford.

Ar\d what Ledford sees, thousands of University of

Kentucky fans hear.

As the "Voice ofthe Wildcats" over a span of five decades,

Ledford, who has called some of the best games in the

history of college basketball, didn't hesitate to place the

Minutemen among the top teams in the country afler

Wednesday's game betweeen Kentucky and UMass.
"They're a top-20 caliber team," Ledford said of the

Minutemen in his trademark, soothing voice following

UMass' 90-69 loss to the 14th ranked Wildcats. 'They're

extremely talented.

"You play this game two weeks later at your place and it

could be a different outcome."

In his 39 years behind the microphone, Ledford has seen

hisshareofquality teams. Since his first broadcast in 1953,

Ledford has witnessed 26 Kentucky NCAA Tournament
teams, including three which traveled to the Final Four and
two of its five National Championship teams.

As for possibly seeing the Minutemen at Rupp Arena
again when it hosts the Southeast Regionals in March,
I^edford said, "They'll be in the NCAA Tournament. But,

how far, it's hard to say, as there's a little bit of luck

involved.

"But, they're a tough team to play because they're so

interchangeable."

It was the first time the Kentucky native had seen the

Minutemen live. He said he was impressed with the starting

five of Jim McCoy, Harper Williams, Anton Brown, Tony
Barbee and Will Herndon, but was equally complimentary
of freshmen Mike Williams and Lou Roe.

"The two freshmen are going to be great players with a

little bit of time," Ledford said.

For many in Kentucky who can't obtain seats in the

Collpgian photo by Jody (iabin

Mike Williams goes up for a layup against
Keene State. Williams will be in action,

along with his teammates, Saturday night
at 7 p.m. in the Curry Hicks Cage.

24,000-seat arena, I^edford is basketball. When ho appears

at courtside, the Kentucky band salutes him in unison with

a loud, "Hello Cawood."
The "Best Basketball Announcer in the Nation" honorce

knows all the ins and outs of Kentucky basketball and
admitted last night that earlier in the day he spoke to a

worried University of Kentucky head coach.

"I know coach Pitino was very concerned coming into the

game," he said. "In fact, I know he would tell you it was
poorly scheduled. Three years ago, you would never think

UMass would be a team like this."

Hanging from the arena's ceiling is Ix^dford's "jersey," as

he is the only Kentucky non-player or coach to receive the

honor. He announced this pa.st summer he will retire

following the 1991-92 .season.

Women's hoop
hosts Hartford
on Saturday
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's bas-

ketball team plays its first home game of the season
(tomorrow at 2 p.m.), as they ho.st the University of

Hartford at Curry Hicks Cage.

The Hawks sport a 3-2 record with a team that

returns four starters from last year's 11-18 squad.

"As a team they're pretty athletic," UMass coach
Joanie O'Brien said of the visiting Hawks. "They've
got two good post players that we're going to have to

contain if we're going to stay in the game."
The two good low post players O'Brien is talking

about are Lana Thomas, a .5-1 1 junior forward, and
Mary Joe Besselink, a 6-1 junior forward.

Thomas is a force, leading the team with 16.6

points, 11 rebounds and four steals per game. Bessehnk
averages 10 points and nine boards per game.

"They play a lot of man-to-man defense," O'Brien

said, "but they're not quite as aggressive as BU was.

"Offensively they look for both of their post play-

ers, especially if we play man-to-man. We're going to

look for them to try to run against us.

"They've got some decent speed but if we get back

on defense we can slow them down to a halfcourt

game."
UMass is rebounding from a 58-54 loss to Boston

University Tuesday night.

The problem the Minutewomen faced at BU,
O'Brien said, was "overall execution, being smart

with the ball. We've got to continue to work on it.

"We're a little better than when we started, but

we're still a long way to go. That will come as long as

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Beyond the three-point line
Kentucky: excerpts from the spiral bound notebook

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

I thought I would see the

greatest fans in college basket-

ball at the University of

Kentucky's Rupp Arena. I did,

but they weren't Wildcat fans.

Confused?
So was I when I got on an

escalator in the arena lobby and
saw several University ofMas-
sachusetts students riding it in

the opposite direction.

I couldn't believe it!

Four die-hard UMass basketball fans took in the hun-
dreds ofmiles by car for 16 hours to Lexington, Ky. to see the

Minutemen battle the 14th ranked 'Cats.

I'm sure they will say it was worth it.

•UMass is having problems funding athletic programs
and Kentucky has two separate cheerleading squads'.' But,

I wasn't complaining.

•What? Pitino is now 6-0 against UMass? That's right,

he won five against the Minutemen while a coach at Boston
University.

•Did I actually see people scalping game tickets outside

the arena? That's a true sign of a big-time basketball

program.
•The entire state ofKentucky is blue and white on game

nights.

•One, two, three, four, five NCAA National Champion-
ship banners look impressive and intimidating as they
hang from the girders of Rupp Arena.

•Kentucky's freshman center Andre Riddick visited

UMass before making the decision to sign with the Wi Idcats.

The blocked shot specialist, out of Bishop Loughhn High
School in New York City, registered two big "and stay out of

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Brett Morris

And for those who mi.ssed the trip, here are some random
notes from the land of basketball and miles ofhorse farms . .

.

• Kentucky coach Rick Pitino is so popular down there he
could enter the Kentucky Derby, as a horse, and people
would bet thousands on him. He has his own restaurant,
radio show, television show . . .

•Rumor has it UMass coach John Calipari and Pitino

choreographed their sideline steps before the game. "Okay
John, when you go lefl, I'll go left, when I go right, you go
right . . ready, pnd, jump . . . and yell . . . again . .

."

•Pitino was on the search committee which brought
Calipari to UMass. Also interviewed for thejob was Pitino's

assistant at both Providence and the New York Knicks, Stu
Jackson.

•One of the top eight teams in the nation. That's what
Pitino labeled the Minutemen after seeing a tape ofUMass'
superb showing against the University of New Orleans in

the finals of the Great Alaska Shootout.

SPORTS NOTICE
SKI TEAM:

AHENTIOIN ALPINE SKI RACERS: Tryouts for the men's
and women's varsity ski teams will be held this Sunday,
Dec. 8 at Berkshire East Ski Area. Athletic vans will leave
from the Boyden Building at 8 a.m. Tryouts will consist of a
timed salom format. The head coach is William
Macconnell. For more information call Mark or Sammy at
549-1987.

INTRAMURAL SPORTS NOTICE:
The Intramural Sports Office is accepting entries for

spring semester basketball league play this week at 215
Boyden. You must register your team with us this week if

you want to play next semester. Intramural sports tele-

phone number is 545-0022,

MINUTEMANIACS:
All members and those wishing to become members

of the UMass student booster club, the Minutemaniacs,
are Invited to attend a pre-game, all-ages party at Twist-

ers Tavern from 4:30 - 6:30 on Saturday, before the UMass-
Xavler basketball game.
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Professor clarifies
lecture remarks
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Over 100 students in Professor Edward
Klekowski's Human Genetics class cheered
and clapped in support of their professor

and told members ofthe Lesbian, Bisexual,

Gay Alliance and ACT-UP to "let us get on
with our class" during a discussion in which
the two groups challenged some remarks
students had said Klekowski made about
gays and the AIDS virus.

During the first half hour of class

Klekowski held an open forum to discuss his

remarks, allowing ACT-UP and LBGA
demonstrators to join the discussion.

ACT-UP and LBGA members planned to

hand out flyers quiz in response to reports

during Wednesday's lecture Klekowski had
referred to gay men who frequented San
Francisco bath houses and later contracted

AIDS and called them "dirty and sick."

According to students, Klekowski had
said "Scientists were lucky" the disease oc-

curred in the homosexual population first

because it gave researchers "more time to

study the disease".

After meeting with Klekowski before

class, Rick Dodge, an Amherst ACT-UP
spokesperson, said protestors decided to

take part in the class discussion instead of

demonstrating outside.

Addressing a crowd thatincluded 110 Hu-
man Genetics students, over a dozen LBGA
and ACT-UP members, faculty observers and
members of the press, Klekowski said he had
"talked about AIDS to provoke students" to

think about the nature of retro-viruses.

In an earlier interview with the Collegian
Klekowski had denied making any refer-

ences to homosexuals and the disease.

"It was not my intention to be perceived

as homophobic," Klekowski said. "Ifmy re-

marks were interpreted by anyone as
homophobic, I will certainly apologize."

AIDS is a grave concern for the hetero-

sexual population as well as for homosexuals,
Klekowski said, stressing his intent was to

try to make his students think about their

sexual behavior.

"AIDS is not a disease limited to one
group," Klekowski said. "This epidemic could
lead to our extinction — this discussion

should make students feel uncomfortable."

When asked by Dodge if he had called

homosexuals "dirty", Klekowski denied us-

ing that word to describe gays.

Klekowski said during his discussion he
made "a colloquial reference" to the gay
community during his years at Berkeley.

Linking promiscuity 'vith an increased

rate ofcontraction of AIDS was the point of

this reference, Klekowski said, writing ex-

ponential equations to demonstrate how
repeated exposures to the virus increases

the rate of contraction of the disease.

Scientists were fortunate AIDS cropped
up first among a highly promiscuous gay
population in San Francisco, Klekowski said,

because their latency period was only three

years, "while the average latency period for

heterosexuals is seven years."

"It gave us a seven-year lead," Klekowski
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Collecian photo by Jeff Epin

FIR TREES SMELL NICE — Seth Brower, of Boy Scout
Troop 500 and Rick Manning, scoutmaster, carry Christmas trees
out of the troop's traditional spot on North Pleasant Street.

Confusion centers
around possible
funding for soccer
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Over the weekend conflicting reports have been
circulating about the possible reinstatement of the
University of Massachusetts men's soccer program.

UMass Chancellor Richard O'Brien said there is a
chance that the University's varsity men's soccer

program, slated last spring for elimination by the
Athletic Department, will receive the needed funds to

return in 1992.

However, according to Albert Bleau, the President
ofthe UMass Men's Soccer Association, the money for

the program has already been allocated. The funding
has come from a single large donor and the Com-
monwealth.

"Senator Walter Bovarini (D-Lynn) has come up
with some of the funds and there is a donor that is

willing to give $100,000 to the program," Bleau said.

"As far as I know the decision has been made. It is a
done deal."

Sen. Bovarini was not available for comment.
O'Brien also agreed a donor had come forward but

he did not say the program was definitely back.

"We have found a possible donor who is willing to

give $ 100,000 a year to the University in order to keep
the soccer program alive," O'Brien said yesterday.

O'Brienwould only identifythe donor as an alumnus
until the final papers are signed. He added with
donors you can't count on the money until the papers
are in, he described the University as "cautiously

optimistic."

The $100,000 would accoimt for a large portion of

the $150,000 budget needed. The additional funding
may be picked up by the Commonwealth, according to

O'Brien.

"I have contacted Senator Bovarini, the Deputy
Majority Leader in the Senate and told him about the
donor," O'Brien said. "I asked for state funding to pick

up the rest and he was optimistic that the state could

provide the additional $50,000.
"There has been a lot of concern all over the state.

Gov. Weld has taken an interest in this and he has

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

U.S. war crimes investigated
Speakers discuss destruction to civilian life

By MADANMOHAN RAO
Collegian Staff

Over a hundred people packed a lecture hall in Hamp-
shire College last night to hear speakers discuss crimes
committed by the U.S. -led coalition during the Persian Gulf
war. The speakers included members of the International
Commission of Inquiry, founded by former U.S. Attorney
General Ramsey Clark.

Adeeb Abed, a member ofthe Palestine Aid Society, said
that the United States "made Saddam Hussein into a
demon" because this dehumanization made it acceptable to

destroy Iraq.

"There was no war in the GuJf— there was only a one-
sided slaughter," Abed said. He had visited Iraq this past
April. "The bombing was very precise," Abed said. "It

targeted everything connected to civilian life."

With pinpoint accuracy, all the mtyor electrical power
stations, water pumping facilities, and food storage units
were destroyed, Abed said.

"It's important to note that before the war, Iraq was one
of the most developed Third World countries in terms of
health care facilities, educational system, and telecommu-
nications," Abed said. The bombing reduced it to a pre-
industrial society, he said.

"I saw a premature baby, weighing two and a half
poimds, in an incubator," Abed said, "but there was no
electricity to operate the incubator or the computerized I.V.

drip." The mother was standing next to the baby trying to

use a candle to raise the temperature of the incubator, he
added.

"I also visited the Al-Amariya bomb shelter in which
close to 1,800 Iraqi civilians, mostly women and children,
were incinerated," Abed said. The Pentagon said it was a
military target, with walls 20 feet thick, he said. "I saw the
hole made by thebomb— the walls were only 75 centimeters
thick," he said.

The economic sanctions, which are continuing even
today, are seriously affecting the health care system, Abed
said. "Tens of thousands are d3dng due to the use of con-

taminated water, and diseases not seen for generations are

surfacing again," he said.

According to a Harvard medical team, upto 170,000
babies will die by the year's end. Abed said, "^e are also

hearing reports now that 8,000 Iraqis were buried alive in

their bunkers, and how thousands more were massacred
along the infamous "highway ofdeath" as they fled Kuwait
to Basra," he added.

The effects of the war extend beyond the boundaries of
Iraq, Abed said. "Because of the principled stand that
Yemen took in the U.N. Security Council against U.S.
wishes, a million Yemeni workers were thrown out ofSaudi
Arabia," he said.

Palestinians in Kuwait were also accused of being "col-

laborators" vdth the Iraqis, and have faced executions,
imprisonment, and deportation. Abed said. "And now we
have this sham peace proposal, with Israel dictating ev-
erything they want and the Palestinians deprived of their
right to self- determination," he said.

It is a must for every decent human being, particularly
in the United States, to stand up and say that the sanctions
on Iraq must be lifl«d. Abed said.

AttorneyJack Diamondstone said that the sanctions are
actually a blockade, and are an act ofwar. "Bush alone is not
a war criminal — we are war criminals," he said.

John Schuschardt, member of Veterans for Peace, who
visited Iraq this stunmer, said that the United States
deliberately targeted the civilian population of Iraq.

"I saw babies lying in beds who were skin and bone—you
couldn't pinch them and find flesh anjrwhere," Schuschardt
said. "What does it mean for the most wealthy country in

the world to declare war on children?" he asked.
"What does it mean for the seven most wealthy and

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Inside:

PAGE 3
A Kawanza party was held at the Malcolm X

center. Highlights of this African holiday

celebrated on UMass.

PAGE 12
The Minutemen keep on winning, 91-72.

Xavier goes back to Ohio with a loss.

WEATHER
Today will be cloudy, with a chance of rain.

Highs 50-55 degrees. Not badfor December!
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-For Your Information^
MONDAY, DECEMBER 9

Mini Mall — The fifth annual Mini-Mall will be in the

Student Union Ballroom from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Today through
Friday. Sponsored by Hillel.

Blo<xi Drire — The American Red Cross i.s sponsoring a

blood drive in Campus Center 101 from 11 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Absentee Ballots — The deadline for absentee ballots for

the Dec. 10. 1991 is 12 p.m. (noon) in the Amherst Town
Clerk's Office.

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 11

Planning meeting — A planning meeting for Holocaust
Memorial Week will be at 7:30 p.m. in the Hillel House

Lounge. All are welcome.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12

/,7/,„ _ "We Think the World of You" will be in the CO
803 at 7 p.m.

Meeting— The Student Nurse Association at 4:30 p.m.

in Morrill 403.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13

Theater— The Tabula Theater Troupe will be perform-

ing two one-act plays, City Zoo and God at the Hampden
Theater. Southwest. Admission is free. For information

call 546-1668.

Human Genetics

Q
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE )

said, adding the remark was made "in the context of a

genetics class."

At this point the class began to clap and cheer for

Klekowski. When asked by a memlx'r ofACT-UP if they had
gotten the impression gays were 'unliealthy and dirty' from
Klekowski's remarks, a resoimding 'No' echoed through the

lecture hall." Afler class, LBGA and ACT-UP members said

they had mixed feelings about Klekowski's remarks.
"I still don't think his comments were made in a respon-

sible way." said LBGA member Kelly Hayes. "How could he
know whether the incubation period for gays is shorter

than for heterosexuals — the men in San Francisco didn't

know when they were exposed."
"1 was trying to make the point that promiscuos behav-

ior is associated with a higher contraction rate for the

disease." Klekowski said.

"To refer to the bath hou.ses. when there have never been
any studies about them was a reflection of his own biases,"

Dodge said, saying he thought Klekowski's refernece in-

sensitive.

Shana Corby, Christi Queenan, and Emily Weissblum.
students in Klekowski's class, said they thought Klekowski's
remarks could be misinterpreted, but did not think he
meant to sound homophobic.
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CulleKian pliotu by 'IVystan Skeigh

Members of ACT-UP sit in Human Ge-
netics discussion.

*A

"I WASNOTCHALLENGED
ENOUGHATMYOLD SCHOOL

SO I TRANSFERRED
TO NORTHEASTERN."

-(.IcnnB. Castle. Class of '91

"I wasn't unhappy at the school I was attt'iuiinj,'. but I lU'cdi'd

more. 1 found it at Northeastern Iniversity in Boston.

In addition to bein^ intellectually challenjjed. throu).jh the

CooiKTativc Hducation Projjrani I'm n^'ttinj,' almost two years of

l)ractical work ex|)erience. while earniu).,' money towards my tuition.

.And the Northeastern faculty is outstandiu).; and Iruiy coniniiited to

underK'raduate teaching. That's important to me.

.\ltliouj.;h Northeastern is a larjje university, you won't iivi lost. The

average class size is less than 25 and the student to faculty ratio is a ver\'

impressivi' 1 1 lo-l.

So it you want to hit the honks and build up your resume, come on

over to Northeastern."

lor more information about transferring to Northeastern |)lease call

(il7l.'57-2L'(>{)or write to: DeiKirtnu nl of Inder^fradualf Admissions.

Northeastern rniversjty, l.V) Richards Hall, Boston, M.AnL'll.'i

Northeastern

University

Welcome to the real world.

(%"iS-

\ii I (|I

Now Playing

CITY
OF

HOPE
Showtimes
Mon - Thurs

one show @7:30pm
Fri - Sun

7:00pm & 9:00pm
Admission $4.00

Student w/ID $3.00

Class

' SAME DAY SERVICE
• BILLED DIRECTLY

TO INSURANCE COMPANY
- WINDSHIELDS REPLACED

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sundeiland Rd

North Amherst. MA,

A c4i7STaR. 549-2880
' oilKUon nttom Cmnmt

L Mo-i» Maiof Cr»d« C«rd» Aowpted^

Dems campaign
monies unlimited
Candidates make no decisions

Photo by Hilmar Schmundt

HO! HO! HO! — Christmas comes but once a year, and
always earlier than expected. Marianne Mahoney, a continuing
education student in exercise science, makes a silk painting to

give as a present in the Craft Center in the Student Union

By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

Democratic candidates for the vacant
Amherst/Pelham state representative seat
could not reach an agreement on campaign
finance limits last Friday when they met at
the Bangs Community Center.

"We are all sort of approaching this from
different perspectives," said Ellen Story,

one of the four Democratic candidates.

Story considered a spending cap a good
idea and said all the candidates agreed.

"What we didn't come to an agreement on
is the amount," she said.

Story said she would not accept PAC
money or spend more than $30,000 on her
campaign, $20,000 more than the cap which
the Pioneer Valley Pro Democracy Cam-
paign had proposed.

"I don't know where they got that figure,"

she said. "I don't know what that's based on."

Story said she calculated a reasonable
spending amount by adjusting Stanley
Rosenberg's 1986 campaign spending for

inflation. Former state representative
Rosenberg spent $22,000 that year, she said,

would be about $30,000 in today's terms.

StoryaLsoquoted statisticswhich say$27,857
was the average amount spenton a campaign in

1990 for a state representative seat.

"It is important to inform the voters about
who you are and what you stand for," she
said. "The unfortunate point is that it takes

money to do that."

Othercandidates feel differently. Norman
Page said he would spend no more than
$7,000 and collect at least 80 percent ofthat

from inside the district.

Page noted different ways the candi-

dates could save money. One idea was the
elimination of campaign headquarters,
which he said is unnecessary.

Also, Page suggested the candidates make
use ofthe community access channel , which,

besides a $100 charge from staff, is free. An
hour-long debate between the four candi-

dates could cost $25 each. Page said.

Besides the salary cap. Page has agreed
not to accept PAC money or individual con-

tributions, except for his own, ofmore than
$100.

Candidate Terry Franklin said he has
agreed to the Pioneer Valley Pro Democracy
Campaign's suggestion ofno more than $500
in personal contributions. Besides that, he
says, he will not accept any money from any
contributors. His campaign finances will

consist of $500 maximum, he said.

"They were discussing tens and thou-

sands of dollars and I can't imagine what
they are going to spend it on," Franklin said.

"I think the issues should be discussed

rather than a contest of bumper stickers

and lawn signs."

Regarding Franklin's campaign. Story

said, "No one considers him a serious candi-

date, not even himself."

Candidate John Hite was unavailable

for comment.

Pearl Harbor discussed by students, faculty
MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Although talking about the bombing of Pearl Harbor
disgusts and embarrasses manyJapanese today, they stress

looking at World War II as a whole and not just as a single

event, said several Japanese professors and students at the

University of Massachusetts.
"My knowledge tells me that it is wrong to single out and

label Pearl Harbor or Hiroshima as wrong. What began and
ended WW II and what preceded and followed it is what is

important," said Motoko Maeda-Dworkin, a Japanese lec-

turer at UMass.
Kyoko Isomura, an exchange student from California

attending UMass, said that television reminds people of

Pearl Harbor and what the Japanese did wrong. "It's

important to reflect back on the past, but I
Americans I must

be aware ofthe reverse side, like the bombingofHiroshima,"
she added.

SomeJapanese said most people don't want to talk about
war because it evokes bad memories and causes racial

tension. "My friends warned me to be careful because Pearl

Harbor Day is coming up and some Americans are mad,"
said Yumako Soga a UMass student.

Japanese professor Yukie Horiba asked, "Why do
Americans ignore the fact that they used atomic bombs that

they didn't have to use and that they caused such pain for

the Japanese?" Horiba believes racism is at the root of the

answer to this question.

Maeda-Dworkin said she can't understand why people

don't want to talk about WW II. "It had such a big impact

onJapanese psyche. Everythingthey believed in crumbled,"

she said.

When Maeda-Dworkin's parents were young they lived

in poverty and hunger, she said. "That's probably why my
father works so hard. He never wants his family to experi-

ence a land of misery." Maeda-Dworkin said.

Tohru Noguchi, aJapanese leaching assistantat UMass,

said the Education Administration in Japan censors Japa-
nese text books. "So even though every Japanese knows
something about Pearl Harbor, the text books tone down
how Japan behaved during the war," he said.

The younger generation doesn't care as much about the

war, said Mina Higuchi, a Japanese teaching assistant at

UMass. "I didn't know the anniversary [of Pearl Harborl
was even coming up," she said.

"The younger generation ofJapanese have no hatred
toward Americans, just as the younger generation of
Americans probably don't have a hatred toward Japa-
nese," said Isomura. The younger generation of Japa-

nese just make themselves aware of what the older

generation of Japanese have gone through during the

war, she said.

Japanese and American governments are great friends

now, said Maeda-Dworkin, sharing the same ideas on

capitalism and free trading. She added. "Everyone makes
mistakes. No one is perfect, I guess."

Kwanzaa gives light, testimony
at Malcolm X center celebration
By MARTIN JONES
Collegian Correspondent

Last night, the Malcolm X cultural center

ofUMass hosted this year's annual Kwanzaa
celebration. Kwanzaa is an African-American
holiday that was developed in 1966 by Dr.

Maulana Karenga, a "cultural nationalist"

and former professorofBlack Studies at UCLA.
Dr. Karenga developed Kwanzaa under

the premise that African-American libera-

tion cannot take place without the adoption

ofcertain essential principlesby the African-
American community.

These seven principles, called Ngfuzo

Saba, form the basis for the Kwanzaa cel-

ebration. The holiday is celebrated over a

seven days, from Dec. 26 to Jan. 1, each day
earmarked to observe one ofthe seven prin-

ciples. However, due to the academic sched-

ule, a one-day commemorative event was
held for the Black community ofthe campus.

The ceremony began with poetry read-

ings, and vocal and dance performances as

part of the Kuumba creative expressions.

(Kuumba is one ofthe seven principles based
upon building creativity and self-expression.)

The next part of the ceremony was the

Nguzo Saba testimonials and Mshumaa
lighting. This ritual involved the lighting of

one of the seven candles of the Mshumaa
following the testimony of each of the seven

principles of the Nguzo Saba.
The seven principles were expressed as

follows: 1. Umoja (Unity): Working together to

maintain unity in the family, community,

nation, and race. 2. Ktyichagulia (Self-Deter-

mination): Definingourselves instead ofbeing

defined by others. 3. Ujima (Collective work

and responsibility): Building and maintain-

ing the community and sohing all of its prob-

lems together. 4. Ujamaa (Cooperative eco-

nomics): Building up and maintaining stores,

businesses and industry in order to profit

from them together. 5. Nia (Purpose): Having
a sense ofbeing. reason and goals. 6. Kuumba
(Creativity): Doing as much as possible to

leave the community more beautiful and
beneficial then itwas when inherited. 7. Imani

(Faith): Reaffirming our faith in ourselves

and in our mission to influence the future of

our people and our society.

The next segment focused on the seventh
principle, Imani. Prior to the testimony and
candle lighting of this last principle, a pro-

cessional pouring of libations was held to

commemorate ancestral inspiration. Water
was poured to symbolize life and participants

poured their libation in honor of personal

heroes and heroines.

One participant was Dumani Mandela,
the son ofNelson Mandela's daughter Maki
Mandela, who currently resides in Amherst.

The young teenager, bearing a striking re-

semblance to his famous grandfather, re-

cited: "I give this libation in honor of my
grandfather and his never-ending struggle

for racial equality for blacks in South Africa."

The ceremony concluded with the light-

ing ofthe seventh candle ofthe Imani ^ Faith ).

Fr>Mowing each testimony the participants

chanted together "Harambee Sasa!" ( Let us

come together!)

The participants then shared their feel-

ings about the ceremony and made pledges

to implement the seven principles ofNguzo
Saba throughout the coming year. A buffet

dinner was served following the ceremony.

Housing director
angry with senate

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Calling the Student Senate Speaker
Bob Monaghan's wish to hold an "open

forum" on alleged University Housing
Services misconduct "mean-spirited" and
"childhsh," Housing Director Joseph
Zannini said he won't attend ifMonaghan
plans to dwell on his "Top Ten" list of

ways Housing has hurt students.

Although Zannini said he remains
accessible to the concerns ofstudents, he

called Monaghan's list "not accurate."

"I would find it ridiculous that

[Zannini] would deny that those ten

statements are true," said Monaghan,
adding that he would like to extend the

discussion to the "overall policies and
philosophies" of Housing.

Still, Monaghan said, "I doubt that he

will show up." Some of the "Top Ten"

issues deal with the University alcohol

policies, security issues and student's

civil liberties.

"I don't think any one of those ten

points are valid," Zannini said. "I think

if
I
Monaghan] wants to dwell on those

ten issues, I don't think it's valuable for

me to attend."

In a letter made available to the

Collegian^ Monaghan said, "It would be

of great benefit to the University com-
munity if students had an opportunity

to hear first hand from the Director of

Housing his reasons for not allowing stu

dents to participate in decisions concerning

their own lives."

"It sickens me to know that so many of

the actions that transpire in Housing Ser-

vices are kept hidden from students," writes

Monaghan.
Monaghan wishes to discuss his points

"oneby one" with Zannini and other students
on Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. in room 165 of

the Campus Center.

Some of Monaghan's complaints include

allowing Resident Assistants to ask ii

dents for proof of age and the Housing
Services proposal of making students leave

a $200 deposit for their room.

Sayinghe is receptive to student concern s,

Zannini said on the deposit issue he visitod

with resident area governments. "Certai nly

I want to meet with students," he said.

Monaghan .said Zannini has an "open-

door policy" but this "doesn't mean thai he

accepts what you say."

On the legalityofthe University Alco'v. lie

Beverages policy, Zannini said he vvouid

change the regulations if they are T iind

illegal. "No one has pointed that out It :ne

but if it were, we would make that chaiif^o,"

he said. "That's not really an issue."

Monaghan said if police do not havo the

authority to card students, it's questionable

whether RAs can ask for proof of age.

"It's difficult to take legal action against

housing," Monaghan said, but "we have had

good contacts with attorneys in this area."
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soccer
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

contacted the President of UMass IE. K.

Fretwell I," O'Brien said.

In early November. World Cup U.S.A.
1994 was pressuring the Commonwealth to

reinstate the University's soccer program.
The committee said that the possible selec-

tion of Foxboro, Mass. as a site for the World
Cup Tournament could hinge on Massa-
chusetts" commitment to soccer.

The World Cup Tournament could bring
an estimated $98 million worth of tourism
business to the Commonwealth.
UMass Athletic Director Frank

Mclnerney said sucli a donor had approached
the Athletic Department, but he did not
know of the Commonwealth's possible fi-

nancial commitment.

"All I can say is that there is a person who
had said something about

I donating], but
we haven't heard from him in a few weeks,"

Mclnerny said.

Director of Development for the Athletic

Department John Nitardy said he could not
comment on the issue. He added, unlike
O'Brien, he was not optimistic about the
possibility of a donor stepping forward.

Nestle in at Scenic

Cliffside Apartments

{From six to twelve month lease available)

Come see our 1 and 2 bcJrooiii units. All utilities

included, appliances, laundry facilities, cable ready.

On bus route. Furnished units available. On Rte. 1 16,

close to 1-91

.iiJ Only minutes away from UMASS!
Fhoiic (413)665-3958

OPEN

HOUSE

TIMING IS

EVERYTHING.
Don't let winter break pass you by

when you could be shovelling in

some extra cash. If you make your

move now, you can take advantage

of these exciting temporary jobs

and get your year off to a great

start. We're the 660 Corporation,

the management professionals

behind the B.U. B(xik.store

Mall, where there's

rythmg from books

nd computers to

for the

B.L. Bookstore Mall

Kenmore Square

Wednesday, December

9am - 4pm

Campus Center Concour*

Time's running out fast! Stop by and ask

about our temporary positions a.s sales/

stock associates — fill out an application,

aixl you could be hired on the spot!

• Full and part-time temporary positjoas

(fnnn Chnstinas thnxigh late January)

• Immediate hiring

• \ferv flexible hours

• Store discount up to 30%
Fun, friendly work

environment

clothes and exciting

retail opportunities.

If y(xj can't

attend our Open
H<xjse, please call

(617) 236-7402 for more

information.
CORPORATION
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industrialized nations in the world to

attack and completely destroy a nation
halfthe size ofTexas?"Schuschardt asked.

The killing of defenseless soldiers is

also a war crinie, he said. Another dis-

turbing aspect of the war, Schuschardt
said, was the manner in which the De-
partment of Energy tried to suppress all

discussion of the environmental conse-

quences of the bombing.
"Instead, they claimed that the oil

wells were set on fire by fleeing Iraqis,"

Schuschardt said.

Over half of Iraq's population of 18
million consists ofchildren below the age
of 15, who will bear the bulk of the con-
sequences of the war, Schuschardt said.

He later became visibly disturbed, and
could not carry on speaking.

Phil Wilato, member of the National
Coalition to Stop U.S. Intervention in the
Middle East, said that plans for a war
against Iraq were made well before the
first Iraqi soldier entered Kuwait.

"These hearings, also held in other
countries, have tried to present evidence
alwut the Gulf War," Wilato said. "Our
concern is now about Cuba," he added.

('olleinan photo by Jeff Rgaii

Adeeb Abed

"which Bush is trying to force into a politi-

cal crisis through policies leading to dep-
rivation."

A videotape which included footage of

the removal of charred victims from the
bombed Al-Amariya civilian shelter was
also screened. A number ofother speakers
also addressed the domestic impact of poli-
cies leading to this war, on the homeless
and minority communities in the U.S.

IS
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FREE FROZEN YOGURT DELIVERY

253-2774

Seven Nights a Week 6:00pm - 11:00pm
$7.00 minimum
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ATTENTION
ALPHA LAMBDADELTA

MEMBERS

There is an ALD meeting
tomorrow,

Tuesday, December 10

at 7:30p.m.

in the Earthfcods Room,
4

Student Union Ballroonci.

Ijyou have any further questions, call the

Dean of Students Office at 545-2684

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Apprehension turns to enjoyment as semester unfolds
I was walking along North Pleasant Street on Friday

after a short jaunt downtown. It was cold, windy, very
slippery and very white. I trudged ; long, feeling pretty
melancholy, when I saw a sight that picked up my whole
day, perhaps even my whole week.
A car passed me with a snowman on its roof. It wasn't

very big, just a foot and a half tall. A red scarf and two twig
arms waved in the wind, and the car was gone.

Suddenly I realized winter was here. The sledding and
snowballing and skiing and slipping season, the season for

snowmen. Suddenly I realized there were only two weeks to
go and I would be home again. Suddenly I realized I was
homesick. Well, sort of

When I showed up at UMass that seethingly hot, late-

August evening, I was not happy. In fact, I was feeling
downright nasty. My family and I, arms full of boxes,
tramped up six flights of stairs, over and over and over, in

90 degree-plus temperatures. I knew I would hate UMass.
I knew it. And I would hate my roommate, everyone on the
floor, my classes, the food, the ducks. . . everything.

I confessed to my roommate the tortures I had planned

in case I didn't like her. Among the goodies: the music of

that screaming goddess Diamanda Galas, a plastic bowling
set and assorted shrines, obsessions and eccentricities.

I didn't need to pull out any ofmy tricks— she turned out
to be incredibly nice and all that good stuff roommates
should be. By the end of my first week or two here, the
horrible stuff I expected to happen never materialized.

I made friends. I figured out the bus schedule. I only had
one class to add, and it took me five minutes. None of the

Darienne Hosley

ducks tried to kill me. I even liked the food and the trek up
Orchard Hill.

I spent my summer worrying. I harassed my sister, who
graduated from UMass last May, constantly with endless
questions. I admire her patience. I must have asked her five

or six times about the buses — how would I know what
buses go where and when? "You look at the bus schedule,"

she matter-of-factly answered. Of course. A week later, I'd

ask her the same question again just to be sure.

All through high school teachers dropped ominous warn-
ings that once we got into college the rules of life would
drastically change and we would be expected to spend all

our time studying and the work would be so much harder.
They had me spooked.

But nothing really changed. You know — it's ail the
same, but different. It's still just life, but with different

people and places. The work isn't much more difficult —
more interesting, perhaps, but not more difficult.

I've had a lot offun this semester. That's very important.
The first few weeks were more like summer camp than
college. But I think I'm ready to take a break and go home.
My own room, my own bathroom, my cat, my family.

My roommate selected our word of the week from a list

of suggestions by someone on the floor. She chose
"chantpleure," dating back to the 13th century and mean-
ing to sing and weep at the same time. She thought it was
appropriate, and I think I agree.

Enjoy. . .

Darienne Hosley is a Collegian columnist

The semester in review:
one student's observations

Well, after a long vacation, yours truly is

back to once again sharemy love and warmth
with you, my faithful readers. Where have
I been? What happened to my past two
columns?

Well, let's just say that one of them was,
shall we say, unprintable, and the other
was just plain non-existant. Anybody who
wants a copy of the unprintable one, just

give me a ring. Diamond, preferably.

Anyway, that was then, this is now, and
now is the time for Jared Blaut's first-ever

super, spectacular, direct-from-Moscow
three-ring Semester in Review!

Jared Blaut

Can't you just feel the earth shake?
Well, earlier in my collegiate journalistic

carer, I made a few observations. They were:
(bullet)A lot of ignorant people go to

UMass;
(bullet)A lot ofthese people are members

of the Republican Club, and finally;

(bullet)Frat boys get drunk a lot and
harass women.
A lot of people came down on me for

writing these three bits 'o' information; they
said I was just an ignorant little freshman
who probably had smelly feet and hadn't

been here long enough to go around making
such ridiculous statements.

Now that the semester is over, I can look

back and say I am truly sorry that I was
absolutely correct. Anyonewho has followed

the Ed/Op page knows that.

As I continued to wallow in the muck
that is UMass (merely a colorful descrip-

tion), I noticed a few more qualities of this

institution for higher (chuckle chuckle) edu-

cation, and I feel they must be shared with
the UMass community so that some idiots

out there will have an excuse to insult my
voice mail.

These are more general observations than
those above, and these observations are
non-college specific, meaning they can prob-
ably be applied to the real world, which a lot

ofsadly mistaken students think UMass is,

and gee there are a lot of commas in this

sentence.

• Every female-type person on campus
already has a boyfriend,

• these boyfriends usually are, in their

girlfriends' opinions, total shmucks (yet they
stay with them),

• therefore by transitive there are 12,000
shmucks on campus,

• a lot of people just think they're cool

and,
• certain people (males and females al-

ways have PMS. You know who you are).

Some ofyou will say number five applies
to myself I would have to disagree; I only
have PMS on Mondays.

Okay, boys and girls, time for a very
quick review of the academic quality of

UMass. Someone once told me that the first

semester of the freshman year is supposed
to be the most difficult one academically.
I'm going to assume that this person was
smoking some illegal substance, because if

it is all downhill from here then I'll be able

to never show up for class and still do well,

a concept my roommate grasped a long time
ago. This would be great, because it would
free up my time so that I could do something
more productive, like spitting for distance

or writing for the Collegian twice a week.

Don't get too excited.

"So, Jared, you've carefully studied the
situation and identified the problems/What,
m your infinite wisdom

I no laughing, please I,

are you going to do about them?"
That's a good question. Well, folks, the

sad answer is that I just don't know, just

don't know. I, for once, am speechless.

Oh well. Have a nice break.

Jared Blaut is a Collegian columnist

Help available to 'tame the demon'
To the person who reportedly whistled

and masturbated [Collegian, Nov. 26J:

Do you want to change your life?

Ifyou can "name the demon" (identify

the problem), you can "tame it" (do some-

thing about it to change.

It is recognized as even more subtle

and insidious form ofadiction worse than

alcoholism. Why?
1. We can do without booze, but sex is

one of our basic instincts. Sex and love

addiction is courtship gone awry.

2. Sociery doesn't recognize this as a

social problem like it does with alcohol-

ism. Much of this behavior is tolerated,

in men especially.

3. But it is percieved, in it's excesses.

as far more revolting than drunken be-

havior, and thus harder to face and talk

about.

But, like alcoholism, it is progressive.

It is substance abuse. This time it'swomen
rather than booze.

But you are not alone. There are self-

help recovery groups dealing with this

form of addiction. They deal with "com-

ingoutofhiding," and namingand taming
the demon. They are among the fastest

growing ofits klind in the country. The
only requirement is a desire to change
behavior.

I owe my recovery to such groups. Will

you?
Name withheld at editors' discretion.

Yourfriends at Editorial would like to offerSeniorsgradu-
ating this semester a chance to share their impressions of

four (or more) years at the University ofMassachusetts.

Send 30 or less typed, double-spaced lines to us by Wed., Dec.

11 at noon to be included. It*s your last chance for the l€ist

laugh.,.

Before

U.S.S.R.

Column on Pearl Harbor anniversary
cited as full of historical inaccuracies

Michael Morrissey's columns are like

the old Peabody and Sherman cartoons from
Rocky and Bullwinkle — once you come to

expect the gaping historical inaccuracies,

they are highly enjoyable and amusing.
And, like Sherman before him, Morrissey
remains a two-dimensional cartoon charac-

ter whose function it is to amuse and en-

tertain.

If Morrissey thinks that the bombing of

Pearl Harbor was "the most atrocious act

ever perpetrated on our country [Collegian,

December 7|," then he should know that it

could have been avoided. A November 25,

1941 entry in the diary ofthen-Secretary of

War Henry Stimson reads, 'The question

was how we should maneuver them [the

Japanese 1 into the position offiring the first

shot without allowing them too much dan-
ger to ourselves." General Albert C.

Wedemeyer, in his book Wederrieyer Re-

ports, states, "Although not too much has
been made of our code-breaking activities,

we knew enough aboutJapanese intentions

in November of 194 1 to have forestalled any
attack upon us, anywhere." Captain L.F.

Stafford, U.S. Navy, in charge of the Com-
munications Security Section of Naval

Communications in Washington just prior

to Pearl Harbor, testified, "On December 4,

1941, we received definite information from
two independent sources that Japan would
attack the U.S. Britain."

Morrissey thinks that "it was determined
by President Truman that the only way to

end the escalation would be to hit the

Japanese where it hurt." Dropping atomic

bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki as a way
to end the escalation is akin to killing

someone so that they won't get hit by a car.

More importantly, Japan's war effort was in

complete shambles by July 1945, and
Truman knew it; the Japanese were ear-

nestly trying to arrange acceptable terms of

surrender, and Truman knew it; the Soviet

declaration of war on Japan on August 8,

1945, would most likely have brought a

rapid end to the conflict, and Truman knew
it.

Spatial limitations allow me to clean up
only a fraction of the sludge dumped by
Morrissey. I welcome all with a broad love of

history and economics, and an even broader
sense of humor, to pick up the slack.

Kevin J. Smith
Amherst

Professor's views on homosexuality
misrepresented in Daily Collegian
As biology 400 who were present at the

lecture on Wednesday Dec. 4, we would like

to inform readers of the Collegian that the

article published Dec. 6 misrepresented Dr.

Klekowski's views. Some ofthe quotes were
innacurate and all were taken outofcontext.
Dr. Klekowski did make comments that

some people in the class considered to be

insensitive to the homosexual community
and which were unfortunately misrepre-
sented.

When members of the class spoke pri-

vately to Dr. Klekowski on Friday express-

ing concern over these remarks, he decided

to address the situation in class. Dr.

Kekowski clarified his support of the gay
community and reiterated the point of his

lecture, which was that the AIDS virus

must be taken extremely seriously by every
mnember of every community.

Emily Weissblum
Central

Christi Queenan
Northampton
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Arts & Living

M. Butterfly performance was stunning
By SHAWN MCDONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

M. Butterfly
Fine Arts Center, UMass
Saturday, Dec. 7

"Butterfly?"

Tlie word hangs in the air, like the last great puff of

cigarette smoke, as the curtain falls on David Henry Hwang's
M. Butterfly. It floats up, slowly to dissolve under the lights

- to fade into obli\ion, like the dreams and the loves that it

embodies. But after it is gone, after the curtain calls have
finished and the theater has emptied, its effect can still be felt.

Once in a ver>' long while the American theater produces

a true dramatic masterwork — a play that both moves and
inspires, that strips away at the layers of its audiences'

consciousness, and jumps onto a new track of being. These
\-isual and visceral feasts are sadly few and far between —
the last true example came in 1949, with Arthur Miller's

Death of a Sole.sman. American audiences have waited a

long time to find a play its equal. Today, the wait is over.

M. Butterfly, which played to a sold-out audience at the

FAC Saturday, is the semi-factual account of a French

diplomat who falls in love with a Chinese opera singer who
is actually a spy— and a man. Like Madame Butterfly, the

classical Puccini opera which serves as a background to the

story, this play tackles such subjects as the difference

between East and West, male and female, right and wrong.

But despite all its characters' armchair political theories

and prejudicial suppositions it is, at heart, one of the most
simple, central, and terrible tales ever told — a love story

of shattering impact.

This new production surpasses, in almost every way, not

only the first national production, but the Broadway original

as well. Director Bob Borod has actually improved on the

work of the late John Dexter by bringing out the inherent

humor of the play — creating a stark contrast to the raw
emotions which drive the characters.

Set against the background ofEiko Ishioka's beautifully

evocative sets and powered by Hwang's brilliant words, the

cast glitters. Although no one will ever match Alec Mapa's

performance in the first touring company, Francis Jue is an
admirable replacement in the play's gender-bending lead
— easily matching the acheivements ofBroadway's original

"butterfly," Bradd Wong.
What makes this production such a resounding triumph,

however, is Graeme Malcolm's heart stopping performance

as the pathetic diplomat, Gallimard.

The awakening of sexuality and self-assurance in an
effete worm, and his subsequent mental and physical de-

struction is conveyed masterfully. Where pastTony-winners
and contenders such asJohn Rubinstein and Phillip Anglim
have stumbled and fallen, the unknown Malcolm stands

tall and proud — placing himself, as he does, in the upper
echelon of theater's dramatic actors.

To speak more of the play's story would be unfair to all

those who have not seen it, so I shall reluctantly keep the

secret ofM. Butterfly's epiphany. What I can say is this: the

epiphany, even for a third time viewer, was worth much
more than the twenty dollar ticket price. I urge you all to

find the tour's next stop, and experience it for yourself— it

is something you will never forget.

Artifacts ofNew Guinea tribes in FAC exhibit
By ANN MARINI
Collegian Correspondent

Now being shown through December 15

at the L^niver^sity Gallery is Traditional
Artifacts from the South Pacific. The
exhibit was arranged by George Botello, a

graduate student attending the School of

Education at the L^niversity of Massachu-
setts.

The objects displayed have been selected

from Mr. Botello's own collection, acquired
while teaching in New Guinea for nine years.

None of the artifacts are more than thirty

years old and all were made by the tribes

which live in New Guinea and its surround-
ing areas. Each object gives fascinating in-

formation about different tribal beliefs and
ceremonies, or about tribal warfare ofyears
past.

Respect of ancestors is important to

many of the tribes whose work is on
display. Several figures carved out of
wood and painted are made by differ-

ent tribes along the Sepik River. Some-
times used for protection, they are be-

lieved to hold the spirits of ancestors.

These figures can be found in many
different areas throughout Melensia.

One ofthe exhibit's most interesting fea-

tures is its ceremonial masks. Several of

these masks come from the Southern Abelam
Wosera Area, where ayam cult exists. Yams,
the most important crop of this area, are

also grown separately for an annual yam
festival, when eachyam and its owner wears
a mask. Another much larger mask, with a

large beak and wings, is used to memorialize
the attack ofNew Britain during World War

n, when the island people believed that the

plane bombings were ancestor birds who
brought fire.

The different tribes have produced a

wide range of styles, from the delicately

carved ancestor totems of the Tobriand Is-

lands to the bold, highly stylized war shield

from Irian Jaya.

Mr. Botello's exhibit. Traditional Arti-

facts from the South Pacific, is on display

through December 15 at the University Gal-

lery, located in the Fine Arts Center.
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Panda East a change from student staples
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Ifyou have been eating as poorly aswe have all semester,
meaning bread and water, do yourself a favor, give your
stomach a treat and head East, to Panda East.

Located on 103 North Pleasant Street inAmherst, Panda
East offers a wide variety of Chinese food, including some
very tasty spicy food and a full bar that features some ofthe
most bizarre alcoholic beverage names imaginable.

DINING OUT
The atmosphere is quite relaxing, as the tables are

spaced farenough apart so thatyou don't have to hear every
word from the table next to you. The hanging plants added
to the pleasant surroundings.

Panda East offers a variety of luncheon specials, rang-
ing from $3.95 to $5.25. All ofthem include soup and rice,

the best deal anywhere.
However, we had a little more thanjust a luncheon special.

Right when we sat down, our waiter brought us tea and
water. As all you Chinese food connaisseurs know, when

you eat Chinese food, you go through more than just one
glass of water.

Our waiter suggested some Panda East favorites, start-
ing with Hot and Sour Soup and Wonton Soup.

The Wonton Soup wasn't as good as the Hot and Sour
Soup, but that goes without saying. As for the Hot and Sour
Soup; it makes my top 10 favorite Hot and Sour Soups of all

time. In the past, I've had some Hot and Sour Soup that was
too hot and it burned my lips so that I could not fully eryoy
the rest of the meal. However, this soup had a lot of taste
and was just the right warm up to the eventual meal.

Before the actual main dishes came, we feasted on some
chicken fingers and crab rangoon.

The chicken fingers had just the right crisp to them.
Sometimes, chicken Angers are too crispy, and when you
bite into them, you think your teeth are going to fall out. But
not at Panda East. They were perfect. And no grease either.

The crab rangoon is like nothing I have ever had before.

It blends crispy Chinese noodles with crab meat.
By this time, we were both full. We were ready to leave,

just when our waiter came over with the main dishes.

We had an order ofS-16, translated to. Triple Delight. A
splendid combination ofjumbo shrimp, beef and chicken,
delicately balanced with a variety ofvegetables in a special

Director discusses new
responses to homophobia
By TRACY GAVEL
Collegian Correspondent

'Silence or violence' has been the traditional response to

homophobic harassment, but the director of the Anti-Vio-

lence Project and the Campus Project of the National Gay
and Lesbian Task Force said the responses to this harass-

ment are expanding.
Kevin Berrill presented the workshop "Hey Queer!," in

theCampus Center, using role-playing to practice responses.
"None ofmy experience working with the law or assist-

ing harassment victims prepared me formyown experience,"

said Berrill, "The purpose of this workshop is for us to

expand our repetoire of responses to harrassment. For us
there have only been two options: silence or violence."

Much of the workshop dealt with small group work,
sharing experiences with harassment. Many of the par-

ticipants in the workshop expressed feelings offrustration,

powerlessness, and isolation when recalling past confron-

tations.

Berrill explained how the impact of day-to-day harass-

ment makes its victims alienated from themselves, and can
even trigger feelings of internalized homophobia.

"We are dis-empowered through invisibility," he said,

"An act of harassment is an act of terrorism — not just

against us personally, but against all gays and lesbians, ' he
said.

"People call gay men 'pansy*, 'queen', 'mary', etc . . . the worst

thing that you can call a man is something feminine. This

shows that people regard women as less then men," he said.

"Likewise, lesbians try to overstep their traditional

female roles and are viewed as trying to become men. Gays
(in general) mess with our society's roles ofmale dominance,"

he said.

Berrill outlined his criteria for ideal responses to harass-

ment that would leave the person feeling safe,able to deter

or at least challenge harassing behavior, leave the person
feeling good about him/herself, and not be abusive.

Several common responses were determined to be either

dangerous to the harassed, or ineffectual, Berrill said, such
as attempting to ignore the harassment, which workshop
participants agreed might feel safe at the time but could

allow the violence and harassment against gays to continue.

"Not all of my criteria will work in every situation," he
said. "The ideal response to harassment is non-violent, but

active. But the most important thing is for us to feel safe."

Berrill said effective ways of confronting a harasser

include naming the offending behavior, building bridges to

others, and asking the harasser to stop. He emphasized the

necessity of a quick and concise response. "Do it and end it.

The longer an interaction goes on, the better chance for

violence," he said.

Berrill also explained the need for allies, people who are

willing to speak up ifthey see otherswho are being harassed.

"People don't usually act in situations like that. They
don't know what to do. It's important for us to be allies to

ourselves and to our own," he said.

"Ifyou are being harassed ask for help. We must confront

people and commit ourselves to the right to exist," he said.

Berrill also commented on the risks involved with being

an ally,such as threat of harm, or automatically being

labeled gay— but greatly emphasized their importance in

challenging heterosexist behavior.
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from $3.95 including soup & rice

Z^V.

Mon.
Hours:

Thurs. 113°am 9^° pm
Fri. & Sat. H^o am - 10='° pm
Sunday 12 noon - 9=*° pm

103N.PIeasantSt. Amherst, MA 01002
(41 3) 256-8923 (41 3) 256-8924

Panda East sauce.

The best part of this dish was the amount of vegetables
it included. There was probably a head full of broccoli, to go
with baby corn, mushrooms and peppers.

Our other main dish, S-3, A. K.A. Orange Chicken, lacked
the vegetables that Triple Delight possessed, but it too was
a delightful dish. The crispy chicken coated with orange
sauce, was spicy and was quite imaginative.

Over all the service was good, fast, friendly and efficient.

Panda East serves six different kinds of soups, and 13
appetizers. Try some Fried Dumplings if you stop by. On
selected items, you can alter the spice according to your taste.

Panda East brings Chinatown to your home with its

takeout menu, which includes everything on the menu.
Panda East offers you a wide range of health food

selections, seven steamed dishes.

Panda East is open for lunch Mon.-Sat. 1 1 :30 a.m. - 3 p.m.
The entire menu is available at all times. Panda East is open
until 9:30 p.m. from Mon.-Thurs. and until 10:30 p.m. Friday
and Saturday. Sunday hours are noon to 9:30 p.m.

iL^
»»»»»»»»»»»» >»»»»»»»»»»»»HUNflN

GARDEN
BEST CHINESE BUFFET

MANDflRIN/ SZECHUflN CUISINE

5 PM - 9 PM
Sun - Thuks

>M-8PM

11:30 (!N - 3 pn

SUNDflY

Brunch

6LL-Y0U-CfiN-EftT

5.99
10 DELCtlEDTO^^ DO.\D QT. 9 AMn[Q«ST

2560251 2%aril

WE DELIVED in AMHED6T

5 PM - 9:30 P.M EVEDVDAY

MINIMUM $15 PLL'6 $2 DELIVTDY CWhDGl v

WE ACCEPT MASTERCARD

1
CAft
DICARLO

II
5-College Student

Dinner Special

Choice of:

• Eggplant & Chicken Parmesan

• Pasta Primavera

• Mussels Fra Diavolo

• Lasagna al Forno

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires December 22, 1991

Open Daily at 11:30 a.m.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300
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Women's track places second
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian StalT

As Coach Julie LaFreniere led her University ofMassa-
chusetts women's indoor track team to the University of

Rhode Island on Saturday for a tri-meet with URI and the

University of Connecticut, she was hoping to escape the

South Kingston. RI campus with at least a 1-1 record.

The Minutewomen didjust that, finishing second behind

perennial Big East power Connecticut, and defeating the

Ladv Rams. Connecticut finished with 87 points. UMass
with 35. and URI with 25.

"UConn is very strong all around, they really don't have

a weakness," LaFreniere said. "They're a Big East team,

and they receive tremendous support from that.'

Highlighting the day for the Minutewomen was freshmen
triplejumper Janey Meeks, who set a new school record with

a jump of 37 feet 3 inches, also good for first place.

"Janey had beenjumping really well in practice all week,

so I knew she'd jump really well, I just didn't know how
well." LaFreniere said.

Other first place finishers for the Minutewomen in-

cluded Kelly Liljeblad in the mile, and Becky Johnson in the

SOO meter run.

"Kelly's back." LaFreniere said. "She's showing no signs

of her injury. She ran a great race,
I
Finishing in 5:05.7 1

and

should really help us."

Johnson race turned out to be a two women showdown
between Johnson and Connecticut's Kelly Savage, with

Johnson surging after the last turn to overcome Savage, in

a time of 2:13.7. qualifying her for the ECAC's.

"Kellyl Savage 1 had a slight lead the whole race, but

Becky had that extra something coming out ofthat last turn

and outran her." LaFremere said.

The Minutewomen's strongest event was supposedly the

distance medley relay, altough fatigue and sickness slowed

the quartet of Lee Ann Ambrose. Kelly Liljeblad, Becky

Johnson, and Lennice Johnson.

"I thought going in, we might break the school record

today," LaFreniere said, "l>ee Ann had been sick all week,

and at the end, the UConn kidjust outlegged Kelly. Kelly had

already ran the mile earlier, and she just ran out of gas."

"Overall. 1 was pleased, we had a few poor perfor-

mances." LaFreniere said. "UConn is virtually unbeatable,

but I was pleased with our performance against Rhode

Island."

Ths Japan Exchange and Teaching (JET) f iWgiiiil

-Assistant English Teachers

-Coordinators for International Relatione

Come to the JET ?ro(^rarr\ Information Session:

Tuesday, December 10, 1991 at 6:00pm

Mather Career Center

or contact: The JET Office

Consulate General of Japan in Boston
(617) 975-9772

Application deadline: December 20, 1991

MOVING OFF CAMPUS?

Bnmdyw'ine offers Country

Living with convenience

• ON UMASS Bus ROUTE • NEARBY SHOPPING •

Situated on 18 well-landscaped acres with pond.

• One and Two Bedroom apartments including gas

utilities (HEAT, HOT WATER, AND STOVE*.

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

• Stop in and we'll show you what we have to offer.

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 BRANDYWINE DRIVE, AMHERST

RENTAL OFFICE OPEN DAILY 1 0-4

549-0600

Women 's hoop
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Pemborton, jostling for position in the paint,

punched Lady Hawk Candace Ward after Ward

elbowed her in the mouth with 8:46 left in the game,

which merited a flagrant technical foul and her

ejection from the game. She said they had been

physical throughout the game.

"I let her get to me after she elbowed me in the

mouth," she said. "I guess I let my emotions get to

me."
Moran's loss hurt the team more than anyone

else's. The junior forward was on fire in the first

half, scoring half of the team's 24 first-half points.

She also had seven rebounds in the first 20 minutes.

She finished with 16 points and 1 1 rebounds, albeit

55 seconds early.

Moran fouled out while preventing Hartford's

Lana Thomas from a breakaway layup. Thomas hit

both free throws to give Hartford the final 51-50

score. Her loss was most apparent on UMass' final

offensive play, although O'Brien asserted it would

have gone in the same direction regardless.

"We had the play set," O'Brien said emphati-

cally. "It was going to Kim and Maleeka."

Moran was disappointed in her team's inability

to win the game, but she also downplayed her exit.

"That wasn't really a factor," she said. "We blew

a seven-point lead. The bench knows their role, and

everyone that I O'Brien I
puts out there, she knows

they can handle the pressure."

' mvERsiTyl:orYl:ENTERS
"*

10 printed resumes

1 envelopes

10 sheets of paper

for

$1.75
other photo copying

specials also available

Two locations open Mon-Fri, 9 am-5 pm
101 Herter Hall • South College, lower level

Call 545-2719 for prices

10% DISCOUNT with this ad

13 AT MIDWAY
Bo Feng

Vera Britto

Daniel Zetler

Laura Zindel

Susan McKenna

Kathleen Anderson

Susan Montgomery

Michael Tong

Elizabeth Hall

Sam Crawford

Richard Heller

Karen Dolmanisth

Jeffery S. Xiaobird

SSTANLEY H. KAPIAN
(£ Take Kapbn Or lake ^our Chances

MCAT classes start Jan. 7 & Feb. 1 2 • LSAT classes start Jan. 4 & March 24

GMAT classes start Jan. 2 & Feb. 6 • GRE classes start Jan. 2 & Feb. 4

Intersession Courses Available

For other locations call 549-5780

Student Union Gallery

University of Massachusetts

December 9"^ - 20'*^

Opening Reception. December 9^, 5-7

Open 11-4 daily

This Exhibition is funded in part by a grant

from the U-MASS Arts Council.

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

1
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SdABOARP

Slave-ship entertainers

CALVIN AND HOBBES

BAPPAr.

By BILL WATTERSON

e^'.
r
r

MCM'S N^OT

^ 4^^^'
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I

CAST OF THOUSANDS
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By BARRY DEUTSCH
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BANQUS TAPS. ".

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN
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THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

O-V.-^'. A.NJ TO TCP IT AL.
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Quote of the Day
"...the first star of every night is a plane..."

" Dave Parker and Kyle Silver

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Switl

5 Bundle
10 Kinds ol ammo
13 Tecs leriiei

M A Mdr>
lb Reduce
)6 Gabby person
18 Suits lo —
19 Succinct

20 Oiler

21 Stalk

22 Hearing
Comb form

24 Small shelters

25 Frencti cleric

29 Weapons
30 Sea dog
31 Pillayei

33 Gal of song
35 Fal farm

38 Tram
components

40 House design

42 Snow runner

43 VfW member
44 Perfume oil

45 Humorist Bill

47 Give forth

50 Divorcees

6

1

Wise ones
53 Facilitates

55 Angler s barb

56 I uutsliom III IV
57 Dectairn

62 Seed cover

63 I ike coir ailed

cattle

65 Emerges
vicloiious

66 Parking lot

fixture

67 Schmo
68 Turkey choice

69 Matinee -

70 Ciiange ol five

DOWN
1 Verified Item

2 Tennis name
of fame

3 Headliner

4 f^^akes lace

b Hjvjgaid novel

6>Safe haven

7 Metallic elemeril

8 Consequential

clause

9 Michael J

10 Diamond
kH:alion

11 Sire

12 Appears
15 Turkish title

17 Social

23 Aiithoi

John Le
24 Like old news
25 Cleric s

vestments

26 Kind of lover or

keeper

27 Certain combat
^one

28 Et al s relative

32 Mansard
features

34 Alighieii

36 Punt pusher
37 World War II

alliance

39 Like most
churches

54 Red uf Wlnl.^

58 Nevada ic ,. il

59 Gull ol

60 Grow weaiy

41 Uno due.

46 Screanib

48 Put in the post
49 Santa town

in S Puerto Hico 61 Pass
51 Sfiouldi.'i leciiivers

waimei
52 Lolly

dwelling

63 What kind ol

fool >

64 Conjunctions

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

12/9/91
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1
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u 14 iT^
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11 ^H'"

1
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11 » ]] r ?t V
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1
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1
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Menu
LUNCH

Ravioli Alfredo

Fish Munchies

BASICS LUNCH
Falafel Pocicet

Fish Munchies

DINNER
Beef Strips. Snow Peas

Broccoli and Cheese Strudel

BASICS DINNER
Polynesian Vegies with Tofu

Broccoli and Cheese Strudel

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIIuS (M;irch 21Apiil 19): Do not let

recent a-velations unilemiinc you win-

ning attitude. A ivrsonal relationshipcould

reach a siiinilolT Making ihe right social

connections may not be us important to

one of \ou.

TAURUS (April 2()-May 2()>: Renewed

dedication to your diet begins to pay off.

Be more creative with menus so you are

less templed to cheat! A romantic rela-

tionship heals up. Know whei^ you are

headed.

GKMINI (May 21 -June 20): Dramatic

developments are the order of the day!

Your life is headed in an exciting new

direction. Go with the flow. A romance

with an older person is possible. Follow

your heart.

CANCI:R (June 2 1 -July 22): Renewed

energy and optimism make this a very

promising day. Romantic concerns arc

smoothing themselves out. You may be

trying too hard to please others — hold

back a bit for yourself.

I.KO (July 23-Aug. 22): You should

survive any cancellations, delays or mix-

ups in style today. Maintain your sense of

humor. SonK'one responds to a romantic

glint in your eye. "Accept a last-minute

invitation this evening.

VIRUO (Aug li-Sept. 22): L^t your

mate know how much your relationship

means to you. I'inancial matters may be a

frequent topic of discu.s.sion. Be willing lo

make intelligent concessions in Ihe inter-

est of domestic harmony.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22): Travel is

favored. Winning a contest could lead lo

your taking that dream vacation! Roman-

tic partner will be delighted lo accom-

pany you if all expenses are paid. Think

it over.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21). Avoid

biting offmore than you can chew . Handle

errands and correspondence as best you

can. but do not try to finish everything al

once. Give parents and children loving

encouragement.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dcc. 21 ): A

conscientious attitude could win you a

bonus, .second income or valuable gift.

Some of you announce new corporate

affiliations. Avoid burning your bridges,

l-earn more about international linance.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): The

next few days will find you quite busy

dealing with the public or local VIPs.

Influential people take notice into career

pursuits. Put romance on hold.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Your

desire to serve others can gel the belter of

you. especially when an appeal is made to

your vanity. Be realistic about how much

time you can give to a cau.se.

PISCES (Peb. 1 9-March 20): A current

alliance is strong an lasting. If faced with

a decision involving loyally, do not hide

your feelings. Romantic partner could

gel testy before the day is over. Be sup-

portive.

Today's Staff
Night Editor GayleLong

Copy Editor TamirLipton

PhotoTechnician JeffEgan

Production Supervisor Camille Pansewicz

Production Brad Hutchison

Sue Tomaski
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It took Galileo 16 years to master the universe.

You have one night.
It seems unfair. The genius had all that time. Viliile you ha\e a few

shon hours to learn your sun spots from Nour satellites before the

dreaded astronomy exam.

On the other hand, \iyarin gives you the definite advantage. It helps

keep you awake and mentally alert for hours. Safely and conveniently So

even when the subject matter's dull, your mind will stay razor sharp.

If Galileo had used \ ivarin, mav-be he could ha\e mastered the solar

svstem Caster too. w^ • • « wtw^t. w^w»x.
Revive with VFVARIN:

I * A- C>'r-'W< l.rfH*'^ ^U^ttmr rqtmmr- •<Mn >MiMMainr Hrrrtwii

First Come, First Served.
WHAT?

HOW?

WHERE?

Housing Services

MicroFridge Rental Program

WHEN?

A MicroFridge (Mi-cro-fridge) n. - a

microwave, refrigerator, and freezer

all in one unit. Suitable for preparing

late night snacks or in-between meals

in the comfort of your own room.

Rent now, pay later! Just fill out a

MicroFridge contract. (Bills won ' t be

sent to your permanent address until

the first week of January.)

Housing Assignment Office, 235

Whitmore Administration Building.

8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday thru

Friday.

Brown
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

kneecap.

"A young man like that, who's been through injuries and
down seasons, is so nice to watch develop that courage when
he scores no points against Kentucky and come back here

and score 23," Calipari said.

Desktop ptiblishing ^^
from start to finish.

DiscoverKlnko's.
Improve the appearance of your printed
materials with the help of Klnko's. We
offer a full line of Macintosh* Desktop
Publishing services, including design
assistance, typesetting,

reproduction and finishing X ihj
services. From manuals to /*i

BIG GUNS, BAD ATTITUD

COtJICS

:i[W[iVJ4i»i

TRADE PAPERBACKS

MARVEL comes

I ^5.00 OffTypesetting I

ttlngorderor$25or |
more. Not valid with any other offer. One coupon per

customer. Good through December 31, 1991

I Bring this coupon into the Klnko's listed, and we'll I

I
take S5.00 OFF on your

I

I

I

I

I

I

Open 24 hours*

253-2543
220 N. Pleasant St.

(Across from Carriage
Shops) • Closed Sat.

midnight-Sun. noon

kinko's

I

I

.1

the copy center

I

I

I

GiNisiiER

W INTER SESSION 1992
January I-IW

IT'S
TI-I-I-ME!

Register idOW tor Winter Session courses and

workshops Over 100 credit courses

and nearly 80 noncredit workshops

By mail until December 1

1

(US mail only, doni use campus mail)

By FAX until December 1

1

In person - November 25 through January 6

Division of Continuing Education, 615 Goodell Building

W credits in jiisl \\ sliorl weeks!

What a (leal!

DIVISION OF
CONTINUING EDUCATION

Classifieds
COME TO THE COIJIGIAN OFFICE IIKAMPUSCEHTER • THURSDAY 8:30:1.^0 FRIDAY 8:30-2:30 'DEADUSE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATION » 20cAWRD/DAY FOR STUDEm » CASH IN ADVANCE

COLLEGIAN CLASSIFEDS

LAST DAY TO ADVERTISE IS;

"Wed Dec nth"
Wed Dec 1 1lh we will be taking ads on

CC Concourse and at 1 13 Campus Center

BE THERE!!!

ACTIVITIES

Meeting WOCH RADIO. You haveia be

there Monday/ 30Grayson It's the last one

ifll be the coolest.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AHORA
Reunion General

manes 10 de diciembre

7 pm Campus Center

Discutiremos newsletter,

actividades y mucho mas'

ite esperamosj

CARRIBBEAN - ONLY $189

roundtnp air to somewhere
sunny and warm! EUROPE -

$160' Hitchande
AIRHITCH 212-864-2000

OFFICIAL ZOOMASS CONDOMS
$1 6-6898

A1 BEDROOM IS available now or Jan 1 It's

in a 2 bedroom apt rent 250 location near

UMass Amherst Center call 253-9742 or

256-3401

AMHERST. Two bedroom condominiums

lor as low as $550 per month. Convenient

month-to-month rental agreement. Parlung

available tor two vehicles. On bus route,

close to mall, center ot town and UMass. Call

253-3834

AMITY PLACE Single room tor rent Jan-

May Female non-smoKer 549-0662

DOUBLE AND SINGLE ROOM, S Amherst

house great landlord, available Jan 1 253-

3091^

GREAT APARTMENT! Quiet * Clean

1 mm walk to bus. laundry, stores

1 or 2 bedrooms in S DeerliekJ

$5l0/month Heat Included

Avail Jan 15. halt mo Iree

Call 665-8459^

LIVE ACROSS FROM THE PUB
Female roommate needed 170/mo

Call 253-4149

SMALL FRIDGE
Need to sell

$30 O.B.O
Call 6-61 709

JESSICA HOLLANDER

TV FOR SALE
GE 13 inch w/ remote

Was $240 when bought

only $100
Call Chns at 546-0619

WOMENS SKIS BOOTS POLES
Elan 1 75 Raichle boots

Call Bnan 253-0605

JESSIE-
Remember whales, sauce. Dana and Irvingi

We had tun' Lets keep m touch. Happy

Holidaysi You're the greatest

Kay "The Sauce Woman'

PERSONALS

Denis*
Thanks tor all your help this semester I'm

going to miss you'

Love.

your daughter Jen

ROOMMATE WANTED

SPRING BREAK

You won't gel ripped off' I have the best

spnng break tnps around Jamaica, Cancun.

and Bahamas. I would love to tell you more.

.

Call Dena 549-5740

WORD PROCESSOR- Typewriter with cal-

culator and memory Great condition

$1 1 5 Negotiable Call 585-01 27

HELP WANTED

SOMEWHERE IN TOWN there is a late-

model maroon Sedan with a damaged Iront

end II anyone sees it please turn in the plate

# to Amherst Police. This guy will pay for the

damage he did to my car'

THERE'S STILL TIME

To submit to Spectaim Magazine

New deadline; Fn Dec 13

Bnng work to

406E Student Union

AUTO FOR SALE

Newly renovated 2be<Jroom Townhouse

apt. 450 hot water included New carpets Bus

route Southwood 256-0842

Northwood Apartments Holiday Speaal

2 bedrooms includes hot water starting at

$299 00 20 acres of beautilul properly m a

country setting Laundry laalities swimming

pool Free bus service to Umass Hadley & the

malls Energenic 4 caring staff experienced

in all phases of property management River

Road Rte. 47 Sunderland MA 01375 M-F

9;00 to 500 413 6653856

UPTOWN APT
2 roommates wanted

1 starling Jan; 1 in Feb,

Call 549-8027 _^_

1980 CHEVY CITATION
New tires. No rust. High mileage

Good local transport

$200 or b/o 586-9574

1 HUGE ROOM
Private bath,

in 3bedroom apt on Ixis

Heat+H20 incl. $200 double $400 single

Dec 15 or Jan 1 Jaime/Raina 253-2595

Doni get a job - Get a business*

T ASP International otters highly motivated

students practical expenence and earnings

averaging $4,000-$7,000 lor the summer
Please call l-800-922j;5529

EARN $6/HOUR
Spanish/English bilinguals needed for read-

ing study Jeanette 585-

8749

FREE FOOD! Sick of the DC? Tired of

cooking yourself? Why not work in exchange

for free meals? Work a max ol 9 hours per

week lor Iree meals. Call for info 549-3884 or

549-4275

Give the Eartti a break Greenpeace is hiring

to till temporary and permanent positions

Think globally, act locally NOW Call 549-

0507 ^___
Help me move, Saturday Dec 14, in

Easthampton $7 50/hr, 4 hr minimum. Call

527-4701 alter 3pm.

••LEGAL HELP~

-ATTENTION DRINKERS-
We at Reliable Tours are runnir>g a New

Years Trip to Montreal (Dec 30th-Jan 1 st) It

includes roundtnp motorcoach. 3 days 2

nights hotel and an open bar at DJ's Pub

New Years Eve All for an incredible low

pnce today (617-598-9930) Reliable Tours

365 Broadway Rt 1 Lynnlield 0JI940

Michele and Karlna- 1 love my new home

with Thleenl Thanks, Roy^Periguin Boy

TO CARRIE, Buttercup rules! From rude —
- to Andalusian dog- I'll miss you tons'

Love Jul

82 Nissan 150.000 miles/37mpg

runs but needs work

$300 or BO call Manbeth 5-1 886 323-8665

Cheap room for rent! Five min. walk from

campus and town, $150 a month. Call 256-

8311 now!

FOR SALE

Ouestions about your lease/security de-

posit deductions? Questions about sublet-

ting/assigning leases? Ouestions about the

condition of your new house or apartment?

Contact the Legal Services Center. 922

Campus Ctr. 545-1995

LOST

ENTERTAINMENT

SOUNDS ARENT LIMITED

Professional D J Service

All occasions, affordable rates

Call Doug Arent; 546-5363

FOR RENT

1RM IN 2BDRM APT m Sunderland for

winter session with option ol spnng $255 on

bus n TVVCR Stereo Dish washer 665- 7341

2 Bedrom apt, available Jam or Feb1

through May 31 2 min from uptown 800+

Call 549-0032

2 rooms tor renl/slarting in Jan or Feb On

bus route Big house, on Ball La Malp or

female Cheap rem 549-16V7

A 1 BEDROOM is avail now or Jan 1 Its m

a two bPdroom apt Rent 250 located new

UMass, Amherst Ctr Call 253-9742 or 256-

3401

76 COROLLA WG $200

81 4WDSubanj^wg $600 549-198'?

1984 Dodge Charger Runs well $900 or

BO Call Pam 546-2357

BLIZNIAK XMAS TREE FARMS. Cut your

own or ready cut. 133 Bay Rd. Hadley 9am-

7pm

BOSTON-HONOLULU TICKET 12/15

Female $135 (508)757-5033

FOR SALE
Image Writer II Printer

$250 0.8

Call Marci 549-4600 x303

LOST SHARP CALCULATOR near

Hasbrouck on 12/4 If found please 6 24J5

LOST^YEGLASSES ON 26TH. Brown

frame. Large reward Raymund 253-3354

Light brown wallet between Northeast &

physical sciences library If found please call

546-6842

THESE ARE THE LAST DAYS!

AMY: AKA The happy slug

sucha a lady' How R your buns- ?man. Bob,

+ 0'- Go back to sleep' Love Jul Bye!

To the Sigma Kappa
and Dell Upsilon

volleyball team-

We did great'

We'll get em next time!

Love, Liz

Deborah A. Acchlone

We've been through a lot together - much

more than any pair of roommates should

From Romeo* Juliet to 5 exams in one week

to isms to our open clinic Thanks for

putting up with everything, especially all my

tears (there were lots) and my -extenuating

drcumstances". I'll miss you next semester'

Love Mary

SCHMEDLY R!

Happy 22nd birthday F monster!

Sne I love Ewe- C . Little

HAPPY^BIRTHDAY HELENA
We love you: keep warm
Your Roommates!

PANDORA
Happy 20th

How does It feel to

be in limbo

Love Ball and Chain

1 OR 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED
lor 2 bdrm apt in Brandywine

starting Jan 1 Females prefen-ed.

549-5649

4 MALES SEEK ROOMMATE lor spnng

semester, male or temale single room only

$200/ month, heal inluded No summer rent

responsibility Call 256-87^1

2 FEMALESWANTED tor large double room

in Puftton Village. Amherst Very close to

campus, buses every 10 minutes, clean

First Puftton entrance, first set of apart-

ments' Available January 1. $160.'month

ea.. including heat, cheap' C^l 549-7501

2 Female roommates to share spaaous

bedroom in Townehouse. 549-4512 Wendy

or Lorraine.

2 HOUSEMATES WANTED
2 single br m North Amherst

Available January 1

$160/mo ea. C all 549-5863

3-4 roomtnates wanted tor Jan 92 On bus

route Clean Quiet Call 2539692

AMHERST ROOMS FOR RENT lease till

June Call 5490 409

Female non-smoker 1 BDRM APT IN

PRESIDENTIAL 225 00 PER MONTH 1ST

MONTH-RENT FREE AVAILABLE DEC 21

549-9949

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

large room in Puftton $165/mth 549-4509

JAN-MAY ROOMMATE WANTED, Mill

Valley Est. 2bedroom. 2full bath, A/C. park-

ing, heat hot water included Call Shannon

253-7366

LIVE WITH US!!!

For intersession and/or spring semester

Beautiful 3 ftoor condo behind BayBank

Walk to campus + uptown

Double or single available

Non-smoker male or female

$200 or best otter

Call 549-4438 or stop by!!

SUBLET

FEMALE LOOKING FOR winter sublet 546-

5811

Room tn 4 bdrm house available 1223

Cheap rent 150 mo On Noho busline.

584-5234

SUBLET FOR JAN
Twnhse apt. rt 1 16 Sunderland

$550/mon call 665-7555

Wintersession sublet, 3 spaces available

m Townhouse apt on bus route, lurmshed.

Iree cable, fully, carpeted Great deal' $100

call 549-8001

TRAVEL

-ATTENTION DRINKERS-
We at Reliable Tours are running a New

Years Tnp to Montreal (Dec 30th-Jan i st) It

includes roundtnp motorcoach, 3 days 2

nights hotel and an open bar at DJ's Pub

New Years Eve All for an incredible low

pnce today (617-598-9930) Reliable Tours

365 Broadway Rt 1 Lynnfjeld 01940

BEST DEALS TO Jamaica. Cancun. Baha-

mas and Barbados' Save $1 00 and book by

Dec 12th with $75 deposit. Last chance lor

lower rates 549-3674

FREE SPRING BREAK VACATION
Organize a group earn commissions & free

tnps[Call 800-826-9100

Northwest ticket voucher worth $318 Will

sell for $275/BO 584-9543 Arnold

DAYTONA BEACH! -SPRING BREAK '92

March 13-22 includes seven nights ocean-

front hotel plus roundtnp motorcoach Only

$259 00 call Yankee Tours 1-800-

9DAYTONA M-F 8-6

SAVE 50% at leading hotels nationwide'

Hotel Express International valid in every

major city 365 days a year lor only $25 For

more into call 546-5886

Roundtrip Boston to West Palm

12/23 temale 250 80 546-1506

SKIS/BOOTS
Latroix skis wilh Salomon bindings. Two

pairs of women's lange boots- healed. Greal

condition' 549-9932

" LAST DAYS FOR COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS "

Doni be too late for that end of semester

personal, or sublet or roomates wanted or

lor sale, or for rent

etc etc etc

Catch us between 830-3:30

Monday thru Wednesday
WEDNESDAY IS THE LAST DAY

-DONT MISS IT

TIE-WOMAN:
Whenever I see your smiling face It's ever-

present, everywhere-that warm love

Love, James. Van. +Me

JERSEY GIRL
No more days' It's about lime' Happy 21 st

and thanks for a great 2 months

Love, 413 ^_
To the t>abe in the basement

studying transport

Here's your personal

Are you free this weekend''

Your Secret Admirer

Jase-
happy birthday hon!' Just remember-

I'm here for you- use it'

Love always-

PL&F.
Andie

Lg Bdrm Spacious house in BIchrtwn Pool

table All amenities own bath 400 pr month

323-6735 Kim

ROOMMATEWANTEDFEBRUARY FIRST

(negotiable) convenient location in

Sunderland on bus route at Lantern Court

apartments Call now 665-8669 Brian/Jim

SERVICES

RAJNI:
Happy birthday! Have a great one'

Love, Betty

FREE pregnancy testing; confidential and

caring suppon BIRTHRIGHT:233 No

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

LOSE FAT FOR/DURING WINTER BREAK
Enhance energy, build muscles witb

Omnitntion Fitness Products 549-4401

PROTECTYOUR BIKE from rust andthieves

over break Indoor storage or packing and

shipping $19 95 including free pickup and

delivery. Halt pnce with any service pack-

age Cycle Clinic 5850 134

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING

DIVERTATIONS, THESES, CASES, Pa-

pers. On-campus Service, Mac/Laser Printer,

Spellcheck, Quality, Inexpensive 584-7924,

Nancy

Papers, Theses, Resumes. Word pro-

cessing -Laser printing CaltRosemary 323-

5031

TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE $1 50/page

Anne 545-09 13

WANTED

3 Females need 2-3 bedroom apt for

wintersession can 546-6397

Older student looking for room lor winter

session Amherst only Call 6-1399 leave

message

SUBLETS, ROOMS. HOUSING needed Dec

27 Jan 13 Conlaci SBMC 256-8615 10AM-

JPM

Two responsible lemales looking to sublet

your apartment during intersession 6-1374

nr 6-2547 _
WANTED: Female to take over lease.

Townhouse apis on busline $181 mo
Avail. Jan. 1 . Call 549 8001 ASAP
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Sports

Minutemen bombard Xavier, 91-72
• 18-2 run keys victory
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

A capacity crowd filled the Curry Hicks Cage Saturday
night, not knowing what to expect from its travel weary
University of Massachusetts basketball team.

What the fans saw was a UMass team shoot 59 percent
from the floor, including two 23-point performances, one by
Harper Williams and one by Anton Brown, as the Min-
utemen improved to 6-1 with a 91-72 romp over Xavier.

Brown, who was coming off a zero point outing against
Kentucky had 15 first half points, leading the Minutemen
to a 37-31 halflime lead.

In the second half, the point guard turned the show over
to Williams who responded with 17 points, eight during a
critical 18-2 run which put UMass ahead 60-40.

Jim McCoys leaner off the glass between two defenders
began the run. A Tony Barbee 6-footer made it 46-38.

Xa\ner"s Jamie Gladden cut the lead to six with a basket, at

17:27. the last points the Musketeers would score until

Brian Grant hit a free throw with 13:42 remaining.
To complicate things for the Musketeers, their big man

Aaron Williams (8 points. 12 below his season average)

picked up his fourth foul and had to sit on the bench,

opening the middle for Harper Williams.

Harper liit a short jump hook and then finished off a 2-

on-1 fast break with a two handed stuffon a pass from Will

Herndon (five assists). UMass guard Mike Williams (8

points' put the Minutemen ahead 54-40, with a pretty

reverse layup which brought the crowd to its feet, where it

remained for the rest of the run. Harper then hit another
jump hook, blocked a dunk attempt and finished off a fast

break with a finger roll.

Herndon's break away dunk put UMass up by 20 with
14:02 remaining.

"People were saying the Great Alaska Shootout was a

fluke." McCoy (15 points) said. "We knew if we spanked
them, people would say UMass is for real."

Xavier never recovered from the onslaught. They missed
five free throws midway through the second half which
could have cut the lead back to eight.

"The first five and a half minutes ofthe second halfwere
the key to the game," said Xavier coach Pete Gillen. "We got

a little shook up. The Cage is a tough place to play. When
you combine a veteran team with a tough place to play, it

makes for a tough game."
Every time. Xavier seemed to be ready to make a run,

UMass had the answer. Harper shot a torrid 9 for 1 1 from
the floor and the Minutemen made 24 of 32 free throws.

Brown scored six of UMass' eight points to start the
game. He took the ball to the goal with confidence,
complimenting his outside shot.

"I was trying to do a little extra because of the way I

played at Kentucky," Brown said. "Coach Calipari told me,

Minutewomen
suffer from
personnel loss
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

In Saturday's 51-50 loss to the University of

Hartford, the University ofMassachusetts women's
basketball team was hampered by the loss of key
personnel.

UMass coach Joanie O'Brien knew at the beginning
of the year that this would be a lean season in terms of

depth, because there were no freshman recruits.

"I knew what I was getting into," O'Brien said at
the beginning of the season. "I was hired around
July 1st, which didn't give us any time to recruit for
this year's team."

However, in trying to hold offthe Lady Hawks in
the second half, the Minutewomen lost three key
players, all in a row. Trish Riley, Shawna Pemberton
and Jenny Moran were all lost in one way or an-
other, and the losses wounded the team.

Riley, making her second start ofthe year, played
well at point guard in the first half, despite an for

6 performance from the field. However, her chronic
back problem acted up so much that she was unable
to finish the game.

She tried to tough it out in the second half, but
was unable to play down the stretch while her
teammates were floundering. Riley said she did not

think her own Io.ss affected UMass as much as the
inability of her teammates to step up and lead.

"I think we just let down and made some mental
lapses," Riley said. "No one stepped up to take
control. I Hartford I

may have wanted it a little more."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Anton Brown dribblesaround as he waits
for the nearest lane to drive through. Brown
scored 23 points against Xavier.

'Anton we need you to score tonight.' He said, 'Go out and get
30.'"

Xavier managed to stay in the game in the first half
because ofthe play ofSteve Gentry. Gentry scored 1 1 points

in the half, including two 3-pointer8.

"We felt coming in this would be our toughest road game
of the year," Gillen said.

• Brown pours in 23 points
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts point guard Anton Brown
unleashed his offensive game in the Minutemen's 91-72 win
over Xavier Saturday night, scoring a season high 23 points

on 7 of 12 shooting.

Xavier's defense gave Brown, who was averaging 7.5

points per game coming into the contest, room to shoot and
he made them pay for it.

"I laughed during the first timeout and said to I Brown ),

'Hey, they're not going to play you,'" UMass coach John
Calipari said. '"You're going to have a field day.'"And he did.

Brown saw the opening and immediately took advan-
tage of it, pretty much scoring at will from everywhere and
anywhere on the hardwood.

His team-high 15-point first half explosion included an
uncontested layup, a 16-footjump shot, two runners in the
lane, a baselinejumper, a trey from the corner and a pair of

free throws.

"We let him get goi ngearly ," said Xavier coach Pete Gillen.

"Last season he didn't do much against us, but tonight he had
a career game. "We knew he was a good shooter and we
thought he would get six or eight points, but not 23."

Calipari said, "Ifyou don't play him, he's going to score.

When I Xavier I came in, I guess they said he can't score and
decided not to play him." Brown also dished out three
assists and pulled down four rebounds.

TheMusketeers made another mistake in picking Brown
as the man to foul down the stretch and watched him hit 6
of8 from the charity stripe (8 of 10 on the night) in the final

4:24 to seal UMass' sixth victory.

The senior from Columbia, S.C., who had a career-high

26 points against Rutgers in his freshman season, came
into the game following a disappointing performance in

Wednesday's 90-69 loss to Kentucky where he was shut out
in the points column.

"My shot was off in Kentucky." Brown said. "I was a little

bit tired. You have good games and bad games."
However, when Brown has a sub-par game, or when he

tires, he and Calipari have the added dimension of fresh-

man guard Mike Williams off the bench.
"It's good to have Mike there to come in," Brown said. "He's

a great help. I can go out and play real hard for five to 10

minutes and Mike can come in to relieve me. "He pushes me a
lot in practice and that really helps me coming in to the game."

Calipari also inserts Brown and Williams at the same
time which allows them to switch off with each other in the
backcourt, between the shooting and point guard positions.

Brown has had his share of ups and downs throughout
his career. He was named to the Atlantic 10 All-Freshman
Team after averaging 12.9 points his first season, only to

play one game his sophomore season due to a fractured

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Women^s hoop falls victim to
Hartford's second half rally
UMass can^t hold halftime lead, falls 51-50
By KE'VIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts women's basketball
team had several chances down the stretch to win Saturday's
game against Hartford, but watched it all slip away, losing
51-50 at Curry Hicks Cage.

UMass' Maleeka Valentine's driving layup through traf-

fic in the waning seconds missed, but she got the rebound
and missed again.

The ensuing rebound was grabbed by several players, but as
they fought for it the buzzer sounded, ending the contest.

"We gave up 51 points and lost the basketball game," said

an angered UMass coach Joanie O'Brien. "We played good
defense. What are you going to do? You've got two shots at
the end of the game and you can't put it in the basket."

The Minutewomen (2-4) turned the ball over 11 times in
the first half (23 times for the game), but their aggressive,
hustling defense offset the Lady Hawks' decided height
advantage, giving UMass the lead at the half, 24-17.

Another factor in the first 20 minutes was the shooting
of UMass forward Jenny Moran.

She was a bright spot in a sluggish offense as she had 12
points on a variety ofjump shots and layups while pulling
down seven rebounds before the break.

Hartford's defense corraled her in the second half, as she
scored only four points and recorded four more rebounds
before fouling out with 30 left.

Moran's 16 points and 11 rebounds were a team high.

Kim Kristofik and Valentine chipped in with ten each.

The Lady Hawks were led by Lana Thomas' 17 points

and 8 rebounds, and Mary Jane Besselink's 13 points and
and 13 rebounds. Nine of Besselink's rebounds and all ofher

points were tallied in the second half.

Hartford's intensity picked up in the second half. They
displayed good passing and movement on offense and good
hustle on defense, forcing UMass to turn the ball over eight
times in the first eight minutes.

Hartford's aggressiveness cost them as they reached
their team foul limit with 12:24 left in the game.

UMass hit 16 ofits 23 second half free throws, but could
muster only five field goals on 17 attempts.

When Moran hit a jumper writh 8:50 left, UMass went
ahead 36-35. As Hartford was setting up its offense, the
Hawks' Candice Ward was trying to find her way out of a
double team defense at the other end.

Ward spun around and her elbow hit UMass' Shawna
Pemberton in the jaw. Pemberton then took a swing at

Ward, the punch missed its mark andUMass lost Pemberton
for the remainder of the game.

The turnover barrage continued as both teams became
tentative on offense. When Cassie Anderson scored on a
nifty baseline layup with 4:20 left UMass led 46-45.

The teams traded buckets and free throws for the rest of
the contest, and Hartford's Lana Thomas hit two big free
throws with :30 left to round out the scoring.

"I think we just let down and made some mental lapses,"
said UMass point guard Trish Riley. 'They (Hartford) may
have wanted it a little bit more. They were willing to go out
and get it while we were playing tentatively."

Riley had a tough go of it, scoring only two points while
turning the ball over six times. She ended up sitting out the
last ten minutes ofthe contest with a chronic back ailment.

Hartford coach Mark Schmidt said, "We've won four
games this year and three ofthem have been by one or two
points. UMass has a brand new coach and this is my second
year, so we may have been a bit more structured. We had
the confidence factor."
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Anderson
offers views
on election
Speech at Memorial Hall tonight

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

With Democrats and Republicjuis across the country
beginning to throw their hats in the ring for the 1992
presidential election, a former presidential candidate and
veteran congressman will offer his views on the upcoming
election tonight at the University of Massachusetts.

Former Illinois Congressman John Anderson, who gar-
nered approximately 7 percent of the popular vote as an
Independent candidate in the 1980 presidential election,
will be speaking on The Making of a President — 1992,"
tonight at 8 p.m. in Memorial Hall.

He was first elected to Congress as a U.S. Representative
from lUinois' 16th district in 1960, serving for 10 consecu-
tive terms.

Anderson has been president ofthe non-profit Center for

U.N. Reform Education. Anderson has also written several
books, including A Proper Institution: Guaranteeing Tele-

vised Presidential Debates, published in 1988.

He has also written A Congressman's Choice: Between
Worlds, published in 1970 and The American Economy We
Need, published in 1984.

Anderson received his bachelor's degree from the Uni-
versity of Illinois, while receiving LL.B. and LL.M degrees
from Harvard Law School.

Anderson has taught at several universities since 1980,
including the University of Massachusetts at Boston. He
has received numerous honorary doctorates ofiaw«i^weU.

His speech tonight is the highlight of a busy three-day
schedule of visits with students throughout the Five Col-

lege Community.

After meeting with a class tomorrow at 2 p.m., Anderson
will hold a question and answer session with students in

Machmer W-23 at 4 p.m. The session is open to anyone
interested in attending.

Anderson met yesterday with students at Smith and
Mount Holyoke Colleges and will meet students atAmherst
College tomorrow.

Anderson's visit is sponsored by Five Colleges, Inc., and
the University's political science honor society. Pi Sigma
Alpha.

Photo by Hilm.ir Schmondt

NO, ITS NOTTHE BATES MANSION— Forebodings ofmore snow (aargh) at 71
Main St.
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Court upholds
homosexual
military ban
By PETE YOST
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — A federal judge on Monday upheld
the Pentagon ban on homosexuals in the military, saying
the armed forces must have that power ifthey are to protect
soldiers and sailors from AIDS.

Joseph C. Steffan, a Naval Academy midshipman who
acknowledged he was gay, had challenged the Defense
Department policy as unconsititutional. U.S. DistrictJudge
Oliver Gasch ruled that the regulations "rationally further
legitimate state purposes."

The policy promotes the maintenance of discipline,

morale, good order, a respected system ofrank andcommand,
a healthy military force, morality and respect for the privacy
interests ofboth officers and the enlisted," ruled the judge.

Steffan will appeal Gasch's ruling to the U.S. Court of
Appeals, said Paula Ettelbrick, legal director ofthe Lamda
Legal Defense and Education Fund in New York. The fund
is a gay rights group representing the former midshipman.

"We find the decision distressing, but not a big surprise,"
she said.

Last spring, Gasch referred to Steffan as a "homo" three
times during a hearing. Gasch ruled that the fact that he
used the word did not mean he was biased, and an appellate
court upheld his decision.

Steffan resigned from the U.S. Naval Academy in May
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Police drug testing struck down
Cau^ says random testing violates Mass. Constitution
By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Random drug testing for police officers in

Massachusetts was struck down Monday on a 4-3 decision

by the state Supreme Judicial Court.

The high court ruled in favor of the Boston Police

Patrolmen's Association that random, suspicionless drug
testing violates the prohibitions in the Massachusetts
Constitution against illegal search and seizure.

The decision was significant because the U.S. Supreme
Court has ruled that the U.S. Constitution does not prohibit

random testing of law enforcement officers.

"Finally Boston police officers are going to be treated like

first-class citizens. We have rights," said Donald Murray,
the union's president.

The suit was brought by the union when Robery Guiney
was president. Guiney is now U.S. Marshal for Massachu-
setts.

Frank J. McGee, attorney for the union, said the victory

was especially sweet because he had lost the case in federal

court and had to start over again in the state courts, using
the Massachusetts Constitutional argument.

"I still think the federal courts are wrong," McGee said.

McGee said the decision does not prohibit testing in

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Smith trial doctor says
rape *highly unlikely'

By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. — A de-
fense witness gave jurors in William
Kennedy Smith's rape trial a lesson in

human sexuality Monday and claimed
Smith's accuser could not have been
raped exactly the way she described.

The witness, Dr. Raphael Good, came
under hostile attack by a prosecutorwho
noted that the 70-year-old psychiatrist

and gynecologist has neverdone research
on rape, never testified in a rape case
and has been called an expert witness
only twice in his career.

"I have done no research in the area
of rape, that's correct," Good told Assis-
tant State Attorney Ellen Roberts.

She also noted he has not practiced
gynecology in 20 years.

Good, who teaches at the University
of Miami, acknowledged he was never
shown the medical records in the case
before he formed his opinion at the re-

quest of defense attorneys.

Smith, the 3 1-year-old nephew ofSen.
Edward Kennedy, is charged with sexvial

battery and battery could receive 4 1/2

years in prison if convicted.

Good, called as an expert witness on
sexual dysfunction, was asked to com-
ment on a pretrial statement by Smith's

accuser that Smith had only a partial

erection when he raped her. Based on

the facts of the case, defense lawyer
Mark Seiden asked Good ifan unwilling
woman, squirming and fighting, could
be raped in such a circumstance.

Abandoned pets increase
Shelters worried as semester ends

AP photo

William Kennedy Smith
"Under the scenarioyoujust painted,

it is highly unlikely— very, very unlikely
for penetration to occur," said Good,
adding that the woman would have to

cooperate to make the act successful.

The defense claims the woman en-

gaged in an act of consensual sex.

During Good's graphic testimony,

Circuit Judge Mary Lupo had a

Newsweek reporter ousted from the

courtroom for smiling and ordered his

courtroom credential to be lifted for the

day.

Roberts challenged Good's expertise.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

By KRISTEN LANS
Collegian Correspondent

The volunteers at PETS, a local animal
welfare organization, are worried about the
final days of this semester which they be-

lieve vvrill result in an increasing number of

pets abandoned to the harsh winter as
students leave their dormitories and
apartments.

PETS — Placement, Education, Treat-
ment and Shelter— places stray animals in

foster homes in the Amherst Area. It now
has 30 homes which provide cats, dogs,

rabbits and hamsters with a place to live

until permanent homes can be found.

According to PETS volunteer Wendryn
Case, all of their 30 homes are currently

filled and they will not be able to accom-
modate a flood ofstray animals which in the

past has come at the end ofevery semester.

Their homes have been filled since the last

peak at the end ofthe spring 1991 semester.

In addition to the overflow of strays,

Susan Wolff, a telephone monitor for the

Friends of Amherst Stray Animals, said

that economic factors have decreased the

number of people adopting animals.

Over the past six months an increasing

number of dog owners have given up their

dogs because of the cost of their care, she
said.

One Sylvan ResidenceArea student, who
asked not to be identified, recently tried to

give her cat away to various pet stores

before an employee at a Hadley pet shop
agreed to take it home. The student said she

now objects to pets in the residence halls

calling it "cruel."

Case said students should not consider
abandoning their pets or keeping them
locked in apartments or in dorm rooms over
the winter break.

"We find cats hovering on heating grates
at UMass and in Amherst and if we are
lucky we get to them before they freeze,"

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Inside:

Page 3:

Some candidates for the

vcu:ant state rep's seat have
agreed to limit campaign

funds.

Page 5:
Joe Bob Elliott, our new
editor in chief, writes his

last Notes from the Campus
Center Basement with help

from his fiends.

WEATHER

More of that "mostly" sunny
business and "partly" cloudy

overnight (who cares if it's

cloudy when it's dark out?)

Ditto for Wednesday.
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FYIs are public service announcements that run on a

space-available basis on Monday, Wednesday and Friday

for campus and local non-profit organizations.

Because of space constraints, the Collegian cannot

print all FYIs submitted and no announcements can ho

repeated.

To submit an FYI. please send a TYPED press release

with all pertinent information to the Collegian office in 113

Campus Center, c/o News Editor. FYlscannot be taken over

the phone.

WEDNESDAY. DEC. 11

Planning meeting — A planning meeting for Holocau.st

Memorial Week will be at 7:30 p.m. in the Hillel House

drug testing

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

cases where there is probable cause to believe an officer is

using drugs.

McGee said the decision would apply to all police de-

partments in the state. Murray said the only exception

would be where a drug testing policy had been negotiated in

a police union contract.

The Boston Police Department had no immediate com-
ment on the case. Spokesperson Vincent Loporchio said the

department had not had a chance to study the ruling.

Murray said the drug testing policy had not been
implemented, pending the final outcome of the case.

The majority opinion, written by Justice Herbert Wilkins,
held that random drug testing violates Article 14 of the

Massachusetts Declaration of Rights, the provision of the

state constitution that prohibits unreasonable search and

Lounge. All are welcome.

THURSDAY, DEC. 12

/.•,7,„ -_ "We Think the World of You" will be in the CC
803 at 7 p.m.

Meeting — The Student Nurse AssiKiation will meet at

4:30 p.m. in Morrill 403.

FRIDAY, DEC. 13

Theater— The Tabula Theater Troupe will be perform-

ing two one-act plays, City Zoo and God at the Hampden
Theater, Southwest. Admission is free. For information call

546-1668.

seizure.

Wilkins said the Boston Police had not shown that there

was a problem, or even a public perception of a problem,

arising from illegal drug use by Boston Police Officers.

"Constitutional safeguards should not be abandoned
simply because there is a drug problem in this country,"

Wilkins wrote. "Article 14 ofthe Declaration ofRights should

not be a casualty in the war on drugs. It is a time when
pressures on constitutional rights are greatest that courts

must be especially vigilant in the protection ofthose rights."

Wilkins was joined by Justice Ruth Abrams and Justice

John Greaney, neither of whom wrote separate opinions.

Chief Justice Paul Liacos concurred.

In his opinion, Liacos said the case differed from one last

year in which the court upheld mandatory drug testing for

a Boston police cadet.

The difference, Liacos said, is that the cadet had con-

sented to drug testing as a condition to joining the police

academy while Officer Guiney had never consented.

abandoned pets
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Case said.

Case suggested placing pets with the Greenfield or

Springfield animal shelters or placing pets in boarding
facilities.

PETS is run by six to 10 volunteers, who often each take
in more than one stray. They rely on donations of money,
supplies and serWces to operate.
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ATTENTION
ALPHA LAMBDADELTA

MEMBERS

[There is an ALD meeting

tonight,

Tuesday, December 10

at 6:30p.m.

in the Earthfoods Room,
Student Union Ballroom.

Ifyou have any further questions, call the
Dean of Students Office at 545-2684

RECYCLE THIS
COLLEGIAN

IT'LL GIVE YOU T
FUZZIES, AND DO
NEED THOSE OCC

« * Ties .*

cars •crosswords
*

pandas • yoyos

191 N. Pleasant St, Amherst • 253-2013

22 Masonic St., Northamplon • 586-6336

Open Seven Days It Many Nights

Local
State rep. candidates
to negotiate spending

Plioto by Hilmar Schmundt

PLEASE LEAVE ME ALONE SO I CAN DO HOMEWORK!—
African Art quiz on tap and Julie Mintz, senior crosscultural arts
BDIC student, has to read up in the Tower Library.

"Giving Tree" damaged
The 20-foot tall "Giving Tree" on the

Haigis Mall to benefit a child abuse program
was damaged Saturday and the lights bro-

ken. The estimated value was $200, Uni-
versity of Massachusetts Police report.

An electric pot overheated in Dwight
Residence Hall early Saturday morning
causing the evacuation ofthe buildingwhen
the appliance began smoking. The damage
is estimated to be $150.to the 18th floor of
John Quincy Adams on a report of people
"trashing the floor," discovered when they
arrived that a number of resident's room
doors had been "pennied ," a process by which
someone shoves pennies between the door
and the door frame effectively locking resi-

dents in their room.

Police said a water bubbler on the floor

had been tipped over and a window broken,
along with other damage on the floor. Hous-
ing staff was notified of the incident, police

said.

A fight broke out during a Saturday
night/early Sunday dance at the Hampden
Dining Commons and a man reported to

police that he was struck in the face and
another man reported being struck several

times by a man with a cane. Police said both
men will seek complaints in Northampton
District Court.

ARRESTS:
• Matthew K. Gruttadauria, 20, of

Medway, was arrested early Saturday
morning on Meadow Street and chsu-ged

with operating under the influence of alco-

hol, failure to stay within marked lanes and
failure to stop at a red light.

• Stephen R. O'Connor, 20, ofBrookline,

was arrested early Sunday morning on
Commonwealth Avenue and charged with
operating under the influence of alcohol,

violating marked lanes, unlawfully speed-
ing and failure to have license in possession.

DAVE MASSEY

By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

Three of the four Democratic candidates
for the state representative seat vacated by
Stanley Rosenberg have agreed to meet
again in attempt to reach an agreement on
spending limits for the campaign.

Dennis Kelly of the Pioneer Valley Pro
Democracy Campaign said Ellen Story is

the only Democrat who is still unsure about
meeting again.

"I'm a little upset with the stall in the
negotiations," said Kelly. "I still feel like

there's a chance."
The Pro Democracy Campaign suggested

candidates use no more that $10,000 total

campaign funds with a $100 maximum con-
tribution from individuals, $500 maximum
contribution from candidates and at least

50 percent of the money from inside the
district.

"We've taken a first step," Kelly said.

"The candidates recognize that it is a prob-
lem." He added that the next step is to get
the community to recognize a problem and
then to change it.

The elimination ofcampaign funding al-

together, Kelly said, would not only create
"a level playing field" but would also elimi-

nate conflict of interest.

Democratic candidate John Hite said he
is behind campaign reform.

"One of the biggest problems in govern-
ment today is that big money contributors
control access at all levels of government,"
Hite said.

"I'm very disappointed that those discus-

sions fell apart," said Hite. "Amherst had an
opportunity to be a leader."

Hite, who has accepted no contributions
from corporate political action committees
and has limited his out-of-district funding
to 50 percent, said he is still hoping to work
with the other candidates to work out an
agreement on a spending cap.

"Now is the time to do it," he said.

Democratic candidate Terry Franklin,

who said he is spending no more than $500
for his entire campaign, said Story is not

seriously devoted to campaign funding re-

form for this election.

"At the meeting she was nervous about
the Pro Democracy Campaign. She was
armoyed, almost," Franklin said.

"I think she wished the topic wasn't dis-

cussed at all," he added.

Franklin responded to a statement by
Story printed in yesterday's Collegian is

which she said nobody, including Franklin
himself, considered him a serious candidate.

New candidate
for state rep.

is ^unenroUed'
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

Local business owner and town
meeting representative Larry Kelley
announced yesterday that he would
run for the vacant ^^herst/Pelham
State Representative seat as a po-

litically "unenroUed" candidate.
A life-long Amherst resident,

Kelley graduated from the University
ofMassachusetts. He now is co-owner
of the Karate Health Fitness Center
and the Amherst Athletic Club.

Kelley said after being a long time
member, he was disillusioned by the
Democratic party about eight years
ago.

"Democrats don't do a very good
job of spending money," he said,

"mainly because they are not spend-
ing their own money."

"I don't think any candidates out
there are fiscally conservative," Kelley
said. "They're more of the same, and
we've had too much of that."

Kelley said he is against a "tax
and spend" policy , which he says Gov

.

WilUam Weld has done a good job of

overcoming.

Kelley said he supports the Uni-
versity, but does not see his position

as vital to its existence. He used re-

cent events as an example.
"Look what happened to the Uni-

versity while Stan (Rosenberg) was
representative," he said, "The fact is

that UMass is not in great financial

shape."

Kelley, who said he does not have
anything against Rosenberg, said

"one person can't make that big of a
difference."

"I do consider myself a serious candi-

date," Franklin said.

"When the front runner has to criticize

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Proposal would
allow stricter
DWI penalties
BOSTON (AP) — The state lacks the ability to keep

repeat drunken driving offenders out of the driver's seat

when they aren't in prison, so penalties need to be stiffer,

law enforcement officials say.

"It's been very frustrating for us to see repeat offenders

who have absolutely no intention of changing their drink-

ing habits," Middlesex District Attorney Thomas Reilly

said.

He and Rep. Warren Tolman (D-Watertown) are spon-

soringlegislation to increase the penalty for drimken driving.

"We have to take steps to make sure they are going to be

kept off the road," Reilly told The Boston Globe.

Roger Koney of Salem lost his license in April 1986, and
since then has been convicted of 24 serious motor vehicle

offenses, including eight for drunken driving and six for

driving after his license was suspended or revoked.

He was sentenced to jail 19 times and is scheduled to

appear in court this month on charges ofvehicular homicide,
drunken driving and driving aft«r his license was revoked.

"There is a certain group of repeat drunk drivers that
have no intention of changing their habits. They have
absolutely no concern for public safety," said Reilly.

Morethan 18,000 people were convicted in Massachusetts
last year for driving after their licenses were suspended or

revoked, said Gerald St. Hilaire, chief counsel for the

Registry of Motor Vehicles. A significant number of them

also were charged with drunken driving, he said.

Officials say those convicted ofdriving without a license

probably are a fraction of those who do so.

And, a study several years ago by the National Highway

Traffic Safety Commission showed that, statistically, a

person likely would have driven drunk at least 200 times to

Collegian elects new editors
Marc Elliott was voted editor in chief of the Massa-

chusetts Daily Collegian by the newspaper's staff yes-

terday.

Elliott, ajuniorjournalism major, served this semester

as the newspaper's managing editor. Previously, Elliott

was an associate news editor.

Sophomore Daniel Wetzel, currently associate sports

editor, will take over for Elliott as managing editor.

Wetzel has been involved in the newspaper since his

freshman year, serving as the sports associate for two
semesters.

Staffmember Ari Vais was elected to the position of

Editorial Editor. Vais, a senior English major, has been
an active writer this semester.

The position of news editor was not contested during
electionsand remainsopen .Anews editor will be appointed
by the new editor in chief in the spring. There were also

no applicants for the post of Jewish affairs editor.

Lisa Curtis, a sophomore double-majoring in jour-

nalism and Japanese, was elected to become arts editor.

Curtis served previously as the associate arts editor.

Junior sports editor Tamir Lipton won re-election

with associate sports editor Brett Morris as co-editor.

Lipton, a journalism and political science mfyor, has

been writing for the sports desk for five semesters.

Morris, a junior sport management major, has been
writing for the sports desk for three semesters.

Photo editor Josh Reynolds was re-elected to his

post. Reynoldsbecame interim photo editor this semester

before being appointed permanently to his post.

Black affairs editor Sondra Sutton was also re-

elected to her post. Sutton, ajunior zoology major, has
been the editor of the section for two seme.sters.

Tami Monahan, former Student Government sena-

torand former member ofthe Lesbian Gay and Bisexual

Steering Committee, was elected gay, lesbian, bisexual

issues editor. Monahan, ajuniorjournalism major, was
not previously involved with the newspaper.

EveljTi DeJesus, a freshman management major,

was elected multicultural affairs editor. DeJesus also

has no previous experience with the newspaper.
Madanmohan Rao, a graduate student, was re-elected

to be Third World Affairs Editor. Rao has been the editor

for a semester, and a staff"member for three semesters.

Women's Issues Editor Michelle Bayliss, a sophomore

pre-joumalism major, was also re-elected to her position.

Michael Carvalho, ajunior communications major,

will serve next semester as the production manager.

Carvalho has been the associate production manager

for a semester.

be caught once.

"If somebody is not physically incapacitated or incar-

cerated and decides they want to drive, they are going to

drive until they are stopped," St. Hilaire said.

The Registry suspended or revoked 263,473 licenses last

year, including those of 23,871 people convicted of driving

under the influence, and 13,007 who refused alcohol tests.

In the last 18 years, Raymond H. Orben Jr. ofWakefield

has been convicted of drunken driving 19 times, often

putting him in jail.

The Registry of Motor Vehicles revoked his driver's

license in 1973, but he has been convicted ofdriving without

a license 24 times.

His most recent conviction on that charge was two weeks
ago and coupled with another drunken driving conviction

got him a three-year sentence to the Middlesex County

House of Correction, the maximum possible.

Under the Reilly-Tolman bill, which will not be taken up

in the Legislature until next year, the fourth and subsequent

drunken driving offenses would be treated as felonies.
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Mozambiquan honored for aid
By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

BOSTON— Three years ago, Abubacar Sultan went

from teaching language lessons in a comfortable school

to counseling survival in a war zone.

But his students still wore children, as young as 5,

forced to fight as soldiers in the civil war in Mozambique.
Sultan, 28, who previously taught Portuguese, is

trying to give them back their youth. On Tuesday, he

will receive the Reebok Human Rights Award from

former President Jimmy Carter in Boston. The annual

award is for people under 30 who have advanced the

cause of human rights and freedom of expression.

"1 just couldn't wait m a classroom teaching students

from an urban area while worrying about what was
happeningin the countryside, withchildrenbeingkilled,"

he said. "I had to do something to change their lives."

Children who in the United States would barely be in

kindergarten have been trained in Mozambique to kill.

They are caught in the middle ofthe 14-year civil war

between the eastern African country's leftist govern-

ment and the right-wing Mozambique National Resis-

tance, or Rename.
The conflict has reportedly killed 600.000 people and

left another million homeless out ofa toUil population ol

15 million who also sufl'er from food shortages and

drought.

Peace talks are scheduled to resume Tuesday in Rome.

Both sides have pressed young children into uniform

at one time or another, according to Amnesty Interna-

tional. Only Renamo is suspected ofcontinuing to do so.

Amnesty officials say Mozambique is not the «)nly

nation in the world where children serve as soldiers, but

the only one where they are being forced against their

will to do so.

Sultan, director of Save the Children's Federation's

Children and War project in Mozambique, oversees the

work of rehabilitating children who escape.

"Today in Mozambique we talk about an entire

generation of children who were born in the context of

violence of war," Sultan said.

Save the Children's Mozambican office said Monday

that, since 1987, at least 3.000 children forced to serve

as soldiers have been reunited with their nllages. their

parents, or "substitute families."

military ban

BOOKS-40-80%
OFF NEW LIST PRICE

GRAPHIC NOVELS • HORROR • ART
ROCK & ROLL . SF FANTASY • CARTOON
STRIPS • SPORTS • MOVIESTV • KIDS

100's OF RECENTLY PUBLISHED TITLES

AT 40-80% OFF LIST

35,000 BOOKS IN ALL THE SUBJECTS
AT 40-80% OFF LIST PRICE

OLD & COLLECTIBLE BOOKS TOO!

VALLEY BOOKS
1 99 N . Pleasant SL Amherst ^...^

M-F 1 0:30-5:30. Sat 1 6-5, Sun 1 2-5
V IS VMC

TOWNHOUSE OF AMHERST
2 & 3 Bedroom Condos

AVAILABLE NOW!
Free intersession storage with

Spring Semester lease

Contact Judi Johnson • 549-0839

NOW RENTING FOR THE
SECOND SEMESTER

Don't live in the dorms paying 1800^ room

and board for the second semester

You can live in beautiful

SQUIRE VILLAGE
at an average of$235/Month

(room, board, utilities)

We have

large 1 bedroom apartments (1000 sq. ft.)

large 2 bedroom apartments (1200 sq. ft.)

large 3 bedroom apartments (ONLY 2 LEFT!)

and one 3 & 4 bedroom house

fully applianced with:

• Kitchen with dishwasher •

• Wall-to-wall carpeting •

• Air Conditioning •

• Laundry facilities •

• Swimming pool •

• On U-Mass bus route •

Don't Delay! Call

SQUIRE VILLAGE
APARTMENTS
ROUTE 116 •665-2203

CONIINUED FROM PAGE 1

1987. six weeks before graduation, after academy officials

said he would not be allowed to ^aduate. He had disclosed

days earlier that he was a homosexual.

StefTan argued in his lawsuit that the Pentagon ban

violated the equal protection clause of the Fifth Amend-

ment.
Gasch disagreed, saying the Pentagon policy is aimed in

part "at preventing those who are at the greatest risk of

dying of AIDS from serving in the Navy and the other

armed services."

There was no evidence in StefTan's case that he had had

sexual relations with anybody, male or female.

"Implicit in the power to support armies is the power to

make rules concerning their health and welfare." said

Gasch.
"The power to protect the Armed Forces from veneral

disease is ample to sustain the power to protect them from

what is now known to be a fatal and incurable virus, the

HIV," said the judge.

Steffan was a midshipman in good standing when he

learned that he was under investigation by the Naval

Investigative Service for his alleged homosexuality.

He admitted his homosexuality to an academy chaplain.

The conmiandant of the academy then said graduation

would not be possible because of regulations adopted in

1981 prohibiting homosexuals in the armed forces. Steffan

resigned, but 18 months later sought to withdraw his

resignation and filed suit.

He said gay men and women constitute a "suspect" class

of politically powerless people who are entitled to have the

Pentagon regulations subjected to heightened scrutiny.

Gasch disagreed.

"Homosexuals as a class enjoy a good deal of political

power in our society. ... It is beyond doubt that the homo-

sexual community has been able to reach out and gain the

attention of politicians of all sorts," the judge declared in a

35-page opinion.

Ettelbrick called the judge's statement "terribly ironic."

spending
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

someone like that to the press it really makes it seem like

she's worried," he said. "She's nervous that she is going to

look bad, being the person with all the money."

Story defended her statements about Franklin.

"It's hard to be a serious candidate when you set your

spending limit at $500." she said. "And I'm sure that he

knows that."

Regarding her campaign spending limit of$30,000, Story

said, "I don't feel nervous or apologetic about this at all. I

think I'm being realistic.

Story said she has already made spendingcommitments,
such as the lease of her headquarters and the ordering of

signs and bumper stickers. She hopes is will not be neces-

sary to spend the full amount.
"If it is," she said, "then I will spend that much money."
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Black Affairs

We must unite or face total destruction
Today is Tuesday, December 10, 1991. So what? We're

moving into our final exams and will soon be departing this

wretched institution for the holidays. Well, that's probably
the best news you will hear on this page. Oh, don't let me
forget to commemorate the stafTof the Malcolm X Cultural
Center for a truly wonderful Kwanzaa celebration. It was
so great and significant that I submitted a story on the

event that was published in yesterday's edition of the

Collegian. (If you missed it, it was on Page 3 on the lower
left-hand corner next to the highlighted article on Student
Government vs. Housing Services.)

I was very pleased that the article was not totally

rewritten by the Collegian editor's. I felt it to be important
that Kwanzaa was properly explained in the story. This
follows the principle of Kujichagulia, or Self-Determina-

tion, in which we people of African descent speak for and
define ourselves instead of being spoken for and defined by
others. For this reason, I encourage members of the Black

community to write for the Collegian to make sure we are

heard from from our own mouths. Had I not made a special

effort to have the story published, not a word would have
been printed about perhaps the most important celebration
of our community of the entire year. At first the Collegian

wanted to print the story today, two days later, citing the

insignificance of the event. Later, upon my insistance and
illustration of the importance of the event, the editor in

chief pulled out another story and printed the Kwanzaa
article. The Collegian later apKjIog^zed, explaining that they

did not realize how significant the holiday actually was.

This whole scenario told me how ignorant this American
society is to other cultures outside of the Eurocentric

mainstream ideologues. This fact was further illustrated

by yesterday's edition of Gary Larson's The Far Side"

cartoon. Titled "Slave Ship Entertainers," the cartoon dis-

played a singer and pianist in the hold of a slave ship

entertainingthe slaves. The cartoonmay be seen as harmless

humor to those of us whose ancestors immigrated freely

into this nation. But to myself, a survivor of the American
holocaust known as slavery, it wasn't funny at all. Slavery

is responsible for the existance of 30 million African-

Americans who are trapped in a society that refuses to

accept us as human beings and is presently involved in a

sophisticated scheme to bring about our eventual cultural

and physical extinction. The cartoon resurrected images of

the horrors of the Middle Passage in which millions of

people — our people — were packed into the wooden holds

of the slave ships like sardines amidst filth and disease.

Millions died, their bodies thrown overboard like garbage to

be strewn across the floor ofthe Atlantic Ocean. Ifmyselfor
another person of African descent were to edit yesterday's

cartoons, you can bet your life that Mr. Larson's slave ship

satire would not have appeared in the Collegian.

Martin F. Jones

Heard Enough? Well, unfortunately I have much more
accounts of our genocide to share with you. In particular,

the usual attempts to divide and conquer us as a people.

While at the Collegian office attempting to get a spot for the

Kwanzaa story, I was approached by a Collegian staff

member who "begged" me to run for the position of Black

Affairs editor. I declined, citing my refusal to run against

my own sister, Sondra Sutton, the current editor. This staff

member told me that Ms. Sutton had not submitted her

application and was therefore ineligible to run for the

position. She went to say that ifno one applied by the 5 p.m.

deadline, (the time was 4:50 p.m.) the position would be

filled by an appointment by the editorial board. She also

expressed her opinion that if an appointment were to be

made that Ms. Sutton would not be reappointed to the

position, citing various examples of the editorial board's

dissatisfaction with her job performance.

This staff person seemed to be highly interested in the

press coverage of the Black community in the Collegian, as

she was so interested in whether or not I ran for the

position. Unfortunately, she did not have enough concern

for our community to notify one of our own of potential

problems with her position. Instead, she encouraged me to

step right over her and replace her. Mistake number one.

Never, ever, try to play us against one another. It won't

work. Not from this brother. She obviously assumed that we

are not united and that I wouldn't sound the alarm on
behalf of my sister. In reality, I will give my life before I

betray one of my own.

Unfortunately, I did submit the application with the

understanding that there was no one else applying for the

position. Determined not to allow our voice of the Collegian

be chosen by people outside of our community, I told the

editor in chief to hold on to my application until I verified

whether or not Ms. Sutton had actually applied. Upon
contacting her that evening she confirmed that she had, in

fact, turned in her application on time.

Let this be a lesson to all of us. Our oppressor is like the

snake that persuaded Eve to bite the forbidden fruit and
damn herself, Adam, and all of their descendents to lives of

mortal sin. It is deceitful and sophisticated, spreading lies

and rumors that try to divide us. I still don't know where the

rumors of the Collegian came from, or who is telling the

truth, but I will continue to trust only in the Creator.

Black people, listen up! This will not stop until we stand
up together, ready to fight to the very end "by any means
necessary!" Remember the Nguzo Saba principles! Umoja!
(Unity) Kujichagulia! (Self-Determination) Ujima! (Collec-

tive work and responsibility) Ujamaa! (Cooperative eco-

nomics) Nia! (Pupose) Kuumba! (Creativity) and Imani!

(Faith) We must incorporate them into our daily lives,

living, breathing and tasting them until we reach our

ultimate destiny to restore our world to its former glory. We
are fighting a constant battle and the casualties are piling

higher and higher as you read this editorial. You have two
choices: total victory or total destruction. The brutal truth

is that this war won't be over until we have taken control of

our lives and reclaimed what is rightfully ours. This is the

task at hand. Together we shall march onward to victory!

Peace!

P.S. Congratulations, Sondra, on your reappointment as

Black affairs editor. Continue your excellence injournalism.

You are doing the race proud.

Martin F. Jones is a Collegian correspondent. The
opinions expressed in this article are those ofthe individual

and not necessarily those of the Collegian.

Stress column: climbing a fictitious social ladder
Attempts to gain to much social status in college is a

barrier in the pursuit of unity, and a positive sense ofBlack

identity.

Certainly, the problem can be attributed to a fictitious

social ladder that people seem to be climbing in college

today.

I thought that we were supposed to be learning and
growing, but it seems that those that are climbing up the

fake social ladder, collapse within the jaws of the notion

that popularity makes one wholesome. It is a false quest

that can sidetrack many from their studies to obscure

levels; from being an unknown to being utterly disrespected

in a fairytale land — wake up Alice.

Climbing a fictitious social ladder is also rejecting the

notion of voluntary segregation from extensive social con-

tact, as a student, to achieve a sense of academic stability.

By acting phony to say "I'm cool and with the program"

while spreading the false knowledge rubs many sincere

people the wrong way. Why be a false prophet or king? Who
are you going to lead? This act is abysmally unpromising.

Peter Ribiero

Step back and look at the situation. Onlookers view it as

a useless respect quest. Since the points are valid, the

offenders start to realize that the quest it is also useless.

Simply, be yourself or you will be by yourself.

So, far beyond the idea of actually attempting to climb,

is that it is deviant from the fact that academics is the

underlying theme for our existence here in school. Someone
who has been through it or just knows will watch the

situations unfold and be very judgemental. Do not risk the

way you are viewed.

This is a translation of a true dilemma. Climbing a

fictitious social ladder in this school, as a Black,jeopardizes

Black unity and the Black identity crisis at hand.

Remember that this tone is very risky. Be yourself and

be true to yourself Those who try too hard get real scarred,

climbing is very destructive.

During this late time of year, remain strong in studies.

Don't get stressed about social endeavors which can sit^e

track you. Identify, and decipher the cosmetics which keep

you down. Be aware. Don't be scared. I care. Academics. .

.

I'm outta here.

Peter Ribeiro is a UMass student. The opinion expressed

in this article are those ofthe individual and not necessarily

those of the Collegian.

3eAH
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World/Nation
Malone delays tuition payments
for school-choice communities
By ROBERT W. TROIT
Associated Press

BOSTON — The state will delay local aid reductions in

communities that lose students to other cities and towns in

the new school-choice program, Treasurer Joseph Malone

said Monday.
But the delay will build up against those already-

struggling communities in April unless the U^gislature

changes the amount they must give up in local aid.

"This is the first gleam of hope for the school systems

devastated by the state's new school-choice law." said Sen.

Arthur Chase, a vocal critic of the law supported by Gov.

William Weld and Senate President William Bulger (D-

Bostonl
Under the law approved earlier this year, parents may

send their children to public schools outside their home

town or city if the school committee in the district to which

the children are sent agrees to accept them. The receiving

district receives tuition pa>inents that are deducted from

the hometown school district's state education aid.

Chase (R-Worcester> said some receis-ing communities

were soaking the cities and towns that were losing their

students. For example. Chase said Avon last year charged

$ 1 ,500 per student it accepted from Brockton. Under the new

state law, Brockton now must pay Avon $10,200 per student.

"Acton-Boxborough and Manchester-by-thc-Sea have

decided not to accept any more students this year," he said.

"This spare Maynard and Gloucester from being further

devastated by the school-choice law."

What we are going to be doing is sending the receiving

schools money so that they can make the adjustments with

the new students coming in," Malone said. "We will not be

deducting money from those schools who are sending stu-

dents to ditTerent school systems."

"Sti, on Dec. 31, when payments go out. money will not

be deducted from the communities that send students to

other school systems," Malone said. "On the other hand,the

receiving communities will be getting dollars from my ofTice

to them so that they can have the dollars to educaU> the new

students in their system."

Chase said the move would stave off possible layoffs.

Brockton, he said, might have faced 50 teacher layoffs.

"By taking the action now we're saving communities like

Brockton and Gloucester and Maynard and Hopkinton and

Douglas from having to lay off teachers this coming year,"

he said.

Malone said simply delaying the deductions wasn t un-

fair to stugglingcommunities that could face large payments

in April if the school-choice program remains unchanged.

He likened it to a fiscal shell game, but "we're telling you

where the pea is.""

APARTMENT SERVICE
8c MANAGEMENT FOR:

Colonial Village
Presidential

l^SkiitGrn Court
College Inn

FOR All Your Rental Needs

L

i:ftk icncics

1 Bedroom - :? Brdrooni

Call Kamins Real Estate

253-2515

55 S. Pleasent St., Amherst

Studies track

spending power
in Congress
By STEVKN KOMAROW
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — House Speaker Thomas S.

Foley is never seen scrambling for dollars for some

hometown project. Yet nearly every spending bill

that goes through Congress seems to have a gold

nugget meant expressly for his Eastern Washington

District.

The ultimate power in Congress is to get what

you want without people knowing you even asked

for it.

Congress likes to spend as ifby sorcery, in actions

difficult to trace if lawmakers don't put their stamp

on it. And this no-fingerprints game makes it ex-

ceedingly difficult to capture Congress' spending

habits in a statistical framework.

But attempts to do so shed some light into the

murk.
A new study by the National Taxpayers Union

Foundation profiles the current Congress' penchant

for spending by totalingthe costs ofall bills sponsored

by every member. Congressional Quarterly, mean-

time, has chronicled where every dollar passed this

year is supposed to go.

These are two very different things. The foun-

dation looked for those lawmakers who would in-

crease the size of the federal budget, while CQ
examined at how the existing spending was ladled

out.

Looking at both studies together reveals a little

about how spending power works in Congress.

Sen. Robert C. Byrd (D-W.Va.) makes no bones

about his mission: he's going to bring back to his

home state every federal dollar he can get his hands

on. Since taking over the Senate Appropriations

Committee three years ago, he's snared more than

$1 billion.

BOSTON BARTENDERS
SCHOOL OF AMERICA

If you are over 18, be a bartender.

LOCAL/NATIONAL PLACEMENT
lAY/EVENING 1 WEEK

• SPEND WINTER BREAK WITH US!

LIMITED OPENINGS REMAIN FOR JANUARY CLASSES

CALL TODAY • 747-9888

1655 MA1NSI,^UII|_202 • SPRINGFIFLI^MAOIlM

WINTER SESSION 1992
LOW, LOW PRICE

January 2-23

IT'S
TI-I-I-ME!

Register NOW lor Winter Session courses and

workshops Over 100 credit courses

and nearly 80 noncredit workshops.

By mail - until December 1

1

(U.S mail only: don t use campus mail)

By FAX - until December 1

1

In person - November 25 through January 6

Division of Continuing Education, 615 Goodell Building

3 credits in just 3 short weeks!

What a deal!

DIMSION OF
CONTINl IN(i EDI CATION

DISCOUNT OIL
Nnrthrimplcn Horvnkc

584 41 12 • 535-1888

HEALTHY SKIN
Begins with a deep pore

cleansing faciaL

Also lash and brow
tinting, shaping, hair

waxing, make-up,
therapeutic massage.

AESTHETICS SKINCARE
.^4 Main St,., Suite 1, Amherst. MA 253 9879

MOVING OFF CAMPUS?

?^mm

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• on umass bus route • nearby shopping •

Situated on 18 well-landscapeo acres with pond.
• One and Two Bedroom apartments including gas
utilities (heat, hot water, and stove).

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive
management.

• Stop in and we'll show you what we have to offer.

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 brandywine drive, amherst
Rental office open daily 10-4

549-0600

The Japan Exchange and Teaching (JET) Program

has positions available for

-Assistant English Teachers
-Coordlnatore for International Relatione

Come to the JET Program Information 6eeem:
hedday, December 10, 1991 at 6:00pm

Mather Career Center

or contact: The JET Office
Consulate General of Japan in 3oeton

(617) 973-9772
Application deadline: December 20. 1991
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

You would have left, too
I look around. Standing next to me is a

very tan, very blond, very built, very hor-

mone attention-grabbing guy. As I stare

past him I see the beach. The waves are

continuously coming up to the shore. Large

bikinied women either sleeping or reading

lusty novels, all metamorphosing into lob-

sters fairly quickly. In the past 10 minutes

I've seen about 12 old couples in about their

70s, strolling down the beach hand in hand,

all still very sexually alive. And one guy

waltzing around with a parrot on his

shoulder.

Seana Bamhill

Check this out, Friday morning I went to

Fort Lauderdale at 5 a.m. and came back at

5 p.m. Sunday night. All of this was totally

unplanned, totally spur of the moment.
Needless to say my parental units flipped

when they found out, fortunately with en-

thusiasm.

Thursday night I went to the Theta Chi

(yeah ,
yeah, yeah ) formal withmy now closer

than ever bosom buddy Chris. I had a few

drinks, well maybe a bit more than that,

hung out and talked to a few people. A guy

came over and handed Chris a small ticket.

-What's it for I asked?" "Well," he explained,

"there's a raffle tonight and the prize is an

all-expense-paid trip to Fort Lauderdale.

But if I won it, I'd probably sell it."

I personally could seriously deal with a

trip hke that, I thought, but it would prob-

ably be during January and I would be with

family in Texas.

Needless to say the night went on and the

number of winning tickets grew smaller.

Finally we were down to the last two win-

ning tickets in the raffle. Well ifyou haven't

guessed by now, we won. Chris obviously

changed his mind and invited me to join

him. Ofcourse I said yes. I asked when we'd

leave, assuming it would be in a few weeks,

maybe even next semester. "In a few hours,"

he said. This translated into four hours.

Holy shit! First I had an exam the next

day, plans to go to a movie with a friend,

shopping, parties to see and meet people at,

there were just a lot of things to do. After

having been shaken for the 100th time by

the "Seana go!" I heard repeatedly, I thought

okay, if I get out of the exam, I'm going. It's

now 1 a.m., many beers and a disgusting OJ
and gin later, I call a friend "Rhonda, oh

dear roommate and good sharer of gossip,

give me Fernando's number, I'm going to

Florida!" Surprise, Surprise. She freaks,

squeals and ends in a gale of giggles. I call

Fernando- El F*rofessor de Amor y Espanol.

"Fernando this is Seana, I know it's a

little late but this is a weird situation. I

swear I'm not drunk (not). I just won a trip

to Florida and it leaves in a few hours!"

"Seana? Seana? This is you? Seana talk to

me on Monday, go to Florida," he muffles.

Fortunately I've got an A average, other-

wise it would probably have been a "no." I

scream along with a bunch of other girls I

had met at the party. I must have received

100 hugs.

Well, we left to go to the airport via

Chad's very lovely automobile, with very

little gas in the tank. Butwe made it through

ice and snow literally. I couldn't have gone

with a better guy, Chris was the absolute

gentleman the entire time. Evidently Theta

Chi breeds good men.

I came back more relaxed, rested and

tanner than I had been in a long time.

Seana Bamhill is a Collegian columnist
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Personal goods meet watery end
when prank gets out of control

Local slams UMass, Collegian
I want to thank all of you who just have

to write back to the Collegian Editorial/

Opinion page in disagreement or disgust.

I'm sick and tired of listening to know-it-all

students complain and state their opinions

and views about everything or should I say

nothing.

As a town resident I somewhat look for-

ward to the students' return every fall, but

by spring, I can't wait for their departure.

Nothing is better than a quiet, peaceful

summer aft«r putting up with nine months

of "what's your major, wanna have sex"

parties, riding the buses packed with flat-

topped, drunk jocks and Southwest hair

spray queens and the other crimes and

complaints that come from packing 20,000

or so students into a nice, rural town. Sure

you give the area a lot of much needed

revenue but you also give area residents

just as much to complain about as you do.

So before you go wasting your time, and

mine, on writing down your silly opinions

for all of us to laugh at, try doing your

homework instead.

As far as the Collegian goes, I'd almost

rather read "Dear Abby" or Seventeen

magazine, or just stare at a blank page

rather than readyour editorial/opinion page.

I'm beginning to think all ofyour columnists

are fashion design majors. Don't print just

anything so you can get your paper printed

Monday through Friday. Some ofus pick up

the Collegian for more than just 'The Far

Side" and our horoscope.

Richard LaBonte
Amherst

I said my prayers Saturday night. It felt

good, with the Christmas season so fast

upon us and I blessed everyone I love as I

drifted off to sleep.

But you can bet your ass I asked God
"Why?!" when at 5:30 in the morning I was
wakened with the sounds of screaming,

swearing and a great clamoring in the third

floor of Cance Residence Hall. There was a

banging on my door and Ifigured it was
some obnoxious drunks destined to keep me
from a good night's sleep. But when the

banging came again, this time louder, I

thought maybe something might be wrong,

and as I stumbled to the door I found my
answer. . . in a soaking wet rug and shallow

pool in the doorway.

Still halfasleepmy first thoughts were to

roll up the rug and salvage my Eddie Bauer

boots before they became a useless pair of

stained leather floating in what someone

considered to be joke.

It really got funny when I opened my door

to discover a river literally flowing down the

hall. Frantic neighbors of mine wading

through the water in disgust and confusion,

swearing, slamming doors and wringing out

everything that was unfortunate enough to

be on the floor when the joke got gallons out

of hand. My room was nothing compared to

the damage ofmy friends'. I guess I'll have

to say my prayers more often.

The point is that we in Cance 3B are

pretty pissed off 'cause it's rather hard to

study for finals when you have to worry

about whether or not your rug has dried out,

or frozen, on the lounge balcony, and ifyou'll

be able to finish that final paper because

your word processor has short circuited.

You can't cry about it though because you

accidentally left your box of Kleenex on the

floor and that's soaked too.

Yeah, you're probably laughing. After

all, flooding an entire hallway and all of its

rooms is quite an accomplishment, some-

thing to really brag about to the gang back

home. I used to laugh too when I'd hear all

those tales of crazy college kids and their

kooky pranks — not any more. You won't

find it too amusing when your R.A. comes

banging on your door at some ungodly hour

to tell you that all of your personal belong-

ings are floating away. It's never as funny

when it happens to you.

Yes, Cance was really rockin' early

Sunday morning. Crazy Cance. And maybe

ifyou say your prayers kids your dorms can

rock too — then you'll know exactly where

I'm coming from.

Oh, and a word of caution to the person,

or people, who turned the nozzles: watch

your ass, because ifwe find out who you are,

not only are you going to be slapped with a

handful of lawsuits, but we have a tidal

wave with your name on it.

Lauren Fobert
Southwest

Notes from the Campus Center basement
The phallic burrito strikes . . . one last time, [driving,

punchy, perky theme music please. I

What do you mean it's due tomorrow? (A recurring

thought that's been floatingthroughmy head quite a bit

these days.)

I do believe I've lived in the dorms for one semester

too long and it has come time for this boy to move off-

campus and, in the words of orie of my friends, "start

living like a hxmian being." It'll take some ad^ istment

you understand. I'll have to cook and clean and pay rent

and utilities and commute . . . But by far, I think the

most awful a(^ju8tment is having to dial seven whole

numbers to make a phone call. Good Lord! Eventually,

they'll set up support groups for this sort ofthing. "Man
... it was like ... I just wanted a pizza . . . and like .

. . I couldn't dial more than five numbers at a time . .

.[sob]." "It's all right Joe, we understand." Life is hell.

"GEO is a Union." Well, all right all right! already!

Take yer damn stickers down fer God sakes! They're

ugly as sin. Oh, I heard GEO was gonna take on the

statehouse to lobby for bigger stipends ... oh yeah, and

maybe for more cash for higher education while they're

in the neighborhood. At least they're not stomping on

the undergraduates' feet anymore.
. „ t

Being my last column for this semester and all, 1

suppose I ought to give credit where credit is due. You

didn't think I thought ofall this crap on myown did you?

Oh no, there are others . . . [gasp 1. 1 steal most ofmy stuff

from my friends, people Hke Kris, Tim, Hill, Christine,

Meredith, Amy, Larry, Myron, Greg, Fentonism, Gayle,

Preston, Holly, Debra (as ifyou couldn't tell), Trystan, Jason,

Dave, Ric, Darienne, Brooke, Michelle, the other Christine

(oh yeah!), Fred M., Id, Ego, and Super-ego, as well as the

many sides ofmy personality (I think it's a hexagon).

Trystan: Hey!!! Did you-all notice that Marc and I both

actuallyagreed on something this semester? (Oh— come on

we agree on lots of things, — Marc) Yup — we both agree

that undergrads get treated Hke *&%!* and it should

change! Thank you Marc, for putting at least one idea of

substance in your usually silly, meaningless column! Oh—
and Hsten to Debra and get an ethnically appropriate

euphemism for your insecure male selfl

Marc Elliott

Debra here, yes it is the goddess speaking to all my
loyal fans, all two ofyou (thanx Newton). First of all, what

is a phallic burrito? Let's get serious ^arc only / «^ -

r/Su!^) or^erhaps a DC clam roll. And Trystan, Felice

still says NO! j », „
Well the semester has come to a close and Marc 1 m sorry

that you are going to have to find another replacement for

your lazy butt. Where will you find someone who is as

gracious, understanding, kind, sincere, sensitive and lovely

as me? Shouldn't be too hard.
,. , .

At this point I'll sign oft" and turn the column back to

Marc, but before I do I'd like to say a few things to a few

people. Felice and everyone at Hillel, you are all awe-

some. To all of the sexy writers here at the Collegian

(Trystan this does not include you or Marc), I want all

of your hot bods. And of course to all of the boys I have

dated here at the University, GROW UP!

All mourn! All mourn! Tim Sniffen, creator and artist

of the famed comic strip "Tangelo Pie" is leaving us. He
and his main character, Gabe, are graduating from

university Hfe. [sob.] But, next semester the "Tangelo

Pie," "Cast of Thousands," Collegian T-shirts will be

available to the public, get 'em while they're hot! Whoa,
holy killer cheap pubHcity and self promotion Batman!

"Imagine what would happen if the toilets went on

strike!" -Some guy on the four^ fl«,r om«n7.rr^^^

The ^-^^^^;>^^^TlT^e:ir^ begin-

'%!^'S'r^m^o7^e WeSTws week see this month's

Harpers, stuffed full ofgraffiti uncovered from hundreds

ofyears ago.

Ya know Herb? Scrod's not so bad aft«ryou scrape off

all those greasy bread crumbs. I hope I'm not just

lowering my standards.

Well let's call it a semester and move along into

winter session, next semester promises to be, well,

interesting. I can only hope to survive and not screw up

too much, aft«r all I'm only human.

Trystan Skiegh and Debra Kriegsman chipped in on

this Marc "insert nickname here" Elliott Collegian col-

umn

/
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Arts & Living

Spin Doctors bring the cure for exam-time ills
-*•

-^ *i,o Mou7 Vnr-lf MTftH the Doctors of

By DAVID DEiMERJIAN
Collegian Correspondent

On this Tuesday you can get hot. sweaty

and shake crazy butt to the groove of The
Spin Doctors or you can lay back, stare

vacantly at your assigned readings and play

connect the dots with the luiles in the ceiling

tiles.

It's like this ... you can get with this or

you can get with that, you make the call but

let me give you a clue. This Long Island-

based quartet is hard at work promoting

their latest Kpic release Pocket Full of

Kryptonite and bring to Pearl Street on

Tuesday a show that's packin' more volts

than a Duracell.

The blues-drenched and funk-infused

Doctors are returning east after an extensive

tour ofthe west coast with stops in California.

Washington and Texas that kicked off here

at Pearl Street back in September. Pres-

ently the band is receiving heavy airplay on

college radio stations nationwide with spe-

cial attention being given to the first single

"Two Princes." which is a hook-laden cut

that you find yourselfsinging to in a matter

of minutes.

The word on the streets is that the Spin

Doctors have just finished making a \'ideo

for "Two Princes" and we should be seeing it

soon on MTV. Pocket Full of Kryptonite. as

well, is charting in the Top-40 in college

sales and should stay there for some time as

more people are getting to hear them.

The Spin Doctors are a live band, they

thrive on live gigs. In 1989 the Doctors did

something that is almost unheard of— they

released their first album as a live EP. Up

for Grabs was recorded at The Wetlands

Photo courteay Epic R«:ord«

Hey kids! Them there's the Spin Doctors, and they'll be mixing up the

cure to you musical blues today at UMass and later tonight at Pearl

Street — check it out!

club on Long Island and includes the hit also appears on Kryptonite in studio form,

track 'Little Miss Can't be Wrong" which After building up an immense following in

the New York area the Doctors of Spin took

their "cure for your funky ills" to England in

January 1991 with much success and an

impressive number of new "Spinheads".

The new album, released this fall, is full

of slammin' tracks that are propelled by the

air-tight rhythm section of Mark White on

bass and Aaron Comess on drums. Guitarist

Eric Schenkman lays down-and-dirty licks

on the tracks accented with his tasty,

crunchy style ofplay . The Doctors' frontman

Chris Barron is a treat to see live, he is one

of the most charismatic singers I have seen

in some time. Besides his unique singing

style, he has the ability to motivate the

crowd to extreme proportions.

Kicking things off for the funk masters

will be local favorites. Synaptic Snap. The

Snap is a four-man booty-shakin" unit who

have acquired much attention in the past

year in the Valley. Known for their ability to

instantly move the crowd into a massive

craze, Synaptic Snap has a set filled with

originals that focus on syncopated grooves

ranging form ska to funky dance beats.

Ironically, the Spin Doctors are one of

the Synaptic Snap's favorite bands and the

funky fusion of the two groups should

promise to cause some serious dance crime.

In addition to the performance at Pearl

Street this evening, the Spin Doctors will

play the WMUA Live Music Project this

afternoon for an acoustic set.

The Live Music Project show is free of

charge and open to the

public at Campus Center room 174 at 4 p.m.

If you can't make that, or just can't get

enough of The Spin Doctors, they will play

at Pearl Street tonight at 8 p.m. for an 18-k

show.

ThisIslburBrainV^thout Pizza<

I

I

I

I

Any Questions?

One Large Pepperpni Pizza

With Student l.D.

Additional Toppings Extnu
(»ff«T vilid on driiwfv onty. Pltast mmtido coupon when
'jrdtrring I mt i.i)u(»n pir part> per viiit al participalini!

Pizza Hul JfliwryuniUorrcstauranti N<K valid with dn\

cjther fiffcr Limited Oeliver> Via lliirt>. iiHer ends y«in

Code: 16 OM

Ptaa
-Hut

EMMI r I'm Pizza Hut. Im I ?li< rash redemrtnm N'aliie ^^~an^^a^_J |

For free delivery call: 253-3443.
I<WI Pizza Hut. Inc

ALL STUDENTS
SEMESTER BREAK WORK
VECTOR MARKETING HAS FULL TIME

AND PART TIME POSITIONS
OFFERING EXPERIENCE

IN ALL ASPECTS OF
BUSINESS AND COMMUNICATIONS

* Starting Rate $9.25
* Special 2 - 6 week work program
* Internships / scholarships possible
* Training provided
* All majors may apply

Vector Marketing has worked with and trained

motivated, success oriented college students
throughout the United States and Canada since its

founding in 1 977. CALL nearest office:

Nashua (603)891-1545

Portland (207)878-2463

Peabody/ N.Shore

(508)977-9153

Lexington (617)275-4980

Worcester (508)84 1-4250

Boston/Suburbs

(617)449 4362

Smocking 16th
century style
AP — Do you know what smocking is? Would you like to

learn how to do it?

Contact the Arnold Mills Community House in

Cumberland, where Rhode Island's only chapter of the

Smocking Arts Guild meets monthly.

Smocking was the way 16th-century English country

folk managed the cumbersome yardage of their apparel.

Smocking entails creating tiny pleats held in place with

embroidery. The final product is a section of fabric that

expands and contracts.

Kathleen Ferreira, president ofthe Yankee chapter that

draws members from all over the state as well as Connecticut

and Massachusetts, said projects include smocking

lampshades, ornaments and wall hangings, as well as

traditional clothing items.

Monthly SAGA meetings provide patterns, new ideas

and a chance to explore materials. January and February

meetings will focus on a lesson taught by Cindy Foose, an

internationally known smocker. The chapter also puts out

a newsletter.

Convict does crewel work

ATTENTION
New Arts Edi-
tor is looking
to fill associate
positions for

next semester.
Please come
down and ap-
ply!

The Collegian is an EOE employer.

113 Campus Center.

545-3500

AP photo

PRISONARTIST—Raymond Materson, an inmate at Somers State Prison in Somers, Conn.,

shows miniature tapestries at the institution last month. Materson, who is serving a 15 year

sentence for first-degree kidnapping, uses thread from unravelled socks and cotton from

boxer shorts to embroider the detailed art works.

X^ix^^^
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TheVltlAGE(EMMONS
Uncoinmon Shopping

Holiday Hours
M-F • 10am-9pm
Sat • 10am-6pm
Sim • 12pm -5pm

On Bus Line - Across from Mt. Holyoke College.

Most shops offer free gjft wr^ & will arrange shippir^ Gifts certificates availaHe.

Baby Bloomers
Beaux-Msages
Belle Femme
Cafe' des Fleurs

Common Sense

Crabtree & Evelyn

Fast Freddy's

Fedora's Tavern

Fiddlesticks

Frameworks
Joe's Shoe Repair

Mona's Lace Place

Neuchatel Chocolates

Ocha' for Hair

Odyssez Bookshop
Oriel

The Perfea Fit

Photography by J.C. Owen|
Primrose Lane
60 Minute Photo
Tailgate Picnic

Thomas Jcwlcrs

Tower Theater

Underlings

Windows On-the<x)iranon

Tlic shojjs ofTlic Village (ominous tuv tnily tiuicjiic- filled with high

muJilva-aAs, whimsical gifts, clegLuit fashi<Jiis luul gcninnet fcxxls.

vVc ai-c located 1 1 miles fi-om the center ofNoilliamptoii, lb miles

from Sjiriiigfleld luid minutes fnnn ;\inhersUjrJ Ia<Ue>-.

1 SAME BAT CHANNEL
Si».

Comics • Cards • Qames & More...

W Hampshire Mall, Hadley Ingclside Mall, Holyoke

I 586-8775 532-9797

5
OPEN- Monday - Saturday 1 0am - 9pm • Sunday 1 2pnT^-^pm_
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call us

549-7890

#1. Personals" Pizza

with three toppings of

your choice - $3.49

#2. Large Cheese
Pizza - $5.00 (IncI tax)

#3. 2 Large Cheese
Pizzas - $9.50 Oncl. tax)

#4. Large Pepperoni

Pizza - $5.50 Oncl. tax)

#5. 2 Large Pepperoni

Pizzas - $ 1 0.50 OncI tax)

Our hours are

4:30 PM - 2:00 AM Sun. - Wed.

4:30 PM - 3:00 AM Thurs. - Sat.

WE ACCEPT PERSONAL CHECKS

((•••ii*^**
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Wildcats under those circumstances.

But like any quality team in sports history, UMass can

pride itself on the ability to look past its losses UMass

could have very easily let the disappointment of losing to

Kentucky carry straight into the Xavier contest and then it

would have been in big trouble.

It was the general consensus prior to the seasons

beginning that Kentuckv would be UMass' greatest chal-

lenge; the ultimate opportunity for the Minutemen to prove

themselves. But the given situation did not allow UMass to

capitalize on that chance, so in a way it seemed the

Minutemen had "blown it." they'd lost their biggest game of

However, that was not UMass' approach. Instead, it

decided to put the Kentucky loss out of its mind, and

directed all its focus on the next opponent, which was

Xavier. The Minutemen proceeded to play what was

probably their best game of the season, cremating a team

nearly as heralded as Kentucky.

Now, the Minutemen are back on track and it s unlikely

they'll be derailed anytime soon

One more thing on Xavier: If coach Pete GiUen had

stayed on the floor any longer than he did. I was going to

shackle him to his chair. The floor is for the players, Pete.

"'VheTnutemen rate an enthusiastic thumbs up for their

performance to date, and I see few weaknesses, with the

possible exception offoul shooting, which might make them

vulnerable the rest of the way. If UMass puts on a show.

Jan. 4 against Oklahoma on ESPN, and provided that win

makes them 12-1, hello. Top 25.

But UMass is a "one game at a time type of team, and

that's a sound attitude. Next up is New "^^JP^^^''^^.^";^
i8intowntomght(CurryHicksCage7p.m.)/rhese Wildcats

(how can there be so damn many?) are off to a 1-3 start,

following a lackluster 3-25 record last season. But hey. one

game at a time.

Ted Kottler is a Collegian staff member

Prices Increis* $50 iflef Dec. 31, 1991

•BONUS! Reserve early and recieve

FREE Trip Cancellalkw Protectlool

For more Information,

call your On-Campus
Representative Today!

Dena & Laura

549-5740

Don't be leH outi Call today! TAKEABfiEAK
\ T U D I N T

NOBODY'S
^''^ir Price, ^

RT. 9 AMHERST/HADLEY
BETWEEN SUPER
STOP ' N • SHOP &

LIQUORS 44

ATTIIF

CAMPUS
PLAZA

You Don't Have
Much Money, Right?

You Need to Buv Christmas Gifts ,

Don't You!
Well, there's only one solution - you must got to

NOBODY'S PERFEC;-!
Get here before Intersession if you

want to save money!

FIRST QUALITY AND SLIQUT IRREQULARS

NOBODY'S
PERFECT-

Not even the best known specialty &
department stores in tlie U.S. They
make mistakes, too...That's when

our buyers take advantage and pass

the savings onto you!

CAMPUS PLAZA ruamhersi/hadiiy

Phone 256-8686

Hours:

Sun. 1V!pm-6pm • Mon., Tucs., Wed. 10.im-6pm

Thurs., Fri. 10am-9pm • Sal. 10dm-6pm

To All Undergraduate
and Graduate Students
Please take a few minutes to complete this evaluation of the Touch Tone Pre-

registration, and send or drop off to the Registrar's Office, 213 Whitmore. Thank you.

EVALUATION OF TOUCH TONE PRE-REGISTRATION

Student Name (optional) Access period (date & times)

Level? (circle one) Undergraduate Graduate Major:

Please HU in the number ft'om the following scale for questions 1-6:

Strongly Agree Somewhat Agree
3 4

Somewhat Disagree Strongly Disagree

Written instructions were clear to follow

Telephone voice instructions were clearly pronounced

Telephone voice instructions were easy to follow

System was easy to use

It was easy to obtain the PIN number (undergraduates only)

The access period was adequate to allow completion of pre-registration

How many times did you call the system?

How many times did you get a busy signal?

How many times did you get no answer?

How many minutes did each telephone call take to complete on average?

Did you hear any noises, voices, beeps, or rings diu-ing you call?

1. Yes 2. No

Ifyes to Ml, were the noises loud or faint?

1. Loud 2. Faint

What telephone were you calling from? .

Describe the noises: . —

Please fill in the number of calls you made for each purpose listed

#(rfcalls Purpose

13. Add pre-registration requests

14. Change preregistration requests

15. List pre-registration requests

16. Other

17. Please rate your overall satisfaction with the system (use scale below).

1 2 3 ^
. « d

Very Satisfied Somewhat Satisfied Somewhat Dissatisfied Veiy mssnUsfie

Please add any additional comments on the touch tone pre-registration system:
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\V«imen> Shi>e> Clothing & Accessories

AmhiT«.i Braitleborc)

4 13.25-^ 2.S0.5 81)2 254.4421

(rentle Tyeminder:

Get a UMass

Division of Continuinfj Education

spring course catalofj now -

before you ^et too tired

and it\s too late.

W: OFFER YOU:

• evening credit courses

• available UMass day

courses

• none rcjiit workshops

for business or pleasure

• a quality education at

altordable prices

You may nol want to think alMiut

this now, liul when you do, you'll

have the inl'ormalion availahir

at v-our lingi-rli|>>.

riu- lliMas> DiviNion ol' Ci>n-

tiniiin^ l-iliu alion - here to help

you. Call us at (4H) 54S-24M

for a free spring latalog. Or

pick one up on campus.

HIM:
Noiiiiedii woilishops

make great presents.

Our merchandise is our greatest asset.,,

next to our peop/e.

From our first two stores back in 1 977, T.J. Maxx has grown into a $2 billion-

plus retailing powerhouse with over 400 locations, coast f, coast. We've posted

record earnings every year we've been in business, which reflects our exceptional sta-

bility even m this challenging economic climate.

Join us and you'll start as a Merchandise Analyst where your good decision-

making skills Will have an impact on the merchandise mix in over 400 stores. You'll work

m a professional, corporate setting and receive all the training and support you'll need

as you start on a career path to a Buyer position. And as we continue to grow, so will

your opportunities.

Interested m finding out how you can become one of our greatest assets?

School of Management

We will be conducting School of Management Interviews

on Thursday, February 6. Resumes are due on Monday, December 16 at the

Placement Office at the School of Management.

Mather Career Center

We will be conducting interviews on Thursday,
February 20. Resumes are due on Thursday, January 23

at the Mather Career Center.

The smallest boxes

make the

Grandest Openings!

silverscap
designs

^Jb.

For more information about T.J. Maxx, please stop by the

SOM Placement Office or the Mather Career Center.

Now's the
time to call...

North Amherst
Motors

V8 Old Sumtoftand M., No. Amtwrst

549-2880
Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

Mapr Credii Cards Acceploa

i^ollision Repair Cantet

Tj*mci^
A business built on solid values

An equal opportunity employer

Showtimes
Mon - Thurs

one show @7:30pm
Fri - Sun

7:00pm & 9:00pm
Admission $4.00

Student w/ID $3.00

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

SOHOUJ
HAV5.yOU
ouve

Aume

OUT...

PAfilN6A MAJOR
ST0I^ABOUT[W4
QUA^Lt, HB'SdeeN
immmoNn
AK)UNPTHaaOCK
F0R7HR5e njeeK^..

\

I tell ya, Ben— no matter who wins this thing,

Boot Hill ain't ever gonna l>e the same."

CALVIN AND HOBBES

H5 FINAU-y FILW LASTNIGHT.
I'M JU5T6LAP «f'5 UJIThI Thid^

WASHINOTON P05T. MOST
OTHER PAP5R5 iWULPNT
PARB7OUCHA5T0R/
UK3 THIS'

YOU
MHAT?

KJLUPIT
SOfiF^.RiCK,m THINK

OJAil^
HA'y&^XUN.

By BILL WATTERSON

HI MOM .' S\NCt VOO'Re

Sieve, rv\ B{^\K&\N^ 10J mo o^HGt ok)\ce voR ^KOS\^KK"roT\€P^H,BJT \STUtT(^ST

BETTtU

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

UEll THATS OKAY

Tf'JH MPBECOMB/S^OUlDNTSOrTU

nPIOUS AFTER (
UPyOURTRUE

ThREiyms. A ffWNGS-'

bfAROiRU rH£5£AR£ W TRUE FiBL-

\MiS. TM BHTEJi OffUlTHOUrHIM.

NOTTOSPIAK

ILL OF THB

min-oiAp.

misrs
FACi IT THB
BCNSMIPIOr!

THIi SUnBSSlON
ISbADF^W!

APMtrrr.vouFBei

mTMHlCfRaiCTBP!

(jonryuss.'j

iPONTSiPPOSBiOUP

COUSXXR COMFORTING j HW^UHAT

PmN INSTBAQ^ ypO WtliAH?

TANGELO PIE
By TIM SNIFFEN

0. mt ME mm, mv 9imT\
OM TO STCfM6rrt AND

50MEDAVBaMIME?

Quote of the Day
'Look Bart! I'm bleedin'! I'm bleedin'!"

--Jimmy Stewart

in the movie "It's a Wonderful life

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Loot

5 Vegas money'
10 At what time?

14 Stride

15 Broncobusting
event

16 Gardening
device

17 Yemen seaport

1

8

Finale

19 Naturalness

20 Tedious

22 Looked
searchtngly

24 Descartes

25 Patricia

ot films

26 Put down
macadam again

29 When they re

red they re

tricky

33 Architect s wing
34 Typo e g
36 Stable sound
37 Protected

direction

39 Irrational

numbers
41 Pure |Oy

42 Inclined

44 — isn t SO'

46 Green or black

t>everage

4 7 Mr Gander s

wile perhaps'
49 Rely

51 Country in Asie

52 Sense
53 Stretched lor a

better look

56 Intruded

60 Spike the punch

61 January, in

Madrid

63 Prank
64 Kitchen add on

65 To a moderate
degree.
in a way

66 Continue

67 Kind ol dam
68 Trapped
69 A Gardner

DOWN
1 Squabble
2 Gully

3 Maple genus
4 Biologicai

groups
5 Crosby et al

6 Nice man
7 Thought, tor

6 Down
6 ' — o My
Heart

9 Afternoon TV
diversion

10 West Virginia

city on
the Ohio

1

1

Fall frost

12 Being
13 Requisite

21 Golf s

Ballesteros

23 Listening

devices

25 Wimplike

26 Domain
27 Oklahoma

aunt

28 Legal

actions

29 Goddesses ol

the seasons

30 Star of

48 HRS

31 - Berets

32 In lieu of

35 Charlotte —
38 Legendary

Casey Jones.

for one
40 Secondary

route

43 Mariner ot

speaking

45 Young adult

48 Most unusual

50 Fraternity

novice

52 Talent

53 Cornet
ot a sail

54 Price

55 Norma
opening

56 Roll call reply

57 Designing

name
58 Pedestal

occupant
59 Not a soul

62 Postman s

creed word

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

Menu
LUNCH
Pizza

Sweet and Sour Pork

BASICS LUNCH
Pizza

Sweet and Sour Tofu

DINNER
Baked Chicken

Eggplant Parmesan

BASICS DINNER
Baked Chicken

Tri Bean Casserole

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

1W\^ PLP^Ct STINKS' NOTHlNb
Uiiiij-hl. linlertuin a

holIKV

ARlES(March2I-April 19):l^gichas

nothing to do with a decision made today.

You will not get far trying to rea.son or

nilionalize with someone. I-ollow your

hunches about people and opportunities.

TAURUS(April 20-May 20): Take a

conservative approach when making in-

novative suggestions. Your original ideas

will receive a better hearing that way.

Avoid risky forms of recreation. Take a

friend's advice with a grain of salt.

GEMINKMay 21 -June 20): It should

be easy to make the correct choice today.

Avoid making a big deal out of nothing at

work. Time Is on your side. Play a waiting

game.

CANCER(June 21-July 22): You can

afford to bargain now. Do not make a

major purcha.se until you have studied all

the angles and priced several sources. Be

sure to fulfill your family obligations.

Offer practical support.

l.EOtJuly 23-Aug. 22): Progress can

be made on the job front. Well-connected

pals could aid your career or give you

good advice on handling a fi lancial matter.

Plan a great evening for your loved ones

and buy your older brother compact disks

for Hanukkah.

VlRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): It pays to

hedge your bets. Have an alternative plan

up your sleeve in case of la.st-minuii.'

.1, V I ^;.v.. vour work at ihc ofTlcc

siiia/; grmip •" .V"'""

I.IBRAtSept. 23-Oct 22): You usu-

ally have shrewd instincts where money

is concerned. Adopt a wait-and-see atti-

tude if you have any misgivings about a

business transaction. Keep within your

budget.

SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Small

details could become petty annoyances.

Scour a busine.ss plan to make sure all is

well. Shop for value when purchasing

holiday gifts. A teen-ager needs more of

your time and attention.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21):

Keep important discussions under wraps

for the lime being. A new concept could

be misunderstood by certain people on

the job. Show loved one a wonderful

evening.

CAPRICORNfDec. 22-Jan. 19): The

chances of working out an agreement are

belter today than yesterday. Remain calm

and cooperative. A compromise helps

relieve tension between you and your

partner. Focus on achieving shared goals.

AQUARIUSdan. 20-Feb. 18): Dis-

play your affection openly to someone

you love. Creative types should concen-

trate on getting their ideas on paper.

Brainstorming sessions are favored. Ca-

ter to the feelings of a parent thisevening.

Be aticmive.

PISCEStFcb. I9-March 20). Unusual

caZulus job. Investigate self-em-

ploynicnl options.

Today's Staff

Night Editor TTie Penguin

Copy Editor Joanne Quimby

PhotoTechnician Andrea M.gliassi

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas

Production Traci-Ann DiSalvatore

Beth Butts
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Men's gymnastics opens, finishes second
By KIM ADDESA
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts men's

gymnastics team, looking to improve on last

year's fourth place finish, showed Saturday

night in the Boyden Gym that they mean
business.

The Minutemen. who hosted their first

meet of the season, the UMass Open, fin-

ished second with 247.00 points. Defending

E.l.G.L. champion Temple finished in first

place with 256. .'SS points, while Southern

Comiecticut finished third with 203.50 point*.

UMass coach Roy Johnson was pleased

with his team's successful performance this

early in the season, and considered the

meet, and the performances in it, "a good

indication of where we are, and where we
can go."

Especially impressive were the perfor-

mances of UMass sophomores Jay Santos

and Jason Brand. Santos scored an 8.45 on

pommel horse and an 8. 15 on parrallel bars,

while Braud scored a 9.25 on fioor exercise

and an 8.85 on pommel horse.

Junior St«veChristensen,whocompeted

in four events, also had a strong meet with

scores ranging from an 8.4 on vault, to a 9.3

on pommel horse.

The showing of freshman Stu Baker
pleased and promised Johnson. Baker scored

an 8. 1 5 on still rings, an impressive score for

a freshman gymnast competing in his first

collegiate meet.

The performance gaveJohnson even more
reason to be optimistic about the future

success of his team.

The meet gave gymnasts from all three

schools a chance to experiment with new
routines and realize what they are capable of

doing before the start of league competition.

Southern Connecticut, and former U.S.

Olympic Coach Abie Grossfeld was
dissapointed with his team's performance.

but considered it, "good training" for what

he considers to be an "extremely young and

inexperienced team."

The gymnasts from UMass used this

meet as a tune-up for the big meet coming

January 18th when the Minutemen face

Navy.
Navy carries a 10 meet winning streak

against UMass into this year's competition

and that is something Johnson and his

gymnasts are determined to change.

When January 18th comes, with contin-

ued hard work and determination Johnson

feels his gymnasts will be more than ready

to face Navy, and end the winning streak.

fr

^

The 5th Annual

UMASS MINI-MALL
J)

VENDORS FROM ALL OVER WILL BE SELLING:
Clothing Leather goods Bags

Jewelry Novelties T-Shirts

Small Gifts Futons Sweaters

Posters Hats and much more!

EVERY DAY BRINGS SOMETHING NEW AND DIFFERENT!

TUESDAY - FRIDAY
DECEMBER 10-13

Student Union Ballroom/UMASS

HOURS:
T-Th 9am-5pm/Fri 9am-4pm

Sponsored by UMass Hillel

JVE MUSIC P]

g presents ^,

Qw^^

jja-^rr-

>%^s

,,;y

K

Tlie Sjrin Doctors will perform
an acoustic mim-concert at the

S Campus Center in Room 174
Tuesday Dec. 10 at 4:00i»n.
performance wiD be broadcast

^TVIUA91.1FM. TlieSpinD^
perform cuts from their ne;

^c\^eas^^PocketfiiUofKryjmnitel

ht^ Forswore Info Cafl 545-2876
SQUNDSB^
SEASONSi''!'"''"•"•-

HalfOf
This'&ar's

Medical School
Class GotThere
WithOur Help.

To study alone for Uu MC\T i^ ncjriv impossible To siud% wiihout

bunlo H KapUn i» simpU i hid career mcKt

Mavbc II 4 our ^ veani ol experience C>ur siyull claises and advanced

ira..hing methods Or a research departmeni thai reac^^ lo test changes before

most companies even know ihev tMst

\Muie\et It t. il medicine is ir vour tuture Sianlev- H Kaplan can help

\f\\i sun prKticing nghi n>i»

JSTANLEY H. KAPLAN
(£ Take KapLin Or TakeYour Qiances

Mc.M (.lJS!.^.•^ ^t.iri l.iii " .iiul Feb 12

LSAI classes st.irt J.iiv \ and Marrh 24

fiMAT liassis sum lar. 2 and ! eli 6

CiKL ilassis sl.iii l.iii J .nut Ul> I

liitersi'ssmn c rmiM-s \\.iil.il>k-

lot iitlui IcKatii'iiM.ill 5-i'>-.S~S0

$30,000
BEFORE YOU GRADUATE

I lu- NiU-v t)|[cis voii, as a (|iiali(K-d

< dIIc^c siiitlfiit. ilu- < haiK « H) f.im up
It) $:?(),()(»() dining your jiniioi and
s<-iiior years. And you nevrr have lo put

tin a N'a\y uniform uiuil after gradu-

ation. No flrills, no summer obligations.

In the Nuclear Propulsion Officer

Candidate F'rt»gram you'll get your start

in nuf lear power where nuclear power
started. In the Navy. After you

graduate, you'll get six months of

graduate level engineering education in

Orlando, Florida, plus six months of

hands-on engineer training at a

luic lear reactor trainer.. .and more. Just

meet these requirements:
• Have completed sophomore year,

majoring in engineering, math,
science or chemistry.

• I lave a minimum 3.0 GPA.
• Have completed a mathematics
sequence through integral calculus.

• Have completed one year of

calculus-based physics.

• Be a United States citizen and no
more than 26 yt years old at time

of commis.sioning.

• Meet Navy's physical standards.

Call or visit your Navy Officer representative on

campus TODAY: 1-800-444-7134.

NAVY OFnCER ?CJi T^^^^^a.

year in UMass sports
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

Women's gymnastics is not the big-ticket event that
lacrosse, football or men's hoops are but maybe that should
change. Ask Tammy Marshall. She was merely ranked the
No. 1 gymnast in New England, placed 16th in the NCAA
all-around competition and was invited to participate in the
WorldGames during the summer. Her teammates shrugged
ofT a season-ending injury to Kristen Turmail to finish 10-

1 on the season, finishing third in the Atlantic- lOs. Yes,
there's more than just intramurals in Boyden.

Spring sprang upon UMass with NCAA bids in Softball

and lacrosse and a near-miss for the baseball team. Three
baseball players didn't miss, though, as Derek Dana, Brian
Bright and Glen DiSacrina were all drafted by Major
League baseball clubs. "Bright-O" signed with the Red Sox
and played class A ball in Elmira, N.Y. DiSarcina and Dana
signed with the White Sox and Giants, respectively. They'll

be missed come springtime.

UMass Softball (39-13) solidified its reputation as a New
England power by sweeping through A- 10 play undefeated.

The Minutewomen swept virtually every A- 10 award and
took the Conference title handily, only to fall short to Nevada-
Las Vegas as an at-large bid in the NCAAs. Holly Aprile and
Darlene Claffey were A-10 player and pitcher of the year,

respectively, and coach Elaine Sortino won Coach of the
Year. They finished the season ranked 18th by the NCAA.

Meanwhile, lacrosse shook off early-season losses to

Cornell and Brown, bouncing back to a 9-4 record and yet

another NCAA tournament berth. Wins over Yale and
Rutgers, Mark Millon's emergence as a scoring threat and
Jim McAleavey's inheritance of the UMass assist record

were season highlights for the Minutemen.
Lacrosse also provided the "moment most likely tobecome

a sitcom plot," when former Collegian sports editor Adrienne
Matt found herself stuck in Ithaca, N.Y. after the Cornell

game. Future lacrosse writers are hopeful the bus waits for

them this time around, especially in Baltimore and points

west.

Baseball also shook off the early-season doldrums, run-

ning off a 15-5 stretch which clinched it a spot in the A- 10s.

Strong pitching from Rich Graham and the emergence of

Ron Villone as an intimidating, I-dare-you-to-hit-this relief

pitcher, made the Minutemen a contender in the A-10.

Although the Minutemen fell just short against Rutgers
(again) in the final, their year could be termed a success.

Three draft picks can't be wrong, after all.

• A summer later, UMass picked up where it left off

—

in the headlines. Both soccer programs made unexpected
runs at the top, as the women preservered through gradu-
ation losses to return to the NCAA tourney. Meanwhile, the

men, who were playing only on a reprieve from program-
ending budget cuts, came out ofnowhere to enter their first

A-10 tourney in years and keep their team alive.

First, a noteon the football team. The Minutemen endured
an uncharacteristic sub-.500 season, suffering from costly

turnovers and an unforgiving schedule (four opponents were
among the 16 invited to the NCAA Division I-AA playoffs).

However, Jerome Bledsoe's performance rushing the

football makes up for some of that. He finished the season
second in the nation in rushing yards per game. What a way
to end a career, second only to the great Garry Pearson (if

you remember him, good for you) in UMass career rushing
yards. Is Bledsoe the greatest UMass back of all time? He
has a strong argument given the fact he played against
stronger competition much of his career. That one may
never be answered. . .

As the calendar year draws to a close, there are some
people associated with UMass sports worth mentioning by
name for their individual achievements: Trish Riley, playing
through pain; the parents of the men's soccer team, who
wouldn't let the program be sacrificed; every athlete from
every team affected by budgetcuts, or "gone but not forgotten"
(women's lax and volleyball and both tennis teams); the
Blues Brothers; the UMass superfan who wears that grey
animal suit; Eric "Elvis" Geldart, the favorite referee of

UMass hoop fans; parents who make roadtrips to God-
forsaken places like Norristown, Pa.; the guys who sang the
Hartford Whalers fight song whenever Jon Gruber made a
save (which was pretty damn often), the Minuteman
Marching Band, as always "the Power and Class of New
England;" and all the fans.

The sports exile is over. Long live the Buffalo Bills.

/^

JOAST

Activewt'af • Viiarnot • l*anani;i Jack
Oakley • & other famous brands

locatedin tJic //ampdr?e Maffo^ tie Pl/TA Su^: ^c-ud

%

^

DONTMSS THIS
Leather Goods

Save 50%-70% Qffi!

• Backpacks • Bookbags

• Briefcases • Travel Bags

• Handbags • Wallets

and much, much more!

THIS WEEK ONLY!
location: Campus Center Concourse

Now through Friday
Sponsored by UMass baseball

Shop NOW
For the Holidays!

Desktop piiblishing^
from start to finish.

DiscoverKinko's.
Improve the appearance of your printed
materials with the help of Kinko's. We
offer a full line of Macintosh* Desktop
Publishing services, including design
assistance, typesetting,

reproduction and finishing i iOi
services. From manuals to /V
brochures to f 9

newsletters. Kinko's
can help you improve
your appearance.

I ^5.00 OffTypesetting i

I Bring this coupon Into the Kinko's listed, and we'll I

I
take $5.00 OFF on your tyjpesettlng order of $25 or

|' more. Not valid with any other offer. One coupon per '

I customer. Good through December 3 1 , 199 1 |

I Open 24 hours*

I 253-2543

I 220 N. Pleasant St.

I
(Across fJDm Carriage

' Shops) * Closed Sat
I midnight-Sun. noon

I

.1

kinko^
the copy center

}

^

Classifieds
COMEm WE COLl£GlAN OFFICE 113 CAMPUS CENTEM • THURSDAY 8:30-3:30 FRIDAY 8:30-2:30* DEADUNEISTWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATION » 200/ORD/DAY FOR STUDEm « CASH INADVANCE

COLtEQIAN CLASSTEOS

LAST DAV TO AOVERTSC IS:

••W»d 0«:11lh"
Wad Dec 1 1th »v« wrill b* taking ada on

CC Concoursa and at 1 1 3 Campus Caniar

BE THEREIH

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CARRIBBEAN • ONLV I1M
roundtnp air to somawhara
sunny and warm! EUROPE -

$l60mi1chartda.
AIRHITCH 212-664-2000

OFFICIAL ZOOMA8S CONDOMS
$1 6-6696

THE Firm ANNUAL MMHMALL
Graat toys and gHtsI

Student Union Ballroom

Tuesday Dae 10 thiu Friday Oac. 13

AUTO FOR SALE

S2 NiMan 1 50.000 milaa/37mpg
runs bul needs wotV
$300 or BO call Maribeth 5-1886 323-8665

Nprthwood Apartmanta Holiday Spadal

2 badroorrfs irtdudas hot water starting at

$299.00 20 acre* ol baautilul property in a

cournry tatting Laundry facilities swimming

pod Free bus service to Umass Hadley & the

malls Enarganic ft canng staff axperiancad

in all phases of property manaoement River

Road Rta. 47 Sunderland MA 0137S M-F

9XM 10 5«} 41 3 665 3856

TV FOR SALE
GE 1 3 inch w/ remote

Was $240 when bought

only $100
Can Chris at 546-0619

PERSONALS

UPTOWN APT
2 roommates wanted

1 starting Jan; 1 in Fab.

Call 549-8027

TORRENT

1RM IN 2BDRM APT in Sundadand tor

winter session with option of spring $255 on
bus rt TVVCR Stereo Dish washer665-7341

2 rooms for rent/starting in Jan or Feb On
bus route Big house, on Ball La. Male or

female Cheap rent 549-1677

A 1 BEDROOM is available now or Jan 1 It's

in a 2 bedroom apt rent 250 location near

UMass Amherst Center call 253-9742 or

256-3401

AMHERST. Two bedroom condominiums
for as low as $550 per month. Convenient

monthio-month rental agreement. Parking

available lor two vehicles On bus route,

close 10 mall, center of town and UMass Call

253-3834

AMrrv PLACE Single room for rent Jan-

May Female non-smoker 5490682

DOUBLE AND SINGLE ROOM, S Amherst
house great landlord, available Jan 1 253-

3091 ^
GREAT APARTMENTI Quiet + dean
1 min walk lo Ixjs. laundry, stores

1 or 2 bedrooms in S Deerfield

$510/month Heat Included

Avail, Jan 15, half mo. tree

Call 665-8459

1 HUGE ROOM
Pnvale bath.

in Sbedroom apt on bus

Heat«H20 ind, $200 double $400 single

Oac 15 or Jan 1 Jaime/Raina 253-2595

FOR SALE

76 COROLLA WO $200

81 4W0 Subaru »i>g $600 549-1967

1904 Dodga Charger Runs well $900 or

BO, Call Pam 546-M57

BLONIAK XMAS TREE FARMS. Cut your

own or ready cut, 1 33 Bay Rd, Hadley 9am-

7pm

BOSTON-HONOLULU TICKET 1 2/1

S

Female $135 (508)757-5033

Newly ranovatad Jtiadroom Townhouse

apt, 450 hot water included New carpets Bus

route Soulhwood 256-0842

BRAND NEW FISHER
and GE CD players

Starting at $149 99

546-0390

BROWN LEATHER JACKET. Leave mes-

sage 6-7279

CHRISTMAS GIFTSI Holiday presentsi

The fifth annual mini-mall in the Student

Union Ballroom Tuesday Dec 1 thru Friday

Dec 1 3 Clothing, jewelry, posters, futons,

hats, mugs, tshirls. sweaters, and much

moreMI _^
COLLEGE BARGAINS
Computers starling at $299
Wordprocessors $549

Typewriters $189

5460390

FOR SALE
Image Wnter II Printer

$250 OB O
Call Mard 549-4600 «3q3

HELPI I NEED MONEY
I must sell my Ibanez Guitar

Roadstar series, ebony Iretboard sharktooth

Inlays, neck binding,withcase, leather strap,

and all accessories. Brand new condition

Must see $275 OBO Call Adam at 546-4270

MAC PLUS COMPUTER. EX drive,

Imagewnter. spttware $750 369-470 «V.

Roundtrlp Boston to Wast Palm

12/23 female 250 BO 546-1506
^

SKIS/BOOTS
Lacroi« skis with satomon bindings. Two

pairs of women's lange boots- healed. Great

condtionl 549-9932

WOMENS SKIS BOOTS POLES
Elan 1 75 Raichle boots

Call Brian 253-0605

WORD PROCESSOR- Typawrltar with cal-

culator and memory Great condition.

$115 Negotiable Call 585-0127

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

NANCY KANE
Happy 21st Birthdayl

We're not signing the contract, you'll have to

tnjst usMI "Take it lor what it is"

We love you.

Susan, MaNssa, Amy and Marcy

Haj> WANTED

Dont gat a lob - Gat a businessi

T,AS P International offers Nghly motivated

students practical expenence and earnings

averaging $4,000-$7,00O for the summer.

Please call 1-800-922-5579

EARN $6/HOUR
Spanish/English bilinguals needed for read-

ing study Jeanette 585-

8749

Give the Earth a break Greenpeace is hiring

to fill temporary and permanent positions.

Think gtobally, act tocally NOW Call 549-

0507

KUWAIT, SAUDI WORKERS NEEDED
$35 00 & up per hour. Tax free Both skilled

a unskilled. For info. Call 61 5-779-5505 Ext.

K-858

REPS NEEDED
an opportunity in marketing/management

Excellent income Call 546-0390

I E I

Yes sir thats my babyl Hay there Georgy giri,

I'll miss you- UR the best! Love I Julie

KSU NEW SISTERS- Congratulations! You

were awesome pledges. Get psyched to

move in Good luck on finals! lota Love, The

Sisters

Bunny- Welcoma back! Love you. Bunny

XOX

QUANNY
Happy 21 St Birthday!

Now we can both

go out for a drinkl

Love always -D

CHERRI CASEY
the UMass DFM

Happy 2lst Binhday

Here's to t>uying your

first case ol REAL beer

Drink Ml you drop!!

Love, Cathy, Jen. and Lisa

(TTia Village People)

TIMM
Happy 21st

Let's get p'ssed

Love Iha Clan XXX

PLANE TKXET

HARTFORD TO DENVER
One way
Must be used by Dec 30

$100 Eric 548-9028

RIDE WANTED

RIda wanted to Montreal Dec 21 call 253-

3592 Andrea

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to shara

large room in Pulflon . $l65/mth 549-4509

JAN-MAY ROOMMATE WANTED, Mill

Valley Est, 2bedroom, 2full bath, A/C. park-

ing, heat hot water included Call Shannon

253-7366

LIVE WITH USUI
For intarsession and/or spring semester

Beautiful 3 floor condo behind BayBank

Watt to campus * uptown

Double or single available

Non-smoker male or female

$200 or best offer

Call 549-4438 or stop by !!

ROOMMATEWANTEDFEBRUARY FIRST
(negotiable) convenient location in

Sunderiand on bus route at Lantern Court

apaitmants CaH now 665-8669 Brian/Jim

ROTCMSirS

MS Ms - /U.F spotted in the supply room

chasing a cat! Check il out.

SERVKES

FREE pregnancy testing; confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT:233 No.

Pleasant Street /Vmherst 549-1906

LOSE FAT FOR/DURING WINTER BREAK,
Enhance energy, build muscles with

Omnitrition Fitness Products 549-4401

PROTECTYOUR BIKE from rust andthieves

over break Indoor storage or packing and

shipping $19 95 including tree pickup and

delivery Half price with any service pack-

age. Cycle Clinic 585-01 34

SPRING BREAK

North«MSt Uckat voudiar worth $31 8 Will

sell for $27S«0 584-9543 AmokJ

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING

DISSERTATKJNS, THESES, CASES, Pa-

pers, On-campus Servce. Mac/Laser Printer,

Spelteheck, Quality, Inexpensive 584-7924,

Nancy

Papers, Thaaaa, Raaumaa. Word pro-

cessing -Laser printing Call Rosemary 323-

5031

TYPING, FAST, ACCURATE $1.50/page

Anne 545-0913

WANTED

3 Famalaa naad 2-3 bedroom apt lor

wintersession call 546-6397

Older student looking for room for winter

session Amherst only Call 6-1399 leave

niessage

SUBLETS, ROOMS. HOUSING needed Dec

27. Jan 1 3. Contact SSMC 256-86 1 5 10AM-

4PM

WANTED: Female to take over lease.

Townhouse apts on busline $181mo.

Avail. Jan.1. Call 549-8001 ASAP.

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOST

LOST EYEGLASSES ON 26TH. Brown

frame. Large reward Raymund 253-335*

THESE ABE THE LAST OAYSI

" LAST DAYS FOR COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS "

Doni be too late for that end ol semester

personal, or sublet or roomates wanted or

lor sale, or tor rent

etc. etc. etc.

Catch us between 8 30-3:30

Monday trim Wednesday
WEDNESDAY IS THE LAST DAY

-DONT MISS IT

1 OR 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED
lor 2 bdmn apt In Brandywino

starting Jan. I. Females preferred.

549-5649 _
4 IMALES SEEK ROOMMATE for spnng

semester, male or female single room only

$200/ month, heat inluded No summer rent

responsibility Call 256-875

K

2 FEMALESWANTED tor large double room

in Puffton Village, Amherst. Very ctose to

campus, buses every 10 minutes, clean

First Puffton entrance, first set of apart-

ments! Available January 1 $160/month

ea , induding heat, cheap! Call 549-7501

3-4 roommates wanted tor Jan 92 On bus

route Clean. Quiet Call^53^9692

AMHERST ROOMS FOR RENT lease till

June Call 549-J409

Famala non-amokar 1 BORM. APT. IN

PRESIDENTIAL 225.00 PER MONTH 1ST

MONTH-RENT FREE AVAILABLE DEC 21

549-9»49

You wont get ripped off! I have the best

spnng break tnps around Jamaica, Cancon,

and Bahamas I wouW kjve to tenyou more...

Call Dena 549-5740

SUBLET

AVAILABLE t/92-8/31 take over lease one

bedroom in house with 5 others on busline 2

bath washer/dryer 275-mtil. First month tree

253^949

FEMALE LOOKING FORwinter sublet 546-

5811

Wintarsatslon sublet, 3 spaces available

in Townhouse apt. , on bus route, furnished,

free cable, fully, caipeted. Great deal! $100

call 549-8001 __^

TRAVEL

BEST DEALS TO Jamaica. Cancun, Baha-

mas and Barbados! Save $1 00 and book by

Dec 1 2th vKlth $75 deposit. Last chance for

lower rates 549-3674
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Sports

UMass may be minus McCoy tonight
Star guard injures left ankle during practice
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian SlafT

As the University of Massachusetts basketball team (6-

1 ) was preparing for tonight's game against the Ihiiversity

of New Hampshire yesterday, star guard Jim McCoy
sprained his left ankle.

McCoy, UMass' all-time leading scorer, fell hard to the

floor during an intersquad scrimmage. He immediately

grabbed for his ankle as he cringed in pain.

After a few minutes on the floor he was helped from the

court, unable to put any weight on the ankle itself. After

practice he was wearing an aircast and using one crutch.

His status for tonight's game (7 p.m. in the Curry Hicks

Cage) is questionable.

"As I went down the ankle hit hard against the floor."

McCoy said. "At first it was a real sharp pain, now it is more
of a constant throb. It is real sore right now, we can't tell

until tomorrow about whether I can play."

UMass coach John Calipari said, "It is sprained, we
aren't sure how bad it is right now, but he is questionable

for tomorrow."

After a slow start to the season, McCoy has come on

strong as oflate. He is averaging 17.8 points per game in his

last five outings which has increased his average to 14.4

THE MATCHUPS
Anton Brown vs. Jose Powell— Despite being

only 5-foot- 11, Powell is New Hampshire's big gun.

The freshman guard is averaging 25.5 points a game.

Harper Williams vs. Shaft Lewis — For the

first time in three games Williams won't be matched

up against a premier center.

WiUiam Hemdon vs. Pat Manor— Manor, a 6-

foot-5 fon^ard. should have a tough time dealing

with Hemdon's superior speed.

points for the year.

"Jimmy is our breakdown player," Calipari said. "When
our offense breaks down we can give it to him to get his own
shot. Right now we are so balanced that in the short run it

won't effect us too much. But, I hope he is not out for a long

period."

Calipari added if McCoy can't play tonight, freshman

Jerome Malloy would probably start in his place.

Another hazard Massachusetts will have to avoid is a let

down coming off a big 91-72 win over Xavier on Saturday.

New Hampshire ( 1-3 this year and 3-25 last season ) has lost

to Providence College by 19 points and Boston College by 35

already this season. Gettingthe team up could be a challenge

for Calipari.

"A key to our team playing well is going to be the fans,"

Calipari said. "This whole Alaska thing is starting to effect

us but on Saturday the fans didn't give us a chance to get

down. We need the fans to come in and act like this is a great

opponent and keep us going.

"I think the tradition that has been started of standing

the whole game is just great. Duke is the only other place

where that occurs, it is just real special for us."

New Hampshire coach Jim Boylan feels the Cage should

be a factor in the game.
"We talked about the hostile environment," Boylan said.

"We don't experience this type of a crowd in our conference

but we will do what we can. It should be interesting."

The Minutemen, who went 9-0 against New England
teams last year, would like to duplicate the perfect mark
this season, but Calipari noted the better teams in the area

would not play UMass.
"I like the regional games but most teams won't play us,"

Calipari said. "Providence, B.C., Connecticut and North-

eastern all won't play us and they are who we want to play."

Game notes: The game can be heard on WMUA (91.1

FM) with Dave Oldred and Pat Borelli, and on WHMP(99.3
FM) with George Miller and Kevin Kennedy. WMUA will

continue to broadcast the basketball games over intersession.

CoUaglan pbolo by Jody Gabin

University of Massachusetts forward
Harper Williams and the Minutemen will be in

action at 7 p.m. tonight in Curry Hicks Cage
against New Hampshire.

Men's indoor track
begins new season
By KEITH BENNETT
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's
track team kicked off its indoor season
Saturday at the Brown Invitation. There
were no team scores kept, but the Minute-
men got strong performances from a num-
ber of athletes.

One of the top performances of the day
was turned in by senior Steve Brown in the

500-meter run. His time of 1 minute, 5.25

seconds was not only good enough to win the
event, but also qualified him to run in the

IC4A Championship Meet.
"Steve Brown basically ran away from

the field in the 500," UMass coach Ken
O'Brien said. "It's very impressive to qualify

for the IC4A's in the very first meet of the
year."

Joe Kourafas and Paul Doyle placed first

and second, respectively, in the pentathlon.

Kourafas scored 3,263 points in the five-

event competition to Doyle's 3.085. In the

pentathlon, Kourafas placed first in the

long jump and high jump while Doyle won

the 55 hurdles.

Kevin Walters, the top scorer from last

year's squad, started offthe 1991-92 season
with a victory in the 55 dash. His time was
6.67. Teammate Lionel Benjamin placed

third in 6.73.

Ben Nichols also took home a victory for

UMass. Nichols took the 1 ,000 in a personal-

best 2:38.6.

In the field events. Nelson Simao led the
way for UMass with a second place finish in

the shot put. His best toss of the afternoon
was 44-feet, 8 1/2 inches.

Other athletes placing for the Minute-
men were Luke Simpson and Andy Yahner.
Simpson placed fourth in the 35-pound
weight with a throw of 42-9 1/2. Yahner
placed fourth in the triple jump in 42-5.

"Overall, all of the coaches were ^ leased
with the results," O'Brien said. "This meet
showed that the team is in very good con-

dition and has some good potential.

"I think the results give us every reason
to be optimistic for the season. We had some
real positive results."

Women's hoop hosts
Brooklyn at the Cage
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

After losing its last two games by a

total of five points, the Univeraty of

Massachusetts women's basketball team
will try to get back on the winning track

today (4 p.m.) as they host the Brooklyn
Lady Knights at the Curry Hicks Cage.

Last week the Minutewomen lost 58-

54 at Boston University. This past Sat-

urday Hartford played the spoiler,

winning 51-50 on two free throws with
:30 left.

Brooklyn (3-0) returns all five start-

ers from last year's 17-11 squad, and is

led by senior point guard Lashaina
Dickerson's 12 points, 6 rebounds, 6

assists, and 6 steals per contest.

Kathleen Murtaugh is contributing 10

points and 6 rebounds from the off-

guard position.

The Minutewomen are led by senior

center Kim Kristofik's 11.5 points and

8.7 rebounds p>er game. Pointguard Trish

Riley and forward Jen Moran average

11.2 and 11.0 points, respectively.

One of UMass' main problems is

keeping their amount ofturnovers to an
absolute minimum. The team commit-

ted 20 turnovers in the game against

B.U., and 23 against Hartford. Many of

the miscues in the Hartford game were

attributed to sloppy and risky passes,

often trying to get the ball over or around

their taller opponents.

A key to remedying this situation is

the play ofpoint guard Trish Riley, whose
assist-to-tumover ratio is 14-25, but is

bothered by a chronic back ailment that

kept her out ofthe last 10 minutes ofthe

Hartford game. Her status is day-to-

day.

The crowd turnout at the Cage for the

Hartford game was impressive, a re-

verse of last year's barren bleachers.

Losing doesn't keep
Minutemen down

The University ofMassachusetts basketball team
is 6-1. and it's time to make some early season
assessments of the Minutemen. Their thorough
drubbing of the Xavier Musketeers Saturday night
was the perfect remedy to cure any bad feelings
about the loss to Kentucky.

Ted Kottler

The year in UMass sports
1991 had its share ofsuccessful competition

They lugged their tired bodies into Rupp Arena
last Wednesday, understandably exhausted from
winning the GAS (my own clever acronym for the
Great Alaskan Shootout) and then having to suffer

through a horrendousjourney to the Bluegrass State.

Those in charge of assembling UMass' schedule
this season might want to do a few things differently

for 1992-93. There was no way the Minutemen nor
any other team in the NCAA could have played up to

potential against Jamal Mashburn and his fellow

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Let's not waste any time
and space on an introduction.

You know who these people

are.

They're your classmates
and neighbors. They also

represent the University of

Massachusetts in various
athletic competitions. So
without further ado, let's look

at the biggest moments ofthe

1991 sports year, spring and
fall, ni try not to leave any-
one out.

• Winter 1991: If there was a recurrent theme in men's
basketball (20-13, NIT Final Four), it was last-second,
game-winning shots. Cal's Crew both lived and died by
them, as both Rutgers (home) and Temple (away) escaped at
the buzzer.

On the winning end, few will forget Three-fer" Rafer
Giles' 1,000th point— a buzzer-beating three-pointer that
defeated Rhode Island. Absolutely no one will forget Tony

Barbee's "shot of the century" against Siena in the NIT
quarterfinals. I dimno, maybe it's me (I was there) but

turnaround three-jwinters with 1 .9 seconds left in the game
tend to leave an impression.

Meanwhile, men's swimming left its competition in the

wading pool . . . again. It won its fifth straight New England
Championship by yet another lop-sided margin, a^ least 100

points as I recall. It is, in the truest sense of the word, a

dynasty.

Greg Sukiennik

Ifyou're looking for real character, though, the women's
basketball team presents a compelling argument. Yeah,
they were winless in 1990-91. They could have thrown in

the towel and most would understand. But they didn 't. That
says a lot for the Minutewomen. It's a lot easier and a lot

more fun to work hard when your team's winning, but when
you can do that through tough times, now that says some-
thing.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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Gorbachev's resignation said an option
By DEBORAH SEWARD
Associated Press

MOSCOW— Lawmakers in Ukraine and
Beylorussia yesterday overwhelmingly
ratified the Slavic commonwealth pact, and
Kazakhstan's president called the Soviet

Union's future doubtful. Aides to Mikhail S.

Gorbechev differed over whether he would
soon resign.

Nursultan Nazarbayev, the Kazakh
president who is Gorbechev's last powerful

ally in the republics, had said previously

said he thought a union was still possible

and Gorbechev could play a role in it.

But late yesterday, Soviet media quoted
him as saying: "Today, prospects for signing

the new Union Treaty forming an economic
community are more problematic than ever."

While emphasizing his support for the

union, Nazarbayev said from the Kazakh
capital of Alma-Ata: "Kazakhstan must be
ready for any change in events, and if that
happens, we will have to live self-suffi-

ciently."

His statements were far more alarmist
than the reassurances he offered Monday in

Moscow during meetings with CJorbechev
and Russian President Boris Yeltsin.

Yeltsin, Ukrainian President Leonid
Kravchukand Beylorussian leader Stanislav
Shushkevich declared the Soviet Union dead
politically on Sunday and invited other So-

viet republics to join them in the common-
wealth. At least one, Armenia, indicated it

might.

In Washington today, CIA director Rob-
ert Gates today predicted this winter may
hold "the most significant civil disorder" in

the crumbling Soviet Union since the Com-

munist revolution in 1917. Gates called the
Soviet situation "dangerously unstable" in

testimony to the House Armed Services

Committee.
Contradictory reports about Gorbechev's

future indicated high-level uncertainty
about his future role.

Gorbechev's top spokesman today denied
speculation by another member ofthe inner
circle that the president plans to resign.

"Today he didn't think about it. As far as

yesterday is concerned, you had better ask
him," spokesman Andrei Grachev told re-

porters.

Grachev was commenting on a remark
made by Georgy Shakhnazarov, one of

Gorbechev's senior political advisers, who
said the situation in the Soviet Union "is

developing in such a way that it probably
won't be necessary to wait long for

[Gorbechev's resignation]."

But Grachev said: "The president's posi-

tion is that, at present, and as far as he feels

that he has the possibility to exercise the

substantial political influence. . .he's going

to secure for that [position] all his efforts so

far as this is in his power."

Asked whether Gorbechev's authority

extends to Russia, Beylorussia and Ukraine,

Grachev said yes.

"Mr. Gorbechev considers himself to be
thepre8identoftheU.S.S.R.,whichcertainly

includes the three states."

The Ukrainian parliament voted 288-10

yesterday to ratify the commonwealth
agreement. It added 12 amendments em-
phasizing Ukrainian independence, stipu-

lating that the commonwealth is not a legal

state, and giving Ukraine permission to

create an army.

CoUegian photo by Seth Kaye

. . AND YOUR LITTLE DOG TOO!— Ginger, a senior pet studies mcyor, takes a short nap
on the couch before studying for her upcoming finals

White Eagle Center to close
Native American studentsjoin cultural center protest
By RIC OLIVEIRA
Collegian Staff

Native American students will join the Latina/o, Asian

and New World Theater groups and close their White Eagle

Native American Cultural Center today Center to protest

the University's "multicultural facade," s£ud the Native

American Student Committee yesterday.

Representatives of the Asian Students Committee,
Latina/o Students Committee and New World Theatre met
with members of the White Eagle Center Monday night, to

ask for support and for the the Native American Center's

closing. By closing the centers students have halted all

cultural events usually coordinated through them.

Representatives from the White Eagle Cultural Center

are expected to announce their decision in a joint press

Inside:

Page 3:

The Smith trial continued yesterday

as William Kennedy Smith took the stand.

Page 6:

Tim Snijfen, creator and artist of

Tangelo Pie is leaving the area, so we've

got a healthy chunk ofpiefor you today.

Weather
Sunny today and tomorrow with

temps in the mid'40s (mid-40s, that's when

you get really old). Not too bad, but I

wouldn 't go swimming.

conference with the Asian and Latino/a groups and New
World Theater to be held 10:30 this morning in the Skinner

Hall auditorium.

"As of right now we have nothing to lose," said Chris

Pegram, a student co-coordinator for the White Eagle

Center. "The University has been saying for years that

there are not enough Native students here to warrant a

Native American Studies Program. But how will there ever

be enough students ifthere is nothing here to challenge our

needs."

"The Native Amercian community needs more than this

univesity has spoon fed us," added Pegram. "We need a

viable Native Studies program and adequate representation

on the faculty level as well as proper representation in

academic curriculums."

ChancellorO 'Brien is expected to release a statement on

the demands ofthe Asian/Latino/New World Theatre within

the next few days. Today marks the fourth day past the

deadline set by the cultural center groups for an adminis-

tration reponse to the first set of demands.
University spokesperson Karin Sherbin said the Chan-

cellor is attempting to respond. "He spent a lot of time

talking to the students about the issues," she said. "Everyone

is trying to put together a thoughtful response."

Sherbin said the chancellor has not yet had the White

Eagle demands presented to him.

The Native American students' decision comes about a

month after the United Asia Resource Center was closed by

a group ofAsian students Oct 21. The Asian students were

joined by a group of Latin students who closed their center

Nov. 7.

"When I first came here they said we have a great Native

Studies program," said Kahon:wes Deere, a firstyear physics

major from the Mohawk Nation of Kahnawake. "Right now
it is one class. We have no Native Americans on faculty, one

advisor and almost no students."

"It is always the minority curriculum which is cut,"

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Foreign affairs
key in election,
says Anderson
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Although George Bush has been widely criticized for

sp>ending too much time on foreign policy and ignoring

domestic issues, foreign affairs should form a prominent
part of the upcoming presidential election, according to a
former presidential candidate speaking at the University of

Massachusetts last night.

Former Illinois Rep. John Anderson, who garnered 7

percent ofthe popular vote as an independent candidate in

1980, challenged Bush to define the phrase "new world

order." that he used during and after the Persian Gulf war.

"At this epoch in history, this open moment, the Presi-

dent should take some time to explain to the American
people what the phrase 'new world order under law,' means,"

Anderson said. "Is it just a rhetorical phrase?"

Anderson noted that the recent end of the Cold War,

which he said provided the rationale of American foreign

policy for 45 years, means the United States should undergo

a "fundamental reassessment" of its foreign policy.

"Now is a chance for the U.S. to take world leadership to

move in the direction the nations of Western Europe have

been moving in the past 30-40 years," Anderson said.

"I Europe] provides an example of what one region of the

world can to do to establish cooperation."

Anderson was referring to the long-term process of

European political and economic integration as an "example

that the only remaining superpower could follow."

Anderson read a memorandum from Charles Colson, an

aide to former president Richard Nixon, as an example of

the thinking he said he believes is goingon in George Bush's

plans for reelection in 1992. Thememo stressed the necessity

for Nixon to appearbusy workingon domestic issues during

the 1972 campaign as a substitute for extensive campaigning.

"The goal was to project a president working busily on

the domestic front when he's not out on the hustings

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Collegian photo by Josh Reynolds

John B. Anderson
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For Your Information
Wednesday, December 1

1

Meeting — There will be a Holocaust memorial week
planning committee meeting at 7:30 at the Hillel House.

Discussion — There will be a discussion group by and for

children of Jewish-gentile intermarriage at 3 p.m. at the

Hillel House.
Meeting— The Men's Volleyball Team will be having a

meeting at 9 p.m. in the Hatch. Anyone interested is

encouraged to attend.

Open House— The UMass Grenadiers Gaming Society

is hosting an open house from 7 p.m. to midnight in the

Campus Center rm 162-175. All Roleplayers and Wargamers
are encouraged to attend.

Meeting— The UMass Cannabis Reform Coalition will

be holding its last general meeting at 7 p.m. in the Com-
monwealth room (Earthfoods Dining room) in the Student

Union.

Mini-Mall — The fifth annual Mini-Mall, sponsored by
Hillel, will be held from 9 a.m. -5 p.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom.

Thursday, December 12

Open House— The Men's Group will be holding an open
house with a discussion and Robert Bly's film, A Gathering

ofMen , will be shown from 9 p.m.- midnight in the Campus
Center room 803.

Meeting — There will be a Student Nurse Association

Meeting at 4:30 p.m. in the Morrill Nursing Student Lounge
room 403.

Film— LBGA is sponsoring the film, We Think The World

of You at 7 p.m. in the Campus Center room 803.

Mini-Mall — The fifth annual Mini-Mall, sponsored by

Hillel, will be held from 9 a.m. -5 p.m^in the Student Union
Ballroom.

1
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RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Triangle St./Amherst 549-3840

TOWNHOUSE OF AMHERST
2 & 3 Bedroom Condos

AVAILABLE NOW!
Free intersession storage with

Spring Semester lease

Contact Judi Johnson • 549-0839

L

Dr. Virginia D. Harper D.C.

'Dedicated to treating the cause not the symptom'

6 University Drive at Newmarket Center
Amherst. Massachusett.s 0U)02

4i;}.")49o;i-},')

Showtimes
Mon - Thurs

one show @7:30pm
Fri - Sun

7:00pm & 9:00pm
Admission $4.00

Student w/ID $3.00

MUNCHY
SALE

Kcllogs Poplarls $$1.59 Reg. 1.95

MiLxwcll House Coflee 82.99 Reg. 3.80/1 lb ecui!

' Ccuni)ells Chieken Noodle

or Vegetable Soup 59^
Keebler Soft Bateh Cookies $1.99 Reg. 02.39

Oreos B2.39SA\^5O0
Hood Egg Xog - .\ssorted

Varieties e3O0 Ofl' regular price Qiiail

20^ Off regidiu- priee Pints

Coke & Coke Products 1 & 2 liter on sale

Hormel and Chef Boyardee - Single

Serve Microwave Items 20^ Off regular price

COMP.U^E AND SA\Ti OX HE.VLTH .VXD BEALTY C/VRE

REGISTER TO WIN

NAME

ADDRESS PHONE

1
1ST PRIZE: LINED RUNNING SUIT

2 2**° PRIZES: ADDIDAS GYM BAGS
15 3"° PRIZES: M & M, MARS AND SNICKER BASEBALL HATS

ENTRIES CLOSE THURSDAY DEC. 12™ • DRAWING FRIDAY DEC. 15™.

ENTRIES FROM ALL STORES COMBINED FOR DRAWINGS.
UNIVERSITY STORE EMPLOYEES AND RELATIVES ARE INELIGIBLE.

Private Grants

in Time for next
Semester /^T^N Act

$500 - $10,000 Guaranteed!

Just $70 Send

Now!

Self-Addressed

Stamped

envelope

To: S.T.R Enterprise Inc.

241 East Main St., Suite 118

Westfield, MA 01086

J

Early Bird Special
Send $65 for prepaid

Application: S.T.R Enterprise Inc.

241 E. Main St., Suite 118

Westfield, MA 01086
The Money you need . . . Guaranteed

You Save $5.00
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SALE PRICES IN EFFECT IN ALL STORES THROUGH FRIDAY 12/20

Present 7—
•*v * • *. Holiday Sweaters

1^ ^-
'^. • ^ solids from *35

F
E

191 N. neasant St, Amherst • 253-2013

¥ Register in our wish book. " )^^'"f ^^' Northampton • 586-6336° Open Seven Days & Many Night*

Collegian photo liy Jo«h Reynolds

DROPAND GIVE ME $20— Members of the University ofMassa-
chusetts chapter oftheROTC collect donations for the Toys forTots

campaign outside the Campus Center yesterday. They'll be out
there collectingagain today so bringyourcash and give 'till it hurts.

Smith claims accuser
seduced him into sex
By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. - A tense

William Kennedy Smith took the stand

Tuesday and painted his accuser as a sexu-

ally voracious woman who seduced him into

sex twice in a half hour, then cried rape for

reasons he can't explain.

"What are you, some kind ofsex machine
here?" the prosecutor asked Smith seircasti-

cally. An objection blocked the answer.

"The issue here is I'm innocent!" Smith
exclaimed as he fended offrepeated sugges-

tions by Assistant State Attorney Moira
Lasch that his story was unbelievable.

Repeatedly she challenged his assertion

that the woman was the sexual aggressor in

an Easter weekend encounter that began at

a nightclub.

"What are you saying, that she raped

you, Mr. Smith?" the prosecutor snapped.

"Absolutely not!" said Smith.

The 31-year-old defendant was pale and
nervous as he took the stand but gained

confidence during questioning by his attor-

ney, Roy Black.

In 4 1/2 hours on the stand, Smith gave a

calm, step by step account that contradicted

many points in the woman's testimony last

week.

Moments after he concluded his testi-

mony, the defense rested its case. The
prosecutor began calling rebuttal witnesses.

Smith said that after his sexual encoun-

ter with the woman, he told his cousin

Patrick Kennedy : "This woman's a real nut."

The 30-year-old Florida woman testified

tearfully for two days last week, portraying

Smith as a cruel rapist who assaulted her

without warning, without sexual foreplay

or even suggestive language. She said he

tackled her as she tried to leave the beach

and raped her on the estate lawn.

He said the woman's bruises did not

come from him.

Late in the day. Smith's attorney refused

a request to tell jurors that the woman had

an abortion in the past. The judge refused.

Smith testified after the prosecutor and
Circuit Court Judge Mary Lupo clashed

over limitations placed on cross-examina-

tion. Thejudge ruled out any questions even

hinting three women's allegations that

Smith had tried to sexually assault them in

the 1980's.

The defense twice demanded a mistrial

claiming Mrs. Lasch's hostile questioning

had moved outside legal limits. The judge

scolded the prosecutor and told her if she

asked another impermissible question, "You

will not get away with it."

Smith is charged with sexual battery

and battery. If convicted, he could be sen-

tenced to 4 1/2 years in prison.

The fateful encounter began, he said,

when his uncle, Sen. Edward Kennedy,

roused him and Patrick from bed in the

early morning hours of March 30 to go out

for a beer. They went to Au Bar, a nightclub

where he said the woman "brushed against

me."

"I said hi and she said hi," he said and

recounted how a brief conversation led to

dancing and kissing on the dance floor.

"I was feeling that I had gotten picked

up," Smith said.

About 3 a.m., he said, the woman offered

him a ride home and jumped at a chance to

go swimming in the ocean off the Kennedy
estate. The woman has said she doesn't

know how to swim

Warning system said obsolete
End ofCold War may mean warning system^s demise
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — The Emergency Broadcast System, origi-

nally designed to warn the nation of a nuclear attack, is

being re-evaluated now that the Cold War has thawed.

Federal officials met with New England broadcasters

Tuesday to discuss the future ofthe system, known to most

people as an annoying test tone on the radio or television.

"We're concerned that it needs to be revitalized," said

Richard Smith, chief of the Federal Communication
Commission's field operation bureau. "I think over the last

few years the attention and priority given to it has dimin-

ished a little bit."

Although the system has never been used to warn of a

national emergency, EBS officials say it still has a role to

play when earthquakes, hurricanes and tornadoes strike.

The FCC has been holding regional conferences around

the country to discuss the best way to update the system.

They met Tuesday at the Federal Emergency Management
Agency headquarters in Maynard.

Dennis Snyder, EBS chairman for Vermont who works

for WJOY-WOKO in Burlington, said it is not clear how the

lines ofcommunication should work for state emergencies.

"You have radio stations out there that are willing to

serve the public, but it's unclear where the information is

going to come from," Snyder said.

M Anderson
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campaigning," Anderson said. "Right now, there's probably

an aide toiling busily at his desk workingon ways to present

George Bush in this same way."

The issue of how political candidates are presented

before the public has become an increasingly important

part of American politics, according to Anderson.

"I hope the media will be very mindful of the heavy

influence they will have in the upcoming campaign," Ander-

son said. "I've talked toenough media people to be convinced

that they admit they were used and manipulated during the

1988 campaign into covering events that really weren't

even events at all."

Anderson said the nastiness of the 1988 campaign be-

tween Bush and then-Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis

demonstrates that the media's role is particularly impor-

tant in light of the fact that "the level of public discussion

has descended to such a lamentable level," and that serious

efforts should be made to structure political campaigns

differently.

Among Anderson's suggestions for restructuring arc a

public endowment for at least four televised debates be-

tween presidential candidates and increased public cam-

paign funding to "clean up the sewer of loose money," that

incumbents receive for reelection

campaigns.
Anderson said he doesn't support term limitations for

Congress, which he called "too blunt an instrument," to

implement political change.

Problems with the system became apparent during the

1989 earthquake in San Francisco that killed 63 people.

The system might have been more effective ifstate and local

communication plans had been up to date.

"I think there was a great deal ofconfusion," Smith said.

"Some of the local officials had information they wanted to

disseminate, but they didn't know how to do that."

When emergency officials wanted to send a message out

over radio and television stations, there was no single

number they could call.

"They were sort of deahng with the stations on a one on

one basis," Smith said. The emergency system was im-

proved by the time fire swept through the Oakland hills this

fall.

Broadcasters from New England told federal officials

Tuesday that they need additional backup equipment, such

as emergency generators, to make sure they can function

during a power outage.

Former President Harry Truman initiated a national

emergency system. Originally, the system was over AM
radio, and broadcasters were automatically supposed to

switch over to one or two stations.

"The idea there was to confuse the enemy bombers who
might be using radio stations to navigate," Smith said.

The government has been working with broadcasters

and state and local officials on a voluntary basis to develop

EBS plans since 1976.

Carpenter denies
Senator bribed him
BOSTON (AP) - A carpenter from Massachusetts who

sold a story to a tabloid about Patrick Kennedy's drug

rehabilitation denied that Sen. Edward Kennedy tried to

bribe him, as reported in the New York Post.

Robert Remy, 23, of Milford, said he did not make the

statements attributed to him by the Post reporter who
wrote the story.

"That's wrong. That's 100 percent wrong. I've never said

anything about Ted Kennedy calling me. I don't know

where they got that from," Remy said Tuesday.

But Murray Weiss, the Post reporter who wrote the

story, said he spoke to Remy several times.

"He said these things numerous times," Weiss said. "It's

absolutely preposterous that he's denying talking to me
even."

Remy is under an exclusive contract with the National

Enquirer, and said he has not talked to other reporters.

Remy said that he met Patrick Kennedy in 1986 in a drug

rehabilitation clinic where he was being treated for cocaine

abuse. Patrick Kennedy, now a Rhode Island legislator,

came forward and confirmed that he sought treatment for

drug use.

The Post reported Tuesday that Remy said Kennedy

offered him money to retract his statements to the press.

Paul Donovan, a spokesman for the senator, denied the

report.

Student bicycle
reported stolen

Compiled by DAVE MASSEY
Collegian Staff

LARCENY:

• A man reported to the police on Monday evening

the theft of his bicycle from the front foyer of the

engineering lab. The estimated value of the bike,

which was chained to a raiUng, is $775.

• A man reported to the police on Monday afternoon

the theft of his Alpine car stereo from his bookbag

which was in the lobby of John Adams Residence

Hall. The estimated value of the stereo is $700.

• Aman reported to the police on Monday afternoon

the theft of his bookbag while he was studying in the

library. The estimated value of the bag is $100.

Chimney traps boy
SAN DIEGO (AP)— With visions of Santa Claus danc-

ing through his head, a 12-year-old boy who locked himself

out ofhis house tried to sUde down the chimney and became

stuck.

The boy, who wished to remain anonymous for fear of

teasing from classmates, was stuck for about two sooty

hours Monday until rescue workers plucked him to safety.

He was uninjured.

"He figured that if Santa Claus can get in though the

chimney, he could too," his mother said. "He was so

embarrassed. ...He said he might not go back to school for

a week." She spoke to the San Diego Union on condition of

anonymity.
The crisis started when the boy came home at 3 p.m. : id

realized the front door was locked, with his key inside. He

clambered up to the roof and slid feet first into the brick

chimney.

cultural center
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Deere added. 'Tou would never hear of the history depart-

ment cutting a non-native course and adding a Na'.I^'e

history course to theirdepartment. Itis always the minovi s

who get cut."

"Last year when Professor Emma Cappelluzzo --fi^'rod

from the anthropology department where she taught ^ ' "o

270, Native American history, the position and the '

were eliminated," said Alexander Nguyen, an Asia-i
'

mittee spokesperson.

Nguyen called for an immediate halt to recruitn^

minority students until the demands begin to be m<

"For years we recruited for the University and . d

exotic food festivals and dance festivals but these were not

for us," he said. 'These were for the University but they

have not been keeping in stride on the academic side by not

respecting our cultures in the classroom."respecting our cultures in the classroom." ^'
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IMPORTANT
RESIDENCE HALL
INFORMATION

It is important for all residents planning to live on-campus for the

Spring 1992 semester to remember the following important poli-

cies and procedures. Please read this information carefully and be

sure you understand and are aware of each of the following obliga-

tions. Thank you.

1. PAY YOUR SPRING FEE BILL BY THE BURSAR'S INI-

TIAL JANUARY DUE DATE. As always, financial obligations

must be met by all residents who wish to retain their assignments

for the upcoming semester. Spring semester fee bills will be mailed

to your permanent address by early December. Failure to pay your

bill by the due date may affect your assignment status for the

Spring.

2. MAKE CERTAIN YOU REMAIN IN GOOD STANDING
throughout intersession. If you are withdrawn forANY reason after

the last day of the semester, December 21, 1991, your residence

hall assignment for the spring may be cancelled.

3. YOU MUST TAKE BELONGINGS HOME if you have re-

quested a change in residence halls or if you have submitted a blue

In-House Room Request form asking for a room change.

4. RESIDENCE HALLS CLOSE at the end of the Fall semester

on Saturday, December 21, 1991 at 4:00p.m.. Make certain that

you follow indicated "check-out" procedures to avoid any unneces-

sary inconvenience or charges.

HAVEA GREATINTERSESSION!
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Robbery losses affect more than just the pocketbook
What a way to end the semester.

My roommates and I went to Colgate University Friday
night to visit a friend from home. I wish we never went.

What we came home to on Saturday afternoon was a
nightmare. As we stood outside our Townehouse apart-
ment, my roommate Christine suddenly said, "What hap-
pened to the window?" We all stared in horror at the
shattered glass of our bathroom window.
My stomach dropped. Our apartment suddenly looked so

eerie and dark. I prayed someone hadjust thrown a snowball
or rock through it, but in the back of my mind I knew.

Our worst nightmare had come true. We stared at the
empty space in our living room where Laura's t. v. used to be.

The wood piece that secures our sliding glass door had been
moved. Right then we knew that everything must have
been taken.

While my roommates ran upstairs to check our bedrooms,
I went in the kitchen to call the police. All I could hear was
screaming and crying as I dialed 911. 1 didn't even want to

go in my room because I knew what I would find. Or rather
what I wouldn't find. Which was everything.

A CD player, radio, Walkman, CD's, leather jackets,

typewriters, everyone'sentirejewelry box. . .^one. Theyeven
stole $100 dollars worth ofasthma medicine from one ofmy
roommates. To make matters worse, my key to the apart-

ment was missing.

This morning I got out of the shower and walked over to

turn on my roommate Moira's radio, and found an empty
space instead. I went to grab a pair ofmy favorite earrings

from the jewelry box my grandmother gave me, but then
remembered that the box and everything in it is gone —
forever.

Losing items such as my typewriter (even though it was
my constant companion this semester being a journalism
major and all) doesn't hurt me as much as losing the gold

claddah ring my parents gave me last Christmas, or the

watch my sister Becky gave me formy birthday. Typewriters
and CD players can be replaced, but you can't put a price on
sentimental value.

Amy Prendergast

I would not wish on anyone the feeling I had on Saturday
afternoon. Walking intomy room and seeing purses dumped,
lamps knocked over, and drawers rummaged through,
really turned my stomach. To know that people were in our
rooms and going through our things makes me sick.

Whoever broke into our apartment climbed through the

bathroom window which had been locked. The dead bolt on
our front door did nothing, lockingevery window did nothing,

and the extra piece of wood in our sliding glass door did

nothing.

Don't let this happen to you. We had heard there were
break- ins in the Townehouse area during the semester, but
like most people, we thought it would never happen to us.

Seriously— take my advice— don't \eaveanythingyou would
like to see again in your apartment over break, or overnight

for that matter.

Last night we all sat in the living room and jumped at

every little noise we heard. At 12:30 a.m. we finally called

a friend to sleep on our couch. (Thanx Rico.) This is no way
to live. We have enough to deal with without having to

worry about feeling safe when we go to sleep at night.

I had never called 911 in my life, but have had to call it

three times this semester. For $900 a month plus utilities,

living in fear, and freezing our butts off, my roommates and
I have decided that living in Townehouse is not worth it. We
are outta there, and I can't wait.

I know there are probably Townehouse residents out
there who have never had a problem, and feel perfectly safe.

But unlike us, you probably have students living all around
you.

Today I will go home fi-om classes and see the shattered

glass, and stare down at my empty wrist and finger. I will

go inside and no, I won't flip on Oprah. I won't be typing

tonight, and Liz won't be cranking Eric Clapton on her CD
player. We'll probably spend the night looking for somewhere
to live next semester, and planning which one of our guy
friends we'll beg to sleep over tonight.

Before I go, I'd like to thank the Amherst Police Depart-
ment. They've been really kind and helpful to us this

semester and have told us we should never hesitate to call

them. I think that's good advice for everyone. And to my
roomies: we made it through a fire, car accident and robbery
— I think we can handle anything.

Amy Prendergast is a Collegian columnist

UMass can hold its own
The end of the semester is almost over

and I am sure we all have a lot to reflect

upon. For most of you freshman you have
been subjected to issues that you might
have only heard about and yet I am sure you
all have experienced in one way or another.

Issues such as homophobia, discrimina-

tion and rape have all been main issues on
this campus this semester. You have been
inundated with these issues that are going

to open up your minds and thrust you into

what you now conceive as the real world.

Mark Preston

You probably had an image of college

where you were going to party all the time

and hook up every weekend. Movies such as

"Animal House" and "Where the Boys Are
84" are two good examples ofthis stereotype

of college life.

Before I came to college I held these

misconceptions to be true. Every night I

thought would be an endless party, with

time to do homework on the weekends.
Needless to say I was wrong.

Although the first two weeks of my
freshman year began on this foot it quickly

ended. Realizing that I was paying over

$8,000 to go to this school, I decided to

buckle down and try my best. I cannot say

that I did particularly great, but respectable.

Now most of you are probably are prob-

ably doing the same thing I did, and have

done fairly decent so far this semester. Now
when I say fairly decent I mean a G.P.A.

somewhere above a 2.3. 1 am not advocating

thatyou sell yourselfshort or makingexcuses
for your grades, but rather giving you con-

fidence so you realize you had to adjust to an
environment you had never before experi-

enced.

People also come to college with the

preconceived idea that college is going to be

overwhelmingly difficult. To be absolutely

truthful I think that this is wrong. You do
not have to be extremely intelligent to do
well. So far the people that I have met who
have done well are those who use their time
wisely.

When you go home this winter break, I

am sure that most of you are going to run
into people from high school and here some
surprising if not interesting news. Besides

the gossip, you will find out that "so and so"

did not do so well this semester. These are

the few people who you thought were un-

breakable. A high school stereotype that

only lasts for four years before it is bashed
into little bits.

When I was applying to colleges, I had
one teacher tell me that if I was accepted to

UMass, she would call the admissions office

and revoke my admission. Her reason for

doing this was not because I did not deserve

to go to this fine university, but rather

because she thought I was going to flunk

out. She didn't think I had what it took to

survive at such a large institution. Other
students in our class who she thought "had
what it takes" to be in college ended up
flunking out of schools with far less repu-

tations for its party atmosphere and being

insane.

Also, I am not sure if this university was
your first choice, but I can safely say it wasn't

mine. I did not want to go to this school

because of the false reputation that it had
achieved in my town. This reputation was
merely a carry over of the days when this

place was truly insane. The open container

law, the Blue Wall Bar on Fridays before it

became the cookie/coffee factory, and the

infamous keg parties on the pyramids in

Southwest. Those days are long gone, but

their tradition still lives on in my town. The
reason it does is because the few people who
had clout in my high school were not able to

handle themselves and indeed become

Writer advised to think carefully
As a subversive bisexual, it seems odd

that I should be writing to commend you
on your column. However, you seem like

a thinkingyoung man, which is why I am
taking the trouble to write you. I think
that people who actually use their brain

(and there are so few ofthem) deserve to

have their horizons expanded.
1 commend you on your three first

assessments of campus: "A lot of igno-

rant people go to UMass. A lot of these

people are members of the Republican
Club. Frat boys get drunk a lot and
harass women." However, I must object

to two of your most recent epiphanies:
"1. Every female-type person on this

campus already has a boyfriend." My
response: there are probably at least 1 ,200

women on this campuswho already have
a girlfriend. In order not to classify

yourself as ignorant, it is unacceptable

that you leave lesbians and bisexual

women out ofUMass— we exist and we
are not invisible and we must be in-

cluded ALWAYS. Ifyou are upset about

all the women at UMass being "taken"

then the logical response is not to make
gay women invisible, but:

A. Get a boyfriend, Jared.

B. Go to another campus for a girl-

friend.

C. Introduce these "taken" women to

the thrills of non-monogamy.
"2. Certain people (men and women)

always have PMS." My response^, Men do
not get PMS. (This is not to be confused

with the "blueballs" debate.) Although I

appreciate the humor of this statement,
saying that men get PMS takes away
from the very real experience thatwomen
have during PMS. Taking your state-

ment to its logical conclusion, one could

say that a) ifmen have PMS but do not

menstruate, then b) women do not really

get PMS as a physiological response to

hormones during menstruation. It is more
exact to say, "Men act like they have

PMS." This, I may add, is very true ofthe

men I know.
I am only taking the time, as I said, to

write this because I believe you have
potential, Jared. If I thought you were an
idiot, I wouldn't give you the time ofday.

Enjoy your next four years at UMass.
Keep on thinking.

Amy E. Lesen
Northampton

grownups when they went away to college.

They ended up flunking out and destroyed

the reputation of UMass in my town.

I cannot say it enough, that I am indeed

grateful that my guidance counselor was
able to over look these blatant lies and
encourage me to attend UMass. This school

has so much to offer and although you will

continuously hear about budget cuts, there

is one thing that will never lack at this

school. . . PRIDE! Ifyou don't believe me go

to the Cage to see a hoop game, or rather sit

on the hill when UMass Lax plays in the

spring. Looking beyond the sports, watch
the band practice everyday, or rather read

the Daily Collegian, the paper everybody

seems to hate, but loves to read everyday. So
when you go home don't letyour friendswho
decided to go to those overrated Ivy League
institutions put UMass down. Simply reply

to them, "Who's going to be indulging in

March Madness this spring at the NCAA's,
baby!"

With that I would like to make two an-

nouncements. First and foremost I have

achieved Columnist status. Secondly, I have

reached an agreement with David Duke,

and will be his running mate for 1992

Presidential election.

Mark Preston is a Collegian columnist

Cultural traditions

ignored by Housing
Today we in Family Housing at UMass received a

flyer. It announced that: "Santa and Ms. Claus will be

coming to ofi"er holiday greetings and treats to the

children in Family Housing." The flyer was entitled

"Experiencing Cultural Traditions." Ironically, the

flyer was snuck under our doors (for lack ofchimneys)

on the last of eight days of Chanukah, a holiday the

Family Housing Office chose to ignore.

Where are administration-sponsored celebrations

of Idul-Fitr, Ramanavami, Sukkot and many more

holidays of"other" cultural traditions? Does the Uni-

versity only want to impose that which Western

Christians have tried to impose on the rest of the

world for centuries?

Is this what multiculturalism means - the same
old agenda under a catchy title?

Name withheld by request
University Apartments

MSP voting process should be reevaluated
I attended the Massachusetts Society of Professors'

meeting (Nov. 19) where the "sympathy strike" vote was
taken. TheMSP leadership had called anemergency meeting

but failed to inform large parts ofits membership, a serious

problem given the contract-breaking nature ofthe proposed

vote. I learned from the meeting from GEO picketers

outside my building. At the meeting I counted 75 MSP
members, plus a few others including graduate students

decked out in their GEO/UAW billboards.

During discussion ofthe motion for the sympathy strike,

the question was raised about whether such a vote should

be taken given the small number offaculty present. Several

argued this was no problem since, as one member put it, "we

know our members and they will honor such a strike."

At the start of the meeting our MSP president, David

Lenson, asked the press to leave the meeting and to return

for a briefing afl«r the meeting was over. I wish the press

could have stayed. The next morning when I read in the

Union News and the Collegian, that 200 faculty had voted

to strike, I was angry.

I was already disappointed that we had taken such a vote

with so few faculty present, but now my union had deUb-

erately lied to the press. The best face that can be puton this

is that they viewed the end as justifying the means. In a

week full of chants about who was lying, a small group of

scholars chose to lie rather than report the truth.

The experience has forced me to think about how our

union does business. To recall an MSP official, our consti-

tution spells out a detailed set of procedures that among
other things requires 20 percent ofthe membership to sign

a petition. It also specifies rules on how and when a general

meeting should be called. Yet a meeting to vote on an illegal

strike requires only that the President and the Executive

Committee call an emergency meeting and a quorum con-

sists ofwhoever shows up. That alone is disturbing but it is

unacceptable when many members were not informed of

the meeting.

I think it is time to reconsider the process that allowed

a small fraction of the MSP membership to vote to strike

and then to enhance its impact in the press by exaggerating
the depth of the support.

Richard Rogers
Assoc. Professor, Resource Economics
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Arts & Living
Tangelo Pie to leave Happy Valley menu
By CHRIS SHADOIAN
Collegian Staff

For the past three semesters, Tim Sniffen's cooking has
been served to UMass on a plate of daily newspaper.

A rotipe not quite like any other, Sniffen"s specialty,

Tangelo Pie, leaves a strange but tang>' aftertaste that
will keep one laughing throughout the day. Every day.

Yes. I am talking about the comic strip. "Tangelo Pie,"

which currently runs in both t he UMass Daily Collegian, and
Hampshire College's weekly paper. The Permanent Press,

will not bo reappearing at the beginmng of next semester.
SnilTen, like his strip's main characters, Gabe and Marcus,
is graduating.

This Friday will mark the last scheduled appearance of

"Tangelo Pie".

In my four years as a student at UMass, I've seen many
student drawn strips appear in the Collegian. "Nipple,"

"Snooky Lanson," "Price," "Frotter," "Cast of Thousands"
and 'The Adventures of Fred." None have given me the
pleasure "Tangelo Pie" did.

"Tangelo Pie," to say the least, is funny— which should
be, the primary merit of any comic strip — but hilarious is

a better word to describe it. There is, as in any really good

TANGELO PIE

TANGELO PIE Bv Tin 5NIFFEIN
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The first appearance of that loving couple Bonnie and Ted
strip, a certain, indescribable, magic quality to "Tangelo
Pie," that makes it so funny. The "Tangelo Pie" magic lies in

violence.
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The Angry Sparrow claims his first victim
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MOVING OFF CAMPUS?

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• on umass bus route • nearby shopping •

Situated on 18 well-landscaped acres with pond.
• One and Two Bedroom apartments including gas
utilities (heat, hot water, and stovej.
• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive
management.

• Stop in and we'll show you what we have to otfer.

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
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The two main characters, Gabriel, and his roommate,
Marcus, are absolute opposites. Marcus is the intelligent

nerd of the strip, while Gabe is the resident blow-off artist.

Their polarity leads to violent situations involving every-

thing from acid to missile launchers. The violence is the

primary creator of the strip's humor.
I managed to interview Sniffen as he was trying, fran-

tically, to meet one of his final deadlines for this week's
striph. He said the strip's violence is one of his favorite

traits.

"It feels good to do strips like those," he said, "tojust skip

all the plot development and get right to the violence.

"That's a lot more satisfying to me than little plot twists

and things."

Although all of"Tangelo Pie's" characters are violent, or

capable of violence, three characters exist whose express
purpose in life is to be violent: the UMass Tower Librarian,

Ivy the waitress, and, of course, the Angry Sparrow.
The Angry Sparrow happens to be my favorite character,

so during the course ofour interview, I told Sniffen this. He
already seemed to know.

I said: "My favorite character is the Angfry Sparrow." As
I spoke the last three words, he lip-synched them perfectly.

"I assume that means a great deal of people like that

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

call us

549-7890

#1. Personals" Pizza

with three toppings of

your choice - $3.49

#2. Large Cheese
Pizza - $5.00 (Incl. tax)
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Tangelo Pie
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6
character," I said.

"It seems a lot of people have a bizarre fascination with
the Angry Sparrow," he said, laughing. So I asked him
where he got the idea for the character.

"I don't really know," he responded. "It just seemed like

if you're going to make something violent, pick the most
unrealistic thing. So I picture this small, tiny bird commit-
ting acts of horrible violence, and that's how it started. And
the results were good. People seem to like it."

The imagery ofa tough, gun-wielding bird mowing down
a grandmother is hysterical. A bit sick, but hysterical. The
Librarian is the same type ofcharacter. She wouldn't seem
like the type ofperson to hit one over the head with a shovel

just because ofoverdue books, so when she does, it's funny.

Needless to say, Sniffen is a master of bringing latent

violence out of unlikely characters. The last person I re-

member doing that as well is Berke Breathed, who drew
"Bloom County," and there are definite aspects ofthat strip

in "Tangelo Pie."

"I do borrow a lot from 'Bloom County'," Sniffen admit-

ted, "especially the eyes." He said it was one of his all time
favorite strips. Others include Walt Kelly's "Pogo," and
Charles Schultz's legendary "Peanuts," both of which, Hke
"Bloom County," and "Tangelo Pie," involve cute, fuzzy

('oUegian Photo by Jeff Egan

Tim Sniffen and his character Marcus.

animals acting like humans.
"Tangelo Pie" first appeared in The Permanent Press at

the beginning ofthe 1989 spring semester. It was originally

titled "The Tangelo Two-Step," but after it's first appear-
ance in the Collegian, on Sept. 6, 1990, the name changed.

The Princeton Review
is ready for the LSAT!

Are you?

4 # 4
# 4 #

One of the inherent qualities ofthe very first and subse-
quent "Tangelo Pies" are the oddities that pop up every-
where; things that most people won't understand. But
Sniffen somehow manages to make them funny. Again, the
reason is the outlandishness of the situations.

Even the title of the strip has the feeling of something
mysterious. One gets the idea that only Sniffen knows what
it means. But Sniffen said even he isn't sure what the title

symbolizes. A great deal of people must have asked him
about it, though, because earlier this semester he made up
an explanation.

In one strip, he defined a "tangelo pie" as an "unresolvable
situation." He said he faked the definition in order to have
more material for the week.

"I like to have a confusing name," he said, "because it

gives people something to think about. But ifyou take the
explanation I gave in the strip, then Ian example of a
tangelo pie I is Marcus and Gabe relating to each other."

The tangelo pie of "Tangelo Pie" was briefly resolved
when Sniffen and fellow Collegian cartoonist, Barry Deutsch
("Cast of Thousands") combined their strips for a week
earlier this semester.

In those strips, Gabe traded places with one ofDeutsch's
main characters, Cass, who took Gabe's place in "Tangelo
Pie." Gabe got along with "Cast of Thousands'" Zack, and
Cass. . . uh, Cass and Marcus ended up having the equivalent
of cartoon sex.

For fans of the crossover and Cass* and Marcus' rela-

tionship, a mini-crossover appears on today's comics page.
But now, finally and sadly, "Tangelo Pie" is leaving.

Don't count Sniffen down for the count yet, though. He will

be sending samples of "Tangelo Pie" to some major comic
strip syndicates for their consideration. Possibly they'll ask
him to start drawing his strip for other weekly newspapers.

Until then, 1, for one, will truly miss mv daily slice of
•Tangelo Pie."

TilE
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Ciiffside Apartments

BLOW ITAWAY!!
If you're serious about Law School, then prep wilh the best. Only one
course guarantees classes of under twelve students, 40 hours of prep,

and extra help with your instructors, not tapes or computers.
But don t take our word for it; find out for yourself.

ALSO FOR GMAT, MCAT and GRE.
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Western Mass: 413/584-6849
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WINTER SESSION 1992
Januarv 2-23

IT'S
TI-I-I-ME!

Register NOW for Winter Session courses and

workshops Over 100 credit courses

and nearly 80 noncredit workshops.

By mail - until December 1

1

(U.S. mail only; don't use campus mail)

By FAX - until December 1

1

In person - November 25 through January 6

Division of Continuing Education, 615 Goodell Building

3 credits in just 3 short weeks!

What a deal!

DIVISION OF
CONTINl ING EDI CATION
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Third World Affairs
To the sleepwalkers in
a nightmare world

\V.\KE UP!
As the earth merrily spins away on its

axis, the world of international relations,

the human world, is quickly spinning out of

control. Changes, entirely for the worse, are

proliferating with wild abandon, yet few

seem to have a sense of the immense dan-

gers that their peoples face.

We are entering the age of the darkest

tyranny. The dragon wing of night
oerspreads the earth. And yet most people

here seem to be sleepwalking, blithely and
blandly enjo\nng their serene and implacable
boredom, the legendary European "ennui."

1 suppose we may as well start with

Europe. Last weekend, the So\'iet Union
formally ceased to exist, replaced by a pan-

Sla\ic conlederation. anti-Muslim to the

core, led by three chau\nnistic and fascist

reactionaries.

Hussein Wish

The scramble for control ofthe nukes, all

those lovely nukes, has finally begun. The
targets, for now. are the Caucasian and
Central Asian Muslim republics, led by
Kazakhstan. Its leader, Nursultan
Nazerbayev. knows the score. He is unmis-
takably horrified by the recent turn ofevents,
because he knows full well who these pan-

Slavs think their enemies are. and the likely

course of future events. Now it is up to the

Muslims to defend themselves. Even James
Baker, not perhaps the man among us most
given to the rhetoric of sensationalism, has
spoken ofthe dangers ofa "Yugoslavia" with
nukes thrown in emergingin the ex-U.S.S.R.
ATTENTION EUROPEANS: Your re-

gion IS on the brink ofa disastrous war, not

that the Third World has any cause to weep
over the fate of its colonial masters, but
others are involved.

Let us move right along to the Middle
East.

ATTENTION ARABS: We are now the

lowliest of the planet, an utterly colonized

people. Those who are not scrambUng to

serve our friend Uncle Sam, are under siege

and attack. Is it conceivable that Arab
peoples should actually have encouraged,
paid, and helped the great imperial power to

wTeak havoc on one of our own most ad-

vanced and ambitious nations? That Arab
people should have participated in the
genocide ofthe Iraqis? That we happily give

away our resources and money to the United
States while tens of millions of our people
live in abject poverty? That we should help

the Israelis obliterate Palestine? It's all

true. There are no excuses. Shame and
disgrace be upon our generation, especially

those li\'ing in the West who remain silent

as they watch the rape of their people.

Shame and disgrace be upon us.

ATTENTION INDIAN CITIZENS: Your
country is in great danger. _You are on a
collision course vnth the United States over

the most serious issues. The new focus ofthe

imperial power is nuclear proliferation. Are
your people willing to unilaterally disarm
themselves, to undergo the final humiliation

of colonial genuflexion? ""Where are your
warheads? Cough them up noir!" Signing the
NPT, deals with Peikistan — none of this

wiW be enough.
Or. do you imagine that you will be let

into the colonial club? If so I admire your
optimism. I suggest that there is no room at

the table for you. No Hindus or Muslims
need apply.

I have no doubt that to many ofyou this

sounds quite unreasonable. Nonetheless,
your nation is in grave danger of suffering a
fate that manvofvou watched in fascination

on CNN.
ATTENTION LATIN AMERICANS:

Cuba IS likely to be attacked by the United
States at any moment, although things have
come to such a pass that a physical invasion
may not even be necessan.' to destroy the
gains of the Cuban revolution. Are you feel-

ing particularly independent in these "glo-

rious days of the spread of democracy^
Argentina has all but declared itself to be a
European state, left the Non-Aligned
Movement, and scrapped its nuclear weap-

ons and missile development programs. It

and several other South American states

have signed "investment protection treaties"

with the U.S. that would preclude the future

nationalization of resources that are cur-

rently being given away. A senior IMF official

blandly told Brazil that it would have to

"change its constitution."

Your sovereignty is being sold at discount

rates through the debt-nature swap. Psuedo-

en\ironmentalists seize large tracks ofland

pa>-ing one third of a dollar for a dollars

worth ofyour nation . Somewhat reminiscent
ofthe Manhattan land grab? Does it profit a

nation to gain "democracv" if it loses its

soul?

ATTENTION AFRICANS: Notice an
increase in the numberofFrench and Belgian

troops in the vicinity lately? In Zaire? How
about Togo? The World Bank has a new
regime in place Just for you. It talks openly

about "political conditionality" and the need
for inter\ention in the "crisis ofgovernance'

in Africa, egged on by the "Council of Afri-

can Advisors". All hail new bank president

Lewis Preston, of J. P. Morgan & Co. He's

got big plans. The World Bank and IMF,
which have accumulated tremendous p>ower

and influence in Africa, fully intend to openly

use their leverage to dictate policy to Afri-

can nations on all aspects of life.

ATTENTION SOUTHEASTASIANS: In

Cambodia, the Khmer Rouge is back and
raring to go, thanks to the support of the

United States. The treatment accorded

Khieu Samphan in Phnom Phen suggests

the potential for the onset ofa new civil war.

Meanwhile, Vietnam is bending over back-
ward to invite in the very same agencies and
investors that have done so much for the

economies ofMexico, Brazil, Egypt, etc. Win
the war, lose the peace. Heads up, the in-

vestment mafia is coming to town.
ATTENTION AMERICANS: This coun-

try is totally out ofcontrol. It is runningamok.
Everyone in the United States seems to

expect another war immanently, for either

foreign or domestic policy reasons. Nobody
seems too concerned, in fact it is really just

the butt of many a good joke .Yet, no one
really doubts that it will happen again.

So, who will it be next time? Libya? It

could be, the excuse is in place, why not?

Cuba? Boy, wouldn't that feel good. The
final come-uppance of that irritating man
with the cigar who tugged the lion's tail in

its own den. Sounds like a big parade to me.
Of course the possibilities are endless,

but what about another attack on Iraq. It is

amazing how many Americans who ought
to know better think that the war against
Iraq is overjust because no more Americans
are threatened. But Iraq is still under siege,

and the genocide goes on, so why not another
attack,just to get rid ofthis irritating fellow

who is foolish enough to resist?

Apart from the few who are still dedi-

cated to stopping the killing, such as the

"National Coalition to Stop U.S. Interven-

tion In the Middle East" and some religious

organizations, the political opposition here
is totally useless. Pat Buchanan was more
reasonable than most of the Left on the
issue of the Gulf War. Most called for

sanctions, and thus gave their approval and
imprimatur to the biggest part of the geno-
cide in Iraq. During the much vaunted
protests, concern focused on the cost to the
United States in terms of lives and money,
and since most ofthe concern vanished with
the threat to American lives, what are we to

conclude?
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AP photo

MOTHER OF HOSTAGE — A mother of a

Lebanese Shiite Muslim hostage held by the

Israelis carries a sign during a protest in Beirut.

AP photo

FLAG BURNING — A student leader watches as
students set fire to the U.S. flag during a protest in

Seoul, South Korea.

AP photo

SETTLER DEMONSTRATION — Angry Is-

raeli demonstrators at a protest in Tel Aviv,
Israel.

Cold statistics about the world: let the facts speak
By RABI DUTTA and MADANMOHAN RAO

Collegian Staff

Population of developed market economies: 813 million

Population of Third World : 4074 million

Density of Population in developed market economies: 26/sq. km.
Density of Population in Third World countries: Sl/sq. km.

Yearly per capita income in developed market economies: $17,000

Yearly per capita income in Third World countries: $1,200

In South Asia: $319, in Sub-Saharan Africa: $484

Yearly growth in income per capita in Asia during 1913-1950 (when most of Asia was

colonized): - 0.1%

Difference between amount transferred from the Third World to the devloped market

economies and the amount transferred from the developed market economies to the

Third Worid (in 1990): $39 billion

Decline in the prices of non-fuel commodity exports of the Third World in terms of

manufactures they would buy (in 1990): 15%
Decline in the monetary value of oil exports ofOPEC member countries from 1980 to

1990: 46%
Increase in the ratio of external debt to gross domestic product for capital-importing

developing countries from 1980 to 1990: 41%
World Health Organization recommendation for average daily food consumption (mini-

mum): 2600 kilocalories

Potential daily food consumption in developed market economies: 3338 kilocalories

In South Asia: 2181 kilocalories, in Sub-Saharan Africa: 2180 kilocalories

Number of cars per 1,000 people in USA: 562
In China: 4, in Indiia: 4

U.S. citizens who had said that they favored more government control of Gulf War
coverage: 57%

Total number ofUS combat deaths in Vietnam before any Washington anti-war rally

drew over 75,000 people: 14,000

Percentage of Panamanians who say that the US invasion of their country in 1989

"wounded the national soul": 71

Percentage change since last year in the price of bread in Baghdad: 3,000

US military actions other than declared wars before GulfWar: Hawaii (1893), China

(1900), Pananma (1903, 1989), Dominican Republic (1904, 1916, 1965), Nicaragua

(1911). Mexico (1914, 1916), Haiti (1915), Korea (1950), Lebanon (1958, 1983), Vietnam,

Grenada (1983)

Estimate of the number of times US has sent troops into combat situations: 130

Number of daily newspapers in USA: 1657, in India: 1978

Number ofmurders per 100,000 inhabitants in USA: 8.6

In India: 3.4, in China: 1.1

Average workweek in USA: 41 hours

In India: 45 hours, in China: 48 hours

Yearly rapes per 100,000 population in USA: 37.6

In India: 0.8

Carbon dioxide emissions per capita in USA: 5.0 metric tons

In Asia: 0.8, in Africa: 0.9

Computed and compiled from U.N. sources, Vital World Statistics, and Harper's

Magazine.
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Tragedy in East Timor:
Western complicity
T/ie West will bear direct responsibility

for the fate ofthe Timorese ifit continues... to

connive with the military regime in its warof
aggression." - FRETILIN representative

Jose Ramos-Horta
In fact the West bears direct responsibil-

ity anyway.
On December 7, 1975, 10,000 Indonesian

troops, equipped with modernized milita. /

hardware 90 percent of which was U.S.-

supplied, invaded East Timor, a former Por-

tuguese colony located on an island in the

center of the Indonesian archipelago. A
brutal "integration" program commenced,
which today has taken the lives ofa third of

East Timor's pre-invasion population of

690.000.

Madanmohan Rao

Misa Wong

AP photo

KKI'A'I KIATION PROTEST— Vietnamese refugees sit down to form
Hn H-(i-H diHtresH signal in a Hong Kong detention camp.

SHACKLED— A prisoner sits shackled in a Soweto hospital.

AP photo

A campaign of population resettlement

and structural transformations has dis-

rupted the socio-economic life of the

Timorese, and "re-education" undermines
their cultural identities.

Behind the largely untold tragedy ofEast

Timor lies one ofthe more sordid chapters of

U.S. adventurism in Southeast Asia.

Endowed with vast oil and mineral re-

sources, including 10 percent of the world's

tropical forests, the Indonesian archipelago

is of strategic importance because it sits

astride important sealanes between the In-

dian and Pacific Oceans , such as the Ombai-
Wetter deep-water straits and the streiits of

Malacca.
Towards the middle of this century, the

policies of Indonesia's leader Sukarno be-

came profoundly troubling to the U.S.

Sukarno was one ofthe Third World's major

leaders, and was instrumental in forging

the Third World bloc through associations

like the Non-Alignment Movement.
NAM v^as progressive and strongly anti-

imperialist; it provided useful linkages be-

tween liberation struggles during the

decolonization that was sweeping much of

the Third Worid.

In 1958, the CIA attempted to overthrow

the bothersome Sukarno, but failed. They

then resorted to another path, which sub-

sequently proved useful in other endeavors

in Latin America — a courting of the mili-

tary and strengthening of their assets.

In 1965, a pro-U.S. general, Suharto

carried out a successful coup. The U.S.

embassy and the CIA provided the Indone-

sian military with lists of suspected com-

munists, who were executed.

All barriers to Western investment were

removed, and Secretary of Defense Robert

McNamara hailed the developments as the

"West's best news for years in Asia."

The fruits of the bloodbath were then

harvested — within years, U.S. exports to

Indonesia touched a billion dollars a year,

with foreign investment controlling 96

percent of the mining industry, 59 percent

of forestry, and 33 percent of agriculture.

Developments took a new twist when the

Portuguese dictatorship collapsed in 1974,

relinquishing control of its colonies in

southern Africa and East Timor. Just as the

decolonization of East Timor began, Indo-

nesia set its sights on it. Perfect timing.

1975 was not exactly a favorable year for

the U.S. It had been humiliated by Vietnam.

Laos and Cambodia were also "lost." With

the southward movement ofthe Soviet fleet,

control of sealanes for nuclear submarines

became a top priority for the U.S.

Consequently, U.S. interests were eas-

ily swayed bySuhartowho proposed military

action against East Timor, where an an

independent nationalist party, FRETILIN,
had come to power.

On Dec. 7, 1975, Ford and Kissinger gave

Suharto the "big wink." Hours later, Indo-

nesian troops overran East Timor.

Within a year ofCarter's election in 1976,

military assistance to Indonesia doubled—
particularly with respect to deadly counter-

insurgency weapons, such as Bronco and

Skyhawk aircraft, and Huey attack heli-

copters. The FRETILIN forces suffered

major setbacks with each peak in U.S. mili-

tary aid.

This trend gathered momentum during

the Reagan years, with billion-dollar mili-

tary sales including F-16 fighter aircrafts.

Even today under Bush, $50 million per

year flows to Indonesia.

The people of East Timor tried to rally

support for their cause, but were met with

apathy, indifference and hostility.

An analysis of Western powerbrokers'

attitudes towards Timor proves interesting.

The Portuguese withdrawal had been

several decades overdue, and was hastily

and irresponsibly carried out.

Australia was a major regional power,

and had important links to Western power
structures. 60,000 valiant Timorese, or 13

percent of the population, had died during

World War II assisting the Australians and
the allied forces in their fight against Japan.

They were now to be repaid. The Austra-

lian response can best be characterized by

the word "betrayal." In a classic "blame the

victim" manner, FRETILIN was accused of

being desperate terrorists, and reports of

Indonesian brutalities were dismissed as

"unsubstantiated" and "exaggerated."

Clearly, Australia was interested in

profitable oil extraction within the Timor
Sea and preferred good relations with 140

million Indonesians rather than a fev.

hundred thousand Timorese.

New Zealand, notorious for its attempts

to stifle international debate on New
Caledonia, turned a deaf ear.

Norway too, kept aloof for fear of jeop-

ardizing its lucrative ship-building contrtiCt

with Indonesia. Canada, one of the top five?

Western investors in Indonesia, was busy

shipping light tanks, Pratt and Whitney

engines, and transports to Indonesia.

And of course, the French dramatically

increased sales of Puma and Allouette at-

tack helicopters, and British Aerospace

shipped Hawk attack helicopters. Holland

provided rapid-firing patrol boats and West

Germany supplied submarines.

As forJapan, another investor in Indone-

sia and a primary importer of Indonesian

oil, it actively obstructed attempts at reso-

lution of the crisis in favor of the East

Timorese.

BAKIN. the Indonesian intelligence

agency, has cordial relations with the CIA
and Israel's Mossad. Israel actively ships

military supplies like Uzi guns and U.S.

aircraft to Indonesia.

The East Timorese have tried in vain to

get U.N. support for their cause. Unfortu-

nately, as the ongoing genocide in Iraq il-

lustrates, the functioning of the United

Nations has very little to do with morality

and such other lofty principles — instead,

hypocrisy and double standards are the

order of the day. Progressive resolutions, if

any, are but empty verbiage.

The Western media largely towed the

Indonesian line. While they agonized over

the atrocities of the Khmer Rouge in Cam-
bodia, they were silent about the genocide

in East Timor.

Less than a month ago, on Nov. 12, close

to 160 Timorese civilians were massacred

by Indonesian troops in the capital of Dili.

Perhaps this massacre will draw the world's

attention to the ongoing plight of the

Timorese.

The problem of East Timor, like that of

the Kurds in Iraq, was largely created by

Western colonial interference, and will not

be resolved by further imperial interven-

tion. While the West's support of the geno-

cide in East Timor and its aid to the Indo-

nesian military must becondemned, so must
any attempts to impose a Western-oriented

solution.

In any case, the Timorese deserve to

have their right to self-determination and
their fundamental human rights respected.

The htmian suffering they have endured
cannot be justified and must not continue.

May their long nightmares soon come to an

end.

Madanmohan Rao is a Collegian staff

member. Misa Wong is a Mt. Holyoke Col-

lege student. The opinions in this article are

not necessarily those of the Collegian.
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Don't Be Another Face In The Crowd

A Unique Full-Service Salon Featuring

Nail Art • Skin Care • Make-up

Perms • Coloring • Highlighting

Tijc \ /ii I aV-c . r^r>K>l\/rvOQ Located at The Village Commons • Across from Mt Holyoke

IHE- VlLL^L«t ^L><-^_M^JN^ 21 College St.. S. Hadley. MA 01075 • 413-536-9107

I $5 off any service |I

% expires 1/31/92 ^^ |

5 - one coupon per customer -

S 536-9107
5 Located at the Village ConuTions-AcfDSS from ML Holy^ s^

si

/
^^o Coast 2 Coast

o<^ TamousMm "Wear & ^ppared

585-0552

Located in the '.Hampshire 9i(a[[

IC'I'emnj 'll'inij

/a ( arrilKiin Soul • Had \Un Club • Maui and Sons

Coast 2 Coast

10% OFF Storewide!
T-Shirts • Sweatshirts • Hats • Sunglasses k More!!

I'ananiii lack • Vuarncl • Oakley • Itoily (.love

fi\

E^

m
TWIN SPECIAL

2 LARGE CHEESE

PIZZAS

' %La Cucina di

^-^ (Pinoccfiio

THESE COUPONS ARE AVAILABLE ON TAKE OUT AND DELIVERIES ONLY! r-

Li

Any Topping $1.25 more

One coupon per order Lxp. 1/3 1/92

i\ Ristorante Italiano

ir 1177% 'Pleasant Street

.'^mftcrst, 'Massacftiusetts

At The Lights in Morth Amherst

GOURMET PIZZAS NOW A VAILABLE!
n

$1 Zi\ OFF ^^ ^^^^^ ™^ ^^^
i.DXj ^'^^ GOURMET PIZZA

AhY THREE
CALZOMES

only

$9.95

m\

toLipon hot Valid In Restaurant

One Coupon Per Order Only

Offer Fxpires I 31 '9?

JUMBO CALZOINE gft OR
Big enough for two "^ *

^^^_s„ _^^
549-3669 • h^^^t 'Twnedvenjor'rkkup '

(^o^^^r^ValdhResl^rart •F«de^^ «p«:k up only .rSo( Valid Vth Any C)lliefCa4»n'E*p 1/31/92 I II^^IQgJUyiilKUIifiHBj
I 3C Ef* '

'

Boltwood Market
Downtown Amherst's Only Marl^et

Specializing in Fresh Meats, Fish

Produce and Groceries

17 Kellogg Ave., Amherst • 253-9081 • Open M Sat 9-7

r n

*i oo OFF

JL'

Any ^ 1 0^^ or more PURCHASE
Offer Expires 12-24-91

Boltwood Market • 17 Kellogg Ave., Amhest • 253-9081 ^

HO! HO! HO!
Before you go, grab \ f\0/
this coupon and save I \r /O

AMHERST MUSIC HOUSE 549- 1 728

"Kin^ of the

W^'w^'deLIVERY!
QUFFALO Call

R"-'-^ 253-9223

COUPON I

«1 .00 OFF
ANY DELIVERY ORDER

Offer good through 2/14/92

Arngjs/ALBiON bookshop

open 9am - 11pm
7 Days A Week

8 Main St., Amherst
256-1547

All Princeton Review^
ITest Preparation Books
10% Off with coupon

I Mi IKIM I ION KIMrV\

ATT iCUS
A world of reading. Since l(f)B.C.

WliORDSMART
BUILDINO AN EDUCAl

10%
OFF

ANY BOOK
VALID THROUGH 12/31/91

1

ATt4CUS

10%
OFF

ANY BOOK
VALID THROLGH 12/31/91

n

ATT i CUS
BUiLDlNg^^l^E^.Ai -

^ j A ^Mj^ijy^i^^^\nc^\!m^.AA ^^S^±'l readingjince UmXl^
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Scott
CONTINUED Ft?OM PAGE 16

grama is way beyond logic and borders on lunacy. To top it

off, the administration has handled the situation so poorly
that they're making Watergate look like a political masterpiece.

Members of the women's volleyball team had to learn of
their termination through the grapevine and the media.
There's an incredible iryustice being carried out here and
there are very few answers being given. Stay tuned next
semester.

Best Supplier of Sweets on Campus:
Hands down, no contest, a unanimous choice - the

honorable Ruthie Drew in the Sports Information Depart-
ment gets the award. For a stretch around Halloween, my
diet consisted of candy corns and those little pumpkin
treats conveniently located on the SID counter. If Sammy
Davis had known Ruthie, the song would have been called

TheCandyu'omaH."
Host Portrayal ofa Real Quarterback by a Fake Quarter-

back:

Sure Hugh Millen is putting up the numbers, and yes

Dick MacPherson has called him "special," but in reality the

guy has no vision whatsoever. Linebackers were coming
straight at him on Sunday and Millen just stood there.

While a lot ofthe blame can be placed on the offensive line,

Millen simply has to learn to scramble and get rid of the

ball.

Rest Move by a Red Sox Manager (not induing the

benching ofMike Marshall):

Rookie skipper Butch Hobson's decision to bring back
Don Zimmer. There's something about Zim that has Boston
written all over his round belly. With Zim on the bench you
get the feeling that next year is THE YEAR.

Best Dynamic Duo Since Batman and Robin:

As much as we hate to admit it, Brett "Actually didn't

bore-us" Morris and Tamir "Ya can't get there from here"

Lipton did a respectable job in Kentucky last week. They

women's basketball

both have faces that were made for radio, so let's hope they
have no television aspirations.

Best Move by a Writer at the Collegian Sports desk:

Dancin' Dan's tango from sports associate to managing
editor, a move that will surely decimate the sports page, but
enhance the rest of the paper. We wish Dan well, but we
hope he remembers that "Once you go to news, you inevi-

tably lose."

Best Bets for Next Year:
• Another tournament berth for Coach Rudy's ladies

without any fluke Connecticut goals to impede their march
to a national championship. Also, the Hermann Trohpy for

Holly Hellmuth because the third time's a charm.
• The coveted "Cravat King" title to the founder and

creator of the award, moi. The competition is already

lagging far behind, this race could be over by the middle of

January.
Keep your bubble sheets in bounds, and your eyes on

your finals.

David Scott is a Collegian columnist.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

when Brooklyn came out of their locker room for pre-game
warmupschanting{M.C.) Hammer's "Too legit toquit" refrain.

By halflime they had turned the ball over 17 times, many of

which were attributed to UMass' tenacious defense in the

paint. Each time one of Brooklyn's big people got the ball

down low, she was treated like a car in a carwash, and was
stripped of the ball on many occasions.

COMICS • CARDS • GAMES AND MORE.
• Hampsliire Mall, HADLEY • 586-8775

» Ingleside Mall, HOLYOKE • 532-9797

M<)\I)\V.S\nR!).\Vlii;mi

Sr.XD.W l^pni-npin

nomao' Coupon Coippi ^Homau' Coupon C^(pp< noma^ Coupon C^/ppe^ I

r COUPON,„, ^^^ n^^ SI ^^HaNflM GARDEN
lO VO O'F 'p BECT CHIHESE BUFFET MflNDflRIW/SZECHUfiri CUISINE

I

ANY ORDER
EAT IN OR
TAKEOUT

I

WITH THIS COLL£GIAN COUPON

I

OFFER EXPIRES 12/31/91

'I

'1

«^ BUFFET ^

SflT 5 PM-9 PM • SON-THaRS 5 PM-8 pm

fiLL-YOa-CfiN-

SuNDfiY Brunch
n:30 flM-3 PM

fiT • *5"
i

Wr: Dnivr:t> in Amiu:lw 5 PM - 9:30 PM rvri^voAY ^̂ Vy.

; % Minimum $15 Pi.ii* $2 Dnivrnv ChalxV. ^ ^ ,A w//////////////////^^^^ L.

COUPON

10% OFF
ANY ORDER
EAT IN OR
TAKEOUT

WITH THIS COLLEGIAN COUPON
OFFER EXPIRES 12/31/91

~I

J

TOTAL FITNESS: KEISER, NAUTILUS, AEROBICS
STAIRMASTERS: 4Q00 P.T.'^ 6000. GAUNTLET GRAVITRON
EXPANDED FREE WEIGHTROOM

NEWABDOMINAL MACHINE

INI ERSnSlON SPECIAL

One Month:

January Only *39.00
BESTAEROBICS

BESTMACHINES

BEST PRICES

AMiiiirr ::.:,:

ATWrtFt^IC'
4m

AMHERST OPEN 7 DAYS
AgRQglCS DAILY j

LANDMARKLOUNGE & PIZZEIUA
Corner of Rt. 9 & 202 • Belchertown • 323-9636 • JUST 15 MIN. AWAY

9SC Bucl Drafts
((

Open Mike Jam Night" Every Wednesday Night

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
SAT. DEC. 14 • -CURTIS T AIHD THE ATOMIC BLUES-

SAT. DEC. 21 • "PERSUADERS"
PIZZA. GRINDERS. CALZONES. AND MORE...

Twin Teddies Soft Serve

Storyfield Frozen Yogurt

Hot Dogs • Hamburgers • Grinders

Philly Cheese Steaks

11am-6pnT7DAYS
ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 585-0241

The Bright Yellow Building Next To The Hadley Garden Center

COUPON

• Party Size Pizza

• Pitcher of Budweiser

• Free Game of Pool or Darts

ALL FOR JUST «9'^

As quoted by Brian Harrington of the Collegian Staff,

"...and they also make damn good pizza."

FR1e"i4'oz'soda
^

V.

=WITH ANY PGRCHASE=
OF HAMBURGER,

HOT DOG, OR GRINDER

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

J
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basketball season
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from Sacramento to Golden State. Owens
has shown his overall talent which made
him th»> number three pick in the draft.

Tht' t'ost rookie in the league thus far has

been the big man in Denver, Dikembe
Mutombo. The fourth pick in the draft,

Dikembo has displayed surprising offensive

prowess to go along with his defensive

presence that was so feared at Georgetown.

Steve Smith, picked fifth by Miami, has

shown remarkable poise as a rookie and has

also made point-guard hold-out Sherman
Douglas expendable.

Other impressive rookies so far, include

Stacey Augmon. Brian Williams, and

Boston's own Rick Fox. Augmon has

started at off-guard for the Hawks, show-

casing his well-known defensive skills along

with tremendous open-court ability.

Despite signing verj' late, Williams has

pro\ided Orlando with exactly what they

needed, size up front with scoring ability. As

for Fox, he has given the Celtics solid all-

around play with manyJohn Havilcek-like

intangibles.

Who would've guessed that Atlanta's

Kevin Willis would be leading the NBA in

rebounding at 17.4 a game. Willis has dis-

played a new found affection for rebounding

much the way a man reacts to his first child.

.\nother surprise has been the way the

Lakers have played in view of Magic
Johnson's sad and shocking retirement

due the HIV virus. Los Angeles, in fact, had

a nine game winning streak earlier in the year.

The Lakers brought that streak into the

Boston Garden to play the C's. The game
itself didn't seem to be in the mold of the

classic Celtic-Laker rivalry since the C's

blew the Lakers out by 25. For some reason

I could still see Magic stepping out of the

crowd and hitting a 26 point shot at the

buzzer for a Laker win. There isn't a more

fitting compliment to describe the way Magic

plays the game and lives his life. Somehow,

Earvin will find a way to win his latest

battle. . . he always has.

Right now the Chicago Bulls look like a

strong bet to become the third straight team

to win back-to-back titles. The Portland

Trailblazers and San Antonio Spurs look

like they are the Western Conference's co-

favorites to reach the finals. Other tough

competition come playoff time should in-

clude the Lakers (provided Vlade Divac
has recovered from back surgery). Jazz,

Cavaliers (now that everyone is finally

healthyl, and even the Celtics (once they get

Dee Brown and Kevin McHale back). It

should be one fun season the rest ofthe way.

College baskeball right now is starting to

provide the

excitement that it is known and loved for.

Here at UMass. there has already been a lot

of excitement in the young season. The

Minutemen have a 6-1 record and are the

Great Alaska Shootout Champs.
By the way, Jim McCoy appears to be

very effective when he takes the ball to the

hoop. He either gets fouled or scores. Perhaps

if he is able to penetrate more often it will

also set up his patented perimeter game.

As for the rest ofthe year, the Minutemen
look like they will perhaps capture the A- 10

crown and be invited to the Big Dance, the

NCAA Tournament. The team has many
strengths including a balanced attack, tough

team defense, athleticism, and strong

leadership.

Out west, UNLV is showing that it is by

no means dead. The Runnin' Rebels stressed

this point with a shellacking of Shaquille

O'Neal and LSU.
Georgia Tech hasn't missed a beat despite

losing the aforementioned Kenny Anderson

to the NBA. Springfield's own Travis Best

has done an admirable job in replacing

Anderson. The remainingbalance in college

hoop should be as exciting as ever.

If you haven't heard, the rumors are

false; Elvis is not dead! Nor does he own a

gas station in Topeka, Kansas. Elvis Presley

is right here in Amherst. Everyone who
attended Saturday night's basketball game
saw the Elvis Presley dancing and cheering

up a storm. I must say that Elvis showed

remarkable talent and spirit for someone so

past his prime.

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian correspondent
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SPACIOUS
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Air Conditioning • Dishwasher • Storage • Ample Parking

Play Area • 24 Hour Answereing Service

LANTERN COURT APARTMENTS
253-2515

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

What is a

Textbook
Buyback?

Three times during each semester the Textbook Annex

brings in a wholesaler to buy textbooks from students.

Wholesalers are in the business of selling used books to

colleges and universities across the country. Therefore, in

determining how much they will pay a student for a book

they must consider the demand for that book as well as

the shipping and handling costs involved in processing and

reselling the book. This is why prices vary and indeed

change frequently.

The best time to sell books is at the end of the semester.

At that time the Annex will pay 50% of the new price for

a book if we have an order for that book for the follow-

ing semester. If we do not. the wholesaler may make you

an offer.

If you have questions please ask the people doing the

buyback or the Annex staff. They will be more than happy

to answer your questions and give you any tips that may

be applicable to your situation.

Yeah. Vern! You heard what I said! And what are

you gonna do about it? Huh? C'mon! What are ya

gonna do? Huh? C MON!"

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

SU?iM\"^EO ^0 NtACS OF

\

MCMSMS

WNfFltS M)

TURK V\EAIS

^QOC MOM V<»SNT

^om^ KNOW

OVJT, Villi^W

'/^[^
TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

when is the

next Textbook
Buyback?

The end of the semester Textbook Buyback is:

checked o^^ m*" res^we.

o{Ad *M<k (^ few h^K ^ color

[tiete quife...

Go6^ if ^ooks 50

^ m^yM . .

.

axe #ie pop-up
6echoA oi^i

- ^S \

CAST OF THOUSANDS
tl TR^A UnU PRIEST ^
I HMA UTTLfPfilfSr p

Dec.

^ A \^n

11-13, 9:00 am-4:00 pm
Dec. 14, 11:00 am-4:00 pm
Dec. 16-17, 9:00 am-4:00 pm
Dec. 18-20, 9:00 am-8:00 pm
Dec. 21, 11:00 am-4:00 pm

at Hampden and Worcester:

Dec. 18-20, 10:00 am-8:00 pm

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

Quote of the Day
"A flute with no holes is not a flute. A

doughnut with no holes is a danish."

— Chevy Chase

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE
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Menu
LUNCH

Hot Turkey Sandwich

Tuna Melts

BASICS LUNCH
Tuna Melts

Humus Veggie Pocket

DINNER
Breaded Chicken Breast

Rib Roast of Beef

BASICS DINNER
Breaded Chicken Breast

Stuffed Baked Eggplant

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES(Mari:h 21-Apnl 19): Ini-

ptinanl di.scussions may t)C scheduled

on ihis date. Negotiate from a position

ol strength. A loved one could be

sending you mixed signals; delay

making ajudgement. A loving altitude

works wonders.

TAURUS(April 20-May 20):

Someone may act stubborn and

unyielding over the next few days.

Changes are indicated in certain busi-

ness arrangements. Be discreet about

your plans. A loved one shares a deli-

cious .secret. Yum!
GEMINKMay 2 1 -June 20): A dif-

ference of opinion could lead to a

stressful situation at work. Diplomacy

serscsyou well. Seek anexperi'sadvice

about a legal or financial matter. Con-

tinue to watch the stock market.

CANCER(June 21-July 22): You

could endanger your future prosfwcts

by pushing too hard for immediate

gains. Avoid becoming antagonistic

around higher-ups. The romantic out-

look isbright forthose whoarceligible.

LEO(July 2.'5-Aug. 22): Idealism

is at the center of a business decision.

Those who work behind the scenes

may hold the trump card. Proceed at

your own risk. Member of opposite

sex's motives may be questioned.

VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Your

earnings should increase .soon. Wid-

ening your circle of contacts is the key

to greater success. The mail brings

welcome news. A metnber of the op-

posite sex deserves a prompt answer.

Be candid!

LIBRA(Sept. 2.VOcl 22): Con-

centrate on settling a financial matter

early so it does not consume your

thoughts during later business nego-

tiations. You may be involved in a

romantic triangle without knowing it.

.SCORPIO(Oct. 2.VNOV. 21):

Conserving your resources is the key to

financial security. Direct yourenergies

towards projects that will benefit you

and your loved one.s.Fnendsand family

members are supportive.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec.

2 1 ): Look for big improvements on the

business scene. Certain longtime obli-

gations could restrict financial growth.

Although an older relative has been

slowed down by ill health, the outlook

is favorable. Offer encouragenK-nt.

CAPRICORN(Dec. 22-Jan 19):

Thrift may not be the whole answer to

a financial problem. Travel and a new

communications system are featured.

Be open minded about a friend's

problem; blaming the victim never

helps.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Heb. 18): By

assuming few responsibilities, you

bccomeeligible forcareeradvaiKcment

and greater monetary rewards. Km-

phasize your versatility. Keep any

promises to your loved ones.

PISCES(Heb. I9-March20): Strive

to make your closest relationships en-

during ones. Speak from the heart. Fi-

nances could be a sensitive subject

now. Use common sen.se. To avoid

irritating influential people, keep ap-

pointments on time.

Today's Staff

Night Editors Mair Elliott and Gitg Sukiennik

Copy Editor Beth Butts

PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Production SupeI^'isor Mike Caivalho

Production Joanne Quimby,

Lisa Jezowski
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Tlic sniallcst boxes

make the

Grandest C^Miiiigs!

sllverscapt
designs

^<._-

Weekend Auto
Rental Special
W»ek»rKt ml* i^vti^a noon Fnday to Monday morning

95 North Amherst Motors

Auto & Truck Rental
Mcistb* 21 yaan
of ag» or oldtf
miltt ma/or crvdil card

78 CXd Sufxtortand Rd., North Amiwrst, MA

549-RENT
Trucks and cargo vans ilto •vallabi* (MA-nSt)

Don t b0 dimappolnfd • r»sT¥9 TOOA Y! OnBua noula

Moving Off Campus? Available January 1st

• Brand New 24 Hour
Professional Management
& Maintenance

• Minutes To Amherst Center.

M^or Shopping & Atkins

Farms
• Extremely Large Living Areas

• M^or Appliances, Including

Dishwasher
• Scenic Country Setting On
Nearly 20 Acres

• Directly on Free 5-CoIlege Bus
Route

• Located Within Excellent

Amherst School System
• 3 Separate Playground/Picnic

Areas
• Both Townhouse & Garden

SOUTHWOODAPARTMEINTS style Umts Available

42-A Brittany Manor Drive
Amherst, MA
(413)253-4055 ^^

NOW UNDER
NEW MANAGEMENT
Meredith Management Corporation

DONTMISS THIS
Leather Goods

Save 50%-70% Offi!

• Backpacks • Bookbags

• Briefcases • Travel Bags

• Handbags • Wallets

and much, much more!

THIS WEEK ONLY!
location: Campus Center Concourse

Now through Friday

Sponsored by UMass baseball

ShopNOW
[[For the Holidays!

STUDENT AFFAIRS SPECIAL SERVICES
236 WHITMORE

Is there something you would like to say

before graduating?

You are invited to submit proposals for consideration as the

STUDENT COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

Eligibility: Graduating UMass-Amherst senior.

Format: Submit not more than three word-processed or typewritten

pages, double-spaced, or the equivalent of 3-5 minutes speaking

time.

Subject Matter:

Submit Proposals To:

Selection Process:

Deadline:

For additional

inrnrmalinn:

Text should concern higher education, and be relevant to the

University and your experience(s) here.

Paul R. Applehy, Director, Disability Services, (non-voting

Committee Chair). 231 Whitmore, 545-0892.

A committee of students (majority), faculty, and staff, will

review proposals. Authors' names will have been deleted to

ensure objectivity. Ratings will be assigned. Selected authors will

be invited to "audition" before the committee (in March). A final

selection will then bie made by the committee.

Wednesday, February 19. 1992, 4:30pm.

Paul Appleby, Selection Committee Chair, 5 0892 or the office

of Student Affairs Special Services, 5-3480.

STUDEN1 AFFAIRS SPECIAL SERVICES
236 Willi MORE

Undergraduate Commencement
Bachelor's Degree Candidates

Freliminary Information

The Commencement ceremony for Hachclor's Degree candidates will be on Sunday, May
24, 1992, 10:30am, Warren P. McCiuirk Alumni Stadium, rain (it wouldn't dare) or shine.

Undergraduates who will complete their degree requirements in February, 1992. and those

who anticipate completing them by May or September, 1992, are eligible to participate.

If you arc unsure of your academic status or have questions in this regard, please

Immediately contact a member of the "Senior Staff, Records Office, 207 Whitmore.

Further details about the ceremony and related activities will be provided in a brochure to

be mailed to you and your parents in February or early March. Included, among other

things, will be information about:

Caps, gowns, tassels, and invitations (invitations arc nol required)

Disability services

Parking and shuttle services

Routes to campus

Seating for graduates

Seating for guests (tickets are nol required

Where to assemble on Commencement day (there is nQ rehearsal beforehand)

The last i.ssue of the "Collegian" in May will provide further, important details.

Information about the speaker and honorary degree recipients will be available in May.

Inasmuch a.s there are several other area college Commencements ocairring on May 24,

liolcl/motcl and restaurant reservations should be made forthwith.

["or further information, please contact the Visitors Center, 545-0306, or Student Affairs

Special Services, 545-3480 (2.36 Whitmore). Commencements updates will be posted on the

bulletin board outside 236 Whitmore.

Congratulations to all concerned.

Collegian staff members:

MANDATORY
staff photo
TODAY

at 6:00 pm
in the Newsroom.

Be there or die.

It'll suck to die like that.

It'll be painful, and may even be long-lasting.

So show up.

HAMPSHIRE
FITNESS
CLUB At Echo Hill «

The Area's

Most Complete
Club

Call about our

special semester rates

available Dec. 13

• PVTA bus route to Rolling Green
• pool • aerobics • aqua-aerobics •

• steps • nautilus • racquetball •

• massage • sauna • bikes • tennis •

• rowers • Jacuzzi • treadmills •

stairmaster • free weights

Student Discounts
|(Mutl»<Co<dU

Classifieds
(OMETOTHE COLLEGIAN OFFICE IIKWPUSCWIU » THURSDAY 8:30-3:30 FRIDAY H:30-2:.^*DEADUNE IS TWODAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAWN « 20(/WORD/DAY FOR STUDEm ' CASH IN ADVANCE

COLLEGIAN CLASSIFEDS

LAST DAY TO ADVERTISE IS:

"Wed Dec nth-

Wed Dec. I llh we will be taking ads on

CC Concourse and at 1 1 3 Campus Ctntar

BE THEREIM

GREAT APARTMENTI Ouiet * clean

1 mm walk lo Ixis, laundry, stores

\ or 2 bedrooms in S. Deerliekj

$510/monlh Heat Inckjded

Avail Jan ts. haH mo tre«

Call 665 8459

ANNOUNCEMENTS

II A SIGMA CONGRATULATIONS II

"To our newest sisters"

Knslen. Jenny, Kalnna.

Traci. Lauren, Sleph.Lynn,

Karolyn, Kim and Reneei"

We're glad lo finally call you sisters!)

We kjve you allM

Your Sisters

CARRIBBEAN - ONLY S189
roundtnp air to somewhere

sunny and warm' EUROPE
$160* Hitch a nde

AIRHITCH 212 864-2000

Congratulatlont to th« NIBLES
ol Alpha Phi Omega
You guys are greali

InL F S Your Brothers

OFFICIAL ZOOMASS CONDOUdS
$1 6 6898

Larg« room In apartmant

North Pleasant St

Woodltoors, high<eiiings

one/two people

256-8916 Leave message

Newly renovated 2b«droom Townhouse

apt. 450 hot water included New carpels Bus

route Southwood 256-0842

Northwood Apartmants Holiday Special

2 bedrooms includes hot water starting at

$299 00 20 acres ol beautiful property in a

country setting Laundry facilities swimming

pool Free bus service to Umass Hadley 4 the

malls Energenic & canng staff experienced

in all phases of property management River

Road Rte 47 Sunderland MA 01375 MF
9 00 to 5 00 413 665 3856

ROOM FOR RENT
1 bedroom, near Puffer's,

On bus r1 . 200 P/M. heat incJ.

Washer/dryer, no lease, M^.
549-6383

PICTURE WrTH SANTA in Flint Lab

12-11 to 12 13

Sponsored by FHA Bnng a can ol

food and receive discount

1 HUGE ROOM
Private bath.

In 3bedroom apt on bus

Heal+H20 inci $200 double $400 single

Doc 15 or Jan 1 Jaime/Rama 253-2595

STEREO SALE
Used components. Huge selection, from

basic to high end, pnced to sell! Also new

components at unbeatable discounts. DJ

equipment, etc Buy/selWrade at Stereo &

Video Exchange 256-0941

WOMENS SKIS BOOTS POLES
Elan 1 75 Raichle boots

Call Bnan 253-0605 _
WORD PROCESSING TYPEWRITER with

display, dictionary, editable memory, and

other features unused, 2 mths okj with

guarantee $250 ONO Call 6-7259

WORD PROCESSOR- Typewriter wrth cal-

culator and memory Great condition.

$115 Negotiable Call 585-0127

HELP WANTED

Don't get a |ob - Get a business!

T AS P International offers highly motivated

students practical experience and earnings

averaging $4,0O0-$7.0O0 lor the summer

Please call t -800-922-5579

Intamthip avallabte wintar/aprtng "92

P/T position at Heallhtone Inc in

Northampton. Marketing new fitness product

lor info call Dj^ Robert Brandt 586-7533

REPS NEEDED
an opportunity m marketing/management

Excellent income Call 546-0390

JEWISH4SENT1LE CHILDREN

FOR SALE
AUTO FOR SALE

82 NIaaan 1 50.000 mtles/37mpg

runs but needs work

$300 or BO call Maribeth 5-1886 323-8665

82VW RABBIT includes pull out radio/cass.

new muller and brakes only 86KM Runs nice

asking $1200 or B/O For info call 549-4556

1984 Nisaan king cab plu toick low mileage

very reliable $1 500 or B/O Call Chns 253-

9660

1985 MAZDA G.L.C. Run* graat $1200 or

8 323-6163

FOR RENT

1 bedroom available starting Jan or Feb. off

Main St on bus route, washer dryer. $245/

month inc heal Call 256-6266

1RM IN 2B0RM APT in Sunderland lor win-

ter session with option of spring $255 on bus

n TV VCR Stereo Dish washer 665-7341

2 rooms tor rant/starting in Jan or Feb On

bus route Big house, on Ball La. Male or

female Cheap rent 549-1677

205 SUNSET
Single rm avail Jan 1

Great location

$250 per month

Call anytime 549-5313

A 1 BEDROOM is available now or Jan 1 It's

in a 2 bedroom apt rent 250 location near

UMass Amherst Center call 253-9742 or

256-3401

AMHERST. Two bedroom condominiums

for as low as $550 per month. Convenient

month-to-month rental agreement Parking

available lor two vehicles. On bus route.

close to mall, center of town and UMass. Call

253-3834

BeautltuI Large Modern house on lake

Looking for housemates Lotsofextras. Rent

$150! Shutesbury 367-9328

DOUBLE AND SINGLE ROOM. S Amherst

house great landlord, available Jan 1 253-

3091

DOUBLE ROOM ECHO HILL Spaciousown

bath laundry on site 400{total) Per month call

Tom or Vicky 256-0569

76 COROLLA WG $200

81 4WD Subaru wg $600 549-^1987

1985MERCURY TOPAZ, black, new clutcti.

$ 1 700 , call 546-4886

DISCUSSION GROUP: by and for chiWren

ofJewish-Gentilelntermarnage3:00pmWed

Hillel House 388 NPIeasant 549- 1 7 1

LOST

BLIZNIAK XMAS TREE' FARMS. Cut your

own or ready cut 133 Bay Rd. Hadley 9am-

7pm

BOSTON-HONOLULU TICKET 12/15

Female $1 35 (506)757-5033

BRAND NEW FISHER

and GE CD players

Starting at $149.99

546 0390

CHRISTMAS GIFTSI Holiday presents!

The fifth annual mini-mall in the Student

Union Ballroom Tuesday Dec 1 thru Friday

Dec. 13 Clothing, jewelry, posters, futons,

hats, mugs, t-shirls, sweaters, and much

more!!' ^
COLLEGE BARGAINS
Computers starting at $299

Wordprocessors $549

Typewriters $189

546-0390

1 LARGE GOLD hoop earring, extreme

sentimental value boyfriend very upset

Please please please call 546-0359

LOST EYEGLASSES ON 26TH. Brown

Irame. Large reward Raymund 253-3354

THESE ARE THE LAST DAYSI

^MisTDAVS FOR COLLEGIAN
CLASSIFIEDS "

Don1 be too late for that end of semester

personal, or sublet or roomates wanted or

for sale, or for rent

etc etc etc

Catch us between 8:30-3:30

Monday thru Wednesday
WEDNESDAY IS THE LAST DAY

-DON'T f^ISS IT

JAYQ.
Why dont you spend less time at the keg and

morelima socializing at the next Sunderland

party?

CONGRATULATIONS A AND BENIII

Bootsie Shroomhead!^

PENNY BOYER
Congratulations to a real kick in the pants

kind of girt C watch out'

Love

52 59 560K and Israel

ATTENTION ALL GYNOLOTRIMYN
GIRLS: I love you all and I'm going to miss

you crazy ladies!

Alex- Good luck in med school and with your

yamster Irom another planet!

Lauren- Enjoy Seattle- Ben - Be happy!

Julie Ann- Fafamadam-best of luck toyou

Adina- Move lo Jersey-please!

And remember girls- men are martiansl!

Love you- Debra

AMY MAGUO-
Since day 1 you have bean part ol my inner

circle-> you will always stay Danka Amilah

for pepper pizza-hit Biscuits- german rub-

bers-trie same sheets as me Our friendsriip

IS very special to me I wish you the t>est and

an exciting future. Remember Amy- Shout

Der Kaplunker!!! Love^Debra

TO ALL OF THE people 1 drove nuts during

my stay at UMass: You deserved it! Debra

FEUCE COHEN:
O!! Haykeener- I'm all over it!! JFK VP *

Sec -Neanderthal guy! I'll bet you 500 that I

can bi)a my left eye" Wail polish and hair

vitamins -Gossiplests-Tall blond busdrivers

and popcorn

Stay cool -Your Biggest Fan!

FELICE COHEN : Throughout it all you have

been there edging me on and supporting me.

Thanx for Kosher- Your lamily-your great

sense of humor- bagel dogs- nana- and most

important- Thanx .for being my friend- my

psychiatrist- and my co-edilor Best of luck

and a wrandertul life -My future bridesmaid-

so remember- I love you and I'll be your

lawyer! Debra

BRIAN MURPHY
Hope you had a great birthday

Can't wait till May 1st

Love you secret admirer^

WATCH OUT JACK
T-BAIRDS BACK
-HARRY

CHIPPIWA INDIAN Back River Band

Recognizes Jennifer J.

Congratulations "Fred"!]!!

TOSETH
Ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny

We'll miss you next semester

Sand A

GINNY PEARLMAN-S RNALLY LEGALI
Happy Birthday"

Sorry it's late, but what more

couW you expect from me?
Lova.

L03EFATF0R/DURINGWINTERBREAK,
Enhance energy, build muscles with

Omnitrttion Fitness Products 549-4401

PROTECT YOUR BIKE Irom rust andthieves

over break Indoor storage or packing and

shipping $19 95 inckiding free pickup and

delivery Half pnce with any service pa r-

age Cyda Clink: 585-0 1 34

SPRING BREAK

You won't get npped off! 1 nave the' best

spnng break inps around. Jamaica. Cancun.

and Bahamas. I wouW love to tell you more

Call Dena 549-5740

TERRY.
All I want forthe holidays is a $2 tree housing

raffle ticket. Call O.H.A.G. lo get me one

Love. Jodia

RIDE WANTED

RIda wanted lo Montreal Dec 21 call 253-

3592 Andrea

ROOMMAT.- WANTED

PERSONALS

HEAD OF CHARLES T-SHIRTS

$6 Must get before finals 256-8814

HELPI I NEED MONEY
I must sell my Ibanez Guitar

Roadstar senes, ebony Iretboard shart<tooth

inlays, neck binding, with case, leather strap,

and all accessones Brand new condition

Must see $275 OBO CairAdam at 546-4270

IBM XT COMPATIBLE AND PRINTER

$500 negotiable

Andrew 546-0926

MAC PLUS COMPUTER, EX drive.

Imagewriter, software $750 369-4700eve.

Roundtrip Boston to West Palm

12/23 femate 250 BO 546-1506_

SKIS/BOOTS

Lacroix skis with Salomon bindings. Two

pairs of women's lange boots- heated. Great

condition! 549-9932

SKI BOOTS
Lange XRI size 6 ski boots great condHion,

only used one season 6-^3979

Sofabed Sort of okJ but in good shape.

Make an offer. 253-0634

II TRI-SIGMA I!

A Trt -Sigma Happy Birthday

to our November babies!!

Rachel M, Nora, Liz and Rachel H

We hope you all had a great time

Love, Your Sisters

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ROSA PO-YEE

You think we've forgotten your birthday, huh?!

We love you

Your roommate, Sonchu, Pauline, Cecilia,

Estuko, Min, Ellen & Margaret

JENNMUNCHt
Hope your birtday was memorable!

Luv^Kel .

"•HAPPY 21ST"*
Ginny Pearlman

AKA: Marty Ryan

-I Love You-

Melissa

HI MOLLEE LOU
How are you

Blah Blah Blah

Rant Rant Rant (Like a duck)

Love, Tony

K- It's been forty days

since the roses came,

two by two. Has my ship

set sail with or without you -JC

KRISTEN POYNTON Happy holidays and

good luck on finals Irom Guess who !

MICHELE
Thanks lor everything!

You're the best big sis

Good luck on finalsl

Love Your little sis

Tara

Hay Prof. Argonbrlglit:

It you want to know...

It's Michael

Cal

You're tne greatest friend a person couW

wish for. Thanks for always being there.

Love U Peace. Jess

JodI

any half eaten tomatoes or a blanket? You're

too much and I love it! Peace on and Love

Jess

UMass Racquetball Team
Congratulations on you victory!

Everyone did a great job

Tracy and Alan

Anthony P.

Buona lortuna in Italia! Tu mi manchi piu di le

parole possono dire, ma sono motto

oigoglioso di lu! PS- lo visto quateh cosa

quanto a la doccia-testa oggi. (NONI) Con

ramore. Trish

RACHEL:
We'll miss you . but always know that you are

in our hearts! We love you and we will visiti

Best of luck! -XO Spring 1991 Class

Franckowlak
Chompy Chomp!
You're deliciously

Loved

DCH

1 MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP tor 2

bdmi Bnttany apt. $1 40/mo heal incl. I'll pay

Jan rent call Mike 256- 1561

1 OR 2 M/F for largest ol tour bedrooms for

spring 2 minutes to bus stop 1 5 minutes to

UMass Call 665-7544

1 OR 2 ROOMMATES NEEDED
for 2 bdrm apt. in Brandywine

starting Jan 1 . Females preferred

549-5649

4 MALES SEEK ROOMMATE for spnng

semester, male or lemale single room only

$200/ month, heat mluded No summer rent

responsibility Call 256-8751^

2FEMALESWANTED for large double room

in Puffton Village. Amherst Very close to

campus, buses every 10 minutes, clean

First Puffton entrance, first set of apart-

ments! Available January 1 $160/month

ea.. including heal, cheap' Call 549-7501

3-4 roommates wanted for Jan 92 On bus

route Clean. Quiet Call 253-9692

AMHERST ROOMS FOR RENT lease till

June Call 549- 1 409

Female non-smoker 1 BDRM. APT IN

PRESIDENTIAL 225 00 PER MONTH 1ST

MONTH-RENTFREE 549-9949 or (203)529-

5300 after Dec. 1 3lh

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

large room inPufflon. $165/mlhJ49-4509

LIVE WITH USUI

For intersession and/or spnng semester

Beautiful 3 floor condo behind BayBank

Walk to campus - uptown

Double or single available

Non-smoker male or female

$200 or best offer

Call 549-4438 or stop by!!

NON-SMOKING FEMALE to Share room in

Mill Valley apt 208. 75/mth heat & hot water

incl call 253-0421

Ona or two people to rent a room in a farm

house apartment. Close lo campus. Spring

semester with summer option Call after 5 at

549-0986.

ROOMMATEWAiNTEDFEBRUARY FIRST

(negotiable) convenient location in

Sundertand on bus route at Lantern Court

apartments Call now 665-8669 Brian/Jim

Roommate wantad for Jan

Located 1039 NPIeasant St.

Call Andy at 549-7940

ROTC MS HI'S

SUBLET

AVAILABLE 1/92-8/31 lake over lease one

bedroom in house with 5 others on busline 2

bath washer/dryer 275-fUtil First month Iree

253-9949

FEMALE WANTED: Share huge bedroom

in really nice apartment, Amherst. Jan $200

All inclusnre Mary^rJjz^53-2842

FOR JAN
2 bdrm twnhse apt

Rt 116 Sundertand

$550 Call 665-7555

Taka our laaaa or sublet lor January. Tha

Brook 256^8581

WIntersasslon sublet, 3 spaces available

in Townhouse apt . on bus route, furnished.

free cable, fully, carpeted. Great deal' $100

call 549-9001

TRAVEL

BEST DEALS TO Jamaica. Cancun. Baha-

mas and Bartjados! Save $1 00 and book by

Dec 12th with $75 deposit. Last chance for

lower rates 549-3674

DAYTONA BEACH! -SPRING BREAK '92

March 13-22. Includes seven nights ocean-

front hotel plus roundtnp motorcoach Only

$259 00' Call Yankee Tours 1-800-

9DAYT0NA MF 8-6^

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS, THESES, CASES, Pa-

pers. On-campus Service, MaCLaser Printer.

Spellcheck, Quality. Inexpensive 584-7924,

Nancy

Papars, Theses, Resumes. Word pro-

cessing -Laser pnnting. Call Rosemary 323-

5031

TYPING, FAST. ACCURATE $1.50/page

Anne 545-0913

" WE WILL BE OPEN! "

The Legal Services Canter will be opan

during January! Umass.'Amherst students

shouW slop by 922 Campus Center, or call

545-1995 lor an appointment.

WANTED

ALF spotted In LTC O's office. Come qutek

M.F needs your help!

SERVICES

FREE pregnancy tasting; confidential and

caring support. BIRTHRIGHT:233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

3 Females naad 2-3 bedroom apt lor

wintersession call 546-6397

Looking for singleroom in allwomen house/

apt Winter and spring Sundertand Amherst

or Noho Call Jenniler 546-5386

NEED AND WILL buy your full or queen size

bed Call 549-6956

Older student looking for room tor winter

session Amherst only Call 6-1399 leave

message.

SEMESTER BREAK
$9 25 to start

National firm has a special 2-6 week student

work program in entry level marketing and

advertising. All majors may apply No expe-

nence necessary Internships/scholarships

available Interview now, begin after exams,

508-84 1 -4250 Auburn/WorcCly. or61 7-449-

4362 Boston/Suburbs

SUBLETS, ROOMS, HOUSING needed Dec

27, Jan 13 Contact SBMC 256-861 5 1 0AM-

4PM

WANTED: Female to take over lease.

Townhouse apts. on busline $181mo.

Avail. Jan. 1. Call 549-8001 ASAP.

Witnesses regarding pollce/PVTA bus

incident 12-6-91 1030pm Friday Colonial

Village/Betehertown Rd Please send inlor-

mation: Box 313 Amhorst
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Sports

Minutemen win despite sluggish play
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Good teams are supposed to know how to win ugly.

The University of Massachusetts basketball team (7-1)

proved it can do just that, as it defeated the University of

New Hampshire 84-63, last night in front of a subdued

crowd at the Curry Hicks Cage.

The Minutemen's play was marred by poor shot selec-

tion, a lack ofball movement on offense and horrendous foul

shooting. They managed to survive all ofthat and a 27 point

performance by New Hampshire guard Jose Powell to post

their fourth home win of the season.

"I like to look at a game and ask did we get better or did

we get worse." UMass coach John Calipari said. Tonight

we got worse. It is good though to play bad and still win."

UMass forward Harper Williams (12 points, 1 rebound)

said. "We just didn't execute like we wanted to. We came out

flat. Although I'm glad we won, I'm not happy."

Behind three pointers by Anton Brown and Jerome

Mallov. UMass jumped out to an early 13-2 lead. Despite

some poor play the lead bulged to as high as 22 after a

Kennard Robinson free throw with 1 :42 left in the first half.

In the second half, the play got sloppy and physical as

New Hampshire ( 1-4) crawled to within seven after two free

throws by Danny Williams with 13:44 remaining.

On the ensuing trip down the court Powell stole the ball

from Michael Williams and drove down alone but missed

the layup. UMass' Tony Barbee grabbed the rebound and

outletted to Malloy. who drove in alone for the easy layup.

The play started a 16-5 UMass run which put the game out

of reach.

Massachusetts was forced to play without the services of

all time leading scorer, Jim McCoy. McCoy sprained his left

ankle in practice on Monday and did not dress last night.

According to McCoy the swelling has gone down but he is

still questionable for tomorrow night's game at Holy Cross.

UMass. ranked No. 34 in this weeks Associated Press

poll, for the second game in a row was lead by Anton Brown

(21 points).

"Coach Cal said before the game that someone had to

step up with Jimmy out," Brown said. "I think I was able to

do that, I just played as hard as 1 could. If they leave me

open, ni take the shot."

Freshman forward Scott Drapeau played well, according

to Calipari. Drapeau scored 9 points and hauled in 12

rebounds, seven offensive.

The Minutemen shot a miserable 64 percent (30 of 52)

from the foul line. New Hampshire hit 29 of 38 free throws

for 76 percent.

MASSACHUSEnS 84-63
NEW HAMPSHIRE (63) „ ^ ^ , ^ ^ « ^
Carr Ol 00 0, Manor 0-3 0-0 0, Crosby 1-5 4-9 6,

Davis 2-3 0-0 4, Powell 6- 1 3 1 3- 14 27 , MacDonald 0-

00-00, Caldwell 2-6 3-4 7, Cummins 0-0 0-00, Lewis

0-0 1-2 1 , 0'Connell 0-0 0-0 0, Ben 3-5 4-5 10, Lang

0-00-00, Nelmeier 0-10-00, Williams 2-6 4-4 8. Totals

16-43 29-38 63.

MASSACHUSETTS (84)

Barbee 2-7 1 1 -20 1 5, Hemdon 0- 11 -2 1
.
H. Williams

5-10 2-3 12, Brown 7-14 5-6 21, Malloy 3-6 1-2 9, M.

Williams 3-5 0-4 6, Kellogg 0-4 0-0 0, Roe 1 -8 6-9 8, K.

Robinson 1-2 1-2 3, Drapeau 3-4 3-4 9. Totals 25-61

30-52 84.

Ttireo point field gools New Hampshire 2-7 (Manor

0-1, Crosby 0-1. Powell 2-3, Williams 0-2). Massa-

chusetts 4-13 (Barbee 0-1, Brown 2-6, Malloy 2-3,

Kellogg 0-3). Rebounds New Hampshire 39

(Caldwell 10), Massachusetts 43 (Drapeau 12).

Assists New Hampshire 5 (Five players tied with 1),

Massachusetts 13 (Roe 4).

Second half puts Minutewomen past Brooklyn
• Moran^ Anderson
help end home skid
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team broke a 22-game

home losing streak Tuesday by defeating

the Brooklyn College Lady Knights, 65-58.

The Minutewomen were aided by out-

standing second halfperformances by -Jenny

Moran and Cass Anderson, but almost let a

ten point lead slip away with 1 -.32 left in the

game.
Fortunately the Minutewomen (3-4)

boxed out their bigger, stronger opponents

in the stretch, rebounding Brookh-n's many
missed opportunities.

"We made a few mistakes, but we hung in

there tough." UMass coach Joanie O'Brien

said. "We did a great job rebounding in the

last four or five minutes of the ballgame."

The Minutewomen hung tough in the

first half, although they played very sloppy.

Despite making 13 turnovers in the first

half, UMass was able to go into the locker

room tied at 26.

The story of the second half was Moran.

Her free throws at 7 :06 gave UMass the lead

for good, at 48-46. Moran scored 20 points

and graiabed 11 rebounds overall. UMass
would reel off 10 more points before Brook-

lyn could answer, and the frustrated Lady

Knights used two precious timeouts.

As important as Moran's shooting from

the field was, Anderson's work from the foul

line was just as crucial. Anderson, a fresh-

man walk-on, hit seven of eight free throws

in the last three minutes that gave UMass
the victory.

"Cass is a basketball player," O'Brien

said in praise. "Some girls are athletes, but

Cass is a basketball player. She's a good

shooter, and she showed it tonight."

Kathleen Murtaugh scored seven of the

• Injuries^ miscues
typify home win

Collegian Photo by Joah Reynolds

Minutewoman basketball player puts the ball up for a hoop shot.

Lady Knights last nine points, keying a 7-0

run with a layup with only 1:32 left. Brooklyn

cut the score from 60-49 to 60-56 in one

minute by capitalizing on opportunities re-

sulting from a full-court press on the

Minutewomen.
Murtaugh had a three-point play with

1:18 left to make the game 60-54. Marcy

Kornegay then stole the UMass inbounding

pass and scored on a layup to make the

Minutewomen sweat.

Point guard Laurie Dondarski was able

to settle down and get the ball to Moran

early in the second half, and to Anderson

late! Anderson scored the last five points for

the Minutewomen, and her free throws with

twenty-four seconds remaining sealed the

Lady Knights' fate. Brooklyn dropped to 3-1.

By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

For the first time since January 18, 1990,

the University of Massachusetts women's

basketball team won a home game. The win

came yesterday, a 65-58 decision over

Brooklyn College, and it was not a game for

the faint of heart.

The Minutewomen and the Lady Knights

turned the ball over a combined 51 times (24

and 27 respectively), and committed 43

personal fouls (20 and 23).

Several of Brooklyn's players are big,

and they are an aggressive team to boot, so

there were bound to be mishaps. UMass
forward Gloria Nevarez took an elbow to the

eye late in the first half, and was sporting a

nifty shiner after the game.

"But there was no foul on the play", she

said sarcastically.

UMass point guard Trish Riley, already

bothered by pinched nerves in her back, was

tossed to the floor late in the game while

fighting for a loose ball. Her head hit the

floor with a scary amount offeree, causing

her to leave the game. Afterwards she looked

a bit dazed, as one might expect.

Brooklyn's Kathleen Murtaugh, who tied

UMass'Jen Moran as the game's high scorer

with 20 points, was in obvious pain

throughout the contest, due to a ruptured

disc in her back. Despite her physical con-

dition, she was instrumental to her team's

comeback late in the game, scoring 7 oftheir

last 9 points.

"Itwas extremely sloppy," Murtaugh said.

"We didn't play as well as we could. We
didn't execute very well. UMass kept their

composure and hustled after every loose

ball."

It was bound to be an interesting game
CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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And the envelope please • • • Basketball season

''%:i^^^^- I

Never mind the

Grammys, toss out the

Emmys and who the heck is

Oscar anyway? It's time for

the only awards presenta-

tion that really matters -

"The Scottys."

Chosen by a stluct com-
mittee, chaired by my trusty

sidekick and faithful com-
panion. Bo, the winners will

('cc'jve the "fjolden C-igar"

mounted on piece of parquet

from Boston Garden.

My friend Jim at Boyden Pool who assures me that the r^VVlIlfif llltO fifear
chlorine level at Boyden is definitely adequate. My crack ^ ^
team ofswimming pool experts including Mark Spitz, Greg

Ixjuganis and presidential candidate Paul Tsongas, con-

firmed Jim's claim.

David Scott

Best Quotes by Any Coach Named Jim:

A tie. UMass women's soccer cnach Jim Rudy and UMass

football coach Jim Reid. These guys can fill a 90 minute tape

in 30 minutes, and the stuff is always classic material. Reid

also gets the nod for Best Imitation of a Collegian Sports

Editor. Both coaches could have a tremendous future in

Hollywood.

Best Swimming Pool Maintenance (also by a man named

Jim):

Best Cheerleader Imitation by a Coach:

A tie. This one had to be a tie. because when you talk tie,

you're talking about John Calipari. Coach Cal was loading

the cheers against Xavier l.^st Saturday with all the emo-

tion and acrobatics of the Dallas Cowboys' Cheerleaders.

Also ready to slip on the cowboy btjots and pick up the

pom poms is former UMa.ss head football coach Dick

MacPherson. The rejuvenation in Foxboro is a tribute to

Mac's enthusiasm and personality.

Best Showing by a Team m Their "Terminal" Season:

The UMass men's soccer team showed an incredible

amount of character in advancing to the Atlantic- 10 Tour-

nament. The whole situation involving cutting sports pro-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Well, as we head into Christmas break, both the college

and pro basketball scenes are starting to pick up steam as

usual. Right about now, experts and analysts are starting

to theorize on what has happened thus far and what they

think will happen over the course of the .season. Therefore,

1 think it is time to throw my own hat in the ring and tell you

of my own hoop theories.

Jeff Crofts

This year's rookie class looks to be one of the most
promising in many a year.

The number 1 pick Larry Johnson has so far lived up
to his billing as the next Charles Barkley. Johnson has
provided Charlotter with muscle, tough rebounding, and a

nice scoring touch. Kenny Anderson, picked second by
New Jersey, has been sloppy, but, at times has also shown
his considerable playmakingand scoringskills. BillyOwens
has adapted well , seeing that he signed late and was traded

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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Jury acquits Smith of rape charges
By LINDA DEUTSH
Associated Press

WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. — William Kennedy Smith
was acquitted Wednesday of sexual assault and battery in

a case that focused national attention on date rape and
tarnished the Kennedy legend.

Thejury offour women and two men took httle more than
an hour to reject the allegations ofa 30-year-old woman who
said Smith chased here, toppled her on the lawn of the
Kennedy estate and raped her under a full moon.

Smith, 31, had taken the stand on his own defense,
adamantly denying her charges and painting her as a
sexually aggressive woman who initiated sex after they met
at a trendy night club during Easter weekend.

Smith grinned as the verdict was read and embraced his

lawyer, Roy Black, who had argued passionately in his

defense earlier in the day.

There was no other reaction in the courtroom because
thejudge warned the spectators they would face punishment
if they made any noises to show approval or disapproval.

After the verdict, Circuit Judge Mary Lupo thanked the

jurors, saying "You have done justice regardless of your
verdict."

"This has not been a movie made for TV," she told them.
"The TV has come into the courtroom. The only difference

between this case and any other is that more people want to

see this case."

She told jurors it was up to them whether they wanted
to talk publicly about their decision, but "I need to tell you
that you are the story now."

As he left the courtroom, Black was asked how he felt.

"Terrific, just terrific."

"I feel great, just great!" said Smith's mother, Jean
Kennedy Smith.

Before the jury began deliberating, prosecutor Moria
Lash denoimced Smith as a rapist who inflicted "violence,

humiliation and degradation," on the Florida woman. Black
said the sexual encounter was "right out ofa romance novel."

The sensational case was submitted to jurors at

midaflemoon by the judge, who told them "all of us are

depending upon you to make a wise and legal decision in

this matter."

"This isn't a date rape," Lasch told the panel in closing

arguments. "This is a stranger rape. She didn't know this

man."
"This is the act of a rapist," she said. "This is not the act

of love."

In his simimation, Black stressed that the prosecution

had to prove Smith guilty beyond a reasonable doubt.

He said the woman was not bruised enough and her
clothes were not damaged enough to corroborate her account
of a violent rape.

"There are no objective signs oftrauma on this body," he
said, holding up pictures of the woman.

The jury had to consider testimony form 45 witnesses
during 10 days. They also have access to physical evidence,

including the woman's dress and underwearworn the night
of the alleged assault.

The key evidence was the testimony form the accused
and the accuser. She said he raped her. He said she enticed

him into sex.

Smith, nephew of Sen. Edward Kennedy, was charges
with sexual battery and battery on the woman shortly after

they met at the Au Bar. He could have been sentenced to 4

and a half years in prison if convicted.

O'Brien details plan
for cultural centers
By RIC OLIVEIRA
Collegian Staff

In a seven page document obtained by
the Collegian yesterday. Chancellor Rich-

ard O'Brien detailed his plan of action for

dealing with the issues raised by student
groups involved in the closing of three Uni-
versity cultural centers.

In the letter, which is expected to be
released officially today, O'Brien also de-

fended the University's commitment to

multiculturalism.

In response to demands that the Bilingual

Collegiate Program be moved to a different

building or have its current location re-

modeled, O'Brien said he has askedAssociate
Vice Chancellor for Physical Planning
Beverly Nuckles to examine Wilder hall

and report on possible alternatives.

O'Brien said he was unsure ifincreasing

BCP's staff is necessary.

"It appears that for the number of stu-

dents which the BCP serves, it has a reason-

able Councilor to student ratio," the letter

said.

Motives behind
staff support
questionable
RIC OLIVEIRA
Collegian Staff

Hours after Native American stu-

dents announced to the press that

they would join the Asian and Latin

student groups' protestand close their

cultural center, some in Whitmore
said theybelieve the students involved

in the "multiculturalism facade"

protest are being used by University

staff to further their own interests

and career goals.

Associate Dean of Academic Sup-
port Services Ric Towmes said yes-

terday thatsome University staffmay
be using students to gain raises or

promotions and that they should stop

hiding behind the students.

"I think to some extent that some
staff people are not willing to come
out and be public and take responsi-

bility of the issues which they find

important," he said. "They should not

use students to advance their issues.

"The point I make is ifthat is what
they really want then they should say

that," he added.
Townes, who said he agrees with

the issues raised but not the tactics

used, said the four remaining centers

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

O'Brien, however, pledged to continue
funding for the "excellent" BCP outreach
program which services seventh and eighth

graders in Holyoke.
O'Brien quoted a letter Associate Vice

Chancellor ofAffirmative Action Fred Tillis

sent to him Nov. 27 in which Tillis evaluated
the New World Theater facility, equipment
and funding operations.

"Additional funding would be most wel-

come for New World theatre," he said.

"Adequate office space and functional fa-

cilities have not been provided."

Tillis recommended the New World the-

ater be moved to the Southwest Residential

Area where it could be closer to the Hampden
Theater.

O'Brien said the student demands asking
that multiculturalism be better incorporated

into the univeristy's curriculum must be
brought to the Academic Matters Council.

Students had asked for a re-evaluation of
"cultural diversity" courses and the addition

ofAsian, Puerto Rican, and Latin American
studies to the University.

O'Brien agreed to transfer funding from
the Asian Cultural Center to the Asian
Learning Resourct Center but pointed to

the "need to discuss the issue ofthe cultural

center at greater length before committing
it to Fiscal year 1993 and future budgets."

O'Brien addressed allocations of a com-
puter, laser printer and photocopier as pri-

ority consideration within the Academic
Support Services budget.

As for the trasfer of the Latin Cultural

Center's funding, O'Brien said the funds
have been exhausted for this year but the

administration would be willing to transfer

funds for fiscal year 1992 to BCP provided

they be used for tutorial services.

Again, the chancellor said further dis-

cussion is needed before future budget
transfers could be made.

In addition, O'Brien defended the
University's commitment to

multiculturalism. "During the recent pe-

riod of repeated scate budget cuts, the Uni-

versity has actually increased the resources

allocated to Academic Support Services for

Minority students."

The Chancellor went on to say the

Committee for the Collegiate Education of

Blackand other Minority Students, theBCP
and the United Asia Learning Resource
Center have had their budgets increased by
"nearly 13 percent" while the University

has lost one third of its state funding.

The Native Amercian Committee an-

nounced their decision to close theJosephine

White Eagle Cultural Center yesterday

morning in a joint press conference with

representatives from both the Latin Stu-

dents Committee and the Asian Students

Committee.
Led by Chris Pegram, students added

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Collegian photo by Josh Reynolds

SURE, BUT CAN YOU PLAY CHOPSTICKS?— Senior art major
Carol Russel tests the quality of a flute for sale on the Campus
Concoiu*se.

Plans for after prison
Convicts look ahead to life after release
By JOHN PETERSON
Special to the Collegian

Editor's note: The articles in this two-

part series were written by inmates of the

North Central Correctional Institute at

Gardnerand the Massachusetts Correctional

Institute at Shirley. It was written last

summeraspartofajoumalism class offered

through the Prison Education Project, which

is run by the University of Massachusetts

Division of Continuing Education.

The authors are all matriculated UMass
students working towards a bachelor's de-

gree. In some cases the names ofthe i}eople

they interviewed have been changed.

Billy B. knows how to steal cars. He in

boning up on the newest ignition systems

while in prison.

He reads Car & Driver religiously be-

cause when he gets out this time he hopes to

embark on a career as a repo man. "They

won't even have to give me the keys," said

the 22-year-old, who is doing his seventh

stint behind bars.

Spike T. is more ambitious. He is looking

forward to striking it rich as a professional

wrestler when he finishes his sentence. "Ill

go to the gym when I get to the street, and
put on about 25 pounds, then 111 start with

the steroids again," he said. Spike expects to

be earning a six figure salary within six

months. When asked about retired pro-

football player Lyle Alzado's recently re-

vealed health problems. Spike seemed un-

concerned. "He didn't stop between cycles of

steroids— that's why he got brain cancer."

Spike is 26 years old and has spent seven

ofthe last 10 years behind bars. "I managed
to stay out ofjail for three whole years once,"

said the aspiring Hulk Hogan. He admits to

having "bashed a few skulls" before coming
into the joint.

Men in prison have time on their hands,

and many of them pass it by dreaming of

how they're going to turn their lives around

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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The racefor the Republican

nominationfor the Amherst

statehouse representative seat

heats up. Two more candidates

toss tneir hats into the ring.
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Confessions ofan Editorial/

Opinion Page burnout.

This Weekend:
Chucklehead is on its way so

make roomfor the "Evil

Circus.

"

Weather
Sunny in the morning, but

clouding up in the afternoon.

High temps in the 30s. Brrr.
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#1. Personals" Pizza

with three toppings of

your choice - $3.49

#2. Large Cheese
Pizza- $5.00 (IncI tax)

#3. 2 Large Cheese
Pizzas - $9.50 (Incl. tax)

#4. Large Pepperoni

Pizza - $5.50 Oncl. tax)

#5. 2 Large Pepperoni

Pizzas - $ 1 0.50 (IncI tax)

Our hours are

4:30 PM - 2:00 AM Sun. - Wed.
4:30 PM - 3:00 AM Thurs. - Sat.

WE ACCEPT PERSONAL CHECKS
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^ Fabulous
Flannels
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convicts

J^RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

* Register in our wish book.

191 N. Pleasant SL, Amherst • 253-2013

22 Masonic St, Northampton • 586-6336

Open Seven Days k Many Nights

Desktop publishing^
from start to finish.

Discover Kinko*s.
Improve the appearance of your printed

materials with the help of Klnko's. We
offer a full line of Macintosh* Desktop
Publishing services. Including design
assistance, typesetting,

reproduction and finishing / / JJj

services. From manuals to /^
brochures to r '

newsletters, Klnko's
can help you Improve
your appearance.

!
^5.00 OffTyi)esetting
ring this coupor
Jce $5.00 OFT oi

I Brln£ this coupon into the Klnko's listed, and wr'U
ke $5.00 OFF on your tynpcsettlng orde
x. Not valid with any other offer. One coupon
customer. Good through December 31, 1991

I
take

I

tUng order of $25 or

I Open 24 hours*

I 253-2543
220 N. Pleasant St.

(Across from Carriage
Shops) • Closed SaL
midnight-Sun. noon

kinkoi'
the copy center

F

CA-F-E
DICARLO

ff
5-College Student

Dinner Special

Choice of:

• Eggplant & Chicken Parmesan

• Pasta Primavera

• Mussels Fra Diavolo

• Lasagna al Forno

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires December 22, 1991

Open Daily at 11:30 a.m.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300
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and accomplish gieat things when they fin-

ish their terms. Sometimes these goals are

realistic, with a chance of success. More
ollen they are pipe-dreams.

Prison is not the best place for clear

thinking. After living in an artificial society

for several years, the line between reality

and self-delusion can become distorted. It

ol\en leads to an unreal remembrance of

what life was like before jail. After years of

being told exactly what to do and how do it,

it is easy to forget what it was like to provide

for yourself, to make your own decisions.

Billy and Spike are roommates at the

minimum security prison at Shirley. They
can both expect to see the street within

months. Statistically, they have a one in

four chance of staying out of prison. More
than likely they will come back to prison

along with the 75 percent ofex-convicts who
are sentenced as repeat offenders.

Seven years of incarceration have given

Spike few options or ideas about finding a
productive niche in society other than doing

in the wrestling arena what he did on the

streets: take drugs— in this case steroids—
and bash skulls.

SPRING92>
VACATION OUTLH

RlfNE'S BASEMENT

TRAVEL
FREE!
WITH A OROUP
or ao Fiom

DON'T TRUST ANYONE ELSE WITH YOUR VACATIONS!

All t(ips indudc RT Aitfuic, 7 Nights Hold & Free RT Tronsfcts

BOOK BY
PHONE
TODAY!

CANCUN fROM $399
COZUMEL FROM $549
JAMAICA fROM $449
BAHAMAS fROM $459
DAYTONA TROM $349
VENEZUELA fROM $399

Your campu* alt* •Mlllal*

CALLdnjstine 256-6201 ^^Mk
VISA. MASTMCAIO, DISCOVII I FIUNI'S lASIMENT UID ACCEPTID

>€#
/> <^ '^

Thursday:

The Art Steele Blues Band

Friday:

Hier Zone
Saturday:

Every Tuesday:

ftll You Can Eat Pasta SI.00 and Karoke

BCX)KS-40-80%
OFF NEW LIST PRICE

GRAPHIC NOVELS • HORROR • ART
ROCK & ROLL . SF/FANTASY • CARTOON
STRIPS • SPORTS . MOVIES/TV • KIDS

100's OF RECENTLY PUBLISHED TITLES
AT 40-80% OFF LIST

35,000 BOOKS IN ALL THE SUBJECTS
AT 40-80% OFF LIST PRICE

OLD & COLLECTIBLE BOOKS TOO!

VALLEY BOOKS
VISA/MC

199 N. Pleasant SL Amherst
M-F 10:30-5:30, Sat 1(J-5, Sun 12-5

AMEX
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Local
Two more enter primary
Challenge McGonnigal in Republican race for rep.
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Two more Amherst men have entered the Republican
primary to fill the Third Hampshire District state repre-
sentative seat.

Amherst resident Kevin J. Smith, 35, and University of
Massachusetts sophomore Peter J. Wagner, 19, announced
their candidacy Tuesday for the Amherst-Pelham seat
vacated by Stanley Rosenberg's election to the state senate.

Wagner, previously a Democrat, said he first considered
registering as a Republican in June, following former State
Senator John Olver's election to the U.S. House of Repre-
sentatives. Wagner called the Republican Party the "party
of honesty," stating "when Republicans say they don't care
about a minority, they mean it."

Smith, who has worked at the University library since
January 1989, said he is also planning to switch his regis-

tration to Republican from Democrat.
"Ifyou ask anybody on the street the difference between

Democrats and Republicans, they'd be hard-pressed to tell

you," Smith said. "In this country, we basically have a
business party with two factions."

"By running as a Republican, I feel I'm sort of entering
the den of wolves," Smith said.

Wagner said his platform includes mandatory sex edu-
cation in public schools, treatment on demand for drug
users, universal health care, free higher education for

Massachusetts residents and reform of the state's prison
system.

"I hope the public can see my enthusiasm and my high
energy level as an example of how far I'm willing to go in

working on the issues I'm talking about," Wagner said.

UMass senior Paul McGonnigal is the only other Re-
publican in the race. Wagner said while "Paul's running is

the reason for my enthusiasm," he and Smith did not enter
the race simply to block McGonnigal's chances to be elected
to the State House.

The Springfield Union-News reported yesterday a
number of charges Smith and Wagner made against
McGonnigal, centering around alleged comments he made
during a "Conservative Awareness Week," and a "straight

pride rally" at the University last March.

Smith and Wagner both have videotapes of the two
events, which Smith called "very telling about
(McGonnigal)."

According to both Wagner and Smith, among other
things, McGonnigal called Gregory Levey, an Amherst
resident who set fire to himself and died on the town
common on Feb. 18, "a bonehead."

"I don't see him as having any great compassion for the
human race," Smith said. "I think he's in it for himself"

Both Smith and Wagner said they would be willing to

debate McGonnigal. "I'd love to debate Paul McGonnigal on
the issues— separate from the video expose," Wagner said.

McGonnigal declined to comment on any of Smith and
Wagner's accusations, stating "with regard to the substance
of the comments, I can't respond because of the dignifying
effect that comment might possibly have."

"I will debate any serious and real candidate from either

party," McGonnigal said. "I can't consider the two gentle-

men who have announced their bid for the Republican
nomination as either serious or real.

"Scurrilous and personal attacks, especially when
founded in little more than scant information, the inter-

pretation of which is often subjective, have unfortunately
become all too common in American politics," McGonnigal
said. "By debating either ofthese two gentlemen, I would be
condoning just that."

Collegian photo by Josh Reynolds

I WANNA FIRE ENGINE AND A BI-
CYCLE AND A TUITION WAIVER AND.

.

.—Taking requests here for holiday gifts.

Don't forget the stamps.

Campus loses power
Several buildings on campus lost power for 10

minutes yesterday afternoon cutting off electricity in

various classrooms.

Buildings which lost power at about 2:50 p.m.
yesterday included the Physical Plant, Morrill, Goodell,
Machmer, Munson and the School ofBusiness Admin-
istration, according to a University spokesperson.

Spokesperson Karin Sherbin said the cause was
still being investigated but Physical Plant officials

believe an on-campus sub-station failed, causing the

outage.

Director of Physical Plant engineering Hermine
Randall said, "I think it has something to do with the

Mullins Center."

—MICHAEL LEVY

Explore U.S. with 'exchange'

Floor flooded
Compiled by DAVE MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Cance Residence Hall Housing Staff reported to the

police on Sunday that the women's showers on the 3rd floor

bathroom had been turned on.

The floor was flooded, causing extensive damage to

carpeting and rooms. The estimated value of damage is

$1,000. The incident is under investigation.

A man reported to the police on Tuesday evening the

theft oftwo pairs ofskates, a radar detector, a CB radio and
$10 in coins from his car in Lot 40. The estimated value of

the items is $590.

By CHRISTINE MAHONEY
Collegian Staff

Tired of UMass?
The National Student Exchange Program at the Uni-

versity offers undergraduate students the opportunity to

study at one of 107 participating colleges and universities

throughout the United States.

UMass has been a participating school in the exchange
program for 12 years, said Sheila Brennan, assistant co-

ordinator of NSE. Brennan said many students take ad-

vantage of the program.
"There are 115 UMass students on exchange now, and

125 exchange students at UMass," said Brennan.
'The largest number of exchange students at UMass

come from the University of Hawaii at Manoa, although a

large number are from California," said Brennan.
Kesten Migdal, an exchange student from Humboldt

State University in California, said some of his friends went
toUMasson exchange last semester. "I chose UMass because

they said it was a great experience and a different lifestyle."

Madelaine Gonzalez, an exchange student fi om Florida

International University said, "I chose to go New England
because it is very different from the South, and I wanted to

see the winter aspect of it.

"NSE is highly organized, and it helps students learn

more about their own country," said Gonzalez.

Brennan said Hawaii used to be the most popular des-

tination for students on exchange. "It changes over time,"

she said. "At present, the most popular states for UMass
students are New Mexico, Montana and California."

Migdal and Gronzalez agreed that applying to the pro-

staff
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

are upset that some ofthe centers closing to

join the protest are actually receiving more
money than they get.

The MalcolmX Center, the Martin Luther
King Jr. Center, the Sylvan Multicultural

Center and the Anna Caona Center all have
yet to join the coalition of minority students

responsible for closing the cultural centers.

AcommitteeofNativeAmerican students
officially announced they would close the

Josephine White Eagle Cultural Center
during a press conference yesterday de-

manding that the Chancellor address what
the cultural center coalition calls "the facade

of multiculturalism at the University."

Deidre A. Lmeida, a graduate student

who was the coordinator ofNative American
recruitment from 1985 to 1988, angrily

walked out of the press conference after

reading the Native American students' de-

mands. She was disturbed by students' re-

marks describing the cultural center as a

"token center."

"Josephine White Eagle was not a token

Indian. She gave her life to the center along

with the Mohawk people who drove here

and initiated the center," she said. They
are not token people.! . ^

Collefian photo by Kemp McGhie

YEAH, HE LANDED IT. . . I WAS THERE—A local skateboarder
takes advantage of the Fine Arts Center's excess concrete.

gram was easy.

"It wasn't hard at all. It is faciHtated to the students and
very well advertised," said Gronzalez.

Migdal said getting classes approved to fuUfill general
education classes was a problem. "I was not able to take all

the classes at UMass that I would have been able to take at

my home institution," said Migdal.

Tyler Parrish, an exchange student from Utah State
University, faulted the University's size. "I like being in

this area of the country, but [UMass] is too big," he said.

"I love UMass, it has so many possiblities for students to

take advantage of," said Gonzalez.

Migdal said, "I like the social aspect ofUMass, but I don't

like the classes. The classes are too big, and there is not

enough individual attention as at my home campus of

Humboldt."
A few students on exchange each year choose to transfer

to their host school, Brennan said. "It is not common, and
not considered part of the exchange," said Brennan.

In the program, students pay either the same tuition as

they normally pay at their home campus, or the in-state

rate of the host campus.
Students applying must be full-time students and have

a 2.5 grade average.

Feb. 28 is the next deadline for planning an exchange in

either the fall or spring of 1993. "A yearly placement
conference is held in March," said Brennan.

"I think the most beneficial part of the program, is the

opportunity it gives to students," sfiid Brennan. "It is a

chance for students to take part in an experience outside of

UMass."
Parrish said "It is a lot of work, but really worth it!"

cultural centers
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

their demands to the list already issued by
the Latin, Asian, and New World Theater

groups.

The United Asia Resource Center \v .,

closed by the Asian Students Committee
Oct. 21, while the Latin Students Cultural

Center closed Nov. 7.

The Native American committee called for:

• The funding for the Josephine White
Eagle Cultural Center be allocated to the

American Indian services, including any
across the board increase in funding of

University cultural centers.

• That the American Indian services be

expanded to a full fledgedAcademic support
program which will include a director, as-

sistant director, counselor and secretary.

• That an outreach position be created

for American Indians
• The introduction of an academic pro-

gram (major) in American Indian Studies.

• That tuition for all American Indians

at an in-state level because of their refusal

to accept state boundaries.
• Allocation ofSkinner Hall as the future

Asian, Latin andAmerican Indian Resource
building to accomodate work of the afore-

mentioned groups. .
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or CiirttxMiist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

A semester filled with coffee, cookies and lots 'o' stress
It happened every day. I would be sitting

at my messy desk in my messy corner ofThe
Largest College Daily in New England eating
a cookie and sipping espresso when I would
hear a voice or voices.

"Excuse me, is the Editorial Editor
around?"

Greg Sukiennik

"Uh, that would be me," I'd reply, putting
my coffee down. Then we's start to talk
about whatever it was they wanted to write,

or what I had done "wrong" the day before.

Sports exile? Hell, I wanted this job. I

recall pacingaround the newsroom last may,
trying to decide. "They'll hate you," some
warned. "You won't run their 120-line
masterpieces and they'll come down
screaming at you." Ahh, but being a Red Sox
fan I love paun. Besides, what of the fabu-
lous resume potential? (-Hello, Washington
Post ? What do you mean, you never heard of

us? New England's largest. . .yes, HI hold.")

Undaunted, I took the job.

So what was it like, being in the crosshairs
of an entire campus? What of the crushing
responsibility, the day-to-day grind, the
exclusive Collegian slush puppy machine,
rotisserie chicken and endless salad bar?
[Okay, we don't have slush puppies.

I

Well, first and foremost, what you see
here in smudgy ink would never have been
possible without the help ofDarienne Hosley

,

the associate editorial editor. Her help was
invaluble and she deserves most ofthe credit
I've gotten. Darienne, it wasn't coffee and
doughnuts but it sure beat flossing. Thanks.

Second, I'd also like to thank everyone
who wrote a column or letter or sent a
cartoon. We couldn't use 'em all, but enjoyed
reading all ofthem. A special note ofthanks
also goes out to those who made columnist
this semester. You know who you are.

Now then, where was I? Oh yeah, de-

scribing my semester. From the UMass
Cannibis Reform Coalition to the Graduate
Employee Organization, angry students,

happy students and everyone in between.

they all came on down and said hello, and

hopefully dropped olTa letter or something.

Or something. . . when I took this job. I

had a vision, not quite like a Vision of lx)ve

(sorry, Mariah) but something big all the

same. I thought about balancing opinion on

the page, something many students I talked

to told me they wanted to see.

"It's all liberal this, strike that, Repub-

licans suck, I hate everyone, blah blah blah,"

they complained. "Make it different. Show
both sides. Make people laugh."

So 1 gave it a shot. From what I've heard,

it worked. Maybe too much. Rewind to the

GEO strike ;tnd you'll see what I mean.
"We're concerned about the amount of

anti-GEO letters on your page," some said.

"We don't think you're being fair. We don't

think the undergraduate newspaper should

be doing that."

So much for balance, huh? Well it worked,

at least— both sides got their points across

and things worked out in the end.

Making people laugh was a little easier.

I left that up to the pages' contributors, and

they came through more oflen than not.

Aller all, I doubt I could have come up with
"Beer Nation."

Serious issues found their way in too. It

wasn't all fun and games. AIDS was prob-

ably the biggest issue of the semester, save
the graduate strike, and it hit home on the
page more than once. One can only hope
someone became more careful because of

something they read, if not on the Editorial

page then somewhere, anywhere.
Well, now that it's about over, one piece

ofadvice. Just remember no matter who you
arc or what you do, don't take yourself too

seriously. I met plenty of people who could

laugh at their situation, but I also met many
who truly believed they were beyon'* re-

proach, and that's a damn shame. If I had
felt 1 was somehow above bouncing around
the newsroom like a kid, playing air guitar

and telling bad jokes, the job might have
gotten the best of me.

Guess what? I'm still here. And glad 1

took the risk.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian columnist

Trying to make diversity a reality
Integration vs. Liberation. These terms frequently pop

up in letters and columns. It's important to consider the
very distinct differences in these two concepts.

Integration means "to form into a whole," or "to incor-

porate into a larger unit," according to Webster's Dictionary.
Liberate means "to free from bondage or restraint," or "to

raise to equal rights and status."

Trystan Skeigh

The third definition of integration matches the second
definition of liberate. I think that's wrong. There's a fine

line between integration and assimilation. It is not the goal
of the lesbian/gay liberation movement to blend into a
larger homogenous society. We are proud ofour differences.

We want mutual respect.

From the conversations I've had with Black friends and
allies, some in the African-American Liberation Movement
feel the same.

The idea of an American melting pot is a White male
idea. It really stands for a bucket ofheterosexual whitewash
in which we're all supposed to take frequent dips. Differences
are meant to be hidden, discarded, forgotten, removed,
exorcized, or ended.

Unlike nearly every mainstream national newspaper,
the UMass Collegian has developed an editorial structure,
admittedly in response to strong community pressures,
designed to reflect the myriads ofdifferences present in this
large, multi-cultural campus community. Although many
students were probably unaware of this fact, this fairly

large East Coast student newspaper is perhaps the first in

the country to dedicate an editorship to GLB issues. It is

also one of the few to include a Third World Affairs page, a
Multi-Cultural affairs page, and commit to covering issues
of concern to women, Blacks and Jews.

There are no national mainstream newspapers that
even attempt to cover society's diversity as regularly and
extensively as the Collegian. The fact that this student
paper has dared to take a leadership role in radically

expanding its news coverage to accurately reflect social

diversity is a fact about which its staff and readers should

feel very proud.

But we also need to think about why the rest ofthe media
is lagging so far behind.

To be ignored is to be rendered invisible. To live without
affirmations of one's own self is to become hollow and
aching. When I came out as a lesbian a decade ago, I couldn't

find any books or newspapers about lesbian issues. I felt

alone and completely misunderstood and devalued.
This feeling is not unique to me. It is felt by oppressed

people everywhere in this society. Our media remains
committed to white, heterosexual male news coverage, even
though women are the majority in this country and, by the
turn of the century, people of color will outnumber Whites.
We have been told to "integ^rate" and accept White male

views and values in this culture, althoi^gh fbr most of us,

they do not reflect our own life experience.

In her poem "Tokens" Natasha Josefowitz writes "Sur-
vival is in the finding of kindred spirits anywhere."

For some gays, lesbians. Blacks, Latinos, and other
oppressed groups, being able to pick up a newspaper and
read a story written about issues that are vital to us is like

pouring water on cracked earth during a drought. We are
parched for reflections of ourselves — glimpses of the
beauty within our own cultures, as well as hard-hitting
looks at problems facing our communities.

It is up to all ofus to demand that this nation's news media
improve its coverage of the diverse cultures present within
this society. We are not a White melting pot— we're more like

a massive platter of very differently flavored, colored, and
shaped hors 'deuvres, each meant to be savored separately.

The fact that many mainstream newspapers have gone
bankrupt suggests many readers are no longer interested
in their White male content. It's time readers were offered
something else.

Publishing technology has become cheap and easy, and
I believe there are readers out there hungry for news
relevant to their own lives. I predict over the next few years
we will see an explosion of interesting, well-written
grassroots newspapers that reflect many different aspects
of the diverse society in which we live.

Frankly, I hope I'm working for one of them.
Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian columnist

Coloring movies destroys the magic
Christmas is rapidly approaching. A warm, happy time

of year characterized by decorations, gifls, Carols and
anticipation. Family and friends gather together to enjoy a
splendid Christmas feast and share good times with those
they love. Children, old and young, awake at the crack of

dawn to rip open wrapping paper and enjoy their newly
acquired presents. Snow, cold weather, smiles and the
Christmas spirit symbolize the hope and happiness that is

the true meaning '>f Christmas.

Diana D 'Avanzo

Another Christmas tradition is watching Frank Capra's

"Its a Wonderful Life." Who can find fault with Mary's
undieing adoration for George, the manner in which the

naive second class angel Clarence shows George that life is

worth hving and the film's main theme: love. In depicting the

trials and troubles ofGeorge and proving that life is worth the

effort "Its a Wondertul Life" reminds us that despite all the

hardships we face daily, life is valuable and meaningful.

However, in recent years we have been dealt a great

injustice concerning the feelings we receive when viewing

Capra's classic. We have been robbed of a good deal of the

comfort we once experienced through George's realization.

The crime committed is that of colorization. Adding color to

a black and white film is something that ought not be done.

It certainly takes away from the movies original purpose and
meaning. How did the atrocity oftechnicolor come into being?

Film major Scott Hyman explained what happened Ln.

short, colorization has been around forever. However, the
force came in the early eighties when Ted Turner, Mr.
Grinch himself, bought MGM's old film Ubrary, along with
complete rights, and began doing the Crayola thing in

hopes of attracting a new and younger audience or profit.

From Stewart to Grant to Hepburn colorization has run
rampant. Steven Spielberg went as far as asking Congress to

set up a National Film Registry in order to protect artists'

work. Each year about twenty films are added to this registry.

The story behind "It's a Wonderful Life" is a little

different. It seems that through some sort ofmix up between
Mr. Capra and his lawyers the copyright ofsome ofCapra's
films ran out and his works suddenly became public domain

.

These movies can now be played by anyone at any time and
no royalties need be paid. What happened next is clear —
actually it's kind of purple and bluish and a little green.

Mr. Turner obviously miscalculated. At age 14 and in

black and white I loved Capra's film. At age 20 and in color
I have lost my enthusiasm to view this excellent work and
refuse to watch unless the original black and white version
is playing. In an attempt at modernization the public has
been had. Though non-colorized movies are a simple,
practically not worth mentioning pleasure, they are still a
pleasure and should be enjoyed as is.

I sincerely hope that the movie industry has noticed and
learned from this failure and will never again repeat the
horror of colorization. Unfortunately, Turner now owns
Hanna Barbara and I fear that any change in Yogi, Booboo
or the Ranger will result in yet another unpleasant trend.

Diaiia D'Avanzo w a Collegian columnist

Bidding this

semester a
fond farewell

The semester began abound with new faces,

everyone different from various places.

I was eager to learn and ready to study,

while pulling all-nighters my brain turned to putty.

As the days grew cooler and the leaves fell fast.

Bar-b-ques and swimming had become a thing of the

past.

This semester has proved to be especially sweet,

for I landed good classes without missing a beat.

There is one other plus that I really must add,

that is— nothing compares to having your own pad.

Felice Cohen
Now it's good-bye to fire alarms, smelly Johns and
loud thugs,

for I have long since discarded my sound proof ear-

plugs.

Although these past months have been somewhat
nice,

only once did I complain, okay maybe twice,

about the overload of courses and homework I had,
though when I was finished. I admit I was glad.

After midterms were done, Thanksgivingcame quick,
we all made it home and ate and got sick.

Now it's all almost over— only one week and we're
gone,

till we're home, just relaxing with the radio on.
For those who are g^raduating, Debra you're one,
don't stress — just enjoy — 'cause "Baby, you're
done!"

To look back on the years and see he .j you've fared,

could be scary, but I think that you are prepared.
For life in the real world is aimed at making a buck.
So go out there — work hard — and by all means,
good luck.

Now the semester was calm and not too bizarre,

except for "GEO the Union" or is it a car?
Will the budget cuts ever stop making us moan?
or is it back in hne we should go for a loan?
With finals upon us the future looks dim,
writh no snow, just cold air the outlook seems grim.
But don't get all gloomy and worn out and tattered,

remember my friends, does it all really matter?
When finals and papers are all in the past,

youll be glad that you studied (that is ifyou passed)
Now winter break is a long one, make plans if you're

able,

don't sit around yawning or watching the cable.

Read a book, take a walk or sketch out your resume,
cause when you return, jobs are scarce come the-

month-of-May.
So until then my friends, study hard 'cause remem-
ber,

you promised your parents you would last Septem-
ber.

Felice Cohen is a Collegian columnist

Quotes
".

. . feeling so good-natured I could drool."

— Rohyn Hitchcock

"I'd love to stick around, but Tm running behind."

• J- Jeick.<fon Browne-

Eastbound for Amherst: the travelogue of a 'Tripper'
I'm a Tripper.

There are a lot of us Trippers out there. We move in the
same circles and go to the same places, but more importantly,
we ride together. Trippers probably spend more time on the
bus going backand forth between NorthamptonandAmherst
than we do in either town. For us, the town of Hadley isjust
one big Drive-Thru.

As a Tripper, when I feel the road calling, I don't care
what time it is; Ijust leave. Like the scenery along the route,

I know the bus schedule by heart. If I'm a little late and the
bus is late too, then the world is wonderful. But if the bus
is late and I'm there early, I curse the driver and the
wretched earth. Not fair? I know. Traveling makes me
irritable.

How can you tell who's a regular Tripper? Look at the
way people wait for the bus. Trippers don't stand at the bus
stop with their heads cocked to the left on look-out. They
don't search the oncoming headlights or keep asking people
what time it is. They know that the ebb and flow along
Route 9, like the sea, is unchangeable, vast and indifferent.

Call me Tripper.

Trippers don't care for pedestrians. They slow us down.
Unfortunately the driver is forced to stop whenever some-
one so much as steps offthe curb. I think some people, before

they get out of bed in the morrxing, look both ways and see

if the bus is coming; and if so, they rush down to the

sidewalk and stand there. Brushing their teeth. Opening
their mail. Just waiting for us to come down the street. And
we stop because we have to; it's the law. It's at these

moments that I can hear the drip-drip of oil drops staining
*^f' street below me— oil that should be racing through the

engine. That's when I bury my head in a book.

I don't look up again until I hear the diesel roar, not until

the black smoke chokes the next pedestrian, then I know
that we're safe until the next crosswalk.

Nick Nyhan
Making our way down Rte. 9, other Trippers get on, some

throwing half-finished cigarettes behind them, or hiding

their coffee cups from the gaze ofthe driver as he click-clicks

on his "Tripper counter." Friends look for adjacent seats.

The friendly smile. The rest of us must walk the walk, down
the aisle, making split-second decisions on who to sit with
and what it will entail. Meanwhile, those seated feign sleep,

itch, cough, pray and pile— all in order to preserve the seat

next to them. Keep going, keep going, and suddenly, you're

all the way back to the lounge.

For those who have not been back there, the lounge area

is the PVTA's best-kept secret. It contains a dazzling array

of local artwork which hangs on the wall for your visual

pleasure, and all of it is priced with the student in mind.

There's also a rack ofperiodicals and daily newspapers,just
in case someone, in the course of a heated conversation,

says: "I know what I'm talking about. I read it in a maga-
zine." Then you can say, "Oh, really? Which one? We'll check

on it here in the mobile Microfiche unit." And just in case

things start to get testy, you can be sure that the Five-College

Hostess will be there in a jiffy ready to take drink orders. If

you don't have the money this time, that's okay because she

knows that as a Tripper, you'll be back tomorrow.

Some Trippers talk loudly and some Trippers talk softly.

I've gotten to know many of them even though they don't

know me. You can't help but listen. Some are obviously

performing for the crowd and then there's the others who
are sharing secrets so personal that you'd think they were
oblivious to everyone around them. And it's quite possible

that you, yourself, will be walking the walk one day and
suddenly, there's a pang. You need to find someone, anyone,

to talk to: the person next to you, someone you recognize

from a class, the pregnant woman who got on at the mall,

the old farmer who chews incessantly, even the driver; find

someone immediately or else you'll go crazy taking this trip

again! Then again, you can just talk to yourself, but you'll

find that those Trippers usually sit up front and never get

off.

Here's a few questions you can use to find out which of

your friends are Trippers:

1) What year was Hopkin's Baseball team the State

Champs? (see barn near Katina's)

2) How many passenger "alarm bongs" does it take to

make a driver stop? (three, after which it's usually turned
ofO

3) What kind of gum is Edie the Chewer chewing?
(Edie's)

4) What sound does a leather motorcycle jacket make?
("DO you like my new leatherjacket? It's recycled road-kill.

Costs more, but worth it.")

5) Where's your homework? ("My coat ate it.")

Ifyou answered more than one ofthese correctly, I'll see

you on the bus. You're a Tripper.

Nick Nyhan is a UMass student

Mo' good UMass stuff
If you'll think back a week or two to my

last column, in which I tried to inject a little

hope into the desolate war-torn campus

atmosphere, scarred by orange stickers and

pissy moods, you'll recall my list of some of

UMass's unique attributes. Well here is the

list ofyour contributions, and thanks to all

of you who sent me messages on voice mail

and left notes at the Collegian. You made
my day.

Brooke Wheeler

cuts

Top of the Campus nachos

UMass men's basketball

The Diversity Corridor

Collegian quote of the day

The library's infotrac system

WMUA
Metawampe lawn

The barber shop

RSO Fair

Gym isn't required!

UPC
Southwest Week
The dumpsters behind the LGRC
The nasty swan in the pond

The Spring Concert!

The excellent faculty, despite budget

B.D.I.C.

Orchard Hill bowl wars

Mudsliding in the (aforementioned) bowl

• Southwest fire alarms
• Ice cream night

• Project Pulse

• The campus barbecue

• Hatch fries

• The maze down by Southwest

• Duchess meat pie (?)

• Helen at Kosher D.C.

• Earthfoods Cafe
• "Tall blond PVTA bus drivers"

• The Greenhouse
• "Sweets 'n More"
• The Southwest elevators

• The "ubiquitous" HELP phones

• The two smokestacks behind the park-

ing garage
• ZooMass condoms
• "Our chancellor has a British accent"

• The big liquid nitrogen tank next to

Hasbrouck
• Bluewall Guatamala Antigua

• The Grad Lounge
• The mysterious bubbling "water from

heir in Southwest
• The murals in the Ubrary stairwell

• And the warm and fuzzy favorite is

someone who wrote, "the people— it's great

when I bring a tour group around campus

and people smile at these lost souls and say

"welcome to UMass!"

Clip 'n save. See ya next semester.

Brooke C. Wheeler is a Collegian colum-

nist.

A group making a real difference
I'm in a bad mood today. O.K., so I'm in a

very bad mood. Partly because of the usual

end-of-semester traumas, partly because I

just quit smoking. But mostly because a

really important organization had its first

meeting at UMass last night. . . and nobody

noticed.

Posters don't work at UMass. Everybody

who has ever worked publicity for a play, a

concert, a meeting knows that— unless you

have hundreds ofdollars to throw around to

create thousands ofthe damn things. To get

a meeting off the ground, you need some-

thing in the Collegian. Anything. An an-

nouncement, a letter, an FYI, an article . .

.

anything.

The organization, 20/20 Vision, UMass
chapter, that had its first meeting in

Earthfoods last night is going to be an im-

portant force in this nation's politics. 20/20

Visioninformsandmobilizesotherwise well-

meaning-but-busy people to get involved in

decision-making on a local and national

level. It is different because it only asks for

twenty minutes a month of its subscribers'

time. It is important because it gives ordi-

nary people the necessary information to

put intelligent pressure on decisions mak-

ers en masse (in the form of letters and

phone messages) and because it works.

Every day the Collegian is filled with

articles and editorials expressing disgust,

directly or indirectly, with U.S. government

policies— economic, social, environmental

and military. So why is it that when an

organization is formed here at UMass for

the purpose of putting these dissatisfied

people in touch with the decision-making

process, the Collegian cannot find space for

two lines about it?

As a Evu-opean exchange student, I find

the lack of political involvement in this

country disturbing. As a citizen of a tiny

country (Ireland), I find it worrying because

every step America takes affects the rest of

the world acutely. You have a lot of respon-

sibility as members of the world's most

powerful nation. Think about that.

Although the Collegian has several very

entertaining writers and I plan my day

around the Far Side cartoons, sometimes I

wonder what has been left out for the ninth

"what-I-did-with-my-weekend" editorial.

While I don't want to beat anyone over the

head with these issues, 20/20 Vision is more

than just another well-meaning but time-

consuming student group. I am not a mem-
ber ofthe core group of20/20 Vision but I did

submit an article, press release and calen-

dar listing on their behalf I am simply a

student who is worried that America is

trampling over the rest of the world. There

is nothing I can do about this from Dublin.

While I am here I would like to make a

difference.

Jane Cox
Central

Vandalization of menorah proves

anti-Semitism a problem at UMass
To the party or parties responsible for

damaging the Hanukkah menorah near

the Student Union:

I was walking to the Student Union
on Saturday afternoon when I came upon
a sight that appalled and outraged me—
the Hanukkah menorah provided by

Chabad House had been vandalized.

Someone, or something, had smashed the

stem ofthe menorah causingit to break in

half The top part of the menorah lay

resting on a wooden construction horse.

In my four years at the University of

Massachusetts, I have never seen such a

blatant display of anti-Semitism. As the

daughter of a Holocaust survivor, and a

Jew, I was deeply hurt and offended by

this thoughtless and disrespectful act.

Hanukkah is a celebration for Jews
all over the world, a celebration of free-

dom of spirit, freedom of expression,

freedom to practice our religion. During

the holidaywerememberthe reclamation
of the second temple after it had been

vandalized by the Greek army. The
Hasmonians defeated the Greeks and,

on entering the defiled temple, they lo-

cated a menorah and found a container

ofpure oil—just enough to last one day.

The menorah was ht, and a great miracle

happened — the oil lasted eight days!

The message ofHanukkah is not just for

Jews but for people worldwide, that all

peoples should be free to practice their

religion.

Seeing a Hanukkah menorah on cam-
pus gave me a feeling of pride as a Jew,

and I was happy to see UMass acknowl-

edging our holiday. I had the mistaken

idea that anti-Semitic attacks were on

the decline at UMass. Unfortunately, I

was wrong.
Last year's defacement of the Hillel

office door, vandalization of the Hillel

House menorah, and two years ago a red

Israeli flag being placed on the sidewalk

in front ofWhitmore so that people would

be forced to walk over it apparently were

not enough. Our menorah— the symbol

of our celebration — also had to be at-

tacked.

The attack on the menorah proves

that anti-Semitism is on the rise at this

university. I am not implying that a

UMass student committed this atrocious

display of hatred. It could have been

anyone. To whomever is responsible for

this abomination, I have one thing to say:

acts of hatred won't get you very far in

this world.
Julie Ross
Amherst

We all share a right to opinions
In response to Mr. Labonte's article titled,

"Local Slams UMass [Collegian, Dec. 10),

Mr. Labonte presents a reasonable argument

concerning some Amherst residents having

to put up with certain college students'

attitudes. However, that is the only plausible

point he makes.
First of all, he expressed his frustration

at the "flat-topped, drtmk jocks and the

Southwest hair spray queens" who ride the

buses. Congratulations, Mr. Labonte, you

successfully stereotyped about 5,500 stu-

dents based on the actions ofa few you may
have observed. If it weren't for UMass and

the five college consortium program you

wouldn't even be able to ride the bus for free.

So, if you don't like it, walk!

Secondly, there hasn't been one issue of

the Collegian published in which I have

agreed with everything that was printed on

the editorial/opinion page. However, every-

one has a right to their opinion whether you

and I agree or not. It has to do with a little

concept we call Freedom of Speech. We are

not wasting our time by expressing our

views. You are wasting our time by sub-

mitting a thoughtless and ignorant opinion.

Mr. Labonte has the right to his opinion,

and I have the right to conclude that it's

wrong.
The very name of our newspaper, the

Daily Collegian, and the fact that much of

the material is written by students obviously

implies that it is geared towards college

students. Ifyou don't like it, don't read it. If

you think you can do better, maybe you

should start your own newspaper called the

Amherst Anal Retentive Resident Daily. By
the way, I kind of like "The Far Side."

Brian DeOliveira
Southwest

Ten others signed this letter

Walden Learning Center urges

'Grinch' to return stolen VCR
Over the weekend of Dec. 6 and 7, a

VCR was stolen from the Walden
I.«arning Center, a campus preschool for

disabled and typical children.

TheVCR is used during rest time each

day. This is a particularly devastating

time for such a theft to occur, since the

recession has hit the preschool too.

Ironically, the video "How the Grinch

Stole Christmas" was in the VCR imit

when it was stolen. The children are

hoping the thief will follow the example

set by the Grinch and return the VCR.

The preschool is located next to College

Pizza, at the corner of Sunset Avenue

and Fearing Street.

If anyone would like to return the

VCR anonymously or if anyone knows

anything about the theft, please contact

the Center at 545-4791 and we will be

happy to assistyou without any questions

being asked.

Terri Daly
Classroom Coordinator, Walden

Learning Center
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Chucklehead's *evil

circus* returns tofunk
up your weekend

Bob Dylan was old and boring. De La

Soul pulled a no-show and the Fcelics

were. weU. the Feelies. So was there

anything memorable about an imusu-

ally sub-par Pond Concert this past

spring?
Chucklehead. naturally.

It was something that could almost

have been predicted, as anyone who

has ever caught their live act could teU

you. These eight comic funksters were

simply doing what they do best — that

is. giving the audience a chance to

stiake their thang while tickling their

collective funnybone in the process.

The rise of Chucklehead from rela-

tive obscurity to national recognition

has been one thafs taken place pri-

marily within the last year, highlighted

by their appearance on MTV's Gen-

eration program. Their debut EP. and

its single "Stalagmite." have both

logged airplay throughout the north-

east, although the real treat about

these guys is their stage act.

"The club owners are very interested

in what we're doing cause it's very

different from everything out there

(the local scene)." says drummer E-

Rock.
"We feel a lot of what we see is the

same stuff that was happening two

years ago— a lot of angst-ridden garage

rock — where the band is up on stage

CONTINUED ON THIS WEEKEND PAGE 2

^ECRET
^SANTA?

gags, giggles, goodies

from 29<

to»4"

IWHO'S

OPEN

LATE?
Sun-Thurs. 'till 3am

Fri. & Sat. Open 24 hours

raliujipUut

Route 9, Hadley

256-6889

next to Stop & Shop

Now's the
time to call.

.

.

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sundtfland Rd., No. AmhtrU

549-2880
Expert Repairs and
Reconditioning

^4aiof Credit Cards Accopted

A CARSTAR.
< Collision Repair Center

Chucklehead

}

CONTINUED FROM THIS WEEKEND PAGE 1

and the crowd is 20 feet away, and there's

like, this wall of steel between everyone in

the band; like a carnival. Funk is a carni-

val."

Ifyou've never experienced Chucklehead,

try to imagine George Clinton and James

Brown crashing head on with hip-hop and

Sesame Street. The result is a funky jive

that is spiced with the humor and wit of

eight clowns, and is impossible to sit still to.

"We walk the line between being nasty

and being clowns," says gmtarist Eb-Tide.

"It's like evil circus music."

Although evil may not be the exact word,

there is a bit of an "adult" flavor to their

music, as many of the songs have double

meanings relating to sex. The remix of

"Jeopardy" (their musical spoofofthe game-

show) features newly added samples that

are designed to create images of nasty stuff

going on between the host and the contes-

tants.

"Prince is into sex and God. We're into sex

and humor," says keyboardist Brainy B.

So, if you're looking for an eight-ring

circus to help you forget your troubles, look

no further than Chucklehead. Oh, yeah,

what was that about Sesame Street?

"Sesame Street tells everyone to be to-

gether, be yourself, and have fun," says Eb-

Tide, "It's beautiful."

If you don't get down to these guys, you

probably never thought "Tangelo Ke" was

funny.

Chucklehead will perform at Pearl Street

Nightclub this evening with the Tribula-

tions. Doors open at 8:30p.m. and the show

is 18+.
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All you can eat!

= Cafe Ashley's =
Famous Sunday Buffet

4- Belgian Waffles

4^ Egg & Omelets
4- Home Style Potatos

4- Bacon & Sausage
4^ Scalloped Apples

4- Carved Ham
4 Fresh Fruit

> Fruit Breads
4" Croissants

4 Bagels

95

'©WEI
TNIATKI t

THE VIILAGE COMMONS » SOUTH HADLEY HJtftB||

Weekdays • 3, 6:50 & 9/Fri, Sat &
Son • 2:45. 4:45. 6:50 & 8:50pm

Kl. 9 lladlrv 4^ 2 luilrs Iroin I -Mass 4 r)tS6-6H9:i

iirxt to Howard .lohiison's Lodjie

mSS^m^^^^^^

Weekdays 8 3, 6:40 & 8:50/Fri, Sat

& Sun e 2:20, 4:35, fe:40 & 6:50pm

$1 OFF evenings Mon & Tues

NOW RENTING FOR THE
SECOND SEMESTER

> * * > •

Don't live in the dorms paying 1 800^ room

and board for the second semester

You can live in beautiful

SQUIRE VILLAGE
at an average of$235/Month

(rooniy board, utilities)

We have

large 1 bedroom apartments (1000 sq. ft.)

large 2 bedroom apartments (1200 sq. ft.)

large 3 bedroom apartments (ONLY 2 LEFT!)

and one 3 & 4 bedroom house

fully applianced with:

• Kitchen with dishwasher •

• Wall-to-wall carpeting •

• Air Conditioning •

• Laundry facilities •

• Swimming pool •

• On U-Mass bus route •

Don't Delay! Call

SQUIRE VILLAGE
APARTMENTS
ROUTE 116 •665-2203

American
Red Cross

RED CROSS THANKS UNIVERSITY OF

MASSACHUSETTS BLOOD DONORS

As we end this first semester, we would like to thank those who

have generously supported our community blood program. Thus

far your school has hosted twenty drives, and collected approxi-

mately 1,500 units of blood. The University of Massachusetts in

Amherst continues to be the largest sponsor of blood drives in

the state of Massachusetts.

The last Blood Drive of this semester is today, Thursday,

December 12th, 11 AM - 4 PM, in Room 163 of the Campus

Center.

SPECIAL THANKS TO UMASS SPONSORS
WHO HELPED US REACH OUR GOAL!

Tae Kwon Do, Alpha Chi OmegA, Sigma Phi Epsilon,

Alpha Delta Phi, Kappa Psi, Tau Beta Sigma, Alpha

Phi Omega, VIBES, Univ. StaffAssociation, Nursing

School, U.S. Army R.O.T.C, Phi Mu Delta, Tau Beta

Pi, Alpha Epsilon Pi, Collegian.

On behalfof the many patients who have benefited

from your generosity...

THANK YOU!
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WEEKEND HAPPENINGS
THURSDAY

Mini Mall continues. It's your duty as a U.S.

citizen to consume. Thrift store chic, bows, cool

stocking stuli'ers. This sale is happening at UMass

Student Union Ballroom trom 9:00 a.m. to 5:00

p.m. The sale continues through Friday.

Lunch and Learn presents the topic: , "Learn a

Little Yiddish" It's a crash course. (Hebrew reading

will be helpful) This takes place at Chabad House

at Amherst, 30 N. Hadley Road at noon. For

information 549-4094.

We Think the World of You is a 1988 British

film starring Alan Bates and Gary Oldman. This is

a diverting comedy-drama about a gay man, his

bisexual lover and the latter's dog. Talk about a

strange triangle. You'll think the world of this

movie! The screening takes place at UMass Campus

Center room 803 at 7:00 p.m. This film is spon-

sored by the UMass Program for Gay, Lesbian and

Bisexual Concerns.

Youth Wind Ensemble is there when you're

ready tor some free culture (support community

talent). This is directed by Neil Freebern. This

event takes place at UMass Bowker Auditorium at

~:30 p.m. For information 545-2227.

Dmitri Pokrovsky Ensemble is an eleven

member Russian folk song and dance group

wearing traditional Russian village costume and

pertbrming on ancient instruments. This perfor-

mance takes place at Amherst College Campus

Center Frontroom at 8:30 p.m.

Women Studies End-of-Semester Open House

welcomes Women Studies friends for a bagel and

tea break. The open house will be held at UMass

Bartlett Hall room 208 from 11 :00 a.m. to 2:00

p.m.

Israel and It's Neighbors is a lecture about

sharing thoughts on the peace process. There will

be a Shabbat service and dinner. The discussion

takes place at Chabad House at Amherst, 30 N.

Hadley Road at 6:00 p.m. For information 549-

4094.

The Wizard of Oz Is that famous film that

changes from black and white to color via the

Kansas tornado. There will be two showings at

Mount Holyoke College Gamble Auditorium at

7:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. Admission is $2.50.

Shabbat Service will be held at Hillel House

Lounge at 7:00 p.m. For information 549-1710.

Christian Science Organization Meeting pro-

vides church group-readings from the bible and

Science and Health, followed by testimonies of

healing and discussion. This very informal discus-

sion inviting the five college community will be

held at Smith College Helen Hills Hills Chapel in

Bodman Lounge at 7:30 p.m.

Sleeper is a 1973 American film directed by

Woody Allen with Allen and Diane Keaton. A

health food store owner wakes up after minor

surgery to discover he's been frozen for 200 years.

Two screenings will be held at Amherst College

Campus Center Theater at 7:30 p.m. and 10.00

p.m. Admission is $1.50. Repeat performances

are on Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

Senior Honors Recital features Jessica Troy of

Amherst college, class of 1 992, on the viola. This

performance takes place at Amherst College

Buckley Recital Hall at 8:00 p.m. Thisevent is free.

The Men's Group wi 1 1 be holding an open house.

There will be a discussion on various issues and

Robert Biy's film, A Gathering of Men will be

viewed. Everyone is welcome. The open house

will be held in UMass Campus Center room 803

from 9:00 p.m. to 12:00 p.m.

Addis, formerly of New Horizons, will be pre-

senting a tape release party. There will be free tape

giveaways. Tickets will be available at The Hatch

or Twisters Tavern.

Chucklehead with The Tribulations will be

performing at Pearl Street Night Club. The show

begins at 8:30 p.m. For information call 584-

7771.

r-rm ||-^ ya w Law School Admission Test (LSAT) could be the

rKI LI/\T reason why your roomate's been in such a bad

UMass Graduate Student End-of-Year Party "^^^^ lately. Testingwill be held at Mount Hd

takesplaceattheUMassProgran.forGay,Lesb.an ^
^al^^^ ^^^^^^^^

andBisexualConcernsofficemCramptonHouse, f™ n. Hadley Road at 10:00
Southwest at 7:00 p.m. BYO refreshments.

^^/^^^.f,^7^^^^^^ call 549-4094.

Mary Poppins is the 1964 wmner of five

Academy Awards, with Julie Andrews as a magi-

cal nanny and Dick Van Dyke as a playful chim-

ney sweep. The two screenings will be held at

Mount Holyoke College Gamble Auditorium at

7:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m.

Nutcracker will be performed by the Pioneer

Valley Ballet Company with special guests from

the American Ballet Theater. Performances will be

held at the Academy of Music in Northampton at

3:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. Repeat performances will

be on Sunday at noon and 3:00 p.m. For ticket

information call the Northampton Box Office 586-

8686.

Lui Collins

Lui Collins plus Beth Gallagher & Michael

Elwood will be performingan eclectic mix. Lui has

been performing her songs-romantic, spiritual,

Celtic, poetic-atthe Iron Horse sincethey opened.

Beth & Michael come from Texas and are presented

at the suggestion of Christine Lavin. The perfor-

mance will be at the Iron Horse Music Hall

beginning at 7:00 p.m. For information call 584-

0610.

The Blushing Brides will be performmg at

Katina's on route 9 in Hadley. For information call

586-4463.

The L.B.G.A Coffee Socials continue at Mass

Campus Center room 903 (check by the elevator

for schedule changes) from 3:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Relax with your friends. Treat yourself to some

sinful and healthy snacks. See you there!

Dancing with DJ Job will be upstairs at Pearl

Street Night Club. For information call 584-7771

.

John Sheldon and Blue Streak will be per-

forming at Sheehan's Cafe in Northampton. For

information call 586-4258.

SATURDAY

Cheryl Wheeler

Cheryl Wheeler is an honest and realistic

songwriter that the Boston Globe called "compel-

ling." Opening for Wheeler will be folk artist,

Catie Curtis. The performances will be held at the

Iron Horse Music Hall beginning at 7:00 p.m. For

information call 584-0610.

Rippopotamus will be ripping off the roof with

their funk/rap rock at Twisters Tavern in Amherst

at about 9:00 p.m. For information call 253-2663.

Free Press

Free Press, local rock n' roll, will be performing

at Sheehan's Cafe in Northampton. For informaton

call 586-4258.

SUNDAY
Arlo Guthrie is the legendary folk singer/

songwriter who wrote and performed the cult

classic, "Alice's Resteraunt" and was in the movie

of the same name. Guthrie will be performing at

the Iron Horse Music Hall. For information call

584-0610.

The Hampshire Choral Society with the Valley

Chamber Orchestra will feature a performance of

Mozart's VesperaeSolennesdeConfessore. k.339;

Viva Idi 's Mcign/Y/caf; and Gabriel I i's/ub/ /are Deo.

The performance will be held at Smith College

John M. Greene Hall at 4:00 p.m. Advance tickets

will be sold at Beyond Words Bookstore,

Northampton and For the Record, Amherst. Tickets

are $5.00 general and $3.00 for students and

elders.

Bang Tango plus Asphalt Ballet, Kill City Kill,

and Live Wire will be performing at Katina's on

route 9 in Hadley. For information call 586-4463.

Sunday Open House wi 1 1 feature dancing for an

18-and-over crowd at Pearl Street Night Club

beginning at 9.00 p.m. For information call 584-

7771.
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Touiih women, thrillers^ big bucks tops in '91
*^ ._„.., «. u.. i„„ Vor. Sont (nrijofttnrp Cnwhov) has Crafted a ffrittv

ByJONLUPO
Collegian Staff

What to make of 1991 in films? Redemption was in. The

leBsonin Regarding Henry was that getting shot in the head

can make you a better person. And all a greedy, insensitive

doctor needed to do was contract cancer to be a nicer guy. If

anything, 1991 will be remembered as the year muscle

bound women gained popularity and the year Arnold

Schwarzenegger played an underdog.

With the notable exception ofTerminator 2, big budgets

did not necessarily mean big box office earnings. Bruce

Willis may have killed his career with Hudson Hawk, al-

though critic-proof Kevin Costner drove Robin Hood past

the $100 million mark despite a bland performance.

Tough women emerged as a viable draw in the mixed bag

of Linda Hamilton in T2, Thelma and Louise, La Femme

Nikita , and VI Warshawski. In reversal, Billy Crystal proved

that nice guys can finish first (box office-wise) in the

overrated surprise hit, City Slickers.

But now to the big ten. Inmy opinion, the best films ofthe

year, in alphabetical order (despite two viable weeks left in

the December), here goes:

Beauty and the Beast: (A-) Disney has continued the bril-

liance ofThe Little Mermaid in crafting this wonderfully old

fashioned animated film. The songs aren't as memorable as

in Mermaid, but Beauty and the Beast contams all the

warmth, quality, and sheer entertainment of Disney's past

greats that initiate a new classic.

Boyz N the Hood: (B+) Solid performances by rapper Ice

Cube, Cuba Coding Jr., Morris Chestnut, and Larry

Fishburne ignite this excellent study of brothers, fathers

and sons, and the impact and devistation of drugs. A
somewhat predictable script doesn't hamper the perform-

ers' impact. A promising directorial debut by John Single-

ton.

Cape Fear: (A) A phenomenal moral thriller by master

director Martin Scorsese that contains untouchable per-

formances by Robert DeNiro, Nick Nolte, and newcomer

JuHette Lewis. A remake ofthe 1962 classic, it lifts the best

elements ofthe first and adds a moral complexity to the nail

biting suspense. The violence, unlike the imphed horror of

the original, is right in the viewer's face. Cape Fear is an

unrelenting masterpiece.

The Box Office

Dead Again: (A-) Romance, mystery, murder, and reincar-

nation figure into this clever thriller by British director and

actor Kenneth Branagh. Good acting in parallel plots, more

than a few genuine jolts, and an unforgettable cameo by

Robin Williams help support the ever-twisting plot. Even if

the last ten minutes are almost entirely in slow motion (way

to much). Dead Again is an intelligent shocker/love story

that (gasp!) requires the viewer to pay very close attention

and think.

The Fisher King: (A-) A wonderful, weird, and captivating

film filled with credible performances by the brilliant Robin

Williams, as well as Jeff" Bridges, Mercedes Ruhel, and

Amanda Plummer. A story ofmadness, love, and (surprise!)

redemption. The last halfhour, however, crashes down into

convention, a fiaw that does not diminish its entertaining

style.

My Own Private Idaho: (A)A complex and unnervingdrama

oftwo male prostitutes played with bitter honesty by River

Phoenix and Keanu Reeves. A thinly veiled Shakespearean

tragedy that's not easy to understand and not for everyone.

The movie isn't mainly about prostitution or being gay, but

the search for love and a sense of belonging. Director Gus

Van Sant (Drugstore Cowboy) has crafted a gritty drama

that's a reminder of the potential power of film.

Silence of the Lambs: (A-) A haunting and stylish shocker

that contains some of the best performances of the year.

Jodie Foster and Anthony Hopkins create memorable

characters as well as an uneasy couple. Smoothly directed

by Jonathan Demme, grossly graphic, and full of heart

pounding tension, Si/enceo/'</ie I^mbs is probably the most

talked about thriller since Fatal Attraction.

Terminator 2: Judgement Day: (B+) An $88 million action

packed extravaganza that combines monumental special

effects which elicit more that a few '*wow'"s and Arnold at

his stoic best. A great villain, a sensational Linda Hamilton,

and thrilling stunts make for a great ride. While it doesn't

approach the tense narrative of the first, 12 is a fabulously

entertaining action film.

Thelma and Louise: (A-) A funny, furious, and interesting

study oftwo buddies played by Susan Sarandon and Geena

Davis on a road trip that turns criminal. A refreshingly

unpredictable film where all (except the cop played by

Harvey Keitel) the men are louses and the line of respon-

sibility is gray and often crossed. Some called it male

bashing, others feminism in its glory. Don't listen to anyone

else and make up your own mind. Excellent performances

not only by Sarandon and Davis, but by Keitel, Brad Pitt,

and Christopher MacDonald highlight this Ridley Scott

comedy/drama.

Truth orDare: (B+)Athoroughly entertainingdocumentary

focusing on the backstage life of Madonna's 1990 Blonde

Ambition Worid Tour. The film eyes Madonna, her rela-

tionships with her family, her back-up dancers, her love life,

and her friends. Unforgettable for her classic 'dissing' ol

Kevin Costner, Warren Beatty's biting remarks on the film,

plus her (in)famou8 Evian bottle escapade. One never

knows if they're getting the true story, but there are some

wild revelations, even for Madonna. All of these are punc-

tuated by energetic numbers from her tour. Whether you

think she's a no-talent-slut or a master mampulator. Truth

or Dare will either confirm your worst accusations, or

enable you to see her in a different light.

CONTINUED ON THIS WEEKEND PAGE 5

APARTMENT SERVICE
8c MANAGEMENT FOR:

Colonial Village
Presidential
Lantern Court
College mn

FOR ALL YOUR RENTAL NEEDS

l-:flieiriu irs

I Ht (Irooni - ;? lUHlrooni

CALL KAMINS REAL ESTATE

253-2515

55 S. PLEASENT ST., AMHERST

DID YOU KNOW
THAT

THE UMASS ARTS COUNCIL
in the last 3 years has given support to

100s OF ART GALLERY EXHIBITIONS
inn« OF ARTFUL PERFORMANCES IN THEATER, DANCE, MUSIC

lOOs OF ?UBLIC^lSJs,^E?RY READINGS, SLIDE LECTURES, WORKSHOPS

YOU
COULD COUNT YOUR ART RELATED PROJECT INTO OUR NEXT 100

IT COULD BE YOU
THAT ENRICHES THE UNIVERSITY WITH YOUR CULTURALLY DIVERSE EVENT

Call & ask about our

SINGLE PROJECT GRANTS

PUNOS AVA.L.BLE^-R STUDENT^-Nm^^^^^ SPR.NO CYCLES

^^
209 Hasbrouck Hall 545-0202.

Arts Council grants are funded by a portion of the arts fee.

MOVING OFF CAMPUS?

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

. On U-Mass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping •

Situated on 1 8 well-landscaped acres with pond.

. One and two bedroom apartments include gas

utilities (heat, hot water, and stove)

. Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management
• Stop in and we'll show you what we have to offer.

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
1 6 Brandywine Drive

Rental OfFice open daily 1 - 4
549-0600

Great Holiday Gift Giving Ideas!

\A/iNP i I i^imas
PIELS DRAFT SQ49
& LIGHT "

COORS Tio^f'^«rV $ ^ #59 9

LIGHT yOfdV *^^

SAM ADAMS^^s I -799
BOSTOr^ LAGER tf^2^ I f -oep

^feja^-
KOCH'S SQ49
GOLDEN O™^
ANNIVERSARY
2*'6C.' -^E' fV"\t5

AMSTEL

fi^\^C> :^ lOZ BOTTLES

NATURAL -;V^T^
LIGHT
J4.1S0IONS .^l-'^'l^.

8^SQ99,

FRANZIA -' REBATE

BAGIN-A-BOX _^ , S C4 9
SALE748 r iTL D s.

MAIL-IN

REBATE 1 00 :^-
COOKS
CHAIVrPAGNE ^329

EXTRA DRY S BRUT

^GORDON'S ^^
«;: VODKA S04 9

- SALE" 49MA1LIN 3^
REBATE 2 00

BERINGER
WHITE ZINFM^DEL

SUTTER HOME
CHARDONNAy $^2 9

^29
75»<L

-is

MOET&CHANDON^
BRUT IMPCRIAL VI\TAaC '95S jfj*

$1Q99 ^

SOUTHERN
COMFORT

SA_E1579
mailJn rebate 2 00

FAMOUS SOQ9 9
'\ GROUSE ^O-v

^CANADIAN ^T^^g'^ MIST ^9-
sale 1 : 49 liiAli.lN REBATE 3 00 -?

GEORGE
DUBOEUF
CUVtf BLAMC & ROUGE

BARTLES ^mxJ^&^
& JAYMES , .%i::.«/in^R
WINE COOLERS l^^SifV^

"™^'^

SA^'« ^U 5199
MAIL-IN REBATE 1 00 EBWS I

SEAGRAM'S cost

GIN AFTER rebate;

SALE 12 49 ^Q^,? '

y WAIL-IN REBATE 3 00 ^ '
'^ >

0[
i

AFTER
REBATEt\ CAPTAIN

V^-J^Pf'^^M.. S1p49T SPICED RUM

Q SALE ^ 5 43

MAILIN REBA-E 3 00

«(«.

Yiikon
'"'"^

^8

Fun Red8fr(i«on Cenfct

not responsi)lc (Of

typographical emirs

aamlDllpin
UofMlay thru SaluRlay

J
ack

I ini inR<^ dd
HADLEY <VMOw

LCanvusPlaza/RoutB9 LOCATIONS
' 2S3-9344

HOLYOKE
30LJnc(*iSt
SSA-tSSS

SMJfmxs
TMUISUrU«1TI«U
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^^ D r y> y« fa r» *»^»^RtCORDS^
RECORDS • CASSETTES • COMPACT DISCS

IMPORTED, INDEPENDENT

& DOMESTIC

MON-WED9:30-6 SUN 12-5

THURS-SAT9:30-9

213 MAIN ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-5726

COLLECTABLES • USED

MANUFACTURER'S OVER-STOCKS

MONDAY - SATURDAY 10-5:30

THURSDAYS 10-9 SUNDAY 12-5

21 STATE ST. NORTHAMPTON
586-1707

Movies
CONTINUED FROM THIS WEEKEND PAGE 4

Runners up lor movies I just liked a lot)

include theover-the-top farce Soapdts/»,T/»f

Rocketeer, Kamhlin Rose, and Class Action

.

The most disappointing movie of the year

had to be Woody Allen and Bettc Midler in

the plainly unfunny Scenes FromA Mall. For

theworst.look no further thatJohn Hughes,

the creator o( Home Alone, who is respon-

sible for the heinously bad quintet of films

released this year: Career Opportunities,

Dutch, Only the lonely, and Curly Sue.

So much for 1991.

#••••••••***

ritrit Maus
J ^ Liquor Store

Newman's Albany $4.99 6-pk

Amber Beer $18-49 case

Samuel Adams Holiday Classics Sampler

Includes one bottle of OanberiY Umbic Beer $11^91 2-pk

Bud Dry, Bud Light, Coor's Light |^
&Miler Genuine Draft ....$6.99 12pk 12t>il)ottles

batt's Blue $14.99 case cans

Meisterbrau $7.99 case cans

Woodchuck Draft Cider from Vermont $4.49 bfk

$14.99 cs

Sierra Nevada Celebration Ale 1 991

NHL
at the

TOC

Tlic smallest boxes

make tlie

r,randest Openings!

Don't miss the action!

Montreal Canadiens

vs. Boston
Tonight at 7:30 pm

IS ini

MEGf)6UCKS«
WE HAVEm

338 College St.

One mile East of Amherst center on Route 9

Open 9 am - 1 1 pm Rain or Shine • Always Open

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

TOP*^%f the

CAMPUS
I
I^HLGUNGE

II 11th Floor • C11th Floor • Campus Center

UMass at Amherst

Mon.-Frt.: 11.30 •m-12 30 am
Sat. & Sun.: 5:00 pm-12:30 am

The Original Stage Musical!

PERFORM LIKE A
CHANPIOl^I

Remerr.ber the feeling and comfort your old

Champion sweatshirt would bring you

wearing it after a day on the slopes.

Stir up some of those feelings for someone

this holiday season while

Champion styles are on SALE.

December 14 & 15

(Sat. 10am - 6pm & Sun. 12 noon - 5pm)

CHAMPION ATHLETICWEAR

Sweats • Mock Turtlenecks

Long & Short Sleeve Tees • Stiorts

mM Loaf
LIVE ON STAGE AT THE

SPRINGFIELD PARAMOUNT
FOUR Sn CIA! SHOWS INa,UDING NT^W YI^jSRS KVF. AND W^W YIjVR.S IMY

DECEMBER 31st • JANUARY 1st & 2nd

ALSO PLAYING AT THE

NEW HAVEN PALACE
irX.'R SPHaAI.SHOWS

JANUARY 3rd • JANUARY 4tti

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT

PARAMOUNT BOX OFFICE (413)73-5874 PALACE BOX OFFICE (203) 789 212a

STRAWBERRIES RECORDS, OR CALL IICKETPRO PHONE CHARGE At i 800 828 7080

I n

Village Comnnons

discount taken at register

Holiday stropping at Common Sense

makes sense.

COmON
29 College Street South Hadley. MA 01075 • (413) 534-1581

Two local heroes: Addis and One Eyed Jake
By BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

It is becoming increasingly more popular for area bands
tx) put out their albums on the CD format, versus the

cassette format which became a necessity with the demise

of vinyl. Whereas pressing an album on compact disc was
once cost prohibitive for those on a budget, the CD format

has now become about the same cost to produce as cas-

settes. It also seems to be more logical, as consumer tastes

lean towards the compact disc and almost every radio

station around has also made the switch.

One Eyed Jake, a popular UMass rock n' roll band,

made the right move when they decided to release their

studio demo on CD, because the digital format not only does

j ustice to this band but also captures theawesome production

work that went into this product.

"City Ride", the new CD from One Eyed Jake, is a three

song EP that is bound to draw some industry attention and
bolster the reputation of a band that has until this time

been mostly known for performing covers.

The three original tunes on this EP are well-written,

tightly arranged, and perfectly executed kick-ass rock and

roll. The CD opens with the title cut "City Ride" which

builds on a basic funk riffwith some tasty metal guitar licks

to boot. "Monday Morning Blues" is a textured blues num-
ber that features some fine harmonica work and drum fills.

The final cut, titled "East Side Boys", opens with some soft

acoustic 12 string guitar and dreamy saxaphone but finishes

as a rockin' rave-up.

Jabberwocky

One can easily detect the blues influences throughout

the music of One Eyed Jake. The vocals and musicianship

are top-notch and the entire production and engineering of

this EP are most excellent. Buy it. Play it. This deserves

some radio airplay.

Ifyou haven't seenNew Horizons, the best reggae band

in the Valley, then you don't know what you're missing. If

you are even remotely familiar with New Horizons then you

would most certainly recognize Addis, longtime vocalist

and keyboadist, who is now focusing his attention on his

burgeoning solo career. Addis originally hails from StJohn's

in the Caribbean and his music and lyrics are a reflection of

his culture.

As Addis passionately states, "I am a roots man. I am a

Rasta man. I am a Rastafarian."

As an artist his interest is focused in capturing a wider

audience by intertwining the hymn-like qualities of roots

reggae with popular dance beats. "My music is a type of

reggae characterized by popular and common rhythms.

These rhythms attract a young American listening audi-

ence. I wish to capture a younger audience because young

minds create tommorrow."

Through the generosity of private donors and with the

help of Bassie, songwriter and musical arranger, Addis has

just finished a solo album titled "For My Lover". The album

was recorded at Platinum Sounds in Boston and will be

released on cassette.

Local reggae fans (and there are many) will have an

opportunity to hear Addis play live, buy his new tape, and

ofcourse dance the night away when he apears at the Hatch

in the Student Union tonight. The Addis tape release party

is in keeping with the unusually fine local shows that the

Hatch has featured all semester.

ACAnK.MViMLSIC M
NOniHAMPTON

^c\aj^u5c

Only area showing DEC. 13 thni 19

DAILY 7:00 &. 9:05 (NO SHOW SAT. DEC. 14)

"ROUSING Entertainment Just A Great Time

AT The MOVIES."
•.cKwd Co'liU. TIME UAGA2INE

'"THE COMMITMENTS' Is

a loud, rollicking

Comic Extravaganza.'
log.. !!)ti CHICAGO SUN IIMC5

Moving Off Campus? Available January 1st

• Brand New 24 Hour
Professional Management
& Maintenance

• Minutes To Amherst Center,

Major Shopping & Atkins

Farms
• Extremely Laige Living Areas

• Mcgor Appliances, Including

Dishwasher
• Scenic Country Setting On
Nearly 20 Acres

• Directly on Free 5-College Bus
Route

• Located Within Excellent

Amherst School System
• 3 Separate Hayground/Rcnic

Areas
• Both Townhouse & Garden

SOUTHWOODAPARTMENTS style units Available

42-A Brittany Manor Drive
Amherst, MA
(413)253-4055 ^

NOW UNDER
NEW MANAGEMENT
Meredith Mamagement Corporation

?i^'^

TheViSlageCommons
Uncommon Shopping

Holiday Hours
M-F • lOain-Opm
Sat • 10ain-6pm
Siui • 12pm -5pm

On Bus Line - Across from Mt. Holyoke College.

Most shops offer ke gjft wrap & wiH arrange shipping. Gilts cemfiaitcs available.

Neuchatel Chocolates

HUNAN GOURMET
^ CHtNESE RESTAURANT Tirt

'1*
I The aroma, sound h taste I

iaina I
uan, I

styto I

i I

ADVOCATEBEST*
THK VALLEY
[:iariiMa;i.'»km

19 9 1

The aroma.
of authantic Chineae cuiaina

prepared Hunan, Szechuan,

Mandvin or Cantonese Br~*'

_aapsclallyforyout

lfi>

""*" *FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*

261 Kino St., Norttiampton • 585-0202 • Ample Periling

Opan 7 Days a Waak • MO MSO
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE

Baby Bloomers

Beaux-Visages

Belle Femme
Cafe' des Fleurs

Common Sense

Crabtree & Evelyn

Fast Freddy's

Fedora's Tavern

Fiddlesticks

Frameworks

Joe's Shoe Repair

Mona's Lace Place

OCHOA for Hair
Odyssez Bookshop
Oriel

The Perfect Fit

Photography by J.C. Owenj

Primrose Lane

60 Minute Photo

Tailgate Picnic

Thomas Jewlers

Tower Theater

Underlings

Windows On-theCommon

ATTICUS/ALBION USED BOOKSHOPS

CASH
for

your BOOKS

Tl... ^hniis ofTlic Village ( onunons arc tnih' iinkiuc- filled \yiih higli

^t^?"^ U^^d TnSS! fenn'thc^tc. c.f N.nllu«npt.». 16 ndlcs

^tImS|>riiigfickl and niiiuitcs fmm.\.nhci>^t .n IladW-

BUYING USED TEXTS AND PAPERBACKS

8 Main St, Amherst ^
n

>t^ 9am- 1 1pm, 7 Days/Week

ATTiCUS
Aworld of i-eacling. Since 109 BL.
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Software Design Engineers and Program Managers

^ ^^;^iB^.j^.
'^•4-^:^.,

I irM

-:jaK

• .»<

- -a^ ;^' .-f.-^^^^-- -"

!

Where else?
The towering, snow-covered peaks of the

Cascade Mountains never fail to impress you on

vour dailv commute to the world s leading soft-

ware company.

And, this weekend, it's good to know you can

take your pick of cosmopolitan nightlife, deep

sea fishing, or maybe kayaking through white

water rapids.

Where else could you be but in Seattle? And
where else would you be working but at

Microsoft?

Here, good housing is plentiful, the people

are genuinely friendly, and the standard of living

is exceptionally high.

Fine arts, exquisite dining, professional sports,

spectacular outdoor recreation. ..the choices are

virtually endless.

Best of all is the work. Nobody in the soft-

ware industry can match Microsoft's unique pro-

fessional environment, industry accomplishments,

or plans for the future.

See. Life in the real world isn't so bad after

all. ..now that you're at Microsoft, that is.

If you are pursuing a Bachelor's, Master's

or PhD degree in Computer and Information

Science, Electrical or Computer Engineering,

Math, Physics or a related discipline, and have

an interest in the software industry, we'd like

to talk with you at our On-campus Interviews.

We are an equal opportunity employer
and are working toward a more culturally

diverse workplace.

Micmsolt

On-campus Interviews

Wednesday, February 19, 1992.
Full-time and Summer Software Design Engineers and Program Managers

Resumes due to Career Center t)y Wednesday, January 22, 1992

THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY COLLEGIAN PAGE?

Thur., Dec. 12 8:30pm /18+/

CHUCKLEHEAD

The Tribulations

Eighteen and Over

I Dancing with DJ Dennis^R.

Fri., Dec. 13 - 9:00pm

Dancing with
DJ Job

:' Sat., Dec. 14 - 9:00pm
'^ Dancing with

DJ Job

w

Sun., Dec. 15 - 9:00pm /18+/

i

SUNDAY OPEN
HOUSE

Eighteen & Over Dancing
|

to House Music with

D) Job a

I

Mon., Dec. 16 - 8:00pm

lOHNNY WINTER

El

'.

:k-

i

Little limmy & The Bad Boys

iVcd., Dec. 18 - 9:00pm

Dancing with
DJ Job

;*J***igdii«*dgd
Thur., Dec. 19 - 7:00pm

WRSI Holiday Party,

WARREN ZEVON

TheO<
Bring a toy for a

disadvantaged child

r

i:

Ijixaasxa

^9,^9.9.9

Fri., Dec. 20 - 9:00pm

Dance Club
Christmas Party,

Prizes, Giveaways...!!

|
Vvvvvvvvtftfgtfv«yiga-ii'iea

Wed., Dec. 25 - 9:00pm

Open for

Dancing with
DJ Job

V •.*ff^*Ji****f* .c^*^Jt^2

jj Fri. Dec. 27 - 8:30pm

1] Just back from recording

|i their debut album in L^.

y Qiarisma RecottJing Artists

THE SIGHS
farmhouse

Amy Fairchild

New Years Eve - 8:00pm

Upstairs

Dancing with DJ Job
Downstairs

WHO'S KIDDIN' WHO

Sat., Dec. 21 - 8:30pm
g

WMUA Blues Block Presents, \

BLUE CHRISTMAS
|

King Cod & The Blues Sharks

Wildcat O'Halloran

John Sheldon &
Blues Streak

Brin^ a canned food item for $1 off

admission - Proceeds to Benefit the

Western Mass. Food Bank

Sat., Dec. 21 - 2:00pm /all ages/

Pearl Street & Min^ Studios

Present

Rob King (storyteller)

A benefit for childrens

aid & family services

'^ -,

' Prizes...Champagne Toast -

kf^^**mi*£iimi*^*^ir'
Fri., lart. 3 8:30pm

ROOMFUL OF BLUESI
^«>«W^«'^>*^*'^'^>«»**^

Tiikft^ for .ill shoHs .n.iil.)l)lc' .il Po.ir

SIrrt't. Slr.iwlicrrics. I)\n.imilc

Kciords, I or the Kc< iird in Amhorvl;

liiktl l'milillO)».'»-"<m(l.

1(1 IV.ul SIrpcl. \()rth,impl<in

4n •«4—"1

The Princeton Review
is ready tor the LSAT!

Are you?

THE

ts^
BLOW ITAWAY!!

If you're serious about Law Schcx)!, then prep with the best. Only one
course guarantees classes of under twelve students, 40 hours of prep,
and extra help with your instructors, not tapes or computers.

But don t take our word for it; find out for yourself.

ALSO FOR GMAT, MCAT and GRE.
We are holding intersession courses in:

Eastern Mass: 617/277-5280

Western Mass: 413/584-6849

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

ALL STUDENTS
SEMESTER BREAK WORK
VECTOR MARKETING HAS FULL TIME

AND PART TIME POSITIONS
OFFERING EXPERIENCE

IN ALL ASPECTS OF
BUSINESS AND COMMUNICATIONS

* Starting Rate $9.25
* Special 2 - 6 week work program
* Internships / scholarships possible
* Training provided
* All majors may apply

Vector Marketing has worked with and trained

motivated, success oriented college students
throughout the United States and Canada since its

founding in 1977. CALL nearest office:

Nashua (603)891-1545

Portland (207)878-2463

Peabody/ N.Shore

(508)977-9153

Lexington (617)275-4980

Worcester (508)841-4250

Boston/Suburbs

(617)449-4362

RESUME SPECIAL
Resume typesetting, 25 copies on resume
paper, 25 matching blank sheets, 25
matching envelopes... a// within 48 hours

d^OO AC w/coupon
^£mOm^\J (exp. 12A31/91)

j_ 228 Triangle St., Anfiherst • 549-3840
_j

LOW, LOV\A PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL
Nnriti.'mpt'Mi Hoivnl<i

584 41 12 • 535 1888

SKI VERMONT
Tbis BreaR With

HIGHLAND LODGED

CHRISTMAS
SPECIALS ! !

!

BUDuiht H2«»*cs

r

ROLLING

ROCK $1249-cs

MILLER G.D «9'»*cs

Light

GOLDEN
ANNIV «7®.cs

SAM ADAMS

Winter Lager.... 4 6pk

CAPTAIN A -gg

MORGAN ^11 1.75LI
SALE $14" - $3~

ABSOLUT A- Qog
VODKA ^lO 1.75L

* plus Deposit
* up to 30 Days

AS ALWAYS

BUSCH 1/2 barrel $39.90* & FREE ICE

Visa Mastercard $ Personal Checks

accepted & NOT Deposited*

As Keg Tap & Tag Deposits

"• Up to 30 Days"

ADVOCATF.
•BEST

•

THE VAl 1 I V

19 9 IA NewFamiiy ^
/-/7/:^^ ^^ Business'

ROUTE 9, HADLEY, Between Burger Kini; \ Dunkin Donuts • 184-8174

/'^'^^''^" Savings and a WholeLot More

|

MILLER LITE %
24-12 OS. cana ^

V
LIQUORS) BASS ALE

.; 6-12 oz. bottle*
AMll PM/ ^ ^ ^^

$g39
Dep.

BUD
LIGHT

12-12 oz. bottle.

$R99\i^ -»-Dep
-Dep Z

A PERFECT GIFT IDEA„.. _„. ISCOTT'S GIFT CERTIFICATES - available in any denomination!! Z

GALLO %
CLASSIC WINES %

$399 I

MARTINI & ROSSI
ASTI SPUMANTE

99
750 ML

1SC3

SMIRNOFF
VODKA

99
1.7SL14

KAHLUA
LigUEUR

$1 1 99
760 ML11

l^£ yV>\NT 70 BE YOUR FAVORITE LIOUOR STORE!

Teie^Heckfor ^,
6 University Drive

your personal check. at Newmarket Center, Amherst
W» now hMva all

Mass Lottery g»m9%l

^ your personal check. ai i\ewmarKei v^&ni&r, Mmiicr^i ^-- -^^ a.
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

0FfA7TH^

/3AA1/iJ0R
570^' I

THIS,

OKAYIFHa JOINS
U€>FORCOCmf

LBlMe INTROKJCe YOUALL-

IHIS ISMY Sr^PfATHeR, RJCK

R££>Fm^, UJHOOCCA^ONAUY
PUei.lSH£:e INJHB P05T. ThAT'S

mylOM, JOANC/kJOJS. 3H£^

lA)ORK5 0NTHeHIU-.

/ HI' PUltUP
A C^AIR'

It pets wore hats: a study in animal personalities and

styles

CALVIN AND HOBBES

YOU'RSTHe.

0i^Of7Ha
6AN6.I
JAKSIT

FfiiAH!
iOU'R£>

rue

OeA.

MHOA'

PAFA
NO!A'

By BILL WATTERSON

<,

SOMETIMES yJWEfAl//Sia,

^CyU READ ME k S\oe^

w^NT ME TO ct^D roif ONt ^

r

JJST WKNT
TO REST.

>

S^Cy\ ii'i

7.

3^ect;e ' ARE "tOU

GET DEEPER By NITIN

iTj-:

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

fatiewell,'^^ Hoirr\ktll.

(Wvce^ ferevpv o/oit Hie

N*" floor.

CenluKij Dcnii^H'u book I'Vc
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THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN
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yON'T BE SILL\, 30SEPW' Xe^

|C\«CVJ yBu'vt ^'-''^'t K'™>»'*(» °f

•TMt Son ' Wt'VJ* fAtMEC ^'C

K>w Stop ^ttu^t' Sc-W^ ?0R

Quote of the Day
"Teacher says cverytime a bell rings

an angel gets his wings."

-Zuzu from the movie It's a Wonderful Life

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE
ACROSS

1 Speedily

6 Heavy-headed
hammar

10 Dry
1 4 Henry —

Lcxlge

1 5 Motown
product

16 Unaspirated

consonant
17 Rows
18 — Cove

Hawkeye s

home
20 Dividing word
21 Guido s note

22 Entangled

23 Shade of green

25 Small pianos

27 Secretary ot

state and family

30 Pitchers targets

31 1976 Andrew
Lloyd WeDDer
musical

32 Lacnmose
33 Wallach or Yale

36 Hardy heroine

37 Loses feathers

38 Danish king of

England:

1017-35

39 Sounds ot

hesitation

40 Thick soup
41 Dull finish

42 — In St

Louis'

44 Ship s otficef

45 Churcti

dignitary

47 Italian resort

48 Lawn worker

49 Charged atom
50 fhe Chaneys
54 Tennis standout

57 Take the helm

58 I — man.
'

59 Sci sub).

60 Doddering

61 God of war

62 Liquid meas
63 Massenet opera

DOWN
1 Broadway
beginning

2 Annoyance

3 Incite

4 Kind Hearts

and —
5 Men from Mars

for short

6 Twin crystal

7 Unearthly

glow
8 Actress

Hagen
9 Stroke lor

54 Across

10 Like the

edelweiss

1

1

Typifies

12 Cove
13 Courageous

acts

19 Friendship

21 City trains

24 A Gershwin

25 List of

candidates

26 Golf scores

27 — noire

PugDear

28 Maintain

29 The Taming o'

the Shrew
a la

Cole Porter

30 Martinique peaK

32 Singer Mel —
34 Minstrel s

instrument

35 Road to Rome
y Jeff s pal

38 Place to be m
the morning''

40 Precious gem
41 Politican s

weapon^
43 Actress

Verdugo and
others

44 Symbol ot

tidiness

45 — donna
46 Orator,

at times

4 7 Lounges
49 Heroine

51 Michael or Lena

52 — contendere

53 British gun
55 Word with head

Of shell

56 Teachers gp
57 Knave of clubs

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE;
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Menu
LUNCH
Tacos

Grilled Cheese

BASICS LUNCH
Vegie Taco

Grilled Cheese

DINNER
Hamburger

Scrod

BASICS DINNER
Curried Chick Peas

Scrtxi

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AR1E;S (March 21 April 19): Cur-

rent chullenges may involve childcare or

joint-custody arrangements. Keep your

cool, A period ofquiet reflection will help

restore your vitality. Cioixl muNic chases

away the blues,

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Be-

ware of snags in communlcalion or trans-

portation today. You have a winning way

with influential people and need to make

onlycenainfactsclear. Nurture a romantic

relationship. Call a tall thin friend up for

dinner if you live on a hill.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -June 20): A won-

derful tirra toworkonpartnershipmalters

and firm up arrangements regarding joint

funds. Your midas touch continues day

and night. Avoid appearing selfish if you

want someone else's attention,

CANCER (June 21-July 22): Work-

place communications go smmilhly to-

day. Now is the time to ally yourself with

influential associates. You are dynamic

and articulate— and would make a great

spokesperson,

I.EO (July 23- Aug, 22): Reclusive

tendencies bar the door to progress How
can people gel together with you if ymi

will not nwet them halfway. Shake hands

on agreement today, Romance lakes a

happy turn,

VIRCJO (Aug, 23-Sept 22): Try not

lo over act to an employer's queslions or

a supervisor's suggestions. You have a

tendency lo lake things loo |x;rsonally.

Lighten up! SjX'nd a fun evening with

your loved ones

LIBRA (Sept 23()ct 22): You can

move mountains loUay. thanks lo your

strong organi/alional skills. Be tactful il

you musi correct soiiK'one's mistakes.

Those in authority express appreciation

for your efficiency.

SCORPIO (Oct, 2.VN0V, 21): A
friendship or romance could fall short of

your expectations. It is better not to kick

up a fuss. Your keen eye fiw value remains

ahaip. You arc able lo make a shrewd

investment,

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21 ):

Career obstacles may lemporurilydeprive

you of the praise and freedom you are due.

Lie low: an influential friend will come

through for you. Shop for high-quality

items.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): A
long-term legal agreement or major pur-

chase indicates a secure future. An uncer-

tain domestic situation will soon improve.

Avoid acting recklessly in a personal re-

lationship,

AQUARIUS (Jan. 2()-I"cb. 18): A
social event or romantic interlude will

make this a special day. I^el your works of

support flow freely; you will touch an

emolional chord, t^vedoncs rally to your

side this evening.

PISCES (Feb, 19-March 20): Going

lo ihc lop is usually preferable lo wasting

lime with subordinates. You may he deal-

ing vviih people of wealth and inlluoncc

over ihe next day or iwo, Dress and act

conservatively

Today's Staff
Night Editor Miur Elliott

Copy Editor DavcMassey

PhotoTechnician Emily Woller

Production Supervisor Terry Staniier

Production Nitin Mukul

Tracy Kruger

THE MAN OF STEEL FLIES AGAIN!
4'OAS'7'

Aft ivowear • Vuarnt't • Panama Jack
OakU'v • & other famous hiands

Carmmnds
J t^ t a u r a n t

lor (hi Ustr ^nd ier\ ot lulv

Anil, mv sprcLit thanks lo thr

o** nrrs and rmpioyrrs tor irvilan^

dining: M C armrlinAS j most

6 ^^^^•.t. Ku-^. II M • (Rl 1 1 Hidln

^ MAOllil' 14131 Stvl-OOUU

® AVAILABLE AT SAME BAT CHANNEL
Comics • Cards • C/amcs t More..,

Hampshire Mdll. I^Udlcy • 586-8775 lng<Isi<ic Mdll. Holyokt • 532-9797

OPtN: MomUy - SaluriUy lOam - 9pfn • Sunday 1 ipm - bpm

BOSTON BARTENDERS
SCHOOL OF AMERICA

If you are over 18, be a bartender.

LOCAL/NATIONAL PLACEMENT
(AY/EVENING 1 WEEK

• SPEND WINTER BREAK WITH US!

LIMITED OPENINGS REMAIN FOR JANUARY CLASSES

CALL TODAY • 747-9888

1655 MAINSJ^UIIE202 • SPRINGFIELDJ^jA 01103

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE Hi CAMPUS CENTER • THURSDAY 8:30-3:30 FRIDAY 8:30-2:30* DFADUNEISTWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUaTION » 20(AVORD/DAY FOR STUDEm CASH IN ADVANCE

VARIOUS APARTMENTS FOR RENT
ANNOUNCEMENTS Spnng 92 Choose Irom Sunset Townhouse

or Brandywine Call 549 0811

CARRIBBEAN - ONLY $189 WINTERSESSION ROOMSI
rounOtrip air 10 somewhere Smoles $1 50
sunny and warm' EUROPE •

j^'^^^ j, 35
$ 1 60 1 Hitch a nde

f, ,, ,j ^ , cm^
AIRHITCH 21 2 864 2000 M9-7M2
OFFICIAL ZOOMASS CONDOMS

^ HUGE ROOM
$'6 6898 Pnvalebalh.

VIETNAMESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION ,n 3bedroom apt on bus
Important meeting Heat.>H20 inci $200 double $400 single

Tonighi at 7pm Decl 5 or Jan 1 Jalme/Raina 2S3-2S9S

In Knowllon Lounge Rm 127

" FOR SALE
AUTO FOR SALE

76 COBOILA WG $200

82 Nissan 1 50,000 miles/37mpg 81 4WD Subaru wg $600 549- 1967

ains but needs work 1985MERCURY TOPAZ, black. newcWch.
$300 or BO call Manbeth 5-1866 323-8665

$,700. call 546-4886

82VW RABBIT includes pull out radio/cass.
Airline Ticket

new muller and brakes only 86KM Runs mce
Worcester lo Denver $250 Roundtnp

asking $1200 or B/0 For info call 549-4556 ^^^^^^. ^^^ Returns: 1/6

1984 Nissan king cab plu truck low mileage Call Mark 323-9692

very reliable $1500 or BAD Call Chns 263-
blIZNIAK XMAS TREE FARMS. Cut your

9660 own or ready cut l33Bay Rd Hadley 9am-

1 985 MAZDA G.L.C. Runs great $1 200 or 7pm
BO 323 6163 BREW YOUR OWN BEER

at home It'scheap, simple, little labor Com-
FLA. DREAM MOUSE pigte brewing kits Call 508-823-6453

LONGWOOD,FLA.SUBURBo,C>Undo:8 ^^^^^T^^^T^^
room- 2..>a,h.2200 Sa « ^ome, ••Exquis-

^r.-on Ballroom Tuesday Dec. lO.hruFnday
lie Live,mi-12x19 -Din,rml3x11-^Kt^8x9. ^^^^ ,^,j,„,
-Brklsl area -10x6-Fam rm-18xl5-Mst Br «^ J^^ ^^ ^^
14x16- 3 other Lge bdrms, 2-car garage-

"oral II

Heated spa-Stone fireplace w/raised hearth- ™''
Spnnklersys Inside utilities-Appliances Inc COLLEGE BARGAINS

microwave-BesI school system in Fla Elem- Computers starting at $299

mid*hs Must sell $124,900 Call owner- Wordprocessors $549

Kathy-(407) 774-7331 or (407)855-6858. Typewnlers $189
546-0390

FOR RENT DORM FRIDGE $45/BO 549-731 9 Adam
——- IBM XT COMPATIBLE AND PRINTER

1 iMdroom avallabla starling Jan or Feb. o« jgoo negotiable
Main st, on bus route, washer dryer. $245/ Andrew 546-0976
month inc heat Call256:6266

mAcTTul COM^^^STir^^.
205 SUNSET Imagewrtter, software $750 369-4700 eve^
Single rm avail Jan 1 ;.':;;;...U.........

Great location _ _ . ,.,_ ,i,t««

$250 per month 0"»
'"""trl ?!

Call anytime 549.5313 '°2-22 to 1 8
A 1 BEDROOM is available nowor Jan 1 It's

|f interested call

in a 2 bedroom apt rem 250 location near 253-0861 -Askfor Jari

UMass Amherst Center call 253-9742 or

2^:^1°^
:

—

skTs^boots
AMHERST. Two bedroom condominiums

Lacn)ix skis with Salomon bindings. Two
for as lo*r as $550 per month Convenient pairsofwomen'slangeboots- healed. Great

monlh-to-month rental agreement Parking
conditioni 549-9932

available for two vehicles On bus route.
qkTboots

psT-i«T"'^""'°"°""'"''''''"
''"'

Lange XRI size 6 ski boots great condition.

^^^^
only used one season 6-3979 _

Beautiful Urge Modem house on lake, r-rr^-rTl^ ""^71;.,.^ nnod «har»
Lookingforhou^emates, Lotsofe-rtras. Rent SoW)«l- Sort of oW but in good shape

$1501 Shulesbuiy, 367-9328 Makejn of1er253:0634 _

DOUBLE AND SINGLE ROOM. S Amherst SNOWBOARD- Burton Cruise-90-

house great landlord, available Jan 1 253- only y|°°^
303, Chuck 6-4058

"

STEREO SALE

sr::s^mr::h^renrhra;2';s used ^^^rTS.rT,^^'z
mo can Jason daweve 545-2271

, __ ^Tp<;n:r;?s' a,"unSrdCnTs."S:
DOUBLE ROOMECHO HILL Spaciousown equipment, etc. Buy/sell/trade at Stereo &

bath laundry on sile400(lolal) Per month call
video Exchange 256-0941

Tom or Vicky 256-0569 wORDPROCESSING TYPEWRITER with

HUGE 3BR, fits 4. 2balhrooms. close to
display dictionary, editable memory, and

campus $900 549-6986 or 545- 1 259 Lease
^^^^^ features unused. 2 mths oW with guar-

slarts Jam antee $250 ONO Ca ll g^TgSg

MAIN ST AMHERST
"^

IniBlB
Double room available FOUND
Jani or Febl 256-1331 I^iT:;;'^ u*i "rZ^r~^

|u HERTER LECTURE HALL- Tape re-

Newly renovated 2bedroom Townhouse "» "
255-1479 lo identity and daim,

apt 450 hot water included New carpets Bus ooraer i^^o«^^
^ _

route Soulhwood 256-0842 _
FREE CASE OF BEER

Northwood Apartments Holiday Special

2 bedrooms includes hot water starling al HOUSEMATE NEEDED-Male or Female

$299 00 20 acres of tieauliful property in a
spacious house w/ large single room on

country setting Laundry facilities swimming
busroute in Hadley, Available after Dec 21

pool Free bus service to Umass Hadley & the
«218/mo -Negotiable. Call Kevin 586-4128

malls Energenic 8 caring staff experienced J_
in all phases of property management River

kristen KAROLYN, LAUREN
Road Rte 47 Sunderland MA 01375 M-F KRlSTtw. R».nv«.

9 00 lo 5 00 41 3 665 3656 CONGRATULATIONS ON TRI-SIGMAII

One bedroom apartment in Crestview you guys are the bestill

Great for single or double We love youM

Two minutes from campus Sharon and Debbie and Rob

$450 Call Heather 549-5340 _^
ROOM FOR RENT
1 bedroom, near Puffer's,

On bus rl . 200 P/M, heat incI,

Washer/dryer, no lease, M/F.

549-6383

HELP WANTED

Don't get a job - Gel a businessi

T,A S P . International offers highly motivated

students practical expenence and earnings

averaging $4,000-$7,000 tor the summer.

Please cal l 1 800-922-5579

Internship available winter/spring "92

P/T position al Healthtone Inc, in

Northampton Marketing new fitness prod-

uct (or into call Dr Robert Brandt 5867533

REPS NEEDED
an opportunity in marketing/management

Excellent income Call 546-0390

HAPPY BIRTHDAY EL CHARROI
Here's lo ceiling stars, ceiling mirrors.

chocolate and friendship LI^LP doll t)aby

With all my heart

my heart

my heart

Gretch

HEY FLIPPAHIII

Do well on your examsl

Have a great Chnstmas break!

Sigma Love
Your Secret Sigmal

ST. JUDE-THANK YOU

YOU HAVE INTERCEEDED so many
times.,.And always with success-Thank you

aqa^ntl

ROOMMATE WANTED

SUBLET

LONELY HEARTS REJOICEI

DEPRESSED BECAUSE YOU cant get a

dale? Sad because you have no mate? Well

BOGPC has got a plan to help you find your

man or wamani In Febnjary coming to Umass

the dating game is here at last' Watch for

more Into next semester!

LOST

REWARD torlnlomiation odost baick leather

wallet on 12-6-91 549-7319 Adam

REWARD- Lost bag in BowkerHokJsworth

parkinglotarea Contents eyeglasses, book,

quilt of immense sentimental value. Please

call Dave 256-6146.

PERSONALS

llTrl-slgmall

A TnSigma happy birthday to our

December and January babies!!

Tanya, Julie. Valerie S. Val B and Traci G
Have a great lime celebrating.

Love your sisters

FRANKY
Happy belated birthday!

Hope you had a blasti

Love the little eskimo

REG
CONGRATULATIONS!
Its not Ihe end (4 tyears w/ me)

It's the beginning

Mel

Llssa-

Hil I just want you to know that of all the

(actors there are (l-factor, os-factor, etc) the

most important one is the one we live-T for

twindomll I love you Cheeky monkey!

Love- Andie

BUNGEE JUMPING, Skydiving. Whitewater

ratling, mountainclimbing, kayaking, paintball

wargames Do it all spring break! With Hawk

Adventure Tours! Transportation lodging and

tour guide all included call 546-4455 lor into ,

4TH FLOOR BAKER
Thanx-soil. no I'm joking, rage, flipper, ?!?!

shut up, random! You guys are Ihe best! I'm

gonna missya!Tama-slama(ldon't do those

kind of things) Rama-Ding-^ong

JENNIFER
I broke your heart and that's inaxcuseable. I

cam say I'm sorry enough to tell you whal's

In my heart Please try to forgive me.

I love you -J^ndy

GARY- Have a great time in Australia next

semester. I'll miss youl Love. Kelli

BABE
Happy Birthday

I love youl

Jake

ANDREW AND UNHEE
Our Thursday night sessions will live on in

our memories, in a nightmarish sort ot way.

Gosh, what will happen when ihe bullhead

with the Xmas-tree head moves out? Unhee,

babe, we gotta tirid ourselves someone new

to beat up on^

DMR 7 EAST DKJKINSON:

Rachel, Karen, Meredith, Unhee, Nicola,

Andrew, Chris. Maria, Julie (Joory), Allison,

Jason, Dave, Tracy, Julie, Sara. Litsa. Alan,

Anish, Dave, Eric, Ellen. & Deb -- have a

good dayj

To some very special friends.

Thanks for making my birthday wonderful

and lorthe best semester I've had, I will miss

you all!

Love Shyno

Hey Lady
Have a happy birthday!

and a Merry Christmas

Roommalel _

MATTHEW
I'm going to miss you next semester But I

cant wait for intersession

Loveya '

Marianne __^

OH MEREDITHI
Let's all have a special day (or worms

Then perhaps we'd tie on better tenns

You wanna suck my what?

Please don't ever leave me! I'll die ot clothing

asphyxiation!! (& gossip withdrawal)

Love, Me

TOTHESEXIESTMAN ALIVE, Happy 22ndl

Ice and sandwiches on Tuesday? Love you

always. Your one and only queenie.

PICKLERS
Here's your personal!

Its been about a year now, we have had

some great times together, hopefully many

more to come!!

-Hows your pucky?

Love Mike

DUMPS
DUMPS
DUMPS
DUMPS
THANK YOU S.J. FFQ - B.D.

TOMY CLOSE MINDED friend, sorry I cant

be more like you We could have had fun, but

I slill accept you despite your down lalls. To

the rest of my friends in Dickinson, Sigma

Sigma Sigma and southwest, good luck on

your finals, and happy holidays. To my

roommate and the slumber party crew Thanks

for putting up with me Love- Karolyn

TO ALL THE SISTERS of Sigma Sigma

Sigma We want to thank you for all the help

and support you have given to all of us!

We love you!

The New Sisters

SC«12
Sorry for what happened a year ago, cant

wait to see you I love you. Heather

DBBRA^ KRIEGSMAN (AKA) Bambi

GoWbloom JFK no more! House Council-

Pizzavalors Bee Gees "You »nn again" Voice

mail tag "so buy it!" Neanderthal man(Brett)

"I guess you're not sleeping with Debra!"

Judies again?!-Nana-Rummy Q-kvetching

sesame noodles-Scooping-Movies-Edison is

best! (Not) "Call me" nice laugh-are you

going to Kosher? Bagel dogs! I'm going to

miss you (YR CO-4 Lite) Felice

Tina Marote-

Congratulations on initiation to Sigma Kappa!

Wekxime 10 the family!

In Sigma Love,

Your Mother,

Jamie

MIKEJAMIETODD BRIAN ROBERTOJOE
DAN ROB
Good luck on exams

Happy holidays

Love, Katy NicoleCheryl Rebecca Marianne

GAMIilwrTHETACLASS OF SOT:
Through the laughter (and ihe tears)

We go togetherl

Always remember "I never*

and always rememt)er that sisterhood

is forever! Love, Bel

PS, Think road trip

1 MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP for 2

bdrm Bntlany apt $1 40/mo heal incI I'll pay

Jan rent call Mike 256-1561

1 OR 2 M/F for largest of lour bedrooms for

spring 2 minutes to bus stop 1 5 minutes to

UMass Call 665-7544

1 OR 2ROOMMATES wanted lor Hobart apt

1 55 per month + utilities on bus rt Close to

campus Call 549-5827 Ask for Lynn Stacy or

Jen

2FEMALESWANTED lor large double room

in Pultton Village. Amherst Very close to

campus, buses every 10 minutes, clean.

First Puftton entrance, first set of apart-

ments! Available January 1 $160/monlh

ea . including heat, cheap! Call 549-2501

3-4 roommates wanted for Jan 92 On bus

route Clean Quiet Call 253-9692

Female roommate needed to replace

missing link in awesome Townhouse apt

Shared rm$181/mo, 549-8001

Female roommate wanted 10 share large

room in Brandywine $187,50/mth 549-4997

Jan-May

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

large room in Puftton $l65/mth 549-4509

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED for Brook

apt to share room only $137 50+ Starting

Feb. 1 Call 256-8731 Nonsmoking^

HAVE A FUN SPRINGII

Female wanted to share spacious room in 3

floor condo in S.Amherst. 1 65p/mo start Jan/

Feb til May. Fully furnished on bus line.

Parking available. Great roommates. Call

256-4153

Large single available in 3 bedroom apt in

Puftton Female only 231 .67/mo Heat AND
hot water inc, Kim 549-3927 Available jan 1

LIVE WITH USUI

For intersession and/or spring semester

Beautiful 3 floor condo behind BayBank

Walk to campus + uptown

Double or single available

Non-smoker male or female

$200 or best offer

Call 549-4438 or stop byl!

NON-SMOKING FEMALE to share room in

Mill Valley apl 208 75/mlh heal & hot water

IncI call 253-0421

One or two people to rent a rxx>m in a <arm

house apartment, Ctose lo campus. Spring

semester with summer option. Call after 5 at

549-0986.

ROOMMATE WANTED PufHon Village.

Seeking one fun , easy going female to share

an immaculate 3 person apt Must call for

more into, 549-0971

ROOMMATEWANTEOFEBRUARYRRST
(negotiable) convenient location in

Sunderiand on bus route at Lantern Court

apartments Call now 665-8669 Brian/Jim

Roommate wanted for Jan

Located 1039 NPIeasant St.

Cal[AndyatJ549-7940

TAKE MY ROOM PLEASE: Large room in

Hadley house. Cool housemates. On bus

route. Winter and/or spring/summer $180/

month (negotiable) 584-5967

SERVICES

AVAILABLE 1/92-8/31 take over lease one

bedroom in house with 5 others on busline 2

bath washer/dryer 275+util, First month free

253-9949

FEMALE WANTED: Share huge bedroom

in really nice apartment. Amherst, Jan $200

All inclusive Mary or Liz 253-2842

FOR JAN
2 txlrm twnhse apt

Rt 116 Sunderiand

$550 Call 6657555

SUNSET APARTMENT SINGLE room

available tor Jan sublet and/or spring se-

mester Call lor Info 549-29 1 5 Cheap-conven,

location

Take our lease or sublet tor January. The

Brook256-8581

WIntersesslon sublet, 3 spaces available

in Townhouse apt . on bus route, furnished.

free cable, fully, carpeted. Great deal! $100

call 549-8001

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS, THESES, CASES^ Pa-

pers, On -campus Service, Mac/Laser Pnnter,

Spelteheck, Ojalily. Inexpensive 584-7924,

Nancy

FAStTaCCURATE TYPING wspelteheck.

$1 50/p9 Call Greg 6-31 98

Papers, Theses, Resumes. Word pro-

cessing -Laser pnnting Call Rosemary 323-

5031

" WE WILL BE OPENI **

The Legal Services Center will be open

during Januaryl Umass/Amherst students

shouW stop by 922 Campus Center, or call

545- 1 995 for an appointment.

WANTED

3 Females need 2-3 bedroom apt lor

winlersesslon call 546-6397

Looking lor singleroom In all viiomen house/

apt Winter and spnng Sunderland Amherst

or Noho Call Jenn^r^6^5386

NEED AND WILL buy your full or queen size

bed Call 549-6956

Older student looKIng for room lor winter

session Amherst only Call 6-1399 leave

message,

SEMESTER BREAK
$a25 to start

National firm has a special 2-6 week student

work program In eritry level martieting and

advertising. All majors may apply. No expe-

rierice riecessary. Internships/scholarships

available Interview now. begin after exams.

508-84 1 -4250 AubumA/Vorc Cty .
or 6 1 7-449-

4362 Boston/SuburtJS

SUBLETS. ROOMS, HOUSING neededDoc

27, Jan 1 3. Contact SBMC 256-86 1 5 1 0AM-

4PM
.

WANTED: Fer^ale lo take over lease.

Townhouse apis, on busline, $181 mo.

Avail Jan 1, Call 549-8001 ASAP,

Witnesses regarding police/PVTA bus In-

cident 12-6-91 10:30pm Friday Colonial

Village/Betehertown Rd Please send infor-

mation: Box 313 Amherst

SISTERS AND PLEDGES OF SOT-

Thanks (or a great year!

Have an amazing spnng rush!

Keep In touch, and save my spot In the den.

You're not getting rid of me yet!

Bel

THATSCOOLIII

YO ZOEI
Doni be sorry!

Toga Togal

Merry Christmas

The HeyJ-ady

TO SEAN O'CONNOR
Now that we don't

have a class together

are we still going

to hang out???

Kath

FREE pregnancy testing; confidential and

caring support, BIRTHRIGHT:233 No,

Pleasant Street Amherst 549^1906

LOSE^AT FOR/DURING WINTER BREAK,
Enhance energy, build muscles with

Omnitritwn Fitness Products 549-4401

SPRING BREAK

You won't gel ripped off! I have the best

spring break trips around, Jamaica. Cancun,

and Bahamas. I would love to tell you more...

Call Dena 549-5740
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McCoy to return against Holy Cross
Star guard returns to practice
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts guard Jim
McCoy practiced yesterday and is expected
to play tonight, when the Minutemen travel

to Worcester for a game with Holy Cross
(7:30 p.m.)

McCoy, UMass* all-time leading scorer,

missed Tuesday's battle of attrition with
the University ofNew Hampshire, an 84-63

UMass win, with a sprained ankle.

He sustained the injury Monday in

practice during an intersquad scrimmage,
when he landed awkwardly on his left ankle.

After a few moments on the court, he was
helped to the iockeroom.

THE MATCHUPS
Harper Williams v$. Scott Martzloff

— Martzloff, a 7- 1 center is averag-
ing 1 1.5 points and 12.7 rebounds
p>er gorr^e. If McCoy does not play,

the Minuternen will r>eed Williams to

score as well as stop Martzloff.

William Herndon vs. Rick
Mashbum — Masliburn Is ttie Cru-

saders' leading scorer at 15 points

per ganne. Herndon, who scored
just 1 point against UNH Is due for a
big game.

Anton Brown vs. Roger Breslin —
Brown has been red hot in the past

two games, averaging 22 points in

the past two gomes. Breslin's 7.5

assists and 8 points paces the Cru-

saders' offense.

After Tuesday night's game, McCoy said

the swelling had gone down, but he was still

limping. Yesterday, he showed no signs of

favoring the ankle.

Assistant coach Bill Bayno said McCoy
was "all set" to play tonight. He is expected
to start.

Despite McCoy's absence Tuesday, the
Minutemen toughed out their seventh win
of the season. A game in which the Minute-
men showed impatience on offense,
launching the first open shot available, and
shooting a meager 30 of 52 from the free

throw line.

"I don't know what to say [about the foul

shooting!." said UMass forward Tony
Barbee, a career 74 percent foul shooter,

who was 1 1-20 from the free throw line. "It's

all psychological. I'm just going to go to the

g>'m and work hard to correct my mistakes."
UMass guard Anton Brown continued

his hot shooting, connectingon 7 of 14 shots,

tallying 21 points. In the past two games.
Brown is averaging 22 points, effectively

lifting his play to a higher level.

Brown said Tuesday, "AVith Jim (McCoy I

out, we don't have a guy out there who we
can say, "go score.'"

UMass coach John Calipari said after

Tuesday's win that it was tough to get his

guys up for the game. He said he was hoping
to get them to play hard for the final two
games, before they head home for the holi-

day.

The Minutemen open the Atlantic 10

season at George Washington Saturday and
host the Abdow's Hall ofFame Classic at the

Springfield Civic Center Dec. 27 and 28.

Holy Cross enters tonight's affair with a
1-3 record. Their only win came against

Collegian Photo by Jeff Egan

Massachusetts' Jerome Malloy (left) and Lou Roe apply pressure to

New Hampshire's Shaft Lewis (34) as he brings the ball up court. The
Minutemen (7-1) play Holy Cross in Worcester tonight.

Harvard 100-75 in the second game of the
season.

The Crusaders have yet to win on the

road, dropping games to Providence (80-73),

Brown (79-76) and Western Michigan (78-

65).

Game notes: The game can be heard on

WMUA (91.1 FM) with Dave Oldred and
Tom Johnson and onWHMP (99.3 FM) with

George Miller and Howie Davis. WMUA
will continue to broadcast the games over

intersession.

Seats for tonight's game are still available

at the Holy Cross ticket office.

Atlantic 10 Conference on shaky ground
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Despite losing one member a year ago

and facing the prospect of losing another,

the Atlantic 10 Conference last month
blocked a vote ofexpansion, by a vote of 6-3,

according to sources close to the conference.

Reports centered on the possibility ofLaSalle

University replacing the departed Penn

State.

Last week Duquesne University issued

an ultimatum to the Atlantic 10 that says,

according to reports published in the Pitt

Press, ifthe A- 10 refuses to allow LaSalle to

enter the conference by Dec. 31, 1991,

Duquesne will join LaSalle and enter the

Midwestern Collegiate Conference.
Temple, St. Joseph's and Rutgers cast

the deciding votes against expansion at last

Minutemen swimmers
remain undefeated, 4-0
By BRIAN GORMLEY
Collegian Correspondent

Record breaking performances from
Scott Reed, Bill Chouinard, Joe Morris,

andJay Peluso prop)elled the men's swim
team to back- to-back victories last

weekend. The wins over Southern Con-
necticut and Delaware improved the

team's record to a perfect 4-0.

The win was also coach Russ
Yarworth's 100th career victory.

The Minutemen opened Saturday's

172-73 dismantling of Southern Con-
necticut by taking the first three places

in the 400-yard Medley Relay. The team
of Sean Clark, Chouinard, Jim Gregg,

and Tim Milbert combinined to set a
Southern Connecticut pool record with a
time of 3 minutes, 33.48 seconds. In the

next event, the lOOO-Freestyle, junior

Scott Reed set the UMass varsity record

with a time of 9:30.65, eclipsing the

previous record of 9:35.91 set by Craig
Fuller in 1985.

"Scott Reed's time of 9:30.65 in the

1000 was a major league swim," lauded
head coach Russ Yarworth, "I think that

swim helped him restore his self confi-

dence."

From there, the Minutemen contin-

ued to dominate Southern Connecticut,

winning four of six places in the 200
Freestyle, 200 Breaststroke, and the 400
Freestyle Relay, and four ofseven places

in the 50 Freestyle, 200 Intermediate,

200 Butterfly, 100 Freestyle, and 500
Freestyle.

Swimmers who won a first and a

second place in their respective events

were Joe Morris ( 200, 500 Freestyle) and
Jay Peluso (200 Intermediate, 100
Freestyle). Senior Bill Chouinard left his

mark in Connecticut by setting the pool

record in the 200 Breaststroke with a

time of 2:08.97.

Sunday's home meet against Dela-

ware proved to be not much more of a

challenge, as UMass won handily, 148-

93, taking the first three places in the
1000 Freestyle, 200 Intermediate, 200
Butterfly and the 500 Freestyle. Espe-
cially good performances were turned in

by Chris Barrett, (first in 200 and 500
Freestyle), Peluso, (First in 200 Interme-

diate and second in 200 Breastroke), and
Morris, who set the UMASS pool record

in the 1000 Freestyle with time of9:45.47.
Yarworth said he could not be more

pleased with his team's performance thus
far.

"I'm really happy, we've done more
than I could have hoped for, 25 of 28
swimmers had their best times I this

weekend] and you can't ask any more
than that. The freshmen have done a

super job and their performances have
motivated the upperclassmen."

In light of the team's recent success,

Yarworth said hi s teammust be on gaurd
against a letdown.

"We're going to start working hard

again, because we can't afford to get

lackadaisical," Yarworth said. "We have

to maintain our training through finals

and Christmas. We want to be a better

team on Jan. 10 and an even better team
by Feb. 15.

month's Media Day in Philadelphia, PA,
according to sources. The conference needed
seven votes to allow expansion after the loss

of Penn State to the Big 10.

Sources said the Atlantic 10 had been
courting LaSalle, sayingA- 10 Commissioner
Ron Bertovich met with LaSalle officials, "a

couple of times, unofficially."

The three schools that voted against

LaSalle are all in the same Philadelphia
area, which doesn't seem to make sense,

according to LaSalle Athletic Director Bob
Mullen.

"Our suggestion last spring was that if

we entered the conference, there would be a

number of benefits," he said. "First of all,

travel costs would be nil, and secondly, it

would guarantee Temple and St. Joe's one
more sell-out.

"I even took it one step further, I was in

favor of pursuing other teams like Xavier.

That would allow for divisional play," he
said.

UMass basketball coach John Calipari,

for one, said he didn't think LaSalle was the

answer.

"I'm not sure LaSalle is the answer ifwe
expand," Calipari said. "I'm more in favor of

pursuing Xavier and Dayton. This is a bas-

ketball conference, first and foremost, we
make money on basketball and spend it on
everything else."

UMass Athletic Director Frank
Mclnemey disagreed with Calipari, saying

that he would be pleased if LaSalle entered

the conference.

"We support bringing in LaSalle,"

Mclnemey said. "I think it would add pres-

tige and numbers to our program. They're a

good school, and they have a good athletic

program."

Mclnemey added that, to his knowledge,

Rutgers, St. Joseph's and Temple voted

against expansion plans.

St. Joseph's has also reportedly been

courted byMCC officials, as Athletic Director

Don Dijulia was seen attending the MCC
meetings in Indianapolis last summer.

St. Joe's, however, denies the report they

voted againstexpansion. Dijulia called these

reports, "absolutely wrong".

"The vote was unanimous in favor of

pursuing expansion," Dijulia said. "We fa-

vor seriously, aggressively pursuing ex-

pansion, and we consistently have. LaSalle

is a very good viable institution."

About the prospect of Duquesne leaving,

A- 10 Director ofcommunications, Ray Cella

said, "We talk to Duquesne daily. Our goal

is to keep Duquesne in the Atlantic 10

Conference."

A- 10 Commissioner Ron Bertovich could

not be reached for comment.
The secrecy of the alleged "expansion

vote" is very unusual. The Atlantic 10 office

would not divulge whether a vote actually

took place, and conflict arose to what this

vote was. The possibility of expanding is

now as good as ever, due to the release of

Duquesne's ultimatum.
LaSalle seems to be the logical choice, at

any rate. LaSalle has said it would like to

become the 10th member of the A-10, and
the school seems to be a natural fit for the

conference.

What seems even more puzzling is that

schools from the Mid-Atlantic states re-

portedly opposed the idea. It seems that

back-door politics exist in the A-10, but
these politics soon may be thrown into the

limelight.

SPORTS NOTICE
For UMass men's bosketboil ov^/cy

gomes, the UIVIoss Athletic Devel-

opment Office is sponsoring the fol-

lowing bus trips:

Holy Cross.. .Dec. 12.. .departure: 5
p.m.. .$14.95

Temple. ..Jan. 28. ..departure: 12

noon. ..$39.95

Rutgers. ..Feb. 18. ..departure: 3
p.m.. $34.95

Prices include round-trip transpor-

tation and a ticket tor

admission. ..bus leaves from Haigis

Mali

For further details, stop by the ticket

office in 255 Boyden, or cell 646-

0810
MINUTEMANIACS

Attention Minutemoniocs. There

will be pre-game gatherings at

Twisters Tavern before aii home
games. Free hors d'ouevres are in-

cluded. There will be a bus leaving

for the Oklahoma game at the

Springfield Civic Center on Jan. 4.
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Yeltsin wins approval for commonwealth
By BRIAN FRIEDMAN
Associated Press

MOSCOW— Boris Yeltsin won landslide
approval Thursday in the Russian legisla-

ture for his new commonwealth, while So-
viet President Mikhail Gorbachev edged
closer to resigning, saying 'The main work
ofmy life is done."

Acceptance continued to build for
Yeltsin's plan to restructure the shattered
Soviet Union into a commonwealth, which
the Russian president forged last weekend
with the leaders of the other Slavic repub-
lics of Ukraine and Byelorussia.

With much ofthe bitter winter still ahead,
there are shortages of food, heating fuel and
basic consumer goods.

The fuel shortage forced more than half
of all Soviet airports to close Thursday and
led to the cancellation of most domestic
flights of the state Aeroflot airline, Tass
reported.

U.S. officials on Thursday announced a
new aid effort. The White House said
President Bush would hold an international
conference early next month to coordinate
humanitarian assistance for the Soviet
Union.

Yeltsin said he had the support of the
Soviet military leadership, and he was

WATCHING HISCREATION DISINTEGRATE—A statue of LeniiTstill
towers over government buildings in downtown Minsk

.

UM career specialist offers tips
Says competition will increase when recession ends

working to garner the backing of more re-

publics.

Moldavian PresidentMircha Snegur said
after meeting with the Russian president
that his republic had a "positive attitude"
toward the new formation. The leaders of
Kazakhstan and the predominantly Muslim
republics of Kirgizia, Tadzhikistan,
Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan met in
Ashkhabad, the Turkmen capital, to discuss
the commonwealth, and they were to an-
nounce their decision on joining it.

In an address to the Russian legislature
before it gave its approval, Yeltsin sought to

portray his Commonwealth of Independent
States as not just a Slavic organization but
open to all Soviet republics. "We have equal
respect for people ofdifTerent nationalities,"
he said.

Yeltsin said the commonwealth repre-
sented perhaps "the last chance" for pre-
serving order and cooperation.

"Obstructing it now . . . will inevitably
doom people to new suffering, not only
plunging our state into chaos but creating a
real th'eat for mankind," he warned.

Yeltsin said the need for a commonwealth
had became apparent since the failedAugust
coup. Eight of the Soviet republics refused
to join Gorbachev's proposed loose confed-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

Don't wait out the recession to get your career in gear,
according to a University of Massachusetts career special-

ist and author of several books on career strategies.

Neil Yeager, author of The Career Doctor: Preventing,
Diagnosing, and Curing 50 Ailments That Can Threaten
Your Career, warns "once the recession ends, the competi-
tion will be fierce. Everyone has been in the same boat
you've been in. You want to put yourselfahead ofthe pack."

Yeager, whose career seminars are offered through the
University's Division of Continuing Education, says that
preparation includes acquiring more marketable skills and
honing the skills you already have.

"Marketable skills vary from person to person," he says.

"You need more thanjust a title with which to label yourself

— you have to know whatyour specific skills are before you
even approach an employer."

Yeager also stresses the importance of keeping contacts
and building a network.

"In the highly competitive environment ofthe job world,
a network is crucial for hearing about and taking advantage
of better opportunities," he says.

He says it is possible to begin building a network before
actually being out in the job world.

"People need to reahze there is a whole informal network
out there which begins in internships, volunteering and
part-time work," he says. "Get to know your employers."

Yeager listed some important things for graduating
students to keep in mind while preparing for their job
search:

• A tight resume — "Many applicants are going to have

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Prison inmate teaches peers
By WILLIAM S. DZUGAN
Special to the Collegian

Editor's note: The articles in this two-part series were
written by inmates ofthe North Central Correctional Insti-

tute at Gardner and the Massachusetts Correctional Insti-

tute at Shirley. It was written last summer as part of a
journalism class offered through the Prison Education
Project, which is run by the University of Massachusetts
Division of Continuing Education.

The authors are all matriculated UMass students work-

ing toward a bachelor's degree. In some cases the names of
the people they interviewed have been changed.

When Al Therrien's students leave his school he hopes
never to see them again. He and his students have some-
thing in common: they are prison inmates.

Therrien, who has been serving a life sentence since

1967, has seen many men leave and come back to the North
Central Correctional Institution in Gardner. He hopes the
reading and writing skills he teaches will help his students
break the cycle of crime and incarceration ex-convicts

typically follow.

Like any good educator, he is concerned with building

self esteem. In his work, this often involves helping fellow

prisoners go from third grade word skills to a fifth grade
proficiency level in just 20 weeks. "One student went up

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Collegian photo by Josh Reynold*

LET'SMAKE ADEAL— Louise Gogel of
The Scarf Merchant peddles her wares at
the Mini-Mall in the Student Union Ball-
room earlier this week.

Inside:

Page 5:

Read why Michael Morrisey thinks abortion

is not birth control.

Page 16:

The bounce goes on. The Minutemen keep

on rolling, beating Holy Cross 85-73.

Weather
Sunny today, highs in the 80s. Just check-

ing to see ifyou're paying attention. Actu-

ally, it will be rainy with temps in the 40s.

Trustees seek University
Five state campuses to be governed as one

J

Trustees of the University of Massachusetts initiated

yesterday a national search for a permanent president of
the new University system.

Appointed by Trustee Chairman Gordon N. Oakes, Jr.,

the search committee will receive feedback on the possible

candidate from students, faculty and alumnae.
"We are setting the standards for our search and the new

president very high," said Trustee Daniel A. Taylor of

Boston, the head of the search committee.

'The University is a system now serving over 53,000
students who are the lifeblood ofour state's future. We must
find a dynamic and innovative leader who will build on our
strengths to assure that future," Taylor said.

The Massachusetts Legislature recently united five state

campuses in Amherst, Boston, Dartmouth, Lowell and
Worcester into one single system.

Governed by a single Board of Trustees and President,

each member of this integrated system will have increased

independence and fiscal autonomy.

Taylor said the search committee will report to the Trustees

on its progress in Feb. 1992 and periodically thereafter.

Since July 1991, the University has been headed by
President E.K. Fretwell, who was appointed on an interim
basis after former President Joseph Duffey left to become
President of American University in Washington, D.C.

— Oollegian staff reports
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LAUGHING MATTER
to the Oval Office of the

— President Bush shares a laugh with comedian Jay Leno during a visit

White House yesterday.

Bush declines debate
with Buchanan, others
WASHINGTON (AP)— President Bush

will not debate conservative commentator
Patrick Buchanan "nor any other primary

candidate," presidential spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater said today.

Buchanan announced his challenge to

Bush earlier this week and indicated he

would make a major effort in the first-in-

the-nation Feb. 18 New Hampshire pri-

mary.
Fitzwater said today that the president

planned to have an active campaign in New
Hampshire, an effort being overseen byNew

Hampshire Gov. Judd Gregg.

"We're carrying out the plan that's been

in the works for some time" in New Hamp-
shire, Fitzwater said.

But asked if the president would be

willing to debate Buchanan, Fitzwater said:

"We do not plan to debate Pat Buchanan nor

any other primary candidate."

"President Bush is the incumbent presi-

dent and we believe that he will be re-

elected overwhelmingly," Fitzwater said.

Former Ku Klux Klan leader David Duke
is also seeking the GOP nomination.

Escapee gets nabbed for $1.15
NEWYORK (AP)— A Tennessee prison

escapee who eluded authorities for 1 1 years

was caught trying to beat a $1.15 subway
fare, an official said.

Billy Forrest, who escaped from Ten-

nessee State Prison in July 1980, was ar-

rested Monday after he hopped a fare

turnstile, said Al O'Leary, a spokesman for

the New York Transit Authority.

Forrest was serving a 45-year sentence

for armed robbery when he escaped.

He awaits extradition to Tennessee,

where he could face an additional five years

for escaping, O'Leary said.

New York police run a background check

on every apprehended fare-beater. Statis-

tics show that one ofeight has an outstanding

arrest warrant.

SPACIOUS
2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Air Conditioning • Dishwasher • Storage • Ample Parking

Play Area • 24 Hour Answereing Service

LANTERN COURT APARTMENTS
253-2515

J/

NURSING STUDENTS
EARN $1,100 A MONTH

WHILE STILL IN SCHOOL
BACCALAUREATE DEGREE COMPLETION PROGRAM

Ihc Nav)' offers you the opportunity to complete your degree while

itreiviiig a.s much as $1,100 a month. Tliere are no special classes to attend.

/You will not be required to wear a uniform or attend drills. You must stay in

school and keep your grades high. Lpon obtaining your bachelors degree,

you will he connni.ssioned an ensign

in the United States Nav^ Nurse

(Icups earning good pay. .'?() davs ol

pai(l vacation each veai and other

l)enefits thai .iic liaid to match

ainAvlicrc.

iligii)ilit\ H<niiieMuiits .in-

stiiiigent. Only the best applicants

will l)c M ( t-plfd. 1 <) <|iialir\ vou must:

• he a sophomore, junior or senior

enrolled in oi accepted to an NI,N

.ifc M-ditecl sc Iiool ol ninsing leading

(o a K..S, dcgu'c in nursing.

• lia\e a minimum (il'A ot .'VO.

• be al least IK hut not vet IV'S years

o( age at the time ol graduation and
commissioning.

Call or visit your Navy Officer

representative on campus TOI^AY:
|.S(K)-444-7l34.

NAVY NURSE -°" ""^ *^ ''"^-
Full Speed Ahead.

UNDERGRADUATE PARENTS!

is available for licensed childcare

for the spring semester.

All applicants must be financial aid recipients.

Applications available from

Off-campus Housing Office,

428 Student Union (545-0865).

Due 12/31/91.

No Late applications accepted.

ATTICUS/ALBION USED BOOKSHOPS

CASH
for

your BOOKS
BUYING USED TEXTS AND PAPERBACKS

8 Main St, Amherst \y

.'n

gi^, 9am- 11pm, 7 Days/Week

ATTiCUS
A world of reatling. Since 109 B.C.
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WHERE DID YOU COME FROM? — Jen Peters '94, gets up close and personal with a
•'scaleless" chicken.

UM prof, says library in "crisis^^

Tells FacSen money, rebuilding needed in future
By AMY PRENDERGAST
Collegian StafT

The University of Massachusetts Tower Library is cur-

rently facing a financial crisis, according to a University

English professor speaking before the Faculty Senate.

David Paroissien, who is Chair of the ad hoc Future of

Library Committee, said due to lack of funds, many books

that were needed were not ordered this semester.

"The crisis the library is facing is pathetic and obvious.

In Massachusetts, less money is spent on state school

libraries per student than in any other state in the country,"

Paroissien said.

Paroissien said compared to the over 100 other academic

libraries in the country, the University's library has dropped

from ranking 49th in 1987 to 72nd in 1990. Paroissien

estimated the 1991 ranking to be 80th, or even worse.

The ad hoc Future ofLibrary Committee has been asked

to investigate the library's financial crisis. Paroissien said

the Committee hopes for the rebuilding ofthe library in the

future, to "achieve parity with our peers in the Northeast."

In other Faculty Senate matters. Chancellor Richard

O'Brien said he had "good reason to believe" highereducation

will be spared from substantial budget cuts next year.

O'Brien also said he was "dismayed" the Higher Education

Coordinating Council reduced teaching assistant stipends

from $1,000 to zero, after it reviewed the University's

budget for next year.

O'Brien said he hoped the amount would be restored.

"Graduate work is a special characteristic of this campus.

The stipends are extremely crucial to us," he said.

The Council is voting on the stipend issue Tuesday.

O'Brien said he will attend the meeting, along with mem-
bers of the Graduate Employee Organization, to support

the restoration of the stipend.

O'Brien said the Higher Education Council has also

developed a series of regulations regarding the allocation of

tuition waivers. He said the University has a series ofspecial

purpose waivers that have "been built into our system."

These include waivers for athletes, international stu-

dents, out-of-state students and students in the arts de-

partments. O'Brien said these waivers may be eliminated if

the HEC passes the regulations, which would cause $? 3

million to "disappear."

Two members of the Faculty Senate called on the ad-

ministration to investigate the game scheduling ofboth the

soccer and basketball teams, which they claimed left no

time for the players to study. Provost Glen Gordon said he

would contact the Dean ofPhysical Education to discuss the

matter.

Parking tickets
build revenue
for financial aid
By CHRISTOPHER WELCH
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts Parking Ticket Office

collected nearly $600,000 in parking ticket fines last year,

according to the office's manager.
"The parking regulations at UMass were not designed to

make a lot ofmoney— theyjust happen to do so," said Ljmn
Braddock, manager ofthe Parking Ticket Office. "However
if this monetary figvire were to decrease, some administra-

tors in the Office of Finance would interpret that as bad."

According to Braddock, all of the funds collected by the

Parking Ticket Office are contributed to a scholarship fund
via the Financial Aid Office, except a small amoimt which
goes toward administrative expenses. However, Braddock
did not comment on the exact amount of these expenses.

This scholarship fund is known as the Ticket Fund
Scholarship and it is awarded to students based on an
assessment of need according to the Financial Aid Office.

This year ticket revenues only went down slightly, ac-

cording to Braddock.

"This is partly due to the fact that students are not

paying their tickets on time," said Braddock, "Therefore,

even though there has been a decline in the number of

students who attend UMass, our revenues have stay.^d

steady due to late fines."

Although students frequently complain about the fair-

ness of the University's regulations, especially in light of

how they have to walk, Braddock says herjob is to carry out

the rules established by the administration.

"I have no personal opinion [about student complaints],

only a professional one. Part of what I do is enforce the

regulations set up by the administration as a writ and
attempt to correct those that are unfair," Braddock said.

"The Parking Ticket Office only tries to encourage com-
pliance with the rules and to lower the nimiber of tickets

and money collected," Braddock said. "Believe it or not, the

public safety officers would rather not write you a ticket."

The campus of the University of Massachusetts was
designed with the bulk ofits parking areas on the perimeter
to make the center of the campus a pedestrian area and to

avoid the expense ofmulti-level parking garages which are

less cost-effective, according to Braddock.

Braddock said she doesn't feel the University's parking

lots pose any great safety risk to students.

"I don't think these lots are any less safe than the ones

found in residential areas. Students should be responsible

when they walk at night on campus," Braddock said. "They

should make use ofthe bus or the escort service provided by

the University."

Students who have a disability or have been injured may
appeal the office for a special permit that allows them to

park closer to their dorm.

However, before this permit is awarded, they must go to

a special board ofadministrators who decide whether or not

there is a genuine need based on doctors' recommendations,

according to Braddock. There is also an extra $35 charge for

this privilege.

Campus Center
TravelAgency
broken into
Compiled by DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

A bank deposit bag containing $4,000 in

cash and checks was stolen Wednesday

morning from the Travel Agency in the

Campus Center, police said.

Travel Agency staffwho arrived at work

on Wednesday found the office in disarray

with desks and files opened and materials

scattered all over the floor.

Police said the matter is under investiga-

tion.

Greenough Residence Hall was evacu-

ated at around 5:30 a.m. yesterday morning

because of a small kitchen fire. No injuries

were reported. A student smothered the

flames with a blanket.

Two men were arrested yesterday in the

Fine Arts Center and charged with break-

ing and entering with intent to commit a

felon^.

Archie J. Patenaude, 22, of Sunderland,

and Michael P. Hunsicker, 22, ofGreenfield,

were arrested, police said.
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YOUARE HERE— It's not every day you get to see the University campus from thousands
of feet in the air.
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CIA head offers views
WASHINGTON (AP)— CIA Director

Robert M. Gates says he is not interested

in getting in the spy-for-pay business.

In a luncheon interview Wednesday
with reporters and editors of The Wash-
ington Post, Gates said it is true that

foreign intelligence organizations have

planted "moles" in U.S. companies.

But he said that would be a "poten-

tially bottomless well for the intelligence

community" if it tried to help individual

U.S. businesses.

The CIA chief said the only areas in

which U.S. intelligence can make "a

unique contribution" are in uncovering

foreign economic espionage and gather-

ing information.

On other matters, Gates said he is

ordering an increase in intelligence col-

lection about nuclear, biological and
chemical weapons proliferation.

He said the decline ofcommunism will

mean the virtual elimination of U.S.

paramilitary operations and acknowl-

edged that the breakup of the Soviet em-

pire has pointed to a shortcoming in the

"very much Moscow-centered U.S. intelli-

gence community.
Now faced with 15 separate Soviet

republics, the CIA finds it has a shortage

of people who speak the numerous local

languages, he said.

Yeltsin
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

eration that would preserve some central

authority.

The Russian lawmakers approved the

commonwealth by a vote of 188-6, with

seven abstentions, meaning that the legis-

latures of all three Slavic republics have

now ratified the treaty.

To thunderous applause, Yeltsin strode

to the lectern and said, "I congratulate you

career advice

on this historic decision and thank you!"

In the Kremlin, Gorbachev met for two

hours with Soviet journalists and gave an

assessment of his political career that

sounded almost like a farewell statement.

"If others were in my place, they would

have already gone. But I have managed to

push through the main ideas ofperestroika,"

the 60-year-old president was quoted as

telling Soviet media.

NOW RENTING FOR THE
SECOND SEMESTER

Don't live in the dorms paying 1 800^^ room

and board for the second semester

You can live in beautiful

SQUIRE VILLAGE
at an average of$235/Month

(room, board, utilities)

We have

large 1 bedroom apartments (1000 sq. ft.)

large 2 bedroom apartments (1200 sq. ft.)

large 3 bedroom apartments (ONLY 2 LEFT!)
and one 3 & 4 bedroom house

fully applianced with:

• Kitchen with dishwasher •

• Wall-to-wall carpeting •

• Air Conditioning •

• Laundry facilities •

• Swimming pool •

• On U-Mass bus route •

Don't Delay! Call

SQUIRE VILLAGE
APARTMENTS
ROUTE 116 • 665-2203
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perfect resumes, and it's wrong to assume

the paperwork is not important," he says.

"It is the first place they weed out people."

• Sharpen your interviewing skills— "Do

research about what the company is looking

for, then confront those issues to make your

case more persuasive," he recommends.
• Tap into every possible area — "Don't

limityourself to just large corporations," he

adds. "Medium to small companies are

harder to find, but can be very rewarding for

experience."

He also listed some tips about key points

employers in almost every field look forwhen
inter\-iewing a recent college graduate:

• Aggressiveness and enthusiasm, good

communications skills, maturity;

• Critical thinking skills, good planning

and organizational skills, capable of han-

dling responsibility;

•How well they handle pressure and

prison education

stress;

•And finally, a record ofsuccess at some-

thing during college (academics, sports,

writing for a publication, etc.).

He adds that the most important thing

for graduating students to do is be con-

stantly active in their search, and not to get

discouraged.

Tou have to push the unemployment

statistics out ofyour mind and focus on the

available positions that are constantly

opening up," he says. "After all, there are

thousands of jobs out there and you only

need one."

Yeager has written several other books

on career development, including

CareerMap: Deciding What You Want, Get-

ting It and Keeping It, and Power Inter-

views: Job-Winning Tactics from Fortune

500 Recruiters. His work has also been cited

in The New York Times, Fortune, Glamour,

Money and Mademoiselle.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

four grade levels," said Therrien.

"Men who have never been able to write

are taught for the first time to write to their

families," he said. Some go on to earn high

school diplomas so they can take advantage

of college courses offered in prison.

"Selfesteem leads to a very enthusiastic

person, which creates a desire to continue

learning," Therrien said. He should know—
when he came to prison, he had a 10th grade

education. He has since earned a bachelor's

degree in education through programs of-

fered "behind the walls."

Three years ago, Therrien was trained to

do basic readingand writinginstruction with

a new computer program called the Prin-

ciples of Alphabet Literacy System (PALS).

This course involves 100 hours of in-

struction for each student. The IBM soft-

ware takes students through a step-by-step

learning process. "Each student works at

his own pace," SEiid Therrien.

There are reading, writing, drawing and
game programs. "The students like the

games more than they like the lessons. But
in the process ofplaying the games, they are

learning how to read," Therrien said. "Typ-

ing skills are gained through the constant

use of the computers."

To be eligible for the course, one must
ha%'e less than sixth grade reading and
writing abilities. "The average student has

third grade word skills," Therrien said.

One student, who asked not to be identi-

fied, spoke highly of Therrien's pedagogy.

"Al's technique ofteaching is very helpful to

the students who want to leam, for they feel

more comfortable learning because of Al's spe-

cial way of teaching," the student said.

This student, who is serving a six-to-ten

year sentence, said that if he had been

exposed to this sort ofinstruction earlier, he

would never have ended up in prison.

"If I had a good education or a good trade

when I was out there in the 'real' world, I

wouldn't have gotten into all ofthis trouble,"

he said.

Of the 40 men who have completed the

PALS program, approximately half have

gone on to earn high school equivalency

diplomas and some are now enrolled in

college courses. "I feel some level of educa-

tion should be made mandatory prior to any

release from prison," said Therrien.

Recidivism among Massachusetts pris-

oners has been shown to be more than 50

percent, meaning that half of all inmates

released are likely to return to prison, ac-

cording to sources.

One way of insuring ex-convicts don't

become repeat offenders is through provid-

ing inmates with basic education, according

to PeterJ. Chalapatas, director oftreatment

at the Correctional Institution at Gardner.

"It's obvious that people who do some

sort ofeducation are less likely to come back
to prison," Chalapatas said.

Moving Off Campus? Available January 1st
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Good luck on those finals
On behalf of the Graphics, Busi-

ness and News departments of the

Ma88€u:hu8ett8 Daily Collegian, we
would like to extend our best wishes

for a successful weeii of final exams,

a relaxing winter break and a happy
1992.

It's easy to get caught up in the

rush of stress-filled finals, an
economy still caught in a recession

and a sense ofuncertainty about the

future of our world. These things

have been with us in Amherst since

Mass Aggie first opened its doors

way back in 1863: then, it was un-

certainty over the future of the na-

tion, the grim reality of Civil War
and still, final exams.

Although thecircumstances might

not change, the respite of a winter

break and the cheer of the holiday

season have always been there, too.

They're something for us to hold on
to in a world full of doubt, danger

and uncertainty.

The winter break has done great

things for the Collegian, as well.

Namely, it gives us a month off ft*om

the hectic existence of a daily news-

paper, from deadlines and AP style

and spelling.

Until next time, good luck on those

finals.

Unsigned editorials reflect a ma-

jority opinion ofthe Collegian board

ofeditors.

Abortion is not birth control

Criticism needs to be backed up
I am writing in response to an article by

Hussein Ibish called "To the sleepwalkers

in a nightmare world [Collegian, December

9J."

I find your political views very disturb-

ing, Hussein. I consider some ofyour views

so ludicrous, I don't know whether to laugh

or cry. No, Mr. Ibish, the United States is

not planning to attack Cuba, and the West

is not "raping" Palestine— your own dicta-

tors are doing that. Europe is on the brink of

a disastrous war? What war?! Haven't you

heard anything about European Conmiu-

nity, about the Common Market? This is

1991, and the whole civilized world is com-

ing together while you talk of some imagi-

nary war. Get the facts straight, Hussein.

I am most indignant, however, vnth your

comments concerning the new Slavic com-

monwealth and its leaders. Your comments

demonstrate a total lack ofknowledge ofthe

political and social processes that have been

going on in the Soviet Union during the last

six years. How dare you call Boris Yeltsin a

fascist reactionary!

He is our first democratically-elected

president in over 70 years who stands for

everything progressive: human rights, na-

tional autonomy, market economy, democ-

racy. But to you these terms don't mean

very much. Yeltsin stood up and faced the

coup, while your hero Nazarbayev cowardly

hid in his office and didn't let out a squeak

of protest. The 70-year Communist regime

has come to an end, and the three Slavic

republics are uniting because of our com-

mon historical, cultural and linguistic ties,

and chauvinism has nothing to do with it.

As for the Asian republics, they can go

their own way now: nobody is forcing them

anymore. They were colonized for decades

by the Soviet Union and now they are free to

leave, thanks primarily to the reforms of

Gorbachev and Yeltsin. So before you make

such critical and derogatory statements and

accusations, Hussein, be prepared to back

them up.

Peter Popov
Orchard Hill

People who know my political views ask

me if there is a contradiction between ad-

vocating the death penalty, and being totally

against abortion.

There is no contradiction in my mind,

although both are the taking of a human
life.

When individuals cannot live within the

parameters of society, and do not follow the

laws that we pass, they must be punished.

The most violent criminals of our society

unfortunately must be put to sleep like the

mad dogs they are.

Michael Morrissey

Contrast the horrible image of Charles

Manson with that of a newborn baby, piu-e

and unadulterated. The tiny baby has not

even been given a chance to live, and yet

some would allow for its murder. Criminals,

on the other hand, 1 ve been given a chance

in our society and have proven that they

cannot cope with the simplest of our laws.

Abortion is not birth control, it is child

eradication. Every other form of birth con-

trol is used before the fact. Abortion is used

after the fact. People have a chance to use

other forms ofbirth control, yet they instead

they are ignorant and do not.

Please do not try to use the poor defense

on me. I am umnoved. Most forms of birth

control are extremely cheap, and some are

given away free. Abortions are almost im-

possible to obtain with current U.S. policy,

so the easy choice is birth control.

If a fetus is allowed to come to full term

a living human being is formed. When the

process is stopped that being does not live.

Someone else makes a decision on whether

another human should live or not hve.

Sounds like murder to me.

Random thoughts from brink of hell
The empire is collapsing upon itself,

plunging toward an uncertain future. The

mind is numbed with useless fillers, decoys

which mask the real problems. The media

descends upon these events like buzzards,

picking the decomposing flesh off of the

bones of society.

And now we have the Kennedy Smith

rape trial. Total CNN coverage. Words like

"erection," "penis," and "vagina."Dan Rather

could barely contain the smile on his face

when he warned viewers that the following

segment contained graphic language. Scan-

dal, sex, wealth, power, raw human emotion

and bes. A media dream. Now they descend

onWest Palm Beach with a slew ofbonehead

legal analysts explaining the implications

of this and that to the hungry public, all in

a carnival-like atmosphere. All marking the

end of a bootlegger's dream.

Watching the Clarence Thomas inquisi-

tion turned my stomach. Tales of late night

porno sessions and comparisons to "Long

Dong Silver" reeked of a tabloid writer's

Sometimes "safe" isn't enough
Anyone who is having sex, read this!

Like some ofyou, I was sexually active in

high school. I was by no means promiscu-

ous. I had slept with only two women by the

time I graduated. I was careful. Even though

I lived in a small town, I wasn't risking

anything.

I didn't really think much about gettmg

diseases . I could trace both partners quickly

and easily to the beginnings of their sexual

history. Even so, I know now that some-

times "safe" isn't safe enough.

For those of you who have turned the

page because you don't feel like reading

another article about "safe sex," I guess I

can't blame you. Three weeks ago, I would

have done the same thing. I have changed!

I'd like to make more of a statement

about "smart sex" than "safe sex." I'm just

begging you all to think first. Make sure you

are taking all the precautionsyou can. Force

yourselves not to get caught up in the heat

of passion. Just be smart!

I thank the Lord my mistake wasn't

fatal. I luckily did not contract any of the

diseases out there which are so dangerous.

I did make a mistake, however.

I am 18 years old. I'm a freshman and I

was having the time ofmy life. I love being

a kid. In January, I am going to be a father!

Believe me — I'm not ready to stop being a

kid.

Name withheld at request

Southwest

Every day as medical science progresses,

it is able to develop fetuses outside of the

mother at earlier and earlier stages of the

pregnancy. Doctors have even been able to

develop the human embryo in test tubes

without a mother at all. Simply, life begins

at conception. When that life is stopped it is

murder.
It is a murder of a defenseless and in-

nocent living being. It is murder by a painful

poison. The pain in which the fetus goes

through during an abortion is well-docu-

mented. It is called the "silent scream." A
silent scream of death from one of God's

innocent creatures. It is a horrifying shame.

Abortion is a murder which comes from

parent's inability to face up to the respon-

sibility oftheir actions. Thousands ofloving

parents wait anxiously for the opportunity

to adopt a child. At the same time milhons

of humans are slaughtered.

It is murder. However, humans have

always had the opportunity to end another's

life. Murder is commonplace in our world

today. If you don't like another person or

don't feel Hke dealing with them, then kill

them. Hopefully you won't get caught.

Abortion is the same way. It comes down

to the parents not being to selfish to carry

the child to term. Nine months is a long

time. It is a hassle. You might even have to

explain why you are pregnant. Fine, just off

the kid. No one cares anyway.

Why should I be responsible for my cre-

ation. I don't have time to deal with this. It

all comes down to how selfish you are. Are

nine months of my life so important and

precious that I have the right to end another

human's life?

For millions of Americans it seems that

way.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian columnist

pipe dream. A consortium of fat swine over-

seeing the madness, all more than happy at

the prospect of national television coverage

— that is all except Kennedy, who probably

would have preferred to remain anonymous.

And then there was the confirmation vote,

computer graphics and all. We sat in our

house, beers in hand, and cheered as the

race began. And when it was all over, a

legacy came to pass. A legacy that will be

with us for quite a while.

December 6 marked the 23rd anniver-

sary ofthe destruction that was the Rolling

Stones' free concert at the Altamont Speed-

way in peaceful San Francisco. No event so

marked the end of the hippy era than this

exercise in bad planning . . . the Rolling

Stones' thank you for their hugely success-

ful 1969 American Tour. As black-clad de-

mons beat a man to death, the band played

on with a fury. So much for peace and love.

Welcome to the darker side ofhuman nature.

Michael Shina
Amherst
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Residents take issue with RAs
We, the undersigned, as residents of

[building withheld), would like to relay a

message to the RAs of our respective

buildings. First and foremost, we feel it is

necessary to identify the individuals for

whom this message is intended. To these

three RAs we say, contrary to public belief,

YOU ARE NOT GODS! You come prancing

through our building, gallopingon your high

horses, reprimanding those individualsyou

feel to be out ofline or undermining Housing

policy.

Indeed, it is important to have some

authority figure present in a dorm situation

so as to insure att residents are treated

fairly and with respect. But when the RAs

themselves are setting a bad example, it is

most difficult to restrain the individual

resident from possibly doing the same.

Approximately two weeks ago, a wheel-

chair race was held outside by some of our

fellow handicapped students. After the race

was done and residents were re-entering

the building, a few students observed two of

the previously stated RAs combing the

hallways. At least five of the returning

students heard one say to her cohort, "I'm

damned pissed tonight and nobody had

better [expletive] with me!" and "I'm in the

mood to write up a few ofthese assholes!" I,

being one of the students who witnessed

this "display of authority," was totally ap-

palled by what I heard.

Ironically, at least nine students were

written up that night and many more were

intimidated by the RAs for such heinous

behavior as bouncing a ball of a wall and

having music "just a bit too loud."

Another prime example stems from an

incident when one of our fellow residents

was attempting to sign out a key for another

who had been locked out of a room while

returning from a shower, cloaked only in a

towel. The resident, aft«r being bluntly re-

jected the key, was told to "[expletive] ofT by

the "stressed" RA. "Stress" is in quotes be-

cause that was the reasoning used to defend

her repulsive behavior.

In the end, I hope that people will not

take this as a bashing of RAs, because as

stated, they are important, and for the most

part, are sincere and understanding indi-

viduals. But, as history exemplifies, it is

always the cancerous fewwho rot the whole.

46 students signed this letter
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Arts & Living
Final 'Trek chapter an entertaining end

By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

UStar TVek VI: The Undiscovered Country is to be the

crew's final voyage (let's wait for the box-office receipts

to come in) then let it be said it was a satisfying climax

to twenty-five years of "Star Trek". Although it doesn't

reach the level of The Wrath ofKhan, the humor of The
Voyage Home or the banality of The Final Frontier, The
Undiscovered Country has an intriguing mystery and
the "Trek" crew are in top form.

Three months away from retirement, the crew, volun-

teered by Spock, must escort a Klingon vessel containing

the High Chancellor to a peace initiative on Earth. Kirk

and the crew are obviously wary ofany contact with the

Klingons. After an uneasy dinner, the Klingons return to

their ship. Suddenly, something or someone fires at the

Klingon, apparently the Enterprise. The Klingons cry be-

trayal on the eve of peace, and the crew find themselves

nearing a full scale war.

Th« Box OfficQ

The film has enough easy humor and clever in-jokes to

satisfy any "Trek" fan. The plot mirrors both the crumbling

Soviet empire and Middle East peace negotiations. But The
Undiscovered Country doesn't have the scope ofa big screen

adventure, rather it resembles a fairly good episode of the

television show.

The cast has all returned and Part VI clearly shows

William Shatner's limitations as an actor . . . but who cares?

The other crew members have their moments, emerging
as more than reminders. Kim Catrall (Mannequin ) comes
aboard as a Vulcan officer, Mark Lenard returns as

Sarek, and Christopher Plummer portrays an under-

handed Klingon chief of staff eager to tangle with Kirk.

The good thing here is that William Shatner is not

directing. Nicholas Meyer, who helmed Parts II and IV,

takes over and pushes his restricted budget to the limit.

However, the small budget really shows in the special

effects, which are sparse and unimpressive.

Star Trek VI is an entertaining final entry in the

series. It also helps that the actors don't take themselves

seriously. It's a winner for "Trek" fans and for non-fans

alike.

Acting: C+ Plot: B+ Execution: B- Overall: B

Soothing reggae for stress relieffrom the Equalites
By LOU COVE
Collegian Staff

Ah, yes, it's the weekend before finals

and you're bumming. Look out across this

big pitiful campus and you'll see the bitter

pall of despair on the rapidly aging faces of

your fellow students. Even the professors

are dragging their sorry, saggin' butts

around like they just realized Yeats is dead

or something. What've you got? Microbiol-

ogy? Espanol? You think you're going to

keepyour nose in a book all weekend? Forget

it— The Equalites are playing The Book
Mill.

Yes, that's right, The EquaHtes, those

local reggae mainstays, will be breezing

into Montague for a Saturday night of solid

roots-rock, and you are invited to go and

dance your own sorry butt off. The floor will

be cleared and the band should bejamming
— all eight of them — for a good long time.

If you're a reggae fan you may have

caught them opening up for Andrew Tosh,

The Wailers or The Mighty Diamonds in the

past, but Saturday night they headline. If

you aren't and haven't, then you may have

heard the title track offtheirC^otce ofWorlds

CD which has been getting some decent

airplay of late.

But you don't have to know them to get

down with them, because The Equalites

play no-nonsense, straight-ahead reggae

with few deviations from the heavy roots

sound. They are melodic, infectious and

tight— guaranteed to satisfy even the most

die-hard reggae aficionado.

Together since 1988 and led by singer/

guitarist and primary songwriter David
Boatwright (who played with Loose Ca-

boose for ten years) the band set out to

record their debut album lastyear and came
up with the likeable Choice ofWorlds, which
lays out a firm reggae ground and then

peppers it with crunching guitar here and a

slight pop inflection sound there.

The Equalites beefed up the production

of the album by bringing Michael Gregory

aboard to produce and arrange keyboards,

and they seem to have done a fine job of

coordinating their large group, who are:

Boatwright, William "Boo" DeForest
Pearson playing percussion, Kim Zombik
on vocals, David Patrick Noonan on drums,

Adam Bauer on bass, Edward Redonnet on

rhjrthm guitar and a dual keyboard attack

squad manned by Doug Rogers and Joe

Llamas. Theyll all be there to rock your

world on Saturday.

So, do you really need any prodding from

me? No, ofcourse you don't. I'm just a lowly

Collegian staffer with nothing better to do

than try to convince you to blow off your

work. But you know what you want. (Jo do

that reggae thing, leave your exam hell

behind. Cast off your burden — the bitter

shackles of academic burden— and let the

Equalites soothe your soul with some righ-

teous rhythms. Rise up from under the heel

of UMass oppression. Free yourselves!

Or, maybe you'd rather do calculus?

The Equalites will perform at The
Montague Book Mill on Saturday, Dec. 14.

For more info, like, "how the heck do Iget to

the Montague Book Mill anyway?" and
showtime etc., call 367-9206.

SKI VERMONT
This Break With

HIGHLAND L.ODGE
•fO ii-oomcdiifiUs (TiTu t'cmotc pnistiifc ^afudand. Sficctacu.toj' mtit

Mcu/S. Mcv-cr crowded. A Sixafi'(atii-s\dc coMti'ij imrH'/^nit sit

cciftif. Supcr^l' meats. A i^arc kitd., Uu::f '/.5 n^uo'i^rM

AmKO'ii Caspi3nlaKc,(^i'ccSoro, l/T05647

302/§33/.

\ The Adams Family

Call Threatre FOR

^ Showtimes

Only area showing DEC. 1 3 thru 1

9

DAILY 7:00 & 9:05 (NO SHOW SAT. DEC. 14)

"ROUSING Entertainment. Just A Great Time

AT The MOVIES."
licho'd Co'hn, TIM( MAGAZINE

'^'i^S^::J '"The Commitments' is

.',vi A louD, Rollicking

-sLJr COMIC Extravaganza."
If. l^Jv i!o9«. fbtrt CHir*r,osuNiiMfS

a An American Tail

j
Fievd Goes West

"
Cau. Theatre for

^tHnu/n/LiK

S84-7S50

The Last Boy Scxxjt

Cau. Theato for

I Showtimk

HOOK
. Call Theattie for

iSe SnomiMES

My Girl

ii_Call Theatre FOR

^ Showtimes

Beauty & the Beast

g Call Theatre FOR

J
K^ SnovynMES

Father of tfie Bride

Special Sneak FVeview

PPI
Sirtea-OOpmOnly

'•^totlffiftlffliMmtrlitflM,

Cape Fear

: Call tvieatre for
S SnomiMFs
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i COLLEGIAN SIMt
rM

'
(5bi"i1 (illAIJi: ATO>BNP.V

*^*«ejv urn.

*^'<

(iRAPHICS IIOilRI>

1 FJUiY staumi:k
MlUli: CAllVALHO

SllTU hjWll
CAMILLIi: PANSIilWICZ

NicoiJB mnAS

J^ J^tlETOMASKl
V ^KA» IIIJTClllIVSON

TILICI-AIVIV

DiSALVATORIi:
llETll BUTTS

LISA JEZOWSKI
JOAIVNIi: OlIIMBY
TRACY KRIJOER
NITIN MIJKIJL
JASOIV TORlJl
OLIVFJl ItlSKIX

Ray staff

KARli:^' WILLWIilRTH
lilRIC FdROR
JORY lUlVAi

RF;1 H VAAIXK
lUAKll PHILLIPS

RAIVRFF PASTFL
RFIVA HASFLKORIV
PAT RRRRLFF
JFFF WFIIVFR

JIM WiIVTi:RR(riT()M
S IACY lUNiFRS

NiriK: IIIIN IS NO'I im. OFFIIi/tL BUSINESS STAFF IJST.

GAYLF UmU
MARC FLLIOTT

PRFSTOIV FCHIMAIV
. JASOIV OFdlU^F
) MIKF UIW
RAVK MASSFY

RROOKF wiii:i:li:r

TAMIR LIPTRN
RAN WFTZFL

RRiriT MORRIS
GREG SIJKIENNIK
RARIEIVI\E IIOSLEY
PAUL REGEORGES

JAMES MOLESWORTH
LISA CURTIS

IVICdLE GONMLEZ
josh reynoijks

jeff egan
matt kahiv

aivrri:a migliassi
i:mily woller
jory gari^'
kim frisiivo

joaivive ouimry
elizabeth rutts
SOiXRRA SUTTOIV

RRIAN HARRIIVGTOIV
LORI RIJICK
MAUREEIV'

MAJEROWSKI
JULIF: GOLRSTEIIV

JOIV ETTMAIV

MARANMOHAN RAO
RIC OLIVEIRA

TRYSTAN SKEIGH
MICHEIXE RAYLISS

FELICE COHEIV
RERItl KRIEGSMAN

JIM CIJIRU
ALYSON WECKSTEIIV
CRISTINA RIJINCO
KRIS K. EARLE
TIM SNIFFEN

CHRIS SHAROIAN
BARRY REUTSCH
RAKKAN ARRE
TORR KANE
JARER BLAUT
LUOCO^l^
JON LUPO

JAMIE GORNSTEIN
SAAR HOPKINS
HUSSEIN IRISH
A.R. SANTIAGO
AHVA RAVIS

JESSAME HANNUS
MELISA CANLI
KIM RURKE

NKTOLE TRAINA
J7\Y Mc GILL

RUTH R'ENTREMONT
RAN MENITOFF
GINA FRYLING
I^IUREN ROYLE

^

RUA KEIXY
MARC PRESTON
KEYIN HERLIHY

MICHAEL MORRISEY
RAYIR SCOTT

KEITH RENNETT
ROY ALEXANDER
TER COTTLER
ERIC STONE
CHRIS CUITY
LIIJJAN LEGGIO
JOEO'CONNOR

MICRML^ RORRINS
-^tltlA STEWART-

LIRERTY
ARI YAIS

KURT MOFFETT
MICHAEL LINSKEY
MORGAN RITTON
DANIEL LYONS

AMY PRENRERGAST
DAYID RIYEILl
ERIC POULIN

MICHAEL MEEHAN
JENNIFER D. HAWKINS

DIANA D'AVANZO

KRISTEN RELIYACOUA
ARAM RAROSTI
ELLEN FEINSTEIN
KAREN LEPKOWSKI
ROSE MENRONCA

JOANNE (ass<k^ bus m«r)

Posnum nW'Ji, K^<SsH
'^*^^

.... .vi.i«iini iiiiK t III <aiim WAS (-uNiiiM-rEn in the business hi i me. we /ii>«»i4m:ise tii anyone whose names we misseii.

NO MST WAS SIJBHIITEII IN TiWE FOB IMUHHICIION, SO A M UENOhB HUM Ol JWIIIIS WAS I.VNIIIJI IM> m mr. n,>.
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To the student community:

If you're feeling etveeeed,

worried* tense, and/or anxious

and would like a place to reCaT^and

unzinnd for a while, please note the

following:

We enthusiastically invite

you to stop by the Cape Cod

Lounge in the Student Union on

Monday, Dec. 16, 1991 anytime

'between 10:00 AM and 5:00 PM.
i

Visit for five seconds, five min-

utes, or as long as you want to en-

joy some ^ce beverage and re-

freshments. Spend some time just

talking and relaxing before or after

that final exam!

You deserve it and you're worth it!

We all wish you a well earned

and much deserved intersession!

AVr^K'#!5>i'X^^^K^#K^^^^

Sponsors: Auxiliary Services, Campus Center,

CASIAC, Center for Student Businesses, Col-

legian, Counseling and Academic Develop-

ment, Division of Academic Support, Dean of

Students Office, Graduate Student Senate,

Greek Area Government, Health Center, Legal

Services Center, Division of Public Safety, Off-

Campus Housing Office, Student Government

Association, and the Vice-Chancellor for Stu-

dent Affairs

.

__^

i Nestle in at Scenic

Cliffside Apartments

{From six to twelve month lease available)

Come see our I and 2 bedroom units. All utilities

included, appliances, laundry facilities, cable ready.

On bus route. Furnished units available. On Rte. 1 16,

close to 1-91

t==t Only minutes away from UMASS!
::...nrn

pj^^^^^ (413)665-3958

Great Gifts
SBcret Santas

Jewelry Natural Fiber Scarves

Blouses Skirts Dresses

Bracelets\^ Mugs
Chains

rrrfTTTf

Chinese'
Shoes

Sweaters
Gloves ys£^

Merry
X'mis

iCards

Hawaii

Togs

lAdoaesia

Trade Bead
Necklaces

Posters Priats Canoy presses India Print

I

Tins
Baskets

Paper
t I J India Print . "^^ .

n/ Bedspreads l-^'wpg^*^**

Visa / MC

I

SO to 50%
off selected
Clothing

2£U< HJia»> Pft. ?-23
Veekniohts ^n||>^fft n^^^ }?-2^

ERCPNIILE „5^y\U
Northampton- 18 Center St
Amherst-Carriage Shops

PAGE 1

1

The Princeton Review
is ready for llic LSAT!

Are you?

THE

L§St

BLOWITAWAYI!
If you're serious about Law School, then prep with the best. Only one
course guarantees classes of under twelve students, 40 hours of prep,
and extra help with your instructors, not tapes or computers.

But don t take our word for it; find out for yourself.

ALSO FOR GMAT, MCAT and GRE.
We are holding intersession courses in:

Eastern Mass: 617/277-5280

Western Mass: 413/584-6849

THE
PRINCETO I

RFVIKW
wt scort mart

FINANCIAL AID FORMS
PICK UP YOUR FAF BEFORE YOU

LEAVE FOR THE
WINTER BREAK

THE FORMS WILL BE AVAILABLE

AT THE
FOLLOWING LOCATIONS

BEGINNING DECEMBER 16TH

Minority Engineering Program

Bilingual Collegiate Program

Graduate Education Organizations

United Asia Learning Resource Ctr.

Financial Aid Sewices

255 Whitmore Building

Campus Center Concourse

(12/16-20 10AM-4PM)

Collegiate Committee for the Education

of Black and other Minority Students

IF YOU WANT TO BE CONSIDERED

AN ON-TIME PRIORITY APPLICANT

FILE BETWEEN
JANUARY 1 AND MARCH 1. 1992

D.R Douqh
dclivERs caIzones

caU 296 1616
Now Open at 1 1:30 A.M.

S

! SQIOFF ! ! !1Il»0ff

!

I
I

ANy caIzone

Expires 1/25/92
Delivery Only

One coupon per caizone.

I I
I I
I I
I I

ANy 2 caIzones i

Expires 1/25/92
DallvMy Only

On* coupon per 2 caIzones.

I
I

j
50» OFF i ;^ o" OFF

;
I ANy caIzone I I ANy 2 caIzones |

I
I

Expires 1/25/92_, I Expires 1/25/92

DeifveryOnly Delivery Only
One coupon per caizone. J J^

One coupon per 2 caIzones. _

J

PERFORM UKE A
CHAMPION

Remember the feeling and comfort your old

u

u

Champion sweatshirt would bring you

wearing it after a day on the slopes.

Stir up some of those feelings for someone

this holiday season while

Champion styles are on SALE.

December 14 & 15

(Sat 10am - 6pm & Sun. 12 noon - 6pm)

CHAMPION ATHLETICWEAR

Sweats • Mocl< Turtlenecks

Long & Short Sleeve Tees • Stiortsm
discount taken at register

Holiday shopping at Common Sense

makes sense.

COMON
Village Commons • 29 College Street South Hodley. MA 01075 • (413) 534-1581
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OHAPUAT/^G

NOW K(^
ts silk shirts silh

WRITE HEY UGIV ON A
PIECE Of PAPER AND GET
S2 00 OFF ANY LIVE SHOW

THIS WEEKEND WITH THIS AD

The Original

NY COMEDY SHOP
It's 90 minutes of fast-paced,

side-splitting, stand-up comedy!

yOL WONT STOP UlCHINC:

3 BIG AGS E.ACH SHOW

SHOWTIMES: FRI. 9:30pm

SAT. 8;}0& 10:30pm

HOLIDAY INN HOLYOKE

413-534-004]

w 100% silk shirts
"^ from BASIX in

15 HOT COLORS

^ Machine wash &^ dry (yes, Virginia,

these were $68.)

J^RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N. PiMunI St., Amharst 253-2013

22 IMasonic St, Northampton S864336
Op«n M««n days h. many night*

call us

549-7890

#1. Personals" Pizza

with three toppings of

your choice - $3.49

#2. Large Cheese
Pizza - $5.00 (IncI tax)

#3. 2 Large Cheese
Pizzas - $9.50 (Incl. tax)

#4. Large Pepperoni

Pizza - $5.50 Oncl. tax)

#5. 2 Large Pepperoni

Pizzas - $ 1 0.50 (Incl. tax)

Our hours are

4:30 PM - 2:00 AM Sun. - Wed,
4:30 PM - 3:00 AM Thurs. - Sat.

WE ACCEPT PERSONAL CHECKS

iMottvCO'd

P\ush Xnimais

Botanicus

r^asweU Massey

i-/^corarive Stained

^ Glass Boxes

(gnglish Provender

^airwinds Coflfee

Ijilbertie's Potpourri

ii Ornaments
House Mouse

InexpensWeSto^

^xtV5:i52
—^^

^^^^-^"^ue Photo
Frames

ermont Honey

14lnnderful Deocrative

X c«P^><>"^
Ornaments

(iV^s \^e haveV Cocoa Amore

^esty Gourmet foods

71 N. Pkasaat St. ( Above Cafe DiCario

)

Amherst (413)256-1551

BCX)KS-40-80%
OFF NEW LIST PRICE

GRAPHIC NOVELS • HORROR • ART

ROCK & ROLL . SF/FANTASY • CARTOON
STRIPS • SPORTS • MOVIES/TV • KIDS

100's OF RECENTLY PUBLISHED TITLES

AT 40-80% OFF LIST

35,000 BOOKS IN ALL THE SUBJECTS
AT 40-80% OFF LIST PRICE

OLD & COLLECTIBLE BOOKS TOO!

VALLEY BOOKS
VISA/MC

199 N. Pleasant SL Amherst
M-F 10:30-5:30, Sat 1(J-5, Sun 12-5

A.VIEX

MOVING OFF CAMPUS?

^'ifiies^
t^'Si

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On U-Mass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping •

Situated on 18 we!!-landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include gas

utilities (heat, hot water, and stove)

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management
• Stop in and we'll show you what we have to offer.

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
1 6 Brandywine Drive

Rental Office open daily 10-4
549-0600

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU

"I don't mean to exacerbate this situation, Roger,

but I think I'm quite close to bursting into maniacal

laughter and imagining your nose is really a German
sausage."

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

\i\\W yOJR WCM,

OOCTORTOOM

TMCWGU

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

tut L<^St ^TliP OF -rHt SfW AND
%^ wt 3urr w^NUO 'n>^tLt AnO-td AuVoo tWWS 0^

1Ul«-- V^Ni: LOTSA «CtB ^^O

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

Til be 4(K/hm mMeY6 m A^VoI^u^ic^

owMa^s, i wV\*rife«H fov

MepAcK:'

\
/Well/

Quote of the Day
"Discipline weighs ounces, regret

weighs tons."

--overheard

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHAEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Pan ot ABA
4 Savory |elly

9 Gil — Lesage
hero

13 Like F^asus
1

5

Hat (or a
Buckinghann

Palace guard
16 Flivver

17 1952 ticket

20 Substitutes

21 Texas tearri

22 Latin lesson

word
23 Formerly

24 Cup one s ear

27 Den o1 iniquity

31 Duck in

Darmstadt
32 —decamp
33 Dijon donkey
34 1 920 ticket

39 Cuckoo
40 Ark skipper

41 Part ot EAP
42 Assembles a

collage agam
44 Heavenly sights

46 Kind ol ship

47 Stinger

48 Roxanne s lover

51 Salamis

55 1932 ticket

57 Bounce
58 Time period

59 Edible tuber

60 Hudson Bay
Indian

61 Rub Scot style

62 Cobb and
namesakes

DOWN
1 Buddy or Max
ol boxing

2 You can t pray
— Muck Finn

3 Harsh sound
4 American

school ot art

5 Loafers, e g
6 Fido s teet

7 White House
nickname

8 Explorer

Francisco —
9 Legal recipient

of security

lOOe —
sumptuous

11 Comment
follower

12 Offsprings

14 Having kinship

IB Title

19 Five cents

23 Maniac lead-in

24 Composer
Franz

25 Thoughtless

26 Sunset —
27 Hans of Die

Meistersinger

28 Chaplain, to

some
29 Fort Knox item

30 Youngsters

35 Rash
36 I have — the

world.

Byron

37 Highlander

38 My soul knows
that — of the

human race

D H Lawrence
43 —of Honey
44 Cornered
45 Bones
47 Timepiece

48 Gator s

relative

49 Possessive

50 Beauty in a bed
51 Move through

mud
52 Midge
53 Like a ghost

story

54 Box office signs

56 Gram or graph
starter

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

12/13/91

i"' r r -j^^wT— ?-{— y— I—Mf!— ij-n tj-

Tl'^ P"TT TT ^

MMm
a 49 n Bb^ " " ^
ST" IP

du '>

M" ;

'
Quote of the Day

"I'm good enough, I'm smart enough, and

doggone it, people like me."

-Stuart Smalley

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (April 20-May 20): Do

not fan the flames of discord by losing

your temper. A sense of humor is es-

sential now. Encourage your loved ones

to develop better spending habits. Ro-

mance dominates your evenings.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Di-

plomacy is your strongest ally at work.

Avoid stress by approaching your as-

sociates in a positive manner. An old

friend is cheering you on. A Christmas

card brings a special message.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): A
great time to present a ptl project to

higher-ups. An assertive attitude works

in your favor. Leant to delegate more

responsibility to young people. Relax

with a good book or video toniglit.

CANCER (June 21 -July 22): An

interview or audition should go well.

Stick to what you know when con-

ducting business. A new alliance could

bring greater wealth and personal sat-

isfaction.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): It is not

loo late to make affordable gifts for

your friends and family. Check cook-

books and magazines for ideas. Host a

small dinner or trim-a-tree party this

coming week.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Ben-

eficial transitions await. A financial

windfall will open new doors. Get busy

and spruce up your house for the holi-

days.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Bril-

liant mental work is needed today. Keep

an eye out for innovative new methods

and products. Spending more time

with small fry will avert disciplinary

problems. Be gentle but firm.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Yourcharisma and vitality are at a peak

today. Career obstacles are in your past.

Avoid trying to force issues. Wheeling

and dealing behind the scenes would be

a mistake.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec.

21): With emotions running at high

tide, an important relationship could

capsize. To suy afloat, take some of the

wind out of your sails. Stop brooding

over old wounds and look to the future.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Stress good public relations. Changes

are indicated in a business set up. Play

your cards close to your chesL Social

plans grab the limelight tonight.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

You mate offers some excellent mon-

etary advice: following it will increase

your financial security. Protect your

hard-earned funds. Postpone a major

business trip.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March20): Make

good use of your ability to instill self-

confidence in others. Encourage young

people to develop their talents. A
missing file will be found. Return phone

calls promptly.

fAAN>/T>|ANIC5: MOO 101 . KOO -11 i fTi BfA^S, P<?f*<iTT H0l>6f OFFICE , BARR^, ^HRiS, THE Ri)^l6T, TH5 PLUMBfR, < MOOSt

Today's Staff
Night Editor Jason George

Copy Editor Kini Frisino

PhotoTechnician MattKahn

Production Supervisor » ....Seth Kaye

Production ......Oliver Raskin

Sue Tomaski, Mike Carvalho
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Karate Club getting their kicks at UMass
By DAVID SCOTT
Collegian Staff

While Ralph Macchio may have popularized the sport of

karate with his "wax on, wax off' technique, members ofthe

University ofMassachusetts Karate Club paint a somewhat

different picture of what is necessary to compete in the

grueling sport.

"The workouts are very, very hard," said club vice

president, sophomore Ali Tehrani. "The Karate Kid wouldn't

have gotten that good, that fast."

The club originally began as a gym class 1 1 years ago and

now has evolved into a dedicated group ofalmost 30 students

who represent UMass in various competitions throughout

the vear.

For the members of the club, karate goes far beyond just

being a sport and in some ways becomes a way of life.

"Once you get started, it's very hard to stop," said

Tehrani, who is from Iran, but discovered karate in Greece.

"You have to go on."

"Many people think karate is just fightnig," said club

president, senior Kevin McKinney of New Haven, Ct. "It's

much more than that. It nivolves fitness and discipline."

Much of the discipline of which McKinney discussed

must begin with a respect and appreciation of the club's

sensci. literally translated as teacher or master. Kazumi

Tabata. a sensei based in Boston, is the UMass club's

mentor.

Tabata is a third-generation sensei in the Shotokan style

of karate, meaning he is a direct descendant of the founder

of this stvle of combat and is very highly ranked.

"Inside 1 class 1 everyone respects everyone else according

to belt," McKinney said. "You have to listen without sa.ving

an\thing."

While Tabata makes appearances only once or twice a

semester, the club's instructor, Mike Brown is a first degree

black belt. Belt rankings begin with white and proceed

upward through numerous stages until black belt, the

highest level which has various degrees.

"In order to change belt rankings you should practice for

at least three months," Tehrani said.

The club charges a $60 membership fee which includes

tournament and promotion (belt test) fees.

While many of the club members are men. senior Linda

Kiuitorski frt)m Southbridge said that the sport doesn't

necessarily have to be divided between the sexes.

"I don't think it matters who you fight," Kantorski said.

"As long as their on your level."

Tehrani said that there is a common misconception that

the sport is for men only, but said Kantorski is the perfect

example to prove otherwise.

"I wish more women would get involved," Kantorski

said.

Most of the work in karate focuses on learning the kota,

a prearranged set ofmovements which include basic blocks.

These movements are essential for mastering the sport,

according to McKinney.
"Anyone can get the physical part," McKinney said. "It's

the mental part that is difficult. You have to focus your

mind on the kata, 90 percent of it is mental."

In addition to mastering the fundamental movements.

McKinney discussed the physical requirements necessary

for the sport.

"You need to have good flexibility and good breathing

technique," McKinney said. "Breathing is very important

— ifyou don't believe your tired you won't be. It's a mental

thing."

While karate has been given a somewhat violent repu-

tation through action movies, McKinney said that violence

is far from the goal of the UMass club.

"Many people think that karate is just fighting, but it's

much more than that," McKinney said. "Our goal isn't to

promote fighting. The first priority [when met with a

confrontation! is to run."

NicoteMoni*
UMASS 91

Assistant Buy«r

Catdor, Inc.

Ellen LaChance
UMASS '90

Assistant Buyer
Cattkx, Inc.

At Caldor,

Inc., our future

begins with you.

To those who
display executive

qualities - initiative,

creativity, resolve, flexibility,

and leadership, we offer our

Executive Training Program.

Designed for those who want to

excel in business, this program

provides a smooth transition from

campus life to our dynamic

organization.

Join us and learn more about how

you can start building an exciting

future with a retailing leader.

Please drop off your resume

by noon on December 16 at

the School of Management.

Caldor is an equal opportunity employer

CoUeeian Photo

This member of the University of

setts Karate Club proves the studen

tion can really pack a punch.

by Josh lU'ynolds

Massachu-
t organiza-

BIG GUNS. BAD ATTITUDE.

COMICS

GRAPHIC NOVELS

TRADE PAPERBACKS

ALL STARRING

MARVEL COMIC'S

ISiosiieR

AVAILABLE AT

A, ; .*,)D/e ,11

SAME BAT CHANNEL
C onms • Cutis • C'/.mn-s & More...

(ll'fM Nl.'ri.liv ^1 • '^'.jnil.iy 1 yppi '"fm

JOAST

A('tiv(«\vt'ai- • Wiarnot • Panama Jack

OakU'V • & othtM- famous brands

locatedIf titc ^ampdifc /tiaffon tU P\/TA Bus Route

Classifieds
com TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE II SCAMPI ISCFm-FR « THURSDAYHM30 FRIDAY H.-mJO^DFADUNEIS-mO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATION > 200/ORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS • CASH IN ADVANCE

ACTIVmES

PAGAN MEETING Come to our Yule cel-

ebrationi Sunday 7pm rm 803 Campus

Center All weicomel

UPC Holiday FMt. lor UPC members onlyl

Cool food cool lun coolness FrWay 6-8pm

call 5-2892 Zippeei ITS Iree!

HEyI Want to go carolino? IVCF Chnslmas

Party tonight! Campus Center Rml68C,

7 00pm Funi FrolicI FoodI Come sing with

us!

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CARRIBBEAN - ONLY $189

roundlnp air to somew^^ere

sunny and warm' EUROPE
$160! Hitch a nde

AIRHITCH212 864-20OO

GRAVE DIGGERS
What's this? No •Cast of Thousands" in

todays comic stnp section? Oh. horron Oh.

doomi But waiti There's hope" Go to Uncoln

Campus Center Concourse today and buy a

copy 0) the only strip collection you'll ever

need! Cast ot Thousands • -Since 1991.

Because • need the money
"

HAVE PROBLEMS WITH your roommate''

Contact OCHO 428 Student Union or call us

at 545-0865 We can help!

HEY YOU VIDEOHEADSIII

The Union Video Center

will tie open during intersession

starting 1/6/92 And. yes.

we're behind the HatchI

OFFICIAL ZOOMASS CONDOMS
$1 6-6898

PEOPLES MARKET-
Open finals M-Th 9-2

open intersession. loo!

"as fresh as you want to be"

PVOC OIL CO-OP. Purchase home heating

oil at reduced cost Register at OCHO 428

Student Union

AUTO FOR SALE

82 Nissan 150.000 miles/37mpg

runs but needs work

$300 or BO call Manbeth 5-1886 323-8665

82 Oldt Cutlaet. Rebuilt engine Low

mileage Good body. $1000/b o. New parts

Eric 548-9028

82VW RABBIT Includes puB out radio/cass.

new muller and brakes only 86KM Runs nice

asking $1 200 or B/O For into call 549-4556

1984 Nlsaan king cab plu truck tow mileage

very reliable $1500 or Brt3 Call Chns 253-

9660
.

1B8S MAZDA G.L.C. Runs great $1200 or

BO 323 6163

FLA. DREAM HOUSE

LONGWOOD, FLA. SUBURB ot Or1ando-8

room- 2bath-2200 Sq. ft home. "Exquis-

ite*' Live. rm-12x19-Dinrm 13x11 -Kit 8x9-

-Brklst. area--10x6-Fam rm 18x15Msl Br

14x16- 3 other Lge bdrms 2-car garage

Heated spaStone fireplace w/raised hearth

Spnnkler sys Inside utilities Appliances inc

microwave-Best school system in Fla Elem

mid*h s Must sell $124,900. Call owner

Kalhy-(407) 774-7331 or (
407)85&-6858.

FORREHT

1 BR DOWMTOWN-Parhing, storage, porch,

but, heat + hw incl. 545-31 46/253-0688

3 BEDROOM HOUSE, repainted. Itoors re-

done, some furnishings, comfortable, hwo

car garage $925*. 256 0018 508-465 2316

$215
1 bdrm near Bi^S Glass

Starting Feb IMay 30 253-5053

205 SUNSET
Single rm avail Jan 1

Great location

$250 per month

Call anytime 549-5313 _

A 1 BEDROOM is available now or Jan 1 1t's

In a 2 bedroom apt rent 250 kwallon near

UMass Amherst Center call 253-9742 or

256-3401
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AMHERST. Two bedroom condominiums

tor .IS low as $550 per month Convenient

moiilh 10- month rental agreement Parking

available for two vehicles On bus route,

close to mall, center of town and UMass. Call

2533834

Bsautllul Larga Medam house on lake

I
ookingforhousemales Lots of extras Rent

$\50iShulesbury 367 9328

DOUBLE AND SINGLE ROOM, S Amherst

house great landtotd, available Jan 1 253-

3091

Double bedroom looking for one or two

students Comes with kilchen/bathroom 2 1 0/

mo Call Jason day/eve 545-2271

DOUBLE ROOMECHO HILL Spaciousown

bath laundry on site 400(total) Per month call

Tom or Vicky 2560569

HUGE 3BR, fits 4. 2balhrooms, dose to

,-ampus $900 549-6986 or 545-1259 Lease

starts Jan 1

MAIN ST AMHERST
Double room available

Jani or Febl 256-1331

ST. JUDE-THANK YOU

YOU HAVE INTERCEEDED so many
limes And always with success-Thank you
againll

RIDE WANTED

Northwood Apartments Holiday Special

2 bedrooms includes hot water starting at

$299 00 20 acres of beautiful property in a

country setting Laundry facilities swimming

pool Free bus service to Umass Hadley & the

malls Energenic & cartng staff expenenced

in all phases ot property management River

Road Rie 47 Sunderland MA 01375 M-F

9 00 to 5 00 413 665 3856

One bedroom apartment m Crestview

Great tor single or double

Two minutes from campus

$450 Call Heather 549-5340

ROOM FOR RENT
1 bedroom, near Puffer's.

On bus rt . 200 P/M, heal incI

Washer/dryer, no lease, M/F.

5496383

TWO HOUSEMATES NEEDED 2nd floor of

Main SI apt 1 7b* 256 3434

WINTERSESSION ROOMSI
Singles $160

Double $1 25

Call Mark at Pike

549 7502

1 HUGE ROOM
Pnvate bath,

in 3bedroom apl on bus

Heat*H20incl $200 double $400 single

Dec 15 or Jan 1 Jaime/Raina 253-2595

FOR SALE

COMPAQ/LTE286 LAPTOP
20m nardnve. aU manuals-fsottwars

1300/BO 546-3684

Sclantlflc calculator H/P 485X IndAlbooks

case*box $200 773-5545

HOWARD UNIVERSITY sweatshirt msdium

$49 2909

76 COROLLA WG $200
81 4WD Subaru wg $60 549-1987

1985 MERCURYTOPAZ.black, new ckjtcti,

$1700 call 546-4886

Airline TIckal

Worcester to Denver $250 Roundlrtp

Leaves 12/24 Returns: 1/6

Call Martt 323-9692

BLIZNIAK XMAS TREE FARMa Cut your

own or ready cut. 133 Bay Rd. Hadley 9am-

7pm

CHRISTMAS GIFTSI HoMay presentsi

The fifth annual mini-mail in the Student

Union Ballroom Tuesday t5ec lOthruFnday

Dec 13 Ctothing. jewelry, posters, futons,

hats, mugs, l-thirts, sweaters, and much

morel II

DORM FRIDQE $45/60 549-7319 Adam

IBM XT COMPATIBLE AND PRINTER
$500 negotiabis

Andrew 546-0976

MAC PLUS COMPUTER, EX drive,

Imagewnter. software $750 369-4700 eve.

One round trip ticket

to Calitomia

12-22 to 1-8

if interested call

253-0861 -/Vskfor Jari

SKI BOOTS
Lange XRI size 6 ski boots great condition.

only used one season 6-3979

Sofabed- Sort of old but in good shape.

Make an otter 253-0634

SNOWBOARD- Burton Cnjise-90-

only 1 75 00/bo

Chuck 6-4058

STEREO SALE
Used components: Huge selection, from

basic to high end, priced to sell! Also new

components at unbeatable discounts, DJ

equipment, etc Buy/sell/trade at Stereo &

Video Exchange 256-0941

FOUND

RIDE WANTED TO New Jersey any day
next week- Wil pay gas, expenses. Call

Heather 256-8591

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED ASAP for 2
bdrm Brittany apt $1 40/mo heat incI I'll pay
Jan rent call Mike 256-1561

1 OR 2 M/F for largest of tour bedrooms for

spring 2 minutes to bus stop 1 5 minutes to

UMass Call 665-7544

1 0R 2 ROOMMATES wanted for Hobart apt

1 55 per month * utilities on bus rt Close to

campus Call 549-5827 Ask lor Lynn Stacy or

Jen

Female roommats needed to replace

missing link in awesome Townhouse apt

Shared rm $181/mo 549-8001

Female roommate wanted to share large

room in Brandywine $167.50/mth 549-4997
Jan-May

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share

large room m Puftton $165/mih 549-4509

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED for Brook

apt to share room only $137 50+ Starting

Feb 1 Call 2568731 Nonsmoking

FREE JANUARY RENT Jan-May31 Cheap
Female Share Rm Call 549-3935

HAVE A FUN SPRINGII
Female wanted to share spacious room in 3

floor condo in S Amherst 1 65p/mo start Jan/

Feb til May Fully furnished on bus line

Parking available. Great roommates. Call

256-4153

Large singis avallabia in 3 bedroom apt in

Puttton Female only 231 67/mo Heal AND
hot water inc Kim 549-3927 Available Jan

j^

LIVE WITH USUI
For intersession and/or spring semester

Beautiful 3 ftoor condo behind BayBank
Walk 10 campus * uptown

Double or single available

Non-smoker male or female

$200 or best offer

Call 549-4438 or stop by<!

NON-SMOKINa FEMALE to share room m
Mill Valley apt 208. 75/mth heat & hot water

indcall 253-0422

One or two people to rent a room In a farm

house apartment Close to campus Spring

semester with summer optkin. CaU alter 5 al

549^)966.

Looking for a roommatalt

MorF
Single rtxjm on sunset

Jan-May
Great tocation. great rent, tots of fun!

Call 549-5935

IN HERTER LECTURE HALL- Tape re-

corder Call 256^1479 tojdenlify and cla[m.

I found a jacket in the Student Union If yours

call Paul @ 256-6109 and ID

HELP WANTED

Don't get a job - Get a business!

T A S P Internalional offers highly motivated

students practical experience and earnings

averaging $4,000 $7,000 for the summer
Please call 1 -800-922-5579

Internship available winter/spring '92

P/T position at Healthlone Inc in

Northampton Marketing new fitness prod-

uct for info call Dr Robert Brandt 586-7533

LONELY HEARTS REJOICE!

DEPRESSED BECAUSE YOU cfinl get a

date? Sad because you have no mate? Well

BOGPC has got a plan to help you find your

man orwaman! In February coming to Umass

the dating game is here at lasll Watch for

more into next semesterl

WANTED

3 Females need 2-3 bedroom apt tor

winlersession call 546-6397

BUILD US A simple bunk bed loft at the ena
of January $$ Call EF 253-5053_

CHEAP SUBLET WANTED by quiet non-

smoker for wintersession only 546-3291

Looking tor single room in all women house/

apl Winter and spring Sunderland Amherst
or Noho Call Jennifer 546-5386

NEED AND WILL buy your lull or quson size

bed Call 549-6956

SEMESTER BREAK
$9 25 to start

National firm has a special 2-6 week student

work program in entry level marketing and

advertising. All majors may apply. No expe-

rience necbssary Internships/scholarships

available Interview now, begin after exams.

508 84 1-4250 Auburn/Wore Cty or617-449-

4362 Boston/Suburbs

SUBLETS, ROOMS, HOUSING needed Dec
27, Jan 13 Contact SBMC 256-861 5 10AM-
4PM _ .

Witnesses regarding police/PVTA bus in-

cident 12-6-91 10:30pm Fnday Colonial Vil-

lage/Belchertown Rd Please send informa

lion Box 313 Amiiotot

PERSONALS

ROOMMATE(S) For spring semester Lg bf

in 2br Cotonial Village $235/mo 253-3225

ROOMMATE WANTED Puffton Village

Seeking one fun, easy going female to share

an immaculate 3 person apt. Must call tor

more info. 5490971

ROOMMATEWANTEDFEBRUARYFIRST
(negotiable) convenient location In

Sundertand on bus route at Lantern Court

apartments Call now 665 8669 Bnan/Jim

Roommate wanted lor Jan

Located 1039 NPIeasant St.

Call Andy at 549 7940

TAKE MY ROOM PLEASE: Large room in

Hadley house. Cool housemates On bus

route. Winter and/or spring/summer $180/

month (negotiable) 584-5967

SERVICES

FREE pragnancy testing; confidential and

caring support B1RTHRIGHT:233 No

Pleasant Street Amherst 5491906

A gift certificate from Lord's and Ladies of

Hampshire Mall for nail or hair services is a

perfect gift (for yourself tool) 586-7913

LOSE FAT FOR/DURING WINTER BREAK,

Enhance energy, build muscles with

Omnitrilion Fitness Products 549-4401

SPRING BREAK

You vron't get npped off I have the best

spnng break trips anjund Jamaica. Cancun,

and Bahamas I wouW tove to tell you more .

Call Dena 549-5740

SUBLET

LOST

LOST- Christmas tree brooch. Great senti-

mental value. Lost Thursday Dec 5th in SW
Reward it found. Call Lynn 6-0525

REWARD for information of lost batak leather

wallet on 12-6-91 549-7319 Adam

REWARD- Lost bag in BowkerHoWsworth
parking lot area Contents-eyeglasses, book,

quilt of immense sentimental value Please

call Dave 256 6146.

2 SIBLINGS SEEK Winter sublet, preferably

Northampton, Amherst okay

Call Ed 546-2823

AH-OO-GAHi

FEMALE WANTED: Share huge bedroom

in really nice apartment, Amherst. Jan $200

All inclusive Mary or Liz 253-2842

LOOKING TO SUBLET your apartment for

intersession. Go home with cash in you

pocket 546-3684 Greg

SUNSET APARTMENT SINGLE room

available for Jan sublet and/or spnng se-

mesterCail forinfo 549-291 SCheap-conven.

location

Take our lease or sublet for January, The

Brook 256-8581

Wintersession sublet, 3 spaces available

in Townhouse apt., on bus route, furnished,

free cable, fully, carpeted. Great deal! $100

cal|549-8001

TRAVEL

JAMAICA SPRING BREAK '92

Great deal to Jamaica includes 1 st rate hotel

and river raiting For more info call Mike

Vallee 549-7357

DAYTONA BEACHI SPRING BREAK '92

March 13-22 Includes seven nights ocean-

front hotel plus roundtrip motoncoach. Only

$259.00 call Yankee Tours 1-800-

9DAYTONA M-F 8-6

TYPING/WORD PROCESSING

DISSERTATIONS. THESES, CASES, Pa

pers, Oncampus Sendee, MacA.aser Pnnter,

Spelteheck, Quality, inexpensive 584-7924,

Nancy

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING w spelteheck

$l.50/pg Call Greg 6-3198

Papers, Theses. Resumes. Word pro

cessing Laser pnntlng. Call Rosemary 323-

5031

HAPPY 20TH KARENI
Only one more year to gol We love you

Lauren Julie Mich Amy
(Whadaya mean?!)

The New "yellow" house-

What a great semester!

Sue-wow! Weird tongue!

Trac-We'll miss you! Always space to come
visit

Good luck!

Wh,^ ^lasclasses next semester? Get ready!!

EIB

ALO
WYA
STEVE BOLAND
Homeless boy extraordinaire

Happy belated birthdayl

Love, Cathohc Girt

BIANCA
1 love you . An Fm still smilingi

Bernard

Tania Chrlstia

I love you with all my heart and soul Have a

great 21 st b-day and remember I still have a

bit of lime to go
Love you for ever

J

What will wa do without wina ft pasta?

Attention: KL& the J, J&J sex experts Thanx

for everything-we've got 1 more week-let's

do il up!!

Congrats Amyl
You're 21!

You have a date

with the tequila

man uptown...

Chix (J)

Love (S)

TERRI AND GNAT rm cheap. Love ellen

High Alpha 1 and Alpha 2 good kx* in New
Mexico from the Pukes ot TKN Spunky Po-

tato TM TC Birdcock and Crowley

"On a ship

Wanting to sleep

1 ran forever'

Happy Birthday Polly

Thanks for everything

Love. Heather

MARK WEAVER
E nier sandman/cheap btocks on kickoffs Big

Guns Have fun in Spain-Gel some Spanish

women
The Swedish tove Vikingi^

KAW I'll miss you-you'd better write or visit

EC3W

PAUL RECHSTBNER You ara my sun-

shine. See you soon, hon. Love. Nikki

KATHY WASLASKE
Thanks for being such a good friend over the

past 3 years! UMass wont be the same

without you Good hx*l

HAPPY BIRTHDAY THLEEN
You Grad, Youl

ROSES ARE RED,
Violets are blue

Farewell UMass,
"Schwoo-schwoo'lll

AEPHI SISTERS Thanks for a greal se-

mester!

Phi tove always

The Gammas

DEBBIE MAGALNICK
Chance made you my big sister

But luck made you my friend.

Thanks for everything!

Maureen

FAPITA,
Whasup? MlWredl?! "Hey 191' Pineapple

nngs, anyone? "I felt it as I
.." Luck with

finals Little One

WENDY
My crazy dnnking buddy, I'll miss you lots

next semester. Good luck always, you're the

best! Love Barbara

HEATHER KENNEALLY
/ou know I'm going to riiss you so stop

complaining about it!

Love Cara

PS Munch Munch Munch

SNOTRAG: Thanks lor ov/er>thing this se-

mester, including putting up with me
Love, Grumpy-Bear

HEE.HEE
HA.HA
WHO? WHO?
K.isten, Laura, Trish, and Rach

.v^ake you laugh.

Like no others dci

Enjoy them w^i -,' they're here, cause I'm

sorry to say that next year, you'll be missing

this wild and crazy crew! So long Umass I!

!

NOTHING COULD BE LAMER,

1 han life without a "Gamer".

Happy birthday Timmy!

Love. Trisha

NOTHING COULD BE LAMER,

Than life without a "Gamer.

Happy birthday Timmyl

Love, Tnsha

"BARB HOLLAND"
Good luck in D C
I'll miss you!

Your shiny happy person

CHERYL IN OHIO - Greetings & salutations

from very far away - a bit of smudgy news-

print to convey sincerest wishes tor a good

trip home from your little but not yet littlest

sister-Siggi Link

MARNIN (from Taunton, living in Pierpont)

You are so cute!

Just thought you should know

A secret admirer^__

THLEEEEEENIII

DAVE M.

Here it is bro. Cani wait til you go to Call.

Merry Christmas

Love ya. Rah

LOOZAII
Michael T. Puopoto II is 21 in 1 1 days Every-

one smack him In the butt- He'll like that

Happy birthday HTLIII

-HTL

Dave Rich and Rob,

The green and white house wont be the

same without you Good luck next year I'll

miss youl Love. Jen

KN
Star-crossed tovers

Everybody needs somebody
1 only need you

Will miss you much
I Love You
Your Indian Mama-T

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE NEW DZ
sisters: Liza, Stacey^lyssa, and Denny!

_

KEEPSMHJNG DELTAZETA pledges- Your

time is almost here! We love you guys!

JOHN-BOY
Thanx for an awesome semester

GOOD LUCK on you tinalsH

Love always- Deen

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MICHAEL GALLANTI
This past year (yes, its been a year) has

been awesome. I tove youl Michelle

OLA LAURA
Happy earty birthday only 8 1/2 months til

your hoohah Get wicked stupid psyched

Love, Mike

T,E.C.

These few wordscouMnt sum up the amount
of tove and joy you have given to me. Our

time together has been the happiest I've ever

been. May the warmth I see when I look into

your eyes never fade. I love you with all my
heart

Brooklyn

CONGRATS SPECIAL K
It's been a great semester as your big brother

May your expenences in APO be many

Be careful what you wish for It maycome true

In LFS Hats

Congrats Junior

I guess you can have one too You guys

deserve it alter a semester with me.

-Big Red

Congrats Mom
Here it is! Hope it is as good for you as It is for

me.

-Big Red

WHTTEY,
Merry Christmas

And happy 2nd Anniversary!

Love, Tracy ^^^___
CINDY PELL,

Happy 21st B-day!

Enjoy!

Love, Rachel A Tina

-SUZANNE,
Happy anniversary on December 15 It has

been the best ten months of my life!!

1 love you,

Matty
,

.

OHIO BOB - Ditto, but:

Irom your favorite chick's sibling.

Oarlanna

enjoy the skiing--^
,

JEN AND WATE
the California hippies.

We'll all miss you guys!!

The Brooks Gang
PS Say hi to Madonna

TOOTS
Happy birthday

You'll have to wait for your real gilt

WAAWAA
Love Me

LINDA
The best apple in the worid is just

weird, like a potato. -MH

Dave

FIRST OF ALL, There is nothing personal

about this The whole damn campus gets to

read it. Think about it.

BCW

Congratulations on your first semester as a

great RA
You're a great Iriend

Love,Coach

RUSS-
Save your dignity

Good luck next year

-Proulx and Perry

Bathan,
Congratulations-Wetoome to Sigma Kappa!

Have lun in England!

Love, Kelly

ALPHA PI BETA
Have a great break

We'll have a reunion

next semester

Where is my?
Miss you all

JenH

KAPPA SENK>RS
Get ready for a psycho

senior cozy

Tncia Lisa Stacey

We'll miss youl!

Good luck

Love, The Sisters & Pledges

of Kappa

MOE, ALLISON. JUUE
Yes, you, idiots

The loud "everybody wants me" iguana eyes

one, the uptight btond bimtx) one and the "I

have an exam" (who cares'') general

one : Here is your stupid personal . Go back to

•— !!

Love, Brookie Babe

PS-Do you know why? Chicken Ihigh!

MON PETIT FRERE
Tu etais un petit fantastique, meme si ce

n'est pas exactement que tu veuxl

Je t'aime!

HAPPY
B

DAY
KAREN

Congratulations on yourgraduation Leanne

Ganley! UMass won't be the same without

you' Good luck! We'll miss^oiJ

DANIMAL L. & PEPE
Where'd time go? Thank you for everything-

you helped to make Southwest "Moore" tun.

I love you guys Have a good break - I'd better

see youl

Love your little sis-

Minda

HEY YOU IN

Baker Puftton and Swiss Village

Happy holidays

Have a greal break too

See ya soon

Loveya
Marianne

CHRIS
Happy Turt>o Awareness Day!

I tove youl Love, Allison

Karlna A MIchele- What is the airspeed ve-

locity of an unladen swallow? WHAT??!!

WHAT?!?! Shoot -shoof! MenyChnstmas

To tha baautlful woman in WHITE with the

rose tattoo at Anderson's speech. Lose the

frat pin and give me a call. The bearded guy

one row behind you^ Mike

JUANA,
There must be somewhere in the chocolate

city we can take a study break!

Love, Your Favorite Distraction

JENN NICOLE CAROLYN
Good luck on finalsl

Trad

MO MOONEY Happy holidays in tha baau-

tilul state of New Jersey

HEROIC DAVE GALE
The saga ends

St. Jude is dead

Fun has ended at UMass forever

Good-bye

Jan, Mkshaiie, Chris

Thanks for a great semester.

Kick -I

Toni

BUTTCRACK-
How tong is it?

Breakdancer

RIFF/CHRIS
Good luck on your finals

Take care

Smilel

Tom

ROB THOMAS
Now everyone knows
Who IS bootsie

and shroomhead

ROB THOMAS
Happy 21 st

Birthday

Friday the 13th

How fitting

Love Ben and^^

TY
You jatkfaca

Grampy

JENNIFER
Thanks for always being there for me this

semester I'll miss you when your in Spain.

Adios hon-

Ali

BONES
Happy 2 1st Birthday

Cant sit still

GARRON
Thanks for putting up

with me thic semesterl

Love Gayle

AMANDA
I never thought I could fall for someone so

quickly You are the best women 'hat has

come into my life. Eventhough it has only

been a week, it seems like months, Good
luck on your finals.

Love always

Stephen

vJo
Thanks for twiieving in me
I'll miss you

Love Always

Care

CONGRATULATK)NS JOODLES
The past 1 1 /2 yr with you has t)€en the best!

I'm proud of you!

I tove you & I'll miss you!

Suebabes
~ ' MARKOIRSCHEL
UMass is tosing Metalhead ^tor\^ after four

and a hall crazy years

We'll miss you more than you know

Good luck Mark

We tove youl!

From All Ot Us
Dave Amber Kimba Melisa Ray Kathy Ernie

MikeC MikeS Mark Tom Rob Brandon

Maryanne Paige Debby Justine Kate Trish

Lara Stephanie Debbie Tina Steve JulieG

Muck Oarlene Ellen KatyRose JuKeK Yuko

Mary Anthony Caroline Allison Kerrin Dawn

To all of our Canes Friends:

We're going to miss you next semester!

Love, Jodi and Jess

JESS
Oh sexy roommate! Thanks for being such

an awesome roomie' I tove ya.

Love, Jodi

HI ROOMIE NUMBERjrHREEl

HEIDO-
You're the best little sis! Get psyched for next

semester!

Love, Jodi

Marry Christmas to all the peoptewho never

thought my gambling wouW pay off: Tony,

Marge, Steve^S thejiootles

JANE WILLAMS
Congrats on your degree!

You deserve it. You're a great friend.

Love, Becky

JULIE O.

(Sorry 1 thought 1 knew you.)

What am 1 going to do without you?

You've become my third sister.

I'll miss you next semester!

Love. Steph

JASON ST, MARTIN
Happy birthday and

good luck on finals.

1 love you!

Love and Huggs
Kristen

Badadadadadadadada
da da da da

WATCH OUT LOBOSI
Dave and Neil- Good luck, have fun and wall

miss you tots!

Love
The Kappa Chicks

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
BEWARE
of raging Kappas
in vetvetll

Theresa Sullivan

We are going to miss you! Good luck and

make sure you visit

Love Puffton 19

MARY I know somebody better can be had

1 love you as deeply as puddles

Dava H.,

Well you said you want a personal so here it

Is I don't quite know what to say. especially

since this is for all eyes to see. But I always

know with us that it's the thoughts that counL
I love you

Oenise H.

Laura ai«d KatrliM

We couldnt let you go
without a special

Tn-Sigma goodbye
You'll both be greatly missed

Good luck

We tove you
Your Sisters

Wandy-
I'm so glad I chose my PolSd seal wisaly

Love, your RA in JA

DEAR BEA
We gotta freakout to wetoome you 1 9th year

Love Bobby

DEAR SAMANTHA
Happy belated birthday I ramemberadi

Love Bobby

Kria Durgin

Thanks. Congratulations and good kick.

(The multi-purpose personal)

and remember: Life is good or was that it

coukJ be virorse?

P.S. pass the tuppemvare please.

KAPPA KAPPA MOO SISTERS
Get psyched!

The dinner awaits

New Years Eve

Good kjck on finals!

Love the baautilul onal

GERALDINE ANGELA PHILLIP

YOU'RE WONDERFUL
Always be optimistic

I tove you
Erik

MACKIMMIE 3R0 FLOOR

CI1F.RYL F.- ROOMIE
You are the best roomie I ever had! You ate

also the only roomie I ever had! I am so glad

I met you this year! I know I drove you crazy

sometimes, but that's what roomies are for

nght? Remember all the fun times we had.

All the parties and Sean's kliotk:. psychotic

stupidities. We'll drench him 1 of these days'

Love Ya, Amy C,

DEARKERRI N. * DIANE L
I tove you!

You guys are the besti

Thanks for everything even though you are

a pain in the — !" You know what 1 mean'

Next semester will be even more awesome.

Party hearty- Puke Pukel

ShanaT. t Vanessa A.

Even though you only live upstairs, I never

see you guys at all! Good luck next semes-

ter' Shana. good luck on cateulus exam! I

love you! Amster

AMY R. MY SOM BUDOY-
How is my SOM twin? I'm going to miss you

so much! You're a good kid Aim! Next se-

mester will be even more fun! (Chuckle,

chuckle) Have a Merry X- mas! Remember to

come down to Brandywine -fvisit mel

Love, The Othe r Amy

SEAN, You are an idiot! Just kiddingi

Eric, Keep playing that guitar baby!

Neil, You are over the hill! Just kkkJing .

Bnjce, You are wiW •• crazy!

Andy * Kevin, We are going to have some

fun this winter. Espeically at the Pub right?

Lynne R. I'm going to miss your wackieness

and your visits to Mackimmie.

Lynne W My wintersession roomie. We will

have fun Don't worry!

Robert L We had a tot of fun in CH326 It'll be

even tjetter next semester!

Dave S. Nice to be your next door neighbor

Thanx for the Chem notes

Jen + Brad, You guys are the best! stay cooll

To everyone else in Mackimmie 3rd long

short. Happy holidays! See ya next semes-

ter' And I wish everyone in the house council

and floor government- Have a wonderful

break! See you next semester U Mass!

HEY BENTO
Happy 21st baby

You're the best

1 love you

Strap On

HEY NOW- I'm tooking for these shirts with

the Steal Your Face/Minuteman design on

the back. They said "UMass Fall 1991" on

the front. II you have any left, please call

Mike at 256-J0 1 6^Thanksl

Attention JULIE ROTHERA
Tips for UNLV:
1 . You got to know when to hoW 'em

know when to toto 'em

know when to walk away

know when to njn

you never count your money,

when your sittin at the table

they'll be time enough to count em
when the dealing's done

2 Don't play pool

3. Call me a tot

I'm gonna miss ya l Lova, E.

FRED
Happy birthday

to you and me!

Betsy
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Sports
Minutemen outclass Crusaders, 85-73
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER. Mass. — The University of Massachu-

setts basketball team got 21 acrobatic, roof-raising points

from Will Herndon and defeated Holy Cross 85-73 in front

of a split crowd at the Hart Center.

Herndon, who scored just 1 point against New Hamp-
shire scored inside and outside, early and late, connecting

on 10 of 11 shots, including some typically loud Herndon

dunks.

"Will did things that they couldn't stop," said UMass
coach John Calipari. "It was a good road win for us."

Leading 69-58, Herndon followed up a missed shot with

a tip in which not only put the Minutemen ahead 71-58, but

broke a Holy Cross four point run.

The Crusaders pulled within 10 late in the game, but Jim

McCoy ( 19 points) made three of four foul shots to end any

illusions of a miraculous comeback.

Every time Holy Cross was ready to cut into UMass'

double digit lead, the Minutemen had the answer. If it

wasn't Herndon scoring down low, it was McCoy hitting a

jumper, Mike Williams penetrating for a layup, or the

Minutemen making foul shots.

Against New Hampshire, UMass made just 30 of52 free

throws, but last night, they managed to hit 20 of 27, 74

percent.

Early on. UMass came out like a team on a mission to

make the Top 25. They scored the first six points ofthe game
on an Anton Brown pull-up jumper, a Herndon alley-oop on

a half court pass from Brown and a Tony Barbee layup off

a steal.

The Crusaders came right back and tied the score at 8-

8, on two jumpers by Roger Breslin (nine points).

From there, the Minutemen went on a 9-0 run, keyed by

three McCoy patented offbalance, in coveragejumpers to go

up 17-8.

CoUegiaii Photo by JefTEgan

University of Massachusetts' forward Harper Williams drives to the hoop over University of
New Hampshire's James Ben. Williams and the Minutemen squared off against Holy Cross last

night.

With 6:19 left in the half, UMass ran off 11 straight

points, to open up a 39-25 lead, which Holy Cross never

recovered from.

The Minutemen should have been ahead by more at the

half, but Holy Cross managed to sink four trifectas and Bill

Walker ( 14 points) hit threejumpers in the final 3:45 to cut

the 14 point lead to 9, 43-34.

Crusader forward Rick Mashburn did his best to keep

Holy Cross close in the second half, scoring 16 of his game-

high 24 points in the second half. However, this game was

a case of the Minutemen outclassing their opponent.

The Crusaders (1-4) did not have the talent to stay with

UMass' inside players. Harper Williams (14 points, 12

rebounds) scored nine of UMass' first 1 1 points to start the

second half. When he got in foul trouble, Herndon (13

second half points) and Kennard Robinson (four points two

rebounds) picked up the slack.

For the game, the Minutemen shot 54 percent and held

the Crusaders to 38 percent.

If it seemed like there were a lot of UMass fans in

attendance, there were. Half the fans at the Hart Center

were UMass supporters.

Women's hoop plays
at Harvard tomorrow
Bv MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Cf-llegian Staff

While most students will be concen-

trating on finals this weekend, the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts women's bas-

ketball team will be hoping for an early

Christmas present: a .500 record.

UMass (3-4) plays at Harvard (Sat-

urday 6 p.m.) against a tough Crimson
team. UMass coach Joanie O'Brien said

she thinks Harvard will pose a tough

challenge.

They've got two kids who are great

outside shooters that are shooting over

40 percent from the perimeter, and they

have a 6-3 center that's real agile,"

O'Brien said.

The behemoth center that O'Brien

spoke of is Debbie Flandermeyer, a jun-

ior from Orinda, CA. Flandermeyer is

averaging 16.7 points a game for the

Crimson, which is only good for second

on the team.

The top scorer for Harvard (2-5) is

Erin Mahar, a 5-8junior from Davenport,

lA who is averaging 18.8 ppg. Mahar is

shooting 21-43 from 3-point range and is

a perfect 16-16 from the line this year.

The other top outside shooter for the

Crimson is Maura Healey, a 5'6" senior

from Hampton Falls, NH. Healey is

shooting .520 from 3-point land and is

one of Harvard's co-captains.

The Minutewomen have some scorers

themselves, but they probably should

avoid provoking a high-scoring affair

Junior forward Jenny Moran leads

UMass in scoring (12.3 ppg) and is sec-

ond in rebounding (7.4), thanks to

monster back-to-back games against

Hartford and Brooklyn. Moran is slowly

emerging as the team's best all-around

player.

Junior center Kim Kristofik is second

in scoring with an average of 10.9 points

per game, and leads the team with 8.6

boards per game.
As always, though, a key factor in the

game will be whether Trish Riley can run

the team. Riley banged her head on the

hard floor Tuesday and is questionable.

"She suffered a slight concussion, but

the problem is more with her back than

her head," O'Brien said. "She's day-by-

day, so we'll see."

The Minutewomen want to end the

year on a high note, and O'Brien said her

team will have an extra incentive.

"I think that the kids are excited

about the possibility of being 4-4 going

into break," she said. "The break will be

good for them to relax, and it will give us

time to go over new things."

Herndon comes up big,

soars to 21 point night
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Worcester, Mass. — Will Herndon con-

trolled theopeningtipoffand slammed home
the University ofMassachusetts basketball

team's final points last night.

And in between, he did everything else.

The 6-foot-3 forward poured in a team-

high 21 points on 10 of 11 shooting and
pulled down eight rebounds in the

Minutemen's 85-73 win at Holy Cross.

"The difference in this game was Will,"

said UMass coach John Calipari. "Will made
the athletic plays and they couldn't contend

with him."

Herndon, who came into the game averag-

ingeight points, outmuscledandouthustled

the larger opponent as eight of his points

were a result of him grabbing offensive

rebounds and putting it back up.

"My job is not to score," said Herndon,

who also had a team-high four assists. "I

just concentrate on playing hard minutes to

help us win."

UMass forward Jim McCoy said, "We
need Will to grab the loose ball, tip the balls

and exert himself on the boards, both of-

fensive and defensive. And he did it all

tonight."

The senior from Pittsburgh, PA, who leads

the Minutemen in shooting at 64 percent

from the field, entered the game following a

dismal outing against New Hampshire on

Tuesday in which he scored a season low 1

point, zero assists and two rebounds in

limited action.

"He knew he had to come and play to-

night," Calipari said.

Herndon, who won an appeal from the

National Letter of Intent Committee for a

final year of eligibility this season, also

played one of his best games on defense as

he registered two blocked shots and held 6-

foot-5 Crusader forward Leon Dickerson,

who was averaging 9.2 points per game, to

five points.

He also displayed his high-flying game
UMass fans are accustomed to watching as

he ignited a psutisan UMass crowd and his

team with four explosive slams, including

an alley-oop from Anton Brown just one
minute into the contest.

"We call him our big play guy," McCoy
said.

Herndon said, "My job is to make the big

plays and to get us back into the flow."

UMass center Harper Williams, who led

the team with 12 rebounds and totaled 14

points against 7-foot- 1 Scott Martzloff,

credited his performance to Herndon.

"It makes it easier for me down low when
we both can block out and score," he saiid.

Herndon also had luck on his side as he
threw up the prayer shot of the night, a 15-

foot jumper which slammed off the glass

and fell in.

Athletic directors deny Atlantic 10 rumors
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

A number of athletic directors in the Atlantic 10 Athletic

Conference denied there was ever a "secret vote" concerning

the admission ofLaSalle University to the A-10, as reported

in the Collegian yesterday.

Most ofthe athletic directors interviewed also denied the

rumor that Duquesne gave the A-10 an ultimatum that if

the league refuses LaSalle's entry to the league by Dec. 31,

Duquesne would enter the Midwestern Collegiate Confer-

ence. LaSalle reportedly will leave the Metro-Atlantic Con-

ference and also join the MCC.

Charles Cheokas, athletic director ofTemple University

and acting president of the A-10, said no vote was taken

regarding LaSalle's entry this fall. Cheokas also downplayed

LaSalle's proposal to enter the A-10 last spring, calling it

preliminary.

There is no truth to the rumor chat we voted against

expansion," he said. "The conference has always been in a mode
toexpand.andwehaveactivecommitteesconcemingexpansion."

"There was a vote taken that was unanimously passed,

that the conference, prior to July 1, 1992, would actively

pursue expansion," Cheokas added.

McKinley Boston, athletic director for the University of

Rhode Island, would not comment on whether a "secret

vote" took place, and said he did not know if Duquesne
issued an ultimatum.

"I am not in a position to comment," Boston said. "I know
there is a tremendous amount of support for Duquesne."

Larry Wiese, athletic director for Saint Bonaventure,

said "I don't know if there's any truth to the [Duquesne]

story. I know that LaSalle is among the top candidates to

enter our league."

Cheokas added that LaSalle's entry to the league may
create problems. "When you expand, your first priority is to

expand to new markets. LaSalle is in the same market as

St. Joe's and Temple. My guess is that the conference would
not act on any new school by the end of the year."
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Make Ita Big Night
NotaBigEflfort

Tonight, relax with
Pay-Per-View.

Ordering is as easy as
1-2-3

1

.

Watch cable channel 22
for upcoming movies.

The cost is $4.95.

2. Call 1-800-Viewer-l up
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automatically.

3. Sit back and enjoy your
selection on channel 37.

If you need assistance

Call 256-4123
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CHINA GARDEN
"The Collegians choice in delightful dining."

I

^2.00 OFF w/purchase
|

I
of $15 or more with this coupon

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sunday - Thurs. 1 1 :30am - 10:00pm • Friday - Sat. 1 1 :30am - 1 1 :00pm

Lunch Hour: 1 1 :30am - 3:30pm 7 days a week

New Vegetarian Menu!

Free Delivery Service • Fri., Sat, & Sun. • 5:00pm - 10:00pm

Visa / Master Card / American Express

The Valley's Dim Sum Brunch

Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch - Mandarin and Cantonese Syles)

Every Day 11:30am - 10:00pm

CHINA GARDtuM
Hew Remodeling • 7 Days a week • Take-oul • Luncheon Specials

3 N. Pleasant Street • Amherst, MA • 253-4280/428 I

NOT A WEEKEND SCHEDULE

Northbound
380-Sunderland

From Brittany Manor Aptt. to Sundartand Canter
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Southbound
330-South Amherst

From Sunderland Center to BHttany Manor Apia.
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SSTANliY H. KAPLAN
JL Take Kaplan Or FakeYour ChaiKes

Hours
Mon Thurs 10:00am - 10:00pm Fri & Sat 9:00am - 5:00pm

858 X. Pleasant Street. Amherst. MA • 549-5780

WIMTER

bottom
prices

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton/Holyoke
584-4112 • 535-1888



WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

WE SELL LADIES & MEN'S CLOTHING FROM THE TOP 2
Specialty Retailers in the U.S. at 50-90% OFF the
ORIGINAL prices. 1ST QUALITY AND SLIGHT IRREGULARS.

Located next to Super Stop-N-Shop
IN the Campus Plaza on Rt. 9, Hadley.

Hours:
Sun. 12PM-6PM • MON., TUES., Wed. 10am-6pm

Thurs., Fri. 10AM-9PM • Sat. 10am-6pm
256-8686

FALL CLEARANCE
LADIES & Men
Long Sleeve

Fleece & knit Tops

$6 REG.
$20-$44

LADIES

Skirts

$6 REG.
$26-$60

LADIES & MEN'S

SWEATERS

$

12
LADIES 8c MEN'S

$8

REG.
$39-$90 ^

REG.
$29-$49

p;

(EXCLUDING l^

JEANS)

NEW SPRINQ ARRIVALS
BLAZERS

$

H ^^^REG.
$80-$ 1 75

Sleeveless & Short Sleeve

KNIT TOPS
$Q99

REG.

$20-$30

ALL LADIES & Mens JEANS $14^^ /2 for $25 • peg $30-$42 each
NOW THRU SUNDAY

THE VALLEY'S LEADING WEIGHTRAINING FACILITY

Polaris free weights & machines

Cobra free weights & machines

Lifecycles

Liferowers Stairobic Burn

Stairmaster 4000 pts.

• Heart Mate

Great Music

Great Atmosphere

Extensive Hours

FITNESS CENTER
AMHERST, MA

253-3539

•COED«
Walking Distance

From U-Mass

. . . AND STILL GROWING
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Weld budget plan
holds no UM cuts
Requested 11 percent increase denied

TUESDAY, JANUARY 28, 1991

By DAVIU MASSEY
Collegian Stafl"

Gov. Weld proposed last week that
schools in the Commonwealth's public
higher education system receive the same
amount of funding as last year as well as
keep all their tuition revenue.

Weld's proposed level funding plan for

fiscal year 1993 is almost exactly the same
as last year's $484.4 million earmarked
for the state's 29 public colleges and uni-
versities.

Although this will be the first time in

four years that higher education has not
been cut, the new University of Massa-
chusetts five college system was denied a
requested 1 1 percent increase in funding
for fiscal year 1993. The Amherst campus
was merged with the University ofLowell,
Southeastern Massachusetts University,
UMass at Boston and Worcester to create
a five college system last year.

In a report written by representatives
from the five college system, the finan-
cially-troubled University of Massachu-
setts at Amherst recommended that the
state increase its allocation by 9 percent to

about $256 million.

The report said all five colleges in the
University system need more funds or
else they suffer even further damage to

the schools' reputations.

"It would appear that the first critical

goal, level funding, has been achieved,"
said Paul Marks, chancellor of the state
Higher Education Coordinating Council,
which oversees the five college system.

"We're grateful for what we've got,"
Marks said, adding that even without the
11 percent funding increase, the five col-

lege system has "reasonable financial
stability."

Weld's proposal that schools keep all

the tuition revenue they raise rather than
currently returning about 70 percent to

the state raised questions from University

officials.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien said Weld's
tuition retention plan would make UMass
less sensitive to budget cuts, although he
admitted this plan would encourage
campuses to raise tuition to earn more
money.

UMass is already one of the most ex-

pensive state schools in the country. Still,

Marks said, "The notion of 100 percent
tuition retention is an excellent idea."

"We're hurting," said Paul Page, vice

chancellor of administration and finance,
on the financial situation at UMass. He
expressed concern at Weld's plan— which
would emphasize student tuition as a
major new source of revenue for the cam-
puses in the system.

"We're very sensitive to the impact |tu-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Increases needed
to repair damages^
budget report says
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts five

college system asked for a budget increase
for fiscal year 1993 to strengthen the fi-

nancially-troubled system and reverse the
damage done to the University's teaching,
research and service programs by five

years of consecutive budget cuts.

If the request is not accepted, the Uni-
versity five college system's budget report
says, students and faculty can expect a
"downward spiral of change" to occur, in-

cluding deterioration of the University's

quality and reputation.

The budget request, developed by rep-

resentatives from the UMass campuses at
Amherst, Boston, Dartmouth, Lowell and

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

^^ CoUegUn photo by Matt Kahn
THEY'D BETTER APPRECIATE THIS— Southwest Resident

Assistant Erika Trabounis prepares for the inevitable return of
the notorious '^campus folk."

Reid quits coaching job
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

After finding out he would not be able
to honor promises he made to recruits,

Jim Reid, who has never hidden his love or

passion for the game of football, quit as
head coach ofthe University ofMassachu-
setts football team last Thursday.

During a meeting with Athletic Direc-

tor Frank Mclnerney, in which Reid was
informed the University could not offer

incoming freshmen full athletic scholar-

ships, less than two weeks before the
National Letter ofIntent signingdeadli ne,
Reid, who had already received five verbal
commitments, stood up and said, "I quit."

"What a lot of people don't understand
is you go into their |a recruits'! home and
you talk with them. . . so it came down to

a question of what I said to them, which
comes down to a question of integrity,"

Reid said. "The administration backed me
into a corner."

While Reid's resignation may come as a
shock, it should not. Throughout the sea-

son, he was upset about the lack ofmoney
being given to the football program. He
did everything in his power to keep the
bills low. When he went on recruiting

visits, he slept on the floors ofhotels— his

team always ate packed lunches— in short,

the football program spent conservatively,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16

'86 riot victim
denied appeal
on technicality

A Black former University of Massachusetts
student who was beaten in the 1986 World Series
riots in Southwest Residential Area was denied an
appeal in a suitbrought against theAmherstcampus
Jan. 17.

Yancy H. Robinson's suit was denied appeal by
the Massachusetts Appeals Court on the grounds
Robinson informed University officials instead of
the state attorney general that he was plannning to

file an appeal.

Robinson's suit claimed University officals vio-

lated his civil rights by faiUng to protect him during
the riots, saying the University had failed to

sufliently train and supervise campus police.

The riots, which pitted mostly Black New York
Mets fans and mostly White Boston Red Sox fans
against each other, have become a sore spot with
administrators and students alike.

Afterwards, students charged administrators
with covering up the racial aspect of the riots and
the effect it had on the campus.

However, theAppeals Court upheld the dismissal

ruling from a Hampshire District Court judge,

saying that Robinson, in addition to not notif3dng

the attorney general, was not in the state's custody;

hence, it was not the state's duty to protect him.

The court used a 1989 Supreme Court ruling in

favor ofa Wisconsin social worker who was sued for

not taking action to protect a child.

This ruling stipulates that the state is not re-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

State rep* race coining up fast
4 dents debate campaign financings tuition retention
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Students returning from intersession are arriving
just in time to watch the primary fight to fill Stanley
Rosenberg's State Representative seat from the Third
Hampshire District heat up.

see related story page 10

Democrats Jon Hite, Ellen Story and Terry Franklin,
all of Amherst, Norman Page of Pelham, Republican
Mark Enoch ofAmherst and Independent Larry Kelley,

an Amherst businessman, are vying for the right to

compete in the general election for the seat, which con-
sists of Amherst and Pelham. Kevin Smith of Amherst
failed to collect enough signatures to get on the ballot for

the Republican primary, but he plans to compete in the
general election as a write-in.

The primary date is set for Feb. 18, with the general
election to be held on March 17.

Much of the early debate among candidates has cen-
tered around issues of campaign financing and reaction
to Gov. Weld's tuition retention plan.

According to Weld's plan, state appropriations to the
University of Massachusetts would be reduced by the
amount of tuition which each of the University system's
five campuses would retain. Campuses currently retain
an estimated 30 percent ofthe tuition they raise, with the
rest going into the state's general fund.

Hite has called Weld's plan a "poisoned apple— sweet
in the short run, deadly in the long run."

"IfMassachusetts were the kind of state that had the
tradition of financing and philosophically supporting
UMass like other states, then tuition retention would be
an avenue to maintain a margin ofexcellence," Hite said.

"Unfortunately, in Massachusetts, tuition retention is

rapidly becoming an excuse for the legislature and gover-
nor to decimate the budget at student's expense."

Hite issued a letter this week to 550 students who are
registered voters in the district urging them to discuss

the impact of rising tuition and fees on their parents and
families, and to contact their state representative to

express their opposition to tuition retention.

Story said while full tuition retention is not "inherently
bad," and does work well in systems such as CaUfornia
and Texas, Weld's plan is not appropriate to the current
political and economic climate in Massachusetts.

"The real fight can't be to roll back tuition retention,

because that would have devastating consequences and
CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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For Your Information
FYIs are public sennce announcements that run each Room ofthe Student Union from 7 p.m. - 1 1 p.m. Admission

Monday, Wednesday and Friday for campus and local is free.

nonprofit organizations. Due to space constraints, the

Collegian cannot print all FYIs submitted and no an-

nouncement can be repeated.

To submit an FYI, please send a press release with

pertinent information to the Collegian c/o the Ne
Editor. FYIs cannot be taken over the phone.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 28
Library Tours— The University Library will be giving

tours of the Tower Library at 10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.

through Friday, Jan. 31. The tours will be leaving from

the tower entrance lobby and last about one hour. No
appointment is necessary. To make other arrangements,

call 5-0150.

Poster Sale — WMUA 91.1 FM will be sponsoring a

poster sale in the Student Union Ballroom from 9 a.m. -

4 p.m. today through Friday.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 30
Film — The Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Alliance will

show a film in 903 Campus Center at 3 p.m. Admission is

free.

Social — Hillel will be having a social in the Dukes
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Tip OffThe Semester with these
Great Specials from Scotts!!

BUSCH & BUSCH
LIGHT

24 12 oz cans
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^7 * dep-

COLUMBIA CREST

CHARDONNAY
750 ml

$rt995

BACARDI
SILVER RUM

750 ml

$'799

RUBINOFF

VODK.\
1.75 Ltr.

$Q998'

BERLNGER
WHITE ZINF.ANDEL

750 ml

(Anheuser-Busch's)

NATURAL LIGHT
'i Keg»

for
i99 3499

MILLER GENUINE
DR.\FT&G.D. LIGHT

12- 12 oz. bottle*

599
dcp.
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Pick up and complete your FAF
By the March 1st

Priority Deadline

The forms are available at

the following locations

^
Freshly Brewed Gourmet Coffee by the Cup

Gourmet Espresso Drinks including:

CAPPUCCINO CAFFELATIES CAFEMOCHA
• Italian Sodas • Whole Beans to Take Home •

• Cannolis • Muffins •

All Coffees are the finest Arabica beans, roasted in Seattle
by Carauali Coffees, one ofthe U.S. Premier Suppliers

Financial Aid Services

255 Whitmore Building

Collegiate Committee for

the Education of Bla'ck

and Ottier Minonty Students

Minority Engineering Program
Bilingual Collegiate Program
Graduate Education Organizations

United Asia Learning Resource Ctr.

If you want to be considered

an on-time priority applicant

file between now
and March 1, 1992

ur laundromats Are
leaning Up AMHERST

from the

Campus Coin-Op
107 Sunderland Rd..

North Amherst
OPEN7DAYS7 AM 10 PM

South Towne
Commons
Laundromat
479 West St., S Amherst
OPEN7DAYS7 AM-10PM

Speedwash
1 1 Pray Street, Amherst

Dropoff service Mon -Sat.
10 a.m-10 p m. Triple loaders.
OPEN 24 hours 7 DAYS A WEEK

3 LOCATIONS - ALL COINVFINIENT

Local
Arena ahead of schedule
Construction on Mullins going better than expected
MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

The Mullins Memorial Center is now 48 percent com-
pleted and ahead of the University schedule, said Larry
Melnick, program director for the MuUins Arena project.

A definite date for the opening is not yet known, but is

expected to be sometime in 1993, said Melnick. The arena
is scheduled to be handed over by the Suffolk Construc-

Graphic court«*y of Physical Plant

Mullins Memorial Center

tion Company to UMass sometime next fall. Once it is

handed over to UMass, they will need time to furnish the

arena with the necessities to operate the facility in its day
to day operations.

Multi-purpose is the best way to describe the arena,

which was desig^ned to serve numerous functions.

The primary purpose of Mullins is to provide a first

rate facility for UMass athletics, but it was also built to

accommodate conventions, trade shows, theatre produc-

tions and concerts," said Ashoke Gang^li, director of

Auxilary Services.

"Mullins is an asset to the student body and the

conununity," said Ganguli. But he was quick to point out
that "the arena is an extension of student life and it's

main purpose is to serve the student body."

In addition to the main rink at Mullins, a practice rink

that seats 500 and racquetball courts will also be in-

cluded in the project. It has been proposed that the public

will be able to rent skates as well as private ice time at the

practice rink, said Melnick.

One interesting aspect of the Mullins design is the

stage ceiling which is able to hold 70,000 pounds of

fljrweight.

Melnick said, "this could be the difference for a show
to decide to perform at Mullins, because they will be able

to hang their lighting and scenery without having to

transport and construct their own staging."

Also, Melnick went on to say, acoustical insulation is

being installed in the roof "This insulation wall provide

top rate acoustics for the facility."

Ganguli credited the hockey alumni with pushing for

the construction of the facility. The funds to construct

Mullins were appropriated in 1986. The state legislator

contributed $25 million towards the project and the

UMass building Authority raised the remaining amount
by selling tax free bonds.

Melnick said, "many UMass buildings were built on
this concept, including the buildings in Southwest, and
the Campus Center. At this point the construction costs

have reached $40 million."

Mullins' designer is Cambridge Seven Associates who
designed a similar arena in Texas and the New England

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

MassPIRG
battles to stay
on tuition bill
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

Leaner times could await MassPIRG chapters
at colleges and universities across the state next

year after Gov. Weld sign last minute legislation

New Year's Eve that makes it illegal for advocacy
groups to use the "negative check-off fee.

In the past, MassPIRG collected donations from
students through a negative check-off fee system
where students paid a $4 fee on their semester bills

unless they checked a box saying they did not want
the extra charge.

Now however, eliminating the negative check-

offfee as an option for advocacy groups, MassPIRG
and the State Students' Association of Massachu-
setts may have to look for other ways to raise

money.
While fees that don't go to organizations that

engage in advocacy or lobbjing, such as the $1
child care fee arc to be uneffected by the law,

MassPIRG may have some difficultly holding on to

its fee.

Kira Sanbonmatsu of the UMass MassPIRG
chapter said that while MassPIRG is working to

get the new law repealed, her chapter is going to

try to keep its fee by restraining itself from using

the money they collect to pay lobbyists. She said

they'd instead use the money for on-campus ac-

tivities to educate students and keep they aware of

environmental issues.

"We'll try to keep students involved with envi-

ronmental issues and work with on-campus action

and leave the lobbying to the citizen half of the

organization," Sanbonmatsu said.

Before, 15 percentofthe money collected through

the fees statewide was put toward lobbying while

CONTINUED ON PAGE 13

Student research facility returns after four years
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

An advocacy arm of the Student Gov-
ernment Association which had disap-

peared because of political infighting

within the student senate has been jump-
started back into existence, according to

the speaker of the Undergraduate Stu-

dent Senate.

Robert Monahan said the Student
Center for Educational Research was
formed in 1973 . but that four years ago the
center closed down because of discontent

with its agenda.
"The agenda was political," Monahan

said, "but the issues were not ofconcern to

students. Some of the senators fought to

get rid of SCERA, and eventually, it was
killed."

However, Monahan, who said he was

in favor of getting rid of SCERA at that

time, said he wants to see SCERA back
now.

"It wasn't a mistake to get rid ofit when
it happened," he said. "But now the stu-

dents need it back."

Monahan said students need to orga-

nize in order to build a lobbying base

within the State Legislature, a base that

isn't there now.

"We have to have a lobbying base," he

said. "Chancellor [Richard I O'Brien is try-

ing to rebuild one which [former Chancel-

lor) Duffey got rid of

"

Monahan said the center will have a

budget of$28,000 for the spring semester,

and for the 1992-93 academic year, the

budget will be $60,000.

He said the money will be used to hire

a professional director, three teaching

assistants and eventually the center will

expand and offer internships to students.

Monahan said he submitted a job de-

scription for the director position to Act-

ing Director of Student Activites Edward
Korza, who will review it. Monahan said

he is optimistic about starting a search

committee by early February.

"We need to get SCERA going if we
want to effect the state [Massachusetts]

budget for this year," he said.

Monahan said the senate wants tomake
SCERA a "grass-roots lobby," organizing

students by theirhome districts on a state-

wide level.

"Eventually, we would like to see this

lobbying effort spread all over the state, to

other campuses," he said.

Monahan said the role ofthe director is

to help the students with research and
information about student-related issues.

"We need the help of a support staff,

but still, students need to organize on

their own," he said.

"This could be a way of empowering
students and letting them do some good

forother students and the University also,"

he said. Monahan said he has not seen

any opposition to the reformation of

SCERA, as it was passed through the

Senate in December unanimously. Also,

he said staff and administrators have

seemed receptive to the idea.

"It's all a matter of going through the

bureaucracy now," he said. "It would be a

grave mistake to try and slow the resto-

ration of SCERA down."

"The restoration ofSCERA is one ofthe

most beneficial things for the senate— it

proves that we're working for the students

as well as our school," he said.

Greneral Physical Ed.
moves to Totman Gym
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

To add or drop a gym class this

semester students will have to go to the

main offices in Totman gymnasium,
the General Physical Education
Program's new home.

The program moved because the

Athletic Fundraising Office needed
more space. Prior to the move, the

Athletic Fundraising Office was situ-

ated in a space that was to small to fully

suit its needs.

Also, after the Professional Prepa-

ration in Physical Education Depart-

ment sustained heavy budget cuts,

three office suites opened up in Totman
Gynasium.

According to Russell E. Kidd, di-

rector ofphysical education , the biggest

drawback of moving out of Boyden will

be his inability to be able to supervise

the Physical Education Program as

closely as he has in the past.

The bulk ofthe Physical Education

Program is concentrated in the Curry
Hicks Cage and Boyden Building, both

of which are located on the other side

of campus from Totman.
"I'm going to do my best to travel

between Totman and Boyden as much
as possible, but if a problem occurs I

am not always going to be around," he

said. "This means that our insturctors

are going to have to be more organized

and professional."

One positive note is that there is

more available gymnasium space at

Totman which the General Physical

Education Program will be able to

utilize, said Kidd. The first move in

regards toclasses may occur this spring

when the outdoor gym classes such as

soccer, tennis and golfmay move inside

until the weather gets warmer.
Kidd went on to say that ifthis were

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Furlough pay to return
Weld enacts legislation for repayment
By CHRIS SHADOIAN
Collegian Staff

Gov. Weld implemented legislation

recently under which University employ-

ees who either worked without pay during
last spring's furlough plan, or who have

not yet used their extra vacation days, can

apply for repayment.
Under the highly unpopular plan, fur-

loughed Universityemployees could either

work without pay and receive compensa-
tion later, take additional vacation days,

or not work at all.

Employee repayments are expected to

reach about $2.9 million. Settlement forms

are due by noon on Monday, Jan. 27, and
administration officials expect the repay-

ments to be issued by Jan. 31.

The University Staff Association re-

ceived a favorable decision from Arbitra-

tor Robert Stutz earlier this month, who
found there had been a breach ofcontract

when 580 USA members were furloughed

without pay last spring, according to USA
president. Sheila M. Griffith.

Griffith called the decision "very favor-

able," and said the case would now proceed

to Suffolk Superior Court.

She said that the decision reaffirms

what USA had been saying ever since the

furlough plan was introduced: "Imple-

mentation of this furlough is a violation of

our contract."

Griffith said the governor's new legis-

lation is not enough.
She said only 53 of the 580 USA

members who were furloughed worked
without pay, and that nearly all of those
who took extra vacation days have already

used them.
"The vast majority of our employees

will not be reimbursed," she said.

"We intend to continue the case until

everyone is made whole."

The USA includes 1200 of the clerical

and technical staff at the university.

Griffith said the arbitration decision

was only the first step.

"It is still a very live j.ssue and we will

continue pursuing it."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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We've all dreamed of experi-

encing the Olympics, but now two

lucky people are going to get the

chance in Dimension Cable's

Official Olympic Sweepstakes.

Because we're giving away a trip

to the '92 games in Barcelona,

including lots of event tickets

and accommodations on the

Royal Viking Sun.

We've got a great deal right now,

too. We'll connect you for free with the

order of a premium channel. (That's

HBO, Showtime, The Disney Channel,

The Movie Channel or Cinemax.) 'u^

You'll get all the great

channels that come

with cable, like

CNN with 24-hour

news. The Discovery

Channel with shows you can learn

from, and TNT with

entertainment everyone in the

house can enjoy. All with no hook-

up fee.

So, call us to enter the sweep-

stakes and get more information on

our special connection offer. You'll

see why making it to the

Olympics has never been easier.

riot lawsuit

CONTINUED FROM PAGE I

sponsible for the lives, liberty and

property ofspecific individuals against

other private citizens.

The Appeals Court wrote Robinson

would need to be in police custody

against his will to be eligible for police

protection, when the police would have

to tiike action to protect his | Robinson's
|

well-being.

Robinson claimed earlier that he
had only been detained by the police,

while White students were not, and he
eluded their custody.

The dismissal leave only one legal

action stemming from the brawl.

— Collegian Staff Reports
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HAMPSHIRE
^ FITNESS

flT t^^ CLUB
FOR
LIFE

tThe Area's ^
Most Complete
Club • 256-6446
90 Gatehouse Road

•PVTA bus route to Rolling Green*
• pool • aerobics • aqua-aerobics*

• steps • nautilus • ractjuelball*

• free wei^ts • Jacuzzi • sauna •

• mass^ • bikes • tennis •

• rowers • treadmills •

• staimiasters •

• student discounts*

AVAILABLE AT

SAME BAT CHANNEL
Comics • Cards • Qamcs & More...

Hampshire Mali, Hadley • 586-8775 Ingclsidc Mall, Holyoke • 532-9797
OPEN: Monday - Saturday 10am - 9pm • Sunday 12pm - 5pm

EXTRA ! EXTRA

!

•EXTRA HOURS*
•FORYOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE*

U/UmVERSITYmSTORED
CAMPUS CENTER

SUNDAY JAN. 26 11am-3pm • MONDAY JAN. 27 9am-5pm

TUESDAY - WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY
JANUARY 28-29-30 9am-7pm

FRIDAY JAN. 31 9am-5pm
SATURDAY FEB. 1 11am-3pm

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX
MONDAY JAN. 27 9am-5pm

TUESDAY JAN. 28 9am-7pm
WEDNESDAY JAN. 29 9am-9pm
THURSDAY JAN 30 9am-9pm

FRIDAY JAN. 31 9am-5pm
SATURDAY FEB. 1 11am-4pm

•WE NOW ACCEPT VISA JVlAgTERCARD DISCOVERS

M furlough repayment
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Weld enacted the furlough plan last spring in an effort
to cut the state budget deficit. Those furloughed included
all state employees earning $20,000 or more, and the
number of days they were furloughed for (two to 15
between April 16 and June 22) depended on their sala-

ries.

Originally, many of the affected UMass professors
planned to take their furloughs at the same time —
««

protesting, in effect— by shutting down classes. But Weld
declared them "critictd or essential" employees of the
university, and said they and all the professors at the 29
state colleges and universities had to work without pay.

The then UMass President-Chancellor Joseph P.

Duffey, said Weld's furlough policy was "unwise," and
that the administration would make no move to punish
those employees who refused to work.

In a recent letter to all UMass employees, current

Chancellor Richard O'Brien called the furlough "an un-
fair way to solve the state's problems."

The Cotleqitm is currently accepting

applications for the position of

Jeu^/sh Affairs Editor
Neufs experience preferred.

Please appl^ bif this Friday.

Ask for dan or Marc.

1 13 Campus Center
n* CttliUm it ma E.O.E.

RESUME SPECIAL
Resume typesetting, 25 copies on resume
paper, 25 matching blank sheets, 25
matching envelopes... a// within 48 hours.

djOQ QfT w/coupon

<iPiCOa%/9 (exp. 5/15/92)

i_
228 Triangle St., Amherst • 549-3840 J

,3UBlUfiVt
of Amherst

•

OPEN!
Come in and place your order

for the BEST SUBS
in town!

(HTaoyfLloDSsubrjl
* Ml tioo4 wilk aiy other offer

|i SAVEMoo
4 Main Street • Amherst. MA 01002 • 256-1919

OPFN Til 2 AM Thurs. Fri.Sat!!

RUSSELL^S
- UQUORS "

18 Maiii St. Downtown Aiiilierst 253-5441

Nasty ^ GansettS $7.99 case

Koch's Golden Anniversary $7.99 case

Heineken 'Super BuyF*

$8.99 12/pk bottles

Genuine Draft & Draft Light

$6.99 12/pk bottles

Piels "Draft Style"

$7.49 case 'long necks'

Coke Products
$3.99 12pk cans

Visa/Mastercaid aa:q)ted on keg dqxDsits

Many More In-<Stjore Specials

Beers phis Deposit (bspCCJally On WJHGS; * Delivery Available*

>

Beat The Winter Blues
By Saving Some Green..

STUDENTS!!
SHOP NOW AND SAVE

ON EVERYTHINGYOU NEED INCLUDING:

UP TO 70% OFF WINTER MERCHANDISE AT
FASHIONBUG PLUS

15% OFF COFFEE BEANS & COFFEE MAKERS AT
CAFE PLUS

SOUTH MAPLE STREET HADLEY, MA * 01035 * CUSTOMER SERVICE 586-5700
* STEIGER'S * JC PENNY * K-MART * HAMPSHIRE 6 THEATRES
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Weld budget proposal
CONTINUED FROM PAGE )

'

ition] has on students," Page said.

In Massachusetts, the tuition at the state col-

leges and universities increased by an average of
six percent this year, according to a report by the
New England Board of Higher Education.

Page said declining enrollment levels at the
University would efl'ect tuition revenue.

"It's the first shot in a long battle," said Page.
Weld's budget will be referred to the House

Ways and Means Committee and then will go to

the House and Senate in the spring. The new fiscal

year begins in July.

Also, as operating costs at UMass rise yearly.
Page called the campus repair schedule "deplor-

able." The Amherst campus needs an estimated
$275 million in repairs.

The two new buildings currently under con-

struction at UMass — the Mullins Arena and the
polNTTier research center — could face fiscal prob-
lems once they are ready for use.

"The question is where are we going to get the

money to operate" the facilities, said Karin Sherbin.
University spokesperson.

Richard Talbot, director of the Tower Library,
said Weld's proposal could worsen staff shortages
in a library system which already has a low ranking
among college libraries.

"Level funding is going to produce some prob-
lems," Talbot said.

University budget request

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Worcester, was approved by the Board of Trustees in

early October and sent to the Legislature.

The University of Massachusetts at Amherst has

requested a $255 million budget request for fiscal year

1993. a 9 percent increase in last year's appropriation.

UMass Chancellor Richard O'Brien characterized the

request as "whistling in the dark." He expects this fiscal

year to be worse than last year. "It doesn't seem very

hopeful," O'Brien said.

The report calls for the replacement of outdated

laboratory equipment, improved maintenance of dete-

riorating campus structures such as leaking roofs and

defective alarm systems, increased graduate stipends

and financial aid and improving the University's low-

ranked libraries.

The request establishes faculty and staff increases as

a top priority. The current recession will make this a

difficult venture considering state funding of the higher

education system was slashed from $741 million in 1989

to its current level, $476 million.

"In very real ways, investment in the University of

Massachusetts is an investment in the current and future

health of the state." the report states.

University scholarship funds have been cut and tuition

and fees have skyrocketed as the University struggles to

maintain its competitiveness.

Acting President E. K. Fretwell said the budget request

aims to increase financial aid capabilities and encourage

cooperation in academic and research ventures among
the five campuses.

Last summer. Gov. Weld endorsed a reorganization

plan to combine the five separate schools of UMass-
Amherst. Ix)well, Dartmouth, Worcester and Boston into

a single unified "world-class" system.

One example of a positive joint venture between the
campuses is the cooperation between Amherst's leading

polymer science program and Lowell's top-notch plastics

processing program.

Such programscan farexceed the benefits oftraditional
single-campus research projects, the report said. In addi-

tion, Amherst and Ix)well have vowed to improve their

proposed doctoral nursing programs through such coop-

eration.

In order to expand University efficiency, link academic
departments and increase collaboration of ideas, the
report requests funding for a computer networking sys-

tem to give students experience with the "latest in re-

search technology."

Deficient library holdings, the report states, are caus-

ing research problems in the five-college system. In fact,

the UMass-Amherst library's combined holdings, staff-

ing and expenditures ranked 5 1st among the 107 libraries

in the Association of Research Libraries.

THESE COGPONS ARE AVAILABLE ON TAKE OUT AND DELIVERIES ONLY!
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Did you know?
at the UMass

Division of Coutuiuin^ Education

• we offer you over 100 evening credit courses?

• there are nearly 100 noncredit workshops?

• that you can take available University day

courses through Continuing Education?

• that it's not too late to sign up for a course?

Register now through February 10 for the

course that just might change your life.

Division of Continuing Education

CiOoJell huilding, sixth floor

S45-2414 (open 'til 7:00, Monday through

Ihiirsd.iy unlil Icb. 10)

A ijiiiilHy ciluiiiluni til ajjonlablc fiiiivs.

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Northeast resident explains

why to stay on-campus
Editorial Policy

The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes columns, letters and
cartoons from UMass and the rest of the Five College commu-
nity.

The Editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters and
columns for grammar, clarity and length.

Submissions must bear your name, local address and phone
number. This information is subject to verification.

Anonymous submissions will be printed at the editors' discre-

tion. Letters should be no longer than 50 double-spaced, typed

lines. Columns must not exceed 70 double-spaced, typed lines.

Untyped submissions will NOT be considered for publication.

Columns written in response to a previously published letter,

cartoon, column or article will NOT be printed. Responses to or

criticism of columns, cartoons, articles or letters must be re-

stricted to a letter form (under 50 lines). Collegian staff are

restricted to writing only colunms and may not write letters.

Responses to or criticism of letters that themselves have re-

sponded to a letter, column or article will NOT be printed. Any
exceptions will be determined solely by the editors.

The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted

material. Submissions become the property of the Collegian

and /ill not be returned.

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the indi-

vidu, I writer and do not represent the views of the Collegian.

Tlni Editorial staff is trying its best to honor the above-

ment 'oned policies. Furthermore, we exist only to serve you, the

Collegian-reading public. We do our best to facilitate a commu-
nity discussion ofthe issues. So send us some submissions and

tell us what you think about stujRF!

Consider this an open letter to all ofyou
big kids from yoxir bratty, abrasive little

brother. I TOLD YOU SO! HA HA! And
now, for as long as you're alive, you are no
longer allowed to whine to me again about
your off-campus trials and tribulations

because I warned you already.

Tony Westcott

I have a friend named Bob who, like

100 million percent of the students who
have ever been on the meal plan, didn't

like the food. Wah, wah. Well, Bobby be-

came a big boy last semester and decided

never again to subject himself to the DCs
anymore. We both lived in Crabtree, with
both ofour rooms maybe only two hundred
steps away from the brown arches of Ba-

sics, most of them stairs.

Well hell hell hell — it wasn't too long

before Bobby was griping to me about

having to take the bus over to Stop & Shop
every week and cut coupons and moan
about the prices and get rejected by the

high school student cashiers asking them
out and not buy too much stuffbecause he

could only carry two bags to and from the

bus stops. Then he got to bitching about

having to cook his chicken a la mode
shishkebabs every day and then washing
the dishes. Dinner was no longer a care-

free twenty minute all-you-can-eat Ched-

dar & whatever feast at Basics with your

friends, where the only effort in was car-

rying your tray to a conveyor t)elt, when
you'd finished. Now dinner was a chore.

And then he started complaining that

he was spending too much $ on McMSGs
and Bacon Double Cheeseburgers at

Burger Shank. Hey, Bob, I told you so!!

And as ifthis wasn't enough, Bob moved
off campus. Now he lives way the hell out

in Deerfield which, as you may know, is

basically closer to Canada than it is to the

UMass campus. I can't wait to take a day
trip to go see him someday this spring and
find him mowing the lawn or scrubbing

the bathroom floor. Not to mention, he
already despises his landlady more than
he disliked the idea of having an R.A

Looks like Bob's new found mature
self-dependence has made him better

equipped in dealing with the real world.

But, Bob, you're still a UMass student and
your only responsibility now is to study for

your classes and not to spend all your time

on buses and grocery shopping and shov-

eling the driveway and washing dishes.

Here's a simply ridiculous analogy:

Bob's being too cool to bother with baby
things like meal plans and residence halls

is akin to a guy being too cool to use a

condom and just accept having to raise a

child while hneing a full-time student.

So there you have it, Bobby and all my
off-campus friends. Next time you find

yourself miserably putting up with your

daily grind or suffering motion sickness

while trying to read John Locke's "Rape of

the Pope" for English 201 on the
Sunderland bus, remember to never con-

descend to us kids who choose to live in

residential plajqjens and eat at Basics.

Tony Westcott is a UMass student.

New editorial editor points out the beauty in controversy
What to change. . . what to leave alone. . . will anyone

try to kill me. . . will myGPA fall gracelessly. . . these were

some of the questions that I was grappling with after

beingnamed the new editor ofthis page at the close oflast

semester. I won big, raking in almost 100 percent of the

votes. The fact is that no one ran against me, but there I

was, on the brink of graduation and facing a hefty new
responsibility for my final semester. I guess I didn't do

much other than to get in touch with some of the colum-

nists of yesterday to see if they wanted to keep writing,

and recruited a few ofmy own. The latter was not easy:

while I li.ive some friends and acquaintances who write

very well, nearly all ofthem turned down my offer flatly,

saying, T/je Collegian sucks!", which is the cool thing to

think, I .suppose. Really cool people think everything

sucks. At way, a few years ago I might have agreed with

them, bonded with them against the establishment, but

1 could no longer do this. I was part of the establishment

now, part of the Collegian crew.

"Wha<^ laya mean?You have to write for me. It's a good

paper," 1 argued uselessly. Their beef.'* The same old

story, basically. That the Collegian seldom has quality

writing, I ut more importantly, that this particular page

always features the exact same issues, same points of

view, same old arguments, regurgitated and spitoutover

and over again. That could have been yours truly not too

long ago, but you should have heard me now. I flew to the

newspapers defense like a protective hen, but you must

trust me when I say that 1 have not been brainwashed
because of my potent new post. I really was right. My
argument tomy reluctantnew colunuiists wentsomething

like this: (horns, please)

Art Vais

Man, there's nothing more boringthan some tormented
college genius reading this rag every day (because, face it,

everybody reads The Collegian) and complaining about

how lousy the vmting is, orhow trite or knuckleheaded the

columns and letters are. Nearly everybody has the energy

to do this and to feel instantly superior as vmters and

thinkers. Ill bet (I love bets) that some ofyou are thinking

this right now, right this second, as you read. But will I see

yoursmugmug asyou stand before my desk this afternoon,

handing me something Superior, even something (jenius,

for tomorrow's issue? NOT.
Allow me to digress just for a moment and ofiFer my

own stinkin' opinion about "cool." Ask anyone, and they'll

tell you that to be a cjTiic is and always has been cool:

"That's crap, this sucks, you suck, I suck," has always

been the outlook ofthe hip. But lately I've been getting a

feeling, nothing concrete, that now "cool" is to like most

things, if only in a detached, amiable way. Instead of

letting the weak qualities of something get to you, it is

now "cool" to concentrate on the things you enjoyed about

it, and to have a positive attitude. In short, sulking,

pouting, disliking and such is now dated and "uncool,"

while being happy is "cool." For example, ifyou see this

column as a load of bollocks, but there was one or two

sentences that were at least kind of funny, it is "cool" to

like my ramblings simply on account of the latter. See?

Anyway, so I told my friends, like I'm telling you now,

that if they think there's something wrong with the

Collegian and they think they're superior writers, there

is absolutely nothing stopping them from making it

"better" with their own work. This is no private party—
we've got an open door policy here, always looking for

vvTiters. It's a lot of work but it's rewarding.

One more thing: now and again in the past editors

have chosen to avoid controversy all together on this

page, simply due to the clear and present danger that one

is faced with when being controversial in such a reac-

tionary community. It's an understandable stance, want-

ing to play it safe is, no doubt, the smart thing. However,

I know I like to read something risque and it's crazy how
tempers flare around here and, basically, it's your hide

and not mine that's on the line (note the crafty disclaimer

at the top of the page), so if I get something that might

make people do a double take and huff and puff, and

something that I know won't, and I can only run one of

them. . . you can guess the rest. That's one change that 111

make. Have a swell semester.

Ari Vais is a Collegian columnist.

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
Wintersession, just long enough to really bore you

andjust shortenough soyou can'taccompUsh anything.

Well, I'm back and I'd love to say it's great to be

here.

I was reading some the ingredients listed on my
instant hot chocolate mix can and it started off "This

may contain some ofthe following ingredients. . ."May

contai II? What, the stuffthat mysteriously disappeared

from the cocoa factory? "Well we couldn't find Joe's

watch so list it in the 'may contain' section of the

ingredients. Oh, and have they determined what

happened to that guy who used to work with the vats?"

I think I got one ofthe "memorial" cans.

"That boy is just one moose short of a full herd."

My uncle, Mort, once told me that the mission ofthe

Peace Corp is really just to travel the world and tell

everyone to boil their water before they drink it. "Yep,"

said Uncle Mort, "some of them fellers know how to

say 'boil the water before you drink it' in over 50

languages." Uncle Mort isn't one ofthe smarter family

members.
This campus has no sense of humor.

At the end ofthe six O'clock news the other day they

said something to the effect of "Tonight's weather was
sponsored in part by McDonald's." Personally, I think

that ifGod really needs help funding the weather (which

I doubt), he'd ask for a government grant before hitting

the private sector. Otherwise, he could end up selling ad

space on sunsets.

"Gimme another one 'o them bee-ahs."

Marc Elliott

Here we have it! It's "Marc Elliott's Definitive Guide

to Grunting: For vag^ue non-committal people and the

people that love them." We all know that the secret of

being vague is grunting. Don't want to admit something

ormake a statement that could be used against you later,

just grunt. Youll never be quoted with a grunt 'cause,

hell, who can spell those damn things anyway?
Uh-huh — Depending on how you pronounce it, this

popular grunt can mean any number ofthings. Ifyou put

the emphasis on first part ofthe sound (like UH-huh), it

could mean OK, fine, whatever, get out of my face you

slime ball or it could mean nothing at all. Ifyou put a little

emphasis on the latter half of the sound (as in uh-

huh), it could mean yes, right, absolutely or it could

mean nothing at all. With a lot ofemphasis on the the

latter half of the sound (uh-HUH), meaning could be

jerk, shmuck, or it could mean I understand, let's see

or it could mran nothing at all.

Uh-hahhhh or Ah-hahhhh — A derivative of Uh-
huh, Uh-hahhhh and Ah-hahhhh could mean I've got

it!, I've got an idea, a sudden realization has just hit

my noggin or it could mean you're stepping on my foot,

please call offyour dog (only if it's loud and the entire

soxmd is emphasized as in AH-HAHHHHHH!!) or it

could mean nothing at all.

There are a lot more grunts, but we don't have the

time for them today.

You've got be pretty confident with your social life

to have a 900-number for your home. I just can't

imagine people willing to pay to talk to me, 1-900-6-

NO-LIFE. Just remember it doesn't cost a cent to sent

me ajoke or two through campus mail to "Marc Elliott

(gooft)all), 113 Campus Center. Chow.

Marc Elliott is a Collegian columnist.
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Phys. Ed. Department
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

to happen, then the classes would still meet at the
designated time in Boyden as the schedule dictates, but
could possiblely move to Totman afler the semester
begins.

The phone number for the General Physical Education
Department is the same as it was listed in last semester's

phone book, ifyou have any questions regarding a class.
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NeedMoney for

$ Your Education?

You can access your share of the $4 BILLION avalUble annually in

scholarships, grants, fellowships. Internships and loans.

Let us help you tap into the Source of funding available for your

individual needs. You qualify regardless of grades or family financesi

GUARANTEED RESULTS • FREE CONSULTATION

413 '256 •6188 Monday - Friday 10 - 4

Sou RC E
EDUCATIONAL FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS
6 Unn'rriil\f Orh'f.SixIr IW Amhrml, MA Om)2 4t^ » 256 * 6188

^ Specials /o^
FROM

1 75 University Drive (by Price Chopper)

256-8147*256-8148

& RESTAURANT
Open Every Day with FREE Delivery

1 lam 2am • Fri. & Sat. until 3am

Northampton- 18 Center St.

|\ Amherst-Carri^e Shops /i

SMALL

mo - WAY

PIZZA

^ for
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I
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$1.50
OFF

ANY

LARGE

PIZZA

1 coupon per order

TWO

FABULOUS

DINNERS

. for

$9.50 plus

tax

] coupon per order

UMass General Physical Education
Alpine Ski Program—1 Credit

Mt. Tom Ski Area
Four Lessons at your ability level,

beginning the week of February 5th. Cost is

$68 and includes four, two-hour and 15

minute lessons, bus transportation, and
lift ticket. Lessons are Wednesdays,

Thursdays, Fridays or Saturdays.

Register During Add
Drop Period

9 AM-3PM
Mon., Jan. 27th at Boyden

28th b 29th at Totman
Payment due at Registration

If pre-registered in November, you must pay at your first lesson.
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Amherst Chief of Police held in high regard
MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

The Amherst police department moved into a modern,

state ofthe art police facility in 1990, but all the technology

in the world is no substitute for 32 years of street

experience.

Donald Maia has worked for the town of Amherst
since 1959, and has been the chief of police since 1973.

Being chief of police in a town like Amherst can be a

strangejob indeed considering it houses two colleges and

one major university. Also, the Amherst area is known
worldwide for its counter-culture, which seems to thrive

on activism.

He is held in high regard by many in town, including

Vice Chair oftheAmherst Select Board Carolyn Holstein.

"He is constantly on duty 24-hours-a-day , and certainly

understands the unique aspect this town, which is com-

prised not only ofpermanent residents but college students

as well," she said.

Born in Maiden, a suburb of Boston, the eldest son of

two Portuguese immigrants, he learned from his father

at an early age that it's possible to start at the bottom and

work your way to the top. His father had done this by

working first as a dishwasher and eventually becoming

a chef.

Maia would follow the same path as he began his law

enforcement career as a part time officer and eventually

became the Chief of Police.

After graduating from Amherst High School he at-

tended Hebron Academy for one year and then he began

the first oftwo short stints at UMass, before entering the

Air Force for four years.

In 1957, Maia was discharged from the Air Force and

he returned to Amherst again enrolling at UMass. After

a full year at college he realized that it was not the path

he wanted to follow at the time.

Coincidently at this time a friend ofhis told him that

his father, the legendary poUce chief Francis Hart, was

looking for a part-time police officer.

Chief Maia remembered the first day on the job, "I

remember walking into Chief Hart's office the first day.

Hart looked up at me from his desk and asked What do

you want?' 'I want a job if you got one,' I responded. He
asked me if I wanted to go to court and I accepted."

"At court we met up with Attorney Ed O'Brien, and

Hart introduced me as the new Amherst Cop. Two hours

later I was learning how to direct traffic uptown."

In March, Maia was hired as a full time police officer

on the Amherst Police Department. Later in the same

year he was appointed to be the safety officer forAmherst,

a position he held until 1967.

In 1962 Maia became the first recipient of the Amherst

Jaycees' Outstanding Young Man Award for the work he did

teaching young people the aspects of safety in everyday life.

After making sergeant three years earlier, Maia was

promoted in 1970 to the position of Deputy Chief.

Prior to this time the town had applied for a grant to

conduct a management study of the police department.

The study was to find out cost effective ways to run the

police department. He was immediately put in charge of

police achninistration and began the process of sorting

out the books.

According to Maia,Arthur D. Little, the first consulting

firm hired, told the town that there was no need for

change because the Deputy Chief was doing a good job

running the finances of the department. He eventually

worked with another consultant, John Herder, and the

two ofthem together were able to come up with a 10 point

plan to improve the police department.

One ofthe points in the plan was the construction of

a new police facility.

Police ChiefFrank Hart turned 65 in 1973 and was forced

intomandatory retirement.Anationwidesearchwasconducted

for a new chief, and the search committee decided to settleon

one of its own. Deputy Chief Donald Maia.

Maia has been actively involved in the Jimmy Fund
since 1967 . Hehas also held positions in the Massachusetts

and the Western Massachusetts Police Associations.

Also he became the first recipient ofthe Hector J. Pelletier

Award, an award given by the Massachusetts Chief

Association for outstanding service to the Jimmy Fund.

He understands the plight and situation ofstudents in

the town.

Maia said he realizes that parties have always been a

tradition in this town because of the two colleges and

UMass. Alcohol and parties have always been a problem

when it's connected with college age students said Maia,

but he said he knows that it is also part of growing up.

His advice to kids who are at parties is"When you hear
the cops are coming you better start running, because

when the pohce show up you better act like a marsh-

mallow."

In the wake ofthe recent disclosures ofpolice brutality

cases in other police departments across the nation Maia

said, "There is no place in this occupation for brutality.

There is no need for any officer going beyond the lawful

legal procedures. Any way, I do not pay my officers

enough money to do something of this nature."

Barry Del Castilho, the town manager of Amherst,

summed up Chief Maia's job as police chief over the last

19 years, "The town ofAmherst's police department has

an excellent reputation in the state, which is a reflection

upon Chief Maia's leadership and dedication to the de-

partment and the community."
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5-College Student

Dinner Special
choice of:

• Eggplant Parmesan

• Pasta Primavera

• Lasagna al Porno

• Polio all'Arrabbiata

(diicken with spicy tomato sauce & pasta)

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6,95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires February 29, 1992

Open Daily at 11 :30 a.m.

71 North Pleasant Street

Annherst, MA
253-9300

^TUNE-IN! 4

KENWOOD KRC1004

The highest performance for the lowest price - $139*

SAVE NOW WITH THE YEAR'S LOWEST PRICES ON ALL
KENWOOD INDASH CASSETTE AND CD RECEIVERSI

^ FOR KEEPS!
Protect your car with the Best

Value in auto security! As

reviewed in Car Audio

Magazine, the Steal

Stopper alarms

"compare to many
systems costing

twice as much."

Stop by and

choose the

system that's

right for you!

Alarms start at

219.00 (installed)

Prompt, Professional Installation

Sound&Music
Millt)ank Place • 351 Pleasant • Northampton • 584-9547 • VISA & MasterCard accepted

•in«ta)l«tion. anlanna ft ip—km%»Mm '

OPEN: Mon.-Fri. 10-8; Sat 10-5:30; Sun. 12:3(M:30

The smallest boxes

make the

!
Grandest Opening!
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Call Us For-

Flowers
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220 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst
253-5545

The First Step In

Test Prep
LSAT . GMAT • MCAT • GRE • ACT • SAT

Free diagnostic exams for college & grad school entrance exams

Also available: College & grad school selection and counseling services.

Ronkin is the country's largest full-range educational service company, with

1 1 years experience and over 140 centers nationwide.

EDUCITIONIL GROIP

150 Fearing Street, Amherst

Phone: 549-4010
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Statehouse Race
state rep. candidates debate at forum
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The six candidates for state represen-

tative from the Third Hampshire District

met at a forum last week sponsored by a

recently-formed gi-oup of local taxpayers

and property owners to share their x-iews

on taxes, bureaucracy and the general

condition of government in the Common-
wealth.

Democrats Jon Hite, Norman Page.

Terr>- Franklin and Ellen Story. Republi-

can Mark Enoch and Independent Larry

Kelley all participated in the forum

sponsored by the Amherst Citizen's for

Responsible Government at the Amherst

Veterans of Foreign Wars building in Am-
herst.

Each candidate agreed that state gov-

ernment has become bloated, although

they differed in how to curb the growth of

the state's bureaucracy.

Kelley. who owns Karate Health Fitness

in Amherst, said he would bring the same

frugality that has allowed his business to

surxive two serious recessions to state

government.

"I spend money pretty well — like it's

my own. because it is." Kelley said.

Kelley said his very first act if elected

would be to file a bill in the state legisla-

ture allowing the Town of Amherst to sell

the Cherr>- Hill Golf Course.

Franklin pointed out that he had to fill

out close to 50 pages of documents with

various state agencies in order to run for

office as an example ofwhat he believes is

too much excess in government.

Hite. Page and Story all agreed that a

more progressive tax structure was a key

to improving the state's flagging economy.

-What the Governor is doing is saying

is that he's lowering state taxes, while at

the same time towns are overriding

[Proposition 2 1/2] and property taxes are

rising." said Page, who supports a gradu-

ated income tax. "I think we can reduce in

some areas, but there are certain services^

such as health care, that everyone wants."

"We need to get rid of bureaucracy and

regulation." Page said.

Hite said a "restructuring of our tax

system." is the only way to provide the

"structural relief to municipalities." nec-

essary to improve the state's economy.

Storv said a more progressive tax

structure will have a "disparate effect" on

Amherst and Pelham because of the Uni-

versity and public schools in the district.

"Schools here serve as a giant funnel

for bringing money into the community."

Stor\' said. "I am a progressive who will

look out for the economic interests of this

community."
Kellev said he does believe in "taxing

the rich!" but asked "How do you get at

them?"
"(The rich) are not any smarter than

you or 1." Kelley said. "But they hire

lawyers and CPAs who are smarU^r than

you or I

Enoch quoted former Speaker of the

US House of Representatives Sam
Rayburn's statement of "Don't tax you,

don't tax me, tax the fellow behind the

tree." in response to a question ofhis views

on taxes.

Enoch said his experience as an edu-

cator in a federally-funded entitlement

program convinced him that there is

"overlap among competing programs."

"1 know there is waste in government
— we pay too much," Enoch said.

Franklin restated his campaign prom-

ise of representing the entire community

and not just one segment.
"1 want to represent the taxpayers,"

Franklin said. "1 don't believe government

exists to do everything for people."

CoUefian photo by Joch Rcynolda

Candidates vying for state representative debate the issues at a forum last week.
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Election '92

Pro-Democracy group making waves
Kelly leculs charge on civil issues^ election reform
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

Dennis Kelly worked for environmental groups for

three years and became disturbed by the lack of

progress. Now, with the Pioneer Valley Pro-Democ-

racy Campaign, he is working toward public medical

care, civil rights, elimination of the national debt and

energy conservation— and with more visible results.

After fighting pollution door to door with MassPIRG,

Greenpeace and Clean Water Action, Kelly said he

-felt like 1 was beating my head against a wall."

"Fundamental reform comes about only

when people demand it and work to bring it

about."

—Dennis Kelly, leader of the Pro-Democracy

Campaign

"Even though most people were supporting those

things, it wasn't happening," Kelly said. "It was only

getting worse."

So Kelly took time offto re-think the direction ofhis

efforts. A year later, the Pro-Democracy group was a

reality.

"It all comes down to money," he said. "When a

majority of the American people go against a monied

interest, the majority ofthe American people lose. I've

been learning ever since about how to organize, how to

work with people as a group, to be more effective, that

we wouldn't just be loud voices."

Since the group's formation on Earth Day 1990,

they have been making themselves visible around the

Amherst area. At first they were involved in speak-

outs and rallies, but found their first big issue with the

1990 elections. The Pro-Democracy Campaign, clad in

triangular hats, persuaded dissatisfied votqrs to vote

"none of the above" instead of choosing from a pool of

unqualified candidates.

Kelly said the none of the above campaign received

national attention. Among the media giving coverage

were the New York Times, National Public Radio and

many other publications which printed an article from

the Associated Press.

Now the Pro-Democracy Campaign is raising the

issue of campaign finance in the Democratic primary

race for the vacated Amherst/Pelham state representa-

tive seat.

"We've raised the issue ofmoney and politics to be the

foremost topic of this election," said Kelly. "The message

of the pro-democracy movement is resonating and the

time is ripe."

Though they are attempting to reduce spendingamong
candidates, the Pro-Democracy Campaign would prefer

citizen-financed elections, which Kelly said would require

about $5 per year from each taxpayer. Kelly calls this

"the crown jewel of our platform."

"We're calling for a fundamental reform," said Kelly,

"This is not the first time there has been fundamental

reform in this country."

"The history of the United States can be seen as one

long pro-democracy movement," said Kelly. He said this

movement began with the War for Independence and

continuedthrough the eUmination ofproperty restrictions

on voting, referendum rights, abolition ofslavery , women
suffrage and the Black civil rights movement.

Kelly stressed an importance in grass-roots politics,

that fundemental change cannot come about without it.

He used as an example the Emancipation Proclamation,

which resulted in Abraham
Lincoln receiving credit for freeing slaves.

"Lincoln did no such thing," Kelly said. "Lincoln would

CoUegian photo by Michael Levy

Dennis Kelly

have let slavery continue if the South came back into

the Union. Fundamental reform comes about only

when people demand it and work to bring it about."

Elected leaders do not create reform, Kelly said,

blaming private campaign funding.

"We have to separate wealth from the state," he

said. Without public campaign funding, creating na-

tional health care "would be like skating up a 90

degree incline. It's so hard."

Kelly also saw a problem with public acceptance of

private campaign finance.

"It's crazy, yet it's been happening all along, so

people say, "Well, I guess that's the way it goes,'" he

said.

Kelly further explained this with a quote from

Thomas Payne:

"A long history of not thinking a thing wrong gives

it a superficial appearance of being right."

state rep. race
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

it would fail," Story said. "The real fight

has to be to restore state appropriations so

we can hold the line on tuition increases."

Stor>' said she believes it will be po-

litically impossible to return to the point

where the University will have no tuition

retention because ofthe currentconsensus

on Beacon Hill in favor of retention and

because a rollback of tuition receipts will

force the University to undergo layoffs of

faculty, staffand teaching assistants. For

the first time this year, the University

used tuition receipts to pay the salaries of

University employees.

Page said he favors retention if tuition

is 10-15 percent of the total cost of edu-

cation. Page noted that since UMass
doesn't have the endowment of many
private colleges and universities, full tu-

ition retention will not be able to fully

make up the loss of stat« appropriations

unless tuition is raised.

"To some degree, retention allows the

University to be responsive to the needs of

different groups," Page said. "However,

the Governor will push | retention] as far

as it can go — he doesn't care about the

University."

Franklin said while he basically op-

poses tuition retention, he believes Weld

ynW find other ways to cut the University's

budget.

"If IWeldl doesn't get it this way, hell

get it some other way," Franklin said. "My
job las legislator] will be to get as much
money as possible for the University— if

it comes down to a fight between groups, I

don't want to get involved."

The four Democrats in the race met in

December to discuss a list of four propos-

als put forward by the Pioneer Valley Pro-

Democracy Campaign for campaign fi-

nance reform.

The first proposal, limiting individual

contributions to $100, was agreed to by

Hite, Franklin and Norman Page of Am-
herst. Story hmited herself to accepting

$500 contributions. The state's legal Umit

is $1,000 for contributions from individu-

als.

The second proposal involved setting a

spending limit of $10,000 by each candi-

date. Franklin, who is accepting no con-

tributions, and Page agreed tothe proposal

.

Story set a limit of $30,000 for herself,

which she said was based on inflation-

adjusted figures from Rosenberg's 1986

campaign and the state's office of Cam-

paig^n Finance.

Hite said he would have agreed to the

overall cap if all the other candidates did.

but that he couldn't "put himself at a

competitive disadvantage." He said ho

expects to spend between $12-14,000

overall.

Finally, all candidates agreed to pro-

posals to raise over half their campu»j,Mi

money from within the district and to

spend no more than 20 percent of what

they raise from theircampaigns from their

own personal money. Page said because

he doesn't plan on a large fundraising

effort, he may exceed the 20 percent, but

only plans on spending $5-7,000 overall.

While Story has been criticized for not

agreeing to the spending limits set by the

Pro-Democracy campaign, she pointed out

that she has an all-volunteer campaign

staff. She also said the majority of her

spending was to build a centrally located

campaign headquarters on the Amherst

Town Common.
"The point of spending money on a

headquarters was to bring people who are

not normally involved into the political

process," Story said. "It allows people in

the community to build connections, de-

velop relationships and shape an organi-

zation for the future."
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SUMMER 1992

RESEARCH EXPERIENCE FOR UNDERGRADUATIS

MIT HAYSTACK OBSERVATORY

Undergraduate science, mathematics, and

engineering students are invited to apply for

summer research positions

at the MIT Haystack Observatory

in Westford. MA.

Research projects include

studies of radio emissions from stars, investigations of

the structure of the earh's upper atmosphere, and

hardware and software development for data acquisi-

tion, processing, and recording systems.

The positions are nominally three months in duration

(June-.August) and carr>' a stipend of $1300-1500/

month depending on academic level and experience.

Women, minorities and students with disabilities are

encouraged to apply.

For further information and application form write to:

Office of the Director, Haystack Observatory. Route 40,

Westford. MA 01886. or call (508) 692-4764.

Application deadline is 28 February 1992.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Aquarium in Boston. Suffolk Construction Company is

building the facility and at any given time a number of

subcontractors are working at the site.

At the current time the work force has diminshed due
to the inclimate weather, but will increase 100 percent as
the weather gets better. Approximately a crew of 100
people are working on electrical, structural work and
other jobs that can be performed during the winter
months.

The design and purpose of the facility has been a
group effort, said Melnick. "An enormous amount of
preparation went into planning this facility. We studied
other arenas around the country and learned from their

mistakes."

Quality control is a priority on the construction site,

Melnick said.

The drawings are reviewed at 30 percent, 60 percent,

90 percent, and 100 percent by officials from the electri-

cal, civil engineering and sanitary departments to meet
their specifications." he said. "Also, the Athletic, Theat-
rical and Fine Arts departments also see the drawings
and have input."

Melnick does not foresee a problem with the parking
arrangements.

"Most events will take place at night, and by that time
the parking garage, staff lots, lot 25 and E Lot v*rill all be
nearly emptied," Melnick explained. "Ifthere is a need for

additional parking we will be able to shuttle people from
the Stadium lot to the arena."

"Mullins is one of the last links that UMass needed to

be competitive with other higher learning institutions in

the United States. One of the other links is the restora-

tion of the money that has been cut from the university,"

said Ganguli.
Collegian photos by Matt Kahn
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VISTA Volunteers share the

vision of a better tomorrow by

making a contribution in the

community today. Brighter

futures take shape when VISTA
Volimteers mobilize and develop

community resources to address

the many faces of poverty.

After your college career is

completed, VISTA offers you the

opportunity to put your education

to work in realistic settings.

VISTA Volunteers learn life .skills

— skills only a year of unique

VISTA experience can provide.

VISTA Volunteers are assigned to

project sponsors which may be private

or public non-profit organizations.

Volvuiteer activities may include, but

are not limited to, organizing food

distribuUon efforts, creating networks

''t'^ -ji-
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BE .IME

to support literacy projects, or

designing programs to combat
substance abuse.

In addition to acquiring
valuable and rewarding
experience, VISTA Volunteers

may receive deferment or partial

cancellation of certain student

loans. VISTA Volimteers receive

a living allowance based on the

economic level of the

communities they serve.

As you looktoward graduation,
consider becoming a VISTA

Volunteer. VISTA offers you the

opportunity to shape a community and
share a vi.sion of a better tomorrow.

Volunteer in Service to America

(VISTA) is part of ACTION, ttw Federal Domestic

VduntMr Agency. Washington. D.C. 20525

For more information on becoming a

VISTA Volunteer, please call 1-800-

424-8867.
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New phone Add/Drop system
trial run deemed successful
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Add/Drop day has always been a recurring nightmare
for most University of Massachusetts students. This
semester some undergraduates have put the nightmare
behind them as they sleep in for registration day, thanks
to the University's new phone Add/Drop system.

According to Registar Nancy Fitzpatrick, the system
is running on a trial basis for the Spring 1992 semester

before all University students use the system next fall.

Fitzpatrick said all seniors, undergraduates with less

than 12 credits, and all non-matriculated graduate stu-

dents were invited to participate. Of the 7,000 students

invited, over 2,891 had used the system, she said.

The traditional Add/Drop system is currently taking

place but this will be the last semester it will exist.

"In the Fall of 1992 the entire student body will be

invited to participate in the system," Fitzpatrick said.

"The old bubble sheets and the long lines will no longer be

needed."

This semester, according to Fitzpatrick, students

qualifying for the new system were mailed instructions

with their schedules in late December. A few days later

the students received a revised schedule and the system

opened up on Jan. 13.

"We prioritized seniors first and then opened the

system up on a staggered basis according to year,"

MassPIRG

Fitzpatrick said. "The graduate students went last. This

gave preference to those with the most seniority."

The same seniority policy is to be instituted next fall.

"So far the system seems to be a success," Fitzpatrick

said. "The students seem to be happy with it. The system

was developed before the current fiscal problems in

response to student and faculty complaints about the old

Add/Drop system."

Junior history major Mark DelCore found the phone

Add/Drop system a welcome change from the long lines of

the past.

"It was definitely better than the old way," DelCore

said. "It was much easier, I didn't even have to get out of

bed. It's great for lazy people."

The Office of the Registrar will also benefit fi-om the

new system, Fitzpatrick said.

"There will be much less clerical labor for the office,

but we will have to provide more technical support for the

system," Fitzpatrick said. "It saves us some time so we
will be able to provide better service for the students."

For next semester all students will receive instruc-

tions along v^rith their schedules in August and the

system will be opened up in the middle of the month and

run two weeks into the semester, according to Fitzpatrick.

"Overall this isjust amuch better system," Fitzpatrick

said. "Everyone wins, it is much easier and fairer than

the old way."

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

the rest was used to hire organizers to help students

arrange campus activities to increase student aware-

ness on campus, she said.

But Sanbonmatsu hasn't taken her plan to the Uni-

versity administration yet and Paid Page, vice-chancel-

lor of administration and finance, said he is assuming

the fee will either disappear completely or, more hkely,

MassPIRG will push a student referendum mandating

an optional fee.

AJi optional fee, which is allowed by the new law,

would look different on the bill in that "students vdll

have to indicate they want to pay it," according to Paid

Page, vice chancellor of administration and finance.

As a negative check-off fee, 40 percent of students

refused to pay the extra charge last year and

Sanbonmatsu said other chapters that tried to operate

off of a voluntary fee in the past have simply "died out."

Sanbonmatsu said while the optional fee hasn't been

discussed as an option should their effort to keep the

negative check-off fee fail, she said it could be "a possibil-

ity."

The legislature'smove to eliminate the negative check-

off fee was seen by many to the legislators' revenge for

MassPIRG's lobbying efforts.

Sanbonmatsu said the bill was a "retalitaory move by

the legislature" aimed at preventing students from effec-

tive lobbying.

Joe Langis, executive director of the State Students

Association of Massachusetts agrees that the bill was a

political attack on MassPIRG for its efforts to push a

recycling bill through the state legislature.

"When I spoke to legislators in House there was

overwhelming hostility toward MassPIRG," he said.
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Nominating comm. formed
lb search for two new vice chancellors

By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Search committees have been formed to

nominate \ice chancellors for both the Of-

fice of University Relations and Develop-

ment and the Office of Student Affairs,

according to the Chancellor's Office.

David Bischoff. dean of the School of

Physical Education, was named by Chan-

cellor Richard O'Brien to head the search

for the Nice chancellor of student affairs,

presently held as an interim position by Jo-

Anne T. Vanin.

Also named to the committee as under-

graduates are Trustee KeN-in Newnan,

Student GovernmentAssociation President

David Gagne and Jennifer Sites. The

graduate representative is Marc Kenen,

president ofthe Graduate Student Senate.

Faculty appointees to the search com-

mittee include Anthony Gawenowski from

the buKhemistry department. Albey Reiner

from microbiology. Brenda Millette from

nursing. MaurianneAdams fi-om the school

of education and Federico Abel Ponce de

Leon from Vetemary and Animal Sciences.

Other staffers appoi iitod to the commit-

tee include Sarah Boy from Student Af-

fairs, Ashoke Ganguli from AuxiUary Ser-

vices. John Findley from Housing. David

Kraft from Health Services,and Reynolds

Winslow from the Minority Engineering

Program.
For the Vice Chancellor of Uiuversity

Relations and Development, now held by

Daniel Melley, the permanent search com-

mittee will be chaired by Robert Helgsen,

dean of the College of Food and Natural

Resources.

David Anderson will be the sole under-

graduate representative on the search

committee. Graduate student Diane

Mclntyre will also serve on the committee.

Faculty appointees include Robert

Rothstein from Slavic Languages. Charles

Schewe from marketing, Morton Stemheim

from physics and Arthur Kiimey from the

English department.

Other staffers include Judith Toyama

from the Minority Graduate Recruitment

Program, Phyllis I^ane from the Minority

Management Program, Sharon Kennaugh

from State relations. Also, alumnus Donald

Southwick was appointed to the search

committee
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Moneta leaves post,

clashes with Trustee
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian StafT

Associate Housing Director Larry

Moneta will be leaving the University

this February to take a position with

the University of Pennsylvania.

His new position, associate vice pro-

vost for university life, will entail a

wider scope than his currentjob, Moneta

said. He will be responsible for a num-

ber of student services including coun-

seling, fraternities and sororities, judi-

cial affairs, student activities and health

services.

"I hope that I can be effective in

helping those services retain strength

and improve," said Moneta, and "make

a contribution to the quality of student

life at UPenn."
Moneta said he has mixed emotions

about leaving UMass.
"I feel very sad. This is my alma

mater," said Moneta, who graduated

from UMass in 1972.

"I'm sad about the devastation that

the Commonwealth has allowed to take

place," Moneta said, but "I will always

be in touch. One never leaves UMass."

Student Trustee Kevin Newnan said

he was *Very happy" to hear that Moneta

is leaving and accused him of being re-

sponsible for "an era oftheoppression of

student life in the residence halls."

"I shed no tears over his departure," he

said. "It's a good thing for all involved."

"He had no chance for advancement

here, and that's why he's gone,"

Newnan said.

Moneta disagreed.

"Advancement wasn't an issue.

There's always room for advancement

at UMass," Monetta said.

Moneta questioned Newnan's char-

acter as a student leader.

"His style of lack of leadership is

really ineffective," Moneta said.

"He's not interested in talking. He

has never once communicated to me
his concerns," Moneta said, "It's just a

general attitude he carries around to-

ward administration. It's unfortunate."

Moneta came to the university as

an administrator in January of 1983,

taking the position of assistant direc-

tor ofhousing for residential education

east. In 1987 he was promoted to asso-

ciate director for residential educa-

tion, the position he will vacate on Feb.

14 before joining UPenn midway
through the spring semester.

Moneta will be replaced by Anne

Miller, previously coordinator of Resi-

dential Education.
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Hiring freeze, attrition
rap doctoral programs
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts his-

tory department has suspended the offer-

ingoftwo doctoral programs due to a hiring

fireeze and attrition, according to chairman
of the history department Robert Jones.

The department will no longer accept

graduate students into two programs,
20th-century American politics and early

modern European history.

•^e can no longer sustain these pro-

grams due to a lack of professors," said

Bruce Laurie, director of the history

department's graduate program. "We've
lost a number ofprofessors and due to the
hiring freeze we can't hire anyone new."

There are currently 35 professors in

the history department, accordingtoJones.
The number has steadily decreased due to

resignation, retirement and death.

"With a hiring freeze on, the attrition

can occur in a haphazard way," Jones
said. "This can leave us with some gaps

Coach Reid

and that is what happened with 20th-
century and early European."

The gaps have also affected the under-
graduate programs, Jones said.

"We've lost several undergraduate
courses we'd like to be offering," Jones
said. "Also these programs often bring us
graduate students who become TAs
[teaching assistants] and help us staffour
undergraduate courses."

Laurie added, "The department has
teaching obligations in graduate and
general education whichmakes it difficult

to offer upper level undergraduates,"
Laurie said.

Jones stressed the undergraduate
programs receive "the bulk of the depart-

ments efforts and resources."

Until the current fiscal problems facing
the University end the situation should
remain the same, Laurie said.

"We thought the hiring freeze would
end this year but that was too optimistic,"

Laurie said. "Until the freeze ends the

programs won't be staffed."

UM student gets medal
ROTC cadet awarded Bronze Cross
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

The nation's senior veterans organi-

zation will be awarding one of it's most
distinguished achievement medals to a

University ofMassachusetts senior and
army cadet on Jan. 29.

Christopher E. Albus, an aiumal sci-

ence major in the College of Food and
Natural Resources, will be receiving

the Bronze Cross from the Legion of

Valor for academic and military
achievements.

The Legion ofValor gives this award
to stimulate leadership quaUties in

ROTC candidates.

Less than 50 cadets andmidshipmen
receive this award annually, and this

year only three will be given to East
Coast residents.

Albus served three years active duty
as an infantry soldier at Schofield

Barracks in Hawaii and entered the

University in 1989.

At the Univeristy, Albus maintains
a grade point average of 3.97, ranked
second in the College ofFood and Natu-
ral resources out of598 students. He is

amember ofGolden Key Honor Society.

Albus has received many mihtary
awards as well as finishing three chal-

lenging military schools. Among his

accomplishments are Ranger, Airborne
and Pathfinder Schools, the Superior

Cadet Award, Northern Warfare
School, Army Physical Fitness Award,
the Iron Mike Award and the Dean's

List Award. Albus is the first cadet on
the Order of Merit award list.

Albus has been an active participant

in the Battalion Ranger Challenge for

two years, and was an infantry squad
leader in the National Guard.

Albus received hisROTC scholarship

in September 1990. He graduated from
Brattleboro Union High School in

Brattleboro, Vt. in 1984.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

no extras.

However, Reid was expected to compete for the Yan-
kee Conference title with 15 less scholarships than other
schools and with fewer coaches. The latest scholarship

cutbacks were just too much for the man whose most
valuable asset is his word.

Reid said he holds no grudges against the administra-

tion, which he has worked for the past 19 years, the last

six as a head coach. However, when asked ifhe was ever

given any type ofwarning from the administration about
the reduction of full scholarships, he said angrily, "No.

Nota thing. Yesterday [Thursday] at 12 p.m. was the first

I ever heard about it.

"The thing is if we knew about the scholarships in

November, when we were out recruiting, well, we can live

with that.A week and a halfbefore the signing date is not

the time to make this decision."

Mclnemey said that a committee working on the

budget concluded, "'If we can't eliminate anyone, the

only place to cutwas football .' Basketball has not and will

not be touched. It is providing an incredible service for

the school. It is our main hope of bringing in money."

Mclnemey also said there would be a national search
for a new coach.

Reid recently interviewed for the head coachingjob at

the University of Pennsylvania, where he was a finalist

— until he withdrew his name for consideration. At Penn,
Reid would have earned around $80,000 plus "perks"

such as a car, a country club membership and life in-

surance. However, when it came down to it, Reid decided

he liked UMass too much to leave.

"I woke up this morning, I had a sickness in my
stomach and my head hurt," Reid said. "1 think about
three-quarters ofthat was because ofthe decision I made
to withdraw from the Penn job."

As people shuffled in and out ofthe football office last

Friday, noone had anythingbad to say about the departed
coach, only good things.

Former UMass quarterback, Gary Wilkos said, "I've

got nobody to help me with my problems anymore. You
can always replace a coach. It's the guy that goes out on
the limb for you that's hard to replace."

"There have been many dark, grim, sad days in the

athletic department," Mchierney said. "However, there

was never a day as grim as yesterday."

"It is just a terrible, terrible day," Reid sfiid.

Sometimes smaller Is better"*

and cheaper too!
Film Developing Sale

12 1.99
15 2.99
24 3.99

(Exp: 2'29'92)

Offer good with this coupon at

Econo Print • 1 each 3x5
C41 neg only

98 North Pleasant St. Amherst MA • Next to CVS
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Tip OffThe Semester with these
Great Specials from Scotts!!

BUSCH&BUSCH
LIGHT

24-12 oz. cant

$Q99
* dep.

COLUMBIA CREST
CHARDONNAY

750 ml

$p;99

BACARDI
SILVER RUM

750 ml

$'799

RUBINOFF

VODK.\
1.75 Ltx.

$0998
BERINGER

WHITE ZINFANDEL
750ml

for
$Q99

(Anhcuser-Busch's)

NATURAL LIGHT
'i Keg»

9934

MILLER GENUINE
DRAFT &G.D. LIGHT

1212 oz. bottles

$Ci99
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\
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WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!
Specials valid Jan. 27 -Feb. 1 g University Drive

yoult'rTonaicZck at Newmarket Center. Amherst
We nort' have all

Mass Lonery games'
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No. this is something special A special

place, looking (or special people
Talented people who can provide quality

entenainmeni m a variety o( shows
throughout the year This casting call is

(or Busch Gardens , the renowned theme
parti in the Tampa Bay area of Florida II

you're something special, come "show
us your stripes

'

IIIIKW^
AUDITIONS &INTERVIEWS

Friday, February 7, 9am-6pm
The Hyatt Regency Cambridge
575 Memorial Drive, Cambridge

Comic Actors
Prepare a comic monologue. 2 minutes long, of appropriate material. You
may be requested to perform an improvisation. Ethnic dialects are helpful

and may also be requested

Singora and Oaneors
Were searching lor male and lemale feature dancers, and lor strong

singers who also dance well Singers should prepare two short selections

(ballad and uptempo) Bring sheet music or instrumental background

cassette in your tjest key Accompanist and cassette recorder provided

Dancers shouW bring dance attire and have a 2 minute prepared choreo-

graphed piece showing movement and versatility Singers be prepared to

dance and dancers be prepared to sing.

Musicians
We seek Pianists with vocal abilities ant) a repertoire to consist ol stan-

dards, show tunes and pop. musicians who play pnmary and secondary

instruments, marching band players (txass instruments preterred)- plus

Accordion players. Tuba, Percussion and Brass players, also musicians

who are expenenced in dance movement, marching band style. You should

prepare two short selections.

Variety Porfornvors
Magicians experienced in tableside magic Jugglers and Mimes to present
strolling street performances Should present a show routine demonstrat-
ing your specialty

Tachnieal Parsonnol
Looking lor experienced stage managers, skilled sound arxj lighting tech-

nicians stage hands, seamstresses and dressers Be sure to bring your

current resume.

-BuscH
Gardens.
TAMPA BAY. riORIDA

Equal Opportunity Emptoyer M/F/H/V
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Building repairs studied
Worsening condition may not be righted
By JOSH REYNOLDS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
trustees have commissioned a study to

determine what repairs and renovations

are needed by buildings on the UMass
system's fivf campuses. Gordon Oakes,

chairman of the board of trustees said the

study vvou!3 help the university "update

prior studies, and get our hands around

the situation."

However, the commissioning of the

study does not assure that these long

neglected repairs will be completed any

time soon. The Daily Hampshire Gazette

reported last week that Heriberto Flores.

head of the committee overseeing the

study, admitted the imiversity does not

have the money needed for the repairs.

The current study follows one completed

in 1986 which found that the Amherst

campus alone needed $250 million dollars

worth of repairs.

Due to the state's budget crisis and the

budget cuts passed on to the university

system, most of these repairs have been

deferred. Flores hopes to use the study to

persuade the statehouse to fund the re-

pairs.

"I could go through almost every

building and show you something with

every one." said Pat Daily, director of

operations at the physical plant. Through

their operating budget, the physical plant

is able to fix some of the worst cases, but

since the budget cuts began in 1989 they

have not been able to keep up. M a r -

shal Hall is is an example of an almost

total failure, said Daily, "almost every

thing in that building needs work." But,

Marshal hall is not alone in its need of a

new roof, heating system, and entrances.

The Fine Arts Center, the Tower Library

and Hasbrouck Hall are among the other

buildings in need of expensive repairs.

The study will also look into other

items in need of work throughout the

UMass infrastructure. Daily said that

the 26 miles of steamlines connecting the

campus are in serious need of repair.

With their current operating budget, the

physical plant is able to service about

1 .000 feet per year.

While the existing buildings have con-

tinued to deteriorate, the University has

managed to secure funding for the con-

struction ofnew buildings such as Mullins

stadium, and the Knowles engineering

building.

Gordon Oakes, chairman of the board

of trustees said that money for more

mundane projects is tougher to come by.

"Two entirely different pots of money,"

he said.

New projects are much more glamorous
and visible , and are easier to obtain money
for, whether from the legislature or from

private citizens.

"When you go to indi\aduals and ask

them to donate money, they don't want to

donate monev to fix rooves."

CoUegian photo by Joah Reynolds

THESE PRICES ARE ARE THE BEST JOKE ON CAMPUS —
Graduate history student Tim Lipping prices used books in the

Text Book Annex.

FDONGGARIffiN

M,
BEST OF CHINESE FOOD

5PECIALIZINQIN

MANDARIN AND SZECHUAN
DISHES

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY COMEDY SHOW

20% OFF DINNER

BANQUET PARTY ROOM
CJP TO 200 PERSONS

FULL COCKTAIL MENG
48 RUSSELL ST. • HADLEY. MA 01035 • (413) 586-1202

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
VISAiMASURCARD

GREG'S
— AUTO BODY—

ifiliu.Con

REPAIR CENTER

• MASS. STATE APPROVED SHOP
• FRAME & UNIBODY REPAIRS
• INSURANCE WORK
• RENTAL CARS AVAILABLE
• LOCATED ON THE BUS ROUTE

'•WE DO THE INSURANCE PAPERWORK FOR YOU... WITH A SMILE"

^^(i€i£. QuaHiiu i^Livaui. Comci. \jLrit

665-3989 Old Amherst Rd. Sunderland

35 years of e;qjeriencedstaff icaiting to serve you MASS LIC. RS1560

Freshen
/ Up!

Poq

MC/
Visa
Amex

CompllmwiU
Gifts, Gift Baskets, Decorative Accessories

71 N. Pleasant St. (Above Cafe DiCarlo)

Amherst/256-

1

551 * Mon.-Sat. 10-5:30

r
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"W^ELCOME Back
Students

"With
After 5:00 Savings

""$2Too"off""
any service after 5:00pm

Monday thru Friday

with coupon
Expires 2-28-92

Not valid with any otiicr offers

Amukr.st
103N. PLf:A.SA.\T

256-0438
I lotus:

Monhav-[m<ii)ay 9-H:()0i'm
Sah KiJAY 9-S:()()PM
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HasnH been much snow this year, so far.
BOSTON (AP) — By now, we are oflen up to our

elbows in snow. So far, only four to eight inches of skier's
gold have come down. Either we have a lot of making up
to do or this season's total is again short of the 40-plus
inches normally expected. Last season's sparse offerings

melted away before 20.

However, nature has a way of slapping us with the
harsh reaUty that February and March have tremendous
comeback potential. A sudden gain in momentum rapidly
changes the game from brownout to whiteout. February's
Blizzard of 1978, March monsters and even half-foot

flower busters ofApril and May keep New Englanders in

the snow bound until the very end.

Weather patterns in the West are responsible for this

season's lack of snow. Some blame abnormally warm
Pacific Ocean waters, the El Nino, for this.

Storms have been plowing into California, Oregon and
Washington. From there, they've dipped to the Southwest
before heading across the Carohnas and out to sea. Both
tracks trace the patch of upper level winds which have
spUt into two jet streams.

More often than not. New England has wound up
smack in the middle. Storms passing to out northwest
bring milder air and rain. Those racing out to sea to out
south throw high, thin clouds our way and snow at the

Mid-Atlantic region.

Even Georgia, Mississippi andAlabama have seen the
spin-off. Atlantan's have trudged through more snow

than Bostonians. And wouldn't our ski areas love to claim

even half the 10-foot depths of the snow covering the

Rockies.

It won't happen until weather patterns in the north-

ern hemisphere break down and regroup farther east.

Nobody can guarantee this will happen, but within the

next month, it is likely.

If so a large dip in one or two jet streams will develop

along the eastern seaboard. High speed winds between
20,000 and 40,000 feet will whip cold air ft-om the Dakotas
to Georgia and then back north to New England. Within
and beneath this upper air pattern, storms will feed

moisture lifted from the warm waters ofthe GulfStream
and blow into the oncoming rush or colder air.

# •^i^ 'w'

f^mf uf mfmvm.'mm UtmimtK I

^ REKINDLE YOUR t
% PASSION t
OFor Indian Food atO
Y T
The Valley's Original

INDIA HOUSE
fit Restaurant »

, Where Indian Food
1^. is more than Curry! .

For tho best Food ',..

and Hospitcility

' Come to our house...

4S State St.
' rSonh.impton MA • 584 h.U-i ....

(r 1^
AMHERST

CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE "MSG"

• MANDARIN & SZECHUAN CUISINE

• HOMESTYLE COOKING

• FRBH VEGETABLES FROM OUR FARM

•EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

• FULL LIQUOR LICENSE

• OPEN 7 DAYS

• NEWLY REMOOELfl)

MASimCARD I VGA ACCBiTEO

253-7835 253-2813
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IfoifveJustBeen Qeared

IbrTake Off
You can get a lot more out of life when

you set your sights a little

higher. Which
is what applying

for the American Express*

Card is all about. When you get the

Card, its easier to do the things you want

to do. And with the student savings that

come along^^ith it, you can do even more.

Fly roundtrip on Continental

for less than $100 each way.

Student Cardmembers receive four travel

certificates. They can he used to fly any-

where Continental Airlines flies in the

48 contiguous United States. Two for the

school year, and two for the summer.*

Depending on where you fly; each the Card will say a lot about you. For one

school year travel certifi- thing it says you have a handle on what you

- cate is good for spend, so you don't have to carry over a bal-

$129 or $189 round- ance. It also says you're smart enough not to

trip-and each summer travel pay interest charges that can really add up.

' So take a few minutes

now to call (have

your bank address

and account number

ready), and apply

for the American

Express Card.

certificate is good tor $149 or

$199 roundtrip.

Savings that upgrade

your lifestyle.

As a student Cardmember you

get more than great travel sav-

ings. You also save money on everything

from clothing to long distance phone calls.

All for a $55 annual fee.

Obviously, savings like these say a lot

about the value of the Card. And having

Airfare examples
based on destination.

Roundtrip*

New York -Los Angeles

Boston-Orlando

San Francisco-Denver

Your School

Year Firr

$12')

With all that the Card oflfers you, not

even the sky is the limit.

THE CARD.

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS* CARD

Get going, call 1'800'967'AMEX.

If you're alreadv a Cardmember. there's no need to call „ u t

•School year is considered Sept l-)une 14, summer June IS-Aug 31 CompletetermsandconditK>nsof this travel offer will arrive with your certtftcate..

C^tinentil A^lines alone Is re.p.>ns.ble for fulfilment of this offer American Express assumes no liability for Continental A.riine. perfbrmaiKe.

© 19<J2 American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc

TRAVEL

I
RELATED

I SERVICES
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The COLLEGIAN offers the

University student many opportunities

to enrich her/his experience while in

school. We encourage you to look

into the possibility ofbecoming a

COLLEGIAN staff member.
We are located at 113 Campus Center (in

the basement ). Ourphone number is

545-3500. Stop by or give use a call.

We 're not as bad as you 've heard

A brief meeting will be heldfor

COLLEGIAN Graphics staff today at

6:30pm in the Graphics room. Applica-

tions will be taken for new staff. All

returning staffmembers must attend.

COLLEGIAN
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Today^s Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Dan Wetzel

PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Production MikeCarvalho.

Seth Kaye, Oliver Raskin.

Lisa Jezowski

Menu
LUNCH

Bagel Dogs

Chicken Pucks

BASICS LUNCH
Flat Bread Sandwich

Chicken Pucks

DINNER
Savory Beef Strudel

Cheese Lasagna

BASICS DINNER
Squash Bake

Hi-Pro Spagheui

Come with us, ma'am — and if I were you, I'd

get a good lawyer. No one's gonna buy that ~

my-husband-was-only-hibernating story."

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Suap star

Lofenzo
6 Gretik poik
10 - whiz'

13 Notitication

14 Hussian
coinedian

Mi&cha
15 Gollel

16 Chiislie sleuth

18 Pleius

19 Radiator output

20 Middle East

Ofg

?l Parisian

seasons
2? County ol

N Ireland

24 Truman s town
26 Tom SellHCk

Jane Seymour
lilin

29 Fascinated

30 Vore

31 Elusive

Himalayan

33 Growing out

36 Story, to Proust

39 Josh
40 Ment lor it

41 Relish

42 Blade ol old

44 Lunch earner

4b Put) oidois

47 PlaytuI

50 - loohsh

things

51 Kicking s

companion
52 Reared

retrievers

53 Javelin s path

55 Buidened
58 Singer Cantrell

59 Site played

Daby Jane
62 Norse god
63 Eve's grandson
64 StoretKMise

65 Support for

Strange

66 Raison d —
67 Crowded

DOWN
1 Setam
2 Rara —
3Fo<j

4 Evaluate

5 Kenyan s

neighbor

6 Bireme puller

7 He gets second
tKlltng

a Iransler

property

9 Interstice

10 She played

Anna Christie

1

1

Cliowhound
12 Flock females

15 City on the Po
1 7 Friendliness

23 Weirdos
25 tJecame less

green

26 Chantilly

27 Stravinsky

t>allel score

26 Norwegian
skating star

32 Paragon

34 Bullets

ofBuIlk

35 SKile

37 Spaniaid or

Oruoan '

38 Facial features

43 Boxer Gritlith

46, Navy man
48 Bafllerl

4'J Calm
50 BasetiaM

deal .

52 Ink spot

54 Monthly lee

56 Auttiar Hunter
57 Cold spells

60 Mao - tung

ol - red seethe

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE.

1/28/92
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YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

CANCER (June 21- July 22): Give

family members the approval they

have sought for so long. Do not lake

alovedone'scooperaiion for granted.

A teen-ager asks some startling

questions. Answer as honestly as you

can.

LEO (July 23- Aug. 22 ): Forget about

an abandoned project and get into the

swing of things at work. Temporary

family problems should be handled

in private. A sibling could suggest a

practical solution.

VIRGO (Aug. 23- Sept. 22): A bu.sy

day lies ahead. You hold center stage

at a business or .social event. If you

suspect someone of trying to deceive

you. ask probing questions. Stand up

for your rights!

LIBRrV (Sept. 23- Oct. 22): Do not

worry if something is less than per-

fect under existing circumstances.

Look to your family and friends for

support and advice. Exercise care if

traveling. Check travel or hotel res-

ervations.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23- Nov. 21): This

is no lime for wishful thinking! At the

first sign that the odds are being

stacked against you. seek advice from

professionals. Evening brings good

news from friends at a distance.

SAGITARIUS (Nov. 22- Dec. 21):

Rely on tricd-and-true methods today.

Behind-the-scenes activities will take

up most of your time. Your buoyant

enthusiasm carries you effortlessly

through (he day.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19):

Two people in love should be able to

come up with a .special way to cel-

ebrate their relationship. Hosting a

small party need not involve a lot of

w ork. A dream could prove prophetic.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb. 1 8) Con-
centrate on ventures that will let you
build a Ftrmer foundation for family

life. Teamwork is favored. Welcome
constructive suggestions from your

loved ones. Even the small fry can

help.

PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20): The
likelihood of di.scord is sharply re-

duced when a fair monetary policy is

enforced. Seek the cooperation of

family members in keeping expenses

down. Romance offers some inter-

esting possibilities.

ARIES (March 21- April 19): You
are unusually gullible now. Avoid

making ntw investments. Express-

ing your true opinions may be diffi-

cult. Diplomacy andcompromise will

help you get your point across.

TAURUS (April 20- May 20): Your
intuition serves you well. You have

many splendid creative ideas that

could boost your reputation and in-

come. Deal with family members in a

positive way. Avoid criticizing.

GEMINI (May 2 1 - June 20): Taking

the easy way is not the best answer.

Rewards of past efforts are near at

hand. An out-of-town visitor gives

you excellent advice. Follow it to the

letter.
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4th-graders make omlettes at Campus Center
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

The fourth-grade students at the Leverett Elementar>'

School certainly don't carry all oftheir eggs in one basket.

The 26 careful students were each given an interest-

ing assigniment while learning physics from their teacher,

Nancy Gibavic: protect a raw egg from a 10-story drop.

Gibavic began the egg drop exercise from the roof of

the Leverett school six years ago, but this was the first

year the drop occured on the UMass campus. Previously,

she had the students create packages for eggs which

would survive a 15-foot height.

Gibavic also 'tossed' an egg. stuffing hers inside a blue-

and-red stuffed toy bird. Unfortunately, the results were

shattering.

"Look nt my egg," she said, holding up a crushed shell

and yolk inside of a sandwich bag. The egg had been

nestled inside of the cotton stuffing of the toy.

before the egg drop explained to the students why the

eggs, unlike a tennis ball, could not withstand the fall

onto the floor.

"Watching something happen is exciting, but under-

standing what's happening is just as exciting," Brehm
said. "I hope by the end of today, you agree with me."

Donald Robinson, director of the UMass
Environemtnal Health and Safety Program, coordinated

the event with Brehm and Gibavic.

"Making the container formy eggwas fun, but watching

them come down is more .exciting," said Cone.

Collrgian pbolo by .Marc KUiott

This is one way to drop an egg ten stories

without breaking it. .

.

"It took three or four days to finish wrapping my egg."

said Christopher Nopper, who was anxiously waiting

Friday morning on the south side ofthe Campus Center,

where University staffers helped the pupils by dropping

the "egg^-entions" from the tenth floor of the building.

The students used many different materials to keep

their fragile passengers intact. Most containers carried

parachutes, made of paper, fabric or plastic.

"I wrapped it in a sandwich bag. put it into a sandwich

earner and stuffed it with st>Tofoam pops. Then I put it

in a huge bag also filled with the styrofoam pops," Nopper

said, smihng and holding the white egg up from the rest

of the class to see.

Coilegian photo by Marc Elliott

. . .but Tara Biagi, who turns 10 to today, has
her ow^n ideas. .

.

Liam Cone, owner of the first egg over the balcony,

said he needed little over a day to wrap his egg effectively,

wrapping it house insulation and bubble wrap, then

placing the ^Tapped egg inside of a cardboard box.

Cone's box, which had ;» parachute attached, missed

the landing zone' locatedon theCampus Center flagstones

due to high winds, but still remained intact. ^ ^ ^ ,
CoUeran photo by M.rc EUiott

Before the eggs were dropped, the students were also • • -and what do you know, it works! t rom all

guests of UMass physics professor John Brehm, who of us at the Collegian, Happy Birthday Tara!
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FAC set for a variety packed semester
By CHRIS SHADOIAN
Collegian Staff

Ifyou're looking for the perfect place to bring that hot

date. UMass' Fine Art Center has enough events, and
plenty of variety to keep your calendar full all semester

long.

From Niolins to Voicestra, this spring's Performing

Arts Series has a little bit of everything: Broadway
musicals, dance productions, classical music and even

rock.

It all begins this Friday — get a date, quick! — with

the world renown Tokyo String Quartet. Since its

origin in 1969, the quartet has received critical acclaim

world over for its performances ofsuch classical pieces as

Mozart's Quartet no. 1 7 in B-flat Major and Beethoven's

Rasunioisky, both of which will be included in Friday's

program.
Unfortunately for the typical student budget ("Do you

think we have enough for a movie?"), tickets are $1 1 ($22

for non-students). But il you feel you can do without

dinner for one evening. I recommend going to this show.

On Feb. 13. the Fine .\rts Center (FAC) recital hall

will be graced by none other than rockypop star, Bobby
McFerrin and his ten member a cappella group,

Voicestra.

McFerrin hasn't done an>thing that has really hit the

charts since his 1988 smash. Don 't Worry, Be Happy, but

that, ofcourse, is no sign of how skilled he is as an artist.

In fact, McFerrin's entirely vocally produced music

belongs in a category by itself, and is one of the most

original sounds in music stores. Ifyou like anything from

classical to rap, McFerrin's your man.
On the 25th. pianistAndrew Rangell will perform in

Bowker Auditorium.

"[He is) one of the most striking and original musical

minds ofour generation," saysA/us/ca/Am^nca ofRangell.

Besides, his show is one of the least expensive ones this

semester, with tickets for students as low as $8; less

expensive, presumably, because he is less famous. But

don't let that deter you — "famous" and "good" do not

always belong in the same sentence.

Kodo(Feb. 28). Defined: a troupe ofJapanese percus-

sionists performing on a traditional Japanese drum, the

taiko. Ifyou want to see one great show this semester, my
bets are on this one.

Of all the FAC productions I've seen, the percussion

shows they've booked have been, by far, the best. They
have always been alternately funny and exciting, dramatic

and unbelievable. The price for students, at $12.50 a

ticket, is a little higher for this show than most of the

Photo by Christian SU>iner

Tokyo String Quartet should look like this when they make their big trip to UMass. The

foursome will be performing at the Bowker Auditorium on Friday, Jan. 31.

others, but if I'm guessing correctly, it will be well worth

it. Do not miss this one! Repeat: Do not miss it!

But if your heart lies in Scotland, wait for The
Gatheringofthe Clans, appearing March 3 in the FAC.

A sort of potpourri of performance, this Scottish his-

torical play/dance combines singing, dancing, bag-piping

and fiddling.

The Ballet Chicago follows on March 6, also in the

FAC. Performances will include Ruth Page's adaptation

ofDerFlcdcrmatis and Gordon Peirce Schmidt's hit. By
Django.

"Meet Me in St. Louis" (March 26). a recent

Broadway adaptation of the 1943 Judy Garland, Marg-

aret O'Brien film of the same name, is a "boy-mcets-girl"

story set during the turn of the century.

The film was great, and it remains to be seen whether

or not this production can match it, but the story and

setting are the same, so the show sounds like it ought to

be a good one if you can afford the $12.50 ticket.

On April 3, the dancing, singing. ISO & the Bobs will

apptar in the FAC, followed, on April 13, by the Shift-in,

Neubauer, Vallencio Trio of classical musicians,

dancer Margie Gillis (Apnl 16), Los Folkloristas. a

Latin American folk rhythms group (April 22), and vio-

linist Joshua Bell (April 29).

So if you're looking for something to do on (or off) a

date, go see the Fine Arts Center's performances. They'll

definitely be better than what's on TV Friday night.
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Savatage's new album
a creative alternative
By CHRISTIAN ALEXANDER
FOSTER
Collegian Correspondent

Are you tired of bands putting out

album after album ofthe same straight

forward style of rock? If the answer is

"yes," then youll be pleased to hear the

latest album from the veteran rock

group Savatage entitled, Streets: A
Rock Opera.

Savatage is a group that were them-

selves in their early days another hard

rocking band that would often touch

the thrash borderUne. However, their

1989 release Gutter Ballet experi-

mented with areas of creativity very

rarely seen within such a distinctive

rock group. The album was successful

enough to help push the band towards

the mainstream of hard rock music,

and put the group in a position to expand

on their obvious thirsts for originality

and creativity that we received a taste

of in Gutter Ballet.

Streets: A Rock Opera is appropri-

ately entitled. This latest effort from

vocalist/pianist Jon Oliva, guitarist

Chris Oliva, drummer Steve "Doc"

Wacholz and bassist Johnny Lee

Middleton is a theme album that t«lls

the story of a character named D. T.

Jesus, a reformed drug addict who had

a brush with stardom in the music

scene.

Within this 16 song compiliation

you can hear both the distinctive

thrashy rock roots of Savatage as well

as their newer style of more mellow

and melodic music.

The album is consequently an in-

credible and unique mix of newer

Metallica, Queensryche's multi-di-

mensional style of music, and Pink

Floyd— in their mostmellow moments.

The success of progressive efforts

such as Queensryche's Operation:

Mindcrime, which also happens to be a

theme album, has created a door for

groups who wish for a more unique and

creative style of writing; however, like

Operation:Mindcrime, chances areyou

won't hear this album on the radio.

Savatage is not a radio band by any

means. They are attempting to accom-

phsh the dream of every group, and

make their breakthrough and leave a

mark on the industry by doing their

own thing. This difficult task has only

been accomplished by a few significant

groups, such as the aforementioned

Queensryche, Metallica and the newer

group Nirvana.

It's clear that Savatage is relying on

their ability to produce talented and

creative music, not radio hits, to put

their name in headlines within the

music scene. Like Queensryche's Op-

eration: Mindcrime and Pink Floyd's

The Wall, this album will come to be

known and appericiated for its overall

solid musical creativity and not its top

40 singles.

This is one ofthose rare albums you

can listen to without having to approach

your fast forward or CD skip buttons.

From start to finish it is a work of

incredible and enjoyable music that

reflects its performers talent.

Thus every dimension of Streets: A
Rock Opera ft-om the rock- core songs of

"Strange Reahty" and "Jesus Saves" to

the piano led, mellow songs of"A Little

Too Far" and "Beheve" is definitely

worth checking out, and is a good in-

vestment for anyone who appreciates

creative and original musical ideas.

However, if you're looking for a top

40 songor "party tune" producingalbum

you better walk back to the Bon Jovi

and Warrant sections of the record

store. While Streets: A Rock Opera,

produced by Paul O'Neill, will unfor-

tunately most likely be an under-ex-

posed album from this under rated

group, as it is unattractable to the

radio waves, it promises to be a top

album of the new year in a new way.
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By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Dxxring my time in Amherst, I've real-

ized the town offers it's residents a few

things in extraordinary proportion to its

population. Forexample there are hippies,

bookstores, people who get offended by

anything and everything, bands, war pro-

testers, high rise buildings and most im-

portantly, bars.

1 had a history professor who told the

class on the first day of classes that every

great town needs good bookstores and

good bars, and Amherst has both.

Well, I've only been to one book store so

I can't say much about that, and the jury

is still out on how great Amherst is, but 111

go along with the good bars.

THE BAR FLY
The Amherst bars offer cheap pitchers,

familiar faces, pool tables and good spe-

cials. Nearly all the bars are good but

through an informal poll, I've narrowed

the field down to five favorites. This poll

has a plus or minus margin oferror of 100

points, but who cares.

No. 1 — Mike's Westview Cafe —
Are you looking for a place where every-

one knows your name, where everyone

acts bke themselves and the bartenders

have a personality? You csm find it in

North Amherst at Mike's.

Long famous for it's two dollar all-you-

can-eat Friday afternoon buffet, Mike's

draws a crowd all week. But not too big of

a crowd. Unlike certain uptown spots you

can order a beer here without using any of

the latest World Wrestling Federation

tactics on your fellow patrons.

The crowd itselfcan't be stereotyped at

Mike's. Both townies and students are

present and there is a good racial mix.

Basically, everyone feels comfortable.

There is a refreshing lack of phoniness,

the patrons here come to be themselves.

A good kitchen, two billiards tables,

pinball games, a big screen TV and the

best jukebox around help to keep you

entertained. The staflfled byTommy, Alpo
and Rich is top notch.

Despite being off the bus route Mike's

is a very popular place. The bar is reflec-

tive of it's customers, it doesn't try to be

anything it isn't. It is simply Mike's and it

is No. 1.

No. 2— Twisters Tavern— The top

spot uptown. Twisters is another place

which is difficult to stereotype. It offers

five bands of all kinds and dancing on

many nights, but it still remains much of

a sports bar.

Not only does it carry all the University

of Massachusetts Basketball games on

television but Coach John Calipari and his

assistants are there aftermosthome games.

It is rare, to say the least, to have a

Division 1 basketball coach go out to a

local bar after a game. Ijust can't see Dean
Smith or Bobby Knight going out after a

big game so they can hang out with the

fans. Of course there may not be a place

like Twisters in Chapel Hill, N.C. or

Bloomington, Ind.

Twisters does attract some older adults

but most of the customers are students.

Unfortunately, a few too many students

call Amherst College home.

In the Spring the patio gets opened up

and patrons are allowed to drink under

the moonlight. Twisters is a quahty bar

with a little something for everyone.

No. 3 — Michael's Billiard's and
Sports Bar— A great place to hang out.

The atmosphere is laid back and quiet.

You can actually talk to your friends

without screaming.

Michael's offers free billiards, a half

dozen or so televisions, good pinball and

the Hunan Garden next store in case you

need a quick dose of Chinese food.

Ifyou want to watch sports, this is the

best place. When I say watching, I mean
payingattention, notjust having the game
on in the background. As expected sports

talk abounds at Michael's.

Michael's is a big Bruins hang out but

basketball or football can usually claim a

TV or two.

Everyone can feel comfortable here.

There isn't a stereotypical patron, like

Mike's Westview, all types come here.

Micheal's is a little bit offthe beaten path

but it is well worth the trip.

No. 4 — Delanos — The quintessen-

tial college bar. Nearly everyone is a stu-

dent, there are good prices, a good mix of

music and the place has a friendly atmo-

sphere to it.

Delanos' is very popular amongst the

fraternity and sorority crowd. Although

all types of students can feel comfortable

there. This bar attracts a crowd nearly

every night ofthe week and Sunday nights

is very popular due the presence of a very

good acoustical group.

The bar itself is small so an acoustical

group may be the only type of live enter-

tainment possible at Delanos.

Ifyou can get a table at Delanos your

evening will be a better one, especially ifa

big crowd rolls in later. Ifthe crowd comes

in, Delanos can get awful hotbut few seem

to care. It is generally a very fun place to

hang out and meet people.

Delanos has its regulars and rightfully

so. It is one of the better uptown bars.

No. 5 — The Pub — Everyone's fa-

vorite place to take their family for dinner

when their parents are picking up the bill.

The Pub on a weekend night is kind oflike

a bigoflfcampus party.A little too crowded,

a little too much hairspray, a little too

much disco music but still you end up

having a good time.

The Pub is a great place to meet people

and there is plenty to do from dancing to

billiards to just hanging out in a booth.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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New label, Red Baron
begins with Ellington
Release 1960 set, Hot Summer Dance
By SEMAJ SELOM
Collegian correspondent

Those familiar with the jazz scene will

immediately recognize the name Bob

Thiele, the man behind the great albums

of John Coltrane and Archie Shepp and

other for the Impulse! label during the

1960s. Well. Thiele is back in business,

producing a new label. Red Baron, a di-

\ision of Sony Music. Red Barun's first

release is comprised of four CDs, three

with contemporary personnel, and one a

previously unreleased set of music from

Duke Ellington's orchestra.

Starting with the Ellington. Hot
Summer Dance is a recording made of

Ellington and his band dunng the summer

of 1960. Johnny Hodges, Russel Procope,

Sam Woodyard. Paul Gonsalves and the

Ellington songbook— "Take the A'Train.^

"Diminuendo and Crescendo in Blue."

"Satin Doll," and more.

Elhngton and his men were famous for

the vitality and freshness that they

brought each night to these "standards"

which they played countless times. This

date is no exception. Ellington's opening

introduction on "Take the 'A' Train" is

indicative of the myriad of ways that he

and liis side players would interpret their

music.

Also of special note is Gonsalves' solo

on "Diminuendo," the tune which

Gonsalves made famous with his "Wailing

Interval" at the Newport Jazz Festival,

which he adds to here with another won-

derfully swinging jazz performance.

In addition to the Ellington, the other

three albums are equally enticing, par-

ticularly the two which feature tenor

saxophonist David Murray. Murray's ca-

reer has been itching to take off, and these

two dates may just give Murray his due.

On 44th Street Suite, Murray joins

forces with McCoy Tyner. Arthur Blythe,

Ron Carter and Aaron Scott. Their ren-

dition of Coltrane's "Bessie's Blues" is

quite remarkable. Its free-wheeling nature

yet serious undertone is unprecedented,

accentuated by the clear, bright tones of

Murray's tenor and Blythe's alto saxo-

phone. On Sunrise, Sunset, John Hicks,

Cecil McBee and Andrew Cyrille form the

rhythm section for Murray while per-

forming well known tunes "Round Mid-

night." "Old Folks," "You Don't KnowWhat

Love Is," and more. They give each a

subtle and considerate treatment proving

that there really is no such thing as a

"standard."

Rounding out the release is Memories

of Louis, featuring the vocals of Teresa

Brewer and the trumpets of Dizzy

Gillespie. Wynton Marsalis, Clark Terry.

Terence Blanchard. Freddie Hubbard and

others at various points on the album.

Tribute albums can sometimes tend to be

a bit stale, as an artists' work is performed

without much life, but not here. The ar-

rangements are tasteful, the singing en-

tertaining, and with rh\lhm players such

as John Hicks. Kenny Barron. Grady Tate,

and Milt Hinton. the album has an air of

experienced vitality which helps to com-

pliment the entire group of albums.

The Red Baron label has started strong,

Thiele certainly hasn't lost his ear for good

music, and we look anxiously for more.

Pe fFsit TOM KMy's HUMAH m^ FLY

AP Photo

KEG STAND HELPER —The velcro wall and suit is the newest

craze to sweep the New York bar scene. This bar-goer executed

a forward flip off a trampoline to end up like this.
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New cookbook
serves up food
that kills you
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

The Bad For You Cookbook
Chris Maynard and BiU Scheller

ViUard Books

This is just what we need to start a new semester ofT

right. If thoughts of heavy, tasteless dinners in the DCs

are racing through your nightmares,the only cure for you

is this new book released Jan. 27, The Bad For You

Coo/e6ooA: . As the book says, "It shows you how to cook like

Mom did — before we found out her cooking could kill."

With the frighteningly cold days we've been having

this winter who couldn't use, "enough butter, cream, or

oil in every recipe to add precious fat to your bones for the

long cold winters."

Not only does this book have great, heavy recipes sure

to anchor you to your chair worse than any Thanksgiving

extravaganza, it also has a cute centerfold section entitled,

"stupid food tricks."

This book is definitely worth the investment, even if

you hate to cook, it delivers a chuckle a page. It's a tad

corny, of course, but it's a refreshing change to read

something encouraging you to throw out your vitamins

and sit in front ofthe TV with a nice warm mug of "killer

nog."

"KILLER NOG": 10 eggs, VS cup sugar (powdered or

super fine), 1 quart heavy cream, 1 750- milliliter bottle

ofcognac, 1 1/2 cups rum, 2 cups milk, and freshly ground

nutmeg.
Beat eggs until foamy. Beat yolks in a separate bowl

until they drip from the beater in a thick, bright yellow

ribbon (this recipe is suitable for military homecomings).
Pour egg white mixture into the yolks and beat with

electric mixer about 3 mins. Beat the cream until it holds

soft p>eaks. With mixer at medium speed, slowly add the

beaten egg mixture, then cognac, rum, and milk. Garnish
with nutmeg and chill four hours.

HEALTHY SKIN
Begins with a deep pore

cleansing facial.

Also lash and brow
tinting, shaping, hair

waxing, make-up,

therapeutic massage.

AESTHETICS SKINCARE
34 Main St., Suite 1, Amherst, MA 253-9879

Convenient to Brittany

& RIverglade

253-9742
505 West St.

So. Amtierst

Katina's is dead: long live the Vertex
By DAVID DEMERJIAN
Collegian Staff

Folks driving down route 9 in Hadley

may have noticed some recent changes in

one ofthe area's most popular nightclubs,

Katina's. For starters, Katina's has

changed it's name. Katina's is now "The

Vertex Nightclub," and with the new name
came other interesting changes as well.

A new pEU-king lot, which can comfort-

ably accomodate over two himdred cars,

has just been opened next to Acme
Barbeque and Campus Pizza. Thisnew lot

costs nothing to park in, and promises to

end many of the parking headaches for

which the old Katina's was famous. Al-

though the lot is orJy two minutes away
from the club, The Vertex will be provid-

ing free shuttle busses to take passengers

between the club and the parking area.

Security personnel will monitor the new
lot at all times. In addition to these

changes, The Vertex has also undergone

Collegian photo by Christian Alexander Foster

WHO DOES YOUR HAIR? — Fred Grasseschi (left) and Rich

Chamberland of the band Roxxi, swished some serious locks at

The Vertex on Jan. 19 when they opened for Britny Fox.

FRANK
SANTOS

Rated R
Hynotist-Humorist

March 20 & 21

1st Show 5:30

2n(l Show 9:30

Adults Only

10 Minutes from Mt. Holyoke College

705 Memorial Dr.
Call for details

Chicopee « 593-5222 Tickets on Sale Now!

an interior remodelling. It not only fea-

tures a new decor but has also been en-

larged.

While there have been many changes

made to the club over wintersession, some
things will remain the same. For one, the

entertainment format will not change. The
Vertex, like Katina's before it, will feature

Selectrocution Dance nights and Uvemusic

of Fridays and Sundays.

"The club will still cater to a variety of

music tastes," said Gina Lee, manager at

The Vertex. In the past semester, the club

featured such bands as Prong, Overkill,

and the Galactic Cowboys.

As in the past. The Vertex will also

strictly enforce it's admission and alcohol

policy of 18 to enter and 21 to drink. No
one will be allowed into the club without a

valid ID.

The changes have been made to keep

old patrons coming back to the club and to

attract new ones. While the recession has

affected many nightspots in the area,

Vertex management claims that this was

not a mayor factor in the new image.

"We reallyjust wanted to give the place

a facelift, we felt it was time for a change.

The economy didn't have that much to do

with it," said Lee.

.»»»»»>»»»»»»HaNfIN >»»»»»»»»»»»»
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Resumes
that really

work
The right introduction can make all the difference when

you're competing for a job. At Kinko's, we'll help you

create a resume package that introduces you in a

professional way.

I Format and design

assistance

I Typesetting

I Reproduction on

fine stationery

I Affordable prices

^m ^m ^m ^m ^m ^m ^m

$29.95 professional

resume package
Professional resumd package includes one page typeset and

saved on disk, 25 copies on fine stationery, 25 matching blank

sheets (for cover leuers), and 25 envelopes (#10). One coupon

per customer al the Kinko's listed. Not valid with other offers.

Good through Febniary 29, 1992.

Open 24 hours

253-2543

220 North Plesant Street xl.p p^*^^ PPtltPr
(Actoss from the Carriage Shops) "*^ ^-^F/ *-'^*"^^
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Mr. Lupo reviews the big, big movies

Photo courtesy of Columbia Picture*

Robin Williams, here seen with Julie Kavner in Awakenings, cur-

rently stars as PeterPan in the movieHook along with Dustin Hoffman

(Captain Hook) and Julia Roberts (Tinkerbell).

By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Sometime after finals and through the

January doldrums, Hollywood released

its trump cards; Oscar hopefuls, a big

budget star-studded Speilberg adventure,

easy comedies, one hell of a controversy,

and other assorted nonsense. The verdicts

are in:

The Box Office
Bugsy: Director Barry Levinson

Ratnman ) has crafted a superior, multi-

layered film that's both sad. funny, and

entertaining.

Bugsy finally proves that Warren

Beatty can act. and. as Benjamin "Bugsy"

Seigei. proves he can carry a film as well.

A witty and telling script that defines the

later life of star-dazed gangster Seigei,

who travels to Holh^ood for a four night

stay and dreams up the neon lights of Las

Vegas, the Flamingo Hotel.

Seigei is paired with a tough starlet

Virginia Hill (Annette Bening). Beatty

and Bening ignite with chemistry, and no

wonder, since Bening recently gave birth

to the couple's first child.

Don't miss this great film, a smooth

and sophistic? tjd comedy-drama that's

sure to be a healthy Oscar contender.

Grade: A
Father of the Bride: An easygoing,

happily predictable family farce starring

Steve Martin as a harried father prepar-

ing for his only daughter's wedding. He's

worried about the cost ("It's going to cost

the four ofus $ 1 ,000 to attend this wedding

in our own house!") and about losing his

daughter.
Father of the Bride isn't hilarious, but

it's generally likable and amusing. Martin

coolly anchors the film, and newcomer

Kimberly WiUiams is fine as the blushing

bride; however, Diane Keaton just walks

around yelUng at Martin to calm down.

Not exactly a supporting performance.

Anno.ving as well is Martin Short, who

plays an obnoxious wedding coordinator,

whose idea of comedic impro\'isation is an

unintelligible accent and some poofy hair.

It's all nice and sitcom-ish with a sweet

ending. Since when have we seen a nice,

happily adjusted family in the movies"'

Grade: B-
Grand Canyon: An ambitious and

somewhat pretentious drama starring

Kevin Kline, Steve Martin, Danny Glover,

and Mary McDonnell. Their friendships,

famihes and connections are explored

through long monologues, deep conversa-

tions, dream sequences and recurring

images.

The scope of this film is so awesome,

that it never does any part justice. The

"messages" so often miss the mark, that

for every true scene, there're a bunch of

duds. Grand Canyon tries to say so many
things that it ends up saying nothing

much at all. One is left with the feeUng

that something happened.

Director Lawrence Kasdan iThe Big

Chill ) steers a stellar cast filled with rich

performances. But why did I get the feel-

ing even the actors had no clue what they

were saying much of the time?

Grand Canyon should be given credit

for squeezing in double-digit plots and its

stirring images, butthejarring style makes

it look as though it was made up as it went

along. Grade: B-

The Hand that Rocks the Cradle: A
convoluted, tepid, but guilty pleasure of a

movie that's effectively creepy, if not al-

together scary.

Rebecca De Mornay plays a vengeful

nanny who slowly rips apart the family of

a woman (Annabella Sciorra) she believes

is responsible for her husband's suicide

and her miscarriage.

This film is being touted as comparable

to Fatal Attraction, an unfair judgment

since The Hand that Rocks the Cradle is

right out of Thriller 101. Things are so

obviously set up in the beginning to be

useful later, like Sciorra's asthma or the

greenhouse, that one knows what's com-

ing. It's the type ofmovie where the villain's

true identitycan be deduced by the heroine

going to the library and looking at old

newspapers on the microfiche machine.

It's all creepy fun, however, watching De
Mornay infiltrate the family, all with a

eerie, plastic grin on her face.

You may not be scared, but you won't

fall asleep, either. Grade: C
Hook: Some critics have been having a

dandy time denouncing this film as a

washout, but the fact is, while its not

Indiana Jones, Hook is an eryoyable, fun

fantasy. It's filled with energetic perfor-

mances by Robin Williams as a grown-up

Peter Pan and Dustin Hoffman as a bril-

liantly unrecognizable Captain Hook. Even

Julia Roberts is okay as Tinkerbell, even

with her squeaky voice. Gloriously fake

sets and special effects combine with the

cornball sentiments for a great ride. Many
critics cite "Hook's" lack of a soul. With a

movie this fun, who cares about soul?

Grade: B-i-

The Last Boy Scout: Sorry, Bruce

Willis, three strikes and you're out. Too

bad he dragged down Damon Wayans ("In

Living Color") with him. This movie is so

bad it gives bad buddy cop movies respect.

A mix of too stupid-its-funny dialogue,

cliched villains, and unbelievable action

scenes. At one point, both Willis and

Wayans tell each other their tragedies, it

comes off as embarrassingly comic. Mov-

ies this bad can sometimes be fun, take

"Ricochet" for example, but "The Last Boy

Scout" is too bad to anything but bad.

Grade: D-

Photo courtesy of Tri-Star Picture*

Steve Martin, seen here in LjL Story, plays a very nervous father of

the bride in the cleverly named comedy Father ofthe Bride. Although

he says Martin is good, Mr. Lupo gives the movie only a B-
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Roxxi re-emerges on the music scene
Touring with new record material
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

A timid fan approaches the bar and

asks, "Are you thatsame band Roxxi with

the album Drive It to Ya Hard?" It's Jan.

19 at The Vertex, and Blind Tyger and

Roxxi are opening for Britny Fox.

"Yeah," says drummer and background
vocalist for Roxxi, Tony Giustino, with one

of his customary, mischievous smirks. As

Tony runs a hand through his shaggy,

dark hair his kooky Kung Fu watch from

Radio Shack catches the light.

"Cool. I have this poster. .
." the fan

returns a couple minutes later with a

poster for Tony and the other band mem-
bers to autograph.

"What's a Blind Tyger? Is that like a

Def Leppard?" the band members joke

about the opening band from Springfield,

whose best sounds came when the lead

vocalist's microphone shut ofi"or when the

drummer sang.

This is Roxxi's second time at The

Vertex. They are not commercial as so

many reviewers try to pigeon hole them;

they arc professional. They even managed

to elicit screams and actual movement

from the fans, which of course is no small

feat for an opening band.

From Tony's perpetual grin while he

plays the drums to Fred's smile to Rich's

energy to Bob's mellow stance this band

exudes charisma and a polished, heavy

sound.
When asked how it feels to finally be

signing autographs for fans Tony replies,

"It' like 'phew' every time. We don't want

people to forget us." Not too long af\4;r

Roxxi's first album began getting some

serious attention, creative differences

forced Tony and lead vocalist Fred

Grasseschi left to keep Roxxi's name afloat.

Rumor has it that there are a couple of

big record labels interested in their next

album, Primal Instincts. Their perfor-

mance on the 19th was being videotaped

so that the vice president of one label

could be sure that this up and coming

Boston band sound as good live as they do

on tape.

Roxxi's video aired on MTV's
Headbanger's Ball, and it was nominated

in the Boston Music Awards. They have

been retired as Champs on WAAF's Rock

Wars Hall ofFame. Roxxi is on Z-Rock and

the Syndicated Metalshop. They've been

written up in Powerline, Metal Explosion,

Tough Tracks, FMQB, The Angle, Circus,

Billboard, and more.

A dramatic change in their style and

sound occurred with theirmember change.

For Tony, "It's more thinking music. I'm

also doing back-up vocals now. The stuff is

so much better now. You'll see tonight.

We've been together for six months. It's all

really brand new— it's not like we will be

playing the old stuff and we rehashed it."

"The new material is a lot heavier and

a lot more groove oriented. It's a different

animal now: funky groove rock but it's still

got hooks," says Rich Chamberland, the

new lead guitaiist.

The band is very excited about their

new three song demo tape which was

engineered by Bob St. John, the sameman
who engineered Extreme's last album.

The highlights of Roxxi's performance

were "Rumors," "Sin City," "Inch by Inch,"

and a powerful, driving remake of the

Beatles/Aerosmith "Come Together."

Roxxi turned out a wild version of "Com-

munication Breakdown" which was heavy

enough to make the audience squint with

excitement.

The band also played a bluesy 70s type

of tune, "Poor Man's Tale" which holds a

CoUegUn pholo by ChritUan Alemander Fcxter

New lead singer for Britny Fox, Tommy Paris, entertained at The

Vertex on Jan. 19.

CoUeffian photo by Chri»U«n Alexander Foster

Members ofthebandRoxxi,Fred Grasseschi andRich
Chamberiand

perform for an aU ages show at The Vertex.

lot of meaning for Roxxi.

"It's like us. The guy in the song is

searching for something all of his life —
something he wants— and he'll die doing

it. That is everyone's attitude in the band^

We love playing and well die doing it,"

says Tony.
This same commitment is a palpable

bond that ties the group together, along

with a lot ofsupport from their family and

friends.

"My mother comes to 99.9 percent of

the shows," says Tony.

"We all get along. We're really close.

It's weird because a lot ofbands don't hang

out together and we do," Rich, a graduate

of the GuiUr Institute of Technology

(G.I.T. ) in Los Angeles. He has been taught

by such pros as Jennifer Batten (who went

on to play for Michael Jackson on his

tour), Bruce Boulet and Steve Trevado.

Rich and Fred grew up together and

when Fred found out that Rich was back

on the East Coast, he called him up right

away to replace one of the old members.

Bob Armstrong, the new bassist, has

been playing for six years. Happy with the

new arrangement. Bob has said, "Every-

one in this band is a great musician. This

is a really tight band. Everyone has their

priorities straight and we know what di-

rection we want to go in."

Fred laughs when noting the contribu-

tions that Bob has made to the band,

"Yeah, now we have a blonde bimbo in the

band - playing bass." The band's sense of

fun and general sense ofhumor is catchy.

Rich calls Roxxi's new sound, which he

and Bob helped to create, as "primal groove

with a swing twist."

The new mixture was potent enough to

elicit a "Hey, keep that up. Don't change a

thing," from the band members of Britny

Fox.

"What we have here is a combo that

really works. When we play live we could

drive nails through boards. It's loud, it's in

your face, it's raw and it's real," says Rich.

When I tried to get the band to talk

more about where they are going from

here, Rich superstitiously confided, "We

have a lot of irons in the fire. When you

talk about it you jinx it." So I guess we'll

have to let it go at that.

Roxxi will continue playing the club

circuit, and hopefully land a record deal

soon. Until then, they will continue

cracking jokes and playing more "primal

groove" with a swing twist better than any

of the up and coming bands I know.
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A roundup of the local music scene
Jabberivocky speaks
By BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Welcome back readers. Though this columnist took a

well deserved vacation during intersession, the music

scene in this area remained particularly active and there

are a few developments worth mentioning.

For many years local music people talked about the

idea of releasing a compilation album of area bands in

order to promote the number ofsuccessful working bands

in this area and reflect the diversity of the music they

encompass.

Jabberwocky
Last year this project came to fruitation when the

newly created JAMA Disc recording label in

Northampton perceived that there was a local market

for such a product. This was based upon the success

many local bands had in marketing their own self-

produced cassettes. JAMA Disc co-founders David

Beaupre and John Livermore spent many months gar-

nering the bands, getting the contracts signed, selecting

the cuts, mastering the compilation tape and pressing it

into CD format.

The project was held up for some time when Beaupre

and Livermore dissolved their partnership, and there

were also delays due to technical problems in the press-

ing of the CD's, but the long awaited local band compila-

tion has finally been released and is available in local

record stores.

Titled Big Fish in a Little Sea the JAMA Disc

compilation showcases many of the area's top acts, in-

cluding Sebadoh i featuring ex Dino Jr. member Lou

Barloui. Who's Kiddin" WTio, Free Press. Pajama
Slave Dancers. Gobblehoof. Farmhouse. Ray Ma-

son, and Rockin" Dave and the Rent Party to name

just a few.

Ifyou want to get a good grasp ofwhat is happening on

the music scene in this area then Big Fish in a Little Sea

is definitely worth adding to your CD collection. Look for

amorein-depthre\iewofJS/jt,'F/.s7! //; a LittleSea inafuture

Jabberwocky column.

On the subject ofJAMA Disc, they have also released

long awaited albums by the Big Bad Bollocks and Oat

Pearl. The Big Bad Bollocks CD has been selling quite

well, and thev are now planning to record their second

album for JAMA Disc. The word is that a major indie

label in N.Y.C. is considering picking up the Big Bad

Bollocks album for European distribution.

Ifyou like the Pogues and the Waterboys and the rest

of that genre then I strongly urge you to go out and buy

the Bollocks CD. and don't forget to bring home some

Guiness with it. According to singer/songwriter John

Allen, the band is also planning an extensive U.K tour

for sometime in July.

I received a postcard this past month from those

darlings in Flower-Thiefwho have been quite busy over

their college break on a .elf-promoted tour through the

South. Some of the cities they hit include Memphir., TN;

Athens. GA; Austin. TX; Little Rock, AR; and Washing-

ton. D.C. Tney finished up at The Speakeasy in N.Y.C. on

Jan. 22. Quite impressive.

Photo by Haul Shoul

The Big Bad Bollocks' "Hanged at Gibet Rock" on JAMA Disc records is the top selling local

release in the happy Valley. JAMA Disc has also recently released a new album by Oat Pearl

and a compilation titled "Big Fish in a IJttle Sea," featuring, among others, Sebadoh, Who's

Kiddin' Who, Free Press, Pajama Slave Dancers, Gobblehoof, Farmhouse, Ray Manson and
Rockin' Dave and the Rent Party.

Another welcome change in clubland is the opening ot

Hot Shots in Northampton. Open just a few weeks the

club is already doing a brisk business on weekends. Hot

Shots is located on Pleasant Street ( Rte. 5) down near the

1-91 exit and they are across the street from the

They have T-shirts and a cassette EP which will be

available for sale when they get back to this area.

If you really want to go out to a happening place, try

attending the Blue Mondays over at Sheehan's Cafe in

Northampton. There IS no cover and you'll find Ed Vadas . ,,,.,, u j

and the Fabulous Heavyweights holding an all-star blues Northampton Bowl. One student I spoke with described

session to the delight of patrons. the place in one word. "Incredible!''

You mav have noticed while driving on Route 9 that Hot Shots features a real basketball court where patrons

there is a new sign where the Katina's sign used to be. In can play hoop, almost a dozen pool tables, air hockey, and

keeping with the fashion of Boston clubs, Katina's owner other sports games. The dance fioor is in the form of a

Tony Paitaris and manager Mike Perkins have changed boxing ring and I am told that there are plans to have

the name of the club to Vertex. occasional live music. Hot Shots features a full dinner and

The music format will remain the same, so those ofyou luncheonmenu and I am also informed that the people who

who are fans of the Sunday metal-fests can relax. What
Vertex has added is a new shuttlebus to bring club goers

to and from additional parking located down the street at

the Campus Pizza complex. This is to insure safety for

club customers in the aftermath of a tragic fatal accident

this past July in which a patron was struck and killed by

a hit-and-run driver while crossing Route 9 from Katina's

to the Mt. Farms Mall parking lot across the street.

As can be expected, selectmen in Hadley have delayed

approval of the name change for technical reasons sur-

rounding the establishment's license. Here's to hoping

that everything goes smoothly.
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work there are friendly, the food is good, and the prices are

reasonable. This looks like a new hangout.

Be on the lookout for a new blues publication called

Lucille's Blues Letter which will be out on the streets and

distributed free in area stores sometime in February.

The newsletter is a labor of love by WMUA blues

jockey Lisa Danforth and it will feature articles, reviews,

concert updates, interviews, etc. about the blues. The

publication is targeted towards the thriving local blues

scene and the many people in this area who share a

mutual respect and appreciation of this truly great

American music form.

bars
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Getting a booth can be the key to an evening at the Pub

and since most are filled by 9:30 you better get there

early. With a booth comes nacho chips (very good) and a

waitress, who enables you to get a drink without getting

crushed going to the bar.

The Pub can get so crowded sometimes you think

you're at a European soccer match in Liverpool, England.

The Pub has only one TV, which is a drawback, but

most people are there to dance. The music really isn't for

me but it seems to float most patrons collective boat, so

who £un I to criticize Vanilla Ice?

During the week, the Pub can be pretty dead, but from

Thursday to Sunday, it is uptown's most popular place.

Although this bar isn't always for me, it is a nice

change of pace, and it can be fun if you're in that type of

mood.
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Minutemen make headlines over break
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian SUff

In John Calipari's three-plus years at

the University of Massachusetts, he has
never experienced as busy or as successful

an intersession as this past one.

Anybody who didn't know about the

UMass basketball team, knows about them
now, as for one week, the Minutemen were
one of the 25 elite teams in the country.

The first semester ended in disappoint-

ment, when the Minutemen lost at George
Washington for the 14thyearinarow, 77-

65. However, from there, things got in-

teresting.

Scott Drapeau, predicted by many to be

a star at UMass before he graduated,

transferred to New Hampshire College, a

Div. II school. That may well be — and
would definitely have been the low point

of the break had the Minutemen not fal-

tered at home against West Virginia, two

days after being ranked 25th by the As-

sociated Press.

As for the high point— no doubt it was
a rout of then 14th-ranked Oklahoma in

front ofa national teleNision audience and
a sold out Springfield Civic Center.

Since press time, the Minutemen took

a 15-3 record into last Saturday night's

game against Duquesne.
Here's what else you may have missed...

MASSACHUSETTS 98,

HARVARD 63

SPRINGFIELD— Thirteen days after

the Minutemen lost their Atlantic 10

opener at George Washington, they re-

turned to action in the Springfield Civic

Center for the first round of the Abdow's

Hall of Fame Classic against a Har\ard
team that was not very good.

The Crimson (0-9) jumped out to a

quick 6-0 lead before the Minutemen (9-2)

shook ofi'the rust and went on a 24-9 run.

Har\-ard scored the next eight points, but

the Minutemen tightened their defense

and finished the half with 9 unanswered
points to go up 33-23 at the break.

In the second half, theMinutemen went
to their inside game, where Harper Wil-

liams (12 points, 11 rebounds) and Lou
Roe (15 points) outmuscled the Crimson
big men. Add a game-high 19 points from
Jerome Malloy ( 16 in the second half), 14

from Jim McCoy, 13 from Tony Barbee
and 10 from William Hemdon, and the

Minutemen cruised to an easy 35-point

unn.

The real story of this game was the

UMass defense, forcing eight steals and
26 Crimson turnovers which resulted in

37 UMass points.

UMass freshman guard Mike Williams,

who had played so well in the team's first

10 games, was benched for violating un-

disclosed team rules.

MASSACHUSETTS 73.

IOWA STATE 53

SPRINGFIELD — The University of

Massachusetts followed up a strong de-

fensive effort with an even stronger one,

the next night, as it drubbed Iowa State

73-53 in front of 5,707 Civic Center fans,

to capture its second-straight Hall ofFame
Classic title.

"We can't play better defen-

sively than we did tonight."

— John Calipari, after the

lowo State game.

The Minutemen put on a defensive

exhibition, holding high-scoring Iowa State

to just 33 percent shooting and a meager
53 points. Jim McCoy unveiled the defen-

sive part of his game we have rarely seen
— and it was impressive. McCoy, held

Iowa State's leading scorerJustusThigpen

tojust 10 points, while scoring 14 himself.

The methodical Minuteman offense

connected on 56 percent of its shots and
turned a 10-point halftime lead into a 20-

point win. Leading by 15, the Minutemen
ran off 16 unanswered points, to open up
a 67-36 lead.

HarperWiUiams (8 points, 10 rebounds)

was named the Tournament's Most
Valuable Player for the second year in a

row, while William Herndon (ll-for-12

from the floor for the tourney) and Tony
Barbee ( 1 3 points ) were each named to the

All-Tournament Team.

MASSACHUSETTS 86,

OKLAHOMA 73

SPRINGFIELD — This one was fun.

The 14th ranked team in the nation came
to town, big, bad Oklahoma from the Big8.

They were supposed to walk all over

UMass. John Calipari was quoted as

saying before the game, "We're just hop-

ing to get the ball over half court."

"They simply outplayed us in

every phase of the game."
— Oklahoma coach Billy

Tubbs, after his team lost its first

game of the season.

When it was over, Oklahoma coach

Billy Tubbs was singing the praises ofthe

Minutemen.
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Jim McCoy held Brent Price to just 4

points on 1 of 7 shooting, while Damon
Patterson was held 14 points below his 26-

point average.

The Minutemen shot 55 percent for the

game and got a big diink from WilUam
Hemdon in the first halfand another from
Lou Roe (13 points) in the second, both

which brought the capacity (8,469) crowd

to its feet.

UMass led by as many as 21 in the

second half and would have won by as

many as 30 if not for Bryan Salher's 30-

point effort.

WEST VIRGINIA 76,

MASSACHUSETTS 75

Just as quickly as the University of

Massachusetts had moved into the Top

25, it moved out.

West Virginia came to a revved up

Curry Hicks Cage and shocked the Min-

utemen 76-75. UMass came out flat in the

first half and trailed 37-26 at the inter-

mission.

The Minutemen got as close as 2, but

never could climb the hump, as the

Mountaineers ran back-pick after back-

pick for uncontested layups. Pervires

Greene led West Virginia with 15 points,

while Chris Leonard and Ricky Robinson

added 14 apiece.

"Today it was ugly. Now we are

going to work. We are not going

to have time to think about

rankings or polls."

— John Calipari after the West

Virginia loss.

William Herndon did his best to keep

UMass in it, with some routine (for

Herndon) dunks, but it was not enough as

the clock ran out after Tony Barbee hit a

trey to bring UMass within 1

.

Jim McCoy became the first player in

UMass history to score 2,000 points, but

said afterward, he'd rather have won.

MASSACHUSETTS 84,

BOSTON UNIVERSITY 82

BOSTON— When Robert Bailey's po-

tential game winning heave caromed off

the backboard, onto the rim and off. Uni-

versity of Massachusetts' guards Anton
Brown and Mike Williams were walking
ofi'the court with their hands in the air.

Each reahzed they were lucky to win
this one and each hit two critical, gemie-

on-the-line free throws to preserve an 84-

82 UMass win.

Down 79-66 with 3:31 remaining, BU
started throwing up shots that had no
right to go in. But a not-so-funny thing

happened, the shots were falling and the

13-iK)int lead was diminishing.

BU's Dan Delgardo ( 27 points) hit three

shots from International Waters, all of

which nearly hit the ceiling in the final

1:55.

While all of this was going on, UMass
was floundering. The Minutemen scored

just 5 points in the final 3:31, all on free

throws.

Jim McCoy had his best offensive game

of the season, racking up 24 points on 11-

for-20 shooting.

"A little Italianon the rim kicked

the ball out."

— John Calipari, on BU's poten-

tial game-winning 3-pointer.

MASSACHUSETTS 88,

GEORGE WASHINGTON 80

The long awaited rematch between

George Washington and the University of

Massachusetts was a snoozer. Neither

team played all that well, but the Minute-

men were good enough to pull out an 88-80

win in front of a capacity crowd at the

Cage.

UMass got a career-high 27 points from

Harper Williams and 21 from Jim McCoy
to post their first conference win of the

season.

The Minutemen built a 17-point lead

with just over seven minutes to play. And
for the second game in a row, they nearly

blew it at the end. GW kept fouling and

UMass kept missing one out of two. How-
ever, in this instance it was good enough.

Dirkk Surles (24 points) paced the

Colonials who dropped to 9-4, 2-1 in the A-

10.

MASSACHUSETTS 72,

RHODE ISLAND 59

KINGSTON, R.I. — Lou Roe did not

play. Jim McCoy was listed as question-

able. Anton Brown was doubtful, as was
William Herndon. The three seixiors played

and UMass played its best game since

Oklahoma, guttingout a 72-59 win, which

was not as close as the score indicates.

The Minutemen displayed a running

game not seen all year, which enabled

them to open up a 35-15 halftime lead.

Rhode Island on the other hand could do

nothing right. They did not hit a shot from

the perimeter until the second half.

TonyBarbee(14 points) played inspired

ball, dishing out pretty passes and nailing

4 of 5 3-point shots.

Once again, at the end, the Rams man-
aged to climb back within shouting dis-

tance, due to UMass' inability to hit its free

throws. For the game, the Minutemen were
a paltry ll-for-27 from the stripe, includ-

ingan O-for-6 effort from McCoy ( 10 points).

Jerome Malloy (13 points) played a

solid game, and Derek Kellogg gave the

Minutemen some much needed minutes

in the end after Brown (knee) could not

continue with 13 minutes left and Mike
Williams getting sick during the middle of

the game.

MASSACHUSETTS 91,

ST. JOSEPH'S 66

The Minutemen (15-3) blew open a 35-

27 halftime lead, by scoring 56 points in

the second half, en route to an easy 91-66

victory over St. Joseph's (9-7) in Philadel-

phia.

Jim McCoy led four UMass scorers in

double figures with 24 points, as the Min-
utemen earned their third conference win
of the year.
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Drapeau leaves Minuteman basketball team

CoUegian file photo

Scott Drapeau, a former forward for the University of Massachu-

setts basketball team, finishes off a dunk earlier this season.
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By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

While most students packed their bags

to go home for winter break, the members
of the University of Massachusetts men's

basketball team readied themselves for the

biggest month in the program's history.

Except Scott Drapeau.

Hejoined the rest and headed forhome.

For good.

Drapeau, a 6-foot-7, 225-pound fresh-

man, withdrew from the University after

his first semester, citing a lack of playing

time and homesickness.

"I left because I felt I deserved more
playing time," Drapeau, who averaged 9.8

minutes per game in five of the

Minutemen's 10 contests, said last week.

Ten days after his departure from the

Amherst campus, the Concord, NH resi-

dent, who was selected as Mr. Basketball

in the state ofNew Hampshire last year,

decided to enroll at New Hampshire Col-

lege, ranked seventh in the NCAA Div. II

Poll at press time.

When asked about the original reports

of his leaving because of his desire to be

closer to home, Drapeau said, That's part

ofit, but mostly because ofplaying time. At

the time, I didn'twant to startany conflicts."

UMass coach John Calipari said he

tried to convince Drapeau to stay and

when he couldn't, approached him about

helping Drapeautransfer to another Div. I

school.

"I'm disappointed for Scott Drapeau,"

Calipari said. "He was a big part of this

team. I was unable to convince him and

his parents that he was making a bad

move. So, I even tried to help him out and

find another Division I school, even pos-

sibly a Big East school."

But Drapeau, who said he didn't have

any bad feelings after leaving UMass, had
his mindmade up that he wanted to return

home and play at NHC, only 20 minutes

from his home.
"I like it a lot," said Drapeau, who is

averaging 5.8 points, 6.3 rebounds and 17

minutes in four games for NHC. "People

can come see me play when they want to.

"Leaving [UMass] is not something I

regret. I just wish them the best of luck.

They'll do fine without me."

By transferring to a Div. II school,

Drapeau isn't required to sit out a year of

playingtime as mandatedby the NCAA in

Div. I.

NHC head coach Stan Spirou said

Drapeau is fitting in with the team, but

it's going to take him time to adjust to the

team's system.

"It's going to take him awhile," Spirou

said of Drapeau, who is playing mostly at

the post position. "He's definitely capable,

talent-wise, but there's a lot ofpressure on

him because the expectations are so high."

Drapeau, who was a four-yearAll-State
selection atMerrimack Valley High School

where he averaged 21 points and 19 re-

bounds as a senior, had a season-high 10

points in UMass' season opener against

Siena College and had 9 points and 12

rebounds against the University of New
Hampshire.
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Swimmers fall to 4-8
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Kiri Binning's three school records

weren't enough to lift the University of

Massachusetts women's swim team to

victory over Providence College in a trian-

gular meet at Rhode Island, Jan. 18-19.

Providence, which was able to capture

first place finishes in 12 of the meet's 16

events, was victorious, 162-136. However,

the Minutewomen easily defeated Rhode

Island. 208-72.

Binning, a transfer from the University

of Queensland, Australia, broke her own
school record from last year in the 100-

yard backstroke with a time of 1 minute,

1.46 seconds. She also broke her previous

marks in the 200 individual medley

(2:1 1.46) and the 200 backstrokei2:08.45).

Continuing her dominance of the

Northeast in the diving events was Allison

White. WTiite was the meet's top performer

in the one meter, scoring 353.65 points,

and was the runner-up on the three meter

(387.55).

UMass' only other top finisher was

Kim Morin in the 50 freestyle. She led the

field with a time of 25.70.

Other top performers for the

Minutewomen were Jen Sheehan in the

200 freestyle, Barbara Banks in the 200

backstroke and Lori Shehan, who swam to

a personal best time of 2:05.31 in the 200

freestyle.

The Minutewomen, 4-8 in head-to-head

competition at press time, kicked off the

new year by swimming to 13 personal best

times in a decisive home victory over

Northeastern, 156-144, Jan. 9.

However, they dropped a 166-134 de-

cision to Boston College four days later.

Binning once again led UMass as her

time of4:40.98 in the400 individual medley

at Boston College broke the four-year

school record of 4:42.15 set by Michelle

Leary. Binning was also victorious at BC
in the 200 backstroke and was UMass' top

finisher in the 1000 freestyle.

White's score of 209.78 points in the

one-meter diving competition at BC
qualified her for the postseason Eastern

Championships.
"Our attitudes are up," said UMass

coach Bob Newcomb, who's team is pre-

paring for the postseason New England

Championships at Boston College, Feb.
J-

9. "We just need to get out of January."

Gymnasts drop opener
Marshall wins all-around at Florida

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Despite Tammy Marshall's win in

the all-around competition, the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts women's

gymnastics squad fell to the University

of Florida, a perennial gymnastics

powerhouse, 190.7-183.55 on Jan. 17

at the O'Connell Center in Gainesville.

Marshall, who edged out Florida's

Melissa Kutcher by five one-hun-

dredths of a point, was the meet's top

performer in the vault with a score of

9.8, and tied Kutcher for first on the

floor exercise by matching her 9.8. The

junior from Hicksville, NY, who quali-

fied for the World University Games
last year, also placed second on the

balance beam with a score of 9.75.

Florida took positions two through

four in the all-around. In the fifth spot

was UMass' Kim Grady, who scored a

36.55, followed by Margaret Furtado

in sixth (36.3), who scored a 9.2 in her

new floor routine and was fifth in the

balance beam.
"Tammy started the season just

where she left offlastyear," said UMass

coach Alfie Mitchell ,who also explained

that Marshall performed the same rou-

tine at the Nationals, with the excep-

tion of a minor addition to her floor

exercise.

"Margaret is very consistent and

Kim is very strong," Mitchell said. "As

a team, we should do well."

Mitchell, who believes he has the

best team in his four years of coaching

the Minutewomen, has aspirations of

the team cracking the national Top 20.

All members from last year's squad,

which finished third in the Atlantic 10

Championships, return.

"We're stronger than last year and

we've increased our difficulty," he said.

"Our main goal is to win the A-10."

The Minutewomen hit the road for

three consecutive meets and then re-

turn toAmherst for their season opener

against Southern Connecticut at 1 p.m.,

Feb. 15.

Men's gymnastics surprises Navy Midshipmen

Photo courtecy of Sports Information

Steve Christensen performs on the pummel horse for the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts gymnastics team.

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts men's

gymnastics team had a tough task ahead

of itselfas it hosted Navy, a team it hadn't

beaten in more than a decade, in its first

competition of the new year.

However, the Minutemen surprised the

favored Midshipmen and came out ahead,

266.65-256.0.

UMass jumped out to an early lead

after the first event, the floor exercise, as

it captured the top four positions for a

45.85-41.30 advantage.

"The first event set the tone of the

meet," said UMass coach Roy Johnson.

"We've never beaten a team as good as

Navy by over four points on one event."

Never relinquishing their lead, the

Minutemen increased their distance for

the remainder of the contest, outscoring

Navy in every event except the high bar.

UMass' Calvin Booker was the

competition's top finisher in the all-around,

scoring 54.50 points, a personal best.

Booker led the field in the floor exercise,

with a school record of 9.7, the vault (9.5)

and was UMass' top finisher in the still

rings (9.35).

Booker's all-around performance was

the second best in UMass history. For his

efforts, the senior from Dorchester, MA
was named the Eastern College Athletic

Conference Gymnast of the Week.

Joseph Haran, a UMass sophomore,

was second in the all-around. His score of

53.95 included a contest-high 9.1 in the

parellel bars and 9.45 in the high bar.

UMass' Steven Christensen was the

meet's top performer in the pummel horse

(9.5).

"I wa.s real happy, real surprised," said

Johnson of the Minutemen's showing. "It

definitely sets the tone of the season and

gets us ready."

The 10-point victory was also the largest

margin of victory the Minutemen have

registered against Navy in the 27-year

history of the rivalry.

"Our goal by the end of the season is to

hit 270 points," Johnson said. "We played

it a little on the safe side [in our first

meet]."

The UMass gymnasts travel to

Springfield College tomorrow and then

host Cortland and Vermont in a triangu-

lar meet on Saturday at 1 p.m.

****
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By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's swimming
team proved to be one of the most successful sports over

break as it recorded four more wins and increased its

overall dual meet record to 9-2 at press time.

The Minutemen, who are seeking their sixth-straight

New England Championship, extended their winning

streak to six when they began 1992 with a convincing

home victory over Northeastern, 180-106. However, their

streak was halted when they hosted Brown, Jan. 11, and

fell 170.15-127.5.

Nonetheless, the Minutemen returned to their win-

ning ways by defeating crosstown rival Amherst College,

155-88 four days later.

UMass has been led by the team's breaststrokers: Jay

Peluso, Wilham Chouinard and Tim Milbert.

Peluso broke the school record in the 100-yard

breaststroke against Springfield, Dec. 11, with a time of

58.56 seconds, only to have it broken by Milbert a month
later against Brown. Milbert's timewas 58.47. Chouinard

won the same event against Northeastern in 59.23.

According to UMass coach Russ Yarworth, the Min-

utemen, "dodged a bullet," in their two-day triangular
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The break is unkind to women's hoop
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts women's basketball

team had a tough go of it over the semester break, losing

six of a scheduled seven games (at press time), dropping

to 4-10.

MASSACHUSETTS 49, NORTHEASTERN 40

The team's only win of the break came on Monday,

Jan. 20, a 49-40 win over Northeastern at the Curry

Hicks Cage. Junior Kim Kristofik had a monster game,

pouring in 24 points and hatding down 14 rebounds.

Maleeka Valentine chipped in with eight points and six

boards.

Canine Jones led the Huskies with 11 points and

eight rebounds.

The game was scheduled for January 4, but the flu

struck the Northeatem team, causing the game to be

postponed.

The Minutewomen built a 23-18 lead at halflime, due

in large part to their ll-of-15 free throw shooting, com-

pared to NlTs first half 2-of-4 performance fh)m the

charity stripe. Both teams lit it up from the line in the

second half as UMass went 8 for 11 and NU hit 9-of-ll.

The free throws really came in handy as UMass shot 33

percent from the floor for the game, and NU shot only 30

percent.

DUQUESNE 70, MASSACHUSETTS 59
Atough loss for theMinutewomen as they surrendered

a 24-22 halftime lead to the uptempo play of the Duch-

esses, who put up 67 shots, including 13 3-pointers.

Kristofik was the key for UMass again, scoring 19

points and collecting 15 rebounds. Valentine added 12

points and seven boards. Duquesne's Darcie Vincent led

all scorers with 21 points.

HOFSTRA 57, MASSACHUSETTS 54 OT
Another game the Minutewomen led at the half only

to watch it slip away in the second hadf and overtime.

UMass, which averages 53 field goal attempts per game,

tossed up68 shots in another barnburner, but hit only 22

of those.

UMass' Jennyfer Moran talUed 15 points and four

rebounds, and Kristofik added 14 points and five rebounds.

The Flying Dutchwomen's Betsy Lange led all scorers

with 16 points.

TEMPLE 62, MASSACHUSETTS 38

Down 28-21 at the midway break, the Minutewomen

were blovm out in the second halfby the Lady Owls, who
had 11 players in the scoring column, led by Kendra

Westmoreland's 12 points.

Valentine's 10 points and six rebounds led UMass.

Kristofik was held in check at the offensive end, scoring

only four points to go along with 11 rebounds.

RUTGERS 71, MASSACHUSETTS 35

The Lady Knights ended this contest early, rvmning

up a 40-12 halftime lead, as the Minutewomen shot only

20 percent in the first half, and 23 percent for the game.

Rutgers shot 43 percent for the game, and placed three

players in double figures, led by Tanya Hansen's 18

points.

UMass was led by Kristofik's 12 points and seven

rebounds, and Valentine's nine points and nine rebounds.

RHODE ISLAND 71, MASSACHUSETTS 54

The Rams had five players in double figures, and went

out to a 3 1-20 halftime lead which they maintained in the

second half. URI's Anne Kelsen had 17 points and

Rebecca Bright added 16 points and eight rebounds.

Moran led the Minutewomen with 14 points and seven

boards. Kristofik had 13 points and seven rebounds.

HARVARD 55, MASSACHUSETTS 51

A nip-and-tuck game that Harvard led at the half 27-

25.

The Crimson'sEnnMaher shotthe lights out, mcluding

6-of-7 from 3-point territory, tallying 24 points and nine

rebounds.
For the game. Harvard hit 9-of-18 treys on the way to

a 41 percent shooting performance, while UMass went

for 3 and shot 30 percent.

Moran and Valentine each scored 14 points. Kristofik

added 10 points and 10 rebounds for the Minutewomen.

Since press time, the Minutewomen played at Buffalo

and at St. Bonaventure.

Photo courtecy of SporU Information

Trish Riley, who leads the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team in

assists, drives the lane against Brooklyn

College earlier this season.

Pboto eoarlMy of Sporta Infonutioa

Kim Kristofik looks for an easy two, but

wins have not come easy for the women's
basketball team.
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swim team followed by Peluso and Greg Meymaris.

_^_ The Minutemen faced their toughest

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4 challenge ofthe season as they hosted the

meet at Rhode Island as they easily de- University of Connecticut last Wednes-

feated URI, 207-89, yet had to come from day. They didn't expect to win. but didn't

behind to edge out Providence, 152-148. expect to lose the way they did either.

The key event was the 200 individual UMass entered the last two events of

medley as the Minutemen swept the top the meet an almost insurmountable 21

three positions, with Milbert taking first, points behind, 114-93. The Minutemen

needed to sweep places one through three

in the 200-yard breaststroke and take the

first and at least third position in the last

event, the 400 freestyle relay, to win.

Well, the Minutemen swept the breast-

stroke and placed first and third in the

relay, but did not win.

When UMass' third place relay team

touched the wall, a celebration ensued.
three positions, with Milbert taking lirst, points oemna, ii ^-t^o. ine miiiuutrmcn i^uvi.v.^ ...^ ,

>. -—

causing one of the members of the UMass

team to fall in the lane of the first place

finishers. The member falling into the

water violated anNCAA rule because sev-

eral teams were still in the process of

finishing the race.

Consequently, the judge made the dis-

cretionary decision to disqualify the Min-

utemen and their miraculous comeback.

WORKSMAIOP
NOTHARDER.

We're working smarter,

toa So you don't have

to work harder.

For us, it means an ongoing

relationship with educators and

pmfessors, striving to understand

And there are others. Like the

TI-68, an advanced scientific that

solves up to five simultaneous equa-

tions, performs complex numbers

and offers formula programming.

The TI-36X SOLAR, a general

purpose workhorse powered by

ANYLITE^*' solar cells so you

never need batteries.

what's needed to help them make

math concepts come alive.

It means continually working

with students like you, discovering

firsthand what you expect fi-om the

calculator you select.

The result? Calculators that

are highly recommended by your

teachers and peers. Calculators that

are perfectly matched to your major

and your coursework.

The TI-81 is a perfect example.

It offers the most comprehensive,

easy-to-use graphing features avail

able with extensive programming

capabilities.

The BA U PLUST^ For business

students, this is the one to get. It

handles time-value-of-money and

offers cash flow analysis for internal

rate of return (IRR) and net present

value (NPV). Plus a whole lot more.

No matter what your major, no

matter what the course, there's a

TI scientific or business calculator

that's right for you. Do the smart

thing: make one of them a part

of yc-)ur professional personality

now, and for the years to come.

You'll be on your way to working

smarter. Instead of harder.

Try the entire line of TI scientific

and business calculators at your

local TI retailer.

^ Texas
Instruments
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Duquesne departs A-10 for Midwest
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The Atlantic 10 Conference received another hard hit

to its foundation when it learned last month that another

Pennsylvania school is leaving, citing, "philosophical

differences with the conference."

Duquesne University is leaving the A-10 at the end of

the spring semester for the Midwestern Collegiate Con-

ference, and taking LaSalle University, formerly with

the Metro Atlantic Conference, with it.

A-10 Director ofCommunications Ray Cella said that

Duquesne University had philosophical problems with

the Conference, but couldn't comment specifically.

"They thought they were more philosophically alligned

with theMCC ," Cella said. "They gave us a lot ofreasons."

LaSalle Athletic Director Bob Mullen said that his

school was Unked with Duquesne, implying the MCC
wanted the schools as a package deal.

"One couldn't go without the other," CoUeary said.

"We had to have a travel partner, because they wanted at

least two eastern schools."

The Atlantic 10 was in trouble even before Duquesne's

departure, but this leaves them in a deeper qxiagmire.

Penn State left theA-10 after last season, and theTemple

and Rutgers football teams alligned with the Big East.

The athletic directors and the Conference did not act

quick enough when it appeared imminent the Dukes

would leave, opting for a wait-and-see position.

Duquesne had a lot to offer the Conference, but its

somewhat standoffish "admit LaSalle or we're out" phi-

losophy alienated many ADs.

In addition to being a private school with a large

athletic budget, Duquesne's location, Pittsburgh, gave

the A-10 some much needed exposure.

Mullen said LaSalle could also offer the A-10 a lot, but

the ADs weren't interested until it was too late.

"The A-10 would take over [Philadelphia]," he said. It

would cut travel costs, gxiarantee Temple and St. Joe's

another sell-out, and create a greater interest in the

Conference in Philadelphia."

"We were raring to go to the A-10 a year ago, but they

voted against it," he continued. "They didn't think

[Duquesne] would do what they did," Mullen added.

"Then they were trying to get us to wait until Spring to

decide to leave. But, we couldn't, because the MCC
needed a decision right away."

UMass Athletic Director FrankMclnemey declined to

comment on the Duquesne situation, addingthat anA-10

"memo" prevented him from commenting further.

Duquesne could not be reached for comment.

Photo conrtosy of Sports Infonnatioa

Tony Barbee stops short of the basket, «. a large, 235.pound object by the name of Bryan Sallier .Ups In, ready to swaUow up Barbee's shot.
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Bush proposes cuts
in taxes and defense
By TERRANCE HUNT
AP White House Correspondent

WASHINGTON— President Bush on
Tuesday night proposed election-year tax

cuts and business incentives to revive

America's economy and pledged, "We're

going to lift this nation out ofhard times."

In his State ofthe Union speech, Bush also

AP photo

President Bush proposed cuts

in taxes and defense spending in

last night's State of the Union
address.

outlined dramatic cuts in the U.S. nuclear

arsenal.

The president challenged the Demo-
crat-controlled Congress to back his eco-

nomic programs by March 20 or face a
pohticsd fight. InvokingGulfWar rhetoric,

he vowed the recession "will not stand."

The centerpiece of his economic plan

was a $25 bilhon program to put more
money in peoples' paychecks by lowering

tax withholding rates — even though it

would mean smaller refunds a year from
now. It would increase take-home pay by
an average of $300 for more than 90 mil-

lion wage-earners, the White House said.

In a nationally televised address, Bush
discussed the benefits ofa reducedmiUtary
threat from the disintegrated Soviet

Union. "The American taxpayer bore the

brunt of the fCold War] burden, and de-

serves a hunk of the glory," he said.

Bush said he would ask Russian
president Boris Yeltsin on Saturday to

agree to eliminate all land-based multiple

warhead ballistic missiles. If Yeltsin

agrees. Bush said, the United States will

eliminate all MX missiles, reduce the

number of warheads on Minuteman mis-

siles tojust one and cut the number ofsea-
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Men's hoop loses 21st
straight game to Temple
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA, Pa. —Since October

15, the Curry Hicks Cage has been ringing

a famihar chant. "We want Temple." Last

night, in front of 3,521 fans at McGonigle
Hall, the University of Massachusetts
basketball team got them. Only, they re-

ceived more then they wanted, dropping

their 21st in a row to the Owls, 83-61.

The game started harmlessly enough
as Tony Barbee ( 16 points) pulled up for a

trey suid nailed itjust five seconds into the

contest. But fi-om there, things got bad, as

the Minutemen (16-4), 4-3 in the Atlantic

10), were impatient on offense and badly

outreboimded.
"We were outplayed and outcoached,"

said UMass coach John Calipari, whose

team has still never beaten Temple in 21

attempts. "Up and down the line we need

to do some soul searching.

"We were scared. We were tentative.

We played with no passion," Cahpari said.

Temple (8-7, 5-4 in the A-10) went
ahead 8-3 after Frazier Johnson scored a

quick 3 i>oints, Vic Carstarphen hit a trey

and Mark Strickland connected on an 8-

foot turnaround. Barbee hit a second 3-

pointer to halt the Owl run and a third

Barbee bomb ended a 7-0 Owl run.

From there, Anton Brown ( 1 1 points off

the bench) stuck two from behind the arc

to pull the Minutemen within two, 17-15.

Mike Williams then stole a lazy pass and
coasted in for the first UMass beisket from

inside the 3-point stripe to tie the score.

He later gave the Minutemen their last

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

RAs call for removal
of offensive textbook
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

Decrying what they called blatantly

racist remarks, resident assistants

across the campus asked residential

education to get rid ofa textbook which
was used last semester to teach incoming
RAs how to act as counselors.

The Experienced Resident Assistant,
which was used to teach the Race, Sex
and Social Issues class required for new
RAs, contains a chapter titled "Issues of

Race and Culture on the College Cam-
pus." Authored by Christine Bennet, a

professor ofcurriculiun and institution

at Indiana Ur-versity, the chapter
quotes from an article written by an-

thropology professor Kenneth Johnson
which describes the difference between
the "White males' walk" and the "Black

males' walk."

While Johnson describes the White
males'walk as being "brisk" with "strides

of authority," it said the Black males'

walk was much slower, rhythmic and
he calls it "the pimp strut."

Even more disturbing to the RAs is

the author's interpretation ofthe walk.

"The Black walk communicates that

the young Black male is beautiful, and
itbeckons female attention to the sexual

prowess possessed by the walker," the

excerpt reads. "Finally, the Black walk
communicates that the walker is "cool";

in other words, he is not upset or both-

ered by the cares of the world and is, in

fact, somewhat disdainful and insolent

towards the world."

Bennet wraps up the passage with:

"Students ofany racial backgroundwho
are unfamiliar with the "black walk"

may feel threatened by it, particularly

if it occurs in their home away fi-om

home, the residence hall."

"I feel that it plays on sexual myths
that have plagued Black men for centu-

ries," said one RA who wished to be

identified only as Abbot S. for fear of

any reprisals ft"om his residential di-

rector. "When any other race walks,

theyjust walk. Butwhen the Blackman
walks, he has to be displaying his sexual

prowess. He can't even walk without

being stereots^ped."

While Bennet was unavailable for

comment, Gregory Blimling, who ed-

ited the book while he taught at Loui-

siana State University and now works
for Appalachian State University in

North Carolina, defended his book
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

RA Manners
group criticizes

residential ed
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

This year's spring residential as-

sistant training session didn't go quite

as planned thanks to the newly formed
ALANA RA Manners group.

When residential education sched-

uled a session with space for five skits

dealing with racism on campus pre-

sented by the RAs themselves, they

never expected anything like "The
Class." Set in a university classroom,

the skit criticized residential

education's use of T?ie Experienced

Resident Assistant, which the RAs
found offensive, to train RAs to be

counselors.

During the skit, one of the players

read the offensive passage from the

book while another did a monologue
encouraging people to confront what
they called "institutionalized racism."

One of the players, who wished to

remain nameless, said that a handful

ofcentral administrative staff tried to

stop the skit in the middle once they

realized what was happening but were
blocked by another RA.

While administrators saw the skit

as a "bashing ofresidential education"

at first. Manners Co-Chairman Charles
Venator said they came to realize after

a while the RAs were merely trying to

voice an opinion andcommunicate how
they felt.

"We were trying to educate and
communicate the views of RAs that

sometimes get lost in the hierarchy,"

he said. Venator applauded residential

education for including RAs in the

training session and allowing them to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Panel asks for
release ofJFK
secret files
WASHINGTON (AP)— Rep. Louis Stokes, who

headed the House investigation into PresidentJohn
F. Kennedy's assassination, said Tuesday he will

introduce a resolution to release secret files on the

case.

Stokes offered no timetable and said he's seek-

ing co-sponsors for his measure.

While many of his committee's records on the

assassination were released in 1979, others were to

remain sealed until 2029.

The files have become controversial because of

the movie "JFK" suggests they could yield impor-

tant clues on an assassination conspiracy.

The movie alleges that Kennedy's death re-

sulted from a conspiracy involving government

officials and defense contractors. The Oliver Stone-

directed film indicates the files were kept sealed as

part of a coverup.

Stokes, D-Ohio, said in a brief floor speech that

the files will reveal nothing about a government

conspiracy or a cover-up.

"I can assure my colleagues that nothing could

be further from the truth," Stokes said. "Americans

are entitled to know the truth of the assassination

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Cuban rally draws thousands
Speakers call for end to U.S. economic blockade
By MADANMOHAN RAO
CoUegian Staff"

While hundreds waited outside impatiently in 20-

degree weather, close to 4,000 people packed the Javits

Convention Center in New York City this past Saturday,

to attend the controversial International Peace for Cuba
Rally.

Right fi-om the banning, the rally was hindered by

denial ofvisas to some international participants, threats

of violent disruption by ardent anti-Castro opponents,

and an attempt by the management of the Center to

cancel the rally.

Speakers at the rally called for an end to decades of

U.S. economic blockade of Cuba, respect for Cuban sov-

ereignty, and commencement of peacefvd relations.

Although there was little mention of strategies of

support for Cuba and ways to end its predicament,

glowing tributes were paid to Cuba's domestic social

policies and its heroic efforts in fighting against the

forces of apartheid in Namibia and Angola.

Ricardo Alarcon, Cuban ambassador to the United

Nations, was awarded a plaque in recognition of his

efforts to speak out against what the organizers discribed

as "the manner in which the U.S. strong-armed and

blackmailed the United Nations Security Council to pass

the resolution authorizing war against Iraq."

Dr. Donn Sloanne, a member ofthe U.S.-CubaMedical

Project, said that the U.S. used medicine as a weapon
against Cuba for over 30 years. "The U.S. blockade

contributed to the deaths of more than 100 children in a

dengue fever epidemic in 1981," Sloanne said.

"In the U.S., the world's greatest superpower, more
than 38 million people have no health care," Sloarme

said, "but in tiny Cuba health care is everyone's right."

Sloanne added that despite the stifling U.S. blockade,

Cuba has been able to provide medical care and aid to

victims of the Armenian earthquake, the Chernobyl

nuclear disaster, and dozens ofAsian, African, and Latin
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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For Your Information
/-T/s are public sen'ice announcements that run each

Monday. Wednesday and Friday for campus and local

non-profit organizations. Due to space constraints, the

Collegian cannot print all FYIs submitted and no an-

nouncement can he repeated.

To submit an FYl, please send a press release with all

pertinent information to the Collegian c/o the News

Editor FYIs cannot be taken over the phone.

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29

Library Tours— The University Library will be giving

tours of the Tower Library at 10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m.

through Friday, Jan. 31. The tours will be leaving from

the tower entrance lobby and last about one hour. No

appointment is necessary. To make other arrangements,

call 5-0150.
_, .

Physical Sciences Library Tours — located on the

second floor ofLederle Graduate Research Center lowrise,

tours will be through Friday at 10:15 a.m. and 2:15 p.m.

Poster Sale — WMUA 91.1 FM will be sponsonng a

poster sale in the Student Union Ballroom from 9 a.m.

4 p.m. today through Friday.

THURSDAY, JANUARY 30

pjlm — The Ix^sbian, Gay and Bisexual Alliance will

show a film in 903 Campus Center at 3 p.m. Admission is

free

Social — Hillel will be having a social in the Dukes

Roomofthe Student Union from 7 p.m. - 1 1 p.m. Admission

is free.

FRIDAY, JANUARY 31

Coffee Social— The LBGA will have the weekly coffee

social in CC 903 from 3 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.

arrested
10-year old daughter dies, two others injured

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

10 B<rlcher1own Rd. • Route 9 Amherst • 256-0251/0252

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

Minimum $15 plus $2 delivery charge

BUFFET &SUNDAYBRUNCH
Butter served Sarurday 5-9p.m.

^ Butter served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.v9

Children under 10 - $3.00

MEDFORD (AP) — A 10-year-old girl was shot dead

and her mother and half-sister wounded early Tuesday,

and the father of the two girls was charged in the crimes,

authorities said.

The shooting occurred within hours after the woman,

Pamela Watkins, had apparently obtained a restraining

order against the suspect, Louis Johnson, and police had

escorted him from their apartment, authorities said.

Johnson. 35. pleaded innocent to a charge ofmurder in

the death of his daughter, Kimberly Watkins. He also

pleaded innocent to two counts of assault with intent to

murder, violation of a restraining order and unlawful

possession of a handgun.

Johnson was ordered held without bail and sent to

Bridgewater State Hospital for a 20-day psychiatric

evaluation.

As he was being led into Somerville District Court by

police, Johnson was asked why he allegedly shot the

three.

"I went off, man, I just went off." Johnson said. "I

blacked out. I don't know why."

PoUce got a call at 2:46 a.m. from a female caller saying

she had been shot, said Police Lt. Michael DiChiara.

Officers forced theirway into a second-floor apartment

of a building on Arlington Street in West Medford and

found the three shooting victims. DiChiara said.

Kimberly Watkins was pronounced dead at the scene of

a gunshot would to the head, said Jill Keilly. a spokes-

woman for the Middlesex County district attorney's office.

The dead girl's mother, Pamela Watkins, 33. and

Nekeya Gomez. 14, were taken to Massachusetts General

Hospital in Boston, where they underwent surgery for

multiple gunshot wounds. Watking was listed in critical

condition, and Gomez was listed as serious, a hospital

spokeswoman said.

Johnson lived with the woman and was the father of

both girls, Reilly said. Watkins was the mother of Kim-

berly. and Nekeya was her half-sister. Reilly said.

Reilly said Medford police had been called to the

apartment about 10 p.m. Monday for a domestic distur-

bance. When officers determined thatJohnson was drunk,

they took him into protective custody. Reilly said.

Mrs. Watkins then got a restraining order against

Johnson, and police drove Johnson back to the apartment

about 2 a.m. to pick up some of his belongings, which had

been left on the front porch. Police followed Johnson as he

drove away from the apartment, Reilly said.

Following the shooting, police put out a description of

Johnson's vehicle and he was arrested later in Boston's

Roxbury section, Reilly said.
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Local
Keg bylaws'
enforcement
planned soon
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

The town of Amherst is ready to implement a bylaw

that would require a license to possess a keg of beer

within town limits.

The Select Board decided in May of 1991 at the Town
Meeting to implement a bylaw to license kegs to monitor

the selling of alcohol to minors, said Linda Smith,

chairperson for the Keg Task Force Committee.

A decision will be made within the next few days when
it will be on the agenda of their next meeting. "The issue

was left up in the air because some of the details need to

be worked out," said Carolyn Holstein, vice chair of the

Amherst Select Board.

The Keg Policy Task Force, a group of students and

Amherst residents, were brought together in order to find

a fair way of enforcing the policy. They created a report

at the request of the Select Board and presented it to

them on January 4, 1992.

Marie Wickey, staff liaison for the town ofAmherst to

the task force, said "the town manager has seen the

report and presented his recommendations to the Select

Board on Monday night."

The report presented by the task force recommended

these gmdelines to acquire a license: 1 .The application is

properly filled out,(putting your social security number

will be optional). 2. Photo identification must be pre-

sented. 3. An Amherst Police Department person must

sign and circle the appropriate recommendation on the

application.

Also, all license holders must be 21 years of age or

older. The license would be issued within 24 hours and no

fee would be charged.

The applications once approved will be available at

the Town Hall and the Police Station during regular

business hours.

The town will provide information about keg licenses

to the college and university community, hquor stores

and the general public.

The term of the license shall be determined by the

apphcant and the police department. Only the Ucense

number of kegs shall be kept on the premises, and the

number ofkegs shall be determined by the applicant and

the police department.

Although the Keg Policy Task Force understands that

the Select Board is the authority for other liquor licenses

in the Commonwealth, they think that the authority

should be delegated to the Town Manager or his/her

designee, said the report.

It went on to say that by delegating the power to the

Town Manager, it would make the apphcation process

efficient because it would provide residents writh a way of

appeal (via the Select Board).

"Approximately two hundred kegs are being sold in the

Amherst area, and some ofthatbeer is being sold illegally,"

said Barry Del Castilho, town manager of Amherst.

"We are not trying to hassle anyone, but we want to

assume that legal dispensing of alcohol is going on," he

said.

Rob Witherell, budget chairperson for SGA and one of

the main forces in last semester's "keg rally," said, "The

tovvrn is walking on us much like the administration

does." But relations have improved with the town since

the keg rally, he said.

The plan stated above is only recommendations to the

Select Board by the Keg Policy Task Force and is subject

to change.

Collegian photo by Joah Reynolds

JUST THE ESSENTIALS — Freshmen Marc Lafrance and Jeff Wicklund, both un-

decided, move into Patterson House.

Student group proposes bills
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

A student advocacy group is stepping up the fight for

affordable, quality public higher education in Massachu-

setts.

The State Student Association of Massachusetts has

filed 18 bills with the state legislature on issues ranging

from increasing scholarship aid to implementing tuition

retention.

"Public higher education has taken a beating during

the last three years, but nothing says we can't fight back,"

said Joseph Langis, executive director of SSAM.

"These bills, combined vfith SSAM's victories last

spring, send a clear message to Beacon Hill: Protect

public higher education," Langis said.

One ofthe bills deals with the issue oftuition retention

which would allow the University of Massachusetts to

keep all the tuition it collects.

The University currently retains only 30 percent and

turns the rest over to the state.

Another bill calls for the increase ofscholarship aid in

proportion to the increase in tuition and fees. In Massa-

chusetts, tuition at state colleges and universities in-

creased by 6 percent for the current academic year.

In a related Collegian story last semester, Langis said

the amount of aid handed out to students dropped by 70

percent in the last two years.

A related bill aims to restrict tuition and fee increases

to the rate of inflation.

Several additional bills filed by SSAM:
• A controversial bill endorsed by Gov. Weld several

weeks ago would raise money for public higher education

from a sports lottery game.
• Guarantee the presence of public higher education

graduates on various government boards and committees.

• Allow public higher education students to deduct

tuition and fees from their state income tax.

• Include administrative fees in scholarship aid,

eliminating "hidden" costs.

Staff cuts create long lines
By KRISTEN LANS
Collegian Correspondent

Students waited between 30 minutes and two hours at

teller v«ndows inside Whitmore on Monday to make

payments to the Bursar's office before the University of

Massachusetts' tuition payment deadline.

The Bursar's Office is the depository for all funds for

the University. Monday was the last day students could

pay fees before losing classes.

The lines were in part caused by understaffing at the

office's five teller windows. Signs were posted stating

"Due to personnel cutbacks we only have a limited number

of tellers. We appreciate your patience and cooperation."

Michael Sullivan, University ofMassachusettes Con-

troller and Director of Fincance, said, "three Bursars

positions have been vacated and not been refilled when

employees' resigned over the last four years."

UMass Bursar Robert Mishol said the signs are in-

tended to let students know that they vdll be taken care

of as fast as possible.

"Every normal problem becomes a crisis when staff is

reduced," Mishol added.

Mishol worked at one of the two windows that were

open to answer questions and solve problems on Monday.

According to Mishol, students were sent a flier over

intersession suggesting students pay in advance by mail.

"[The Bursars Office] is dealing with human nature,

waiting until the last minute," he said.

Lines at the Bursars Office averaged 17 people each at

one time during the day. Mishol compared the large

number of people to the size of UMass.

"Percentage-wise it was not a lot of people— but the

absolute number of people was large," he said.

RA manual
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

saying Bennet had quoted from a study

done by an expert in different kinds of

walks and what they represent.

"It is what research has been deter-

mined based on anthropological and so-

ciological studies done by experts in that

area," he said.

But Abbot S. said he also disliked

Bennet's remarks which he said "plays up

the myth that Black men are fearsome

and dangerous."

"The Black man's walk was called the

'pimp strut' and I'm notreading the writer's

mind or anything, but I doubt he would

ever refer to the White males' walk like

that," he said.

Justin Harris, an RA in Pierpontwho is

a member of a newly formed group of

minority RAs called theALANA Manners

group which is dedicated to improving the

way RAs are treated and educated, said

racist insights intohow they thought Black

people act."

Associate Housing DirectorAnn Miller

said they have discontinued the book's use

and are searching for alternatives. Miller

replaced Larry Moneta as associate hous-

ing director two weeks ago.

"There is no question that it's offen-

sive," she said.

Miller said anumber ofpeople reviewed

the book beforehand, but they must have

"missed" that section.

She also said she was proud ofher staff

for being sensitive enough to bring the

book's flaws to her attention.

"They see it and they say 'well, that's

inconsistent wdth what we want to accom-

plish here," Miller said.

Harris said he was particularly con-

cerned that the book was being used to

train RAs.

"Ifour roles as RAs are very important

because we're looked upon as counselors

and as resource people and if we can't do

our job effiectively, we're not helping the

sitdatiftil, wd"!* perpetuating it," he said.

Bush
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

based missiles by about one-third.

Over five years, the president pro-

posed to cut defense spending by $50

billion and use the savings to finance

tax reductions.

Bush's plan would also freeze federal

spendingon most domestic programs at

current levels.

The Democrats have sought to por-

tray the tax cuts certain to come in

terms of haves versus have-nots.

".
. .We seek a fundamental change

from the unsuccessful economic policies

of the past 12 years," House Speaker

Thomas S. Foley said.

"We will insist that this time, the

benefits must go to working families,

not to the privileged."

"We will insist that a middle class

tax cut be paid for not by taking money
that should go to schools and health

care, but by calling on the richest ofour

citizens, at long last, to pay their fair

share," he said.

The president openly acknowledged

that his election-year message to the

nation would be read by many as a

partisan theme for his campaign. The
White House also hopes it will arrest

his slide in the polls.

"I am doing what I think is right; I

am proposing what I know will help,"

Bush said.

rally
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

have "input."

Associate Housing Director Ann Miller

said that she was at the session where the

skit^Ve^ T?*JA^,<K;*fi<i ^^t' ?n*' ^h*'* *l*

'

didn't see anyone attempt to interfere.

"I liked the play," she said. "I thought it

was very creative."

Venator emphasized that the goal of

the Manners group was not to "battle"

with Housing Services and Residential

- Educ&don. ^^
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American countries.

"In fact," Sloanne said, "Cuba has more doctors overseas
than even the World Health Organization. Cuba ranks
first among nations sending health care professionals to

aid other countries."

An emotionally-charged speech was also delivered by
former U.S. Attorney General Ramsey Clark, one of the
founding members of the International War Crimes
Tribunal which is attempting to try the U.S. for war
crimes committed in the Gulf War against the people of
Iraq.

Outlining the history ofU.S. aggression against Cuba,
Clark said that the U.S. has the same values as Chris-
topher Columbus. "Columbus set the stage for the genocide
of the indigenous people of Cuba in 1492, and the U.S.
continues the assault on the citizens of Cuba today,"
Clark said.

"We have been unable to stop the economic strangu-
lation of V^ietnam. the intervention in Granada, the
rampage in Panama, or the merciless slaughter in Iraq—
but we must not stand by as Cuba is crushed." said Clark.

Speakers from abroad included a representative ofthe
Salvadorian FMLN. a delegate from Brazil, an official

from the late Maurice Bishop's government in Grenada,
Haiti's ambassador to the United Nations in the Aristide
government, a representative from South Africa's Afri-

can National Congress, and a Member of Parliament
from England.

"In the anti-imperialist movements ofthe latter halfof
the 20th century, the Cuban revolution is the most

remarkable of all," said Anthony Glenn, MP from Lon-
don. "Sitting right next to the U.S., Cuba has been been
able to develop a better social policy for its people than
even the mighty U.S. — something which frightens and

irks the U.S.," Glenn said.

"For decades, the Soviet Union was there to support
Cuba — we now need to take over its role and help the
Cuban people," Glenn said.
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Palestinians boycott talks in protest

Ap photo

Isreali Foreign Minister David Levy sits at the opening session of
the Middle East peace talks in Moscow Tuesday. The Palestinian
delegation boycotted the talks after rejecting U.S. and Russian de-
mands that only West Bank and Gaza residents be included in the
Palestinian delegation.

By DALIA BALIGH
Associated Press

MOSCOW — Palestinians boycotted
the latest phase of Middle East peace
talks today after the United States and
Russia barred some oftheir negotiators as
unacceptable.

Algeria and Yemen joined the boycott,

marring an otherwise unprecedented
gathering in Moscow that brought Arabs
and Israelis together alongside a host of
Western and Far Eastern countries seek-
ing to promote the peace process.

For Israel, the conference represented
the beginning of a dream come true.

Throughout its existence, Israelis have
believed real peace wouldcome notthrough
diplomacy but through gradual
rapproachment on the ground— through
water-sharing, exchange offarmingknow-
how and all other mundane matters now

on the negotiating table.

The Palestinians, attemting to defy re-

strictions imposed at Israel's insistence,

brought a delegation made up of people
from the occupied territories, Jerusalem
amd other countries.

But Israel says it will only negotiate
according to "the Madrid formula" — the
procedure established for the Madrid peace
conferece whereby only Palestinians from
the West Bank and Gaza Strip can take
part. That ruled out five of the eight Pal-

estinian delegates in Moscow.
Israeli Foreign Minister David Levy

said the Palestinians were trying to inject

the Palestinian Liberation Organization,
Israel's archenemy, into the peace talks.

"If people who we are opposed to will

come, they will negotiate with themselves,"
Levy said. "HI be sorry ifthis happens, but
those who act this way will put sticks in
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peace talks
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5
the wheels of peace. However, I am certain this will not

happen tomorrow."

The Palestinians are wedking a tightrope at the con-

ference, torn between the tangible benefits they could

lose by staying away, and the risk of alienating support-

ers at home and abroad by appearing once again to bow

to the Israeli line.

"No, we are not going to the conference," Palestinian

delegation leader Faisal Husseini told The Associated

Press at his hotel after the talks began.

"We are ready to go as soon as they accept our delega-

tion. ... At the moment that the precondition on our

delegation is removed, we will attend the conference, but

not before then," he said.

Israel says acceptance ofPalestinians fromJerusalem

and the diaspora would imply recognition of their claim
to the city's Arab sector and the homes they lost when
Israel became a state. Israel seized east Jerusalem along
with the West Bank and Gaza Strip during the 1967
Middle East war.

Palestinian spokeswoman Hanan Ashrawi said del-

egations from Yemen and Alegeria also did not take part

in the morning session out of "solidarity" with the Pal-

estinians.
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Read what you missed
while away from UMass

To all those who left the Valley, this is Despite the lack ofor £in excess o:To all those who left the Valley, this is

what you missed. . .

The new year began like a slow, painful

death as intersession teachers assigned

five weeks worth of work in five days. The
idea of vacation quickly became a sweet

memory.
It was a week to be angry at my alarm

clock which woke me early each morning,

at my floors for being so cold, at those who
smugly prolonged the hoUday spirit with
Christmas lights, and at fiiends who sent

postcards ft"om warm, exotic places.

Jennifer Naumes
Progressing along into the second week,

the mornings became colder, the work
load, heavier. Then, I realized I was not

alone in the Valley.

I was greeted each morning at the bus
stop by a group of students as tired and
cold as I was. Some were armed with

coffee mugs, determined and ready to

sneak past the bus driver who always
seemed to win. We all seemed to have

gained weight during our one week break.

It was mostly due to the extra layers of

clothing, yet still we soon managed to

catch colds.

Other students could be found afl«r

class in the Cape Cod Lounge, each luxu-

riously with a couch to themselves. There
were no lines to get coffee or to play video

games. UMass rested peacefully without

any background noise of dormitories and
dining commons.

It became almost fashionable to discuss

what one was taking. We name dropped

classes and professors, competing for the

most sympathy. Even at social outings, I

found myself sticking with fellow class-

mates. As the mornings got colder, the

group of students at the bus stop became
closer. By the third week, intersession

became almost enjoyable.

Despite the lack ofor an excess of heat,

depending on the morning, the classroom

became famiUar and personal. I soon found

myselfgrowing attached to the chair which
became part of my every morning. The
teacher was more willing to digfress into

tangentsandwelcomed personal emecdotes.
After thirty-seven and a half hours of

class in three, short weeks, American
Realism seemed to pervade my hfe in the

classroom and out. I saw my everyday
routine through the eyes of Mark Twain
and Henry James. My outlook on life took

a sarcastic turn and events presented

themselves as realistic images without

meaning or reason.

I travelled vicariously to Europe with

James where I dressed in expensive gowns,

went to balls and danced with gentlemen.

In Chicago with Dreiser, I slaved in a

factory, making $4 a week before being

discovered and brought to stardom . Chopin
showed me warm beaches and a sensuous

ocean. Jewett brought me to a Uttle town
in Maine. With Twain, I explored the

South and learned to be sarcastic. Through
assigned readings I travelled without the

expenses and jet lag.

My travellingwas vmdermined by final

exams which brought an intersession

crisis. I needed a break and not the pres-

sure of a 10 page paper. I dreamed of

watching TV as I tried to make up a

semester's worth of work in one night.

Having class every day with the same
people, I was unable to get away with

wearing the same clothes.

And the last day of class brought a

great wave of reliefas three credits and a

requirement were taken care of As other

students who travelled are re-adjusting, I

look forward to sitting still for only 50

minutes of class. Overall, intersession

turned out to be more than bearable,

though I am thankful there are no classes

offered during March break.

Jennifer Naumes is a UMass student

Recession discourages senior
Since returning to school from the long

month break, many of us have faced the

same question, "What did you do during

the long break?" Many students replied,

"Nothing really!" The sad fact is thatmany
of us could not find work. For the most

part, many of us were glued to the TV
watching President Bush choke in front of

the world in Japan. The image is still

somewhat familiar. Last year, during this

time, mtmy of our fi-iends were on their

way to fight against Saddam Hussein in

the Saudi desert. As we look around, we
see that many New Englanders are leav-

ing the area in search ofsteadyjobs as the

recession drags on.

The economy hit bottom. Many people

have lost their jobs or have been laid off.

The sluggish economy led to the increase

in everything and the American consum-
ers are forced to spend extra money. It is

difficult keeping up with the mortgage,

insurances and all other bills on the credit

cards. The school bill arrived before we
even came home.

I am graduating in May and I do not

know what is out there for me. I need
experience to compete for jobs, but I can

not go on any internships during the

summer because they do not pay too well.

I have to work to helpmy family ofeight to

cope with the recession and to pay for the

school bill. The past four summers were
hell as I worked 80 plus hours a week,

starting every day at 2 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Every day I went through 15 hours ofpure

Intersession again used
to increase fees, tuition
On January 17, the Student Activities

Trust Fund Planning Committee got to-

gether and decided to recommend an in-

crease of $2.50 per year of the Student
Activities Fee. The most noteworthy part
of this meeting was that because the de-

cision had to be made over intersession,

most of its student membership were not
able to attend, thus putting professional

staff in the majority. Facing tough times
with decreasing enrollment, the staff

members voted to increase the fee paid by
students (those still remaining) in order
to maintain theirjob security even though
cuts were and still are possible.

Rob Witherell

Undergraduate enrollment has fallen

by 3,000 students over the last three years
and state funding has been cut by over 30
percent in the last four yeeirs. Yet, the
University has maintained its operating
budget at the same level by increasing

students' tuition and fees by $4,000 over

the last four years and recruitingmore out
ofstate students to the university. UMass
is now the second most expensive pubUc
university in the nation and fast becoming
niunber one. This trend must be stopped
now before it rvms us all over.

Gov. WilUam Weld has announced his

plan for 100 percent tuition retention in

fiscal year 1993 and the UMass adminis-

tration loves it. In a situation comparable
to the one mentioned previously, the ad-

ministration will soon come toe-to-toe with

a budget shortfall. Rather than making
tough decisions about reorganization, cuts

and layoffs, the administration will sim-

ply raise tuition and fees again, as they

have done every semester since 1988. That
would be the result of Weld's plan to

privatize the University: skjTocketing

tuition and fees. To quote a statehouse

official, Dominic Slowey, from a January
18 Boston Globe article, "It is a manage-
ment initiative that they have been seek-

ing, and we are glad to grant it. There is no

additional money. We said, you want
management flexibility, you have it with
tuition retention." Translated for you and
me, that means that the state will gradu-
ally eliminate public education fi-om its

budget to save money and let the Univer-
sity administrators raise the students'

tviition and fees to make up for the budget
shortfall. That's known as balancing the
budget on the backs of students.

David Hartley, the president ofHolyoke
Community College, had declared tuition

retention "a fi-aud" and "shellgame." TU-
ITION RETENTION WILL DESTROY
PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION. When
the campus keeps all the money and the
administration does the budget as well as
raises the revenues, it becomes the same
as everyother private university. HIGHER
EDUCATION WILL BECOME A PRIVI-
LEGE WHICH ONLY THE RICH CAN
AFFORD. Tuition retention will leave the
working class as well as the middle class

destitute, vmable to access the invaluable

resource of education. Everyone should
have EQUAL ACCESS to higher educa-
tion. The Weld proposal is elitism in the
ugliest form.

Special state representative elections

are coming up in this area on February 18.

We must elect someone who will fight for us
against Weld's plan to privatize the uni-

versity through tuition retention. Of the
two top Democratic candidates in the Am-
herst/Pelham state representative race,

Ellen Story supportsWeld's elitist proposal,

and Jon Hite is already fighting against it.

On February 18, students must go to the

polls and vote for the one they feel will do
the best fighting on their behalf in Boston.

Maybe it's time we try other ways of

balancingthe budget here at UMass rather

than reaching for the pockets ofstudents.

We must act now before Weld's plan for

the privatization of the university is

implemented. STOP TUITION RETEN-
TIONANDSAVE PUBLIC EDUCATION.
. ."BY ANY MEANS NECESSARY"!!

Rob Witherell is chairman of the SGA
Budgets Committee

MassPIRG's varied roles, goals
For the past 20 years, students at

Massachusetts Public Interest Re-

search Group campus chapters have
voted to pool resources through per

student fees to tackle issues ranging

from voter registration to tough recy-

cUng standards. The chapter here at

UMass Amherst is currently funded
through a $4 per student per semester

waivable fee.

Last semester, students at

MassPIRG's 27 campus chapters were
key to qualifying two environmental

questions for the 1992 ballot — Recy-

cling and Polluter Pay Initiatives. At
UMass, students collected over 23,000

signatures. In addition, MassPIRG
chapters educated the campus and
community about the dangers ofradon

and organized Hunger and
Homelessness Week to provide educa-

tion, service and funds to the local

hungry and homeless.

MassPIRG's success and our con-

tinual effort to keep the Legislature

accountable to the public interest on

issues like recycling and toxic waste

cleanup have sparked retaliation by
the Legislature. They passed a law

that takes away students' rights to

fund our lobbying efforts with waivable

fees. This law undermines our right to

make decisions for ourselves as a stu-

dent community, prevents students

from participating in the advocacy pro-

cess through MassPIRG's campus pro-

gram, and is a blow to the efforts ofthe

entire public interest community to

advocate for strong environmental and
consiuner legislation.

The law dictates that MassPIRG's
campus program focus solely on educa-

tional, service and action projects. This

semester, MassPIRG's Green Voter

Campaign will work in coalition with

student governments and other stu-

dent groups to register, educate, and
activate over 10,000 student voters

statewide for the March and November
presidential elections. We will continue

to organize education, service and fund

raising activities through the National

StudentCampaign Against Hunger and
Homelessness.

Meanwhile, a statewide coalition of

student leaders, faculty and adminis-

trators are fighting to restore our right

to vote to fund advocacy organizations

as students see fit MassPRIG will

continue our work to create positive

changes in our society and look forward

to working with the UMass campus
community this year and for years to

come in that effort.

Kira Sanbonmatsu
MassPIRG Executive Committee

sweat and hell. I have to pay for school

somehow. Things can only get better, I

hope. My family did not do much for the

new year because we were trjring to save

money for the hard times to come. How-
ever, we had a happy hohday because we
had each other.

In the meantime, the students are

trapped in between the sluggish economy
and the increase in college tuition. Many

ofus are getting nowhere after a four y^ar

college education. The president's effort to

open a free trade market with Japan and
other countries is a start in the right

direction.We need to create morejobs. Let
us hope that the economy will pick up in

1992 instead of continuing at this slug-

gish pace with long employment lines.

Due Van Le
Sylvan
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Ryan Dolin, 2, ofLivingston N.J. hugs a canine friend at a New

York news conference Tuesday. Greyhound racing ofTicials an-

nounced a plan to help save retired greyhounds from euthanasia

by finding homes for former racing dogs.

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS

Hiring Now For Daytime Hours

Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to col-

lect data on a variety of research topics. Absolutely

no selling involved. Solid typing skills required. Flexi-

ble hours Sunday-Friday. 5-1 0pm. and Saturday.

11am-5pm. Shifts up to 40 hours week available.

Choose your own schedule as long as you work 4

shifts a week (20 hours). Start at $5.00 per hour with

paid training and earn up to maximum $6.00/hr.

We re in the Mountain Farms Mall which is a stop on

the free bus line. Call between 11am and 4pm Mon-

day to Friday. 586-8635.

Abt Associates Inc.

Telephone Research Center

Mountain Farms Mall. Rt. 9

Hadley, MA01035
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Did you know?
at the UMass

Division of Continuing Education

• we offer you over 100 evening credit courses?

• there are nearly 100 noncredil workshops?

• that you can take available University day

courses through Continuing Education?

• that it's not too late to sign up for a course?

Register now through February 10 for the

course that just might change your life.

Division of Continuing Education

GiK)dell liuilding, sixth floor

543-2414 (open 'til 7:00, Monday through

Thursday unlil F-eb. 10)

A <nuilily iiUHnlioii at ajfoiilahlc prices.

Sex phone lines blocked

hv Sunreme Court ruling
By DIANE DUSTON
Associated Press

WASHINGTON —Ttie Supreme Court

is helping worried parents keep their teen-

agers away from those sexually explicit

telephone hnes.

The court Monday upheld a federal law

that requires that for-pay sex lines be

blocked from general telephone service

areas unless specially requested in writ-

ing by customers.

But parents still are advised not to

leave the kids alone with a credit card,

because the ruhng apparently doesn't af-

fect sexually explicit message-service

companies that do their own bilUng.

Sex lines are abandoning 900 numbers

and those with local prefixes, like 976, in

which phone companies do the billing.

Now they have 800 numbers and ask for

credit card information before putting on

the tape or person to talk dirty.

"I don't think there are that many

sexually explicit lines left of local (ex-

changes)." said Steve Reynolds, an ana-

lyst for Link Resources Corp. in New York

City, which does telemarketing research.

"A lot of it has gone to 800 numbers

with credit cards."

In order to protect the public from sex

lines, local telephone companies have been

assigning the services to specific prefixes

so they can easily be blocked from cus-

tomers who don't want them.

Michael Daley, a spokesman for C&P
Telephone Co. in Washington, said that in

1988 his company put sexually explicit

talk lines on the 915 exchange. Callers

paid a toll, just like for 976 numbers used

by other phone messages services, such as

sports or weather.

About a year ago, the major long dis-

tance companies— AT&T, US Sprint and

MCI — stopped billing and collecting for

sexually explicit phone services.

"We took a formal stand against adult

services, defined as any content that im-

plied or promoted sexual stimulation,"

said Pam Small of MCI. She said that

under the law, the telephone companies

cannot refuse service, but they did develop

the 745 prefix for use by sex talk Unes.

Without the billing services of the tele-

phone companies, the businesses turned to

credit card users and 800 numbers.

Daley said it's easy to block access to

telephone numbers with specific prefixes.

But Herb Linnen ofAT&T said that when

it comes to 800 numbers, no special ex-

change has been designated for sex lines,

nor is it Ukely to be.

MEET "COACH CAL"
Tonight at ^-vo]

spoms wm
& DCSTIUmANT

Corner of University Drive and Amity St. in Amherst

U-MASS BASKETBALL HEADGOACH
JOHN CAUPARI AMSWBtS YOUR QUESnOMS ^^^^e«<^^^.^«^X

During his
'^

LIVE RADIO SHOW
6-7 PM

Proper Identification A Must
57 north Pleasant St. • 253-5141

Welcome Back Students &
Best Wishes for a Great Spring '92

^ . , ^ . , From All Our Staff
Drink Specials

PTTTHEiS
Miller Lite • Miller Genuine

Draft • Rolling Rock
All Only $4.50

IMPORTED BEER OF
THEMOISrm

Arctic Bay
$1.25

DRINK OF THE WEEK
Delano's Original Pain Aid

$2.25

Jello Shots —^^
onJy.... SO^

*Don't Forget Toco Tuesday& \Atog Wednesday*
Conung Soon Delono's 15th Anniverscuy Food & Party Specials

Arts & Living
Britny Fox returns with a vengeance
Band releases new cUhuni against (xlds
By CHRISTIAN ALEXANDER FOSTER
Collegian Correspondent

It's safe to say that as a band you've had
your share of bad luck when your drum-
mer is killed in a car accident, your lead

singer, who is also a guitarist and a song

writer quits, and you consequently lose

your record contract. And unless you're

DefLeppard, circumstances like these are

enough to make a band think about other

career paths. However, the historically

snake-bitten group of Britny Fox is over-

coming these obstacles and re-emerging

on the music scene with a new album, on

a new label, vinth a new lead singer, who is

a guitarist and a songwriter as well.

The new addition is Tommy Paris from

Las Vegas, who is taking on the duties

thatwere left when "Dizzy" Dean Davidson
quit the band.

"Dean just wasn't happy in the group,"

said drummer Johnny Dee. "He wanted
something more centered around himself,

so he left."

Davidson formed the original BF with

bassist Billy Childs, and ex-Cinderella

members guitarist Michael Kelly Smith

and drummerTony Destra (whomJohnny
Dee replaced after the accident). The
quartet produced a Top 40 debut album in

1988 under the prestigious record label of

Columbia, and it looked as ifBF was going

to be around for a while. However, aft«r

the release of BF's second album, "Boys in

the Heat," Davidson quit and ventured off

on his own. Determined to prove they

were for real , Smith, Childs and Dee

picked up the pieces.

"We put word ofout that the position in

the band was open, and we came across

Tommy," said Dee. "Tommy brought a lot

of song ideas with him and we found a

chemistry that really 'worked.'"

Indeed it did and does. The 'new" BF
landed a deal with East/West Records, a
division ofAtlantic Records, and recorded

the third BF album overall entitled Bite

Down Hard.
This albimi has already released the

song "Louder" to metal sdrwaves and will

soon be releasing the song "Over and Out"
to radio airwaves everywhere shortly. In

fact "Over and Out" happens to be one of

the "song ideas" that Paris brought with

him. Other areas of the album worth
checking out include the extremely pow-
erful "Six Guns Loaded" and the rhythm
driven "Black and White."

BF is currently on tour, hitting clubs

everywhere. At the Vertex (formerly

Katina's) on Jan. 19, they showed that the

chemistry formed with this new line-up

extended beyond the recording studio walls

and onto the stage. Paris is an excellent

replacement for the performance of older

pieces such as "Girlschool" and "LongWay
to Love" as his raspy voice is a shadow of

Davidson's.

Furthermore, in the newer material

played, Paris effectively introduced this

"reborn" group to the crowd as a band that

plans on being around for a while. The fact

that the group played a sohd, tight set,

regardless of the small crowd, showed

that they were for real.

The element of strong back-up vocals

on the new material is symbolic of the

band being more "as one" in this line-up.

Although BF has to start at square one

once again they are blazing themselves a

trail to follow straight back into the heart

of the heavy metal scene.

You can check outBF live at the Malibu

Beach Club in Haverhill in the beginning

of February.

AP Photo

COSBY IN CONTROL — BiU Cosby is interviewed in his

dressing room at Kaufman Astoria Studios in Queens, New

Yorrk earUer this month. As the eighth and final season of the

groundbreaking "The Cosby Show" draws to a close, Cosby is

^^ing his nelt series, "You BetYour Life," to debut next year.

COLLEGIAN
ADVERTISINC^

WORKS!

The best

adTcrtlsing
medium
to reach
students
In the

Five-College

area.

Reach 19.000

per day.

545*3500

ATTICUS / ALBION
BOOKSHOPS
Open 9am- 11pm

7 DAYS A WEEK!
Textbooks, academic, Bestsellers,

Children's, Special Orders

WE BUY USED TEXTBOOKS
Comfortable Couches

8 Main St, Amheist %
French Roast Coffee

256-1547

^-

attIcus
A wtnlcl of ivnclintj. Since 109 BL.

Photo by Christian Alexander Focter

Members ofthe band, Britny Fox played at The Vertex inHadley on

Jan. 19.

Experience ^Search'
in new installation
By PAMELA A. GAULIN
Collegian Correspondent

Dried seaweed, pink lingerie, a vacuum

cleaner hose, tree branches and prom

dresses seem unrelated.

Add a celebration of beauty and sexu-

ality, nature, suffering, and healing and

you're in the world of Karen Dolmanisth,

anMFA candidate in sculpture at UMass.

Dolmanisth will transform Wheeler Art

Gallery for the upcoming installation, "The

Daughter's Search: Memory, Longing and

Mystery."

The installation represents

Dolmanisth's search for herself as a

daughter and is not simply a spiritual

search or a search for justice, Dolmanisth

said.

"It's about knowing myself as a

daughter, knowing that I have a gender

and that affects me," she said. "As a

daughter, you're not really understood in

terms of how complex you are and what

you may need."

She creates shelters, and alters spaces

with raw material and objects she has

gathered from dumps, thrifl shops and

the Shutesbury woods.

"When I work on a site that is an art

site, I have to bring things in," she said.

"That's where the idea ofinstallationcomes

for me. The galleries are empty and I have

to bring in my raw material to do this

ordering process."

Dolmanisth will include altars dedi-

cated to the images of the goddesses,

Artemis, Hecate, Ariadne and lanna be-

cause of their links to the darker, mytho-

logical realms.

"This darker feminine location— the

womb, the cave, the bleeding—has been

exiled," she said. "The altars will be about

this underworld journey, the mythical

cave, and that inner process of descent

that we understand as depression."

Dolmanisth will weave stereotypically

feminine objects with representations of

darker feminine qualities.

"I will have things that are dark and

have been through their death and dying

phase as well as things that are bright,

sexual and soft."

These conflicting and potentially con-

troversial pieces of the installation are

part of the daughter's search for self-un-

derstanding, Dolmanisth added.

"I'm into the women's space of knowl-

edge and history and I'm dredging up only

and all of the material that is most prob-

lematic."

Dolmanisth said she demands the

freedom to be allowed to say how she feels

about things and does not believe that the

controversial material is harmful.

"It may create argument, but I don't

think there is anything I am capable of

doing that will victimize someone," she

said.

Dolmanisth has created installations

for theTower Library's sculpturecourtyard

and Springfield's Baystate West mall.

"The Daughter's Search" installation

will run from February 3-20. A closing

reception will be held on Feb. 20 between

5 and 7 p.m., and is open to the public.

if you are interested in. ^ ^

and like to write, come to the ^ ^
INI^MIMAnCHVMEErnNG ^
Thursday at5pm ^ ^
1 13 Canrpjs Center iy g!
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Welcome Back
and Best Wishes for 1992

from

Sprint

UMass Long Distance Operator Services Provider for

Residence Halls'^

H SPRINT OPERATOR SERVICI

CAN BILL YOUR CALLS IN ANY
THE FOLLOWING WAYS:

AT&T cards

Visa

American Express

Diners Club

JCB
Bell Canada

Person-to-Person

Local Telephone Company

Calling Cards

Master Card

Discover

Carte Blanche

Collect

9 Find out the cost of a call to anywhere in

the world without incurring any charges by

simply calling the Sprint operator.

Converse with our operators in seven foreign

languages (French, Germanjtalian, Spanish,

Portuguese, Japanese and Korean)

* To make an operator assisted call, dial 9+0+Area Code +

Number, wait for the tone and enter your calling card number

or hold for an operator.
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Fungo Mungo is Mongo Humungo
New album rocks hard
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Like their cartoon CD cover which sports a scantily

clad blonde woman with a mallet in her hand riding a a
ferocious gorilla, Fungo Mungo's first album is full of

high energy, low regard for women, and a kooky sense of

humor. Spawned from the San Francisco/Oakland Bay
Area, Fungo Mungo's Humongous, is a danceable, funky
mix of everything you could want in a happy, yet mostly

socially conscious album.
Humongous was written and co-produced by Fungo

Mungo with the production help ofJoe Blaney (who has

also recorded the Beastie Boys,The Clash, Keith Richards

and Prince.) Also assisting on this new release was the

mixer of albums from Stevie Wonder, Devo and 2 Live

Crew, Bob MargoulefF.

Fungo Mungo's members, all of Hispanic descent and
of ages 21 to 23, have chosen to attack some political

issues with theirfunk and kinetic guitars. Theycomment
on societal ills in "Sex Sells" and "Hype is Stupid." The
infamousTV evangelists are bashed in "Do you Beheve in

God?" Interracial harmony is encouraged in "Brothers

and Sisters."Twoodes to theirhometown include "Homies"

and "Downtown Oakland."

"Growing up in the Bay Area, we were always sur-

rounded by a huge mix of people with different cultures

and different music and rhythms," says Gallegos. "We
couldn't help but reflect that in our own music."

Drummer Jeff Gomes and bassist Arion Salazar are

bonded together in the funk foundation that forms the

basis of the band's "in-your-face" sound. Keyboardist

Damon Ramirez softens the blows of Gallegos' staccato

guitar playing.

"Our main goal for this album was to capture our Hve

sound," sayp Gallegos. In fact, it was on the basis oftheir

live show that the band was signed to the Island label.

The Fungo Mungo energy has been lighting up stages

since early 1990.

There are many pleasant surprises on this album, and

some not so pleasant, including the beginning ofthe first

song, "Time on my Hands" when the singer abruptly yells

"Damn it" so loud I fell out of my chair. Otherwise this

first track is one of the best; it's foot tapping, funky fun.

"Do You Believe in God?" is a kaleidoscope of sovmds

from phones ringing to chugging, rocking guitar to a

rumbling heavy voice uttering, "life, death, blood, flesh."

Yes, there's something for everyone.

A hopping, steely guitar sound reminiscent ofPrince's

"Kiss" combined with exceptional drum spurts, produce

a comical effect when a deep, gravelly voice and a big

attitude asserts, "Yo - hype is stu - pid."

Photo courteay Island Records

Funk-punk-rock quintet Fungo Mungo (1-r) Mike Johnson, Damon Ramirez, Damion

Gallegos, Jeff Gomes, and Arion Salazar release new albiun : Humoungous.

Damion Gallegos uses the spoken word effectively, it's

not exactly rap but it isn't singing either. There is a

palpable energy in this album; it glows with good feeling

even though many of the lines are sarcastic. They use a

wide range of sounds, probably not things you would

consider as instnunents (including whistles blowing) but

there is some fun piano.

"Brothers and Sisters" is less of a good time feeling

song with a bit of a disco-y touch which may remind you

ofthat classic poUceTV show, CHiPs . The horns are worth

a listen however. Curve Ball, Zeke the Freak, Matt

Winegar and Well Hung Horns are Ken Schink, alto sax,

Chris Mondt, bonaphone, Tony George, trumpet, Reed

Boy, tenor sax, and swampy Dave on the baritone sax.

There are splashes ofSpanish in the very cool "Homies."

I like the rap sounds of"Downtown Oakland" which even

addresses the drug abuse issues of the big city, yet still

has that "I love my home town" mushy undertone.

There are an eclectic mix ofsounds on the album, and

yet they sound so right together. When I opened the CD

with the guys smooshing their faces up against a glass

window I should have suspected that this was a difierent

type of an album.

"Sex Sells" is a song which wrestles with some contro-

versial issues by utilizing the following lyrics: "Sex in the

classroom/ condoms down the hall" yet right when you

think you know their point they yell "Lots oftits and ass!"

with just the right amount of sarcasm and general disre-

gard for women.

"STFU" is a bitter injunction of white power, segrega-

tion, degradation and taxes being raised. Two minutes

seems awfully short for a song with so many good points.

"Death Song" I didn't like as much with its limited

deep, distorted, and spooky vocals.

Fungo Mungo's new album is fantastic happy music

that will keep you humming for days. It's worth an

investment, even now when everyone's trying to cut

back. Humongous is an album ofgreat music with a few

"think" messages thrown in as a bonus.

DO PEOPLE THINK YOU'RE STRANGE? ARE YOU ABNORMAL? rssf

HalfOf
This'fear's

BOLTWOOD
MARKET

Welcomes You Back
with

10%OPF
any purchase of

$20 or more
with Studont LD,

stock Up at

Downtown Amhierst's

Only Market Featuring:

Fresh Produce ^ Groceries

Meats Service Deli

Thke the biis& come see us!

BdcheitownRd & South Amherst Bus Routes

253-9081 • Open Monday -Saturday 9-7

17 KelloggAve. (Behind Barts)

To swdy alone for the MCAT is nearly impossible. To study without

Stanley H. Kaplan is simply a bad career move.

Maybe it's our 50 years of experience. Our small classes and advanced

teaching methods. Or a research department that reacts to test changes before

most companies even know they exist.

Whatever it is. if medicine is in your fumre, Stanley H. Kaplan can help

you Stan practicing right now.

fSTANLEY
H.KAPLAN

Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Glances
i I ASSKS STARTING:

MCAT - February 9 - Smith College / February 12 - Amherst Office

GRE - February 4 - Amherst Office

GMAT- February 6 - Amherst Office

358 North Pleasant Street Amherst, Ma. 549-5780

For other locations call 800-KAP-TEST.
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UMass theatre community acts up
By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

The upcoming season for theatre at

UMass looks to be full ofboth promises aiid

(possibly) problems.

Promise: The Theatre Department is to

do a production of Constance Congdon's

Tales ofthe Lost Formieans and test its hand
in contemporary comedy, after a seemingly

endless parade of classics and dramas. No,

nothing is wrong with the plays they've

produced in recent years— but where other

groups seek diversity, the department has
remained one-sided too long. Their only

attempt at comedy, within recent memory,
was an anachronistic staging of that old

chestnut Volpone which failed to slay them
in the aisles.

Problem: Like Volpone, Formieans can

easily be over-thought. Viewing the world

of the 20th century through the P.O.V. of

alien obser\'ers, the play pricks at all ofour

pretension and follies in a manner which

could be dangerously overplayed by any
director with politics more on mind than

entertainment.

Promise: The UMass Theatre Guild is

going to produce one ofthe most controver-

sial and revolutionary musicals in recent

times—Stephen Sondheim'sSweeney Todd.
Filled with lust, revenge, insanity, murder,

and cannibalism, Todd changed the face of

theatre when it appeared in 1979. The first

through-sung musical ofserious intent and
popular acclaim, it is also still the best —
despite the success of later entries in this

genre, such SisLes Miserables andPhantom
of the Opera.

Problem: The role of Todd is one of the

most demanding, and difficult, in the entire

spectrum of musical theatre— the singing

equivalent of Willy Loman or Hamlet. The
Guild may have trouble finding the neces-

sary talent to make him more than a carica-

ture. What's more, the technical require-

ments are great — blood spurts, ovens

steam, trap doors open, and budgets rise.

aDo I Ha^#'arcase?
The attorr^ys at your Legal Services Center
can an8\yer fee-paying UMass student's'^

questidififl on a wide variety of legal problFms;
including:

Housing, Crimlnai, University-related, Civil Rights,
~

Consumer, Labor, Family, Personal Injury, and more

JJ

-^ rt t U iit M i t

Do % Need a Lawyer?
The LS(|^^ your first so\irce of law-related^^

assistan^^Located in room 922 of the Cqunpus
Center, the LSC is open Monday through Friday,
9am to 5pm. Please call 545-1995 or drop by to
make an appointment.

}i

POSTER SALE
Most Images

Onli; $5, $6, and $7

post©**
e\

rHi^
.^^

..i^o»^'

A*

•fa

SPORTS

^^ift'^^

^fffe

n
*^'»4/j

^^^^J
'^«>^ Over 1000 Different

Selections
Featuring Works
By: Sponsor: WMCIA Radio

WARHOL. DALI. MONET. ^^^^' '^^"^^y ^^n. 27th

ANSEL ADAMS, TALBOT, thru Friday Jan. 3 1 st

M.C. ESCHER. VAN GOGH. Time: 9:00am - 4:30pm

MAT^^'E^'bEGAS^^^^^^
^^^^^'' ^t"^^"* ^"»^" ^aUroom

BIGGEST & BEST SELECTION

Can a student group handle the expense?

Promise: The world premiere of In My
Abyss, a brilliant and darkly humored work
by UMass undergrad Elisabeth Sampson.

Student Valley Productions will stage this

great absurdist play, which carries the

added excitement of being an all around

first. Formieans has played at countless

regional theatres, and Sweeney Todd has

gone even further by being produced twice

on Broadway in the span ofa single decade.

Problems: First of all, Student Valley

Production is a decided underdog amongst
student theatre groups, and actors gener-

ally seem to consider them last priority for

auditions — whether through snobbish-

ness, or simple lack ofknowledge about the

group is hard to say. This makes casting

any SVP show a little difficult. Further,

because of the "underdog" status, SVP has

immense difficulty in finding performance

space. Abyss will be produced in the thor-

oughly un-theatrical Southside Lounge at

Hampden, and that cannot help but dam-
age the production.

Anything may happen in the months

ahead, and whether or not all the produc-

tions live up to their promises, it is nice to

see that the UMass theatre community, as

a whole, is working harder and taking more
chances to keep us entertained. At the very

least, that deserves a round of applause.

President's

address on
comedy show
NEW YORK (AP) — ABC, CBS,

CNN, NBC, C-SPAN and, just for

laughs. Comedy Central covered

President Bush's State of the Union

address live last night.

The comedy cable network, which

threatened legal action to get pool

coverage of the speech, planned com-

mentary from a panel of such comics

as Richard Belzer, Will Durst and Al

Franken after the 9 p.m. EST ad-

dress.

The TV networks also planned to

air the Democrats' response, from

House Speaker Thomas Foley.

Among the special coverage

planned: ABC's "Nightline" had
Bush's ChiefofStaffSamuel Skinner

answering questions from audiences

in Phoenix and Los Angeles, andCBS
had an "interactive broadcast" that

let as many as 300,000 people call in

toll-free to register their views on the

issues.

RESUME SPECIAL
Resume typesetting, 25 copies on resume
paper, 25 matching blank sheets, 25
matching envelopes... a// within 48 hours.

djOO Qrr w/coupon^^Ob93 (exp. 5/15/92)

j_
228Triangle St., Amherst • 549-3840

I S • 1 • A I I S

Now..The lifestyle you've been waiting for...

Luxury two and three bedroom apartment in Amiierst

• Hfnl and Hoi Wnt*t

tnrtudfd tn Yofr Htnt
• Wttll 10 Wall Carpet
• Wa»he' Ifrvtr //nt»4upi

• Al' Contiitioning

• Fully Apptianrrd Kitrhm
di»hu'a»her$ iinpfiMfilt

• Intermix (Entryl *i%atem

• Pn>ff9wir'\al On .Sif*

Mananemrit
• 24 Hour Matntmnnrt

India Print
""'*

Bedspreads

Good Things
Jewelry Natural Fiber Scarves

Blouses Skirts Dresses

'.V.VX^

/^»*\ Socks

Earrings ^iiU
Chains

Chinese
Shoes^

Posters Priats
I # Hats „

Candles Bags

askets

f^r^m Skirts Paper
Rugs Lampshades

li

ao to 5o%
off selected
dothiing

Great Gifts & Cards

EKCRNTILE Sun 12-3
Daily 10-6

Nortliaflipton-lS Center St.

^ Amherst-Carriage Shops ^(
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By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

IF YOW^ UNUJCKfBmJOH TV

UVeiNcmOF THeF&^ STATES

JHi^ WUPCN7mMUJHATyOU\B
BeeNMmtNG. listbn td thb
Pf?£5IPeNTLAy ITON—
IkHISOUN UJ0RP5"

I KNOUII/UHBRa imj HAMP-
5H/^/5, r/<WU/lOHATTH£
V/\Uje5 OF THd FAMlUESARe
IN NewHAMP5HIR3, AHP

I

HOPF m'f?B PRACTIQN6 THdM
IN THFUIHm House ASA
FAMILY. \

NO/UHAMPSHIRB HAS
STOOPMOPe THAN IT5 5HA^
OF PAIN. JOB HUPJIN6 ANP
TH5 FAMIuaS aJ0NlPBRIN6
HOUJ THF/'PB 00IN6 TDMAJCB
TmR&^usMFer but thbpb
15 e0lN6 TDBdA RAlNBOUJ
OUTTHeP^. TH£P£^50Me
FUNOW^mALS THATARe
pnenyOARN 6000.

/'C

ANPlNCONCWeiONLeTM^SAV
THIS... ANP, THieUdOTOTHB
Pa^lOCRATSiVHOMAyHAVFeiFeN
5M^m£N0UGH TDMNrnTARy
TOO. THBFSSANON-PAPJISAN—
NO, miP£ALVy^A£AN THIS0N5,

THATFPOM THBHeAlUlN The 5&V5E

THAT 50M£: THIN6S, ATL£AST TH^

WAYIUXKATTHIS.

il9

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

P^D SA^S M^( REPORT CARD
SWOWS ^^ NOT EHOUGW
T\ME \S BE\UGSPEHTOM

SO Rom omuER ti\x bed
\S NOW DES\GN^TED ^S
- 'UOWEVOR-I^TIME.'

\

i

I DON'T TWUK ^
THAT'S F^\R.' /

\

,/y^-

/-^<7

IF IT DOESHT TAy;£ T^^T LOKG

"TO DO, "tm svmD I wa. to

STM \N Wy «COW AIL WftT T\ME?

jA^^ f\mK CAN J

JIMS JOURNAL

$o«^f sbfffdout of

By JIM

X loekftA At k«r.

^t \t over -fft v«At

Av^J sK« v^v*

A>««^^ <re¥v» it

THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

^tX' 1«*W5 y LM

Mike Wallace interviews the Devil

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Steep slope

6 Singing votce

10 Comet's head
14 Similar:

Comb, form
15 FaN mo.
16 Algerian port

17CoNect
18 Operatic solo

19 Spunk
20 Signify

22 Arrange
24 Entice

26 Boxed
27 Lasting

31 Jeanne d —
32 Fry quickly

33 Lead I n alloy

3S Baseball s MVP
Ripken

38 ntcti

39 Spartan sert

40 Healtriy

41 Mnd dir

42 Stefan's court

rival

43 Ep«c tales

44 Score for

Slrar«ge

45 Cauie anxiety

47 Residents

51 Tide type

52 Mosa dive

54 Danish elves

58 Relative of etc

59 Seme sights

61 The lieutenant,

lo sarge

62 Paddock parent

63l^ap
64 Peruvian Indian

65 Louver feature

66 Bronte heroine

Jane
67 Despots

DOWN
1 Food fish

2 Arrive

3 To — everyone
4 Dogged
5 Stance

6 Org for scouts

7 Aircraft; Prefix

8 Steeple

9 Motionless
10 Apres-dinner

drink

11 F^srfuma

ingredient

12 Corn
13 Fed the

kitty

21 Silkworm

23 Land measure
25 Enroll

27 Noted Italian

family

28 Greek
temple

29 Sandhill

30 Icy

34 Substance lor

violin bows
35 "La — aux

Folles

36 Oh. deari

37 Minus
39 Saikxs

lively

dar>ce

40 Spears

42 "Cheers " and
others *

43 Like a clear,

night sky
44 SmaN i

stone
46 Harden
47 Bits of '

gossip

48 Of binh

49 Diadem for

Diana
50 Asinine

53 Close
55 A Lalm plural

for places

56 Ananias
57 D C Hill people
60 31 Across, for

' or«e Abbr

ANSVyEH TO PHtVIOUS POZZLE:

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANNE DIXON

WILMINGTON By M.K. ANDERSON

f\ LITTLE kNO^fi pOLl'nC^l

FACT: 5fr^ATDR T^jSf ^O-Mi

(R-^JC) V^fNT \ttTO foLiTlcS

oMLV SeC/mseMlKfWEJA*ITH

{^HO WAS ^FRoUB^y ^ Hoi^O-

SFXUAL ANV^/A^'J BfAT

\^\H\ (7MT if A fLA«£ ^^

MkAMxA/tv^.-

Today's Staff
Night Editor Greg Sukiennik

Copy Editor Amy Prendergast

PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Oliver Raskin

Production Seth Kaye, Lisa Jezowski.

Mike Carvalho

Menu
LUNCH

Hamburger on Roll

Clam Roll

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Clam Roll

DINNER
Chicken Fajitas

Pineapple Ham Steak

BASICS DINNER
Tofu Patties/Pineapple

Chicken Fajitas

ARIES (March 21 -April 19):

Deal with a minor health problem

before it escalates. Candid discus-

sion with your mate will lead to prac-

tical solutions. A forgiving altitude is

the key to domestic happiness.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Going over your finances will help

you make a practical budget revision.

Let others know where you stand. By
reinaining your sweet and steadfast

self you will accomplish more.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): A
favorable day for building joint re-

.sources. New developments con-

cerning other people's money or

possessions could alter a longtime

relationship. Avoid doing anything

drastic.

CANCER (June 2 1 -July 22): An
influential person offers you excellent

support, perhaps even a partnership.

Keep spending within reasonable

limits. A teen-ager does you proud,

winning a scholarship or special

award.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): You will

be meeting many people who can

help your career or business now.

Verbal promises will not do; get ev-

erything in writing. A platonic rela-

tionship intensifies.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):

Unexpected developments within

your family could throw you off-

balance unless you are prepared to

make concessions. Romance offers

some i nteresting social opportunities.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Con-

tinue to show faith in a unified effort

to improve your community or

workplace. Joint financial interests

stand to benefit in good lime. Keep
things in proper perspective on adaily

basis.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Make sure your long-range objectives

are realistic if you hope to win over

new allies. A tranquil afternoon lets

you devote lime to a pet project. Make
key telephone calls without further

delay.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-

Dec.2 1 ): Concentration on the prob-

lems at hand by everyone concerned

leads to an intelligent solution. Be

more realistic about a romantic at-

tachment.

CAPRICORN (Dec.-22-Jan. 19):

It is comforting to have a trustworthy

friend to whom one can bare one's

soul. Choose your confidants with

care, laughter is a healing tonic. Do
not mistake good-natured ribbing for

criticism.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Bow to the winds of circumstance in

order to get through this day with the

least fuss and bother. Higher-ups

expect a lot now. Budget your time

and energy wisely to make a deadline.

PICES(Feb. 19-March 20):

Spend as much time as necessary to

get the essential details ofa big project

worked out Then you can put your

plans into action.
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Coach Reid
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

It's the "perks" that fascinated Reid the most. Like a

child visiting Disneyland for his first time, Reid was
awestruck. His friend, head basketball coach John
Calipari, had told him about some of the benefits offered

at other schools but he never explored the opportunities.

He was simply happy in Amherst.
"From a football standpoint, you want to stay here,"

Reid said. "1 love the university and I get along with the

faculty here. 1 like my team here at UMass.
"I'm really excited because we've been able to bring in

some recruits through the success of the basketball

program," Reid said.

Therein lies another irony ofthe whole situation. Reid

talked about how he was excited for the upcoming years

at UMass with the addition of the Mullins Sports Com-

plex and a hockey team. But even the success ofCalipari's

Minutemen in Division I basketball can't add enough

revenue for the Division I-AA football program. Mclnerney

has termed the basketball program untouchable in terms

of budget cuts.

By far Reid's most ironic comments during our hour-

long interview came when he discussed his future after

coaching.

"I'm interested greatly in athletic administration," Reid

said. "There's going tobe some tough decisions. IMclnerney 1

has already made some tough decision and it kills the guy."

So when Calipari and women's soccer coach Jim Rudy

came down to Reid's office last Friday to say goodbye it was

far from a token gesture. While Calipari basks in the

national spotlight, his friend becomes the victim ofa state

and a University that are being run like a defensive back

moves in coverage— backwards.

Now UMass has lost Jim Reid. For that, Frank

Mclnerney and his cohorts should be ashamed. For that,

they owe football fans an apology. More importantly, they

owe Jim Reid an apology.

BUDGET TRAVEL CENTER
Cheapest
Fares to:

•EUROPE
•ASIA
•AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND

Plus

raiipasses

international

student ID,

tours and
much more
Ask for our

free travel

catalog

UNCI!
Council T^Qvvl Services

70 SOUTH PitASANl ST«Et SfQONO FlOOP REAR
. AMHERST MA 01002 (413)266^1261

Xbm lK9Mt OMslon of ihm CouxNt on imamaNonal (ducalional Cachono*

ur Laundromats Are

leaning Up APIHERST
from the

BETWEEN

Campus Coln-Op
107 Sunderland Rd..

North Amherst
OPEN 7 DAYS 7 AM-1 PM

South Towne
Commons
Laundromat
479 West St.. S. Amtierst

OPEN 7 DAYS 7 AMI PM

Speedwash
1 1 Pray Street. Amhierst

Drop-off service Mon.-Sat.
10 o.m-10 p.m. Triple loaders.

OPEN 24 houfi 7 DAYS A WEEK

3 LOCATIONS - ALL COINVEINIEINT

D<1I [G GARDEN
^ BEST OF CHINESE FOOD

SPECIALIZINQIN

v^- MANDARIN Ar>ID SZECHWAN

DISHES

5 -8PM 11 -3 PM
MON - THURS SUNDAY

BUFFET BRUNCH

$5.99 $6.99

FRIDAY AND 8ATGRDAY COMEDY SHOW

20% OFF DINNER

BANQUET PARTY ROOM
GP TO 200 PERSONS
FULL COCKTAIL MENU

48 RWSSELL ST. • HADLEY, MA 01035 • (41 3) 586-1 202

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Open I lam - lam • 7 days a week • Kitchen open 'till midnight -rfr

Don't Forget our Nightly Specials

9pm - midnight ^

Mondciy - IOC Mozzcirclla Sticks

Tuesday - IOC Mild or I lot Ruffdlo Winos
Wednesday - 2b<; Cheese Pizza Slices

Tliursday - IOC Chicken "I lot Lips" Nuo^^ets

/i/^a/ /i/ea/ Jmbo Dmis &: Df^dits

Game room with 2 pool tables • We accept MC / VISA / AMEX • 549-5403

71KA
SPRING
OPEN
RUSH
8-10 P.M.

February 11, 12, 13, 18, 19

418 North Pleasant Street 549-7474

There may be a better way to go through college...

but nobody's found it yet.

Tilts Space

for only

$16.50

It must ivork,

because you 're

reading it!

Collegian

Advertising

545-3500

Reach 19,000 per day.

INO BRAINERI

FUNDRAISER

CAl.l. lODAN'
l-,S()()-()(i't-7()7H

\.Miii:Rsr

i5.\lli:t( i:\ti:r

Advilt School
Drop-In Classes

• Ballet*
• Jazz Dance •

• Spanish Dance •

Discount Coupon Books Avaflabie

For Info Call 549-1555

29 Strong SI •Amherst

(Off L Ptnsirt SU near Budetfiekj Ootm)

-AEROBICS-
Lozi^ Impact

Step

Hi/Loxv

Keiser

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycle

Biocycies

Treadmill

1

AMHERSf
ATHLETIC CtUB

256-0080 ,

Call Us For-

Flowers
wr wnd lUiwrrH

iinywhffv.

local clrllvcrlrH

hIx i\vky% a week
plan (A

iNilUMItlH

fiill wrvltv
n<»wcr nIi«>p

220 N. Ileasant St.

Amherst
253-5545
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men's hoop
CONTINUED Ff?OM PAGE 1

lead at 21-20 with 8:56 remaining, when he hit a leaner
amongst the trees.

The Temple zone defense caused UMass fits. The
usually methodical Minuteman offense went to its frantic,

Rick Pitino— style offense, launching 24 3-pointers (14
in the first half) and mainly scoring from the perimeter.
When the shots caromed off, Temple's Strickland (8

rebounds) and Johnson (8 boards) were there to pull

down the misses.

"We don't shoot a lot of threes," Calipari said. That is

not UMass basketball."

The Minutemen could mountno inside gameatall . And

,

as a result, they trailed 38-31 at the half after Temple
went on an 18-10 run, which included three Eddie Jones
buckets, one a loud one-handed jam over a Minuteman
defender.

The second halfwas more ofthe same. The Minutemen
could not solve the Temple defense and could not stop

Jones, who matched his career-high scoring output with

22 points.

When the Minutemen tried to cut into Temple's lead,

it was Jones (6 steals) who shunned them away. After

Harper Williams converted a Mike Wilhams feed, the

Minutemen were within 6, 48-42. Jones then drove the

length ofthe court and spun home a reverse layup around
the entire UMass defense.

The Minutemen shot a abyssmal 33 percent for the

game. Jim McCoy could not find an open shot amidst the

Temple defense. He scored just 10 points on 5-for-14

shooting.

UMass' inside players, Kennard Robinson, Harper

Williams, and William Hemdon were held to a combined

12 points.

"I wrote on the chalkboard, the team that is going to

win this game is the team that wants it more," Calipari

said. "It's clear who wanted it more."

For the game, the Minutemen were outrebounded 41-

30. The offense could never find its grove, as every pass

inside was a struggle.

"Harper and Hemdon destroyed teams by going to the

glass," said Temple coach John Chaney. "We destroyed

that tonight."

Coach Reid
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

he wanted, opted to stay on at UMass not because

he had a lucrative contract with incentives or a

marketing deal with an athletic goods supplier, but

because he had a commitment to this school and to

his team. How much of a commitment? He
withdrew his name ft-om the running for an $80,000
a year job at Pennsylvania.

Who would turn down such an offer?A man who
believes in words like integrity and hard work. A
man who has earned the respect of his players, his

peers and the entire University.

And this school's administration and athletic

department dare compromise this man's integrity

by taking away scholarships he had already

promised? I find that hard to swallow.

You can not win a conference title in the Yankee
Conference without scholarship players. Maybe
that was possible in the 60's and 70*s, but not now.

Not in one ofthe most competitive I-AA conferences
in the nation.

You might say "Holy Cross can win without

scholarships." Point well taken, but you can't

compare Holy Cross and UMass. Holy Cross is a

private college with financial security, tuition

payments few UMass famiUes can afford and the

luxury of playing in a conference which disallows

scholarships entirely. UMass is none ofthose things.

Of the people I have worked with at this Uni-

versity, Jim Reid is one of the men I respect the

most. He will undoubtedly make a great future for

himself in some aspect of college football, and hell

do it the right way. Without compromise.

As for this school's future, who knows?

Greg Sukientiik is a Collegian columnist

>^.1^-e>-^

SPORTS NOTICE
School is bock in session and the Collagian sports

department is looking for new writers. There will be a
meeting held tonighT at 7:30 p.m. tit the Collegian
office, 113 Campus Center Basement for those inter-

ested in writing for sports. Current sports staff and
correspondents are asked to attend. Anyone is wel-
come, and no experience is needed. Those who can-
not attend ore asked to call 545-1 762.

Temple. 83-61

Massachusetts(61):
Borbee 4-13 4-4 16; K.

Robinson 0-2 2-2 2; H. Wil-

liams 1-5 3-4 5; M. Williams
4-7 0-0 8; McCoy 5-14 0-1

10; Herndon 2-3 1-2 5;

Brown 3-7 2-2 11; Roe 1-4

2-2 4; Malloy 0-5 0-0 0.

Totals: 20-60 14-17 61.

Temple (83): Kilgore 4-6

5-6 13; Strickland 5-11 0-2

10; Johnson 2-5 1-2 5;

Carstarphen 2-7 1-2 7;

McKie 5-10 2-2 13; Jones
7-11 8-10 22; Brunson 3-6

3-6 10; Conie 1-1 1-1 3.

Totals: 29-57 21-31 83.

Halftlme: Temple, 38-

31. Fouled out: H.Williams,

McKie. Ttiree-point goals:
Massachusetts 7-24
(Brown 3-6, Borbee 4-12,

M. Williams 0-2. McCoy 0-

1 , Malloy 0-3); Temple 4-

12 (Brunson 1-1,

Carstarphen 2-6, McKie 1-

3, Jones 0-2). Rebounds:
Massachusetts 30 (Roe 7);

Temple 41 (Strickland.
Johnson 8). Assists: Mas-
sachusetts 13 (Brown 8);

Temple 12 (Carstarphen
5).

FRff Weighis

CARDIOVASCULAR

FITNESS

Get ready for Valentine 's Day

at Jungle Ded

(413) 549-1840

Lower Ivcvel, Carriage Shops

233 N. Pleasant Street Amherst, Ma. 01002

Open Monday - Saturday 9-7

$99 Student Special

now untilMay31^
ADVOCATF
^f BEST*
THKVAll.n
READfRslroU

199 I

Daily Aerobics Classes

Reelx)k Step Classes

Olympic Free Weights

Stairmasters

Lifecydes

Special Rates

Wall(-lns Welcome

Tanning • Massage

Saunas • Day Care

Open 7 Days

NORTHAMPTON

& ATHLETIC CLUB

?ieNk'i,!5Slfeet

Nofllamplon- 584-49/5

Classifieds
COME TO TNFrnilFr.lAN OFFICE lliCmPVSCmER « THURSDAY 8:iO-i:30 FRIDAY 8:30-2:30* DEADLINE ISWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATION 20cAVORD/DAY FOR STUDEm CASH IN ADVANCE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

NETWORK MARKETING - The best busi-

ness opportunity of the 90s. Fof into, call

Andy. 253-9880. evenings

AUTO FOR SALE .

1982 Hotfda avic lor sale

$1950 or best ollef

Can 6-5861^sk tor Kathy

19B6VWGOLF
Diesel 45 K<PG No rust 5 speed. AC. Blue,

97K miles $2,900 Call 546-5440 leave

message.

BUICKSKYLARK1977 Lessthan63,000mi

Call 586 8257

CHEAP! FBl/U.S. SEIZED

89 MERCEDES $200

86 VW $50

87 MERCEDES $100

65 MUSTANG $50

Choose from thousands starting $25.

FREE 24 Hour Recording Reveals

Details 801 -379-2929CopyrigW»MA1 SKX

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRMOSPECIAL
Large cheese $6.00

Small cheese $3.50

Add $1 tor 1 Of 2 toppings

Free soda w/large sub salad or spaghetti

Must mention tNs ad

EARN MONEY FOR SALE

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPIII

(Plus spending $$$)

Sell trips to Cancun. Jamaica,

and BahamasH
For more info call

Laura 549-5740

ENTERTAINMENT

Send someone special a balloon or rose

bouquet delivered by a gorilla or tuxedo Call

High Notes 256-1756 _^_
FOR RENT

12-STRING TAKIMINI Acoustic- Electric

Guitar $325 Andrew 546-0976

LOVE SCENT, known to enhance and

stimulate the senses. Rare African import

Oil $8.75/ Incense $6.00. Uncommon Scents

107 Vernon Street, Norttiampton, Massa-

chusettsJ)1060

Pr]nTER IMAGEWRITER2 lor Apple/

Macintosh. Lilte new! Call 546-6010 After

6pm.

HELP WANTED

3-5 bdroom house on bus route long or

short term lease b-fwn near Amherstline

586-4270

LARGE ROOM FOR RENT in huge 3 bed-

room house Downtown Amherst. 285/month.

Bruno 545-0657 « 253-0434

ONE BEDROOM APT in excellont location

on bus line Start immediately 500-= Abso

lutely all included Dishwasher-pool^tc^

ROOM WITH PRIVATE bathroom-Amherst-

240 month utilities included-549-01 42-545-

0571 Urgent

Alaska Summer Employinent- Fisheries.

Earn $5.000+/month. Free transportation!

Room + board! Over 8.000 openings Male

or female. For employment program call 1-

206-545-4155 ext 298

ATTENTION: Excellent income for home

assembly viork. Info. 504-646-1700 Dept.

P1307

$40,000/yrl READ BOOKS
and TV Scripts. Fill out simple

|il<e/don't like" form. EASYi

Fun, relaxing at home, beach,

vacattons. Gua/anteed payctieck.

FREE 24 Hour Recofding

801 379-2925 Copyright «MA1 5KEB_

EARN FREE TK^CET to Europe

Individual needed to post flyers on campus

bulletin boards Earn tree flight to Europe. Alt

supplies are provided Hours are your own.

Send resume and references to: UntTravel,

Attn: Brenda Pavlik. 1 1 77 North Warson Rd.

St. Louis, MO 631 32 or call (800) 325-2222

ext.383.

EARLYMORNING. Deliver newspapers. Car

Re^Great $ Call Cheryl 548-9688

GET A REAL JOB
Tired of meaningless work?

Help protect the environment

with Greenpeace.

Full and part-time canvassing positions

from 3 to 10pm $175 to 350/week

Call Rick @ 549-0507

SPRING BREAK "92 Earn free trips and

cash!!!

Campus reps wanted to promote the #1

spring break destination. Daytona Beach.

Best organized, best price on campus. Call

1-800-563 8J47

Spring Break to Florida beaches

Erwrgetic promoter needed.

Earn FREE trips and cash.

Call CMI at 1 -800-423-5264

THE SUB IS HIRING drivers to deliver

Must own car

Apply in person

WANTED: Tour guides, summer counsel-

ors. Student Admissions Representatives.

/Applications available at Admissions Center

PERSONALS

"Clodagh, if you are free contact me. Yuji'

POSTER SALE

Biggest and best selection. Choose from

over 1000 different images. Rock. Old Mas-

tefs(Monet. Dali, Van Gogh, Picasso, Escher.

Matisse, Wyeth and hundreds more). Movie

posters, sports, scenic landscapes, music,

dance , skiing ,
personalities ( Einstien ,

James

Dean, Marilyn Monroe, and others) Travel,

humor, romance, photography. (Talbot, Ansel

Adams, and others) Most images only $5,

$6, and $7 each! See us at The Student

Union Ballroom on Monday January 27th

through Friday January 31st between 9a m
- 5p.m. This sale is sponsored by WMUA
Radio

RUSH PIKE

The fraternity with a commitment to excel-

lence

Open Rush Dates: Feb 11, 12. 13, 18, 19.

418 N.Pleasant St. 8-10pm

ROOMMATE WANTED

Quiet, neat, non-smoking female for two

bedroom apartment in Sunderiand Yes.

Sunderiand. but It's big and clean. $275*

month Call for details! 665-2227 leave mes-

sage^

One bedroom In 2BR apt avail at Squire

Village. As a single tor 225/mo. or as a

double for 1 50/mo Nice area Cafl 665-0934

SERVICES

Legal Questions? The Legal Services

Center offers free legal assistance to fee-

paying students. Contact us at 922 Campus
Center. 545-1995.

TRAVEL

BALLOON CO seeking help Call 256-1756

FREE SPRING BREAK VACATION
Organize a group, earn commissions

ana free trips' Call: 800-826-9100

NO $$ TO GO SOUTH- Ski with UMass SW

Club for spnng break $259 condo lodging,

lifts, and events Call 545-3437 or Paul at

549-7921

YOU'VE ONLY GOTONE WEEK TO UVEI
Do spring break in Jamaica, Bahamas.

Cancun, Margarita, from $369" Hotel, air,

transfers, parties! Sun Splash Tours 1-800-

426-7710.

... - - i
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Sports
Athletic council regroups in wake of resignation

. «... ^ ^i_ «^k» r<^^nionu70fllfh t/i fllln- the Athletic Department's income from

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

The shocking resignation ofUniversity

ofMassachusetts football coach Jim Reid

spumed an immediate reaction by Chan-

cellor Richard O'Brien, who called to order

an unscheduled meeting of the Athletic

Council Monday to discuss the future of

the University's athletic programs and

their funding.

The Athletic Council, which consists of

a group of student, faculty and alumni

representatives and is headed by

Stevenson Fletcher, discussed the bud-

getary and policy context of the fourth

year of budget cuts to the University and

in turn the Athletic Department.

The Council also discussed the man-

agement of the Athletic Department and

its role in Reid's decision and its timing.

"Intercollegiate sports at [UMassl are

at risk," said Fletcher, who is the head of

the hotel resource and travel department.

"We had a meeting of the task force to

discuss how to meet the shortfall in the

scholastic budget."

One of the reconmiendations given to

the Chancellor by the Council was to put

pressure on the Commonwealth to allo-

cate funds specifically for athletics.

"We're still thinking that through,"

O'Brien said. "We still have to learn how

to live within the budget cuts.

"The administration is strongly against

cutting any more sports."

O'Brien also said the council discussed

the future of the men's soccer program

and he said he hopes to release a formal

statement on the issue Wednesday after-

noon.

The Council was concerned about the

reduction in enrollment and consequently

the Athletic Department's income from

the athletic fee charged to every student.

However, O'Brien assured that there

would be no change in the fee.

"It would be very unlikely that the

administration or trustees would see any

increase in fees," O'Brien said.

O'Brien said he had lunch with Reid

Monday afternoon to try and convince him

to withdraw his resignation.

"I would go a long country mile to get

him to stay," O'Brien said. "But, he seems

to be absolutely certain of his decision,

regardless of any future action."

Loss of Reid
makes athletic

dept. pathetic
The shirts that used to be emblazoned with "Property

of the UMass Athletic Department." will now read

-Property of the UMass Pathetic Department." Because

pathetic' is the only way to describe the events that

transpired last week involving a man who can truly be

considered a "winner," in every sense of the word.

Jim Reid became a victim of the administration's

backward ways and while Athletic Director Frank

Mclnemey lamented losing Reid, there is positively no

excuse for giving the six-year head coach less than two

weeks notice of the decision not to offer full athletic

scholarships.

Mclnerney spoke last Thursday of a "blue ribbon

panel" and the tough decisions they were making. Blue

ribbon? The only blue ribbon this committee deserves is

bottom of the shelf Pabst Blue Ribbon beer.

Dave Scott

Reid was put in a compromising situation and in the

end his pride and integrity won out. No matter how much
Reid loves football and his players, misleading recruits

was not something he could allow himself to do. Who can

blame him?
Ironically,just four days before Reid said, "I quit," I sat

down for an 8:30 a.m. interview that now proves to be

both revealing and ironic. Quite honestly I'm not a

morning person, but the chance to find out why Reid

withdrew his name from consideration for the head

coaching job at the University of Pennsylvania was too

good to pass up.

More accurately, I relished the opportunity to talk

with the man who is the definition of a "good interview."

The stor\' that was going to run (eerily headlined "Reid

stays put, for now") was laden with precious quotes that

went to the heart of a man who loves football, his family

and his players.

Reid is the kindergarten teacher who sat down with

you on your first day of school and immediately soothed

any fears you had. He makes you feel important and talks

with you, not at you. He tells it like it is and he throws no

punches (even ifhe does go offthe record more times than

Collegian file photo

UMass football coach Jim Reid hastily re-

signed lastThursday when scholarshipswere
cut by the University.

an old Victrola needle). Much like that kindergarten

teacher who's forever etched in your memory, Reid too,

represents everything good in people.

"I got in there (University of Pennsylvania) and met
all the people, very nice people," Reid said. "I took offmy
jacket, loosened my tie and got to work. I scared the hell

out of them."
That's the way Reid talks, straightforward and to the

point. He got a second interview and then withdrew his

name from the list. Let's clarify, he withdrew his name
from a chance at an $80,000 job, in addition to a car and

a country club membership.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

Coach chooses
integrity over
compromise

Jim Reid is a man of integrity. That's why I'm not

surprised he left the UMass football program over the

elimination of scholarship money. In fact, although I am
disappointed Reid won't be around, 1 have to congratu-

late him for doing what he did.

It's not the first time Reid, or the football program for

that matter, has been forced to put up with budget cuts

while other Yankee Conference programs spend money

carte blanche. While the Yankee's upper crust— private

schools like Boston University, Villanova, Richmond,

Wilham and Mary and James Madison — have had the

resources to go after the best recruits, Reid was packing

bag lunches for himself and his team for road trips. And
his teams still won or shared three Yankee titles during

his stint.

The football team's performance in the face ofbudget

cuts mirrored the University's in the sense that both took

some heavy hits, yet persevered. While the Minutemen

dealt with budget cuts, untimely injuries and occasional

"rebuilding" seasons, they also succeeded. They even

managed to become the best in their field, the Yankee

Conference.

The University's recent history is much the same.

While budget cuts hurt, the state's "flagship" managed to

hold on to its best faculty and remain highly regarded in

academic circles.

Now both are in trouble. You can only survive so many
cuts before you bleed to death.

Greg Sukiennik

Men's track off and running
KourafaSf Walters, lead Minutemen to 6-0 start

By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

For most, winter break means five weeks of rest and

relaxation.

For the University of Massachusetts men's indoor

track team, winter break meant a month of grueling two

a day practices, and a sizzling undefeated start.

The Minutemen ran their record to 6-0, with January

wins over Bowdoin, Fitchburg State, M.I.T., Springfield,

UMass-Lowell, and Worcester Poljrtech.

"The one thing that's impressed me the most about

this team has been the depth and balance," Coach Ken
O'Brien said. "We've scored relatively evenly across the

board in all our events, with 29 different athletes scoring."

Thus far forthe Minutemen, scoringhas come relatively

easy and often as the Minutemen have beaten up on their

opponents by an average ofalmost 33 points, a margin of

victory that has come as an early season surprise to

O'Brien.

"I was anticipating maybe a 10 to 12 point difference,"

O'Brien said. "But we've been getting a dozen or so points

from our freshmen and sophomores, and that's where

that large margin of victory comes in."

That margin of victory O'Brien spoke of was never

more evident than on Saturday, when the Minutemen

finished in one ofthe top two places in 13 out of 18 events,

while cruising to a 37 point victory over host Springfield,

as well as UMass-Lowell and Bowdoin.

Leading the Minutemen to Saturday's victory was

Senior Kevin Walters, who placed first in both the 55

meter and 200 meter dash. He barely edged teammate
Jerome Bledsoe, who finished second in a time of 6.63

seconds, .03 behind Walters.

"Kevin's running very well, as is Steven Brown (who

placed first in the 800)," O'Brien said. "In terms ofa point

leader, that wouldbe Joe Kourafas, who's done well for us

in both the high jump and long jump."

Other first place finishers for the Minutemen included

Craig Cormier, Patrick Locket, Luke Simpson, and Jef-

frey White.
"Overall, I think we did well," O'Brien said. "I think

we're really using our depth and balance well, and we've

got a hungry group of kids."

Earlier over the break, on January 17th, the Minute-

men got their season offon the right foot with a 29 point

victory over M.I.T., Fitchburgh State, and Worcester

Polytech.

Leading the victory trail at M.I .T. was Kourafas, who
placed first in the longjump, and second in the highjump.

Also finishing first for the Minutemen were Brown,
Cormier, Nelson Simao, Matt Simon, andAndrew Yahner.

"I think that the kids have matured rapidly, and
knock on wood, we haven't had any injuries," O'Brien

said. "Our schedule only gets tougher fi-om here, so

hopefully we can keep it up."

The Minutemen hope to continue their winning ways
on Friday night when they travel to the University of

New Hampshire to take on the host Wildcats and Holy
Cross.

From the perspective of Joe Average, state official or

Joe Average, UMass administrator, a few scholarship

cuts are not the end ofthe world. But Joe Average doesn't

understand things like integrity or tradition.

Jim Reid could not be expected to stand by and watch

the administration, the state and the athletic department

break promises he had already made to student athletes.

He had put up with budget cuts before, but these went too

far. What other recourse did he have but to say "I quit?"

None.
This isn't some ordinary football program we're talking

about. Look at the history and youll see how special it is:

• The most conference titles, won or shared, inYankee
Conference history;

• tradition — UMass has played football over 100

years. Only the baseball program can compare in age or

history;

• pride—UMass football alumni include currentNew
England Patriots coach DickMacPherson, Chicago Bears
offensive assistant and former NFL quarterback Greg
Landry, andhundredsmorewho completed distinguished
careers at UMass.

I wish I knew who I could howl at, but blame falls

everywhere. I'd blame the state, but yelling at the state

has never done UMass any good. Indeed, it only seems to

make things worse.

I'd blame the University and the athletic depaitment,

but how can they cope without enough money to properly

fund every sport? Remember, UMass has already lost

women's volleyball, women's lacrosse, and spring tennis

for men and women. Had it not been for the persistence

of some concerned parents, men's soccer would be a

memory, too.

Money and college athletics go hand in hand — even
the NCAA, the supposed watchdog of college athletics,

will admit this. They make millions of dollars in licens-

ing, television contracts and the like. It's not right, but
it's the truth.

In some sports, for example, playoff sites are deter-

mined not by who earned the home-field advantage, but

who will most likely pack the most fans into their stadium
on a given night. This is why UMass football didn't get a

home game in 1990 when they made the I-AA playoffs -

other schools had better attendance records than UMass.
That's not the mission of college athletics Jim Reid

sees. Reid, who could have left UMass to coach anywhere
CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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Group saves
men's soccer
from demise
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

After months of speculation and rumors, Gov. Weld's

office announced yesterday the University of Massa-
chusetts men's varsity soccer program has received

funding to continue playing for the next five seasons from
a private source, the World Cup Soccer Camp.

WCSC, whose President JeffRyan is a 1982 graduate
ofUMass, will contribute $780,000 to the soccer program,
which was slated for elimination last spring by the

Athletic Department.
Gov. Weld announced the agreement between UMass

and Ryan yesterday afternoon at the State House.

"The men's soccer program at UMass has been part of

the school for some 60 years," Weld said. "The ending of

the program in the wake of a very successful season

would have been a significant loss for the University.

"It is especially good to see that as University officials

were making the decision to save the program, WCSC
came forward with a funding commitment to the men's

soccer program," Weld said.

The agreement re-ignites hopes thatWorldCup U.S.A.

1994 will consider Foxboro, Mass. as a site for the 1994
games, a move which would pump an estimated $98
million of tourism business into the state's economy.

Previously, World Cup U.S.A. 1994 had indicated the

loss ofthe University's soccer team would hurt the state's

chances of being considered, since it sjTnbolized the

state's lack of enthusiasm for the sport.

Ryan, who fell in love with soccer while working in the

United Kingdom, was interested not only in helping his

state but his alma mater as well.

"My action to assist the continuation of soccer with

this financial help provided by WCSC is a way to pay
back, in a small way, the opportunity I had at UMass,"
Ryan said. "I wouldn't have been able to do any of the

things 1 have done if it weren't for UMass. This school

allowed me to explore where my strengths are. I've never

forgotten the University."

University Chancellor Richard O'Brien said, "Every-

one wins under this plan. We get our soccer team back,

the soccercamp gets a boost, and the Universitymay once

again be of benefit to the state if the World Cup sees this

move as a show of support for soccer."

University PresidentE.K Fretwell said he was pleased

to see the program return and added, "The University

welcomes the occasion to be part of a public-private

partnership with Mr. Jeff Ryan and his colleagues."

Despite being in its "terminal" season, Massachusetts

streaked to an 11-5-4 record— good enough to qualify for

the Atlantic 10 Championships for the first time in the

team's history. After the season was over, head coach

Sam Koch was named New England Div. I Coach of the

Year.

It had been rumored Ryan would make a substantial

donation to the soccer program since mid-fall. As the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

CoUegian photo by Christopher Evans

A LONG WAY TO GO — Freshman Sean Case, undecided, prepares to brave the
elements and make his way back to Southwest Residential Area yesterday.

Bush's plan raises doubts
Potential effect ofeight-step program questioned

MIKE FEINSILBER
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — It was "my plan for America." It

was George Bush vs. the malaise. It was described as the

most important speech of his presidency.

Falhng in the polls, he'd been promising big things.

He'd been talking about this speech since before

Thanksgiving. He mentioned it about a dozen times on a

single day of campaigning in New Hampshire.
A lot of Americans think the country is in a tailspin

and Bush's State ofthe Union plan to counter the malaise

turned out to be a melange. His eight-steps-in-all-di-

rections plan starts with international trade negotiations

and ends with the creation ofa "Commission on America's
Urban Families."

An eight-step plan is not much to rally a country

around.

It is hard to imagine that the American people will feel

more comfortable knowing that they may be able to tap

their IRA accounts for doctor's bills, home purchases or

tuition, or that real estate developers may soon benefit

from modification of "the Passive Loss Rule."

They might like lower withholding— more take-home
pay now but smaller tax refunds next spring. Yet they

know it's their own money either way.

Bush stressed haste and gave Congress until March

20 to act or face a fight.

But no legislation was required to put into effect the

withholding plan — the $25 billion centerpiece of his

anti-recession program. Bush did it unilaterally. He
could have done it months ago. For all the talk ofurgency,

he waited for the big speech.

House Speaker Thomas Foley said his Democrats will

seek common ground with Bush, "but we will also stand

our ground when basic principles are at stake." Sen. Jay
Rockefeller, D-W.Va., said Bush wasjust "tinkering with
the same old tools."

"He's demanding that Congress approve in 50 days a

proposal he's been working on for 90 days, and he's still

fine-tuning it," groused Sen. Lloyd Bentson, D-Texas.

Even ifCongress enacts Bush's program by March 20
— it won't — the core issue is whether the program
addresses what ails America.

If America is undergoing "a crisis of confidence" (as

The Los Angeles Times believes) or is "gloomier than it

has been in 13 years" (as says The New York Times), this

speech will not overcome the crisis or clear the gloom.

Thirteen years ago, Jimmy Carter was in the White

House, a prisoner of the Iranian hostage crisis and of a

severe inflation that made people fear for their future.

The term that described their dismay was "malaise," a

vague sense of decline.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Democratic presidential hopefuls rap Bush
on his presidential record, Union address
By JOHN KING
Associated Press

MANCHESTER, N.H.— The men who
would replace President Bush were split

on whether his State ofthe Union address
offered too much or too little. But they
were unanimous in calling its promises
too late — and from a man who can't be
trusted to keep them.

Although they were quick to criticize

the president, many of the themes Bush
used Tuesday night echoed those heard as

the 1992 campaign heats up in New
Hampshire: health care, welfare reform,

trade and a promise to take care of prob-

lems at home with money now spent

abroad.

Congressional Democrats, who have

the first crack at Bush's promises when
theybecome legislation, also said the flurry

of proposals belied his three-year White
House record.

Sounding the overall Democratic cri-

tique was House Speaker Thomas Foley,

D-Wash., who said Democrats would
dedicate the election year to helping the

working and middle classes.

"America needs a presidentwho is ready

to lead, not a president who comes to the

American public with an election-year

litany that gives an inaccurate perspective
of the real state of the union," said

Democratic presidential candidate Bob
Kerrey, a Nebraska senator who watched

the speech in the leadoff primary state of

New Hampshire.
"We're going to read the record, and the

record is four years of neglect, four years

of broken promises," said candidate Tom
Harkin, an Iowa senator.

Senate Finance Committee Chairman
Lloyd Bentson, D-Texas, and House Ways
and Means Committee Chairman Dan
Rostenkowski, D-IU., the men in charge of

Congress's tax-writing panels, warned

Bush that cooperation was a two-way
street.

IfBush's ideaofcost control was another
attempt to cut back Medicare, "that won't

sit well with either Democrats or Repub-

licans in Congress," Bentson said.

Of Bush's challenge to Congress to act

on his economy proposals by March 20,

Rostenkowski said cooperation from Bush
could mean "well get a package by March
20 — or not."

Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton, listening

to the president's speech in Houston, heard

Bush borrow his stimip calls for welfare

reform and improvements in race rela-

tions, but said they rang hollow.

Clinton, who has proposed making col-

lege funds available to anyone in exchange

for a payroll deduction or public service,

said Bush's proposal to allow penalty-free

use of IRA money for college was short-

sighted.

Inside:
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The Undergraduate Student

Senate votes to oppose Gov.

Weld's tuition retenfion plan.

Find out how the plan affects

YOU!!!
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Smartingfrom their lopsided

loss to Temple, the Minute-

men take on Rutgers at New
Jersey in men 's basketball.

WEATHER:
Did you like yesterday's

weather? Well, like it or not,
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GLB Forum
The GLB Forum appears every Thursday. To submit

an announcement, please send a press release with all

pertinent information to the Collegian c/o the GLB Issues

Editor. All submissions must be received by noon on
Wednesday.

Thursday, January 30
Meeting— The Men's Group will meet at 9:00 p.m. in

the LBGA office, 413B S.U. All university men are wel-

come.

Friday, January 31
Social— The LBGA Coflee Social will be held from 3-

6 p.m. in 903 Campus Center.

Sunday, February 2
Meeting — A vote and meeting wrill be held to deter-

mine the name and Steering Committee of the 1992
Northampton Pride March. The vote is from 3-5 p.m. and
the meeting is from 5:15-6 p.m. at the Northampton
Center For The Arts.

Monday, February 3
Training— Speaker's Bioreau Training from 7-10 p.m. at

the Pn)gram forGLB Concerns,Crampton House, SouUiwest
Tuesday, February 4

Meeting— The Lesbian Bisexual Womyn's Union will

meet at 7:30 p.m. in the LBGA office, 413B S.U. All
university women are welcome.

Filene's goofs, nabs judge

^

TOWEE
THEATRES

THE VILLAGE COMMONS • SOUTH HADLEY 533-2663

Student Discounte, Bottomless Popcorn
1\iesday Nights, The Best SoundAround

_ Tides .

Weekdays @3K)0, 5:40 & 8:10
Friday @4KK), 6:30 & 9.-00

Sat & Sun ©1:30, 4K)0,6:30 & 9.-00

GRAND
CAN\ON

GOLDEN GLOBE NOMINEE
ftSTSOUEENFUy ns

Friday ©4:15,6:50 & 9:20
Sat & Sun @ 1:30,4:15,6:50 & 9:20
Mon-Thurs @3KX),5:50 & 8:20

Midnight Friday

By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — A downtown bargain department store
says a pricing mixup led to the arrest ofa state Supreme
Court justice on charges she switched price tags on a $12
purse. The store apologized today.

Justice Ruth I. Abrams, who was arrested and
handcuifed by Boston police, was released because Filene's

Basement chose not to press charges. Abrams, 6L the
only woman to serve on the Supreme Judicial Court,
demanded an apology Tuesday from the store.

The store issued an apology today, blaming the media
in part for what happened. "We acknowledge that the
humihation imposed on Justice Abrams through the
distortion of facts as reported in the media was totally
unjustified, and apologize in the hope that this apology
wrill help to mitigate the harm that has been done to her
impeccable reputation," the store said in a written
statement.

The store, however, referred to the incident as a
misunderstanding.

"...we fully believe that our employees acted at all

times in good faith and in conformity with company
pohcy," the statement said.

Abrams said in a statement Tuesday that after paying
for the purse she found in a discount bin Sunday, she was
approached by a security person who accused her of
having switched the price tag.

She was then taken to a downstairs room and held.
"I repeatedly asked and insisted that Filene's personnel

go upstairs and see for themselves that the purse was a
$12 purse as shown by others of the same make still

there. They refused to do so, and subsequently the police
were notified I had been shoplifting," Justice Abrams
said in her statement.

She was handcuffed and taken to the police station
and released after several hours when Filene's said it

would not press charges.

Filene's released a statement Tuesday evening calling

the incident a mix-up.

"There was confusion as to the proper pricing of a
purchased item," the store said.

Abrams said that on Monday her attorney obtained
three purses from three Filene's Basement stores that
were similar in style to the one she had purchased; the
price tag on each was $12.

"It is now established beyond any doubt that the purse
I purchased contained the proper $12 price tag," the
statement said. "Through my counsel, I have not made a
demand to Filene's Basement for appropriate admissions
and an apology."

Joan Kenney, a spokesman for the court, said Abrams
signed a waiver agreeing not to enter the store until the
matter was resolved.

Filene's Basement was buzzing with word of the
incident Tuesday, but several employees said they were
not allowed to discuss it.

Filene's Basement has its own in-house police force,
said Donald Scott, vice president and general manager of
Filene's Basement. They have the authority to make
arrests within the store.

Bush questioned
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Bush said Tuesday night that what he's dealing with
is a "mood," but he dismissed it.

"There is a mood among us," he said. "People are
worried there has been talk ofdecline. Someone even said
our workers are lazy and uninspired."

NtGpL MASSACHUSETTS

THE
LARGEST DAILY COLLEGE \n cOla

HAMPSHIRE
#>. FITNESS

Prt ^ CLUB
FOR
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The Area's ^
Most Complete
Club • 256-6446
90 Gatehouse Road

•PVTA bus route to Rolling Green
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• free wei^its • Jacuzzi • sauna •

• massage • bikes • tennis •

• rowers • treadmilb •

• stairmasters •

• student discounts*

College Supplies
A terrific selection of

Computer supplies, notebooks, pens,

pencils, paper clips, typewritter ribbons,

lamps, T-shirts, binders, art supplies,

calendars, blank books, Frisbees,

stationary & and die best card shop in die Valley!
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Local
UM student leaders decry tuition plan
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

A proposal endorsed by Gov. Weld which would allow
state public colleges and universities to retain all the
tuition revenue they collect has been met with mixed
reactions from student leaders at the University of
Massachusetts.

The University currently holds on to about 30 percent
of tuition and returns the rest to the state, according to

a University spokesperson. Last year, colleges turned
over $85 million to the state.

The Weld administration has defended the proposal
as a way to give state colleges more fiscal flexibility and
insulate the colleges fi-om budget slashes.

Kevin Newnan, student trustee for the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst, said Weld's tmtion retention

idea would hurt students by encouraging the University
administration to raise tuition and fees to increase rev-

enue.

In 1988, in-state tuition was raised by 15 percent, the
Ijirgest increase since 1980, according to the University
Office of Institutional Research and Plaiuiing.

"It will only give the state a way to welch out of its

funding [responsibilities]," Newnan said. "It's not in the
interest of students."

Newnan said the state legislature should be respon-
sible for funding its own universities, not the institutions

themselves.

In addition, with enrollment at its lowest point in 20
years, Newnan said the plan would turn the campus into

an "enrollment-driven" University, adversely aiffecting

the quality of education.

"There's no way we are going to gain from it," he said.

Joseph Langis, executive director ofthe State Student
Association, a student advocacy group based in Boston,

s£ud tuition retention should be implemented with a limit

on the rise of tuition.

With this plan, which has been filed with the legisla-

ture, tuition would annually rise by 3 to 5 percent, the
average increase in inflation.

"Nobody wants to see tuition increase," Langis said.

"Given the different fiscal state, 3 to 5 percent looks
attractive."

Langis did see some "light at the end ofthe tunnel" in

Weld's plan to not cut the state higher education budget
for the first time in four years.

Rob Witherell, head of the budget committee of the
Student Government Association, said of the State Stu-
dent Association, "SAM is a scam.

"I think [Langis] is mistaken in advocating any kind
oftuition and fee increases. That's inexcusable," Witherell
said.

He said the state should take care of the campuses
instead of the campus administration.

"The whole idea of letting tuition retention happen
can lead to dire consequences," Witherell said.

CoU«ciaii pbolo b>' Christopher Evan*

BROTHER, CANYOU SPARE A BOOK?— Junior psychology
mcgor Nicole IQmiecik participates in the used book campaign
held yesterday on the Campus Center concourse. Volunteer
Peter Dickerson sits behind the table.

Student Senate votes
to Oppose tuition plan
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate
voted unanimously last night to take ac-

tion to prevent implementation of Gov.
Weld's proposal for 100 percent tuition

retention for the state's universities and
colleges

The motion stated that tuition and fees

have gone up $4,000 over the last four

years and that undergraduate enrollment
has dropped by 3,000 since 1988 because
of these increases.

A public university provides accessi-

bility to those otherwise unable to afford

an education and many students would no
longer be able to afford a college education
if 100 percent tuition is implemented, the

motion said.

"Tuition retention is great for the state,

because it takes the burden of education

out of the budget," said senior Rob
Witherell, budget chairperson for the

Student Senate.

The movement against tuition reten-

tion centers on the probability that the

state universities and colleges will become
more like private institutions, and the

state will not feel a need to fund a university

or college that is able to keep all of its own
tuition, according to the motion.

"It defeats the purpose of state educa-

tion, and we have to act fast before it

destroys us," said Witherell

The motion ended with a resolution

stating that the Student Government
Association plarmed to take action to

prevent its implementation.

Sophomore Matt Pavesi, chair of the

pubhc policy committee, brought up two
main avenues for fighting the implemen-
tation of 100 percent tuition retention.

The first way is to have parents and
alumni write letters to their legislators,

fighting tuition retention, said Pavesi.

Deirdre Bannon, attorney general for the

Student Senate, who worked for a state

legislator this past summner said, "the

Candidates spar^ sparks fly
Retention causes friction for Democratic candidates
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The campaign for the state representative seat from
the Third Hampshire District continues to heat up, as the

four candidates for the Democratic nomination partici-

pated in a debate marked by sharp words between sev-

eral of the candidates Tuesday night.

Democrats Jon Hite, Ellen Story and Terry Franklin

ofAmherst and Norman Page of Pelham participated in

the debate held at Pelham Elementary School and

' Jo«h Itejmolds

IN A WORLD ALL HIS OWN —
Northampton resident IVIarkAndretakes
advantage of the calm before the storm
ofreturningstudentsduringintersession
and catches up on his reading outside

the Student Union.

sf>onsored by the Amherst Democratic Town Committee.
The sparks began to fly when the candidates were

asked to state their positions on Gov. Weld's proposal for

tuition retention.

Story said although she would have opposed the tuition
retention plan when it was first proposed in 1986, she

said it is now "politically impossible" to roll back reten-

tion.

"A rollback of retention would devastate the Univer-

sity," Story said. "It would be both politically impossible

and would lead to major layoffs offaculty and staff[at the

University]."

Hite, who has strongly opF>osed tuition retention, said

he was sure Story knew he wasn't advocating layoffs of

faculty and staff in his opposition to retention. When
Story interjected that she Svasn't sure" ofHite's position,

Hite lashed out, saying he was "insulted" by Story's

comment.
During the candidate's closing statements, Hite said

he would "use every ounce of my energy to work with

faculty, staff and alumni to fight the consensus" that

exists on Beacon Hill, particularly regarding tuition

retention.

Page said he believes Hite and Story are "both wrong"
in their positions on tuition retention. Page said he is not

opposed to tuition retention as long as the cost of tuition

is kept low relative to the total costs of University

programs.
Franklin said while he basically opposes tuition re-

tention, he believes Weld "has it in for the University"

and will look for other ways to cut the University's

budget, even if retention fails.

During the candidate's closing statements, each ofthe

four candidates attempted to paint the differences among
them.

Story noted that while she has had to "learn her way
aroimd the Boston political scene" during her 18 years

working in family plaiuiing, she is "not one of the boys."

"Ifyou want more of the same [in state government],

vote for Jon Hite," Story ssiid. "I'm in this race to change
the game."

Hite said there is currently an atmosphere in the

Commonwealth where the state's public colleges and
universities are about to be "privatized by an uncaring

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

GLB program offerings
The I*rogram for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual

Concerns has existed here atUMASS for five years.

It is the purpose ofthe Program to serve the diverse

needs of the Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual communi-
ties, as well as to create a positive environment by

increasing community-wide understanding and
awareness of the needs of GLB people. Through
education and advocacy, they work to eliminate

negative behaviors and attitudes and to reduce the

effects of alienation often experienced by GLB
people. The Program Office is located in Southwest

in Crampton House and the phone number is 545-

4824.

In addition, a new class is being offered this

semester, titled Lesbians, Gays and Bisexuals in

U.S. Society. Taught by Felice Yeskel and Chris

Macek, it will cover GLB culture from psychologi-

cal, sociological suid historical perspectives. The
class is being offered Wednesdays from 3:30 to 6

pm, and can be added in 508 John Quincy Adams
Tower.

—TAMI MONAHAN

March vote on hand
On Sunday, February 2nd, there will be an

election to determine the official title and steering

committee for the 1992 Northampton Pride March.
The election will be held on the third floor of the

Northampton Center For The Arts from 3 to 5 p.m.

From 5:15 to 6 p.m., the results will be announced,

and a meeting held to form the steering committee

and begin planning the 1992 March.
Last fall, four public forums were held and a

decision was made to use a public ballot to deter-

mine the official name of the March and the mem-
bers of the steering committee. A sub-committee

was formed to organize the vote. Along with

questions to determine the name and steering

committee is a question to decide if steering com-
mittee members will be volunteers or elected.

Members of the Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual

communities of the Valley are encouraged to at-

tend and vote.

— TAMI MONAHAN
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Student Senate vote
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

best way to go is by sending personal letters, not form
letters to the state legislators, because thev pay particular
attention to constituent letters of concern."

The second way of beating Weld's proposal for full

tuition retention is by going to other state colleges and
informing them of the devastation that tuition retention
would have on state college campuses, said Pavesi.

"We can have an effect on tuition retention through
political power," said senior Bob Monaghan, speaker of
the Student Senate.

"We are going to have to target every legislator, and
we can do this by going to other schools and organizing
them," he said.

Currently, UMass is able to keep 30 percent of the
tuition, said Monaghan.

In another resolution, the Senate voted unanimously

to ask that Interim Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Jo-Aime T. Vanin not accept nominations or apply for

the permanent position of vice chancellor for student

affairs.

The Senate' does not want Vanin to accept nomina-

tions nor apply for the position because they feel that she

does not represent the views of the students, senate

members said.

"We need a vice chancellor who will fight for student

rights, and it is time that we get rid ofadministrators who
don't care about students but care about their own
agenda," said Pavesi.

"Student affairs as a division is anti-student, which

comes from the top down." said Monaghan.
"There needs to be a change in the top to an individual

to bring a pro-student agenda to student affairs," he
concluded.
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RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS

Hiring Now For Daytime Hours
Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to col-
lect data on a variety of research topics. Absolutely
no selling involved. Solid typing skills required. Flexi-
ble hours Sunday-Friday, 5-1 0pm, and Saturday,
1 1 am-5pm. Shifts up to 40 hours week available.
Choose your own schedule as long as you work 4
shifts a week (20 hours). Start at $5.00 per hour with
paid training and earn up to maximum $6.00 hr.

We're in the Mountain Farms Mall which is a stop on
the free bus line. Call between 11am and 4pm Mon-
day to Friday, 586-8635.

Abt Associates Inc.

Telephone Research Center
Mountain Farms Mall, Rt. 9
Hadley. MA 01 035
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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It can't do laundryor find you a date,

but it can help you find more time for both.

The new Apple' Macintosh" Classic' II

computer makes it easier for you to juggle

classes, activities, projects, and term papers—
and still find time for what makes college

life real life.

It's a complete and affordable Macintosh

Classic system that's ready to help you get

your work finished fast. It's a snap to set up
and use. It has a powerful 68030 micro-

processor which means you can run even

the most sophisticated applications with ease.

And its internal Apple SuperDrive'" disk

drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and
MS-DOS formatted disks—allowing you to

exchange informati(jn easily with ,, 4^ ^

almost any other kind of computer

tJUUL

In addition to its built-in capabilities, the

Macintosh Classic II can Ix? equipped with up
to 10 megab\ies of RAM, so you'll be able to

run several applications at once and work
with large amounts of data.

If you already own a Macintosh Classic,

and want the speed and flexibility of a

Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an

upgrade-it can be installed in just minutes
and its affordable.

To put more lime on your side, consider
putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.

See us for a demonstration today, and while

you're in, be sure to ask us for details

, about the Apple Computer Loan.

\ It'll be time well spent.

Introducing the Macintosh Chissic II.

FOR DETAILS VISIT OUR COMPUTER DEPARTMENT

^JJNIVERSITYmSTORED
CAMPUS CENTER
545-2619

HOURS:
M - F 9-5
SAT 11-3
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Probe clears Bulger of wrongdoing
By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Massachusetts Attorney
General Scott Harshbarger today closed

his investigation of the 75 State Street

project and said the probe cleared Senate
President William Bulger ofallegations of
wrongdoing.

Harshbarger said his staff reviewed
evidence collected by the U.S. Attorney's

office in the case and conducted an inde-

pendent investigation.

Then U.S. Attorney Jeremiah T.

O'SuUivan closed his investigation on
March 31, 1989, with no charges and said

the decision was "not a close call."

Harshbarger agreed.

"Based on our investigation, there is no
credible evidence to support, and therefore,

no professionally responsible basis, for

convening a Grand Jury in connection

with the allegations ofimproper action by
any individual , including Senator William

BiUger, in connection with the 75 State

Street development," Harshbarger said.

AP photo

TOO WEAK TO STAND— Masha, a 32-year-old elephant who
had frozen and starved in the Volgograd zoo, is tended by a

Moscow circus employee Monday.Although she might have lived

another four decades, the elephant died Tuesday despite two
weeks ofeffortsby circus employees to save her.Many circus and
zoo animals in the former Soviet Union are suffering from the

worsening economy.

Did you know?
at the UMass

Division of Continuing Education

• we offer you over 100 evening credit courses?

• there are nearly 100 noncredit workshops?

• that you can take available University day

courses through Continuing Education?

• that it's not too late to sign up for a course?

Register now through February 10 for the

course that just might change your life.

Division of Continuing Education

Coodell Building, sixth floor

545-2414 (open 'til 7:00, Monday through

Thursday until Feb. 10)
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"Therefore, there is no responsible ba-

sis for initiating any criminal prosecution

for improper action in this matter," the

attorney general said. "I concur with

former U.S. AttorneyJeremiah O'Sulhvan
that this is, on the facts and under state

law as well, not a close call."

In December 1988, Harshbarger said.

The Boston Globe (underline please) pub-

lished a series of articles questioning

certain transactions and financial ar-

rangements that occurred in 1985 and
1986 between Boston developers, attor-

neys and currentand former state officials,

most notably Bulger.

The investigation centered on whether
Thomas Finnerty, a Boston attorney, ex-

torted $500,000 from developer Harold
Brown in return for Finnerty using his

alleged influence with Bulger to obtain

necessary approvals for Brown's 75 State

Street project.

The central allegations, Harshbarger
said, were that Brown paid $500,000 in

1985 to Finnerty and that a portion ofthe

money, $250,000, was paid to Bulger

through a Finnerty-controUed trust.

In aui affidavit filed in connection with

a related civil action in Suffolk Su]}erior

Court, Bulger acknowledged receiving a

loan from the trust, but denied any con-

temporaneous knowledge or connection

with the Brown-Finnerty transaction.

Bulger said the money he got was re-

ceived as legal fees in connection with an
unrelated action in which he and Finnerty

were counsel.

Harshbarger said the facts didn't sup-

port the allegations of wrongdoing.
"... I have concluded that, under state

law, there is no responsible basis for

criminal prosecution in connection with

the 75 State Street project, and this office

wrill take no further action of any kind."

However, Harshbarger, without men-
tioning him by name, criticized his pre-

decessor, James Sharmon, for not con-

ducting an independent investigation of

the allegations.

O'SuUivan's investigation, Harsh-
barger said, dealt only with potential

violations of federal law, not state law.
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Bisexuals should not be in NoHo Gay and Lesbian march
Hopefully this Sunday a lengthy, heated and bitter

controversy wll be laid to rest as community members
meet to vote on the title for the 1992 Northampton
Lesbian and Gay Pride March. The issue: whether to

include the word "Bisexual" in the march's title.

It is absolutely extraordinary that this vote is being
held in a public forum in a small town in rural Massa-
chusetts. There are few places in the entire world where
lesbians, gays and bisexuals can meet in public forums to

discuss their political issues.

But Northampton is well known as a special place for

gays. The Los Angeles Times recently described
Northampton as a special haven for lesbians, and last

year Time magazine referred to it as a "rural lesbian

enclave" in its special women's issue. It is home to some
of the nation's leading lesbian writers, including award-
winners Leslea Newman and Sarah Dreher, along with

many other talented lesbian artists and businesswomen.
In the late 60s and early 70s Northampton was the

base for a strong lesbian separatist community that

made significant contributions to the feminist dialogue

about sexual politics.

It is important to acknowledge that it is primarily due
to the efforts of political lesbians that Northampton is a

safe space for lesbians and gays today.

Northampton is an exception to the national gay
rights movement, which is dominated by homosexual
men. They own and publish most of the major gay
magazines and newspapers. Lesbians have been invisible

in most of the recent coverage stemming from gay men's
struggles against AIDS.

So perhaps it is understandable why some lesbians

are protective of the Northampton Lesbian and Gay
Pride March. Its title reflects a historically unique and

successful effort by lesbians to establish visibility, power

and community.
I think bisexuals should branch offand organize their

own bisexual/queer pride march in Amherst and respect

the Northampton March's traditional focus on lesbian

and gay liberation. It's counterproductive for bisexuals

and lesbians to spend so much time and energy in a power

struggle that I believe reflects some irreconcilable philo-

sophical differences. It would be better for lesbians and

bisexuals to agree to disagree.

Trystan Skeigh

It's not that homosexuals and bisexuals should not be

allies. Clearly lesbians, gays and bisexuals share the goal

of ending social intolerance of same-sex relationships.

But they often hold very different political persjjectives.

This is especially apparent when contrasting the views of

bisexual women with lesbian feminists.

Lesbian feminists argue that key to overcoming sexist

oppression is ending the sexual domination ofwomen by

men. Many argue that it would be better ifwomen did not

sleep with men at all until patriarchy is overturned.

This philosophical difference is at the root ofmuch of

the resistance voiced by some lesbians to the inclusion of

the word "bisexual" in the March's title. They argue that

because bisexuality, by definition, includes sexual rela-

tions with members of the opposite sex, bisexuals do not

reUnquish heterosexual privilege.

Homosexuality, on the other hand, by definition ex-

cludes the possibility ofheterosexual relationships. Hence
some lesbian feminists argue homosexuals are the pri-

mary targets ofhomophobia and should remain the focus

of the march's title.

Much of the debate around the march has focused on
this point: Do bisexuals have heterosexual privilege? I

think the answer for bisexual women is an obvious yes.

But, it is a dubious privilege that stems from sexism.

In typical heterosexual male porn, bisexual women
are highly popular eroticized images— two women have
an encounter, then they have sex with men.

Bisexual women say this objectification is part oftheir

oppression, and I agree. But I still argue that because

men view bisexual women as potential sexual partners,

these women experience a higher social tolerance level

than lesbians— who are labeled "man-hating dykes" and
particularly singled out for persecution because they

don't sleep with men.
Bisexual politics argue for the freedom to choose

partners of either gender without criticism or condem-
nation. This political goal is extremely important to the

social debate about gender relationships. The increasing

vasibihty ofthe Bisexual Movement is laudable and their

increasing unity and strength is heartening. However, I

do not believe the Bisexual Movement should push its

own agenda by infiltrating historical lesbian and gay
organizations. Instead, I believe they should develop

their own projects and groups and work with lesbians

and gays as allies.

All three groups have a different political message to

bring to the struggle against heterosexisin and
homophobia. It is important these different messages be

clearly heard and understood in all their implications.

However, rather than insisting that gay/lesbian/bisexual
always be uttered in the same breath, sometimes these

groups should take different space.

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegfian columnist

Animal rights activists

should support humans
Passing through the Student Union

the other day on a search for a cup of

politically uncorrect coffee from an
agreeably right-wing Central American
nation, I had occasion to notice the banner
ofthe Animal Rights Coalition. Belonging
to one of the mamy monomaniacal cau-
cuses on campus, it of course bore a suit-

ably emotional and vapid slogan. I find it

ironic that our society has unraveled the
blueprints of life contained in DNA, and
yet we are still haunted by the Zeitgeist of

primitive animism. Animal "rights" are
an epistemolog>- untenable in both a
philosophical and a practical sense, and
whose adherents will never be overly en-
cumbered by sapience.

Stefan B. Gross

Animal "rights" are most often ex-

pressed as the belief that the use of ani-

mals in scientific investigation is immoral,
because some things that humans would
perceive as unpleasant occur in the course

of these investigations; prospective con-

verts are bombarded with sanguine details

of Machiavellian deeds capriciously per-

formed. This position relies on proselyting

rather than pedantics, for we derive our
rights from the fact that we are human,
not from our ability to feel pain. Persons
who believe otherwise are either ignorant
of the principles of natural rights as ex-

postulated by Locke or choosing self-de-

ception in order to assuage a propensity
for emotionalism. The definition of legal

rights as the ability to feel pain carries

with it the implication that if one cannot
feel pain, one has no rights. Legal struggles

over the denial of heroic or sustenative

measures to coma victims are an excellent

case contrapoint; debates are not over the

existence of the rights of the insensate,

but rather over their regency. Indeed, if

we define pain as response to a human's
interpretation of unpleasant stimuli, and
accept that plant tissue responds to dam-
age, our erstwhile vegetarian animal
"rights" disciple will have to eat rocks in

order to uphold his tenets.

The Foundation for Biomedical Re-
search, a Washington D.C.- based think
tank, estimates that thanks to animal
research, we can expect to live an average
of 20.6 years longer. An advocate of ex-

tending human rights to animals would
argue that much of this research is need-
less, can be conducted adequately on
bacteria, and will present you with dozens
of pamphlets depicting woebegone cats

and dogs. First, animal research is vital in

predicting the metabolic breakdown prod-

ucts of various drugs; that is to say, what
will happen to a drug targeted to the heart
when it enters the liver. Bacterial models
may not have revealed inherent danger of

thalidomide or aspartame. Second, the
European Committee on Animal
Research's 1990 report reveals that over
85 percent of biomedical research not
utilizing bacterial models is performed on
rats. Since animal "rights" relies not on
log^c but rather on emotionalism, this is a
fact seldom, if ever, revealed in their lit-

erature. I would imagine it would be im-
mensely more difficult to mobilize public
opinion against testing Taconic-SD 50
strain #432R white rats than the sloe-

eyed canines so often depicted. Thus, we
have revealed a major inconsistency in

such a polemic: while it may seem rea-
sonable to the uninformed to extend the
boundaries ofnatural rights to encompass
dolphins or higher primates, the argument
verges on hilarity when suggesting that
rats be accorded the same legal status as
humans. I think not.

The Animal "rights" movement is not
likely to be a passing intellectual fad;

ominous portents such as the rise of ter-

rorist raids and personal attacks sub-
stantially indicate otherwise. A populist
movement embodied in an absurdity can
still win converts in a society where
progress is taken as a matter of course,
where melodrama is mundane, and where
logic is viewed as superfluous. By according
natural rights to brutes, animal "rights"
champions are transporting humanity to
the state of the beasts in the fields.

Stefan Gross is a UMass student

Abortion: the hardest of choices

HI. Wanna be published? Like I told you before, this ain't no private party,
this ain't no private disco, this ain't . . . aw, hell, what we're trying to say (me
and freshly hired Melissa) is that ifyou think there are things wrong with the
paper, and with thispage in particular (because this is my blurb, dammit!), or
even ifyou don't, you should come down here, underground, where we crawl,
and Join us! Be one with us. UNITE WITH THE . . . sorry, it's late, way past
deadline . . . anyway, we're always looking for good letters or columns — the
former must be under 50 lines, the latter over. Over.

The end of last semester saw a small
flurry of editorials on the subject of abor-
tions, most speaking out vehemently
against it. But do these people really know
what goes through someone's mind when
confronted with the situation of an
unplanned pregnancy? No. That is why I

have written this letter.

My girlfriend tested positive on a
pregnancy test in early December 1991.
Three weeks later, we had the pregnancy
terminated. How did we come to this de-
cision? Pro-life contingencies will say we
were accomplices to murder; pro-choice
contingencies will saywe merely exercised
our reproductive rights. I believe the truth
is somewhere in between.

Initially, when pregnancy became a
real possibility, my girlfriend said she
wanted to have the child. I told her two
things: one, I would file paternity papers
establishing my fatherhood which would
guarantee both my rights and responsi-
bilities; two, I suggested that the child be
put up for adoption.

The process of adoption is something I

know very well. I am the youngest of nine
children, the last six ofwhich were adopted.
It Is not something that comes about from
birth, that is quite uncommon. It is usu-
ally the offspring of foster care, and be-
comes more difficult as the child grow.s
older.

My parents, the ones who adopted me.
were also foster parents can ng for children
ofall ages. Foster care is ju.st as admirable
a process as adoption, but unfortunately
there are those who take in children merely
for the stipend from the state. As my

mother said to me when I found an award
she received for outstanding foster par-

enthood: "It only means I didn't beat my
children."

My girlfriend is 18 years old, in high
school, and living with her parents.
Adoption was not a viable option because
ofher parents' influence. It was impossible
to gauge their level ofsupport ifshe decided
to keep the child.

I am a 20-year-oldjunior here at UMass.
I live here, but still depend on my parents
partially for my support. My parents are
both 67 years old.

I came to the conclusion: which is the
worse sin? To bring a child into the world
that I couldn't give my best to; to risk that
that child be placed in a situation where a/

he is an extra check each month instead of

a member of the family? Or to avoid pain
and suffering for our parents and our-

selves? Some will think of me as a hypo-
crite, because I am adopted. But the cir-

cumstances concerningmy adoption were
quite different, and therefore do not con-

tradict. My biological mother abandoned
my biological father and myself nine
months after I was born; they were older

and they were married.
It all comes down to quality of life. I do

not believe that life should exist merely
for its own sake. This reasoning has been
used to justify oppression throughout our
world. I did not want to give a life of

severely compromised quality. 1 wanted
to avoid the possibility and the reality of

pain and suffering I have seen, and felt.

Name withheld at author's
request
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Smile at your RA, the servers at the
D.C. and your neighborhood janitor

Have you hugged your RA today? Did you smile at

your maintainer as he or she cruised down the hall with
the vacuum cleaner? Were you polite to the woman who
served you the sandwich you're eating as you read this in

the D.C?
If not, think again. These men and women are the

unsung heroes of the University — the people who do
thankless jobs and take all sorts of abuse. While this

institution's bureaucracy takes the credit, financial or

otherwise, the seemingly faceless, nameless workforce of
UMass goes largely unrewarded.

Maybe UMass is like real life, after all. That's how the
world works— someone does all the work, someone else

takes the credit. Human nature or societal flaw? You
decide. It's your life.

Greg Sukiennik

Think about it for a minute. Let's say it's Friday night

in the dorms. You did 10 flaming vodka shots, drank two
mud slides, gulped down three beers, ate a pizza and
threw up all over the bathroom floor. [Must have been the

pizza, right?) Now who's going to clean up aft«r you
Monday morning?

Why, ofcourse. Since you passed out like the drunken
fool you are, you never stopped to think that someone else

had to clean up the remnants ofyour wild nightlife. How
does cleaning up after someone else's vomit sound for a

fun morning?
If you're a maintainer, it's just part of the routine.

Cleaning toilets, scrubbing graffiti offthe walls—it goes

on and on. Every day, without fail. Unless, of course,

budgetcuts takeyourjob away. Truly, being a maintainer

on this campus can be a thankless task.

It doesn't have to be ifresidents think before they act.

And no, being drunk is no excuse to not be considerate.

While we're on the subject ofbeing abused, who takes

more abuse than RAs? $26.88 a week I unless you work in

Sylvan] is barely adequate for a job which requires the

patience of Job, the persistence of Wily Coyote and the

tolerance level of Gandhi.
Housing's on one side, residents are on the other and

RAs are caught in the middle. Some RAs say Housing has
fired their peers, well, almost whimsically ifthey said or

did something Housing didn't happen to agree with.

Residents who don't Uke the policies RAs enforce, or

for some reason, don't like them period, have the power
to make their lives a living hell.

Inmyfreshman year, smgry residents on another floor

ofmy buildingwho were upset theirRAdared enforce quiet
hours "pennied" him in his room, then set the door on fire.

Another RA who came down too hard on her residents

found all four of her tires slashed one evening.

Is a free single worth the hassles? It can be, if the

circumstances are right. There are advantages to being
an RA — obviously, if it were 100 percent misery, there

wouldn't be competition for positions every year.

Again, a little consideration goes a long way. Don't set

your RA's door on fire. It's not nice.

Do these jobs compare to the occasional hassles and
public scrutiny of being, let's say. Chancellor? Having
never been an administrator at a public university, I

can't say from experience. Others, however, could learn

fi:*om experience.

Here's the idea: wovdd the administration be as apt to

misunderstand, underpayorotherwise shaft its employees

if it knew what the job was like? What if UMass' chair-

persons and provosts and vice chancellors traded with

the D.C. grandmas fbr a day? What ifthe powers-that-be

at Housing traded positions for a day with their janitors

and RAs?
Maybe the switch would foster understanding and

empathy. Maybe it wouldn't work after all. But either

way, the laughs would be worth it. Imagine the spectacle

ofseeing Richard O'Brien in a white apron in a hat at the

Berkshire D.C, informingyou that "macaroni and cheese
is a main item — you'll have to come back for seconds."

Imagine your friendly neighborhood maintainer at a

press conference, explaining why he or she disagreed

with Gov. Weld over his budget because it would hurt

those most vulnerable to spending cuts, especially state

employees.
You'll never see it happen, I'm afi-aid. It would make

too much sense, and aft«r all, this is Massachusetts.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian columnist

A countdown to
make the most
of this spring

Hooray! Hooray!
It took eight semesters, but my dreams were finally

answered. For the first time in my history here at the
University ofMassachusetts, I did not have to add/drop.
I did not have to wake before dawn. I did not have to sit

on a hard, cold cement floor for hours. And I did not have
to beg and cry for a class that I didn't even want.

Yes, for the first time I can start a semester not
already behind on my sleep, allowing me to use my time
more productively.

Like counting down the weeks till the end of the
semester.

How many times have you started a semester and the
first thing you check in your calendar is the number of

weeks, days and hours there are left until summer
vacation. (15 weeks)

Felice Cohen
For myself(and my roommate will vouch for this) last

semester was no exception. I could always be heard
yelling, "Hey Hope, can you believe there are only six

weeks left? This semester is flying by!" (14 weeks)
Annoyed with my constant updates that graduation

was abruptly creeping closer and closer and real life only
a skip-dee-do away, she would politely tell me to shut up.

(13 weeks)
So I have consented to make a pact with myself

Yesserie, no more countdowns (12 weeks). No more idle

remarks about graduation and how this is the worst job
market college graduates have been faced with in a long

time (11 weeks). And by all means no more joking when
people ask, "What are your plans after graduation?" and
I reply, "Going out to lunch with my family." (10 weeks)

That's right. After today I am going to live each day at

this humble estabUshment we sometimes slip and call

"home," to the fullest. I am going to make sure I take

advantage of everything UMass has to offer (maybe
hang-gliding?) before I am told to get out to make room for

the new recniits. (9 weeks)
I am prepared to act in a rational maimer when told,

"there are still more fees to be paid," by Whitmore. When
warned, "You haven't graduated yet, you still have an
exam next week," by my professors. And encouraged,

"Let's go out!" by my friends. (7 weeks)
After completing my first semester at UMass, I re-

member my dad saying to me, "One down and seven to

go."At that point, havingonlyone semester left at UMass
seemed Light years away. (6 weeks) But cruising back to

school in my car this week down those familiar winding
roads in Amherst, it hit me. The time had come.

"Seven down and one to go."

Dozens ofUMass memories suddenly raced in fi-ont of

my eyes. Warnings from my recently graduated friends

that these are the best times of your lives filled my
thoughts. (5 weeks) I was overcome with the urge to steer

my car into the nearest cow, but alas, I hate red meat.

Feeling as though my life would be over after graduation

was ridiculous. Sure these are the best times ofyour life,

but there's still plenty more to come.

At that moment I realized college itselfis only the first

semester ofmy life and when I am through here I'll still

have 50 more to go.

So before hyperventilating and passing out and not

even making it till May, here's a bit of advice for all my
fellow seniors: enjoy each day you have left here at

UMass. Eat a bagel. (4 weeks) Meet as many people as

you can. Use a condom. Study. (3 weeks) Attend as many
lectures sis possible. Go out with your friends. Relax. (2

weeks)
Stop and smell the ros— okay, so maybe there are no

roses at UMass, but by all means appreciate your time

left here. (1 week) Because before you know it, there will

be no weeks left to count.

Felice Cohen is a Collegian columnist

While the right to live is fine, the final choice is mine
Well, I warned you all a long time ago

that when I felt it was time to approach a

serious topic and deviate from my usually

humorous self, I would do so.

That time has come.

Lorrie Cozzens

While there are some topics that I am
admittedly apathetic about, abortion is

not one of them. I can not condone some-

one telling me what I may and may not do

with my own body. No matter what the

case at hand may be, it should continu-

ously be the right of the woman to choose

what should be done in the case of an

unexpected pregnancy. This is a light

analogy for a heavy topic, but abortion

and censorship fall into the same lines.

You can choose not to listen to the latest

Guns "N* Roses album, and you can choose

whether having an abortion would be the

best way to deal with your situation. It

should be your own choice, and it should

be able to be made without the influence of

riots, barricades and photograph waving
fanatics.

A few crucial examples helped me to

come to that conclusion. An acquaintance

at my former college was a victim of date

rape that resulted in pregnancy. She de-

cided not to have the baby, and who could

blame her? How could any woman lov-

ingly raise that child without constantly

being reminded of this horrible incident

for the rest of her life? How happy do you
suppose that child would be if he were to

discover that he was conceived from a

rape instead of love (or even lust)? Even
worse, how about pregnancies resulting

from incest? I don't want the job of telling

a 12-year-old girl that the law says she's

got to Iiave her father's child.

Consider that no birth control is 100

percent effective. There is always chance

of an accident no matter how much pre-

caution you use. I'd rather see abortion

made available for those who seek it, than

see unwanted children grow up being

mentally, physically, or worst ofall, sexu-

ally abused.

I especially resent a man trying to

diminish the right to choose. Men are in no

danger of getting pregnant, and that fac-

tor seems to get lost somewhere in the

mess. Florence Kennedy once said that "If

men could get pregnant, abortion would

be a sacrament." Those who phase offinto

the middle by saying "I don't think I'd

want one, but I wouldn't prevent someone
else from having one either" very possibly

have the best attitude. Simply because it

really never is your neighbor's business,

regardless of their gender.

There is also a viable medical stand-

point. I'd rather see abortion kept safe,

legal and accessible than go back to the

days of "back alley abortions." Women

sometimes used wire hangers or long hat

pins to abort the pregnancy and some-

times died from either internal bleeding

or infection. I was pleased to read in the

Middlesex News that Gov. William Weld
had said "A woman's right to an abortion

is a fundamental individual liberty. Gov-

ernment has no place interfering with a

fundamental right." Way to go. Weld.

As I said before, in the case ofan unex-

pected pregnancy you should be able to

choose what is right to do for you. If you
feel you want to have the child, more
power to you. But to take away that right

is to let narrow-minded people dictate

what you may and may not do with your
own body. And once they have control over

what they can do with your body, who is to

stop them fi'om seeking control of your
mind next?

Signing off. .

.

Lorrie Cozzens is a Collegian columnist
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7 don 'tjog.
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian StafT

Leo Kottke, the Master of
Twelve Steel Strings will be
playing at the Iron Horse Mu-
sic Hall in Northampton on
Friday, Jan. 31. A guitar vet-

eran of 25 years this accom-
plishedperformer'sconcert will

runthe gamut ofsongs from the
Allman Brothers to Bach,

"Iowemuch ofmy technique
to a failed attempt at banjo
playing and all ofmy affection

for the guitar to Pete Seeger?
most of my tunes belong in

some way to Pete/ writes
Kottke. **! live in Minnesota
with my wife and children.
When Tm not playing I rebuild
engines, read and write, or
poke around the Twin Cities. 1

don't jog."

Kottke has released 20 al-

bums since his 1968 release 1

2

I

String Blues.
Opening for Kottke is British

guitarist Adrian Legg.
"Adrian just released an al-

bum on Relativity records. He
is their next signing for a gui-

tar god, and Ovation guitars

signed him as their endorser,"
says Jordi Herold, proprietor
of the Iron Horse.
Guitars and Other Cathe-

drals is Legg's first U.S. re-

lease. Accordingto Eric Snider
of the St. Petersberg Times,
"On seven ofthe 13 tracks, Legg
holdscourtwith acustom-made
acoustic-electric guitar that is

imbued with a metallic bite and
resilient echo."

Legg is also author of Cus
toniizing Your Electric Guitar.

He has described his own guitar

as "An electro-acoustic nailed

together from various gash bits

— the body from a nylon proto-

type, a neck from a wrecked
steel-string, bits from a fue-

damaged wreck, and so on."

From lullabies to heavy
Cajunand Celtic grooves, Legg
mastersmany sounds. He even

has a flair for country in his "Divorcee's Waltz,"

"All I got out of it was an alcohol problem and
some unwearably tasteless shirts," says Legg
about the time he spent playing in British Coun-

try Bands in Acoustic Guitar.

This kind of incredible show doesn't happen
too often. Both ofthese musicians are truly guitar

virtuosos.

The Iron Horse Music Hall is located at 20

Center St. in Norihainpion. Dinner is served

from 5:30 at all shows. Iron Horse concerts are

all ages all the time. Show times are 7 and 10 p.m.
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Raising the curtain on 1992's movies
By CHRIS SHADOIAN
Collegian Staff

If you're as big a film buff as 1 am,
you're gonna want to save this article.

So get those scissors out, because I've

got the low-down on all of the projected

movies from Columbia Pictures for the

coming year.

The Inner Circle, starring Tom Hulce

(Amadeus) and Lolita Davidovich (Blaze)

will be the first Columbia film of the year.

It involves a loyal Soviet citizen (Hulce),

who is "persuaded" into a job as Stalin's

personal projectionist. He cannot, how-

ever, swing his marriage to Davidovich.

The basic plot of this movie sounds like

it might be quite good, and should, at the

least, serve to educate people about the

late Soviet Union.

But if you're still not interested, you

may want to see this movie because it's

scenery. The Inner Circ/e.marks the first

time a major motion picture corporation

has been allowed to shoot footage inside

the Kremlin, KGB headquarters and the

Soviet Red Army's war college.

Hard Promises, though, Ijust don't know
about. Billed as a "romantic comedy," it

sounds predictable all the way.

It stars Sissy Spacek (JFK) and Wil-

liam Petersen as husband and wife, then

as ex-husband and wife, which is when
Petersen makes an attempt to save their

marriage. But get this. He tries to win

Spacek back at her own wedding to an-

other man. Hilarious! Right? No. My vision

of the future shows this one sitting on the

"forgettable" shelf in video rental stores.

But take a wild guess at what kind of

movie Under Suspicion is. If your answer

is "thriller," you win a free copy of the

Collegian] Heck, keep this one.

Cinder Suspicion stars Liam Neeson

(Darkman) and Laura SanGiacomo (Pretty

Woman) as a private detective and a mis-

tress of a wealthy murder victim (respec-

tively). The two become involved when

rSeeson's wife is found murdered along

with Giacomo's lover, and, of course,

Neeson falls for Giacomo when he comes

under suspicion for the crime. Fairly typi-

cal.

I can see the billing for Radio Flyer

already: "The feel -good movie of the year,

of the decade, of the century!" it'll say.

However, that pre-release reputation may
indeed be founded.

Although the basic plot may sound

fairly unoriginal (brothers Elijah Wood and

Joseph Mazzello must learn to deal with

their monstrous stepfather), it is certainly

executed in a unique way.

The brothers try to get their wagon— a

tiny red Radio Flyer — to fly in order to

cope with the abusive stepfather. Who
ever heard of a flying wagon? Then again,

who ever heard of a flying bicycle before

"E.T." came along? I'd try this movie. It

might be great.

Falling From Grace, on the other hand,

has an extremely high chance of bombing

at the box-office. It won't be caused by

the cast, though. Rock and roller John
Mellencamp plays — guess — a famous

singer returning to his hometown to cel-

ebrate his grandfather's 84th birthday. He
plays opposite Mariel Hemingway {Star

80). Larry McMurtry, best known for his

terrific script in The Last Picture Show,
wrote the script, too, so all of that looks

promising.

But Mellencamp is debuting as a direc-

tor with this film. This could be the death

of the movie. Mellencamp is a singer,

jumping suddenly to acting AND direct-

Ftmlo courtety atColumbU Pfcturo.

Tom Hulce stars as Ivan Sanshin, a loyal Soviet citizen who is thrown into the

fire of Stalin's inner circle.
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ing? I have serious doubts as to whether or

not he can pull it off.

Now I must admit I feel slightly biased

about "Gladiator." It stars James Marshall

in his first big screen role. He is best known
previously for his work on David Lynch's

Twin Peaks, which I was obsessed with

while it lasted. So G^d/a tor has a chance

based on the acting ability of Marshall

"alone.

But the plot leaves something to be

desired. Set in the world of underground

amateur boxing, Marshall is forced into

the ring to avenge his father's name. Jean
Claude Van Damme's Kickboxer did this

already, and it was a terrible movie, but I

admit to finding it incredibly entertaining.

If you like beat-em-up-for-my-Dad type

of movies, try this one on for size.

A Very Good Year sounds like a seri-

ously stupid movie. I don't mean to knock
Academy Award-winning screenwriter

William Goldman {Butch Cassidy and the

Sundance Kid), but come ON!
A story about a man and a woman who

don't like each other, but end up falling in

live while searching for a bottle of wine

throughout Europe? An adventure movie

like this cannot possibly follow in the

footsteps of my favorite adventure ever:

Raiders of the Lost Ark.

Columbia Pictures doesn't seem to think

that Stephen King's Sleepwalkers needs

any explanation besides "Stephen King

wrote it, so it must be good".

I know nothing about this film's plot—
I'm writing about all of these movies from

press releases — because Columbia in-

cluded nothing whatsoever about it in their

press packet. And if this film is anything

like the last couple King flicks, I certainly

don't blame them.

However, another Twin Peaks alum

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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THURSDAY
In Concert — Craig Eastman, Purley Gates

and the Carol Hamm Trio come together for an
unforgettable evening of swing, blues, fiddle
tunes and everything in between. Join them at
the Iron Horse at 7 p.m. Tickets $6 at the door
only. All ages.

txhibit — A major exhibit of paintings by
Robert Goodnough entitled "Goodnough in

Massachusetts." Closing today at the Sargert
Galleries, 969 Main St., Springfield. Gallery
hours 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. f="ree.

Exhibit — Major exhibition of prints by
Albrecht Durer, considered the most important
printmaker of the 16th century. The exhibit

features nearly 65 works that marked the Re-
naissance in Europe and about 30 works by his

contemporaries. Held on the Hiatt Wing and
the Milles Fountain Court galleries at the

Worcester Art Museum, 55 Salisbury St,

Worcester through March 15. Call (508) 799-

4406 for gallery hours. Free.

Baba Yaga — Local rock band to play at

Sheehan's in Northampton. Show starts at 10
p.m. 21 and over.

19th Century American Art: Selections

From the Permanent Collection — An ex-

panded selection from the permanent collec-

tion of 19th century American painting, sculp-

ture and works on paper. At the Smith College

Museum of Art thru March 8. Open Tues. - Sat.

noon to 5 p.m. and Sun. 2 to 5 p.m. Free.

Selections From the Native American Col-

lection and Selections From the African Col-

lection — Highlighting recent additions to the

permanent collection. At the Smith College

Museum of Art. See Above.
Dutch Prints of the 17th Century— 17th

century Dutch prints including portraits, land-

scapes, scenes of daily life and religious sub-

jects by Rembrandt, van Ostade, Goudt, van
Ruisdael and other artists. At the Smith College

Museum of Art/Print Room. Open Tue. thru

Fri. 1 to 4:30 p.m. or by appointment. Free.

Auditions— By the Five College Early Mu-
sic Program for the Eariy Music Collegium and
other ensembles. Openings for singers and
varied instruments. At the Music Lounge,

Hampshire College, 1 1 :30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

and at Pratt Hall, Mount Holyoke College, 3 to

4:30 p.m.
Krapp's Last Tape by Samuel Beckett —

Original short play by Valley playwright Gustavo

Garcia. Presented by Whipped Fish Produc-

tions, HC. At 8 p.m. at the Northampton Center

for the Arts, Old School Commons, 1 7 New
South Street. $4 general admission. Call 549-

0164 for information and reservations. Run-

ning through Saturday,

FRIDAY
In Concert— The South End Jazz Band will

be appearing at Dave's Other Place in Chicopee
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. This unique group blends

original jazz and blues charts from the 1920s
and 1930s in a way that appeals to all genera-

tions. All Ages. Free.

Tokyo String Quartet— One of the greatest

quartets in chamber music history, praised for

their superb technical command, commitment
and intensity. Tickets: $22, $20; Five-College

students $ 1 1 , $ 1 0; 1 6 and under $8. At Bowker
Auditorium, (JMass 8 p.m. FAC Box office

545-2511.
Film: Jungle Fever — Controversial Spike

Lee film starring Wesley Snipes and Annabella

Sciorra. Contemporary love story that also

deals with the realities of interracial relation-

ships. At the Amherst College Campus Center

Theater, showing at 7:30 and 10 p.m. $1.50.

Student Recital — By Kyleen Carpenter

Amherst College Class of '92. At AC Buckley

Recital Hall, 8 p.m. Free.

Play: On Display— written and directed by
Anita Johnson. One-act comedy that uses
humor to call into question relations between
the races, the way we look at ourselves and
who is "owned by" whom. At the Mount Holyoke
College Lab Theater, 7 p.m. Free.

In Concert: The Cult Bros.—Contains former
members of Blue Oyster Cult including Joe
Bouchard. Classic rock presented at the Vertex
Niteclub (formeriy Katina's), 18+. Doors will

open at 8 p.m. The Vertex is located across
from the Mt. Farms Mall, Rt. 9, Hadley. Call

586-4463 for info.

In Concert: Leo Kottke — The esteemed
acoustic guitarist has been playing guitar for

over 25 years. At the Iron Horse, 20 Center St.,

Northampton. Showtimes are 7 and 10 p.m.
Dinner is served from 5:30 at all shows. All

ages. Call 586-8686 within the 413 area code
and outside 1 -800-THE-TICK for tickets.

''Daniel Webster,'' part of the exhibit, "Photogra-

phy in Nineteenth-Century America"

Symposium: Pictures in Context — New
perspectives on 19th century American pho-
tography. Speakers include Neil Gray, Jr., and
Dr. Estelle Jussim. Begins at 1:30 thru 4:30
p.m. At Stirn Auditorium, Amherst College.

For reservations call 542-2335. Seating is

limited.

SUNDAY

"Balancing Acts" by Phoebe Stone

Exhibit: Balancing Acts — Oil pastels by
award-winning Phoebe Stone. Closing today.

Located at The Artisan Gallery, Thornes Mar-

ketplace, (B Level) 150 Main St., Northampton.

Hours Fri. 9:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. Free.

Comedy: Jeff Marder — Has appeared on

HBO and is under contract with ABC. Unique

presentation of observational humor, 9 p.m. at

the Amherst College Campb* Center
Frontroom. Tickets $5 and $1/AC IDN

SATURDAY
In Concert: Jim Moses — Appearing at the

Serendipity Lounge at the Howard Johnson's

in Greenfield. The Serendipity has no cover

charge, so you can enjoy great live music for

free. Also appearing on February 7 and 8. Call

774-2314 for info.

In Concert: Carol Sloane — Noted Jazz

singer and her Quartet will perform at 8 p.m. at

the Esther Griswold Theatre, American Inter-

national College in Sprinfield. This concert will

benefit the Community Music School of

Springfield. Tickets $15 general admission,

purchasable at the theater starting at 3 p.m.

Call 732-8428 for more info.

.

In Concert: Who's Kiddin' Who — Appear-

ing at Pearl Street at 8:30 p.m. Tickets $5 at the

door only. All ages.

In Concert: The Big Waaagh Scratch Band
— Varied jug band that performs everything

from fiddle tunes to country blues to the Rolling

Stones to Elvis Costello. 7 p.m. at the Iron

Horse, 20 Center St., Northampton. Call 586 -

8686 for ticket info. All ages.

Exhibit: Through the Path of Echoes —
Contemporary art in Mexico explored through
painting, sculpture, installation work and pho-
tography produced In Mexico during the 1 980s.

Through March 15 at the University Gallery/

FAC at GMass. Hours are Tue. thru f^ri. 1 1 a.m.

to 4:30 p.m. and Sat./Sun. 2 to 5 p.m. Free.

In Concert: Pete Morton — A passionate

and articulate singer-songwriter from England
who is one of the leading performers in the

contemporary British folk/roots music circuit.

7 p.m. at the Iron Horse, 20 Center St.,

Northampton. Free, but tickets are required.

Call 586-8686 for info.

Fundraiser — Performing Arts Division is

holding a fundraiser at Papa Gino's at the Mt.

Farms Mall in Hadley from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m.

All purchases made during these hours will go
to benefit PAD scholarships. Come out and

support PAD!
Lecture— The Friends of the Smith College

Museum of Art is holding its annual lecture,

"An American Icon: Grant Wood's 'American

Gothic' by Stanford University ProfessorWanda
M. Com. This 20th annual lecture is held at 1

1

a.m. at Graham Hall at SC. Free.

In Concert: Cliff Eberhardt — This unique

vocalist/guitarist will be performing at the

Amherst College Campus Center Frontroom

at 8 p.m. Eberhardt has been called the

"thinking man's rock n' roll at its best." Tickets

$8 general public and $2 AC students.

Cooking Demonstration—Sample and leam
about open hearth cooking in the Hall Tavern

museum kitchen across from the Deerfield Inn

in the historic 300 year old town of Deerfield.

Offered from 9:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Demon-
strations are included in the general admission

ticket to the museum. Also offered on February

9, 16, 23, and March 1 and 8. Call 774-5581

for info.

Exhibit— "Random Thoughts" by Jen Clinch

which features oil paint on canvas and paint on
doors, windows, and even
television sets! The exhibit will run through

March 1 at the Worcester Artist Group, 38
Hariow St., Worcester. An opening reception

will be held from 2 to 5 p.m. Free.

Exhibit— "This Way Up" - recent artwork by
OPEN, a group of Provincetown artists using

painting, collage, assemblage, sculpture and
photography. Shown at The Abattoir Gallery

through March 1 . Located inside the Worcester

Artist Group. See Above. Free.
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Update on new jazz releases and local scene
By SEA\AJ SELOM
Collegian Correspondent

The Delmark label, a medium-sized
catalogue based in Chicago, has made yet

another important show of support for

music that would otherwise fall between
the cracks.

A few months back, Delmark reissued

several of the Art Ensemble of Chicago's

more important albums on compact disc,

including Muhal Richard Abrams' Levelsand
Degrees of Light. Delmark's latest release

includes not only some historical recordings,

but some contemporary ones as well.

Magic Sam Maghett was one of the

leading blues singers in Chicago during

the 1960s, whose style gave rise to an-

other, better known Sam, Sam Cooke,
and eventually to today's Robert Cray.

Magic Sam died of a heart attack at age
32, tragically removing one of the most
memorable voices from the scene. He
recorded three albums for the Delmark
label while still alive, his best performance

perhaps being on Magic Sam Live.

This reissue, entitled GiveMe Time, was
recorded in the living room of Magic Sam.
His children playing in the next room,
clinkingsilverware, and other casual noises

can be heard in the background, and as

you might imagine, the sound quality isn't

great. But the music is quite remarkable,

as Magic Sam's lilting voice and signature
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guitar playing make quite a statement.

Due to the sound quality however,

Sam's guitar play isn't as audible as it

should be, but that is easily passed over by

his singing.

While Magic Sam can now only live on

through recordings, Wille Kent is alive and

well, and helping to keep the great Chicago

blues tradition the same. His latest, Ain 't it

Mice, features eleven tracks, eight from

Kent's own hand. Kent's bass play and

vocals are backed up by two guitars,

harmonica, piano and drums, giving a

great big helping sound for the listener.

Kent's voice is distinct, having both the

polished contemporary sound of today's

singers, combined with the raspiness of

earlier artists.

The second contemporary date in

Delmark's latest batch is a bit less excit-

ing. Mike Smith, who plays alto saxophone
for Frank Sinatra's orchestra, heads up his

second album On a Cool tiight

Eight tracks, only two of which are

originals, make up the date which also

features the trumpet and flugelhorn of Ron
Friedman. The album is as straight ahead

as an album can be, and lacks any real

suprises.

While Delmark continues to increase

the scope of its catalogue, Windham Hill

Jazz continues to repeat itself. John
Beasley's Cauldron marks Windham's
latest release, and is completely in form
with the rest of the label's albums. Lots of

electronic synthesizers, a mish mash of

percussion, and seemingly lifeless horns

are all that Cauldron can boil up. It's good
to see small and medium labels like

Windham Hill, working in a cooperative

fashion with its artists who are committed to

marking a particular kind of music which is

offthe beaten path. However, I find Windham
Hill's style to be rather boring.

As for upcoming live music here in the

valley, there's Ladysmith Black Mambazo
at Pearl Street on Feb. 4, young trumpeter

Wallace Roney leading his own quartet at

the Iron Horse on Feb. 8, Bobby McFerrin
at the Fine Arts Center on the 13th, and
Elvin Jones and his jazz machine at the

Horse on the 1 7th. That's only one of the

benefits of February's celebration of Black
History Month, an abundance ofgreat music.

-i'

Greeks raised library funds
By ADRIENNE FALZONE
Collegian Correspondent

When the Friends of the Library, led by
Sigfreid Feller, approached Kappa Kappa
Gamma advisor Elaine Barker seeking

Greek Area support for their latest

fundraiser, they didn't realize just how
much support they would get.

The fundraiser involved selling post-

cards, notecards and holiday greeting

cards to benefit the GMass Library's Ac-
quisition Program.

The cards feature a beautiful winter

scene of the library and campus pond
drawn by UMass student Liane Fisher.

The fundraiser spanned just over four

weeks in which each sorority teamed up
with a fraternity to sell the cards on the

Concourse for a day.

The very first day. Alpha Chi Omega
and Alpha Tau Gamma sold over $100
worth of cards (more than doubling the

average day's earnings of non-Greek or-

ganizations) getting the fundraiser off to a

powerful start.

The postcard fundraiser is a pilot pro-

gram for the Friends of the Library, so

anticipated earnings are vague. But with

the support of the Greek Area, the

fundraising looks promising, and the future

of the library a little brighter.
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The Cowboy Junkies
hang back and brew
By LOG COVE
Collegian Staff

The year 1988 saw a curious, subtle

album stir up a quiet storm in the music
world.

The Trinity Session, recorded live at the

Holy Trinity Church in Toronto, Canada,
in one day on a single Calrec Ambisonic
microphone for a mega-budget of $250
(reality check: Michael Jackson just blew

many, many millions of dollars recording

his wimpy comeback album, Dangerous),
caused such a critical catharsis that music
critics from every obscure rag in America
were wetting their pants over the new find.

Truth of the matter was that they had
something worth wetting their BVD's over.

The Cowboy Junkies put out a disc of

deep and soulful reverie that had turntables

spinning into the wee hours of the morn-
ing. It was music to muse, drink up and
make love to, uncork smoky red wines

and write long letters to.

It was also music to see and hear in a

little music hall in a quaint town in Western
Massachusetts on a cold February night.

That's February 3 and 4 to be specific, two
shows each night at the Iron Horse Music

Hall in Northampton.
Anyway, on that first release, backed

by her brothers Michael and Peter on guitar

and drums, respectively, and Alan Anton
on bass, Margo Timmins' voice captured

the dark and desperate pathos ofthe cover

tunes and the original pieces on the album
with a haunting eloquence and a potent

understatement that was incredibly well-

received.

The album had not one uptempo
number, not one grinding guitar solo, not

on voice raised far above a whisper. The

strength ofthe Cowboy Junkies lay in their

ability to hang back and brew, creating a
slow bum that warmed the cockles of
many a music-lover's heart.

Covers of Lou Reed's "Sweet Jane" and
Hank William's "I'm So Lonesome I Could
Cry" served as an appropriate and infec-

tious introduction to the Junkies' sound.
The covers provided a vehicle for their

new audience to ride on, into the medita-
tive, mood-shifting swamp sound that the

Cowboy Junkies were conjuring up. Their
own material seemed like gravy on an
already tasty concoction.

Starting out as a high school band
called the Hunger Project, playing edgy
British rock, of all things, they eventually

became Germinal, a kind of controlled

musical chaos. "We all did whatever at the

same time."

Their next project turned out to be the

Cowboy Junkies.

They landed a major record deal with

RCA Records and released The Trinity

Session, followed by a second album. The
Caution Horses, which delved even deeper
into the darker roots of country music that

they had begun to explore on Trinity

Session. A new album is forthcoming.

And, thanks to the friendly folks at the

Iron Horse, we'll be getting the Cowboy
Junkies for a two-night, four-show stint. In

my opinion, that's not bad. So grab your

honey (or someone you'd like to have as

your honey sometime soon) and give

yourself the gift of some fine, mellow
music. A fix of the Cowboy Junkies is

something you won't soon regret.

The Cowboy Junkies willperform at7&
10 p.m. on February 3 and 4 at the Iron

Horse in Northampton. Tickets are $1 7.50,

and they 'regoing like hotcakes, sogeton iL

AP Htuio

lean Harris, who is currently servinga 15-year to life sentence for the murder
ofScarsdale Diet Dr. Herman Tarnower, appears during a taping of ABC's

''Good Morning America. " Her interview with host Joan Lunden will air on

February 3, and was taped at the Bedford Hills Correctional Facility.

Ajisel Adams
photo theory
By SHELLY FORTIN
Collegian Correspondent

Hot off the press is an Ansel Adams guide to the

basic techniques ofphotography by John P. Shaefer.

Together in cooperation with the Ansel Adams
publishing rights trust, Shaefer completed this 389-

page guide aimed towards the beginner and the

novice photographer.

Shaefer draws on "Adams" vast experience in

50 years of writings on the artistic, practical and

technical aspects of photography, as well as on his

own extensive dialogues with Adams.
"Shaefer provides a clear approach to the artist's

theories of practical photography," states Sloane

Lederer of Little Brown Publishing Company.
Ansel Adams is considered to be the most

influential teacher and writer of our time on photo-

graphic techniques. Adams is known for the black

and white images of breathtaking scenes of nature

captured in time.

Adams felt that photography was another me-
dium of communication— therefore, it became his

visual voice. Says Adams, "All art is a vision

penetrating the illusion of reality, and photography

is one form of this vision and revelation."

Adams aimed most of his writing towards the

more advanced student, although he believed his

theories could be implemented at the beginning

level.

This is where John Shaefer walked into the

picture, Shaefer expresses the ideas that Adams
could not communicate through words.

"The basic techniques of photography includes

the chapter on developing a negative, basic print-

ing and the making of fine prints featuring step-by-

step procedures," Schaefer told Lederer. He gives

special attention to explaining and applying Adams'

brilliant techniques to color photography— some-

thing never before done with this degree of author-

ity and clarity — in two detailed chapters on color

photography, color printing and even a section on

how to make the best use of field trips.

"There are numerous technical drawings and

examples of other well-known photographers' im-

ages," says Lederer. There are of course a large

number of Adams' photographs.

John Shaefer has written a textbook for not only

the Ansel Adams fans out there but also the aspir-

ing photographers of the world.

Students using credit wisely
By DAVE DEMERJIAM
Collegian Staff

With the price of going to school rising and the amount

of financial aid available dropping, many students are

having trouble making ends meet in these recession

-

battered times. While some can count on relatives and

friends to help out with some extra cash, others at e not so

lucky. Students today are using credit cards to pay for

everything from books and prescriptions to beer and

compact discs.

Almost any college student can get a credit card.

Citibank, Chase, Baybank, Shawmut, Heritage, and a

variety of other lenders offer credit cards to students.

Most issuers do not look at income when considering a

student application, and unless an individual has a bad

credit history, he or she is usually give a card.

There are two types of cards generally issued to

college students. A credit card, or revolving credit, allows

users to finance their purchases over several months.

Only a small portion of the balance must be paid each

month. The catch, though, is that the portion not paid is

subject to an interest charge, more commonly known as

a finance charge.

Mastercard and Visa are the major credit cards used by

most Americans. Unlike a credit card, a charge card has

no minimum balance option. Bills for a charge card must

be paid in full the month that they are received, or the

issuer will tack on a large late fee, and possible suspend

use of the card.

According to Citibank spokesman Max Haynes, stu-

dents are excellent users of credit.

"There's a common misconception that students aren't

good credit risks. That couldn't be further from the truth

— students have proven to be very responsible users of

credit."

Haynes offers students some tips on managing and

using credit:

• Think about how soon you'll be able to pay off the

balance when you charge a purchase. If it's more than a

few months, maybe the purchase should be postponed

until such time as you can better manage it financially.

• Each time that you consider making a purchase,

mentally subtract the amount from your budget. Remem-
ber, you will have to pay off your credit card eventually,

so don't overextend yourself.

• Set a personal limit for yourself based on your

present income, expenses, spending habits and ability to

pay.
• Shop around for the best rate on your credit card.

Different banks offer different interest rates. The following

are current credit card rates for different interest rates.

The following are current credit card rates for different

issuers:

Baybank 16.98%
Heritage 19.80%

Fleet 1 7.90%
Citibank 21.89%

Read my lips: New Kids go to court
BOSTON (AP)— The New Kids on the Block actually

sang only about 20 percent of the music on their most

recent album, according to a published report.

"1 have documentation a fool could see," the man who

produced the album told the iSew York Post. The charge

was denied by the group's representatives.

Greg McPherson, producer of the group's Hangin'

Tough album, told the Post that Michael Johnson and his

brother Maurice Starr, the Kids' manager, are the real

voices behind the group in concert and on albums.

The New Kids were the highest paid entertainers last

year, earning $100 million.

McPhers'on's claims against the band were made in a

lawsuit filed Friday in Suffolk Superior Court in Boston,

the Post said. The producer, a professor in the University

of Massachusetts' music department, is seeking $21

million he believes he is owed for creative contributions

and royalties.

The claims were disputed by Starr, who released a

statement saying that he and Johnson did only back-

ground vocals while the Kids sang all lead vocals.

Bob Woolf, the group's Boston-based business man-
ager, also denied the lip-synching charge. Woolf said

McPherson had been "dismissed" by the band after

producing the album, but he would not elaborate.

"That's their voices on the album, and their voices

when they go on tour," Woolf said. "I've been with them

on tour when they were rehearsing, and I've heard them

spend 15 minutes on just one note.

"When you've been as successful as they have become,

you're always prey to these accusations," Woolf added.

McPherson told the Post he feels "kind of sad that these

kids have made as much money on a hoax" and said the

members of the band are not very good musicians.

"Donnie (Wahlberg) is supposed to be a drummer. He
can't roll over and play dead, let alone play an instru-

ment," McPherson told the Post.

The pop music worid had been shaken by frequent

charges of lip-synching in recent years.

Two years ago, Milli Vanilli was revealed to have sung
on none of its recordings, and the pop duo was forced to

give up its Grammy award.
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Thur., Ian. 30 9:00pm /18-t-/

Dancing with
D) Dennis R.

Fri., Ian. 31 - 9:00pm /18->-/

Dancing with

DJJsk,fc^»»»^»» mm-mawmmf
Sat., Feb. 1 - 9:00pm

WHO'S KiPDIN' WHO
Dancing with DJ job

I Sun., Feb. 2 9:00pm /18+/

SUNDAY OPEN
HOUSE

Dancing with DJ Job

Toes., Feb. 4 - 7:00pm /18*/

LADYSMITH
BLACK MAMBAZO

Wed., Feb. 5 - 9:00pm

Dancing with
DJ Job

i>trtrtrt>iJ-tJ-&{H3-t>-frtH>t>-trt>fr&»:

Thur., Feb. 6 - 7:00pm /18-t-/

ROBYN HITCHOCK
& THE EGYPTIANS

Matthew Sweet

Do\^nsiairs - 9:00pm /18-h,

WAMH Presents

CLUB SIN
Industrial Dance Music J

Fri.. Feb. 7 - 8:J0pm

WMUA Presents

RONNIE EARL
& the Broadcasters

FifiFifififieitBiiieieigiejcEz
Fri., Feb. 14 - 8:30pm

Valentines Day Party,

JOHNCAFFERTY
i
& The Beaver Brown Band

;;

Sun., Feb. lb- 4K)0pm /J8V WRSt

HAVE A HEART
Benefit Concert featuring:

One Love / Who's Kiddin' Who
(Quetzal / The Si^

The Herschler Brorfiers /

Ray Mason Band / Roddn' Dave

Dayna B. Kurtz Trio

Thur., Feb. 27 - 8:30pm /1 8-h/

KING MISSILE

Sat., Feb. 29 - 7.-00pm /18i-/ WRSI

NRBQ
l>t>Vb*rtrtrt>Vlrtrtj'lrt>t^lrtrtrtj

tun., March 1 - 7:00pm /1 8+/

QUEEN LATIFAH

Fri., March 6 - 7:00pm

TIL TUESDAY
tr.itSliSJtaitStititmim'm'mrniiimS

Peari Street is now
three clubs in one - come

enjoy our new billards room

with three tables
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Islands on cassette
By ERIC POCJUN
Collegian Staff

Close your eyes on some frigid, blus-

tery winter evenifig and try to imagine this

scene: you're lounging on a hammock
located on a picturesque Caribbean beach.

The light breezes are just enough to neu-

tralize the warm sun that gently shines

upon your face. All you can see for miles

is ivory white sand and the perfectly blue

water and sky. In your hand is a deliciously

smooth island rum punch that brings a

smile to your face as you sip from it. it's

like a dream come true, and it seems like

it will never end...

But, wait a minute. You're a student,

remember? You could never afford a trip

to the islands, and spring break is months

away. Your chances of taking this trip are

similar to the possibilities that Coach Reid

was given a fair shake by the athletic

department. That is, non-existent. So how
are you gonna cope?

Well, you could either blow off the

spring semester and hop on the next jet to

Cancun. anyway, or you could track down
Beer Joint 6 Tailoring (Release date:

February 25 on First Waming Records),

the new album from mento
preservationalists, the Jolly Boys. The
experience is similar, and it's a whole lot

cheaper than leaving school and joining

the jet set.

Mento music is what ska and reggae

would sound like if electric instruments

had never been invented. It is the primitive

forerunner to the two genres previously

mentioned, however, it's sound is slightly

more akin to its cousin, calypso.

"The skiffle of reggae" was the initial

description that entered my mind when I

first became acquainted with this music.

Translated, it's the island sound before it

was toughened — up and politicized, with

acoustic instruments providing the

groove.

Unlike skiffle, however, mento has sur-

vived since its heyday of the 1930s and

40s, and there is no better example of that

than Jamaica's own Jolly Boys. These

four musicians, who range in age from 49

to 72 (although no one's really sure how
old these guys actually are), were discov-

ered when New York musician and pro-

ducer Jules Shear vacationed in Port An-

tonio and happened to catch the band at

the Trident Hotel, where they've performed

for 23 of their 30 years.

They still keep that gig six nights a

week, when they're not travelling the world

in support of their latest efforts.

Their globetrotting brought them to the

Valley during intersession, as they per-

formed on January 24, at the Iron Horse

Music Hall in Northampton.
BeerJoint& Tailoring is the band's third

album, and the first that Shear did not

produce. It is merely an extension of the

good-time, happy-go-lucky sounds that

go down smooth and warm your tummy,
like a good ol' jug o' rum. They really know
how to mix it up, mon, and could become
one of the newly-found favorites on the

world beat scene.

But don't think that success will spoil

this foursome. If their newfound fame sud-

denly disappears from them tomorrow,

they'll just cheerfully return to their status

as the Trident's house band. After all,

when your environment is an island para-

dise, you can't help but be, well, jolly.

Correction
In yesterday's Collegian we gave

the wrong date for the Karen
Dosmanisth exhibit. The exhibit ends

Feb. 13. The Collegian regrets the

error.

The Arts &
Living Desk

AT THE

COLLEGIAN
INVITES YOU
TO ATTEND A
MEETING
TONIGHT
AT 5 P.M.

IN THE
newsroom

(1 13 Campus
Center).

Ask for Lisa

'.*»

ciTTunan ^axaEn <^:/\£i.tauxant

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
10 Bcldicrtown RA • Route 9 Amhcrsl • 2W-0251/0252

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

Minimum $15 plus S2 delivery charge

.wmsunuPcmHir mm romp mmm mow

All— lap

USEDONMHXXSr
OMUma.OFMASStiSN'Ifl

R —IWIIJIM

^UAWV7C/£7JW ' A Ttt* «KltN0l t C»*mNV

NOW PLAYING

'FFET &SUNDAYBRUNCH
Buffet served Saturday 5-9p.m.

^ Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOW CAN EAT $5.99
Children under 10 - $3.00

^UB
of Amherst

OPEN!
Come in and place your order

for the BEST SUBS
in town!

vniL I VV *
nttfoodlwiilaiyotttr offer

||

« Main StrciM • Amherst. MA 01 00*2 • 256- 1 919
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movies
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

Stars in this. She's Madchen Amick, who I

fell in love with in her Peaks role as Shelley
Johnson.

If you liked The Last Boy Scout, you
should like Mo' Money. Starring Damon
Wayans (who co-starred with Bruce Willis

in the previously mentioned film), it is

billed as exactly the same thing: an action
comedy.

Wayans is a small-time hustler who
goes straight when he falls in love, but is

forced into a credit card scam that threat-
ens his romance and his life.

I have to hope it'll be better than TheLast
Boy Scout, which was terrible. No one
liked it. Siskel and Ebert, Gene Shalit. . .

me. . . we all hated it.

A League of Their Own is a comedic,
true story about the Ail-American Girls

Baseball League that existed during the
World War II years.

This could be a good one, folks. Just let

me tell you what it's packed with: an
original storyline, director Penny Marshall
(Awakenings), Geena Davis ( Thelnna and
Louise) , and Tom Hanks ( Big) , and a great
co-starring cast list.

Included are Jon Lovitz (Saturday Night
Live) and Madonna, as Mae, a ballplayer

with a sharp tongue and a "fast" reputa-
tion. Hmm. . . that doesn't sound like

Madonna at all.

'Bram Stoker's Dracula." If you can get
past the horrible title, get to the theaters to

see this, it is, in fact, one of my two picks
of the litter for next year. Based on the

1 897 novel , this movie stars Gary Oldman
(JFK), Winona Ryder (Heathers) Anthony
Hopkins (SilenceoftheLambs), and Keanu
Reeves (My Own Private Idaho), and is

directed by Francis Ford Coppola
(Apocalypse Now).

This version of the Dracula tale places
the famous vampire (Oldman) in a ro-
mantic/erotic setting told from his point of
view. In the past Dracula films, the vam-
pire is the evil no-goodnik. This '90's
version is sure to make viewers sympa-
thize with Dracula rather than hate him.
See it. Period.

Billy Crystal (City Slickers) plays Mr.
Saturday Night, a stand-up comedian
shown in stages, from his youth to his old
age. It must be loosely based on George
Bums' life, since the only two photos I've

see of Crystal in the title role show him
sucking on an enormous cigar.

Mr. Saturday Night marks Crystal's
directorial debut, so be cautious. How-
ever, if Crystal shows half as much talent
in the directors chair as he does on the
other side of the camera, this film should
be a doozy.

TheAge OfInnocence is my other pick of
the litter. Why? Martin Scorsese

(CapeFear)

.

Directing. What else needs to be said?

A Few Good Men is last on Columbia's
list, and it could be a good one to end with.

Based on the longest running Broad-
way drama. Men stars Tom Cruise, Jack
Nicholson (YAY!) , KeiferSutheriand. Demi
Moore, Kevin Bacon, et cetera, et cetera,

et cetera. Stars galore.

Cruise (Rain Man) plays a navy lawyer
trying to find the ever-relusive truth during
a military trial.

Did I forget to mention that Rob Reiner

(Misery) is directing? I predict this movie
will either be extremely good (because of all

the big names), or incredibly bad (because
ofall the big names). This certainly wouldn't

be the first movie to fail because of too
many big stars and their even bigger egos.

A couple ofmovies I j ust didn't have the

space for include Honeymoon in Vegeis,

MMo courtety ofColumbia nclurtt

Liam Neeson stars in ^Under Suspicion" as a divorced detective drawn to the
beautiful mistress (Laura San Ciacomo) ofa wealthy murder victim.

Single White Female, The Pickle, iyes it is

about a pickle of the dill variety). Hexed,
and the tentatively titled Hero.

That's a wrap! But remember, this is

just my opinion — go see these films for

yourself. Just don't say I didn't warn you.

TOTAL FITNESS: KEISER, NAUTILUS, AEROBICS

EXPANDED FREE WEIGHTROOM
NEWABDOMINAL MACHINE

SEMESTER SPECIAL
yL

4
Monlhs*139.00

BESTAEROBICS

BESTMACHINES

BEST PRICES

,

AMHERST 460

,cs:dai:U' .

IVE IN SPRINOFIELD

WELCOMES YOU BACK
TO SCHOOL

PARAMOUNT

TRY THE
/^/>v/^ PETER PAN

STRATTON MOUNTAIN

SKI EXPRESS
PACKAGE INCLUDES: Round trip transportation aboard one of

Peter Pan's luxury motorcoaches and a one day lift ticket. For further

Information on pick up points, prices and schedules contact any of

tfie agents listed.

5ttvas^ Hit ^°fnedy^
'^^'^ KicKcdin.hefi... %TELLIN
LOVE .1 LIKE

FEBRUARY 1st ^^lyiy.
-*

SINBAD
FEBRUARY 8th
TO KNEFCT TM€ SPRINGFCLO GIRLS CLM FUMV CENTER
FOR TICKETS CAll {4U| 7M.474]

WEEKDAY/NON-HOLIDAY $36.95

WEEKENDS/HOLIDAYS $39.95

1
UMASS

1 Amherst
Springfield

413-545-2006 j

413-256-0431

413-781-2900 Ext 270

Corporate Headquarters

1776 Main Street, Springfield,

The People Professionals

MA
^l|QB ^^"^

Sam Kinison
March 13th

' ELAYNE
BOOSLER
MARCH 7th

THE STYLISTICS
THE DRAMATICS
Ray, Goodman
wrwDowN^ and Brown
MARCH 21st
TO BEMEFrr THE SflWOFIElO OINIS ClUfl FAIKV CENTER
FOR TICKETS CAll (4I]| 71*474]
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Potential jurors screened for lyson

New violin release from Ellisor a *roller-coaster ride'
By JENNIFER WELTY
Collegian Correspondent

With the debut releases of her new album for Great
Northern Arts, Ltd., Night at the Museum, Conni Ellisor

combines her classical violin training with contemporary
melodies and takes you on a roller-coaster ride of many
different moods and emotions.

Conni's professional career began in 1974 while she
was residing in Denver, Colorado. It was there where she
was able to put her talent to good use while writing,

arranging and producing regional and national jingles for

Frontier Airlines, Remax Realty, and Planned Parenthood.

Conni was also a member of the Denver Symphony and
a violin soloist in the Denver area. From there, Ellisor

moved on to graduate from Juilliard in 1 982, and headed
for Nashville.

The Nashville Musical community instantly took no-

tice of this multi -talented musician and welcomed her

with open arms. It was then that sshe began performing

with many of the top country artists in Nashville such as

Alabama, Kathy Mattea and Chet Atkins.

This eventually led to the formation of » new string

section called the A Strings. The A Strings created a live

show of innovative country and bluegrass music and

signed as artists to Warner Brothers Records in the spring

of 1988. Ellisor also continued producing and arranging

and she wrote the original musical score for the feature

film, "Gift of the Magi", and was the orchestrator for the

recently popular "Ernest Goes to Jail", and "Ernest

Scared Stupid."

Through all ofthese events, Conni continued to pursue

her own solo projects. She wrote, produced and arranged

two albums entitled, "Strings of Solitude," and "Through

the Eyes of a Child." Both of these albums created an

electrical charge and brought to them the attention of

Great Northern Arts Ltd.

With the release of her most recent album, "Night at

the Museum," Conni Ellisor has made a step forward into

a more contemporary feel. With songs like "Winds of

Alaya", she incorporates keyboard, drum and brass

programs which give it a jazzy, new wave feel. However,
Conni can't seem to forget her country roots and tries to

weave in some honky tonk hoe down where it doesn't

seem to fit. It's simply like trying to mix apples and
onions. Therefore the tranquil, passionate ballads moved
me to relax while the up tempo songs moved me to

nausea.

Conni Ellisor provides a new look into the world of

contemporary orchestrations which I found refreshing,

however for the mainstream audience I think she should
leave the mixing of two styles to someone in the distant

future.

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Lawyers at
boxer Mike Tysons rape trial explored
potential juror's attitudes about race, sex
and celebrity and asked whether some
people "ask for it."

"Do you think famous people should try

to serve as role models?" defense attorney
Kathleen Beggs asked a prospectivejuror
on Tuesday.

"I'm sure it puts a lot of pressure on
them. They're human beings, like the rest
of us," replied the woman, who was later

J-RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

1 91 N. Ptcosont St. 22 Masonic St.

Amh*nt • 253-2013 Norlhampton • 5M-6336
Op«n 7 Days • Thursday nights in Norlhampton

* Altvrations not included

Central Travel
and the former

Campus Travel
invite you to visit ournew

location in Amherst
where we have joined

forces to better serve all

your travel needs.

Help us Celebrate by
entering to win 2 FREE
roundtrip USAir tickets
from Hartford to West

Palm Beach.

i

549-4900

25A Pray St. • Amherst MA 01002

NOW AVAILABLE
AT 5 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

.^^^rJX^S^'^I WORCESTER - FRANKLIN - HAMPDEN
mSTORE'^i' MUNCHYS
CAMPUS CENTER MINI-STORE STUDENT UNION

Name

Address

Phone—
Entries must be received by February 26, 1992. Drawing to be held February
28, 1992. Mailed entries not accepted.

selected.

Jury selection was toresume yesterday.
Eleven jurors — seven men and four
women — had been seated by Tuesday.
Superior Court Judge Patricia J. GifiFord

said opening statements could begin as
early as Wednesday.

Tyson has been charged with raping an
18-year-old Miss BlackAmerica contestant
in his hotel room on July 19 of last year.

The 25-year-old former heavyweight
champ has said she consented to sex. He
could get up to 63 years in prison.

Both sides revealed some legal strategy
during questioning of the jury panel on
Tuesday.

The defense asked if there are differ-

ences between the wayyoung black people
communicate with one another compared
to the way young whites interact. Tyson,
like his accuser, is black.

Another question from Beggs — "Do
you think someone could make a false

accusation of rape?"— was blocked by an
objection from the prosecution.

Prosecutor Greg Garrison asked
whether bad judgement by victims justi-

fied the crimes committed against them.
"Do some people ask for it— and get what
they ask for?" he askedone potentialjuror.

"Sometimes," replied the man, who was
released from the jury pool.

AP photo

Boxer Mike Tyson enters court Tuesday in Indianapolis for the

second day ofjury selection in his rape trial. Thejudge set Tuesday as

the deadline for picking 12jurors and four alternates; fivejurors were
seated Monday.
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describe it? You won't wapt to miss it.

Here's your chance to make the summer of

'92 one you'll always remember.

Tlwk CMIHNHty. We Boulder campus

takes on a special quality in the summer.

Faculty come to class in shorts. Small

discussion groups meet under the trees on

the lawn. You find yourself part of a

comfortable learning community—who
work, study, or just relax together.

Thiik <hdkii|t. Choose from over 300

courses, including archaeological field

study in Steamboat Springy, production

with the Cxjiorado Shakespeare Festival, an

intensive Spanish institute, a biology field

course on plants of Colorado, performance

with the Colorado Lyric Theatre festival,

and much more.

TImIi NWMy. Tuition in the summer is

lower than during the following academic

year.

IkkA Mrt^Mrs. Colorado has more than

1 ,000 spectacular peaks soaring above

10,000 feet and 53 peaks over 14.000 feet.

Boulder has parks, open space, and hiking

and biking trails galore. Boulder is rAr place

to be outdoors

Term A: June 8-July 10

Term B: July 14-August 14

Term C: June8-July31

Term D: June 8-August 1

4

Shoner, intensive courses also available

Gi ir Ml tht CNfM for a free CU-
Boulder Summer Session Catalog, which

contains everything you. need to know
about special courses, registration, housing,

tuition and fees, financial aid, student

services, and class schedules.

For information, call (303) 492-2456.

a I
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Yn. und me thrfrrr 1 992 CU KeuUer Summrr Sniion Cnulof

Name

Address

Slate Zip

Date of Biith Social Security Number*

018
Mail T<i:

(MTkc of Admissions • Rc{;cni Adminlsiraiivc Onicr 1 2S • Campus Box 30

University or(>>l«rad<> a( Boulder • Boulder. C:0 80309 OO.W
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'^^^^t' nieed Funding For
$ Your Education?

Informed parents and students use SOURCE to locate sources of private

funding in the form of scholarships, grants, fellowships, and internships to

help defray the cost of higher education.

Let us help you tap into the SOURCE of funding available for your individual

needs. You qualify regardless of grades or family finances.

A small application fee gets you started.

Call today for application and information.

CUARAMTEED RESULTS • FREE COMSULTATIOM

Source
EDUCATIONAL FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS
6 LnivtfriitN Priw. Suilt l.^C Amlierst, M.A 01002 413«2,Sb«6l88

debate
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

governor." Hite also said the district's vot-

ers shouldn't choose someone who has
accepted this consensus and that he would
fight to restore funding for the University

of Massachusetts.

Franklin reiterated a statement he
made at an earlier debate about how the

winner of the election should have sym-
pathy with the other three candidates.

Franklin said he was surprised when he
made the statement earlier that many
members ofthe audience laughed, and he
said this reaction made him wonder about

the cynicism of voters.

Page said he considers himselfthe "most

experienced candidate" of the four, noting

that he has served as a selectman and as

a school committee member in Pelham.
"I believe in a common-sense approach

to government," Page said. "I've had the

same phone number for the last 20 years,

and if I win the election, I'll continue to

have the same number."
The four candidates will meet again

tonight at 7 p.m. at the Amherst Junior
High School, in a debate sponsored by the

Amherst League of Women Voters.

LEG "vX+j.\vR'.yN;.j.<X'>X't<-X>S'r'I'X"';":'V':

Good Things
Jewelry Natural Fiber Scarves

Blouses Skirts Dresses
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Socks
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Shots
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Candles Bags

Baskets I

Area Skirts Paper
Rugs Lampshades

ao to 50%
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M Great Gifts & Cards
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Now..The lifestyle you've been waiting for...

Luxury two and three bedroom apartment In Amherst
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Northampton- 18 Center St

1^ Amherst-Carriage Shops ^

SPRING BREAK '92 fQ [p

DAYTONA INNS ^
2 Oceanfront Motels ^^

• BROADWAY-2 blocks to Bandshell & ^J
Boardwalk "^^

• SEABREEZE-1 block to SEABREEZE
entertainment area

POOLDECK PARTIES & LOUNGES
DRINK, DANCE, AND MAKE NEW
FRIENDS

1-800-874-1822

This IsliMir Brauie

ThisIslburBrain"V^thout Pizza.

Any Questions?

I One L^ePepperoni Pizza i

I

I

I

I

I

I

Additional Toppings Extra.
<)ff«r vilid 00 dtimiy onily. Heast m«ntiijfi toupon w+xm
ordennd. "n* coupon per party per visit al participatii^

hzzaHut delivery units or restauranls. Nrt valid with any

o<her offer Umited Delivery Area. Hurry, offer ends soon

Code: 16 DM
fv \<m Pim Hul, Int 1 ?n< anh redemption value

PU.za
-Hut

C1992 Pizza Hut. Inc
For free delivery call: 253-3443.

CAf€
DICAKLO

5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Eggplant Parmesan
• Pasta Primavera

• Lasagna al Forno

• Polio all'Arrabbiata

(chicken with spicy tomato sauce & pasta)

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires February 29, 1 992

Open Daily at 1 1 :30 a.m.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300
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Nuclear cuts announced
Bushy Yeltsin to reduce arsenals
By ROBERT BURNS
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The nuclear age
was at a dramatic turning point today
after President Bush and Russian Presi-

dent Boris N. Yeltsin announced broad
cuts in their arsenals and signaled their

interest in ending the threat of mutual
destruction.

Bush and Yeltsin outlined their plans
within hours of each other.

In the State ofthe Union address, Bush
said that for the first time, the United
States— which invented nuclear weapons
and manufactured about 60,000 of them
over four-plus decades—would be building
none.

Yeltsin spoke on Russian television and
declared that some 600 strategic nuclear

missiles have been taken off alert and
production oflong-range nuclear bombers
is being sharply curbed.

The long, drawn-out dread is over,"

Bush declared, saying that a thinning of

the nuclear arsenals means today's chil-

dren won't grow up worrying about nuclear
holocaust.

Bush offered to eliminate 1 ,500 of2,000
nuclear warheads on U.S. land-based
missiles and convert some bombers to

non-nuclear roles.

Bush said he had discussed his offer

with Yeltsin and that the Russian
president's responses have been positive.

The two leaders will meet Saturday at

Camp David, Md., the day after they

participate in a summit of leaders of the

15 members of the United Nations Secu-

rity Council.

Yeltsin said Russia has eliminated or

is preparing to eliminate 130 land-based

missile silos. It has also halted programs
for developing or modernizing several

types of offensive weapons.
"Nuclear weapons and other means of

mass destruction in the world must be
eliminated," Yeltsin said, urging the

world's other nuclear powers — Britain,

France and China — to join in radically

reducing their arsenals.

In the latest exchange of arms reduc-

tion proposals, Yeltsin also urged that the

remaining missiles "should no longer be

aimed at corresponding targets in Russia

and America."

Mass. towns to lose state aid
in wake of surprise cuts
BOSTON (AP)—Many Massachusetts

towns face a loss of 20 percent or more in

state aid for the next fiscal year because of

lower dollars for highway aid this year

and lottery sales less than estimated.

The budget proposed by Gov. WiUiam
F. Weld for the year beginning July 1 cuts

local aid by about $80 million, said David

Baier, acting director of the Massachu-
setts Municipal Association, which lobbies

for the state's 351 cities and towns.

Dominic Slowey, Weld's fiscal spokes-

man, said Baier's figures are accurate, but

he denied Weld misled anyone when he

said local aid will not be cut in the next

fiscal year.

The hardest hit would be 58 small

towns, mostlyon Cape Cod and the Islands
and in the five western counties.

They depend entirely on the two types

of local aid being reduced — state lottery

aid and highway aid that can be used for

street repairs and lighting and for police.

Thosetowns do not get so-called formula

aid — Chapter 70 school aid and addi-

tional assistance.

Baier said the Weld administration

misled local officials when it announced
"no city or town will get less" under Weld's

plan.

"It's not level-funding, it's another $80

million cut," Baier said. "We can under-

stand what they're doing, but don't claim

it's level-funded. It's going to be a surprise

to a lot of communities."

Norman Page, a selectman in Pelham,

which could lose 26 percent ofits state aid,

told The Boston Globe, "Weld out-and-out

lied to us. That really bothers me."

But Slowey said, "We've explained this

to everybody who's been involved. We made
the commitment we will level-fund our

statutory responsibihty for local aid, and

we are."

"It was made very clear that what we
were talking about was what we could

control through the appropriation process."

he said.

Open 1 lam - lam • 7 days a week « Kitchen open 'till midnight H

Don't Forget our Nightly Specials

9pm - midnight f

Mondciy - IOC MozzcirclLi Sticks

Tucsdciy - IOC Mild or I lot Ruffjio Winos

Wednesday - '^bC Cheese Pi/zj Shces

Thuisdciy - IOC Chicken "I lot Lips" Nuov^is

/Vocij /Vm JmboVm^ & P^a^^^

Game ixx)ni w ith 2 pcxil tables • We accept MC / VISA / AMEX • 549-5403

Parties reach accord
on Arab-Israeli agenda
By DALIA BALIGH
Associated Press

MOSCOW — Palestinians stayed

away from Arab-Israeli peace talks

again today, but other parties agreed

to hold a series of meetings this spring

in cities around the world on issues

ranging from refugees to arms control.

Despite the Palestinian boycott, the

two-dayMoscow conference represents

a sjTnbolic leap forward for the U.S.-

brokered peace process thatbegan with
a ceremonial Madrid conference in

October.

Negotiators described today's

working group meeting on regional is-

sues as businesslike and rhetoric-free,

and said they would tackle the same
subjects again at the end of April or

beginning of May after the Jewish
Passover and MusUm Ramadan holi-

days.

The negotiators said they would
likely discuss the issue of refugees at a

meeting in Canada, economic coopera-

tion at a meeting in Belgium, arms
control in the United States, the envi-

ronment in Japan, and water in Turkey
or Austria. Dates for future talks will

be decided then.

The conference also decided that Ja-

pan will send a fact-finding mission to

the Middle East to explore environ-

mental problems.

The talks formally ended late in the

aft;ernoon, a member of the Egyptian

delegation said.

Following the talks. Secretary of

State James A. Baker III held an
unscheduled meeting with the
Palestinian's spokeswoman, Hanan
Ashrawi, the U.S. Embassy said, with-

out giving any details.

Thursday - Friday - Saturday

ALL NEW

^'^Tol^'^^

FEATURING D.J.
STROLLIN' ROLAND
api:tizp:r special
ANY MENU NACHOS

$2.00

$4.50

SINCE
15B\SIPLBl

PITCHERS OF
"mi

9) $4.50

9 6 8
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soccer
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

rumors finally panned out, reliefwas expressed through-

out the program.

Koch, who hasn't been paid since November, said, "It's

great. I am very excited. The greatest finish to last year

we could have had is to have another year. It is just the

best reward we could have gotten.

^ith the rumors coming and going you tried to stay

positive and hope that you'd come out on top, but it wasn't

always easy. It was definitely an emotional roller coaster.

I'm excited for the program and I'm excited for the kids."

Shawn Bleau, a UMass soccer player, said he was glad

the wait was over. "We are all very excited. It is a big relief

to get the final word on this. It's been tough. Last

December it seemed the program would be back and then

we never got a definite answer.

"You go up and down and kids weren't sure what to do,

whether to transfer or not," Bleau said. "It is just great

that the program is definitely back."

Teammatf Ted Priestley said, "What a relief. It is

about time. We've been up and down and all we've heard

cfr

No tnis iS sometMirtg soacial A special

place ooKing (or special people
Taientea people wno can provide quality

emenainmeni m a vanely o' snows
rnrougnoui tne year "^nn casting cau is

torBuScnCarOens tne'enowneatneme
pani r^ Te '''ampa Bay area of F'onda it

you re sometning soec:ai come "snow
JS your slnp«s

'

AUDITIONS ^INTERVIEWS
Friday. February 7, 9am-6pm
Th« Hyatt Regency Cambridge
575 Memorial Drive, Cambridge

%%\\\\vw
Comic Aetors
Prepare a comic nxinologue 2 minutes long, ot appropriate material You
may oe reouested to perform an improvisation Etnnic dialects are nelpful

ano may aiso 9e requested

Slnaera mn^ Dancera
Were searcning for male and female feature dancers, and for strong
smoert wtio also dance we« Singers snouid prepare •wo snort selections
(baud and jptempoi Bnng sneet muse or instrumental tsackground
cassette m your Oest key Accompanist and cassene recorder pr^nded
Dancers snouid pring dance attire and nave a 2 mmute prepared cnoreo-
grapr>ed piece snowing movement and versatility Singers Pe prepared to

oance ana cancers oe prepared to sing

Musiclane
We see* Panists witn vocal aoiiities and a repertoire to consist ol stan-
dards snow tunes and pop musicians wno ptay pnmary and secondary
instruments, marcnmg oand players iBrass instruments preferred)—plus
Accordion players TuOa Percussion and Brass players aiso musioans
wno are experienced m oance movement, marcnrng oarxJ style You snouid
prepare "wo s^oi seieC'ons

Variety Performers
Magcians eioenenceo in taWeside mage Jugglers and Mimes to present
strolling street performances Snouid present a sfiow rputine demonstrai
ing your specialty

Technical Porsonnal
Looiung for enpenenced stage managers, skilled sound and iignting tecti-

nioans stage riands. seamstresses and dressers Be sure to bring your
current resume

^BUSCH
Garpens.
TAMPA BAY, FLORIDA

Equal Opportunity Employer M/f/»VV

is rumors. I've gotten excited three times only to find out

there has been nothing concrete. I'm happy to just have

a team but with this kind ofmoney we can bring in some
top kids."

While acknowledging the increased funding will help

out, Koch said he is way behind in recruiting,

"This year is almost a wash," Koch said. "To get some

good players would be a miracle. We have a few kids who
have stayed in touch but we are behind."

University Athletic Director Frank Mclnerney, who
last week had head football coach Jim Reid resign due to

budget difficulties, was pleased to see the program return.

"It's the first good news to hit this department in

years," Mclnerney said. "Instead of the monthly cut, cut,

cut, it is the first positive sign we've seen. I'm delighted."

Mclnerney, who in December told the Collegian he did

not think a donor would step forward, had little to do with

the agreement between UMass and Ryan.

"I had talked with him in October and November but

that was all," Mclnerney said, "After that he started to

deal with the Governor, I really don't know much about

this but it is good to see this type of pubUc-private

cooperation."

M basketball

CONTINUED FROM, PAGE 16

No. 2; at least two quality big men, and No, 3; a defense

which can play a patient, oppressing zone defense. BC
has guards whose strengths are outside shooting. The
Eagles have one quality big man in Bill Curley, and their

defense reminds most of swiss cheese. Therefore, I say

this with both pride and conviction— UMass 82, BC 73.

The Kansas Jayhawks just signed the next Danny
Manning to play for them. Roy WlUiams and Co. have to

be ecstatic about getting junior college star Darrin

Hancock to play for the Jayhawks. Hancock, a 6-foot-7

forward, has an incredible all-around game, just like

Manning, and he is going to be a superstar for Kansas and
eventually the NBA. Remember , , , you heard it here

first.

In pro hoop, the Celtics have gotten rid ofone head-

ache while gaining a couple more over the break. The
headache the C's got rid ofwas named Shaw, Brian Shaw
that is. After coming back from Italy, where he spent a

year overseas playing for Ura, Shaw played inconsistent,

(Red Auerbach would call it soft), basketball. In addition

to his deteriorating court skills, Shaw managed to enrage

the Cetlics' brass with his complaints and excuses.

Consequently, the Celtics decided to trade Shaw to the

Miami Heat for fellow point guard Sherman Douglas,

Personally, I really like the trade. Douglas gives the

Celtics a point g^ard who simply brings excitement to the

floor. Also, when Dee Brown returns, the Celtics will be

able to move Brown over to shooting guard. Having
Douglas, instead of the post-Italy Shaw, enables the

team to be more flexible and, of course, more exciting.

Injuries to Larry Bird and Kevin Mchale are the

headaches the C's gained over break. Bird must learn

how to tell Celtics' management when he first feels pain,

Boston has invested too much in him, and he is much too

important to lose for an extended time, especially ifit can

be prevented by a simple notification from Bird himself.

Mchale, on the other hand, came back too early from

nagging leg injuries and he is now paying the price. While
Mchale should be lauded for his courage, he should also

be chastised for trying to do too much, too soon. As Tina
Tvu-ner once sang, "We Don't Need Another Hero!" Oh
well, Celtics players are known for their pain threshold.

That's it for now, 111 see you courtside!

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian columnist

THE DAILY NEW ENGLAND

Editor in Ti^^PN^^5

All you can eat!— Cafe Ashley's—
Famous Weekend Buffet

> Belgian Waffles

4- Eggs & Omelettes

> Home Style Potatoes

> Bacon & Sausage
"¥ Scalloped Apples

> Carved Ham
^ Fresh Fruit

4^ Fruit Breads

Croissants

4^ Bagels

Always $6.95
Rt. 9 Hddley • 2 Miles from UMass • 586-6393

next to Howard Johnson's Lodge

Albert Bleau, President of the UMass Mens Soccer

Association, said he was also pleased. It was the UMMSA
which pressured Beacon Hill to find fvmds for the program.

"Ijust think it's excellent for the kids," Bleau said, "We
were feeling bad because they were working so hard, so

this is just great. The funding should allow the program
to be very competitive,

"There was a general commitment with everyone

concerned. This wouldn't have happened without the

Governor's Office, but it was also everyone pulling to-

gether. It is just great that all the hard work paid off.

Reflecting
on a long trip

to Temple
The buses leftAmherst filled with hopes, dreams

and rabid University ofMassachusetts basketball fans.

Their destination was Temple University, home
of the archrival Temple Owls, a team the Minute-

men have never beaten, not in 20 games over the

last nine years.

Make that 21,

Some 50 people, both students and alumni, took

the 10-hour round trip to Philadelphia for 40 min-

utes of basketball. They were confident this time

would be different. This team, vrith a resurgent 16-

3 record and a short spell in the Top 25, would

exorcise the ghosts ofthe past and break "the streak."

Luke Erickson

Two buses left McGuirk Alumni Stadium at

noon on Tuesday.
"The streak is definitely over," said 30-year-old

UMass student Machael Hanieski, on the trip down.

Hanieski spoke about seeing the legendary "Dr.

J," Julius Erving when Hanieski was a child, a

sentiment common among older fans who remem-
ber the powerhouse teams of the 1970s.

"I think we're gonna win," said 18-year-old Jes-

sica Leonard, whose parents are UMass alumni,

Leonard said she came from Worcester to see the

intersession games, including the victory over

Oklahoma which put UMass into the Top 25 for the

first time ever.

There was excitement in the air as the students

talked about the UMass players on a first-name

basis, as ifthey knew them personally, and some of

them did.

One enterprising student designed a colorful T-

shirt that proclaimed, "A new streak has begun."

Several students bought one as they wore them
with pride and arrogance into McGonigle Hall in

Philadelphia.

The shirts are now tucked into a top drawer, to

be taken out when its message becomes a reality.

However, the trip home from a crushing 83-61

defeat was not quiet and somber. These were New
England sports fans, accustomed to the success of

the Celtics, but hardened by the heartache and
heartbreak by the Red Sox,

Soon enough, the students began chanting, "Go
rest stop," to the tune of the UMass fight song,

begging the driver to stop for fast food, and he gave
in, just past New York City,

They lamented the team's failures, the taunting

of the Temple fans, and "should have dones." The
students were soon talking about going to the next

game, perhaps even taking a bus ride to Rutgers in

New Jersey, hoping to see the team that has accom-
plished so much in the 1991-92 season.

Reflecting on the loss to Temple, 20 year-old

UMass student Edward Kaufman said, "The fans

were there; but the team just wasn't."

Luke Erickson is a UMass student

>^UDITIONS
SINGERS • DANCERS • INSTRUMENTALISTS

SPECIALTY AQS • TECHNICIANS/WARDROBE
Kingj Productions, ihe world's # I pioducer of enlerlainmeni is holding

ouJilions (or tlie 1992 seoson ol KINGS DOMINION Rirlimond.

Virginia A voriely ol positions oie availoble and a travel ft-c will be paid

to employees who n^sl travel more ll>on 260 miles to the pork.

BOSTON, MA
Saturday, February 1

The New England Hall

225 Clarendon Street

3-5 p.m Sirigers

5 6 p m Dancers

3 6 p m Initrumentalists,

Technicians, Specialty Acts

FtK iiddttionol irifotmotion fuH

King\ DomMKrwi I ril«r*u.nft>«it D»p( B04/B7f, 5141

KmgtPfodufhont BOO/544 U64

KINGS ISLAND KINGS DOMINION CAllOWINDS'P.' CHEAT AMEItICA
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DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Jason George

Copy Editor Brooke C. Wheeler

PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi

Production Supervisor MikeCarvalho

Production Julie ODonnell,

Tracy Kruger, Lisa Jezowski

Menu
LUNCH
Pizza

Hot Turkey Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Pizza

Hot Turkey Sandwich

DINNER
Chili or Mac n' Cheese

Roast Pork with Gravy

BASICS DINNER
Lentil Chili, Mac n' Cheese,

or Rice Provencal

Tomorrow, they would be mortal enemies. But on the

eve of the 'great hunt, feelings were put as/de

for the traditional Mammoth Oance.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE
ACROSS

I Lrx:aln

b llH) Casliali s

M le MoKo
9 Inrandoscent

14 Saiwnl
15 Jewish inonlli

16 Town near

PlyrTKiiilt).

England
I 7 Actor Arl<in

18 Maigtettie s

capital

20 Site ol Perry s

1654 visit

22 rirsltxwn

23 Ogle
24 Garcien tool

25 Sloiit tx)died

tern

29 Recorded
34 Tutiers

38 Very unusual

39 J R s mom
40 Last resort

43 Saced lent

44 rerrit>le tsar

45 Has debts

46 Trap

47 Hideaways
49 Glutton

51 Angelic

tieadwear

56 Tail

60 V.1II nier>ee<ii s

settlemeni

63 Mardi Gras city

65 Pionq

66 City on tlie

niioiic

6/ Actress Turner

68 Section

69 Out ot dale

70 Tangle

71 Memoiatile
FOKX

DOWN
1 Intluencfes

2 Person at tt>e

helm
3 Site ol 1970
World s rair

4 Purport'

5 Spotted cavy

6 Ancient biblical

kmqdnni
7 lloiiiingway

sobriquet

8 I saw
Elba

9 Nets and Mets
10 Alum
1

1

Olympian s sled

12 Mine products

13 I dance
19,Classic lead in

21 Ctiicken

24 Amused
carnivores'

26 Hocliey great

27 Going out wilti

28 Ambition

30 Musical part

31 Sodbusler
32 Site ol Cork
33 Reps

opponents ,

34 Ctiatly beasts'

35 Later

36
Breckeniido'''

37 Bowsprit

41 InsignilicanI

42 Inrniite

48 ll.tiici.vd novel

50 r)eni7en ol the

daik

52 Essence
53 Bay ol Biscay

feeder

54 Had
55 Sam or J C

56 Click

57 Wile ol Zeus
58 Gimlets

59 Bucks
companions

60 James ol

Bolero

61 Part ol A D
62 Exam, lor sliort

64 Wapiti

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

1/30/92
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YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 2 1 -April 1 9): You

feel loved and appreciated now. Mi-

nor annoyances slide off your back.

Although trying to please everyone is

an impossible task, give it a good go

anyway.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Another fine day to spend with those

who are closest to your heart. Your

mote imaginative loved ones will want

to play this coming weekend. Plan an

outing everyone can enjoy.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20):

Attend to whatever formalities are

required and stick with a project until

it is finished. You may be able to

patch up a rocky relationship tonight.

Use words to heal, not condemn.

CANCER (June 21 -July 22):

Clear the decks before starting a ti me-

consuming project. A windfall or

legacy could make a dream come

true. Steer clear of friends' get-rich-

quick schemes.

LEO(July23-Aug.22): Beaware

that someone is in a combative mood

today. Certain associates could be

their own worst enemy. Stay home

tonight or at least stick to familiar

territory. A romantic alliance needs

nurturing.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Scpt. 22): You

have the opportunity to change a re-

lationship for the better. Emphasize

mutual benefits if trying to forge a

new union. Give your loved ones

extra encouragement

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22): Be

careful now; your star may dim if a

business ventuiv does not pan out. Set

to work with a will! Others lack cre-

ativity. Have a fun lunch witha friend.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21 ): A
relationship may have a lot of fancy

tri mmings, but where' s the beef? Can

you really count on this person when

the chips are down? Plan for the fu-

ture.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21 ): Generosity is advised. Do a favor

for someone you have not seen in

years. Keep your poise in a social

situation even if you feel uncomfort-

able. Dine with a loved one tonighL

CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):

Your diplomatic manner puts you in

an influential person's good graces.

A fundamental restlessness compels

you to get in touch with old friends.

Your generosity is gratefully ac-

knowledged.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

It is perfectly fine for you to change

your mind. Go with the decision that

makes you feel most comfortable.

Your gentle, sentimental ways charm

others. Keep tabs on expenses when

socializing.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):

Tender loving words will strengthen

family ties. They also could start the

ball rolling for a new enterprise. En-

joy the fanfare tonight— you are in

the spotlight.
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RESUME SPECIAL
I Resume typesetting, 25 copies on resume
I paper, 25 matching blank sheets, 25

Tlie smallest ba\es

make tlie

Grandest Openings!

matching envelopes... a// within 48 hours.

$28.95
w/coupon

(exp. 5/15/92)

silverscapi

designs

|_ 228 Triangle St., Amherst • 549-3840 j

WeVe Strong On Savings At Liquors 4411

xA/iMTh I mi inaci

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton /Holyoke

584-4112 • 535-1888

BUSCH&
BUSCHLIGHTsqggS^

v/ . CEP

-CEP
KEYSTONE & SQ9 9

KEYSTONE LIGHT ^
.

^~ : : ~^ CANS
"

ROLLING 99
CEP

:-•: cr 3>4n bottles
^2

MOLSON GOLDEN
ALE&MOLSON
LIGHT $-739
12 PK CANS -DEP

GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
JBEER &
ILIGHTBEER $y7 9
24-12 CZ. CANS DEP

GALLO
RESERVE CHARDONNAY i
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BUDGET TRAVEL CENTER
Cheapest
Fares to:

•EUROPE
•ASIA
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Plus

rallpasses.

international

student ID,

tours and
much more
Ask for our
free travel

catalog

FuU Redemption Certer
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Si ini inoQi AA
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Monday thru Saturday

HAOLEY
Campus Plazst/Route 9

253-9344
LOCATIONS

HOLYOKE
30 Uncoln St.

534-4555
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Dont Drink
and Drive

UNCIL
Council T^av«l Services
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No. 25 West Virginia faces UM women's hoop
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

The University of Masachusetts
women's basketball team has its hands
full today as it hosts the top team in the
Atlantic 10 Conference, West Virginia,

today at 4 p.m. at Curry Hicks Cage.
The Mountaineers (13-2 overall, 5-0 in

the A-10) are on a roll, as they have won
their last 10 games and have climbed to

25th in the national rankings.

At the same time, the Minutewomen
(4-12, 0-5) are reeling, as they have lost

eight of their last 10 contests.

West Virginia's senior guard Rosemary
Kosiorek is the player to watch, averaging
25 points per game, good enough for sixth

in the country, while hitting 59 percent of

her shots. Forward Donna Abbot chips in

with 13 points and 10 rebounds per game.
"Without a doubt," says UMass coach

Joanie O'Brien, "West Virginia has one of

the top scorers in the country [Kosiorek].
You can contain her, but you can't stop
someone that good. We have to keep them
off the offensive boards, only giving them
one shot. We've got to switch up on them
and stop them from getting into a rhythm."

UMass must rely on its strong team
defense to hold offthe Mountaineers. The
Minutewomen are 18th in the country in

field goal defense, allowing opponents to

hit only 37 percent of their field goals.

Unfortunately, UMass is hitting only 35
percent of its shots.

O'Brien doesn't believe her squad will

be intimidated by the Mountaineers, who
cracked the Top 25 for the first time in the
school's history, despite the fact the
Minutewomen will be decided underdogs.

"We went through the intimidation

phase against Rutgers [a 71-35 loss on
January 9]," O'Brien said. "They saw what
can happen when they play afraid."

UMass women's hoop notes— The

rAEROBICS-1
Loiu Impact

Step

9{i/Low

Keiser

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATJHLETIC CLUB
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i>For Indian Food atO
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The Valley's Original
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45 State St.
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Coldfiltfivd. Draft Be«T
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Minutewomen are coming off two losses Junior Kim Kristofik continues to lead

last week, both away games. They fell to UMass in scoring with an average of 12.3

Buffalo, 63-54 and Saint Bonaventure, ppg, and rebounding, 8.7 pg, while hitting

81-64. 42 percent of her shots.
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WELCOME BACK UMASS!!

THE SPOKE
The
Spoke

Amherst.
Mass m

A DRINKERY
TO MEET, RELAX AND ENJOY

Back to School Specials

Beer of the Month

Artic Bay Bottles

Drink of the iVeek

Jim Beam & Coke

Proper ID ^) I .OvJ
Required ^-^i^^^^
35 E. Pleasant Street
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Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE 113 CAMPUS CENTER • TTiURSDAY 8:30-3:30 FRIDAY 8:30-2:30 'DEADLINE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBIXATION • 20t/WORD/DAYFOR mJDENTS • CASH INADVANCE

AcnvmES

FIVE COLLEOE EUROPEAN CLUB
First spfing maoting

Thursday February 6

UMass Campus C«mer room 1660 7:30pm

Everyorw welcome
Into 546 3567

FREE MEDTTATION WORKSHOPI
Relax Deepen consaousness Tuesdays

7:30-9:30pm Starts 2/14/92. Check CO Inio

DesK lor room no. Call Cathy 253-4161

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FIRE AND FIRST AID MEMBERS:
First meeting Sunday February 2, 7:00 PM
Morrill 406N Jackets are irv

NETWORK MARKETING - The best busi-

ness opportunity ol the 90's. For info, cad

Andy, 253-9880. evenings

UMASS RACQUETBALL
TEAM MEETING

Tonight CCRm 81 1B-15

All members and anyone interested

are encouraged to attend!

AUTO FOR SALE

1982 Honda Civic lor sale

$1950 or best otter

Call^e 5861^sk lor Kathy

1986 VW GOLF
Diesel 45 MPG No rust 5 speed. AC Blue.

97K miles $2,900 Call 546-5440 leave mes-

sage. ^___
BUK;k SKYLARK 1 977 Lessthan 63,000mi
Call 586-8257

CHEAPI FBI/U.& SEIZED
89 MERCEDES $200
86 VW $50
87 MERCEDES $100
65 MUSTANG $50
Choose Irom thousands starting $25.

FREE 24 l-lour Recording Reveals

Details 801 -379-2929 Copyright #MA1 5KX

SBZEO CARS, trucks, boats, 4wheelars,

motwtMmM by FBI. IRS, DEA Avalabie

your WM now Call 805^2-7555 Ext. C-

1675

SuiMni 4x4 Wagon 1 964 1 13K $1 600 367-

2413

COLLEOE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Large cheese $6.00

Small cheese $3.50

Add $1 for 1 or 2 toppings

Free soda w/large sub salad or spaghetti

Must mentkin this ad

EARN MONEY

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPI!!

(Plus spending $$$)

Sell trips to Cancun, Jamaica.

and Bahamas!!

For more into call

Laura 549-5740

ENTERTAINMENT

Send someone special a balloon or rose

bouquet delivered by a gorilla or tuxedo Call

High Notes 256-1756

FOR RENT

3-5 bdroom house on bus route long or

short term lease b-lwn near Amherstline

586-4270 ________
Deduct 100.00 Irom your rent lor the first 6

months when you sign a years lease with us

at Northwood Apartments Spacious 2+3

bedroom apis. Available starting at 299.00.

6 month leases available M-F 665-3856 .

LARGE ROOM FOR RENT in huge 3 bed-

room house Dovmtown Amherst. 285/month.

Bruno 54S 0657 & 253 0434

ONE BEOrtOOM APT in excellent tocation

on bus line. Start immediately. 500« Abso-

lutely all included. Dishwasher-pool, etc

FOR SALE

IMSRENAULTFUEOO ExcellentoondSOK
mi. $950 548-8151

12-STRING TAKIMINI Acoustic-Electric

Guitar $325 Andrew 546-0976

K2-TNC
Unmounted skis

Cheap Rob G. 253-5157

LOVE SCENT, known to enhance and
stimulate the senses. Rare African import.

Oil $8.75/ Incense $6.00. Uncommon Sosnts

107 Vemon Street. Northampton. Massa-

chusetts01060

MOVING SALE- Solkl wood dresser, quality

bed, bookcase, etc. Cheap 367-2413

PRINTER ~iMAQEWRITER2 for Apple/

Macintosh. Like new! Call 546-6010 Alter

6pm.

HELP WANTED

Alaska Summer Employment- Fisheries.

Earn $5.000+/month. Free transportation!

Room * board! Over 8.000 openings Male

or female. For employment program call 1 -

206-545^155 ext 298

ATTENTION: Excellent income for home
assembly work. Info. 504-646-1700 Dept.

PI 307

$40,000/yrl READ BOOKS
and TV Scripts. Fill out simple

•like/donl like" form. EASY!

Fun. relaxing at home, beach,

vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.

FREE 24 Hour Recording

801 -379-2925 Copyright «MA15KEB

BALLOON CO seeking help Call 256-1756

EARLY MORNING. Deliver newspapers. Car

Reqd Great $ Call Cheryl 548 9688 _

EVENING JOBS! Environmental canpaign

work. Fight pollution with Clean Water Ac-

tion. $7/hr. On buslines. Call 584-9830.

GET A REAL JOB
Tired of meaningless work?

Help protect the environment

with Greenpeace.

Full and part-time canvassing positions

from 3 to 1 0pm $1 75 to ZSOfttetk

Can Rick @ 549 0507

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many posi-

tions. Great benefits. Call 805-682-7555 Ext

P-3306.

SPRING BREAK "92 Earn free trips and

cash!!!

Campus reps wanted to promote the #1

spring break destination, Daytona Beach.

Best organized, best price on campus. Call

1-800-563 8747

Spring Break to Rorida beaches
Energetic promoter needed.

Earn FREE trips and cash.

Call CMI at 1 -800-423-5264

THE SUB IS HIRING drivers to deliver

Must own car

Apply in person

WANTED: Tour guides, summer counsel-

ors. Student Admissions Representatives.

Applications available at Admissions Center

KNOW YOUR RKjHTSI

DO YOU HAVE QUESTIONS about your

rights? Do you think your civil rights have

been violated? Find out! Contact the Legal

Services Center, 922 Campus Center. 545-

1995.

PERSONALS

"Clodaflh, it you are free contact me. Yuji'

SH BRANDYWINE
Thanx lor everything guys!

Love. From Bad Apple

SKI TUNING
Wax-PTex
$7 pair

$10 2 pair

Can Rob 549-THE1

ElltlMMM

n will be Okay.

POSmSALE

Biggest arxl best selection Choose from

over 1 000 different images Rock. Old Mas-

ters (Monet. Dali. Van Gogh, Picasso. Esdier,

Matisse. Wyeth and hundreds more) Movie

posters, sports, scenic landscapes, music,

dance . skiing, personalities ( Emstien. James
Dean. Marilyn Monroe, and others) Travel,

humor, romance, photography. (Talbot. Ansel

Adams, and others). Most images only $.^.

$6, and $7 each! See us at The Student

Union Ballroom on Monday January 27th

through Friday January 31 st between 9a m
5pm. This sale is sponsored ty WMUA

Radio

RUSH PIKE

The fraternity with a commitment to excel-

lence

Open Rush Dates: Feb 11, 12, 13, 18, 19.

418 N.Pleasant St. 8-1 0pm

ROOMMATE WANTED

Looking for non-amoklng, open mindedM
or F, one room apartment in Sunderland On
bus rt Call Jim or Bnan 665-8669

Quiet, neat, non-smoking female tor two

bedroom apartment in Sunderiand. Yes,

Sunderiand. but it's big and dean. $275+

month. Call lor details! 665-2227 leave

message.

ROOMMATE WANTED 1039 N.PIeasant

Ca£ Andy 549-7940

SUIMMER ROOMMATES WANTED: Not

sure wfiat to do this summer ' Live on Martha's

Vineyard' Lots ol summer work opportuni-

ties-Ideal lor musxsans and artists Join our

house. Male or female. Call Allison at 546-

2804

One bodroom in 2BR apt. avail at Squire

Village. As a single for 22S/mo. or as a

double lor 1 50/mo Nk» area Call 665-0934

SUBLET

TAKE MY LEASE Irom Feb to May or Aug.

Big room m nice house 1^ mile Irom cam-
pus. $250/mo + utilities. Call Patti at S49-
0961.

TRAVEL

FREETRAVEL - Air couriers and cniseships.

Students also needed Christmas, spring and
summer lor amusement paik emptoyment.

Call 805-682-7555 Ext F-1426

NO $$ TO GO SOUTH- Ski with UMass Ski

Club lor spring break $259 condo lodging,

lilts, and events Call 54S-3437 or Paul at

549-792J

SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Panama City, Cancun. Jamaica

Call Stacey at 549 0840

YOUVE ONLY GOT ONE WEEK TO UVEI
Do spring break in Jamaica. Bahamas.
Cancun. Margarita, Irom $369!! Hotel, air.

transfers, parties! Sun Splash Tours 1-800-

426-7710.

WANTED

SAVE $ BUY MY BOOKS- All in perfect

condition!

I have: Comm 221 Comm 397M-Pubhl 1 60-

Wost 1 87-Math 104 Pre cak;ulus-Brand new
I need!

Comm 546 -Comm 352 -Comm 494N
Please call ASAP 549-4438 Kristen

TEXTBOOKS! Ansd 432 Livestock feeds A
feeding, Zoo 548 Mammahjgy. Physics 141 -

142 Kane & Sternheim. Cindy 1-774-4493
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Sports
Minutemen to duel with Scarlet Knights
ByTAMlRLlPTON
Collegian Staff

When Keith Hughes, Earl Duncan and Brent Dabbs
graduated from last year's NCAA Tournament Rutgers

team, everybody, I mean everybody, had the Scarlet

Knights pegged for the bottom of the Atlantic 10. How-
ever, coach Bob Wentzel's guys are doingjust fine, thanks.

Collegian photo by Jeff Egan

The Minutemen huddle together in the
waning moments before game time.

Earlier in the season the Scarlet Knights beat UNLV
(now ranked 21st in the latest Associated Press poll) 91-

85. Four nights later, Seton Hall (then ranked in the Top

10) paid a visit to the Louis Brown Athletic Center, and

although the Pirates won, it wasn't easy.

Rutgers led Seton Hall late in the game, before the

Pirates went ahead to win by 5, 77-72. In addition, the

Scarlet Knights beat a Princeton squad that gives every-

one a hard time, (see Georgetown 1989 and Arkansas

1990)46-41.

Tonight (7 p.m., Curry Hicks Cage), the University of

Massachusetts ( 16-4,4-3 in the A- 10) gets its first look at

Rutgers (9-7, 2-4). And the question surrounding the

University of Massachusetts these days is which team
will show up?

You know how good the Minutemen can be (see Okla-

homa, the Great Alaskan Shootout, etc.) and you know
how bad they can be, as witnessed Tuesday night at

Temple, an 83-61 loss.

"What we do here is put so much emphasis on that

game ITemplel, that it's blown out of proportion," said

UMass coachJohn Cahpari, whose team has never beaten

Temple in 21 games. "Ifwe lose to Temple twice and win

the rest of our games, I'll be happy as heck.

"Temple is a good club. The biggest thing about them

is every time we play them, they give us their best game
of the year. That was their best game of the year,

according to their fans and coaches," Calipari said.

Rutgers has not played since Sunday, when they lost

to Rhode Island 89-72, something that has Calipari

concerned.

"It's going to be a tough game," he said. "They've had

four or five days to prepare for us. They're real physical

and they're a lot like us, which scares me."

What should scare Cahpari is his own team. How can

anyone explain why the team played so well early in the

year and has struggled ever since beating Oklahoma?
Recent history tells us not to worry, however, recent

games have us fearing the worst.

UMass is a team which excells in the postseason. The
Minutemen advanced to the semifinals of the NIT last

year, and in 1990, the team played its best basketball of

the season in the A- 10 Tournament.
"Our teams have always played well down the stretch,

and I expect that to be the case here," Calipari said.

Game Notes:
WMUA (91.1 FM) will be airing a new sports show,

Sports Line, at 6 p.m., to be hosted by Joe Donovan. At 7

p.m., Mike Correa and Scott Silberzweig will be inside

the Cage for the UMass-Rutgers game. The game can

also be heard on WHMP (99.3 FM) with George Miller

and Kevin Kennedy.

KEY MATCHUPS

William Herndon vs. Steve Worthy:
Worthy is Rutgers' go-to-guy. Theo-toot-
5 forward is averaging 19 points per
game, while shooting 45 percent from
fne 3-point area.

Jim McCoy vs. Alvin Rich:
Rich is scoring 1 1 points per game.
However, his main job will be to keep
McCoy in check. IVJcCoymanagecdonly
10 points Tuesday and the Minutemen
missed his scoring.

Tony Barbee vs. Doryl Smith:
Barbee will have hishands full trying to
score on Smith, a defensive specialist,

who is averaging 9.9 points per game.

Temple game
could move
to Springfield

The University of Massachusetts men's basketball

game against Temple University, scheduled for Feb. 16

at the University's on-campus home facility, Curry Hicks

Cage, may be moved to the Springfield Civic Center,

officials said yesterday.

Frank Mclnemey, UMass' Director of Athletics, said

the department will be handing out a questionnaire at

tonight's home game against Rutgers to determine ifthe

department will further investigate the possible change.

"We're going to look at the polls and discuss it with the

appropriate people," said Mclnemey, who is opposed to

moving the site.

The Civic Center, which hosted this season's Abdow's
Classic and the Oklahoma contest, has the date open and
is pushing for the change in venue.

UMass coach John Calipari, who also must approve

the switch, said on his radio show last night, "A lot of it

depends on ifwe feel comfortable and that we make sure

we are taking care of the students."

The questionnaires will be handed out at both the

student and season ticket holder entremces.
— BRETT MORRIS

Hard off the backboard
and through the rim

As usual, it's been a very interesting

winter so far in the world of basketball.

Both the college and pro scenes have had
their shares of ups and downs, surprises

and disappointments, and of course, win-

ners and losers. Hopefully, the basketbsdl

scene will continue to excite the public the

way it has so far this season.

In college hoop, theDuke Blue Devils
continue to show why they are the No. 1

team in the country. The team is an un-

heard of 7-0 in the Atlantic Coast Confer-

ence. It's a safe bet to say the Blue Devils

will be headed back to familiar territory

come March — the Final Four.

Jeff Crofts

Meanwhile, over on the West Coast,

UCLA has finally harnessed all of its

individual talent and is now the No. 2

team in the country. The Bruins recently

got a big lift with the debut offorward Ed
O'Bannon. O'Bannon was supposed to be

a big factor last year as a freshman, but he

suffered a severe knee injury during an

early practice, ending his year prema-

turely. He's there now and UCLA will be

another favorite come March.

Other top teams in the country right

now include Oklahoma State, Indiana,

and Connecticut. Oklahoma State,

undefeated and ranked third, plays suffo-

cating defense, and has an All-American

in forward Byron Houston. Bobby Knight

has done a masterful job in bringing the

Hoosiers back to the upper echelon of the

rankings after two early-season defeats.

Indiana has looked tough recently, espe-

cially with the continuing development of

schoolboy legendDamon Bailey. In nearby

Cormecticut, the UConn Huskies continue
to be the class of the Big East with guards
Scott Burrell (what an athlete! ) and Chris

Smith leading the way.
Speaking of the Big East, what has

happened to that conference? It looks to

me that the strength of play in that con-

ference has leveled offtremendously since

last year. St. John's and Seton Hall have
been the biggest disappointments so far.

Despite a victory overOhio State, the P.J.

Carlisimo-led Hall has already lost six

games so far. Meanwhile, Louie
Carnasecca hasn't had it any easier with

his Redmen. St. John's has dropped out of

the Top 25 due to five losses, including an
embarrassing 45-42 defeat to Big East
rookieMiami. Miami! I think on a good

day I could make the Hurricanes, they

could probably use my lefty hook in the

low post!

Over the break I was able to check out

aBC-Providencegame. The Eagles won
the game 79-77 when Gerrod Abram hit a

layup with three seconds left. My friends

that go to BC wondered aloud about the

possible outcome of an Eagle-Minuteman
showdown.

Despite the debacle at Temple's
McGonigle Hall, UMass would take care

of the Eagles. BC relies on the outside

shooting of Abram and fellow guards
Malcolm Huckaby and Howard Eisly. With
the stifling defense the Minutemen have
showed this year, the Eagles would be
lucky to get off 13 open three pointers, let

alone hit 13 as they did against the Friars.

The Temple loss showed that the Min-
utemen have problems when confronted

by a team which possesses three qualities:

No. 1; quick, athletic, penetrating guards,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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FREE BALL— Chicago's Bill Cartwright, front, and Robert Parish
ofthe Boston Celtics, watch the ball bounce free in a game earlier this

year.
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Graduate employees
ratify first contract
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

After almost a year of struggle with
University administrators and negotia-

tors and a week-long strike last semester,
the Graduate Employee Organization last

night unanimously ratified their first of-

ficial contract proposal.

More than 100GEO members gathered
in Bowker auditorium, and the contract

was presented to the crowd.

"Everyone expressed satisfaction with
the proposal," said Emily Isaacs, co-

speaker of GEO/District 65/UAW. "We
look forward to Ufe under the contract."

Jill Havens, co-negotiator forGEO, said,

"After twelve months of building the

membership and a nine-day strike, this is

absolutely fantastic.

"This is ground-breaking work for

graduate employees to unionize across

the country," Havens said. "It shows how
non-traditional workers can get a contract

without a labor board, just by fighting."

The major issues covered in the con-

tract, which will be in effect through June
30, 1993, include health benefits, an offi-

cial procedure for g^evances, parity in

budget cuts and tuition and curriculum
fee waivers.

GEO members seemed enthusiastic

about the results ofthe voteon the contract.
"I feel g^eat about this, very positive,"

said GEO member Kim Hicks. "[The

unanimous decision] demonstrates how
pleased the membership really is."

GEO member Sabina Merz said, "It

shows how successful the strike was. And
we are obviously very thankful for the

undergraduates' support through it all."

Next Wednesday, the University trust-

ees will vote to officially ratify or veto the
contract. The administration is recom-
mending the trustees to ratify.

"Of course we recommend they ratify

the contract, after all of the blood, sweat
and tears that went into making it," said

University Provost Glen Gordon. "I'd be
genuinely surprised ifthey didn't ratify it

after all the effort. It would be a mistake.
"My only regret about the contract is

that it isn't for a longer period oftime," he
said. "It means we will be back to the table

only that much sooner."

Several GEO members will also be
present at the meeting to express their

feelings on the importance of ratifying.

One ofthe most immediate interests in

the contract is the health fee waiver. With
the new contract, graduate employees on
the individual health plan will receive a
waiver of2 1 percent oftheir fee, or $185.25,

for the spring 1992 semester. Employees
on the family health plan will receive the

$185.25 waiver, plus a $262 exemption for

the spring 1992 semester.

The percentage of the fee waived will

increase each semester, and by summer
1993, 79 percent of the fee will be waived
foremployees under both plans. The health

fee waivers could cost the University ap-

proximately $500,000 for the spring 1992
semester.

"There is no intention of affecting un-

dergraduates with the funds needed for

the waivers this semester," said Se3Tnour

Berger, a member of the Administration

negotiating team. "We will deal with this

from the existing budget."

Future sources for money needed to

fund the waivers are not definite, he said.

"Who knows whether or not the tuition

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Collegian photo by Christopher Evans

WATCHYOUR STEP-Junior environmental science msgorT^.
Greaton ei^oys the worldwide bestsellerMagic Prize on the steps

of the Home Economics building.

Fiscal crisis dominates candidate's debate
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The four Democratic candidates seeking the Third

Hampshire District's state representative seat met in a

debate marked by a large degree ofconsensus on a number
ofbasic issues and on a need to find ways to respond to the

despair wrought among citizens by the uncertainties the

Commonwealth's deep recession has caused.

Jon Hite, Ellen Story and Terry Franklin ofAmherst
and Norman Page of Pelham participated in the debate

sponsored by the Amherst League ofWomen Voters held

at the Amherst Junior High School. The League is a non-

partisan organization devoted to encouraging citizen's to

vote and to become educated about political issues.

Each of the four agreed about the need to establish a

more equitable tax structure in the Commonwealth, to

work for better accessibUity to basic social services and
health care reform, to reduce the amount of waste and
patronage in state government and on the need to work to

restore state appropriations for public higher education.

Many of the issues raised in the debate dealt with

what each candidate would do to secure resources for the

district in the state's current recessionary fiscal climate.

Page said his first priority as a legislator would be to

work toward securing a "predictability ofdollars to cities,

towns and schools," in the state's budgetary process.

Page suggested the legislature could vote to earmark
certain percentages of money for state agencies rather

than having to vote each year for appropriations.

Hite suggested the state move toward a two-year

budgeting process to avoid what he called the "annual

grind" over state budget appropriations to state agencies

and towns.

As a way of gaining legislative support for restoring

state appropriations for higher education, Story said if

elected, she would work to "build a voting block for

education." She noted that in her native Texas, ap-

proximately 50 percent ofstate legislators are graduates

of the University of Texas system, providing a powerful

lobby for higher education.

Hite said the University needs a return to fiscal

autonomy to retain its effectiveness. Last summer's reor-

ganization ofhighereducation , which abolished the state's

Board of Regents and combined the state's five colleges

and universities into a single system, does not provide

sufficient autonomy, Hite said.

Franklin noted that the state's difficult economic

times have led citizens and politicians to lose sight ofthe

conmaon interesthe beUeves people in the Commonwealth
have in "working for a better society.

"There is too much divisiveness and scapegoating [in

the state]— there are many who scapegoat the rich, and
just as many who scapegoat the poor," Franklin said.

Franklin said he worked extensively with many
homeless people last summer, noting that many ofthem
had more hope and optimism than the "hand-wringing

pessimists who represent them" in politics.

Story said she has sought to build a broad base of

support incorporating people who don't regfularly par-

ticipate in the pohtical process.

"My campaign has brought in a new group of people,

many of whom have never before felt they needed to

become involved in poUtics," Story said, noting that she

has had approximately 220 volunteers involved in her

campaign.
Hite said his experiences going door-to-door during

the campaign have shown him the fear citizens in this
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New security in Southwest towers
Residents share contrasting opinions on new systems
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Housing services implemented yesterday four new
different security systems for students entering John
Adams, Kennedy, John Quincy Adams, and Coolidge.

Elise ViVilecchia, a sophomore resident in Coolidge,

said she has to wave a white card past a scanner and has

twelve seconds to be let into the building.

"I think it's a good idea, but I think the [magnetic] strip

that JQA residents can add on to their ID card is more
convenient because they don't have to carry an extra card

around," ViVilecchia said.

Khaleelah Abdul-Kareem, the residence director of

John Quincy Adams, described the new security system

in the Sourthwest towers as "wonderful.

"It eliminates problems, such as when the key sticks.

and I feel comfortable," she said.

Diane Richards, a cluster office worker inJohnAdams,
said she feels safer with this new secuity system. Stu-

dents now must enter a seven-digit code into a touch-pad

to be granted access to their residence hall.

"It will be great, especially on weekends," Richards

said.

Jill Moscicki, a cluster office worker in Kennedy, said

she has to punch in a seven digit code to enter the

building. "There is no better place to do it than in the

towers and I think it's safer," she said.

John Adams resident Albert Escoffery said he hates

the new system since he prefers using just a key. "Why
couldn't they just use our student numbers? I don't see

why we have to have a new number to memorize. It's a

hassle," he said.
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For Your Information
FYIs are public service announcements that run

each Monday, Wednesday, and Friday for campus
and local non-profit organizations. Due to space
constraints, the Collegian cannot print all FYIs
submitted and no announcement can be repeated.

To submit an FYI, please send a press release
with all pertinent information to the Collegian c/o

News Editor. FYIs cannot be taken over the phone.

Friday, January 31
Tour — A tour of the University Library will be

conducted at 10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. Tours will

leave from the tower entrance lobby and last about
one hour — no appointment is necessary.

Tour — A tour of the Physical Sciences Library
will be held on the 2nd floor of the Lederle Gradu-

ate Research Center at 10:15 a.m. and 2:15 p.m.
Recycling Program — The Residential Recycling

Program will have notebooks, paper and station-

ary made from recycled paper on sale at the Cam-
pus Center concourse today and next week. Come
to the table for all your requirements of recycled

paper.

Monday, February 3

Meeting — The Debate team is holding a special

recruitment meeting for all interested at 7 p.m. in

the Debate Union Trailer located below Thompson
Hall. For further information call 5-2055.

Meeting — The first general meeting of the

Outing Club will be held from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. in

the Campus Center Auditorium. Admission is free.
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FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR STUDENT INniATED EVENTS IN TWO SPRING CYCLES
FEBRUARY 21 A MARCH 25 DEADUNES

Consultations on project/budget management. Grant guidelines and
applications are all available at the UMass Arts Council office

209 Hasbmuck Hall 545-0202

Arts Council grants are funded by a portion of the Arts Fee
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World/Nation
Budget hits students
Gifted learners drifting through
By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

America's most gifted students are

drifting through schools unable to pro-

vide them with much more than basic

education at a time of budget cuts and
classroom overcrowding, experts say.

These kids are spending the msgor-

ity oftheir time doingwork they already
know," said Sally M. Reis, an assistant

professor ofeducation at the University

of Connecticut. "We're abandoning a

generation ofour brightest youngsters."

A yearlong study released on Mon-
day by the Connecticut-based National

Research Center on the Gifted and
Talented found that up to 70 percent of

the curriculum is old news to bright

students who already know the mate-

rial; and that 84 percent of teachers

give identical instruction to students of

differingabili ties. Inone case, a student

who could read at the 12th-grade level

was assigned a fourth-grade textbook.

"Most teachers take a look around

the classroom and say, "Who needs me
the most?*" said Reis. "So we cater to

the lowest common denominator."

"In fact, curriculum has grown less

challenging as many public schools are

called upon to educate new students

who have vastly different levels of

proficiency, experts contend. Children

from single-parent families, or from

homes where both parents work or

where English is not the primary lan-

guage, may be less prepared.

"We do have classes where you have

four or five different reading levels,"

said Evelyn Hiatt, director of the gifted

and talented education for the state of

Texas and president of the Council of

State Directors of Programs for the

Gifted. "The natural inclination on the

partofthe educators is to help the people

at the bottom who need the most help."

The problem has been worsening in

many states where gifted programs are

among the early casualties of budget

cuts while class size is ballooning.

Standardized test scores already

show a drop in the number of highest-

performing students. And states where
the economy is troubled have made
drastic cuts in programs for the gifted.

In Massachusetts, the state educa-

tion department's office for the gifted

and talented programs closed in 1990.

In Connecticut, 78 percent ofprograms

for the gifted have been cut back or

eliminated in the past two years. Maine
postponed the deadline for new re-

quirements that schools there offer

programs for the gifted. Michigan,New
Hampshire,New Jersey,NewYork and
Vermont also report cuts.

Some states have expanded pro-

grams for the gifted. North Carolina

and Texas, for example, have opened

residential high schools for talented

math and science students. Texas plans

a public boarding school for students

skilled in the humanities.

But educators say that, without pro-

grams for the gifted in the lower grades,

there will be no one to attend those

heralded academies.

Citizen's group raps
Weld's budget plan
By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON — The Massachusetts Tax-

payers Foundation said Thursday Gov.

WilUam F. Weld's $14 million spending

program for fiscal year 1993 doesn't meet
its definition of a responsible budget.

The concerns centered around almost

entirely on revenues other than taxes.

MTF and the administration were close

on tax collection numbers. MTF predicted

the state would take in $9. 164 billion next

fiscal year, while Weld has estimated

$9,350 billion, before subtracting the $192

million cost of his tax reduction package.

The difference is not significant, MTF
said.

The business-backed government
watchdog group based its assessment on

what itconsidered reliance on at least $335

million in one-time revenues, some ofwhich

it is predicted would not be collected.

The group also said some $181 million

in other revenues are overly optimistic.

But Michael Widmer, the MTF's execu-

tive vice president, would not go so far as

to say the governor's budget, submitted to

the Legislature earlier this month, is out

of balance.

"I think we're saying it's a chancy propo-

sition. We can't say for sure that all ofthese

items won't come to pass, but given this

economic climate £ind given the uncertainty

surroimding these nvmibers we're putting

up a yellow flag," Widmer said.

But Dominic Slowey, a spokesman for

the Executive Office of Administration

and Finance, defended the budget sub-

mission.

"It's not a giant leap. We don't think

we're overreaching. If some of them fall

through in the middle of the fiscal year,

we'll deal with it," Slowey said.

MTF questioned the following one-time

revenue sources:

•$120 million from the Massachusetts

Water Resources Authority. MTF said the

idea was tried last year and was chal-

lenged in the courts. Slowey said the

administration's legal analysis feels their

position was strong.

• $100 miUion firom the sale of state

assets. MTF argued the administration

provided no backup data. Slowey said pri-

vate developers are interested in several

properties, including the Transportation

Building in Boston.

"We've had some interest out there for

that building, and for some other state

assets that despite of the real estate mar-

ket we think we can sell," he said.

•$104 million from abandoned prop-

erty, which would require a change in

current law. Slowey said he felt the change

would be approved.
•$20 million from abandoned passbooks

in custody ofthe probate courts. MTF said

the program was supposed to bringin that

amount this year and instead generated

only $8 million. Slowey said it was being

turned over to the treasurer's ofBce, which

has more experience in dealing with aban-

doned property.

"There is no margin for error here," he

said. "The new budget for 1993 does not fit

our defintion of a reasonable balance.

Massachusetts hasbeen through toomuch
fiscal turmoil in recent years tojeopardize

progress only recently made.

Nothing stops this year's Olympic athletes
ALBERTVILLE, Frtmce (AP)— It is not, to be sure,

quite there yet. Fighting still rages in Yugoslavia, the

shape and destiny of the former Soviet republics is still

uncertain, and other countries continue to cope with the

changes unleashed by the collapse of communism.

Sports federations still quibble and maintain different

rules about professionalism skiers can race for money,

NBAmultimillionares can play this summer, yet, absurdly,

Brian Boitano and Katarina Witt can't skate for gold

again because they tour in their own ice shows.

But if fans want to see most of the world's best

atheletes compete, nearly unfetteredby political baggage,

this year's Olympics are the places to watch.

New atlases and road maps, plus a fortune in francs,

are de rigueur at the most extravagant and far-flung

Winter Games in history.

It will be tough enough figuring out whom the ath-

letes represent— Is that skier from Croatia, Yugoslavia

or Carrera or Rossignol? — and even tougher trying to

get to the events.

Bush tells leaders:

adopt economic plan
By CHRISTOPHER CONNELL
Associated Press

PHILADELPHIA, Pa. — President Bush urged busi-

ness leaders today to pressure Congress to adopt his

economy recovery plan, promising "it will work."

"Every day individual Americans are working hard to

get this economyback on its feet and it's time for Congress

to do the same thing," Bush told the Greater Philadelphia

Chamber of Commerce.
"Please tell them ... to set aside partisanship for these

51 days and give this plan a chance to work," said Bush.

He said the air back in Washington was "thick with

feel-good gimmicks that have nothing to do with true

prosperity and everything to do with politics." Bush said

his plan was different from the rest.

"It will work," he said.

"The pessimists are wrong. ... This is no time for gloom

and doom," said Bush. But he emphasized, "We needyour

help
"

, u . , u
Bush was greeted outside the downtown hotel by

scores ofdemonstrators bearing signs that read
"Where's

the jobs?" and "Sayanora George."

The speech reprised the themes Bush struck Tuesday

night in his State of the Union address and marked the

start of a cross-country campaign by Bush to rally sup-

port for his strategy ofrestoringeconomic growth
through

tax breaks for home-buyers.
, , »» u

Bush has asked Congress to enact his plan by March

20 and vowed to fight if the lawmakers fail to meet his

deadline.

These $740 million Games are strung out over 13

indoor and outdoorTV stage sets across 640 square miles

in the French Alps because every bickering resort craved

a peace of Olympic prestige and cash.

Ignoring the worldwide recession, the French are pro-

ceeding with pomp that would make Louis XTV proud,

even ifthe locals have to eat bread for a decade to pay for

the feast. Fears of a return of the "Curse of Grenoble"—
bills that took the French more than two decades to pay off"

— haunt these Games as the costs mount by the minute.

Freshly paved roads winding through the rugged

mountains are prone to closure and traffic jams from

snowstorms and avalanches. The only way to see all the

sports is to buzz around with organizing committee co-

president Jean-Claud Killy in his private helicopter or

stay home and watch them on TV. A lot offans, put offby

the high prices and hassles ofgettingaround, are choosing

the latter, resulting in an embarrassingly high vacancy

rate in hotels and an abundance of unsold tickets.

Not that the arenas and bleachers will be empty. More

than halfofthe seats at all the events will go to the 1 7,000

accredited athletes, officials, sponsors, advertisers and

journalists, leaving the rest to tourists with temerity to

show up.

American fans shouldn't expect any miracles — cer-

tainly not another Miracle on Ice like the 1980 hockey

triumph. The United Stateswould need a total breakdown

ofboth the former Soviet teams and the Germans to even

come close to winning the medal race.

Four years ago, Americans seemed to be slipping all

over the place. Dan Jansen, Debi Thomas, hockey players,

skiers. The only golds went to Boitano and speed skater

Bonnie Blair, who is back and favored to win again.

Boitano, still a spectacular skater, is likely to chal-

lenge the international figure skating federation's rules,

either privately or in court, and return to competition in

1994 at the Games in Lillehammer, Norway. Until then,

his absence will be deeply felt at the Olympics, where no

other men's figure skater can match his blend of artistry

and athleticism.

AP photo

LUNCHTHECAMPAIGN— Republican presidential hopeful PatrickBuchanan shakes

hands Tuesday following a speech to the Greater Laconia Chamber ofCommerce diiring

a luncheon meeting. Buchanan told the crowd if elected president he would cut the

presidential salary. ^_^_^_^_^^_^_^_-.
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will be affected next year?" Berger continued. "It is all

very uncertain right now."

Gordon said there is no plan to pass on the burden to

undergraduates.

"The money will have to be squeezed out of Deans'

budgets," he said. "Ifthe tuition does go up, it will be tied

in no way to the GEO contract."
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district have for their children's future prospects for

health care and education.

"There's somethingwrong in Massachusetts when
our fears are of the basic things that we las a state]

can afford," Hite said.
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U-MASS Hotel 545-2006
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WELCOME BACK UMASS!!
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Amherst.
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A DRINKERY
TO MEET. RELAX AND ENJOY

Back to School Specials

Beer of the Month

Artic Bay Bottles

$1.25

*Proper id

Required

Drink of the Week

Jim Beam & Coke

$1.50
»ss 35 E. Pleasant Street
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Editorial Policy
The Editorial/Opinion page welcomes columns, letters

and cartoons from UMass and the rest of the Five College
community.
The Editorial staff reserves the right to edit letters and

columns for grammar, clarity and length.

Submissions must bear your name, local address and
phone number. This information is subject to verification.

Anonymous submissions will be printed at the editor's

discretion. Letters should be no longer than 50 double-

spaced, typed lines. Columns must not exceed 70 double
spaced, typed lines. Unt)^ed submissions will not be con-

sidered for publication.

Columns written in response to a previously pubhshed
letter, cartoon, colimin or article will not be printed. Re-
sponses to or criticism of colimans, cartoons, articles or

letters must be restricted to a letter form (under 50 lines).

Collegian staff are restricted to writing only columns and
may not write letters. Responses to or criticism ofletters that

themselves have responded to a letter, column or article will

not be printed. Any exceptions will be determined solely by

the editors.

The Editorial staff is not required to print all submitted

material. Submissions become the property ofthe Collegian

and will not be returned.

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the

individual writer and do not represent the views of the

Collegian.

The Editorial staff is trying its best to honor the above

mentioned policies. Furthermore, we exist only to serve you,

the Collegian-reading public. We are curious. We are under-

ground (literally). We are lonesome. We are not like the

others: we're your friends. Write to us.

"Public Enemy" is taking
most of Arizona's blame

I'm waitin'for the date for the man who
demands respect

'Cause he was great c'mon

I'm on the one mission toget apolitician
To honor or he's a goner
by the time I get to Arizona.

When Public Enemy came out with

their "By the Time I Get to Arizona" video

to protest Arizona's refusal to honor Mar-
tin Luther King Jr. Day, it pissed off a lot

of people. In fact, the media successfully

steered the debate away from the real

issue and towards P.E.'s video.

Michael Morrissey

I think first of all, Arizona should take

most of the heat that Chuck D., lead rap-

per of F*ublic Enemy, has taken for this

sometimes violent video. Arizona has on

numerous occasions, through legislation

and ballot box, refused to offer a paid state

holiday to celebrate the leader of the civil

rights movement.
Instead of dealing with Arizona's

mindless stupidity this year, the media
has cornered Chuck D. on the seemingly

contradictory message of his video. They
brand the group as irresponsible because

of the numerous assassinations on fake

Arizona politicians that are shown in the

video.

In caseyou haven't seen it, the crescendo

of the video occurs when Chuck D. blows

up the car of Arizona's "governor."

The biggest problem the media has

with the video (aside from the black-on-

white violence which they never fail to

make a huge deal out of) is the fact that

King stood for non-violence, and P.E.'s

video preaches violence.

"Why do you try to espouse Rev. King's

message through terror and violence in-

stead ofpeace and non-violence," they ask
Chuck D.

The simple answer is this. We as

Americans cannot sit around and watch
as our leaders refuse to honormen because

of race. Quiet action will no longer work
with respect to Arizona. There has to be

something done that tells Arizona we are

serious on honoring Rev. King. Pulling the

Super Bowl from Tempe next January
was a good first step. Maybe this video will

help also.

I think "Arizona" is a great video, and
I thought the portrayals of the Arizona
politicians were rather funny. The video is

extreme, but so is the problem they ad-

dress. I think that anyone who cannot

distinguish between real and fake violence

is sad, and that is the problem of each

individual, not Chuck D.

In my opinion, Public Enemy is not

condoning killing Arizona politicians, but

rather trying to stsurt a forum for discus-

sion.

My firiend asked me yesterday, "Dont
you think that the video is irresponsible

and it will instigate violence?"

"I hope that it will instigate discussion

on the issue of civil rights, so that people

will talk about what's wrong in society,

instead ofwhat's wrong in art," I told him.

If we can't even take a step back and
use the video to talk about Rev. King Day,
then what kind of a society do we have? A
racist, prejudiced one.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian col-

umnist.

Youjust w^ant a class, but you're treated like an onion bagel
On Tuesday I began preparing to leave UMass. Though

I continue to bring personal belongings to my off-campus

home, and though I will remain here physically for another

four months, I began separating myself from our beloved

University three days ago.

Entering the semester, I was looking forward to a

highly productive end to my college career. Needing only

10 credits, I was ready to take a smathering of courses

which I hoped would allow me to milk this school ofall the

learning I could take. An environmental economics class,

I thought, and maybe a literature class and most impor-

tantly, a creative writing class to help me alongmy goal to

be a fiction writer.

My attempts to add the creative writing class, English

354, were long and for the most part rewarding. That is—
until I was told that my background was preposterously

wrong for the upper level EngUsh class.

I went through the normal procedures: up at 4 a.m. on

add/drop day, hsted on the waiting list, attended class at

the risk of losing another one, and began hoping.

I hoped not only for acceptance into the class, but also

that the teacher would be helpful and open to discussion

with a fragile future pubhshed writer. Sitting through

most of the class, I spent my time carefully counting the

people in the class, subtracting the number of spots

available, adding my numerical place on the waiting list

(2) and hoping it came out to zero (zero would mean

JACKPOT; I often play these mathematical games with

myself, it helps reheve the stress.)

Then, as the class was drawing to a close, the teacher

suddenly asked me a question which I had not considered.

She asked me about my major.

"Management," I repUed humbly, not thinking at all

before this time that I was any different from the others in

attendance. I was wrong.

Mike Levy

Silence followed my response. Like an onion bagel

mixed in with abagofsesame and poppy. Like any elevator

you use on campus (except, of course, when you are alone

or in Southwest on a weekend evening.) Then came the

words which would haunt me all day and send my body

into shivers at their recall.

"There is no chance of you adding this class," the

teacher said.

I stayed another minute to complete a questionaire I

had been working on in avoidance ofembarrassment and

hopes to maybe, possibly, please, oh mother of mothers,

that there was still a slight chance.

Now, 1 know what all of you are thinking, especially

English majors. Courses are few and those which are in a

particular major should get first choice of those classes. I

understand and agree that nobody should be shut out ofa

class they desire. But, not to be a poster boy for a well-

known administrative catchword, but what about diver-

sity?

Yes, I am talking about diversity. Why should I subject

most ofmy academic time and energy to the ftdl require-

ments ofthe EngUsh departmentwhen all I want is to take

a course or two in writing? Ifthis is tnily a diverse school,

I should be able to learn about something interesting to

me, something meaningful — not just something conve-

nient.

However, rules and regulations have successfvdly

stopped me from taking the class which can help me most.

Sure, there are many others out there who feel this. They

would probably agree about the extent that that stinks. It

stinks so much that 1 cannot say so or print it in a

newspaper. What I can do is take my minimum credits,

leave myself some free time to read and write, and begin

packing my bags. I have no Monday or Friday classes this

semester. On those days and those in between I will

usually be in Westchester, N.Y., planning my future (did

somebody say "San Francisco?") with the woman who will

mark the move from the past. Maybe we will "leave" early,

as she illustratesthat children's book I'vebeen working on.

As I prepare to slip throughmy last semester, I now say

goodbye to the Happy Valley. California, here I come.

Mike Levy is a Collegian staffmember.

Article leaves out complete truth

I was involved with the one-day train-

ing discussion session during spring resi-

dence assistant training. There are a

couple of problems with the article which

Marc ElUotwrote for theJan. 29 Collegian

.

First of all, it is the ALANA RA Matters

Committee, not theALANARA "Manners"

Committee. Secondly, the training session

dealt with racism and homophobia/

heterosexism. It was planned and pro-

duced by both the Gay, Lesbian and Bi-

sexual RA Matters Committee and the

ALANA RA Matters Committee. The five

skits which were presented dealt with the

problems faced by both groups of RA's on

staff,in the residence halls, and in the RA

class. Thus they were concerned with both

racism and homophobia. I should know, I

wrote one of the skits myself

The panel discussion that followed was

roughly half ALANA RA's and half GLB

RA's. I am exceptionally proud of the two

groups' collaborative efforts in producing

the session. While I think that the angle

you took in writing your article was inter-

esting (Ade's skit about racism in the RA
course textbook was a blatant and sad

example ofinstitutionalized racism), I was

very upset to find that you misunderstood

the focus ofthe sessionandwho hadworked

to organize it. It might be better in the

future if you personally attended the

events that you write about, or else sohc-

ited more complete information about

them. I find it hard to beheve that you

were present. If you want more informa-

tion about what occiured and why, I sug-

gest that you contact Morongoe Ntloedibe

(RD - Gorman-Wheeler) from the ALANA
group and Stephanie Camahan (RD -

Pierpont-Moore) from the GLB group.

Buzz Harris, former RA
Sunderland

Add^rop better than dull break
Multitudes of colors swirl before my

eyes. Reds, yellows, browns, blacks and

whites in a huge mass of humanity.

Sounds. Shouting, chcking, swishing

and the lowmurmur ofmany languages

emits from the swirling mass. I see long

hair, short hair, no hair, colored hair.

The clothes are too numerous to de-

scribe. The noisy wave rolls before me.

I scan the horizon. The shore is not in

sight. I'm adrift on an endless sea. Just

a tiny drop in a large ocean. The back of

the Add/Drop line.

How many of us couldn't wait to

return?The intersession dragged on too

long. As I sat in back of Friendl^s

washing dishes, I thought wistfully of

returning to Shakespeare. "Friends,

Roman countrymen, lend me your. .

."

Damn! Those dishes keep piling up.

I stumble on through the drudgery. Nine

thirty arrives and my shift ends. I meet

some friends and go shoot pool for the

third time this week and it's only l\ie8-

day. Shrack! I take my shot and the

eightball rests in the comer pocket. If

nothing else, I'm getting better at pool.

I watch my friends rack the balls

through my teary, smoke singed eyes.

I'm bored, I'm edgy, I want to return.

I'm sitting in my bedroom, I have

just returned from Add/Drop and the

class is mine! The spoils ofwar! Because

that's what the collegiate Ufe is. A war.

Youbattle yovirself, competition, rising

tuition costs and long lines. You test

your discipbne, stamina and push your

health to the brink on those coffee

stuffed all-nighters. Sometimes you

wonder if it's worth it. I think of my
intersession and decide it is.

Joe Girard
Sylva
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ptrtt Mau0
J ^ Liauor Store

Woodchuck
Draft Hard Cider $4.49 6/pki2oz. bottles

Newman's Albany Amber $4.99 6/pk

i^^^jai $18.49 case

Piel's Draft Style^^f $8.49 case 12oz. bar bottles

Ldiiatt's Blue $14.99 case 12oz. cans

Miller Genuine

Draft $12.99 2/12 packs 12oz. bottles

Majorska Vodka $5.79/750ml

lose Cuervo Gold Tequila $ii.49/750ml

Kegs Starling At $33.00 Checks Mastercard/Visa

Accepted For Keg Deposits.

Gourmet Beers for special occasions Plus over 35 Malt Scotches

and Cognacs. Brandies. & Champagnes

FINAL NOTICE PRIOR TO DISCONNECTION

BOB" COMMANDS YOU RIGHT NOW TO
SCREAM AS LOUD AS YOU CAN.

MEGABUCKS,
WE HAUEm

338 College St.

One mile East of Amherst center on Route 9

Open 9 am - 1 1 pm Rain or Shine • Always Open

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

SPRING BREAK '92 fQ
DAYTONA INNS ^

2 Oceanfront Motels ^^
• BROADWAY-2 blocks to Bandshell & ^J

>'^^ KLEIN'S ANNUAL

OLYMPIC

SALE-A-THON
STARTS FRIDAY

iD^^^^*^ sunicausa

LIST

ALL DOWNHILL

SKIS 'BOOTS 'BINDINGS •POLES

suowtisKisicriiauDBi

30% OFF
OUR ALREADY LOW PRICES

ALL SKI CLOTHING

& ACCESSORIES

CROSS COUNTRY PACKAGES

uPTo60%OFF

Complete Packages start at $69.99

Junior Packages Start at $59.99

ALL ATHLETIC FOOTWARE

Rei\!b6kilS

25% OFF
OUR ALREADY LOW PRICES

RACQUET BALL

25% OFF
OUR ALPEAOY LOW PRICES

RACQUETS 'BAGS 'BALLS

'EYEGUAROS' GLOVES'

EXERCISE
• WEIGHT BENCHES
• XC SKI MACHINE

• AIR BIKES • STEPPERS

25% OFF
OUR ALREADY LOW PRICES

HOCKEY
FEATURING

^EASTOrj.

EQUIPMENT • STICKS • SKATES

30% OFF
OUR ALREDY LOW PRICES

BOWLING \
25% OFF^
OUR ALREADY LOW PRICES
BALLS • BAGS • SHOES

KLEIN'S ALL-SPORTS
IVE mil NOT BE UNDERSOLD

^ Hampshire Mall Berkshire Mall

' Hadley Lanesboro

: 585-0470 443-3531

Boardwalk

•SEABREEZE-1 block to SEABREEZE

entertainment area

POOLDECK PARTIES & LOUNGES
DRINK, DANCE, AND MAKE NEW
FRIENDS

1-800-874-1822

I"

Thursday - Friday - Saturday

ALL NEW

'^'^^d!T^'^

FEATURING D.J.
STROLLIN' ROLAND
APETIZER SPECIAL
ANY MENU NACHOS

$2.00
PITCHERS OF

$4.50

SINCE
$4.50

9 6 8

15[AS[PLEA1I[«RSI

Arts & Living
New Four Horsemen breaks no new ground
By A.C. FOSTER
Collegian Staff

What do you get when you mix one part Dangerous
Jays with some Black Crowes and a dash ofAC/DC? In

case you were wondering, you get Four Horsemen.
A mix of these three (groups, that is), is exactly the

kind ofmusic that can be found on the Four Horseman's
debut album entitled Nobody Said It Was Easy. Vocalist

Frank C. Starr, drimimer/vocalist Ken "Dimwit" Mont-
gomery, guitarist/vocalist Dave Lizmi, bassist/vocalist

Ben Pape, and gfuitarisfvocalist Haggis are one of the

latest additions to the music scene and have produced a

raw and savage traditional rock and roll style album.

The album's cover puts what the group is all about in

a nut shell. It consists ofthe words "Heavy Gauge Guitar,

100 Proof, Made in the U.S.A." printed across it, and it

has a striking resemblance to the kind of design that

could be found on a liquor bottle.

The material on Nobody Said It Was Easy is silmost

equally one-third of each of the afore mentioned Black

Crowes, Dangerous Jays, and AC/DC in style. In fact, the

Four Horsemen are signed to DefAmerican Records, the

same label that The Black Crowes are coincidentally on.

The vocals andmusicon hard rockers such as "Rockin'is

Ma' Business, " which has found substantial airplay on

many radio stations, is a shadow of early AC/DC. The
bluesy rock sound ofThe Black Crowes is present in the

title cut "Nobody Said it Was Easy" and others, such as

"I Need A Thrill/Something Good," while songs such as

"Let It Rock," and "Can't Stop Rocking" feature a vocal

style and sound that could easily be mistaken as some-

thing off a Dangerous Jays album.

The Four Horsemen aren't a group attempting to in-

troduce some sort ofnew musical sound or style. Since they

resemble so many other groups, one could say that they're

not original sounding by any means. However, they're very

successful at driving home the unmistakable sound of

guitar drives and producing straight-forward music.

Ifyou like a solid, classic rock and roll sound from start

to finish with occasional heavier twists, withoutoverdoing

them, then this album is for you. The Four Horsemen are

a down and dirty rock group that isn't worried about

writing a love ballad that catapults to the top ofthe prom
theme lists.

The Four Horsemen are going to come to be known as

a group that bases their playing on the honest roots ofthe

rock and roll sound.

pboto courteay Anxelu* Entortalnment

THE FOUR HORSEMEN!!

: HEY UGLY!
k| WRITE HEY UGlY ON A
C PIECE Of PAPER AND GET
r $2 00 OFF ANY LIVE SHOW
P THIS WEEKEND WITH THIS AD

i The Original

! NY COMEDY SHOP

It's 90 minutes of fast-paced,

sid^splitting, stand-up comedy!

YOU WON'T STOP LAUGHING!

3 BIG ACTS EACH SHOW

SHOWnM£S:FRI. 9:30pm

SAT. 8:30 &10-30pm

HOLIDAY INN HOLYOKE

4I3-534-0041

U-:^^^

Playing

BUGSY
Starring

Warrren Beatlv

A'-.-^eneBeninq

ShQwtimes:
Fri. - Sun.

7pm & 9;30pm
Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7:30pm

Adults $5.00

Student w/va)id I. D. $4-00

Exhibit balances in NoHo
By CHRIS SHADOIAN
Collegian staff

I've just seen some terrific "Balancing Acts."

No, I haven't been to the circus. Actually, I've been

to the Artisian Gallery in Thome's Market in

Northampton to see what remains of Phobe Stone's

exhibit of surreal pictures.

The pictures, to say the least, are beautiful. Filled

with rich, deep purples, blues and oranges, they seem,

at first, to convey a certain joy, which is what Katie

Knowles, who works at the gallery, says she thinks

customers have been attracted to.

"I think most people think they're warm," she said,

adding that the individual people who have purchased
foiu- of the pictures seemed to fall in love with them

instantly upon entering the gallery.

Knowles' own sense, she said, was much darker,

and more depressing, which is an opinion I share.

The almost cartoonish people depictedin the pictures

are all placed in distant positions ft-om each other,

showing a lack of warmth between them. Their faces

betray equally distant emotions. Some figures seem to

be ignoring each other, and that ignorance is causing

distress for other subjects.

In "MidnightSky andYellow Flowers," for example,

an opaque man floats through the night sky over a

woman holding a bouquet ofyellow flowers. She seems

to be thinking about him, but he has left her alone in

the dark night.

"MyView ofthe River" conveys an ironic statement.

In it, a woman lies on her bed, with a book lying beside

her and a globe in front of her. In the book is a picture

ofthe river she could see ifonly she would turn around

and look through the huge window behind her.

This picture says a great deal about people today.

We take too Uttle time appreciating nature— the real

nature. Why spend time in nature getting our hair

messed up, or our feet and clothes dirtywhen they can

sit at home in bed and look at pictxires of it in a book?

My personal favorite picture, though, was "Still

Life WithYou andMe ." In it, we see an enormous bowl

of ft-uit, supposedly set up by an artist to draw or

paint. Standing on top of the fhiit are a man and a

woman hugging each other.

This is, I believe, a biographical picture, taken

fi-om Stone's own mind. She sees herself with this

man everywhere she looks— even standing on top of

the bowl of fi^t. So, if she and he are there, she has

to include them in the picture.

Nearly all of the picttires seem romantic and de-

pressing, which is confirmed by Stone'sown statement

about her work.

"I know about chaos."

But the chaos is indeed beautiful, and worth seeing.

Unfortunately though, "Balancing Acts" will be

leavingthe area after this weekend. And although the

cost ofthe pictures are a little out ofthe student price

range ($500-1800), ifyouhappen tobe inNorthampton

this weekend, keep the Artisan Gallery in mind.

Welcome Back
Students

After 5:00 Savings

j
any service after 5:00pm

I Monday thru Friday
I with coupon

j
Expires 2-28-92

[ Not valid with any other offers

"""""""
Amherst

103N. Pleasant
256-0438

Houu.s: ^^
Monday-Friday 9-8:00i>m

Saturday 9-5:OOpm

formerly

RATMAt

The Club Where It

All Comes Together!

The smallest boxes

make the

Grandest Ooeniiigs!

5 HireCHaiRTAT10HD*>IC€P«nTvlCill /fc^^^*""

THE

fHOlLi
BROS.

fp,V Joe Oouch.itd

OF Bi ue OYSii. n cui.r

FARRSIDE

HI TECH FLIRTAHON DANCt PARTY f

PUTRID
DECAY
ABSTRACT
HEALITY W

I

plus 4 More HOT GROUPS'
j

\ Super Showcttelll ALL AGES]

UPCOMING
FRI, 2/7 MAX CREEK
SUN . ?/9 KATTI8BIIAIH A UOIT RD
JOC W/IMPAKT aiMi HANO IIIENCK

r HI .
2/M VAlCNTINFt, 1*^41 FOOU

SUN ,
2/16 VIMNIE IfOM GuiUu Super

Wizard

SUN 2/23 KIT trflOOT COUKT
MON 2/24 THE NEIONMnHOOM

ADVANCE TIX VERTEX. PIBKfput. 9lri«fc«H»»

t Mjw CXitiM

ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 586-4463

JFK

la Call Theatre for Showtimes

The Prince ofTides

il] r;ill Theatre for Showtimes

Grand Canyon
E Call Theatre tor Showtimes

• Fried Green Tomatoes

irc:' Call Theatre for Showtimes

HAMPSHIRE 6

S84-7550

Beauty & the Beast

3a Call Theatre for Showtimes

The Hand that Rods the Dade

B] Call Theatre for Showtimes

Juice

E Call Theatre for Showtimes

ShiningThnx^
m Call Theatre for Showtimes

Fteejack

JE Call Theatre for Showtimes

Father of the Bride

eaCall Theatre for Showtimes

Hook
^ED Call Theatre for Showtimes
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Stone's JFK: theory, fact, and entertainment
. . _ « W T^ V .F^ - _ _ ^ A. . .

* .n.i_L..n—«.~> a^-f-a <^ 1-% ^ rt.9 • 1 nmmt It r^ *

By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

What seems to be the problem with many reviewers

regarding the film JFK is that they spend more time

re\iewing the conspiracy theory than the film itself. This

can be validated by saying that the American public, in

its naivete, will consider this theory and its particulars as

established fact.

Would Kevin Costner, our very own Robin Hood, he to

us? Only when the movie is separated fi"om its theory, and

that from the facts, can one begin to make sense of it all.

The movie JFK is an absolute stunner, full of stark

images, newsreel footage that too closely matches the

original black and white scenes, ingenious editing , and

intense, bold performances.

Kevin Costner, essentially replaying his Elliot Ness

character from The Untouchables , is a solid center. Costner's

Jim Garrison is on a futile quest for the truth, railroaded

by an iins>Tnpathetic pubUc and a wary government.

The supporting cast — Joe Pesci, Kevin Bacon, Gary

Oldman. and Donald Sutherland stand out among such

notables as Jack Lemmon, Walter Matthau, John Candy,

Ed Asner. and Tommy Lee Jones.

The only dim bulb is Sissy Spacek in a blah role as

Garrison's suffering wife. The whole family subplot is

nagging, especially in a movie with such a magnitude of

information being given.

Eventually, Garrison brings forth an arrest, that of

Clay Shaw, a respected businessman with supposed ties

to Lee Harvey Oswald and the CIA. Anybody looking at

the evidence reahzes that Shaw was rightfully acquitted.

However, this trial gives Costner's Jim Garrison a

chance to openly and effectively question the Warren

Report, the "magic bullet" theory, and, for the first time,

the Zapruder amateur film of the assassination.

This also allows for a rousing and well-written closing

speech by Costner, complete with raspy voice and teary

eyes. If one looks closely at the close of his speech, the

point ofview is cleverly switched from the jury Garrison

is addressing to the viewing audience.

As Costner delivers the final line regarding the attempt

to find the truth the camera shifts and Costner looks

directly into the lens—ostensibly to the audience and

says "It's up to you."

Director Oliver Stone constructs scenes like this

throughout the entire film, keeping the viewers interest

for its entire three-hour plus running time.

JFKs earnestness is perhaps its chiefflaw. It presents

speculation as fact. Stones's use of composite characters

and contradictory images prevents the theory from being

taken completely seriously.

Garrison based his theories, as Nicholas Lemann
states, on "links." Some links are stronger than others.

The fact that Garrison could not prove some links, to the

point of conspiracy, is never addressed in the movie.

Unfairly, the links ofClay Shaw and David Ferry are

shown as fact. The participation of the Warren Com-

mission in a cover up and of LBJ in the conspiracy is

presented as fact.

Thus, the audience is not given the burden ofproof, as

Stone has eliminated it. Conjecture and rhetoric are

disguised as storytelling. While this makes for a fasci-

nating movie, JFK must be viewed as a theory, as a

movie, and as entertainment.

JFKis an important movie, a fantastic visual journey

through our own history.

JFK is a definite must-see, and more than once. I've

seen it four times already and it loses none of its effect.

Don't miss JFK, the best film of 1991 on the big screen,

as it will no doubt lose some of its visual power on video.

Grade: A

Did you know?
at the UMass

Division oj Continuing Education

• we offer you over 100 evening credit courses?

• there are nearly 100 noncredit workshops?

• that you can take available University day

courses through Continuing Education?

• that ifs not too late to sign up for a course?

Register now through February 10 for the

course that just might change your life.

Division of Continuing Education

Goodell Building, sixth floor

545-2414 (open 'til 7:00, Monday through

Thursday until Feb. 10)

A (/U(//;7i/ ciiucalion at iiffordabk prices.

Smooth nanny gone bad
By SUE FOTI
Collegian Correspondent

Although compared to the suspense

thriller Fatal Attraction, The Hand that

Rocks the Cradle offers an even more

chilling twist of vengeance gone amuck.

Unlike most movies it has cast women
in the hero and villain roles. The victim/

hero Claire, played by Jungle Fever's

Annabella Sciorra, finds herself hiring a

nanny at her husband's suggestion.

Enter Peyton ( Rebecca DeMomay ),who
seeks revenge on Claire, who had raised a

sexual molestation charge against Peyton's

husband. Those charges caused her

husband's suicide and her subsequent

miscarrige.

Peyton's goal is even more sadistic than

any chainsaw massacre-movie can dish

out—to dismember Claire's life. Through

numerous ploys, Peyton not only wedges

herselfbetween Claire and her family, but

also shthers her way into Claire's psyche.

The screenwriter, awoman, plays much

of the suspense off of the stereotypical

insecurities of women. The closer Claire

gets to Peyton, the more Peyton uses her

sexual appeal andcunning tobring Claire's

insecurities to the forefiront ofherthoughts.

The audience is placed into an unusual

position. They must let go of the idea of

Peyton as the stereotypical beauty and

see her for the psychotic person she is.

DeMomay proves to be a skilled ac-

tress — the audience in one scene ap-

plauds her actions and then must turn on

her in the end. The ability to create a

sympathetic, victimized Peyton is a credit

to DeMomay's abilities.

Sciorra allows Claire to be viewed by

the audience as unknowing, not wimpy.

The audience could have very easily seen

her as unsympathetic, which would have

detracted from the movie. This movie is a

must-see — unless your children are be-

ing watched by a nanny.

AP Photo

WHAT'S BEHIND A NAME? — Emily Swaab, project director and
author of"Shopping for a Better World," holds up consiuner products

in New York Tuesday. ^
We're Strong On Savings At Liquors 44!!

^^n^-Z/k^^^

THEATRES
THE VILLAGE COMMONS • SOUTH HADLE 533-2663

KEYSTONE &
KEYSTQNE LIGHT

BUSCH&
BUSCHLIGHTsQ99
24-12 OZ CANS

$Q99
DEP

2-12 PK. CANS

*ROCK
'-Hk.

199
. + DEP-

24-12 OZ. BAR BOTTLES
A2

MOLSON GOLDEN
ALE&MOLSON
LIGHT $y3 9
1 2 PK. CANS + OEP.

GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
BEER&
LIGHT BEER $779
24-12GZ. CANS f DEP.

GALLO
^ESEi^yE CHARDONNAY &

CABERNET SAUVIGNON
NON-VINTAGE

[49^"
' 750 ML

INGLENOOK WINES
CHENIN BLANC.
FRENCH COLUMBARD. c
RHINE BURGUNDY. ROSE. ^

CHABUS. BLANC DE BLANC.
BLUSH. WHITE GRENACHE

:4 9

3 LITER

ALMADEN ^^
WHITE ZINFANDEL y^^

199
r • 5L

RENEJUNOT
FRENCH RED &

WHITE TABLE WINE
199
r 1 5L

TAYLOR CALIFORNIA^^
CELLARS $099
DIET CHABUS O 1 5L

POPOVVODKA (99
1 75L

FLEISCHMANN'Saj -pter
PREFERRED ^ -ebate

WHISKEY n $Q99
(CEr - - O 1.7!

SALE 11 99
MAIL-hN REBATE 3 00

Clan
MacGregor

Scotch

5L

SH /14914'
rsL

djirnio "gifciol

TtQl ILA
|4 9
' 750ML

BURNETTS
GIN
SALE 11.99

MAIL-IN REBATE 2 00

AFTER
REBATE

5Q99
^1.75L

Student Discounts, Bottomless Popcorn

TUesday Nights, ITie Best Sound Aix)und

Full Redemption Center ^
not responsible for *^_

typographical errors W

9am to 11pm
Monday thru Saturday

3 1 im ini7_c AA
HADLEY

Campus Plaza/Route 9
253-9344

LOCATIONS

HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln St

534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS1/3(V92THRU

WEO&2yV92

Don t Drink
and Drive

TMLE

T^ir:>ES
m*

* f

Weekdays @3KM), 5:40 & 8:10

Friday @4K)0, 6*^0 & 9H)0

Sat & Sun @1.30, 4K)0,6.30 & 9K)0

GRAND GOLDEN GLOBE NOMINEE

CANYON ^^"^2^^ m
Friday @4:15,6:50 & 9.20

Sat & Sun @ 1:30,4:15,6:50 & 9:20

Mon-Thurs @3K)0,5:50 & 8:20

Midnight Friday
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DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

BUSH'SueAnmi&oia. \/imm\

T}eGUYCW!.n€i!5AT
peAse-AUJomiflcimu-
5W^ ^IQ SC^ThlNOABOUT
A CW^rmM^iHN SONG
ABOUT Tha TRAIN. A Liem
AT1}€£NP0F1}€TVNNU

lONPfHOPBITSNOTA
TRAIN COMINO TheOTHOiim/.
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CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
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THE ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIaN
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DaveMassey
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Rick Seto

Menu
LUNCH

Meatball Sandwich

Tuna Melts

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Grinder

Tuna MelLs

DINNER
Seafood Newburg

Sweet & Sour Chicken

BASICS DINNER
Ratatouille

Sweet & Sour Chicken

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACMOn
1 — Homo
S Baby.
Tak« —•

9 Clothing

13 Sour
14 Horns ol miwic

15 Fairy-tal*

characar
16 Strauaa't

"OmOi and —

"

19 Boob —
20 Maw

for short

21 Crana
22Play«irigM

David

24BluWv-gray
minaral

25 Trousar feature

28 Puodni harotna

29 Ranch in

Qiant"
30 Party Una?
32 Fust

36Naiva
39 Vfctory, In

Frankfurt

40Sha<tarad
41 Coma up
42 Rock's

pannar
44Qambols
45 Eruditaona

48 Ftorida citrus

3 Motkm picture

expert

4 61 Across et al

5 Similar

6Sire
7 Burden
8 "The — of the

Roses"
9 Despot's

doctrine

10 Vaulted arcn

11 Strong sea wall

12 Actress Berger

13 Court figure:

Abbr.

17 Do s stow boil

18 First man
23 Reletive of POO
24 Caron role

25 French
vineyards

26 Painter Guido
27 FaaMate
28 Win at chess

30 Ledge
31 Literary

monogram
33 Elevator

man

34 Escritoire

35 Rndar works
37 Sentry s cry

38 Reiner of

Hollywood
43 Unique person
44 Card game
45 Post Office

purchase
46 Notable Palmer

47 "A — santel"

48 Shaped lika

Humpty
49 Yo Yo Ma S

instrument

51 Footless

53 Slave of yore

54 Bnnsh gun
55 Red letters

57 Pay dirt

58 Comic s

offenng

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PtJZZLE:

namu nnnn nnnpp
nnnn nnnm annDQ

nnncin ninci
nnnnn anannnnn nnmn nnnaQ

nnnnci nnnn nnnni
ncincin nnnnn

nnnnin nnnn nnnn
nnnn nnno nHnra

50 Figure of

speech

51 Stale

SZCaportas

56 Lev«-Strauss

and others

59 Entangle

60 Disturb

61 Lou Grant

62 Equal
63Tararoa«
64 Gov. agents V

1 Neutral shade

2 Testy

crusiaoaan?

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April 19):

Research is the key to greater fi-

nancial success. Keep good records

for tax purposes. Look for new ways

to expand your business. The love

temperature rises tonight.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A

tranquil day should lie ahead. Seize

an opportunity to go shopping or

tend to personal mailers. Spend time

only with those people with whom

you feel a deep and lasting rappon.

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):

Your personal magnetism has

someone eating out ofyourhand !
Go

ahead and express your feelings for

that special person. Put any job

worries on hold while you socialize

tonight

CANCER (June 2 1 -July 22):

Everything should go according to

plan today without the need for

modifications or additional spend-

ing. Let higher-ups know that they

can expect quick results.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Sur-

round yourself with friends and call

for help if you run up against a job

that is simply lot> much forone person

to handle. Laying your cards on the

table brings applause.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):

Every day provides an opportunity

for new discoveries. Intellectual

pursuits may be more interesting than

business ventures now. Use your will

power to resolve a recurring problem.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22): Tak-

ing chances can be exciting but you

must be prepared to pay the cost. If

something is too strenuous or expen-

sive for you. say so. A potential partner

will appreciate your honesty.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21 ): A
lofty achievement is within your

grasp. Patience is the key to continued

progress. Plan a vacation. High-tech

elements may be what is needed to

get a plan approved.

SAGITTARUIS (Nov. 22-Dec.

2 1 ): Getting your office or workplace

running smoothly should be a top

priority now. Say the word and an old

friend will lend a helping hand. You

learn how to handle a touchy rela-

tionship.

CAPRICORN ( Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Quit trying to be everything to every-

body ! Such a plan is doomed from the

start. Turn your back on the past and

.start to assure your future.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

A case of mistaken identity could

cause trouble. Introduce yourself to a

new customer or executive. Play a

positive, wholesome role in the lives

ofthose you love. Offer moral support.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):

Someone takes your jokes seriously.

Explain yourselfbefore things get out

of hand. A co-worker helps you out

without your even knowing it. A new

romance puts you back in the social

swim.
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C[^h^trltc^s

Open 1 lam - lam • 7 days a week • Kitchen open 'till midnight hfr

Don't Forget our Nightly Specials

9pm - midnight

Swimmers to end season
Minutemen to host Boston University

Moinkiy - IOC MozzcirclLi Slicks

Tuesday - lOc Mikl or I lot Ruftalo Winp,s

Wednesday - 'lb<; Cheese Pizza Slices

Thursday - IOC Chicken "I lot Lips" Nuooets

By BRIAN GORMLEY
Collegian staff

The men's swimming team will close

out its season this weekend with a meet at

New Hampshire on Saturday and a home
meet against arch rival Boston University

on Sunday. Sunday's meet against the

Terriers will be the last for senior co-

captains Bill Chouinard and Chris

Sullivan and for senior Steve Meyers, the

team's top diver.

With the Minutemen having assured

themselves of a second place finish in the

New England standings, coach Russ
Yarworth will be using this weekend's

meet as an opportunity to get one more

look at the five swimmers who will be

competing for the 17th and final slot on

the New England Championship team.

The remaining six swimmers who will not

be going to the Championships, which will

be held Feb. 13-15, will be shaving down
for their final competition of the season.

Yarworth credits the team's overall

success this season to the dedication of

Game room with 2 pool tables • We accept MC / VISA / AMEX • 549-5403

both the freshmen and upperclassmen

during the intersession.

"We have developed from a shaky team,

to a team that can compete for the cham-

pionship." he said.

Yarworth also said the fact that his

team shaved much earlier in the season

than normal has had a positive impact on

the younger members of the team.

"Shaving has enabled the freshmen to

swim with great confidence because they

know that they are able to swim fast all of

the time."

Although UMass will be facing top-

notch swimmers such as Michael Dix of

New Hampshire and Scott Ricwald ofBos-

ton University, Yarworth said his team
should be the favorite to win both of the

meets. He feels that his team will be espe-

cially fired up for Boston University, who
beat the Minutemen handily last season.

"We have a tremendous rivalry with

BU," Yarworth explained. "Last year they

shaved before the meet and then they

came out emd shellacked us. Now it's time

for us to pay them back for last year."

I'^'^iq,

¥^\ I: « > S

• J;1y1 fill
3iirAS<, n <i. v.\

IF YQU WANTilT^
/\ r r -n

WE^VE GaT^IT.
" > q -^ • ''A

AP.AF«1/V />f^r/^

25 CENTRAL
Downstairs at Thornes Market • 586-8017

NEW PERSON^S M>i i J^l N G
MONDAY, FEB. 3 R DT ? • PH 7* '^ P

A L L A R E W i^l^C^O'MY ^
^

CAMPUS CENTER ^ICIhr^^yjA
. i. vr X |V»OF- '•

GET A
2ND SET
OF 3" PRINTS

WITH OUR
QUALITY FILM
DEVELOPING

12 Exp. with
FREE 2ND SET $2.99

15 Exp. with
FREE 2ND SET $3.99

24 Exp. with
FREE 2ND SET

36 Exp. with
FREE 2ND SET

$5.99

$7.99

Receive a second set of standard size 3" prints

absolutely FREE with your next roll of 35mm, disc,

110 or 126 color print film left for developing at our

everyday low prices. C-41 process only, excludes

larger 4" size prints.

DROP OFF YOUR FILM ATANY ONE OF OUR HVE CONVENIENT CAMPUS LOCATIONS

MINI STORE FRANKLIN MUNCHY
STUDENT UNION FRANKLIN D.C.

WORCESTER MUNCHY HAMPDEN MUNCHY
fy^UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^
CAMPUS CENTER WORCESTER D.C. HAMPDEN D.C.
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"Without taking Pills"

FOOL YOUR MIND!

SBD
Course

Still has opemngs Spring '92

Education 229
Intro, to

International Educatimi

An innovative look at

global issues & culture

Meets TudThur. 2JW:45

Skinner 18

3 CREDIT CLASS
RECYCLING EDUCATION

has changed its name and number to:

EDUC2 - 354 Intro to Future Studies

Learn about cnx^ironnu'ntal issiit's!

Li'arn about sustainabk- dcwlopnu-ut

Listen toaniazino oucst speakers!

Co on mind bo^^^lin^ fit-Id tripsi

Class meets Tuesdays 230 - 5:00 Purcolo 20

for more info call 545-1 153

As Real As It Gets
CoU-nitered, Draft Beer

SPECIAL
$1.00 BOTTLES

TICKET INFORMATION
Remaining men's basl<etball student ticl<ets can be picl<ed

up at the Curry Hicl<s Cage on thie following dates:
Feb. 6 (St. Joseph's, game date: Feb. 8)

Feb. 13 (Temple, game date: Feb. 16)

Feb. 20 (St. Bonaventure, game date: Feb. 22)

Feb. 27 (Rhode island, game date: March 4)

THE riT] PUB
(:i:li:»katiis MLijRS inamherst

1968 • 1991

15 EAST P

HU|\ITIIMG IS OVER

AVAILABLE AT; SAME BAT CHANNEL
COMICS • CARDS • GAMES AND MORE...

HAMPSHIRE MALL. HADLEY
286-8775

OPEN MONDAY - SATURDAY 10am-9pm
SUNDAY ]2pm-5pm

INGLESIDE MALL, HOLYOKE
532-9797

Classifieds
mMFTnTHF.milECmOFFlCE IBCAMPUSCEmR ' mURSDAY^MSO FRIDAY 8:30-2:30*DEADUNEISmO DAYS PRIORTOPUBUCAWN liWORPfPAY FOR mJDENTS » CASH INADVANCE

~ LARGE ROOM FOR RENT In huge 3 bed-

AmvrriES AUTOFORSALE room house Downtown Amherst. 285/month.

__— Bfuno 54S-06S7& 253-0434

Earn courM cradH lor saving the environ- 1982 Honda CMc lor sate you JUST FOUND AN APARTMENTI
ment vnth MASSPIRQ Come to SU423B at $1950 of best oiler jhafs right.. Sunderland, lurnished apart-

12:30 or 4:00 M-F lor inlormation. Call 6-5861 asMoi^Kalhy menlloralemaie.non-smoKing.non-drugie,

InterVaraltv Chrlttlan Fellowahip wel- 1986 VW GOLF and just 250/monih Utilities included. Call

Mmes YOU bac* to UMass Come check us Diesel 45 MPG No rust 5 speed. AC. Blue. Heather at 665- 11 90 lor details

^!^sus will be therel Tonight CC.m,804. 97K miles $2,900 Call 546-5440 leave mes- —
7:30pm s^?! — ^R SALE

BUICKSKYLARK1977Le8Sthan63.000ml —

—

ANNOUNCEMENTS Call 586-8257
,

.
19K^NAULTFUEQOExce«entcond.eOK

^HEAPirei/OS: SEIZED .niJ950548:81^

3 CREDIT CLASS 89 MERCEDES $200 12-STRINQ TAKIMINI Acoustic-Electric

Recycling Education gg yyy $50 Guitar $325 Andrew 546-0976

Learn about recycling/sustainable develop- g^ MERCEDES $100 DORM FRIDGE $50/80 549-7319
menl/environmental issues; lurcolo20Tues. $5 MUSTANG $50 119 -nir
2:30-5 Inio : 545-JJ53^ Choose Irom thousands starting $25.

n^nourted skis

DEBATE TEAM needs new recfuHs; FREE 24 Hour Rwarding Reveals ^
Special meeting Monday Feb. 3rd 7pm ,n Details801-379:MMCopynght#MA15KJC '^l^'^^

. . ,
'

orvrrh:.^'^'^"^'" i^-i,rw.,oni984ii3K,i6oo367. ';z.^^^'"s^'::xt ^izt:.:."'
interested should attend 24,3

Oil $8.75/ Incense $6.00 Uncommon Scents

EARHTFOODS IS HIRING ,07 vernon Street. Northampton, Massa-
Both work and non-work study may apply EARN MONEY chusetts 01060

l^'i^Tlrt'emunioT"'''''"'^"^''"'^' t;;;;;..;;.^;:;.;;:.;:^;;^ iS^/ir^ALl-^^rdwooddresseT^uiity

RRE A^D RRsVTlSTiiSiiSi^ "« SPRING BREAK TRIPIM bed,bookc«e,^c Chea^36J-2413
FIRE AND

""fl^ f;'y "^^"^"^ 2 p,^ (Plus spending $$$) ONE-WAY AIR TICKET to LA. Irom Bradley

S^Ihm^"jSa'r"^
• sell ,U .0 C-unJamaica. lorSunday, Feb 2nd. CalUlm at 564^211.

^ni^ THFodoH / BahaiTiasii
SKISflOOTSOPEN THE DOOH For more inio call . , e^.

To an exciting and challenging carwf Laura 549-5740 r.„n» .^o«
Let CIGNA Corporation •"•• Lanfl* boo«

show you how as we discus. _ great oondrtion

Actuarial Career Opportunities
ENTERTAINMENT =^?:?I=

To learn more about this callenging lield. = „- -.„.ux=r.
plan to attend a meeting at which lileactuar- ^;^i^o„„p^r„ « balloon or rose "^"* WANTED

CIGNA
*"'"" "'"" opportunities

^.^^^eij^eredtn, a gorilla or tuxedo Call ^..^ summer Employment- Ftsheries!

Members ol all classes are welcome- limited High Notes 256-1 756 ^^^^ $5.000wmonth. Free transportation!

jumrrwr intern and lull-time positions in both Room board! Over 8.000 openings. Male

Connecticut and Philadelphia are available. FOR REffT or lemale. For employment program call 1
•

Piiza and soli drinks will be served. Dress is 7, „^ ^ 206-545-4155 ext 298^

casual 3-» "x*""";
*"""^Z ^',r Amh^in. ArrENTIONTE^cellent income lor home

Date: February 4. 1992 s^^f
term lease b-twn near AmhersHin. ^^^ ^^ ^^^ 504-646-1700 Dept.

Time: 7:00-9:00pm ^l*t'° P1307
Place: Campus Center Room 804;08 dmJucI 100.00 from your rent lor the lir««

eetuvrt read ROOKS
foTHYGAMMAS OF Alpha ipsilon Phi

'^<'"'''*•^»^l'°"t.^"«C'|'f«^^^^^ ^'^Ts^li^s f" ouTsimpl.

Qo«, luck in the upcoming weeks-You. aU^orthw^ rar^arf^~9m -.ike/don. lik^e- lorm EASY,

Sr *' «^-'^ '-- -«''«'"•' "-^ ^^-'«^ :a":«rra'rare'dSSeck.
Sisters ol AEPHI FREE 24 Hour Recording

801-379-2925 Copyright #MA15KEB

BALLOON CO seeking help Call 256-1756 SDT

EARLY MORNING. Deliver nevKSpapers. Car

Reqd. Great $. Call Cheryl 548-9688

EVENING JOBS! Environmental campaign

work. Fight pollution with Clean Water Ac-

tion. $7/hr. On buslines. Call 584-9830.

GET A REAL JOB
Tired ol meaningless work?

Help protect the environmem

with Greenpeace.

Full and part-time canvassing positions

Irom 3 to 10pm $175 to 350/Week

Call Rick @ 549-0507

WoukI like to welcome everyone back and

wish everyone an amazing semester

MIKE,

Happy 21st a day early! Have a greal time

uptown tomortow. Wish I could come. Try

not to get loo sickll

Love you tots. Maria

POSTER SALE

SERVCES

SPRING BREAK '92 Earn Ire* trips and

cash!!!

Campus reps wanted to promote the #1

spring break destination. Daytona Beach.

Best organized, best price on campus. Call

^800-563-8747__

Spring Break to Florida beaches

Energetic promoter needed.

Earn FREE tnps and cash.

Call CMI at 1 -800-423-5264

THE SUB IS HIRING drivers to deliver

Must own car

Apply in person

WANTED: Tour guides, summer counsel-

ors. Student Admissions Representatives

ApplicatK>ns available at Admissions Center

•• LEGAL HELP "

Ouestlona atKHit your lease/security de-

posit deductions? Questtons about sublet-

ting/assigning leases? Questions about the

condition ol your new house or apartment?

Contact the Legal Senrices Center. 922

Campus Ctr. 545-1995

PERSONALS

Biggest and best selection. Choose Irom

over 1000 rfitlerent images. Rock. OW Mas-

ters (Monet. Dali, Van Gogh, Picasso, Escher,

Matisse, Wyeth and hundreds rrxxe). Movie

posters, sports, scenic landscapes, musk:,

dance, skiing, personalities (Einstien, James

Dean, Marilyn Monroe, and others) Travel,

humor, romance, photography. (Talbot, Ansel

Adams, and others) Most images only $5,

$6, and $7 each! See us at The Student

Union BaNroom on Monday January 27th

through FrkJay January 31 si between 9a.m.

- 5p.m. This sale is sponsored by WMUA
Radio

RUSH PIKE

The Iratemity with a commitment to excel-

lence

Open Rush Dates: Feb 1 1, 12. 13. 18. 19.

418 N.PIeasant St. 8l0pm

ROOMMATE WANTED

FREE pregnancy testing: conridential and

caring support. BIRTHRIGHT; 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

SUBLET

TAKE MY LEASE Irom Feb to May or Aug.

Big room in nice house 1/2 mile Irom cam-

pus. $2S0/mo * utilities. CaU Patti at 549-

961. __^

TRAVEL

FREE SPRING BREAK VACATION
Organize a group, earn commissions arxl

free trips! Call: 800-826-9KIO

NOn^TO GO SOUTH- Ski with UMass Ski

Club lor spring break $259 condo kxlging.

lilts, and events Call 545-3437 or Paul at

549-7921

SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Panama City. Cancun. Jamaica

Call Stacey at 549-0840

-aodagh. H you are tree contact mo. Yu)|-

Lit*

Thank you lor the best 22 months ol my Hfe.

rm sure there will l>e many more
Brian

ATTENTION
All university men
Catch Lori S and Jen K

while you can. ..The Culinary Queens are

getting too sexy lor this school

HOUSEMATE WANTED to take large bed-

room N.Amherst house near Pullers Pond

$2 1 6/mo. 548-9 1 4J

Looking for non-tmoking, open minded M
or F, one room apartment in SunderlarnJ. On

bus rt. Call Jim or Brian 665-8669

Quiet, neat, non-smoking female lor two

bedroom apartment in Sunderland. Yes.

Sunderiand, but it's big and dean. $275+

month. Call lor details! 665-2227 leave me»-

sage.

ROOMMATE WANTED 1039 N.PIeasant

Call Andy 549-7940

One bedroom m 26R apt. avail at SquIr*

Vinage As a single for 225/mo. or as a

double lor 150/mo Nee area Call 665-0934

YOUVE ONLY GOT ONE WEEKTO LIVEI

Do spring break in Jamaica. Bahamas,

Cancun. Margarita, from $36911 Hotel, air.

transfers, parties! Sun Splash Tours 1-600-

426-7710.

WANTED

SAVE $ BUY MY BOOKS- All in perfect

condition I

I have: Comm 221 -Comm 397M-Pubhl 1 60-

Wost 1 87-Math 1 04 Pre cak^ulus-Brand new
I need!

Comm 546 -Comm 352 -Comm 4a4N

Please caU ASAP 549-4438 Kristen
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Sports
UMass bounces back against Rutgers
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

After his team lost to Temple on
Tuesday night, 83-61, University of Mas-
sachusetts basketball coach John Calipari

questioned his players' desire and aggres-

siveness. Last night, the Minutemen re-

sponded with a 77-66 win over Rutgers.

From the start, there was never a

question as to how badly the Minutemen
(17-4, 5-3 in the Atlantic 10) wanted this

game. Players were diving for loose balls,

the press was reeking havoc and poor Bob
Wenzel just didn't have the personnel to

play with UMass.
**! think people got a little down on us

after the Temple showing," said UMass
g^ard Jim McCoy, who was held to just 7

points. "Before the game, we had a little

talk. We knew this was a game we had to

have."

By halftime, the Minutemen had a 41-

23 lead. It would get worse for the Scarlet

Knights. Kennard Robinson, whocame off

the bench after making three straight

starts, swatted a shot which led to a Wil-

liam Herndon jam, giving UMass a 52-29

lead with 16:19 remaining.

On Rutgers' next possession, Robinson

stepped in front ofJamal Phillips, to draw
an offensive foul. Robinson's box score

was anything but impressive, he did not

score and did not attempt a shot, but those

two plays brought the fans to their feet

and Rutgers to its knees.

"What I liked was that we beat them to

loose balls, and we beat them to loose

rebounds," Calipari said. *^e were the

aggressor. Today was a weu*. We went
aft«r every ball and when there was a ball

on the floor, you saw UMass bodies on the

floor.

"Every game is big. But when you lose

a game like we lost [to Temple], you find

out aboutyour team. We found out that we
have kids with character."

In the first half, theMinutemen pressed

Rutgers to near-death. Less than three

minutes into the game, William Herndon
stole a pass in the backcourt and drove the

baseUne for 2 of his 11 points. That tied

the game at 6 apiece. The Minutemen
then decided to involve Harper Williams

(17 points, 13 in the first half) in the

offense.

The 6-7 center wasted little time.

Leading 16-11, the Minutemen went to

Wilhams four straight times down the

court, and all four times he scored. A
Williams firee throw boosted UMass* lead

to 7, 30-21.

Rutgers' Steve Worthy (12 points, 6

assists) hit a 16-foot jumper with 4:17

remaining in the first half to cut the

Minuteman lead to 30-23. However, those

would be the Scarlet Knights' last points

before intermission, as they went cold

from the floor.

The Minutemen scored the last 11

points of the half taking a convincing 18-

point lead into the lockerroom.

In the second half. Worthy, who dished

out some pretty passes, but also tried to do

too much by himself, scored 7 points.

Donnell Lumpkin (19 pwaints) and Jamal
Phillips ( 18 points) carried Rutgers late in

the game. But the Minutemen had built a

26-point lead which was just too much to

overcome.
Rutgers did manage to cut the lead in

half, once Lumpkin started to hit some
NBA 3-pointers. But time would run out

before the Scarlet Knights could truly

strike any fear into the hearts of the

Minutemen.

Collegian photo by Jeff Egan

University of Massachusetts forward Will Herndon goes up strong

over a Rutgers defender in the Minutemen's 77-66 win last night at

Curry Hicks Cage.

"You're talking about two teams that

needed wins," Calipari said. "1 think in

our case we needed it a little more than

they did."

Anton Brown, who is playing with a

hand and groin injury chipped in with 14

points and Lou Roe (7 points, 6 rebounds)

was impressive in the paint.

Game Notes: After the game, Calipari

said he would recommend the Temple
game (Feb. 16), which the Athletic De-

partment is considering moving to

Springfield, be played in the

Cage.

Women's hoop outclassed
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

The staunch defense the University ofMassachusetts

women's basketball team prides itself on went out the

window yesterday as West Virginia put up 68 shots on its

way to a 94-69 win over the Minutewomen at Curry Hicks
Cage.

The loss dropped the Minutewomen to 4-13 (0-6 in the

Atlantic 10) while the Mountaineers improved to 14-2 (6-

0) with their 11th win in a row.

Collegian photo by Matt Kahn

UMass' Maleeka Valentine (14) shoots over
West Virginia's Debbie Blazek (20) as Jenny
Moran (11) awaits the rebound in the
Minutewomen's loss last night at Curry Hicks
Cage.

The Mountaineer's Rosemary Kosiorek lived up to her

hype as a potential All-American by tossing in 31 points

(including 2 3-pointer8), dishing off 11 assists, and
adding six steals. Her backcourt mate, Jocelyn Branham,
added 18 points (4 of 5 on 3 pointers) and Donna Abbot

added 12.

Kim Kristofik led UMass with 19 points and eight

rebounds against the much bigger and quicker Moun-
taineers.

"For the first five minutes," said UMass coach Joanie

O'Brien, "we weren't ready to play.

"You can tell a lot about a person by the look on their

faces, and you looked at our kids' faces and they weren't

ready to play. It took about five minutes to get ready, but

once they did get ready to play they did fine."

After UMass evened the score early at 2-2, the

Mountaineers' pressing defense rattled the
Minutewomen, forcing turnovers and capitalizing on
them to put them up 16-4.

But when ft-eshman Cassie Anderson's inside bucket

dropped with 7 :40 left in the first half, the Minutewomen
were only down by 2, 19-17.

After a West Virginia ft"ee throw, Kim Kristofik's

basket had UMass down 20-19, but that was as close as

it would get. When UMass coach Jack Leahman picked

up a technical foul with six minutes left, Kosiorek nailed

both fi'ee throws to open the lead to 5 points, and by
halftime the lead had grown to 14.

For the half, the Minutewomen shot 52 percent from

the floor, while West Virginia shot only 39 percent. The
UMass defense, which came into the game allowing an
average of only 61 points per game, allowed the Moun-
taineers 49 points by halftime.

"I think we came out kind of scared and timid," said

UMass guard Trish Riley. "Instead ofgoing after them we
werejust waiting for them to explode. At halftime, I think

we realized we could play with them. But, then we just

got blown out."

West Virginia picked up where it left off during the

first 10 minutes of the second half, outscoring the

Minutewomen 24-10. During that streak Kosiorek scored
nine points, including a back-breaking 3-pointer, and
Brahnam and Abbott chipped in with six points each.

UMass was down 73-45 and could get the margin no

closer than 24 the rest of the way.

"I have to give West Virginia a lot of credit," O'Brien

said. "They're a good veteran team. What are you going

to do with kids with four years experience against kids

that don't have a whole lot of experience at all?"

West Virginia coach Kittie Blakemore, who in her

19th season on the Mountaineer's bench has her team in

the Top 25 for the first time, said the Minutewomen are,

"fundamentally sound and
can shoot the ball. They gave us a hard time for a while

until we pulled away."

Minutewoinen
gymnastics
beat Cornell
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Correspondent

Aft«r dropping the season opener to the Uni-

versity of Florida, the University ofMassachusetts

women's gymnastics squad travelled to Cornell

University last Saturday and won convincingly,

178.15-148.20.

Once again it was Tammy Marshall, the junior

from Hicksville, NY, who took top honors for UMass,
scoring a 9.5 on the floor exercise, a 9.4 on the vault

and a 9.5 on the uneven bars. Marshall also placed

first in the all-around with a score of37.45, followed

by teammates Margaret Furtado and Gina Demeo,
who scored 35.75 and 35.45 respectively.

"Although we won this meet, we actually scored

lower than we did at the Florida meet," said UMass
head coach Alfie Mitchell , whose team scored 183.55

points in front ofa packed crowd in Gainesville. "I'm

very happy that we won, but I didn't feel that oiu"

intensity level was high enough.

"I think a lot of that has to do with the fact that

there were only 20 people watching us. It can be
difficult to get pumped up in a situation like that."

Mitchell said he was pleased with the perfor-

mances of Marshall, Furtado and Demeo, but said

he is worried team injuries could play a big role in

the upcoming quad-meet at Pittsburgh with Rhode
Island and Ball State.

"There are a lot ofunknowns going into the meet
on Saturday," said Mitchell. "One of our key per-

formers, Kim Grady, is out for four weeks with an
injury and there are others on the team who have
injuries as well.

"Because of[the injuries], a number offreshmen
will have to fill in, along with a few upperclassmen
who aren't used to participating in certain events.

I'm just glad that we have two weeks to practice

afteT this meet."

Although Mitchell has his doubts, he said he is

confident that if the team concentrates and has a

high intensity level, it will be victorious.

"The competition we are going up against is very

talented, but so are we," he said. "If we hit all our

routines and we get big days from Tammy
(Marshall], Margaret [Furtado] and Gina [Demeo],

we should come out on top."
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WHERE CAN I GET THE BEST DEAL? — Freshman Kim
Renaud, a double msgor in Early Childhood Education and
sociology, looks at used books listed near the Textbook Annex.

Election decides title

ofNoHo Pride March
By TAMI MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Several years ofcontroversy within the
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual community
came to an end yesterday when 390 people
convened at the Northampton Center for

the Arts and voted on the official name of
the 1992 Northampton Pride March.

By a vote of 283 to 107, participants
voted in favor ofthe title the 1992 Lesbian,
Gay and Bisexual Pride March.

For the make-up of the Steering Com-
mittee, which will be responsible for

planning and organizing the March, 304
voted to have it include Lesbians, Gay
Men and Bisexuals, while 86 voted to

limit it to Lesbians and Gay Men.
The majority, 219, voted to have four

members firom each group on the twelve-

member Steering Committee, with the
remainder voting for other combinations.
Regarding the formation of the Steering
Committee, 265 voted to have people vol-

unteer while 83 voted to have an election.

The question of what to name the
Northampton Pride March, and specifi-

cally whether or not to include the word
"Bisexual," has been an issue of contro-

versy and debate for the past several years.
The word "Bisexual" did appear in the

1989March title but was removed in 1990.
When the initiative to include itwas struck
down in 1991, creating more turmoil, it

was decided that community meetings be
held to insure a fair and democratic pro-

cess and to work towards building for the
future.

Following the announcement of the
vote results, the group decided to break
into three caucuses so that each group
could decide who would represent them
on the Steering Committee. R e p -

resentingthe Lesbian caucus will be Aileen

Journey, Alisa Klein, Carol LaPlante and
Trystan Skeigh. From the Gay Men's
caucus will be Phil Gauthier , RickiJarmon,
Dan Kelly and Michael Scully. Represent-
ing the Bisexual caucus will be Owen
Broadhurst, Micki Seigel, John Seigel and
Ali Woolwich.

Yesterday's vote came out ofa series of

open meetings, specifically two of which
took place in November, drawing 250 to

300 participants .Acommittee was formed
to coordinate the election emd create a
ballot. The committee used the minutes of

the various meetings to create a ballot

which would accurately reflect the group
process.

Sign-up sheets were available to begin
forming the committees and sub-com-
mittees, which will work to create the
March, including a Long Range Planning
Committee. This committee will evaluate
the process up to this point and insure its

continuation.

Participants expressed relief, excite-

ment and a sense of moving forward.

A Lesbian who wished to remain
anon3anou8 said, "It's a relief Now we can
get working on the important issues."

The high turnout of voters came as a
pleasant surprise to many. David P.

Stevens, a gay man who described himself
as "open and out", said that he was
"overwhelmed by the turnout. I am very
excited."

Michael, a gay man who wished to be
identified by first name only, said, "I am
very pleased thecommittee came together.

This was very positive and upbeat." He
also expressed his belief that a sense of

trust, responsibilityand fun resulted from
this process.

Ali Woolwich, a bisexual woman who
worked on the committee that created

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Alumnus tries to sell plate idea
Vanity plates may raise money to help University
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

Peter A.W. Larratt is waging a one-man campaign to

implement an idea that could raise tens of thousands of

dollars in scholarship money for the University of Massa-
chusetts as well as boost school spirit across the state.

A UMass alumnus now living in Templeton, Mass.,
Larratt is trying to help rescue his alma mater from the
state's seemingly endless fiscal crisis with the University
of Massachusetts vanity plate.

Larratt says he has tried to sell the idea to anyone who
Mrill listen. He's been talking, and he hopes people have
been hearing him.

"This could be something really great with the right

people to help it go," he said. "It can do nothing but good
if it gets off the ground."

Larratt and his wife are partners in a small apprais-

ing firm in Templeton. It was on a trip to Florida last

winter that he saw license plates decorated with Florida

Inside:

Page 3:

Panel discusses reactions to antisemitic

remarks.

Page 5:

Jared Blaut tells why he 's happy to back

from intersession.

WEATHER
Today will be sunny, with highs around

30. Bundle up,'!!

state college seals, and the idea struck him.
"What state school could need more help in the money

department than the University of Massachusetts right

now?" he asked. "I saw this as my chance to do something
really good for the school and the students."

Special issue vanity plates for causes are not a new
idea. Maryland issued a plate last svunmer to raise funds
to save the Chesapeake Bay. Florida issued a Space
Shuttle Challenger plate in 1987 whose proceeds are

annually donated to Astronauts Memorial Foundation
scholarships and research and development.
Massachusetts has a specialty plate honoring Pearl Har-
bor that helps keep homes for disabled veterans open.

Collegiate plates are a newer idea, with Florida taking

the initiative, and the lead in revenue. The state currently

has 10 of its state colleges and universities represented

on collegiate plates.

All the plates were first issued in 1987, and each earns
on average almost a quarter ofa million dollars annually
for their respective school. The University of Florida

alone earned almost $900,000 in revenues from its plate

in 1990.

Pennsylvania also has a similar program with its

state schools, and now Larratt wants Massachusetts to

have the same opportunity.

The vanity plate would cost about $25 more than a

regular issue plate. Proceeds from the plate would go

directly into student scholarships, instead of into the

school itself, thereby evading the problem ofmoney being

cut out of the school budget due to the extra income.

"Ifthe plate generated $250,000 for the school
,
you can

bet an equal amount would be cut from some part of the
budget in turn. That wouldn't be doing anyone but Weld
any good ," said Larratt. "Ifitgoes right into the scholarship

fund, the students benefit directly."

He has spoken with Worcester area state represen-

tative Mary Jane McKenna, Senator Robert Wetmore,
also from the Worcester area, and Geraldo Gnazzo ofthe

Department of Motor Vehicles. To his credit, a bill has
since been filed to pass a law for a plate.

"This cause needs a champion, someone with con-

nections that can make it fly," he said. "Maybe some Poli-

Sci student would like to run with this idea. It promises

Guard faces
deep cuts in
wake of Gulf
By FRED BAYLES
AP National Writer

During his months in the Persian Gulf, Chief
Warrant Officer Wilham Barthes heard plenty of

gripes from his fellow Alabama National Guairds-

man.
Most never expected to serve in a war. Many

vowed to leave the Guard when they got home.
"I'd say 50 percent expected to get out," Barthes

recalled. "But when we got home, people went all

out to welcome us. It helped erase a lot of the bad
memories."

The threatened flood ofresignations never came.
Angerover longmonths in the desert and disrupted

lives was tempered by public adulation for return-

ing citizen soldiers. A year later, Guard enlistment
is at new highs in many states.

"The focus of Operation Desert Storm and the

high visibilityand acknowledgement ofthe Guard's
war effort attracted a lot of people," said Lt. John
Wiltse, a spokesman for the Comiecticut National

Guard, which is enjoying record enlistment despite

the death of two guardsmen in the gulf

But not all them news is good for the National

Guard and reserves.

Training and preparedness glitches still are

being analyzed by the Pentagon and Congress.

Budget cuts, elimination in thousands ofpositions,

will limit Guard spaces, making it harder for those

who want to serve.

"It's difficult to talk to the soldiers who spent six

to eight months in the desert and tell them they're

no longer needed," said Gen. Bob EnssUn, adjutant
general of the Florida Guard and president of the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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For Your Information
FYIs are public service announcements that run each

Monday, Wednesday and Friday for campus and local

non-profit organizations. Due to space constraints, the

Collegian cannot print all FYIs submitted and no an-

nouncement can be repeated.

To submit an FYI. please send a press release with all

pertinent information to the Collegian c/o the News

Editor. FYIs cannot be taken over the phone.

Monday, February 3

p-ilm — Video Screenings for "Desert Storm Plus One:

What has the World Learned? What Has Been Gained?"

Series presented by PAWSS, from 7:30-11 pm, at HC
Adele Simmons Hall. Free/open, for information call 549-

5600 x519.

Meeting — Debate Team is holding a special recruit-

ment meeting for all interested on Monday February 3 at

7 p.m. in the Debate Union Trailer located below

Thompson Hall. For further information call 545-2055.

Tuesday, February 4

Show — The 1991 Book and Jacket Show of the

Association ofAmerican University Presses will be held

at the University ofMassachusetts Library, from Febru-

ary 4 to February 15, 1992.

Wednesday, February 5

Meeting — A Senate Meeting is being held in the

Campus Center, room 163C at 7:00 p.m.

Panel—UM Hillel is sponsoring a discussion panel on

"What It Means to Me to Be a Conservative, Orthodox,

Reform or Reconstructionist Jew" in the Hillel House

Lounge. 388 Pleasant St., at 3:30 p.m.

Ex-Maine student convicted
Faces possible dO-year sentence for sexual assault

There e a few things you know already...

...like that brown stuff in the juice machine

at the D.C. is some sort of fruit-ish punch.

But for those things you just can't

figure out l7y yourself
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PORTLAND, Maine (AP) — A former University of

Southern Maine student, convicted ofraping a wom£ui at

a fraternity party last spring, faces up to 40 years in

prison.

A Cumberland County Superior Courtjury deliberated

for nine hours over two days before findingJon Steen, 21,

ofWestborough, Mass.. guilty ofone count ofgross sexual

assault.

Steen was acquitted of a second count of gross sexual

assault, alleging anal rapye.

After the verdict was returned Saturday, Justice

William S. Brodrick granted a prosecution request that

Steen's $40,000 bail be revoked and that he be confined

while awaiting sentencing sometime this spring.

Thejudge said Steen, who was expelled from USM last

year after the charges were filed, posed a danger to the

community.
"He is a rapist," Brodrick said. "It is an extremely

serious rape but he sees nothing wrong in what he has

done. . . It appears from what he said on the stand that he

has a very loose grip on reality."

District Attorney Stephanie Anderson said testimony

by members ofTau Kappa Epsilon fraternity, where the

rape occurred, helped corroborate the victim's account.

Anderson said the verdict sends a message to rape

victims that they will be heard.

"The jury showed the community (that) this case has

been taken seriously," the prosecutor said.

During the six-day trial, Steen testified that thewoman
consented to have sex with him during the April 12 party.

The woman, a 20-year-old from northern Maine, said

she met Steen for the first time at the party and he kept

making passes at her. She said he followed her when she

went to a second-floor bathroom and raped her there.

Steen, who was not a member of the fraternity, was

later arrested at his dormitory room in Portland.

Fifteen witnesses testified during the trial, including

fraternity members who said the woman did not act

seductively toward Steen.

Members testified that the woman was crying hysteri-

cally when she came out of the bathroom, had blood on

her clothing and looked as though she had been beaten.

Defense lawyer Gene Libby could not be reached for

comment aft«r the trial on whetheran appeal was planned.
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DESERT STORM PLUS ONE
- A FILM SERIES -

LINES IN THE SAND prouced by Griffin-Wirth As-

sociates Traces the evolution of Military press and in-

formation control strategies from Vietnam, through
Central America in the 1980 s to the Persian Gulf War.

THE WAR WE LEFT BEHIND produced by Andrew
&Leslie Cockburn Documents the September 1991 trip

made by the Cockburns looking at conditions in Iraq.

NOWHERE TO HIDE produced by the National Coa-

lition to Stop Intervention in the Middle East, Documents
the February 1991 trip made by Ramsey Clark to Iraq

assesing damage done during the war.

SANDSTORM IN THE GOLF produced by the Center
for Defense Information. A critical analysis of Operation
Desert Strom.

AFTER THE WAR produced by Bill Moyer.
The last program in Moyer s Desert Storm series sum-
marizing the war.

THE GOLF BOWL CABARET produced by Green
MountianPost Films. A staire on the Persian Gulf War,
the news media, the New Age, and the New Ordert.

(Originally performed live.)

MONDAYS, FEBRUARY 3 & ID
7:30 - Ti:OOPM

ADELE SIMMONS HALL, HAMPSHIRE COLLEGE

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 24
7:30 - HzOOPM

MERRILL III, AMHERST COLLEGE

All showings arc free and open to tho public. For further
infomiatton. pteasc call PAWSS at 549-4600. ext. 519.
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Local
Panel discusses antisemitic speech
Reacts to Leonard Jeffries^ comments
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

Last summer's speech by City College

of New York professor Leonard Jeffries

formed the basis of a panel discussion on

responses to antisemitism held by the

Jewish Community ofAmherst last night.

The panel, titled "How to resj>ond to

antisemitic speech," consisted of J. EUot

Morgan, a senior editor of the Harvard

Crimson, Professor David Schimmel of

the UMass school of Education and Win-

ston Burt, Assistant District Attorney in

charge of the Civil Rights Division for

Northwestern Massachusetts.

Leonard Jeffines

An edited version ofJeffries' speech at

the Empire State Black Arts and Cultural

Festival in Albany in July 1991 was used

to point out allegedly racist remarks he

made concerning Jews.

"Jeffries hates Jewish people and dis-

senting blacks," said Morgan. Morgan said

he is a Jewish black man who doesn't

agree with Jeffries' beliefs.

"He referred to me as a Jewish puppet,

and an enemy ofthe African people," Mor-

gan said.

Eliot said that he initially was going to

take another angle concerning the topic of

the discussion last night, but said he felt

an urge to discuss the fact that Jewish

people need to rise up and fight back to

overcome antisemitic views.

"Some people simply don't like you be-

cause you are Jewish and you cannot

change their minds," Eliot said.

"No other people will respect you un-

less you respect yourselves," he said.

He continued,"You caimot wait any-

more — if you are going to be a pacifist

then it is going to be too late."

"You cannot convince everyone by

sticking out an olive branch, Morgan said.

To combat the flow offalse information

about how Jewish people obtained their

money, Morgan said, "It is time for the

Jewish parent to spend more time with

theirchildren to tell them wherethemoney

is coming from.

"Tell them about the hard work it took

CoUegUn Photo by Jeff Egan

J. Eliot Morgan

to get where you are today, because ifyou

don't then it is going to come back to havuit

you," Morgan said.

He said thathe feltthe need to speakon

this issue because Jeffries will speaking

at Harvard University on Wednesday

night, and he found it disturbing that "it

was not important that Jeffries is an

antisemite, but because he is black and

that there was a need to celebrate his

blackness," he said.

Jeffries' speech centered on the theory

that wealthy Jews were the driving force

behind the slave trade as well as for keeping

blacks out ofthe American movie industry.

Although Eliot disagreed with Jeffries'

views, he did say that he thought Jeffries

should be entitled to speak his views in a

public forum. "I am a First Amendment
absolutionist," he said.

"Antisemitic speech is the crudest form

of expression," Schimmel said.

But Schimmel did say "acknowledging

freedom of speech is dangerous, but what

is more dangerous are the well-intentioned

ideas of restrainment."

Burt concluded the discussion by tell-

ing the audience about the Massachusetts

Civil Rights Act, and how it pertains to

antisemitic speeches.

Harvard Pres, former hoop star

appointed to search committee
Trustees seek top candidates for UMpresidency
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

With the appointment ofbasketball legend Juhus (Dr.

J) Erving and Harvard University president Neil L.

Rudenstine to a University of Massachusetts search

committee for a new president. University trustees hope

they will be able to attract top candidates.

The 21-member high-profile committee will be look-

ing for a replacement for interim President E.K. Fretwell,

whose contract runs through June of 1993.

"We want to be sure that we find the best president,"

said Gordon Oakes, chair of the University Board of

Trustees. "We'd be expecting the president to move the

five-College system forward."

Erving, a UMass-Amherst student and a star member
of the basketball team in 1970 and 1971, left UMass in

the early seventies but received his degree in 1986.

Erving was a standout with the Philadelphia 76ers

and was honored with the National Basketball

Association's Most Valuable Player Award in 1981.

In these difficult fiscal times, the new University of

Massachusetts five-college system is looking for a candi-

M Guard
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National Guard Association.

The Gulf War saw the biggest use of reservists since

the Berlin Wall crisis in 1960. Some 228,000 reservists

date to take the reins ofa system reeling from four years

of budget cuts.

The state's public higher education budget has been

cut from $757 million to $586 million in the past three

years. Last year, the state cut appropriations to this

campus by 12.5 percent, resulting in higher tuition and

fees and lower state scholarship funds.

This summer, the state Legislature accepted a reorga-

nization plan which was endorsed by Gov. Weld tocombine

the five schools of UMass-Amherst, Lowell, Dartmouth,

Worcester and Boston into a single, unified system.

UMass-Amherst professor Ronald Story, a member of

the committee, said the new president needs to be skilled

at delegating responsibility, wielding political influence

and being a "powerful persuader."

Although his opinions don't necessarily reflect the

views of the 21-member panel, he said, "Over the long

term, we need somebody who is committed to public

higher education, who beUeves it's important," Story

said. "We're looking for someone with prominent stat-

ure."

A consulting firm will assist in the selection process,

Story said.

march
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

yesterday's election, also spoke ofhow positive this

process was and stressed that it came out of"a year

and a half of community work."

Woolwich went on to say, "Bisexual people are

hard-working contributors to this community. I am
glad the vote confirmed that."

Tim Blake, a gay man, also spoke of the incred-

ible turnout saying, "I am elated that as many
participated as the niunbers show.

"No matter what the result had been, it made

voices known. Through this process hard feelings

can be avoided in the future," Blake said.

A Bisexual Woman, who wished to remain

anonymous, commented on the far-reaching impact

ofyesterday's vote, "The official inclusion ofBisexual

in the Pride March title is going to set a national

precedent. This makes Northampton cutting edge

in sexual minority issues."

and guardsmen were called up, compared to 35,000

during the Vietnam War.

More than 106,000 saw duty in the gulfin the first test

of the military's growing reliance on reserve forces in

time of war. Much of what they did was impressive.

A Marine Reserve tank unit saw heavy fighting at the

Kuwait airport. A Tennessee engineering company was

one ofthe first U.S. units to cross into Iraq. An Oklahoma
artillery battalion fired rockets in support of British

units within 48 hours of arriving in the gulf Artillery

units from Arkansas and Tennessee earned high praise

from the British and American units they supported.

Guardsmen broadcast messages to convince Iraqis to

surrender, others guarded prisoners. The Air National

Guard flew 133,563 tons ofcargo into the gulfand carried

66,915 troops. Postal imits distributed 300 tons ofmail in

one three-day period.

"Once people saw what the Guard did, it gave us our

credibility back," said Sgt. Howard Buch, commander of

the 12l8t Transportation Unit of Pennsylvania, which

carried supplies into Iraq for an armored division.

But not all of the Guard callup was a success.

One still unpublished Government Accounting Office

study found the Guard lacked specialty uhits needed in

the gulf, including graves registration, water purification

and postal companies. Other units went to the desert

unprepared.

Town agrees
to voting plan
on trial basis
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Correspondent

The town ofAmherst has agreed to try a student

government plan to register voters through stu-

dent deputies holding regular office hours in the

Student Government Association offices in the

Student Union.

20 student volunteers are allowed to participate

in the program. So far, five students from SGA and

MassPIRG have offered their services.

In addition to the voter registration being done

in the SGA office, a table will be set up in the lobby

of the Student Union to sohcit students.

Voter registration office hours are to be held on

four days between this Wednesday and next

Tuesday, Feb. 11.

This program is being rxm on a trial basis and if

it is successful, the student goverrmient and the

town of Amherst will discuss the possibility of

expanding the idea into semester-long endeavor.

This plan has several advantages, according to

Matt Pavesi, chair of the student government's

Public Pohcy Committee.

In the past, the student government solicited

students for voter registration through large "voter

drives" that took place once or twice during a

semester, Pavesi said. The people working for

these drives were paid deputy registrars and the

organization sponsoring the registration drive,

frequently SGA or MassPIRG, had to pay half of

the registrars' salaries and foot the bill for heavy

advertising.

According to Pavesi, this new program all but

erases those costs and allows to students to register

any time it's convenient for them during the se-

mester.

Pavesi dted a need formore student involvement

in votingand sees the new plan as a way ofmeeting

that need.

Students that register will be eligible to vote in

town, state and federal elections.

Office hours for voter registration will be held in

the SGA office, 420 Student Union, from 1-3 p.m.

Wednesday and Thursday and on Monday and

Tuesday next week.

Any students interested in volunteering to work

during the office hours should contact the SGA
office at the number listed in the phone book.
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A year later, reservist
remembers Gulf War
By NANCY RABINOWITZ
Associated Press

BOSTON — Margaret Cassidy had
been in the Massachusetts National Guard
for about 10 years when her unit was
called to the Persian Gulf.

"It was very strange coming from a

very heavily populated area like Massa-

chusetts," said Cassidy. The Saudi desert

"seemed like a vast wasteland; it was like

landing on the moon."

Cassidy, 28, a Lynnfield police officer,

was a second lieutenant serving double

duty in Iraq and Kuwait as part of the

military police unit.

Once the ground war began in mid-

January. Cassidy's routine involved

rounding up prisoners ofwar and sending

them to POW camps in Saudi Arabia.

The prisoners were very unhealthy,"

said Cassidy. "Some ofthem believed what

Hussein was telling them, they they had

won a moral Nictory. Others just wanted

to get out of Iraq," she said.

The Iraqi and Kuwaiti soldiers often

asked to be taken as prisoners. Cassidy

said, in a desperate attempt to relieve

their hunger and suffering.

Often as many as 100 prisoners were

roped off" in an area, waiting to be trans-

ported.

"We'djust sit there and individually go

through and feed them, give them water

and put them on trucks and buses," Cassidy

said.

Comrades and letters from home helped

Cassidy and the others cope with loneliness

and long tedious days. She corresponded

with her parents in Swampscott and with

school children who sent letters addressed

to "Any Soldier."

"They would ask what we were doing.

They were very concerned about people

getting killed."

Cassidy said her stay in the Gulf also

let her witness the living conditions of

some of the poorer Iraqi and Kuwaiti

people.

"They're living in almost a stone-age

environment. People are Uving in shacks

with absolutely no modem conveniences

at all. You felt bad for those people," she

said.

CoUeguui photo by Andr«a MigUaMl

HOW WILL THIS LOOK ON THE WALL?— Sophomore land-

scape architecture m^or Melissa Frydlo checks out the UMass

Poster Sale in the Student Union Ballroom last week.
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Our merchandise is our greatest asset...

next to our people.

From our first two stores back in 1 977. T.J. Maxx has grown into a $2

billion-plus retailing powerhouse with over 400 locations, coast to coast.

We've posted record earnings every year we've been in business, which

reflects our exceptional stability, even in this challenging economic climate.

Join us and you'll start as a Merchandise Analyst where your good

decision-making skills will have an impaa on the merchandise mix in over 400

stores. You'll work in a professional, corporate setting and receive all the training

and support you'll need as you start on a career path to a Buyer position. And

as we continue to grow, so will your opportunities.

Interested in finding out how you can become one of our greatest assets?

School of Management

We will be conducting School of Management interviews on Thursday, February 6.

We encourage you to attend our informational session on Wednesday, February 5,

from 7-9pm at the Lord Jeffrey Inn at Amherst Center, 30 Boltwood Ave.,

Amherst.

Mather Career Center

We will be conducting interviews on Thursday, February 20. We
encourage you to attend our informational session

on Wednesday, February 1 9, from 7-9pm at the

Lord Jeffrey inn at Amherst Center, 30 Boltwood
Ave., Amherst.

For more information about T.J. Maxx, please stop

by the SOM Placement Office or the Mather
Career Center, or call 508-390-3630.
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Returning to campus a good feeling after a long break
"In the sleepy west, ofthewooded east. .

.

"

Welcome back.

Well, that'll about do it for the pleas-

antries, let's get on with the fun. This
week I would like to begin my foray into

the bizarre and opinionated by giving a
big "kudos" to the brains behind that

wonderful and informative "D.C. Rumors"
pamphlet. Thanks guys, the campus
needed a big laugh.

Okay, okay, no more D.C. jokes, I

promise. Cross my heart and hope to die,

stick a power drill in my eye.

Anyway. . .

Allow me to shock a lot ofyou out there

by saying that it is indeed good to be back.

Why? Well, Tm glad you asked. Basi-
cally, my main complaint about returning
home for extended periods of time is that

my parents have a nasty habit of being

there. This wouldn't be a problem if they

didn't think that I was still 12-year8-old.

1 knew something was up when, on my
first day back, 1 walked into my room and

found a pair of Superman "Underoos" on
my bed. Remember those things? They
had the "S" emblem on the front and the

Uttle red cape andmade you actually want
to run around and show your underwear
off to company?

Or was it just me?

Jared Blaut

Well, ansrway, I thought they belonged
to my 10-year-old brother, and so I went
and put them on his bed. But that night at

dinner my mom asked me:
"Did you see your 'Underoos?"

"Excuse me? (short, confused pause
duringwhichour hero stares at his mother,
a wrinkly, gray-haired woman with long

dark claws and fangs as sharp as. . . well,

that's not true) Those were mine?"

"Ofcourse their yours. I've been saving

them since you were eight."

"Andyou thinkthe/re going to fitnow?"

"Well, no, but aren't they cute?"

"Sure, mom. Whatever."

"Don't you take that attitude with me
young man."

"What attitude?"

"That's it! You're grounded!"

Hey! Rationality at work. Anyway, I

eventually got out of the grounding, but

only after I promised to eat all my peas
and carrots.

The part which confused me the most
was they knew that over vacation I was
going to be working at a law firm, which is

not normally the type ofplace thatemploys
toddlers (foranyoneoutthere inthe Happy
Valleywho has any intention ofever doing

anything even closely related to lawyer-

type-work, allow me to say: DOOOONT!
It is almost, but not quite, as much fun as

appendicitis). But, for some reason, they

never put two and two together.

It's probably because I am the oldest of

three kids; the firstborn; the "experimen-

tal" child. If they screw up on me, they

have two newer models on which to hone
their parental skills. When my
brother comes home fi*om college for the

first time in

December of 2000, the/ll probably give

him a car, a six-pack, and a pack ofTrojans.
On a somewhat unrelated note, our

winter break isjust way, way too long. All

my fi-iends firommy graduating class went
back to college two weeks before we did,

and those who were still in high school

were, well, in high school.

What this boileddown to was law-office

hell by day and parental damnation by
night. It was like being forced to watch
continuous reruns of "Full House".

Okay, so the classes are huge, the people

are strange, budgets are cut, andAmherst
is not, let's face it, excitement central, but

all in all I really can't complain about

being back at UMass.
At least until next week.

Jared Blaut is a Collegian columnist.

Bisexuals don't exist just for the community's pleasure
Good day, readers. Permit me to please introduce

myself. I'm a bisexual, and a good many who have also

signed are bisexual, lesbian and gay. They have only one

line to draw concerning the residents of our not-so-

communal "communitjr"; they find bigotry to be purely

reprehensible, and a lot of us have lived with bigotry

throughout our whole entire Uves.

We never dreamed we might have to put up with it in

a community we call home. Yet, we do. We tend to hate

each other, really. We don't know how to discuss poUtics

in any rational manner. We tend to get on each others

nerves.

Not too many people will be signing my column. It is

extreme even for bisexual allies, but extreme within a

very curious sense that will immediately place seeds of

doubt within any rational mind now hating me, simply

for what I am. And, need I remind any reader, hate is

excommtmicational. Hate is exclusion fix)m the sole and
only body that you have ever been wilhng to die for, Uke

I have.

What I'm discussing is obviously the Northampton

Pride March, a march that I have never missed in spite

of the physical damage that I have always received

thanks only to verbal violence, an eloquent atrocity, the

most beautiful fascism on earth.

1 use my words carefully, with reason. All ofmy words

will have impact. I mean, by fascism. Precisely what I

mean when I describe it as a ruling paradigm in

Amerikkka, part and parcel of the very fabric of our

society.

We must preserve our lives, and I'm not above the use

of violence to prevent my being shoved in a closet, any

closet, by hideous forces that only want to see me when

Collegian library cover all too true

I'm in their bed. I'm upset and angry.

Pardon for "switching," but I could care less abouthow
my sexual orientation scares and annoys the sexually

possessive. I could care less if so many bisexuals were

once lesbian or gay. We're not here for the community's

pleasure. We're here to help all survive the hideous rise

in assaults and murders. Drool over someone else.

We've been here since before Stonewall, and, yes, we
took part in Stonewall. We havebeen movers and shakers

in the commimity throughout its history, no matter what
we called ourselves. So many bisexuals, even today, still

identify themselves as lesbian or gay. Myself, I thought

I was straight for 20 years.

Owen Broadhurst

That is precisely the matter, the problem. Post-mod-

em thought annoys a great many who think that sexu-

aUty must be fixed, permanent, when it is nothing but a

social construct, a concept in fact, that is always chang-

ing. That annoys, because so many feel it threatens the

gay movement, a movement that has been much more

wilUng to say, "Hey! We're bom with a defect.," rather

than say, "Hey! Heterosexuality's a myth, man!."

So, yes, a philosophical disagreement is being discussed

here. Bisexuals are living radical proofthatwho you may
sleep with is hardly definitive if what you happen to be.

You can all be celibate, and still be bisexual, straight or

Major differences in a philosophical standpoint is not

an acceptable argument for the practice of excommuni-

cation, which automatically silences. Nor can it honestly

be said that every bisexual subscribes to the post-modem
notion that"sexual liberation" is the key to the revolution.

Let's face it, Queer Nation, Bataille was off base, and
sexual libertarianism is just another brand of sexual

fascism. Toomany bisexuals have libertarian, even anar-

chistic ideas regarding sexuality that have absolutely no

place in feminism, which is by necessity materiaUst in its

analyses of the subject.

Indeed, bisexuals are not a monoUthic bloc. There does

not exist any poUtically correct sexual orientation. A lot

of us are pigs, including gay men and lesbians. So what?

Who cares? Ifbisexuals are constantly being sexualized,

even by lesbians and gay men, then it is clear that all of

our sex models have a patriarchal framework, or still

exists within a patriarchial context.

Who will march the next exclude, if it is excluding

bisexuals on the basis ofa philosophy several ofus abhor,

when
so many gay men and lesbians believe in a similar

thinking?

Leso-phobia has plagued the bisexual commimity.

Several of us are lesbian and woman-hating. A lot ofgay

men, and even some lesbians, are the same. The point of

a pride march is to formulate a means ofstruggle against

the major problem, the social construction ofgender that

oppresses wimmin and every queer. Many bisexuals

sleep with onlywimmin, or men, in an exclusively lifelong

lesbian or gay relationship. I but want to challenge

heterosexuality, radicaUse our demands and abolish

gender. The bisexual movement must become informed

by the most radical feminism. Lesbian space is for lesbians

only, but community space is ours sdways.

Owen Broadhurst is a UMass student.

The full-page cover of this semester's

first Collegian, showing the Tower Li-

brary relegated to a trash barrel, may be

closer to the mark than its very perceptive

creator knows. While I'm not sure about

the feasibiUty ofthe Collegian's assuming

the role of information provider to the

campus, I am certain of the extent to

which the library's ability to meet its

responsibihties to the University faculty

and students has been trashed over sev-

eral years of chronic imderfunding and,

recently, by the more dramatic budget

cuts.

Some facts: this year, the library will

buy fewer than 7,000 new books; in 1990,

we bought over 29,000 and in 1988, a

"windfall" year, we acquired over 46,000.

Standard scholarly trade and university

publications, the core of any college or

universityUbraryand formerly purchased

here on a more or less routine basis, are

now beyond ourmeans. Our subscriptions

to journals, a vital source of current in-

formation and statistical data in many
fields, have been reduced in past years

and today face additional cuts.

Personnel budget reductions have

threatened library opening hours and

made staffing service points increasingly

difficult. We cannot afford to buy enough

computer terminals to allow adequate

access to our existing electronic data

sources, let alone buy the latest in com-

puterized information sources.

As is true elsewhere on ceunpus, our

ceilings leak,jeopardizing our collections,

our walls crumble, and our heating pipes

burst, causing flooding.

Even if you seldom or never use the

Ubrjuy, you need to worry about this

wholesale disintegration. Libraries aren't

called the "hearts" of universities for

nothing. Accreditation of individual pro-

grams and ofthe university itself is based

in no small part on adequate library re-

sources. Success in attracting talented

graduate students and teaching assistants,

not to mention faculty, rests heavily on

our abibty to support their research needs

with current materials in state-of-the-art

formats.

At its most basic, education is about

passing on knowledge and information to

students. As a public institution, we must
be particularly concerned that the sources

of such knowledge and information be

available to all, not just to those who can

afford tobuy them personally orwhoknow
someone with access to them. The Ubrary

is, and has always been, the primary way
in which materials can be purchased and
widely shared in an economical way.

But reports and statistics seem to have

made little impression on those in a posi-

tion to improve the situation. Perhaps

copies of the Collegian's eloquent and
prophetic cover photo need to be sent,

without accompanying comment, to the

Governor, the Secretary ofHigher Educa-
tion, the Higher Education Coordinating

Council, and maybe even the University

Board of Trustees.

Emma Kimmel
University Library

Columnist's timing a cheap shot
I could not have agreed more with

Trystan Skeigh's statement in

Thursday's Collegian about it being

"counter-productive for bisexuals and
lesbians to spend so much time and
energy in a power struggle. .

." She

seems to have taken a partisan view,

however, which undermines the unity

oftheGBLAcommunity. By disguising

her own apparent intolerance as a po-

litical disagreement, Trystan is under-

cutting the ultimate goal ofcombatting

prejudice against alternative sexual

orientations. Exclusion of bisexuals

fi-om the march can only serve the po-

liticalaimsofthosewhowouldoppose non-
traditional lifestyles.

Trystan assumes that bisexuals

ei\joy "heterosexual privilege." Using

this term implies that when bisexuals

date members ofthe opposite sex, they

are temporarily heterosexual. Never is

it assumed that dating a member ofthe

same sex makes us homosexual. If it

appears that I am more societally ac-

cepted as a bisexual woman, it is a

result of being more societally objecti-

fied. Few would call it a privilege to be

the subject of voyeuristic curiosity.

Trystan also fails to note that bisexual

men are not accorded this dubious

privilege, rather, they are vilified for

their suspected role in the spread of

AIDS. If there is some higher status

bestowed upon bisexuals, it is dimin-

ished by the ignorance we encounter in

some members of our community.

It is easy for a staunch lesbian to

forswear intimate contact with men.

For me to do the same would be to

deny my sexual orientation for the

sake of somebody else's political

agenda. Bisexuality has a unique and

demanding position as a link between

the heterosexual and homosexual
communities. Cutting off this bridge

will foster the tnisunderstandings

which make "safe space" necessary. It

is self-defeating to create "safe space"

at the cost of ahenating potentially

powerful allies.

There are real and significant dif-

ferences between bisexuality and ho-

mosexuality; each is a distinct and
vaUd orientation. Unfortimately, for

much ofsociety at large, we all fall into

the blanket category of "fiBaks." Bring-

ing trivial squabbles about semantics

intothe press underminesthe credibility

of all parties involved.

The timing ofTrystan's article pre-

cluded any chance for rebuttal before

the vote which took place on Sunday.

If this was intentional, it was a self-

serving abuse of her position on the

paper, which not only militates against

an atmosphere of open dialogue, but

is also journalistically irresponsible.

If Trystan Skeigh has a personal axe

to grind against bisexuality, the Op-

Ed page of the Collegian is not the

proper forum.
Denise Lane

Sylvan
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3D software, the latest
in building technology
By SEAN GLENNON
The Daily News

MILFORD, Mass. (AP) — When the

cities of the future are designed, they will

be fashioned not of steel and glass but of

the mind.
The day is fast approaching when the

look ofa building, the feel ofits rooms and

corridors, the subtlechanges in appearance

dictated by such minor details as the

quality ofsunlight, all will be available for

viewing before a single girder is in place,

even before ground has been broken.

In a time not far from now, three-

dimensional computer modeling will allow

prospective buyers and financiers to see

details ofyet unconstructed buildings that

only architects and developers are able to

glean from blueprints.

The technology that will allow these

advances in building design will also have

applications in teaching, medicine, movie

making, gaming and an array of other

fields.

And in a small workshop hidden in the

basement of a Milford home, two local

men are helping to pioneer the software

that quite literally will shape tomorrow.

Gene Bodio and Phil LeMarbre, owners

of Professional Construction Associates

Inc., are working with a California firm to

develop the most advanced computer

modeling technology in the world. As a

result of their desire to visualize a single

building project, the twomen have become
partners in an endeavor that is poised to

reshape the manner in which computers

are applied to day-to-day living.

The Yost Group, an innovative West

Coast computer programming firm, has

created and is in the process of perfecting

the "3D Studio," a software package for

AutoDesk, a computer assisted design

system. In his work on the program,

company owner Gary Yost keeps daily

contact with Bodio and LeMarbre, who
are developing applications for the soft-

ware.

PCA Inc. is a small Hopedale-based

company, with a technology center on

Ferguson Street in Milford. That lab is the

chief "alpha" testing site for "30 Studio"

and, as such, is on the cutting edge ofCAD
technology.

The firm has done computer imaging

on two Milford school building proposals

and a University of North Carolina con-

struction project. PCA's work in those

areas could not have been completed by

any other company in the world.

Bodio and LeMarbre also have com-

pleted advanced computer design work on

a kitchen for the PBS television program,

"This Old House." And they are currently

designing portions of a computer game
under development by a Virgin Records-

owned company.
In their efforts, the two men are ap-

plying software that will not be available

commercially for at least six months. It is

due to that advanced access to technology

and their own innovations that they are

contacted daily by companies from around

the world.

The question that comes immediately

to mind, ofcourse, is, "Why such a remote

testing ground for such important tech-

nology?"

The answer: Bodio and LeMarbre not

only were willing to take a chance on "3D

Studio," they recognized an application

for the software that even its inventor had

missed.

AP photo

PRESSING THE FLESH— Vice President Dan Quayle and his

wife Marilyn, right, greet Sunday school students outside the

First Congregational Church in Kingston, NJI. Sunday after the

Quayles attended Sunday services.
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Arts & Living
A great new novel puts you on Edge
By DONNA OILMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Women on the Edge ofTime
Marge Piercy
Ballantine Books

Looking for a great book that takes you
from the slums of New York in 1960 to a
futuristic society in 2137? Then check out
Marge Piercy's stunning novel, Women On
The Edge of Time.

This story chronicles the life of a
Chicane woman named Connie Ramos
who is labeled insane and stuck in a men-
tal institution. However, Connie Ramos
is, in actuahty, an extremely intelligent

and sensitive woman who is thrust into

situations beyond her control.

book Beview

While committed, Connie is contacted

by a representative of the year 2137, who
takes her on an enhghtening tour oflife in

the communal and environmentally safe

society of Mattapoisett. There, Connie
finds acceptance, love, and a different view

of mental illness.

In this novel, the reader encounters

two worlds strikingly different—one is

harsh, totalitarian, and lonely. The other
is a masterpiece ofhumanity and nature.

Marge Piercy confronts the reader with
the old struggle between good and evil

with inventive and astonishing twists. As
Connie fights her doctors for the right to

be treated as a human being, the right to

not have a brain control operation, her
desperation is reUeved at intervals by
visits to her new friends in Mattapoisett.

Marge Piercy takes the reader alongon
Connie's frightening journey, conveying
her grief, her courage, and ultimately, her
strange triumph.

This novel is a shocking example of a
society ruledby a few manipulative people
and one individual's struggle to beat the
system.

By stringing the heroine's past, present
and future together, Marge Piercy leaves

the reader feeUng intimately involved with
Connie's experiences and rooting for her
success, namely to save the future with a
personal sacrifice.

What's more, Marge Piercy allows the
reader to freely interpret the existence of

Mattapoisett. Fantasy or reality? Find
out for yourself.

Marge Piercy has authored eight other

novels and has published eleven collec-

tions of poetry, most recently. Available
Light, which was published by Knopf in

1988. Her work has been translated into

fourteen languages.

Some of her other novels are: Summer
People; Gone to Soldiers; GoingDown Fast;

and Small Chances.

Mfirge Piercy Uves on Cape Cod with
her husband, Ira Wood, the noveUst and
screen writer.

Incidentally, I first read this novel in a
literature class at UMass, whichjust goes
to show that sometimes a reading assign-

ment is worth the work.

Pousette-Dart making
a 70s-style comeback

theSUB
^ now has ^

PIZZA & WE DELIVER
The SUB. Amherst's #1 Sub Shop Since 1977, now has

Pizza. Select from our wide variety of Pizza Subs &

Calzones. For delivery or take out orders. Call

549-5160

75COFF i $1.50 OFF
whenYoMBuyA

j when You Buy A
Small Pizza -or- • '

caizone i
Large Pizza

Orn^ Cout'.on (v.-r P;//ci o' Cal7(VH'> a One Coupon fier Pi2za

By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Mood rings, teased hair-dos and flared

pants are oozing back into mainstream
style. The 70s are returning, and so the

time is right for college students to open
their ears to a band that dominated the

70s music scene for a spell: the Pousette-

Dart Band.
You're probably as baffled as I was

upon first hearing the name of this band
with its unique blend of rock, reggae,

country folk, and funk.

The Pousette-Dart Band's biggest al-

bum wasAmnesia, released in 1977. From
that classic release came the title track,

"Fall on Me" and "County Line."

Only four albums were released by the

band, yet they sold over 500,000 albums in

the USA
They toured with Yes, Bonnie Raitt,

Little Feat and Robert Palmer, but they

became disenchanted with the "business

of the music business." They went their

sen ate ways in late 1980.

Advice they give to up and coming
groups: "Get a lawyer. It's good to protect

yourself," says Parker, "And don't pay
attention to what's on the charts."

John Troy, who I'd affectionately call

the "belly bouncing bass player" after see-

ing the band perform at the Iron Horse in

Northampton on Jan 25, toured with the

John Hall Band, Joe Cocker, and Natalie

Cole after the band's break up.

He then reunited with John Curtis to

form the Pencils.

John Curtis, who not only sings but is

an absolute wizeu-d on the mandolin as

well as the guitar, looks and acts like the

guitar player in Cheap Trick with his

white cap pulled low on his head.

His merry antics keep the crowd gig-

gling while the rest ofthe band throws its

spontaneous dialogue around. He has
squeezed in that odd tour here and there

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Photo coartcsjr AHiato' Ilwomo I

The Pousette Dartband (1 - r) John Curtis,Jon Pousette-Dart,John
Troy, and Eric Parker.

Aiannlnq BreukHirough!

COLLEGE STUDENT
TURNS FOUR YEARS
OF BLUE BOOKS

INTO GOLD!
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LAST CHANCE FOR *91

^^g^J^^g'^Monday-Flriday • Februaiy 3rd-7th • 10AM4PM

A:A:j^rxi:A:̂a:A;̂ i^;4au^je^^iMUi^^jKA
ilSfe?SE!tA^«5s?sP>

yimrrrfffrTtrnE

STEINBECK
COLUSION REPAIR

&
AUTOBODY

53 S. Prospect St. Amherst Center

ltnports& other unibodv Accepted by all Insurance

vehicles are our specialty companies for collision

repair or ilass replacemenHliii

REMEMBER
lt*s your car and your choice of repair facilities

256-81S7 X56-1385
v^^'^^^ Shop Reg #RS1X1X

TOTAL FITNESS: KEISER, NAUTILUS, AEROBICS
smi
'%Win-> .-^«^-.>i^' f.>-.w,.a.,M>A

mtmm^^mmm

EXPANDED FREE WEIGHT ROOM

NEW ABDOMINAL MACHINE

SEMESTER SPECIAL"

4
A/Vonlhs*139.00

BESTAEROBICS

BESTMACHINES

BEST PRICES
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pousette
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

with Linda Ronstadt, Livingston Taylor, and Jimmy
Buflett, in addition to performing and contributing to the

soundtracks for Dick Tracy and Matawan.
Jon Pousette-Dart who stands tall and lanky as the

front man ofthe group (lead vocals and guitar), has a look

of moody, poetic consternation on his face most of the

time, but when he smiles it's worth about a milUon bucks.

So even if the band is a bit older than most of the bands

trying to break back onto the scene (their ages rim from

39 to 42) it doesn't mean that they've lost that "pin up"

appeal that is so vital for the younger listeners who'll be

watching them on MTV.
When they're performing on stage, Pousette-Dart's

moodiness is also nicely offset by the happy, kooky guitar

duo, John Curtis and John Troy.

Jon Pousette-Dart relocated to New York City in the

early 1980'8. He wrote, produced, and performed com-

mercial jingles for such national ad campaigns as Chevy

Trucks, Old Milwaukee Beer, and Seagram's Wine Cool-

CANDIDATES' DEBATE
for the

Amherst/Pelham seat in the

State Legislature

Campus Center Auditorium

Monday February 3, 1992

Noon

The candidates will give a short

presentation followed by questions

from the audience.

ers. In their last performance in Northampton, the group

surprised the audience with a highly entertaining perfor-

mance of "Snap, Crackle, Pop Rice Krispies" jingle.

The Pousette-Dart Band achieved their fame in the

late 70s but are quite serious about dominating a chunk

of the 90s.

They've acquired a new drummer, Eric Parker, who

hasco-pennedsome ofthe new material withJon Pousette-

Dart. Parker has written, recorded and toured with Steve

Winwood, Mick Taylor, Joe Cocker, and Kingfish. He also

wrote the Top 40 hit, "Keep on Falling in Love" with John

Hall of the John Hall Band.

The band reunited in May of 1991. They are hopmg to

have their "best of album released around May or June

of this year on Capitol records.

The band told the audience that this album is "For

those ofyou who are old fans with records so old they may

not exist anymore." They are also going to release an

albiun of all new material.

The band tends to make a lot of these age jokes, but

they are full ofenergy and vitality. Their music is mellow

sometimes but uplifting and invigorating the rest of the

time.

As John Troy says," It's a real challenge to bring life to

something you could perform in your sleep."

"County Line" literally had the entire audience

beaming and swaying. Ofcourse the crowd was a bit older

than most of the shows in the UMass area. The band is

not old, they're experienced. Their stage presence is

relaxed and highly entertaining.

When Pousette-Dart took a break from singing and

John Troy took over he erupted with a very unexpected,

"YAAAAAY, ME!" He had a show stealer of his own with

a fantastic performance of "That Ain't the Real Thing."

Sponsored by the UMass Labor Council, the Off

Campus Housing Office, the Student Government

Association, and the Graduate Student Senate

THF BODY SHOPS HBE OPEN!!
RND REMIND VOO TO GET-RERDV

TO-FIT-INTO
VOOR-BRTHING-SOIT-FOR-

SPRING-BRERK!
with our

NHIITIIUS MACHINES

HVnRp-FITNESS MACHINES

<TflTinNRRV BICYCLES

RnillING MACHINES

NHRnir TRRC SKI MACHINES

STAIR CLIMBEAS f lA & Kennedy Oniv)

C TREADMILLS

Totman/John Adams/John Kennedy
and

FRFE WEIGHTS

@ Hilltop (Webster)/Crossan (Gorman) & Lewis

&

THE NEW STEP® AEROBICS CLASS
in our AEROBICS PROGRAM

CALL 545-6075

for Open Times, Aerobics Reservations

&
Different Membership Options

COLLEGIAN
ADVERTISLNG

545-3500
"It works!"

EKTA Presents a Conference

South Asians:
A People in Transition

Feb7th-9th 1992

Keynote Address by:

Mina Alexander
Indian American Poet 8? Author

Students & Faculty will lead workshops on:

defining identity, intei^ration, art.

homophobia, political involvement,

career choice, international perspective,

science, cultural influences « more. .

.

A catered dinner and party will follow.

Prices:
Pre-Reg (Dinner & Party,

Registration Packet): $10
At the Door: $7 Dinner $4 Party

South Asian Club, UMass
5 -college rep

Call 546-6781

Check in at Feely Hall Sam. Smith College

spRerc/^ /r/

Did you know?
at the UMass

Division df Continuing Education

• we offer you over 100 evening credit courses?

• there are nearly 100 noncredil workshops?

• that you can take available University day

courses through Continuing Education?

• that it's not loo late to sign up for a course?

Register now through February 10 for the

course that just might change your life.

Division of Continuing Education

Goodell Building, sixth floor

545-2414 (open 'til 7:00, Monday through

Thursday until Feb. 10)

A tjunlily ciluailion at nfforiiahlc imccs.
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By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

Of HLTVE
LV)CVL, MV

wvoToee

DOKT T^VX IT TOO

JIM'S JOURNAL By JIM

otktr 4*>f.

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

THE MAGIC CLOWN

WILMINGTON By M.K. ANDERSON

'70s TV m^^T'i SH^VJi

M^MU^rft^ir.

Today's Staff

Night Editor Jason George

Copy Editor
Tamir Upton

PhotoTechnician
JeffEgan

Production Supervisor Llsajezowski

Production Brad Hutchison

TracI Ann DiSalvatore, Mike Carvalho

Menu
LUNCH

Duchess Meat Pie

Turkey Bacon Swiss

BASICS LUNCH
Tomato Egg Cress Sand.

Turkey Bacon Swiss

DINNER
Zesty Basil Chicken

Veal Cordon Bleu

BASICS DINNER
Zesty Basil Chicken

Cauliflower Eggplant

"We don't know exactly who he is, Captain

a disgruntled worker, we figure."

Quote of the Day
"Integrity has no need of rules."

- Albert Camus

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 2 l-Apfil 19): Post-

pone coniaciing influential people

and turn your attention to your family

and friends. Do not take on addi-

tional financial responsibility without

consulting your mate.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): New
projects thrive. A current plan is ap-

proaching perfection. Employment
and financial benefitscan bewrapped

up in a neat package. Romance holds

some pleasant surprises this week.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Be

careful when reading and signing

documents. Igrwring the fine print

could provecostly. Social planscould

change at a minute's notice. Keep
your schedule flexible if you can.

CAtSKIER (June 2 1 -July 22): If you

are satisfied with your surroundings

and financial opportunities, do not be

hasty about making a change. Giving

romance a second chance could be

the smartest decision you ever made.

lEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Avoid

making any comments that could an-

tagonize others. Mark time until work

conditions improve. An innovative

idea will get a better reception if you

wait until next week. Keep spending

within limits.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): A
happy meeting of minds makes it

easier for you to approach higher-ups

now. Be objective, instead of suspi-

cious, about a colleague's efforts to

improve work procedures.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Con-
solidate recent gains before making a

new commitment. Now is the time to

discuss a work vs. home conflict with

those directly involved. Speak your

mind and let loved ones do the same.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Relatives need your help in sorting

out a problem. Be patient. A hobby
could become a real moneymaker,
loin a community group or social

club if your lime and energy permit.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21): Meeting your financial obliga-

tions will be easier if you eliminate

certain frills. Strike a better balance

between work and play. A romantic

relationship improves when you show
greater consideration.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Strive to improve your relationships

with your co-workers. A friend offers

excellent financial advice. Follow it

and you will win big! Career matters

are stressed later in the day.

AQUARIUSOan. 20-Feb. 1 8): Fall

back on your financial reserves if

necessary. Believe it or not, a no-frills

journey can be just as satisfying as

traveling first class. Important people

begin to notice your efforts.

PISCESIFeb. 1 9-March 20): Those

who share your interests are particu-

larly important to your financial suc-

cess. Be realistic. Original ideas

abound! Strike out on your own if

your associates lack vision.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE
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Bv BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts men's

gymnastics squad took a commanding 6.4-

point lead after the second event, the

pommel horse, and never looked back as it

defeated Cortland State and the Univer-

sity of Vermont Saturday afternoon in

front of a near-capacity Boyden Gym-
nastics Center crowd.

The Minutemen, who outdistanced

their nearest competitor, Cortland State,

by 5.1 points on the pommel horse,

outscored the field in every event except

the still rings, resulting in 265.65 total

points, followed by Cortland's 258.10 and

Vermont's 227.15.

UMass' Steve Christensen was the

meet's top competitor, scoring a 54.45 in

the all-around. Christensen scored a meet-

high 9.2 on the pommel horse and his 9.25

on the parallel bars was second only to his

teammate, Joseph Haran, whoscoreda 9.3.

gymnastics

SHAPE A COMMUNITY, SHARE A VISION

VISTA Volunteers share the vision

of a better tomorrow by making a

contribution in the community today.

Brighter futures take shs^je when

VISTA Volunteers mobilize and

develop community resources to

address the man\- faces of poverty.

After your college career is

completed, VISTA offers you the

opportunity to put your education to

work in realistic settings. VISTA

Volunteers learn life skills - skills __,

only a year of unique VISTA UL
experience can pro\ide. UL

V^ISTA Volunteers are assigned

to project sponsors which may be private or

public non-profit organizabons. Volunteer

activities may include, but are not limited to,

organizing food distribution efforts, creating

nct>vorks to support literacy projects, or

designing programs to combat substance

abuse.

ir

. i 4-

MM

Volunteers in Service to America

(VISTA) IS part of ACTION, the Federal Domestic

Volunteer Agency, Washington, DC. 20525

In addition to acqiiiring valuable

and rewarding experience, VISTA
Volunteers may receive deferment

or partial cancellation of certain

student loans. VISTA Volunteers

receive a living allowance based on

the economic level of the

communities they serve.

As you look toward graduation,

consider becoming a VISTA
Volunteer. VISTA offers you the

opportunity to shape a community

andshareavisionofabetter tomorrow.

Meet VISTA recruiter Brian

Geoghegan at an information session

in Campus Center, Room 81 IB- 15 on

February 5 at 7:30 pm. Interviews will be

conducted at the Mather Career Center on

February 6. Brian will also be at the Career

Fair on February 12 between 10:00 am and

4:00 pm. If you are unable to attend, please

call 617-565-7005 or 1-800424-8867.

Cal Booker, who broke a UMass school

record in the all-around last Wednesday
at Springfield, led the Minutemen in the

still rings with a score of9.25 and matched

teammateJason Braud's team-high score

of 9.4 on the floor exercise. Booker, who
was on pace to win the all-around until he

received a mandatory reduction for fall-

ing off the high bar, registered a meet-

total 53.95 points, placing him second.

"We're a talented team in the pommel
horse," UMass head coach Roy Johnson

said. "It takes the most conditioning and

we're strong in that area.

"We're strong on all events. We just

need a little more consistency on the high

bar."

Haran's point total of53.75 completed

the Minutemen's sweep of the top three

all-around positions. Cortland's Mark
Forest's first place point total in the high

bar led to a fourth place finish in the all-

around, scoring a 53.65.

"I'm pleased with today's showing,"

Cortland coach Eric Malmberg said. "If

you discount the second event [the pom-

mel horse], we were within two points of

UMass."

U cage
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
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seats does the Cage sit, 4,100?

When the game ended my legs were

tired (not to mention my voice) and I was
ready to go home. Although I never really

got to sit down, it didn't matter. There

were so many incredible plays I would've

been up anddown the wholegame anyway!
The fans were so supportive. Great

fans are really what it's all about. One's

that will wake up in the early morning
hours to get tickets, so just a few days

later they can come to "rage in the Cage"

and scream their team on to victory.

Peter Wolly is a Collegian Correspondent

Simple Math.

-\-

3 CREDIT CLASS
RECYCLING EDUCATION

has changed its name and number to:

EDUC2 - 354 Intro to Future Studies

Learn about environmental i.ssiiesi

Learn about .sustainable development!

Listen to amazino ouest speakers!

C.o on mind bot^iilin^ field trips!

Class meets Tliesdays 2:30 - 5:00 Purcolo 20

for more info call 545-1 153

You don't need to be a math wiz to figure out that it takes a lot of money to go to college.

The fine folks at Jeef^ and Eagle would like to help subtract some of that financial burden by
reimbursing a lucky student for a semester's worth of tuition.

If you can picture yourself as that lucky student, get over to your participating school

bookstore and pick up the new Jeep and Eagle college folder while supplies last. It's free, and

inside there's a contest called "Where m the WorldJ'" that will award up to $10,000 in tuition

reimbursement. The official program rules are detailed in the folder.

So if you think you're smart (and we know you are), enter the jeep and Eagle college folder

contest. You never know-filling out the entry form could

save you from filling out financial aid forms next term. Advantage: Jeej) and Eagle

)ffp IS a registerfd indcmtrk o( Chrysler t!.otpotauon BuciJc up foi satrty

MidiaeFs Billiards
lOA Belchertown Rd

NEXT TO HUNAN GARDEN
256-8284

M-W 4-1 and Th-Sun 12-1

pool-8 tables

cheap food
video 8c pinball

21+ Over FREE POOL!

swimming
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

including Reggie Rasata, a member of the 400 freestyle

relay team that placed third, Tom Robertson, another

member ofthat team, Rob Colletti, whose time of 1:21.80

in the 50 freestyle was the best time of amy UMass
swimmer this season, and Joe Langford who had a time

of 5:03 in the 500 freestyle.

"We swam really well, especially for this time of the

year," said assistant coach Jim Robertson. "It's usually

hard to keep swimming fast when you get down to the

12th or 13th meet, but we're still swimming very fast."

Robertson attributed the Minutemen's success this

season to the team's tremendous depth.

"We're strong in every event," he said. "Boston Uni-

versity is our number one rival, but they lost a lot of

seniors and we beat them with our depth."

Saturday's meet at New Hampshire was an equally

lopsided affair, as the Minutemen won 159-127, sweep-

ing six of 16 events in the process. Notable performances

were turned in by the team of Sean Clark, Jim Gregg,

Adam Reich and Chris Barrett, who set the New
Hampshire pool record with a time of 1:27.83 in the 200

freestyle relay.

With the regular season over, the Minutemen will

turn their attention to the New England Championships

to be held at Bowdoin College from Feb. 13-15. Both

Robertson and head coach Russ Yarworth agree that the

team has an excellent chance to repeat as New England

Champions.
"Our top three people in each event all have the ability

to score points in the New Englands, and I think we are

going to continue to improve," Robertson said. "UCoiui is

our toughest competitor, and they are generally consid-

ered to have the best chance to win, but I think we can

swim fast enough to beat them."

Newcomer in awe of Cage rage
"You have to go, you have to go," people told me.

"Ill go when I can," I said. "A basketball game's a

basketball game, right?"

Boy, was I wrong.
Noise, 3-pointers and more noise. That's what I found

at my first UMass basketball game— what a thrill!

Peter Wolly

Earlier in the day (before the game), I asked around to

see what time I should arrive at the "Cage." People were

telling me at least a half hour before to get good seats. I

figured that was reasonable, but unfortunately, by the

time I got out the door and into the arena, it was 15

minutes before tipoff. This is when I realized why every-

one had said arrive at least a halfhour before the game.

I met up with one of my friends and we started

AMlll.KSr

i{\Li.i:r( i:.vri:K

Adult School
Drop-In Classes

• Ballet*
• Jazz Dance •

• Spanish Dance •

Dbcount Coupon Books AviflatJte

For Mo Cd 540-1555

29 Strong St •Arnhersi

(OR L Ptaart SUnw BuBmMI Darm)

searching through the hundreds of people for seats, but

none were to be foimd. I couldn't believe how many people

there were ... it was packed. We finally found two seats

together and believe it or not, they were in the fourth row

at midcourt. I was stunned that nobody had gotten to

them. They were incredible!

After the national anthem, I took a seat like always,

but the funnny thing was, nobody seemed to follow. I

figured once the game started I'd be able to sit down, but

I had no such luck and had to stand.

From the tipoff, UMass dominated, but it was the

crowd that stuck inmy mind. After every basket the "rage

in the Cage" exploded. It was so incredible and so loud, it's

hard to put it in words. From the cheerleaders and band

to the guys who painted their chests red with "U-M-a-s-

8." The place was going nuts. In my mind, only 55,000-

seat R.F.KL stadium in Washington is louder. How many
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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UMOC
UMass Outing Club
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hiking

backpacking
canoeing
kayaking
caving
cross-country skiing

rock climbing

ice climbing

mountaineering
and more'

UMass Outing Club
is having it's first

meeting of the
Semester

MON. FEB. 3

Student Union
Ballroom
7 p.m.
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AcnvmES

FREE MEOrrATION WORKSHOPI
Just Do III

Tuesdays 7:30-9.30pm

Starts 2/1 1/92 (correction)

CCrm168C
Call Cathy 253-4161

NAMASKAR.

UMASS OUTINQ CLUB
General ln(ormational Meeting

ToniflhI 7;00PM

Campus Center Auditorium

Come check it out I

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SCREOfTCLASS
Recycling Education

Learn about recycling/sustainable develop-

ment/environmental issues; furcolo20 Tues.

2:30-5 Into; 545-VI53

BANITA BUTCHER IS Ml
Proud Kappa Kappa Moo sister

Illinois native

The other beautilul one

While we are absent, one from the other

We are united, and

We are cool

XOXOX
The Alpha Chaple£^

DEBATE TEAM needs new recruits:

Special meeting Monday Feb. 3rd 7pm in

Debate Trailer below Thompson. Anyone

interested should attend .

EARHTFOODS IS HIRING

Both work and non-work study may apply

Applications are available in the CSB oHica,

409 Student Union

OPEN THE DOOR
To an exciting and challenging career

Let CIGNA Corporation

show you how as we discuss

Actuarial Career Opportunities

To learn more about this callenging tiekJ.

plan to attend a meeting at which lile actuar-

ies will discuss career opportunities at

CIGNA.
Members ot all classes are welcome- limited

summer intern and lulltime positions in both

Connecticut and Philadelphia are available.

Pizza and soft drinks will be served Dress is

casual.

Date; Febnjary 4, 1992

Time: 7:0O-9:00pm

Place: CampusCenterRoom804-08

^^•Tiniiter^^Th«ater"'Th««t»r*"*

Hey you theater geeks and freaksl

Student Valley Productions (S V.P.)

1st General Meeting

Tonightl 8pm Rm 904-08

Campus Center

AUTO FOR SALE

1982 Honda Civic lor sale

$1950 or best oiler

Call 6-5861 ask lor Kathy

BuicKSKYLARK l977LBS«than63,0OOml

Call 586-8257
^

CHEAPI FBI/U.8. SEIZED

89 MERCEDES $200

86 VW *50

87 MERCEDES $100

65 MUSTANG $50

Choose from thousands starling $25.

FREE 24 Hour Recording Reveals

Details801 -379-2929 Copyright »MA15KJC

PurchaVlna a uaed car? Having your car

repaired? Do you know your rights? Contact

the Legal Senrices Center, 922 Campus

Center^ 545- 1995

Subaru 4x4 Wagon 1984 1 13K $1600 367-

2413

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Large cheese $6 00

Small cheese $3.50

Add $1 lor 1 or 2 toppings

Free soda w/ large sub, salad, or spaghetti

Must mention this ad

549-«073 549-6098

EARN MONEY

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPIII

(Plus spending $$$)

Sell trips to Cancun, Jamaica,

and Bahamas!!

For more into call

Laura 549-5740

LOVE SCENT, known to enhance and

stimulate the senses. Rare African import.

Oil$8 75/lncense$6 00 Uncommon Scents

107 Vernon Street, Northampton. Massa-

chusetts 01060

MOVING SALE- Solid wood dresser, quality

bed, bookcase, ejc^Cheap 367-2413

QUASAR VIDEOCAMERA, light tripod. GE

4head VCR. 20-Color TV $600BO 256-6982

8KI8«OOTS
Lacroix Skis

Lange boots

great condHkin

S49-9932

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDOrr SCUBA DIVING

Basic course 2 credits G09 Scuba

Key Largo spring break trip 2 credits GIO

Sport Scuba

New England Advanced course 2 credits

G1 1 Advanced Scuba

For more inlormation call 545-2338

LOST

Whit* Bicycle hahnat

REWARD
Call 546-0943

HELP WANTED
MUSIOANS

FOR RENT

3-S bdroom houa* on bus route long or

short temi lease b-twn near Amherstline

586-4270

Deduct 100.00 from your rent lor the lirsl 6

months when you sign a years lease with us

at Northwqpd Apartments. Spacious 2+3

bedroom apts. Available starting at 299.00.

6 month leases avaijable. M-F 665-3856.

Fridge r»nlal» Call 253-9742

*' Need a Room? ~

double or single

less than a mile from campus

Cheap renin 2560096

FOR SALE

SO WATT MARSHALL AMP. Great condi-

tion. $250. or BO 546-1 174.

DORM FRIDGE $50/BO 549-7319

K2-TNC
Unmounted skis

Cheap Rob G. 253-5157

Alaska Summer EmploymenI- Fisheria*.

Earn $5.000+/month Free IransportationI

Room * board! Over 8.000 openings. Male

or lemale. For emptoyment program call 1-

206-545-4 155^)rt298

ATTENTION: Excellent income lor homa

assembly work. Into. 504-646-1700 Dept

P1307

$40,000/yrt READ BOOKS
and TV Scripts Fill out simple

"like/dont like' lorm. EASY!

Fun. relaxing at home, beach,

vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.

FREE 24 Hour Recording

801-379-2925 CopYriqhl^tMAI5KEB

EVENING JOBSI Environmental campaign

work Fight pollution wrth Clean Water Ac-

tion_$7mrj>i buslines. Call 564-9830.

GET A REAL JOB
Tired of meaningless work?

Help protect the environment

with Greenpeace.

Full and part-time canvassing positions

from 3 to 10pm $1 75 to 350/week

Call Rick@ 549-0507

Spring Break to Ronda beaches

Energetic promoter needed.

Earn FREE trips and cash.

Call CMI at 1-800-423-5264

DRUMMER WANTED FOR band playing

orig, music obscure covers. Inlluences:

Beatles. REM, Costello. No band exp. nes.

Call Dave or Aaron 253-7886

PERSONALS

HOUSEMATE WANTED to take large bed-

room N.Amherst house near Puffers Pond

$21 6Ano. 548-9145

Looking for non-smoking, open mindedM
or F. one room apartment m Sunderland. On

bus rt. Call Jim or Brian 665-8669

Quiat, naat, non-smoking female lor two

bedroom apartment in Sunderland. Yes,

Sundertand. but its big and clean $275+

month. Call lor details! 665-2227 leave mes-

sage.

ROOMMATE WANTED 1039 N.PIeasant

Call Andy 549-7940

SERVICES

FREE pregnancy testing; conlWential and

caring support. BIRTHRIGHT; 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

TRAVEL

MARYANN
Thinking of you!

I Love You!

Luv Jori

TO thTpledoes of sdt
Good luck with T week!

Sisterhood Is just around the corner!!

Love, The Sistere^S^giTia^ellaJau_

DAYTONA BEACHI- Spring Break '92

March 13-22 Includes seven nights ocean-

Iront hotel plus roundtrip motorcoach. Only

$259 00! Call Yankee Tours 1-800-

9DAYTONAM-F8-6

NO^O GO SOUTH- Ski vKith UMass Ski

Club lor spring break $259 condo lodging,

lifts, and events Call 545-3437 or Paul at

549-7921 _
SPRING BREAK TRIPS

Panama Crty. Cancun. Jamaica

Call Stacey at 549 0840

6 weeks and counting!

I Miss You!!

XOX Love Julie

RUSH PIKE

YOUVE ONLY GOT ONE WEEK TO UVEI

Do spring break in Jamaica. Bahamas,

Cancun, MargarKa, from $36911 Hotel, air,

transfers, partes! Sun Splash Tours 1-800-

426-7710.

Tha IratamHy with a sommitmont to excel-

Open Rush Dates: Feb 11, 12, 13. 18. 19.

418 N.PIaasant St. 8-

1

0pm

ROOMMATE WANTED

WANTED

I will buy your Insects & Human Sodaty

book Ca£6-6755^

BOOKS WANTED: Forestry 190. Math 121.

Call Shaun. 546-0207. Leave message

F HAMPSHIRE STUDENT looking for oltter

F student to share beautilul apt in N.Hampton

300 * util

Contact Susanna 586-8059
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Sports
Rutgers towers above Minutewomen
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

In the seventh time in as many Atlantic 10 games, the

University of Massachusetts women's basketball team

fell to a more athletic and talented team, getting blown

out by Rutgers, 77-52.

Rutgers (12-4, 7-0 in the A-10) started a frontUne of

players 6-4, 6-2 and 6-0, and had five additional six-

footers on the bench. The Lady Knights started the

second halfwith a 15-2 run that buried the Minutewomen.
They're big," UMass coach Joanie O'Brien said. This

is the biggest team I've ever been around in my playing

days, as a player and as a coach. I've never seen a team

as big as they are."

UMass (4-14, 0-7 in the A-10) was in the game at

halftime, trailing 36-24, thanks to an outstanding per-

formance by Jenny Moran, who had 9 points and five

rebounds in the first half. Moran finished with 14 points

and 9 rebounds, both team-highs.

The Lady Knights came out of the lockerroom on fire,

scoring the first 8 points ofthe half. O'Brien tried to stop

the bleeding by calling a time out after Caroline DeRoose

(24 points, 6 assists) nailed a 3-pointer. but it did not

help.

They came out and they really swung the ball around

fast, said UMass guard Gloria Nevarez. They collapsed

our zone, whipping the ball around, and we didn't adjust.'

After Kim Kristofik ( 1 1 points) laid the ball in on a fast

break, and cut the lead to 18, 44-26, Rutgers played more
fast-paced, perfectly executed basketball, nailing UMass'

coffin shut with 15 minutes left in the game.

LaTonya Johnson matched Kristofik's layup with one

of her own, and then DeRoose nailed a jumper from just

inside the 3-point line, to make it 48-26.

Tanya Hansen (21.3 points per game) scored three of

her 2 1 points when she hit a layup and a foul shot which

gave Rutgers a 25 point lead, 51-26, which was their final

margin of victory.

"We have to put two halves together," Trish Riley

lamented after Thursday's loss to West Virginia. "We
play good ball for twenty minutes, and then we'll let down
for ten minutes."

To be fair, this is a Lady Knights team that has never

lost to the Minutewomen in 19 tries. Rutgers is also

streakingtowards their seventh consecutiveNCAA berth,

and is coached by Theresa Grentz, the coach ofthe United

States women's basketball team in the Olympics this

summer.
UMass, who has now lost four in a row, and 10 of 11,

matched Rutgers point-for-point the rest ofthe game, but

those five initial minutes in the first half simply buried

the team underneath an uncatchable margin.

"I knew the first five minutes would be crucial, coming

out, and we wanted to get a couple of buckets quick and

not let them score," Riley said. "I don't think we had a big

breakdown on defense. I think they came out and they

really worked the ball, you know, picture-perfect —
swing, swing-swing-swing — three."

One bright spot Saturday was the play of Laurie

Dondarski, who came off the bench and scored 9 points,

dished out 3 assists, and made two steals.

They switched up their defense in the second half,

and when somebody does thatyou have to take advantage.

[Dondarski] definitely took advantage," O'Brien said.

UMass played great ball in the first half, leading early

11-9, but almobt let the game slip away when Hansen

scored on back-to-back possessions on a fallawayjumper

and a baseline jumper, to give Rutgers a 24-13 lead with

seven minutes left.

UMass countered, however, with a Moran jumper at

the top of the key, a Riley layup, and a Cass Anderson

basket to cut the lead to 24-19. DeRoose took it upon

herself to hit a trey, but Moran countered on the next two

possessions with a field goal and two free throws to cut

the margin to four, 27-23.

They came out flat and we really pounced on them,"

Nevarez said. "We really made them work in the first half."

The Lady Knights then finished the halfon a 9-1 tear,

during which the Minutewomen missed three foul shots.

Collegian photo by Mat! Kahn

MaleekaValentine contests a rebound with
a West Virginia player last Thursday. The
Minutewomen fell to Rutgers 77-52 on Satur-

day.

Temple hoop game
will remain in Cage

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts'

men's basketball game against Temple
University will be played at the origi-

nally scheduled site; Curry Hicks Cage,
after officials reconsidered the possi-

bility of moving it to the Springfield

Civic Center based on student and staff

response, inadequate staffand student
safety.

Frank Mclnemey, UMass' Director

of Athletics, made the decision late

Friday morning.
"WTiat it came down to," Mclnemey

said, "was first, all the teams belong to

the students, faculty and staff. The team
is theirs and they should play here.

"Secondly, we don't have the staff

that would even come close to the logis-

tics to move the thousands ofstudents.

And third, there is a concern with the

students' drinking alcoholic beverages

and returning home on Route 91."

Mclnerney also said the school's

conference, the Atlantic 10, expressed

concern about the move and felt it was
unfair to the schools that have to play

in the Cage because of UMass' advan-

tage there.

John Calipari, UMass' head coach,

said after the Minutemen's home game
against Rutgers on Thursday that he
would recommend the game be played

at the Cage.
The Athletic Department had

plarmed on handing out questionnaires
to the Cage's capacity crowd Thursday,
but Mclnemey said the decision to not

move the site was pretty much made
before the game and was reinforced

when the students began chanting.

Temple at the Cage."

The game's time, 4:30 p.m. , and date,

Feb. 16, will also remain the same.

Women's gymnastics
finishes third at Pitt
BY JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Correspondent

Going into last Saturday's Pitt Invita-

tional quad-meet at the University of

Pittsburgh, University of Massachusetts

women's gymnastics coach Alfie Mitchell

thought that his team's chances of being

4- 1 come Sunday morning were very good.

However, a stellar performance by the

highly touted Pitt women's gymnastics

squad coupled with a mediocre showing

by the Minutewomen dimmed £my hopes

of this happening.

UMass finished a distant third with an
overall score of 179.25 behind Pitt £md the

University of Rhode Island, which had
scores of 181.35 and 179.25, respectively.

Ball State finished fourth, scoring 178.70.

Pitt's Alisha Friend ran away with the

all-around honors with a whopping score

of 37.05 followed by teammate Kristin

Brown,who finished second, scoring 36.75.

Ball State's Cari Dubois took third place

honors scoring 36.60.

The closest UMass competitor was
freshman Gina Demeo who placed sixth

with a 36.10. Tammy Marshall was sev-

enth with a score of 36.00.

The vault exercise was UMass' best

event despite the fact that URI's Erica

Allocco and Shannon Erwin had the two

best scores [9.60 and 9.65, respectively].

Sophomore Angela Jent had an impres-

sive 9.55 for the Minutwomen; she was
followed by Margaret Furtado and
Marshall who scored 9.45 and 9.40, re-

spectively.

Although Marshall had a 9.3 on the

floor exercise, it was the Lady Panthers

who stole the show again as they placed

four people with scores above 9.5. Kristin

Brown of Pitt had a high score of 9.65.

In the parallel bars, UMass' Demeo
tied Pitt's Friend for the high individual

score with a 9.3, but it was Ball State who
took team honors in the event.

In the beam event, Pitt took team hon-

ors while UMass finished third.

Men's swim
finishes strong
By BRIAN GORMLEY
Collegian staff

The University of Massachusetts men's swim team
closed out its season with impressive victories over New
Hampshire and Boston University this weekend, im-

proving their final record to 12-2, second to Connecticut

in the New England standings.

The Minutemen avenged last season's loss to Boston
University by dismantling the Terriers by a score of

167.5-67.5. UMass swept six of 13 events, including the

1000-yard freestyle, 50 freestyle, 200 individual medley,

200 butterfly, 500 freestyle, and the 200 breastroke. The
Minutemen also took first and second place in the 400

medley relay, the one meter dive and the three meter

dive.

Each ofthe three seniors fared well swimming in their

last meet for UMass. Chris Sullivan placed third in the

100 freestyle. Bill Chouinard finished first in the 200

breaststroke and Steve Myers took first in the one meter

dive and second in the three meter dive.

Several other UMass swimmers set personal records,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Collegian photo by Chrtitopher Evans

University of Massachusetts swimmers dive into yesterday's competition with Boston
University and the University of New Hampshire at Boyden Pool.
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YOUARE HERE— Mary Kleftis, a freshman undeclared migor, looks for classes in the
Morrill Science Center.

Father Quigley awarded prize
Campus priest honored for outstanding leadership
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

One ofthe most beloved priests on the campus, Rev. J.

Joseph Quigley, has been presented the most prestigious

award given by the CathoUc Campus Ministry Associa-

tion.

"Joe Quigley is one ofthe most outstanding priests in

the ministry of education,' said Father Rick Tennet,
director ofCCMA at the University ofNew Hampshire at

Durham.
Quigley received The Charles Fors3iJi Award during

the closing ceremonies at the second annual national

convention ofthe Catholic Campus Ministry Association
in California on Jan. 7.

"He received a standing ovation fi"om over 400 of his

peers from all across the country at the convention," said

Don McCrabb, executive director of the CCMA
"It was very touching as he got up before the crowd and

remembered the many i}eople who helped him along the

way," he s«ud

When describing his position atUMass, Father Quigley
said, "This is one of the most choice places to be as a

priest."

"It is a real privilege to be in this job, especially ifyou
like kids," he said.

Father Quigley was nominated for his outstanding
leadership, for his directorship at Diocese of Springfield

and his i}er8ormel contribution at the regional level of

campus ministry.

"Joe Quigley has developed one ofthe most successful

campus ministries programs in the nation, because he

has provided an excellent physical plan, a good team of

workers and a well-rounded menu," said McCrabb.
"It is well deserved and a long overdue honor for

Father Quigley," said Audrey Anderson, the secretary of

the Newman Center.

TheCCMA established the Charles Forsyth Award in

1974 with Forsyth the first award recipient. Known for

his mtmy achievements in campus ministry, Forsyth

began a special ministry to minority students and initi-

ated coimseling services for all students.

Father Quigley's home has been the Newman Center
since it opened in April 1963. He has been a priest in the

Amherst community for 31 years.

Bom in Marblehead, the youngest offour children, he
graduated firomWare High School in 1942. FatherQmgley
said he overcame great problems in self-esteem while

growing up.

"As a kid I had a low opinion ofmyself," he said. "I used
to wear coke bottle glasses, and I would have to wear
them when I would go swimming," he said.

"People would laugh at me and point out to me that I

was wearing them," Qmgley said. "I felt I was a loser, I

think that you call this type of feeling fatalism."

He was able to overcome his self-esteem problem
while attending Fordham College.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Democrats
spar with
president
By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— Democratic governors took over a
White House ceremony yesterday and pummeled Presi-

dent Bush with criticism of his economic-revival plan.

Bush demanded to know if Democrats wanted to raise

taxes, close military bases and lay off workers.
The Democrats opened the surprise attack by accus-

ing Bush of trying to stampede them into supporting his

tax and spending plan, and the March 20 deadline he set

for Congress to enact it.

They accused Bush ofresorting to budget "gimmicks,"
warned that the nation was faUing into "a sewer ofdebt,"

and called for higher taxes on the wealthy.

"There are some times and some places in an election

year that we do have differences," said Colorado Gov. Roy
Romer, incoming chairman of the National Governors'
Association.

"More and more we're beginning to hear people say
this sluggish economy is turning around," Bush said,

citing drops in interest rates.

Under the White House format, television cameras
and the press were to leave the room after Bush's re-

marks.
Romer raised his voice and said forcefully, "Covdd I

ask the press not to leave yet?"

Bush relented. Romer said Bush's $1.52 trilUon bud-
get contained $40 billion in "gimmicks" and said, "We're
concerned that some of those may end up on our backs."

Romer also called for bigger military cuts beyond the $50
billion over five years announced by the president.

"Doyou want it to be $100 billion, and ifso, what bases

do you want to close?" the president ssud heatedly. "What
areas do you want to shut down? What weapon systems
do want to knock offright now? Or do you want to lay oti'

the people?"

Romer repUed that he was simply trying to make the

point that there were alternative approaches.

Gov. George Sinner of North Dakota, another Demo-
crat, told Bvish, "I think you could tax the wealthy a lot

more."

"If we continue into this sewer of debt, our children

and the families that are suffering today, that's nothing

compared to what these families oftomorrow will suffer,'

Sinner said. "I for one will stand and say, "Yes, I think we
should raise [taxes].'

"

Democratic Gov. HowardDean ofVermontcomplained
that Bush was cutting $500 million from a $1.5 billion

program to help the needy buy home-heating oil. Dean
said, "we would be devastated" ifthe cut were allowed to

stand.

Budget Director Richard Darman indicated the ad-

ministration might give in on the fuel program. "This is

not one thatwe would, I think it's fair to say, fight and die

over."

Bush rejected Sinner's proposal for a higher tax on the

wealthy.

U.S. begins repatriation of Haitians
By MICHAEL NORTON
Associated Press

PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — The
United States began its repatriation pro-

gram for thousands of Haitian refugees

Monday, turning over 381 people to Hai-

tian authorities with $15 in their pockets

and an uncertain future.

U.N. officials and human rights advo-

cates warned that many of the 12,00 boat

people in U.S. custody face death or in-

timidation at the hands of Haitian secu-

rity forces ifthey return to theirtownsand
villages.

Officials at the U.S. naval base at

Guantanamo Bay, Cuba said those who
returned on two Coast Guard cutters did

so voluntarily, while others did not want
to go back.

Dozens in the first group said they had
risked their lives fleeing in rickety boats

to get away from Haiti's poverty and not

political persecution.

The United States denied asylum to

most intercepted Haitians, sajdng they
were not political refugees as U.S. law
requires. The Supreme Court opened the

way Friday for their repatriation by over-

turning a federal judge's order that had
blocked their return for months.

"Had we been in any other country, we
would have had a chance," Florence
Comeau ofthe Haitian Affairs Committee
in New York said Monday. "The Cubans
can come in any time. The Cubans £u-e

people, the Haitians are people, but one is

light-skinned and the other is not."

In Washington, White House Press
Secretary MarUn Fitzwater said the repa-

triation was being monitored by U.S.
Embassy officers as well as representa-
tives of the Organization of American
States and the Red Cross.

"We have received no credible reports
of reprisals against any individual Hai-
tians who attempted to reach the United
States, includingthosewho are repatriated

after the coup that toppled PresidentJean-

Bertrand Aristide on Sept. 30, Fitzwater

said.

The U.N. High Commissioner for Refu-

gees issued a statement at its Geneva
headquarters criticizing the repatriation,

warning that many returnees could "be

exposed to danger."

"Continuing reports of serious human
rights abuses and violence by seciuity

forces since the overthrow of the demo-

cratically elected government ofHaiti are

cause for great concern," it said.

In London, the human rights group

Amnesty International said the United

States is responsible for safeguarding the

Haitian boat people.

"We don't know that everyone is going

to be arrested, tortured or killed, but it is

certainly a risk," said spokeswoman Anita
Tiessen. Amnesty reported last month
more than 1,500 people had been killed in

Haiti since the coup in a systematic cam-
paign of political repression.
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Lizzie Borden still questioned
Forensic expert looks into 100-year-old case
By TONY ROGERS
Associated Press

FALL RIVER — One-hundred years after Lizzie

Borden was accused in the ax murders of her parents, a

forensics expert scanned their graves with radar Monday

for clues in one of America's most celebrated mysteries.

James E. Starrs searched the hill at Oak Grove Cem-
etery where Lizzie, her father, stepmother and sisters

are buried. His first task was to find the parents' skulls,

removed from the bodies and displayed by the prosecutor

in the trial.

Ifthe skulls are there, Starrs hopes to win permission

from a court and Bordens' relatives to exhume them,

hoping modern science might shed light on the case

against Lizzie. She was acquitted in court but convicted

in verse and in the minds of many of administering the

famous "40 whacks."

Many theories have emerged about the crime that

inspired 17 books, one movie and even a ballet. This year,

a local author added an illegitimate brother to the sus-

pects.

"I love a good mystery like everyone else," said Starrs,

a professor of law and forensics science at George Wash-
ington University. "We're trying to give the Bordens a

chance to say what really happened. It's like having a

whole new jury in the case."

Andrew and Abby Gray Borden, his second wife, were
killed on the sweltering morning ofAug. 4, 1892, Abby in

an upstairs room and her husband on the sofa where he
stretched out to take a nap.

Lizzie, a 32-year-old Sunday school teacher, was
charged with the crime but was acquitted on June 30,

1893.

The radar machine found evidence oftwo burial sites

where the skulls might lie, but Starrs said it will take at

least a month to analyze the findings.

Starrs said he wants to see, among other things, if

they match a shingling hatchet blade found at the Borden
home and believed to be the murder weapon.

Starrs said he hopes to have concrete findings in time

for an Aug. 4 conference marking the 100th anniversary

of the crime. Starrs also has exhumed the body ofAlfred

Packer, the Colorado prospector suspected ofresorting to

cannibalism to keep alive during a snowstorm, and ofDr.

Carl Austin Weiss, alleged assassin of Louisiana Sen.

Huey Long.

"It was sort of like a carnival atmosphere," said Paul

Fletcher, a planner of the August conference and a

professor at Bristol Community College. "I was expecting

to see someone selling popcorn."

"I just say let it rest," said Pat Richards, one of Fjdl

River's park commissioners. "I wouldn't want someone
digging up my body after 100 years."

Dahmer coherent, detective says
"My first urge is to push the snooze button... again...

just like everyone else.

'But this nagging voice keeps telling me, 'You have
to wake up and go to work at the Collegian. Thou-
sands of people are depending on you for campus
news, sports, area arts events, and so much more.'
'That voice is right, you know. Yeah, sure, it sounds

more like an ad for New England's Largest College
Daily, but at 8:30am (I overslept), it was enough to
convince me.'

COLLEGIAN
/ 13 Campus Center— 545-3500

'I still wanna know where that voice came from...'

By LISA HOLEWA
Associated Press

MILWAUKEE — Jeffrey L, Dahmer was coherent

when he detailed for police how he killed and dismembered
17 men and boys for his own self-gratification, a police

detective testified yesterday.

Detective Dennis Murphy said during cross-exami-

nation at the serial killer's sanity trial that Dahmer was
responsive and cooperative during the more than 60
hours of police interviews after his July 22 arrest.

"Was he ever out of touch with reality in any way you
could detect?" prosecutor Carol White asked.

"No, he wasn't," Murphy replied.

Dahmer, 31, has pleaded guilty but insane to 15

murders. The jury will decide whether he will be sent to

prison or a mental hospital.
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Five College Irish Studies

is awarding

SCHOLARSHIPS
to Five College students

to study-abroad for one

C*»< year at the University oi

Limerick in Ireland. Appli-

cation deadline: March I, 1992.

'^J§:*:*^*;.For information and applications

contact Maryelise I^mel in the International Pro-

grams Office, Goodell BIdg., UMass 545-2710.
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Step

Defense attorney Gerald Boyle said he would call

experts to show Daimier suffered from a disorder that

compelled him to have sex with dead people.

But District Attorney E. Michael McCann said pros-

ecution experts would testify Dahmer did not fit the legal

definition of insanity.

Murphy began testimony yesterday by reading the

final pages ofDahmer's confession. Later testimony was
expected to focus on what mental disorder may have
caused the killing spree.

The detective read portions of the confession that

detailed how Dahmer met his first victim, a teen-age

hitchhiker, in 1978 in his hometown of Bath, Ohio.

Dahmer said he picked up Steven Hicks and took him
back to the Dahmer family home, where he was living

alone.

Dahmer remembered Hicks' name because "you don't

forget your first one," Murphy quoted Dahmer as saying.

Dahmer told police he and Hicks went back to the
house, had sex, drank and got into an argimient. Dahmer
hit Hicks with a barbell, then used the barbell to strangle

Hicks, Murphy said.

During her cross-examination of Murphy, Ms. White
passed around to the jury photos of each of Dahmer's
victims.

Dahmer told police he killed the young males "for his

own warped, selfish desire for self-gratification,"Murphy
quoted Dahmer as saying.

Dahmer told police he never tortured any of his
victims before killing them. He had sex with 14 victims
before death and five of the corpses, Murphy testified.

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLIB

256-0080

There will be a

MEETING
for new writers for the news, arts,

sports and editorial pages

in the newsroom
at 1 1 3 Campus Center

on Thursday, February 6, at 4 p.m.

Be there or be something your friends

wouldn't eat at the D.C.

V^ THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM
^^IM PEACE AMD WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

U.S. Foreign Policy:
What Has Been Learned From The

Persian Gulf Conflict?

A Five College Faculty Panel with

ViMMiE Ferraro - Mount Holyoke College
GoRDEM Levin - Amherst College

HoRMOZ Shahdadi - Mount Holyoke College
Amwar Syed - University of Massachusetts

Tuesdasf, February 4*^

8:OOPIVI • Mew York Room
IMoufit Hoiyoice Colk^ge

This Event is free, open to the public, and wheelchair accessible.

For more information call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext. 519.

Liii©l
Proper Identification A Must

57 North Pleasant Street • 253-5141

Join Us For Sunday Bninch AT Delano's
10:30 - 1:00 Featuring Eggs Benedict
Delano's Award Winning Bloody Mary's

llJ!iikS!41iJj[tiMM]
PITCHERS

Miller Lite • Miller Genuine Draft
Rolling Rock • All Only $4.50

IMPORTED BEER OF THE MONTH
Arctic Bay $1.25

DRINK OF THE WEEK
Rum & Coke • $1.50

JELLO SHOTS
Only....50C

Don't Forget Taco Tuesday & Wing Wednesday
Also: Every Sunday SETTIE AND THF WAVF
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Local
Candidates debate University issues
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

The six candidates for the vacant Amherst/Pelham
state representative seat spoke yesterday at the Campus
Center, discussing tuition retention, "campus voice" and
other pressing issues related to the IJnivarsity ofMassa-
chusetts.

Democratic candidate Jon Hite said he is "an oppo-
nent of 100 percent tuition retention." He claimed he
would fight for an amendment to any state budget which
attempts to increase tuition retention,

.

According to Gov. William Weld's plan, state appro-
priations to the University would be reduced by the

amount of tuition which each of the University's five

campuses would retain. At the present time, the campus
retains about 30 percent of tuition raised.

"In these times full funding may sound good but it's

not good enough," he said. "We don't have, in Massachu-
setts, the tradition and support to allow tuition retention

to work."

Both Ellen Story and un-enrolled candidate Larry
Kelley spoke in favor of tuition retention.

"My opponent's position is dead wrong and irrespon-

sibly dangerous," said Story in response to Hite. "He
advocates a position which is the 'Hite' of irresponsibil-

ity."

Story named other prestigious schools, including the

CoUegian photo by Joah Rcynolda

Larry Kelley, candidate for the Amherst/Pelham state representative's seat, addresses a
fonun of about 50 people on University of Massachusetts issues.

University ofMichigan at Ann Arbor and the University
ofCalifornia at Berkeley, as ninning smoothly with some
form of tuition retention.

"We are not in crisis today because of tuition reten-
tion," Story said. "Our appropriations have fallen, not
because oftuition retention, but because we are in reces-

sion."

Kelley also spoke in favor of tuition retention, but for

a different reason.

"To me the University should be looking more toward
quality control," Kelley said, advocating an education
which is high in quality as well as economical.

"I like tuition retention," said Kelley, who owns two
local businesses. "To me it's a private sector kind ofthing.

And as a private sector guy, I like that."

"I do recognize the fact that the University of Massa-
chusetts is the largest employer in Amherst, even in

western Massachusetts," Kelley said, but, "I don't see

myself as being a lap dog for the University."

"No matter who gets elected, we're not going to save
the University. You're going to save the University,"

Kelley said later.

Co-moderator Tom Coish, a representative of the
professional staff, asked the candidates about the lack of

raises on campus for three years.

Democrat Norman Page, who works in the polymer
science center at the University, said bluntly, "I think we
have to fight the governor on this thing."

"Hold on. It's going to happen," said Republican can-

didate Mark Enoch, "Be grateful that you have jobs."

Kelley agreed with Enoch, arguing that a raise in

salary could mean the loss ofjobs considering the stag-

nant budget.
"Life is just a great big pie," said Kelley,"and every-

body wants a piece."

Co-moderator Bob Monaghan, speaker ofthe Student
Government Association, asked the candidates how to

help the University become less "politically impotent" at

the State House.
"It isn't up to the state legislators to do everything for

everybody," said Democratic candidate Terry Franklin.

"You have to organize yourselves. We need more
protests up in Boston," Franklin said.

UM grad embarks on
Peace Corps journey
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

The scarcity ofjobs in the employment
market today makes most college stu-

dents shudder when they think about

graduation, but at least one University of

Massachusetts graduate won't be jobless

by March.
Dawn Cavallaro ofMaiden, who earned

her bachelor ofscience degree in plant and
soil science last February, said she joined

the Peace Corps for many reasons.

"1 see [joining the Peace Corps] as an

opportunity to help improve a country's

ways," said Cavallaro, 24.

The Peace Corps also offers the chance

for a person to get to know themselves, she

added. "This is because you have so much
time on your hands and are so isolated

from the rest ofthe world," Cavallaro said.

"(The Peace Corps 1 is a test to your self-

adjustment skills and hfe becomes more of

a survival thing," said Cavallaro, who will

be working in South American country of

Bolivia. Many people who served for the

Peace Corps say that while it is the best

thing they ever did, it is also the most
frustrating, she said.

The toughest aspect ofthe job is trying

to teach the older people of a village to

change their ways, she said. "You must be
a person who is patient, flexible and can

represent the United States in a peaceful

sense," she said.

The Peace Corps was founded in 1961

at the initiative of President John F.

Kennedy.
Cavallaro said she would be making

enough money per month to pay for food,

shelter and other essentials. "I will be

makingmuch more money than the people
I will be helping at the village," she added.

She will aid in the production of both

fruit and forest tree use in Bolivia.

At the end of her two-year service

Cavallaro will receive an additional $5,000

to help re-establish herself.

"I will be living in amud hut that has no

electricity or running water. Ill also be

washing my clothes on rocks, " she said.

By living with the people they serve the

Peace Corps representative is more readily

accepted, said Cavallaro.

She suggests joining the Peace Corps

when you are still young, "It is an excel-

lent experience and looks great on a re-

sume."

Since the federal government funds

the Peace Corps, "A jiersonwho has served
in the Peace Corps and is applying for a

govemment-affiUatedjob will be regarded

more highly than a person who hasn't

served in the Peace Corps," she said.

She said the Peace Corps is also more
self-satisfying than a regular job.

"Instead of just giving donations to

some organization and never personally

seeing the results, the Peace Corps gives

people a chance to do [the work] them-
selves," said Cavallaro.

Study used to diagnose
dairy farm crisis in Mass.
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

A state of emergency has been de-

clared for the Massachusetts dairy farm

industry, and a University of Massa-
chusetts study conducted last summer
has proven instrumental in helping

diagnose and treat the crisis.

The study was conducted last sum-
mer by Daniel Lass, an associate pro-

fessor in the Department of Resource

Economics, and several ofhis students.

Lass and his students used large

amounts of data to design a forecast-

ing model on the computer, and the

conclusion was notan encouragingone.
"I've been intrigued with the dairy

industry's problems for some time
now," said Lass, who grew up on a

dairy farm in New York State. "It's a

crisis and a challenge."

According to the study, approxi-

mately 21 to 26 percent of Massachu-

setts dairy farms are indanger ofgoing

out of business in 1992. If 1992 milk

prices stay at or near 1991 levels, and
farmers' costs go up an expected 2 to

2.5 percent, approximately 80 farms

could go out of business. If costs go up

as much as 5 percent, the study pre-

dicts as many as 100 farms could go out

of business.

The Massachusetts Department of

Food and Agriculture called several

public hearings last fall to discuss the

crisis aroimd the time the results ofthe

study came out. Lass testified at one of

the hearings, citing his study. It was
after the final hearing that an official

state of emergency was declared for

the situation.

James Butler, a senior economics

m£uor who assisted Lass, said, "Our
findingrs from the study were certainly

very timely, coming out around the

time the hearings were being initiated.

I'm really pleased it could do some
good."

The study found that a hypothetical

8-cent-per-gallon tax imposed on milk

vendors would generate $12.4 million

in revenue. After a 15-percent deduc-

tion for administrative costs, the re-

maining $10.5 million would be dis-

tributed to farmers, representing more
than $27,000 addit >nal income foreach

farmer.

The Department of Food and Agri-

culture is currently in the process of

investigating what actions it will take

to alleviate the crisis. Assistant De-

partmentCommissioner Charles Cosda
said the department has been in con-

tact with handlers and retailers to dis-

cuss the possibility of an added fee

levied on milk, but it will not necessar-

ily be called a tax.

"A few cents may be added to the

milk cost for the vendors, but it may
not even affect the store price for the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Quigley

Father J. Joseph Quigley

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"When I was in college I met a teacher who told me "if

you do your work, then you do not have to worry about the

results," Quigley said. "All God ask's ofyou is to try your

best and this became the big change in my life right

there."

Quigley has seen many changes in the student atti-

tudes over the years he has spent on this campus. "There

has been a definite change in religious customs over the

years," he said.

"The grown up factor is there now because young

adults are taking responsibility for their own actions,"

Quigley said.

"The Lord wants us to be grown up people, and ifyou

want to sin then that is yovur freedom," he said. "I

personally believe that sinning is wrong but at least

young adults aire taking responsibiUty for their actions,"

he said.

Lisa Brochu, a sophomore communications mayor said,

"Father Quigley is the most wonderful priest as far as

dealing with youths today." She was quick to add, "He

will do anything for anyone who needs help."

"Father Quigley is a tremendous contribution to this

campus because of his caring and his effective leader-

ship." Chancellor Richard O'Brien said, "I know no one

who is more widely loved and respected."
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5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Eggplant Parmesan
• Pasta Primavera

• Lasagna al Forno

• Polio all'Arrabbiata

(chicken with spicy tomato sauce & pasta)

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6,95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires February 29, 1992

Open Daily at 1 1:10 a.m.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300

Redistricting fight

winds up in fed court
By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON — The fight between Demo-

crats and RepubUcans over how to redraw

Massachusetts' congressional districts has

landed in federal court, and no mtyor

figure in either party is surprised.

Gov. William F. Weld and Rep. James

Brett (D-Boston), House chairman of the

Redistricting Committee, both had

speculated the case would finally be de-

cided in court.

House Speaker Charles Flaherty (D-

Cambridge) on Monday left open the

possibility of a compromise, but made no

promises.

The Democratic-controlled Legislature

passed a plan that provided maximum

protection to the state's 11 Democratic

congressmen. Their plan would require

only one head-to-head matchup, Chester

Atkins ofConcord versus Joseph Early of

Worcester.

Since the state is losing one congres-

sional seat, there was no way to avoid at

least one Democratic primary between

incumbents.

A Republican State Committee-sanc-

tioned plan would have eight of the in-

cumbents running against each other in

primaries.

A plan supported by GOP Gov. Weld
would cut that number to five, and one,

Brian Donnelly of Boston's Dorchester

section, could move to an open district

that includes many of the South Shore
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Montgomery roses at

MONTGOMERY FLORIST
Rte. 9 Hadley • 584-3798

DISCOUNT OIL
584-4112 • 535.1888

Eating Disorder Programs • ^ring 1992

Sponsored by University Health Services

Eating Disorder Treatment Progrram
For individuals - with Nutritionists, Mental
Health Clinician. Physician and/'or Nurse
Practicioner. Mondays or Tuesdays - beglning
February 10, University Health Services,

Confidentiality Assured Call 549-2671. Clinic IV.

Food and Feeling Workshop
Led by Peer Health Educators. To schedule a
workshop for your Residence Hall - call

546-2671. ext. 181

rrrrni
nrrrni
rrrrm Top of the

Campus
Restaurant & Lounge
nth FLOOR • LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

$

Mozzarella Sticks

Buffalo Wings

Potato Skins

Nachos

00
Monday 8-10pm

Tuesday-Friday 3-5pm and 9-10pm

Did you know?
at the UMass

Diviskm of Coutiuuhi^ Education

• we offer you over 100 evening credit courses?

• there are nearly 100 noncredit workshops?

• that you can take available University day

courses through Continuing Education?

• that it's not too late to sign up for a course?

Register now through February 10 for the

course that just might change your life.

Division of Continuing fklucation

Coodell Building, sixth floor

545-2414 (open 'til 7:00, Monday through

Thursday until I'eb. 10)

A (jualilif iiluailion al n^jonlablc prices.

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.
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I left my heart in Hadley

Bilingual Colonial Program corrupt
On Nov. 4, 1991, a group of self-pro-

claimed "O'Brien Wanna-Be's" decided to

close the LatinAmerican Cultural Center,

without the knowledge, support nor con-

sent of the herein mentioned student

community. By manipulating, using and

playing with a few "little, ignorant toy

soldiers," the Bihngual Colonial Program's

leaders have once again proven their cor-

ruptive, inefficient, cowardly, ignorant and

disgraceful prowess. The evidence can't be

clearer, yet I ask of you to seek your own
truth and come to your own conclusions,

for this is my opinion.

In the first place, how are we supposed

to beUeve that a group of leaders (BCP)

who have worked for years within this

labyrinth, and claim to have been at the

forefront of all sorts of civil/social move-

ments, are incapable of educating their

"children" in the art of protest? Why
weren't the media, telecommunications

systems, and simple, cost-free mailing

resources used to inform/educate our

communities?Why couldn't anylxniymake

any publicity days in advance, and inform

the people of what was going on?

Secondly, a careful analyses of the de-

mands vsrill expose BCP's ludicrous attempt

to perpetuate the Latin American
community's oppression on campus. For

example, of the immediate demands,

numl)er II is a blatant attempt, on behalf

of the BCP, to steal the students' money.

Was number VII an attempt to get their

"Gold Cards" activated, in order to travel

to Puerto Rico, Central America and

around the U.S., with UMass money, our

money?
As for the "Long Range" demands, for

the first, I ask: Why not incorporate other

socially stigmatized and oppressed groups

into their union? The second demand
should actually read: "Why not conduct a

legal audit on the BCP's expenses, and

how the use ofour money is legitimized."

The fourth demand implies the re-educa-

tion ofan oppressive society, it implies the

rewriting of history by the losers: the

oppressed, us.

In conclusion, the BCP institution is

cowardly, using elitist, caudillo opportu-

nistic kids to pillage the Uttle economic

resources available to the Latin American

student body. They need to he reminded

that it's not the arrow that makes the

archer, but the archer's own skill. While

this letter was written last semester, and

many of the demands have already since

t)een conceded, it must be clear that the

Latin American commiuiity has been

ahenated from this political process. This

movement has arbitrarily excluded and

estabUshed an illusory conception of a

Puerto Rican-Centrist conception of the

Latin American realities.

Charles *TE1 Pirata" Venator
Central

62 people signed this letter.

I crossed the Atlantic Ocean in order to

see America. The Great Land of Oppor-

tunity and Adventure, home of the hot

dog, the A-Team, Dolly Parton, cowboys,

Jack Kerouac, Hunter S. Thompson.
Imagine my dismay upon arriving in

the PioneerValley, a place more anglicized

than England could ever aspire to be. I

took it well, all things considered I'd ad-

justed before I'd arrived.

I gave up my 8esu*ch for the America I'd

learned to love and fear, and threw myself

somewhat half-heartedly into valley life,

vowing to he less susceptible to British

television on my return home.

Olivia Stewart-Liberty

This semester brought with it an expe-

rience that I'd like to share. Yes, finally,

after months ofdisillusionment and a trip

to the laundromat, I discovered My
America. The America to which I'd been

party only in my wildest dreams.

My thanks go entirely to "The Boys

fi-om the East Coast" who, last week, gave

me hope that the America for which I

yearn does exist and can be found, even

here.

I arrived in time to see Timmy sweat-

ing and thrusting on a platform, behind a

veil of teased and coifTeured hair which

throbl>ed in time to the disco l)eat. There

he pulsated before my eyes, sporting

nothingbut a G-string ofpalest pink satin.

One himdred and fifty women were fi-en-

zied in the front row, reaching onto the

stage to touch the writhing t)eauty.

"No touching!" interjected the slick

commentator,"Now, which ofyou loverrrly

ladies would like to take Timmy home
with you tonight?", he purred.

"Me , me , meeeee" ,we gasped in unison,
as our prize smiled appealingly from his

horizontal position above.

Reachingforward,Timmy languorously

plucked a pair of spectacles from the front

row. He rubt)ed the glasses rhythmically

against his single item of clothing before

handingthem back to their ecstatic owner.

"I wanna here you sssssCREAM"
crooned our host, "I wanna here you

sssssCREAM." We screamed. Timmy
leaped the front row and there he stood,

resplendent in his fleshy glory: as hairless

as a baby, as shiny as a seal, and all ours

for one dollar.

Bills waved high above the heads, fran-

tically and greedily.

"Only one dollar to touch Timmy!',

hissed the commentator.
SoonTimmy was gloriously decked in a

moist skirt of sweating bills as maidens

panted to receive his favors. Timmy re-

mained polite and courteous despite all

the excitement, pausing at each table in

turn, to twitch his pectorals, or perform

some other joy-giving party trick, be-

stowing kisses wherever a dollar bill

showed.
Best came last, and stole my heart.

Nicko, ofChippendale fame, was surely

the handsomest heartthrob to hit Hadley

for some time. Clad in leather, my hero

ripped his trousers off (which to my as-

tonishment seemed to be fastened with

velcro at the side-seams). There he stood,

as naked as the day he was l)orn, but for a

simulated leopard thong. A roar hit the

ceiUng as the leopard hit the floor. There

pranced my prince in a tiny white item,

liberally decorated with lipstick kisses.

My numt)er was up, my sweating hand

waving my wallet directly in Nicko's hne

of vision. To my dismay, a front row en-

thusiasthad already neatly splayed a thick

wad oftwrnk notes in Nicko's frontispiece.

Unable tobetter such generosity, I resigned

myself to the standard one-dollar deal.

Unfortunately, my life is still dictated

by the PVTA schedule. I was unable to

stay for the raffle, to see who became the

proud owner of Timmy's pale pink G-

string. But I left Hadley that night filled

with hopes for the future, and a warm
glow deep within. I still have a picture of

Nicko which I look at occasionally, to re-

mind myselfthat that whole fabulous night

was not just a dream.

Olivia Stewart-Liberty is a Collegian

staffmember.

Pro-life. . .Pro-Choice. . .just relax

OK, abortion. I'm tired ofhearing about

it, so I'm throwring my two cents in. I don't

care what you think of my writing style;

I'm not an English major. Just, everybody,

shut up and think a minute.

Abortion is murder. Oh, shut up and

listen! But can we prove it? No. Can we

legislate to enforce something we can't

prove? No. Can we frown on it in society,

in a kind of"poor sap needs an abortion, oh

weir sort of way? Sure.

Do I offend? Harsh. You can't turn your

head on murder? Why not? It's been going

on as long as the human race has lived.

How about war? That gets justified in all

sorts of twisted ways, but basically, it is

mass murder by governments. Only one

person dies in an abortion. And nowhere

else in the world or even the U.S. of the

past has abortion been such an issue.

But it's the emotional rhetoric that has

made it such an issue. The problem is, it

takes such courage to face the pro-lifers

that women come away almost proud of

having an abortion. Oh, not the ones I've

known, but those pro-choicers seem damn

proud. Or haven't they gone through the

process?

Anyway, there seems to be this kind of

pride, "I exercised my choice, so there!"

That's sick. What were you doing in the

first place? A good party? A bad date? A
Ijoyfriend you shouldn't have trusted?

'Cause, guys and gals, there are some very

effective ways of preventing pregnancy

that are a whole bunch more pleasant

than getting the kid sucked or pushed out

while it still looks like an amoeba. Nice

imagery, huh?
So why be proud of your choice? The

whole reason you exercised it was 'cause

you [expletive] up. Or can't I say that? Oh
well. Now, I'm not saying don't get an

abortion. Hell, if I [expletive] up, my
girlfriend and I have already agreed the

kid doesn't stand a chance. But that doesn't

mean either of us would be comfortable

with our choice. And that's as it should be.

All the rhetoric works in the pro-choice

favor. It just gets people all pissed off, so

theyjust get ignored. Almost 75 percent of

the American population is against abor-

tion personally, but /or a woman's right to

choose. So there's our consensus. Don't

make it illegal. Just don't do it. (Sorry,

Nike.)
Jonathan Frantz

Orchard Hill

Morrison talks politics
I recently visited the Pere Lachaise

cemetery in Paris, and had a very nice

conversation with Jim Morrison. We
sat down with a couple of bottles of

wineand basically caughtupon things.

He says, "Hell ain't that bad. In fact,

it's kinda cool." He told me that for

kicks, he and Bon Scott used to get

dnmk, sneak up to heaven, and send

messages to Oral Roberts on the big

transmitter. That is, until they were

banished for a week to the ninth circle

of hell, absolute sobriety, which Jim

could only describe as razors crawling

through your skin and ripping your

insides to shreds.

Michael Shina

This is what he had to say about

David Duke: "A man like David Duke

cannot be ignored, or put aside as a

fluke. Norcanhebeblamed forcreating

the problem. David Duke is asymptom,

a sign of the times. He appeals to an

increasing number of disgruntled

whites who feel that they are being

left out of the American dream, that

they have been abandoned by the

treacherousworms inWashingtonand

left to wallow alone with no hope of

salvation. People are watching their

backs, worried that their once safe

and comfortable lives may come

crashing down at any moment,
transformed into a seething den of

fear, uncertainty and stagnation. Some

see the end of the prospect of upward

mobility that has always been taken

for granted, a better life than that of

their parents. They are realizing the

reahties of a changing world order.

No one will admit it, but David

Duke's policies appeal to a very large

percentage in this country, and are

represented by all types of individu-

als, regardless of class or level of

education. He is a vile worm whose

doctored face shines in a sort ofinsane

purity, offering the right words, sal-

vation, for those who want to hear.

The issues that he puts forth can-

not be ignored in the upcoming elec-

tion. They must he addressed, and

compromises must be made. Wash-

ington, however, has continued to

show itself as an insidious den of

cowards, who will probably continue

to bypass these issues and simply

write off Duke as a loon. There is

hope, though. When given the choice

between a racist and a crook, the

people of Louisiana opted for the

crook. And there are plenty ofcrooks

in politics. In a world of lesser evils,

there really is no wirmer."

With that, Morrison informed me
that my question was becoming
tiresome. And besides, JFK was
having a pool party that he really

didn'twant to miss. Hell, I could even

hear the faint wails of Teddy
Roosevelt whooping it up in a Bull-

Moose frenzy.

. . .Just for laughs, I would love to

see Pat Buchanan debate Bush. It

would be worse than anything seen

on "Saturday Night Live."

Buchanan is many things, and

smart is definitely one of them. He's

been around the block a few times,

and has always come out unscathed.

He'd chew Bush up and spit him out

like a bad piece ofcucumber. Anyone
whohas seen the MacLaughlin Group
knows what a sharp, acrid tongue

Buchanan can unleash at will. Just

something to ponder, I guess.

Michael Shina is a UMass student
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redistricting
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

suburban towns he has now.

Joseph Kennedy II also could move,

most Ukely into a district where he would

challenge Atkins, under the Weld plan.

Joseph Moakley would remain in the

single Boston district under Weld's sce-

nario.

Weld sent back the Democratic plan to

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

consumer," said Cosda. "We're still look-

ing at who may absorb the cost. But it is

not earmarked as a tax."

Cosda said Lass's study is proving to be

the Legislature with his plan proposed as

an amendment.
Flaherty said that would come up in

the House only if an agreement has been
reached between Democratic legislative

leaders and the Republican governor.

"I think we all want to avoid it being

decided by the courts," Flaherty said,

adding he felt the Democratic plan was
"fair and objective" and would withstand

court scrutiny.

very helpful in their search for a solution

to the crisis.

"We've been using figures from the

study to formulate our decision," he said.

"It's a valuable source of information."

Mental Health Groups
Spring 1992

• MONDAYS:
ADULT CHILDREN OF DYSFUNCTIONAL FAMILIES:

(divorce, addictions, alcoholisms, gambling, mental

illness, etc.) - 3:30-5:00

• TUESDAYS:
SELF EXPLORATION GROUP - 3:30-5:00

COMING OUT GROUP - 3:00-4:30

MEN'S GROUP - 7:00-8:30

WEDNESDAYS:
AWAY FROM HOME: A group in Spanish for

Latino/Latina students - 3:30-5:00

PROCESS ACOA - 3:00-4:30

CONFLICT OF CULTURES, the Couples Experience -

3:00-4:30

THURSDAYS:
SINGLE MOTHERS GROUP - 1:00-2:30

ALCOHOL ISSUES - 1:00-2:30

EATING DISORDERS - 3:30-5:00

WANTED

A.s.siv,LanL

"inaiicc

Manage

^\PLL}ll"^NCr. i^s a niii>)l l,o Lx"^ mic

^aiiiiiK the

jav's hiL'^inc.Hv, Woilc,

AMHERST'S

(^

Wc arc ookiiK or:

^1 I.. ^̂ i> • L\^^^ponH x^* JMIA^ *^

"X-itii '.;ood LomiiuinicylJon .^kilL*^.

to help support Amtierst Sctiools

\^VLEXTIXE'S DiVi
Could be your LUCKY DAY!

Buy a $1 raffle ticket and enter to

win a $50.00 Gift Certificate

from one or more participating
businesses from Jan. 31

.

Grand prize is a $500.00 -

Valentine s Shopping '

Extravaganza to be spent at
participating businesses ^

on February 14th

See \hese stores for details

\\v\'\: ^1

^ .mil Mi> ( V

AJ. Hastings

Always in Bloom *-''

Amherst Farmers Supply
Amherst Gallery of Fine Art ^
Amherst Optical «
Amhierst Typewriter Servic^'
Antonio's Pizza

Atkins Fruit Bowl
Attrcus/Altdion Bookstx)ps

Bonducci's Cafe
Bicycle Wortd Too
Cafe DiCarlo

Call Optickms
Camera Stiops

Compliments
Cowls BuikJing Supply
EkJer Lumber

s

¥

House of Walsh
Jeffery Amtierst Bookstx>p
Joyce Austin Jewelers

J Rk:h CkDthing

Judie's

Kinko's Copies
LeBouckMr

Lx3ts For Littles

The Mercantile

Mattiew's Shoes
My Favorite Quilt Stiop

Regency Beauty Salon
RVC a Furniture & Jewlery Gallery

ShowmutBank
Silverscape Designs

SumrDeilin Fkxxs
Zanna

¥>

All ticket proceeds t^nefft the Amherst elementary sct)ool libraries^

Sponsored by tt)e Amherst Charrt>er ofCommerce
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Arts & Living
Cruisin' through the GameBoy galaxy
DAVID WEIZEL
Special to the Collegian

Altered Space for Nintendo GameBoy.
Sony Imagesoft, $30

Humphrey, "a brave astronaut," is gallopin*the galaxy,

just scopin' the scanners, when— SPLORF!— the guy
gets etherized and whisked away by those lizard sneaks,

the Zaks.

As a specimen? For kicks? Did they leave him his

wristwatch?
Humphrey does wake up only to find himself prisoner

in the Zakmobile's cargohold. The Zaks, evil scourges of

the universe, have eight levels of stomping ground, and

every deck isjam-packed with interstellar intensity. It's

tough roamin' in here, so betweenyou andyourGameBoy,
Humphrey could use a hand.

Your ultimate goal is the escape pod on the top level,

and with no signs saying This Way to the Elevators,"

believe you me, it's a real trick! Even worse, not only is

this place strictly selfserve, it's also lousy on atmosphere.
Since the Zaks don't breathe the same stuff as our

fateful hero, ol' Humph's permanent wardrobe is a three-

piece spacesuit with a matching bubble helmet. He must
always be on the lookout for extra air tanks, tossed aside

in the strangest and most precarious of places.

"Altered Space" is in dazzling 3-D perspective, and the

screen is crammed with an eye-popping amount of detail

(a game magnifier would be a welcome sight for sore eyes

WAMH & Pearl St. present
a club for alternative music

here).

You see only one room at a time— as you enter them

—

and small flashing arrows indicate any doorways outside

the angle ofyour vision. And you've got company, too.

Most ofthe rooms have some type of droid or creature

bopping around in them. There's maintenance, security,

and repair droids, some cheerful, bouncingoddbaUs called

Garffs, and even an occasional Zak or two.

GarfTs like to land on your head and doze off with a
cloud of ZZZZZ's. They may slow you down a bit, but

otherwise, they're harmless. All droids, on the other

hand, are much more dangerous to your health. Bump
into any of 'em, and yc i can kiss your air goodbye— 10

units to be exact.

There are also lo« • nasty gleaming spikes every-

where, whichll airb ..n away 10 more units of air per

pop. Maximum air 99 units, so as knocking around

goes, it's tanks, but no tanks.

You'll also get zonked by Zaks, which strategically

shadow Humphrey's every move. Smack into a Zak and

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

By DAVID DEMERJIAN
Collegian Staff

Get ready, you alternative and industrial music fans.

On Thursday, Feb. 6,The Pearl St. Nightclub andWAMH
radio present "Club Sin", which is being billed as "a

celebration of alternative music and industrial noise".

"Club Sin" will feature a huge variety of music: ev-

erything from techno and industrial, to punk and new
wave.

The music will be spun by Juan Parada, program

director at WAMH, and by diskjockey Matt Gold, who is

an alumni ofWAMH.
Epic Records will also be there, giving away Shamen

CD's, cassettes and posters.

The Shamen, a hot industrial band who recently

scored with the hit single "Move Any Mountain (Progen

91)", have just released their second single, "Make It

Mine".

The idea for "Club Sin"came firom MargaretGates and

others at WAMH.
The talent coordinator at Pearl St., Jon Peters says.

The people at WAMH felt that there was no outlet for

industrial dancing in the area. There really aren't any

other clubs providing this kind of music

WAMH will be providing both the music and the

soimd system for "Club Sin."

"Club Sin' will be held downstairs at Pearl St. at 9

p.m., directly after The "Robyn Hitchcock and the Egyp-

tians" show.
Coupons are available for one dollar off "Club Sin"

admission at the following locations: For The Record,

Amherst, Al-bums, Amherst, Main St. Records,

Northampton, and Djrnamite Records, Northampton.

If"Club Sin" is successful, there are plans to offer it on

a more regular basis.

Says Margaret Gates, who is the promotions director

at WAMH and one of the organizers of the event: "We
really would Uke to offer "Club Sin" on a regular basis.*

"Ifit is successful, we are going to start a committee of

people from the valley to help us put together the next

one."

Anyone interested in getting involved with "Club Sin"

should contact Margaret Gates or Eric Keenagen at

WAMH. The number at WAMH is 542-2224.

Admission to 'Club Sin"will befree to those with Robin

Hitchcock ticket stubs. For those without stubs, admis-

sion is $5.00 for ages 18-21 and $3.00 for those 21 plus.

The event will run unti I a.m.

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADUNE
The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events

Friday, February 21

Guidelines and application forms

are availat>le at the Arts Council

Office and the Student Activities

Office

Proposals from RSOs and RSAs are particularly encouraged

UMass Arts Council

209 Hasbrouck Hall, 545-0202

Amherst Sunshine

CAR WASH
381 College Street

(Rt. 9 East)

AUTOMATIC WASH/WAX
Open Daily 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

OURATTENDAAfT

IS HAPPY

TOASSIST

YOU-

Self-Service Bays
Open 24 hrs.

Soap/Rinse/Wax • Bubble Brush

Tire Cleaner • Engine De-Greaser

$1 .00 & $5.00 Changer

Vacuum Cleaners

rAEROBICSn
Low Impact

Step

9{i/L(nu

Nautilus

Free Weights

Cybex
Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
/xTHLETIC CLUB

256-0080

COLLEGE STUDENTTURNS FOUR YEARS

OF BLUE BOOKS INTO GOLD!

A college student with a double major m physics

and alchemy shocked the academic community

by announcing that four years of blue books and

all the memories that go with them could be

turned into gold.

"I didn't know what people were doing trying

to turn lead into gold, but obviously they didn t

know about ArtCarved. I took one look at their

big selection of men's and women's gold rings

and picked one. It was easy. ArtCarved also gave

me lots of custom options to remember my four

years and a lifetime guarantee. I don't know any

physicist who can do that," said the ebullient senior

The big-hearted senior plans to share this

remarkable discovery at the next meeting of the

Future Physicists of America.

,
UNIVERSITY
STORE <S>

/IRTC/IRVED^ COllFGl JfWtLRY

ArtCarved. Tlic Ring lliat RciiK-inbcrs.

LAST CHANCE FOR *91 PRICE
Monday - Friday » February 3rd-7th * 10AM-4PM
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You want to be among the top-earning college graduates in 1992? Then you better move fast.

Taco Bell Corporation is ready to pick the winners from this year's cream of the crop.. .right

now, for General Business Management opportunities.

Just set your sights on: Autonomy and responsibility from the word "go". "Ownership"

of a million dollar business. Comprehensive benefits, including PepsiCo stock options. IJ A
competitive compensation package which includes an incentive program for top performers. Not

bad for beginners.

We're a major player in Fortune 50 PepsiCo Inc.'s portfolio. By 1995 we'll have over 7,000

points of distribution. And system sales in excess of $6 billion.

This dynamic growth means that the real career opportunities are to be found in running the

business. Our business.

So seize the day when we hold our Fast Track Meet. And get ready for accelerated growth.

TACO 'BELL

Tuesday, February 11th, 4p.m. - 6:00p.m.
University Conference Center, Meeting Room 101

Corporate Speakers:

Bill Floyd, National VP of Operations
Ralph Kirchen, Zone VP of Operations

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
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Today's Staff

Night Editor Preston P. Forman

Copy Editor Amy Prendergast

PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi

Production Supervisor

.

, Lisa Jezowski

Production Theresa Giammattei,

Jason Toria

Menu
LUNCH

Chicken Burrito

Tri-County Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Bean Burrito

Humus Vegetable Pocket

DINNER
Fettuccini w/Sauce

Pan Shish Kebab

BASICS DINNER
Fettuccini w/Sauce

Cheese Spinach Squares

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University.

Quote of the Day
" If at first you don't succeed, try try

again, then quit. No use being a damn

fool about it.
"

-W.C. Fields

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): A
good day for meditating on the future.

Get to the heart of a matter, even if

you may not like what you find out. A
young person teaches you new tricks.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Ar-

tistic pursuits should prove very re-

warding. Do your best to support

someone in need of erKouragement.

Tomorrow brings several important

choices. Be a decision maker.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Be

aware of possible errors in a business

report or billing statement. It is essen-

tial you correct any mistakes as soon

as possible. Avoid repealing gossip or

others could point an accusing finger

your way.

CANCER dune 21 -July 22): A
health matter may require immediate

attention. Do whatever is necessary

to protect yourself. Conferences held

during afternoon hours will result in

new cooperation.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22): Curb your

impatience with your work associ-

ates today. Don't annoy older, wiser

brother. Travel is best postponed.

Review your options if you led that

you are spinning your wheels.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Can-

cellations could work in your favor in

the long run. An out-ol-coun settle-

ment is possible. Your keen attention

to detail pays off. Protect your health.

Keep a dental or medical appoint-

ment.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oc1. 22): Let

other people take the lead in Ixxh

business and romance today. This is

rK>l a good time to negotiate agree-

ments or sign contracts. Sit back qui-

etly and watch your associates' ma-

neuvers.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Career progress comes when you act

more self-reliant. Showthose in power

what you can accomplish. Construc-

tive changes are in the wind. Family

and friends are your biggest boosters.

SAGITTARUIS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21): Forward motion is essential at

this time. You can no longer post-

pone acting on recently made deci-

sions. A child enters your life with a

bang. Spruce up your living quarters.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Fate places you in the driver's seat at

work. Aduit offspring cannot be

pusfied into being successful. Be as

patient as possible with them. Take a

break and visit friends tonight.

AQUARIUS dan. 20-Feb. 18):

Avoid dwelling on your emotional

state today. Plunge into work and

creativity! Getting the job done will

lx)ost your spirits. Have a heart-to-

hean talk with your mate.

PISCES (Feb. 1 9-March 20): Your

career regains its momentum. An in-

fluential person is in your corner.

Think twice about attempting to hide

the truth from your family. You will

suffer if rumors spread.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE
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NHL
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

lead the league in scoring with 225 goals

[4.4 per game].

RoadkiU: The Quebec Nordiques are

0-20-5 away from Le Collisee. Only the

San Jose Sharks can compare, having a 2-

23-2 mark on the road. Maybe these are

extreme arguments for home-ice advan-

tage, but they illustrate the problem very

well.
, , ,

Ice conditions, theway the puckbounces

off the boards in different arenas, hostile

crowds — these factors contribute to the

difBculty of winning away matches con-

sistently for hockey t^ams in the NHL.

Only six of 22 NHL teams have win-

ning records away from home ice. The

supposedly invincible Canadiens are only

12-11-3 away from the Forum.

Conventional wisdom accounts for this

difficulty, however. The tried 'n' true ar-

gument says ifyou win halfyour games on

the road and two-thirds of your home

games, you're on your way to the Stanley

Fish out ofwater: Yes, I know Sharks

don't really count as fish, but oh well. In

case anyone cares anymore outside the

Bay Area, the Sharks are a dismal 1 1-37-

4— a whopping .211 winning percentage.

They have scored fewer goals La scant 1291

and let up more scores 1228] than anyone

else. Just like everyone thought they

would. They might not be fish, but they

sure smell that way.
.

When will San Jose be competitive.'

When two more expansion clubs — Ot-

tawa and Tampa Bay— ent«r the league

in 1993. ^ ou I,

Okay, rU stop busting on the bharks

because,' as a colleague said yesterday,

-They'll win the Cup. In 20 years."

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian colum-

nist

galaxy
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

youll lose even more life-giving gasps!

Quick! Remember that room with

the spare air? It was back, uh, some-

where around here. Yep, map-making

is definitely essential to "Altered

Space." So much so that Sony

Imagesofl even offers to send you a

free strategy guide, with floorplans

and item locations, when you mail in a

postcard from the game box.

Handy help for Humphrey is scat-

tered about the ship; circuit breakers

to stop droid, stun guns to freeze Zaks,

and particle disruptors to blow up

airborne mines. Maybe even a couple

of keys, too (hint-hint).

In many rooms there are also

floating blocks, some of which move,

and others that are stationary. They

make a good stepping stone over them

sharp, sharp spikes, but they're kinda

hard to hopscotch.

"Altered Space" gives you that early

childhood rush you might remember

from sneakingdown to watch Saturday

morning cartoons while Mom and Dad

are still snoring safely in bed.

Take an A+ animation experience,

add a soundtrack that sounds like a mix

between Tom and Jerry and Dr. Who,

and you've got some gaming that's out

of this world!

The only complaint I have to regis-

ter is that no matter where you gasp

your last breath, once you perish, it's

back to square one, the cargohold. But

as annoying as scratch-start can be,

they don't ruin the game.

The only thing this game will deprive

you of is sleep. Once you're plugged in,

it's tough to tear free while the stars

are still out.

So get lost in "Altered Space," a game

that'll leave you breathless. And have a

great escape!
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YodveJustBeen Qeared

For'EfeOfE

ICARDOVASCULARj

You can get a lot more out of life when

you set your sights a little

higher. Which
is what applying

for the American Express

Card is all about. When you get the

Card, it's easier to do the things you want

to do. And with the student savings that

come along with it, you can do even more.

Fly roundtrip on Continental

for less than $100 each way.

Student Cardmembers receive four travel

certificates. They can be used to fly any-

where Continental Airlines flies in the

48 contiguous United States. Two for the

school year, and two for the summer.*

Depending on where you fly, each the Card will say a lot about you. For one

school year travel certifi- thing it says you have a handle on what you

- cate is good for spend, so you don't have to carry over a bal-

$129 or $189 round- ance. It also says you're smart enough not to

trip-and each summer travel pay interest charges that can really add up

certificate is good for $W9 or

$199 roundtrip

Savings that upgrade

your lifestyle.

As a student Cardmember you

get more than great travel sav-

ings. You also save money on everything

from clothing to long distance phone calls.

All for a $55 annual tee.

Obviously, savings like these say a lot

about the value of the Card. And having

So take a few minutes

now to call ( have

your bank address

and account number

ready), and apply

for the American

Express Card.

With all that the Card offers you, not

even the sky is the limit.

THE CARD.

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS"CARD

$99 Student Special

now untilMay31^

Airfare examples

based on destination.

YourScKool

RoundlrifM Y»»rF«r»

New York-Los Angein $ 1

W

Boston-Orfando $129

San Francisco-Denvrr $ I

W

ADVOrAI

K

•k tif. s r

•

fiiF.VALii V

HP^1HK^ I'' II 1

I 9 9 1

Get going, call 1-800'967'AMEX.

If youVf already a Cardmernber. thcrei no n**^ to call „ ^ ^ your certificate.

•Schoc., year ,.con..dered Sep, 1 June 10u..eH;M,e.^^^^^^

Con.,nen.alA.rime,,lone.,re,p.,n,.ble_forMhIlmemof.h^^^^^^^^ ^^^^
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RELATED

I SERVICES
On Anoncio Em»»» <wip«ny

Dally Aerobics Classes

Reebok Step Classes

Olympic Free Weights

Stairmasters

LHecydes

Special Rates

Walk-ins Welcome

Tanning • Massage

Saunas • Day Care

Open7Days

NORTHAMPTOM

1
& ATHLETIC CLUB

2i5NKHi9Sl(eel

Noftti3mplon-58<"l9/5

women's hoop
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

O'Brien. "We'll try to slow them down and keep them in

a half-court game."
The Minutewomen hope to have point guard Trish

Riley back at full strength to battle Rhode Island. Riley

had a sore back and played limited time in last Saturday's

game against Rutgers.

O'Brien said the game will come down to how well the

Minutewomen can rebound. But rebounding did not help

UMass last Saturday, when they led the larger Rutgers

team in rebounding, but still fell by 25 points.

COLLEGIAN
ADVERTISING

545-3500
"It works!"

rAER03ICS-
Loiu Impact

Step

\M111.KS1

5\i,i.i:r( i:\'

Adult School
Drop-In Classes

• Ballet*
• Jazz Dance •

• Spanish Dance •

Disoount Coupon Books AvaWile

For Into Gal S«-15S5

29 Strong SI •Ainlwral

(OR L PlMirt SUnw BuMWd Dorai)

Nautilus

Free Weights

Cybex
Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB

256-0080

The most reusable piece ofplastic on campus.

^^MM f^im*^

%u OOP biH xni

Hull «!• •«• *»M t M

The AT&T Calling Card will never go to waste. You can use it to make a call from

almost anywhere to anywhere. Once you have one, you'll never need to apply for another. And itS the least

expensive way to call state-to -state on AT&T when you cant dial direct. D And now, you could also get 10%

back on all the long distance calls you make with your card? D Of course, when you use your CalUng

Card you'll always be connected to the reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T. D So, as you see,

there's only one way to describe the AT&T Calling Card** in todays college environment. Indispensable.

Get an AT&TCaUing Card today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 9728.

Must m.k« * iMSt $30 -cm ot AT&T Long OsLnce cans «ith you. AT4T C.rd pe. quarter Ca«s zcNenA by spec* ATiT prorig

^l^S^cl^^^^l^L^* ,™y ptac d«ct b«*d CIS u^ng ur^cty ^AlilACUS- S..«.
01992 AT&T

ATsT

Classifieds
COMEWTHECOLLBGIAN OFFICE IU CAMPUS CENTER W,mnAYIim:30 FRIDAY 8:30-2:30»DEADUNElSmO DAYS PRIORmPUBUCAWN » 200/ORD/DAY FORmJDEm * CASH INADVANCE

ACTIVmES

FIVE COLLEGE EUfKJPEAN CLUB
First spring meeting

Thursday February 6

UMass Campus Cenlor room 1680 7;30pfn

Everyone welcome -Into 546-3567

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SCREDrr CLASS
Recycling Education

Learn alx>ut recycling/sustainable develop-

ment/environmental issues, (urcoloM Tues.

2:30-5 Into 545-1153

FREE MEDfTATlON WORKSHOPI
Welcome back and welcome new!

Tuesdays 7 30-9:30pm

Starts 2/1 1 /92 CC rm1 68C
Call Cathy 253-4161

NAMASKAR.

UMASS SHOTOKAN KARATE CLUB
ISKF/JKA

Practice; Campus Center

MWF 6:00-7:30

Inquire at information desk

Of can Dennis 549-8010

AUTO FOR SALE

BUICK SKYLARK l977Lesslhan63.000fTil

Call 586-8257

CHEAPI FBI/U.S. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES $200

86 VW $50

87 MERCEDES $100

65 MUSTANG $50

Choose from thousands starting $25

FREE 24 Hour Recording Reveals

Details 801 -379-2929 Copyright #MA 1 5KJC

SutMfU 4x4 Wagon 1984 113K$1600 367-

2413

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats. 4wheelen,

motorhomes. by FBI. IRS. DEA. Availabia

your area now. Call 805-682-7555 Ext C-

1675.

EARN MONEY

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPIII

(Plus spending $$$)

Sell trips to Cancun, Jamaica.

and Bahamas!!

For more into call

Laura 549-5740

QUASAR VIDEOCAMERA, light, tripod, GE
4head VCR ,

20-ColOf TV $60080 256-6982

SKIS/BOOTS
Lacroix Skis

Lange boots

great conditk>n

549-9932

msTRUcnoN

HELP WANTED

EARN CREDDIT SCUBA DIVtNQ

Basic course 2 credits G09 Scuba

Key Largo spring break trip 2 credits G10

Sport Scuba
New England Advanced course 2 credits

Gil Advanced Scuba

For more mfomiaUon call 545-2336

AMY- There is a light at the end of the tunnel

PtvLove Your Big^ Sis __^_
FRAN
Happy 21st to my tavorite roomtel

Get ready lor uptownl

Love Spfinga

ROOMMATE WANTED

Tina-

It's almost here. .

You're going to make a PHI-nominal Phill

LML Michelle

FOR RENT

1 BEDROOM AVAILABLE in Mill Valley apt

South Amherst. Clean, quiet, luxurious

Call 253-9692^ alter 6pm^

3-5 bdrootn house on bus route long or

short term lease b-twn near Amherstlme

586-4270

Deduct 100.00 from your rent for the first 6

months when you sign a years lease with us

at Northwood Apartments. Spacious 2*3

bedroom apts Available starting at 299.00.

6 month leases available M-F 665-3856

Fridge rentals Call 253-9742

Need a room cheap on campus Call 549-

0133 ask lor Jell

ROOM FOR RENTI Cheap 4 llexiWe! Just

oft campus All utilities included. Doni miss

this deal! Call 549-5107 Ask lor Steve

TAKE OVER LEASE on 1/2 ol 2 bdrm. apt.

Feb. Free. Bus route. Carpeting. Mike or

Walter 253-7096

FOR SALE

MWATT MARSHALL AMP. Great condi-

tion $250. or BO 546-m4^
DORM FRIDGE $50/B0 549-731?

LOVE SCENT, known to enhance and

stimulate the senses. Rare African import.

Oil $8 75 Incense $6 00 Uncommon Scents

107 Vernon Street. Northampton, Massa-

chusetts 01060

MATTRESS AND BOX SPRING -Cheapl

Call Liz 253-2842

Alaska Summer Employment- Rsheries.

Earn $5.0004.'monlh Free transportation!

Room board! Over 8,000 openings. Male

Of lemale. For empkjyment program call 1
-

206-545-4155 ext 298

ATTENTION: Excellent income lor home

assembly work. Into, 504-646-1700 Dept.

PI 307

$40,00(Vyrl READ BOOKS
and TV Scripts. Fill out simple

like/don't like" lomn. EASY'

Fun, relaxing at home, beach,

vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.

FREE 24 Hour Recording

801 -379-2925 Copyright #MA1 5KEB

EVENING JOBS! Environmental campaign

work Fight pollution with Clean Water Ac-

tion. $7/hr. Or buslines. Cal l 5e4-9»30.

FAST
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

Fraternities, sororities, student dubs. Earn

up to $1000 in one week. Plus receive a

$1000 bonus yourself. And a FREE watch

just lor callingJ;800-9ffi-OMeExt^5^

GET /TrEAL job
Tired ol meaningless work?

Help protect the environment

with Greenpeace.

Full and part-time canvassing positions

from 3 to 10pm $175 to 350/week

Call Rick ® 549-0507

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLEI Many posi-

tions Great benefits Call 805-682-7555 Ext

P-3306

LOST

WhHe Bicycle helmet

REWARD
Call 546-0943

PERSONALS

HEY MARION
It's almost time now!

Do ya think you're ready

Idol

Love

Your Big Sis

Cindy

TRI SKMA
Congratulates

its newest sister

Ellen

Get ready lor our

best semester yet!

TO MY LITTLE SIS JESS.

Have a phinominal week!

rm so proud of you

It won't be long until you

see the light!

LML Tina

AHeon M.,

Have a great inspiration week! Soon HwW be

over then it will just begin Phi love you

LML,

Your big sis

Michelle

BETSY,
I wish you the best week in the

world! LML
Phi Love Forever

You big sister Laura

MICHELE KEARNS
I'm glad to be back with my little sister! Here's

to a great semester!

Love, Lisa

rrFsten K.

You'll be there soon

Good luck this week
Love Your Big Big Sis

RUSH PIKE

F HAMPSHIRE STUDENT looking lor other

F student to share beautiful apt in N.Hampton

SOO^util

Contact Susanna 586-8059
^

HOUSEMATE WANTED to take large bed-

room N Amherst house near Pullers Pond

$216/mo 548-9145

Looking lor non-smoking, open mindedM
or F, one room apartment in Sunderland. On

bus rt Call Jim or Brian 665-6669

Quiet, neaL non-smoking lemale for two

bedroom apartment in Sunderland. Yes,

Sunderland, but it's big and dean. $275+

rrwnth. Call lor details! 665-2227 leave mes-

sage.^
servk:es

FREE pregnancy testing; confidential and

caring support. BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No,

Fteasant Street Amherst 549-1906

ORDER AVONI
Call 546-1999

For free brochures/samples

TRAVEL

AUSONL
Hang in there

It will be worth it

Love Alyssa

ALI BAKER:
Hey little sister, keep smiling it is almost over.

Have fun

PHI LOVE.
Rori

The fraternity with a commitment to excel-

lence

Open Rush Dates; Feb 11. 12, 13, 18, 19.

418 N.PIeasant St. 8-10pm

RUSH ZETA PSI

FREETRAVEL- Air couriers andouiseships

Students also needed Christmas, spring and

summer lor amusement park employment.

Call 805-682-7555 EM F-1426

NO $$ TO GO SOUTH- Ski with UMass Ski

Club lor spring break $259 condo lodging,

lifts, and events Call 545-3437 or Paul at

5490'921

SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Panama City, Cancun. Jamaica

Call Slacey at 549-0840

BARB-'Good things come to those who

wait."

Get Ready! Phi Love. Steph

HEYI HEY! YEAH YOUl Why doni you come
down, eat some lood and meet the guys from

Zeta Psi. Rush dates are; Feb 10 rm. 02

Newman Center 7-9, Feb 1 2 rm. 02 Newman
Center 8-10, Feb 13 Campus Center rm.

90408 (91h tloor), Feb 18 CC rm 90509 7-9,

Feb 20 CC rm 1 62. Come and check us out.

It will definetly be worth it!

YOUVE ONLY GOT ONE WEEK TO LIVEI

Do spnng break in Jamaica. Bahamas,

Cancun, Margarita, from $369!! Hotel, air,

transfers, parties! Sun Splash Tours l -800-

426-7710,

WANTED

BOOKS WANTED: Forestry 190. Math 121.

Call Shaun. 546-0207 Leavemessage
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Bruins need
home ice for
playoff race

If the Boston Bru-

ins hope to overtake the

Montreal Canadiens in

the Adams Division

standings, they had
better do it soon.

In the National
Hockey League, where

16 of 22 teams make
the playoffs, you don't

play the regular season

in hopes of qualifying

— unless you're really

awful. You play for home-ice advantage in the

playoffs. When you're going up against a tough

opponent, having the home ice can mean the

difference between a conference championship

and a first-round exit.

Boston's hopes of getting close to winning a

Stanley Cup hinges on beating Montreal in the

playoffs, pure and simple. Consider the Habs are

20-7-1 at the Montreal Forum, and home ice

becomes imperative for the Bruins. That means

finishing the season in first place.

Greg Sukiennik

Boston has 59 points. Montreal has 68. There's

half a season left. The B's need to make a move

now, before the Canadiens are out of reach.

Secondly, the Bruins would much rather face

the Hartford Whalers than the Buffalo Sabres in

the first round. Not only is Hartford playing like

a beached whale 115-25-8, 38 points], the Civic

Center might as well be a home arena for the

Bruins, whose fans fill half the place when they

play there.

Elsewhere in the NHL: Mediocrity reigns in

the Smythe Division, where the season's biggest

surprise, the Vancouver Canucks, are running

away with the title while the rest struggle along at

the .500 mark.
Who would have thought the Los Angeles Kings

would only be as good as the Winnipeg Jets? Or

that Csdgary and Edmonton would have self-

destructed the way they did? Still , it means nothing

until the playoffs sUrt. Vancouver's playoff expe-

rience is minimal, even with home ice. While the

Canucks are definitely for real, an upset isn't out

of the question.

The Kings seemed poised for a great season,

with Jari Kurri joining Wayne Gretzky, Luc

Robataille and Tony Granato. But the Kings still

can't play defense. Among teams in playoff con-

tention, only the Pittsburgh Penguins have let up

more goals than L.A. The Pens have let up 196

scores, while the Kings have watched the wrong

goal light go off 193 times.

In contrast, Adams division leader Montreal

has only let up 128 goals. Vancouver has only

allowed 146. Defense will usually prevail come

playoff time, imless you're the Penguins and you
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Sports
Minutemen face Bonnies
UMass goes for 6th conference win ofthe season
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

It's games like tonight in Olean, N.Y. against teams

like St. Bonaventure (7:35 p.m.) that can drive a coach to

drink.

The University ofMassachusetts basketball team (17-

4, 5-3 in the Atlantic 10) is heading towards its first

NCAA tournament berth since 1962. In contrast, St.

Bonaventure (7-11, 1-6) is dead last in the A-10 and

destined to play opening night ofthe A-10 tournament, a

night the top seven teams take off.

"The games against St. Bonaventure are big games,"

said UMass coach John Calipari. "They are just as big as

the Temple game. Because if we can't beat Temple, we

have got to beat everyone else."

Including tonight's game, the Minutemen have eight

games left, four on the road (one at West Virginia) and

four at home, the most notable on Feb. 16 againstTemple.

How many wins will it take for the Minutemen to

make the NCAA tournament?

"There is no magic number," Calipari said. "I think we

have to have a winning record in the league and win a

game in the [A- 10] tournament."

With 17 wins and eight games remaining, the general

consensus is UMass will have between 22 and 24 wins.

And while that may seem like a lock to make the tour-

nament, in the past, teams have been bumped by the

selection committee, that based upon their record should

have been in the "Big Show."

Last season, Fordham, which plays in the Patriot

League, won 24 games and was passed to the NIT, along

with Ball State, a 21-game winner.

In his three-plus seasons with the Minutemen,

Calipari's teams have a 5-1 record against the Bonnies^

"I haven't seen them [St. Bonaventure] play much,"

Calipari said. "I'm more worried about the way my team

plays. Ifwe play the way we can, we should be all right."

The Bonnies lone win in the A-10 came against St.

Joseph's, 84-75.

Game Notes: The game can be heard onWMUA (91 .

1

FM) with Kevin Herlihy and Jeremy Reichman or on

WHMP (99.3 FM) with George Miller and Howard Davis

William Herndon is squeezed by two
Rutgers' defenders during last Thursday
night's game. The Minutemen travel to St.

Bonaventure for a key A-10 matchup tonight.

Minutewomen keep searching
for elusive first Atlantic 10 win
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts women's basketball

team looks for their first victory in its eighth Atlantic 10

Conference game against Rhode Island tonight at 7 p.m.

at the Curry Hicks Cage.

Rhode Island (6-12, 2-5 in the A-10) is in a somewhat

similar position as UMass, as both teams have struggled

in their A-10 endeavours.

The Minutewomen (4-14, 0-7 in the A-10) have not

performed well in Conference play, losing by margins of

11 or more. In their first contest, the WRams soundly

defeated the Minutewomen in Kingston, 71-54. Point

guard Anne Kelsen led the WRams to victory with 17

points, and the junior will be the key to URI's chances

tonight, according to WRam assistant coach Kelly

Greenberg.
"I think this year [Anne] has been our most steady

player," Greenberg said. "She will be the key to us

winning."

Kelsen, who was named the A-10 Co-Player-of-the-

Week earlier this year, leads the WRams in points,

assists, steals and 3-pointers. Kelsen is averaging 16.6

points and 4.8 assists per game, has 86 assists and has 12

treys on the season.

The WRams also have a strong supporting cast.

Freshman Rebecca Bright has been a pleasant surprise

for Rhode Island, as she is averaging 13.2 points and 7.7

rebounds per game.
"Being only a freshman, Rebecca [Bright] has per-

formed well for us this year," Greenberg said of Bright,

who has won three A-10 Freshman-of-the-Week honors.

Rhode Island will try to fast-break, according to

Greenberg, using its speed against the Minutewomen.

O'Brien said UMass will look to slow the game down and
play a ball-controlled offense.

"I think we'd like to play an up-tempo game, but it

depends on which team is able to dictate the pace," said

Greenberg.
"If they want to nm, it will probably hurt us," said

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Track teams sprint to successful weekend
Simao keys UMass' victory at UNH •Women beat Dartmouth and Vermont

By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

Heading to Durham, N.H. on Friday

night, the University of Massachusetts

men's indoor track team put its perfect 6-

record on the line in what promised to be

the Minutemen's toughest meet of the

young season.

The Minutemen left the University of

New Hampshire with their perfect record

still intact, as theyedged the host Wildcats

75-69, in a meet Coach Ken O'Brien called,

"H ighly emotional ,
probably the best meet

we've had in years."

The Minutemen fell behind early to the

Wi Idcats , losing four ofthe first five events

before sophomore shot putter Nelson

Simao won a hotly contested event that

seemed to kick the Minutemen into high

gear. UMass scored 57 of their 75 total

points in the final 11 events to overtake

UNH and Holy Cross.

"I think Nelson's win probably started

turning things around for us," O'Brien

said. "He won a tightly contested event,

and then Brian King got his nose out in

front of the UNH kid in the 500, and

stayed there."

ARjbt King and Simao had won their

respective events, UMass responded, as

CraigCormier and Joe Kourafaswon their

respective events to close the New
Hampshire lead to one.

"Our kids responded to the two sopho-

mores' performances andwe started piling

up the points," O'Brien said. "After that, it

came down to who won the two relays and

we pulled it out."

Kourafas' win left him undefeated on

the season in the high jump, as well as

leaving him in the team lead for points

with 21.

Other first place finishers for the

Minutemen included Mike Blakeslee and

Jeffrey White
"New Hampshire was probably the

second strongest team well face before

our championship season starts," O'Brien

said. "We put together a solid team effort."

"Individually, I don't think we'd out-

class a lot of teams in New England, but

we're hard-nosed and we come out in the

second and third races and beat you."

By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

When University of Massachusetts
women's track coach Julie LaFreniere

looked at the schedule and saw a Feb. 1

meet with Dartmouth, Holy Cross and
Vermont she could've all but banked on

three wins.

However, atthe last minute. Holy Cross

backed out and was replaced by the five

time defending New England champion
University of Connecticut Huskies, who
had already beaten the Minutewomen by

52 points earlier in the year at a meet in

South Kingston, R.I.

This time, UConn matched it's previous

output, defeating the Minutewomen in a

meet LaFreniere called, "Almost impos-

sible to win." UConn also rolled over

Dartmouth and Vermont.
"I don't like going to a meet I know we

really can't win," LaFreniere said. "It's

not good for the women. UConn is virtu-

ally unbeatable, they only have one or two

weaknesses." The Minutewomen
found those few weaknesses, garnering

four first place finishes en route to a sec-

ond place finish, upping their record to 11-

5 on the season.

First place finishes went to Lee Arm
Ambrose, Kelly Liljeblad, Janey Meeks,
and the 2-mile relay team of Becky John-

son, Maureen Meldrim, and the Liljeblad

twins, Kim and Kelly.

"I'd have to say that Kelly and Janey
were the stars of this one," LaFreniere
said . "Kelly's running fantastic, andJaney
still hasn't lost in the triple jump."

Earlier in the season, over winter break,

the Minutewomen saw perhaps their fin-

est performance of the season, when they
captured the Bates Invitational with wins
over Bates, Bowdoin, Dartmouth,
Fitchburg State, Southern Maine,
UMaine-Orono and UMass-Lowell.

The meet saw the Minutewomen score

a season high 168 points, while qualifying

nine women in 18 different events for the

New England Championships.
"We had a super team effort, with most

women competing in at least three events,"

LaFreniere said. 'The women are working
really hard, and I'm seeing results."
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CoUegUn piioto by Kmily WoUer

*NUFF SAID— Cold and snow made their way to the Pioneer
Valley, prompting someone to voice their feelings on this car
parked outside the Student Union.

Disturbance closes
Malcolm X Center

Election funds debated
Finances are discussed at forum
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Sta£f

While most Americans seem to agree

that this country's {>olitical process has
become increasingly flawed, the six can-

didates for the Third Hampshire District's

state representative seat offered some of

their ideas for changing the political pro-

cess last night.

In debate sponsored by the Pioneer

Valley Pro-Democracy Ccunpaign, Demo-
cratsJon Hite, Ellen Story, Terry Franklin

and Norman Page, Republican Mark
Enoch and Independent Larry Kelley dis-

cussed campaign finance and election re-

form at the Bangs Community Center.

All of the candidates generally agreed
that too much money is spent on elections

at the local, state and national levels, that

special interestgroups which donate large

amounts ofmoney to political candidates

have too much influence on the political

process, and that there is a need to increase

the accessibilityofpolitics to a widergroup
of citizens.

Kelley, an Amherst businessman, said

he was in favor of giving all legislative

candidates a "level plajdng fiield" by
mandatingthe amount whichcan be spent
for a campaign.

"You're going to putsomebody in charge

of a billion dollar budget [if elected] —
what's wrong with saying you can only

spend $10,000 to get there," Kelley said.

Page said there needs to be a process

where someone can run for state repre-

sentative in this district for $1,000 or

$2,000.

Page, who has said he expects to spend
between $5,000 and $7,000 for this cam-
paign, notes that candidates in Amherst
and Pelham have access to the same
newspapers and cable and the opportu-

nitytodebateeachother provides "a unique
opportunity" for the district to establish

uniform electoral guidelines which provide

candidates with equal access to the media
and voters.

Story, who said she could spend as
much as $30,000, noted the idea of short-

ening the periods during which seats re-

main vacant to one or two months to

expedite the political process.

Hite, who has raised close to $11,000

andexf>ects tospend $12- 14,000, expressed

his beliefin the need to shut the so-called

"revolving door," and increase the time

period under which ex-legislators can be-

come lobbjrists. Hite also pledged to debate

anyone who wanted to run against him if

he was elected and became an incumbent.

Enoch, who has said he will only serve

as long as Gov. Weld is in office because he
believes he can work with him as a Re-

pubUcan, blamed many ofthe problems in

politics on "deep-rooted incumbents."

"It's hard to beat an incxmibent— and
that's where a lot of corruption comes
from," Enoch said.

While Story has been criticized for her

spending, which she said was based on

inflation-ac^usted figures from State

Senator Stanley Rosenberg's 1986 cam-
paign and average figures for an open

state representative's seat, she said she

believes her campaign has opened up to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

By MARTIN F. JONES
Collegian Correspondent

The Malcolm X Cultural Center has
beenorderedby University administrators
to suspend social events this weekend
afteranincidentSaturday night at a party
at the African-American cultural center.

The incident apparently involved a
dispute between a group of University

studentsandmembers oftheUMass men's
basketball team, in which an alleged as-

sault took place. Rumors circulated

through the crowd that a student not at
the party, but outside the center, was
carrying a gun.

According to witnesses, the disruption

began when a UMass student was alleg-

edlystruckbyone ofthe basketball players
following an argument. The student has
not been identified by University officials.

The students and the players were
initially ejected firom the cultural center,

but were readmitted after tensions had
cooled, according to witnesses.

The dispute apparently re-ignited,

ending the party at 1:30 a.m. PoUce were
twice called to the scene. No arrests were
made and no one has filed charges.

Ricardo Townes of Academic Support
Services ordered the Malcolm X Cultural

Center to halt its activities until the issue

of the violence has been addressed.

Townes saidtherehasbeen an increase

in violence among students at the Uni-
versity.

"In the past, these incidents have usu-

ally involved people from outside the Uni-

versity clashing with students fit>m on

campus. Now we are seeing students
within the campus community fighting

amongst each other," Townes said.

Last semester, another violent incident
occurred at the Hampnlen Student Center
involving members of the football team
and a student fraternity. This incident is

still under investigation.

The Department of PubUc Safety is

plaiming to meet with Townes and staff

members ofthe MalcolmXCultural Center
to discuss ways of preventing future inci-

dents from occurring.

Arthur Jemison, general manager of

the Black Mass Communications Project,

has coordinated security at other social

events. These events, which include the
annual Funkathon, utilize a combination
of student and campus security, he said.

He added metal detectors are also used as
an added safety measure.

"In the past, security has not been a

problem at the MalcolmX Center because
people have usually had enough respect

for each other to leave their disputes at

the door," Jemison said. "People should
have more respect for the center and what
it stands for."

Keith Cambell, a disc jockey for the

BMCP, said he was concerned that halt-

ing the social events at the center will

restrict some Black student organizations
from raising money.
Two Black fraternal organizations.

Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity Inc. and Phi
Beta Sigma Inc., were planning to co-

sponsor a fundraising event Saturday
night. The event is postponed until further

notice.

CoUagiaii photo by Eaihr WoUer

DON* TTRY THIS - Eric Thimas, sophomore exercise science

migor, prepares to go for a swim at the Campus Pond, courtesy
of freshman Clark Ramos and sophomore Jason Miunford.
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Tummies are exploding everywhere and
Sigoumey Weaver is calling outer-space

monsters rude names. It's all on HSCN.

Page 7:

What's going on for Black History

Month ? You 'IIfind Bobby McFerrin,

among others, in a calendar ofevents.

Page 12:

While the Minutemen thumped St.

Bonaventure, the Minutewomen lost a

heartbreaker to Rhode Island.

WEATHER:
You say it's not really winter without

snow? Well, look outside. It's still cold,

though, with temps in the 20s.

Official lashes out at UM policy
By EVELYN A. DE JESUS
Collegian Staff

While the Universit/s academic advisor for Native

American students says UMass policies toward Native

American students are unfair and are guilty of subtle

racism, the administration maintains that they are being

completely evenhanded.
"They [the administration] do not consider the needs

of Native American students," said Buddy Gwin.
According to official figures, last fall there were 42

Native American students on this campus: 29 under-

graduates, 13 graduates and one faculty member. This

makes up 0.2 percent of the total student community.
Gwin said the administration is justifying itself with

this number for not paying attention to their needs.

Gwin says he is the only person in charge of advising

and recruiting Native American students. He also helps

run the Josephine White Eagle Center, which a group of

Native American students claim to have shut down three

months ago.

Ann Quinley, director of Academic Support Services,

says the ratio of one to 29, referring to counselors for

undergraduate students, is a very good one compared to

the one for Asians which is one to almost 900, or for

African Americans, which she 8a3r8 is one to 129. She also

explained the duties of Gwin's job are to advise and
recruit Native Americans only and that he is capable of

doing his job.

Right now the University offers two Native American
studies classes and the University does not have a Native

American studies msyororminor. UMass does notobserve

Native American religious holidays which vary from
tribe to tribe, according to Gwin.

"Does this mean we are savages? Why does this

University,who boasts ofbeing multicultural , notobserve

them? This is part of the subtle racism they [Native

American students] have been suffering from," Gwin
said.

Grant Ingle ofOffice ofHuman Relations said although

Native American holidays are not listed on the list of

mjyor religious observance days, under Massachusetts
law everyone who cannot attend class for religious ob-

servance is protected.

"They do not have to be on the list to be protected," he
said.

Native American students have also been harassed in

the dorms, according to students.

Chris Pegram, a Native American student, said

someone posted the derogatory word "savage" on his

door. Jeffrey Pegram, Chris' brother, says he has never
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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For Your Information
FYls are public service announcements that run each

Monday, Wednesday and Friday for campus and local

non-profit organizations. Due to space constraints, the
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nouncement can be repeated.

To submit an FYI, please send a press release with all

pertinent information to the Collegian c/o the News
Editor. FYIs cannot be taken over the phone.

Wednesday, February 5

Book Show — The 1991 Book and Jacket Show of the

Association ofAmerican University Press will be held at

the University of Massachusetts Library from February

4 to February 15, 1992. The show honors distinctive

books, jackets and journals.

Discussion — "What it Means To Me To Be A Con-
servative, Orthodox, Reform, or ReconstructionistJew in

Today's World." To be discussed in the tiillel House
Lounge at 3:30 p.m.

Play— "Miss Ida B. Wells," a two-woman play, will be

shown at 8 p.m. in the Hampden Theater in Southwest
Residential Area. It will run through to February 9, with

shows at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. on Sat. and Sun., Feb 8 & 9.

Scholarship— The deadline for the Advertising Club

of Western Massachusetts Scholarship in the $1000

range is February 10. For info call The Jewish Weekly

News, 739-4771.

Senate Meeting — The meeting sponsored by SGA
Senate Ops. will be held at 7 p.m. in Campus Center room

163C.
Thursday, February 6

Lecture — NOMMO news lecture series, "Origins of

African-American History Month," will hostJohn Bracey

,

Professor, W.E.B. DuBois Department of African

American Studies at 7 p.m. in Campus Center room 165-

169.

Meeting — A meeting of the Five College European

Club will be held at 7:30 p.m. in UMass Campus Center

room 168c.

Forum — A candidate's forum for the race for the

Amherst/Pelham seat in the state legislature will be held

at 7:30 p.m. in Thompson Hall room 102. Sponsored by

Pi Sigma Alpha.
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RSA
The newly formed

Residential Student Association
is a new residential student government

comprised of the five on-compus Area Governments
and all theHouse Councils.

The BSA is $t««t«d by a group called th« R*tki«nnal Ex«cuHv« Board (REB) comprtMd o( ttw Af«a
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Be On Our Team To Win!
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mm)
• Over 90 years staff experience.

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement.

• Advanced European Technology Painting

and Refinishing Systems.

Remember it's your car and your choice of
repair facilities.
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to help support Amherst Schools

\ALi:\TL\i:'S DAY
Could be your LUCKY DAY!

Buy a $1 raffle ticket and enter to
win o $50.00 Gift Certificate

fronn one or more participating
businesses from Jan. 31

.

Grand prize is a $500.00 m
Valentine s Shopping 1

Extravaganza to be spent at
participating businesses ^

on February 14th

See these stores for details

AJ. Hastings

Always in Bloom
Amt^erst Farmers Supply -^^
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Amtierst Optical «
Amtierst Typewriter Servic^'
Antonio's Pizza
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Attk:us/All3kxi Bookshops
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Cowls Building Supply
EkJer Lumber
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House Of Walsh
Jeffery Amherst Bookshop
Joyce Austin Jewelers
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Judie's
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Ttie Mercantile
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Regency Beauty Solon
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Zonno

All ticket proceeds benefit the Armerst elementary sctiool libraries

Sponsored by ttie Amherst Charrt>er of Commerce
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Local
Project is awarded
national funding
By CHRISTINE MAHONEY
Collegian Staff

The School of Education at the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts was awarded a

$161,000 five-year g^ant last year from
the Danforth Foundation of St. Louis in

support of a nationwide project titled the

National Coalition for Equality in Learn-

ing. The program is aimed to improve the

education of marginal students from
grades K-12.

"Its major purpose is to help young
people who are failing in school to return

to productive learning," said Robert
Sinclair, professor of curriculum studies

in the School of Education and director of

the project.

The project, in its second year, works
with schools in ten regions of the country

in nine states, including California,

Colorado, New Mexico, Texas, Minnesota,

Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Missouri

andAlabama. There is a different focus of

study within each region," said Sinclair.

Students' backgrounds range from liv-

ing in homes without electricity or run-

ning water to being a teenage parent from
both rural and suburban locations.

Most of the students involved come
from poor families, butnot all, said Sinclair.

The way the schools operate does not

seem to bring them [the students] into

productive learning," he said.

•^e are not looking for quick fixes, but

to understand the problems more care-

fully," said Sinclair.

The program focuses on identifying the

problems of individual students, and cre-

ating an atmosphere of"community" that

encourages success in learning for all stu-

dents he added.

A local university is involved at each
site. "At each location, we are working
with schools so that homes and schools

support each other to help the young
people," said Sinclair.

A small stafF of graduate students at

the University are involved in the project.

These students are fi:x>m Tibet, South Af-

rica, Indonesia and the United States,

said Sinclair, providing cultural diversity

to the program.
"We believe solutions come with a

greater understanding of the problem,"

scud Susan Schuman, a gnraduate student

at the University and director of the

coahtion's 12-school learning community
in western Massachusetts.

Nawang Phimtsog, a graduate student,

said, "It would be wonderful ifwe can look

more carefiilly at the marginal students to

meet their needs."

"We travel all the time to the different

sites," said Sinclair. He added there are

east and west coast coordinators who nm
national study teams on important issues.

On January 25, there was a meeting in

Houston, Texas, which covered the issue

of teen-age pregnancy said Sinclair. The
next meetings will be on March 26 and 27,

in which Sinclair, Phuntsog and Bill

Kirkpatrick, a graduate student and a

teacher at Longmeadow High School, will

travel to Minnesota to address the issue of

multicultural education.

The program has attracted some ofthe

nation's most influential educational

leaders. Its advisory board includes Ralph
Tyler, founder and director emeritus of

the Center for Advanced Study of Behav-

ioral Sciences at Stanford, and an inter-

nationally recognized leader in curricu-

lum and educational reform.

Pbotoby li—na Burden

HERE,TAKETWO—Nathan Cook ofBostonhands out coupon
booklets to people passing by— it's his part-time job.

Faculty panel looks back on Persian Gulf War
By MADANMOHAN RAO
Collegian StafF

One year after the GulfWar, close to a hundred people

packed the New York Room at Mount Holyoke College

last night to hear four Five College faculty members
discuss U.S. foreign policy smd the lessons learned from

the Persian Gulf conilict.

The talks were followed by an hour of discussion. The
event was part ofa program of lectures, films and panels

organized by the Five College Program in Peace and
World Security Studies.

Vinnie Ferraro from Mount Holyoke College said that

the world needs to learnhow to deal with acts ofaggression.

"We need an alternative to war or to economic sanctions,"

Ferraro said. However, he did not have any solutions to

offer.

Ferraro was followed by Gordon Levin from Amherst
College. "If I were to vote in Congress a year ago, I would

have voted in favor ofauthorizing Bush to use force—one

year later, I have no second thoughts," Levin said.

Levin said he based his opinion on the repressive

nature of the Iraqi regime, its intention of acquiring

weapons of mass destruction, and its attack against a

United Nations member state, Kuwait.

Collefian photo by Andrea Mlgliassi

HANGINGAROUND— Ovis DaUi wel-

comes you to Holdsworth.

"There was also the danger of Iraq's control ofGulfoil

resources having an adverse efFect on the Western and

U.S. economies," Levin added. He also said that it was
"egregious and stupid" for Saddam Hussein to allow

himself to be clobbered.

Hormoz Shahdadi from Mount Holyoke College said

that he disagreed with Levin very strongly. "Many ofthe

arg^uments against Iraq can also be made against Israel

— such as its invasion of Lebanon, its role in the Sabra

and Shatila massacres, and the inhuman things it is

doing to the civilians in the Occupied Territories," he

said.

"Furthermore, Saddam is not crazy, nor is he a

megalomaniac," Shahdadi said. He explained that

Saddam and his Ba'athist party represent a long-standing

trend in the Arab world of redistribution of wealth.

Addressing the Gulf War, Shahdadi said that public

opinion in the United States is desensitized to Iraqi

casualties in the war. "I still do not understand the

sadistic manner in which the U.S. and its allies are

destros^ing Iraq," he said.

Shahdadi also said that the war showed a paradox.

"On the one hand, the U.S. is in economic decline, and on
the other its foreign policy is becoming increasingly

militaristic," he said.

There is also a paradox of talking peace on the one

hand, and selling bilUons of dollars of weapons on the

other, Shahdadi said.

"The next three decades will be the decade of oil,"

Shahdadi said. "By controlling the oil fields of the Gulf,

the U.S. controls the economies ofJapan and Europe."

Shahdadi said that U.S. cultural and ideological might

had been reduced to brute force and pure coercion. The
function ofU.S. foreign poUcy is now regime maintenance

to preserve stability," he said.

Shahdadi added that this will not lead to stability,

because history has shown that gvmboat diplomacy never

worked in the Middle East for a long period of time.

Addressing the future, Sahdadi said that the major

challenge to Western influence in the Middle East will

come from Islam.

The last speaker wasAnwar Syed from the University
of Massachusetts. "Iraq was dealt with to clear the way
for U.S. military hegemony in the Middle East," said

Syed.
He said that the the U.S. destruction of Iraq was

similar to the pillage and destruction inflictedbyGenghis

Khan and Tamerlane. "The U.S. did not give a damn
about the Iraqi people," Syed said.

Addressing the term "New World Order," Syed said

that one possible interpretation of it was re8f>ect for the

United Nations, the way it was enforced on Iraq.

"However, this will not be enforced on Israel," he said.

"In reality, the "New World Order" is a code name for U.S.

hegemony," Syed said.

As for U.S. foreign poUcy, Syed said that in the Arab

world, particularly among Muslims, there is a feeling

that U.S. policy is becomingmore and more anti-MusUm.

Amnesty group to hold petition drives
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian StafF

An Amnesty International group formed recently on

campus is organizing petition drives in support of pris-

oners'human rights, the group's secretary said yesterday.

Timur Freidman, secretary of the 10 member group,

said the chapter, whichwas formed by graduate students,
will send the petitions on behalf of prisoners whom
Amnesty International is concerned about.

Freidman said Amnesty International is a passive

and non-political organization. "Our work focuses on

individual cases and doesn'tmakejudgementson difFerent

forms of government," he said.

Freidman said difFerentAmnesty International groups

have received letters from political prisoners. The pris-

oners have said after the countries holding them hostage

received the petitions, they stopped beating them.

"Some countries are influenced by public opinion and

it is Amnesty International's hope that the release of

prisoners is sometimes due to our efforts," said Freidman,

who has been involved in the group for nine years.

Amnesty International seeks the release ofmen and
women detained in any country because of their beliefs,

color, sex, ethnic origin, language, sexual orientation or

religious creed, provided violence was not involved, ac-

cording to Friedman.

He said there are three petitions that will be available

for signing today. "These petitions are concerned with

the mistreatment of a prisoner in Northern Ireland, the

death penalty sentence for six prisoners in Sudan and a

prisoner of conscience in Laos," he said.

"The UMass Amnesty International group is looking

for many new members," said Friedman, a 26-year old

COINS student. He says the group needs graduates as

well as undergraduates to carry the petitions into their

departments and dormatories.

Friedman said there is an undergraduate Amnesty
International group but it has been dormant for a while.

"I hope this new chapter will reactivate them," he said.

"Because we will be registered as a campus group and
not a local group there will be no membership fee,"

Friedman said.
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debate
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

include large numbers of local citizens.

All the candidates except Page said "None ofthe

Above" should be printed on Massachusetts ballots

to allow voters to express their disapproval with all

candidates in an elections. Page said he already

looks at blank ballots in elections and beUeves they
carry the same sentiment eis "None of the Above."

Story, Kelley and Page agreed on the so-called

"motor-voter" legislation, which would automati-

cally register everyone in the Commonwealth with

a driver's license to vote. Hite said he favors

a negative check-off system, while Enoch opposes

the idea. Franklin said he was undecided.

policy

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

been harassed in a dorm but would like the school to have

stronger programs to support the Indian community,

specifically faculty, recruitmentand financial assistance.

Gwin said there had been times in which Native

American students have had to stop their religious cer-

emonies because the smell ofthe herbs they burned were

disturbing their neighbors. Gwin questioned why this

would occur in a country based on rehgious freedom.

Gwin sjiid the University needs professors, staff and

the administration to support Native American students

and the Admissions Department to enforce Native

Americans' recruitment, which is now delegated only to

himself.

Timm Rinehart, University admissions director, said

they have a commitment to the recruitment of Native

Americans.
According to Rinehart, Buddy Gwin is the second

person employed specifically to recruit Native Ameri-

cans. This is the second year the Department has partici-

pated on the Student Search Service ofthe College Board

to enforce the recruitment of Native American students.

"We have special activities for recruiting students of

color: programs, scholarships, presentations. Also there

is a special Open House for students of color," he said.

Rinehart also explained there are budgets specially

designated for the recruitment of minority students.

Rinehart also explained that in Massachusetts there

are not many Native Americans and that 80 percent of

the students in UMass are in-state students.

Last year 21 out of the 22 Native American students

who applied were accepted in the University and only six

enrolled.

"A small number, but we hope it grows," Rinehart

said.

MichaeFs Billiards
lOA Belchertown Rd

NEXT TO HUNAN GARDEN
256-8284

M-W 4-1 and Th-Sun 12-1

pool-8 tables

cheap food
video & pinball

21+ Over FREE POOL!

Eating Disorder Programs • ^ring 1992
Sponsored by University Health Services

Eating Disorder Treatment Progrram
For individuals - with Nutritionists, Mental
Health Clinician. Physician and/or Nurse
Practicioner. Mondays or Tuesdays - begining
February 10, University Health Services,
Conndentiality Assured. CaU 549-2671, Clinic IV.

Food and Feeling Workshop
Led by Peer Health Educators. To schedule a
workshop for your Residence Hall - call

546-2671, ext. 181

.^:7Tunan ^axatn czry Eitauxant

"Jf^a Bad: Cfiina^a Buffat

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
10 Bdchertown Ri • Route 9 Amhcrsl • 256-0251/0252

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

Minimum $15 plus 52 delivery charge

1F[ &SUNDAYBRUNCH
Buffet served Saturday 5-9p.m.

Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99
Children under 10- $3.00

BOLTWOOD
MARKET
Stock Up at

Downtown Annherst's
Only Market Featuring:

Fresh Produce # Groceries

Meats t- Service Deli

Thke the bus& c»me see us!

(Belchertown Rd. & South Amherst Bus Routes)

253-9081 • Open Monday - Saturday 9-7

17 Kellogg Ave. (Behind Barts)

1992 - 93
Financial Aid Forms

Pick up and complete your FAF
By the March 1st

Priority Deadline

The forms are available at

the following locations

Financial Aid Services

255 Whitmo re Building

Collegiate Committee for

the Education of Black

and Other Minority Students

Minority Engineenng Program
Bilingual Collegiate Program

Graduate Education Organizations

United Asia Learning Resource Ctr

If you want to be considered

an on-time priority applicant

file between now
and March 1, 1992
^ ^

Did you know?
at the UMass

Division of Continuing Education

• we offer you over 100 evening credit courses?

• there are nearly 100 noncredit workshops?

• that you can take available University day

courses through Continuing Education?

• that ifs not too late to sign up for a course?

Register now through February 10 for the

course that just might change your life.

Division of Continuing Education

Coodeli Building, sixth floor

545-2414 (open 'til 7:00, Monday through

rhursday until Vvb. 10)

A (\U(iUly aUualum al njloniahlc prices.
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Love, food and money
When we were young we often replied

to the question of what we wanted in Ufe
with the simple answer: "ix) be happy."
Either rich or poor, that was all we really

wanted or needed. Then we would give the
nice lunch lady a quarter for milk -- the
only financial business we really had to

worry about.

Some people still have not left their
childhood fantasies of Uving in a society
where money really does not matter, and
where being poor would in noway threaten
one's happiness. This is all very nice if it

were possible. In this day and age I feel a
person's total happiness hinges too much
on their financial security. For without
food and heat to be warm how can some-
one who is at all sane be happy.

Manejah Morad

With this in mind, it is important for

most people to work. In this land of op-

portunity what an easy task that should
be. Millions of people come to America
with the dream ofworking a hundredjobs,
making an unlimited amount of money.
Unfortunately this dream for many has
now, during our current economic crisis,

only brought disappointment.
For a college student, a good job is

exceptionally difficult to find, since most
students lack in experience and a degree.

But despite this there are still plenty of

jobs that require only a will, a need and a

desire to wear a clean pressed uniform.

And yes, ifyour time comes you could find

yourselfat the golden arches, the ultimate

job of jobs. Due to the fact that Amherst
and its surrounding towns are far from a
haven for employment, a job like this is a
dream come true for a student who has
become a slave to the provider of his/her

food and shelter.

So as the winter break begins and you
patiently await the millions of hours
promised to you, as well as the 50 percent
off on all the delicious food. But as the
weeks go by and your first eventful day at

the greaseless hamburger heaven never
comes, and your bank account dwindles
down to a few dollars, it is hard not to

wonder if this dream for money, food and
fun was all a big hoax. And as you start to

panic while thinking of how you will pay
rent, eat and be warm, you realize how
important money is and how you would be
nothing without it. You feel bad for ever

insulting this job for at this point you
would do anything for a few lousy hours.

. I would probably look like a good
person if I said that I don't care if I have
little money in the future. I would look

even better if I said that I'd rather marry
poor than rich. But unfortunately, if I did

say either ofthese things,I would he lying.

I will be the first to admit that I am, like

millions of others, a victim of a material-

istic society. The mere idea ofmoney brings

me an incredible amount ofpleasure. This
is not to say that things such as good
health and love don't also bringme happi-

ness, but I find that, in the long run, they

AND SEEiNG PEOPLE
LOSE^TW/NTWE ^^
RiTURfc PoSinVELV Zj

end up weighing in the same.
Why does everything rotate around

money? This possible reason being that
our society, like many others, is very de-

pendent on it to survive.lt isjust that now
that our economy is in trouble, people

realize how important money has always
been to them. It is the way we have been
brought up to think and it is the image
that our country portrays.

For me, I wish I wasn't so dependenton
money. I wish that while growing up,

money wasn't the deciding factor as to

whether my family would move or not.

whether my parents would fight or not,

and whether I would be educated enough
for a reliable and adequate job.

I envy people who can live with little

money and be happy. I wish that my need
and obsessiveness was not there. Unfor-

tunately it is, and each day when I arrive

at the Berkshire Dining Commons ready
to clean dishes, I don't think about the

second hand food I'm touching but rather

the paycheck that would make it all worth
it.

Manejah Morad is a CoWegiancolumnist

University Textbook Annex leaves out most crucial work
Welcome back to another semester of UMass' Text-

bookAnnex. Yes ladies and gentlemen, the time has come
to buy books on credit, books that may force us to ignore

spring in Amherst.
Strolling through the Annex, something hit me. No, it

was not a ton of falling Shakespeare 222 books. It was
knowring that, though UMass students are paying for

knowledge, we are being cheated. In one corner there is

Whitmore, in another [Gov. William] Weld.

However, most tragic of all is that the society that we
are a part of for ten months a year has, for the most part,

seen fit to remove any and all emphasis from the greatest

book that has ever been. It is not found v«thin the horror

of Annex World and, as a rule, is not seriously and
truthfully studied within the university.

What is this awesome book, you ask? The masterpiece

being referred to is the Christian Bible. Stop reading,

right? Wrong! You guys may be smart, but ifyou want to

dismiss the Bible you are definitely cheating yourself

Famous Christian author Josh McDowell has said

that the Bible can be summed up as "unique" in every

way. Josh is absolutely correct. The Bible is unique.

All beings have the right to live

These are some of the things that Josh discovered.

The Bible is a book that has been written over a 1 ,500

year span by over 40 authors from every walk of life.

Written in different places, differenttimes and in different

moods. Written on three continents and in three lan-

guages Yet, even with all the varied conditions and
circumstances in which the different books were written

and the many controversial topics that the Bible covers,

every author— from beginning to end— speaks in unity.

Diana D'Avanzo

F.F. Bruce put it t)est: ".
. .The Bible is not simply an

anthology: there is a unitywhich binds thewhole together.

An anthology is compiled by an anthologist, but no

anthologist compiled the Bible."

The Bible is also unique in the way in which ithasbeen
preserved. Bernard Ramm describes the Bible's accuracy

as follows: "Jews preserved it as no other manuscript has

ever been preserved . . .They kept tabs on every letter,

syllable, word and paragraph. They had special classes of

men within their culture whose sole duty was to preserve

and transmit these documents ."

The Bible, above all else, is notably unique in its

teaching, especially when it comes to prophecy. Unlike
the prophetic writing of Nostradamus, the Bible's

prophesies concern specific nations, cities and peoples.

The Old Testament points to the promised Messiah. The
New Testament point to Jesus Christ as the Messiah—
who, incidentally, fulfilledover 250 prophesies concerning
himself, including where he was bom and how he died.

Also impressive is that the Bible tells it like it is.

Nowhere in the Bible are individual sins covered up.

Each person is described honestly. Likewise, God does

not cover up his plan or his will. Rather, everything is

plainly, and quite reassuringly, set forth.

Ifyou want to read a book that is in a class by itself,

read the Bible. Ifyou want toknow the loving forgiveness

ofJesus Christ, read the Bible— in context and with an

oi>en heart. I personally guarantee that it will not dis-

appoint you. Well, good reading and remember: JESUS
LOVES YOU!!

Diana D'Avanzo is a Collegian columnist

Iam writing in response to Stefan Gross'

Op/Ed article "Animal rights activists

should supporthumans, too"(Co//e^ian,l/

30). The piece contains so many sweeping

generalizations, oversimplifications and
complete lies about the animal rights

movement that even its title is incorrect.

Mr. Gross seeks to discredit the entire

movement by making a critique of only

one aspect of animal exploitation that we
target, animal experimentation, and as-

sumes that our sole purpose is to drag

humankind back to the dark ages. He
couldn't be more wrong.

We stand by the beliefthat all sentient

beings have the right to live their own
lives in peace, whether they are human or

not, a belief advocated by Abraham Lin-

coln,Mahatma Ghandi,Albert Schweitzer,

Mary WoUstonecraft Shelley and other

great, progressive intellectuals. We seek

to end all forms ofanimal exploitation and

abuse, be they experimentation, factory

farming, the fur industry, sport hunting

or "entertainment" (and yes, we even fight

on behalf of lab rats). We are not only

concerned with non-human lives, we are

also peace activists, feminists, gay activ-

ists, homeless advocates and more.

The attitude that animals exist solely

for how they can benefit humanity is es-

sentially identical to the one that created

and condoned slavery and other forms of

human oppression. Mr. Grossjustifies the

act of depriving another l)eing of his/her

freedom and submitting them to barbaric

acts oftorture for the l)enefit ofhumanity

as "logical." What he fails to account for in

his "logic," however, is that there have
been major disasters in medical history as

well as advances thanks to animal re-

search. Because the physiology of lab

animals differs from thatofhuman beings,

dangerous substances such as asbestos

remained available toan unknowingpubUc
because they were wrongly found to be
safe, thanks to animal testing (by the end
of this century, a million people will have
died from the effects of asbestos inhala-

tion). He also fails to note that the Foim-
dation for Biomedical Research has vested

financial interests in seeing to it that the

public supports animal research, as does

U.S. Surgical which has recently resorted

to using the same sort of "emotionalistic"

propaganda that he accuses us of with

their multimillion dollar television ads
featuring woebegone actors depicting

terminally ill children. That would be hi-

larious, except that the "logic" is actually

brought by people such as Mr. Gross.

Persons such as he, I would argue, are

far more likely to stand in the way of

progress with their failure to question

prevailing standards and methods than
animal rights activists, the majority of

whom are not the violent, brutish terror-

ists as he would have readers believe.

Clinging to outdated and downright bar-

baric ideals and practices will more effec-

tively hold back the progress of a culture

than any fanciful notion ever will.

Viktoria Bohne
Hampshire College For the Animals

Why should rats have rights?
Thank you, Stefan Gross, for assert-

ing human rights over those of rats. As
a staunch supporter of animal testing

for biomedical research, I cannot con-

done those who sacrifice the progress

and health of mankind in the name of

political correctness. Animal research

is vital to medical breakthroughs.

Medical clinicians adhere to a strict

moral code in animal testing. They seek

to treat animals as humanely as pos-

sible, inflicting minimal to no physical

pain. Given a choice between finding a

cure forAIDS or protecting the rights of

rats, I would have to choose the former.

One must question a person's priorities

when he or she values animal life over

his or her own.
Noelle DesLauriers

Northeast

Riding avenues of erotic pleasure
Erotology is learning to ride the av-

enues of erotic pleasure; it is not sexology

and its dry ilk. Heteroerotics 101 is

coursework woefully censored from even

the modem curriculum.

In 1959 at Amherst College, 1 could've

elected "Holes "N' Poles," or "Marriage and
the Family," under a Psych. Dept. rubric.

Instead, my ultimate ex-wife and I tried

out [expletive 1-ing in my dorm room dur-

ing spring break for which the now-dead

dean expelled me.

Here in 1992, I invite those of you,

comforting a penchant for erotology, to

experiment by co-designing with me a

non-credit seminar to fill this curricular

gap.

HETEROEROTICS 101. Seminar, two
hours weekly. Instructor: Eric Walgren,

sexual revolutionary, author: book oferotic

poetry, unpubUshed. BFA Amherst Col-

lege '65, Rutgers L.S. '68, farmer. Nut-
shell: vehicles for couplings to enjoy swell-

ing their own and each other's organs,

orgasm unmandatory.
Description: Purpose, to blossom the

eropersona, "the elegant, sexual, loving

beast." First, we would surmountobstacles
like the privacy doctrine and other du-

rable taboo residues, weak erotic ego, and
unsafe sex. Then we would get to the

meat, such as the less obvious erotic

anatomy, like the bulbous cavernosa, fe-

male as well as male, and cultivating

pheromones.
Such a project, to make the liberal arts

progressive, would be free-lance, no charge,
and intended to jostle the sex-ed
establishment's ass.

Eric Walgren, revolutionary
Belchertown
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Arts & Living
Big stomach blow ups on HSCN this week
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Hello, movie lovers, and welcome to this semester's

first installment of the Campus Cable Connection.

This week , there are some classics thatyou won't want

to miss as well as some new flicks that havejust recently

graced the big screen.

Here are the movies that will be shown beginning on

Wednesday, February 5:

Soapdish — Whoopi Goldberg, Sally Field. Kevin

Kline. A wacky comedy about the trials and tribulations

of Ufe on the set of a soap opera. A little off-the-wall at

times, but watching Whoopi perform will be enough to

leave you in stitches. ***

Stepfather II— Terry O'Quinn, Meg Foster. Jonathan

Brandis. Not even close to its predecessor, The Stepfa-

ther, this movie follows along the same lines of a de-

ranged psycho (O'Quinn) whose idea of "home sweet

home" is taken to a sick extreme. A couple of scenes will

make you jump, but ifyou have a choice to either watch

this movie or finish up calculus, which do you think I'd

recommend? *

The Way We Were — Barbara Streisand, Robert

Redford, Bradford Dillman. Oscar-winning score and a

pretty good love story to boot. Set in the 1930s to SOs, the

movie stars Streisand as a political activist who falls in

love with "Joe College" Redford. ***

A^nes o/"Go<f—Jane Fonda , Meg Tilly ,Anne Bancroa.

A haunting story of a young nun (Tilly) who apparently

murdered her baby within the confines of her covent.

Court-appointed psychiatrist Fonda must investigate,

but is baffled by what appears to have been an immacu-

late conception. Tilly is excellent as the sweet-faced and

terribly naive nun. ***

ji^ien — Sigoumey Weaver, John Hurt. Oscar-win-

ning special effects make this 50ish horror/scifi flick so

special and memorable. Is there anyone out there who

hasn't seen the stomach blow-up scene? If not, you have

to catch it this week. I mean, it's a must! ***

Avalon — Armin Meuller-SUhl, Aiden Quinn, Eliza-

beth Perkins. Autobiography ofdirector Barry Levinson.

A youngJewish boy recoimts his Ufe with his parents and

grandparents. A very touching story— try not to wince

at the bee scene. A top choice movie! ****

Betsy's Wedding— Alan Alda, Joey Bishop, Madeline

Kahn, Molly Ringwald. I was hesitant about seeing this

movie because the previews did it NO justice. I was

pleasantly surprised, finding it very light and amusing.

Written and directed by Alda, Betsy's Wedding is able to

evoke many sympathetic laughs from those who have

gone through wedding preparations. ***l/2

Body Double — Craig Wass, Gregg Henry, Melanie

Griffith. Wasson is a man obsessed with the woman he

has been spying on with a telescope and he becomes

involved in a murder. It's not one of director Brian

DePalma's best works, and 1 was somewhat disappointed.

Cocktail—Tom Cruise, Ehsabeth Shue, Bryan Brown.

Speaking ofdisappointments, that brings us to Cocktail.

Gee, I wonderwho the target audience was for this movie.

could it possibly coincide with the New Kids on the

Block fans?

Cruise is charming as ever as a kid who comes to New
York to find fortune and glory, but ends up as a bartender

under the auspices of Brown. Not much is redeeming in

this film, and the acting made me want to vomit.*

The Diary of Anne Frank — Millie Perkins, Joseph

Schildkraut, Shelley Winters. BriUiant adaptation ofthe

Broadway play as well as the famed book about a Jewish

girl and her family who must hide inAmsterdam from the
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Mental Health Groups
Spring 1992

• MONDAYS:
ADULT CHILDREN OF DYSFUNCTIONAL FAMILIES:

(divorce, addictions, alcoholisms, gambling, mental

illness, etc.) - 3:30-5:00

• TUESDAYS:
SELF EXPLORATION GROUP - 3:30-5:00

COMING OUT GROUP - 3:00-4:30

MEN'S GROUP - 7:00-8:30

• WEDNESDAYS:
AWAY FROM HOME: A group in Spanish for

Latino /Latina students - 3:30-5:00

PROCESS ACOA - 3:00-4:30

CONFLICT OF CULTURES, the Couples Experience -

3:00-4:30

• THURSDAYS:
SINGLE MOTHERS GROUP - 1:00-2:30

ALCOHOL ISSUES - 1:00-2:30

EATING DISORDERS - 3:30-5:00

This Valentine's Day, JvRICH

will dress ^H^ you up

and *^--^,fL
take you out!j^SM^^

Guess how many candy hearts are

in the jar at J^TRICH Clothing for

Men in Nortliampton or Amherst

and win:

$50 Gift Certificate from
i
^jSlgJij

$50 Gift Certificate from ^TESSfiUP

TWO Tickets to the J^cnoenij-nnsie

1 1 think there are hearts In the jar.

• Name:_
• Address:

•Phone:

1 entry per person, please.

The winner will be announced

at 10 am, Friday, February 14.

J^RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

ResArts is c
By DONNA OILMAN
Collegian Correspondent

Does the word "educational" strike fear

into your heart? Is "cultural" a synonym

for "stuffy" or "boring" inyour vocabulary?

Do you consider "art" a dirty word? Well,

think again!

There is a little-known offshoot of the

Fine Arts Center called Residential Arts

whose office is conveniently located in the

biggest residential area on campus,

Southwest. The primary mission of Resi-

dential Arts is to make visual and per-

forming arts directly available to Univer-

sity students in the residential areas, to

try to lessen racial, sexual and ethnic

discriminationby presenting hip, FUNKY,
alternative and enlightening perfor-

mances which the student body would

otherwise notexperience, and toentertain!

Residential Arts, "ResArts," for those

in the know, is a program ofthe Fine Arts

Center. Like the Fine Arts Center, Resi-

dential Arts is committed to making the

arts accessible to students. But unlike the

Fine Arts Center, Residential Arts opts

for a more unconventional approach to the

arts. They do this by presenting diverse

and unusual artists with radical views

and different artistic perspectives.

The staffat Residential Arts consists of

work study students under the direction

of a professional staff member.
Associate Director, Shawn Farley, ex-

plains, "Students do all the publicity,

graphic designing, fundraising and pro-

gramming. Oiir goal is to complement

students' academic work with direct and

accessible experiences in visual and per-

forming arts."

ResArts is the one who brought us

comedy clubs in Hampden Snack Bar,

Jazz Bninches in Worcester D.C. and

Ethnic Food Nights at the Dining Com-
mons, like Mexican night.

Farley says, "Residential Arts bridges

the gap between the community and the

campus by providing professional artists

a chance to interact with students through

workshops and residencies. ResArts also

provides the students with the facilities,

equipment, production support and
training necessary to exhibit their work or

to perform in the Theater."

Farley adds, "It is a misconsception

that ResArts IS Southwest, only. ResArts

has locations around the campus, and is

always open to ideas from students."

Discount tickets are available to 5-College

Area students. That means for the price of

two beers, you can take in a really cool

show.

rAEROBICS-i
Lozv Impact

^^Vft^^H Step

^B»^H
9{i/Low

Kelser

Nautilus
^^Vft^^H

Free Weights
Cybex

LIfecycle

Blocycles
^H * ^H Treadmill

IWdHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB

2S6-0080

Showtimes:
Fri. - Sun.

7pm & 9:30pm
Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7;30pni

Adults $5.00

Student w/valid ID. $4,tX)

COLLEGIAN
ADVERTISING

545-3500

IT WORKS!

\.\iiii:Rsr

'..\i i.i;t( r..\ri:i<

Adult School
Drop-In Classes

• Ballet*
• Jazz Dance •

• Spanish Dance •

Oiscounl Coupon Books Avriatiie

For Mo Cal 549-1555

29 Strong Si •Ainheral

(Off E Pkasirt Si, nnr BuOMfWd Dm)

^f

191 N, Pteasanf St., Amherst • 253-201 3 ^ 22 Masonic St., Northampton • 586^336
Open 7 days • Thursday nights in Nofthampton

Meed Funding For
Your Education?

Informed parents and students use SOURCE to locate sources of private

funding in the form of scholarships, grants, fellowships, and internships to

help defray the cost of higher education.

Let us help you tap into the SOURCE of funding available for your individual

needs. You qualify regardless of grades or family finances.

A small application fee gets you started.

Call today for application and information.

CUARAMTEED RESULTS • FREE COMSULTATIOM

Source
EDUCATIONAL FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS
6 Univcrtity Drive, Suite 130 Amherst, MA 01002 413*256*6188
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Black Affairs
February is African American History Month

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

The two-woman play,

'Miss Ida B. Wells-

Place: Hampden theater

Time: 8 p.m. each

evening, also 2 p.m. and 8

p.m. on Sat. & Sun.

Sponsor: New Worid

TTicater

Nummo News Lecture Scries

"Origins of African

American History

Month'

by Prof. John Bracey

Place: Campus Center

Rm.165-169

Time: 7 p.m.

10
Images of Sound—
Art Exhibition, featuring

Adgcr Cowans,

Dorrance Hill, and

Nelson Stevens

Place: Augusta Savage

Art Qallery

Time: During gallery

hours, until March 6.

11 12 13
Twenty-First Annual

Black Musicians

Conference

Place: Cape Cod Lounge

Auditorium

Time: 8 p.m.

Roger Quenveur

Smith—
"Frederick Douglass

Now'
Place: Bowker Auditorium

Time: 8 p.m.

Sponsor: B.M.C.P.

Bobby McFerrin with

Voicestra

Place: Rne Arts Center

Concert Hall

Time: 8 p.m.

17
"What is the

Connection?"

Discussion

Place: Malcolm X
Center

Time: 7 p.m.

18
Augusta Savage Art

Qallery presents

Mikki Davidson

Place: A.S. Art Qallery

Time: 7 p.m.

19
Essex Hemphill—

reading from

"Brother to Brother

Writings by Black

Qay Men and

Ceremonies'

Place: CCRm. 162-75

24 25
"Are You a Target?"

Discussion

Place: CC Rm. 101

Time: 7 p.m.

Augusta Savage Art

Qallery presents

Ingrid Askew
Place: A.S. Art Qallery

Time: 7 p.m.

"The Last Word"
Place: Hampden theater

Time: 7:30 p.m.

Sponsor: Sylvan Cultural

Center and NUANCE

or) Tongues Untied'
^yJ PUct: CCRm. 911-15

Time: Noon

Public Safety Forum
Ptice: Mikoim X Center Time: 7 p.m.

Soul Food Night dinner
BerVshire, Franklin, Womstcr D.Cs

Nummo News LKture Series

Bailey Jackson
Place: CC Rm. 91

7

Time: 7 p.m.

Augusta Savage Art Qallery presenii

Peggy Tartt, Nikki Blair.

Natasha Tretheway
Place: A.S. Art Qallery Time: 7 p.m.

27
-Wake Up!"

Discussion

Place; New Africa House Time: 7 p.m.

Nummo News Lecture Series

Archie Shepp
Place: CC Rm. 165-69 Time: 7 p.m.

Augusta Savage Art Qallery presents

Kamal Sabier

Place: A.S. Art Qallery Time: 7 p.m.

The Ed Blackwell Trio

Place: Hampden theater Time; 8 p.m.

22
Social

featuring a Buffet, Talent

Show and Dance.

Place: Campus Center

Auditorium

Time: 8 p.m.-l a.m.

"In the Blood of

Blade Women'
LBQA Cafe

Place: Hampden theaier

Time: 8 p.m.

28
Battle of the D.J.'s

Place: Student Union

Ballroom

Time: 10p.m.-2a.m.

Sponsor: BMCP
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How well do you know your Black History?
By SONDRA SUTTON
Collegian Staff

In 1991, a game called Collidascope was created by

Maura Cullen and Dawn Thompson. The game consist of

various historical questions, from many different topics.

Listed here are a few of the questions taken from the

game. In celebration ofAfrican-American HistoryMonth,

try answering them.

The answers are located under the last question, but

no peeking! Enjoy!

1) The first Black woman to win the Wimbledon tennis

championship.

A) Althea Gibson B) Wilma Rudolph or C) Ora

Washington

2) True or False: Lincoln freed all slaves vdth his

Emancipation Proclamation.

3) These colors are in the flag created during the Garvey

movementby the United Negro Impro^'ementAssociation.

The flag is still a symbol of Black Pride.

A) red, white, blue B) red, black, green or C) orange,

black, yellow

4) Director of the United Negro Improvement Associa-

tion, he believed in racial pride and purity, and de-

manded that Blacks become independent. He started the

largest mass movement in modem history.

A) Marcus Garvey B) Booker T. Washington or C)

Dred C. Scott

5)The Black magazine that has the highest paid monthly

circulation of any Black publication in history.

A) Jet B) Pride or C) Ebony

6) The famous bus twycott of 1955 began in this city.

A)Montgomery,AL B)Memphis,TN or C)Atlanta.GA

7) In 1966, £18 the civil rights movement was beginning to

fall apart, this group was founded by young Blacks in

Oakland, CA. Some of its leaders included Bobby Scale,

Eldridge Cleaver,Angela Davis and Stokely Charmichael.

A) Black Power B) Black Panthers or C) NAACP

8) The number of Blacks who have been awarded the

Nobel Peace Prize.

A)0 B)2 or C)5

9) True or False: African-Americans are more likely to be

victims of crime than whites.

10) The oldest college in the United States that had its

original purpose as higher education for Blacks.

A) Lincoln University B) Spelman College or C)

Howard University

11) After her son was beaten then lynched in 1981, she

sued the KKK and won $7 million as well as the Klan

headquarters in Mobile, AL. She is also the Director of

the Kianwatch, a group who continually monitors the

actions of the KKK.
A) Beulah Mae Donald B) Ida Lou Thompson or C)

Angela Davis

12) The first Black vmter to win a Pulitzer Prize in

literature,forherbookAnnieA//«n. Otherbooks she vm)te

include Bronzeville Boys and Girls and Riot

A) Virginia Josey B) Gwendolyn Brooks or C)

Lorraine Hansberry

13) Founder ofthe Nation of Islam, better known as the

Black MusUm, in the 1930s.

A) W.D. Fard B) Malcolm X or C) Elijah Muhammad

14) On this university campus in 1960, the Student

Nonviolent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) was orga-

nized.

A) Lincoln University B) Shaw University or C)

Jackson State University

15) Percent of Black college students who attend Black

coIIbctcs.

A) 25% B)40% or C) 55%

16) White high school graduates not in college have an

unemployment rate of 17%. This is the unemployment

rate for Blacks in the same situation.

A) 29% B) 53% or C) 65%

17) In 1940, a postage stamp honoring the first African-

American was dedicated to this person.

A) Booker T. Washington B) George Washington

Carver or C) Harriet Tubman

*a gi 'V 91 'H n 'v ei 'a zi 'v it 'v ox 'anjj- e 'a s

'a L 'V "9 *0 S V V 'a e '^V^d ZV "t a-™ waAvsuB 91U,
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EKTA Presents a Conference

South Asians:
A People in Transition

Feb 7th-9th 1992

Keynote Address by:

Mina Alexander
Indian American Poet & Author

Students & Faculty will lead workshops on:

defining identity, intergration, art.

homopnobia. political involvement,

career choice, international perspective,

science, cultural influences a more. . .

A catered dinner and party will follow.

Prices:
Pre-Reg (Dinner & Pariv.

Registration Packet): $10
At the Door: $7 Dinner $4 Parry

South Asian Club. UMass
5 -college rep

Call 546-6781

Check in at Fecly Hall 8am. Smith College

I

I

I

spi?iNc;

PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA

• High qu4l<ly bCKhlionl kcoioitxhIj

iKMis loi 7 nciling night<;

• Hound lii|> cluilripd moloi co* h

• Free (HH>l deck parlies xlivilies &

piomulions

• Inlei Campus Piogiains I O/Oiscouni

card

• On localion slaft lot complete

assistance

• All Mips lips & service chaiges

inrHided

I

* Tavern

Open 1 lam - lam » 7 days a week * Kitchen open 'til midnight

1
1

—

Don't Forget our Nightly Specials

9pm - midnight

Mondjy - 10c Moz/cuclki Sticks

Tuesday - 10c Mild or I lot Buffalo VVinos

Wednesday - 25c Cheese Pizza Slices

Thursday - 10C Chicken "I lot Lips" Nuooets

Game room with 2 pool tables « We acce£yvjC/_WSA_£j^MEX_2_5^^

Dear Kristen:

Nassau four days be-

hind us. Semester at Sea is

the best. Still can't be-

lieve this incredible ship

is my campus for 1 00 days.

Magnificent sunsets from

decl<. I miss you.. Signed

up for Global Ecology,

Intro to International

Trade, World Music and

Comparative International

Studies. Just read "The Art

ofCrossingCultures". That

book sold 400 copies at

the bookstore yesterday -

most ofthem on my work-

study shift I'm sure. Ven-

ezuela here we come!!!

Love, Brian

P.S. Promise me you'll

cal I Semester at Sea at 800-

845-0195 today and get

an application for Fall '92.

HSCN
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

Nazis during WWII. Eloquently done; both moving and
powerful. **•"*

The Grapes of Wrath — Heru7 Fonda, Jane Darwell,

John Carridine. It would be a dam shame to miss this

one, that's all I can say. Steinbeck's classic tale of Okla-

homa farmers moving to California during the Depres-

sion. Fonda and Darwell received Oscars, and the film

acquired a couple as well. '*''"**

House Party — Christopher Raid, Robin Harris,

Christopher Martin. Featuring real life rapper Reid, who
plays Kid, the movie is a humorous tale of teenagers and
the events of one night before, during and after a house

party. "***

Moscow on the Hudson — Robin Williams, Maria
Conchita Alonso, Cleavant Derricks. Witty and imiova-

tive, this movie is about a Russian musician (Williams)

who defects to the U.S. and tries to cope with his new life

in America. '**'''*

Nadine — Jeflf Bridges, Kim Basinger, Rip Torn. Set

in 1954 Austin, Basinger is innocently involved in a

murder, which she accidentally witnesses while attempt-

ing to retrieve some nude portraits of herself. I was
favorably surprised. '***l/2

Movies that are on HSCN this week but are not

reviewed are: Rock and Roll High School, Karate Kid II,

Vincent and Theo, and The Gods Must Be Crazy.

COLLEGE STUDENTTURNS FOUR YEARS
OF BLUE BOOKS INTO GOLD!

A college sludcnl with a double major in physics

and alchemy .shocked the academic community

by announcing that four years of blue books and

all the memories that go with them could be

turned into gold.
"1 didn't know what people were doing trying

to turn lead into gold, but obviously they didn't

know about ArtCarved. I took one kwk at their

big selection of men's and women's gold rings

and picked one. It was easy. ArtCarved also gave

me lots of custom options to remember my four

years and a lifetime guarantee. I don't know any

physicist who can do that," said the ebullient senior

The big-hearted senior plans to share this

remarkable discovery at the next meeting of the

Future Physicists of AiiKrica.

fj, UNIVERSITY

j^ STORE <S8>

/iRTC/IKVED
AllCirxcl lllf KiMU lli:il KciiK'lillvis

LAST CHANCE FOR '91 PRICE
Monday - Friday » February 3rd-7th * 10AM-4PM

THE UMASS INTERFRATERNITY
COUNCIL PRESENTS

GREEK COUNCI

SPRING 1992 FORMAL RUSH
ORIENTATION

Thursday, February 6

6PM
in the Student Union Ballroom

Ay Univashy Men Are InvikiJ TbCome U«ii About UMass Fraternities

COLLEGIAN

DOONESBURY
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¥OU'ltefil6HT,CUZ'

GOT lDK£ePAN£:'m
ON.NOT7HAT600F-
BALL IN TH£ ROSe
/ ^ 6ARC€Ni

By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
\0UCHAN/W5 even MOVING IN
ON "CURIMMISRAnON ISSCe '

1^6 NO/Ufl[^/0CATIN6 im
'BUCHANAN FfNCa:A leOO-
MILe TRBNCH TOI&POUT

Th5 UJ£TBACJ<SI

OH, RIGHT!ANPUHiyS
9JPPO5eC>T0fWR)R
rrr ANPWHO'SGOING
WMANrrfmLTHpy
SHOOTTOKJUrwiU^

UHOfi5GOIN6TO0e
RseccNsaaFCRne-
TRieVIN6T>€BOPeS?

H£:

HAeNT

exACTlY'

sftancs!

THAT'SWHAT
tvBBe&ismim.
A SCICK PROPOS-
AL, BUTUHBRt'S
THagetF?

CALVIN AND HOBBES

•^-- T^PtVTVJRE OF

^^ ••L

Bv BILL WATTERSON
NOT\C£ VOW [ KEEP W ^W
s\.^c<, SO MS Monu vysNSs
OPEN, r "W^ MOT TQSy«kVU)W
E\nAER,SCiL ORCDL, MAD I
KEEP W EHE5 UKVf-foCUSED,
SO I OOKT ySE /kUl HUSCVES

I T^K£ »> PKSSWt CKTtRmHHW
KND E>CTEHD TVt P^'?iW\^( TO
VN EKT\HE BEIUG. t WK\la»i IH

w LKK OF p^RT\c\p^^\oM ^KD
VJESPQN^. I'M

UT\tm.^ INERT

I'M GCAt*G TO

lEME 8EK*E
100 STK8T

KTniACT\M&

fUES.

JIM'S JOURNAL By JIM

-'^

J

M« $k«w«4 l^« 'tM \k;i aoMS «<

4% t^tft •y^ %^
•^«*ll.**

•*^

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH
AS WHA'/ RECALL.

THERfUASSOMf
TALK OF ROOMMATE-
SHUFFLING TlXJARP

THF END OFLAST
S£M£STfR. \

HI.SUPHAH. IJVSTUANTtP TOSEB

HOUW AhlP VOUR NiU ROOmAfF
AQi DOING

ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

WILMINGTON By M.K. ANDERSON

'705 TV vwiinv

WoinJ make

t\ co^AfKAcK

#3-.

wnH cfllLiREV

\ \N^»\

/^jtAAiu-sw^

Today's Staff
Night Editor Greg Sukiennik

Copy Editor Darienne Hosley

PhotoTechnician Emily Woller

Production Supervisor Oliver Raskin

Production MikeCarvalho

Nitin Mukul, Marc Elliott

Menu
LUNCH DINNER

Hot Beef Sandwich Roast Turkey

Tuna Noodle Casserole Italian Hoagie

BASICS LUNCH
Hearty Latin Stew

Tuna Noodle Casserole

BASICS DINNER
Creamed Veg. Croquettes

Roast Turkey

'Hey . . . this could be the chief

Quote of the Day
"Profound reflection often results in

inaction"

-Rodin

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

SACITTARtUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):

Not everything you are told now is the

truth. Demand proof if someone makes
ugly allegations. Open your eyes to the

value of cooperating with your associ-

ates. Cultivate a bit more humility.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-)an. 19): An
irKrease in funds could give you unex-

pected qualms. Relax and enjoy your-
self; having money can be fun! A family

member shares some good news. A ro-

mantic relationship taltes a new turn.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Be
cautious about placing your problems in

another person's harnls. Someone may
try to take advantage of you. Turn your
back on analysis and trust a hunch.
Listening to music relaxes you.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Recog-
nize that certain changes must be made
and make them as quickly as possible.

You have a tendency to be too hard on
yourself. Concentrate on having a good
time this evening.

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): Work-
ing with other people may be unavoid-

able today. Use caution when choosing

new allies. Burdening yourself with

other people's problems would be a

mistake.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Take a

chance today. A new venture should

prove quite profitable if you let yourself

'wing it.' Bypass trivial pursuits on the

road to major accomplishments. Watch
out for cracks in the sidewalk.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -June 20): Agolden
financial opportunity suddenly presents

itself. A thin line separates triumph from
defeat. Plot your moves carefully. Con-
fiding in trusted colleagues brings

severaloffers of assistarK:e.

CANCER dune 21 -July 22): Al-

though the outlook for a new relation-

ship is rK>t too promising, you must have
faith. Set aside a stubborn attitude and
try to see things from a loved one's point
of view.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22): Slow down
the decision-making process. Otherwise,
you will make mistakes that others pay
for. A good day to set long term goals. Be
specific: leave as little as possible to

chance.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): If you
find yourself at a loss for words, (et your
actions reflect what is in your heart.

Devote real effort to making a house a

home. Otherwise, loved ones could look

elsewhere.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You get a

taste of the good life today. Do not let

materialism overcome your usually

shrewd judgement. Friends are loyal and
supportive. A younger person sheds new
light on an old problem.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 2 1 ): Agood
day to experiment during daylight hours

and study at night. Do not let a golden

educational opportunity pass you by.

Focus on both your physical health and
psychological well-being.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

Acnoss
I Annie Oakley
5 Feel atxxjt

10 nenotm
14 Enoouraga
15 October

Iroets

16 Saa, no
longar red?

17 Constoudion

18 Garde

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflea the views of ri>e Collegian or the University.

19

coiiyoaaf John
20 Lawyer's lee

22P«»aoeful

24 Seal groups
25 Pmit o( a loal

oiMines neiper

29 Slewed gently

33TaMan
character

34 Apartment
block VIP

36 — orange tree

37 FYolific writer.

lor short

39 wanderer
41 Racing lorm

word
42 (Vmade ol kx
44 Rissover least

46 Played first

47 Religious

recluses

49 F^isses oH as
genuine

51 N Oklahoma
city

52 Lapidary's need
53 Shakespeare's

Danish prince

56 Arfanges
chrorK)logicalty

60 Pulitzer Prize

winner 1958

61 fVinch spiker

63 "Dies —

"

64 Nest eggs:
Abbr

65 Computer
option

66 Yorkshire river

67 Arns arxJ Mars.
lor example

66 Kept company
69 Btocfcer role

DOWN
1 Pbkar
openers

2 Singer Lane
3 Do an usher's

fob
4Sandal
leatures

5 MagnificarKS

6 Shatters

7 F^raian

poet
6 It's iiN^ilier

than a sword
9 value

10 UnidentlBaMe
11 Mandsm

Qalway Bay
12B<iical

trio

13 Kind o( cur.

21 Certain

otjKgatiom,

lor short

23 Car dealer's car

25 Took on
26 Taunt

27 Belore
circle or

saix:tum

28 Boutique

29 BaKesleros and
namesakes

30 Way to go
31 Heron

32 Mr — Goes
to Town ":

Cooper
film

35Se1lonh
38 See 10 Down
40 From arxither

aourca
43 Movie
45Bk of the Bible

48 Like a kird or

lady

50 The Rstons'

Thomas
52 say ones

53 Former
Secretary ol

State

54 Of fields: Comb
form

55 Anthropokjgist

Margaret
SeOetouti
57 Music group
SOUtOe

pitctiors

have big ones
59 Pokvr term

62 Coach
Paraeghlan

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
Bano naaoB nun
mana anaaa aaaa
annn nganQ^pgHD

BQaD nannn

BD

aann aaanaac
[in nnnmn

Hag Hannn baam
2/5/92

•IftlU* - - - - - *m»
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rAEROBICS
Loiu Impact

Step

9Ct/L(nv

TONIGHT
LIVE MUSIC

with

bANGEROUS PAPERS

Battle of the Greeks

contests • prizes •^ pi2za

Weekly Special

$1.00
12 oz

Bottles

Keiser

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHfiilST

ATHUSTICCUJB

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

female skier in the giant slalom, winning in a time

of 130.34. Tanguay was tops again for the women,

finishing seventh overall.

The weekend competition marked the halfway

point ofthe regular season. The women's team is in

second place, out of 1 1 schools, and the men's team

is in fifth out of 10, with two meets remaining.

"If I Uve to be 100 years of age I'll never have a

better race result," saidUMass coach Bill Maconnel.

The men's team built on their season this week-

end and is improving.

— Compiled by Collegian Correspondents

^%^^r^^^

2.00 cover

SINCE
9:30- 1:00am

6 8

Round Trips from Boston Starting ac

LONDON $ 310
TOKYO 729
Round Trips from New York Starting at

GUATEMALA 390
DELHI 1231
Round Trips from Los Angeles Starting ac

AUKLAHD 1209
Taxes not included. Restrictions apply.

Fares subject to change & availability.

Call about one v»^ays. We Issue

EURAIL passes on the SPOTl

Coundl Travd
79 South Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002

413-256-1261

GENERAL
MEMBERSHIP MEETING

TONIGHT
Wednesday, 2/5 • 7PM
174 Campus Center

student Theater in a fun, friendly

atmosphere! Featuring info

about our Spring productions,

SWEENY TODD
and

CAT ON A HOT
TIN ROOF!

COLLEGIAN Wednesday. February 5. 1992 / Page 1

1

sports shots
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

• The Red Sox might have quite a catch with Herm
Winningham, just hope he's prepared for the questions
about "clubhouse relations." Supposedly he's got some
speed but the Red Sox organization hasn't had« sign for
steal since Tommy Harper played.

• Coach Cal's team has been playing the role ofJekyll
and Hyde for last month and a halfand it's hard to know
which team will show up on a given night. The big
problem down the road (to the Final Four?) could very
well be foul shooting. Tight games hinge on good foul

shooting. See also: Syracuse University.
• Welcome back to our friend from Down Under and

remember thatjuggling's only funny until someone loses

an eye.

David Scott is a Collegian sports columnist

RESUME SPECIAL
I Resume typesetting, 25 copies on resume
I paper, 25 matching blank sheets, 25

[
matching envelopes... a// within 48 hours.

I 4iOfi OR w/coupon

%P^Oaw9 (exp. 5/13/92)

|_ 228Tjiangle^t^Amhe^stj 549-3840 j

-AEROBICSn
Lozi^ Impact

Step

Hi/Low

THE MOST iiyiPORTM

omaHJYtii
EVER TA(E MAY
START IN SENEGAL

Keiser

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHBRST
ATHLETIC CLUB

256>0080

/

Or in any of over 70 developing

countries in Asia, Africa, Latin America,

or Central Europe. Your first job after

gradu|ition should offer more than just a

paycheck. In the Peace Corps, you'll

broaden your world view and your

horizons for the future. You'll leam a new

language. . . live in a different culture. ,

.

develop professional skills. . .and meet

challenges far greater than those you might

be offered in a starting position in the U.S.

Peace Corps is looking for people

from many disciplines— education, health,

the environment, agriculture, community

development, engineering, the sciences,

and more. With a degree or experience in

these fields, you may find that Peace

Corps will be able to use your skills like

no other employer you're considering.

And equip you with the

type of experience

valued by intema-

tional firms,

government

agencies, and

private industry

and graduate

school programs.

^^%.

PEACE CORPS ACTIVITIES AT UMASS
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18

Information Table. Campus Center 9:00-3:00

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19 7:00 pm
Film Seminar & Discussion. Campus Center Rm. 165-169

Call the UMASS Peace Corps OfTice: 545-2105

Classifieds
rOMF.mWECOlLEGlANOFnCE IBCAMPUSCEmER « WURSDAY 8:30-3:30 FRIDAY 8:30-2:30 ^DEADUNE ISWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUaWN » 2(W0RD/DAY FORmJDEm » CASH INADVANCE

ACnVITCS

Alt. Pia-Law StudMiW UMms Mocktrial

Team nMdi witnesaM tor NaKonal compe-

tition F»b. 28-29 Com* to mMling at De-

tiate Union TlHirsday at 7pm. FMI cal 545-

2055

JESUS RUI in lulandann Febnjary 6th 7:30

163 Campus Center Admnsion Frea

INTERESTED IN WORKM on a play?

(a student production)

Need actors and technical staN

Call Julie 549-6460

For more details

BUCHANAN FOR PRESIDENT
Interested in meeting Pat?

All expense paid trips to N.H., juel caN the

Republican Club at 545-3317

Earn course cf«dtt for saving lh« anvlron-

ment with MASSPIRGCome into SU423B at

12:30or 4:00 M-F for inlonnation^

LEARN TO FENCE: UMass Fencing Club

meets Tue and Thur evenings at 7pm in

Totman Lobby EvaryorM welooms. Equip-

ment available.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTION SENIORS,
L.ast chance to have your portratts taton

FREE FREE lor the yaarbook.

Call 1-800-969-1337

FREE MEDITATION WORKSHOP!
Welcome back and welcome newl

Tuesdays 7:30-9:30pm

Starts 2/1 1/92 CO rm168C
Call Cathy 253-4161

NAMASKAR.

CHEAPI FBI/U.S. SEIZED
69 MERCEDES $200

86 VW $50

87 MERCEDES $100

65 MUSTANG $50

Choose from thousands starting $25.

FREE 24 Hour Recording Reveals

Details 801 -3792929 Copyright»MA15KJC

MAZDA GLC 1961 4spd 104K Runs and

Drives inspectable 586-1 194 $500/t>o

COtXEQE PIZZA

SPRMG SPECIAL
Larga cheese $6.00

Sn«al cheese $3 50

Add $1 tor 1 or 2 toppings

Free soda w/ large sub, salad, or

spaghetti

Must mention this ad

549-6073 549-6098

EARN MONEY

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPIII

(Plus spending $$$)

Sell trips to Cancun, Jamaica,

and Bahamasll

For more info call

Laura 549-5740

FOR SALE

AIR TICKET FOR female to West Palm

Beach via Washington DC from Bradtoy

$125 Call 253-2474 on Friday Feb 7

COLLEGE BARGAINS
Wordprocessors starting at $269

Computers $699

Call Now 546-0390

LOVE SCENT, known to enhance and

stimulate the senses. Flare African import.

af$8.75/lncense$6.00. Uncommon Scants

107 Vernon Street, Northampton, Massa-

chusetts 01060

MATTRESS AND 90X SPRING -ChMpJ

Call Liz 253-2842 _^_______
QUASARVJDEOCAMERA, light, tripod. GE
4head VCR, 20-Color TV $60060256-6982

SKISmOOTS
Lacroix Skis

Lange boots

great corKMion

549-9932 ^_^__
FOUND

~ RAY
Envelope found in Capecod Loung*

Call and descritw wtiat is in it

Calf Bnan W at 253-2869

GRADUATEASSBTANTSWPS withGEO-
Seeking 8 UMass grad students for organii-

ing ¥»ork Training provided $3500'serT»e«ter

« tuition andfee waivers Graduate Employae

Organization, 545-5317. D«adfc>« Feb 14

LOOKING FOR WORK?
Network marketing company is looking for

oncampus representatives Cal now 546-

0390

INSTRUCTION

MAUREEN,
Get psyched torT iwaak.

KeepsmiVn'
Phi Love.

Debbie

Quiet, neat, norvsmoWng female lor two

bedroom apartment in Sundertand. Yes.

Sunderiand, tHit it's big arxj clean $275t

month CaH lor detaKs! 665-2227 leave mes-

SALZ WE LOVE YOU
Happy birthday

Stay gold pony boy

Scott and Jon

SERVKES

EARN CREDDTT SCUBA DIYtNO

Basic course 2 credits G09 Scuba

Key Largo spring break trip 2 credrts G10
Sport Scuba
New England /Wvanced course 2 credits

G1 1 Advanced Scuba
For more information call 545-2336

LOST

MISSING: Man's light brown leather

sheepskin sheading coat with drawstrings.

Lost on Sat night at party on N Pleasant St.

Extreme sentimental value. Reward offered

No questions asked. Ca« Mike at 546-101

1

White Bicycle halmel

REWARD
Call 546-0943 _^_____

MUStCIANS

RoMn
Its me ttie worst

big sister ever.

Sorry this is late

Get psyched for hell

oops I mean T week
Love Merideth

FOR RENT HELP WANTED

UMASS SHOTOKAN KARATE CLUB
ISKF/JKA

Practice Campus Center

MWF 6 00-7 30

Inquire at informatk>n Desk

or call Dennis 549-80 1

WAY COOL COLLEGIAN T-shirts on sale

today intheCamups CenterConcourse while

supply lasts Comics lans take notice. Be the

envy of all your friends. Noll

AUTO FOR SALE

BUICK SKYLARK 1 977 Lessthan 63,0n0mi

Call 586-8257

Daduct 100.00 from your rent lor the first 6

months wlwn you sign a years lease with us

at Northwood Apartments. Spacious 2*3

bedroom apis. Available starting at 299.00.

6 month leases available. M-F 665-3856.

Fridge reirtals Call 253-9742

Naad a room cheap on campus CaH 549-

0133 ask for Jeff

ONE BEDROOM in beautiful Mill Valley apt

in South Amherst. Oean, Quiet, luxurious.

Call after 7pm^253-9692

ROOM FOR RENTI Cheap 8 flexiblel Just

off campus All utilities included Don't miss

this deal! Call 549-5107 Ask for Steve

Sundertand Apartment Bus route Rant now

get one month free 665-8669

TAKE OVER LEASE on 1/2 of 2 bdrm. apt.

Fab. Free. Bus route. Carpeting. Mtka or

Walter 253-7096

Alaska Summef Employment- Fisheries.

Earn $5,000+/month. Free transportation I

Room -f boardi Over 8,000 openings. Male

or female. For emptoyment program call 1-

206-545-4155 ext 298

Appllcatlans now being accepted at Ad-

misstons Center lor Tour Guides, Student

Admissions Representatives, and Summer
Counselors.

$40,0l90^ri READ BOOKS
and TV Scripts Fill out simple

like/don't like" form. EASY!

Fun, relaxing at fiome. beach,

vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.

FREE 24 Hour Recording

802-379-2925 Copyright iMA15KEB

EVENING JOeSI Environmental campaign

work. Fight pollution with Clean Water Ac-

tion. $7/hr. On buslines. Call 584-9830

Expttanett afttgar A drummar seeking

keys, guitars, bassist to gig immadMaly.

Call 323-7801

PERSONALS

USA-
Hopa we have a great

semester togetherl

Love Ya
Doug

MkstiaMa R.

Time to get inspiredl

Love, LML, Big Sis

NKOLE MCFADDEN •

Happy 21st birttiday!

Wish I couM join you uptown II

Your favorite roommate,

Mk:helle

P.S. Sorry about your hatll

RUSH PIKE

The fraternity with a commitment to excel-

lence

Open Rush Dates: Feb 1 1, 12. 13, 18, 19.

418 N.Ptaasant St 8-10pm

RUSHZETAPSI

HEYIHEYf YEAH YOUl Why donlyou come
down, eat some food and meet the guys from

Zeta Psi. Rush dates are: Feb 10 rm 02

Newman Center 7-9. Feb 1 2 rm. 02 Newman
Center 8-10. Feb 13 Campos Center rm.

90408 (9th Boor), Feb 18 CC mi 90509 7-9,

Feb 20 CC rm 162. Come and check us out.

Itwilldrtineflybeworthjtl

ROOMMATE WANTED

FREE pregnancy testing; confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Services

Center offers free legal assistance to fee-

paying students Contact us at 922 Campus,

545-1995

ORDER AVON!
Call 546-1999

For free brochures/samplBS

TEAMWORK TRUCKING. Affordable, Iraa

estimates, on caU anytime, wifl travel. 584-

3897. (Also creative odd jobs.)

TRAVEL

DAYTONA BEACHt- SPRING BREAK ^92

March 13-22. Includes seven nights ocean-

front hotel plus rountrip motorcoach. Only

$259 001 Call Yankee Tours 1-800-

9DAYTONA M-F 8-6

SPRING BREAK TO Florida Beaches

Fun in the sun, 4/rm prices.

Daytona $149, Panama City $139

Kitch, wtrtrt i trans availabi*

Call at 1-800-423-5264

SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Doni be lame, its cheap

Panama City, Cancun and al others

Call Pete or Derek 256-6490

8TEPH
You're good enough, smart enough, and

doggonit, people like youl Just a word of

inspirationi Love , Jan

Usa
I hope you have a Happy 1 9th birthday with

many moe to come. I love you. Brian

F HAMPSHIRE STUDENT looking for other

Fstudent to share beautiful apt in N Hampton

300 <^util

Contact Susanna 586^059

HOUSEMATE WANTED to take large bed-

room N Amherst house near Puffers Pond

$216/mo 5489145

Looking for non-smoking, open mindedM
or F, one room apartment in Sunderland. On
bus rt. Caa Jim or Brian 665-8669

YOU'VE ONLY GOT ONE WEEK TO LIVEI

Do spring Ijreak in Jamaica, Bahamas,

Cancun, Margarita, from $3691! Hotel, air,

transfers, partiesi Sun Splash Tours 1-800-

426-7710,

WANTED

Famals to atiar* room in great Townehouse

apt, great conditk>n, 3 fun * considerate

roommates, rent negotiable

Call 549-8001 ASAP
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Sports
Minutemen pick up 18th win, 76-58
By PHIL SWEENEY
Special to the Collegian

OLEAN. NY — The Minutemen of the

University of Massachusetts picked up

their 18th victory ofthe season in convinc-

ing fashion last night with a 76-58 victory

at St. Bonaventure.

The win pushed the Minutemen's con-

ference record to 6-3, tying them with

Temple for third place in the Atlantic 10.

"St. Bonaventure came to play," UMass
coach John Calipari said after the game.

"One of the things we've always talked

about is being ready. WeVe come out com-

placent at times and expected wins, but

we came out ready tonight."

The Bonnies got into early foul trouble,

as three starters each picked up two fouls

within the first five minutes (three would

later foul out). St. Bonaventure also had

trouble getting on the board and allowed

the Minutemen to race to a 20-5 lead

midway through the first half.

UMass hit 16 of its 30 shots (53 per-

cent) in the first half. Leading the way

was senior Jim McCoy, who nailed 6 of 7

to finish the first frame with a dozen

points.

Tony Barbee knocked down a 3-pointer

to jump the Minutemen's lead to 38-20 at

the intermission.

Less than one minute into the second

half, UMass had widened its lead to 46-25

on Will Herndon's alley-oop dunk.

The Minutemen then lapsed. St.

Bonaventure went on a 9-0 run, sparked

by sophomore Harry Moore's jumper at

14:54. Freshman Nii Nelson-Richards hit

a 3-pointer to bring the Bonnies back into

striking distance (46-34), forcing Calipari

to call a timeout to quiet the unruly Reilly

Center crowd.

Herndon's layup brought the UMass
lead to 53-38.

David Vanterpool's layup at 5:52 nar-

rowed the margin to 11, 57-46.

McCoy put in two fi-ee throws at 3 : 1 1 to

finally put thegame out ofreach. Hemdon
capped things off with a monstrous one-

handed alley-oop.

McCoy led all scorers with 2 1 , hitting 8

of 10 from the field. Hemdon finished

with 16 points and seven rebounds and

Barbee added 14 points and grabbed seven

boards. Anton Brown had 10 points and

six rebounds.

"If a team keys on McCoy," Calipari

said, "Hemdon gets 25. Ifthey key on both

ofthem then it opens it up for Barbee and

Brown."
Moore led the Bonnies with 17 points

and seven boards. Nelson-Richards hit for

14 and Vanterpool chipped in 13.

St. Bonaventure shot a miserable 33

percent as a team , while UMass converted

55 percent of its attempts.

"I'm happy with our play," Calipari

said. "Ifyou said before the season that at

this point we'd be 18-4, I'd have said,

Vake me up."

MASSACHUSETTS 76.

ST. BONAVENTURE 58

MASSACHUSETTS (76): Barbee 4-9 5-6

14. Hemdon 6-9 4-5 16, H. Williams 3-3 0-0

6, Brown 2-6 5-6 10. McCoy 8-10 5-7 21,

Rrmin 0-0 1-2 1, M. WIHIams 2-6 1-2 5.

KeBogg 1-1 0-22. Roe 0-2 1-2 1, Pace 0-1

(K)0,K. Rot)lnsonO-1 OOO. Total*26-47 22-

34 76.

ST. BONAVENTURE (58): Moore 5-127-

10 17. Nelson-Richards 6-16 1-2 14,

Hamilton 0-3 2-2 2, Weber 0-0 0-0 0,

Vanterpool 4- 16 4-6 13, Hemeloer 0-0 00
0, Shelton 2-4 3-6 7, Quackenbusti 1-6 0-

02, Abercrombie 1-1 0-03. Totals 19-58 17-

26 58.

Rebounds — Massoctiusetts 34

(Herndon, Bartjee 7). St, Bonaventure 36

(Shelton, Moore 7) Assists— Massachu-

setts 17 (Barbee 5), St. Bonaventure 15

(Vanterpool 5). Three-point goals —
Massachusetts 2-6 (Barbee 1-3. Brown 1-

2. M. WBIams 0-1), St. Boonventure 3-10

(Moore 0-1, Nelson-Richards 1-4,

Vanterpool 1-4, Abercrombie 1-1).

Taking aim
Scott fires

sports shots
We dedicate today's

space to Jim Reid.

Enough said.

• I've got four months

to train for the Kentucky

Derby and if my first

day of horseback riding

isany indication I'm well

on my way to the Triple

Crown.
Sure, my horse Rusty

might have made me
look bad by turning the wrong way and bouncing

me around like a kick ball, but do you think Willie

Shoemaker was trotting andjumping his first day?

My only other riding experience came as a

youngster when Peter the Pony came to my sixth

birthday party. I rode that stallion like the wind

and now some 15 years later, it's all coming back to

me. Hi ho Silver and away we go. .

• The battle for the title of"Cravat King" took a

riveting turn in Decemberwhen Tamir "Aren't you

happy I'm here" Lipton and Brett The Taurus"

Morris wore two numbers from the dark corners of

their fathers' closets. Actually Lipton threw in the

towel and moved on to his own sweater contest. He
lost that, too.

David Scott

It's now a three man race between Coach John

Calipari, myself and a late entrant, my roommate

Kevin who may be eliminated because he's never

even been in the Cage. It could be down to Cal and

this humble reporter for the title and remember /

run the show.
One quick necktie note: Kudos to Sports Infor-

mation Director Howard Davis who took the tie ofF

his own neck to accommodate a television commen-

tator who had misplaced his own tie. Howie's truly

a man who knows the importance of a good tie.

• Au revoir Brian Shaw. Welcome to Boston,

Sherman Douglas. The General was a good pick

up, perhaps the only drawback is the height differ-

ence and Sherm's monster contract. He makes

things happen and that's what the Celts need.

• One reader complained that this space wor-

ships the Celtics too much. I'll agree. The Celtics

aren't a sports team, they're a religion and ifyou're

not a devout follower, you won't understand.

• This guy Don McLean forUCLA can certainly

play ball but he'll never top his recording of

"American Pie." Droye my Chevy to the levy but the

levy was dry. . . Great stuff.

• You need something to convince you that Jim

Reid was UMass football? Here's what Reid said

during his trip to the hallowed halls of Ivy League

school. University of Pennsylvania: "I love football

and I'm not afraid to admit it."

Do you hear that Dean David BischofT? Mr.

Frank Mclnemey are you listening? Try and find

another coach that can say that with the passion

Reid said it, and meant it. Then explain to the

person you do find that he's going to be given all the

respect ofa thumbtack. (Jood luck with the search.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Women's hoop falls to URI
in closing seconds, 54-50
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

People often wonder, when a team loses, which hurts

more, the blowouts or the close games.

Thus one hurt a lot.

The University ofMassachusetts women's basketball

team rebounded from a 9-point second half deficit, but

lost to the University of Rhode Island, 54-50, when the

offense missed a potential game-tying bucket with 16

seconds left last night at Curry Hicks Cage.

Laurie Dondarski's 3-point attempt hit off the back

rim with the Minutewomen down 53-50, and Rhode

Island (7-12. 3-5 in the Atlantic 10) was able to tie the

rebound up and seal the game when freshman Rebecca

Bright hit one of two free throws with 7 seconds left.

The Minutewomen battled back from a 9-point deficit,

49-40, with less than eight minutes left in the game due

to the stellar performance of senior point guard Trish

Riley, who keyed a 6-0 run that brought UMass to the

edge of victory.

Riley hit ajumper to cut the lead to seven at 7:37. Then

on the next posession, she took an overhead pass from

Dondarski and drove in for a layup, shaving the WRam
lead to 49-44.

Riley (6 points, 5 rebounds) then drew a charge from

WRam Monica Games, and the sparse Cage crowd went

wild. After a URI time out, Riley did it herself again,

hitting a jumper that brought UMass back to within 3,

49-46 with 6:28 remaining.

Jenny Moran hit ajumper after a Games free throw, to

bring UMass within two, 50-4S, with just over 3 minutes

remaining. Moran (14, team-high 13) also had two clutch

rebounds down the stretch off URI misses, but the

Minutewomen couldn't capitalize on the offensive end.

Neither team was able to put the ball in the hoop for

the next two minutes, until Riley fouled out of the game,

putting Tammy Webster at the line. Webster's two suc-

cessful free throws built a 52-48 URI lead at 1:09, but

UMass' Kim Kristofik grabbed an offensive board and

put it back up off the glass with 49 seconds left. The 52-

50 score was as close as UMass would get.

Sue Morrone hit one of two from the line to increase

the WRam lead with 0:40 remaining.

Dondarski broke free on UMass' next possesion, but

her open 3-point attempt hit off the far end of the rim.

UMass drew up the potential game-tying play with

two options, said UMass coach Joanie O'Brien.

•^e initially set it for Jenny [Moran], butJenny knew

ifshe wasn't open, she'd look for the nextopen player, and

Laurie [Dondarski] was able to sneak herself into the

comer," she said.

The Minutewomen led through most of the first half

by as much as 4, thanks to the play of Kristofik, who shot

7 of 9 in the first half and wound up with 18 points.

Nevertheless, an Anne Kelsen jumper at the end of the

first half gave URI a 30-28 lead.

"(Kim Kristofik] worked very hard on the block,"

O'Brien said. "We were pretty much able to run the

offense the way we wanted in the first half They double-

teamed her on the strong side in the second half, and we

weren't able to get the ball to her."

Foul trouble hurt the Minutewomen down the stretch,

as two starters, Gloria Nevarez and Riley, fouled out.

Kristofik had four.

"I think Trish [Riley] fouling out was a big thing

because she really had us up," Dondarski said. "She

pumped us all up."

CoUecian photo by Chrlstoplier Evuu

University of Massachusetts point guard,
Trish Riley gets set to go up for a shot against

a Rhode Island defender in last night's 54-50

Ram win at the Cage.

UMass skiers l
Men finish fifth, women fourth at Dartmouth Skiivay

The University of Massachusetts ski team passed a

big test this past weekend at the Dartmouth Skiway as

they remained a contender in the Eastern Collegiate Ski

Conference.

Under inclement weather, the men's team skied to a

fifth place finish in the slalom and a fourth in the giant

slalom, while the women's team finished with two third

place results.

Both squads were handicapped by the absence oftwo

top skiers and a temporary scoring system which favored

teams with less depth.

On a sunny but frigid Saturday, Steve Crowley from

Amherst College won the slalom in a time of 91.75. Mike

Hannigan crossed the finish line first for UMass, in 17th

place, followed by Rob Umstead, 18th, and Matt Grifling,

19th.

Kim Soloski, of Plymouth State, won the women's
slalom with a time of 103.18. Jennifer Tanguay was
UMass' top performer as she finished sixth despite tak-

ing a fall. Jen Egan, the team's co-captain, and Debby
Adams rounded out the scoring for UMass in 10th and
13th place respectively.

UConn's Steve Dimlop was the top finisher in Sunday's

giant slalom with a time of 125.25 in a steady 30-mile per

hour wind. Hannigan, Umstaed and Mark Budreski

swept places 11-13 for UMass.
Jessica Ferri of Dartmouth College was the fastest

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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Report: library on brink of disaster
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts at

Amherst Library System is failing to

provide critical public services to both

students and faculty due to inadequate
funding for acquisitions of new books,

cutbacks in staffing and the use of anti-

quated equipment, according to a scathing

report obtained by the Collegian this week.

Written by the Future of the Library

Committee, which was established last

May by the Faculty Senate, the report

says the library needs an additional $1.1

million in emergency relief in Fiscal Year
1993 to "stave off disaster for another

year."

The report also requests a $7.8 million

budgetary increase which could be spread
over the next three years to rebuild and
recover from the continuing damage in-

flicted on the holdings and overall quality

of the University Library System.
Even if Gov. Weld's latest proposal to

neither cut nor increase funding to state

public higher education passes, this level-

funding plan "would impose extreme
limitations on the library's ability to

function as an academic research library,"

the report states.

As the national ranking of the UMass
Library plummets yearly, deficient library

holdings are hindering students and fac-

ulty from engaging in research using the

latest books and periodicals and the most
current electronic access tools.

"In Fiscal Year 92 almost no new books

are being purchased, the number of serial
titles held is far too few, and the staff are

stretched to the breaking point," the report

states.

"When books commonly regarded as

standard acquisitions for college and
university libraries no longer make their

way onto library shelves, we have ceased

to fulfill even our most basic responsibili-

ties to our students and faculty."

While state coffers for the University

Library acquisition funds have run dry,

the purchasingpower tobuynew materials

for the library has sunk about $9 million

in the last two decades.

"A library that can't buy books is a

library incapable of nourishing a

Universit/s intellectual enterprise," said

David Paroissien, the chair of the Future

ofthe Library Committee and a professor

in the English department. "If we let the

library erode, it's going to effecteverything

on campus."
Because of staff shortages and the fis-

cal crisis. Library service hours have again

been reduced this semester.

Few new books or journals
The University Library System, which

holds more than two million books, peri-

odicals and government documents, is

buying hardly any new books this year as

annual budget cuts wreak havocon library

acquisition accounts.

In 1988, the library purchased over

46,000 books. This year, it has bought less

than 7,000 new books, according to Emily
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Students upset by library cuts
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

The University library's prestige is

falling as its number of available up-to-

date resources are on the wane, and stu-

dents feel cheated and outraged.

"I am astounded by what's happening,"

says Samuel Densmore, a junior commu-
nications major. "Ifthe library stops being

up-to-date, the school stops being state-of-

the-art. What does this say about the

degree that you get from this university?"

Students are frustrated by the dwin-

dling resources, and feel their studies are

suffering.

"I picked a subject for a report, but I've

had tochange topics several times because

the information I need is simply not here,"

said Maureen McGuire, a sophomore
theater major. "I end up just browsing,

looking for a topic that the library has a

fair amount of books on."

Junior theater major Edmond
McCarthy complains, "If the information

you need isn't here, you have to go to

Amherst or Smith. But then what is our

library good for? If we're paying for our

education here, we should be able to get

adequate information firom our resources

here.
CONTINUeD ON PAGE 3

CoUagian pholo by ItaU KaliB

The*NewBooks' shelves standempty inthewake ofthe University's

budget crisis.

Details about
assault report
unconfirmed
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts official said to-

day that allegations ofmembers of the men's bas-

ketball team's involvement in an assault at a dance

Saturday night may not be true, as details £u«

"sketchy."

W. Ricardo Townes, associate dean ofAcademic
Support Services, said in a meeting today with

Malcolm X Cultural Center staff members and
University police that the exact details ofwhat took

place on Saturday night have not been confirmed.

CoachJohn Calipari, the men's basketball coach,

said he talked to the team about the incident before

leavingTuesday for theirgame at St. Bonaventure.

"I was concerned at the time," Calipari said.

"But they told me there was some yelling, but no

physical contact."

Calipari said the temporary closing ofthe center

was unfortunate.

"On this campus, that [the center] is an impor-

tant part of the social life," he said.

Townes said the center will only remain closed

for the weekend, but this alleged fight — nor the

rumors of a person carrying a gun at the dance—
was not the reason.

"There has been a problem with violence at

events," he said, "too much of this incident is

'alleged.'".

Townes said the people at the dance, although

they tried to get the disputing parties to go outside,

did not give the police any information.

"When the police arrived [at the Malcolm X
center] no one would tell the police any names,"

Townes said.

Townes said the police first came to the scene to

break up a fight— which was reported yesterday to

have involved a basketball team member.

Townes said there are many stories coming out

as a result of the incident.

"I talked to five different people and got five

different stories," he said.

The Department of Public Safety is requesting

that anyone with information should call 545-

0893.

Senate hears Reid, candidates
By JASON GEORGE
and GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

There were two battles fought on the floor of the

student senate last night. One was emotional; the other,

political.

While senators considered for the first time to endorse

a candidate for the state representative's race, they

heard a story of frustration with the present state ofthe

University fi-om a nonpoUtical source — the football

coach.

Jim Reid, who verb«dly resigned ashead football coach

on Jan. 22, stressed to the senate the importance of

organizingand recruiting for the future ofthe University.

Reid said he loved UMass, and his resignation was
because of principle.

"I went into homes and told them [football recruits]

how wonderful UMass was. I told them how diverse it

was and about the commitment to education. I offered

scholarships. And now it could be said I lied," he said.

Reid said he left; aft«r the scholarships he offered

incoming freshmen were not approved by the athletic

department because of budget cuts. He also said some
administrators knew as early as Dec. 4 about the cuts,

but left him uninformed.

"We're under siege," Reid said. "Our first priority

should be to organize and work for the best damn school

in America."

Reid also said he was optimistic about the upcoming

state representative's race.

"This is the best race in 19 years," he said.

Senators voted last night to endorse Democrat Jon

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Student senators dissatisfied with Vanin
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Members of the student senate have voiced

disatisfaction with interim Vice Chancellor of Student

Affairs Jo-Anne T. Vanin, and do notwant her to apply for

or accept the position permanently, however Vanin says

she is "disappointed" with their decision.

"Jo-Anne Vanin is not responsive to the desires of

students and actually acts against students by mislead-

ing them," said Bob Monaghan, senate speaker.

Vanin has talked of abolishing student government,

was involved in firing Legal Services Center lawyer

Jennifer Daniels and refused to recognize Jen Wood as

student trustee after agreeing she would, said Matt

Pazesi, chair of public policy committee.

"She has proved she can't deal with students well,"

said Pazesi.

When student government was close to shutting down
last spring, student leaders spent 70 hours trying to form

agreements with the administration, said Monaghan.

"After the time and effort we spent, Vanin told us the

agreements could not be done and would not occur," said

Monaghan.
Monaghan said tifter Daniels wtis fired, the senate

had to fight for two months to get Daniels rehired.

"There is a lack of trust in Vanin and the senate does

not like the job she has done," Monaghan said.

Jen Wood, president ofCommuter Area Government,

said she printed up 4,000 posters and went door-to-door

campaigning for student trustee last spring.

"Two days before the election [Vanin] managed to

squeeze me in for 15 minutes to say the election was not

happening," said Wood.
"[Vanin] does not deal with students in good faith and

is devoid of any compassion for them," said Wood.
Vanin said, "I am clearly disappointed in the resolu-

tion, but I am not surprised."

Vanin said the student senate has not tried to corre-

spond directly with her about the issue.

"Since the student government has not felt completely

comfortable with the administration there hasn't been

the openness of communication," Vanin said.

Vanin said she declined further comment on the issue.
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Today will be sunny, high 30. Friday will

be cloudy, with more of the same.
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GLB Forum =
Thursday, Februar>- 6

Brown Bag Series — An organizational meeting for

students interested in receiving one credit while par-

ticipating in this exciting series designed to address

current gay. lesbian and bisexual issues. Noon, Campus
Center 91 i.

Film — "Truth or Dare,' come see Madonna, gay pop

icon, at her most outrageous. 7:00 p.m. Campus Center

803.

Meeting— The Bi Rap Group is back! All bisexual men
and women welcome. 7:15 p.m. LBGA office, 413B Stu-

dent L'nion.

Meeting — The Men's Group. All university men
welcome. 9:00 p.m. LBGA office, 413B Student Union.

Friday, February 7

Social— The LBGA Coffee Social. Come enjoy coffee,

cookies and brilliant conversation. 3 - 6 p.m. Campus
Center 903.

Saturday, February 8 •

DANCE — Come shake your buns in the Campus

Center Auditorium. You know you want to. From 9 - 1

a.m.

Tuesday, February H

Open House — The Counseling Collective is looking

for peer counselors. 4 - 5:30 p.m. in the Campus Center.

Call 545-2645 for an interview.

Training — Speaker's Bureau Training for new and

retumingmembers.7- 10 p.m. Program OflQce.Crampton.

Meeting — Lesbian, Bisexual Womyn's Union. All

university women welcome. 7:30 p.m. LBGAOflice,413B

Student Union.

Wednesday, February 12

Training — Speaker's Bureau Orientation for new
and returning members. 5 - 7 p.m. Program OfBce,

Crampton.

New Writers

'

Workshop
Today at 4:00 p.m.

in the newsroom

stop by and have

a look !
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Check out these super
specials at Scotts!!

BUSCH&BUSCH
LIGHT

24-12 ox. cans

BUSCH
1 2Ke(i

i99
dep

Prices Availat)le February 3-8

ROLLING ROCK & LIGHT
12'p«ck bottle*

$g99
* dep

N ABSOLUT VODKA ij^^

^ 1.75 Ltr.
^"^^

SOUTHER.N COMFORT
750 ml

$^74 9

U\TLLA WINES
(Plnot Grigio, ChArdonnay.

Merlot. Cab. Sav.)

2 for $

\

\

\

\

\

\

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

Tele-check for

your personal check

6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst
\Se r\CA -a^e at:

K'ass L^-e-, ga-res'

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\ \-T^r\

AMHERSTS

to help support Amherst Schools

x1
^

ff

VALEXTIXE S DAY
Could be your LUCKY DAY!

Bmit a $1 raffle ticket and enter to
win a $50.00 Gift Certificate

from one or more participating
businesses from Jan. 31.

Grand prize is a $500.00 i

Valentine s Shopping
'

Extravaganza to be spent at
participating businesses ""

on February 14th

See these stores for details

AJ. Hastings

ANvoys in Bkxxn
Amherst Farmers Supply
Amherst Galery of Fir>e Art

Amherst Opt>cai «
Amt>erst Typewntef Serv>c^'
Antonio s Pizza

Atkin s FfUft Bosvl

Attk:us AfcMon Bookshops
BonducdsCote
Bicycte Wortd Too
Cc^DCorto
Cci Opticians

Camera Shops
Complnr>ents
Cowte Buidng Suppty
Bder Lumber

5

<r

House of Wcish
Jeftery Anrihefst Bookshop
Joyce Austin Jewetefs

J Rich Ck5thing

Judes
IGnkos Copies
LeBoudoir

Lots For Litttes

TheMercontie
Matt>ews Shoes
My Favorite QuHt Stv^p

Regency Beauty Saton

(?VC a Furniture & Jewtery Gdery
StX3wnrwt Bank
Siverscqpe Designs ^
SunrvnerSn Fkxxs ^
Zanna

Eligibilil\

rormal:

STUDENT AFFAIRS SPECIAL SERVICES
236 WHITMORE

Is (here something you would like to say

before graduating?

You are in>ited to submit proposals for consideration as the

STUDENT COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

Graduating UMass-Amhersi senior.

Submit not more than three word-processed or typeuTitlen
pages, double-spaced, or the equivalent of 3-5 minutes speaking
time.

Subject Matter.

Submit Proposals To:

Selection Process:

DeadI ine:

For additional

information:

Text should concern higher education, and be relevant to the
University and your experiencc(s) here.

Paul R. Apple>>y, Director. Disability Services, (non-voting
Committee Chair), IM Whitmore. 54.S-0892.

A committee of students (majority), faculty, and staff, will
review proposals. Authors' names will have been deleted to
ensure ohjectivit). Ratings will be assigned. Selected authors will
be mvited to "audition" before the committee (in March). A final
selection will then be mt^iie bv the committee

Wednesday. February 19. 1992, 4:.10pm.

Paul Appleby, Selection Committee Chair. .S-0892 or the office
of Student Affairs S|>ecial Services. .«i-3480.

m
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Local
AFL-CIO comes out to support Hite
By MARK PRESTON .

Collegian Staff

Jon Hite, a democratic contender for the Third
Hampshire District's state representative seat, received

a unanimous endorsement yesterday morning by the

AFl-CIO in his bid for office.

"It is obviously a major endorsement, and it increases

likelihood of victory," said Ted Chambers, a UMass
student and campaign manager for Jon Hite.

"It is more likelywe will win the seat with labor behind

us," said Chambers.
Braving the cold temperatures, Hite was joined by

members of the Northampton Central Labor Council,

Pioneer Valley Buildingand ConstructionTrades Council

,

and a handful of supporters outside the Physical Plant.

"I am very proud and honored by this endorsement,"

said Hite. He added, "I will work very hard to merit your

trust."

"It is a privilege this morning to endorse Jon Hite for

the Third Hampshire District's state representative seat,"

said Jonathan Tuttle, president for the Northampton
Central Labor Council.

"It was not a difficult choice, and there was no ques-

tion in our mind that Hite was the correct choice," said

Tuttle.

Tuttle was also a past president ofLocal 1776, anAFL-
CIO affiliated union that contains approximately 1,200

UMass blue-collar workers. Local 1776 has yet to make
a decision on endorsing a candidate.

Hite was given the endorsement after responding

both in writing and in person to issues of concern for

working people, stated the Northampton Central Labor
Council press release.

The press release continued to say, "Jon Hite expressed

unequivocal support for working people on issues such as

prevailing wage in public construction, tax fairness,

retentionofunemployment benefits and efforts to prevent

wide scale privatization as a tool to escape collective

bargaining agreements and lay off public employees."

"Jon Hite was head, shoulders and torso over the other

candidates," said Tuttle. "We are pleased to endorse

somebody for whom we have solid support in the house,"

Tuttle said.

The centerpiece of Hite's campaign has been the issue

of 100 percent tuition retention for state universities and

colleges.

At the current time UMass keeps 30 percent of the

tuition. The beliefamong many student leaders is that if

tuition retention is implemented, the cost of UMass will

go up. Thus, many deserving students would be unable to

attend.

"The endorsement of the AFL-CIO shows that Jon
Hite has a broad base of support among various groups

which now includes students and unions," said Bob
Monaghan, speaker of the Student Senate,

CoUegUn photo by Matt Kabn

Jon Hite

library report signals disaster
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Kimmel, head of information processing.

"[Books] that we should be getting on a

routine basis, we're just choosing titles

here and there," Kimmel said. "Clearly,

our acquisitions budget is laughable."

In addition, the report says the library

is not reordering many subscriptions to

standard academic publications andjour-

nals — the foundation of any large re-

search institution.

"Very few books are coming in," said

Paroissien. "Normally, all work ofserious

fiction writers would go on the shelves. It's

impossible to do that at present."

In fact, the library budget for new ac-

quisitions was cut by almost a milUon
dollars between 1988 and 1989, according

to the Office ofInstitutional Research and
Planning.

Jeane Kocsis, head of collection devel-

opment, said no new
books are now being ordered. "There are a

lot of important books that we're not or-

dering," she said. She added it is also

inconvenient and often impossible to re-

place materials which were never initially

ordered.

She said the budget cuts mean that

only books for the Reserves department
are being ordered.

Although the library is still ordering a

greatly reduced amoiuit of serial journals

and publications essential for current re-

search, she said all standing orders for the

normally routine purchase of books by

other University presses have been can-

celled.

Sacrifices being made
Betty Brace, head of circulation and

reserve, said the ctirrent crisis is forcing

the budget for regular books to be sacri-

ficed in order to purchase periodicals,

which she calls the "lifeblood ofa research

University."

Lost or missing books are not being

replaced — standard routine just a few

years ago.

The report states that the probabiUty

of acquiring periodicals or serial volumes

missed because of cancelled orders is "al-

most nil." And while ordering reprints is

very expensive, reinstating subscriptions

is also costly and wastes time, the report

CoUecian photo l>y Matt Kahn

Empty shelves could be a sign

of reduced acquisitions, less re-

search facilitiesanda smaller staff
to reshelve books.

says.

Also, the report states it is becoming

more difficult to locate and purchase books

which were never ordered initially due to

the "erratic and chronically underfunded

book budget."

"Even a cursory glance at the new titles

in the meyor book review media, most of

which our library is unable to acquire,

reveals the magnitude of the crisis we
face," the report states.

"We haven't been able to purchase

books," said Linda Seidman, the acting

head of special collections and archives.

Only "one or two" were ordered last

semester, Seidman said, and no books for

the library's special collection will be or-

dered at all this semester.

According to Ute Bargmann, a special

student reaction
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"You waste valuable time and sleep

going to Amherst to do research when
all we need should be right here in this

huge library," he continues.

"You have to worry about the repu-

tation of the school if the reputation of

the library is bad. It's the intellectual

center of the campus," said sophomore

environmental science major Michael

Kerble.

"What's happening with the library

just reflects the overall downward trend

ofthe University in general," said David

Yos, a senior in the school of manage-

ment. "The library is just one frighten-

ing example."

Megan Scott, a sophomore exercise

science m^or, works in the circulation

department of the library and experi-

ences first-hand the frustration of

working in an understaffed library.

"This place is a shambles," she said.

"The books get so disorganized, and
there's so few staffto get things back in

shape. It's ridiculous."

"I worry ifmaybe I should transfer,"

she added. "This used to be a good

school."

collections assistant, the library would

normally order between 3 to 15 books a

semester on the Pioneer Valley area

through used and rare book dealers.

Even routine preservation activities for

old and rare books, such as the de-acidi-

fication of crackled pages, "has stopped,

period," Bargmarm said.

A shortage of personnel
The total library staflfhas been reduced

by 15 in the last two years, the report

states, resulting in an "acute" shortage of

staff workers.

Key positions remain unfilled due to

lack of money which prevents the initia-

tion ofany national searches for permanent
replacements.

Paroissien said there are not enough
trained workers in the Reference Depart-

ment, one of the most important depart-

ments in the library.

Library staffers and student workers

have not been rehired, while the number
of hours on employee paychecks are cut.

Edla Holm, head of the inter-library

loan program, said layoffs have made
staffing this department a difficult task.

"We are extremely short-handed," Holm
said.

Sinking national ranking
By looking at the University Library's

national ranking based on data compiled

by the current 107 members of the Asso-

ciation ofResearch Libraries, the library's

ranking based on specified criteria has

dropped from 43 in 1976— which wasjust
above the average ranking of the then 94

members.
In the following ten years, the ARL

rankings continued to fall except in 1987

when it briefly recovered because of an

emergency infusion of funds. But the

"downward spiral" continues, the report

says.

This ranking plunged to 72 in 1990, 80

in 1991 and may even fall below 100 when
a full analysis of the latest data is com-

pleted.

Such declines in national rankings

could cause the ARL to pass a "proba-

tionary sentence" onthe hbrary , the report

warns, which could bring "disastrous"

problems to faculty trying to receive grants

and awards through national competi-

tions.

In addition, the accreditation of the

University is partly based on the resources

of the library on campus. Paroissien said

the University will be "less attractive" in

the eyes of prospective students and fac-

ulty.

According to the Office of Institutional

Research and Plarming, enrollment is at

the lowest point in two decades.

"It will be harder to attract good people,"

Paroissien said, ifthe state fails to support

a library which must provide up-to-date

materials via the latest electronic equip-

ment.

Outdated technologies

Antiquated computers and inadequate

microform machines illustrate the critical

state the University Library is mired in.

The report calls for the replacement ofthe

dated LS/2000 on-line librarycatalog since

its parent company will not support the

system beyond 1995.

If this decision is not made in the next

few years, the highly-touted computerized

access to the Five-College System will

become unavailable. "It's really crucial

that the librarymake a new deci sion about

a new system," Paroissien said.

In addition, the report says, broken

microfilm and microfiche readers have

inhibited the use of these resources even

though the University Library houses over

one and a half million microforms, ac-

cording to the Five College Library Guide.

Brace said the billing system for over-

due books, for example, is not only "inad-

equate" but also "labor intensive."

A hurting building
Although the report doesn't detail the

structural damages to the various build-

ings in the University Library System,

staff say such problems persist.

Kimmel said an entire wall in the inter-

library loan office is deteriorating, while

broken heating pipes make for "poor"

working conditions.

"As is true elsewhere on campus, our

ceilings leak, jeopardizing our collections,

our walls crimible and our heating pipes

burst, causing flooding," Kimmel wrote in

a letter to the editor pubhshed in the

Collegian this week.

What must be done
The report calls for the immediate in-

crease in "minimum expenses" for Fiscal

Year 1993 to offset "disastrous conse-

quences for all library users."

The report asks for $300,000 to keep

the already greatly reduced amount of

serials the hbrary receives, an additional

$500,000 to purchase 12,500 more books

next year and $300,000 to hire at least 10

more staff.

To reach the median ARL ranking by

Fiscal Year 1995, the report says the

University Library would need a

$15,000,000 budget increase which could

be spread over the next three years.

Additional Goals:
• An increase in the level of library

expenditures per student to bring the li-

braries to at least the national average.

• Additional funds to remedy past in-

adequacies in the purchase of books and
journals.

• Capital outlays to preserve and pro-

tect the University's investment in its

print smd electronic collections.

The report will be presented to the

Faculty Senate on February
13. "For so long, the library has been
treated like a poor relative," said

Paroissien.

"If only we could get through to the

[State] Legislature," he said, "the problem

could be turned around."
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Top ten similarities between grandparents and students
Sequels aren't always as good as the originals. One

can never quite capture that same magic which was so

eNident in a first piece. For example. Karate Kid II and
III. Enough said?

Over break I went down for my annual visit to see

Nana B and "the girls' (remember them?). But I discov-

ered something new on this trip I never quite noticed

before. Among laughs and Rummy Q games, I witnessed

some striking similarities between their lives and ours,

as college students. Li\-ing away from our families, both

of us are on our own. Their families ha\nng left them, we
ha\-ing left ours.

Rummaging through a flea market with "the girls" one

day. I came up with a list of all these similarities.

Narrowing it down to the ten best. I came up with: The
TOP TEN SIMIL.\RITIES BETWEEN GRANDPAR-
ENTS .\ND COLLEGE STUDENTS.

10. Grandparents, for the most part, Hve in separate

retirement complex buildings. We live on a campus in

residence halls.

9. They have a clubhouse, we have a Student Union.

8. We play our radios loud because we "get into the

music." They play theirs loud because they can't hear too

well. ( Ever wonder why they can't hear?)

7. We both get discounts at the movies.

6. They have monthly complex meetings to discuss

upcoming events like repainting the walkway. We have

House Council meetings to plan "Pizza-Vators."

5. They need their ID's to get into the pool. We need

them to get into the Dining Commons.
4. We both live on fixed incomes, cut coupons and buy

store brands. And while they watch their social security

checks decrease in size, we watch our tuition fees increase

and rise.

3. We both complain of a lack of sleep. Their reason

being aches and pains. Ours? Papers, tests, hangovers ...

Felice Cohen

2. We are both careful about our health. They practice

safe eating habits because of ulcers and high blood

pressure. We practice safe sex because of AIDS.

1. And the number one similarity between grandpar-

ents and college students is MAIL. Running and sprint-

ing, we attack those tiny little boxes each day. Peering

inside, we both hope that some processed piece of bark

will be staring back at us, waiting to be torn open and

ready to come to life.

Though I did discover one major difference: how we
look at life. For us, we are about to go out and start a life.

For our grandparents, that chapter has ended. Eager to

tell their stories and offer suggestions, their aim is not to

bore, but to educate.

Learning from your mistakes doesn't erase them, it

only keeps you from making them again. But learning

from other's mistakes may save you from making them in

the first place.

Lounging by the pool, the hot sun reflected off the

water and onto their cherubic faces. Rattling on, they

began to list the numerous activities in which they were

involved. Before I left "the girls," I asked if they had any

advice to share with college students up in Amherst.

Here is what they had to say.

"Practice safe sex." — Florence M.

"Be neater." — Sylvia G.

"Never mind what others do. Be what you are comfort-

able with in yourself" — Molly R.

"Save for the future." — Nana B.

I was overcome by one in particular. Summing up her

reasons for staying so active, Nettie, who owns twenty-

two Rod Stewart albums and works summers at Yosemite

National Park said, "I'd rather wear away than waste

away."
Now if that doesn't motivate you, nothing will.

Secured with their advice and warnings, I was ready

to face reality again. Landing in Boston, their voices still

echoed in my ears. Strangely enough, I didn't feel as if 1

had returned from a trip to Florida, but instead from the

future, having been given a second chance at life.

Felice Cohen is a Collegian columnist

Cuts for wealthy a bad idea
George Bush and classism go way back.

In a 19SS presidential debate. Bush
scolded former Gov. Michael Dukakis for

promoting class warfare by suggesting

the wealthy bear more of this nation's

fiscal responsibility. In short. Bush saw-

taxing the five percent of our nation most
able to pay taxes as some sort of marxist-

socialist-democrat idea.

Three years later. Bush is demanding
Congress to pass a capital gains tax cut on
the promise of boosting economy

Greg Siikiennik

While Democrats are cryTngtbul." Bush
IS taking a page out of Ronald Reagan's
book ( clones tend to act alike ) by dismissing
serious criticism with anecdotes.

He joked in his State of the Union
.Address. "And I'll tell you. those of you
who say. oh. no. someone who's comfort-

able may benefit from that.' you kind of

remind me of the old definition of the
Puntan who couldn't sleep at night, wor-
rying that somehow, someone somewhere
was ha\Tng a good time."

True, some people in this nation can't

sleep at night. Because they lost their

jobs Because they're sleepingin a shelter.

Because they can't pay their bills.

Capital gains tax cuts are not the cure-

all that Bush or his orange-haired twin in

Boston. WiUiam Weld, think they are. If

you really need proot". look around at the
results of the last capital gains tax cut —
the current recession.

The concept of cutting capital gains is

that if businesses and pnvate investors
have more money, they will invest that
money, creating new jobs. On paper, this

works well. But as the tax incentives of

the Reagan era proved, the wealthy are

more likely to heed Steve Miller's ad\ice:

"Go on. take the money and run."

If I gave you 100 bucks to do with what
you willed, would you give it to a homeless
person or donate it to charity? Or would
you buy as many Bee Gees compact discs

as you could carry back to campus?
Well, maybe you would donate the

money, because the Bee Gees are so passe.

No complaint there. But if you were a

wealthy indi\idual and the Federal gov-

ernment offered to give you a huge tax

break, would you reinvest the money in

manufacturingjobs in the hope ofmaking
some of it back, or would you rake in major
profits through insider trading?

The very nature of the profit motive in

particular, and free-market capitalism in

general, suggests tax incentives and capi-

tal gains cuts will only make the rich

richer. This isn't a boost for the economy.
It's a late holiday present for the Fortune
500. Ifgovernment cannot force the private

sector to reinvest— which it cannot— tax
breaks might as well be a giveaway.

The middle class are taking a beating
in the current economy. The f>oor . ofcourse,

have been taking a beating the whole
time, but you'll never see tax cuts for

them. They can't contribute political action

money they don't have, after all.

The wealthy, ofcourse, have all sorts of

pohtical influence and the capital to back
it up. Wouldn't you know, it's an election

year. Bush woidd be foohsh to alienate his

base ofsupport, that wealthiest 5 percent,

by making them actually pay taxes. But
by putting more money in his friends'

pockets. Bush increases his already ex-

cellent chances of re-election.

The rich get richer while the poor get

poorer. Sounds like grounds for class

warfare to me.
GregSuMienniM is a Collegianco/umnis/

10 "fitWtlt^ly...

Thank you and farewell, Jim Reid
Dear Jim Reid.

On behalf of the UMass Women's Soc-

cer — thank you for:

• Insistingon meeting and taking time
to talk to our top recruits (five of six who
met Jim Reid. signed).

• The 6 a.m. inspirational spveech before

our Florida trip.

• Coming to our games and practices.

• Your example of dedication, work
ethic, honesty and integrity.

On behalf of myself, I want to thank you
for:

• The weekly "You Wild Man" hi-fives.

•Being available atanyrim^just to talk.
• For being the epitome of a UMass

"Team Player" and for your loyalty to

UMass athletics.

• Dragging me ( with no prior notice, in

a dirty track suit!) to talk to the football

boosters.

• For featuring our April Kater and
myself at your luncheon.

• For being my friend.

Our & my best regards.

Jim Rudy
Head Coach Women's Soccer

Notes from the Campus Center basement
Hello, my name is Brooke and for the next couple

of minutes 111 be your [interim] Notes commentator.
I will tr>- to keep the spint of the usual S'otes by using
a relaxed tone of utter nonsense and stupidity. Please
sit back and obser\-e the no-smoking sign, which will

be lit for the duration . . blah. blah.

Lets jump right in with Quote of the Week — this

is from a guy named Sam: "I've never had a class in

that big bnck building — what is that?" <Sam is

referring to the library- Hmmm. . . poor Sam. •

Yeah. I'm from New Jersey. So what. Oh. that's

real funny' No. I haven't heard that one yet. I don't

live off an exit. Yeah. I've heard the armpit one. . .

Hey . have you ever had a dream that you're wearing
purple bellbottoms with a mushroom patch on the
knee, and Da\nd Letterman rises up out ofthe grouzMi
and asks you to be in "Stupid Human Tncks." while
Paul Schaffer. wearing orily a shiny blue G-stnng.
holds you in a headlock and gives you a noogie'' What**
Oh. uh . . . neither have I

Quote #2 of the Week — discovered on the back of

a large, steel exit door in a dark spooky stairwell m the
Campus Center *If the wages of sin are death, then

after taxes it's more ofjust a tired feeling." I don't know.
I thought it was kind of amusing.

Did you hear about that guy who ate an entire plane
I a small one i piece by piece over several years? My god.
can you imagine what that would do to a body? **Burp.**
"Oh. excuse me. These newfangled hydraulic brakes keep
repeating on me." "Hey buddy, ya got some wingbolts
stuck in yer teeth there. Whaddaya. sa\in' em fer later?"

\S'hy do guys wear cologne to brunch'!'

Brooke C. Wheeler

Wouldn't It be great if they had a doll called "Mom"
that was made especially for Iwmesick college froshiiuMi

'

*lt walks' It talks* It reaids your mail!" You could put it in

the comer '>fyour room, and a special sensor would dot ivt

when a fneot crf ck^tiang hits the floor. They could have a
Jewuh Mom rurmoa mnd an Italian Mom, and niaylM-

even a Divrxx/sd Sirygit M'/m and a Menopau.sid Mom ...

I saw TrvedGr«m Tomatoes* last weekend 1 lauKlu'd.

I cned. It became a i>ari of me.
On a more somber note. I would like to take a inoincnt

to bid a fond farewell to Sam, that guv who's respon-
sible for Quote #1 of the Week. Sam 'left this school
yesterday for got)d. He couldn't take UMass kicking
him in the pants anymore. 1 know I've sure had the
same feeling in the past, but for some reason I'm still

here. Mayl)e I'm just a glutton for punishment, but
anyway. I'm going to miss Sam.

What color is "puso"*.'

Fer cryin' out loud, why didn't the Skipper and
Gilhganjust build a boat? And. if thoy were just going
on a threo-hour tour, how come Ginger and Mrs.
Mowoll brought so many different outfits?

Qiu)t«> n:\ of (ho Week: "Oh, mv nose! Oh, mv nose!
Oil, my nose!" Marcia Brady.

And sii t luH in.stallment of Notes from the Bottom of
My Shoo comes to an end Incidentally, you can send
me mail & things oven though I'm not a phallic
l>tnril(. AddreHH it: Bnu)ke the Supreme Paper Clip,
1 1.»

( "innpnn ( 'enter You can tell me I smell more like
fresh roasted peanuts Y»iu can also channel my past
lives throuKh Madame Klvin. She hangs out bv the
•ash iiiachnieH

Ih iiitkr ( • VV/iiv/iv is a Collegian roluninist

Clinton victim of the press
Bill Clinton, or "Wild Bill" as he has

come to be known, has made big news
recently. He is attracting so much atten-
tion these days not due to his primary
campaigning inNew Hampshire but rather
because of his alleged affair with a former
Miss America, Gennifer Flowers. The al-

legations made by Star magazine have
been tirelessly repeated by every so-called

reputable news source in the country.

Peter LaConfora

These news sources claim that once
Clinton acknowledged the accusations,

they could not be ignored as they had
become a significant factor in his cam-
paign. What these reporters omit how-
ever, is that it is the press themselves who
made it a significant issue by responding
to the Star's lead. Had it been the Star
alone that had reported on these allega-

tions, the issue would most hkely not have
taken on such unwarranted significance.

I am not suggesting that the press

should necessarily have ignored the entire
issue. The story shoidd have been con-

sidered in its place, along with the other

issues of his campaign. This, however,

was not the case and Nightline, as well as

several other news sources, blew the issue

completely out of proportion.

The media's response to these allega-

tions was an attempt to attract viewer
attention to themselves by dishing out
just what the American public is hungry
for: sensationalism. One need look no fur-

ther than the success of daytime shows,

such asACurrentAffair, Geraldo and Sally
Jessy Raphael, to realize that the public is

absolutely fascinated with sensationalized
issues of sex and violence. Add a famous
personality to this mixture and ratings go

through the roof.

Perhaps it is human instinct to be at-

tracted to the failings ofothers so as to be

able tojudge them while ignoring our own
faults. By condemning others who seem
worse off than ourselves, we invariably

absolve our own guilt and thus feel better

about ourselves. Perhaps this is why we
are so entertained by the exploitation of

other people's fjailures. The real problem
arises when this superficial attraction to

the sensational replaces our ability to think

logically about issues ofreal meaning and
substance. For example, how many of us

are as famihar with CUnton's stance on
health care and economic reform aswe are

with his sex life?

There is nothing new about this media
manipulation. Only this pastyearwe have
witnessed the media circus of the Smith

[ THE WO^VA^J VAS ]
1 ATTRACTED n> A

^**mypr-

tfl^^i
trial and the embarrassing spectacle of

the Thomas hearings. These events were
a pathetic commentary on our nations

priorities and in Clinton's case, it is even
more dangerous.

When consideringsomething as impor-
tant as choosing a presidential candidate,

we must differentiate between the im-

portant issues and those whose impor-

tance is sensationalized. Othenvise we
put ourselves in danger ofmaking choices

of the utmost importance with clouded

judgement.
Peter LaCanfora is a UMass student.

Ifyou want to achieve the ultimate orgasm, hold the male
In parts of Europe and the United States, antiquated

patriarchal laws hold sexual relations between women to

be impossible because "sexual intercourse' is defined as

penetration ofthe vagina by the penis. Ifthere's no penis,

male medieval lawmakers reasoned, there can be no

intercourse. Because English Common Law doesn't

consider lesbian sex possible, in England and Ireland

lesbians aren't prosecuted under the sodomy laws that

target gay men. (The patriarchy condemns these non-

conforming men as traitors for failing to use their phal-

luses to perpetuate the sexual domination of women.)

Sometimes when I read some sizzling lesbian erotica,

or reflect upon my own experiences with women, I laugh

at this irony. If only those long-dead, ball-brained patri-

archs could know how easily female sexuality can blos-

som and thrive without the presence of a penis!

Frankly, as a lesbian I concede a bias on the issue, I

think lesbian sex has a number ofsignificant advantages
over the traditional heterosexual model.

First of all, between two women there exists no men-
tality of conquest and there are no perverted notions of

"deflowering a virgin" or, as expressed in the cruder,

more modern term, "popping a cherry." Painfully draw-

ing blood from a torn hymen is both unnecessary and

unwanted between two women lovers. There is no need to

"prove our virility" at the expense ofour partner.

There's something very natural about awoman touch-

ing another woman. We know how to please each other.

I have heard from few lesbians who did not thoroughly

eiyoy their first encounters. But I have heard more than

a few stories from straight women who had painful

sexual initiations at the hands of insensitive men.

Trystan Skeigh

Secondly, between two women sex is a process of

mutually giving and sharing pleasure. There can be no

self-oriented lexpletive]-ingbetween women. One makes
love to the other with the other's satisfaction in mind.

Women never ejaculate early, roll over and fall asleep.

The risk of woman-to-woman transmission of sexual

disease is much less than in heterosexual sex, because

there is less exchange of bodily fluids and there are

gentler methods. Two women can have a fabulous time

while practicing "safer sex."

Perhaps the most obvious advantage to lesbian sex is

the absence of semen. This means no birth control pills

with their unhealthy side effects, no diaphragms or

condoms with nonoxyl-9, zero risk of ever needing an
abortion, and above all, total control of reproduction. No
lesbian will ever have an unwanted child. The only

possible pregnancies are planned.

For lesbians, the world is not phallocentric, with

power operating within a set pattern of conquests, in-

vasions and physical force. Our world view, as so beau-

tifiUIy explained by Black lesbian feminist Audre Lorde,

flows from the eros at the center ofour being, and allows

us to envision a world based on sharing, openness and

trust. If you still don't get my drift, compare a Georgia

O'Keefe painting to the image of a nuclear missile.

More women need to re-examine sexism in our world.

It is easy for lesbians to reconnect with our own inner

strength because our lives place us in direct opposition to

the male paradigm that shapes heterosexual society.

Men fail to see the reality oflesbians because they are

unable to conceive of relationships independent from

themselves. They need to develop a more holistic under-

standing ofthe awesome breadth ofhuman experience. It

is up to women to communicate our differences. Frankly,

I think Lysistrata had the right idea!

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian Columnist

US policy in Haiti is racist
Since the military coup in Haiti, there

have been more than 3500 innocent civil-

ians killed. About 1000 people are miss-

ing. Every day, countless bodies are being

discovered in mass graves.

Since Sep. 30, there has not been a day
without at least fifteen kilUngfs. The Hai-

tian army, which consists of men trained

by the U.S., has been running a terror

campaign, killing babies and pregnant

women.

Moise Tirado

On Dec. 20, my cousin was arrested,

tortured, then shot six times. He was only

23. That same month, a university stu-

dent was arrested and died from head

injuries as a result of the beating he re-

ceived. University students are being ar-

rested, tortured, raped and killed. Every

day, countless headless bodies of young
men and women are found throughout the

country, a new method used by the army
to prevent people from identifying their

loved ones.

Throughout these horrors, Haitians

have looked to the U.S. for help. They have

risked their lives on unsafe boats for ref-

uge until the return of their democrati-

cally elected president. The U.S. govern-

ment has been responding by giving more

weapons and allowing their ambassador,

Mr. Adams, to coach the military on how

to retain power. Mr. Bush's decision to

send Haitians looking for asylum back to

their country, knowing that most of them

will be tortured and killed, puts him on

the same pedestal as those who are killing

and torturing children and women.

The U.S. has always maintained a rac-

ist policy against Haiti, the second coun-

try to fight and free itself from coloniza-

tion. A country which has fought for the

U.S. for their independence from the Brit-

ish, and gave the U.S. protection for their

ships in the late 1700s, when the U.S. was
not yet a superpower.

Now that Haitians are asking the U.S.

for help, Mr. Bush prefers to turn his back

and send thousands more ofthem to their

death. Despite the report published in

Amnesty International acknowledging

that thousands ofHaitians are beingkilled,

Mr. Bush said that the only trouble the

Haitians are in is economic, and that there

are no records to prove that their lives will

be in danger in Haiti.

Mr. Bushwent all theway to the middle

east to "restore democracy," yet he refuses

to do the same for a country thirty min-

utes offhis coast. Why? Does he believe in

freedom and democracy only for some? If

Mr. Bush truly beheves in a gentler, kinder

world, why is he so determined to let the

massacre of so many people go on? Is the

life ofa Kuwaiti more important than that

of a Haitian?

I pray every day that no more of my
family will be killed. I understand that

Mr. Bush's intent is to limit the amount of

Blacks in this country. But all we are

asking is the restoration of democracy in

our country so we can go home.
We share the same aspiration for free-

dom as the averageAmerican citizen does,

and have always fought for the freedom of

others. We have helped Columbia, San
Salvador, Venezuela, the U.S. and many
other countries fight for freedom and jus-

tice. When the U.S. was losing to the

British in 1777 in the fight of Savannah,
we were quick to come to their rescue, and
helped them win. Where are they now
that we need them?

I call to all ofyou freedom-loving people
to write to your senators and congressmen
urging them to pressure Mr. Bush into

doing something. You are the only hope
we have to stop the massacre.

Moise Tirado is a UMass student

"Pirate" runs with wrong crowd
Once again, Charles Venator "The

Pirate," is masking his name and his-

tory from the UMass community by
making accusations and assumptions

about the closingofthe LatinAmerican
Cultural Center (LACC). A pirate is

described by the American Heritage

Dictionary as "one who robs at sea or

plunders the land from the sea without

commission from a sovereign nation."

That is exactly what the "pirate" is

doing. With a handful of friends that

were bom with silver spoons in their

mouths, he is criticizing the closing of

the LACC. What does the "pirate"know
about struggles ofthe people? How can

he seriously consider himselfa member
of the "oppressed?"

What a joke . . .the LACC closing

had nothing to do with BCP. It had
nothing to do with wanting to misinform

the Latin American community on
campus. On the contrary, it had to do

with the lack ofrespect that the "pirate"

and the administrators responsible for

the LACC had for the mission and
goals of the center.

We all know that in the history ofthe

University, there were never as many
cultural activities planned for Latinos

as there were in the past three years.

Yet, the space of the LACC was a mere
10 x 12 box next to a student lounge.

It is imfortunate that the "pirate"

and some administrators only showed

up when there was food. It is not a

coincidence that the "pirate" never at-

tended one of the LACC's public meet-

ings that took place every Thursday.

He and the administrators had an op-

portunity to make a difference, but

chose not to.

The LACC closed its doors in protest

of the numerous injustices committed
against students of color on campus. It

is an attempt to make a statement to

the administration and students like

the "pirate" that we were not going to

have business as usual while other

people ofcolor were shamefully treated.

Cultural centers serve as pillars for

the "university's hypocritical claim of

multiculturalism."

There are a lot of things that the

"pirate" does not know about Latinos

here on campus because he has chosen

to mingle with a very select group of

people. The "pirate" does not know what
is happening because he abandoned
ship and when the sea gets calmed, he

comes out shooting from the hip.

I urge the "pirate" to join Latinos in

this struggle or face the consequences

with his conscience when the sea gets

rough (very soon) again. The "pirate"

should stop ripping people off with lies

and fantasy. There is still time to join

the movement.
Jose Bou

LACC

Thank you, boys, for all your help
To the boys who surrounded my car

outside Lambda Chi last Sunday night,

thank you for making Superbowl Sunday
memorable for me. Nothing warms the

heart of a lone woman stalled outside of a

frat more than the sight of a group of all-

American, football-loving, beer-drinking

guys coming to the rescue. As a blond, I, of

course, know nothing about cars, but you
hunks knew that banging on the sides,

trying the locked door handles and yelling

"baby" would restart my engine quickly.

Sorry that I almost ran one ofyou over.

Oops. You know, female drivers!

name and address withheld at

author's request
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See what's at

the top without

making the climb.

Gtl^
PH»CS

NOW ACCEPTING

APPLICATIONS
FOR GRAPHICS

•KK MIK« AT rum GOCLmaiAM

n

Bivausc viv're tops in our field. Uvhmea- H\iuld like to

tell vou all aN>ut careers in retailing Where do >t>u start?

How far can wu jjo? W hat makes retailers different' And

\\)u II hear it right from one ol our senior executiws.

Someone v»hos reached the top oJ our organization.

A hardg<HHis retailer. Lechmere specializes in value-pnced

ht .me appliances and electronics, leisure sp<irting goods

and apparel, plus housewares We also hoast a manage-

ment training pn«gram unlike any other ()r>e which will

empower n'ou to mow far and last within our team-spirited

organization, provided «>u are a self-starter and haw the

dnvv and motivation to direct vour own caa*er

Its easy to see why Lechmere is one of the most successful

retailers around. . 20 stores strong and still growing! Now

you can get an even closer view of the top by attending our

on-campus program, which includes the chance to speak

directly with select Lechmere AsMKiates about our Man-

agement TVainee program

Monday. Februar>' UHh
7:00-9:00 p.m.

Campus Center

Room #162175

Refreshments will be served.

Sec your placement office to reserve your spot.

LECHMERE.
An tU|U4U>pp«>rtunitv Kmp)tn\-t

\\ ilh »I..T«-» ii\ MuuihuM'lts CimncclKul Nor. Himpihire Nt-» Virk RlHNk IsUnd

PEKINGGARDEN
BESTOFCHINESEFOOD

SPECIALIZINQ IN

MANDARIN AND SZECHWAN
DISHES

[-hPM 1 i-3rM

MC^IN - n l\./RS SUNPAY
HUflU Ria/NCI 1

$5.99 $6.99

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY COMEDY SHOW
20% OFF DINNER

BANQUET PARTY ROOM
GP TO 200 PERSONS
FULL COCKTAIL MENG

48 RUSSELL ST. • HADLEY, MA 01035 • (413) 586-1202

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Did you know?
at tJw llMass

Divisiofi of Contuiuifi^ Education

• we offer you over 100 evening credit courses?

• there are nearly 100 noncredit workshops?

• that vou can take available University day

courses through Continuing Education?

• that it's not too late to sign up for a course?

Atoter now throut;h February 10 tor the

M vourse that lust might change your life

Di\ ision of Continuing Education

GvxKiell Building, sixth tkxir

543-2414 (open til 71X), Monday through

Thursday until Eeb 10)

\ ijuiiltlu ixlmnlion at lifjonitiNc pna'S.

^^
Y^utine^ ^

BUFFET <$iP

The TOC De<stuarant invitCcS yon
to a Valentines Day Buffet

Buffalo TJne^ potato s]fjins. homemade bread, baked
ri^atoni and futtuccini are ju6t a few o( the fourteen

delicious offering* to chooj^ from for a very .j^pecial

price o( $14 for two! (non-alcoholic bevera^Ov^ and
de>&sert al^o included)

Friday, Feb. 14th

De.*^rvaLiaH air Qcqiic.<^Lcd

6tudcnt Di.Hcouiil.H NoL Applicable

fl time to Dead, a night to dance.
By DflNH L FORRfIR
Collegian Staff

Live rock n' roll is n«v«r at a low
in the happy valley, and this week-
end is no exception. Friday night at

Katina's. excuse me. Vertex Night-

dab starts a rollercoaster ride you
won't soon forget.

You'll start the ride with ol' faith-

ful Max Creek. Their 60's influenced

jams stretch imagination with guitar

wizardry and full precision as a unit.

They're tight. Playing for over twenty
years together, they know each
other's ins and outs as they run

through their own original tunes, as

well as covers of the Dead, the Talk-

ing Heads and the Spencer Davis

Group.
Max Creek has often played this

small venue in South Hadley and
may easily be dismissed. You
know, "fit Vertex, Max
Creek plays again.'

'Well what
about. .."end of

discussion.

Well what about Max Creek? Have you seen
them? Get down there Friday and gh/e *em a go.

Doors open at 8:00p.m. and Creek takes the

stage at 9:30 for everyone 18 and over.

The rollercoaster ride continues for Ih/e rock on
Sunday, and this part of the E ticket you'll not want
to miss. Hang on as headliner Scatterbrain and the

"NIrvana-esque" Ugly Kid )oe hit hard, as will most
of the moshing crowd, hopefully. Both have hit the

college charts and their high energy will gh^e you a
well needed shock/break from the everyday hum-
drum. You're going up before the first dip, your

sweaty hands clutching the rail; this is where local

bands Impakt and Hard Silence will begin the romp
on your senses.

Doors open at 7:30p.m. the show starts at 8:30.

and the energy at 8:31 for this ail ages show, fill I can

say is, wear old clothes!

Max Creek will play the Vertex Niteclub this

Friday in an 18 plus show. Scatterbrain, with (Jgly Kid

Joe, Impakt and Hard Silence, play this

Sunday in an all ages show, fidvance

tickets are on sale at the Vertex,

Platterpus, Strawberries. Mu-
sic Outlet, Whole Notes and

SKC.
vr

Collcgion Illustration by B.P. WiMIng

coiKtpt and design by S«th Kayt
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Savings from 30-70% off

winter shoes, clothing

& accessories

Womrn't Shoes. Cloihing It Accraoiies

Amhctsi Br»iil«t»oio

413.253 2563 802 2544421

* Tavern

Open 1 lam - lam » 7 days a week » Kitchen open 'til midnight

Don't Forget our Nightly Specials

9pm - midnight
Mondciy - IOC Mo/Ziircl j Sticks

Tucsddy - 10c Mild or I lot Ruffjio VVinos

Wednesday - 'lb< Cheese V\ru\ Slices

Thursdciy - IOC Chicken "I lot Lips" Nu^^^ets

Game room with 2 pool tables * We accept MC / VISA / AMEX » 549-5403

The MCAT IS coming!

The MCAT is coming!
Don't Worry! The RONKIN Educational Groups state-of-the-art MCAT
test prep course takes the worry out of the April MCAT. Why take the

RONKIN MCAT prep? Consider the reasons then choose for yourself.

• Small classes--as few as 5 students, nevermore than 10

• Curriculum-based instruction-if it's on the test, we teach it

• Excellent teachers and a new spacious center in Amherst

• Over 100 class hours plus 3 acW/ftona/ diagnostic sessions

• Additional tutorials and a full-length "mock'' MCAT

Call NOW for your FREE MCAT Diagnostic Exam.

Courses start In just one week!
.T H E

150 Fearing St.

Phone:
549-4010nUpHKIN

EDUCATIONAL CROUP

Amherst
(Next to

College Pizza)

V^^ i| PANDA EAST
Advocate

"Best in the Valley"

1989 & 1990

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

We bring Chinatom iJT^^
to you "^^^^Mt*^^
Lunch Specials*

from $3.95 including soup & rice

Hours:
Mon. - Thurs. Il^o am - 9^° pm
Fri. & Sat. H^"' am - 10^ pm
Sunday 12 noon - 9^ pm

lOSN.PIeasantSt. Amherst, MA 01002 .(413)256-8923(413)256-8924

Get A Lift From

Vermont's
friendly Mountain

Get ready for an

exiciting year and kick

off the semester with a chance to

Win Free Ski Passes to Pico
Register to win a pair of lift tickets at

any of the Munchy Stores

•^ Worcester Munchy * Franklin Munchy *
^ Hampden Munchy ^

Entries close Thursday Feb 13, 1992 Drawing Friday Feb 14

Name_
Address

Phone Number
No Purchase Neccessary

Entries close February 1

3

I Drawings held friday February 14

3 Pail, of tickets will be awarded

Uni\'ersit}' Store employees and relatives are ineligible

1^

Wecopy all

night
For most of us, there just aren *t ^ •=:SS&:^^

enough hours in a 9 to 5 day. We
know that there are times when

you'll find yourself woricing

around the clock to get an

important project completed

on time. And

that's why

we're open 24

hours a day...

every day. So no mat

ter when you need a helping

hand and a friendly face, you'll find them at Kinko's.

TiT"'' Mnkoi
220 North Pleasant Street thc COpy CCnter
(Across from thc Carriage Shops)

I
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WEEKEND __HdPPENINOS
THURSDdY

Auditions — For Sam Shepard's "Buried

Child". Parts open are for 2 women and 5 men.
Auditions will be held from 7 to 1 1 p.m. in the

Curtain Theater, FAC GMass.
Play "Mama"— by Leilani Chan will be pre-

sented at the Mainstage Theater, Emily

Dickinson Hall at Hampshire College. Running

through February 8,and the 1 3th through the

15th. Call 549-4600 , ext 351 for times and

reservations.

In Concert: Arthur James and the Truth —
Appearing at Sheehan's Cafe. Call 586-4258

for info. 21 and over, please.

Exhibit — Recent works by Marjorie Welish

and Hanlyn Davies. Presented at the Herter Art

Gallery, Herter Hall, GMass through February

28th

Play— "Seal Seven" by KaraMorin. Directed

by MFA Candidate Kym Moore from GMass.

Showing at 8 p.m. on February 6th-8th and
February 12- 15th at Theatre 14, Mendenhall

Center for the Performing Arts at Smith College.

Tickets $4 general/$2 students and seniors.

Reserved seating.

In Concert — Pianists Jessel Murray and
Clifton J. Noble, Jr. present the music of

DeFalla, Millhaud, and others. At the Sweeney
Concert Hall, Smith College at 12:30 p.m.

Literature Reading— first live reading of the

semester. Readings by Stephen Healy (Poetry)

and Richard Kolbusz (Fiction) at 7:30 p.m. at

Wotton's Books, 19 North Pleasant St. Am-
herst.

SflTURDdY

Free.

FRIDAY
In Concert: Rockin' Dave— Dave leads the

band on accordian and vocals. $4.00 for those

21 and over.

In Concert: Russel Sherman — Noted pia

nist Sherman will present the fifth Music at

Amhert Series concert at 8 p.m. in Buckley

Recital Hall, Amherst College. Tickets $15
orchestra/$12 balcony/$13 and $10 seniors/

$10 and $8 area students. Call 542-2195 in

the a.m. for reservations

In Concert: Max Creek—Grateful Dead cover

band will be playing at the Vertex in Hadley.

The doors open at 8 pm, and the show, which

is 18+, begins at 9. Admission is $9.00 for

those under 21 , $7.00 for those 21 and over.

Fholo C€>urteSY •***< Kceordt

Robyn Hitchcock

In Concert: Robyn Hitchcock & the Egyp-

tians — with Matthew Sweet. Appearing at

Pearl Street at 7 p.m. Call 584-7771 for info.

18+.

Dancing—"Club Sin", a celebration of al-

ternative rock and industrial noise, will take

place downstairs at Pearl St.,directly following

the Robyn Hitchcock show. Admission is free

to Robyn Hitchcock ticket holders, $5.00 for all

others. The show is 18+.

Concert: Andy Irvine — Legendary Irish

traditional musician who was a founding

member of both PLANXTY and PATRICK

SWEET. Appearing at the Iron Horse, 20

Center St., Northampton. Tickets $10. Adv,

call 586-8686 for info and tickets.

Play_ "Miss Ida B. Wells" presented by the

New WORLD Theater focuses on the life of the

famous civil rights activist and suffragist Wells.

Performances at the Hampden Theater, GMass

through February 9th at 8 p.m. with a matinee

on February 8th and 9th at 2 p.m. Tickets $5

general, $3 students and seniors. Call the FAC

Box Office at 545-251 1 for info.

Chlldrens' Reading — Rick Murnane will

read "Somebody Loves You, Mr. Hatch" by

Eileen Spinelli. For children 3 to 10 at the

Odyssey Bookshop, South Hadley at 1 1 a.m.

In Concert: Tom Paxton — Acclaimed

singer and storyteller Paxton will perform a

special family concert at Mechanics Hall, 6

Chatham St, Worcester at 3 p.m. Tickets $8

available by calling 508-752-4796.

In Concert — St. Valentine & the Massacre

will be the featured artist at the Fool's Cafe, 8

to 1 1 p.m. Sponsored by the Gnitarian Society

of Northampton. All donations will go to the

Gnitarian Homeless Fund. There is also an

Open Mike; sign up by 7:30 p.m.

In Concert— Tribulations leads the Reggae

Dance Night at the Worcester Artist Group, 38

Harlow St, Wore. Showtime 8 p.m. Tickets $5.

Call 508-754-0545 for info.

''DaughtersandMemory, "a multimedia installation

by Karen Dolmanisth, on display at the Wheeler Gal-

lery.

Exhibit: Daughters and Memory— A multi-

media presentation by Klaren Dolmanisth.

Showing at the Wheeler Gallery at GMass

through February 13th. Open Mon.-Thu. 4 to

8 p.m. and Sun. 2 to 5 p.m. Free.

Fhoto courtcty ^me Br»r Assotuin

Jonathan Edwards

In Concert: Jonathan Edwards— Iron Horse

favorite Edwards returns to the area, performing

such hits as "Sunshine" and "Lay Around the

Shanty". Appearing at the Iron Horse,

Northampton at 7 p.m. Call 586-8686 for

tickets. All ages.

In Concert: Annie Wenz — Elegant piano

music will be heard by this stellar performer at

the Wiggins Tavern at the Hotel Northampton

from 6:30 to 10:30 p.m. Also appearing

February 8, 9 and the 28th. Call 584-3100 for

'"
Lecture — There will be a Shabbat Service

on the 'Art of Jewish Prayer' led by Hillel's

director. Rabbi Saul Perlmutter at the Hillel

House Lounge at 7 p.m. Call 549-1710 for

info. Dinner proceeding. RSVP by calling 549-

0^21. _^ .„
Exhibit — "The marriage of Above and Be-

low" by Karen Dolmanisth and Laura Zindel,

both 2nd year students at GMass. Showing at

the Student Gnion Art Gallery, GMass. Hours

are 1 1 a.m. to 4 p.m. Mon thru Fri. There will

be a reception from 5 to 7 p.m. Free.

In Concert— Menlo Park young bands ex-

hibition, Northampton Center for the Arts. All

ages welcome, tickets are $4.00, and are

available at the door. The show will feature

Baba Yaga. ^ . o a
In Concert — Ronnie Earl and the Broad-

casters will be performing at Pearl Street.

Presented by WMGA. Showtime is 7 to 8:3U

p m Call 584-7771 for tickets and info.

Graphics: Spaceshots 3-D - Computer

controlled 3-D and rock music slide expenence.

Shown at the Campus Center Frontroom,

Amhert College at 9 p.m.

Pholo courlciv dMizingcr

Nag, Nag, Nag

In Concert: Nag, Nag, Nag and Baba Yaga

: Garage, trash rock and ska funk. The beer's

a buck and the show starts at 9 p.m. at the

Hadley Pub.

Dance — Sponsored by the Lesbian, Gay,

Bisexual Alliance at the Campus Center Au-

ditorium 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

In Concert — The Young Lions of Jazz, the

Wallace Roney Quartet will perform at the Iron

Horse at 7 p.m. Tickets $5. Adv. Call 586-

8686 for info.

In Concert: Rick Russel— at Sheehan's Cafe

in Northampton. The show is 2 1 +, admission is

$4.00
Lecture— There will be a Havdalah Service

at 7 p.m. at the Hillel House Lounge. Call 549-

1710 for info.

SaNDflY
In Concert— Life According to Four Bitchin'

Babes: Christine Lavin, Sally Fingerett, Julie

Gold, and Megon McDonough. Performing at

Buckley Recital Hall, Amherst College at 8

p.m. Adm.
.

In Concert — Ggly Kid Joe presents their

"Ggly as they Wanna Be" Tour at the Vertex

Niteclub (formerly Katina's) in Hadley, across

from the Mt. Farms Mall. For tickets and times,

call 586-4463. ^^ ,

Faculty Recital— Lynn Klock,Nadine Shank,

and Peter Tanner perform works by Bestor and

Tillis. among others. At Benzanson Recital

Hall, GMass at 8 p.m. Free.

Guest Recital — Sharon Hayes, soprano,

comes together with pianist Jeffrey Goldberg

to present songs on texts of Baudelaire, and

Strauss. At the Sweeny Concert Hall, Smith

College at 3 p.m. Free.

Exhibit— "Violence" ,
presented by the Valley

Women Artists Members' Show. Runs through

February 28th. Gallery hours are Mon thru Fri

10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m./Sat S Sun 2 to 5 p.m.

There will be a reception for the artists from 3

to 5 p.m. Free and open to all.
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ACAI)K\n.iMljSI('
NORTHAMPTON

^ela/§wie

»
'--'^^ UQUORS

18 Main St, Downtown Anilierst 253-5441

MOm-t^F
§8 99

'EATURING BUD, budLIGHT,

\WD DRY $ 1 2.35cse long neck bots.

eveo/daV^
NARRAGANSETT 'Super Buyf

'

$7.49 cse. 12oz cans

BUSH 8c BUSH UGHT
$9.99 case cans

CATAMOUNT "Your Choice"

$4.99 6pk bots

Koch's GOLDENANNIVERSARY
$7.99 case - everyday!

Visa/Mastoxard accepted on kg deposits

Many More ln-6tore (Special*

'All Beers plus Deposit Cej>pecially On winej>^ *Dcliver>' Availabk*

Area Showing

a motHer, a daugnter, a lover,
relationships can be murder.

"A Sexual Romp..."
N.Y. llnies

-*•**! :

An sngaglnc spoof aboHt p
leva, lust and murdar."

,NIW WOMAN

O V A R '

I
^ I

IK-OC^ >iVMim- Mi.M.>M.«..

From the Director of: "Women On The
Verge of a Nervous Breakdown

AT THE GATES OF SMITH COUfCE

MOVE

YOUR

Dance in the

Campus Center

Auditorium

9pm to 1am
Donation $3

Sat., Feb. 8

SPONSORED BY

BODY UMASS
UESBMUM BISEXUAL
GAY ALLIANCE

La Cucina di

Tinocckio
PIZZA. SI BS
& CALZONES

FREE DELIVERY
549-3669

Coupons valid for delivery or pick-up only.

.^^ 1177 N. Pleasant St. ^Al,
N. Amherst

* TWIN SPECIAL *

e

$ lOFF
Any Large Pizza

Additional ilems S 1 .25 per topping.

Limit of one coupon per piz/a.

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only.

Valid at Amhest location only. Expires May M. 1992

I

I

I

I

I-

I $ l.SO OFF
I any Large Pizza ^i«rith % toppings

$12
00

(+tax)

Additional items SI 25 pertoppmg.
Limit of one coupon per pizza.

Coupons for pick-up or deliver) only.

Valid at .Amhest location only. Expires May 31. 1992.

I

I

I

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

Additional items $1 .25 per topping.

Limit of one coupon per pizza.

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only.

Valid at AmheA location only. Expires May 31, 1992.
j

' * TWIN SPECIAL *

e
oo

$12 (+tax)

Additional items $1.25 per topping.

Limit of one coupon per pizza.

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only.

Valid at Amhest location only. Expires May 31, 1992.

, rock
bottom
prices

DISCOUNT OIL
584-4112 • 535-1888

HEALTHY SKIN
Begins with a deep pore

cleansing facial.

Also lash and brow
tinting, shaping, hair

waxing, make-up.

AESTHETICS SKINCARE
34 Main St., Suite 1 , Amherst,MA 253-9879

au0
Liquor Store

Samuel Adams v^J^^
Double Bock ?*;?^?r...$5.99 6/pk 12oz. bottles

Cd\\ about Double Bock Kegs!

Gilde German Pilsner Beer ....$15.99 ose 12ol bottles

Meisterbrau •••ji^>5fe^ $7.99 case 12oz. cans

Natural Li^t ....t9;^|g^.... $9.99 2/12 pads 12oz. cans

New! Natural Light 1/2 Keg .i|jH0jlL.... $34.99

Gosling's Black Seal l^^W
Bermuda Rum .lTi.r....$i2.99/750ml

Jagermeister $7.99/375ml

Kegs Starting At $33.00 - Checks/Mastercard/Visa

Accepted For Keg Deposits.

Gourmet Beers for special occasions Plus over 35 Malt Scotches

and Cognacs. Brandies, & Champagnes

MEGABUCKS.
WE HAVE IT!

338 College St.

One mile East of Amherst center on Route 9

Open 9 am - 1 1 pm Rain or Shine • Always Open

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

HAMPSHIRE
^ FITNESS

FIT ^ CLUB
FOR
LIFE
The Area's A
Most Complete
Club • 256-6446
90 Gatehouse Road

•PVTA bus route to Rolling Green*
• pool • aerobics • aqua-aefiobics*

• steps • nautilus • racquelball*

• freewei^ • Jacuzzi • sauna •

• massage • bikes • tennis •

• rowers • treadmilb •

• slainnasters •

•student discounts*

t
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Mission Improvable mixes acting and comedy
BY SHAWN McDonnell
Collegian Correspondent

To some performers, it is a nightmare — the curtain
rises, and they are pushed on stage before an expectant
audience with no script, no costume, no scenery and no
idea what they are about to do. To the people of Mission
Improuable, GMass' resident improv troupe, it is simply
the beginning of another night.

The group, a 13-strong band of actors and comics,
specializes in producing what one release calls "witty,

spontaneous combustion."
The Mission Improuable team are practitioners in the

art of the unexpected — mixing comedy, acting, daring

and sometimes sheer luck into an act of inspired creation.

Their show comes with the assurance of being blissfully

freewheeling, refreshing and, just perhaps, hysterically

funny as well.

While creating good improv can be a difficult exercise,

the Mission Improvable players have more than proven

themselves as masters of their craft, wowing audiences

since their formation last spring.

A typical Mission Improuable show consists of what

troupe leader Samantha Smith somewhat ambiguously

calls "an assemblage of theater games." The ambiguity,

however, is part of the excitement — even the cast

doesn't know what they're getting into when they step out

on stage.

Scenes and sketches stop and start without warning,

genres appear and disappear, and the performers trade

on and off all night in a wild battle of comic one-up-

manship, spiraling happily out of control.

From the onset anyone who harbors doubts that the

performers truly work without nets will be promptly

quieted. Scripting the show is quickly proven to be

impossible, since it is the audience who provide all the

situations and ideas on which the improvs are based.

Having received much acclaim for their early perfor-

mances in the SVP Talent Orgy and the Earthfoods Talent

Show, Mission Improuable is now moving its act to the

stage of the Northampton Center For The Arts, where
they can beseen thisFriday nightat 7:00. Ticket informa-

tion is auailable at 586-7282.

"gI*I*JwMWMlL'a 'a'g.^1

•^ REKINDLE YOUR t
PASSION r

OFor Indian Food atb
Y T
The Valley's Original

INDIA HOUSE
{^ Restaurant

, Where Indian Food
J.' is mote than Curry! jy

W Foi tlif br-s[ fond
"

Hivakllii

COLLEGE STUDENTTURNS FOUR YEARS
OF BLUE BOOKS INTO GOLD!

C (irii'> l( !
I ml ti( HIS.

45 State St.

>»ftwrfiigrfatt

A college student with a double major in physics

and alchemy shocked the academic community

by announcing that four years of blue books and

ail the memories that go with them could be

turned into gold.

"I didn't know what people were doing trying

to turn lead into gold, but obviously they didn't

know about ArtCarved. I took one look at their

big selection of men's and women's gold rings

and picked one. It was easy. ArtCarved also gave

me lots of custom options to tiemember my four

years and a lifetime guarantee. I don't know any

physicist who can do that," said the ebullient senior

The big-hearted senior plans to share this

remarkable discovery at the next meeting of the

Future Physicists of America.

^UNIVERSITY

j(J( STORE <S>

/IRTQIKVED
ArtCarved. Flie Rini: Ihai Kcincnitvis

LAST CHANCE FOR '91 PRICE
Monday - Friday * February 3rd-7th * 10AM-4PM

LlVHINSPRINC.Mr:LD

rAEROBiCS
Lou/ Impact

Step

9d/LOZ4J

Keiser

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cyt>ex

Lifecycle

Biocycies

Treadmill

ATHLSTICCLUB
2564)080

?^

AMHERST
CHINESE FCX)D
WE DO NOT USE "MSC"

• MANDARIN & SZECHUAN CUISINE

• HOMESTYIi COOKING

• FRESH VECETABLB FROMaiR FARM

t EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

• FULL LqUOR LtENSE

• OPEN 7 DAYS

• NEWLY RBCDBB)

MASTERCARO t VGA ACCBniD

253-7835 253-2813

l^,^ ttMAINST1gT,AMHreT >̂^

PARAMOUNT
SINEAD
FEBRUARY 8th
TO BENEFIT THE SnilNGFIELX) GRLS CLUB
FAMn.YCENTBR
POR TICKETS CALL (*1 J) 739-4743

ELAYNE
BOOSLER
MARCH 7th

SAM
KINISON
MARCH 13TH

CHARLIE
DANIELS
MARCH 20th

formerly

KATINA'S

The Club Where It

All Comes Together!

4 MI-TECH RJBTATXX QM(C£ PARTY

TOP Of
the CAMPUS

OUNGE
' lX'

2*

k^atch all the Stanley!
^^9 P\ayon Action

Boston
Bruins

IK Kl IN AVAII AHI I

I'AK WIOl \ I HOX Ol 1 KT (4n) 7Vt ss74; SIKAWHI RKII S KICOKDS;

\()KI1IAV1I'|()MKKI-.I ()lll(i:(J13)'*X6 ShH6,

OR CAM TlCKI ll'KOI'llOM-CIIAKCil Al 1 «(M)W«7()K()

^»».>^r"" ^»-^^Mi* jg^asg^g

FRI ,
2/14: VALEfmNrS, »/TMi FOOU

SUN . 2/16: VINNIE MOORt

FRI. 2/21: THI NEIOHBORHOOOS

SUN . 2/23ICM w/BOOV COUNT

ADVANCE TIX: VERTEX. PlalttnJu».Slr«»*«m»i.

Muse Oug«. WNM NotM. t S T C C

ROUTE 9. HADLEY . 586-4463

versus

Philadelphia

iEifll TONIGHT at 7:30

Lounge Hour»: I jaXjJ2{^i^i;riS

Mon-Fri: 11:30 am-1 2:30 am I 'SSifSSSftM
Sat-Sun; 5:00 pm-12 30 am

11,h Floor Cmpu. C«,t.r • (413) 549-6000 .Kt. 76S4

Unlvorslty of M«M»chuMttt >t Amh«f»t

Even Michelangelo needed a supporting angel...:
-.;^,,_h-,s' ^-j- -^ -

THE UMASS ARTS COUNCIL /r .^4,

*- 209 Hasbrouck Hall - v ^-^-^.
>:'J.

is there to "^i^W

BNCOURAGE & SUPPORT
*':. VOUH^^IP^T^O PROJECT

Consult with Us rorjn^if&^mMect & budget management.

Find out th^r^^^i^^^rant application process.

^''mm^^mT* • • • • • ^* • •

FUNDS ARE NOW ^/AIiMlE lf)l TV^O SPRING CY0i.E^

Deadlines ^EBRbAf^land MARCH2^J
•'i."

Call Marlene Hoasner for more information at 54SiC^.

Guidelines and applications are in the ^^poyncilm^&iOJ^,^^

Arts Council grants are funded by a portion of the Arts Fee

W H Jl.
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Therapy at Thornes'
By LISA LAMADELEIME
Collegian Correspondent

Andrea Olsen and Friends dominate

week five of the Seven Week Movement

Arts Series at Thornes' Market in

Northampton.
Andrea Olsen and Caryn McHose's work

spans the entire week, because their de-

velopments cover dance, art and therapy.

If you're interested in athletic training,

art. ifyoure body conscious orjust stressed

out, the pair may be able to fix you up.

An art exhibit, a workshop and a dance

performance are planned.

Olsen, a faculty member at Middlebury

College, began her studies in collaboration

with McHose, a professional in bodywork

in Vermont and Maine.

The result \mas "Bodystories, A Guide to

Expcrinicntal Anatomy." The work offers

a one month long training method for the

dancer, athlete or interested individual.

The book is a conglomeration of ana-

tomical information, exercises for each

part ofthe body and personal stories about

physical problems or inhibitions.

Recognizing physical afflictions caused

by emotional experiences seems to be the

starting point of the Olsen-McHose train-

ing method.

After surmounting the emotional road-

block, the reader is able to work effectively

with the daily exercises. At the month's

close, the reader will at long last "know

about their body."

The authors will be offering a workshop

on Saturday, noon - 4:30 p.m. The class

will focus on the fundamentals of the

method and exercises for the top part of

the body.

An exhibit of Olsen/McHose-inspired

art works by Seneca Murley and other

Vermont and Mew Hamphire artists fill the

galleries of Thornes until Feb. 1 5.

The art works support the idea of

memories and societal forces on body

perception. Covered faces top naked bod-

ies and material objects are juxtaposed

with emotional stares. Each work repre-

sents the connection between mind and

body.

This concept will take the shape of

dance and creative writing as well on

Friday. Olsen. who uses movement to

teach creative writing, is collaborating with

area writers and dancers in this perfor-

mance. Authors will read their text as the

dancers "let it run through them."

For info: call Thornes ' Bax Office at 586-

5553.

THIS WEEKEND page?

Ladysmith Black Mambazo played Tuesday at Pearl St
Pholo by TjuntU Gonmn

Pizza - Restaurant

I Buy any size II Buy one

IPIZZA "DINNER
I II

leet second for II get second for

r II

11/2 PRICE 111/2 PRICE
I II

HI 1

Free Delivery (Limited Area)

586-8255
331 Russell St./Rte. 9, Hadley

|KRETEj|KRETE
I 331 Russell St. 1 1 331 Russell St.

j Hadley j{
Hadley

I NOT COMB^ABLF WITH || NOT COMBDMABU WrTH

I ANY OTHER OFFER II ANY OTHER OFFER

I EXPIRES 5/30/92 !' EXPIRES 5/30/92

Buy one

GRINDER
get second for

1/2 PRICE

KRETE
331 Russell St

Hadley
NOT COMBLNABLf WITH

ANY OTWER OFFER

EXPIRES 5/30/92

%mm mam — ^^ ^tm ^mm ^m !§ ^^ ^^ w^ — m^ ^m ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^_^^_j^_^^

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADLINE

The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events

Friday, February 21

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

Office and the Student Activities

Office

Proposals from RSOs and RSAs are particularly encouraged

UMass Arts Council

209 Hasbrouck Hall. 545-0202

TWOTWO
TWO UnS IN

GET A UFT FROM PETER RAN BUS UNES
PLUS A UFT TICKET^TO SKI STRATTON!

Give yourself a

lift to affordable

skiing this winter

with the Peter Pan

Ski Express! One
fabulously low pack-

age price includes a

hassle-free, comfortable 1

roundtrip coach ride to

Stratton Mountain, plus

an all-day lift ticket to

great skiing on southern

Vermont's highest peak.

Check out the departure point

CHINA GARDEN
"The Collegians choice in delightful dining."

r *2.00 OFF w/purchase I

I
of $15 or more with ttiis coupon I

Enjoy A Taste of Rea l Chinese Food

Sunday - Thurs. 1 1 :X)ain - lOlXlpin • Friday - Sat. 1
1
;.M)ani - 1

1
;00pni

LuiKh Hour 1 1 :30am - 3:30pm 7 days a wccl<

fS^w Vegft^rinn Menu!
Free Delivery Service • FrL, Sat^ & Sun. • 5:00pm - 10:00pm

Visa / Master Card / American Express

The Valley's Dlpn Sunn Brunch
Dim Sum (Chinese Bninch - Mandarin and Cantonese Syics)

Every Day 1 1 :30am 10:00pm

CHIMAGAKUErS
Neu Keniodelinq • ? D.iv^ a v.fck • Take cxil • Luncheon Specials

UN I'lods.int Str.-ft • 'VfTih.^i-.l. N\A • ?53 'y?HO:V?fi\

nearest you, then call

1/800-237-8747, ext. 270,

for reservations.

And remember, even if

you don't need a lift to the

mountain, you can save

every day on lifts up the

mountain with Stratton's

$10 College Discount

on all-day lift tickets!

Current college ID

required.

SCrattbn
VERMONT

Thur. - Hard's Rock Cafe

D.J. Roger Hard -VVRNX 100.9

Fri.. D.J. BillK.

Sat. - D.J. Dennis R.

Sun. - Karaoke "Sing Along'

NEW ADDITION

NORTHAMPTON

Daily

Noon-
12:30 am.
8 Tables

Private

Function
Room

Jabberwocky speaks on the Hadley Pub
BY BRIAN HARRIMGTON
Collegian Staff

If Pearl Street and the Iron Horse are the Boardwalk
and Park Place ofthe music club scene, then the Hadley
Pub is somewhere around Baltic Avenue.

It may lack the frills and the big names the other rooms
feature, but the beer is cheap, the music always live and
local.

The Hadley Pub, located on Route 9 in the Campus
Pizza/Acme Barbeque complex, has become somewhat
of the place for new local bands to cut their teeth and
established groups to loosen up and add a night to their

gig schedule.

The room is not large, but it does feature two billiard

tables and they offer a munchie menu along with pitchers

of beer. Why this place hasn't completely caught on with

student crowd escapes me.
This weekend is a good time to check the place out

and catch some good local music. Tonight finds GMass
favorite Minibus rolling into the Hadley Pub for some good
time rock, reggae and blues music.

Minibus performs mostly originals along with covers of

classic rock groups such as the Grateful Dead, Traffic,

Jimi Hendrix, Santana and Bob Marley.

Their promo material says, "the music provides for a

damn good time." I believe it.

Friday night at the Hadley Pub features Curtis T. and
the Atomic Blues. These guys are longtime local favorites

who are about the closest thing to George T. and the

Destroyers that you'll ever find.

Curtis is a guitar maniac who is known for getting up

on the bar, standing on tables, and even walking out the

door while wailing away on his sax.

These guys focus mainly on N.Y.C. so their area shows

are few and far between.

On Saturday you get more bang for the buck with a

double bill of tie-dye ska rockers Baba Yaga and new-

comers Nag Nag Nag.
Baba Yaga are a funky jam band with a definite lean

towards getting people dancing and involved in having a

good time. They are really a lot of fun, as their growing

popularity can attest.

Nag Nag Nag is an altemative rock outfit that lies

somewhere between the Velvet Underground and the Pixies.

All shows at the Hadley Pub normally have a small

cover charge of a couple bucks that goes directly to the

musicians. Go and have a good time this weekend.

WOMEN and LAW

A CONFERENCE FOR WOMEN
CONSIDERING LAW SCHOOL

Saturday

February 22. 1992

1:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Panel discussions; the law school

experience and legal careers.

Mocic Law Class: Prosecution of

Pregnant Women for Substance

Abuse.

S. Prestley Blake Law Center

SCHOOL OF LAW
Western New England College

Springfield, Massachusetts

There is no charge to attend this conference, but ad-

vance reservations are preferred.

Please call (413) 782-1406.

^Boxers
^Briefs

^G-Strings

^Starting

at $5

J'RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN
191 N. Pleasant St., Amherst • 253-2013

22 Masonic St., Northampton • 586-6336

Open 7 days • Thursday ni^ in tvJorthainptan

Open Til

2A.M.
Everyday

50 Main Street • 253-9223

COUPON SPECIALS
Good Thurs. 2/6, thru Sun. 219 Ontif

U-MASS

99^

BOOMER

BURGER

$1.99

10 PC.

$1.99 I

ORIGINAL I

m?
I

WINGS i

__! J-

ROLL

© Stranon Cofporation. 1991 1 Pearl St., N'ton • 584-4100

ATKINS^ 1150 West Street

Amherst, MA 01002

413/253-9528 or 413/256-6038

Fax 413/256-3117

FEBRGARY

GOURMET COOKING CLASSES
Have Fun While You Learn!

On Tuesday Series 1 classes will be held on French Cuisine.

Spanish Cuisine, Italian Cuisine & Buffet Party.

On Wednesdays & Thursdays. Series II classes w^l be held

on Oriental Express. A Taste of the Mew South. Pfa^^"'^ f"^
Spirited Cooking Classes cover 5 or more courses and offer studen s

a chlnce °o work hands-on with our professional chefs in a small,

limited class. All supplies are fumished.

Plus...

You will enjoy a wonderful meal at the end of each class

$25 per class or $90 for four classes.

For information call 253-9528

announces

Auditions
for Stephen Sondheiin's

Musical Thriller

This Weekend at Earthfoods!
Friday, 7pm

Saturday, 10am • Saturday, 6pm
For More Info, Coll UMTG ot 50415 or Kelley ot 6-3873
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44Fried Green" and "Free" as reviewed by Mr. L.

By JON LGPO
Collegian Staff

Many people are tempted to call Fried

Green Tomatoes a women's film , but that's

just an excuse for men not to see it. Some
are even tempted to call it "the first feel-

good movie of the year!"— but I liked it far

too much to damn it with that tired phrase.

"Fried" is, at its heart, a tale of friendship

and independence, with a dash of murder

thrown in.

"Fried" spends most of its time in the

small Alabama town of Whistle Stop, where

two friends (Mary-Louise Parker and Mary

Stuart Masterson) grow up and run a cafe.

Someone murders Parker's abusive hus-

band, and Masterson is the prime suspect.

The film is framed in the present day,

where Kathy Bates plays a frustrated

housewife who hears the stories of the

women through Minny (Jessica Tandy). As

a result of the stories. Bates become
Tawanda'. a feminist avenger of (humor-

ous) sorts. The present-day scenes are just

bookends, as the relationship between

Parker and Masterson takes center stage.

Mary Stuart Masterson (Immediate

Family) emerges a capable leading lady,

lacing each scene with an inner angst.

Mary - Louise Parker gets more screen time

here than in Grand Canyon and this gives

her a chance to shape a more well-rounded

character. Kathy Bates departs from her

Oscar-winning psycho in Misery to be

harassed by just about everyone. She's so

sympathetically pathetic, one just wants

her to go crazy and start hobbling people.

Jessica Tandy completes the classy

main cast. She's feisty without coming off

as another racy "Golden Girl". Cicely Tyson

makes yet another "special appearance"

and Chris O'Donnell (Men Don't Leave)

makes much of his small role.

To the film's credit, the cast creates

characters thatthe audience instantly cares

about. Director Jon Avnet lets the cast,

rather than the plot, be the driving force of

the film.

However, this means that the story is

not exactly new. For the most part, this

same type of relationship was explored in

"Beaches." And the murder subplot isn't

that involving. The whodunnit constructed

in "Fried Green Tomatoes" can be likened

to an episode of "Murder. She Wrote."

"Fried Green Tomatoes" will not be

remembered for its originality, rather for

its relaxed. Southern style of story-telling.

Sure, we've seen it all before, but aided by

an excellent cast and steady style. "Fried"

emerges as an above-average, witty soap

opera. Grade: B+
Freejack: This souped-up futuristic

chase film has big intentions, but looks

like a "Total Recall" knockoff. Some neat

special effects at the end save it from a

total waste of time.

Emilio Estevez plays a race car driver

from the present, who is snatched right

before his death and sent to the year 2009,

where his body has been bought by a

wealthy dead man who hopes to insert his

mind into Estevez's body.

Rene Russo plays his love interest;

Anthony Hopkins breezes in for about 1

5

minutes and Mick Jagger plays a bounty

hunter.

Jagger's fine, I mean what do you

expect, Olivier? Dull, routine, and badly

acted, this one's headed for home video

heaven. Grade: C-

Open Til

2A.M.
Everyday

50 Main Street • 253-9223

FREE bELWERU
$1.00 OFF Anif

Chicken Winq betiVeri^

Ot/er $5. 00

*This offer expires 2/15/92

WRSI 95,3 FM and IRON HORSE PRESENT

Billy Bracc
= E » i^ ^-i-*«K.i^'v -i^

TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW !!!

FOR THE RECORD in AMHERST and

NORTHAMPTON BOX OFFICE 586-8686

THE UMASS INTERFRATERNITY
COUNCIL PRESENTS

SPRING 1992 FORMAL RUSH
ORIENTATION

Thursday, February 6

6PM

in the Student Union Ballroom

All UnivcPiily Men Arc Invilod To Come Uan Aboul UMass Fralemilics
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Women's Issues
EWC serves campus, community women
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Back in 1972, women from the community felt a need
for greater access to surrounding resources. Women
negotiated to create greater access to resources and office

space. Although the Everywoman's Center is no longer

entirely staffed by volunteers, the mission and goals

haven't changed, according to the director of the center.

The official mission, according to the Everjrwoman's

Center's 1991 annual report, is a multicultural,

multiservice women's center based at the University of

Massachusetts, serving University and community
women, including the five colleges.

"The center promises safely and understand-

ing when dealing with women and provides

incredible services on a shoestring budget. We
do more grant-writing and rely more on fund

raising and donations than any other program

in Student Affairs."

— Carol Wallace

The mission is to provide leadership in promoting the

fullest possible educational access and equity for women
in higher education.

EWC has a commitment to multicultural issues and a

national reputation for the quality of its services and

programming, and for its role in public service and

outreach to the community.
Madeleine Dupuis, coordinator ofcounseling services

feels, "It is critical that we be able to offer these services

becausewe are one ofthe very few places that remain free

ofcharge. Women come here specifically because we offer

a feminist women's perspective, and we provide services

that are not available anywhere else. Most people have

no idea what a valuable resource we are."

EWC Director Carol Wallace noted how unique the

center is for many different reasons.

The center promises safety and understanding when

dealing with women and provides incredible services on

a shoestring budget," she said. "We are more dependent

on external funding than any other program in Student

Affairs. We do more grant-writing and rely more on fund-

raisingand donations than any other program in Student

Affairs.

"TheEWC is one ofthe largestcounselor-basedwomen
centers in the coimtry. Last year we responded to 15,000

requests for service," Wallace said.

SERVICES

There is a 24-hour hotline (545-0800) for those sexu-

ally assaulted or battered. Counselor/advocates are

available 24 hours a day to offer support, information and

crisis intervention on the hotUne. Walk-ins to Nelson

House are welcome Monday - Friday, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Counselor/advocates can help one cope and empower one
to deal with present situations.

The Counselor/Advocate program is sponsoring a 10-

week supportgroup for adult survivors ofrape . The group
will meet on Wednesday nights from 7 - 9 p.m. beginning

Feb. 26.

The EWC offers counseling services coordinated by

Dupre.A variety ofclinical semces are offered, including

intake and assessment interviews, referrals to commu-
nity agencies and psychotherapists in private practice,

short-term counseling, support groups and workshops.

Walk-in/drop-in hours are Monday and Thursday 12 -

1:30 p.m. Call-in hours are Monday, Tuesday and Thurs-

day 10-11 a.m. and Wednesday 2 - 3 p.m. Individual and

couples counseling sessions are available by appoint-

ment.
There are also a number of support groups being

planned for spring:

• A post-abortion support jroup will begin Feb. 25 on

Monday evenings fi-om 5:30 7 p.m.

• A lesbian support group will begin March 2 on

Mondays from 12 - 1:30 p.m.

• A peer support network for women who are adjust-

ing to the changes that often accompany the birth of a

child titled "Motherhood and Me." The group will meet

every other Monday evening, 7:30 - 9:30 p.m., beginning

Feb. 10.

There will also be a Latina FacilitatorTraining Project,

titled Entrenamiento De Lideres De Grupo Para Latinas,

a comprehensive training program that combines op-

pression education and support group facilitation tech-

niques.

All interested Latinas who are: community service

workers, counselors, educators and advocates are en-

couraged to apply. The eight-session training program

begins in early February.

Applications are now available at the EWC.
The Counselor/Advocate program provides 24-hour

comprehensive services to victim survivors of rape, bat-

tering, sexual assault and sexual harassment and their

significant others. The person is ensured receiving both

emotional support and the information needed to make
choices.

• The Counselor/Advocate program will be sponsoring

a ten week support group for survivors ofrape. The group

will focus on common issues facing survivors, including

trust, anger and intimacy. The group will meet on

Wednesday nights from 7 -9 p.m. beginning Feb. 26.

• The Counselor/Advocate program will also be spon-

soring a 10-week support group for adult survivors of

childhood sexual assault. The group will focus on com-

mon issues of survivors including isolation, blame and

intimacy. The group will meeton Wednesday nights from

7 - 8:30 a.m. starting March 4.

The Education/Advocate program coordinated by Stacy

Roth offers workshops and trainings to campus and

community groups on issues of violence against women.

Educator Advocates design and facilitate workshops on

topicsincludingrape, battering, sexual harassment, abuse

and respect in relationships, media images of women,

and assertiveness and self-defense.

The Graduate Women's Program provides organiza-

tional support which focuses on the educational, culture

and professional development needs ofgraduate women
The Resource/Referral Program provides information

and referral to University and community women, serves

as a feminist-based clearinghouse for information rel-

evant to the lives of women.
Located in the resource room there is also a library

with over 2,000 books. Wallace ssiid, "I encourage people

to drop by and have some coffee or tea and just see what

it's all about."

First college date turns

into sacking incident
As she spoke about her first date as

a college student, her voice seemed to

soften and her eyes lowered. She began

by telling me of a nice guy she had met

her firstweek atUMass and how excited

she had been when he asked her on a

date for the first weekend of the se-

mester.

Stacy Malone

In accepting the invitation, she re-

called a discussion she and her mom
had about dating before she left for

school. "No matter how nice a guy

seems, be careful and keep control of

the situation" are the words she re-

membered. So even though this guy

seemed great, she played every move

with caution, beginning with taking

his phone number instead ofgiving out

her own.
The first week of the semester

brought many conversations between

the two, and she soon felt comfortable

enough to give him her phone number.

The weekend came upon them quickly

and she became nervous about going

out with someone she had only known

a short time. She was sensitive to her

mom's warning and in making the date

she suggested they bring friends along.

He took this well and found a party for

them to go to.

A faint smile crossed her face as she

recalled preparing for the date hours

before. She remembered how carefully

she dressed so as not to look suggestive,

and all the "sexy" outfits her friends

picked out that she turned down. She

was going to take her mom's advice and

be very careful, but she was also gomg

to look great and have a good time.

He arrived with his roommate, a

constant smile, and filled with compli-

ments. The introductions were made

and everyone sat down to have a couple

ofbeers and get acquainted. With all of

the people in her room, she remem-

bered how hot it became so when her

date asked her to step out to the floor's

balcony she only briefly hesitated.

"Careful," she kept repeating. She

looked up atme and asked, "How much

more careful could I have been? I was

careful giving him my phone number,

last name, address, the way I dressed

and I kept things in control by inviting

him to a place where there were a lot of

people I knew. The balcony was only a

few doors down fi-om my room, it was

hot in my room and he wanted to talk."

They walked down to the lounge and

stepped out into the cool night. After

speaking for awhile she suggested that

they goback to herroom where everyone

was waiting for them. He agreed, but

once they were again inside the lounge

he sat down on a couch in the far cor-

ner. "It was dark in that corner, but the

way he was joking around and pre-

tending not to be able to get up made

him no longer a stranger, but a friend.

Things were going great. My mom
would have been proud that I was be-

ing careful and had the whole evening

under control."

As she reached out her hand to pull

him up, he pulled her down on the

couch. Now he had control. He started

tickling her to get her to laugh and then

he seemedno longerconcernedwhether

she was having a good time. He threw

her down on the floor and tried to take

her shirt off and unbutton her pants.

When she tried to scream his hand

muffled the sound. Hebegan to workon

his own clothes and she struggled.

"We were in a public lounge. There

was a huge window right there. I

thought I had things under control.

That was the only night no one walked

by." She broke free and ran to her room

in tears with his words chasing aft«r

her, "Ifyou're not going to give me what

I want, then I'm leaving." What would

mom say?

Stacy Malone is a UMass student

CoUegUn photo by Michelle Baylim

Karen Lederer, coordinator and advisor of the women's studies

department, welcomes all to attend the brown bag lunches.

Feminist forum begins
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

The women's studies department

started its brown bag lunch series yester-

day. Each week a different speaker will

give an informal presentation on feminist

issues.

Karen Lederer, an advisor and coordi-

nator in the women's studies department,

said at the first welcome and registration

brown bag yesterday how "it's a nice op-

portunity for people in the campus com-

munity interested in women's issues to

come together in an informal setting. It's

also a great time for students, faculty and

staff to meet one another."

The brown bag series, sponsored by the

women's studies department, is hosted by

a different speaker each week who ad-

dresses different feminist issues in an

informal setting.

Objectives of the forums include: par-

ticipation in a community of women's

studies scholars, exploring topical femi-

nist issues, and becoming famiUar with

people and resources on campus.

In addition to presentations on women
in science and sexual assault on campus,

the program offers a topic entitled"Women

in Legal Education and Legal Practice: Is

It Really Like L.A. Law?" This semester

features faculty, staffand undergraduate

and graduate student speakers. All ofthe

campus community are invited to bring

their limch and share in discussion.

All programs are held Wednesdays in

the Campus Center, 12:15 - 1:30 p.m. For

more information, call the women's stud-

ies office at 545-1922.
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Senate
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Hite and Republican Mark Enoch, after

both Enoch and Democrat Ellen Story

addressed the senate.

Senior Ted Chambers, a Commuter
Area senator who is managing Kite's

campaign, said the endorsement of Hite

indicated feelings among students against

Gov. Weld's proposal for tuition retention.

"This is the first time in anyone's

memory that the SGA has endorsed a

candidate— that's a signal ofhow students

feel about tuition retention." Chambers

said. "Our opponents should realize they're

on the wrong side of this issue."

Hite. who served as SGA president

during the 1970s, said he was proud ofthe

endorsement. He received 40 votes, with

no other Democrats receiving any.

"The deciding issues Ifor the endorse-

ment] were tuition retention and leader-

ship— who is capable of leading the fight

for a higher state appropriation," Hite

said.

Enoch, the only Republican, said he

opposes tuition retention. He also said as

a Republican, he would have more influ-

ence with Weld than any of the four

Democrats in the race.

"Massachusetts doesn't have the tradi-

tion of supporting higher education."

Enoch said. "I don't know of a state that

has a state University that gets as lost in

the shuffle as UMass has."

Story said although she believes tuition

retention is here to stay, it is still possible

to change the legislature's attitude to-

ward higher education and build more

support for the University.

"Massachusetts is an anomaly in not

having full tuition retention," Story said.

"Tuition retention doesn't mean leading

the University down the road to decline

and privatization."

Story said she supports setting a one-

third cap on the amount of tuition used

for the University's budget, with the

Commonwealth providing the other two-

thirds.

No Need to look around ... our prices are lowest in town!

WINE LIQUORS
BUDWEISER, / »

BUD LIGHT $4^99 Ui
& BUD DRY I l-oEP /#]
CASE OF 2 12 PK BOTTLES ^^

CATAMOUNT 516^^p
,^^§^i GOLD, AMBER 'case OF

& PORTER 24 12 0Z
BOTTLES

O'KEEFEBEER
CASE OF 24-12 OZ
BOTTLES 1299

. DEP

SCHLITZ
BEER
CASE OF 24 12 OZ CANS

$Q4 9^ 'HvJ
5/ DEP ~^

KNICKERBOCKER
SUITCASE
24 12 0Z CANS

$799
# tDEP

FRANZIA
CHABLIS. BURGUNDY.
RHINE. BLUSH. WHITE
GRENACHE
5 LITER BAG IN A BOX

$779

GLEN ELLEN
WHITE. RED. <S

WHITE GRENACHE

$499
1 5 LITER

PICCINI CHIANTI $Q99O 750 ML

SEBASTIANI
PROPRIETER WINES
WHITE. RED. BLUSH. WHITE
ZINFANDEL. FRENCH $ C
COLUMBARD. CHENIN BLANC ^
GAMAY BEAUJOLAIS

69

1 5 LITER

?. ?BARTLES&JAVMES
WINE
COOLERS 4 P'K noTTirs

GORDON'S $1999
GIN ' ^ '

"5L

*^| SCHENLEY
WHISKEY $ 11

49
1 /5L

PASSPORT
SCOTCH
SALE 14 79
MAIL IN REBATE 2 00

AFTER
REBATE

iM2a
COSSACK
VODKA
SALE 9.49

MAIL IN REBATE 1 50

VODiM

AFTER
REBATE

( $799
} f 1 75L

BLACK VELVET $
CANADIAN WHISKEY

Meet Miss Black Velvet!!

Friday. Feb 7th -3 5pm

13.491 75L

Live'! in person!!

Fua Radamptton C«ntar

not rMponsbie for

typographical errors

9am to 11pm
Monday thru Saturday

HAOLEY
Campus Plaza/Roma e

253-9344
LOCATIONS

HOLYOKE
30 Lirvx>ln SL
S34-4S5S

SALE PRICES
THURS2WUTHRU
wEO&a/iru

Don't Drink
andDrtvt

COLLEGIAN

ColleKian photo by Matt Kahn

Jim Reid

rAEROBICSn
Loii^ Impact

Step

9{i/Lozu

Kelser

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycle

Blocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHiETICCtUB

256-0080

R&P
Liquors
Convantant to Brittany

ARIvarglade

253-9742
SOSWaatSt
So. Amharal

NOBODY'S
PERFEO

Featuring Men's & Ladie's Clothing from 2
Specialty Stores in the U.S. at%

their original prices

Sun. 12pm-6pm • Mon.
Tues., Wed., 10am-9pm

Sat. 10am-6pm

NOBODY'S
PERFECJl^

Rt.9 Amherst
Hadley, MA
256-8686

L. & M. SWEATERS L, & M. BLOUSES & SHIRTS L. & M. PANTS

W •fit Reg. $28-48

L & M. LONG SLEEVE

KNITS & FLEECE TOPS
I

I Reg. $20-48

LADIES SKIRTS

Reg. $28-60
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DOONESBURY
By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

Wi. 0UCHANAN,
HDUJIPOyOU^-
PlAIHiOUF-tl YOUJhFUL

iNPiscpa-

VON.

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

JIM'S JOURNAL By JIM

/ToI*y T»i^^ t^U

-^

^

^^ X*«M ^•VVIM^ US<

•'^

!-<.

Ha^n <»fi $+0T«

Job, ^wt 4\^y*tk4

WILMINGTON By M.K. ANDERSON

'70sTVV^RiFTY i)\^\i^

Ry BARRY DEUTSCH

lyCOURSr -DUR:/ Oh l£LL,

IS JP ^^R^ST.

ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

Uti Wi 1M -m t^mTtfOo iHiNt 1

ol' •3oe *^*i.'- s«»»4 >(«u__H0j^J

IT'S Powt.FVin*

'w\
>^^^

'ir
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Today's Staff
Night Editor

Gayle Long

Copy Editor BrookeC Wheeler

PhotoTechnician
MattKahn

PrcxJuction Supervisor
MikeCaryalho

Production
MattSchm.ll

ODonnell, Tracy Kruger, Seth Kaye
uiie

Menu
LUNCH DINNER

Chicken Pucks Fried Shrimp Dinner

Bar-B-Q Pork Buns Tacos

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Chicken Pucks Fried Shrimp Dinner

Garden Sandwich Vegetable Taco

Man, there's an old-timer with one foot

in the wastebasl(et."

Quote of the Day
"That was the best speech I've heard in the

Student Senate in five years."

- Bob Monaghan, Speaker ofSenate,

about Jim Reid's speech last night

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): A
monetary setback is possible unless

you stay on your toes. Act quickly if

you sense a threat to your resources.

Friends who try to impose on you are

not worth helping.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): it is

someiin>es necessary to say "no."

Stand your ground and refuse to budge

an inch. Entertaining at home may be

less expensive than going out this

coming weekend.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): A fi-

nancial proposition you receive now
may not bear close scrutiny. Do not

commit your resources to a dubious

project. Turn on the charm when
dealing with someone who holds an

important position.

CANCER (June 2 1 -July 22): Anew
venture in art or business gets the

green light. If somebody is promising

you the moon, it is time to stop, look

and listen. Keep surplus funds in the

bank.

LEOduly 23-Aug. 22): If trying to

break a bad habit, steer clearof people

who still indulge in it. Self-discipline

is the price of success. Brighten your

home with flowers or a fresh coat of

paint.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): Show
your heartfelt appreciation for favors

and those who have helped you will

do so again! Close a deal that prom-

ises to be highly profitable.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Patch-

ing up a friendship will take time and

effort. A member of the opposite sex

plays an important role in your suc-

cess. Visit a favorite Ixiokslore. Self-

help volumes are worth the cost.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Be

careful alx)ut making a commitment

you may not want to keep. True love

can surely withstand the test of time.

A partner's needs may outweigh your

own. Listen to your better nature.

SAGITTARUIS (Nov 22-Dec.

2 1 ): Follow your usual prudent course

and you will strengthen an existing

financial arrangement. Hopes based

on logic can be fulfilled. Limit your

spending to essentials.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 19):

Matters that call for action should not

be set aside for another day. Weigh

your options carefully before making

a choice. A friend offers wonderful

advice; follow it.

AQUARUISIJan. 20-Feb. 1 8): Co
slow. There is a right and wrong

moment to press your case. Intimate

surroundings and soft music put you

in a romantic mood. Be sure you are

reading male's signals correctly.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Ask

your partner before you run up bills,

buy insurance coverage or dabble in

investments. Having two sources of

income is a blessing. Be more discreet

about your love life.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

The opinions expressed on this page are thoseTof the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University.

ACROSS
1 Kirx) of locit or

iron

5 Island in the

Aegean
10 Roman

goddess ol

hope
14 Life of Riley

15 Magistrate

under Caesar
16 Contest for

Lancelot

1

7

Small stream
18 Lugged
19 Aquatic plant

20 FOR s spouse
22 On — day

'

24 Like a spirited

old-timer

27 Halt

30 Nom de plume
31 Like some eyes

32 Aware ol

33 Booby —
37 Taxi

38 ShaKesperean
forest

39 Dos Passos
novel

40 Skirt part

42 Hofbrau quaff

43 Oogpatct)
denizen

45 Scfiolastic roll

47 Hindu
incarnation

48 Historical ship

52 More intimate

53 William Tell"

composer
57 Stag

58 Tight-fisted

person
61 Britain's Lord

Avon
62 German actor,

Jennings
63 Feel remorse
64 Sign of sorrow

65 Olympic event

66 Sounded like a

steer

67 Gratify

DOWN
1 Richard ol

"Pretty Woman"

2 Marsh turd

3 Capri or Man
4 Put off

5 Start off

6 Add trimmings

7 School in

Cambridge. Ma
8 Bravo!

9 Opiate

10 Most old hat

11 Cardinals'

crests

12 "Enigma
Variatk}ns

"

composer
13 Move

unexpectedly

21 Prying

23 Tea. in Tsinan

25 Fellows of ttw

flock

26 Redo
27 Basics

28 The — McCoy
29 NotJel physicist

32 Heavenly hunter

34 Litler s

little one
35 Offshore

36 Young
salmon

38 Oeviating from

the average

41 Pnckly plant

43 NYC's Fifth

el al

44 Beagles kin

46 Bauxite

47 Greatly lieloved

48 Earttiy shade

49 Denizen ol the

Andes
50 Greek order

51 Actress Dunne
54 Notion

55 Clean
56 Regarding
59 Japanese

statesman

60 Piglets

parent

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Thur., Feb. 6 - 7:00pm /18*/

ROBYN HITCHOCK
& THE EGYPTIANS

Matthew Sweet

Followed by Dancing
with P| Dennis R.

Do**nstain 9:00pm /18-h/

WAMH Presents

CLUB SIN
Industrial Dance Music

iL}.,.A.....;.;.i-i».-.';'f .'.'-^ '-.'Jm
fri., Feb. 7 - 8:30pm

WMUA Presents

RONNIE EARL
& the Broadcasters

L

Dancing with
Dj job

»«*gc^gyg^<:K^^.<»;-^g:

Sat., Feb. 8 - 9:00pm

Dancing with

DJ job

I
Sun.. Feb. 9 - 9:00pm /18+/

SUNDAY OPEN
HOUSE

|i Dancing with DJ Job
> ^•. • • T.-.

Wed.. Feb. 12 - 9:00pm

Valentine's Party,

Dancing with Dj job
1^»«
I, Thur., Feb. 13 9:00pm /IS*,

^ Dancing with

DJ Dennis

Fri., Feb. 14 - 8:30pm

Valentines Day Party,

JOHNCAFFERTY
^ & The Beaver Brown Band

King Cod & The Blues Sharif

i
WHMP Valentines Day Partv

I
Upstairs - Prizes, Giveaways..

Sat.. Feb. 15 -8:30pm

RIPPOPOTAMUS
The Monster Band

IjSoa, Feb. lb 4:00pm /IS-f/WRSI

n HAVE A HEART
j

Benefit Concert featuring:

One Love / Who s Kiddin Who
!

Quetzal / The Sighs

!
The Hefschler Brothers /

Ray Mason Band / Rocidn Dave

I

Dayna B. Kurtz Trio

plus special quests
>T»'f ''*'*'^'-»**'*'**-****^'^***-^^'

f

Thur., Feb. 20- 8:30pm /18-h/

SHOCKRA
The Authority

Thur., Feb. 27 - 8:30pm /I St/

KING MISSILE

Fri., Feb. 28 7M)pm

Benefit for the Northampton

Center for The Arts,

THE MARVELFHES

Sat, Feb. 29 7:00pm

NRBQ
Ray Mason Band

Sun., March 1 7:00pm /1 8+/

QUEEN LATIFAH

Fri., March 6 - 7:00pm

TIL TUESDAY
«^ 9?

"Tues.TMarcJi 17i~~7T6bpm'

I
ALLIGATOR RECORDS

Annivprsarv Tour

I

CAft
DICARLO

5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Eggplant Parmesan

• Pasta Primavera

• Lasagna al Forno

• Polio all'Arrabbiata

(chicken with spicy tomato sauce & pasta)

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires February 29, 1992

Open Daily at 11 :30 a.m.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300

4S^^^ Rte.
easons

jy 584-8174
& Dunkin Donuts

Rte. 9 • Hadle
8etwe«n Burger King

DISCOUNT LIQUORS ' BEER * wIneI

•IN-STORE MAIL-IN REBATES ON AMNY ITEMS, THESE
PRICES INCLUDES MAIL-IN REBATES

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU FEB 12, 1992

Bud Dry
14111 oz bottles

Natural Light
24/! 2 oz cans
$949 » dep

T% i_ . BLUE
raOSt RIBBON

24 bar bottles

$799
4- dey.

Golden Anniversary
14111 oz. cans

/ » dey

Budweiser
14/11 oz bottles

4 Seasons
Vodka

J.75L ^S"'

Smirnoff Vodka
1..75L*14*9

4 Seasons Gin
I.75L »89 9

Tanqueray Gin
I.75L $21''

:'

Keystone
24/72 oz. cans

dep.
19 9

Fleishnianns
Whiskey „
J.75L *>y9

V2 Keg Busch
^39°\ dep.

V2 Keg
Natural Light
* 33^\ dep.

Ballatore Spumante
750 ml
^4"

4 Seasons
Scotch

1.75lV16^9

Jack Daniels
I.75L $21''

4 Seasons Rum
175L $10"

Fetzer
Sundial Charonnay
750 m/. $549 ^

Sutter Home
While Zinfandel
750 ml

[99

Andre
Champagne
750 m/ »2''

Bacardi Rum
I.75L $159'

Passport Scotch
I.75L $1449

4 Seasons
Bourbon
/.75L $11^^

ICE
wib. $100

Get the Best of all Worlds! Low prices,

BIG Selection, Combined with a warm
personable store.

HOURS: MONDAY-SATURDAY 9:00-1 1 :00

SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNT 1 0% EVERY DAY
• KIG DEPOSITS HEID UP TO 30 0*5
VISA • MASTERCARD • CHECK • CASH

Ik ktt I'r.t tHOfh llJIf ~(Wtn

II I .HI '

coaches
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

signing the letter, but was unavailable for

comment, as yesterday began the official

signing period.

John Sawyer, a lineman from Towota,

N.J., Kevin Bourgoin, a wide receiver and

defensive back from Rutland. Vt., Mark
Shalala, a lineman from Schenectady. N.Y.

and Ron Howerton, a wide receiver and

running back from Bellingham, Mass.,

said they had signed the letter and were

sending it in the mail.

Bryan Healy, a tight end and line-

backer from Rome, N.Y., had verbally

committed and was believed to be signing.

According to Hodges, Shalala was the

Tind" of the players.

The 6-foot-2, 270-pounder was a first-

team All-League and All-County selection

in football and a three-sport athlet« at

Niskayuna High School.

Bourgoin, a USA Player of the Year in

Vermont and Shrine Game participant,

was also highly regarded by Hodges.

"He's an excellent prospect," Hodges

said of Bourgoin, who is also the State

Champion in the 200 and 400 meter runs.

"He's a very determined young man who
can play a lot of positions."

Sawyer, also a first-team All-League

track performer, was a third-team Asso-

ciated_Press All-County selection in foot-

ball at Passaic Valley High School.

Howerton was a Tri-Valley League All-

Star in 1990 as a defensive back and in

1991 as a running back and a Conference

champion in the highjump and 220-meter

run at Bellingham High School.

COLLEGIAN

WEEKLY SPECIALS
$1.00 Miller Genuine Draft Bottles

EUERY TUESDAY
All you can eat pasta

$2.00 Karaoke

Live local and college bands

Thursday through Saturday

Thursday Feb. 6:

Mini Bus

Friday Feb. 7:

Curtis T and the Atomic Blues

Saturday Feb. 8:

Baba Yaga

I
LIUEUMASS HOOP GAMES ON THE BIG SCREEN

rAEROBICS
Low Impact

Step

0{i/Low

Kelser

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

LIfecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB

256-0080

B3TC!

ff

Thursday - Friday - Saturday

Featuring DJ Strollin Roland

Appetizer Special 8:00pm-10:00pm

ANY MENU NACHOS

$2.00
Weekly Specials!

$4.50

S I N Cmm
$1.00

6 8

Now Playing

BUGSY
First Area Showir^g

Starring

Warrren Beatty

Annette Benmq

Showtimes:
Fri. - Sun.

7pm & 9:30pm
Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7;30pm
Adults $5.00

Student w/valid ID. $4.00

r

X

sniING BWAK

nNAMA CITY BEACH
noRiOA ifk.

1

I

• High quality beachlronl accommoda
lions to( 7 exciling nioWs

.nound lM|i charletct) moloi coar.h

• Free pool deck parlies, activities. A
piomotions

• Inlef Campus Programs I D /Discount

card

• On location stall lor complete

assistance

• All l.ixi's tips A service charges

included fii,

[^12911^23^

7^
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Reid
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

O'Brien has since taken a greater interest

in sports at the University.

In a statement released from the
Chancellor's officeyesterday, O'Brien said,

"Within the coming weeks, I plan to make
some major organizational decisions about
athletics, which will certainly include an
increased involvement of the Faculty

Senate Athletic Council and the

Chancellor's Office, in accordance with
recent recommendations of the NCAA."

Reid's speech to the Student Senate
was everything you would expect from a
football coach; motivational, invigorating,

enthusiastic, etc. It was reminiscent of

Joe Paterno's speech given at the Repub-
lican National Convention in 1988.

"I'm leavingbecause I must," Reid said.

"Hopefully that will never happen to

anyone else. As General MacArthur once
said, 'Perhaps some day I shall return.'"

Willi.KM
;\i.i.i 1(1X11. !•:

Adult School
Drop-In Classes

• Ballet*
• Jazz Dance •

• Spanish Dance •

Discount Coupon Books AviWiie

For Info Csl 549-1555

29 StongSL- Amherst

(OK L PiMart SL, iMr BuBMlWd Domi)

i^ Montgomery's Florist ^
Valentines Day

Friday, February 14

iSCHODl

OF flffl£RICn

If You Over 18 Be
A Bartender

• EnroH now for our Fubruory night dosses

and receive o 450 pg. Drink Book - FREE

• Spring Breok Oosses Start March 9th.

Reserve A Space Tbday-Spoce is Limited

55 Main
SpringfieldSt.. Suite 2i

WEEKLY
SPECIAL

1/4 lb. Hamburger,

Reg. Fries 4 $2.69
20oz Drink f—''«'

TkxItatUoiadBd

tt*(^'i
DRIVE-IN

ROUTE 9
• Hadley •

585-0241

Montgomery's Florist

Finest Quality Roses available

whether it's an impressive dozen

or a romantic single rose—

^i Montgomery's is the place for roses.

4

584-3798

350 Russell St. Hadley
(Rt. 9, across from Burger King)

Amherst Sunshine

CARWASH
381 College Street

(Rt. 9 East)

AUTOMATIC WASH/WAX
Open Daily 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

OUR ATTENDANT

IS HAPPY

TO ASSIST

YOU-

Self-service Bays
Open 24 hrs.

Soap/Rinse/Wax • Bubble Brush

Tire Cleaner • Engine De-Greaser

$1 .00 & $5.00 Changer

Vacuum Cleaners

W% BEEHA
OREATYEARFOR

SAME BAT CHANNEL
Comics • Cards • Qames & More

Open: Monday - Saturday 10am -9pm • Sunday 12pm - 5pm

Catch up on everything you might

have missed this year with

MARVElj 1991 THE YEAR IN

REVIEW available at

Hampshire Mall, Hadley

586-8775

Ingclsidc Mall, Holyoke

532-9797

Classifieds
mMFTnnFmiIfr.lANOFnCE 1 13 CAMPUS CENTER ' THURSDAY 8:30-3:JO FRIDAY 8:30-2:30 'DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAT10N » 2mom)AY FORSTVDEm ' CASH INADVANCE

AcnvmES

Att Pr»-Law StiKtonUI UMass Mocktnal

Team needs witnesses tor National compe-

tition Feb. 28-29. Come to meeting at De-

bate Union Thursday at 7pm. FMI call 545-

2055

intaraMad In working on a play?

(A student production)

Need actors and technical staff

CaM Julie 549-«460

For more details

JESUS FILM in Mandarin February 8th 7:30

163 Campus Center Adrnission Free _
POOL LEAGUE Feb 10-May 25 Mondays

7pm Play in favorite local bar. 5-8.1eam $10

membership Join by Mario Lynda 665-6661

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Bad and BrMktaat
Downtown Amherst. Ideal for visiting par-

ents and frien*549-0733 _
Hey You, want to learn to fV? See the UMass

Hanghding Club Bulletin Board across from

the Student Union Ballroom .

NAKED RADIO MEETINGII
WOCH. the UMass Cable Radio Station

which plays the music you want to hear, will

hold its lifst general meeting on Monday

night.

Time - 7:45 pm.

Place - Grayson Classroom, Orchard Hill

Agenda Scheduling. Elections. Station

Business. Old members must show - New

ones invited, too.

~uiiia^Ihotokan karate club
ISKF/JKA

Practice Campus Center

MWF 6:00-7:30

Inquire at information Desk

or call Dennis 549-8010

UMON
VIDEO
CENTER

First general meeting!!!

(Wowzers)

Monday. February 10th, 7pm

Join us, behind the Hatch!

Peace. Love, Video.

Wanted : Individuals to write news stories for

WMUA's 5 CTclock news. Please contact

Brooke Burton 545-3196 Gel needed ex-

perience before you graduate!

/gf i-'^.v '•swnr* •htv'. riKMfi'^
ip'if pi,e ri, il V Hi nf I,'».;»'.y'-*' it fW ,^r'<>^<ii!

AUTO FOR SALE

BuicK SKYLARK 1977 Lessthan63.000ml

Call 5868257

CHEAP! FBLU.S. SEIZED

89 MERCEDES $200

86 VW S50

87 MERCEDES »100

65 MUSTANG $50

Choose from thousands starting $25

FREE 24 Hour Recording Reveals

Details 80 1 -379-2929 Copyright»MA1^KJC

MAZOiTGLC 1961 4spd 104K Runs and

Drives inspectable^586-1194 $500/bo

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4virtieelers,

rrotorhomes by FBI, IRS, DEA. Available

your area now. Call 805-682-7555 Ext C-

1 675 ___^
FOR RENT

1 badroom avallabia for female in large 2-

story 2-bedroom apt Close to UMass,

busroute, town. 256-1668

Deduct 100.00 from your rent lor the first 6

months when you sign a years lease wfth us

at Norlhwood Apartments Spacious 2+3

bedroom apts. Available starting at 299.00.

6 month leases available. M-F 665-3856.

^^jwittla Call 253-9742

ftoed a room cheap on campus Call 549-

0133 ask lor Jell .

ONE BEDROOM in beautiful Mill Valley apt

in South Amherst. Clean. Quiet, luxurious.

Call after 7pmJ53-9692

ROOM FOR RENT! Cheap & flexible! Just

off campus All utilities included Dont miss

this deal! Call^549-5107 AskJor_Stave_

STUDIO APARTMENT First last security

required no pets Belchertown Center 245

Mo with heat Call^23:4050 after 5pi7v__

Sundertand Apirtment Bus route Rentnow

get one month free 665^8669

TAKE OVER LEASE on 1/2 of 2 bdrm. apt

Feb. Free. Bus route. Carpeting. Mike or

Walter 253-7096

FOR SALE

COLLEGE BARGAINS
Wordprocessors starling at $269

Computers $699

Call Now 546j0390

GUITAR AND AMP FOR SALE

Great first electric

loud amp
$190 or BO
cm 586-7353

QRANOMOTHER-S MINK COAT
10-12 $100
549-4401

LOSE FAT
Without dieting now!

549-4401

LOVE SCENT, known to enhance and

stimulate the senses Rare African import.

Oil$8 75/ Incense $6 00 Uncommon Scents

107 Vernon Street, Northampton. Massa-

chusetts 01060 .

SKIS/BOOTS
Lacroix Skis

l.ange t)oots

great condition

549-9932

FOUND

RAV
Envelope found in Capecod Lounge

Call and describe what is in it

Call Brian W at 253-2869

HELP WANTED

Alatka Sumnwr Employment- Fisheries.

Earn $5,000*/mooth. Free transportation!

Room + board! Over 8.000 openings. Male

or lemale. For emptoyment program call i -

206-545-41 55 exi 298

Amherst College Goapal Choir is looking

for a pianist. All Five College students wel-

come. Fore more info Call 542-3372

Applications now being accepted at Ad-

missions Center for Tour Guides, Student

Admissions Representatives, and Summer

Counselors.

$40,000/yrl READ BOOKS
and TV Scripts. Fill out simple

jike/dont like' form. EASY'

Fun, relaxing at home, beach,

vacations Guaranteed paycheck.

FREE 24 Hour Recording

801-379-2925 Copyright »MA1 5KEB

EVENING JOBS! Environmental campaign

work Fight pollution with Clean Water Ac-

lion. $7/hr. On buslines. Call 584-9830

FAST
FVNDRAISING
PROGRAM

Fraternities, sororities, student dubs. Earn

up to $1000 in one week. Plus receive a

$1000 bonus yourself. Arid a FREE watch

just for calling 1 •800-932-dl28

Oat a Real Job
Tired ol noeaningless worts'' Help protect tha

environment with Greenpeace Full and part-

time carwassing positiona from 3 to 10pm

$1 75 to 350/week Call Rick 9 549-0507

GRADUATEASSISTANTSHIPSwithGEO-
SeeKing 8 UMass grad students for organiz-

ing work Training provided $3500 semes-

ter tuition and fee waivers Graduate Em-

ployee Organization. 545-5317. Deadline

Febj14

LOOKING FOR WORK?
Networis martieting company is looking lor

oncampus representatives Call now 546-

03M
NEW STUDENTS PROGRAM- Happy soph,

jrs, srs needed for summer, May27-July18.

Welcome the dass of "96. Appleations Ad-

missions Center

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many posi-

tions. Great benefits. Call 805-682-7555 Ext

P-3306

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREDCHT SCUBA DIVING

Basic course 2 credits G09 Scuba

Key Largo spring break trip 2 credits G10

Sport Scuba
New England Advanced course 2 credits

Gil Advanced Scuba

For more inlormation call 545-2338

LOST

LOST 35MM ROLL of Kodak film on add

drop day somewfwre on campus. H lound

please cal l Kathryn al 6-1947

MISSING: Man's light brown leather sheep-

skin shearling coat with drawstrings Lost on

Sat. night al party on N Pleasant St Extreme

sentimental value Reward offered No ques-

tions asked Call Mike al 546-1011

One MA 11*0 ptata 996-SCW missing Irom

E-lot Call 546-1414

MUSiaANS

Expartancad aingar I drummar seeking

keys, guitars, bassist to gig immediately

Call 323-7801

NAGI NAOI NAQI

PERSONALS

HEY FUNKY BOAVFRIEND
Happy birthday! Sorry I cant be there to help

you celebrate Please just make sure you

doni have 7 shots and 4 beers' Ha! Ha!

Love Irom Italy

Randee

Wendy,
Happy birthday to the #1 roomie. Thank God

for the snoozzze button. Your the best!

XOXOXO Me

Happy 20th slammal

Of course we didn't forget

Better late than neverll

Stan + Pudge

Have you been npped-off by a retailer^

Contact the Legal Services Center regard-

ing your rights as a consumer. 922 Campus

Center. 545-1995

ORDER AVON!
Call 546-1999

For free brochures-'samples

TEAMWORK TRUCKING. Affordable, free

estimates, on call anytime, will travel. 584-

3897 (Also creative odd jobs.)

TRAVEL

RUSH PIKE

The fraternity with a commitment to excel-

lence

Open Rush Dates: Feb 11. 12, 13. 18, 19.

418 N.PIeasant St. 8-10pm

RUSH ZETA P8I

TWO QUrTARS, BASS AND DRUMS
Leave you bleeding Irom the gums

And dee dee and dum dum. whatever Bad

Nag . trashy nag . loud loud loud lads - playmg

at the Hadley Pube. this Saturday, the 8lh,

with Baba Yaga -Hey, great dub, hot chops,

cheap dralta. —Love. Art. Ozzy. Paul, Tony.

HEY!HEY! YEAH YOUl Why dont you come

down . eat some food and meet the guys from

ZeU Psi Rush dates are: Feb 10 rm. 02

Newman Center 7-9. Feb 1 2 rm. 02 Newman

Center 8-10. Feb 13 Campus Center rm.

90408 (9th Hoor), Feb 18 CC rm 90509 7-9,

Feb 20 CC rm 1 62. Come and check us out

It will delinetly be worth it!

RIDE TO CANADA

ANYONEQOINQTOTORONTO or Montreal

lor a w/e please phone 586-8638 We must

go Share gas and entertain driver

ROOMMATE WANTED

F HAMPSHIRE STUDENT looking for other

F student to share beautiful apt in N.Hampton

300 util

Contact Susanna 586-8059

FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to Share

double room in apartment in Amherst center

"dose to bars* 1 minutes from campus Call

Chris or Jen at 549-1 188

HOUSEMATE WANTED to take large bed-

room N.Amherst house near Puffers Pond

$216Ano. 548 9145

SERVCES

FREE pregnancy testing: confidential and

caring support. BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No.

Pleasant Street AmherM 549-1906

COPPERTONE SPRING BREAK tnps to

Cancun, Bahamas, Jamaica from $399! Call

now! 549-3674

DAYTONA BEACH!- SPRtNG BREAK "92

March 13-22 Includes seven nights ocean-

front iTOtel plus rountrip molorcoach Only

$259.00! Call Yankee Toura 1-800-

9DAYT0NA M-F 8-6

FREETRAVEL- Air couriers and auiseships.

Students also needed Christmas, spring and

summer for amusement parti emptoyment.

Call 805-682- 7555 Ext F- 1426

SkMntarcolleglate Ski Weeks, $189 in-

cludes 5 day lift ticket/ 5nights

lodging(mountainside condo)/ 5 days

intercollegiate adivities (drinking age- 18).

sponsored by Labatt's S Mt Sutton, Canada

Oust across the Vermont border). Group

leader discounts Spring txeak 92. Call Ski

Travel Unlimited 1 -800-999-SKI-9

YOUVE ONLY GOT ONE WEEKTO UVEI

Do spring break in Jamaica. Bahamas.

Cancun, Margarita, from $369'! Hotel, air.

transfers, parties! Sun Splash Tours 1-800-

426-7710.

WANTED

Female to atiara room in great Townehouse

apt. great condrtion, 3 fun considerate

roommates, rent negotiable

Call 549-6001 ASAP

NEED^YCHSaO NUTR230 MUSI 00 549-

1 149 Leave message

WANTED: Textbooks Mammalogy Zoo 548,

Livestock Feeds A FeedingAnsa 432. Cindy

1-774-4493.
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Sports
Coach search begins,
Hodges plans to apply

Jim Reid — his job is vacant

Mike Hodges — he's applying
for it.

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts' De-

partment ofAthletics began a nationwide

search Monday for the replacement of the

University's head football coach Jim Reid,

who verbally resigned Jan. 23.

Frank Mclnerney, the Director of

Athletics, said thedepartmenthas received

approximately five nominations and 10

applications without solicitation for the

vacancy.

Mike Hodges, UMass' defensive coor-

dinator and a member of the Minuteman
coaching staff for 13 years, told the Col-

legian yesterday he would apply for the

position today. No names of any other

applicants have been given out by the

department.
"I want the job," Hodges said. "I'm

definitely going to apply."

Hodges and the team's offensive coor-

dinator, Doug Berry, have been directing

the program's administrative duties since

Reid quit.

Berry said yesterday he would not ap-

ply for the opening.

"It has to be a coach that understands

the problems in the Commonwealth and

the changing nature in the general aca-

demics and more specifically, the football

program at the University," said

Mclnerney, who reiterated that he has yet

to receive an official resignation fi-om Reid.

RECRUITS SIGN

Four high school football players signed

National Letters of Intent yesterday to

attend the University of Massachusetts

next year and one other is believed to be

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Reductions to football

considered in Dec.
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

An ad hoc committee of the Faculty

Senate Athletic Council considered cut-

ting football scholarships as early as

Dec. 4, 1991, according to a press release

from University of Massachusetts

Chancellor Richard O'Brien's Office

which was made public yesterday.

"It means that a lot of people knew
(about the cuts]," said ex-UMass foot-

ball coach Jim Reid before addressing

the Student Senate last night.

Reid said he did not believe Athletic

Director Frank Mclnerney knew about

the proposal in advance. Mclnerney

was unavailable for comment.
Reid resigned on Jan. 23 after being

told scholarships he had promised to

student-athletes were eliminated.

Figures cited in the Jan. 31 Campus
Chronicle by Stevenson Fletcher,

Chairman of the Faculty Senate Ath-

letic Council, show the athletic budget

will be cut by $235,000 in fiscal 1993.

Of that amount, $100,000 will come
from football scholarship cuts and the

remainder will be subtracted from

budgets of remaining teams.

According to the press release, "The

decision to reduce the number of foot-

ball scholarships for next year was fully

in accord with informal discussions on

Dec. 4 with interested Trustees, with

the full concurrence of the President

and the Chancellor."

Final action was taken when NCAA
member schools voted down the pro-

posed "division I-AAA" alignment for

intercollegiate football. The press re-

lease firom O'Brien's office notes an

"ad-hoc committee of the Faculty

Senate Athletic Council" formally

recommended cutting football schol-

arships on Jan. 18, five days after

NCAA member schools defeated the 1-

AAA proposal.

The proposal would have allowed

schools the option ofofferingonly need-

based scholarships while retaining Div.

I status. Both Div. II and Div. 1-AA

schools voted against the measure.

UMass supported the option.

O'Brien maintained last night he

did not know why Reid was not in-

formed earUer of the decision to cut

scholarships. He said it would be

"speculative" to offer possible reasons

why Reid was not told, although he

offered an explanation in the release.

"Specific instructions to Coach Reid

that recruitment would be severely

reduced were delayed because of the

Athletic Department's hope that an

alternative approach to its inadequate

budget would be found and football

could be spared," O'Brien said.

"It might have been better to rec-

ognize in early December that such

could not be the case," he said.

Reid harbored no ill will toward the

administration in last night's address

or in a later interview.

"I appreciate the Chancellor hav-

ing the integrity to do what he did,"

Reid said of O'Brien's decision to re-

lease details of the decision to cut

scholarships. "He was advised not to,

but he did."

Reid playing
waiting game
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

He hasn't officially resigned yet, butJim Reid is

not coming back to coach the University of Mas-
sachusetts football team, the way he has for the

past 19 years, the last six as head coach.

For now, he isjust smother statistic,just another

person in this country without a job. For now.

Reid quit his coachingjob Jan. 23 after learning

from Director of Athletics Frank Mclnerney, the

University would be unable to offer incoming

freshman football recruits full athletic scholarships,

which he had already verbally committed to.

What's next for Jim Reid?

He says he's had an interview with an insurance

agency and offers to teach high school history (a

subject he loves) while coaching the football team.

However, it's hard to imagine him doing any-

thing in a suit.

He loved his job, his players, the people he
worked with and the University. In fact, he loved

everything and everyone. And he still does.

Yet, he confidently says he has no regrets.

That's the type of person Jim Reid is.

"The more I think about it, the more I think I did

the right thing," Reid said, before his speech to the

Student Senate last night. "There are no second

thoughts.

"I love this University," he said. "I loved it on

Jan. 22 when I thought we were going to have a

strong football program and I love it now."

Reid understands that it is not a good time to be

looking for a job, with the economy being the way
it is, but remains confident ( as he always is) he will

hear from a university about coaching football

soon.

He says this is no time for people to feel sorry for

him. Instead, it is time for students to lobby. Make
it known to the government, what is going on at

this University, especially how great it is and can

be with more money.
"It's funny how we get headlines about (my

quitting] and not about the four programs that get

cut from the School of Education," Reid said. "I'm

angry about that."

Reid's departure opened the eyes of even the

most apathetic sports fans. Chancellor Richard

Women^s hoop hosts Bonnies
Look to end 27'game Conference losing streak

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
CoUegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts women's basketball

team goes into tonight's basketball game against St.

Bonaventure (7 p.m., Curry Hicks Cage) looking to break

one streak and to keep smother going.

UMass (4-15, 0-8 in the Atlantic 10) has a 27-game

Conference losing streak dating back to the 1989-90

basketball season. The streak was extended Tuesday

night, when the Minutewomen lost by 4 to the University

of Rhode Island.

The Minutewomen have been led by juniors Kim
Kristofik and Jenny Moran in A-10 play. Kristofik led the

team in points in three games, and Moran has been

UMass' high scorer in two A- 10 losses this year.

UMass' opponents have either concentrated on stop-

ping Kristofik down low, or stopping Moran'sjump shot,

but have been unsuccessful in dropping both.

Ifeither playercan get hot tonight, it couldmean a win

for the Minutewomen. If not, it could create a lot of

rebounding opportunities.

A positive streak the Minutewomen have going is a

three-game streak in which the team has out-rebounded

its opponents. Teams such as No. 23 West Virginia,

Rutgers, and Rhode Island have all lost the rebounding

battle to UMass.
If this doesn't surprise you, maybe it should. The

Minutewomen are less than giants, as only Kristofik

breaks 6-feet. In contrast, Rutgers had at least nine

players suited up that were 6-feet or taller.

According to UMass coach Joanie O'Brien, size

shouldn't make a difference.

"It's just a matter of wanting that ball bad enough,"

she said.

Unless they turn around the results ofthis year's first

meeting with the Bonnies, it will be the rebound streak

that falls, and not the A- 10 losing streak. UMass lost 81-

64 to St. Bonaventure on Jan. 25, and mustered only 5

offensive rebounds, 28 overall. Both of these dismal

outputs were season lows for the team.

St. Bonaventure (8-8, 4-4 in the A-10) will be a tough

foe, but O'Brien said she likes her team's chances.

"I think we'll get a few teams the second time around,"

she said. "I think we match up well with Saint

Bonaventure."

Game Notes: Kim Kristofik needs 11 points to reach

Collefian photo by Chriitopher Bruu

Jenny Moran (11) of the University of Mas-
sachusetts takes it up strong against two
Rhode Island defenders.

500 for her career . . . Jenny Moran moved to third place

on the Minutewomen's all-time 3-point field goals made
list in Tuesday's game . . . Gloria Nevarez has fouled out

in two of the last three games.
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Student Senate
votes against
fee increase
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

The Student Senate voted Wednesday night

against implementing a proposed fee increase of

$2.50 in the Student Activites fund payed by all

University students.

"It was a principle stand not to vote for it," said

Bob Monaghan, speaker of the Student Senate.

The Student Activities Office wants the fee

increase implemented to cover "firinge benefits,"

said the motion.

"How can we vote against tuitition retention

and then turn around and vote for a fee increase,"

Monaghan said.

"If we support such a small meaningless fee,

then we are supporting other increases," said Dave

Gagne, president of the Student Senate.

Of the possible 44 eligible votes on the issue: 29

opposed the motion, eight were for it and seven

people abstained from the vote, including

Monaghan.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

GEO contract derailed
Questions oflegality concern Board of Trustees
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

The contract unanimously ratifiedby the membership

of the Graduate Employee Organization last Thursday

was denied full approval by the University Board of

Trustees at a meeting last night in Lowell.

After months of extended negotiations and a week-

long strike last fall, the trustees' ratification was the final

step in officially implementing the union's first contract.

"Basically they reneged on us," said GEO co-speaker

Peter Underdown. "An agreement was made that ended

the strike, and they in effect retracted it."

Interim University President E.K Fretwell said the

contract has not been rejected. "It has only been delayed

until the legal matters can be squared away," Fretwell

said.

"The Board is going to reexamine the spirit of the

contract. But, I would like to see things keep moving

ahead," he added.

A GEO press release said the various GEO commit-

tees "are surprised and distressed by the Board ofTrustees

actions, and more specifically by General Counsel Wil-

liam Searson's stated objections."

The release went on to say that the issues of binding

arbitration and recognition were resolved by Searson

previously, and the issue of recognition was "clearly

resolved" in a recognition election won by GEO 3-1 in

November 1990 that is "legally binding."

The trustees were reportedly recommended to accept

the proposal by the Chancellor's office, but instead passed

a resolution to withhold full ratification until a special

meeting to be held sometime before early March.

One sticking point in the contract is the issue of

binding arbitration which, if accepted, would by default

indicate recognition of GEO as a union.

"There is basically some hesitance with the de facto

recogfnition of a union," said student trustee Kevin

Newnan. "But I think they are generally in favor of the

contract."

Still, the health fee waiver, stipend increases for

graduate employees and a grievance procedure without

binding arbitration will be implemented, effective im-

mediately. These agreements are in effect only until the

end of the 1992 academic year, with only the health fee

waivers extending into the 1993 academic year.

The Graduate Employee Organization, which is af-

fiUated with District 65 of the United Auto Workers

union, represents approximately 2,400 graduate student

TAs, research assistants and interns. GEO has been

grappling with the University administration for several

years to settle a contract, with this latest contract a result

of almost a year of negotiations.

GEO is holding an emergency membership meeting

Tuesday, Feb. 11 at 5:00p.m. in the Student Union

Ballroom to discuss a course of action.

Check out candidates
running for state rep.
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is the first of a six-

part series profiling the candidates for the

Third Hampshire District's state repre-

sentative seat.

Although one might think it lonely

running as the only Repubhcan in the race

for the Third Hampshire District's state

representative's seat, Mark Enoch of

Amherst doesn't seem to mind.

Part ofthe reason is that as Democrats

Jon Hite, Ellen Story and Terry Franklin

of Amherst and Norman Page of Pelham

battle for the Democratic nomination on

Feb. 18, Enoch gets to go straight to the

finals— the general election on March 17.

While the four Democrats were grab-

bing most ofthe attention, Enoch entered

the race in late December as the candidacy

of UMass student Paul McGonnigal
foundered over questions of his residency

and other issues.

"I wanted there to be a candidate,"

Enoch said in a recent interview with the

Collegian. "In my own small way, I'm

trying to restore the two-party system.

It is clear from statements like these

that Enoch takes a wide-ranging view of

Collegian file photo

Mark Enoch

issues. Given Enoch's eclecticbackgrovmd,

it is not surprising that he sees things

from a wide perspective.

A graduate of Deerfield Academy,

Enoch received a bachelor of Fine Arts

degree from Trinity College in Hartford,

Conn, in 1972. He participated in a tuto-

rial with well-knovm Everglades Painter

Franz Josef BoUnger at the University of

Miami from 1976 to 1977.

Professionally, Enoch has been an art

teacher and highly successful track coach

at Trinity Preparatory in Orlando, Fl., an

administrator for the Florida State Base-

ball League, worked for 12 years as a

teacher in a federally-funded adult edu-

cational school andmanaged an art gallery

in Oregon.
Given his varied background, onewould

expect that Enoch doesn't subscribe to

conventional wisdom about politics.

"I would Uke to dispel some of the

myths about the Repubhcan Party," Enoch

said. "It's good for people to realize that

not every Republican is to the right of

Ronald Reagan."

Enoch also said he thoughtmany people

have misconceptions about Gov. Wilham

Weld, notingthe Governor's strong stands

in support of abortion rights and gay and

lesbian rights.

Weld, who Enoch called "hard-working

and progressive," is continuing in the

Commonwealth's long tradition of pro-

gressive Repubhcans, according to Enoch.

He pointed to former Governors John

Volpe, Frank Sargent and Elliot

Richardson, as well as former U.S. Sena-

tor Edward Brook.

"There's the myth that Republicans

are rich — but I think many of your big

contributors are apt to be Democrats,"

Enoch said, noting that in the 1990

gubnatorial race, the Democratic Party

outspent the Republicans by a three-to-

one margin.
Enoch said his allegiance to the Re-

publican Party was formed in the late

1960s and early 1970s as he grew up and

attended college.

"The Democratic Party didn't have the

same caliber as the Republicans [during

this period]," Enoch said. "There was a

progressive element and a strong liberal

and conservative element which appealed

tome."
Enoch, a Town meeting member who

helped to revive the Republican Town
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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ICE ICE, MAYBE-For some, the ice isn't too thin, like for the

sea gulls perched on the edge of some ice on the Campus Pond.

With start of new semester,

Greeks begin annual ritual
By AMY PRENDERGAST
Collegian Staff

It's that time ofyear again. The campus

is suddenly decorated with flourescent

posters telling you to "just do it." You are

offered the once-in-a-lifetime opportunity

to give up the D.C. early and forever.

Confused? Wondering what all those post-

ers hanginginthe lecture halls reallymean?

At the start of every spring and fall

semester, the Greek area holds a rush

period for potential new sorority and fra-

ternity members. During this time, stu-

dents are given the opportunity to visit

each house and meet the brothers and

sisters of the fraternities and sororities.

The two-week rush period for fraterni-

ties began last night with an information

session held at the campus center. The

session was run by the Interfratemity

Council and ended with a visit to each

house where short presentations were

given.

Each fraternity also has four or five

"open" rush nights which feature different

social events such as pizza parties, mov-

ies, or bowHng. The fraternity rush period

is run under the strict guidelines of the

Interfratemity Council. Alcohol is not al-

lowed at any rush event.

"Rush is the hfe breath of the Greek

system. It gives people a chance to meet

the brothers and see the house, and real-

ize we're notjust 50 guys wearing letters,"

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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For Your Information
FYIs are public service announcements tiial run eacli

Monday, Wednesday and Friday for campus and local

non-profit organizations. Due to space constraints, the

Collegian cannot print all FYIs submitted and no an-

nouncement can be repeated.

To submit an FYI. please send a press release with all

pertinent information to the Collegian c/o the News

Editor. FYIs cannot be taken over the phone.

Saturday, February 8

Training— A training session is beginning for volun-

teers to work against violence against women. Contact the

Everywoman's Center at 545-3474 for more information.

Svmposium — A panel discussion of Dramatic Biogra-

phy and "Miss Ida B Wells" is being held at the Hampden

Enoch

riieater at 3:30 pm. Call 545-0030 for more information.

Monday, February 10

Special Event — An Opening Reception for "Images of

Sound: Jazz Artists as Painted by Nelson Stevens and

Friends" is being held at the Augusta Savage Gallery,

New Africa House, from 5:00 - 7:00 pm.

Special Ei'ent — The Hillel house located at 388 N.

Pleasant St. in Amherst is sponsoring Israeli Folk Dancing

at 7:30 pm. All levels are welcome.

Emplovment— The Undergraduate Admissions Ofiice

is now accepting applications for Tour Guides, Student

Admissions Representatives and New Students Program

Summer Counselors. Please visit their table on the Con-

course through the 13th.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Committee in 1988, said he doesn't mind if people con-

tinue to have misconceptions about what he believes the

role of the Republican Party to be.

"The Republican Party is blue-collar— the longer the

Democrats refuse to believe this, the happier I'll be,"

Enoch said. "It's easy to have the blinders of the state in

which you live."

One of the biggest issues that has emerged in the

campaign is the governor's proposal for the University to

retain 100 percent of its tuition money. Currently, the

University retains 30 percent of its tuition, with the rest

going into the state's general fund.

Enoch said he believes tuition retention will act as a

means for the state to back out of its role in funding the

University.

"I fthe powers be feel that I tuition retention 1 is the way

its going to be, there won't be the same urgency to bring

back state appropriations," Enoch said.

Although several of the Democratic candidates have

kept a higher profile than Enoch, he beUeves his Re-

publican ties could give him the opportunity to have

influence on Beacon Hill and with the governor.

"Who can do more for Amherst — a small fish in the

opposition party or someone who could walk into the

governor's office and get his ear?" Enoch asked.

Enoch, who has said he will only serve as long as Weld

is in office, said he has met Weld several times when the

Governor has been in the area.

Despite this district's reputation as largely Democratic,

Enoch said he has a chance to win the election.

"It's not unheard of for Amherst to vote Republican,"

Enoch said.

Enoch said if he were elected, it would probably be

more ofan "interregnum," to allow the Democrats to find

an "heir apparent," to U.S. Representative John Olver

and State Senator Stanley Rosenberg, both of whom
served as long-time representatives for the district.

Self-imposed term limits are one ofthe ways ofputting

this country's political process back on track, Enoch said.

"You need turnover — you get careless otherwise,"

Enoch said. "We've had a Democratically-controlled

general court in this state for too long."

Enoch said he believes the fact he can be both per-

suasive and open-minded will help him to be an effective

legislator.

"I think I can have someone come away to my way of

thinking without my brow-beating them," Enoch said.

ip--^)^

Lambda Chi Alpha is beginning

rush February 11. Until then

try to enjoy yourself as best

you can.

Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity 374 North Pleasant Street 253-9032
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I CANT BELIEVE ADD/DROP LASTED THIS LONG...-Students brave the cold and

stand in line for hoop tickets at the Curry Hicks Cage Thursday morning.

Israeli discusses GulfWar
Author reflects on ^survivors paradox' in Mideast

By JULIE ROSS
Collegian Staff

One of Israel's foremost writers shared his experience

during the Gulf War SCUD attacks on Israel and his

views on the Middle East Peace talks writh a captivated

audience last night atAmherst College'sJohnson Chapel.

Best known for his books, The Yellow Wind" and "See

Under Love," David Grossman reflected on the "survivor's

paradox" in the Middle East.

The situation in the Middle East is a survivor's para-

dox, Grossman said. Having never lived in peace, both

the Israelis and the Palestinians lack the ability to

envision it.

"If one people occupy another people, they must be

prepared for mass demonsration. Israel failed to under-

stand that they had occupied," Grossman said.

This ideology can be evidenced in Israeli media, he

said.

When a person is killed in the occupied territories, the

media fails to use the word "occupied," no names are

given, and the words "Palestinian" or "Arab" is not used,

Grossman said.

"Ifyou use language in such a distorted way...ifyou do

not describe reality then one day you wake up to a reality

that is indescribable," Grossman said.

The problem in Israel is that in the last 25 years there

has been no ideology, Grossman said.

"If you live in the states perhaps you can survive for

many years without ideology. In a state like Israel it is

almost impossible."

In the Middle East, there exists a lack of talent to

imagine peace, Grossman said. "We are so rich in imag-

ining catastrophe but not in imagining peace."

The Middle East is composed ofsurvivors, he said, and

with that comes a survivors mentality.

"People who have been survivors all their life survive

to live and live to survive," Grossman said.

"Imagine if we were to combine all the huge energies

we put into wars and fighting over the years," he said.

"We are very generous in fears and nightmares, and
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Agreement
formalized
By SARAH LEVESQUE
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Richard O'Brien and rector Andrej Pelczar

ofPoland's Jagiellonian University met Tuesday, Jan. 28
in Amherst and signed an agreement formalizing a

program to develop a business school based on the free-

market system for Poland's oldest university.

In this novel agreement, the University of Massa-

chusetts, Boston College, Columbia University and the

University of Hartford will send faculty members to

Krakow each semester to teach students and train the

Jagiellonian faculty in capitalistic business and eco-

nomics.

Forging a true educational link between the United

States and Poland, professors from the four American

schools will also collaborate in research and publication

projects with a focus on issues of "privatization" and
starting new businesses in Poland.

This is an "opportunity [for faculty] to interact with

their counterparts in Poland and to see history in the

making," said O'Brien. "The agreement also underUnes

our strong interest in international programs."

The faculty exchanges and future student exchanges

will be funded by scholarship and grant fimding by the

four U.S. schools and Jagiellonian University.

The major funding behind the program is coming from

the Mellon Foundation and the United States Informa-

tion Agency which both provided a total of $340,000 in

grants to design and implement a "complete business

education program based on the free market system."

Craig Moore, chairman ofthe Department ofGeneral

Business and Finance in the School ofManagement, met

this January with the Polish government and business

leaders, along with the rector, faculty and students of

Jagiellonian University to help set in motion the new

program.
Moore was veryimpressedbythe Universityin Krakow

and was optimistic of the changes in Poland's economy.

"Poland is about two and a half years ahead of the

former Soviet Union. The stage the former Soviet Union

is in now, Poland has already been through that. This is

becausecertain industries, like agriculture, were privately

owned," Moore said.

"Poland is restructuring its economy, but still the

country, its currency is quite stable," he said.

"This wasmy first time in Poland and I was able to see

what a cultural and beautiful city Krakow was, with its

fifteenth centxiry Renaissance architecture. It's a very

historic place," Moore said."

One of the first classes to be taught in the new

business education program at Jagiellonian is by Uni-

versity ofMassachusetts Finance professorNelson Lacey.

This spring semester in Poland, he is teaching a

course called, "An Introduction to Business and Capi-

talism."

Computer reported stolen
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Stafi"

A library staffmember reported that

a laptop computer valued at $2,000

was stolen on Wednesday afternoon

from a locked office at the University

Library.

A woman reported that her purse

was either lost or stolen from Totman

on Wednesday afternoon. A credit card

which was in the purse is now being

used. The case is still under investiga-

tion, police said.

A vending machine at Boyden Gym-
nasium was vandalized at Boyden
Gymnasium on Wednesday evening.

Police said the control panel was kicked

in. The value ofthe vending machine is

$300.
A man reported on Wednesday

evening the theft of his car stereo from

Lot 44. The estimated value of the ste-

reo is $250.

Graduate employees endorse
Hite for district state rep. seat

rush
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

saidjunior Chris Grohe, rush chairman of

Theta Chi.

Grohe expects about 300 men to par-

ticipate in spring rush, and said spring

always draws more rushees than the fall

due to second-semester freshman feeling

more settled.

Junior Marc Anderson of Sigma Phi

Epsilon fraternity remembers rush as a

good time to meet people. "At first, rush-

ing was kind of a nervous experience, but

once you get in the fraternities they make

you feel comfortable," he said.

Sorority rush period begins on Feb. 11

with an information session held at the

campus center. The rushees will be divided

into nine groups and will meet later in the

week to visit each of the nine sorority

houses. „

The groups will be led by "Rho Chi s

which are sorority sisters selected by each

house. The rushees will have a chance to

meet the sisters and watch sUde shows at

each house. Later in the week, they will

attend theme parties such as Grease and

Annie at the houses they prefer.

Panhellenic Council Co-Vice President

ofrush. Senior Marci Blacker, said rush is

important because they are trying to ex-

pand the Greek area.

"Compared to the University's student

population and to other Greek areas at

University's ofthis size, our Greek area is

small," she said. Blacker expects between

200 and 300 women to rush this spring.

Rush is known as a time to meet many
different people and have a lot offun doing

it. "Rush was fantastic. I was a freshman

at the time and living in the dorms, and I

wanted to get involved in something.

"Rush gave me the opportunity to meet

a diverse group of people and make many
friends," saidJunior Hilary Monbouquette,

President of Kappa Kappa Gamma so-

rority.

By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Employee Organization

endorsed yesterday democratic candidate

Jon Hite for the Third Hampshire District

state representative seat.

Emily Isaacs, co-speaker of the union,

addressed a small group ofsupporters and

news media yesterday at the GEO ofiice in

the Student Union.

"We are very pleased to endorse Jon

Hite. Essentially what it comes down to is

the question of access, for employees and

students," Isaacs said.

"He understands that retainingtuition,

however appeahngand expedient the con-

cept might seem, will ultimately lead to

raising tuition," she said.

Receiving his third magor endorsement

in two days, Hite seemed very pleased at

the afternoon press conference.

"I'm very proud and honored by the

endorsement, I think GEO understands

the need that this university has to stop

trying to fund the university on the backs

ofundergraduates and graduates and start

fighting for legislative appropriation that

can stop the bleeding on the campus,"

Hite said.

Hite, who received both the backing of

the AFL-CIO and the Student Govern-

ment Association on Wednesday, has de-

veloped strong campus support for his

campaign.
"I'm not sitting back saying that I'm a

front rurmer, and that this thing is all

sewn up. I'm not taking the vote for

granted, I'm not taking the issues for

granted, and I'm going to work up until 8

o'clock on the 18th to make sure that we

win, and we will together," Hite said.

Hite, explaining his campus support,

wanted to make it clear to the media that

he wasn't centering his energyjustaround

UMass.
"I'm not focusing my campaign on stu-

dents, I'm talking about an issue that is

vital to the University and the students

understand that," Hite said. "Employees

and students understand the magnitude

of the need for more support from the

legislature and shutting the reUef valve

that tuition retention provides.

Robert Witherell, chairman ofthe SGA
Budget Committee, was present to show

support for the GEO's endorsement of

Hite following yesterdays SGA endorse-

ment.

"Usually, the undergraduate student

senate doesn't make endorsements, but

we felt that because of the situation with

tuition retention that students had to take

some type of action," Witherell said.

Believed to be a close race, the primary

is set for February 18. Hite and his sup-

porters are already geared for the final

March 17 election.
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Ex-court worker
receives charges

SALEM, Mass. (AP) — A former court worker has

been arraigned on charges of stealing drugs from the

evidence vault at Salem Superior Court.

Brian P. Burns, 35, of Peabody. pleaded innocent to

charges of possession of cocaine with the intent to dis-

tribute, possession of heroin with the intent to distribute

and larcenv over $250.

He was released Wednesday on $10,000 personal

surety to await a Feb. 28 pre-trial conference.

Burns worked in the civil clerk's ofTice at Salem

Superior Court from 1988 to early 1991. when he left

voluntarily.

According to the indictments, Burns took several

pounds of cocaine and up to 3,000 bags of heroin from a

walk-in safe at the Essex County court complex on April

6, 1991.

Prosecutor Gerald P. Shea said investigators believe

Burns kept a portion for himself and sold the rest.

The courthouse vaults are used to store evidence from

trials in progress. Clerk of Courts James Dennis Leary

said he has implemented new procedures to improve

securitv.

fees

Grossman

CONTINUED FROM PAGC 1

But Monaghan and Dave Gagne were quick to

point out that the students who voted for «t want to

make sure that student org.«.nzations would not bo

adversely affected if it was implemented.

The Student Senate took the stance ot non-

implementation because there has been a decline in

the number of Resident Student Organizations

and a decrease undergraduate enrollment^ I hey

said SAO should also be downscaled. according to

Gagne and Monaghan.
^here has been a decline in the RSO activity

level over the past few yiars and SAO hasn t
de-

creased, but in fact has added," said Monaghan.

Gagne and Monaghan also expressed displeasure

with the wav the SAO has handled student money.

Both said SAO is not letting the Student Senate or

students know how much money they actually have.

"SAO is hiding a lot of money from the students,

and in my opinion they are hiding our ability to

know where the money actually is." said Gagne.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

very miserly about the ability to live a better life."

Someday there will be peace, Grossman said, but it

will take many years for Israel to be accepted and ac-

knowledged as a nation. The ability to make peace has

atrophied in the Middle east.

To make peactJ, he said. "We have to open to rearticulate

ourselves and to have faith in the enemy."
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MichaeFs Billiards
lOA Belchertown Rd

NEXT TO HUNAN GARDEN
256-8284

M-W 4-1 and Th-Sun 12-1

pool-8 tables

cheap food
video 8c pinball

21+ Over FREE POOL!

Round Trips from Boston Starting at

LONDON $310
TOKYO 729
Round Trips from New York Starting ac

GUATEMALA 390
DELHI 1231

Round Trips from Los Angeles Starting ac

AUKLAND 1209
Taxes not included. Restrictions apply.

Fares subject to change & availability.

Call about one ways. We Issue

EURAIL passes on the SPOTl

Council Travd
79 South Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002

413-256-1261

bands, musicians,
singers, songwriters

rock»jazz»blues«reggae«folk

are you ready to assault the airwaves?

play live on the air!

WMUA91.1 Live Music Project

call Ami Bennitt at 545-2876

Call UMass Student Legal Sefvicesi
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\ ^^ivil Rights • Workers Rights'^ /

. "Criminal Consumer Lav^^ /
. Military and Draft Law

922 Canipus CentGr &4S-1995
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SPRING BREAK '92

DAYTONA INNS
2 Oceanfront Motels

• BROADWAY-2 blocks to Bandshell &
Boardwalk

• SEABREEZE-1 block to SEABREEZF
entertainment area

POOLDECK PARTIES & LOUNGES
DRINK, DANCE, AND MAKE NEW
FRIENDS

1-800-874-1822
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4 MAIN STREET NORTHAMPTON
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The MCAT IS coming!

The MCAT is coming!
Don't Worry! The RONKIN Educational Group's state-of-the-art MCAT
test prep course takes the worry out of the April MCAT. Why take the
RONKIN MCAT prep? Consider the reasons then choose for yourself.

• Small classes-as few as 5 students, nevermore than 10

• Curriculum-based instruction -If it's on the test, we teach rt

• Excellent teachers and a new spacious center in Amherst
• Over 100 class hours plus 3 adc////ona/ diagnostic sessions

• Additional tutorials and a full-length "mock" MCAT

Call NOW for your FREE MCAT Diagnostic Exam.
Courses start in just one week!

THE
Phone:

549-4010

EDUCATIONAL GROUP

ISO Fearing SI.

Amheral
(Nflxl to

College Pfa»)

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Do you have any experience, son? Well, I can fry-o-late
This column is for the unemployed.
You got a minute? Probably.

At UMass, we throw around words like "socio-eco-

nomic" to describe the economy and the politics and all

that blah, blah. Well, how about we call it suckio-eco-

nomic, which would be defining the factors in government

and business that just suck right now.

Suckio-economic factors have made the act of getting

a job these days, a job in itself. So I'm very busy looking,

looking to get busy, but not getting paid.

Like the employed, I start my day with a cup of coffee

and the morning paper. After scanning the classifieds, I

get on the horn. Networking! Charming! Sounding seri-

ous! Sounding confident! Not taking "no" for an answer!

"Hello, could I speak to Mr. Flapski, please. Thank You.

Yes, Mr. Flapski? Hi. I'm calling about the ad in the

paper. Listen, I just want to say that I have a lot of

experience working the fry-o-lator. My parents had one

installed in our kitchen at home. Really. As a kid, I used

to runhome from school with curly friesonmy mind. When
I got to the comer ofour block, I could smell the grease and

my pace would quicken. Mr. Flapski, you need a new deep-

frier, and I'm your man! Please don't cry, Mr. Flapski."

A job at Taco Bell is no small triumph these days. In

fact, there's been no triumph at all for me, not yet. I've

been called back to meet the manager, or the wife and

kids of the manager, but no job. What I want to hear is:

"Nick, meet the garbage disposal. You two will be work-

ing very closely together."

Nick Nyhan
Take, for example, the breakfast restaurant Stables

on Rte. 9 which recently advertised for a short-order cook,

with at least two years experience. They got over 150 re-

sumes in two days. So, Mr. Flap-jack-ski, who's got the

upper-hand now? The college-educated or you?

Why am I intimidated walking in to these places tx)

apply for a job? Not because it's a step up, but because it's

a step down. The problem is in the level of my own

education. My college education puts me at a disadvan-

tage in the current suckio-economic climate. Not because

I don't have a masters, but because the guy interviewing

me for a job shredding lettuce is a high-school graduate

who thinks I'm over-qualified. The process: the ads, the

cold calls, the resumes, the lies, the interviews, people in

pressed suits, impressing, getting an "in", the power.

Gimme a piece ofThe Power! It's all repulsive. And I need

a job.

The Northampton Brewery just had an ad out for an

experienced bartender. When I went to apply, the woman
behind the bar told me they wanted someone with two to

three years experience. "But," she added, "they probably

won't be hiring for that position for a couple of months."

Well, I have no bartending experience but filed an ap-

plication anyway. By the time they get around to hiring,

I may have a couple years ofbartending undermy belt. But

I needed immediate references: "Pacific Princess Cruise

Lines - bartender. Supervisor: Issac. Address: Pacific

Ocean ."How can they call andcheckupon those references.

The violins are starting to kick in. That's our theme

song and this self-pity party is coming to a close. This

column was dedicated to the unemployed. And all I'm

trying to suggest is that during the futile search for a job,

when you're getting discouraged and looking for someone

to blame, remember that it's them, not you. Don't be

paranoid, just be aware that the everyone is out to get

you. Some thoughts for the suckio-economic cimate.

Nick Nyhan is a UMass student

Griping friends are a drag
I would like to know how many of you

would continue reading if my column be-

gan as follows:

"Well, my classes are really annoying

and I had to get up early this morning. I'm

really tired. My car needs a tune up. My
roommate just got a pet gerbil and it's

really annoying. . .

"

If this is the most pressing issue, and

this is all I dwell on, can I assume that

anybody will take me seriously?

What if I began every conversation

that way? How many of my friends and

acquaintances would have the least de-

sire to stick around and hear my sob story?

Not many.

Mike Levy
Unfortunately, classes have resumed

and many at UMass have thus continued

their tendency to go off on tirades which

have absolutely no interest to anyone but

themselves. This is only the second week

of classes, and I am already noticing the

wridespread nature of this problem. What

will happen during mid-terms?

Don't get me wrong. Your worries are

important. They are truly happening to

you, bringing stress, and therefore they

should not be disregarded. However, when

all you dwell on are school related prob-

lems, you do not relieve any stress but

instead wallow in it. Meanwhile, you bring

down everyone else who might be trying

desperately to complete assignments and

then move on.

Often, when I bump into old friends who

I havn't seen in a long while, I getone ofthe

common, stereotypical UMass greetings,

which I only hear as, "Blah, blah, QUIZ.

Blah, blah, 3 A.M. Blah, blah, FAIL, blah,

DRINK, blah SPRING BREAK blah blah."

I might sound low on the compassion

meter, but how am I supposed to seriously

listen and feel for these complaints? When

I see an old friend and ask them the old

"what's going on?", I would hope there is

something more interesting that has hap-

pened to them since our last meeting than

their class which they need a AB in the

next exam to be able to only get a D on the

last one in order to get a B for a final grade.

I get so much information from all the

people I see. Even if I wanted to keep track

of everybody's exam schedules I would

have to buy a separate notebook.

Am I being hypocritical, complaining

about all these complaints? It is a differ-

ent type of complaining, it would seem.

You know, an old friend of mine (during a

meaningful conversation) said there are

two types of people: those who complain

constantly, and thosewho complain about

their complaining.

Hopefully I will be able to create a third

category: those who have ceased to com-

plain in either way. Ifeverybody canmake

a concerted effort to see the bright side of

everything and adjust to the realities of

student life (which even many seniors

have not accomplished) maybe we all can

5efcU ?IK%€ »t><A 'rt>y Wk1S€

feel better, happier, and learn something

more. A positive attitude, and we might

even begin to pay attention in class, find

an interest in learning (which should be

why we are all here) and produce more for

ourselves in our free time.

Oh, yes, free time. Complaining mode

tends to overflow into our everyday lives.

Suddenly the clouds don't exist, and you

forget to take a deep breath from time to

time. Last year I noticed that a friend

would onlyjudge things as either "bad" or

"not bad." The words "good" and "refresh-

ing" were long lost from his vocabulary. I

tried to show him the light, but he just

would not look. He would complain often

about hisjob, and once I asked him why he

was so unhappy. His response? He said to

me defensively, "I'm not complaining. I like

my job. Well, except the hours are long. .

.

and my feet hurt, and. . .

"

C'mon, let's all snap out of it. How

many ofyou have actually noticed how on

a clear night there is a brilliant view ofthe

stars just outside Mike's Westview?

Mike Levy is a Collegian staffmember

Closing the center

is irresponsible
Another cultural center closed its doors yesterday

after King Townes and Queen Arm from Whitmore or-

dered it shut. The other three cultural centers, United

Asia, Latin American and Josephine White Eagle closed

its doors last semester, but they did it under protest. It

was done because students refuse to play a submissive

role and to continue to dance to "Whitmore's hypocritical

multicultural tunes."

Who empowered King Townes to close the only cul-

tural center at the University? Where is the "student

empowerment over the cultural centers" and other

promises that we all talked about during the formative

phase of the centers? What power do the the students

directing the Malcolm X Center really have? Who is

advisingstudents managingtheMalcolmX?The Malcolm

X Center has been in existence for more than 17 years.

Why was the Malcolm X Center forced to become part of

the 3 other cultural centers in 1989?

Students from the Malcolm X Center should be al-

lowed to keep the center open in spite of the order from

Whitmore. Promises were made time after time that the

administration would not interrupt the operations ofthe

cultural centers under any circumstances. I urge Townes

to relax and study the situation carefully before making

irresponsible decisions. He should have trusted that the

students would come up with their own solutions to their

problems.
Jose Bou

Latin American Culttu-al Center
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World/Nation
State study:
let companies
operate MBTA
BOSTON (AP) — The state could save millions of

dollars annually by letting private companies operate

some Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority bus

and subway stations, according to a new state study.

For instance, private companies could put an MBTA
bus on the road for $50 to $60 an hour, compared with the

MBTA's cost of $80 an hour, according to a 150-page

report issued by a Transportation Department task force.

The task force also recommended turning over man-

agement of some MBTA stations to private firms, who

would handle policing, cleaning and fare collecting.

However, theMBTA would continue to operate the trains,

tunnels and tracks under the task force's plan.

MBTA General Chairman John J. Haley Jr. said

Thursday that he found the study thoughtful and in-

sightful.

It recognizes that there are some complexities in-

volved in privatization." he said.

Without citing specifics. Haley said the authority will

consider exploring some of the report's ideas.

But, he added. ~it also talked of the necessity of

balancing cost with the obligation of providing public

service....We've got labor agreements and service com-

mitments that we're going to honor."

He said the authority already uses private contractors

for a variety of services. Over the past 10 years, he said,

the MBTA has saved 50 million by hiring private cleaning

companies.
. .

"We'll continue to look at opportunities tor

privatization. We've had some very good things happen

with it." he said.

The report, released Wednesday, also recommended

further privatizing measures at the Department ofPublic

Works, where Commissioner Hames Derasiot^s said he

would decide within 30 days whether to privatize 11

drawbridges on the North Shore and near Fall River.

He is also considering turning all DPW operations in

the Springfield area over to a private contractor.

AP photo

NOW THIS ISAN ECONOMIC PLAN.-Democratic presidential hopeful Tom Harkin of

Iowa, watches as one ofthe children at the Merrinack ValleyDay Care center in Concord,

N.H., Thursday, reaches to touch a media microphone.

Many DPW tasks, including snowplowing and sign

placement, have already been privatized.

The task force also suggested changes for Logan

Internation Airport — more detailed concessions,

privatizing fueling systems and getting private contrac-

tors to manage some terminals outright.
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Campus
Restaurant St Lounge
nth FLOOR . LINCOLN CAMPUS CENTER

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AT AMHERST

$

Mozzarella Sticks

Buffalo Wings

Potato Skins

Nachos

00
Monday 8-10pm

Tuesday-Friday 3-5pm and 9-10pm

Did you know?
at the UMass

Division of Continuing Education

• we offer you over 100 evening credit courses?

• there are nearly 100 noncredil workshops?

• that y()u can take available University day

courses through Continuing Education?

• that it's not too late to sign up for a course?

Register now through February 10 for the

auirse that just might change your life.

Division of Continuing Education

Cioodell Building, sixth floor

545-2414 (open 'til 7:(X), Monday through

Thursday uritil Teb. 10)

A ifKiilihf nlucnlion al nflonlahli' pnccs.

Arts & Living
New Africa's
music exhibit
By SEMAJ SELOM
Collegian Correspondent

While the University has fallen embarrassinglybehind

in many areas over the past few years, it has been able to

maintain a somewhat respectable commitment to a few

worthy artistic programs.

The Black Musicians Conference, now in its 21st year,

will start on Monday, Feb. 10, and run through the 13th.

The theme for this year's conference is "New Trends in

Vocal Jazz," and will feature the great Jon Hendricks as

its recipient for the Distinguished Achievement Award.
Opening the conference will be an exhibition of three

artists, Nelson Stevens, Adger Cowans, both visual art-

ist, and sculptor Dorrance Hill.

The exhibit, entitled "Images ofSound" will be in the

Augusta Savage Art Gallery located in the New Africa

House here on the campus of the University.

Both Nelson Stevens and Adger Cowans were original

members of AfriCOBRA, an organization of African-

American artists based in Chicago in the late 1960s and

70s. Stevens, Cowans and the other AfriCOBRA mem-
bers worked often with Muhal Richard Abrams, Lester

Bowie and the other members of the Art Ensemble of

Chicago and the AACM. Like the Art Ensemble and the

AACM, AfriCOBRA is still in existence, and this showing

will provide the public a look at the work of artists who
have been creating for well over 20 years, and are still

active today.

"Acoustic icongography is the best way to describe it,"

says Stevens.

The opening reception will be at the gallery on Mon-

day, from 5 to 7 p.m., featuring music from the vocal

group Sonority, under the direction of gospel music

authority Dr. Horace Boyer.

On Tuesday, Feb. 11, there will be a panel discussion

with Jon Hendricks and noted music authors Leslie

Course and Phyl Garland. The discussion will take place

in the Cape Cod Lounge in the Student Union building

starting at 7:30 p.m.

The conference ends on the 13th with a performance

by Bobby McFerrin and his 10-member vocal group

Voicestra. Voicestra has been a long term project for

McFerrin , as over the last seven years he has assembled

singers of various backgrounds such as classical, "jazz",

theatre, African chants, Indian ragas, and more, to fill his

group. Unless you already have a ticket, don't bother, the

show is sold out.

For another upcoming show, trumpeter Wallace Roney

leads his own quartet at the Iron Horse on Sat., Feb. 8.

Mr. Lupo trashes Ms. Griffith
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

What is the deal with Melanie Griffith? Will some-

one please explain Hollywood's fascination with her?

Doesn't she have enough money to hire a voice coach?

And how in the world is she so convincingly heartfelt in

this old-fashioned intrigue/love story?

Shining Through climbs above the Griffith rubble

to resemble a 1940's spy melodrama complete with a

naive heroine (Griffith), a dashing Corporal (Michael

Douglas), a Nazi (Liam Neeson), and just enough

twists to make it great escapist fare.

Suspend all reason at the first sign of the plot.

Griffith plays Linda Voss, a half-Jewish, half-Irish

working class woman who is fluent in German (thanks

to her German grandparents) who works for Ed Leland

(Douglas), a lawyer who Linda figures out is a spy.

Furthermore, she discerns that the dictation he gives

her is some kind of code, mainly because she's seen so

many espionage thrillers.

They soon fall in love, then the War breaks out, and

Ed's cover is no more. When an undercover agent in

Berlin is killed, Linda gleefully offers to take his place.

Due to her knowledge of German and her authentic

accent, Ed reluctantly agrees to send her in for two

weeks. The trip to Berbn will also allow Linda to search

for her Jewish relatives, who are in hiding. All of this

while trying to photograph secret Nazi documents.

How's that for a premise?

The result is a film reminiscent of an older time,

where the somewhat unbelievable plot was overshad-

owed by the thrills and romance. It recalls a time when
going to the movies meant taking that leap -of faith,

allowing oneself, for two hours, to escape into a movie

world that allows a girl from Queens to become a spy,

to fall in love with the handsome hero, and to help win

the War. Pure indulgence doesn't get any better than

this.

However, one cannot just gloss over Melanie
Griffith's wholly xmeven and unimpressive perfor-

mance. She may have the vulnerability and naivete

down pat, but her airy, child-like voice and her stilted

emotions can wear even the most giving viewer.

Her early scenes with Michael Douglas are comi-

cally on key (they're supposed to be ) but when Griffith

is deep undercover and speaking German, it just

doesn't wash. So ifyou really can't stand Griffith, youll

hate this movie. Ifyou can overlook and bear it, it is

possible to enjoy the film despite her (look at "Pacific

Heights").

Douglas, his top billing not-with-standing, is in

about thirty percej of the film. He proves a nice

counterpart to Grit, i, and the pair share a cool

chemistry. Liam V son ("Darkman") plays a Nazi

officer who falls love with Linda, and he gives a

steady, controllec. ^performance.

Joely Richardson Uvens up her role as one of

Linda's contacts in BerUn and even John Geilgud

("Arthur") enters the scene as a crusty contact.

There's really no big mystery to solve or anything,

and it's pretty amazing how much mileage "Shining

Through" can get out of the danger Linda is in. From
explosive air raids and friendly treachery to Linda's

race against time, "Shining Through" works within

the rules ofthe genre and aspires to be nothing more.

The music is appropriately ominous and swelling,

and the film accurately captures the trapped feeling

of wartime BerUn; or should I say how Hollywood

perceived it.

"Shining Through" is not the type of movie for die

hard espionage purists or period drama lovers. It's

the type of film for people who Uke to get lost in a

movie, to disregard reaUty and convention in favor of

good old entertainment. "Shining Through" is such a

film, where romance and intrigue rule, even ifMelanie

Griffith can't act her way out of a paper bag.

Grade: B

Scatterbrain: refreshing thrash
BY PETER ROAF
Collegian Correspondent

If you like thrash music but are bored of depressing

songs about death, war and Armageddon, then treat

yourself to a night of serious fun with Scatterbrain.

Vocalist Tommy Christ, guitarist Glen Cummings,

guitarist Paul Nieder. bassistGuy Bronga, and drummer

Mike Boyko jam with tongue firmly planted in cheek

bringing a fresh sound to a style ofmusic that is quickly

growdng stale. Scatterbrain evolved from Christ and

Cumming's former band, Ludichrist, taking the same

style ofmusic and slowingdown a little so the listener can

better understand the lyrics.

Scatterbrain's 1990 debut album entitled Here Comes
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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Now Playing

BUGSY
First Area Showing

Starring:

Warrren Beatty

Annette Benma

ShQwtimes:
Fri. - Sun.

7pm & 9:30pm
Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7:30pm

Adults $5.00

Student w/valid ID. $4.00

ThisIslburBrainWithout Pizza.

lii 584-9153

jm

Medicine Man

Binrm ^^ Theatre fbf Showlimes

HAMPSHIRE 6

Call Tlieatre for Showtime*

Fried Green Tomatoes

g; Call Theatre for Showtime*

ll'CHi

584-7550

The Hand That Rocks the Cradle

IeJ
Call Theatre for Showtimes

Shining Throogh
i(g Call Theatre for Showtime*

S The Final Analysis

Inn Call Theatre for Showtime*

The Prince of Tides

jQ Call Theatre for Showtintes

Beauty & the Beast

Call Theatre for Showtime*

Father of the Bride

52) Call Theatre for Showtime*

Grand Canyon
Call Theatre for Snowtime*

M*••»«•••Ml

Hook
Call Theatre for Showtime*

AnyQuestions?
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1992 Pizza Hut, Inc. 1/2<K cash redemption \'alue
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AuVANCE TIX VERTEX. Pl»ll«j)u». Slfa*l»m«ii
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POUTE 9. HAOLEV . 586-4463

For free delivery call: 253-3443.
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'Clash on Broadway' for die-hard fans only
BY MITCHELL GLAVES
Collegian Correspondent

We've become cannibals, we Americans. We have

finallv turned on our own history and started ti) devour

it. The GulfWar became the Tenth Crusade, our shopping

malls have become Roman fora. Nowhere is this ghoulish

fascination with things long passed more apparent than

in the record stores ofAmerica: the box set, the all-digital

Book of the Dead.

But for every "StarTime" or "Pandora's Box" or "Robert

Johnson, the Complete Recordings" there are a 1,000

releases by the likes ofYes, or Led Zepplin, or, God help

us, Chicago. The most problematic ofthese box sets must

be "Clash on Broadway."

This three disc set covers the greatest rock and roll act

of all time from their early days working out a pirated

warehouse in London to the band's last sessions, record-

ing the famouslv misunderstood "Combat Rock"

(curiously,"Cut the' Crap", the "Goat's Head Soup" of the

Clash, is never mentioned in the liner notes, and not one

track of it shows upon the discs >.

What makes this collection so difTicult to deal with

though, is the very nature of the band's music. I mean.

didn't Joe Slrummer tell us that "phoney Beatlcmania

has bitten the dust?" Didn't he say there's something

wrong with "turning rebellion into money?" Don't any of

the old band members see something at least ironic in the

concept of an ultra-slick, ultra-sellable, ultra-expensive

l$50+ ) collection oftunes about socialism and proletarian

revolution?

But the real issue here isn't politics, it's whether you

should buy this box or not. Well...it depends. There are 64

tracks spread over the three discs of this collection. But,

unfortmiately, the vast majority are already owned by

any self respecting Clash fan. There are plenty of UK-

only tunes off the first album, but you have them if you

have the import pressing ofsaid album, and who doesn't?

There are two interesting demo takes here starting disc

one: versions of"Janie Jones" and "Career Opportunities"

stripped down to the bare bones and sounding pretty

good for it.

Elsewhere, one finds three live tracks, all sounding

muddy and off-key . like they were recorded when everyone

was drunk, or done on home tape recorder. Fortunately,

these are pretty short songs, so the novelty of live Clash

doesn't have time to wear off.

Also included are three previously unreleased tracks

and one unedited seven-minute track, "Straight to Hell."

Among the unreleased tunes, one, "One Emotion," isjust

kind of there, not really doing much, one is just plain

awful ("Midnight to Stephen's"), and one, a cover of the

old Ed Cobb standard "Every Little Bit Hurts,^' is fantastic.

Most annoying however, are a pair of"edited" tunes: "Red

Angel Dragnet" and "Ghetto Defendant," both of which

lose their power and intensity in these cut down versions.

Other than these novelties, every track from "Story of

the Clash" shows up here, confirmingmy early suspicions

that this was little more than a greatest hits package

padded with a few varieties to sucker folks like me. I

mean, the least they could have done was to include

"Guns on the Roof," possibly the best song the group ever

recorded, and drop the eminently stupid

"Cheat" or the equally idiotic "1977".

So, should you buy it or not? Ifyou don'town any Clash

at all, and don't intend on listening too closely, buy it. If

you do, save your money, or better yet, buy the original

albums (for $50, you could actually get three or four.)

There is a pretty good 64-page booklet included, along

with a lyric book, but you can live without them.

All in all, unless you're a die-hard fan, like myself,

don't bother with "Clash on Broadway."

COLLEGE STUDENTTURNS FOUR YEARS
OF BLUE BOOKS INTO GOLD!

Slop oy Ar<or»*<f J diipio/ to relive yoof

lleg« memonei and r<Keive o tp«iol Ako>

A college Student with a double major in physics

and alchemy shiKked the academic community

h> announcing that four years ol blue bix)ks and

all the memories that go with them could be

turned into gold.
"1 didn t know \Ahat people were doing Irving

to turn lead into gold, but ob\iouslv they didn't

know about ArtCarved. 1 tiK)k one lix)k at their

big selection ot iTKn's and women's gold rings

and picked one. It was easy. ArtCarved also gave

me lots ol custom options lo remember my four

years and a lifetime guarantee. I don't know any

physicist who can do that. " said the ebullient senior

The big-hearted senior plans to share this

remarkable discovery at the next meeting of the

Future Phvsicists of AnKrica

ZiRTC/iRVED

?^,UNIVERSITY
STORE <S>

AilC\ir\i-.| Ilic KiMi: lli.il KiiikmiiIvis

I.AST CHANCK FOR '91 PRICE
Monday - Friday * February 3rd-7th * iOAM-4PM

IheManJ^ofAbcveandBekw

an installation - in - progress

by

Karen Dolmanisth and Laura Zindel

Student Union Art Gallery

Opening Reception: Februaiy 7th,

5:00-7:00pm

February 7th - 28th

1 1 :00am-4:00pm weekdays

Sweeney T. Auditions
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Correspondent

Ever felt you got a raw deal? Do you

want to get back? How far can revenge go?

Find out by auditioning for this musical

thriller Sweeney Todd.

This exciting play has a large cast that

consists of six men, three women, and an

active chorus. The musics and lyrics are

by Steven Sondheim.
Benjamin Ware will be producing

Sweeney Todd. The director, Dan Miller,

and the assistant director, Minda
Zupaniotis, plan to have rehearsals five to

six days a week.

The main character, Sweeney Todd, is

a barber who returns to London after 15

years in exile. On his return Sweeney

Todd is told by Mrs. Lovett, who sells

disgusting pies, that his family is gone.

His wife committed suicide and his

daughter, Johanna, is in the custody of a

perverted provider, Judge Turpin. Angry

at the disaster of his life and family,

Sweeney Todd promises to get revenge.

The UMass Theater Guild, which has

in the past performed A Chorus Line and

West Side Story, is putting on the play.

The guild is a student run organization

that is independent ofthe UMass Theater

Department. Everyone from any major is

welcome to the audition.

Auditions will be held in EarthFoods,

Student Union Building, UMass, begin-

ning on Friday at 7 p.m., Saturday at 10

a.m. and 6 p.m. All auditioners are required

to show up at the beginningofeach session,

because a song from the show will be

taught. The judging will be based on this

song. Callbacks are on Sunday at 10 a.m.

Rehearsals will take place over Spring

Break. Production dates begin on March
25.
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SPRING 1992 SORORITY
RUSH

FEBRUARY 18-26

ORIENTATION- TUESDAY FEBRUARY IITH
6PM-8PM IN THE CAMPUS CENTER,

ROOM 904

Ail University Women Are Welcome To Come Learn About UMass Sororities

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE
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By GARY LARSON
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Quote of the Day
"Wilderness, or wildness, is a mystique. A religion, an

intense philosophy, a dream of ideal society - these are

also mystiques."
-Ansel Adams. 1980

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

By M.K. ANDERSON
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Aries (March 21 -April 19): Yoo have

the energy and incentive to accom-

plish great things. Put your loved ones'

desires ahead of your own pleasures.

Follow an exercise program with

enthusiasm. Better health lies ahead.

Taurus (April 20-May 20): Your lite

takes a new direction without your

even realizing it. Do not be upset it a

relationship comes to an end. A
shrewd career move brings new
challenges and rewards.

Gemini (May 21-)une 20): Curb a

tendency to argue with family over

money. Learning high-tech skills will

boost your earning power. Show more

appreciation for your mate's efforts

around the house.

Cancer (June 21-|uly22): Loving

partners will rejoice whole-heartedly

in each other's success. Do not let

envy keep you from offering your

sincere congratulations. Your words

of encouragement inspire a young

person.

Leo duly 23-Aug.22): A change of

procedure at work couki add to your

clout. Tend to those chores you have

been postponing. Then, you can leave

for the weekend without a care in the

world!

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22); Helping a

child overcome feelings of jealousy

brings the two ofyou ctoser. Welcome

an uiK r of help from a dear friend or

colleague. Widen yourcircle of friends

by socializing this weekend

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): An influen-

tial person gives you strong encour-

agement now. Forget your doubts

and fears about a romantic relation-

ship. Love will find a way! A change

of lifestyle leads to new peace of

mind.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21 ): Although

a courtship gets off to a terrific start,

there could be third party interference

later on. Keep your cool. An overly

aggressive attitude will only create

unhappiness.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec.21): Learn

lo be a better listener and your circle

of friends will grow. Curb a tendency

to talk shop at social events. A ro-

mance you thought finished could

start up again!

Capricorn (Dec.22-)an.l9): Projects

connected with home and family

thrive. A phone call you made a week

ago is finally relumed. Work goes

especially smoothly in the afternoon

hours. Emphasize teamwork.

Aquarius()an.20-Feb. 18): Do not

grow impatient while waiting for

certain promises to be fulfilled. These

things take time. Loved one asks a

special favor. Do what you can to

make a parent's life easier.

Pisces(Feb.l9-March20): Pay atten-

tion if someone tries to warn you

about a certain course of action. This

person may have a lot more experi-

ence than you do! Get together with

that special loved one tonight.
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Menu
LUNCH

American Chop Suey

Grilled Cheese

BASICS LUNCH
Scalloped Mac & Toms

Grilled Cheese

DINNER
Glazed Harvest Ham

Chicken Stew

BASICS DINNER
Roman Rice & Beans

Chicken Stew

ACROSS
1
— luck!"

6 Stiindig

10 Not give —
14 Helps a hood

1

5

Nick and
Nora's pel

16 Singers
syllables

17 Snoop
19 'An apple — "

20 Understand

21 Dwindle

22 Sports (tgure

Parseghian

24 Yegg s haul

25 Brit, opera

company
26 Song and

dance man?
28 Typestyle lor

short

31 Porter's "— of

You"

33 — story

34 Made haste

35 Betty Prior

IS one
37 French menu

choice

40 Groupie of

yore'

44 Packings or

Pickens

45 —dieu:

kneeling

bench

46 Ouanerback
Graham

47 Latin lesson

word
49 Sothern of

Hollywood

50 Ponce de —
51 Popiniay

55 Land east of

Eden
57 Poetic pugilist

56 Sun. talk

59 Each

60 Rested one's

feet

63 Ran, as madras

65 Know-it-all

68 Places

69 State fkjwer ol

Utah

70 Scout's master

71 Woolly
mammals

72 HOOSMf
tHjmorist

George
and family

73 Cigar ends

DOWN
1 Fritz of film

fame
2 "An ill wind, no

one t)k)ws

good'
3 Experiment

4 F>ig s digs

5 Colofado resort

6 Needle

7 Inquire

8 Great bargain

9 Rosemary or

Rk^ard
10 King or carte

lead-in

11 Spokes
12 Too bad'

13 Name on a

check
18 Before the mast

23 From the

beginning Lat

25 Plaintive

26 Loser

27 "WHh a song in

my heart. — .

"

28 —
Superman'

29 Kiddies

30 Salt sea ol

Central Asia

32 Air maneuver

36 Ireland

38 Pay to play

39 Do —
others

41 TV awards

42 Female donkey

43 Over there

48 City in the

Ukraine

51 Aesop story

52 Go along *ith

53 Brother s

offspring

54 Embattled

56 Emulate Cicero

59 Paid athletes

60 Delighted

61 Play part, m
Pans

62 Boxing stats

64 Believe or belief

beginning

66 Vital statistic

67 Sodom resident
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Men gymnasts seek fifth straight
By KIM ADDESA
Collegian Correspondent

Carrying an impressive 4-0 record into

tomorrow's meet against Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, members of the

University of Massachusetts men's gym-

nastics team has its sights clearly set.

Thegoal is to be 5-0 on Saturday, Feb. 15

when the squad arrives in Philadelphia, PA
to face defending league champion Temple.

UMass coach Roy Johnson sees

tomorrow's meet as the perfect opportunity

for some of the gymnasts to improve iheir

individual performances and prepare for

Temple

"Some of the people who have been in-

consistent on certain events this season

must rise to the occasion so we can improve

our overall team score going into the second

half of the season," Johnson said.

Johnson also plans on giving some ofthe

veteran gymnasts a breather. Senoirs Steve

Christensen and Cal Booker will most likely

compete in only one or two events. This will

give Johnson a chance to "move some gym-

nasts around and try some gymnasts on

different events."

The team needs to keep the momentum
going that it has created thus far in the

season. As a team they have been very

successful in their last three outings. On

Jan. 18th, the team impressively beat long

time foe Navy.

It was the first time UMass has beaten

Navy in over 10 years. The victory was

followed by a win over league rival Spring-

field College in a dual meet on Jan. 29, and

victories over both Cortland and Vermont

in a triangular meet held in Boyden Gym-

nasium on Feb. 1.

MIT, on the other hand, has not been

quite as successful. The gymnasts from

MIT carry a 2-3 record into Saturday's

meet. The team's two victories both came at

the hands of Dartmouth, while the losses

came compliments of Springfield College

andUVM.

iioMi'_v liinii.il iiL'uvvi>uKla

IXuk Km;jlii Returns

C'ai:c =

(\ipiaiii Ainciic

#3MM

Comet H')

DaivdcMl #.^M)3

Men's track heading to Brown
R.I. Invitational leading up to Eastern Championships

Daikhasvk « 14

IX" Heroes

Trading Card Series 1

Deieeine Comics

Doctor late #38

Doom Patrol #53

My #S

Cnecn .Arrow #5S

Justice League

Europe #36

Mar\el Comics

Presents #W

M\ Niuiie is Cliaos # 2

NFL .Superhero #7

She-Hulk #3S

Skull c^ Bones #2

Suicide Squad #63

Lncannx .\-Men

Warlord #3

Web of Spider- NUni

Bv CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

On Feb. 7 oflast year, the University of

Massachusetts men's track team were

preparing to take their 3-3 record into the

Eastern Conference Championship meet

in New Haven, CT.

This year, with the Easterns just over

a week away, the Minutemen prepare to

take their perfect 8-0 record on the road,

for Sunday's New England TAC Invita-

tional at Brown University.

"Even though it's a team meet, it's

more of an individual competition than

anything," UMass coach Ken O'Brien said.

Scambooger

I ^.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

Trouble featured a cover of Cheech and

Chong's "Earache My Eye" and a song

called "Down With The Ship (Slight Re-

turn)," which contains riffs by everyone

from Phil CoUins to Metallica. "Down With

the Ship" was made into a video as was the

song "Don't Call Me Dude." both of which

appear occasionally on MTV's
Headbanger's Ball.

Thursday - Friday - Saturday

^' Disc jo<^*"

y ^ C iXi^

-.''-'-<'„=-'•-•

HOURS
M()N-Sm«I()-9

Featuring DJ Strollm Roland

Appetizer Special 8:00pm-10:00pm

ANY MENU NACHOS

$2.00
Weekly Specials!

$1.00$4.50

SINCE 9 6 8

"It's a nice break for the kids between the

regular season and the Easterns."

The marked improvement in the

Minutemen's record can be attributed to

both strong senior leadership, and a closer

knit and larger team than last year.

"We're much deeper this year, and we're

a team that has a lot of chemistry and we

run with a lot of emotion," O'Brien said.

Also contributing heavily to the

Minutemen's success is the performance

ofjunior pentathelete Joe Kourafas, who

leads the team in points, as well as being

a perfect 3-0 in the long jump.

Kourafas, a former two sport star at

Foxboro High School in football and track.

has already qualified for the New En-

gland Championships in the pentathalon,

and "Depending on who qualifies, he's

probably one of the favorites to win," ac-

cording to assistant coach Jim Giroux.

"Coming out of high school, Joe was a

good all around athlete, but he only got to

do the pentathalon once or twice a year,"

O'Brien said. "When he came up here, he

got the chance to do it every meet, and he's

really starting to shine."

Kourafas' longestjump ofthis season is

22-feet. two inches short of his personal

best of 22'2". However, Giroux believes

that come seasons end, Kourafas could be

approaching the UMass record of 23'2".

The band is on the road in support of

their new LP, Scamboogery, which is cast

from the same mold as Here Comes
Trouble. The song titles alone tell you

what to expect from the album, i.e. "Big

Fun," "Swiss Army Girl." and "Grandma's

House of Babes." One of the best cuts on

Scamboogery is a tribute to mixologists

called "Bartender."

However, to only mention

Scatterbrain's lighthearted songs would

not do the band justice. Scatterbrain

tackles serious issues on both albums

without losing their edge. Here Come
Trouble's "Goodbye Freedom, Hello Mom"
and "Outta Time," and Scamboogery's

"Fine Line," "Tastes Just Like Chicken,"

and "Logic" show that Scatterbrain can

write intelligent songs while maintaining

their unique style.

Mental Health Groups
Spring 1992

Adult Children & Dysfunctional Families • Self

Exploration • Coming Out • Men's Group • Away From

Home • Process Acoa • Conflict of Cultures • Single

Mothers • Alcohol Issues • Eating Disorders

- Please Mote -

All Mental Health Spring 1992 Groups re-

quire a pre-group interview. For infor-

mation or to set up an interview call

545-2337 or vIsK 127 Hills North

1!iF0PI,MIWSI|

WORKSHOPS
Job Employee Matching System

Monday & Tuesday

February 10^^ &ir^
Rooms 917 • Campus Center

at

11:30 a.m.

2:30 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

and

6:00 p.m.

NON- WORKSTUDY
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Women's swim faces big test
New England Championships to be a duel at BC
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

Payoff time is coming soon for the University of

Massachusetts women's swimming team.

After a long, grinding season in which the UMass
swimmers compiled a 6-8 record, coach Bob Newcomb
has been looking for a chance to show people just how
good his squad is.

That chance will come this weekend at the New
England Championships at Boston College.

For three days (Friday, Saturday and Sunday), the

women's swim team will strut its stuff against 18 of the

best teams in New England in hopes of coming home to

Amherst with a victory.

These girls have really worked extremely hard all

season long," Newcomb said. "Our record 16-81 does not

depict how well we've done this season. We were 2-6 after

our first eight meets and then ran off four-straight wins;

even our losses have been close.

"We are a very young team so I'm happy with our

performances this year," Newcomb said. "We really

haven't had any time to rest or shave this year so it's been

difficult to compete at peak level.

"For this meet, however, we've had the time to rest,

shave and work on a few things; this will definitely help

us this weekend."

UMass' main competition will be powerhouse Boston

College which has won the meet seven of the last eight

years.

"Boston College will be tough to beat as always but

they are beatable," Newcomb said. "The battle for second

place should be closer though. There are about five teams

who have a realistic shot at second place: UMass, Provi-

dence College, Vermont, New Hampshire and Northeast-

ern. We are quite capable of beating all these teams."

One of the key performers for the Minutewomen will

be Kimberly Broad, a sophomore from Carmel, Ind.

"Kimberly performs the 400 Individual Medley IIM]

and the 500 meter freestyle," Newcomb said. "Shell be

our first "big gun' in the meet and will really set the tone

for our performance.

"Kari Edwardsen also will be an important performer

for us in the 100 and 200-yard backstroke and 200 IM,"

Newcomb said.

Injuries, however, could play a role in the meet ac-

cording to Newcomb.
"Sophomore Jen Jackson, our best flyer, is injured and

will not be able to perform this weekend," said Newcomb.

"Our best diver, Allison White, is very questionable with

a foot injury.

"These injuries are tough," Newcomb said. "But I'm

confident that others will pick up the slack."

Newcomb admits that both he and his swimmers are

nervous but says he is looking forward to this weekend as

a chance to not only do well but also have fun.

"It is a really fun meet that everyone looks forward to

all season," he said. "In recent years, UMass and other

teams have brought much better competition to the

championships. There is a unique flavor to it because

there are so many teams 118] competing and there is

always a big crowd which helps pump us up as a team.

"More importantly though, this weekend is payoff

time for all the hard work we've put in this season,"

Newcomb said. "We owe it

to ourselves to do well."

men's hoop
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

they're a lot better than everyone thinks."

Defending Blunt will be UMass' Jim McCoy, a

matchup Calipari describes as one of the keys to

this game.
Another key factor in the contest will be con-

taining St. Joseph's forward Craig Amos, who is

averaging 18 points and 6.3 rebounds per game.

The task of guarding Amos will be handed to

Harper WiUiams, who has been hampered by an

ankle injury suffered in the Minutemen's win at St.

Bonaventure that forced him to miss practice on

Thursday.
"Harper (Williams] missed practiceon Thursday,

and Will [Herndon] had a bniise on his wrist, but

everyone else is okay," Calipari said.

The Hawks are coming offa disheartening 81-80

loss to George Washington on Feb. 1.

The Minutemen must be careful not to look past

the Hawks to their meeting with Temple, although

Calipari beUeves it will not be a factor.

"Temple is weeks away," Calipari said. "We're

nine days away from that. Wejust have to come out

and play UMass basketball which is guarding,

contesting shots without fouling, and playing up

and down the way we want to play. Every game is

big now."

Game Notes:
The game can be heard onWMUA (9 1.1 FM)

with Tom Johnson and Greg Montello, or on

WHIVIP (99.3 FM) with George Miller and
Kevin Kennedy.
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Side Splitting, Stand-Up
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sively in J F ricndly & Casual Alinosphore

DOWNTOWN AMHERST
Boltwood Walk 256-8217

Beer & Wine Served

DOWNTOWN
NORTHAMPTON
21 Center St. 584-0673

Bring Your Own Beer & Wine

Only Area Showing Starts Frl. Feb. 7th

Curtain Daily @ 7:00 & 9:00

a mother, a daughter, a lover,
relationships can be murder.

'BRILUANTl
"A Sexual Romp..."

N.Y.Tlnies

«•***!

I or l^olivery C all I >elivery hxptess • 1^49-0077

Classifieds
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ACTIVITIES

BANDS, SINGERS, SONQWHITERS, mu
siaans. rock. \azz. blues, rap. lour, reggae

Play live on air

WMUA live music protect

Airing Tuesdays 7-9 30

Call Ami Bennitt 5452876

FREE MEDITATION WORKSHOP!
Find inner peace.

Tuesdays 7:30-9:30pm Rm. 168C CC.

Starts 2/ 11/92

Call Cathy 253-4161

NAMASKAR

Interested In worfclng on a play?

(A student production)

Need actors and technical statt

Call Julie 549-6460

For more details

JESUS RLM in Mandarin February 8th 7:30

1 63 Campus Center Admission Free

POOL LEAGUE Feb 10 May 25 Mondays

7pm Play in iavonte local bar 5-8/team $10

membership Join by Mario Lynda 665-8661

Start the semester oil right!

InterVarsity Christian Fellowship:

Bible studies, prayer, retreats' Large group

meeting tonight! 7 30pm, CC904

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BAHAULLAH
The Prince ol Peace
Public talk

An audio/visual program

Sat Feb 8 2-5pm
CCrm 163

UMass Bahai Club

Bed and Breakfast

Downtown Amherst Ideal lor visiting par-

ents .ind Iriends 549-0733

HAVING PROBLEMS WITH your room-

mate' Contact OCHO 428 Student Union or

call us at 545-0865 We can helpl

NAKED RADIO MEETINGtl
WOCH, the UMass Cable Radio Station

which plays the music you want to hear, will

hold lis first general meeting on Monday

night

Time • 7 45 pm.

Place - Grayson Classroom, Orchard Hill

Agenda - Scheduling, Elections, Station

Business Old members must show - New
ones invited, too.

PVOC OIL CO-OP. Purchase home heating

oil at reduced cost Register at OCHO 428

Student Union

SOflORITV RUSH
February 18-26

Orientation February 1

1

6-8 Campus Center room 904

All university women weteome

UMASS SHOTOKAN KARATE CLUB
ISKF/JKA

Practice Campus Center

MWF 6 00-7.30

Inquire at inlomiation Desk

or call Dennis 549-80 10

AUTO FOR SALE

BUICKSKVLARKT977 Lesslhan 63.0obmi

Call 586-8257

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED

89 MERCEDES $200

86 VW *50

87 MERCEDES $100

65 MUSTANG $50

Choose Irom thousands starting $25.

FREE 24 Hour Recording Reveals

Details 80 1 379-2929 Copyright #MA 1 5KJC

MAZDA GLC 1981 4spd 104K Runs and

Drives rnspedable 586 11 94 $500/bo

FOR RENT

1 bedroom available lor lemale in large 2-

story 2-bedroom apt. Close to UMass.

busroute. town 256-1668

Deduct 100.00 from your rent lor the lirsl 6

months when you sign a years lease with us

at Northwood Apartments Spacious 2-.3

bedroom apts Available starting at 299_00

6 month leases available M-F 665-3856

Need a room cheap on campus Call 549-

0133 ask lor Jell

ONE BEDROOM in beautiful Mill Valley apt

In South Amherst Clean. Quiet, luxurious

Call alter 7pm 253-9692

ROOM FOR RENTI Cheap & flexible' Just

oil campus All utilities included. Don't miss

this deal' Call 549-5107 Ask lor Steve

Sunderland Apartment Bus route Rent now

gel one month Iree 665-8669

TAKE OVER LEASE on 1/2 ol 2 bdrm. apt

Feb Free Bus route Carpeting. Mike or

Waller 253-7096

FOR SALE

1 4K gold rope chain. 20- $1 25:00 Call 549-

0804

GUITAR AND AMP FOR SALE

Great first electric

loud amp
$190 or BO
Call 586-7353

GRANDMOTHERS MINK COAT
10-12 $100
549-4401

LOSE FAT
Without dieting nowrl

549.4401

LOVE SCENT, known to enhance and

stimulate the senses Rare African import.

Oil $8.75/ Incense $6.00. Uncommon Scents

107 Vemon Street, htorthampton, Massa-

chusetts 0106

SKIS/BOOTS
Lacroix Skis

Lange txiots

great condition

549-9932

HOUSECLEANER Part-lime Permanent

Experienced responsible efficient. Refer-

ences Bus. $6 hourly 549-0413

NEW STUDENTS PROGRAM- Happy soph,

jrs. srs needed lor summer. May27-July18

Welcome the dass ol '96. Applications Ad-

missions Center.

MSI RUCTION

WET SUrr Body Glove bik&gty sz L Mint

584-9543 Arnold $60^0

HELP WANTED

EARN CREDDIT SCUBA DIVING

Basic course 2 credits G09 Scuba

Key Largo spring break trip 2 credits G10

Sport Scuba
New England Advanced course 2 credits

Gil Advanced Scuba

For more inlormation call 545-2338

GUrTAR LESSONS- Learn what you want

Cdl Jon Gamer 665-7756

LOST

Alaska Summer Employment- Fisheries.

Earn $5,000».month Free Iransportahon!

Room board! Over 8,000 openings. Male

or female For employment program call 1-

206 545-4155 ext 298 _
Amherst College Gospel Choir is looking

for a pianist. All Five College students wel-

come Fore more info Call 542-3372

Applications now being accepted at Ad

missions Center for Tour Guides. Student

Admissions Representatives, and Summer

Counselors.

$40,000/yr! READ BOOKS
and TV Scripts. Fill out simple

•like/don't like" form, EASY!

Fun. relaxing at home, beach,

vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.

FREE 24 Hour Recording

801-379-2925 Copyright #MA15KEB

Chlldcare wanted tor 2 yr old Tues & Ttiurs

9 00am • 1 :00pm $5/hr Call 253-0866

EVENING JOBS! Environmental campaign

work Fight pollution with Clean Water Ac-

tion $7/hr On buslines Ca[l 584-9830

Get a Real Job

Tired ol meaningless work? Help protect the

environmenlwith Greenpeace. Full and part-

lime canvassing positions from 3 to 10pm

$1 75 to 350/week Call Rick @ 549-0507

GRADUATE ASSISTAIRSHIPS withGEO
Seeking 8 UMass grad students lor organiz-

ing virork Training provided $3500/semes-

ter * tuition and fee waivers Graduate Em-

ployee Organization. 545-5317 Deadline

Feb 14

LOST 35MM ROLL of Kodak film on add

drop day somewhere 00 campus If found

please call Kalhryn at 6-1947

One MA Use plate 996-SCW missing from

E-lot Call 546-1414

NAGI NAGI NAGI

PAULA BARRY
Happy 21st birthday

Get ready lor the big weekend

Tonight: Party at wamma bamma
Tomorrow: Uptown!

Love. 727_

TO ELVIS/rrCH : Thanks buddy! You are the

king! Luv Priscilla/Scfatch

MCE
Happy Birthday, Baby'! We love you truly,

you mekxiramatic, loud, perrrwd. obnox-

tous, non-stop talking, iguana-eyed, fun-tovin

sweetie-pie!!

Love, Meredith a Brooke

(You love to hate us)

Ci5nORATULATIONS TO Chi Omega's

newest sisters: Laurel. Heidi, Dolores, Jo<*,

Jen, Leslie, Katie. Nakni, Tara. Renee. Laurie.

Wm. Emily. Shan, CC.

RUSH PIKE

The Iraternity with a commitmant to excel-

lence

Open Rush Dates: Feb 11. 12. 13. 18, 19.

418 N.PIeasant St 8-10pm

RUSH ZETA PSI

NEED FINANOAL AID? Low grades, high

parental income no obstacle . 253-0527

ORDER AVON!
Call 546-1999

For free brochures/samplea

SINGING VALENTINES
Delivered anywrhere

549-6269

TRAVEL

TWO GUITARS, BASS AND DRUMS
Leave you bleeding from the gums

And dee dee and dum dum. whatever Bad

Nag. trashy nag. loud loud loud lads - playing

at the Hadley Pube. this Saturday, the 8th.

with Baba Yaga -Hey. great dub. hot chops,

cheap drafts - Love. Ari. Ozzy. Paul. Tony.

PERSONALS

ANDREA PERRY
Happy birhlday"! Were glad you're back,

sweetie' Have a good one!

Love.

Moe, Meredith & Brooke

ALLY YEOMANS Happy 2 1 si to TheChamp

Hope you have a good one. We tove you,

760A .^_ __

CONGRATULATIONS
Becca Cheryl ft Debbie

You made it

Love Your Sisters

CONGRATULATIONS to the newest sisters

of Alpha Chi Omega! Katie, Jody, Kara.

Nancy, Shannon, Nancy F , Cindy, Laurie,

Meighan, Allison. Diane. We tove you!

LORENZO
Happy birthday sweets!

You are still my hero!

Love, Lucretia

HEYI HEY! YEAH YOU! VWiy don't youcome

down, eat some food and meet the guys Irom

Zela Psi. Rush dates are: Feb 10 rm 02

Newman Center 7-9, Feb 1 2 rm 02 Newman

Center 8-10, Feb 13 Campus Center rm.

90408 (9th floor). Feb 18 CC rm 90509 7-9,

Feb 20 CCrm 162. Come and check us out.

It will defineUy be worth iti

ROOMMATE WANTED

HOUSEMATE WANTED to take large bed-

room N Amherst house near Puffers Pond

$216/mo. 548-9145

RUSH DELTA CHI

COPPERTONE SPRING BREAK trip* to

Cancun, Bahamas. Jamaka from $399! Call

now'^549-3674

DAYTONA beach]- SPRING BREAK '92

March 13-22. Indudes seven nights ocean-

fronl hotel plus rountrip motorcoach. Only

$259,001 Call Yankee Tours 1-800-

9DA'yT0NA MF8-6

Need sortM *un? I have great deal* on

spring break trips to Jamafca, Cancun, and

Bahamas, CaH Dena nights 549-5740

si(l-lntwcoih»glata SM Waeka. $189 in-

cludes: 5 day lift ticket/ 5nights

lodging(mounlainside condo)/ 5 days

intercollegiate activities (drinking age- 18),

sponsored by Labatt's 4 Mt. Sutton, Canada

(just across the Vermont border). Group

leader discounts Spring break 92. Call Ski

Travel UriBmited 1-800-999- SKI -9

Spring break crulaa to the Bahamas $150

CaH 253-0404

YOU'VE ONLY GOT ONE WEEKTO UVEI

Do spring break in Jamaica. Bahamas.

Cancun, Margarita, from $369!! Hotel, air,

transfers, parties! Sun Splash Tours 1-800-

426-7710.

TYPINQ

Need your paper* typad? Quick, accurate

servk». Call Brian 546-3563

WANTED

RUSHs Call us. we pick you up. go to house,

we meet you. you meet us, free food, great

guys, and good lime to be had by all.

Feb 10 Mon "Pool tournament" 8-lOpm

Feb 12 Wed "Buffalo wings" 8-10pm

Feb 1 7 Mon "Regression to Mexico" 8pm

Feb 19 Wed "Spaghetti dinner" 6-8pm

Call Matt at 546-7038 or Steve at 549-6505

for info., rides or if you have questions.

SERVICES

FREE pregnancy testing: conlWential and

caring support. BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

Famatato thara room in great Townehouse

apt. great condition. 3 fun + considerate

roommates, rent negotiable

Call 549^800 1 ASAP

NEED PSYCH3W) NUTR230 MUS100 549-

1 149 Leave message
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Sports
UMass football in a state ot disarray
•Dean: Reid should have foreseen cuts • Conference, division change possible

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

David Bischoff, the University of

Massachusetts' dean of the School of

Physical Education, said football coach

Jim Reid was given an indication in De-

cember that the team's football scholar-

ships were going to be reduced.

Reid said he had no inkhng and was

never gi\en any notice of the cuts until

Jan. 23, prompting him to verbally resign

that day, after not wanting to retract his

scholarship promises to high school re-

cruits for the upcoming season.

Bischoffsaid Reid should have foreseen

the reductions after he asked Frank

Mclnerney, the Director of Athletics, to

inform Reid ofthe University's decision to

vote in favor ofestablishing Div. I-AAA at

last month's annual NCAA Convention.

Div. I-AAA is a proposed football divi-

sion that would allow scholarships on a

need-basis only, however, it was defeated

by Div. II members. UMass is currently a

member of Div. I-AA, which permits 65

scholarships.

The message given by the decision to

vote for Div. I-AAA should not have been

a surprise to anyone, including Reid,"

Bischoff said.

Reid said he was told of the decision to

vote for Div. I-AAA, but had no reason to

believe it was a "message" meaning future

cuts to his program.

"To say I would know of the reductions

because I knew they were going to vote for

1-AAA is a ludicrous statement," Reid said.

"l-AAA isn't even in existence. There is no

way you could assume that it would mean
an immediate reduction in scholarships.

"Sherlock Holmes would not have been

able to figure that out," the six-year head

coach said. "I was aware of what I-AAA

meant, but other schools have voted for I-

AAA and their scholarship programs re-

mained intact the following year."

Reid mentioned the University of

Maine, Boston University and the Univer-

sity of Rhode Island as examples. Docu-

ments of the institutions' votes could not

be obtained yesterday from the NCAA.
Chancellor Richard O'Brien released a

prepared statement Tuesday, saying, The
decision to reduce the number of football

scholarships for next year was fully in

accord with informal discussions on De-

cember 4 with interested Trustees, with

the full concurrence of the President and

the Chancellor, and a formal recommen-

dation on January 18 from an ad hoc

committee of the Faculty Senate Athletic

Council."

Bischoff said the decision to tell Reid

outright was delayed because, "the Ath-

letic Director [Frank Mclnerney] was

hoping to get through another year."

O'Brien said, "It might have been bet-

ter to recognize in early December that

such could not be the case, and that would

have avoided the need to withdraw offers

which had been made."

Steven Fletcher, the chairman of the

Athletic Council, said. The issue to make
reductions to the football program specifi-

cally didn't surface until mid-January.

We [the Athletic Council] recommended

football in mid-January on the basis that

we didn't want to drop any more sports."

John Nittardy, the Athletic

Department's Director of Development,

was also told of the University's decision

to vote in favor ofthe Div. I-AAA proposal.

NitUrdy said he "didn't get the impres-

sion" that the vote would mean a reduction

to the football program either.

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts De-

partment of Athletics is considering a

change of the football team's level of

competition, possibly a switch to a differ-

ent conference or division which alots for

fewer or no scholarships, due to a reduc-

tion in the program's funding.

The department voted in favor of a

proposed Div. I-AAA at the NCAA Con-

vention in January, and, although the

proposal did not pass, it is still looking into

the possibility ofjoining other schools with

similar financial woes.

There are lots of possibilities," said

David Bischoff, the dean of the School of

Physical Education. "We would like to

position ourselves with other schools that

agree to support football at an equal level,

with like resources ... an equal playing

field."

Athletic Director Frank Mclnerney said

in response to changing the direction of

the program, "Clearly, that is what the

future of this institution is loking at with

it's academic woes."

The proposed Div. I-AAA was passed

by NCAA Div. I and Div. Ill member
schools, but not in Div. II, keeping it from

its introduction as all three divisions must

approve.

To be competitive [in football ], we have

to find other schools that are in the same

financial situation," Bischoff said. "And

develop it to where it becomes a viable and

interesting conference."

Bischoffsaid he has talked over options

with other schools, but would notcomment

on any specific schools that desired to

form an alliance.

"A lot of schools are seriously consid-

ering their options," he said.

Jim Reid, who verbally resigned as the

football team's head coach Jan. 23, said

the consideration by the department of

Div. I-AAA was, "not a bad way to go just

as long as everybody played within the

same format."

A key difference between Div. I-AA,

which UMass is currently a member, and

Div. I-AAA is that one of its proposed

bylaws states, "A Division 1-AAA football

institution shall not award financial aid to

any football student-athlete except upon a

showing of financial aid by the recipient."

Division I-AA allows its member insti-

tutions to operate with as many as 65

scholarships. UMass awarded 58 last year.

The original budget had the funding to

add 16 scholarships afl:er this year's team

graduated, but the Athletic Department

would only honor five after the reductions.

Five high school football players inked

National Letters of Intent yesterday to

attend UMass in the fall.

Several Div. I-AA member institutions

already operate without scholarships for

their football players, including the Ivy

League and several Catholic schools like

UMass rival Holy Cross.

"Football in I-AAA is no new concept,

including to UMass," Bischoff said of the

proposal which has been defeated at the

annual convention for the last few years.

Asked if the change could pose a prob-

lem to the University in its nationwide

search for a new head coach, Bischoffsaid,

"No, I have no reason to think it would.

We've had applications from coaches from

both Div. I and Div. I-AA schools."

Bischoffalso suggested that the Yankee

Conference, ofwhich UMass is a member,

is considering lowering its scholarship

number.

Minutewomen come up short
St. Bonaventure holds off late rally, wins 72-65

By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

A furious late-second half rally by the University of

Massachusetts women's basketball team fell short yes-

terday, as they lost to Saint Bonaventure University, 72-

65, at Curry Hicks Cage.

The Lady Bonnies superior height forced the

Minutewomen to all but abandon any hopes ofdeveloping

an affective inside game. UMass' top guns, Kim Kristifik

CoUefian photo by Josh Reynolda

Maleeka Valentine (14) drives past a St.

Bonaventure defender in last night's game at

the Curry Hicks Cage. The Bonnies won the

game 72-65.

and Jen Moran, shot a combined 8-22 from the floor as 6-

foot-4 Vachelle Manly drove them out of the lane. Manly

recorded only one blocked shot but altered many others.

Down by 14 with just over seven minutes left the

Minutwomen went to work, and when Moran hit a

freethrow with :40 left the deficit was only three. That

was as close as it would get as the Bonnies' Sue Shay and

Casey Comoroski each hit two free throws to round out

the scoring.

Jodi Urich, who entered the game as St. Bonaventure's

leading scorer at 18 points per game, was held to just

eight points on 1 of 8 shooting. Beth Gromlowicz and

Shay stepped up, scoring 18 and 16 points, respectively.

Trish Riley led the Minutewomen with 16 points.

Kristofik had 12 and Moran and Laurie Dondarski added

10 each.

"We knew she [Urich] was the key," said UMass coach

Joarue O'Brien. "You do a goodjob against one and you let

the next one get free. Gromlowicz scored 10 points in the

first half, and that really hurt us."

The game was nip-and-tuck for the first nine minutes,

as an aggressive UMass defense forced the Bonnies into

several turnovers. A jumper by Comoroski followed a

long 3-pointer by Suzie Dailer as the Bonnies went up 22-

14 with over nine minutes left in the half.

A jumper by Laurie Dondarski gave UMass a 31-30

lead with just under four minutes left, but both teams

went cold as the next points were scored with only four

seconds left.

But what big points they were.

A missed St. Bonaventure free throw ended up in the

hands of Gromlowski, who was fouled by Moran as her

shot fell through the net. The 3-point play put the visitors

up 33-31 and reversed the momentum UMass was

struggling to keep.

"It definitely gave them momentum," said O'Brien,

"because it gave Jen her third foul, and when she gets

three or four fouls she tends to lax on defense. And she

didn't play much defense in the second half."

Riley, whose chronic back problems usually limit her

to about 20 minutes per game, played 32 y«sterday.

"We've got a week layoff," O'Brien said. "Trish knew

she could go hard today and have some time to recover.

Theyll get a couple of days off and she'll be able to relax

a little bit and get herself into playing condition by next

Thursday."
Game Notes-The Minutwomen shot a respectable 45

percent from the floor for the game, compared to the

Bormies' 38 percent. The two teams combined for 34

second-half fouls. The Minutewomen travel to West Vir-

ginia next Thursday.

Battle-weary
Minutemen
host Hawks
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

Fresh off its 76-58 drubbing of St. Bonaventure

Tuesday night, the University of Massachusetts

men's basketball team (18-4, 6-3 in the Atlantic 10)

faces the Hawks of St. Joseph's (9-10, 3-6) tomorrow

night at the Curry Hicks Cage in what may be an

exciting tune-up for the Minutemen's meeting with

the Temple Owls, Feb. 16.

The two teams' last meeting saw the Minutemen

score 56 points in the second half, en route to a 91-

66 demolition of the Hawks at Alumni Memorial

Fieldhouse in Philadelphia.

That loss sent the Hawks into a five-game losing

streak which they bring to Amherst with revenge on

their minds, and their pride at stake.

The revenge factor will definitely be in their

favor," UMass coach John Calipari said.

"It should be a good game," UMass point guard

Anton Brown said. "Down there [Philadelphia] we

really played well. We executed all our plays, and

when our zone [defense] didn't work we went man-

to-man and basically took them out of the game."

The Hawks come in as the top rebounding team

in the A-10, and with the league's second leading

scorer, Bernard Blunt.

"I think that if we can rebound with them, and

our guards can stay with Blunt and Rap Curry, we'll

be okay," Calipari said. They've got the players, and

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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KEY MATCHUPS

-Jim McCoy vs. Bemard Blunt -

Blunt, the leading scorer for the Hawks at 19.3 ppg
should give McCoy all he can handle. He led the Hawks
with 18 points the first time the two teams met, while

McCoy had 24 for UMass. Blunt also averages 7 re-

tjounds per game.

-Harper Williams vs. Crolg Amos -

Amos brings his 18 points and 6 boards a gome to the
Cage. He can score both inside and out, which could
be a problem for Williams since his ankle is not 100

percent. Williams may be guarded defensively by Matt
Guokas, a wide-body, who may push him far enough

away from the hoop to stall his inside gome.
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emergency
I in Algeria

By RACHID KHIARI
Associated Press

ALGIERS, Algeria (AP)— The government declared

a 12-month state of emergency Sunday to quell spread-

ing Muslim fundamentalist unrest and said it would ban

the Islamic Salvation Front.

A month ago, before the start of an intensive crack-

down, the party was on the verge of winning power in

parliamentary elections.

The moves by the army-backed ruling council came

hours after police raided Salvation Front headquarters

and after clashes between fundamentalists and security

forces left about 40 dead and hundreds injured this past

week.
The emergency decree was issued by the five-member

High State Committee and announced on national tele-

vision Sunday evening.

Later, the Interior Ministry said the Salvation Front

would be dissolved because of"subversive actions. .
.
that

seriously threaten public order and the state's institu-

tions."
J i-

The emergency decree empowers police and miutary

officials to set up special detention centers, to carry out

arrests and searches without observing normal legal

procedures, and to try detainees before military tribu-

nals. ^

All demonstrations "likely to disturb public order are

banned. Authorities have the power to dissolve munici

pal councils. Most ofthe councils have been controlled by

fundamentalists since local elections in 1990, a year aft«r

the Salvation Front and other opposition parties were

legalized.

The announcement said the emergency decree was

effective for one year, but could be lifted earlier.

The Interior Ministry meanwhile filed a legal com-

plaint against the Salvation Front. If the court upholds

the complaint, the party would be banned, state radio

said.

Speculation had grown recently that the government

would impose a state of emergency as part of its crack-

down. Most Front leaders have been arrested.

There were no confirmed reports of serious political

violence Sunday, but hundreds of fundamentalists

marched through the eastern city ofConstantine, shout-

ing their readiness to die for the Salvation Front.

Earlier Sunday, the head of the five-member ruling

council, Mohamed Boudiaf, said the council would act to

curb street battles.

The council took power after the army forced Presi-

dent Chadli Bendjedid to resign Jan. 1 1 aft«r he indicated

he was willing to share power with the fundamentalists.

The Front was poised to take control of Parliament in

what would have been the first free national elections

since Algeria gained independence from France in 1962.

The new government canceled those elections last

month. The council promised to restore democracy,

without saying when.

The vision of ^body beautifuF
Support group helps women with eating disorders

By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff"

Jen Dugan was driven by a fierce terror of gaining

weight. Somewhat overweight as a child, as she grew

older she began vomiting, sometimes several times a day.

At the end of her battle with anorexia nervosa and

bulimia, only 94 pounds filled her five foot-seven inch

frame. Obsessed by her disease, she still considered

herself flabby.

At one point in college she was not able to get up from

her seat because her legs would collapse.

"I was committed tomy disease. I was obsessed. At one

point 1 even ended up in the emergency room after

passing out. I was really afraid of gaining weight. I had

complete anxiety attacks. I was very secretive, especially

when I became bulimic."

Dugan was 13 when she was first put on a diet for

being overweight. She said she quickly went overboard.

"I didn't stop. I was teased and associated being thin

with being valued and I didn't want to be devalued. I lost

all perspective. I lost control."

Someone with anorexia nervosa is generally intensely

afraid ofbeing overweight and may claim to feel fat even

ifthey are severely underweight. With bulimia the victim

often vomits intentionally, or uses laxatives to rid the

body of food. Often bulimics binge before vomiting.

After losing 40 poimds in three months while a teen-

ager, and continuing to deny her problem, her parents

and doctor finally gave her an ultimatim to get help.

"I was forced to either gain two pounds or be hospi-

talized, where I would be tube fed. I felt I had complete

control and didn't want to forfeit any power by admitting

it. I was really out of control," she said.

Aft«r a year of therapy, Jen said she felt physically

and spiritually healthy. "My self-esteem increased and I

became better socially adjusted. It took me a long time."

Today, Dugan owes much of her recovery to feminist

analysis and an understanding she learned in women's

studies courses.

"When I was thin, I got a lot of dates and positive

feedback for being thin. Of course I couldn't have a

relationship because I was so messed up and secretive, so

it didn't matter," she said. "Women's studies courses

made me understand what women and this culture do to

their bodies to be loved. I am so grateful to be healthy

about food now. I really missed out devoting so much time

and energy with the obsession.

ArleenThomson, a nutritionistwith University Health
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Malcolm X
to reopen
By MARTIN JONES
Collegian Correspondent

The Malcolm X Cultural Center, the African-

American cultural center which was closed last

weekend following a disturbance at a dance on

Feb. 1 will resume its regular activities this

weekend, according to the center's staff.

The move to halt the center's activities came as

a response to a pattern of violent incidents occur-

ring at the center.

M. Ricardo Townes. administrative supervisor

of the center, called for the center to temporarily

shut its doors until the issue of the violence could

be addressed.

Confusion spread as to why the center was tem-

porarily closed. Mai Sam, student director of the

Malcolm X Cultural Center, said the decision,
"

helped to ease the tensions raised by [Saturday's]

incident".

Sam added the temporarily closure would, "help

to instill a greater appreciation for the center and

what it stands for."

According to Sam, the Malcolm X Cultural

Center was estabUshed in 1975 when a group of

Black students lobbied for a place on campus to

hold social activities.

For years, Black students on campus had been

limited to using aJukebox in the lobbyofCrampton

House for their social activities. A room in the

basement of the Berkshire Dining Commons was

eventually set aside as a center for the African-

American students. They named the center in

honor of Malcolm X, the Black Nationalist leader

who rose to power in the 19608.

Since then, the center has served as a focal point

for social and cultural activities within the African-

American community.
According to center staffers, the most popular

events at the Malcolm X Cultural Center are the

weekend dances, which draw students from across

New England.

"In addition to theweekend dances, the Malcolm

X Cultural Center sponsors a host ofother cultural

and educational activities" says Sam.

Last semester the center hosted discussions on

issues of the African-American community. The

center also sponsored a poetry reading, and its

annual Kwanzaa celebration. There is also a class

on Tuesday evenings which discusses the life of

Malcolm X.

Presently the Malcolm X Center is the last

remaining cultural center on campus.

Sam said the center chose not to participate in

the protest, citing its importance to the Black stu-

dent population. "The MalcolmX Cultural Center is

an important place where students ofcolor can feel

at home within the University," says Sam.

Sam also announced that the Malcolm X Center

will be sponsoring a dance this Friday at 10 p.m.
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Franklin hopes for undecided vote
Democrat seeks campaign reform, lower drinking age
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is the second in a six-

part series profiling the six candidates for

the Third Hampshire District's state rep-

resentative seat.

Amherst Democrat Terry Franklin is

fond of telling people he is winning the

lawn sign battle in the race for the Third

Hampshire District's state representative

seat.

This is an interesting statement, be-

cause in contrast to Democratic opponents

Jon Hite and Ellen Story of Amherst and

Norman Page ofPelham, Franklin doesn't

have any lawn signs.

Franklin says because he sees far more

lawns without signs than with them, it

means there are still a lot of undecided

voters, which Franklin feels could work in

his favor.

"We're in a four-way horse race [for the

CoUegian Sle photo

Terry Franklin

Democratic nomination]— each of us has

strengths," Franklin said in a recent in-

terview with the Collegian. "Most people

don't make up their minds until right

before the election."

Voters will have up to Feb. 18, the

Democratic primary, to make their choice.

The general election will be held March 17.

Franklin, who describes himself as a

"libertarian"onthe issuesofcitizen's rights,

but as more liberal on social issues, said his

platform includes protectingwomen's rights

to abortion, stopping a nuclear waste dump
in Massachusetts, protecting local govern-

ment control through Proposition 2 1/2 and

legalizing marijuana and lowering the

drinking age to 18.

On one of the major issues among the

four Democrats, campaign finance reform,

Franklin is putting his money where his

mouth is— he is not accepting campaign

contributions from anyone.

"One man was very insistent on giving

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Monday, February 10
Film — PAWWS is sponsoring video screenings for

"Desert Storm Plus One" series from 7:30-11 p.m. The
film will be shown at Hampshire College, Adele Simmons
Hall.

Tuesday, February 11
Lecture — PAWSS is sponsoring a lecture by William

Arkin on The Military and Environmental Impact ofthe

Gulf War" at 8 p.m. in Thompson Hall room 102.

Special Event—UMass Hillel is sponsoringan evening

of Readings and Conversation with author and poet

Leslea Newman at 7 p.m., at the Hillel House Lounge,

388 N. Pleasant Street, Amherst.

Panel — The Fine Arts Center is sponsoring a Black

Musicians Conference Panel discussion at 7:30 p.m. in

the Cape Cod Lounge, Student Union. A performance by

the New York based Jazz Ensemble Just Friends will

follow.

Information Session — The National Student Ex-

change is holding an information session from 4-5 p.m. in

Campus Center room 903. Applications are for Fall '92

and/or Spring '93, and are due Feb. 28.

Discussion — A discussion group by and for children

ofJewish-Gentile intermarriage will take place at 10 am
at the UMass Hillel House, 388 N. Pleasant Street. For

more information call 549-1710.

Police nab two heroin dealers
REVERE, Mass. (AP)— Pohce have arrested two men

on drug charges after finding highly potent heroin in their

apartments one day after three people died from what
police believe was tainted heroin.

The heroin, found Saturday in a bag labeled "sentanyl."

was 80 times more potent than heroin typically sold in the

area. Revere Police Detective Mickey Casoli said.

In two separate raids Saturday, police arrested Tho-

mas MacLellan, 33, and Deruiis J. Ricupero, 35, and
charged them with distribution of heroin and conspiracy

to violate the narcotics drug laws. Ricupero was also

charged with the sale of narcotics within 1,000 feet of a

school.

Police said the two men were working together be-

cause they found identical bags of heroin at their apart-

ments.
Vicki MacDonald, 29, her cousin, Richard MacDonald

29. and Donald Provencher, whose age was unknown

were found dead Friday by Vicki MacDonald's 5-year-old

son.

Another body was found later that day on a beach in

East Boston and authorities were checking to see if the

deaths were related.

The Suffolk County medical examiner's office was
waiting for the results from toxicology tests to help

determine what killed the three in Revere.

There have also been at least six cases of nonfatal

heroin overdoses in Revere and East Boston in the last

several days, police said.

While suggesting there may be a link between the

potent heroin found and the deaths, police said they could

not say for sure.

"We are closing in," Casoli said.

"This is bad stufl"," he said. "It's all over the place. I

understand there were overdoses in East Boston. There
could be people out now that we don't even know about."
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PUT YOUR DEGREE

TO WORK WHERE
IT CAN DOA WORLD
OF GOOD

iin
EBB

New Students Program Staff

Summer 1992 Applications

307 University Admissions Center

Deadline February 14, 1992

Your first job after graduation

should offer you more than just a

paycheck. We can offer you an

experience that lasts a lifetime.

In Peace Corps, you 11

immerse yourself in a new culture,

learn a new language, receive

training and develop important

skills. . .and help to improve the

lives of others while at the same
time enriching your own.

In science or engineering.

'ym:-

education, agriculture, health, the

environment, and many other

disciplines. Peace Corps projects

around the world are bringing

help to where it's

needed... in

more than 70

countries in

Latin

America, Asia,

Africa, and

Central Europe.

PEACE CORPS ACTIVITIES AT UMASS
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18

Information Table, Campus Center 9:00-3:00

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19 7:00 pm
Film Seminar & Discussion, Campus Center Rni. 1 65- 1 69

Call the UMASS Peace Corps Office: 545-2105 Available at campus and local bookstores
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Local
Panel: Wells' courage
an awakening for Blacks
By ELIZABETH CHRISTOPHER
Collegian staff

The African-Americans in theater and
journalism were leaders for the African-

American community after the oppression
of post-Civil War America, according to

University of Massachusetts professors.

The professors spoke at a one-day
symposium following the New World
Theater's Saturday matinee performance
of the play. Miss Ida B. Wells.

The symposium broke out into an au-

dience-participated discussion at the
University of Massachusetts Hampden
Theatre.

The three-membered panel, moderated
by Esther Terry, chair of W.E.B. Dubois
department ofAfrican-American Studies,

discussed issues from the lynch law in the

United States, the awakening of the Af-

rican-American experience in theater, to

the dehumanization of Black people after

Reconstruction and the Civil War.

"Ida B. Wells was the leading Black
journalist, not the leading Black woman
journalist, of this time period," stressed

Professor of African-American Studies,

John Bracey.

Bracey said he praised her"tremendous
courage" for condemning the lynching of

black Americans during a time where
Blacks were threatened with death for

speaking out.

He said Wells' efforts served to laiinch

the anti-lynching campaign that was then
taken up by the NAACP in 1930 and was
not overturned until 1950.

Wells, who wrote during the years fol-

lowing Reconstruction, was recognized by
Black leadersofher time, such as Frederick
Douglass and Booker T. Washington.

Wells' investigative reporting revealed
the economic motives for the lynching of

Southern Black people. The victims of

lynchings were among a rising class of

Black Americans, Bracey said.

He said these local Black leaders, state

representatives and artisans were com-
peting for the gfrowing population of Eu-
ropean immigrants during the turn ofthe

century. Bracey said that over 4,000 Black
people were killed by 1919.

JoyJames, Professor ofWomen's Stud-
ies, traced the sexual stereotypes of pro-

miscuity placed on Black people from the

dominant White society, "these dynamics
continue to this day," she said.

James described the accepted prejudice

of society — White people must be pro-

tected at all times from Black violence.

James affirmed the "lynching" ofBlack
Americans still occurs as the standing-

room-only crowd raised contemporary
examples ranging from the Presidential

candidacy ofDavid Duke to the horrifying

Carol Stewart murder case, where a Black
man was falsely accused of murdering a
White woman and her unborn child.

Doris Abramson, Professor ofTheater,

examined the use oftheater to record and
communicate African-American history

and recited a long hst ofplays deahngwith
the issues ofslavery, wau-, the Depression,

as well as the life of Harriet Tubman.
She conmiended historical plays for to

both fascinating and informing the audi-

ence, but describedthe difficulty in funding

such works because of the disinterest of

mainstream theater viewers.

Abramson ended quoting the song,

"Strange Fruit" leaving the audience with
the image of mutilated bodies of Black
Americans hanging from Southern trees.

Assessing hoiv you eat
Health Services asks about your diet

The following questions about your
eating behavior can help you determine if

you should seek help.

ASSESS YOUR OWN EATING
BEHAVIOR

1. Do you feel a desire to be thin?

2. Do you feel societal pressures to be

thin?

3. Are you preoccupied with food?

disorders
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Services said Dugan's story is not

unusual of anorexics or bulimics.

"We get barraged by media,
women's magazines and advertising

communicating to us to eat and be

thin. It's very confusing," she said.

"Models are around 65 percent of

ideal body weight. Teenagers and
college-aged people especially look

at the magazines and feel they
should look like that. The truth is

that many models struggle with

eating disorders."

"Who do you know that looks like

those models an3rway?" she asked.

"It's unrealistic, and it just makes
women feel bad abouthow they look.

"

Today, Dugan helps others with

eating disorders by working as a

group facilitator for a support group

offered atUniversity Healtii Services.

Eating disorders have increased

over the years and as many as 20

percent ofcollege students struggle

with eating disorders, saidThomson.

Other eating disorders include:

• Compulsive overeating in-

cludes excessive aihounts offood for

reasons other than physical hunger.

Compulsive eaters might feel a lack

of control about food, and eat even

when they feel uncomfortable.
• Chronic Dieting affects people

who are vulnerable to fad diets,

people who continually diet.

4. Do you feel uncomfortable in an
environment where there is no food?

5. Do you feel uncomfortable in an
environment where there is too much
food?

6. Do you weigh yourself daily?

7. Are you always trying to lose weight?

8. Do you hide your food?

9. Do you estimate or count calories?

10. Do you take laxatives for weight

loss?

11. Do you take diuretics for weight

loss?

12. Do you take diet pills?

13. Do you fast one or more days per

week?
14. Do you deprive yourself of food,

then eat large amounts?
15. Do you try to exercise away all that

you've eaten?

16. Do you induce vomiting after eat-

ing?

17. Do you feel fat despite the fact that

others say you're thin?

18. Do you have difficulty concentrat-

ing due to your concern with food?

19. Do you eat differently (more or less)

in public than you do alone?

20. If female, have menstrual periods

ceased or become irregular since you've

changed your eating behavior?

21. Do you feel isolated because ofyour
eating behavior?

Each ofthe items in this questionnaire

is a partial indicator ofan eating problem.

Ifyou have answered "yes" to one or more
of the questions, you may want to learn

more about how to change your eating

behaviors and attitud,es.

Ifyou have answered "yes" to a number
of the questions, we recommend that you
make an appointment with one of the

University Health Services nutritionists.

— This questionnaire is taken from the

University Health Services.

Collegian photo by Josh Reynold*

SLIP SLIDING AWAY— Poor conditions were blamed for a
one car accident in front of Sylvan Area. Both Amherst and
Campus Police responded. The car slid from the road and struck
a lamp post at 3:25 p.m. Saturday. The identity and condition of
the driver were unavailable.

Program office vandalized
Window smashed at GLB center
ByTAMIMONAHAN
Collegian Staff

A smashed window and a torn sign at

the Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bi-

sexual Concerns in Crampton Residence

Hall in Southwest was discovered Satur-

day morningby an undergraduate worker.
According to University spokesperson

Karin Sherbin, nothing was reported
stolen and the office appeared undisturbed.

University of Massachusetts police

were called, and the window was replaced

by Housing Services early that afternoon.

The vandalism apparently took place

between 6 p.m. Friday night and 10:25

a.m. Saturday morning. The matter is

still under investigation, said Sherbin.

Members of the GLB community were
disturbed by the incident but were not

surprised.

"This vandalism is symbolic of the un-

derlying homophobia in the University

community, which, ironically, is the rea-

son for the Program's existence," said the

worker who discovered the vandalism.

Christine Murphy, a senior majoring
in journalism and women's studies, said.

This seems typical because there is so

much homophobia. This kind of thing

happ>ens all the time. I'm really not sur-

prised."

A simiUar incident took place last se-

mester, according to Chris Macek, a pro-

gram staffmember. On a Friday night last

November a window facing Sunset Street

was smashed and glass fell on four people,

including Macek, sitting in the lounge

area.

Macek said the Program has been in

the office in Crampton for about a year,

but that there was no signs identifying the

office until October, shortly before the

first incidence of vandalism.

Franklin
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

me money, and stuffed a dollar bill in my
pocket," Franklin said. "I used the money
to buy red licorice for everyone."

Franklin, who said he expects to spend
approximately $400 of his own money in

the campaign, said the high number of

debates between the candidates and the

resultingmediacoverage has negatedsome
disadvantages of not spending a lot of

money.
"The main disadvantage of not having

a lot of money is that when you spend
money, you can reach people who willjust

remember a name," Franklin said.

An Amherst resident for six years,

Franklin said he plans to increase his

attempts to meet voters in the week prior

to the Feb. 18 primary. Frfuikhn said

preparing for the large number ofdebates

has kept him from getting out as much as

he'd like, but he plans on spending up to

16 hours a day after Tuesday's debate at

the Amherst Cable station.

Franklin also said he supports complete

public funding of elections.

"It would really gall me to spend
taxpayer's money for T. V. ads for politi-

cians [as a legislator], but I'll do it,"

Franklin said. "This would certainly be

better than the system is now."

Franklin said he opposes Gov. Weld's

proposal for the University to retain 100

percent of the tuition money it brings in,

an issue that has produced polarization

among the four Democrats.

Hite opposes all tuition retention. Story

wants the University to retain one-third

ofits tuition and have the Commonwealth
provide the other two-thirds of the

University's money, while Page wants to

keep a small percent of tuition and have

the Legislature provide a more reliable

flow ofmoney to the University each year.

Franklin, who has said he believesWeld
"has it in" for higher education in the

Commonwealth, said the University

should not give up the 30 percent oftuition

it currently retains without an alterna-

tive source of funding. The University

currently sends the other 70 percent of

tuition money into the Commonwealth's
general fund.

"There are so many competing groups

on campus, and I don'twant to get involved

in the internal workings ofthe University,"

Franklin said. "Myjob as a legislator would
be to get as much money as possible for the

University as a whole."

Franklin said he supports retaining

Proposition 2 1/2 because questions about

property taxes should be decided on the

local level, and a repeal ofProposition 2 1/

2 would amount to "taking away the vote"

on these questions from towns in com-
munities in the Commonwealth.

Frankhn, who received a degree in biol-

ogy fix)m Tufts University in the mid-1970s,

said his experiences there awakened his

strong interest in environmental issues.

Among the issues Franklin has advo-

cated are keeping the Yankee-Rowe
nuclear power plant from opening, stop-

ping the Commonwealth from opening a
nuclear wastedump and passingrecycling
and toxic waste initiatives, such as adding
taxes to producers of toxic waste.

"The environment is a long-term issue
— when other issues come and go, the

environment remains," Franklin said.

Franklin, who has often said he either

walks or uses public transportation, also

advocated such common sense measures
as avoiding waste and using available

resources more efficiently.

Franklin has also said the role of gov-

ernment has grown too big in Massachu-
setts — using his own candidacy as an
example. Franklin said he has had to file

over 50 pages of documents with four dif-

ferent state agencies to nin for state rep-

resentative.

"Government has a function — it has
101 things to do that it does well," Franklin
said. "If we cut away some of the fat, we
can expose the things it does well."
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Participate in student government
At about this time last year, the Col-

legian was filled with articles and edito-

rials about the student government elec-

tions. The administration said that they
were not going to recognize any elections

run by the Student Government Associa-

tion. The SGA, on the other hand, said

that elections would be held regardless.

As it turned out, the administration
eventually recognized the elected student
leaders and student government has been
a strong voice for undergraduates ever
since. It is election time once again.

Ifyou have ever wanted to get involved

and make a difference on this campus, I

urge you to run. Here are just a few ex-

amples of what the SGA has been doing
recently: 1 ) a voter registration drive, dur-

ing which 500 students registered to vote,

2) denounced tuition retention and sent a

letter to graduate students and faculty

urging them to discuss it in their classes,

3) actively working towards reforms in

housing. In the future, the SGA is plan-
ning to hold regular voter registration

di r 1 the Student Union and will have
a "Get Out the Vote" campaign in upcom-
ing local and federal elections.

On Tuesday, Feb. 11, nominations will

open for the positions ofStudent Govern-
ment President and Student Trustee.

Elections will also be held to fill vacant

senate seats. Nomination forms will bo

available in the SGA office (420 Student
Union). For the president and trustee

positions, 250 signatures will be needed.

Only 25 will be needed for the senate

seats.

If you have any questions, feel free to

stop by the SGA office or call at 545-0341.

Jon Aronson
Elections Coordinator

In America, pro-choice is pro-freedom
to be made by a woman as an individual

and not by a government.

Ifwomen are responsible enough to

Fraternity not guilty
In regards to the letter from the woman

who had car trouble on Superbowl Sunday:
After the letter was published, members

of our chapter. Lambda Chi Alpha, were
approached and asked about our chapters'
involvement in the incident. We would
like to point out that the harassment that

occurred was not related to our chapter
nor any indiWduals involved with Lambda

Chi Alpha. The reference to our house is

purely geographical and although the let-

ter may suggest we were involved; we were
not. It's unfortunate that this event took

place. It's also unfortunate that such an
article can inadvertently jierpetuate such
negative stereotypes about Greeks.

Jonathan Bayuk
Lambda Chi Alpha

Freedom is expressed as the power

to do, say or think as one pleases. The
United States of America, being a de-

mocracy, thus entitles us, as citizens of

thf country, to make our own laws. It is

our choice to abide by them, support

them , and even protest them , as long as

we stay within the confines of all the

other structural laws. The creation of

these laws are not designed to restrain

us, but to organize and civilize our

modernizing society. The differentiat-

ing opinions within the society deter-

mine the minority and majority from

there a compromise is made, resulting

into a negotiable law that we can all

live under.

Unfortunately, in the politics ofabor-

tion there is nojustcompromise and you
must either permit women to govern

their bodies as they see fit or you can

retract from them that right. In Amend-
ment Fourteen, adopted July 28, 1968,

it proclaims "...no state shall make or

enforce any law which shall abridge

privileges or immunities of citizens of

the United States..." Reproductive free-

dom is a privilege given by nature and a

woman should have the choice in deter-

mining her own result. This is a choice

excel as senators, doctors and lawyers
then what right does this country's

government have in depriving them of

their due intelligence in deciding
whether they are emotionally, physi-

cally, or economically capable ofgiving

birth to a child? Why is the government
eager to fight for the freedom of other

countries and yet, hesitates to grant

women the authority to reign over their

own bodies? These questions are in-

comprehensible and if the democracy
was a concise mechanical instrument

we would not pose these questions, but
the democracy is not a routine tool, it is

constructed of the imperfect inhabit-

ants ofthis country. Fortunately, in the

United States we are bestowed the

freedom to be imperfect and are given

excessive attempts to strive for perfec-

tion. Reproductive freedom is a prodigy

awarded by nature and we, as proud
American citizens, must not let such a
precious freedom be stolen by man-
kind.

Stacy Ann Malone
Amherst

Study in Emphasis in Liberal Arts, International Business,

and Criminal Justice

Mainstream classes with British students,

plus specially designed courses just for American Students

All courses approved by University of Wisconsin-Platteville

and validated on an official UW-P transcript

$4,475 per semester for Wisconsin and Minnesota residents

$4,775 per semester for non-residents

Coct*includ«

Tuition and f*««

Hom«-«tay aooommodation* wHh m««l«
Fieldtrip*

All financial aid applia*

For furthar information contact

Study Abroad Programa

306 Warner Hall

Univarsity of Wisconain-Plattavilie

1 UniveraKy Plaza

Plattavilla, Wiaconain 53618-3099

(606)342-1726

All courses apprtwed by the University
Wisconsin-Platteville and validated
on an offidal IfW-P transcript

$4325 per cemester for Wisconsin &
Minnesota residents

$4575 per lonester for non-nsidents

Costs include

Tuition and Fees

Room and Board in Spanish homes
Ficldtn'ps

All financial aid applies

For further information contact
Study Abirtad Programs
308 Warner Hall

University of WLscon<!in Plattcvillc

I University Plaza

Platteville, WI S3818-3099

(608) 342-1726
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Pampering
can be okay

I am female. 1 enjoy being pampered. I

love chivalry. I could care less if someone
referred to me as a girl. And do you know
what? Oh my God is it possible? I am
intelligent. In fact I even have a couple of

friends who think I am too. Isn't it won-
derful that I can enjoy little luxuries and
still have a mind? What is more important
is that I'm not the only one! There are
more intelligent very feminine women on
this grand ole campus ofUMass. Unfortu-
nately not all of us are as appreciative of

this detail. No, I'm not talking about men,
organ donors, or accordian players. Disap-

pointingly so, I'm talking about other
women.

I have several female friends who told

me that they felt door opening was pa-

tronizing. They claim that men perform
this act ofchivalry because they are taught
to, not because they want to. At the same
time, isn't the same circumstance recur-

ring as feminists demand being called

women? Guys are doing it because we are

teachingthem to. I'm sure it doesn't matter
a great deal and with good reason. In a

casual atmosphere, what are we doing
besides using a term to differentiate the

genders. I personally am not so insecure

with my femininity that I concern myself
with something so trivial.

Seana Barnhill

We should see chauvinism, the notori-

ous construction worker thing, or that re-

pulsive okay signal a guy gives your date

concemingyour physical acceptance (that's

what annoys me most), as simple their

simple ignorance and try to ignore it. Why
get peeved? It's going to happen anyway
and always. Besides I've whistled at guys
walking down the street. I'm sure they

don't like it anymore then I do. I've also

gone to the DC or Campus Center and just

checked out guys for awhile. Regardless of

being slightly derogatory, it's harmless fim.

I used to think the half-naked women
hung in dorm rooms on this campus were
awful. To the point that I would screech

when ever I saw them in a boyfriend's

room. Then I discovered self-confidence.

Then I began to see it as another poster

next to his cars. Funny thing, self-confi-

dence.

Of course there is an extreme of chau-

vinism that shouldn't be confused with

simple ignorance. Forexample Dee Barnes
case against NWA. Regardless of what
anyone says, there is no reason for revering

the action of throwing "her through a

door" which they claim is "no big thing''in

one oftheir song lyrics. We should focus on

this, not trivial matters such as whether
we should be called women or not.

We also shouldn't be so closed minded
to focusjust on women. We aren't the only

ones, by any means, subjected to bashing.

What about homosexuals, Jews, and every
single race represented in the US. There
are much more important things to spend
energy focusing on.

We, women, are very lucky. We're able

to tell each other anything, becausewe are

much more sympathetic and more able to

identify with each others problems. This

holds true whether we are hetero, lesbian,

black, white or striped (Yes, I know it's a

generalization and I believe, generally it's

true). We have something that few men
will ever really find or have, but will always

want. That's the ability to open up totally

with each other, our own sex.

It needs to be realized that women
have a choice to do or be anything in the

world. A woman can run for president of

the country, or president of the PTA. A
woman can be a goddess with love slaves

or she can stay home with a juicy novel.

Whatever her choice is, it needs to be

respected as her right to do or be whatever

she wants to become by other women. We
need to respect all of these as courageous

She-ra jobs.

Whether reading, talking, writing, or

just being, it is important for us to respect

each other first, before we expect others to.

Seana Barnhill is a Collegian colum-

nist.

Bible should stay out ofAnnex
I am writing in response to Diana

D'Avanzo's article "University Textbook
Annex leaves out most crucial work" (Col-

legian, 2/5/92).

First, Ms. D'Avanzo should realize that

the name of the Textbook Annex is self

—

explanantory. It is a store that carries

textbooks, and is not the place for the

Bible. The only reason a Bible should be

sold there is if the University sponsored
the Bible as a textbook in a literature

course or Bible study course. Since the

Bible is a religious book, it has no place in

the Textbook Annex.
Second, I certainly hope that Ms.

D'Avanzo realizes that Jews do not use a

Christian Bible, and have placed no faith

in Jesus Christ. Her inclusion of Bernard
Ramm's quote about the Jews' preserva-

tion ofthe Bible is out ofplace in an article

about a Christian book.

Not only was I offended by this inclu-

sion, but I was also offended by the article

as a whole. I do not believe the Christian

Bible is the "most crucial work", as the

title states. I am sure many people on this

campus would agree with me. Have you
forgotten, Ms. D'Avanzo, that other reli-

gions have different books and view them
as more important than the Bible?

And, I do not understand how you can
"personally guarantee" that reading the

Christian Bible will not disappoint me. I

have read passages from the Bible and can
honestly say that they did absolutely

nothing for me. Ifyou want to crusade for

Christ, Ms. D'Avanzo, join a religious

group, and keep your views off the sup-

posedly non-sectarian University editorial

page.

Jessica Silverstein

Sylvan

Heterosexual sex is not unusual
We are writing to Trystan Skeigh in

response to her article on Feb. 6, "If

you want to achieve the ultimate or-

gasm, hold the male." Ms. Skeigh, you
make an erroneous implication inyour
article. You imply that a healthy het-

erosexual relationship cannot exist. If

you believe that lesbian sex is superior

to heterosexual sex, you are entitled to

your opinion. This does not, however,

give you the right to attack the het-

erosexual lifestyle. If we wrote an ar-

ticle extolling the virtues of hetero-

sexual sex over homosexual sex. you
would construe this as an attack on the
homosexual establishment.

In fact, an article such as yours

tends to polarize the college commu-
nity. Do you know what this means,
Trystan? This means that you piss off

liberal minded heterosexuals who

woidd otherwise have no problem with

your way of life had you not passed

judgement on theirs. Doyou really want
every heterosexual believing that les-

bians are against their way of Life?

You imply that men are not capable

of making love and can only violate

women to "prove their virility." Do you
know what heterosexual sex is like or

are you listening selectively to dis-

gruntled women? You may not beUeve
this, but with love and communication
a man can learn to please a womanjust

as well or better than you can. Hetero-

sexual sex is natural and necessary,

not cruel and unusual.

Jason C. Stover
Central

Thomas C. Bozza
Northeast

Masqueraders about the campus
We are writing this letter because we

are very concerned about people who
masquerade about the campus garbed as
men ofthe cloth. This is very offensive and
we believe it is affecting our intellectual

capabilities.

Such mockery of religious beliefs dis-

plays a total lack of decency and is a

disgrace to the University and the com-

munity in general. All I can ask is why?

Anthony J. Manhart
Andrew Robert Yahner

Central

BCP happy to answer questions
The Bilingual Collegiate Program

(BCP) staff will be very happy to explain,

to anyone interested, how we use our re-

sources to serve the students and the
community. We are very happy to report
that every penny allocated to the program
goes to meet the BCP students' needs
directly and to work with the school sys-

tem to reach bilingual students from

grades 8th through 12th. Please, do not

hesitate to come and learn about our

special projects in the community. Perhaps

we can use your experiences and ideas and
learn from your suggestions.

Benjamin Rodriguez
BCP Director

Is it safe

for mom to

go to work?
Remember the old slogan for the movie

Jaws — "Just when you thought it was
safe to go into the water ..."

Well, I had a friend in grammar school

who practically screamed whenever near
the ocean— literally started hyper-venti-

lating. But I'm from Springfield, so we
don't worry about that too much — the

closest thing to the water is the Connecticut

River— and it smells like refuse.

Well, I've had sort ofa Jaws revelation

myself— but about the future of family

and child-raising.

I saw The Hand that Rocks the Cradle.

Not exactly a model example of day
care — or even worse — in-house child

care.

For a woman who used to think day
care the only way to be a successful career

mother, I shiver at the thought of leaving

my children in the care ofanother woman.

Gayle Long

My mother was the typical housewife

and wonderful mother— she went back to

work, but only part-time until my brother

and I were old enough to stay at home for

more than an hour without any care or

fear that we might burn the house down.

Finally, she was back to working 40-

hour weeks, but washome when we needed
her — when we were sick or when we
needed the chaperone for the class trip to

Boston.

Ever since 1 was small. I wanted to be

a professional. Most kids say they want to

be doctors because for one thing, they
know they help sick people and on the

other hand, their parents tell them that

doctors are rich.

All kids decide early on that they want
to be rich. It's dreams of owning the mo-
torized car or the super Barbie condo and
Corvette (what else should Barbie drive if

not a Corvette?).

So, my parents pushed me to be a hard

worker, taught me the importance of

having a job and tried to impress the need

for an education. Hence, here I am.
But, almost 15 years later— after boys

no longer have cooties and roller skates

are definately passe— I have put wieght

on having a family ofmyown (I don '/ mean
within the next nine months, so mom and
dad, ifyou read this, don't freak out). And
the conclusion is the same thatmy mother
came to when carrying her first child,

namely me.

The movie revolves around a womsm
named Claire, who is pregnant with her

second child. While being examined in the

doctor, he molests her. She presses charges

and the case is all over the newspaper and
television. The doctor kills himself, leav-

ing behind his pregnant wife. His wife,

Payton, flips out and miscarries.

And through the coincidence of the

silver screen, she ends up as the nanny of

Claire's children.

Claire and her family are unaware of

Pa3^n's past and when the family is split

and divided because ofthe manipulations

of the evil nanny, is when the violence

erupts.

All in all, I have to admit I liked the

movie. I wanted to get up from my seat

and try to punch the woman. It made me
angry while I was watching it and happy
when 'peace' was restored to Claire's

family.

But on the way to the car, I realized

that the worst thing a mother could do was
to trust a perfect stranger with her children
— even if it is in her own home.

I guess the 'ideal' family doesn't exist,

but it seems that not raising your own
family could contribute to that.

So call me matemilistic, call me para-

noid (DONT call me conservative). But
the fact ofthe matter is, my kids will only

call ME 'mommy'.
Gayle Long is a Collegian columnist
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Tsongas gaining ground on Clinton, poll says
BOSTON (AP) — Former Sen. Paul Tsongas of Mas-

sachusetts appears to be catching up with Arkansas Gov.
Bill Clinton, according to a new poll of likely Democratic
primary voters in New Hampshire.

The poll, conducted Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
showed a drop in support for Clinton each night and a
steady increase in support for Tsongas.

Over the three days of polling, Clinton had 28 percent
ofthe likely Democratic primary vote, Tsongas 25 percent,

Sen. Bob Kerrey of Nebraska 12 percent, Sen. Tom
Harkin of Iowa 10 percent and former California Gov.

Jerry Brown 6 percent. Fifteen of those polled were
undecided.

Two percent voluntarily mentioned they support New
York Gov. Mario Cuomo, who is not a candidate. A write-

in campaign for Cuomo has been launched.

Meanwhile, Bush continues to hold a strong lead - 58

to 28 percent - over his Republican primary challenger,

Patrick Buchanan.
With the state's primaryjust over a week away, fewer

than half the Democratic voters and just three of every

five Republicans say they are firmly committed to a

Advance your career

by helping others to advance theirs.

If you er\joy the challenge of helping people succeed in their

careers, here's a career tip worth your time.

Boston-Bouve College at Northeastern University is offering an
intensive, one-year Master of Science Program in Human Resource
Counseling. Providing a unique interdisciplinary approach, it com-
bines core courses in psychology with management courses taught
by the faculty of the Graduate School of Business Administration.
You can enroll on a full- or part-time basis.

Our graduates have found rewarding and challenging positions as
managers, counselors, and consultants in industries ranging from
high technology to health care organizations.

Call (617) 437-2708, or write Graduate School, Boston-Bouve
College of Human Development Professions, 106 Dockser Hall,

Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115.

m
Boston-Bouve

College

Northeastern

University

An equal opportunity/
afnrmatlve action univenity.

candidate.

The poll was conducted by KRC Communications
Research for the Boston Globe and WBZ-TV. It had a
potential margin of error of plus or minus 5 percentage
points.

About 880 New Hampshire voters were interviewed

Wednesday, Thursday and Friday evenings: 400 Demo-
crats and Independents who said they planned to vote in

the Democratic primary and 400 Republicans and Inde-

pendents who said they plarmed to vote in the Republican
primary.

Another 360 interviews of likely Democratic primary
voters were conducted Saturday because of the volatility

among voters in that party. An additional 240 interviews

also were done Saturday of likely Republican primary
voters.

ysBniBraR?^7»7«nwysfflrnBA^^

Round Trips from Boston Starting at:

LONDON $ 310
TOKYO 729
Round Trips from New York Starting at

GUATEA\AU 390
DELHI 1231
Round Trips from Los Angeles Starting ac

AUKLAND 1209
Taxes not included. Restrictions apply.

Fares subject to change & availability.

Call about one v^ays. We issue
EURAIL passes on the SPOTl

Council Travd
79 South Pleasant Street
Amherst, MA 01002

413-256-1261

You want to be among the top-earning college graduates in 1992? Then you better move fast.

Taco Bell Corporation is ready to pick the winners from this year's cream of the crop. .right now, for General Business
Management opportunities.

Just set your sights on; J Autonomy and responsibility from the word "go". U "Ownership" of a million dollar business.

^ Comprehensive benefits, including PepsiCo stock options. Zi A competitive compensation package which includes an incentive
program for top performers. Not bad for beginners.

We're a major player in Fortune 50 PepsiCo fnc.'s portfolio. By 1995 we'll have over 7.000 points of distribution. And system
sales in excess of $6 billion.

This dynamic growth means that the real career opportunities are to be found in running the business. Our business.
So seize the day when we hold our Fast Track Meet. And get ready for accelerated growth.

TACO@BELL
Tuesday, February 11th, 4p.m. - 6:00p.m.

University Conference Center. Meeting Room 101

Corporate Speakers:

Bill Floyd, National VP of Operations Ralph Kirchen, Zone VP of Operations
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Arts & Living
Ida B. Wells
By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Correspondent

In case you somehow missed the thousands of fliers,
posters, and advertisements, I will remind you that
February is African-American history month. To celebrate
and remember the many years of struggle, determina-
tion, and achievement of African Americans, the New
World Theater presented Miss Ida B. Wells in the
Hampden Theater Feb. 5 through the 9th.

The two-woman play took the audience through the
life of Ida B. Wells, a leader in the crusade against black
lynchings and other iixjustices done to her people in the
years following her birth in 1862 until the 19308.

The two actresses who portrayed Wells at various
periods in her life were magnificently convincing. Their
empassioned monologues transformed the audience into
an emotional state. Throughout the play we not only
understood Miss Wells' plea, we felt it.

Ingrid Askew, (Zora, The Leonard Melvin Show) who
primarily portrayed Miss Wells in her later year8,looked
out into the audience with the sincere, sad, proud eyes of
a warrior having won a battle long ago.

She added the wit and humor of a knowing, wdse
woman throughout the play as she looked back upon her
life's struggles and accomplishments.

Nefertiti Burton (Common Ground, A Matter of
Principle) was stunning and full of passion as a younger

Wells. Her monologues were powerful. At one point in the
play her desperate cry for help in reaction to watching a
man bum to death dvuing a lynching brought tears to my
eyes.

Burton was inspiringand driven, and did greatj ustice
to the passion with which I am sure Miss Wells fought
throughout her life.

Both actresses were extremely versatile in playing
characters of different ages, sexes, and backgrounds,
including Well's father, Susan B. Anthony, and British
aristocracy.

The stage setting was simple, and consisted only of a
tiny platform with two wooden chairs, a table and a tea
set, and a large white screen with one of Miss Wells'
speeches upon it in enlarged writing.

The atmosphere was intimate due to the fact that the
platform was so small and close to the audience, and we
felt more like visitors taking ajourney through time wath
Miss Wells than onlookers of a production.

The play highlighted some of Miss Wells' greatest
struggles, including being forced out ofa first class train
section because of her skin color, having her Memphis
newspaper office destroyed by angry whites when she
spoke out against the hateful lynchings that were killing

her friends, and being forced to move north, to Chicago.
Miss Wells also encountered h3T)ocrisy from such well

known historical figures as Susan B. Anthony, a leading
woman's suffragist who believed that her cause was

ologu<

'A Tribute to the Wallers'
Talk by DJ Steffens, music by Loose Caboose

separate and all together more important than that of
Miss Wells.

Perhaps her greatest obstacle was the uncooperative
attitude ofmany ofher fellow blacks, who were often too
afraid ofwhite bureaucracy and ofsuch groups as the Klu
Klux Klan to speak out against them, much less support
Miss Wells' struggle for black equality.

The play began and ended with audio recordings of
children and adults stating what freedom means to them,
and what role history has played in bringing about these
ideas. For example, one young man said that freedom
was walking through Bensonhurst, New York, without
getting shot at, or going into a store without people
thinking that he was gt j to rob it because he was black.

Ironically, many v ig children on the tape did not
know who Ida B. W- ^ was, and may never know of her
struggles fought for le right of African-Americans and
to end the racism that still tears our country apart today.

Help celebrate Black History month. Various events
are being sponsored throughout the month, a dedicated
multicultural theater ensemble will continue to present
productions throughout the month and information is

available at the Student Activities office at 545-3600.

The New World Theater, a dedicated multicultural
theater ensemble will continue to present productions
throughout the semester. For more information, call 545-
1972, or stop by their offices at 101-103 Hasbrouck Hall.

By BRIAN TREMBLAY
Collegian Correspondent

Misconceptions about reggae music's most recogniz-

able artists, the Wallers, come much cheaper than a dime
a dozen, and start with the group's name. The Wallers
wor-^ originally a vocal trio comprising of Bob Marley,
Peter Macintosh, a.k.a. Peter Tosh, and Bunny
Livingstone, a.k.a. Bunny Waller.

Tosh and Waller left the group in 1974. The group then
became Bob Marley and the Wallers. The Wallers then
became strictly Marlej^s backing band. You'd neverknow
this looking at the reissued Wailers albums today; Tosh
and Waller rarely, ifever, get any metnion as an equal of

Mtu-ley.

The same can be said when it comes time for

songwriting credit. I can't count the number oftimes I've

seen a music critic write about Bob Marle/s song, "Get
Up, Stand Up." It is in fact a song co-written by Marley
and Tosh, although it's more Tosh's song than anybody's.

Even things like who Bob Marle^s father was seems a
mystery. (For those who care, he was a white Jamaicsm,
not a British naval officer.)

Ifyou're wonderinghowyou can find some fact instead

offiction regarding reggae 's foremost artist, you can start

tonight by attending "A Tribute to the Wai/ers." The heart

of this tribute will be a presentation by Reggae DJ,

archivist, critic and writer Roger Steffens.

Steffens has a personal collection ofhundreds ofhours
of as yet unreleased footage of Wailers, concerts and
interviews, as well as a very thorough collection of their
music. Hell be presenting both, plus his own stories of
meeting Marley, of going on tour with him in the 1970s
and much more.

Considered a Wailers "authority," Steffens has writ-

ten biographies of Bimny Waller and Bob Marley. He
recently wrote liner notes for the double CD One Love, a
compilation of the Wailers early years recording for

legendary producer Coxsone Dodd at his famed Studio 1

,

and is currently workingon a complete discography ofthe
Wailers.

The tribute will conclude with a live concert by re-

cording artists Loose Caboose, a reggae band from right

here in the Pioneer Valley. Tickets are cheap : $5 for the

general public, $3 with a valid 5-college ID, and under 18

admitted free (not a misprint.)

For Wailers fans, this is a show not to be missed, and
for those of you interested in reggae music, here's an
excellent chance to become acquainted with an artist

who's stature in the world of music is huge, more than a
decade after his untimely death.

"A Tribute to the Wailers: Bob Marley, Peter Tosh, and
Bunny Waller" Monday, Feb. 10 at 6:30 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom, is sponsored by WMUA Radio.

Boooeooopoeoeoeoeoooooeeeoooeooeooooooooooeoooooeoooeoeoooeoeoooeoeeoeeooool

Annual BMC
kicks off today
By OLIVIA STEWART-LIBERTY
Collegian Staff

The 21st Annual Black Musicians Conference
will open today with 'Sonoritsr*, a vocal jazz en-
semble conducted by Dr. Horace Clarence Boyer in

the Augusta Savage Gallery, New Africa House at

5 p.m.

The performance will introduce 'Images ofSound',
an art exhibit, hanging works by Nelson Stevens,
Dorrance Hill and Adger Cowen. The exhibit is

sponsored by the University Arts Council and the

Student Affairs Cultural Enrichment Fund, and
will show until Mar. 6.

Tomorrow offers a guest panel to discuss "New
Trends in Vocal Jazz' including legendary jazz

singer and lyricist John Hendricks. The discussion

will start at 7:30 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge,
admission is free.

Discussion will be followed by music. 'Just

Friends', a well-reviewedNewYork based ensemble
embracing many diverse musical forms from opera
to gospel to jazz, is to end the evening.

The four-day celebration will be brought to a

close with a performance of Bobby McFerrin with
Voicestra on Thursday, Feb. 13 in the Fine Arts
Center.

The Black Musicians Conference is a program of

the Fine Arts Center, University ofMassachusetts.
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ET YOUR EXPERIENCE WORK FOR YOU!

BE A RESIDENT ASSISTANT

A limited number of positions are
available for next semester.

Applications are available in all cluster offices nowl

Applications are due February 19 by 5:00pm

to either Jotinson or Thoreau clusters only.

APPLY NOMfl
\

RECORDS

$1-00 OFF*
All Prerecorded Products

With This Coupon

* per place for product worth more than $1. Expires 3/17

Open 1 days • Thornes Marketplace, 1 50 Main St,

Northampton, MA •584-1580
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EXPANDED FREE WEIGHT ROOM
NEW ABDOMINAL MACHINE
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Did you know?
at the UMass

Division of Cotituiiihis^ Education

• we offer you over 100 evening credit courses?

• there are nearly 100 noncredit workshops?

• that you can take availalMe University day

courses through C ontinuing Education?

• that it's not too late to sign up for a course?

Register now through February 10 for the

course that just might change your life.

Division of Continuing Education

Goodell Buikiing, sixth Hoor

543-2414 (open til 7:IX), Monday through

Ihursday until \vb. 10)

A (fiinlil}/ i\lihnhoii nt affoninbic /'riffs.

Savings from 30-70% off

winter shoes, clothing
& accessories

WtHnrn't Sho«. Clothing & Accruorm

Amhcrti Biaiilrboto

413. 253. 2563 802.254.4421

* Tavern

Open 1 1 am- lam * 7 days a week * Kitchen open 'lil midnight

.. , ,

Don't Forget our Niglitly Specials

9pm - midnight
Monday - IOC Mozzjrcllj Sticks

Tucsdcjy - IOC Mild or f lot Ruttcilo VVinos

Wednesday - 25 C Cheese Pizzd Slices

Ihuisdciy - IOC Chicken "Hot Lips" Nuoviets

Game room with 2 pool tables » We accept MC / VISA / AMEX 549-5403

ALUMNI

CAREER WEEKEND
iBk I t

Do you have a parent or relative who is currently

unemployed or planning a career change? Be sure

to let that person know about this upcoming event

for graduates of the University ofMassachusetts at

Amherst.

<r ?N

WHENj Friday, February 21

6:00 pm - 10:00 pm
Satorddy^ February 22

8:30 am • 6:30 pm
WHERE: Cambridge Center Marriott Hotel

Cambridge Massachusetts

FEATURED SPEAKER:
Dr. Paul Powers, President

Powers <fe Company
Management Psychologists

L

THE UMASS
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL

PRESENTS

TO REGISTER OR FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
Paul Gilroy, Alumni Relations

(413)545-2317

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Friiemily/Soronly P»rk or the Orchird Hill bus route. (413)545-2224.

^here Careers Take OffI
t

SPRING 1992 SORORITY
RUSH

FEBRUARY 18-26

ORIENTATION- TUESDAY FEBRUARY UTH
6PM-8PM IN THE CAMPUS CENTER,

ROOM 904

All University Women Are Welcome To Come Learn About UMass Sorwities

COLLEGIAN
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Cayle Long

Copy Editor Tamir Upton

PhotoTechnician JeffEgan

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas

Production Brad Hutchison

Traci Ann DiSalvatore

Menu
LUNCH

Ravioli Alfredo

Chicken Cutlet

BASICS LUNCH
Falafel Pocket Sand.

Ravioli Alfredo

DINNER
Beef Strips

Broccoli Strudel

BASICS DINNER
Polynesian Vegetables

Broccoli Strudel

'Same as the others, O'Neill. The flippers, the

fishbowl, the frog, the lights, the armor
Just one question remains: Is this the

work of our guy, or a copycat?"

Quote of the Day
"A woman needs a man like a fish needs

a bicycle."

- Bono, of U2

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April 19):

Finding the right words may be diffi-

cult today. Let your imagination flow.

Making cenaindomeitic adjustments
will improve a close relationship.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): You
have a clear path to success now.
Guard against flashy behavior. Let

VIPs know that you respect their views
and they will gladly give yours a

hearing. Resist issuing an ultimatum.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -June 20): It may
be difficult to harmonize with higher-

ups this morning. Avoid a direct

confrontation or your image could
suffer. Work conditions improve when
you show team spirit.

CAfMCER (June 2t-)uly 22): Use
your powers of persuasion to win
people over to your way o( thinking.

You need to be sharp, but not over-

powering. A real breakthrough is

possible where a creative endeavor is

concerned.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Welcome
a chance to break free from recent

financial restrictions. Your accom-
plishments are impressive. Focus on
making influential new contacts.

Perfect your sales techniques.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You
ought to feel invigorated and confident
once you view a perplexing situation

from a distance. Work out a solution

with your assoc iates. Acommon sense

approach will win you new admirers.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Too

much fooling around on the job could
land you in trouble. You may have to

play calch-up and patch-up later this

afternoon. A new relationship will

keep you on your toes.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Making an intelligent concession will

improve a relationship. You can
change your mind without compro-
mising your high standards. Co-
workers will be more cooperative.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21 ): You are a stickler for detail, un-

willing to leave anything to chance.
Keeping someone in the dark about
your plans could lead to a serious

misunderstanding. Take key people
into your confidence.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Open new lines of communication
with partner. Do not let a personality

conflict interfere with progress at

work. Tackling certain projects on
your own will prove therapeutic.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Speak up if you feel your territorial

rights are being violated. Establishing

firm guidelines will make you feel

more secure. A family member may
include you in an investment trans-

action.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): You
come to grips with a problem not of

your own making. Make it your
business to clear up a confusing

situation. Romance smiles on you
tonight. Dress up if going out.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Norse eptc

5 Confederates.

lor short

9 Afr«(Mns. with

"ttte"

13 Letter opener
14 Frencfi cap
15 Do —

ottiers "

16 Highest point

1

7

Saying

18 British gun
19 NFL player

22 Tough wood
23 Meshed latHic

24 Big jet's mil

27 At a distance

30 Trar>quUize

35 Tiny particle

37 Manipulales

39 Honeydew
40 NFL player

43 Actress

Verdugo
44 Giselle

"

composer
Adolphe

45 Regale
46 Conveys
48 Moved rapidly

50 Neither s

companion
51 Be in debt

53 Diving bird

55 NFL player

64 Hoarfrost

65 Impudence
66 PuHed apart

67 Kind of exam
68 Avarice

69 Famous garden

70 Repudiate

71 Old or young
ending

72 Do an usher s

job

DOWN
1 Dutch cheese
2 Tenth part

Comb form

3 Condemn
4 Sports palace

5 Renovate
6 Part of GEO

7 Started

8 Allen and
Martin

9 Elephant

feature

10 Against

1

1

Sun disk

12 Yearn
14 Very shy

20 Conductor—PeKka
Salonen

21 Articles

24 More rational

25 Stone pillar

26 Dry

28 Confused
29 Peruses
31 Unhearing
32 Space t>eing

33 Lone Ranger s

pal

34 Come in'

36 — Lisa

38 Kind of bean
41 Textile fiber

42 Slandered

47 Playground
gear

49 Fk}p

52 Put into action

54 Flying toys

55 Urge on
56 Empkly
57 Muskat's

country

58 Slippery

59 Algonquian-

speaker

60 Declare

61 Orbital

point

62 Region
63 Pre-Easter

period

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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Alums, O'
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

A concerned group of alumni have or-

ganized to investigate the workings ofthe

University of Massachusetts Athletic De-

partment among a disruption caused by a

large and sudden budget cut to the

University's football program.

Frank DiTomasso. the captain of the

1980 Minutemen, and an executive board

of an unnamed coalition have a meeting

scheduled for this afternoon with Chan-

cellor Richard O'Brien to discuss the

administration's recent decision-making

and the program's funding.

David Bischoflf, the dean of the School

of Physical Education, and Frank
Mclnerney, the Director ofAthletics, have

been invited to the meeting as well.

"It's about fact finding," DiTomasso said.

"Our goal is to find outwhat happened, who
did it and where the program is going."

On Dec. 4, University President E.K.

Fretwell and O'Brien alongwith interested

Trustees decided to reduce the number of

football scholarships for next year.

The reduction became public when the

Nation ^aiazn cz/Xs-itauxant

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

10 Belchcilown Rd. • Route 9 Amherst • 256-0251/0252

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

Minimum $15 plus $2 delivery charge

'FFET &SUNDAYBRUNCH
Buffet served Saturday 5-9p.m.

,^ Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99
Children under 10 - $3.00

rAEROBICSn
LoziJ Impact

Step

!Hi/L(m>

team's head coach, Jim Reid, verbally re-

signed upon hearing of the cuts for the

first time, Jan. 23.

"Our group would like to work hand in

hand, inside and outside, with the admin-

istration in any and all aspects of the

Athletic Department," DiTomasso said.

"We're going to take our direction based

on the facts."

O'Brien said yesterday that DiTomasso

requested the meeting and was unsure of

the content.

"I'm going to go in and listen to their

concerns," O'Brien said.

Asked if he was displeased with the

handling ofthe situation surrounding the

football program, O'Brien said, "There are

some judgement calls I would have made
difierently."

Nick Salmon, a captain of the 1988

team, expressed his concerns to DiTamasso

last week.

"I don't think the department has been

nm properly," Salmon said yesterday. "I

think the people running the department

should just step aside. They don't have

what it takes. They have no creativity and

no drive. They're trying to pull the wool

over our eyes with all of their informal

meetings."

Salmon expressed his displeasure that

the department spent money to send

several administrators toJanuary'sNCAA
Convention in CaUfomia.

"It's management like that that got us

upset and makes us want to take action,"

Salmon said.

Salmon also said the alumni is so upset

it may cause some of them to limit their

contributions.

"They [alumni] are going to be less apt

to donate more money," he said.

Kelser

Nautilus

Free Weights

Cybex
LIfecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB

256-0080

T-shirts • Sweats

^«A Oe^fn Of^ Oa/^^

Student Rates

Free Pick-up
& Delivery

Fax &. Phone 1-800-443-1208

M.
SILKSCREEN PRINIING

UNIQUE AUTO SALES

Rt. 9 • 389 COtft St, tahcKt

$500.00 Discount for

College Students
'89 Geo Spectrum $4295

'89 Hyundai Excel $3450
'88 Toyota Tercel $2950
'86 Ford Bronco II $4995
'86 Volkswagen

JettaGLI $4400
86 Toyota Corolla $3995
'86 Nissan Stanza $2400

Prices include discount

Offer expires 2- 17-92

293-4282

Want to earn BIG money?

On a small investment?

It's Staring you
right in the face.

<\j\>K^y>K^yfWW '^ 'j'^wjK'Vvj\/\f'JWK}K>ww^> ' . ,IJ \JK> '^ JfJ'J 'J^'^\>\/V <JK'\>\'WKJ\r\>K> 'JKf'J <J '̂ iKI

§S2yvS

STEINBECK
COLUSION REPAIR

&
AUTOBODY

53 S. Prospect St. Amherst Center

lmports& other unibody Accepted by all insurance

vehicles are our specialty companies for collision ^,
repair or slass replacement^^

REMEMBER
lt*s your car and your choice of repair facilities

Collegian
Advertising
545-3500
We reach students.

19,000 copies, every day!

lAfORKSHOPS
Job Employee Matching System

Monday & Tuesday

February 10*^ & ir^

Rooms 917 • Campus Center

at

11:30 a.m.

2:30 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

and

6:00 p.m.
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Peluso, a model of high standards
By BRIAN GORMLEY
Collegian Staff

Jay Peluso is a student, a member of the Air Force
ROTC, and a star swimmer for the University of Mas-
sachusetts swimming team. For most people, setting the
UMass record in both the 200 Individual Medley ( 1 :54.85)

and the 400 I.M. (4.06.91) would be enough to make a
season, or even a career. Peluso, on the other hand, says
that he has not even reached the standards that he has
set for himself for this year.

"I haven't met my goals for this season yet," says the
Cumberland, R.I. native. "But I hope to go under 1:54 in

the 200 I.M. and under 2:05 in 200 breaststroke."

Currently, Peluso is preparing for the New England
Championships at Bowdoin College (Feb. 13-15) where
he expects to swim the fastest times of the season.

Judging by the fact that Peluso, ajunior, has blossomed
into what coach Russ Yarworth says is the team's "most
consistent swimmer", one would assume he was born

wearing a swimming cap. This is not the case, however,

as he says he never would have started swimming had it

not been for the urging of his mother.

"I started swimming when I was a freshmen in high

sch(X)l, which is not very long ago compared to a lot of

guys," he said. "A lot ofthe really good swimmers, such as

Scott Reed, started when they were under eight years old.

I didn't even want to start swimming because I didn't

want to wear the suit, but my mom signed me up anyway
and it just stuck."

Although Peluso is the first in his family to swim
competitively, he says the rest of the family is equally

active in sports.

"My sister plays college basketball and volleyball at

Quinnipiac, my little brother is really into football, my
father played lacrosse for Brown, and my mother is just

a very big sports fan."

To maintain his conditioning throughout the year,

Peluso plays waterpolo for UMass in the spring and for

the U.S. team at Brown University in the summer. He
also likes to Uft weights and play basketball.

Yarworth assessed Peluso as a swimmer and a leader.

"Jay is probably the most versatile swimmer that I

have ever coached, he's the kind of person who will swim
in any event. He also has tremendous team attributes. In

and out of the pool he is a leader emotionally and

iHW
Now Playing

BUGSY
First Area Showing

Starring

Warrren Beatty

Annette Beninq

Showtimes:
Fri Sun.

7pm & 9;30pm
Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7 30pm
Adults $5.00

Student w/valid I D $4 00

Get Personal this Valentines Day!

Tell someone special how you feel

with CollGgiSn valentine Personals.

/25% OFF
\ regular student classified price.

\Includes color!^
Look for our table

on the Campus Center Concourse.
Or come to Campus Center Room 113.

physically."

Although Peluso plans to continue swimming after

college, he is also looking forward to taking a break from
swimming's relentless schedule.

"During the season I spend about four hours a day in

the pool, and there really is no off-season in swimming
because after the swimming season I go right into

waterpolo," Peluso said.

11mmp
vcz^&

GODS BE

PRAISED!

HE HAS

RETURNED

BOW

TO HIS

AWESOME

PRESENCE!
•••Maf* 1

Deadline for Valentine Personals is Wed., Feb. 12th. at 3:30 pm.

Valentine Personals will be published Friday, Feb. 14th. I I

SAME BAT CHANNEL
Hampshire Mall Hadlcy

Mon-Sat 10-9 • Sun 12-5 • 586-8775

Oh, We Sell Comics, Too.

Classifieds
rOMF TO THE COUIGIAN OFFICE 113 CAMPUSCEmR » MON. THURS. 8:miO FRIDAY 8.m:30 ' DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAWN - 20cA^ORD/DAY FOR STUDEm CASH IN ADVANCE

ACTIVITIES

FREE MEDITATION WORKSHOPI
Find inner peace.

Tuesdays 7:30-9:30pm Rm. 168C CC.

Starts 2'1 1/92

Call Cathy 253-4161

NAMASKAR.

MASSPIRG General Interest Meeting to-

morrowFeb 1 1 7pmEarthloodsGet|nvolved'

MM Winter Blaahs? Spring break is just

around the comer. Visit the Credit Union

Get your spring l>raakJoan today

POOL LEAGUE Feb 10-May 25 Mondays

7pm Play in favorite local bar. 5-81eam $10

membership Join by Mario Lynda 665 -8661

UMASS
OUTING
CLUB

Meeting tonight

CC 804-08 7:00pm

All are welcome!

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Bed and Breakfast

Downtown Amherst. Ideal tor visiting par-

ents and Iriends 549-0733

CAUFORNIA-$1 49! Anytime, fly eitherway.

coast -to-coasl (iPortland'Seattle')

Caribtjean-only $189 roundtrip air to some-

wtiere sunny and warm Hitch a ride

Europe only $160 each way!

AirhHch 212-864-2000

NAKED RADIO MEETINGII
WOCH. the UMass Cable Radio Station

which plays the music you want to hear, will

hold its first general meeting on Monday

night.

Time - 745 pm.

Place - Grayson Classroom. Orchard Hill

Agenda • Scheduling. Elections. Station

Business. Old members must show - New

ones invited, too.

PHI ALPHA THETA History Honors Society

accepting new members, pick up applic. in

History Office 6th floor Herler. Deadline

2)25. _^

AUTO FOR SALE

CHEAP) FBtAJ^S. SEIZED
89 MERCEDES $200

86 WV $50

87 MERCEDES $100

65 MUSTANG $50

Choose from thousands starling $25

FREE 24 Hour Recording Reveals

Details 801 -379-2929 Copyright »MA1 5KJC

HAZOA GLC 1981 4spd 104K Runs and

Drives inspectable 586-1 194 $500/bo

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats. 4wheelers.

motorhomes by FBI, IRS, DBA. Available

your area now. Call 1-605-682-7555 Ext.C-

1675

CHEN STYLE TAI CHI

MEDITATION-IN-MOTION with stow-last.

soft-vigorous, empty-solid movements Free

first lesson 6;4Spm Feb25 Northampton 545-

5923

COUEOE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
t.arge cheese $6 00

Small cheese $3 50

Add$1 lor 1or2 toppings

Free soda w/ large sub, salad, or

spaghetti

Must mention this ad

549-6073 549-6098

COLLEGE PIZZA

Now Faaturlng SIIcmII

FEMALE ROOMIE NEEDED NOWl

HELP! I need a roommate!! And you want to

live here. Sunderland - furnished apt. with

utilities on bus route for just $250 a month !
II

you're a non-smoking, non-druggie female

who needs a place to live, call Heather at

665-1 190 Hurry!

FOR RENT

Fridge ranaia Ca\ 253-9742

Need a room cheap on campus CaR 549-

0133 ask for Jeff

ONE BEDROOM in beautiful Mill Valley apt

In South Amherst Clean, Quiet, luxurious.

Call after 7pm 253-9692

ROOM FOR RENTI Cheap 4 llexiWe! Just

oft campus All utilities included. Dont miss

this deal! Call 549-5107 Ask for Steve

Sunderland Apartment Bus route Rentnow

gel one month free 665-8669 ^
TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT, Btown

$375 Call 256-1045

FOR SALE

0OU*LEMD$855S4-2784^

GUITAR AND AMP FOR SALE

Grefll first electric

loud amp
$190 or BO
Call 586-7353

QRANOUOTHER-S MINK COAT
10-12$100
549-4401

LOSE FAT
Without dieting nowl

549-4401

LOVE SCENT, known to enhance and

stimulate the senses Rare Alrican import,

Oil$8.75/lncense$6.00 Uncommon Scents

107 Vernon Street, Northampton. Massa-

chusetts 1 060

SKIS/BOOTS
Lacroix Skis

Lange boots

great condition

549-9932

STEREO FLEA MARKET
Buy/sellflrade, Sundays 9-5, Jackson's Flea

Mkt,. Mountain Farms Mall. Hadley. Use*
new components, wide variety Other days

call S/AA/ Exchange. 256-3404

STUDIO CONSOLE PIANO, winter $1000

Excellent tune * condition 256-4279

WET SUIT Body Glove blkAgry sz L Mint

584-9543 Arnold

FOUND

FOUND MONEY IN Campus Center 2:00 2/

6 Call 259- 1 959

HELP WANTED

Alaska Summer Employment- Fisheries.

Earn $5.000+/month. Free transportation!

Room + board! Over 8,000 openings, Male

or female. For employment program call 1 -

206-545-4155 6x1296

Amherst College Gospel Choir is looking

for a pianist. All Five College students wel-

come Fore more inlo . Call 542-3372

Applications now being accepted at Ad-

missions Center for Tour Guides. Student

Admissions Representatives, and Summer
Counselors.

Apply now to be a Tour Guide, Summer
Counselor, or Student Admissions Repre-

sentative. Applications available on Con-

course.

$40,aO(Vyrl READ BOOKS
and TV Scripts. Fill out simple

nike/don't like" fonri EASY!
Fun, relaxing at home, t>each,

vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.

FREE 24 Hour Recording

801-379-2925 Copyright fMAI SKEB

Chlldcare wanted for 2 yr old Tues i Thurs

9:00am - 1 :00pm $5/hr Call «3-0866

EVENING JOBS! Environmental campaign

wrofk. Fight pollution with Clean Water Ac-

tion. $7/Tir. On buslines. Call 584-9830

Got a Real Job
Tired of meaningless work' Help protect the

environment with Greenpeace Full and part-

time canvassing positions from 3 to 10pm

$175 to 350/woek Call Rick @ 549-0507

GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIPS with GEO-
Seeking 8 UMass grad students lor organiz-

ing work. Training provided. $3500'semes-

ter tuition and lee waivers. Graduate Em-

ptoyee Organization. 545-5317. Deadline

Feb 14

NEWSTUDENTS PROGRAM- Happy soph

,

jrs. srs needed lor summer, May27-Julyl8

Weteome the class of '96. Applications Ad-

missions Center.

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many posi-

tions Great benefits. Call 805-682-7555 Ext

P-3306

INSTRUCTION

EARN CREOOIT SCUBA DIVINQ

Basic course 2 credits G09 Scuba

Key Largo spring break trip 2 credits G10
Sport Scuba
New England Advanced course 2 credits

G1 1 Advanced Scuba

For more information call 545-2336

GUITAR LESSONS- Learn what you want

Call Jon Garner 665-7756

JEWISH-GENTILE CHILDREN

DISCUSSION GROUP BY and lor children

ol Jewish-Gentile intermarriage lOflOAMTue

Hillel House 388 NPIeasant 549-1710

" LEGAL HELP "

Questions about your lease.'security de-

posit deductions'' Questions about sublet-

ting/assigning leases? Questions about the

condition ol your new house or apartment?

Contact the Legal Services Center. 922

Campus Ctr, 545-1995

LOST

If you mistakenly took my brown leather

jacket Irom The Pub on 2/5 please call 549-

9362. Reward

bnoMA Use plate 996-SCW missing from

E-lot Call 546-1414

Woman's Seiko Watch, brown leather band

in Curry Hk:ks Sentimental value. Please

call 549-7590

PERSONAL

Kristin

Happy Birthday!

remember to use your head

and sleep in youi own bed

kive the sledding club

P.P. Pukay-
You guys have been great!!

Thanx 4 all the puzzles * edible u.w.

Luv, FREQ-T

SINGING VALENTINES
Delivered anywhere

549-6289

HEY BERNIE-
Happy2lst
Dont forget those underneath you

Love Babs

RIDERS WANTED

Do you want to go to

Madison Wisconsin

Feb 1310 17

Call if you want to go with me,

hetp drive and share expenses

Sandy 546-5339

RUSH PIKE

The fraternity with a commitment to excel-

Open Rush Dates: Feb 11. 12. 13. 18. 19.

418 N.PIeasant St. 8-10pm

RUSHZETAPSI

HEY! HEY! YEAH YOU! Why donlyoucome
down, eat some food and meet the guys from

Zeta Psi Rush dates are: Feb 10 rm 02

Newman Center 7-9, Feb 1 2 rm. 02 Newman
Center 8-10, Feb 13 Campus Center rm.

90408 (9th floor), Feb 18 CC rm 90509 7-9,

Feb 20 CC rm 1 62, Come and check us out.

It will definetly be worth it!

ROOMMATE WANTED

HOUSEMATE WANTED to lake large bed-

room N Amherst house near Pullers Pond

$216/mo, 548-9145

RUSH DELTA CHI

RUSHa Call us, we pick you up, go to house,

we meet you, you meet us, free food, great

guys, and good lime to be had by all.

Fob 10 Mon "Pool tournament" 8- 10pm

Feb 12 Wed "Buffalo wings" 8-1 0pm
Feb 17 Mon "Regression to Mexico" 8pm
Feb 19 Wed "Spaghetti dinner" 6-8pm

Call Matt at 546-7038 or Steve at 549-6505

lor info., rides or if you have questions.

SERVICES

FREE pregnancy testing: confidential and

caring support. BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

NEED FINANCIAL AID? Low grades, high

parental income no obstacle . 253-0527

ORDER AVON!
Call 546-1999

For free brochures/samples

TRAVEL

DAYTONA BEACH! -SPRING BREAK '92

March 13-22. Includes seven nights ocean-

front hotel plus roundtnp motorcoach. Only

$259 00! Call Yankee Tours 1-800-

9DA'yT0NA MF 8-6

FREETRAVEL- Aircouriers and cruiseships.

Students also needed Christmas ,
spring and

summer for amusement park employment.

Call 805-682-7555 Ext F-1426

SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Panama City. Cancun, Jamaica

Call Stacey at 549-0840

some sun? I have great deals on

spring break trips to Jamaica, Cancun, and

Bahamas. Call Dena nights 549-5740

Ski-lnttrcoilegiate Ski Weeks, $189 in-

cludes: 5 day lilt ticket/ Snights

lodging(mountainside condo)/ 5 days

intercollegiate activities (drinking age-18).

sponsored by Labatts & Ml Sutton, Canada

(just across the Vermont border). Group

leader discounts Spring txeak 92 Call Ski

Travel UnHmited 1 -800-999-SKJI-9

YOU'VE ONLY GOTONE WEEK TO LIVE!

Do spring break in Jamaica. Bahamas,

Cancun. Margarita, from $369!! Hotel, air.

translers. parties! Sun Splash Tours 1-800-

426-7710,

TYPING

Naod your papers typed? Quick, accural*

servk». Call Brian 546-3563

PAPERS, RESUMES, THESiS-
Word processing, laser prinling-

Call Rosemary 323-5031

WANTED

NEED PSYCH380 NUTR230 MUS100 549-

1 149 Leave message

WOMEN NEEDED FOR intramural basket-

ball team. Tuesday at 7pm 215 Boyden 5-

2693
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Sports
Game Summary

St. Joseph's 31 — 42 73

Massachusetts 37 — 44 81

St. Joseph's (73)

Amos 5-1 1 4-4 14,Warley3-8 7-7 14.

Poles 0-2 0-0 0, Blunt 8-147-11 25,

Curry 3-8 1-2 7, McKay 0-10-0 0,

Daly 1-1 l-24,VercruyssenO-00-00,

Guokas 1-1 1-2 3, Jones 3-8 0-0 6.

Totals: 24-54 21-28 73.

Mossachusetts(81)

Barbee 1-9 1-1 3. H. Williams 5-8 7-9

1 7 . Hemdon 5-5 5-10 15, Brown 3-4

1-2 8. McCoy 9-19 7-8 25, M. Wil-

liams 0-2 OO 0, Kellogg 1-2 0-0 3,

Roe 2-3 4-4 8, Malloy 1-3 0-1 2. K.

Robinson 0-0 0-0 0. Totals: 27-55 25-

35 81.

Three-point goals: St. Joseph's 4-8

(Amos 0-2. Worley 1-2. Blunt 2-2,

Curry 0- 1 . Daly 1 -
1 ). Massachusetts

2-6 (Barbee 0-2, H. Williams 0-1.

Brown 1-2. Kellogg 1-1). Rebounds:

St. Joseph's 35 (Blunt 1 1). Massa-

chusetts 32 (H. Williams 12). Assists:

St Josephs 10(Blunt3). Massachu-

setts 16 (Brown 5). Fouled out:

Guokas. Poles. Technicals: None.

Attendance: 4,058.

Player of the game
University of Mas-
sachusetts guard
Jim McCoy scored

a season-high 25

points, 21 of which
carT>e in the sec-

ond half. When the

Minutemen trailed

60-59 . he scored six

consecutive points

in a crucial second
half stretch which
put UMoss ahead
for good.

Jim McCoy
6'4 Sr. G

Pittsburg, PA

Why UMass won

The Minutemen went on a 1 0-

1

run that left the Hawks 8 points

down with 5:21 to play. St. Joe's

just could not stop Jinn McCoy
in the second half, as he shot 7-

for-1 1 after internnission and fin-

ished with 25 points. UMass
guard Derek Kellogg came off

the bench in the first half and
played aggressive defense,

picking up three steals in just

five minutes. Kellogg's full-court

pressure-defense slowed down
the Hawks' attack, especially

Rap Curry, who finished with 7

points. Harper Williams and Will

Hemdon scored 17 and 15

points respectively.

Atlantic 10 Standings
W-L Pet.

West Virginia 8-1 .889

Massachusetts 7-3 .700

Temple 8-4 .667

Rhode Island 6-3 .667

George Washington 5-5 .500

Duquesne 3-6 .333

Rutgers 3-7 .300

St. Joseph's 3-7 .300

St. Bonaventure 1-8 .111

UMass' next opponent

The University of Massachusetts

hosts Temple University on Sun-

day afternoon atthe Curry Hicks
Cage (4:30 p.m.) Temple is 1 2-8

and has a game Thursday night

at Memphis State. The Owls
beat the Minutemen in Phila-

delphia earlier this season, 83-

61 . The Minutemen have never

beaten Temple in 21 games.
Temple got good guard-play in

the first meeting and its 2-3 zone
affectively shut down UMass'

inside game.

McCoy shoots down Hawks
•^ T., .-.1 r i„o„ » flnnr for the pame. did some things ii

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

The knock on Jim McCoy is he's not

tough enough, he can't hit longjump shots,

he doesn't take it to the basket strong, he

tends to take bad shots and occasionally

disappears in the course of a game.

Try telling all that to St. Joseph's coach

John Griffin, who watched McCoy torch

his team for 25 points (21 in the second

half) and he would probably give you one

of those *are you nuts' looks.

Even McCoy's biggest critics had to

love what he did in the second half of

Saturday night's University of Massa-

chusetts 81-73 win over St. Joseph's at the

Curry Hicks Cage.

"It was a war out there," McCoy said.

"In the second half, St. Joe's started to

take control. We needed someone to step

up. In the first half, I just didn't have any

shots."

"Derek Kellogg got him [McCoy]

started," said UMass coach John Calipari.

"He created easy shots for him. I was

happy Derek was aggressive."

Kellogg, a freshman who considered

red-shirting before the season, came off

the bench and had three steals in five

minutes. His play impressed his coach so

much, he earned a start in the second half

"I'm proud of Derek's effort," Calipari

said. "He didn't make great plays, he made

easy plays. I started him in the second half

because of the way he played in the first

halfand because Anton [Brown] had three

fouls. But mostly because of the way he

plaved."

Kellogg said, "Jim McCoy really stepped

up tonight. When he's hitting, anyone can

play point guard."

After the Minutemen (19-4, 7-3 in the

Atlantic 10) jumped out to a 46-31 lead

with 18:03 remaining in the game, the

Hawks (9-11,3-7) mounted a 21-4 run to

go ahead 52-49 with 11:47 left.

McCoy then hit a spinning jumper in

the lane and another from the elbow to put

UMass back on top by 1, 53-52.

The lead see-sawed back and fourth,

until UMass picked up the tempo and

scored 10 of the next 11 points. At that

point, the Minutemen led 69-61 with 5:21

remaining and St. Joe's never pulled closer

than three.

Down the stretch, UMass, which has

struggled at the free throw line all season,

made 4 of 6 foul shots to preserve the win.

The Minutemen, who are shooting 65

percent from the line as a team, converted

25 of 35 freebies for the game.

"Every free throw that we had to make,

we made," Calipari said.

Bernard Blunt (25 points, 11 rebounds)

and Craig Amos (14 points) each scored

four points in the final 2:36, to pull the

Hawks to 76-73 with :36 remaining. But

McCoy's two fast break dunks in the final

:29 dispelled any hopes of an upset.

"When you get down 15 points and

come back, that is the sign of a team with

character," Griffin said. "We're beyond

the point where we look at this as a moral

victory. It's still a conference loss."

The Minutemen jumped out to a quick

11-3 lead, before St. Joe's was able to

regroup and actually tie the game at 17

with 10:27 to go in the first half

William Herndon (15 points, 6 re-

bounds) led the Minutemen with 11 first

half-points, while Harper Williams (17

points, 12 rebounds) had eight. Herndon

scored his 1,000th point as a Minuteman

on a finger roll drive, which at the time put

UMass ahead 17-12. Hemdon, along with

Williams, Tony Barbee and McCoy have

all scored over 1,000 points for their ca-

reers.

Herndon, who was 5-for-5 from the

floor for the game, did some things in the

first halfthat quite honestly should not be

allowed. Other than the typical Brown-

to-Hemdon ally-oop which we have come

to expect, the 6-foot-3 forward tipped in a

missed shot, by soaring through the air,

over McCoy (and several others) and fin-

ger-rolled the ball in.

St. Joe's took its first lead with 9:07

remaining,when BernardJones converted

a fast-break layup. The Hawks actually

led 26-21 with 6:11 remaining. However,

the Minutemen went on a 16-5 run to

close out the half ahead 37-31. Hemdon
scored UMass' final six points, including

"the tip".

Collegian photo by Christopher Evan*

Harper Williams gets swallowed up by two St. Joseph's defenders

in Saturday's 81-73 University of IVIassachusetts win at the Curry

Hicks Cage.

Kellogg^s hustle sparks UMass
D.. noiTT-r MORRIS ^^^^ ter. fallinc behind for the first trnie in the "It's a high for me to get in the game,"
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Jim McCoy had 25 points and Harper

Williams a double-double, but it may have

been Derek Kellogg's 14 tireless minutes

off the bench that led to the University of

Massachusetts basketball team's 19th win,

81-73, Saturday night over St. Joseph's.

Kellogg, who entered the game aver-

aging only 5.7 minutes in 14 previous

contests, checked in vnth 4:30 to play in

the first half with the Minutemen trailing

26-23, and sparked a 12-5 run to give

UMass a 37-31 halftime advantage.

Kellogg had three steals and one re-

bound before the intermission while

causing instant havoc among the Hawks'

offense.

"Derek's what we needed to get us go-

ing," UMass center Harper Williams said.

"We needed someone to come in and play

hard and aggressively, and he did just

that."

Just as the Minutemen started to fal-

ter, falling behind for the first time in the

game by three, Kellogg's hustle spread to

the rest of the team.

"He played with a lot of enthusiasm,

which made us play with a lot of enthu-

siasm," Williams said. "He never quits."

UMass coach John Calipari said, "We
would've been down 8 to 10 [

points at half

time] if he didn't play in the first half"

Kellogg, a freshman from Springfield's

Cathedral High School, was rewarded with

a start in the second halfand directed the

Minutemen to a 9-0 run and their biggest

lead ofthe game, 15 points,just under two

minutes after the intermission. Kellogg

also contributed a 3-pointer in the flurry.

"He didn't make great plays," Calipari

said. "He made easy plays, got the ball

into the post. He defended and helped us

make a run."

"I tried to do whatever I could to change

the flow of the game in our favor and I

guess it worked," Kellogg said. "I think

the time I contributed were quality min-

utes.

"It's a high for me to get in the game,"

he said. "And I wanted to make the best of

it."

"The Energizer Bunny," as nicknamed

by Williams, is known as one of the

Minutemen's hardest practice players

when he is usually assigned to guard

teammate and UMass' top scorer Jim
McCoy.

"He works hard all the time," said

fellow point guard Anton Brown. 'The

way he practices really helps him in games

like this."

A McDonald's honorable mention All-

American in high school , Kellogg was also

credited with getting McCoy on track to

his season-high output.

"Derek Kellogg got him [McCoy ] going,"

CaHpari said. "(Hej got us started by

giving him easy shots."

Asked if Kellogg would see more play-

ing time in the Minutemen's remaining

games, Calipari said, "I don't make that

decision, the players do."
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CATNAP — Jennifer Kelly, a senior economics major, sits on a picnic table outside
Flint Lab.

Reid to resign,
may take job
at Richmond
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts football coach Jim Reid
will officially end his 19-year alliance with the school

Thursday and may be offered an assistant coachingjob at
the University of Richmond.

Reid, who spent the last six years as head coach,
verbally resigned on Jan. 23 after being notified by the
Athletic Department that scholarships which he had
already promised to incoming high school recruits would
not be honored.

Richmond coachJim Marshall said late last night that
Reid will be offered a job coaching inside linebackers,
perhaps within a few days.

"A lot depends on whether he wants to live in Rich-
mond," Marshall said. "I've known Jim for a long time
and he would be a welcome addition to this program. He
would add enthusiasm, knowledge and the kids would
love to play for him."

Last Thursday, Reid wrote a letter to Chancellor
Richard O'Brien which the coach believed was his letter

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16

Tyson convicted on rape charge
Ex-heavyweight champ may face 60 years in prison
By LISA LEVITT RYCKMAN
Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS — Boxer Mike Tyson was found
guiltyMonday ofrapinga Miss Black America contestant
who said he lured her to his hotel room and overpowered
her.

Jurors deliberated about 9 hours before reaching their
verdict in the case, which threatens to end the rags-to-
riches career ofone ofthe most prominent athletes of his
generation. Tyson was the youngest heavyweight
champion ever, and had been planning a comeback in a
title fight againstchampion Evander Holyfield this spring.

Tyson, 25, sat staring straight ahead impassively as
the verdict was read. He was found guilty of sdl charges
he faced— one count of rape and two counts of criminal
deviate conduct.

The judge said Tyson could remain free on $30,000
bond and set sentencing for March 6. He faces up to 60
years in prison.

Tyson and his entourage, including his promoter Don
King, left the courthouse without making any comment.

The trial followed, and was often compared to, two
other cases in which relatively unknown women said
they were wronged by powerful men— Clarence Thomas
and William Kennedy Smith.

But prosecutor Greg Garrison afterward discouraged
such comparisons.

"It's clear that when a one-on-one crime results in a
conviction, it's always a victory in a sense. However, we
don't want to make it bigger than it is," he said.

The 18-year-old victim was not in the courtroom when
the verdict was returned.

Asked what his most effective evidence was, Garrison
said, "That beautiful 18-year-old kid wath a pure heart.

She's a young person with a lot of courage."

Mike Tyson

Alex Haley,
Roots author,
dies at age 70
By JAMES L. ENG
Associated Press

SEATTLE — Alex Haley, the Pulitzer Prize-

winning writer whose book "Roots" told the story of
the Black experience inAmerica and inspired people
of all races to search for their ancestors, died

Monday. He was 70.

Haley, whose other works included "The Auto-
biography ofMalcolm X," died of a heart attack at

Swedish Hospital, said hospital spokeswomanJane
Anne Wilder.

Haley had been scheduled to speak Tuesday at

the BangorNaval Submarine Base near Bremerton,
said Liz Beauton of the base's human resources

department. Survivors include Haley's third wife.

My, £md a son. Bill. Haley won the 1977 Pulitzer

Prize for "Roots: the Saga ofan American Family,"

the gripping story of his family's monumental
journey from Africa to American slavery and ulti-

mately to freedom.

The result of 12 years research, the book blended
fact and imagined detail in tracing Haley's family

back six generations to Kunta Kinte, who was
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Hite opposes tuition retention

Collegian photo by Jo«h Reynolds

Jon Hite

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This the third in a six-

part series profiling the candidates for the
Third Hampshire District's state repre-

sentative seat.

Amherst Democrat Jon Hite has often

said he wouldn't have been able to attend
college if it weren't for the University of

Massachusetts.

A 1978 graduate ofthe University, Hite
is competing with Ellen Story and "Terry

Franklin ofAmherst and Norman Page of

Pelham for the Democratic nomination on
Feb. 18 for the Amherst-Pelham state

representative seat vacated by State Sen.
Stanley Rosenberg in late September.

Hite, who describes himself as "testy,

impatient and driven," but also as some-
one who likes to listen and who enjoys the
company of his friends, said he values the
role the University played in his life.

"I have a passion for UMass that comes
from knowing how important it was to my

life," Hite said. "I'm a progressive who
believes in opportunity and who under-

stands that formany people in our society,

the barriers to equality are formidable

and need to be knocked dov»m."

One issue that Hite, 36, has made a
cornerstone of his campaign is Gov. Wil-

liam Weld's proposal for the University to

adopt full tuition retention. Hite has
emerged as the campaign's strongest op-

ponent of the proposal, calling it a "poi-

soned apple."

"IfMassachusetts were the kind ofstate
that had the tradition of financing and
philosophically supporting UMass like

other states, then tuition retention would
be an avenue to maintain a margin of

excellence," Hite said. "Unfortunately, in

Massachusetts, tuition retention is rap-

idly becoming an excuse for the legisla-

ture and governor to decimate the budget
at student's expense."

Hite, currently on leave from hisjob as
deputy director of the Northampton
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New Kids speak (?) out in suit
By ELINOR MILLS
Associated Press

BOSTON— A lawyer for the mega-stars New Kids on

the Block said the group will file a lawsuit Monday
accusing a former producer of slander for telling the

media the singers lip-synced their songs.

public and within the music industry, have been iryured

in their good name and business reputation and have

suffered embarrassment and mental pain and anguish,"

the complaint said.

McPherson, a music professor at the University of

Massachusetts, is suing Starr, claiming he owes him

royalties. McPherson could not be reached for comment;

The complaint, to be filed in Superior Court in Boston, his phone number is unlisted
^

. . ^ . ^^_ fYhe group's agent. Bob Woolf, had previously said
asks the court to assess punitive damages against Gre-

gory McPherson for statements he made to the New York

Post that appeared on Jan. 29.

"Everything that man said was untrue and
defamatory." Leonard Lewin. the pop group's attorney

said Sunday night.

McPherson told the Postand other media organizations

the New Kids did no more than 20 percent of their music

and that New Kids' creator and manager Maurice Starr

and his brother, Michael Johnson, did the singing in

concerts and on albums.

Starr has said he and Johnson have only done back-

ground vocals.

The New Kids have "suffered humiliation and have

McPherson, who also played keyboard, was fired by the

group. Woolf could not be reached Sunday night for

further comment.
Lewin said McPherson unjustly dragged the New

Kids into his suit against Starr.

"We weren'teven named in the lawsuit he IMcPherson ]

started against Maurice Starr and yet these statements

were made." Lewin said. "My guess is that McPherson is

using it as leverage to get Maurice to cave in to him, to

give him some money."

The New Kids' suit dubbed McPherson's lip-sync al-

legations "vindictive."

Last week, a Chicago fan sued the New Kids for $75

been subject to contempt, disgrace and ridicule before the million, contending the group defrauded consumers.
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kidnapped from Gambia, West Africa, in 1967 and shipped

to this country as a slave.

The book sold 6 miUion hardcover copies and has been

translated into at least 37 languages. TheABC television

miniseries adapted from the book drew 130 million view-

ers over seven nights in January 1977, then the largest

program audience ever.

"He was truly a gifted person who wrote a book that

was monumental," said NAACP Executive Director Ben-

jamin Hooks.
Haley's warmhearted and rich descriptions of his

ancestors' lives set off a wave of interest in genealogy,

lasting long after the book faded from best-seller Usts.

"He was enormously important, probably more impor-

tant than most of us really realize," said U.S. Education

Secretary Lamar Alexander.

"His importance will be lasting. It wasn't 15 minutes

in the sunlight; itll last forever."

In an interview last Tuesday. Haley said he was still

getting reactions from "Roots" decades later.

"To this day, people, particulary African-American

people but White people as well, will just totally, unex-

pectedly. . . walk up and not say a word, just walk up and

hug you and then say Thank You,' " he told radio station

WKYS in Washington. D.C.
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The book made Haley rich, generating a steady stream

of royalties and making him a fixture on the lecture

circuit.

It also attracted four plagiarism suits. Three were

tossed out of court but Haley settled out-of-court with

author Harold Cortlander, who charged Haley lifted a

100-word segment from his novel, "The African." Haley

said the passage "was in something somebody had given

me."
Haley, the eldest of three sons, was bom in Ithaca,

N.Y., on Aug. 11, 1921, and raised from infancy in the

west Tennessee town of Henning by his maternal

grandmother. His father, a college professor, was studying

in the North, and his mother, a grammar school teacher,

died young.

"I find that Southern-born people, White or Black,

tend to be better raised that people from other sections,"

he said in a 1988 interview. "Grandma taught me like

that."

For example, Grandma would not have approved of

four-letter words or explicit sex scenes, Haley said, so

"Roots" didn't have any.

Haley graduated from high school at 15 and had two

years of college before enlisting in the Coast Guard as a

mess boy in 1939.

He began his writing career on Coast Guard ships

during World War II, first penning love letters for ship-

mates, then working, then working on manuscripts. The
Coast Guard created the special position ofchiefjournalist

for him in 1952.

He did much of his later writing abroad cargo ships,

booking passage several times a year to escape telephones

and speaking invitations.
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Local
SW security system gets mixed review
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

The fournew security systems installed

over winter intersession to beef up secu-

rity in each of the Southwest high-rise

residence halls have received mixed re-

actions from residents.

Dan Chase, a sophomore political sci-

ence major living in Kermedy said he

found it easy to manipulate the new se-

curity system which requires residents in

that building to punch in a seven-digit

code number to enter.

"It is easier to give out the code number
to fi-iends than it is to walk downstairs

and give them your key," he said.

The doors are usually propped open

with a trash can so I don't see how this

increases security," said Chase.

Ian Quirm, an undeclared freshman

who lives in John Adams, said, "I have

probably punched inmy code number only

once." He said because people are coming

in and out all day it makes it easy to enter

the building without entering your code.

Quinn said the security system was
very simple to use. "Unless you are a

mental midget you can figvire out how to

use the code number," he said.

Residents using the security system

installed in Coolidge show a "proximity

card" — a card issued to each student

living in the building — to a machine

which reads the card and decides whether

that student lives in that particular build-

ing, according to Director ofHousing Ser-

vices Joseph Zannini.

Vinnie Grasso, an undeclau^d fi-eshman

who lives in Coolidge, said the system is

inconvenient and does not increase secu-

rity at all. "It is a pain in the neck to carry

around the card and anyone can get in if

you give them your card," he said.

Tom Murry, an undeclared sophomore

who lives in Kennedy, said he loves the

new security system. "People don'twander
around the building as much and it is easy

to punch in the code number."

Kennedy's security system scrambles

around the numbers so that a person

standing behind a resident entering their

code won't be able to tell which numbers
they are punching in, said Zannini.

"The only problem with [Kennedy's]

system is the code is too long and it is hard

to enter the numberswhenyou are dnmk,"
said Murry.

Julie Kennedy, a junior psychology

major who lives in John Quincy Adams,
said it is needless to have a new security

system that does not increase security.

"Along with sliding your card through

a machine, you still have to sign people in

and use your key," she said.

CraigGravem, an undeclared freshman
who lives in Kennedy, said the doors should

not be locked for 24 hours.

New Students
Program needs
summer help
By FELICE COHEN
Collegian Staff

Are you the type of person who enjoys meeting lots of

people? Is comfortable speaking in ftxint of groups? Loves

UMass? Well, if so, the Admissions office and the New
Students Program have some great opportunities for you.

Applications are being distributed now for student

admissions representatives and University tour guides

for fall 1992 and for new students program summer
counselors for this summer.

The jobs of the student admissions representatives

are to conduct informational interviews and counsel

prospective students as well as assist professional staff

with presentations.

Applying to be a University tour guide, one should be

able to speak effectively in fi-ont ofgroups ofstudents and

parents. As well as have the willingness to be assigned to

lead tours on weekends and holidays as well as for

additional tours as needed during the academic year.

The student admissions representatives have the

opportunity to receive internship credits while the torn-

guides are paid on an hourly wage.

The new students program summercounselor position
is both a student admissions representative and Uni-

versity tour guide in one. The New Students Program

position requires one to have a knowledge of a variety of

residential, academic and social opportunities on campus.

The position offers a nine-week salary, free room and

board and health coverage.

According to Jeanne Horrigan, associate director ofthe

New Students Program and coordinator ofthe tour service,

"The student counselors play a critical role. We strive to

hire a diverse group of the best and brightest students."

Photo by Leanne Burden

"REALLY, CALCULUS IS FUN!" —
Angyla Brumn, a freshman exercise sci-

ence msgor, catches up on some home-
work on the Campus Center steps.

Collegian photo by Christopher Evans

ITS A BIRD, rrS A PLANE, ITS SUPERMAN — Donna Butler (center) provides a

campus tour for Gina FaFoutis (right) and her mother. They are from Athens, Greece.

Students should be skilled in planning and leading

activities as well as having a a high level ofenergy since

the hours are long and require substantial interest and

investment.

Amanda Millett, a former new students program

summer counselor said she felt the position will help her

after graduation.

"I've had the opportunity to meet many kinds ofpeople

and have developed my public speaking skills, which are

a necessity in any type of leadership position."

The New Students Program also gives you the oppor-

tunity to come away from the the summer with many
close fi-iends and fond memories, said Millett.

To apply for all positions you must be a UMass un-

dergraduate in good academic standing. Any involve-

ment with campus groups, registered student organiza-

tions and residential staff experience is great.

The deadline to submit applications is Feb. 14.

Hite
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Housing Authority, said his experiences as a UMass
student in the mid-1970s taught him the value ofbecom-

ing involved.

During Kite's time at the University, where he served

as speaker ofUndergraduate Student Senate in 1975 and

as SGA co-president in 1977-78, said much of his time

was spent fighting budget cuts and tuition increases.

"When you meet SGA presidents today, it's incredible

to realize how the issues have remained the same," Hite

said. "[Then Gov.] Dukakis was a terrible governor for

public higher education — he didn't think it was neces-

sary, and we fought him almost every step of the way."

Endorsed last week by the Student Senate, he said

tuition went fi-om $300 to $600 a year when he was at the

University, noting "all you can do is stall [tuition in-

creases] — you just try to hold back the tide."

Hite also said the student government worked to help

open the Student Credit Union, the Legal Services Office

won the right to sue the University,juniors won the right

to move off-campus and bus services in the area were

expanded while he was at the University.

As the University's director of Alumni Affairs in the

early 1980s, Hite helped UMass win one of the largest

increases of any state agency following the passage of

Proposition 2 1/2. He said a widespread campaign among
parents, students and alumni is needed in the

Commonwealth's current conservative fiscal climate.

'The government will learn to respect UMass when

the University's alumni, parents and students have a

sustained effort over a decade to increase the volume of

support for higher education," Hite s£ud.

Hite said his early political memories, such as the

killing ofthree college students working for civil rights in

Mississippi in the early 1960s, helped teach him that

individual citizens can influence the political process.

"Watching [presidential candidates] Bobby Kennedy

and Eugene McCarthy in 1968, the message was clear—
gettinginvolved makes a difference," Hite said. He quoted

the abohtionist leader Frederick Douglass, who said

"Power concedes nothing without demand."

In a period where there is widespread disillusionment

with government on both a state and national level, Hite

said there are ways to revitalize and restore faith in the

pohtical process.

"We need to be judicious in the promises we make and

be willing to stand up to special interests and say we are

not going in the right direction politically," Hite said.

"Most importantly, the government has to communicate

better with citizens."

Hite has voiced support for campaign finance reform,

an issue that has emerged as a center of controversy

among the four Democrats. Ellen Story, who is widely

believed to be the front-rurmer, has drawn criticism for

setting a spending limit of $30,000.

He expects to spend $12-14,000 and said he would

have agreed to limit his spending to $10,000 if all the

other candidates had agreed to do so, but that he couldn't

put himself at a "competive disadvantage."

Hite said he favors legislation designed to limit the

influence oflobbyists in politics and to reduce the amount

of campaign contributions from special interests.

"Who are these people that contribute $1,000 to state

representatives and senators?" Hite asked. "It's not that

they think this person is the next leader ofthe free world

— they just want access to them."

Amember ofAmherstTown Meeting for 1 years, Hite

said whatever happens in this election, he won't have any

regrets about the campaign.

"I've run for office and both won and lost— losing isn't

the worst thing in the world," Hite, who lost a bid for

Amherst Select Board in 1987, said. "If you run a cam-

paign that's positive and tells people where you stand

and is inclusionary, then win or lose, you can be proud of

what you've done."
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Work for the

COLLEGIAN
Low pay -- late nights

total misery

Computer stolen from Tobin

RESUME SPECIAL
Resume typesetting, 25 copies on resume

paper. 25 matching blank sheets, 25

matching envelopes... a// within 48 hours.

^ <^Q QC w/coupon

%|)^Oa%/3 (exp. 5/13 92)

|_ 228 Triangle St., Amherstj 549-3840 j

Compiled by MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

A Zenith lap top computer, software, power supply

and manuals valued at $2,000 was reported stolen from

a Tobin Hall office on Friday afternoon by a staffmember

.

University of Massachusetts police said.

Two male subjects were escorted out of the Campus

Center on Friday night afl^r they were observed acting in

a disorderly manner outside ofthe Travel Agency, police

said.

ARRESTS:
• Daniel S. O'Donnell, 19. of Boston, was arrested

Friday night at the Hampden Dining Commons and

charged with disorderly conduct and indecent exposure.

• Gary A. Paquin". 29, of 211 Northwood Apts..

Sunderland, was arrested Friday afternoon and charged

with operating a car with a suspended license, operating

a unregistered vehicle, operating an uninspected motor

vehicle, operating with a revoked registration and oper-

ating an uninsured motor vehicle.

LARCENY:
• A radar detector and a stereo system, worth about

$600 was reported stolen by a women from Lot 26 on

Thursday night.

• A stereo system and a radar detector, worth $500

was reported stolen by man from Lot 26 on Thursday

night.
• A Sony disc player, valued at $500 was reported

stolen from a car in Lot 13, early Friday morning.
• An employee of the Worcester Dining Commons

reported Thursday night that a leather jacket a stereo

headphone was stolen from an employee's locker room.

The estimated value is $375.
• A woman reported that a radar detector estimated

at $150 was stolen Thursday afternoon from Lot 33.

• A women reported that a black leather bra valued at

$70 was stolen from her vehicle in Lot 43 early Sunday

morning.

Study in Emphasis in Liberal Arts. Intematlonal Business,

and Criminal Justice

Mainstream dasses with British students,

plus specially designed courses just for American Students

All courses approved by Unrversity of Wisconsin-Platteville

and validated on an official UW-P transcript

$4,475 F>er semester for Wisconsin and Minnesota residents

$4,775 per semester for non-fesJdents

Cocts include

Tuition and f*a«

Hom*-«tay •ooomnvodationa with m—U
n«ldtrip«

Ait financial aid appiiaa

For further infonnation contact

Study Abfoad Prooranrw

308 Wam«r l-lail

Univ«r»)ty of Wiaconsin-Ptattevilla

1 Univaralty Ptaza

Ptatt«vili«, Wiaoonain 53816-3099

(606)342-1726

ENVIRONMENTAL
LABORATORY

FULL-TIMEAND CO-OP
CAREEROPPORTUNITIES

Ceimic. the countfys fastest growing environmental testing

laboratory, offers exciting career opportunities for recent

January graduates. Ceimics new laboratory is located on five

oceansKte acres ac|acent to ttie University of Rhode Island's

Bay Canpus in Nanagansett, R.I.

Ceimic is a major EPAOP contracta and provides quality

analytical services to the nation's leading engineering and

consulting firms.

Our unparalled growth has created nunnerous opportunities at

vaned levels and shifts, all with advancement potential, for

students wifri tfie following qualificalKXTs:

Oppatunllies far Soring Qaduales (^jportinfestorCoOpaudette

BS Chemistry majas ter entry level positions Ptiysicai Science majors

MS. & PtiD Analytical Chenvsts wilti with strong Chenisrty

experience in GFAA. CAP, GC & XMS
llegi.-^tei- In Felii-iiai-\ 14th for FelMuai'v 21.st inteiMew:

at llie Slather Caivt'i- Center

.^ a- at Caj-eei Fan- Fobn.iai-\ "iOtli at the Campus Center

Xratines a
M^ BUFFET Zi-

The TOC Dc^taurant invitee

vou to a Valentines Dav Butfet

ButTab Tin.^. potato ^n*. homemade bread, baked

ri^atoni and tettuccini are just a tev of the fourteea

deliciouj!^ otTeriav* to chvxv^c tn^m :or 2 ver>' special

orice .^: 5.4 :or '.to! (aon-akroholic beverage* and

oo-vv :t alj?o ifKzluded)

Fridav, Feb. 14th

~>00pai - -'"•J...:.

L^c^*<fr\'ation6 arc ^^cq;dc<^I:cd

student Di^ounU '.\^; Applicable

^4>321c

Tavern
/V^u/ /Veu/ (7amio Df^-i/t^& P/^-O^U

Open 1 lam - lam • 7 days a week • Kitchen open 'til midnight

Don't Forget our Nightly Specials .

9pm - midnight
Mondiiy - 10c Moz/dicl j Sticks

Tuc>Jjy - 10c Mild or I lot Buffiilo VVinos

\\cdncsdjy - '^5c Cheese Pizzj Slices

Thursdjy - 10c Chicken \ lot Lips" Nuooets

Game room with 2 pool tables » We accept MC / VISA / AMEX • 549-5403

Do you knoiv
your LEGAL

Protections ??

The LEGAL SERMCES CENTER at I IMass offers free,

professional legal help to fee-paying students!

We can advise in most matters .iflec ling students,
including consumer, criminal, housing',, family,

employment, militarv'. civil ri^'hls, and otIuT matters.

9X2 Campus Center • 545-1995
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Valentine's Day: Or should we say, February Fool's Day
The closest things to "glove" that exist in this world

are perhaps preferred companionship emd, of course,

physical pleasure. Simply put, why would we as indi-

viduals want anyone else around? Maybe a given person

is "fun" or "interesting" or especially willing to engage in

activities as a couple but it is still based on self. Preferred

companionship itselfhas less to do with mutual devotion

than being a blatant case oftwo people using each other.

Let's be honest for once in our pointlessly vapid and
sickeningly hypocritical lives. We as aminals (I spell it

the way I pronounce it) are attracted to each other by

physical beauty. We are much more concerned with how
people look than the character that festers inside the

flesh that every other human around them is so fixated

upon. If this is the case, fine, then let's admit it for god's

sake already and cease to believe in this noxious notion

of "glove." Oh, if there were only another intelligent

species to show us just how pathetic we are!

Now some people will contend that somehow "glove" is

present within the reality of our existence. Wrong! On a

superficial surface, one may find examples (but even

these are rare) of someone performing a service for

another that does not seem to benefit the performer in

any way. Thinking of an example is difficult enough but

for now, we will use giving one's life for another — the

most obvious, cliche, extreme and solely imaginable act

that comes to mind. Any other acts of"glove" you may or

may not be able to conceive are no doubt less important

and certainly less fatal and will therefore be considered

lesser expressions or actions planned to win the favor of

another, which will, unlike death, yield potential kick-

backs in the future, and will fall into the "I'll scratch your

back, you scratch mine" category, regardless of the time

interval between scratches.

Tony Westcott

But what about death? Every act a person executes is

done foremost and first as a service to him/herself. In

most cases, there are ulterior motives behind the act of

someone d)dng for another's "glove." Discount unrequited

"glove," for one crucial halfofthe party is obviously not in

the least mutually interested enough to permit another

to perish for no worthwhile reason other than self-pity,

whdch does not constitute "glove" either.

An apparent theory for this suicidal behavior is that

death does not faze the party facing it enough to realize

their folly and may even welcome it. Any person who
would not dive into freezing H20 to reUeve a "gloved" one

and permit them to perish would endure such a miser-

able Ufe within a society that would shim him/her, they

might as well select the lesser of two evils and jump in.

Hey, they might even end up a hero and have their social

security number retired, like all the great American war
heroes, or have their picture printed upon a box of

Wheaties (you know, cool hero stuff).

Therefore, there is only self-glove. Even this, however,

is not possibly plausible. The prime thing that motivates

us all as humus, er, humans, is pleasure. Even survival

takes a lesser priority. Our only concern for survival

arises form the possibility that pleasure as we know and
"glove" it might end after death. And as for those "glov-

ers" who will die for another, well, chances are they're

gambling on the hop>e that there exists an aft^rUfe (yet

another noxious notion) where pleasure exists and maybe
even at a more intense level.

Personally, I'm all for engaging in this preferred

companionship/ physical pleasure thing (callme a hopeless

romantic) and I'm single, I enjoy skeet shooting and

water polo, my favorite foods are Twinkies and Gatorade

and I <ig rock 'n' roll music while appreciating what Bach
and all those cats were into back in the Middle Ages B.C.

plus the doctor said I should be getting well soon so give

me a ring and who knows, maybe I'll be giving you a ring

someday in St. Stephen the Blessed Heathen's Church

and then we can have three twins named Boris, Maurice,

Horace, Dolores, Doris and Clitoris. . . please, please,

please, I'm soOoOo lonely. Meet me at Basics tonight at

5 and well talk over tossed egg salad, shellfish Presley,

smoked salmonella and don't forget the seltzer water

that soothes my soul, cookiebunny. .

.

Tony Westcott is a Collegian columnist.

Recession is the r-word

Hatred rears its ugly head again
Those students and faculty who utilize

the tunnel connecting Bartlett and Herter
have noticed in recent weeks that the

language ofviolence and hatred has found

a home there.

Written on the wall, in black ink, is the

expression, "Roasting in the flames ofhell.

. . fags die!" Beside and beneath this ab-

horrent and grotesque display ofignorance

and fear is a piece of graffiti equally re-

pugnant. It reads, "Downwith Hets!" (het-

erosexuals) and is accompanied by an in-

verted pink triangle.

Once again in our university, hatred

rears its ugly head. And once again, anger

and fear drive the people responsible for

it. If the expression "down with hets" was
meant to advance the cause of civil rights

or disarm homophobia, it failed.

Robert Kennedy once wrote

that,"Cruelty and wanton violence may
temporarily relieve a feelingoffioistration,

a sense of impotence. But the damage of

those who perpetrate it — these are the

negation of reason and the antithesis of

humanity, and they are the besetting signs

ofthe 20th century."

The jury is in. Hatred serves to ac-

complish nothing, save the destruction of

the human spirit and the theft of human
dignity.

The struggle for gay civil rights, and

indeed for a more peaceful and compas-

sionate planet, will not be won by those

who employ hatred and intolerance as the

instruments oftheir struggle. Nor will the

struggle be won on the walls ofthe Herter/

Bartlett tunnel. Nor will it be won by lofty

rhetoric alone.

Indeed, the struggle for civil rights will

be won by those who see non-violence as

the pathway to peace and who see courage

and commitment as the instruments of

change.

The time has come for all ofus, gay and

straight, to bash back against hatred. But

not to bash back with wanton violence and

destruction; to bash back with education,

tolerance and a deep pride in the expres-

sion of our identities.

The time has come for all ofus engaged

in the struggle against the bondage of

oppression, to rededicate ourselves to those

principles which will deliver us from our

oppression: courage, commitment and

compassion.

The time has come for all of us to

rededicate ourselves to that the Greeks

wrote so many centuries ago, "To tame the

savageness ofmen [andwomen J and make
gentle the life of the world."

Matt Malone
Central

We still want to hear firom you! Come on down to the basement and drop off"

your letter (which is under 50 lines) or column, which shoidd be longer than that.

We, the two ofus at the editorial desk, will read anything you bring to us.^, have

you got any opinions you are dying to express? Tell us what you like or don't like.

This page is for your views, so take advantage! We still can't print a column in

response to another, but we can print a letter-length response. We need your

input to make this page the expressive, imaginative forum it shoiUd be!

I'm beginning to feel scared.

That nasty r-word won't go away. It

oozes its way into newspapers, campaign

speeches, television ads. It's traiUngmuck
into nearly every household in the coun-

try. And no one knows what to do.

I believed everyone at first. Okay, it

was just a tiny little recession and after a

few months things would be back to nor-

mal. Then things got worse. Mr. President

tried to reassure me, telling me the reces-

sion didn't exist, that it was in the people's

minds and we should alljust snap out of it.

A nagging feeling picked at me, as I

watched family friends lose theirjobs and

their security. Jay Leno's barbed jokes

equating the middle class and the home-

less began to hit closer £md closer to home.

I didn't expect the hometown to have

changed much while I frolicked at UMass
during fall semester. And driving through

Berkshire County over break, I saw things

were essentially the same: the old mill

houses in Adams serving as low-income

housing, the abemdoned and charred fac-

toryjust over the line in North Adams, the

boarded over storefronts and "For Sale by

Owner" signs dotting lawns. It still looked

grim.

The onlynew storefronts were discount

and thrift stores — you know the kind.

You can buy napkins and jewelry and

stationery and hair pins and candles —
everj^hing costs just a dollar. Not too

encouraging.

Thumbing through the papers only

deepened my unease. The area's major

employer. General Electric, continues to

decay, shedding employees with no end in

sight. Development is stalled; well, Kmart
may build. That will add a lot.

Through all this ran the usual under-

current of neglect. Located in the western

end ofthe state, locals regard the political

view that Massachusetts rvms fi-om Bos-

ton to Springfield bitterly. To be heard in

Boston, the people ofthe Berkshires have

to yell a Httle more loudly than anyone

else. And the people don't have the energy

anymore.

I know Berkshire County isn't the only

place battered by the recession. It's just

the place I know, only one ofthousands of

communities damaged severely by a rot-

ting economy.
There must be a way to put the nation

back on its feet. I certainly haven't figured

out what it is, but I know what it is not. It

isn't cutting taxes. Cuts in education and

social services won't do anything positive.

Verbally shredding the Japanese for hav-

ing the audacity to make good cars won't

make American cars any better.

I was told that anyone could go to

college — ifyou couldn't afford it, money
was available to help you. Not necessarily.

I was told that if I went to college, I could

do anything. Not necessarily true. I want

a good education, a job, a family. Well,

good seems to be optional now — just an

education would be nice. A job? Not very

likely. And how can you suppwrt a family

without a decent income?

Things will turn around, the govern-

ment assures. Okay. I can believethat. I

have to believe that. But how do we repair

the damage being done? We can't afford

maintenance of basic services — how will

we afford the repairs? With cuts in educa-

tion, we're watering down classes for an

entire generation while demanding that

they find

the skills and abilities to successfully

compete in a world market. It's not going

to be easy.

The recession won't last forever. But

the decay it has begun will continue to

crumble society. To make repairs, and

then to rebuild — that will last a long

time.

Darienne Hosley is a Collegian columni^

A few words would do the trick
A few days ago I visited the University

Gallery to see its exhibit of works by con-

temporary Mexican artists. My thoughts

about this show were about the same as

they are regarding most exhibits 1 attend:

"Interesting, but I really don't get it."

I propose a simple improvement: art-

ists and curators should provide a briefbit

of information on the purposes or intents

involved in the creation ofeach work. Two

or three sentences on the title card would

suffice.

For example, the French Impressionist

Claude Monet produced a famous series of

paintings portraying a particular spot on

a river at various times of the morning.

When I first saw these paintings I thought

they were featureless and boring. Later, I

learned that Monet's intent was to por-

tray the varjdng qualities ofthe aic above

the river as humidity, mists and illumina-

tion changed between sunrise and mid-

day. Once my attention was directed to

the portrayal ofthe air, I instantly recog-

nized and appreciated what successful

works these paintings are. I did not need

a course in the history ofImpressionism to

enjoy and appreciate Monet's works. All I

needed was a few words of guidance. So,

artists, I know you prefer working in the

visual milieu, but please give us just a

little verbalization. We will enjoy your

work more and give you more ofthe appre-

ciation you deserve.

Jonathan Starr

Amherst
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J.E
WORKSHOPS

Job Employee Matching System

Monday & Tuesday

February 10^^ & ir^

Rooms 917 • Campus Center

at

11:30 a.m.

2:30 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

and

6:00 p.m.

NON- WORKSTUDY

Take
This Course

And You'll End
Up In Court

I STANLEY H. KAPLAN
lake Kaplan Or Fake Miinr C hanccs

Resumes
that really

work
The right introduction can make all the difference when

you're competing for a job. At Kinko's, we'll help you

create a resume package that inuoduces you in a

professional way.

I Format and design

assistance

I Typesetting

I Reproduction on

fine stationery

I Affordable prices

$29.95 professional

resume package
Professional resum6 package includes one page typeset and

saved on disk, 25 copies on fine stationery, 25 matching blank

sheeis (for cover leuers), and 25 envelopes (#10). One coupon

per customer at the Kinko's listed. Not valid with other offers.

Good through February 29. 1992.

Open 24 hours

253-2543

220 North Plesant Street xl^ rpnter
(Across from the Caniagc Shops) UlC ^Aipy ^^ClllCl

I

Ift.

kinkoi

1- 25 coupons redeemed receive

AMHERST'S

(^

% LSAT Prep

Course for the June 1 992 exam

g STANLEY H. KAPLAN
|

c^ lake Kaplan Or fake Your Chances .

358 North Pleasant Street. Amherst. MA • 549-5780

to help support Amherst Schools

\.vij:\tl\i:vs day
Could be your LUCKY DAY!

Buy a $1 raffle ticket and enter to

win a $50.00 Gift Certificate

from one or nnore participating

businesses from Jan. 31

.

Grand prize is a $500.00
|

Valentine s Shopping
"

Extravaganza to be spent at ^
participating businesses

on February 14th

See //lese scores for details

• Must be presented at time of purchase •

• Redeemable in Amherst center only •

• May not be used retroactively •

This offer may not be used with any other Stanley H. Kaplan special

tuition pricing. Offer expires March 1 , 1 992

I

I

I

I

I

J

AJ. Hastings .

Always In Bloom
Amherst Farmers Supply

Amtierst Gallery of Fine Art

Amtierst Optical «
Amherst Typewriter Servic^
Antonio's Pizza

Alkin's Fruit Bowl
Atticus/Alt3ion BookstX)ps

Bonducci's Cafe
BicydeWoridToo
CofeDiCario
Ccdl Opticians

Camera StK)ps

Compliments
Cowls Buiding Supply

Elder Lumber

s

¥
Amb

House Of Walsh
Jeffery Amherst Bookstiop

Joyce Austin Jewelers

J Rich Clothing

Judie's

Kinko's Copies
LeBoudoir

Lots For Littles

TTie Mercantie
Mattiew's Stx)es

My Favorite Gtuilt Shop
Regency Beauty Salon

RVC a Furniture & Jewtery Gallery

Stiawmut Banic

Silverscape Designs _
Summeilin Floors ^
Zanna

AK ticket proceeds tDenefrt tt\e Anherst elerrientary sct^ool libraries

Sponsored by tlie Amherst Ctiomber of Corrmerce m

Arts & Living
UPC equals spring concerts
By MIGUEL DeJESUS, Jr.

Collegian Correspondent

If you were asked what "UPC stands for, would you
know?

Many students don't have a single clue.

In fact, it's kind of disappointing because it has a megor
role on campus. For those ofyou who have never heard of

your "on-campus concert connection," here's your chance
to become familiar and involved with the Union Program
Council, otherwise known as UPC.

Up until now, UPC has brought The Talking Heads,
The Greatful Dead, Elvis Costello, U2, Bob Marley,

James Taylor, REM, INXS, Run DMC, Tito Puentes,

Queen Latifa, 3rd Bass, Dinosaur Jr., and many more.

The music spectrum UPC has covered ranges from
progressive dance music to rock, pop, rap, funk, reggae,

blues and jazz. And UPC has foreseen trends in the music

industry. Due to this, they havebooked acts much cheaper

than their competitors because they book the shows
before the acts receive mainstream popularity.

A good example of this is Jesus Jones.

UPC brought them to UMass right before their in-

credible, world-wide success struck with hits like "Right

Here, Right Now," and "International Bright Young
Thing."

UPC was created in 1977, and has grown to be the

largest entirely student-run production company on the

east coast (and second only to UCLA's in the country). It

has produced approximately 200 shows ranging from

solo acts to many well known bands that have appeared

in the Bluewall, The Fine Arts Center, and the Student

Union Ballroom.

In 1981, UPC started to produce a free annual Spring

Concert on the campus pond lawn. Each year the event

has grown in popularity. For many students, the Spring

Concert is the only UPC event they will see.

In the past, such acts as The Alarm, Shinehead, Tom
Tom Club, Bonnie Raitt and Bob Dylan have participated

in the Spring Concert Series.

A lot of time and energy is put into producing the

event, and UPC is always interested in getting more
students involved with their productions. The Security,

Stage Crew, Hospitality, and Promotion managers are

Eilways recruiting students for upcoming events.

This allows you to run for one of those positions and
others: like Talent Coordinator, Muticultural Talent

Coordinator, Production Manager, and Business Man-
ager.

You can also become a voting member. Any full-time

undergraduate student may become one by attending

three consecutive general meetings or by working shows.

Meetings are held on Tuesday nights at 6 p.m. in the

Campus Center. Their first meeting ofthis semester is on

Tuesday, Feb. 11, in room 165.

So get involved! Attend their meetings, stop by the

office (rm. 406 in the Student Union), or call them at 545-

2892. Help them bring you concerts.

Scatterbrain played at the Vertex
Sunday night incognito.

Massage: Not a pipe dream
By DAVID DEMERJIAN
Collegian Staff

For those of you who think that laying back and

enjoying an hour-long massage is just a pipe dream,

think again.

A unique business has recently opened in the area,

and they are ready to show students and professionals

alike just how relaxing and healthy a massage can be.

The Northampton Center For Healing Therapies,

located at 6 Crafts Avenue, is dedicated to "wellness and

growth in an atmosphere of professionalism, heaUng,

education and support."

The center specializes in what is called a "client-

centered massage," says Kris Chamberlin, one ofthe nine

professionally trained therapists employed at the center.

"The first thing I do when 1 get a cUent at the center

is sit down and talk to them. I try to find out exactly what
their needs are and then select the right massage for

them."

The center has two basic massage options to choose

from. The traditional Swedish massage consists of"long,

smooth strokes and is designed to relax muscles and
reheve stress," says Chamberhn. The sports massage, on

the other hand, concentrates on intensive attention to

certain overworked muscle groups.

According to ChituiberUn, each massage serves a dif-

ferent purpose.

"While the Swedish massage is a great stress reliever

and relaxer, the sports massage is geared toward ath-

letes. A good sports massage enhances performance by

relaxing and loosening overworked muscles."

The center offers a variety of healing therapies other

than massage. Feldenkrais Method therapy, a system of

educating the body to release habitual stressful patterns

by learning new ways ofmovement, has been successful

in treating children with brain damage, people with

chronic back pain, cerebral palsy and injuries from car

accidents and falls.
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Now Playing

BUGSY
Slarfng

Wsfrren Bear.v

Showtimes:
Fri. - Sun.

7pm & 9:30pm
Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7:30pm
Adults $5.00

Student w/valid ID $4.00

rAEROBICSn
Low Impact

Step

Hi/Low

Keiser

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB

256-0080

l\ VOUR EXPERIENCE WORK FOR YOU!

BE A RESIDENT ASSISTAHT

A limited number of positions are
available for next semester.

Applications are available in all cluster offices now!

Applications are due February 19 by 5:00pm

to either Johnson or Thoreau clusters only.

APPLY NOW!

WlOi
Proper identification A Must

57 North Pleasant Street • 253-5141

Jcrin Us Rm* Sunday Brunch AT Ddnno's
10:30am - 1:00pm

Featuring

Eggs Benedict; Eggs Picante; Quiche,
French Toast, Build Your Own Omelettes
& Delano's Award Winning Bloody Mary's

lll!T1H^1JjftlMH
PITCHERS

Miller Lite • Miller Genuine Draft

Rolling Rock • All Only $4.50

IMPORTED BEER OF THE MONTH
Arctic Bay $1.25

DRINK OF THE WEEK
Tanquary & Tonic/Soda • $2.25

JELLO SHOTS
Only....50C

Don't Forget Taco Tuesday & Wing Wednesday

Also: Every Sunday SETTIE AND THE WAVE
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massage
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

"While Feldenkrais has been used to help those who
have been iixjured," says ChamberUn, "it is also an

effective form of preventive medicine. Learning new

ways ofmovement can save certain muscles from a lot of

wear and tear."

Nutritional Coimselling is offered by Sheila Gilroy, a

trained nutritionist vnth a master's degree in nutrition

from the University of Massachusetts. She counsels

individuals on nutrition and diet using a flexible, practi-

cal approach that allows for individual preferences and

tastes.

The Center offers 30 minutes, hour, and one-and-a-

half hour massages. The cost of a massage ranges from

$35 to $40, depending on the length ofthe treatment and

the clients' ability to pay. Hours at the Center are 8 a.m.

to 8 p.m., but it is best to call and make an appointment.

Vafcntirc s Day - Fitfey. Fcbuaiy 14th

mSTORED
Monday - Friday 10-4
February 10th - 14th

$25^ Deposit
. . . /(ee(/a/e ea^ mor^c?

The most reusable piece ofplastic on canipus,

Montgomery roses at

MONTGOMERY FLORIST
Rte. 9 Hadlcy • 584-3798

Ik ODO kllO Itll

':ii !•• »«• •

The ATSJ Calling Cani will never go lo waste. You can use it to make a call from

almost anywhere to anywhere. Once you have one, wu'll never need to apply for another And its the least

expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you cant dial direct. D And now, you could also get 10%

BR^A/C 92
You Love to Ski?

No? You Love the Sun?

What's that you say?

You want some FUN?

Whatever your travel plans are

make sure you call us for

ALL your travel needs.

CENTRAL TRAVEL
549-4900

25A Pray St., Amherst
D.H. Jones Real Estate Bicl

back on all the long distance calls you make with your card* D Of course, when you ase your CalUng

Card voull alwavs he connected to the reliable service you ve come to expect from AT&T D So, as you see.

there's onl\ one uav lo describe the AT&T Calling Card** in today's college environment. Indispensable.

Get an AT&T Calling Card today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 9728.

• Mu»i TiaiM. 81 iea5l »30 ww;n ot *T4T Long Oslince can* *.lh you. AT&T Cvd pf i»M\m C*» co«w«d b)r Kwc* AT4T p,c»,g

• . ^.j,i.o-. campo; .es«l»ni5 may place d«*cl dialed caiw .js"g uoiwwly and AMT 4CUS Swwca

c 1992 A!AT

AT&T
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Multicultural Affairs
Looking at BCP as
actual opportunists

It seems to me that current techno-

logical developments are contributing

to the expansion ofan absolutist power-

system of social-economic-polity. The
final outcome ofthese dynamic, becom-
ing a highly controlled and totaUtarian

system, of which cultural individual-

ism stands out as revolutionary action.

Thus, we are subject to the power-

system needs.

The current power system has en-

abled the users of the English
language's rhetorical vocabulary to

substitute the essence ofoppression for

that ofmulticulturalism, at least in the

public sphere. Furthermore, and in light

of past social, economical and political

experiences, the power system has been

able to communicate the desired moral

attitudes, through its continuous ma-

nipulation of the language.

Charles Venator

Thus, when we use the American

Heritage Dictionary, to define our

moral values, we are definingourselves

in the context ofthe American heritage

and not within our historical reality.

The use of a language, as a means of

commiuiication and or social interac-

tion, has helped to deceive, control and

define the values ofboth the oppressed

and the oppressor.

While many ofthe oppressed groups

have managed to form some resistance

against the consequences of this ten-

dency, by using revolutionary lan-

guages such as the "Black English" and

"Spanglish," the great majority ofpeople

are becoming increasingly entrapped

in the political correctness and other

poetic rhetoric. The use of a language,

as a means of communication and/or

social interaction, has helped to de-

ceive, control and define the values of

both the oppressed and the oppressor.

The power-system is continuously

creating ideologies with acommon telos

(end), the extension and preservation

ofitself. This is fundamentally achieved

by directing every individual and com-

munity to create an illusory collectiv-

ity, characterized by the homogeniza-

tion of a common will. By destroying

diversity, manifested through the

alienation of the students (or the

people), from the power structure of

authority and participation in social,

economical and political movements,

the power system manages to control

and eradicate our inner most forms of

resistance, our historical culture. This

is what Elliot Monteverde and his

christian-styled martyr tribe are suc-

cessfully attempting to accomplish.

Last semester's media hyped, cul-

tural center, Gl-Joe actions, perhaps

created by Whitmore's power system,

certainly created by the "Bilingual Co-

lonial Program" isour clearestexample.

While an apparently ignorant bureau-

cratic leviathan O'Brien yielded some
arbitrarily chosen concessions to the

BCP, in the name of the Asian-Latino-

Native American-Third World Theatre

Street Gang.
These elitist opportunists purposely

excluded the Black/African American

community, as well as the rest of the

people, from any form of participation

or support. The result has been an

assimilation of the colorless/imperial-

ists people's traditionally oppressive

technique of stigmatation. These

snowball effect, egocentric and self-de-

clared liberatorsCor perhaps liberals?)

have both perpetuated and become an

essential part of the oppressive power

system.

As a result of the latter reality, we
can conclude that the students "of

color's" foremostenemy, at least within

the confines of this University can be

identified as our inefficient corruptand

self-interested leadership. In the pub-

lic eye, we can identify the majority of

the staff of the BCP.
Ifany real progress is to be made in

the development ofa diverse multiplic-

ity of cultures, vdthin the UMass soci-

ety, we must begin by evaluating and

defining our goals as a community.

There is no room for corrupt, self-inter-

ested and inefficient blockhead lead-

ers.

We, as a people, need to weed out

our backyard, while recognizing that it

is often easier for the people of color to

identify a colorless enemy, yet it can be

very hard to see a chameleon. We must

beginbyempowering the students with

the authority to participate in a

continously changing agenda.

Moreover, must not get caught in

the trap of analyzing oppression

through a single dimension, such as

social economic class or racism, but to

seek to define oppression as a complex-

ity ofissues, that affect us in particular

and collective ways.

Finally, I wish to exort all those

pohtical writers to address the issue,

not the writer.

Charles Venator is a UMass stu-

dent. The views expressed in this article

are those ofthe author and do not nec-

essarily represent those ofthe Collegian.

Puerto Rico as an
institution of racism

Racism in Puerto Rico is a phenom-
enon or a parasite well established in the

Puerto Rican society of today. The racial

conflict in Puerto Rico is characterized by

numerous collective and individual men-
tal disorders. Clearly, changes to the ac-

tual social structure are only possible with

msgor social reforms.

Unlike the biological disease of bil-

harzia, racism is notconfined tothe tropical

regions of the world. A historical analysis

ofthe past 500years would unquestionably

yield evidence that the phenomenon of

racism is current in every comer of the

world where European colonialism and

slavery has existed.

Elliot Monteverde

Torres

It has, however, been established by

some "experts" in the field that, prior to

the arrival of the Europeans to the

Southern Hemisphere, slavery and colo-

nialism was an integral aspect of certain

societies and civiUzations. This could very

well be true. Yet, this claim is at best

poorly documented. The fact that this per-

spective belongs exclusively to the oppres-

sor himself inevitably raises the question

ofcredibility. It has been suggested this is

motivated not for its historical and an-

thropological validity but as a clever

mechanism by the oppressor to establish

what amoxmts to an excuse.

The conflict of racism in Puerto Rico is

more institutionalized than it is in the

United States. This is a situation which is

predictably aggravated as a result of the

invasions and colonizations of which

Puerto Rico has fallen victim. The dose of

oppression administered to Puerto Rico is

so strong the subjectofracism,when raised

in an open forum, is considered to be evil

and insulting. The problem is so serious

that to acknowledge publicly that there is

a racial conflict it leads people to condemn

and dismiss the person as a fault-finder.

In fact, people would fervently argue the

problem is about classism and not racism.

In general, the population of Puerto

Rico is racially schizophrenic— distorting

reaUty by delusions and hallucinations.

Puerto Ricans in general, sufler from the

more considerable problem of racial

dementia praecox, a deterioration of the

ability to reason and develop.

The repercussions ofthe racial conflict

in Puerto Rico, with its roots in the plan-

tation system, are deeply rooted. The co-

lonial government, the National Guard,

the police, the Church, the media, the

educational system, the arts, etc. act si-

multaneously as ambassadors and victims

of the oppressive colonial system origi-

nating in Washington.

These entities are consequentially re-

sponsible for the destruction ofthe Puerto

Rican identity — one which is primarily

Black, Mulatto, Indian and Mestizo. The
values of the inherently racist society of

Spain and the blatant racism character-

istic of the metropolis were, and continue

to be successfully transplanted into the

medulla of the Puerto Rican society.

The causes ofracism in Puerto Rico can

be appreciated today in the following: the

racial composition of the colonial govern-

ment; the racial composition of the school

children in the deplorable public school

system in opposition to those in the private

school system; the denigrating roles played

by Black actors in the media vis-a-vis

those playedby the "light-skinned" Puerto

Ricans; the racial composition of the so-

called lower classes; the racial percentage

of the educated and professional; the

countless derogatory terms in the Spanish

language; the numerous offensive refer-

ences to Black Puerto Ricans in the lit-

erature; the general interpretation that

black is negative; the conception of the

Black Puerto Rican as exotic and physi-

ologically more adept to the rigors ofhard

labor and in general, the portrayal of

Blacks as intellectually and culturally

inferior.

However, the most remarkable aspect

of racism, according to how this phenom-

enon is manifested in Puerto Rico, is the

half-successful obliteration of the African

legacy in the Puerto Rican identity. To

achieve this goal, the oppressors have

deliberately over-emphasized the contri-

butions oftheTaino Indians and, ofcourse,

the Europeans.
Consequently, particularly in the

middle-class, we witness the neurotic de-

nial of ourselves as a mulatto people. The

racial disease in Puerto Rico has resulted

in a low self-esteem; an inferiority complex;

radical divisions and our lack of pride.

Most importantly, this confusion pre-

vents us fjrom identifying ourselves with

otheroppressed peoples ofthe Third World.

Unfortunately, it is not until we are con-

fix)nted with the harsh racism in the United

States that we ever become aware — a

paradox to the process of assimilation.

Elliot Monteverde Torres is a UMass

student. The views expressed in this article

are those of the author and do not neces-

sarily represent those of the Collegian.

CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE BLACK

COMMUNITYON
FEBRUARY-

BLACK HISTORY
MONTHI

You have an accent. Where are you from?
Hello! This is the first Multicultural Aff'airs page for

the spring. "No kidding!" You may be thinking.

For the first and last time in the semester I'm going to

tell you a little about myself. I am a fi-eshman. School of

Management major and I'm from Puerto Rico

It's fun when some people ask me where I m ^°"'-

They usually ask me if I'm from Spain, Portugal, France

or whatever place comes to mind. Usually they ask me

after they hear my accent. Well, I don't mind.

Then they askme : "Areyouon exchange or for the four

years?" For the four years, I answer.

Or they ask you: "Are you an American citizen?

—Yes Puerto Ricans are American citizens. No, I did

not have'to use a passport- to come here, nor is there

foreign currency either.

"How did you hear about UMass.'

— Well a guy in admissions came tomy school to give

a presentation on UMass as many colleges do.

"Are there any K mart's in Puerto Rico?

_ Yes there are K mari;'s in Puerto Rico and Block-

buster Video, Sears, J.C. Penney, Toys 'R' Us and every

kind of fast food resteurant. ^ ^„A it

Oh yes, I have been discriminated against and it

always has happened. But. do you know something? I

DONT CARE!
. .

I see people as individuals. Thank God I was not raised

to distinguish people on the basis of color. There have

been people who have toldme horrible things but I cannot

judge the group they belong to, only that one person. I

cannot hold it against the group because ofthe individual

ignoramuses who harassed me. If I did that I would be a

racist, that includes being racist against Whites. I cannot

say I do not Uke White people because of those ignorant

people who tried to botherme. Tried, because they did not

succeed.

Evelyn A. De Jesus

On the other hand there have been many neat things

which have happened to me. For example, when I was in

my English 112 class my teacher used to encourage me

because ofthe great effort I was putting into the work. He

knew English was not my first language. Thank you, Mr.

Huscle!

The best thing that has ever happened to me is that 1

have learned as a human being. I have learned to have all

sorts of different kinds offriends. Their background, sex.

rehgion, whatever doesn't matter.

I want to see everyone's opinions on this page. You

don't have to be classified as a minority to write here. I

want your opinions, your experiences, your concerns etc.

Cartoons please!

The Multicultural Affairs page does not necessarily

have to be complaints about whatever. But, of course,

everything has to be covered, and even more so if it is

based on reality.

You do not have to be a writer to write here. Ifyou need

any help just give me or anyone else on the staff a call so

we can help. I NEED WRITERS. THAT MEANS YOU! I

need writers from the Asian, Cape Verdian, Latino,

Native American, Indian and Black communities and

everyone else I'd love to mention but I don't have the

space.

I want to cover your activities. But I need you to tell me

when and where first. Just give me a call or drop me a

note. I will be there.

To end this: I hope you have a good semester and

please, don't forget to write. See you soon!

Evelyn A. De Jesus is a Collegian staff member. The

views expressed in this article does not necessarily repre-

sent those of the Collegian.
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Make time for the

Annual Career Fair

February 12

10:00 am - 3:00 pm
Campus Center Auditorium

Bring back the old Robyn Hitchcock
By SCOTT KESNER
Collegian Correspondent

I visited Pearl Street for the first timeThursday night.

I was briefly disoriented in my new surroundings, but

was greeted by Robyn Hitchcock's opening act, Matthew
Sweet, who diffidently toldjibes and quicklymademe feel

welcome in his world of humor.
Although Sweet is a guitarist/songwriter, not a co-

median, his comical pieces often proved more interesting

than his musical material.

For instance, Sweet's mocked sorrow about missing a

radio interview was far more effective than "Divine

Intervention," the dirge that followed. Also effective were

the manic solos ofg^^tarist IvanJulian, who often uplifted

the show when it bordered on boredom.

For the most part, Sweet's performance was a likable

one. I did eryoy the tender musings of"I've Been Waiting"
and "You Don't Love Me," as well as a backing vocal-less

version of Sweet's current single, "Girlfriend."

Musically the show was pleasurable, but visually it

was lacking. Sweet needs to assemble a younger, more

athletic band ofbuoyant musicians so they may go freely

milling about on stage. Until this change occurs, fans

may want to tank up on coffee before showtime.

The straightforward demeanor ofSweet's band, which

looked like it wanted to go home and eat sandwiches, was
in no way preparation for Robyn Hitchcock and the

Egyptians' set.

Hitchcock's semi-power trio, including bassist Andy
Metcalf and drummer Morris Windsor, made me sad

upon first glance. The vision flungme back to a timewhen
Hitchcock came accompanied only with an acoustic gui-

tar.

I became nostalgic at the thought of his Bluewall

performance in '89. We all assembled in front of him in

kindergarten-like fashion as he enchanted us with his

tall tales and the music that accompanied them. Al-

though the Pearl Street show opened with one of his

patented, ribald soliloquies, my days of musical kinder-

garten were over.

"Birds in Perspex" was my first sample of what

Hitchcock is capable of in a band's presence. Well, it

pretty much sounded like what he did with the band in

the studio, except maybe a little more tinny. I have to

admit that I'm a big fan of Hitchcock's studio stuff, but I

found that having a band reproduce it live proved one-

dimensional.

After playing most of his current album, Perspex Is-

land, and a few cuts from Globe ofFrogs, including the

effervescent "Balloon Man," Hitchcock added back di-

mension by shifting into solo acoustic form.

Here the show became interesting, as Hitchcock, the

post-modem Syd Barret, banged out eclectic numbers

from his acoustic E^yg album, and slowly reassembled his

threesome by incorporating Metcalfs stride piano and

Windsor's light brush playing. The highlights of this

unplugged set were a hokey a cappella, and "Madonna of

the Wasps" from the Queen Elvis albimi.

Shortly after, the band once again returned to electric

form,

but I was lost in reverie, hoping that one day I could see

Hitchcock and hear his acoustic guitar again.

Come to the Career Fair to:

a

a

make contacts

gather information about

organizations

find out whatjobs are out

thereforyou

Many employers will be there including:

Beth Israel Hospital

Camp Dresser & McKee
Filene's/The May Companies

M&M/Mars
Pfizer, Inc., Central Research Division

The New England Center for Autism

The Social Security Administration

Texas Instruments

You can also sign upfor Computer Assisted Job Referral and the Alumni

Network. Staff will be available to provide assistance.

See you there!!
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Step

^uVeJustBeen Qeared

ForTake Off.

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fraiemity/Sororiiy Park - on the Orchard Hill bus route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

You can get a lot more out of life when

you set your sights a Httle

higher. Which
is what applying

for the American Express'

Card is all about. When you get the

Card, its easier to do the things you want

to do. And with the student savings that

come along with it, you can do even more.

Fly roundtrip on Continental

for less than $100 each way.

Student Cardmembers receive four travel

certificates. They can be used to fly any-

where Continental Airiines flies in the

48 contiguous United States. Two for the

school year, and two for the summer.*

Airfare examples

based on destination.

Depending on where you fly, each the Card will say a lot about you. For one

school year travel certifi- thing it says you have a handle on what you

- cate is good for spend, so you don't have to carry over a bal-

$129 or $189 round- ance. It also says you're smart enough not to

trip-and each summer travel pay interest charges that can really add up
* - So take a tew minutes

now to call (have

your bank address

and account number

ready), and apply

for the American

Express Card.

With all that the Card offers you, not

even the sky is the limit.

THE CARD.
THE AMERICAN EXPRESS*CARD

Keiser

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cyt>ex

Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

ATHLETIC CLUB
256-0080

certificate is good for $149 or

$199 roundtrip

Savings that upgrade

your lifestyle.

As a student Cardmember you

get more than great travel sav-

ings. You also save money on everything

from clothing to long distance phone calls.

All for a $55 annual fee.

Obviously, savings like these say a lot

about the value of the Card. And having

Roundtript

N«w York-Lo» Angeles

Boston-Orlando

San Francisco-Denver

Your School

Y«»rFir.

$189

$129

$129

Get going, call 1'800'967'AMEX.

If vou're already a Cardmcmher. there's no need to call ^it,,,^

Continental Airlines aione v"
,^ ^^^ American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc

TRAVEL
RQATED•^^ SERVICES

An Anwican E>pra« ooxipany

Handba|{s!

Handballs!

Handbags!

Small Leather

Goods from $5

and up

Handbags $5

and up

Available on the Campus
Center Concourse

Thursday
Feb. 13-9-5

\
r
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X
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SPRING BREAK

p^H^m city beach
FLORIDA ^

• High quality beachlronl accotimoda |

lions for 7 exciting nights ffL
• Round tup cfiarleied motor coacti |

• Free pool deck parlies, activities. &
pronxitions

• Inter Campus Prograins I /Discount Jr
card ^jT

• On location stati for complete

assistance

•All taifes lips. & service charges

included

129\
I

L -ig^OiltJonorMatt L

M<u«nw«F;tr t mmomnt numie
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j^ TIE nVE COU£GE PROGRAM

PEACE AND WORLD SEOURTTY STIHNES

The Military and
Environmental Impact of

the Galf War

THE UMASS
PANHELLENIC COUNCIL

PRESENTS

with

William Arkiiu
Director of Military

Research for

GREENPEACE IniTERiuATioniAL

Tuesday, February TT*

8:OOPM • Ttiompson 102

University of Massachusetts

This Event is free, open to the public, and wheelchair accessible.

For rriore information call PAWSS at 54M600, ext 519.

SPRING 1992 SORORITY
RUSH

FEBRUARY 18-26'

ORIENTATION- TUESDAY FEBRUARY UTH
6PM-8PM IN THE CAMPUS CENTER,

ROOM 904

All University Women Are Welcome To Come Learn About UMass Sororities

P
I

K
E

Pi Kappa Alpha
The Brotherhood ofExcellence P

I

K
E

HKA
PIKE - There may be a better way to go through college, but nobody's found it yet.

First National Franternity to ABOLISH HAZING
1990 Winner of UMASS Silver Chapter Excellence Award

• 1991 Greek area/UMASS over-all athletic champs
liTp • Lifelong friendships • Olympic weight room • Ov^

ACADEMICS • ATHLETICS • LEADERSHIP

SPIUNG RUSH
Feb. 11, 12, 13, 18, 19

The Brothers of Pi KappaAlpha would like to extend an Invitation and Chs^nge t» AllUmversity men

to come down tonight at 8KM)pm and see for youtselfwhat PIKE has to offer!!

418 N. Pleasant St.
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DOONESBURY
THAT'S RI6HT,KJPS, YOU
HEARPOOmiBCTiyi IF

WU'Ve SLBPT lAJtTH ANY
CUlftBNT PfieSiPO^TlAL CAN-
[ficme, Thi5FeATUR£ will

youft

OH, sunt, YOU COULV AUUAY6 SBL-L

IT TO THS TABS FOR. MORB. Biff

UJ0ULPN7 YOU RATH5R 566-A
pi6NiFiepR^emcTMmr of
YOUR ^TOfCf BY HATICmAUy
KNOm CARTOON PBRSCmUTlEa^
CHeCK OUT THIS Poor PANBL

'

By GARRY TRUPEAU THE FAR SIDE

Y&p.THAT (JOULO
BaWURSTORy'
ACTNOUJ!

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
SEt,U0B8E.S, WE SVWLWT
KEEP ^ccowpusv^wt^«5 to

PE£LG00t> ASDOT OURSELVES.

SELf-ESTtEM

"WAMS VIUM nt STOWED 00\NG

V«WEy««K I OOMT KtEDTb
LE^R«^ TUmGS "Ki L\<E t^SSELf.

I'M flKE ^E y^^ I ^tA.

Sb "WE ^C8ET TO QCC* 5EIV

ESTEEM \S TO \DWEV. HCWR.

EXPECTKYVOKS TO TME PO\ViT

HUERE TMr<"8.E ^LREM^I MET '

RVSk^T. V<E

SWOOVDTXtt

KED\OCR.\TH

JIM'S JOURNAL By JIM

•(ft^«^i \>^^ *****
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By M.K. ANDERSON

\
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CAST OF THOUSANDS
00 you KNOU UMTS

\mr\ytomT you knou ^

1

By BARRY DEUTSCH

ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

UlNTtNPOf ^Ovj'\J€ NtWRys WM»V»

Today's Staff

Night Editor
Pf^ton Forman

Copy Editor
Amy Prendergast

PhotoTechnician Andrea Migl.assi

Production Supervisor Lisajezowsk.

Production J^^^" ^orla,

Theresa Giammattei

Menu
LUNCH

Fish Munchies

Pizza

BASICS LUNCH
Fish Munchies

Pizza

DINNER
Chicken Tenders

Cavatelli Supreme

BASICS DINNER
Chicken Tenders

Tri Bean Casserole

rhe opinions expressed on this page arc those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect thc^vicw. o. tin) CoHegian or the University
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Primitive resumes

Quote of the Day
"Now for the great secret"

- Voltaire, in his last moments of life

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April 191: Al-

though you like to lake charge, you

would be wise to encourage other

people 10 express their ideas. An

employer gives you the green light for

a pet project. Romance sizzles!

TAURUS(April 20-May 20); Kind

words will strengthen family ties to-

day. They could also start the ball

rolling on a new project. Expect fan-

fare tonight when you find yourself in

the spotlight.Do your laundry today

and call Mom.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Steer

clear of a casual flirtation now. You

could be playing with fire! Fulfill your

regular responsibilities with enthusi-

asm; that is where true happiness I ies.

CANCER Oune 21 -July 22): Em-

phasize friendly interaction both so-

cially and on the job. You may be

"able to land an important client or

contract ifyou know the right people.

Gather with good friends tonight.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Listening

with an open heart will lead to new

togetherness. Celebfate the special

rapport you and a loved one enjoy.

Turn on the charm when attending

social affairs. Put others at ease.Don't

kiss your dog on the lips; it's gross.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): Ro-

mance and entertainment dominate

your agenda now. Feast on life; drink

it up! A quiet night at home restores

your energy following a busy day. Bid

good riddance to subliminal worries.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Hid-

den forces may be creating deception

or confusion at work. Listening to the

grapevine helps you unravel a riddle.

You find out more than you expected.

Keep your promises to loved ones.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Be

careful not to jump the gun where a

domestic matter is concerned. You

may not have all the information you

need to make a convinc ing argument

Confer with friends or co-workers.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21 ): You are eager to forge ahead with

your career plans. A corporate

headhunter could help you land a

coveted job. Remember your mar

nersi Be careful not to badger or insult

potential allies.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19):

join forces with another person to

make a creative project profitable.

Your liming is right and your chances

for success arc excellent! Romance

reaches new heights this week.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Helping a family member or co-

worker should be your top priority

today. A new friendship is launched

as a direct result of your good deeds.

The love temperature keeps soaring.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Pri-

vate and personal schemes flourish

today. Doors previously closed to

you open right up! Put your best foot

forward at a conference or gala social

event.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Delect

5 Bridge call

9 Speedy
13 Column typo

t5 Scotio solo

16 Concerning

1

7

A Reagan tarce

ot 1938
19 Tea genus
20 DC. VIP

21 Shillong's state

22 In (rent

23 Check
24 Goes on a

buying spree

25 Fraternity letter

29 Curious
spectator

31 Satirical

imitation

33 Ancient Tokyo

34 Three.

in Madrid

38 Unprolessional

40 Furrowed
42 Impetuous
43 Krazy —
45 Arab, for one
46 Run oft to wed
48 Struck out

49 — o( honor

52 Resorts, ol

sorts

55 Legalis homo
56 Bare
57 Ship s course

60 Emphatic denial

61 Nanny or

granny

63 Footballer s

stamping
ground

64 Wings
65 Approaches
66 Twice halved

67 Decartes

68 Duck, in

Dortmund

DOWN
1 Cockand bull

stories

2 Traditional

knowledge

3 Shortly

4 Intelligence

5 Ancient Persian

6 Set in order

7 Country in a
Broadway
musk»l

8 FVised

9 He goes out on
New Years Eve

10 Pale

1

1

Fast lead-in

12 Mud puppy's
kin

14 Grant-Hepburn
film

18 Ending lor

Japan
22 Mimic
24 Notices

25 Box
26 "— Camera"
27 Mardi —
28 Miner s

t>onanza

30 Short
commercials

32 Part ol NW
Canada

35 Lair anagram
36 Luncheon

follower

37 Future plant

39 Mod music

41 Type of

potato

or apple

44 An aim
of SALT

47 BuiMing site

49 Tropical fruit

50 Decorate
51 Greek garment

53 Recipient

54 — tonga "

56 White
elephant,

for one
57 — the Man

Musial

58 Spanish
muralist

59 Gaelic

61 Prevent

62 Goller's

prop

answer to previous puzzle:
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Women's swimming falls at New Englands
ByJEFFHOJLO
Collegian Staff

Going into last weekends' New En-

gland Championships at Boston College,

University of Massachusetts women's

swimming coach Bob Newcomb thought

that his team's chances ofcoming home to

Amherst with a victory were very good.

He even went as far as to say that it was

payoff time for the hard work his swim-

mers have put in all season long.

Unfortunately for UMass, neither of

Newcomb's hopes came true as the UMass

swimmers, scoring a dismal 327, finished

seventh lout of 18 teams] behind peren-

nial favorite Boston College.

B.C., locked in a duel with Providence

College for most of the meet, finally over-

came the Friars 574.5 - 557. Springfield

College came in third with a score of 434.

Leading the way for UMass was sopho-

more Allison White who overcame a foot

iiXJury and won the 3-meter diving com-

petition (419 points) and finished second

in the 1-meter competition (348.90) be-

hind Springfield College's Julie KiUion

(353).

White was named co-diver of the meet

with KiUion, who placed third in the 3-

meter.

"I was really happy with my perfor-

mance and the fact that I was named co-

diver ofthe meet," White said. "As a team,

it was a difficult meet but I think we could

have swam much better than we did.

"I think it's fair to say that we really

didn't reach our potential at this meet or

the whole year for matter." White said.

Sophomore Kimberly Broad also was

one ofthe key performers for UMass, scor-

ing a season-best time in the 1650 freestyle

of 17:53.16. She placed second behind

Northeasterns' Jessica Gerber, who had a

timeofl7:32.33. CarolynCurranofUMass

was ninth 11833.34].

Broad also placed seventh in the 500

free with a time of 5:18.23.

"Overall we didn't swim up to par," said

Broad. "However, considering all the iryu-

ries we had going into the meet [Jen Jack-

son and Allison White] we didn't do too

badly."

As a team, UMass placed first in the

200 backstroke with a score of 37 and also

won the 1650 free (26 points). In the 800

free, UMass took third.

B.C. was the story, takingeightevents.

Inthe 400 individual medley , the Eagles

scored a whopping 50 points overall to

take first place (the closest competitor

was Northeastern with 29 points) and ran

away with the 100 breaststroke (39 pts.).

P.C. was close behind, winning six events.

In the 400 Medley Relay B.C. and P.C.

finished one and two respectively (3:58.16

and 4:01.23) with UMass filling the num-

ber eight slot (4:11.34).

Although after Friday's events UMass

was tied for fourth place with Vermont,

the Minutewomen never really had a

chance to win the meet as B.C. and P.C.

were in control from beginning to end.

"Boston College and Providence were

in a class by themselves," Newcomb said.

"They have such quality and depth andwe

didn't swim as well as I expected; add

those together and you get a subpar per-

formance from us.

"I was, however, really excited about

the performances of some the girls,"

Newcomb said. "Allison [White) was defi-

nitely the highlight of the meet for us; it's

quite an honor to be named co-diver ofthe

meet. Carolyn Curran, a sophomore, was

also spectacular.

"I'm not happy overall with our team

performance, though." Newcomb said. "I

just hope we do a lot better at Easterns

[Championships] in two weeks."
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Place your orders EARLY • Local & National Delivery

220 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

Call • Pay By Credit Card • 253-5545

Have a lonely Valentine's

Wbr/j for the

Collegian

AREYOU THE CHILD
OFA

JEWISH - CHRISTIAN

INTERMARRIAGE?
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384-I038

WE
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PRODUCTIONS

PROFESSIONAL
INCOME TAX
PREPARATION
BESTRATES!

Student Basic

Bate -Rate

Federal $io $12

Federal with

SchedualeC

lofSmal Business $30 $35

256-8167

AnnualWinter

Feb.1 1th 6pm Rm 11

^£IP US Bf}fm VOL/
CONCERTS!

HOSPITALITY
STAGE CREW
SECURITY

PROMOTIONS

SALE
% Attention ^T^

Job Interviewees
The image you project is your

first most valuable asset.

We are ready to advise and assist you on
the right interview attire.

The Very Best In Fall/ Winter Apparel
For Men And Women

At Season's End Sale Savings

iSjouseofUIalsti

32 hAain Street., Amherst • 413-253-3361
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gymnastics
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

Jason Fox scored an 8.75 to lead the squad
to a 43.70 point rotation. MIT scored only
36.60 points on the vault.

The team now has a 5-0 record as they
continue to prepare for Temple. The lead-

ers had a rest and the rest ofthe team had

a chance to see where they are. The team
knows what they have to do to beat Temple.

A 224.80 point performance may have

been good enough to beat a weak MIT
team, but it certainly will not beat de-

fending league champions Temple on

Saturday.

:<^

tk'M^
LOW, LOW PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL

SH4 41 12 • S3S 188H

-AEROBICSn
Loiu Impact

Step

!Hi/Low

Keiser

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMMRST

2S6>e080

Mental Health Groups
Spring 1992

• MONDAYS:
ADULT CHILDREN OF DYSFUNCTIONAL FAMILIES:

(divorce, addictions, alcoholisms, gambling, mental

illness, etc.) - 3:30-5:00

• TUESDAYS:
SELF EXPLORATION GROUP - 3:30-5:00

COMING OUT GROUP - 3:00-4:30

MENS GROUP - 7:00-8:30

• WEDNESDAYS:
AWAY FROM HOME: A group in Spanish for

Latino/Latina students - 3:30-5:00

PROCESS ACOA - 3:00-4:30

CONFLICT OF CULTURES, the Couples Experience -

3:00-4:30

• THURSDAYS:
SINGLE MOTHERS GROUP - 1:00-2:30

ALCOHOL ISSUES - 1:00-2:30

EATING DISORDERS - 3:30-5:00

MMBrtslHBaU)Spmg1992(kojpsiBCimeapie^^

Get Personal this Valentines Day!

Tell someone special how you feel

with CollOgiSn valentine Personals.

«r ^ 25% OFF
regular student classified price.

Includes color!

%%

Look for our table

on the Campus Center Concourse.

Or come to Campus Center Room 113.

Deadline for Valentine Personals is Wed., Feb. 12th. at 3:30 pm.

Valentine Personals will be published Friday, Feb. 14th.

MORTAR BOARD

ebruary 10 to 14

is

MORTAR BOARD WEEK

( oiiK h\ mk\ Will A Gilt Ccrtilkatc lo BART'S!

Just bring a nonperishable food item or 25c,

which will be donated to the Amherst Shelter,

to the Mortar Board info table on the concourse.

Then guess the number of hearts in the jar.

If you guess correctly you win!

Celebrate our 74th year with us! Come to the info table on

the concourse! The table will be different and exciting every day!

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICF. mCAMPySCENTER ' MON. THURS. 8:30-i:3O FRIDAY 8:30-2:30 * DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAITON » 20c/V^mD/DAY FOR mJDEm ' CASH IN ADVANCE

ACTIVITIES

FBEE MEDTTATION WORKSHOP
Starts tonight!

CCrm. 168C7;30-9;30PM

Welcome!

Protact Student* Rlgmal Surt tonight Fab

1 1 MASSPIRG meeting 7pni Earttitood*

UMASS CHESS CLUB
First meeting Tuesday
7-1 1pm in the Bluewall

All are welcome!

ONE BEDROOM in beautilul Mill Valley apt

in South Amherst. Clean. Quiet, luxurious.

Call alter 7pm 253-9692

Sunderland Apartment Bus route Rentnow

get one month free 665-8669

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT, Blown

$375 Call 256- 1 045

FOR SALE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

40MEG HARD DRIVE Almost New Western

Ide Digital 28ms Paid $230 Asking $100

253-8 1 75 Mike

DOUBlTbED $85 584-2784

Bed and Breakfast

Downtown Amherst, Ideal lor visiting par-

ents and friends 549-0733

PRODUCTION TEAM
Ever tame a shrew? Want to? Tabula Rasa

seeks a stellar team lor a great show. Call

Riz at 546-0989 tor inlo.

AUTO FOR SALE

GUITAR AND AMP FOR SALE

Great first electric

loud amp
$190 or BO
Call 586-7353

LOSE FAT
Without dieting nowl

549-4401

CHEVROLET IMPALA 1*78 83K nine 200/

bo Call 549-6289

MAZDA GLC 1981 4spd 104K Runs and

Drives inspectable 586-1 194 $500/bo

CHEN STYLE TAI CHI

MEDfTATION-IN-MOTION with slow-fast,

soft-vigorous, empty-solid movements Free

first lesson 6:45pm Feb25 Northampton 545-

5923

LOVE SCENT, known to enhance and

stimulate the senses Rare African import.

Oil $8.75/ Incense $6.00. Uncommon Scents

107 Vernon Street, Northampton, Massa-

chusetts 01060

SKIS/BOOTS
Lacroix Skis

Lange boots

great condition

549-9932

Amttertt College Gospel Choir is looking

for a pianist. All Five College students wel-

come. Fore more inlo. Call 542-3372

Applications now being accepted at Ad-

missions Center lor Tour Guides. Student

Admissions Representatives, and Summer

Counselors.

Apply now to be a Tour Gukle, Summer

Counselor, or Student Admissions Repre-

sentative. Applications available on Con-

course. _—
Chlldcare wanted lor 2 yr okJ Tues « Thurs

9jOam 1 :00pm $5/hr Call 253-0866

EARN MONEY NOWl
SPANISH/ENGLISH BILINGUALS

Needed for reading study

Jeanetle 585-8749

EVENING JOBSI Environmental campaign

work. Fight pollutkjn with Clean Water Ac-

tton. $7/hr. QrijusljnesXallJ84-9630
FAST

FUNDRAISING
PRCMRAM

Fraternities, sororities, student clut)S. Earn

up to $1000 in one week. Plus receive a

$1000 bonus yourself. And a FREE watch

just for calling 1-800-932-0528 E»l. 65

One MA Use ptate 996-SCW missing from

E-lot Call 546-141 4

SETOFKEYS, one with green rim 584-2976

PERSONAL

BRIAN
Ichiban I tove you!

Happy Birthday^ WarugaWII

Love, Sako

RUSH SAMMY TYPING

FROZEN YOGURT - Singing and dancing

tool seeks honey almond/strawberry woman

to share froyo v«th. Hot fudge included.

Respond here if interested.

HAPPYRBSTQUARTER ol the moon Abell

RIDE WANTED

RIDE NEEDED to South Jersey thU week-

end Call 546-5689

SAMMY IS WATCHING YOU.

Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity

wants you to come to open rush

Tuesday Feb. 1 1 th

Tuesday Feb. 18th

Wednesday Feb. 19th

All events at 8 00

395 N.Pleasant St

C$U Todd 549-4968

Need your papers typed? Quick, accurate

service Call Brian 546-3563

PAPERS, RESUMES, THESIS-

Word processing, laser printing-

Call Rosemary 323-5031

WANTED

SERVICES

RIDERS WANTED

FEMALE ROOMIE NEEDED NOWl

STEREO FLEA MARKET
Buy/sell/trade, Sundays 9-5, Jackson's Flea

Mkt., Mountain Farms Mall, Hadley Used/

new components, wide variety Other days

caH S/AA^ Exchange. 256-3404

FOUND

HELPI I need a roommatell And you want to

live here, Sunderland - furnished apt with

utilities on bus route for just $250 a monthi If

you're a non-smoking, non druggie female

»»ho needs a place to Kve. call Heather at

665-1 190 Hurryl^
FOR RENT

FOUNDMONEY IN Campu* Center 2«) 2/

6 Can 259-1 959

HELP WANTED

PHdge iwitalt Ca« 2S3-9742

Alaska Sumnter Employment- Fisheries,

Earn $5,000«/month Free transportation!

Room board' Over 8,000 openings. Male

or female. For employment program call 1-

206-545-4155 ext 298

Get a Real Job
Tired of meaningless work? Help protect the

environment with Greenpeace. Full and part-

time canvassing positions Irom 3 to 10pm

$175 to 350/»veek Call Rick @ 5490507

GRADUATE ASSISTANTSHIPSwith GEO-
Seeking 8 UMass grad students lor organiz-

ing work. Training provided. $3500/semes-

ter tuition and fee waivers. Graduate Em-

ptoyee Organization, 545-5317 Deadline

Feb 14

NEW STUDENTS PROGRAM- Happy soph,

jrs. srs needed for summer, May27-July18.

Welcome the class ol '96, Applications Ad-

misskins Center,

GUITAR LESSONS- Learn what you want.

Ca« Jon Gamer 665-7756

LOST

If you mlalakeftly took my brown leather

jacket Irom The Pub on 2/5 please caH 549-

9362. Fleward

Do you want to go to

Madison Wisconsin

Feb 13 to 17

Call if you want to go with me,

help drive and share expenses

Sandy 546-5339

FREE pregnancy testing: conlklential and

caring support, BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

I4EED RNANCIAL AID? Low grades, Ngh

parental income no otetacle, 253-0527

ORDERAVONI
Call 546-1999

For Iree brochures/samples

SINGING VALENTINES
Delivered anywhere

549-6289

BOBBY MCFERRIN TICKET WANTED
by avid fan Call anytime up to concert

546-0359

NEED PSYCH380 NUTR230 MUS100 549-

1149 Leave message

WINDSURFERS

TRYING TO ORGANIZE a trip to Cape

Hatteras for spring break. If interested, con-

tact Lars 256-0075

TRAVEL

RUSH PIKE

The Iratemity with a commitment to excel-

lence

Open Rush Dates: Feb 1 1. 12. 13, 18, 19.

418 N.Pleasant St. 8 -1 0pm

RUSH DELTA CHI

SPRING BREAK TRIPS

Panama City, Cancun, Jamaica

Call Stacey at 549-0840

RUSHa CaH us, we pick you up. go to house,

we meet you, you meet us. free food, great

guys, and good time to be had by all.

Feb 10 Mon "Pool tournament" 8- 10pm

Feb 12 Wed -Bullato wings' 8- 10pm

Feb 17 Mon "Regression to Mexico" 8pm

Feb 19 Wed "Spaghetti dinner* 6-8pm

Call Matt at 546-7038 or Steve at 549-6505

lor info., rides or H you have questions.

Need some sun? ! have great deals on

spring break trips to Jamaica, Cancun, and

Bahamas Call Dena days 545-3500 or nights

549-5740

Skl-mtercolleglale Ski Week*, $189 in-

cludes: 5 day lilt ticket/ 5nights

lodging(mountainslde condo)/ 5 days

intercollegiate activities (drinking age- 18),

sponsored by Labatt's ft Ml. Sutton, Canada

(just across the Vermont border). Group

leader discounts. Spring break 92 Call Ski

Travel Unlimited 1 •800-^999^SJ<l-9

YOU'VE ONLY GOT ONE WEEKTO UVEl

Do spring break m Jamaica, Bahamas.

Cancun, Margarita. Irom $369il Hotel, air,

transfers, partiesi Sun Splash Tours 1-800-

426-7710.
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Sports
Alumni questions still unansw^ered
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian SUff

Four concerned University of Massa-
chusetts alumni met with Chancellor Ri-

chard O'Brien and two key members ofthe

Athletic Department yesterday to discuss

the lack of communication surrounding

cuts to the University's football program.

The recently developed coalition, which
came in search of facts, said they left the

Chancellor's Office with more questions

than answers.

Frank DiTommaso, the captain of the

1 980 football team, and three other former

players wanted to find out who made the

decision to make scholarship reductions

to the program early last December, but

weren't given a direct response.

That was one ofthe focal points [ofthe

meeting] and we never got a satisfactory

answer," DiTommaso said while leaving

Whitmore Administration Building
around 7:30 p.m. after more than an hour
of deliberation. "We basically told them
that we didn't get any conclusive facts to

any of our questions."

David Bischoff, the dean ofthe School of

Physical Education, said, "At the Univer-

sity, nobody makes a decision," but followed

by saying, "If you have a budget and you

don't have enough money you have to cut

someplace and somebody has to make a

decision of where it has to be cut."

Frank Mclnemey, the University's di-

rector of athletics, was also present at the

meeting and said afterward, "Their role

was to find out as many facts as they could

about the system, and you can't explain

the system. We're a function of the state,

and as such, it's very complex all the way
down the line."

In a statement released Feb. 5, O'Brien

said, "The decision to reduce the number
of scholarships for next year was fully in

accord with informal discussions on Dec. 4

with interested Trustees, with the full

concurrence of the President and the

Chancellor, and a formal recommendation
on Jan. 18 from an ad hoc committee ofthe

Faculty Senate Athletic Council."

One ofthe concerns ofthe alumni group
was why the University did not tell foot-

ball coach Jim Reid in early December
that the cuts may have been forthcoming.

Reid verbally resigned upon hearing of

the cuts for the first time, Jan. 23, after

not wanting to retract verbal scholarship

promises to high school recruits.

"We're concerned how they let the situ-

ation be handled the way it ultimately

was," DiTommaso said. "Jim Reid had his

football program cut and he didn't even

know about it while he and the other

coaches were out selling the University. It

turned out to be a whole pack of lies and

very embarrassing to the University."

Asked if he was displeased with the

handling of the situation, O'Brien said

Sunday, "There are somejudgement calls

I would have made differently."

O'Brien said Monday, "It's ajudgement
call as to who translated the general di-

rections of cutting back in football."

Bischoff said, "If there's ever one com-

plaint about a University, it's that there's

never enough distribution ofinformation,

never enough communication."
DiTommaso said something positive

came out of the talks.

"The dean has agreed to make himself

and members of the staff available to sit

with us and see how we can help,"

DiTommaso said.

He said there was not any exact date

set for a future meeting between the

concerned parties.

Reid
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

of resignation. However, due to

complex legal language, O'Brien did

not think it was a resignation letter.

"I talked to Chancellor O'Brien

[last night] and apologized to him,"

Reid said. "I didn't mean for the

letter to be anj^hing other than a

resignation. I will officially resign

Thursday."
UMass officials have not begun

the search for a new football coach

because they have contended all

along, Reid had not officially re-

signed. However, the search should

begin sometime next week.

"These are tough times Ito get a

job]," Reid said, late last night. "Jim

Marshall has been a good friend for

a long time and I would love to work
for him.

"I'm only interviewing for the

job," he said. "I probably won't find

out if I get it for at least a couple of

days. This is a good opportunity."

CoUegiaD pboto by Andrea Migliassi

Frank DiTommaso •- He came
with questions. .

.

CoUegian photo by Andrea Migliassi

Frank Mclnemey -- He didn't
have an answer. .

.

David Bischo£f •- Neither did
he. .

.

Jim Reid - He's in Richmond.

Intimidation still part of game
"The Boston Bruins

traded Craig Janney and
Stephan Quintal to the St.

Louis Blues for Adam
Oates..."

I fell back in my chair in

disbelief. "Janney and
Quintal for Oates," I said

once or twice, just to see

how it sounded.
Harry Sinden has never

been afraid to wheel and
deal. To get something you
have to give something, or

so the saying goes. He's
done it countless times, so this deal should come as no
surprise.

The Boston media had Janney traded for just about
every NHL superstar over the past two seasons.

Adam Oates is a bona-fide superstar who was un-

happy in St. Louis. He can skate, score, pass, check and
drive the Zamboni machine between periods ifhe has to.

Few should be shocked that Sinden dealt for such a

quality player, especially when he was so available and
the price was right.

Greg Sukiennik

So why am I still pissed off that Sinden dealt Janney
away?

Go back to 1988. The Bruins hadn't played well enough
to get anywhere close to the Stanley Cup since the likes

ofBrad Park, Terry O'Reilly and Rick Middleton wore the

black and gold. Garry Cheevers was the goalie, Don
Cherry was the coach and the "Big Bad Bruins" checked

and intimidated opponents mercilessly.

Who was it that brought the B's back into contention?

A line consisting of a sometime brawler who could also

skate and score and two unknown newcomers. They were
known by their last names, as if they were all one name
glued together — "Neely-Janney-Joyce."

Cam Neely has been out most of the year with a knee

injury. Bobby Joyce was last seen toiling for the Washing-

ton Capitals.

And Janney? While he continued to grow as a scorer

and as an excellent passer, Janney also gained a reputa-
tion for being "soft," especially in the playoffs— a label he
didn't deserve.

Janney is short by most NHL standards. During the
regular season, this usually didn't effect his play. How-
ever, in the playoffs, opposing teams would routinely key
in on Janney by having him shadowed all game long.

By shadowed I don't mean "me and my shadow;" I

mean opposing teams assigned someone bigger than
Janney to beat on him for 60 minutes. It's just part ofthe
game in the NHL, where if you can't outskate 'em, you
beat 'em up.

Adam Oates is a bigger physical presence on the ice

than Janney is. While not characterized as a fighter,

Oates can hold his own in checking situations and isn't as

vulnerable to abuse as Janney sometimes was.
In the Norris Division, the WWF of the NHL, where

Oates played his entire NHL career with St. Louis and
Detroit, fights and cheap shots are just part of the fun.

Oates,' who came into the NHL right out of college,

excelled as a passing, scoring center despite the prevailing

mayhem. IfJanney truly was traded because he wasn't as
adept at the physical game, Oates is a good replacement.

I live close to the New York state line, within the
Albany media market. This enabled me to see Oates lead
Renseleeir Polytechnical Institute, an engineering school
with no other Divison I sports besides hockey, to the
NCAA title in 1985. Bruins fans who have seen his totals

for the year and think he's not a scorer will be pleasantly
surprised to know Oates was a scoring machine for RPI.

As for Janney, he and Quintal join a St. Louis team far

off last year's 100-point pace. Part ofthat may have been
linked to Oates' unhappiness, and who knows, Janney
could spark the Blues. He could also get beat up pretty

badly in a division full of goons if his teammates don't

protect him.

But still, while the trade makes perfect sense, there's

something about team loyalty Hary Sinden seems to

forget every time he makes a trade. Maybe such notions

are impractical , but after all, these are the Boston Bruins,

and Janney did help spearhead their resurgence.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian columnist

Gymnastics
defeats MIT,
set for Temple
By KIM ADDESA
Collegian correspondent

Even with its top competitors sitting on the
sidelines Saturday, the University of Massachu-
setts men's gymnastics team had no problem beat-
ing the gjmanasts from Massachusetts Institute of

Technology by a score of 224.80 to 139.20.

The line-up was designed by head coach Roy
Johnson to give his top gymnasts a little bit of a
mental break and to give some of the gymnasts
who had been performing inconsistently during
the season a chance to "step up a notch" before the
team faces Temple this weekend.

"Our top competitors make up halfofour team,
we need the other halfofour team to elevate their

level ofperformance for us to be successful against
Temple and Syracuse," said Johnson. "Right now
we are averaging 44.0 per event, we need to be
averaging somewhere between 45.0 and 47.0 ifwe
want to beat Temple."

The squad from MIT had neither the depth nor
the skill tocompete with the gymnasts from UMass.
On the pommel horse and the high bar MIT was
only able to field two gymnasts , and only three MIT
gymnasts competed on the parallel bars.

UMass had a 6.8 point lead after just the first

event, floor exercise, and the lead simply continued
to grow. After the second event, the pommel horse,

the score was already UMass 76.10, MIT 42.90.

On the parallel bars, MIT scored a meager 18.5

points, while UMass, with the help ofan 8.75 point

performance from Bill Sa3mian, scored 37.5 points.

On the vault, Jason Braud scored a 9.25, and
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Tsongas maintaining a steady course
Campaign holds even pace to primary
By CECI CONNOLLY
Associated Press

BOSTON— In this season's race to the
New Hampshire primary, Paul Tsongas
has been methodical in charting his 11-

month drive, more like the tortoise than
the hare.

Now with one week left to the critical

test, Tsongas' aides say they're picking up
the pace, enjoying the excitement and
preparing to peak Feb. 18, although the
pace will remain deliberate.

"This campaign has always been one
that planned things out, tried to advance
the ball a little each day," said national
political director Paul Shone. "We don't
anticipate any big surprises in the final

week."

U.S. Rep. Nicholas Mavroules, D-Mass.,
has advised Tsongas to stay the course.

"Everything he has done has been a
very slow, methodical, stone-by-stone
buildup," he said. "Little by little he has
gotten his message out."

In this era of30-second sound bites, the
former Massachusetts senator has relied

on a dense 86-page term paper titled "A
Call to Economic Arms" to pitch his can-

didacy.

"T^ext week he has to give them the
executive summary," Shone said.

Campaignmanager Dennis Kanin said

thatmeans "crystalUzing his message," in

one more new commercial, a msgor tele-

vised debate Sunday anda week ofcolorful

staged events.

A host of rallies, speeches and phone
calls will be sandwiched between a
Manchester, N.H., town meeting where

Tsongas' name will be ht on the marquee
of The Palace Theatre and a Valentine's
Day birthday party for Tsongas and his

twin sister in a hotel ballroom.

Tsongas has staked his entire quest on
New Hampshire. He has promised to

withdraw ifhe does not finish first, second
or a very strong third. A Boston Globe poll

released Monday showed Tsongas and
Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton tied at 26
percent.

For nearly a year he has run a shoe-
string operation, reporting a debt this

winter.

"Well Uve and die by the results every
week," from Feb. 18 on, said campaign
spokeswoman Peggy Connolly.

If Tsongas fares well in New Hamp-
shire the campaign expects a rush of do-
nations to pay for the next competition in

Maine Feb. 23 and "ifwe do well in Maine
well get more money and invest it for

Super Tuesday," she said.

Aides say Tsongas is finally viewed as
credible and electable as evidenced by
increased donations.

Kanin said Tsongas raised $250,000
the lastweek inJanuary, the same amount
collected in three summer months. "In the
last two days, $40,000 has come in the
mail."

Themoney has been like a head rush to

a campaign that couldn't afford to send
signs to its Washington state office. It has
enabledTsongas to increase his television

advertising in three states and put a little

in the bank.

"Paul is reallypumped up," Kanin said.

"He gets excited about the money coming
in.

Collegian photo by Matt Kahn

SMOKE ON THE EIGHTH FLOOR— At 9-^2 pan. last night, a fire

started in an electrical box on the eighth floor ofthe Campus Center.
Burning insulation on wires in the box generated excessive smoke,
forcing 50 people to be evacuated from floors 3-12. There were no
reported injuries and no damage other than the electrical panel.

TA. dies follow-
ing surgery

ScottAllan Nitzsche ofReading, MA, a teaching
and research assistant at the University ofMassa-
chusetts, died on Feb. 8 due to comphcations fol-

lowing surgery. He was 25.

Nitzsche worked in the Pol)Tner Science and
Engineering Department at the University and
was due to complete his 5-year doctorate program
in Polymer Science this September.
A member of the American Chemical Society,

Nitzsche pubhshed ten research papers in the field

of Polymer Physics.

He graduated from Reading Memorial High
School in 1984 £ind received his B.A. in chemistry
from UMass-Amherst in 1988. Nitzsche was also a
recipient of the Monsanto Fellowship.

He leaves his parents. Curt and Sally Nitzsche;
his brother. Curt Jeffrey Nitzsche; grandparents

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

GEO reacts to stalled contract
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Student Organization last night voted
on a course ofaction concerning the recent derailment of

full contract approval at an emergency meeting in the
Student Union Ballroom.

Approximately 250 "very angr}^" members of GEO
gathered for the closed meeting to discuss plans ofhow to

respond.

"The actions set to take place in the next couple of

weeks are not to be divulged," said GEO co-speaker Peter
Underwood.

"Let me just say that we are taking positive action to

ensurewe do getthe contractapproved and implemented,"
he said. "That is the goal of the whole membership right

now."

On Jan. 31, the GEO membership unanimously rati-

fied a contract proposal after a full year of negotiations

with the University administration. Last Wednesday the

contract was unexpectedly denied full approval by the

Board of Trustees.

According to co-speaker Emily Isaacs, GEO is await-

ing the Feb. 28 trustees meeting in which they hope
attorney William Searson will "acknowledge and affirm

his previous decision" on binding arbitration and union
recognition as "legally soimd moves."

Isaacs said if the contract were to be tabled again,

GEO would perceive that as rejection and would "art

accordingly."

When asked about the possibility of another strike in

the near future, Isaacs said that no one wants more GEO
action, including members.
"GEO is not strike-happy, contrary to popular belief,"

said Isaacs. "It is a last-resort action. But since the

contract is not approved, we are not under the 'no-strike'

clause."

Underwood said, "No strike has been voted upon."

Susan Pearson, chiefnegotiator for the administration

on the contract, said, "It's too premature to speculate, but

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Kelley unafraid to speak his mind
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is the fourth in a six-

part series profiling the candidates in the

race for the Third Hampshire District's

state representative seat.

Larry Kelley of Amherst doesn't pull

any punches as to why he entered the race

for the Amherst-Pelham state represen-

tative seat.

Kelley, an Independent competing in

the March 17 general election for the seat

vacated by State Senator Stanley
Rosenberg late last September, said he

decided to enter the race when he foimd

out Ellen Story of Amherst was running.

"Ellen Story is both the most formidable

and the least qualified candidate," Kelley

said in a recent interview with the Colle-

gian. "She's formidable because she's both

a woman and a member of the Amherst
wine-and-cheese circuit."

Kelley also referred to what he called

the Amherst's "namby-pamby attitude"

that dictates everyone in the town should
get along and "no one should go out and be
aggressive."

Kelleyhas also said "[Story's] only claim
to fame" was serving as a member of
Amherst Town Meeting and when Story
was a School Committee member in 1986,
"there was so much money cascading in

from Boston, anybody could have done a
good job."

Theothercandidates forthe Democratic
nomination are Terry Franklin and Jon
Hite of Amherst and Norman Page of

Pelham. Mark Enoch of Amherst is the
sole Republican in the race.

Story said Kelley is "really reaching" in

his statements about her, noting that she
has worked for 18 years with low-income
women and children at the Western
Massachusetts Family Planning Council.

She also said all ofher education has been
at public institutions.

"I really don't know what [KelleyJ is

talking about — I'm certainly not out
drinking wine and eating cheese every

night," Story said.

"Larry Kelley is having a good time

making provocative statements," Story

said.

Kelley, a businessman who nins the

Karate Health FitnessCenter inAmherst,
said he is someone who "speaks his mind."

"I'm busy— I want people to get to the

point," Kelley said. "When people deal

with me, they know they're in a competi-

tion."

Although Kelley says he has "no illu-

sions" about his chances of winning the

race, he feels he is the best of any of the

candidates on fiscal issues.

"I've had a lot of experience in the
private sector, and you have to be a fiscal

conservative to svu^ve there," Kelley said.

He noted that in 1982, when he first

opened his karate school, 77 percent of

small business openings that year failed.

One of Kellers mtyor fiscal issues is

Amherst's Cherry Hill Golf Course. The
Town purchased the Course in 1987 for
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Wednesday, February 12

Meeting— The L^MASS Grenadier and Gammt,' StK-ioty

will be holding an open house in Campus Cent^T Room
911-15 from 7 p.m. to 12 a.m. All are welcome.

Meeting — A Senate meeting sponsored by the SGA
Senate Ops will be held at 7 p.m. in Campus Center Room
163c.

Presentation— Roger G. Smith will present "Frederick

Douglass — NOW" from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. in the Howker
Auditorium. The event, sponsored by the BMCP, will

have a $3 admission for students.

Information Sension — The National Student Ex-

chaiiM*' will Ik' holding an information session from 4 to

f» |» Ml ill Campus (Ji'Mter Room 903. Applications are for

Fall '\Y1 and Spring '91^ and are due February 28.

Ktnploynu'nt -The Undergraduate Admissions Office

IS now accepting applications for Tour Guide, Student
.'SilmissiouK Representatives and New Students Program
Summer Counselors. F'ind out more about these positions

by altvnding the information session today at 4:30 in

Campus tU'iiti'r Room 804.

Thursday, February 13

HUhkI Drive — An American Red Cross Blood Drive

will be held from 1 1 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the UMass Campus
Center.

lA'cture — "Women or Wives of the Nation: Discourse

of Parity in the Iranian Constitution," will be discussed

by Afsaneh Najmabadi, visiting lecturer in Islamic

Studies, Harvard Divinity School. The event will take

place at 4 p.m. in Campus Center Room 904-908.

Elvis' division faces cutbacks
By MARK FRITZ
Associated Press

FRIEDBERG, Germany — Elvis' old barber is all

shook up. The King's mane man, the guy who pruned the

Presley pompadour, is worried that he may have to find

a new place to dwell.

"Sure, I'm afraid," says Karl-Heinz Stein, the head
haircutter at the base where P\t. Elvis A. Presley spent
his overseas Army hitch.

The legacies ofPresley's stay at Ray Barracks north of

Franfurt have suffered from the massive reduction in

American Forces in Europe.
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The Elvis A. Presley Dining Facility recently closed

and Presley's old Alpha Company is moving to new
quarters.

Ray Barracks has so far survived.

For as long as it does, Stein intends to keep his shrine

to EK-is, including the scissors and straight razor he used
to maintain the Presley pompadour after his basic-train-

ing cut grew out.

Auto worker
says he's sorry
for bad brakes
COLUMBIA, Md., (AP) — A man who complained

about faulty brakes on his 1992 Buick got an apology, but
not the one he expected. It came directly from the auto
worker responsible for the mistake.

"I would never have beUeved it. I'm just amazed," said
John F. Jacobs, 48, an electrical engineer. *It appears to

be that they're paying attention to quality control."

Rich Richardson, a foreman in the Flint, Mich., plant
that built Jacobs' LeSabre, thought he was calling a
dealer when he dialed Jacobs* number last week. WTien
he realized he had the car owner on the phone, he decided
to go ahead with the call anyway.

"1 thought we ought to talk to him. The defect was so
important that I thought we ought to tell him we are
going to see it never happens again." Richardson. 47. a
29-year GM veteran, said Monday.

Jacobs told Richardson he had traded in a 1985 Toyota
van for the Buick, and Richardson decided to call auto
worker Mike Wilson, who had installed the brakes, to the
phone.

Jacobs said both men apologized profusely for the
improperly secured bracket in the left front brake.
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Local
Floodlight smashes at hotel entrance

A fallen exterior floodlight caused this

Campus Center Sunday night. The light

lier Sunday, but no response was made.

CoIUgian photo by Joah Boynold*

damage to the outside ofthe
was reported damaged ear-

By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

A floodlight illuminating the entrance
of the Campus Center Hotel which was
reported to the Physical Plant Simday as
being loose crashed to the flagstones at

the entrance Sunday night, breaking one
of the gray slabs and spraying broken
glass in the immediate area.

"I heard a huge crash," said Holly
Harris, the hotel clerk on duty at the time.

"At first I thought there was a metal trash
can blowing around in the wind."

At the time she heard the crash, Harris
was checking a customer into the hotel

who had, just moments before, come in

through the north entrance.

The [customer] had come through that
door about a minute before the crash," she
said. "It'sjust luck they didn't come in one
minute later."

Earher that day, a security worker for

the Campus Center had noticed the light

looked loose and reported it to Building
Operations, according to senior manager
Forrest Davies.

"The worker reported the light was

hanging, literally, by its wires and blow-
ing back and forth in the wind," said

Davies. "We notified the Physical Plant,

but they didn't respond. If they had, this

could have been prevented."

Physical Plant Director of Operations
Patrick Daly said, "The loose light was
reported, the call was not responded to,

and it is true [the accident] could have
been prevented."

"We did have people up there working
with the lights' retracting mechanisms a
few weeks ago and no one noticed any
problems," he added. "We will have to

make a thorough inspection of the other

lights."

The light was one of ten on the north
side roof of the Campus Center Hotel.

There are twenty roof-based retractable

floodlights, cdl of which were originally

installed when the hotel was built in the
early 1970s, according to Daly.

"The Physical Plant is supposed to do
regular checks on the lighting fixtures

and make needed repairs, Davies said.

"I am not happy aboutwhat happened,"
he added. "I'm just thankful there was no
one hurt."

Local Jews seek to reach out
Speakers look to close gap between communities
by MORGAN BITTON
Collegian Staff

Prompted by a speech by City College of New York
Professor Leoanard Jeffries, the Jewish Community of

Amherst and the UMass B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation
sponsored a panel discussion and workshops Monday
night, centered around combating anti-Semitism.

Rabbi Sheila Weinberg introduced the event which
presented many responses the local community can take

to anti-Semitism. "We are building viable bridges between
theJewish community and other communities," she said.

The panel, titled "Anti-Semitism— Local and National:

What can be done?" featured Rabbi Saul Perlmutter of

UMass Hillel, Leonard Zakim, New England Regional

Director ofthe B'Nai B'rith Anti-Defamation League and
Bailey Jackson, dean of the UMass School of Education.

Following the panel discussions the audience ofabout
fiftybroke up into groups for workshops with one speaker
acting as chair for each group.

Although Rabbi Perlmutter said he would "rather be
doingjust about anythingthan discussing anti-Semitism,"

he told of many recent occurrences of anti-Semitism at

UMass and how the Jewish community can best respond

to anti-Semitism.

Rabbi Perlmutter only discussed incidents which were
brought to the attention of Hillel by UMass students.

Anti-Semitism at the University is often aimed at the

wholeJewishcommunity , Perlmutter said. He complained
about Hillel posters being defaced and menortihs knocked
over around Hanukkah time, one at the Hillel House and
one outside the Student Union.

Perlmutter also cited graffiti on dorm doors, bulletin

boards and elevators. He discussed the evils of calling

women "Japs," which Perlmutter beUeves combines sex-

ism with anti-Semitism.

Besides sexism between students, Perlmutter also

said some professors discriminate against Jewish stu-

dents. He gave one example in which a student told a
professor she could not attend classes when they occurred

on a Jewish holiday. He said the professor replied, "You
need to pick between your rehgion and your education."

To combat anti-Semitism , Perlmutter said he believes

"we have to make this a community issue."

Zakim said, "We have to be open and acknowledge
that we are more able to wave the flags against anti-

Semitism in this country than in any other country."

He also explained how Judaism and Jewish culture is

more integrated in the United States than in any other

country today, including France and England.

Dr. Jackson spoke of his involvement with the Black

Jewish Dialogue and the Social Issues movement at

UMass. "I usually come away less than satisfied, feeling

like we missed the target and something is usually said

to offend more than one group."

Dr. Jackson discussed options to make the Black

Jewish Dialogue more effective. "Before building bridges

we have to decide what is in the gap. Sometimes when we
build bridges they fall because we haven't assessed the

gap."

Dr. Jackson believes when we learn about each other,

"we can see the things that brought us together and it will

expand the way we see each other."

^Gift of Judaism' appreciated
Jewish Arts Festival opens with Leslea Newman
By ELIZABETH CHRISTOPHER
Collegian Staff

"To be a Jew in the 20th century is to be offered a gift,"

began poet and author Leslea Newman at her reading

last night, commencing the 16th annual Jewish Arts

Festival.

Newman read from her collection ofpoetry and fiction

to a small but captivated audience at the Hillel House
Lounge, focusing on women in Judaism.

"The Jewish Arts Festival is a way to celebrate the

culture of the Jewish people," said Yehudit Heller, Pro-

gram Director for Hillel.

"Judaism is not just about holidays and prayer, it's

[about] Hfe," she said.

Newman, who lives and writes in Northampton, has

received many writing awards including the Massachu-

setts Artist Fellowship Award in Poetry. Among her

works are "Just Looking For My Shoes," "A Letter to

Harvey Milk," and several children's books that deal with

gay parent families, including"Gloria Goes toGay Pride."

Ever since she was a little girl, Newman has been

writing. For Newman, writing was often a way of ex-

pressing loneliness or a feeling of "being different."

These sentiments were clearly expressed as she read

her closely biographical short story entitled, "The Gift."

The story traces the confused and often lonely childhood

ofa young Jewish girl, Rachel , through her sexual awak-

ening as a lesbian woman.
Newman's details of young Rachel's defiance of Jew-

ish tradition during Passover where she sneaks a bolo-

gna sandwich, to her obsession with straightening her

frizzy hair as an adolescent brought a personal feeling to

the work.
Being a lesbian in the Jewish community has some-

times been difficult, Newman said, but, "both my identi-

ties as a Jew and a lesbian are very vital to me [and] I

wouldn't give up either one. "My biggest challenge is to

livemy life in the most honest way possible embracing all

my identities."

Newman, whose writings include three children's

books, said selfdiscovery has made her writing stronger.

Writing for children is different from adult literature

because you must think about your audience, Newman
said. Because there are so few words, messages are

communicated through the story and illustrations, she

added.

Newman frequently presents readings at colleges,

both locally and nationwide.

Currently, Newman is teaching a writing workshop
for women entitled Write From The Heart, in

Northampton.
The Jewish Arts Festival brings poets, artists, come-

dians, and authors in an effort to express pride and
creativity in the Jewish culture and to share it with not

only Jewish students, but the entire campus. Heller said.

Arkin decries
'accountants'
war' in Gulf
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Celebrating the Persian Gulf War by hailing

the "precision" bombing of Iraq last year fails to

consider the "human quotient" ofmodern warfare,

said a Greenpeace researcher yesterday night.

"At some point, war becomes less like combat
and more like execution," said William Arkin,

director of Military Research for Greenpeace In-

ternational, on the 43-day Gulf war in which 400
members of the Allied forces and over 200,000

Iraqis were killed.

The first lecture in a series sponsored by the

Five College Program in Peace and World Security

Studies, Arkin spoke to about 50 people in

Thompson Hall examining the reasoning and re-

sults behind the largest mobilization of troops

since World War I.

Arkin said the highly-lauded Stealth technol-

ogy and "smart" bombs didn't even produce the

most damage — 62 B-52 bombers dropped one-

third of all the ordinance used in the war.

Nevertheless, Arkin said, such "precision"

weaponry did kill thousands of Iraqi soldiers and
civilians.

"The precision and efficiency with which [the

Iraqi infrastructiu-e] was destroyed ripped away
the foundations of the Iraqi society."

He said 28 electrical power stations were de-

stroyed injust one or two days. "On Jan. 17 and 18,

we were able to essentially flip the switch on Iraqi

electricity."

But the "secret of the war," Arkin explmned,
was the use of "accountants" to tally a score and
declare victory.

The entire country of Iraq was photographed,
he said, and 7,000 photo interpreters poured over

thousands of feet of film to find proper targets and
"aim points."

According to Arkin, 800 tsu-gets were selected

which were comprised of 6,200 exact aim points.

We had won the war when all targets had been
destroyed, he said.

"It is a perfect war for accountants," Arkin said.

Arkin felt the American news coverage of the

Gulf War served to dehumanize the destruction

and turn the reality ofwar into mere abstractions.

"Night after night, we had an orgy ofwatching

those [expletive] battle tapes convincing ourselves

that we were doing well," Arkin said. "We all saw
this mini-series on TV."

Arkin said he's worried about the advancing

military technology which serves to insulate citi-

zens from the truth behind combat.

"If we build airplanes that are fancier and
fancier. . .then we are making the abstractions of

war that much greater," Arkin said.

* *4 A • » > » *-
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$1,000 in damage
done to vehicle
Compiled by MARK PRESTON
Collegian S'taft"

A woman reported her car had been damaged by
an unknown vehicle in Lot 13 Monday afternoon.

The damage is estimated at $1000.

Police investigated a domestic dispute between

a man and a woman Monday afternoon in Brown
dormitory. Police explained the procedure of ac-

quiring a restraining order from the court.

Arrests
• Paul M. Demarco. 30. of 130 Gold St.,

Belchertown. was arrested Monday night and

charged with operating a vehicle after a suspended

license and operating a motor vehicle with default

equipment.
Larceny

• A man reported Monday afternoon that his

mountain bike, valued at $800, was stolen from a

bicycle rack outside of Goessmann Laboratory.

• Staftat the WTiitmore Administration Build-

ing reported Monday afternoon the theft ofa chair,

valued at $75. from the Information Booth in the

lobby.
• Janitorial staft'at Curry Hicks reported Mon-

dav afternoon the theft oftwo dollies valued at $60.

Author slams Thomas hearings
Law professor discusses issues ofrace and gender

BOLTWOOD
MARKET
Stock Up at

Downtown Amherst's
Only Market Featuring:

Fresh Produce # Grcx:eries

Meals # Service Deli

I

"Vaksd the bus& come see us!

I Belchertown Rd. & South Amherst Bus Routes)

253-9081 • Open Monday - Saturday 9-7

17 Kellogg Ave. (Behind Barts)

By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

The author of a highly acclaimed book on race and

rights said Monday night before a standing room only

audience that the Clarence Thomas hearings epitomize

the disrespect accorded a sexual harassment charge filed

bv a woman.
Patricia J. WiUiams. author of the highly acclaimed

hookAlchcmyofRace and Rights: Diary ofa Law Professor,

is on leave from the University of Wisconsin at Madison

where she teaches law and women's studies. She currently

teaches at Harvard University and at Columbia Law.

The over 300-person audience peppered Williams at

Hampshire College with questions concerning the recent

Clarence Thomas case and other relevant issues con-

cerning women.
"I was surprised there was a consensus against Anita

Hill, despite her compelling testimony and credibility,"

WiUiams, who opposed the Thomas nomination, said.

Williams said the decisions Thomas will make in the

future concerning women will be interesting.

"I can hardly wait." she said, adding that she will have

her pen in her hand ready and her "fingers on the

keyboard."

Williams said she finds it amusing that Thomas' role

model was Malcolm X, the Black Muslim leader. Ap-

parently not finding many similarities between the two,

she noted how "not outspoken" Thomas is to Malcolm X.

"I just don't get it," she said. She is a firm believer in

seeing ourselves in role models, but feels "role models are

not enough — all we are left with is players."

She was also struck by the fact that most of the

reporters assigned to the senatorial beat during coverage

of the trials were men. "The utter absence ofwomen was
relentless," said WilUams.

Reflecting on a summary ofthe state ofthe law which
came out after the Thomas hearings Williams said,

"Even ifthe courthad behoved Hill, they probably wouldn't

teaching assistant dies

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Mildred Nitzsche ofReading; and Gay and Perley Lord of

Palmetto, FL.

A memorial service will be held on Saturday at the

Reading Congregational Church, 25 Woburn Street,

Reading, at 1 1 a.m. Relatives and friends are invited to

Photo by Michelle Baylis*

Law professor Patricia A. Williams spoke
at Hampshire College regardingthe aftermath
of the Thomas-Hill hearings.

have had a course of action under any current laws."

According to a labor relation report released after the

hearings, sexual harassment gets transformed to "a

contrast between man and woman that is part of normal

interaction," Williams said, suggesting that male-female

relations and sexual harassment have little changed in

the past 20 years. She said sexual harassment continues

to be unrecognized and not dealt with.

Williams continued discussion ofThomas and quoted

his "love for oppression" because "it brought Black people

together," and recalling how he has a Confederate flag

hanging up, because it reminds him of home.

She contrasted Thomas' "biggest appeal of standing

up and speaking for all Black people," with the idea ofhim
being "seen and not heard."

attend.

Memorial donations in Nitzsche's memory may be

made to the Scott Nitzsche Fund, First Congregational

Church of Reading.

Directions to the church are available in the Polymer

Science Office, LGRT 701 or GSMN 125.

Career Fair Today
10:00 AM - 3:00 pm

Campus Center Auditorium

Over 50 employers including:

Beth Israel Hospital

Camp Dresser & McKee
Filene's/The May Companies

M&M/Mars

Pfizer Inc., Central Research Division

The New England Center for Autism

The Social Security Administration

Texas Instruments

Come in and sign up for Computer Assisted Job Referral and the

Alunni Network. Staff are available to provide assistance.

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fratemity/Sorority Park - on the Orchard Hill bus route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Offlf
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Searching for Alberteville

in rural New Hampshire
Magnificent white-crested mountains

spread before me on the television screen.

The skywas clear blue and the slopes were
covered with fresh snow for the men's
downhill race. The newscaster seemed to

speak directly to me with a sexy, French
accent. His tanned face confirmed the

perfect weather and ski conditions.

An arial view of the French Alps
scanned over Alberteville, Les Saisies, Val
D'Isere . . .Nestled in the vast
mountainscape were quaint villages where
Olympic fans were shown sunning them-
selves at outdoor cafes. Later on they were
seen celebrating all night Piccard's silver

medal victory.

Jen Naumes

I could taste the freshness ofthe moun-
tain air as my mind wrestled with the

books and papers scattered on my desk.

The Olympic ski team has got it easy, I

thought. The next morning I was inspired

to search for an assimilated Alberteville

in New Hampshire.
I arrived on the ski slopes unprepared

for the -3 degree wind chill factor. Within

moments my eyes were watering, coating

a film of frozen tears over my face. My ski

boots offered me no comfort and my skis,

no balance. All I thought was I payed $35

to wake up early and freeze.

I slowly made my way over to the

chairlift where I was welcomed by a "No
Singles! Please Pair Up!" sign. Immedi-

ately I felt self-conscious and isolated. It

was too early to be independent. I was
rescued by a gallant skier whose mous-

tache was dripping icicles. He pulled up
next to me and said "I'm single, are you?"

Soon the chairlift whisked us away and
carried us over ice-sheeted slopes. My

companion took the opportunity to inform

me of his knowledge of the area, naming
each mountain peak and valley. I felt

trapped and cold. As the time neared to

descend, I wished only to ride the lift back
down the mountain to the lodge and warm
fire.

I was re-inspired by the announcement
over the intercom. "Attention skiers! The
slalom race will start at 1PM. Please sign

up at the ski school desk. Your $1 entrance
fee will be donated to the Boys Club." This

is my chance I thought. I could hear the

American anthem as a numberwas pinned

onto my back.

My confidence dropped at the starting

gate. I saw the French Alps before me and
a crowd of cheering fans Uning the slope.

"Trois. . .Deux . . .Un . .
." and I was off. The

Austrian ski team was racing beside me,
urging me to go faster and faster until I

was going 80 mph. I then found myself in

a wet, white pile ofsnow halfway through

the course. I felt defeated and the dream
vanished as a group of Boys Club boys

helped me onto my skis.

So I was not cut out for the Olympics,

but neither were the many other skiers on

the slopes. The show-offsmade themselves

airborneevenon the flattestand smoothest
of trails. The adventurers emerged from
the woods in search of the alternative

route. The sailers breezed down the

mountain. Their expression was usually

of fear and surprise as their outstretched

arms failed towork like sails. Theirenemy
was the weaver who made his way slowly

from one edge to the other, and of course

the ski bunnies.

As I made my last run, I was wet, cold

and exhausted and decided to save the

skiing experience for the Olympic team.

Jen Naumes is a UMass student

I am woman - go pamper babies
I am writing in response to Seana

Barnhill's Monday editorial in the

Collegian . Frankly, I'm worried. Seana,

I feel that attitudes like yours create

fertile soil for seeds of oppression.

Yes, oppression.

I know this is a word which we hear

all the time at UMass. Especially in

terms ofwomen. It seems as ifthere are

always some of"those feminists" around

to ruin it for the rest of you young
"intelligentand feminine girls." Why is

this? I think it's too bad that oppression

is a word which has been used so much
that its strength has been lost. Well,

here's a reminder: oppression takes

place when a powerful social group

forces a less powerful social group to

submit to their control. Who has the

most power in our society? The young,

white heterosexual man.
Why do I feel that people like your-

self create the perfect environment in

which oppression can flourish? By al-

lowing yourself to be the kind of "girl"

men want you to be. "Feminine, pam-

pered. .
." and minimized.

"I could care less ifsomeone referred

to me as a girl." That's odd. Perhaps

you don't recognize what this implies.

A "girl" is someone who needs to be told

how to do things, who needs guidance

in her life. She's shy, small and cute. A
"girl," according to Webster, is "a fe-

male servant." If I were a columnist in

a major college newspaper, I sure

wouldn't want to be called a girl! A girl

has yet to learn things. A girl is at the

mercy of those in authority. A woman
is someone who knows. She is smart,

mature and in control or her life. A
woman is oppressed, but she is smart

enough t6 fight it.

I suppose by your definition femi-

ninity is apathy towards the dehu-

manization of women. The fact that

constructionworkers humiUatewomen
as they walk by (or as we have read,

fi-aternity brothers), that men view

women as nothing more than objects

and "chauvinism" is living well —
these facts should all be ignored, right?

Can you ignore that you make 65 cents

to every White male dollar?

Don't tell me that women aren't

dehumanized in our society. Even you,

Seana, told us that you used to think

that the pictures ofhalf-naked women
hung in dorm rooms were awful. What
happened to change your mind? Did

youjust get used to and accept the fact

that pictures of people were put up
along side pictures of cool looking ob-

jects, such as cars? Did this repeated

exposure to sexism and objectification

numb your ability to see that it is

wrong for women to be seen as objects

and toys?

Wendy Johnson
Northampton
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Leave a message after the tone
It sits in the comer by the phone, red

eye glaring from across the room. I didn't

want it, but now it's there looking at me, a

reminder of social pressure.

Yes, I finally succumbed and got an

answering machine. Having lived without

a phone for a year, owning one at all

seemed like a step up. I hadn't even con-

sidered buying an answering machine.

Society immediately alerted me to my
oversight.

"You don'thaveanansweringmachine!

"

"You're never in! I've been trying to

reach you for days!"

Kimberly Ladone

"When are you getting a machine?

You're impossible to get a hold of."

When I first arrived in Edinburgh,

Scotland, I asked for the phone to call

home. "Phone?" my new flatmates que-

ried, "Oh, we don't have a phone. No need

for it, really. You can manage without

one."Manage without one? Inconceivable.

I come from a family with four people and

five phones.

I wouldn't accept not having a phone. I

would pay and get one installed. Several

trips to British Telecom revealed that the

phone would cost upwards of $300 plus a

hefty monthly service charge and that the

weiit for installation exceeded a month.

Apparently, I would indeed have to

"manage without one."

At first, everything frustrated me. Most

ofmy friends didn't have phones either. To

make plans, I'd trek across town (usually

in the rain) to Imke's house, only to find

her out, at which point I'd leave a note.

Sometimes this would go on for days before

we actually saw each other.

Gradually, though, I adapted. Since

students often met in pubs to chat instead

of calling each other on the phone, I saw

my friends more often. I became friendly

with the travel agent, the hairdresser,

and other people I'd normally call but now
had to go see. (joing everywhere on foot, I

made the city my own and frequently

passed people I knew on the street. I

became an avid letter-writer. Best of all,

no bill arrived at the end of the month.

When I needed to call my parents in the

U.S. , I'd first try thephone in the university

laundry room — one pay phone for four

buildings of students. More often than

not, it didn't work, because the change box

filled rapidly and days passed before

someone from the phone company arrived

to empty it. So I'd go across the street to

The Green Line, sit on the barstool, and

phone America, much to the delight ofthe

men nursing pints at the bar.

I managed. When I got back to the U.S.

and heard the phone ring, Ijumped. It was
for me—my first call in a year. And those

who complained about my lack of an-

swering machine haven't realized I've

gotten one. The red light hasn't blinked

yet.

Kimberly Ladone is a Mount Holyoke

College student

Collegian cartoon's portrayal ofMalcom X Center closing inaccurate
Thursday, Feb. 6, there was a cartoon on the editorial The scary part is that the University ofMassachusetts

page featuring an administrator and a picture of South- is supposed to be composed of an educated cross-section

west. The administrator is saying, "We are not racist! The

Malcolm X Center was closed due to fighting. .
." Next to

the administrator is a picture of Southwest exploding.

My interpretation of this cartoon is that the Malcolm

X Center was closed due to racially motivated violence

that is occuring in Southwest and the administration is

denjang the problem.

There is racism in Southwest. I live in Southwest and

see and hear it all the time. It's mostly White on Black,

but also Black on White. There is no way to ignore this or

deny it.

of the country's entire population. People here are being

educated to avoid the ignorance of racism.

When I hear a White student call a Black student

"nigger", I know that not everyone that attends this

school is educated. As I was informed by the Collegian , the

violence that led to the closing of the Malcolm X Center

was Black on Black, not White on Black (or Black on

White) as the cartoon is suggesting.

The actual closing was ordered by a Black administra-

tor, for the Black community, and has no connection to

any racially motivated violence in Southwest. I feel that

the cartoonist is confusing the issues that plague this

school.

The focus of any positive energy towards making the

situation at Malcolm X better should be on violence

among the Black community, what causes it and how to

stop it.

The focus of energy directed towards making this

campus better on the whole, from a standpoint ofracism,

should be directed towards the racially motivated violence

among the community here at the University of Massa-

chusetts and how to stop it.

Tom Lawrence
Southwest
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Shrinking budgets
eliminating city jobs
By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Public works
projects put on hold because of tight

city budgets are depriving the national

economy ofas many as 1 .5 million jobs,

the head of the U.S. Conference of

Mayors said Tuesday.
Boston Mayor Raymond Flynn used

a telephone book-sized survey to put a

new spin on an old request: provide

cities with more federal money. Mak-
ing the latest in a series of trips to

Capitol Hill seeking increased aid from

Congress, Flynn said an immediate

infusion of $8.6 billion to the cities

could get the.sejob-producing programs

off the ground.

•'We have a proposiU that will get

people back to work immediately,'

Fl.vnn said. "The projects we present

today are not 'make work' projects.

They are "must work' projects. These

projects must go forwjird if we are to

pull our country out of recession."

TTie proposal presented to the me-

dia and later to the House Budget

Committee takes a new tack: that the

cities can give the nation a fast eco-

nomic boost by commencing these

public works projects with federal help.

At the same time, the mayors con-

tinue to propose some $30 billion in

other forms offederal aid for direct aid

to cities, housing and business devel-

opment, transportation and job train-

ing.

In conducting the survey, the Con-

ference of Mayors asked cities if they

had any public works projects approved

and ready to go but for a lack ofmoney.

Of the 305 responses, representing

about 20 percent of the nation's cities,

three out offour siiid they had approved

projects on hold because they were

beyond the local budget.

In all, the cities reported 4,543

projects ranging from road resurfac-

ing to sewage treatment to traffic light

installation. The cities estimated that

this year alone these projects repre-

sented 280.500 jobs. Flynn said the

mayors conference estimates that once

all the cities respond the job estimate

will rise to about 1.5 million.

Court requires tests

on DWI equipment
By CECI CONNOLLY
Associated Press

BOSTON — The state's highest court

has ruled the results of breath tests can-

not be used in drunken driving cases ifthe

machines have not been tested periodi-

cally.

The Supreme Judicial Court's ruling

Tuesday concluded it is the state's re-

sponsibihty to prove the machines are

tested annually as well as occasionally

during the year. If the state is unable to

prove testing has been done, results will

be thrown out.

The justices ruled on six separate cases

in which people were charged with

drunken driving based on Breathalyzer

tests. Those cases now return to Pittsfield

District Court for jury trial, said attorney

Leonard Cohen.
Taking the Breathalyzer results out of

the case makes it extremely more difficult

to convict," Cohen said.

State officials were reviewing the de-

cision and could not be reached for com-

ment Tuesday.
Cohen argued the annual and periodic

tests of the breath machines are crucial to

ensuring accurate results.

Periodic tests are needed "to make sure

the integrity ofthe machine is maintained

during the ensuing year," he said.

"The defendants assert that the Com-
monwealth must establish the require-

ments of a periodic testing program and
compliance with those requirements before

the breathalyzer results may be admitted

in evidence," the ruling states. "We agree."

GEO
as ofnow I have no reason to believe

there will be a strike."

University Provost Glen Gordon

said, "I don't think they would go

and do something we couldn't re-

cover from, something that would

hurt the campus and negatively

affect the undergraduates. I know
some graduates were upset by the

last strike.

"1 just hope the graduates know
what a vigorous effort is being made
to get the contract approved, and
that they understand our frustra-

tion as well." he added.

Kelley
CONTINUED FPOM PAGE 1

$2.2 million, expecting to make up the money through a

$500,000 open space grant from the sUte, $500,000 from

selling part of the property and $1.2 million from course

profits.

Kelley. who said the course has shown "nothing but

losses," said he would attempt to "strike a deal" with Hite

if he wins the Democratic nomination. The "deal" would

mean Kelley would agree to drop out of the race if Hite

agreed to file legislation asking the Legislature to forgive

the $500,000 open space grant for the course and allowing

the Town to sell the property.

Hite, however, said Kelley has the right to file legis-

lation sponsored by the state representative from his

district under the Free Petition Clause of the Massa-
chusetts Constitution.

"Larry d<iesii't have U> drop out of the race to get me to

file the bill if I win — all he has to do is ask," Hite said.

"I'd look forward to running against Larry Kelley."

Kelley said while the Democrats in the race talk about

fighting budget cuts and working for higher state ap-

propriations for the University of Massachusetts, they

don't have viable plans for accomplishing these goals.

"The Democrats say let's give UMass more money —
but where are you going to get that money?" Kelley said.

"Ask the Democrats where they would make a cut."

Kelley. who received a degree in exercise science from

the University in 1985, said he favored the idea ofcreating

a more favorable climate for businesses in the area by

such devices as giving tax credits for small business start-

ups or expansions.

"I'm pro-business, but not in a cold-hearted way,"

Kelley said. "When I say business, I'm not talking about

Exxon or IBM — I'm talking about places like [Amherst
restaurants I Seasons and Twisters, places that hire people

from the area."

Kelley also said he favors "toning down" some of the

regulations on businesses to lower costs for small business

owners and to expand the number of businesses in the

area. He said this would create a larger tax base, lessening

the district's proi>erty taxes, currently consists of 85

Kelley said he would try to find ways to operate the

University more efficiently, looking for ways to imple-

ment "quality control" and make the University more
responsive to consumer demand.

"The money that gets wasted at UMass takes away
from people who could use it for other means," Kelley

said. "I would certainly fight for UMass (as a legislator)

— but if there is waste, 1 will advocate cutting it."

Kelley said he is in favor of Gov. Weld's plan to have

the

University retain 100 percent of the tuition money it

takes in, an issue that has emerged as a source of

contention among the four Democratic candidates.

"Ifyou can get tuition retention offthe ground, I think

it would work," Kelley said, likening the proposal to a

small business. "If you give it time, I think it could

produce a consistent flow of revenue."

Kelley also said he believes Weld "cares about higher

education," noting that the Wall Street Journal recently

named him the nation's top governor on fiscal issues.
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DICARLO

The
Ultimate

In Romance

Stir up some
passion,..

experience our
Valentine's Day

Menu

make reservations early

Now Playing

BUGSY
^ rsi Area SnowiPg

Starring

Warrren Bealty

Annette Benmq

Showtimes:
Fn Sun.

7pm & 9:30pm
Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7:30pm
Adults $5.00

Student w/valid 10. $4.00

71 No. Pleasant St.,

Amlierst 253-9300
« t * «

Dear Kristen,

Gnbelievable

visiting Amnesty
International in

Caracas with Poli

Sci prof here on
Semester at Sea.
Our first port and
already the world

has changed.
Tomorrow ecology

class goes to

Angel Falls - 15x
Niagara's height!

Love, Brian

P.S. Don't be

jealous. Just call

800-845-0195 to

get an application

for the Fall '92

vriyage. You've

got to do it _ ,
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Arts & Living
Plenty of movies to delight your dorm
BY JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Well, it's that time of the week again. . .these new
movies appear on channel 7. This week, a lot of movies
that we all know will be on tap. (NOTE: I did not say
"know and love.") Yes, there are some movies on this time
around that one must watch in complete and total disbe-
lief. Why? Because it is incredulous that some of these
movies managed to sucker in a producer to put up money.
For each of these heinous movies, I will put a little sign
to warn you (@@@) to KEEP AWAY AND TURN THE
CHANNEL!!! Now, here are the movies that will be
shown beginning on Wednesday, February 12.

Pretty in Pink —Molly Ringwald, Jon Cryer, Andrew
McCarthy. Very realistic and credible story about a poor
girl and a rich guy in high school who try to overcome the
cliques to be together. The music is great. . .writer-

producer John Hughes always manages to get low-pub-
licity bands with huge talent. ***

Richard PryorLiveon Sunset Strip— Pryorjokes about
sex, sex, more sex, his wife, Africa, more sex, freebasing,

sex and sex. It's above average if you like Pryor's style,

but only mildly amusing if you don't. **l/2

embark on ajoiu-ney to yet again deal with the evil aliens.

Oscar-wirming special effects are breathtaking. What a
movie! ****

Arachnophobia — Jeff Daniels, Harley Jane Kozak,
John Goodman. Ifyou have even the most remote fear of
spiders, I wouldn't recommend this film to you. Uck, I

hate spiders, but this is my job. Despite the overwhelm-
ing urge to scream every five seconds, I eiyoyed the movie
immensely. It's a grade D premise, but the actingbrought
it way above par. Goodman is side-splitting comic relief

as the exterminator. ***l/2

Big Trouble in Little China — Kurt Russell, Kim

Cattrall, Dennis Dimn. Eh, this film's kinda cute, kinda
dumb, kinda trying to be like Indiana Jones, and kinda
failing. Sorry Kurt, the John
Wayne swagger and voice doesn't work for you. Good
music, though! **

Black Widow— Debra Winger, Theresa Russell, Den-
nis Hopper. Intriguing story of a woman who seduces,
marries and then subsequently murders rich men. "She
mates, and she kills." Thus, the title. Russell and Winger
are fantastic, but the film is just a tad bit lacking.

Photography by Conrad Hall is wonderful. ***

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Housing Flicks

Satisfaction — Justine Bateman, Liam Neeson, Julia

Roberts. Sigh. What a shame that Julia had to be in this

one. Well , at least it didn't ruin her career.A four-girl and
one guy band take it on the road to a summer resort. Too
dumb a movie to even dwell on. Dub! No stars. (@@@)

Taking Care of Business — James Beluishi, Charles
Grodin. Separate, these guys are pretty good actors, but
put them together and what have you got? If you said a
lousy movie, you're right! Ex-con Belushi finds rich

Grodin's wallet/appointment/ address book and assumes
his identity. God, the PREMISE isn'teven there. Give me
a break. No stars. (@®@)

Winter People — Kurt Russell, Kelly McGillis, Lloyd
Bridges. Despite the all-star cast, the movie is kind of

bizarre, to say the least. Set in the 1930s, the film is about
clans and feuds and McGillis having a baby with the

wrong father. See ifyou can make sense of it. *l/2

Aliens — Sigoumey Weaver, Michael Biehn, Paul
Reiser. This movie is incredible, and much better than
the original, though the original was nothing to sneeze at.

Weaver is the lone survivor from a ship that has been
floating in space for over twenty years, and she must

Photo courteay Columbia Pictnres

A LEAGUE OF THEIR OWN — A new film which depicts the history of a Uttle-known
women's baseball league. '^Coming soon to a theatre near you. .

."

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL

GRANT PROPOSAL DEADUNE
The next deadline for submission

of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events

Friday, February 21

Guidelines and application forms

are available at the Arts Council

Office and the Student Activities

Office

Proposals (rom RSOs and RSAs are parlicularly encouraged

UMass Arts Council

209 Hasbrouck Hall, 545-0202
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"Accessible public education is my first priority. I will lead the

fight for stable, abundant hinding for the University to insure

open, affordable higher education for all."

Ellen Story

1

i^H^HHVOTE VOTE
FOR ^^^^^^^^^^^^H FOR

ELLEN i^B^^^^^^nm ELLEN
FEB. ^^R^^^^^^^^H^I FEB.

18TH

^^^^^HHHH^^^B. 't^HI^Bi^HHHHr

18TH

Rent 1 movie, get second one I

FREE!
o£fer expires 2/19/92

not to be used for late fees

or with other specials or coupons.

I

I

I

I

I

"ELLEN STORY IS A NATURAL LEADER, with high

energy, who will make herself noticed and heard in Boston

quickly and forcefully. In the ten years that I have known her,

I have been consistently impressed by her values, clarity,

honesty and judgement. She will be a strong voice for the

University and can rally the powerful support that we need. In

twenty years at the University, I have never pubUcly endorsed

a candidate. Ellen is an exceptional candidate for whom I

happily make an exception."

Professor Alhey Reiner

Dept. of Microbiology

Eix[:n S'roiiY

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE

A fresh voice for tough times

PM tor by Elton story tor state Rap. Com. • AUca C Swrm. Traw. • 27S.Ptaaaar«8l., Amharat.kilA0100e
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*Have a Heart' benefit coming to NoHo
BY LOU COVE
Collegian Correspondent

Save your pennies boys and girls. Your money can't

buy you anything better than a ticket to Sunday's third

annual Have a Heart Benefit at Pearl St.

Not only will you get the pleasure ofseeing nine bands
and nine acoustic acts for $8 ($6 in advance), you'll also

get the personal satisfaction ofhaving contributed to one
ofthe most worthwhile causes ofthis or any year. Eighty

percent of the proceeds from the show go to the Housing
Discrimination Project, the other twenty to the Homeless
Program at the Hampshire Community Action Com-
mission.

Although the line-up for Have a Heart is phenomenal,
there is an issue behind the fanfare, and in light of the

fact that so many benefits and "band-aid" performances

tend to be largely unpolitical events that focus solely on

the luminaries and not the causes, the issue of housing

discrimination bears mentioning.

The Housing Discrimination Project, based in Holyoke,

is the only fair housing "testing" program in Western
Massachusetts. When an allegation of discrimination is

filed against a landlord or realtor,HDP sends out "testers,"

perhaps a young African American woman and a white

businessman. The two inquire separately about the same

apartment and compare results. The findings are often

surprising.

Racism can be a subtle thing, and the offenses are not

always obvious. It's rare that a landlord will say, flat out,

"We don't want your kind here." Far more likely, and far

morecommon for theHDP testers, is this type ofscenario:

an African American woman returns from a test and says

"Things seem fine. They have an apartment that will be

ready in March. I had to fill out a credit check and a

tenant appUcation." It seems as though this woman is

getting fair treatment until the white businessman re-

turns and says: "They have five units available now. They

asked me what my price range was."

Fifty percent of the cases brought to the attention of

the Housing Discrimination Project are substantiated.

Because the presence of discrimination is so real, and

because so few are aware of its ramifications on the

quality of life for those discriminated against and its

impact on their own quality of life, the Have a Heart

benefit was created.

"It's a surprise for the folks in Amherst," says Kathy
Fletcher, HDP's outreach adn development coordinator,

"to see what's going on ten miles down the road in

Holyoke. It's not about the eight dollars for the show —
it's about awareness. People don't like to see brutality at

their own back door, but it's there."

And brutality may be the only word to describe it.

Housing discrimination can drive families into

homelessness, leaving them without the most basic of

needs — a roof over their heads.

"Someone made the point that the people we're doing

this for won't be at the benefit," says Fletcher, "but they

will. We're doing it for people like you and me."

And you. Yes, you who are reading this now. You've

made it this far down the page so you must have a bit of

heart in there somewhere. Why don't you share it?

Sunday promises to be a day ofincredibly diverse musical

acts including Who's Kiddin' Who, Rockin Dave and the

Rent Party, The Ray Mason Band, The Herschler

Brothers, the Dayna B. Kurtz Band, Bamidele Dancers

and Drummers, One Love and more.

There'll be reggae, funk, folk and fun. It's a chsmce to

dance and a chance to broaden your awareness, which

should be ready and rarin' to go by now. The show begins

at 4 p.m. and will continue until 1 a.m., enough to satisfy

even the most die hard party fanatic and convert even the
strongest disbeliever. Be there.

HSCNflicks
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

Christine— Keith Gordon, John Stockwell, Alexandre

Paul. Bases on the bestselling novel by Stephen King
about a '58 Plymouth that has evil powers, and is appar-

ently alive. The book is better, but then again, books

always are. Gordon is perfect in the role of Arnie. ***

Close Encounters of the Third Kind — Richard
Dreyfuss, Francois Truffaut, Teri Garr. I went to see this

movie when it came out in 1977, and since I was only six

it went way over my head. But now I can truly see how
intelligent this movie is; it's about our first contact as

humans with aliens Powerful beyond belief.
****

Exorcist III: Legion — George C. Scott, Jason Miller.

The h>T)e for this movie was so intense, I ran to see it.

Then I ran way afterwards, vowing to never beUeve any
more hyi>e. Yecch! This movie is supposed to be horror,

but I found it more comic than smything, especially the

scene with the old person scurrying along the ceiling at a

rabbit's pace. Okay, okay, the scene with those huge
scissor-things made me jump, but that's about it. And
George C. Scott got so fat, the best supporting actor

should have been his belt! Sorry. . .nevermind! And I

mean that for the movie as well. No stars.

The Hitcher — C. Thomas Howell, Rutger Hauer,
Jennifer Jason Leigh. Goood movie! Hauer is a hitch-

hiker who brutally murders his rides. Howell manages to

escape, but Hauer somehow keeps finding him, no matter
where he goes. It's a VERY frustrating movie, but when
it's over, you'll call your mom and tell her that you believe

her advice to never pick up hitchikers. ***l/2

Ironweed — Jack Nicholson, Meryl Streep, Carroll

Baker. Based on William Kennedy's Puhtzer Prize-

wirming novel about an alcoholic man who is haunted by

his past and his companion who is also an alcoholic.

Streep and Nicholson are stupendous, but the movie is

drawn-out and you can tell they were shooting for Oscars.

Loose Cannons— Gene Hackman, Dan Aykroyd, Dom
DeLuise. Somebody here is trying to make a buck, and
not worrying about the type of role he is undertaking.

Sad. It's a pointless, offensive movie about two D.C. cops.

Tsk, tsk. Gene, Dan and Dom. Shoulda held out for a

better movie. No stars.

Misery — James Caan, Kathy Bates. Thank God! I

thought a good movie would never come! Oscar-winning

Bates (Annie Wilkes) is the "number one fan" of novelist

Paul Sheldon (Caan), and keeps him prisoner in her

home as she "nurses" him back to health aft«r a near-

death car accident. You'll make that aaarrccch noise

when Bates "hobbles" Caan. Ouch! ****

Mr. Mom— Michael Keaton, Teri Garr, Miutin Mull.

Keaton is laid offfrom his job, so Garr goes to work in an
advertising firm. She quickly climbs the corporate ladder

while Keaton is washing dishes and changing diapers.

Yes, yes, it's a typical plot and we've all seen it before, but
Keaton isjust so cute, especially in the Woobie scene. ***

The Naked Gun 2 1/2 — Leslie Nielsen, Priscilla

Presley. It's not as good as the first one, but perhaps
that's only because we always expect so much more. Still

hilarious in parts, it's worth watching. It's just not as

consistently funny as the original. Don't miss the State

lobster dinner, though. **l/2

Handmaid's
Tale movie
on the way
by DONNA OILMAN
Collegfian Correspondent

In The Handmaid's Tale, Margaret Atwood
writes, "There is more than one type of freedom.

Freedom to and freedom from. Don't underrate it."

In the Republic ofGilead, where our heroine hves,

women are able to walk the streets without a

thought to their safety, they are free from the

whistles ofjeering men, and rape has been elimi-

nated.

Such a scenario sounds too good to be true, and
it is. This novel. The Handmaid's Tale, is Margaret
Atwood's horrifying view of a future in which
women are arranged by their function in society

and no longer have the right to vote, to read or to

choose their sexual partners. In effect, this novel is

a woman's worst nightmare.

The story chronicles the life of a woman named
Offred. Her name signifies that she is the property

of Fred, one of the powerful Commanders in the
society. In Gilead, a person's worth is measured by
the job they do, which in turn determines their

place in society. Offred is a handmaid, which means
that she is a bearer of life.

Due to the poisoning ofthe environment, society's

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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RESUME SPECIAL
Resume typesetting, 25 copies on resume
paper, 25 matching blank sheets, 25
matching envelopes... a// within 48 hours.
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Eating Disorder Programs • ^ring 1992
Sponsored by University Health Services

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For individuals - with Nutntionists, Mental
Health Clinician, Physician and/or Nurse
Practicioner. Mondays or Tuesdays - begflning
February 10. University Health Services.
Confidentiality Assured. Call 549-2671, Clinic IV.

Food and Feeling Workshop
Led by Peer Health Educators. To schedule a
workshop for your Residence Hall - call
546-2671, ext. 181

PROFESSIONAL
INCOME TAX
PREPARATION
BESTRATES!
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Federal with

Schedule C
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Third World Affairs
Hypocrisy, Democracy and the Power of Faith

Recent events in Algeria can be seen as
a vital signpost for the future ofthe Middle
East, American imperial control of the
region, and even the way in which the
West constructs its own increasingly hol-
low and vapid rhetoric of "democracy."

The stunning success of the Islamic-
based political movement in Algeria an-
nounces, if anyone had any remaining
doubts, that Islam has re-emerged as the
dominant political force in theArab World.
In a region dominated by pathetic, dis-

credited, and thinly veiled Western puppet
regimes, the future of government clearly

has a Muslim face. Indeed, the modem
poUtical landscape ofthe Arab Nation has
seldom been more unified with, in almost
all states, reigning puppets of various
stripes being confronted by a unified Is-

lamic political opposition movement.
Clearly this force is a deadly danger to the
hands that pull the puppets strings.

The future of the Middle East would
seem to hold forth nothing less than a
violent confrontation between the forces of
Islamic nationalism and Western imperi-

ahsm. No one is more deluded than those
who believe that these movements can be
co-opted like the pseudo-Islamic "Wahabi"
state of"Saudi Arabia." These movements
are revolutionary and nationalistic, even
though they are more concerned with do-

mestic rather than international affairs.

.

.for now. The apoplectic reaction of the
West and its servile Arab employees to the
election in Algeria signals an under-
standing ofthis. The entire corrupt status

quo is under long overdue threat.

Just as in the last time an Isleunic

socitey rose up en masse against a corrupt
Western-controlled dictatorship, in Iran,

events in Algeria took almost everyone in
the West, except the banks, by surprise.

Particularly shockingwas the extentofthe
victory of the Muslim party, the Islamic
Salvation Front (FIS), taking 188 seats as
opposed to 26 for the ninners up, and 16 for

the FLN. This in spite of blatant gerry-

manderingand electoral firaudbytheniling
FLN, and the jailing of FIS leaders on
trumped-up treason charges.

Further, the army-controlled FU>^ had

rigged the constitution, leaving almost all

power in the hands of the FLN president
Chadli Beixjedid. The election results,

however, lay the ground for an almost
certain acquisition of a two-thirds mtyor-
ity for the FIS, allowing them to amend
the rigged constitution. Before this could
happen, thearmy launched the celebrated
coup, smashed the nascent democracy,
and blocked the mandate of the Algerian
people.

Hysterical alarm registered in theWest
over the election. Amazing and bizzare

rationalizations were constructed to ex-

plain away the will ofthe Algerians. It was
a "protest vote," we were assured, a "no
vote," as Time put it. Algerians, we were
told, were simply fed up with corruption,

not turning towards their Muslim identity.

They were, it was repeatedly suggested,
horrified by their own vote, and relieved

at the coup that suppressed it. Never have
we been treated to such unconvincing
rubbish.

Delighted with the coup, and horrified

by the results ofArab democracy, Ameri-
can journalists and thinkers began to

construct rationales for the suppression of

"undemocratic democracy. " "It isn'tenough
to hold elections and achieve popular
government," they said, more is required
than "free elections and free prices." De-
mocracy is rather "dvil cultvu-e," "a strong
legal tradition," "a way of life and a set of

institutions and tradtions," and "a thing
ofthe mind and the spirit. "The message of

these fairly unanimous and pervasive

reconsiderations is clear and unsubtle:

democracy is only respectable when it

takes place in the context of a particular

way of life — the European cultvu-al tra-

dition. Otherwise, it doesn't count and is

not to be respected. Only Europeans can
really be democratic.

The unspoken subtext to this
dupUcitous discourse was the hidden fact

that the need for the coup was somehow
anticipated by Western banks, and that

the army and elite ofAlgeria were literally

blackmailed into smashing Algerian de-

mocracy.
As usual, the debt trap, that old impe-

rial Trojan horse, was used to enforce neo-
colonial rule. Algeria, a nation ofsome 25
million people, has an appalling estimated
combined foreign debt of$26 billion, plac-

ing it squarely in the debt crisis camp.
Algeria has been given new loans (the

addict needed a fix) and generous restruc-

turing terms by its Western creditors.

However, they all insisted in the inclusion
of "material adverse change" clauses,

which in effect and intention meant that
ifthe Muslims were elected, the contracts
were canceled on that basis alone. Even if

the rulers of Algeria didn't need it, they

were pushed into the coup by the Western
bankers who control their finances.

Western approval for the coup was
signaled by the fact that the two days
after their bidding had been done. West-
em interests reopened negotiations with
the Algerian state oil company.

As far as "good government" is con-
cerned, of course, it is taken for granted
here that the United States is the model.
Nonetheless, Algerians and other non-
European peoples could be forgiven for

viewing the American political process

with some skepticism, since it is charac-

terized by such fine qualities as an atom-
ized and Darwinian social structure, low
voter particpation, control by a tinymonied
eUte, professional lobbyists and agents of

influence, and obsession with the unsa-
vory antics of plasticine politicians and
hairspray prostitutes. Others may under-
standably wish to seek a better way.

Obviously, the idea of functional de-

mocracy (i.e. popular government) in the
Arab world is the greatest nightmare for

the imperial West. Its colonial control

over the strategic and oil-rich region is

based on the denial of the interests ofthe
great mass of Arab people. After all, the
whole point is to '^kick their ass and take

their gas," as the charming GulfWar slo-

gan had it. Plunder is the mission, and
corrupt local lackeys the tool.

The Algerian elections, and the nature
ofoppostion in the rest ofthe Arab World,
suggest that the Arab people have a very

different vision. In the current Arab po-

litical climate, Islamic government may

not mean "democracy," but democracy
means Islamic government. And Islamic
government means turning away from
the imposed corruption ofalien traditions

seen in "Saudi" monarchy, Eygptian oli-

garchy, S3Tian socialism, and the numer-
ous other disguises of neo-colonial servi-

tude. Even in occupied Palestine, all evi-

dence indicates that on the West Bank
and Gaza, the revolutionary, but secular,

PLO has been steadily loosing ground to

the hugely popular IslamicHammas party
which has increased its following by de-

nouncing the outrageous "peace confer-

ence" fraud.

Quite clearly, Islam as a political

movement is the one force capable of
uniting the Arab people in opposition to

foreign domination and the rule ofcorrupt
neo-colonial tyrants. Herein lies its tre-

mendous popularity for the Arabs, as
evinced by the election results, and the
sheer terror it holds for many in the West.
In the post-cold war era, political Islam
may replace "communism" as the premier
American bugaboo, since obviously it

threatens U.S. control ofArab oil resources,

the central feature of the New World Or-
der. Already there is talk of an Islamic
"domino effect," with success in Algeria
"threatening" Tunisia, Morocco, Jordan,
Egypt and ultimately the whole region.

Arabs are returning to Islam because
ofthe abject failure ofthe Western-oriented
political structures that they have been
living under since they gained nominal
independence. All these have achieved is

corruption and dependence, leaving the
Arab World the most colonized swea on
earth. Hence, it is logical and appropriate

that peoples should seek their poUtical

future in the recapturing of their own
identity and traditions.

The decolonization of the mind is a
fundamental prerequisite for true inde-

pendence. The return to Islam suggests at

the height of colonial control of the Arab
world, the process ofmental and spiritual

decolonization has finally begim.

Hussein Ibish is a Collegian staff

member. The opinions in this article are

not necessarily those ofthe Collegian.

The Indian community: mentality in action
The recent past has witnessed dramatic shifts in

global power relationships, with disastrous consequences

for the nations in the South who now face the unbridled

imperial might of the North.

Take Iraq for a start — crippled, devastated, and
driven back into the pre-industrial age in a ruthless

battle to retain control over the primary oil reserves of

the world.

Or the Algerian popular vote, turning its back on
essentially Western value systems, crushed by a military

coup. And the brutal Israeli occupation ofthe West Bank
and Gaza, ultimately sustained, ironically, by the "Peace

Talks."

Moving on to India, the collapse of the Soviet Union
and the oil crisis precipitated by the GulfWar have now
left the Indian economy at the mercy ofthe World Bank-
IMF consortium.

It is inevitable that the new generation ofIndians will

be cereal-eating, Pepsi-drinking, motorcycle-driving,

CNN-watching colonized individuals whose mindset will

be governed by the stupidest kind of Americanization.

To take an example, the Indian government, by rec-

AP photo

SHOT IN MARKET — People look at the

body of a man after he was shot by police for

allegedly stealingabox ofgarlic. Haiti'sarmed
forces have been accused by opposition and
international human rights organizations of

violating human rights.

ognizing and normalizing relations with the state of

Israel, has demonstrated the lowliest disdain for the

Palestinian struggle.

The domestic firont witnessed the imdeniable growth
of Hindu religious fascism (with the Hindu flag over

predominantly Muslim Kashmir being raised by a Hindu
physicist) and the increased presence ofthe IndianArmy
in Kashmir and Punjab.

South India, whose participation in the Indian national

struggle is so minimal, witnessed harsh disputes over

allocation of water reserves that displaced 15,000 im-

poverished peasants from their native states, many of

whom lost their Uves.Typically, when a nation undergoes
turmoil, some of this suffering is reflected in anguish

amongst its expatriates. Turbulent developments in

China, South Africa, Cuba, and Hfiiti have elicited con-

cerned responses amongst their communities here.

However, against the backdrop ofgloom back in India,

the lack of awareness or response among the Indian

community, the largest Third World community on
campus, is rather chilling.

It is frustrating that Indians who have come here in

search of gold (the Columbus syndrome) have gone so

numb that they do not realize that one day not just their

own country, but their local communities will be in

terrible jeopardy.

Even more frustratingly, they blissfully ignore all

these events (or trust U.S. propaganda) and relish trashy

Hindi movies and cricket in the appropriately-named

ghettos of Presidential and Colonial Apartments. What
could be more fascistic than the behavior of those for

whom individualism, personal greed and selective am-
nesia is the preferred path to salvation?

The issues thatcurrently plague them are employment
in the U.S. and visa status, not realizing that this gov-

ernment does not give a damn about their grievances.

Indeed, why shovdd they?

Another popular reaction of some members of this

community is coffee-table radicalism. Some have delved

through tomes of literature, and are driven by the belief

that they know it all and have easy solutions for India's

progress. But, when confronted with the question oftheir

personal commitment to that process, the answer is apt
and simple: "I don't know."

For other well-meaning Indians, the Valley actually

turns out to be a subtly corrupting environment, and they
tend to become so politically correct that they loose the

notion of reality.

Thus, the Indism community in the Valley is not just

divided on the bases of ethnicity and class, but on belief

systems, complete ignorance, chic radicalism, or political

correctness. In fact, the simple and straightforward

question about their role in struggle and sacrifice is

completely ignored or not even posed.

Perhaps one expects too much frovci the expatriate

Indians, just because they have opportunities. Maybe
one feels that the extra knowledge smd resource adds to

a sense of responsibihty. This raises an interesting

question: how is this community treated at home? Most
of them have had a very sheltered upbringing in elite

institutions subsidized by the Indian government.
In effect, Indian taxpayers footed the bill and peas-

ants toiled in the fields, in the hope that these people

would then provide them with a good and healthy life.

This hope of a reward for hard work and suffering has
been totally disrespected. It is axiomatic that people

rarely value things they get cheaply.

Look, for instance, at the performances presented at

annual celebrations where every conceivable myth about
India is perpetuated, but no mention is made of present
day Indian struggles. Everything is nicely packaged and
delivered with inhuman and self-congratulatory emotion.
Criticism ofthe performance was responded to by personal
slander and egotistical attitudes. Everybody waited— in

vain — to see some new elements of thinking emerge
from the community.

Even if we believe that people must choose where to

live, this attitude has also shown abysmal results. Indian
expatriates have not shown any inclination to understand
and join other minorities in their struggle for equal
rights. But when it comes to joining hands with the Left,

they are often prompt. What can one say but to come to

terms with a deep emotional crisis faced by Indians: in

America they glorify India and in India they glorify

America.
To see the devastation in India and the greedy behavior

of the Indian community in America reminds us of a
Sanskrit verse:For the family sacrifice the individual, for
the community the family, for the country the community
and for the Soul the whole World.

People have to make a choice, and the hope is that
people will make choices rapidly because all we know is

that time is running out in our subcontinent under the
NEW WORLD ORDER.

Yatin Marathe is a UMass researcher. The opinions in

this article are not necessarily those of the Collegian.
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Moio Nixon to play at the Iron Horse
Show is a benefit for rock the vote

By ERIC POULIN
Collegian Staff

"Rock 'n' roll is about sex and anarchy

and pandemonium and sweating and

droolingand skipping school. . .not all this

whining power-ballad bullshit."

—Mojo Nixon

Okay, maybe these aren't the words

you'd expect to hear firom the man who's

performing a benefit for Rock The Vote

tonight, but, then again, the right to be a

nonconformist is what democracy is all

about. Mojo Nixon has never been one to

play by the rules, which is a major reason

why he has been able to charm and en-

lighten audiences from sea to shining sea.

Nixon is the misunderstood genius

behind such classics as "Debbie Gibson i^s

Ha%ing My Two—Headed Love Child".

-Ehis Is Everywhere", and, ofcourse, "Don

Henlev Must Die". His music is a self-

described crossbeat of "Howlin' Wolf, the

Velvet Underground, Dr. Hunter S.

Thompson. Five Blind Boys from Alabama^,

and the prison work songs of my father."

With such an eclectic fusion of influ-

ences, the result is, on its worst day, in-

teresting. Given the proper mood. Nixon

will stimulate the emotions while tickling

the funnybone as effectively as any rock *n'

roller can.

Ever since his explosion onto the na-

tional music scene a few years ago, critics

have raved about the "Bo—daaay—shus"

rocker but, most certainly, his greatest

fan has been no other than himself.

"Raw, sexual, animalistic, stream of

unconsciousness, blasting, supercharged,

original rock 'n' roll", says Nixon, who

couldn't have done a betterjob ofdescribing

his style, even ifhe had a dictionary handy.

"Songs that possess your soul are miss-

ing from rock n' roll today, and I'm here to

rectify that situation."

"I want some 15 year-old to hear this

and run away from home. I want some 25-

year-old to hear this and drop out of law

school. I want a 35-year-old to hear this

and get in a car and goooo, baby," says

Nixon.

And, just remember, as the legendary

Dead Milkmen (and Greg Sukiennik )
once

said. "If you ain't got Mojo Nixon, then

your store could use some fixin'!!!"

Mojo Nixon will perform tonight at 7

p.m. at the Iron Horse Music Hall in

Northampton. Tickets are $11 in advance,

and the show will benefit Rock The Vote.

Everyone at the Arts and Living page is in

a state of utter disbelief that the show has

not vet sold out, but there's no guarantee-

ing that it will last. Hop on the bus and

pick them up inperson upstairs at Thome's

Marketplace. It's definitely worth the ef-

fort, and, oesides, you could buy me a

drink once you get there.

Photo courtesy of Enigma Records

Mojo Nixon brings his guitar and unpredictable style to the Iron

Horse in Northampton tonight at 7 p.m.
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It can help you

organizeyour notes,

designyour party flyer,

and finishyour class project

before spring break.
The nev/' Apple* Macintosh" Classic* 11

computer makes it easier for you to juggle

classes, activities, projects, and term papers—

and still find time for what makes college life

red life. jtKKtKI^

It's a complete and

affordable Macintosh Classic

system that's ready to help you

get your work finished fast.

It's a snap to set up and use.

It has a powerful 68030 micro

pnxessor, which means you

can run c^'en the most

sophLstiatctl applications with

ease. Among its many built-in

capabilities is the internal Apple

SuperDrive" disk drive ,^

that reads ft"om

and writes to ,

Otmm

T"^ I
'S!" *».M 'PI

Macintosh and MS-IX)S fomiatictl disks-

allowing you to exchange infomiation easily

witli alm(xsi any other kind ofcomputer

Ifyou already own a Macintcxsh Classic, and

MiflMiaii. want the speed and flexibility

», ofa Macintosh Classic II, ask us

about an upgrade—it can be

in.stallc\l in a matter of minutes

and it's affordable.

To make more time

for your personal life, get a

Macintosh Classic II for your

personal space. See us for a

demonstration Kxlay, and

while you're in, be .sure to ask

us for details about the Apple

Computer li ran.

It'll be time well

spent

UNIVERSITY
STORED Introducinu (he Macintosh Classic

Contact the Apple Representative

for More Information

Campus Center 413 • 545 • 2619

M-F9to5'Satllto3

Handmaid's Tale
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

growth has come to a stand-still. Most men and women
can no longer conceive. The handmaids are women who,
because they still may be able to conceive, are awarded to
the powerful men in society in an attempt to produce
children for the Commanders and their wives. Offred
describes herselfas "awomb with legs."A bizarremonthly
mating ritual involving the Commander, his wife, and
the handmaid is required by the state.

Offred explains, "Probably he thought about other
things the whole time he was with me; with us, for of
course, Serean Joy was there on those evenings also. He
might have been thinking about what he did during the
day, or about playing golf, or about what he'd had for

dinner. The sexual act, although he performed it in a
perfunctory way, must have laeen largely unconscious,

for him, like scratching himself This is probably not the
average person's idea of procreation, but in the republic

of Gilead, reproduction is serious business.

Despised by the wives, and gawked at by tourists,

handmaids are supposed to be respected for the service

they provide. Branded on the ankle, Offred is a national

resource whose only break from the ordinary is the
monthly ceremony or the excitement ofa birth.

But Offred can remember a better time in the not too-

distant past, when she lived with and loved her husband
and daughter, when she had money, a job and access to

an education. Offred's perpetual battle to regain her
rights and the life she used to lead leaves the reader
virtually breathless.

Although the future sounds dismal, Atwood manages
never to resort to despair. Never preachy or contrite, this

novel serves as a vehicle for Atwood's political and moral
beliefs, and examines life after the extreme right has had
its way. Through Offred's plight, the reader lives Atwood's
fears for the future. This book will hit home with memy
Americans who take for granted the freedom's Offred

lost. Read it while it's still legal.

MargaretAtwoodwasbom in Ottawa. TheHandmaid's
Tale was begun in West Berlin and was finished in

Alabama. Author of more than twenty books, Atwood is

bestknown for her novels, The Edible Woman , Surfacing,

Lady Oracle , Life BeforeMan , andBodilyHarm . Herwork
has been published in twenty coimtries.

^^ -^>- ^>- <^
rAEROBICSn
Lozi/ Impact

Step

9{i/Low

Keiser

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

llfAIKllimAINM^^
AMHCRST

ATHLETIC CLUB
256-0080

., ,

> i mlOlltarlie's
9 T^% i^^-w^w^Tavern

/Vou/ /Vea/ (7am6 Dm)(^& Df^a^
open 1 lam - lam » 7 days a week * Kitchen open 'til midnight

Don't Forget our Nightly Specials

9pin - midnight
MonJjy - KH' Mo//jrclLi "sticks

lLic<cKiy KU' Mild 01 I lol RiitKilo W'iiios

\\cJiK<J.iy Vb< Cheese Pi/zj slices

IniisJ.iy MH~ Chicken "I lol I ips" Nuooots

Game room with 2 pool tablesjJWeacceEiMCrvaSA_rAM^^

OUTSTANDING
TEACHER AWARD

The
College of Food and Natural Resources

invites students and faculty to submit nominations

for the 1991-92 award

NOMINATION FORMS DUE MARCH 1

(Available in room 111 Stockbridge Hall

or in departmental offices)

Faculty in the following departments are eligible for nomination:

Consimier Studies • Entomology • Food Science

Forestry and Wildlife Management

Hotel, Restaurant and Travel Administration

Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning

Nutrition • Plant and Soil Sciences • Plant Pathology

Resource Economics • Veterinary and Animal Sciences

-»-. %-# K»»• .'

The First Step

IN Test Prep
MCAT . GMAT • GRE • LSAT

State-of-the-art Total Test Preparation courses for June tests begin

In IMarch and end t)efore you need to study for finals at college!

• Small classes of 4-10 students • Excellent teachers

• Unlimited additional tutorials • Great score improvement
• The most class hours from a national company at competitive prices

• Diagnostic exams are always free at Ronkln. Call for an appointment!

150 FMfing St.

Amhwst
(N«xtto

Coll«g« Pizza) PSIMKIM
Call

549-4010

R

SEEING RED
I

I

I

^fc^M Kit

' ANY ITEM WITH
A RED TAG

FEATURED ON IT

Thjs. , Feb. 1 3 - Sun. , Feb 1

6

discount taken at reg.lster

^^^\ SOMETDIES...
it just takes a little

COMOK
.VHIage Commonv .29 College Stree' South Hodley, MA 01075 (413) 534-1581
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Upcoming Atlantic 10
conference matchups

Tyson

Wednesday, Feb. 12

George Washington at Duquesne
Rutgers at West Virginia

St. Bonaventure at Rhode Island

Saturday, Feb. 15

Duquesne at St. Joseph's

West Virginia at St. Bonaventure

Simday, Feb. 16

Temple at Massachusetts

Tuesday, Feb. 18
Massachusetts at Rutgers

West Virginia at Rhode Island

Wednesday, Feb. 19

St. Bonaventure at Temple

Thursday, Feb. 20
George Washington at St. Joseph's

Saturday, Feb. 22
Rutgers at Duquesne
St. Bonaventure at Massachusetts

Sunday, Feb. 23
West Virginia at George Washington

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14

It was Don King, who was convicted in

the sixties of manslaughter for kicking a

man to death, who brought out the worst

in Tyson. By no means am I blaming King

for Tyson's own ignorance, but the Tyson

ride was a lot smoother with Cayton
driving.

Now, King and his army oflawyers vdll

play the appeals process to its death, and

should Tyson be freed (which is very, very

unUkely ) we will have to hear King bellow,

"Only in America," one more time.

Tyson excited the crowd in the ring by

knocking people out, and intrigued them
outside of it with his unpredictable be-

havior. But now this unpredictable be-

havior has landed Tyson in jail. I'm sure

Tyson will find his prison squared circle a

lot more confining than the boxing ring.

He is now truly "Iron" Mike Tyson.

The heavyweight division will surely

miss the spark which Tyson provided in-

side the ring. Champion Evander Holyfield

can now choose from many a contender.

Maybe I should have used the word
pretender in place ofcontender . With Larry

Holmes actually considered a contender

due to his victory over Ray Mercer, I'm

really thinking about adding 50 pounds

and invading the heavyweight division

myself. The two best heavyweights out

there right now are Riddick Bowe and
Michael Moorer. One of them will be the

next heavyweight champion.

JeffCrofts is a Collegian correspondent

INTERNATIONAL CAREERS
February 13

4:00 pm
Campus Center Room 163

Panelists include:

Patrick Flood, Retired

Foreign Service officer,

Peter Zanello, former

F*rodua Manager in

China;

Mishy Lesser, commu-
nity based educator in

Latin America.

*si«.

Panelists will discuss

their distinguished

careers, with advice

on how you can be-

come involved in the

international scene

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fntonity/Soronty Pitk - on ihc Otchird Hill bu» route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

AP photo

DOWN FOR THE COUNT — Heavyweight Champion Mike
Tyson struggles to his feet as the referee continues the count in

the 10th round ofaheavyweight title bout against James Douglas.

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect -Amherst Center

256-8157 • 256-1385

1

\ CoU»g«

S. Pleasant \ *

U-MASS\ S. Prospacl

;f>

JLl
a>

1
Uncohi

• Imports & other unibody vehicles are our

specialty.

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (+or-l/2

mm)
• Over 90 years staff experience.

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

colHsion repair or glass replacement.

• Advanced European Technology Painting

and Refinishing Systems.

Remember it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities.

<::7Tanan ^axas,n <:zJ\£itauxant

Dfi^ S^if ain^.z Buffet

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

10 Bclchertown Rd. • Route 9 Amherst • 256-0251/0252

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

Minimum $15 plus $2 delivery charge

BUFFET &SUNDAYBRUNCH
Buffet served Saturday 5-9p.m.

Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99
Children under 10 -$3.00

Handbags!
Handbags!

Handbags!

< Small Leather

Goods from $5
and up

< Handbags $5

and up

Available on the Campus
Center Concourse

Thursday
Feb. 13-9-5

Shop Registration # RS1212

Mental Health Groups
Spring 1992

• MONDAYS:
ADULT CHILDREN OF DYSFUNCTIONAL FAMILIES:
(divorce, addictions, alcoholisms, gambling, mental

illness, etc )
- 3:30-5:00

• TUESDAYS:
SELF EXPLORATION GROUP - 3:30-5:00

COMING OUT GROUP - 3:00-4:30

MENS GROUP - 7:00-8:30

• WEDNESDAYS:
AWAY FROM HOME: A group in Spanish for

Latino/Latina students - 3:30-5:00

PROCESS ACOA - 3:00-4:30

CONFLICT OF CULTURES, the Couples Experience -

3:00-4:30

• THURSDAYS:
SINGLE MOTHERS GROUP - 1:00-2:30

ALCOHOL ISSUES - 1:00-2:30

EATING DISORDERS - 3:30-5:00

AIMenblHealth Spring 1992 Gixxips requiteapr^gvuphlerv^

'Mikxma^onortoSEivpanir^Bnnewcail5^
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THAT'S RIQHT, CAMPERS.
IF you've BV5R Si^PT UJiTH
A PReStPtNTIAL HOPtfUL —
OKmXU 50M£ON^ eusB
UHOHAS-H^ \
iUANTV&ve

INCOU>,

'mHNPOUT IF YOUR STORY
IS PRURjem ENOUGH TO
QUALIFY, JUST FILL OUT THB
ATTACHeP" TKASHFOK-OiSH'
£NTRy FORM ANP53NP IT TO
^^r:-=s5s.^ M^.CARe-OF

600P

By GARRY TRUDEAU

CAMPAIQN'92 — TRASH POR C/A5M

1. 1 have tMSh on- (uwcKom)

Dfti I Clinton

D Paul T3one^
DJeiTV Brown
D Tom Harkin

neob^cerrey
D George Bush

2 MystoryinvDivM:

Dme
Gmybestfi'iend
Dniy evil twin

D ""y puWicist

n d ftepuWican opersbve.

DOeraldo

9 I would defcribe my ntfltioni

cliip Mrith the oandidateas

:

D torrid, steamy
Da defining moment
Dtl»nqhtt/iing todo

D videotaped

D in litigation

4 Tht candidate UMd to call m«:

D'ftabe"

D "Mommy'

n "Cbmmisftioner*

D ftBm oonvenienoft store
p»y phone*

CALVIN AND HOBBES Bv BILL WATTERSON

rA^DE ME DO
M1HotAEW0R<' r^.

Mt S^\0, WHtK IM OLDER, III

Discover tmw "mtRt wi?£
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JIM'S JOURNAL By JIM
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WILMINGTON By M.K. ANDERSON
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L5B5Tf^ /Af^hl proaA

MoVeP TO ID/\HO
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CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

MPUHATHAS
CASSB££V
UP7VPUUL...

\

...SHfS BEE^ ROAYm.. ..ANDmUEmeHERFANMAIL
ALGO. SME f^LP A JOB fOR

ALMOST TEN MINUT£S!

Tl^ifc<^ d<i;& y«^ J^
COULD I HAVE A MacBICGIE

UlTHHieFfilES ANPfitcCOKE

rVmYMAtO/BlETSANP
A MmKIPPIE MjcMEAL

y/TH NO PICKLES?

ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN
Ot X COOLP -\>.KC AVfAV

Today's Staff

Night Editor
GregSukiennik

Copy Editor Tamir Upton

PhotoTechnician E^'ly Wohler

Production Supervisor ...Oliver 'The Olives" Raskin

Production '^att Schmill

Lisa Roman

Menu
LUNCH

Hot Turkey Sandwich

Tuna Melt

BASICS LUNCH
Sesame Noodles

Tuna Melt

DINNER
Roast Top Round of Beef

Mandarin Chicken

BASICS DINNER
Ratatouille

Mandarin Chicken

The opinions expressed on this page are those of die cartoonists and do not necessarily ioflect the views ot the CoZ/fgun or the University

THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

Quote of the Day
"I'm the cat man! I'm the cat!"

- Ren Hoek of "The Ren and Stimpy Show"

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 2 1 -April 19): Corpo-

rate types may be difficult to pin down
today. Work on your own as much as

possible. Hoo>e life offers a peaceful

respite from your busy work schedule

tonight. Turn in early.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Aquick
quip could cause trouble. Becareful not

say anything that could be used against

you later on. Returning telephone calls

promptly prevents hurl feelings.

GEMINI (May 21-)une 20): Your

ingenuity helps you handle any job snags

that arise today. Take your time when
considering a new financial commit-

ment. Impulsive decisions will backfire.

CANCER dune 2 1 -|uly 22): Pay keen

attention to all Information your senses

gather today. You will learn a lot! An
exacting task will require all of your

concentration. Be quiet about your ca-

reer plans for now.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A finarKial

talk or shopping trip will benefit you.

You are a magnet for money now and

will make wise choices. A night of dis-

covery lies ahead. Intellectual endeav-

ors enjoy favorable influences.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Curb

your tongue and cool your temper.

Lashing out at someone who has disap-

pointed you will create an even deeper.

Try your hand at creative writing or

plunge into the arts.

UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Do not let

tedious tasks put you in an irritable mood.
You will get much further than you think.

L isten to the voice of experience when it

comes to nx>ney matters.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21 ): Good
timing IS the key to success, loin forces

with someone who is eager to pursue a

moneymaking project. Do not play tricks

on your loved ones. Keep any promises

you make.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):

Work hard to maintain your work
schedule, despite frequent distractions.

Steady progress is essential from success.

Spend some time alor>e later today, but

do not become anti-social.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-lan. 1 9): You
may be asked to mediate a feud today.

Maintain your ob/ectivily. Recycling

project will let you make new business

profits without incurring additional ex-

pense.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): You

may feel at odds with someone who
insists he has a cross to bear. Do not let

a philosophical argument turn personal.

Romance resembles a roller coaster now.

Hold on tight to your mate!

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Stop

twiddling your thumbs. Your creative

genius can turn a dream into reality. Get

better organized at work. Family mem-
bers are looking to you for leadership.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 F>oel Teasdale

5 — up got

smart

to — girl

14 Part of GEO
15 Beginning, lor

short

16 Ponder, witti

over

17 Room dividers

19 Malayan boat

20 Ditch

21 Dessert favorite

22 '
,
— o'clock

scholar"

23 Turning point

25 Lesage s Bias

26 "Hey. you'"

30 Suit — tee

31 Criminals loe.

in France

34 • to gel — of

water

36 Toot

38 Bro or siS

39 Hunts for

bargains

42 — Paul Kruger

43 Julius ol golf

44 Hosiery cotof

45 US space
station

47 Meadow
49 Whirl

50 Rather

51 Tooth parts

53 Sporting group

55 Columnist

Buchwald
56 Trusts, with

on"

61 Musician

Shankar
62 Areas of

interest

64 A — apple

65 Bikini, lor one

66 Three to a yard

67 Flat topped
elevation

68 Puis in the post

69 Education dags

DOWN
1 Fall mo
2 Sandarac tree

3 Unusual
4 Envelope at>t>r.

5 Cognizant

6 Order of

animals

Suffix

7 Makeshift

remedy
8 Bert 5

buddy on
Sesame St

9 Measured
amount

10 Hurt

1

1

Mock —

:

menu
Item

12 WlWplum
13 King of laughs

18 1. in Munich
24 Courteous

negative reply

25 Edgai. the poet

26 Llama-like

animals, to an
Inca

27 Specter

28 Memorable
song-anddance
man

29 Gratuity

31 DC denizen

32 Actress Hedren
ol The Birds"

33 Buddy ol

"Barnaby
Jones"

35 Father ol

Rachel and
Leah

37 The War ol the

40 Actor Lowe
41 Possesses
46 Thin layer

48 Spring limes

51 Jalopy

52 Darn

53 Trolley

54 Facilitate

55 Down with

57 Biography

58 Cooled
59 Augmented,

with "out"

60 Fast plarws

short

63 Law deg.

Fr.

for

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
>IAISISHFIAIS
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Iron Mike to be behind iron bars?
Tyson^s conviction:just another chapter in storied life

Feb. 10, 1990: "Iron" Mike Tyson is

knocked out by Buster Douglas in 10

rounds and loses the heavyweight cham-
pionship of the world.

Feb. 10, 1992: "Iron" Mike Tyson is

convicted of rape and now faces sentenc-

ing on Mar. 6. Tyson may be going to jail.

I'm sure that these two dates will be the

most memorable when Mike Tyson looks

back on his life in retrospect. Ironically,

both days of reckoning occurred on the

same date. I've always followed Mike
Tyson's story with great interest, and now
it appears the story could be coming to an

end.
Heavyweight boxing in the mid-80s

was floundering; Larry Holmes was an
excellent but boring champion, and every

other heavyweight was either fat (seeTony
Tubbs or Greg Page ), one-dimensional (see

Bonecrusher Smith or Frank Bruno) or

both.

It was here where young Mike Tyson

came along and cleaned up the division.

Tyson, at 5 feet. 1 1 inches and 218 pounds,

was knocking out heavyweights at an

amazing clip. At the ripe age of 20, Tyson
knocked out Trevor Berbick to become the

youngest heav>'weight champion ever.

Boxing aficionados were now crediting

Tyson's trainer Cus D'Amato, and man-
agers Jim Jacobs and Bill Cayton with

savingTyson from the streets ofNew York
and turning him into the best fighter in

the world.

Despite the death of D'Amato, Tyson
was still a fabulous boxer. He moved in

behind a solid jab, always bobbing his

head, and throwing vicious punches aimed
anywhereon his opponent's anatomy. New
trainer and fellow D'Amato disciple Kevin

Rooney made sure that Tyson was ready

for every fight.

When Jim Jacobs died, so too did the

relationship between Tyson, Rooney, and
Cayton. Along came Don King, the ec-

centric boxing promoter, and he turned

Tyson against the people who took him to

the top.

Jeff Crofts

Romance soon set in for Tyson, as he

married actress Robin Givens. This short-

lived romance was shaky at best, with

Tyson being accused of abusing Givens,

and Givens being accused ofgold-digging.

The marriage ended in divorce with Giv-

ens getting a healthy settlement.

Inside the ring, Tyson was still able to

take care ofbusiness, but his considerable

ring talents were undeniably slipping.

Tyson was no longer a great boxer, he was
a brawler who used only intimidation and
power to take care of his opponents.

These qualities were enough until

Tyson ran into James "Buster" E>ouglas.

Take
This Course

And You'll End
Up, In Court

gSTANLEY H. KAPLAN
Take Kaplan Or Take \bur Chances

1- 25 coupons redeemed receive

LSATPrep

Course for the |une 1992 exam.

n STANLEY H. KAPLAN
}c^ lake Kaphin Or Take Your Chances !

358 North Pleasant Street. Amherst. MA • 549-5780 I

• Must be presented at time of purchase •

• Red cmable in Amherst center only •

• May not be used retroactively •

This offer may not be used with any other Stanley H. Kaplan special

tuition pricing. Offer expires March 1 , 1 992

Douglas managed to issue Tyson a beat-

ing and boxing lesson while taking his

heavyweight crown.

King and Tyson were able to make an
embarrassment of themselves when they

disputed Douglas' victory. After theirweak
protest, they finally admitted Douglas was
the better man.
Now Tyson would have to cUmb back to

the top of the heavyweight mountain. In-

side the ring, Tyson was able to do his

business with victories over Henry
Tillman, Alex Stewart, and Donovan
"Razor" Ruddock (twice). It was his actions

outside the ring which cost him his shot at

regaining the heavyweight crown.

Tyson was accused by an 18-year old

Miss Black America contestant of rape.

Eventually Tyson was indicted on the

charge, and his title shot against champ
Evander Holyfield dissapeared.

On Jan. 27, Tyson started what clearly

would be the fight of his life. After two

weeks of testimony, the case went to the

jury. The jury needed only 9 hours of

deliberation to come up with a verdict;

Mike Tyson was guilty of rape! Who
would've guessed that Larry Holmes would
be correct when he said in 1988, "Tyson

will end up dead or in jail within 5 years."

It was in the courtroom where Tyson
and his $5,000-a-day lawyer William

Fuller were played with like Silly Puttyby
prosecuting attorney Greg Garrison.

Looking back on Tyson's career, there was
a time when things looked very good for

him. When Tyson was with D'Amato,
Jacobs and Cayton, he appeared to be a

pleasant, smart,youngmanwho was sorry

for his past deeds.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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Round Trips from Boston Starting ac

LONDON $310
TOKYO 729
Round Trips from New York Starting at

GUATEMAU 390
DELHI 1231
Round Trips from Los Angeles Starting ac

AUKLAND 1209
Taxes not included. Restrictions apply.

Fares subject to change & availability.

Call about one v^ays. We issue
EURAIL passes on the SPOTl

Council Travd
79 South Pleasant Street
Amherst, MA 01002
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and pray for rain."

• I've begun the spring tour on the road to the Pocket
BiUiards Hall of Fame. My breaks have been soUd, my
leaves exquisite and I've yet to scratch on the eight ball.

The biggest victory thus far came against Tiparillo, a real

bozo who let the cigar hang from his mouth on every shot.
• Here's the much anticipated horseback riding up-

date: I rode Teddy on Monday, a wily veteran oftrack and
arena who turns 25 this year. He knew I was a rookie.

After the informal introductions, Teddy thought it would
be funny to show me his teeth. He needs to brush.

Teddy adjusted to me quickly after I bribed him with
carrots and caviar and along with Leigh-Ann, has become
a front runner for Horse of the Year honors.

• ni admit the Winter Olympics aren't as compelling
as the Summer Games, but wouldn't it be nice to witness
"Miracle on Ice, Part 11?"

• We can hardly wait to see the Temple Towels finally

get mopped up by Coach Cal's boys.

• Speaking of the Coach, well-placed sources have
confirmed rumors that Calipari is hiding his best neck-

ties for the A- 10 and NCAA tournaments. Listen Cal,

Brett "You're Still the One for Us" Morris and myself

have been busting our butts all season trying to outdo

each other with our neckwear and if you think you're

going to sneak in under the wire with some Pierre Cardin

deal, you're mistaken. The issue's under advisement by

the Official Necktie Awards Committee (ONAC).
• If you happened to catch the Westminster Kennel

Club Dog Show, you were fortunate enough to seemy dog,

Bo, capture the best Ail-Around Guest Sniffer award.

We've had numerous visitors to our humble abode and Bo
has sniffed each one thoroughly.

• Ifyou see our humble co-sports editor Tamir "It's My
Birthday, Buy me a Beer" Lipton stumbling Uptown,

stuff some pizza in his mouth and push him on his way.
• Keep your feet in bounds and your eyes on the

Valentines.

David Scott is a Collegian sports columnist

rAEROBICS
Lo-w Impact

Step

!Hi/Low

Keiser

Nautilus

Free Weights

Cybex
Lifecycle

Blocycies

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB

256-0080

n
^f-omatker-ar'^

o£/n Cdf^e Spec/a^.

A
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The Holistic Full Service Salon

253-2322

|__ J:lr^ 479West_Street, Mnherst
|

^l;ear'3Uss

l/a^/ft/ke' eDa^

ts

^^

okoM uotw-reem^ witi rPower's/

Place your orders EARLY • Local & National Delivery

220 N. Pleasant St., Amherst

>^ Call • Pay By Credit Card 253-5545

Get Personal this Valentines Day!

Tell someone special how you feel

with CollegiBn valentine Personals.

^ «f 25% OFF
regular student classified price.

Includes color!

%^ %

Look for our table

on the Campus Center Concourse.
Or come to Campus Center Room 113.

Deadline for Valentine Personals is Wed., Feb. 12th. at 3:30 pm.

Valentine Personals will be published Friday, Feb. 14th.

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE 113 CAMPUS CEmER • MON. THURS. 8:30-3:30 FRIDAY 8:30-2:30 • DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRJOR TO PUBUCATION ' 20(AVORD/DAY FOR STUDEm CASH IN ADVANCE

AcrrvrriES COLLEGE PIZZA

HOWMANY FRATERNITYMEN doesHtake

to screw in a light bult>7

Rush AEPI
Thursday Feb t3 at 7:0Opm

Pizza and Movi«

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SPRING SPECIAL
Large cheese $6 00

Small cheese $3.50

Add $1 lor lorZ toppings

Free soda w/large sub, salad.

spaghetti

Must mention this ad
549.6073 549-6093

Bed and Braakfast

Oowntovsm Amherst. Ideal tor visiting par-

ents and friends 549-0733

COUEQE PIZZA

CAUFORNIA-S149! Anytime, fly either way.

coast-to-coast (iPortland/Seattle!)

Caribbean-only $189 roundtrip air to some-

where sunny and warm. Hitch a nde.

Europe only $t 60 each way!

Airhitch 2 1 2-864-2000

NOW FEATURING SLICESII

FEMALE ROOMIE NEEDED NOWl

—CLUB COMM*"
First meeting today!!!

In E-37 Machmer @ 6pm
Anyone & everyone

is welcome!!!

Come meet with the

officers 4 members!

PHI ALPHA THETA History Honors Society

accepting new members, pick up applic, in

History office 6lh flooi^Hener. Deadline 2/25 .

SORORtTY RUSH
February 18-26

Register on the CC Concourse

Today and tomorrow 8:30-3:00

VALENTINES FOR THE Ms!
Order your condom'candygrams

on the CC Concourse

Today and tomorrow 8:30-3KX)

AUTO FOR SALE

oTeVROLCT IMPALATgre 83K runs 200/

bo Call 549-6289

HELP! I need a roommate! ! And you want to

live here. Sunderland - furnished apt, with

utilities on bus route for just $250 a month! If

you're a non-smoking, non-druggie female

who needs a place to live, call Heather at

665-1 190 Hurry!

FOR RENT

GUITAR AND AMP FOR SALE
Great first electric

loud amp
$190 or 80
Call 566-7353

Lang XRI ski boots Uke new Size 10 1/2

Must sell'! Best ofter Call 549-4892

LOVE SCENT, known to enhance and

stimulate the senses. Rare African import.

Oil $8. 75/ Incense $6.00. Uncommon Scents

107 Vernon Street. Northampton. Massa-

chusetts 1 060

SONY DISCMAM Yours for only $75. 549-

2709

SKIS«OOTS
Lacroix Skis

Lange boots

great conditkin

549-9932

STEREO FLEA MARKET
Buy/sell/trade, Sundays 9-5. Jackson's Flea

Mkt., Mountain Farms Mall. Hadley. Used/

new components, wide variety Other days

call S/AA/ Exchange, 256-3404

LOST

Fridge rentals Callj!S3-9742
HELP WANTED

Sunderland mutt rent one room now $1 90/

month on bus route Peaceful convenient

location Call 665-8669 evenirigs

•rWO^EDROOM APARTMENT, Blown

$375 Cal l 256-1045

FOR SALE

CHEN STYLE TAi CHI

MEDITATI0NMN4IIOTI0H w«h itow^.
soft-vigorous, empty-solid movements Free

first lesson 6;45pm Feb25 Northampton 545-

5923

40MEG HARDDRIVE Almost New Western

Me Digital 28ms Paid $230 Asking $100

253-8175^ike

COMPUTER COMPLETE! 80286-1 2MHZ

1 Mbram EGA monitor 65Mb Hdisk3.5 5.25

Floppy disk 9pin dm printer ms mouse Good

swareon HP $950 367-9479 Eve

DORM SIZE FRIDGE. Good condition $50

549-2709 _^
DOUBLE BED $85 584-2784

Alaska Summer Employment- Fisheries

Earn $5,000+/month. Free transportation!

Room board! Over 8,000 openings. Male

or female. For employment program call 1-

206-545-4155 ext 298

Amherst College Gospel Choir is looking

for a pianist All Five College students wel-

come. Fore more info. Call 542-3372

Apply now to be a Tour Guide, Summer
Counselor, or Student Admissions Repre-

sentative. Applications available on Con-

course.

EARN MONEY NOW!
SPANISH/ENGLISH BILINGUALS
Needed tor reading study

Jeanette 585-8749

QENESIS' John Madden football $25 Call

Larry at 549-4260

EVENING J08SI Environmental campaign

vKork. Fight pollution with Oean Water Ac-

Bon. $7/hr. On buslines Call 564-9830

Get a Real Job
Tired ol meaningless work? Help protect the

environment with Greenpeace Full and part-

time canvassing positions from 3 to 10pm

$1 75 to 350/weBk Call Rick & 549-0507

HINDI TUTOR needed 5-6012

One MA lite plate 996-SCW missing from

E-Iot Call 546-1414

SETOF KEYS, one with green rim 584-2976

MY BROWN LEATHER JACKET. Taken at

DU Sat night. D.Haberlin inside label, zipper

broken Means a lot to me. Reward 6-2255

PERSONALS

Gcorge-
My nose is red:

My toes are blue;

thanks to the coM
I got from you!

-Liz

Mary F and Mary F Oh.my.god. Contem-

porary women get psycfied for Valentine's

Check main stacks n7630.w6

JAKE
It's pointless. I think we should just say

goodbye if we cant stop hurting eachottier.

I love you t)ut I have to let go. MEL

HEY STEVE MEYERS!
Best of luck @ New Englands!

Just take it SLOWE...

HEATHER- Happy 21st birthday.

Have a blast and enjoy your day.

Love-Lori and Joanne.

RUSH DELTA CHI

RUSH= Call us. we pick you up, go to house,

we meet you. you meet us. tree food, great

guys, and good time to be had by all

Feb 10 Mon "Pool tournament" 8-10pm

Feb 12 Wed "Buflato wings" 8-10pm

Feb 17 Mon "Regression to Mexico" 8pm
Feb 19 Wed "Spaglieni dinner" 6-8pm

Call Matt at 546-7038 or Steve at 549-6505

lor info., rkJes or II you have questions

RUSH SAMMY

SAMMY IS WATCHING YOU.
Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity

wants you to come to open rush

Tuesday Feb. 1lth

Tuesday Feb 18th

Wednesday Feb 19th

All events at 8:00

395 N Pleasant St

Call Todd 549-4968

DAYTONA BEACH! -SPRING BREAK "92

March 13-22 Includes seven nights ocean-

front hotel plus roundtrip motor coach Only

$259.00! Call Yankee Tours 1-800-

9DAYT0NA M-F 8-6

RIDE WANTED

RIDE NEEDED TO Long Island

This weekend will share $
Kerry 549-4720

RIDE TO NYC Leave late Friday/early Sat-

urday Return late Sunday/early Monday.

Pauline 586-1447 ___^
ROSES

ROSES Deliveries lor Valentines Day Tues-

day thru Thursday See Chris Campus Cen-

ter Concourse

ROOMMATE WANTED

SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Panama City. Cancun. Jamaica

Call Slacey at 549-0840

Large room availabi*, located Just off of

campus. $240 per month, includes heat. Call

253-4170

SERVICES

Need some sun? I have great deals on

spnng break trips to Jamaica, Cancun, and

Bahamas Call Dena nights 549-5740

Skl-lntercollegiate Ski Weeks, $189 in-

cludes: 5 day lift ticket/ Snights

lodging(mountainside condo)/ 5 days

intercollegiate activities (drinking age- 18),

sponsored by (.abatt's S Ml. Sutton, Canada

(just across the Vermont border) Group

leader discounts Spring break 92. Call Ski

Travel Unlimited 1-800-999-SKI-9

Why go south?
Ski Park City spring break

For more info call 549-4892

FREE pregnancy testing; contkjential and

caring support. BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

ORDER AVON!
Call 546-1999

For tree brochures/samples

SINGING VALENTINES
Delivered anywhere

549-6289

YOU'VE ONLY GOT ONE WEEK TO LIVE!

Oo spring break in Jamaica, Bahamas.

Cancun. Margarita, from $369'! Hotel, air.

transfers, parties' Sun Splash Tours 1-800-

426-7710.

TYPING

Nsed your papers typed? Quick, accurate

servk» Cal^Brian 546-3563

PApIrS. RESUMES. THESIS-
Word processing, laser pnnting-

Call Ftosemary 323-5031

WANTED

TRAVEL

Canoun!! Now offering lowest prices avail-

able Free underwater camera, dnnk/dance

cruise and more John/Frank 549-2709

• • «

BOBBY MCFERRIN TICKET WANTED
t>y avx) fan Call anytime up to concert

546-0359

FEMALE TO SHARE room in Townhouse

apt great condition 3 considarate roomies

rent negotiable can 549-8001 or 549-0839

ASAP

WANTED Temple tickets wW pay top doltar

Call Bob 585-0051 Before Sam Alter 9pm

•*•. »•<• •.
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Sports
Scott's shots

Surprisingly, Dean of

the School of Physical
Education David Bischoff

made the only inteUigent

comment of the whole Jim
Reid/football fiasco when
he said. "At the University,

nobody makes a decision."

Well, Dave-0, that's all

about to change, because
I'm making the decisions

now. First on the list well

cut your $96,000 salary

down to a more workable size. Next we move to the

other halfof the "Dynamic Duo." Athletic Director

Frank Mclnemey, where we have decided to reduce

his princely annual take of $79,000.

After ali The Bisher King did say, ".
. .you have

to cut someplace and somebody has to make a

decision ofwhere it has to be cut." Done deal, Bish-

a-la.

David Scott

• Maybe it's my imagination but I'd swear
Mclnemey looks like an inflated version of Gover-

nor Bill Weld. Separated at birth?

• I watched the post-fight, errrr post-trial news
conferences from the Mike Tyson court circus and
one thing struck me immediately. Isn't there a

conflict of interest with this "Jury Foreman" guy?

He's obviously related to George Foreman and who
could benefit more from Tyson being incarcerated?

• Forty-two percent of readers surveyed said

they always read the Collegian sports page.

Someone better tell the other 58 percent what
they're missing.

• Rosie Ruzicka elicited one of the greatest

traditions in all of sports when he notched his hat-

trick plus one on Sunday. Seeing all the hats sail to

the Garden ice is quite a sight.

• Mark Nov. 7 on your calendar if Jim Reid

accepts thejob at Richmond. That's the day UMass
visits the Spiders and rest assured if Coach Reid's

there, he'll have his linebackers doing some heavy
duty hitting. PerhapsMclnemeyand Bischoffcould

throw on the pads for the ofiFense. Can you say

"tackling dummies?"
• Here's the ultimate plan for NBA Commis-

sioner David Stem: Magic Johnson oflRcially re-

tires with the Lakers, decides to make a comeback
in March, signs with the Celtics (Red's always
thinking) and Larry Bird and the Magic Man lead

the Men in Green to banner 17.

• Our friend Lauren in the business office has
the inside track on the early season prognosis for

the Red Sox.

"Frank Viola's the missing link between second
place and the World Series. Clemens, Viola and
pray for rain. It's almost as good as Clemens, Hurst

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

Reid enjoys Richmond
He^s the top candidate for assistant coachingjob

MIR LIPTONBy TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

University of Richmond football coach Jim Marshall

reiterated yesterday thatJim Reid, the head coach at the

University ofMassachusetts for the past six years, is the

front runner for an assistant coaching position.

"Without a doubt, he is the top candidate," Marshall

said. "We have not offered him a job yet, but I would

imagine that within the next few days, we will."

Reid told the Collegian late Monday night he will re-

sign as head coach at UMass tomorrow, when he returns

from Richmond. He verbally resigned Jan. 23 afler

learning the football budget was being cut $100,000.

The question now becomes, does Reid want the job at

Richmond?
"Everything is going great down here," Reid said

yesterday from Richmond. "I'm getting ready to go draw

X's and O's on the chalkboard. Everybody has been really

nice."

Reid spoke enthusiastically about Richmond as a

school, pointing out the relatively inexpensive cost

($15,000 per year) to attend a private institution.

"Richmond is one ofthe top 10 endowed schools in the

nation," Reid said. "They get a lot of money from corpo-

rations, so they can maintain a high budget.

"I met the President [Richard Morrill], he's from

Hingham, Mass. He's a great guy.

"Richmond's got some other guys coming in for inter-

views," he said. "I think I'll be coming back [for another

interview]."

Reid won three Yankee Conference Championships at

UMass and compiled a 32-29 record. He was an assistant

for the Minutemen the previous 13 years.

Student basketball ticket line

may be handled differently
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

As the University ofMassachusetts men's basketball

team prepares to host Temple University on Sunday
(4:30 p.m. ), so does the Athletic Ticket Office as it may put

into effect an alternate plan ofhandling students waiting

for tickets.

The proposed plan, which depends on the time of the

formation oflines and the weather, would permit students
who decide to arrive at the Cage early to wait inside the

Cage beginning at midnight.

Student tickets will still be handed out beginning

tomorrow at 7 a.m. in the lobby of Curry Hicks Cage.

Thorr Bjom, the University's coordinator of tickets

and game operations, has expressed concern about stu-

dents waiting outside the Cage early Thursday morning
in inclement weather and has developed the contingency
plan only for absolute necessity.

"Students have been talking about waiting in line as

early as midnight," Bjom said yesterday. The Athletic

Department is concerned with the cold weather. There's

a possibility of opening the Cage up £ifter midnight
[Thursday morning] to accomodate the students.'

Bjom stressed that the doors to the Cage will only be

opened before 7 a.m. if the line forms early.

"Ifit's 10 [degrees] below zero, we can't have them [the

students] out there," UMass coach John Calipari said.

Students with valid undergraduate I.D. can pick up
one general admission ticket.

All tickets will be handed out based on availability on
a first-come, first-serve basis.

The Minutemen have never beaten the Temple Owls
in the history of the matchup, losing 21 straight.

CoUefian photo by Jaff 1

Student tickets for the UlVIass basketball
team's game against Temple University will
be handed out tomorrow at 7 a.m.

Men's track cruises
at New England TAG
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

In what proved to be the University of

Massachusetts men's indoor track team's

final tune-up for next week's Eastern Con-
ference Championship meet, the Minute-
men headed to Brown University on
Sunday for the New England TAG Invi-

tational.

The meet, which showcased some 20
local colleges and track clubs, came at the

midpoint in an almost perfect season for

the Minutemen.
UMass enters their championship sea-

son with an unblemished 8-0 record.

"I think this meet is good for a couple of

reasons," Coach Ken O'Brien said.

"First, it allows both the team and the

individual to take some stress off before

our championship season, and second, we
also saw a higher level ofcompetition that

we wouldn't see otherwise."

The meet saw the Minutemen garner

eight top five finishes, with the highest

finish belonging to John Johnson in the

longjump, and the distance medley team,

who both placed third.

Other top five finishes for the Minute-

men belonged to Nelson Simao in the shot

put, Matt Simon in the 3000, JeffreyWhite

in the high hurdles, Keith Willis in the

5000, and both the 4x400 and the 4x800
relay teams.

"I think we had some positive things to

hang our hats on," O'Brien said. "We had
a good performance by our distance run-

ners [3 top 7 finishes] and our jumping
and sprinting looked a little stronger than
usual."

Other bright spots for the Minutemen
included the improved running and
jumping ofboth Jerome Bledsoe and John
Johnson, as well as the performance of

Lionel Benjsmiin in both the 55 yard dash
and the 200.

For some of the Minutemen, Sunday
was not a day to hone their skills for next

Saturday's Eastern's, but a day to rest and
heal some nagging injuries leftover from
the previous week's meet.

"We left some ofour kids home, so they

could heal some oftheir nagging injuries,"

O'Brien said. "People like Steve [Brown],

Paul [Doyle], and Joe [Kourafas] are con-

ference and New England level competi-

tors, so we held them out more as a pre-

caution than anything."

"We have three or four of the biggest

weeks of the season ahead of us, and I

think the team is still on an upswing,"

O'Brien said.

Winter Olympic
highlights

ALBERTVILLE, France (AP)— Tuesday's highlights at the Winter Olympics:

MEDALS
Austria was shut out but still leads with seven medals overall. One behind

was the Unified Team offormer Soviet Republics which won four ofthe day's nine
medals.

FIGURE SKATING
Nataha Mishkutienok and Artur Dmitriev won the eighth straight gold for

the former Soviet Union in pairs' competition. It's the longest streak of golds in
Olympic history.

ALPINE
Italy's Josef Polig won the men's combined when leader and defending

champion Hubert Staolz ofAustria was disqualified after missing a gate near the
end of his second run in the slalom.

LUGE
American Cammy Myler was in sixth place with a shot at a medal in the first

of two days of women's competition.

HOCKEY
The U.S. team raised its record to 2-0, its best start since 1960, with a 2-0 win

over Germany as goalie Ray LeBlanc stopped 46 shots.

INJURIES
Two more women downhillers, including Austrian star Sabine Ginther, were

hurt in training crashes. Ginther was picked to win the downhill and combined,
but will miss the rest of the season with a back iiyury.

TODAY'S raGHLIGHTS
Medals at stake in four events: women's luge and 1,500-meter speedskating,

men's 10-kilometer biathlon and Nordic combined. Top American in action:

Speedskater Bonnie Blair.
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UM enrollment reaches
lowest point in 20 years

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 1992

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

The number ofundergraduate students attending the
University ofMassachusetts at Amherst has reached the
lowest point in 20 years, according to the Office of In-

stitutional Research and Planning.
Undergraduate enrollment reached a peak near 20,000

in 1975 and has gradually declined to roughly 17,000
today, primarily due to the economic climate in the state.

"As we've been cut, our pubUc image and our academic
reputation have suffered," said Timm Rinehart, director
of undergraduate admissions.

Increases in tuition, decreased program offerings,

faculty layoffs and negative publicity have all had a
negative effect on enrollment levels, he said.

In fact, last year the state cut appropriations to the

Class of95 shrinking,
school, cost too large

Many freshman are not returning to the Univer-
sity of Massachusetts because it's not only too big,

but also too expensive.

A survey offreshman who dropped out ofUMass
after the fall 1990 semester shows that 32 percent
did not return to campus because they "did not like

the size of UMass."
In addition, 20 percent indicated not having

enough money to attend school as a reason for

dropping out while others blamed "inadequate"

CONTINUED ON PAGE .7

University by 12.5 percent while tuition and fees rise
annually. The last year tuition and fees were not raised
was 1965.

And for the third year in a row, Massachusetts had the
biggest two-year drop in state support.

Another factor in declining enrollment is the large
decrease in the number ofhigh school graduates since the
late seventies. "There are fewer kids out there," Rinehart
said.

In 1989 and 1990, applications to the University fell

by more than a third.

Although the percent offreshman applicants steadily
dropped through most of the eighties, acceptance rates
have risen sharply in the past three years— itis becoming
less competitive to get accepted at UMass.

"With fewer students out there, we have open the
doors wider," Rinehart said. "We're taking a wider range
ofstudents but also offering more access and opportunity.

"

As a result ofthis dechne in selectivity, the mean high
school percentile, seen as the best measure of college

preparation, has dropped below 70 percent — the first

time since 1980.

While projections estimate that enrollment will pivmge
even further, Rinehart hopes his admissions program,
armed with a "substantial infusion" ofnew funding, can
sell the merits of this University to potential candidates.

He said out-of-state recruiting efforts have intensified
while campus visits, mailings and more attractive fi-

nancial aid packages have improved.
Nevertheless, he said, UMass is still a good school.

"There are lots ofsatisfied students on campus," Rinehart
said. "It's still working."

Chancellor Richard O'Brien has established an "en-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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DON^ YOU HAVE ANYTHING WITH
MOREPICTURES?—SophmoreJennifer
Fowler does some last minute shopping
in the Textbook Annex.

O'Brien hints at possible tuition, fee increase
By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Richard O'Brien told the
Undergraduate Student Senate last night

that he sv^npathized with students' aver-

sion to fee and tuition increases, but urged
the senators to view the situation from his

perspective.

"We're absolutely against a large in-

crease in tuition and fees," he said. "But I

think we'll have to ask for a small one,

about a five percent increase."

"I hate to say it, but life is dominated
these days by budgets," O'Brien contin-

ued. "Should we increase tuition and fees?

If not, should we grind down every pro-

gram in the University to make ends meet?
Or should we cut out whole programs or
departments or schools?"

O'Brien said the state government has

reduced the University budget by one-

third over the past three years, while
tuition has subsequently increased "about
200 percent.

O'Brien conceded that conditions could

worsen if Gov. Weld's 100 percent tuition

retention proposal is passed. He said the

University now retains 30 percent of stu-

dent tuition as revenue. The Weld plan

would allow the University to keep all

tuition and fees, but state funding would
be withdrawn by a corresponding amount.
Thus, whenever the University sought to

generate additional revenue, tuition and
fees would likely have to be increased.

Many fear tuition retention will effec-

tively privatize the University, denying
access to affordable public education. Not-

ing that enrollment has dropped from
20,000 to 17,000 in the last three years,

O'Brien said tuition retention might re-

sult in an even more drastic decline.

"As we move into tuition retention in

July, that drop of3,000 is very big bucks,"

he said. "It's a $9 million question, since

the difference between 17,000 and 20,000
students is $9 million. That's $9 million

that could be spent adding faculty, or

increasing the number of sections in

courses, and those good things important
to education."

But O'Brien, introduced by Speaker
Bob Monaghan as "an honorable man, a
man whose heart is definitely with the
University," did have some positive

thoughts to share. He said that while the

University faces considerable fiscal diffi-

culty, there is reason for optimism pro-

vided there is teamwork among adminis-
trators and students.

"We're all in this together, and this

place is here for you," he told 46 student

senators. "This place is designed to be the
kind of university you want to be at."

O'Brien also stressed that the univer-

sity has many positive features— among
them, its athletic program.

"Firstly, thank God for basketball," he
said. 'There's a kind of thrill and spirit

and enthusiasm there that's hard to gen-

erate in even the most interesting courses

in Enghsh and history."

O'Brien said he believes enrollment
hinges strongly on the quality of univer-

sity athletics.

"We've got a system, for better or worse,

in which the quality of the athletic pro-

gram determines your enrollment," he
said. "We've got to maintain excitement
in athletics in order to keep our enroll-

ment going. It's crazy, but that's how it

works."

Page banking on gov't experience

Collefian photo by .Josh Reynolds

Norman Page

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is the fifth in a six-

part series profiling the candidates bid-

ding for the Third Hampshire District's

state representative seat.

DemocratNorman Page ofPelheun says
he feels his 25 years of experience in local

government separate him from his oppo-
nents in the race for the Third Hampshire
District's state representative seat.

Page, 42, is competing with Terry
Franklin, Ellen Story and Jon Hite of

Amherst for the Democratic nomination
on Feb. 18 in the race to fill the Amherst-
Pelham seat vacated by State Senator
Stanley Rosenberg late last September.
The general election will be March 17.

"I have a greater level of experience
than any of the other candidates," Page
said in a recent interview with the Colle-

gian. "In terms of absolute experience, I

know finances from the ground up— I've

served at the state and county levels."

Page, who said he has attended Pelham
Town Meeting since he was six years old,

noted that he is the only one of the four

Democrats to have served as both a select-

man and school committee member. Page
has chaired the Pelham Select Board for

two years, the Pelham School Committee
for three years and chaired the Amherst/
Pelham Regional School Committee for

three years.

Page said a tradition of public service

has been handed down to him from his

parents and grandparents. Page's uncle

served as a member of the Pelham Select

Board for 39 years, with Page winning the

election to fill his seat.

"Everbody, if they volunteer, can give

something back to the community they

live in," Page said. Page has served on
numerous other boards, including the

Massachusetts Municipal Association,

Massachusetts Selectman's Association

and the Hampshire Regional Refuse
Board.

Page, who advocates what a he calls a
"common-sense" approach to government,
stressing accountability and sound man-
agement principles, said he relies on the
inputofthose around him to help in making
decisions.

"I really try to gather a lot of input and
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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Democratic candidatesfor

state rep., Jon Hite and Ellen

Story, pick up an endorse-
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need I say more?
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Is men 's basketball coach Jim

Calipari leaving?
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around 25 tonight. Did I

mention it's going to snow?
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GLB Forum
Thursday, February 13

Film — The Bitter Tears of Petra by: Von Kant," CC
Room 803. One of Fassbinder's most controversial films.

The story deals with the shifting power relationships
among three women: a successful fashion designer, her
contented assistant and a sultry model.

Meeting— The Men's Group will meet at 9 p.m. in the
LBGAoflice, S.U. 413B. All university men are welcome.

Friday, February 14
Happy Queer Valentine's Day.'

Social— 3-6 p.m., come to the LBGA Coffee Social, CC

Room 903. Come enjoy food, folks and fun!

Tuesday, February 18
Training — Speaker's Hureau Orientation for new

and returningmembers. Dinner will be provided. Program
office, Crampton Residence Hall.

Monday, February 19
Special Event — Essex Hemphill will read selections

from Brother to Brother: New Writings by Black
Gay Men and Ceremonies at 8 p.m. in Campus Center
162-175. The reading is free of charge and open to the
public.

Campus Center short circuits
Compiled By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts Campus Center was
evacuated shortly before 10 p.m. Tuesday night due to a
short circuit in an electrical panel which caused the eight
and ninth floors to become filled with smoke. Damage
was confined to the panel board and the building was
reopened at approximately 10:30 p.m.

ARRESTS
• Joseph L. Rivera, 18, of Chicopee, was arrested

Tuesday night by South Hadley Police after he was
involved in an altercation. After checking his name

through their computer, South Hadley Police found that
there was an outstanding warrant for his arrest issued by
the UMass Police Department. The warrant was issued
for a liquor law violation, and he was subsequently
turned over to University Police.

LARCENY
• A man reported Tuesday night the theft of a car

stereo, valued at $500, from his vehicle in Lot 44. The
dashboard ofthe vehicle received extensive damage during
the break-in.

• A man reported Tuesday afternoon the theft of a
bicycle wheel, valued at $125, from his locked bike
outside of the Kennedy dormitory.
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Story, Hite get endorsements
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Democratic candidates for the Amherst-Pelham dis-

trict state representative seat Ellen Story and Jon Hite

picked up some important last-minute endorsements
this week as former Lt. Gov. Evelyn Murphy came out for

Story, while the University's Physical Plant workers
union threw its weight behind Hite.

The primary election, which will determine both par-

ties' nominees for Stanley Rosenberg's former seat in the

statehouse, is to be held next week on Feb. 18.

Before a group of approximately 15-20 supporters on
the Amherst Town Common Monday, Ellen Story and
members ofher campaign announced Murphy's endorse-

ment, as well as endorsements from the Massachusetts
Women's Political Caucus, Rosemary Dunn Dalton, board
member ofthe Greater Boston Gay and Lesbian Alliance,

Ann Jefferson of the UMass Graduate Employee's Or-

ganization and long-time Amherst resident Winifred

Hilliker.

"All these endorsements are very significant," Story

said. "I think my campaign is just humming along."

In addition to the AFSCME support, Democrat Jon
Hite announced Monday an endorsement from the Am-
herst Citizens for Responsible CJovernment, a group of

local homeowners and taxpayers.

"I'm very proud to have Local 1776's support," Hite

said. "The people inAFSCME do a lot for the University,

and sometimes it isn't appreciated as much as it should

be.

"I remember how hard people in Local 1776 worked to

help fight for a larger budget with me in 1981, and this

endorsement means they're ready to fight alongside me

again," Hite said.

AFSCME's Local President Richard Coach, who works
in the UMass public safety division, said the union
considers Hite the campaign's most experienced and
qualified candidate.

"[Hite] is the best qualified of the candidates run-

ning," Coach said. "I think he vnW represent the University

as a whole." Coach said Hite "came across the best"

on labor issues at a recent forum sponsored by the

Northampton Labor Council.

"Ellen Story leads with values important to all ofus in

Massachusetts— pro-choice, human services for those in

need ofcare and protection, good education for all young-

sters and a safe environment," Murphy wrote in a

statement read by Story's campaign manager, Jan
Klausner-Wise. "She follows in the tradition of articu-

late, progressive representation ofthe Third Hampshire
District."

Story said she coordinated Murphy's campaign in

Amherst in 1982, when Murphy won Amherst but lost

statewide in her bid to become Lt. Governor.

The MassachusettsWomen's Political Caucus released

a statement expressing its support for Storybased largely

on her 18-year record at the Western Massachusetts

Family Planning Council.

"[Story's] longstanding commitment to human ser-

vices — particularly services for women, infants and
children — are strong recommendations for her candi-

dacy," the statement said.

Hilhker, a long-time Amherst resident and former

Town MeetingMember and President ofthe Ann Whalen
House Tenants Association, wrote in a statement that

"Ellen [Story] is a person who is an active achiever, as

opposed to one of empty promises."

Prof serves
on U.S. panel
for higher ed
By CHRISTINE MAHONEY
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts professor recently
served as a panelist at a Washington, D.C. conference
held by President Bush aimed at improving American
education by the year 2000.

"President Bush is strongly committed to making
education in the United States nimiber-one in the year
2000," said Ronald K. Hambleton, professor ofeducation
and psychology. "I never had envisioned this."

The conference, part of the National Assessment of
Educational Programs, was held Nov. 17 to Nov. 19.

Hambleton was one of 100 educators, psychologists and
curriculum specialists invited to attend the conference.

The director of the research and evaluation methods
program at the School ofEducation, Hambleton specializes

in educational assessment. He was one of the primary
reviewers in the discussion of papers prepared for the
conference, he said.

The conference considered methods for assessing
"higher-order thinking skills" among university and
college students.

"The conference's aim is to monitor American educa-
tion and improve it," said Hambleton, "The feeUng is

we're doing too much testing."

One change anticipated in the future is a restructur-

ing of the Scholastic Aptitude Test, he said.

"A lot ofuniversity professors don't promote individual
thinking," said Hambleton, adding that professors must
recognize this problem.

NAEP, which has been in operation for 22 years, had
previouslybeen involved with elementary and high school
students, said Hambleton. The program is now called

"NAEP goes to college."

UsingNAEP, the government wants to extend beyond
high schools and go to universities, Hambleton said.

"The federal government wants to get a handle on
education so that kids will leave college with the proper
skills, which include the ability to reasonandcommunicate
with each other after graduation," said Hambleton.

"The first step [in the program] is assessing the edu-

cational system and finding out if college students have
the skills. In the second step, the committee will advise

the federal government on general programs that might
be researched," said Hambleton.

"The conference will not meet again, but the bulk of

the people [at the conference] will play roles in NAEP in

the next 10 years," said Hambleton.
Hambelton said he anticipates major changes in future

testing. "Testing vrill move away firom classical testing,

and there will be a lot more performance testing," said

Hambelton.
Hambelton, who is on sabbatical this semester in

Canada, is currently involved with the assessment ofthe

Law School Admissions Test and the National Literacy

and Teacher's Committee.
In addition to NAEP, Hambelton recently presented

the opening address at the Assessing Learning and
Educational Achievement Conference sponsored by the

American Psychological Association and the Johnson
Fotmdation in Racine, Wis., and a paper at the Interna-

tional Conference on Modem Theories in Measurement
held in Montebello, Quebec.

man saves boy
from frigid campus pond
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

An unidentified man made a daring

rescue and saved a youngboy from drown-
ing in the campus pond shortly after 5

p.m. Tuesday evening.

According to the UMass police, 8-year-

old Michael Wiggins of North Elm Street,

Northampton, was walking near the cam-

pus pond with his mother and two broth-

ers when he ran out onto ice newly formed

due to the cold weather, and suddenly fell

through.

Geraldine PhiUip, 21, a junior zoology

and legal studies major, witnessed the

accident and subsequent rescue ofWiggins.

"I saw a man crawl out on the ice on his

hands and knees, fish around in the water

with his hands, and pull the boy up out of

the water," said Phillip.

The unidentified man observed the

young boy falling through the ice into the

water and proceeded to crawl across the

ice and pull the boy to safety, said the

UMass police.

Wiggins apparentlywas not completely

submerged in the water, but he was ap-

proximately 50 ft. from shore and im-

mersed up to his neck in the water, accord-

ing to the police.

After the boy was pulled ft-om the frigid

pond he was stripped of his saturated

clothes and wrapped in blankets which
enabled his body temperature to rise, said

the poUce.

He was placed in aUMass police cruiser,

and the Amherst Fire Department ar-

rived shortly afterward to administer ad-

ditional first aid.

The Amherst Fire Department deter-

mined that Wiggins's vital signs were good

and he was turned over to his mother at

the scene, said Amherst Fire Chief Victor

Zumbruski.
The mother ofWiggins and the UMass

police are requesting that the man who
made this daring rescue contact the UMass
police so he can be acknowledged and

commended for the rescue of the boy.

Students visit UMass
BCP welcomes high school seniors
By EVELYN A. DE JESUS
Collegian Staff

Nearly 100 minority students and
parents from Springfield high schools

visited the University ofMassachusetts

yesterday at the invitation ofthe Bilin-

gual Collegiate Program.
Students from Commerce and

Putnam High Schools visited the Uni-

versity to get an overview ofthe admis-

sions and financial aid processes.

"The purpose was to familiarizethem
with the" processes of admissions and

financial aid, in addition to informing

them of the different services and re-

sources available to them at UMass."

said Jose Bou, director of BCP. He
rated thfe activity as "excellent."

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Jo-Anne Vanin, Associate Dean of

Students Gl:.Jjo Rodriguez, BCP staff

and University students spoke to the

high schoolers. Campus tours were of-

fered, as well as lunch at the dining

conunons.
Both students and parents were

satisfied with the day.

Dyanesa, a senior ft"om Commerce
High school who wants to major in

history or psychology, said she likes

UMass because it is "complete, has
alternatives, the classes are small and
because of the Five-College consor-

tium."

Her mother said, "it is big, but not

too big," and liked the overseas [study

abroad] program, the work study pro-

gram, the area and the transportation

system.

David, a senior from Springfield,

said, "it was really good to have [BCP]
here to help us."

"I feel comfortable with everyone
here," said Luz, a senior from Putnam
about the attention she received during
the activity.
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Board of Trustees is out of control
The University ofMassachusetts Board ofTrustees is

out of control.

Under the current power structure, the Board of
Trustees is actually in charge of the University. This is

standard procedure for most colleges and universities in

the United States.

Unlike the Chancellor, the President or other Uni-
versity officials, the members of the Trustees are not
directly involved with University policies and concerns
on a day-to-day basis. Traditionally, the Trustees have
been a rubber stamp for the administration's decisions
for just that reason.

Greg Sukiennik

The Trustees have been asserting their power lately,

however, and the University is paying the price for it.

Their recent track record indicates this.

It was the Trustees who eliminated men's soccer and
women's volleyball from the Athletic Department budget.

It was the Trustees who, according to Chancellor
Richard O'Brien, on the recommendation ofa four-member
ad hoc committee of the Faculty Senate Athletic Com-
mittee, eUminated football scholarships.

It was the Trustees who rejected the agreement made
between the Administration and the Graduate Employee
Organization.

By acting in direct opposition to the will ofthe employ-
ees and students of the University, the Trustees have
forfeited the right to govern. They are abusing power.

Everyone knows budget cuts are difficult, but the
manner in which the Trustees have tried to save money
— on the backs of students — is wrong-minded. Fur-
thermore, students have not been involved in the decision

making process. Tuition and fee increases and the dis-

solution of sports programs and scholarships have oc-

curred either during breaks, when students are not on
campus, or simply over their heads.
Now the Trustees are even ignoring faculty, staffand

administrators. Did they ask ex-football coach Jim Reid
about cutting money from the football budget? No, they
went ahead and eliminated scholarships themselves.
The now-defunct women's volleyball team found out

their program was gone through the media, for God's

sake. That is just plain wrong.
Who are these people, anyway? No one seems to know.

Their names are not public knowledge. Yet they control

the University from their meetings in Worcester or Lowell.

Why Lowell, anyway? Are they so high and mighty they

won't deigrn step foot in Amherst?
Maybe they wouldn't have so much control ifsomebody,

anybody, was in a position of true leadership here in

Amherst. Follow the saga of former football coach Jim
Reid and you'll find a sea of "I don't know" answers and
a paper trail eventually leading straight to the Trustees.

In Lowell, of course.

Did Chancellor O'Brien know what was going on? At
least he came clean and admitted eliminating football

scholarships had been talked about by an "ad hoc com-
mittee" of the Faculty Senate Athletic Council and "in-

terested Trustees." (Surprised?) He also admitted Reid
should have been told what was happening. Given the

amount ofheat he takes on a daily basis, O'Brien deserves

some credit for owning up.

What about other administrators involved in the Reid
mess? Let them speak for themselves. The following

quotes ran in a story on the cuts in Tuesday's Collegian

regarding a meeting between University officials and
concerned UMass alumni^

Dean of Physical Education David Bischoff said "At

the University, no one makes a decision."

Frank Mclnerney, director ofathletics, on the kinds of

questions the alumni posed: "Their role was to find out as
many facts as they could about the system, and you can't

explain the system."

Besides being indicative of the chaos reigning in

Boyden these days, these two quotes show something
important we should have all realized eons ago. The
Administration is not in control; the Trustees are. Ofcourse
Bischoff and Mclnerney, and probably other officials in

the administration, can't really explain how decisions

are made or how the system really works.
The word trust is inherently part of the concept of

Trustees. We trust these people with the welfare of our
University.

What do you do when you can't trust the Trustees?
Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian columnist

Quiz answer wrong
In your black history quiz, (Black Affairs, Feb. 5), the

answer to the question: "the number of blacks who have
been awarded the Nobel Peace Prize," is given as two.

This is not the correct answer to the question as phrased
— it is true only for black Americans. Two black South
Africans have also been awarded the prize: Albert Luthuli

(1960) and Desmond Tutu (1984).

Francis Pichanick
Physics and Astronomy

UMass short on cash, but athletic funding still important
In the wake of head football coach Jim

Reid's resignation, I have heard criticism

that the loss of a football coach, compared
to the loss of faculty, has received expo-
nentially more media attention than it

should have, and the funding of the ath-
letics program should be considered a
luxury rather than a necessity at a fi-

nancially strapped institution like UMass.
As far as athletic spending in general is

concerned, there are those here who would
argue that spending more than an absolute
minimum on sports is "inappropriate" in a
period offinancial hardship. Some say it is

vfTong for UMass to spend a dime on
athletics while the library's holdings de-

teriorate. While I agree that the library

situation is abysmal and needs to be rec-

tified, I wholeheartedly disagree that
funding for athletics is wasted.

Aside from the fact that a broad and
successful athletics program has a major
impact on the overall attractiveness ofthe

University for prospective students, it is

the major outlet for school spirit and en-

thusiasm.

Kevin Newnan

Take, for example, the accomplish-
ments ofthe men's basketball team. When
the Minutemen broke the Associated Press
Top 25 for the first time ever in January,
calls started pouring into the SGA office

from alumni who wanted to know if we
could get them tickets. I went down to

Philadelphia to see the game against St.

Joseph's, and was amazed to find that
nearly our entire section was filled with
Philly-area UMass alumni. These are the
people who will cough up when Telefund
calls.

On a recent trip to the State House,
SGA president Dave Gagne and I met
individually with eight senators and State

Reps. After relatively dry conversations
about the need to fund public higher
education, I handed them a UMass men's
basketball schedule, which eHcited the
most fHJsitive responses of the day and
started a briefchat along the lines of"How
about that team?" As sad as it may be, I

think there is a definite correlation be-
tween the success of a public university's
sports program the commitment the state
government has to the institution.

It's not just the big programs that are
important. Men's and women's tenrus, for

example, have been eliminated due to

budget shortfalls. Although one can urge
that there are many more important things
out there that need funding, these two
sports cost a total of 16 thousand dollars!

With the concept oftuition retention likely

becomingan unfortunate reality next year,
UMass will rely heavily on higher enroll-

ments to sustain its budget. Once we start
replacing state dollars with retained tu-

ition, UMass will easily lose that money
as soon as three or four tennis players

decide not to come here because we don't

have a team. This is hardly a cost-saving

measure in the long run.

The moral ofthe story is this: the pur-
pose of a strong athletic program goes far

beyond that of a source of entertainment.
Through scholarships, athletics are a
means of access to talented individuals
who may not have been able to afford an
education otherwise. They are a means by
which the University can increase its

market value in a period when we will

soon depend on higher enrollments for

survival. They are a high-visibihty way
for the University to show its commitment
to excellence. Perhaps most importantly,
athletics are an easily identifiable source
ofpride in this institution, in an era when
there isn't a lot to cheer about at UMass.

Kevin Newnan is the UMass student
trustee.

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
I miss writing for this rag— who has the time when

you're an editor, for crying in yer beer? Anyway,
"Notes" has become the sort of forum that has no
regular author. Instead, our editor-in-chief is the
official host, but his guests are plenty. This time it is

me.
I figured I'd use the time that I spend every day on

the Northampton bus (an obscene hour and a halfeach
day) getting to and from campus to think of ideas for

this. It's hard to get used to spending so much time of
the day just sitting there, waiting to get somewhere
not altogether that nice, and often I am an angry rider.

Especially when new passengers board — if I don't
even have a little room, a little privacy on these things,
then my whole day is ruined. Like most others, I do
what I can to discourage riders to choose me as sitting

partner: I sneeze, scratch, babble softly to myself,
when things get desperate, I have been known to drool

. . . which reminds me of a story:

My Colorado mates Joe, Bill and myselfwere on an
overnight train last spring, going from Krakow to

Prague. We had the entire cabin to ourselves and were
well aware that ifeven one more traveler were to join

us, we would be unable to stretch out and would get no
sleep.

Then one of us had an idea that was not only

ingenious, but cheeky enough to live up to the heinous
reputation that Americans already possess in Europe.
We took off our shoes and quickly filled the cabin with a
smell more odious, more deplorable thanwe were prepared
for. Joe, I beheve, also removed his shirt, making like he
was bad news. Boy, were we proud and smug as passengers
passed by without even sticking their sleepy heads into
our space — something told them that this was a cabin
not to mess around with.

Ari Vais

Finally, thejoke was on us: after our giggles and high-
fives subsided, we realized that we may as well have been
riding in an outhouse — the smell was beyond obscene
and we began to shout outraged noises. We howled and
wailed and suffocated. We began to accuse each other, in
all seriousness, of lousy personal hygiene. We ended up
shivering all night with the window open as our train
roared through the slumbering Polish countryside.
A great way to take up space . . . ramble, babble,

digress! My favorite professors do this: there's nothing
more charming or charismatic than some teacher going
off on a completely irrelevant tangent, especially if the
initial subject matter is dull and if the digressions are

personal.

But every digression has to return to its original
point— otherwise, it is the original point. So . . . back
on the PVTA bus I go. I'm actually on a first name basis
with a few ofthe drivers (hullo, Phil), but 1 generally
banish myself to an anonymous corner and send off
nasty vibes. But even when I do get a seat to myself for
the entire ride, spread out and begin to ponder this
and that, there always seems to be a party of two or
three somewhere on the bus that insist on performing
for the rest ofus—you know whoyou are, suckers! The
ones who tell their tales and laugh in a voice so
deafening that neither the din of the bus nor a Sex
Pistols tape will drown it out. It's like, these people are
convinced that what they have to say is so witty or
crucial that the rest of us shouldn't even have a choice
of whether or not to hsten. Maybe I'd like to just chill
or think or something. Sorry, this is America! Subtlety
m public behavior? Pinhead, this is America! Oh, I

know, I know, 'love it or leave it!'; okay, I love it, I

I expletive
I adore it. But that is the reason that I had

no actual notes from the basement of this place.
Now it is time for a cold beer with Brian Harrington.

Be good.

Ari Vais is a Collegian staffmember
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Too much
hate scrawl

Could someone please mail me a clue. I

seem to be in a state oftotal confusion and
I would appreciate being filled in on what
exactly the big deal is to vandalize public
property.

I remember a teacher I had in eighth
grade. He thought it was really funny one
time when he read, "Fuk you" on a wall in
school . "I fyou're going to do it," he said , "at
least spell correctly."

Entering high school I remember dis-

cussing the topic of vandalism at a stu-
dent council meeting. Our school had a
problem with writing on the bathroom
walls, so one person suggested we tajje up
construction paper. That way if they had
to write, at least it wouldn't destroy the
walls.

Felice Cohen

I used to think people wrote on public

property with the intention of defacing it.

But when people continued to vmte, and
on the paper, I figured at least the prob-

lem ofdestroying the bathroom walls was
cleared up. But we didn't really solve the
problem, we only made it neater.

So why do people write on walls? Is it

an act ofdestruction or some people's way
of anonymously stating their opinions by
scribbling obscenities and hate mail to the
world? If they continue to write on the

paper, maybe they are not writing with
the intention to destroy, but to be heard.

Entering college, I thought I would be
in an environment with mature adults,

capable of controlling themselves fi*om

such obnoxious habits.

Unfortimately my hopes were erased.

Reading the walls can be done in any
number ofbathrooms on this campus. But
what's the point? And who has the time?
Fishing out a pen from the bottom of my
backpack takes long enough at the begin-

ning of each class, never mind spending
that time while sitting on the John.

I guess it makes sense though. Ifpeople

are going to clear their minds, that must
be the place to do it.

However I do not want to limit this

discussion to within the University stalls.

And I really do not want to discuss what I

recently heard to be the newest, ideal

place for on-campus students to reUeve

themselves, but instead about what
prompted me to write on this topic.

Studying recently in the Tower library,

I was distracted by some written litera-

ture on my desk. Pushing aside my home-
work, I knew the comments etched in

permanent ink would prove far more edu-

cational.

This one desk was rather repulsive and
I decided to share it with you. (No need to

thank me.) There was a title and every-

thing. It went like this:

-/ Want To KUl"
1. all pimps
2. all New Yorkers

3. all people who write shit like this on

desks

4. you
5. all rich people

6. all tow truck drivers andpeople asso-

ciated with towing companies

7. myself
. . . and much more raunchy topics, but

I assume you get the picture. What is even

more interesting or disturbing (depend-

ing on whether you're a sociology or psy-

chology major), were the responses, also

etched into the desk, highlighting the ini-

tial remarks. For example:

"I'd like to kill you for writing on my
clean desk, you ass!"

I have to wonder, does the word hypo-

crite mean anything to these people? Of
course there are some legitimate, level-

headed responses, but honestly, couldn't

they just leave a note on a piece of paper,

instead of adding to the destruction?

My aim here is not to backlash and

scold, for it's too late for punishment. If

they have not grown up yet, all the yelling

and screaming is useless. But I would like

to offer one suggestion to these people:

The next time you feel the urge to pen

your views for others to read, come down

to the Collegian. We're always looking for

creative writers.

Felice Cohen is a Collegian columnist
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Tips for the un-coupled
Oh! Here we are on the verge of yet

another St. Valentine's Day. Time tomope
about your room, stare hopelessly out the
window with a glazed pathetic look and
remember that your last Valentine's Day
was just as sad as this one is going to be
because you are not ciurently the "other"

in the collective "significant other" rela-

tionship. Right? I think not.

Lorrie Cozzens

I am here to save this would-be treach-

erous holiday for all of those currently

active in Sergeant Pepper's Lonely Hearts
Club Band. (It is not required you play an
instrument.) I am here to introduce the

concept of "Make My Day." Granted, it is

not a new phrase — but it suffices quite

nicely for my own purposes. This is a
concept thatcan be used not only tocombat
the commercial vices of Valentine's Day,
but for everyday here on in.

For example, almost every morning
that I rush off to class because I hit the

snooze button just one too many times,

there is Bruce, one ofthe really swell and
friendly maintainers who works in my
building. Bruce always has something
pleasant to say despite the fact it's so

death-defyingly early, and as I scuffle by
in my hurries, he often calls out "Take
your time and get there safely. That's the

important thing." Voila! An instant smile

has fallen uponmy face, and that's no easy

task.

Then there is Brian who is an RA on
another floor fi:t)m mine, yet he was still

sweet enough to make me one of his very

special, wicked cool, felt name tags for my
door. On top of that we had a very hu-

morously intellectual conversation while

he was cutting out the rainbow letters of

L-O-R-R-I-E. (Thanks, Brian!)

You may be thinking: "While all of this

is well and good, what does it have to do
with me, or Valentine's Day, or the "Make
My Day" theme?" Patience! Patience!

(Yetdi, listen to the pot calling the kettle

black, right?) Here it is:

You don't need a significant other in

order makes someone else's day or

Valentine's Day (Or yourown day for that

matter.) How do you do that? Well, there

are literally tons o' ways, andjust because

I like you all so much I'm going to share
some of these neat-o ideas with each and
every one of you.

1. Buy yourself something really nice

for Valentine's Day. Last year, I had the
pleasure of accompanying the infamous
Goose as he bought himself a mighty
gorgeous ring just because he thought he
deserved it.

2. You don't have that kind of serious

cash to spend? Pick up all of the pennies
from your floor, and buy a singidar Lindt
ChocolateTrufQe. Theyrun about 25 cents,

and are very nearly one of the few thing I

consider to be perfect. Frankly, perfection

doesn't come any cheaper than that.

George Bernard Shaw once said that
"There is no love sincerer than the love of

food." Chocolate is by no means an ex-

ception to that rule.

3. Buy a box of those ever popular
Valentines's cards that we used to vise in

the third grade. Better yet, ann yourself

with a gluestick and some scissors and
make your own. Nothing would warm
Mom's heart more than a Valentine that

you made yourself, and maybe shell even
put it on the refrigerator. (Jive the rest of

your cards to friends, floormates, your
boss, or nauseatingly happy couples you
know. If you want to make this really

interesting, send one jmonymously. Ifyou
choose to keep your masquerade, you can
pride yourself in knowing that you really

made someone's day. If you choose to re-

veal yourself, you've got one hell of a

conversation starter!

4. There are other quick ideas too. You
can always rely on the "Reach out and
touch someone" adage. (I meant the phone!
Get your mind out of the gutter.) Or a

single rose (even to a friend) with a note.

Evenjust showing up spontaneously with

a video and a bag of microwave popcorn
has a way of bringing happiness through
the element of surprise. If all else fails,

remember we are at UMass: sit back and
have a beer.

While I have to agree with Plato when
he said that "Love is a grave mental dis-

ease", I am, after all, a hopeless romantic

in the same token. So, if you're single or

hooked up with a significant other, have a

Happy St. Valentine's Day either way.

Signing off..

Lorrie Cozzens isa Collegian columnist

UMass needs more Monty Python
It's time to lighten up, UMass. I mean,

if the past couple of years of Collegian

editorials is any indication of the humor
level on this campus, we all need a major
Monty P3^hon injection or something.

A few groups in particular really need
to loosen up a little. We'll put these people,

for the sake of argument into the "mili-

tant" category. I mean militant anything.
I don't care if you're crusading to save
minority immigrant religious baby whales,
or if you're fighting for the right to blow
them up with depth charges. If you're

marching in front of the Student Union
threatening passers by or holding a blub-

ber-in you aren't getting the point across,

you're pissing people off.

Ifyou haven't noticed, UMass is not the

real world. The place is frustrating at

times and it's a great place to make friends,

but its nowhere near reality. People with
lifestyles that would be too outrageous to

have as guests on Donahue are considered

normal. I'm not saying any ofthese people

are not swell folks. Heaven forbid such a

politically incorrect statement in this open

and understanding community.
I am saying, however, that in the out-

side world these different and unique be-

haviors will not be so readily accepted.

This may not be tht way it should be; but

what it, is. Not many Fortune 500 compa-
nies want to hire militants. Ifyou want to

work in an organic food cooperative, you
may not see my point. But ifthat were the

case you probably wouldn't have read this

far. Chill.

Getting hjT^r because only 98 percent

ofthe student body accepts and loves you

for who you are is nuts. Enjoy the popular-

ity while you're still in the UMass protec-

tive bubble. When you get out into the real

world you'll be lucky if a few cool people

give a rat's behind that you exist at all.

Jennifer Garrison
Southwest

New^ film
leaves out
key detail

It's amazing how easily lesbian reality

can just shp unnoticed by mainstream
heterosexual consciousness. A recent, as-

tonishing example is the way most re-

viewers described "Fried Green Toma-
toes," a movie about women that focuses
on the lives ofa butch lesbian named Idgie

and her lover Ruth. Most reviewers totally

missed this lesbian relationship and sim-
ply described the movie as "just another
flick about women's friendships."

I beg to differ: This film is unprec-
edented in the history ofmainstream cin-

ema. It is the first ever that chronicles the
life and experiences ofrural lesbians. It is

incredibly ironic that, just as so many
country lesbians go unnoticed in the real

world, reviewers failed to accurately
identify these powerful lesbian screen
characters.

Trystan Skeigh

As a country dyke fi-om Kansas who
saw the film twice and read the book by
Fannie Flagg, I know this is a story about
my people. Idgie is a dyke, and she and
Ruth share a lesbian relationship. Flagg
clearly spells this out in her book, but I

think only someone with extremely thick

blinders could have failed to see this in the
movie, which is packed with rich lesbian

imagery and themes.

So, to all the straight folks who saw the

movie and totally failed to recognize this

— you're probably the same people who
fail to see the myriads ofreal-Ufe lesbians,

gays and bisexualswho peacefully co-exist

all around you. It means you're still op-

erating imder the erroneous heterosexist

assumption that men and women, unless
clearly labeled otherwise, are straight.

Idgie is a sweetly painted, uncannily
accurate portrait ofa rural dyke. This movie
offers a humorous, yet sensitive portrayal

ofa lesbian's childhood. After I saw it I was
so thrilled I called my mother and told her
to go watch it because "it's a movie about
me, mom." Fishing, overalls, mud and
growing up a loner are common childhood

experiences for many country lesbians.

Idgie, played by Mary Stewart
Masterson, is beautiful, adventurous,

athletic, nature-loving, tough, booze-

belting, poker-playingand a staunch cross-

dresser. Yet, because she is assigned the

role of a powerful protagonist, many
viewers and reviewers simply overlook

her nonconformity, failing to admit the

obvious even when Idgie refuses all male
suitors and settles down with another

woman.
I wonder if Fannie Flagg deliberately

kept triggerwords associated with homo-
sexuality out ofthe screenplay in order to

introduce rich, powerful lesbian imagery
into the mainstream without frightening

away homophobic viewers or risking the

pre-judgmental chop of a censor.

This reveals the power of language. A
lesbian without the label ceases to exist in

the minds ofheterosexuals. She is assvuned

to be straight, even when she Uves an
openly different life.

The film contains some painfully poi-

gnant reflections of lesbian Ufe. The best

dramatic moment comes when Ruth is

forced to defend herrelationship with Idgie

in court. I doubt a single lesbian, gay, or

bisexual viewer failed to realize what
"crime" the prosecutor was really at-

tempting to lay at Ruth's door: "Whywould
you leave your husband to go off with this

woman, madam?"
You can imagine all our collective sighs

of relief when for once, a mainstream
picture got the answer right: "^Because she's

my best friend and I love her.
"

For those seeking to understand the

truth of lesbian existence, this scene tells

it all. Many of us have been forced to

defend our love for another woman. Some
in a court of law, all of us in the court of

public opinion. Our replies match Ruth's.

Some may argue it's safer to be invis-

ible. I say there can be no safety as long as
there is danger in discovery. The story of

Idgie and Ruth is not unUke the story of

thousands of rural lesbian couples today.

Those ofyou who admired them, cried for

them, cheered for them, need to under-
standyou were supportingtwo lesbians. If

you loved Idgie — you loved a dyke.

Trystan Skeigh is a CoWegian columnist
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fi Health and Legal Assessment of the Quif
War: The Harvard Study Teams Finding
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Eliz^beth Benjamin & RoaER NoRiifiND

Orqamizers of the HffRVftRP Study Team

Thursday, February 13^

8:00 p.m.
Main Loctura Hall. Franklin Patterson Building

Hampshire College
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Intercollegiate Ski Weeks
Mt. Sutton, Canada
(just across the Vermont border)

ONLY $189
Party in fhe Snow I

Includes:
5 Day Lift Ticket

5 Nights Lodging
(Mounuiinside Condo)

5 Days Intercollegiate Activities

Sponsored by iMbatt's & ML Sutton

Legal Age for Alcohol is 18

Group Leader Discounts

Springbreak, 1992

Call Ski Travel Unlimited

1-800-999-SKI-9

PANAMA CITY BEACH
FLORIDA
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lions lot 7 exciting nights
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assistance
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VfIm PANDA EAST
Advocate

"Best in the Valley"

1989 & 1990

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

We bring Chinatown ^^
to you ^Qt
*Lunch Specials*

from $3.95 including soup & rice

Now Serving Lunch On Sundays Also!f

Hours:
Mon. - Thurs. 1 1=^ am - 9=» pm
FrL &Sat. 11«'am-10~pm
Sunday 12 noon - 9^ pm

thru

May 31, 1992

103 N.Pt«asant St Amherst,MA 01002 • (41 3) 256-8933 (41 3) 256-8924
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SlUDENT AFFAIRS SPECIAL SERVICES
236 WHITMORE

Is there something you would like to say

before graduating?

Vou are invited to submit proposals for consideration as the

STUDENT COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

Eligibility: Graduating UMass-Amhcrst senior.

Pormal: Submit not more than three word- processed or typewritten
pages, double-spaced, or the equivalent of 3-5 minutes speaking
lime.

Subject Matter: Text should concern higher education, and be relevant to the

University and your expericnce(s) here.

Submit Proposals To: Paul R. Applet. Director. Disability Services, (non voting

Committee Chair). 231 Whitmore, 545-0892.

Selection Process: A committee of students (majority), faculty, and staff, will

review proposals. Authors' names will have been deleted to

ensure objectivity. Ratings will be assigned. Selected authors will

be invited to -audition" before the committee (in March). A final

selection will then be m^de by the committee.

Deadline: Wednesday, February 19. 1992, 4:30pm.

For additional

informallon:

Paul Appleby» Selection Committee Chair, 5-0892 or the office

of Student Affairs Special Services. 5-3480.

./

-U^ Stem Roses - MODIII

Place your orders EARLY • Local & National Delivery

220 N. Pleasant St., Amherst
Call • Pay By Credit Card • 253-5545

1992 - 93
Financial Aid Forms

Pick up and complete your FAF
By the March 1st

Priority Deadline

The forms are available at

the following locations

Financial Aid Services

255 Whitmore Building

Collegiate Committee for

the Education of Black

and Other Minority Students

Minonty Engineenng Program
Bilingual Collegiate Program

Graduate Education Organizations

United Asia Learning Resource Ctr

If you want to be considered
an on-time priority applicant

file between now
and March 1, 1992

Britain's Billy Bragg

in Northampton
By Eric Poulin

Collegian Staff

Every now and then, a musical artist comes
along who simply defies any conceivable classi-

fication. He'll be armed with the basics: usually
only a guitar and amplifier, although he'll add
just the right amount of musical accompani-
ment, when necessary. He'll have no glossy
video, a $4 haircut, as opposed to the long,

flowing locks that some rockers call hair, and he
dresses just like you or I would.

His music generally deals with that ugly eight-

letter word (p-o-l-i-t-i-c-s) that makes most of us
shiver with fear, yet he'll charm his audiences
with a wit and sense ofhumor that is unmatched
among most musicians today. He'll do things

strictly on his own terms, but he'll endear himself
to innumerable listeners all over the world.

I'm speaking, of course, of Englishman Billy

Bragg, who will be making his first Valley ap-
pearance of 1992, this Saturday evening. Show
time at the Academy ofMusic in Northampton is

8:(X), and early birds will be treated by Eye & I,

a re^ae band that Bragg brought along to open
for him.

Not only will it be the first time this year that

any of us have seen Bragg, it will be our initial

opportunity to view his newly-formed backup
band, the Red Stars. This new addition is a bit of

a switch from his usual stage lineup (Bragg and
Wiggy on guitar, with Cara Tivey on piano), and
it will be very interesting to see how his show will

be affected.

I tend to think that little change will be evident,

if any, for Bragg's tremendous sense of musical
integrity will prohibit him from making any
wholesale changes.

Bragg never needs an excuse to tour. but. if

you're looking for one. it would be to suppxDrt his

latest album, Don't Try This At Home. It's a sig-

nificant work, if only because it's a further pro-

gression in his crusade of "mixing pop and poli-

tics". Whereas his eariier works were much
harsher (as is evident on the Back to Basics al-

bum), they've progressively become more and
more accessible to a much more vast audience.

The hallmark of this great leap forward was his

"Between the Wars" single, which proved that

you don't need a hard sound to relay a heavy

message, according to Bragg himself.

It all comes to a head on the Don't Try This etc.

album, which is most clearly evident on the

single and centerpiece, "Sexuality". "The most

important" song on the album according to the

artist, it's a study of relationships and human
nature, and a song that I couldn't picture him
writing or recording some nine years ago. It's

unmistakably Billy Bragg, filled with many hu-

morous and enlightening twists, andwas written

with and co-produced by Johnny Marr (formerly

of the Smiths and the Electronic project).

Other stand-out tracks include "Tank Park

Salute", a tribute to Bragg's late father, which
makes "The Living Years" look like some Britny

Fox song, and "Accident Waiting To Happen",

which is a commentary on our current Vice-

President. "North Sea Bubble" may wind up
being the all-time classic from this release,

however, as it has the potential to be the new
anthem of the Socialist party. It just might

replace "Waiting For The Great Leap Forward"

as his set closer (but don't bet on it for this show).

If you've experienced a Billy Bragg show be-

fore, you know exactly what to expect. If you

haven't, don't look for a two-and-a-half-hour set

of music, jumps, screams, and sweat. C^uite

often, he spends half ofhis show conversing with

the audience, making wisecracks on politicians,

and providing words of wisdom in a well-read,

intelligent, and articulate manner.

Every time he hits the stage, he proves what
many of us have known all along—that he is,

quite simply, the most important musician In the

worid. and should not be missed at any cost.

Billy Bragg will perform at the Academy of

Music in Northampton at 8 p.m. on Saturday

night. Tickets are available at the Northampton

Box Office.
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Ride the Lobster 'Copter with Gameboy
page 3

By DAVID WEIZEL
Special to the Collegian

Welcome back! This year promises to be a great one
for gamers everywhere, and things will be especially

(JMASSive here at home. Watch this space for reviews of

up-and-coming games on the Atari Lynx, SEGA
GameGear, and of course, Nintendo GameBoy. Speak-
ing of which . . . away we go. Ready, aim, KABOOM!

"TRAX" for Nintendo GameBoy
by HAL America. $30.

Newsflash: This just in! Neighboring nasties from the

Republic of Akuda have stomped all over your (formerly)

quiet hometown.
But what of the villa in the countryside? What of Aunt

Millie's precious teakettle collection? There's just one
hope. Remember that rusty old tank in the backyard, the

one Grandpa's been meaning to fix up? Well, it does
kinda run, even though the turret does only go clockwise,

and it's got Goodyears where the treads used to be. But

it's our only hope, friend, and, well, since you loved

playing in it so much as a kid...

Yes, even at the helm of a rickety old bucket-of-bolts,

"TRAX" is fun to watch, and a blast to play. The graphics

are stylish, cartoonish and just plain cool.

There are four stages to plow through: Grassland,

Desert. Cave, and the fortified Capital City, each with its

own wacky mid-stage characters, and bizarre end bosses

to defeat. ( Not to spoil the fun, but one ofmy favorites I've

dubbed "The Lobster 'Copter.")

The action scrolls top to bottom, and sometimes left to

right, as you progress across the terrain, leaving traces of

your wrath behind you. Watch out for mines, enemy
tanks and shots being fired from all directions. No score

is kept in '*TRAX," the sole objective being hit 'em hard

and don't look back. After all, they started it. So keep on

tankin', and shoot the supply trucks to scoop up gas.
bonus lives, and heavier weaponry, like double turrets

and tri-bombs.

There are plenty of surprises along the way, and
enough action to keep even the sturdiest soldier firmly

entrenched.

Die-hards may wish this game had more levels to it,

since there is a liberal provision of continues if you fail,

but "TRAX" kind of wins you over with its gritty charm.
For the nostalgic, there is a second, game-link option of

a separate maze-game for up to four players (extra game
carts and Gameboys necessary), just like the old black-
and-white Atari coin -op, Tank Battle. Remember, back in

the '70's the one with the handle-bar grips sticking up?
Anyway, hunt down a copy of "TRAX" at your local

retailer, it's definitely worth a shot.

niCMAEL'S
HOME OP
FREE POOU

Mewr Hours: Mon.- Thurs. 4-1
Fri.-Sun. 12-1 • 256-8284

TUESDiO^WQDMeSDAY

1/2 Price Pool

Pool Shoot Otfs

Sign UpYourTeam for the Fun.

FRAT vs. FRAT/Coworkers Friends Etc.

• All Drafts 16oz $1.50 •

21 & Over
Always FREE Pool

10A Belchertown Rd., Amherst, Next to Hunan Garden

HEALTHY SKIN
Begins with a deep pore

cleansing facial.

Also lash and brow
tinting, shaping, hair

waxing, make-up.

AESTHETICS SKINCARE
34 ivlain St., Suite 1 , Amheret, MA 253-9879

CHINA GARDEN
"The Collegians choice in delightful dining."

r *2.00 OFF w/purchase I

I
of $15 Of more with this coupon

|

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sunday - Thurs. 1 1 ;3()am - 10:00pm • Friday - Sat. 1 1 :30ani - 1 1 :00pm

Lunch Hour 1 1 :30am - 3:30pm 7 days a week

New Vegetarian Menu!
Free Delivery Service • Fri., SaL, & Sun. • SrOOpm - 10:00pm

Visa / Master Card / American Express

The Valley's Dim Sum Brunch
Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch - Mandarin and Cantonese Syles)

Every Day H :30am - I0:00pm

CHIMAGAKDriN
New K'envxk'linq • / iJdv- .1 v-ttk • l.iK-- cut • 1 iii« ht-on S()<i uii^

I ^ M Plo.is.mt Sii..fl • Arnli.-i-,! MA • ,"> i ^230 -VPH]

The Cooperative Education Job Fair
Your entrance to summer & semesterjobs!

-All Majors Welcome-
Thursday, February 20 10:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

Campus Center AuditoriumCAMPUS I^ENTER AUDITORIUM

Meet representatives from more than 50 employers !

Employer Interviews ¥ Workshops ^ Employer Information

ApWaV + Frilf* I JIV Mrthil C^pmiC'A Pr»mr»on\/ * Ctrotnc Cnmnntc^r

loyer Information Sessions

Agway +

American Cyanamid

Berkshire Health Systems

Boston Globe

Boston Insurance Center +
Canterair International *

Ceimic Corporation +

Chubb Group*
Encore Computer Corporation *

ERC Wiping Products

Exxon Cnporation

Femald School **

FritoLay

GTE
Hillcrest Educational Center

IBM Burlington

IBM Southbury +

Int'l Foundation of Employee Benefits

JC Penney

Keyport Life Insurance Co.

Mass General Hospital

Mass Mutual Insurance Co. *

Mass Office of Travel & Tourism +

Mitre Corporation

Mobil Chemical Company *

Monsanto *

New England Center for Autism

Ortho Pharmaceutuical **

People Karen International *

Pfizer, Central Research Division

Pratt and Whitney

Red Roof Inns

Restaura, Inc. +

Sears. Robuck and Company -i-

Sikorsky Aircraft

Strathmore Paper Company

Stratus Computer

US Army Corps of Engineers +

US Office of Personnel Managment

US Department of Labor OSHA
US Food and Drug Administration

US Postal Service

US Fish and Wildlife Service

Uniroyal Chemical Company
United Parcel Service *

Veterans Administration Medical Ctr

VoIpe Natl Transportation Systems Ctr

Wychmere Harbor Hotel

* Interviewing Feb 20 + Intei^^iewing Feb 21 ** Interviewing Both Days
For more infomiaUon contact the Field Experience OfTice 545-6265

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fraiemity/Soronty Park - on the Orchard Hill bus route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off.f

vveekekh
HfiPPENIitGS;

THURSDAY
EXHIBIT — Artwork by Edgar Sabogal

covers the years 1987 through 1992 and
blends influences of Sabogal's backround
from South America and his current life in

Amherst. Runs through Feb. 26 at the Holyoke
Community College Gallery. Hours are Mon-
Thu, 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Fri 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
There will be an opening reception held from
5 to 7 p.m. Free.

FILM— "The Bitter Tears of Petra by Von
Kant" will be presented in the Campus
Center/GMass at 7 p.m. Free.

FILM— German Film Series presents "Vor
Sonnenaufgang/Before Sunrise." 1976 Ger-
man film directed by Oswald Dopke. At
Merrill ll/Amherst College. Shown at 4:00
and 7:30 p.m. Free.

LECTURE — The Middle East Lecture
Series presents "Women or Wives of the
Nation: Discourse of Parity in the Iranian

Constitution" by Afsaneh Najmabadi, visit-

ing lecturer in Islamic Studies. At the GMass
Campus Center room 904-908 at 4 p.m.

SUTaRDflY

FHoto courtesy Augtata Stvage Gallery

''Pink Ark"byAdger Cowans, part ofthe ''Images of
Sound" display at the Augusta Savage Gallery.

EXHIBIT — "Images of Sound" features

the paintings of Adger Cowans and Nelson
Stevens as well as the sculpture of Dorrance
Hill. Through March 6 at the Augusta Savage
Gallery/GMass. Hours are Mon-Wed 1 to 7
p.m., Thu and Fri 1 to 5 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT— Inside Charlotte will per-

form at Sheehans, 24 Pleasant St.

Northampton at 9 p.m. Tickets $2. 21 +

please.

FRIDAY

Miolo loartety KetidentUI Ar1»

"Red Sky at Morning," an installation by Michael
Tong at the Hampden Gallery in Southwest.

EXHIBIT — "Red Sky At Morning," an
installation by Michael Tong presented by
the Residential Arts Program. Tong, a UMass
grad student, emphasizes the struggles of

Chinese Americans for their cultural identity.

At the Hampden Gallery/CIMass through

March 8. Gallery hours are Mon-Fri 3 to 7

p.m. and Sun 2 to 5 p.m. There will be an

opening reception from 5 to 7 p.m. Free.

LECTURE— The Law, Jurisprudence and
Social Thought Lecture Series on the Rheto-

ric of Law presents "Polemical Structures of

Common Law Thought" by Peter Goodrich,

Law at Lancaster University, England. At the

Octagon Babbott Room/Amherst College at

8 p.m. Free.

LECTURE — "What's New in Physics:" A
Five College Colloquium on "The Search for

Time Reversal" by Larry Hunter, Amherst
College. At Franklin Patterson West Lecture

Hall/Holyoke College at 8 p.m. Free/Open.

IN CONCERT — Bobby McFerrin with

Voicestra at the Fine Arts Center/OMass at 8

p.m. Sold out.

IN CONCERT — The Dirty Dozen Brass

Band will be performing at the Iron Horse at

7 p.m. Call 586-8686 for tickets. All ages.

IN CONCERT — Rippopotamus and The
Bombastics will play the Hatch at 9 p.m.

LECTURE— "Music in the British Isles" by
Henry Mishkin at the Music Center/Amherst
College Room 3 at 12:15 p.m. Free.

SERVICE — A Special Shabbat Service

led by Prof. Julius Lester at the Hillel House
Lounge at 7 p.m. Call 549-1710 for info.

FILM — "Salvador," directed by Oliver

Stone and starring James Woods and James
Belushi, who discover dirty dealings by the

U.S. At the Campus Center Theater/Am-
herst College at 7:30 and 10 p.m.

IN CONCERT — Bongos to Circus will

play at the Hadley Scrub at 9:30.

IN CONCERT — John Cafferty and the

Beaver Brown Band will lead the V-Day party

at Pearl Street, Northampton. With King Cod
and the Blues Sharks. At 8 p.m. Tickets $10
adv. available at PS box office, Strawberries,

or call TicketPro at 1-800-828-7080.

Dang, Dang, Dang

IN CONCERT — Dang, Dang, Dang per-

forming at Sheehan's Cafe in Northampton.
T-shirts, tapes and screwdrivers on hand to

promote their new cassette EP "Screwdriver.

"

IN CONCERT— Aztec Two Step will per-

form its 'close harmony' at the Iron Horse.

Call 586-8686 for tickets. All ages.

IN CONCERT — Kevin Burns tickles the

ivories at Wiggins Tavern/Hotel Northampton
from 6:30 to 10:30 p.m. Call 584-3100 for

info.

IN CONCERT— The Seventh Annual All-

Senior Honor Band led by Malcolm W. Rowell
will perform at the Fine Arts Center/GMass at

7 p.m. Call 545-0018 for info.

CASINO! — An evening of gambling and
dancing, sponsored by the Hunger Action
Committee to benefit local, national and
international relief and development organi-
zations. At Valentine Hall/Amherst College
8:30 to 1 a.m. Adv. Tickets available at V.

Hall.

MARDI GRAS/BLUES PARTY— featur-

ing Art Steele Blues Band at the Mount
Holyoke College Campus Center 10 p.m. to

2 a.m. Tickets $3. Two IDs required for

alcohol purchase. Call 538-3388 for info.

IN CONCERT — The Rounder Banjo Ex-
travaganza featuring Tony Trishka, Tom
Adams and Tony Furtado with back up. At
the Iron Horse at 7 p.m. Tickets $10.50 adv.

IN CONCERT— Rippopotamus with The
Monster Band at Pearl Street, Northampton
at 8:30 p.m. Tickets available at PS box
office, Strawberries, or call TicketPro 1 -800-

828-7080.
IN CONCERT — Taang recording artists

Upside Down Cross, Overcast, The Eels and
Arise perform at the Worcester Artist Group,
38 Harlow St, Wore. Tickets $5. Call 508-
754-0545 for times.

IN CONCERT— "Alhambra," a tribute to

Sephardic Culture at Sage Hall/Smith Col-
lege Sweeny Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
CHILDREN'S READING— Rick Murnane

will read "Foolish RabbiVs Big Mistake" by
Rafe Martin at the Odyssey Bookshop, South
Hadley at 1 1 a.m. For children ages 3 to 1 0.

Free.

LECTURE— "Walled Women and Women
Without Walls: the Cultural Reconstruction

of an Anthropologist" by Sheila Walker. At

Neilson Library Browsing Room/Smith Col-

lege at 4:30.

FILM/DISCUSSION — "Fit: Episodes in

the History of the Body," a documentary
tracing America's obsession with improving
the body. A panel discussion will follow. At

Sage Hall/Smith Sweeny Auditorium at 7:30.

Free

SUNDAY
IN CONCERT — The Chatham Chorale

will perform the area premiere of Perera's

"The Outermost House" directed by Margaret
Bossi. At Sage Hall/Smith College Sweeny
Auditorium at 4 p.m.

IN CONCERT — Tom Paxton, singer,

songwriter, folk guitarist and political satirist

will perform at the Campus Center
Frontroom/Amherst College at 9 p.m. Tickets

$8 general; $2 with Amherst College ID.

IN CONCERT — The Warbeke Memorial
Concert will present The Da Capo Chamber
Players with music by F.J. Hadyn, George
Perle, and others at Pratt Auditorium/Mount
Holyoke College at 4 p.m. Free.

BENEFIT CONCERT — featuring such
bands as One Love, Who's Kiddin' Who,
Quetzal, Ray Manson Band, The Sighs, The
Herschler Brothers, Dayna B. Kurtz Trio and
others with many special guests. At Pearl

Street, Northampton at 3:30 p.m. Tickets $6
Adv and $8 at the door. 18+.

IN CONCERT — The Rude Giris will per-

form their mix of old time music and new
fangled humor at the Iron Horse. Tickets

$8.50 adv. Call 586-8686 for info and tick-

ets. Outside 413, call 1-800-THE TICK. All

ages.
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Weekly Drink Specials
Pitchers or

$3.95
Grape Crush

$1.75
TooTERS & Jello Shots

$i.oo

1 20Z. BOTTLES $1 .25

Sun. 12PM-6PM •

Mon., Yues., Wed.,
10am-9pm • Sat.,

10am-6pm

Roadtrip to the candle factory
By USA LAMADELEIME
Collegian Correspondent

Does your room reek of day-old pizza, beer cans,

cigarettes, or some other college dorm odor? Well, I have
a solution for you. No. you don't even have to pick up your

trash, just pick out a scented candle from the nearby

Yankee Candle Factory.

A scented candle of your choice is a college require-

ment, and going to the factory to pick it out is actually a

lot of fun (which is more than you can say for picking out

your required courses!)

You can smell the perfumes as soon as you pull into

the driveway. The whole day could be spent sniffing the

candles, whose scents range from popcorn to peaches,
and from freshcut grass to autumn leaves.

Or, if that isn't enough excitement, you can dip your
own! For a few dollars, you can design your own candle
with any or all of the colors of the rainbow. This activity

is guaranteed to bring back memories ofgrammar school
art class. A must for any overworked college student.

Early Mew Englanders always dipped their own, but
probably weren't concerned about fancy colors or per-

fumes. Candle making has technically and creatively

advanced over the years.

In early years, bayberries or animal fats were used for

candle wax. In recent years, man-made materials have
been utilized. Today you can experiment with the added
features of color and perfume, which make them a great
decoration. These little decorations are useful too, when
our wonderful technology fails and the lights go out!

HADLEY

PUB
SON II IS Al W A^'S HAPPIMNC. ATTHF, PI R

LIVE LOCAL AND COLLEGE

BANDS THURSDAY- SATURDA\]

,. GLASS ONION
BONGOS TO CIRCUS

BORDERLAND

Convvnient to Brittany

ft RIverglade

253-9742
505 WMt SL
So. Amherst

THURS

jAl 1 1

1

EVERY TUESDAY 7-8 PM
ALL U CAN EAT

PASTA AND SALAD $2.00

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE ' MSG

"

• \WNDARIN & SZECHUAN CUISINE

• HOMESTYLE COOKING

• ER5H VECETABIB FROM OUR FARMi

•EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

• FULL LKJUOR LKIENSE

• OPEN 7 DAYS

• NEWLY REMODELED

HASTERCARO A VISA ACCEPTED

253-7835 253-2813

\^ 62 MAIN STUBT, AMHBST ^

Surprise

l^ur
alentine

oc
silverscape
designs

264 N Pleasant St Amtiefst 253-3324

1 77 Mam St . Northampton 564-3324

GOIDSMIIHS • G£M GAllERV

ODY* Rt. 9 Amherst,
Hadley, MA
256-8686

FEATURING MEN'S & LADIES CLOTHING FROM 2 SPECIALTY
50% TO 90% OFF THEIR ORIGINAL PRICES

THE U.S. AT

(Ladies

SHIRTS & BLOUSES

Ladies Ladies

PANTS
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By DAVID DEMERJIAN
Collegian Staff

For music fans who love to go to live shows, these days
are rough ones. The economy is tight, and few people
have cash to spend at a club. The sub zero temperatures
that have recently settled over the area also encourage
people to stay indoors.

Well, for those of you who can't or don't feel like
trudging through the snow to see a show, but love live
music, the solution is as close as your FM radio dial.

Every Tuesday evening between 7 and 9:30 p mWMGA 91.1 FM. the University's student-run radio sta-

tion, presents "The Live Music Project," a show dedicated
to playing nothing but live music.

The Live Music Project was created in 1 990 by WMGA
to provide a low pressure, laid back performance atmo-
sphere for both local and visiting performers. The Live
Music Project caters to all genres of music: blues, folk,
jazz, rap, rock and others.

Since its creation, the Project has featured a variety of
performers, including The Canine Bastards, Nag Nag
Nag, Guy Wallace, Synaptic Snap, and Yo La Tengo. Last
December the Live Music Project hosted a performance
with The Spin Doctors in the Campus Center. The Doc-
tors performed to a crowd of more than 300 students.

Besides featuring bands. The Live Music Project also
plays concert and live recordings of everyone from
R.E.M. to Jefferson Airplane to The Clash.

The Live Music Project is always looking for musicians
to perform. Whether you are a folk singer with nothing but
a guitar, or part of a 12-member brass band, the Live
Music Project would love to see you on the air. The Project
also welcomes fans to come to the studio and watch their
favorite bands perform.

The Live Music Project takes place euery Tuesday
nights between 7 and 9:30 p.m. on WMUA 91.1. Bands
interested in performing should contact Ami Bennitt or
Brian Najjar at 545-2876.

Scatterbrain wins many fans with loud thrash
Rw DPTPD Dr»Air .. _ . „By PETER ROAR
Collegian Correspondent

Scatterbrain ain't pretty, but they sure are fun.
Sunday night's concert at the Vertex was a unique

blend of heavy thrash and lighthearted frivolity, with the
audience eating it up from beginning to end.

The band played a very tight set— the rhythm section
was especially good — with Mike Boyko (drums) and
Guy Brogna (bass) sounding better than they have on
any album. Paul Nieder played his guitar aggressively,
while Glen Cummings showed off his many talents by
playing guitar, singing background vocals and selling T-
shirts before the show.

It was a disappointment that Tommy Christ's vocals
were drowned out by the instruments, but his stage antics
really got the crowd into the show.

The set consisted of equal amounts of material from
Here Comes Trouble and their new album, Scamboogery.
The crowd went crazy for familiar songs like "Don't Call

Me Dude" and "Here Comes Trouble," while embracing
"Swiss Army Girl" and "Grandma's House of Babes" from
Scamboogery. Christ apologized for giving in and writing
a love song which turned out to be "Bartender, " Scatterbrain's
tribute to the "world's most noble profession."

"Tastes Just Like Chicken" made a statement about
today's popular music — "Standardized, homogenized,
sterilized. . . I've heard that song before." In the middle of
that song, though, they cut to the Queen/Bowie riff from
"Ice, Ice Baby."

Unlike most bands, the musicians in Scatterbrain
didn't play lengthy solos to show off for the crowd.
Instead, the band tastefully opted for an instrumental jam
of famous classical pieces while Christ took a beer break.
The dual lead guitar in their rendition of "The Barber of
Seville," and the double bass drum in Mozart's Sonata #3
were enough to make any Music 1 00 professor cringe.

The highlight of the evening came when the band
"Down With the Ship (Slight Return)," which is a song
Cummings, Nieder and Christ performed when they were

members of Ludichrist. Starting off with the intro to Jimi
Hendrix's "Voodoo Chile," the song features familiar riffs

copped from Aerosmith, Led Zeppelin, Phil Collins and
Metallica, just to name a few.

While the crowd chanted for "Milk and Blood," the
band reappeared for the encore dressed in women's
clothing. The band complained that they were forced to
change behind the stage because the manager wouldn't
let them use the dressing room.
Tommy Christ was especially stunning in his nun's

habit and falsies, but Paul Neider out did Christ with a
slightly deformed male genitalia dangling out from under
his dress. And what else could the band do but break into
a parody of Motley "Crue's Girls, Girls, Girls?"

The show ended with "Drunken Milkman," a quasi-
jazz spoof featuring the "Milk and Blood" lyrics. Neider
did his best Hendrix impersonation by banging his irregular

appendage on his guitar.

Scatterbrain definitely lived up to their lyrics: "Rock 'n'

Roll ain't pretty, but it sure is fun."

SCATTERBRAIN
Collegian pholo by loth Reynoldi
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BUGSY
First Area Showing

Starring

Warrren Beaiiy

Annette Bemna

Showtimes:
Fri. - Sun.

7pm & 9:30pm
Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7:30pm
Adults $5.00

Student w/valid 1.0. $4.00

rAEROBICSn
Low Impact

Step

9^/Lozi;

Keiser

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

I RKi:

i)i:livi:k^
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253-9898 Wings 'N Things
^7lu way your (Mom wouU want it to be.'

Delivery

Hours
riitirs. >i>iii - liiin

! ri. Spin • lam

Sal. -Ipin - Jam

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB

256-0080

LIVE IN SPRINGFIELD

PARAMOUNT

Mama's "De-Light" Buffalo Wings

Mama "Turbo Roasts" plump chicken wings

that cooks them crisp without frying The

special cooking process brings out the full

flavor without the fat!!

Served with your choice of sauces.

10 "De-Light Wings"

20 "De-Light Wings"

30 "De-Light Wings"

50 "De-Light Wings"

100 "De-Light Wings'

$3.99

$6.99

$9.99

$15.99

$29.99

Orders over 100 must be ordered 2 hours in advance.

Celery and blue cheese are available upon request

Mama's Secret Sauces
\lOUISIANA UGHTNINg// Jf'S,

BURNING BUFFALO z'^'

V Pass the fire extinguisher! V ((Uj) Fire up the umbers!

A torching Cajun vinegar marinade

SlZZtl^

Hot and spicy, with thai authentic Tex-mex flavor

TAME TEXAN
For tho.\e who like it mild!

Thick ajid langy. with a mild taste and aroma

A //r>
ZEpiUAN

The ^nffiwor's old)f:lvorite!

Fiery leriyaWjwHIi i^ire'and ginger

TANGY TUPUELO
A sweet mellow yellow!_

A honey dijon that is guaranteed to please.

Munchies and Drinks
Fresh Baked Oiis Spunkmeyer Cookies $.40 each

(CbocoUlc Chip. Bullet Sugir, Doublf CbocoUle Cbip) 3 for $ 1 .00

Assorted Munchies $-50

(Pouio Cbipi. Nacbo Cbecte. Cbectc IXxxllei)

Assorted Juices Drinks

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Orange

Cigarettes

$.75

$.75

$2.50

31 Boltwood Walk, Amherst^

Call 253-9898
FOR FAST DELIVERY. ..FREE'

S4 00 Minunum

AJI pricct iut'jccl Ici 5% Mm Me«U Tu
Open l.T SpruiJ l;vcnU. Sund»y Wfdneidiy

(iRAM) ()r/:\/\(; srixi.xL

iicc lusli-hiiki il t)li\ Sfuiiikitit Yi I I iiiikii Hilli

I \ (I \ iniK liti\i' i>l '^-J.OII III iiiiiri

.

GOD'S
TRYING TO TELL
YOU SOMETHING
FEBRUARY 21
TICKKTS AVAtLABLE THROUGIt

NES AT (413) 733-2238

ELAYNE
BOOSLER
MARCH 7th

CLANCY
BROTHERS
WITH SPECIAL GUESTTHE DUSTMEN

MARCH 12TH

BOB
NELSON
MARCH 13TH

CHARLIE
DANIELS
MARCH 20th

1 IC Kl l>i AVAIl Aim
PARAMOUNT BOX OM-ICF. (413) 734 5874; SIKAWHI-RRIH.S RHCORD.S;

NOR IIIAMITON HCKEIOlMCH (413) 5H6 8ftH6;

OR CALL nCKi; ITRO PIIONI-; CIlARCiH AT 1 -800 828 7080

•^WW^
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Variety puts The Scream ahead of the rest
Thursday, February 13, 1992

By A.C. FOSTER
Collegian Staff

Not every group finds the instant star-

studded success that has been garnered in

the past by debut albums from such groups

as Guns n" Roses, Firehouse. and

Slaughter. Furthermore, for some already

established groups it can take multiple

singles before an album is recognized.

With today's high production and video

costs, as it has practically become uni-

versally accepted that you need a video

for a single to sell, many groups, specifi-

cally new ones, are lucky to release more

than a couple of singles. Also, unless

those first couple releases find some kind

of success it is more than probable that an

album can be finished before it started.

New groups need radio and MTV air

time considerably more than groups that

have already established themselves with

previous multiple selling albums on Top

40 hits. However, new groups, like The

Scream, don't have these foundations,

and while time can pay for some, it can

destroy others.

The Scream is trying to become one of

the groups that time pays off for, and it is

looking like it might. Their debut album,

LetltScrcam, was actually released around

September last year, and is just now start-

ing to pick up steam. This can b»e credited

to the release of their second single, "Fa

ther. Mother, Son," which was a multiple

champion on WAAF's Rock Wars recently

and has brought new life to an album that

could have been shamefully last.

The release cf The Scream's debut

single. "I Believe in Me." gained some, but

little, recognition on rock radio waves.

However, they have received a helpful

publicity push from their record label,

Hollywood Records (Queen), as this debut

single can still be found in record stores.

Many singles are de-shelved following the

release of another.

"Father. Mother. Son" is a very touch-

ing and melodic ballad. Many groups such

as Tesia, Extreme, and Queensryche have

discovered that a ballad is quite often just

what the doctor ordered, and a successful

one can keep an album going.

Vocalist John Corabi. guitarist Bruce

Bovillet. bassist John Alderete and drum-

mer Walt Woodward III should seem to be

hoping for just that, as their album has

other potential singles but may never get

to release them unless they start making a

mark with this one. "Father. Mother. Son"

is definitely worth checking out if you're

any sort of ballad or creativity fan.

Overall, the album has a lot to offer.

While the majority is your basic straight-

forward hard rock it does feature some
diversity. The fast tempo songs of "Catch

Me If You Can." and "Give It Up." give the

band their credibility while the

aforementioned single "I Believe in Me"

show the group's ability to write respect-

able music with a commercial appeal,

without "selling out" to the radio. The

ballads "Father. Mother. Son." and "You're

All I Need." show the softer and more
melodic side of the band, and the bluesy

and entertaining song "Never Loved Her

Anyway," gives Let /t Scream another twist

of variety. Innovative ideas, such as occa-

sional uses of saxophones, clarinets,

strings, and the entire Woodland Hills Toll

Choir, are other examples of creative

dashes thrown onto the album.

All of it consequently keeps Let ItScream

from becoming an album with repetitive

sounding songs, and keeps The Scream

from becoming a group with a one-track

style of music. Thus Let It Scream is a

balanced album that still maintains the

groups hard rock status, and should build

its makers a foundation to stand on in the

shaky music industry, and time should in

fact pay off for The Scream.

.9$^'^^^ tfTC^i^QOw^^iTd tfTC&kj^

Valentine
Gifts Cards

Blouses Slrirts Dresses

Earrings ^e^wts

Ckatas silMS

14
Incense

llE

SO to 90%
off salaotad^^Clothing

Posters Tit-Dy vi«« / mc

Qrtit qmi » Ctr<i Ha«^.TiM»'..9PM
Sua 12-3
Daily 10-6

Nortliampton-lS Center St.

^ AMherst-Carriage Shopt

^^ nr.at 0<«« & carte

This IslfiNirBrain.

ThislslburBrainl^thout Pizza.

CAf £
DICARLO

Any Questions?

rOnc L^c Pcpperoni Pizza

I

I

I

I

I

I

Additional Toppings Extra.

OffCT valid on dtliwry only. I'ltist tntnti'in cmjpon whrn

ordcniiU I Hh- ciniimii (xr pjrty per visit at partititwImR

I'izzaHul Jtliv(T\ iinitsorrfSUuranLs S<* valid wilham

iHhtri>fter Limited IVliver)' Area. Murr>..i«ererd»«»>n

Code Ih UM
1>W2 Pizzj Mill. Inc 1 'ilK cash redemptiiin value.

I'WI'iiuallui.liK

Ptoa
-Hut

I
'. 11W2 PizzJ Mill. Inc l'2IKi:a.shredemptii)n value. '

For free delivery call: 253-3443.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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5-College Student

Dinner Special
choice of:

• Eggplant Parmesan

• Pasta Primavera

• Lasagna al Forno

• Polio all'Arrabbiata

(chicken with spicy tomato sauce & pasta)

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6,95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires February 29, 1992

Open Daily at 1 1:.30 a.m.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
^253- f> 300
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*Have a Heart' offers smorgasbord of talent
BY BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

The best show in town this weekend is over at Pearl

Street night club in Northampton where the "Have a
Heart" Benefit Concert this Sunday will feature a smor-
gasbord of top local music entertainment.

This is perhaps the greatest collection of area musi-
cians that you will ever see in one billing. The acts are all

varied, ranging from the standard fare of folk, funk and
rock to the exotic, such as African, Latin, Carribean and
Native South American music.

There is a definite, if not deliberate, multicultural feel

to this event. You will be able to boogie and sway to salsa.

reggae, rap, zydeco, soca and calypso to name just a few

of the styles and sounds that organizers have lined up.

Don't forget your dancing shoes.

JABBERWOCKY
This is the third year of the Have a Heart Benefit

Concert, the proceeds of which all go to benefit the

Housing Discrimination Project and homelessness in

Western Massachusetts. The event is extremely well

organized and kudos must go to the volunteer workers,

businesses, artists and particularly the musicians who
have donated enormous amounts of their time and re-

sources to put on this project.

This outpouring of goodwill and positive energy in

every facet of organization is what makes this concert the

premiere annual music event in the Valley. Featured

performers include Who's Kiddin' Who, Quetzal, One
Love, Ray Mason, the Sighs, Rockin' Dave and the Rent

Party, Steel Wave, and the Bamidele Dancers and

Drummers among many others.

One product of this banding together of the local

music community has been a recording project to pro-

mote the concert and fight housing discrimination. Mu-

sicians participating in the concert got together last

month to record a song titled "We the People" written

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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If You Over 18 Be
A Bartender

» Enroll now for our Fubruary night dosses

and receive a 450 pg. Drink Book - FREE

• Spring Break Glosses Start March 9th.

Reserve A Space Today - Space Is Limited

55 Main
St., Suite 20V« Springfield

rtujto courtesy Have a Heart

Have a Heart volunteers

University of Wisconsin
Platteville

La Cucina cCi

^inoccfiio
PIZZA, SUBS
& CALZONES \\^

I

I .^M

.vv^

vja>vW
^<^^

FREE DELIVERY
549-3669

Coupons valid for delivery or pick-up only.

s^G"^ ^ 1 177 N . Pleasant St S^i
nS

1177 N. Pleasant St
N. Amherst

* twin'special *

AOs

\
Valid

I

I

I

I

$lOFF
Any Large Pizza

Additional items SI .25 per topping.

Limit of one coupon per pizza.

CouDons for oick-uo or delivery only,

in Amhersi l-ocation only Expires May 31. 1992

$ 1.SO OFF
any Large Pizza with 2 toppings

Additional items $1.25 per topping.

limit of one coupon per pizza.

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only,

at Amhest location only. Expires May 31, 1992.

I

I

I

I

4
I

I

I

mhest location only. Expires May 31, 1992.

TWIN SPECIAL *

a Large Cheese Pizzas| Z Large Cheese Pizzasi

$12^ (+tax)

.Additional items SI .25 per topping.

Limit of one coupon per pizza.

Coupons for pick-up or deliver)' only.

Valid in Amhersi L-ocalion only. Expires May i\. 1992

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

$12
OO

(+tax)

Valid

Additional items SI .25 per topping.

Limit of one coupon per pizza.

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only,

in Amherst Location only. Expires May 31, 1992

Emphasis in

Liberal Arts

Intemadonal Business

Gouraes available in Spanish

and in English

Fluency in Spanish noc required

AH oourees approved by die Unwcnity

Wlsoonsin-Planeville and validated

on an official UW-P nanscripc

$4325 peraenMSterfkirWisaaaria &
Miniieaota reddenti

..

$4575 per •emertcr for non-TEBoenB

Goctsindude

TUitkxi and Feet

Rooa and Boanl in Sf>antsh homes

Fiddtrips

All financial aid applies

For further Infonnation contact

Stxidy Abroad Programs

308 Warner Hall

Univenity of WisConsin-Plattevflle

1 Unhreraity Plaza

PUtteville,WIS381 8-3099

(608) 342-1726

18 Main St. Downtown Anilierst 253-5441

FEATURING GENUINE DRAFT &

DRAFT LIGHT $1 1.95 cse bots.

Narragansett 'Super BuyF'

$7.49 cse 12 oz cans

BUSCH & BUSCH UGHT
$9.99 case cans

CATAMOUNT Your Choice"

$4.99 6pk 'bots.'

CanadianARCTIC BAY
$10.99 cse bots

Visa/MastEniird accq)tEd on keg ciepodts

Many More In-Store Specials

All Beers plus Deposit fefipeCJallv On WJneS^ •Delivery Available*
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Mr. Lupo is ailed by Medicine Man
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

It's always a treat when a film surpasses

its expectations. And it's never a surprise

when one doesn't. Take the case of

Medicine Man, a shallow and uninspired

film that's mismatched with one of the

most potentially charged premises around.

Sean Connery plays a scientistwho has

spent the last six years in the Amazon rain

forest and Lorraine Bracco ("Goodfellas")

portrays a recently arrived research as-

sistant who's not welcome. When Bracco

discovers Connery has stumbled on to a

cure for cancer in a specific plant, she

immediately wants to return to L.A. with

the discovery. But Connery has lost the

identity of a single compound vital to the

cure. So now it's a race against time as the

forest is being burned and bulldozed to

make way for a road.

The plot looks like a fast-paced adven-

ture, or at least a tense drama. "Medicine

Man" is neither. It's frustrating because, of

the many avenues and possibilities this

film has, its does nothing but sit there.

Connery and Bracco square off and

trade remarks at the outset, which made
for a few laughs. But with Connery's

Scottish accent and Bracco's Brooklynese,

some may find it hard to understand what

they're saying when not looking at the

camera. They create limited characters,

which fits the rest of this film.

The love story is so painfully predict-

able that the movie would have succeeded

better if there was no romance. In a film

that is ultimately a two character drama,

their coupling seems like an afterthought.

Director John McTiernan ("Die Hard")

never to captures the beauty of the rain

forest. Except for a few panoramic views,

the film stays grounded in a small patch of

jungle, even to the point where the lab hut

begins to resemble something from

"Gilligan's Island." What McTiernan man-
ages to do is make the predicament feel

real. It takes the abstract destroying of the

rain forest into an authentic dilemma.

What "Medicine Man" lacks is any sem-
blance of pacing. In between a few tense

moments lies a plodding, stilted film. It

piques the audience's curiosity in a sub-

plot about the tribe's real medicine man,
only for it to be reduced to filler.

The search for the missing element

results in the only powerful scene in the

entire film. However, it is eclipsed by a

dreadful ending proving that whatever a

film's noble intentions, it can be as empty
as a mindless teen comedy.

"Medicine Man" tries to be an indepen-

dent statement, but its token love story

and optimistic ending reek of Hollywood-

preaching sentiment. This could all be

forgiven if it was at least entertaining. It

fails at that as well. Grade: C-

M Jabberwocky
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

especially for the event by Matthew

Herschler.

The song was recorded at Wendell

Recording Studio and it features a

veritable who's who of area music

figures. The studio donated their

production facilities.

"We the People" is a powerful

song featuring a gospel-like chorus

and cameo vocal parts and instru-

ment solos. It's a fantastic piece of

work, considering the numbers of

people involved and the logistics in

orchestrating such a recording.

There are plans to sel I the record -

ing as a cassette single at the con-

cert and at area retail outlets. Pro-

ceeds from sales will also benefit the

Housing Discrimination Project. In

the meantime, you can request "We
the People" at area radio stations.

The concert kicks off at 4:00

p.m. and it's All Ages until 7:00 p.m.

The First Step

IN Test Prep
MCAT . GMAT • GRE • LSAT

State-of-the-art Total Test Preparation courses for June tests t>egln

In March and end t)efore you need to study for finals at college!

• Small classes of 4-10 students • Excellent teachers

. Unlimited additional tutorials • Great score Improvement

• The most class hours from a national company at competitive prices

• Diagnostic exams are always free at Ronkln. Call for an appoimment!

150 FMring St.

Amherst
(Next to

College Pizza)

Call

549-4010

ki

Savings from 30-70% off

winter shoes, clothing
& accessories

Womcn't Shorn. Cloihing & Accr^sorict

Amhrrsi Btaiileboto

4I3.2S3.2563 802.254.442

1

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

People are getting to know the real story...

VOTE FOR ELLEN FEBRUARY 18™

Ellen Story
FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE

" On February 18th, I'm going to do something

that my mother never had a chance to do: I'm

going to vote for a woman to represent me in

our State Legislature. I'm tired of politicians

who promise everything and then don't come
through. Ellen Story has been making positive

changes in her community for almost twenty

years. We have the opportunity to elect some-

one who won't just react but who will initiate

fundamental changes that will make a differ-

ence for us all. I have been trying to make
these kinds of changes and I see my future in

Ellen. I know I'm voting for the best candidate

and I'm so glad she's a woman."

Marjorie Decker

Women's Studies

STPEC

As your State Representative, I will be an ef-

fective, independent voice in Boston, fighting

for the issues that matter. To do this, I need

your vote on February 1
8""

Ellen Story

A fresh voice for tough times

Paid by the Ellen Story for State Rep. Com. • Alice C. Swift, Treas. • 27 S. Pleasant St., Amherst, MA 01002
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listen to people and allow everyone to feel like they have
a piece of the process," Page said. "After you get a
program together, you evaluate it and see how you can
make it better. By using evaluation, you can continue to
assure the biggest value for the buck."

Page, who is currently the director ofinstrumentation
at the University's polymer science center, graduated
from UMass in 1971 with a degree in electrical engi-
neering.A 1968 graduate oftheAmherst-Pelham Regional
High School, Page has worked at the University for 20
years.

Page, who said the total costs for a year at UMass were
$1,000 when he attended, noted that the University
underwent a period of great expansion during the early
1970s. He said this growth could form the basis for a
strong support network among alumni who entered the
University during this period.

"The University needs to reach out more to alumni,"
Page said. "People who graduate won't probably give for

the first 15-20 years after they're out."

In a period when the University has undergone four

straight years of cuts in state appropriations. Page said

he favors finding a way of securing a more stable stream
of revenue.

"The ultimate goal would be to take some power away
from the legislature," Page said. "You need to work
toward a guaranteed revenue stream that almost pays
the costs of the University's programs."

Page has taken a middle ground on Gov. Weld's

proposal for the University to retain 100 percent of the

freshman attrition

tuition money it brings in, a proposal that has emerged as

a major issue among the four Democrats. Page said the

University should retain between 10 and 20 percent of

tuition money, using the money to create "a margin of

excellence."

Hite strongly opposes tuition retention. Story wants
to cap tuition money at one-third, with the state appro-

priating the other two-thirds of the University's budget.

Franklin opposes the proposal, but says the University

shouldn't give up the 30 percent of tuition it currently

retains unless an alternative source of funding is found.

Page said if the University gets a steady stream of

revenue, it will allow students, faculty and administra-

tors to plan without the threat budgetary shortfalls.

"Not only could administrators plan, but students
could plan on their tuition being at a stable level," Page
said. "Tou've got to fight for [state money] — but I want
to fight for it once."

Page, who said he will probably spend between $5-

7 ,000 for his campaign , feels there is a strongneed for less

campaign spending. He said that less money sdhould be

spent on this election because the high number ofrecent

local elections and the fact that three of the four Demo-
crats already have high name recognition as well as the

fact that the district is served by the same media.

Page said he hopes it will soon become possible for

someone to run for a state representative seat in the

district for between $1-2,000.

Page said he believes he has wide enough support to

win the campaign.

"I have a very grassroots campaign — with lots of
volimteerism," said Page, who estimates he's had 120
people work on his campaign at one time or another.

"I can probably say I've disagreed with almost every-

one at one time or another," Page said. "But a lot ofpeople
who've protested what I've done are working on my
campaign— I think I'm going to win this race."

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

financial aid, lack of desired major and "too impersonal"

faculty and staff.

Conducted by Student Affairs Research, Information

and Systems, or SARIS, the survey contacted 103 out of

the 202 first-year students who did not come back in the

spring of last year.

Also, results said 90 percent of the students rated

"racial/ethnic tensions" as "not at all important" in their

decision not to return.

During most of the eighties, freshmen "attrition"— a

failure to enroll one year later — was fairly stable,

according to the Office of Institutional Research and
Planning.

But nearly one in four of the ft*eshmen who came to

UMass in Fall 1990 failed to enroll in Fall 1991. This is

a contributing factor to the lowest undergraduate enroll-

ment level in two decades.
—DAVID MASSEY

Surprise
/ l\oiir

alentine

silverscape
designs

264 N Pleasant St Amherst 253-3324

1 77 Mar St , Northampton 584-3324

GOLDSMITHS • GEM GAUERV

VALENTINE'S
DAY SPECIAL

2 DINNERS FOR
$20.00

SteaK Chicken, Shrimp,

Scallops - Chcx)se 2 items

A 7-Course Meal

REGULAR MENU AVAiUBLE

Cocktails and
Oriental Drinks

JAPAN
Rte. 1 1 6, Sunderland, MA 41 3-665-3628

^CLOirTlfrrz&Z^=ac-x3iftr'^)g"\">^ Reservations Welcomed.^^^
JQUALITY SILK SCREENED

SPORTSWEAR

T-SHIRTS • SWEATS
BUMPER STICKERS -MUGS

KENNEDY
SCREEN GRAPHICS

16 ARMORY STREET
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060

(413)584-2124

1-800-287-2124

AlAI)K\n .MLSIC
NORTHAMPTON

^mj^
Ends Feb. 20 (NO SHOWING SAT!)

Daily except Sat. 7:00 & 9.00

a mother, a daughter, a lover,
relationships can be miMrtier.

BRILUANT!"
-MwctaPaHy,
PENTMOUU

i^

"A Sexual Romp..."
N.Y. Times

-••**!
An •n^a^nf spoof about
lovo, lust and murder."
.4raca WIMmmom, NCW WOMAN

D O VA R '

L
^

lR;-£ie4-; 'qKnE ,.ii,.«.n>.«,«..

From the Director of: "Women On The
Verge of a Nervous Breakdown

AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE

FOOLISH VALENTINES

BASH' Giveaways. Rallies! 18+

FOOD SPECIALS
•til Midnight

PERSONAL PIZZA
$1.49

PEPPERONI OR CHEESE

1/2 PRICE APPETIZERS
MONDAY - Friday

4:00 - 7:00

( III ?;?l THE HeiOMBOHMOOOS
sun ? ?.) ICt T w/BOOT COOHT
MON ?i?4 t«»T CO«SI «ll MMt MVItW

I ni : .n the cuffs of doonefm .

WONOERIANO
APVANI ( Il« VIIIIF" t'l.llloipiw 5lra«hl'"»'S

W!>ott' N<'l(". A S I '"^ r

ROUTE 9. HADLEY • 5864463

WATCH ALL THE SPORTS
WITH OUR

NEW SATELLITE DiSH

mrtt Mau0
J ^ Liquor Store

Meisterbrau .^^ k^^.^^ ^^^^

Samuel Adams ffl^
Cranberry Lambic ..^^^^........ $5.99 6/pk

^^^^ $21.99 case

Catamount & Post Road $4.99 6/pk

Milwaukee's Best i/4 Barrel $22.99

Michelob/Mlchelob Light & #i:VN

Michelob Dry $14.79 case 12oz. cans

Southern Comfort 80 proof $7.49/750ml

Cancun Gold Tequila $9.99/i.0L

Kegs Starting At $33.00 Checks/Mastercard/Visa

Accepted For Keg Deposits.

Gourmet Beers for special occasions - Plus over 35 Malt Scotches

and Cognacs. Brandies. & Champagnes

MEGABUCKS.
WE HAUEm

338 College St.

One mile East of Amherst center on Route 9

Open 9 am - 1 1 pm Rain or Shine • Always Open

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED
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19th Annual Jewish Arts Festival

A Tribute to Sephardic Culture

^\hAA\V5VtS

rr*n

Performers of tfie rliythmic & exotic

music preserved by ttie descendants
of tfie Jews of Spain

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 15
7:30 p.m.

SMITH COLLEGE, SAGE HALL

Donation: $5 Gen. Public

$2 Students & Sr. Citizens

Sponsored by Smitli/Arnherst Hillel

& 5 College Hillel

Valentine's Day
Roses at

Adorable
Bouquets
Florist

k

323-8291

Jet Rt. 9 & 202
With this Ad

(cash & carry)
only $29.99 Boxed
for a dozen Roses

Open Late, Thurs., & Fri.

I
Valid Until 2/15/92

enrollment
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

rollment task force" to study the ways to

return the University to the mid-seventies

enrollment levels.

According to the New England Board of

Higher Education, undergraduate enroll-

ment in New England colleges is shrink-

ing, although the board found in a recent

study that state higher education is stron-

ger than most of the rest of the country.

For example, New England colleges

and universities have over 5 percent ofthe

U.S. population and award 8 percent of all
bachelor's degrees.

m^oull love ourprices ^. Ihey're asweetheartoFo deal!

K V̂-
SAMUEL ADAMS
BOSTON ^^^ ^^
LAGER ^M.^l
CASE 0" ?- •: :: -ES

BECKsBEER

jGALLG CLASSIC WINES

Sfi 49
3 OLITEP

* I * ASA F^^ I ft. I

6.

., -DEWARS ^„„ „„

CASEO= 2-2='-. E:~-rSM6.''- DEP
NATURAL LIGHTsg^49
CASE c= r •: '^-

- C'EP

NARRAGANSETT
BEER s^99
CASEC^;- : :: :--.E '-'•oe

COKE. DIET COKE.
SPRITE. DIET SPRiTE

I
ICANS""

"•tI

6.
49
- D=P

^aMARTINI & ROSSI

GLEN ELLEN
I.

ASTI
I£,SPUMANTE

WHITE
ZINFANDEL

J
7.

99
750M'.

SO 49

ROBERT MONDAVI
WOODBRIDGE
SAUVIGNON BLANC ^^^29750M;.
DONELLI LAMBRUSCO
i& BIANCO s
I- 5LiTE=? 4.

V9

^min!yt^s-|4 79 y

SEAGRAMS V.O
WHISKEY s

BURNETTS GIN
SALE ?:-

I.'.AI.. IN

-EBATE -2 00

9 9 .^ 1

AMARETTO
DISARONNO

ROSE BOX

tstiMparaibtelor
lypognpholwnn

CampusPtD^RoulB9 .JJKATDMS aoUnooktSt

PEKINGGARDEN
BESTOF CHINESEFOOD
SPECIALIZINQ IN

MANDARIN AND SZECHUAN
DISHES

1

r-H 'M ii-3rM
MON - n IL/RS SL/NPAY

Rl/ffhl RR\./NCI 1

$5.99 $6.99

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY COMEDY SHOW
20% OFF DINNER

BANQUET PARTY ROOM
CJP TO 200 PERSONS
FULL COCKTAIL MENU

48 RUSSELL ST. • HADLEY, MA 01 035 • (41 3) 586-1 202

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
\ ISA i MASTtRCARP

Public Service Volunteer Fair

Sponsored by the Community
Service Office

Wednesday, February 19

1:00 PM' 4:00 pm

Campus Center Room 163

Find out about volunteer opportunities with over

30 non-profit agencies including:

Family Planning Council of Western Mass

Family Recovery Program

Hampshire County United Way
Hitchcock Center for the Environment

Holyoke Girls' Club

Holyokc/Chicopee Senior Services

Nucva Esperanza

Parent Aide Volunteer Program Childrens'

and Family Service

Pediatric Unit of The Northampton

Nursing Home
Pioneer Development Services

The Lathrop Home
Wdstem Mass Girl Scouts

Be part ofa campus that serves!

For more information call 545-3327

Kinko's... the
place to copy
We can't keep a sccrcl. Il seems as if everyone knows

that Kinko's is the place to find a lot more

than just great copies... it's the place to

discover a full range of the services

you need most.

I Quality copies of all sizes

I Full color copies

I Computer services

I Binding and finishing

I Fax and mailing services

I Volume discounts

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Frttemjiy/Sororily Puk - on the Orchtrd Itll bui route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

Open 24 hours

253-2543

220 North Pleasant Slrccl

(Across from the Carriage Shops)

kinkoi
the copy center
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CAMPAIGN'92 — TRASH FOR CASH
By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

My neiationship with the
candidake lasted:

n '2 years

060 days

60 seconds
Not sure

6 The last thing that the
candidate said to me mms-
L "This wiH not stand."

"Needdjof
_ "Cuomo's acting ]ikean
Italian Amen&jn stereotype'

;r "Message; I care."

J "KVhat s mat wfiirring sound »'

7 I believe my stor^ will:

restore my good name.

DMeipnicfinda hustend

G Tiake my parents proud

m get me a record deal

KenePit mankjnd

My name i5:

~ (Jennifer wit^ia "G"

Jennifer with a "J"

Kandy wiUia"K"
Carrii With two"i's'

tcaree with a '<" one
"r"and two'e's'

DOUKT.

CUP'li'seNPWCAV
ACTNOm.ANP'/OU'Li-
Se^dLieidUFOR-A

CALVIN AND HOBBES
vNOM mo D^0

M4D I DONT 'OKDtRST^HP

7W£M. \TS

WOPEi£SS.'

^^

JIM'S JOURNAL By JIM

WILMINGTON By M.K. ANDERSON

5WRRFAL(JT

PP7\CT|CE

W fc/VuU/w*'^

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

tOFIhJiSHOfFOURREVIfU,

urs maouru/MTA

HAVEBEfNt/PfD...

ADVENTURES OF FRED

MARCUSMP 6ABi- HAVE

MmP ON W GREATER THimS.

CUANCBLIM O'BRieU-

ISHOPiNGPKHTS
FROM "HOCKy HOPROR
%" IN UH/CH

moAwmn
ATTEMPUMASS

AMP NEARLYGET

KIUEP^.BUT
INSTEAPHAVE
ifXUlTKTHE
FINANCIAL Alp

OFF/CE.UUHELP
ALUVIATT UMASSS

MONEy CRISIS.

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

Today's Staff

Night Editors Jason George/Marc Elliott

Copy Editor Brooke C. Wheeler

PhotoTechnician MattKahn

. Mike Carvalho
Production Supervisor

Production Julie ODonnell,

Seth Kaye, Tracy Kruger

LUNCH
Tacos

Pork Fried Rice

BASICS LUNCH
Veggie Taco

Veggie Fried Rice

Menu
DINNER

Quarter Pound Burger

Cajun Style Scrod

BASICS DINNER
Curried Chick Peas

Cajun Style Scrod

Quote of the Day
"Nothing makes you feel dumber in an

embarrassing situation than being in a funny

hat."

- Andv Warhol

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

GEMINI (May 2 1 -June 20): Allies

and competitors alike may prevent

you from achieving a goal. Play a

waiting game until the tide turns.

Someone's toes are exceptionally

sensitive now. Be careful not to tread

on them!

CANCER (May 21 -June 20): This

is no time to shut out the world.

Taking a nrKsre active role in your

community will lead to valuable new
friendships. Words of understanding

encourage someone to make a fresh

start.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22): Limits are

placed on how much assistance you

can command today. Why fight the

t ide? You need to swim with the stream

to win now. Cast your cares aside

tonight and party!

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A day

of twists and turns lies ahead. Refuse

to be thrown off-balance by a change

in plans. Losingyour temper will only

make a difficult situation worse. Lool(

on the bright side!

LIBRA (Sept. 23-C)ct. 22): Some-

thing wonderful happens today. Your

balanced nature will impress some-

one in a position to help your career.

Make your move with soa>eone spe-

cial.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Your social life accelerates! Prominent

people express new interest in your

ideas. Be careful not to get carried

away with your own cleverness!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21): Re-evaluate a recent decision;

you could be repealing another

person's mistakes. Taking a no-non-

sense approach to business will help

you avoid financial tangles.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19):

Keep a low profile today and slay out

of reach of a riva I . Loved ones wi 1 1 be

supportive if storm clouds gather. Be

grateful for their loyally. Confide only

in trusted pals.

AQUARIUS (Ian. 20-Feb. 18):

Stay away from the stores today. An
urge to splurge must be squelched if

your savings are to grow. Find

something inleresting to do at home.
A mystery book or movie holds appeal

lonight.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Fo-

cus on your long-range plans. You
learn a valuable lesson from someone
else's mistakes. A loved one's habit of

analyzing everything could grate on

your nerves.

ARIES (March 2 1 -April 19): A
journey or special arrangement with

an older person is in the spotlight. It

may be necessary to revise your plans.

Keep your schedule as flexible as you

can.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A
marriage proposal is worthy of your

serious consideration. Let loved one

know the extent of your feelings. A
voice from the past could upset your

emotional applecart.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Isle of Man
native

5 Trumpeter
Baker

9 Stalls

13 British princess

14 Extreme
15 Road sign

16 Kahn-
DonaWson
tune

19 Some
20 woody s scion

21 The Balcony"

dramatist

22 Satanic

23 Legal oiler

25 Heyman-Young
tune

32 Monthly
collections

33 Sometime
bidder

34 A Reagan
35 Dealet s

demand
36 Heavenly lood

38 Narrow
aperture

39 Hunting match,

in France
40 Moolah
41 Shoulder

warmer
42 Cahn-Twomey

WalKer tune

46 Noted volcano

47 Certain tide

48 Distributed

51 Cap! Picard s

predecessor

52 Container lor

stew
55 David Whitney-

Kramer lur>e

59 Cloy

60 Peace goddess
61 Economist

Gieenspan
62 Gal

63 Ve«es
64 Relative ol 62

Across

DOWN
1 Big bash

2 Erelong

3 Covet
4 Or>e ol the

Grants

5 Very spiny

cactus

6 Leanders love

7 Moray
8 Uno -I- due
9 Discover

10 Load pullers

11 Rockefeller

handout
12 Printer's

direction

14 Typographical

cross stroke

1

7

Author Gallant

18 Bond or Smart
22 Gralted. in

heraldry

23 Builder s guide

24 Actress Bonet

25 Rage
26 Skating queen

ol yore

27 Contestant

28 Slow, to Masur
29 Noble Russian

lamily

30 Dress lat>ric

31 Use ttie door

36 Average
37 Actress

Nazimova
38 Cool It'

40 Reach
41 Quench
43 Solidilied

44 Marriages

45 Lendl strength

48 Platter

49 Catchall abt>r. -

50 Concerning
51 Swiss artist

52 Mallet-wiaMer's

sport

53 PMcer s circuit

54 Stvxt-term

housing

56 Seven, to

Caesar
57 Misdeal

58StripUng

ANSWER TO PREVIOUaPUULE
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Thur., Feb. U- 9:00pm /18+/

Dancing with
DJ Dennis

Fri., Feb. 14 - 8:30pm

Valentines Day Party,

JOHN CAFFERTY
& The Beaver Brown Baid

Sdt, Feb. 15 8:30pm

RIPPOPOTAMUS
; The Monster Band

Dancing with
D| Job

King Cod &'nie Blues ShaHs

WHMP Valentines Day Party

Dancing with D) )ob

Upstairs - Prizes, Giveav\ays-.

fcfcfcfclifcfcfc fcfcfcfcfcfcElE^^^

women's hoop
CONTINUED FROM PAGt 12

UMass women's career record lists— Jen Moran is third

in career 3-pointers with 18. Riley is seventh on the all-

time assist list with 202. She is also ninth on the career

steal list with 89. Kim Kristofik scored her 500th career

point against the Bonnies last week, the 22nd UMass
player to do so.

SPORTS NOTICE
• A bus trip is being organized to go to thie men's basketball Atlantic 10

tournament. The cost is $99 for adults, $79 for students. In addition, ttiere is a

bus trip for ttie Rutgers-UMass men's basketball game at Rutgers scheduled.

Please contact the UMass Ticket Office at 545-0810 for more information.

• Listen to WMUA (91.1 FM) tonight at 6 p.m. for Sportsline. UMass men's

gymnastics coach Roy Johnson will join Mike Correa and others tonight. Call

in your prediction on the UMass-Temple game.

ts

'»»»«'»• »-^

Sui, Feb. 16 - 3:30pm /18*/ WRSI

HAVE A HEART
Benetit Concert teaturirig:

; One Love / Who s Kiddin Who
Quetzal / The Sighs

The HerscWer Brofters /

iU Mason Band / Roddn Oav«

Dayna B. Kurtz Trio

plus special quests
[jK^QCK^LmS .=—--»-—"-—— '^«^

;,

Wed., Feb. 1 9 - 9:00pm

Dancing with
DJ Job

F'ZZZzaEZZzarssracEzzzzzza
Thur., Feb. 20- 8:30pm /18+/

SHQCKRA

BRm 92
You Love to Ski?

No? You Love the Sun?

What's that you say?

You want some FUN?

Whatever your travel plans are

make sure you call us for

ALL your travel needs.

CENTRAL TRAVEL
549-4900

25A Pray St., Amherst
D.H. Jones Real Estate Bid.

COLLEGIAN

bands, musicians,
singers, songwriters

rock«jazz»blues»reggae«folk

one you ready to assault the airwaves?

play live on the air!

WMUA 91.1 Live Music Project

call Ami Bennitt at 545-2876

AREYOU THE CHILD
OFA

JEWISH - CHRISTIAN

INTERMARRIAGE?
l/!Ull\M.ukl

hl4.-lL>rt3\lAV

yuutra

nsaidisbtJy

rkaxat

"Eanaa BoriHsdi.MS
3H4-10L»i

Dancing
with D) Dennis R.

t » -e -g -e -e --g -̂ -.g -J JtJyj JJJJEZa
Fri., Feb. 21 - 8:30pm

i'THE BREAKDOWN
F-g-g-g-g-g.g-'-'-'-'-g-e-g'^^'^

S^t, Feb. 22 - 8:30pm

JOHN SHELDON
& BLUES STREAK

Tribal Etiket

at]

IJr/jur, Feb. 27 8:30pm /18+/

KING MISSILE

»

%

y**m**̂ *****t:*^t**i*^t€̂

g«****************
.

Fri,Ftb.28- 7Mpm
Benefit for the Northampton

Center for The Arts,

H THE MARVELFTTES

This Valentine^Pay, Ji^RICH

will dress \B" you up

and *^
take you out!

'iV

E^J^PE

Guess how many candy hearts are

in the Jar at J^RICH Clothing for

Men in Northampton or Amherst

and win:

$50 Gift Certificate from
\

JtE'CH

$50 Gift Certificate from £ASTSID£

TWO Tickets to the J^enoenxjffrTnsie

Saf., Feb. 29 7:00pm

NRBQ
Ray Mason Band

J^RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N. Pleasant St., Amhefst • 253-2013 ^ 22 Masonic St., Northampton • 586-6336

Open r davs • Thursday nights in Northampton

Sun., March 1 - 7:00pm /1 8+/

QUEEN LATIFAH

Fri., March 6 - 7:00pm

TIL TUESDAY

J|f 9f

'ie*JJ**g*«J»«<!J!j:***MrB
Tues., March 10 - 7:00pm

ALLIGATOR RECORDS
20th Anniversary Tour

j

featuring: KOKO TAYLOR
ELVIN BISHOP

LONNIE BROOKS
KATIE WEBSTER

LIL' ED

Ihur., March 12 - 8:30pm

MIGHTY MIGHTY
BOSSTONES

Pearl Street is now

three clubs in one come

enjoy our new billards room

with ttiree tables

; I think there are hearts in the jar.
•

: Name: :

\ Address: ',

: Phone: \

1 entry per person, please.

The winner will be announced

at 10 am, Friday, February 14.

, rock
bottom
prices

DISCOUNT OIL
584-4112 • 535-1888

VILLA
C/iwit Mcxiuin \ ooil Scrvcti Quickly i Incxpon

sivcly in j i noinlly X CisujI Alinosphoto

DOWNTOWN AMHERST
Boltwood Walk 256-8217

Beer & Wine Served

DOWNTOWN
NORTHAMPTON
21 Center St. 584-0673

Bring Your Own Beer & Wine

Delivery Cill Pclivciy hxpics^ • ^49-()():

\ \ \ \ \ \ \

^

\ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \ \
\
>VJT

Specials at Scotts!!
yy^'y^l

KEYSTONE &
KEYSTONE LIGHT

24- 12 oz. cans

$Q99
C/ + DEP.

DEWERS WHITE

LABEL SCOTCH

?Ii( V2599
1.75 Ltr.

GALLO '

White Zinfandel &
White Grenache

599
1.5 Ltr.

In k.l. Id. .ill .li..i»^ .n.i.l.llili ,11 rr.lrl

S)rc»-t slr.iwUTfd^ I )Mi.)niilr

Ko i)r<K liir Ihi' Ki'ditd in .\mh<fsl

lukcl I'rii'WMl imlt -(IHIl

KiPiMrlsirccI Siirth-mipldn

(1 i .H4 -"'I

MOLSON GOLDEN
& LIGHT

12-12 oz. bottles

99
+ DEP.7

BUDWEISER
24 12 oz. bottles

99
+ DEP.11

.^ CUERVO GOLD
TEQUILLA

999
750 ml.

SAM ADAMS
DOUBLE BOCK
6-12 oz. bottles

$c;49
K3 + DEP.

\

\

\

\

\

\
WE IV4A/T 10 BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

Tele-check for

your personal check

6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst
We now have itll

M,iS3 Lottery games'

N
your personal cnecK. „•..»,,,, ..^-. ..-. , , . . —

\ \ \ ^ V V \ ^ V ^ V ^ ^ V V ^ ^ ^ V ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ S ^ \ \ \ \ \T
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women's track
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

(57.25). 4x400 relay and the 200 dash (26.22).
However, U.R.I, was tough in the 20-pound weight

event and the shot put taking the top three spots and top
two respectively.

Freshman Tracie Marrow was impressive for UMass
though, quahfyingforNew England Championships with
a throw of 38'1 1" in the shot, good enough for third place.

"Tracie is one of many on the team who qualified for
New Englands," LaFreniere said. "I would say that about
90 percent of the team did qualify.".

Another standout for the Minutewomen was Meeks,
also a freshman. In the triple jump, Meeks tied the
UMass school record with ajump of37,6-1/2". The record
she tied was her own from earlier this season.

"Janey IMeeksJ ran a great meet," LaFreniere
said."Kelly Leljeblad also ran solidly, winning the mile
run with a time of 4:59.7.

"Overall, I am very happy with our effort. This is our
best team win so far this year. These girls really deserved
this."

And this weekend's Valentine Invitational tournament?
The Inivitational is non-scoring so it's a good chance

for the girls to improve their qualifying times for New
Englands and ECACs," LaFreniere said. "It's really a fun
meet since we don't have to worry about scoring points,

but of course I'd still like to do well as a team."

Medal Standings

NATION G s B- TOTAL
GERMANY 4 4 2- 10
AUSTRIA 3 3 4- 10

UNIFIED TEAM 3 1 2- 6
NORWAY 1 1 1- 3
FRANCE 1 2 0- 3
FINLAND 1 2- 3
ITALY 1 1 0- 2
UNITED STATES 1 0-

CHINA 1 0-

CANADA 1-

JAPAN 1-

SWITZERLAND 1-

WEEKLY
SPECIAL

1/4 tb. Hamburger^

Reg. Fne5& 12.69
20 oz Drink Tax Not Jedudfd

rrfri Hadley
585-0241

^^utii-Ml^^^jf

THE VILLAGE COMMONS •

THIATRIS
SOUTH HADLEY

Sats Friday @ 4;50,7X6,920.1 1 45

Sal.Sun.Mon @ 2.40.4 50.7:05.920

Tue-Thjrs@3«),5 15,7 30

~"*
Starts Fnday@ 305.4:40.6:30

Sal.Sun.Mon @ 1 :30.3fl5,4 40.630

Tue-ThufS@3;30.5fl6,6:35

<S^

Fri@
Sat-TTiur@1

'A^-^

Student Discounts,

Bottomless Popcorn T\iesday Nights,

The Best Sound Around

533 2663

TM & I 1992 Marvel Entertainment Group. Inc All Rights reserved

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE lliCAMPVSCEMTER • MON.-THVRS.8:iO-i:iO FRIDAY 8:30-2:30 » DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATION • lO^'ORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS • CASH INADVANCE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AUOITIONSIII
For a student production

Today 5 30
We need male actorsi

Call Julie 549-6042 549-6460
For more inlofmation

Bad and Braaklaal
Downtown Amherst Ideal for visiting par-

ents and Iriends 549-0733

SORORtTY RUSH
February 18-26

Register on ttio CC Concourse
Today and tomorrow 8:30-3:00

VALENTINES FOR THE '90sl

Order your condom/candygrams
on the CC Concourse
Today and tomorrow 8:30-3:IX)

AUTO FOR SALE

SEIZED CARS, truclis. txiats. 4wfieelers.

motorhomes by FBI. IRS. DEA. Available

your area now. Call 805-682-7555 Ext. C-

1675

COMPUTER COMPLETE! 80286 12MHZ
1 Mbram EGA monitor 65Mb Hdisk 3 5 5 25
Roppy disk 9pin dm printer ms mouse Good
sware on HD $950 367-9479 Eve

GENESIS' Jotwi Madden football $25 Call

Larry at 549-4260

Lang XRI ski boots Like new Size 10 1/2

Must sell!! Best ofler Call 549-4892

LOVE SCENT, known to enhance and

stimulate the senses Rare African import

Oil $8 75/ Incense $6 00. Uncommon Scents

107 Vernon Street. Northampton, Massa-

chusetts 01060

MEN'S LEATHERJACKET Size44L(lg. TaH)

Motorcycle style, lined $60 or bo Call Leon

253-0484 ^___
SKIS/BOOTS
Lacroix Skis

Lange boots

great condition

549-9932

BANDS WANTED

HOT SPOT UPTOWN looking for local acts

Tape/package Call Judi 549-1200 For more
into

STEREO FLEA MARKET
Buy/sell.1rade. Sundays 9-5. Jackson's Flea

Mkt., Mountain Farms Mall. Hadley Used/

new components, wide variety Other days

call S/A/V Exchange, 256-0941

FOUND

CHEN STYLE TAI CHI

MEDITAT|6n-IN-MOTION with slow-fast,

soft-vigorous, empty-solid movements Free

first lesson 6:45pm Feb25 Northampton 545-

5923

FOR RENT

FrMoaramala Can 253-9742

~

Large sunny room available. Located just

off of campus. $240 per month, negotiable.

Rent as a single or as a double 253-4170

Sunderland must rani one room now $ 1 90/

month on bus route Peaceful convenient

location Call 665-8669 evening*

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENT, Blown

$375 Call 256-1045

FOftSALE

FOUND- Watch in Herter Hall on 2/6/92.

Please call Jennifer at 253-3274.

HELP WANTED

Alaska Summer Employment- Fisheries.

Earn $5,000*/month. Free transportation!

Room board! Over 8,000 openings. Male

or female. For employment program call 1
-

206-545-4155 ext 298

Amherst College Gospel Choir is looking

for a pianist All Five College students wel-

come. Fore morejnio. Call M2v3372^

Apply now to be a Tour Guide, Summer

Counselor, or Student Admissions Repre-

sentative. Applkations available on Con-

course. ^_^_^_-
EARN MONEY NOW1
SPANISH/ENGLISH BILINGUALS

Needed for reading study

Jeanette 585 8749

EVENING JOBSI Environmantal campaign

work. Fight pollution with Clean Water Ac-

Bon. $7/tir. On buslines Call 584-9830

40MEO HARDOmVE AknoatNow Waatsrn

U« Digital 2am« Paid $230 Asking $100

253-8175 Mike

FAST HAPPY BIRTHDAY
FUNDRAISING to ROSES
PROGRAM Crissy Casey & Sheryl Sanphy

Fraternities, soronlies, student clubs. Earn Love ya always LCJJKBNG ROSES Delivenes lor Valentines Day Tua*-

up to $ 1 000 in one week Plus receive a poOKIE
~ ''^ "''" Thursday See Chris Campus Cen-

$1000 bonus yourself. And a FREE watch Your hair is spooN
ter Concourse

lUSt for calling 1 -800-932-0528 Ext 65. Sometimes you're goofy

HINDI TUTOR needed 5-6012 But I love you anyway "'"E WANTED

NEWSTUDENTSPROGRAM-Happysoph:
\^^l';f^!;^^^"^'^ °f* MDE TO NJ2/Trcall 253-581

7

jrs.srs needed lor summer. May27-July18.
LOve onariie ^ ___

Welcome the class of 96. Applications Ad- NEN/JEN nnoMuiTc tuAurcn
missions Center. We're too sexy lor your birthday.

muummai t WAiMitu

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLEIMany posi- ^'^''1'^^?^*?^
*" "°'™"

Feinale roommate wanted tosharel^vlble
tions Great benefits. Call 805-682-7555 Ext "-""^ '°'.^™'i™ „ . room m apartment in Amherst Center 'close

P-3306 B2 lobars* 10 minutes from campus Call Chris

SUMMER CAMP ON CAPE COO Happy Birtday! or Jen at 549-1 188

Needenthusiastic.dedicatedpeopletowork, P°"^
*'°"y ' ^onl hate you because you re ——

—

live with kKls. Beautiful location, excellent ^^a""'"' ("°'^' Tomorrow everyone will be SERVICES
program, competitive salaries. Call Jeanne

ff*""^
y°" •*»'» ^re your eyas

or Dan at 2560381 lor information or appli- 'J°^^ ^°" "^ '"*™ FREE pregnancy testing; confidential and
cations. "' caring support. BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No,

ALPHA CHI SENIORS! Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

LAST CHANCE Get ready to crawl lonitet We've only just LEGAL QUESTIONS? ThrLegal Services

- -- oegua
Center offers free legal assistance to fee-

Applications due 2/14 for Tour Guide, Stu- KITTY KAT, I know you have a name, even paying students. Contact us at 922 Campus
dent Admissions Representative, and though it isnt a very good movie Happy Center, 545-1995
Summer Counselor positions. Pick up an 30th. I love and miss you ORDER AVOnI
application on the concourse today I Honeybunch

Call 546- 1 999
" ....~....~... p^T McCANN For tree brochures/samples

LOST Happy Valentine's Day
and SUBLET

MY BROWN LEATHER JACKET. Taken at Happy Anniversaryi
aooi-ci

?^u!"ll'lc°.VnMr'^"pf =M fi ','??r
^°'' ^°" ''°"'^^' Tbadr^m In a 2 bedroom apartment,7ent

broken Means^ lot to me^Reward 6-2255^ _ ^
i^a lowered Irom $240 to $190, near UMass,

REWARD for information leading to the re-
"

busline, call: 253-0878. 546-3290 or 545-
turnol large yellow basket on wheels painted 5728.
with "Property of Collegian" on side Have RUSH DELTA CHI
you seen it on campus? Contact 545-3500 TRAVEL
ask for Maureen or Brian RUSH= Call us, we pick you up, go to house.

*e "leet you, you meet us. tree food, great Caneunl! Now offering lowest prices avail-

TAMIR LIPTON guys, and good time to be had by all. able. Free undenwater camera, drink/dance
Feb 10 Mon "Pool tournament" 8-lOpm ^^„gg a^j more. John/Frank 549-2709

I*"'k"" . . .. H Febl7M'„n"-rn^«,3.'o^JeTo"8om COPPERTONE SPRING BREAKTmPsTo
Your brown eyes, your captjvating smile and Feb 7^°"^VBss°nJoMex>c^^ 8pm
the way you felt in that bubble batti... Feb 1 9 Wed Spaghetti dinner 6-8pm

Made me iH Call Matt at 546-7038 or Steve at 549-6505 *399! Best spots till up last so can nowi Ma-

lts time for a beer lof into., fides or if you have questtons. .

So don1 pet 1I here DAYTONA BEACH! SPRING BREAK '92

Thanks for coming down RUSH SAMMY "arch 1 3-22. Includes seven nights ocean-

You're 21 so get out of town front hotel pkjs roundtrip motor coach Only

LoveFM SAMMY 18 WATCHtNG YOU. $259 00! Call Yankee Tours 1-800-

Sigma Alpha Mu fraternity 9DAYTONA M-F 8-6

PERSONALS wants you to come to open rush FREETRAVEL- AircouriarsandcruiSMhips.
Tuesday Feb 11th Studonte also needed Christmas, spring and

ConsiatuMlena to Ms m^aaty on his birth- Tuesday Feb. 1 8th sunvnar for amusement partt emptoymanL
day! Long live the KingI Wednesday Feb 1«lh Call 805-682-7555 Ext F- 1426

All events at 8:00
'^

395 N.Pteasant St

CaN Todd 549-4968

SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Panama City, Cancun, Jamaica

Call Stacey at 549-0840

Naad some sun? I have great deals on
spring break trips to Jamaica, Cancun, and
Bahamas. Call Dena days 545-3500 or nights

549-5740

Why go south?
Ski Park City spring tyeak

For more info call 549-4892

YOU'VE ONLY GOT ONE WEEKTO LIVEI

Do spring break in Jamaica. Bahamas.
Cancun, Margarita, from $36911 Hotel, air.

transfers, partiesi Sun Splash Tours 1-800-

426-7710.

TYPING

Naad your papers typed? Quicfc, accurate

service Call Brian 546-3563

PAPERS, RESUMES, THESIS-
Word processing, laser printing-

Call Rosemary 323-5031

WANTED

BOBBY MCFERRIN TKKET WANTED
by avid Ian Call anytima up to concert

546-0359

FEMALE TO SHARE room in Townhouse
apt great condition 3 conskjerate roomies

rent negotiable call 549-8001 or 549-0839

ASAP

WANTED Temple tickets will pay top dollar

Call Bob 585-0051 Before 8arn After 9pm

WOMEN WANTED TO form a team to play

intramural basketball Tuesdays 7pm call S-

0936

WIN A FREE TRIP

RUSH AEPI
Thursday 13 at 7:00pm *

Pizza and Movie

*,\,

U I l -^ J. /
5MV»W*?vv.v»jg^»
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Sports
Is success enough to keep Calipari?
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

In the eyes of University of Massachusetts basketball

fans. Coach John Calipari can do no wrong.

He is chic and charismatic, but above all, he's a

winner.

At the end of this season, Calipari's original four-year

contract, which now pays him upwards of $76,000 per

year plus perks, will expire (although it does include a

"Yoll-over" clause which automatically renews the contract

for another four years*.

If he leaves for greener pastures, he may be remem-
bered in these parts as the man who took a once-dead

basketball program to national prominence in just four

years, then left.

Can you imagine the pressure to win the next coach

who comes here would face?

"It would be one of the tougher jobs in the East," said

UMass assistant coach Bill Bayno. "Whoever comes in is

at an extreme disadvantage."

Calipari has set the standards for UMass. With na-

tionally-televised games on ESPN and a brief stint in the

Top 25 this season, anything less in the upcoming years

just will not suffice.

At age 32, Calipari is recognized as one of the hottest

young coaches in America. In addition, he is an excellent

recruiter, as his record would indicate. He is on the verge

of inking Donta Bright, one of the top high school pros-

f>ects in the country, and he has already signed one of

New York City's finest players, Dana Dingle, for next

year.

Now the question is, will he be around to coach the

players he is bnnging in?

t'hoK) courtesy of Sports Information

John Calipari is happy with his position on
the UMass sidelines. .

.

"I want to be here," Calipari said. "I want to be the

coach here. I have no intentions of leaving. My family

enjoys it here. I enjoy the students. I enjoy the atmosphere.

I enjoy what we are being able to build from the ground

up and I don't want to leave. But it's like anything else—
decisions will be made that will make that decision for

me."
Some of those decisions include how much the Uni-

versity can afford to pay him and whether it is really

committed to building a Top 25 program.

On the surface, it appears UMass is indeed serious

about basketball, as the building of MuUins Arena, a

multi-sport complex scheduled to open in the spring of

1993, would indicate.

"The University will do everything in its power to keep

him," said Athletic Director Frank Mclnerney. "I have no

idea how much money we will have to pay him to keep

him. I don't want to lose him. But he's one of the hottest

young coaches in the nation and if a school I with a

renowned basketball program) comes and offers him a

job, we won't be able to do anything."

Calipari isn't asking to be paid what coaches from the

Big East or Atlantic Coast Conference make per se. He
only wants to be compared to coaches in the Atlantic 10.

Although Temple University officials would not disclose

Coach John Chaney's contract, sources say the base

salar>' is around $300,000 per year. Rutgers University's

student newspaper, The Daily Targum , estimated Coach
Bob Wentzel's base salary to be $100,000.

"There is no set dollar figure that I have in my mind,"

Calipari said. "You have to judge by what's being done in

our league. I'm not saying let's look at what's happening
at Syracuse, Boston College or Providence. I'm not com-
peting against them. But let's look what's done at West
V'irginia, Rutgers, Temple and George Washington, be-

cause that is who I am competing against.

"There is no set. . . this is what I have to get," he said.

"I'm not even worried about that. Let'sjust make sure we
are on even footing with everybody, and if we are, then

I'm happy."

"I think he will stay." Mclnerney said. "I think he's

intrigued about what he can do with the new facility. The
"roll-over" clause enables him to tell recruits that he's

going to be around for the full four years."

Since his team was invited to the National Invitation

Tournament in 1990, people have had Calipari aban-
doning ship and coaching everywhere from Syracuse to a

Big 8 school. But aft«r each season, he comes back, and
the team gets better and plays beyond expectations.

In 1988-89, his first season at UMass, the Minutemen
finished with a 10-18 record. What he most remembers
about that year was an incident involving seniors David
Brown and Duane Chase. The two were arrested and
charged with the unarmed burglary ofan Amherst home.

Immediately after that disruption, Calipari suspended
them indefinitely and the team went on a five-game

losing streak.

"The break-in was the major thing in my mind because
it was a hard thing to swallow as a coach," Calipari said.

"The image and perception of the program was on that.

The Boston papers and television were here. We couldn't

get them here for anything else. But they were here for

that.

"Then at the end of the year, my biggest thing was our
young kids fought and played and never quit," he said.

"We won five league games when we shouldn't have won
any."

In 1990, the Minutemen gelled at the end of the

season, advancing to the finals of the A- 10 tournament,
where they fell to Temple, 53-51, three points shy of the

Photo courtesy of Sports Information

. . .but he may jump at a chance to leave.

Conference's automatic bid to the NCAA tournament.
They ended the season 17-14 after a first round loss in

the NIT to Maryland and people began speculating how
long Calipari would stay in Amherst, not exactly a bas-

ketball haven.

Last year, the team went all the way to the Final Four
of the NIT, before losing to Stanford University in the
semifinals.

If this year's team does make the NCAA tournament,
tempting new job offers may come Calipari's way.

"I can't see him staying here too long," Bayno said. "If

a Big East school comes calling, it wouldn't be smart for

him to stay. There is only so much UMass can pay him.
I can't see him staying here the rest of his life."

Ifhe leaves, Bayno may be the man to fill his shoes. He
was an assistant to Larry Brown at Kansas in 1987 and
began his coaching career as an assistant to P.J. Carlesimo
at Seton Hall.

For now, Calipari appears happy in Amherst, but for

how long?

UMass women's hoop
travels to West Virginia
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team (4-16, 0-9 in the

Atlantic lOj is in Morgantown, W. VA
tonight to face the 19th-ranked West
Virginia Mountaineers ( 17-2, 9-0).

It will be a difficult task, but the

Minutewomen will be looking for a little

payback after being blown out by the

Mountaineers, 94-69, two weeks ago at

the Curry Hicks Cage. UMass was in the

game for the first 16 minutes before West
Virginia's Ail-American candidate Rose-

mary Kosiorek took over, finishing with

31 points.

The score represented the highest point

total the UMass defense has allowed, and

also the highest output the offense has

produced.

The Minutewomen are playing for the

first time in a week, as their last game was
a tough 72-65 loss to St. Bonaventure last

Thursday.

"I think the week off was very benefi-

cial," said UMass assistant coach Jill

Rooney. "Trish [Riley] can get a little bit of

rest and we had chance to do some condi-

tioning."

Riley, a senior point guard, has been
nursing a sore back throughout the sea-

son, but played a season-high 32 minutes
against St. Bonaventure.

"West Virginia is very tough at home,"
Rooney said. "They have a very big fan

backing. I don't think they're going to look

beyond us. In the first game we didn't take

good care of the ball. We made a lot of

turnovers that they turned into

uncontested layups.

The Mountaineers are so tough at home
that a win tonight will give them their

15th consecutive home victory, tying the

West Virginia school record. They are also

going for their 15th straight overall win.

"We'll take better care of the ball,"

Rooney said. "We are playing better de-

fense. In the first game we lost sight of

[West Virginia's Rosemaryl Kosiorek and
she hit a couple of 3s. We'll try to pick

everyone up this time."

Game Notes — Looking through the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Women's indoor track
upsets Rhode Island
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

Before last weekend's quad-meet at

Rhode Island, University of Massachu-
setts women's indoor track coach Julie

LaFreniere had her team matched dead
even with arch rival University ofRhode
Island.

For the first time in many years,

LaFreniere thought the Minutewomen
had a chance to come out of the com-
petition with a victory ifthey ran a good
meet.

Much to her delight, they ran agreat
meet, beating the Lady Rams, 61-55.

The University of New Hampshire fin-

ished third with 55 points, followed by
the Crusaders of Holy Cross, with 13.

"I am absolutely elated about this

win," LaFreniere said. "We haven't beat
Rhode Island in a long time. It's a sweet
victory."

For most of this "heart-stopper of a

meet" (as LaFreniere called it), UMass
trailed. In fact, going into the last two
events, it was behind U.R.I, by one
point; that'swhen UMass stole the show.

Led by the team of Kerry Aker,
Maureen Meldrim, Kim Liljebald and
Lenice Johnson, the Minutewomen won
the 4x800 relay in exciting fashion with
a time of 9:34.0.

"Everyone was on their feet and
cheering for that race," LaFreniere said.

"U.R.I, took a quick 100-yard lead and
maintained that for most of the race.

Kim [Liljebladj ran a great third leg

and handed offto Becky [Johnson |, who
somehow caught up to the leader on the
last turn and won the race."

UMass also took the 4x400 relay in a

time of4 :09.48. Janey Meeks, Johnson,
Lcanne Swartz and Lee Ann Ambrose
wore the victors

Ambro.se had one ofher best meets of

the year, winning three events, the 400
CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Valent ine's Day— Lori Stramandinoli, a sophomore legal stud-
ies major, and Stephanie Lenz, a senior communications and
psychology double major, shop for gifts in the Campus Center.

Not all students take
Valentine's Day to heart
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

Valentine's Day is one ofmany holidays

that causes more people to feel sad and
angry instead of the supposed "cheerful-

ness" that it was intended to create.

Many UMass students have a differing

opinion on this holiday which has been
worked into the educational system ofthe

United States, starting in elementary
school.

"Valentine's Day means that a lot of

people are spending money," said Theda
Bronson, a senior EngUsh m^or.

"It is ridiculous for people to expect

monetary gifts, because you cannot buy

love," she said.

But not everyone shares these same
feelings, including Bronson's friend Kim
Lamon, also a senior majoring in English.

"The whole concept of Valentine's Day
is that it's a romantic occasion, to spend

time with your signiflcant other," said

Lamon.
IfLamon is correct in this definition of

Valentine's Day, then what do people do

that do not have a "significtmt other?"

"I think that it is over-rated because
there are those who don't have someone to

share it with," said Sharon Schachter, a

senior psychology m^or.
Since it is a Friday night, refuge can be

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Official word arrives
on Reid resignation
Co€ich considering Richmond offer
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Jim Reid officially resigned as head
football coach of the University of Massa-
chusetts yesterday and now must con-

sider whether he wants to be the assistant

head coach and defensive coordinator at

the University of Richmond.
Reid, who verbally resigned on Jan. 23

after learning the football budget was
being cut $100,000, met with Chancellor

Richard O'Brien yesterday morning to dot

the i's and cross the t's on his letter of

resignation.

"The only quote is, it's done and it's

over," Reid said. "Now we move ahead
quickly for the University to find a coach
and for Jim Reid to find emplojnment."

UMass Athletic Director Frank
Mclnerney said the search for a new coach
will begin as soon as Whitmore gives the

authorization to do so.

"I kept hoping he would come back,"

Mclnerney said. "It's a great loss to the

University."

Richmond football coach Jim Marshall
confirmed yesterday, Reid has been of-

fered ajob as the assistant head coach and
defensive coordinator.

It would appear the Richmond Depart-

ment ofAthletics may be planningon Reid decide what to do."

Student found guilty
Threatened two with rape overphone

taking over the football program in the

near future, although they deny that.

"Nothing's been discussed about him
taking over the head coaching job," said

Richmond Athletic DirectorChuck Boone.

"I'm familiar with Jim Reid and I'd be

happy to have him here. He's a class act."

Marshall, 44, hasbeen at Richmond for

three seasons and in those years, the Spi-

ders are a woeful 4-29 (2-9 in 1991).

"Jim Marshall told me that if I come
down there with him, he would extend my
contract two years beyond his," Reid said.

"We're good friends. My answer to him
was that I would never even consider

doing that. If I go down there, I would be

tied into the contracts like all the other

coaches and we'd fight it out to survive all

together."

Reid also said Marshall was angry he
would not accept the contract extension,

but said, "there's no room for that [type of

competition within a staff]."

"I've been told by people that football is

a business, and I think they're right," Reid

said. "But when I start thinking like that

[about taking a friend'sjob], then I get out

of the game. It's as simple as that.

"I've got to decide what's best for my
family," Reid said. "I'm going to sit down
with my wife after the Temple game and

By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

A 20-year-old sophomore history major
was found guilty yesterday at the
Northampton DistrictCourtontwo coimts
of threat to commit a crime— calling two
undergraduate women last semester on
the phone and threateningthem with rape.

Gregory S. Reitman, 20, of Kennedy
Residence Hedl, and New York City, made
the calls to two separate women on two
separate occasions on or about Dec. 5, said

Phil Cavanaugh of the UMass Police De-

partment.

Reitman allegedly used the Universit^s

phone system and left two messages on

the the voice mail system. Police were able

to trace the messages back to Reitman's

room.

A show/cause hearing was heard in

early January when a Clerk Magistrate

ruled that there was sufficient evidence of

guilton the firstcomplaint and insufficient

evidence on the second complaint.

UMass Police and the District

Attorney's office appealed the Clerk
Magistrate's ruling on the insufficient

evidence complaint, and a trial date was

set for Feb. 13, said Cavanaugh.
Shortly before 1 pm yesterday,

Reitman's lawyer apparently decided not

to block the district attorney's office and
UMass Police's decision to try and get an
over-ruling of the clerk magistrate's ear-

lier finding on the second complaint.

According to Cavanaugh,Judge Robert
Kumor ruled that there was sufficient

evidence presented by the Commonwealth
to warrant a finding of guilty on both

complaints, but continued each complaint
without finding until Dec. 11, 1993.

"I am satisfied that the charges were
an accurate reflection of the defendant's

conduct," said Frederic Bartmon, the

prosecuter in this case.

Reitman was placed on one year's

probation and must pay a monthly pro-

bation fee of $30. He will undergo an

evaluation to determine if alcohol or gen-

eral counseling is warranted.

In addition he was ordered to write

ai)ologies to the two women as well as stay

away ftoxn them.
He was also ordered to provide 40 hours

ofcommunity service to a rape counseling

program or similar service so he can see

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Story aims to be independent voice
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is the last installment in a six-part

series profiling the candidates for the Third Hampshire
District's state representative seat.

Democrat Ellen Story of Amherst proudly points to

her record of independent action and achievement to

show that she will live up to her campaign slogan and be

a "fresh voice for tough times," rather than a member of

the "old boy network."

Story, who is on leave from her job of 18 years at the

Western Massachusetts Family Planning Council, is

competing with Terry Franklin and Jon Hite ofAmherst

and Norman Page of Pelham for the Democratic nomi-

nation in the race for the Third Hampshire District's

state representative's seat on Feb. 18. The general elec-

tion will be held on March 17.

In 1978, Story coordinated a group of Democrats and

Independents in support of Republican gubernatorial

candidate Frank Hatch, who she said was much more
liberal than eventual winner Ed King, a Democrat who
Story described as "reactionary." Although Hatch lost

statewide, he won in the three counties she coordinated.

Story, whose husband Ronald is a history professor at

UMass, said her family has a long history ofinvolvement

in higher education. Her father and grandfather were

both English professors while her brother and brother's

wife are professors, all of whom have taught at public

universities.

"I have a background that gives me a unique under-

standing of public higher education and makes me a

perfect advocate for it," Story said.

Story, who said people tend to "respond to her in

positive ways," said her success in working with people at

the Family Planning Council could prove to be an asset if

she is elected to the legislature.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Inside:

Page 3:

Learn how different real law isfrom

LA. Law.

Page 5:

Mike Morrissey reveals

who his real hero is.

Weather
Could be some flurries out there.

Highs in the 40s, while some fluffy clouds

may move in later today.

Orfire could rainfrom the skies.

You never know.
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Friday, February 14

Reading — The Live Literature Reading Series pre-

sentsMFA candidates Frank Johnson ( poetry ) and Charles

Huschle (fiction) at Wootton's Books, 19 North Pleasant

St. Amherst. The Reading will begin at 7:30 pm and is free.

Employment— Today is the last day applications will

be accepted for Tour Guide, Student Admissions Repre-
sentative and New Students Program Summer Counselor
positions. Applications available in the Admissions Ofiice

Monday, February 17
Lecture — The Five College Coastal & Marine Sci-

ences Program and the Joint Oceanographic Institutions,

Inc. Distinguished Lecturer Series presents Margaret
U'inen of the University of Rhode Island speaking on
"Modes and Rhythms in Global Climate Changes: The
Evidence from Ocean Drilling," at 4:30 pm at the Clark
Science Center at Smith College

Panel — The Sylvan Cultural Center is sponsoring a
Panel Discussion, "What is the Cormection?" at the Malcolm
X Center at 7pm. For more information call 546-5159.

Valentine's Day
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

found in the many offcampus parties, and the typical bar

scene that Amherst is well known for.

"I am just going to go out and party with my friends on
Valentine's Day," said Heather Fantini, a sophomore
nutrition major.

Preparation for Valentine's Day had begun days in

advance for many people including John Beck, a nutri-

tion major.

•"I am going to go flower shopping Thursday night, so

that I can present my boyfriend Matt with a single red

rose," he said.

Collegian staff member Tami Monahan also contrib-

uted to this article.

harassment
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

the effects of the threatening behavior.

He was assessed a $30 victim-witness fee in each case
to support the court's victim witness program.

Judge Kumor also ordered Reitman to write an essay
on the ramifications of a felony conviction on a young

person, especially a college student.

"It is important that people realize that this type of

activity is a crime," said Kumor.
"We want people to know that this type ofbehavior is

not acceptable and will not be tolerated," said Cavanaugh.
"It is hurtful and will be punished."

University of Massachusetts
Rugby Football Club

extends an invitation

to all University men
to participate in

Rugby Football,

a contact sport

played all over

the world.

Information will be available on the Campus Center Concourse
from 9 am to 2 pm on Friday 2/14, Wed. 2/19, & Friday 2/21

Training begins Tuesday, February 18 at 4 pm meeting in the
boyden locker room. For more information,
call Scott Dunlap or Lou Masiello at 253-6909

GET FIT!! GET IIUVOLVED!! PLAY RUGBY!! HAVE FUlU!!

r
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400' Ocean Frontage
• 2 heated Outdoor Pools
• LargcAt Pool Deck in Daytona
• Pizzeria

Restaurant

Lounge
• Efficiencies

FANTASTIC GIVEAWAYS... EUROPA CRUISES
LIVE EINTTERTAINMENT... DAILY CONTESTS/PRIZES.

^„f
DAYTONAS BEST BODY CONTEST...

HOTEL
Dwrcnv ON the ocean at

DAYTONA BEACH

University of
Co I o r a do
a t B o u Ider
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V (800) 874-0136 (904) 252-2581
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NKTiocan
describe it? You won't want to miss it.

Here's your chance to make the summer of
'92 one you'll always remember.

iMk CMMHHiy. The Boulder campus
takes on a special quality in the summer.
Faculty come to class in shons. Small
discussion groups meet under the trees on
the lawn. You find yourself pan of a

comfortable learning community—who
work, study, or just relax together.

IMK dMln|t. Choose from over 500
courses, including archaeological field

study in Steamboat Springs, production
with the Cx)lorado Shakespeare Festival, an
intensive Spanish institute, a biology field

course on plants of Colorado, performance
with the Colorado Lyric Theatre festival,

and much more.

TlM Mty. 1 uition in the summer is

lower than during the following academic
year.

IN FLORIDA
(800) 624-3673

. Colorado has more than
1 ,000 spectacular peaks soaring above
10.000 feet and 53 peaks over 14,000 feci.

Boulder has parks, open space, and hiking
and biking trails galore. Boulder is the place
to be outdoors

Term A: June 8-July 10

Term B: July 14-August 14

TermC: June8-july3l

Term D: June 8-August 14

Shorter, intensive courses also available

Cii W Ml IW CMpM for a free CU-
Boulder Summer Session Catalog, which
contains everything you need to know
about special courses, registration, housing,
tuition and fees, financial aid, student
services, and class schedules.

For information, call (303) 492-2456.

Yn. ittU me ihrfrrr 1992 CV-BmUer Summer Seuion Cjiulog

Social Security Number*
I >a(r of Birth

018
Mjil To;

(MTkc of Admiuinns • Rcjtcm Adminisuaiivr Onicr 1 2S • Campus Box JO
University of ( jiloradn at Bouldrt • Rouldrr. CX) 80M)*> 0()M
/or rnord krr/iinf ami iJenlifitaiiott ofiluJenti onfy

(303) 492 2456
AfTirmative Action/Fx)ua] Opportunity Initiiuinm
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DUCKSHOOTING—No lame ducks here. Yana Zilberberg, ajunior electrical engineer-
ing major, gets in some target practice at the Campus Pond.

L.A. Law compared to reality
Discrimination said rampant in the world oflaw
By MICHELLE
Collegian Staff

BAYLISS

The popular TV show L.A. Law is far from what it's

really like in the legal profession, said a Legal Studies

professor at Wednesday's brown bag lunch lecture.

Dianne Brooks, a graduate of Harvard Law School

contrasted the glamorous lives seen on such hitTV series

like L.A. Law with "how dread it can be in real life."

"Dealing with the socratic method of teaching is hu-

miliating and particularly alienates women and people of

color," Brooks said, describing the routine ofmany ofher

professors. "They would do blatant things as calling men
by their last names and women as 'Miss so and so.'"

Brooks recalled the "chilled environment" in many
law classes where "there was no room for non-traditional

thinking. If .\ou brought up an argument or an alterna-

tive perspective, the professor would humiliate you.

There was an emphasis on power dynamics," she said.

"It's always really nice to tell people that your kids are

lawyers," said Brooks, while adding that there is more
dissatisfaction in the law profession than any other

occupation.

There are no tenured women, people of color, or open

lesbians, gays, or bisexuals in the field of law, Brooks

said, and a "very small number" of women or people of

color teaching.

"They steer women and people of color towards teach-

ing neutral courses," said Brooks.

Remembering feeling intimidated in law school, she

noticed a "freezing out of women's voices." One day.

Brooks said she realized "I'm not the only women who
feels her opinions don't matter."

Comparing the smart, decorative, glamorous women
from L.A. Law who do everjrthing to the reality ofhaving

a hard time getting a job in law if you're overweight.

Blacks or Hispanics, for example. "You're more likely to

get a job if you have Anne Taylor suits," Brooks said as

she discussed what women have to go through to mirror

the image of what a women lawyer is supposed to be.

Brooks discussed certain problems facing women.
"Sexual harrassment goes on unreported, despite the

pretty picture we get from L.A Law, although it is be-

ginning to be talked about," said Brooks. "Women are

unfortunately expected to be caretakers at home."

She then shared an experience when one ofher profes-

sors asked her "Why aren't you at home, you have such a

pretty face?" She also remembers during interviews

being asked if she was married and if she had kids.

The problem of how to integrate women into the

working profession was also touched upon by Brooks.

"Women get shuffled off into more feminine parts of

practice," said Brooks, adding there "are still some really

old guys left with conservative views."

Brooks also brought up the problems of transitioning

from school into a profession. She mentioned the way one

is steered into Corporate Law and discouraged from

Legal Studies.

SGA urges
voters to get
out to polls
By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Staff

The Student (Jovemment Association will sponsor a

"Get out the Vote" drive next Tuesday to urge registered

student voters to participate in the Democratic primary

for State Representative.

SGA officials say volunteers will go door to door on
campus, offering voters transportation to the polls. Ac-

cording to Public Policy Chair Matt Pavesi, this tactic has

been used before with successful results.

"We did it in the Congressional primary last year, and
we got 240 students to go vote," Pavesi ssiid.

Since this election is so linked to student interests,

SGA Treasurer Sharon Lang said, a project facihtating a

student vote is essential to a successful turnout.

"We want them to have their voices heard, so we try to

make it as easy as possible," she said.

Because residential areas are located in different

voting precincts, the SGA has printed a flyer indicating

where on-campus residents should go to vote.

Registered Southwest residents can vote at the Bangs
Community Center on Kellogg Avenue. Students resid-

ing in Southwest South should inform election officials

that they reside in district four, while those living in

Southwest North should give notice that they reside in

district ten.

Orchard Hill and Van Meter residents should vote at

the North Fire Station on East Pleasant Street. All

Northeast and Sylvan residents can vote at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church Lounge located at 867 North Pleasant

Street. Finally, Central residents can vote at the Wild-

wood School on Strong Street.

All registered students needing a ride to the polls or

additional voting information should call the SGA ofiice

at 545-0341.

BOG crippled
by low turnout
By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Staff

Failing to maintain a quorxun last night because a lack

ofmember attendance, the University of Massachusetts

Board of(jovemors had to adjourn before completing the

evenings agenda.

The student organization, which oversees the man-
agement oftheCampus Centerbuildingand its activities,

had to go into a special quorum procedure at one point

because a two-thirds quorum wasn't present.

This forced the board tomove into a "special committee"

allowing them to continue the meeting

Micah Levy,BOG Chair, expressed his disappointment

with student activism concerning the BOG.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Iraq ravaged by war, experts say
By MADANMOHAN RAO
Collegian Staff

Elizabeth Benjamin and Roger
Normand, members ofthe Harvard Study

Team who visited Iraq in April and Sep-

tember of 1991, presented their findings

on the health and legal assessment of the

Gulf War to a sparse audience at Hamp-
shire College last night. The talk was part

ofthe Five College Peace and World Secu-

rity Studies Program's Spring Lecture

Series.

Benjamin said that despite the ending

of Operation Desert Storm, the suffering

of the people of Iraq continues unabated.

"In 1991, 100,000 children died in Iraq

because of U.S.-imposed economic sanc-

tions," she said.

Prior to the war, 90 per cent of the

people of Iraq had free health care, Ben-

jamin said. "But the destruction of plants

for water purification, sewage treatment,

and generation ofelectrical power, coupled

with a stifling embargo on vaccines, anti-

biotics, and syringes, has led to hospital

death rates increasing by up to three

times," she said.

Beryamin said that more than 50 per

cent of the drinking water in Iraq is con-

taminated with fecal matter. "In addition

to cholera and typhoid, diseases like

gastroenteritis are causing slow deaths by

dehydration," she said.

"Sanitation is very poor— raw sewage

was backed up in some wards, and there

was no soap to wash the blood in mater-

nity wards," Benjamin said. As for food

supplies, more than one third of the chil-

dren in Iraq, or one million children, are

malnourished, she added.

"There is no doubt that the U.S. will-

fully wrought this catastrophe on the

people of Iraq," Benjamin said. She also

said that the U.S. was one of the few

countries in the world which had not yet

signed the UNICEF Declaration for

Children's Rights.

"Countries on the Sanctions Commit-
tee, like India, condemn the sanctions on

Iraq as absurd, but the U.S. consistently

uses its veto on any proposal to lift sanc-

tions," Benjamin said.

In fact, the administration says that

they do not dispute reports on the food and

health conditions in Iraq, but instead

blame it all on Saddam Hussein, she said.

Roger Normand said not only the

American media but also the legal profes-

sion completely bought the Administra-

tion line on the war. "Several legal jour-

nals claim that the U.S. conduct in the war

was legal," he said.

Normand said the pattern of bombing

ensured that it would be difficult for Iraqis

to rebuild their nation. "A lot ofthe bomb-

ing did not have a mihtary effect— it was

clear that the agenda was long-term eco-

nomic devastation," he said.

"If you take any six-week period after

the war, more Iraqis died during that

period than during the war," Normand
said. Although international aid goes

into Iraq, the aid is based solely on char-

ity, he said. "But this amount is scarcely

enough for a nation of 18 million which

used to import 70 percent of its food,"

Normand said.

When asked about the response among
U.S. citizens to the findings of their team

which visited Iraq twice, Normand said

the low turnout at his past presentations

has been discouraging and disappointing.

In fact, the talk at Hampshire College

drew only about 25 people.

"The Gulf War is not an issue among
Americans any more," said Normand.

"People are now turning inward; even

though the \yar is far from over for the

people of Iraq, it is over for us now— so it

doesn't matter," he said.

For the people of America, the Gulf

War was "like a football game," with no

attention being paid to the magnitude of

the human suffering involved, Normand
said.

Lecturer talks
on oppressed
women in Iran
By STACY MALONE
Collegian Correspondent

The years between 1905-1911

brought the ambiguity of the Persian

word forwoman and wife, the voting of

women and the rise ofwomen as people

in Iran, said a visiting lecturer from

the Islamic Studies department yes-

terday in The Middle East Lectiu-e

Series.

Entitled Women or Wives of the

Nations: Discourses ofParity and Pro-

tection and the Iranian Constitution

and presented byAfsaneh Najmabadi

,

the lecture provided a history of the

women of Iran and the start of their

revolution against oppression.

Even by the turn of the twentieth

century it was almost impossible to

determine in the Persian language

whether someone was speaking of a

woman or a wife, said Najmabadi,

adding that there was a conflict be-

tween the ideas of women as people

and women as man's subject.

Najmabadi mentioned how Iran's

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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first Parliament on March 11, 1908 discussed the prohi-

bition of women's associations and liow the second

Parliment in August of 1911 concentrated on the con-

tinuing trend of women not having the right to vote.

As Najmabadi lectured on the treatment of women

during this Iranian time period, the reoccurring theme

that "women are of the weak ones and men are in charge

ofthem" was represented in every manner of the lives of

the women in the nation.

The political language of the period was centered

around the males, like the term "general public" did not

include women nor children, said Najmabadi. The "act ot

salvation" was for men to achieve national sovereignty and

display masculinity by protecting their wives, she said.

The coinciding relationship between women and wealth

even allowed the Iranian men "to sell their daughters to

paytheirtaxes,"said Najmabadi, addingthat the Iranian

women were "brought up to only bare children" and

satisfy the needs of society through the eyes of men.

It was not until the year 1906 that women began to

write letters concerning the activities of women, form

associations and challenge the politics ofmen in order to

make women part ofthe nation ofIran, stated Najmabadi

as she read several articles written by women ofthis time

period.

Many ofthe letters were very satirical and challenged

all aspects of the oppression they received from Iranian

men and the Iranian government, she said.

The letters were exposed to the public in the Consti-

tutional Press and the first women's journal in 1910. At
first the letters were unsigned as they voiced opinions

contrary to the time, but gradually the letters were

signed in a context to the relationship of the men in their

family, she said. As the women in the Iranian society

began to form their own associations they acquired their

own identities and their letters came attached with

names.
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Paying for racial violenceVote for Jon Hite
Next Tuesday is the Democratic primary in the special elec-

tion to fill the Third Hampshire district's state representative
seat.

After four straight years of declining state appropriations to

the University, Gov. Weld proposes the University retain 100
percent ofits tuition money.A recent Boston Globe editorial said

"full retention would serve as an excuse for those members ofthe

Legislature who fail to appreciate the importance of public

higher education, and the governor, to reduce or end the state's

responsiblity for maintaining a vital institution."

Among the four candidates, Amherst's Jon Hite, a UMass
graduate who has served as the University's director ofAlumni
Affairs and helped lead the fight for increased funding for the

University in the past, is the strongest opponent of the plan.

Ellen Story, who in her 18 years family planning has been a

forceful advocate for the needs of low-income women and chil-

dren, favors a plan where UMass retains one-third of tuition,

with the state providing two-thirds of the University's budget.

Pelham's Norman Page, a UMass graduate who has worked
at the University for 20 years and served on numerous boards

and committees in the past 25 years, wants the University to

keep tuition as a small percentage of the University's budget

and have the Legislature provide a more stable flow of money.
Amherst's Terry Franklin, a strong environmentsdist, op-

poses the plan, but wants the University to retain the 30 percent

of tuition it currently keeps until another funding source is

found.

All the candidates advocate a more progressive tax structure,

a woman's freedom ofchoice and have promised to fight hard for

the University.

However, Jon Hite has proven in the past that he is willing

and able to fight for the University against the consensus on

Beacon Hill.

We urge the endorsementofJon Hite on Feb. 18. He will follow

in the footsteps of this district's fine and articulate representa-

tion set by Jim ColUns, John Olver and Stan Rosenberg.

Unsigned editorials represent the views and opinions of a

majority of the Board of Editors.

University? It's all greek to me
One day as I was walking on campus, I

began to think about how fortunate I am to

be a part of t ' ^' Greek area. It is kind of

funny becau e I never really considered

going throu ii rush until one ofmy friends

asked me U> go to the orientation meeing
with her. I never realized how involved the

greek area in university life. I think it is a

shame that our Greek area doesn't get

more support because the sororities and
fraternities at UMass do so many good

things for the university and community.

Last semester, the Greek area raised over

$30,000 during theNewman Center Phone-

a-Thon to benefit the Newman Center. We
also take part in Boltwood Project which

works with special needs individuals.

Duringhomecomingweekend, fraternities

and sororities joined together to raise

money for the general well being of the

university. The members ofthe greek area

were also responsible for maiming the

table selling cards to raise money for the

tower library to keep campus resources up

to date. Besides helping our university

and community, it also opens you up to all

kinds ofopportunities thatyou neverwould

have been able to participate in in the

dorms. We have our own interfraternity

iru"amural sports, workshops and guest

speakers that come to talk to the Greek

area. Although the university is so large ,

with so many sisters and brothers, it is

impossible to feel alone. I would like to

encourage more people to learn about the

Greek area, I know it is the best thing 1

have ever done.

name and address withheld

Yesterday, Coach Jim Reid formally

resigned as head football coach of the
UMass Men's football team . After six years

at the position, he's left behind quite an
imprint on the University.

What kind of imprint? Well, for start-

ers, one only has to ask the student
population how they feel about the play-

ers he coaches. I did, and I found the

responses to be quite surprising.

Martin F. Jones
On Wednesday, Feb. 5, the Collegian

ran a storyon a disturbance at the Malcolm
X Cultural Center in which a brief refer-

ence was made to a violent incident in-

volving members of the football team and
a student fraternity. The article also indi-

cated that the case was under investiga-

tion. Coach Reid called the Collegian,

saying that he was never notified of the

incident. I spoke to the student who was
involved in the incident. He is a member of

a Black fraternity and has claimed charges
of assault and battery against specified

members ofthe football team. He has also

identified these players by name to the

Dean of Students. This incident occurred

last December. Yet on Wednesday, Feb. 5,

Coach Reid was still totally in the dark

about the incident.

The reports of violence are lengthy.

The famous Southwest "race riot" of 1986

involved members of the football team
attacking members of Iota Phi Theta, a

Black fi-atemity on campus. The incident

that occurred last semester at the

Hampden Student Center has resvdted in

assault and battery charges being brought
up on the team for attacking a member of

another Black fraternity.

Why is there a pattern of violence

against the Black fraternities by members
ofthe football team? One theory implicates

Coach Jim Reid himself One person said

that, "Coach Reid doesn't like the Black

fraternities." According to this person.

Coach Reid harmed them from pledging in

the fraternities, calling them "Black Hate

groups." This player also testified that

Coach Reid discouraged them from par-

ticipating in any of the Black student

organizations, even during the offseason.

Did I believe my own ears? Well, in doing

a survey among the Black student organi-

zations and fraternities, I found there to be

practically zero support from the athletes,

even afl^er the season had finished.

Is it possible that the antagonism that

existsbetween athletes and students could

be perpetuated by the athletic depart-

ment? Is it in any way conceivable that

those White members ofthe football team
who chased and beat Black ft-aternity

members could could have been motivated

to attack an organization that Coach Jim

Reid described as a "Black Hate group?"

The Southwest race riot was written offas

a "general racial incident." As a result the

entire student population was held re-

sponsible for the racism surrounding the

incident and classes on cultural diversity

were implemented into the general cur-

riculum as a remedy. If the theory about

Coach Reid's role in the Southwest inci-

dent is true, it would stand then that the

White students of the university have

become scapegoats for the racist activities

of Coach Jim Reid and the rest of the

athletic department.
In interviewing students across the

campus on the issue of violence, the story

has basically been the same: the athletes

at the university are committing acts of

violence against the students on campus.
The biggest grievance that the students

had was that there is nothing they can do

to protect themselves. They all felt that

the athletes were being protected by the

University and cited the campus and local

police as active participants. They also

believed that any attempt to press charges

against the athletes would prove to be
futile.

Regardless ofyour race or gender, you
might very well become the next victim of

these so called "gangs" whose next assault

could result in a student getting killed.

What is so ironic is that you are paying for

their education. You are also cheering for

them at the athletic events. The saddest

part of all is that the university doesn't

even care enough for your well being to

protect your safety and rights as a human
being. The University does, however, have

a vested interest in protecting their ath-

letes, for they are the ones who bring

revenue and publicity to the University.

Any University that values its athletes

over its students is a disgrace to pubUc

higher education. Don't ever forget who
pays for the operating expenses for the

athletic department and the rest of the

University. I have no intention of paying

over $10,000 a year for my very own beat-

ing courtesy of the UMass Minutemen.

It's not worth it. Based on the existing

state of affairs at UMass, you, myselfand

the rest ofthe student population can and

should hold the athletic department and

the university administration liable for

gross neghgence based on their refusal to

deal with the violence that continues to

plague this campus. Students should also

consider calling for an investigation into

the widespread campus racism in which

the athletic department could very well be

a major player.

It's your school, your tuition, your edu-

cation, your safety, and your life. You can

accept this sad state of affairs at UMass/
Amherst or you can make a conscious de-

cision to stop the violence, the racism and

the corruption that is hurting us all.

Martin F. Jones is a UMass student

The greatest American hero: Mr. Walter Elias Disney
Ifsomeone were to ask me who would be on my list

ofgreat Americans if I were to compile one, I would list

a lot of political and sports heroes, and some artists

and religious men as well. But way up at the top ofmy
list, I would put a man who was as influential as any

other on American culture in the twentieth century:

Walter Elias Disney.

While I don't want to get bogged down in specifics

(If you want specifics, you're obviously reading the

wrong guy), I will say what I appreciate about the life

of Walt Disney.

The only thing that Disney wanted to do was create

cartoons that would entertain people. Along with the

help ofhis brother, Walt was able to scrape up enough

money for years while handling rejection after rejec-

tion pursuing his dream.

That is why I admire Disney so much. Like another

great American, Abraham Lincoln, Disney took hun-

dreds ofrejections before he finally succeeded. Disney

believed in the American dream, that any man can

make a success of himself if he works hard enough

(Are all ofyou Marxists out there reading this?), and

his sketches ofMickey Mouse finally broke through in

the cartoon "Steamboat Willie," which propelled him

to success.

Most thought that Disney's amusement park in

Anaheim, California was a risky venture, but its

success was only a preview ofDisney's ultimate legacy.

As usual, the naysayers and doomsdayers came out in

full force when Disney bought the land in Florida, and

even negotiated a "sovereignty" clause, which entitled

the locals to lay off, and allowed Disney to rule how he

wanted to.

It's mind-boggling to think that one man could turn

27,000 acres of swampland, which most thought he was

crazy to buy, into America's playground. More impor-

tantly, the world's playground, because Disney World

bridges the communication gap and hasbeen the country's

biggest tourist attraction.

Michael Morrissey

One of the unfortunate things about Disney's life is

that he never saw the fruition of his biggest challenge: a

theme park called EPCOT. Disney died in 1966, but

EPCOT was built the way Walt wanted it, and has

pleased millions of people.

Walt Disney fought tirelessly for what he believed in,

and didn't compromise. He was a man of high ideals and

huge dreams who made a better life for himself and

millions of others. One could say he even built a city

(Orlando), but more importantly, he made his dreams

come true.

I will never forget the first time that my family went

to Disney World, and the first impressions that I had.

I saw Cinderella's Castle and I was absolutely awe-

struck. The architecture ofthe Castle and other build-

ings at Disney World is impeccable, it conveys an

image of everything that's good in the United States.

The rides are able to take young and old alike

through a gamut of emotions, from fear to glee, and

everything in between.

It wasn't just the rides and stores that amazed me
as a 10-year old, but the atmosphere. Disney advocated

cleanliness to the nth degree, and Disney World and

Disneyland certainly are clean. You get the feeling of,

"What if the United States could be hke this?"

Being the nationalist young tyke I was (and am),

EPCOT certainly gave me a jolt of something differ-

ent. The different cultures that I learned about from

a theme park gaveme a slightly new way to look atmy
place in the world. From the moment I saw it, I wanted

to climb at the top ofthe geosphere andjust look down

on the world.

With Spring Break on the horizon, I look forward to

the possibility ofgoing to Disney World, EPCOT, and

the relatively new kid, MGM Studios. I suggest to

those that are going to booze and have sex on the

beaches in Florida, take a one-day excursion and

relive your childhood.

Better yet, visit the old theater on Main Street that

shows "The Walt Disney Story" and appreciate one of

the finest Americans who ever lived.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian columnist
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"I'm good at bridging the gap between
parents and teenagers and being popular

with both groups," Story said. "I can ex-

plain to the university community what it

is like in the legislature and 1 can talk to

legislators who resent professors making
more money than they do— I'm very quali-

fied to talk to both groups about the other."

Story said she is very concerned about

the rising costs oftuition at the University,

notingthatrisingcostsprovidea real danger

to the future quality of the institution.

"People understand the consequences

if tuition goes any higher — we'll have to

lower standards and take people who no

one else wants," Story said.

Story, a University of Texas graduate,

said she believes there is the potential to

build a coalition in the Legislature which

is supportive of higher education. She

noted roughly halfthe legislators in Texas
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3 BIG AGS EACH SHOW

SHOWTIMES: fRI. 9:30pm

SAT. 8:30 & 10:30pm

S HOLIDAY INN HOLYOKE

i 413-534-0041

are graduates of the University of Texas

system, providing a powerful lobby for

higher education.

Story said there is currently a group of

roughly 32 legislators who she feels she

can work with on higher education issues.

She said there is the potential for a "labor-

liberal" alUance, along the lines of Penn-

sylvania, using partnership between the

public and private sector to work together

on higher education issues.

One ofthe major issues among the four

Democrats is Gov. Weld's proposal for the

University to move toward retaining 100

percent of the tuition money it takes in.

The University currently retains ap-

proximately 30 percent of tuition money,

with the remainder going into the state's

general fund.

Story said members of the University

community need to concentrate more on

gaining higher state appropriations rather

than attempting to roll back tuition reten-

tion.

The real fight can't be to roll back

tuit ion retention , because that would have

devastating consequences and it would

fail," Story said. "The real fight has to be

to restore state appropriations so we can

hold the line on tuition increases."

Hite favors a total rollback of tuition

retention while Page wants the Univer-

sity to retain 10-20 percent of tuition to

create a "margin of excellence." Though
Franklin opposes retention, he wants the

MBOG

CoUegiao photo by Jo«h Reynolds

Ellen Story
University to retain the current 30 percent

it keeps until an alternative source of

funding can be found.

Story, who has been considered the

favorite for much of the race, said she

doesn't mind the role of front-runner and
the pressure it brings.

o
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"In the past few months there has been

complete student apathy, there isn't

enough people on the board to fill com-

mittees so things don't get done," Levy

said

Saying that dedicated BOG members
are hard to find. Levy also said graduate

students have also contributed to the

apathy because of their lack of support.

"Graduates use this building and
graduates deserve to have a voice on this

board," he said.

Levy said the Student Government As-

sociation publicly defends the Board but

behind the scenes gives little ifany support.

"We have common goals, but there's

still a lot of belief in the SGA that the

board doesn't do anything..." Levy said.

Claiming that collective apathy has

created the current situation. Levy said

that the board has only 57( ofthe influence

that it once had ten years ago.

In addition. Levy fears the adminis-

tration will take over the BOG's operations

if it disintegrates.

, POLniCAl ADVERTISEMENT.

People are getting to know the real Story. .

.

• Massachusetts legalized contraception for

married couples in 1966 . . . the last state in

the country to do so.

• Abortions were illegal in Massachusetts
until the Roe v. Waae decision in 1973.

• Roe V. Wade is now in grave danger. . . and
so are the rights of Massachusetts women.

Ellen Story has spent 18 years at the Family Planning
Council of Western Massachusetts. She's been on the

front lines of the fight for women's rights and won
major victories.

Who should we send to Boston to fight for the women
of Massachusetts . . . someone who has years of experi-
ence and commitment on these issues, or someone who
doesn't?

VOTE FOR ELLEN FEBRUARY 18TH!

Ellen S'tory

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE

A
^ f r e s h voice for tough times

Paid for by the Ellon Story for State Representative Committee • Alice C. Swift. Treasurer • 27 S. Pleasant Street. Amherst, MA 01002

the «H»*«*
ct»«»
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Valentine's Day Classifieds
Stophany, ChrlssI, Kim and DwiIm: Happy

Valentine's Day! Love, Kevin

MOIRA AND TRACY,
"All lor one. one lor all." You guys are the

tiest. Here's to nightchats. food and Village

People'

Happy Valentine's!

Love. Henn

To Everyone I know,

Happy Valentine'sOay.

Remember, uptown its Maribethll

Love, Henri

NORMA
Je t'aime un petit peu

Je t'aime beaucoup

Je t'aime a la lolie

Pas du tout

M.

CARLOS How about a Valentine Mm?
I love you SKye

LDATER,
Will you be my rullah choo valentine

Until sritar trek VII?

Seymour

Sarah
You mean more to me than you'll ever know.

I'll miss you. Love John

CONNIE
My Irop is Still better than you, but you're

not all bad. "BOB"

CASS
I miss you. Write soon.

Love, Marcus

Shuba*-
Happy Valentine's Day. PrincessI

Last year's card still applies .

I k>ve you.

Michael

JIM BLACK-
Today symbolizes the love we've shared lor

almost three years You have been and will

always be my Valentine

I tove you

Melissa

985, Bluehous*
Happy Valentine's Day
We love you

66 Pelham

KVW
Happy Valentine's Day
From a 367 Admirer

HAVE A LONELY VALENTINE'S
Work lor the CoHegian.

RACHAEL,
Happy Valentine's Day! Let'sdosomeswaps

Love, Chuck

RREMAN
Roses are red

Violets are blue

Get your hose rea(3y

I'll set tire to you

(Wait till tonight!)

Arrested by you

Love, Fire

"BOB"
I hope you got the condom gram I sent you.

Have a day. Connie.

SARA
Things may leel like crap right now because
were not together

But dont forget that through it all I tove you
now and forever

Love Adam

TO BOOBIE -I love you -Pinkie

TO ALL RESIDENTS and honorary nr<em-

bers of first floor Gorman South-Happy
Valentine's Day! Love Julie

TO EVERYONE WE KNOW AT UMASS~
On this Valentine's Day...

We just wanted to let you know that we love

you, we're only happy when we're with you,
we'll never leave you and will you be our
Valentine''

Love, hugs arxl kisses from Graphics

SUZANNE,
Thanks for a great 5 months so far.

Happy Valentine's Day!

Love (WB)
Lewis

HEY CHIEFI
Happy Valentine's Day!

I tove you much.

Love. Betty

MEREDITH MAURFN BROOKE- Be r

valentine -Ttie not n i » person

UZABETH,
Happy Valentine's Day Sweetie!

I luv you!

Thanx lor being there!

CJM

MOTTY- Will you be mine? Love. Stacy
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ITS NOTTOO LATE...

REGISTER FOR SPRING
SORORITY RUSH
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VALENTINE'S DAY
1992

Dinner for Two
$17.95

Choice of:

• Santa Fe Sirloin

• Grilled Honey Chicken
• Blackened Tuna Steak

(Dinners served with

Salad & Bread Bar

Choice of Potato or Rice

4:30pm.9-i0pm 0^
^ Hair
By Harl©w

Happy Valentine's Day!

Great Cuts & Perms
Creative Styling

Cater to Men & Women

Low Prices V
Located on 239 Triangle St.

(right next to Dairymart)
549-4412 I

ATKINS
iMitmiTBJJlT TBOWL

^^^^^^^^^^ Massachusetts Daily Collegian Valentines Day Classsifieds

0<ffComer of Bay Road & Rt. 1 16. South Amherst

Open Daily 8 A.M. to 6 P.M. • 253-9528

ATKINS NEW ENGLAND
COUNTRY BRUNCH

Sundays 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. • $8.95 Adults. $5.95 Children 1 1/2 portions)

PRICE INCLUDES
Your choice of a main entree from either our Breakfast items

served with homefries, bacon or sausage, juice, coffee or tea, or

our Luncheon items served with a fresh vegetable, coffee or tea.

- Plus -

All You Can Eat

from our Soup, Salad, 8e. Bread Bar^

r^ - Plus -

"^

All You Can Eat

from our Desert Bar\^m

Thank you hx ad your love and understand-

ing I love you dearly Be mine' Happy

Valenune's Day"
Love, SheBey

HI CHRtSSV! H^>py Valentine-s Day' rm
glad you're here, but I wish you were staying

Love, Mark

TO MY CBC-
rm glad I stayed!

I love you*

SotI
Got your noeel

Keith

To one ol the two "sexiest men on campus'

Happy Valentine's Day. Hon*

Love Ya. Lauri

JWy, OudetMbe, Live through tkiing, and

we'll go celebrate Suilemysters

Brian Wllltam, I reeally like you (More than

Oreos). Love. Fruitcake

Haahver, We're glad you're hare. You are a
darling, bud. Jill > Stacay

HEY HATrY! I cant wait to strut my stuff in

my new apparel tonight' Happy Valentine's

Day babe' Love Amy

MICHELE t KARINA: Spooly strikes again!

Have lun throwing heavy ob)ects and claw-

ing at men while they recite Klingon k>ve

poetry and duck" Happy V-dayl

RoMn I'm ready lor 5hra ol CU
NO MYTH
To my three other parts.

Thanks lor always putting up with me.

I love you guys.

Jen

KJ.,

K% been a rough lew wwaks, but an amazing

* unforgettable eight months' Are you

ready lor tonight, tomorrow, and every

moment we'll spend together? I am You will

always be my (1

Happy Valentine's Day I

I k>ve you.

Karen

Ofaw, I lova you Buddy HaatharAnn

ClHta, Hey Hon' Happy Valenitne's Day I

love you' Sue

RUSSELLS Thanks lor taking my boyfriend

away on Valerrtine's Day. Hope you k>ve him

more than I do' HaatharAnn

TUT1 FRtm,
I tove you always

Gushie Goo

-CHIA-

Happy Valentine's Day to a real

sweetheart I

Love. Michelle

SaiMlrah,

Happy Valentine's DayM
This IS |ust one more step towards forever

I tove you!

Ruaaell

WERM
Wanna tunnel and cuddle?

I'll let you have the pointed spoon...

Love. Cutie

EEL
ru miss you tonight

rn be thinking ol you

Happy Valentine's Day'

Love. Goomba

ANDREA, My hearts going boom boom
boom Happy Valentine's Day!

Bairy, Happy Valentine's Day!

Although It's not Hawaii, this

waekerx) is still going to be great

I love you. Love Atwaya, Jill

OJC-
Happy Valentine's Day Tfie dream job will

conw. and so will your dancing. Have laith -

- 1 do. I love you G-

Dear Welania,

Happy Valentine's Day.

Love Todd

TOM.
Happy Valentine's Day, honeyl

I tove you more every day'

I tiope you can wait until tonight

for your little white surpnsal

Love, Beth

POOKIE
Although rm many
rnles away never

forget how much
I tove you

lova
Pookia

Hay Rick Stadman.
You must get naked tonight!

-Ennis

BUW DE SCHMUW
Tracie- It has been an amazing merry-go-

round' Let's have a Rage-o-rama weekend
and Happy Valentine's Day'

Love, Tim

ALAN (MY BABE)
"YA^ heart blazes every fme you are near.*

What can I say? You are the greatest I am
incredibly lucky to have you in my lite I love

you with all my heart. Happy Valentine's

Day!! Your brown-eyed girl

Suzy,

Happy Valentine's Day. dreamboat' You
make me very happy, thanks for everthing

Love, your pal, Dave

Toota
I Think you're really neat.

You're cute too Let's snuggle

Love Me

WENOV SHEILA ROBIN EDIE
Met you Sat night al Barsies We want to

meet again' Sat night at Barsies please!

Happy Valentine's Day
Dnnksonua!

MOSSMAN Happy Valentine's Day! You're

my best Inend and not a bad little lover either'

Love and Smooches Sarah

USA C. You doni know where we are going,

but you better fuive a good time' Although

you are someone else's sweatheart, you're

still my buddy Love Mark

ARIEL -I cant wait to spend the night with

you and try out the new trick I learned I t>et

you wish you knew where we're going? Love

Prince Enck AKA-Wubba

ELIZABETH - Thank you tor everything. You

are absolutely incredible and you make me
happier and happier every day Please be
my Valentine Love. Monoman

MAYAN PENGUIN
Culynn be mine

AMY
Wishing happiness to you and your new
flame. Happy V-day. Goodbye and farewell

Lawrence P Anderson:
Pssi' Kiss de girf

(Big Hint)

I tove you.

Le Monstre

de "Mouah-

Happy Valentine's Day
to my SEAMONSTER!
Thank you lor making me
realize how much I could

love one person

I tove you!

Kissin' Bugs & More HonissI

Love. Jeanie

Eaanyh!
Happy Valentine's Day
and all that other stuff Bam-Bam!
Love always,

Face

TRKIA,
Happy Valentine's Day
to my roommate and

best Inend

I love you.

John

Congratulations to

Head & the War Hero

on ze recent engagement

No more MSP!
Love you guys,

Clara

BOB
Rerrwmbei Tony and GIna?

Happy Valentine's Day
I love you! LC

SEAN 0. -Happy V Day Goober!

Remember, you still owe me dinner!

Hurry or the Sean wallpaper is coming down'

Hope your day is great. Love Kathy

DaarEB
Happy Valentine's Day
ril love you always

LoveTTT

Kim,

I love you!

Happy Valentine's Day!

P

RAJ,
Thanks tor being you!

Love, Linda

AMY Life is hard and then you die but in

between you find tove and it is worth It tor I do

lovaU Jerome

rviE.

You are the star in my nigtit.

the cream in my coffee,

etc. etc. but analogies do no justica,

to what you mean to me.

NE

WOOFYII
Sending you all my love...

And I'm glad you're here with me!

Love Kimby

TO MY OLD and new roommates:

Thanks for the memorable 21st binfiday

(at least most ol it).

Happy Valentine's Day yo sexy babes!

Love, Barbara aka Gina Johnson

Rick,

WOOF' Nice harpoon Happy Valentines

Day to my favorite roomie. P.S. Thanks for

making my BDay an awesome one!

You are the best and I wouldn't t>e the same
without you Thanks tor the second chance
You WONT be sorry I love you desperately'

The lame one.

SIGNE-
The house is rockin' This weekend' Thanks
tor honoring us with your presence! Happy
Bday. again, and Happy Valentine's Day.

Miss you- God speed! Puta

Lea Ann,
Happy Birthday ! Thanks forbeing the greatest

friend I've ever had and will continue to have,

unless the rats in the garage get you. Let's

never stop laughing You may have 'easy

credit to rip up' but I love you!

Leanne

Eddy-oopsI I mean Edwardo.

Happy Valentine's Day. UGH'!
Another day ol hell. Make sure

you're starving tonight

-

Not just lor dinner!

Betty-

SEXY GREEN EYES
Its really me Ihis time

I love you bookie

BMAN, Hafim double etamityl I lova youlll

Kristna

DON
All I want IS you in my life and you as my
valenline...lorev«r.

Brenda

GRID
You're better

than the raviolis

Love

Me

SL0T>1B
Roses are red

Violets are blue

Screw Valentine's Day
Let's get some food (Fm hungry)

Love SlothA

DANIEL,
Happy Valentine's Day
I cant wait for tonight

Between now and then

Until I see you again

I'll t>e toving you

Love, Me ^___
Ellzabath,

Maybe that was me
you saw on campus
Thanks lor all your support.

Cant wail to see you tonight!

Happy Valentine's Day
Love, Greg

MEREOrrH - Happy V-Day! V snt just for

Valentines: its for Vacation So let's take one

we'll never forget. A winter wonderland awaits

us See you tfiare! Love tots. JERRY

BIANCA
Happy Valentine's Dayl

...I love you!!

Berr^ard

LUCrS DAD
Happy Valentine's Day with all my loval

BAP
I love you

Happy 1st Valentine's Day
Love Always Sean

' Happy Valentine's Day
Love, Deb

Happy Valentine's Day
Sexy Blue Eyes

Jess,

Happy Valentine's Day. hun' Seems like |ust

yesterday we were celebrating our first V-

day together' Can you believe that we are

now seniors in college''' I love you so much
A hope that we are still together loui years

from now Your the best' See ya tonight!

Love. Stacay

DEAR CHAD
Happy Valentine's Day!

539 days! I love you sweetie!

Love Jennifer:)

Staph a.lui. Tucker
Thanks for making the world go away

Happy Valentine's Day! -Carolyn

MLKI Happy V.Dayl Lets baka Itl Luv.

TO DONNA,
Happy Valentine's Day!

Love Always,

Ross

Paul - So straights and republicans aren't

that bad -- not' Just kidding' I'll try not to be

so Demanding' Have a queer Valentine's

Day!!! Hearts, Jason
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OUR HEART IS /U-V^ij^Wj^ THE RIGHT PLACE*

THE UMASs Arts couNcrt
209 f^^gr^k Hall

n Boxers
^ Briefs ^ Starting

at $5

J^RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN
191 N PlNsini Si . Arr^imi • 2$) 2013
22 Muanc Si . Mwthvnntan • SOb^IM

Open 7 d(ys • Thundiy nff*i in Nottfumpia

Massachusetts Daily Collegian Valentine^ Day Classsifleds

tovesyou

so much
it hurts

TO MY SWEETIE,
Happy Valentine's Day!

Thanks tor aU the knowledge

you have given me
I tove you with all my heart'

Love. Jason

TO MY HUQGA DOUOGA
Tfianks lor makii>g my work) spin and my
heart smg You are the wind beneath my
wings!

Te Taime Forever,

HEATHER OF MAINE AVBtUC
rm looking forward to spending days in the

sun on a beach with the surt at our side This

summer you can bring duify il you like.

Love Phillip

JENM
Gel ready tor a good valentine's day and a

great valentine's night

The Sensitive Naked Man

Malt-Now I know Happy V-day to the best

thing that has happened to me I tove you

always. Diane

BETH-
You have rekindled passion in me wtvch haa

been extinguished tor years. I'm tookmg

forward to an exhilarating semester with a

wondertui woman!
Love Jason

PS You'll enjoy our Valentine's Day
picnic, pertiapal

F.W,.

When we first sal together m biotogy. I knew

there was something special about you

Three years have passed, but the memones
will remain lorever the beach. Patience,

baby pool, grapes, asti I wouldnt trade

them lor the world (or chocolate even)' I tove

you with all my tieart! Happy Valentine's

Day' Love . C B

CALVIN
It was fate thatwe came togelherWa kindred

sp'rits. I love you completely' You make me
truly happy Be my valentine!

Lova Susie

PUNKIN
I owe you so much, ni start with CL Break-

down and a back rubi Happy Valentine's

Day. I love you lorever Michael

To Iha cool gin of JQA
Will you be my valentine?

Rob

NICO
On Sapt 2 our eyas met

On Sept 21 our minds met

On Nov 9 our souls met

On Jan 16 our hearts met

and on Feb 1 4 may you never

lorgel my tove for you
G-Love

Brian

You are my year round Valentine

Be mine forever!

I love you!

Carolyn ^_^_
JOHN B. My Valentine- Love, Uda
Happy Valentine's Day you cutie

Happy Valentine's Day to Iha guys ol

OneEye Love Redlion

Happy Valentine's Day ACLLMKK Love Rach

Sunshine Happy Valentine's Love

Pumpkinfiead

DIANE,
My lite began 1 year, 9 months, and 14 days

ago Happy Valentine's Day.

With all my tove, Ed

heTsmilel
This one is for you babe' For the beautiful

woman you are Happy 1 3th and 1 4th I cant

wait lor the 1 5th I think this is '(the best last

line of a movie ever)' -WHMS
I think you're growing dimples -27426-

Lavatoes,

The lincoln tog of love bums to keep you hot.

Thank-you for sharing your life with me.

Happy Valentine's Day
Love, CO

DaarasI Bill- Would I be doing something

Ihis dumb if I didnt love you? Happy Anni-

versary Hone^' Graoe

To my one-eyebrow girl:

Here's to a lifetime together,

I love you.

John's little brother

JOVETTE mi AMOR
Te qutero mucho
Feliz dia de san valentin

Graaas por los 9 meses que

llevamos juntos

Besos Pipe

Diana,

Our fourth Valentine's Day together!!

I'll always love you

I could never share you with another

Be mine always.

Love Always,

John

I tove you

Happy Valentine's Day
LoveOisna

You are

ttie only one

thru thick arid thin

ItovU
Ten

Unda
An eye in a Wue lace

saw an eye in a green lace.

*That eye is like to this eye*

Said the lirst eye.

'But in a k>w piece.

Nol in a high placa.'

Love, Dave

Looking for a Hero TM lor Valentine's Day
- Must be extremely handsome, talented,

and not weanng any pants If you're inter-

ested, you can find me in your heart I tove

you! Love. Beth

TO MY BIG BLUE EYED BOY. This makes

five You're incrediblal Love, your petite

tiallerina pnncass

Donna
I |ust wanted to tell you how much you mean

to me I love you very much.

Happy Valentine's Day
Love Always,

Kira

To Tom,
A scholar, but not

yet a gentleman
Kire

BRENDA. RN.
Happy Valentine'sDay

Good luck in the real worW You've

done a good job and everything will

fall into place STP
Love, Don

KaNh:
You're tfie best, thanks lor everything Happy

Valentine's Day! I love you.

Heather

HOE.
Roses are red

violets are blue

if something smells bad

Its gotta be you'

Just kidding

Cant wait until tonight

Love, Your Favorite Sophomore

HEY STINKOt
MEREDITH,
Even though you dont go to UMass, you still

get a personal! What a deal! Happy

Valentine's Day, rm glad I'm spending it with

you Love, Paul

MIKE
Happy Valentine's Day honey buns!

ril love you forever!

Love, Jen _^
REID R.

"H we never meet again in our lives. I should

teel that somehow the whole adventure of

existence was lustified by my having met

you- 936TXI

FEN I tove you always Happy VDay ZIL

CHRISTINA
Guess what?

Happy Valentine's Day

Thanks lor 5 months

and I hope lor many more.

Love Hoops

EUSE
I am sorry

Have a happy valentine's day

Nancy

To all the boys In

MENSTOWN
Happy Valentine's day!!

Love. Your lour BABES

ToReuee
Glad to have been with you lor so tong

Happy Valentine's Day

Love Don ___^

HAPPY 21ST to Beverly Crossland

Love Stacy

BRIAN OF GORMAN w/Red Sox hat

I love your smile, will you be mine?

Bio 101 chick.^taq;

EHzabeth Anne,

Our lirst Valentines Day together

I visited your dorm

The next was in my home

This year we live together

No matter where we are

I love you

Hero TM

TO PAPA C. AND PAPA H.

We had to say Happy Valentine's Day to the

two most Ludicrous guys we know- You're

both |u« so Completely! Here's to many

mora TrNxjIine nights at Time Ojt-aixl wher-

ever elaa we get nothing done!

Love Thelma and Louisa

Cara
Happy Valentine's Day!

L^'s get huge at dinner

Lova. Rob

COURA^ 1^ SUPPORT <j^;iN
t ARTfiEiAlmb PROjEimmk}
Indivmrnlp^iM 8i b^

moH to' of^^rant appllciabti^pro^ss.

FUNDS Ar¥nOW available IN TWQpPiill%CYCLES
^l^nes February 21 and igi^^ JL

Consufi
Flnc^

^ ^
-r-y^

nie-'sx

,*
Call MMmniousrier for more lnforn^oj*^)r4M^0202
Guldellcfee/a^pllcationa In Arts Coun^%ndJBAaOffices.
Arts Council grants are funded by a portion^otiMArts Fee

DANNY
Surpnse' Happy Valentine's Day
You're the best

All my tove.

Kelly Sue

FIELD AND WEBSTER GANG
We love you!

Heather > Hillary

MIkaela

Happy Valentine's Day!

One big stoppy wet kiss is m store lor you

Love. Michaela _^___
SAKO
Aisfiiteimasu kimiwaboku no ichi-ban kobito

desu ne!

Love Always Brian

-TO: CHRIS ROBINSON
For a really happy valentine's day come to

my room and reclaim your poster, you may

find ottier things you really want and may be

able to have Ha-ha 4<IE

Dave (Shoe-Shoe) Happy Valentine's Day

#1 I coukJnt be any happier than I am right

now. You're the best! All my love, Meg

DEBBIE DOO-DEE,
Isfmsaytao.Happy V-day Homo sapian. You

are the biggesi geek Luuv, Big Jerk

HAPPY VALENTINE'S DAY
Shane and Laurie

Good tfungs come to those that wait

Lova, Gaegee
(your 3rd roomie)

UMASS FArrn, Hope and tove in Jesus

Ctvist for all who ask Matt 7:7-12

Heart Shaped Treats

for Your Unique

Valentme.

ComptoOTti
71 N.Pleasa« St. ( Above Cafe DiCaiio

)

A^knt/ 256-1551 • llo«.-Sitt. 10-5:30

MC Visa Amq

i PEARSONS ^n

PARTY i

DENNY, You are my lover, you're my bast

friend . Love Always. Cathy

EDDIE
I love you valentine! Thank you for the great

years ol valentines. You are the best!

Love Foteb

TO MICHELLE AND DORCAS
Hda chicas! Espero que pasen un da muy

especial de san valentin con sus seres

queridos y amistades
ConCarino,

Usaatt

YOU'RE STILL A NOVELTY
and rm having tots ol fun Thanks lor every-

thing sweetie-you're great. PS-I read this

taster than youdid. PS Again-Lance

TO DINO-OING
From Alexis Who toves ya baby? Happy

Heart Day

BOLOGNA Here's to lyr and 4mos. Our

future is what we make it Happy Heart Day

HoneyJLoveya£alvin

Steve C: What is tove? It's you and me. and

green eggs and ham. Trust and devotion,

and special night in Hamlin HI always be your

pumpkin I love you. Kale

Jaaus - Your toving kindness never ends.

You truly are a 'Rock'! Thanks!

The past 13yrs have been awesome, you

have relieved me ol all my stress, problems

and comforted me whenever I needed it day

or night Thank you Jesus

Love

JaralB

CG(MUMBLE BUNNIE)-

Happy 1sl Valentines Day!

I tove you'

Love, Lava Toes

(Grumble Bunnie)

• BRIAN MCGIVERN.
Happy Valentine's Day!

You couWnt possibly top last year but fm,

certainly looking tonvard to HI

Love Always,

Brenda

To my All-Bear,

The world would be a cokler place il you

werent there to warm my heart. You mean

everything to me and I love you so much.

Happy Valentine'sDay! -Boompka

QORO,
Hang loose'

Happy Valentine's Day

Love. Jackie

NGHI
Had we only known

in fourth grade

-Yikes!

Happy Valentine's Day

Evie

J'

J'

BUY ONE, GET ONE /^
FR^E!!

T®iKia

PEARSONS HALL
Ml. Holyoke College

J'

J'

JawcAH-M^J^^j^Uii

eating place

OPEN SUN.-THURS.
6AM-3AM FRI.&SAT.

OPEN 24 HOURS.
NEXT TO

SUPER STOP &
SHOP/RTE. 9,

HADLEY-AMHERST
256-6889

Buy any one Item from our
menu, & receive the second
for free! Minimum purchase of

$3.45 required. Higher price

prevails, daily specials

excluded, no other discounts or

promos apply. Excludes Scallop

& Steak Dinners .

BREAKFAST SERVED ANYTIME!!
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Valentine's Classifieds
Tn rPlehrate Valentine's Day, the Collegian presents a special section of Valentine's Day Classifieds - Happy Valentine's Day!

MAIM)
Hi^py Valentine's Day

LoveAlMvays

Jaanu

PATTI. Happy third Vatentme-a Day Pump-

kin! You 'r* tt« graaiest girtlnandm tha world.

No matlar how tar apart nva ara. wal alwayc

baiogathar

From TaKaa with lov DaraK

FAUN, I iust wanted you to know that I really

love you- Bui you already knew that Happy

Vaientine'a Day BaPe' Love Mike

Kire.

You have to liguie out your gift Tiny bobblea,

water, and memories' Clue K awaits ..your

mailt>o« Happy Valentines Day. I love youl

Love always.

Donna

nibbara,
I love you

Happy Valentine's Dayi

I t>et you never tfiought.

Tvc been thinkng alocuA you*

Love.

C.

HAPPV V-DAY MOI
Love

Mtekey Mouse

PRINCESS MAURA
Happy V-day

The Pnnce

MILLA-VICTORIA-S SECRET MODEL
Sae you m Vennont

Harry ConmckJr

LYNN- 1 think you're cute

Happy Valentine's Day!

xoxo
Tami

Happy Vaientne's Day
I hope you enjoy tonight

Love Man

SLEEPER SLEEPER SLEEPER
I had to gat youi attention somehow' YouVc

given me the best 1 1 2 years ot my life. arxJ

I know that there wit be many more good

txnaatocome ninevertatwourtime together

lor granted These two years wil go by fast'

Please wait lor meMi I love youl

Oris

HAPPY VALEMTINrS DAY to the toast

woman a t Worcester TUTH AM

Bryan
It's been the best and worst ot timaa

Who kno*»s what time will bring...

It we keep dreaming it can work I love you

HVDi Love^Mara

KAPPA KAPPA MOO
Have a great Valentine's Day!

Remember our song

Love The Beautiful One

CHRISTINE The past year has ba«n won-

derful I kow we have difficult times ahead but

I know we can get thru it Happy Valentine s

Day Love Bil

N.B. I kive your dwiong But I espaaally love

your famous NB--'s. Happy Valentine's

Day Love TM._

PEEWEEBUG
When will you come back to nua? Your S.R.

misses you and waits on tfie bridge across

forever. You're still my valentine, I love ewe

-Roo

TO STEVEN
Thankyou tor two o» the best years ot my life

I can not vwut to spend our tiraf Valentine's

Day togettier I love you

Love Larondai

TOUZ
Two years and rxjnning

Happy Valentine's Day

Love Forever

Mwfc

HEY SUSSIE!
Did you say noon''

Just wonderin. just wondenn,

just wondenn I

Tucker

FHED
You are my lavonle caveman
Love Wilma

Yabba Dabba Doo

JOHN:
Here's to a SWEET night....

H^py Vaientne's Day hon«y>!>

Forever Yours.

Christine

XOXO
Ruaa,

Howmany Valentine's Days does this make ''

A lot! I love you. doni ever torgat mat!

Love. Sandrah

KM
We share the kind o' love some people

search a lifetime lor and never Ind.

Happy Vaientne's Day'

I k>ve you

Smolwy
P.S. Alu AJu

PANDORA Even though we're apart this

seinaster. you are stil the only valentine lor

me. I love you. Love Ball and Ctuin

Lao,
However lar away. I will always love you...

Happy Valentine's Day
I m«e you,

Mlcha«a

Kavtrv rm eating watermelon Pam

Kan, Thank you lor showing me Mitiat true

love is. You are my today and my tomorrow.

I love you. Tonia

Klrtoy-

You are a rare and incredible person I have

enjoyed so many tun & crazy tinws with you

already. I am so happy that your persistence

inlfcjenced me to change it all.

Happy Valenitne's Day!

'Live for the present*

Love-

Dale

CHRISTINA
Keep smiling Keep shining

Cu2 that's wfiat friends are lor

Love Scott

GENE Since nve mat live months ago my Kfa

h«
Chrlalopher-

All the k>ve m my heart is lor you.

Happy Valentine's Day!

Hugaarx) Kisses.

TO THE DUCKS: Happy Valentine's DayM

Squhgell Mike, How ara the lishaa? Thanx

lor caring so much Love. Little Donria

CLAUDETTE ALVAREZ-
Happy V-day!

Love.

The Juan

HEY TACO-
Thanks tor everything

Love.

Me
Rob you're a sweetie Than« Helioa

WES> 143

HEY *Forever in Hue jeana'

You will be forever in my heart B

UO-
Our fourth Vaientne's Day together-

Yikesi I hope there are many more to come.

I love you! -Buddy

LISA. Is this romantic enough? Happy

Vaientne's Day. I love you. Your sweetie.

Justin

Egui.

Time goes by people touch and then their

gone, but you and I will never end I love you

with all my heart.

Happy Vaientne's Day'

Love Always. MtoheUe

Mr. Lee:

Good kick toniteM

Tfie Gang s rootng for you

GO FOR IT

Happy Vaientne's Day!

Love. Chnstne . Amy. arx> Wah

JT- Happy V-day! Love Me

5089569
rve spent 674 days with you.

And rve had such a wonderful time.

But on this particular day coukl you

Be my sweet Valentine''

I tove you. youll always be mme
Joaeph

BOE-
Your so ugly you're cute!

Happy Vaientne's Day!!

Love Beaver

STERNYt
Happy Vaientne's Day to the

best guy around! I love you!

Lee

WILD MAN! Make me very, very happy and

tie mine todayl Love, your Bellibone

LESUE
Words do not exist to describe the beauty

that IS you Unsure if I am worthy ol you. My
heart sings wfien you are near Peter

JESUS CHRIST died on the cross so that

UMass students coukj live etemaDy. Seek
How!

Trystan,

God created you and loves you. Seek the

healing power that is Jesus Christ.

A thend

JOHN OOUCETTE
Happy Vaientne's Day!

ni miss you next week
Love. Me

TO ALL LONELY HEARTS
Cupid IS dead I

CACTUS HEAD
I tove you

HOP

VO QIRL, Gel the gold at eastern's, nation-

als and the Olympics Hap|}y Valentne. Phil

THOUGH YOU ARE not here to sae these

words, ni read them lor you Happy Valen-

ttne MK, see you on another world

TRACY Will you be my valentine? Looking

lorward to tonite Love Danny

*l thrk I am falNng in love*

Who woukl have thought?

I love you more than you will ever know

Happy Vaientne's Day!

Came

B.SLOTH
There orKe was 2 sloths that lived in a tree

They were happy, fat and lazy Then 1 day.

B Sloth went away, to live in Elab 303 Now

in the tee. all sad and lonely, the other sloth

waits lor busy sloth B So it you see this sloth

gone astray, wish him a Happy Vaientne's

Day! Conxjva. Love Btnga Sloth

Joanna, i tove you You are the geatest

Love. Lowell

D-O SIDLEY
Please t>e my valentine

LoveANR

TO SQUIRT,
You mean everything to me
I tove you

I want to share my life with you

I need you

I want to see those beautiful chikjren

I want you

Lets play monopoly

Edgar Allen ^__
CRAK3 FINK
Even though we are thousands ol miles

apart. I want you to know that I tove and miss

you even more on this day!

Love your valentne in Italy.

Randee

MIA,

Happy Vaientne's Day!

Hope It will t>e something special

Love. Frank
^

KETTH
Happy Vaientne's Day
Love You
Rose

KEVm R. Arent you glad I didnt use our

mcknames? Happy Valentine's Day. I love

you. Kim

TO MY LOVE PICKLE AND MESSY
MARVIN

Happy Vaientne's Day Guys!'

Love. Me

BILLY
Happy Valentine's

You're in lor a big surprise

Love Kim
PS I love you

USA
Happy Vaientne's Day

I often think ol things

that might have been

An oto Iriend

Whose Felling Haveni Changed

MIKE(RIO)

WIN you be mine? Love Always.

Heather Elizabeth

To RIchelle NIms
The Best Valentine's Day gift anyone can

fiave Love Butiba

DAVE
Thanks tor the best New Years Eve

Happy Vaientne's Day Sweete

Lisa

HapftyValeniina'*Day Joel You're the best

buddy I couM ask tor! I love you. Kayla

TEDDY,
Thanks tor everything you do

You're wonderful!

I love you-Carey

Sean Murphy
blaka a tishy face lor ma. What? You dont

understand''

I tove you
-Michelene

MANDARIN:
You will always be my exotc frud

I tove you

KooKies

JAMESF. RYANNI:
Thank you lor being the most loving person

in my life. Only 1 more year apart, but ni see

you tonight! Happy Vaientne's Dayl

Love. Kim __^_^_^
DOOGIM
Be a good t>oy and just maybe
mommy will let you snuggle with her

Happy Vaientne's Day!!

Love Mom
FPL
Thanks for the friendship

Love Bubtjles

PRESCHOOL OPENINGS!

THE WALDEN LEARNING CENTER HAS EXPANDED!

SPECIAL OJ'J'E'K.'U'hanL 'f9k.LLl

HALF-TIME SCHOLARSHIPS
FREK TUITION TO THE FIRST FIVE AIM»LI( ANTS

SERVES TYI'KAL CHILDREN AND < IIILDREN WITH SI'EC lAL NEEDS
UNIVERSITY AFFILIATED LICENSED I'UOdRAM

CONVENIENT LOCATION

CALL FOR INFORMATION: 545-4791

LOVE PICKLE AND SEX GOD
It'stmeZgettotfiii

Will U be my vaientnes?

Love. Your Princeaa

Rachel
You're the best

Pie

HAPPY VDAY JUUE I tove youTw
TODD M- Our 2nd Vaientne's' I love you arKl

|ust wanted you to know
Love Always, Nicole

I WANT TO TAKE you by surprise

and make you realize

Amarxla!

Happy Vaientne's Day Buddy
Love Itchy

CHRISTINE BURKE!
Happy Heart's Day
Love. Your Seael Pall

JENNIFER,
Happy Vaientne's Day to my Brown eyed grit

Love, Chhs (SOF)

TIOQER (MY BUNNY)
You have made the last S montfis very

special' 1 will always be yours!

I tove you

POOH

You are the best thing that has ever come

into my lile You are my best Iriend and I love

you very much 'There will never be anything

so bad that we coni get through it together"

Happy Vaientne's Day. Babe! Love Faun

TREE
Happy Vaientne's Day' I love you. I will even

prove It to you-just sit on your couch and

wait-Yeah!^

BERNARD,
Thanks lor being tfie most vnonderful honey.

Happy Vaientne's Day Love Bianca

PSMudtlaps?

Mahtol How can I forget my lavonte person?

No Vaientnes Ha? We dont need that

Fnends 4 ever, no matter what' Stay goM

always Your Sis. B^e^
HAPPY VALENTINES DAY RAJNI You are

the best roommate ever! You and PB are

sure to have a wikj night 11 1 know you and I

do! Love Ya Jeanie

PAUL
Happy Vaientne's Day

Your the best

I tove you

so much
Heidi

VP Perry KTO-
hi! happy valentine's day guys! you are the

best- who else would sing Patsy Oine to me
all the time?

Love always- Andie

Uaaa-
Happy Vaientne's Day' Have tun in NJ wHh
the tall person" I tove you'

PL&F
An«a

JOE, Happy Valentine's Day Puppy! I love

you- Your mustard ^__^
WANTED

Looking for the perfect valentne

Must be tall, darfi. handsome, suong, and

intelligent

Must have nice teeth, cute bum, bad back.

infected toes and blue eyes

(preferably to ctose together)

No Band-Aids I

If you lit this description contact:

BM

Roo-
When rm ready to cross the bridge across

forever. I hojM youll stil be warting there.

I tove e<»e-P.Wee

SAM^QUIUO
U 2 r the best

1 imss being neighbors

Happy Heart Day
LuvTorto

Klm, JacquI, Jeaa,

Happy Vaientne's Day!

I hope Its a good one!

Love, Deb

ADAM
Happy Vaientne's Day #3 1 love you.

ME

KATE N ARJIA- Hope your v-days are awe-

some. You're "wicked* cool roomiea

The *new* Girl

JASON-
The past ten months have twen tfie best!

Happy Valentine's Dayl

I tove you
Melissa ___^
JMP- Tfianks for being tfie awesome person

that you are!

To the hottest man in PIKE aka Andy B. WHI

you be mine?

To Blanche & Dorothy-

Happy Black Fhday!

Meet you at our table lor pitchers ot kids on

us literally

Love Rose a Sophia

To the back porch ol 4 1 8 N . Pleasant We're

watching you ..the third floor Hasfiera.

TO MY HANDSOME ROCK
Cani wart for NYC!
You're the best!

Looking lorward to tfie rest ot our livM

Love Forever

Karen

SPARKY
Thanks for making every day as special as

Vaientne's day' Always Remember-
I love you!

-Goopy __^_
JUSTIN-
I am so in love with you!

Happy Vaientne's Day!

IWYPIMVRN- AH my tove -Eva

HAPPY V-DAY HONEY!
This will be your last Valentine from a single

man So I hope you enjoy it while tfie budget

IS stil high Body part glove mountain goat'

Love. Yhism

BtionQoiino-
To the most desirable woman
In the work!- I owe you every

thing Dinny I love you lorever

and ever Happy Valentine's

Day-Man

AMYM
Happy Vaientne's Oayl

and

Happy two months!

I tove you!

Love. Chris

ODOFY,
So glad you're mine.

Happy anniversary!

I tove you Big'

-Dell

Hay 22
Happy B-day

my valentne

Love your Fan

GREGG-
Happy Vaientne's Day!

I tove youl

XOXO
Heather

AMY-
H all else tails 111 be your valentine. Have lun

Koomie!

HAPPY VALENT1NF8
*DERLENE*

How's business?

Discounts for tny rie?

No ricecakes Friday

You lose!

'The P-oW Redheatf

Hey you at DU Sahjrday nigW with tfie white

Bud t-shin. light blue jeans, and tioots Hope

you have a Happy Valentine's Dayl

-TO MY TALL HICK.

You are the one I always want to be with You

really make me smile' Happy Vaientnes

Day' Love. Your City Chic

TO THE "FAIREST" bouncer in Barsies

Happy Vaientne's Day
Love an Admirer

CHIQUITA
Love IS loo weak to define

Just what you mean to me
Your Banana

JEFF
Happy Vaientne's Day
1 tove you

Nina

To my Httle one (MS. PeHto)

The tme has come lor us

You are so good to me; you make me ieel

wonderlul. I hope to do the same lor you.

Yamlle

Mucfias Felicxlades en tu cumpleanos

iPurrr! Te adora lleana

BMy
Muchas Fi

quiere lleana

en tu cumpleanot te

Lee
Happy Vaientne's Day
I tove you always

-P.I.T.A.

BOB
I need your love and friendship.

rm sorry lor tie pain.

1 tove you forever.

Happy V-day Peanut

Killa,

Happy Vaientne's Day. I love you.

Don't change.

Love. Your Buddy
Terry

MICHAEL MCOLYNN,
I tove you so much.

Happy Valentine's Day. I got you bat>e

Shubha

JEN h. MIKE,
Megawegadegawoowooupyourbutwoooo!

O as they say in french. Happy V.D.!

SCHNOOKUMS: Happy Vaientne's Day.

Darting. My meatballs are your meatballs

Love. Poopeie

To my I

*l think there's something there that wasnt

there belore* I hope these days ol bliss

never end. HIappy Valentine's Day

I tove youl

Beauty

MAURA-
Happy Valentine's Day to the best roomie!'

Have tun tonight with Mike- Keep the new
njg clean! Elena

PAM
I know exactly what happened
We tell in tove

shared aH

I have no regrets or sorrows

I tove you today and
I will love you tomorrow.

Happy one year Aniversity

CAMENCfTA LA COLORA
Please be my valentine dale?

I tove you and I hate you

Te Amo

HI, S.R.

Happy Birtdhayl

Good luck on ...I

I love you!

LORD JEFFHEY-
Happy Valentine's Day

-Lady Jane

BABE,
3 days, 3 nights

luxury accomidattons

private t>ath. You know

wfiere to make reservaton

I tove you!

Dwi

LISA
Happy Vaientne's Day

I tove youl

JeH

MOOKIE
MOOKIE
MOOKIE
MOOKIE
MOOKIE
ILOVE YOU!

Hey Pal,

You're aweeoma!

Love. Yer Elud

PETER.F I'll always love you

Happy Vaientne's Day

Love Knstin.M

MCHELLE
Happy Vaientne's Day

Your the sweetest thing to happen to me
Love Puto

JannHer,

Happy 2nd Valentine's Day'

You're the cutest, sexiest babe around

I will always tove you.

Love Chad

PHELPS.PHELPSTER, PHELPERAMA.
PHELPSMEISTEH. THE PHELPSMAN.
Happy Valentine's Day Love The Hollanator

ANGRY- Learn to love your enemies. It'll

dirvs them crazy and you'll look better. Your

concerned Iriend.

Friend- 111 be there lor you.

Can we talk'' -Jesus

-CLH-
Happy Vaientne's Day

Pete

BabydoH,
Here's to our second Vaientne's Day to-

gether. You mean the world to me .
I tove you.

Daryl

WRATH8KELLER-
No soda at dinner, but ketchup with steak is

fine! Hope all is mystcal! All the love in my
heart! Love Dagmar

Pooklol
For crying out loud, you know I tove you! But

iggies. piggies, and worms? Olive juice-

Sweetcheeka

SOnky-
Yes. you. DMA! You are the original PIGGY
DonlvwrTy.yourVDwIllbeOK Remember:

Have iguana. wiH travel. Love you lots and

tots' -Piggy

BRAD
Can you believe It's only 5 months and 1

1

days I tove you forever.

Love your future wife

Deer Mosleple,

I thank Jesus lor you!

Your Valentine Hubby
Love. Kev

PIGGY
Happy Vaientne's Dayl

Thank you for being to wonderful!

Ooh. It's so good!

Elejjhant shoes!

Steph
I tove youl

Its great to have your wonderfulness here at

UMass!!

Bill

MIKE
Wah-hoo 1 year down Eternity to go

Thanks lor filling my IKe with those sxcellant

warm fuzzies

IJove you -Pam

HEATHER
Theres no need

to question!!

I tove you

Happy V-day

Tom

Meredim^

Lets Itok frogs and toad* together.

Jim

DAVE
I tove you, honey
Happy Valentne'sl

Love. Racfiel

SHELL, Happy Valentin*'* Day Sweetie
I tove you. Jay

Valentine's Day
Roses at

Adorable
Bouquets
Florist
323-8291

\ \ <

Jet Rt. 9 & 202
With thin Ad
(cash & carry)

only $29.99 Boxed
for a dozen Rosen

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Ik

I

I

I

I

I

I Open Late, Thurs., & FrL

MValid Until 2/15/92 m

^TAcg"

(./ro.il McxKjn ( oinl Served Quickly & Inoxpcn-

r^ivoly in a I licinlly & GisikiI Alniosphoio

DOWNTOWN AMHERST
Boltwood Walk 256-8217

Beer & Wine Served

DOWNTOWN
NORTHAMPTON
21 Center St. 584-0673

Bring Your Own Beer & Wine

Arts & Living
Mr. Lupo gives his own Final Analysis
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Slickness and atmosphere have reached
new heights (or lows, depending on your
taste for this stuff) in Final Analysis, a
sUppery thriller that borrows elements
from Vertigo and is the latest attempt at
Hitchcockian suspense.

Two beautiful sisters are playing a
rather deadly mind game with Dr. Isaac
Barr (Richard Gere). One sister, Diana
(Uma Thurman), is being treated for her
dreams and gamely offers her sister

Heather to the doctor for possible clues to

their past family. Heather (Kim Basinger)
is all too willing to help. But she has
problems of her own, namely a crooked,

mean husband (Eric Roberts) and a nag-

ging case of 'pathological intolerance'

—

meaning she's prone to violence with just

a sip of alcohol (didn't she play that same

character in Blind Date?).

Soon, the law ofmovie sexcomes in (that

is, the two sexy leads must have sex at least
once, regardless ofhusbands or ethics) and
Gere beds down with Basinger. When
Roberts is murdered, things start getting

very, very tricky. With a premise like this,

it better really pay off. The result is anover-
calculatedwho's-crossing-who that's all plot

and movie tricks and no drama.

Th« Box OffICQ

Unlike Dead Again which seemed to

revel in its own absurdity. Final Analysis

is far too stagey to be any fun. When the

denoument begins, the audience is shown
how ridiculously intricate the plot is. Like

the recently overrated Hand that Rocks

the Cradle, everjiihing having to do with

the ending is put on display in the first

hour — even down to the bumps in the

road. It was if screenwriter Wesely Strick

(Cape Fear) has painstakingly provided a

logical or prestated reason for every sur-

prise. But now, with all the evidence put

out before us, it becomes predictable

nonsense.
Final Analysis is better than your av-

erage thriller garbage. It does contain

some clever, ifnot new, twists. Stylish and
moody, director Phil Joanou {State of
Grace) bathes the characters in darkness

and Strick has scripted well-paced scenes,

but it's no "Cape Fear." Fans of Vertigo

will notice the many homages, but that

just shows how tm-original this film is.

In between his intense roles in An Of-

ficer and a Gentleman and Internal Af-

fairs, Richard Gere has had a way of

floatingthrough his othercharacters. He's

not bad here, but he's just here. Kim
Basinger (once and for all, its BAY-sing-

er) uses her overt sexuality to the limit in

Final Analysis but she's just there, going

through the motions.

The most interesting performancecame
from Uma Thurman {Dangerous Liai-

sons) as Diana, the sister on the couch.

She makes the best out of a truly under-

written role.

FinalAnalysis is the perfect example of

how thrillers, as a genre, play with us. The
better ones inject other elements and play

off our own fears, rather than creating it.

Final Analysis offers no validity or amy-

thing new. It reminded me of one of those

Grade Z USA Cable Network thrillers,

except this one had a bigger neune cast and
budget. Stick to the real thing and rent

Vertigo.

Grade: C+

Elvin Jones plays the Horse
Iron Horse finally garners Jones after six years
By SEMAJ SELOM
Collegian Correspondent

On Monday, Feb. 17, Northampton will play host to

one ofthe biggest gigs to come through the Valley in quite

a while. Elvin Jones and his Jazz Machine will be ap-

pearing at the Iron Horse, a date which brings to fruition

over 6 years of offers from the popular Northampton

music venue.

JAZZ SCENE
The group features Sonny Fortune on alto saxophone

and flute, Ravi Coltrane (John Coltrane's son) on tenor,

Willie Pickens on piano and Chip Jackson (of Jack

Walrath's Holy Trinity) on bass viohn.

Elvin Ray Jones, the brother of triunpeter Thad and

pianist Hank, was born in 1927 in Pontiac, Michigan. A
self-taught musician, Jones played in his high school

band, moving to the Army's mihtary band in 1946. After

leaving the service in 1949 he spent three years at the

famed Bluebird club in Detroit, logging time on the

bandstand with brother Thad, Billy Mitchell and others.

He appeared at the Newport Jazz Festival in 1955

with Charles Mingus and Teddy Charles, eventually

moving to New York in the Spring of 1956 as a member

ofthe Bud Powell trio. During the remainder ofthe 1950's

and early 1960, Jones spent time with many of the top

players on the scene including Pepper Adams, Donald

Byrd, Tyree Glenn, and Harry Edison.

In 1961 Jonesjoined up with John Coltrane on the now

classic Atlantic date, "My Favorite Things," which was to

begin a musical association that would produce some of

the most influential music ofthe last fifty years. Jones

was soon joined by pianist McCoy Tyner and bassist

Jimmy Garrison to form the rhjrthm section for the famed

John Coltrane Quartet which would last for the next

several years.

As part of the Coltrane Quartet, Jones' sound was
unmistakable, and provided the constant flood ofrhythm

that helped to push Coltranes's improvisations. His use

ofthe cymbals to keep a hypnotic melody contrasted with

his complex cross rhythms have been as influential to

modem day percussionists as Coltrane's sound has been

to modern day saxophonists.

The Jazz Machine is an explosive musical force, as

Jones has miraculously been able to keep the energy level

that he had thirty years ago. He has surrounded himself

with some of the most intriguing artists today. Chip

Jackson's bass is full and svdnging, drawing on the styles

of Garrison and Paul Chambers.

His time in Jack Walrath's trio has given him the the

space to stretch out and form his own distinct sound.

Sonny Fortune, who hasbeen likened to Pharoah Sanders,

can unleash a John Gilmore-like squeal, a barrage of

notes and a few bars ofslow blues all together in a logical,

well placed solo.

Willie Pickens tastefully fills out what space is left

with his strong lines, and Ravi Coltane's tenor only

heightens the overall energy level ofthe group.

The Elvin Jones Jazz Machine may very well be be a

once in a lifetime gig here in the Valley, so unless you

travel regfularly to Europe or Japan, this is the best time

to catch them. If you're unfortunate enough to miss the

show, you can at least check out the Machine' latest

release on Enja records, "Live in Europe."

The Elvin Jones Jazz Machine will be in concert

Monday, Feb. 17 at the IronHorse music club in

Northampton. Show time is 7 p.m. Call 584-0610 for

tickets and information

photo coortecy CBS Records

John Cafferty and the Beaver Brown
Band will play tonight at Pearl Street in

Northampton. Show starts at 8:30 and
tickets cost $11 at the door.

Master's Swim

PRCXiRAM

A good work-out @ a

reasonable price

Experienced coaches

Private instruction

All levels on

instruction for the

motivated individial

,4c),S474

I or Pclivory, C\ill Delivery Kpross • bl^)l){)77

Now Playing

MY OWN
PRIVATE
IDAHO
c^h"wtimes:

Fri. - Sun.

7pm & 9:30pm

Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7:30pm

Adults $4.00

Student w/valld I.D. &

Senior Citizens $3.00

DIVERSITY, VARIETY,
CHALLENGE

"An unchallenging

8-to-5 job ? I

cx)uldn't do that."

I came to

Woodward-ayde to

work on a diversity

of water resource

projects - water quality,

hydrology, fisheries -

I haven't been

disappointed yet.

Diversity in a career,

at least to me, is crucial,

At Woodward-Oyde
you can find

variety, diversity,

challenge. More

importantly, they

encourage it, they

make it worth it. I

cant imagine working

any other way.

Enc Strecker,

Senior Pro)ect Scientist

Woodward-ayde
is Pec^e!

UNIQUE AUTO SALES

$500.00 Discount for

College Students
•89 Geo Spectrum $4295

•89 Hyundai Excel $3450

•88 Toyota Tercel $2950

•86 Ford Bronco II $4995

•86 Volkswagen

JettaGU $4400

•86 Toyota Corolla $3995

'86 Nissan Stanza $2400

Prices include discount

Offer expires 2-17-92

253-4282

f irc^

Woodward-Clyde •
Consulting Engineers • Geologists • Environmental Scientists

We will be on campus Wednesday, February 26.

Please see your career services office to arrange an interview.

584-9153

isl

IFK

Call Theatre for Showtimes

ITCm

Fried Green Tomatoes

Call Theatre for Showtimes

Grand Canyon
Call Theatre for Showtimes

Medicine Man
Call Theatre for Showtimes

HAMPSHIRE 6

lotmeiiy

KATINA-S

The Club Where It

All Comes Together!

^ Ml TECMFLIBIATIONOANCE P*F1'>

'^^fl
THE

^ I

584-7550

U
The Hand That Rocks the Cradle

Call Theatre for Showtimes

Rrwl Analysis

E] Call Theatre for Showtimes

Beauty &TheBea^
Call Theatre for Showtimes

IQ

Shinnine Through
Call Theatre for Showtimes

y
theAAmm of tc Crol Mom (Mertw

Call Theatre for Showtimes

FOOLISH VALENTINES

I

BASH> aveamys. Baffles' 18»
|

HI TM IIIIIMI*IKlN()AN(;t PARiy -.

WHMI'FM HERE LIVE' I8»

Guitar Ace

VINNIE

i
MOORE
i.tMTAnriAvtR a B a ]

rei

Father of the Bride

Call Theatre for Showtimes

jirc-iii

Wayne's World
Call Theatre for Showtimes

+ RAPID SYMPHONY
MORIAH . ALL AGES

UPCOMNG
nil 2/71 THE NCIOHBOflHOOOS
^.UN Z?3 ICB-T w/BOOT COUNT
MOM 7W E*ST COAST ALL MALE REVICW
I PI .' !fi THE CLirrS OF DOONEEN •

WONDERLAND
A('VAN*:e Tin vniTF* Pl.ilt*frKn, St'»wbefnei

Mush. Outlet Whow NcM** A S 1 C C

ROUTE 9. HADLEY . 586-4463
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UM men's swimming
to defend championship

By BRIAN GORMLEY
Collegian staff

The University of Massachusetts

men's swim team will attempt to defend

its New England Championship for the

sixth consecutive season this weekend

at Bowdoin College.

Having beaten every team that it

will face in this meet in the regular

season, (with the exception of the

University of Connecticut, who they

lost to because of a technicality) the

Minutemen are entering the meet with

a great deal of confidence.

"Our chances at the New Englands

are really good," said senior co-captain

Bill Chouinard. "UConnhas a good team

and they're a force to be reckoned with,

but our depth will be too much for them

to compete with. We have four to five

people in every event and most of them

can finish in the top 16 [of their event]."

Head coach Russ Yarworth echoed

Chouinard's sentiments.

"Connecticut, Providence College

and Boston College are all good teams,

especially Providence who we only beat

by four," Yarworth said. "But when you

go into a championship meet you only

worry about your own team."

The Minutemen's depth will play a

key role in every event, but especially

in the relay races. The meet is struc-

tured so that qualifying races are held

in the morning and the final races are

held in the evening.

UMass' depth will enable Yarworth

to use two teams in every relay event,

saving the top swimmers for the final s

.

Other teams that lack the Minutemen's

depth will be forced to use their best

swimmers in both the qualifying and

final races.

To prepare for the championship

meet, the team has shaved and tapered

off the amount of yardage that they

usually swim for the past week so that

each swimmer will be able to swim his

fastest time of the season.

Yar%\'orth said if UMass is going to

win, it will have to be a total team effort.

"The whole team has to perform

well and swim up to their potential,"

Yarworth said. "If we go to the meet

and everyone scores points, that is all

we can ask for. We have trained well

and performed well all season and

right now we are all tuned up and

ready to crank."

Minuteman track team
seeks Eastern victory
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

Looking to improve upon last year's

third place finish, the University of Mas-

sachusetts men's track team heads to

South Kingston, R.I. tomorrow hoping to

knock off defending champion University

ofRhode Island at the Eastern Conference

Championships.
Last year's contest, in New Haven,

Conn., saw URI run away to a 62-point

win. with the real contest being the second

place battle between host Southern Con-

necticut and the Minutemen.

The Minutemen would lose that final

event, dropping 7 points behind Southern

Connecticut and settling for a third place

finish.

This year will be much of the same, as

the Minutemen will again do battle with

So. Conn, and URI for the top three spots,

with URI apparently the front runner

again.

"Rhode Island is probably the favorite

again thi s year."UMass coach Ken O'Brien

said. "Although I'd have to say that be-

tween us. New Hampshire, Maine, and

Southern Conn, it'll be a good fight."

The Minutemen enter the meet with a

perfect 8-0 record and with a balanced

team that can score in just about every

event, anything is possible.

"I think that if we expect to win, we
have to score at least 100 points," O'Brien

said. "Ifwe can break our team down into

four groups, and each of those groups can

score at least 25-30 points, I think we'll be

all right."

Much like the Minutemen, URI also

possesses great depth and balance. And
with the meet being on the Rhode Island

campus, UMass will look to some of the

other schools for help.

"It's the kind ofmeet where we're going

to have to score a lot of points ourselves,"

O'Brien said. "But we also need some of

the other teams to maybe knock one or two

of URI's big guns out of the top spot."

Although O'Brien expects the Minute-

men to look to all corners oftheir roster for

points, the big point events should con-

tinue to be the jumping and sprinting,

with Joe Kourafas, Kevin Walters and

Jeff White leading the way.

"Joe 1 Kourafas 1 should be a solid bet to

place in two events [High and longjump],"

O'Brien said. "And it should be the same

crew of sprinters and hurdlers we looked

at all year, namely Kevin [Walters I
and

Jeff (White! that score a lot of points for

us.

Men^s gymnastics
Minutemen look to remain unbeaten against rivals

By KIM ADDESA
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's basketball

team is not the only team on campus that sees Temple

University as a longtime foe. The men's gymnastics team

sees them that way also and on Sunday, while the

basketball players are battUng it out on the court, the

premiere gymnasts from both schools will be competing

in the gymnasium of Temple's Pearson Hall.

The rivalry between the gymnasts from defending

Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastics League Champion

Temple and the gymnasts from the undefeated UMass

team is immense. UMass has beaten Temple only nine

times in the 31 -meet history of the two teams, but the

meets are always very close and exciting.

Temple is led this year by two extremely talented

gymnasts, Billy Roth and Domenique Minicuchi. Roth

was the No. 1 ranked gymnast in the country last year

until suffering an injury at the mid-way point of the

season. Minicuchi was a member of the United States

Olympic team and competed at the 1988 Olympics in

Seoul. South Korea.

UMass is ranked 21st in the nation and carries a

perfect 5-0 record into the meet on Sunday.

UMass head coach Roy Johnson is depending on solid

performances from the team's three all-around leaders;

juniors Steve Christensen and Calvin Booker, and sopho-

more Joe Haran.

"Our all-arounds are ready, and if they can hit some-

where around 54.0 points we should be in a good position

to beat [Temple]," Johnson said.

Even ifboth teams get strong performances from their

top gymnasts. Temple may still struggle to beat UMass,

as Temple is a team currently plagued by injury. Johnson

hopes to capitalize on this.

"Ifthere's a chance to beat Temple this season, now is

the time," Johnson said. "They are weak right now due to

injuries and we plan to use that to our advantage."

Johnson has spent several weeks preparing his team

for the tough schedule that lies ahead of it in the second

half of the season. He is hoping for a win at Temple as a

means of setting the tone.

"A strong showing against Temple, especially a win,

will give us a mental edge going into the next two or three

weeks," Johnson said. "We will give it our best."

gymnastics
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15

things," Grady said. "From what I've seen, these

girls have looked absolutely great. I think we're

going to do very well at this meet."

Last year, the Minutewomen scored an impres-

sive victory at So. Conn., 183.45 - 179.65. With much

oflast year's squad back this season, UMass' chances

of winning Saturday look very good.

"Tammy [Marshall], Margaret [Furtadoi, Erin

[Klier], and freshman Gina [Demeo] will be our key

performers," Grady said. "If we get good perfor-

mances from them all-around, [So. Conn.] will have

have a very difficult time beating us.

UMass head coach Alfie Mitchell agreed with

Grady that afler a strong two weeks of practicing

and also resting, he is confident the team will per-

form well.

"We have a very strong team so we're able to

bounce back quickly," Mitchell said.

"It's really great to be home, though," Mitchell

said. "Well finally be able to use our own equipment

and perform in front of our fans. I'm really looking

forward to this meet."

"This weekend will also be a good time to start a

winning streak. If we get some momentum going

with a victory, hopefully we'll be able to make a run

for the Atlantic 10 title and also the Regionals."
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mother, 3 daugHter, a lover,
relationships can be murder.

"A Sexual Romp.
N.Y. Times

SUNDAY
UMA66 vs. TEMPLE

Pre-Game Party

Starts at 3:00

-•***!
An engatfn£ kpoof about
love, lust and murder."
•«nK« WINUmmm, NtW WOMAN
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From the Director of: "Women On The
Verge of a Nervous Breakdown

*T THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE/^^t1
IQLALITYSILK SCREENED

i SPORTSWEAR

H

RECORDS

$1'00 OFF*
All Prerecorded Products

With This Coupon

* per place for product worth more than $1 .
Expires 3/17

Open 7 days • Thornes Marketplace, 150 Main St,

Northampton, MA • 584-1580

>
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Complimentary
Pre-Game Buffet

Watch the Game Here
• 12' Big Screen • 8 TV''
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T-SHIRTS • SWEATS
BUMPER STICKERS •MUGS

KENNEDY
SCREEN GRAPHICS

16 ARMORY STREET
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060

(413)584-2124
1-800-287-2124

HIQH NOON
IN CANCUN

Now is the time to

start plans for your

SPRING VACATION!
Call for Rates

586-8953

YOUR PARTNERS IN TRAVEL

DOONESBURY By CARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
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CAMPAIQN'92 — TRASH FOR CASH
You're dating a married father o^ t/iree with
prci/dential ambitions. Vou believe that you
and he have a future together ExpJain.

Name three movies teaafes^PrBtty Woman"
that have helped shape your personal philosophy.

'iOU MA-i NOOU B£6IH>.

REMmPBR 70 ALL-

you OeNNIFtFS
SPOMimOOUNTB!

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
V\tfit HE STNHt), PtE5l\MS DOWU
lUt OlZZllNG ^PT^S OF

POOK DROP .' PO V^ TURN
AROJW ^KD RtTREM TO TME

STUPEfy^MC SECORVTN OF

HOWE mi WEAitTH ?

0« DO WE BWV^E THE OESCEUT,

R\SV^ OtWvSE , AND EXPER\EHCE

WE aOOOOF SDMWC SENSMloK

WW SCREAWS WE Afit M\^,
GLORVOVJSU M\^t, UCMENER

TEW?ORAe\LH ?'^
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CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

ADVENTURES OF FRED
By CHRIS SHADOIAN

"you'P gfTrtlt HOPE TH£y'«

WW

Today's Staff

Night Editor ^ulTV
Ccjy Editor

Michelle Bayhss

PhotoTechnician
Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor
Sethaman.a

n A ^- ..Da Rickster,
Produaion

,id m n
Fat Dan, Big Bossman, J.R. «• u.

Menu
LUNCH
Clam Roll

Reuben Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Humus Veggie Sandwich

Clam Roll

DINNER
Chicken Fajitas

Rotini

s s

u u

P N

BASICS DINNER R a

Chicken Fajitas e

Rotini s

"Those, sire, are the uncommon folk."

Quote of the Day
"Act like a dunnbshit and they'll treat you as

an equal."
- The Book of the SubGenius

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April 19):

Something that has been hidden

comes to light . You benefit from taking

the advice oftrusted friends and family

members. Be more discreet about a

personal relationship.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A
project you guided to completion is

widely applauded. Do not forget your

New Year's resolutions: Gel some

exercise every day.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20): Slip

into top gear and make your pitch to

a prospective client. Originality

counts big with those in authority.

Romance takes a serious turn when

you reveal your intentions.

CANCER dune 21 -July 22): You

are lucky to have more time to spend

on personal projects now. Take an

unconventional approach when
dealing with a difficult person. Patch

up any differences with your loved

ones.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Success

comes when you discuss your long-

term plans with professionals. Hold

down spending by purchasing only

the essentials. News from loved ones

at a distance cheers you up.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-SepI. 22):

Teamwork will lead to higher profits.

Remember, two heads are better than

one. Use any confidential informa-

tion judiciously. Spending more lime

with a lonely older person wi 1 1 do you

both good.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A se-

cret admirer joins your social circle.

A quiet tete-a-tete may hold more

appeal than attending a party — it is

your choice. Cupid has a lovely sur-

prise in store for you!

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Learning new skills will boost bolh

your earning potential and your self-

confidence. Do not expect everyone

to go along with all your ideas. Ro-

mance requires careful thought to-

night.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21 ): A friend or relative offers help if

you find yourself in a financial bind,

clear your desk of important papers

before leaving work today. A secret

wish will soon come true.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Bridge the miles by discussing your

ideas on the phone; a wonderful

agreement could result. You are lucky

in love as well as friendship. Nurture

your relationships.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): A

personal project may hit a snag today.

Do not despair! Other people will

come to the rescue. Show your ap-

preciation for their help and gener-

osity. Repay favors as soon as possible.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):

Spending time with a co-worker or

casual friend could give you fresh

insights. Be careful not to reveal in-

formation that should be kept secret.

Romanceenjoys favorable influences.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE
ACROSS

1 Roman god of

love

5 Nureyev. lor

one
10 Greek god of

love

14 Area between
mountains

15 Spry

16 Adventurous

17 Saroyans My
Name Is —

18 Singer Home
and namesakes

19 Handle

20 Lover s special

time

23 Zola heroine

24 Pub serving

25 Edit -

28 Affectionate

one
33 Saw
34 Saree wearer

35 Numero —
36 Eat

sumptuously

37 Bow and arrow

earner

38 Star backwards

39 Cane lead-m

40 Sand ridges

41 Embankment
42 Breatties

44 Lodge
doorkeepers

45 f^acaw
46 Florence s river

47 Fancy greeting

tor February 14

55 The Allies

enemy in WW II

56 Shade of brown

57 Help!, in Dieppe

58 Italian resort

59 Mountain
nymph

60 Furniture wood
61 British gun

62 Alerts

63 Serf

DOWN
1 Actress

Gardner and
namesakes

2 Emporium
3 F^^polar name

in 0*to

4 Supervise

again

5 Plus for a

would-be
headliner

6 Rocket
stage

7 Color

slightly

8 Jai —
9 Trapped
again

10 Deletes

1

1

Auttior Ayn

1

2

Greek
mountain

13 Buggy
21 Tnm for a

February 14

card

22 General Robert

25 M'A-S'H role

26 Official, in old

Roma
27 Actor Andrews

and namesakes
28 Ann and Cod
29 Black cuckoos

30 Urbane
31 Come ml

32 Favorite flowers

for 20 Across

34 Mystery writing

37 South American

game bird

38 Move to a new
place

40 Gossip
41 The Swedish

Nightingale

43 Busy person on

20 Across

44 Patterns on
tires

46 Relating to

bees

47 Dutch painter

Frans

48 Stage direction

49 Military

assistant

50 Consort of

Zeus
51 Mimic

52 Iowa college

town

53 Horse of a

certain color

54 Relative of 41

Across

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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The More You Buy, The More You Save

m On Everything In The Store!
CiOIJ)

CLIVILLtSfiCOLE
Greatest Remixes vol i

PHiPl '•• 'HI SAWt 0» .OVI

A Di I Pt H k OV I MIND * OL'« BitS'Nt S>
I , .. ~»» .r, > ^.' J. K. C4C HWUC

BOVZIIMEN LOU REED
MAGIC AND LOSS

lA'.t^NG WHAIsaOOD

ON SALE 11.99 CD ON SALE 11.99 CD ON SALE 11.99 CD

Single Item Purchase Single Item Purchase Single Item Purchase
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ON SALE 11.99 CD ON SALE 11.99 CD ON SALE 11.99CD

Single Item Purchase Single Item Purchase Single Item Purchase
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EMOTIONS

ON SALE 11.99 CD ON SALE 11.99 CD ON SALE 11.99 CD

Single Item Purchase Single Item Purchase Single Item Purchase

/
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ON SALE 11.99 CD ON SALE 39.99 CD

Single Item Purchase Single Item Purchase 13

FREE ITEM!
BUYANY 3
GET THE 4TK
FOR FREE!

*Offer Good On Regularly Priced Items Only!

•••••••**••*•***************

70% OFF!
BUYANY 2

GET THE SRI
AT 70% OFF!
Offer Good On Regularly Priced Items Only!

•••••••****•••*••**•********

40%OFFI
BUYANY 1
GET THE 2ND
AT 40% OFF!
Offer Good On Regularly Priced Items Only!

J-' v.n".i:cnegqi-

GOP B in »»

VIDEO ON SALE VIDEO ON SALE VIDEO ON SALE VIDEO ON SALE VIDEO ON SALE

16.99 16.99 7.99 a99 12.99
Single Hem Purchase Single Item Purchase Single Item Purchase Single Item Purchase Single Item Purchase

Offer Good On Regulaily Priced Items Only:

DiscooDts Apply To Lowest Price Purchase.

Sale Ends Monday, Februaiyllth.

VISA
( ro 1 n 1

IMMaatsrCar^ AUBURN, 390 Southbridge St.

FRAMINGHAM, 50 Worcester Rd.

HADLEY, Route 9, Campus Plaza

HOLYOKE, 2275 Northampton Si

LEOMINSTER, Market Basket Shpg. Ctr

PITTSFIELD, 241 North Street

SPRINGFIELD, 1550 Boston Post Rd.

W.SPRINGRELD, Memorial Ave.

SHREWSBURY, White City Shpg. Ctr

SUDBURY, 435 Boston Post Rd.

WESTBORO, Speedway Plaza

WORCESTER, 10 Front St.

WORCESTER, Webster Square

(508)832-5761

(508)879-73101

(413)256-3160p
(413)536-2222

(508)537-6894p
(413)499-0357p
(413)543-15171

(413)737-41281

(508)757-3443

(508)443-8933

(508)366-0017

(508)755-4783

(508)831-3535
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Gymnastics
to host rival
Southern CT
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts women's gym-
nastics team is finally home.

After compiling a 2-3 record on the road to start

the season, the team is more than ready to take on

Southern Connecticut State University at 1 p.m.

tomorrow at Boyden Gymnasium.
"I think everyone on this team is happy to be

home," senior Kim Grady said. "It will be good to

finally perform in front of our fans."

Grady, who in an early-season practice frac-

tured a bone in her foot, will not be able to perform

in Saturday's meet and is out for an indefinite

amount of time.

Although she is disappointed with her injury,

she is optimistic her teammates will step up and

perform well.

"We have had two weeks to practice since our

last meet so we've had a lot oftime to improve a few

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Women's hoop at Duquesne
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The women's basketball team at the University of

Massachusetts is on the home stretch of its season, and

if it does not wrin another game, it will tie a dubious

record: 0-16 in Atlantic 10 Conference play. Last year, it

was 0-18 as a result of two losses to Penn State, which

have since left the conference.

Last night, the Minutewomen were demolished at

West Virginia, 100-58. Rosemary Kosiorek scored 26

points for the Mountaineers, while Kim Kristofikamassed

20 points for the Minutewomen.

The team travels to Pittsburgh, Pa. to play the Lady

Dukes of Duquesne, Saturday at 6 p.m. Duquesne was 4-

16 with a 2-7 record in the A-IO, and defeated the

Minutewomen 70-59 in the first meetingbetween the two^

"We didn't play well in our first game against them,"

UMass assitant coach Jill Rooney said. "Well definitely

play them tougher in Pittsburgh."

Ifthe season ended today, the two teams would be the

eighth and ninth seeds inthe postseasonA-IO tournament.

Therefore, they would face offin the first round. Needless

to say, UMass will be looking at Duquesne's tendencies

very carefully, and vice versa.

The Lady Dukes are not without a marquee player,

however. Senior guard Darcie Vincent is fourth in the

A-IO in scoring, with 17.8 points per game. Vincent is

fourth in the league in assists (5.6), and fifth in the league

in steals, with 56.

The other senior ofthe group is center Carina Hoffinan,

who leads the team with 7.9 rebounds per game. Hoffman

crashed the boards in the first game versus UMass,

grabbing a team-leading 11 rebounds. Hoffinan is also a

top scholar, as she was nominated to the GTE Academic

Ail-American and Atlantic- 10 All-Academic teams.

The key to stopping the Lady Dxikes revolves around

the same two things: keeping turnovers down and getting

the ball to the two Minutewomen offensive threats,

Kristofik and Jenny Moran.

Kristofik continues to lead the team in both points

(12.9), and rebounds (8.3), while Moran is second in both

catagories (11 ppg, 6.3 rpg).

Every win will help the team's confidence down the

stretch, and Saturday's game may be UMass' best chance

to salvage a victory.

P
- Auto Glass

QQfSl Replacement^
• Body Shop
• Used Car
• Mechanical
Repairs

North Amherst Motors
Old Sunderland Rd.. No.Amhorst 549-2880

A CARSTARif
.Collision Repair Center

Car & Truck
Rentals

MICHAEl'S
HOMIOP
miEPOOU

Mew Hours: MIon.- Thurs. 4-1

Fri.-Sun. 12-1 • 256-8284

TUESiliiHiPmi^DAY

1/2 Price Pool
for under 21

Pool Shoot Offs

Sign UpYourTeam for the Fun.

FRAT vs. FRAT/Coworkers/Friends/Etc.

• All Drafts 16oz $1.50 •

21 & Over
Always FREE Pool

10A Belchertown Rd., Amherst, Next to Hunan Garden

Round Trips from Boston Sorting ac

LONDON $310
TOKYO 729
Round Trips fronn New York Surdng at

GUATEMALA 390
DELHI 1231

Round Trips from Los Angeles Surting ac

AUKIAND 1209
Taxes not included. Restrictions apply.

Fares subject to change & availability.

Call about one ways. We Issue

EURAIL passes on the SPOTl

Council Travd
79 South Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002

413-256-1261

Sunday
February 16th

LIVE MUSIC
with

The Band

DANGEROUS
PAPERS

Weekly Special

$1.00
120z. Bottles

9:30- 1:00am$2.00 Cover

THE ^2^ PUB
CELEBRATKS MEjRS iNAMHERyT

196a • 1991

15 EAST

Classifieds
...„,,,.„,.„„,„„„«». .«.«..»t"~-».--—

»

«»«.»>«~»>""«"»""«

ACTIVITIES
CHEN STYLE TAI CHI

WINDSURFERS
rm trying lo organize a trip to Cape Hatteras

(or spring break It you're interested in going

contact Lars 256-0075

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENT10N1I
UMass Russian CKib trtp to NYC
Marcti 29 to sea St Petersburg Opwa
Anyone is welconie 10 join us

Call Slavic Dept tor inlol

MEDtTATION-IN-MOTION with slow-fast,

sott-vigofous. empty-solid movements Free

hrst lesson 6:45pm Feb25 Nofttiampton 545-

5923
.

FOR RENT

EVENING JOBSI Environmental campaign

work Figtit pollutton with Qean Water Ac-

tion t7/hr^ buslines. Call 564-9830

HINDITIJTOR needed 5-6012

PERSONALS RUSH DELTA CHI TRAVEL

Bed and Braaklatt

Dowmtown Amtierst. Weal for visiting par-

ents and friends 5490733

CALIFORNIA-$149! Anytime.lly eitherway.

coast-lo-coast (iPortland/Seattlet)

Caribbean-only $1 89 Roundtrip air to some-

where sunny and warm. Hitch a rkJe.

Europe only $160 each way!

Airtlilch 2 1 2-864-2000

HAVING PROBLEMS WITH your room-

mate^ Contact OCHO 428 Student Union or

can us at 545-0865 We cari^help!

PHI ALPHATHETA History Honors Society

accepting new members, pick up applic in

History office 6th Hoor Herler Deadline 2/25.

PVOC OIL COOP. Purchase home heating

oH at reduced coat. Apply at OCHO 428

Student Union.

BANDS WANTED

HOT SPOT UPTOWN looking lor local acts

Tape/packaga Call Judi 549-1200 For more

Into ______
LUES PARTY

BLUES PARTY
featuring The Art Steele Blues Band MHC
Blanchard Campus Center 2/15/92 10pm-

2am $2

^ MUSIC • MOVIES AND MORE' • MUSIC

SuiKfcrtawlmu«« rNrt one roomnow $190/

month on bus route Peaceful convemenl

location Call 665-86W evenings

FOR SALE

ils^EW SPEAKERS Super pro's lor car

or home $100 00 Mark 546-5933

COMPUTER COMPLETEI 80286-12MHZ

1 Mbram EGA monHor 65Mb Hdisk 3.5 5_25

Floppy disk 9pin dm printer ms mouse Good

swaTe on HD $950367-9479 Eve

Lang XRI •kl boots Like new Soe 10 1/2

Mu^ll"_B«il oHer CaHM?-4892

LOVE SCENT, known to enhance and

stimulate the senses. Rare African import

Oil $8 75/lncense$6.00.Uncommon Scents

107 Vernon Street, Northampton, Massa-

chusetts 01060

m'eN-SLEATHERJACKET
Size44L(lg.TBll)

Motoric*, styte, lined $60 or bo Call Uoh

253-0484

STEREO FLEA MARKET
|uy/*eMrade. Sundays 9-5. Jackson's Flea

Mkt Mountain Farms Mall. Hadley UserV

n^components. Wide v^^n; Other days

can S/A/V E«change, 2^6^941^

HELP WANTED

iiiSralmntner Employment- Fisheries

Earn $5 O00*/month. Free transponal-onl

Rrm; board! Over 8.000 openings. Ma e

orTemale For employment program call 1-

206-545-4155exl298 _

|JS;J.^h^ngSiu!NGUAls
Needed for reading study

jeanette 565-8749

SUMMER CAMP ON CAPE COD
IMeedenlhusiastic. dedicated people towork,

live with kkls. Beautiful location, excellent

program, competitive salaries Call Jeanne

or Dan at 256-0381 lor infoonation or appli-

cationa .

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS

Congritulatlona to his majesty on his birth-

dayl Long live the Mng!

POOKIE
Your hair is spooly

sometimes you're gooly

But I love you anyway

Happy Valenitne's Day

Love Charlie

Do you have any questions about your

rights? Do you think your civil rights have

been violated? Find out! Contact The Legal

Services Center. 922 Campus Center. 545-

1995

LAST CHANCE

PATMcCANN
"""

Happy Valentine's Day
and

Happy Anniversaryl

Love You Forever.

Lara

RUSHs Cdl us, w» pick you up. go 10 house,

we meet you, you meet us, free food, great

guys, and good time to be had by all.

Feb 10 Mon 'Pool tournament" 8-10pm

Feb 12 Wed Buftato wings" 8-1 0pm

Feb 1 7 Mon "Regression to Mexico" 8pm

Feb 1 9 Wed "Spaghetti dinner" 6-8pm

Call Matt at 546-7038 or Steve at 549-6505

lor into., rides or » you have questtons.

ROSES

ROSES Defiveftes for Valentines Day Tues-

day thru Ttiursday See Chris Campus Cen-

ter Concourse

Applications due 2/14 for Tour Guide, Stu-

dent Admissions Representative, and Sum-

mer Counselor positions. Pick up an applica-

tion on the concourse today!

LOST

LOSTOLASSEsTMaybe in Herter. maybe

inCampos Center, rraybe anywhere! -Please

can Amy it found 549-675^

GLASSES LOST IN Thompson 104 lllound

please return to Julia 6-6710

LOST
Pair ol Mack
Ray-Ban Waytere

prescription sunglasses

Lost on 2/1

1

H lound please caH 256-8647

LAUREN
Happy 21st birthday

Youll have to show us just how much a 21

year old can drink!

Love, Julie, Amy. Karen. tMichelle

COOlTdQE FLOOR 21 and all my friends!

Thank you lor making my birthday so

special.You're the best! Love. Jen

BETTY
Hope you have the best birthday ever

Happy 20th birthday

Love, Rajni

ROOMMATE WANTED

Cancunll Now odering k>west prkMS avail-

abla. Free undemrater camera, drink/dance

cruise and more. JohrVFrank 549-2709

COPPERTONESPRING BREAK TRIPS to

Jamaica. Bermuda. Bahamas. Gancun from

$399! Bast spots fill up fast so call now! 549-

3674

DAYTONA BEACHt -SPRING BREAK '92

March 1 3-22. Includes seven nights ocean-

tront hotel plus roundtrip motor coach. Only

$259,001 Call Yankee Tours 1-800-

9DAYT0NA M-F 8-6.

SPRING BREAK TRIPS

Panama Oly. Cancun. Jamaica

Cdl Stacey at 549-0840

Female rootnmale wanted to share double

room in apartment in Amherst Center "dose

to bars" 10 minutes from campus Call Chris

Of Jen 81549-1168

RUSHDU

Need eome sun? I have great derts on

spring break trips to Jamaica, Cancun. and

Bahamas. Call Dena days 545-3500 or nights

549-5740

Why go south?

Ski Part* City spring break

For more into call 549-4892

MY BROWN LEATHER JACKET. Taken at

DU Sat night D.Haberiin inside label, zipper

broken Means atot to me. Reward^^2255^

REWARD lor Information leading to the re-

turn of large yellow basket on wheels painted

with "Property of Collegian" on side. Have

you seen it on campus? Contact 545-3500

ask for Maureen or Brian

Happy B-day Eileen

Finally 21!

Finally getting a personal

SolongBrenda
Mary _^__
KAREN- Happy Birthday! Have an awe-

some weekend. Cut don't get locked in

anyone's dosetl! We love you. Love- Mart

and Erica

IAN DAMATO
Happy 22nd see you tonite

Love your friends at 167 College St

Rush Dales: Mon 17

TuelS
Wed 19

All events am from 8-9pm

All university men are wekx>me

to come down, meet tlie brothers

and play NagleschlaguenI

YOUVE ONLY GOT ONE WEEK TO LIVEI

Do spring break in Jamaica, Bahamas,

C«Kun. Margarita, from $3691! Hotel, air,

transfers, partiesi Sun Splash Tours 1-800-

426-7710.

WANTED

SERVKES

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Servicea

Center offers free legal assistance to lee-

paying students. Contact us at 922 Campus

Center, 545-1995

ORDER AVONI
Call 546-1999

For tree brochures/samplet

ALLMAN"8 T1X Vt Trade lor Nass«i 549-

7174 Kari

FEMALE TO SHARE room in Tovmhouse

apt great condition 3 consWerate roomies

rent negotiable can 549-8001 or 549-0839

ASAP

SELL ME YOUR FRIDQEIII

Will pay cash^6-3765

TYPING

Need your papers typed? Quick, accurate

servrce. Call Brian 546-3563

PAPERS, RESUMES, THESIS-

Word processing, laser printing-

Call Rosemary 323-5031

SUBLET

WANTED Temple tickets will pay top dollar

Call Bob 585-0051 Belore 8am AWer 9pm

1 bedroom In a 2 bedroom apartment, rent

lowered from $240 to $190, near UMass.

busline, call: 253-0878, 546-3290 or 545-

5728
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Sports
Cage hosts hoop ticket seekers
By DAN WETZEL
and DAVID SCOTT
Collegian Staff

What do the Grateful Dead and the

University of Massachusetts men's bas-

ketball team have in common?
The answer: Tickets to see both groups

ofmen play are somewhat of a rarity and
both have a leader who inspires a dedi-

cated following.

Nowhere was this more evident than in

the Curry Hicks Cage early yesterday

morning as UMass' own Jerry Garcia.

Coach John Calipari and his staff enter-

tained a throng of true "Minuteheads" as

they awaited distribution of nearly 2,500

tickets for Sunday's 4:30 showdown with

the Temple Owls.

"It was a lot of fun and I got my picture

taken with Coach Cal," said senior Julie

Goldstein, who along with almost 1,500

other students packed into the Cage start-

ing at 1 a.m. to ensure a seat for the game.

"Coach Cal really earned my respect,"

said sophomore Matt Tryder. "The whole

thing ran smoothly and he had a great

attitude."

"I never saw anything like that before,"

said UMass forward Kennard Robinson,

who decided to show up at the Cage to see

what was happening. "There were a lot of

people here for a late night. I thought

everyone would be sleeping."

Collegian photo by Christopher Evans

University of Massachusetts basketball coach John Calipari does

his best to control students waiting for hoop tickets Thursday
morning in Curry Hicks Cage.

"It was almost like a Midnight Mad-

ness II." said Bill Keene. an undergradu-

ate assistant in the ticket office. "The

crowd was really well-behaved for the

amount of people in [the Cage|."

Tickets were originally scheduled to be

distributed at 7 a.m., but plans changed

when Calipari and ticket officials saw no

need to make the assembled crowd wait

an additional five hours and began hand-

ing out general admission tickets at 2 a.m.

"We figured if the people were already

here, why make them wait?" said Keene.

"They're going to be first anyway so why

not?"

By 6:40 a.m., empty pizza boxes were

strewn throughout the Cage and at 6:42

a.m. the final ticket was being handed to

junior Christy Lee, while her friend Dyann
Morimoto stood in the cold praying for

just one more ticket.

"It makes me kind of sick," Morimoto

laughed.

But Lee tried to ease her friends dejec-

tion and said, "Well, I don't know, maybe

she can have my ticket."

When other students began gathering

in the bitter cold just before 7 a.m., they

were greeted by a "Sold-Out" sign.

"This is ridiculous," said junior Adam
Moskow. ."I've been a fan for three years.

I've been to every game this year and now
I can't get a ticket?"

But Moskow hasn't given up all hope

and said he plans to try and use an unused

ticket from a previous game to get into

Sunday's game.
Seniors Darren Stone andAndy Jacobs

were also surprised to discover all the

tickets were gone before 7 a.m.

"It's typical ofthe Athletic Department,"

said Jacobs, who earlier this year made
the journey to watch the Minutemen play

in Kentucky. "We got up at 4 andjust hung
out, we didn't think it would be a problem."

Despite Jacobs' obvious frustration, he

remained a true "Minutehead"when asked

if Coach Cal's boys are going to win on

Sunday.
"(Expletive] yeah," Jacobs said. "And

you can quote me on that.

Flint helps Brown with transition
By GREG SJKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

During the off-season. University of

Massachusetts assistant basketball coach

James "Bruiser" Flint and senior point

guard Anton Brown play one-on-one bas-

ketball against each other.

Who wins more often? "We're about

even," Flint says.

This is indicative of the relationship

between Flint, a former point guard him-

selfat St. Joseph's University, and Brown,
whose steady play at the point has helped

bring UMass to the brink of an NCAA
tournament berth. While Flint is Brown's

coach, he is also a friend to Brown, an
education major from Columbia, S.C.

"He's easy to go to with problems, and
that's important for someone far from

home," Brown said.

Flint was considered one of the best

point guards in the Atlantic 10 Conference

during his career at St. Joseph's. He knows,
both from experience and from a coaching

standpoint, what qualities make for a

steady point guard.

"[Brown! is a much improved point

CoUegian photo by Josh RcynolcU

University of Massachusetts assistant basketball coach James

**Bruiser" Flint (left) and UMass point guard Anton Brown take a

breather after practice yesterday.

guard than he was when he came here

four years ago," Flint said. "Ifevery guy on

this team worked like him we'd be

undefeated this year."

When Flintarrived atUMass three years

ago. Brown was coming off a promising

freshman season. Brown and teammate
Jim McCoy, both shooting guards playing

out of position, carried the scoring load for

the 1988-89 Minutemen, finishing 10-17.

Brown was, by his own admission, a

shooting guard playing point in his first

year. The Minutemen were nowhere near

as talented then as they are now, and
Brown's scoring was needed more than

his playmaking. Brown made the A-10

All-Freshman team in 1989, averaging

nearly 13 points per game.

"My first year I was more of a shooting

guard," Brown, a senior education msyor,

recalls. "Coach Flint helped me become

more of a point guard."

Flint's first task upon arrival at UMass
was to help Brown make the transition

from scorer to floor leader. According to

Flint, it wasn't an easy change.

"He was a shootingguard playing point,

which is a tough adjustment," Flint re-

members. "It's a tough position to play.

You have to know where players' positions

are. You have to be able to think for and do

things for other players, and he wasn't

used to doing that."

Two seasons later, Flint describes

Brown as "the best pure shooter on the

team" and a solid passer and defender,

despite nagging injuries which sidelined

him much of the past two years.

The two credit each other for Brown's
growth at the point.

"1 Flint] helped me develop a crossover

dribble, which I didn't have, and got me
penetrating to the basket," Brown notes.

A crossover dribble may seem small in

comparison to other point guard skills.

But, as Flint notes, it's the fundamentals

of the game which open up scoring and
assist opportunities and ultimately win

ball games.

Game Notes

Temple vs. Massachusetts

Game Time: Sunday, 4:30 p.m.

Place: Curr/ Hicks Cage
The series: Temple leads 21-0

Radio: WMUA (91.1 FM) with Joe
Donovan and Jeff Crofts,WHMP (99.3

FM) with George Miller and Kevin

Kennedy
TV: SportsChannel

Rosters

Massachusetts

5 Francois Firmin

10 Mike Williams

1

1

Anton Brown
12 Chris Robinson

14 Derek Kellogg

15 Lou Roe
20 Jim McCoy
22 Tony Barbee

24 Jerome Malloy

31 Harper Williams

34 Will Herndon
35 Tommy Pace

42 Kennard Robinson

Temple
3 Vic Carstarphen

4 RickBrunson

2

1

Eddie Jones
22 Johnnie Conic
23 Aaron McKie
24 Mik Kilgore

26 Chris Ozment
30 Mark Strickland

44 Frozier Johnson

Last Meeting

Temple 83, Massachusetts 61

Temple's zone defense shut down
UMass' inside game. Temple got very

balanced scoring, as Eddie Jones

led all scorers with 22 points. The Min-

utemen shot a dreadful 33 percent

from the floor and tossed up 24 3-

pointers. Temple also outrebounded
the Minutemen 41-30.

Keys to ttie Game
UMass must solve the Owls' 2-3 zone

defense and stop Aaron McKie. Mik

Kilgore and Eddie Jones to win their

first over Temple. Kilgore is a likely key

for Temple. When he scores more
than 20, the Owls are 5-0. When he
scores under 10, Temple is 0-4. UMass
needs good perimeter shooting and
a strong showing by Jim McCoy to

open up the inside game for Harper

Williams. Depth will be another factor

for both teams. UMass needs to stay

out of foul trouble, a difficult task

against a physical, defensive team
like Temple. The Owls, who suit up
only 9 players, face a similar problem

against UMass' man-to-rTK3n pressure.

Streaks

Temple has won 5 of 6 since losing to

14th-ranked Tulane Jan. 25 and has

won five consecutive A-10 games.

UMass has won three straight since

falling at Temple and 8 of 9 since

losing to West Virginia at the Cage
Jan. 8. The Minutemen are 8-1 at the

Cage.

.800

.700

.700

.667

.545

.363

.333

.300

.100

Wednesday results: George Wash-

ington 79, Duquesne 77; Rutgers 98,

West Virginia 95; Rhode Island 80, St.

Bonoventure 70.

— TAMIR UPTON and GREG SUKIENNIK

Atlantic 10 standings
\A/-I

1, West Virginia . 8-2

2. Massactiusetts 7-3

3. Rhode Island 7-3

4. Temple 8-4

5. G. Washington 6-5

6. Rutgers 4-7

7. Duquesne 3-6

8. St. Joseph's 3-7

9. St. Bonoventure 1-9
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UMass wins first-ever against Temple

CoUegian photo by Jeff Egan

University of Massacliusetts fans storm the floor of the Curry Hicks Cage after the

Minutemen beat Temple 67 - 52 Sunday afternoon. It is UMass' first ever victory over the

Philadelphian team.

State rep primary decided today

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

One win and 21 losses never looked this good.

The University ofMassachusetts basketball team did

something Sunday afternoon it had never done before—
beat Temple University, 67-52 — for its 20th win of the

season.

This is something I was dreaming about when I first

got here," said forward William Herndon. "I'mjust happy

it happened with this team. We've got a special team."

It took 10 years and there were some heart-breaking

losses (see 1990's triple overtime thriller) but the Min-

utemen (20-4, 8-3 in the Atlantic 10) finally climbed the

hiunp, snapping a 21-game losing streak to the Owls (12-

9, 8-5) in convincing fashion.

When the game ended, the 4,058 Curry Hicks Cage

fans (some ofwhom waited in line for hours in the Cage

early Thursday morning for tickets) rushed onto the

court tomob the Minutemen , chanting, "We beat Temple.

"

"It's unbelievable right now," said UMass forward Jim
McCoy, who led all scorers with 18 points. "I can't believe

it.

"Our game plan coming in [to the season], was to win
20 games," McCoy said. "I think we're in the NCAA
tournament now. This game did it."

Leading 47-42, guard Anton Brown hit a trey with the

shot clock rxmningdown. It gave UMass a 50-42 lead with

6:42 left, but more than giving UMass an 8-point ad-

vantage, it seemed to signify that this day was different

than the other 21 times the two teams have met.

The Cage, which erupted after Brown's bomb, was

silenced seconds later, when Vic Carstarphen hit the

kind of 3-pointer which made you think, "Well, maybe
CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Amherst and Pelham voters will

nominate today a Democratic candidate

for state representative in the special

election to fill the Third Hampshire
District's state representative seat, con-

tinuing the domino effect caused by the

death of Rep. Silvio Conte last spring.

Democrats Ellen Story, Terry Franklin

and Jon Hite of Amherst and Norman
Page of Pelham are competing in the

Democratic primary to fill the seat vacated

when former state Rep. Stanley Rosenberg

was elected to the state senate last fall.

Republican Mark Enoch is running un-

opposed, with the general election to be

held on March 17.

Story and Hite, who have been per-

ceived by many to be the front-runners in

the race, have been gathering endorse-

ments in the past few weeks.

Last week. Story, 49, was endorsed by

the Massachusetts Women's Political

Caucus, former Lt. CJov. Evelyn Murphy
and a small group of educators from the

Amherst-Pelham district. Earlier in the

campaign, Story was endorsed by the

Hampshire County branch ofthe National

Organization of Women.
Hite, 36, on leave from hisjob as deputy

director of the Northampton Housing
Authority, picked up the endorsements of

the Amherst Citizens for Responsible

Government, a group of local taxpayers

and property owners and the Local 1776 of
the American Federation ofState, County
and Municipal Employees.

In previous weeks, Hite picked up the

endorsements of the University's Under-

graduate Student Senate, the Graduate
Employee Organization and the local

branch of the AFL-CIO.
Although the candidates have agreed

on a woman's right to free choice in abor-

tions, the need for a more progressive tax

structure and the importance of the Uni-

versity to the district. Gov. Weld's proposal

for the University to retain all ofits tuition

money has emerged as a major source of

xxtntention.

Hite strongly opposes the plan, while

Story seeks a formula vnth the University

retaining one-third ofits tuition and state

appropriations making up the other two-

thirds of the University's budget.

Page wants the University to keep tu-

ition a small percentage of the total bud-

get as a means of providing a "margin of

excellence" for the University and allow

students and administrators to plan bet-

ter. FrankUn opposes the plan, but says he
beUeves the University should not give up
the 30 percent oftuition itcurrently retains

until another source of funding is found.

Orchard Hill and Van Meter residents

who are registered to vote should vote at

the North Fire Station on East Pleasant

Street. Northeast and Sylvan residents

will be able to vote at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church Lounge at 867 North
Pleasant Street. The voting location for

Central residents is the Wildwood School

on Strong Street.

Finally, registered Southwest residents

can vote at the Bangs Community Center

on Kellogg Avenue. Southwest North

residents are considered part of District

10, while Southwest South residents are

officially part of District 4.

Inside:

Follow Monday schedule

Page 3:

Professor Julius Lester talks

about his conversion to

Judaism

Page 7:

Billy Bragg does a rousing

set— but, hey, next time go

easy on the humor

WEATHER:
Icky, ooky and downright

disgusting —just your

typical New England winter

day. Rain developing late

today, possibly with snow

and sleet mixed in.

Dems w^oo undecideds
President Bush campaigns byphone
By WALTER R. MEARS
Associated Press

MANCHESTER, N.H. — Democratic

presidential rivals roamed southern New
Hampshire on Monday in a holiday hunt

for votes, while President Bush phoned in

a White House defense against his conser-

vative challenger.

The political traffic was heavy on the

eve of "Tuesday's New Hampshire presi-

dential primary election, the first ballot-

ing of 1992.

While Bush was being interviewed by

telephone on radio station WFEA in

Manchester, Patrick Buchanan, his GOP
. challenger, was waiting on hold.

The polls begin opening at 6 a.m.

Tuesday.
The pollsters rated Paul Tsongas, the

former senator from Massachusetts, the

late leader in the five-man Democratic

field, with Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton

ninning second.

Bush held a hefty lead in (K)P polling.

Both sides said he'd win, but Buchanan
sought to come close enough to send the

White House and the party a message of

conservative rebellion.

"I'd love to win," Democrat Tsongas

said.

"I'm going to force the Democratic Party

to once and for all take all that useless

rhetoric, cast it aside. . . and let's have a

partnership oflaborandmanagementand
government so the average person in this

country can have a job, provide for their

family and look to a future that's viable,"

he said in Portsmouth.

CUnton staged a dozen stops in his

final sprint of a race in which he'd been

rated the leader before the controversies

over a woman's claims of an ilUcit affair

with him and over his Vietnam-era draft

status.

"The president has finished his mis-

sion," Clinton said. "He is yesterday's man.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

High tech
displayed
for Kennedy
By DANIEL J. LYONS
Collegian Staff

The Department ofComputerand
Information Science demonstrated

several new technologies being re-

searched at UMass to an audience

on Friday that included Sen. Edward
Kennedy.

The professors in the department

invited Kennedy to learn about their

research and its benefits for the fu-

ture of the economy, education and

health care. They showed the Mas-
sachusetts Democrat tutorial pro-

grams, "smart vehicles" being de-

veloped for the military and infor-

mation retrieval systems.

After the presentation, Kennedy
expressed pride in the University's

place on the cutting edge of new
technologies.

"They are doing a great deal of

research as well that vrill have a very

important commercial value,"

Kennedy said, "which, transferred,

means new jobs, new opportunities

for families. Not for the families of

onlyWestern Massachusetts, but all

over Massachusetts, New England

and the country."

"This is still a dangerous world,"

Kennedy said. "It's naive not to think

that we are going to have to have a

defense which is going tobe adequate

to those particular chedlenges."

These challenges reflect the recent

changes in the current world order

and will inspire new and innovative

technological developments,
Kennedy said.

"Those kinds of developments

take imagination and creativity.

There is no reason that Massachu-
setts and New England can't be on

the cutting edge of those technolo-

gies," Kennedy said.

One ofthe many research projects

the Computer and Information Sci-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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ence Department is involved in is a computer-controlled

intelligent vehicle being developed tor the U.S. Army.

This project is being jointly conducted with Carnegie

Mellon University, which plans to transfer a prototype of

the vehicle to theAmherstcampus this summer, according

to Professor Edward Riseman.
The prototype vision system, using a three-level in-

tegrated recognition technology, will eventually be in-

stalled in Army ambulances and other vehicles to

eliminate the need for human drivers in dangerous

situations.

Riseman also stressed possible domestic uses for this

technology, such as automated transport convoys to

transport goods over long distances at high speeds with

no need for human help.

Along with the automated convoys, this technology

could be used to update the interstate highway system.

This new system would have sensors to monitor and

control traffic flow and could eliminate travel delays.

Professor W. Bruce Croft demonstrated an intelligent

information retrieval system developed here at the

University. The prototype program contains a small data

base including 120,000 articles from The Wall Street

Journal.

During computer vision research at the University,

the Image Understanding Architecture was developed to

cope with the vast amount of information relayed in

computer vision.

According to Charles Weems, this so-called "Fifth

Generation" ofcomputer technology lacks the capability

to process this amount ofinput.IUA, using heterogeneous

parallel processors, is able to process the information.

Weems said this technology is "a prologue to the sixth

generation of computer hardware."

The UMass computer department is also working on
projects to improve the educational system, which is

widely believed to be lagging behind the rest of the

industriaUzed world.

An intelligent computer tutor has been developed to

cope with students' varying abilities by making real-time

judgements from the students' questions and answers,

officials said.

This ability is far superior to pre-determined computer

tutors because of its ability to adapt differently to each

student, said Professor Beverly Woolf.

"In order to retain our status as an industrial nation,

we must reform and update our education system," said

Woolf The present system of narrative learning is inef-

ficient when compared to what the intelligent tutor could

do.

A recent survey showed that pre-supplied narrative

learning is soon forgotten by workers who must then

relearn the information on the job, said Woolf.

However, if an intelligent tutor was supplied to the

employee on the job, the worker could forgo the pre-

supplied narrative learning and learn his or her job on
location, retaining more information for a longer period

of time.
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Local
McFerrin's magic
draws in audience
By DERIC BLAIRE
Collegian Correspondent

Bobby McFerrin and Voicestra per-

formed Thursday evening at the Fine

Arts Center and accompaniedby Voicestra
led the audience in song, chant and dance
— and evoked a standing ovation.

McFerrin and Voicestra astounded the
sold-out crowd with luscious, luxurious

vocals, inspiring stage presence and even
a bit ofacting, eliciting hilarious laughter.

In the end McFerrin invited the audi-

enceon stage tojoin him and the Voicestra.

"Sing for your lives," McFerrin instructed

as the crowd danced in delight.

McFerrin said he refused to consider

Voicestra a back-up group, crying. They
are not a back-up group."

All the members ofVoicestra soloed at

least once, others several times. During a
number of songs McFerrin sat behind
Voicestra, grooving to their sound.

The show started with "Sweet In The
Morning." McFerrin dressed in dungarees

and blue sandals with a loose, striped,

yellow shirt, halfway unbuttoned. There
were sweet and sensuous sounds rever-

berating through the rafters as Voicestra

chanted "sweet in the morning" and birds

chirped over head.

The song ended and the theater nearly

exploded. McFerrin had to hush the ap-

plause to start the next song.

McFerrin conducted the group like an

orchestra as they played in a circle of

improvisation. They took turns soloing,

round and round, in a frenzy of improvi-

sational a cappella.

A box was stuffed with audience

members' ideas for improvisation. The
group picked two and acted them out. The
first was "interfering parents" which the

three men of Voicestra performed, in-

ducingthe audience to laughter. McFerrin,

with his female partner, performed "con-

nection." After writhing, rolling and hard
breathing all over, McFerrin ended up on

top, at front center stage, connected to his

partner by the butt. He said, swaggering

his head, "I'm connected," and the crowd

roared.

McFerrin did sing one song alone. As
he did he coaxed the crowd to sing along

with him, flashing his thumbs up and
down, to which the crowd responded.

The man who said he would be "100

years old in March" brought the crowd up
and then cut them down, as Fiedler used

to when he conducted the Pops. The crowd,

amateurs making beautiful music, was
under his spell.

As the group left the stage, almost

immediately aft^rthe firstbows , thecrowd

gave them a standing o^'ation which shook
the rafters until the returned.

McFerrin later explained his concept of

chanting for peace. Every New Year's Eve
in San Francisco they chant 24 hours

straight for peace a song called: "Sing For

Your Life."

McFerrin said this song would be a

part of him for a long time. He explained

to the audience the peace they were singing

about wasn't necessarily peace outside

yourselfbut also within. As he slapped his

chesthe told them they were singingabout
"the center p)eace, the peace inside."

They then went off stage. But the

chanting did not stop. Eventually
McFerrin and Voicestra returned to the

stage continuing their chant. McFerrin

lifted a yoiuig boy up to join him and
Voicestra on stage, inviting others to fol-

low.

This brought a deluge of dancers onto

the stage in a circle of chanting, dancing

and singing for life. Then the crowd stood

behind the group before they bowed and
exited for the last time. The chanting

ended with the crowd now on stage peer-

ing after the group in hopes ofmore song.

CoUegian pboto by Christopher Evmna

WELLSOMEONEHASTODO THIS— Pat Mercaitis, a commu-
nications disorders professor, sweeps away sand at the Haigis

Mall so she can skate with her daughter, Sarah.

New tuition

plan discussed
at Fac Senate
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Expecting full tuition retention to sweep the

Statehouse this year, Chancellor Richard O'Brien

said Thursday at Faculty Senate that miless the

Legislature guarantees continued funding he will

oppose the measure.

Gov. William Weld has proposed that the

Commonwealth's universities and colleges retain

100 percent oftheir tuition money. The University

currently retains approximately 30 percent of tu-

ition money, with the remainder going into the

state's general fund.

Tuition retention is one of the key issues in the

state representative race. Only Democrats Ellen

Story and Norman Page and Independent Larry

Kelley support forms of tuition retention.

O'Brien said he sees a good side and a bad side

to the issue but does not support it unless the

Legislature will promise continued funding.

"The good side is that state dollars will be

brought to us directly," he said. "The bad side is

there is no promised contract.

"There are lots of problems connected vrith tu-

ition retention," he said, adding if things go well a

5 percent increase in tuition will be approved.

In other Faculty Senate business, O'Brien said

he feels "extremely optimistic" about negotiations

with the Graduate Employee Organization.

"I'm dehghted they're showing appropriate re-

straint," he said, alluding to the week-long strike

graduate students conducted against the Univer-

sity last semester.

O'Brien said the terms ofthe contract involving

issues of health benefits, an official procedure for

grievances, parity in budget cuts and tuition and

curriculum fee waivers have been accurately de-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

DVP announce
Spring lineup includes Chuck D ofPublic Enemy
By KARA SCHMIDT
Collegian Correspondent

Ever get the feeling that what you're learning in the

lecture hall will hardly help you in real life? Interested in

what those people who have been around have to say?

The Distinguished Visitors Program, a student-run

organization, brings lecturers and entertainers to the

University ofMassachusetts campus, including writers,

politicians and musicians. These people, according to

DVP member Danuta Forbes, talk about experiences

that extend far beyond the classroom.

In the past they've hosted Stephen King,John Waters,

Hunter S. Thompson and John Updike. John Densmore,

the drummer for the Doors, and consvuner activist and

presidential candidate Ralph Nader have also been

speakers from previous semesters.

Forbes said this semester's lineup promises to be

DVP's best.

"We have decided on three speakers for this semester

so far. Perhaps the most well-known of our lectiu-ers is

rapper Chuck D of Public Enemy," she said. "We are also

sponsoring Rabbi Harold Kushner, who is speaking on

spirituality and religion in contemporary society."

The third speaker is Leon Bing, a journalist who has

written a book on experiences with Los Angeles gangs.

Bing will lecture accompanied by a gang member.

Forbes said participation in DVP involves many ben-

efits and there are various avenues of involvement. The

meetings are easy going and each member has a say in

what goes on, Forbes said.

The group votes on potential speakers, decides who

will pick the speakers up from the airport, take them out

to dinner, escort the celebrity to the event and announce

them. Potential members have to attend three consecu-

tive meetings in order to become a voting member.

Attessa Bagherpour, publicity coordinator, spent a

day last fall with Doors drummer John Densmore, who

she described as "very exciting."

"It's like rubbing elbows with famous people,"

Bagherpour said.

"You're taking a part in UMass. This group has a lot

ofpower in bringing these speakers to the campus," said

Forbes. "When youjoin a group like this it gives you even

more power. Plus, it's great preparation for the real

world."

The Distinguished Visitors Program is looking for

new members. There is a new members meeting today in

campus center room 911 at 6 p.m., or interested people

can stop by their office, room 415 in the Student Union.

"Why not enhance your resume?" said Forbes. "With

such a big school as UMass, joining a group like DVP can

really be a rewarding experience."

Prof, author finds happiness in Judaism
By DAVID MOHEBAN
Collegian Correspondent

and JULIE ROSS
Collegian Staff

For Julius Lester, the decision to become a Jew was

what he described as his "life's journey."

Lester, a professor currently on leave firom the Judaic

and Near Eastern Studies and author of Lovesong: Be-

coming a Jew, discussed his reasons for converting to

Judaism and his interpretation of how to be a Jew last

night at Smith College's Neilson Library Browsing Room.

"For most ofmy life I had been looking for religion,"

Lester said. He researched various religions, taking

pieces from each that made sense to him in an effort to

tailor a religion that suited him.

When Lester discovered Judaism he found it to com-

prise everything he had been searching. He praised

Judaism for the fact that it does not emphasize guilt, it is

centered around the home, and it praises God.

Converting to Judaism in 1982, Lester discussed his

philosophy for "doing Jewish."

The first thing Lester took upon himself as a new Jew
was to learn Hebrew, "an important first step to feeling

that I have a place," he said. Learning Hebrew also

enabled Lester to feel comfortable in synagogue, he said.

Attending services andjoining a synagogue were ways

Lester was able to make a statement of his commitment

to the Jewish community, while also giving him a sense

of belonging, he said.

Observing the kosher laws was "a very powerful

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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scribed in the press. He said the Board of

Trustees is implementing all that it can

within its jurisdiction, but the contract

couldn't be signed becaiise of legal problems.

On Jan. 31, the GEO membership
unanimously ratified a contract proposal

after a full year of negotiations with the

University administration. Last Wednes-
day the contract was unexpectedly denied

full approval by the Board of Trustees.

A special meeting of the Board of

Trustees is scheduled for Feb. 28 and the

contract is expected to be approved then.

In other business, O'Brien said he was
not sure where the source of money sup-

porting the maintenance ofthe William D.

MuUins Memorial Center, currently under

construction, would come from.

O'Brien said he was "extremely sorry"

about the resignationoffootball head coach

Jim Reid. He also shared some ideas for

changes that could be made in the coming
years such as "strengthening the personal

connection in the department with pro-

posals received from NCAA."

primary
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

He offers us no real hope and vision for the

future."

Sen. Bob Kerrey of Nebraska said he

expects to do well because New Hampshire
voters are beginning to realize that he's

not a single issue candidate despite his

emphasis on national health insurance.

"National health insurance for me is a

beginning, a beginning of fundamental
change in the United States," he told a

health care forum in Concord.

He and Sen. Tom Harkin of Iowa were

ranked well behind Tsongas and Clinton

in the polls. The loser between them may
have trouble raising the funds and gain-

ing backing to go on into the most costly

campaign states to come.
"We are ready to go national better

than any other candidate," Harkin told

campaign workers at his campaign head-

quarters. At the Allenstown town hall, he

said he's the Democrat who would break
with current economic policy, notjust fine

tune it. "We won't wait for any tax breaks

for the rich to trickle down," he said.

Judaism
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
way of saying to myself that I am
Jewish. . . eating ceases to become
automatic and eating becomes an
act of consciousness. Much of Juda-
ism is to make us conscious about
what we are doing," he said.

Becoming kosher also brought
him closer to other Jews in the

community, and helped to reinforce

his identity, he said.

Another aspect of Judaism that

initially attracted Lester was the

music. In Judaism each Jew has his

own relationship to God, a relation-

ship that exists in the form ofprayer

and singing.

Lester explained that to him
melodies enable us to express our

mood in prayer and new melodies

can open up new experiences within

our lives. Lester said most Jews use

the same melodies over and over

again with out trying anything dif-

ferent.

"In Judaism, sin is not a heavy,

guilt-laden thing," Lester said, com-

paring sinning to "missing the mark."
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events at the University:
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Includes the Order of the
Engineer for seniors

ENGINEERS WEEK
CONVOCATION
Wednesday, Feb. 19
Marcus Auditorium, 4 PM
Keynote Address: Robert Sinuc
Manufacturing Engineering Manager
General Electric Co.

Refreshments and reception

following both events.
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Wrong education methods used
Trystan Skeigh's critique of Fried

Green Tomatoes [Feb. 13] had about

the same impact onmy positive attitude

as a no-frills flight to Siberia.

Ifyou will forgive me, I am a hetero-

sexual woman. I know that may be

hard to take, but it is a fact and I am
quite comfortable with that. I also tend

to believe that I am a person capable of

tolerance of others.

I have just about had it with your
consistent, derisive comments about

heterosexuals and their ignorance re-

garding the superior lifestyles of the

lesbians. I fully support the rights of

gays, lesbians and bisexuals. However,
you run the grave risk of kicking the

ground out from under yourself by
sneering at the very target population

you wish to educate.

I don't disagree with your goals, but

with the unfortunate methods of edu-

cation you have chosen.

Catherine Burke
Sylvan

What are you trying to accomplish?
Who is Yatin Marathe angry at?

A brilliant article! Man, this guy has

got it all figured out. Don't eat cereal.

Don't drink Pepsi. Don't drive motorcycles

and don't watch C^fN! Simple, isn't it?

Sounds awfully like Idi Amin Dada though,

what?
Damn South India (what the heck is

that?), right? Heyyou Madrasis, you didn't

fight for independence, and you don't de-

serve to fight over water rights! This guy

obviously never took history in high school

and he probably thinks that Tippu Sultan

belongs to the HohenzoUern dynasty. Or
that Rajaji and Radhakrishnan were

Sikhs.

Trashy Indian (either one would do,

what?) movies? Cricket? Ghettos? Relax,

man. Ever heard of something called hy-

pertension? Or self-righteousness? You
don't suppose you are Big Brother, do you?

Individualism? Personal greed? Selec-

tive amnesia? Better known as Original-

ity, Ambition and Diplomacy! Bull's eye,

dude.
Coffee-table radicalism ! So what is your

commitment to the same process? Other

than impotent, incoherent rambling?What
are you trying to do towards providing the

Indian tax payers and peasants with a

good and healthy life?

Let's get it straight. You know why I

am here. And I know why you are here

(well, almost!) So why this hypocritical,

pedantic, self-righteous, pseudo-intellec-

tual, punditic tone? Take it easy.

John deVadoss
Amherst

Bush is our arch-rival, too
University of Massachusetts over

Temple— that is the sweetest upset ofthe
year. What could be better?

It feels so good to win. Almost 1 1 years
ofdomination by the high priests ofTemple
basketball has ended. The ball is in our
court now. We are free from the legacy of

losing; or as Jim McCoy put it to the
Boston Globe, the monkey is off our back.

The Cage is no longer a cage; it is a cannon,
a loud one, and it is going to launch UMass
to the NCAA tournament and for players

like McCoy, maybe beyond.

Nick Nyhan
But what about that "monkey"? The

most important part of the victory over

Temple was what it can do to the malaise

that has hung over our school. Until the

Minutemen stepped up and grabbed our
attention, our school spirit had been on a

losing streak. For the last decade, there

has been one team, besides Temple, that

that has proven to be arch-rivals ofUMass.
That team has been Reagan and Bush.

The Unk between school sports and
national politics might seem to be a stretch

until you consider that just recently our
football coach, Jim Reid, resigned over the

withdrawal of scholarship money he
needed to keep his program competitive. I

don't know who Jim Reid would blame. I

don't know whether he's a Democrat, Re-

publican or Independent. But I know he's

gone. And so is the money. Ultimately, the

person who writes the checks in this coun-

try is the president, and since UMass is

writhing like a malnourished child, I blame
the man who mixes the economic formula:

President Bush.
Up in New Hampshire, the residents

are saying the same things that Coach
Reid has expressed. The money is running
out and ends are not being met. Today is

theNew Hampshire presidential primary,

the first place in the nation that gets the

chance to tell the president how he's do-

ing. Like the crowd at the Cage on Sunday,
the national political community is

watching every move. Everyone in

Manchester is giddy with excitement,
awaiting the results and wondering what
kind of message New Hampshire is going

to send to President Bush and the nation.

The numbers are not so good for Bush: 67-

55. UMass wins in an upset. This could be
the year that the Democrats do the same.

Other margins indicate that former
Massachusetts Sen. Paul Tsongas will win
by a big margin in the field of fivt^ Demo-
crats. Battling for second place are Clinton
and Kerrey. Regardless, Kerrey will even-

tually get the party's nomination. He's
like Ivory soap, 99 percentpure and slowly

rising to the top.

In Bush's own party, Buchanan will

probably take half of Bush's supporters

away from him. Not enough to clinch but

enough to scare. It is going to be a good
game. Hopefully, by this time next year.

Temple will have lost to UMass again and
Bush will be a visiting professor atTemple.

Nick Nyhan is a UMass student.

"Indian bashing" not appreciated
It is rather disturbing to find the Third

World Affairs page dominated by a few
select Indians. It makes me worder if

these are the only people who can write

amongst the students from the so-called

Third World countries. "The Indian Com-
munity: Mentality in action," by Yatin

Marathe, reminded me of the writings of

Pratip Dastidar (thank God he doesn't

vmte for the Collegian anjonore). It is

unfortunate that bashing of Indians still

continues in the Third World Affairs page
of the Collegian.

It is rather farfetched to assume that

Indians on campus lack political aware-

ness. Most of the Indians who have come
here have come in a quest for higher

learning. It is indeed credible to find so

many competent Indians at a prestigious

place like the University ofMassachusetts.

I am hurt when 1 listen to the BBC and
hear of the disturban.jes in India. I have,

in the past, expressed my disappointment

with the correspondents ofthe BBC. Most
of us students are left with little time to

talk politics, or for that matter, organize a

political rally. I would watch an Indian

movie because they are fun to watch, and
the music is dearer to me than rock and
roll on MTV. Cricket to me is what base-

ball is to Americans. Watching a cricket

match on television brings fond memories.
Political correctness is a subjective

matter. I, for one, believe that the standard

of intellect in politics is so low that men of

moderate mental capacity have to stoop to

reach it.

I firmly believe that Indian students in

the U.S. are ambassadors of India to the

U.S. I would like to read of the wonderful

things India has to offer to the world in the

Third World Affairs page rather than some
bashing trash that would look good in a

supermarket tabloid.

Amrut Bhogle
Amherst

Thank you, Building Operations
I would like to take this opportunity to

thank Building Operations and their staff

for all of the support and assistance you
have given us at Union Video Center.

Thad Dabrowski is helping to get our

studio wall painted with funds from
Auxiliary Services; Joe Rupo is always
helpful in giving advice on equipment re-

pairs to our engineers; Jap VanHeerden
has several times assisted our audio needs

in a production; Richard Strycharz helps

vdth cable repairs; Charles LeHane helped
out on basketball game coverage. Also, the

carpentry staffhave always come through
for us when we needed wood cut or a tool

to borrow. These are just a few of the

people we would like to thank for all of

their help and support.

Alec Jarnagin
President, Union Video Center

Bilingual Collegiate Program advisor should stay out of campus politics

On Feb. 6, the Bilingual Collegiate Program's finan-

cial aid/ Latin American Cultural Center Advisor pub-

lished in the Collegian a defaming article, attacking a

Puerto Rican student. The article, titled "Pirate runs

with wrong crowd," seemed to establish some very dis-

criminatory statements, which may have been purposely

targeting the Black/African community.

While institutionalized prejudice is not uncommon,

the Puerto Rican leadership on campus should neither

permit, condone or participate in these dynamics.

If working with ALANA or LBG RA Matters Com-

mittees to abolish the oppressive conditions of residen-

tial life on campus or being part ofthe brotherhood ofIota

Phi Theta (a traditionally Black/African American fra-

ternity) can be defined as the wrong crowd, or "a very

select group of people. . . born with silver spoons in their

mouths", then I deserve to be attacked in the public

sphere by any University representative.

It must be clear to the members of the "minority"

communities that our argfuments criticize the lack of

cooperation and prevalent animosity between the "paid"

official leadership ofthe "people ofcolor." I am criticizing

the BCP's misappropriation ofstudentmoney for expenses

that are ahen to the student community. I am criticizing

the inefficiency of the BCP, in relation to its role vrithin

the University and in comparison with other entities on

campus. I am criticizing the irresponsibility of the BCP
leadership in promoting institutionalized oppression and
assimilation to the "American Heritage."

We are demanding that the BCP-backed cultural

center dictators incorporate the Latino students into a

democratic and coherent process of progressive support

and sohdarity, contingent to the problems facing us. We
are criticizing the exclusion of the Black/African Ameri-

can community from developing a collective agenda in

political movements such as the cultural center protests.

We feel that any University official who attempts to

debate about trivial issues should focus on real dilemmas
and not on defaming individuals. Moreover, we should

begin to recognize that oppression can no longer be

conceived as a single issue such as racism or classism, but

as a complexity of issues. We should begin to seek a
collective agenda of responsibility, an Umoja, by sup-

porting each other in working in a common direction,

determined by students.

Charles R. Venator
Central

Editor's note: This letter was signed by 37 students.

Send U8 your opinion!

Letters should be no longer than 50 lines, double-spaced. Columns must not exceed 70 lines, double-spaced. Submissions must include

your name, local address and phone number. Anonymous submissions will not be printed.
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Supplies tomeet
your demands
Next lime you come into Kinko's for copies, pick up some

supplies. You'll find a full selection of the items you need

most in one convenient place. And with our extended

hours, we're ready to supply your demands day or night

I Stationery and school supplies

I Writing paper, copier paper

and envelopes

I Pens, pencils and markers

I Stamps and packaging

materials

Open 24 hours

253-2543

220 Nortli Pleasant Street

(Aaoss from the Carriage Sliops)

kinko^
the copy center

PCXniCAL ADVERTISEMEhfT-

Here*s the real Story . .

.

ELLEN STORY IS A
PERSON OF ACTION,
NOT JUST EMPTY
PROMISES. SHE HAS
A POSITIVE VISION
FOR THE FUTURE OF
AMHERST AND
PELHAM.

"As your State Represen-

tative, I will be an effec-

tive, independent leader

in Boston, fighting for

the issues that matter to

all of us:

• Affordable and accessible public higher education

• Stable and abundant funding for the University

• Support for unions and the prevailing v^age

• Support for teacher tenure

• Maintenance of essential human services

• Opposition to privatization of services

• Affordable housing and health care

Together, v^e can build a new tradition of support for the

University and our community. To do this, I need your vote

on February 18th."

VOTE FOR ELLEN FEBRUARY 18th!

FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE

CORRECTION
The Collegian incorrectly reported that Julie Gilroy of the Northampton

Center for the Healing Therapies had received her master's degree in nutntion.

She has not completed the degree. The Collegian regrets this error.

!»s»iiiiifiiiii[iniiiiiiiiiiiinH»ii
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STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR

&
AUTOBODY

S3 S. Prospect St. Amherst Center

lmports& other unibody Accepted by all insurance

vehicles are our specialty companies for collision

repair or elass replacement

REMEMBER
It's your car and your choice of repair facilities

256-8157 256-1385

\:::SC:Cd^ .
Shop Reg fRSllM,,^^:^

tyv^^>^

Take
This Course

And You'll End
Up In Court

ir STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

1^ 25 coupons redeemed receive

. LSATPrep

Course for the June 1992 exam.

I

I

I

A fresh voice for tough times

Paw tor by the Ellwi Slory tof Slate Rep. Cofn. - Alice C. Swill. Trees. • 27 S. P1e«anl St.. Amhefil. MA 01002

g STANLEY H. KAPLAN
&. lalvc Kajilan Or lake Your Chances

558 North Pleasant Street. Amherst. MA • 549-5780 I
_

• Must be presented at time of purchase •

• Redeemable in Amherst center only •

• May not be used retroactively •
{

This offer may not be used with any other Stanley H. Kaplan special j

tuition pricing. Offer expires March 1, 1992
J

^

Arts & Living
Sell the Buick: A real lemon
By SCOTT KESNER
Collegian Correspondent

1 went to Amherst College Thursday night to check out
the future of music. The band I saw, Sell the Buick, will

probably not be in it.

These five guys, fourofthem Amherp.t College students,
reminded me of a band that would finish second to a

juggling clown in a junior high talent show— the clown
winning of course because his art is simple, clear and
carefully focused. It is carried out with precision and
accuracy.

Because of aimless, often meandering song writing

and sloppy playing. Sell the Buick came off as merely

second rate. Their caustic wit and esoteric premise seem
to have attracted a somewhat loyal following, butwhatever

humor or whimsical qualities the band possesses is

corroded by their playing.

During "Air-o-plane," the second number performed

from their mock thematic, "American Sex is Dead," seg-

ment, the rhythm section attempts to undergo labyrinth

time changes.

The Sell the Buick rhythm section has serious trouble

just keeping straight forward 4/4 time. In fact, it is

obvious to me that neither the drummer nor the bass

player have ever practiced with a metronome (a device for

marking time by means of a series of clicks at precise

intervals), never mind each other. They need to master

the Go Go's, "We've Got the Beat," before they attempt

stuff like Genesis' "Apocalypse in 9/8."

Between the odd time meters and the drummer's all

too frequent adjustment ofpace, the dancing fans turned

spastic and some became frustrated enough to sit.

The Sell the Buick show wasn't altogether without

merit. It opened opportunely enough with the lead singer

and guitar player, who looked like a young Bob Dylan,

coughing out a pretty damn funny spoof of Extreme's

"More Than Words."

During "Please Don't Call Me Reg, That's not my
Name," the lead singer nervously cavorted about the

stage while the band effectively combined elements of

fimk, rock, rap and progressive into a schizophrenic

cauldron.

The second installment of the show, "American Rock

is Dead," featured a ska backing while veering off into

some amusingsnippets ofLed Zeppelin's "Kashmir," "Tom
Sawyer," by Rush, U2's "New Year's Day" and I think

"Bohemian Rhapsody" by Queen was somewhere in there

as well. Unfortunately, clips of overplayed radio tunes

(except for "Kashmir," which deserves every bit of air

play it gets) aren't enough to redeem a show of this

caliber.

If you enjoy innocuous experimental bands, I would

highly recommend Sell the Buick. But, if you want

progressive quality, eclectic song writing and dry wit:

Rent a Genesis video from the 70s, buy a Robyn Hitchcock

album, and go see Richard Thompson.

Billy Bragg tools on everyone
duringAcademy performance
By DAVE DEMERJIAN
Collegian Staff

To no one's surprise, Billy Bragg astounded his au-

dience at his Academy ofMusic show on Saturday night.

Bragg treated his audience to both classic acoustic ma-

terial and to newer songs featuring his tight, four-piece

backup band. The incredible songs, along vrith Bragg's

humorous commentary, made for an unforgettable

evening.

The audiencewas treated to material spanning Bragg's

entire career. He began the set alone on stage, wowing

the audience with his guitar and vocal gifts. As Bragg

sang, members of his four-piece backup band began to

filter onto the stage one at a time andjoinhim .
Just as the

band finished assembling on stage, Bragg launched into

his classic "Greetings to the New Brunette," unleashing

the full power of the band.

The show just kept getting better and better, and

reached its high point with Bragg's final three songs.

"Sexuality" got the crowd off its feet, and the quiet,

refiective "Hold the Une" again highlighted the versatility

and quality of Bragg and his band. For the final encore,

Bragg launched into The Specials' classic, "A Message to

You, Rudy." The tune lasted for a good 10 minutes, and

by the time it ended almost the entire audience was out

of their seats and dancing.

Bragg calls himself "The Spokesman for his Genera-

tion," a role that he definitely attempted to fill during the

show. Between tunes, he lectured (sometimes to the point

ofboredom) on racism ("ifyou don't fight against racism,

then you are a part ofit"), safe sex ("safe sex doesn'tmean
no sex, it just means use your imagination"), and the

benefits of a mixed market economy.

He also found time to take jibes at Nirvana, Bryan

Adams and the British pop charts. While Bragg's com-

mentary was hilarious, at times it became annoying, and

I left the show thinking that Bragg probably considers

himself to be the coolest guy in the world.

Opening the show on Saturday were Eye and I, a New
York based band who are also members ofthe Black Rock

Coalition. Eye and I, headed by female vocalist D.K
Dyson, played a loud, guitar-based set, which sounded

much like Living Color.

While Eye and I played a good set, theywere performing

for the wrong crowd. The audience did not want to hear

funk-rock, they wanted to hear Billy Bragg. The band

seemed to feel this lack of audience response, and their

performance got worse as it progressed. Head singer

Dyson also did not seem to win any fans by repeatedly

rollingaround on the floor semi-naked. Nor did the crowd

seem impressed when she announced to them all that she

was suffering from a case of diarrhea.

While Bragg suffered from an inappropriate opening

act and a bit ofan attitude problem, his music more than

made up for it. The show was well paced, exciting and fun.

The tunes were great and the band was tight. Bragg's

commentary, while a bit excessive at times, was hilarious

nonetheless.

Billy Bragg deUvered exactly what was expected of

him on Saturday night: quality music, political discussion

and a good time for all.

Big Band jazz
on new album
by Connick
By DONNA OILMAN
Collegian Correspondent

"Can you imagine the thrill ofwriting your own
songs, thinking of a crazy arrangement, and then

hearing it played by the hardest swinging musi-

cians in the world? WOW! I am one lucky guy." So

writes Harry Connick, Jr. in his latest Columbia

release. Blue Light, Red Light. And who can dis-

agree?
Rocketing to fame vvith the soundtrack to 1989'8

When Harry Met Sally, Connick has since ap-

peared in the 1991 fihn LittleMan Tate, withJodie

Foster, and on an episode of the comedy "Cheers."

In the space of four years, Connick has gone

firom playing gigs in New Orleans to doing guest

appearances on the "Arsenio Hall Show" and many
other nationally-syndicated talk shows.

Connick's success comes as a surprise to the

world of popular music, as well as to Connick

himself. He writes, "1 am so fortunate people out

there are giving my kind ofmusic a chance. . . and

a big chance at that."

Nonetheless, the American public has embraced

Connick's type of off-the-beaten-track music.

Connick has been favorable compared to crooner

Frank Sinatra, and applauded for his gutsy return

to the sounds of the Big Band Era. Connick has

deftly brought us emother winning effort in the jazz

and swing arena. Backedby such notable musicians

as bassist Benjamin Jonah Wolfe, guitarist Russell

Malone and saxophonist Will Campbell, this album

offers a blend ofjazz and bigband swing which show

off" Connick's New Orleans' roots to perfection.

The first track on the album is characteristic of

Connick's style ofarrangement. Starting out softly

and gradually building to a thundering finish, the

song orchestrates Connick's mastery of the jazz

beat. Infused with catchy verses, such as "I live in

a tiny closet, a lukewarm cold water flat, with room

for a couple ofcinders, a mouse, a hole and a trap,"

this song will have you toe tapping and humming
in no time.

The third track, "You Didn't KnowMe When" is

a swingier song with a plethora of trumpets and

drums. Connick takes his time with a song, allow-

ing ample time for instrumental. My favorite

track is a short song entitled "He Is, They Are."The

verse is simple but the tune is addictive, with a

strongly Southern harmony. There are also ballads

on the album, such as "Jill" and "Sonny Cried,"

which serve as relaxing backgroimd music for

studying.

I must admit I went into this album a non-

beUever. Could there be more to Connick than

hype and moussed up hair? The answer is a re-

sounding YES! And now, I'm whistling Dixie. "It

may be hard to believe, hard to comprehend, but

baby, you didn't know me when ..." Great stuff.

EVERYBODY
READS

the

COLLEGIAN!

Shouldn't

you be

advertising?

RESUME SPECIAL
Resume typesetting, 25 copies on resume

paper, 25 matching blank sheets, 25

matching envelopes.

.

.all within 48 hours.

<tOQ OR w/coupon
I^>4-0-9w (exp. 5/13/92)
I

j
228 Triangle^t^Amheptj 549-3840 j

Area's Largest Aerobic Floor

BY THE

IDEA AFAA

DONNA KELLEY
ACSM Certified

FUNK • LOW IMPACT • STEP

LET YOUR EXPERIENCE WORK FOR YOU!

BE A RESIDENT ASSISTANT

Applicotions ore available

In all cluster offices now!

Applications are due February 19

by 5:00pm to either Baker or

Thoreau area offices.

APPLY MOW!

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLll • 460 WEST ST, • SO. AMHERST • 256-0080

JOB FAIR FOR TEACHERS
Saturday, February 22 Noon - 4:00 p.m.

Ell Student Center, Northeastern Univ., Boston

Independent schools throughout New England are seeking persons to fill

administraUve, teaching, and support positions. In their commitment to

diversity, schools sponsor this Job Fair especially to identify interested

people of color. There will be presentations on issues facing people of

color in independent schools and opportunities to meet representatives

from a variety of schools to discuss specifics.

The Job Fair is free to all. To register, call (617)849-3080.

C'i)-sp(insorocl by Cluiniicls lor Edut;iti()n;il Choices

;ind lliL- IiulcpciulcMl School Association ol Massachusetts
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If you care,take the time to listen.

Let

Central Travel
help you find the

Ultimate Spring Break
VACATION!

Are you lookiixg for a thallenging. rew ariiinK profession?

Youll find it .'ami more, while learningto help people with speech,

language and hearing disorders.

Boston Bouve College at Northeastern I niversity offers

two exiit ing master of science programs in Speech Language Pat hology

or \udiolog> (the onlv one of its kind in the Bostt)n area). Both

programs are accredited by the American Speech-UmguageHearing

Association.
You'll have the opportunity to gain practical experience m

our on-campus speech clinic. In addition, both programs include

clinical practice in many of Bt)stons prestigious medical institutions.

Graduate assi.stantships and other financial aid are available.

rall(H17)4;i7 2708. or write Graduate School, Bost(m Bouve

College of Human Professions. ItMi Dockser Hall, Northeastern University,

B<xsfon MA 02 1 lo. Because some fHH)ple's problems are worth listening to.

RJ

Boston-Bcuive

College

Northeastern

University

An equal opportunity affirmative

action university.

The most reusable piece ofplastic on canipus.

»«<tii •<• ••« -•• • I*

riic A'l'S:'!' Callni}^ Card will never gt) lo waste. \()\x can use it to make a call from

ilmosi anvwhere to anywhere. Once you have one, you'll never need to apply for another. And it's the lea.si

expensive way to call state-to state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. D And now, you could al.so get 10%

back on all the k)ng distance calls you make with your cardf D Of course, when you u.se your CalUng

Card you'll always be conncxted to the reliable service you've come to expect from AT&T D So, as you see,

there's only tme way to describe the AT&T Calling Card** in t(;day's college environment. Indispen.sable.

Get an AT&T Calling Card today. Call 1 800 654-0471 Ext. 9728.

•Musi make at leaM 130 worth ol AT4T Long Dulance cans wth you' ATM Card pe- quarter Calls covered by »p«c* AT4T pricing

p*ans are not ir>ciiided *^..»,. p
•marMiiciri car»^u«resKlenisr™iypi«(a!r1«ecl<>aied calls usir>guniversiiy and Ar4f«CUI Sennce

i: I99?A14T

AT&T

PAIHAMACmr
BEACH FLORIDA from $284.00
• Includes bus from UMASS, 7 nights

accomodations Sc much more.

CANCUN from $479.00
• Roudtrip air from Boston, 7 nights

accomodations, fif much more.

JAMAICA from $489.00
• Rountrip air from Boston, 7 nights

accomodations, St much more.

CALL NOW! SPACE IS LIMITED!

Central Travel ^1/
549-4900 ®W

POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT

Bill Weld
wants to

privatize UMass.

Jon Hite

is going to

stop him.

Vote TODAY.
FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE

TON HITE
I

CAf€
DICAKLO

5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Eggplant Parmesan
• Pasta Primavera

• Lasagna al Forno

• Polio all'Arrabbiata

(chicken with spicy tomato sauce & pasta)

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6,95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires February 27, 1992

Open Daily at 1 1 :30 a.m.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300
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DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE

UJANT\

By GARY LARSON

JIM'S JOURNAL
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WILMINGTON By M.K. ANDERSON
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CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

AU OFM CHARACTERS

AR£ UHITE £XC£Pr FOR. THB

TOKiN BLACK GUV WO'S
SUPPOSIP TO STAW IN FOP.

\^AU PEOPLE OF COLOR!

you REALLY MVeur TAKEN A

CLOSE LOOKAT 0(;R COMIC STRIP,

HAVE )m?

ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN
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If ^'^^f Htte -tv^-T
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'
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Today's Staff

Night Editor Preston P. Forman

Copy Editor
Darienne Hosley

PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi

Production Supervisor Lisajezowski

Production J^son Toria,

Theresa Giammattei

Menu
LUNCH

chicken Sandwich

Hungarian Noodles

BASICS LUNCH
chicken Sandwich

Hungarian Noodles

DINNER
Szechuan Beef

cheese Spinach Strudel

BASICS DINNER
Szechuan Tofu

Cheese Spinach Strudel

rhe ODlnions exoressed on this oaee are those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Co//«jm/7 or the Universitv

Quote of the Day
"Commit the oldest sins the newest kind

of ways."

- William Shakespeare

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): The
idea that 'bigger Is always better" has

been discredited. Remain true to your

high ideals. More and more people

are coming to share your views. Work
up a healthy sweat by exercising.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): The

emphasis is on protecting your hard-

earned funds. Your mate will coop-

erate with any well-thought-out plan.

Career progress depends on your

ability to move quickly when oppor-

tunity knocks.

GEMINI (May 21-)une 20): Stay-

ing put could prove more profitable

than a'.cefMing a new job offer. Ro-

mance is fulfilling. Forget old griev-

ances if you want to restore harmony
within the family circle.

CANCER dune 21-|uly 22): Re-

main patient even when a project

seems to be stalled. Trying to rush

things would be a mistake. Postpone

travel if you can. Consolidate recent

gains.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Short trips

can produce excellent results. Take a

tip from a co-worker and find way
through a finarKial maze. Refuse to

be distracted from completing im-

portant deadline. An unnatural at-

traction to large animals will hinder

your progress.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Do
not let a casual relationship jeopardize

your career. Compartmentalize your

personal and professional lives. Fi-

nancial experts can help you make
the most of what you have.

DIXON
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Lay the

foundation for long-term financial

security. A conversation with a close

friend is a real confidence-builder. In

romance, take your cue from your

partner. Avoid pressing for an im-

mediate commitment.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21 ): Play

your cards daringly and you will win

every hand. Planetary blessingscome
in a downpour! Hard work and pa-

tience will pay rich dividends. Be

persistent.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 21 -Dec.

22): Co ahead and ask an influential

friend for help. People in positions of

power can furnish valuable employ-

ment leads. A confident, good-hu-

mored approach will let you get your

fool in the door.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Follow the path indicated by recent

events. Success beckons! Your sense

of humor serves you well so long as

you do not gel carried away. Avoid

lelling jokes that could cause offense.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Duty comes first. Do what must be

done even if you would prefer to look

the other way. New faces and places

will make your evening memorable.

Dress to impress those who count.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): To-

day brings good news regarding

settlement of a claim or legacy. Cer-

tain delays or complications may re-

main. Keepyournose to the grindstone

until you have completed vital tasks.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Honest —
4 Hawtliorne lived

here

9 Stiine

13 Unrufflad

15 Frau Schumann
16 Shade of green

17 Bogart-Hept)urn

Mm
20 Ringo. Belle or

Brenda
21 Jacob s twin

22 — as a

Stranger'

23 Stable mlant

26 Author Bagnold

28 Colorful llowers

31 Situated at the

lop

35 Go astray

36 Japanese
receptacles

38 Actor O Shea

39 Robin Hood
— Coslner

film

43 Admire
cheesecake

44 Bulba

45 Winter hazard

46 Vacillate

49 Pillage

51 Lost traction

53 Singer Simon
54 Bal wood
57 French notion

59 Down source

63 1956 Kalhryn

Grayson Mm
67 Actor s quest

68 Rust

69 Bridge seal

70 Run in neutral

71 Crowded
togettier

72 — MisArables"

IX>WN
1 Goes on stage

2 Thai money
3 Zerro's home
4 Screenwriter s

opus Abbr
5 Actress

MacUraw

Aloneon
Expunge
Tomorrow, in

Tijuana

Antelope of

puzzledom
tvlortgage

Dread spread
Departed
Sousa specialty

Romp
Bon mot
Queue
Seer s card

A — a dozen
Mournlul song
Doddering
As of now
Municipal

Smart guy
Come in second

Catch sight ol

Sandal feature

Is lelt with

Mandlikova of

tennis

Sent out

Author/director

Kazan

48 Marked by hills

50 Similar

52 The Wreck ol

tf>e Mary —
54 Longlelkjws

twH town
55 Old a farrier s

job

56 Nor — a

lory..."

58 Black, lo Byron

60 Use an old-type

phone
61 First word in

Massachusetts
motto

62 Mil units

64 Neckline shape

65 — Ixjdkins'

'

66 Formerly called

ANSWER TO PWEVIOUS PUZZLE:

2/18/92
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U.S. hockey team earns 3-3 tie with Sweden
By MIKE NADEL
AP Sports Writer

MERIBEL. France (AP) — The U.S.

hockey team gained the top medal-round

seed in its Olympic group Monday night

despite blowing a 3-0 third-period lead to

world champion Sweden and settling for a

3-3 tie.

Ray LeBlanc stopped 45 shots but not

even he could save the United States'

dream of becoming the country's first

unbeaten, united Olympic champion since

1960. The 4-01 start mirrors the record

that the Miracle on Ice club brought into

the 1980 medal round.

The Americans, who hadn't allowed

any third-period goals in their first four

games, meet France (2-3) in a Tuesday

quarterfinal.

With the goalie pulled and a sixth at-

Ucker on the ice, Mikael Johansson scored

with 21 seconds to play to give the Swedes

(3-0-2) the tie and let them stay in second

place in Pool A.

Johansson tried a wraparound from

LeBIanc's left and the puck deflected off

the right skate of U.S. defenseman Dave

Tretowicz and into the net.

The Swedes will face Czechoslovakia in a

Wednesday quarterfinal .A losswould have let

Finland (3-1-1) jump past Sweden; instead,

the third-place Finns must play the formi-

dable Unified Team on Wednesday.

The Swedes seemed determined to

avenge "the Shame in Chamonix" — a

Feb. 5 pre-Olympic loss to the United

States, after which Swedish players and

coaches accused American players ofoverly

physical play.

Sweden did more than make accusa-

tions Monday.
Just 2:04 into the game. Mats Naslund,

who once won an NHL trophy for gentle-

manly behavior, bloodied the face of U.S.

defenseman Greg Brown with a vicious

hit along the boards. The hit might have

been counterproductive; Naslund, one of

Sweden's best players, was ejected and

the United States appeared to gain emo-

tionally.

The Americans were emotionally

charged well before the hit. It took only 36

seconds for Clark Donatelli to tip Tim

Sweeney's feed past Sweden goalie Roger

Nordstrom.

BRIGHT DAYS .

IN THE DARKROOM!
Save 10% on paper r

an(j chemistry with

this coupon ancj your

stucjent ID.

Get the answers to

your questions about

cameras, equipment,

film an(j developing

at The Camera Shops

10% OIF PAPER
ANDCHEMISTRt

COODPRKEiniEEADVICE.

98 N. Pleasant St.. Amherst • 253-3039

J
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT.

Here's the real Story . .

.

I have known Ellen Story for 15 years. We are often on

panels together discussing teenage sexuality. I have never

publically supported a candidate or worked on a campaign,

but this time I am. Ellen is honest, committed and progressive

and she sincerely cares about children, teenagers and young

adults. Her son, Tim, is a student here and she is determined

to keep college education affordable. Ellen is fierce in her

support for the University and will fight IxUh to keep tuition

low and to build a new tradition of support among students,

faculty, alumni, other Slate Reps and the public to get the

funding we need. 1 urge you to join me and vote for Ellen on

February 1 8lh." j^^^^ ^^^/^ ^.D.
University Health Services

VOTE FOR ELLEN FEBRUARY 18lh!

Ellen Story
FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE

A fresh voice for tough times

Paid kx by Jh« Ellwi S«ofy lor Stale Rap Com. • AKca C Swill, Treaa • 27 S PtaasMil Si
.
Amhar.1. MA 01002

LeBlanc continually bailed out a U.S.

defense that played well in spots but gave

up several excellent scoring chances.

LeBlanc stopped three breakaways and at

least 20 other dead-on shots.

He has played every minute of the

tournament and has allowed only seven

goals. He had a scoreless string of 136

minutes, 39 seconds snapped by Tommy
Sjodin at 6:21 of the third period. Hakan

Loob made it 3-2 with a power-play goal at

13:25.

By the time Sjodin scored, the Ameri-

cans had a three-goal lead. Ted Donato got

loose for a breakaway and slid the puck

between Nordstrom's pads at 7:18 of the

second period. At 2:42 ofthe third, Donato

set up Marty Mclnnis for a shot over

Nordstrom.
Hard hits were exchanged all game,

starting with Naslund's flagrant charge.

Naslund went the entire length of the

U.S. defensive zone, left his feet and

slammed Brown face-first into the boards

behind the U.S. goal line.

Brown stayed on the ice for several

minutes before leaving with a cut above

his right eye and across the bridge of his

nose. U.S. coach Dave Peterson told CBS-

TV that Brown had suffered a concussion

and asked that Naslund be thrown out of

the tournament for "a very dirty shot."

Naslund isn't automatically barred

from future Olympic play but a suspension

can be imposed by the International Ice

Hockey Federation.

women's hoop
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

1

minutes remaining in the contest.

But, the Minutewomen never took

the lead, and the Lady Dukes went on a

14-3 run thanks to two more Vincent 3-

pointers, giving Duquesne a 55-44 lead

with 10 minutes left.

But like the villain in the horror

movie that keeps coming back from the

dead, UMass broke the lead down and

had a chance after Riley hit a 3-pointer

with 48 seconds left to cut a Lady Duke

lead to three, 71-68.

Again, Vincent broke UMass' back

by hitting both ends of a 1-and-l from

the foul line as the Lady Dukes scored

the last five points for the final margin

of 76-68.

The Minutewomen ( 4- 18 , 0- 1 1 in the

Atlantic 10) turned the ball over five

times less than the Lady Dukes (5-18, 3-

8 in the A- 10). Riley and Moran scored

season highs in points (19 and 23 re-

spectively), but the Duquesne backcourt

ofVincent and Kris Sebastian combined

for 40 points.

Vincent was 5-for-lO finom 3-point

range, and scored 24 points.

For UMass, the game represented

another contrast with last season. The

Minutewomen would have packed it in

after the first half last year, but this

year they kept fighting until the final

buzzer.

Still, it also represents another

missed opportunity, and like last year,

the Minutewomen are in danger of go-

ing winless in A-10 play.

cJrunan ^axa£.n <:J\Ei.tauxani

OL B^d: CU^tz Buffet

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

10 Bekhertown Ri • Route 9 Amherst • 256-0851/025?

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

Minimum $15 plus S2 delivery charge

FET &SUNDAYBRUNCH
Buffet served Saturday 5-9p.m.

Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99
Children under 10 -$3.00

Now Playing

MY OWN
PRIVATE
IDAHO
Showtimes:

Fn. - Sun.

7pm & 9:30pm
Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7:30pm
Adults $4 00

Student w/valid ID. &
Senior Citizens $3.00

Get Involved! ^>>/^
uith campus health issues oA ^^i'ic

SHAB* ^^^f
• Sponsffr health projects

• Represent student health care concerns

• Review UHS bitdget

• Serve on UHS SearcK Committees
• Meet otKer students interested in health care

COME SEE WHAT IT*S ALL ABOUT
Meeting: WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19

Where: UHS Room 302

Time: 5:15 - 6:15 P.M.

*Student HeaWi Advisory Board (est. 1971)
Universitv Health Services

PRESCHOOL OPENINGS!

THE WALDKN LEARNING CENTER HAS EXPANDED!

HALF-TIME SCIIOI^ARSHIPS

FRKK TIIITION TO THE FIRST FIVE AIMM.KANT.S

SERVES TYPKALCIIII-DREN AND ('IIII.I)REN WITH SriKTAI, NEEDS
•UNIVERSITY AFFIIIA I El) IK ENSEI) I»R()(;RAM

CONVENIENT LOCATION

CALL FOR INFORMATION: 545-4791
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Women's basketball
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The resilient University of Massa-
chusetts women's basketball team kept
bouncing back from large deficits, in-

cluding one of 13 points in the first half,

but still fell in its 11th consecutive At-
lantic 10 game Saturday to Duquesne
University, 76-68.

In the first half, the Lady Dukes
broke away from an early 14-12 deficit

by going on a 19-4 run to take a 31-18

lead with 3:34 left.

Senior guard Darcie Vincent keyed
therunwithtwo treys, onewhich started
the run and gave Duquesne a 15-14

lead, and another 3-pointer to end it at

31-18, at which point UMass called a
timeout to regroup.

But in the second half, UMass
scraped and clawed its way back from a
37-28 halftime deficit and eventually

tied the game at 41 when Trish Riley hit

a 3-pointer at the top ofthe key with 14
CONTINUED ON PAGE 1

1

FUNK* Ht/ljOW-$rrEP

• Classes Dally
* Certified Instructors
• Susperided Wood Floor
* Areas Largest Room

AMMKKSr AIHimc
CUB

U)0 West St.

So. Amhvrst. 2.56-0080

Oneoi
Ouis

Cars
Trucks
Cargo Vans

Rmtl by D»r, Wttk or Uonlh

Sfwdal WMkly and VMUni Rates

NQntiAmnerstmomS
Auto&lhjck Rental

78 OM SutdMtand Rd.

Norn AnvMrst, MA
549-RENT

(54»-7I68)

OnButBoult

ttmof
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Save money when you order campus delivery of

mi|e ^e^ lark ®tti«s
The University Store will reserve copies of The New York Times for

students and faculty at a savings of 40% Monday through Friday starting

on Monday March 2 thru May 8, 1992. Sign up now for your daily

copy of The New York Times at the low cost of $15.00, 40% below

the retail rate.

Please Enter My Subscription To: The New York Times

Spring Term

Weekdays (Mon-Fri) $ Days)

Print Name

Home Address

f>,UNIVERSITY
Return Bottom Portion Witti Payment to The University Store, Campus Center, UMASS 545-261 9^f|^gTORE *58*

Round Trips from Boston Starting ac

LONDON $310
TOKYO 729
Round Trips from New York Starting ac

GUATEMALA 390
DELHI 1231
Round Trips from Los Angeles Starting ac

AUKLAND 1209
Taxes not included. Restrictions apply.

Fares subject to change & availability.

Call about one ways. We issue

EURAIL passes on the SPOTl

Council Travd
79 South Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002

413-256-1261

THE SENTINEL OF THE SPACEWAYS

COMICS, TRADE PAPERBACKS, AND MORE AVAIUBLE AT

SAME BAT CHAIUMEL
Comics • Cards • C/dmcs & More

Inoolsiiic Mdll

I iolyokc • [-yz-9797
I KKJIcy • ^H6-H77:'

ouis: Mon. - Sdl. iO-'; • Sund>

TM « > IWI Marvel I nuruinnxnl dr.iup Iik All tiyhls iiMrvnl

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE Hi CAMPUS CEhTTER • MON. - THURS. 8:30-3:i0 FRIDAY 8:30-2:30 *DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUaTION * 20(A^ORD/DAY FOR miDENTS » CASH IN ADVANCE

AcnvmES

CtwHCtub
Tuesdays 7-10pm
in the Bluewall

All are welcome ^__^__
WOCH- The UMass Cable Radio Station -

Will be holding a general meeting this Tues-

day night at 7:45pm in the Grayson classfoom
(That's in Orchard Hill) To be discussed:

Dues, scheduling shows, electing an assis-

tant general manager, and oh so much more.

No tree lood will be made available.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Bed and BrMklatt
Downtown Amherst. Ideal tor visiting par-

ents and triends 549-0733

CALIFORNIA-$1 49! Anytime, fly eHherway,

coasltocoasl(&Portland 'Seattle!)

Caribbean-only $ 1 89 Roundtrip air to some-

where sunny and warm. Hitch a ride.

Europe only $160 each wayl

Airhitch 2 1 2-864-2000

FREE Giant Panda kittens. Our giant pandas

are breeding like rabbits We've had to drown

40 so tar. Cant afford the bamboo. Please

help!

LEADERSHIP, FRIENDSHIP. SERVICE
Alpha Phi Omega
The National Coed Service Fraternity

All welcome to our informational

rush meeting.

Tuesday- Field Classroom

Wednesday- Earthloods. Student Union

Both at 7:30pm :-)

PHI ALPHA THETA History Honors Society

accepting new members, pick up appiic. in

History office 6th floor Herter. Deadline 2/25

AUTO FOR SALE

Purchasing a uaad car? Having your car

repaired? Do you know your rights? Contact

the Legal Services Canter. 922 Campus

Center, 545-1995

RELIABLE TOYOTA CAMRY -Silver BS

High mileage, needs a tune up. A deal for

$1 500 or best offer Must sell now! 323-7909

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats. 4wheelers,

motorhomes by FBI, IRS, DEA. Available

your area now. Call 805-682-7555 Ext C-

1675

BANDS WANTED

HOT SPOT UPTOWN looking for local acts

Tape/package Call Judi 549-1200 For nrare

info

CHEN STYLE TAI CHI

MEDrrATION-IN-MOTION with slow-fast,

soft-vigorous, empty-solid movements Free

first lesson 6:45pm Feb25 Northampton 545-

5923

COLLEGE PIZZA

FALL SPECIAL
Large cheese $6.00

Small cheese $3.50

Add $1 for tor2 toppings

Free soda w/large sub, salad, or

spaghetti

549-6073 549-6098

Must mention this ad

COLLEGE PIZZA

Now FMtwing Sllcaall

CHRISTINA LINO

You iMveglvenmeloveand support through

good times and bad Now it is my turn! Thank

you for evarythingi Hang in there, I love you I

KAX

FOR RENT

Sunderland must rant one room now $ 1 90/

month on bus route Peaceful convenient

location Call 665-8669 evenings

FOR SALE

2 ir NEW SPEAKERS Super pro's lor car

or home $100.00 Mark 5465933

Lang XRI aki boot* Like new Size 10 1/2

Must sell!! Best offer Call 549-4892

LOVE SCENT, known to enhance and
stimulate the senses Rare African import.

Oil $8. 75/ Incense $6.00. Uncommon Scents

107 Vernon Street. Northampton. Massa-
chusetts 01060

MEN'S LEATHERJACKET Size 44L(lg. Tall)

Motorcyde style, lined $60 or bo Call Leon
253-0484

HELP WANTED

Alaaka Summer Employment- Fisheries.

Earn $5,000-f/month Free transportation!

Room + board! Over 8,000 openings. Male

or lemale For employment program call 1-

206-545-4 1 55 ext 298

EARN MONEY NOW!
SPANISH/ENGLISH BILINGUALS
Needed for reading study

Jeanette 585-8749

FAST
FUNORAISINO
PRCX3RAM

Fraternities, sororities, student clubs Earn

up to $ 1 000 in one week. Plus receive a

$1000 bonus yourself. And a FREE watch

just for calling. 1 -800-932-0528 Ext.65.

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many posi-

tions. (3raat benefits. Call 805-682-7555 Ext

P-3306

SUMMER CAMP ON CAPE COD
Need enthusiastic, dedicated people to work.

live with kids Beautiful location, excellent

program, competitive salaries. Call Jeanne
or Dan at 256-0381 tor information or appli-

callons.

LOST

LOST GLASSES! Maybe In Herter, maybe
inCampus Center, maytjeanyvKfierel -Please

call Amy if found 549-6759

REWARD lor information leading to the re-

turn of large yetlow basket on wheels painted

with "Properly of Collegian" on side. Have

you seen it on campus? Contact 545-3500

ask for Maureen or Brian

PERSONALS

COLLEEN
Happy 20th birthday!

Take a break from studying to relax and

enjoy this special day. I hope ril be nearby for

your 2 1 St. Love Joe

Bethel

Happy belated Valentine's Day! rm sorry

about the timing but you know why already.

Its very hard to write how I feel about you in

a lew lines but I'll try Um. I'mstill trying. Well,

read tomorrow asd 111 finish.

Tom

READ THIS

COMPUTERS, PRINTERS »
ACCESSORIES

Best prices in the Pioneer Valley We config-

ure to your specifications. Ask about our

monthly specials. Ask lor Enc 253-0868

RUSH OU

Ruah Data*: Mon 17

Tue 18

Wed 19

All events run Irom 8-9pm
All university men are welcome
to come down, meet the brothers

and play NagleschlaguenI

SERVICES

INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNrnES
A comprehensive guide list hundreds cur-

rent internships in and around Boston. Send

$15 to: National Student Financial Planning

Service P.O.Box 390085. Cambridge MA
02139. The first 100 interns accepted before

5/5 Qualify receive $100 award

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Services

Center offers free legal assistance to lee-

paying students. Contact us at 922 Campus
Center, 545-1995

ORDER AVON!
Call 546-1999

For free brochures/samples

TRAVEL

Cancunl! Now offering lowest prices avail-

able. Free underwater camera, drink/dance

cruise and more. John/Frank 549-2709

SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Panama City. Cancun. Jamaica

Call Stacey at 549-0840

FREETRAVEL- Air couriers and cruiseships.

Students also needed Christmas, spring and

summer lor amusement park employment

Call 805-682-7555 Ext F- 1426

Naad aoma sun? I have great deals on

spring break trips to Jamaica, Cancun. and

Bahamas. Call Dena days 545-3500 or nights

549-5740

PANAMA CITY FLORIDA
drinking on the beach is legal.

bars open until 4am.

over 400.000 students expected.

and it's cheap

8days 7nights from $155
call Pete or Derek 256-6490

Why go south?

Ski Park City spring break

For more info call 549-4892

YOU'VE ONLY GOTONE WEEK TO UVEI
Do spring break in Jamaica. Bahamas.

Cancun. Margarita, from $369!! Hotel, air.

transfers, parties! Sun Splash Tours 1-800-

426-7710.

TYPING

Naad your papers typed? Quick, accurate

service. Call Bnan 546-3563

PAPERS, RESUMES, THESIS-
Word processing, laser printing-

Call Rosemary 323-5031

WANTED

FEMALE TO SHARE room in Townhouse
apt great condition 3 considerate roomies

rent negotiable call 549-8001 or 549-0839

ASAP

SELL ME YOUR FRIDGEIII

Will pay cash 6-3765

Wonwn wanted to form a team to play in-

tramural basketball Tuesday's 7pm call 6-

0936

It's

NO SECRET
when it's

CLASSIFIED
in the

COLLEGIAN.
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Game Summary

Temple 32 - 20 52
Massachusetts 30 - 37 67

Temple (52)

Kilgore 1-6 0-0 2, Strickland 1-3 0-0

2 . Johnson 5-9 0-010, Corstarphen
2-5 l-2 7,McKie3-15 l-2 8,Brunson

2-9 2-4 7. Jones 5-13 0-1 13, Conic
1-2 0-0 3, Ozment 0-0 0-0 0. Totals:

20-62 4-9 52.

Massachusetts (67)

Barbee 1-56-109, Herndon 2-4 4-4

8, H. Williams 5-6 5-8 15, Brown 2-5

4-4 10, McCoy 7-18 4-4 18, M. Wil-

liams 0-20-00, Roe 3-4 1-27, Malloy

0-0 0-0 0, K. Robinson 0-0 0-0 0.

Totals: 20-44 24-32 67.

Three-point goals: Temple 8-23

(Kilgore 0-1, Corstarphen 2-4,

McKie 1-4, Brunson 1-5, Jones 3-7,

Conic 1-2). Massachusetts 3-8

(Barbee 1-2, Brown 2-4, M.Williams

0-2). Rebounds: Temple 30 (McKie

9). Massachusetts 45 (H. Williams,

Roe 9). Assists: Temple 13

(Corstarphen 6). Massachusetts 16

(Brown 7). Fouled out: None.
Technicals: Strickland, Massachu-
setts bench.
Attendance: 4,068 (sellout).

Player of the gome
University of Mas-
sachusetts cen-
ter Harper Wil-

liams scored 15

points, grabbed
9 rebounds and
blocked 5 shots

in only 26 min-

utes. He scored
1 3 of his points in

the second half,

when the Min-
utemen made

Harper Williams

67* Jr. F/C

Bridgeport.CT

their run. He hit 5 of 6 shots, and
when the opposition brought the

ball inside, he swatted it away.

Why UMoss won

The MInutennen went on a 12-

run early in the second half,

to take a 42-34 lead, which
they never relinquished. Anton
Brown hit a big 3-polnter with

the shot clock running down,
which demoralized Temple
and UMass' defense was so

tough, the Owls were able to

hit only 32 percent oftheir shots,

and only 25 percent in the

second half. Harper Williams

chipped in 1 3 points in the de-
ciding half, while Jim McCoy
shut down Aaron McKie, hold-

ing him to 8 points and scoring

18 himself. UMass dominated
the glass, outrebounding
Temple 45-30.

Atlantic 10 Standings

W-L Pet.

West Virginia 9-2 .889

Massachusetts 8-3 .727

Rhode island 7-3 .700

Temple 8-5 .615

George Washington 6 -5 .545

Duquesne 4-7 .364

Rutgers 4-7 .364

St. Joseph's 3-8 .273

St. Bonaventure 1-10 .090

UMass' next opponent

The University of Massachusetts

is ih Piscataway, N.J. tonight (8

p.m., WMUA 91.1 FM, WHMP
99.3 FM) for a bout with Rutgers
University. The Scarlet Knights

are 12-10, 4-7 in the A- 10 and
have won three straight. In the

first meeting of the year, the

Minutemen won by 1 1 , 77-66.

Harper Williams led UMass with

1 7 points while Donnel Lumpkin
led Rutgers with 19.

Sports
UMass breaks the streak,

wins first-ever against Owls
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

UMass isn't going to win."

FVom there. Harper Williams ( 15 points,

9 rebounds. 5 blocked shots) hit a jumper

in the paint, then McCoy and WiUiams

each hit two free throws, to give the

Minutemen their largest lead of the af-

ternoon, 56-45.

Carstarphen made a foul shot with

2: 12 remaining in the game to cut the lead

to 56-46 and then Temple proceeded to

commit foul after foul. However, the

Minutemen made 10 of 16 free throws

down the stretch and the Owls continued

to misfire.

Harper Williams and Lou Roe were

immense on the boards for the Minutemen,

who out-rebounded the Owls 45-30. Roe,

who UMass coachJohn Calipari called the

"A- 10 Freshman of the Year" after the

game, grabbed nine rebounds in 21 min-

utes.

"This kind ofwin gives us the confidence

that there's no one in our league that we
can't beat," Calipari said. "I think there's

about ten teams in the nation that we
can't play with,, but I think anybody else,

I'd say 'let's play.'"

After a little skirmish in the locker

room at the halfinvolving Mike Williams,

Roe and McCoy, the Minutemen redirected

their punches at the Owls.

Temple center Frazier Johnson, who

scored 10 points but spent much of the

game on the bench because offoul trouble,

hit a turnaround jumper to give the Owls

a 34-30 lead with 19:50 to go. ThenTemple

went cold and UMass delivered the

knockout punch.

"I did not anticipate that we would

shoot as bad as we did," said Temple coach

John Chaney. "We shot the ball very poorly

and did not get very good use out ofour big

players in this game."

Anton Brown's 3-pointer in the midst

ofa 12-0 UMass run with 18:04 remaining

in the game put UMass ahead for good, 37-

34. In the meantime, Temple could not

buy a bucket. In the second half, the Owls

shot just 25 percent (32 for the game),

helping UMass build a 42-34 lead with

12:25 remaining.

Mike Williams, who came out aft«r the

intermission holding his hand to his eye,

said aHer the game, "The team was kind of
yelling at each other [at halftime], point-

ing fingers at each other. It was just a

little altercation, that's all."

McCoy said, "Nothing really happened.

It's a team thing. It was nothing personal.

I think something positive came out of

Collegian photo by Jeff Egan

University of Massachusetts forward Tony Barbee (22) throws a

pass, while Temple's Aaron McKie (23) looks on. The Minutemen won
the game 67-52.

what happened at halftime, we won the

game. We were down two. We came in at

halftime, talked to each other, got our

feelings out, went out, played the game
and won."

Temple's Eddie Jones (13 points) hit a

trey, Mik Kilgore a bank shot and Jones

another three, to cut the lead to 44-42,

midway through the half. But UMassjust

would not falter.

McCoy steps up game
down the final stretch

"It was a real good win for our program

and for our University," Harper Williams

said. "With all the bad stuff" going on, like

the budget cuts, this can make somebody

smile up in the Senate and everywhere

else."

McCoy said aft«r the game it was his

best game of the year. He shut down
Temple's big guns, specifically Aaron
McKie (8 points, zero in the second half).

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

It's that time of year again.

The groundhog has made his decision,

classes start to become a nuisance and

Spring Break is only a month away.

And for the last four years something

else happens on the University of Massa-

chusetts campus in February: the

Minutemen's Jim McCoy takes his game
one step higher.

McCoy, UMass' all-time leading scorer,

has officially turned it up an extra notch of

late. After a dismal 7-point performance

against Rutgers University in late Janu-

ary, McCoy kicked off" February with 21

points at St. Bonaventure, followed by a

season-high 25 against St. Joseph's.

And then, the senior from Pittsburgh,

Pa., may have played his best game to

date Sunday in the Minutemen's 67-52

win over Temple University.

"This was probably my best off"ensive

and defensive game ofthe season," McCoy
said after UMass' first-ever win against

Temple, 67-52. "It was the biggest game of

my career."

McCoy led all scorers with 18 points,

pulled down four rebounds and added one

steal, but it was McCoy's hustle on the

defensive end of the floor that made the

highlight films.

McCoy held the Owls' Aaron McKie,

who entered the game averaging 14 points

per game, to an ineffective eight points on

3-for-15 shooting, including zero second

half points.

"I went in there tonight and said I'm

going to shut [McKie] down," McCoy said

aft«r recalling the sophomore's 13-point,

five-rebound effort in their first matchup
earlier in the season in Philadelphia.

"[McCoy I was outstanding," UMass
coach John Cabpari said. "He rebounded.

He played strong. He was great offensively.

He made some big shots, big rebounds and

tough plays."

UMass basketball fans have come to

expect great things from the team's "go-to

man" down the stretch, as the Minutemen

have only five regular season contests

remaining.

Last season, McCoy averaged 24.8

points in UMass' last five games and in his

career, the senior is averaging 22 points

prior to the post-season Atlantic 10 tour-

nament.
"Jim McCoy is making that stretch

run," Calipari said. "He's made it every

year he's been here. He gets in the middle

of the season and struggles a bit and then

kicks it in the last four or five games."

THIS WEEK IN NCAA MEM'S DIV. I

BASKETBALL

TOP 25
COIMPIUHt¥ THE ASSOOA-nED PMBSS

Record Points Prev

1. Duke (63) 20-1 1623 1

2. UCLA (2) 19-1 1554 3

3. Kansas 19-2 1474 4

4, North Carolina 18-3 1358 6

5. Arizona 19-3 1330 7

6. Ohio St. 17-3 1280 8

7 Indiana 18-4 1217 4

8. Oklahoma St. 21-3 1193 2

9. Missouri 17-3 1137 9

10 Arkansas 19-5 1000 11

11. Michigan St. 17-4 999 12

12. UNLV 22-2 923 lb

13. Kentucky 18-5 717 19

14. Alabama 19-5 613 16

15. Southern Cat 17-4 594 13

16. Florida St. 18-6 565 23

17 Syracuse 16-5 562 10

18. Tulone 19-3 504 14

19. Cincinnati 19-3 488 24

20. Michigan 15-6 417 17

21 Connecticut 16-5 382 18

22 Seton Hall 15-6 351 25
23 Iowa St. 18-6 120 —
24 St. Johns 14-7 81 —
25 Georgetown 15-6 69 —

Others receiving votes: Massachusetts 63.

Texos-EI Paso 58, LSU 51 , Oklahoma 45, N.C,

Charlotte 37. Nebraska 36, Wis- Green Boy
28, Montana 23. Princeton 21 , Stanford 21

,

Arizona St. 20, DePaul 1 7, New Mexico St. 1 7.

Ball St. 16, Brlgham Young 14, Pepperdine
13, Rhode Island 13, Houston 10, West Vir-

ginia 9, Wake Forest 8, Texas Christian 6,

Louisiana Tech 5, Boston College 4, Louisville

4 , Texas 4 , Georgia Tech 3 , Iowa 3 , Delaware
2, Minnesota 2, Memphis St. 1 , Richmond 1

.
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Bush pulls out win;
Tsongas takes lead-
By WALTER S. MEARS
Associated Press

MANCHESTER, N.H. — President

Bush gained grudging victory Tuesday

night in the New Hampshire presidential

primary, with Challenger Patrick J.

Buchanan claiming more than 40 percent

of the Republican vote to fuel his conser-

vative rebellion.

Former Sen. Paul E. Tsongas of Mas-

sachusetts won the five-way Democratic

race, ratifying the frontrunner statuseven

he called improbable. Arkansas Gov. Bill

Clinton ran second and pronounced him-

self "the comeback kid."

New Hampshire's blighted economy

was the consuming issue in both parties'

campaigns, and Bush said he got the

message of discontent.

This election was far closer than many
had predicted," he said in a statement." I

think the opponents on both sides reaped

the harvest of discontent with the pace of

New Hampshire's economy.

He vowed to "take my case to the voters

in the next eight-and-a-halfmonths," and

said he was confident ofbeatingBuchanan

to win the GOP nomination. "Now," said

Bush, "on to the South."

Angela Bay Buchanan, manager ofthe

challenger, claimed a major victory on her

brother's behalf. "This is a victory. Protest

votes don't run this high. We're going

against a president in his own party in the

state that put him in office."

"New Hampshire is Pat Buchanan's

best shot," said Gov. Judd Gregg, a Bush

partisan like the rest of the Republican

establishment. Yet the results were so-

bering to the Bush camp, coming in the

state where primary victory saved the

president's 1988 nomination.

The Republican vote, with 51 percent

of the precincts counted: Bush 34,767 or

57 percent. He led for 14 of New
Hampshire's 23 convention delegates.

Buchanan 25,384 or 42 percent and 9

delegates.

Polls of voters leaving their polling

places showed that the economy and jobs

were the issues that mattered most to

both Republicans and Democrats. Early

exit polls reported by ABC found that 52

percentofBuchanan voters said they voted

for him to send a message, compared to 47

percent who said he would make the best

president. More than halfsaid they would

not vote for Bush if he was the choice in

November.
Buchanan campaigned to the end, de-

claring at one pointTuesday, "We're going

into Georgia and Super Tuesday with

enormous steam." Those Southern pri-

maries are on March 3 and 10.

In the Democratic primary, with 38

percentofthe precincts reporting, Tsongas
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Story wins race
by a slim margin
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The candidates' faces told the story

better than any election returns could

have.

A somber-looking Jon Hite entered

the Amherst Community Cable Tele-

vision studios shortly after 9 p.m. last

night to concede the results of the

Democratic primary in the Third

Hampshire District's state

representative's race to winner Ellen

.Storv.

CoUeglan photo by Joah Reynold*

First district Democratic pri-

mary winner Ellen Story.

Story, an Amherst resident, edged

Hite by 89 votes in a race that was as

close as many observers expected. Un-

of&cial results showed Story with 1 ,587

votes to Hite's 1,498, with absentee

results not yet in.

Norman Page of Pelham finished

with 989 votes, while Amherst's Terry

Franklin, considered by most to be a

long-shot, tallied 80 votes.

RepublicanMark Enoch ofAmherst

ran unopposed in the Republican pri-

mary, movingon to the Mar . 1 7 general

election.

The Amherst-Pelham seat opened

last fall when three-term representa-

tive Stanley Rosenberg was elected to

the State Senate on September 24,

filling the seat vacated by state Sen.

John Olver.

A beaming Story, who came to the

television studio at approximately 9:30

p.m., said the final results were a tes-

tament to her campaign's strategy of

providing accessibility to the citizens

of Amherst and Pelham.

"The reason I'd thought I'd win was
because I had so many people working

on my campaign," Story said. "It

seemed to me that any campaign that

had as many people working on

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

UMass student
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

Although not registered New Hampshire voters.

University students have their own ideas about how the

contenders for the presidential Democratic candidacy

stack up.

"Tom Harkin is probably the one I would vote for," said

junior political science major Jeremy Pease. "He's a man

of the people, and he stands for basic democratic views."

Senior English major Edward Ashton said, "Defi-

nitely I
Bill ] Clinton. He seems to have the best chance of

beating George Bush, and that is my major concern."

Marjorie Decker, a sophomore STPEC and women's

studies major, said, "I would vote for [Tom] Harkin,

because he seems more consistent than any other can-

didate in trying to improve the quahty of life."

"I guess I would vote for [Jerry] Brown," said Matthew

Lawrence, a junior history major. "He has the most

interesting history. But if Ralph Nader was in the rim-

ning, I'd vote for him."

"I think Clinton is the only one who can get us out of

the recession," said Greg Oginz, a junior marketing

Collegian photo by Christopher Evans

Arthur Jemison, a senior STEPC major, is

not decided on which candidate he prefers.

major. "As far as the Gennifer Flowers scandal is con-

cerned, we all make mistakes."

Elizabeth Caruso, a senior sociology major, said, "I'd

vote Clinton. I think he handled the affair scandal well,

not denying it and lying to the public."

Several students remain unimpressed by any of the

contenders for the Democratic candidacy.

"I probably would abstain if I were a registered voter,"

said Marc Rie, a sophomore political science major. "I'm

not real thrilled vnth any of the candidates."

Erika Higgins, a junior BDIC major, said, "Actually,

I'm really glad I'm not voting, because I am so unimpressed

with all the candidates. It worries me that these are our

only choices."

"If I had to choose, it would be between Tsongas and

Harkin," said senior STPEC major Arthur Jemison.

"Harkin has the strong social pohcies, while Tsongas has

more of a sound economic plan.

"On the down side, neither has any civil rights stand

or innovative proposals for urban problems," he contin-

ued. "But we can't get a true picture of any real issues

because all we hear on T.V. are catchy soundbites that

pass for national policy.'
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Vigil marks anniversary of death
By DAVID RIVERA
CoUegian Staff

Thirty-five people gathered atAmherst

Common yesterday to remember Gregory

D. Levey, the Amherst resident who one

yesu" ago this week immolated himself in

protest of the Persian Gulf War.

Amherst residents and peace activists

fi-om aroimd the area took part in a Bud-

dhist ceremony in memory of Levey who
set himselfon fire on a Monday afternoon

in the center of Amherst Common.
Charles Carrol, an Amherst resident

and UMass graduate student, knew Levey
for over ten years and spoke about his

action one year later.

"It was a very selfless act," Carrol said

of his friend, "The most important thing

was that his deathwas an act ofprinciple."

Campus reaction varied one year ago.

Both students and faculty were shaken by

Levey's death.

Jennifer Cannon, a UMass senior, took

part in remembering Levey and the act in

which he gave his life.

"I'm grateful for the inspirational sac-

rifice that took place here," Cannon said,

"But the peace movement isn't just about

what's going on here today, because wars

continue and it's our responsibility towork

for change," she said.

Amidst the drumming and chanting of

two Buddhist monks from the Levertt

Peace Pagoda, people took turns paying

tribute to Levey.

Participants, some of whom were

emotionally overcome by the memory of

the event, read poetry and spoke of per-

sonal events that they have experienced

since Levey's death.

Diane Westfall, an Amherst resident

and one ofthe ceremony's organizers, said

that the community and particularly the

Common will never be the same because

of Levey's sacrifice.

"For me, it [the Common one year ago]

was a place where I could bare my grief,"

Westfall said, "I think the common is now

a special place where a young man gave

his life," she said.

Westfall also expressed hope that a

tree could be planted as a more perma-

nent memorial.

In addition to the ceremony, a three

volume collection documenting the effects

and gifts left at the vigil site last year will

be given to both Levey's family and the

UMass library.

Arron Fincke, a junior at Hampshire

College, said he felt compelled to create

the volumes because of the commimity's

reaction to Levey's death.

"I was affected by the intensity of the

community's reaction," Fincke said, "It

was an unprecedented moment inAmherst

history and I felt I should be documented."

Levey was the son of Boston Globe

restaurant reviewer Robert Levey and

Pulitzer Prize winning columnist Ellen

Goodman, both whom have kept in touch

with several members of the vigil.

Candles and incense circled by a ring of

pine branches yesterday marked the spot

where Levey died and many at the scene

were silent, keeping their thoughts to

themselves.

In a bizarre moment for all in atten-

dance, two military fighter jets flew di-

rectly overhead several times causing par-

ticipants to shake their heads in disgust.
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and Clinton both were splitting New Hampshire's

18 convention delegates. The vote was: Tsongas

19.634 or 33 percent: Clinton 16.440 or 28 percent.

For Sen. Bob Kerrey of Nebraska and Tom
Harkin of Iowa, the challenge was to defeat the

other and emerge as the more liberal alternative to

Tsongas or Clinton. Kerrey had 12 percent and
Harkin 11. Former California Gov. Jerry Brown
had 9 percent.

"Bronze ain't bad." said Kerrey, claiming third

place with the vote still being counted.

Democratic National Chairman Ronald H.

Brown said the New Hampshire results put Bush
"in incredible penl."

For Your Information
FYIa are public service announcements that run each

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday for campus and local

non-profit organizations. Due to space constraints, the

Collegian cannot print all FYls submitted and no an-

nouncement can be repeated.

To submit an FYI, please send a press release with all

pertinent information to the Collegian c/o News Editor.

FYIs cannot be taken over the phone.

Wednesday, February 19

Lecture — "Culture and the New Generation" will be

discussed by Dr. John Whitmore at 7 p.m. in Campus
Center Room 165-69. The event is sponsored by the

Vietnamese Student Association and admission is free.

Meeting — A senate meeting sponsored by SGA Ops.

will be held at 7 p.m. in Campus Center Room 163c.

Speaker — The Politics of Nursing Ethics" will be

discussed by Christine Mitchell, MS, RN, Nurse Ethicist,

Children's Hospital from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. in Campus
Center Room 162-175.

Competition — A logo art competition held by the

newly constituted interdisciplinary Environmental Sci-

iMuos major is offering a $100 prize for a new logo which

will more accurately reflect the nature of the program.

For more information, call 545-5226 in French Hall Rm.

206. Submission deadline is April 1.

Stud\— Graduate Christian Fellowship welcomes all

graduate students for an inspiring time ofbible study on

the topic "Sermon on the Mount," every Wednesday at

7:30 p.m. in the Campus Center. Room number will be

posted by the elevator.

Information Session — The National Student Ex-

change will be holding an information session from 4 - 5

p.m. in Campus Center room 903. Application are for

Fall 92 and Spring 93 and are due February 28.

Thursday, February 20

Comcdv — Judith Black will present an evening of

comedy. The event is sponsored by the UMass Hillel and

will take place at 7:30 p.m. in the Hillel House Lounge.

Admission is free.

Poetrv— Three local poets, Peggy Tarrt, Nikki Blair,

and Natasha Tretheway will present a poetry reading at

7 p.m. in the Augusta Savage Art Gallery.

Story
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

someone's behalf as mine couldn't lose."

Story, who said nearly 250 people ranging in age from

six to 89 years old worked for her campaign, said she

wasn't surprised by the close final result.

"The only thing that would have surprised me was if

Terry Franklin had won," Story said. "I could have

envisioned any of the other three candidates winning—
in my imagination, I could have seen it being closer than

89 votes."

Story and Enoch will be joined in the general election

by Amherst businessman Larry Kelley, an Independent.

Kelley has said in the past he is running because he feels

Story is not qualified to represent the district.

Early returns showed Hite with a slight edge over

Story, with Hite leading 1,216 to 1,170 with returns from

seven of the 10 precints.

A tiu-ning point in the election, however, was Pelham,

where Story grabbed approximately 100 more votes than

Hite. Although Page, a Pelham native who has been

active in local politics for the past 25 years, took 285 ofthe

town's 482 votes, he didn't receive the margin there that

many obseiA^ers expected him to.

"I don't know if we could have done anything differ-

ently," Hite said. "1 know we took an esoteric issue like

tuition retention and made it something people could

understand and care about."

Cops arrest
auto oivner
for assault
Compiled by DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

A tow truck operator for a re-possession company
was allegedly hit in the leg on Friday afternoon by

the owner ofthe vehicle the tow truck operator was
attempting to repossess.

Lucas G. Cote, 23, ofNorth Village Apartments,

was arrested and charged with assault and battery

with a dangerous weapon.

Racist graffiti was discovered on the wall of a

basement study room in Dwight Residence Hall on

Saturday afternoon. Police are investigating.

Two students extinguished a burning bulletin

board in the Student Union on Saturday afternoon.

Estimated value of damage is $100.

Public Service Volunteer Fair

Sponsored by the Community
Service Office

TODAY!!
1:00 PM- 4:00 pm

Campus Center Room 163

Find out about volunteer opportunities with over

30 non-profit agencies including:

Family Planning Council of Western Mass

Family Recovery Program

Hampshire County United Way
Hitchcock Center for the Environment

Holyoke Girls' Club

Holyoke/Chicopee Senior Services

Nueva Esperanza

Parent Aide Volunteer Program Childrens'

and Family Service

Pediatric Unit of The Northampton

Nursing Home
Pioneer Development Services

The Lathrop Home
Western Mass Girl Scouts

.

Be part ofa campus that serves!

For more information call 545-3327

Get Involved! ^^;^ t
ivith campus health issues is"

SHAB*
• Sponsor health profecxs

• Represent student health care concerns
• Revietv UHS hutiffet

• Serve on UHS Search Committees
• Meet other students interested in health care

COME SEE WHAT IT*S ALL ABOUT
Meeting: WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 19

Where: UHS Room 302

Time: 5:15 - 6:15 P.M.

"Student Health Advisory Board (est. I97I )

Uniwrsitv Health Services

•J

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fntemily/Soranty Piik - on the Orchird Hilt but route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!
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Local
Student volunteer
program reaches out
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

"Be part ofa campus that serves," is the

slogan for the recently established Com-
munity Service Program that has college

students entering surrounding communi-
ties in the role as a volunteer.

"It is exciting that the University is

supporting a campus program that will

serve the community," said Diane
Huebner, a graduate student in the school

of education and the coordinator for the

program.
TheCommunity Service program offers

a wide variety of options for the prospec-

tive college volunteer. These include

working with at risk youth and with the

physically challenged as well as problems

such as homelessness, the environment

and substance abuse, or many other

causes, said Huebner.
The program is sponsored by the Mather

Career Center and has established three

goals: to place interested students in vol-

unteer positions, to promote community
serviceamongcampus groups, and to serve

as a clearing house for volunteer infor-

mation on campus.
"We are trying to unite groups in order

to share information among othercampus
groups, so that people on campus are in-

formed of what they are doing as well as

collaborating information," said Huebner.

"We want to support those individuals

and groups that are already doing com-

munity service and make it simple for

others to get involved," she said.

To become a volunteeryou must attend

a workshop at Curry Hicks, entitled "In-

troduction to Public Service," which is

offered every Thursday at 11 a.m.

In addition to the workshops, the

Mather Career Center is also sponsoring a

Volunteer Fair today in the Campus
Center, room 163, between 1 p.m. and 4

p.m. The fair will consist ofapproximately

35 community and campus non-profit

agencies. These range from MADD to

UMass's own Residentisd Recycling Pro-

gram.
"We have received a very positive re-

ception from everybody," said Huebner.
Hampshire CountyHomeCare Services

Inc. ofNorthampton, is one agency that is

seeking student volunteers from UMass,
to provide respite care to Alzheimer's pa-

tients and their families.

In a prepared statement, Carol Conrad,

executive director of the Northhampton
organization said she likes the inter-

generational focus of the program.

"Students can learn from older people,

and older people can learn from young
people who bring a fresh perspective to

life," said Conrad.

Chancellor O'Brien will speak at a

luncheon today to kick offthe Community
Service Program and will announce his

appointments to the Community Service

Program Advisory Board. The advisory

board will be made up of key figures who
have established experience in community
service and volunteer work.
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SWAMPED — this bicycle parked outside Crabtree House in
Northeast stands submurged in a puddle.

Jewish vote changing
Professor discusses conservative shift

Photo by Hilmar Schmind

BICYCLISTS - Paul Mertens, Jon Marshall, Anne-Marie
Cervini and Michelle Voelker get ready to ride.

By JOE O'CONNOR
Collegian Staff

How will the Jewish people vote in the

upcoming election?

This issue was addressed by David

Dalin at the center for Jewish Studies

yesterday afternoon. Dalin. the associate

professor of American Jewish History at

the University ofHartford, is the author of

From Marxism to Judaism: The Collected

Essays of Will Herberg.

"

"Generally, the Jewish vote was once

considered politically liberal and demo-

cratic," Professor Dalin said.

Two former Presidents, Theodore
Roosevelt and Franklin Delano Roosevelt,

established that, according to Dalin. It

was F.D.R.'s "New Deal' that gave many
learned Jews jobs during and after the

Great Depression. Teddy Roosevelt was

the first President to appoint Jews to

Cabinet and White House staff positions.

"Both Presidents," Dalin added, "were

sympathetic to the severe anti-Semitism

in Russia and Eastern Europe."

"However, the Jewish vote has been

slowly changing since the late sixties. This

was seen especially in the election of 1980,"

Dalin said.

In his bid for re-election, then-president

Jimmy Carter received forty-five percent

ofthe Jewish vote. This was the first time

in over half a century the Democratic

candidate had received less than fifty

percent of the Jewish vote.

In contrast, former President Reagan

received thirty-seven percent of the vote.

Professor Dalin attributed this to the

supportive stance the Republicans had for

Israel.

The Jewish vote had been Republican

at the turn of the century. The mass im-

migration of German Jews between 1840

and 1850 coincided with the founding oi

the Republican Party in 1854.

Dalin said the new arrivals identified

with the party, especially on the issue of

slavery. Republicans were often aboli-

tionists, while Southern Democrats
staunchly supported slavery.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Preschool serving the special

needs of disabled youngsters
By CHRISTINE MAHONEY
Collegian Staff

The Walden LearningCenter, an alternative preschool

for children at the University of Massachusetts, now

offers expanded services after joining forces with the

private, non-profit May Institute.

"In the past, the May Institute served only autistic

children, but it now serves all special needs and devel-

opmental disabilities," said Kathleen Dyer, the new

director of the center and adjunct professor in the psy-

chology department.

TheMay Institute has "doubled its number ofstudents

[at the Center]" added Dyer.

The Center, developed by the UMass psychology de-

partment in 1985, serves typically developing children

and children with developmental disabilities, such as

autism from the ages of 2.9 to 6 years.

"The main focus is to enhance communication and

social skills. The next focus is to teach the children

kindergarten survival skills and self-care skills," said

Dyer.

"The typical children are sensitized at an early age to

challenging conditions other people might face, and the

special needs children are provided with opportunities

for social and language interactions that they may not

receive in a segregated setting," said Dyer.

"There are not enough services in western Massa-

chusetts for autism," said Dyer. She said the only other

center I
in western Massachusetts 1 is located in Pittsfield.

Dyer said as a result, families must move to be closer

to these centers. "Children come to the Center from a 50-

mile radius," said Dyer.

"The Center, which runs year-round , currently serves

16 students, but there are still openings," said Dyer.

The six hour school day runs fi-om 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. with

the help of 13 teachers and ten research assistants.

Dyer said ifautistic children do not receive treatment,

then they may end up in a state hospital. She said there

is a 50 per cent chance of integrating autistic children

into the normal system.

"If we get the children early, we can change their

whole life," said Dyer. "Since the Center started in 1985^

eleven out of fourteen kids have been mainstreamed,"

added Dyer.

Dyer has also been working with psychology Professor

Robert Feldman tofurther develop the center as a research

and training site for UMass.
The psychology department is "very much" involved

with the Center, Dyer said.

"The research assistants all come from the psychology

department," said Dyer. "The Center is a laboratory

training site for students to do projects with the children
,"

she added.
Dyer, Feldman and Professor Sulzer-Azaroff of the

psychology department, recently submitted a grant to

the Office of Special Education in Washington D.C.

"The proposal prepares doctorate level personnel to

work with children with disabilities," said Dyer.

Dyer said she is also involved with writing grants to

facilitate a child's involvement with the family and

community.
The May Institute, which assumed operation of the

Center last year, was founded in 1955.

It operates a comprehensive network of services in

Massachusetts for individuals with developmental dis-

abilities, mental illness, or behavior disorders.

The May Institute is currently affiliated with over 30

universities and medical centers throughout the United

States and Europe and has been recognized as one ofthe

nation's Schools of Excellence by the U.S. Department of

Education.

Program gives

information,

reassurances
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Correspondent

About 25 students fi-om Fitchburg and Gardner

High Schools attended yesterday's "UMass Bilin-

gual Collegiate Program and United Asian

Learning Resource Center Reach-Out Recruitment

Day." This activity was sponsored by The New
EnglandFarm Workers' Council , BCPandUALRC
The objectives of this acti\'ity were to provide

students with useful information about obtaining

a career at UMass and to increase the student's

motivation to continue an education beyond high

school."

These bilingual high school students from His-

panic and Asian backgroimd were given informa-

tion about financial aid and admissions, and also

received the reassurance that they would be helped

with their courses through the BCP and UALRC if

they attend UMass.
All of the students, who participated in the

program, were from a disadvantaged economic

position. Many of them had an extremely poor

academic background.

"See that girl, I happened to be looking through

one ofher books. The book was written for someone

who is in eighth grade, she is a junior in high

school," said Phil Moore from the New England

Farm Worker's Council.

This example demonstrates why many of these

students are falling through the cracks of the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Classes help
bridge gap
in language
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Correspondent

Imagine that you're a cafeteria worker. You're

Chinese and have been in the United States for

only six months. You're having difficulty under-

standing directions that you are given at work

because of the language barrier. Upset and dis-

couraged about your experience in this new country,

you desperately look for help.

Enter the Labor/Management Workplace Edu-

cation Program.
The program, pegged LMWEP for short, has

been in existence since 1987. Its creation was a

combined effort on the part ofUMass andAFSCME
Local 1776. an organization of union workers.

LMWED is a program which offers many courses

and workshops to blue-collar workers (and, as of

late, clerical and technical workers) for no charge.

Most ofthe courses are taught by graduate students,

who normally would be employed as undergradu-

ate teaching assistants.

The program's offerings include courses in

Leadership Development. Communication Skills,

and English-as-a-Second Language. Instruction

in basic skills such as reading, writing and math is

also available.

Program Coordinator Joe Connelly describes

the program as two-tiered ""It offers courses in

basic skills and. after learners have achieved ad-

equate proficiency in these areas, they may move
on to the second level of the program. Next Steps.

Next Steps offers a rich array of workshops which

allow workers to discuss issues they've encountered

in the workplace. It is truly a sharing experience,

and students are encouraged to guide the discus-

sions themselves."

University of Wisconsin .
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Neighborhoods seek to secede
BOSTON (AI')—An organization ofblack residents is

attempting again to carve a new. independent city trom

Boston's minority neighborhoods.

The effort by FATE, or Focusing Attitudes Toward

Empowerment, is the third such campaign in less than a

decade.

"The community must realize it has two choices: it can

live as a muhicipahty or die as a ghetto," said FATE

member Andrew Jones, who was a leader in an earlier

secessionist drive.

Jones said promises ofeconomic benefits and political

power have not materialized . and the city's elected School

Committee has been replaced by a committee appointed

by the mayor. While the new committee, like the old, has

minority representation, residents have complained that

the appointed board is accountable only to the mayor,

while the elected committee had to answer to neighbor-

hood voters.

"The black community has come apart at the seams.

Jones told The Boston Globe.

"No elected School Committee, no elected black officials

at large, no development, kids killing each other in the

streets, and a lousy school system."

Bids to secede and create a separate city to be named

Mandela, after South Africa's Nelson Mandela, were

defeated by ratios of 3-1 in 1986 and 2-1 in 1988.

FATE is not committed to a name for the city it wants

to create from the Roxbury and Mattapan neighborhoods

and parts of Dorchester and Jamaica Plain. The city

would measure 12.5 square miles and include about

125,000 residents.

Mayor Raymond Flynn and some of the city's leading

businesses opposed the earlier break-away attempts. So

did some ofthe city's best-known black leaders, including

the Rev. Charles Stith.

"It's an issue folks in ourcommunity fully understand,"

Stith said. "It's come up twice and it's been defeated

twice. I expect voters will react the same way to it this

time."
. , J .

Stith said Boston's black residents should instead

increase their involvement in the political process and

work at attracting more private-sector investment.

Supporters ofthe secessionistmovement plan to begin

collecting signatures in April for a November ballot

referendum that would establish a special commission to

study the feasibility of creating a separate city.

A similar referendum, limited to four city neighbor-

hoods, was defeated in 1990.

Sadiki Kambon, a leader of the current movement,

said the goal is to have the commission study the question

for two years and them put it on ballot in a binding

referendum in 1994.

Organizers would aim for incorporating the new

community no later than 1996.

"We've been working at this for almost a decade now,"

said Kambon. director of the Black Community Infor-

mation Center.

"We're not out here for moral victories or to get press

coverage or to influence City Hall. We're not in this for

symbolism. We're in tliis to win."

New bishop stresses values
By JEFF DONN
Associated Press

SPRINGFIELD — The Rev. John A. Marshall called

Tuesday for all religions tojoin in a renewal oftraditional

morality, as he took over leadership of the 322.000

Roman Catholics of western Massachusetts.

"I am committed to working toward the genuine

Christian unity and to working harmoniously with those

ofother faiths," he said during his installation as the new

bishop in Springfield.

"It is my hope and expectation that ... we may be able

to rebuild the system of family and moral values, which

was accepted and lived by persons of most every religion

— Protestant, Jewish, Catholic or any other — when I

was growing up a half century ago," he added.

Marshall spoke at a solemn ceremony at St. Michael's

Cathedral in Springfield. Earlier, dozens of bishops,

cardinals and parish priests from around the country

filed into the Cathedral to strains oforgan music and the

flickering light of candles.

Among the estimated 1,200 people celebrating the

installation were Cardinal Bernard Law of Boston and
Archbishop James Hickey ofWashington D.C.. Political

leaders, including U.S. Rep. Richard Neal of Springfield,

were also on hand.

The Rev. Agostino Cacciavillan, a representative of

Pope John Paul II. read a papal letter that formally

designated Marshall as the new bishop.

Young people from the four-county diocese later pre-

sented Marshall with gifts representative of their areas.

Marshall was given a basketball and a volleyball from

Hampden County, where the two sports were invented.

Marshall, a 62-year-old Worcester native, took the

pastoral staff as the sixth bishop in the 122-year history

of the diocese. During his homily, he urged stronger

religious education, more prayer, and a resurgence of

candidates for the priesthood.

Defending the church's teaching about sex, he said,

"We are sometimes told that the chvu-ch in our day seems

to have an obsession with sexual matters. Is it not secular

society which has the obsession?"

He added, "It is strange indeed that in a country which

maintains that, with the power ofhuman inteUigence, we
can do almost anything we want to do, we foohshly and

falsely abdicate the use of intellect and free will by

submitting that in matters of the flesh we must act like

brute animals."

Marshall replaces Bishop Joseph F. Maguire, 72, who
is retiring aft^r 15 years at the post in Springfield.
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Traditional
law schools

must change
A red flag waved among many of us

women who are considering entering into

the arduous process of law school. I'm

sure as we sat and listened on as one
woman recapped her horrid experience in

a traditional law school setting. I was not

alone in feeling that somewhere in my
gut, I had a knowledge of this but sup-

pressed it. What this woman's experience

did was to confirm the reality that when
women, and particularly "uppity" ones,

decide to take power, they are met with

massive resistance. Professor Diane
Brooks, a recent addition to the Legal

Studies Department at UMass, and in my
opinion a tremendous asset, stated that

the structure of traditional socratic law

school classrooms reinforce the expecta-

tion placed upon women to maintain a

silent existence.

Professor Brooks spoke of the overall

dissatisfaction with the field and added

that many women simply abandon the

legal profession after discovering its in-

herent prejudices, while others who pos-

sess different values, collude with the

system in exchange for their soul. Ac-

cording to Brooks, most law schools expect

students to conform to the legal education

without question and display little toler-

ance forany type ofalternate views within

the classroom structure. But, she added,

most students go to law school to be cor-

porate lawyers with no intent ofchanging

the system, but rather to pursue the type

of lifestyles and values that the legal

system facilitates.

Lisa Veshecco

Deficit is everybody's problem

I asked, "How does one reconcile a

desire to help people seek justice in per-

sonal and political legal issues with a

system that just simply does not work for

the majority of people?" A vough question

that brought no clear cut or positive an-

swers. It die' however, clarify in my mind

the reality of law school and the legal

profession lor women who possess values

different than what the system facilitates.

Listening to Professor Brooks really

brought home the reality of compromise

many women have to tolerate just to ar-

rive at a position where we can be heard

because we now have the "correct" lan-

guage with which to play the game. This

in itself is a pretty absurd notion consid-

ering the fact that the rules are mostly

stacked against anyone other than most

white boys. One exception includes the

inherent racism ofusing the white female

standard of sex discrimination when try-

ing to measure the impact of discrimina-

tion on the experience ofwoman of color.

A local political candidate, Ellen Story,

brought up a good point in which she

reminded everyone just how important

the law is in our lives. Yes, I agree. But I

can't help asking myself j .st how much
impact can one think to have on a mon-

strous system that vehemently denies the

charge of non-neutrality. Okay, I reckon,

maybe the strategy is for women to infil-

trate the system one by one and in some

collective way we will have an impact on

changing sexist, racist, classist, and

homophobic laws and doctrines.

Suddenly, I remember I've always been

somewhat of an idealist, and I begin to

really wonder if it's really gonna make a

difference. But, on the other hand, I

grapple with the fact that if I just sit

around and allow the system to maintain

itself as it is capable of doing than before

I finally decide that I'm gonna get in there

and give 'em hell , it will be too late because

what has evolved in a very short period of

time is fascist government policies.

Forget the idea of preparing for the

LSAT for I think my bigger problem now

lies with fighting off these pig jerks who

tell me I'm now to stay at home and

produce babies for the sake ofthe country's

survival. I think it's time to reread "A

Handmaid's Tale."

Lisa Veshecco is a UMass student

The current decline in national em-

ployment and economic output (i.e. the

recession) will probably end fairly soon

regardless of what public policies may be

adopted. This is because economic activity

tends to be cyclical and recessions tend to

be short-term phenomena that do not last

much longer than this one has. However,

certain long-term trends, such as the

absence of family income growth that has

persisted for the last 20 years, will prob-

ably continue. Between 1947 and 1973,

median family income (adjusted for infla-

tion) nearly doubled. Since 1973, it has

grown only 6 percent. Slow income growth

is correlated with slow growth in produc-

tivity, the economic output per worker.

American productivity growth stalled in

the early 1970s and has never returned to

the higher levels that prevailed previ-

ously. As Michael Kinsley of the New Re-

public reported in a recent article, "Since

1975, Japan's output per person has in-

creased by almost 50% while America's

has increased by a mere 12%."

American "laziness" is not the culprit.

As reported recently in Newsweek and

elsewhere, the average American's nimi-

ber of working hours per week has been

increasing while those of the Japanese

worker have been decreasing. The aver-

age WestGerman or French worker works

320 hours (about eight working weeks)

less per year than the average American.

Instead, low American productivity

growth is largely due to the relatively low

American rates of investment in plant

and equipment, process development,

worker and manager training, and gen-

eral education.

One ofthe biggest impediments to such

investment is the federal deficit, the

amount the U.S. government mustborrow
each year to cover the difference between

its expenditures and its tax revenue.

The federal deficit not only reduces the

availability of investment capital, it also

encourages importing and discourages

exporting. This is because the govern-

ment must obtain much of its borrowed

funds fi-om foreign lenders, and this pro-

duces less favorable currency exchange

rates which "artificially" make American

products less price-competitive both at

home and abroad. Deficits also constitute

an extra taxburden for future generations

to pay.

Unfortunately, the deficit has received

relatively little attention from the presi-

dential candidates. This is probably be-

cause mostAmerican voters seem unaware

of how the deficit ultimately depresses

their personal income. The annual deficit

is now six times what it was when Ronald

Reagan was vilifying Jimmy Carter for

his deficits 12 years ago. Any hope for

sustained improvement of the average

American's standard of living requires

that today's leaders start addressing the

deficit seriously.

Jonathan Starr
Amherst

Two strange cousins fight on
It's Israel's "eagerness" to negotiate,

Secretary ofState Baker's poUtical per-

severance. Bush's "more than Arab"

economic ultimatum and Palestinian

nationalism refusing to disappear that

brought the Israelis and Arabs, for the

first time, face to face in Madrid, then

in Washington and recently in Moscow.

The question remains, what is there

to negotiate between Israel, Arabs and

Palestinian Arabs? The answer— the

unpleasant truth being, solving the

problem of the Palestinian refugees

would require sacrifices by all parties

concerned, namely, Israel, Arab states

and Palestinians themselves.

In spite of historical claims by both

sides, the future of the West Bank and

Gaza cannotbe settled throughrehgious

passion or force or both. Both parties

are beginning to learn that there can be

no settlement unless and until more

than two million Palestinians hving in

the various Arab states, many ofwhom
may want to live in a Palestinian state,

are accounted for.

Infada's leaders are revered and

obeyed in the territories and East

Jerusalem as well. Hence the argu-

ment in which Palestinians are accept-

able as representatives oftheWest Bank
and Gaza may be easy, but pointless in

Palestinian political dsTiamics and even,

to a certain extent, quite invalid.

As negotiations progressed in and

afterWashington, whether Israel would

ever allow the dread word "sovereignty"

to-be mentioned could entirely depend

on the concession in the form of indica-

tion, to quell the fears of most Israelis

including many moderates, from Pal-

estinian negotiators that a Palestinian

state would never follow the Israeli

example in enacting its own Law of

Return— any Palestinian could move
in at will.

Since the liberation ofKuwait, many
Palestinianshave been asking relatives

to help them take refuge in the West

Bank from the wrath of the Kuwaitis

and their future is uncertain in the rest

of the Arab world as well.

A deal by the name of "Palestinian

sovereignty" could not be sold in Israel

unless it was perceived as Arab states

sharing the burden of settlement —
irrevocable rights of residence and

economic participation.

Arguably so, the fate of Palestinian

statehood, in spite of U.S. efforts to

make Israel accept a Palestinian state,

will depend on the sacrifices made by

the Palestinian leaders and Arab states.

To ensure permanent peacebetween

Israel and Palestine, a larger plan for

the reconstruction of the Middle East

should be undertaken.

The western governments, including

the United States and wealthy Arab

states, that have been pleading the

case of the Palestinians, will now have

to join, like the United States led re-

construction ofEurope after WorldWar
II, to end the embitterment between

two strange cousins so far removed, yet

so close.

Pat Sitaraman
Republican Club

The truth is

a frightening

thing indeed
You thinkyour life is surreal. You wear

headphones when you walk around cam-

pus so you can pretend you're in a video.

Yeah, you have some strange moments,
but I can beat anything you have to tell

me. You see, I have experienced a world in

which people spoke exactly what was on

their minds. Complete honesty. You think

this is good. You could be very wrong. It

happened last week . . .

Brooke C. Wheeler

When I woke up, it felt Uke any other

Friday. The shower was fine, I got my
contact lenses in alright, got some clean

clothes— and thenmy roommate woke up.

She squinted at me. And groaned. "God,

I get so sick of seeing you every morning.

I hate having a roommate. You're a slob.

Are you wearing sweatpants again today?

Put on some makeup. It's the leastyou can

do if I have to look atyoueveryday. IfI have

to watch you pluck your eyebrows again, I

think I'm going to throw up." Ho, I am
gone. Off to class. She's just tense.

The class was a lecture hall, a safe

place to hide. To relax. The professor

briskly walked through the door.

"I'm not going to say "Hello class" be-

cause I don't feel Hke it. I'm not in the

mood to deal with you little snot-nosed

know-it-all alcoholic brats. None ofyou do

homework. Do you think I don't realize

that? I don't get paid enough. You think I

like weEU-ing corduroy all the time?"

I looked around me in amazement,

expecting to see similar bewildered looks.

People just took out notebooks, uncapped

pens, folded Collegians and stuffed them

away. What the . . .?

The professor began lecturing. Three

minutes into his lecture, a girl raised her

hand. "Excuse me. I'm one of those ob-

noxious people that asks stupid, irrelevant

questions in large lecture hall classes. I

don't really have anything important to

ask, but I'm going to use big words.

"

In astonishment, I watched as the pro-

fessor rolled his eyes. "Oh, I hate it when

you pseudo-intellectual brown-nosers try

and sound like you know something. I

want a cigarette . . .where is my coffee . .

."

I snuck out the back, convinced 1 was

experiencing flashbacks from something I

might have smoked in a former life.

Later that afternoon, I took a trip tomy
least favorite place— the hair salon. The

woman told me to sit down in front of the

sink and lean back.

She looked at my hair. And sneered.

"You know, you are the fifth customer

I've had today. I'm sick ofyou people. That

is the ugliest color brown I think I've ever

seen. Doyou use conditioner or axle grease?

Washing other people's hair is gross."

Thank you, I'm outta here.

So, in a state ofextreme panic, I darted

down the street into a clothing store. A
salesgirl walked up to me and looked me
up and down. "Nice sweatpants, babe. You

need serious help. And don't even think of

returning clothingitems to the wrong rack.

I hate people who leave clothes in dressing

rooms."

I was narrowly missed by a several

moving vehicles as I ran out into the

street, weeping with confusion. This is not

an ideal world, I thought as I finally

ricocheted off the bumper of a Volvo.

I awakened several hours later, un-

harmed yet still dazed with fear. Never-

theless, in true UMass spirit I pulled

myself together and went to a frat party

that night with some friends. The place

was packed full, and as I squeezed past a

guy and girl talking in a corner, I overheard

part of their conversation . . .

"So. yeah, uh, I'm going to act real

suave for the next ten-fifteen minutes and

then invite you up to see my exotic beer

bottle collection, at which time 1 will try to

Brooke C. Wheeler is a Collegian anxi-

ety case.
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U.N. security council

hands Iraq ultimatum
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Jewish vote

By VICTORIA GRAHAM
Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS— The U.N. Secu-

rity Council on Tuesday handed Iraq an

ultimatum: either start cooperating fully

with U.N. weapons inspectors or face

grave, though unspecified, consequences.

The 15-meniber council decided in

closed consultations to send Roll' Ekeus,

who heads the special commission moni-

toring Iraq's weapons ofmass destruction,

to Baghdad at once to demand compliance

with U.N. resolutions.

"The council would not want to think

it's providing an ultimatum, but it sure

looks like one, doesn't it?" said U.S. Am-

bassadorThomas R.Pickering, the current

council president.

Pickering declined to say what the

council would do if Iraq still fails to coop-

erate. This is one of those issues it is now

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

"The reasoningbehind this shifl to a more conservative

stance." Dalin said, "is that many Jewish voters are now

more aware of foreign policy."

"Is this candidate good for us?" is the question Jewish

voters are asking themselves in deciding how to vote,

according to Dalin.

The Luncheon Lecture Series, which sponsored Pro-

fessor Dalin's visit, began in the Spring of 1990. Jay R.

Berkovitz, the chairman of the Department of Judaic

and Near East Studies, is the lecture series supervisor.

program

• Late Model Dependable Transportation

• Inexpensive Rates- Daily - Weekly - Monthly

• Mastercard, Visa, American Express

• Must Be 21 Years ofA^ To Rent

CALL
253-5040 ^^

at

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

education system. Moore explains that

many communities are now entering their

middle-age years an have had all their

children finish school. He adds that now

they are not involved with the educational

system and that these older parents no

longer care. As a result of the majority of

the society becoming elderly, educational

issues are being swept under the carpet.

In addition, he continued to point out

that many in the community feel that

these students' problems just don't effect

them. In one town in eastern Massachu-

setts, the residents decided to improve the

football team, rather then spend the money

to help the bilingual students.

Jennifer McNeil is a 1991 UMass
graduate who has been working with the

New England Farm Workers' Council.

This association has been working with

not fruitful to speculate about. No options

are ruled in. No options are ruled out."

Diplomats speculate the council could

tighten the economic sanctions against

Baghdad and close all loopholes allowing

supplies into the country.

No one has mentioned military force,

but the council already authorized the use

offeree to drive Iraqi forces from Kuwait

and an indirect reference to force is con-

tained in the resolution setting ease-fire

terms.

There has also been speculation about

possible "demonstration bombing" of

weapons installations not knocked out in

the war.

Pickering said Ekeus would "consult

at the highest political level to to secure

the Iraqi commitment to comply." He said

Ekeus told the council about "serious,

grave, maybe even appalling Iraqi disdain

for resolutions of the council."

bilingual students in Fitchburg and

Gardner high schoolsthrough afler-school

tutoring. She said that many of these

students come from homes where their

parents cannot speak English. According

to McNeil, this results in many students

having difficulty with the English lan-

guage so they come to these centers to get

help in school.

"Unfortunately, many of[the students!

don't come forward, so as an incentive we
will pay the student $2.50 an hour," she

noted.

Since 1974 the BCP has been helping

the bilingual student community at

UMass. Manuela Littlefield, the assistant

director, says that through working with

many departments on campus, such as

admissions and financial aid. they have

been able to help over six hundred stu-

dents a year.

BCP deals with Hispanic students,

while the UALRC works with Asians.

312 Collc^te Street. Amherst, MA 01004

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
FRATERNITY

i

RUSHDATES
Wed Feb. 11

Thur. Feb. 20

8:00pm -

10K)0pm

TheFraternityof

HonestFriendship

374N.PLEASANfrSr.

25a-9032
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Arts & Living
Smith College sponsors lecture
Researcher clarifies myths ofNative Americans
By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Correspondent

Last Monday, Smith College hosted guest speaker

Nancy Mitchell to give a lecture pertaining to the re-

trieving and collecting of human, Native American re-

mains over the course of history.

Mitchell is a member ofthe Chiricahua tribe who has

devoted much of her life trying to eradicate the miscon-

ceptions of Native Americans by challenging the scien-

tific institutions thathave promoted and supportedracism

over the years. She asserts that our blind faith in science

has caused us to overlook the racist undertones in vari-

ous research and theories, especially those fovmd in the

study of Native American bones and fornology

.

Mitchell went back to the 1830s, when frontiersman

John Cartland studied the Native American culture and

recorded it in the form of letters and notes.

Mitchell explained that despite Cartland's proclaimed

admiration for the Indians, he was an avid collector of

Indian skulls. Cartland lacked respect for traditional,

spiritual burials, and was hypocritical and inconsistent

in his attitude about Native American culture.

Later, in the mid 1800s, "experts" such as Orson

Fowler used the field of fornology to promote certain

ideas about various races. They bebeved that the size of

the skull and brain determined the capabihties, strengths,

and weaknesses of the mind. Common traits among the

shape and characteristics of the skull were supposed to

account for behavioral and cultural differences.

Orson determined that the generally low forehead

found in the Indian skull accoimted for the "violent,

destructive" nature ofthe NativeAmerican, and promoted

the idea that Indians were savage and rampant.

According to Orson, African-Americans were superior

in linguistics, memory skills, and musical areas, but like

Native Americans, lacked the reasoning and moral skills

found to be superior in Caucasians upon study. Cauca-

sian skulls were said to modify these abilities, while the

Native and African-Americans had a worse fate.

Orson and others in his field used science to draw

stereotypes and negative images of different races that

were somehow threatening to them. White America took

scientific theory for fact, and believed that Native

Americans were naturally aggressive.

Mitchell asserts that the procedures and proposes of

scientific research are often just as questionable as the

results. Mitchell first cited the fact that human bodies

were often referred to as "skeletal remains," a term which

dehumanizes the people studied, and helps to distort the

focus on the study of culture.

Mitchell also stated that of the 33,000 samples col-

lected by The Smithsonian Institute, 90 percent ofwhich

were collected before the turn ofthe century, 90 percent

had nevereven been taken out oftheirboxes for study ,and

only 21 had been returned to their respective tribes for

proper burials over the course of 100 years. The
Smithsonian's defense was that these skeletal remains

were to be looked at as "reference materials", and would

be used if needed to answer a particular question.

The likening of human bodies to reference materials

diminishes the cultural value ofNative Americans' bones.

Mitchell said this demonstrates the research interest

coming before the research subject, and thus questions the

relevance of this science to the Native American commu-

nity. It also utiUzes the scientific pretense that we are

beyond the world's constraints, and that humanity has

Uttle to do with science. This sentiment, Mitchell claims,

"destroys our connections to each other and to the earth."

Today, legislation such asThe NativeAmericanClaims

Commission Act fights to protect the interests and rights

of the Native Americans, especially concerning issues

like grave protection.

Native Americans are also taking the initiative to do

their own archeological research, but despite these op-

portunities, Mitchell still finds she must work around

certain limiting models that have been set over the years.

"The past is our present," she repeated throughout her

lecture.

Mitchell was referring to the fact that many Native

American religious leaders believe that their current

problems are due to the fact that their ancestors' bones

are being held in captivity, and that the loss oftheir land,

culture, and language leave them with Uttle more than

"domestically dependent nations within the nation."

Mitchell discussed the predominant sentiment that to

be Indian, one has to fit a certain traditional pattern.

This attitude, she said, encourages a revitalization of

traditional Indian customs, and leaves modem-day Na-

tive Americans without the opportunity to invent and

create new aspects of the culture.

Mitchell asserted that her purpose for lecturing was

not to promote white guilt.

"Everyone wants to do somethinggood for the Indians,

but do the Indians want something good done for them?"

Mitchell asked.

Neil's gone
and a new
Crue lives on
By A.C. FOSTER
Collegian Staff

According to reports fi'om MTV Feb. 15, Vince

Neil, lead vocalist for the hard rock group Motley

Crue, has left the group at the pleasure ofboth Neil

and the remaining members.
Neil informed the group ofhis decision during a

recording session while the band was working on

material for a new album. Upon his revelation, the

rest of the group told Neil that they no longer

wanted him singing for the band anjrway.

The reasons for the mutual desire to part from

one another are multiple, and at best sketchy at

the present time. Apparently, Neil has done a bit of

"falling off the wagon" lately, much to the dismay

of the other members who recently completed a

comeback from drug and alcohol addiction.

Bassist Nikki Sixx, who is particularly proud of

the group's sobriety, said the band will continue to

record and is ha'.ing auditions to find a "young and

arrogant" lead vocalist.

Sixx and fellow Crue members— guitarist Mick

Mars and drummer Tommy Lee— have done the

songwriting in the past and have apparently been

irritated by Neil's lack of contribution.

It is well known that Neil has a profound inter-

est in auto racing, and he may in fact be pursuing

that alternative.

Whatever the reasons for his departure, Neil

will be missed in the rock world. He and Motley

Crue have sold over four million ofeach oftheir last

four albums. Motley Crue just signed a contract

with their long-time label, Elektra Records, for a

four album deal reportedly worth $25 million.

Whether or not this contract vdll be effected by the

recent turn of events is unknown.
MTV asked that viewers remember Van Halen,

when they lost former lead vocaUst David Lee

Roth, Black Sabbath, when they lost their former

lead vocalist Ozzy Ozboume, and AC/DC, when
they were set back by the death of vocalist Bon

Scott. The great bands go on.
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Shakespeare becomes accessible to everyone
^ „ . . o ,1 T^_ 1... A_.- 1 T^K.^i^ Riif TMiT^atc hpwarp! This is not to be a typical Shrew

By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

Who understandeth thee not, loves thee not.

Itwas nearly 400 years agowhenWilUam Shakespeare

reflected on the truth of that statement — no doubt

unaware that his words would survive for so long, or that

they would, one day, apply so directly to him. Although

Shakespeare is generally considered to be the greatest

poet and dramatist in the EngUsh language, the extent of

his genius is often lost on indifferent audiences.

Part of the blame lies, perhaps, with the educators

who perpetuate the image of Shakespeare as merely the

author of numerous ancient texts — painstakingly ex-

humed and resuscitated by scholars and pedants, who

wield them as weapons of annoyance against college

students everywhere. The popular conception of

Shakespeare is notone ofabawdyjokester or a chronicler

of timeless emotions and follies. This, says Lisa Risley-

Aquizap, is precisely the problem.

Risley-Aquizap is the acting artistic director of the

BrushUpYour Shake-Speare Society, a newly formed

Student Group, which seeks to bring Shakespeare a more

contemporary audience, through student-run produc-

tions ofShakespearian classics, as well as works by latter

day dramatists (such as Tom Stoppard and Richard

Nelson) who use the Bard as inspiration.

The Society, formed by Risley-Aquizap and Tabula

Rasa head Corey Perlstein (who is also the group's

producer) promises to fill the gap between the three

prominent on-campus theatre groups.

The Theatre Department and Theatre Guild have

both established themselves as professional operations

on a small scale, and experience is understandably re-

quired. Student Valley Productions (SVP) is often more

accomodating because it strives to be more experimental.

SVP (for many years UMass' only open-armed Theatre

RSO) focuses on more contemporary student-written or

non-traditional shows.

What the Brush Up Your Shakespeare Society adds to

this mix is the opportimity for interested students (from

any major) to become involved in the production of a

classic. The key to Shakespeare, explains Risley-Aquizap,

is not experience, but rather "the actor and the director

knowing what they are doing." She should know— after

all, she is coming to the society directly from a hit

production of Twelfth Night (at Lesley College, Cam-

bridge) performed almost exclusively by non-actors.

If an actor can understand the text, she feels, he can

love it— and if he can love it, he can make the audience

love it as well. This is the central philosophy ofthe group,

and one which will play a large part in the creative

processes behind their upcoming staging of the The

Taming of the Shrew.

But purists beware! This is not to be a typical Shrew

— genders have been switched, and messages updated—
but it is one which seeks to express, like all good

Shakespeare, "The eternal paradox ofhumanity— man

as a noble creature, and at the same time, man as the

animal he is."

The society also hopes to serve the public with other

events such as lectures or workshops, although details

are now sketchy. What is important, however, is that a

new voice has arrived— one which seeks to "capture the

spirit" of our language'? greatest poet.
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Billy Bragg performed at the Academy of Music last Saturday

night.
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Bombastics go ballistic
By LISA J. CURTIS
Collegian Stafl"

Despite the fact that the headlining

band cancelled and the sound man couldn't

help during the set because he had to

check IDs at the door, The Bombastics

put on an incredibly lively set that had the

audience funkingland smiling) to the beat

at the Hatch last week.

Though the band has been together for

only six months they play a professional,

snappy set that overcomes even the most

major obstacles to a band's morale, like

not getting paid for the aforementioned

gig. They made the best of a bad situation

by acknowledging that at least they were

getting exposure.

The band's demo tape gives a healthy

taste of the band's energetic live perfor-

mance. It was recorded live in the

drummer's (Joe Fitzpatrick) bedroom.

"When we get signed we still want to

record live. No lip syncing," says Eric

Olsson, the band's lead singer. He's a tall,

lanky fellow with a perpetual grin and an

endless supply ofenergy . He does a kind of

worm dance when he sings; he wiggles

down and then grows tall with a snap.

Olsson's humility and humor keep the

show going, even when his guitar strings

were snapping. He smirks to the audience,

"And they thdnk to themselves, 'what a

professional guy.'"

Though "bombastic" is defined as

pompous is in the dictionary, Olsson ex-

plains, "We're making fun of those guys

with the long hair prancing around on

stage. We're making fun of the system.

Our music is cynical like that."

The band cites their influences as

Fishbone, Primus and the Tower ofPower,

just to name a few. "We're trying to keep it

rock and roll, but keep it complicated. We
want the music to stay entertaining," says

Olsson.

In the song, "Fear" Olsson sounds a bit

like Sting (and maybe early Chicago) and

yet he can burst out with rapid fire lyrics,

bounce up and down and sing, "Why don't

you slow down."

The bombastic horn section is filled out

by Scott DeMusis on trombone and Bill

Chenaille on the sax. Bob Lawliss masters

the bass. The extended instrumental sec-

tions are professional and effectively dis-

play their expertise.

"What time is it/ it's time to get cliche,"

sings the band. Whistles are blowing, the

1vrics are cute, the rhymes impressive and

the musicianship is impeccable.

Though I was impressed that the band

doesn't do any covers, some oftheir original

material tends to drag on too long on

stage. Ofcourse with this last show at the

Hatch they probably weren't prepared to

playing for so long.

One of the more "pop" type sounding

songs is "Lost Imagination," but in this

case pop isn't a bad word. This song was
still playing in my head almost a week
after the show.

The Bombastics will play again at the

Hatch on March 5.
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1992 Summer
Study in Israel

An Archaeological excavation jointly sponsored by

UMASS-Amherst and Haifa University.

Learn Excavation • Live on a Kibbutz

Processing ofArtifacts • Weekend Excursions

Students may enroll for either one three-week session.

Each session carries 3 Judaic or Near Eastern Studies
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For further information, attend the informational meet-
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DEPARTMENT OF JUDAIC & NEAR EASTERN STUDIES
744 Herter Hall • University of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA 01003
(413) 545-2550
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Black Affairs
Smith and Freddy D, a perfect combination

By SONDRA SUTTON
Collegian Staff

What do you get when you cross the

great words of Fredrick Douglas, actor

Roger Smith, and a large video screen? A
wonderful performance by Roger Smith
titled "Fredrick Douglas Now".
On Wednesday, Feb. 5, at the Bowker

Auditorium at the University of Massa-
chusetts atAmherst, Roger Smith dazzled
the audience with a modern day impres-

sion of Fredrick Douglas, the famous
speaker and abolitionist

.

Smith began his performance by ad-

dressing Douglas's former master. Smith
eloquently acted out the words of a letter

which Mr. Douglas had written to his

master after escaping to freedom.

Smith brought across the feelings of

happiness and pain which Fredrick Dou-
glas must have felt while writing the let-

ter.

However, in a modern day fashion

Smith spoke to Harriet Tubman on the

telephone and was interviewed by Ted
Koppel about the Civil War.

The performance progressed with the

speeches and lectures of Douglas in chro-

nological order, mixed with very powerful

pictures, and video clips appearing on the

video screen.

Although the clips on the screen were

deep and moving, the emotion and passion

with which Smith acted Douglas's role

were what brought tears to my eyes.

"I have always been proud ofmy heri-

tage, and Roger Smith's performance just

validated that pride," said RicardoTovmes.

Everyone in attendance had the same
feeling of pride. Some said that hearing

the words so superbly spoken gave them a

feeling of strength.

When asked why and how he started

portraying Fredrick Douglas, Smith said

that he had always enjoyed reading the

work of Fredrick Douglas. ""I started to

work on Freddy D as an undergraduate. I

read everything I could get my hands on."

Not only has Mr. Smith acted as

Fredrick Douglas, but in many, manymore
roles, his most famous being "Smilie" from
Spike Lee's "Do the Right Thing" and as

"Professor Howard Randolph" on NBC's
"A Different World". My personal favorite

is the anxious line brother ofGamma Phi

Gamma in "School Daze" also by Spike

Lee.

When questioned about other persons

which he would like to perform. Smith

mentioned that he would like to portray

Huey Newton, and Alexander Pushkin.

Smith will also portray Christopher Co-

lumbus in the fall 1992, as well as "Rudie"

in Spike Lee's up coming film "MaJcolm X."

Smith had a special message which he

felt was instrumental for all youngAfrican
Americans and this was to "Learn to read

Learn to write. Organizeyourselfto fight."

Smith felt that we all need to invest all

we have into education; if we do not do

this, we are betraying the legacy of

Fredrick Douglas, a man who knew the

importance of knowledge.

The Black Mass Communications
Project has done an excellent job with

sponsoring such a entertaining and edu-

cational event in celebration of Black

History Month.
Many more organizations are spon-

soring events in celebration of Black His-

tory month and all are encouraged to at-

tend. We can all learn a great deal from

the lectures, and artistic events occurring

here at the University, and the sur-

rounding five college area. Remember,
"Learn to read learn to write organize

yourself to fight!

Photo by Matt Vahn.

Above is actor Roger Smith in his performance at the Bowker Audi-

torium at the Malcolm X center.
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Pbotoa by Josh Reynolds.

These are some of the wonderful works of

DorranceHiU (Sculptures) andNelson Stevens

(Paintings). These beautiful works of art are

and wiU be on exhibit at the Augusta Savage

Art Gallery, located in The New Africa House,

Until March 6, 1992.

WRITE FOR
BLACK AFFAIRS

BLACK
HISTORY MONTH
REMEMBERING
THE PAST, FOR A
BETTER FUTURE !
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iiSCN: lobstermen and disco dancin'
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Hello, movie lovers, and welcome again to the Campus

Cable Connection. This week, there is a wide range of

movies, from the classics to the strange and bizarre. (See:

Lobster Man From Mars). If you remember from last

week, (and I know you do, faithful readers), I gave a

denotion to those movies that, shall we say, are des-

ecrations to that form of entertainment that we call

Come MEET Amherst's own

JOHN KATZENBACH
on Saturday, Feb. 22 at 3 p.m.

He will aiito^rayh his newest book,
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Katrenhach leH the Miami News in l'>7'>to

write his first novel. In the Ural li the

Siimmrr ruLlislu-d in I'I82, the thrill'-r

received extraordinary praise from

critics nationwide It was filmed as

The Mean Sea<.<m starring Kurt

Kiissriland Mariel Hemingway

In I')R1 KatrenKich K'lned the staff

of the Miami Herald as a criminal court

reporter His second book was the

critically acclaimed true crime story

firs) Bom - published in I*"**

I le had also maaied Madeleine Blais,

a rulitzerPn/ewinning journalist

at the paper, who now
teaches at UMass

Kat2cnbach » second novel,

TTie Tmitler. was published

in l'W7and went on to

become a New York Times
bestseller

Diiv of Rnionmg. his third

i^ovel, published in l'>f'',

was highlypraised as well

Kalzenbach lives in

Amherst with his wife

and two children
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cinema. For each of those choice flicks, I will give a little

sign (@@@) to either change the channel or get a barfbag

ready. Now, here are the movies that will be shown

beginning on Wednesday, Feb. 19.

DyingYoung— Julia Roberts, Campbell Scott. Well,

looks like we're starting off on the wrong foot here,

hmmm? Sigh, the previews looked so promising, didn't

they? Too bad the movie didn't deliver. . anything. It's

your typical cancer movie with a little extra dramatic

effect with the chemo scenes— very graphic. Julia is still

irresistible, Campbell is good-looking and sweet, but,

MEGA thumbs down on the plot, and especially the

ending. Survey says . . . BIG X! (@@@)

Real Genius — Val Kilmer, Gabe Jarret, Michelle

Meyrink. Stylish satire about a bunch of whiz kids who

are being exploited by a very slimy William Atherton.

The premise is kind ofblah, but the acting, especially by

Kilmer, is light and funny. I guarantee at least a few good

laughs. ***

Saturday NightFever—John Travolta, Karen Lynn
Gorney, Barry Miller. If you can suffer through 199

minutes of 70s street slang and Bee Gees falsetto music,

then you should sit down and watch this movie, because

it is really very good. Travolta is a Brooklyn punk who is

happy only when he dances at the local disco. ***

Stone Cold — Brian Bosworth, Lance Henriksen,

William Forsythe. The Boz" is a cop who infiltrates a

motorcycle gang. There's some good action, some great

shootouts, but some crappy acting. Hey, what can I say?

It didn't quite work for me. **

Taxi Driver— Robert DeNiro, Cybill Shepherd, Jodie

Foster. For some, this movie is a sick, ugly, and disgusting

portrayal of the crazed mind of a N.Y.C. cab driver. For

others, including myself, it is brilliant and poignant.

Director Martin Scorsese literally scorches the screen.

The film is hard hitting. . . don't miss it!
****

Terms of Endearment — Shirley MacLaine, Jack

Nicholson. Debra Winger. Teaijerker alert! Tearjerker

alert! Follows a mother and daughter through their trials

and tribulations throughout the years. Jam-packed with

Oscar winners, including Screenplay, Director, Best

Picture, and Oscars for MacLaine and Nicholson. ****

Total Recall — Arnold Schwarzenegger, Rachel

Ticotin, Sharon Stone. Hey all you lunch people in the

Bluewall who think I'm a softie who only gives four stars

to each movie —just take a look at the movies I give the

four star rating. This movie deserves four stars! "AHnold"

is a victim of a mind-tampering scheme that brings him

to Mars to battle it out with the bad guys. CHECK out the

special effects! Few movies have done better. So hmmph!

J

****

Toy Soldiers —Jason Miller, Cleavon Little, Rodolfo

De Anda. The plot kind resembles bothHigh Risk and The

Rescue . Last semester, I reviewed the formerand slammed

it with a vengeance. This one ain't faring too much better.

Toy Soldiers is a high paced action flick where kids rescue

kids in Latin America. Oy, I hate these plots. No stars.

(@@@)
V.I. Warshawski — It's the movie with Kathleen

Turner in it, but I didn't get a chance to see it. Sorry!

Weekend atBemies—Andrew McCarthy, Jonathan

Silverman, Catherine Mary Stewart. This is one of those

movies where it's cute, it's funny, but I would never shell

out money for it. The plot is cutsie — Silverman and

McCarthy are invited to a beautiful beach house, but

when they arrive, not only is the host dead, but they are

imiocently involved in a sticky plot. A couple of scenes

with the corpse are hysterical. ***

Bill Cosby: "Himseir— Bill is much funnier in this

stand-up than in his show. It's nice once in a while to hear

acomedianwho doesn't rely on obscenities to be humorous.

Not that I don't like Eddie Murphy or anything, but I like

this show. The dentist scene is a classic.
***

Cousins — Ted Danson, Isabella Rossellini, Sean

Young. Is there something about Ted Danson that places

him only in Americanized French movies now? Based on

the French hit Cousin, Cousine, Danson and Rossellini

play cousins whose spouses are cheating on them. .
with

each other! Danson is dazzling. ***

Days of Thunder — Tom Cruise, Robert Duvall,

Nicole Kidman, Randy Quaid. As my dear friend Doug

haughtily remarked the other day, "It's Top Gun on the

ground." And it is. Brought to you by the filmmakers and

star of Top Gun, this movie is about a die-hard race car

stud (who else? Cruise) who boasts that there isn't any-

thing he can't do in a race car. Yawn. I'll give it points for

charisma and for having good acting by Duvall. *

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes—Jane Russel , Marilyn

Monroe, Charles Coburn. The sequel to .his movie is

called Gentlemen Marry Brunettes, so what do you sup-

pose they prefer the blondes for? Ha, ha —joke. Monroe

and Russel are coquettish, charming, and at their best in

this 1953 film. Famous tune "Diamonds Are a Girls Best

Friend." ***l/2

Heaven Can Wait— Warren Beatty. Julie Christie,

Jack Warden. Beatty is a football player who is sent to

Heaven too early, and goes back to Earth in a different

body. It's a cute movie, but it never really goes anywhere.

**l/2

Lobster Man From Mars — Deborah Foreman,

Anthony Hickox, Tommy Sledge. Narrated by Dr.

Dimento, this flick is a spoofof 1950's sci-fi movies. It's a

hokey film, and poorly acted. Nothing to write home
CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Come Celebrate
our 25^ Anniversary
at Ho'ward Johnson.

o

HOWARD
JOHNSON.

Celebrating -with
a 1966, $25*^ rate

Come by and help us celebrate

our 25th anniversary with our

$25 .(X) rate valid through 2/29/92.

You will enjoy great rooms and

courteous service all at a very

comfortable price.

For reservations, call 586-0114

or (800) I-GO-HO-JO, ask for

the Anniversary Package.
Please present this ad.

Advanced reservation and certain restrictions

apply. Ask (or deUils. C 1991 Howard Johnson

Franchise Systems, Inc

Intro(ducing

Ronkin's New LSAT Premium Program.

Just because something has been

around for a long time doesn't

necessarily mean it's good.

The Ronkin Educational Group is

an innovative company that has put

together the latest in research,

technology, and teaching

techniques in a new LSAT
course. We call it our LSAT
Premium Program and it's

been designed to help you E II C H T

I HE.

obtain the highest possible score so

that you can get into the best law

school. Because, as you know,

graduating from law school doesn't

guarantee a job. You need to

graduate from the best.

So don't take chances by

going to an old test

preparation company.

Call Ronkin today

You deserve the very best.

401 Russell St., Route 9

Hadley, Massachusetts 01035

Call now for more information or to schedule a Free LSAT Qiagnostic Exam:

549-4010
150 Fearing Street, Amherst (Next to College Pizza)

LSAT . MCAT • ORE • GMAT • Over 145 locations Nationwide

Lavender Hearts didn't quite
warm this reviewer's cockles
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Lavender Hearts
Stearn Auditorium
Feb. 15, 1992

Saturday night two white lesbians, storytellerJennifer

Justice and photographer Susan Wilson, presented les-

bian erotic stories and images to a small audience of

about eighty women and one man at Steam Auditorium
at Amherst College.

The event marked the debut ofanew lesbian production

company, Fiddlehead Productions, started by Fern
Spierer.

Justice, dressed in a fleshy pink silk blouse and black

tights, opened the show by explaining why she performs

stories of lesbian erotica.

"Women get cheated," Justice said, "because the world

denigrates the erotic of the female."

Justice said she was inspired by black lesbian feminist

Audre Lorde's famous essay "The Power of the Erotic."

"She describes the erotic as the power that imbibes our

whole lives, work, friendships, and relationships," Jus-

tice said.

Justice' first story was about a butchy cowgirl, "Clem"

(short for Clementine) who visits television's Dodge City

and ends up with Miss Kitty. Graphic descriptions, sighs

and moans characterized Justice' performance through-

out the night as she brought to life lesbian scenes of

intimacy. This first story ended on a funny note, with

Miss Kitty telling Clem, "now don't you think I'm Matt

Dillon's woman, that'sjust a cover so he and Chester can

get it on."

Next came Susan Wilson's slideshow, a hodgepodge of

images around popular lesbian themes. A series of shots

of white lesbian comedienne Kate Clinton taking her

sweater off to Aretha FrankHn's R.E.S.P.E.C.T. par-

ticularly stands out, probably because hers was the only

face 1 recognized. The slideshow lacked subtitles or a

narrative, and the theme became muddledbetween staged

MHSCN

shots of erotica, gay pride and peace marches, and
headshots of (famous?) lesbians I felt I was expected to

recognize but couldn't.

After the intermission Justice told three more stories.

The first was about two young women discovering their

love for each other. The second was a description of a

young woman's obsessive stake-out of a lover's house.

Linking emotional obsessions with physical addictions,

afterwards Justice remarked "Thank god for AA."

The night ended wath a tale of "Victorian Erotica" in

which Justice, in a stilted, Victorian trill, told the story of

an oldernoblewoman who introduces a younger to woman-
love. The tale was replete with titters, giggles, and ornate

language. One could almost see Justice dressed in frills

and lace, waving a fan and sitting in a carriage.

Although Justice' performance was technically flaw-

less, her material seems problematic because of its lack

of inclusiveness. Although Justice credits her show's

inspiration to Audre Lorde, none ofher stories contained

images of women of color.

Her last piece seemed especially class-specific. I doubt

if many lower-class lesbians, black or white, could have

empathized well with a tale of two wealthy English

noblewomen discovering lesbian sex in a carriage while

their oblivious lords slept through a boringevening at the

theater.

However,LavenderHeart's relatively steep admission

fee of $10 in advance, $12 at the door probably served to

screen out most of those who could not relate to the

material. This show served to highlight the fact that

lesbian culture in this valley is clearly divided along race

and class lines. Wilson's slideshow could only be under-

stood by those who can pay to become famiUar with

lesbian pop culture, which has become prohibitively

expensive.

I {ound Lavender Hearts to be an extremely culturally

specific show aimed at older white lesbians who "are in

the know" about the higher-priced names, faces, and

experiences oflesbian culture. It was clearly not intended

for young lesbians hoping to connect, lesbians who are

lower-class, or lesbians of color.

10CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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Mommie Dearest— Faye Dunaway, Diana Scarwid,

Steve Forrest. This movie is a true story based on the

book by Christina Crawford, daughter of movie legend

Joan Crawford. It's a haunting — terrifying really —
movie about child abuse. Crawford is brilliantly played

by Dunaway. ***

An Officer and a Gentleman— Richard Gere, Debra

Winger, David Keith. Gere and Keith are students in the

Naval Officer Candidate School who spend off-duty time

with Winger and Lisa Blount. The main plot is somewhat

obvious and overused, but some
scenes are shocking and surprising. ***

Prizzi's Honor— Jack Nicholson. Kathleen Turner,

Anjelica Huston. Wonderful black comedy about a dim-

witted hit man from a mafia family. Nicholson is hysteri-

cal, Huston is superbly sly (she won Best Supporting

Actress). ****

Someone toWatch OverMe—Tom Berenger, Mimi

Rogers, Lorraine Bracco. Stylish film about a mamed
New York cop (Berenger) who becomes infatuated with

the beautiful woman he is assigned to protect fi-om a

death threat. A great film by director Ridley Scott.
***
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Men's gymnasts suffer first loss
BY KIM ADDESA
Collegian Staff

-We need to score 275 to beat Temple," said University

of Massachusetts men's gymnastics coach Roy Johnson

last week before the Minutemen, undefeated at the time,

left for Philadelphia.

Johnson had anticipated key gymnasts from lemple

sitting on the sidelines due to injuries, and felt that a

solid performance from the UMass gymnasts, resulting

in a score of 275.00 points, would be enough to secure a

victory over long time foe Temple.

Unfortunately, UMass did not score 275.00 pomts,

they scored 265.15 points, but even if they had, it would

not'have been enough, for Temple scored 281.70 pomts^

Johnson had expected to face a Temple team weakened

by injury. Key gymnasts such as Dom Minicucci and

Ebon Greyman were to be sidelined. Instead, he found his

squad up against a strong, seemingly healthy Temple

team. Gymnasts that were thought to be injured were

competing, and performing as well as ever.

"I expected them to be tough," said Johnson of the

Temple gymnasts, "but what I did not expect was Dom

Minicucci to compete after having a cast removed from

his thumb only a week ago Thursday
"

Minicucci. a former Olympian, did not just compete,

but scored a 9.4 or better in three events, including a 9.70

on the still rings.
.

Johnson, who has been concerned about the mcon-

sistency of some of his gymnasts throughout the season,

expressed concern again aft«r Sunday's meet. "We had

one or two guys score almost four tenths lower on some

events then they ever did," explained Johnson, "and we

aren't going to beat Temple unless everyone is hitting

their routines."

Although things did not go perfectly for the gymnasts

at Temple, "there were some bright spots," according to

Johnson. Cal Booker scored a 9.6 on the floor exercise,

and Jason Fox surprised his coach and teammates by

scoring a 9.15 on the vault. The score was almost four

tenths of a point higher than his previous best on the

event.

The Wolverines from the University ofMichigan were

the third team competing in Sunday's tri-meet, and

finished in second place with a score of 271.80.

UMass now begins preparation for Friday's meet at

West Point, a meet that they really need to win if their

quest for a top three seeding in the Eastern Intercollegiate

Gymnastics League Championships in March is to con-

tinue.

Minutewomen beat So. Conn.

1 20z Bottles

By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

After a disappointing performance at the University

of Pittsburgh two weeks ago, the University of Massa-

chusetts women's gymnastics squad desperately needed

a victory Saturday to get back on track.

And that's exactly what it did.

With strong performancesbyjuniors Lisa-Beth Cronen,

Tammy Marshall and senior Erin Klier. a high team

intensity level and the home crowd's support, the

Minutewomen won convincingly over Southern Con-

necticut State College, 184.1-178.5.

"I'm so happy with this team's performance, and

particularlv the score we got," UMass head coach Alfie

Mitchell s^d. "With such a high score, we'll be able to go

into the next couple of meets a lot more relaxed and not

really worry so much about our score."

The best event for UMass was the uneven bars in

which a team record of47. 1 was set after all six ofUMass'

competitors scored at least 9.2. Ironically, the previous

record was set almost one year to the day (Feb. 14, 1991).

"We really paced ourselves in [the uneven bars]," said

Mitchell. "Ifsomething wasn't working, we adjusted and

didn't force it. That's what makes a successful team."

Marshall took top honors for UMass with a 9.55 in the

bars followed by freshman Gina Demeo with a 9.5 and

sophomore Margaret Furtado with a 9.4.

Marshall also had high individual honors in the vault

(9.45), the beam (9.55) and the all-around (37.85) as well.

"This was a really good team effort," Marshall said. "In

practice we knew we were strong in pretty much every

event but it wasjust a matter ofhitting the routines in the

meet, and we did."

In the floor event, it was Cronen who had the high

score for UMass with a 9.65. She was followed by Klier

with a 9.55 and Demeo with a 9.45.

"Erin [Klier]. Lisa-Beth [Cronen]. and Gina [Demeo]

all had really good days," assistant coach Erika Baxter

said. "We're really starting to come together as a team.

Hopefully we can carry the momentum we have now into

the next few meets."

The beam, which had been a real problem in UMass

first three meets, was not the team's best event but Klier

and Marshall still managed to score 9.4 and 9.55 re-

spectively.

Sometimes to doyourb^twork,

allyou nee(l is a(Mige ofscenery

The new Apple' Macintosh* PowerBook " computers

give you the freedom to work anywhere you want, any

time vou want.

They re small enough to fit in a book bag. Powerful

enough for your toughest class assignments. And they're

affordable, too.

Thev run vinually all .Macint(jsh software. .\nd can

run for up to three hours on a single battery charge.

They can be expanded to up to 8MB of memory and

come standard with plenty of hard disk storage

The Apple SuperDrivc' disk drive reads from and

writes to Macintosh and MS-DOS formatted disks-

allowing you to exchange information easily with

almost any other kind of computer Add SoftPC and

vou can run MS-DOS programs, too.

^X ith built-in AppleTalk* Remote Access software

and a mcxlem. you can use a PowerB(X)k to retrieve

files from your project panner's Macintosh without

leaving the library. Or log on to the library computer

without leaving your nx)m.

There are three models from which to chcx)se:

the PowerB(X)k 100 is the lightest, most affordable

P()werB(X)k, the PowerB(xjk 140 offers higher

Its the next thing.

performance and a built-in Apple SuperDrivc disk drive,

and the P()werB(x)k 170 is the highest-performance

PowerB(xik. All three offer bright, adjustable backlit

screens and the simplicity of Apple's latest system

software innovation—System "'. And their ergonomic,

all-in-one design makes them comfonable to use-

no matter where you do your best work.

See the PowerBcxjk computers at our place ttxiay,

and while you're in, be sure to ask us for details about

the Apple Computer Loan.

There's no telling where a PowerB(X)k could

take vou.

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

See the Apple Representative at the University Store for

details or Visit The Apple Computer Fair on the CC Concourse

Thursday 2/20 or Friday 2/21 from 10 am - 4 pm. A WordPerfect

representative will be available on Friday 2/21 «.
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ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN
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LUNCH
Pizza

Fish Munchies

BASICS LUNCH
Pizza

Fish Munchies

Menu
DINNER

Eggplant Rolatini

Bacon l/4lbChs. Burger

BASICS DINNER
Eggplant Rolatini

Tempeh Burger

"Latte, Jed?"

Quote of the Day
"Happy! Happy!. ..Joy! Joy!

- The Croco-Stimpy

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-April 19):

Youngsters blossom when you lake a

special inleresJ inlheirdevelopmeni. A

direct approach works best where a

career vs. romance conflict is con-

cerned.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Your

maturity is a tremendous asset now. A

phone call brings both money and

memories. An optimistic newcomer

gives you fresh hope for the future. Go
ahead and pool your ideas and talents.

GEMINI (May 2Mune 20); Aquick

reply to an offer of lener will get you

special treatment. Curl up at home

with a good book if you do not want to

socialize tonight.

CANCER (June 2 1 -July 22): An un-

usual coincidence bringsaboul a much-

desired meeting. Buyinga few items for

your wardrobe will boost your spirits

and confidence. Good luck is yours

where romance or finance isconcemed.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22): Travel en-

joys highly favorable influences. Loved

ones are much more affectionate than

in the recent past. A chance encounter

could lead to an exhilarating romance.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Dis-

cussing potential problems with an ac-

quaintance will help you clarify your

ideas. The two of you could decide to

pool your resources. Get any financial

promises in writing.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Do what

your heart dictates, even ifyou must go

against tradition or accepted mores.

Rid yourself of prejudices. Savvy in-

vestments will result in lasting financial

security.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Le-

gitimate enterprises over which you

have full control give you the best

chance for turning a profit. Pull any

strings you can. Try to cut through the

romantic haze tonight.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 Dec. 21):

Even the so-ca lied experts can be wrong.

Trust your insi incts in business negotia-

tions. A flexible approach will help you

iron out a mutually beneficial agree-

ment.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-/an. 19):

Your attitude toward money or em-

ployment may be partly to blame for

deteriorating domestic harmony. Re-

flect on your partner's point of view

before taking decisive action.

AQUARIUS Oan. 20-Feb. 18): A
romance delights you. You can suc-

ceed where others have failed. A desire

for change will soon be fulfilled. Trust

your intuition when interviewing po-

tential partners and employees.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Take

advantage of a constructive new trend.

Thinking in positiveterms will helpyou

arrive at sound conclusions. Honest

discussions about a family problem

lead to a solution.
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Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

The

"'
those of the cartoonists atid do not necessarily reflect the views of the Colk^i^n or the University

opinions expressed on this pjgf are those or

ACROSS
1 Gorges
6 Former D.C

tiostess Perle

1 1 WmOy City:

Abbr
14 Humiliate

15 Neckwear
16 Owned
17 Negotiable

instrument

19 Cnoier

20 Almost
immediately

21 Fastens oxfords

again

23 Roof support

26 MemoratJie

actress Lee

27 Border lake

28 Daisy and West

30 Vertical

33 Tom and Huck

34 Navai init

35 Monotonous
talKer

36 Op O' pop
37 Contract parts

39 Brotherly title

40 And area

42 Canographer s

product

43 Wanted poster

word
44 Phonograph

needles

45 TV s Jay

46 Neural network

47 Knightly

weapons
49 Worked in the

garden

51 Behold —
Isaiah

53 Java almond

54 Grampus
55 Money
60 Needlefish

61 Uncle Vanya

role

62 Condor S

castle

63 Stout

64 Canary s cousin

65 Rendezvous

DOWN
1 Friend of the

Fox

2 Actor Vigoda

3 -H.M.S
Ptnafore' rote

4 Manors
5 Net
6 Most important

7 Ftort com
6 Intimidates

9 Tribe symbol

10 Artisans

workplaces

1

1

Small change

12 Carroll s

March —
1

3

Bad time for

Caesar
18 Recipe, of a

sort

22 Bat beginning

23 Make the grade

once again

24 Biblical landfall

25 Ill-gotten moola

26 Summaries of

qualifications

29 — rule

generally

31 Waxy ointment

32 Exchanged

35 Take 55 Across

to the bank

37 Sail grommets

38 Jose or Juan

starter

41 Winglike

43 Holder for

washed dishes

45 Account tX)Ok

48 Cavity Comb
form

50 Fold

51 Hindu
philosophy

52 Like some
exams

53 Marshall had

one

56 Cuckoo
57 Like some

wines

58 Cold Item in

Bonn
59 Soak as flax

AMSWFR TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

2/19/92
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LIVE R6DI0 SHOW
6:00PM
with

COflCH CfIL

Food Special

Personal Pizza

$1.49
pepperoni or cheese

1/2 price Appetizers

4 til 7

United States
hockey team
beats France
By STEVE WILSTEIN
Associated Press

ALBERTVILLE, France (AP) — Feisty and still un-

beaten, the U.S. hockey team reigns supreme on the ice.

The battling Americans whipped France 4-1 Tuesday

night, brawling even after the game, to go into the

semifinals against the winner of Wednesday's game
between the Unified Team and Finland.

Boasting the best record in the Winter Games, 5-0-1,

the U.S. team is within one victory of its first medal since

the miracle gold of 1980.

The latest victory was punctuated by a punch-out at

the end between America's Guy Gosselin and France's

Antoine Richer. Sticks and fists flew as the benches

cleared after the final horn, but order was restored after

a few minutes.

Ted Donoto scored twice in a 3:16 span of the second

period, breaking open a 1-1 game, silencing the home-
court cheers of "Allez la France!" (Go France!) and elic-

iting chants of "U-S-A! U-S-A!" from a vocal minority of

U.S. fans. Donate also assisted on Marty Mclnnis' third-

period goal.

Ray I^Blanc made 35 saves. He has allowed only eight

goals while pla>'ing all 360 minutes of the tournament.

Greg Brown, who suffered a concussion, a broken nose

and facial lacerations against Sweden, got out of the

hospital Tuesday morningbut didn't play against France.

He might be available Friday.

The sad tale ofAmericans Dan Jansen and Eric Flaim

ended on the speedskating oval, both going home without

the medals they felt sure they'd win. They finished far

behind gold medaUst Olaf Zinke in the 1,000 meters as

the German gave his country its 23rd medal .

Jansen looked golden — for 900 meters. He fell from

contention coming out of the last turn and finished 26th,

2.5 seconds behind the winner.

"I was just tired," Jansen said. "My legs were gone,

they were like lead."

Jansen, the world record-holder in the 500 meters,

said he'll probably try again in the 1994 Olympics.

"If it were four more years," he said, "it would be tough.

We're going to start a family soon and . .

."

A reporter interrupted and asked, "How soon?"

Before Jansen could answer, his wife, Robin, said.

"Tomght."

Collegian photo by Christopher E^rans

Tammy Marshall of the University of
Massachusettswomen'sgymnasticsteam
preforms her balance beam routine.

J

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect -Amherst Center

256-8157-256-1385
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Lincoln

• Imports & other unibody vehicles are our
specialty.

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (+or-l/2

mm)
• Over 90 years staff experience.

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement.

• Advanced European Technology Painting

and Refmishing Systems.

Remember it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities.

Shop Registration # RS1212

1

Summer Study in

OXFORD,ENGLAND
at

TRINITY COLLEGE
come to an informational

meeting of the UMASS
OXFORD SUMMER SEMINAR

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20

IN BARTLETT 206,

AT 7:00 RM.

IFYOU CANNOTMAKE ITTO THIS

MEETING, AND ARE INTERESTED IN

THE PROGRAM, PLEASE COME BY

OUR OFFICE IN BARTLETT 378
545-1914
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Men's swimming wins 6th straight NE*s
By BRIAN GORMLEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's swim team
captured their sixth consecutive New England Champi-
onship this weekend at Bowdoin College, beating their

nearest competitor by a score of 641.5-608.5. The three

day tournament was capped offwith the naming ofcoach

Russ Yarworth as New England Coach of the Year.

The Championship Meet, which featured sixteen New
England teams, was set up so that swimmers would
compete in trial competitions in the morning and final

competitions in the afternoon. From the trial competitions

of 100 swimmers, the top 16 swimmers advanced to the

final round.
Throughout the meet, the Minutemen's depth proved

to be the key factor that enabled UMass to outclass

second place Connecticut.

"UConn won a lot of individuad and relay evei^ts, but

because there are 16 places, our depth was enoagh to do

them in." Yarworth said. "It was a real team champion-

ship."

The Minutemen opened the meet by taking fifth,

sixth, ninth and fourteenth in the 500 freestyle, and first,

second, fifth, sixthand thirteenth in the 200 Intermediate

Medley, which was highlighted by Jay Peluso's New
England and UMass record time of 1:52.97, eclipsing his

previous record of 1:54.85.

Despite all of the places UMass won, Connecticut

actually enjoyed a lead aft«r the first day of competition,

198-193. This lead proved to be short-Uved, however, as

the Minutemen took fourth, fifth and eighth in the 400

medley relay and first and third in the 100 butterfly.

Peluso, who finished first in the 100, set another New
England record with a time of 50.66.

The event that enabled the Minutemen to take control

ofthe meet was the 200 Freestyle. While Connecticut was

only able to take 12th and 13th place, UMass won third,

fourth, fifth and seventh place.

Bill Chouinard tied for first place in the 100 breststroke

with a time of 58.06. Earlier in the day,, he set a New
England record with a time of 57.86. Tim Milbert's time

of 58.28 was a also a freshmen record. At the end of the

day, UMass had built a commanding 442.5-390.5 lead.

UMass extended its lead in the 1650 freestyle by

taking third, fifth, sixth, eighth and fourteenth, which

enabled them to maintain their lead aft«r Connecticut

won first, seventh, eighth, 11th and 16th in the 100

freestyle. The 200 breaststroke was another strong event

for the Minutemen, as they took second, fifth and sixth.

Chouinard once again set a New England record during

the trial race with a time of 2:05.59, only to finish second

in the finals with a time of 2:06.87.

Assured ofvictory, the Minutemen were able to cruise

through the final event of the competition, the 400

freestyle relay. To celebrate their victory, each swimmer
grabbed hold of Yarworth and threw him in the pool.

Yarworth credited his assistant coaches for helping

his team improve so much throughout the season.

"After losing 50 percent of last year's championship

squad I didn't think that we would have a chance to

repeat as champions this year," he admitted. "But we

improved tremendously. (Assistant coaches) Jim

Robertson and Tricia Franciosi have helped us out a lot,

and (strength coach) Kevin Fulton's work with the

ft-eshmen really helped them to grow up."

* Classes Dailv
* Certified Instructors

* Suspended Wood Floor

* Areas Largest Room

AMHKKSI AIHIHK
CIIH

160 Wtst St

So. Aiiiherst. 256-0080

University of iViassacliusetts

Rugby Football Club
extends an invitation

to all University men
to participate in

Rugby Football,

a contact sport

played all over

the world.

Information will be available on the Campus Center Concourse

from 9 am to 2 pm on Friday 2/14, Wed. 2/19, & Friday 2/21

Training begins Tuesday, February 18 at 4 pm meeting in the

boyden locker room. For more information,

call Scott Dunlap or Lou Masiello at 253-9609

GET FIT!! GET INVOLVED!! PLAY RUGBY!! HAVE FUN

-.
I
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Save money when you order campus delivery of

®l|c ^efo ^ork '3Itm£s
The University Store will reserve copies of The New York Times for

students and faculty at a savings of 40% Monday through Friday starting

on Monday March 2 thru May 8, 1992. Sign up now for your daily

copy of The New York Times at the low cost of $15.00, 40% below

the retail rate. ^^^^i«—i^— i—

-

"""~ pTea^r^nter My Subscription To: The New York Times

Spring Term

Weekdays (Mon-Fri) $ Days)

Print Name

Home Address . .

^UNIVERSITY
Return Botto-n Portion With Payment to The Univefsity Store, Campus Center, UMASS 545-2619^^STORE^

Classifieds
rn..rnn..rn,„c.>.nfF^E ,„ CAMPUS CEHTER .m-wv^sM^o moAum:^-ouDum,swoDmpmRwmuam, . 2mom,AyFOEm,oEm . aSHISAOmCE

ACTivrriES
AUTO FOR SALE

ATTENTION: Premed. public health, nurs-

ing afxJ all other .Mudents interested in health

care issues. Stop by the Student Health

Advisory Board's next meeting on Wednes-

day February 19, 1992 at 5 15pm in room

304 at University Health Services.

RUSH PHI SIGMA KAPPA
2/18 BBC
2/19 Come<^ Night

REUABLE TOYOTA CAMHV -Silver 85

High mileage, needs a tune up. A deal lor

$1500 or best oHer. Must sellnowl 323-7909

BANDS WANTED

FREE PRINTER
When you purchase a computer

OHer expires March 1st^ 546-0390^

LOST

WOCH- The UMass Cable Radio Station -

Will be holding a general meeting this Tues-

day night at 7;45pm in the Grayson classroom

(That's in Orchard Hill). To be discussed:

Dues, scheduling shows, electing an assis-

tant general manager, and oh so much more.

No free lood will be rrtade availabto.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Bed and BrMkfatl
Downtown Amherst. Ideal tor visiting par-

ents and Iriends 549-0733

HOT SPOT UPTOWN looking lor local acts

Tape/package Call Judi 549-1200 For more

into

CHEN STYLE TAI CHI

lilEDn^TTOrTlNfMOTlbN with stow-tast.

sott-vigorous. empty-solid movements Free

lirst lesson 6:45pm Feb25 Northampton
545-

5923

COLLEGE PIZZA

Lang XRI ski boots Like new Size 10 1/2

Must sell M Best oiler Call 549-4892

LOVE SCENT, known to enhance and

stimulate the senses Flare African import.

Oil $8 75/ Incense $6.00 Uncommon Scents

107 Vernon Street. Northampton, Massa-

chusetts 01060

HELP WANTED

LOST GLASSESI Maybe in Herter. maybe

in CampusCenter, maybe anywherel -Please

call Amy il found 549-6759

REWARD lor information leading to the re-

turn of large yellow basket on wheels painted

with "Property of Collegian" on side. Have

you seen it on campus? Contact 545-3500

ask tor Maureen or Brian

MASTER'S SWIM PROGRAM

CAUFORNIA-$149l Anytime, lly eilherway.

coast-to-coast (SPortland/Seattlel)

Caribbean-only $ 1 89 Roundtrip air to some-

where sunny and warm. Hitch a ride.

Europe only $160 each wayl

Airhitch 21 2-864-2000

LEAOERSHIP. FRIENDSHIP. SERVICE

Alpha Phi Omega
The Natranal Co-ed Service Fraternity

All welcome to our informational

rush meeting.

Tuesday- Field Classroom

Wednesday- EartWoods, Student Union

Both at 7:30pnv-)

P.ll ALPHA THETA History Honors Society

accepting new members, pick up applic. m

History office 6th door Herter Deadline 2^5.

Quakers, attenders, lnler»»le«l other*:

Five college student friends gathering oun-

day, February 23rd Noon luncheon foltow-

ing 10a.m. meeting lor worship LeavoRSVP

yes message 253-3198.

FALL SPECIAL
Large cheese $6.00

Small cheese $3.50

Add$1 for 1or2 toppings

Free soda w/large sub, salad, or

spaghetti

549-6073 549-6098

Must mention this ad

Alaska Summar Employmenl- Rsheries,

Earn $5,000t/month. Free transportation!

Room + boardi Over 8,000 openings. Male

or female. For employmenl program call 1-

206-545-41^55 exj 298^

BUSINESS MAJORS
Earn money and gain experience

Network Marketing

546-0390 evenings

A good-work-out at a reasonable price

Experienced coaches

Private instruction

All levels of instruction lor the

motivated individual

549-5474 Allan

PERSONALS

BRIAN McGIVERN
Congratulations on your acceptance to the

MBA program at Northeastern University!

I'm so proud
Love. Brenda

READ THIS

COMPUTERS, PRINTERS &
ACCESSORIES

Best prices in the Pioneer Valley We conlig-

ure to your specilicalions. Ask about our

monthly specials. Ask for Eric 253-0868

RUSHOU

TRAVEL

CancuntI Now ottering towest prices avail-

able Free urxlerwater camera, drink/dance

cruise and more. John/Frank 549-2709

SPRING BREAK iRIPS

Panama City, Cancun, Jamaica

Call Stacey at 549-0840

Rush Dalas: Mon 17

Tue18
Wed 19

All events run from 8-9pm

All university men are welcome

to come down, meet the brothers

and play NagleschlaguenI

EARN MONEY NOWl
SPANISH/ENGLISH BILINGUALS

Needed lor reading study

Jeanette 585-8749

ESPIONAGE 101

ASSASSIAN GAME
Agents wanted for active duty . To get into the

game contact 6-1 156or6-1172 ^

FOR RENT

Sundertand musi isnl one roomnow $i 90/

month on bus route Peaceful convenient

location Cal|665^669 evenings

FOR SALE

2iy'N^W SPEAKERS Super pro's lor car

or home$l0a00Mafk546-5933

GREAT SUMMER OPPORTUNrrY
Jewish co-ed residential camp seeks coun-

selors and specialists Capital Camps is

located in the Caloctin Mountains one hour

from Washington. DC If you are interested

In the challenges and exatment of working

with campers in grades 3- 1 , we want you on

our team. Good salaries, great fun! Our

director will be on campus at the Camp Fair

on March 3. For information and an ap-

poinlment^call^J-800229-7852

^SUMMER CAMP ON CAPE COD
Need enthusiastic.dedicatedpeopie to work,

live with kids. Beautiful locatk>n, excellent

program, competitive salaries Call Jeanne

or Dan at 256-0381 lor information or appli-

cations.

SEDUCED BY SPIDERMAN
Freshly fallen snow on a frozen lake-

ril never let you leach me another game But,

cowboy boots probably arent the best lor

rock climbing.

With you

I smile and laugh

Happy 21 st^XOJ<0

LAURIE KMAGNUSON IS 20 TODAYI
Elyse to her friends, Meredith enjoys camp-

ing, recycling and pottery

When not rocking, this proud Kappa Kappa

Moo sister is laming her blond locks

While we are absent, one Irom the other

we are united and , we are cool

XOXO
The Alpha Chapter

KRISSY CLOUTIER
Happy birthday to you

Love Sarah and Dou

SERVICES

Bethel,

Now virhere was I. Oh, how much I love you.

I tove you this much! Oh, you cani see that.

Well it's atot ol issels More than you believe

and more than I know.
Bubba

Have you been ripped-oH by a retailer?

Contact the Legal Services Center regard-

ing your rights as a consumer. 922 Campus

Cenler^545-1995^

rNTERNSHIP OPPORTUNrriES
A comprehensive guide list tiundreds cur-

rent internships in and around Boston Send

$15 to National Student Financial Planning

Service P.O Box 390085 Cambridge MA
021 39 The lirst 100 interns accepted before

5/5 Qualify receive $100 award

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Services

Center offers free legal assistance to lee-

paying students. Contact us at 922 Campus

Center, 545-1995

ORDER AVONI
Call 546-1999

For free brochures/samples

DAYTONA BEACH- SPRING BREAK ^92

March 1 3-22 Inckides seven nights ocean-

front hotel plus roundtrip motor coach. Only

$259.00! Call Yankee Tours 1-800-

9DAYTONA M-F 8-6

toed some sun? I have great deals on

spring break trips to Jamaica, Cancun. and

Bahamas. Call Denadays 545-3500or nights

549-5740

PANAMA Cmr FLORIDA
drinking on the beach is legal

bars open until 4am.

over 400,000 students expected.

and it's cheap

8days 7nights Irom $155

call Pete or Derek 256-6490

SPRING BREAK SPECIALS 19921

Bahamas March 14th. ..$349!! Jamaka.

Cancun $4291!

Includes: Hotel, air, translers, parlies!

Sun Splash Tours

1-800-426-7710

Why go south?
Ski Park City spring break

For more info call 549-4892

TYPING

Nm6 your papers lypad? Quick, accurals

8arvk:e. Call Brian 546-3563

PAPERS, RESUMES. THESIS-

Word processing, laser printing-

Call Rosemary 323-5031

WANTED

CAGE FOR MED ANIMAL or pel taxi, usad

253-3480 between 1 1 -8
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Sports
UMass wallops Rutgers, 81-67

ending 29-year losing streak
BYTAMIRLIPTON
Collegian Staff

PISCATAWY, N.J. — If this keeps up.

the University of Massachusetts basket-

ball team will have no more streaks to

end.

After stopping their 21-game losing

skid to Temple University on Sunday.the

Minutemen (21-4. 9-3 in the Atlantic 10)

snapped another streak last night, when
they came into the Louis Brown Athletic

Center and won for the first time in 29

years against a gritty, but less-talented

Rutgers University team. 81-67.

"I was more nervous for this game be-

cause I didn't know what we had left

[physically or emotionally] after the

Temple game." said UMass coach John
Calipari. This is a huge win for the pro-

gram. We are finally starting to mature as

a team."

With Rhode Island beating West Vir-

ginia 88-67 last night, the win puts UMass
into a first-place tie in the A-10 with the

Mountaineers, with a game between the

two foes next Thursday in Morgantown.

UMass, currently ranked 26th in the

\aiest Associated Press poll, had five play-

ers score in double figures, including

freshmanJerome Malloy.Malloy, who has
been quiet since the winter break, came

off the bench to score 11 points — all

important.

With UMass leading 62-56 and its top

scorer, Jim McCoy, on the bench with four

fouls, Malloy snuck free on the baseline

for a layup. The basket stopped the 5-0

Scarlet Knights' run and started what
would be a 13-0 Minutemen run.

Collegian photo by .h-lf Kuan

UMassjuniorcenterHarper Williams dribbles ascoachJohn Calipari
looks on. The Minutemen beat Rutgers last night 81-67.

Rutgers guard Donnell Lumpkin, who

scored 19 points in the first meeting, (only

5 last night) hit a jumper to stop the

UMass run, but by that time, the Min-

utemen had built a 17-point lead and

there was only 3:33 remaining in the game.

"We were just terrible," said Rutgers

coach Bob Wenzel, whose team dropped to

12-11, 4-8 in the Conference. They were

great. They deserved to win and they

deserve their ranking. I suspect with their

record, they will get a fifth or sixth seed in

the [NCAA] tournament."

Early on, Rutgers could not score. After

Mike Jones made a layup to tie the game
at 2-2, Rutgers did not make another field

goal for 10:57. They missed 18 straight

shots.

With Rutgers misfiring, the Minutemen
opened up a 19-5 lead after Kennard
Robinson scored two quick buckets and

Anton Brown (13 points) nailed two

straight jumpers.

UMass led by as many as 16 points in

the first half and for almost 16 minutes it

appeared this would be a runaway.

However, enter Steve Worthy, who
would single-handedly cut the lead in half

by intermission, scoring 16 points in the

final 5:30, to bring Rutgers within 8, 40-32

at halftime.

"We knew we needed a quick start in

the second half," McCoy, who scored 10

points, said. "We scored some quick points

and we never looked back. This was a huge

win for us."

With UMass leading, 30-20, Malloy hit

a turnaroundjumper on the baseline to up

the lead to 12 with 3:18 left to play in the

first half.

Damon Santiago connected from In-

ternational Waters on Rutgers' next
possesion and Jones hit a free throw to cut

the lead to 8, 32-24. However, Malloy

nailed a trey to stop the bleeding.

Worthy, who finished with 23 points,

was simply awesome at the end ofthe first

half. No one for UMass could contain the

slippery and elusive junior.

Tony Barbee (13 points) got UMass
started in the second halfwhen he scored

8 points in the first seven minutes.

With UMass ahead 56-46, Harper
Williams ( 15 points, 9 rebounds) canned a

foul line jumper to give UMass a 58-46

lead with 11:38 to play.

Lumpkin then hit a trey and Santiagio's

two foul shots

brought the Scarlet Knights within nine,

60-51.

Rutgers pulled within 6, but would get

no closer because of UMass' 13-0 run.

"I was more concerned with an emo-
tional let down," Calipari said. "But the

bench played so well, you didn't see it as

much."
The Minutemen host Saint

Bonaventure Saturday and writh a win
should move back into the Top 25.

"It doesn't matter if we are in the Top
25, " Williams said. "It would be good for

the program and for the fans."

Freshman guard Jerome Malloy
leads Minutemen to big victory
BY DAVE SCOTT
Collegian Staff

PISCATAWAY, N.J.— Maybe all good

things don't have to come to an end.

Freshman guard Jerome Malloy may
have given UMass basketball fans a

glimpse into the future during last might's

81-67 victory over Rutgers University.

"Jerome is Jimmy McCoy's replace-

ment," said UMass head coach John
Calipari. "He's a little better shooter, but

just not as athletic."

Malloy's final statistics last night tell

only halfthe story. His 1 1 points on 5 of 13

shooting put him in UMass' top five scorers

last night, but it was more a case ofquality

than quantity.

"I thought I played all .-ight," said a

humble Malloy after the game.

Malloy's "all right" consisted of one

huge 3-pointer with 1:48 remaining in the

first half after Rutgers had cut a 16-point

lead to eight.

Malloy, from Waterbury, Conn., came
down court after Rutgers' MikeJonesmade
1 of2 at the foul line. Fellow freshman Lou
Roe came down court, drove inside, saw
Malloy outside and passed to his classmate.

"Lou penetrated and dished it out tome
for three," Malloy said.

In the second hal f, Rutgers went on a 5-

run to cut UMass' lead to just six with 9

minutes to play.

But, once again, Malloy came up big

while senior McCoy watched from the

sidelines with four personal fouls. Malloy

streaked downcourt, cut back door and

laid in a nifty pass Ifrom assist leader Will

Herndon.

There minutes later, Malloy took a see-

ing-eye pass from UMaass' game-high
scorer Harper Williams for another back-

door layup that brought the UMass' lead

to 13.

Malloy has averaged just under 11

minutes of playing time for the Minute-
men this season, but had been on the floor

for 12 minutes by halftime.

"During the Temple game, he was
tentative and scared, and I couldn't play

him that much." Calipari said. "Now today,

he came out shooting and I had to leave

him in there to build his confidence."

Rutgers head coach Bob Wenzel was
duly impressed with the play of Malloy.

"He's had a lot ofnice games for them,"

Wenzel said. "You think of him as a 3-

point shooter, but he hit some big layups

and did a real nice job."

Game Summary

Massachusetts 40 - 41 81

Rutgers 32 - 35 67

Massachusetts (81)

Barbee 3-66-613, Hemdon 3-4 1 -2

7. H. Williams 6-12 3-4 15, Brown 6-

8 2-2 13, McCoy 2-11 6-9 10, M.

Williams 0-4 3-4 3, Roe 1-3 3-4 6.

Malloy 5-130-011, Robinson 2-2 0-

04. Totals: 27-63 24-31 81.

Rutgers (67)

Jones 1-8 2-4 4. Phillips 1-5 2-9 4,

Welter 1-51-4 3. Redden 2-61-2 7,

Worthy 8-16 7-9 23, Santiago 3-52-

2 10, Lumpkin 2-100-1 5,Smith5-10

1-111, Rich 05 0-00. Totals: 23-70

16-32 67.

Three-point goals: Massachusetts
3-9 (Barbee 1-2, Brown 1-2, Malloy

1-4, Williams 0-1); Rutgers 5-14

(Redden 2-3, Santiago 2-3.

Lumpkin 1 -4, Rich 0- 1 , Worthy 0-3).

Rebounds: Massachusetts 52

(Herndon, Roe, H. Williams 9).

Rutgers 44 (Weiler 8). Assists:

Massachusetts 14 (Hemdon 4).

Rutgers 1 1 (Santiago 4). Fouled out:

Jones. Attendence: 6,428.

Player of the game

University of

Massachusetts
freshman
guard Jeror^e

Malloy came
off the bench
and replaced
UMass' lead-
ing scorer Jim

Jerome Malloy McCoy, who
6'3 Fr. Guard sat down with

Bridgeport, CT
four fouls with 9:38 in the second
half, and ignited the Minutemen
on both ends of the floor. Malloy's

4 pointsand untiring defense gave
UMass a 19-point lead while he
and his teammates held Rutgers

to Just 3 points in just over 5 minutes

of play.

Why UMoss won
After trading baskets at the begin-

ning of the second half, the Min-

utemen went on a 1 3-0 run at the

9:08 marl< to increase their lead to

19at 4: 12, the biggest of thegame.
UMass had five players in double
figures, led by Harper Williams' 15

points, 9 rebounds, and 2 blocked
shots. The Scarlet Knights almost
handed the Minutemen the win in

the first half, missing 18 consecu-
tive shots. UMass shot 42.9 percent
from the field in tfie game, 55.2

after intermission and held Rutgers

to just 32.9 percent, 25 in the first

half.
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Atlantic 10 Standings

W-L Pet.

West Virginia 9-3 .750

Massachusetts 9-3 760

Rhode Island 8-3 .727

Temple 8-5 .615

G. Washington 6-5 .545

Duquesne 4-7 .364

Rutgers 4-8 .333

St. Joseph's 3-8 .273

St. Bonaventure 1-10 .090

UMass' Next Opponent

The Minutemen have three days
off before they host Saint
Bonaventure at 7 p.m. on Satur-

day at the Curry Hicks Cage. The
Bonnies (7-15 overall) have only
one win In the A-10 this season,
and have lost six straight. UMass
won at St. BorKDventuretwoweeks
ago, 76-58. The Bonnies are In

Philadelphia tonight to face
Temple University.
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Japanese university president slain
By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press

BOSTON — Japanese ofTicials who
cfune here to celebrate a sister-school

agreement with a local college instead

gathered at police headquarters Wednes-
day to discuss the slaying of university

president Iwao Matsuda.
Matsuda, president ofChukyo Univer-

sity in Nahoya, Japan, was shot in his

16th-floor room at the fashionable Westin

Hotel the night before his school and the

University ofMassachusetts-Boston were

to formally seal their friendship.

Police said Matsuda's wife, Akiko, de-

scribed a male gunman who knocked on

their door, forced his way inside, and be-

gan struggling with Matsuda. While she

screamed for help in the hallway, police

said, Matsuda was shot once in the lower

back.

"She was running down the hallway

bangingon doors, trying to get somebody's

attention," Police Supt. Joseph Saia said.

The 72-year-old Matsuda, an acclaimed
sports psychologist and former college

track star, was pronounced dead at 7 p.m.

Tuesday, less than an hour after he was
shot.

Police said nothing appeared stolen

from his room, and they knew ofno motive

for the murder. The wife told police the

attacker wore a bandana as a mask.

Pohce spokesman Vincent Loporchio

said homicide investigators still consid-

ered scenarios other than the armed as-

sailant: "We don't rule people in or out."

Toshiki Saito, head ofeconomic affairs

at the Japanese consulate in Boston, said

he hoped the killing wouldn't aggravate
relations between Japan and the United
States.

This is very sad," Saito said, "but I

think we should try harder to estabUsh
relations between the two countries."

Jasaburo Hyashi, an official with
Nippon TV Network Corp. who attended

the poUce news conference, said the Japa-

nese never considered Boston as crime-

infested as they did New York or Wash-
ington D.C.

"When they think about Boston, no-

body is worried about their safety," he

said.

The Westin, a 36-8tory hotel in the

city's Back Bay section, anchors Copley

Place, a chic shopping center. Rooms start

at $195 a night.

Brian Winston, the Westin's market-

ing director, said the Matsudas' room had
a standard doorknob lock that opens with

one turn ofthe key. He said three security

personnel were on duty at the time. The
guards, wearing gray suits and carrying

keys and walkie-talkies, were roaming
the hotel, he said.

"All hotels are public buildings," Win-
ston said. "Obviously, if we notice suspi-

cious characters. . . wehave security people

ask them questions."

One hotel guest who requested ano-

nymity didn't learn of the murder until

after checking out Wednesday morning.

The man, who works for a California soft-

ware company, said he stays at the hotel

on his occasional business trips to Boston.

"It's creepy, but the security here is

pretty good," he said. "This seems to be an
independent, random situation."

Career Center hosts info fair
Programpromotes student com,m,unity service

CoUeciaii photo by Matt lUhii

Senior Kara Macek (left), a senior family planning services major, andjunior commu-
nication disorders majors Ilissa Napach and Denise Brennig speak with Janet Porcelli

of the Amherst Council on Aging at yesterday's Volunteer Fair in the Campus Center.

By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Richard O'Brien announced yesterday

his appointments to a council that will oversee the

new Community Service Program that has just been
instituted at the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst.
The Council will consist ofapproximately 18 people,

11 of whom are employed by the University, five

students and possibly two representatives firom the

surrounding community.
Also, an additionsd two spots may be opened later

in the semester because there is only one person of

color among the current nominees, said a statement

prepared by Joan Stoia of the Mather Career Center

and Professor David Schimmel of the school of edu-

cation.

O'Brien spoke at a luncheon held at the Campus
Center yesterday afteriioon that proceeded an infor-

mational fair where representatives fi-om non-profit

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

Tsongas taking slow road to success

UMass library
falling apart,
officials say
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts library system is

falling apart — and we're not just talking about bricks

falling fi-om the sky.

An additional $1.1 million in emergency relief has
been requested for fiscal year 1993 to improve "woefully

deficient" library acquisitions and staffing budgets, ac-

cording to the Future of the Library Committee report,

which was established last May by the Faculty Senate.

The future of the library remains uncertain as what
the report labels "volatile funding" continues to push the

library into further disarray.

Because the purchasing power ofthe library has been

slashed by about $9 million in the last two decades,

Richard Talbot, director of the library, said increased

funding is sorely needed.

"Obviously, ifwe don't get some increase, the situation

will get worse," he said. The report also requests a $7.8

million budgetary increase which could be spread over

the next three years.

As the University's national ranking plummets yearly,

Talbot said the library system could receive a potentially

damaging "probationary sentence" which would last four

years.

In addition, he said, deteriorating hbrary resources

could cause the removal of the library's accreditation,

which could be a blow to individual programs and the

University itself

"We're right at the bottom edge," Talbot said. "Mas-

sachusetts is really the Mississippi of public higher

education with respect to academic support."

Talbot said the "mtgor problem" is that the library is

bu3ring very few new books while the budget cuts have

sparked "a gradual erosion in staff."

Financial woes have also left library structural dam-
ages deprived of badly-needed repairs, he said. "There

are some serious leakage problems," Talbot said. "But

there's no danger of the building falling down."

To this day, he said, "legal questions" remain over who
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

By CECI CONNOLLY
Associated Press

BOSTON— When Paul Tsongas told Massachusetts'

congressmen he wanted to take on President Bush 11

months ago, his old friends raised their eyebrows, shook

their heads and wished him luck.

He got the same response at home, from the Greek

community and in neighboring New Hampshire.

"I felt like the Maytag repairman," New Hampshire

Democratic Party Chairman Chris Spirou recalled of

those early days on the campaign trail. "No one was

calling except Paul Tsongas." And few people were an-

swering Tsongas' calls.

So Tsongas went it alone. And it worked— giving the

51-year-old former Massachusetts senator a soUd New
Hampshire victory Tuesday.

All through the hot summer and early fall, Tsongas

kept at it.

"It was hard to take his candidacy seriously even

though he was saying serious things," said Mike Pride,

editor of The Concord (N.H.) Monitor, who first inter-

viewed Tsongas last May. "By the time he came back, we
had read his book ("A Call to Economic Arms") and were

very impressed."

Tsongas capitalized on the luxury of time, dedicated

volunteers, proximity toNew Hampshireand an electorate

desperate for the promise of economic remedies.

"He was the economic medicine man finding a million

victims of an economic demolition derby," Spirou said

Wednesday.
Tsongas also benefited from a late surge in money and

a barrage ofnegative publicity that befell a rival,Arkansas

Gov. Bill Clinton.

But he did not have the political or financial support

ofprominent Democrats, and the pundits paid him scant

attention.

"There was a lot ofskepticism," recalled Ann Lewis, a

former political director of the Democratic National

Committee. "He's in the very satisfying position right

now of having surprised the skeptics."

Even folks who spoke fondly ofTsongas wouldn't back

his candidacy.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Inside:

Page 3:

Renowned poet/author Essex Hemphill

shares his work with the UMass community.

Page 5:

Photo editor Josh Reynolds is on the throne

this week— the Notesfrom the Campus
Center Basement throne, that is.

Weather
Is spring just around the comer? We don 't

know, but tomorrow could be a preview—
partly cloudy, highs in the 40s.
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GLB Forum
Thursday, February 20

Lunch Series— At 12 noon in CC 91 1 Essex Hemphill

will present a talk entitled, "Tongues Untied: The

Emerging Voice of Black Gay Men Within African-

American Cultural Expression."

Meeting — The LBGA will hold a meeting of the

general membership at 6 p.m. in the Campus Center.

Film — at 7 p.m. there will be a showing of"The Times

of Harvey Milk."

Meeting— The Men's Group will meet at 9 p.m. in the

LBGA office, SU 4 133.

Frifiay, February 21

Social — The LBGA will hold its weekly coffee social

from 3-6 p.m. in the Campus Center.

Saturday, February 22

Special Event — The Program for GLB Concerns will

be sponsoring the Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Cafe at 8

p.m. in the Hampden Theatre.

Monday, February 23

Meeting— The Bisexual Group will meet in the LBGA
office, SU 413B, at 9 p.m.

Tuesday, February 23

Meeting— The Lesbian, Bisexual Womyn's Union will

meet in the LBGA office, SU 413B, at 7:30 p.m.

COLLEGIAN

AVDITIOXS

PHOTO
WORKSHOP

for all photo staff and correspondents

Kevin Fachetti
of

The Enterprise of Brockton
former COLLEGIAN Photo Editor

and INDEX Editor In Chief

Sunday February 23,
1992 at

12:30 p.m. in the
neifvsrcM>ni

for the UMASS THEATHE SUILB production of :

CMT Qifi k

a play by TEr;:;SCSSS WILLIAMS

FRI FEB 21 5 -10PM
SAT FEB 22 10:30AM - 3:30PM & 5 - 10PM

Room 101C Campus Center
Show up at the beginning!

Callbacks SUN FEB 23 - 1 1AM til finish

For more info coll UMTG at 545-0415 or stop by 423A Student Union

I

Out With
The Old.

In With
The New.

Plain 0\ci

IS AT

course

LSAT
PREMIUM
''ROGRAM

Introducing

Ronkin's New LSAT Premium Program.

Just because something has been

around for a long tinie doesn't

necessarily mean it's good.

The Ronkin Educational Group is

an innovative company that has put

together the latest in research,

technology, and teaching

techniques in a nev^ LSAT
course. We call it our LSAT
Premium Program and it's

been designed to help you OUCiTlOKU

obtain the highest possible score so

that you can get into the best law

school. Because, as you know,

graduating from law school doesn't

guarantee a job. You need to

graduate from the best.

So don't take chances by

going to an old test

preparation company.

Call Ronkin today

You deserve the very best.

Call now for more information or to schedule a Free LSAT Diagnostic Exam

549-4010
150 Fearing Street. Amherst (Next to College Pizza)

LSAT . fvlCAT . GRE • GMAT • Over 145 locations Nationwide

Big savingson
the longrun
If you thought you had to go to an offset

printer for affordable high-volume

duplication, think again. Because

at Kinko's the more copies

you order, the less you

pay. And talk about quick

turnaround... we can pick

up and deliver your

copies overnight!

For high quality and

reasonable prices no

matter what the volume,

Kinko's delivers.

Half price after a hundred
Save 50% when you order over 100 fiiU-scrvc copies from

a single original. The first hundred of each page are charged

at our regular price and each copy after that will be half

price. Other volume discounts available, ask for details.

Open 24 hours I#IV%Im%JV*
253-2S43 ninroy ^
220 North Pleasant Street ^t. p^-^ nfintin'
(Aao« from the Cirriige Shop*) UK ^^P/ *-'^*^''
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Local
Hite and Franklin
speak before senate
By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Staff

Two of the losing candidates from
Tuesday's Democratic primary for the
Third Hampshire District's State Repre-
sentative seat thanked the Undergradu-
ate Student Senate last night for its sup-
port, while the Senate president expressed
discontent with student empowerment,
urging more students to vote.

Runner-up Jon Hite said he was
thankful for the senate endorsement,
while fellow Democrat Terry Franklin
raised questions as to the whereabouts of

primary winner Ellen Story.

"You have two losers here tonight, but
I wonder ifthe winner will ever show up,"

Franklin said. "We both lost, but it could

have been very different very easily."

Noting there are "about 25,000 students
here in the Valley," Franklin speculated

that if only five percent of the student

body voted for him, he could have won the

election. He also suggested that "one

quarter of one percent would have gotten

Hite in."

"It's amazing how few people voted,

and how many could have," he said.

"There's so much power in the students in

this town, and they tend not to use it."

Hite, who received 1 ,464 votes to Story's

1,515, thanked the senate for its en-

dorsement, and urged students to keep
fighting for the University.

"I just want you to know one thing—
it's very important that you stay involved

in the financing of this place," Hite said.

"This is more than just a place to go to

school and get a college degree. This place

is an opf)ortunity for people you don't know
and probably will never meet who would
not have an opportunity to go to college if

this place doesn't continue to exist."

Senate President David Gagne ex-

pressed disappointment that Story didn't

come before the senate to thank her sup-

porters as her opponents did.

"She could have come down and said

'thank you to anyone who voted for me,*"

Gagne said. "Students pump $1 12 million

into this area, and yet Mrs. Story doesn't

come to say thank you to those people who
supported her— but the two losers did."

Gagne acknowledged that Story may
have decided she didn'towe an appearance
to the senate, which endorsed her oppo-

nent, Hite, but he was still visibly dis-

pleased.

"She has to work with us now — I'm

looking forward to working with her," he
said. "I'm not surprised Ellen Story didn't

show up, but I wish she would have."

Gagne also said he was disappointed

with student voter turnout.

"We registered 2,250 students thisyear,

and 120 turned out," he said. "That's ab-

solutely pathetic. Students have to get

more involved. And if they don't get in-

volved, they have no right to bitch and
complain when things don't go the way
they want them to go. They have to turn

out to vote.

"Ifwe don't vote, then who the hell are

we," he asked.

Public Policy chair Matthew Pavesi

concurred with Gagne's analysis of the

election results. Pavesi, who oversaw an
SGA-sponsored "Get out the Vote" drive

which provided registered voters with
transportation to the polls, was ftnistrated

with the meager turnout.

"There was a core group of us who
worked our asses off," he said. "We got

about thirty-one students out of Orchard
Hill to vote. Thirty-one. 120 overall is a

measly number. We have to register more
students. Ifwe don't vote, we're nothing."

CoUefUui photo by Matt Kahn

WHAT KIND OF DIET IS TfflS GUY ON?— This metal figure
appears to be ei^oying yesterday's unseasonably warm weather
as he stands guard over Thatcher way.

Poet urges GLB community to *gain voice'

CoUegian photo by Matt Kahn

Essex Hemphill

By TAMI MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Renowned poet and author Essex Hemphill compares
the process of writing to the process of coming to terms

with sexual identity.

"You never come out and come out, you just keep
coming out. The writing is like that," Hemphill said in an
interview an hour prior to a presentation of his work in

the Campus Center last night.

Hemphill read works, both his own and others, fi-om

the anthology "Brother to Brother: New Writings by
Black GayMen," to about 100 people. He also talked ofhis

experiences in Washington, D.C., Philadelphia and
elsewhere.

Hemphill told the Collegian there is a need for gay,

lesbian and bisexual voices to beheard politically, socially

and culturally.

"The important thing right now is to gain voice, or to

gain voices, to articvJate the experience," Hemphill said.

"Because there is so much silence, any articulation is a

necessary articulation."

He spoke of the need for more voices to break the

silence that surrounds the lives of gay, lesbian and
bisexual people.

He emphasized that he is not the only Black gay man
who can speak about those experiences, and cited his

experiences with being asked to speak on issues in which

he has no interest because he is a Black gay man.
Hemphill is the recipient of fellowships in literature

from the D.C. Commission for the Arts and the National

Endowment for the arts.

His poetry is featured in two critically-acclaimed,

awarding-winning Black gay films: LookingforLangston
and Tongues Untied.

Hemphill talked of the empowerment which came
when people recognized him from Tongues Untied which

aired on PBS this past fall.

Hemphill's work speaks often of home, and he com-

mented, "For me, I think the first site of resistance is

home." He said a lack of family support is a common
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

Crack babies studied
UMass professor makes new discovery
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts psy-

chologyprofessorandtwo doctors atBoston

City Hospital recently discovered one

major effect of cocaine on unborn babies

after a year of research.

The research revealed a chemical link

between hyperactivity and lack of con-

centration among babies born to cocaine

addicts.

Professor Jerrold S. Meyer said he and

his colleagues, Dr. Mark Mirochnick and

Dr. Barry Zuckerman, compared visual

and auditory responses ofbabieswho were
exposed to cocaine in the womb to unex-

posed babies.

"During the visual and auditory tests

the normal babies had good orientation

while the cocaine-exposed babies had poor

orientation," Meyer said.

Meyer said the cocaine-exposed babies

who displayed the worst visual and audi-

tory responses during testing also had
elevated levels of norepinephrine in their

bloodstream.

Norepinephrine is a chemical released

naturally in the body during periods of

heightened stress or arousal, he said.

Meyer said not all the cocaine-exposed

babies had elevated levels of norepineph-
rine. Only babies with the worst responses
during testing had higher levels of this

chemical, he said.

"I don't know why some babies are

more affected than others, but I think it

may be related to the amount of cocaine

taken during pregnancy," said Meyer.
Because the study began after the ba-

bies were born, there is no past record of

the mothers' drug habits during preg-

nancy, said Meyer.
"Therefore, we are rel3ring on the moth-

ers' memory and honesty about how much
cocaine they took and how they took the

cocaine during pregnancy," said Meyer,

» .

.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

Grad Tower staffers report
computer equipment stolen
Compiled by MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

Staff members at the Lederle
Graduate ResearchTower reported that
a computer keyboard and terminal

screen, valued at $750, was stolen at

approximately 1 p.m. on Tuesday af-

ternoon. The equipment was located in

an area that is open to the public dur-

ing prescribed hours.

LARCENY
• A man reported on Tuesday after-

noon that his mountain bike valued at

$500 was stolen from his suite in Brown
Residence Hall.

ARRESTS
• UniversiA' Police placed a 42-year-

old man in protective custody at the

Fine Arts Center Wednesday morning
to question him about a hit-and-run

accident that occurred in Lot 34 on

Friday.

BURGLARY
• An officer on patrol Tuesday

morning in Lot 44 discovered a vehicle

with two broken vent windows. The
owner, after being contacted by police

about the break in, reported that a

duffel bag containing approximately

100 tapes valued at $500 was missing.
• A women reported Tuesday after-

noon that a stereo and radar detector,

valued at $280, were stolen from her

car in Lot 44. Entry was apparently
gained by the smashing of the driver's

side window.
VANDALISM

• An officer on patrol Tuesday
morning in Lot 12 discovered a vehicle

with a smashed windshield ai)d a bro-

ken wiper blade. The owner reported

nothing was stolen, but the damage is

estimated at $400.
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Do not reject

gay children
I wonder how many future parents

realize as many as two out ofevery 20 will

have homosexual or bisexual sons and
daughters?

Stop and consider: The Kinsey report

says at least 10 percent of the U.S. popu-

lation, roughly 25 million people, are gay

or lesbian. Assuming they all have two

parents, that means there are 50 million

moms and dads who have raised gay kids.

Trystan Skeigh

Admittedly, this is an extremely rough

calculation, especially considering
Kinsey's estimate is actually well over 10

percent when bisexuals are included. Also,

some families probably include multiple

gay siblings, as well as several sets or

single parents. Plus, there are a few gay/

lesbian/bisexual parents. But regardless,

it remains very clear there are lots of

straight parents out there who have gay
children.

How many people reading this feel

ready to accept the distinct possibility

they may someday be the mother or father

of a gay, lesbian or bisexual child?

It would be wise for heterosexual par-

ent-hopefuls to start learning about gay

children beforehand. There's a super book

by Aaron Fricke. Reflections of a Rock
Lobster—A StoryAbout Growing Up Gay,

that is a moving, autobiographical account

ofa gay man's childhood and adolescence.

Also, there is a growing body of support

literature vmtten by heterosexual parents
who have successfully adjusted to raising

homosexual sons and daughters.

A recent study suggests homosexuality

in males is genetically determined. This

indicates homosexuality is no more "un-

natural" among human children than left-

handedness, red hair or freckles.

However, ifmore parents let go oftheir

fear they would realize their gay children

are lovable regardless whether they choose
or are born loving the same sex.

I dream ofa world where parents do not

reject their children after they discover

they're gay. Many gays and lesbians are

deeply traumatized when they come out to

their families and are consequently con-

demned and disowned.
Over the past two years I have watched

several friends pack up and leave UMass
because they couldn'thandle the pressures

of school and coming out to their parents

at the same time.

The few bisexuals and lesbians I have
known lucky enough to have supportive,

loving families exist in amazing contrast

to the vast majority who do not. They are

not traumatized by coming out and their

lives do not undergo tremendous, painful

disruptions. They are much less likely to

fall prey to depression and many of the

accompanying self-destructive behaviors

that haunt the larger gay and lesbian

community.
It's not that gays, lesbians and bisexuals

who have been rejected by their families

do not lead healthy, successful lives. Many
do. But it is more difficult. I contend the

gay community is living proof of

Nietszche's statement "that which does

not kill us makes us stronger."

Lesbian and gay people are forged like

steel from the fires ofwidespread fear and
social hatred. That we can find joy and
celebration within a pride march attests

to the unconquerable spirit of gay com-
munity. Yet, on a sad note, though many
of us endure and thrive, some are lost

along the way, often to suicide, drugs or

alcohol. This is an easily preventable loss.

Parents need to remember the causal

link between love and positive self-de-

velopment.

If all 25 million homosexuals, their 50

million parents, their straight siblings

and their extended relations remained
loving and supportive, social homophobia
would utterly vanish. Is thio really such

an unreasonable dream?
Trystan Skeigh is a CoUegian columnist
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Blonde jokes hurt everyone
"How can you tell when a blonde has

used your word processor?"

The new craze today focuseson blondes.

Blondejokes, that is. From out ofnowhere

these jokes have become the hottest rage

and everywhere you turn there seem to be

more and more of them. The newest con-

versation starter on campus is now, "Have

you heard the latest blonde joke?"

"What do you get when you put twenty

blondes in the freezer?"

Felice Cohen
Recently I was given a list offifty blonde

jokes. Neatly typed, it covered both sides

of a regular piece of paper. Having
memorized them, the giver, no longer in

need ofthe list, began rattling ofFan entire

slew.

"^hy did the blonde cross the road?"

Having specific stereotjnpes represented

on television, one example being Suzanne
Sommers' character on "Three's Com-
pany," has only helped to enhance the

image our society has of blondes. But is it

really true that blondes have more fun?

"How do you kill a blonde?"

Whenever I heard a blonde joke I as-

sumed it was aimed at blonde females.

Then I realized the word "blonde" has

become synonymous with the word
"woman." Now I admit I laughed at the

first blondejoke I heard a few months ago.

The joke sounded funny, but suddenly it

struck me the joke wasn't just aimed at

blondes.

"What's the definition of a blonde?"

Over winter break I was down at Disney

World. A male waiter in our hotel, who
had served us the previous evening, came
over to our table. Remembering not only

my family, but what we had ordered, he

added, "You see, I'm notjust anotherdumb
blonde." That was the first time I associ-

ated the word "blonde" with a male. It was
also when I noticed that the word "blonde"

in all these jokes could be replaced with

"woman."
"How do you make a woman's eyes

sparkle?"

Hearing a blonde joke recently while

out with friends, I said, "That offends me."

Their response? "Butyour hair isn't blonde,

why are you so upset?"

It then became perfectly clear why
people feel it's all right to tell me these

ijlonde jokes; because of the color of my
hair. It is this exact reasoning why people

still feel it is okay to tell someone whose
skin isn't black a black joke or someone
who isn't Jewish a Jewish joke and they

won't take offense.

Sounds crazy, but after I first heard a

blonde joke I was about to share it with a

friend from home. I didn't because she is

blonde and I thought she'd be offended.

Then I thought she might also be offended
because she is Polish.

"Why don't Polish people eat pickles?"

Now what should her being Polish have
to do with a blonde joke? Asking myself
that question, it became all the more ob-

vious. The term "blonde" in all thesejokes

not only can be replaced with the term
woman, but vrith the word "Polish person,"

"African-American," "Jew" or "homo-
sexual," to name a few.

On this campus, people's thresholds for

racial, anti-Semitic and homophobic
backlash are quite low. With these barri-

ers everywhere, people are forced to be
very cautious ofwhat they can and cannot
say.

Nevertheless, these blonde jokes seem
to be acceptable and even encouraged.

"Why don't Blacks get coffee breaks?"
Though I have the feeling if a list ofthe

top fifty African-American jokes were
circulatingon this campus, we would have
news coverage from all over.

Being the butt ofjokes is okay ifyou're
a chicken in a Far Side cartoon, but not
when thejoke is aimed at youjust because
of who you are.

Is there a justifiable reason why being
teased because of the color ofyour hair is

any different from being teased because of
the color of your skin? or religious affilia-

tion? or sexual preference?

I didn't think so.

Felice Cohen is a Collegian columnist.

Immolation not a "peaceful act"
I would just like to briefly comment on

the article in the Collegian, Wednesday,
Feb. 19, marking the anniversary of Gre-

gory Levey's death.

I was present at the very moment that

Gregory Levey lit his match. I watched his

body fall to the ground. I smelled his

burning flesh and I even watched him
twitch as he lay there smoldering. 1 saw
little children looking in disbelief and
asking their parents "What happened?"

For everyone that thinks that this is an

act of courage, open your goddamn eyes.
My life is scarred because of one person's
selfish act.

It was not an "inspirational sacrifice"
nor was it a "peaceful act." This man
wanted to kill himself, used the war as an
excuse and violently burned himself for
everyone to see.

How peaceful.

Colin Herlihy
Amherst

Help wanted:
Democrats
dying fast

Help Wanted:Nation 's oldestpolitical

party seeks 1992 candidate for President.

Electability a must; charisma, good looks

and glib rhetoric essential. Substance not

nece.ssary, but popular policies and views

are bonuses. No skeletons in closet please.

Send resume, cover letterand list offriends

likely to contribute PAC money to Demo-
crats 'R' Us, Washington D.C. or phone I-

800DONKEYS toll-free.

I can't hide from the facts anymore. My
party— the Democratic Party— is djning

fast.

Greg Sukiennik

How do I know? When you can't do any
better than Paul Tsongas, Bill Clinton

and Bob Kerrey for the land's highest

office, there's something dreadfully wrong.
The Dems' problems are no recent in-

vention. As I see it, they haven't produced

a worthy candidate for president in over

20 years. Walter Mondale? You're barking

up the wrong tree. Jimmy Carter? Would
have never won if it hadn't been for

Watergate. George McGovern? Spare me.

No, my party hasn't offered a true leader

to this nation since day Robert F. Kennedy
was shot dead after the California primary,

in 1968. Gary Hart and Michael Dukakis

pale in comparison. Jesse Jackson, as

moving and inspiring as he is, still lacks

government experience. Lloyd Bentsen?

Edward Kennedy? Sorry, vsTong number.

Here's the punchline— the Democrats

are such a sorry bunch they can't even

beat George Bush. Even Pat Buchanan, a

bigot (strike one!) and an isolationist

(strike two!) who worked for the Nixon

administration (Strike three, you're out!)

managed 40 percent againstan incumbent
president. That's a political rarity, not to

mention proof of just how warped New
Hampshire really is.

Oh, the Democrats do have among their

ranks candidates who could possibly win
the presidency. (Then again, the Red Sox
might win the Series one ofthese days.) I,

for one, think New Jersey senator Bill

Bradley would make a strong candidate.

Think about it: Princeton grad, Rhodes
Scholar,New York Knick, Democrat. What
else could you want?

"Super" Mario Cuomo is the obvious

choice among Dems not running, but with

New York's budgetary problems in disar-

ray as they are, Cuomo doesn't seem a

likely addition to the race. But everyone
likes to talk about him anyway. He might
as well be a candidate. He might even win
a few primaries that way.

Anyone else? Where are the women
and people of color who could breath life

into a moribund organization? Twelve
years ofRepublican attacks on civil rights,

women's rights (see Hill, Anita) and the

poor need to be responded to directly.

If the Democrats are as inclusive as

they claim to be, perhaps they should stop

blindly funding white guyswho can't carry

their home states and start supporting
candidates who represent the party's

constituency more accurately.

More importantly, the Dems need one

good candidate instead of 12 really me-
diocre ones. Huge primary fields are a
waste oftime and money. Instead ofletting

regional run-of-the-mill candidates beat

the snot out of each other, why not put up
one or two well-qualified ones who could

actually (gasp!) win? Wliile it's important
to be a "party of the people," there has to

be some concensus somewhere which vot-

ers could support.

As for what I think of the current crop

o' candidates? Glad you asked. If I had to

pick one, well, wait a minute, I really don't

want any of them. No, scratch that.

Does anyone know which party John
Calipari belongs to?

Greg Sukiennik isaCoWegiancolumnist
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Will someone somewhere please politically correct me?
Perhaps you have noticed that it is more than fashion-

able to be P.C. (Politically Correct). You may also have
discovered that being P.L ( Politically Incorrect) in public,

consciously or accidentally, may result in anything from
ostracism to threats on your life.

If you, like me, eixjoy staying on top of the latest

trends, then questions concerning the clearly very rigid

doctrine of the P.C. will doubtless have sprung to mind,

the most obvious question being "Is it P.C. to ask these

questions?" Others being, "How masculine must a woman
be in order to be a feminist?,""When is a girl not a girl, but

a woman?," "Should animals be on or under the table?,"

"Black and White, Black and white, or black and white?,"

"Are boys ever men?," "Mail or femail?," etc.

It seems as though the P.C. are a very elite group of

people (as their title would suggest) to whom the ins and

outs of their extremely exclusive doctrine are innate. I

cnsis occurs.

A seated man's voice cuts above the gentle hum of

commuter conversation: "Would you like to sit down?"

WOULD YOU LIKE TO SIT DOWN?!!! The bus was

silent. The woman felt «ill eyes upon her as she encircled

the question, turning it over in her mind, the full political

implications of such an inquiry slowly sinking in.

Olivia Stewart-Liberty

The woman knew that if she were to keep her friends

and remain true to her ideologies, she must strike the

man across the face. Or could she ignore the question?

She ignored the question. However the offer was

repeated, somewhat louder. Conscious of all eyes upon

^^^ „. „..^.. ^„ her, the woman turned to her assailant, and flushing a

have"spenV several dayssearching for a comprehensive deep red, she muttered"No, thank you." Forthe remainder

rule-book, so that I too may join. I found nothing. ofthejourney , the woman sufferedm sweating sdence as

Picture this: A dusky winter's evening, a crowded bus the full horror of the hypocrisy and cowardice of her

returning from Haigus Mall to Northampton, a solitary

woman (aspiring to be P.C, I should add) with nowhere

to sit. She stands, gently perusing her homework book. A

response sank in.

What should she have done? Is it Politically Correct to

smack the dominant white male across the face, purely

because he's still adrift in the 1950s? I suppose it is, as

this creature is the categorized enemy of the P.C.

However, keeping the enemy in sight, a question

which is certainly less than P.C, rears its ugly, ugly

head. (Forgive me, I'm still learning)

If the dominant white male is the enemy of the

PoUtically Correct, then the dominant white male must

be the enemy of the subservient Politically Correct

feminist. Thus it follows that militant feminist bearers of

the PoUtically Correct flag shotdd be lesbian. Yet, why
then, do white militant Politically Correct lesbian femi-

nists strive to look exactly like the enemy? This worries

me (a guide book would have solved all these problems).

If both sides look identical, ensuing battle may cause

compUcations. . . On the other hand, perhaps I have

blown the cover of some sophisticated aggressive strat-

egy: attack from within enemy lines.

My questions remain unanswered— what should the

woman on the bus have done? Can one be Politically

Correct without looking anything like the enemy? Or

have I already forfeited any chance of joining the P.C.

eUte by voicing my questions?

Olivia Stewart-Liberty is a Collegian staffmember

Drunk Hoop-Heads lack respect
I've read a lot of editorials in the past

four years which were written sarcasti-

cally, and in doing so lost their true point

on me. I will therefore be straight withyou

all.

I was appalled on Sunday by the be-

havior ofa large group ofinebriated Hoop-

Heads sitting behind the North Basket

next to the Hoop Band. I have been in the

Hoop Band for fouryears and consequently

been to almost every home basketball

game, and I have never seen such rude

behavior and blatant disrespect as was
demonstrated at the beginning of the

UMass-Temple game.
While the UMass Acafellas took the

center court to sing our national anthem,

a large group of overly enthusiastic, ob-

viously drunken boneheads could not

display even the basest respect for the

bannerby holding offtheir derisive chants

towards the pitifully small contingent of

Temple fans. They spoiled the singing of

the anthem and had to be drowned out by

the rest of the crowd singing the anthem.

As a musician myself, I know what it is

Uke to stand in fi-ont of a large crowd. It

can be a frighteningexperience, especially

ifyou are not received well by your audi-

ence. The reception the UMass Acafellas

was harsh indeed. They couldn't even be

heard over the yelling.

Is that really the way to enjoy a bas-

ketball game? To get drunk and make a

pubhc scene of yourself? I guess I can't

make anyone act in any sort of manner. I

just appeal to whatever drives you people

to, if nothing else, show a little respect

John Anderson
UMass Hoop Band

(40 people signed this letter)

No need for hetero sympathy

Hullo.

.

. lot ofstudent cartoonists out there, good work, folks. I'vegot

a subscription to Toles (see opposite page), but he yields to all you

doodling messiahs, if your stuff follows guidelines, that is: these

guidelines are cake: just make your cartoon a square or rectangular

shape, (why not 7"by 6"?), do it in fairly thick, black ink, and ifyou want

extra brownie points, make it topical, local, and, ofcourse, funny, but

ril be thejudge ofthat! Come on down here with your art, find me here

gnawing on old bones and scratching my fat, fat stomach. Vll be

pleased to assist, greet, encourage and screen. It is myjob to do these

things, after all. Keep reading. More importantly, keep drawing, keep

writing, get involved. Remember: we like you.

I've been following the Collegian edi-

torials closely this semester because ofthe

artiount of lesbian related material being

printed each week.

I am a lesbian with my own ideas and

opinions on things. I am getting a Httle

tired of reading an editorial by Trystan

Skeigh, then two days later reading a

rebuttal by a heterosexual who feels

slighted by her and feels her methods of

education are discouraging their "open-

minded" support.

I don't know what Trystan's goals are

in writing her editorials, but I personally

am not looking for heterosexual support-

ers when I express my opinions.

Thinking that all queers are just doing

everything to get heterosexual supporters

is rather egocentric and oppressive. 1 like

to just read about lesbians anywhere,

anyhow.
I do not agree with everything Trystan

says, but I do appreciate getting such a

constant diet of pro-lesbian reading ma-

terial.

I am surrounded daily by anti-lesbian,

anti-woman propaganda. If you want to

criticize someone's treatment of another

group, first look at how heterosexuals (even

some who call themselves allies ) put down

lesbians.

To oppress someone, you first need the

power to do it. Right now lesbians have

very little power. We are therefore not

oppressing heterosexuals.

If you want to stop oppression related

to sexual orientation, start with your own
paternalistic views. As for Trystan's edi-

torials, look at her specific arguements

and disagree with those if you want, but

stop acting as if all lesbian expression is a

campaign to gain heterosexual supporters.

Aileen Journey
Northampton

Notes from the Campus Center basement
Marc Elliott abdicated the Notes throne without

designating an heir. No, I'm not going to lay any value

judgment on that, theoretically he's my boss. Anyway,

leafing through applications, he noticed that, under

skills I had scribbled (in crayon?) "I can fake it" and

figured that I was qualified for the position. So, this

week I'm giving it a shot.

So, now that introductions are taken care of, on the

first non-news item of the day.

ZuNews has died. Guessing ft-om their sense of

humor, I'd say it's a case ofacute testosterone poison-

ing. Too bad. They were starting to get those nifty

Macintosh graphics down pretty good. They never did

manage to stamp out big hair, though.

What I eruoyed most about ZuNews was that the

Collegian looked much less self-promoting in compari-

son. Six pictures ofthe editors injustone issue
is a sign

ofone who thinks pretty highly ofhimself Youll never

see me poster size on the front page wearing an

alligator clip, and perhaps that's best for all con-

cerned.

There's no Graffiti ofthe Week. Go vmte your own.

I've forgotten who, but somebody clever once said

that a journalist is someone with nothing on his mind

and the power to express it. Ifyou need proof, you

haven't been reading this page closely enough. Hey,

what do you want ft-om a paper that runs a disclaimer

on its comics page? ^ *

A good friend of mine is a physics m^or. Contrary

to popular belief, many of them have personalities

eveVy bit as functional as you or I. They're easy to spot.

just look for the nervous twitch. If you'd like to make

ftiends with a physics m^yor, look for someone with a BIG

Hewlett-Packard in their pocket, and make some small

talk about "superstrings," or high temperature super-

conducting ceramic compounds. They're usually quite

loyal and easy to train.

It's bad etiquette to quote from "Saturday Night Live"

in crowded public areas. It's just not clever. It also lets

everyone in on the sorry state ofyour social life, and lack

of creativity.

Josh Reynolds

To those ofyou who were wondering: No, Jim's Jour-

nal isn't supposed to be fuimy. It's a commentary on life's

pettiness and banality, inappreciable to those of you

mired in it.

I'm guessing you're the same group who wear

"Simpsons" shirts. Wake up, you're the butt ofyour own

joke.

Aren't those little paper table tents on the D.C. help-

fid? One extolling the quality of their raw materials

caughtmy attention. For those ofyou who hadn't guessed,

80 percent fat-free means 20 percent fat.

Pop culture tidbit: Axl Rose was Ethyl Merman in a

past life.

Liberal arts education is quite a concept, isn't it? Sorta

like shooting tin cans with a shotgun. It's the blunder-

buss method of education. Today I learned that in 1658

the Massachusetts court reported that "Many children

are exposed to great dangers of losse of Ufe or limbe

through the ravenousnese of swye, and elder persons

to no small inconveniencies." (Fuimy how history

repeats itself— we had the same problem at those

protests on campus about five years ago.)

Anyway, it just struck me that the job that an

individual with such a well-rounded education is best

qualified for is host of Jeopardy, "111 take esoteric

frivoUty for 800, Alex."

It's easy to complain, but I suppose Gen-Ed re-

quirements are preferable to the alternative, a Sally

Struther's correspondence course in appliance re-

pair.

Wednesday I went to lecture by a Harvard suit

about adoption, torture and cannibalism amongst the

Iroquois. The audience was made up of tweed-jack-

eted history profs, and L.L. Bean-clad Amherst types,

and not an American Indian amongst them. They sat

for an hour listening to stories of beheadings, broken

fingers and red hot tomahawks. Maybe ifthey had all

joined the boy scouts and stayed up late telling each

other ghost stories, they would have grown out of this

by now.

Well, gang, my typingfinger is getting tired, so that

will have to do this week.

I won't give you the address down here, because I'm

guessing that any ofwho feel strongly enough about it

can find us on your own. Come on down, we'll duke it

out in person.

Josh Reynolds is a Collegian staffmember.
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His old boss from the Peace Corps, U.b. ben. Hams
Woflford, D-Pa. , hosted a fund-raiser forTsongas in Boston

last month. But there was no endorsement.

When Tsongas met with U.S. Rep. Brian Donnelly, D-

Mass., "He gave me a copy of his economic book. I wished

him good luck."

Tsongas historically has been out ofthe political loop,

from his early days as a reformist county commissioner

to his years in semi-retirement after stepping down from

the U.S. Senate in 1984 to successfully battle cancer.

Some praise him for his independence, others complain

he has not been a loyal party soldier.

"I haven't seen that he's tried to iiyect himseir in state

issues, said Democratic state Rep. Suzanne Bump, who

is supporting Clinton. "When was the lasttime he reached

out to Democratic Party activists?"

- RETRACTIOM ~

LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
SPRING RUSH DATES

were incorrectly advertised

in yesterday's paper.

The correct dates are:

Wednesday, Feb. 19 • 8-10pni

Thursday, Feb. 20 • 8-10pni
ITOiyiCHT!!

We apologize for any inconvenience.

^:presume:::
PACKAGE
::::::::::FOR:::::::::::

$15.00!!
;
(includes consuitation,

;

: : : liyautvlO copies^

matching envelopes and
one year storage)

CAMPUS DESIGN
,&COPY

: : : : 403 student union ;:::::
•::.::j5:4:5-2271:;::::::;

fl^^^O^^^O^^^0^^^O^^^

Thursday - Friday - Saturday

s^^i^

Featuring DJ Strollin Roland

Appetizer Special 8:00pm- 10:0()pm

ANY MENU NACHOS

$2.00
Weekly Specials!

$4.50 B$1.00
SINCE 6 8
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microphone napalm
By SETH KAYE
Collegian Staff

Those artists who defy

established boundaries and appeal to a broad

spectrum of people are truly of a rare breed. Those
that begin in the music field especially, with the

producers and executives who must decide how to

market the act. must find it difficult to mold such

diverse talent to a specific target audience.

However, as with true

art, the audience will find the artist, not the reverse.

Clearly, Ice-T's audi-

ence is as diverse as his own musical influences

are. In his act he has been known to sample from

rap. metal, hardcore and even spoken word

performances from Jello Biafra. His own musical

history runs from political, crime and sex raps ("You

ant go nowhere without the sex rhymes." he says),

jghe grunge-punk of his latest project. Body Count.

Ij^
Ice-T began his career

Ih the gangs in the streets of South Central Los

ies. His adult education began, he says, when
prted stealing from more upscale stores 'to get

Educated to what was really fly." His career hit

Be in the mid-1980s after moving in and around

_os Angeles area. 'That's why the police couldn't

catch me."" he said. 'They didn't know [where] I was."'

He moved next into the

movies, writing the theme to Dennis Hopper's

Colors, then performing the titles to and acting in

)th the powerful New Jack C//y and the disappoint-

jg Ricochet. These days Ice is into target practice,

' cars, tacos and Nintendo, giving the games he's

finished with to city kids who can't afford to buy

them themselves.

On the road though, his

latest design is Body Count, whom he debuted on his

latest album. O.G. Original Gangster, and broke in at

CBGB's and on the Lollapalooza tour last summer. As

for this being a departure from his more well-known

rap act, Ice-T said, "As far as I'm concerned, music is

music. I don't look at it as rock, R&B, all that kind of

stuff. I just look at it as music. I feel sorry for anybody

who only listens to one form of music."

' Don 't play yourself.

Go see Ice-T with Body Count this Sunday night at

the \^rtex Niteclub in an all ages show with opening

-I
^ act Hard Corps. Showtime is 7:30 p.m.
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'Gauntlet 11' filled with adventure and fun
LTi A V ^^Loc annthpr fireat addition to the annals c

By DAVID WEIZEL
Special to the Collegian

From a darkened arcade to your cozy well-lit room,

from beneath the shifting shadows of Mindscape's evil

data -gnomes, a dank dungeon's air stagnantly awaits

your step.

Gauntlet II provides some sensational slinking and

slashing about, and it even TALKS to you! An almost

(well, not quite) human voice announces weapons and

food as you grab them, and warns you of your imminent

demise.
Also, with the aid of four GameBoys and cartridges,

plus a multi-player adapter, up to four players can slug it

out at once — just like in the moss covered walls of the

arcade. You can be a Warrior, Valkyrie, Wizard or Elf. with

speed, strength, magic and fighting ability varying ac-

cording to character type.

There are traps, treasures, and enough salted snacks

formany a brave adventurer, lest ye live to see light of day

(or night, for that matter.)

This not being your typical lock-up, the place is

absolutely seething with all kinds of slime drippers.

Granted, dungeons are not generally known for their

ambience, but "Gauntlet 11" packs more uglies than an all-

night diner in a B-movie.

As you wander from room to room on each new level,

you'll meet up with the likes of demons, ghosts, sorcer-

ers, stone-lobbing cretins and more (Sorry — no killer

black pudding in this one). And as an aperatif, there are

force fields and stun tiles to sap your strength, avec ze

chefs special poisoned food and cider for dessert. All a

la carte, of course.

Watch out for "Death," who refuses to leave you alone,

and a blob called "IT" that'll make you real popular with

the locals if it can lay its ooze on you.

There a bonus weapons, limited invisibility, invulner-

ability and reflective shots to be had, but remember, the

spoils go only to the living. Search for floor traps that will

make walls disappear, collect keys to open doors, and

use the transporters to "zap" from place to place.

Sometimes, the depth perception on the game can

make entering doorways a little frustrating, since the

overhead view is so detailed, but "Gauntlet 11" is otherwise

easy to navigate if you don't end up as ghoul gruel.

Stagger into the store and snatch one up if you dare.

Just follow the moans and clanking chains and you'll find

the right aisle, 1 trust. From the minute you hold it in your

trembling hands, you just won't be able to throw down the

gauntlet.

KLAX makes another great addition to the annals of

^The object of KLAX is to catch tiles falling from a tilted

ramp with your paddle, and release three or more tiles of

the same pattern in a stack, forming (drum roll, please)

a K/ax! This can be done vertically (a piece of cake),

horizontally (no problem, right?) or diagonally (acrobats

only need apply).
, r u

The game consists of waues, the goal of each wave

basically being to meet your quota of Klaxes, or else. And

hey try not to drop too many tiles while you're at it. eh

Bub? Yeah, that's right, the ramp your tiles hop down

from is five rows wide, and your paddle's gotta clip 'em

all Oh sure, you can drop a couple,

if your heartstrings can stand the little graon they give out

as they fall, but regulations strictly limit the number of

"kerplunks" allowed per Wave.

Getting back to basics, a Wave consists of achieving

one of the following, chosen in progressive difficulty by

the computer: a certain number of points, a specific

number of Klaxes, either vertical, horizontal, or diagonal,

or (rarely) any of the above. You can also move on by

catching a preset number of tiles — say an even sixty

thousand — and forming Klaxes with them until they

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

NATIONAL
COLLEGIATE
TALENT
SEARCH

WITH NATIONAL
TELEVISION EXPOSURE

If you have a special talent or
look ... Even a different voice
... or you want to be an actor,

model, or dancer!

We give you the opportunity!

CALL
THE TALENT LINE
1 -900-420-8887

Information fee of only $25.00
will appear on your phone bill.

Brought to you by S.P.I.

P.O. Box 32088, Bait., MD 21208

JOB FAIR FOR TEACHERS
Saturday, February 22 Noon - 4:00 p.m.

Ell Student Center, Northeastern Univ., Boston

Independent schools throughout New England arc seeking persons to fill

administrative, teaching, and support positions. In their commitment to

diversity, schools sponsor tliis Job Fair especially to identify interested

people of color. There will be presentations on issues facing people of

color in independent schools ;uid opportunities to meet representatives

from a variety of schools to discuss specifics.

The Job Fair is free to all. To register, call (617)849-3080.

Co-spoiisorcd by Channels for Educational Choices

and the Independent School Association of Massachusetts

PRESCHOOL OPENINGS!
THE WALDEN LEARNING CENTER HAS EXPANDED!

Special Offer Untiljatt!
HALF-TIME SCHOLARSHIPS

FREE TUITION TO THE FIRST FIVE APPLICANTS

• Serves Typical Children and Children with Special Needs •

• University Affiliated Licensed Program •

• Convenient Location •

CALL FOR INFORMATION... 545-4791

The Cooperative Education Job Fair

Your entrance to summer & semesterjobs!

-All Majors Welcome-

Today! 10:00 A.M. - 3:30 p.m.

Campus Center Auditorium

Meet representatives from more than 50 employers !

Employer Interviews * Workshops * Employer Information Sessions

Agway +

Amencan Cyanamid
Berkshire Health Systems

Boston Globe

Boston Insurance Center -f

Canierair International •

Ceimic Corporauon +

Chubb Group •

Encore Computer Corporation •

ERC Wiping Products

Exxon Corporation

FcmaJd School •*

FritoLay

GTE
Hillcrest Educational Center

IBM Burlington

IBM Southbury +

Int'l Foundauon of Employee Benefits

JC Penney

Keyport Life Insurance Co.

Mass General Hospital

Mass Mutual Insurance Co. *

Mass Office of Travel & Tourism +

Mitre Corporauon

Mobil Chemical Company •

Monsanto *

New England Center for Autism

Ortho Pharmaceutuical *•

People Karen International •

Pfizer, Central Research Division

Pratt and Whitney

Red Roof Inns

Restauni,liK.+

Sears, Robuck and Company -«

Sikorsky Aircraft

Strathmore Paper Company

Stratus Computer

US Army Corps of Engineers +

US Office of Personnel Managment
US Department of Labor OSHA
US Food and Drug Administration

US Postal Service

US Fish and Wildlife Service

Uniroyal Chemical Company
United Parcel Service •

Veterans Administration Medical Ctr

Volpe Natl Transportation Systems Ctr

Wychmcre Harbor Hotel

Interviewing Feb 20 + Interviewing Feb 21 * Interviewing Both Days

For more infonnation contact the Field Experience Office 545-6265

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fraternity/Sorority Park - on the Orchard Hill bus route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!
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THURSDAY
LECTURE — "A House is not a Home: A

Very Private Winterthur to a Very Public

Institution" by Charles F. Hunnnnel, Curator

Emeritus of the Henry Francis du Pont

Winterthur Museum. At White Church Com-
munity Center/Memorial St. in Old Deerfield

at 8 p.m. Free.

LECTURE— The Department of Chemis-

try Distinguished Lecture Series presents

"Novel Polycyclic Metal Alkoxides and

Amides: Reactivity and Structure" by John

G. Verkade, Iowa State. Atthe UMass Lederle

Graduate Research Center 1 633, Tower C at

11:15 a.m. Free.

LECTURE — The Middle East Lecture

Series presents "Class and Character in Me-

dieval Arabic Literature" by Michael

Cooperson, Teaching Fellow, Harvard. At

the GMass Campus Center, Room 804-808

at 4 p.m. Free.

LECTURE— The Political and Economic

Transformation in the Soviet Union ^and

Eastern Europe Lecture Series presents "The

Political Economy of Transformation in Bul-

garia" by Mieke Meurs. At Seelye Hall 17/

Smith College at 4:15 p.m. Free.

THEATER: "HARM'S WAY" — Theater

and Dance senior thesis production by Mac

Wellman and directed by Tim Beittel. This

play explores human violence and deceit

through live punk music, film noir atmo-

sphere and audience interaction. Through

Feb. 22 at the Fayerweather Studio Theater/

Amherst College. Free, but reservations

necessary; call 542-2277 weekday after-

noons for tickets and times.

POETRY READIMG— Three local poets,

Peggy Tartt, Nikki Blair and Natasha

Tretheway, raise their voices in celebration

of African-American culture. Atthe Augusta

Savage Gallery/GMass at 7 p.m. Call 545-

5177 for info. Free.

LECTURE— "The Science and Politics of

Climate Change" by William Moomaw, dir.

Center for Environmental Mgt. at Tufts. At

Hooker Auditorium/Mount Holyoke College

Clapp Hall at 7:30 p.m. Call 538-2 1 25. Free.

SEMINAR — The Five College Faculty

Seminar in German Studies presents "His-

torical Memory" by Elizabeth Domansky,

History, GWashington/Seattle. At the New

York Room/Mount Holyoke College Mary

WooUey Hall at 7:30 p.m. Free.

DANCING — Recent dance works per-

formed by Hampshire College faculty and

students come alive in the HC Winter Dance

Concert. At the Main Dance Studio/HC Mu-

sic and Dance Building at 8 p.m. Tickets $5

geneial and $3 students. Performances

through Feb. 22.

LECTURE— "Toward a Feminist Reading

of Biology: Race, Gender and Classification"

by Anne Fausto-Sterling, Prof. Medical Sci-

ence, Brown. At the Warbeke Room in Pratt

Hall/Mount Holyoke College at 8 p.m.

SOUL FOOD NIGHT — A celebration of

Black History Month continues with this tasty

event. Includes an a»-yo";J3";f^^7'^^^
plus entertainment provided by WMGA and

the Black Mass Communication Project. At

the four dining commons from 5 to 7 p.m.

Free for those on the meal plan. $6 tor

everyone else. Call 5445-2804 for more

'"
COMEDY— Judith Black, called a cross

between Lily Tomlin 5n<J,W°t'^y ^"^"^Ifljll
bring her unique brand of laughs to the Hillel

House at 7:30 p.m. Free.

THEATER: "EXECUTION OF JUSTICE"
— by Emily Mann; directed by Tamsen

Wolff. Mann re-creates portions ofthe trial of

DanWhite, who, in 1979, shotand killed San

Francisco Mayor George Moscone and Su-

pervisor Harvey Milk. At the Mendenhall

Center for Perfonning Arts/Hallie Flanagan

Studio Theater at Smith College at 8 p.m.

Tickets $4 general and $2 students/elders.

Performances through Feb. 22 and Feb. 26-

29.

IN CONCERT— Shockra with guests The

Authority will perform at Pearl Street,

Northampton at 8:30 p.m. For tickets call 1
-

800-828-7080. 18+ please.

FRID6Y
MUSIC LECTURE— "Music in the British

Isles" by Henry Mishkin. At the Music Cen-

ter, Room 3/Amherst College at 12:15 p.m.

Free.

FILM — Steve Martin and Lily Tomhn

share a body after a guru mix-up in Carl

Reiner's "All of Me" presented at the Cam-

pus CenterTheater/Amherst College at 7:30

and 10 p.m. Tickets $1.50. Also showing

Feb. 22 & 23.

AUDITIONS — Tennessee William s

steamy classic "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof."

Roles for 8 men, 5 women, 4 children.

Multicultural casting possible. Open audi-

tions at the GMass Theater Guild/GMass

Campus Center 101 5 to 10 p.m. Scripts

available at 423 Student Gnion Building.

Also held Feb. 22 at 1 0:30 a.m to 3:30 p.m.

and 5:30 to 10:30 p.m. Callbacks will be

held Feb. 23 at 11 a.m. Call 545-0415 for

more info.

INCONCERT—The Breakdown and Beat

Surrender will perform at Pearl Street,

Northampton at 8:30 p.m. Tickets $5 at the

door. Call 584-7771 for info.

IN CONCERT— Pianist Dennis Milner will

perform at Wiggins Tavern/The Hotel

Northampton from 6:30 to 10:30 p.m. Also

appearing Feb. 22. Call 584-3100 for info.

IN CONCERT— Benefit for the Worcester

Artist Group with such artists at Dive, Dave

Fox Band, Frozen Culture, Plaid Gravy and

rap by F.O.B. at the WAG/38 Harlow St,

Wore, at 8 p.m. Tickets $5. Call 508-754-

0545 for info.

THEATER— "Sea Marks," a tender story

of love set in Liverpool where and Irish

fisherman falls for a Welsh woman. By

Gardner McKay. atStageWest, 1 Columbus

Center, Spring, at 8 p.m. Tickets vary from

$10 to $28 depending on performance and

seat location. Running through March 15.

Call 781-2340 for ticket and perfonnance

info.

INCONCERT—The Vermont Songwriters

Showcase presents Louise Taylor, Carl

Christianson, Diane Zeigler, Damaris and

Geoffrey Gary Slather at the Iron Horse at 7

p.m. Tickets $6 at the door. All ages.

IN CONCERT — Minibus returns to the

Hatch at 9 p.m. bringing their original style

of progressive rhythm and blues, rock and

reggae.

IN CONCERT— The Neighborhoods will

rock The Vertex, South Hadley . Local bands

Steadfast and Inside Charlotte will open.

Doors open at 8 p.m. with a 9 p.m. start.

BOOK SIGNING—Author Craig Harbison,

Prof. Art/GMass will be autographing copies

of his new book, Jan van Eyck: The Play of

Realism at the Jeffery Amherst College Store

from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m. Refreshments will be

served.

SHXaRDAY
IN CONCERT— The Music of the Whole

Earth Series Presents a South Indian music

Concert with Bryan Silver, sitar, and Shuba

Sankaran, surbahar. At the Buckley Recital

Hall/Amherst College at 8 p.m. Free.

DANCE PERFORMANCE — "Moksha

(Sanskrit): Release or Liberation, a dance-

drama in the dance styles of the East and

West," performed by Ranjana Devi and

Nataraj. At Bowker Auditorium/GMass at 8

p m Tickets $10 general and $5 students/

children/seniors. Call 545-251 1 for info.

MARDI GRAS BALL— Video dancing and

a jazz band at Chapin Auditorim/Mount

Holyoke College at 10 p.m. to 2 a.m.

IN CONCERT The "Godfather" of rap, Ice-

T will perform at the Vertex promoting his

disc, "O.G . Original Gangster," with his band

Body Count and The Hard Corps. Doors will

open at 7:30 p.m. with a start time of 9 p.m.

Tickets $1 5 adv. at the Vertex, Strawbemes,

Music Outlet, Platterpuss, STCC and Whole

Notes. All ages.

IN CONCERT — Livingston Taylor with

Leah Kunkel will perform at thee Iron Horse

at 7 p.m. Tickets $1 5 adv. Call 586-8686 for

tickets. All ages.

IN CONCERT — The WRSl Homegrown

Series presents John Sheldon & Blues Streak

with Tribal Etiket at Pearl Street.

Northampton at 8:30 p.m. Call 584-777 1 for

info.

BOOK SIGNING — Author John

Katzenbach will autograph copies of his

latest novel. Just Cause. At the Jeffery

Amherst Bookshop at 3 p.m.

SUNDAY
IN CONCERT— The Mount Holyoke Col-

lege Faculty Recital: Gary Steigerwalt, Dana

Muller in "Piano Four Hands," a program of

four-hand works by Schubert, Dvorak, Au-

ric, Casella, and Ravel. At Pratt Auditorium/

MHC at 4 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — Sundays at Eight Cof-

feehouse Series Presents Chris Smither with

Pat Donohue. Baritone vocals coupled with

fingerpicking acoustic guitar for a great

evening of music. At the Campus Center

Frontroom/Amherst College at 8 p.m. Tick-

ets $8 general, $1 ACID.
IN CONCERT— Dr. John, the master of

New Orleans double fisted piano playing

with do his thing at the Iron Horse at 7 p.m.

Tickets $15 adv.

COMEDY— Political, social and religious

comedienne Kate Clinton will perfomn at the

Academy of Music, Northampton at 2:30

p.m. Performances will be sign language

interpreted. Tickets $16 available at the box

office in Thome's Market, Lunaria Book

Store in NoHo or call 586-8686.
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Wayne's World: serious social commentary-NOT!
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Dumb fun doesn't get any dumber. A cross between
Bill and Ted and Naked Gun, Wayne's World is a clever

pop culture comedy that's surprisingly funny and ridicu-

lously pointless.

For those who go to bed early on Saturday, Wayne's
World evolved from a skit on "Saturday Night Live"

starring Mike Meyers and Dana Carvey as Wayne and
Garth, two guys who do a cable access show from

Wayne's basement.

In this feature film, Wayne and Garth spend little actual

time on the air. Rather, the pair cruises around Aurora, III.

(actually L.A.) where Wayne falls for a Cantonese rocker

(Tia Carrere) while trying to dodge his clingy ex-girlfriend

(Lara Flynn Boyle). Meanwhile, Garth foils bullies, lusts

after "dream lady" Donna Dixon and offers such eternal

questions as "Did you ever think Bugs Bunny was attractive

when he dressed up as a girl bunny?"
The thin plot involves a lecherous television producer

played by Rob Lowe who wants to exploit the duo and

move in on Wayne's ginfriend.

Thankfully. Wayne and Garth stray from the plot often

enough to allow for such tangents as a "Laveme and

Shirley" opening parody and a "Scooby Doo" ending.

Wayne's World has the distinction of not revealing all its

funny moments in the commercial.

The humor is appropriately sophomoric — while it

isn't as crass or mean spirited as "Married. . . With

Children." it isn't Noel Coward. Meyers and Carvey are

keenly aware of how stupid this all really is, but they find

their humor in four basic categories: babes. TV. tunes,

and partying. Wayne's World is not a social statement—
in fact, it treats women as complete objects, but what do

you want from two adolescent metalheads who still live

with their parents. . . Thelma and Louise?

Mike Meyers portrays Wayne as one of those guys who
thinks he's clever. Indeed, he sports a plastic grin at his

own jokes. More expressive is Dana Carvey as Garth,

whose awkwardness is so believable one forgets they're

watching the guy who does President Bush andthe Church

Lady.

If you enjoy their sketch on "SNL". Wayne's Wor/d will

be right up your alley. If not, see the film anyway for its

ethnocentric social youth commentary in relation to

socioeconomic ramifications to urban redevelopment in

Illinois. . . NOT! Grade: B
RECENT RELEASE:
My Own Private Idaho: Now that this superior film has

come to this area (at the Amherst Cinema). I'm reprinting

a capsule that appeared in my Ten Best of 1991 article

from December.

My Own Private Idaho is a complex and unnerving

drama of two male prostitutes played with bitter honesty

by River Phoenix and Keanu Reeves — in their best

performances ever. A thinly veiled

Shakespearean tragedy that's not easy to understand

and not for everyone. Director Gus Van Sant ("Drugstore

Cowboy") lets the emphasis fall not on prostitution or

being gay. rather he places the characters on a search for

love and a sense of belonging. The film moves from black

and white to color; from dreams and imagery to stark

reality. "My Own Private Idaho" is a gritty, intense journey

that's a reminder of the potential power of film. Grade: A

Livingston Taylor to play Iron Horse
By DANA L. FORRAR
Collegian Staff

When Livingston Taylor builds a model,

he takes care in every joint, every part of

his creation.

The quality of his songs show his re-

lentless pursuit for purity of melody , lyrics

and chords, something lost in today's

sampling age.

When Livingston plays to an audience,

his one man stand gets your hands clap-

ping and your feet stomping and dancing.

You'll be singing along.

Thank God for places like the Iron

Horse Music Hall in Northampton which

brings entertainers like Livingston Taylor

to our area. This Saturday, Feb. 22,

Livingston plays the valley.

Since Livingston's teenage years, he

has been lured to the sit down, guitar

swinging on the knee, fiashing-of-the-

pearly- whites-and-harmony-of-great-

lyrics-kind-of-folk-music. The kind where

you crawl under the covers at night and fall

asleep with a smile spanning your pillow.

James' sweet, baby brother (I'll try not

to mention him again, hint-hint) has all the

charm, wit and voice, and adds the integrity

to the music he's writing.

Livingston's voice is soft like velvet, he

rubs his chords all the right ways for a

smooth ride to your senses.

He has played coffee houses and small

clubs for years, amounting in a load of

experience, which in the long run means
he knows how to entertain. However, that

doesn't mean he gets run down or re-

dundant. He is always full ofenergy and wit.

On Saturday, Livingston's receding

hairline and baby blue eyes (similar to

Paul McCartney's dying babydom) as well

as his piano, guitar and banjo, will be there

to entertain you.

Opening the show is local folkie, Leah

Cunkel. Her acoustic set and the over

seventy brands of beer the Iron Horse

serves will provide a great warm-up as

you await Livingston.

Every song Livingston will play will be

one of his models, created with great care

and patience, and sung with his heart.

In 1 970. he told a reporter upon signing

his first record contract. "I don't want to

write a whole lot of songs, because every

one I write has to be as good as it can

possibly be."

Doors open at 5:30 p.m. for dinner and

the show starts at 7:00 p.m. The show is

sold out — however, for those attending,

the Iron Horse's quaint and comfortable

setting will be great for Livingston Taylor.

Just don't ask him about his brother.
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teANDS THURSDAY -SATURDAY!

THURS .1 M Blues Coasters
FRi ... I SvwnK Swr
SAT ..I. , ROCKIN DAVE AND

THE RENT PARTY

EVERY TUESDAY 7-8 PM

ALL U CAN EAT

PASTA AND SALAD $2.00

Thur. - Hard's Rock Cafe

D.J. Roger Hard -VVRNX 100.9

Fri.. D.J. BillK.

Sat. ' D.J. Dennis R.

Sun.- Karaoke "Sing Along"

NEW ADDITION

NORTHAMPTON

Daily

Noon-
12:30 am
8 Tables

Private

Functiun
Room

1 Pearl St., N'ton • 584-4100

PEKINGGARDEN
BESTOFCHINESEFOOD
SPECIALIZINQ IN

MANDARIN AND SZECHWAN
DISHES

b-HVM ll-3'M
MON - 11 lURS s\./NnAV

RUFFf-T RR\./NCI 1

$5.99 $6.99

FRIDAY AND SATGRDAY COMEDY SHOW
20% OFF DINNER

BANQUET PARTY ROOM
GP TO 200 PERSONS
FULL COCKTAIL MENU

48 RWSSfcLLfT. • HADLtY, MA 01035 • (413) 586-1202
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RECORDS

$1-00 OFF*
All Prerecorded Products

a J WMi This Coupon
g

* per place for product worth more than $1 . Expires 3/17

Open ] days • Thornes Marketplace, 150 Main St,

Northampton, MA •584-1580
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mercifully stop falling on you.

Of course, things do tend to pile up, and the well at the

bottom of the screen can only hold so many tiles before

you hit "No Vacancy." So, since getting a Klax makes
those few, precious, space-filling tiles disappear, Klaxes

are not only desireable, but vital to your survival, not to

mention your sanity.

Anyway, the original version a "Klax" is a color game,
and it does lose a little in its translation to GameBoy.
Various solid and stripped pattems are substituted for the

more easily distinguished color tiles available on other

gaming systems.

The arcade version's chiming arpeggios are sadly

replaced by a single, uninspiring beep.

"Klax is great fun, and Mindscape has done fairly well

considering the grey scale they had to work with on the

GameBoy, and alas, the special sparkle is gone. But a

black and white "Klax" is worth springing for if you don't

have a color system. In the meantime, though, scale the

GameBoy's narrow prism walls and drop in on someone
ivho does.

K

V^^m PANDA EAST
Advocate

"Best in the Valley"

1989 & 1990

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

We bring Chlmiov^n

ioyou

*Lunch Specials

from $3.95 including soup & rice

Now Serving Lunch On Sundays Also!
^ ihru
"OUrS: May 31, 1992

Mon. - Thurs. 1 1'" am - S** pm
FrI. & Sat. 11~ am - lO** pm
Sunday 1 2 noon - 9^ pm

103 N.Pleasant St Aniherst,MA 01002 • (41 3) 256^923 (41 3) 256-8924

Let

Central Travel
help you find the

Ultimate Spring Break
VACATION!

PAPtAMACITY
BEACH rLORIDA from $284.00
• Includes bus from UMASS, 7 nights

accomodations 8c much more.

CANCUN from $479.00
• Roudtrip air from Boston. 7 nights

accomodations, d: much more,

JAMAICA from $489.00
• Rountrip air from Boston, 7 nights

accomodations, flc much more.

CALL NOWl SPACE IS LIMITEDI

Central Travel
549-4900 ^'^

2.SA Pray St. Amherst (In DH -Innas RmI Estate building)

R&P
Liquors
Conv«nl«nt to Brittany

ft Rlv«rgl*d«

253-9742
505 West SL
So. Aniherst

FUNK> m/LpW • STEP

Sun. 12PM-6PM •

Mon., Yues., Wed.,
10am-9pm • Sat.,

10am-6pm
ODV

• Classes Dalli>

• Certified Instructors
• Suspended Wood Floor
• Areas Largest Room

/VMHKHST ATHI Kilt
CLUB

160 West St.

So. Ainhtrst. 256 0080

Rt. 9 Amherst,
Hadley, MA
256-8686

FEATURING MBN'S & LADIES CLOTHING FROM 2 SPECIALTY IN THE U.S. AT

50% TO 90% OFF THEIR ORIGINAL PRICES

Men's & Ladies I Men's & Ladies

SWEATERS

$39-90

Ladies

SKIRTS

reg.$20

SHIinS&BUHISES

Men's & Ladies

PANTS

$2848

ll'l
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Weekend Auto
Rental Special
W0»k»nd rmie mpplius noon Fndmy to Uondmy mommg

95 North Amherst Motors

Auto & Truck Rental
78 0«d SundMtand Rd., Nodh Amrwrst, MA

549-RENT
Trucks and cargo vans atao availabta (M9-736t)

Don 't b* dis»pf>ointmd - r0B»rv0 TODA Y! On Bu$ ffouM

$

RatM«<ft
Mlowas

49
Must b9 21 y»n
ot ag» Of okim
wit\ ma/Of credit card

Ealing Disorder Programs • ^ring 1992
Sponsored by University Health Services

Eating Disorder Treatment Progrram
For individuals - with Nutritionists. Mental
Health Clinician, Physician and/or Nurse
Practicioner. Mondays or Tuesdays - begining
February 10, University Health Services.
ConfidentiaUty Assured. Call 549-2671. Clinic IV.

Food and Feeling: Workshop
Led by Peer Health Educators. To schedule a
workshop for your Residence Hall - call
546-2671. ext. 181

LOW, LOW PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL
Norlhampion HolyoKf

584 4112 • 535 1888

RUSSELL'S
.^'^'"^ UQUORS X
18 Main St. Downtown Aniherst 253-5441

HEALTHY SKIN
Ki'^ins witli a iloc'|) poic

dcansiiij; (iuial.

Also lash ami hrow
tinliii^, shaping;, hair

waxing, inako-iip.

AESTHETICS SKINCARE
«4 Nr.iiil St ..Suite 1. Aitiluisl, MA2S< '>«79

Still Featuring BUSCH &

BUSCHLight...$9.*Case

Narragansett 'Super BuyF*
$7.49 cse 12 oz cans

SAMADAMS (Your Choice)

$4.99 6pk bets.

MACKESON
$3.99 4pk bets.

KNICKERBOCKER
$9.99 case 16 oz. bots.

Visa/Mastercaid accq)t£d on fceg deposits

Many More In-6tore 6pecial6
All Beers phis DqxKJL (especially Ofl winC6) *Dd[ivqy Available*

CmrSA GARDEN
"The Collegians choice in delightful dining."

I"
^.00 OFw/^iiidi^ "j

|0f $15 or mofe with iNs coupon
I

Eniov A Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sunday • TTiurs, 11JOam - 10:00pm • Friday • Sal, IhJOam - ll.-OOpm

Lunch Hour: ll:30ain - 3:30pm 7 days a week
New Vegetarian Menu!

FVee Delivery Service • Fii, Sat, & Sua • 5:00pm - KhOOpm
Visa / Master Card / American Express

The Valley's Dim Sum Brunch
Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch - Mandarin and Cantonese Syles)

Every Day 11 :30am - 10:00pm

Mew Remodeling • 7 Days a week • Take-out • Luncheon Specials

I 3 M. Pleasant Street • Amherst. MA •

^•^3 4280/428 1

©he ^oj^ton O^Iolic
ON YOUR CAMPUS

AT Vo^/c OIF THE NEWSSTAND PRICE.

'^\ (Ehe
jBo£iiou^i6lobc

FOOD

CAUNDAR

At home

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT"
Spring Term Delivery will be handled by RSA (Residential Student Association)

For a Globe subscription on campus, check off amount, fill out form, arxJ serxj with check payable to

THE BOSTON GLOBE
CAMPUS PROGRAM - UMsss/AmhersI

PO Box 2378
Boston, MA 02107-2378

UMat*/Amh.r.t Rat.«

7 Days MON-SUN
6 Days MON-SAT
SUNDAY ONLY

Spring Tarm DtUvry /tvataW* Mar ? May B

( ) $20.00 All Subscriptions payablo in advanc».

( ) $ 1 4 . 00 No dmiivery April 1 7-20.

( ) $ 6.00 No d^llvmy during Spring Br»ak.

PhooaSubscriber Name ^
Campus Address ^
M you are payirtg by credit card, pleaae complete ttie fo«owlr>g

[ ] VISA ( ] MASTERCARD
CARD # EXP. DATE
NAME ON CARD
Subacrlber Signature

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS/AMHERST
Professional Position Available

Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

GENERAL STATEMENT OF DUTIES:
The Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs is the chief Student Affairs officer on campus,
reporting directly to the Chancellor. The Vice Chancellor is responsible for providing
leadership to the Student Affairs area, which includes the Dean of Students Office,

Academic Support Services, University Health Services, the Student Activities Office,
Housing Services, and the Department of Public Safety. The Vice Chancellor al.so has
responsibility for implementing trustee policy pertaining to student life and has primary
responsibility for consulting with student organizations on policy issues. As one of the
principal administrative officers of the University, the Vice Chancellor plays a major role
in policy development and management of the campus.

QUALIFICATIONS:
, An earned doctorate pi^ferred

2. Extensive experience in a senior management role in relevant areas.

3. Demonstrated ability to maintain open and effective working relationships with
students, staff, faculty, administrators and Trustees; responsiveness to students.

4. Demonstrated leadership capabilities.

5. Experience in a large residential university.

6. Demonstrated commitment to affirmative action and multiculluralism.

SALARY: Commensurate with qualifications and experience.

The University of Massachusetts at Amherst prohibits discrimination on the basis of race,

color, religion, creed, sex. .sexual orientation, age, marital status, national origin, mental or physical
handicap, political belief or affiliation, membership or nonmembership in any organization, or
veteran status, in any aspect of the admission or treatment of students or in employment. Members
of underreprcsented populations are especially encouraged to apply.

The search is restricted to current employees of the Amherst campus of the University of Massachu-
setts. The search committee will begin screening applications on February 28, 1992 and will

continue until a suitable applicant is identified. Applicants should include a current curriculum vitae
and the names and addresses of at least three individuals who may be contacted for references.

Nominations and applications should be submitted to:

Dr. David C. Bischoff, Chair
Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs

Search Committee
Chancellor's Office

300 Whitmore Administration Building
University of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA 01003
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John Sheldon to visit Pearl St. nightclub
By BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

It just doesn't seem right to refer to someone with the

stature of John Sheldon as a "local" musician, especially

given his lengthy and illustrious career.

Sheldon started out at the young age of 14 playing in

bands on the Boston club circuit in the early 1 960s. Three

years later he hooked up with another young musician

named Van Morrison and went on to play guitar and

record several albums with the music legend.

Sheldon came into popular demand as a studio ses-

sion guitarist for Atlantic, Mercury and other major labels

as a result of his collaboration with Van Morrsion. He also

managed to record his own two jazz-rock albums with his

band Bead Game on the Avco Embassy label.

The guitarist has studied music at both the California

Institute for the Arts and the New England Conservatory

of Music. He has toured nationally with such acts as

James Taylor and Linda Ronstadt.

Sheldon moved to the Pioneer Valley last year with his

wife and family and soon after he began his own local

band called Blue Streak. Their sound is a mixture of rock,

blues and country and Sheldon handles the songwriting

and vocal chores along with guitar.

John Sheldon and Blue Streak are a power trio featur-

ing the veteran local rhythm section of bassist Jonathan

McClellan and drummer Dale Monette. Both McClellan

and Monette might best be known for their work with

Wailin' Dave and the Blue Dogs.

The word is that Sheldon is a guitar wizard who is a

literal powerhouse ofsound. His music has been described

as Neil Young meets Stevie Ray Vaughn.

theater and dance shows and they will be joined for this

show by dancers from the Eno Washington Dance Com-

pany.
Advance tickets are on sale for $5 at Peari Street.

Dynamite Records, and For the Record. The show begins

at 9:00 pm and tickets at the door will be $6.

BLAH. BLAH.BLAH. . . Ifyou haven't seen the Collegian

ads, The F*ub in Amherst now features live music on

Wednesday nights. Dangerous Papers and Bark Like a

Dog have already appeared at The Pub.

JABBERWOCKY
James Taylor said of Sheldon, "John and I came up

together and I have always loved his music. This latest

crop of songs is the best yet. Singer, songwriter, great

guitar player, John can do it all."

John Sheldon and Blue Streak are one of the most

happening bands in the Valley right now and they are well

set to become a major regional act. They will appear at

Pearl Street Niteclub in Northampton this Saturday night.

Opening will be Tribal Etiket, another local favorite.

They are a world beat outfit with an emphasize on the

groove. The band often works in collaboration with

VILLA
.Of|«rlMf Qitallif M—l«»w t0»dt\

Great AAexican Food Served Quickly &

Inexpensively in a Friendly & Casual Atmosphere

DOWNTONa/N
AMHERST

Boltwood Walk 256-8217

Beer & Wine Served

DOWNTOWN
NORTHAMPTON

21 Center St. 584-0673
Bring Your Own Beer & \A/ine

For Delivery, Call Delivery Express • 549-0077

Pholo courtesy of Pearl Street

left to right: Blue Streak Dale Monette, drums, iohn Sheldon (front), guitar 'ead
^'^"'^^.^^"jV^^^'^f"'

f^^^^^^

backup vocals. Tribal Etiket. Leslie Smith (front), bass, vocals; fames Powell, drums,rM.chael Brady, guttau_

lousing • Family Student RigUls /

i:ivil Rights • Workers Rights*^ /
|Criminal • Consumer La%** /
. Military and Draft Law

322 Campus Center .545-1995

Come Celebrate

our 25^^ Anniversary
at Ho^ward Johnson.

HOWARD
JOHNSON

Celebrating with
a 1966, $25'' rate
Come by and help us celebrate our 25th

anniversary with our $25.00 rate valid

through 2/29/92.You will enjoy greatrooms

and courteous service all at a very com-

fortable price.

For reservations, call 586-0114 or (800)

I-GO-HO-JO, ask for the

Anniversary Package. Please present

this ad.

Advanced reservation and certain restrictions

apply. Ask for details. ©1991 HowardJohnson
Franchise Systems, Inc.

®

401 Russell St., Route 9

Hadley, Massachusetts 01035
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AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE "MSC"

. MXNDARIN & SZtCHUAN CUISINE

• HOMESTYLE COOKING

• FRESH VEGETABIES ROM aiR FARM

• EAT IN OR TAKE WT

• FULL LIQUOR LICENSE

• OPEN 7 DAYS

• NEWLY REMODELED

MASTIRCARO & VISA ACCEPTED

253-7835 253-2813

VV 62 MAIN STTgJ, A^JHBtST

Storyteller to visit Hillel tonight
Self-proclaimed wimp has relations with big rear-end

* Classes Dai/y
* Certified Instructors

* Suspended Wood Floor

Areas Largest Room

AMHKKST ATHI KTIC
CLUB

460 West St.

So Amherst. 256-0080

By JULIE ROSS
Collegian Staff

She's witty. She's talented. She's a riot. The critics rant

and rave about her. She's storyteller Judith Black and

she's appearing live tonight Feb. 20, at the Hillel House

Lounge. 388 M. Pleasant St., 7:30 p.m.

Black, v^ho hails from Marblehead, has been telling

stories for 15 years. She has performed all over the

country and in various festivals, including the Montreal

Comedy Festival and the National Storytelling Festival in

Tennessee.
Tonight she vj\\\ tell the story of Deborah and Simon:

he, a Hungarian immigrant engineer and self- proclaimed

wimp, she, a native-born sociology professor with inse-

curities about her ample rear-end. The two meet at an

adult education lecture on death, where their relationship

is born.
, .

"It's a good story about reaching out beyond your own

insecurities and it's funny," said Black in a telephone

interview. Simon, she explained, thinks he's a geek, and

Deborah thinks she has a big butt, but the truth is, that

Simon adores her female form, and Deborah thinks

Simon is gorgeous.

Although no good stories have overt morals, Black

explains, there is an underlying moral in this story, and

that, says Black, is "Don't let your mishagas get in the

way." (Or, your personal craziness. idiosyncratic inse-

curities. Black explains.)

In Judaism, Black said, one learns through Midrash, or

a search for explanation. "Jews always ask the question

why, which is wonderful, and that's what a good story

does, it asks why."
n, . r ^

Trained as an actress and a teacher, Black finds

storytelling to be "a very intimate form of theater."

Without scenery, lighting and only minimal props, one

can create much the same atmosphere as as theater, she

explained.

As a storyteller, Black said, you can make your own

material, develop an intimate relationship with the audi-

ence. "It's a trusting, exciting, vital art form." And besides^

she adds, "people who come will have a good time."

Another reason for coming, adds Black, is because "like

any good Jewish organization, they serve food."

The beauty of storytelling, is that listeners leave with

images, said Black. "I draw the outlines, but listeners fill

them in," leaving with the images they have created for

themselves.

LIVE IN SPRINGFIELD

PARAMOUNT Store

ELAYNE
BOOSLER
MARCH 7th

CLANCY
BROTHERS

^ 1
WITH SPECIALCUESTTHE DUSTMEN

" MARCH 12TH _

BOB
NELSON
MARCH 13TH

CHARLIE
DANIELS
MARCH 20th

T1CKF.TS AVADABl J-

PARAMOUNT BOX OFFICE (413) 734 5874; STRAWBF.RRIHS RFCORDS;

NORniAMFlON IICKK I OFFICE (413) 586 8686.

OR CALL nCKEIPRO PHONE CHARGE AT 1 -800-828 7080

[ spirit ji^

jack Daniels 750mi$10.99

Golden Anniversary Beer ...leoz Bar Bots $8.99

Miller Genuine Draft 2/1 2pk 1 2 oz Bots $12.99

Bicentennial Ale from The

Vermont Mountain Brewers $4.69 e/pk

i^^^v
$17.99 Case

Moosehead U^t Beer ,.^i^P^' $3.99 6/pk

Dreher Italian Pilsner Beer ...$3.99 6/pk Case

$1 4.99 Case

Kegs Starting At $33.00 - Checks/Mastercard/Visa

Accepted For Keg Deposits.

Gourmet Beers for special occasions - Plus over 35 Malt Scotches

and Cognacs. Brandies, & Champagnes

MEGABUCKS.
WE HAUE IT!

338 College St.

One mile East of Amherst center on Route 9

Open 9 am - 1 1 pm Rain or Shine • Always Open

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Counseling Psychology

Boston-Bouve College of Human Development Professions

at Northeastern University offers part-time and full-time graduate

degree programs in the areas of Counseling Psychology. Students

may work toward a Master's degree, a Certificate of Advanced

Graduate Study, or a Doctoral degree.

All counseling courses are taught by licensed psycholo-

gists Class size is limited to encourage individual participation.

The curriculum includes analytical and theoretical courses as

well as practice-oriented courses. In addition to classroom work,

all programs include applied experience in a supervised

chnical environment. , ..^ /^ ^ t^
For more information and a free brochure on the Graduate

Programs in Counseling Psychology call (617) 437-2708. Or wnte to

Graduate School, Boston-Bouve College of Human Development

Professions, 107 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University,

Boston, MA 02 115.

^^ILA FILTER
"*

'includes LUBE

M2.95
I Sorvice Includes:

•UptoSqts 10V

OiMalcait
•Mkidad

Up to 5 qts 10W30 oil Qflor good

In needed „,«(, coupon
• Power steering flui-*

Transmission fluid
of>l\' through
2/29/92

Maslet cylinder fluid ,, p^„|,inng

I

I

I
.

I
- Chect< belts and hoses

fc*dM<teal«f» CI
Lb ^mm hm ^^ ^"B ^^ ^^ "^ ^'"

|M OFF
I
ALL BRAKE SERVICE

• Organic a um metaftc

I pads and shoes
• Replace or r» surlace

I
rotors and drums

• Master Cylinders • Calipers

I-
Domestic and Foreign Cars

• Warranty recognized at over 1 700

I

Midas shops acrosi ihii country

Ooa CO .;x>n p» ••rvic* pm cuHomw
Oltsr good with coupon only ». ,

I Exp«e«2/2W92 ^ ^^L ^\J

FREE
SHUTTLE
SERVICE

Rl
Northeastern

University

An equal iipiMirtunity

affirmative aitHinpdiualional

irwl ilution and employer

mtDJis-
NORTHAMPTON
143 King Street
586-4840

HADLEY
397 Russell
Street, Rt. 9
586-9991

^^r *•» •• * >••• immm «•«•-«
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library
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

ordered the installation of a faulty brick support
structure on the tower library.

The bricks on the outside facade of the Tower
library are supported by metal shelves, Talbot said.

The bolts which hold up the shelves are one size

too small, he explained. Because of this potential

instability, bricks could become dislodged and fall.

"There is a chance that particularly a piece of

brick could fall," Talbot said. This is the reason a

metal fence surrounds the base ofthe tower library.

All the problems the University library system

currently faces, Talbot believes, are "not only a

manifestation of the fiscal crisis, but a manifesta-

tion of the underfunding of public higher educa-

tion."

fair
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

organizations gathered to discuss opportunities with

prospective student volunteers.

A total of 41 community and student organizations

participated in yesterday's informational fair.

"As an institution, universities have a responsibility

to the community around them," said O'Brien.

The Community Service Programs goal, according to

a statement released yesterday "is to help students find

volunteer positions in the community and to serve as a

liaison between campus groups that are involved in

community service."

"The program is not intended to duplicate other pro-

grams, but it is to place students in voluntary positions

in the community," said Diane Huebner, coordinator for

the Community Service Program.

The program also to serves as a haison for other

groups doing volunteer work on campus, she said.

Staff members were pleased with the amount of stu-

dents at the fair, which was sponsored by the Mather

Career Center.

"We had a very good turnout at the fair today," said

Ronna Sadow, a senior history major and Mather Career

Center employee.

"Volunteering is a great opportunity for UMass stu-

dents to get involved in the community and explore

personnel and social interests while gaining valuable

skills," Huebner said.

M Hemphill
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

experience among gay people of all races.

He continued this theme by saying that someone in

your family may be homophobic without realizingsomeone

they love is gay, and by reveahng your sexuality you can

work to combat that homophobia.

When asked what advice he would give to young GLB
writers he repUed, "Be true to your voice."

He then told ofhow he was in writing classes where he

was told to write about his experiences, but not about

being Black or gay.

His poetry and prose are included in numerous an-

thologies and his essays have appeared in Gay Commu-

nity News, Out Look, Out Week and The San Francisco

Chronicle. His book. Ceremonies, a collection of poetry

and essays is being published in June of 1992.

Hemphill has given readings at numerous colleges

and universities including Yale, Harvard, MIT, and

Hampshire College.

He presently resides in Philadelphia where he is

currently at work on a number of projects, including the

completion of his first novel, Standing in the Gap.

Hemphill will speak again today at noon in theCampus

Center 911. He will present a talk entitled "Tongues

Untied: The Emerging Voice of Black Gay Men Within

African-American Cultural Expression."

crack babies
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

whose role in the behavior study was to test chemical

measurements in the infants.

Meyer said the original research using 20 infants was

too small to provide conclusive evidence. "1 don't know if

treatment is necessary yet because I don't know if the

poor orientation to sensory stimuli is temporary or long-

lasting," he said.

This chemical-link discovery helps explain the

symptoms cocaine-exposed babies have, said Meyer. "The

more doctors know about the abnormalities in cocaine-

exposed babies the better they can treat or work with the

babies," he said.

Meyer said he and his colleagues are now conducting

a similar study with a group of 100 infants and hope to

have their results by the end of the year.

Meyer said this time the three will follow the infants'

progress for nine months instead of a few days as was

done in the first study.

^ FOR 'PRESJOENTML' SAWNGS ...THE HONEST CHOICE IS UQU0RS44!

\A/IM!=

HARP LAGER $18^9
CASE OF 24-12 oz BOTTLES ^^ + DEP

ROLLING CASEOF $ -1 099
„-.«„ 2 12PK. I ^
ROCK Bom£s OEP

RENEJUNOT$
RED & WHITE

FRENCH TABLE WINE

GALLO $
WHITE ZtNFANDEL
SAUViGNON BLANC.
WHITE Gf^eHACHE

COORS, $«I049
COORS LIGHT, * ^_„
& COORS GOLD

CASE OF 2-1 2 PK. BOTTLES

FALSTAFF &
FALSTAFF LIGHT ^

CASE OF 24-12 02. CANS

COKE, DIET COKE,
SPRITE, DIET

SPRITE S-IOS
2.0 UTER DEP.

ALMADEN WINES

$fi49V 3 0L

CHABLIS. VIN ROSE. RHINE.

BURGUNDY. GOLDEN
CHABUS. BLUSH CHABLIS

SALE ;
14.99

MAIL' IN

REBATE 2 X

12

^ POPOV SQ99

1 75L

AFTER REBAT

fei VODKA

CINZANO
ASTI SPUMANTE

$y99
750 ML

NAPA RIDGE
WHITE $ Q

ZINFANDEL O

^^FLEISCHMANN'S
' PREFERRED $ H H 99

WHISKEY I I 175L

1 75L Lttr

$

.OS^GIN

SALE
).49

MAIL- IN

REBATE 1 . 50 AFTE« REBATE

'99
1 75L

KAPALA
COFFEE
LIQUOR

$C49W 750 ML

REMTEZOO ARER REBATE

SALE
8.49

Full Redemption Center

not responsible tor

typographical errors

Sam to 11pm
Monday thru Saturday

I ini inRs 44
HADLEY M TWO

Campus Plaza/Route 9 LOCATIONS
253-9344 __ _

HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln St.

534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS22091THRU

WEDS i26.91

Don't Drink

and Drive

r
I

"with THIS COUPON

BUY ONE. GET ONE

free:;

eating place

OPEN SUN.-THURS
6AM-3AM FRI.&SAT

OPEN 24 HOURS.
NEXT TO

SUPER STOP &

SHOP/RTE. 9,

HADLEY-AMHERST

Buy any one item from our

menu, & receive the second
for free! Minimum purchase of

$3.45 required. Higher price

prevails, daily specials

excluded, no other discounts or

promos apply. Excludes Scallop

&Steak_Dinners.

c , -r..vn .-. .w . BREAKFAST SERVED ANYTIME!!

256-6889 ^^^^l

PUBLIC NOTICE
- WANTED -

MUSICIANS INTERESTED IN QUALITY
MERCHANDISE AT LOWEST PRICES
COME TO ?;F.W t>]ULA.--:D.S 1 ARflEST MUSICAL SALE

SAVE UP TO 70%
3 DAYS ONLY

FRIDAY. FEBRUAKY 21 - 5:00-9:00

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 22 - 10:00-9:00

SUNDAY. FEBRUARY 23 -12:00-5:00

DIGITAL PIANOS • GUITARS & BASES • AMPLIFIERS

DRUMS • PORTABLE KEYBOARDS • SYNTHESIZERS

RECORDING EQUIPMENT • MIDI EQUIPMENT • SOUND

REINFORCEMENT • SIGNAL PROCESSORS • EFFECT

PEDALS • MUSIC • ACCESSORIES

$500,000 IN-STORE SALE
4^" YEAR • DON'T MISS IT!!!

Ciioose [:oi:.

. ALESIS i AUDIO TECHNICA « CHARVEL CRATE « DOD
• ENSOXIQ « FOSTER • PEAVEY • ilOLAND « SABIAN «

SAMICK • SHURE • YAVAhA • ZILDJIAN

IGIVE-A-WAYS

FALCETTI MUSIC
HOLYOKt MALI. Al INCElblDL

i.VAVMVtRSARVCLLKBRATION
For More Information, Call .)'!8-7970

\o Dealers or Wholesalers

CAft
DICARLO

5-College Student

Dinner Special

Choice of:

• Eggplant Parmesan

• Pasta Primavera

• Lasagna al Forno

• Polio all'Arrabbiata

(chicken with spicy tomato sauce & pasta)

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, scxJa or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires February 27, 1992

Open Daily at 11:30 a.m.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
2.S3-9300

Summer!
Make it the Best
Work with us at Thompson's Clam Bar,

the finest seaside restaurant on Cape Cod.

We currently have outstanding opportunities

for talented individuals to join our team.

Candidates should call Cheryl at (508) 432-7052

to arrange an intervieto.

* Porters
* Bus Persons
* Dining Room Waitstaff

* Cocktail Waitstaff

Dishwashers

Prep Cooks

Line Cooks

Snow Inn Road • Harwich Port, MA 02646 • 508-432-7052
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UMass/Bostons high-quality, low-cost

Paris program offers

• opportunities to study at a range of

institutions

• numerous cultural activities

• tutoring

• personal attention from knowledge-

able and caring faculty directors

• companionship with a small group

of serious, sociable students

• varied Uxlging choices

• and affordability.

The 1992-1993 program fee for

University of Massachusetts students

is $9,000 for Massachusetts residents

($10,000 for non-residents). The fee

covers all non-personal expenses,

including round-trip air fare. Finan-

cial aid may be available (ask the

financial aid officers on your campus).

UMass J'-foston

-• •

Participants may earn 30 or more

credits. They should have completed

at least two years of college French,

with a B average, before leaving for

France.

Space is still available in the 1992-

1993 program. To learn more, call

the program director. Prof. Gerald

Volpe, in the Modern Languages

Department at the University of

Massachusetts at Boston.

Space purchased at no cost to the Commonwealth.

Call now!

617 287-7360

DOONESBURY By CARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

peJisoNALiv mrtuPRBT th^
hJOAJ HAMPSHII^ RBSULTS »

UdRB VCfmH^ JKYIna TO

y/55, Thi^MeRB. AHD 7HB /M5$-

SAce UJA^, 'Hey.^ cak/wur
The New ujcmv orp^r. ThAT's

oom ON. UB cwjuKe this

'AMeRJCA FIRST' THING THATS
BeJN6PiJT0UT

TH5R£.BY
THATNB6A-
TmCPOUIP
THATWe-'RB
seaiNo.

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

TUIS SK0y4MA.H DOtSHT LOCX

VMUtS OF RURAV. KWtR\CN
50SEW25NSO.

1 P\GURt n^t ?\JBL\C WILL

EAT TH\S OP fct4D TU. MKKt
9d woi \5 "mis ^

JIM'S JOURNAL By JIM

«f \mM^ir^ -K^^l-
V^4 Mr, f^f^tf^fi

WILMINGTON By M.K. ANDERSON

VainilU Ice jWs "i J"*

Cool ,^5 VANIlLA.

h/WlTE
/^i"

VAN/LLA?

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

SjWCENtIL WP*S LtfT iHt HAW

Today's Staff

Night Editor iafon George

Cmy Editor
Brooke Wheeler

PhotoTechnician
MattKahn

Production Supervisor MikeCarvalho

Production 1^"^ ODonne I,

Tracy Kruger, Lisa Jezowski

Menu
LUNCH

Chicken Burrito

American Chop Suey

BASICS LUNCH
Boursin & Sprout Sandwich

Bean Burrito

DINNER
Southern Fried Steak

Cajun Catfish Filet

BASICS DINNER
Cajun Catfish Filet

Baked Chicken & Gravy

1 , > ,

,

T» opinions expressed on this page are.. those ot the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University.

"Hey! So I made the wrong decision! . . . But you know,

I really wasn't sure I wanted \o swing on a star, carry

moonbeams home in a jar!"

"1

tea.

Quote of the Day
will be the confident pastrami in

/I

-Ari

your

Vais

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

LED (July 23-Aug. 221: Keep up a

steady pace at work. You may have to

dig deep to get certain intormation.

Stress you stamina and common
sense. Someone could signal you to

stop. Keep an of)en mind.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Avoid

both extravagance and exaggeration

today. Showing enthusiasm for your

work will help put this day in the

success column. Problems arise in-

volving scheduling or logistics.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You

may have to cancel certain plans in

order to deal with a private matter.

Do not put off approaching a roman-

tic interest any longer or they may

lose interest. Yoiir energy is high to-

day.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Steer clear of conflicts, but do not act

stand-offish. You are nwving up the

career ladder and need to be at your

best at all times. Romance soars to

new heights tonight.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21 ): Two of your allies may not like

each other much. Try to keep the

peace by suggesting certain conces-

sions. Giving in to an emotional ulti-

matum would be a mistake.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-)an. 19):

Stay on your toes. Indecision or an-

other person's deception could make

money slip through your hands. Ro-

mance is in the air tonight. Avoid

rushing things.

AQUARIUS ()an. 20-Feb. 18): A

pact with someone at a distancecould

bring long-term benefits. The scales

of justice swing your way. Past favors

will be repaid. Consult mate if you

want to entertain at home.

PISCES (Feb. 1 9-March 20): Curb

a tendency to get too wrapped up in

your own .uiairs. Co-workers could

turn resentful. Let your colleagues

know that you are a team player.

ARIES (March 21-April 19):

Something terrific could happen to

you today. A new plan is perfect for

you. Be certain you make the right

choice. You and a longtime romantic

partner can recapture the original

magic.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): It is

time to turn idle talk into positive

action. Do not be afraid to take the

plunge! A romantic relationship

changes for the better. Your ego could

have caused problems. Admit past

mistakes.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Ro-

mance and good luck go hand-in-

hand. You are never too old for love!

Community work appeals to recently

retired seniors. If a project seems hard,

get your second wind and try again.

CANCER (June 21-july 22): Em-

phasize your desire to do something

construaive when talking with influ-

ential friends. A new job offer could

come your way. Smile arid the world

smiles with you today.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Far

8 Fundamentals

1

2

Vocallzer

1

3

Stung

16 Wiry

17 Ancestry

18 Sunday
morning sound

19 Puerto ~
21 Have wtiirling

motion

22 Sea eagle

23 Tendons
25 Wedding

announcement
woid

26 Of little weight

28 Eminence
31 Daub
32 Biblical queen

and \Mlliams

33 Large wind

instrument

36 Actress Garr

37 Moscow tourist

sight

40 — Island, in

New York Bay
44 Encouraged
46 Stage whisper

47 Shade tree

48 Senior

50 Had dates

51 Vice President

Barkley

54 Brother of

Jacob
55 Accomplish-

ment
56 Basements
58 Plant of the

mint family

60 Curls

61 Boxer Holylield

62 Japanese prime

minister

1964 72

63 Color condition

DOWN
1 Scatters

2 Meantime
3 Odd
4 Work hard

5 — -Margret

6 F^ola of the

silents

7 Making an
endeavor

8 Friend, in

France
9 Prohibits

10 Work gang
1

1

Coloring

pigment

13 Least speedy
1

4

Way out

15 Editors notes

20 Base of bird s

bill area

23 Plays a guitar

24 Indulge lo the

full

27 Detests

29 Menace
30 Simon and

Sedaka
34 Downhearted
35 Stuffy

37 Deal and blind

heroine Helen

38 Roams
39 Bowling s Day

and Actor

Sparks
41 Fruit drink

42 Thinks

43 Hunting dogs
44 RespoTKi to

stimulus

45 L istnbutor

49 Smooth
52 Actress

LarKhester

53 Cartoonist

Thomas
55 Twain lad

57 Vintage car

59 Spoiled

ANSWER TO PBEVIOUS PUZZLE:
TIEISHMlElSlTlAlQQ nnnnn
nnn nQB

Sanaam mnm b
a aauQBB

naa dbD aa

2/30/92

"It*! \tn Sngrtn limn S)K'tn<r 2/30/92
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1 Sat, Feb. 22 - SJOpm

i JOHN SHELDON
; & BLUES STREAK
t Tribal Etiket

I Sun., Feb. 23 9:00pm ,'18+.

^ SUNDAY OPEN
HOUSE

I; PancinR with PJ |ob

Wed., Feb. 2b - 9:00pm

Dancing with

.. DJ lob

i

E

I

Thur., Feb. 27 - 8:30pm /18-t-/

KING MISSILE

» %
vj- V-
Earshot

The Violently III

Fri., Feb. 28 Tmpm

; Benefit tor the Northampton

Center for The Arts,

THE MARVELEHES
Who s Kiddin' Who

Downstairs-

The Bombast'ics

= Sat., Feb. 29 - 7:00pm /WRSI

NRBQ
Rav Mason Band

Downstairs-

Rockin Dave &
The Rent Party

:00pm /l&h/fyMtSI/

\ QUEEN LATIEAH
I

Sun.. Kiarth 1

pfj^rf^^d.^^^:^!

i^

Thur, \Urcb 5 - 9:00pm /1 8+/

WAMH Presents

CLUB SIN
Industrial Dance Music

^ ^.i-

[ Fri., March 6 - 7:00pm

I TIL TUESDAY
1' with Aimee Mann
i, # 91

E lues.. March 10 7M)pm /WRSI/

i
ALLIGATOR RECORDS

I 20th Anniversary Tour

[featuring: KOKO TAYLOR
I; & HER BLUES MACHINE
l! ELVIN BISHOP
ij LONNIE BROOKS BAND
^' KATIE WEBSTER

LIL ED & THE BLUES
IMPERIALS wv;

f,Thur., March 12 8:30pm /1 8^

^ MIGHTY MIGHTY

i

BOSSTONES

Scott

COLLEGIAN

CONTlNUtD FROM PAGE 12 ,..._, , i j
loss to the Eagles in the Superbowl. (Mind you, 1 picked

the Pats and Phoenix for this year's Bowl.)

• Word around the UMass women's soccer ofTice is

that there could be a bumper crop of recruits conung in,

and if that's true we're looking at a true NCAA title

contender.

David Scott is a Collegian sports columnist

W 1 m Ri.K>l^ Ml Rl Vr IM.\S.S. ^ Ol' IAN

BR \NCH OUT 1X^ ONi; Ol- K» e\)U IXlt-S &
l'Nl\ l.RSrni^ ACROSS THi; us HHROUGH

THi; NAllONAl S-a'Dl-NT K-XCHANGU

PROGR.\M RbOi'iR»i>Jt_^i=^^

Jvton" '\^2"-mpmh8*7hl<^ii

CHRIS WHIUEY
Toad the Wet Sprocket

1^
Pearl Street is now

three clubs in one - come
enjoy our nev\ billards room

=1 with three tables |.

liikri'. UK .!ll sl«>«>. .n.iil.iblr .il Pi'.iH

SIrrrI SImwImt'ii"-. l)\iv>mJI('

Ritords liif lln" R" i>'<l '" Amherst

TiikrtPniiWKl'lt.'H -OtMl

10 Pcirl Strni, Sorltuinplon

411 -.84-77)

Applications for

1992 - 93
National Student

Exchange
Due February 28

APPLY NOW!!
E-26 Machmer Hall

j Wtw fmrnltf Owftrf hitlnnt'

easons
? • Hadley • 584-81 74
n Bo(ge' ^••^ * Dunk.n Donuls

DISCOUNT LIQUORS * BEER * WINE
|

•IN-STORE MAIL- IN REBATES ON MANY ITEMS. THESE

PRICES INCLUDES MAIL-IN REBATES

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU FEB 26, 1992

B.,
J Bud LiRht &

UCl BuJDrv

$6.49
Keystone \i?I'**'

99 . ,/.•;.

uschi.ghi
1 II ns

.evsto
:ri2o: I

$10.

$5.49 .J.r

ICE
" ' $1.00

4 Seasons
Kentucky Bourbon

, / $15.99

Pabst Blue Ribbon
'•) 12 .i; 111' Mllcf

$7.99 >.<rp

Golden Anniversary
24/12 iK cum

$7.69 ./rr

4 Seasons Gin
'•'$8.99

Jack Daniels
Sour MjsIi Whiskey

, M $21.99

Moosehead
24') 2'': iiiiis

$13.99 > //

1/2 Keg Busch

$39.00 -i-T

1/2 Keg
Natural Light

$33.90' 'i'T

Gal In While^''O
Zinrandel

JfiO till $3.49

Tangucray Gin
;7U $21.49

4 Seasons Rum
/ 75, $10.99

Bacardi Rum
' ' $15.99

4 Seasons
Canadian Whiskey

, 7,/ $11.99

MY OWN
PRIVATE
IDAHO
cfhnwtimes:

Fri. Sun.

7pm & 9;30pm

Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7;30pm

Adults $4.00

Student w/valid i.D &

Senior Citizens $300

SCHOLARSHIP
MONEY AVAILABLE
EVERY STUDENT ELIGIBLE

GUARANTEED, NO RISK

APPLY Now!
FREE INFORMATION ' 525 0336

Glen-Ellen
Chardonnav

-,n,„,'$4.29

J.Roget
SparklingyVines

7S(Jm/ $2.99
Cooks Imperial

ChinipJKnes

?'>() ml $3.49

Black Velvet
Canadian Whiskey

,7,/ $13.49
4 Seasons
Vodka

'
'

' $8.99
Popov Vodka
'-'' $9.99
Grand Marnier

Litiucur

7.0 ,/ $19.99

$1.(M>

1 20z Bottles

Masi-kr's Swim

PwXillXM

A good workout @ a

reasonable price

Experienced coaches

Private instruction

All levels on

instruction for the

mnrivated individual

,4*^>-S4/4

V

Not responsible for lypoBraphical errors

Get the Best of all Worlds! Low prices,

BIG Selection, Combined wifh a v/arm
personable store.

HOURS: MONDAY-SATURDAY 9:00-1 1 :00

SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNT 10% EVERY DAY
• KtG DEPOSITS HtlD UP TO 30 D«S
VISA • MASTIRCARD • CHtCK • CASH

HOME STYIF LAUNDrTI
Squire Village Shopping Center

Amherst Rd. (Rt. 1 16) Sunderland

Just 6 miles from UMASS
(Next to 7/1 1)

C/5

Mass. Ave.

UMASS

Pulton

I Townehousci

Meadow Lane

Hoinc
Style

LaundryHOME STYLE self-service LAUNDRY
•Top loaders $1.00 •Front loaders $1.50^2.00

•clean, carpeted, pleasant

attended at all times

"WASH-DRY-FOLD"
service available

BrinT^is coupon for ONE FREE TOP-LOAD WASH
I one per customer, per_visit ^^•^{^^^?_ _ ^:i<^

\ ^ V ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ V ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ V S S S ^ ^ ^ X

Friendly Service, Low Prices

ShopScotts!!

BUD LIGHT
24-12 oz. bottles

$1199
*DEP.ir

DEWERS WHITE
LABEL SCOTCH

99
1.75 Ltr.

KOCH'S GOLDEN
^'

Golden ,

ANNIVXRSARY

rS^imyersary^ 12-12 oz. cans

rr,cey V $'779
+ DEP.7

KAHLUA
LIQUEUR

l.OLtr.

SMIRNOFF
VODKA

999
l.OLtr.

14'

LA VILLA WINES

2 FOR

$799
m 750 ml.

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

6 University Drive

you?perlTna,%c,. at Newmarket Center, Amherst
We now have all

Mass Lottery games'

FULL
SELECTION OF
NON-ALCOHOLIC
J^VINE & BEERS

\

\

s

s

\

\

\

A
\

\, your pWsonai check. at NewmarKei<.emer. Mm„^,

=

. ,

...„-...-...--
,

, ^

\U ^ ^ ^ ^ V ^ ^ ^ ^ < ^ < ^ ^ < ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s N S ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
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season
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first game. The Minutemen did thejob though, by playing
sufTocating defense and by attacking the basket.

In the latest issue of Inside Sports, it ranked the 10

toughest coiuls to play at in college hoops. I was outraged
to see that the Curry Hicks Cage was not among them.

Is it really tougher to play in West Virginia's Coliseum

or California's Harmon Gymnasium than it is here at

the Cage? I think not, and I'm sure that everyone at the

Temple game on Sunday certainly agrees withme on the

answer to that question. Once l^e UMass band starts

blaring the J. Geils Band classic "Rage In The Cage" it's

already over for the poor opposition.

Will someone please explain to me how the Big East

Conference has five teams ranked in the Top 25? The five

ranked teams, Syracuse, Connecticutt, SetonHall, St.

Johns, and Georgetown have 29 losses between them.

Can you say overrated?

All year long on WMUA I've made it very clear that

Will Hemdon has a spot on my AAA (Awesome Aerial

Acrobats) team Well, the rest ofthe team was just released.

Joining Hemdon as starting members of AAA are

use's Harold Miner, Michigan's Chris Webber. LSU's

Shaquille O'Neal, and Wake Forest's Rodney Rogers.

Offthe bench,Memphis State'sAnfemee Hardaway and

Southern Miss's Clarence Weatherspoon bnng their

ovm signature slams for the acrobats. I want to see a

dunk contest between AAA members.

In my first Collegian column I pondered the thought

of putting together a team of the NBA's fattest players.

The next project: a team of the NBA's toughest players.

Playing point guard for this squad would be Atlanta's

Rumeal Robinson, I really don't know if he's tough, but

his physique alone makes him my choice.

At shooting guard,Milwaukee's Alvin Robertson gets

the nod, due to his pit buU mentality. Orlando's Nick

Anderson was my choice until he got beat up at an Ice

Cube concert.

Up front there are many contenders for the three

available positions. Utah's Karl MaloneandNewYork's
Xavier McDaniel are the team's forwards withHouston's

Larry "Mr. Mean' Smith, New York's Charles Oakley,

and Portland's Buck WiUiams (his skirmish against the

now retired Lonnie Shelton is legendary) being the

toughest omissions.

At center, the Clippers' Olden Polynice wears the

crown due to warrior-like approach to the game. Robert

Parish garnered an honorable mention for his vicious

attack on Bill Laimbeer a few years back. IfArtis Gilmore

were still in the league he'd start, hands down.

Overall, this is one team you don't want to mess with.

Next column: the NCAA's All-Ugly Team.

Meanwhile in Miami, the Heat are making the other

expansion teams, the Hornets, Magic and

Timberwolves look something like Moe, Larry, and

Curly. The Heat has stockpiled tremendous young talent

and are currently battling for a playoff spot.

Watch for the Heat to deal for a backup power forward/

center. Their backcourt is extremely crowded right now

with Steve Smith, Glen Rice, B;mbo Coles, Brian Shaw

and Kevin Edwards all needing playing time. Even ifthe

Heat doesn't make the playoffs, it should still be consid-

ered a successful year for them.

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian Columnist

>0^e 1^ c9^ PO
Area's Largest Aerobic Floor

BY THE

IDEA

DONNA KELLEY
ACSM Certified ^T

FUNK • LOW IMPACT • STEP

BIG GUNS. BAD ATTIIUDE.

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLll • 460 WEST ST.. • SO. AMHERST • 256-0080

_iIi!S i'J_tai.Htt»_MnB_BB
,J%

lit: oS'bbi IMi Wl '

^^^

($%^

Save money when you or(Jer campus delivery ot

®l|B ^t^ ^axk ®tm^s
The University Store will reserve copies of The New York Times for

students and faculty at a savings of 40% Monday through Fnday starting

on Monday March 2 thru May 8. 1992. Sign up ^ov,J^' y""^'^fy
copy of TTie New York Times at the low cost of $15.00, 40% below

the retail rate. «,i«^«,i»—^^^— i—^—"^""—
pTease'^EnTerMTsUbscrlpti" To: The New York Times

i^priny Term

Weekdays (Mon-Fri) $ ^^^y^)

COMICS

GRAPHIC NOVELS

IRADE PAPERBACKS

ALL STARRING

MARVEL COMIC'S

KirasHER

Print Name

J
Home Address

Q UNIVERSITY

Return Bottom Portion With Payment to The University Store, Campus Center. UMASS 545-2619^^STOKE 'S^

HWIUBIE M

SAME BAT CHANNEL
Lon-iKs • Laids • C/iUiics & Mote .

M.ill 1 l.i«

>,ji. 1)797

On\ Momi.iy ^Jturd.iy l(\im ')pm • Suml.iy llTrn ^pm

Classifieds
- ^^.-^^^.^^ ••-r,...r... .o...,Hu^.^.<-^

^,n...2:«.o^nu.mn...^>o^romua.o. ^.m>.no.

ANNOUNCEMENTS ESPIONAGE 101
HELP WANTED MUSICIANS

SERVICES

Bed and BraaMatt
Downtown Amherst. Ideal tor visitinQ par-

ents and Iriends 549-0733

Quakara, atlandwt, Inlaraalad ottwra:

Rve college student triends gattiering Sun-

day, February 23rd. Noon lunctieon tollow-

Ing 1 0a m meeting lor worship. Leave RSVP

yes message 253-3 198.

TONIGHT AT 7PM
UMass Ski Team
Dual slalom on NESN

ASSASSIAN GAME
Agents wanted lor active duty. To get Into ttie

game contact 6-1156 or 6-1172

FOR RENT

Sund«r1andmu»t rant one roomnow $1 9<V

montti on bus route Peacehjl convwiient

location Call 665-8669evenings

FOR SALE

AUTO FOR SALE

REUABLE TOYOTA CAMRY -Sllvw 85

Higli mileage, needs a tune up. A deal tor

$1500 or bestoHer. Must sell now]323-7909

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats, 4wtieelefS.

motorNimes by FBI. IRS, DEA. Available

your area now. Call 805-682-7555 Ext. C-

1675

BANDS WANTED

HOT SPOT UPTOWN looking lor local acta

Tape/package CaH Judi 549- 1 200 For more

into

CHEN STYLE TAi CHI

MEDrrATioN-IN-MOTION with stowtast.

sottvigorous, empty-solW movements Free

Hrst lesson 6:45pm Feb25 Nortliampton 545-

5923

ENTERTAINMENT

OPEN 8TA0E NrTE
, .

Coming ki March tooking lor actt ol any kind

comeJy, singers, musidans. jugglers, or any

other acU. It you can entertain give us a can

549-1200 allar 5pm aak lor Judl or Pela

2 ir NEW SPEAKERS Super pros tor car

or home $l00;0OMarkJ46£9M_

FREE PRINTER
When you purchase a computer

ntw «oiresJjafCh 1st 546-0390

FURNITURE
Wooden Ixireaus

Dining table + chart

Toaster

Skte tables

Exceltent condltton

549-1809 ^

LlVINGROOM SOFA $100, '^^^
complete $170, krtchen table 4/cha.fs 584-

2784 .
_- —

LOVE SCENT, known to enhance aixJ

stimulate the senses. Rare African impo^

Oil $8.75/ incense
$6,00.UncommorScente

,07 Vernon SUeet, Northampton, Massa-

chusetts^1060

RACING SKIS

Never skled-Dynastar coup GS

with Soloman 747Equipe

^50 OROCanScoWZg^eOSO

Alaska Sumnw Emptoyment- Fisheries.

Earn $5,000*/month. Free transportation!

Room boardi Over 8,000 openings. Male

or temale. For employment program call 1-

206-545-4155 ext298____

EARN MONEY NOW!
SPANISH/ENGLISH BILINGUALS

Needed tor reading study

Jeanene 585-8749
.

EVENING JOBSI Environmental campaign

work Fight pollution with dean water action

$7/hf . On buslines. Call^584-9830

FAST
FUNDRAISmO
PROGRAM

Fraternities, sororities, student dubs. Eam

up 10 $1000 in one week. Phjs receive a

$1000 bonus yoorselt .
And a FREE watch

i.^gfc«^ariljnQ_^-80O-932-OS28 Ext. 65.

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many posi-

ttons. Great benefits. CaH 805-682-7555 Ext

P-3306

SUMMERCAMP ON CAPE COO
Need enthusiastic, dedicated people to work,

live with kids. Beautiful location, oxceHent

program, competitive salaries. Call Jeanne

or Dan at 256-0381 tor information or appli-

cations.

LOST

Gultarlat/Vocaltst tor duet $ gigs. DJ: exp.

in R+R. top-40. Car req. Serious inquiries.

Peter 256-1 185 or Jen 253-3856.

PERSONALS

HARRY
Happy 22ndl

I k>ve youl

Gertie

SUSAN
Happy 21st Birthday

Now you can go to

Time Out your 5-3" again

We love you

Melissa Marcy Amy Nancy

MEL- Saw you with someone else H Pike

who is he ? Who's hurtin who? -M»

TOJEFF-
Our favorite ups guyl

You can use our phone anytime.

Love, Your Entourage oj^Admiring Women

"HAPp721lsfBIRTHDAY KIM STRUMIt

You're finally legal

Can we borrow your ID?

Love, Sam and Joarwa

FREE pregnancy letting; confidential and

caring support. BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No.

Pleasant Sireel_Amhe^st 549-1906

IHTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

A comprehensive guide list hundreds cur-

rent internships in and around Boston Send

$15 to: National Student Financial Planning

Service PC Box 390085 Cambridge MA
021 39. The lirsi 1 00 interns accepted belore

5/5 Qualitvreceiye$iOOaward.

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Sennces

Center offers free legal assistance to fee-

paying students Contact us at 922 Campos

Center. 545-1995

ORDER AVONI
Call 546-1999

For tree brochures/samples

SrVDENTS • CASH INADVANCE

SPRING BREAK SPECIALS 19921

Bahamas March 14th...$349n Jamaica,

Cancun..$429H

Indudes: Hotel, air, transfers, parliesf

Sun Splash Tours

1-800-426-7710

TYPING

TRAVEL

LOST- Rfcoh camera, gray case. Reward.

Tamsin- 585-0087 Lost last Thursday

-CAPTAIN JEN DEVLEN"
You've made a lasting impression on a cer-

tain parted young man-Party on dudell

READ THIS

FOUND

rouNoTTpiToT^e^Sipiiwr^sj^
ou«id. near Herter, Last week, call Pat 253-

0549 Leave message

LOST SMALL GOLD hoop earring H found

Call^tacy^546-6689^

REWARD tor information leading to the re-

turn ot lai c» y*""* basket on wheels painted

with "Property of Collegian" on skje. Have

you seen il on campus? Contact 545-3500

sk tor Maureen or Brian

COMPUTERS. PRINTERS * „^^„„
ACCESSORIES

Best prices in the Pioneer Valley We config-

ure to your spedtications. Ask about our

monthly spedals. Ask tor Erk: 253-0668

SPRING BREAK TRIPS

Panama City. Cancun, Jamaica

Call Stacey at 549-0840

DAYTONA BEACH- SPRING BREAK "92

March 13-22 Includes seven nights ocean-

front hotel plus roundlrip motor coach. Only

$259 00! Call Yankee Tours 1-800-

9DAYTONAM-Fe-6

FREETRAVEL- Air couriers and crutseships.

Students also needed Christmas, spring and

summer lor amusement part* employment.

Call 805-682-7555 Ext F-1426

Need some sun? I have great deals on

spring break trips to Jamaica, Cancun, and

Bahamas Call D^a nights 549-5740

PANAMA CITY FLORIDA
drinking on the beach is legal.

bars open ur>til 4am.

over 400,000 students expected.

widifs cheap

Sdayt 7nighls from $1 5S

erf Pele or Derek 256-6490

FAST. ACCURATE TYPING w/spellcheck.

$1 50/pg Call^reg 6-6435.

Need your pepars typed? Quick, accurate

service. Call Brian 546-3563

PAPERS. RESUMES, THESIS-

Word processing, laser printing-

Call Rosemary^3-5031__

In the

Collegian,

ClJiSSIFlED
don't mean

TOP SECRET

19.000 copies

can go a long

way, txiby.

Classified

Advertising

545-3500
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Scott's shots
Somehow it just

didn't seem right for

Larry Bird to be wearing

a suit in Los Angeles

this past Sunday. That

alone should indicate

what Magic Johnson
meems to the basketball

community.
• It was nice to see

Temple fall in The Cage,

but it was even nicer to

see Jim Reid on the

UMass bench. He fit

right in with the other dapper coaches on the bench,

(at last count: 106) and in some small way I ve got

to believe he was at the core of the victory.

• Perhaps I should clear up something from last

week's ramblings. When I mentioned Athletic Di-

rector Frank Mclnemey's $79,000 annual salary

and Dean ofthe School ofPhysical Education David

BischofTs $96,000 yearly take. I did it strictly to

humiliate these two men and allow them to think

about their recent actions and statements.

I shall continue to do so until someone can

justifv these salaries in hght of the Jim Reid de-

bacle! There is no excuse for losing a man of Reid s

stature.

David Scott

Sports
Women's hoop braces

for rematch with Temple

• The battle for "Cravat King' (king of the ties)

stepped up a notch at the Temple game. Two things

confirmed mv almost insurmountable lead:

li Hampshire Gazette venerable writer Milt

Cole's wife Nancy's comment that I -accessorize

weir and.

2 ) The conspicuous stares Coach Cal was giving

me or more accuratelv my tie. as he conducted his

post-game interN-iews. Don't think 1 didn't notice.

Cal and don't think HI let up on the pressure

either. Sure, vou wore a "prime time" neck piece on

Sundav. but it's mv contest and I make the rules.

I Editor's note: Da%nd Scott's tie opinions are his

and his alone, thev do not necessarily reflect the

views of the Collegian, the University or any truly

sane person. In all honesty he may be the only one

even in the tie contest.

)

• You always know I've been Uptown too much

when the column has more fashion news than

sports commentary.
• I rode Rusty again last week, this time in the

sitting trot, without stirrups. We quote ABC's Keith

Jackson and sav. "Wohh Nellie, that Rusty is a

hohhrse. Trying the sitting trot on him is like trying

to brush your teeth in a six-foot boat with 12-foot

waves — you just cahn't do it."

• Road trips always provide valuable material

and the Road to Rutgers blessed us with this gem

from a sub shop manager, "Chips, drinks or any-

thing famous?"
» u 1 • /^

Also from Rutgers Louis Brown Athletic Cen-

ter: Rest assured that your representatives from

the Collegian totally outdressed the writers from

Rutgers student rag.

• Jody Reed lost his arbitration case with the

Red Sox and will have to settle for something in the

area of$ 1 .6 miUion. I had a similar settlement with

this paper and the bad blood still exists. Suck it up

Jody — where else can a short guy with a girl's

name make that kind ofcash? Sure Reed has a good

glove and he strokes the doubles, but the real

money comes with speed as well.

• I get ill thinking that we may lose Magic and

Larry in the same year with Bird's recent hints of

retirement.
• My soccer guru, Del, made an important point

as to why soccer is hardly recognized in the United

States. He said if each touchdown in football were

only worth a point, the scores

would be 3-2 as well. Americans Uke big numbers,

(the exception is of course baseball), but the pros-

pect ofa grand slam or a ninth-inning comeback are

some explanations.
• Davey Allison won the Daytona 500 and m

three days most of the people who know that will

have forgotten it. In fact I think it just slipped my

mind. Oh well.
r „ *

• The Boston Globe's Joe Burris almost tell out

of his seat on one of Will Herndon's dunks against

Temple. My legs weren't too sturdy either. Some-

one asked me to imagine Herndon being 6'8
'

and

the dominance he would have. True, but the dunks

wouldn't seem so improbable.

• I'll go out on the limb and say that by the time

Temple's Rick Brunson and UMass' Lou Roe are

seniors, they will be the dominant players in the

Atlantic 10 and two of Dick ViUle's favorite play-

ers. "Diaper dandies, Babbeeee, watch out.

• Pre-pre-season prediction for the Patriots:

AFC champs and then a heartbreaking touchdown
*^

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

62-38.
x. ,T •* f

That's what happened the last time the Umversity of

Massachusetts women's basketball team faced offagainst

*Tn the five Atlantic 10 games that UMass has left,

Temple is the worst Conference opponent that the

Minutewomen will face. Therefore, tonight's game at

Curry Hicks Cage at 7 p.m. will represent a good shot at

UMass' elusive first win.

UMass must improve on the drubbing at Philadelphia

that Temple gave them, but the team hasn't lost its

confidence.
.... u „

Coach Joanie O'Brien said earlier this month she is

optimistic about the home stretch.

"All of those teams are coming around for a second

time so hopefully we'll get them then," she said.

The Minutewomen (4-18, 0-11 in the A-10) are on an

8-game losing skid, and they haven't beaten Temple

since 1988. ,..,,• ^u /->

The Owls, who are 7-15 overall and 4-7 in the Con-

ference, are led by a bevy of upperclassmen.

Junior Margarete Rougier is on a tear this season. I he

swingman leads Temple in points (12.5 per game) and

rebounds (8.4) after being mainly a reserve last season.

She has led the team in points in eight games. Rougier is

Temple's best all-around athlete, so the Minutewomen

must guard her at all times.
^ /^ i m, c n

Sonya Perrv is another threat for the Owls. The b-0

forward has started every Owl game for the past two

years and is second in scoring (10.1) and rebounding

(4.6). Perry scored a career-high 23 points in a loss

against Viilanova this season.

Dallese Jackson is Temple's outstanding point guard,

and she has been the main cog for the Owls. The semor

leads the team with a whopping 7.4 assists per game,

which is among the best in the country.

The Owls have a wealth of talent, but it hasnt been

translated into wins. Temple is currently tied for sixth

place in the A-10 with Rhode Island.

Riley a senior from Altoona, PA, leads the

Minutewomen with 52 assists, averaging 2.5 per game.

She has been a spark on both ends of the floor while

battling a chronic back problem.

Kristofik has performed well in a new position this

CoUecUm photo by Josh Reynolds

Kim Kristofik (22) shoots over a St.

Bonaventure defender in a game earlier this

season. The Minutewomen are in action to-

night at 7 p.m. at the Curry Hicks Cage.

season She increased her outside shooting as a forward

last year, and uses it for her 12.8 points per game

average. Kristofik also leads the team with 7.9 boards per

game. „,

Moran has been a pleasant surprise this season, bhe

is second on the team in points (11.4) and boards (6.3).

Men's track earns third place
Willis, Simon set Eastern Championship records

By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

Last Saturday, the University ofMassachusetts men's

track team headed into the Eastern Conference Cham-

pionships hoping that, with a little help from the other

teams and a near perfect performance of its own, it could

overtake the University of Rhode Island and end its

recent string of third place finishes.

The Minutemen held up their end of the bargain. But

the other 10 teams weren't as cordial, as UMass couldn't

hold off the powerful URI squad and finished third

behind the Rams and the Black Bears of Maine.

•^e knew going in that we needed some help from the

other teams to knock offRhode Island's big guns," UMass

coach Ken O'Brien said. "What happened was that we all

ended up chipping away at each other's scoring, and not

UKI'S." ,« r-,0
URI dominated most of the events, winmng 10 of 19,

while cruising to a 140.5-70 victory over Maine. UMass

finished third with 66.5 points, narrowly edging out

Southern Connecticut State University and UMass-

Lowell, both with 66 points.

UMass scored in 12 of the 19 events as 20 different

Minutemen recorded their personal best performances of

the season.

While the Minutemen were only able to garner two

first place finishes, they did so in convincing fashion, as

both Matt Simon and Keith Willis set Eastern Champi-

onship records in their respective events.

Simon ran away with the 3,000-meter race, beating

his closest opponent by 10.96 seconds, while Willis' 5,000

was decided in a closer 1.48 seconds.

"Basically, Matt took the race from the gun, and by the

one mile mark it was pretty much over," O'Brien said.

Also impressive for the Minutemen was the sprinting

duo ofJerome Bledsoe and Kevin Walters, who finshed 2-

3 in the 55 dash, with Bledsoe only . 12 seconds behind the

winner.
"Overall, the sprinters and middle distance runners

had an outstanding day, and I was very pleased with our

jumpers," O'Brien said. "I just think on a day Uke that,

none of us could have beaten Rhode Island. They're just

too strong for us."

Things don't get any easier for the Minutemen, as they

travel to Hanover, N.H. onSaturday to takeon Dartmouth,

a meet which should see UMass' perfect 8-0 record go by

the wayside. , • u .. »•

"Rhode Island was good, but Dartmouth is better,^

O'Brien said. "I really don't think thatwe can beat them

.

Instead, the Minutemen will use the meet as a tune-

up for next weekend's New England Championships,

which almost 75 percent of O'Brien's team has qualified

for. . .^ . .

"In a meet Uke this, you just have to give it your best

shot," O'Brien said. "All we can do is work each event as

hard as we can, and hope it takes us one step closer to the

New Englands." ^^

Hoop season
winds down
and heats up

The world of college basketball is starting to

heat up right now and the Minutemen here at

UMass are adding their own fuel to the fire.

Jeff Crofts

With a record of 21-4, the Minutemen are

knocking on the door of the Top 25 once again

(UMass is currently ranked 26th). If they enter

the Top 25 again, hopefully theyll have more than

the cup of coffee they had the first time they were

there. Aft«r beating Oklahoma to enter at No.

25, UMass lost their next game at home to West

Virginia and dropped out.

Against Temple on Sunday the Cage crowd

was in its usual fine form. It was especially nice to

see the spirited return of Elvis aft«r a lengthy

hiatus.

I really didn't know ifthe Minutemen would be

able to beat Temple— they were outplayed in the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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State ruling retains
congressional seats
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON— Massachusetts won a law-

suit against the U.S. Census Bureau
yesterday in its attempt to keep all 11 of

its congressional seats.

The state had argued that it was im-

proper to include people living overseas,

such as military personnel, in apportion-

ing congressional seats. The U.S. Consti-

tution calls for the apportionment of rep-

resentatives according to the "whole
number of persons in each state" in order

to retain the seat.

The state was originally slated to lose

one seat, and the Legislature and the

governor have been trjdng to redraw the
state's congressional map to reflect the

loss. The state's current congressional

delegation completely consists of Demo-
crats.

All states must redraw their congres-

sional districts after the federal census,

which takes place every 10 years. The
apf>ortionment of seats among states is

based on the census numbers as well as a
complex formula that assures the size of

the U.S. House of Representatives always
remains 435 members.

Massachusetts went before a panel of

three federal judges to argue that the

state should not lose its 11th seat.

"We won with the special federal panel

... meaning that we will retain the 11th

seat," saidTom Samoluk, a spokesman for

the attorney general's office.

The case can be appealed to the U.S.

Supreme Court, which is already hearing
a congressional apportionment case filed

by Montana. That case comes up for a

Supreme Court hearing March 4.

The ruling today says that the state

may retain its seats if the governor and
the legislature meet special conditions

imposed by the court. Samoluk said the
attorney general's office was still reading
through the decision early today to de-

termine what the conditions are. One
condition is that the state must have its 1

1

new districts redrawn by theend ofMarch.
Rep. James Brett, D-Boston, co-chair-

man ofthe Legislature's redistrictingcom-
mittee, said he expects the Massachusetts
case up to the Supreme Court as well.

"I'm obviously pleased by the decision,"

he said. "It's great news for us. It's just

unclear right now whether it's going to be
upheld or not."

Brett said that he would have no trouble
meeting the requirement to have a new
map for the 1 1 seats drawn by the end of

next month.
"I look forward to that assignment. I'll

have it done, you can count on it," he said.

"We're gratified by the federal court's de-

cision that Massachusetts may ultimately

be given its proper representation in

Congress."

The Legislature passed a redistricting

plan last month that would pit two in-

cumbents against each other to reduce the

congressional delegation to 10. The plan
was drawn up by Democratic leaders in

the Legislature, but Republican Gov.
William F. Weld returned the plan with

recommendations that were more favor-

able to the GOP.
Since that time. Democratic leaders

and Republicans have been trying to ne-

gotiate a compromise plan that anticipates
the loss of a seat.

Collegian photo bv Obed Alee

WHERE'S THE BUS?—Junior Chris Clark, a mechanical engi-

neering msgor, anxiously puts up with the stubborn weather after

reading an erroneous Collegian weather report.

Men's soccer team saved; Ryan to the rescue
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts often seems to be the

forgotten little brother of the Commonwealth. Last in

line for funding, respect and praise from both Beacon Hill

and alumni alike.

Just when you thought no one in Massachusetts cared
about the University, Jeff Ryan, class of '81, and the
World Class Soccer Camp came forward.

Ryan, president of the WCSC, negotiated a deal in

which the camp will donate $780,000 over the next five

years to the University's men's varsity soccer program.
The soccer program was eliminated from the athletic

budget last spring. The team played out its "terminal"
season last fall.

"Basically when I saw what was happening to UMass,
in terms of funding, it disgusted me," Ryan said. "I saw
donating to the soccer program as an opportunity to help
my school out. I wanted to come up with some money and
do some good."

The good Ryan did was bring back a soccer progpram
which was basically dead, set up the precedent ofprivate

funding for public services and provide UMass with its

only good news this side of John Calipari's basketball

team.

Athletic Director Frank Mclnerney summed up the

importance of the donation by saying, "This is the first

good news to hit this department in years. Instead of the

monthly cut, cut, cut, it is the first positive sign I've seen."

The WCSC originally approached the University in

mid-October about the possibility of donating funds.

AfteT months of deliberations, Ryan came to terms with
the University and made the announcement on January
29th at Gov. Weld's office in Boston.

This summer, the WCSC will run its nine week camp
at the University, paying the full rent any other camp
would.

"We aren't getting any special treatment from the

University," Ryan said. "However donating obviously

strengthened our relationship with UMass. By running
the camp at UMass we are giving money to the Univer-

sity instead of giving it to a private college."

The camp has high goals for itself, namely being the

largest in the Northeast. The WCSC boasts ofemploying
14 former international players, many of them World
Cup players, as coaches. The gfroup also is planning on
sponsoring tour g^roups to Europe.

Ryan had met some of the coaches while working in

England and they decided to give the camp a shot in the

U.S.

The camp is only a year and a half old and they have
never nm a camp in the U.S. Still, Ryan forsees no
problems.

"The people we have who will be running the camp
have ten years ofexperience [running camps] in Euroj>€,"

Ryan said. "We have the best coaches, best format and
best program in the area. The WCSC is simply the best

camp around, there isn't anything close to this around
and we are expecting a successful summer."

Ryan pointed out that the funding for the soccer

program does not rest on the success of the camp.
"We are committed to funding the team regardless of

how the camp does," Ryan said. "We will stand behind our
committment no matter what. The camp and the funding

are tied together but they are not exclusively dependent
on each other."

Ryan, who earlier this month recieved a thumbs up
fi-om Sports Illustrated, shies away from the individual

attention and prefers to place the emphasis on the camp.
"The only thing I gained aft«r the Sports Illustrated

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Women hoopsters drop to Temple last

night at the Cage, 69-55.

Weather:
High's in the sunny 80s today due to

global warming.

Amherst fire hazards persist
By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Staff

The charred house where two UMass students lost

their lives one year ago still stands as a grim reminder of

a tragic event that might have been avoided.

Matthew Peterson andJoseph Pirog, both 22, died due
to a fire that engulfed their North Pleasant St. apartment
in the early morning hours of February 17, 1991.

Residents said the house had no smoke detectors and
that the landlord, George Ray of Middlebury Conn., had
not supplied any.

Both the landlord and local officials were accused of

negligence because ofa loophole which allowed the home
to go without detectors.

Amherst Fire Chief, Victor Zumbruski said last year
the landlord was obe3dng the laws because fire detectors

were not mandatory in Amherst residential homes until

May of 1991.

Zumbruski said timt an estimated 70 percent of the
homes in Amherst do have working fire detectors. In
addition, he said 20 percent have dysfunctional ones
while 10 percent of Amherst homes don't have smoke
detectors.

"You think 10 percent isn't much," Zumbruski said.

"But even that's too much."
Last years fire was a tragic event though Zumbruski

says a similar tragedy might still happen again.

"We've done all we can to educate people about fire

detectors," he said. "Some people don't replace batteries

and some remove detectors for various reasons."

UMass students are the largest group of renters in

Amherst, Zumbruski said. The house where Peterson
and Pirog lost their lives was very similar to many homes
that UMass students are presently living in.

Gerald Jones, of D.H. Jones Realtors, says some prob-

lems in fire safety stems from the "small landlords" who
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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For Your Information
FYIs are public service announcements that run each

Monday, Wednesday and Friday for campus and local

non-profit organizations. Due to space constraints, the

Collegian cannot print all FYIs submitted and no an-

nouncement can be repeated.

To submit an FYI, please send a press release with all

pertinent information to the Collegian c/o the News
Editor. FYIs cannot be taken over the phone.

Friday, February 21

Auditions— The UMass Theatre Guild is sponsoring

auditions for "Cat on a Hot Tin RooF in the Campus
Center room lOlC today from 5-10 pm, and tomorrow

from 10:30-3:30 and 5-10 pm.
Support Group — The Massachusetts Dept. of Public

Health sponsors a 3 session education and support group

every month for people who are HIV positive. The group

is free, anonymous, and confidential. Call (413) 586-7525

or 1-800-445- 1255 for more information.

Speaker — The Center for the Study of Communica-

tion at UMass is sponsoring George Gerbner: Telling all

the Stories: Life in the Telecommunication Age" in the

Campus Center room 101 at 2:00 pm.

Saturday, February 22

Forum — A Forum on The Future of Higher Educa-

tion for Low Income Students will be held from 9am to

3pm at the Neilson Library at Smith College. The forum

is presented by The Association ofLow Income Students

at Smith College.

Sunday, February 23

Special Event — The Fourth Annual Wheelchair Bas-

ketball Game, hosted by the St. Stanialaus Religious

Education High School, is being held at 4:00 pm at the New
Whatley Elementary School on Long Plain Rd. in Whatley.

PHOTO
WORKSHOP

for all photo staff and correspondents

Kevin Fachetti
of

The Enterprise off Brockton
former COLLEGIAN Photo Editor

and INDEX Editor in Chief

Sunday February 23,
1992 at

12:30 p.m. in the
neinrsroom

AP photo

Sex research pioneers Dr. William Masters, 76, and his wife Virginia Johnson Masters, 67,

announced Wednesday that they are getting divorced after 21 years ofmarriage. The decision

was based on differences in the goals each has for the balance of their lives, the director of

the Masters and Johnson Institute said. He also said they will continue to work together and
remain friends.

^Jl^ New Series of Comics Promote AIDS Education
Reaching people who think they are invincible to diseases like AIDS is a mighty task to undertake.

In the old days, Superman came to the rescue. Today, it's THE RUBBEi^S BROS.^^' and it comes

with a very important message; anyone can get AIDS. Send $3.00 for a sample copy of THE RUBBERS
BROS. Comics and "When AIDS Strikes". Please tell us your preference English^ Spanish.

Name

Address

City

-Age

.Apt. No.

State .Zip.

Telephone

Mail $3 to: THE RUBBERS BROS.^^ Reading Club • P.O.Box 431-UMC, Wilbraham, MA 01095-0431

When you subscnbe, your name is entered in our FREE T-SHIRT drawing eacli month. A GREAT GIFT.

fire
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aren't aware of the fire codes and fail to

enforce them.
D.H. Jones, who rents a majority of its

units to UMass students, maintains it has
had a strict fire detector pohcy long before

the new 1991 laws were even drafted.

Amherst Building Commissioner,

Chester Penza, said the damaged build-

ing is still owned by George Ray and that

he has been trying to sell the building and
the land it occupies.

Penza also said that the town may have
to take steps to demolish the building if

the landlord doesn't renovate or demolish
the site himself
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PRESCHOOL OPENINGS!
THE WALDEN LEARNING CENTER HAS EXPANDED!

Special Offer UntiC^atU
HALF-TIME SCHOLARSHIPS

FREE TUITION TO THE FIRST FIVE APPLICANTS

• Serves Typical Children and Children with Special Needs •

• University Afilliated Licensed Program •

• Convenient Location •

CALL FOR INFORMATION... 545-4791
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APphotv

Democratic Presidential hopeful Paul Tsongas, sporting a
lipstick kiss from his wife Niki on his cheek and a pin with her
picture on his lapel, speaks during a fund-raising swingthrough
New York Wednesday evening. The former Massachusetts sena-

tor, fresh from victory in Tuesday's Democratic presidential

primary, said chances at the nomination will rest on his ability

to raise money for television commercials.

Scientists find gene
May lead to muscular dystrophy cure
By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press

BOSTON — Researchers said Thurs-

day they have pinpointed the gene that

causes the most common adult form of

muscular dystrophy, the latest in a series

of discoveries that should lead to early

diagnosis and perhaps eventual treatment
of this disease.

The discovery already provides more

clues about why this inherited disease

gets worse as it is passed from generation

to generation.

The disease, called myotonic dystro-

phy, affects about one in every 7,000 to

8,000 people worldwide.

"To see this major breakthrough come

to fruition is very exciting," commented
Dr. Richard Moxley of the University of

Rochester.

Three research teams with members in

the United States, Canada and Europe

discovered the gene almost simulta-

neously. One of their reports will be pub-

lished in Friday's issue ofthejournal Cell.

The other two will appear March 6 in the

journal Science.

"The new results will permit very pre-

cise methods for diagnosing the disease

prenatally and before symptoms appear

and identifying carriers" of the gene, said

Dr. Henry Epstein of Baylor College of

Medicine in Houston, a member of one of

the research teams.

Experts caution, however, that the dis-

covery does not immediately suggest any

obvious ways of stopping or preventing

the disease, which causes weakness and

wasting of the muscles.

"Treatment is not just around the cor-

ner," said Dr. David Brook of Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology, another co-

discoverer.

However, the findings at least help

scientists begin a systematic search for

therapies.

"Knowingthe gene permits one to work

toward that goal," Epstein said. "It doesn't

necesseuily tell us we could design a spe-

cific drug right now, but it may offer the

possibility."

Just two weeks ago, many of the same

researchers reported the discovery of an

abnormal section of gene that appears to

be the critical flaw in this form of muscu-

lar dystrophy. Now scientists have iso-

lated virtually the wholegene and provided

more detfiils about how it goes bad.

The discovery should allow them to

figure out what role this gene normally

plays in healthy people. Then scientists

will be able to decipher the exact irregu-

larities that occur when it is defective.

Doctors theorize that the gene contains

the code for the body to manufacture an

enzyme. This substance, in turn, regu-

lates the working ofother crucial proteins

that are found in cell membranes.

The researchers are uncertain whether

the muscular dystrophy gene makes too

much of this enzyme, too little or a defec-

tive form of it. However, their work shows

the abnormal form of the gene is active in

the brain, heart and muscles, all parts of

the body that are affected by the disease.

Israel attacks Shiite guerillas
Officials say action isn^tprecursor to major invasion

By RODEINA KENAAN
Associated Press

TYRE, Lebanon — A tank-led Israeli force smashed

through U.N. barricades and stormed into two south

Lebanon villages yesterday to hunt down Shiite Muslim

guerillas. Israeli officials insisted the operation was

narrow in scope and not the prelude to an invasion.

Two Israeli soldiers were killed and three wounded,

security sources said, and four Shiite guerillas were

killed. The two U.N. peacekeepers, four guerillas and five

civilians were hurt, sources said.

Israel said the attacking force, backed by Cobra heli-

copter gunships, was seeking out "Katyusha launchers

and terrorist nests" after three days of Katyusha rocket

attacks on Israel by Shiite guerillas. There were more

rocket attacks reported today.

An Israeli military spokesmanemphasized that today's

action had a narrow focus. "This is a very limited opera-

tion for a very limited time and of limited scope," Col.

Moshe Fogel told reporters at a briefing near the Israeli-

Lebanon frontier.

But two Israel lawmakers demanded an urgent ses-

sion of Parliament's Defense and Foreign Affairs Com-

mittee to review the action. Legislators Yossi Sarid and

Yair Tzaban, both liberals, said on Israel radio that what

the army was doing in Lebanon reminded them too much

of 1982.

Israel's 1982 invasion of Lebanon was initially

launched as a limited operation to drive out Palestinian

guerillas, and then Defense Ariel Sharon's more ambi-

tious designs became apparent later.

In today's strike, Israeli gunners fired hundreds of

howitzer rounds into valleys around Kafra and Tibnin,

apparently to block guerilla escape routes.

Hostilities between Israeli forces and fighters of the

pro-Iranian Hezbollah organization have been on the rise

since Israel assassinated Hezbollah leader Sheik Abbas

Musawi in south Lebanon on Sunday.

Musawi's successor, Sheik Hassan Nasrallah, in a

fatwa, or religious edict, broadcast on Hezbollah's radio

station, declared a "general mobilization and maximvma

alert of all the mujahedeen," or Islamic holy warriors.

Hezbollah, or Party of God, was moving fighters in

civilian cars to the battlefront, but heavy Israeli artillery

fire was stopping the reinforcements from reachingKafra

or Yater.

The Israeli casualties occuredwhen a guerrilla-planted

explosive charge went off in a house they entered in

Kafra. The ceihng collapsed on the five soldiers, security

sources said.

Four Shiite guerillas were wounded by Israeli giuifire

during the search in Kafra and neighboring Yatar, the

security sources added.

Glass windows in jail cause trouble
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) — County administrators

figured putting large glass windows in the cells of the

new $52 million jail would let a little sunshine in. But

they also let a couple of inmates out.

The 12-story, 1,200-inmate jail was billed as escape-

proof when it opened in November.

Since then two prisoners have escaped and several

others have tried. Both escapees were recaptured.

The large glass blocks that were installed to let in

light were supposed to be bullet-proof, but one inmate

escaped by smashing a mop handle through one.

The other inmate dug out the mortar that held a

window block in place.

Authorities subsequently performed bullet-prooftests

on the blocks and found they failed two out ofthree times.

Checks of the mortar showed some had been mixed

without cement.

Last week, county officials gave the jail's prime con-

tractor, Manhattan Construction Co. ofTulsa, 10 days to

answer their request to make repairs.

Assistant District Attorney Robert Mitchell said the

company responded on Monday and things should be

fixed within 90 days.

In the meantime, authorities have moved the jail's

more dangerous prisoners to areas where they can keep

a better watch on them.

Disabled youth
not receiving
social security
By PETE YOST
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Some 600,000 children with

disabilities aren't getting benefits they're entitled to

from the Social Security Administration because

the agency isn't letting them know help is available,

a coalition of private organizations sadd today.

Eighty-five percent ofthe eligible children in some
states are going without payments of up to $422 a

month because their families don'tknow they qualify,

the Children's SSI Campaign said in a statement.

More than 1 million children with disabilities are

eligible for the Supplemental Security Income pro-

gram, but only 439,000 got them in December, the

coalition said.

Some of the children qualify under a Supreme
Court ruling oftwo years ago which said the agency

had arbitrarily and illegally denied cash benefits.

The court ordered the SSA to contact 452,000
children turned down between 1980 and 1990, but

only 204,000 have been located, Jonathan Stein of

Philadelphia's Community Legal Services said.

Today is the second anniversary ofthe court case,

Sulhvan vs. Zebley, the largest class action lawsuit

ever brought against the Social Security Adminis-
tration.

Stein said there are delaysand errors in processing

cases and that the agency is engaging in "foot-

dragging."

Agency spokeswoman Trish Butler denied the

allegations.

"I'm shocked, disappointed and confused that all

this agenc^s efforts to reach these children are

being castigated as foot-dragging," Butler said in an
interview Wednesday.

She said the agency has printed a quarter of a

million posters, over half a million brochures in

English and Spanish, run TV and radio public ser-

vice announcements and been in touch with 200
community organizations.

The Supplemental Security Income program is

for lower-income families of children who are blind

or have a severe disability or chronic illness.
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Amtrak workers feel railroaded
By LAWRENCE L.

Associated Press

KNUTSON

WASHINGTON — Amtrak spent $62,140 to send its

president and nine directors to Europe last fall to check

out high speed trains in five countries. And vfith the

railroad cutting jobs back home to balance its budget,

some unions are steaming.

The unions contend the trip amounted to an expenses-

paid luxury vacation at a time when their members are

being asked to forgo pay raises or facing the loss ofjobs.

Amtrak says the trip was a strenuous and productive

fact-finding trip that resulted in decisions to bring the

Swedish fast train, the X-2000. to the United States for

experimental runs along the railroad's northeast corridor.

The federally subsidized passenger line says use ofthe

train could eventually cut an hour off the run from New
York to Boston.

Amtrak spokeswoman Sue Martin confirmed the trip

costs, including $44,600 for air fare, $14,309 for hotels,

$4,950 in miscellaneous expenses and $3,509 for rail fares.

She said $4,950 of the costs were reimbursed by two U.S.

officials and an aide to Wisconsin Gov. Tommy Thompson,

Amtrak's board chairman, who traveled with the gproup.

Each of the nine directors also received a $300 fee for

each day ofthe trip, which opened with a regular two-day

board meeting in Stockholm.

The party then spent five days riding high-speed

trains in Sweden. Germany, Italy, France and Spain.

"The extravagant $62,00b European trip by theAmtrak

board was a slap in the face to Amtrak's workers," said

Mac A. Fleming, president of the Brotherhood of

Maintanence Way Employees.

The fact that they would spend $14,000 on lavish

accommodations alone shows that they have no under-

standing of the plight of their employees. Our workers

make an average $2 1 .000 a year and have gone three and

one half years without a pay raise." he said. "I cannot

understand how Amtrak's management can poornjouth

at the bargaining table and do something like this."

"It was absolutely not in any shape or form a vacation

for any of them," Martin said. "It was a very strenuous

trip, a whirlwind. There was not a spare moment. But it

was not extremely productive."

She said the hotels were selected because of their

proximity to railroad stations.

Amtrak announced last week it is elimination 230

blue-collar and management jobs across the country as

one of several cost-cutting steps to offset $67 million in

projected losses.

Wife-killer will receive three months
RICHLAND. Wash. (AP) —A convicted wife-killer

who worked here for years as a minister will serve three

months in an Illinois prison for violating parole, officials

say.

Ed Lopes, 56. a Plymouth, Mass., native will serve

three mon
at Menard Correction Center in Chester, 111., as pun-

ishment for parole violations.

In a separate decision. Deputy District Attorney Joe

Gaughan in Pl\'mouth County, Mass., said Lopes will not

be charged in the death 25 years ago of Helen Hanson of

Brockton, Mass.
Lopes told the Illinois Prisoner Review Board this

week that leaving Illinois without permission after he

was paroled in 1983 was an honest mistake. He served

nearly 12 years for murdering his wife and trying to kill

a girlfriend.

But the three-member panel didn't buy the minister's

explanation, board chairman James Williams said

Wednesday.
Lopes had passed himself off in the Tri-Cities as a

reformed Mafia hit man who avoided a death sentence

through the grace of God.

His stories were called into question in mid-December

by newspaper reports. Illinois authorities then learned of

Lopes's whereabouts and asked Richland police to arrest

him for jumping parole.

"We took into consideration that he didn't try to hide

his identity in all these years, but the fact is, he absconded

after being fully informed of his responsibilities while on

parole," Williams said from his office in Springfield, 111.

Massachusetts official s reopened an investigation into

Hanson's death after Lopes told a newspaper he beat a

woman to death in Brockton in the 1960s and fled.

Lopes has said he will not talk to Brockton authorities

about the death of Hanson, with who he had a daughter.

Without his confession, Gaughan said, Brockton has no

case.

Lopes likely will remain under Illinois' jurisdiction

until 2019. but can apply for early discharge, Williams

said.

Lopes, who is scheduled for release from prison May
18, can ask to transfer his parole to Washington. The
transfer would require approval by Washington and
Illinois officials, and a parole plan prepared by Lopes that

outlines job prospects, Williams said.

photo court«iy Natar^

Dancingmachine—"Moksha (Sanskrit):

Release or Liberation, a dance-drama in

the dance styles ofthe East and West," to be
performed by Ranjana Devi and Natarsg

tomorrow at Bowker auditorium.

Ryan
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

thing was my junk mail increased about 20 percent,"

Ryan said.

It may be the WCSC's money which is going to the

University but it is Ryan who is behind delivering the

funds.

"I couldn't have accomplished the things I have if it

wasn't for the University." Ryan said.

"I haven't forgotten UMass. When you grow up and

start your own family do you forget your parents? I look

at the University as a sick and ailing parent which you'd

never turn your back on." he said. "So you help out by

giving something back. We made a good business deci-

sion and helped out the University."

Weekly Drink Specials

Pitchers of

$3.95

Grape Crush
$1.75

TOOTERS & JELLO SHOTS

$i.oo

AVIflTKfXS.
fnc iho UMASS THEATRE 3UIL0 production of

a play by TENfJESSEE WILLIAMS

FRI FEB 21 5 -10PM
SAT FEB 22 10:30AM - 3:30PM & 5 - 10PM

Room lOlC Campus Center
Show up at ttie beginning!

Callbacks SUN FEB 23 - 11 AM til finish

Fot more info call UI\/ITG ol 545-0415 or stop by 423A Student Union

1 2oz. Bottles $1 .25

Summer!
Make it the Best
Work with us at Thompson's Clam Bar,

the finest seaside restaurant on Cape Cod.

We currently have outstanding opportunities

for talented individuals to join our team.

Candidates should call Cheryl at (508) 432-7052

to arrange an interview.

* Porters
* Bus Persons
* Dining Room WaitstafT
* Cocktail WaitstafT

* Dishwashers
* Prep Cooks
* Line Cooks CLAM BAR

Snow Inn Road • Harwich Port, MA 02646 • 508-432-7052

Call Theatre for Showtimes

Beauty & the Beast

Call Theatre for Showtime*

Fried Green Tomatoes

rem Call Theatre for Showtimes

ireir

Radio Flyer

Call Theatre for Showtimes

Medicine Man

HeEIII
*^3ll Theatre for Showtimes

HAMPSHIRE 6
584-7S50

g The Hand Thai Rocks the Cradle

Ij)
Call Theatre for Showtinies

The Final Analysis

jT; Call Theatre for Stioiwtimes

E
Stop! Or My Mom Will Shoot

Uj-jrCall Theatre for Showtimes

Bugsy
Call Theatre for Showtimes

The AdvwIurB of lt» Great Mousr Detectiw

Call Theatre for Showtimes

Father of the Bride

IE) Call Theatre for Showtimes

Wayne's World
flyg^^Call Theatre for St>owtimcs

en^^r
in
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Cannibal killer Dahmer does not deserve the life sentence
Well, it's time for some serious talk, guys. Our country

has a huge problem, and you know it as the criminal

justice system.

First, let me make the assumption that the criminal

justice system in the United States is inadequate. A
recent case will prove my point.

First of all, let's travel to Milwaukee, Wisconsin for

the Jeffery Dahmer case. Dahmer was indicted for 15

counts ofmurder, and there were some "minor" sexually

deviant counts also.

To make a disgusting story short, Dahmer kidnapped

young men, tortured them, raped them and killed them.

He killed his victims in a variety ofways, mainly through

decapitation, although testimony indicated he tried to

boil someone's skin off.

Near or at the point ofdeath, Mr. Dahmer skinned his

victims and ate portions oftheir bodies. He later froze the

heads or other parts of the body for his own pleasure.

Dahmer was a necrophiliac, according to testimony,

which meant he Uked to have sex with dead bodies.

He calculated his routine so that he would not be

caught by anyone. Dahmer picked up poor, defenseless

teenage boys who lived in the city with the assumption

that no one would notice their disappearance.

Dahmer was proud of his hours of meticulous labor,

and he had the heads of his victims in his apartment. He

kept the bodies in his home for his sexual pleasure.

Testimony indicated that Dahmer was interested in

buying a cryogenic machine which would freeze the

bodies so that he could [expletive ] them. When he saw the

$23,000 price tag, he turned away.

Michael Morrissey

Eventually, the police tracked Dahmer down and
arrested him, later charging him with 15 counts of first-

degree murder. Afler a quick and speedy trisd, Jeffery

Dahmer was found guilty.

Oh yeah, they also ruled he was sane.

Sane.

Jeffery Dahmer is not a sane individual, fine, but we
know that. The problem is with our criminal justice

system, which, in order to sentence Dahmer to prison,

had to rule he was sane.

See, back in the old days, we had a noble notion that the

mentally disturbed criminals couldbe reformed. Therefore,

insane killers were put in mental institutions to be "cured"

by our wonderful psychologists and psychiatrists.

Nowadays, our brilliant lawyers have told every mur-

derer and rapist walking down the pike to plead insanity,

and the justice system has rewarded them with a year of

"evaluation" in a low-security hospital. This has to

change. When 1 think about a just society, 1 think we
should protect our citizens from dangerous criminals

who, in one way or another, have shown they cannot live

with our nUes and laws. The safest way to protect

ourselves is to exterminate"mad dogs" who are otherwise

living off of the fat of society.

Felons, 1 believe, are incurable and should not be

relegated to mental hospitals. Instead, they should go to

prison like the rest of the scum. (Incidentally, I welcome

the prisoner's rights groups to write in with their opin-

ions. I'm always looking for reading material while on

the toilet.)

Life without parole is too good for Mr. Dahmer. Obvi-

ously he should be put to death through the most creative

way possible (Personally, I prefer the guillotine.).

As long as he is alive, "Mad dog" Dahmer is a threat to

all ofus. We need a national death penalty now more then
ever. Our criminals can't be rehabilitated. That was the

fantasy of the "New Deal" liberals.

It infuriates me that a man like Dahmer coiUd live off

my taxes. How sickening. If I could, I'd save Milwaukee

Electric the wattage and settle things myself.

Next week: Why we need a 200-foot fence on the

Mexican-United States border.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian columnist

Stop the attack on public education
The University is going private. At the same time its

budget is being slashed and the quality of education is

beginning to nose dive. Middle and low income working

people in Massachusetts are losing the right to higher

education. My purpose here isn't to restate the problem.

I am concerned, rather, withour inaction on this problem.

Why is it that we are letting wealthy and self-interested

politiciems and bureaucrats steal this right fix)m us and

wreck our futures?

Zack Exley

A few years back there was a massive but short burst

of student protest against budget cuts and tuition in-

creases. Itculminated in a student strike and a huge rally

at the state house, but afler everyone had exhausted

themselves, and Whitmore and the state had made some

superficial concessions, the struggle was not carried

further. Consequently, the University continued to raise

costs and the state has continued to slash the budget. We
can learn from that experience and see that it will take a

long-term, determined effort (maybe two years) to save

the University.

The fact is that we students have everything we need

today to bring tuition and fees back to 1987 levels, and to

simultaneously force the state to ftind the University at

old high levels as well. We don't need to see a completed,

specific plan to see that this is easily possible. In fact, we

shoiddn't have a specific plannow becausewe won't know

what form the struggle will have to take until we're in the

middle of it. All we need is determination and the will-

ingness to organize ourselves. With that the details will

present themselves to us as we go along.

A true community effort, in which each one of us

contributed and hour or so every few weeks, would have

no chance of failing. Everyone spending and hour every

few weeks for the salvation of the University would

supply 8,000 people hours per week—the equivalent of a

staff of 200 people working full time on saving the

University! On top of that, though, we will have to

organize ourselves. We have to organize ourselves be-

cause those who are threatening the University are

organized. There will be plenty of room for different

action and different voices, but it is crucial that we show

the state, and show the overpaid bureaucrats of the

University system that we are totally committed to,

totally united to, and totally capable of forcing them to

return UMass to a full budget and fair fees.

First and second year students should and will play a

leading role in this effort. They have the most at stake,

and they have the most time. First and second year

students, along with others, should come together as

soon as possible to form a group for the long-term struggle

to save their educations.

The way is clear. But is there a will? To sit back and

let our school, one of the best public universities in the

country, be decimated by wealthy legislators and a mil-

lionaire governor, is pitiful and self degrading. If in ten

years potential employers skip our resumes because we

went to UMass, "The most expensive community college

in the country",we will have noone toblamebutourselves.

If the first and second year students of today carmot get

accepted into graduate school when they try, they also

will have no one to blame but themselves. Because we

have the capability to do something, but are not, the

collapse ofthe University says as much about us as it does

about the state government.

We are being attacked. The wealthy politicians ofthis

state and this country think it's perfectlyokay to wipe out

public higher education. If we cannot come together to

defend ourselves now, here, when will we ever be able to?

To allow ourselves to be robbed like this is counter to

the spirit ofthis school, ofthis country and our humanity.

Ifwe cannot learn to defend ourselves against violation

ofthis kind, we will go on being violated for the rest ofour

lives.

An organization should be formed. It should work on

growth until the whole school is tied into it and behind it.

When we graduate and costs are halved, and the budget

is back where it should be, we will have earned more than

our diplomas; we will have earned our self-respect and

the respect of the people of this state.

Zack Exley is a UMass student.

PAT ''B/^P NfWS" BycH/^^^A^/ SHOWS OUR

PR£Sn>ENT A THOUSAND poi/^TS OF

By all means, keep writing— /suppose that

ril need to reiterate these words all through-

out this semester: type everything, we'refar too

busy to decipher and will usually disregard a
hand written document. More things: ifyour

piece is much longer than 70 lines, we will

probably not have room for it. If it is under 50
lines, it is a letter, and we like those. Really

short and to the point? We love it!

"Moneybags" Story used artificial factors in victory
On Tuesday, the moneybags ofEllen

story invoked their magic, winning for

her the Democratic Primary in the State

Representative race. Without all those

newspaper and radio advertisements,

she most certainly would not have re-

ceived those 128 votes which put her

over the top. Now she heads into the

final race against two less-known can-

didates, Mark Enoch and Larry Kelley.

In this liberal-minded town, how could

a Weld-following Republican and a

fiscally-concerned Independent busi-

ness owner make a dent in a feminist

Democrat's campaign?

Money is not the only super-politi-

cal tool Story used to win the primary.

In fact, there were so many artificial

factors beyond simple experience and

beliefs that supported her election that

I find myself no longer surprised that

we have a lying, ineffective ex-CIA direc-

tor as president of the United States.

Mike Levy

Story was effective in highlighting her

gender as a key reason to support her.

While her "not one of the guys" chatter

was a main focus of Story throughout

many debates and forums, nobody stopped

to think that maybe this was not a liabil-

ity, but instead a godsend. She was the

sole woman in a field of four candidates,

leaving her alone among the voters that

were concerned about electing their own

gender. Hite, Page and Franklin, on the

other hand, had to split the male vote three

ways. To exactly what degree this helped

her I do not know, but even a small handful

of gender-sympathetic votes would be a

large percentage of her margin of victory.

It is too bad she was allowed to ride on

this issue, while experience was largely

ignored vdth respect to the other candi-

dates. Hite has had direct experience in

Boston and direct knowledge of the state

government's inner workings. Page has

an extensive resume of local government

work, surpassing by far any of the three

other candidates.

It could be argued strongly that Story

won the campaign Tuesday night, but I

hope there are otheroptions to theAmherst

and Pelham voters than this. I have heard

optimistic rumors of a Hite write-in cam-

paign. This sounds interesting, unless

Norman Page decides to do the same thing.

Still, voters seem to like what is written in

front of them, as Story's name will be

during the general election (and so it was

over the last month, on lawns, cars and

radio stations). It is just too much trouble

to write all seven letters that spell "Jon

Hite."No, they will probablyjust check

what is fed to them on the ballot.

Wlio knows? Maybe there will be

some sort ofaction in the future in the

area ofa "none ofthe above" campaign.

Hopefully the Pioneer Valley Pro-De-

mocracy Campaign will take such ac-

tion against Story, who was most re-

sistant to their proposed campaign

funding limits.

She may not have handled the Pro-

Democracy Campaign brilUantly, but

it seems to have worked in her favor

—

she outspent the rest and won some

power and prestige. Congratulations,

Ms. Story, but please, I implore you,

remember one important word —
CONSTITUENT.

Mike Levy is a Collegian staff

member.
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Featuring DJ Strollin Roland

Appetizer Special 8:00pm-10:00pm

ANY MENU NACHOS

Weekly Specials!

$4.50 a$i.oo

SINCE 6 8

SraPlEiWlHERSf

BOLTWOOD
MARKET
Stock Up at

Downtown Amherst's
Qniy.Market Featuring:

Fresh Produce $ Groceries
Meats # Service Deli

Tkke the bus & come see us!

(Belchertown Rd. & South Amherst Bus Routes)

253-9081 • Open Monday - Saturday 9-7

17 Kellogg Ave. (Behind Barts)

DOWNTOWN
AMHERST

Boltwood Walk 256-8217
Beer & Wine Served

DOWNTOV^N
NORTHAMPTON

21 Center St. 584-0673
Bring Your Own Beer & Wine

For Delivery, Call Delivery Express • 549-0077

COLLEGIAN
Friday, Febniary 21, 1992 / Page 7

Arts & Living

Photo courtesy of Artiaan Gallery

''Light in the Storm" (1992), an oil on canvas by Guatemalan
artist Carlos Garoz, is onae ofthe oils and pastels in 'The Energy
of Matter" exhibit in The Artisan Gallery at Thomes Market in
Northampton.

CAPE
FEAR

Showtimes:
Fri. • Sun.

7pm & 9:15pm
Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7:30pm
Adults $4.00

Student w/valid I.D. &
Senior Citizens $3.00

Bartending
The Ideal College Job!

CAM,: (617) 247-1600 UKlay

anil gel a head start on yciur plans

for next summer.

ASK: How to complete traniing in

1 week during your break or

2 weeks during the semester.

LKARN: How bartending puts cash in your

piK-ket. adds excitement to your social

life and gives you the llcxiblc hours you

need to stay on lop of your studies.

DISCOVKR: How N[:BS will help you

make it happen.

3
NOV l'.ii}(laiKl

Bartenders
SttMMll

W> Hdp Vou Maka n

-

811 Boylston Street

Boston. MA 021 16

Bliss rock from Britain
far better than Valium
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

"Just ForA Day" from the British band
Slowdive is not music you Listen to, it's

something thatjust happens to your ears.

This music is Uke the Inspiral Carpets
on a serious dose of Valium, like the
Cocteau Twins in a steam room. They
should have called themselves Slow Mo,
because this is the perfect music to accom-
pany the world in slow motion.

The band is from Reading, England
and started up about two years ago when
schoolmates Rachel Goswell and Neil
Halstead pulled some friends together:

guitar player Christian Savill, bassist Nick
Chaplin, and drummer Simon Scott. Their
demo landed on the desk ofan influential

type at SBK Records, he dug it, and the
rest is history.

Halstead writes the music and lyrics,

plays guitar, and sings vocals whenever
Goswell, who also plays guitar, doesn't.

The lyrics are fairly undiscemable and
sort ofdrift faintly through the music. The
drummer doesn't sound like he has a lot of

work to do either, as the beat of all the
songs is a sort of relaxed, obligatory
"thump" every once in awhile.

That fact, however, is forgivable be-

cause this music has notbeen created to get
your toes tapping. It is part ofa new sound
presently coming out of England called

"wooze," which Details magazine calls

"undanceable trance rock made by intro-

spective middle-class London groups."
Othernew bands in this wave include Ride,

Curve, Lush, Blur— well, you get the idea.

The goal is not to getyourblood pressure up
too much, and this they accomplish.

The first thing that hits you when you
first listen to "Just For A Day" is . . .

nothing. It just sort of creeps up on you
and then you notice these ethereal sounds
coming out ofyour speakers and you start

breathing a little slower . . . Dreamy,
wispy voices and what their press release

calls "blissed-out g^tars" pull you into a
floating realm of sound.

Hazy, sleepy harmonies diffuse directly

into your bloodstream, and you let them
because it feels good. Relax. A meadow of
soft grass grows under your feet, breezes
caressyour skin, clouds from the sky settle

down around you and time slips quietly

away.
Be warned — this is not really some-

thing you "listen" to every day. You're
probably not going to pop it in to play that
"one cool song" you feel like hearing at

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

THIS FRIPAY,

SATURDAY, ANP SUNDAY

ONLY

THE ALL NEW
a -COUNTY
HOMESHOW
Fd.2f^: 3:00^:30fm

Fd.22,ffJl: fZ-OO^.-dO/m

Fd.23fH{: r2:00^:C)0fm

^3O0fm-7.00pm SUN. lfl:LaCNIIVMaTON> MeNTM.
PUMlaNMCHT « CLOT

ADVANCE TIX VERTEX. nmi^M. 9>M«wiln.
Mwr Cluttl WM* NoMt. « S T C C

R0UTE9, HADLEY. 586-4463

Let

Central Travel
help you find the

Ultimate Spring Break
VACATION!

PANAMA CITY
BEACH FLORIDA from $284.00
• Includes bus from UMASS, 7 nights

accomodations & much more.

CANCUN from $479.00
• Roudtrip air from Boston, 7 nights

accomodations, S: much more.

JAMAICA from $489.00
• Rountrip air from Boston, 7 nights

accomodations, & much more.

CALL NOW! SPACE IS LIMITEDI

Central Travel
549-4900

25A Pray St. Amherst (In DH .InnPs Rpal FstatP t)uildlnQl

Please Contact Kristen at

546-5285 by February 26th if

yoa are interested in

performing.
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Slowdive
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

that moment. There is not much differen-

tiation between songs — there is that

three-second pause, of course, but it often

sounds like the same song starts up again.

There are some bright moments on the

album, such as "Ballad of Sister Sue" and

"The Sadman " You can almost hear the

hTics in these, and they are a little bit

different in tempo from the rest of the

songs. The Sadman" sounds a little bit

like The Cure's "The Same Deep Water As

You" from their "Disintegration" album,

without the excessive drums. I lost myself

momentarily to this expectation, forget-

ting the very nature of the band and the

music. Make no mistake: nothing beats or

pulsates here.

i?lcadcii)y^ward?(oii|ii|aticp
! hsM<^

^

^AH fti^m sMH foor
The UMass Athletic Fund
and RafterSy proudly present:

PRE-GAME BUFFETS
(Pizza, nachos, wings, veggies - cash bar)

DATE

Feb 22

Mar. 4

GAME
St. Bonaventure

Rhode Island

BUFFET OPEN

5:30 pm
5:30 pm

GAME STARTS

7:00 pm
7:00 pm

and...

DONT MISS AWAY
GAMES ON RAFTERS'
SATELLITE TV!

Feb. 27 W. Virginia 7:30 pm
Mar. 1 Duquesne 4:30 pm

For pre and post-game
basketball hoopla
UNIVERSITY DRIVE AT AMITY, AMHERST

SPORTS wm
& RfSTflURflHT

BEST PICTURE
Beauty aixd the Betisi

Priixce uf Tides

"Silence of the Lambs

write in

WORST PICTURE
write in —

a

BEST DIRECTOR
Jonathan Demme,

SILENCE OF THE LAMBS

Barr>' Levinson,

BUGSY
Ridley Scott,

THELM.^ & LOUISE

John Singleton,

BOYZ N THE HOOD
Oliver Stone,

write in —

BEST ACTOR
Warren Beatty,

BUOSY

Robert DeNiro,

CAPE FEAR

Anthony Hopkins,

SILENCE OF THE LAMBS

Nick Nolle,

PRINCE OF TIDES

Robin Williams,

THE FISHER KING

write m
Q

Q

G

Q
.G

v^

send Campus Mail to the Arts Desk or drop off at

the Collegian newsroom, 1 13 Campus Center

BEST ACTRESS
Geena Davis,

THELMA & LOUISE

Laura Dem,
RAMBLING ROSE

Jodie Foster,

SILENCE OF THE IAMBS

Bette Midler,

R^R THE BOYS

Susan Sarandon,

THELMA & LOUISE

write in

Q

G

G

G

G
G

G

G

G

G

G

J

<<

<<<<
><<
><<
•<
'<

T-SHIRTS • SWEATS
BUMPER STICKERS •MUGS

KENNEDY
SCREEN GRAPHICS

16 ARMORY STREET
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060

(413)584-2124

1-800-287-2124

WRITE HEY UGIY ON A
PIECE OF PAPER AND GET
S2 00 OFF ANY LIVE SHOW

THIS WEEKEND WITH THIS AD

The Original

5 NY COMEDY SHOP
It's 90 minutes of fast-paced,

sid^spiitting, stand-up comedy!

YOU WON'T STOP LAUGHING!

3 BIG AQS EACH SHOW

3 SH0WT1MES:FRI. 9:30pm

SAT. 8:30 & 10:30pm

! HOLIDAY INN HOLYOKE

! 413-534-0041

Come Celebrate

our 25^^ Anniversary
at HoMrard Johnson.

HOWARD
JOHNSON

Celebrating ifirith

a 1966, SIS*""* rate
Come by and help us celebrate our 25th

anniversary with our $25.00 rate valid

through 2/29/92.You will enjoy great rooms

and courteous service all at a very com-

fortable price.

For reservations, call 586-0114 or (800)

I-GO-HO-JO, ask for the

Anniversary Package. Please present

this ad.

Advanced reservation and certain restrictions

apply. Ask for details. ©1991 Howard Johnson
Franchise Systems, Inc.

®

401 Russell St., Route 9

Hadley, Massachusetts 01035

COLLEGIAN
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By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

oeNueMeN.iijHAT
i^OR.1 CF/t^.55A6e
CO you THINK The:

iOULAST TVtSOM?
60VBFN0R. 0ROUJN'

UJ£LL, I THINK JHB
S/OT^FSUUBFB TUIING
UeTHAjmPfUK£:A
CANPIMCY THAT XLONCia
TO THe PBOPLe, ANPNOT
THaamRm>i£PuiTB..

fWPLd W&!B SAilNe
TmrmyuKeMY
'800'NUMB^.[iV£N
IFMYOPfW^TS
DO NOT, ANP THAT
m^YLmmNG
ABLaTOCAU-
1-8O0-42SII1Z
T0MAK5A

A

THANK
VU,SIR.
Sa^TOR.
Km^tDO...

UHYPOTH^Y
CAU 1-800-

426-I1IZ?
BBCAUee
THeyCAR^i

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

RVGUY/ 9E\KG SOVJMG ^^A0
WPe.eSS\0WA8Lt. IN\ THE
Ht.V.9VtSS ^t\a\tAOf CCWWVE5S

UMOES/tV-OPtO V^UJES WO
PVJSUES Ht 10 ^^LE91CENCE

.

^
foRV^S 8EWM\0R!

I'M Mi \HN(X£HT

THtK KX) KEEP

TO »i\L\) WORE

CHMiACT^R.

GO SVKWEL
TUE WK\.VC

Tl\E*3t OVSCOSSJOUS UENEJi

GO ^UERt "WtlRE.

g0P9CREO TO

JIM'S JOURNAL

.For **«r <r\^>is.^

fr»«*v4 is tM

--^

By JIM

WILMINGTON By M.K. ANDERSON

/V\kAJ^<»iV

/\poc/^Lyps^- T*vt who rt-^om

{ken Uki^si i*{\t yi to Me

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

'^A^:A(^wi
SORRt BUT THi Uf/GHT Of

UTERW HISTORY UAi AGAINST"m

OH.GOOD
"TTK

ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

VHW 'j 60KMH HAiffCfJ VJ80, tscf -. 1HE wow K£fiV SiNttt-Lfci;

L£M> SivGee THE CeoE m R6W.lV NEIOS MCTtEV CeOc ','

TiHt t^^iUNt ft

New LtAD Jl^ktfft

"I'M THE •»«C1HEYaai«.
FUc&eao ! I'M THE e»/«

Today's Staff

Night Editor
Dave

Copy Editor
Michelle

PhotoTechnician ^^"

Production Supervisor Seth

Production
^^^^

Dan

Menu
LUNCH DINNER

Italian Sausage Grinder Turkey Divan

Tacos Veal Parmesian

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Fiesta Rice & Cheese Turkey Divan

Vegetable Taco Potato Mushroom Delight

OINtlMMnal

[cut, bu'f H)t mountain^ aregonf

Environmental disasters in a flea's world

Quote of the Day
"I didn't get a job, but I did get some

pens."

- overheard at the co-opjobfair

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By lEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): A
monev riddle will soon be solved.

Postpone travel. Family affairs prom-
ise toconsume the afternoon . Even ing

is the best time tor a romantic inter-

lude.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Good money signs exist today. A
shopping expedition is likely to turn

up real bargains. Something you re-

ceive in the mail gives you new hope
for the future. Go slow when making
new investments.

GEMINI (May 21-)une 20): Your

fertile mind will give birth to an in-

genious idea today. The employment
ads offer ample leads. Be sure to say

all the right things to an interviewer.

Turn on the charm!

CANCER (June 2 1 -July 22): Haste

makes waste today. Be certain your

plans have substance. Check the de-

tails of recent financial transactions.

Higher-ups may ask you to account

for any irregularities.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22): Brilliant

ideas abound now! Guard against

letting mounting pressures dictate

your actions. A bright future hinges

on your making informed choices.

You find an ally when you need one

most.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Push-

ing loo hard or fast could undermine

all your recent hard work. Wise up

arxJ reduce your speed. Agala evening

could await you. Introduce yourself

to someone you would like to know.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): New
finane iai resources beccMne aval labie

to you today. The key to forging a

business alliance is to show how all

parties can be winners. Watch your

step if asked to mediate a family

squabble.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
travel invitation may signal that good
things lie ahead. Take a calculated

risk in business. Visualize yourself in

a position of power. Look to the future,

not the past.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): Be careful not to gel your signals

crossed in domestic affairs. Your daily

duties should not confine you at home.
Plunge into group activities at least

one night a week.
CAfWICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Evaluate a recent trend arxJ decide

whether to adopt the techniques that

your competitors are using. Team-
work will improve the bottom line.

Set the stage for romance tonight.

AQUA-B.IUS'Jan 20-Feb. 1 8):The

emphasis is now on doing your own
research. Do not place too much trust

in something you hear today. Mes-

sages have a way of getting twisted

through repetition.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):

Contradictory forces pull you in op-

posite directions. Work on simple

jobs. In domestic matters, try not to

sound ertKHional. A quiet tete-a-tete

will accomplish more than angry

criticism.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Bath powder
5 Oodos

1 On« of tt>e

reeds
14 Beehive State

1

5

Pinkham of

patent rriedicine

lame
16 —-eyed
17 Sayers. Irvin.

Evans
20 Flower part

21 Griffith and
Williams

22 Get to

23 Fr. cousin of

Ltd

24 Actors' 9p.

27 MHIard.

Myerson.
Parker

33 Cigar end
^ Beverage at a

Boston party

35 Instrument lor

an angek)

36 Take — I'

37 Second-stringer

40 Writer

Flaherty

41 Knows, in

Limoges
42 Actress Alicia

43 Olin or Home
44 Baxter. G«tz.

Allison

49 Orig. texts

50 Gershwins —
Em Eat Cake

'

51 US money
52 Terra —
54 Is mad for

58 Clayburgh.

Harris.

Rogers
62 Vicinity

63 Burstyn or Terry

64 An Adams
65 Impair

66 Mikhail's mate
67 Some books

are a good one

DOWN
1 East River

sight*

2 Rat

—

3 Refrain

4 Victonan
garment

5 Downers when
wet

6 Ropey* s

Olive

7 Music halls

8 The Taming of

the Shrew role

9 Loesser s '—
My Shoes

'

1 Probability

1

1

Arthur of TV
1

2

Temple
gridder

13 Look over

18 Basil, lor one
19 —in-the-wool

24 More ethereal

25 Don Juan s

country

26 VMIIingham s

End —

"

27 Beach
bric-a-brac'

28 Allen and
Frome

29 Dry cleaners

bane
30 Jiff

31 Kitchen wrap

32 Chrysanthe-

mum, e g
38 Hawthorne s

first daughter

39 Oater wear
45 Splash

46 End ol the rope

47 King ol the

Huns
48 Blair Brown s

Molly —
52 No bigmouth

he

53 '— want tor

Christmas

55 Motor
56 Lamb to some
57 Rosebud e g
58 Bread spread

59 50 Across
writer

60 Honolulu
souvenir

61 Call To

Greatness
auth

/(NSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

1 $ T AN T I ABC s ^H
1 N T Q NiE R S M|A R T E D

s T R 1 NJG Y 1. 1 M E A G E

p ( A L R 1 c 11 w 1 R L

E R Jl I Sit N E wm^^ E E

L 1 GH TB G R E A|T!HIE' s 1
M ear! E $ T H E i $^ T uIbIaBt E R 1 ^

1 K R ElMlLlI Nn E L K 1 $1

T E A $IS:U:R|E A $ 1 Q El

E L M^FlllnlElSITHM E T

A L B E NHE{S!AIUHF E A T

Q E L L A R S

1
LlA B 1 A Xi

T R E S S E^ E|V A N D E R

^^llL Toi RIEIDIN [I S $1

2/2V92

r-i— J— J—!— r— r-i * Hii n a a

n- P " 1

jHHH ^ftn" m^^W
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rhe opinions expressed on this page are those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University. ei<n Las Amirim Tian S | ii<kMt 2/21/12
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Booker
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

His goal ofcompetingon the National Team was becom-

ing less and less realistic, and after a sophomore year when

his problems continued to grow, he decided it wovild be to

his advantage to take some time off from school.

School was secondary to Booker at the time. He wanted

to make the National Team and felt that he needed to

direct his concentration on his obtaining his goal. So he

left UMass and went to Northampton, N.H. where he

lived and trained with Barry Weiner of the National

Academy of Artistic Gymnastics.

"My year in New Hampshire was great, " said Booker.

"I felt that 1 was gaining experience and learning a lot

.

. . I really grew up."

Although gymnastics was important to him, there naa

to be more. 'Things were still going okay, but not great.

And basically the message 1 was getting from all direc-

tions was to go back to school."

Booker and Johnson had stayed in touch dunng the

year, and Johnson was eager to have Booker back. At this

point, a new assistant coach had been hired. Jun Chen, a

former member and coach of the National Gymnastics

Team for the People's Republic of China, was the final

factor in Booker's decision to return to UMass.

Booker realized that Chen had the knowledge,.experi-

ence, and expertise needed to facilitate Booker's hope of

a spot on the National Team.

So with the help of Johnson and Ed Suglia, the

academic coordinator for athletics at UMass, Booker

returned to school.

"I don't know what I would do without him," said

Booker of Segulia. "He has been a great help."

Through Suglia, Booker has become involved in a

tutering program in Amherst where he spends three

hours a day helping troubled children.

'^hen I came to school three years ago I came for the

wrong reasons," Cal said. "I didn't know why I was here,

or what I wanted to do when 1 got out. so I decided to go

out and try to find it."

120z BO'lTLES

Council Travd
79 South Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002

413-256-1261

$1-00 OFF*
All Prerecorded Products

WHh This Coupon

per place for product worth more than Jl . Expires 3/17

Open 7 days • Thornes Marketplace, 150 Main St,

Northampton, MA •584-1580

*AA*ArfiAi*«AA<

WHO HAS
THE LAST WORD?

NUANCE AND HOUSING SERVICES
PRESENT

SCHYLEEN QUALLS!

fBtt '''»^^

THE LAST WORD!
A FUN-FILLED CELEBRATION OF
AFRICAN-AMERICAN POETRY

IN A POSITIVE AND DELIGHTFUL
ONE-WOMAN SHOW

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1992
7:30 P.M.

HAMPDEN THEATRE

RIT
A Career in

School Psychology

Can Make a Difference

For You and For Youth
With a master's degree in school psychology, you can help

children and youth make the most of their educational

experience. At the same time, you'll enter an exciting and

rewarding field where qualified professionals are in demand.

School psychologists are trained to help all children

—

especially those needing social services. Professional posi-

tions are available in educational and community settings.

The master's degree, with certification in school

psychology, offers courses for full- and part-time students.

For more information, mail the coupon below or call

(716)475-6701.

Yes, send me more information about how I can make

a difference with a master's in school psychology.

Name:

Address:

Telephone number:

Rochester Institute of Technology

School Psychology Program

College of Liberal Arts

Post Office Box 9887

Rochester, NY 14623-0887 M
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Styles By Deborah

65 University Drive • Amherst

^TANNING\

BY THE

AFAA

M.OO Off*
•With Cheryl or Mary

Professional Consultation
and Style Cut

(Regularly $16.00 to $18.00)

Expires 3/29/92

^raoooff*
•With Cheryl or Mary

for

Hair

& Skill

Care

SESSIONi j^^y pej-jT^ or Facial
With Any Salon Service

And This Coupon |
Expires 3/29/92 Expires 3/29/92

Area's Largest Aerobic Floor

DONNA KELLEY
ACSM Certified

FUNK • LOW IMPACT • STEP

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB • 460 WEST ST., • SO. AMHERST • 256-0080

^>^

J

Available at: SAME BATCHANNEL
COMICS • CARDS • QAMES AND MORE...

Hampshire Mall, Hadley Ingleside Mall, Holyoke

586-8775 532-9797

Ol^f N Mond.iy-S.ilurd.iy KKim ^pm • Sunikiy 1 4!pm-5pm

y TM DC Comics Inc. £1 1991 All Rights Reserved

wk ^¥3 IS ra Ea ix'xi^. < ;

Save money when you order campus delivery of

®l|E ^e&i ^ork mmts
The University Store will reserve copies of The New York Times for

students and faculty at a savings of 40% Monday through Friday starting

on Monday March 2 thru May 8, 1992. Sign up now for your daily

copy of The New York Times at the low cost of $15.00, 40% below

the retail rate.

Please Enter My Subscription To: The New York Times

Spring Term

Weekdays (Mon-Fri) $ Days)

Print Name

Home Address

Return Bottom Portion With Payment to The University Store, Campus Center, UMASS 545-2619jj^|

QnNIi^EKSITY
SisroRE^

Classifieds
rOMF TO THE COU£GIAN OFFICE IU C\MPUS CEm-ER » MON. - THURS. 8:30-3:30 FRIDAY 8:30-2:30 - DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAWN 20(WORD/DAY FOR SrUDEmS » CASH INADVANCE

ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR SALE

Bed and Breakfast

Downtown Amherst. Weal (Of visiting par-

ents and (nends 549-0733

CALIFORNIA-$149!AnytiiTie.lly either way

coast-to-coast (iPortland/Seattlel)

Caribbean-only $189 roundtrip air to some-

where sunny and warm Hitch a ride. Europe

only $160 each way' Airhitch^2-864-2000

PHI ALPHA THETA History Honors Society

accepting new members, pick up applic. in

History otiice 6th tloor Herter. Deadline 2/25.

AUTO FOB SALE

2 15" NEW SPEAKERS Super pro's for car

or home $100 00 Mark 546^5933

1991 TREK 1200 RACING BIKE

Pertect condition

$475 or best oiler

Call Tom 6-7108

FURNITURE
Wooden bureaus

Dining table + chairs

Toaster

Side tables

Excellent condition

549-1809

RELIABLE TOYOTA CAMRY -Silver 85

High mileage, needs a tune up A deal lor

$1 500 or best oiler. Must sell nowl 323-7909

CHEN STYLE TAI CHI

MEOrrATION-IN-MOTION with slow-last,

soft-vigorous, empty-solid movements Free

first lesson 6:45pm Feb25 Northampton 545-

5923

ENTERTAINMENT

HP32S CALCULATOR $45.00 6-6469

TIBES FOR SALE:
Four 1990 Michellin

k4XV (radialx) size 185(70

Great condition $30ea.

Call 549-2917

STEREO SPEAKERS
Acoustic 520's like new
150 00 B/O 256-0505 Dan

HELP WANTED

OPEN STAGE NITE

Coming in March looking lor acts of any kind

comedy, singers, musicians, jugglers, or any

other acts. II you can entertain give us a call

549-1200 alter 5pm ask lor Judi or Pete

ESPIONAGE 101

ASSASSIAN GAME
Agents wanted for active duly. To get Into the

game contact 6- 1 1 56 or 6- 1 1 72

FOR RENT

Sunderland must rent one room now $190/

month on bus route Peaceful convenient

location Call 665-8669 evenings

Alaska Summer Employment- Fisheries,

Earn $5,000*/month Free transportation!

Room t boardi Over 8,000 openings. Male

or female For employment program call 1
-

206-545-4155 ext 298

DandD PRODUCTIONS
Men and Women desired for employment

consideration. If you are a model/dancer or

feels has what it takes to be successful in the

entertainment world then let DandD Pro-

ductions showyou how to make those dreams

a reality

Do you have what it takes?

Call (413) 594-4490 to arrange lor an inter-

view today.

EARN MONEY NOW!
SPANISH/ENGLISH BILINGUALS

Needed for reading study

Jeanetts 585-8749

EVENING JOBSI Environmental campaign

work. Fight pollution with clean water action

$7/hr. On buslines. Call 584-9830

GREAT SUMMER OPPORTUNITY
Jewish co-ed residential camp seeks coun-

selors and specialists Capital Camps is

located in the Catoctin Mountains, one hour

from Washington, DC. If you are interested

in the challenges and excitement of working

with campers in grades 3- 1 0, we want you on

our team. Good salaries, great lunl Our

director will be on campus at the Camp Fair

on March 3. For information and an ap-

pointment ca[l 1-800-229-7852^

HELP WANTED
HOMEWORKERS NEEDED!!

Earn $1 ,000 weekly mailing our circulars in

your spare time at home!. ...GUARANTEED!
Free supplies/postage! Begin now! Free

details! Enclose LSASE:SMS, Dept. Col-7A.

Box 610, Cordova, IN 38018-0610.

SUMMER CAMP ON CAPE COD
Need enthusiastic, dedicated people to work,

live with kids. Beautiful location, excellent

program, competitive salaries. Call Jeanne

or Dan at 256-0381 for information or appli-

cations.

LOST

—sprrz^
aka Paula Lazili

Happy 21st birthday

It's partytime

Love, Your Roomies

YOUNO-A, Your sister may have gotten

more chocolate, but did she ever get her

name in the newspaper? I hope to see you

soon I -Brett

SWEETPEA STINKY VELMA CROCKET
Whoop scoop scoopi"

Did you eat your raisin bran today?

CHRISTINE, Pretty soon it's going to be

novas. Johnny Carson & Prune Juice lor

you. Happy birthday Amyjl Jill

READ THIS

LOST- Rk:oh camera, gray case. Reward.

Tamsin- 565-0087 Lost last Thursday

REWARD lor inlomiafion leading to the re-

turn of large yellow basket on wheels painted

with 'Property of Collegian" on side. Have

you seen it on campus? Contact 545-3500

ask for Maureen or Brian

musk:ians

Quitarlsl/Vocallst lor duet. $ gigs. DJ: exp.

In R+R, top-40. Car req. Serious inquiries.

Peter 256-1 1 85 or Jen 253-3856.

PERSONALS

Ctedagh, I k>ve you. Yuji

•• METTA "••••"••••

Happy 191h Birthday

Have a blast!

Love. Your Great Dane
Lars XOXO

CHAZA
Happy Valentine's Day
Try not to be crabby

ME

Thanks forall the great times you've brought

Beth Madison but HEATHERANN won't be

needing you anymore Happy Birthday and

have fun!!

PG- Here it is! This is only the first. Ill get you

when you least expect it.- You know who.

JULIE RYMES
There is no escape
There is only doom
On Feb 23rd. your

21st birthday.

The Shot Master

TO MY LOVING SISTER
I hope you have a great day! I know youll

have a better night studying the curves of

your brain. Ha! Ha!

Happy 22nd, Little One.

Your Loving Brother, Rob

i^V'ATOES
Happy tenth!

Each day you make
happier than the last.

Here's to many more.

I k)ve you

Studpumpkin (CG)

COMPUTERS, PRINTERS I
ACCESSORIES

Best prrces in the Pioneer Valley We config-

ure to your 5pecificatk>ns. Ask about our

monthly specials. Ask for Eric 253-0868

SERVICES

FREE pregnancy testing; confklential and

caring support. BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

rNTERNSHIP OPPORTUNmES
A comprehensive guide list hundreds cur-

rent internships in and around Boston Send

$15 to: National Student Financial Planning

Service PO.Box 390085. Cambridge MA
021 39. The lirst 1 00 interns accepted belore

5/5 Qualify receive $100 award.

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Services

Center offers free legal assistance to fee-

paying students. Contact us at 922 Campus
Center, 545-1995

PROFESSIONAL HOUSEKEEPING
Friendly, ellicient. reliable

Excellent refs.

Call Linda 665 7787

DAYTONA BEACHI- SPRING BREAK '92

March 13-22. Includes seven nights ocean-

Iront hotel plus roundtrip motor coach. Only

$259.00! Call Yankee Tours 1-800-

9DAYT0NA M-F 8-6

Need some tun? I have great deals on
spring break trips to Jamaica. Cancun. and

Bahamas Call Dena nights 549-5740

PANAMA OTY FLORIDA
drinking on the beach is legal.

bars open until 4am.

over 400,000 students expected,

and it's cheap

Sdays 7nights from $1 55

call Pete or Derek 256-6490

SPRING BREAK SPECIALS 19921

Bahamas March 14th. ..$349!! Jamaica.

Cancun. .$429!!

Includes: Hotel, air, transiers. parties!

Sun Splash Tours

1-800-426-7710

TYPING

FAST, ACCURATE TYPING w/spellcheck,

$1 .50/pg Call Greg 6-6435.

Need your paper* typed? Quick, accurate

senrice. Call Brian 546-3563

PAPERS, RESUMES, THESIS-
Word processing, laser printing-

Call Rosemary 323-5031

ORDER AVONI
Call 546-1999

For free brochures/samples

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Panama City. Cancun, Jamaica

Call Stacey at 549-0840
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Sports
Women's hoop falls to Temple, 69-55
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

It was a game ofpersonal turnarounds
and team lulls last night at the Curry
Hicks Cage as the University of Massa-
chusetts women's basketball team fell to

the Temple Owls, 69-55.

For starters, let's start with the start-

ers.

Temple's leading scorer and rebounder,

junior forward Margarete Rougier, tallied

only two first half points, but ended the

contest with 1 1 points and nine rebounds.

Sonya Perry, the Owls' 6-foot center,

came into the game averaging 10 points

j>er game, but had zero at the half. She
finished with a game-high 20 points.

UMass' Kim Kristofik, who scored 13

ofthe Minutewomen's 22 first half points

(including 7 of 11 from the free throw
line), was shut out in the second half,

missing all six of her field goal attempts
while not attempting a free throw.

Jen Moran, UMass' best pure shooter,

scored only five first halfpoints, but ended
with a team-high 19, including 4 of8 from
3-point territory.

Temple reserve Roxy Hildebrand, a 6-

foot-1 center who entered the game av-

eragingjust under eight points per game,
had eight during the first seven minutes
of the game, only to finish with 10.

Perhaps the biggest indicator of how
things were going for the Minutewomen
were two scoring droughts. The first saw
UMass not hit a field goal for the last

10:53 of the first half, and the second was
an almost six-minute span late in the

second halfthat saw Temple dig a hole the

Minutewomen could not escape.

"I'm not sure if it was as much of what
Temple was doing," said UMass coach
Joanie O'Brien, "or as much as what we
were doing. If I remember correctly, we
had quite a few open shots. And if you
can't hit the open shots, then someone
playing defense makes it even tougher."

The first half, which ended in a 22-20

Temple advantage, was frustrating for

both teams, as UMass hit only 6 of 24
shots from the floor, and Temple hit only

10 of 32. Both squads were playing tough
defense, with UMass switching between
man-to-man and matchup zone defenses.

"For most of the first half we ran our
offense pretty well," O'Brien said, "and got
quite a few open shots. But, we just didn't

take advantage of it. I think we did a good
job mixing [the defenses] up in in the first

half because they were a bit confused,

running zone when we were in man, and
running man-to-man when we were in

zone."

In the second halfTemple's shots began
to fall and the Minutewomen struggled to

stay in the game. With 9:33 left, UMass'
Laurie Dondarski hit a jumper to cut the

Temple lead to only four, but the Owls
quickly opened up a 10-point lead.AMoran
3-pointer at the 7:19 mark cut the lead to

five, but Temple's Chantel Adkins came
back with one ofherown and UMass could

get no closer than five the rest of the way.

CoUecian photo by Evan Libennan

University of Massachusetts forward Maleeka Valentine (14) at-

tempts an uncontested layup in action last night against Temple
University at the Cvu*ry Hicks Cage. The Minutewomen lost 69-55.

Booker: vaulting to new^ heights
Gymnast clears many obstacles on way to success
By KIM ADDESA
Collegian Staff

During his first year of high school Cal Booker tried to

play both freshman basketball and football. It took him
no time at all to realize that as all of his classmates were
growing bigger and stronger, he was not. He was not a big
kid, and never would be.

He was 15 years old, had tremendous athletic ability,

but size simply was not on his side. His sister was taking

gymnastics at the time, a sport he had always enjoyed

watching, so he decided, with a push from his mom, to

give it a try.

Most gymnasts start competing by age seven, at age
15 Cal was taking his first lesson.

Booker, now 22 and a junior on the University of

Photo courtesy of Sports Information

University of Massachusetts gymnast Cal
Booker will be performing tonight at 7 p.m. at

West Point Military Academy. Booker has his
hopes set on a spot on the U.S. National Team.

Massachusetts squad, has competed for only seven years,

and is aiming for a spot on the United States National

Team, and amazingly, it is a realistic goal.

On January 18 of this year, Booker set the UMass all-

around record against Springfield College with a score of

55.20. The previous record of55. 10 was held by teammate
Steve Christensen.

Setting the record was a special accomplishment for

Bookerwhose gymnastics careerhas been farfrom typical.

At age 15, Cal began competing in United States Gym-
nastics Federation Class III meets.

"It was very frustrating to me," said Booker. "I was the

oldest person competing, and I wasn't that good."

At the time he was living with his mother and his

sister in Harrisburg, Pa. and was training at the Gymnics
gymnasium. He had only been training for six months
before his first meet.

When his family decided to move back to Dorchester,

Mass., where he was born, Booker met Tom Fontecchio,

the regional director of the USGF. "He turned my career

around," Booker admits of Fontecchio.

Fontecchio was the head coach of the Milton High
School gjTiinastics team as well as a team training out of

a private gym, the Somersault Center. A student at Hyde
Park High School, Booker competed as an alternate

under Fontecchio on the Milton team while spending his

evenings training at the Somersault Center.

By his senior year, Cal developed into one of the top

gymnasts in the state.

"I went into my senior year with a different attitude

then ever before," Cal said. "I had confidence and knew I

was going to do well. I didn't think I was going to win
individual events, but I intended to win the all-around."

Atthe Massachusetts State Championship in the spring

ofhis senior year, Booker impressed his coach and himself,

as well as the judges. He took first place on all but one
event, the vault, where he finished second. Obviously, he
had accomplished much more then he had set out to do.

Up to this point, Cal had been focused on the State

Championship, gymnastics was his life, and he had not
given any thought to what he would be doing after

graduation.

"I had no clue what I was going to do," said Booker,
who through the last minute help ofFontecchio contacted
Roy Johnson, the head coach of the UMass gymnastics
team. "I certainly did not think I was going to college."

According to Booker, Johnson was very helpful to him,
and with the guidance of Fontecchio and the persuasion of
his mom, he made a last minute decision, in August, to

attend UMass.
Since coming to UMass four years ago Booker has

faced more than his share ofdifficulties. Although he had
a succesful first year as far as gymnastics went, problems
at home compounded the struggle he was already having
in the classroom.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

UMass hoops
hope to ^ard
against upset
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

When the University ofMassachusetts men's bas-

ketball team hosts St. Bonaventure University to-

morrow night (7 p.m., Curry Hicks Cage), it will be a

matchup of two teams headed in opposite directions,

with one having everj^hing to lose, the other looking

to take it away.
The Minutemen (21-4, 9-3 in the Atlantic 10),

winners of five-straight, are deadlocked atop the
conference, making plans for the NCAA tournament
and are on the verge of cracking the Top 25.

On the other hand, the Bonnies (7-15, 1-10) have
lost 14 of their last 17, six-straight and have been
searching for respect from the bottom of the confer-

ence the entire season.

But, what most Minuteman fans see as a sure win
has UMass coach John Calipari more concerned than
ever. In their last two outings, the Bonnies lost to

conference co-leader West Virginia by only eight and
led at the halfat Temple Wednesday night, but fell in

the end, 69-60.

"They can beat you," Calipari said. They really
come to play and that scares me. We are one game
from huraihation."

St. Bonaventure forward Harry Moore is the
Bonnies top weapon. The 6-foot-8 sophomore forward
leads the team in both points (15.0 per game) and
rebounds (6.1 pg). Against Temple, Moore had 23
points on 8-for-14 shooting.

The Minutemen beat the young Bonnies, who have
six freshmen and five sophomores, earlier in the
season, 76-58. Jim McCoy, UMass' top scorer (15.8

ppg), had a game-high 2 1 points. Moore led the Bonnies
with 17.

The Minutemen hope to avoid a letdown against
the sub-par Bonnies as it will be "senior night" at the
Cage. All four UMass seniors; Anton Brown, Francois
F'irmin, Will Herndon and McCoy will be in the
starting lineup.

When asked how to guard against an upset, McCoy
said, "We're not worried about it. As long as we play
up to our capabilities we're going to win."

The Minutemen, winners of 10 of their last 11,

have never been in first place in the A- 10 this late in

the season and a win will give them 22 regular season
wins for the first time since 1970-71.

The game can be heard live onWMUA 9 1.1 FMand
WHMP 99.3 FM and 1400 AM.
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Collegian photo by Matt Kabn

STARRY-EYED— Heather Wanczyk looks on as UMass men's
basketball player Tony Barbee autographs a shirt for her at a
lunch to raise money for local youth programs this weekend.

Brown, Tsongas battle
for Maine delegates

Campus a-crumbling
Physical plant needs $400 million
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
Physical Plant needs $400 million to return

the decaying campus back to like-new

operating condition, said the director of

the Physical Plant on Friday.

"Eventually [the repairs] will have to

get done if the state wants to protect its

investment (in UMass 1," said Director

Peter Wozniak. Without the money when

the neglected buildings start to deteriorate

they will be demolished or condemned.
With a steady flow of $10-$15 million

per year to the physical plant budget from
the state it would take about 15 years to

finish the repairsoncampus, said Wozniak.

"When I asked the state for $10-$15

miUion for the physical plant budget this

year I received only $48,000," he said.

The physical plant budget has suffered

$3.5 million worth ofcuts during the past

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

By PETER JACKSON
Associated Press

PORTLAND, Maine — Paul Tsongas
battled a strong challenge from Jerry
Brown in Maine's caucuses yesterday as
he bid to preserve his fragile momentum
in the race for the Democratic presidential

nomination.

An uncommitted slate also was running
strongly, with nearly half the precincts

tallied. Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton was in

fourth place.

Tsongas won the New Hampshire pri-

mary last Tuesday, an up-from-nowhere
victory that automatically installed him
as the favorite in next-door Maine.

Brown staged a relentless five-day

campaign in the state in a bid to rebound
from his last-place show in New Hamp-
shire. He stressed his opposition to the

moneyed poUtical interests he says corrupt

both parties, an appeal that obviously

touched a chord in a state hard-hit by
recession.

Democratic Party activists gathered in

hundreds of living rooms, schools, town
halls and fire houses to begin the two-step

process of choosing 23 delegates to the

national convention.

Republicems have until April 1 to hold

their caucuses, although several precincts

were doing so today. Patrick Buchanan
was making little effort to contest Presi-

dent Bush in the state.

Tsongas and Brown made last-minute

campaign stops in the state during the

day. Clinton mounted a strong organiza-

tional effort. Iowa Sen. Tom Harkin and
Nebraska Sen. Bob Kerrey, battling for

survival in Tuesday's South Dakota pri-

mary, had less intensive campaigns.

With 75 percent of the state's 665 pre-

cincts reporting, these were the returns:

Brown: 30 percent, or 692 state con-

vention delegates

Tsongas: 29 percent, or 688

Uncommitted: 16 percent or 383
Clinton: 15 percent, or 353
Harkin: 5 percent, or 119
Kerrey: 3 percent, or 66
Maine voted as the campaign moved on

relentlessly. All five of the Democratic
contenders were headed for South Dakota
yesterday for an evening debate before

Tuesday's primary. That balloting shapes
up as a struggle for survival for Kerrey
and Harkin. Tsongas and Clinton also are

running strong campaigns, including

television advertising.

Elsewhere, there was fresh evidence of

the momentum thatTsongas received from
his victory in New Hampshire's lead-off

primary last Tuesday.

In Colorado, which holds its primary
on March 3, a Denver Post poll showed
Tsongas running ahead of the pack with

Clinton a close second. A similar survey

taken late last month showed Tsongas at

the bottom of the heap.

Three other states hold primaries on
March 3, including Maryland, Georgia

and Utah. Three others, plus American
Samoa, have caucuses scheduled, with a

total of 383 delegates up for grabs.

Even as the caucuses were convening,

Tsongas' camp sought to minimize his

chances for victory. A month ago, Tsongas
barely registered in the preference polls

around the country. But after his victory

in new Hampshire, anything less than an
outright triumph in Maine was sure to be

seen by his rivals as a setback for the

former Massachusetts senator.

Clinton, the man with the strongest

organizational and financial resources in

the race, has questioned Tsongas' appeal

outside New England. His strategy is to

rebound when the primaries move South

next month.
Tsongas stressed his pro-business

economics policy in the recession-wracked

Maine. He opposes a middle-class tax cut

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Tsongas' record on environment
encounters mediocre reactions
By JOHN SOLOMON
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Meet Paul Tsongas, the busi-

nessman who earned hundreds ofthousands ofdollars as

a lobbisty . lawyer and corporate director before his bid for

the White House:
— With a half of a million dollars of his owti, he co-

founded a company that proposed a floating garbage

incinerator in Boston Bay.
— He lobbied Congress for a U.S.-Canadian natural

gas pipeline that drew criticism from regulators, property

owners and environmentalists.
— He sat on the corporate board of a utility forced to

shut down a problematic nuclear power plant.

— Tsongas also lobbied for an industrial abrasive

manufacturer that was fined $9,000 for air pollution

violations, and represented the Aetna insurance giant,
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which does not favor national health care.

But in some instances, Tsongas has worked to improve

the environmental policies of the companies he directs

and has drawn praise from environmental groups such as

the Sierra Club.

To others, however, Tsongas the businessman seems

hard to reconcile with Tsongas the politician.

"I'm a great fan of his, but he's a corporate lawyer and
lobbyist," Nebraska Sen. Bob Kerrey said.

"I'm not trying to betray myself. I'm trying to change

the Democratic Party," Tsongas told reporters last week.

The Associated Press reviewed lobbying reports and

personal financial disclosures forms filed with the gov-

ernment; they reveal that Tsongas built a lucrative

career since cancer compelled him to leave the Senate.

Working for the Boston firm of Foley, Hoag & Eliot,

Tsongas earned about $350,000 a year, including as

much as $360 per hour in compensation as a corporate

lobbyist. He boasts net assets worth between $1.47 mil-

lion and $3 million.

Between 1988 and early last year, he earned nearly

$200,000 for his law firm by lobbying for nine interests,

including Iroquios Gas Transmission Systems, The Sierra

Club, The Humane Society of the U.S. and American

Insurance Association.

Peggy Connolly, a spokeswoman for the Tsongas

campaign, said the candidate's experience enhanced many
of his long-held beliefs on the environment and the

economy.
Connolly said Tsongas has likened his experience in

the last several years to attending graduate school.

"What he learned is that they (businessmen) are not

sitting around thinking how are we going to destroy the

environment," she said.

Besides his legal and lobbying work, Tsongas is

chairman of Flexible Environmental Systems, Inc., the

experimental waste managementcompany he co-founded
in 1989, and sits on several corporate boards, including

those of Wang Labs, Shawmut National Bank, Thermo
Instruments and Boston Edison.

Resident goes
undercover at
local taverns
By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Staff

An Amherst resident has been going under-

cover into downtown drinking establishments,

clad in dark clothing with tape recorder in hand,

to document violations of capacity and safety

laws.

Margot Parrot, 43, presented the Amherst Se-

lect Board with an eight-page typed report docu-

menting three evenings she spent watching and
entering downtown establishments.

The report, which both complements and criti-

cizes local businesses such as Twisters and
Antonio's Pizza, has brought angry reactions from
downtown business owners.

"She's twisted the facts." Chick Delano, owner
ofDelano's Restaurant and Bar, said ofher report.

"I would think she would be better severed if she

let the police and fire department do their job."

Saying his establishment is regularly checked
by town officials, Delano said both the report and
its originator seemed "bizarre" and "strange".

One part of Parrot's report contained obser-

vances made by her of "exuberant young people"

in and around Twisters Tavern late on a Friday
evening.

"Almost immediately a young man entered the

other side of Sweetzer Park," she said in her
report, "probably didn't see me in my black clothes,

and he urinated in into the bushes."

Parrot defends her report saying she hasn't

been undercover, but has only made observances
and documented those observances.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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For Your Information
F\'Is are public service announcements that run each

Monday, Wednesday and Friday for campus and local

non-profit organizations. Due to space constraints, the
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Monday, February 24

Meeting — The UMASS Debate Team is holding its

weekly meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the Debate trailer

located below Thompson. For more information call 545-

2055.

film — Germanic Languages and Literatures is

sponsoring a film screening ofTo Be or Not to Be" at 7 :30

p.m. in Herter room 231. Admission is free.

Special Event— The Hillel House is sponsoring Isreli

Folk Dancing at 7:30 p.m. at the Hillel House at 388 N.

Pleasant St., Amherst. Call 549-1710 for more informa-

tion.

Tuesday, February 25

Lecture— The Hillel House is sponsoring a lecture by

Zeidan Atashi on "Minorities in Israel: The Challenges of

Ethnic Co-Existence" at 7:30 p.m. at the Hillel House

Lounge at 388 N. Pleasant St., Amherst.

Meeting— The Latin American Cultural Center will

hold a general membership meeting at 7 p.m. in Moore

House.

Wednesday, February 26

Lecture— The DVP and UMass Hillel are sponsoring

a lecture by Rabbi Harold Kushner, the author of"When

Bad Things Happen to Good People". The lecture is at 8

p.m. in Bowker Auditorium and is free.

election

\

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

in favor of tax incentives to create jobs.

Brown, who finished last in New Hampshire, modeled

his five-day Maine stump on a campaign that netted

Jesse Jackson second place in that state four years ago.

Brown appealed to disaffected voters, and criticized

Tsongas' backing for nuclear power in a state with a

strong environmental bent.

"The support has been building, building, building,

and building," said Ken Dean, the Maine campaign

manager for Brown. "I know that we gave this everything

that we had."

Clinton, runner-up in New Hampshire, paid a last-

minute visit on Saturday in hopes of maximizing his

support. He was credited with strong organization

throughout the state.

State Party leaders were predicting about 15,000

Democrats to attend the caucuses.

The caucuses represent the first step in a two-tier

process ofselecting delegates to the national convention.

Caucus participants were choosing up to 3,566 delegates

to the Democratic State Convention in May, based on

presidential preference.

/^
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Live life to its fullest

:

write for the Collegian.

(come see us in the campus center basement)

FUNK* HI/LOW' STEP

• Classes Dailv
• Certified Instructors
• Suspended Wood Floor
• Areas Largest Room

AMHLRST ATHLHTIC
CLUB

460 West St.

So. Amherst. 256-0080

#

WHO HAS
THE LAST WORD?

NUANCE AND HOUSINC SERVICES
PRESENT

SCHYLEEN QUALLS!

fpet '"^e

AMHERST FIRE DEPARTMENT
is now recruiting for

VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS

Join the student force Engine Company 3

^^^^^

S Gain Valuable Experience i((^3^
Serve your Community ^^'

WrfuJ'

THE LAST WORD!
A FUN-FILLED CELEBRATION OF
AFRICAN-AMERICAN POETRY

IN A POSITIVE ANP DELICHTFUL
ONE-WOMAN SHOW

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 25, 1992

7:30 P.M.

HAMPDEN THEATRE

for information see our table on the

Campus Center Concourse, Feb. 26-28

Open house at North station, February 28, 5:00 pm

Call 549-5419

njKjy, .^^W^^K>'JK>^V'J^K>W'jV^ 'JVV'JK>V'J<JK>K>KJ^J 'J, '̂ -^-^-^^VV^-y>^^VW.VW <^VW^V^V^WVVW.V^

STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR

&
AUTOBODY

53 S. Prospect St. Amherst Center

lmPorts& other unibody f^ccepted by all insurance

vehicles are our specialty companies for collision

repair or glass replacement^::^

VN/V^/N.

^REMEMBER
lt*s your car and your choice of repair facilities

2S6-8157 XS^138S
^:^^:^ Shop Reg *Ks\%\xJ::^:^::^
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Collegian photo by Leaiiue Burden

MYSTERIOUS WAYS— The steam comes ftrom a strange hole in the UMass sewer system
near the Stockbridge Road bus stop.

Essex: Black gay men need
to break media stereotypes
By WENDY JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

Nationally renowned poet, lecturer and author Essex
Hemphill said the Black gay man needs a voice ofhis own
in the gay, lesbian and bisexual community.

Speaking at the first lesbian, gay, bisexual studies

brown bag lunch series, Hemphill said the Black gayman
needs to be accurately represented in gay literature and
the media because even within the gay community they

are viewed as "sexual objects."

He cited Robert Mapplethorpe's work as an example of
the gay communit3r's stereotyping of the Black male.

He said Mapplethorpe's photographs represented the

"objectification ofthe Black gay male" through a focus on
sections ofthe men's bodies compared to the whole body.

Hemphill said he is opposed to the late artist's work,

he does not believe in censorship. The image shouldn't

be silenced — but there should be a space in which to

argue against it."

Within gay literature and gay culture, Hemphill said

gay Blacks are either not represented or portrayed as drug
addict ghetto-dwellers and "snow queens"— drag queens
who aspire to "look White" and be with White men.

Hemphill said he is particularly angered by Iceberg

Slimm's story Black Mama Widow.

"Sally," a Black gay drag queen in Slimm's book, is

seen as a cross-dressing "bitch" who is put through rape

and drug addiction.

"It is horrific that a book which portrays such stereo-

typical identities can still be bought today," Hemphill said.

Hemphill said the false image is due partly because

many Blacks cannot get their work published in gay
publications.

Hemphill recounted how his one of his articles was
rejected in the 1980s because the publication's "reader-

ship would not be interested in the plight of Black gay

men" but was interested in something with a sexual

theme or "something about ghettos.

"There is more to gay life and culture than sex," he said.

Hemphill said there has been a change in gay litera-

ture and media, with such works as Adrian Stanford's

Black and Queer (1977) and the film Paris Is Burning,

about Black gay culture in Harlem. It was filmed in the

mid 1980s but not released until last year.

The film shows a slice ofBlack gay culture, particularly

the emergence ofthe expression and dance style known as

"vogueing" — something Black gay men were doing long

before Madonna gave it "household name" status, he said.

"How does one go from having power within a micro-

community ofgays to findingpower and confidence within

the larger society?" he questioned.

CoUegian photo by Matt Kahn

IT'S NOT MUCH, BUT IT'S HOME —
Part of the "The marriage of above and
below" at the Student Union Art Gallery,

through Feb. 28. ArtistKaren Dolmanisth
has a MFA in Sculpture.

physical plant
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

four years, leaving the current budget at $33 million per

year, said Kay Scanlan, a University spokesperson.

"The physical plant gets cut first because the adminis-

tration would rather have the buildings dirty and falling

downthancutfacultyor academic programs," said Scanlan.
The cut has meant buildings like Marshall Hall to

slowly deteriorate and become a safety hazard, he said.

Marshall Hall will be the first building to be con-

demned on campus unless the budget can come up with

$4-$6 million to make the repairs, he said.

"When a building is in this bad ofcondition it becomes
a question ofwhich is more cost efiiective, to build a new
building or repair the old building," Wozniak said.

Inside Marshall Hall there was paint peeling off" the

walls due to water damage from the leaking roof The
wooden floors have all buckled up forming bumps as high

as a foot in some places.

"A person whoworked in the building sent the physical

undercover
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"I haven't been spying," Parrot said, "I've been going

into placesjust like anyone else Eind recording what I see."

Parrot alsoadded she feelstown inspectors have ignored

the problems of noisy and overcrowded establishments.

"I got involved because people in local government
weren't listening, and elderly people and families have

had valid complaints," she said.

Parrot said the clash oflifestyles is also a problem, and
points a partial finger at the UMass administration and
the drinking policy which affects the students.

Harry Brooks, an Amherst Select Board member, also

feels the University has created a dangerous situation by

limiting the number of places where students can drink

on campus.
"The drinking policies have chased students off cam-

pus and pushed [students] downtown," Brooks said, "so

it's partially the University's fault."

Brooks, who said Parrot and he personally observed

Dept. heads
to Trustees:
ratify GEO pact
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Employee Organization is

making it known that they will not simply be
waiting patiently for their contract, the result ofa
year of struggle, to be ratified by the Board of

Trustees. During this current approval stall, GEO
has gained some important allies.

"The contract was negotiated in good faith

between the administration and GEO, and that
needs to be recognized by the trustees," said Robert
Jones, chairperson for the history department.

Jones and 32 other department heads at the
University have made an appeal to the trustees

through a letter, urging them to ratify "as soon as
possible."

The letter, also signed by four University deans,
was instigated on the basis that the contract
ratification affects many more people on campus
than just GEO members, said Jones.

"All ofourjobs will become very difficult if this

is not resolved," he said.

The letter stated that "failure to ratify at this

point the results ofgood faith bargaining . . . would
be severely detrimental to the entire campus
community and to our ability to function as an
institution."

The trustees will meet this Friday in Worces-
ter, but an appeal has been made to Chairperson
Gordon Oakes to hold the meeting on the Amherst
campus to make it more accessible to GEO
members. GEO co-speaker Emily Isaacs stated

previously that if the trustees fail to ratify the

contract at this meeting, GEO will "perceive that

as rejection and act accordingly."

GEO will be holding a campus-wide labor rally

on the Student Union steps at 12:00 noon on
Wednesday. Isaacs said she hopes the rally will

answer people's questions and stress the effect the

trustees' stalling has on the campus community.
"This issue doesn't speakjust to GEO problems,

but how negotiating will be resolved for all unions

on campus," she said.

All campus labor unions have been invited to

participate in the rally. Several non-GEO affiliated

speakers will be present, including Student
Trustee Kevin Newnan and Chairperson of the

Department of Linguistics Barbara Partee, who
was involved in the drafting of the letter sent to

the trustees.

plant mushrooms that had started growing on the inside

walls of the building," said Wozniak.

Other buildings that are deteriorating are Clark Hall,

Femald Hall and Wilder Hall, said Wozniak. "If these

buildings don't get repaired they will soon become a safety

hazard and will be condemned," he said.

Wozniak doesn't know where the money will come
from to maintain the Mullins Arena and the Sylvio O.

Conte Polymer Research Center, which are being built.

"I am waiting to see where Chancellor [Richard]

O'Brien is going to take the money from," said Scanlan.

The physical plant has lost 131 employees over two-

and-a-halfyears, said Wozniak. "The 639 employees that

are left can barely maintain the 200 buildings on campus
let alone the ad(ition of two more," said Wozniak.

Due to loss ofmanpower the physical plant has formed

what are called tiger teams' that aim to save time and use

limited resources in a more efficient way, said Scanlan.

"As a result ofthe cuts, the physical plant has learned

to be more efficient and to do things more creatively," said

Wozniak.

more than the legal amount ofpatrons inside Twisters on

evenings, said his concerns are not just with nearby

residents but also with patron safety.

"I want to see students safe and if there had been an
emergency in [Twisters] the other night then there could

have been deaths," Brooks said.

Parrot, who has been involved with community issues

in the past, says she has been aggressively targeted by

local government because she has not been afraid to

address controversial issues which she feels the local

government has ignored.

Chester Penza, the Amherst building commissioner,

said he issued verbal warnings to some establishments

lastThursday but felt he would need further instructions

from town officials if problems do persist.

All sides ofthe issue are expected to be addressed this

evening at the Select Board meeting scheduled to begin

at 6:15 p.m. in the Bangs Community Center located in

downtown Amherst.
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There's something cheesy about

anonymous letters.

The one thing I don't understand in

this place, the only thing I can't compre-

hend— is why people don't have the guts

— or any other piece ofanatomy— to sign

a Letter to the Editor. It seems assinine.

Gayle Long

-HE ;sA/TLAL^ cx Janet? Alt

Love will save everyone
Love can save you. yes it can. I'm here to

let you all know because it sure saved me.

Last week. I found myself losin" grip,

staggerin" around Barllett hall swigguV

Orangina from an open container. Now I

know some fools wnll contend that Orangina

i> a natural, healthy beverage of sorts but

doyou tlunk it's safe toconsume any product

wuh th«> word "aiiin na" m the brand name'.'

Tofix Westcott

Suddenly, the next thing I knew, the

unbridled power of the aforementioned

liquid kicked in and I was writhin" on the

lloor. droolinply famished. It was then my
eyes recepted a dainty discarded crumpled

foil ball that once housed a sphere of

chocolate lookin' mighty tasty amidst

lumbleweeds of dust.

My nerves were cables of chaos, anx-

iously awaitin' the ensuin" metallic inter-

ception. I plunked the tiny foil ball in the

cellar of my mouth and swished the tiny

foil ball around with ray tongue. I began

gently easin' the top row ofmy teeth down

upon the lower row. then with a veritable

explosion of courage, my teeth slammed
together and ZING! The foil ball ejacu-

lated a painful shiver reelin' down my
spina! cord. .Memories of my childhood

dentist. Dr. Girard. hoverin" above me.

sintrin" along to the muzak in the office.

"Fiilings Nothing but fillings. .

."

Suddenly. Z.\P! I received another

shock. My reflex after initial contact was

to repeal the procedure and I was gra-

ciously treated to the unexpected flurry of

two in a row. I never knew Orangina was

such an exemplary conductor.

Perhaps my ner\es were tryin" to com-

municate to my conscious that they craved

this stimulation, like it's a spring cleanin'

for my nersous system as a whole. Then

again, they could have been sufTerin' from

this rather painful and totally unnecessary

lurture and were vergin' on suicidal panic.

Suddenly, 1 overheard a group ofmales

speakin' in the corridor. One had grown

quite agitated and began to shout^That is

not truel Frogs legs don't taste like no

frickin' chicken. I've had snake and that

don't taste like chicken either. Beaver

don't taste like chicken, squirrel don't taste

like chicken, rabbit don't. .

."

Under the influence of the Orangina. I

mustard up all the voice I could and

callously yelped, "Yo, buddy, you wanna

know what tastes like chicken? Your

mother tastes like chicken!" It was then

that everythin' went black and the dream

commenced.
Her name translated from Greek as

"joy" and a more apt moniker could not

exist. I arrived on her doorstep with a rose

between my teeth, and I couldn't have

looked better if I'd come in walkin' on the

water. I protruded forth, ducked under an

imaginary archway and. . .

Suddenly, she grabbed me by the arms

with both her shoulders, lifted me up and

pressed her lips to mine. Suddenly, I be-

came woozy as I felt myselfcare-freely set

down gently upon my back and we began

French Canadian kissin'. I could taste the

blood from the freshly sliced slits in our

lips that the thorns in the rose ripped

open. Swoon enough, I opened my eyes to

see blood spattered all over her grinnin'

face. At that moment, a runnin' rivulet of

red, white, and blue blood cells dribbled

into my eyes and I was forced to close them

again and submit to unconsciousness.

And as you may know, a dream within a

dream is reality. I spat out that damn foil

ball and made room for her in my heart.

Love exists! You've just got to respect your

woman or man and give them all the love

you can manage. I had descended as low as

I could and returned with a woman I didn't

deserve but later earned through mutual

respect, compassion, and warmth of soul.

So come on, Umass, get out ofthe bath-

room already, away from the shavin' razors

and tweezers and rubbin' alcohol and that

damn water pik. Spend no more lonely

hours roUin' a pizza sheer up and down
your Adam's Apple. Love is all around,

come on and let it show. The damn dawn
is upon us already.

Tony Westcott is a UMass student

Okay, I've been writing for this won-

derful pubUcation for . . . let's see— seven

semesters. In that time, anonymous letters

have been run about rape, abortion, ha-

rassment, bigotry and many other won-

derful and touchy subjects.

These are the kind ofletters whatmake

a person want to pick up the newspaper

and say, "wow, how brave!"

I don't agree. Scribbling off one's in-

nermost thought and sending them off to

a newspaper without a name or a number
— doesNOT mean the person has a strong

demeanor.
I've seriously been giving it a great deal

of thought. Why write a letter to a news-

paper, with no intention of taking credit

for it?

I came up with a few possible answers

to this phenomenon — which sort of also

answers the questions about why people

call up the Collegian and say they don't

like Jim's Journal, the fact that Scorpio

was cut out of the horoscope, or the news-

paper in general.

(I've got a news flash for you. If you

hate this newspaper, why in the world are

you reading this as I write? If you hate

Jim, the horoscope, or the crossword, why

bother looking at them? It seems like a

major waste of time.)

Okay, back to the 'wimp list,' as I choose

to call it. There must be a good reason to be

submitting letters with no name on them.

One. Freedom ofSpeech — this seems

like a good one, right? Why not — it's a

constitutional right. But why not put your

John Hancock on it? HE wasn't afiraid of

the repercussions— why should you ifyou

care at all about what your subject is.

Sure, you believe in animal rights, but

instead of your name, a paw print ap-

pears. Have some convictions, take a stand,

and quite simply, get a life.

Nothing is quite as bad as not being

able to say what you feel. That's the stuff

oppression is made of.

Two. Inferiority complex about writ-

ing, opinions or being different from your

friends — one of the main problems with

society today is people are so concerned

about their friends and less concerned

about what the real problems are they

can't be smart enough to try and have an

opinion.

Think your friend with the $ 100 sweater

and a gold ring on each finger has a clue—
or cares — about what you think? If your

'friends' would forget you for having your

own opinions— take it from me— they're

not your friends. They're oblivious.

Are you truly afraid of your writing?

Then don't write your thoughts on a napkin

from the Bluewall or toilet paper from the

dorm. Put some time into it. If you care

enough, are angry enough or have enough

compassion, what you have to say will

show through. Don't despair.

If you do start sometliing and think it

sucks, readany newspaper's Editorial page

and be positive. See how others get their

point across. Just don't give up.

Three. Just scared — my only ques-

tion—WHY? This is a college newspaper,

not the Congressional Record, and the rest

ofyour life is not determined by what you

said, what you did or how many times you

were in the police log.

The Collegian is not to be used as an

anonymous fight between two parties

unknown to the editors of this paper and

the campus at large.

So, get with it. Your name is a blessing,

not something to hide. Use it. make a

name for yourself and be proud of your

work.

And I only say this because most people

think anonymous letters are written by

liars.

Gayle Long is a Collegian columnist

Dismay over recent vandalism
Our campus has acommitment to create

an environment in which the freedom and

dignity ofevery human being is respected.

Each person is encouraged to have full

participation in all aspects ofcampus life.

Programs, activities and services on our

campus support our commitment.

Last week, there was an incident of

vandalism against the Program for Gay,

Lesbian and Bisexual concerns. We are

dismayed and deeply concerned that a

memberofourcommunity would vandalize

the building.

It is incumbent upon all members of

the university community to promote re-

spect and dignity as two ofthe core values

that we affirm. Violence and harassment

ofany kind are not acceptable here and we
will seek to punish the person identified

as performing violent or harassing acts,

including retaliation, or those found to

incite others to such acts.

If any person has information regard-

ing the vandalism, we encourage you to

come forward and talk with the staffat the

Dean of Students Office.

Sharon L. Kipetz
Interim Dean of Students

Jo-Anne Vanin
Interim Vice Chancellor

Italian-American cultural event destroyed by paranoid peer's actions
. -...-. . ^ . . .. .1 • ^ ; „;„of o r^iir.,E, ctiirlont Therefore I would like to extend an ooen invi

Friday evening, I held a Cultural Celebration in

Honor of the Italian-American Heritage. I would like

10 vehemently thank all of you who participated and

made it such an overwhelming success. 1 hope that

you were all sufficiently entertained and edified.

My second point of order is thus: I wouid like to

publicly apologize to the individual who was so ur-

gently distressed by said festival that he/she felt that

immediate police involvement was necessary. Had I

known that I was generating such an abhorrent

cacophony to cause someone to feel that the services

ofour admirable knights in blue were needed, I would

have ceased the event immediately and would prob-

ably have hurled myselfonto a bed ofnails to atone for

this grave transgression against a fellow student.

Luckily, when the police arrived and told me that they

had received a disturbance of the peace complaint, they

also quickly assured me that it seemed as though there

didn't seem to be any reason for their being called to the

alleged crime scene. Good Lord! Was I ever relieved to

learn that they had only been called because the afore-

mentioned Cultural event must have startled someone

not familiar with my particular cultural traditions, in-

cluding bizarre rituals such as: ballardare (to dance),

ascoltare la musica (to listen to music) and divertirsi (to

enjoy oneself). It was extremely ignorant ofme to expect

everyone to understand and appreciate la Dolce Vita (the

Sweet Life) which I and my guests were eiyoying.

Therefore I would like to extend an open invita-

tion to anyone, at any time, to come to my room and

inform me ofthe fact thatmy behavior is striking,such

fear into their hearts, that they feel that the police

should be called. Please, I appreciate the fact that

you may have assumed that someone's life was in

danger and I thank you for your concern, but events

were to the contrary. Therefore, please do not disturb

the police in the future until you are a bit more

certain, for there could have been someone, some-

where on this campus, in true danger, who might

have been deprived of police assistance.

Marc Randazza
Butterfield

"Politically Correct" is not an elite organization complete with rulebook
Olivia Stewart-Liberty ("Will someone somewhere theories. The term "politically correct" is used to lump

please politically correct me?", Feb. 20)just doesn't get it. people together in one vaguely negative category, thereby

She, along with countless other members of the media avoiding serious discussion on any of the issues involved

and the general populace, continues to rail against the

dangers of the ever-growing menace of "political cor

rectness". This "very elite group ofpeople" has chosen the

"title" of "politically correct" in order to enforce their

"extremely exclusive doctrine."

What Ms. Stewart-Liberty does not understand is

that the whole idea of a doctrine of political correctness,

complete with rulebook and standing members, is a

fantasy of those who disagree with certain ideas and

Take, for example, the situation described in the

editorial. The author was riding a bus to Northampton

and a seated man asked a .standing woman if she would

like to sit down. Although I was not at the scene, from the

description ofthe event given in the article, the man was

quite rude and the woman involved was attempting to

squelch a potentially confrontational situation. To Ms.

Stewart-Liberty, this woman's actions were full of "hy-

pocrisy and "cowardice", another victim of the ever-

growing spectre of political correctness.

It's easy to lump every disagreeable situation together

and label them all vdthone all-encompassing, meaningless
term. The real world, however, does not conform to this

type of manipulation. Until Ms. Stewart-Liberty, and
others like her, realize that there is no such nemesis as

"political correctness", intelligent and constructive de-

bates on the issues buried underneath the rhetoric will be

non-existant.

Andrew Brodsky
Sunderland
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Arts & Living
Rand presents comic culture documentary
By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

Watching Tales of the Lost Formicans is like getting

the best of both worlds — twrice.

In literal terms, the worlds we are presented with are

those of the hapless human race and of the aliens who
observe them. Much of the play takes the form of an off

centerdocumentaryon our culture, narrated by detached,
sunglass-wearing extra-terrestrials.

The subtler connection — and one which makes the

broad premise so workable— comes from the way play-

wright Constance Congdon crafts her comedy. Shedding

both the randomness ofabsurdism and the earthiness of

drama, Congdon retains the finer aspects of both forms,

to achieve a strange consciousness in which everj^hing is

impossible, yet makes perfect sense.

What is the play about? It's about the big picture. It's

about aliens and humans, families and forgetfulness,

anguish and euphoria, love and sex. It's about searching

for order in a world gone mad, and eating Dilly Bars while

the mall burns down.
Many ofCongdon's ideas had their genesis at UMass,

for it was here, during her graduate studies, that she first

latched onto the idea of the shopping mall as a sort of

cultural mecca. The wide use of the term "dead mall," to

refer to Hadley's unpopular shopping center, intrigued

her.

She became fascinated by the idea that a mall might

be buried forgotten as a final remnant of some extinct

society — that it might be unearthed by some future

beings, and made to stand as our Parthenon or Pyramid.

How would the archaelogists explain the significance of

the mall aesthetics; indoor fountains, glass sculptures,

and benches every five feet? What information about our

society could they infer based simply on this information?

These questions gave rise to the more encompassing

ones ofFormicans, and led the play to worldwide success.

In the five years since it's premiere , the play haswon both

the Arnold Weissberger Award and the Newsday/

Oppenheimer Award for Best New Play. In 1989, it was

chosen to represent the United States at the International

Theatre Festival in Helsinki.

Now, with the upcomingUMass produciton, Constance

Congdon has come full circle. After all, it was here that

many of her first plays were produced, and it is fitting

that the Theatre Department shoidd return, a decade

later, to a more mature writer.

Richard Trousdell is directing the Rand production of

Formicans, 10 years after working with Congdon on the

world premiere of her play The Bride.

When I spoke to him, he was eager to praise Congdon's

abilities, noting that UMass "helped develop one of the

best new playwrights in America."

Perhaps that is why the Theatre Department of the

underfunded, underappriciated university has decided

to break it's long run of chestnuts and dramas, and

present an ultra-contemporary comedy. Times are tough,

and like many characters inFormicans, we are lost in the

sea of concerns. Why not cheer ourselves up a bit?

"Why not," as Trousdell says, "celebrate one of our

own?"
Tales of the Lost Formicans will be performed at the

Rand Theatre, Fine Arts Center, Feb. 27-29 and March 4-

7. Tickets are available at the FAC Box office. There will

be a special benefitperformance forAlzheimers disease on

Feb. 26. Admission to thatperformance isfree, butpatrons

are encouraged to leave donations.
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^P^^ Discover a challenging,^ rewarding future that puts

you in touch with your skills.

Today's Air Force offers ongoing

opportunities for professional

development with great pay and

benefits, normal working hours,

complete medical and dental care,

and 30 days vacation with pay per

year. Learn how to qualify as an

Air Force health professional. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-423-USAF

atj
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Round Trips from Boston Starting at

LONDON $ 310

TOKYO 729

Round Trips from New York Starting at

GUATEMALA 390
DELHI 1231

Round Trips from Los Angeles Surting ac

AUKLAND 1209
Taxes not included. Restrictions apply.

Fares subject to change & availability.

Call about one ways. We Issue

EURAIL passes on the SPOT!

Council Travd
79 South Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002

413-256-1261

SflTMON

/•,

!r7 '-^^'

^~
Av«i liable at: Jc

SAME BAT CHAIUniEL f
^:

'^'-
Hampshire Mall, Hadley • 586-8775 ^ g}:.

Meet a\m\ talk with the writer of Animal Man, The Nazz, My Mame is

CHAOS, a\m\ Dark Horse Comics Star Wars: Dark Empire.

TALK IS CHEAP AWD SO ARE OUR COMICS!
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DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

I RE^O nANT T^OO^ ROOSE.VtLT ^
WW w^^T MOO HKVt

^ ,

JIM'S JOURNAL

i^y^yt, f«eli«^5

k;v\| of Vir«4
(t«krtc4 -to ^otf

.

TV«>^ Mr. fi»t%rj«v»

By JIM

up «v«fo vi^^ b^ckc

WILMINGTON By M.K. ANDERSON

A HELPFUL TIP WHfN

PLAVINQ CH/\RAPeS WITH

A ITRfGT MirAE^ THf

ANSWER MAY HAl^C

SoMefHlAJ^ TO vo WITH

-2A? /Wi>^«»v

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

OUT Tnm '.^ R^MR-
iANQ' IN irSHT Of

TH^ FACT UAT

I

RiaimisuRin-
IN VOm IN TH^ NiU
HA^?SWH PRIMARY*

I HAV^ PiCaP TO

RUN FOR PmiPENTH

V //:>'1 VOf FOR yOUR URITE-IN VOTE,

lUlU PRQMijt ABSOLOWAmrUING!

-- Alt THE9E THINOS
] I!^ ^ j

f^=*;vrf/.^ IFEUCTEPI

m sum My cA^AicN is mmiRE.
SHALiOUASPA MOC/CERV OfWR f
RIGHT TO VOTE' BUT THATS ALSO A
TRUf Of THE LEGITIMATE"CAmPATES

OH AnP POUT icxm. me
ton A IMUCHUf* TO THIS

rOH-IMSTIll. UAITINO

ADVENTURES OF FRED Bv CHRIS SHADOIAN

Ue(, VO^^' CWtCK 1W\^ 0^' -IH'I

t>v^"i Mtfiv rr ' \v- vNt "i«t «ir\,

Today's Staff
Night Editor Gayle Long

Copy Editor Tamir Upton

PhotoTechnician JeffEgan

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas

Production Matt Schmill

Traci Ann DiSalvatore

Sorry,

no menu today

Quote of the Day
"Whining is anger coming through a small

hole."

Stuart Smallew on Saturday Nif^ht Live

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By jEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): Get

down lo brass lacks in business nego-

tiations. Handle routine allairs lart-

lully to avoid making costly mistakes.

Your interest in mystical matters bal-

ances your shrewd, meticulous style.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Stormy weather is possible at work.

Keep a low profile in all empkiyment

altairs. Even minor errors could lead

to major complications. Let sleeping

dogs lie.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20»: In-

novative ideas abound. The trick is

turning them to practical use! Seek

new clues to a loved one's l)ehavior.

You may be overlooking something

vital.

CANCER(|une21-|uly22):Retuse

to let someone rutlle y<xjr leathers

this morning. A measured response is

essential even if your patience is

running short. Alternoon is the best

lime lor negotiating and signing

contracts.

lEO duly 23-Aug. 22): The trav-

elers among you will delight in lind-

ing interesting places to visit now.

L isten to your inner voice it uncertain

what to do about romance. A new-

lonu'r makes your heart skip a Ix-at.

VIRGO (Aug. 2^-Sepl. 22): Con-

tinue lo cultivate the ambition that

has been growing within you. Now is

the ideal time lo intensity your stud-

ies. 5ieek family members' coopera-

tion Ix-forc revising .1 budget.

LIBRA (Sept. 21-Oct. 22): .\n

excellent day tor making now business

connections and expanding your so-

cial horizons. Do not In- shy alxxit

describing your talents or an exc iling

opportunity could pass you by.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Your inventive streak helps your turn

a job site into a snuxjlh-running op-

eration (X)w. Be very careful iitempJed

It) start An office romance; there is

more at stake than you realize.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21): Clinging to fixed ways could

create problems at work or horrie.

Give yourself rofMn lo grow. A new

business venture could be touch and

go for a while. Skip the long-distance

calls.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19):

A day when pent-up energy could get

the Ix'sl of you. An exercise class or

brisk walk will do you a world of

goodi The evening looks festive and

romantic. Dress up.

AQUARIUS (Ian. 2()-Feb. 18):

Your popularity is on the rise at work.

Your good humor andcommon sense

win accolades from associates ot the

opposite sex. Good vibrations arc

centered at honu" lonight.

PISCES (Feb. 19-Marrh 20): You

bask in the spotlight al a business

meeting or s<x:ial event. The eyes of

love are also upon you. Secret nego-

tiations could lead lo new career

success. Use your shrewd insights.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 — Goes On
5 _ lime

10 Le Moko
14 Sanoarac tree

15 More scarce

16 GreeK letters

1 7 Certain Sooin

American

19 Nerd s older

cousin

20 Tntle and truffle

21 Seniors

23 Historical times

24 Donkey, in

Darmstadt

25 Attic

28 Dressmaker s

guide

31 Dined

32 Scorches
34 Bay window
36 — and

Circumstance

38 Race horse

40 The Forsyte

41 F^ssible

umbrella''

43 Showed the

movie again

45 Macadamia
46 Ott-times

presidential

candidate

48 —lung

50 Gratify

51 A — apple

52 The — of

Litwrty

55 Heightens

59 Sit

60 Attorney s aides

62 Hebrew
measure

63 t^ideasterners

64 Slate, in Pans

65 London meals

66 Magnate
67 Aunts and

uncles: Abbr

DOWN
1 Calif, city s

"Bluas"

2 Dies —
3 H^usician Waller

4 Art gum
5 Divides

accordingly

6 Carries on
vocally

7 Stanley and
—

: 1990 film

8 — culpa

9 Hemingway
10 Hawkers
1

1

Vous —
12 Twosome
13 Seers powers,

tor short

18 Actor Richard

and (amily

22 A(3ono s mother

24 Facilitator

25 Spaces

26 Tiny particles

27 Send
28 Prepare tor a

party

29 Laughing

30 Hot drink

33 A poem lovely

as —

35 The — George 51 A Hamilton

Apiey 52 Name tO' a

37 Does a Dalmatian

painter s 53 Encyclopedia

l0b 54 On the bnny

39 A — distress 55 Part of QED
42 Biblical twin 56 Little Man —
44 Artless 57 Israel S airline

47 — up 58 jet set lets

49 Catafiult 61 Biblical lion

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

TaioiNMR A B AjBh-JJ*.!-
"de l eMa [R'e. n aMa a.*JL

fiP'AlW T M E N T S T P:R I

'0TpTFTH^»iTlO!R^T I R E D

The o|jinions cxprL-sscci on ihis pjge die those <M the c jrloonists .ind do not neccssjrily reflect the views of the CuUcgum or the University.
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women 's hoop
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

Kim Kristofik and Jenny Moran were
ice cold, shooting 5-for-16 in the first half
and lO-for-31 for the game. It seemed at
times that no one on the team could hit a
basket. The Minuteworaen shot 34 per-
cent from the floor.

"We're not a good shooting team," said
UMass coach Joanie O'Brien. "We missed
a few wide open shots."

Nevertheless, the Minutewomen were
within 3, 29-26. Credit St. Joseph's assitant
coach Frank Gaitley with keeping UMass
within striking distance. Gaitley was as-
sessed a crucial technical foul as the first

half wound down.
As Jenny Moran hit a shot with 1:26

left in the first half, Laurie Dondarski was
fouled. The officials ruled that since the
events were simultaneous, the shot would
count and Dondarski could shoot a 1-and-

1 from the free throw line.

The St. Joseph's bench went crazy and
were slapped with a technical foul.

Dondarski hit both ends of the 1-and-l,

and one of the technical foul shots. By
then it was 27-25 in favor of St. Joseph's.

A Maleeka Valentine free throw cut the
lead to one before Audrey Codner (13
points) hit a basket at the buzzer for the
29-26 halftime score.

In the second half, it was all Codner
and St. Joseph's. After the Hawk's Katie
Curry hit a 3-pointer to open the second
half, Codner hit 8ofthe next 10 St. Joseph's
points, the last ofwhich gave the Hawks a
42-31 lead.

CassAnderson and Anita Moore traded
jumpers, and when St. Joseph's called a
timeout, UMass looked like it was in the

game. But the Hawks went on a 12-2 run
punctuated by reserve guard Kerri
Nemeth's two treys that sealed the game
for St. Joseph's.

charlie'g
Tavern

"Wfiat's 9{ew?
Jumbo Drinks & lumbo Drafts

25 different kinds of beer.

Enlarged Seating
Plenty ofroom for your friends!

Enjoy these cheap munchies from 9p.m.-12 midnight

Mondays— 70' Cheese Sticks

Tuesdays —10* Buffalo Win^ (mild & hot)

Wednesdays— 25* CheesePizza Slices

Thursdays— 10* Chicken (Hot Lips) Nuggets

Fridays & Saturdays— Enjoy our full menu
including nachos, fried zucchini &
mushrooms, chili, salads, burgers,

broiled chicken, sandwiches, pizza

1 Pray St., Amherst • 549-5403
Open 1 1 a.m. 7 days a week
Kitchen open 'til midnight

Game Room with 2 Pool luibles

78 Old Sunderland Rd

n/iaior North Amh«rtt, MA

grdUocp.-. 549-2880

aCARSTAR,
Collsion Rapair Center

1

Now Playing

CAPE
FEAR

Showtimes:
Fri. - Sun.

7pm & 9:15pm
Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7;30pm

Adults $4.00

Student w/valid I.D. &
Senior Citizens $3.00

<:::7Tunan ^axazn <:J\£.i.tau'iant

OL S£df CU^^s Buffet

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
10 Bclchcrlown Rd. • Route 9 Amherst • 256-0251/0252

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

Minimum $15 plus $2 delivery charge

BUFFET &SUNDAYBRUNCH
Buffet served Saturday 5-9p.m.

Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99
Children under 10 - $3.00

- ^^„ o FTi raii i^ iiiT^i'sJir?

ic:: issi Bit aMVUatii'f

"^ii^^^^^S^S^^-^.
h td'^mm?^ 6^"iin'i"^-'-;!.'. / ;

Save money when you order campus delivery of

mi\B ^eia ^avk ^xmts
The University Store will reserve copies of The New York Times for

students and faculty at a savings of 40% Monday through Friday starting

on Monday March 2 thru May 8, 1992. Sign up now for your daily

copy of The New York Times at the low cost of $15.00, 40% below

the retail rate.

Please Enter My Subscription To: The New York Times

Spring Term

Weekdays (Mon-Fri) $ Days)

Print Name

Home Address

^,UmV£RSITY
Return Bottom Portion With Payment to The University Store, Campus Center. UMASS 545-2619^yj S7'Qj^£; <§g>

^iii,iijjijiijij^i^jjjiii>j^^^^>^^^^^**^^jy»//iiiifii//i////////i/Lf/iintiilU£l^^^iiA^L^ill^L^iliŜ

AnOMCSii WAPniDS. IMillE
STAIRMASTERS » LIFECYCLES * LIFEROWER * TREADMILL * GRAVITRON

f^^^ rM^o)BD@ g B[^ KiacgraPjQBS a @[^
Amherst
Athletic

Club

Karate
Health
& Fitness

460
West
Street

South
Amherst
256-0080

Open 7 days
On bus route
Aerobics dally

Classifieds
COMETO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE 113 CAMPUSCEmR ' MON. THURS. 8:30-3:30 FRIDAY 8:30-^ ' DEADUNE IS mO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATION » 20(/^ORmAY FOR STUDEm ' CASH IN ADVANCE

lOJNDRAISER
~~ ORDER AVON!

AMMniiMoruPMTq ESPIONAGE 101 FOUND We're looking tor a student organization that MUSICIANS Call 546-1999
ANNOUNCEMENTS ^6*Kiun«i.c

^ ^ would like to earn $500-$1 500 for a one For Iree brochures/samples

B-H .nH nr..i,i...
" ASSASSIAN GAME LOCKETFOUNDoulsideSouthwestDCCall week marketing project Organized and hard GuHarisl/Vocalisl lor duet. $ gigs. DJ:exp.

IZTJT::^ ««. .or ...ng par- A^^'r^sl^nt^ lor ^ive d.^^^ Enck^.4033
^^r^iT^'JIsr^^

°' ''"' '' '^^^^^"^^ ^J^^5^^^ '"'^"'^'"^

ents and friends 5490733 game conlad 6-1 156 or 6-1172 (800) 592-21 Zl ext. IbJ^
:.,........,. ;;;

'

Car,ht.an.on,'si89roun*pa^.o«^^^^^
Ri^iTA-DISC EN^RTAIN-M^TBTs; tTss'ZT^TJTI^^r^:'. f^-l^d: heTatorMo^utlSo:^ a!^'"^!'

.h H .n H.h . nior Prom
^^!^?!^^^!^:?^

rj^J^""""^ Zl^^^^fl^^m "deoDJ's and Karaoke Irom $175.00. Call Room * board' Over 8.000 openings Male ,rom Washington. DC. If you are interested
V>/,ll you go to the Harrrton High Junior Prom

only$260eachway!Airmtcn.Ji<!-BO«-<;uuu
58e.99ooFor Sale or female. For employment program call 1-

in the challenges and excitement ol working
with us' N««<J tom* sun? I have great deals on

PHI ALPHATHETA History Honors Society . 206-545-4155 ext 298 wi1hcampersingrades3-10.wewantyouon Our dads said they iwiHOnvjei
spring break trips lo Jamaica. Cancun, and

accepting nevn members, pick up applic. in
^^^ SALE CAMP ENCORE/CODA our team. Good salaries, great funi Our HAPPY BIRTHDAY Bahamas Call Dena nights 549-5740

Histofy office Slh lloor Herler. Deadline 2g5.
iwlusic camp in southern Maine has current director will be on campus al the Camp Fair KATHRYN PANAMA CITY FLORIDA

1991 TREK 1200 RACING BIKE openings for assistant waterfront director. on March 3 For information and an ap- We love ya

I

drinking on the beach is legal.

AUTO FOR SALE Perfect condition (WSI/LGT required), waterfront counselors point^menl^call 1;80a^29-7852^ Love Jenny Knslin Chare Marc
(jg^^ ^^^ ^^„^,^ ^^^

. $475 or Ijest olfef (LGT required) and head of tennis. Contact HELP WANTED over 400.000 students expected.

MAZDA QLC 1981 1 05K 4speed reliable
Call Tom 6-7108 James Saltman. Camp Encore/Coda, Ar- HOMEWORKERS NEEDED!! SERVWES and it's cheap

inspec1able$500/b.o. Jim 586-1 194
piirnitijHE llngton. MA, 617-641-3612^ Earn $1 000 weekly mailing our circulars in _ 8days 7nights from $1 55

Wooden bureaus D.nTDP^DUCTIONi your spare time at homeL GUARANTEED! ™EE pr.gn.ncy t..«rj9; ~nf^^^^^^^^ call Pete or Derek 256-6490

CHEN STYLE TAI CHI
Dining table . chairs Men and Women desired for employment Free supplies/postagei Begin now! Free

=f''"9 t"PP°'^.°'"J*;?i^,I^^^^ SPRING BREAK SPECIALS 19921

Toaster consideration. If you are a model/dancer or details! Enclose LSASE:SMS,Depl.Col-7A. Pleasant Street Amherst 549-2906
Bahamas March 14th.. $349" Jamaica.

MEDrrATION-IN-MOTlON with slow-last, g.j^ ,35195 feels has what it lakes to be successful in the Box 610,jordova . TN 38018-0610. IHTEHNSHIP OPPORTUNmES Cancun $429'!

soft vigorous, empty-solkl movements Free
Excellent condition entertainment world then let DandD Produc- SUMMER CAMP ON CAPE COD A comprehensive guide list hundreds cur- Includes: Hotel, air, transfers, parties!

first lesson 6;45pmFeb25Nonhampton 545-
549.1909 tions show you how to make those dreams a Need enthusiastic dedicated people to work, rent internships in and around Boston. Send Sun Splash Tours

S923 (TauTbOV 20 oames w/case like new 'eality. live with kids. Beautilul location, excellent $15 to: National Student Financial Planning 1-800-426-7710— -

ti7s«7Jo 6 5425 ' ' Do you have what it takes? program, competitive salaries. Call Jeanne Service PO Box 390085. CambrKlge MA
ENTERTAINMENT ------ .r.^TV-^^l^r^.^^''^ Call {4 1 3) 594-4490 to arrange lor an inter- or Dan at 2560381 lor information or appli- 021 39. The first 100 interns accepted before TYPING

HP 323 CALCULATOR $45.00 6-6469 viewtoday cation*. 5/5 Qualify receive $100 award.

OPEN STAGE NITE TIRES FOR SALE: EARN MONeTnOVVI LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Services FAST, ACCURATE TYPING w/spellcheck.

Coming in March looking for acts of any kina
p^^^^ , ggg Michellm SPANISH/ENGLISH BILINGUALS LOST Center offers free legal assistance to tee- $1 .50/pg Call Greg 6-6435^

comedy, singers, musicians, jugglers, or any mXV (radialx) size 185/70 Needed for reading study . paying students. Contact us at 922 Campus N-«.„aur D.n«r« fvD«l? Quick accurate
other acts If you can entertain give us a call

Great condition $30ea. Jeanette 585-8749 LOST- Ricoh camera, gray case. Reward. Center. 545-1995 s^J cLlI B^^MfsseS
549-1200 after 5pm ask lor Judi 0, Pele

call 549-291 7 ^viNING7oBSI E^tiiroVmentalcampargn Tamsin- 585-0087 Los, las, Thursday PROFESSIONAL HTu^EKEE-pilS pAP^s RESUMES THESIS^
work. Fight pollution with clean water action Friendly, efficient, reliable ^^^ processing, laser printing-
$7/hr. On buslines Call 584-9830 Excellent refs q^h Rosemary 323-5031

Coll Linda 665-7787
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Game Summary

St. Bonoventure
Massachusetts

25-42 67
52 - 52 104

St. Bonaventure (67)

Moore 7-20 4-9 1 8, Vanterpool 2-6

5-6 9, Hamilton 4-8 1-2 9. Weber 0-

0-0 0, Nelson-Richards 3-7 0-0 7,

Abercrombie 0-2 0-0 0, Hemelaer
0-0 0-0 0, Monce 1 -2 2-2 4. Shelton

2-3 2-3 6, Quackenbush 6-6 2-3 14.

Totals: 25-54 16-25 67.

Massachusetts (104)

McCoy 4-7 0-1 8, Herndon 5-5 2-2

12. H. Williams 3-6 4-6 10, Firmin 1-5

1 -2 4. Brown 4-5 0-0 1 1 , M. Witliarr^s

2-4 1-2 5, C. Robinson 2-5 0-2 4,

Kellogg 2-4 2-3 7, Roe 2-6 1-4 5.

Barbee 6-9 3-6 18, Molloy 1-4 7-8

10 Pace 0-2 2-2 2 K. Robinson 4-4

0-0 8 Totals: 36-66 23-38 104.

Three-point goals: St Bonaventure
1-4 (Vanterpool 0-2, Nelson-

Richards 1-2) Massachusetts 9-14

(Firmin 1-2, Brown 3-4, Kellogg 1-1

Barbee 3-4. Molloy 1-3). Rebounds:

St. Bonaventure 34 (Vanterpool 8).

Massachusetts (M. Williams, Roe
5). Assists: St. Bonaventure 14

(Vanterpool, Abercrombie 5).

Massachusetts 26 (Herndon 5).

Fouled out: Abercrombie.
Technicals: St. Bonaventure
tDench. McCoy.
Attendance: 4.058 (sellout).

Player of the game

University of Mas-
sachusetts for-

ward Will Herndon
gave the Minute-

men all theywould
need in the first half

as he scored 10

points, dished out
four assists and
grabbed three Will Hemdon
steals as UMass 6 3 Sr . Forward

tooka command- Pittsburgh, PA
ing 52-25 halftime

advantage.
Herndon. who leads UMoss in field

goal percentage (.715), finished

the game with 12 points, 5-for-5

from the field. 2-for-2 from the line.

Why UMass won

The Minutemen scored the first 9

points of the game and never

looked back. Their press stymied

the Bonn ies , forcing 26 turnovers ,
1

4

in the first half. The Minutemen in

comparrison turned the ball over

only once in the first half and seven
times total. While the Minutemen
scoredwhenevertheywanted .the

Bonnies had trouble putting to-

gether a seauence of passes dur-

ing any possession. UMass had five

players score in double figures, the

seventh time that has happened
this season.

Atlantic 10 Standings

Massachusetts
West Virginia

Rhode Island

Temple

W - L Pet.

10 -3 .769

9 - 4 .692

8 -4 .667

9 -5 .643

George Washington 7 - 6 .538

Duquesne 5-7 .417

St. Joseph's 5 - 8 .385

Rutgers 4 -9 .308

St. Bonaventure 1 -12.077

UMass' next opponent

The University of Massachusetts

travels to Morgantown, W.V. for a
game against the Mountaineers
Thursday night. West Virginia beat
the Minutemen 76-75 back in

January when the Minutemen
were ranked 25th in the nation.

West Virginia provides matchup
problems for the Minutemen. They

are much like Temple in that they

have size up front and speed in

the backcourt. UMass will have to

stop the Mountaineers' big men
from scoring down low.

Sports
Minutemen whip Bonnies,
cruise to 22nd win, 104-67
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Just before the tipoffofSaturday night's

University of Massachusetts-St.
Bonaventure basketball game , the capacity

crowd at the Curry Hicks Cage began

chanting, "It's all over."

They were right, as this was one of

those games that to put it mildly was a

mismatch.
UMass (22-4, 10-3 in the Atlantic 10)

scored the first 9 points of the game and

shot 54 percent from the floor, on its way

to a 104-67 bulldozing of the Bonnies (7-

17, 1-12).

With George Washington beating West

Virginia yesterday 85-78, the win pushed

UMass into first place in the A- 10 and

barring some unforeseen voting, should

jump the Minutemen into the Top 25 when

the Associated Press rankings come out

tonight.

"IBeing in the Top 25) doesn't worry

Collegian photo by Christopher Evans

University of Massachusetts point guard Anton Brown leads the

Minutemen down court in action last week at the Curry Hicks Cage.

The Minutemen defeated St. Bonaventure Saturday night, 104-67.

Reid accepts position
with Richmond Spiders

me, said UMass guard Jim McCoy. "I

think we're a mature team now. We weren't

focused last time when we were in the Top

25. 1 think we were all concerned with the

press and the glamour of being in the Top

25. This time I don't think we'll make any

mistakes."

"We all got carried away with being in

the Top 25 last time," said UMass forward

Tony Barbee, who scored a team-high 18

points. "It won't be new this time. We just

have to go to the game and play, and not

worry about where we are in the rankings."

It took a while, but the Bonnies, who
turned the ball over 26 times to UMass' 7,

finally scored with 16:27 remaining. They
pulled within 6, at 1 1-5, but that was as

close as they would get the rest of the

night , as the Minutemen showed no mercy

in winning their 22nd game of the year.

'They got the lead on us," said St.

BonaventurecoachTom Chapman. "It put

us down and gave them confidence. They

are a very confident team right now. They

are hitting on all cylinders."

Leading 17-7, UMass went on a 10-2

run triggered by Mike Williams' layup

and high arching shot in the paint. Wil-

liams finished with 5 points, 5 rebounds

and 4 steals.

St. Bonaventure's Harry Moore (18

points on 7 of20 shooting) got the Bonnies

within 1 5, when he hit a leaner in the lane.

But by this time. UMass had the game
well in hand, even though there was 7:34

to play in the first half

Kennard Robinson (a career-high 8

points) hit a jumper to up UMass' lead to

31-14. Then William Herndon (12 points,

5 assists) took a feed from Anton Brown
(11 points) and ripped it through the cyl-

inder, giving the Minutemen a 33-14 ad-

vantage.

A Tony Barbee trey made it 43-18 and

by this time it felt like the end of a blow-

out, where both teams empty the benches

and let the reserves play.

However, UMass coach John Calipari

left most of his starters in for the first half

Just long enough to see McCoy rise above

Nii Nelson-Richards for an in-your-face

slam dunk.
"I usually leave the spectacular stuff

for Will IHerndonl," McCoy said. "But

every now and then, I have to gel my pops

in."

By halftime, everyone for UMass had

played, and all that was left to see. was
fan-favorite Francois Firmin hit a 3-

pointer, as the Minutemen had a 52-25

lead at the break.

It was senior night for the Minutemen,

as all four seniors were introduced sepa-

rately before the game, and all four started

including Firmin, who scored four points

and dished out four assists.

"This is the first game since I've been

the coach here, that I said, 'We have to win

this game,'" Calipari said. "I wanted to put

the pressure on them to get them ready.

You are always one game away from being

humiliated and this was one of them."

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Former University of Massachusetts

head football coach Jim Reid accepted an

assistant head coaching position at the

University of Richmond Friday under

three-year head coach Jim Marshall.

Reid was offered a two-year deal, but

signed a contract tied into Marshall's which

expires in June 1993. Reid believes he will

begin his duties in Virginia on Mar. 1.

Reid, who coached the Minutemen to

three Yankee Conference Championships
in his six years as head coach, olTicially

resigned on Feb. 1 3 after verbally resigning

Jan. 23 upon learning that he had to

retract promises of scholarships to high

school recruits.

"I feel good about going down there,"

said Reid, who is good friends with

Marshall. "I feel sad about leaving

[UMass I, because I felt I was going to be

here for the rest ofmy life. But, I also feel

it's best to be able to go down there and

turn a program around."

The Spiders, members of the Yankee
Conference, were 2-9 overall last season.

Reid said he is looking forward to being

an assistant.

"I'm glad to have the opportunity to

just coach 'my guys,'" he said.

Reid, a native of Medford, Mass., said

he is a little apprehensive about moving
into a new area and doesn't anticipate

moving his family yet as his wife and three

children reside in Amherst.

Reid also said he is still frustrated

about the happenings that led up to his

resignation.

"A lot of people treat college sports as a

business," Reid said. "That's fine and I

understand that. But, that's not why I'm

in it. I'm in it just becau.se I love the

competition and the young people.

"The things that motivate me are the

players and to be a small part in their

lives."

Women's
basketball
falls again
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The diehards who follow the

University of Massachusetts
women's basketball team probably

thought they had seen Saturday's

73-47 loss to St. Joseph's before.

It featured poor shooting, turn-

overs, and UMass' ability to stay

close within the first 20 minutes,

followed by a second half of its

opponent's touch passing and crisp

execution en route to a blowout

victory.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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High Court refuses
to halt repatriation
By JAMES ROWLEY
Associated Press

WASHINGTON—The Supreme Court
refused Monday to halt the repatriation of

Haitian refugees as Haiti's politicians

reached an accord providing for the

eventual return of exiled President Jean-

Bertrand Aristide.

The high court's 8-1 ruling upholding

the Bush administration's program to

forcibly return Haitian refugees shifts the

debate to Congress, which this week will

debate emergency legislation to tempo-

rarily halt repatriations.

The political settlement reached late

Sunday in Washington between Aristide

and his rivals in Haiti's National Assem-

bly would set up a "consensus government"

before the president's return to power.

The deal set no date for Aristide's re-

turn.

It called for the appointment ofmoder-

ate communist leader Rene Theodore as

interim prime minister.

Itwas unclearwhetherthe accordwould

be honored by the Haitian military, which

deposed Aristide in a Sept. 30 coup that

brought down the first democratically

elected government in the country's his-

tory.

"It's promising but very uncertain in

that there are forces at play in Haiti that

havent come to terms in the agrMtnent,

including the army," Arthur C. Haelton,

who monitors Haitian affairs for the

Lawyer's Committee for Human Ri^ts,

said ofthe agreement. "It is not a crisis that

has ended or likely will end for some time."

In Port-au-Prince, the communist trying to escape

party's second-ranking official, Max
Bourjolly, said the army had accepted the

agreement. Foreign Relations Minister

Jean-Robert Simonise said there was
strong opposition to Aristide's return and

the consensus government "will not be

easy to set up."

A knowledgeable diplomatic source said

that the Haiti's top military commander,
Gen. Raoul Cedras was satisfied with the

package that contains a general amnesty

and acceptance of all parliamentary ac-

tions since Aristide was forced into exile.

Aristide's acceptance ofparliamentary

actions was seen as allowing Cedras to

remain, at least temporarily, as army
commander, according to an Organization

ofAmerican States source.

The amnesty provision did not apply to

criminal acts and it was unclear whether

Aristide agreed to give amnesty to officers

who plotted his overthrow, said sources

familiar with the deal.

At the Supreme Court, Justice Harry

A. Blackmun was the lone dissenter from

the decision to dismiss the Haitian

refugee's legal challenge to the repatria-

tion.

"If indeed the Haitians are to be re-

turned to an uncertain fiiture in their

strife-torn homeland, thai ruUng should

come from this court after full and careful

considerationofthe merits oftheirclaims,"

he said.

Justice Clarence Thomas voted with

the mcuority to reject the appeal but said

ina concurringopinionthathe was "deeply

concerned" over allegations that repatri-

ated Haitians suffered persecution for

i
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WAY COOL, MAN — Scott Oremland, sophomore animal sci-

ence migor, Rick Gee, senior exercise migor and Tom Walsh, a

sophomore with an undeclared mi^jor, play basketball.

Nader opens
headquarters
in Boston
By ELINOR MILLS
Associated Press

BOSTON — Debvering his trademark indict-

ment ofthe current pohtical system and calUng for

citizens to take back their goveriunent, Ralph

Nader officially opened his Massachusetts cam-

paign headquarters Monday.
"I think the root ofthe paralysis of policy" in the

United States, he said, "is too much power and too

much money in too few hands, greedily and wrong-
fully used."

Although the attorney and constimer advocate

is not a presidential candidate because he missed

the filing deadlines, his name appears first on

Massachusetts' Democratic presidential primary

ballot for March 10.

Nader said a vote for him would be a vote ofno-

confidence for the other candidates and an affir-

mative vote for an overhaul in the political system.

"I agree this is something new in presidential

politics," he said.

He raised $30,000 from private donations £uid

has more than 300 campaign volunteers represent-

ing all political parties, he said at a news conference

in his donated two-room headquarters near Boston

Garden. The campaign also may open offices in

Springfield and Worcester in donated space.

Nader also said he expects to receive "tens of

thousands of votes" in the Massachusetts Demo-

cratic presidential primary andwould like to debate

any ofthe other Democratic candidates while they

are here in the state.

"We're going to take this campaign all over the

state in the next three weeks," he said. "And we

intend to make the candidates better."

Nader considers his campaign a movement that

voters can join to change the present political sys-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Kennedy praises COINS Dept.
Senator urges financial support for comp. science

By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff"

U.S. Sen. Edward M. Kennedy exprer ted support last

week for the University of Massachusetts COINS de-

partment and its latest research activities in a letter to

the National Science Foundation.

The senatorwasimpressed with the departmentwhen

visiting on February 14, according to Paul McOwen,

deputy chair of Computer and Information Science De-

partment. In a press release released by McOwen,
Kennedy said, "obviously you are on the cutting edge of

those futviristic technologies.

"This center here is obviously one of the very impor-

tant assets not only for Massachusetts, but for the

country," Kennedy added.

Kennedy backed his words in the letter sent four days

later, urging financial support from the National Science

Foundation, located in Washington D.C.

"The University ofMassachusetts at Amherst boasts

one of the coxmtry's finest research departments in

computer science," wrote Kennedy.

"I wholeheartedly support the application ofCOINS at

the University ofMassachusetts at Amherst and urge you

to give their apphcation every consideration," he added.

''Research umbrella''

The COINS department has been working with the

Center for Research and Intelligent Complex Computing

Systems on landmark research in computer vision, au-

tonomous robots, advanced information retreival and

intelligent tutoring systems, according to McOwen, who

calls CRICCS the "research imibrella."

"We have been working on this for about three years

in cooperation with the National Science Foundation,"

said McOwen. Ifthe COINS department secures funding

of$2.4 million firom the foundation, they will have attained

their goal of $7.2 million.

The other funding comes from state matching funds,

also $2.4 million, and various medical-related industries

including private hospitals, medical software companies

and health maintenance organizations. McOwen said

donations from the medical field have exceeded $2.4

million.

Also involved in the CRICCS project are Stanford

University and Carnegie-Mellon, McOwen said.

Landmark Research
Research already under way is being conducted in two

labs. The first lab is devoted to advanced process control,

a computerized method to monitor manufacture of ma-

terials such as polymer blends. Technology being re-

searched includes computerized vision, temperature

sensors and specific gravity sensors, McOwen said.

The second lab research is conducted on advanced

manvifacturing automation, in which robots will be able

to cooperate with each other. One potential product is a

robot on an assembly line handing a tool to another,

McOwen said.

The COINS department vrill know by this summer

about the decision of the National Science Foimdation,

and begin work on its third lab— intelligent information

retrieval.

Two other proposed labs are intelligent vehicle high-

way systems and intelligent tutoring systems.

"Innovative approach"
Kennedy noted the importance of research in the

United States from sources outside business.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Heat lamps cause

Plymouth blaze
PLYMOUTH (AP) — Heat lamps used to warm new-

born calves sparked barn fires that killed 77 animals at

Plimoth Plantation and five animals at a Dedham farm

last week, officials said.

In the plantation fire, a lamp used to warm a pair of

calves ignited straw and wood shavings used for their

bedding, said Plyonouth Fire ChiefThomas Fugazzi. The

blaze Tuesday killed specially-bred cows, sheep, goats

and pigs.

"We theorize that either the calves dislodged the lamp

and it fell into the bedding or it was just too close to

combustible material," Fugazzi said.

David Sears, owner of the Oasis Farm in Dedham,

said a heating lamp placed in the barn by a farm employee

should not have been used. The fire de.stroyed a barn and

killed three horses, a pony and a calf on Thursday.

"He took it upon himself to use the device, and it

wasn't installed properly," Sears told Monday's Patriot

Ledger ofQuincy. "I wouldn't have used it. I've talked to

too many people who have lost barns that way."

The animals at Plimoth Plantation were rare breeds

used to re-create hfe in a 17th century Pilgrim village.

Plantation officials have issued a plea for specially

bred animals and farm equipment. They are also raising

funds to restore a 10-year-old agricultural program de-

stroyed by the fire.

^Wayne's World'
examined by
Yale professor
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) — The chairman of

Yale University's Unguistics department is dying

to see the movie "Wayne's World" - not!

Actually, linguistic Laurence Horn does plan to

see the film, which is based on a "Saturday Night

Live" send-up of teen-age heavy metal fans. But

he's going strictly for academic purposes.

Horn is researching the origins of "not!" the

popular catch phrase that figures prominently on

TVs "Wayne's World." The word is tacked onto the

end of a sentence like a surprise ending to convey

the opposite of what was just said.

Horn has already discovered that "not" may be

more than 20 years old.

"My specialty is negation," Horn explained. "I'm

interested in the movie so I can transcribe parts of

it."

As most teen-agers around the country already

know, "Wayne's World" is a fictitious cable TV
show featuring guitar-playing metal-head Wayne
Campbell and his spacey pal. Garth Algar.

Nader
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

tern and to send a message to the other candidates.

"It's the history of modern politics in Washing-

ton," he said, "some (politicians] are Charlatans,

some are crooked, some are weak and ineffectual,

and some are honest. But all of them have one

thing in common. None of them can deliver Ion

campaign promises] surrounded by power brokers

and lobbyists for the Fortune 500."

He said his campaign appeals to citizens who
don't vote and to those who are disillusioned or

disappointed by candidates.

"The bestway to send the Tweedle-Dee, Tweedle-

Dum a message is to vote for the tools ofDemocracy
which can strengthen our democracy at the base

and make sure they deliver."

He has adopted a proposal called the Concord
Principles which outlines his plans for a "new
initiatory Democracy."

The proposals call for public financing of cam-
paigns through voluntary taxpayer checkoffs on

tax returns, 12-year term limits, a none-of-the-

above option on the ballot, easier voter registration

rules, a state-level initiative, referendum and re-

call authority and a national referendum procedure.

Kennedy
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"As you are no doubt aware, U.S. industrial policy has

lacked the important connection between basic research

and commercial application. It is that gap that many of

our foreign competitors have been able to fill, thereby

taking away the competitive advantage of American
basic science research." he wrote.

'This kind of innovative approach must be fostered

and encouraged whenever possible."

McOwen said he is confident that the funding proposal

will be accepted.

"It is a very strong proposal," said McOwen "It should

be very competitive."
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Ronkin's New
LSAT Premium Program:

The Best Way To Prepare For The LSAT
If you're one of the nation's 95,000 ap-

plicants determined to get into an accred-

ited law school, you know the competition

is tough. Since there are

only 44.000 openings, a

high score on the LSAT is

crucial.

That's why Ronkin cre-

ated the LSAT Premium

Program which offers a

choice of three varied

levels of assistance.

• LSAT Preparation

Course
Using the most recently up-

dated curriculum, our 40-

hour course stresses critical

thinking, argument analy-

sis and logical reasoning. Besides class-

room time, our comprehensive LSAT
course provides live tutorials, three diag-

nostic exams, three practice exams, a com-

puter-based tutorial program, homework
materials that include released LSATs, and
a toll-free Dial-A-Teacher line. Two-day

clinics, which are included in Ronkin's

LSAT Gold and Platinum Packages, are

also available for an additional fee.

• LSAT Gold Package
In addition to the 40-hour LSAT course.

Ronkin's LSAT Gold Package includes

our two-day LSAT Inten-

sive-Study Clinics offered

immediately prior to LSAT
examination dates. These

clinics concentrateon Logi -

cal Reasoning and Logic

Games. The Gold Package

also includes our Law
School Success Program

which covers law school

exam preparation, legal

writing, legal research, and

career planning.

• LSAT Platinum

Package
This plan provides everything you'll need

to get into law school and to be a success.

Enroll and you'll receive our LSAT Pre-

paration Course, LSAT Intensive-Study

Clinics, Law School Success Program,

plus our Law School Selection and Appli-

cation Assistance Programs.

So if you're looking for the best in LSAT
and law school preparation programs, call

The Ronkin Educational Group.

Amherst
549-4010

We'll Make Sure You Make It!

LSAT'GMAT-GRE'MCAT

Local
Select Board hears resident's complaint
Bars warned about noisy students
By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Staff

Responding to an Amherst resident's

allegations of rambunctious behavior of

students, the Amherst Select Board last

night unanimously voted to notify down-

town drinking establishments to adhere

to laws regarding capacity and noise lev-

els.

The meeting room of the Bangs Com-
munity Center was filled with concerned

citizens and local business owners in an-

ticipation of the Board's action regarding

town meeting member Margot Parrot's

complaints about downtown establish-

ments violating capacity and noise per-

mits.

Parrot, 43, has presented the Board

with 18 pages of documentation in which

she claims to observed permit violations.

Parrot, who spoke briefly at the meet-

ing, said she felt the amount of noise and

content of that noise produced from

Twisters Tavern was "psychologically

damaging" to residents who live near by

and are awakened in the early hours.

At one point during her presentation

Parrot was cut off by Select Board chair-

person ElisaCampbell and was not allowed

to play a tape recording she made of "a

screaming fight between five young

people."

Parrot's report, which calls Twisters

"the main culprit" has stirred complaints

from local business owners.

Mark Forsyth, owner of Twisters Tav-

ern, feels his establishment has been un-

fairly targeted because of its location.

"It's not just a Twisters problem,"

Forsyth said, "It's a town problem."

Twisters, located at 30 Boltwood Walk
and near an elderly housing complex, has

received most of Parrot's criticism con-

cerning noise and overcrowding.

"I feel the regulations which govern

capacity are antiquated and should be

changed to suit the times," Forsyth said.

Forsyth also added that residents are

sending the wrong message to students.

"This is a college town and the students

are the blood of Amherst," Forsyth said,

"Ifwe drive students out ofAmherst then

this town will fall apart."

The meeting was attended by many of

the downtown business owners who re-

mained silent and listened to the Board's

decision.

Campbell said after the meeting that

the Select Board wasn't out to close bars

but instead wanted to show concern for

residents.

"If establishments abide by the laws

then fine," Campbell said. "But those that

aren't are going to have to comply."

Jason Holland, the bar manager at

Delano's Restaurant, said they do every-

thing they can to keep the noise levels

down when patrons leave in the early

hours.

"We do what we can but there's only so

much thatcanbedone once someone leaves

the bar," Holland said.

Town Manager Barry Del Castilho

advised caution concerning steps taken

towards establishments.

"Penaltiesmay have detrimental effects

towards business," Del Castihol said.

CoUecUn photo by Joah Beynolds

Margot Parrot at the Amherst Select Board

All of the Board agreed that consider-

ation from patrons leaving downtown es-

tablishments could help alleviate the

problem.

No further meetings have been sched-

uled to address the issue but local au-

thorities will be monitoring downtown

businesses for violations.

Doctor tries to snuff out smoking
NEW IPSWICH, N.H. (AP) — To prove a point, Dr.

Joseph DiFranza once had his 11-year-old stepdaughter

buy cigarettes. He wanted to show that selling tobacco to

minors is a booming business despite laws forbidding it.

DiFranza, ofNew Ipsvrich, and his stepdaughter didn't

have to go far to find lawbreakers.

They went to stores in Fitchburg, Mass., and found

that 75 of 100 were willing to break the law and sell her

tobacco. People must be 18 to buy tobacco in Massachu-

setts and New Hampshire.

"As a physician I know that tobacco is the most

common cause ofpreventable deaths in the United States,"

he says. "Yet children can go into many stores and buy

CoUesian photo by Jo«h Reynolds

LIFE IS SO FUN — Susan Leech, a

juniorcomparative literature m^or, eats

snow flakes on Amherst Center.

tobacco, where it's sold as if it were candy."

DiFranza, an associate professor in family practice for

the University of Massachusetts Medical Center, pub-

lished his findings for the Journal of the American

Medical Association.

His experiment was repeated around the world, with

similar results, he said.

DiFranza says he found tobacco companies $1.25

billion a year selling to children. State and federal gov-

ernments are realizing $400 million a year in excise taxes

from the illegal sales.

He also found the states and federal government were
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

UMass prof testifies

against plan for

wetland changes
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts professor who is a

nationally known wetlands expert will testify tomorrow

before the U.S. House ofRepresentatives about President

Bush's proposed changes to the definition of federal

wetlands.

Joseph S. Larson, a professor in the department of

forestryand wildhfe management, saidhe willbe speaking

againstthe proposed changes, which ifpassed will remove

federal protection for more than 50 percent ofthe nation's

wetlands.

Larson has called this plan a "msyor fallacy." He will

testify before the Committee on Interior and Insular

Affairs for five minutes with several other speakers.

"Nationally, it could remove a major portion of the

duck-breeding habitats in the northern prairies," Larson

said. "Their proposal is completely without scientific

merit."

Larson, who is also director of the University Envi-

ronmental Institute, said this would open up these wet-

lands to development and oil exploration and would

damage sensitive waldlife habitats and increase water

pollution.

"My suspicion is that it's really coming out of this

group that Quayle is heading, the Council on Competi-

tiveness— they are speaking for development interests,"

Larson said.

Saying the proposal would go against the Clean Water

Act, Larson said enactment of these changes in the

definition of wetlands would be followed by legal action

by a coalition of environmental groups.

"My suspicion is ifthey proceed with it, there will quite

likely be a major lawsuit filed," he said.

Since wetlands naturally capture sediment, filled

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Survey finds
40% ofJews
are harassed
By JULIE ROSS
Collegian Staff

About 40 percent of Jewish students at the

University of Massachusetts have faced anti-

Semitic harassment by fellow students, and over

one-halfhave expressed a lack ofconfidence in the

University's ability to respond effectively to such

incidents, according to a recent survey conducted

by Project Pulse.

"I'm not really surprised at the results of this

[survey] at all. I'm sad, but I'm not surprised," said

Yehudit Heller, program director of Hillel.

The survey, in which 219 Jewdsh students were

polled, investigated both Jewish and non-Jewish

undergraduate student pf.rceptions and observa-

tions of anti-Semitism on campus. In addition,

Jewish students were questioned about their per-

sonal experiences of specific types of anti-Semitic

harassment at UMass.
The results of this survey and ideas for com-

batting anti-Semitism on campus was the focus of

a forum co-sponsored by the Jewish Awareness/

Anti-SemitismTask Force and the Office ofHuman
Relations last Thursday.

Dean ofStudents Sharon Kipetz said part ofthe

problem is when an anti-Semitic incident is re-

ported, the victim is never told ofthe consequences

the perpetrator will face because ofconfidentiality

,

The way the student code of conduct is written

"keeps the victim in the dark," Kipetz said, adding

that this problem is currently being looked into by

University attorneys.

"Our disciplinary system shrouds consequences

for the person who does it— the perpetrator," said

Grant Ingle, director of the Office of Human Re-

lations.

Heller cited lack of awareness on the part of

Jewish students about on-campus agencies that

are available to help them. In addition, she added

that often, the University has discouraged Jewish

students from making an issue out ofanti-Semitic

incidents for fear of sparking futher incidents.

"Ifthe estabbshment tellsus there is a conspiracy

ofquiet about anti-Semitic events, where are we?"

Heller asked.

The number of non-Jewish students also ex-

pressing a lack of confidence in the University's

ability to respond effectively to specific incidents of

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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smoking
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

spending nothing to stop the illegal sale of

tobacco.

DiFranza set out to see if enforcement
would make a difference.

The first step was to poll juniors and
seniors in Leominster (Mass. ) High School

to see how many smoked. This would give

him a base for a "before and after" com-
parison.

Store owners were given pamphlets
about the problem, signs to put up for the

customers and stickers to put on their cash
registers to remind clerks to check identifi-

cations. Compliance checks were made.
Stores that stopped selling to minors

received letters ofcommendation from the
city and were written up in local news-
papers. Those who continued their sales

received warnings and then a fine of $25.

DiFranza went back to the high school

students and found tobacco use had
dropped 40 percent.

DiFranza also is working to ban to-

bacco advertising aimed at minors. His
research on Camel cigarette advertise-

ments showed that 94 percent of the

children interviewed knew the camel
character used to advertise Camel ciga-

rettes. Many children thought he is "cool,

interesting, rich and famous."

The American Heart Association, the

Lung Association and the Cancer Asso-

ciation have called on the Federal Trade
Commission to investigate and ban the

ads, DiFranza says.

"With the number of smokers in the

United States declining by about 1 million

a year, the tobacco industry is dependent
on its ability to recruit replacement smok-
ers," DiFranza says.

harassment
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

anti-Semitic harassment was nearly

identical to the number of Jewish stu-

dents expressing this same sentiment.

In addition, anti-Semitism in the

classroom was also found to exist. About

24 percent ofJewish students said they

had experienced stereotyping by course

instructors, including teaching assis-

tants, and 32 percent reported anti-

Semitic classroom remarks not chal-

lenged by the instructor.

Of the Jewish students polled, 9 per-

cent expressed experiencing anti-

Semitic harassment by instructors and

7 percent reported experiencing anti-

Semitic harassment by University stafi".

Over one-halfofthe Jewish sample said

they had personally experienced other

students stereotyping their Jewish
identity, making negative remarks
about Jews or telling anti-Semitic

jokes.

When asked what they would do if

they witnessed an incident of verbal

anti-Semitic harassment, 72 percent

of the Jewish sample reported that

they would intervene directly, com-
pared to only 51 percent on the non-

Jewish sample.

Nearly two-thirds of the Jewish
students polled reported they think
anti-Semitism exists oncampus at least

"to some extent," while a little more
than half of non-Jewish students ex-

pressed this same sentiment.

Larson
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

wetlands could force such pollutants downstream,

with negative results on the ecosystem.

Larson said Bush has not fulfilled his campaign
promises.

"There's very little evidence that he could qualify

for the term 'environmental president.'
"

Last fall, Larson testified before several House
committees and subcommittees examining the issue

of wetlands.

The Environmental Institute which Larson heads
at the University, a "research arm" of the graduate
school, conducts graduate research in the environ-

ment.

CoUcfian pboto by Jason Dadnger

SHADOWS— Sandra Bartoli, a graduate stu-

dent in landscape architecture, and Mary Wall-
ing, a freshman at the University ofNew Hamp-
shire, lean down to examine a small bird eating
on Main Street in Northampton.
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5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Eggplant Parmesan
• Pasta Primavera

• Lasagna al Forno

• Polio all'Arrabbiata

(chicken with spicy tomato sauce & pasta)

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6,95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires February 27, 1992

Open Daily at 11:30 a.m.

7\ North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300

Do you:

yearn for the inside scoop?

want lo know how it's ail done?

need practical experience?

want to pump up your resume?

want to see what we really look like?

GRAPHICS PRODUCTION BUSlNliSS ADVItRTISlNCJ
NEWS SPORTS ARTS & LIVING EDITORIAL

PHOTOGRAPHY

The Massachusetts Daily

COLLEGIAN
The Largest College Daily in New England

ILl CAMPUS CENTER

WERE NOT AS BAD AS YOU'VE HEARD.

SCHOLARSHIP
MONEY AVAILABLE
Every Student Eligible

Guaranteed. No Risk

Apply Now!
Free Information • 5250336
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Legrn German This

Summer at URI
June 21-July 31, 1992

The Twelfth Annual German SumiDer School of the Atlantic
at the Univefslty of Rhode Island In cooperation with the
Goethe Institute Boston.

German will be the sole language of communication, and
German life and culture the heart of this six week residency
program on intensive language study.

You can earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate
credits while living in the beautiful surroundings of our
country campus, just minutes away from Rhode Island's
magnificent beaches and historic Nev^/port.

This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to enroll
in beginning, intermediate, or advanced German Take
advantage of this rare opportunity to participate in this
total German language experience.

Contact:

Dr. John Grandin and
Dr. Otto Dornberg, Co-Directors
Dept. of Languages, URI

Kingston, Rl 02881

acall: (401) 792-5911

CENTENNIAL
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Efficient ways to stay warm on an cold winter's night
My bloodshot eyes crack the frozen crust that has

formed on my eyelashes during the night. As I groom the
loose granular from the slope ofmy eyelids, I can begin to

make out a bright cloud of exhaled morning breath
shining in a ray of light from the window. Ifhovers above
me for a moment, and then begins to precipitate back to

my chest in the form ofsnow. Yes, I think to myself, I have
made it through another night. No, I am not a graveyard
shift security guard for Fred's Frozen Foods. In fact, I'm
not paid at all to endure this indoor winter wonderland.
I, as well as my house-mates, choose to subject our bodies
to this experiment in suspended animation. The ex-

periment, sponsored by the CIA, NASA, the FBI and the
AFL-CIO has been griven the top secret code name of

"Operation Off-Campus Icebox."

The experiment started last November when we de-

cided to turn on the heat for the first time. After a few days
with meager results, we decided to forget about the heat
idea. Itseems thatwhoever"insulated" our househad used
marshmallow fluff or cotton candy, which had probably

been eaten by the gang ofoutlaw mice that rode around the
house on Harleys. But they are another story altogether.

The next logical step was to try to conserve natural body
heat. Wool hats and sweaters became the norm and the

word housecoat took on a new meaning. I think we might
have been pioneers in the area of wool toilet seat covers.

Although it was quite scratchy, it was a nice alternative to

having one's bottom fused into place when attempting to

avoid the chilly post-partvun rebound. It was the night-

time, though, that sent the mercury plummeting.

/./ McKenzie

PiB my room was basically constructed from a bunch of

big weeds out back that were capped off with a roof and
painted white, I had the greatest preparation to complete
before skating offto bed. After eating some hot cocoa mix
and pouring boiling water downmy throat, I would sprint

to my room and rip off my clothing to the underlying T-
shirt and boxers, screaming at the top of my lungs to

generate vocal heat and dive headlong into my Nocturnal
Exoskeleton Climate Regulator System Device Appara-
tus (about nine T-shirts, four sweatshirts and three pairs

of sweat pants). Lacking all motor coordination skills

under this mass of textiles, I would flail wildly and hope
to land on my bed of glowing hot coals which I had
prepared earlier. If I hit the mark, it was lights out and
pray to wake up in the morning. If I missed — let's not

talk about it.

With all ofthis time spent merely trying to survive, our

grades suffered and our parents threatened to move us

back into the heated dorms. One Saturday night, it hit us.

After confirming the initial data withNASA, we concluded

that contact with another warm-blooded biological entity,

a guest ifyou will, could increase the ambient under-the-

covers temperature by 10 degrees Celsius or more. And
thus, "Guest of the Month" was bom.

Of course, having a bedtime partner is nothing new
off-campus or anywhere else, but the time constraint is

what makes this plan so appealing. The guest must
reahze from the very beginning that he/she is there for

one reason and one reason only: warmth. If the guest is

permitted or coerced into a longer stay, chances are that
serious problems will develop, leading to a new biological

phenomenon known as "infrigidation"; where the com-
bined body temperatures are actually less than either

one alone.

Other problems can arise quickly once the visit ex-

ceeds one month. The chance of it being your guest's

birthday during his/her stay doubles from. 8 percent to 16
percent instantly. This blunder can become quite costly

if the November guest stays through until, say, Decem-
ber 25. An extra month ofcohabitation before Christmas
can translate into huge cost control problems. These
drawbacks, however, can be easily avoided by following

the master plan.

Used properly, the Guest of the Month concept is the

most efficient way to stay warm on a cold North Amherst
night.

I.J. McKenzie is a UMass student
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JULIML-JLJU Hey, look at me, I'm a virgin!

emu
DDD

I'm sick of living with all the lies. I've

been fabricating stories for quite a while

to be accepted and to protectmy masculin-

ity, but no more. Today, I reveal my secret

to thousands of Collegian readers that I.

.

. I am. . . a VIRGIN!
There. Now I want to clear up some

things. I am not homosexual or bisexual. I

drool over the sight of a gorgeous woman
as much as any straight guy. So why am I

19 years old, attending the University of

Massachusetts, the school where anyone
can get laid according to my oh-so-so-

phisticated stepfather, and still a virgin.

W«ll, in two words, I'm shy.

I have trouble talking to girls. Most
guys get over this by ninth grade, but I

never did. I just never know what to say

aroundwomenand I get nervous.Although
I have gone on some dates (but not many),

I've never done more with a girl th£ui kiss,

and the girl has always had to make the

first move. Maybe I'm too much of a

gentleman. Maybe I'm old-fashioned. I

don't like to rush into things.

Since September, I've been lying to my
friends and associates. Due to peer pres-

sure, I've told stories ofwild peirties, easy

women and my many sexual conquests.

Although a few ofmy friends are also shy
with women (and are virgins, too) they

even expected that since I was at the party

school, I must get laid at least once a week.

So I lied to five up to their expectations.

Of course, being shy isn't the only rea-

son I'm a virgin. I wouldn't wemt to sleep

with a girl right away anyway. Well, I

would want to, because I'm a man, but I

wouldn't because I believe sex is something
that should be done when a couple is

really serious about each other. I don't

think they should wait until they're mar-
ried, but they shouldn't screw on their

first date, either.

Okay. So now everyone thinks I'm the

biggest nerd they've ever heard of but I

don't care. There are lots of girls I'd like to

go out with but I'm too scared to ask them.
I don't think I'm ugly. Girls have told me
that I'm cute before. I just can't ask a girl

out. I've been rejected in the past and it's

not fun. Which brings me tomy next point.

Girls, women, ladies (whatever you
choose to be called), there are a lot ofguys

like me out there. You may Hke one of us

and arejust waiting for him to ask you out.

Well, I say, don't wait. Ask him. It will

save a lot of time and youll both be a lot

happier after. If they're like me, it'll be

hard to tell if he likes you unless you ask

him. When I like a girl, I've been known to

stare at her when I know she can't see me,
but if she's close, I'll ignore her except for

an occasional glemce. I won't talk to her

and if she talks to me, I'll mumble a reply

and probably turn red.

So, ifyou're interested, why not take a
chance and ask that shy guy out? There's

a 99.9 percent chance that hell say yes.

Robert Wronski
Gorman

The secret is out: There's no such thing as PC
On Feb. 20 on the Editorial page of this very newspa-

per, I discovered that the current fashion is to be politi-

cally correct and that PC is to be a white militant feminist

lesbian who dresses like men ("Will someone please

politically correct me?" Olivia Stewart-Liberty). Looking

down atmy white, feminist, lesbian, fashionably trousered

and wing-tipped self, I realized WOW! That's me! I AM
the elite, the pinnacle of society! I have The Word! What

an honor.

Ms. Stewart-Liberty, since you are obviously a think-

ing, questioning human being (who is willing to be told

what to think and feel, I might add), I will let you in on a

little secret. But first, look around you and make sure no

one is peeking over your shoulder because the PC are

very elite and I have chosen you to be the One upon whom
to impart this revelation.

The secret is that. . .there is no such thing as PC!

Think about it. Have you heard of anyone who self-

identifies as PC? No! That's because the real PC are not

white, militant, feminist lesbians who dress like men.

The real elite are those who are the most rabidly anti-PC,

rigidly labeling people so that they can then disqualify

people's beliefs and assuage their paranoia aboutbeing PI

!

Come to think of it you have already arrived as a

member of the PC. You have cleverly labeled white.

militant, feminist lesbians and then disqualified us by

calling us rigid and exclusive and implying that all we
live for is to dress like men!

And finally, I do not desire to be PC. It implies that

there is one right and many wrong ways to live (and

dress). Even if I were to aspire to be PC, I couldn't do it.

As a white person, I enjoy many white-skin privileges

that I would not want to perpetuate. As a lesbian, I do not

er\joy very much power (at this time) to make people

think and do what I want them to.

As a feminist lesbian, I am exploring a way to live my
life that fits me best. This includes fighting racism,

sexism, classism and heterosexism — and being vocal

about it.

Maybe instead of spending your energy bashing my
lifestyle, you should be exploring your own. What do you

want out of life? What things can you do that make you

feel happy and whole? What are the things you can do

that will help others feel happy and whole?

Maybe if you focused on answering these questions

you wouldn't feel so defensive when "white, militant,

feminist lesbians who dress like men" let you know about

how they answered them.

Elizabeth Resenbrink
Northampton

Give Morrissey a
dull table knife
Michael Morrissey is oh so keen on seeingJeffrey

Dahmer put to death. In fact, he'd like to do it

himself. Well, then, do it right. Lock Michael and

Jeffrey in a room together and give Michael a dull

table knife and let real justice be done. You see, all

of society's problems will be cured ifwe just "exter-

minate" the bad elements.

Unfortunately, there are no quick 'n' dirty solu-

tions. Solutions like this are short-sighted and tend

to backfire and leave blood on your hands. Perhaps

if everyone in this country (and the world) had the

opportunity to have a good childhood, a good educa-

tion and a good job people might harbor some hope

and vision for the future — and there wouldn't be

millions of "criminals" in prison.

The resources, human and otherwise, are there.

What needs to be changed is this country's priori-

ties.

S.C. Sereno
Psychology Department
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DEANS LIST
One of the University's highest priorities is its commitment to provide opportunities for aca-

demic growth. I am pleased and proud, therefore, to recognize those of you who earned
Deans List status for the Fall Semester 1991.
This level of achievement - 3.5 or higher semester average with twelve or more graded cred-
its - is attained by fewer than 20% of the undergraduate student body.

Such outstanding performance is a source of pride to the faculty, staff, your student
colleagues, and, of course, your parents.

Thank you for the credit you bring to the University through your achievement.

Richard D. O'Brien, Chancellor

PRESS RELEASES
To publicize your achievement, the University News Office will be issuing a press release to
your hometown newspaper if you are a Massachusetts resident. Out of state students are
requested to pick up a press release form at 200 Munson Hall (second floor). For additional
questions, please call 545-0444.

ADDITIONS/OMMISSIONS
The Deans List was based on grades recieved and posted by the Registrar's Office by January
23, 1992. If you had a grade change after that date (including making up an "Incomplete"
or had a missing or late grade recorded after that date), and believe you now qualify for
Deans List status, please fill out a form available at the Information Data Bank, 2nd floor
lobby counter, Whitmore, and attach verification. Reminder: only graded credits are
calculated in determing Deans List eligibility. Pass/fail credits are not included.

The Deans List is prepared for publication by Student Affairs Special Services
which pays for this listing as a service to the campus community.

The cooperation of "The Massachusetts Daily Collegian" is acknowledged and appreciated.

Arts and Sciences - Humanities and Fine Arts
AABONOFF. DAVID E.
ABASCIANO.BRIAM J.
ABBE.OAKKAN.
ABBOTT. HEATHER C.
ABE.TIKO M.
ADAM. KRISTIN E,
AOELKAN. VANESSA,
ALARIE.KATHRYN A.
ALBERT. GRACE E.
ALLEN. STEPHANIE «,
ALLEYNE. MICHELLE Y.
ALSOP. PAMELA S.
ANCONA. JAMES P.
ANDERSON, THOMAS R,
ANORAS.LISA M,
ANDREWS. SUSAN L.
ANTEBI, WILLIAM H.
ARACE, MICHELLE A,
ARANT. ANDREA E.
ARINIELLO.LEAH D.
ASEL TINE. JONATHAN H,
AYCOCK. EDWARD M.
BACHINI. MELISSA G,
BACON. GREGORY R.
BACON. JENNIFER A.
BAKER, DASHA A.

BAKER. MISHIARA 0.
BALTAOONIS.DOPEEN L,
BANCROFT. DEBORAH E,
BANKS. EDWARD 0.
BARONAS. LAURIE A,
BARRY. RICHARD S.
BAPS TOW. MARK 0.
BARTL. JENNIFER L,
BATES. TOOO C.
BEAN. JONATHAN C.
BEAUDPEAU.ANNEMARIE,
BEIN.KRISTY L,
BE LE NAPOO. HOLLY A,
BELL. KEVIN 0.
BENOI T.DAVID.
BENSON. PATRICIA J.
BERCHIN. BRETT C.
BEPG.KPISTINE K.
BERGER.ROBYN J.
BEPHAN.MEPRICr L.
BEPTHIAUME, STEPHEN F,
BEVINS, WENDY L.
BILOOEAU.JESSAMYN,
Bly.MERIAM F.

BJOPSON. NANCY J.
BLACK. GLORIA E,

BLANCHAPO.OEBRA L.
BLANCHFIELO.DAVIO B.
BOOTMAN. STEPHEN W.

BOLAk). EILEEN A.

BONGIOPNQ.ELISSA G,

BONICA.MARK.J
BOPENSTE IN. JEREMY M.

BOUCHER. OANIEL 0.

BOUOPEAU. JACQUELINE A.

BOUOREAU. MICHELLE M.
BOURRET.TOOC J.

BOWEN.ANNA B.
BOWMAN. MARIANNE E,
SPAIN. IBEN A,

BRANOEL, JENNIFER S,
BRANOER.SAPAH C.
BRANNON. JULIE L.
BPI6GS. DEBORAH 8.
BROA06PIOGE.ANNE F.
BROOKS. ALL ISDN.
BROMCR. DAVID C.
BROWN. DIANA L.
BR0W4. SUSAN R,
BROtm. TERESA M.
BRUSH, CHRIST I»C E.
BRUSSEAU. FREDERICK P.

BRYCE, DEBORAH J.
BRZEZINSKI.CHPISIDPHER J,
BUCHWALTER,JILL S,
BUCKLEY, MICHAEL 6.
BURGESS, SUSANNE B.
BURKE. ASHLING E,
BURNE, REBECCA A.
BURNS, AMY S,
BUTKE, DANIELLE 1.
CAILLE, JEFFREY E.
CAIN,SHAUNA J,

CALDWELL, BRIAN F,
CALKIN, LAURA L,
CAI U1AN,LYNNE A.
C .DI,CARA M.
C«HLI,MELISA,L
CANTRELL, CYNTHIA A,
CAPOOANNO, JILL M,
CAPOZZI, DAVID M,
CAPLIN. RUSSELL C.
CARLSON. CAROLYN F.
CAPON. DANA A.
CARPABINO. LISA,
CARRUTH,50BERT M,
CASEY, KEVIN.
CASSIDY.seAN P.

CASSIE. JONATHAN M.

CAVANAUGH.LISA.
CEPNICLIA.CARLYN A,
CHANT. CATHERINE M, "

CHAPMAN. JONATHAN H,
CHARRON.LISA C,
CHASE, MICHAELA,
CH I PMAN. JEREMY,
CHISHOLM.JEAN E,
CHISHOLM, KATHLEEN F.
CHU,JEAN E.
CHU, KENNETH,
CHUMSAE, LESLIE ANN,
CLARK, STEPHEN B,
CLOUTER, JEFFREY S,
COHEN, GALOIS A.

COLEMAN. PAUL P.
COLLINS, JOHANNA E,
CONAGHAN, KERRY L,
CDNKLIN,BETTINA L,
CONNELLY, HEATHER A,
CONNORS. EDWARD W.
CONNORS. PATRICK H,
CONSIDINE. MARGARET M,
CONTACOS, PETER J,
COOK, CHRISTOPHER S,
COOK. OE ANNA L,
COOK, STEPHANIE A.
COOPER. CHRISTINE F.
COOPER. DAVID M.

COOPERMAN. JEFFREY S.
CORCORAN. MATT HEW L,
COPOOPY, ROBERT W,
COREY, AMY M.

CORMIER. DIANE M,
COSTA. SARINA M.
COTE. PHILIP J,
COUGHL IN. MOLLY A.
COULTER. SUZANNE C,
COUTURE, CHRISTINE A.
CRAMER, KAREN L,
CRIPE, LESLIE J,
CPOFIS,WENOY A,
CROUSE, MICHELLE E.
CROWLEY, OYANNE H.
CUNHA, ANGELA 0,
CURRAN, KATHLEEN H,
CURREY,JO«N R.
CURTIS, BENJAMIN N,
OAIGRE,EPIC S,
OANESI.ELIZAPfTV- A.

DANIELS, STEVEN N,

DAVIS, CHRISTINE J,
DAVIS, ELISE E.
DAVIS. KIMBERLY J.
OAMIN, BRIAN J,
DAY, JENNIFER L,
OELANEY, JOSHUA B,
DELVECCHID. DAVID,
OEMOVELLAN, PEDRO J.
DEHPSEY,JOMN R,
OEMURJIAN, LAURA 0,
OENN, SHARON K,

OENNERLINE,TORSTEN,
OERUSHA.JEANINE H,
OERUSHA. MICHELLE (1.

DESILETS.SEAN J.
OE TROY. JON A,
OEVEREUX. CHARLES F,
01 CI ceo, MARK,
DILOINE. SCOTT.

L

DITSON. MICHAEL R.
OITULLID.LISA M,
DODOS, JUSTINE A,
DOERFER, JOANNA H,
OOESCHER, CRAIG T.

OOHEPI Y.GARRETT J,
DONAHUE, ELIZABETH A,
DOPG AN. GREGORY P,
OOPKIN,SHEPI E,

OOWLING.PAUL M,

OREYER. GAVIN H.

OUCOT, GREGORY E,
DUDLEY, KAYLIE T,

OUGGAN. MEREDITH K.
DUNLOP. THOMAS 0.
DUNN. CHRISTINE I.

OUPONT.TPACY F.
OUPGIN.KRIS A.

DUPOSS.ANNEMARIE.
OUPR. KEVIN M.
DUVAL, STACEY E.
ECKMANN. TERESA L.
EILEPT.KATHEPINE R.
EKSTROM. HEIDI N.
ELLIOTT. SARAH A.
ELLSWORTH. SUSAN T,
EMERSON. KRISTIN P.
ERICKSON.LUKE M,
ESCOTT, GLENN G.
FABISZEWSKI, LAURIE J,
FALLOWES. KAREN E,
FALVEY.KATEY L,
FELOMAN. CAREY L.

FEPPEIPA. ROBERT A.
FERRIS. BRANDON P.
FESPERMAN. SHANNON G,
FIEPO.OPEW 0.
FIJOl. LORRAINE A.
FITZGERALD. AMY M.
FITZGERALD. KATHLEEN K.
FITZGERALD. LINOA M.
FLANAGAN. OEIOPE,
FLEMING, JENNIFER M.
FLETCHER, KATHLEEN DODGE
ELYNN, ELIZABETH M,
FLYNN. MATTHEW H.
FOGEL. MELISSA t,
FOPO.SHEPRI L.
FORGIONE. MELISSA J.
FOWLES.ERIKA L,
FREDERICK, JASON A.
FREITAO, SHELLY A,
FRESHMAN, PHILIP P,
FRIZZIE, CHRISTINA 0.
FRYE, JENNIFER H.
GABIN, JOANNA D,
GADOURY,AMY R.
OANGI. JONATHAN 0.

GARCIA. STEVEN M,
GARDINER, KIRSTI N.
GARNER, JONATHAN P.
GAUL IN. MICHELLE 0.
GAULIN. PAMELA A.
GAWRON. ANTHONY J,
GEMAN. BENJAMIN A,
GEOGHEGAN.ANNE C.
GEORGE. JASON.
GE PACE. LI ANNE.
GEPVAIS, JOANNE E.
GETCHELL, ROBERT N.
GIAMMATTEI, THERESA J.
GIBE AU, MARK L.
GILBERG, SUSAN 0.
OILMAN, DONNA M,
GINGRAS, DAVID W,
GLOSTER, TIMOTHY J,
GOLDMAN, DORIE H,
GOLLEP,GPETCHEN E.
GONSALVES, ANTHONY J, IV
GOOOCHILD, ALISON J.
GOODMAN. GAVE R,
GORDON, JENNIFER A.
GORDON, SEAN R,

GORDON, SUSAN E,
GORMAN, ELIZABETH A.

GORMAN, MELISSA,
GOPNSTE IN, JAMIE L,
GOUGH,MARCIA A,
GRADY, ROBERT E,
GRAHAM, AMY C,
GREEN, CYNTHIA L,
GREGORY. ANAST ASIA K.
GRENIER.OENISE E,
GRIFFIN, BRENOA J.
GUENTZEL.MELANIE J,
GUILLEMIN, JULIE M.
HA. CHAN UK.
HABIB.ALISA B.
HAMILTON. EPIC L,
HAMPSON, CARRIE L.
HANLEY, COLIN W.
HANSMAN.CHRISTL A,
HARRIS. GREGG R.
HARRIS. JENNIFER.
HARRIS, SCOTT H,
HART MAN. ANDREA J,
HASSELMAN, ANDREW W,
HATCH, REBECCA E,
HAYES, KELLY A,
HEIKO,JETHRO,
HEIKO, MICHAEL N,
HELFANO.SACHA D.
HENNEN, MOLLY E,
HEPOA, RACHEL L,
HERING, PETER L,
HEPSEV.LYNNE M.
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FITZGERAL0.SI06HAN L.
FIEMMIHO, KELLY A.
FLYNN.UEIROHE C.
FLYNN. TIMOTHY P.
FODOe. ERICA R,
FOLEY. MARK 0,
FORD, JANE A,

FORMAN,LISA R,
FORRANT. CARRIE A.
FOSTER. KEVIN 8,
FOTI, SUZANNE L,
FOMLER, SHANNON N,
FOX. JASON V.

FRADO. EDWARD A.

FRIEDENSON. DAVID 8.
FROMET A, CECILIA.
OAFFEY. PHILIP F.
GAINES. LISA J.
QALVIN.TRISTA E,
6AMERO.T0LANDA.
GARCIA. MICHELLE N.
GARSTKA. SCOTT F.

QEART.JARED T.

SELLEY. MELISSA N,
BENTILI. STACY L.
6IFS.DARYL F.

611 BERT. BENJAMIN S.
GILBERT, LAURA L.
6LEES0N. BRIAN N.

GLOSTER. KELLY J,

aOLDNAN,JILL, LACAirORA, PETER B.

GOLDSMITH, JOY N, LAGUARDA, LUCIA,
LAHAIR,DENA H.

GOLDSTEIN, OANA C. LANONAKIS, CHRISTOPHER J

GOMES, MALKE8, LAM),XANNE N,

flOMEZ,TROY P. LANDAU, fCIL F.

aONCALVES, MARIA C. LANE, MAUREEN E.

BOOOWIN, JASON A, LANNIN, JOYCE E,

aOROON, MICHAEL P. LANZA, STEVEN F,

80ROON,MEM>Y 8. LAPPALAINEN, JENNIFER J.

BOUBET, NATHALIE. LANLOR, JEFFREY J.

aOUVALARIS.aREBORY P. LAZILI. PAULA M.
SRAGC. DAVID M. LEARY. BRIAN N.
SRAOY.MICHAEL T. UBOFF.JUDITM F,
GRAYSON.JtNNIFER P. LEE.HELIBBA N. *

6REENBTEIN.JAIC N. UNNER. LAURA Y.
SREER.JMCS J, LEMACK. DANIELLE B.
GREItUH,ANNE, LENZI.BTEPNANIE L.
GRUNES, MICHAEL 8, LEOPOLD. SARAH J.
QUIO0aONI,PAUL T, UPASE.OAMEL P.
GUNTER.FRANCnC A. UPORE.UO A.

6URKA. SHARON A. LEPPAKN.ERIKA A.
8YLES. TREVOR A. LESTAN.PAIBE N,
HAKLAY.GONEN. LEWIS, JEWOFER H.
HALL. EDWARD 8, LEWIS, KIMBERLY J.
HALLS, CHRIST IAN N, LIBBARES.BEORBIA A.
HAM.ON,ERAN 0. LIMlENBAUH,NAReO E.
HARDIN, ALISON B. LITNER.BTEVEN N.
HARDING, DOMU C. LLOSA. SILVIA L,
HARRIS, AWREW L. LLOTO,AMY N,

HARROLD, JOSEPH L. LLOTO. KELLY E,
HEALEY, CATHERINE N. LOLOS, WILLIAM A,
HEAVEY, KAREN M. LOMBARDO, EDWARD P.
HENNESSY. KATHLEEN L. LONG, MICKEY,
HENRY, ALICIA. LONGAN, DIANA J,

HESS. MARIANNE, LOPES. CARLOS A,
HICKEY,WEfOT 0. L0U6HLIN, CHRISTINE A,

HIGGINSON.MALAIKA L.
MIRSH, SALLY R, MACAULEY. BRIAN L,
HOOGOON, ALICE, NAC60VERN, STEPHEN A,
HOGAN, REBECCA L. NACNAU6HT0N, KATHLEEN L.
HOHLER, OANIEL C. NACPHEE. ELENA H.
HOMSI.fCLISSA M. NAHOI.ALI A.
HOPPE. KRISTIN J, NAHONEY.AILEEN A.

HOUSE, CHRISTOPHER L, MALLARD. GLENN.
HOWICK. SARAH E. NANN. MAUREEN C.
HU6BERMAN.JO0I B. MANNING. JENNIFER E,
HUET.MYRIAM R. MANNING. JUDY A. -

HUSSEY. MARIAN A. MANTZ, JEFFREY W.

HUTI, KELLY E, MAREK. JOSEPH R.

HYMAN, SCOTT G. MARGOLIS. GREGORY 8.

IDE, JAMES E. HARLOW. BENJAMIN C,
IRVING. NARK DAVID. MARTIN, BETH A,

ITURRE8UI.MARIL0LI, MART IN, JOSEPH A,

JAC06Y. KAREN R. MARTINELLI,KATHERINE A,

JEFFREY. BRIAN P. MARTINS. ELIZABETH E.

JINGO. MARY C. MASUYAMA.TOMOKO.
JOANNIOIS. ALEXANDER V, NATLIN. WILLIAM S.

JOHNS, GEORGE 0, MCAULIFFE. KRISTIN N.

JOHNSON, CARIN H, MCCARTHY. JULIE C.

JOHNSON, DANIEL C. MCCARTHY. RICHARD L,

JOHNSON. GABRIEL F, MCCAULEY. PETER R,

JOHNSON. ORE TCHEN J. NCCOMBS, CYNTHIA S.

JOHNSON. KIMBERLY A. MCCORMICK, ELIZABETH A,

JOHNSTON. PATRICK J, MCDONALD, MICHELE D,

JORDAN. REBECCA P, MCGARVEY, GILLIAN L,

JOSEPH, JEFFREY M, NCGOWAN, KAREN L,

KADISH,DANA E, NCHUGH, JAMES T,JR
KAKRIOAS. DIANE K, MCLAUGHLIN, KELLEY M,
KALL. MELISSA A. NCNANARA,PAUL J,

KALLOCH. JOHANNA L. MCPHEE, DEBORAH J,

KALMANSON, MATTHEW J. rCCH.BER.JODI L.

KAMERU. KRISTEN L, WHMETZADE.SULEYHAN
KAHINSKY, PAMELA R, MELONE. FREDERICK D.
KAPLAN. DINA S, HENOEL. MELISSA,

J

KASPRZAK.KATARZYNA L. NENOES.CIOALIA A.
KATSOULIS.KRISTA 0. MENGES. JASON C.
KAUFMAN. EDWARD B. HESSINEO. STEPHEN.
KELLY. JEFMIFER L. HICHAELIAN. KELLY A.
KELLY. RUADH M. niGLIASSI. ANDREA 0.
KELLY. SUSAN M. MILDREN. REUBEN A.
KIH. STEPHEN D. MILLER. ROBIN H.
KIM.YUL HEE. MILTON. HOLLY M.
KIMBALL. AMY R. HINKIN. ELIZABETH S.
KING. JAMES R. MIRSKY. ELENA S.
KIRCHNER. VANESSA A. MOHAN. LAURA E,
KLEINMAN. DAVID E, MONTEITH. MICHELLE R,
KLEMP.HAREIKE. MOORE, PETER L,
KNIGHT. KRISTIN E. MOORE. THOMAS W.
KOOYOOMJIAN.LORI. MORGAN. AMY L.
KOZIOL, JENNIFER L, MORRISSEY. MICHAEL P,
KREIGER,AMY T. HORTILLO.CARA L,
KREYMER. PETER. MROSK. CHARLES F.
KRIEGER.ALLYSON M. MUELLER, ERICA L,
KPOCHAK. CELESTE. MULL AN. JENNIFER V.
LABINGER.KIRA 0, HUNK. BARRY S,
LABORNE,AMC M. MURRAY. DEIDRE.

MURRAY. LAURA A,
NADEAU,NARISA J.
NATALE, FRANCIS J.
NEAL. JENNIE 8,
XEDU.HYLIE A,
NEILS, TAIMY H.
NELSON, JONATHAN R.
NELSON.NARLA K.
NELSOH.RUBBCa.
XLBON.auBAH V.
WVINB.NEBHAN K.
N6,KATTY,
NINTZ, JASON C.
NOMAK. KAREN H.
NYHAN. VERONICA R,
OBRIEN.NICMELU L.
OBRIEN, PATRICIA N.
0CONPCU,aEAN T,

OCOWCU, TIMOTHY J.
OCOMCLL. WILLIAM J.
OCONNOR.JULU A.
XXINALO.ARTNW J,
(JOOWCLL. HEATHER H.
OH.JUNB Y.

0LM8TEAO, CYNTHIA A.
OMALLEY, MICHAEL A.
0HALUY,8EAN 0,
OROURKE, KELLY A
OSCAR, KATHERINE A,

0STR0W8KY, MICHAEL K,
PALAZZOLO,VITA A,

PARENT, SUZANNE N,
PARENTI. CHRISTINA N.
PARKER. JEfMIFER L,
PASqUALE. SUSAN E.

PASSE, JEIMIFER S,

PATULAK, JENNIFER L.
PAVLOVICH, DIANA E.
PELLANO. BRIAN K.
PERRY. SCOTT H.

PETRUCCI.DEBRA L.
PHILLPOTTS.IOflflJOHN.
PICKET, CRAIG N.

PINNELL. KIMBERLY A,
PLIMPTON. REBECCA J,
POLLARD, EDWARD 0,
POMERANZ, JAMES R,

POMIANSKT.LISA E,

POOLE, JAMES M,
POSTER, MICHAEL S,

POTORSXI, JOSEPH E.
PROVOST, SCOTT E,
QUEANDER,AMY J,
quiNN, HEATHER 8,
RAOOING.JAYME L.
RAOIVONYK, SANDRA A,

RAMSEY, GABRIEL M,

RANHANO,CARLA R,
RATZKDFF.BATHSHEBA F.
REA.TRICIA A.

RECORD. MARY A.

RICCIO. SHEILA A.
RICHARDS, REBECCA J,
RICKER,SEAN T,

ROBBLEE, PATRICK P,
ROBERTS, ALISON E,

ROBINSON, ANNE 8,
ROCKETT, ELIZABETH E.
R0DRI6UES,CARLA N,
ROSARIO.MARISOL.
ROSATTO. CHERYL A.
ROSEBUSH. CAREY A.
ROSS. JEREMY 8.
ROSSI. PAUL J,

BOWE. RACHEL S.

ROMELL. JAMES L,
RUOIKOfF. LEIGH R,
HUSCIO.JOHN P.

SADLER. DEMISE M,

SAJOAK. JEFFREY N.

SALINSKY. STACEY J,

SALVI. BETH A.

SAMIA.JONN R.

SANBONHATSU.KIRA L.
SANDS. HOLLI K.

SANPHY.SHERYL L.
SATTERflELD. KATHERINE A.

SCHMIDT, SUSANNE A,

SCHNEIDER, WILLIAM A,
SCHNEIOERMAN,YAEL R,
SCHWABTZ.DAVIO J.

SCOTT. LISA A.

SEIPLE, MELISSA A,

SELIGMAN, NAOMI 8.

SHAU6HNESSY. ALLISON P.
SHEA. MARY KATHLEEN.
SHECTHAN.AMY J.

Arts and Sciences - Undeclared

BEEMAN. CHARLOTTE E.

BELANGER.JOY E,
BELLAS. JEFFREY W,

BERK, STEPHANIE 8.
BERMAN.CARA B.

BE RNATCHE Z.SUZANNE )l

BERRINI.NAOINE.
BITRAN.MICHAL L.

BOILES. BETHANY A.

BORKHUIS. MICHELLE A.

BRASS, JILL N,

BUEHLER, VICTORIA E,

BUI, KIN H.

euRNHAM,ZACHARY D.

BURTON, JENNIFER L,
BUT TLER. JENNIFER.
CABRAL. RUSSELL J,

CAFFAIL.EIREN,
CAHILL. JENNIFER L.
CAHPBELL.KEBRIN A,

CANO.GENE A.

CARROLL. CATHEBINE N,

CABTER, NICOLE L,

CASE, SEAN D,

CASNIN, JAMES F,

CATALOG. JENNIFER L.

CAVENET. ANN.
CMAIKIN.MELANIE,

CHAPMAN, JENNIFER E,

CHOH.HOMABD H,

COHEN, BRETT E,

CONKLIN,SUSANrC M,

CONNOLLY. BRIAN.
CONRAD. KATHLEEN J.

COSTELIO. SHEILA E.

COZZA.LISA A.

CROSS. LEAH A.

DAGILUS, LINDA N.

OAISLEY. KELLY M,

OAVCO.RACHELLE J,

DAVIDSON. CHRISTOPHER
DAY. KATHRYN 8,

OESANT IS. PHILIP J.

OEVINCENZO. MELISSA
OINOA.KARA M,

OINENNO.ROY F.

DONNELLAN. SHANNON,
DUCA, THOMAS EDWARD.
DUFFIN. KATHLEEN,
DUNHAM. COLLEEN E,

ELMER. KEVIN C.

ELVDVE.AMY S.

ERRICK. JENNIFER J,

FAHRENZ. KRISTEN L.
FALZARANO.OANA R,

FARRELL, RICHARD J.

SHERMAN, DAVID A.

SHERMAN, SUSAN H.
SHINA, MICHAEL A,

SIE6EL, JUSTIN A,

SIGELHAN, STEPHANIE B.
SILVA. ELENA N.
SILVESTRO.HARNI A,

SIMP8aN,FRANa.IH L.
8IMCEL,8IMIY.
SIVACEK, SUSAN E,
8KDVERA. MICHELE N.
SMITH, AMY 0.
SMITH, JAIC8 H.
SNTH.KATNERINE.
8mTH,Ktl«CRLY R.
SMITH,WIUY J.
SNDOOY.CMnSTINA R.
SOLT. CHRISTINE 8,
80RENBEN,KRISTIN I.
8PA0ACCINI. MARIE C,
SPAETH. JOHN H.
SPANS. KELLY A.

SPIVAK. CAROLYN 8.
SPRINGER. JEMGFER A.
STANESA. JESSE L.
STARK. SHARON J.
STARKI8.ALI8HA V,

STOCXTON.RACHACL L.
STOLL.ANY L,
STOIC, CATHERIIC P,

STONE, DASCY A,

STONE. KRISTIN N.
STOPEK. PAMELA J.
SULLIVAN, DAWN E.
SULLIVAH.HICHAEL A.
SUTELA. JESSE 0,
SVOBOOA, FRANZ J,
SZATHHARY, BARBARA 8.
TAURO, MICHELE L.
TAYEBI.MARiaEN N,
TAYLOR, KIMBERLY A.
TERENZI.DAHN N.
TERI, MICHELE L,
THARP, DIANE L,

TH£LEN,LUKE A,

THEOOOSS, HARRY J,
THI80UT0T,ANNA,
THOnPSON.JEMaFER M.
THURROTT. CHERYL L,
TIERNEY. CAROLYN A.
TILLIS. MERYL B.
TITUS. JEFFREY S.
TRABISH. BRIAN N,
TBUONG, JAMES 0,
TSA,CHI C,
TURRANSKY,JOEL N.
VACHON, SCOTT R,
VAL0IVIELSO,JOHN C,
VATER,CRAI6 J,
VAUGHN. JULIE A,

VAUTOUR. DONNA M.
VELLUCCI. STACY L.
VERSECKES, JULIE E.
VICHNE 88. REBECCA L.
VOLKMANN. STEPHEN E.
WAGNER. STACY E.
WALONER. BRIAN H.
WALKER. TOOO V,
WALSH, LISSA E.
WARREN, KAREN L.
WASSER, BRIAN J.
WASSERMAN. DAVID F.
HASSERHAN.JILL R.
MECKSTEIN.ALYSON R.
MEINER.ROSS 0.
ICISS.NARCY L,
WELCH, FRANK X,JR
WELCH, RICHARD C,
MERSCHLER, CATHERINE N.
tCSCDTT.TINA L,
MHELPLEY, LAWRENCE P.
WHITE, NANCY S,
WHITE, RICHARD J,
WHITMORE, SCOTT L.
WILDER. AWREW C.
WILLIAMS. JAMES C.
WILLOUGHBT.CHERIE R.
WINTERS. REBECCA L,
WOHL LUOMAN. JESSICA E.
WOODS. DOUGLAS R.
WOODS. JEFFREY W.
WORCESTER. BRIAN W.
WRIGHT. MARGARET E,
YOUNG. LORI M.
ZALL. JUDITH A.

ZALOS«. MICHAEL D,

ZANELLA-FOfrESI.SABRINA.
ZELIZER. CRAIG N.
ZIEFF. JULIE R.

FEDER. HELENA H.
FIMCRAN.CATHERINE A.
FORBUSH.LORI MICHELE,
FOREMAN. JASON E.
FORRISTER.TINA 0.
FRANKEL. LESLIE E,
FRANKLIN, DANIELLE M.
FREDERICKS, JEANINE H.
FREORICKSON.KARA M.
FREEMAN. CRI8TINA P,
BAFfRON, CHRISTIAN 0.
BARBARINO.LYMC A,

8AR6ULINSKI, RENEE E.
QEORGE. REBECCA J.
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GtWIOO.NICOCI 4,

lionis.CASfi J.
S0<"IAH,VIKINIA C.
(W*NI. SUSAN C.
UKCN.OAvio n.
wtce.Aiicu I.
GeOlNIC. LINDA B.
SUfKA.AeANIS.
Guzu.eeu e.
GU2U.KCI1H H,

MAFCT.BOMRT I.

HAMISON.KeiSIINA N.

HARI,CAIN(BINI J.

NtLOnAN.eANDI 0,
HCLSfSON.OAVIO N.JI
HENRY. OCNISC S.
MiaHumi.XKi.
HfRNON. CHRISTINA M.
HILTPOLO. HEATHER L.
NOl BROOK. JEfMIFER C.

HOIENA.OANIEL N.

HOlLANO.EUGCNE F,

MORGAN. CtTHCRINE R.
MORNE.SIACY I,
HORION.ELWABCTH a,

HOSCEt.OARIENHE J,
HOULIHAN. HARGERT I.
HOUSTON. rATHLEEN t

.

HUANG. OAHUI.
HUNTER. NATASHA B.
HUYI#<.PMO ».

lANELLI. JONATHAN T,

INOUTE.KARA C.
ISRAEL. NATT S.

JACKSON. CHRIST IIS h,
JOHNSON. SALLY J.

(ABACK. su;aimi.
KANTER.AOAM S.

KASINSKY.YURI B.
KATZL. JENNIFER L.
KEEFE.ELWABETH A,

KELSON. ROBERT H,

KENPNIR.NARIHA E.
KERO.LISA N.

KEUNG.HAU L

.

KIN. JANE n.
KING.JAT 0.
KING. ROBERT S.
KIRKER.ERICK J.

KLEINHANN. PETER £.
KOfUN. ALLISON R.
KOSLA.ALISA L,
KULNA. YVONNE 0.
KUSTMAN.ANI N,
KHAIT.AERIN R.
KHAN. KIN «.
LAERANCE. RICHARD E.
LAN. HUNG H.

LANUSTA. JENNIFER H.

LARAHEE.LISA J.

LEE.TAE H.

LEGER.HARC D.

LESLIE. DAPHNE.
LEUNG. TOIWT C.
LIN. JANE C.

LIU. JASON M,
LUOLAN.ANBER J.

LUKAS. JESSICA E.

LUU.NINH V.

NACALLISIER.CRAI6 N.

NACKEY.CAIL R.

NACHADE. BRENDAN A.

HACxlLLIAnS.HEIOI L.

NAIONIY, MICHELLE N.

NANES.KEIRA.
NARINKOVICH.RYAN N.

fURINO.ENILY A.

MARSHALL. CHAD C.
MARSHALL. OONALO E,
MARTIN. ANY M.

MART INI. SIEEANO.
MARYAKHIN.RATAIL B,
MA1HEHS.KARIE L.

MAyRONET;. CINDY.
MAZIE I TA. ALISON J.

MCCARTHY. NATTMEM P,

NCCOMCLL. CHRISTINA
MCCO<«CLL. LAURA M.

MCINTOSH. NAITHEM P.

NCI NT YRE. SUSANNA H.

MCKELVEY. NATHAN N.

ME LLO. BROOKE.
MERCHANT. JEFFREY A.

ME RSON. MICHAEL.
MICHALEK.JON D.

MILLARD. ANGELA C.

MILLETTE.IOOO N.
MITCHELL. CHANDRA C.
MOKBYN. MICHELLE.
MONACO. CRAIG C.

MORIARTY.KRISTEN N.

NOSES. CHRISTOPHER G.

NUIR. FRANCISCO.
NUiat. PAULA J.

NULLEN.JOHN T.

MURPHY. ERIKA M.

MUSE. ELIZABETH N,

MUSSARI. LORRY L.

NEVENS. AMBER B.
ICMHALL.BETH K.

NGUYEN. THAI A,

NISSENBAUH. DANIEL A.

OBRIEN.OEIRORE J,

OLIEIE.AOOLFO.
OLIVER. BRANT J.

OLIVIERI. DAVID J.

PAC7K0MSKI.0AVID J.

PAROYAN. CHRISTINE N.

PATieeSON.EBIN.
PEREZ. BRlGItlE R.
PERKINS. TARA L.
PERRY. JENNIFER L.

PHAM.KUYEN r.

PHILLIPS. LEAH K.

PIKE. NANCY L.

PINOERS.KATI H.

PIT THAN. JOEL E.
PONERANTZ. JEFFREY P.

POTTINGER.MAITHEM F.

POULIOT. SUZANNE 0,
PRESS. JENNIFER L.

PUDELKO. KAREN M.

RAIHO.OINA M.

RAINEY.KARA L,

RISEBERC. DOUGLAS I.

ROBERT. OAVIO G.

ROBHTO.aCOTT N,

•OeiNeOH.OOUtLAS H,
WBINSON.NILES V.

ROORIGUEZ-SCEOER.TAO.
RUBIN. JILL T.

SAAD.ONAR R.

SAB8AG.JEFCTTE E.
SCATIERGOOO. EMILY D,
SCHIEHSER.DAMt N,

SCHNEIOER.MICHAL A.

SCHOENROCK.IRISTIN.
8CHULIZ.MILLIAM S,
SCHMART Z.ALLISON J.

SCRETCHEN.SUNCEAR R.

SEEBECK. HEIDI,
SEDUIN.JILL K.

S»<AOeiCK. CHRISTOPHER D.
SHAPIRO. SARA D.

SHARLOM.MARTBETH N.

SHEAHAN.REBECCA C.
SHEEHAN.OAVILl P.

SHERNAN. LARRY S.
SHHUELI.AVINOAM.
SHURILEFF. JAMES f.
SLATE, CHARtES N,
SLOCUH. ROBERT E,
SMITH.THOHAS P.

SOUSA. ARTHUR M.

STEVENSON. JESSICA A,

S T JOHN. OE RON.
STOKES. DAVID R.

STRAUS. ALICIA J,

5TURIEVANT. DOUGLAS R.
SU.HENOY Y.

SUCKNEV.OEBSA B,
SUHAYOA.XNNIFER N,

SWANSON. CHRISTINE L,
SHEET. MICHAEL C.

TAAFAKI.MUNIRIH R,

TANNER. JENNIFER L,
TAYLOR. JOHN M,

TERZIAN.EOMARO F,

THOMAS, ELISA C.
TOPHAM.HELINDA N.

TOPIOL.SARA J.

TORRES.ROXABELLA 0.

TRADER. TIFFANY R.

TRAN.BUU Q,
TRAN,PtHJ C,

TRINN,SON V,

VAINST0CK,1RINA,
MALKER, JEFFREY C.

HALSH. COLLEEN N,
HAL THf.. MARK 8,

HARD, ANT E.

NEINBERGER, MELISSA B.
NEINNANN.MARK 0.

HHITE.KRISTEN L.

WILDER. BOWIE A.

WILLIANS, JENNIFER H,

WILLIS. RONALD REIO.
HISHNICK, HILLARY N,

HITTLIN. SCOTT J,
WOOO.JAYE L.

MilGHT.OIANNE R.
ZHAO.CHONO T.

PRICE. ELISA 0.
PRIMO. TANYA (1,

PSUIK. CHRISTIAN 0,
gUINTON. TRACY A,

RAYNO, DONALD J,
REONAN. JAMES 0.
REGAN, EMILY J.
REIS, CYNTHIA H.
REYNOLDS, JEMUFER L.
RICCIUTI,OEBRA L.
RIEOEL,LORI A.

RIEL.BETH E,

RILEY.CATHERIW V.

ROBERTS, PETE* B,
ROSS.mCHAEL S.
R088HAIM. WALTER,
RUOICK. KELLY A,

RU88, KAREN L.
8AGER, PAULA 6,
SANSEL.MARCIA A.
SAMCH.NJUNOU.
8ANNCR. GREGORY N,

8CAM.0N,LAUIICNCf H,III
SCHAUBER.ERIC H.

aCHOUTEN.NARILEEN,
BEFERIAOES.CNRISTOS I,
BMCEHAN.TIHOTNT H.
BHEPARCNATTHCW M.
SHIELDS. ELIZABCTH 0,
SHIN.YEONBOOK.
SHTROMERB.EUN*.
SILVEIRA. ALICIA k.

8INA0, NELSON L,

8ir«IN8, ELIZABCTH S,

SIHONDS.rCGAN I,

SKIAOOPOULOS.
SLUZ,O«I810nCR E.

SHALL. XNNIFER L.

SHALL, KRAY A.

SMITH, aORGC W.III
SI1ITH,JEW«IFER,
SMTH. MICHAEL .
SniTH.SIErHCN A,

STAPLES, JAICS P.

STARK. KRI8TINE E,

STAU8.NANA.
STELNOKAS.JOHN W,

ST I TSON, PATRICIA A.

STOWt, DAVID A,

SULLIVAN, OCBORA L.
SULLIVAN.NICOU D.

AMWESCN. JOSHUA P.

BIIAI»CRO,TATIANA J,

BUTLER, DONNA M.

FRANTZ.JOMATHAN N,

HAYES,CATMERIW J.

HURLBUT, PETER R.

*.

SUtCISAHRIT.SUNEE,
SUSS8AUER,T000 H.

lESSIER, JENNIFER A,
IHAN.TINZAR,
THOMPSON, STEPHANIE
TIVY.CMIISTOPHCR R.

IDOLAS. PETER B,
TDSCA.OANN S.
T0TRYLA,ABV0 L,
TRAMAN.KIHaCRUE J.
TRENBLAY.JCIMFER *,

TUN8.PC66T P,

TUOHY,0OU«L*S H.
umOLT Z.VALERIE A,

UHSTOT.TDOO 8,
VALENTIN, SANDIA N,
VAN ATTEN,CHRIBTOrNCI E.

Honors
NACOOUGALL, JESSICA R.

M)NAHAN,8HAM«m C.

MYERS. SANDRA A.

TANNENBAUN.LtSA B.

THOMAS, VICTWIA C.

WEHLE.DAMT,

VARAM(A, ROBERT R,

VEEWYRE.BETTI N,

VEROERICD. LAURA.
VERON, RACHEL J,

VIOHAR. VALERIE L.
WALLACE.HILMT B,
HALLENBRCN.NATTNEM H.

WALSH. BBIOBET J.

WA8SEIMAN. TANYA f.
WEBB.SUZAtW C.

WEEKS. EZEKIEL 0.

tCYSAMO. ALLISON H.

WICKS. PMCLA L.

WIUY.NICHtfL A.

WILLIANB.RACMU H,

WILSON.CHABUIC J,

WILSON. HEATHIB N.

WILSON.KIP B.

WOLF.NACY aUM.
WOOOMM.UNNiTN C,

WYNOHitH. PATRICK J.
YATES. NICHAEL A,

YETNAN.KINaEILY A.

YOLIN.OCBORAH 8.
ZAVISTOMCI.CATHERIIC H.

ZELNAN. SUZANNE J.
ZtK.JONATHMI P.

Bachelors Degree With Individual Concentration Interdepartmental and Exchange
AM)E RSON. T RACE Y L.
6ALENTINE.LISA A.
BALSON.HEWY L.
BURKE.KlrCERLY A.
CASTILLO. CESAR I.
COSENTINO.CHSISTIAM H

CRUZ.PETRONILA N.

DAHLGREN.ERIC C.
DAVIS. MELISSA S,

OONDIEGO. MARGARET N.
GARRET SON. NICOLE M.

GEER, RUSSELL C,

GOLDBERG. GEOFFREY H.
GOLDBERG. STEPHANIE I,
GOLDSTEIN. JULIE R,
HANBURY.KIN M.

HART.AJILA N,
KOUKKDS,ZOE.

LANDMAN. EILEEN M.

MANSEAU.SEAN H.

NATEUS. THERESA q.
MCELHAIN. HELEN.
NINT2. JULIE R.

OOOMCLL. JULIE E.

ORTIZ RIVERA. NILOA I,
POWER. ELIZABETH A.

PROKOPY . JOSHUA J.

RICHMAN.NESSA J,

SCHNEIDER. LISE E.
SIMEONE. LESLIE A.

SMITH. JULIANN M.

SPERLING.IIENE J.

STEIL. REBECCA M.
THOMPSON. KRISTIN M.

UPTON. AMY M.

WALKER. SULEYKEN 0.
WHELAN. GREGORY 3.
WOO.KA L.

ARVIDSON. PATRICIA A.
BORG.KARL A.

DAIGLE. MARIE A.
EATON. LAURA L.
FONTES. GARRETT N.
GOLD. SARAH A.

ALBERT. MICHAEL 0.
ALB0ECMT.KATE N.
AfOERSON.LAUNIE J.
BARICS.JAYIC H.
8AR0NI.JILL K.

BELLO.EVE D.
SEROGKN.KIFWRLET A.
BERNEOCJCIMIFER L,
BLOCK. ANDREA E.
BOFFA.AMC E,
BOMRER, CYNTHIA A.
BORCHERT,CAR«. R.
BREOVIK, BARBARA K.
BUORESKI.AMt E.

BUZZELL.REICE A.
CAM ILL. TRACE Y.
CALISM. JENNIFER.
CANAVAN.HAUNA S,
CARACCI.CAMJITA.
CA&tY.KARA A.

AOAftS, DEBORAH L.
ADAMS. ROBERT B.
AWERSON.PAUL 0.
AWROSKI. MATTHEW J,
ARMSTRONG. JEFFREY L.
ARNOLD. RE BE CCA A.
AHAD.ASHRAF Y.

BANCROF T . GLEN 0.
BATTISTI. JONATHAN A.

BEISNER. KATHARINE L.
BELETSKY. PETER N.

BELL.SHAIC L.
BENNETT, ALLEN S.III
BERGCfOANL . JASON R.
BERRY. DOUGLAS A.

6LACKS0N. JAMES B.
BLANCMARO.LYWCTTE A.
BOCK.OARRIN K.
BRADY, LORI A,

BRENNAN. ROBERT T.

BROOY. JAMES E.
BRYNOA. RICHARD ).
BUCALA. JANICE A.
BURQUE. OAVIO J,
CAGLARCAN,GLEN S,
CAIL, BRIAN J.

CAMPBELL. ALLAN A,

CANG IAND. GASTON R,
CAPPtLLA. VICTOR S.
CARLSON. CYNTHIA H.

CASEY, CAROLYN J.
CHACON. SERGIO.
CHASSE. KEVIN M.

CHENG. CHUNG TING.
CHIN. etc DOONG K.
CHUNG. RONY W.
COHEN, JOSEPH.
COLLINS, CHRISTOPHER H.

COLON. JOSE N.

CDNSTANTIfC. ROBERT E.
CORTELLI. MATTHEW J.

COULSON. ETHAN J.

GREKIN. PETER A.

MALEY.CATMERIIC A.

HENKIW. JANICE J,

HINCKLEY, ELIAS B,

HOeSS.OIANE G.
KAGAN.LDRI A.

CASEY. SUSAN M.

CHENAUSKY.DIAMU.
CHUONOFSKV.RANA.
aAYTON.CHBISTIIC A.
COLE. HEATHER T.

COLTON. CATHERINE L.
CURRAN.OAYNA M.
OITCHIK.SETH L.
OOHO. CHRISTINE N,
FARRELL. JAMES P,
FISTERE. PAMELA B.
FRANSEN.KRISTINE 6.
6AVINI . SHARON L,
6000HAN. LAUREN E.
tOOONAN.LORI A,

SOUGH. NANCY J,

GRANGER, RENEE 8.
GREENWOOD, JEMtlFER A.

GROLEAU. EMILY C,

HABIW.KlrflERLY A.

HAM.ET.KERRIANNE,
HAROY. SARAH L.

CRE IGH TON. JOSEPH A.
DAILEY. MATTHEW L.
DAVET.CHRISrifC A.

OEMAIO.JON.A
OERIENZE. BRIAN B.
DEVLIN. KRISTIN N.
OHILLON.SHEB S.

OIBItSIO, MICHAEL V.
OIF INI. JOHN T.

DILUZIO. WILLOW R.
OIONIC.PAUL R.

0IOTTE..:£LEN 8.
OOFMELLY.HILLIAM J. Ill
OORISS. ASHLEY P.

DOUGHTY. MARK L.
DREIKOSEN. CHRISTOPHER.
DUEFY.SEAN M.

OUFRESW.KinERLY M,

ECON0MDPOULOS,CHRIST08 P.
EDBERG, WILLIAM N.

ELDER, CARL R,

ESHGHIPOUR,MARYAH,
FABIAN, KRISTOPHER N.
FEINOEL. DAVID T.

FINOCCHIO. DAVID W.

FIIZPAIfilCK.OANIEL B.
FULLER. THOMAS M,

6AGN0N, SIEVE J.

6ERVAIS. DAVID P.

GIRABO. HEATHER M.
GRAHAM. MI CMAfL 0.

GRANOHITZ. SCOTT D.
GBEEB. HEIDI L.

MALLEN. JEFFREY D.
MABVE Y.JULIE.
HAUGE. ROBERT S.
HAUGSJAA.ERIK p.
HAZEN. MICHAEL E.
HENOEL. PETER A.

HIGHTER. STEVEN W.

HILDESHEIM. RAPHAEL S.
HORAN. GREGG P.

Continuing Education

LAHEY. TIMOTHY P.
LEWIS. MELISSA C.
MAUTNER.ERIC K.

NCSHARRY. PETER J.

NEPOttKEND. LAURA A.
NILE8. SUSAN.

NOSAL. EILEEN N.

ONEILL.DARCY A.

PERCIVAL. PENNY.
PERSING, BRADLEY.
POMERANTZ.DAVIO I.
POTTER. BRAOfOSO R.

Education

HILLIARO.ANAIOA JUOD.
HOOK. AMY E.
HUTCHINSON. KATHARIIC
lACOVELLI.LYMI M.

lERAROI. MICHELLE A.
JOHNSON. KELLI A.
KUNZ.KABLINA E.
LACBOII. KAREN A.

LAMONTAGIC. KEITH N.
LAUGHRAN.JOY L.
LAUfifN. ANGEL YDUE.
LI vtBNOIS. MICHELLE L.
LONG. LAUREN J.

NAJEHSKI.LAURI R,
MARCY.JOAMC M.

MARE AN. BARBARA.
HART IN. JEMtlFER L.
MARTINSONS. KARA P.

MATYLEWICZ.SHERI L.
MCCOY. JAfCS M.

MCOOtMLD. KATHLEEN A.
HURO. TONYA S.

MURPHY. ROBIN M.

MYNTTIFCN.NAITHEW 8.
DRENBERG. JENNIFER S.

PATALAND. JOSEPHINE.
PEGRAM. JEFFREY L.
PETIT.XLIWA A.
PIZAK. RACHEL C.
RAYNER.KiraCRLEY L.
REDEKER. KAREN M.
RILEY, JAYW P,

RISK, JEFFREY M,
ROY, LORI A,

RUSSELL, MARY L,
SCHWARTZ. DEBRA N.
SMEPHEBO.SARA A.

SMHULSKY.SOLVEGI.
SHORT. REBECCA M.

SLOWINSKI. NICOLE A.

SMITH. JENNIFER L.
STOI I. STEPHANIE 8.
SULLIVAN. LORI N.

SWANSON. KARA L.

Engineering

HOROWITZ. DAHLIA B.
HOUGHTON. JERRY A.JR
HOUSE. JOOY L.
HUBLER.DOUGLAS L.
HUPPI. BRIAN Q.
HURLEY. MICHAEL T.

JACKSON. GREGOR S.
JAIN.BAJESH K.

JAKA8HAZT.ELISE I.
JAOLINO. MARIA H.
JONES. ALLEN J.

KANTAS.IOAlmlS.
KARNETH. KATHLEEN J.

KEBLER.BOeCBT H.

KESSLEB. CHRISTINE A.

KHEMANI.RAJESH R.
KHO.ALVIN T.

KIRCHHOFF.PAa E.
KORVEK. KAREN L.
KRISHNAKUMAR.DEEPA.
K6ZAN0WSKI.JAS0N A.
KHAN. KING H.
LANG. REGINALD C.III
LARAME E.THOMAS J,
LASHHAY. DIANA E,
LAVIGNE, BANDY L.
LE,NGUYEI,
LE ANNA. GARY J,
LEBLOM). BRADLEY R,
LEE HO, COLIN J,
LEE. CHAN YUIN,
LEONARD, EOWARO J.
LEVINE, SCOTT E,
LIST, GREGORY A,

LIU. KHAN Y.

LLOPIS ABTIIC.NOCL.
LOBO. JULIO D.
LDM»N,JOHN C,
LOfitlE. JULIE A,
LOHE. NANCY E.
LYDDY, DANIEL J.
NACDONALD.HILLARO S,

NALAGUTI,DAVID A,

MANES, ENRICO N,
MANTCN, PETER C,
MARCH, ROBERT J,JR
MARGOLIN. JESSE A,
MARSHALL. TRAVIS L.
MAYO. THOMAS C.
MCCLE AN. GARRETT E,
MCCLELLAN.JOHN N.
NCGLYMt. MICHAEL W.
MCGUIGGIN.JOHN P.
MERCER. THOMAS S JR.
MICHALAK. SCOTT C.
MICHAUO. DAVID P.
MILLER. DAVin D.
MILLET TE.JEWtlFER L.
MISTBETTA.NARK A.
MOOOIE. GEOFFREY 0.
MORTI.STAVROULA M.
nOSfS.NONIKA.
HDZEB. JOSEPH F.JR
MUNBO. JENNIFER A,

MYEBS. RANDALL T,

NEVEU.MAWA L.
NEVEU.STEFANIE A.
NG. CHUNG W.

NIEOZWIECKI. PAMELA L,
NIXON. TOCO E.
OAKLAND. ELISABETH A.

OCONNELL. PATRICIA A.

08HEA. DANIEL J,
PARENT, SUSAN E,
PEARL, AMY F.

PEKCAN,8URAK S,

PLATTS, MICHAEL S,
POIRIEB. JOSEPH J.
POULIH. JOSEPH L,
PRATT. JEFFBEY L,
PUCKETT, CYNTHIA L,
PULLEN,AOBIAN W.
PULPI. DEBRA L.
PURINGTON. RAYMOND E.

RAMSEY. KENNETH B.
ROCHON. MICHELLE H.
SACCONF.LEE ANNE.
SCHINELLI. MICHAEL R.
SENZ.BENEE F.

SHUFRIN.GAIL.

TETREAULT. MICHELLE N,
TOMASIAN.FCLISSA B.
VANAMBURGH. HEIDI L,
WAGNER. TAMARA J.
WALLITIS.MARLEW N,
WALSH. JEMtlFER L,
WARREN. BETH A,
WEEKS. KELLEY L,
HHITEHEAO,SARAH T.
HIOGEN, PATRICIA I,
HI NS I ON. SHARON L,
WYSOCKI.MARCI AMC R.
YAMASAKI.SMIZWCO.
YIN.SARUN.
YOUNG. CmiSTINE E,

Al [ EfSIO.OAHIH LE
DANA . N'^RHA >

DfNN.AMr M
tX*lLE .KIHnERI V p.

DUFAULI .SUSAN P
El BISI . JEHANN H.

PYRO.JAN T.

PYTKO.PAUL F.

RAMSAY. WILLIAM B.
BAPOSA. JEFFREY R.
RAYMOND. MICHAEL D.
BAZZANO.BICK S.

BEDGATE. NANCY B.
BEDLICH.PCLISSA S.
BEEO.PATBICK B.

BICHABDS.MARC J.
BITTEBBUSCH. TIMOTHY J

BIVAI. ELIZA.
BIVEBA.RAQUEL.
BOSEfCACH.ANOBEW D.
BOSZKO. STEVEN R.JR
ROT I. ARTHUR K.

RUPANI.SAMEER P,
BYAN.LABBY 0.

SADLOHSKI.MAURA E.
SALES. VALERIE B.
SANIAMAUBO. JON P,

SAVINEAU.CEDRIC M.
SCHACHTER.LEVANTD G,
SCHAFER. DAVID W,

SCHMITCHEL, STEVEN R.
SCRANTON, HEATHER B.
SETa,HAI MING,
SETO,YEE,
SFETSOS,HABALAMBOS,
SHAH,BAHUL V,

SHEABSTONE, JEFFBEY R,
SMENOY.SUNIL M,
SKAHINSKI, DEREK J,
SMITH, STEPHEN A.
SPIZUOC0,JOHN H,JR
SQUIBE, GLENN S,
STARR, JONATHAN E.
STULL, SARAH E,
SULLIVAN. JULIE.
SULLIVAN. MICHAEL A.
SUSSMANN. THEODORE R.
SWANSON. JON N.

STONE. RICHARD 0.
TA»LOR. JENNIFER V.

WINSLOW. GRACE H
XING.YAN.

FAinONfR. CASEY L

rnnMosi .MirMAf I m
r.AUULLO.LAUFIFN M
GRfFlEV. HELEN M.

MACKFR.GAYIF M.

HOrxiES. JENNIFER A .

MOSLEY COL INI.
MINK. JUI IE 9
Ml)RAN.COL£T TA f

NARnEl I 1 .HARK V.

ST IlLINQS. JENNIKFR
S"TSZ .OEBBA I ,

HICKLUMO.REBf rr» J

SZCZUKA. CHRISTOPHER.
TACKE.AIOREW J.
TAI.JIANJI.
TAN. EDWIN J.

TAUBASI.PAUL M,
TAVABES,DANILD 0.
TEHBANY,JON P,
TEBRY. JULES N.
THOMAS. JEMQFER E.
TJAHYA.OAFCY A,
TOWNSEND, JESSICA L.
TRIMBLE, DEREK L,
TRUOEAU. DAVID J,
TRULSON. JEFFREY D.
TSANG. PETER C.

TStTSARDNES.OEMETRI.
THABOG. ELIZABETH M.
THABOG.PETEB J.
TYNAN. KEITH W.
VALAOE. MATTHEW T,
VARIEUB. MICHAEL 8.
VITALIS.BfilAN P.
VOLOMAN.JOEL.
VDLINSKY.DLES M.
WALKEB. JEFFBEY H.
HANG.YAN.
WABNEB.LEE T,

WATKINS,BICHARO N.
HATKINS,B08EBT A,
WATSON, BBIAN E,
HEIB, DAVID M,
WEST, JAMES R,
WHIPPLE, MICHELLE A.
MIITE, DOUGLAS M,
Mil TE, JONATHAN A,

WIESEN, BENJAMIN J,
WlLOEB, STEPHEN D.
WILLIAMS. JOHN 0,
HRONA. JOSEPH J.
YANG.DONGXIAO.
YANG. JIN,
YOUNG, NICHOLAS B.
ZIELINSKI. MICHAEL R.

ANDERSON, KATHLEEN,
AS8RI0GE, MICHAEL JOHN.
AUDCT.JOHANNE.
BARNES. DORCEN E.

BASTIEN.STEPHANE.
BEEBE, SHERRY L.
BERGER.LESA.
BERBER, MICHAEL A.

&AaCR.NABIE-aAIRC,
BLUE.NOatUN.
BUECHEL . MARIE - CHRIST INE

.

BURTON, ANTHONY,
CMU. STEPHANIE.

including The Stockbridge School

Food and Natural Resources

ABOUL AZIZ.NORZALEENA B,

ABE L.JASON E.

ABPAnS.niCHAEL S.

AL IE, JASON 0.

ALLARO.ANOPEA L.

ANDERSON. ROBERT D.JR
APONTE.EONA L.

APPEL.nnCHELL E,

APPELSTEIN. JEFFREY I.

ARTZ. SUZANNE D.

ASHMAN. ANDREM N,

AU YEUNG.PO YEE.
AVERY, JAHES.
AYYAT.AREEJ F,

BACKER. STUART R,

BAGLEY. CAROLYN E.

BALDANI.JILL H.

BARAN.ANOY H,

BARBARY.niCHELLE 0.
BAPBER.NOEL A.

BARI.IODD G.

BARONE. SCOTT G.

BARUCCI.JOHN J.

BASTA. DEBORAH J,

BECKER. NARC A,

BENINK.ERIC J.

BENNETT. DOROTHY L.

BERNAN. COREY S.

BERNAROES.TANIA I.

BERNEY.MENOY J.

BILMAKESH.SHUBHA,
BLAKE Y.THOMAS.
BLANTON. INESSA A.

BOLDUC. CHRISTOPHER W,

BOOK. JULIE S,

BOOKFOR.ROBYN H.

BOROEN. MATTHEW 0,

BOROEN. ROBIN L,

BOVARNICK.LISA A,

BOYER. KAREN L,

BRADLEY. NANCY L,

BRANNKARR.MARK A.

BRENNAN. WILLI All E.

BRESNEHAN.PAUL F,

BROOY. SCOTT 0,

BROOKMAN. MICHAEL W.

BROWN, AMY E.

BROWN. GREGORY R,

BROWN. KATHLEEN A,

BROWN. RICHARD Q.

BRUNO. DAVID A,

BRYER.DAWN M,

BUCHANAN. BAILEY W,

BURCH.ALYSHA L,

BURDULIS. MONICA L,

CAISSE.KIMBERLY A.

CALCASOL A. RICHARD L,

CALOERON.LUIS F,

CAREY. SHANNON L.

CARGILE . JOSEPH L.

CARLSON. CHIKAKO.
CARPENTER. NEIL P.

CARVALHO.GARffON J.

CASEY. SUSAN L,

CASSIOY.JOHN P.

CASTELLANO.OANIEL K,

CASTELLUCCI. TAMMY L.

CATERINO.DARCCN J,

CAVANAU6H. CHRISTIAN.

COON.SNAUN 8.

CORBETT. COLIN.
COX, JANE.
CSOS&AND. BEVERLY,
DADOS. TIMOTHY JAMES.
DALHAU. CARLOS 8.

ESLOFF.FRANZISKA VERENA.
ESCABI, MONTY A.

GORANBON.JILL,
8REVE, LOUISA,
HARRISON, STEAOHAN D.III
HAT TORI. TOBU.
HE ALT, CAROLINE.
HEATH. PEWLDK.
HIRATA.NONA L.

HOBAN. GAVIN,
JCNKIN, GRAHAM ANTHONY,

CHALFIN. MATTHEW B,

CHANUEL.BLENN 0.
CHIKKALINGAIAH . RATHNA

,

CHIRGWIN.AUORET W.

CHLUDZINSKI. MICHAEL J.

CHOW.AIMEE M,

CHUI.CHI MING.
CLARK, JILL A,

CLELANO, MELISSA V,

COHEN. ALLISON M.
COHEN, BRETT J,

COHEN. ST ACEY H.
COLBY. ERIKA L.

COLLINS. MICHELLE M,

CONSTANTINE. MICHAEL S.

CORRIGAN. KEVIN P,

COSTELLO. JOSEPH M.

COURTNEY. DEBORAH L.
CREOI. HAZEN M,

CROTEAU. BRIAN T,

CURT IS, SHELLEY A.

CUTTER. CHRISTOPHER 0,
SILVA, JASON D,

OARCY.KIMBERLY A.

DAY. MARK F,

DEANE.ALAN S,

OEFILIPI.ERIC J,

DEJESUS. KEITH A,

DELANE Y.JASON D.

OELF. CHESTER R.

DELLEO. JEFFREY M.

OEMBEK.AMY L,

OENTREMONT.RUTH C.

OERRICO. JENNIFER L.

OE VINE. MICHAEL J,

DEVINE.TARA L,

OILUIGI.BRENOA 0.

OIPIETRANTONIO. BRUNO.
OIRIELYAN.MELINE T.

OOHINICK. JASON P.

OONARUMA.JOHN J.

DONNELLY. CAROLYN.
OORFMAN. STEPHEN N.

DREW. MELISSA J.

DRURY.JAN E.

OUBRULE. MICHELLE M.
DUKAKIS. MARY A.

OUNLAP. SCOTT E,

DUNNE, JOHN W.

EDELMAN,PAUL S,

ELDRE06E.MARA L,

EMANET,EROEN,
EWALD,ERIC J,

FABERMAN, STEPHEN H.

FEINOEL. HEATHER A,

FINE, SUZANNE E,

FINGER. JEFFREY K,

FITZPATRICK, TIMOTHY B.

FLAHERTY. MICHAEL S,

FLUSSER. HOWARD C,

FORBES. MICHAEL J.

FORD. SUSAN E,
FOSTER. MICHAEL L,

FRANCOEUR. CHRISTINE M,

FRATTASIO.SETH N.

FREEOMAN, ANDREW T,

FREEOMAN. SCOTT 0.

FRENCH, DANIEL J,

FULUR. DANIEL F.

JDHANBSON.CHARLOTTA H,

JONES, CAMILLA JANi,

KANG. LINDA.
KAPLAN. MATTHEW 0.

KHANOPUR. NICOLA.
LAVOIE.AMtU.
LEE, SCOTT M.

LENZ,KARI J,

LIN8KEY.CHRISTUC N.

LOW. BENJAMIN 0.

LYON. KEVIN.
KLCHIOR.SIRI.
NINKIN. WILLIAM S.

HISCHEL. NICOLA 8.

NITCHia.TAHUN SHAN,
HOTOBUE.TEMI AMI H K.

MtVOS. SANDRA.
NICKERSON.OENiaE L.
DOANO.KOICI.
OOE.HIBIKO,
OSHIRO.BtCRRIE A.

DTTOSaON.BCRT AMCRB.
PALME*. FIONA.

PAPAOimTRAKOraULOS.BEOIK

.

.'ATTERBON.APtlL.
PUBEDA.aZA.

Management

FUN6.KAREY ANDRA,
6A6N0N.LEE N.

GALLAS, KEITH F,

6ANSHIRT,PAUL A.

6ARADAGHI,LEIU.
GARBER,HUGH E.

GARDINER, JOHN J.

6ELB.JAY H,

GELINA. ANDREW S,

6ENIN. ALEXANDER.
6ILLIS. KEVIN C.

6IRAR0. ANDREW A.

GIRASELLA.GAIL M,

6LA0STEIN, ROBIN S,

GOOOARO.KIMBERLY A,

GCLOBERG.ERIC R,

GOROON. KEVIN P.
60RHAH. RICHARD E,

GOSSELIN. JAMES E,

GRADY. TIMOTHY P.

GRAVINA. CAROLE,
GREENGRASS.HARC 0.

GUGLER,TRICIA A.

HADDAO.LISA R.

HAGIWARA.MITSU.
HAMM. ELIZABETH L,

HANER, CHARLES F,

HASHEM. MATTHEW S,

HATCH, JILL A.

HEANEY. MICHELLE L,
HECKMAN.JOHN S.

HERNANDEZ, RENE A,

HIATT. JAMES C.

HIRSCH. MICHAEL S,

HIRSCHEN. RICHARD A.

HOFFMAN, MELISSA B,

HOLOEN, CAROLYN.
HONG. JERRY C.

HONIG.MICHELE L.

HOVEL. ELIZABETH A,

HOWARO, NANCY A.

HUGO. ANDREW H,

INGLEDUE.JANIS L,

INGULLI, SCOTT K,

JAFFE. STEVEN C.

JANOFF, JASON R.

JENSEN. KARIN A,

JOCH. BRIAN T.

JOHNSTON, DAVID H.

JONES. KIMBERLY A.

JOSEPH, SAMUEL M.

JDSHI.CHITRA M,

JDURIS,LISA A.

KAM. YVONNE Y,

KANE. SEAN M.

KAPLAN. ALYSSA 8.

KASPEROWICZ, PETER I.

KELLEY, CHRISTOPHER 0.
KELLY, GREGORY N,

KENNEDY, SAMUEL E.

KING. SHANNON.
KJOSS, PETER C,

KLOCEK.AfM K,

KNUDSEN,AIMEE K.

KNUOSEN, JENNIFER L,

KOPELNAN, MARGARET BOMDEN,
KOTLER.JAYME L,

KRAJEWSKI.THERESE.
KSIVELOM. JOSEPH 8.

LAMBERT. JOHN R.
LANDERS. PAUL G.

LARKIN.VERN 0.

LARRIVEE. CHRISTINE N,

LATHAM. SCOTT F.
LAU. PATRICK C.

LAUZON. JANET L.
LEE.YAT H.

LEIFER. SCOTT P,

LEPORE. ANTHONY S.

LESPERANCE. BRETT J.

LESSING. TERRY J,

LEVERONE. BRIAN T.

LEVIN, JEFFREY M,

LEVINE. ERIC B,

LEVINE, JILL T,

LEVINE. LEONARD W.

LIANG. KARIN.
LIAW. SANDRA Y.

LINO, MARC M.

LINOE. JASON J.

LINGO. JESSE S.

LIPNER. MICHAEL.
LIPSKY. TIMOTHY R,

LOCKWOOO, SARAH E,

LDHRI. PETER P.

LOPEZ. BRIAN V.

LOWRY. ROBERT A,

LUBANA.MOHANJIT,
LUBELL. MITCHELL S.

LUCE Y.JOANN L.

HACOONALD. DAVID B.

MACOONALO . MICHAELA H.

MACKEY. BRUCE J.

MAFFEI. CHRISTOPHER J,

MAGNUSON. LAURIE K,

MAHONEY, STEPHEN M,

MAKOL. DAVID B.

NALAMUT.STACEY E,

NARDULA, REBECCA M.

NARGOLIS, MICHAEL A.

MARTINO, JOSEPH A,

MARVIN, JAMES W,

MATTHEW. THOMAS B,

MCAULAY.KAROLYN J.

MCDONAGH.ERIN J,

MCGILL. JAMES S,

NCGINNESS,HICHELE A.

NCGOVERN. KATHLEEN N,

MCGRATH, BRETT D.

MCKEEN. KIMBERLY A.

MCKENZIE . ISAAC J.JR
MCMANUS. CAROLINE M,

MCPHERSON, OEANA L,

MCQUAOE. CHRIST INE M.

MCWILLIAMS. CHRISTOPHER N,

MEISNER. MATTHEW D.
MELNICK. MICHAEL D.

MENGES. PETER U.

MERRILL. JONAS A.

HERWIN. HEATHER N.

MICALIZZI.JOHN M.

MICKLE. DONNA M,

HIKAELIAN.MARK A,

MILLER. KEVIN D.

MOFSOwnZ.JODI F.

NOGOLESKO. GREGORY A.

MOLITO. JOSEPH J,

HONTES. EDWARD N.

•ATTAN.RAJIV.
tAYNER. NICHAEL S.
RIH.PA8CAU.
UJHOLH. CLAIRE,
BAHASHI, TAKUYA,
SANDSTROH.AMOKA.
BAXENA.VIKRAH.
BCHIRBER.NICHACL,
SECOU. ANTONIO B.
BHAKEBKAK. JULIE E.

•UTH.CATBIONA.
BIMULAWI. RACHEL.
BZHTT.ERIC T.

NOmANO.NICNEU E.

NORREALE.ERIC J.

MORflELL.JILL 8,

NORRISSY.LIAIC,
MULLEN. BRIAN D.

MURPHY, CHRIS P,

MURPHY, KEVIN P.

MURPHY. PATRICIA A.

NADELL.SHARI A.

NAUGHTON. KELLI A.

NELSON. KAROLYN P,

NELSON, MATTHEW Y.

NGUYEN. QUY H,

NICHOLS. KARA A.

NICHOLS. NICHOLAS G.

NIM.THIN T.

NOBREGA. STEPHANIE A,

NORTH. EDWARD C,

NORTON.LOREN L.

OOONNELL.JOHN F.JR
ORKIN. DAVID A,

ORLOW.KARI N,

OTTOSON. JENNIFER L.

OWINGS. REBECCA P,

PALMER. J BRIAN.
PANAGOU, GEORGE J.

PANG,SONCHU.
PANZANO.GIULIO A.

PEARSON. STACIE A.

PECK. RICHARD A.

PEREZ, ALEJANDRO.
PHELAN. CHARLES.
PIETRYKA, ANDREA A,

PIKE, AMOS F,

PINARD, MICHAEL 0.

PLACE, ROBIN S,

PLACHT A, CAROLYN E.

PORSAV AGE, JENNY S,

PRAISON, KELLY A,

PRENDERGAST.TRACEY L.

PRIESTLY. CHERYL N.

PUDLO. CRAIG A,

PUOPOLO. MATTHEW T.

QUINOLE Y.JANICE E.
RANKIN. JONATHAN A,

RASKIN. OLIVER M.
RICE. ANGELA J,

ROE. FRANK V.

ROGALSKI. JAMES M,

ROGERS. Sr ACEY L,
ROSE.MICHELE,
ROSOFF.ALAN J,

RUSSO, KAREN E,

RYAN, BERNARD F,

RYAN, JENNIFER J.

RYMES. JULIE A,

SAIN.SAMEER S,

SALINETTI, JEFFREY A,

SALLET, JEFFREY 8.

SANDS. DAVID A.

SAYMAN. WILLIAM C.
SCHULTZ, DEREK H.

SCHWARTZ, ERIC A.

SCIONTI, JENNIFER L,
SEDELNICK, STAGEY L,

SELVAGQIO, LAURIE A.

SENTNOR, RICHARD 8,
SHARPE. JULIE A,

SHEEHAN. BRIAN 0.

TAIRA.NORUO.
TAKAHARA.MASAMl.
TAKAHASHI.NINAKO.
TAIUU.BWCe K.

TEUMKI.JABON E.

TERATA.AKUO.
THCISCN.BRANDIC A.

UEHANA.HABCK A.

VINBON.OEBONAM K.
WETTENBTEIN.KATE.
tMYTE.OOUBLM R.

WILKEY.OONALO J.

WIBTEY.HAaK.
MTYE, JAMES.

SHEEHAN, LORI B,
SHEEHAN, NARK J,

SHEPARO, MEREDITH A.

8HILNAN,6ARY A.

SKOLETSKY.LISA B.

SMITH. BRUCE E,

SMITH, MATTHEW E,

8NELLA. SCOTT K.

S0NNENBER6, JEFFREY H.

SDUZA.STEFANIE A,

8PINELLI, JAMES P.JR
STACHOWSKI.JEfMIFER H,

STANLEY, JAMES D.III
ST APEL. MICHELLE E,

STEB6INS.KARA J.

STEBBINS,SHAUNA M.

STEINBERG. HILLARY C.

STERING. DAVID A,

STONESTREET.BRENDA J,

STORK. RYAN 0.
SULLIVAN. KRISTEN.
SUPPE. ALISON E.

SWITZER.KIRT,
TANOLER. KEITH A,

TANNENBAUM.MARA D,

TATA, JASON A.

TEITELBAUM.LLOYO H,

THAYER, ROBYN T.

THEA.YOULAING,
THEODORE. MARGARET N,

THORNTON. MARY T,

TIMMINS.PAUL J.

TOLPA. WENDY L.

TRAPASSO. PETER J.

TRUONG. ELIZABETH T,

TUFTS. DAMIEN L,
TUNNEY. JEFFREY T,

TYNAN. SARAH E,
URQUHART. MATTHEW 3,
VADNAIS.JOHN P,

VLAMIS.CHARA L.
WATSON, MICHAEL B,

WEBER, JASON W,

WEINBERG. SCOTT M,

WEST0RT,THONA8 K,

WESTOVER, REBECCA E.
WHITE. DANIEL E,

WHITE, JONATHAN 0,

WIODISDN, PAULA E,

WIEDEMANN, MICHELLE 0.

WILKENS, MEREDITH L.

WILLIAMSON. CHARLES 8.
WILSON. KERI A,

WIN6.J0ANN K,
WINTER80TT0H. JAMES F,

WITTENBERG. KIMBERLY B.

WOODMAN. DEBORAH A.

WOZ. JENNIFER A.

WRIGHT. CHRISTINE H.
YACKER.MARK B,
YOUNG. MICHAEL R,
YUASA.NANAKO.
ZAJAC.TARA C,

ZANCHI, NICOLE.
ZIMMERMAN. ANDREA 8,
ZUMBRU8KI, MICHELLE L.

ABRAHAM. VANESSA B.
ABBANSON. BROOKE K.
ADAMS. LESLIE A.
AOELETTI. KAREN L.
AHLBERO.GRETCHEN H.

ALBUS. CHRISTOPHER E,
ALLOSSO. NICOLE A.

AMATI.ERIK W,

ANAS, JENNIFER L.

ANT0NIAZZI,PAUL J.

APPLE YARD. MAUREEN A.

AXILE. ANDREA P.

BAKER. CHRISTIE L,
BAKER. MICHAEL 0.
BAKEY. TIMOTHY J.

8ANNISH.MABCY 8,

BABNICLE, LAURA B,
SARSTDW. CYNTHIA M.
BAUBLIS.ALAN J,

BEAULIEU, DANIEL P.
BECKER. CAROL 6.
BELAK.JANE M,
BELAUSKAS, JEMtlFER R,
BENGTSON, CHRISTOPHER R,
BERRY. TOOO B.
8LA86. TIMOTHY A.

BOISCLAIR. MICHAEL N.
BOLOUC. STEVEN R.
BONETT, SCOTT 0.
8CY0, PAMELA A.
BRE I THAUPT, MICHAEL,
BRENOLINGER,AMY L,
BRENNAN, KATHBYW E.
BREWSTER, SUSAN M,
BROWN, ERIC B,
BROWN, JEMIIFER L,
BRYANT. TOOO C.
BURBANK.ERIC L.
BURfC. MATTHEW R.
BURNS. MATTHEW.
BUTLER. CHRISTOPHER J.
BYRNE, LAUREN A,

CAHALEN, CYNTHIA N.
CALLAHAN, LAURAMC,
CAPRIOGLID, MICHAEL J.
CARNEY, TIMOTHY J.

CASE Y.JENNIFER L.
CHAPIN.IMEOOORE G.
CHARAL AMBOUS . DENE TRIS

.

CHASALOH.LEE K.

CHATEAUNEUF. JASON R.
CIULLA. THOMAS G.
CLARK. DANIEL E.
CLARK. KARA A.

CLARK. THOMAS E.
CLARKE. JOSHUA N.
CLDNINGEB.MARC A.
COAN. JOSEPH R.
COlE.CIWY A.

COLE.EBIC K.

COMIA.MABY S.

CONNOLLY. JEM«IFEB A,
C0RRALES,KATTIA M,

COSTA, JAFCS J,JR
COUTURE, KATHERINE S,
CRAKER.SABAH E,
CBIITENOEN.CBISTANNA G.
CBOM.EY,rBANCIS B.IV
CUBLEY,MABK C,
CYSZ,T6INA L.

DAGOSTIND.ANMURIE.
DAHL.KARI K,

DANTOWITZ. JUDITH E,
DAVIS. DANIELLE R.
DAVIS. DIAW M.

OECHAYNE. LAUREN K,
DEILA BAITA. ELIZABETH A.
OENHAM. JASON P.

OENOUTEB.INGRID L.
OERRO, MICHAEL J.
OESROSIEBS.PAUL E.
OION.MABTHA E.

OMOCMOWSKI.LAURA E.
OOHERTY.SIOBHAN.
OOMINA.EDWAPD D.
OORFMAN, AMY S.

DREES. HEATHER E.
0RISCOLI..TABA M.
DUNNING. JOCI A.
OUSENBURY. JESSICA L,
DUVAL. BEFCE M.

EDHUWSON. THOHAS A.

EOHABOS.SHABON B.
ELLIOTT. DAVID J.

EPSTEIN. ELIS8A S,
FALKINBUBG. DEBORAH A,

FARMEB.OEBOBAH M,

FAZIO, STEPHEN M.

FEBBEIBt. DANIEL J,

FIGUEBOA.DAVID J.
FINK MAN. GUY.
FIOBETTI.GINA L,
FLAHEBTY,MAYA G,
FLYM«, THOMAS E,
FOBHAN,HABNIN A,
FOBSTEB, LESLIE I.

FBCEMAN. JAMES A,

FBCSHHAN,PETEB A,
FBEZZO,MIA K,

GABBISON,JEMIIFEB M.

CASK ILL. TIMOTHY.
GAUOET, LAUREN R.
GEBMINO. MATTHEW J.
GHABEEB.MABIA T.

GIGUEBE.CABY L.
GILBERT. AMY J.

GLOTTMANN. DEBORAH.
GNIADEK.BICMARO H,

GOLDBERG, BREE P,

GONZALEZ, DEBORAH L.
6000ELL. GREGORY E,
OOOOWIN, KEVIN R,

GOROON. SCOTT J,
SRABLICX.AMY E,
GRAHAR.AMMEW A.
GRAVEL INE. THOHAS B,
GRIFALCONI.CARL J,
GRIFFIN, AMIREA 8,
BRIFFITM. TIMOTHY J.
GRIM. KELLY L,
QRYBKO.CAMILLE M,
GUZOWSXI. ROGER A,

MAIE.BBUCE A,

HALSTEAD,LACEY E,
HAMILTON, CHRISTOPHER P.
HAMI IN,SUZAMC N.
HAMHOND, JOSHUA S.
HAROAM,ERIN E,

HARFOBO, ELIZABETH M,
HABBIS.CBYSTAL J,
HABfilS. MAUREEN N,
HARRIS. PENNY 8,

HABBOLO.AMY M,

HABSFIFLO.BETM M,
HABVEY.MABK A,

HELLBIGEL. MICHAEL L.
HIEBERT. STEPHANIE R.
HIGGINS.CHBISTINE A.

HIGLEY. BBIAN W.

HILL.BOBEBT S.
HINC.AMT A.

HOPKINS. CYNTHIA M.
HUSEBEAU. STANLEY.
HYOEB. LUKAS.
IMGBO. SCOTT A.

JACOB. EBTK> 1

JACQUES. KIMBEBLEE.
JAOATZ, STEPHEN E.
JABMEL.BOBEBT J.
JENKS.CYNIHIA A.

JOHNSON. CHAD S,
JOHNS0N,STEVEN L,
JOHNSON, TAMMIE S,
JOHNSON, TINDTHY H,
JOSL IN, TAMMY L.
JOYCE, BRIAN A,

KALEVA,IRA E,

KALLOS,ELENI A,

KARO0N,LISA E,
KATZER,SHERRI L,
KELLEY, BRIDGET R.
KELLY, JEAN P.
KIM.YONG T,

KNIGHT. JAMES A.
KOCH. STEPHANIE L.
KDSOF SKY. JOHANNA L,
KUCHEBA.MABK J,
KULIKOHSKI.KBAIO J.
KUMAR. SABIIA S.
LACAIELL. JEFFBEY R.
LAfONTAINE.SHERTL A.
LANDIS. ABBEY K.
LAUZON. ANDREH B.
LAUZON. BETH E.

LAVIGNE. HENRY R.
LAWLOB.BICHABO T,

LE QOFF.COBINNE J,
LEBLONO, JEFFBEY D,
LEITE, HELENA S,
LENTINI, MATTHEW A,
LEVENIHAL, HILARY B.
LEVESguE, JULIE A.
LINEHAN, NANCY B,
LINGEIBACH, CHARITY A.
LOCKYEB.KAIHEBINE W,
L0BOEN,SEAN W,

LOBIAN,PAIBICK,
LYOON,TEB£SA M.
LYNCH, JULIE A,

MALONEY,JACQUELYN,
MALOY, JULIE A,
MABOEB, MELISSA A.
MABOOLIS,.JENNIFER L.
MARISSEAU.SIMDNE N,
MABSH,SABAM J,
MABSHALL,CABY H,
MABIIN. BBIAN F.
MABIIN.CBAIG S.

MAIEB.CATHEBINE J,
MAZZABIELLCMABCI L,
MAZZONI.LOBI P,
MCaRIDE,BRIOITTE L.
MCBRIDE, VIRGINIA H.
MCCABE. KEVIN P,
MCCLEAN, MICHAEL D,
HCMUGH. JOANNE 8.
MCLAUGHLIN. EBIC J.
HCMAMDN.TEBENCE E.
MCPABTL IN, DANIEL P,
MEEMAN,KARA A,
MENDELSOHN, MICHAEL L.
HERCER, SUSAN E,
HERKL,JOHN W,
WRRILL, ROBERT E,
MESSIER, JASON D,
METIVIEB, CHRISTINE,
MITCHELL, ROBERT D,
MIZBAH1,0EB0RA,
HOFFIIT. ANGELA M,
HOLOARD. JULIE L,

MOLDY. GRAHAM E.
MOOLENBEEK. ANDREA 8,
HOONEY, TIMOTHY F,
MORAN, CHRISTINE M.
MOREY. LAURA T.

MDRIARTY.TOOO E,
MDBOZ, LAUREN G,
MORRIS, JEANMARIE,
MULLANE,IBOY A,

MUBPHY,MARC1A A,

MUSTARD, KELVIN Q,
NABRESKI, OAVIO E,
NACK,JULIE S,
NAGY, SCOTT R,
NEAL, DAVID R.
NECRASON,ADAH R,
NELSON, KURT I,

NGUYEN, DAN S,

NISSENBAUM. TRUTH R,
NDGAKI,MIYU,
OCDNNOR, SUSAN M,

ONE IL. MICHAEL J,

ONE ILL. NICHOLAS MICHAEL,
OBOWAY, HOLLY E.
OW, JENNIFER S,

PAE.SO Y,

PAQUETTE, KIMBERLY J.
PAQUE TIE. RICHARD C.JR
PARK. DAVID T,

PABKEB,PATBICK I.

PABXEB,SABAH E.
PABMENTEB,ERIC C.
PASCAR, JOANNE B.
PATRONAS.DINA M,
PECK. ANDREA C.
PECK. BONNIE C,
PENSONEAUL T.JESSE J.
PERKINS, BRIAN C,
PERREAULI,JANE L,
PETERS, JENNIFER L.
PETRILLO.BAMONA E.
PIBO.KBISTEN A,
PLATE, BABBARA L,
POEHLER, KATHERINE G.

POWERS, HEIDI C,

PREYE. WILLIAM A,
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Nursing

AVERILL. CHRISTINE B.
BENAOAM.ELL*.
BRASS. aAUOIA J,

COATES.KRISTINA L,
COOKR.JILL S,

CORO*«LL.STACCt M.
CORRCI A. LOUISE.

DARLING. KRISTIN N,

OUGAN. CYNTHIA L.
OURNO.SHARTL E.

FARQUHARSON. LAURIE A,

FERRY. RAECHEL N.

FIELD. LISA N,

FLEMING. ADRIENNE.

GERBER. KRISTIN J,

GILREIN. KERRY A,

HILL. CHRISTINE A.

JONES. BRCNOA K.
KEELEY. KRISTIN.
KOKERNAK. JANES J,

LAGENDTK. ELIZABETH N.

LAUTER. ROBBIE S,

LORO.KATHERINE E,

LUMLET. CARRIE 8.

NALENFANT.JANIE E,

NCGARIY. CATHERINE 0.

MCGOVERN.LYNN N.

NCINTIRE. TRACY A.

nCKEE, KAREN N,

NCKENZIE. JENNIFER L,
niLASZEWSKI. KERRY N.
NELSON. NANCY A.

OCONNOR. KELLY R.
ROBERTS. JOOI N.

SCOLLEY.NARIBETH.

SHEA. JENNIFER A,

SILVER8TEIN, ELIZABETH A.
riLLIVAN. ARTHUR L.

tapanto.tahi l.

tihpoic. frances r,

varoack. jennifer s.

mhite. deborah c.

Physical Education

AARONSON.TRACEY J,

APSILE. MOLLY L.

BENJAHIN, JENNIFER L.
BENNER. JEFFREY A.

6ISSAILL0N. MICHAEL F,
BLANCHETTE.AOAN R.

BLEAU.SHAMN H.

BOUSH. SUSAN n.

CAPON. CHRISTOPHER E.
CARPENTER. niCHAEL R.

CHALMERS. SHAim E.

CLENENTE. DIANA.
COLBURN.SCOTT E.

CONE IRO. KENNETH J.

CORREA.niCHAEL D.
DOYLE. PAUL J,

EOOY.KERENSA.
FERGUSON. GISELLE N.
FINKELNAN. ERICA F.

FLAHERTY. BRIAN F.

FORFA, EDWARD A,

GAOLIN.HARI A,

GEOACHT. FELICIA J,

GOLDSTEIN. JENNIFER E.
GRAVELLE.DENISE C,

HALE. CALEB P.

HANNULA.CINOY A.

INGRASSIA.KERI L,

KEENE.MILLIAH J,

KELLER. HEIOI L.

KOPYSTIANSKYJ.STEFANIA A.

LAHe.OEeORAH J.

LANGTON, TERENCE M,

LYNCH, OEBRA A.

HANGAN , DOUGLAS B.
MARSHALL. TAHHY L.
MARTIN. MELISSA J,
NEVAREZ. GLORIA E.
NEVELING, LANCE M.
O'NEILL. ERIN E,

PELL. CINDY L,

PELLETIER.JOHN J,

PELUSO. JOSEPH R.JR
PEZZOLESI. MARCUS G.

PHELAN.KATHERINE E.

PYENSON.riARK I.

RAMON, OARRYL A.

RAT TE I. JOSHUA A.

ROTHLEIN.LISA A,

SACKS. JEFFREY B.

SCHAFER.JOHN A,
SCHULTZ. MARILYN B,
SLIVA. DEREK C.
SNYDER, MICHAEL A,

STERN, DEBORAH A,

TRUNK, AMY K,

VARA. MELISSA A.

VARDIS. JEFFREY P.

MALSH. MICHAEL S.

WEBB. RUSSELL A.

WHITE. HILARY,
WILKINS.PAULA L.

WOLF. MARK G.

WOLKNER. THOMAS R.

Public Health

AARONSON.KIMBERLY A,

ALPER. SUZANNE B.
BERKOWnZ.MARCI L.
BOWMAN, AMY R.

:?UMMASSER.ELYSE R.

CARTER. JENNIE tM L,

DARCY, MEREDITH J.

OERMARDEROSIAN . DIANE

.

OUNCAN.SAMANTHA J,

DWINELL.SHAftlON N,

ELIAS. DONNA G,

FITZPATRICK. PAMELA
GRANT. GINGER D.

IGOE.ANOREA H.

JODOIN. JULIE A.

KONIECZNY, TERESA A,

LYNCH. JENNIFER A.
MARRECJODY L,

MELLO. JENNIFER J.
HIHALAK.KELLIANNE.

NOLITO.ERIN N,

MURPHY. WENDY E.

OUIGLEY. EILEEN N.

RAPAGLI A. KRISTIN H,
SANTOS. KATHLEEN A.

SCHWARZ.LAUWlt J,

STANFORD. EMILY J,

TURGEDN. MEREDITH A,

WADEL. CHRISTINE N.

WILENSKY. OEBRA J,

ZBIK0W8ICI.T0NIA,

University Without Walls

COMOREY.NARK L,

CURTIS,WIUIAH A,

HAMPTON. HCRNAN E,

LIPKE,PAUL R.

NARKASIAN. CAROL S,

NIRABELLI.ELISSA E,
OBRIEN.DENISE B,
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Arts & Living
Ice-T blows crowd away at the Vertex
By MIKE CARVALHO
and SETH KAYE
Collegian Staff

Ice-T and Body Count
The Vertex (formerly Katina's)
Feb. 23, 1992

Ice-T, venerable rapper and now front
man for the hardcore band Body Count,
announced to the crowd at the Vertex on
Sunday night that they were witnessing
"the Ice-T nightclub lounge act, where
anything can happen."

Flanked by turntable whiz Evil E and
rapper Afrika Islam, the Ice-T posse did
not disappoint the sellout crowd, perform-
ing in the first set several favorites from
his past albums — "Colors," "New Jack
Hustler," and "Peel Their Caps Back."

Throughout the show, Ice-T— sporting
blue-striped boxers sticking out of the top

of his jeans — became intimate with the
audience, sharing some of his personal

philosophies. When introducing "O.G.
Original Gangster," he explained, "you
gotta be a little bit of a gangster just to

make ends meet."

Ice-T, adamant about not being a sell-

out to the pop music market, made off-

color remarks about Vanilla Ice, among
others. "I don't mean to dis pop," he said,

"but, la da dee la da da.*"

After a brief intermission, Ice-T re-

emerged, this time fronting his hardcore

outfit. Body Count, introducing them as

"the cop killers fi-om L.A." Now lead singer

Ice-T ripped into such soon-to-be classics

as "Bowels ofthe Devil,""KKK Bitch," and
what will undoubtedly become their
"Stairway," "Mama's Gotta Die Tonight."
Dedicated to Henry Rollins, "Mama's" is a
detailed account of a rather extreme way
to end racism — kill your racist parents.

Other crowd pleasers included "Evil

Dick," "Body Coimt," and the closing song,
"Copkiller."

"This is the last songwe want to do. The
cops said we couldn't do it or we'd go to

jail," Ice-T said. The predictable response
from the crowd would have made N.W.A.
proud.

Opening the show on Sunday night was
Hard Corps, who couldn't have asked for a
more in-sync crowd. They had heads fly-

ing, bodiesjumping and the audience gen-
erally getting into the groove.

Their energy remcuned fairly high un-
til they brought several women fi-om the
audience up on stage in hopes of Uvening
up an otherwise-mediocre song.

A singularly un-fantastic guitar solo

almost brought the set to a complete halt,

but they were able to end on a positive

note. Promoting their album entitled,

"DefBefore Dishonor," theyovercame their

made-for-MTV name and thrilled the
crowd.

Further extolling the premise "if you
can't be good, be loud," Body Count will be
releasing their first self-titled album on
March 31.

Among other projects, Ice-T recently

completed a movie with rapper Ice Cube in

which "everybody dies. No message," he
said.

CoUecUn plioto by Seth Kajrw

Ice-T, who brought an energetic rap and hardcore show to the
Vertex Sunday night, smiles for the crowd as only he can.

"Rain" sho^vs off Peabo Bryson's true talent
Can You Stop The Rain
Peabo Bryson
Columbia Records

Peabo Bryson's name may not be familiar to many, but
his is the voice behind the theme song to the movie,

"Beauty and the Beast," (a duet with Celine Dion). His

new album Can You Stop The Rain includes a recently

released title track of the same name.
With a voice that parallels that of Luther Vandross

and Jeffrey Osborne, Peabo's album is a myriad collection

ofsoothing ballads. Peabo thankfully doesn't fall into the

trap that many soul singers do, in feeling compelled to

include poorly mastered pop songs.

Instead, his effort is a richly orchestrated blend of

serenades with strong back-up provided by such sultry

singers asJames Ingram, Regina Belle and Carl Anderson.
Devoted to the typical theme of love, Bryson does rare

justice to the emotion.

Each song on the album is dedicated to a different

feeling associated with the complexities of modem ro-

mance. The first track, entitled "Lost in the Night",

begins, "A light shines inmy soul until my heart feels the

fire/ tonight is all we know so let's take what we can/ and
find a way to forget that we're all alone." This song deals

with the fioistrations and short-lived joy which accom-

pany a trying relationship.

The next track, "Can You Stop the Rain" is one ofthe

best ballads on the album. The song is a plea for help, a

tribute to lost or unrequited love. Another track, entitled

"Shower You With Love" was inspired by a friend's

wedding that Bryson attended. A feeling of devotion is

conveyed in the words, "You touched a part of me and
gave the gentle love I'm missing/ 1 don't know what I said

to make you think you want me/ 1 lie awake at night and
think about it/ How you made me whole again/ Life can

make you so afraid/ 1 just want to shower you with love."

One up-beat song on the album, "I Wanna Be With
You" is rhythmic, but puts emphasis on Bryson's winning
voice instead ofon the pop beat. Included on the album is

a rendition ofMichael Bolton's hit "Soul Provider." You'll

find that Bryson's version has more hit than Bolton's

brash voice could muster.

If you are looking for an album filled with soothing

love songs, Peabo Bryson's new album could be it. The
lyrics will capture your heart, the music will calm you,

and the voice will knock you out.

Love songs are a dime-a-dozen, but true talent, such

as Peabo Bryson's, is a rare find. What I found refreshing

about this album was that Bryson didn't sell himsdf
short by including low-quality pop songs in an effort to

balance out the ballads on the album.

Donna Oilman is a Collegian columnist.
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Road to Flippa serves up acoustic folk-rock
By RICHARD COHEN
and DAVID SCOTT
Collegian Staff

There's a new road in Amherst where the sidewalks
are lined with a unique group of dancing, singing music
lovers, collectively known as "Flippaheads."

It's a road that begins and ends at Twisters Tavern
each Monday night, and the street is paved with the

sounds of the oddly named, powerful, folk-rock duo,

Road to Flippa.
"What we do acoustically works because it's a party

environment," says the driving voice behind Road to

Flippa, Lisette Bellnier of Longmeadow.
Add UMass senior Colin Herlihy's guitar and soothing

voice and the road leads its visitors on a guided tour past

folk-rock luminaries. The stops include past greats like

Harry Chapin and Janis Joplin, as well as present day
artists includingJohn Mellencamp and Melissa Etheridge.

A pitcher of beer and Herlihy's grilled chicken sand-

wich offered the opportunity to get acquainted with the

newly-formed duo. It's clear the pair's off-stage rapport

goes a longway to energizing their on-stage performance.

*^e're identical," says Herlihy, from Wellesley. "One
ofmy friends said we're the male/female version of each

other."

"We're both goofs," laughs Bellnier as she lights a

Marlboro.

Herlihy is a self-taught guitarist who began playing

ojjen-mike nights at Twisters last year and had seen

Bellnier play in the area a few times.

"I've always wanted to play with someone else and I

loved the way she sounded," Herlihy says.

The feeling was mutual and when Bellnier asked

Herlihy to form a duo, the natural result was Road to

Flippa. While Herlihy has limited experience in the

music business, Bellnier has been testing the waters for

six years.

A 1988 UMass graduate, Bellnier began singing at a

summer camp in 1984 and the following year sang with

the now defunct Shelflife (a 1985 Battle of the Bands
finalist). Since then she has been steadily rising on the

local music scene and is constantly placing area clubs

with various musicians, including singing lead for Car-

pal Tunnel. Currently, Bellnier plays at September's

every Thursday and Delano's each Sunday.

"She's a great singer who can really belt out a tune,"

says Bellnier's agent J'nanne Maxwell. "She's got a lot of

feeling in her voice and her personality plays to the crowd."

A poster advertising Road to Flippa promises "a little

something for everyone," and the duo delivers. Bellnier

offers the key ingredient to the group's early success.

"It's hke a sexual thing for me," Bellnier says. "You're

very open and vulnerable [on stage J and I get offon it. I'm

an egomaniac and an only child, I have to be on stage.

"I'm personable. I have fun with the audience," Bellnier

says. "I love it when I look up and people are singing, it

affects me."

Herlihy laughs and quickly points out, "Let it be

known, I do not get off on it."

Regardless, Road to Flippa does get off on some in-

credible cover tunes including Herlihy's solo version of

Chapin's "W*0*L*D," and Bellnier's soulful rendition of

Joplin's "Me and Bobby McGee."
Both voices complement the other resulting in the

capability to p)erform a wide range of songs.

"[Lisette's] voice is so captivating, when I heard it I said

I had to sing with her," Herlihy says. "It's ironic I did."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
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You can get a lot more out of life when you

set your sights a Httle higher. Which is what

applying for the American Expres^ Card

is all about. When you get the Card, it's

easier to do the things you want to do.

And with the student savings that come
along with it, you can do even more.

Fly roundtrip on
Continental for less than

$100 each way.
Student Cardmembers receive four travel

certificates. They can be used to fly any-

where Continental Airlines flies in the

48 contiguous United States. Two for the

school year, and two for the summer.*

Depending on where you fly, each

school year travel certificate is good for

$129 or $189 roundtrip—and each sum-

mer travel certificate

is good for $149

or $199 roundtrip.

Savings that

upgrade your lifestyle.

As a student Cardmember you get more

than great travel savings. You also save

Airfare examples based on destination.

Roundtrip*
Your Lownl

School Yrir Availablt

Fire Airfare^

Your
Sivingf

NY-LA

BoMon-Oriando

Chicago-NY

$189

$129

$129

$428

$328

$288

$239

$199

$159

money on everything from clothing

to long distance phone

calls. All for a

$55 annual fee.

Obviously, savings like these

say a lot about the value of the Card.

And having the Card will say a lot about

you. For one thing it says you nave a handle

on what you spend, so you don't have to

carry over a balance. It also says you're smart

enough not to pay interest charges that can
really add up. So take a few minutes now to

call (have your bank address and account

number ready), and apply for the American
Express Cara.

With all that the Card offers you, not
even the sky is the limit.

Get gdng, caU l-SOO-WAMEX.
IfyouVt alreacty a Cardmember, iherek rw need to call

*S<.hool year u cotttidered Sept l-Jufw M, summer Kjfie I5-Aug 31 Complete ternuindconditkmiofthUtraveloflSerwillarrtvtwtthywir certificate*

Continental Airlinct alone i* rcaporuibie for fulfillment of this offer American Eipreu auumct no liability for Continental Airlirtet' perfbrmaiKe
towcat Available Alriarca effective January 1992 Fare* are compiled by the American Exprett Airfare Unit which moniton airfare* between fna|or center* in the United State*

C 1992 American Exprea* Travel Related Service* Company; Inc
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Multicultural Affairs
American
experiences

I am originally from China and I come from
Hong Kong. This is the first time I come to the
states. I just remember when the lady in the
cluster office handed me my room key on my
foreign students orientation. I knew that my friend

and I were going to move in a coed dorm in South-
west; living on a floor with five big American guys
and a sea of sex posters. That shocked me because
I attended girls' schools during all my school years.

Things bec£une worse at night. There was no
women's bathroom on that floor, so we shared the
men's bathroom, and using another woman as a
guard, we were able to finish bathing safely. This
was my third day in the states.

Julia Chu

One afternoon, before I went to buy some
munchies, I realized that I did notknow those coins

well, I was not used to the currency system in the

states, so I turned to a girl on my floor for help.

This is one cent, one dime which is 10 cents auid

quarter which is 25 cents;" she pointed to the

bronze, silver and the big silver one respectively.

Then, I went to the Munchy Store and got

screwed up myself with those coins again.

"Well, practice makes perfect!" — I comforted

myself afterwards.

I was always quiet in class because my oral

English was not fluent. People always talk in slang

and they speak so fast that I couldn't understand.

One day my TA in graphics, Jen, happened to

sneeze a few times and Steve who sat across me
kept saying something to her. Later I caught the

phrase "Bless you!" I was very doubtful, so I asked

him why did he say that and he said: "I don't know.
Anyway everyone says it."

Time really flies. When I recall these memories,

they seem like they just happened yesterday. As
the last fall semester went by, I learned so much
from people around me and now I am used to the

coed environment, I know how to identify the coins

and learned qxiite a lot of slangs of my peers.

Funky, isn't? Everyday is a new day full of unex-

pected experiences.

Americans are interesting people to observe.

Some of them seem weird to me (or maybe vice-

versa!), but nice people are in majority. If life is a

train, then I am the driver. I have driven my train

all the way form Mainland China to Hong Kong
and across the Atlantic Ocean to this new conti-

nent. The people I meet are passengers who keep

getting on and off as I go by different stops. How-
ever, there are always life-long passengers who
will accompany the driver to the end ofthejourney."

Julia Chu is a UMass student. The views and
opinions expressed in this article are those of the

authorand do not necessarily represent those ofthe

CoUegfian.

Kuwait still needs to be freed
Ignorant or illiterate. . . What should I think of the

people here? When I came to the United States in 1987,

my family wanted to rent a car. We asked if they would
accept a Kuwaiti driving license and the Avis girl asked
us what state Kuwait was in.

What state Kuwait was in? Kuwait is an independent
country in the Middle East, right beside Iran. We had to

include Iran because at that time the Iran-Contra affair

was very popular.

Safee A. Idrees

That was then, but later in 1991 when I landed atJohn
F. Kennedy Airport, by looking at my visa, the immigra-
tion officer and the US Custom official both sympathized
and curiously asked me how eveiything was there. They
also consoled me and whole-heartedly welcomed me to

the United States.

This spring semester I joined UMass and slowly with
time began to mingle and settle in. My initial reaction

about the people was very nice. All of the people were
understanding, fiiendly, helpful and consoling. I especially

have to thankmy dean and professors for helpingme out,

givingmemy time and makingmy academics worthwhile.
I slowly began to pick up the socializing patterns here;

the D.C., Campus Center and the weekend parties. This

is where I met most of my friends, noticed the true

American society and its outlook of the world.

Whenever emd wherever I was around I would always
get into conversations, debates and sometimes argu-

ments on Kuwait and the GulfWar. After talking tomany
students and faculty I concluded that there were three

types of people; those who supported the troops and the

cause to freeing Kuwait, those who believed that United
States had no business in Kuwait and it was an Arab
issue, and those who really didn't care at all.

All of these three groups could easily be pointed out.

The first group would always wear yellow ribbons, little

U.S. flag pins, and always boast on how good the US army
was. The second group could be distinguished outside the
Student Union from noon to 2 p.m. chanting "no blood for

oil" and the third group were those who kept quiet, and
thought that the other two groups were extreme radicals.

The sad part was that none ofthe groups knew exactly

what was going on or the whole story. The United States

does not care ifKuwait should be free or not. The war was
a m^or socio-economic game for the US. The big facade

of the "Free Kuwait" was nothing but show. IfUS wants
acountry to be fi-ee hova. dictatorshipandhave a democracy
then; what is it doing about Haiti, Kashmire or better yet,

occupied Palestine?

The answer to this question is that the people in

Palestine, Haiti and Kashmire are unfortunate because

they have to spill their blood.

The U.S. had no interest in Kuwait except that of

economical. It wanted Kuwait's business and oil. But, we
Kuwaitis are not stupid either, we used everything to our

advantage. We had oil, money that U.S. wanted.

We hired their people to fight for us. They came and
did a very good job. Their money is worth and now they

say Kuwait is fi^ee. But, that is the greatest paradox. It

yet has to be free of the Americans there.

Safee A. Idrees is a UMass student. The views and
opinions expressed on this article are those ofthe author

and do not necessarily represent those of the Collegian

Cultural diversity at UMass
Cultural diversity. Multiculturalism. These and other

such slogans are becoming increasingly common on
campus and in the national state of affairs. This phe-

nomenon is due largely to the globalization of the world

economy which has induced an increased exchange of

culture through the international media and the

heightened immigration ofThird World people into the

United States. This, in addition to the high birthrate of

people of color in America is helping to transform the

country into a true "melting pot," where the "minorities"

will constitute a mayor portion of the national populace.

Martin F. Jones

Here on campus, there has been a transformation in

the ethnic makeup of the student body over the genera-

tions. When established in 1863, this institution was
exclusively attended by white students, a trend that

continued well into this century. This all changed in 1967

with the creation of the Committee for the Collegiate

Education of Black and other Minority Students. Since

its creation 25years ago,CCEBMS has recruitedhundreds
of students of color into the university.

The estabhshment of CCEBMS was eventually fol-

lowedby the creation ofa Black Studies program, offering

a bachelor's degree in the field. Today, the University

offers students a variety of opportunities to learn more
about the various cultures ofour world. In the academic
curriculum, there are programs of study that include

Afro-American Studies, Asian Studies, Chinese, Japa-

nese, Judaic Studies and Latin American Studies.

Another important aspect of the cultural diversity at

UMass is the establishment of student cultural centers.

In 1975, Black students at the university established the

Malcolm X Center as a place to promote Black cultiu-al

activities on campus. Since the establishment of the

Malcolm X Center, six other cultiu-al centers have been
estabUshed. The campus cultural centers play a major
role in providingan actual base ofactivity and support for

students ofcolor atUMass. Unfortunately , last semester,

three ofthese centers, (the United Asia Cultural Center,

the Latin American Cultural Center and the White Eagle
NativeAmerican Cultural Center), halted their activities

as part ofa protest toward the validity ofUMass' policies

concerning campus diversity and multiculturalism.

Presently, the other four centers, the Malcolm X Center

and the Sylvan, Anacaona and Martin Luther King
cultural centers, are still open and functioning.

There are also a host of student organizations that

provide social and cultural activities, many of which
provide focus toward a particular ethnic identity. Some of

these organizations include theAsianAmerican Students
Association, the Black Mass Communications Project,

the SouthAsian StudentsAssociation, Hillel andAHORA.
One particular student organization is designed to

represent the collective interests of the entire Third
World commvmity on campus. Named the Third World
Caucus, this organization was estabUshed to maintain
diversity vrithin the Student (jovemment Association

and to promote the collective interests of the various

student minority groups on campus.

Martin F. Jones is a Collegian staffmember. The views

and opinions stated in this article are those ofthe author
and do not necessarily represent those of the Collegian.

May I know what's wrong, Puerto Ricans?
Well Puerto Ricans, I know thatyou are sick ofreading

about yourselves. Don't worry, this time no one will call

you "paranoids," nor will say that you are "racially

schizophrenic," nor that you belong to an "eUte." No one

will blame our Holy Sacred Coffee Shop nor our academic

support program. Anyway, I hope this is the last editorial

I write on you guys, at least for the semester. It is sad to

say but many of you do not seem to appreciate what

others do for you.

Right now I am really tired. I went to bed at 4 a.m. last

night, I have a quiz and I am here, late in the night doing

this for you. Why? I still have the hope that you boricuas

are going to wake up from your indifference toward what

affects you.

When guys? When are we going to decide what we

want? When are we going to stop criticizing ourselves or

calling each other half-breeds, "silver spoon kids,"

vendidos,accultuTatedpeople,vendepatrias,confundidos,

assimilists or whatever comes to mind? When?

I am really .sorry, but this is really disgusting. It is

something to be ashamed of. I know thatmany ofyou hate

these kinds of articles in the Collegian, but never miss

the Ed/Op and the Multicultural Affairs Page and have

group discussions about it in the Coffee Shop at noon. I

know that many of you do not care and you may be

thinking, what in heaven does she thinks she is to be

insulting us in a newspaper. I am just trying to cause a

reaction on you, people. 'The pvirpose ofthese lines are to

make you react and question ifyou are doing the best for

yourselves as a group. I wantyou to be mad atme because

I wrote the truth ofmany ofyourselves's attitudes. Well,

I do not care. It is for your own benefit.

Evelyn A. DeJesus

There is got to be someday in which we stop saying

that Puerto Ricans raised in the states are not Puerto

Ricans or that Puerto Ricans who come straight from
Puerto Rico do not know what racism is or that they are

"silver spoon" kids.

This attitude weakens our power as a group. If we
complain about racism then, how are we going to fight

against it ifwe are not together? Ifwe want this to end we
have to get together and forget our personal and political

differences and work together as a group.

If you want our cultural center open, then stand on
your chair and find someone who can write a letter asking

for it to be reopened, type it, then look for hundreds of

signatures and take it to Academic Support Services.

Before you leave the place, please, don't forget to ask how
you can get the key to the center so you can reopen it. Yes
kids, you will do it only ifyou want to. You can do it now
ifyou want.

1 can't forget to say that I have talked to some of the

students who worked in the center. I will not write any
names so they will not be prosecuted by the campus
mafia, but many of them still don't have jobs and, of

course, they do not support its closing. Nice way of

protesting my cultural center's leaders!

Well puertorros, these lines are written to challenge

you. I am going to do my best to keep my promise of not

writing about you, because you requested it. I am doing

this in a paper, with a circulation of 19,000, to encourage
you to get together. Some ofus tried to talk to you, butyou
didn't listen. Some of us tried to work for you, but you
didn't support their activities. Some of us tried to do the

best for you, but you buried them by criticizing. I am
telling you to stop this crap and work, to go up. This is

what you needed to listen to.

Evelyn A. De Jesus is a Collegian staff member. The
views and opinions expressed in this article are those of
the author and do not necessarily represent those of the

Collegian.
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A tribute to the late, great Marley
By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Correspondent

Since Black History Month is almost
over, I thought I'd get my last few cents in,

and pay a personal tribute to one of my
favorite Black musicians. Bob Marley.

Before I go any further, I must explain

that until I attended a lecture and video

presentation about Bob Marley, Peter

Tosh, and Bunny Wailer at the Student
Union a couple weeks ago, I was not nearly

as appreciative of Marley as I am today.

I was one of those people who popped a

tape into the stereo and enjoyed the music
not really contemplating all ofthe people,

places, and influences behind it. I had not

fully realized the magnitude of his

achievement not only in the music world,

but a triumph that reached the political

and social realm as well.

It was a long, cold walk to the Student
Union that night, but it was well worth it.

(I trudged across campus, bundled in one

of those coats that is so bulky that when I

finally got everything zipped, buttoned,

and tied, my arms stuck almost straight

out.)

The presentation was given by Pioneer

West coast Reggae D.J. and fan. Roger
StefTans. Steflans has devoted his career

to discovering all that he possibly can
about the lives of Marley and his group.

The Wailers, ever since he first heard

them play in 1973.

Steffans' collection of music and video

tapes was impressive, and the footage

that he had of Marley and the Wailers

performing such classics as "Get Up. Stand
Up," the beautiful, tear-jerking "Re-

demption Song." and Marley's rendition of

"Zimbabwe" (which he performed upon
the gaining ofindependence ofthat nation

in 1980) were rare, and enabled me to

realize how serious Marley was about his

work, and how every drop of energy was
absorbed into his music while he was
performing.

I finally got to see the man who I had for

so long admired but could only hear.

In an interview with the former Wailers,
StefTans gave great insight as to what

Marley's contemporaries and companions
though* of him and of the band. None
could agree on a favorite song, but mem-
bers rated "Natty Dread" and "Roots"

highly. I sensed the love and respect with

which the men spoke of Marley, and in a

different interview taken some years be-

fore. Tosh echoed these sentiments by
explaining to StefTans that The Wailers

were a family.

Despite the competition between Tosh
and Marley after the group broke up in

1973, it was clear to me that Steffans and
most everybody else in the Student Union
Ballroom felt that Marley was, and will

always be the King of Reggae.

Throughout his presentation Steffans

presented a Bob Marley that I think few

people knew. From the age ofthree Marley
became known in his home village, Nine
Mile. Jamaica. He possessed mystic pow-

ers, and was able to read palms and foretell

the future.

Marley had a difficult time growing up
the son ofa white father and black mother,

and encountered rejection from both races.

He was abandoned by his father at the age

ofseven, after he told Bob's mother that he

wanted to give the child a chance by en-

rolling him in school in Kingston, Great

Britain. Bob was instead taken to Kingston

and left to take care of a dying woman.
It was then that he developed a "saintly

compassion for the sufferings ofall people"

according to Steffans.

Marley returned to Jamaica a short

time later knowing that he wanted to be a

musician. He met Tosh when he was nine,

and Tosh's father married Marley's
mother. The two boys along with their

teacher. Joe Higgins, started an im-

promptu college of music in the middle of

the ghetto, often practicing to keep their

minds off of their rumbling stomachs.

Although their first song released,

"Judge Not," failed, Marley and the band
remained determined and eventually

signed with a local producer, Leslie Kong.

Their first album, Catch a Fire proved

successful, and the rest, as they say, is

history.

What most amazes me is the effect that

VETERfiNS SPEfiK OUT
fiBOUT THE QGLF W^R

Marley had upon politics in Jamaica. An
assassination attempt was made on
Marley's life in December of 1976 by

opposers of Marley's supposed poHtical

ties to the former democratic-socialist

Prime Minister, Michael Manly.
On the night of his "Smile Jamaica"

concert and the night ofthe election ofthe

new Prime Minister, Marley, his wife,

Rita, and his manager were shot at and
wounded at Marley's home during a re-

hearsal. Marley played two days later in

spite of a minor arm wound, practically

daring his enemies to return and finish

the job. Marley wasjoined on the stage by

hundreds of supporters, including the

Prime Minister, and sang of peace, love,

and the power of music.

In 1978 Marley was given an award by

the United Nations for his life-long quest

for peace. I had not known ofthe intensity

with which he fought for social harmony,
nor realized how many people heard and
responded to his message.

"Bob Marley was Malcolm X with a

band. Make no mistake about it," asserted

Steffans.

Judging by the thousands who flocked

to his concerts and bought his records, I

have no doubt that Marley was one of the

most influential black social leaders ofour

time.

Marley died of Melanoma cancer on

May 11, 1981. Shortly before his death he

left words of wisdom to his two sons. To
one he said "Money cannot buy life." To
the other he told, "On the way up, lift me
up, and on the way down, don't let me
down." To his mother he simply said,

"Mother, don't cry."

Marley left behind him a grieving Ja-

maica, whose Parliament took a two week
recess, dedicated a stamp and statue to

him , made his birthday a national holiday,

and is now considering putting Marley's

image on national money.
Bob Marley had such a huge impact

upon the world because there was truth in

his message. He believed so strongly that

peace was possible despite the many in-

stances ofracial turmoil that cost so many
people of every race and every color their

lives. We see that message in songs like

Get Up, Stand up,""I Shot the Sheriff,"

'Redemption Song," and countless others.

Flippa
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

"(Colin'sl voice is really confident

and strong," Bellnier says, returning

the praise. "The songs he chose showed

taste and quality.

"Any band's greatest assets are

tightness, organization, and profes-

sionalism, and the vocals are definitely

an important part," Bellnier says.

Although both have similar tastes,

Herlihy and Bellnier draw their inspi-

ration from different sources.

"Everyone thinks I listen to James
Taylor," Herlihy says. "But my influ-

ences were more Led Zeppelin, the

Beatles and Mrs. Neise."

Mrs. Neise?

"She was my fifth grade music

teacher," Herlihy explains with a

boyish grin.

"I like Janis, Ricky Lee Jones,

Bonnie Raitt and Arlo Guthrie,"

Bellnier says adding that Eric Clapton

is her personal hero. "Slowhand, he's

the best. I want to sing with him."

That's only one ofBellnier's aspira-

tions in the industry.

"I want to make it big," Bellnier

says. "1 want to be the next Bonnie

Raitt."

But the dream for Bellnier goes

even further.

"I'd like to have my son or daughter

hear one ofmy songs playing and say,

'That's my mother,'" Bellnier says fo-

cusing her brown eyes somewhere
down the Road to Flippa.

For Herlihy, the ultimate goal is

quite different.

"I've started a little late," Herlihy

says. "If something happens then

great, if not, then I've got my degree.

"I still have a tough time playing,"

Herlihy says. "I really have to think

about what I'm doing."

"He's really loosened up a lot,"

Bellnier says. "But for me, I've been
singing long enough that I don't even

think about it."

"I can be singing and at the same
time listening to a whole table's con-

versation," she says.
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World/Nation
Soldiers center of fight
for congressional seat
By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Massachusetts won back
its nth congressional seat, at least for

now, in a federal court decision last week
that hinged on whether overseas federal
employees, especially the miUtary, should
be counted in allocated U.S. House seats.

A three-judge federal panel, in a deci-

sion written by U.S. District Judge Dou-
glas Woodlock, ruled the federal count of
overseas service men and women was so

flawed it should not be used in determin-
ing how many representatives a state

should get.

News Analysis

The decision, if it withstands potential

appeals, will mean Massachusetts will

not lose a seat, as originally scheduled,

and Washington state will not gain one.

Woodlock provided an interesting his-

torical perspective on the issue.

The bottom line— in most census home
states did not benefit from members ofthe

U.S military serving outside the bound-
aries of their states.

"With the exception of 1970 and 1990,

such persons have been counted where
they are serving, but have not been allo-

cated to individual states for apportion-

ment purposes," Woodlock said.

He said that from the nation's begin-

ning, there have been soldiers posted to

duty stations outside the admitted states

of the union.

Throughout the 19th century, those

persons serving at forts and posts in the
western territories, for example, were
counted where they were stationed," he
said. "Similarly, despite the apparent
short-run poUtical disadvantage to the
states which had not been a part of the
Confederacy, northern troops serving in

the occupied southern states were appar-
ently counted in 1870 at their sites of
posting in the former Confederacy."

Land-based members of the mihtary,
Woodlock said, including the CoastGuard,
continue to be counted where they are
permanently stationed, providing it is

within the United States or its territories,

and not as residents of their home states.

Starting with the 1900 census, he said,

all overseas federal personnel were
counted at their duty stations as part of
the nation's total population, but were not
allocated to states for apportionment pur-

poses.

Theone exception, Woodlock said, came
in 1970, at the height ofthe Vietnam War,
when overseas personnel were allocated

for apportionment purposes, but no other.

The 1980 census returned to the historic

practice after discoveringmiUtary records
were not entirely reliable when it came to

determining where people Uved.

Woodlock said when the 1990 census
procedures were formulated, it was with
the understanding that the Defense De-
partment would, in fact, conduct a census
of overseas personnel, a move it aban-
doned.

That inadequate countwaswhat caused
Woodlock to rule that overseas military

personnel should not be counted for cen-

sus purposes.

Justice stricken by cancer
By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Supreme Court
Justice John Paul Stevens has prostate

cancer but will continue working and is

expected to recover fully, a court spokes-

woman said Monday.
Stevens, 71, one of the conservative

court's most liberal members, was ap-

pointed by President Gerald R. Ford in

1975.

"Justice Stevens is expected to continue

to participate fully in all cases to come
before the court during and after his ra-

diation treatment and to make a full re-

covery without any residual effects,"

spokeswoman Toni House said in a pre-

pared statement.

She said he had begun treatment at

Georgetown University Hospital.

Stevens participated in the three hours

of oral arguments the court heard Mon-

day, and was expected to participate in

Tuesday's public session as well.

"At the time ofhis last annual physical

examination, a routine screening blood

test, the prostatic specific antigen was
found to be mildly elevated," House's

statement said. "A biopsy ofprostate dem-
onstrated localized early adenocarcinoma
and a staging evaluation indicated that

the tumor was limited to prostate."

One other current and two retired Su-

preme Court justices have had prostate

problems, not imcommon in elderly men.
Justice Harry A. Blackmun, at 83 the

court's oldest member, has suffered from

recurring cancer of the prostate, and was
treated for it most recently in 1987. No
further problems have been reported.

Retired Justices William J. Brennan
and Lewis F. Powell also received medical

treatment for prostate problems.

Stevens is known to court watchers as

"the justice in the bow tie."

AMHERST Fire department
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S Gain Valuable Experience |/

Serve your Community ^^;^*'
"WKU^^

for information see our table on the

Campus Center Concourse, Feb. 26-28

Open house at North station, February 28, 5:00 pm

Call 549-5419
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BUCHANAN STRAW POLL VOTE — Republican presidential
hopeful Patrick Buchanan, right, gestures as he looks for ballot

material to vote in a straw poll set-up at the Foss Motors auto
dealership in Exeter, N.H. Buchanan received 37 percent of the
New Hampshire vote and Bush received 53 percent.
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1 Pray St., Amherst • 549-5403
Open 1 1 a.m. 7 days a week
Kitchen open 'til midnight
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First year in majors,
Hobson warms to Sox

By MICHAEL BEZDEK
Associated Press

WINTER HAVEN. Fla. — Boston

management has done the big math,

coming up with around $40 million to

field this year's team, a sum made more
reasonable by factoring in inflation and
the New England-wide psychological

depression over the 74 years since the

Red Sox last won a World Series.

The details are being left to Clell

Lavern Hobson Jr., better known as

Butch, a baseball fundamentalist from

the hardscrabble minors, where guys

are kept digging on as little as several

hundred dollars a week and a faint

promise of the big leagues.

Now he takes over his first major

league club, which includes guys like

pitcher Roger Clemens, who made
$1,300 per pitch last year, and which

has. as do all teams in the majors, an

uncertain temperament.
The attitude should be the easy part,

at least to start.

Much advance work has been done

by Hobson's reputation for hardball, a

case which he thinks may be a bit

overstated.

"Look around," he said as pitchers

and catchers reported to Chain O'Lakes

Park before Monday's first spring

training workout. "I don't see any mud
pits, any tires with ropes on them, any

barbed wire out there. Most guys know
I'm fair."

Still, the powerfully-built former

Red Sox infielder and football player

for Bear Bryant at the University of

Alabama is known as unflinching in

his strong work ethic and as someone

not to be trifled with.

Hobson is also polite and outgoing.

And he could be easier to get along with

than the tempestuousJohn McNamara
and the sometimes hard-to-figure Joe

Morgan, who preceded him as Boston

manager and expenenced open con-

frontations with players and more quiet

plottings at overthrow.

At 40, Hobson is also closer in age to

the players, and has played recent

winter ball in the Senior Pro League.

He was a fine player in the major

leagues who could hit with power, but

he concedes, "some of these guys have

done things in the big leagues that I

can only dream about."

Hobson managed for the Mets Class

Ateam in Columbia , S.C ., fortwo years,

and then for two years with the Red Sox
AA team in New Britain, Conn., before

moving up to Pawtucket, R. I . , last year.

He expects from Boston the same
good effort he got from players in the

minors and proficiency at basic skills

like baserunning and bunting.

"I believe in being in shape and

working on fundamentals," said

Hobson, who played for the Red Sox

from 1975-80, and in 1977 set a team
season record for a third baseman with
30 home runs and 112 RBI.

Sox' Quintana injured
in automobile crash
By MICHAEL BEZDEK
Associated Press

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. — Boston Red
Sox first baseman Carlos Quintana un-

derwent surgery Monday for a broken left

arm suffered in an automobile accident in

Venezuela as he was rushing to a hospital

with two of his brothers, who had been

shot.

"Doctors have assured me that he will

not lose his career," said Narciso Quintana,

whose son also suffered a slight fracture to

the big toe of his right foot.

Damaso Blanco, a friend and former

shortstop in the San Francisco Giants

organization, said doctors had told family

and friends that rehabilitation could begin

in four weeks, but that Quintana might

not be able to play for the Red Sox for

several months.

Red Sox General Manager Lou Gorman
said the team would probably try to get

Quintana to the United States as soon as

he can begin rehabilitation.

Quintana, who throws with his right

hand, broke his left arm in the humerus,

the bone extending from the shoulder to

the elbow. Quintana also bats right-

handed, and thr loft arm leads the swing.

Blanco, speaking by telephone from

Quintana's hospital room while surgery

was being performed, said Quintana was
injured when he struck a bridge in the

western Venezuelan town ofTacarigua de

Mamporal, about 80 miles from Caracas.

At the time, Quintana was rushing his

younger brothers, Roberto, 21, and Eddie,

19, to the Clinicas Caracas Hospital after

they had been shot at a party, one ofmany
going on during the carnival period in the

family's hometown in Mamporal.
"They were at a party, and a guy just

came in shooting. It seemed it may have

been an old argument between them. The
Quintanas did not have guns," said Blanco.

"It was raining, and I guess he was
desperate— the kids were bleeding," said

Blanco, a sportscaster who had scheduled

Quintana to appear on his radio show

Monday.
He said Quintana's wife, Solys, who was

also in the car, broke both her legs. The

brothers were being treated for gunshot

wounds. One brother was struck in the leg,

and the other was wounded in the hand.

Quintana was scheduled to leave Tues-

day for spring training camp here. Pitch-

ers and catchers began workouts Monday
and other players are due to report Friday

and begin practicing Saturday.

Quintana was expected to face a battle

again for playing time at first base with

Mo Vaughn. Gorman noted that slugger

Jack Clark could also play first.

Quintana, an excellent fielder, hit .295

with 11 home runs and 71 RBIs last sea-

son, but his playing time was reduced to

give the promising Vaughn his chances.

Quintana's agent and the Red Sox are

currently negotiating a one-year contract.

"We expect to settle soon," Gorman
said.

Quintana became the team's regular

first baseman in May 1990 after several

years in the minors and several trips be-

tween there and the majors in 1990, he hit

287 with 7 homers.

UMass prof sees cultural lessons in Madonna
AMHERST (AP)— With Madonna mixing up sex roles

and Michael Jackson homogenizing racial characteris-

tics, what's a curious college student to think? Ask David

Lenson, who teaches Rock and Roll 391.

The 46-year-old scholar-musician at the University of

Massachusetts believes the superstars of popular music

reflect social confusion about what makes us different

and the same in the areas of gender and race.

"One of the hottest topics in comparative literature is

now - believe it or not - Madonna," Lenson said in a phone

interview Monday.
"She is a kind of amalgam of much of our popular

culture history. She is not only sex confusion, but star

confusion - part Marilyn Monroe, part little tramp, part

Marlene Dietrich," the professor said.

Lenson said the pop singer has confused traditional

gender with appearances in male clothing and her ag-

gressive sexuality superimposed on the traditional female

sex goddess-like actresses Monroe or Dietrich.

The professor points to pop singer Prince with his

makeup and cross-dressing as another example of a

singer who blurs the traditional gender lines.

"There's almost no unambiguous representation, es-

pecially when you get to the category of superstars,"

Lenson said.

He said such performers reflect the uncertainties of a

society torn between traditional gender roles, the tenets of

feminism and an anti-feminist backlash of recent years.

Lenson said a similar melding of distinctions has

occurred along racial lines in popular music.

There is a kind of homogeneity going on, and you

might see it in the kind ofracial ambiguities that Michael

Jackson has cultivated," Lenson said of the singer who
has created a look that seems to cross racial boundaries

in some ways.

The professor says his course also examines the ori-

gins of rock music in founders like Little Richard, the

black rocker who wore mascara and a pompadour hairdo.

Lenson says much of his course, which is taught for

credit in the comparative literature department, deals

with the history of rock music. His 35 students read

selections from sociologists, music historians, and cul-

tural critics.

As a rock and blues saxophonist, Lenson himself

mixes traditional distinctions between academia and the

world outside. He has played with bands based in Boston

and western Massachusetts. His considerable talents

have provided him the chance to back up such blues

greats as Buddy Guy, John Lee Hooker and Junio Wells.

Lensen has been been know to carry his class notes in

a guitar case.

He has also published poetry, written scholarly works

and serves as president of the local chapter of the Mas-

sachusetts Society of Professors, a labor organization.
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Menu
LUNCH

Bagel Dog
Chicken Pucks

BASICS LUNCH
Flat Bread Sandwich

Chicken Pucks

DINNER
Savory Beef Strudel

Cheese Lasagna

BASICS DINNER
Squash Bake

Hi-Pro Spaghetti

Quote of the Day
"I hope this isn't the one where they check

for lounge furniture."

- overheard during a fire alarm this weekend

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By lEANE DIXON

AHIES (March 2I-Apfil 19): A
Stroke of luck awaits in the domestic

or employment arena. New chal-

lenges or responsibilities may be in-

volved. Hold the line on spending.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20); Do
not sit idly at home today. Channel-

ing your energy into community work
or athletic games helps you brush up
on your skills. You will feel exhilarated

by how much you accomplish!

GEMINI (May 21-)une 20): A
highly productive day lies ahead. You
can make big gains at your job by
focusing on good public relations.

Someone you thought gone forever

makes a dramatic reappearance.

CANCER (June 2 1 -lu ly 2 2 ): Once
you set your mind to something, your

plans will fall into place. You feel

drawn to someone who is very dif-

ferent from you. A lasting relationship

will be difficult but not impossible.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Work tasks

provide a wonderful outlet for your

creativity today. Look sharp on the

job — you are in for a run of good
luck! Giving someone for a helping

hand lets you mend some fences.

Speaking of fences, remain on the

side of tlie fence away from the large

animals — it's unnatural otherwise.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Con-
fidential chats could lead to a finan-

cial boon. Cultivate good relations

with your co-workers. Stick to elegant

simplicity when decorating.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Acting

on impulse could land you in hot

water today. Postpone making major
financial decisions. Make sure your

expectations about romarKe are re-

alistic.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): An
imponant work project can be easily

advanced or completed now. A ro-

mantic lunch provides a nice midday
break. Be more creative in your

dealings with a stubborn relative.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21 ): Curb a tendency to clash openly

with p)eople in power — it could

jeopardize your reputation for good
sense. Seek out people who share

your concerns and plot a common
strategy.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

An excellent day for career discussions

and financial decisions. A joint ven-

ture may be signed, sealed and de-

livered. Influential people will stand

behind you. Salute them!

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

You seem to know all the right things

to say now. Why not vocalize your

ideas and concerns to VIPsf Rave
reviews and increased power could

be yours before you know it.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
business venture is given the green

light, helping to solidify a new part-

nership. Show your strong support for

a loved one's efforts. Take a friend to

dinner and talk candidly.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Glue

6 Musical witn

9 lives?

10 Ye«m
14 Viscountess

Mary
Langhorne —

15 Potpourri

16 Actor Pickens
1

7

Mighty

firecracker

19 Diminish

20 Retained
21 Comic Johnson
22 Buffalo s home
23 ProhitJition,

for one
24 Less sparse
25 Charlemagne s

paladin

29 Litigates

31 Grown up
32 Babble
36 These taste the

aweetesi
40 Give new life to

41 Cancel
42 Noisy
43 Mickey s

creator

44 Algonkian clan

chief

48 Heavy weight

49 Monsters
50 Kind of boat
52 Former.

formerly

56 Region
57 Bunk!

59 Take ten

60 — majesty

61 Citified

62 Clockmaker
Thomas

63 Ogled
64 Comt>*nation

DOWN
1 Wolf group
2 Former Davis

Cup captain

3 Backward pats
4 Wrongful civM

act

5 Air iHxnoohon*

6 Hooded snake
7 Thanks —
8 Father —
9 Sort of story

1 Nile dam
1

1

Family units

12 Depend
13 Eastern title

18 Playground

22 HoM back

23 Gives rights

24 Unwillir>g to

listen

25 Brit flyers

26 Scent
27 Entice

28 Vestments
29 Demon or freak

beginning

30 Vase
33 Bathing places

34 Cub s father

35 To t>e. in Pans
37 Condemn
38 Actress Joanne
39 Porker s place

43 Sunflower Slate

senator

44 Takes

off

45 Consent
46 Wave top

47 Wasteland
48 Like some

roots

SO River of NE
Scotland

51 Church nook
52 Nobleman
53 Hayseed
54 Look

closely

55 Take care of

57 Pub order

58 Hero sandwich
to some

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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WHAT IF ABE HADN'T POSED FOR HIS
PORTRAIT?

HISTORY WOULD HAVE
A LOT OF HOLES.

SENIOR PORTRAITS
ARE CURRENTLY BEING
TAKEN IN THE
CAMPUS CENTER
FOR THE 1992 YEARBOOK.

IT'S FREE!

MAKE AN APPOINTMENT
TODAY. CALL
1-800-969-1337

LAST DAY IS FEBRUARY 28

BE A PART OF HISTORY

polls
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20
sas.

What do the Huskers have UMass
doesn't have? Hype. The Big 8 has a
reputation as a tough conference, while
the A- 10 is well-known for schools
threatening to abandon it. Six ofeight Big
8 teams have been ranked. UMass, mean-
while, is the only A- 10 school to crack the
Top 25 all season long (after beating Okla-
homa, no less).

The Big 8 might be overrated this year.

The Big East certainly is. Who has No. 18
Georgetown beaten besides Big East
schools? No one. Syracuse has lost four
straight. UConn hadn't won all month
until beating Providence. But the Big East
has the benefit of the doubt in the bas-
ketball media because of it's reputation.

As for the A-10? What do you think?
UConn is the by far the biggest ben-

eficiary of Big East hype. The Huskies
started out strong, to be fair. Then again,

if like UConn, UMass had been ranked in

pre-season (which is ALL media hype)
before anyone had played a game, then
beat up on Yale like UConn did (wheeee!),

the Minutemen might still be ranked too.

There's only one sure way UMass could

be ranked ahead of UConn this year. But
no, Jim Calhoun was too damned scared

to play us. [Insert chicken noises here]. In

a perfect world, after hammering the

Huskies by, let's be fair and say, 30 points,

UMass would be where UConn is now —
in the Top 25.

In the NCAA selection process, whims
like conference reputation are replaced by

actual conference won/loss statistics. In-

stead of asking "who are you," they ask
"Vho did you beat?" While being ranked
helps, UMass' record should get them into

the BigShow barring disaster at the hands
of West Virginia, Duquesne and Rhode
Island.

Even the losers get lucky some-
times: When a crowd chants "it's all over"

before the opening tip, you know the op-

position has been through a rough year.

For St. Bonaventure, the rough yearsjust
keep coming one aft«r another, and judg-
ing by their showing against UMass, that
trend shows no signs of reversing.

The Bonnies should really consider
joining a conference closer to their speed.
The Metro Atlantic would be perfect for

the Bonnies, for instance. They would fit

THIS WEEK IM MCAA MEM'S DIV. 1

BASKETBALL

TOP 25
l?ecorcl Pts Pvs

1
. Duke (48) 21-2 1595 1

2. Indiana (7) 20-4 1489 7

3. Kansas (7) 20-3 1488 3
4. UCLA 21-2 1473 2
5. Arizona 20-4 1287 5
6. Missouri 19-4 1217 9
7. UNLV (3) 24-2 1149 12
8. Ohio St. 17-5 1104 6
9. Arkansas 20Hi 1052 10
10. North Carolina 18-5 1029 4
1 1 . Kentucky 20-5 976 13
12. Michigan St. 18-5 918 n
13. use 19-4 851 15
14. OklahonnaSt. 21-5 762 8
15. Tulane 19-3 627 18
16. Alabama 20-6 623 14
17. Michigan 17^ 603 20
1 8. Georgetown 17-6 487 25
19. Cincinnati 20-4 380 19
20. St. John's 16-7 354 24
21.(DePaul 18-6 275 —
22. Florkda St. 18-8 170 16
tie Syracuse 16-7 170 17

24. Connecticut 17^ 150 21

25. Nebraska 17-6 139 —

Others receiving votes: Massachusetts 122,

Oklahorrxj 122. Seton Hall 110. Woke Forest

80, Texas El Paso 75. LSU 46. Wis.-Green Bay
42. Princeton 34, Houston 21, Montana 16,

Iowa State 13, Pepperdine 12, N.C. Char-
lotte 1 1 . Texas 10, Memphis St. 8, Ball St. 7,

Ne-.v Mexico St. 6. West Virginia 5, BYU 3, Iowa
3, Louisville 3, Bcston College 2, Delaware 2,

Georgia Tech 2, Evareville 1 , Notre Dame 1

,

Richmond 1.

-T^iA.

Save money when you order campus delivery of

m^t ^t%y l0rk mxat^
The University Store will reserve copies of The New York Times for

students and faculty at a savings of 40% Monday through Friday starting

on Monday March 2 thru May 8, 1992. Sign up now for your daily

copy of The New York Times at the low cost of $15.00, 40% below

the retail rate.

Please Enter My Subscription To; The New York Times

Spring Term

Weekdays (Mon-Fri) $ Days)

Print Name

Home Address
.

^UNIVERSITY
Return Bottom Portion Witti Payment to The University Store, Campus Center, UMASS 545-2619^!|^S7'QjR^^

well in the MAAC, which is largely mcde
up of small Catholic schools like St.

Bonaventure.
Cage suggestion: Install electric prods

in the paying seats to keep the fans on
their feet. Ifyou aren't going to stand, give

your ticket to someone who will.

Bon appetit: Have you tried the pizza

at the Cage? It's pretty good, and they'll

even deliver it to where you're standing.

Greg Sukiennik's column appears on
the sports page every T\iesday.

'^C^'h£Yh^^^^^C^ ^1 H

• Classes Dalli>

* Certified Instructors
• Suspended Wood Floor
* Areas Largest Room
AMHKHST AIHIUK

CIIJB
460 West St.

So. AiTihtrst. 2.56 0080

A DARK
FANTASY LIKE
NO OTHER
"Sandman is the most

imaginative and transfixing

book in mainstream comics

today."

"Mikal Gilmore Rolling Stone

Winner of Kie 199! WJill Eisner

Coniics \niUislrij Awards for.

THE BEST CONTINUING SERIES"

The Sandman

BEST GRAPHIC ALBUM- REPRINT"
Sandman: The Doll's House

-BEST WRITER"

Neil Caiman

Collecleil in:

Preludes and Nocturnes"

Issues it\-S

"The Doll's House"

Issues n-lb

'Dream Country"

Issues* 17-20

®
SuffoUi ftr Mature Rt*4en

AvaBaNeat: SAME BATCHANNEL
COMICS • CARDS • QAMES AND MORE...

Hampshire Mall, Hadlcy Inglesidc Mall, Holyoke

586-8775

OIM N Mom

532-9797

I Vpni ^pm
«> TM DC Comics Inc. © 1 991 All Rights Reserved

Classifieds
COME TO THE cmJJ-GIAN OFFICE IISCAMPUSCmER ' MON. THURS. 8:30-3:30 FRIDAY 8:S0-2:30 * DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAWN ' 20(AVORD/DAY FOR mJDEm » CASH INADVANCE

ANNOUNCEMENTS ESPIONAQE 101

Bed and Breakdil
Downtown Amherst. Ideal lor visiting par-

ents and friends 5490733

AUTO FOR SALE

ASSASSIAN GAME
Agents wanted lor active duty To get into the

game contact 6- 11 56 or 6- 11 72

FOR A QOOD TIME CALL:

EARN MONEY NOWl
SPANISH/ENGLISH BILINGUALS

Needed for reading study

Jeanette 585-8749

KNOW YOUR RIOHTSI

MAZDA QLC 1981 105K 4speed reliable

inspeclatjie $500/b.o Jim 586-1 194

SEIZED CARS, trucks, txjats. 4wtieelers,

motorhomes by FBI. IRS. DEA. Available

your area now. Call 805-682-7556 Ext. C-

1675 __________

CHEN STYLE TAJ CHI

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT. 0^8.

video DJ's and Karaoke from $1 75.00. Call

586-9900For Sale

FOR SALE

MEDITAT10N-IN-MOTION wHh slow-last,

solt-vigofous. empty-solid movements Free

first lesson 6;45pm Feb25 Northampton 545-

5923

COLLEGE PIZZA

1091 TREK 1200 RACING BIKE

Perfect condition

$475 or best offer

Call Tom 6-7108

HELP WANTED

SPRING SPECIAL
Large cheese $6.00

Small cheese $3.50

Add $1 for lorZ toppings

Now featuring slices'i

Free soda w/ large sub. salad, or

spaghetti

549-6073 549 6098

Must mention this ad

Alatka Sumtner Employmant- Fisheries.

Earn $5.000*/monlh. Free transportation!

Room board! Over 8,000 openings Male

or lemale. For employment program call 1-

206-545-4155 ext 298

Attanllon Juniors and Senlora

Having a tough lime getting ttie permanent

job you want Spend this summer building

your resume with TASP International Sum-

mer and lull time positions are available in

Mass. CT, Rl and NY Call Dean Howard at 1

-

800-922-5579

BUSINESS MAJORS
Network marketing company It hiring

oncampus representatives

No selling required

Call today 546-0390

EVENING JOBSI Environmental campaign

work. Fight pollution with clean water action

$7/hr. On bus«nes^Call^-9830

FUNDRAISER
We're looking lor a student organization that

would like to earn $500-$1500 tor a one

week marketing project Organized and hard

working student. Call Megan or DavkJ at

.<800) 592-2121 ext. 153.

HELP WANTED
HOMEWORKERS NEEDEDII

Earn $1 ,000 weekly mailing our drculars In

your spare lime at homel. .GUARANTEED!
Free supplies/postagel Begin now! Free

details!EndoseLSASE:SMS.Dept.Col-7A.

Box 610. Cordova. TN 38018-0610.

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLEI Many posi-

tions Great benelits Call 805-682-7555 Ext

P-3306 _ _ „
SUMMER CAMP ON CAPE COD

Need enthusiast k:, dedicated people towork,

live with kids. Beautiful location, excellent

program, competitive salaries. Call Jeanne

or Dan at 256-0381 for information or appli-

cations.

Do you hav* any questions about your

rights? Do you think your civil rights have

been violated? Find out! Contact The Legal

Servk»s Center, 922 Campus Center, 545-

1995

MUSICIANS

Gultarlal/Vocallat lor duet $ gigs DJ: exp.

in Ri-R, top-40. Car req. Serious inquiries.

Peter 256-1185 or Jen 253-3856.

PERSONALS

INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
A comprehensive guide list hundreds cur-

rent internships in and around Boston. Send

$15 to: National Student Financial Planning

Service P.O.Box 390085 Cambridge MA
021 39. The first 100 interns accepted before

5/5 Qualify receive $100 award.

PROFESSIONAL HOUSEKEEPING
Friendly, efficient, reliable

Excellent rels.

Call Linda 665-7787

ORDER AVONI
Call 546-1999

For free brochures/samples

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK SPECIALS 19921

Bahamas March 14th $349!! Jamaica,

Cancun...$4291!

Includes: Hotel, air, transfers, partiesi

Sun Splash Tours

1-800-426-7710

TYPING

Need your papers typed? Quick, accurate

senrice. Call Brian 546-3563

papers! RESUMES, THESIS-
Word processing, laser printing-

Cali Rosemary 323-5031

CAT(BL*HO>-
Happy 21 * iday-oops

We owe U a crazy nite out

Have a great time.

LuvJules+Bep

JODI J, - Just seeing your sparkling eye

makes my heart race. I only wish I couM see

them more olten - The Mystery Man

servk:es

SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Panama City, Cancun. Jamaica

Call Stacey at 549-0840

Expert editing of papara & dissertations:

wordprocessing, and course tutoring ottered

by retired faculty member specializing in

helping international students and non-En-

glish majors. Fast servica, moderate rates,

p. Reed, 253-3354^

FREE pregnancy tatting; conlktential and

caring support. BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

FREETRAVEL • Air couriersand cnjisesNps.

Students also needed Christmas, spring and

summer lor amusement park emptoyment.

Call 805-682-7555 ExtF-1426

Need soma tun? I have great dealt on

spnng break trips to Jamaica, Cancun, and

Bahamas. CaH Dena nights 549-5740

PANAMA CITY FLORIDA
drinking on the beach is legal.

bars open until 4am
over 400.000 students expected.

and it's cheap

8days 7nights from $1 55

can Pete or Derek 256-6490
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Sports
Women's gymnastics
squeaks out victory
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

Going into last Saturday's meet at

Northeastern University's Cabot Gym,
University of Massachusetts women's
gymnastics head coach Alfle Mitchell

thought if his squad could hit all its rou-

tines and keep the same intensity level it

has had the past two weeks, it would have
no problem beating the Lady Huskies.

Much to Mitchell's dismay, the
Minutewomen were not intense, nor did

they hit all their routines. Much to

Mitchell's delight, his squad still squeaked
out a victory, 181.10-181.00.

"It can't get any closer than this,"

Mitchell said of the Minutewomen's .01

point advantage. "The whole meet, from
start to finish, was extremely competitive

and we really didn't even perform up to par.

"What I'm so happy about," he said, "is

that we can have a mediocre meet like this

and still come home with a victory."

Despite its mediocrity, UMass did
manage to produce some strong individual

performances.

Junior Tammy Marshall had a great
meet for the Minutewomen, as she won
the vault (9.55), the bars(9.55)and the all-

around scoring (37.7).

UMass' Margaret Furtado was impres-
sive as well, scoring a 9.50 in the bars and
a 36.40 in the all-around, good enough for

fourth place overall.

Gina Demeo also performed well for

UMass scoring a 9.25 in the bars to round
out a team score of 45.55.

^e didn't have too many high scores
so there was a lot more pressure put on
us," Mitchell said. "We had to use most of
our low scores that usually we are able to

throw out. So, the meet was a lot closer

CoUefian photo by Christopher Evans

GinaDemeo performs on the balancebeam earlier this season at the
UMassGymnastics Center. The Minutewomen defeated Northeastern
Saturday.

UMass men's track loses first
Minutetnen overmatched by Dartmouth^ 84-43

than I would have liked.

At the University of Rhode Island's

Mackal Gymnastics Center last Wednes-
day, UMass used momentum from the

Southern Connecticut meet and a solid

team performance to overcome URI,
183.25-182.10.

Their loss to the Rams two weeks ago at
the Pitt Invitational meet ( 179.30- 1 79.25)

was still fresh in the minds of the
Minutewomen so this victory was sweet

indeed.

"We never should have lost to them
(URIl at Pitt," said Mitchell. "If we had
performed well at that meet, we should
have had no problem beating them. For-
tunately, the second time around, the girls

came out determined to win."

Leading the way again for UMass was
Marshall, who blew away the field with a
9.6 in the vault, 9.6 in the Bars and most
impressively, a 9.75 in the floor routine.

Marshall also won the all-around with
a 38.1.

"Tammy had a good meet as did ( sopho-
mores | Angela Jent, [Margaret] Furtado
and (freshmanj Heather Madden," said

Mitchell.

After the first two events, UMass was
trailing URI mostly because of strong
performances ft-om the WRams' Shannon
Erwin (9.6 in the vault and 9.45 in the
bars) and Jodi Aliberto (9.45 in the bars).

The UMass gymnasts recovered in the
next two events, scoring 45.50 in thebeam
and 46.40 in the floor event. UMass also

captured third place in the all-around as
Furtado scored a 36.6.

"Wejust kept pluggingawayand finally

it paid off in the end," Mitchell said. "It

helped that they had a terrible perfor-

mance on the beam [seven fallsj and that
we hit most of our floor routines.

By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

Heading to Hanover, N.H. on Saturday, University of
Massachusetts men's track coach Ken O'Brien knew the
team's chances ofrunning its record to 9-0 were about as
good as those of St. Bonaventure beating the UMass
basketball team that evening.

The Bonnies wound up losing by 37, and the UMass
track team by 4 1 , as the Dartmouth Big Green beat up on
the Minutemen 84-43, dropping the Minutemen to 8-1, as
they prepare for this weekend's New England Champi-
onships at Boston University.

"I'm as pleased as I can be in terms ofgoing up against
a team ofthat abihty and losing 84-43," O'Brien said. "We
didn't have a bad day. We we're just overmatched."

Dartmouth, the defending New England Outdoor
Champions, won 1 1 ofthe 15 events, including a sweep of
the top three spots in both the shot put and the 800-meter
dash.

UMass placed first in four events, with Kevin Walters
accounting for almost a quarter of the Minutemen's total

points with first place finishes in the 55 and the 200.
Other first place finishers for the Minutemen included

Kristian DiMatteo in the triple jump, and Joe Kourafas,

who finished the regular season undefeated in the long
jump.

"We had some good performances that I was really

excited about," O'Brien said. "The jumping crew and
sprinting crew looked really good, and they got the
mfyority of our points."

The Minutemen's strongest event proved to be the
triplejump, where the team of DiMatteo, Tom Galligani,
andAndrew Yahner swept the scoring accounting for 9 of
UMass' 43 points.

While UMass dominated the jumping events, its

performance slipped in the middle distance and distance
events, although Dartmouth boasts these as its strongest
events.

"Dartmouth is a real tough team for us to look good
against in the middle distance and distance events,"
O'Brien said. "Because they are one of the best team's in
the area in those events.

"They took away some ofour potential in those events,"
O'Brien said. "They are a tough team to match up against.
They basically doubled our score, and they are basically
two times as good a team as we are."

The Minutemen's next meet is this Saturday and
Sunday, as they compete in the New England Champi-
onships, where O'Brien expects a top 10 finish.

CuUen joins Reid in Richmond
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Former University ofMassachusetts assistant football
coach and player Joe Cullen, who directed UMass' de-

fensive line last season, accepted the position as assistant
and defensive line coach at the University of Richmond

yesterday.

Cullen, who was a four-

year starter at nose guard
for UMass from 1986 to

1989, joins former UMass
head coach Jim Reid, who
was named an assistant at

Richmond last Friday un-
der three-year head coach
Jim Marshall.

Cullen fills the vacancy
created by two Richmond
coaches who departed at

the end ofthe 1991 season.

"I'm going to love being
part ofit fat Richmond ] and
helpthem turn the programJoe CuUen

around," said Cullen, who began his coaching career for

the Minutemen in the spring of his senior season as an
undergraduate assistant.

"I decided the move was best for Joe Cullen and based
it on the present situation [at UMass I," said the captain
of the 1989 Minutemen. "It's best for my career."

"He's an outstanding defensive line coach," said
Marshall, whose team went 2-9 last season. "And he
coaches with the same enthusiasm he had when he
played."

Cullen said he still would have accepted the job at
Richmond had Reid decided not to go, but is now looking
forward to coaching alongside his former head coach.

"People have influenced me in this profession and
Coach Reid is one of them," he said. "There's nobody I'd

like to work for more than Jim Reid. He's one of the
reasons I got into coaching and he's had a big impact on
my career."

Cullen said he knew of the openings at Richmond for

some time and visited the campus last Monday.
Two seasons ago, Cullen, who was a two-time All-New

England selection, wps the running backs coach for the 8-

2-1 Minutemen who ranked first in the Yankee Confer-
ence in team rushing and ninth in the nation.

Why UMass
got left out
of the Top 25

Snubbed!
Local media and fans

were certain the Uni-
versity of Massachu-
setts men's basketball

team would return to

the Associated Press
Top 25 poll yesterday.

Even Tamir "I'm getting

out of here" Lipton
(apologies to Dave Scott)

wrote that barring
"some unforseen vot-

ing," UMass' three-vic-
tory week, coupled with losses by Top 25 schools
such as Syracuse, Connecticut, Florida State and
Cincinatti, would propel the Minutemen into the
rankings. Only UNLV has more wins than UMass
among the Top 25, and it might as well play in the
NBA Pacific.

But the Minutemen remained at the very edge
of the glass ceiUng, at No. 26. And you, your mom,
your pets and the Campus Center late-night main-
tenance staff want to know how the hell a first-

place, 22-4 team could be passed up by DePaul and
Nebraska in the polls, and more incredibly, why
UConn didn't fall out of the rankings for its pitiful

performance the past month.

Greg Sukiennik

The problem lies in the loosely defined criteria
writers use to determine whose better than who.
Unlike the NCAA Tournament selection commit-
tee, which uses specific guidelines to determine
team strength, the writers who vote on college
polls relyon snippets ofconventional wisdom mixed
with equal parts of regional alliances and team/
conference reputations.

Take 25th-ranked Nebraska, for example. The
Cornhuskers, 17-6, play in the well-regarded Big 8
Conference while UMass plays in the Atlantic 10.

Nebraska, like UMass, has had surprising success
against Big 8 teams, including third-ranked Kan-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 19
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Kerrey takes lead
in South Dakota
By KAREN BALL
Associated Press

SIOUXFALLS, S.D. -- Sen. Bob Kerrey
of Nebraska seized the lead Tuesday in

South Dakota's primary, bidding to boost
his standing in the Democratic presiden-

tial race. President Bush was the unop-
posed Republican winner, but was buf-

feted by a protest vote.

CNN projected a Kerrey victory based
on exit polls, broadcasting the result with
almost a third of the polling places still

open. The same survey pointed to a close

contest for second place between Iowa
Sen. Tom Harkin and Arkansas Gov. Bill

Clinton, with Paul Tsongas and Jerry
Brown trailing.

Bush was alone on the Republican bal-

lot, this time without his conservative

challenger, Patrick Buchanan. A Bush
victory as a foregone conclusion, butCNN
said exit polling indicated as much as one-

third the GOP vote could go uncommitted.
Early returns gave Kerrey 36 percent

of the Democratic vote, compared to 30
percent for Harkin and 18 percent for

Clinton. Tsongas and Brown trsiiled.

Bush was winning 69 percent of the

vote. Uncommitted had 31 percent.

Kerrey campaign managerTad Devine
called the South Dakota vote an "impres-

sive victory" and said he hoped it could be
parlayed into campaign momentum in

Colorado, Georgia and South Carolina, all

of which vote in the next week.
Tsongas offered Kerrey congratula-

tions. "It's obvious that the negative ad-
vertising worked, and well take that into

consideration," he said. Tsongas got one
bit ofbright news— an endorsement from
Gov. William Donald Schaefer one week
ahead of Maryland's primary.

Front nmners Tsongas and CUnton
spent less time in the state than their

Farm Belt rivals, relying more on televi-

sion advertising to make their cases.

With 15 Democratic and 19 GOP del-

egates up for grabs, South Dakota marked
the end of an early round of single-state

nights in which few delegates were at

stake.

Unlike New Hampshire, unemploy-
ment is low in South Dakota.

That reinforced the preeminence of

agricultural issues in the nm-up to the

primary, and as senators ft-om neighbor-

ingNebraska and Iowa, Kerreyand Harkin
depicted themselves as the best candi-

dates for farmers.

Kerrey and Harkin criticized Tsongas
in a debate televised statewide on Sunday.
Kerrey targeted Tsongas for supporting

votes in the Senate he said were injurious

tofarmers, while Harkin criticized Tsongas'

support for a phased, 50-cent per gallon

increeise in the gasoline tax.

Kerrey, a former governor, confessed

during that day that a win "would cer-

tainly help carry the campaign on."

Harkin said that win or lose he was in

the race to stay. "My campaign is not

about trying to figure out where I am at

the moment in this race," he said.

' CoUeflan photo by Leannc Burden

SNOWWHAT—Freshman school ofmanagement major Kristy
Schnopp walks through the snow in Southwest.

Board of Education to question candidates
By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

BOSTON — The state Board of Education voted
Tuesday to delay hiring a new education commissioner,
opting instead to question finalists about their views on
three educational reform proposals now under consider-

ation.

Angry dissenters on the board accused their colleagues
of shortchanging schoolchildren by leaving the position

unfilled for at least another month.
The last commissioner resigned in August 1991.

"A lot of us realize that the department needs a
direction," said William K. Irwin Jr., vice chairman.
"Children need a direction. And that's basically what
we're here for. We're here for the children."

A search committeehad urged namingNorwalk, Conn,
school superintendent Ralph E. Sloan to the
commissioner's position. Instead, the full board voted
Tuesday to postpone their final vote until March 31, and

did not rule out reopening the search entirely.

"This could go on forever," Irwin said.

But Martin S. Kaplan, an attorney ft-om Newton and
a member ofthe education board, said, "I find it troubling

that this board chose as a commissioner a person whose
views in depth we do not yet know on the subject ofschool

reform."

Three dramatic school reform proposals now are on
the table, one each proposed by Gov. William Weld, the

Legislature and the Massachusetts Business Alliance.

All of Weld's appointees to the Board of Education
voted to press Sloan and the other finalist, Falmouth
Superintendent Robert Antonucci, for their views on the
governor's proposal and the competing plans.

The board members voting to end the process and
install a new commissioner immediately all were ap-

pointees of fonner Grov. Michael S. Dukakis.
"To continue this process just hurts the students,

hurts the educational system," said John D. Cashman, a

Marblehead High School junior and the Board of

Educations's student member.
For his part, Sloan did not attend the meeting Tues-

day. Told by a reporter of the board's decision to extend
the search, he said only: "I need to reassess ray position."

Sloan said he had seen the three reform plans briefly,

but "wouldn't want to comment on them now."
A Philadelphia native who moved to Salem as a small

boy, Sloan attended Harvard University and served as
deputy superintendent in Wellesley and superintendent
in Concord.,

Sloan was widely praised by board members.
"His feet have been wet for some time," said John J.

Gould, the chairman of the search committee. "He gets

very high marks across the board."

Sloan, 51 , also applied unsuccessfully this year for the

jobs of commissioner of education in Rhode Island and
Connecticut.

He would have to take a pay cut from his current

$ 1 16,500-a-year salary to take the Massachusetts educa-
tion conmiissioner position, which pays $77,546 a year.
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Snow? Sleet? Freezing rain?
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Housing proposing GLB corridor
By TAMI MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

A proposed special interest corridor for

gay, lesbian, bisexual students and allies

to possibly be located in Northeast or Or-
chard Hill Residence Areas is being dis-

cussed by top Housing ofGcials as a means
for combating homophobia and
heterosexism.

The plan is "to create a supportive en-

vironment and end the isolation gay, les-

bian and bisexual students feel in a pre-

dominantly heterosexual world," said
Stephanie Carnahan, residence director

of Pierpont/Moore, who proposed the pro-

gram.
Carnahan said the proposal was a fol-

low-up to similar proposals of the past,

including one submitted last year.

According to the proposal, known as

the Special Interest Residential Program,
it would encompass an academic compo-
nent which would consist ofeither a class

currently being offered in Gay, Lesbian

and Bisexual Studies or a one-credit

colloquium focusedon contemporary issues
of concern to GLB students.

Anne Miller, associate director of

Housing Services, said, "There are a couple
ofloose ends to be put into place. I'm fairly

confident that those loose ends will be put
into place."

Carnahan said that the questions of

location and staffingwere still open-ended.

She has recommended a separate selection

process and training for a resident assis-

tant.

Denise Lane, a junior chemical engi-

neering student and member of the GLB
R.A. Matters group said that it makes
sense to create a floor specifically to deal

with heterosexism since there has always
been housing to deal with racism.

"I see problems because homophobia is

trendy, whereas it's less socially acceptable

to be an overt racist. Having a safe space
will help deal with that homophobia," Lane
said.

Lane added the floor would require a

strong, committed and aware RA. and
special training to deal with the unique
issues that would arise.

Junior legal studies major Tom
Cummings said, "It's important for the

University to recognize the need for safe

space for gay, lesbian and bisexual stu-

dents in the residence hall system."

Carnahan obtained support signatures

from students in the Lesbian, Gay, Bi-

sexual Alhance and related campus or-

ganizations. Carnahan also spoke with
and received signatures of support from
members ofthe Diversity Corridor in Brett
Residence Hall.

The Diversity Corridor is an already-

existingSIRP that drew many gay, lesbian

and bisexual students, although that was
not its original purpose, because there
was nowhere to have their particular needs
met.

Miller said that two of Residential

Educations goals are creation of commu-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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nity and identity development and she feels this program
would connect with those two goals.

Carnahan said she hoped the creation of the SIRP
called "Two in Twenty: Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual Issues

Program," would help the Diversity Corridor get back to

its original intent which is to educate on a broader range
of diversity issues.

The title refers to a study by some researchers that

estimates that one in ten persons is gay, lesbian or

bisexual.

John Balboni, a junior theater m^or said, "It could be
good for community support but it could lead to separa-
tion and isolation rather than acceptance by the general
populace."

It's wonderful. It's about time," said Carolyn Conrad,
a senior cultural anthropology m^or and also a member
of the OLE R.A. Matters group. Conrad also said that
students she spoke with yesterday talked ofmoving back

on campus to be a part of this program.
Felice Yeskel, director of the Program for Gay, Les-

bian and Bisexual Concerns voiced her support by say-
ing, "I'm really pleased. It will give gay, lesbian, bisexual
and ally students a new option for living in a supportive
context."
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Ronkin's New
LSAT Premium Program:

The Best Way To Prepare For The LSAT
If you're one of the nation's 95.000 ap-

plicants detemiined to get into an accred-

ited law school, you know the competition

is tough. Since there are

only 44.()00 0})enings. a

high score on the LSAT is

crucial.

That's why Ronkin cre-

ated llic LSAT Premium

Program which offers a

choice of three varied

levels of assistance.

• LSAT Preparation

Course
Using tlie most recently up-

dated curriculum, our 40-

hour course syesses critical

thinking, argument analy-

sis and logical reasoning. Besides class-

room time, our comprehensive LSAT
course provides live tutorials, three diag-

nostic exams, three practice exams, a com-
puter-based tutorial program, homework
matcrialsthat include released LSATs.and
a toll-free Dial-A-Teacher line. Two-day
clinics, which are included in Ronkin's

I.SAT Gold and Platinum Packages, aie

also available for an additional fee.

• LSAT Gold Package
In addition to the 40-hour LSAT course.

Ronkin's LSAT Gold Package includes

our two-day LSAT Inten-

sive-Study Clinics offered

immediately prior toLSAT
examination dates. These
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cal Reasoning and Logic

Games. The Gold Package

also includes our Law
School Success Program

which covers law school

exam preparation, legal

writing, legal research, and

career planning.

• LSAT Platinum

Package
This plan provides everything you'll need

to get into law school and to be a success.

Enroll and you'll receive our LSAT Pre-

paration Course, LSAT Intensive-Study

Clinics. Law School Success Program,

plus our Law Sc1kx)I Selection and Appli-

cation Assistance Programs.

So if you're looking for the best in LSAT
and law .school preparation programs, call

llic Ronkin Educational Group.

Amherst
549-4010

We'll Make Sure You Make It!

LSAT.GMAT<JRE»MCAT
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CoUegian photo by HUmar Schmlndt

THREE POINT PERSPECTIVE — Neal Ryan draws the work of
Laura Zindell in the Student Union Gallery.

MSP, labor union
supporting Story
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian St^fF

Amherst's Ellen Story, the Democratic
candidate for the Third Hampshire
District's state representative seat, gained
two endorsements yesterday in her bid to

fill state Sen. Stanley Rosenberg's seat in

the Massachusetts House of Representa-
tives yesterday.

In a press conference at her head-
quarters across from the Amherst Town
Common, Story was endorsed by the
Massachusetts Service Employees Inter-

national Union and the Executive Board
ofthe Massachusetts Society ofProfessors.

Tom Coish, a staff attorney at the
University of Massachusetts Legal Ser-

vices Center and president of the Local

509 chapter of the SEIU, said the SEIU's
endorsement was basedon Story's support

for adequate funding of and accessibility

in public higher education and progressive

tax reform.

The SEIU, which has 800 members in

the Amherst-Pelham District and over

10,000 statewide, only makes endorse-

ments on a statewide level, according to

Coish.

MSP Vice-President Robert Rothstein,

a professor of Slavic Languages and Lit-

erature at the University, announced that

theMSPs Executive Board voted last week
to support Story, calling it the "obvious

thing to do."

Story beat Jon Hite of Amherst by
slightly over 100 votes in the Democratic
primary last Tuesday.

Story will face Republican Mark Enoch
ofAmherstand Independent Larry Kelley,

an Amherst businessman, in the March
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Minorities in Israel addressed
Hillel speaker discusses challenges ofcoexistence
By JEREMY BORENSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

A peaceful coexistence between minorities is possible

in the State of Israel, said Zeidan Atashi to a small but
captivated crowd at the Hillel lounge last night.

Atashi, a Druze Israeli and former member of the

Israeli Knesset who is currently a member of the Israeli

mission to the United Nations, spoke on the challenges of

coexistence in Israel.

"Israel is a modern liberal nation," Atashi said. "Even
though it is a Jewish state there have been no attempts

to restrain civil liberties. Religious freedom has been

CoUecian photo by Christopher Evan*

Zeidan Atashi spoke last night on the
propects of different cultures sharing the
same land in Israel.

extended and secured in Israel to all in spite ofconflicts."

In Israel there are two official languages and two
systems of education: one is Hebrew, one is Arabic,

Atashi said.

Minorities are equal under law, but "one hundred
percent justice in Israel can not be found."

Although Druze, as do most Israeli citizens, serve

compulsory conscription in the Israeli army, resources

needed for settlements, such as water and electricity, are

given to the Jewdsh settlements first, Atashi said.

Even in regions where Druze settlements are consid-

erably older than newer Jewish settlements, the Jewish
settlements receive first priority, he said.

The Druze are related to the Arab world by culture

and language, but severed their ties with the Islamic

religion one thousand years ago, Atashi explained.

In more recent times, since the clashes of the 1920s

and 30s, the Druze have allied with Israel. They are not

seeking a national homeland, rather a i>eaceful coexist-

ence on the land, regardless of whois governing it, he

s£iid.

Today, seventeen percent of Israeli citizens are Arab
Israelis, Atashi said.

"Since the beginning of Israel in 1948 when Arabs
became a minority, it was a shock which they must learn

to bve with," he said.

"The process of Israelization was not used efficiently

to integrate Arabs," he said. "More cohesion could have
been created between ethnic groups."

When Arab nations accept Israel as a legitimate

nation, and when Israel recognizes the Arab self-deter-

mination, then a breakthrough in the peace process can
hapi>en, Atashi said.

He further added if this multi-ethnic cooperation

occurred, it could be used as an example for other Middle
Eastern nations disputing over fundamentalism.

Atashi likened Israel's problems of coexistence to

those of the United States where prejudice also exists.

However, he added, that peaceful coexistence is more
likely to happen in a state like Israel because it is only

forty-four years old and is a pluralistic society where all

citizens are equal under law.

Bad things, good people topic
of Rabbi and author Kushner
DANA L. FORRAR
Collegian Staff

"There is only one question which really matters: why
do bad things happen to good people?"

Why was Martin Luther King, Jr. assassinated? Why
was Hitler allowed to persecute millions of Jews? Why
was Christa McAuliffe chosen for that ill-fated launch?

Why do roses die?

Rabbi Harold S. Kushner will embark on a narrative

journey discussing the topic of why good people suffer,

tonight at Bowker Auditorium.

He will discuss his two bestselling books. When Bad
Things Happen to Good People and When All You've Ever

Wanted Isn 't Enough^ The speech is welcome to everyone

and is free.

Kushner is a native of New York and now has a

synagogue in Natick, Mass. He has been speaking for

years and this will be his first time speaking here at

UMass.
Although Kushner is a rabbi, his books are more

philosophical and insightful than they are religious. He
never becomes overbearing. His topic is as broad as the

horizon, dealing with loss and suffering as everyone has.

and something is to be gained by anywho reads or listens.

TTie speech, brought to UMass by the Distinguished

Visitors Program and Hillel, is an opportunity to see one

of the widest read self-help authors, along with Robert
Fulghum and L. Ron Hubbard.

Fulghum, a favorite on campuses nationwide, has
often been compared to Kushner and therefore gives us

the opportunity to see the real thing. It's like getting a

Coke when you've been drinking Pepsi.

Kushner's first book is summarily about the death of

his son Aaron, who, at the age of three, was diagnosed as

having progeria, commonly known as "rapid aging."

It is dealing with the pain and loss, and his restruc-

turing of his personal beliefs accordingly that fires the

soul into pushing back the tears and awakening a smile.

Kushner's speech won't answer these questions for

you, but he'll offer you a path to yoiu- own answers. He
won't prolong the death of that rose but remind you to

remember its beautiful life.

Doors will open at 7:30 and Kushner vsrill begin around
8 p.m.

The Distinguished Visitors Program is a registered

student organization which has brought such speakers

as John Updike and Ralph Nader to UMass.

Intermarriage
focus of group
by JULIE ROSS
Collegian Staff

and
DAVID MOHEBAN
Collegian Correspondent

Growing up the child of a Jewish-Christian

intermarriage in a predominantly Christian
neighborhood, left Lisa Lipshires without a strong

sense of religious identity, and feelings of not

belonging.

"I didn't have any inner conviction," said

Lipshires. "I didn't have a community that I knew
of that I felt in connection with to fall back on for

support."

Bom to a Jewish father and a Catholic mother,

both of whom abandoned their religious upbring-

ing in college, Lipshires, 35, ofNorthampton, con-

sidered herself an Atheist until the age of 23.

As a child, Lipshires never developed a strong

sense of religious identity, and as a result she

recalls feeling paralyzedwhen other children made
anti-Semitic remarks. "I didn't know how to cope

with anti-Semitism," she said. "I didn't have that

positive feeling, that identity ofbeing Jewrish." She
adds that although she thought of herself as half-

Jewish culturally, she was afraid to identify her-

selfas a Jew because ofthe anti-Semitism she had
internalized. "I wasn't sure how positive it was to

be a Jew," she said.

Recently, Lipshires has joined a support/rap

group for the children of Jewish-Christian inter-

marriage, and has rediscovered some of her reli-

gious identities.

The support group is facilitated by Rabbi Saul
Perlmutter, Director of Hillel at the University of

Massachusetts, and focuses on participants, their

lives, and their search for identity. It next meets at

Hillel today at 2:45 p.m.

For children ofJewish-Christian intermarriage,
it is not uncommon for issues such as lack of

identity, confusion over which religion to choose,

or feelings of not belonging to present themselves,

said Perlmutter, who has a masters degree in

social work.

Some children of intermarriage have a clear

Jewish or Christian identity, while others are

happy with a mixed identity, Perlmutter said. For

those who are confused about their identities, the

group has been very helpful.

"Before I joined the support group I didn't feel

like I could know about Judaism or Jewishness—
I felt it was closed to me." Lipshires said, adding
that she is currently learning what it means cul-

turally to be a Jew.
"I do feel like I'm reclaimingmyJewish identity,

maybe not religiously, but at least culturally."

During the past century, there has been a steady

increase in the number ofJewish-Christian inter-

marriages, according to Tamara Barbasch, who is

currently researching this subject. Barbasch esti-

mates that at there are now 375,000 Jewish-
Christian couples in the United States, more than
half of whom married in the last 20 years. As a
result, the number ofchildren ofJewish-Christian
intermarriage has dramatically increased.

Barbasch is currently looking for children of

Jewish-Christian intermarriage between the ages
of 18 and 23 to participate in a
research study. Those interested should call 584-

1038.
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17 general election.

The Aniherst-Pelham seat was vacated
when Rosenberg was elected to the state

senate last fall to fill former state Sen.

John Olver's seat. Olver is currently serv-

ing in the U.S. House of Representatives.

Story called both the endorsements
"special." noting that both had personal

meaning for her.

"If 1 worked on campus lat UMass],
SEIU would be the union I'd be in," said

Story, who is on leave from her job of 18
years at the Western Massachusetts
Family Council.

Story also noted that much of her fam-
ily has been involved in public higher
education, making the MSP endorsement
important to her.

The MSP represents approximately
1,400 faculty and librarians at the Uni-

versity.

THE COLLEGIAN
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and chocolate chip cookies areAWESOME
BABY. I think she went to Dunbar High
School."

• Is Lou Roe the Freshman of the Year

in the Atlantic 10? You get the feeling

Coach John Calipari beUeves so.

• I had a brief visit with the $96,000-

man, David Bischoff, the Dean ofthe School

of Physical Education and I almost felt

sorry for him, almost. As he patiently

explained the power structure of the de-

cision-makers at this university, I got the

impression that Bischoff was just as con-

fused as I am about the current economic
crisis facing the athletic department.

I truly believe that there is just one
human who actually understands how
things are supposed to work and no one
can find this person.

I had to ask Bischoff the all important

question, "Do you like your job?"

"It's a lot better to build than to take

away," Bischoff said.

Unfortunately most of the recent deci-

sions have taken away more than just

programs and funds. Ck>od luck in Rich-

mond Jim Reid.

• So what if the basketball team didn't

crack the Top 25. The situation was too

similar to their debut at No. 25 earlier this

season. They played West 'Virginia that

week and lost. The team travels to

Morgantown Thursday and without the

pressure of the Top 25 moniker it will be
much easier to get the "W."

The real recognition will come with a
fourth or fifth seed in the tournament.

This may be weird, but I think UMass
needs a loss in one ofthe next three games.
Why? A 12-game winning streak (A- 10

champs) would be too much pressure go-

ing into the tournament.

The Red Hot Minutemen," and "Can
Anyone Stop this Cinderella Team?" will

be the headlines and that's not what this

team needs.
• Roger Clemens will be at "The Velvet

Elvis" in Houston tonight for a charity

event and that is the reason he is not with
the Red Sox in Winter Haven. Could be a
rough year for new skipper Butch Hobson.

• With Carlos Quintana out for four

months or more, it's time for Mo Vaughn
to take the stage at first base.

• Jerry Tarkanian resigned as head
coach at UNLV and now he wants to

rescind his resignation. The program is

sinking faster than Will Herndon's shorts

and yet Tark still wants to be a part of it.

• Imagine the lines at The Cage if the

A-10 final is held here in Amherst. Coach
Cal might have set a dangerous precedent

when he opened The Cage at midnight for

the distribution of Temple tickets.

• Lisa Olson settled out of court with

the New England Patriotsand Victor Kiam
had the gall to say he thought the Patriots

would have won the case. Olson is in

Australia now and Kiam remains in the

U.S. There is no justice.

• Keep your feet in bounds and your
eyes on "Joe Walsh for President."

David Scott is a Collegian columnist.

FUNK' HI/LOW -STEP

* Classes Dail^
* Certified Instructors
* Suspended Wood Floor
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AMHtRST ATHLKTIC
CLUB

460 West St.

So. Amherst. 256008(V

- Correction -

OEANS LIST
Fall Semester 1991

The Collegian failed to give special notice to

those students participating in Honors Pro-

grams who also made the Fall Deans List for

1991. A revised list of these Honors Students
wall be published on Friday, February 28""

We apologize for this omission.
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page arc those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Bush is a lot like Clouseau
In this, an election year, President

Bush may be in any ways like Blake
Edwards' infamous chief inspector
Clouseau. Yes, it is true that, for political

reasons or not, he is finally having to

reco^iuze that there is something drasti-

cally wrong with the country and that

something needs to be done. He and his

merry band of trickle-downers have set

out on the case and are trying to figure out

why the prophecy according to economist

Arthur Laffer failed so miserably during

that wild and crazy decade of me, myself

and I called the 1980s.

JejfAtwater

The clearest suggestion so far by Mr.

Bush is that America doesn't need any
"quick fix" solutions to jump start a sag-

ging economy and that "prosperity is just

around the corner." Although this may
seem like hogwash to an average, wage
earning American, Mr. Bush might just

be right, except for the arrogant bit on

prosperity. The country does have poten-

tial for prosperity, but unfortunately it is

not just around the corner and our infra-

structure will need to undergo change in

removing the ever growing discrepancies

between the different income brackets. It

will also take a difference in attitude of

seeing people notjust in dollar terms amd

outputs in an economic trash disposal. We
need growth in our education systems

and other long term investments and less

concentration on short term monetary

profits. The interestingthing about Bush's

seeming lack of interest in the domestic

situation is, like Clouseau, he is oblivious

to the actions around him, but might be

able to pull the country out of a rut with

even some marginal cooperation from

Congress

Even though mostAmericans feel Bush
doesn't pay enough attention to the do-

mestic situation, most fail to also realize

that he could be helping America more in

the long run with his open foreign rela-

tions. Now with the EC starting to take

shape and the current trade disputes with

Asia and Japan, a strong, positive force for

continued foreign relations is more perti-

nent now ifAmerica wants to hold onto its

portion of the world trade pie. The
American people must come out of the

1950s and see that there is no more ex-

clusive U.S. economy, but that we arejust

a part ofthe ever increasingly linked global

community. However, with isolationist

Democrats to the left and the more con-

servative Republicans to the right, the

Bush administration has to be careful not

to succumb to the political pressure of

those advocating a radical, isolationist

"America First" program. It may seem
like the "right" thing to do tojump on the

nationalisticbandwagon thinkingthat this
action will turn the economy around. Ac-

cording to the book ofdiplomacy authored

by David Duke, there is no other method.

The truth is that we could buy all the

American autos, clothing. Big Macs, flags

and apple pie we want to and it wouldn't

make a real big difference, exceptwe might
be a little more arrogant and ignorant.

The simple reasoning for this is isola-

tionism sends out negative signals to our

trading partners which, with the current

balance of trade, is not a road to healthy

recovery. We can clearly not afford to lose

valuable export revenue.

A couple of weeks ago the Japanese

noted something very interesting about

the U.S. labor force. The statement as-

serted that average U.S. workers were

extremely inefficient due to the fact that

30% of them are illiterate. This struck

quite a chord amongst Americans and
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spurred such eloquent statements as"Who
do them Japs think they is," or "Where the

hell do them little rice burners get off?" To
pacify these people our wonderful bu-

reaucracy in Washington D.C. tried to

justify our position by saying that our

experts estimate only 22 percent of the

labor force is illiterate. No, we wouldn't

want Japan to exaggerate the situation.

The Japanese statement could be just the

wake up call that the U.S. needs. Ironically

this "call" might not be heard because the

same people making the eloquent state-

ments about Japan are the same people

who are picking up unemployment checks

and driving offin their Isuzu 4x4s plastered
viiih "America's #1" bumper stickers. If

we want a real "America First" program,

we must upgrade our educational institu-

tions and give tax credits to corporations

and households interested not in short

term profit goals but rather in growth and

development. The one thing to remember
is that hate and ignorance thrive on eco-

nomic hardship. If it isn't Japan, it is

someone else. In other words, we shouldn't

take our ball home because we don't want
to play anymore. It would be much more
beneficial to learn the new game and ad-

just with the times. True, fairer trade is

needed, but growth is much more needed.

This is why Bush might be the lesser of

two evils in an election year when we can

only ask "Where the hell is FDR when we
need him?"

JeffAtwater is a UMass student

Sometimes identity is lost in this college for the masses
I am usually the kind of person who dehberately

"bums their bridges" after crossing them. Perhaps it is

not always the best way, because you never know when
you might need to go back. I prefer going forward, even if

that means taking the longer road. It builds character, or,

at least patience. However, I think this time I may have

tomake an exception. Simply because I have very possibly

made a huge (but not entirely unfixable) mistake.

I transferred into UMass because I needed a change,

a different experience, and I wanted the chance to seize

some opportunities that might not otherwise have been

available to me. I don't want to sound like the rest of the

slew of people who throw names and degrade this uni-

versity, because that is not what I wish to get across. I

just want you to stop and think for a minute.

CertainlyUMass has it's good points, which are in fact

pretty good when you think about them collectively.

UMass has several different colleges; some ofthese offer

majors taught by fine professors known nationwide.

That's impressive. There are tons of programs, clubs,

organizations, lectures by famous people and activities

that can open up your mind and enrich the general

population with ideas and experiences. How many col-

leges do you know off of the top of your head that bring

students the chance to see respected greats like Ray

Charles, Bobby McFerrin and John Densmore? What
about our huge library?How about the Collegian ? I would

not be here now talking to all ofyou if this wasn't one of

the largest circulating college newspapers. Of course, I

could not forget those excellent Earthfoods bagels.

Lorrie Cozzens

Proudly anonymous
There's something wrong with an editorial page

that fails to recognize the need for privacy under

certain circumstances. I'm referring toGayle Long's

column, "Anonymous or Cowardly?" (Feb. 24).

Ms. Long forgets the primary reason why let-

ters are written anonymously: protection of pri-

vacy, not just for the author, but for all the people

involved. I have seen the letters written on rape,

abortion, harassment and bigotry and I have writ-

ten one of them. I wrote my letter anonymously

because I didn't want to betray the confidence and

privacy of the persons involved.Honestly, I didn't

ask their permission and I couldn't sacrifice iden-

tification for integrity. I won't specify which letter

I wrote, but any fool can see I have been personally

involved. I wanted to express my opinion in the

fairest, most effective way; it was the message, not

the author that was important. I wasn't after any

credit nor trying to escape any blame. In fact, I was

disappointed that the newspaper didn't print any

letters in response to mine. I have no "inferiority

complex" about writing, nor am I afraid of my
writing or of other people's opinions. I've written

several letters to this paper over my career here

and will probably write more. So for you, Gayle,

here's my "John Hancock".
Luke Michael Erickson

Sylvan

These are all things that bring definition and diversity

to this university. But on the other hand, I can not help

but think I made a blunder in coming here when I decided

to transfer. "Why,"you ask, "did youjust list all those nice

things ifyou don't like it here?" I did not expect my first

semester to go great, because I figured there was a

necessary adjustment time. I did not expect it to bomb,

either. I will say that this is undoubtedly a college for the

masses. This is not the place to be ifyou're an individual

who will not just blend in vrith any group. While it is

Thanks, Mr. Lenois
We would like to thank you, Mr. Lenois, and your fine

staff for assisting us in making Sen. Edward Kennedy's

recent visit to the University ofMassachusetts a positive

experience. We appreciate your efforts in hght of the

serious toll the budget cuts have taken on your depart-

ment.
Connie Smith
Karen Hayes

Computer Science Department

Arts section is weak
I have been reading the Collegian for three years. As

an arts management major, I am especially interested in

the Arts and Living section. Unfortunately, I feel there is

a lack ofcoverage of this material. Where are the reviews

for residential gallery exhibitions? The residential arts

galleries, Hampden Gallery, Wheeler Gallery and Au-

gusta Savage Gallery provide students with the opportu-

nity for exposing themselves to outstanding visual and

performing art displays. The Collegian should show more

of an interest in these places and the events they offer.

How about a "UMass Arts" section?

If the Collegian wishes to call itself a TRUE daily

newspaper, it should show more of an interest for all

diverse activities and events, especially an interest in

Residential Arts.

Stacey Daley
Amherst

commendable on being free to be who you want, that

identity gets lost in the crowd. Those crowds can be

demanding as well. Every group is after recognition, or

power or something. No one can let someone else have an

opinion, idea or preference different from their own. Why
doesn't everyone relax?

Then we have our faculty. They are overworked,

understaffed and underpaid. I'm sure they try to be as

helpful and nice as possible, but I can see how it is easy

to get irritable. I would be, too. The library's programs

and essential services are being continually slashed.

Tuition is going up and up. Classes are getting less and

less personal. Nothing matters here anymore.

I'm asking all ofyou, especially those who transferred

in, £u-e you really happy with the state of being UMass is

in? Please feel free to drop me a line, because I may follow

up or. this. I'm asking because I am seriously thinking of

going back to the school where I started at. I'm not

student #XYZ729 there. I'd transfer back because I did

something worthy there: I made a difference.

Signing off...

Lorrie Cozzens is a Collegian columnist.

Bobby McFerrin
not done justice

We felt compelled to respond to a review written

by Deric Blaire in Tuesday's Collegian of the per-

formance given by Bobby McFerrin rnd Voicestra.

The fact that it was poorly written is merely sec-

ondary to the fact that it lacked insightful content

and sensitive appreciation. We can't help but won-

der, Deric where were you Thursday night?

Blaire covered the factual elements, yet failed

to convey the intensity of McFerrin's powerful

performance and its inspiring effect on the audi-

ence. Blaire's review would have been slightly

more effective had he invested less energy on

McFerrin's wardrobe and more instead on the real

details of the concert. How about the originality of

"sound?" Or perhaps the individual performances?

The reader is left empty, without a clue as to

what actually took place. We didn't like the con-

cluding image of a "peering" mob on stage left

gawking in the dust. Rather, we found ourselves in

the absolute last row of the auditorium dancing

and singing and clapping as though we were on

stage, among those who needed to embrace the

experience even closer.

Kelli L. Hudson
Zoe C. Hollywood

Orchard Kill
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Third World Affairs
New World Order: a way of war and a way of life

"It is an anoma' K.fwar that those who have suffered

the most have been hea d from the least."

["Life Under an Air War," Harper Books]

Or have received the least attention from the perpe-

trators of their suffering.

Part I: An agrarian society — Laos, 1964 - 1969

In northeastern Laos, the central Xieng Khaouang
proWnce, lies an elevated plateau called the Plain ofJars.

In Sep. 1969, the 2,000 year-old society of the Plain of

Jars disappeared.

This was the result ofa new form ofwarfare, conducted

by the United States, ignored by the media, researched

little by academics and war historians, and almost com-

pletely unknown to the majority of Americans.

Named after large clay receptacles believed to be the

funeral urns ofan ancient race, its natural resources and
strategic location made the Plain of Jars one of the most

foughl-over areas in South-East Asia, throughout history

right down to this century.

Eager to fill the power vacuum left by retreating

French colonial forces in 1954, the United States decided

to seize thi' Plain ofJars for espionage against China and
sabotage in \'ietnam.

There were two obstacles— a peasant population of a

quarter million, and elements of Pathet Lao ("nation of

Laos" guerillas.

The solution was chilling in its magnitude. In an air

war. from 1964 to 1969, 150,000 tons of bombs were

dropped by 40,000 sorties. In 1969 alone, the tonnage of

bombs dropped exceeded that over Nazi-occupied Europe

in any World War II year.

Nothing was spared — homes, schools, pagodas,

warehouses, farms, livestock, and civilians were subjected

to a merciless hail of high explosives, fragmentation

bombs, anti-personnel bomb pellets, napalm, strafing,

white phosphorus, and toxic defoliants. By 1968, the

entire infrastructure of society was obliterated.

In a manner similar to the herding of survivors of the

Native American genocides into "reservations," the few

tens of thousands of survivors were crammed into con-

centration camps ringed by barbed wires, dubbed "stra-

tegic hamlets" or "restoration zones."

The Plain of Jars earned the distinction of being the

first society in histor>' to be xnctimized by a new form of

warfare — near-total destruction and demoralization of

a civilian society through a massive Eiir war on its entire

social infrastructure.

It was not the last.

Part IL An industrial society — Iraq, 1991

The Gulf War was fought — pick jour reasons — to

defend Saudi .\rabia, liberate Kuwait, protect freedom

everj-where, control the world's oil reserves, safeguard

American jobs, etc

Nonetheless, Operation Desert Nintendo was one of through a U.S. air war, the newest form of mass murder

the most barbaric and cowardly wars of all.

110,000 sorties pounded the Iraqi civilian support

infrastructure out of existence. Facilities for day-to-day

Madanmohan Rao

amenities of civilian life were deliberately and system-

atically annihilated. For Iraq, one ofthe most industrial-

ized Third World states, the results were "near apocalyp-

tic," in the words of a U.N. team. Iraq was bombed back

into the previous century.

The reality on the ground today is numbing. Close to

300,000 Iraqis dead. 100,000 children dead in 1991 alone.

One million children, or one third of all children in Iraq,

malnourished. More than half the drinking water con-

taminated with fecal matter.

Tripling of typhoid and quadrupling of diarrheal dis-

ease cases. No soap to wash the blood in maternity wards.

Shortages of medical supplies. 90 percent unemploy-

ment. Poverty levels approaching India. Wages among
the lowest on earth.

The United States blames this on Saddam, but main-

tains the embargo to try to blackmail Iraqis to oust him.

And yet, a recent report from a visiting U.S. professor

reveals great popular support for Saddam, and commen-
dations fi-om international organizations for Ba'athist

relief measures.

Still the people ofIraq pay the price ofdefiance: death.

Iraq is not the first society to meet this horrendous fate

* 4«M . 4l uA/iJPW'^'! Tvvlfffll^smm
m^is^^^'ikl^hi III
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AP photo

Iraqis gather for water around a Red Cross
tanker in the village of Medina in southern
Iraq last Satvu-day. There are acute water
shortges in Iraq due to damaged waterpipes
caused by allied bombing during the War.

It will certainly not be the last.

Part III: The United States of America
This is not just another tale of death and destruction.

This is not a dry, academic exercise comparing two

instances of warfare, or predicting future onslaughts on

the Third World.

This is an indictment ofthe people ofthe United States

ofAmerica, who enjoy the fruits of their country's actions,

but do not care to even know the cost of those actions.

Let's begin with the Happy Valley. The time for yellow

ribbons, flags, protests, teach-ins— has come and gone.

Having recovered fi"om the worry, or duty, offacing the

bullet, Americans turn to their next priority, the wallet.

Is there any real interest in the aftermath of the war?

A recent presentation on the situation in Iraq by

members of the Harvard team which visited Iraq twice

last year was attended by less than two dozen people, a

mere handful of them students.

Where are the political science and history depart-

ments? What can those terms really mean to those able

to ignore all this?

And how about the readership of this august publi-

cation, a free daily with a circulation of 17.000 in 9 towns?

So far, on the anniversary of the war, not one letter has

been received from any reader about any aspect of the

war, let alone its civilian toll.

As for the Third World community here, its deafening

silence speaks volumes, but more on that in a later edition.

It would be arrogant, self-righteous, and improper for

those of us from the outside to ask Americans to come to

terms with their responsibiUty for their country's actions.

We leave it up to them to continue to do what they do

best — lead the good ol' American way of Ufe, or believe

that any form ofdissent absolves them, or try to convince

us that some of them are actually as underprivileged as

the masses in the Third World, or point fingers at their

government, their military, theirm odia, theireducational

system, and their economic condition.

The New World Order has refined innovative and
diabohcal forms of warfare which are characterized by

scant regard for not just the legal and moral norms of

humanity, but any commonsense notions of decency.

Simultaneously, the citizens of the empire display a

chilling lack of desire to learn the cost the preservation

oftheir lifestyle incurs on the peoples ofthe Third World.

The ongoing Gulf War is definitely not the first time

that Americans have refused to admit tacit complicity in

the unspeakable war crimes committed in their name.

It will certainly not be the last.

Madanmohan Rao is a Collegian staff member. The
opinions in this article are not necessarily those of the

Collegian.

Israeli state terrorism, 'without pity or remorse'
Appearing out of nowhere on a quiet

road in the Lebanese hillsides, Israeli

helicopter gunships swooped down on a

small group of cars, blasted them into

charred wTecks oftwisted metal, and flew

of^ from whence they came.
Inside the burning vehicles, Sayyid

Abbas Musawi, at least six of his body-

guards, his wife Siham and his five year

old son Hussein were roasted alive. The
sheer horror of the murder?, shocked even

the war hardened Lebanese public, with

tele\ision stations declining to show the

grisly remains ofthe cleric and his family,

p;rf icilarly the "incinerated torso, like a

chan-ed log" of the five-year-old Hussein.

Israeli government spokesman Yossi

Olmert gloated the next day, Feb. 17, on

BBC World Service that Israel would

contmue to do what it pleased, "without pity

or remorse," boasting that the terrorist

attack was premeditated and deliberate.

Following an exchange of artillery fire,

Israeli troops launched an assault from

within Israeli-occupied south Lebanon,

lashing out at scores of Shi'a villages,

killing dozens ofinnocents, and driving at

least 100,000 terrified civilians before

them, fleeing from the all too familiar Iron

Fist of Israel.

Israeh tanks smashed through U.N.

barricades, shooting two Fijian peace-

keepers and beating others. 30 villages

were shelled in one day alone. The home of

another cleric. Sheikh Izzidin, was rock-

eted, severely injuring his 12-year-old

daughter. For the Lebanese, it was yet

another encounter with the ruthlessness

of Israeli colonial behavior and state ter-

rorism.

Not surprisingly, this cowardly act of

murder was greeted with howls of delight

in the United States. After all, went the

logic, isn't this Musawi guyjust a terrorist

himselfwho deserved to get his. His orga-

nization, Hizballah, is held in the United

States to be an incomprehensibly and ir-

rationally anti-American group, driven by

religious dementia, anti-Western fervor

and sheer bloodlust.

In fact, Americans know almost noth-

ing of Hizballah, its history, mission or

worldview, and are unlikely to be en-

lightened by the plethora of hysterical,

racist "terrorism experts."

But, ironically, this organization that

Americans and Israelis so despise, is, in

part at least, theirown creation, a product

of and response to the incredible abuse

that the Lebanese people have suffered at

Hussein Ibish

their hands. Historical context explains

all.

Hizballah was established in 1982, pri-

marily as a reaction to the savage violence

of the U.S.-backed Israeli assault on
Lebanon.

June 1982, without warning or provo-

cation, Israel began an intense bombing
campaign against Lebanon, escalating into

a full scale military invasion that remains

one ofthe most brutal in recent history*. In

an attempt to smash organized Palestin-

ian national resistance, and at least as

importantly, to seize control ofthe precious

Litani river that it had long coveted, Israel

killed more than 20,000 men, women and
children, injuring 30,000 and displacing

750,000. South Lebanon was devastated,

the cities ofTyre and Sidon destroyed, and
numerous atrocities committed.

Beirut, one of the world's great cities,

was subjected to one of the great seiges of

modern times, cut offfrom water, food and
electricity, and bombed day and night by
land, sea and air.

Resistance forces evacuated the city on
agreement that the Israelis would not

occupy it. The Israelis promptly broke

their word and presided over an infamous

massacre of thousands of Palestinian ci-

vilians "protected" by U.S. guarantees.

U.S. marines were sent into Beirut as the

Israelis withdrew, and became full par-

ticipants in the war when the USS New
Jersey began pounding villages with shells

as large as Volkswagens.

It was at this stage that various Shi'a

groups, threatened by the formation of a

"national salvation committee" they did not

trust, needing a vehicle to express their

pro-Iranian sentiments, and ready to

struggle against the occupation forces of

Israel (still there), and the U.S. marines
(now gone), formed Hizballah.

Elements oftheDa 'it;a party, alienated

members of the pro-Syrian Amal move-
ment and a group of Najaf-trained schol-

ars led by Sayyid Abbas Musawi joined to

form the new group. Their spiritual leader

was and remains AyatoUah Muhammed
Fadlallah.

To fight the occupying forces, //tzftaZ/a/i

established the Islamic Resistance Forces,

which have since boldly carried the fight

against Israel in Israeli-occupied south

Lebanon, earning the eternal gratitude of

all patriotic Lebanese. Contrary to the

typically false impression given by the

Western press, the IRF has confined itself

to defending the sovereignty of Lebanon,
and until the murder of Sayyid Abbas,
never attempted to cross the border or

attack Israel itself

Since the 1982 horrors, Israel contin-

ues to occupy south Lebanon, brutalize its

inhabitants, many ofwhom have fled, and
kidnap hundreds of Lebanese hostages,

including countless innocent civilians. It

also has abducted scores ofU.N. workers,
of whom dozens remain held hostage. It

has established one of the world's most
brutal and notorious prisons, Khiyam, in

south Lebanon.
In the process, Israel has built up one of

the most impressive records of state ter-

rorism extant. Whatever the terrorist ac-

count of Hizballah, or related groups, its

record can scarcely compare. There is no
difference between a bomb planted in a
civilian area by a "terrorist" (read Third

Worlder), and a bomb dropped on a civil-

ian area by an American or Israeli F-16.

Not that the Americans and Israelis

are averse to planting bombs as well as

dropping them. In a 1985 terrorist attack

on the apartment building where Shi'a

spiritual leader Fadlallah lived, the CIA
murdered 80 innocents and injured over

200. He survived.

Simply, the litany of Israeli and
American terrorism in Lebanon, and the

rest of the Middle East, is both too volu-

minous to recount and has a quality and
quantity of its own. Is the U.S. not holding

the entire nation of Iraq hostage at this

very moment?
Obviously, as long as the U.S. and/or

Israel continue to abuse and victimize the

Arabs peoples, they are liable to experience

resistance of all kinds, including their

own terrorist tactics.

However, since this enmity is clearly

the result of a long and agonizing history

of colonial abuse, it is to be expected that

tensions will decrease if and when the

state ten-orism abates.

In the words of Hizballah spiritual

leader Fadlallah: "/ am against violence,

but what can you do when violence is

imposed onyou?Americanpolicy is viewed
as one ofthe region 's majorimpediments to

freedom and independence. We reject

American policy in its disdain of people's
interests and in itsprotection ofdictatorial
regimes. We are not against the American
state or the American people. We differen-

tiate between our rejection of American
policy and our respect for the American
people.

"TVe could be friends of the U.S. if its

view ofhuman rights in the world evolves.

If the world acts on the basis of mutual
interests and justice, there could be a new
order wherepeople are together in love and
cooperation, and forpeace instead ofwar.

"

Hussein Ibish is a Collegian staffmem-
ber. The opinions expressed in this article

are not necessarily those of the Collegian.
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Arts & Living
HSCN's crazily entertaining
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Hello, movie lovers, and welcome to yet another in-

stallment of the Campus Cable Connection. This week,
there are so many flicks you won't want to miss. Then
again, there are those you'll be sure that you DO want to

miss. So keep it tuned here formy own personal picks and
pans. Now, here are the movies that will be shown
beginning on Wednesday, Feb. 26.

The Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai Across the
Eighth Dimension (a.k.a Buckaroo Banzai) — Peter
Weller, John Lithgow, Ellen Barkin, Jeff Goldblum.
Bizarre cult hit about a hero who's a physicist, rock star,

surgeon, rocket car driver, and a government trouble-

shooter. Whew! It's somewhat hard to follow, and not
particularly enjoyable, but it's kinda fun if you like that

type of movie. **

Armed andDangerous—John Candy, Eugene Levy,
Robert Loggia. It's too bad these stars were wasted on
such a lame script. Sigh. Candy and Levy play two guys
who end up leaving their old jobs to work as security

guards. They get involved in a tangled, yet ridiculously

stupid plot, but some parts are amusing. *l/2

Boyz N The Hood — Ice Cube, Cuba Gooding, Jr.,

Morris Chestnut, Larry Fishbume. A touching, down to

earth film about a father-son relationship as it endures

time as well as negative and positive outside influences.

It addresses (tastefully) the issues of AIDS, drugs, and
street violence. A top choice movie. ****

Children of Paradise — Jean-Louis Barrault,

Arletty, Pierre Brasseur.A delightful and wonderful love

nooeoeoooooo
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story of a beautiful woman and a pantomime. You'll

smile, youll cry, and youll want to see it again. Barrault
is magic. ****

Coming toAmerica— Eddie Murphy, Arsenio Hall,

James Earl Jones. Surprising role-reversal for Murphy,
as no four letter words emerge from his mouth! He's a
sweet prince fi-om a royal family in Afi:ica who decides
that he wants to be his own person and choose his own
wife. Arsenio is hysterical, and Murphy is charming (did

I really just use that word to describe Eddie?). Anyway,
you can't miss it. Oh, and don't forget to look for the
cameo appearances oftwo roles fi-om Trading Places. ** 1/

2

The Grifters — John Cusack, Ai\jelica Huston,
Annette Bening. I give Cusack credit; his roles are

getting much more challenging as the years go by. He is

wonderful in this film about a small-time professional

con artist who'll do just about anything to make a buck.

Huston (as Cusack's mother) is so sly, she seems to just

ooze across the screen. Beware ofthe ending scene— it's

a shocker! An all-around cinematic masterpiece. ****

The Odd Couple— Walter Matthau, Jack Lemmon.
Based on Neil Simon's play about two divorced men
living together. They don't write 'em like this anymore!
(Made into a TV series.) ****

RegardingHenry— Harrison Ford, Annette Bening.

Ford is a man obsessed with his career who finds little

time for his family but is engaged in an affair when he
gets shot in a convenience store. He loses his memory and
must releam how to read, write, etc., and he turns into

a really nice guy. A film that grabs the heeu-t and doesn't

let go. ****

Roxanne — Steve Martin, Daryl Hannah, Rick
Rossovich. Call me a softie, but the song that plays when
the ending credits roll does something to me every single

time I watch it. I cry every time. This movie is a modem
version of Cyrano De Bergerac with Martin as a large-

nosed fire chief and Hannah as a beautiful, blonde

astronomer. The film is sweet and romantic, but it

misses something along the way that I can't quite putmy
finger on. An enjoyable effort nonetheless. ***

Stand By Me— Wil Wheaton, River Phoenix, Corey
Feldman. Has anyone out there NOT seen this movie?

It's actually based on a novella by Stephen King called

"The Body," and I'm told that it is a true story. Ifyou don't

know the plot, call me, and I'll tell you. And don't you
agree that River Phoenix was much cuter at thirteen

than he is now?*** 1/2

The Producers — Zero Mostel, Gene Wilder, Ken-

neth Mars. One of director Mel Brooks' satirical tri-

umphs about a scheming producer (Mostel) who cons an
CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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LBGA Cafe
By WENDY JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

Last Saturday night, Feb. 22, Southwest's
Hampden Theatre once again transformed into

the "Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Cafe." Anyone
expecting the usual hot Java and cool comedy was
presented instead with salty pretzels and deep
reflection.

Each of the three performers used a different

means of expressing their experiences within the

gay conununity.
The first performance, a senior thesis written

by Hampshire College student Cara Page and
directed by Monica Slade, was titled "In the Blood
of Black Women."

Page used song and the spoken word to declare

that Black women "carry, we lead, we remember.
. . our blood sisters. . . our blood brothers. . . We
were never meant to survive. . . [Yet] the physical

pain. . . makes us stronger. . . Our spirit endures."

Five Black women made these declarations on
stage, each holding a candle, each carryinga legacy,

each capable of passing on that legacy to the next

generation.

The next person to take the stage was Steven
Riel, who read some satirical poems from his up-

comingbook ofgay poemsHou; ToDream (Amherst
Writers and Artists' Press, 1992).

Each poem expressed his feelings about grow-

ing up gay. One poem, titled "Almost Sisters,"

centered around his need for acceptance and
wholeness.

"How you kept my secret in the beisement [fash-

ioning make-believe gowns]. . . I don't need your

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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Third World Affairs
New World Order: a way of war and a way of life

"It is an anomaly ofwar that those who have suffered

the most have been heard from the least."

["Life Under an Air War." Harper Books!

Or have received the least attention from the perpe-

trators of their suffering.

Part I: An agrarian society — Laos, 1964 - 1969

In northeastern Laos, the central Xieng Khaouang
province, lies an elevated plateau called the Plain ofJars.

In Sep. 1969, the 2,000 year-old society of the Plain of

Jars disappeared.

This was the result ofa new form ofwarfare, conducted

by the United States, ignored by the media, researched

little by academics and war historians, and almost com-

pletely unknown to the majority of Americans.

Named after large clay receptacles believed to be the

funeral urns ofan ancient race, its natural resources and

strategic location made the Plain of Jars one of the most

fought-over areas in South-East Asia, throughout history

right down to this centur>'.

Eager to fill the power vacuum left by retreating

French colonial forces in 1954. the United States decided

to seize tbf Plain ofJars for espionage against China and

sabotage in '.'ietnam.

There were two obstacles— a peasant population ofa

quarter million, and elements of Pathet Lao ("nation of

Laos' guerillas.

The solution was chilling in its magnitude. In an air

war. from 1964 to 1969. 150,000 tons of bombs were

dropped by 40,000 sorties. In 1969 alone, the tonnage of

bombs dropped exceeded that over Nazi-occupied Europe

in any World War II year.

Nothing was spared — homes, schools, pagodas,

warehouses, farms, livestock, and civilians were subjected

to a merciless hail of high explosives, fragmentation

bombs, anti-personnel bomb pellets, napalm, strafing,

white phosphorus, and toxic defoliants. By 1968, the

entire infrastructure of society was obliterated.

In a manner similar to the herding of survivors ofthe

Native American genocides into "reservations," the few

tens of thousands of survivors were crammed into con-

centration camps ringed by barbed wres, dubbed "stra-

tegic hamlets" or "restoration zones."

The Plain of Jars earned the distinction of being the

first society in history to be victimized by a new form of

warfare — near-total destruction and demoralization of

a civilian society through a massive air war on its entire

social infrastructure.

It was not the last.

Part II: An industrial society — Iraq, 1991

The Gulf War was fought — pick your reasons — to

defend Saudi Arabia, liberate Kuwait, protect freedom

ever%^here, control the world's oil reserves, safeguard

American jobs, etc

Nonetheless, Operation Desert Nintendo was one of

the most barbaric and cowardly wars of all.

110,000 sorties pounded the Iraqi civilian support

infrastructure out of existence. Facilities for day-to-day

Madanmohan Rao

amenities of civiUan life were deliberately and system-

atically annihilated. For Iraq, one ofthe most industrial-

ized Third World states, the results were "near apocalyp-

tic," in the words of a U.N. team. Iraq was bombed back

into the previous century.

The reality on the ground today is numbing. Close to

300,000 Iraqis dead. 100,000 children dead in 1991 alone.

One million children, or one third of all children in Iraq,

malnourished. More than half the drinking water con-

taminated with fecal matter.

Tripling of typhoid and quadrupling of diarrheal dis-

ease cases. No soap to wash the blood in maternity wards.

Shortages of medical supplies. 90 percent unemploy-

ment. Poverty levels approaching India. Wages among
the lowest on earth.

The United States blames this on Saddam, but main-

tains the embargo to try to blackmail Iraqis to oust him.

And yet, a recent report from a visiting U.S. professor

reveals great popular support for Saddam, and commen-
dations from international organizations for Ba'athist

relief measures.

Still the people ofIraq pay the price ofdefiance: death.

Iraq is not the first society to meet this horrendous fate

AP photo

Iraqis gather for water around a Red Cross
tanker in the village of Medina in southern
Iraq last Saturday. There are acute water
shortges in Iraq due to damaged waterpipes
caused by allied bombing during the War.

through a U.S. air war, the newest form of mass murder.

It will certainly not be the last.

Part III: The United States of America
This is not just another tale of death and destruction.

This is not a dry, academic exercise comparing two

instances of warfare, or predicting future onslaughts on

the Third World.

This is an indictment ofthe people ofthe United States

ofAmerica, who enjoy the fruits of their country's actions,

but do not care to even know the cost of those actions.

Let's begin with the Happy Valley. The time for yellow

ribbons, flags, protests, teach-ins— has come and gone.

Having recovered ft-om the worry, or duty, offacing the

bullet, Americans turn to their next priority, the wallet.

Is there any real interest in the aftermath of the war?

A recent presentation on the situation in Iraq by

members of the Harvard team which visited Iraq twice

last year was attended by less than two dozen people, a

mere handful of them students.

Where are the political science and history depart-

ments? What can those terms really mean to those able

to ignore all this?

And how about the readership of this august publi-

cation, a free daily with a circulation of 17,000 in 9 towns?

So far, on the anniversary of the war, not one letter has

been received from any reader about any aspect of the

war, let alone its civilian toll.

As for the Third World community here, its deafening

silence speaks volumes, but more on that in a later edition.

It would be arrogant, self-righteous, and improper for

those of us from the outside to ask Americans to come to

terms with their responsibility for their country's actions.

We leave it up to them to continue to do what they do

best— lead the good ol' American way of life, or believe

that any form ofdissent absolves them, or try to convince

us that some of them are actually as underprivileged as

the masses in the Third World, or point fingers at their

government, their military, their media, theireducational

system, and their economic condition.

The New World Order has refined innovative and
diabolical forms of warfare which are characterized by

scant regard for not just the legal and moral norms of

humanity, but any commonsense notions of decency.

Simultaneously, the citizens of the empire display a

chilling lack of desire to learn the cost the preservation

oftheir lifestyle incurs on the f>eoples ofthe Third World.

The ongoing Gulf War is definitely not the first time

that Americans have refused to admit tacit complicity in

the unspeakable war crimes committed in their name.

It will certainly not be the last.

Madanmohan Rao is a Collegian staff member. The

opinions in this article are not necessarily those of the

Collegian.

Israeli state terrorism, ^without pity or remorse'
Appearing out of nowhere on a quiet

road in the Lebanese hillsides. Israeli

helicopter gunships swooped down on a

small group of cars, blasted them into

charred wrecks oftwisted metal, and flew

oH" from whence they came.

Inside the burning vehicles, Sayyid

Abbas Musawi, at least six of his body-

guards, his wife Siham and his five year

old son Hussein were roasted alive. The
sheer horror of the murder.-, shocked even

the war hardened Lebanese public, with

telension stations declining to show the

grisly remains ofthe cleric and his family,

p. rticilarly the "incinerated torso, like a

cha'Ted log" of the five-year-old Hussein.

!>rao!i government spokesman Yossi

Olmert gloated the next day, Feb. 17, on

BBC World Service that Israel would
contmue to do what it pleased, "without pity

or remorse," boasting that the terrorist

attack was premeditated and deliberate.

Following an exchange of artillery xi^e,

Israeli troops launched an assault from

v^rithin Israeli-occupied south Lebanon,

lashing out at scores of Shi'a villages,

killing dozens of innocents, and driving at

least 100,000 terrified civilians before

them, fleeing from the all too familiar Iron

Fist of Israel.

Israeli tanks smashed through U.N.

barricades, shooting two Fijian peace-

keepers and beating others. 30 villages

were shelled in one day alone. The home of

another cleric, Sheikh Izzidin, was rock-

eted, severely injuring his 12-year-old

daughter. For the Lebanese, it was yet

another encounter with the ruthlessness

of Israeli colonial behavior and state ter-

rorism.

Not surprisingly, this cowardly act of

murder was greeted with howls of delight

in the United States. After all, went the

logic, isn't this Musawi guy just a terrorist

himselfwho deserved to get his. His orga-

nization, Hizballah, is held in the United

States to be an incomprehensibly and ir-

rationally anti-American group, driven by

religious dementia, anti-Western fervor

and sheer bloodlust.

In fact, Americans know almost noth-

ing of Hizballah, its history, mission or

worldview, and are unlikely to be en-

lightened by the plethora of hysterical,

racist "terrorism experts."

But, ironically, this organization that

Americans and Israelis so despise, is, in

part at least, theirown creation, a product

of and response to the incredible abuse

that the Lebanese people have suffered at

Hussein Wish

their hands. Historical context explains

all.

Hizballah was established in 1982, pri-

marily as a reaction to the savage violence

of the U.S.-backed Israeli assault on

Lebanon.
June 1982, without warning or provo-

cj.t?on, Israel began an intense bombing
campaign against Lebanon, escalating into

a full scale military invasion that remains

one ofthe most brutal in recent history. In

an attempt to smash organized Palestin-

ian national resistance, and at least as

importantly, to seize control ofthe precious

Litaniriverthatithad long coveted, Israel

killed more than 20,000 men, women and
children, injuring 30,000 and displacing

750,000. South Lebanon was devastated,

the cities ofTyre and Sidon destroyed, and
numerous atrocities committed.

Beirut, one of the world's great cities,

was subjected to one of the great seiges of

modern times, cut offfrom water, food and
electricity, and bombed day and night by
land, sea and air.

Resistance forces evacuated the city on
agreement that the Israelis would not

occupy it. The Israelis promptly broke

their word and presided over an infamous

massacre of thousands of Palestinian ci-

vilians "protected" by U.S. guarantees.

U.S. marines were sent into Beirut as the

Israelis withdrew, and became full par-

ticipants in the war when the USS New
Jersey began pounding villages with shells

as large as Volkswagens.
It was at this stage that various Shi'a

groups, threatened by the formation of a

"national salvation committee" they did not

trust, needing a vehicia to express their

pro-Iranian sentiments, and ready to

struggle against the occupation forces of

Israel (still there), and the U.S. marines
(now gone), formed Hizballah.

Elements oftheDa 'ifQ party, alienated

members of the pro-Syrian Amal move-
ment and a group of Najaf-trained schol-

ars led by Sayyid Abbas Musawi joined to

form the new group. Their spiritual leader

was and remains AyatoUah Muhammed
Fadlallah.

To fight the occupjang forces,Hizballah

estahMshedthe Islamic Resistance Forces,
which have since boldly carried the fight

against Israel in Israeli-occupied south

Lebanon, earning the eternal gratitude of

all patriotic Lebanese. Contrary to the

typically false impression given by the

Western press, the IRF has confined itself

to defending the sovereignty of Lebanon,
and until the murder of Sa3^d Abbas,
never attempted to cross the border or

attack Israel itself

Since the 1982 horrors, Israel contin-

ues to occupy south Lebanon, brutalize its

inhabitants, many ofwhom have fled, and
kidnap hundreds of Lebanese hostages,

including countless innocent civilians. It

also has abducted scores of U.N. workers,
of whom dozens remain held hostage. It

has established one of the world's most
brutal and notorious prisons, Khiyam, in

south Lebanon.

In the process, Israel has built up one of

the most impressive records of state ter-

rorism extant. Whatever the terrorist ac-

count of Hizballah, or related groups, its

record can scarcely compare. There is no
difference between a bomb planted in a
civilian area by a "terrorist" (read Third

Worlder), and a bomb dropped on a civil-

ian area by an American or Israeli F-16.

Not that the Americans and Israelis

are averse to plemting bombs as well as

dropping them. In a 1985 terrorist attack

on the apartment building where Shi'a

spiritual leader Fadlallah lived, the CIA
murdered 80 innocents and injured over

200. He survived.

Simply, the litany of Israeli and
American terrorism in Lebanon, and the

rest of the Middle East, is both too volu-

minous to recount and has a quality and
quantity of its own. Is the U.S. not holding

the entire nation of Iraq hostage at this

very moment?
Obviously, as long as the U.S. and/or

Israel continue to abuse and victimize the

Arabs peoples, they are liable to experience

resistance of all kinds, including their

own terrorist tactics.

However, since this enmity is clearly

the result of a long and agonizing history

of colonial abuse, it is to be expected that

tensions will decrease if and when the

state terrorism abates.

In the words of Hizballah spiritual

leader Fadlallah: "/ am against violence,

but what can you do when violence is

imposed onyou ?American policy is viewed
as one ofthe region 's majorimpediments to

freedom and independence. We reject

American policy in its disdain ofpeople's

interests and in itsprotection ofdictatorial
regimes. We are not against the American
state or the American people. Vfe differen-

tiate between our rejection of American
policy and our respect for the American
people.

"We could be friends of the U.S. if its

view ofhuman rights in the world evolves.

If the world acts on the basis of mutual
interests and justice, there could be a new
order where people are together in love and
cooperation, and forpeace instead ofwar.

"

Hussein Ibish is a Collegian staffmem-
ber. The opinions expressed in this article

are not necessarily those of the Collegian.
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Arts & Living
HSCN's crazily entertaining
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Hello, movie lovers, and welcome to yet another in-

stallment of the Campus Cable Connection. This week,
there are so many flicks you won't want to miss. Then
again, there are those you'll be sure that you DO want to

miss. So keep it tuned here formy own personal picks and
pans. Now, here are the movies that will be shown
beginning on Wednesday, Feb. 26.

The Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai Across the
Eighth Dimension (a.k.a Buckaroo Banzai) — Peter

Weller, John Lithgow, Ellen Barkin, Jeff Goldblum.
Bizarre cult hit about a hero who's a physicist, rock star,

surgeon, rocket car driver, and a government trouble-

shooter. Whew! It's somewhat hard to follow, and not

particularly enjoyable, but it's kinda fun ifyou Uke that

type of movie. **

Armed andDangerous—JohnCandy, Eugene Levy,
Robert Loggia. It's too bad these stars were wasted on
such a lame script. Sigh. Candy and Levy play two guys

who end up leaving their old jobs to work as security

gfuards. They get involved in a tangled, yet ridiculously

stupid plot, but some parts are amusing. *l/2

Boyz N The Hood — Ice Cube, Cuba Gooding, Jr.,

Morris Chestnut, Larry Fishbume. A touching, down to

earth film about a father-son relationship as it endures

time as well as negative and positive outside influences.

It addresses (tastefully) the issues of AIDS, drugs, and
street violence. A top choice movie. ****

Children of Paradise — Jean-Louis Barrault,

Arletty, Pierre Brasseur.A delightful and wonderful love

loooooooooooooeoeooo
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story of a beautiful woman and a pantomime. You'll

smile, you'll cry, and youll want to see it again. Barrault
is magic. ****

Coming toAmerica— Eddie Murphy, Arsenio Hall,

James Earl Jones. Surprising role-reversal for Murphy,
as no four letter words emerge from his mouth! He's a
sweet prince from a royal family in Africa who decides

that he wants to be his own person and choose his own
wife. Arsenio is hysterical, and Murphy is charming (did

I really just use that word to describe Eddie?). Anyway,
you can't miss it. Oh, and don't forget to look for the

cameo appearances oftwo roles fi^m Trading Places. *** 1/

2

The Grifters — John Cusack, Aryelica Huston,
Annette Bening. I give Cusack credit; his roles are

getting much more challenging as the years go by. He is

wonderful in this film about a small-time professional

con artist who'll do just about anything to make a buck.

Huston (as Cusack's mother) is so sly, she seems to just

ooze across the screen. Beware ofthe ending scene— it's

a shocker! An all-around cinematic masterpiece. ***"

The Odd Couple— Walter Matthau, Jack Lemmon.
Based on Neil Simon's play about two divorced men
living together. They don't write 'em like this anymore!
(Made into a TV series.) ****

RegardingHenry— Harrison Ford,Annette Bening.

Ford is a man obsessed with his career who finds little

time for his family but is engaged in an affair when he
gets shot in a convenience store. He loses his memory and
must releam how to read, write, etc., and he turns into

a really nice guy. A film that grabs the heart and doesn't

let go. ****

Roxanne — Steve Martin, Daryl Hannah, Rick

Rossovich. Call me a softie, but the song that plays when
the ending credits roll does something to me every single

time I watch it. I cry every time. This movie is a modem
version of Cyrano De Bergerac with Martin as a large-

nosed fire chief and Hannah as a beautiful, blonde

astronomer. The film is sweet and romantic, but it

misses something along the way that I can't quite putmy
finger on. An enjoyable effort nonetheless. ***

Stand By Me— Wil Wheaton, River Phoenix, Corey
Feldman. Has anyone out there NOT seen this movie?

It's actually based on a novella by Stephen King called

The Body," and I'm told that it is a true story. Ifyou don't

know the plot, call me, and I'll tell you. And don't you
agree that River Phoenix was much cuter at thirteen

than he is now? ***l/2

The Producers — Zero Mostel, Gene Wilder, Ken-

neth Mars. One of director Mel Brooks' satirical tri-

umphs about a scheming producer (Mostel) who cons an
CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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LBGA Cafe
By WENDY JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

Last Saturday night, Feb. 22, Southwest's
Hampden Theatre once again transformed into

the "Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual Cafe." Anyone
expecting the usual hot java and cool comedy was
presented instead with salty pretzels and deep
reflection.

Each of the three performers used a different

means of expressing their experiences within the

gay community.
The first performance, a senior thesis written

by Hampshire College student Cara Page and
directed by Monica Slade, was titled "In the Blood

of Black Women."
Page used song and the spoken word to declare

that Black women "cany, we lead, we remember.
. . our blood sisters. . . our blood brothers. . . We
were never meant to survive. . . [Yet] the physical

pain. . . makes us stronger. . . Our spirit endures."

Five Black women made these declarations on

stage, each holding a candle, each carrying a legacy,

each capable of passing on that legacy to the next

generation.

The next person to take the stage was Steven
Riel, who read some satirical poems from his up-

comingbook ofgay poems //ou; ToDream (Amherst
Writers and Artists' Press, 1992).

Each poem expressed his feelings about grow-

ing up gay. One poem, titled "Almost Sisters,"

centered around his need for acceptance and
wholeness.

"How you kept my secret in the basement [fash-

ioning make-believe gowns]. . . I don't need your

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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Wednesday Night is

GUEST BARTENDER NIGHT
At Mike's

Free T-shirts & Prizes!

This week's guest bartender is: Bruce Linson

Features YEIGERMEISTER
$2 shots! Free hats! T-shhts! Prizes!

PRIZES:

• $25.00 Gift Certificate to Mike's • Mike'sOriginal T Shirt

• 2-Week membership to THE GYM • Large Cheese Pizza from Pinocchio's

• 2 passes to AMC Movie theaters • YOUR picture on the walls of Mike's

Drawing is Wednesday Night.

Must be present to win but put your name in at any time!

Don't forget Mike's Famous smorg

on Friday afternoons!

Always something

for everyone!

Supplies tomeet
yourdemands
Next lime you come into Kinko's for copies, pick up some

supplies. You'll find a full selection of the items you need

most in one convenient place. And with our extended

hours, we're ready to supply your demands day or night.

I Stationery and school supplies

I Writing paper, copier paper

and envelopes

I Pens, pencils and markers

I Stamps and packaging

materials

* Drink Special
*

Coors Light Bottles

$1.25

* Drink Special*

Busch

Pitcher $4.50

open 24 hours

253-2543

220 Nortli Pleasant Street

(Actoss from ihc Carriage Skips)

kinko^
the copy center

Brain power.

Nowavail&leonthe

installmentplaa
Here's a vva\- to leam faster and work

smarter \\ith( )ut putting a k < ( )fcash down.

It's called the AppkQ )mpuier IiJan.

Right n( )w, qualifying students, parents

hm Aving on behalfofsajdents, and faculty

and staffmembers with an annual income

( )f at least $ IS.fXX), can puirha.se an Apple"

Macint(»>h" a)mputer s\stem using a special

financing plan set up just f( )r you.

AjopK' tobom Av th )m $ i ,500 to $ 10,(XX) for

a Madnt( ^h a )mputer. ( )ther Apple prrxJucts—

including the .^pplt<2/^F' extenckl service

plan, and up t( )tW ,s( )ft\\m.' {packages.

Ifyou're a saident, y[)u'll be able to defer

principal payments for up to 48 months

while in sdxx)!, making inierest<Tily payments

until 30 days after )\)u ^uate or leave school.

Interest rates are surprisingly' low. and yoj can

take up to eight yeai^ to repay.*

So stop hfy t(Klay and fill out a loan

application.

Because this is one way to afford a

Macintosh, c/en if}^)u can't affotd a Macintosh.

Come talk to the Apple representative about

Apple computer loans

^nmVERSITY
mSTORE^

Campus Center

545-2619

M-F 9-5 SAT 11-3
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DOONESBURY By CARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

JIM'S JOURNAL

Good heavens! Pablo got an F' in art! . . . Well, I'm

just going to go down to that school myself and meet
this teacher face to face!"

I-^ ^9»^i "15«H Ugrr

By JIM

tUftv»5Wt it VHol^

Quote of the Day
"If you were a lobsterman, would you enter

a haunted house surrounded by artillery?"

- Dr. Fred in Lobstemien from Mars

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

THE MACIC CLOWN
Die leiiei^ juil Ui[ mm
\wlm\i^U\),m^^ sec

[more of B^po anfi yiis cxploiH.

Hate's 5on>t mote ch^fdcttrs

Chuck 1he Gnome ft ttiottwhlu

evil woodland ct^aivre..
Bcaslen-'H^e tojteti rabbit

seen in rnosi eveni Qartoon

SHip I^Dciun ft) k'TOniKj.

By GEOFFREY

nor. Shnaubd : A bear- lite

cy>?)ract€r who resembled a

imdqiiK,

ironq!

Mmmi

itiQWHin)2liifl ^^^,3

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): An
older person has some wonderful news
to <h,->-j. Listen closely— it could mean
greater security for your family. Curb a

tendency to talksliopwhen socializing.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Pay-

ing bills on lime protects your credit

rating. A close friend or relative may be
willing to arrange a short-term loan.

Check both train and flight schedules if

planning a business trip.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -June 20): A new
financial partnership begins to yield

handsome profits. Your personal con-

tacts bring you wondenul luck. Substi-

tute long-distance phone calls for ex-

pensive travel.

CANCER dune 21-)uly 22): Meet-
ing a deadline will put you head and
shoulders ahead of your competition.

Improve yourcommunications skills

—

they will help you land a lop job! A
long-distance romance begins to inten-

sify.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22): Leam to

express your feelings in a calm, positive

manner. Enrolling in night school or

attending a seminar will boost your

earning potential. Your reliability helps

you move up the ladder of success.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): An ex-

cellent day to disp>ose of unwanted
Items cluttering up the basement or

attic. Renovating vour home will add to

your coroforl while increasing its value.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Home
projects could lead to a second income.

Seek the cooperation of family. Some
surprising news elicits an unexpected
reaction. Improving your appearance
will boost your ego.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Your
mate may urge you to act in a more
conservative manner. Leam from your

experiences. Do not sell yourself short.

Your creativity commands top dollar!

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):

Although you have undertaken a rather

tough assignment, any difficulties are

offset by the promised rewards. Be care-

ful not to aa over<onfident. Romance
lakes on a rosy glow.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):

Your associates may not be able to help

out today — rely mostly on your own
efforts. Your clever handling of a per-

sonnel matter wins you new respect.

Spruce up your appearance.

AQUARIUS (tan. 20-Feb. 18): Re-

sist the urge to roll over someone who
crosses you today. Although you are

irritated by other people's lame excuses

and shortcomings, this is not the day to

say so.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Busi-

ness must come before pleasure, espe-

cially duringoffice hours. A co-worker's

ideas tend to be on the extravagant side.

Be tactful when offering an alternative

suggestion.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN
HI I'M WgKt TO Ak^CITIOM T» %i VViM Po 1 06''/ Cooi. n

, DuOt ' N"
'

1 r—^(jorm w*rt Nte-njiiKj'

Today's Staff
Night Editor Greg Sukiennik

Copy Editor Darienne Hosley

PhotoTechnician Christopher Evans

Production Supervisor Oliver Raskin

Production Brad Hutchison

Lisa Roman

Men
LUNCH

Hamburger on Roll

Clam Roll

u
DINNER

Chicken Fajitas

Pineapple Ham Steak

BASICS LUNCH
Oat Burger

Clam Roll

BASICS DINNER
Tofu Panie

Chicken Fajitas

ACROSS
1 Lute

5 Rho s toHowei
10 Cily on the

Humboldt
14 Actress

Naziirova

15 Just clear of

the bolloiTi

naulically

16 lion s leliedt

17 Sony lioni The
New Mo<in

20 Actoi Holmes
21 Role lot Sly

22 Gl s holiday

23 Moon feature

25 Tune
26 Loessei

CaiiiMChael

song
.33 Ecclesiastical

council

36 Provide lodging

37 Oahu garland

38 Time segment
39 Janeiro

40 Mosaic piece

41 Limb
42 Metropolitan

Opera
conductor

Nello

43 Mopaired Chans
44 Honiberg song
i/ Mine yiolil

46 Was p.itieni

52 Meiiioratile

pianist CiaiKlio

55 Map collection

58 Got 3

Secret

59 Early Elvis song
62 Part of HOMES
63 Finnish lake

64 Mo/art s

Paslore
65 Weather

Itirucdsl

66 Millei b

salesman
67 Petniils

DOWN
1 rundaniental

2 Hue sue

3 One ol the

Masseys

4 i oUowui ol

5 Across
5 1984 Brooke
Shields lilm

6 OelJil

7 Sei/e

8 Artist Joan
9 Fitting

10 Chuich ollicials

1

1

Tit)etan priest

12 Ukraine cily

13 Caen s river

18 Cornered
19 Skip owei

24 Norse god ol

thunder

25 Handle for

Henri

27 Horned African

inaiiinial. lor

bllOlt

28 Paitner ol nail

29 A Murphy
30 Musicologist

Downs
31 River to the

Ubangi
32 German song
33 Forn er Iranian

ruler

J4 IJdys ol

35 King ol early

Rome -

f^^mpllllls

39 Appraise
40 Comic

Jacques
42 Swagger
43 1929

occurrence

45 Dbllowed
46 Rouse

49 Chaiiipionslii|i

50 Turn inside out
51 Strikes out

52 Allention getter

53 Soprano Grist

54 Marsli turd

'j5 Memoratile
CHrtoonisI filter

56 Nets or Jet'.>

57 /fiiwago s love

60 canio
61 I ubncate

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

2/26/92
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The opinions expressed on this pdge ore those ot the cartoonists jnd do not necessjiily retlecl the views ot the Co/Ze^'/jo or the University.
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SAME BAT
CHANNEL
Comics • C jals •

C/cHllCSilMoiV...

|-1ddloy • 58^8775

Inj^lcsidc Midi

I lolyokc • 531^-9797

Books Shipimnc]

Fkm. 26-28

Ad\ cnturcs of

Supcniian #4S9

Animal Man #46

^ Amiaiicddon:

Inferno #1 (of 4)

Biirbic Fashion #16

Batman: l-cgcndsof

ilie Diuk Kmghi #2<-)

Brave & ihc Bold #5

(of 6)

Captain Planet #7

Conan Saga #61

Dealhlok #10

Defenders K^\

OynaliXMi Cit\ #3

(of 6)

Dr. Strange #40

I>eadlands #4 (of 4)

Fantastie Four #363

Green Lantern #23

Hellraiser#i:

Iron Man #279 (OjT

Gal. Stomi: PcUt 13)

James Bond Jr. #4

Justiee League

, Spcetaeulai#l

KidNPIav#l(K)
Leoendoflhe Shield #10

L.E.G.LO.N. 92 #38

Marvel Universe:

Master Ed. #17

Mcx)n Knight #37

(with The Punisher!)

Nam#67(Hey.kxik!

The Punisher again)

New Warriors #22

Pirates of Diirk

Water #6 (of 9)

I
Punisher Armorv #3

Punisher War
Joumel #41

Ray #3 (of 6)

Shado: Song of the

: Dragon #2 (of 4)

Silver Surfer #64

Sfxxlacular Spidcr-Man # 187

Stannan #45

StarTrek: The Next

Generation #30

Swamp Thing #1 18

Thor#446(6p.Gal
Storm: Part 14)

XT^bree #9

X-Men Classie # 70

Appearing for

Signings

SaLFeb.29, 1-5pm

rrOMVEITCH
Infamous DC Wrtter

HCH RS
M()N-S\! • 10-9

Sun- 2o

cafe
CONTINUED F(K)M PAGE 7

dolls anyraore/l refuse to leave my gown behind to b>e an
uncle/I led a double life too long to believe in make-
believe."

The final performance was done by two performance
artists from The Big Apple. Titled Two Women Delving

Into the Mysteries of Life." Most audience members
seemed to share the consensus that a more apt title would
have been "An Audience Delves into the Mysteries of the

Meaning of this Performance."

Clare Venoit and Laura I>anza wrote and starred in

the one act soliloquy containing true stories from the

performers' lives ranging from child abuse to careers.

Like the first performance, it relied on music and the

spoken word to convey its theme. However, it was diffi-

cult for one to say exactly what the theme was.

Perhaps the most enlightening moment came when
Lanza asked, "What is the point of a Lesbian strip show?
Our bodies all share the same secret."

Lanza lefl us to reflect on this intriguing question

while she transformed herself from a "butch" in leather

and denim to a "femme" stripper in draping chiffon.

looooooooooooooooooaooeooooooceoooooooeooooooooooooeooeoocoooooooooe

Bartending
The Ideal College Job!

CALL: (617) 247-16(K)uKlay

ami get a head start on your plans

for next summer.

ASK: How U) ctMiipleic training in

1 week dunng Nour break or

2 weeks during the senKster.

LKA RN: I low bartending puis eash in your

[xvket. adds excilenK'nt to your stvial

lite and gi\es yt)u the nexible hours you

need lo slay on lop ol ; v'ur sliidies.

DLSCON KR: How NtBS will help you

make it happen

^
New ij^jkiiMl ^'// Raylslon Street

Bartpntlers g,,^^„„ ^fj^ 02116

• Auto Glass
Replacement

• Body Shop
• Used Car
• Mechanical
Repairs

North Amherst Motors
Old Sunderland Rd., No.Amhorst 549-2880

A CARSTARif
Collision Repair Center

Car & Truck
Rentals

• Late Model Dependable Transportation

• Inexpensive Rates- Daily - Weetzly - Monthly

• Mastercard, Visa, American Express

• Must Be 21 Years ofA^ To Rent

as

CALL
253-5040

at

312 College Street. Amherst. MA 01004

7t

I
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WHY TOU SHOULD STMT PLANNING FOR
RETIREMENT WITH TOUR EYES CLOSED.

For retirement to be the time ofyour life, you
have to dream a little—about the things

vou've always Nvanted to do: travel, explore,

start a business. Just imagine. .

.

With a dream and a plan, you can make it

happen. Your pension and Social Security

should provide a good

basic retirement income,

but what about all those

extras that make your

dreams possible? You'll

probably need some
additional savings.

THE DREAM IS YOUR OWN.
WE CAN HELP YOU WTTH THE PLAN.

TIAACREF Supplemental Retirement

Annuities (SRAs), tax-deferred annuities for

people like you in education and research, are

a good way to save for retirement and save

on taxes now. SRAs are easy —you make con-

tributions through your institution before your

taxes are calculated, so you pay less tax now.

You pay no tax on
/

your SRA contributions

and earnings until you
receive them as income.

And saving regularly

means your contribu-

tions and their earnings

can add up quickly.

What else makes SRAs
so special? A broad range

of allocation choices, from

the safety ofTIAA to the

investment accounts ol

CREF's variable annuity;

no sales charges; a variety of ways to receive

income, including annuities, payments over a

fixed period, or cash. You may also be able to

borrow against your SRA accumulation

before you retire.*

All this, plus the top investment manage-

ment that has helped make TIAACREF the

largest retirement system in the country.

So start dreaming and planning for the time

ofyour life. Because the sooner you start your

SRA, the greater your savings and your retire-

ment will be.

r

Ensuring the future

for those who shape itr

KSTART PLANNING FOR THE / """<«'''//,

TIME OF YOUR LIFE, TODAY. )

l"f>r your (rrr TIAA CRKK Supplemental t

Kfliremeiil Annuity' Kit. send this coupon lo: *
TIAA CRKK, Depl. QC. 7.^0 Third Avenue.

New York. NY 10017Or lall I 800 842-27.'53, Ext. 8016.

Sftmf { Plra»e prim )

AA>rtjj

Villi Sunt ZipCnk

Injhlulii'n ( hull name

)

llllr Daitlimr I'bflHt 1 )

TIAA ( 'Rtl- hirluiptinl

D ».. a s«

II <lt.<. SihmI Sfiiirilif #

'I)rp*n<ling up«»n youf mini ue ion plan «nil ihr »t«if>yfiu livr in ( RKh Jinniiiiirt arr Hi«tribuir<l by TIAA ('Rl> Imfiviiiual & InKtitiitinnal Srrvur*. Im

For mi>rri.omplne informAlton, imluding ch*rge» and enprnte*. tall I SOO 842-2733. Kjit &609for a prm(»r*tt« Head ihr prm|»e< !ii»< arrfully liefore ynu uiv^m .h smd rnom\

riCH^

Now Playing

CAPE
FEAR

Showtimes:
Fri. - Sun.

7pm & 9:15pm
Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7:30pm
Adults $4.00

Student w/valid I.D. &
Senior Citizens $3.00

Dear Kristen,

My roommate just

left for Rio. 15 mem-
bers of fiis host family

will meet him at air-

port! I'm off to the
Amazon tomorrow.
Archbishop
Desmond Tutu just

boarded the ship.

Can't believe we will

spend 10 days
crossing the Atlantic

hearing him lecture

on South Africa and
talking informally at

dinner on deck.

Com Amor,
Brian

P.S. Glad to hear you
got your application

for Semester at Sea
by calling 800-854-
0195. Send it now!
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countant (Wilder) into helping him sell a play that's sure
to bomb. This film earned Brooks a well-deserved Oscar

BOLTWOOD
MARKET
stock Up at

Downtown Amherst's
QDiy.Market Featuring:

Fresh Produce $ Groceries
Meats # Service Deli

Tbke the bus& come see us!

(Belchertown Rd & South Amherst Bus Routes)

253-9081 • Open Monday - Saturday 9-7

17 Kellogg Ave. (Behind Baits)

for his screenplay. ****

Top Secret— Val Kilmer, Lucy Gutteridge, Christo-

pher ViUiers. Let me tell you, any film that the Zucker
brothers direct has potential (Airplane, The Naked Gun,
etc.) I feel that this movie did not get the credit it

deserved. Kilmer is a rock starwho becomes embroiled in

espionage while touring in East Germany. It seems to

lack an ending, but there are some unprecedented funny
scenes. ***l/2

Three Fugitives— Nick Nolte, Martin Short, Sarah
Rowland Doroff. Director Francis Veber's remake of his

own French comedy, Les Fugitifs. Nolte is an ex-con who
is irmocently mistaken for a bank robberwhen he is taken
hostage by the bumbling Short. The film is cute, and the
little girl is even cuter (youjust want to hug her and take
her home with you), but the ending will make you say
"duh." Too bad, but I did like the movie. **l/2

The Verdict— Paul Newman, Charlotte Rampling,
Jack Wafden. Very few "court" movies have packed as
much punch as this one did. Director Sidney Lumet took
the screenplay — by David Mamet from the novel by
Barry Reed — and transformed it into a powerful
courtroom drama about a down-and-out Boston lawyer
who finally has a case he believes in. Simply wonderful.

Young Frankenstein — Gene Wilder, Peter Boyle,

Marty Feldman. You can ask any ofmy friends. . . I can

recite this movie word for word. This film is an absolute
RIOT! Director Mel Brooks has done it again; he took the
original Frankenstein and made such a parody. . . oy
gevalt! I'm getting shplikies just writing about it (sorry,

it's a Jewish thing). Feldman as Igor (pronounced "Eye-
gore") is beyond hysterical. ****

Teenage Mutant Niiga Turtles — Judith Hoag,
Elias Koteas, Voices of Bobbie Rist, Kevin Clash, Brian
Tochi, David McCharen, and Corey Feldman. Comic
book creation of Kevin Eastman and Peter Laird, this

movie is definitely aimed at theyounger crowd. Oh, sure,
there's a few ofyou my age who are die-hardTMNT fans,

but this movie annoyed me. It was badly directed, poorly
acted, and if I hear the word "cowabunga" one more time,
ni have to shoot somebody. Great costumes by Jim
Henson's people, though. *l/2

House Party — Christopher Reid, Robin Harris,
Christopher Martin. Featuring real-life rapper Reid,
who plays Kid, the movie is a humorous tale ofteenagers
and the events of one night before, during, and after a
house party. ***

Critters — Dee Wallace Stone, M. Emmet Walsh,
Billy Green Bush. Good Lord, not another film that
thinks it can pass itselfoffas Gremlins. . . NOT! Give me
a break. How can hairballs with teeth possibly be a
premise for a movie? And if you can believe it, it has a
sequel. Have they no shame? NO STARS!

Area's Largest Aerobic Roor

BY THE

IDEA AFAA

DONNA KELLEY
ACSM Certified ^F^

FUNK • LOW IMPACT • STEP

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB • 460 WEST ST.. • SO. AMHERST • 256-0080

D.R Douqk
cIeIjvers caLzones

ca112;6'1616
Now Open at 11:30 A.M.

RESUME SPECIAL
Resume typesetting, 25 copies on resume
paper, 25 matching blank sheets, 25
matching envelopes... a// within 48 hours.

djOO Qrj w/coupon^^Oa9w (exp. 5/13/92)

228 Triangle St., Amherst • 549-3840 i

,plEo Fra IBS ITS fcr7:|15iB

mm M esi iis m

|$1°° OFF i^F OFFi
|any2calzones| lANY 2 CALZONES

I I

I Expires 8/30/92 '

I DeHvery Only
I
One coupon per 2 calzones'

I I

I I

Expires 8/30/92
. Delivery Only
'One coupon per 2 calzones
I I

Save money when you order campus delivery of

W^l]t ^tixx ^oxk ^tmes
The University Store will reserve copies of The New York Times for

students and faculty at a savings of 40% Monday through Friday starting

on Monday March 2 thru May 8, 1992. Sign up now for your daily

copy of The New York Times at the low cost of $15.00, 40% below
the retail rate.

Please Enter My Subscription To: The New York Times

Spring Term
Weekdays (Mon-Fri) $ Days)

Print Name

Home Address

Return Bottom Portion With Payment to The UnivefsHy Store, Campus Center, UMASS M5-2619^J^O^'OP p*^
^UNIVERSITY

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE lliCAMPUS CENTER • MON. THURS. 8:30-3:30 FRIDAY 8:30-2:30 ' DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATION • 20(JV,'ORD/DAY FOR STVDEKTS • CASH INADVANCE

ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR SALE

B«d and BrMkfait
Downtown Amherst. Ideal lor visiting par-

en's and Ihends 549-0733

CALIFORNIA-$149l Anytime, fly. eitherway,

coast-to-coast (iPortland/Seatttel) Carib-

bean-only $t89 roundtrip air to somewhere
sunny and warm. Hitch a Ride Europe only

$160 each wayl Airhitch 2 12-864-2000

PI SIGMA ALPHA PolscI Honors Society

meeting-elections on 2-27-92 at 4pm in

Hatch New members welcome.

SPECTRUM MAGAZINE
General meeting

Tonight 5:00

Campus Center room 905
New members welcome

AUTO FOR SALE

MAZDA GLC 1961 105K 4speed reliable

Inspectable $SO0/b.o. Jim 586-1 194

COLLEQE PKZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Large cheese $6.00

Small cheese $3 50

Add $1 lor lorZ toppings

Now leaturing slicesil

Free soda w/ large sub. salad, or

spaghetti

549-6073 549-6098

Mutt mention thia ad

ESPIONAaE 101

ASSASSIAN GAME
Agents wanted lor active duty. To get into the

game contact 6-1 156 or 6-1 172

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL:

130 WATT WASHBURN Bass Amp- $350.

B.C. Rich Ironbird Bass-$150. Call Claire at

6-0370.

SmltlvCorona Word ProoeMor In great

shape. $100 o.b.o. Call Patti a1 549-0961

TREK 6000
1991 Minlcondrtion

20" $500 o.b.o.

Cannondale ST400
1987 Great shape

$200 o.b.o.

546-2279

HELP WANTED

RACK-A-0I8C ENTERTAINMENT. OJT*.

video DJ's and Karaoke (rom $175.00. Call

S86-9»00For Sale

Alaska Summer EmploymenI- Fisheries.

Earn $5.000t/month. Free transportation!

Room ^ board! Over 8.000 openings. Mala

or temale. For emptoyment program call 1-

206-545-4155 ext 298

ANenllon Juniors and Seniors

Having a tough time getting the permanent

job you want. Spend this summer building

your resume with TASP International. Sum-

mer and lull time positions are available in

Mass. CT, Rl andNY Call Dean Howard at 1

-

800-922-5579^

BUSINESS MAJORS
Network marketing company is hiring

oncampus representatives

No selling required

Call today 546-0390

CAMP ENCORE/CODA
Musk: camp in southern Maine has current

openings lor assistant watertront director,

(WSIA.QT required), watertront counselors

(LGT required) and head ol tennis. Contact

James Saltman, Camp Encore/Coda, Ar-

lington^MA. 61 7-641-3612

Eam extra money while In tchod.

Mature/reliable person needed to work retail

garden shop Pan time 4-1-92. Full time,

summer. Flexible hours Will train Call

Charlene 8am-noon ONLY 508-885-6005.

EVENING JOBSI Environmental campaign

work. Fight pollution with clean water action

$7/hr. On buslines. Call 584-9630

GET A REAL JOB
Tired ol meaningless work? Help protect the

environment with Greenpeace Full and part-

time canvassing positions Irom 3 to 10 pm
$1 75 to $350/week. Call Lisa or Rick@ 549-

0507

GREAT SUMMER OPPORTUNITY
Jewish co-ed resklential camp seeks coun-

selors and specialists. Capital Camps is

located in the Catoctin Mountains, one hour

Irom Washington, DC. If you are interested

In the challenges and excitement ol working

with campers in grades 3- 1 0. we want you on

our team. Good salaries, great lunl Our

director will be on campus at the Camp Fair

on March 3. For inlormation and an appomt-

mentcall 1-800-229-7852

HELP WANTED
HOMEWORKERS NEEDEDII

Earn $1 ,000 weekly mailing our circulars In

your spare time at homel....GUARANTEEDI
Free supplies/postagel Begin now! Free

details!EncloseLSASE:SMS,Dept.Col-7A,

Box 610, Cordova, TN 38018-06^^

JOBS IN RECYCLING 1 5 hoursAweek. Here

next year? Have available hours on
Wednesday? Call 545-1 153

SUMMER CAMP ON CAPE COD
Need enthusiastic, dedicated people to work,

live with kids Beautiful location, excellent

program, competitive salaries Call Jeanne
or Dan at 256-0381 for inlonnation or appli-

cations.

LOST

LOST- HP 28S CALCULATOR on 2/21

Please call Paul 367-9714 Reward!

PERSONALS

NIKKI FOSSELLA
We couldn't forget you on your2 1 st birthday II

Have a good one, drink much, and party on

dude!! (Schwiiing!!)

Love

Trioa and Sponge

Julie

Here it is

To celebrate no special occasion

other than knowing you

Todd

REESA BABESSA
Happy 20th. Cant wait to celebrate. It win be

soon now We love you.

Alison

PEPIN-HAPPY 20THI
Love. Colleen, Amy. Reese > Alison

REESE • HAPPY 20Th1
From the silent ones
Love. Amy & Colleen

Christina- CONGRATULATIONS! N'syour

2281h shovwr (12x19) -Oh yeah. Happy
birthday too! (Sorry it's late- we left it up to

Meg againi)

Love-The Foxy Ladies ol 502

Allison,

Happy Annivr—sry I Send Turboettemy tove.

Love,

Chfis

413-

Can I just tell you- it's about time you turned

21! The last four months have been amaz-
ing- thanks for always being there lor me.

Have a great birthday! Love.

Jersey Gifl

PRINCESS TIGOER:
Take a deep breath and smile Remember
that 'The long haul" is only a billion steps put

together Thanks lor taking these first steps

with me. -MISHA

SERVICES

Expert editing of papers A dissertations;

wordprocessing. and course tutoring oHered

by retired laculty member specializing in

helping international students and non-En-

glish majors. Fast service, moderate rates.

Reed. 253^354^

FREE pregnancy testing; conlidential and

caring support. BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

INTERNSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
A comprehensive guide list hundreds cur-

rent internships in and around Boston Send
$15 lo: National Student Financial Planning

Servk:e P O Box 390085. CambrkJge MA
021 39 The first 1 00 interns accepted belore

5/5 Qualify receive $ 1 00 award.

NEED RNANCIAL AID? Free infomiatkin.

Call The Shar Institute 253-0527^

PROFESSIONAL HOUSEKEEPING
Friendly, efficient, reliable

Excellent rets.

Call Linda 665-7787

ORDER AVONI
Call 546-1999

For free brochures/samples

SUBLET

STUDIO APARTMENT
245 Mo. w/ heat

1 St last sec

20min Irom campus
No psts 323-4050 Alter 4:30

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Panama City, Cancun, Jamaica

Call Stacey at 549-0840

NMd MiM sun? I have great deals on
sprir>g break trips to Jamaica, Cancun, and
Bahamas Call Dena nights 549-5740

PANAMA aTY FLORIDA
drinking on the beach is legal.

bars open until 4am
over 400,000 students expected

and it's cheap

Sdays 7nights Irom $1 55

ca« Pete or Derek 256-6490

SPRING BREAK SPECIALS 19921

Bahamas March 14th $349" JamakM,
Cancun. ..$429!!

Includes: Hotel, air. transfers, partiesi

Sun Splash Tours
1-800-426-7710

TYPING

Need your papers typed? Quick, accurate

service. Call Brian 546-3563

PAPERS, RESUMES, THESIS-
Word processing, laser printing-

Call Rosemary 323-5031 ^____
SEXY, FAST, ACCURA-TE TYPING
w/spellcheck. $1 .SO/pg. Call Greg 6-6435

U2 TICKETS FOR SALE

I have U2 ticlcets lor Hartford 3/1 2 Call Jon.

253-9139 Best oHer

WANTED

Trade AHman Ux for GO. spring tour 549-

7174 Kari
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Harper eyeing A-10 Player of the Year
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

When he first came to the University of

Massachusetts two years ago. Harper
Williams was a lanky kid from Bridge-

port, Conn. , and UMass was a second-rate

basketball program in a second-rate con-

ference vying for respectability.

Times sure have changed.
Now, the Minutemen are staring at a

probable NCAA tournament invitation,

the team is ranked 26th in the nation in

the latest Associated Press poll and Wil-

liams is a top candidate for the Atlantic

lO's Player of the Year award.
"The first time I saw Harper, I wasn't

convinced he was going to be able to play

here," said UMass coach John Calipari. "I

saw him at a camp and I liked him. But I

wasn't in love with him. Then I watched
him play in a high school game and I went
*0h my God, this kid is for real.'"

Williams, who has bulked up since his

freshman year, has steadily improved
year-by-year, something that has not gone
unnoticed by coaches in the A-10.

After his team lost its first game ever to

UMass, Temple coach John Chaney said

the Minutemen "will go as far [in the post

season! as Williams takes them."

"I hope that's true," says Williams, who
was last season's A-10 shot blocking

champion. "Because I'm going to give 110

percent. Hopefully the rest of the team
will do the same.

"I'm really not thinking about the

award," he said. "I just want to finish the

Photo courtety of Sports Information

Harper Williams' intensity on the court has everyone raving about
his play this season. . .

season strong."

Williams, who is averaging 13.8 points,

6.9 rebounds and 2 blocked shots pergame
this season, is humble when he talks about
awards, but did say it would be quite an
honor.

Ironically, Williams' numbers are vir-

tually the same as last year, when he
averaged 13.9 points and 7.7 rebounds per
game, prompting questions like why is

Williams being considered for Player of

the Year, when he was not considered last

season?
The answer: There is no dominant

player in the A-10. No Keith Hughes and
no Mark Macon. In addition, Williams
does things that don't show up in the box
score, such as intimidate shooters, forcing

them to change their shot.

As the Minutemen prepare for

tomorrow's game at West Virginia, a game
that will most likely determine the A-lO's

regular season champion, Williams goes

in realizing his main competition for the

award is West Virginia's Ricky Robinson
(14 points, 7.4 rebounds).

"Ricky Robinson is physically stronger

than Harper," Calipari said. "He's a better

athlete. But Harper has a big heart. He
has good skills, probably better skills than
Ricky Robinson."

In their first meeting, a 76-75 West
Virginia win at the Curry Hicks Cage which
knocked UMass out ofthe Top 25, Williams
had 23 points and four rebounds, while

Robinson had 14 points and eight boards.

"He had a good game the first time,"

Williams said. "But he's got to go up against
me again. This time, I'm ready for him."

At times throughout the year, Calipari

has been more animated at practice than
usual, this week being one of those times,

as he recognizes the importance of
tomorrow's game.

Animated practices mean lots ofyelling.

And much of the shouting is directed at

Williams.

At Monday's practice, after he screamed
at Williams for not cutting in the right

direction, Calipari did his best imitation

ofthe junior center, stomping his feet and
staggering up the floor with his hands on
his hips. The mockery brought smiles to

the rest of the team, but Williams wasn't
amused.

Next time down court, Williams up-

faked Kennard Robinson, and dunked with
authority.

"Harper is the one guy that will get

upset when you criticize him," Calipari

said. "But then hell respond. That gets

him going. He might say, 'I could do it if

you just talked to me.' But, I've been

Photo courtecy of Sports Information

. . .maybe enough to earn him the
Atlantic 10 Player of the Year
award.
around enough years [to know how to

handle players like Harper]. There are

other players who will poutjust to prove a
point. He's not that way. He understands
I have a job to do, to make him a better

player, even if that means I have tojump
him."

"It bothers me when he yells at me
during the practices and the games," Wil-

liams said. "But at the end of the day, I

don't hold any animosity towards him. He's
just doing his job. Sometimes he just gets a
little too excited."

Men's gymnastics places first
By KIM ADDESA
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's gymnastics
team \v'on four of six events last Friday in a triangular
meet agEiinst Cornell University and league rival West
Point.

The Minutemen, on a comeback from their first loss of

the season last week against Temple, finished in first

place with a score of 263.10 points. West Point placed
second (258.25), followed by Cornell (254.70).

Although UMass head coach Roy Johnson was happy
his team brought home the victory, he was not satisfied

with its overall performance.
"We won, but it wasn't pretty," said Johnson.
The win may not have been pretty, but it is a win, and

even Johnson admitted, "some positive things did come
out of it."

For starters, the team set a school record in the floor

exercise with a total score of 46.65. The previous record

had been 46.20.

SPORTS NOTICE

Student tickets for the University of Massa-
chusetts men's basketball game agair^st

Rhode Island on Wednesday, Mar. 4, will be
handed out this Thursday, Feb. 27, between
7 a.m. and 3 p.m. at the Curry Hicks Cage.
Tickets will be handed out to students in

possession of a valid undergraduate I.D.

The University of Massachusetts women's
gymnastics team hosts Springfield College
tonight at 7 p.m. at Boyden Gymnasium.

The record-breaking performance was highlighted by
scores of 9.45 from juniors Cal Booker and Steve
Christensen, and a 9.50 from sophomore Jason Braud.
Sophomore Joe Haran, who has been struggling through
an injury-plagxied season, scored a 9.15.

Another highlight of the meet was the overall im-
provement of the team on the parallel bars, an event
which has been a trouble spot for the UMass gjTnnasts
since the beginning of the season.

"We did a much betterjob on the parallel bars than we
have all season," said Johnson. "We still have a way to go,

but it was nice to see the improvement."
Christensen led all competitors on the parallel bars

with a score of9.40, whcih paced him to a second place all-

around score of 53.10.

Along with all of this, UMass finished first on the
pommel horse with a score of43.30 points, and firston the
still rings with a score of 43.85.

So with all those things going well, what went wrong?
There were last minute changes in both the lineup and

individual routines, a few sloppy performances, and a
41.05-point, last place performance on the high bar.

As theend ofthe season and the Eastern Intercollegiate

Gymnastics League Championships approach, the team
can not settle for anything less then its best.

"We need everyone to hit their routines at the same
time," said Johnson, who has been concerned throughout
the season with the inconsistency of the team.

"We need to score between 46 and 47 points consis-

tently on the floor exercise," said Johnson, "and at least

a 45 on all the other events."

The Minutemen are hoping to score 270.00 points on
Friday when the team ends its road trip at Syracu.se

University. An overall team score of 270.00 would be a
school record, and according to Johnson, "that's what we
need to score if we want to give Syracuse a great meet."

Scott's shots
It's time to introduce a

new character into this

space. It's an introduc-

tion which is long over-

due.

First, there was Earl
"The Pearl" Monroe and
now we present Shirley

The Shirl" Scott. Other
than being my mother,
The Shirl possesses a vast

knowledge of sports, and
offers the women's view

,_ this space needs. Here's
some of The Shirl's Pearls of Wisdom:

• "The Winter Olympics are horrible, what a
bore. The opening ceremony was the best part. Did
you see the costumes? Beautiful."

David Scott

• The Shirl on the Red Sox: "Spring training
already? Didn't they just break our hearts. They
never have pitching and they always letyou down."

• The Shirl on the Celtics: "They need Larry,
he's the leader. These fourth quarters when they're
falling apart are his time ofthe game. Even he's not
like he was. He's an inspiration. With him, it's the
Eastern Conference Finals. Without him, first

round elimination.

• Watch for the Shirl on ESPN with Dick Vitale
in the coming weeks.

"She's a PTP'er baby, a diaper dandy in the
sports world," Vitale boasts. "And her brownies

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Amherst man
dies in jump
from bridge
By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Staff

A prominent 82-year-old Amherst resident took

his own life Tuesday when hejumped 178 feet into

the Connecticut River.

Walter C. Jones, of 134 Montague Road, died

Tuesday due to injuries sustained from a fall offthe

French King Bridge on the Erving-Gill line, state

police in Athol said.

According to vdtnesses, at approximately 10:30

a.m., Jones pulled his car over to the side of the

bridge and stepped over a 4-foot rail, falling to his

death.

Several emergency units from the art.'a were
called to assist, including the Northfield Dive Team.

The patriarch ofone ofAmherst's oldest families

and father ofAmherst real estate owner D.H. Jones
was remembered today by family and friends as a

pioneer in Amherst's history.

Jones, who had just been released from the
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Nuclear plant dismantled
ByJEFFDONN
Associated Press

BOLTON — The Yankee Atomic Electric Co. an-
nounced Wednesday it will permanently shut down and
begin dismantling Yankee Rowe, the nation's oldest

commercial nuclear power plant.

The utility's board of directors voted unanimously
against restarting the 185-megawatt plant, which has
been closed since last October. They emphasized that
economic decisions, not safety questions, prompted the

decision.

"You can honestly say that we're a victim of this

recession," said plant spokesman William McGee.
Officials cited a dwindling demand for electricity as

well as the expense of addressing concerns raised by
Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff and others about
the condition of the 32-year-old reactor vessel.

The utility voluntarily shut down the 185-megawatt
plant last October to allow for additional inspection and
treating of the reactor. McGee said plant officials had
expected to spend $23 million on the efibrt in the next six

months without guarantees it would meet the NRC's
technical criteria.

At issue was whether the 33-foot-high, 8-inch-thick

steel vessel had grown more brittle and likely to fail with

age because it had continufilly bombarded with neutron
radiation.

"The technical criteria we must meet and the path we
must follow to restart the plant are not sufficiently

defined to justify that amount of money," Andrew C.

Kadak, Yankee Atomic president and chief executive
officer, said in a statement.

"As a result of the continuing regulatory uncertainty
and unfavorable economics, it is clear that the interests

of consumers would be best served by permanently
shutting dowTi the Yankee plant and buying less costly,

available power over the next eight years" left on the
plant's original 40-year operating license, the statement
said.

William Sheperdson, spokesman for theNew England
Power Pool, said the plant closing would not have a major
impact on the region's power supply.

"It is a relatively small unit," Shepardson said. "Sec-

ondly, demand has been decreasing the last two years
here in the region."

Industry sources and the Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission praised Yankee Atomic Wednesday.

"They have acted in a most responsible manner with

the NRC. They have had a long and excellent record,"

said Joseph Fouchard, an NRC spokesman in Washing-
ton.

Rabbi predicts return to religion
By OLIVIA STEWART-LIBERTY
Collegian Staff

Rabbi Harold S. Kushner, author of the best-selling

book V/hen Bad Things Happen to Good People, predicted

last night that "new and exciting" things will herald the

religion of the future, as society teeters on the threshold

of a millennium.
"I'm a terrible predictor of the future. I*m always

wrong," Kushner told an audience crammed into Bowker
Auditorium. He said that ten years ago he predicted by
1992 America would be without orthodox religions in any
form due to increased education and a general rising of

social status.

"We were totally wrrong," Kushner said, "1992 has

seen a complete resurgence ofreligious fundamentalism,"
in the form of a return to traditional values. Kushner
cited OrthodoxJudaism as the most outstandingexample
ofthis, citing the Kosher meals at Hillel House as a local

example.
Kushner said what he called the "vulgarity" of

American society as shown in the magazines and on
television is in part responsible for this retreat from the

secular to the spiritual.

"In this time of rapid social change, people want
stability," Kushner said, because people are unable to

find "solidity" in the new liberal churches. Many people

are leaving the churches and synagogues spiritually

hungry, Kushner believes. Thus, as American culture

becomes more consumerist, more Jews and Christians

alike are tempted to "up and out" of seculeu* society

completely, according to Kushner.
Kushner said although he believes this resurgence of

orthodoxy has already peaked, beyond the turn of the

millennium lie new values and important equalities in

the field of religion, which will give it a more universal

and central position in society.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

Student Senate passes new SGA constitution
By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Staff

After several hours of contentious de-

bate, the Undergraduate Student Senate
last night voted overwhelmingly to accept

a newly-created Student Government
Association constitution, and wrill now seek

unprecedented approval for their docu-

ment by Chancellor Richard O'Brien.

The constitution, which states in part

that "The Senate shall be the official rep-

resentative body of the undergraduate
community and may state official under-

graduate opinion on all matters concern-

ing the undergraduate community at the

Amherst campus," passed by a vote of 41

in favor, five opposed and five abstentions.

The Undergraduate Student Senate,

which has never had a constitution rec-

ognized by the University administration,
will now send the document before the

Area Governments. If four of the seven
Area Governments approve the revised

constitution, it will go before O'Brien for

final approval.

It appeared from the outset of the

meeting that the senate would be in for a

very long night. Senator Jeffrey Markuns,
chair of the Residential Student Associa-

tion, asked Senate PresidentDavid Gagne
why area governments were to be excluded

from "the amendment process" under the

constitution, and the question setoffhours

of angry debate.

"Right now, we have a difference of

opinion as to how the area governments
should receive money and the structure

they should be under," said Gagne. "I don't

think it is appropriate to include them"
under the constitution.

Gagne said area governments are part

of the Residential Student Association,

which receives money from University

Housing Services. Because Gagne seiid he
and other senate officials feared that

Housing Services would assume control of

the area governments, he wouldn't support

a proposal allowing them to vote on imder-

graduate policies.

Gagne said if the area governments

return under the control ofthe Senate, he
would introduce a proposal requiring two-

thirds of the senate and four of the seven

area governments to amend the SGA
constitution.

"I think it is unfair for us to have to go

to an outside structure to amend our own
process," Gagne said.

Senate speaker Bob Monaghan was
even more vehement in his opposition to

theinclusion ofarea governments as voting

bodies under the constitution. Citing vio-

lations of both the student government
association and area government consti-

tutions, Monaghan spoke of the Residen-

tial Student Association as a tool of

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Student candidacies announced
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Two longtime student activists an-

nounced their candidacy for Student Gov-

ernment Association president and stu-

dent trustee before a group of supporters

yesterday outside the Financial Aid office

in Whitmore.
Current Student Trustee Kevin

Newnan entered the race for re-election,

while Commuter Area Government Presi-

dent Jen Wood announced her candidacy

for SGA President. Current SGA Presi-

dent David Gagne, who announced he is

not seeking re-election, endorsed the two

candidates.

Opposing Wood for president is junior

Jeff Markuns, currently a student repre-

sentative on the state's Higher Education

Coordinating Council. Running against

Newnan for trustee isjunior Chris Moran.

The election for SGA president will be

held March 10 and the election for student

trustee will be on March 10 and 11.

Newnan, a senior political science

m^or, will be sta3nng at the University a
fifth year. Wood, ajunior Japanese msyor,

is currently an SGA senator.

Newnan said he looks forward to

working with all UMass students.

"We have the experience, the organiza-

tional abilities and we've gone through
the learning, so we canjump right into the

fight," said Newnan. He said he is antici-

pating "a year that will prove to be pivotal

[to the future of the University]."

Wood, a formerMassPIRGchairperson,

who said she considers herselfan organizer
and an activist, said, "We have to organize

campaigns so student government can
serve the students. Only organizing and
activism can bring in new students."

By "changing the ballgame even fur-

ther," Newnan plans to work on what he
considers important issues such as tuition

retention, which he said expects to be

implemented in the near future.

"We must build on leadership success

of last year and our own experiences and
added facets of organization and mobili-

zation 80 we can be better connected to the

student body," said Newnan.

Newnan aims to change the "Armaged-
don of student versus student conflicts

and focus on issues that affect all stu-

dents, notjust certain g^roups ofstudents.

"We have a serious need to build a

grassroots organization. We have the

ability to mobilize students," Newnan
said.

In support ofhis decision not to run for

another term, Gagne said he feels "student

leaders have always done what's best for

themselves. They always keep it to

themselves, and don't allow new blood.

That's why I'm steppingaside and allowing
new people to come in.
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GLB Forum
Special announcement: The LBGA is forming a ZAP

Committee to allow for greater participation. To find out
more information stop by the LBGA office, 4133 Student
Union.

Thursday, February 27
Brown Bag— At noon Pat Griffin will talk on "Lesbi-

ans and Sports" in the Campus Center rm. 9n.
Meeting—A general meeting ofthe Lesbian, Bisexual

and Gay Alliance will be held at 6 p.m. in the Campus
Center.

Movie—Two in Twenty" Parts 1 & 2 is a five-episode
soap opera that follows the complex lives of two lesbian
households.

Meeting — The Men's Group will meet in the LBGA
office, 413B Student Union, at 9 p.m. All university men

welcome.

Friday, February 28
Social— The LBGA will hold its weekly coffee social

from 3-6 p.m. in the Campus Center. Come eryoy coffee
cookies, veggies and meet new queer friends.

Sunday, March 1

Meeting — The 1992 Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Pride
March Steering Committee will meet from 2-5 p.m. at
The Family Plaiming Council's conference room, 16 Center
Street, Northampton. The public is welcome to attend
and the space is wheelchair accessible.

Tuesday, March 3
Meeting— The Lesbian Bisexual Womyn's Union will

meet at 7 p.m. in the LBGA office. All uruversity women
welcome.

Red Sox owner dies of stroke

the Massachusetts Daily

Collegian
The only college daily to actively

research theories about cockroaches'

survivability...

Now with more comics than ever,

for your listening pleasure.

Call our request line at 545-3500.

(The Collegian is not a radio station)

BOSTON (AP) — Jean R. Yawkey, majority owner of
the Boston Red Sox and the only woman ever to serve on
the Baseball Hall of Fame board of directors, died
Wednesday fi-om the effects of a stroke suffered Feb. 20.
She was 83.

Mrs. Yawkey, a onetime fashion model in New York,
died at Massachusetts General Hospital at 2:45 p.m.

She was a trustee ofthe Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
and ofthe Yawkey Foundation, which supports a 40,000-
acre wildlife center in South CaroUna and provides en-
dowment funds for minorities and others needing schol-
arship aid.

She also was a strong supporter of the Boys and Girls
Club of Boston, amateur baseball in Boston, the New
England Sports Museum and the Boston Pops and Bos-
ton Symphony orchestras.

After the death of her husband from leukemia, she
prevented the sale of the Red Sox to other prospective
interests by joining with two longtime friends, Haywood
Sullivan, a onetime reserve catcher for the team, and
Buddy LeRoux, a former trainer, in retaining control
w^th a purchase agreement.

In 1978, the three put up $1 million each to become a
general partner in ownership of the franchise founded
wath formation of the American League in 1901. Mrs.
Yawkey also put up Fenway Park and other assets and
became president of the club. To help complete fhe deal.
worth an estimated $20 million, 30 limited partnership

shares were sold for $500,000 each.

Differences ofopinion in the operation ofthe club split
the general partners, with Mrs. Yawkey and Sullivan
often voting 2-1 against LeRoux, the chief architect of
putting together the package for purchase ofthe Red Sox.

Then, in 1983, LeRoux, acting at the insistence of
limited partners he had brought in, attempted to seize
control of the club. Mrs. Yawkey and Sullivan went to
court and won a brief struggle with LeRoux. She and
John Harrington, the Red Sox treasurer when the team
was purchased in 1978 and her close adviser, were the
principal witnesses in Suffolk Superior Court.

Mrs. Yawkey formed the JRY Corp. and became
chairperson of the board of directors as the sole owner.
She named Harrington president with the right to rep-
resent her when she did not attend meetings.

Mrs. Yawkey also exercised her right and purchased
limited partnerships from dissident owners and, in 1987,
purchased LeRoux's general partnership, giving her and
Harringtion majority rule over SuHivan.
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Housing Services.

The idea was that area governments would get fi-

nancial autonomy from everyone else by going under
housing and getting a contract with housing which would
establish freedom forour money, in which housingcouldn't
touch that money," he said.

Monaghan said the Area Governments don't have the
legal authority to enter a contract such as the one with
Housing Services, and therefore the agreement is non-
binding. As a result. Housing Services effectively controls
the area government's money, according to Monaghan.

"It is our feeling thak Housing has begun to dominate
area governments, and that they will continue to domi-
nate them down the line." he said. There's no way we can
accept Housing's control of our structure."

Markuns, the Residential Student Association presi-
dent, defended his orga^iization's ties to housing, saying
that their relationship "is not an issue right now." He
urged senators to think vaic'ully about the constitution
before accepting it.

"Instead of railroading the constitution through the
senatem one night, we ought to take time to digest it and
absorb it," Markuns said.
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Local
GEO rally demonstrates outside support
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

A small yet spirited turnout marked
yesterday's noon Graduate Employee Or-
ganization labor rally on the Student
Union steps.

Several GEO supporters, including lo-

cal labor union officials and University
faculty and staff, spoke before a crow J of
approximately 80 onlookers, flanked by a
GEO banner reading "An Insult To One Is

An Injury To All."

The rally was held as a response to the
University Trustees' refusal to approve
GEO's first member-ratified contract on
Feb. 6.

"I can smell the stinking rot from the
shore," said David Mitchell, chiefsteward
of the physical plant and member of
AFSCME local 1776. "It's a leviathan that
stinks of hypocrisy and cynicism

Mitchell told the graduate students in

the crowd that they were workers, and as
such would "always face opposition" when
standing up for their rights.

"It's class warfare," he said. "When you
are on a lower level, you are more prone to

attacks, but you can fight back."

Writing Program Director Anne

Harrington spoke to express her support
for the efforts ofboth GEO and the admin-
istration, saying the trustees should ratify

the contract.

"Ratification is due," she said. "[Further
refusal] would have a chilling and demor-
aUzing effect, one more blow, one more
sign that efforts on campus are useless."

Barbara Partee, chairperson of the
Linguistics Department, spoke of the
graduate students as "valuable com-
modities" to the University that shouldn't

be abused.

"Their contributions are irreplaceable,"

she said.

Sheila Griffith, president of United
Staff Association union, referred to Uni-
versity Attorney William Searson as "the

one individual tying things up with bad
faith."

GEO co-speaker Emily Isaacs gave the
crowd background to GEO's present situ-

ation of stalled contract approval, and
appealed to GEO members in the crowd to

participate in a bus convoy to Worcester to

attend this morning's Trustees' meeting.

The rally ended with a performance
from the "Union Blues Band," featuring

GEO co-speaker Peter Underdown sing-

ing a revised version of"Retxu-n to Sender."

CoUecian photo by Malt Kaha

Members of the "Union Blues Band,** consisting of GEO members
David Lafond (left), Lynn Weissman, Peter Underdown, Phil Cox and
Bruce Tull provide a rousing close to yesterday's rally on the Student
Union Steps.

Student Senate,
local business
promote studies
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate has initi-

ated a pilot program in coryunction with the Ronkin
Educational Group in Amherst that will allow
students to take a graduate school preparatory
course at a reduced price.

"This is a great way to further a student's edu-
cation and career," said David Gagne, president of

the Student Government Association.

Students take prep courses to enhance their

chances ofdoing the optimum best on standardized
tests which are required for one to gain admittance
to most, if not all, post-graduate education.

"Especially in this time of recession it is a good
way to save money," said Gagne.

It has been labeled the RSO Scholarship Chal-
lenge, but it will not be limited to Registered
Student Organizations. It will be open to all cam-
pus organizations.

"I and my campus representatives are excited

about this new program," said Keith M. Hensley,
director of the Ronkin Educational Group in Am-
herst.

"It is a win-win situation for anyone who partici-

pates, and I am looking for a successful two-month
program," said Hensley.

The contest will begfin en March 9th, and will

end on May 1st.

The RSO Scholarship Fund has been modeled
after a similar program that was instituted at Ohio
State University last September.

"The program has not received a great publicity

feedback so far here at OSU," said Matt Fordham,
finance committee chairperson for the Student
Government Association at OSU.

"But if you were to talk to me five years from
now, I am sure that it will a be a great success,

because what they are building and starting is a

special thing," said Fordham.
The contest is set up so that all participating

groups will be able to achieve success, even if they

do pot receive first or second prize, said Hensley.

Each participating group will have an account

file, and all the money in the account will be able to

be used towards defraying the cost ofa prep course

offered by Ronkin.

Ronkin will donate $100 for the initial account,

and will also add an extra $15 for each member of

the organization that goes to Ronkin and takes a

free diagnostic test and attends a free counseling

session.

The diagnostic test is used to find a student's

particular weakness on their testing, and the coun-

seling period allows the student to find and under-

stand these weaknesses, said Hensley.

Prep courses offered by Ronkin for students

graduating ft-om college include the GMAT for

business school, GRE for graduate school, MCAT
for medical school and the LSAT for law schools.

Trustee position open to contest
Legal language makes student position uncertain
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Because of the deletion ofone word from the Univer-
sity Reorganization Bill, the position of Student Trustee
at the University of Massachusetts— traditionally held
by an undergraduate— could be contested by graduate
students in future elections.

The word "undergraduate" was deleted from the bill

July 1991 after graduate students lobbied the adminis-
tration, according to Mark Kenen, president of the

Graduate Student Senate.

Kenen said the graduate students wanted their own
representative on the Board of Trustees, but that it

wasn't considered feasible within the administration.

David Gagne, president of the Student Government
Association, said although no graduates have turned in

nomination papers for the trustee election to take place

on March 10 and 1 1 , it could eventually lead to infighting

among student ranks.

"It's a concern for the future," Gagne said. "If the
undergraduate screws up, there could be tension."

When the Commonwealth passed legislation reorga-

nizing the State's higher education system last July,

graduate students lobbied the University administra-
tion for a separate Graduate Trustee, according to Kenen.

"It wasn't our idea to share the position," Kenen said.

"We didn't appreciate the competition with the under-

Tribunal presents
evidence of alleged
crimes in Gulf War
By MADANMOHAN RAO
Collegian Staff

Testimony and evidence of alleged U.S. war crimes
committed during the Persian GulfWar will be presented
in public at the International War Crimes Tribunal this

Saturday in New York.

A commission of inquiry for the tribunal was founded
by former U.S. Attorney General Ramsey Clark, who
traveledaround Iraq duringthe heightofthe U.S. bombing
last winter. Since then, several fact-finding teams have
visited Iraq to gather more evidence.

Based on these reports, Clark has exposed what he
has called U.S. "lies" about a "surgical" war, and drawn
up 19 specific charges of alleged war crimes and crimes
against peace and humanity, based on the Geneva Con-
vention, the Nuremberg Trials and the United Nations
Charter.

Evidence and testimony has been gathered leading
some to believe that during the war, the U.S. may have
killed up to 300,000 Iraqis, used illegal and barbaric
weapons, tripled Iraq's infant mortfdity rate and bombed
Iraq back to a pre-industrial period, according to Ramsey.

So far, 30 hearings for the tribunal have been held
across the U.S. and in 20 other countries worldwide. The
accumulated material, including videos and photos, will

be presented to a panel of judges tomorrow and to the
pubhc on Saturday.

The panel of international judges will include V.K.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

graduates."

Kenen said the i>osition has great influence outside of
the University.

"Student Trustee is the only student voice on the
Board of Trustees," Kenen said, "and this arrangement
will work out well because graduates can vote (in the
election]."

Gagne and Kenen both expressed concern about future
infighting, however.

Gagne cited the role of Trustee as being focused on
fighting undergraduate tuition and fee increases. He
said he was concerned a graduate trustee would not be as
concerned with these issues as would an undergraduate.

Kenen also said there is potential for conflict, but the

undergraduates running for the post this semester will

have to be aware of graduate issues.

"This is going to be motivation for the Graduate
Student Senate and Undergraduate Student Senate to

work together," Kenen said.

"It can either be a curse or a blessing," he said.

The position ofStudent Trustee was established in the
early 1970s, according to current Student Trustee Kevin
Newnan.

Newnan said because ofthe five-campus system, only
two of the five student trustees vote each year.

This ye£ir, the trustees from Lowell and Dartmouth
have the voting privilege, and next year, theAmherstand
Worcester campuses will be the vote, Newnan said.

University student
pleads for donors
to save his brother
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Paul Colbert said he watched his 1 -year-old

brother, Danny, ambitiously take his first wobbly
steps and instead ofwonderingwhen he would play
catch with his brother, he just hoped his brother
would make it to his second birthday.

Danny has a rare form of leukemia and will die

within months if he doesn't have a bone marrow
transplant, said Colbert, a sophomore CASIAC
major.

Colbert said Danny has spent more than halfhis

life in a hospital undergoing chemotherapy treat-

ments, which have failed. "IMy family] needs to

find a bone marrow donor in three weeks to a month
or Danny will die," said Paul.

Colbert said he has posted flyers in residence
halls and around the campus asking people to

become bone marrow donors or to donate money.
He said the test that determines whether the donor
matches Danny's marrow costs $60.

"Three thousand people have been tested so fjir,

which has cost over $200,000," said Paul. The
chances of a match being foimd are one in 20,000,
he added.

Colbert said there are nine thousand people
waiting for bone marrow donors. "When a person

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Bruno as Brew-chanan - thoughts of a roommate

Q. WKat will b« th^ effect, of tKo:

to 9lobal >A/ariv\ing ? .LX.Baro,!.

The next time you're uptown and need
to relieve yourself, have a good look around.
Someone might be watching you.

"Secret Agent 106. come in."

This is agent 106. Over."
"106. have you reached the destination

yet?"

Tes. I'm hiding in the bushes next to
Twisters. Oh, wait, here come a couple of
them now. Hold on, they're coming this
way . . . they look kind of smashed . . . uh-
oh. one ofthem's approachingmv position."

"What's he doing?"
"He's saying something about 'draining

the hzard.'"

"106, you are in danger! Get out of
there at once!"

Greg Sukiennik

First they look our bus stop at Fearing
St. They let slumlords get away with fire

code violations, with deadly results. A
year after the North Pleasant St. tragedy,
Amherst fire officials estimate 10 percent
ofthe town's residences do not have smoke
detectors. Next, they infringed on our
rights with keg licenses.

Now they're watching us.

"106, are you inside the bar yet?"
"Yeah, it's like a cattle call in here."
"Wliat's going on?"
"You won't like this. They're actually

haN-ing/i/;;."

"Oh. the horror! The horror!"

"You don't know the half of it. Someone
just tried to buy me a Long Island iced tea."

We're past the polite formalities. This
is war, undeclared war on students by the
Town of Amherst, members of its Select
Board and private citizens who must have
watched a lot of"Mission: Impossible" and
"Get Smart" in the 60s.

The message they send isn't a kind one.
Oh. they appreciate the millions ofdollars
UMass pumps into the local economy, but
heaven forbid we actually pretend we live

here. Resent? Tiy xenophobia on for size.

Read the "letters to the editor" section of
the local papers ( including ours ) and you'll

occasionally see people who would rather
do without UMass. Consider the bylaws
and town decisions the Select Board has
leveled directly at us.

By Its, ofcourse, I'm referring to UMass.
Youll never hear residents complain about
Amherst College because, as we all know,
their students are perfect in every way.
Even in UMass' home town, the state's

favoritism of private education over pub-
lic education comes shining through.
Which I respond to by noting our baseball
team kicks the Lord Jeffs' butts every
spring.

"106, what's going on?"
"They're all drunk. Drunk, drunk,

drunk."

Those damned kids."

Amherst residents should realize where
their town would be without UMass. Driv-
ing up 1 16, you wouldn't be able to tell if

there was a town between South Hadley
and Sunderland. You'd drive past Bub's
BBQ and realize "Hey, I think we missed
it-

Do you know what recession-striken
cities like North Adams or Lowell would
do for the millions of dollars UMass pro-
vides the local economy? Perhaps we
should pack the place up brick by brick—
which, given the physical condition of the
campus, shouldn't be so difficult — and
find a place where we're loved.

Of course, it's a two-way street. Stu-
dents at this University should recognize
many oftheir peers have serious problems
with public drunkenness and the random
violence it brings. Students can blame the
alcohol policy if they want — but a good,
hard look in the mirror just might reveal
the most effective solution to the dilemma
presented by thousands of thirsty college
students.

As for local residents, they should know
the Common once was grazing land for

farm animals. Without UMass, mooing
cows and braying sheep would replace
Friday night serenades downtown.

Greg Sukiennik is an undercover Col-
legian columnist.
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The reflection of an addict
Entering the bathroom has to be the

most common routine in life. You go for

one reason and then leave quietly. No
interruptions, no conflicts. Not difficult.

That's what I thought.
Visiting my uncle in New York one

weekend, we went to a bar in Manhattan.
I was having a great time until I went into
the bathroom. What kind ofmistake could
that be? One that has slightly altered my
outlook on life.

Cocaine has been around the United
States for a little over a century. Stemming,
from Erythroxylm Coca leaves, it was first

used as a local anesthesia for its ability to

interrupt conduction in the nerves, espe-
cially in the eyes, nose and mouth area.

Felice Cohen
The room was small — two toilets, a

sink and a mirror. But this huge mirror
had one specific feature: a green, size
twelve velourjump suit, planted into two
bright, white walking sneakers. Topped
off by a mass of blonde curly locks and
painted with glistening, cheap lipstick,
her face sparkled with the added touches
ofa shiny, silver nose. Instantly, I had the
feeling our purposes for being in the bath-
room were not one and the same.

Today we have discovered other ways to

use or abuse cocaine. Snorted through the
nose, cocaine constricts blood vessels,
causing ulcerations in the nasal cavity,

immediately causinga rush andan elation,
like an automatic dizzy spell.

Averting my eyes ft-om the reflection, I

wentahead withmyown intended purpose.
Finished and washing my hands at the
sink, my eyes locked once again onto the
still-busy reflection. The "silver" nose was
none other than a small, metallic spoon,
held closely under her two nostrils: two
tiny dust busters.

Other ways of taking cocaine are by
mixing the cocaine in a solution and then
injecting it into the body or smoking it in a
chemicalform called "Freebase.'il always
thought freebase was what a batter got
when hit by a pitch.)

Staringas each ofher dust-buster snorts
sucked up the snow-white contents of the
spoon, it was obvious she didn't care that
I was watching. In fact, noticing my stare.

she cut the silence with the biggest lie this
side ofNew York, "Hey, it's all right baby.
I'm only doing this this one time."

Denial. A sure sign ofdrug dependency.
Exiting the bathroom, words somehow

found their way to my tongue as I blurted
out, "Well, take it easy. Don't get hurt."

The uses of cocaine are dangerous, re-

sulting in auditory, visual or tangible
hallucinations. There are two distinct
groups of users; a small group created
accidentally by medical prescriptions
during illness. The other group, addicted
because of association with other addicts.

Get hurt? She was a total stranger.
Why should I care what happened to her,
if she didn't? Here I was, a naive college
student visiting the Big Apple, unpre-
pared, with no knowledge about cocaine. I

should have expected to see this. The
truth is I hadn't. At least not in a public
place, not in a bathroom, notwhen I wasn't
in a movie theatre or reading about it in a
book.

There is treatment for both. The acci-
dental addicts usually initiate the treat-
ment themselves. The heavier addicts
require much more treatment, but are
generally 100% effective.

Leaving, I felt not just the effect of the
one drink I had, but a rush ofUfe. Heading
to my seat, memories of childhood raced
around my head. Suddenly all my friends,
who seconds ago were laughing and
playing, were called inside from recess.
"All right kids, time to grow up."

Dealing with environmental problems
through drugs, as did the woman in the
bathroom, is not the smart approach.
Obviously people are going to continue
doing what they want to themselves even
if it means destroying their bodies.

"Hey," I heard myself say, "are recess
and show-and-tell over? No way, this isn't
fair. I want another chance!"

But another chance at what? To be a
kid again? To regain my innocence and
youth? Becominga kid again is impossible,
I know, but regainingmy positive attitude
on life is not. Difficult, but possible.

Until we run out of Erythroxylm Coca
leaves, cocaine will remain an ugly issue
we must face, like the one in the mirror
with the silver nose.

Felice Cohen is a Collegian columnist.

Pro-democracy Campaign's job
We in the Pioneer Valley Pro-Democ-

racy Campaign must respond to Mike
Levy's Feb. 2 1 edi torial , "Moneybags Story
used artificial factors in victory", in which
he hopes the "Pro-Democracy campaign
will take. . . action against Story." We
must reemphasize that the Campaign is a
totally non-partisan organization which
neither takes action, nor endorses any
candidates. The campaign is committed to

taking action against only the current
system ofprivately financed elections, that
is, a system of 100% public financing. In
case anyone got the idea from Ellen Story's
victory (or Levy's depiction ofit) that there

is a positive relationship between money
and women's access to political power, we
wish to point out that it was under the
system of private financing that we got a
97% male Congress, and that today money
is the biggest obstacle in the way of chal-
lengers (i.e. women) trying to unseat en-
trenched encumbents. In the Amherst-
Pelham race, the Pro-Democracy platform
was supported by all major candidates
including EllenStory, despite her decision
not to limit her spending.

_. James Karis
Pioneer Valley Pro-Democracy

Campaign

A healthy
venting off

Sometimes it's really healthy to sound
off about things. Since I love to spend
hours composing essays, I rarely give
myself a chance to just "vent." But today
that's what this column's gorma be. If

anyone out there doesn't like it, heck, they
can go earn their own column space. I bust
my butt for this one.

First of all, about lesbians. We're
probably the least powerful social group
in the entire world. We're the wrong gen-
der, wrong orientation, have very little

money, and if we're not white, add on a
whole 'nother set of strikes.

Trystan Skeigh

Time for a reality check! Northampton
may be reputed to be one of the most
visible lesbian communities in the United
States, but what does this really mean?
We get a couple ofdance nights and a pool
table, one tiny bookstore, a summer soft-

ball league and three hours of college
radio a week. Wow — I can really under-
stand why straight people are so afraid of
the "militant" lesbians. Like maybe we'll

all pool our resources and send you a nasty
postage-due postcard or something.

I write one column a week. (That's
right, just one.) Over the past two years
I've gotten a lot of stupid flak from folks
who say they are "sick of having homo-
sexual i ty shoved down thei r throats. " Well

,

you poor choking individuals — perhaps
you should recall some sage advice from
Mary Pcppins . . . Besides, you really
should count your homophobic blessings.
If the number of articles in this paper
accurately reflected our statistical pres-
ence in the population, there would be two
or three a day! So, shut up!

Next, about lesbian/gay allies.
Whether you're heterosexual or bisexual,
ifyou call yourselfour ally, this means you
support lesbian and gay rights. Those in-

clude our right to express our opinions
freely, live in safe residence halls, choose
same sex partners, etc. etc.

Ifyou think it's okay to use your position
as an ally to pressure gays and lesbians to
change their political views, you're not re-

ally our ally, you're an oppressor. In other
words, although you certainly don't have to
agree with everything lesbians and gays
say or do, to be an ally you need to support
our fi-eedom to say and do them. Got it?

Now, onHousing and aGLB floor. Their
old argimient that a gay floor would be
"too dangerous" was insensitive, illogical,

and extremely homophobic.
Like breaking GLB residents into tiny

groups of three or four per cluster and
sticking them wnth roommates who were
raging homophobes was a better idea?

It's wonderful to note that with Asst.
Director Larry Moneta's departure this
dangerous and illogical rationale disap-
peared as well. Thank you new Asst. Di-
rector Aime Miller for bringing sanity to
Housing's attitude concerning GLB resi-
dents!

Last, but not least, let's talk about sex.
Face it, folks, lesbian sex is absolutely
wonderful and you're all just jealous. You
know this is true, otherwise allyou straight
folks wouldn't put so much of it in your
pom videos. (Hah! Gotcha!) But it sure
does make some people awfully nervous to
hear comparisons. Funny, I've gotten a lot
offeedback from indignant men, but not a
single letter from a woman . . . Makes you
go hummmm, doesn't it?

Okay, 'nuff. If I go on much longer I

might get addicted to this venting stuff
and give up tricing to write serious essays
forever. This is toomuch fun. But seriously,
I think it all boils down to everybody
facing the fact we live in an extremely
diverse world, with many different opin-
ions, beliefs and lifestyles. We can choose
to shout each other down and fight for

dominance, or we can start listening to
each other and open up to learning new
ideas. The world is not all white, male,
straight, beef-eating or Christian. Thank
goodness. Ifit was, thisop-ed page wouldn't
beany fun at all!

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian colum-
nist

I — raised on good-old New England
liberal values — have had the great
pleasure of rooming the last two years
with Bruno — raised on anything but
values.

Brew (as his pals have aptly named
him) is your typical jock/reactionary/pro-

tectionist/megalomaniac/young republi-
can.

Thus essentially we're the ultimate odd
couple, but as roommates go we get along
reasonably well.

Though on occasion we have had some
differences.

I can recall one time, following the
seasons first snow fall, when Brew decided
to sled his way down Van Meter Hill using
our dorm room door as his craft of attack.

Alter removing it (hinges and all) he pro-

ceeded to luge his way into a dumpster at
60 miles per. Of cour«»e as "roomies" we
had to pay $300 to replace the newly
splintered door-sled.

Then there was the time when ol' Brew
decided that then Chancellor Duffey was
a "[expletive] wimp" and, following an
evening which consisted of much liquid

courage, he decided to let the ol' Duffster

know exactly how he felt — on his front

lawn — at 4 a.m. That Uttle adventure
cost me 20-bucks bail and a week of Am-
herst jail stories.

But last week Brew, once again, was
able to amaze me.

David Rivera

It was early evening and having noth-
ing better to do, Brew interrupted me
while I was studying formy Chemistry for

poets exam.
"Yo Dave, who are ya goima vote for

president," Brew said addressing me in

his standard Southwest patois.

"Well Brew," (takingmy time, knowing
all too well that this could be a dangerous
subject). "I readly haven't given it that
much thought," I said, hoping that he
wouldn't continue the topic.

"WHATDAYAMEAN ya haven't given

it much dhawht!! Dis is one of da most
important decisions yu'II make as an
American, and ya haven't dawht about
it?" Brew yelled shaking his head.

This bold social stance was something

new for Brew. He hadn't been this upset
since Morton Downey Jr. was taken offthe
air.

"Dave, I'm proud ta say dhat I'm part of
da UMass movement dhat is supportin'

Pat Buchanan for President and I dinck
it's time ya get writh da team and vote Pat
for Pres in '92," he said while pinning a
"Buchanan for President" button on ray
shirt.

With my jaw agape, Brew a one-time
Bush supporter, I tried to understand
why he had given up on his idol. Hadn't
Brew been the main organizer of the
George Bush theme party, at which dark
pinstripes suits and golf attire was man-
datory for all who wanted to attend?

"Dave let me tell ya, George Bush has
soldowwa covmtry to daJaps and Krauts."

I seldom try to correct Brew, mainly
because he's much larger than I, but I

gave him a quick lecture for using de-

rogatory terms like "Jap", and "Kraut"
because they weren't very PC— for which
he immediately accused me of trying to

change the subject to computers.
"I'm talkin' high treason, and Bush

should be shot!!"

After his temple veins returned to nor-

mal size, Brew calmed down and I tried to

explain why I think Pat Buchanan is a
mindless dolt with no real platform.

"Dave, ya dunno what you're talking

about," and with that final remark. Brew
swung open the door and began marching
down the hall chanting his new mantra.
"BU-CHA-NAN, BU-CHA-NAN, BU-
CHANAN, BU-CHA-NAN "

Now I've never been passionate about
politics but after I read that ol' Patwanted
to seal our borders with a huge wall, (Cold
War-esque), I realized that this guy was
stuck somewhere in the 1970s and obvi-

ously still having wet dreams about his

old boss Tricky Dick Nixon.
Brew has become one of the newly

conformed young repubUcans that have
jumped onto the Buchanan bandwagon
because old George is far too — liberal?

So ifyou see Brew and his pals handing
out Buchanan propaganda, don'trun away
laughing, hsten to what they've got to say
and just appease them with a kind and
understanding smile.

David Rivera is a Collegian staff
member.

The rehabihty of the Old Testament

Evil-smelling prose
What exactly is beneath that evil-smelling, steaming

patch of earth next to the FAC bus stop? Is it a shallow
common grave, filled with festering, frothing corpses
floating fitfully under the fruity soil? Is it the yawning
orifice ofsome burgeoningand fiery Faustian hell, waiting
to erupt forth with the dead and decaying to devilishly

devour the depraved souls of the damned? Is it a geyser?
Is there, bubbling underneath the putrid mud, a germi-
nating geothermal well of sulfurous hot mud, a vile,

voluting, voluminous, volleying vat of violent volcanic

vehemence? Or is it a broken pipe? I am merely curious.

Whatever lies beneath the pungent turf, it is exuding a
most appalling odor.

Matt Simon
Central

"The evidence is sufficient to convince any man who is

not already set against it but, the evidence does not force

a man into the kingdom that will not go," said Blaise
Pascal, famous mathematician and philosopher who
became irrevocably convinced about the claims ofChrist
and convp-ted to Christianity.

Pascal's quote is referring to the claims of Jesus
Christ. Pascal was no fool. Heknew the Bible was reliable

and Christ's promises were true. Pascal, like many other
Christians then and now, was not a blind follower.

Rather, he decided to act on what Christ had said: "Love
the Lord your (jod with all your heart and with all your
soul and with all your MIND."(Matt 22:37) The Bible

plainly gives the believer a faith and hope that is true.

Why else the challenge to believe with our minds?

Diana D 'Avanzo

C. Sanders, military historian, explains the basic

principals ofhistoriography: the bibUographical test and
the internal and external evidence tests. The Bible passes
these tests with fljing colors. According to Josh McDowel,
F.F. Bruce and many other theologians, these are some
reasons for Old Testament rehability.

The bibliographical test concerns the reliability ofthe
number of existing manuscripts (MSS) and the time
periodbetween the original and existing copies. McDowell
points out, "Until the recent discovery of the Dead Sea
Scrolls, the oldest complete extant Hebrew MS was
around A.D.900. This made a time gap of 1 .300 years(the
Hebrew Old Testament was completed about 400 B.C.)

.

. . With the discovery ofthe Dead Sea Scrolls, however, a
number of Old Testament manuscripts have been found
which scholars date before the time ofChrist." Considering
the minimal MSS, this evidence does not seem very
convincing, however, the rigid preservation of the books
tells us that the copies in existence are rehable.

Gleason Archer is quoted as saying "... Even though
the two copies of Isaiah discovered . . . were a thousand

years earUer than the oldest dated manuscripts previ-

ously known . . . they proved to be word for word identical

with our standard Hebrew Bible in more than 95% ofthe
text . . . the 5 percent variation consisted chiefly of slips

of the pen and variations in spelling."

The internal evidence test concerns determining the
extent of credibility of the original work. University of
Chicago history professor Dr. Louis Gottschalk points
out a guide used by many regarding historical investi-

gation: "the ability of the writer or witness to tell the
truth is helpful to the historian to determine credibility,"

and this ability "is closely related to the witness's near-
ness both geographically and chronological ly to the events
recorded."

The following are only two of the numerous reasons
dealing with internal evidences that point to the Old
Testament's reliabiUty. The Pentateuch itself affirms

Moses as the author (Exodus 17:14, Num. 33:1-2, Deut.
31:9) and eyev«tness details point to a particular person
being the author and not an editor who lived years later.

The external evidence test deals with outside sources
agreeing with the information contained in the document
in questions. Archaeology plays a major role when it

comes to the Old Testament and extemed evidence.

William F. Albright, reputed to be a great archaeologist,

states: "There can be no doubt that archaeology has
confirmed the substanial historicity of Old Testament
tradition."

Though space does not allow for specifics, the five

cities of the plains, the doors in sodom, the Mari tablets

and an extra bibUcal 10th century B.C. reference to

Abraham all contribute to the Old Testament's reliabil-

ity. (If you want specifics concerning these issues check
out books by F.F. Bruce, Josh McDowell, Larry Poland or

Merrill C. Penny). The above authors should prove helpful

to those interested in specifics and examining the Bible's

credentials.

Look forward to New Testament reliability next week.
Until then, may God bless.

Diana D'Avanzo is a Collegian columnist.

Notes from the Campus Center basement
You know, I really don't care how I look, just how

I'm seen.

When you're standmg there with only two hours of

sleep, tons of homework sitting on your desk, people

caUingyou all sorts of terrible things, while you drain

your third spaghetti dinner of the week through a

strainer that came with the apartment (a strainer

your housemates insist is a laundry basket), it really

makes you re-evaluate your lifestyle. I think I'll give

all this up to paint sea shells and eat kelp at the beach.

More fun than a tax attorney salad. Who says

cannibals aren't fun?

Most people plan their finances around buying a

new car or a new house. I plan mine around those

peanut butter bars they sell at the Hatch.

I really want to be a U.S. ambassador ... no, that's

not right. I want to be an ambassador to the United

States. Sounds impossible? Not so. Ill just become a

Canadian citizen, right? Then I'll go to the ruling

person and/or business conglomerate and say "Look,

you need somebody that knows these goofy American

types right? Well who'd be more qualified than someone

who used to be American?" 'Course I'd probably lose

the job to someone who's still an American.

Sure, butdoyou really need powdered hot chocolate

mix?
Every now and then I feel like I'm a suppporting

character in someone else's situation comedy show.

You know, like Mork's friend Orsen. I'd hate to think

that the only reason for my existence is to provide

comic relief

I watched "Star Trek: the New Generation" for the

first time the other day. What is this show but a living

room with a big screen T.V.? Sure they have all those

strange beeping noises, but we've got our little brothers

that make strange noises with their armpits and play

Gameboy.
I watched some ofthe Olympics last week (doesn't my

life sound exciting?). Those ice dancers are really amazing.
I was particularly astounded when the guy would pick his

partner up by the hips and hold her over his head while

he skated around the rink. But I couldn't help but think

that beginners in this sport can't be as coordinated as
that and must have tried it only to face a pretty embar-
rassing situation. I know I'd never have the nei-ve to take
the risk.

Marc Elliott

"I can't believe it's not Jell-O."

"There's always room for butter."

I'm only going to say this once so listen up. I don't care

for sports much myself but if there's anyone out there

that's not reading "Scott's Shots" by David Scott, please

damn them to an eternity of"generic brand" cheeze puffs

and on-campus living with roommates named Dahmer.
"Scott's Shots" appears in the sports section every
Wednesday and it's a freaking riot. I think we should get

all of Dave's professors to flunk him so he never gradu-
ates and just keeps taking shots for us.

Anyone catch that GEO rally yesterday? Sorta low
turnout, but then spring hasn't quite sprung yet. The
Student Union steps are really only a good location for

rallies protesting the Munchy store. "More Nachos! More
Nachos! We want melted cheeze too!"

How can they justify including Mount Holyoke in the

Five College Area? They might as well include Oxford.

Have you ever taken a bus out there? It takes at least

three days. You can start out smoothly shaved and by
the time you get there, you look like the current Elvis

Costello. I mean after you get past Hampshire, they
ought to just give up. It's all wilderness after that.

And what about the bus stops they have on this

route? Ridiculous! "Say Bob, we haven't put in any bus
stops for a while."—"Gee Joe, you're right. Let's put one right here."—"But there's nothing but trees for miles around."—"So what? Well just say it's to break the mo-
notony."

What bothers me even more is that people get offat

these stops without any camping gear. Mostly it's

some bigguy with a hockey mask muttering something
about Silver Lake, but now and again a whole bunch
of people get off there. Where are they going? It's the
middle of the woods! Maybe there's some sort of

underground Taco Bell out there.

Now this is just my opinion (and you all know how
much that's worth), but if I bnng my food up to the
cashier and he or she has to ask me "What izzat?" I

ought to get a 50-cent discount right then and there.

I wonder if Margot Parrot really enjoys squatting
in urine- soaked bushes— pretty strange hobby ifyou
ask me. Just remember everyone, there's someone out
there watching you. Zip up as fast as you can, she
might bring a camara one of these times.

I have two moods: awake and asleep. Not very
responsive.

Like my uncle Mort always says, "Shaddup boy!
You talk too much. Don't you know the jello won't
harden without a little ice?"

Marc Elliott is a Collegian columnist.
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hospital, sulTered from a lung ailment which family and
friends believed would eventually leave him an invalid.

In addition to his poor health, Jones recently experi-
enced the death of his wife. Sarah (Cowls) Jones, which
friends and family said affected him deeply. They had
been married for 55 years.

Allen Torrey. former town manager of Amherst and
long-time friend ofJones, said he is extremely saddened
but also understands his friend's act.

"We all agree that what he did was an act of strength,
not weakness," Torrey said.

Stephen Puffer, 78, a life-long friend ofJones for more
than 70 years, said he has lost his best friend and will
sorely miss him.

"He was like a brother to me," Puffer said. "He was the
best man that ever walked the face of the earth."

Puffer also said that Jones, a Mason and a Rotary Club
member, was a major figure in Amherst history and
though he had many opportunities to leave the area, he
chose to stay and help change his hometown for the
better.

"He was a monument in Amherst." Puffer said. "He
was a self-made man who did anything and everything
for his community." Puffer, also a life-long resi-

dent ofAmherst and owner of Puffton Village, said Jones
was worried about losing both his health and indepen-
dence in his old age.

"Walter was a very proud and strong man." Puffer
said. "He didn't want to be a burden to anyone."

Puffer also added that he had seen Jones on Monday
and was shocked by the death of his "last friend."

Torrey. in recalling the contributions Jones made over
the years, said he was instrumental in bringing Amherst
out of its rural past and establishing "a modern-day
Amherst."

"Walter helped make Amherst what it is today," Torrey
said.

Jones was Amherst's water commissioner in t he 1 950s
and also served on the Board of Trustees of the National
Bank of Amherst, now part of Shawmut Bank.

Jones' daughter, Gertrude Wegel, said he controlled
every aspect of his life and not wanting to lose that
control, controlled his own death.

Younger Amherst residents are more familiar with
Jones' son, Dennison H. Jones, who owns one of the
largest real estate businesses in Western Massachu-
setts, which rents largely to a UMass community.

Jones, who lived on the same land settled by his
ancestors 250 years ago, made his legacy from the lumber
company founded by his grandfather W.D. Cowls.

Jones's father and grandfather were Massachusetts
state representatives.

Following an autopsy, Springfield's medical examiner
concluded that Jones died from injuries sustained in the
fall and not from drowning.

Services, including a special Masonic memorial, will

be held Friday at the Douglass Funeral Home in Amherst.

M4RCHON OVER TOUWOK& 44 FORTHEBESTOEAtS 4R0UND.'

GUINNESS GOLD $1749

ARCTIC ^^^ $ 1049OE?
MICHELOB, S-1099

« ffMICHELOB LIGHT, 'Ycep

liedJ CASE CF 2-12 PK. CANS

PABST $799.0
BLUE RIBBON
CASE :-:!-: :; sarbott:

EP.

POLAR MIXERS
&SODA i.^!"

A4

GLEN ELLEN $499
WHITE. RED. WHITE 1 5 L

GRENACHE

SUHER HOME $349
WHITE ZINFANDEL

75c ML

FETZER S499

COOKS copq Ml
CHAMPAGNE ^O r^r.

750 ML fji^2.

\ iC**'^> SUNDIAL CHABDONMY
V-^-t.* OPVALiSYOAKS 750 ML—=^-*" CABEI'ne' SAUVIGSCS

EXTRA DRY A BRUT

CARLO ROSSI
CHABUS. flH/iVE BURGUNDY

BLUSH. VIN ROSE. PINK
CHABUS. SANGRIA PAISANO

;79
' 4CL

PASSPORT ?f^l 5
-j 279

SCOTCH HE^^fe'a^oo *^brreU?e'

]s0^^^7'l
VODKA

AFTEfl

REBATE

SALE 9.49

MAIL- iN REBATE 1 50

SCHENLEY$-|-J49
WHISKEY ' 1 75L

SALE $
1 1 .49 ^TEN HIGH

DUUHdON rebate 2 X AFTER REBATE

|49
'

1.75L

FLEISCHMANN'S $Q49
GIN 8

SALE 11.49 MAIL- IN REBATE 3.00

1.75L

AFTER REBATH

Fu« Redempdon Center

not responsible for

typographical errors

9anito 11pm
Monday thru Saturday

/ iminoQ AA
HADLEY

Campus Plaza/Roufe 9
253-9344

LOCATIONS
HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln St.

534-4555

SALE PfllCES

THURS2i77/92THRU
WEDS. 1492

Don t Drink
and Drive

This IsliNirBrain.

ThisIslburBrainMthout Pizza.

Any Questions?

I One Large Pcpperoni Pizza i

Additional Toppings Extra.
offer valid on dclKtr)' only. I'ltiH- mtrnlHin tnupiio ivhiT

.rjftm^ I 111. inur«.ii iXT n.[r1v |*r visit at iMrticiiMlinS

hzzafiiil driurn unil.MirresliiiranL'. Niit ViiliJ wilh«m'

'ither Dlti-r. LiniiUiJ Di'liwn Xtai tfurry.i)fftrrinil5«»in.

l'ij<jt liiliM

' I"*"!'.' l'i?.Zd Hill Int r_'llCi,i<.hi riJirmplionvdliM-

-Hut

IWiPmaHuLlfx
For tree delivery call: 253'3443.

tribunal
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Krishna Iyer, former Supreme Court ChiefJustice
ofIndia, Shaikh Mohammad Rashid, former Deputy
Pi ime Minister of Pakistan, Swedish Parliament
member Hans Goran Franck, former Japanese
judge Susumu Ozaki, French author Rene Dumont
and Neha Sancho, chair of the Filipino party
BAYAN.

In a press release issued by the Commission of
Inquiry, Ramsey Clark said, "The Commission has
conducted the largest independent worldwide in-

vestigation of war crimes in history."

The Commission is attempting to uncover the
effect of 88,000 tons of bombs dropped on Iraq,

according to Clark. "It has also publicized the
continuing effects of the U.S.-backed sanctions
and embargo which have continue to cause thou-
sands of deaths even today," Clark said.

Clark said, "We recognize our role in history is

to bring the transgressors to justice."

The session will take place from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
in the Martin Luther King Jr. High School Audi-
torium, on 66th Street and Amsterdam Avenue.

MICHAEL'S
HOME OF
FREE POOU

MeMf Hours: Mon.- Thurs. 4-1
Fri.-Sun. 12-1 • 256-8284

TUESDin^WEDMESDAY

1/2 Price Pool
for under 21

siiiiliiiys

Pool Shoot Offs

Sign UpYourTeam for the Fun.

FRAT vs. FRAT Coworkers Friends/Etc.

• All Drafts 16oz $1.50 •

21 & Over
Always FREE Pool

10A Belchetlown Rd., Amherst, Next to Hunan Garden

CAf €
DICARLO

5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Eggplant Parmesan
• Pasta Primavera
• Lasagna a! Porno
• Polio all'Arrabbiata

(chicken with spicy tmiato sauce & pasta)

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6,95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires February 27, 1992

_^ Open Daily at 11:.30 a.m.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
2SJ-9300

Y'all hail noAv. The Queen is back

J

By LOU COVE
Collegian Staff

It'sbeen acouple ofyears since herbus tookawrongturn
and ended up in Amherst, NewYork instead ofAmherst,
Mass., nearly missing the Spring Fling gig at UMass
entirely, butvsathanyluckherhighnesswill be in full force
come the first night of March at Pearl St. Never has this

>Aaiter seen a thrcjng of thousands of co-eds take such an
emotional plunge as w^hen theyannounced, earlyon that

fatefulMaymom, thatQueen Latifahwas in up-state New^
York. But, everthe graciousmonarch, Latifah caught
a plane to the valley and the masses >vent wild.
Latifah, w^ho blew a hole the size ofNewJersey in

the predominatlymale rap scene back in 1 989with
her red-hotTommy Boy releaseAllHailthe Queerij
is currently touring in support of her newest album
Nature ofa Sista'. With a hyped up attitude and the

musical clout toback it up, she earnedher title from the
get-go with heady, dominating raps that sported such
commandeering titles as "Dance for Me," "Latifah's

Law^," and "Wrath ofmy Madness." All tracks featured

slickproduction, soulful backup, and ahostofluminaries
like De La Soul and Monie Love to add a final sparkle to

the mix.
With her latest release Latifah expands on alreadysolid

ground byaddingaheartydash ofroots-reggae, R& B, and
some soulful singing to a number of tracks. Rapping,

skanking, and singing some sweet street-soul, Latifah

mcikes Sista ' a disc to remember.
"I've alAvays tried tocombine singing

and rhyming," says the Queen. "I

thinkon this album Fve become
more creative with melodies
and things like that. I am
singingmorc, and thisalbum
is really rhythmic."
Nature ofa Sista ' has al-

ready spawned two hits

vsathboththe savvymuscle
of"Hy Girl," Latifah's an-

swer to the heavycome
ons of the meat-market
club scene, and the au-

thoritative "Latifah's

Had it Up 2 Here."
Highlights from the

new^ album include

"Sexy Fancy," a

reggae rap that, with
the help of Scringer

Ranks on vocals,
achieves an authentic

rub-a-dub sound, and
"Give Me Your Love,"
which proves once and for

all that Latifah can do much
more than simply carry a tune.

Sista' touches all bases, mixing
musical styles with flair w^hile

maintaing a distinctive Latifah

touch.
Bom in Newark, New^Jersey as

Dana Owens, Latifah started out

as a "human beatbox" for a high

school triodubbed "Ladies Fresh." She eventuallystarted

palling around with DJ Mark and 45 King (who later

became members of the Ravor Unit) and put together

some demos that won the folks at Tommy Boy over. All

Hail the Queen was nominated for a Grammy and the

1 990 Rolling Stone reader's poll honored Queen Latifah

with anew title
- "BestFemale Rapper. " At twenty-one she

is raps reigning Queen.
Latifah (the name is arable for delicate and sensitive)

crowned herself "not to denote rank, but to acknowledge

that all Black people come from a long line of kings and

queens that they've never reallyknown about. This is my
way of giving tribute to them," she said.

Queen Latifah's rhymes are rarely frivolous, although

she never fails to remind you it's "Queen L-A-T-I-F-A-H in

command. " Herthemesare global, racialand sexual.

She is a strongwoman, an excellent role model for

a rap world that largely ignores, objectifies and/or
berates w^omen in both song and video. With cuts

like "FlyGirl" and "Latifah's Had itUp to Here," she
joins the cause ofmaking all the boys stand up and
take notice of the undeniable w^ord — you don't

funk with the Queen.
With her Afrocentric style and her pow^erful

feminine persona, Latifahhasbeen lifted to the level

of rap guru, aligning herself

with the likes of Public En-
emy and doing her best to

make changes in her \vorld

through her rap. "Nuffofthe
Ruff Stuff' sums it up as

Latifah raps "The particular

name ofthisQueen is Latifah

/ I've been classified as a
feminine teacher / collec-

tively capture the heart of a
nation/ lovemyculture and
show^ appreciation.
There'll be much appre-

ciation w^hen the Queen of

Royal Badness returns.

Queen Latifah will be ap-

pearing at Pearl St. in

Northampton on Sunday,
March 1 at 7p.m. This is an
18+ show.
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iQUALITYSILK SCREENED
i SPORTSWEAR

T-SHIRTS • SWEATS
BUMPER STICKERS •MUGS

KENNEDY
SCREEN GRAPHICS

16 ARMORY STREET
NORTHAMPTON. MA 1 060

^ HUSP^ (413)584-2124

1-800-287-2124
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Amherst Sunshine

CAR WASH
381 College Street

(Rt. 9 East)

AUTOMATIC WASH/WAX
Open Daily 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

OUR ATTENDANT

IS HAPPY

TO ASSIST

YOU-

Self-Service Bays
Open 24 hrs.

Soap/Rinse/Wax • Bubble Brush

Tire Cleaner • Engine De-Greaser

$1 .00 & $5.00 Changer
Vacuum Cleaners

I'CO

^0

IMIRl

SuHr \M

(haprt HiH. W i''1l4

I •oaf44^^w

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS
OPPORTUNlTYl

Mikr ihr Imuilitm Inio the budnca «^<ri<1 vUii^ ycUuw pi^
advTclMnfi ktt ytiur tampus lrlq>hi>nc dtrrocy ," fat othrf can^xa
dlrrtlorin lullonwtdc

MONEY!
fjun «n tvrn^ of $4,000 far the 1 1 wrck ulcs period with an
unlUnlird cippurtunliy fitt • (iniAiiMr HinMncr

EXPERIENCE!
(iain v^iuhlr rxprclrncr In lain. advrrUsli^ markrtlff and public
rrlalions.

TRAINING!
Travrl iii Cliiprl Hill, N< fiir a Ave -day rxprrar paid sale* Iralnli^
prugram Train with 2V) other mUegc Mudcnu fttm acros the
cfHintry

InlcrHrwIng on campusi
Wrdneaday, March A

Vlshor'* Cenler

—PEKINGGARDEN
^ BESTOFCHINESE FOOD I

'^^ SPECIALIZINQ IN

MANDARIN AND SZECHUAN
DISHES

5-MPM 11 -3PM
MON-THURS SUNDAY

BUFFET BRUNCH
$5.99 $6.99

HADLEY

BUD PITCHER5 PUB BUD PITCHERS

SOMI IHINd IS \l W \^ S H AIMMMNCi ATTHh IH U

HliALTMY SKIN
HeRins will) ;i ilirp poic

ikMMsinj; f.H inl.

Also kish <iiul l>i(iw

tiiUIn^, sh.-ipii));, li.iii

w.nxing, in.ikc up.

AlvSTHKTICS SKINCAIU'
» I M.ihi SI . Siillr I. Aiiihi'iM. MA ,". I '"h/.i

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY COMEDY SHOW
20% OFF DINNER

BANQUET PARTY ROOM
QP TO 200 PERSONS

FCILL COCKTAIL MENU
48 RWSSELLST. • HADLEY, MA 01035 • (413) 586-1202

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
\ I^AiMASIfRCARD

LIVE LOCAL AND COLLEGE

jBANDS THURSDAY -SATURDAll

HURS,,,.- ONE EYED JAKE
THE BEND

r„„, FREE PRESS

EVERY TUESDAY 7-8 PM
ALL U CAN EAT

PASTA AND SALAD $2.00

VILLA
.Olftrlfg Quallly MtmUmm r»«rfi)

Great Mexican Food Served Quickly &
Inexpensively in o Friendly & Casual Atmosphere

DOWNTOWN
AMHERST

Boltwood Walk 256-8217
Beer & Wine Served

DOWNTOWN
NORTHAMPTON

21 Center St. 584-0673
Bring Your Own Beer & Wine

For Delivery, Call Delivery Express • 549-0077

NHL
at the

TOC
Don't miss the action!

Toronto Maple Leafs
at Boston

Tonight at 7:35 pm

of the

CAMPUS
LOUNGE

11th Floor • Campus Center
UMass at Amherst

Mon.-Frl.: 11:30 am-12:30 am
Sat. & Sun.: 5:00 pm-12:30 am
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SUNDAY ONLY
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FILM — German film series presents "Himmel
uber Berlin/Wings of Desire" starring Peter Falk.
This acclaimed film was named one the best films
of the 1980s by Siskel & Ebert. At Merrill Il/Amherst
College at 4 and 7:30 p.m. Free.

LECTURE — "The Eastern Mediterranean as a
Bridge: Coastal Archaeology" by Michael Artzy,

Dept. of Maritime Civilizations at Gniv. of Haifa. At
Merrill 310/Amherst College at 4 p.m. Free.

SEMINAR — The Fisheries Science/Aquatic
Ecology Invited Speaker Series presents "Migration
in Fishes by Selective Tidal Transport: Sex is Just
a Hop, Step, Jump Away" by James McCleave,
CJMaine. At the Conte Anadromous Fish Research
Center/Turners Falls at 4 p.m. Reception will fol-

low. Free.

LECTGRE — "Early Modern Women Philoso-

phers and Their Faith in History" by Eileen O'Neill.

At Skinner Hall 210/Mount Holyoke College at 7
p.m. Free.

MUSIC — Music at Amhers series Presents a

Pre-Concert Discussion on "Beethoven's String

Quartets" with Lewis Spratlan, Prof. Music/Am-
herst. At Buckley Recital Hall/AC at 7: 1 5 p.m. Free.

LECTGRE — Colloquium Orientologicum on
"Muslim Merchants in Republican China: The Evo-
lution of a Minority Economic Niche" by Jonathan
Lipman. At 102 Bartlet Hall/GMass at 7:30 p.m.

Refreshments served.

IN CONCERT — The Magic Triangle Jazz Con-
cert Series Presents The Ed Blackwell Trio spon-

sored by by WMUA. At Hampden Theater/GMass at

8 p.m. Tickets $7 general/$5 students.

IN CONCERT — The Music at Amherst Series

presents The Emerson Spring Quartet, one of the

premier chamber ensembles ofour time. At Buckley

Recital Hall/Amherst College at 8 p.m. Tickets $16
and $14 general; $14 and $12 students/elders.

PLAY— "Tales of the Lost Formicans" by GMass
alumnus Constance Congdon. This award-winning

comedy brings together shopping malls and aliens

for a look at life in America. Performances Feb. 27-

29 and Mar. 4-7. At the Rand Theater/GMass at 8

p.m. Tickets $5 general; $3 students/elders.

LECTGRE— "The Constitutional Gniversity" by

Will Harris, Prof. Political Science, GPenn. At the

Converse Porter Lounge/Amherst Colllege at 8

p.m. Free.

LECTGRE — 'Desert Storm Plus One' Series

presents "A Retrospective Assessment of Media

Coverage of the Persian Gulf War" by Tom
Englehardt and Jay Rosen. At Rankilin Patterson

Main Lecture Hall/Hampshire College at 8 p.m.

Free.

LECTGRE— "Region, Nationalism and Peace in

the Middle East: Relationship Bewteen law and

Government in a Democracy with Many Political

Parties" by Zeidan Atashi. At Campus Center Front

Room/Amherst College 8 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — King Missle rocks into town to

promote their latest disc. The Way toSaluation. With

special guests Earshot and Violently 111. At Pearl

Street, Northampton at 8:30 p.m. Tickets $6 adv./

$7 at the door. 18+ only.

IN CONCERT— Syd Straw of 'Golden Palamino'

fame has been said to have one of the most distinc-

tive voices in rock. At the Iron Horse at 7 p.m.

Tickets $1 1 Adv. All ages.

IN CONCERT — Kamal Sabir, a drummer for-

merly with Omette Coleman, will star with Terry

Jenoure for a concert filled with contemporary jazz.

At the Augusta Savage Gallery/GMass at 7 p.m.

Call 545-5177 for info. Free.

EXHIBIT— "Stolen Moments/Stolen images" a

photographic exhibition by Emikan Sudan will be

shown at the Wheeler Gallery/GMass through March

12. Gallery Hours: Mon.-Thu. 4 to 8 p.m. & Sun. 2

to 5 p.m. Free.

FRIDAY
UTERATGRE READING — The Livr Uterature

Reading Series present Melanle Almeder and Janet

Benton at Wotton's Books, 19 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst at 7:30 p.m. Free.

PANEL — The Rve College Canadian Studies

MIni-SymposIa Series presents "Canadian Health

Care— Lessons for the Gnited States" with various

panelists. At the Neilson Ubrary Browsing Room/

Smith College at 1 :30 p.m. Free.

H^^PCNirfOS
IN CONCERT — Jiggle Screen, Mundo Mojo,

Paul Flaherty and Randall Colbourne headline at

the Worcester Artist Group/Wore, at 8 p.m. Tickets

$5.

Kodo
Photo by Christian Steiiter

IN CONCERT — Kodo, a Japanese percussion

company, will bring their One Earth Tour to the Fine

Arts Center/GMass at 8 p.m. Tickets $25, $23 and
$21; five-college students are half price; children

under 16 $10. Call 545-251 1 for info.

FILM — "Gallipoli" starring Mel Gibson and di-

rected by Peter Weir ("Dead Poets Society") about

two young Australians who join the army to fight in

WWI. At the Campus Center Theater/Amherst Col-

lege at 7:30 and 10 p.m. Also Feb. 29. Tickets

$1.50.

COMEDY — Tom DeLuca, named Amherst
College's Campus Entertainer of the Year 1986/9
will combine card tricks, comedy, and hypnosis for

an unforgettable evening. At the Campus Center

Front Room/AC at 9 p.m. Tickets $5 general; $2
ACID.

IN CONCERT — Motown recording greats The
Marvelettes will perform a special benefit for the

Center for the Arts. With local band Who's Kiddin

Who. At Pearl Street, Northampton. Doors open at

7 p.m. Tickets $10. Call 584-7327 or 584-7771 for

tickets/info.

IN CONCERT— The Bombastics will rock Pearl

Street (downstairs) at 9 p.m. Tickets $4. Call 584-

7771 for info.

IN CONCERT — Pierce & Co. return to the

Serendipity Lounge at the Howard Johnson's in

Greenfield with no cover charge. Also performing

Feb. 29. Call 774-2314 for times.

LECTGRE — Highlights of the Smith College

Museum Collection by Cynda Benson, NEA intern.

At the Museum of Art/SC at 3 p.m. Free.

MGSIC — The Third Annual English Handbell
Festival will bring together handbell choirs from
Mount Holyoke, Williams, and Smith Colleges. At
the Sweeny Concert Hall/SC at 3 p.m.
MGSIC — The Asian Students Association pre-

sents the Chen and Dancers Co. at Buckley Recital

Hall/Amherst College at 8 p.m. Tickets TBA.
IN CONCERT— NRBQ will perform with the Ray

Manson Band at Pearl Street at 7 p.m. Tickets $10
Adv./$12 at the door.

IN CONCERT — Fred Small will bring us his

songs of freedom and struggle at the Iron Horse at

7 p.m. Tickets $6.50 Adv. All ages.

MGSIC/READINGS— Michael Kline, Davis Bates
and Rochelle Wildfong will present "Coming Home:
Stories & Songs of Western Mass." at the
Northampton Center for the Arts/Top Floor-Sullivan

Square Bulding at 8 p.m. Tickets $7 general; $4
students/children.

IN CONCERT— Barbeque Bob and the Rhythm
Aces will play at Twister's Tavern, 30 Boltwood
Walk, Amherst. Call 253-2688 for times and info.

ARTS FESTIVAL — Storytellers, dancers, mu-
sicians, dancers and more will perform at the Mid-

Winter Family Arts Festival, presented by the Am-
herst Community Arts Center from 2 to 10 p.m.

located at the intersection of N. Pleasant St. &
Meadow St. , Amherst. Tickets (to benefit theACAC)
$5 adult; $3 child; $10 family. Call 549-71 18 for

info.

Phofo coartety New WOULD Thealtr

Underground Railway Theater in *T/ie Christopher

Columbus Follies, "presentedbyNewWORLD Theater.

PLAY — The New WORLD Theater presents

Gnderground Railway Theater in "The Christopher

Columbus Follies: An Eco-Cabaret" at Bowker
Auditorium/GMass at 8 p.m. Tickets $5 general; $3
students/senior citizens. Call 545-251 1 for info.

SUNDflY

fhofo coune$y Northern Ughl$

Northern Li^ts, featuring (from left to ri^t) Bill

Henry, TaylorArmerding^JeffNortonandMike Kropp.

IN CONCERT— Northern Lights, named "Out-

standing Country Act" at the 1991 Boston Music

Awards will perform to promote their new disc.

Can't Buy Your Way. At the Iron Horse at 7 p.m.

Tickets $6.50 adv./$8 at the door. All ages.

SflTaRDHY
IN CONCERT —Rockin' Dave and The Rent

Party will be at Peari Street (downstairs) at 9 p.m.

Tickets $4.

IN CONCERT — Minibus will be performing at

Sheehan's Cafe, Northampton, starting at 9 p.m

FACGLTY RECITAL — Jane Bryden, soprano

with guest artist Stanley Scharkey, lute. With music

by Dowland, Purcell and others. At Sweeny Concert

Hall/Smith College at 8 p.m.

IN CONCERT— Guitarist Patty Larkin combines
heartfelt love songs and songs with a social and
satirical edge. At the Campus Center Frontroom/

Amherst College at 8 p.m. Tickets $8 general; $2
ACID.

IN CONCERT— Queen Latifah will rap her way
to Pearl Street to promote her new disc, Nature ofa
Sista 'at PS, Northampton at 7 p.m. Tickets $1 5.50

Adv./$17 at the door. 18+ only.

PERFORMANCE — The Northampton Arts

Council and Bay State Cabaret present "The Really

Big Show: An All-Star Salute to Ed Sullivan" at the

Academy of Music, Northapton at 2 p.m. Tickets

$5 general; $4 students/seniors in adv. and $6
general; $5 students/seniors at the door.

IN CONCERT — Professor Lewis Spratlan will

conduct violinist Jessica Troy and the Valley Fes-

tival Orchestra in a performance of Bartok's Viola

Concerto. Plus, the Amherst College Choral Soci-

ety will join forces with the orchestra for a perfor-

mance of Kodaly's "Te Deum", conducted by
Mallorie Chemin. At Buckley Recital Hall/AC at 8
p.m. Free.

REGGAE— "Maximum Madness" from the Car-

ibbean with "Obie One," at Twisters Tavern, start-

ing at 9 p.m.
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Mania's "De-Light" Buffalo Wings
Mama "Turbo Roasts" plump chicken wings

iliat cooks them crisp without frying The

special cooking process brings out the full

flavor without the fat!!

Served with your choice of sauces

10 "De-Light Wings"

20 "De-Ught Wings

30 'Cte-yght Wings

50 "De-Ught Wings

100 "De-Lighl Wings

" ,,—. $6.9

$399
$6.99

99

99

$29.99

Orders over 100 must be ordered 2 hours in advance.

Celery and blue cheese are available upon request

Mama's Secret Sauces
\Luvisi.\SA ughtnisg// A^bvrmng buffalo/^^

Pass iho fire extinguiiher' V (^i^ Fire up the limtwrs! ((l^
A torching Cajun vinegar marinade . Hot and spicy, with thai authenuc Ten-mex flavor

The t-'^p^or'$ oldinvorite!

Fiery ieriyaM;iM(h(fite and ginger

TANGY TUPUELO
A sweet mellow yellow'

A honey dijon that is guaranteed to please.

^ TAME TEXAS
'i^j^ For ihosc who like 11 mild!

Ihick and uingy. wiih a mild laste and aroma

Munchies and Drinks
Fresh Baked Otis .Spunkmeyer Coo' .es $ 40 each

(0.>o|,ie(>i|< Duller Sa|« Double Ckc dc Chip) 3forSI.OO

Assoiiod Munchies $.50

IIVuio Cbiri. Nacbo CbMK ChRM Doodkil

31 Boltwood Walk. Amherst

Call 253-9898
RJR FAST DFLIVFRY FREE'

S4 01) Miinmum
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Assorted Juices Drinks

Coke. Diet Coke. Sprite. Orange

Cigarettes

CRAM) ()i'i:\i\(, srixiAi.
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African-American
History Month

Chicken Noodle Soup
Collard Greens

Black Eyed Peas with Ham Hocks
Red Beans and Rice

Steamed Rice
Chicken and Dumplings

Fried Pork Chops
Catfish Filets

Cornbread
Soup or Salad

$5.95

laurant
Feb. 28, 1992

1 1 :30 am-2 pm

Magic Triangle Jazz
plays on GMass radio
WM(JA 91.1 FM, in its continued sup-

port of "jazz" music, begins its third annual
Magic Triangle Jazz Concert Series this

week with a performance by the Ed
Blackwell Trio. This year's series remains
true to form, with three concerts, spread
over the next three months, on Thursday
nights in the intimate Hampden Theatre.

In its previous two years the series has
brought some fine drummers, including

Roy Haynes and Pete "LaRoca" Sims, but

this concert marks the first time a per-

cussionist has brought their own group.

Blackwell is one of the foremost drum-
mers of his day, and is filled with an equal
amount of history. He was bom in 1 929 in

Mew Orleans, and at an early age came
under the influence of drumming legends
Paul Barbarin and Baby Dodds. In the

early 1950s, while playing with Ellis

Marsalis, Blackwell was heard by Omette
Coleman, who invited him to come out
West. Blackwell accepted, spending time
in California and Texas before returning to
his native town.

After being jailed for miscegenation,
Blackwell left New Orleans for New York
where he replaced the great Billy Higgins
in Coleman's group in 1960. While
spending much of his time with Coleman,
Blackwell played and recorded with John
Coltrane, Don Cherry, Eric Dolphy, Mai
Waldren, Booker Little, Randy Weston
and others.

In 1975, Blackwell became artist-in-

residence at Wesleyan University, after

which he co-founded the group Old and
New Dreams with Charlie Haden, Don
Cherry and Dewey Redman. Blackwell
currently fronts his own Ed Blackwell
Project with Mark Helias and Carlos Ward,
as well as continuing his associations with
Mai Waldron and Old and New Dreams.

Blackwell uses a combination of gongs

with his bass and tom-tom drums to cre-

ate a melodic, sing-song-like sound. His

uncanny melodicism has been augmented
by his introduction of compelling African

and Asian rhythms into his music which
has provided an inspiration to countless
numbers of other drummers.

While the concert series has had a
tradition of superb drummers, it has also

brought some heavy tenor players, in-

cluding Clifford Jordan and Ricky Ford.

This year also continues that trend, as
Dewey Redman joins his long time com-
patriot Blackwell, along with bassist

Cameron Brown.
Redman, a Texas native, has seen stints

with Charlie Haden's Liberation Music
Orchestra, Omette Coleman and Keith

Jarrett. His "gut-bucket blues" play is

unparalleled, and his free improvisations

are equally impressive. Redman's latest

recorded endeavor is entitled "Living on
the Edge" on Black Saint records.

Cameron Brown's bass has been tapped
by Charlie Rouse, Zoot Sims, Chet Baker,
Archie Shepp and Art Blakey. Yet he
remains best known for his work with the
George Adams-Don Pullen Quartet where
he joined Dannie Richmond (Charles
Mingus' lifelong drummer) in the rhythm
section.

Pianoless trios are often intriguing,

particularly when led by a legend such as
Blackwell. In addition, seeing a master
percussionist live is always much more of
an auditory experience than merely lis-

tening to recordings. If you're a "jazz" fan,

you cfrt't miss this show, and if you're not
too knowledgable about
"jazz", then the Ed Blackwell trio is an
excellent place to start.

The Ed Blackwell Trio will be in perfor-

mance Thursday, Feb. 27, at 8 p.m. in

Hampden Theatre. Tickets are an unbe-
lievably low $7/$5 forS-College students.

Call545-25I 1 fortickets, orpurchase them
at the door the night of the show.
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LIVE IN SPRINGFIELD

PARAMOUNT
ELAYNE
BOOSLER
MARCH 7th

THE CLANCY
^ ^ ^ tM BROTHERS WITH

THE DUSTMEN
MARCH 12th

BOB NELSON &
CAROL LEIFER
MARCH 13th

CHARLIE DANIELS
BAND
MARCH 20th

THE S^fYLISTICS;
THE DRAMATICS;
RAY, GOODMAN &
BROWN
MARCH 21st
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ISRBQ is *fun fun fun'
and a whole lot more!

By MICHAEL LEW
Collegian Staff

If NRBQ was a video game, it would
be "Toobin'." If NRBQ was a summer
sport, it would be ultimate fi-isbee. If

NRBQ was a band, they would be
NRBQ. Oh, I guess they are a band.
That would make them nothing but fun,
fun, fun.

NRBQ (short for New Rhythm and
Blues Quartet) are fast-moving fun from
start to finish. They chum out fast

rocking songs one after another, se-

lected on the spot with little delay. Most
songs they play contain some type of

solo from guitarist Al Anderson, who is

quite a talented musician. His presence
on stage is also something to behold—
a very big man, especially standing
next to bassist Joey Spampinato.

Actually, the entire band is as fun to

watch as to listen to. Spampinato looks
like British comedian Christopher Ryan
playing the character Neil on a classic

episode of the Young Ones (if you are

confused, just imagine a short man
whose long straight hair almost touches
the floor). Playing keyboards, Terry

Adams looks sort of like Kevin Bacon
with a Rod Stewart haircut. Drummer
Tom Ardolino sits in the back, waving
his big, frizzy hair in the breeze of the

stage fan, looking much like a creation

of Jim Henson.
Looks are nice. Looks are helpful.

But I would not be writing this favorable

preview if it were not for NRBQ's keen
ability to rock any room from the start

of a set clear through the end. They
have no set list and they do not waste

much time between songs. Their fuel is

excitement — you can see them feed
off their own momentum.

NRBQ's songs are usually void of

any serious deep message. There is a
song in their repertoire about restau-

rant monopolies along the MassPike,
but, besides some semi-serious love

songs, I am hard-pressed to recall im-
ploring or preaching lyrics. Titles like

"Me and the boys," "Ridin' in My Car"
and "That's Alright" show their ten-

dency to sing about plain old fun. Their
love songs have the NRBQ fun touch to

them. In "Magnet," Spampinato sings,

"You're like a magnet/I'm like a piece
of wood," making light of lost feelings.

In "Feel You Around Me" Adams has
deadened the piano with a coat, mak-
ing a sound sort of like a toy piano.

NRBQ has been around for over 20
years, never really making commercial
sucess. They are better known in the

inner circles ofthe music world, though.
Spampinato appears in a song on the

recently released Eric Clapton LP 24
Nights. "Me and the Boys" has been
recorded by Bonnie Raitt and Dave
Edmunds. Raitt has also recorded
NRBQ's "Green Ughts."

An evening with NRBQ is on evening
well spent. Do your best to get to Pearl

Street Saturday night, and don't be
surprised by a semi-large turnout of

loyal fans, clad in t-shirts which read

"Here comes Terry, here comes Joey,

here comes Tom, here comes Al." And
get a drink before the show starts,

because there will be little chance to do
so afterwards unless you want to miss
the action.

Variety of Modern dance
Hampshire dancers move inventively
By LISA UVMADELEINE
Collegian Correspondent

The Winter Dance Concert at Hampshire

College last weekend provided a sampling

of modern dance choreography. Modern
dance, born in America at the turn of th»

century, sought natural, expressive, basic

movement. Choreographers of this form

are often inspired by emotions, universal

ideas or the pure visual effect of motion.

All of these styles were displayed at

Hampshire through inventive movement.
"Vespers" began the performance with

oppressive religious implications, estab-

lished by the monk -like hooded costumes,

the intense scores ofChopin and Paganini,

and exploratory movement. Ed Groff

created symbols of the crucifix and suf-

fering throughout his seemingly "idea-

inspired" choreography. The effective

dancers struggled between expression and

suffering with pulling and supporting

gestures.

"Blessing," which followed, set to the

natural sounds of breath, had a refreshing

taste amongst the other conflict-laden

works. The synchronized movement and

sound reassured the audience with ideas

of love and togetherness. The dancers

added serenity to Erica Markin's natural

choreography.
"Poisoned Rose," a solo choreographed

and performed by Emily Park to Elvis

Costello's song of the same title, resur-

rected the dead from "Vespers." Stifled

expression was conveyed in this piece

through the struggle between forced bal-

let-like poses and natural contractions

and falls.

Amy Shuck's dark choreography,

ironically titles "Night Light" filled the studio

with desire. Emotions dominated the piece

with reaching motions, and poignant music

from Peter Buffet.

A surprisingly different style of chore-

ography moved onto the stage in the

second half of the program. Rebecca

Nordstom's "One Perfect Rose," blos-

somed from poems by Dorothy Parker of

the mid 1900s. Nordstom, with the com-

bined talents of an actress and a dancer,

embodies a writer who longed for inspi-

ration. Parkers' prose, which played

through the studio, revealed these feelings

of being "sick and tired," and amused the

audience with simple conclusions. "Just

Live" was the writer's advice. The dramatic

musfc arranged by Paul Ascenzo was

performed live with Alan Bumsteed. The

fervor of the music and prose materialized

in Nordstrom's dramatics.

Struggle emerged again in Danica
Phelp's work of homosexuality, "Direct

and Other Derivatives." Continuous fall

and recovery simulated the difficult rela-

tionship. Heartfelt supporting actions fol-

lowed the initial pushing movements of

suppression. Backing away from the

center, the dancers Phelps and Julie

Hoehnan were able to embrace.
The comedy of "One Perfect Rose"

spouted again and grew funnier in the next

work, "What's Your Sign?" Choreographers

Dylan Star Berkey and Emily Park sppofed

on the sterotypical "heaviness" of modern
dance. The tunes from such greats as the

Bee Gees and the Village People and
dances from a "discomaniac" were inter-

spersed between struggling contortions

by the other two dancers. The disco-ma-

niac dazzled the audience with her rendi-

tion of Saturday Night Fever and her

seventies costume of designer

jeans and a flashy gold headband.

The laughter stopped only for the

concluding piece, "Three Grabs is All You
Get." The three choreographers who also

performed the work created incredible

moving shapes to the sound ofsynthesized

cries of children. Harding, Pengelly and
Rabidoux explored floor movement,
forming inhuman, modern art-like sculp-

tures. The receptive audience was left with

visual images of these agile dancers and a

memorable night of drama, comedy and,

of course, dance.

Jong's disturbed Sky
By ANN MARINI
Collegian Correspondent

Red Sky at Morning
Mixed Media Exhibit

Hampden Gallery

Red Sky at Morning is now showing
through March 8 at Hampden Gallery in

Southwest residential area at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts.

Sky is a small, mixed media exhibit by
Michael Tong, a graduate student enrolled
in the Master of Fine Arts program at

UMass.
Through his work, Tong deals with the

struggle of many Asian Americans and
conveys how the experiences of his early

youth in Communist China helped deter-

mine the individual he has become. So do
not expect a pleasant, relaxing visit to an
art gallery. His work will disturb you.

It will make you think.

The exhibit focuses on a particularly

disturbing experience in the artist's life—
the disturbance of Tong's grandfather's

grave. Tong presents the viewer with an
imposing vision: an oversized, metal rep-

resentation of an open coffin contained by
a cage, the height of which almost reaches
the ceiling. Inside, a series of black and
white photographs illustrate the traumatic

event, communicating Tong's feelings of

fear and isolation.

Tong, who spent the first 14 years of his

life in Communist China, writes, "There
are those experiences in life which are

most important to our development. They

help us create our self identity, to make us
who we are.

"The first fourteen years of my life

played a major role in the shaping of who
I am today," Tong said.

Yet Tong reveals his formative experi-

ences in a manner that enables a viewer to

gain a sense of a child's perception of life

in Communist China. What seems un-

imaginable for many is offered by Tong on
a vulnerable, human level.

The Hampden Gallery is open Monday
through Friday, 3-7 p.m., and Sunday, 2-

5 p.m.
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The Arts desk ot
the Collegian.

Coel people
bringing you cool

stuff. IMro0.

bands, musicians,
singers, songwriters

rock*jazz*blues*reggae*folk

are you ready to assault the cxrwaves?

play live on the air!

WMUA 91.1 Live Music Project

call Ami Bennitt at 545-2876

formerly

UTWll
The Club When It

All Comes Tog9th0Tl

I ^i'Ccectioot^tihfyl

NEW ADDITION

NOKTHAMPTON

Daily

Noon-
12:30 am
8 Tables

Private

Functiun
Room

1 Pearl St., N'ton • 584-4100 l,I.IIIHH!HJH'«Bil»mi

S> 1 - 1
with Residential Arts presents

THE MAGIC TRIANGLE JAZZ
CONCERT SERIES

featuring:

the Kd Blackwell Irio
x\ Hl\c\\\\c\\. tiiiiins •Caiiicion Br«n\!i. hb

\X'\\c\ RcJmoncl. (onoi saxophone

Thurs. February 27
8 pm • Hampden Theatre,UMass

call 545-2511 for ticket

reservations, 545-2876 for info

FdYNAMTtE I

RECORDS

$1-00 OFF*
All Prerecorded Products

With This Coupon

* per place for product worth fDore than $1. Expires 3/17

Open 7 days • Thornes Marketplace, 150 Main St.,

Northampton, MA •SM-ISn»-»»
H
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THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY

Featuring D| $!>troUin' Roland

APPETIZER SPECIAl. SiOO-lftOOPM

ANY MENU NACHOS
$2.00

WEEKLY SPECIALS

12oz. Bottles

Sl.OO

King is crawling out

Conv«nl*nt to Brittany

ARIvwVlMto

253-9742
505WMISL
So. Amherst

By SAAD HOPKINS
Collegian Staff

King Missile (formerly King Missile Dog
Fly Religion) is one of those bands that is

easy to define musically, but are unique
nonetheless. They're loud, yet "pop-y,"

subversive yet harmless, ugly and yet

appealing on the stage. King Missile is one
of the strangest bands to crawl out of the

woodwork in recent memory.
Half newly written songs, and half re-

writes of old songs resulted in their debut

LP "Mystical Shit." That platter went on to

be a fave not only with the critics, but also

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

THE ^ PUB
( 11 l.l«< AlluS ULJRS LN A.MHHHSr

•»<.H •
I
•>'»

_

PAST Pir. ASAriT STREET

We will be serving FREE
cookies, punch, coffee &
tea! Admission is $1 for

Central Residents & $2 for
all others

Brought to you by the
Central Area Government

La Cucina di

Tinocchio
PIZZA, SUBS
& CALZONES

FREE DELIVERY
549-3669

Coupons valid for deliver, or pick-up only.

N.^
>.oSV 1177 N. Pleasant St

.N. Amherst

* TWIN SPECIAL *

Large Cheese Pizzas

$12
oo

(+tax)

Additional items SI .25 per topping.

Limit of one coupon per pizza.

Coupons for pick-up or deliver, only.

Vilid in Amhera LxKauon only Expires May .?!. 1992

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

$ 1 OFF
Any Large Pizza

Additional items SI.25 per topping.

Limit of one coupon per pizza.

CouDons for oick-uD or delivery only.
Valid in Amherst Location only Kxpires May 31. 1992

$ 1.SO OFF
any Large Pizza 'with % toppings

Additional items SI.25 per topping.

Limit of one coupon per pizza.

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only. |
Valid at Amhest locabon only. Expires May 31, 1992.

* TWIN SPECIAL *
I

2 Large Cheese Pizzasi
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

$12
OO

(+tax)

Additional items SI .25 per topping.

Limn of one coupon per pizza.

Coupons for pick-up or delivery only.

Valid in Amherst Location only. EUpires May 31. 1992

a
«- UQUORS '
18 Main St. Downtown Anilierst 253-5441

Featuring NARRAGANSEH

$7.^Casel2ozCans

Genume Draft& Draftli^t
$12.99 cse 12 oz bots

CATAMOUNT (Your Choice)

$4.99 6pk bots.

FOSTERS LAGER
$8.99 12^k bots.

PABST BLUE RIBBON
$8.99 case long-necks

\^/MastBrcani aooepted on k^ dqposhs
Many More In-tStorc (Specials

.^Ejggvpjl'^gy*^ (bspccially on vine^; 'DcBvoy Avaiiabk*

P
• Auto Glass

'j^^y^ mOfSi Replacement
• Body Shop
• Used Car
• Mechanical
Repairs

North Amherst Motors
Old Sunderland Rd., (Jo. Amherst 549-2880

A CARSTARif
.Collision Repair Center

Car & Truck
Rentals

LOW, LOW
_ PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL
NORTHAMPTON HOLYOKE

584-4112.535-1888

ySMF^-

CHINA GARDEN
"The Collegians choice in delightful dining."

[" "2.66 Offw/purd^ "}

|Of $15 ornnore with Ihis coupon

.

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food
Sunday - TTiurs, 11 JOam - 10:00pm • Friday - Sat, 11:30am llKWpn

Lunch Hour: 11:30am - 3:30pin 7 days a week

New Vegetarian Menu!
Luncheon special • $3.75 $4.75 &

Dinner««edal* $6iO-$7iS
Including soup and rice.

The Valley's Dim Sunn Brunch
Available everyday

Free Deliveiy Service • 5:00pm - 10:00pni

Visa / Master Card / American Express

Sew Remodeling • 7 Days a \\eek • Take-out

3 M.^Pleasant Street • Amherst. MA
253-4280/4281

\AR8l
RESTAURANT

$1.25 Michelob - 12 oz. bottles

2/27 to 3/5

Dance with D.J. Richie T.

New Castle Nile, Great Ale - Great Prizes

Dance with D.J. Teddy P.

Dance Party

Weekend Giveaways

$2 Cover

MARDI GRAS
with Rocking Dave and the Rent Party

Costumes-Prizes, Cajun Food, King Cake

VelcroWall

492 Pleasant Street • Northampton • 586-3763
PLENTY OF PARKING
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PE's Souljah celebrates African History Month
By BONITA PATRICKS
Collegian Correspondent

In a lecture at Hannpshire College last Thursday the
African woman known as Sister Souljah spoke her peace
in celebration of African-American History Month.

Souljah, most noted for her association with hardcore
rap activists Public Ejiemy, is the voice behind the
emotive and blood-curdling "WE ARE AT WAR," on the
hit single "Buck Whylin" by Public Enemy's DJ Termina-
tor X. She can also be seen in the PE video "Brothers
Gonna Work it Out," where she played a reporter, and in
1990 Souljah played a cameo role in PE's controversial
video "Can't Truss It." Her latest accreditations include
guest vocalist on the 1991 Public Enemy release entitled
Apocalypse '91. ..the Enemy Strikes Black, and the ac-
companying full-length home video. Tour of A Black
Planet

However, Souljah has branched out on her own and
has recorded her debut album, 360 Degrees of Power,
recently released on Epic Records. 360 Degrees ofPower,
a unique collection of ferocious raps and rhymes about
police brutality, genocide, rape, sisterhood and global
politics reflect her native Harlem experience and her
messages to Africans across the world.

Sister Souljah's message, heard loud and clear in

Franklin Patterson Hall, at a lecture sponsored by the
Hampshire College Multicultural Center, was one of
strong and willful sincerity, urging the African community
to strengthen itself and its people from within.

Souljah explained that she holds certain definitions

King Missile
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

one ofShimmy Discs' best sellers. "Jesus Was Way Cool"
became an instant "indie" hit, "Jesus was way cool/he
said eat my body and drink my blood/that's so cool!" are
just some of the lyrics to a rather quiet song sung
nonchalantly to a Barry Manilow-like piano solo in the
background.

The rest of the album is noise, but not that kind of noise
that makes parents reach for the Metamucii. It's unusu-
ally commercially accessible.

Their success on the independent charts has landed
them a rather comfortable major label deal with Atlantic

records (all of the indie bands are getting gobbled up by
big money record companies these days.)

King Missile's major label position has not affected

their creativity. It sounds as if they were in the position to

call all of the shots, thus finally making the album they
really wanted to, with the money they needed.

They play at Pearl Street tonight with local. Cape Cod
alternatiue thrashers Earshot and Violently HI at 8:30
sharp. The show is 18+, and don 't forget your I.D!

about who she is as a strong and powerful African
woman.

"I have a lot of different messages. The strongest is to
African women— to understand who we are. To develop
definitions of ourselves that are rooted in our history as
opposed to inherited through the American media,"
Souljah said.

"[We need] to divorce ourselves from the ways of other
people who want to define our reality. To understand that
we, as African women, have the potential to do anything.
. . we come from a legacy of strength and we come from
a legacy of fighters," says Souljah.

Souljah, who calls herself a raptivist, was educated in

the advanced placement program at Cornell University,
as well as the University of Salamanca (Spain) where she
majored in history and African studies.

Souljah believes that all people of color are Africans,
decendents of Africa, and that each African man and
each African woman represent the entirety of the African
race.

"When I speak I speak for all Africans everywhere,
whether in L.A. or Harlem. Jamaica or Africa or Haiti —
everywhere. When I say T I mean 'I is me is you is he is

she is them is we is us is them.' We are all reflections of
each other and when I speak I speak for the African race."
Souljah said.

Sister Souljah addressed the issue of reverse discrimi-
nation. "Affirmative Action is not reverse discrimina-
tion," Souljah said. "The only way reverse discrimination
could ever exist is to go back 500 years in history and
have the white man be taken from his land, sold to

Europeans, his wife raped, his babies killed and his land
taken from him for 500 consecutive years."

"It is the job of every African man and woman to DO.
To go out into the world and develop his own skills and to
bring them back to the African community and develop
African businesses," Souljah said.

"It is ourjob to develop our community in every aspect
— mentally, socially, psychologically, physically, educa-
tionally, emotionally and militarily," Souljah said.

FALCETTI MUSIC CELEBRATES
3;V"A\NIVh:KS..\RV

M.\rF.'\CTrRi-: F^s' imaxo c^i orcax salf

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE "MSG"

• MANDARIN & SZECHOAN CUISINE

• HOME STLYE COOKING

• FRESH VEGETABLES FROM OUR FARM

• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

• FUa LIQUOR LICENSE

• OPEN 7 DAYS

• NEWIY REMOOaED

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEFTED

253-7835 253-2813

^62 Main Street, Amherst

jB^
Now Playing

CAPE
FEAR

Showtimes:
Fri. - Sun.

7pm & 9:1 5pm
Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7:30pm
Adults $4.00

Student w/valid I.D. &
Senior Citizens $3.00

Grands - Vertical Pianos
Player Pianos - Organs
Digital Pianos

Largest Collection of
Pianos & Organs in

Western Massachusetts

All at Unbelievably

Low, Low Prices!

from $388.00

' Many Brands Represented -

NEW & USED Including
Baldwin • Yamaha • Samick
Electone • Clavinova • Lowrey

Disklavier • Wurlitzer

Hammond& More...

El

FRIDAY FEBRUARY 28, 1992

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 29, 1992

No Dealer Please
No Reasonable Offer Refused

Springfield, SIS Center, 1441 Main Street
413-739-5480 - 10:00 - 6:00

Hadley, Hampshire Mall
413-586-9633 - 10:00 - 9:00

Postgraduate Study...

.
• COSMO Style!

"The once every four years
II

YEAR
^I

/
Selecta frog coupon
and leap into savings

from10% to 50% off

your final purchase.

Saturday, Feb. 29tt-i.

1Gam -6pm
Discount taken crt register

NOW
DONT MISS OUT!

Pick upyour copy wherever COSMOPOLITAN is sold.

SOMETIMES...
it just takos a littlo

COMON
VlllagG Commons 29 College Street South Hadley. MA 01075 (413) 534-1581
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Livingston Taylor livens up the Iron Horse
DANA L. FORRAR
Collegian Staff

and JENNIFER L FOX
Collegian Correspondent

"Above all else, I'm an entertainer."

When Livingston Taylor told this to reporters years
ago, he was still just making it. Now it's 1 992, his hairline

is receding and his joints ache, but he still gives an
audience every penny's worth. And in these eyes, he's

made it.

The instant we saw Livingston associating freely among
the Iron Horse s audience last Saturday night, we knew
it'd be a helluva personalized show. How many musicians
are inclined to relax in the audience with their spouses
and give the opening act as much attention as a paying
customer?

His big blue eyes were opened wide with appreciation

for local folk artist Leah Kunkel. One could see his love

for the music, almost read into his eyes how happy he
was. He entertains large groups of people, he does what he
loves and he gets paid to do it. Why shouldn't he love it?

Leah Kunkel roused the audience with some of her

own originals, her melodic voice dancing round the keys
she was playing. As Leah put it, Liv rehires her because she

makes him look that much more entertaining. It works.
Her songs were centered on depression and love

depression and her Kathy Bates- like countenance helped
it along. She ended with a timeless heart-wrenching
rendition of "Brother Can you Spare a Dime," and Steven
Bishop's "On and On."

Livingston's easy-going demeanor was confirmed by
his appearance on stage in a sweater-vest sporting a
rather substantial cow on the front. We felt like we were
in his living room. He talked about his dog Diesel, or his

full name, "No Diesel down no biting." We were at home.
His set was perfectly timed, upbeat countered by

slower songs, like perfectly timed rest stops on a long

road trip. Later he said "1 haven't had a set list since

1972." He has played live so many times that he knows
the movement of the audience and adjusts.

Livingston did songs like "Carolina Day", a fun song of

getting out of work called "Armageddon Rag," as well as

"The Dollar Bill Song," "I've Got My Pajamas On" and
Pete Seger's "Dance with Me." He then decided it was folk

time and did the lyrical wonder "Railroad Bill," as well as

a song about his dog Diesel in "Doggie Jail."

Leah then joined Livingston on stage and they did "I

Will" from the Beatles, "Loving Arms" and a song he did

with brother James on his Life's Been Good album. "City

Lights." When Livingston remarked "James isn't here

tonight," no one seemed miffed and Leah provided great

backup to that beautiful song.

He put his trusty six string down and played three

songs on the piano, with a Bill Withers song "No Easy

Way to Break Somebody's Heart" as the highlight of the

evening.

Livingston again changed roles as he picked up his

banjo and played just as deftly and artfully as he had on

the piano and guitar. He poked fun at some songs and

how they weren't supposed to be done on the banjo,

epitomized by "You're So Vain" from Carly Simon, who at

one time was married to brother James.
When he left the stage we all felt an emptiness, one of

those Hemingway moments, but he immediately resumH
the stage for a brilliant encore, beginning with the Wizard

of Oz theme "If I Only Had a Heart," with the audience

whistling away the chorus. He broke into the song

"Grandma's Hands" to the applause of the audience, and
once we heard it we knew why.

He left again and this time we were more fulfilled, the

encore filling our hearts and filling our ears with catchy

choruses and funny remarks. But most importantly we
remembered his smile, an infectious smile that we caught

and wore on our mugs for the rest of the night.

V^^ jf) PANDA EAST
Advocate

"Best in the Valley"

1989 & 1990

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

We bring Chinatovin

to you

*Lunch Specials

from $3.95 including soup & rice

Now Serving Lunch On Sundays Also!
thru

May 31, 1992Hours:
Thurs. 1

1 3° am - 9=»° pmMon
Fri. &Sat. H^o am - lO^"* pm
Sunday 1 2 noon - 9^ pm

103 N.Pleasant St. Amherst, MA 01002 • (41 3) 256-6923 (41 3) 256-8924

Summer!
Make it the Best
Work with us at Thompson's Clam Bar,

the finest seaside restaurant on Cape Cod.

We currently have outstanding opportunities

for talented individuals to join our team.

Candidates should call Cheryl at (508) 432-7052

to arrange an interview.

Porters

Bus Persons

Dining Room WaitstafT

Cocktail WaitstafT

Dishwashers

Prep Cooks
Line Cooks CLAM Bar

Snow Inn Road • Harwich Pon, MA 02646 • 508-432-7052

Sun. 12PM-6PM -

Mon., Yues., Wed.,
10am-9pm • Sat.,

10am-6pm RFEC>
Rt. 9 Amherst,
Hadley, MA
256-8686

FEATURING MEN'S & LADIES CLOTHING FROM 2 SPECIALTY
50% TO 90% OFF THEIR ORIGINAL PRICES

THE U.S. AT

FINAL FALL CLEARANCE BEFORE SPRING ARRIVALS ! !

!

Get Your SWEATERS for just $10 (regularly $39 to $90 ea.)

Ladies & Mens BLOUSES/SHIRTS for just $8 (regularly $26 to $60m ^vMBMPn^^msmii^w

SWEATSHIRTS & other TDpS other for only $5 (regularly $20 to $48

ALL Ladies & Mens PdlltS for $&! (regularly $29 to $49 ea.)

GET READY FOR OUR MEW SPRING STOCK FROM THE TOP 2
SPECIALTY STORES IN THE U.S.

Located in Super S & S Plaia, Rt. 9 • 256-8686 • Open 7 Days

COLLEGIAN

Rabbi
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

'

While predicting the last few years of this decade,
century and millenium will be dominated by the most
controversial issue in the history ofthe American church- the role of women, Kushner sees the future as brightWe need to hear the women's voices," Kushner said
saying he was incredulous at the "neglect of the wisdom
of 50 percent of the human race," until this point He
expressed the importance ofthe female voice in any issue
citing women's "distinctive way at looking at things."

Kushner said whilemen deal in abstract issues, women
deal with feelings, a concept he illustrated with reference
to the abortion controversy. He saidmen questionwhether
the fetus has nerve-endings and thus a right to life, while
women question the feeUngs of the one most involved—
the mother.

Stating that women have been invaluable in the study
ofmedicine, Kushner said he believes in the church ofthe
future there will be equality for women.

Thursday, February 27, 1992 / Page 7

New emphasis on the family will also be responsible
for the shaping of the "New-Age Religion," Kushner
predicted. He said he believes the student population of
today will have different values than those of their
parents. "Success" for the parents of today's students
meant financial success, a good job. Kushner sees the
"New generation" as being unable to better their parents,
as they emerge from college into an extremely difficult
job market.

He suggests that today's students face a dilemma:
Either they must resign themselves to failure, or they
must redefine success, as somethingother than the 'fiscal
success' of their parents. Kushner said he predicts a
shifting ofvalues to something more spiritual and family
oriented. "I measure success not by my salary check, but
by the quality ofmy life," Kushner said.

Kushner said the new definition of success would
include an increased importance placed on the synagogue
and church. While Kushner indicates a decUne in ortho-
doxy in the coming millennium, he suggests an increased
importance in the family and thus the community, cen-

tered around the synagogue or church, with equal rights
for men and women alike.

However, as Kushner concluded, "There are only two
rules to predicting future social trends— the first being
to take what is goingon today and assume a continuation,
the second being that rule one is always wrong."

CoUeglan photo by Andrea Mlgliassl

Rabbi Harold S. Kushner

Reci^cte.

SCHOLARSHIP
MONEY AVAILABLE
Every Student Eligible

Guaranteed. No Risk

Apply Now!
md:UMmMmiu\m»Mjf.yy^

j: REKINDLE YOUR t
t PASSION i
OFor Indian Food atO
r Y
The Valley's Original

INDIA HOUSE
«^ Restaurant ^1

Where Indian Food
; is nwrc than Curry! ^

Feu the best Fond V
and Hosfjjtfiiitv

Come to our house..

45 State St.

>iifcliiM Md

I
I
I
I

1 SMITH
"^ CORONIK

Laptop Word Processor. .

.

I
The Perfect Companion

|

TbYourPC

5^;

I
I
I

$369.00

special

Student

price I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

and send

II home to

tell your

parents

about trie

ideal word

processor

Whether you're composing on campus, biking through the countryside

or jetting across the Atlantic, you'll have the perfect companion to your

PC wherever you travel. Operating on off-the-shelf C-size NiCad batter-

ies or an AC Adapter, your laptop features added price/value benefits

such as an expansion card slot for fax send capatMlities, as well as a

parallel port and RS-232 port for printing options.

THE 8000LT
• Built-in Word Processing Software • WordPerfect and ASCII Translators

• Electronic Dictionary & Thesaurus for Data Exchange with PCs
• Graphical User Interface • 3.5" Disk Drive; 720K Disk Capacity

/ Lightweight . . . Only 7.5 Pounds • Spreadsheet Program

Call your Campus Rep TODAY .

.

.

^ VISA. MASTERCARD and MONEY ORDERS are Accepted.

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
J

Wecopy all

night
For most of us, there just aren't

enough hours in a 9 to 5 day. We
know that there are times when

you'll find yourself worldng

around the clock to get an

important project completed

on time. And

that's why

we're open 24

hours a day...

every day. So no mat-

ter when you need a helping

hand and a friendly face, you'll find them at Kinko's.

^3'°""—Juntos"
220 North Pleasant Street the COpy CCIlter
(Across from the Carriage Shops)
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WITH THIS COUPON

^^^WWfc.j^
Thur, Feb. 27 - 8:30pm /18*/

KING MISSILE

«S L^ V
Earshot

The Violently III

Eighteen and Over
Dancing with D) Dennis R,

Fri,Ftb.28- 7M)pm

BeneiH for the Northanpton

Center for The Arts,

THE MARVELETTES
Who's Kiddtn Who

Followed by

Dancir^ with 0| )ob
~

Downstairs-

The Bombastics
Tfc»«****»»*»*»*»*fc*fc^

Sat., Feb. 29 - 7:00pm /WRSI/

NRBQ
Ray Mason Band

Followed by

Dancing with D) Job

Downstairs-

Rockin' Dave &
The Rent Party

Sun.. SUrd) 1 - 'Mpm 18* MRS

QUEEN LATIFAH

Dancing with DJ Job

Wed., Mar. 4 - 9:00pm

Dancing with

DJ Job
=cc=c=cc=cccc^:=ctcccc=cc=c
lhur.,Mar.5- 9M0pm/lB+/

WHMP Presents

Dancing
with DJ Dennis R.

•Free party sandwiches
courtesy of Subwav*

Fri., March 6 7:00pm

TIL TUESDAY
with Aimee Mann

# 9f

t^*^f^t*)tst*mt*t*4
. Tues.. March 10 7M)pm AVR5I/

ilALLIGATOR RECORDS
:' 20th Anniversary Tour
eaturing: KOKO TAYLOR

i]& HER BLUES MACHINE
ELVIN BISHOP

iUONNIE BROOKS BAND
KATIE WEBSTER

LIL' ED & THE BLUES
IMPERIALS

BUY ONE, GET ONE /^
FREEH

rating plane

OPEN SUN.-THURS.
6AM-3AM FRI.&SAT.

OPEN 24 HOURS.
NEXT TO

SUPER STOP &
SHOP/RTE. 9.

HADLEY-AMHERST
256-6889

Buy any one item from our
menu, & receive the second
for free! Minimum purchase of

$3.45 required. Higher price

prevails, daily specials

excluded, no other discounts or

promos apply. Excludes Scallop

& Steak Dinners .

BREAKFAST SERVED ANYTIME!!
Exp. 3/7/92

Thur., March 12 - 8:30pm /18-h/

MIGHTY MIGHTV
BOSSTONES

I
Not Our Dog

-^frmrarw rr m'W-m'rrw'rw'r•F
Sat., Mar. 14 8:30pm

Charisma Recording Artists

THE SIGHS
Mr. Sherwood
The Cowtippers

Sun'., MaY 15- f.dOpm /l^+/

Rap/Reggae

SHABBA RANKS

ove

L

Sat, Mar. 21 -8:30pm

AVERAGE VVHITE BAND
\ton., S\ar. 23~8Mpm/18+//WRSI/

CHRIS WHITLEY
Toad the Wet Sprocket

Thur. Mar. 26 8:30pm 118+1

Pink Fk)yd Tribute Band,

THEMACHINE
>»j.jr«r^fcfcfcfcKfcfcfcfc».^»Jt..

Fr\., Mar. 27

THE DEL
7 - 8:30pm

FUGEOS
I

AMHERST FIRE DEPARTMENT
is now recruiting for

VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS

Join the student force Engine Company 3

,_,_.., Gain Valuable Experience
:
If 4ryO- ))

^^^^^/ Serve your Community

,.)^i»/:r,

"Urfi,-^

for information see our table on the

Campus Center Concourse, Feb. 26-28

Open house at North station, February 28, 5:00 pm

Call 549-5419

If you never thought Sof^
life lAias for you come tO||'''

different kind of Sorori

-iv

e

Open Rush Dates
Tuesday, Feb. 26 • 5:30 pm
Friday, Feb. 27 • 5:30 pm
Sunday, Feb. 29 • 6:00 pm

For more information contact Erica, 549-1394

donors sought
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

decides to donate they are not only helping Danny, but

many other people as well," he said.

Colbert said his friend, Paul Yates, who is social

chairperson ofthe fraternity Phi Mu Delta, is organizing

a fund raising party in honor ofDanny . "My family is very

pleased with how much people have cared about Danny,
and the donations they have received," Colbert said.

The fundraisers different organizations have put on
have raised thousands of dollars, Colbert said. "Any
contribution — no matter how big or small — would be

greatly appreciated by my family," he said.

"Danny is an energetic and outstanding little kid who
is constantly on the go," said Colbert.

Colbert, 19, said h.s family has found donor matches,

but has been unable to get into contact with these people

because they either moved or have died. "My one wish for

Danny is that a donor be found and he is cured," said

Colbert.

There will be a blood sampling for people interested in

donating marrow, this Sunday, March 1 from 11 a.m.

until 6 p.m. at StuntJohn's Church in Peabody. Monetary
donations can be mailed to Paul Colbert, who lives in

room 1002 of Kennedy Residence Hall.

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL
GRANT PROPOSAL DEADUNE

The next deadline for submission
of grant proposals for

arts-related projects and events

Wednesday, March 25

Guidelines and application forms
are available at the Arts Council
and the Student Activities Office

Proposals from RSOs and RSAs
are particularly encouraged

Stop by at our info table on

CampusCenter Concourse

UMass Arts Council

209 Hasbrouck Hall, 545-0202

OIL & FILTER
INCLUDES LUBE

$
jMOOFFj

10 QC
i I

ALL BRAKE SERVICE
\

I I
pads and shoes I

I

I I

Swvtc* Inckidn
•UploSqtt I0W30OII
llnMd«d
Po\M( il«a(ino Hmd

T(an$mls5k>nliuM
• Maslw cylndw fluid

I
• Check bells and hoses

FREE
SHUTTLE
SERVICE

•KkXlMl I
Oltor good .

with coupon I
o»»K' IhfOUQh

m panopMnq
IMMdMlKl CI

• Ofnc o Mm inaUk

I
pads and shoes I

- Replac* a ft iKtact

I
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|
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NORTHAMPTON
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HADLEY
397 Russell
Street, Rt. 9
586-9991
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Check out these Super

fromScotts!!

ROLLING ROCK
24-12 oz. bottles

$1099
X^l 4DEP.

ANHEUSERBUSCH'S

NATURAL LIGHT
24-12 oz. cans

49
+ DEP.9

MOOSEHEAD
12-12 oz. bottles

$799
# *DEP.

SEBASTIANI
PROPRIETORS WINES

$ri99
\J 1.5 Ltr.

COORS
6 pack cans

BACARDI
SILVER RUM

799
750 ml.

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!
6 University Drive

Tele-check for ^ ., • , /> , » i. *

your personal check. at Newmarket Center, Amherst
Play all Mass Lottery

games here!

Savings \

\

\

\

\

\

\

A
\

K

JACK DANIELS
WHISKEY

$|Q99^\^ 750 ml.

FULL
SELECTION OF
NON-ALCOHOLIC
^WINEA BEERS

V V V V V V vv V V V ^ V V ^ ^ V V V V V V V ^ V ^ V ^ ^ v-^-r
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DOONESBURY

KIUKNOUJ, POP, ITS STILL
HAfVlDThlNKABOi/r
THOeeUJHOHAPTDSeF^B
INVieT^JAMANPTNOSe

I
ajHOPICNT...

YOU REfABMBeP. SPARKY
UJALUR,mBBST FftJ£i^D IN
HI6H 5CH0(X^ IWHAPAaOUT
The soMB QRApes, BUTsmac/
couumAFfoRP course, so

7

By CARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE

The 6uy MAS on his cuay
TO mTNAM UJIThlN S/XMONTHS
H5U/AS ASSIGNeP TDAMOIDRPOa,
ANPH5 eP£HT TUBUJHOLeUjAR.
snrmakxjnp compistsly

\ ..-*=T^-,—^ STDNO?,
USTBNIN5
T)RDCK
MUSIC.
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By GARY LARSON

CALVIN AND HOBBES

TH/fTCOUU?
HA\Y50^N THATIHAS

YOU, SON.

By BILL WATTERSON -

"Eat my apple, will you? LEAVE MY GARDEN!
BEGONE! ..

. And take all the mole traps with you!'

JIM'S JOURNAL

Vi«iKv«c« come?**

Tk€V\ k« Hl^ w^f

wit could lee*

By JIM Quote of the Day
"Just remember, when you're over the hill

you begin to pick up speed."

- Charles Schulz

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

WILMINGTON
By M.K. ANDERSON

FRo^A THE WAI^HO.L

4tAii>s5«vv

/^^

CAST OF THOUSANDS

Mf,M8/^..

By BARRY DEUTSCH

PIP VOU.jy
(j4y WB^SURi

ITS REAL SfJOU AND
NOT JUSr ThIARTIST
BEIMG TOO LAJy TD
PffAU BACIceROUUPS

PISCES (Feb. J9-March 20): Your
personal magnetism helps you win
the trust and admiration of influential

people now. Special arrangements
arc made by those who share long-
term goals.

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): This
is not a good day to stick your neck
out. Mark time until work conditions
improve. Your innovative ideas will
get better reception if you wait until
March gets underway.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A
happy meeting of the minds makes it

easier for you to obtain higher-ups'
approval now. Be objective, instead
of suspicious, about a co-worker's
suggestion to improve productivity.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -|une 20): Spend
some time helping a family member
sort out a personal problem. A hobby
could turn into a real moneymaker.
Join a community group if time and
energy permit.

CANCER dune 21-)uly 22): A
promotion or raise may be way
overdue. Work harder to improve
your personal relationships at work.
Sonr>eone close to you wants you to
know they care.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Approach
any financial problems with an open
mind. Eliminating certain frills will
help you meet your obligations to
your family. A new romantic interest

appears on the scene.

VIRCO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22):Strong
desires could push you to dangerous
limits today, putting your reputation
or money at risk. Be careful not to
burn your bridg°s. Work is your safety
net — get caught up in it!

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Some-
one may voice strong objections to
your plans today. Good vilx-s are
conspicuously absent— fill the void.
A beautiful brunette brightens your
day.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Talks and travel lead to success. Do
not be afraid to discuss your worries.
A forthright approach to romance will
prove highly rewarding. It is impor-
tant you remain polite and patient.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21 ): Domestic and financial changes
are easy to implement today. Valu-
able allies remain in your corner.
Show your gratitude. Interesting new
information comes to light.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19):
Those who share your interests are
particularly important to your finan-
cial future. Now is the time to discuss
work-family conflict. Speak your
mind.

AQUARIUS (Ian. 20-Feb. 18): It

takes two to make a happy marriage.
A secret relationship could be a time
bomb. The clock is ticking. Let family
membersknowhow much they mean
to you. Be affectionate.

ADVENTURES OF FRED

mm
PtttfcHTf...

vm

tlOTLfY CRO[
^uolTloN!

tAwCtvJrtof FINE t^ZX

141U>(0RKCITYI!U

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

Today's Staff
Jason George Night Edited

Brooke C. Wheeler Copy Edited

MattKahn Photo Teched

MikeCarvalho Supervised Production

Julie ODonnell, Tracy Kruger,

Lisa Jezowski, andSeth Kaye Produced

LUNCH
Pizza

Hot Turkey Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Pizza

Hot Turkey Sandwich

Menu
DINNER

Chili, Roast Pork,

or Mac 'n Cheese

BASICS DINNER
Chili, Garbanzos & Rice,

or Mac 'n Cheese
CMOOOI./MK r/MNn A.SY VVEtKI

the opinions expressed on mis ^.oge are fhose o( the cartoonisis and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University

ACROSS
1 Bugler s close
of day

S Makes a move
9 Mortey o( TV
news

14 AuttKK James
15 Wvacrty

16 Alolia

1 7 Astaire/

Hepburn movie
19 So tar

20 Uptight

21 Hrtchcock s

•The 39 —
23 •— l>een

working on
the

24 Dumtx) s

wmgs'
26 Squeal
28 Word from

Scrooge
31 TV aclof Tim
33 Mis .up

36 Keats works
38 Spy glass

40 Distant

41 ••Tt>ere ougtita

be —I
42 Kind of tiger

43 Long Island's

— Park

44 Danielle's

dream
45 SW New York

city

46 — 0(1: drove
47 AH (or Love

playwrighl

49 Snake in ttie

grass
5t After due
52 Vegg caper
54 — Bator

56 Ctiarlotte or

Norma
58 Less tlian less

60 St>en(( s men
64 Papal cape
66 Wt>al tattlelales

fiave

68 Yes - I

69 Name for a

Lamb
70 Snare
71 Consumed

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

72 Transfer

properly

73 Arcfwiect

Saarinen

DOWN
1 —Hartley Act
2 Fever

3 Keystone St

4 Have a fiuncti

5 Gen narstiing's

commaiK)
6 Like Mozart s

musk:
7 0<pk>macy
8 WHain s gnmace
9 Kind of daisy
10 JFK s UN

ambassador
1

1

Asset for

sprinters

12Hgt
13 By —

mecfianicaUy

18 Vintage stalistk:

22 Fattierly

25 Answer
27 John Ruskin s

"Lectures — "

28 Rooms
complement

29 Songwriter

Richard

30 Melancholia

32 Nincompoops
34 Pub quaff

35 Eat away
37 Man from

Stockholm
39 Goober product
48 Actress

Heckart
50 Rut>berneck

53 Offenbach s

-of
Hoffmartn'

55 Nick of

Hollywood
56 Kennedy

matriarch

57 Pavarotti

*oto
59 Dover fish

61 Your maiestyi
62 ShadowbOK
63 Nk:kname of a

hockey great

65 A Grant
67 Oat ol song

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

J/J7/92
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Whata differmce

makes

Fill 11 rralh liiftrirni kind of

•jinduich. Ina iupfrb

n,^lt!n,r Pnkket

Burgers can get

pretty boring year

after year, burger

after burger at one
of those big burger

chains.

ButatD'angelo,

we're big on lots of different choices.

With Submarine Sandwiches, Syrian

Pokkets and Salads in over ) 1/

40 different

varieties. And i , ^

four different ^ ^
sizes.

You can

choose every

thing from

Seafood Salad \

Subs to Veg- ^
etarian Pokkets

to Roast Beef Subs to Tuna
Subs to fresh Greek Salads. All made
with the highest quality ingredients

For a light

touch, ckoost

from a variety

ofgardfti frtsk

salads.

we can find. And bread

we bake ourselves.

There are lots of

little extras you can

get too. Like fresh

mushrooms, bacon
or sweet peppers.

Or whatever. And
you can make your sandwich even more

of a meal with

a bowl of soup.

D'angelo

also makes
Great

Divides.

A 29" long

version of

your favorite

sandwich.

So if you 're getting

bored with burgers, come to

D'angelo. And see what aThe freshest ingre-

dients Our nun
freshly hakt ,i

bread Thai s hou

urhuilla rrputti

linn tor building

grial «««(/« ir/its

difference D'angelo makes.

BIjTONEGET mm
Pita Pockets

Buy any delicious D'angelo Pita Pocket and get

another of the same selection free! Choose from

fresh meats, cheeses, seafood salad and
vegetables for your own Pocket.

Coupon must be presented at time of purchase. One coupon

perPocket please. Hurry! Offer valid from 2/27/92 • 3/6/92

Amherst, MA
48 North Pleasant St.

(413)256-4131

d angc /•
sandwich shops

#:23co!l

M ONE GET
1 ri^rr

LliVLL
Any Submarine Sandwich
Buy any sub and get another small sub of the

same selection free! Choose fsteaks, cold cuts,

salads, and top iy off with fresh vegetables

Coupon must be presented at time ofpurcfiase. One coupon

per sub please. Hurry! Offer valid from 3/7/92 ' 3/13/92

Amherst, MA
48 North Pleasant St.

(413)256-4131

4 an9c /e
vandwich shops

#:22coll

M ONE GET ON
1 TiT^riri

Lllujij
Any Small Sub or Pita Pocket

Buy any small sub or Pita Pocket and get
another small sub or Pita Pocket of the same

selection free.

Coupon must be presented at time ofpurchase. One coupon
per sandwich please. Hurry! Offer valid from 3/14/92 '3/20/92

Amherst, MA
48 North Pleasant St.

(413)256-4131

d an^c /e
sandwich shops

#:90coll

COLLEGIAN

baseball cards
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1

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
satisfy my curiosity.

It seems Dave's curiosity was a bit stronger than the
rest of ours put together. Armed with screwdrivers a
hammer, a saw, and a plan, he began the excavation
piece-by-piece. Each section of the floor contained par-
ticular je>vel8 Lou Gehrig, a 1958 Topps' Stan Musial.
and footballs Jimmy" Brown arejust some ofthe gems he
found. The card that attracted the most attention was of
a 28-year old second baseman for the Kansas City Athlet-

ics — Joe Morgan, former Red Sox skipper.
The collection of cards, some 150, also includes cards

from rare sets that are not found in today's pricing books.
Fleer baseball cards ran a kind of Hall-of-Fame series
with the likes ofTed Williams, Carl Hubbell and Jimmy
Foxx. All of which are now safe in Dave's hands.

My father was always searching for a way to make his
fortune, sometimes in odd ways. Isn't it ironic that a pot
o'gold was within his reach. Ifhe were around today, I bet
my floor wouldn't be the only floor, or for that matter wall
or ceiling, to be removed.

Joe Donovan is special to the Collegian

mAvf/i/Gfffs ^ ^^

CROSSOVER?

If You're Over 18
Be A Baitender

• Enron now for our March night dosses
and receive a 450p9. DrmkBook - FREE
• Spring Break Oasses Stoit March 9th.

Rgerve A SpoceTbdav>Spqcel$ limited

Call TbcJoy* 74»|$^;* l^^lAain St.,

Suite 202 *lpringfield

rtlK

THE FIVE COLLEGE PROGRAM
IM PEACE AND WORLD SECURITY STUDIES

6 RQtrospQctivQ fissessmcnt of
Media Coverage of

The Persian Gulf war

SAME BAT CHANNEL
)UC M.ill I l.ulli'v • ;'H6->i77

liniclsiilo M.ill I lolydkc • b:-<'/-^)7^)7

on N MiMiilciy - Salunkiy lO.mi - 9pni

^uinljy tl/pfii - ;-.pm

^ iMIi'Jnn S 2?1 B?l E13 ra ffx- < / ;

iriariia"aa'gs»v] '^^^f^<}

1

with

Tom EiyGELHARDT - Guest Editor, Deadhne

Jay Rosen - New York University

Thursday, Feiinaary
8:OOPM*Malii •toil.

This Event is free, open to the public, and wheelchair accessible.

For more information call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext. 519.

Save money wtien you order campus delivery of

The University Store will reserve copies of The New York Times for
students and faculty at a savings of 40% Monday through Friday starting'
on Monday March 2 thru May 8, 1992. Sign up now for your daily
copy of The New York Times at the low cost of $15.00, 40% below
the retail rate.

Please Enter My Subscription To: The New York Times

,., ,
^ Spring Term

Weekdays (Mon-Fri) $ Qgys)

Print Name

Home Address

Ratum Bottom Portion With Payment to The Unwersity Store, Campus Cenlef, UMASS545-26194^s'5^Q^|;^

ClassiHeds
COME TO WE COLLEGIAN OFFICE IBCAMPUSCENTER ' MON. THURS. 8.-3O-3:30 FRIDAY 8:30-2:30 » DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAWN » 20(AVORD/DAY FOR SWDEm » CASH IN /{DV/[NCE

AcnvmES CAPE coo OR BUST

ATTENnON SKYDIVERS
CM)niMIIng Thursday February 276:30p(n.
Dukas room. Hope to sm you Ihara,

Attondano* Is a mucti

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTION: Anyona intarestsd in rspra-

senting thair country arxj cudura at the In-

tern&;ional Fair contact Elta 549-0022
Deadline is March 13

Bad and Braakfaat
Oownto>«n Amherst Ideal lor visiting par-

ems and friends 549-0733

FORMINQ RAB/MOTOWNBAND
We need strong female singers, guitar, tmss,

keys, drums. Call ASAP 6-0279, 6-0845

HAVING PROBLEMS WITH your room-
male? Contaci OCHO 428 Student Union or

can us at 545^8«. We can help.

MIDNK3HT MADNESS
Everything on sale

CD's 1099 or lasa

Box sets videos accasorlaa 20% oil

Friday and Saturday

Open untH nMmght
at StrawtMrrlcs

Rt 9 next to Stop n Shop

OUVS AND GALS Let's get a house
Looking for great people to get together and
discuss renting a ptace this sumnner Come
on - don't put 11 off again this summerl Call

Jen 6-7149

FOR A QOOO TIME CALL:

RACK-A-nSC ENTERTAINMENT. OS*.
video DJ's and Karaoke from $l 75.00. Call

586-9900For Sale

FOR RENT

PI SIGMA ALPHA Polsd Honors Society

meeling-elections on 2-27-92 at 4pm in

Hatch. New members welcome.

PVOC OIL COOP. Purchase home heating

oil at reduced coat. Join at OCHO 428 Stu-

dent Union or cal us at 545-0865. Save
money and stay warmi

AUTO FOR SALE

as FORO ESCORT 76K miaa. Runa good
$800 Call 256-4563

1MM Ford FeeHva L $2695
4spaad, Rear defrost Economical car.

UmgueAuto. Rie 9. Amherst 253-4282

MAZDA GLC 1961 105K 4speed ralaHa

i$S0a«.o.JlmS8e-11»4

Sunderland Must rent one room
At Lantern Court $150/month
Convenient, quiet location

Comfortable living call 665-8669

FOR SALE

liM WATT WASHBURN Bass Amp- $350.

B.C. Rich Ironbird Ba8a-$150. Call Claire at

6-0370.

DEAOTIXIIhaveMon March 9 Mwyland to

trade, or cash for Ontario or Fri Nassau. Plus

reward Pete 548-9920

Uiard for sale White tailed SInch lizard legal

tank Heat Flock $30/bo Cai 546-321

1

PRE 120011 SKIS, 1 90cm. mounted with Look
99HP bindings. Excellent oond. $150 060
546-7431

TREK 6000
1991 Mint condition

20' $500 o.b.o.

CannoraWa ST400
l9e7Qraat*h^ia
$200 o.b.o.

546-2279

HELP WANTED

Attention Juniors and Seniors
Having a lough lime gelling the permanent
job you want Spend this summer building

your resume with TASP International. Sum-
mer and full time positions are available in

Mass, CT. Rl and NY Can Dean Howard at 1 -

800-922-5579.

BUSINESS MAJORS
Network marketing company is hiring

oncampus representatives

No selling required

Call today 546-0390

Coflaga Pro Palnlars are now accepting
applications for summer employment in the
Lowel. Chelmslord area. II you are inter-

ested please call Bernie at 253-9087

EVENING JOBSI Environmental campaign
work. Fight pollution with dean water action

$7/hr. On busHnas. Call 564-9630

GET A REAL JOB
Tired of meaningless work? Help protect the

environment with Greenpeace. Full and part-

time canvassing positions from 3 to 10 pm
$1 75 to $350/Week. Call Usa or Rldi& 549-
0507

HELP WANTED
HOMEWORKERS NEEDEDII

Earn $1,000 weekly mailing our circulars in

your spare time at home! GUARANTEEDI
Frao auppllea/postagei Begin now! Free
datailslEnckiaa LSASE:SMS. Oept. Col-7A,
Box 610, Cordova. TN 380 1 8-06 1

JOBS IN RECYCLING I5h^^]^s^aeh. Hara
next year? Have available hours on
Wednesday? Call 545-1 153

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLEI Many poei^

Hone. Qsat benefits Call (805)682- 7555 Ext.

P-0306

SUMMER CAMP ON CAPE COO
Neadantiuaiaitic, dedteated people to work,
Nva wWi MdS. Beautiful location, excalent
program, competitive salaries. C^l Jeanne
or Dan at 256-0381 for information or appli-

Summer Intamshlps- Average earnings

$4,000 000 University Directories, the
nation's largest publisher of campus tele-

phone directories, hires over 250 college

students for their summer sales program.
Top earnings $5,000 00-$8,000.00. Gain
vakiaUe experience in advertising, sales

and public relations selling yellow page ad-
vertising for your campus telephone direc-

tory. Positions also available in other uni-

versity markets Expense pakl training pro-

gram in Chapel Hi*. N C Looking for en-

thusiastic, goal oriented students for chal-

lenging, wel-paying summer job Internships

may be available. Interviews on campus
Wednesday, March 4th. sign up at the Visitor's

Center

••LEGAL HELP"

Quaalions about your lease/security da-
posit deductions? Questions about sublet-

ting/assigning leases? Ouestxins about the

condition o( your new house or apartment?
Contaci the Legal Services Center, 922
Campus Ctr. 545-1995

LOST

LOST- HP ass CALCULATOR on 2^1
Ptaaaa cal Paul 367-9714 RawardI

Here Is our thanks to two girls

who are really swell

Our friends across the hall

Jacltie and Michelle

No matter what comes between us
We woni have a care

When you two need us we'll always be there

During this summer well rule Daytona beach
A dream come true, not too far from reach
An early present from the Easter Bunny?
Oh you two "You're so lunnyf
This is to keep alive a Iriendship once bom
A memory to cherish long after we're gone
Friends so true, we tound in you
Guys, Wa love you to. -Nariua Alax

BEN
I tove you with all my heart

You are still my funny guy
Love, Your Button-nosed Funriy GW,
JP
Ban -N- Jen 4eval Ha. Ha

NEED RNANCIAL AID? Free information.

Call The Shar Institute 2530527.

PROFESSIONAL HOUSEKEEPING
Friendly, ellicisnt, reliable

ExceHent rets.

Call Linda 665-7787

ORDER AVONI
Call 546-1999

For free brochures/samples

TRAVEL

TRACY OUINN
Happy 21st

Love, Swiss

Happy Belated BIrtiiday BMOC
We tove you Brian F

BWOC

MUSiaANS

rm sorry about avaryttting,

Pookia. Love you always,

Susan

READ THIS

PRACTICING BLUES/ROCK BAND seeks
lead vocalist. Auditions this week Call Matt
256-8630 Leave massage

PERSONALS

To Hw baautHul blonde
on the main floor library 2/24
I was loet for words then

but wouM like to talk now
I was wearing Quorom French Cotogna

Computers, Printers I Accassorlaa
Best orices in the Pioneer Valley. We con-
figure to your specificalions. Ask about our
monthly specials Ask lor Eric 253-0868

SERVICES

SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Panama City. Cancun, Jamaica

Call Stacey at 549-0840

Need some sun? I have great deals on
spring break tnps to Jamak^a, Cancun, arxl

Bahamas Call Dena nights 549-5740

PANAMA CTTYFLOfllDA
drinking on the t>each is legal

bars open until 4am.
over 400,000 students expected.

and it's cheap
Sdays 7nights from $155
caK Pete or^erek 256-6490

SPRING BREAK SPEOALS 19«i
Bahamas March 14th.. $3491! Jamaica,

Cancun..$429ll
Includes: Hotel, air, transfers, parties!

Sun Splash Tours
1-800-426-7710

TVPINO

Need your papora typed? Quick,
service. Call Brian 546-3563

Alaaka Summar Emptoymant- Flahadoa.

Earn $5,000»/month. Free tranapottalloni

Room t board! Over 8.000 opertings. Mala
or female For emptoyment program cal 1-

206-545-4155 ext 29i

ANOfWAMYinS
Happy 21al to my Ighlwalght, non-moody
roomnwel Thanks for andkig the tlaah-«ght

and SNOOZE rulaal Drink upl Love Jann

Expert editing of papers & dissertations,

wordprocassing. and course tutoring offered

by reUrad laculty membor apadjlilng in

helping imarnational studanM and non-£n-
glah maiors. Fast sarvloa. modarata rates.

D. Waad, t53-3354.

FREE pregnancy laadng; conAdanUai and
caring support BIRTHRK3HT: 233 No.
Pitas ant Street Amltorit 549-1906

PAPERS, RESUMES, THESIS-
Word processing, laser printing-

Call Roaamary 3235031

U2 TICKETS FOR SALE

I haw* Ut Hekali lor Harttord 3712 Ci« Jort
2S3-9139Baat offer.
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Sports
First place at stake in West Virginia
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts bas-

ketball team left from the Curry Hicks

Cage early yesterday morning knowing
full well that its trip to West Virginia will

most likely determine which team fin-

ishes first in the Atlantic 10 during the

regular season.

The stakes are high, as a win at

Morgantown tonight (7:30 p.m., Ch. 22)

would virtually lock up the A-10 regular

season crown and entitle the Minutemen

CoIl«ci>ii photo by ChrUtopher Evans

Jim McCoy tries to go around Lou Roe in practice. The Minutemen
are in Morgantown tonight for a game against West Vii^nia.

(22-4, 10-3 in the Conference) to a home
game in the A-10 tournament finals if

they advance that far.

Also on the line is the team's ranking in

the Associated Press poll, currently No.

26. A win at West Virginia (17-8, 9-4) and
then Duquesne Sunday would give UMass
24 wins and. . . well, youknow the scenario.

But we're getting a little ahead ofourselves.

First things first— tonight's game.

"I feel we have something to prove

against West Virginia," said last week's A-

10 Player of the Week, UMass center

Harper Williams. "Ifwe lose and still win
the league, it won't feel right. It will be like

something's just not finished. It will be

like an incomplete."

Just four days aft«r the Minutemen
had beaten Oklahoma and two days after

being ranked in the Top 25 for the first

time ever, the Minutemen hosted West
Virginia at the Cage on Jan. 8 and were
stunned by the Mountaineers, 76-75.

UMass could not stop West Virginia's

big men, as Pervires Greene and Ricky
Robinson combined for29 points and Chris
Leonard added 14 from the outside.

In the end, UMass could not overcome
a 37-26 halftime deficit, nor could it figure

out a way to stop West Virginia from

scoring uncontested layups in its half-

court offense. The end result, a one-point

loss.

The victory over UMass started West
Virginia on a 10-game winning streak

which included wins over Notre Dame and
Temple.

But since that streak, things have gone
sour for the Mountaineers. Point guard
Marsalis Basey, a Muggsy Bogues replica,

was suspended for a game by coach Gale

Catlett for violating team rules just two
weeks ago.

Basey is back now, but during his ab-

sence, the Mountaineers hit a cold spell.

They have lost three of their last four

games, including Sunday's 85-78 loss at

George Washington, which dropped them
to second place in the A-10.

Last season, the Minutemen won in the

West Virginia University Coliseum for

the first time ever, a 98-89 decision, in

which UMass shot 67 percent for the game.

Game Notes — UMass forward Jim
McCoy has averaged 23. 1 points per game
in his eight career games against West
Virginia.

The Mountaineers lead the series 26-6.

A win tonight would tie this year's

Minuteman team with JuUus Erving^s

1970-71 team which won 23 games, their

most ever in a season.

The gamecan be heard onWMUA (91.1

FM)oronWHMP(99.3FM).Itcanbe8een
on Ch. 22.

UMass is ranked 33rd in the USA To-

day/CNN coaches poll, 20th in the

Sagarin's computer poll.

Tickets for the UMass-Rhode Island

game to be played on Mar. 4 at the Cage
are being handed out today at the Cage.

The Atlantic 10 is 3-1 vs. the Big 8. No
other conference has more than one win
against the top rated league in the coun-

try.

The Minutemen take on Duquesne
Sunday at 4:30 p.m. in Pittsburgh. The
game can be seen on SportsChannel.

KEY MATCHUPS
HarperWilliams vs. Ricl<yRobir>son

— The pro scouts will be watching
this one. . . Williams is one of the
premiere players in the A-10, but so

is Robinson. Both players are aver-

aging 13.8 points per game, while

Robinson has the edge on the
boards, 7.2 to 6.9.

Jim McCoy vs. Chris Leonard —
This matchup will prove just how
good McCoy's defense Is, o& he will

have to defend against the Moun-
taineers' leading scorer, Leonard,
who is averaging 16.2 ppgand is the

top 3-point shooter in the Confer-

ence with 46 percent accuracy.

Card digging
in the floor

Nothing like going home on a Friday for a nice

quiet weekend, right? Home-cooked meals, visits

with friends, playing 'bite my foot' with the family

dog.

Well, imagine going home to find out your room
had been literally excavated. Every floorboard

removed— domestic strip mining, ifyou will. Odd,
you say, read on.

Before I tell you what happened three weeks
ago, let me tell you what happened some 30 years

ago. My two oldest brothers. Paul and John, then

1 1 and 5 respectively, were normal kids. They did

normal kid things, rode bikes, played ball and
collected baseball cards. In those days, baseball

cards were objects to be flipped against walls and
stuck in the spokes of one's bike.

Joe Donovan
"Ball was big," John told me. "Of course, we

played baseball and wiffleball all the time."

My father would buy Paul and John cards, but

John didn't care much for the cards, just the gum.
"I would only want the gum," John said. "Back

then, gum was the size of an actual card. So I

remember sticking the cards through the cracks in

the floor." Little did John know, what he was doing

would now be considered a felony. In 1992, base-

ball cards are bigmoney and the thought ofsomeone
ruining them brings tears to many collectors' eyes.

Cards today are sealed up and stored away for

safe keeping. My 14-year old nephew even has a

lock box for his cards. He's no dummy, unlike my
older brothers.

So some 30 years later, when my brother Dave
decided to take up the floor in my room, (little did

he know what kind of buried treasure would be

there), to his surprise, and Paul and John's dis-

may , he struck gold. For 30 years, 6 boys had grown
up in thatroom , ignorant to what they were walking
on. Sure, we knew the cards were there, but no one

really knew how many and what variety they were.

I recall rainy days with a string and some gum,
trying to reach down between those cracks, just to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Women^s basketball hosts G.W.
Seniors Riley and Moran to play final home game
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff"

This isn't the way these things are supposed to hap-

pen.

When a team plays its last home game of the season,

it's supposed to be a cakewalk, a blowout, a tribute to the

seniors who have played so hard throughout their ca-

reers.

Tonight the University of Massachusetts women's

basketball team carries its 4-20 record, (0-13 in the A- 10),

into its home finale, and while the possibility ofblowout

by the Minutewomen still exists, it is unlikely.

The opponent is 15th ranked George Washington (18-

5, 8-4), and it is the season's first meeting between the

Minutewomen and the Colonial Women.
This game should be easy to get up for," said UMass

coach Joanie O'Brien. "We've got nothing to lose. Abso-

lutely nothing. They're supposed to come in and they're

supposed to crush us."

The game will be the last Curry Hicks Cage appear-

ances for senior-eligible forward Jen Moran and senior

point guard Trish Riley, who is likely to miss her second

straight game with a hip injury.

The Colonial Women are coming off a 61-60 loss

Monday to 13th ranked West Virgina, while the

Minutewomen are coming ofFlast weekend's 73-47 loss at

the hands of St. Joseph's.

The key for UMass will be defense. George
Washington's high-powered offense is averaging 74 points

per game, so the Minutewomen will have to improve on

the 66 points their defense already allows.

"We've got to go out and do the things that we can do,"

O'Brien said. "We're going to force them to play a game
that maybe they don't want to play. Try some different

things that they're going to have to adjust to."

The Colonial Women are led by a reserve, 6-4 senior

center Mary Nordling, who is averaging 15 points and six

rebounds per game. Martha Williams, a 6-5 freshman,

and Darlene Saar, a 6-1 freshman, also play a big role in

the G.W. offense, combining for almost 16 points and nine

rebounds.

Kim Kristofik's 13 points and 12 boards lead the

Minutewomen. Moran adds about 12 points and six

rebounds per contest.

"We're going to go out and have some fun," O'Brien

said. "If we can't get our team ready to play the team
ranked 15th in the country, then we're not going to get

ourselves ready to play anybody."

CoUefian photo by Christopher Evan*

Trish Riley (24) will be dribblingfor the last
time tonight in the Curry Hicks Cage when
the Minutewomen enteitain George Wash-
ington.
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Trustees consider
not hiking tuition
Demand another $18 million from state

AP photo

About 200 Wesleyan University students stage a sit-in at the
administration building ofthe university in Middletown yester-
day. The students were protesting a proposed change in the
university's financial aid policies.

House Budget Comm.
pushes defense cuts
ByALANFRAM
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — A divided House
Budget Committee onThursday approved
a Democratic budget that doubles Presi-

dent Bush's proposed defense cuts and
pours the money into domestic programs
such as education and into deficit reduc-

tion.

Bush opi>oses siphoning defense funds

as the democrats propose and Republicans
were against the plan. But because
democrats dominate the committee, the

measure was adopted on a voice vote and
sent to the full House for a vote next week.
The president said, 'Let's hold onto

the status quo,'" said House Budget
Committee Chairman Leon Panetta, D-
Calif. , ofBush's fiscal 1993 budget. "There's
a bolder plan. . . Let's go for it."

Ranking committee republican Rep.
Willis Gradison of Ohio said Democrats
can't resist "feeling that every time we can
find a loose dime, we ought to go out and
spend it." He said Democratic plans to

shift defense funds to domestic program
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Staff

BOSTON - The Board of Trustees of

the University of Massachusetts tenta-

tively agreed yesterday not to raise tu-

ition or fees for students next year.

The agreement, which occurred at an
informal meeting in Boston, is in direct

defiance of Gov. Weld's budget proposal

which would cut spending to the Univer-

sity.

Ifpassed by the Board today, it will be
the first time in 27 years that tuition and
fees at the Amherst campus have not been
raised.

In an even bolder statement, the Trust-
ees said they would not except the same
amount of money allocated to the state

University system lastyearanddemanded
an $18 million increase.

Kevin Newnan, UMass Student
Trustee, said he believes this proposal

will send a message to the Statehouse.

"This sends a message to the legisla-

ture and the message tells them— we've

had enough," Newnan said.

David Loh, UMass-Boston Student
Trustee, joined Newnan in support of the

motion.

"We are here for people whose parents
have never been to college," Loh said. "We
are here for low-income students."

In a two-hour meeting that Newnan
described as "debate-filled," trustees and
administrators argfued the pros and cons

ofthe divisive issue which both sides agree

will ultimatelyhave adverse affects on the
University.

"It's great," saidJohan Malone, a UMass
sophomore. "I had to take offlast semester

because off money problems so I know

what the cuts have done."

Paul Page, vice chancellor ofAdminis-
tration and Finance, believes students

will still bear the burden from a tuition

freeze and is adam£mtly against it.

"It's a no vfin situation," Page said.

"Everybody will lose if it does pass."

Saying the issue was "potentially det-

rimental," Page added the plan may cost

students more money in the end and cause
a reduction in University services.

"It may not come out of students pack-

ets," he said, "but it means longer lines

and fewer discussion sections."

State Senator Stan Rosenberg said the

Governor and the legislature will now be
forced to address the issue ofhigher educa-

tion and the deterioration it has suffered.

Rosenbergcommended the Board in its

stand by saying the message will clearly

open new issues that the Weld adminis-

tration had hoped to ignore.

"I think it's good," Rosenberg said. "It's

about time the board drew a line in the

sand."

UMass, second only to4jhe University

of Vermont as the nation's most-expen-

sive state school, has had to deal with both

budget cuts and fee increases which have
lowered enrollment and lead to the physi-

cal deterioration of its campus.
Yesterday's informal meetingstemmed

from a new provision requiring trustees

to recommend tuition rates before March
15.

The full and formal board is expected to

meet today and vote on the motion.

In 1964, the in-state tuition and fees

for UMass-Amherst was $939 while in

1988 tuition and fees amoimted to $5,322,

accordingto the Office of Institutional

Research and Planning.

UM students
aid hospital
in Jamaica
By KRISTEN LANS
Collegian Correspondent

Four University of Massachusetts nursing stu-

dents spent January break at a rural hospital in

Jamaica assisting staff with maternity, pediatric

and emergency care.

Seniors Christine Averill, Julie Kantaros, Laurie
Farquharson and Elma Lagendyk worked forty

hours a week between shifts at Princess Margaret
Hospital and a community outreach program in the

poorest district on the island.

The women received hands-on experience dur-

ing their three weeks at the hospital. They delivered

babies, treated children, stitched wounds and fixed

broken limbs. In the outreach program they visited

homes to give mothers pre-natal assessments.
Lack ofbasic instruments, supplies and technol-

ogy led to a lot of improvising by the students.

According to Averill, rum was used as an anti-

septic to sterilize everything from machete wounds
to the umbilical cords of newborns.

Farquharson said in a released statement, "It

takes the Jamaican hospital two or three months to

use supplies that would be used in one day in a U.S.

hospital."

The hospital is understaffed, averaging twelve

patients to one nurse. There are 100,000 people in

the district served by Princess Margaret Hospital,

with only 7 nurses and 3 doctors to serve them.

Lagendyk admitted to feelingculture shock when
she arrived in Jamaica.

Averill said, "At the end of the first week we all

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Project to test safety of water
UMass teams up with New England Water Works
By SARAH LEVESQUE
Collegian Correspondent

Proving the maxim that two heads are better than
one, the University ofMassachusetts has teamed up with
the New England Water Works Association to establish

a unique, multi-media package to educate the public and
New England water suppliers about new federal Envi-

ronment Protection Agency requirements concerning the
safety of drinking water.

In the first step of the project, the University and
WaterWorks Association are focusingon informingwater
suppliers of the Lead and Copper rule. Maximum Con-
tamination Goals and how to collect and test samples.

Once this is achieved, these suppliers will inform their

customers how to begin testing their own household
tapwater. The EPA has given the University and Water
Works Association $50,000 each for the joint project.

If the level of lead reaches 15 micrograms per liter of

water or the level ofcopper reaches 1 ,300 micrograms per

liter in ten percent ofthe samples, according to the EPA,
drinking water suppliers must take steps to reduce the
levels.

Dr. Charles Gilbert, a professor ofPublic Health at the
University, explains why lead can be dangerous in his

presentation paper "Overview of Lead Health Effects"

which he discusses at seminars forwater utility managers.
"Usually, water does not supply a high level of lead

and will not by itself cause poisoning. However, since

lead accumulates in the body we want to reduce lead
exposure from all sources and drinking water lead levels

should be as low as possible," Gilbert said.

"It is estimated that typical lead levels in drinking
water make up 20 percent of a two year-old child's lead
exposure," he said.

On June 7, 1991, the EPA announced its more strin-

gent drinking water regulations for lead and copper. The
University and Water Works Association are spear-

heading this project to increase awareness of the new
guidelines for the New England area.

Under the 1991 rule, tap water samples must be taken
at high-risk locations: homes with lead pipes, lead service

lines or homes with service lines with lead soldering

installed after 1982. Furthermore, the water must be
allowed to stand motionless in plumbing pipes for at least

six hours before a sample is taken.

A tenminute video titled "How to sampleyour drinking
water for lead and copi)er content" is a training guide for

water utilities and is due out in April.

Aworkbook, advisorypamphlets and other educational
material to be included with the water bills all developed
by the University, are due out in May.

Ted Kenney, educational coordinator for the New
England WaterWorks Association said the seminars, the
video and other educational materials "positively enforce
the bond that you and I as consumers are partners in the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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The cultural center closing controversy

and the responsefrom the administration

is examined on the ed-op page.

Page 12
We 're unbelievable. In overtime, the

Minutemen hoopsters slip by West Vir-

ginia, 74-69. Way.

Weather
It may snow today or it may not snow

today but we 're not really sure. High 's in

the 30's. Have a good one.
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How to got
involved in tiie

COLLEGIAN
tiiroe easy steps:

1

.

Get up some
gumption.

(It shouldn't tak« that ino<h - try downing
a litor of Jolt.)

2. Come on down*
(w«'r« eosy to find - in tiie Campus Center

basement, not on tiie end with the ATMs but on
the other end.^ you know.)

3. Talk to someone.
(there's a lot of people who would be really

happy to know you want to work witk us.)

We promise to like

you the way your
parents never did -

but we won't lend you
money.

COLLEGIAN
HELPFUL HINT

#76:

Hate that

newsprint

ttiat gets on
your hiands

wtien you're

all sweaty
and you're

reading ttie

paper?

Wear gloves.

ttie

COLLEGIAN.

We care.
(not necessarily about
you, but what tiave you
done for us lately?)
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For Your Information
FYIs are public service announcements that run each

Monday, Wednesday and Friday for campus and local

non-profit organizations. Due to space constraints, the
Collegian cannot print all FYIs submitted and no an-
nouncement can be repeated.

To submit an FYI, please send a press release with all

pertinent information to the Collegian c/o the News
Editor. FYIs cannot be taken over the phone.

Friday, February 28
Special Event — Masters of the fine arts, Melanie

Almeder and Janet Benton will read their poetry and
fiction tonight at Wootton's Books at 19 N. Pleasant
Street, Amherst at 7:30 pm.

Panel— The Five College Canadian Studies Program
is sponsoring a panel discussion, "Canadian Health Care:

Lessons for the United States," in the Neilson Browsing
Room at Smith College, at 1:30 pm.

Meeting—TheMuslim Student Association is holding

Friday Jumaa Salat Meeting in the Campus Center
Room 911 from 12:30 - 1:45 pm.

Saturday, February 29
Tournament — Club Volleyball is sponsoring an in-

vitational tournament in the Totman Gym.

Sunday, March 1

Meeting— "Take Back The Right," an open organizing

committee meeting will be held from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. at

Amherst College Campus Center, McCaffrey Room. All

campus and community women encouraged to attend.

For more info., call 545-3474.

Cocaine found on 2-year-old
HOLYOKE (AP)— A 2-year-old girl was found carrying
1 1 vials of crack cocaine in her pocket after apparently
picking them up in her mother's apartment, police said
Thursday.

The vials were allegedly the property of the woman's
boyfriend, who turned himself in to police Thursday and
was arrested on drug charges.

The vials were found Wednesday morning at a day
care home after the girl's mother, a 16-year-old high
school student, called the home and asked the teacher to

check the girl's pockets.

The child was apparently attracted to the bright red
vials, said Holyoke police officer Marlene Werenski.

"If the child had thought they were candy and passed
them out, we would have had a real tragedy," Werenski
said.

The Department of Social Services obtained tempo-
rary custody of the child pending an investigation into

the matter.

The mother's boyfriend, Encarnacion Alvarado,was
arrested on charges of possession of crack cocaine and
possession with intent to distribute, Werenski said.

federal budget
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

were "pie-in-the-sky talk" and would ultimately be de-
feated.

In early votes, the panel rejected an effort by Rep. Jim
McCrery, R-La., to limit the budgets's defense cuts to

Bush's proposed spending levels. Two Republicansjoined
22 Democrats in voting against the amendment, over-
whelming the 13 remaining GOP members.

The $1.5 trillion spending plan for the fiscal year that
begins Oct. 1 opens the latest front in the election-year
battle between Bush and Democrats over the economy.
Democrats unveiled their budget as the House was vot-

ing on competing tax-cut packages advanced by the two
parties.

Bush has proposed paring defense spending by $50
billion over the next six years, and holding next year's
military budget to $281 billion — $7.4 billion less than
previously planned. In a bid to retain conservative sup-
port, Bush has said he will cut no deeper and vowed to
veto any use of the savings for domestic initiatives.

Democrats say that the with the Cold War's demise,
pentagon funds can be shifted to programs that will make
the country more competitive.

Their budget proposes holding defense spending to

$273.4 billion— $7.6 billion less than Bush wants and a
total of $15 billion below current plans.

Correction
In "University Student pleads for donors to save

his brother," (Thursday, Feb. 27,1992), there was
an error. The fraternity Phi Mu Delta will be
having philanthropies to help Paul Colbert's
brother. The Collegian regrets the error.

water
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

process ofmaking our drinking water as clean and safe as
possible."

Another combination which seems to have proven
successful is, states Dr. Gilbert, "the combination of the
academic and the practical. The multi-media approach
has also been a success. All the seminars have been well
attended."

The entire program format has made the joint project
a possible model, according to Dr. Gilbert, for the rest of
the nation which faces the same challenges.

Ted Kenney summed up the project. "(It) is truly
proving to be a means to reach the EPA's goal, which is

to get as much information out there to assist the water
utilities with the new rule. Everyone benefits."
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Local
Prof: w^omen face
bias from teachers
By STACY MALONE
Collegian Correspondent

Women in grammar schools are not
being encouraged to enter the field of

science, according to a University of

Massachusetts physics professor.

Professor Jennie Traschen said on
Wednesday that women are steered av/ay

from science and not given the chance to

become involved in the sciences. The lec-

ture, entitled "Women in Science: Where
Are You?", was part ofthe weekly Women's
Studies Brown Bag Lecture Series.

Traschen said she has been with the

UMass Physics Department for three

years. "A lot of what you do relies on the

belief that you at least have a chance cf

doing it," she said.

Speaking from personal experience,

Traschen said women face physical isola-

tion from such subjects as math and sci-

ence early in their lives, contributing to

the scarce amount of women in these

professional fields.

Working in Physics Departments at

Harvard University, along with institu-

tions in Chicago, Santa Barbara, other

parts of the United States and England,

she said she has found reoccurring trends

facing women in science fields.

Traschen said one such trend is "all

women have a proving period unlike men"
where women must prove that they are

capable ofbeing in the science field which
is a male dominated profession.

Other reoccurrences Traschen said

most women scientists face are that "men
are often very hesitant in dealing vrith

women because it is notcommon forwomen
to be treated as knowledgeable or a sci-

ence resource."

Traschen said men often "talk to you
like you are an idiot, a dog, or a fool,"

because women are not usually acknowl-

edged for their abilities.

Traschen said frequently there is a

"betrayal of profession" where male sci-

entists will use their professional status

to ask a woman on a date.

Transchen said she often felt "slapped

in the face in terms of my ability as a

scientist."

Traschen said through her experiences
in different departments she has learned

to "look at it politically and not personally."

She also said UMass is the least sexist

out of the several Physics Departments
she has worked in.

"Here at UMass they talk to me as a

scientist rather than another category,"

Traschen said.

Males assault group
Compiled By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

A group of male individuals allegedly

physically and verbally assaulted twomen
and a woman afler exiting their vehicle in

a parking area on Saturday. University

police are investigating.

BURGLARY/
BREAKING AND ENTERING

• Aman reported that a radar detector,

sunglasses and cassette tapes, valued at

$150, were stolen on Wednesday after-

noon from his car which was parked in Lot

12. The door lock on the passenger side

was completely removed and the ignition

was also damaged in the break-in.

• Air Force R.O.T.C. reported finding

two office doors ajar on Tuesday morning.

The office doors had been locked and $4.50

was taken from one of the offices. The

matter is being investigated by police.

VANDALISM
• A man reported Tuesday afternoon

that his truck which was parked in Lot 44

was pushed fi-om its parking spot into a

telephone pole by an unknown vehicle.

Estimated damage to the truck is $800.

Collegian Photo by iMMh Reynold!

WATCH YOUR BANANA PEELS — "Whiskey" Jack RusseL a

senior English mfgor, does the dish washing thing as a dish-

washer in the Worcester Dining Commons.

Prof studies
reproduction
and calories
By CAROLINE NASSON
Collegian Correspondent

A University of Massachusetts psychology pro-

fessor is currently exploring the link between calo-

rie intake and reproduction in female mammals
ranging from mice to humans.

George N. Wade, a professor at UMass for

almost 20 years, has noted that reproduction is

energy expensive and requires many calories in

order to have healthy offspring.

"If indeed a female attempts to reproduce dur-

ing unavailable calorie time, she may lose the baby
or the litter, depending on the species of the ani-

mal, and even the mother can die," Wade said.

Wade, along with two graduate students, Sandra
Berriman and Hui-Yun Li, are conducting basic

research fundedby the National Institute ofHealth.

The researchers are depriving hamsters of food

during the first two days of their ovulatory cycle.

They have found that with the lack of food,

ovulation stops. This is similar to when women
with eating disorders and endurance athletes who
need to stay thin have a depressed ovulation as a

result from too few calories.

If this and other animal work has implications

for human reproduction, then this research sug-

gests that we should not focus on how thin or fat

women are, but how many calories they take in,

said Wade.
Beingthin is not incompatible with reproduction

as long as a women takes in enough calories, he

said.

If there are not enough calories being used to

fuel the body, there is mounting evidence that the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Students sacrifice for students
Do without activities to help outpoorer students
By DAVID DISHNEAU
Associated Press

State spending cuts in higher education are prompt-

ing administrators, faculty ad students at some campuses
to fight back with philanthropy.

Although forced tuition increases and student protests
have bee the most common responses to the cutbacks, a

number of individuals and groups on campuses around

the coimtry recently decided to give something up to help

the neediest students.

At least three new presidents of colleges or universi-

ties chose to forgo elaborate inauguration ceremonies to

free up more funds for scholarships.

"A lot of people are concerned that the money's

not there and something needs to be done."

— Kathy Metro, chairperson of the University

of Illinois' Student Election Commission.

The student government of a New York college ex-

panded an emergency loan fund at the expense ofstudent

activities.

The student government at the University of Illinois

asked all students to vote on whether they would bear a

$40 tuition increase to help students who are losing some
of their scholarship money And 69 current and former

faculty members at the school agreed to contribute to a

fund for needy students, whether the tuition increase

passes or not.

The proposal to raise U of I tuition is aimed at offsetting

a loss of $924,000 i state scholarships. Unofficial totals

Thursday showed that students voted 2 , 402-1 ,770 against

the measure, the University said. Nearly 29,000 students

did not vote on the issue.

The very idea of students voting on a tuition increase

is "remarkable," said Gay Clybum, spokeswomen for the

American Association of State Colleges ad Universities.

"I have never seen students coming up with such an
imaginative proposal," she said in a telephone interview

from the organization's Washington office.

An association survey found that 19 states reduced

funding for higher education during fiscal 1992 and nine

more expect to. The average tuition increase in the states

that sustained midyear cuts was 14.4 percent.

At private Wheelock College in Boston, which suffered

a 51 percent cut in state aid. President Gerald N. Tirozzi

canceled a March 20 inaugurationceremony and directed

that the $35,000 be used for scholarships for inner-city

students to attend the school.

Frank B. Bnmo, president of Dean Junior College in

Franklin, Mass., took similar steps.

"I have concluded that it would not be fiscally re-

sponsible to proceed with an inauguration," Walker said

in a statement. "It would send the wrong message about

the priorities of the University."

The student government of John Jay College of

Criminal Justice in New York added $10,000 to an
emergancy loan fund estabhshed last year. Students can

apply for loans of up to $500.

The proposed $40 tuition increase at the University of

Illinois in Champaign was rushed onto the ballot for a

regular student election afler Gov. Jim Edgar ad the

General Assembly in January ordered 3 percent budget

cuts in all state agencies

The voter turnout ofmore than 5,000 on Tuesday and
Wednesday was at least 1,000 more than in previous

elections, said Kathy Metro, who chairs the Student
Election Commission.

"A lot of people are concerned that the money's not

there and something needs to be done,: she said.

As and alternative to raising tuition, the university's

Board of Trustees could bill the students whose schol-

arship awards vsrill fall short of expectation due to state

cuts, that itthe route virtually all other public universities

i Illinois have taken.

About 6,000 students would be billed an average of

$160 to cover the shortfall in their annual grants, which
average about $2,570, according to the lUinois Student

Assistance Commission, a state agency.

Commissioner David Eisenman first proposed the $40
tuition increase. Eisenman also has been Uning up fac-

ulty members, alumni and others to pay what he hopes

will be a $5,000 fund to help the neediest students.
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Jamaica
CONTINUED Ff?OM PAGE 1

wanted to go home, we couldn't stand seeing people die

there that wouldn't have died here."

The women also noticed a difference between Ameri-
can nurses and British nurses who work at the hospital.

"The nurses tell patients to be quiet during labor, so

many women snap their fingers instead of crying out

when they are in pain," said Averill.

•^e couldn't figure out whether the patients respect

the nurses or are scared of them," she said.

This is the second year that Melanie Dreher, dean of

the University's School of Nursing has arranged for

students to volunteer in Jamaica.

Dreher has been traveling between UMass and Ja-

maica, where she does research for over twenty years.

"They really helped people, and they learned not to

complain about the lack of staff or equipment," she said.

"You can still be a good nurse and give good care in less

than optimal conditions," smd Dreher.

Three of the four students have made reservations to

return for a visit to Jamaica after their graduation in

Mav.

research
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

hypothalamus— the part ofthe brain which controls

reproductive functions — can shut down leading to

infertility.

"The opportunity to research this topic is great at

UMass, because there is a large and diverse group of

people in neuroendocrinology and different depart-

ments have similar interests with similar expertise,"

said Wade.
"It's one real area ofexcellence at UMass," he said.
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Does UMass really have the money for cultural centers?
Cultural diversity/multiculturalism seems to be one

big taboo in the UMass community this year. The closings

of the United Asia Cultural Center, the Latin American
Cultural Center and the White Eagle Native American
Cultural Center sparked a lot of controversy internally

among all three of the communities. Myself being a

Native, involved with the White Eagle Cultural Center
closing, I have witnessed controversy in our community
as well. The closing has caused me to ask myself some
thought-provoking questions. Some of these questions

are very simple questions that I think people in every

community forgot to ask themselves. Does the University

have anymore money to spend to settle the demands of

these communities? Does it have any money at all to

spend on an3rthing, including the cultural centers? What
good do the closings do, and will it affect the adminis-

tration? Should we try to get the demands all at once or

should we try for them one at a time? Are the cultural

centers really a form of tokenism? What is the real

purpose of these centers?

Well, to answer the first question about whether the

University has money or not, to be honest, I don't think

so. Since I read the article about the Physical Plant

needing $400 million, that answered my question. Where
UMass is supposed to get a few more million is beyond
me. People herejust think the state is going to say, here,

just have five million. The state would rather cut 10

million than give any money for anything new in this

University.

The next question I asked myself, does the University

have money at all? Sure it does. All the centers are closed

so they can use that money and pay some of the library's

needs or even the Physical Plant's needs. That's a sick

thought, but they could do that if they wanted to.

Kahon.'wes

Whether the closings affected the administration or

not, well, I don't think so. Maybe it burned their hopes

and turned them to ashes. I think that's about all it did

to the administration. Maybe it made them look hke
fools. We could have used the centers to support our

demand, gaining support from the UMass community.
I'm not trsring to kill people's hopesofobtainingsomething
good, but let's be realistic about things. The centers didn't

benefit £my while being closed. The only one who benefitted

was the University; they didn't spend a dime on us.

Then there'smy point that maybe we should have kept
the centers open and protested one demand at a time. If

this was done maybe the administration would be able to

deal with them much faster. One example would be

giving a set ofdemands that the centers know they might

get, then try some more complicated demands. Ifthere is

one thing people are always told it's to do things one step

at a time, don't rush. Well I admit that I rushed and I

skipped a few steps. Ijust hope things will get done slowly

but surely, not the quick and easy way. That's the

direction it seems like these issues are headed in, since

nobody is willing to listen and be patient.

I must not forget the people who constantly say that

the centers are tokens. Maybe I'm just ignorant on the

subject, but the students started the cultural centers.

The fact is that they aren't token centers, the
administration's attitude towards them is tokenist. The
centers, in some aspects, should be changed, but the

administration's attitude has to change first. Well maybe
now that two people have explained this, the term "to-

kenism" will no longer be used so widely. Besides, I

certainly do not feel like a token being at UMass. I may
get caught in the paper work/run, but I am not a token.

Now to answer my last question about what I think

the centers are for. I personally think a few words can

answer this question. They serve to give the students a
base at UMass, educate and whatever else we want them
to do. That's only if they don't drown us in paper work
first.

I think p>eople, including myself, rushed these events

with the cultural centers. Now it's time to think them
over before we go any fvuther. I just hope people take my
opinion the way I take others. I respect their opinions,

while respecting them.

Kahon.wes is a UMass student.

Wish you were here, Mario Cuomo
Mr. Atwater was doing so well in his

article on Wednesday ("Bush is a lot like

Clouseau") and I was standing by his side

imtil the very last paragraph, where
Atwater takes a decidedly large turn for

the worse. He claims that voting for Bush
is choosing the lesser of two evils.

Buchanan is certainly no friend of mine,

but I hardly see Bush as any better. As I

recall, it was the policies of Bush and
Reagan that got us to this dismal situa-

tion in the firct place. People have been

clamoring for changes in our infrastruc-

ture for years, decades even. Yet Bush and
his cronies refused to heed the call, in-

stead focusing on pointf; of light and
thrownng up on the Japanese Prime Min-

ister.

The bept choice is to not vote Republi-

can at all! Bush has demonstrated his

incompetence at managing our economy
and his indifference to domestic affairs.

The President has upset conservatives so

much that our own near and dear Repub-

lican Club has opted to support his oppo-

nent, Pat Buchanan, as the Republican

candidate. Although Buchanan hardly of-

fers a better alternative to the present

economic mess vdth his calls for national-

ist isolation.

So we are left with the Democrats.

Tsongas says the things our country needs

to hear, except he sounds (and for that

matter, even looks like) Elmer Fudd. If

Clinton couldjust keep his pants on (or, at

least, out ofthe media) and ifKerrey could

say something besides how he lost his leg

in the war, we might have a few options.

I'm still holding out for Cuomo. I'm from

New York so I am biased, but I feel he has

done a good job in my state and will do a

better job for the nation. So all that needs

to be done is to get rim. Maybe then I will

have a chance to vote for a candidate as

opposed to voting against another.

The Democrats have not done such a

hot job fielding candidates for office these

past few decades. Remember Mondale?
Or that straight-shooter for Governor,

John Silber? Cuomo would give the Demo-
cratic party a chance to redeem itself And
while all of the Democratic candidates

running for president offermore than Bush
orBuchanan ever will, none ofthem strikes

me as a real winner (except Governor

"Moonbeam" Brown . . .just kidding). I

want a Presidential candidate I can get

excited about, and Cuomo does the trick

— he's savvy, quick-witted and raging for

a fight. Just thinking ofBush and Cuomo
slugging it out gets my nipples erect, and
that has not happened over a political

fight in a long time. All we have to do is

convince him to get back in the fray. No
small task, I'm sure, but one which would

guarantee that November would be worth
waiting for.

Dan Cohen
Amherst

Virgin needs to reexamine goal
It's amazing. As each day rolls on

by, I experience directly or indirectly, a
spoonful (or a gallon on a bad day!) of

unchallenged gender roles into which
we are socialized. The pinnacle of this

perhaps lies in Robert Wronski's col-

umn (25 Feb., 92).

Robert, I'm writing this because

there is a much larger issue at hand,

notjust your evident (and unfortunate)

shame about not having been "laid."

The manner in which sexual relation-

ships and sexuality are perceived is

absolutely preconstructed, as you have
shown in your run-down of what you
were expected to have already "done"

with "a girl." Your use oflanguage such

as "girls" and "sexual conquests" paints

such a clear picture of what sex looks

like through your eyes. Are you really

so obsessed with your sexual history?

Why don't you take some pressure off

yourself and try to enjoy people a Uttle

more — or is that an obstacle to the

final GOAL?
My second point is that I, as a

WOMAN, do not appreciate being "al-

lowed" by you to ask amanOR a woman
to spend time with me. I hop* that at

this point in our lives i}eople of both

genders (in this culture) know that it is

okay to let a woman or a man know that

you "like" them. TAKE SOME RE-
SPONSIBILITY FOR YOUR OWN
(in)ACTIONS and quit hiding under
the excuse of "I'm too shj^ and "I have
trouble talking to girls." If you have

trouble talking to "girls" then imagine

the mess you'd be in ifyou started to be

in some of those "sexual conquests"

that you mentioned!

Charlene Swift
Northampton

Cookies smell better than butts
As I sit studying in the Bluewall, an

elusive scent disturbs my reading. I soon

recognize it as the smell of chocolate chip

cookies. Unfortunately, not all ofthe odors

in the BlueWall are that enjoyable. More
and more, my studies are disturbed by the

smell of cigarette smoke. As an asthmatic

and a non-smoker, I prefer to sit in the

non-smoking section. These areas are

clearly marked by large signs suspended

firom the ceiling. Not all college students

seem to be able to read, or else, only

selectively. It is not uncommon to see

people smoking in the no smoking area. To
those ofyouwho do smoke in non-smoking

areas, please be more considerate ofthose

around you.

Cristin A. Burke
Sylvan

Why
I once had a neighbor who lived down the street

from me. She was very impatient with us little riff-

raffs. We used to hit our various wiffle balls, baseballs

and hockey pucks into her yard. We didn't like her

because she was mean. She would take them from us,

yell at us, and threaten to call the cops.

Eventually she just built a fence to keep us out.

I had another neighbor. She lived next door and was

real nice. She had a rose garden. We used to hit our

various wiffle balls, baseballs and hockey pucks into

her yard also. She told us that we can go into her yard

to get oiu- balls as long as we didn't step on her roses.

She was nice, and we never had a problem with her.

The reason I brought up these two anecdotes is

this: we need to keep illegal immigrants out of the

country, and I propose a 200-foot wall on the United

States-Mexican border.

You see, there are some people who will always

step on other people's rose bushes, and there are

others who will show respect to other's property.

I respect those who immigrate to this country,

adapt to the American way of life and make a success

of themselves. These are the finest citizens, as they

usually give something back to our country.

But those who enter our country illegally have no con-

science and for the most part live off the fat of the land,

only caring to better themselves at the expanse of U.S.

citizens.

Michael Morrissey

Ponder this thought: your taxes are paying for Pedro

Schmoe's 12 children's education, as they jumped the

fence or simply walked across the Rio Grande during a

low period, or, my favorite, cut a hole in the chain links

and walked through it.

Besides the obvious social deviance of these actions,

this presents a problem. A new sub-cultiu"e emerges,

usually near the border in the U.S., of overpopulated

towns of non-English speaking, low-income, illegal im-

migrants.

These illegal immigrants undercut our fine U.S. work-

ers by begging and pleading our bosses to hire them.

Obviously, they are taking away from business, and they

end up raising unemployment. Like we need more prob-

lems from criminals who aren't even citizens.

Besides that, what about the fact there are hundreds

of Eastern Bloc citizens who are trained in science

andeven nuclear technology looking for a legal way to

become citizens. The U.S. blocks their immigration,

yet Pedro and his 12 children can run through a fence,

and he dof;sn't even speak English?

Therefore, I propose we build a wall to keep these

deviants out. To stop them from climbing over it, we
can build it 200 feet high. The wall can be made out

ofbrick, and it will be a source ofpride for our country.

As our astronauts orbit into outer space, they will

no longer take pictures ofthe Great Wall ofChina but

rather the Great Wall ofAmerica. Tourists wdll come

to the border to admire the wonderful craftsmanship

of the best workers in the world.

It will also helpemploy thousands ofUnited States

workers (in the watchtowers alone), thereby boosting

the economy. I'm sorry, George, but I've got to side

with Buchanan on this one. It's a great idea whose

time has come.

Hey, it worked in Berlin for about 40 years, didn't

it (until Mr. Reagan single-handedly tore it down)?

Like I've always said, good fences make good neigh-

bors.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian columnist

Write for the Ed/Op page! Sendyour ideas to 113 Campus Center. Submissions will not be returned. Letters should be under 50 lines in length.

Columns should be over 70 lines. Both must be typed and double spaced. You also must include your name, address and local phone number.
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Arts & Living
LA's Sun-60 radiates
By ROUBINA SURENIAN
Collegian Correspondent

Sun-60
Epic

When a new band emerges on to the

music scene, it is immediately classified

into a mix of various genres. SUN-60 is a

band that will just not fit into any par-

ticular mold, because they can fit into

anything and everything, and they do it

with such conviction.

The Los Angeles based duo consisting

of David Russo and Joan Jones have an
interesting philosophy in that ifany band
member is sick or just unable to make a

gig, the others just simply make do with
what they have regardless. "Our goal was
never to let the band overshadow the song,"

says David Russo, one ofthe co-creators of

SUN-60. That's why we never had a

problem vsith going on stage with just a

bass and guitar, or guitar and drums, or

whatever."

SUN-60*s style is very versatile and I

admit I was quick to judge and classify

them as an Indigo Girls-esque group with

amazing harmony, ethereal vocals pro-

vided by Joan Jones, and feet-tapping

drum and bass guitar rhj^hms. "Cold

Water," a tune with a creative influence of

blues and pop with vocals by Russo is an
original catchy tune that remained in my
head for a long time. Listening to the next

song, "Landslide," I could immediately
envision SUN-60 is a smoky L.A. nightclub

or coffeehouse (where most of their time

was si>ent) playing the beautiful melody
provided by the piano which is comple-

mented by Jones' heavenly, angelic voice

as the song fades away into a dim whisper.

The practical outlook of creating their

own sound and genre is representative of

SUN-60's desire to make it big in the

competitive music industry. Their quest

has been realized by a signed contract

with Epic records and their self-titled re-

lease SUN-60 is indicative of their fresh

diversity that Russo blames gingerly on
their background, "We both grew up in the

media capitol [Los Angeles] of the world.

We're a product ofthat and we draw on all

the amazing diversity this city has to

offer."

That diverseness is the key to the fresh,

catchy melodies and mundane voice that

just won't quit. Ifyou're in the Indigo Girls

mood, get out of the blues and embark on

the fresh, radiant sound SUN-60 emits,

and you won't be disappointed.
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Gender swapping in
Shakespeare's Shrew
By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

One might ask how anyone in 1992

could purport to have a completely

original production ofa play which has

been in the public domain for four

centuries. Yet, "original" seems like

the perfect word to describe the up-

coming Tabula Rasa/Brush Up Your
Shake-Speare Society's production of

the Taming of the Shrew. Perhaps
"unique" might be a better one.

Shakespeare purists may blanch,

yet this expanded version ofthe Bard's

classic truly promises to break new
ground. Amongst the many new twists

to this production is the possible world

premiere of the play's ending.

It is perhaps unknown to most
people, but the account of Petruchio

and Katherin's courtship—the actual

"taming of the shrew" —appears only

as a play within a play.

Shakespeare's Shrew opens with a

prologue, of "induction," in which we
are introduced to one Christopher Sly.

The character of Sly creates a frame
device, as it is for Sly that "the Taming
of the Shrew" is being performed. The
obvious fault in this frame (and the

reason the induction is often left out of

productions) is that it contains no
resolution. The play within a play ends,

but after the prologue Christopher Sly

is never heard from again.

The director of the UMass Shrew,
Lisa "Riz" Risley-Aquizap, spent some
time trying to trace down what she
assumed were missing scenes. What

she found was Taming of A Shrew

—

anonymous playscript from 1594, be-

lieved to be a bad quarto of

Shakespeare's work. What it lacks is

the style and grace of the canonized

version, but what it boasts is four in-

terludes and an epilogue completing

the play's frame device. Risley-Aqiizap

has restored these scenes to the ac-

cepted playtext, for what she believes

may be the first time anywhere.

The surprises do not stop there.

Perhaps the most famous line from

Shrew (one which was later used as

the title for a musical version) is, sim-

ply "Kiss me Kate." That is one line

which is not to be heard in this produc-

tion, as Risley-Aquizap has attempted

to broaden the scope of the play by

reversing the genders of all the central

characters. What has long been con-

sidered Shakespeare's most misogynic
work, thus becomes a simpler play

about relationships.

You take a big chance in doing a

production like this," Risley-Aquizap

admits, "but everything fell into place,

magically."

Even the few minor subtleties and
witticisms which had to be sacrificed,

during rewrites, have been magically

replaced by new ones. Simply turning

the "shrew" from a Kate to a Peter

provided a whole new body ofhumour.
What is our newly liberate heroine

looking for? "The prettiest Peter in

Christendom."
The Taming of the Shrew will run

for one week, at the end ofApril. Loca-

tion to be announced.

la a a •

\m UGLY
I WRITE HEY UGLY ON A

I PIECE Of PAPER AND GET
S2 00 OFF ANY LIVE SHOW

THIS WEEKEND WITH THIS AD

I The Original

: NY COMEDY SHOP
It's 90 minutes of fast-paced,

side-splitting, stand-up coiDedy!

YOU WONT STOP UUGHING!

3 BIG ACTS EACH SHOW

SHOWTIMES:FRI.9:30pni

SAT.8:X&10:30pffl

: HOLIDAY INN HOLYOKE

fc 413-534-0041

Night Tripper
tickled ivories
at the Horse
By DERIC BLAIRE
Collegian Correspondent

Dr. John the Night Tripper tripped into Northampton's
Iron Horse last weekend. Since his heydey in the early
seventies. Dr. John has given up his spangled silver robes
and ornate feathered headresses for more conservative
stage attire. He used a walking stick with feathers
hanging off. He wore several large stone and silver
necklaces. These are all the remained of the exotic garb
Mac once wore in his voodoo rock period.

A five-piece band backed up Dr. John, a.k.a. Malcolm
John Rebennack, Jr. (Mac). Freddy Stally was on drums,
David Barrard was on bass, Hugh McCracken was on
guitar, and Jerry Vevino played the tenor saxophone
while Big Chief Smiley Ricks was on percussion.

The show was somewhat anticlimatic after he played
his two greatest hits first: "Iko Iko" and "The Right

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

To do your best on your Graduate Management Admission Test,

study smart with Cliffs StudyWare' . This Cliffs Test Preparation

Guide with interactive computer software is the most complete

study system available.

Available for Enhanced ACT SAT GMAT GRE and LSAT

On-screen questions Mouse compatible/pull-down menus

Fun and easy to use Color graphics

Compatible with VGA, EGA, CGA and Hercules

in

Available

at:

^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

Mon - Frl • 9-5

Sat • 1 1 3
545-2619

THURSDAYS

Comedy Night

All the Best in Comedy
from Boston to New York

ii and Beyond !

Shoinitime 9:30 P.I

$ 1 off With Student I.

D

Pleasant St. Rt 5 Northampton

Only $ 3.00

52.50
. THEATnES

rrwi LiTci aMows oailv
Child Seniors ISS • OVCni

I

MT.FAIIKt "I'.-r 584-9153

Call Thealre for Showtlmes

I.F.K. m
Beauty and the Beast

;
Fried Green Tomatoes ICSdU

Radio Flyer TSM
Six-i I.IH-f,ttl'n m
Medicine Man ipg-ui

HABPSHIM 8 •**'':•:" 584 7550
Call Theatre for Showtimes

Thf Hand That Rocks The Cradle E
Final Analysis m

Bugsy m
(he Adventures of the Great Mouse Detp< tive(G]

Stop! Or My Mon> Will Shoot frc]

Memoirs of an Invisible Man ircui

Wayne's World irCT?1
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Radioes mixed signals
By JON LUPO
Collegian StafT

"Powered by Imagination' — the ads
and trailer exclaims. "An uplifting tale

that will touch your heart and move you"
— the commercifid states. Once these crafty
campaigns have you in the theater, how-
ever, Radio Flyer becomes a darker tale

of child abuse, secrets, and "the big idea,"

where the message becomes mired in a

strangelydownbeat and manipulative way.
11 year old Elijah Wood (Paradise) and

eight-year old Joseph Mazzello (Presumed
Innocent) play Mike and Bobby, two kids

in the 1960's who travel to California with
their mother (Lorraine Bracco) to start a
new life. But when Bracco remarries a
man nicknamed "the King" (Adam
Baldwin), their life turns into a nightmare.

When the King begins to beat the younger
Bobby, he wants to escape. Thus begins

their liig idea" — to fly away in their

converted Radio Flyer.

Radio Flyer is too erratic to be taken as

either an uplifting tale or a dark melo-

drama. At one moment, the kids are happy
and lost in the wonder of childhood, the

next, terrified ofthe King. The film becomes
a cheery take on brothers and then a scary

dream where the King haunts their lives.

The two styles don't mix, especially in a

film wrongly targeted at kids.

Director Richard Donner (Superman)
attempts to create a little film with big

intentions. However, he uses tired gim-

micks in a manipulative way. Tom Hanks

(in an unbilled cameo) plays an older Mike
in a framing device that is clumsy and
vagfue. Also, the way the film places the

children in a helpless predicament, con-

stantly fearing the King, is a cheap way to

create tension.

Radio Flyer even stoops to putting the

kids' dog, a Lassie-type German Shepard
into jeopardy. People can usually handle
people-abuse inmovies (Terminator2), but
when a film starts hurting animals, people

get pissed.

Radio Flyer chose to never show the

King's face — a gimmick that further re-

duces the King to a plot point instead of a
character. The film's close tries to be mythi-
cal , butRadioFlyernever hooksoneenough
to swallow such an unbelievable ending.

Lorraine Bracco makes up for her dis-

mal performance in Medicine Man to cre-

ate a sensitive portrayal of a mother who
cares, even though she can't be there all

the time.

Like the recently overrated Grand
Canyon, Radio Flyer has no clue what its

focus is, though the latter is decidedly

more of a mess. It's no wonder this film

was delayed so much, as it was first sched-

uled to be released last summer.
Radio Flyer's earnestness turns out to

be its chief flaw. It wants to be too many
things, never achieving its goal. It's too

bad that the fine performances of Wood,
Mazzello, and Bracco, as well as the fine

photography by Laszlo Kovacs (Easy

Rider) had to go down with it.

Grade: C+

Photo courtcay Columbia Pictures

Bobby (Joseph Mazzello, left) and his older brother, Mike (Elijah

Wood), must cope with a volatile stepfather and life in anew neighbor-

hood in "Radio Flyer."

Local scene's hoppin'
By BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Look out and get out because there's

whole smattering of good bands gig-

ging this weekend.
Pearl Street is featuring two na-

tional acts upstairs on the big stage as

the Marvelettes of 60's Motown fame
check into town Friday night for an
arts benefit and NRBQ shakes and
rattles the house Saturday night. In

keeping with Pearl Street custom there

will be local acts opening both shows as

well as bands performing in the room
downstairs after the shows.

JABBERWCX^KY
The Marvelettes may be the head-

liners Friday night but the real draw
just might be local dance favorites

Who's Kiddin'Who as the opener. You
can bet that this warm up act will have
the audience ready co sweat to the

oldies when the Marvelettes hit the

stage. Ifyou want to go out dancing this

weekend this is the show to see.

Don't forget to head downstairs af-

ter the show because another hot funky
act, the Bombastics, will keep the

music on the fi"ont burner until closing

time. The Bombastics show is free to

those with Marvelettes tickets and $3

for those who want to just check out a

very good local act while keeping the

entertainment budget under control.

Opening for NRBQ will be Ray
Mason with his trademark Silvertone

guitar and a powerfull backup band
that in some respects resembles the

NRBQ sound. The Ray Mason Band in

fact is the semi-official opener forNRBQ
when they appear around these parts.

It's only rock and roll but I like it.

Rockin'DaveandtheRent Party
will plug in downstairs at Pearl Street

immediately after the NRBQ show.

We're talking funky, grungy, psyche-

delic zydeco. Think of Buckwheat
Zydeco meets the Chili Peppers. Who
knows, maybe Al Anderson or Terry

Adams of "the Q" will sit and jam?
Don't leave the Hadley Pub out of

your weekend plans. The ever eclectic

but always cerebral Free Press will be

at the Hadley Pub on Saturday. Think
of sweaty ska, a totally wacked out

frontman and some political commen-
tary to make an interesting stew.

Ifblues is your bag then why not go

see the best of what the local blues

scene has to offer. The Wildcat
CHalloran Band will be appearing

at Sheehan's Cafe in Northampton to-

night. The joint gets cookin' when the

Wildcat is in his blues kitchen.

tripper
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

wonderful musicianship of the group and especially of

Dr. John made the rest of the set delightful.

The fifty-one year old singer started his recording

career when he was sixteen recording with artists like

Professor Longhair and LeonardJames. After 35 years in

the business Mac did seem a little unenthusiastic at first

but after a few rousing cheers for the audience he was

more animated.
We were even treated to seeing Mac play guitar, which

he learned from Fats Domino's guitar playerswhenhe was

barely in his teens. Mac played a rosewood Gibson S.G. to

"We're Gonna Pitch a Wang Dang Doodle all Night Long."

The best part ofthe show was Dr. John's piano intros.

Mac tickles the ivories like few can, it was ajoy to witness.

What he lacked in showmanship, which he was once

known for, he made up for in musicianship.

Most of the show was more traditional blues and jazz

rather than the voodoo rock that Mac became well known

for in the late sixties and early seventies.

Dr. John, after over three decades in the music busi-

ness, still possesses that patented raspy voice singUng, "I

was the right place, but it must have been the wrong time."

His voice coupled with his incredible talent on piano and

guitar puts Dr. John in a class by himself in a class by

himself as a musician, artist, producer, and performer.

Correction
The Hadley Pub was misnamed in a

previous Collegian story. The Colle-

gian regrets the error.

charric'0
Tavern

"Wfiat's "Hew?
lumbo Drinks & lumbo Drafts

25 different kinds of beer.

Enlarged Seating
Plenty ofroom for your friends!

Ifny'o^ these cheap munchies from 9p.m.-12 midnight.

Mondays— 70* Cheese Sticks

Tuesdays— 70* Buffalo Win^ (mild & hot)

Wednesdays— 25* Cheese Pizza Slices

Thursdays— 70* Chicken (Hot Lips) Nuggets

Fridays & Saturdays— Enjoy our full menu
including nachos, fried zucchini &
mushrooms, chili, salads, burgers,

^roiled chicken, sandwiches, pizza

1 Pray St., Amherst • 549-5403
Open 1 1 a.m. 7 days a week
Kitchen open 'til midnight

Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

ART AND SCIENCES
HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS
Alsop. PamM S
AntetM. William M
Baltaaonis. Dore«n L.

Bates. Todd C
Benson, Palxia J.

BlanchtieKJ. David B.

Broadbridge. Anne F,

Burns, Amy S,

Calkin. Laura L
Canh. Mtlisa L
Casey, Kevin

Chapman. Jonathan H
Cooper. Christine F.

Corey, Amy M.

Crofts. Wendy A
Crouse. Michelle E.

Daigre, Erie S
David. Christir>e J.

Docco, MarV

Doherty. Garrett J.

Dorgan, Gregory

Elliott, Sarah A

Ferris, Brandon P

Geman, Ben|amin A
Geoghegan Anne C
George, Jason

Giammatlei Theresa J,

Gordon. Jennifer A,

Gordon, Susan E,

Guillemin, Julie M.

Hayes. KJeiiy A

HeiKo. Jethro

Hennen. Molly E.

Heyman. Jill S.

Hirsch, Eric

Kenyon. Matthew D.

Kupter, Tammy A
Kwon.CheeminG
Laverdure Rabecca A.

Lee. Robert K
Lombardo. Charles J

McCann, Heidi N,

McHugh, Nicole M,

Mcintosh, Ian P
McKay Kate A
McNeill. Lucas H
Mendonca Rose M
Mernll. Shondra L.

Moseley Laura M
Mosher. Garren L

Mulligan. Joseph A.

OBrien. Michael R.

OidaKowski. Stephana A.

Oleary, Kerry A.

Petit. Margaret M.

Redciiff. Julie A.

Sarre. Jonathan T.

Smith Jennifer E

Stevtns. Pamela B,

Swaboda, Judith L.

Tatro, ChnsBpher D
Tomaski. Susan. M
Walsh, Meghan J

Worsiey Anna M
ARTS AND SOENCES
NAIUOTAL SaEBCES UO MATHEMATICS

AUegrezza. Thomas A
Beal Kern L

Benson. Julie L.

Bonacci. Anthony E.

Bramlage. Ann T.

Bumby. Mark A.

Coffin, Cynthia L.

Connor. Knssie

Corneliussen. Susan A.

Delker. Thomas P.

Dorsey. Karen A
Evans. Matthew J.

Flannery. John V. Jr

Goerge. Nita J

Glass. Rabecca C.

Graves. PelerF

Hetfernan. JulieA.

Hertzog. DeanneL.

Hilton. Holly C
Hurley. James M.

Johnson. Eric A
Joyce, Maty C.

Keck. James L.

Krivopal. Mark B.

Lim. Mary L

Livermore, Carol

Macphee.KeeleeJ
Magnum. Lane K

Megna. Lisa A
Mostecki. Justin W.

Muckenthaler, Mary E,

Odonneil. JohnP
Reine, Gabrieile M
Rovedo. Gina R
Saatman, Donna A
Saben, Poune
Schnitzler. Micaela

Solomon. Michael E.

Stevens, Jason R.

Swiniarski. Tara L

Takumi. Katsuhisa

Wehrli. Nathan M.

Weisman. Stacy M.

WhMaker. Allytion J

Zattenhius. Geoffrey M
ARTS AND SOENCES
SOCAIL AND BEHAVIORAL SaENCES
Abushanab. Nadia L

Bcdwf. Kerstm H
Chamono. Lawrence M.

Conrad. Carolyn S.

Craven. EncaL
Cullilon. Man F.

Dacey. Ann E
Dalessio, JuNe A,

Delker. Neals Erik

Drake. Debra A.

Oymek, Maureen P.

Englander, Beth S
Fantasia, Rene A
Gelley, Melissa M
Gomes. Malkes

Harrokj. Joseph L

Hirsh, Sallv R.

Hussey. Marian A.

Johnson. Gretchen J.

Kamerik. Kristen L

Kelley. Ruadh M
KozkjI. Jennifer L.

Lahatr. Dena M.

Lazili. Paula M.

Ltosa. Silvia L.

Loughnane. William E. Jr

Mantz. Jeffrey W
Mirski Elena S
Moore. Thomas W.

Mullan. Jennifer V

Murray, Laura A
Nalaie, Franas J

Nelson. Susan V.

NG. Katty

Omalley, Mchael A.

Orourke, Keiy A

Palauoio, Vita A
Richards, Rabecca J

Roberst, Alison E

Roweil, James L

Salvi. Beth A
Samia. John R
Sanbonmatsu. Kira L.

Schwartz. David J

Silva. Elena M.

Smith. James H,

Sorensen, Knstin I.

Starkis, Alisha V
Tharp. Dame L.

VakliviMo.JohnC.
Wagner, Stacy E.

WaTsh, Li3sa E.

WhitiTKire Scott L

ARTS AND SCIENCES •

UNDECLARED
Bagalman. Jill E.

Bait. Asatar P.

Bartow. Tammy L

Da«ley. Kelly M
ErncK. Jennifer J

Hernon. Chnstma H
Flosley. Darienne J

Hunter. Natasha B.

Lukas. Jessica F.

Marshall. Donak) E.

Su, Wendy Y
Tanner. Jennifer L.

Wishnick. Hillary M.

BACHaOBS DEGREE WITH INDWIOUAL

CONCBiTRAnON
Balentine, Lisa A
Burk. Kimberty A.

Power. Elizabeth A.

Richman. Nessa J.

Thompson Knstin M.

EDUCATION
Canavan. Maura B
Hodne. Amy E
Lauren. Angelique

Mynttmen. Matttiew G
Raynw, Kimberty L.

EIKINEERIN6
BergendaN, Jason R.

Blanchard. Lynnetle A.

Gail. Brian J

Daily Matthew L.

Davey. Chhsone A.

Diotte. Helen S
House Jody L.

Jones, Allen j

Kebler, Robert W.

Lisa. Gregory A
MacDonald. Willard S.

McGlynn, Michael W
Miller. Davkj D.

Munro. Jennifer A
Riterbusch. Timothy V.

Shah. Rahul V.

Tan, Edwin J

VoWman. Joel

FOOD AND NATURAL RESOURCES
(NCIUDMG THE STOCXBRIDGE SCHOOL)

Bkng, Timothy A

Bolduc. Steven

Cahalen. Cynttna M.

Ciitlanden. Crisunna G.

OittoolLTanM.

d.Lai»E
Harris. Penny S.

Joskn. Tarrmy L
Koch Stephanie L
Lorden. Sean W
IMtteau, Sinorw N

Manh.SnliJ

Mtiw.CalwmJ
Moolintwk.hitMS

Ofdway.HolyE

f1udick.K<lyA.

Small. Jennfa L

Sulivan. Nicole

Veenpere. Betti M.

taUB^UmBTU. OR aCHMGE
Coon, ShaunS.
UANAGEMEKT
Becke. Marc A
Bernardes. Tania I

Biiwakesh. Shubba
Boyer. Karen L
Bradley, Nancy L.

Carvalho. Ganon J.

Caslalltno. Daniel K.

CastsHuco. Tammy L
Collins, Michel* M.

Dubrule,Michell*M.

Faberman. SMolwn H.

Girasella. Gail M.

Hong, Jerry C.

Hong, Midiel* L
Ingledue, Jans L.

Lamvee, Christine M.

Levine, Leonard W,
Lipner, Michael

Lipsky, Timothy R.

Magnuson, Laune K.

Morgano. Michele E
Orkin, David A.

Raskin, Oiiver M.

Scionti, Jennifer L,

Selvaggio, Laurie A.

Steinberg, Hillary C.

Weber. Jason W
Wittenberg. Kimberly B
Woz. Jennifer A
Young. Michael R.

Zanchi, Nicole

NURSING
Averill.ChnstneB.

Coates. Krishna L,

Cordwell. Slacey M
Farquharson, Laune A
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Boush. Susan M.

GoWstein, Jennifers.

PUBLK: HEALTH
Jadom JulieA.

Konieczny, Teresa A.

Santos. I<athleen A
Stanford. Emily J

HONORS
Monahan. Shannon C

These student.s participated

in Honors Programs as well

as making the Deans List

for the Fall of 1991.
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FRIDAY A SATURDAY ONLY

EVERY
SINGLE
ALBUM

OR LESS
yOtOUA

aOBBy MtfiRRlIt

HUSH JUKSON
mil 1 1 IN

if «Mitumiiu*i
JAMES
TAYLOR
WW MOON sMiN)

GARTH BROOKS

7.99 Cass. 10.99 CD 7.99 Cass. 10.99 CD 7.99 Cass. 10.99 CD 7.99 Cass. 10.99 CD 7.99 Cass. 10.99 CD 7.99 Cass. 10.99 CD 7.99 Cass. 10.99 CD

QUEENSRYCHE ACOUSTIC ALCHIMV
EAMLT «lCHtMT PEARL

JAM
I I r vj

Alive

" ONCl
WHV CO
BL»C K

THE CAVEOOGS
Soul Mann

7 99 Cass. 10.99 CD 7.99 Cass. 10.99 CD 7.99 Cass. 10.99 CD 7.99 Cass. 10.99 CD 7.99 Cass. 10.99 CD 7.99 Cass. 10.99 CD 7.99 Cass. 10.99 CD

BONNIE HAITT
Luck 01 Tri» 0*««

OAVE CRUSIN
THE GERSHWIN
CONNECTION

Patty Loveless
Up Against My Haarl

CLIVILLESsCOLE
Gieotes! Pemnes vot i

• MIU** l(t«trMftr

IHI lUHUH.!

Kathleen Battle

Itihak Perlman

7^9 Cass. 10.99 CD 7.99 Cass. 10.99 CD 7.99 Cass. 10.99 CD 7.99 Cass. 10.99 CD 7.99 Cass. 10.99 CD 7.99 Cass. 10.99 CD 7.99 Cass. 10.99 CD

miu
mi

Special Edition

EVERYTHING ON SALE!
7.99 Cass. 10.99 CD

KLF

Special Combo Pak

Including

FREE

.S.^L FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 28TH AND
F..„,T.™,«,n... 3ATURDAY, FEBRUARY 29TH

5?*

GOODFELLAS^

9 ;.*>..Ti»«v«»>'

^ cautN
** ca'sl

5 ^^^.«

Baby Songs
Presents

^^

1.
#S-12

Holds 12 Tapes

1 7.99^
#P-100

Holds 100 Tapes

ON SALE ON SALE ON SALE ON SALE ON SALE
-16.99 -16.99 -16.99 6.99 -| -| .99
VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO

ON SALE
- -I -^^
VIDEO

Also On Sale

7.99 Cass. 10.99 CD

ALL ACCESSORIES 20%
VIDEO & BOX SETSOFFI

(Arm CiltT<MIM)
DON T MISS THE
U S HOT ROD

'

TRUCK PULL
CHAMPIONSHIPS
',* t^ ,' #«* ttmy I,

•»

., M*' ' *• ^ Xi n

Advanced T«utt tiOOO
'

"-5—-
(617J931 2000

^ •

*\ii^

Jeff Beck
Autographed Guitar!

See In Store
For Details.

Featured Titles

On Sale Through
March 8th.

VISA jT.iTir-^^:
Some restrictions may apply.

No double markdowns.
20% off not valid on Bargain

or Previewed Video.
HADLEY, Route 9, Campus Plaza

1413)536-2222

(413)543-1517

(413)737-4128
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UMass indoor track
set for New Englands
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

With its best regular season finish in

recent memory behind it, the University
ofMassachusetts men's track team heads
to Boston University this weekend for the
New England Championships, where it

looks to erase the memory of a year ago.

Last year, the Minutemen saw five of

their competitors finish in seventh posi-

tion, while missing out on valuable i}oint

potential, as UMass dropped to a ninth
place finish at BU.

This year, while a top five finish may be

out of reach, UMass coach Ken O'Brien is

expecting another top 10 finish fi'om his

squad, preferably sixth or seventh.

"I'd imagine we would finish somewhere
in the top halfofthe second five," O'Brien

said. "We've got 10 kids or so on the bor-

derline of scoring, and ifwe can get halfof

them to come through we'll be okay."

Battling forthe top five should be Boston

College, BU, Connecticut, Northeastern,

and Rhode Island, while the second five

O'Brien mentioned contains UMass,
Maine, New Hampshire, Providence, and
Southern Connecticut.

The only team amongst those second
five the Minutemen have not faced this

season is Providence, with Maine being

the only team UMass has not defeated.

UMass is sending 22 individuals and
three relay teams to the meet, with only

BC, UConn, and NU sending larger con-

tingents.

The Minutemen's strongest hope for

points lies in the sprinting crew ofJerome
Bledsoe and Kevin Walters, and the

pentathalon duo of Paul Doyle and Joe
Kourafas.

Also expected to place high for the

Minutemen is Steve Brown in the 500,

and perhaps the three UMass relay teams.

"I'd have to say that guys like Kevin
(Walters], Steve [Brown], and Joe
[Kourafas] are probavly are best bet,"

O'Brien said. "We can't outmuscle a lot of

these teams in terms ofblue-chippers. We
have a lot ofkids in the middle, but I think

that's what helps us."
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Save money when you order campus delivery ot

®i|^ ^e6j ^ork Wivaz%
The University Store will reserve copies of The New York Times for

students and faculty at a savings of 40% Monday through Friday starting

on Monday March 2 thru May 8, 1992. Sign up now for your daily

copy of The New York Times at the low cost of $15.00. 40% below

the retail rate.

Please Enter My Subscription To: The New York Times

Spring Term
Weekdays {Mon-Fri) $ Days)

Print Name

Home Address

Return Bottom Portion With Payment to The University Store, Campus Center, UMASS M5-2619^jyg[gJ*QJ^£^^

SAME BAT CHANNEL
Comics • Cards • Qames & More...

Hampshire Mall, Hadiey • 586-8775 Ingeiside Mall, Holyokc • 532-9797

OPEN: Monday - Saturday 10am - 9pm • Sunday 12pm - 5pm

ClassiHeds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE Hi CAMPUS CENTER ' MON. - THURS. 8:30-3:30 FRIDAY 8:30-2:30 'DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATION • 20(/^'ORDmAY FOR mJDENTS • CASH IN ADVANCE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTtON: Anyone interested in repre-

senting ttieir country and culture at ttie In-

ternational Fair contact Elsa 549-0022

Deadline is March 13

Bad and Braakfatt

Downtown Amherst. Ideal lor visiting par-

ents and friends 549-0733

CALIFORNIA-$149l Anytime, fly either way.

coast-to-coast (iPortland/Seattiel) Carib-

bean only $ 1 89 Rour. Jlrip air to somewhere
sunny and warm Hitch a Ride Europe only

$160 each way! Airhitch 212-864-2000 _
FORMING RABAIOTOWN BAND
We need strong female singers, guitar, bass,

keys, drums. Call ASAP 6-0279. 6-0848 _
HAVING PROBLEMS WITH your room-

male? Contact OCHO 428 Student Union or

call us at 545-0865. We can^help^

MIDNIGHT MADNESS
Everything on sale

CD's 1099 or less

BOK sets videos accesories 20% oH

Friday and Saturday

Open until midnight

at Strawberries

Rt 9 next to Stop n Shop

PVOC OIL COOP. Purchase h me heating

oil at reduced cost Join at OCHO 428 Stu-

dent Union or call us al 545-0865. Save

money and stay warm!

AUTO FOR SALE

62 FORD ESCORT 76K miles Runs good

$500 Call 256-4583

1 985 VW Jetta Moving overseas. Must sell

Asking 2.000 256-1912

1968 Ford Festlva L $2695

4speed. Rear delrost Economical car

Unique Auto, Rte.9. Amherst 253-4282

MAZDA GLC 1981 105K 4speed reliable

inspectaWe $5001) o Jim 586-1 194

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL:

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT. DJs,

video DJs and Karaoke Irom $175.00. Call

586-9900For Sale

FOR SALE

20" RCA STEREO Color TV w/remote $250

Fisher VCR $100 both $320 Matt 546 4088

DEAD TIXI I have Mon March 9 Maryland to

trade, or cash lor Ontario or FrI Nassau. Plus

reward Pete 548-9920

Lizard (or tale White tailed 8lnch lizard legal

tank Heal Rock $30'bo CaH 546-321J

PRE 1 200U SKIS, 1 90an. mountedwith Look

99HP bindings Excellent cond. $150 OBO
546 743J

TREK 6000
1991 Mini condition

20- $500 bo.

Cannondale ST400
1987 Great shape

$200 o.b.o.

546-2279

HELP WANTED

Alaska Summer Employment- Fisheries.

Earn $5,000*/month Free transportation!

Room board! Over 8,000 openings. Male

or female. For empkjyment program call 1-

206-545-4 1 55 ext 298

Attention Juniors and Seniors

Having a tough time getting the permanent

job you want Spend this summer building

your resume with TASP Inlemational. Sum-

mer and full time positions are available in

Mass, CT. Rl and NY Call Dean Howard al 1 -

800-922-5579.

CAMP ENCORE/CODA
Music camp in southern Maine has current

openings lor assistant waterfront director,

(WSI,LGT required), waterfront counselors

(LOT required) and head of tennis. Contact

James Saltman. Camp Encore/Coda. Ar-

lington. MA. 617-641-3612

College Pro Painters are now accepting

applications lor summer employment in the

Lowell. Chelmslord area II you are inter-

ested please call Bernie at 253-9087

COOK WANTED FOR DAY CAMP
Day camp in North Falmouth area needs a

cook to prepare meals lorcamp stall Prepare

breakfast and dinner for a staff of eight and

lunch tor a staff ol 25 Monday-Friday. Ap-

proximately 30 hours per week Room and

board provided II needed Contact Ed Pow-

ers al (6 1 7) 426-91 70 or write P.O Box 265.

Boston, MA 02 11 7 or visit table during UMass

Camp Day March 3rd

Earn extra money while in school

Mature/reliable person needed to work retail

garden shop Part-time 4-1-92. Full lime

summer. Flexible hours Will train. Call

Charlene 8am-noon only 508-885-6005

GREAT SUMMER OPPORTUNrfY
Jewish co-ed residential camp seeks coun-

setors and specialists Capital Camps is

located in the Catoctin Mountains, one hour

from Washington. DC If you are interested

in the challenges and excitement of working

with campers in grades 3- 10, we want you on
our team. Good salaries, great lunl Our

director will be on campus at ttie Camp Fair

on March 3. For information and an ap-

pointment call 1 -800-229 7852

HELP WANTED
HOMEWORKERS NEEDEDII

Earn $1 .000 weekly mailing our circulars in

yoursparetime at homer GUAFIANTEEDI
Free supplies/postage! Begin now! Free

details! Enclose LSASESMS. Depl. Col-7A,

Box 610. Cordova. IN 38018^0610

JOBS IN RECYCLING 1 5 hours^veek Here

next year? Have available hours on

Wednesday? Call 545-1 153^

SUMMER CAMP ON CAPE COD
Need enthusiastic, dedicated people to virork.

live v«th kids. Beautilul location, excellent

program, competitive salaries Call Jeanne

or Dan at 256-0381 for information or appli-

cations.

Summer Internships- Average earnings

$4,000 000 University Directories, the

nation's largest publisher ol campus tele-

phone directories, hires over 250 college

students for their summer sales program.

Top earnings $5,000.00-$8.000.00. Gain

valuable experience in advertising, sales

and public relations selling yellow page ad-

vertising lor your campus telephone direc-

tory (•^sitlons also available in other univer-

sity markets. Expense paid training program

in Chapel Hill. N C, Looking for enthusiaslic.

goal oriented students for challenging, well-

paying summer job. Internships may be

available. Interviews on campus Wednes-

day. March 4th. sign up at the Visitor's Center

LOST

PERSONALS

GOLD HEART KEY CHAIN 3 keys ksst at

Mikes Westview 2-20 549-0310

MUSICIANS

PRACTICING BLUES/ROCK BAND seeks

lead vocalist Auditions this week Call Matt

256-8830 Leave message

WOMEN'S TRACK
Good luck at N.E.'s Get psychedl

Love. Kelly Mo ^__
MEADOWS, Every great guy shouk) have

his very own pair ol boxers. I have yours

Happy blrtlxjay. Thanks for being such an

understanding Iriend, Whatever,
whatever...Sponge

7eNN LEFEVRE:
1 k>ve you!

2 great months and countingi

Love always,

Jeffrey __^_
CHERYL
Happy birthday

Well be together forevert

even wt>en we have kids in the track seat.

Let's have a blast tonight

Love Always
Jules ^____
KAREN, just saying hi to a

wonderful person, your friend Paul

JON R. AND SCOTT B.

We filled our mouths with 80 wings, but we
really wanted your 1 2 inch things.

They're just as hot |ust as good but on

"platonic" Tuesday we didn't thinkwe should

!

Pizia. beer » popcorn were ok but ounces of

fun would have made our day!

Watch out lor wicked wet Wednesday!!

We love you! - Biff The Fish

*KRISTEN DANKER*
Today is Ihe big 20! Have a

great day and don1 get too

out ol control tonight You
are the best - Happy birthday!

Love. Sharon ^__.
BROCOLI:
Polyfuse your killer goldfish to your epiinelial

membrane, so it won't metastasize while

you're away this weekend
Translation: Happy Birthday!!

From Flem a Cauliflower

To the sexy guy with

the new grey Acclaim

I love your Red Sox hati

Love the ex fry girt

NINA
Congratulations

I knew you wouk) make It

Lovs
Ml

B.P

I toveyou
BOH-BOT
ME

Nance,
Happy Birthdayll

Twerrty isnl that old.

Mr AbcCI

USA:
Happy birthdayl

To a five year ddl

Smilel I.W.

UndaVan
Comdis is fun and all that jazz.

Who's the tall dark stranger?

See you in John ???

READ THIS

Computers, Printers t Accessories

Best prices in the Pioneer Valley, We config-

ure to yjur speciflcattons Ask about our

monthly specials. Ask lor Eric 253-0868

SERVICES

Expert editing ol papers & dissertations;

wordprocessing , and course tutoring offered

by retired faculty member specializing in

helping international students and non-En-

glish majors Fast service, moderate rates

0, Reed, 253-3354.

FREE pregnancy testing; contklsntial and
caring support, BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906 _
Need that resume prolessionally typed-set

last and cheap'' Can 546-336^

ORDER AVONI
Call 546-1999

For free brochures/samples

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Panama City. Cancun, Jamaica

Call Stacey at 549-0840

Need some sun? I have great deals on

spring break trips to Jamaica Cancun, and

Bahamas. Call Dena nights 549-5740

PANAMA CrfY FLORIDA
drinking on the twach is legal.

bars open until 4am.

over 400,000 students expected.

and ifs cheap
8days 7nights from $1 55

cal Pete or Derek 256-6490

SPRING BREAK SPECIALS 19921

Bahamas March 14th $349!! Jamaica,

Cancun $42911

Includes: Hotel, air. transfers, parties!

Sun Splash Tours

1-800-426-7710

TYPING

Naad your papars typed? Quick, accurals

Sfyfca. Call Brian 546-3563

PAPERS, RESUMES, THEStS-

Word processing, laser printing-

Can Rosemary 323-5031

SEXY. FAST, ACCURATE TYPING w/

speHcheck. $l .50/pg Call Greg 6-6435

U2 TICKETS FOR SALE

I hav* U2 Uckatt for Hartford 3/1 2 Call Jon.

253-9139 Best offer.

WANTED

U2 Tickets wanted lor any local show Con-

tact Eric at 546-4394
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Racquetball club nationally reknown
By ART STAPLETON
Collegian Correspondent

At this time of year, there is a club sport which is

overshadowed by a successful hoop team and the upcoming

lacrosse season here at the University ofMassachusetts.

Meet the racquetball team.

A team which has existed at the University for almost

eight years as a club sport. As a club sport, racquetball

receives no funding from the University. It funds itself,

maintaining a $10,000 budget.

The money raised pays for renting courts, travel fees,

and league dues. The team receives contributions from

local businesses, alumni, and former players. This sea-

son it will embark on a huge fund-raising campaign.

It competes in the American Collegiate Racquetball

m -. A

6CMI rORMAL
tAVtWAil

%* .». . '^r*

Let

Central Travel
help you find the

Ultimate Spring Break
VACATION! /7

PAMAMACmr
BEACH FLORIDA from $284.00
• Includes bus from UMASS, 7 nights

accomodations flf much more.

CANCUH from $479.00
• Roudtrip air from Boston, 7 nights

accomodations, flf much more.

JAMAICA from $4«9.00
• Rountrip air from Boston. 7 nights

accomodations, * much more.

CALL nOWI SPACE IS LINITEDI

Central Travel j^/
549-4900 ®\^

Association, which is made up of six regions across the

country, with UMass being in the Eastern Collegiate

Racquetball Conference, which includes some of the top

schools in the country.

UMass emerged last year as the regional champion,

with the men's team finishing ninth in the nationals.

The men are led by No. 1 seed Tim Dignam, senior

Colin Silva, senior communications major Nathan
Bearman, junior computer science major Russ Potter,

and captain Alan Kurzontkowski.

The women are led by senior Lauren Anzer, junior

communicationsm^orTracy Call , and senior legal studies

major Sara Nadolny.

Call, the women's captain, said her best friends are on

the team and they are "really supportive on and off the

court."

The team is coached by Michael Vecchiarelli, while

the President is Bob Ansin. Even though they receive the

recognition, they are quick to point out the team deserves

most of the credit.

"I'd like to give a lot ofthe credit to the team , especially

Tracy and Alan." Ansin said.

The full season contains four or five tournaments, the

regional championships over spring break and the na-

tional championships, this year in Missouri.

The tournaments usually consist of three teams (all

having both men's and women's teams) who compete in

a series of three game matches.

The team has been active as of late, with the men's

team dominating Providence College, holding them to

only three games, and the women's team playing well in

a loss to Providence, last season's No. 3 ranked team in

the country.

In the same tournament, both teams succumbed to

this year's powerhouse, Penn State.

UMass ended up splitting that tournament and they

are looking ahead to the rest of the season.

"As No. 1 ranked player on the men's team, I'm looking

forward to raising enough monej to play in the nation-

als," said Dignam.
As ofnow, there are no courts on campus to practice or

play on. Therefore, courts at Winners Athletic Club in

Sunderland must be rented in order for the team to

prepare.

The racquetball team is anxiously waiting Mullins

Arena to open because it will contain eight courts, which

UMass will use.

Due to the success of the team, Nadolny decided it

would be a good idea to allow the people who supported

the team to know the progress of it. Therefore, she

decided with the help ofsome ofher teammates to publish

a by-weekly newsletter, titled Off the Wall.

The newsletter contains articles written by members

ofthe team, and articles by the coach, president, and vice

president (Bearman).
"I've had the experience of being on the UMass varsity

women's tennis team," Nadolny said. "Now I'm playing on

a club team. I'm impressed with our level ofcompetition."

NEED MONEY?

How about a Job Delivering

The Boston Globe
on Campus?

Paid by Commision
Doesn't Interfere

with Classes

For Information call

Joe at 6-3835

SPORTS NOTICE

The University of Massachusetts men's
volleyball team is in action this weekend as

it hosts the University of Connecticut and
the University ofVermont at 1 p.m. .Saturday,

at Totman Gymnasium.

2 A.M. GRAPHICS
AFFIRMATION

Low pay - late nights

total misery
K.

ACADKMV.MLSIC:
NORTHAMPTON

^e\aj'§me

- One Week
Curtain Daily 7:00 ONLY!

"••••.'AMAZING
BUCK ROBE' K ONE ADVENTLRE
RLM THAT IS AS INTELLIGENT

ASITlSErmiRALU.NIG!"
- Utry fruait. L^i MACA2INE

••••!.;
Packs twice the * ONE OF
punch ofDances THE YEAR'S
With Wolves'; DCCTI"
i( transcends its DEJl!
storyline in a way
'Wolves' never did.

-Mv Andtrvr.. NEW»AY

S^tAICPI«£VtEWb

S BRUCE BfflESfORO

ShQwtimes:
Fri. - Sun.

7pm & 9:30pm
Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7:30pm
Adults $4.00

Student w/valid ID. &
Senior Citizens $3 00

Wiimfn-. Siloes. ( Itiihing & Accessories

Aiitht-rsi Braiilcborn

413.25^2563 802.2544421

AMHERST FIRE DEPARTMENT
is now recruiting for

VOLUNTEER FIRE FIGHTERS

Join the student force Engine Company 3

,.n^'\,,

i-^x.^

; Gain Valuable Experience

Serve your Community *^^^

for information see our table on the

Campus Center Concourse, Feb. 26-28

Open house at North station, February 28, 5:00 pm

Call 549-5419
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PHYSICAL EXEMPTIONS...

By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

'PEAR MR. HARKS-
INRBFEfimCeTD
YOUR CLAIM OF
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SHAMANwrmA
TRJCK mea..."
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CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
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By M.K. ANDERSON

CAST OF THOUSANDS
CAiS, HA)/E you MOTICED
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POimESSiy CRUEL ffui^^y y^j^rs
TO ONE ORAU \ yoUR-
OF yOOR flflENPS^

By BARRY DEUTSCH
'iESSiR, I'LL BIT THAT IN A
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ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

Today's Staff

Night Editor Dave Massey

Copy Editor Michelle Bayliss

PhotoTechnician )osh Reyrx)lds

Production Supervisor Lisajezowski

Production ^^^^ ^^*°

Dan Henderson, Seth Kaye

Menu
LUNCH

Meatball Grinder

Tuna Melts

BASICS LUNCH
Vegetable Grinder

Tuna Melts

DINNER
Crabmeat Newburg
Chicken Fingers

BASICS DINNER
Ratatouille

Chicken Fingers

y, Oohnny - • V)ur Turn

^'RMdy''Ho*jKee[>Tha^ta>l u^

!

Scorpion school

Quote of the Day
'Saddam still has a job. Do you?"

- bumper sticker

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES(March21-April 19);Aday

when expenditures, gifts and favors

are in the spotlight. You may be

tempted to play gameswhere romance

is concerned. Think twice! Male ad-

mires your honesty.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): End

the work week on a sound financial

note by refusing to send good money
after bad. Emotions run high tonight;

stay on an even keel. Rehashing an

old argument would be a mistake.

GEMINI (May 21-)une 20): Ne-

gotiatmg a fair deal may be difficult

today. Charm and tact lielp you get

your price. Yoursocial life accelerates.

Do not let a casual flirtation ruin a

promising relationship.

CANCER dune 2 1 -July 22): A great

day to show the generous side ofyour

nature. After all, friendship is a two-

way street; you will only get back

what you put in! Plan a special treat

for a mate.Be careful with heavy ma-

chinery today.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Do not be

in too much of a hurry today or you

could miss the chance to attend an

interesting party. An older person may
need your help. Travel is best post-

poned.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Slow
down and enjoy the diversions the

weekend provides. You sometimes

rush past things that could be a lot of

fun. Include family members in any

celebrations you host.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Sonf>e-

one tries to persuade you to invest

lime or money in a risky venture.

Resist the temptation. You would be

jeopardizing savings you will need in

the future.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
quiet day would suit you best. Avoid

taking on more than you can handle.

Romance is likely to be uppermost in

your mind.A changeofscenery proves

very welcome.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21 ): You will profit from listening to

others now. Your determination to

have everything your own way could

both cut into your fun and hinder

romance. A loved one counsels cau-

tion.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-)an. 19):

You have a better outlook on the

future now. You find yourself attracted

to someone who normally would not

be your type. Go ahead; take a chance

on romance!

AQUARIUS Oan. 20-Feb. 18):

You should be able to lake special

pride in your actions now. Keep your

money where you know it will be

safe. A moment's carelessness could

cause loss, confusion fx delay.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):

Consider all of your options if your

original plans for today fall through.

Your pleasure will be doubled if you

share an afternoon outing with a loved

one. Let romance grow slowly.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

The opinions exprcsst-d on this p.igc arc those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University.

ACROSS
1 The Pearl

Bsriers"

composer
6 Obiectives

10 NT bk.

14 City NE of

Venice

15 Part of NEA
16 Blue-dye source

1

7

Popular singer

and TV fiostess

19 Jazz singer

James
20 Clandestine

21 Captain's call

23 Topic (Of

Debussy
24 Pelvic bones
25 Bambi s aunt

26 Olympic Games
org

29 Austrian

burger?

31 Blue or King

33 Malaysian

outrigger

35 Gortjachev

denial

37 Perfect

40 Resort locale

42 Beacli footwear

44 German
industrial city

45 Did trie crawl

47 Rabbit tail

48 Account
50 ' maids all in

52 Pinafore, eg
53 Jopirn opus
55 Tigers foes

57 Work unit

59 Water sports

61 Piled

65 Having two
parts

66 Pop singer

1934 73

68 Beine s river

69 Autiior Wiesel

70 Impassive

71 Counsel, British

style

72 One of tl>e

Fresian Islands

73 — Park. Goto

DOWN
1 f^uture roses

2 Some of

Hamlet's last

words
3 Galvanizir>g

element
4 Fortify, oW style

5 Titters

6 "A Shropshire

Lad poet's

monc.gram
7 Place on a

pede stal

8 "Guernica. " for

one
9 Picturesque

10 Tfie Titans'

molfer
1 i Nevi Shute title

12 Suppress
13 Beach, in

Oviedo
18 Beaoh
22 Bea:h movie

singer

26 — c ixit

27 Vaitable

deposits

28 Oefiinse outfit

30 Lixiviums

32 Says further

34 Under sail

36 Peter or Paul

38 Grad
39 Omaha Beach

craft

41 Cove
43 Rhizopod
46 Holiday

drink

49 Skips over

51 Cok>rful spiny

fish

53 Marine detector

54 Waters, to

Brutus

56 In a frigid

manner
58 Midges
60 Skipper's

command
62 Mariner's mite

63 An entertaining

Adams
64 Brit

decorations

67 Seine

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

2/28/92
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Sports
Game Summary

Massachusetts 32-27- 1 5(OT)74
West Virginia 22-37- 1 0(OT)69

Massachusetts (74)

Herndon 5-7 3-4 13, Barbee 1-7 5-11

7 . H . Willianos 3-9 CMD, McCoy 11-219-

1631 . Brown 3-7 2-4 10. Roe 1-2 0-02,

M.Williams 1-30-03,MolloyO-00-00,

K. Robinsor> 1-1 0-0,2.

Totals: 26-57 19-35 74.

West Virginia (69)

Robinson 8-16 6-9 22, Greene 4-115-

5 13. Bodl<in 2-11 2-2 6, Leonard 5-15

0-0 12,Basey5-12O-0 10. Wilson 0-2 1-

2 1 , Shetton 1 -4 0-2 3 . Pollard 0-3 2-2 2

.

Boyd 0-2 0-0 0. Kirkaldy 0-0 0-0 0.

Totals: 25-76 16-22 69.

Ttireo-polntgoals:Massachusetts 3-8

(McCoy 0- 1 , Brown 2-4. M. Williams 1-

1). West Virginia 3-18 (Greene 0-2,

Leonard 2-8. Basey 0-6. Shelton 1-1).

Rebounds: Massachusetts 41 (H. Wil-

liams 1 1 ) West Virginia 54 (Greene
13). Assists: Massachusetts 13 (Brown

3). West Virginia 19 (Basey 5). Fouled

out: Greene,Shelton. Atten-

dance: 10,750.

Player of the game
University of Massachusetts guard
Jim McCoy scored a season-high
31 points on 1 l-for-21 shooting (8-

for-ll In the first

half), including

two key free
throws in over-

time which
gave the Min-

utemen the
lead they
wouldn't relin-

quish, McCoy
displayed his full arsenal on both
sides of the floor, hitting jumpers
from anywhere and everywhere
while holding the Mountaineers'
leading scorer Chris Leonard to

just 12 points on 5-for- 15 shooting.

Why UMoss Won
The Minutemen hit 1 of 1 2 shots

from the foul line and held the
Mountaineers to just 3 of 13 from
the field in the extra session to

seal the victory. The Minutemen
shot 45.6 percent from the field

and held the Mountaineers to

just 32.9 percent, Anton Brown hit

a key 3-pointer with :40 remain-
ing in the contest to give the
Minutemen a two-point lead. But

the big play came after West
Virginia's Lawrence Pollard tied it

up at 59 at :30 and UMass turned
the ball over when Tony Barbee
and Will Herndon stood in the
way of the West Virginia offense
in the closing seconds to send
the game into overtime.

Jim McCoy
6'4 Sr, G

Pittsburgh,PA

Atlantic 10 Standings
W-L Pet.

Massachusetts 1 1 -3 .786

Temple 10-5 .667

West Virginia 9-5 .643

Rhode Island 8-6 .571

G.Washington 8-6 .571

St. Joseph's 6-8 .429

Rutgers 5-9 .357

Duquesne 5-9 .357

St. Bona. 2-13 .133

UMass' next opponent
The Minutemen travel to the
hometown of UMass' Jim McCoy
and Will Herndon, Pittsburg, Pa.,

at4:30 p.m. on Sunday to take on
the Dukes (5-9, 12-13) of
Duquesne University. UMass de-
feated Duquesne, Jan. 25, at the
Cage, 87-68. The Dukes' James
Hargrove led all scorers with 25
points.

UMass assured share of title,

beats West Virginia in OT
McCoy scores season-high 31 points to lead 74-69 win
By KEVIN C. KAUFMAN
Special to the Collegian

This is how games of this magnitude
should go down.

Massachusetts and West Virginia, the

Atlantic lO's front-runner and bridesmaid,
respectively, gave all 10,570 Coliseum fans

their money's worth, as they watched the

Minutemen overcome a second half

Mountaineer rally to chalk up a 74-69

overtime victory and put a stranglehold

on the A- 10 race.

UMass built as much as a 12-pointlead

in the second half after going in a the half

with a 32-22 lead.

A Tracy Shelton 3-point shot with 6:36

left in the game brought the Mountaineers

to within three at 52-49and a Chris Leonard
3-pointer minutes later tied it up at 55-55.

Each team had a chance to ice the

decision in the waning seconds.

Mountaineer forward Pervires Greene's
two free throws tied the score at 59-59

with 30 seconds left. Then UMass
inbounded the ball, but was forced to call

a timeout with 26 seconds remaining be-

cause of the Mountaineers' full-court

trapping defense.

Its next try to get the ball past half

court was successful, but with 14 seconds

leftand victory for theMinutemen a bucket
away, UMass guard Jim McCoy (a season-

high 31 points) was called for traveling

while driving the lane.

On the next possession, Marsalis Basey

( 10 points) passed offto Greene ( 13 points),

who was stripi>ed of the ball. Center Phil

Wilson was the beneficiary of the loose

ball, butwas also stripped and failed to get

a shot off.

"There's obviously a lot of contact,"

Leonard said. "Every game you watch, if

it's tied up, the refs are going to overlook

it unless it's really blatent because they

want the teams to win and that's the way
it should be."

It looked like the Mountaineers would
continue on their roll as the extra session

ensued.

Greene scored the Mountaineers' first

Collegian photo by J«ff Egmn

Anton Brown and the Minutemen came up big in Morgantown last

night, defeating West Virginia 74-69, to earn at least a share of the
Atlantic 10 title.

four points ofovertime, as the home team
built a 64-61 lead and their first lead ofthe

night.

Anton Brown (10 points) hit a three-

pointer, though, to put the Minutemen up
in the extra period at 66-65, as the lead

changed hands four times in the ensuing
possessions.

Basey hit a bucket offan inbounds play

for the Mountaineers' 69th and last points.

The Minutemen sank four free throws
down the stretch to ice the victory.

"There was no knockout punch," said

UMass coach John Calipari, whose 23rd

victory tied the school mark for wins in a

season. "We tried. They tried. We tried

and what it was was a decision. There was
no knockout and I think that shows a lot

for our league.

"JimmyMcCoy played terrific," Cahpari
said. "They trapped him. They beat the
heck out of him. They fouled him and they
pushed. But he played. He never stopped
and he made big free throws."

Minutewomen routed by G.W., 87-52
Home finale spoiled, Moran shines
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

George Washington Universitybrought

its travelling freshmen all-star show to

the Curry Hicks Cage last night, much to

the dismay ofthe University ofMassachu-

setts women's basketball team, who got

blown out 87-52.

The Colonial Women raised their record

to 19-5 overall, 9-4 in the A-10. UMass
drops to 4-21, 0-14 in the A-10.

Freshman, you say? Try these stats on

for size:

• Darlene Saar, a 6-1 frosh, had her
way with the UMass frontcourt, scoring

25 points and hauling down 18 rebounds,

both of which are career highs.

• Debbie Hemery, whose fast breaks

layups in the second half had the
Minutewomen spinning, added 22 points,

also a career high.

• Along with Saar, G.W. had 6-4 senior

Mary Nordling and 6-5 freshman Martha
Williams to run picks and screens of all

types all game long.

"Our size was a big factor," said G.W.
head coach Joe McKoewn. "Being able to

go 6-5, 6-4, and 6-1 really helped."

UMass' Kim Kristofik, whoat6-l is not

only the Minutewomen's only six-footer,

but also their leading scorer, picked up
her third personal foul only 3:50 into the

contest. She watched the next 19 minutes

from the bench and finished with 1 points.

G.W. went on a 12-0 run to start the

game, and the Minutewomen struggled to

stay in the game for most of the first half.

Then, with only 1 :30 left in the half, UMass'
Jen Moran, playing in her last game at the

Cage, nailed a 3-pointer to cut the lead to

35-25.

Moran's 19 points {including 5 of 6 on
3-pointers) led the Minutewomen.

"I really didn't think about it [being the

last game at the Cage]" she said. "It just

ended up that they were open, so I took

them."

It was streak time again as G.W. scored

the last eight points of the half and the

first four ofthe second halfto open a 47-27

lead. UMass would get no closer and was
on the wrong end of a 64-33 score with

nine minutes left.

'The first two shots we had were wide
open layups and both missed the rim,"

said UMass assistant coach Jill Rooney.

"Right away we started out intimidated,

and when we miss shots like that our kids

have a tendency to get down on them-
selves."

GAME NOTES - It was 'Senior Night'

at the Cage as Moran and Trish Riley were
honored in a pre-game ceremony.

Late in the game Moran passed the 300
point mark for the season.

Riley's chronic back problems forced

her to miss her second straight game.
The Minutewomen are off until they

visit St. Joeseph's next week.

Colle^an photo by Christopher Evans

Laurie Dondarski dives for a
loose ball in last night's game at
the Curry Hicks Cage. George
Washington beat UMass 87-52.
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Students facing another tuition increase
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

In an abrupt change of stance, the

University Board ofTrustees voted Friday

to raise tuition by four percent for next fall,

a turnaround from arecommendation made
by a sub-committee Thursday in Boston,

which recommended not to raise tuition.

Trustee Chairperson Gordon Oakes
said the recommendation was reviewed

and committee members agreed they

would rather not see tuition rise, but it

would have to be discussed with the full

board at Friday's meeting.

"lOn Friday I we came to the conclusion

that the four-percent increase was the

least distasteful of the options before the

board," Oakes said. "We're hoping the

tuition increase will help offset worse
situations.

"We can't do without an increase at this

point," he said. "If we didn't raise the

tuition and the State didn't come through

with more funding, then there would be

even bigger problems. It's a dilemma."

At the same meeting, the trustees

unanimously ratified the Graduate Em-
ployee Organization contract, which has

been tabled since a Feb. 6 trustee meeting.

"The meeting provided a mixed bless-

ing," said GEO co-speaker Peter
Underdown. "On the one hand, we have

our contract and GEO will be a union. But

now the problem of tuition increase has

come up, and we're not happy about that."

Underdown said now that GEO's con-

tract is no longer in dispute, they can

concentrate on helping fight tuition in-

Trustees accept GEO contract^ vote

to increase Fall tuition by 4 percent
survival, we can focus our power and en-

ergy on our original goal: to further access

to education for all," he said. "We are

upset by the news ofa raise in tuition, and
will go to Boston if need be."

Oakes said the message a tuition in-

crease would send to the Statehouse about

higher education funding was the main
issue of debate.

Some trustees felt that a tuition in-

crease would in effect take pressure offthe

legislature to provide more funding for

the school.

"We are not letting them offthe hook,"

Oakes said. "The increase is too small for

that. The idea is that well do our part

here, but the state has got to do its part."

Oakes said no one truly favors the

increase, but that it is necessary to main-
tain the quality of the University.

"In a perfect world, we would love not to

recommend an increase, but a lot of time

is spent nguiiug out how to du the least

amount of damage to programs for the

CoUsCtta photo by Joah Hoyaolds

"Tlow that we don't have to fight for our
A news team from WGGB-TV 40 interviews a student on Friday

after trustees voted to increase tuition by 4 percent.

students," he stiid.

"We want to keep the school afTordable,

but we also want to maintain the quality.

We want to make sure the degree students

get from the University remain
<x)mpetetive."

Student Trustee Kevin Newnan said

he is "absolutely, positively opposed" to

the tuition raise.

Newnan said although the increase is

lee3 than any instituted in the last few

years, it is the wrong move to make and is

still an increase in student burden.

"What the University has done foryears

is ask the legislature for X amount of

money, but let them know that ifwe don't

^et it from them we'll just raise tuition

and fees," said Newnan.
"Until we show the statehouse we are

not willing to do that, they're not going to

take our requests seriously," he said.

Newnan said he thinks that with the

four-percent increase in tuition, the state-

house will level-fund accordingly, thereby

eradicatingany potential good the increase

would have done.
"1 am very fearful that the students

will be charged four percent more for

nothing, and will not see any effect of the

money," he said.

"Every time there is a fee increase, ev-

eryone says "it's a last resort, it's unfortu-

nate, we need more state funding", but that

doesn't exactly cut it," he continued.

Due to minor changes made in the

contract as ratified by the trustees Friday,

GEO will be holding a membership meet-

ing on Wednesday at 5 p.m. in the Student

Union Ballroom to re-ratify the contract

with changes.

Fundraisers need 'novel' ideas
Library ^s future depends on staffs student commitments
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

With the release ofa report detaiUng the deterioration

of the University of Massachusetts Library System,

students and staff are brainstorming to come up with

novel ideas to raise money and awareness.

Payroll deductions for faculty and fundraiser benefits

like a comj)etitive "stairclimb" in the Tower Library are

some of the ideas being discussed.

Established last May by the Faculty Senate, the

Future of the Library Committee produced a report in

January which said the University Library is bujing

hardly any new books while staff cutbacks, structural

damage and the use of outdated technical equipment
threaten the University's accreditation.

"The library's plight simply has to do with the state not

providingenough money," saidDavid Paroissien, the chair
ofthe committee and a professorinthe English department.

But the University "has yet to develop the commit-

ment for fundraising support," he said.

In addition to attracting attention to the library's

condition, fundraising projects will also strengthen the

University's chances for receiving sorely-needed budget

increases from the state, Paroissien said.

The report requested $1.1 million in emergency relief

for Fiscal Year 1993 to "stave off disaster for another
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At the next Facility Senate meeting scheduled for later

this month, a "comprehensive" fimdraising plan is to be

discussed along with a proposal for payroll deductions.

Climbing stairs for books
Dorothy Hayden, a librarian in technical services, has

proposed the organization of a "stairclimb" in the Tower
Library to bring attention and support to the continuing

devastation ofthe University Library System.

By collecting pledges for the number ofstairs climbed,

students and staff could take part in a "morale booster"

competition to publicize the library's plight.

"I think it is a real possibiUty not only as a jwtential

source of much needed income, but also as a means of

generating pubUcity and visibility and of mobilizing the

campus community on its behalf," Hayden wrote in a

memo last month.
The 28-story Tower has about 458 steps, according to

Hayden.

Buy your own Library chair

The Faculty Senate is also discussing the possibility of

donor naming opportunities to raise money.

If one gave the hbrary $10,000, for example, the

person's name would grace the first floor meeting room.

One could also donate smalleramounts for the purchase

ofsuch badly-needed items as new tables, chairs, shelving

and carpeting.

For $50,000, if this proposal goes into effect, the

archives room could be named for a willing donor. About

$20,000 would be used for new carpeting and furniture

and the remaining $30,000 would be for the eventual

replacement of the room.

"Pieces of paper"
One of Paroissien's major goals is to increase the

hbrary's visibility.

Compared to similar research schools like the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, he said the promotional and
informational brochures about the UMass library are

simply "a mass of pieces of paper."

At UPenn, Paroissien said, "There was nothing that

wasn't beautifully designed and professional. What we've

lacked so far is the will and the imagination."

Paroissien pointed to the informational pamphlet for

the University's Hadley Farm as a good example of a

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

O'Brien meets
with cultural
center leaders
By EVELYN A DE JESUS
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Richard O'Brien and various ad-

ministrators met Friday with students involved

with last semesters' cultural center 'closings' to

discuss actions taken by the administration on the

students' demands and some possible solutions to

end the conflict.

Students from the United Asia, Latin American

and Josephine White Eagle cultural centers have

said they "closed" their centers last semester to

protest the University's "multicultural facade,"

and submitted a hst of 22 demands to the Chan-
cellor.

Chancellor O'Brien said that the purpose ofthe

meeting was to, "discuss the proposals within a

particular ethnic community."
"We are working in a restrictive environment.

This is a matter of a community who wants to go

through. What you want to do is the
administration's [business] as a whole," O'Brien

said.

"The center had turned as an illusion of racial

tolerance," said Alexander Nguyen, who spoke for

the Uniteid Asia Cultural Center. "We felt that we
had been marginalized. We had acted in good faith

when we founded the cultural center, butwe had to

sacrifice our center in order to get attention to the

problem," said Nguyen.

"Colleges and universities, including UMass,
should exercise a greater commitment to expand-

ing enrollment of Black and Hispanic students,

said Nguyen. He said close to 54 percent ofCCEBMS
students are not graduating.

"The numbers are shinking an unacceptable.

Racial graffitti eurocentric curriculum denigrate

who we are as a people," Nguyen said. He said

these problems are national, not isolatd to UMass.
On the demands made by the students to the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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For Your Information
FYIs are public service announcements that run each

Monday, Wednesday and Friday for campus and local

non-profit organizations. Due to space constraints, the

Collegian cannot print all FYIs submitted and no an-

nouncement can be repeated.

To submit an FYI, please send a press release with all

pertinent information to the Collegian c/o the News

Editor. F\ls cannot be taken over the phone.

Monday, March 2

Lecture — An Inorganic Chemistry Seminar is being

held at the Lederle Graduate Research Tower at 3:35 pm.

Hulyong Chen will speak on a topic to be announced. For

more information call 545-2291.

Film — "The Seventh Cross" is being shown in Herter

Hall room 231 at 7:30 pm. Admission is free.

Pilffi — "A Matter of Conscience", a video documen-

tary ofthe Corner-Kehler war tax refusal is being shown

at Smith College, in the Neilson Library Browsing Room

from 4:30 - 5:30 pm.

Tuesday, March 3

Lecture — The Smith College Hillel Foundation is

sponsoring a lecture by Wendy Wassertein on "Reflections

ofMy Life and My Work: As Woman, As Jew, As Artist'.

The lecture is being held at Smith College in the Wright

Hall Auditorium at 7:30 pm.

Wednesday, March 4

Lecture — A luncheon lecture with Philip Cohen on

"The Ideology of Early Religious Reform in America" is

being held at the UMass Center for Jewish Studies at

noon. Call 545-2550 for more information.

Inmates dying in Mass. prisons
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By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

PRAMINGHAM — Shortly before she died, Robin

Peeler lay in her prison bed throwing up. Other prisoners

saw blood in her vomit. She had been sick for weeks, but

entered a prison infirmary two days before her death.

"She couldn't hold nothing down." said Darle.st

Chenevert. another mmate and a friend of Peeler's. "All

she could eat was bread."

Peeler, who died Feb. 4, suffered from hepatitis-B, an

infectious hver disease.

She was serving a one-year sentence for larceny, and

had returned to the prison in late October after a lO-day

stay at the state-run Lemuel Shattuck Hospital.

Inmates say her death was an example of how the

Weld administration's efforts to save money by turning

prison health care over to a private company poses a

threat to their safety.

Peeler, 32, was one of four inmates who have died in

stJite prisons since Emergency Medical Services Associ-

ates of PlanUtion, Fla., took over Jan. 1. The medical

examiner's office is still waiting for test results from her

autopsy to determine the cause of death.

Two other inmates died of heart conditions. Another

26-year-old inmate hanged himself at MCI-Cedar Junc-

tion. Sute officials said that, at the time ofhis death, Eric

Booth was not considered suicidal, and therefore was not

put on a suicide watch that would have required periodic

checks.
"1 know he wasn't checked often enough," said Rep.

Barbara Gray. D-Framingham, who has launched an

inquiry into the new prison health system. They admitted

they had checked him close to an hour before."

Last year, before EMSA, there were 28 deaths in state

prisons. As Peeler lay dying, emergency staff at the

prison failed to call an ambulance for at least five min-

utes, according to ,>-tate officials.

"There appears to have been a communications

breakdown between the physician and the correctional

staff member." said Gerard Boyle, the Department of

Corrections' as.stxiale commissioner for health care.

Inmates and nurses who used to work for the prison

system charge that the Florida-based firm that took

control of prison health care in January is cutting too

many corners to save money.

But state officials say they are confident health care at

the prisons will improve under EMSA. The bottom line

goal of this privatization effort is the delivery of a cost-

effective, quality health care system." said Secretary of

Public Safety Thomas C. Rapone. "We're confident that

we are continuing to move towards that goal."
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ATLANTA — Republican presidential candidate speaks to a

group of third-grade Sunday School students at Mt. Paran
Church of God on Sunday in Atlanta. Buchanan will go head-to-

head with President Bush in Georgia Tuesday, in a battle for

(JOP convention delegates and the future of the republican

Party.
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Local
Books not finding way to UMass shelves
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian StafT

Mel Carlson is a prolific reader.

As a staffer in the cataloguing depart-

ment at the University Library, Carlson

produced a i>ersonal three-page list repre-

senting a small sample ofsome ofthe tens

ofthousands ofbooks the libraryjust can't

afford to buy.

Annual budget cuts have spurred the

M fundraising
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

high-quality brochure.

Other projects

A 10-12 minute promotional video

extolling the benefits of the Univer-

sity Library system is in the editing

stage right now, Paroissien said.

Even some students, like David

Knoch, a political science nugor, are

working on a plan to deduct $1 per

week from participating students'

paychecks.

Dennis Scott, manager of the

Faculty Club, has agreed to raise the

price of red and white wine by $1 to

raise money. Scott is also consider-

ing implementing the same
fundraising plan at the Top of the

Campus restaurant.

Still a sense of surrender
In his February memo to faculty

and graduate students, Paroissien

said he feels there is a sense of resig-

nation and apathy among facultyand

the administration as the University

Library's ranking drops yearly and

book acquisition funds dry up.

"Are we going to sit back in si-

lence?" he writes. "This is our library

that's under assault, our principal

resource for teaching and research

and the foundation of our endeavors

in undergraduate and graduate edu-

cation.

"Can we afford to acquiesce and

lapse into quiet submission?'

continual devastation of the library's re-

sources— few books are being bought.

As a result, the University of Massa-

chusetts at Amherst, the second most ex-

pensive state school in the country has

one ofthe lowest ranked libraries, accord-

ing to the Association of Research Librar-

ies.

There is a kind of sadness about this

list," Carlson said. "It was created out of

my own reading pattern," adding that it

concentrates on nonfiction books in the

humanities which the University can't

afford to purchase.

A 'laui^ing stock"

Compiled last summer, Carlson's list is

"only a bare representation" of the tens of

thousands of books similar research li-

braries annually order.

In 1988, the library purchased over

46,000 books. This year, the number has

pluiruneted to 6,000.

With tastes ranging from Edgar Allen

Poe to Paul de Man, Carlson's hst shows

some recently published books — auto-

matic acquisitions just a few years ago—
which are failing to get on the shelves of

the University Library.

"If we don't have the core (collection],

we are going to become a laughing stock,"

Carlson said. "One would have to question

whether this University could retain its

accreditation."

The purchasing power of the library to

buy new materials has sunk about $9

million in the lasttwo decades, according to

the Future ofthe LibraryCommittee report.

Few books per capita

Robert Lynch, associate director of Li-

brary Technical Services, said the con-

siderably smallerAmherst College library

purchasesjust under 12 books perstudent.

At the University of Massachusetts, the

library purchases a fraction of one book

per student.

Although the University ismuch larger.

Lynch argues that more books are needed

since the University "has so many focuses

and students." And if this deterioration

UM/Amherst Library Purchasing Power Since 1971
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shouldcontinue, he added, the future looks

grim.

"A few years from now, an undergradu-

ate will be trying to do a paper and (the

books] won't be there," Lynch said. "Ifthis

should go on for a decade, the spirit ofthis

University would be destroyed.

"I challenge anyone to point out a Uni-

versity which we compare ourselves to

that supports its library system as poorly

as our library system is supported," Lynch

said.

Good-bye accreditation

Some observers worry that the Univer-

sity might lose its accreditation when the

next evaluation team visits the Univer-

sity in 1988.

When the Commission on Institu ions

ofHigher Education sent its team to check

the campus in October of 1988 to make

sure it was carrying out its educational

objectives, the University Library was

examined.

Although the Commission's team found

the library to possess "tremendous

strengths," the report forewarned today's

current problems.

Graphic by Tom Fuller

The report lamented the "volatile, un-

stable" library materials budget, the

"heavily stretched" hbrary staff and the

poor audiovisual equipment.

In addition, the report said "miyor

physical plant inadequacies" exist in both

the main and bi inch libraries.

Some books on Carlson's list

• A People's Charter: The Pursuit of

Rights in Ameru:a by James MacGregor

and Stewart Bums; 1991

• Science Matters: Achieving Scientific

Literacy by Robert M. Hazen; 1991

• Fighting forAir: In the Trenches with

Television News by Liz TrotU; 1991

• The Commanders by Bob Woodward;

1991
• Edgar A Poe: Mournful and Never-

Ending Remembrance by Kenneth

Silverman; 1991

•Anne Sexton: A Biography by Diane

Wood Middlebrook: 1991

• AIDS Demo Graphics by Douglas

Crimp. 1990
• The Invisible State: The Formation of

theAustralian State byAlastiar Davidson,

1991.

cultural centers
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

administration the actions taken are the foUovring:

• $9,000 remaining from the expenses satisfied of the

UACC were reallocated to the United Asia Learning

Resource Center.
• The UALRC now has a full-time secretary.

• There is a photocopier already there and there are

four computers and a laser printer ordered.

• The administration has authorized the search of a

permanent full-time counselor.

• The allocation of funds ofthe LACC to the Bilingual

Collegiate Program could not be done because it was over

C«ne(iaa staff by Jo«h Rejmoldt

Alexander Nguyen discusses problems at a

meeting on Friday with adminUtrators.

budget. The figure was not given.

• The physical conditions of Wilder Hall, where BCP
is located were evaluated by Beverly Nuckles, associate

vice chancellor for Physical Planning. She is considering

the possibility ofremodeling Wilder or relocating BCP in

the future.
• The administration will continue to provide funding

for BCP's tutoring and mentoring program for 7th and

8th grade students in Holyoke.
• The Academic Matters Council evaluated the

university's cvirriculum focusing on diversity courses. It

recommended to identify qualified personnel to teach

these courses and to investigate the possibilities of es-

tablishing a Latin American and Asian American studies

program evolving into departments in the future.

• The Office of Human Relations already has coordi-

nated a committee which has developed a draft policy

regarding racial and other forms of harrasment. This

policy will be discussed broadly during the Spring.

• "Public Safety and Housing Services have imple-

mented a policy for responding to "hate grafiitti". This

protocol encourages criminal prosecution when
appropiate."

• The administration was not able to meet students'

demands for funding for New World Theater.

Frederick Tillis said the administration could not

make any commitment to funding, but that they would

try. Nguyen informed the adminstration that due to

budget reductions in New World Theater, there would be

no original student productions next year.

Vice-ChancellorJo-Anne Vanin and O'Brien said they

were still working on demands for outreach positions for

Native Americans and Latin Americans. Vanin said she

"was confused on BCP requirements for additional staff."

The program has 5 professional and one clerical staff

serving 340 students, compared to UALRC which has 1

professional and one clerical sorving 363 students and

CCEBMS whichhas 6 professionalsand 2 clericals serving

485 students.

"I don't commit what I don't have, all depends on the

budget for the fiscal years," said Vanin.

"We have seen such promises made for several years

now, but none of them have been fulfilled as yet," said

Elliott Monteverde-Torres, who spoke for the LACC. "We

have still to be convinced of the administration's good

faith," he said.

CoUegiwi ptotobyjMh Bsjraold*

Chancellor Richard OIBrien
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Reasons why we need to build

a 200 foot wall around Morrissey
Michael Morrissey's "Why we need

a 200 foot wall on the US-Mexican

border" reads like a KKK recruitment

pamphlet . . .as far as criminality is

concerned, much of the US was stolen

from Mexico in an imperialist war. and

the rest from the Native Americans.

Look at the names of places in the

whole "US" southwest! Is this a land of

"English speakers?" ... He calls this

wall of hate a "source of pride", but it

would be regarded by most ofthe world

as a KKK inspired symbol of the high-

est levels of racism and chauWnism.

The only *^unsts" who "will come to

admire" it will be other racist Whites

like him, European neo-Nazis and

Afrikaners . . but guess what? We're

coming am'way. By any means neces-

sar>', the downtrodden of the earth will

follow the flow ofcash to escape poverty

Luisa Quintanilla
Northeast

58 people signed this letter

. . .It would do Mr. Morrissey well to

remember that the "fat of this land"

was taken from Mexico and other Latin

American countries in the first place.

He shouldn't criticize them for coming

to this country in order to make a living

ofl"an economic system that dependson

the economic exploitation of Mexico

and the rest of the Third World. What

he considers "social deviance" others

would call Justice.

Sheila Doty
Central

23 people signed this letter

Michael, your ignorance appalls me
. . I realize that UMass is a couple of

thousand miles away from tne border,

so the danger ofyou gettingyour throat

slit by an offended Mexican isn't imme-

diate, but you just can't use words and

phrases like "some people', "Pedro

Schmoe". "criminals" and "deviants" as

general terms for Mexican immigrants

(whether legal or illegal).

Doing so just shows what a patheti-

cally sheltered life you must have. I, on

the other hand, have lived and grown

up in west Texas and New Mexico and

I can tell you right now thatyou haven't

the slightest clue about the situation

down there

The employers of most Mexicans

are rural United States farmers or

builders who take advantage of the

Mexicans' desperation to help with

hard, hea\'y chores. You're not going to

see an illegal alien working in a de-

partment store. They're all doing te-

dious lexplicative]-work under the

burning desert sun just so they can

support the "12 children" you referred

to (which, by the way, was also a very

stereotyped remark).

Amanda Jost

Exchange student from New
Mexico State University

. . .Many of the people who feel a

need to enter the United States ille-

gally (having been denied permission

to do so legally) have come from coun-

tries such as El Salvador or Nicara-

gua, where, thanks to U.S. citizens,

there has been tremendous political

and economic hardship. Our govern-

ment has consistently and covertly

worked exclusively for its own inter-

ests, especially in this hemisphere,

without any regard for the welfare of

any other group or people. The "fa^ of

the land" ofthe Ur ited States consists

also of the sweat and blood of op-

pressed people around the world.

Alan WiUcox
Amherst

The day when you've worked in the

fields under the hot sun for a period of

five years, is the day that I'll read your

article.

Marco A- Vega
Amherst

Your preoccupation with the fact

that there are non-English speaking

communities in this (very

multicultural) country makes me
cringe. I wonder if you have any idea

how many Collegian readers come

from non-English speaking families?

Quite a lot, and 1 would imagine you

have offended the mfyority of them.

Heather Moss
Central

. . .Another point you missed is that

unemployment in this country is not

due to illegal aliens. It is more closely

related to our inability to compete with

foreign countries.

Chris Baxter
Amherst

I The Advisory Committee on Honorary Degrees is

currently receiving nominations and suggestions from the

campus community for the 1 993 Commencement.

Candidates for an honorary degree must be individuals of

great distinction. Factors to be considered include a)

intellectual or other creative attainment of high order in a

special field of endeavor; and b) extraordinary contributions

to the University or the Commonwealth.

Names of outstanding candidates should be sent to

Christopher Weinmann of the Chancellor's Office, 500

Whitmore Administration Building by March 15, 1992.

For consideration, nominations must be supported by

the submission of detailed biogiaphical information.

Richard D. O'Brien

Chancellor

Hizbollah softened up in article

In Hussein Ibish's article. "IsraeU State

Terrorism, Without Pity or Remorse'",

the author' paints a blatantly one-sided

and contextually inaccurate picture ofthe

recent events in Lebanon. By hiding un-

der the banner of the Third Worid Affairs

page, which is really an exclusive editorial

page. Mr. Ibish attempts to convince un-

suspecting readers that his one-sided

opinion is the only truly correct opinion.

The incident which Mr. Ibish describes

is the culmination ofa multitude ofevents

which made the killing of Sayyid Abbas

Musawi necessary for the security ofnorth-

em Israel. While it is very sad that mem-

l)ers of the terrorist's family died in the

attack, I, for one, do not mourn his death.

Musawi's terrorist group, Hizbollah, has

been responsible for deaths of innocent

civilians in Lebanon and Israel. Hizbollah

is anti-American, anti-Israeli and anti-

Western. It's no wonder many people were

not sad to learn ofthis renowned terrorist's

death.

Mr. Ibish talks about Israeli forces going

through U.N. lines, but does not mention

the hosUges held by Hizbollah. including

Lt. Col. Higgins who, while working for

the U.N. in Lebanon, was kidnapped, tor-

tured and killed by the Hizbollah.

He feels it necessary to describe the

history of Hizbollah, while only mention-

ing the Israeli action as if it were out of the

blue against an unprovoked terrorist group.

The truth is that Israel became involved in

Lebanon well into that country's brutal

civil war because of terrorist attacks on

Israel as well as Katyushka rocket attacks

against Israel by the PLO.
Of course, Mr. Ibish did not mention

the five-year-old Israeli girl killed by one

of HizboUah's rockets in northern Israel.

I suggest that if Mr. Ibish wants to

write about the events in I.«banon in the

context in which they occur, that he leave

out some ofhis personal animosities to the

American and Israeli sides of this issue,

and stick to the relevant facts, including

some of those which he feels do not need

to be mentioned because they might por-

tray the Hizbollah as the brutal U-rrorist

group that it really is.

Josh I. Krancer
Amherst

Tired of 'crud' in recycling bins
All right, folks, I've held my peace long

enough. I'm the Oi^erations Supervisor for

the Residential Recycling Program and

I'm tired of seeing your crud in the recy-

cling toters. Every week, my crew and I

are forced to sort through all of the con-

taminated paper toters and pick out the

crap that you keep throwing in there.

Recycling is a simple concept. But, since

some of you still seem confused, it's time

to set aside any confusion you might have:

1) When the toters say mixed paper,

they mean it. All we want is paper:

newspaper, glossy paper, notebook paper.

computer paper, etc. . .We do not want

paper products. Paper plates are not re-

cyclable. Paper cups are not recyclable.

Kleenex are not recyclable. It's trash.

2) If you've got something that's got

spooge all over it. throw it out. We can't

recycle anything that's covered with

grease, cheese or other unmentionable

stains or bodily fluids. That stuff is trash.

3) If you have any envelopes with a

maiUng label or a plastic window, and

you're not going to tear it off. throw the

whole envelope in the trash. We don't

want it. Throw it out.

4 ) Ifyou're one ofthose butt-heads that

keeps throwing condoms, tampons and

food into the paper toters, stop. You're not

impressing anybody. If you're trying to

piss off some whacked out crunch -ball,

you picked the wrong group. Go play your

little game with one of the RSOs. I'm just

trying to do my job to make some money.

All this crap in the recycling toters isn't

just a hassle for me. it's a waste of your

money. It costs almost $2,000 a year to

sort through contaminated toters. One

way or another, the only people paying for

this are you and me.
Roger Guzowski

Amherst

Skeigh needs some new ideas
• ^ —'^-

people I know, see your name on the Ed/Op

page and groan. They then turn the page

without reading your column because they

Are gay issues all you know how to write

about, Ms. Skeigh? By now, everybody

knows that you are an outspoken lesbian

and have formed theirown opinions ofyou,

so please give it a rest. I don't even care so

much anymore about what you have to say

in your column, it's that every week you

write about the same topic. There's more to

life than expressing your views on being a

lesbian. You may only write once a week,

but you always write about the same thing!

I've seen many people, not necessarily

already know what it wrill be about. People

are getting tired ofyou— it's time to write

about something else.

I'm not saying that I'm sick of having

homosexuality "shoved down my throat".

I'm saying that it's time to ease up a bit,

find something new to write about.

Karen Miethe
Sylvan

Vvvvvv^'v>Jvw'Vvv^;^'^^vvvvv^/v^>vvvvvv^;vv^vvgvvvv^>^^vvVlVVUVVVvvvv.y.y.y
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Paying hoop fans had better stand and cheer
Sometimes I just don't understand how this

University operates.
A week ago Saturday, I actually got to a basketball

game before tip-off, and was able to get a seat — not in

the balcony and not standing next to the concessions

people. Actual prime STUDENT seating. Or so 1 thought.

In front ofme were some people who did not appear to

be students— mostly because they were older. But from

my own classes and the hke, I knew there are what is

called "non-traditional students" and people who use their

workexperienceandapply towhat's goingon the classroom.

But for some reason I knew they weren't the typical

co-eds, because I know some non-traditional students,

and they had more school spirit than these people.

Ifyou've ever been to the Cage (who besides the editor

in chief hasn't?) you know that the left side of the stands

is reserved for the students who stand in line with their

precious IDs to get that tiny ticket for the game.

The right side of the bleachers is for the '"paying"

customers (paying in quotes because the athletic fee on

our semester bills is paying for those tickets)— the season

ticket holders and die-hard locals who'd never miss a

game. The people in front of me, were not the typical fan

with a cut basketball on their head or red and white face

paint. They sat very still, the woman in a skirt and the

man in neatly pressed trousers and a nice argyle sweater.

Gayle Long

of them, and Harold didn't seem to have the abihty to

charm snakes. It seemed a doomed adventure.

But snottiness prevailed. When Harold, that dear

man, didn't dare to approach the 200 fans chanting "Gk),

Go U, Go UMass," the woman did.

She began asking the p>eople in front ofher to sit down,

and they didn't want to. They asked her ifshe wanted to

switch seats, but she didn't— and here's the kicker:

She said she paid for the ticket, and she should

be able to sit and see the game. What a crock.

I know not everyone was into seeing UMass play a

team with only one win in the A-10, and the woman got

her ticket because not enough students picked them up.

So, it's fine that people take advantage of a great

Get the picture? The other two guys in the aisle in

front ofme were ready and raring to go. They got a whole

pizza, and were munching and cheering at the same time

— exactly what I'd expect from a UMass fan.

Meanwhile, the tipoff was up and the students in my
section stood up and began rooting for the team— incase

you've been comatose for the past six months, UMass game, but not for the students, who have to wait m hne

students do not sit during any of the action. and then have someone who doesn't belong on their side

This is where the problems begin. tell them to sit down.

At first, there was the look.' The woman, still seated. But someone should tell the people who sell these

turned and looked at her companion, who appeared tickets to rope offthe section or something— so all these

ready to stand. But he flinched and remained seated. The people can all sit together and the students can cheer

woman said something to the effect of"stop them, Harold." without intrusion.

Poor Harold. There were about 200 students in front Gayle Long is a Collegian columnist

Buying American is clutch
Ever since George Bush tossed his

cookies on national T.V. at the economic

summit in Japan a few weeks ago, all

we've heard about from the media and our

leaders is "buy American", it's the right

thing to do (actually that was Wilfred

Brimley who said that).

JeffHojlo

Hullo again and thank you forfloodingmy life with your thoughts and opinions

lately - where would I be without them ? Just remember, long-windedness is ugly

andjustplain silly! Say it, don't spray it. Under 70 lines is almost a must at this

point.

Many of you may be sick of having

people tell you what you can and can't buy

or may feel guilty because you own a

Japanese car (or other foreign product for

that matter). I'm not going to tell that you

should feel guilty because you shouldn't;

you have just as much right to own a

foreign car as anyone else.

What I am going to tell you is that (as

you well know), we are mired in one ofthe

worst recessions that this country has

ever seen and that measures have to be

taken by all of us to improve our

economy.
Obviously, none of us can single-

handedly cure the recession and certainly

our government can't but I think that the

buy American push is the best idea which

has been proposed so far by anyone and

that we should all try to follow this.

Some people, particularly foreigners,

might be offended by this and might even

go as far as to call the "buy American'

concept racist and isolationist.

I do not agree.

First of all, we are considered by most

people to be the "Melting Pot" ofthe world

so to say that our government is putting

forth a racist notion is ridiculous. That's

not to say that racism doesn't exist in this

country because unfortunately, it does to

a large extent but that doesn't mean that

every pro-American slogan is anti-for-

eigner.

One may disagree with this and look to

the recent assasination of Chukyo Uni-

versity President Iwao Matsuda and say

that it happened because of this buy

American thing and this supposed

newfound hatred for anything or anyone

Japanese. My theory is that this guy was

killed by his wife because she caught him

in bed with some lady or so she could

collect life insurance, not by some guy

who had lost his job and blamed the

Japanese.

Secondly, I am not a believer in

isolationalism and never have been. Ifour

country adopted an isolationalist policy

(as we've learned in the past) our economy

would more or less stagnate and certainly

wouldn't improve.

What we need right now is support for

our country in these tough times, both

economically and morally. Buying

American would certainly give us this

economic and moral boost.

Some of you may hitch at this and

argue that the quality of American prod-

ucts is not as good as that of Japanese or

other foreign products. This is a farce!

American products are continually rec-

ognized as among the best around the

world (just checkConsumerReports ). Some

of your friends may tr>' to tell you differ-

ently but have you ever really looked into

the quahty of our cars, or our clothes or

anything for that matter?

Most of us (not all) supported our

country when times were relatively good

during the Persian Gulf War. if you're a

true American, you'll support your coun-

try in tough times like these. Buy
American.

JeffHojlo is a Collegian staff member

Valentine's Day is over, knuckleheads, so get a life
•' . ,^ ..»r nr-vr HTV

Hey, hey, hey. UMass campus!
Overwhelming popular demand has

provided me with two weeks in a row of

editorials if that's what you'd call it.

Anyway, let's tear it up...

Don't think I don't see you all.

Walking around with your head in the

clouds, holding hands and giggling like

there's nothing wrong. Well, I'm here

to let you know you make me sick.

That's right— voraciously ill . You carry

on pawingeach other in publ ic , rubbing

skin against skin, doing that weird

thing with your lips. Vail should be

exterminated like roaches for that be-

havior.

You know who you are, but do you

know who I am? 1 can see you perfectly

well, strolling through the campus cen-

ter, hand in hand, blocking my way so

that 1 can't get in front of you.

I try to pass you at the Student

Union steps but dammit it to [explica-

tive I. of course, there's another couple

comingdown the other side ofthe stairs

so I have to bury my face in your pos-

teriors as you walk up each step like

you're walking to the altar — or to the

electricchair— whatthelexplicativel's

the difference?

No, ofcourse, you didn't see me. You

two have stars in your eyes. Well, hey,

I've got razor blades in my fists so get

out the way!! The next couple that slows

me down by blocking my path through the

campus center is going to get their throats

sht.

Tony Wescott

You couples in lovejust think the world

is your flowerbed of oysters, don't you?

How you love to boast about your lover to

others: "My girlfriend and I are going to

the movies tonight", "I'm very flattered,

but I already have a boyfriend." Oh. how

you all just love to be attached to each

other at the wrists and ankles.

Do you actually enjoy being possessed

by your boyfriend or girlfriend? And. don't

you all have any other terms? I outgrew

the terms boyfriend and girlfriend in sixth

grade. Next time I hear a 20-year-old

person refer to their lover as a boyfriend or

a girlfriend, you too are going to get your

throat slit. Except for my friend, who is

dating someone in the seventh grade.

Seems to me there's quite a lack of

terms out there for that certain someone

you Uke to bounce offthe walls. Sure. I've

heard the term "significant other" used

before. But that's such a pretentious and

vile yuppie kind of term, anyone who ut-

ters it in any context in my presence had

better have a jugular vein made out of

sheet metal.

Anything else? Oh, yes. there's "better

half." which is OK. because, in most cases,

the person being referred to usually re-

sembles a chewy, dripping shank of beef

more than they do a person anyone else

would consider writhing in Beamaise with.

Despite your magnitude, you lovers are a

pretty pathetically simple-minded, un-

original group of non-thinkers. 1 guess I'll

take it upon myself to give y'all some new

names for each other. You could be honest

foronce in your pointlessly vapid lives and

refer to each other as your future ex-

spouse. (I myself proudly call Winona

Ryder my future ex-wife but for reasons

that could never be put in printor recorded

or documented in any way, shape or form,

thank you).

Hmmmm... How about mutual user?

Or is that a term already associated with

computers? Symbiotic pal has a nice ring

to it. It implies, no. make that sings, to me

ofcompanionship and mutual admiration

and equality.

You know, things that you lovers all

throw over for the virtues of possession

and ownership and legal rights and expi-

ration date and customer satisfaction that

I hear in terms like my boyfriend, my
girlfriend, my significant other, my bettor

half. MY woman. MY guy. MY girl.

MY' squirrel. MY man. M\' Wi MY
MINE MINE MINE MINE! I OWN
YOU! You signed on the dotted line.

you now you belong to ME! Do you ail

know that after being banished from

the Garden ofEden by God.Adam and

Eve decided to get married and the

ordy person around in existence to

prefrom the ceremony was none other

than Satan himself? Yep. that's right.

Signing a marriage license is signing

a pact with the devil.

Come on then, already, you lovers.

Kiss each other in public. Go ahead

and tell everyone about your loveslave

who agrees to going to watch those

damn movies with you. You'll be

holdinghands in the fires of[expUcate],

where your precious baby's fingers

become transformed into carrot

scrapers that whittle away at your

sensitive skin for eternity, where your

baby's knuckles are searing, molten

spiked balls oflead that tear into your

skin and slice your tendons and liga-

ments for eternity, where your baby's

palms are sandpaper scraping back

and forth against your heart for eter-

nity while you cant help but perform

the same acts upon them. Go on. 1

dare you to violate me. But don't be

surprised if...
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Arts & Living
Bart chows tootsie

chunks on Gameboy
By DAVID WEIZEL
Special to the Collegian

Bart Simpson's Escape FromCamp
Deadly
for Nintendo Gameboy
Acclaim, $30

Bart's on the Gameov ?I No way, Man!

Yes way. and triple way cool Dude.

Take a hike with Bart Simpson's

Escape from Camp Deadly, and

nature walks will never be the same

again.

IronFist Burns, head counselor and

Simpson hater extraordinaire, will

make sure you have oodles of fun. And
hey. ifwe lose a camper or two. namely

\ou. Bart, who cares, right?

The first actu-ity is Flag capture,

and the sign savs; TEAM A — Bt-.rt

Simpson. TEAAi B - ENTRYBODY
ELSE. Get the picture? Along the way,

vouve gotta defeat treehouse nieanies

like Blindside Bill, Rebound Rodney,

and Slipshod Sam . whose names reveal

their weak spots.

Lisa's loyally on hand with some

snappy boomerangs and prest-o-

change-o costume kits to aid your jail,

er. camp break Run for the hills, (al-

though MT DEADLY is a pretty big

hill, even for Simpson > and save your-

self from a Summer in Hell.

This IS a great game, even if you've

never been to camp. The graphics are

straight from the Simpsons cartoon

and so's the soundtrack And as an

amazing touch the actual voices ofLisa

and Bart have been lifted from the

show and digitally recorded for the

game!
When Bart gets knocked around you

hear "Eat my Shorts!" and his famous

last words "Ay Caramba!" When he

bugs Lisa, her crisp "Stop it. Bart!"

packs a wallop that'll grate your nerves

raw.

In terms of gameplay, "Camp
Deadly" is no walk in the woods. Since

there's no continue option, once you

lose you've really lost it for good. It's

straight back to morning activity you

go. even if you've made it all the way

past dinnertime.

The "activities" are just what you'd

expect from The Simpsons, like food

fights, leaping headlong over rivers,

avoiding annoyingcampers, beating up

bullies, and dodging killer bees and

hornets. Thank Butterfinger you've got

the boomerangs, and occasional ward-

robe changes, like the Bee-keeper,

Football-player, and Nuclear waste

disposal suits that Lisa gives you.

Once you get the hang of it, "Bart

Simpson's Escape from Camp Deadly"

can be quite addictive And when you

get to MT. DEADLY things get really

steep.

Especially gross is how Bart gets

power-ups' When a boomerang beans

certain campers, they cough up tootsie-

pop drops which Bart presumably

snarfs up. adding to his energy level.

The only thing missing from this

zanv game is an "l Survived Camp
Deadly" T-shirt And who knows, fellow

gameboids. some genius may be mar-

keting one even as we speak

Fame's rock-y road
By AC. FOSTER
Collegian Staff

Fame and fortune are parts of

everyone's dreams, and one area that at-

tracts its share ofdreamers trying to make

it big is the music industry

The place where people who are too

lazy to get real jobs can go is the music

industry. It's the place where you can

record an album, make millions ofdollars,

and drive expensive sport cars to your

video shoots where hundreds of adoring

fans greet you with ecstatic screams.

Whatever one's stereotypes of the

music world's professionals are, particu-

larly those of rock and roll, the truth is

THE EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUM

DEPARTMENT OF BIOCHEMISTRY

& MOLECULAR BiOLOGT

AND THE

DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY

DATE: lUESDAY, MARCH 3, 1992

TIME: 8:00 P.M.

LOCA riON: CAMPUS CENTER, RM. 904

SPONSORED BY:

MAI HER CAREER CEN lER
ALUMNI ASSOC!AIION

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss

(lieir cxfxM-icnces in ihe working world. Don't miss this

iinjx^rtani panel discussion.

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS IN THE
BI08CIENCE8

A.C FOSTER
that the music industry is becoming a

place where only the most talented and

hardest workers are making it. It's not

easy to do by any means. Whether you're

dreaming of making it in music or are

simply just a big music listener, here are

some facts that may change the way that

you look at the music world.

As said before, success is not at all easy

to come by. and as far as income goes, it

can be months to years before a band sees

any payoffs for their work Studio costs

have gone way up in recent years, and

simply recording an album can put a group

in debt if it doesn't sell well.

*The first thing new bands think about

IS simply getting signed. The standard

record deal is one or two albums for an

amount that varies according to the act

and record company in question. How-

over, the group dtwsn't "get money" as

such when they sign, they get a budget to

record their album(8) off of.

Let's sav a new group has signed a two

album contract for a $300,000 budget a

piece. What this means is that the record

company allows the band to spend

$300,000 of the company's money in stu-

dio expenses to record an album. Out of

the budget you also have to pay for produc-

tion and engineering costs, which can eas-

ily take care of $75,000 or so right away.

You must also remember that thecompany

did not "give'you this money, they "loaned"

it to you. Meaning that your budget of

$300,000 has to be made back by the

company on your record sales before you

see a dime of them.

The record company will also cover

video expenses, but again, if you spend

$100,000 on a video, then the company

will take that out of your sales, and must

make it back before you see a piece of the

action.

Some astounding numbers are seen

when you look at the fact that the video

"Don't Cry" by Guns 'n' Roses cost roughly

$1,000,000. However, when you're a well

established group like GNR this is a drop

in the bucket, as their latest duo-album

sold a combined 7 milUoncopieson its first

DAY released.

Needless to say, there can be lots of

clauses in contracts regarding budgets.

Many of them will be along the lines of "if

your first album goes platinum (sells one

million copies) then the budget on your

second album will be increased to

$375,000 " Royalty advances are other

widely used clauses. This is when your

record company advances you a certain

amount ofmoney , to do with as you please,

and takes it out of future sales. Ifyou're a

young group that has been living in the

gutt*.»r for years trying t.o land a deal, then

an advance can feel like a fortune, but

once again, it's not a gift from your label.

The other arrangement that cnn be

made on a recording contract,

besides a budget, is a fund. This is when
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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$ "Need Summer Money?

11 1992"

Summer Employnient
Monday, March 2

Tuesday, March 3

10 a.m. — 5 p.m.

Featuring:

^5 Camps
FROM: NEW ENGLAND AND

MID EASTERN STATES

WHERE: STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM

WILL BE INTERVIEWING FOR
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Further Information Contact:

The Student Employment Office/

Financial Aid Services

243 Whitmore - Walk-ins welcome
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ON THE ROAD AGAIN — Lisette Bellnier and Colin Herlihy of Road to Flippa play

Twister's Tavern every Monday night.

Jr. rock no longer too loud
By RICHARD BOURIE
Associated Pre8S

SPRINGFIELD. Mass. — Talk about being
unappreciated in your own backyard.

J Mascis remembers a time in the mid-1980s when his

band was banned from playing at Sheehan's Cafe and
Pearl Street nightclub. The management at both

Northampton clubs told him he played too loud, Mascis

says.

Mascis. 26. no longer needs to concern himself with

being shut out of local bars. Doors all over the world have

opened wide to him and his band. Dinosaur, Jr.

The group has toured Europe and this country ex-

tensively. Australia and Japan as well. They haven't

made the cover of Rolling Stone magazine yet, but they

have made the cover of its counterparts in England —
Melotiy Maker and New Musical Express.

Mascis sings and plays his guitar as loud as he wants

and critics and fans love it.

The guitarist, who grew up and still lives in Amherst,

is considered a giant in the world of college radio and

"indie" rock. "Indie" rock is that branch of the genre

disseminated among devotees by recordings that arc

independently produced and released. "Indie" artists

manage to subvert the corporate recording monolith and

develop on their own.

College radio stations are instrumental in spreading

the divergent sounds of such artists.

77ie New York Times said Dinosaur Jr.s "gritty guitar-

based music, played at brutally high volume onstage and

given low-fi grainy production on records, has become the

archetype of the independent rock sound, influencing an

entire school" of lesser bands.

Since its founding in 1984, while Mascis was a student

at the University of Massachusetts, the group has built

a worldwide following through the issue of three inde-

pendent albums.
Dinosaur Jr. is a three-man band, but Mascis deserves

credit for the lion's share of the trio's creative output. He

writes the songs and in the recording studio, he sings,

plays guitar and produces the recordings, frequently

laying down bass and drum tracks.

Mascis was into punk and hard-core music in his high

school years. At the urging of a fellow student at UMass

who had started a small label called "Homestead Records."

Mascis' trio recorded an album in the basement of a

Hadley home and began attracting fans'

The emphasis was on doing it yourself." he says,

"then growing and getting bigger by yourself rather than

waiting around to be discovered by a major label."

The group fulfilled a longtime dream by releasing its

second album on SST, a respected "indie" label.

In the past two years, the group has made the move to

a major label, recording two albums for Sire, a subsidiary

of Warner Brothers.

Rolling Stone lauded the first, "Green Mind." for

having "an unrestrained clamor that teeters on the edge

of chaos..." It has sold more than 70,000 copies since its

release in 1990.

A more recent release. "Whatever's Cool With Me" has

sold about 40,000 copies and is still going strong, according

to Sire.

With Dinosaur Jr. in a recent dormant spell. Mascis

recetnly played a gig in New York City with members of

Sonic Youth and Gumball in an eight-piece collaboration

called the Velvet Monkeys.

It's all quite a leap from the UMass percussion ensemble

whose leader associate music professor Bill Hanley. re-

members Mascis well.

"He was an incredibly gifted guy back then," Hanley

recalled. "He was light -years ahead ofthe other students."

Predictably, Mascis felt stifled, especially in the con-

cert band at UMass.
"There was no creativity in that scene." Mascis re-

membered.
"People just seemed to be afraid of offending the

leader. They wanted me in the marching band but I can't

stand football. I used to go to some UMass games writh my
family but I couldn't imagine spending every weekend

there."

He liked the percussion ensemble better. Hanley

remembered letting Mascis cut loose on a Gene Krupa-

style solo when the ensemble performed a standard piece

of the repertoire.

"He was absolutley fabulous." Hanley said. "I remember

the audience loving it." Mascis put to rest any notion that

a drummer who concentrates on rock isn't capable ofgood

jazz drumming. Hanley added.

Mascis took up the drums at age 1 1 and the guitar at

18. about the time he started the group. Among his

influences were the drumming of the late John Bohnam
ofLed Zeppelin and the guitar artistry ofGreg Sage ofthe

Wipers. Ron Ashton of the Stooges and Tolling Stone

Keith Richards and ex-Stone Mich Taylor.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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The sisters of

AXQ
invite you to

OPEN RUSH •Spring 1992

Tues. - Thurs. from 6-7 p.m
for more info call Cheryl 549-6150

or Michelle 549-6235

AXn is located at 38 Nutting Ave.
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*

Area's Largest Aerobic Floor

BY THE

ACSM Certified ^^

FUNK • LOW IMPACT • STEP

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB • 460 WEST ST.. ' SO. AMHERST '
256-0080

Shnwtimes:
Fri. Sun.

7pm & 9 30pm
Mon Thurs.

One show at 7:30pm

Adults $4 00

Student w/valid ID &

Senior Citizens $3 00
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the record company "gives" you an amount ofmoney and

lets you deal with covering your own studio expenses. If

you receive a fund for $300,000, and are lucky enough to

record an album for $250,000, then the band can keep the

remaining $50,000. However, this is rare.

Once your album is recorded, and you are most likely

substantially in debt to your label. Then, with any luck,

your album begins to sell. If your good enough to get

yourself back to "even" with your label then you'll start

seeing some profits, but not much.
The typical new band will receive 12 percent royalty

on sales. In other words, you get 12 percent of the sale

when an album is sold. It's a rule ofthumb that the record

company will take 25 percent offthe top for manufacturing

costs. Furthermore, you will only receive your royalty

rate on 80-85 percent of the albums sold. The remaining
15-20 percent is said to be kept for defective and pro-

motional goods.

Once you've paid your dues as a young band, then, if

you've proven to be a group who can sell albums, your

future contracts will be upgraded. Your royalty rate can

be increased. Ifyou're really good you can receive signing

bonuses, which are simply non-recoupable (can't be de-

ducted from future sales) cash bonuses given to a group

for doing nothing more than signing.

Only the proven acts receive these.

Some ofthe big time contracts involve Aerosmith. who
recently signed with Columbia Records for roughly $19

million including $6 million in signing bonuses, as well as

receiving a 25 percent royalty rate on 100 percent of total

sales. Motley Crue signed with Elektra Records a four

album deal reportedly worth $25 million, and Janet

Jackson moved from A+M Records to Virgin Records for

a $30 million deal. Artists reportedly on the verge of

signing similiar type contracts are the Rolling Stones,

Madonna, ZZ Top. and Guns n'Roses.

When looking at all the numbers, it's probably not

surprising to discover that a lot ofband's money does not

come from record sales. A large profit area is merchan-

dising, as this is a cash business to which your record

label usually has no ties. Another big money maker, for

veteran groups, are catalogs, which are older albums

they have recorded. In the Aerosmith deal, Columbia

paid the group $7.5 million for the continued use of their

catalog.

These are important, and help bring immortality to

the lifespan of albums as a new hit can help rev.talizc

older albums. Bruce Springsteen's "Born in ti>e US \" run

brought several ofhis older albums back into tlwBilllHiard

Top 200. For veterans, catalog sales account for ap-

proximately 40 percent of all sales.

Details ofcontracts vary with every act and company.

While it's hard to compute just how much an act makes,

as contracts are private transactions and you need to

include merchandising, ticket prices and road income,

the following is a list of artists who receive the "highest

royalty and compensation packages from their labels," as

listed in "Musician* magazine: 1) Michael Jackson,

2)Aerosmith, 3 )Rolling Stones, 4 VJanet Jack.son, 5 )Bruce

Springsteen, 6 )Motley Crue. 7 )Fleetwood Mac. 8 >Cro8by,

Stills Nash and Young. 9> Prince. 10)Ij2.

Another source of income are publishing companies.

You can sell a part of the ownership of a song to one of

these companies for some quick cash. Publishing com-

panies recieve an amount of

money every time a song is played, whether it's the radio

or a juke box, thus it is easy for a group with a Top 40 hit

to pull in six figures.

But while some of the numbers are big, most of them

are not. and if you're a new band then your songs are all

you have, so don't be ttK) anxious to sell them. If a group

is going to make it for the long run then chances are it'll

take a little time, a little luck, and a whole lotofconsistent,

talented, hard work. So as you can see. life as a rock star,

or more specifically getting there, may not be as easy as

you had thought after all.

Collegian Award poll tallied
After a virtual avalanche of reader response the

winners are in! The Collegian 's own AcademyAward poll

was a slaughter ( so to speak ) with "Silence ofthe Lambs"

dominating all categories with the exception of Beauty

and the Beast winning the dubious honor of worst pic-

ture). The winners: Director— Jonathon Demme. Best

Actor — Anthony Hopkins, and Best Actress — Jodie

Foster.

The REAL Academy Awards will be televised March

30 on ABC.

<::Hunan ^axacn .:J\£.i.tau'iant

Of^s "Btd Cfiin^^^ ^Buffet

MANDARIN/SZECHWAN CUISINE

10 Bcld)cr1own Rd. • Route 9 Amherst • 256-0251/0J5J

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

Mmimum S15 plus $2 delivery charge-

lUFFFT &SUNDAYBRUNCH
Buffet seized Saturday 5-9p.m.

Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

BTunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99
Children under 10 - $3.00
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We are all extremely proud of our 1991-92 Minutemen Basketball

Team. The team has catapulted the University into regional and
national prominence. The Resident Student Association in

cooperation with the resident students and staff of Housing are

showing their appreciation and their Minuteman spirit on March
5, 1992, Join the Chancellor in sending the team off to an
Atlantic-IO championship!

come to a free

for the

Professor Walter Chestnut The UMass Cheerleaders
The UMass Pep Band Vice Chancellor Hoop Squad

onA

COACH CALIPARI

Thursday, March 5th
6:30 p.m.

At the Curry Hicks Cage
Thin »d paid for by the Resldont Student Association and Mousing Service Employee Contributions.
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Today's Staff

Night Editor
Gayle Long

Copy Editor
TamirLipton

PhotoTechnician ^^ ^gan

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas

Production Brad Hutchison

Traci Ann DiSalvatore

Menu
LUNCH

Duchess Meat Pie

Turkey Bacon Swiss

BASICS LUNCH
Tomato Egg Cress Sand.

Turkey Bacon Swiss

DINNER
Fettuccini

Pan Shish Kebab

BASICS DINNER
Veggie Croquettes

Fettuccini

The opinions expressed on .his page are .hose of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views of .he Collegian or .he Univcrsi.y

"Oh, Misty always hates me showing this slide.

It s halttime at the 88 Detroit-Chicago

game when we met."

Quote of the Day
"My body is starting to tingle, and the palms

of my hands getting wet..."
- Led Zeppelin

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (Mifch 21 -April 19); You

c*n make sizable financial gains now

by consolidating your resources and

becoming more aggressive. A practi-

cal approach is vital. Romance

brighleos your evening.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): You

wi II serve your cause best by showing

a cooperative spirit. Be on the look-

out lor an opportunity to join forces

with a member of the opposite sex.

Together, you can accomplish

miracles!

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20): Limit

your socializing if money is in short

supply. Remember someone who

helped you at a critical tinr»e and

reciprocate. New romar>ce is on the

horizon. Make a clean break with the

past.

CANCER (June 2Muly 22):

Someone nwy want to use you as a

sourKiing board. Be frank. Sok) efforts

pay the biggest dividends now. A

conversation with higher-ups cooW

make your day. Look for ways to cut

expenses.

LEO duly 23-Aog. 22): Avoid

making even minor mistakes where

your financial interests are concerned.

Purchase essentials only. Communi-

cations with a member ot the oppo-

site sex take on ronwntic overtones.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): Give

more thought to the location of your

home and office. Make certian you

are on sound financial footing before

laurKhing any new ventures. Stick to

conventional business methods.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22): Em-

ployment matters may not be nxjving

as last as you would like Do your best

to remain patient andconlidenl Keep

the menu simple if entertaining to-

night. You could be late gettinghome
SCORPKXOct 23-Ntov 21 ): The

financial picture will show definite

improvement this week. Your artistic

interests are stimulated by a loved

one's encouragement. Romance

moves in an exciting new directwo.

SACIHARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec

21 ); The emphasis is on maintaining

your dignity and composure. You*

help IS needed in straightening oU a

delicate situation You gam valuable

insights from ta Iking with new friends.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-(an. 19):

A friend from yoor past could reappear

today Entertain in the comfort of

your own home irwtead of going to an

expensive restaurant. Your mate is in

an understanding mood.

AQUARIUS dan 20-Feb 18): A

better day lor wirxJmg upoW projects

than launching new ones A friervl's

business trip could prove right on the

money. The extra income will prove

handy.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Fi-

nancial progress nMy be slower than

you would like. Avoid forcing the

pace, especially where joint resources

are involved. Very littkf stands in yoor

way of achieving public acclaim.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Ptesitteniiai

title *t)tx

5 Haiwiistiaws

9 Assist

13 Concert halts

14 Stone weigtil

15 A Pans airtietd

16 N AIncen native

17 — Ixench

18 TlHjnder

19 Sexy loc*

21 Musical sourx)

22 Ice house

23 San<ty soD

2S Clever

27 Oreg Lougaras

IS one
30 Sprmg
33 Country music s

Haggard
34 Theda ot tf>e

Sdents

35 Sesame
36 Yeti s home
37 Blasts

39 Madrid movie

40 Ooze
41 Secure
42 Hose
43 Copy
44 Blemish

46 Artists needs
47 Gadahout
49 Suggestion
51 Marsh txrd

53 Retectofy

59 Netnaska
Native

Americans

60 Toughen
61 Oer —

Adenaur
62 Melee
63 Stage wtiisper

64 Refer to

65 Dogmas
66 Forget-me —
67 Binge

ootitm
1 Actor Lee J

2 TtrougW. to

Pterre

3 Larry Shur ptay.

*»itt> •The"

4 !>a tiass

5 Body ol Jewish

tradiUont

8 Lake near
Buffaio

7 Ouinea pig

8 PmatMjrgh team
9 Maw artery

10 Transport lor a

38 Magician Getter

39 Shn»e(

4

1

Ff hoty iwoman
42 Sp« the beans
45 Trio s shares

48 Hop kilns

50 Arrow poison

51 Fern spore

52 Elevator man
54 — many

55 Paria Mghl
56 Hodgepodge
57 Prsmmgar o(

films

58 Join

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
11 vigor

12 London radial

14 Trarx)utt

20 Curved fnoWmg
24 It/touths

25 Fable auttioi

26 Member ol the

weddir>g

28 Norwegian
playwright

29 Cistern

31 WHd flowers

32 Pub quatis

33 Supernatural
po^or

37 Keeper
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All-smiles show for NRBQ
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

NRBQ
Pearl Street

Saturday, February 29

NRBQ kept a packed crowd jumping Saturday night,

rocking hard and steady for a full hour and a halfupstairs

at Pearl Street. The show featured many of the band's

standard songs along with rare originals and covers.

Pianist Tern- Adams and Drummer Tom Ardolino

were all smiles throughout most of the set. and bassist

Joey Spampinato had a smirk which could easily become

a grin at the sight of either of the two. Guitarist Al

Anderson kept his usual serious expression, except for

the occasion of.\rdolino's drum solo, deemed as both rare

and strange by Kev-in Gadreaut, unofTicial member ofthe

small-yet-faithful fan group, "The Q-Balls."

Both Anderson and Spampinato looked on with

laughter as Arlodino wailed on the drums. NRBQ (New

Rhvthm and Blues OuarU't) performed other rarities,

including The Twist" and "Bye Bye Love," both sung by

Anderson. The latter was far slower and more country

sounding version than that made popular by the Everly

Brothers. Though they hardly play either (the Q-Balls

had never heard them m over 100 shows), the band

understood its cue when Adams slammed the first two

notes on the piano.

Standards performed included "It Was an Accident,"

-Ridin' in my Car," and "Wild Weekend." during which

Adams reached over his clavinet keyboard just to yell

"whewl" into his microphone

Also played were "Rocket in my Pocket." which fea-

tured a screaming guitar solo by Anderson. He did the

same during "Get Rh>'thm."turningyesaway from Adams

momentanly. Sometimes it seem.-^ difficult to look away

from Adams, as he moves from the piano, to the clavinet,

to the trumpet, and back to the clavinet. Never sitting for

more than a few moments, he seems to bang on the

keyboards in a flip manor yet still strike the right notes

All during the first few songs, Adams played the piano

with his knees, fists and behind, sometimes sitting,

sometimes standing, sometimes in between, sometimes

on one of two knees.

Terry, who seems to call the songs one after another,

continually stares into the crowd with a serious look,

then goes back to shaking his head and shouting.

Ardolino kept a great beat throughout the show.

Though holding the drum sticks and his wrists ever-so-

loosely, he pounds the drums with striking intensity.

Maybe he is forced to. as Adams continually calls for the

stage crew to make his keyboard louder. Regardless,

Ardolino plays a unique style, not always too fast (yet he

is at times) but constant and present.

Spampinato seemed to never break a sweat, his fin-

gers seeming relaxed most ofthe night. His voice reached

its sweetest heights during "I Want You Bad."

Playing along side NRBQ was the Whole Wheat

Horns, which included Terry Adam's brother, Don, on

trombone and tambourine. He also filled in on drums

when Ardolino took the spotlight for the fifties-sounding

"Get a Job." Don Adams also sang lead once. The song

was a very short mock hymn which showed great ver-

satility in the voices of all band members involved.

After this song, Terry Adams asked the crowd for an

immortal song to play. They came up with the ques-

tionably religious "Captain Lou." about vn-estler Lou

Albano' Next they did play something immortal —
"Immortal." their latest album. Wild Weekend.

Opening for NRBQ was the Ray Mason Band, a tight

three piece group. They played a short set. including

mostly rock and blues songs.

Mason's voice seemed at times to resemble Neil Young

in his most recent recordings— a loud and raspy sound.

Both Mason and his bass player used rotting instruments,

which I imagine they were quite attached to.

The audience at Pearl Street was treated to an almost

constant flow ofrhythm and blues Saturday night. I left

wondering why there are no record companies backing

NRBQ

NRBQ played Pearl St. Satvirday night.

The Univenaty of MassachuMtU
Department of Theater presentsTales

of the LOST
FORMICANS

by Constance Congdon

"The best new play in yean

America conducted by aien%."

A travel guide to Middk

Time Magazine

"Constance Congdon'% Tales of the Lost Formicans hai

a freshoess ofipirit, with a humor and chorni so diitjnctjvely

individual, that one juit wonts to hear more and more from

her." — The Village Voice

February 27-29 and March 4-7, 1992

Rand Theater a 8:00 p.m.

Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office, 545-251 I

$5 general public; $3 students and senior citizens

Round Trips from Boston Starting ac

LONDON $ 310

TOKYO 729
Round Trips from New York Starting at

GUATEMALA 390
DELHI 1231

Round Trips from Los Angeles Sunlng ac

AUKLAND 1209
Taxes not included. Restrictions apply.

Fares subject to change & availability.

Call about one ways. We Issue

EURAIL passes on the SPOTl

Council Travd
79 South Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002

413-256-1261
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dinosaur
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

Mascis' guitar work and songwriting impresses

critics, Rolling Stone said, "No band, here or abroad,

better captures the epic college-radio sound of

post-adolescent lethargy and emotional insecurity

than Dinosaur Jr, the main reason being that most

of Mascis' copious imitators lack his droll wit and

pop heart."

Mascis gained these attributes partly by lis-

tening to radio and records since he was a kid.

Mascis says he has collected about 1,200 albums,

500 singles, and 500 compact discs. His tastes have

been influenced by such old favorrites as Deep

Purple, Black Sabbath, Derek and the Dominos,

Creedence Clearwater Revival, Aerosmith, Traflic

and Blind Faith.

He also recognizes the contributions of groups

in the lighter strata of popular music, like Abba

and the Carpenters.

He appreciates both the singing and drumming

of the late Karen Carpenter.

"Her voice hits something that's so depressing,"

Mascis said.

"People love 'depressing.' You can tell she was

such a basket case." Carpenter died in 1983 of

heart failure, a complication ofthe eating disorder

anorexia nervosa.

Still, the critics' lavish praise somewhat con-

founds Mascis.

"I really don't understand that," he said. "It just

doesn't seem to me that I'm doing anything that

new or unusual. I guess a lot ofbands seem to think

so.

Nirvana seems to think so. The Seattle band

shows the influence of Dinosaur Jr. concerts not so

long ago.

"Now they're huge," Mascis said. "That puts

things in a weird perspective."

In recent weeks, Nirvana has displaced U2 from

the number one slot in the Billboard Top 100 and

deservedly so, Mascis said. The album . "Nevermind"

is platinum, having sold more tha a million units

and Mascis called it the best of the year.

Next month, Dinosaur Jr will regroup in an

Amherst basement of rehears new amterial. Mide

Johnson, an Oregoan basaist formerly of a band

called Snakepit, and drummer Emmet Jefferson

Murphy 111, known as Murph, also ofAmherst, are

the other members of the band. In the past the

band has rehearsed in Vermont.

"We usually end up skiing and not practicing

that much," Mascis admitted.
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1992 SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Camp Young fudaca, Amherst, New Hampshire

(Resident. Co-ed. I hours from Boston) is in need of:

Administrators — Head Counselors. Program

Director, Office Manager, Department Directors, plus

Activity Specialists A Cabin Counselors in:

Athletics. Archery. Riflery, Tennis. Arts and Crafts.

Canoeing. Sailing. Windsurfing, Waterskiing. Swim

Instructors (WSI). Israeli Fold Song. Dramatics. Israeli

Dance. lewish Education, Radio Stations, Computers,

Nature/Ecology. Project Adventure. Nurses (RN).

Photographer. Office Staff

Excellent salary and fringe benefits

Plca.se contact: Dr. Charles B. Rotman. Director

81 Kingsbury St., Wellcsley. MA 02181

(617) 237-9410 or (508) 877-6190

*v^»^**'w*w**^»^^^»^^^^^^^^'"TTTTTTTTTTTTT

RECORDS

$1-00 OFF*
All Prerecorded Products

Witii This Coupon

* per place for product worth more than $1. Expires 3/17

Open 7 days • Thornes Marketplace, 1 50 Main St,

Northampton, MA •584-1580
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women's gymnastics
CONTIN UED FROM PAGE 12

beirs and winning the all-around with an
overall score of 37.35.

"I did all right, I guess," a modest
Marshall said. "What I'm really happy
about is that we had another new lineup

and we still won fairly easily. That shows
our great depth."

Furtado also won two events, placing

first in the beam with a score of 9.3 (the

only '9' in that event for UMass) and first

in the floor event, scoring a 9.5. Furtado

also placed second in the bars with a 9.25

and second in the all-around (37.0). Demeo
completed the sweep fortheMinutewomen
in the all-around with a 36.0.

"Everyone on this team loves to see

Margaret [Furtado] do well because she

works so hard in practice," Mitchell said.

"She is so determined to win and is so

mentally tough that she deserves to do as

well as she has been doing all season long.

"It's gotten to the point where I know I

can count on a solid meet from her every

time," he said.

Placing fourth in the all-around for

UMasswasJent(35.25). Jentalsowasstrong
inthe vaultwitha 9.4,goodenough for second

place behind Marshall. Springfield's Tara

Brady placed third with a 9.35.

The top Springfield competitor in the

all-around was Kristen Coates, who had a

35.2 in the fifth spot.

"I had a good feeling when I stepped in

the gym today," Mitchell said with a smile

on his face. "I hadmy doubts duringtheweek

before the meet as towho would step in forour

injured performers, but once we got going, I

knew the girls had come to onnpete.

"As far as the rest ofour meets go, we're

really going to have to improve on a few

things, namely the beam and the floor, in

order to be competitive," Mitchell said.

"What will help us in these events is the

return of senior Kim Grady [broken foot]

and junior Abby May [leg ii\jury] next

week.

There are some tough meets coming

up. Ifwe do hit all our routines though, we

should do fine," he said.

RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
Orm n(xkMt9»m P\azm

Ham YofV NY 10020

Ptmw (212) 581-3040

Mail this ad fof SpMial
SliKlMt/TaactMr Tariff.

O RCNTia D LCAM O PURCHASE

m

Save money when you order campus delivery of

^^X^t ^e&J ^ork ^trnes
The University Store will reserve copies of The New York Times for

students and faculty at a savings of 40% Monday through Friday starting

on Monday March 2 thru May 8, 1992. Sign up now for your daily

copy of The New York Times at the low cost of $15.00, 40% below

the retail rate.

Shield #10
Fly #9

Comet #10
Jaguar #10
Shield #11
Web #9

COMICS
Please Enter My Subscription To: The New York Times

Spring Term

Weekdays (Mon-Fri) $ Days)

Print Name

Home Address

Return Bottom Portion Witi P«ymert lo The UnivefsitY Stofe. Campus Center. UMASS 545-2619 j)(|g5TORE^

^vaiiai

SAME BAT CHAMHIEL
10% OFF ALL BACK ISSUES

AND GAIVIIlUG SUPPLIES, THIS WEEK!
Hampshire Mall, Hadley • ->«(»-»77'S

Classifieds
rnUFmWF cmJFGIAN OFFICE II3 CAMPUS CENUR » MON. WURS. ^3:30 FRIDAY&m:30'DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAWS imomPAY FOR SWDEm - CASH IN ADVANCE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTION: Anyone int«f»sted in ™p»»-

sentmg then country and culture at the In-

ternational Fair contact Elu 549-0022

Deadbne is MarcJi 13

ATTENTION WOMEN^ H20 POLOI

Must be a sliofig swimmer

and have H20 polo experience

Contact Tree on Wheels at 256-671^7

Bed and Breakfaat

Downtown Amherst Ideal lor visiting par-

ents and triends 549.0733

CALIF0RNIA-$149I Anytime.lly either ¥»ay,

coastto-coast (iPortland/Seattle') Carib-

bean-only $l 89 Houndtnp air to somewhere

sunny and warm Hitch a Ride Europe only

$160 each way! Airhitch 212-864-2000^

Coma 10 Delta ZeU Open Hush

Monday March 2 6 8 sundae night

Tuesday March 3 6-8 pictionary

Wednesday March 4 6-8 dinner witt-. the

sisters

Questions' Need a ride? CaU 549-351

1

llPhillipsSi

FREE SKI PACKAGE
Plus dinner and lilm

$1 rallle ticket

Skinner Hall

March 3-March 5

10:30-3«)

AUTO FOR SALE

latSVWJetta Moving

Asking 2.000 256-1912
OWrSVSt. RMJOT WH>

laes Font Fastiva L S269S.

4speed. Rear delrost. Economical car

Unique Auto. Rte 9. Amherst 253-4282

POnAGOODTWECAU.:

RACK-A-0I8C ENTERTAINMENT. OJ-*.

video DJ's and Karaoke trom $1 75.00. Call

586 9900For Sale

FOR SALE

BEST PARKING ON CAMPUS $100111

Buy my 29". 1 2speed. brown bicycle

Barbara 549-1164

PRINTER QEMIMIOX, 9pin, IBMcompatible,

Decent condition $25 546-2423

PRE 1 200(1 SKIS, 1 90cm. mounted with Look

99HP bindings Excellent cond $150 OBO
546-7431

82 FORD ESCORT 76K miles Runs good

$500 Call 256-4583

HELP WANTED

Maaka Summar Employmam- Fisheries

Earn $5.000*/monlh Free transportation!

Room • board! Over 8.000 openings Male

or lemale For employment program call 1-

206-545-4 1 55a«t 298

Attantlon Juniors and Seniors

Having a tough lime getting the permanent

job you want Spend this summer building

your rasume with TASP International Sum-

mar and lull time positions are available in

Mas9, CT. Rl and NY Call Dean Howard at 1 -

800-922-5579

CAMP ENOOne/COOA
Music camp in southern Maine has currant

openings lor assistani iwaladront director.

(WSI.LGT rsquirad). waWilfOnl counsalors

(LGT required) and haad o( Mflrts. ConiacI

Janws Saltman, Camp EncoraiCoda. Ar-

*)gton.MA.617<4V36J2

Coltogs Pro Palntar* are now accepting

^jpNcations lor summer employment in the

Lowell. Chelmsford area II you are inter-

ested please call Bern* at 253-9087

Earn extra money while in sctiool.

Mature reliable person needed to work retail

garden shop Part-time 4-1.92. Full lime

summer Flexible hours Will train Call

Charlene Bamnoon only 508-885-6005

GREAT SUMMER OPPORTUNITY
Jewish co-ed residential camp seeks coun-

selors and spedalisls Capital Camps is

located in the Catoctin Mountains, one hour

trom Washington, DC H you are interested

in the challenges and excitement of working

with campe-sin grades 3- 1 0, we want you on

our team. Good salaries, great luni Our

director will be on campus al the Camp Fair

on March 3 For inlormation and an ap-

pointment call 1 -800-229 7852

HELP WANTED
HOMEWORKERS NEEDED'!

Earn $1 .000 weekly mailing our circulars in

yoursparelimeathomei. GUARANTEED!
Free supplies/postage' Begin now! Free

detailsi Enclose LSASE SMS, Depl. Col-7A.

Box 610. Cordova. TN 38018-0610.

SunnMr MamaMp*. Avvraga Mnwiga
$4,000 000 University DiradoriM. tha

nation's largest publisher ol campu* lita-

phof>a dkactonas. hires over 2S0 coflage

studanit tor their summer sales program

Top earnings $5,000 00-$8.000 00 Gam
vakjable experience in advertising, sales

and public relations selling yellow page ad-

vertising lor your campus telephone direc-

tory Positions also availat)le m other univer-

sity markets Expense paid training program

m Chapel Hill. N C Looking lor enthusiastic.

goal oriented students lor challenging, well-

paying summer job Internships may bo

available Interviews on campus Wednes-

day. March 4lh. sign up at the Visitor's Cen-

ter

LOST

GOLD HEART KEY CHAIN 3 keys lost at

Mikes WasMaw 2-20 549-0310

PERSONALS

JAKE
His name is Ted G and he's a better man
than youll ever be! Mel

Dana- Delta Zela is so excited lo have youMt

Get psyched - We love you'

GInean- Get excited tor an amazing semes-

ter as a Delta Zela pledge'" We love you!!!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY PAMMY
My lavorrte singerl

Lova Ya-Twifl

JEN
Happy 2itt

Qa( raady lor the

•waakand"

LovaPaila

Jaffa getting playadi

Happy birthday Jelf'

FoMw and Elan.

READ THIS

Computers, Printers t Accessories

Best prices in the Pioneer Valley We config-

ure to your specifications Ask about our

monthly specials Ask lor Eric 253-0868

SERVICES

Eipart adWng, word processing. English

lessons ofleradby retired teacher speoalizing

in helping international students and non-

english maiors 253-3354

FREE FACIAL with MaryKay call Mara 549-

4690

FREE pregnancy tasting; confidential and

canng support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

ORDER AVONI
Call 546-1999

For tree brochures/sample*

thavr.

Naad tema sun? I have graal daals on

8prir>g break tnps to Jamaica. Cancun, and

Bahamas. CaU Deoa nights 549-5740

PANAMA CITY FLORIDA
dnnking on the beach is legal

bars ^pen unH 4am
over 400.000 students expected

and It's cheap

Sdays 7nights from $155

call Pete or Derek 256-6490

SPRING BREAK SPECIALS 19921

Bahamas March 1 4th $349" Jamaica.

Cancun $429"

Includes: Hotel, air, translers. partwsl

Sun Splash Tours

1-800-426-7710

TYPING

PAPERS. RESUMES, THESIS-

Word processing, laser printing-

Call Rosemary 323-5031

SEXY, FAST. ACCURATE TYPIHO wl

spellcheck. $1 .50/pg Cal Greg e-€43S

WANTED

U2 Tickets wanted lor any local show Con-

tact Eric at 546-4394
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Game Summary

Massachusetts 40-42- 82
Duquesne 29-32- 61

Massachusetts (82)

Herndon 5-6 3-6 1 3 , Borbee 5- 1 2 1

-

1 1 2, H.Willianns3- 104-7 12,McCoy
7-144-7 1 8, Brown 2-3 4-6 8. Roe 5-

6 3^ 13, M. Williams 0-1 0-0 0,

MoUoy l-3O02,K. Robinson 1-30-

2, C. Robinson 1-1 1-24. Kellogg

0-1000
Totals: 30-60 20-33 82.

Duquesne (61)

Gilbert 1-31-23. Wotkins 3-142-

58. Alston 6-7 1-4 13, Hargrove 9-

1 7 2-3 22 , Whitehead 2-10 4-68.

Baker 1 - 1 0-0 3. Lodson 1 -2 OO 2.

English 1-20-02,MabinsO-00-00.

Keegan 0-10-00. Secy 0-0 0-00.

Totals: 24-57 10-20 61.

Three-point goals: Massachusetts

2-6 (Bart>ee 1-1 , Brown 0- 1 . Malloy

0-1 , C. Robinson 1 -
1 , Kellogg 1).

Duquesne 3-7 (Wotkins 2,

Hargrove 2-4, Baker 1-1). Re-

bounds: Massachusetts 43

(.Herndon. H. Williams, Roe 8).

Duquesne 31 (Wotkins, Hargrove

6), Assists: Massachusetts 18

(Brown 6), Duquesne 13

(Whitehead 6) Fouled out:

Ladson Atterxlance: 4.725.

Player ol the game

University ofMassachusetts for-

ward William Herndon chipped
in 1 3 points on 5 of 6 shoot-
ing, grabbed 8 rebounds,
blocked 3 shotsand hod 3 steals.

Hemdon scored

8 points in the first

half to help the

M i n u t e men
open up a 40-29

halftime advan-
tage. His ally-oop

in the first half

gave UMass a
21-13lead,when
It seemed as if

WiU Herndon
63 Sr. F
Pittsburg, PA

the Dukes might be ready to

moke a run at the Minutemen.

Why UMoss won

The Minutemen led by 1 1 at in-

termission after shooting 42 per-

cent from the floor. In the sec-

ond half, they cranked it up a
notch, hitting 63 percent from

tt>e field , while holding Duquesne
to a meager 42 percent for the

game. When the Dukes missed,

UMoss' big men grabbed the

boards. Three Minutemen
hauled in 8 rebounds apiece.

When Duquesne cut tho UMoss
lead to 45-40, the Minutemen
went on on 8-0 run which the

Dukes never recovered from Lou

Roe came off the UMoss bench
to score 1 3 points, 6 more than

the entire Duquesne bench,

Atlantic 10 Standings

Massachusetts 12-3 .800

Temple 10-5 .667

West Virginia 10-5 .667

Rhode Island 9-6 .6UU

G. Washington 8-7 .533

St. Joseph's 6-9 .40U

Duquesne 5-9 .35/

Rutgers 5-10 .333

St. Bonoventurei 3-13 .188

UMass' next opponent

UMoss returns to the Cage
Wednesday night to take on
Rhode Island. The gome has no
bearing on the A- 10 standings,

asthe Minutemen hove clinched

first place. However, rt has great

bearing onthe national rankings.

The Minutemen handled URI in

the first meeting, 72-59. Tony

Borbee led UMass with 1 4 points.

Sports
Minutemen clinch first-ever

regular season A-10 title
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Jim McCoy

scored 18 points Sunday as Massachu-

setts clinched its first Atlantic 10 title

with an 82-61 win over Duquesne.

The Minutemen also set a school record

with their 24th victory, passing the mark
set by the 1970-71 team that included

Julius Erving.

It was Massachusetts' eighth consecu-

tive win.

McCoy and William Hemdon. who had
13 points, are Pittsburgh natives, as is

Massachusetts coachJohn Calipari.lt was

the first time in any of their careers they

won a game in Pittsburgh.

Five Minutemen were in double fig-

ures for the eighth time this season. Mas-

sachusetts improved to 24-4 and 12-3.

They have won 12 of 13 conference

games since opening their league sched-

ule with two losses.

Lou Roe came offthe bench to score 13

pomts. Tony Barbee had 12 and Harper

Williams added 10.

The Dukeswere led by James Hargrove,

who had 22 points, and Derrick Alston,

who scored 13. Alston was held to a season-

low two rebounds in 29 minutes, and

Massachusetu held a 43-31 edge in re-

bounding.
The Minutemen led by 11 points at

halftime but Duquesne went on a 9-1 run

early in the second half to cut the margin

to five. But Massachusetts answered with

seven points, including four by Hemdon.
Duquesne didn't get closer than nine

points the rest of the game.
Duquesne. 12-14 and 5-10. has lost three

consecutive games, all in the conference.

The win gives UMass a home game in

the A- 10 tournament finals if it advances

that far.

The A- 10 tourney begins this Saturday

in Philadelphia, Pa. with the numbereight

and nine seeds playing for the right to face

the Minutemen Sunday.

The finals are on Mar. 12, and will most

likely be played in the confines of the

small, but rowdy Curry Hicks Cage.

Massachusetts, which was ranked 26th
in the latest Associated Press poll beat

West Virginia in Morgantown this past

Thursday 74-69 in overtime. At the time,

the win ensured UMass at least a share of

the Conference regular season title, until

today when UMass wrapped it up.

Photo ooaiiMy of Sports Informatlaa

University of Massachusetts freshman forward Lou Roe grabs a

rebound in action earlier this season. Roe had 13 points and eight r^
bounds in the Minutemen's 82^1 win last ni^t at Duquesne University.

Women
Gymnasts
win sixth
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

At the Boyden Gymnastics Center last

Wednesday night, the University of

Massachusettswomen's gymnastics squad
convincingly beat Div. 2 Springfield Col-

lege, 182.2-177.9, to improve its record to

6-3.

Once again the "usuals* — Tammy
Marshall, Margaret Furtado. and Gina
Demeo came through in a big way for

UMass head coach Alfie Mitchell— but it

was the depth of the team that made the
difference for the UMass gymnasts.

There were a lot of people who had
good meets — Angela Gent. Lisa-Beth

Cronen — but the one who really stands

out inmymind is [freshman I Erica Baum,"
Mitchell said. "Last week, Erin Klier broke

a bone in her leg [probably out for the

season] so that left a big gap for us,

particularily on the bars.

"We really had no one else who had a

sohd routine in this event so Erica thought

she'd give it a try and thankfully she came
through with a 9.1. That's not a grvat

score but it's pretty good for someone who
hasn't been on the bars all year."

Marshall had an impressive meet again
for UMass winning two out of the four

events with a 9.7 in the vault, a 9.3 in the

COhfriNUED ON PAGE 1
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CoUegian pboto by Christopher Evana

The University of Massachusetts women's gymnastics squad in

competition earlier this season at the UMass Gymnastics Center. The
Minutewomen defeated Springfield College last Thursday.
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Candidates slight
Mass. primary race

AP photo

Democratic Presidential hopeful Bob Kerrey smiles as he leaves a
breakfast meeting with supporters in San Francisco's Financial
District early Monday morning. Kerrey is on a tour ofseveral western
states.

UMass students lobby legislators
Group travels to Washington to advocate financial aid

By CECI CONNOLLY
Associated Press

BOSTON — His opponents say Paul
Tsongas has Massachusetts all sewn up.

But the native son is casting his net much
wider.

"All those people who said that we're

regional? They were right," Tsongas told a
band ofsupporters who greeted him at the
airportMonday night. "But not this region

alone — north, south, east and west."

Tsongas isn't the only one paying little

attention to next week's primary, lost in

the blur of Super Tuesday.
The news here is what's not going on,"

said Ann Lewis, former political director

of the Democratic National Committee.
Because Tsongas is the hometown fa-

vorite, the other democrats say it isn't

worth their time or money to campaign
here. They'd rather stump in states where
they stand a chance.

On the GOP side. President Bush has

the backing of every prominent Republi-

can. But some analysts said conservative

commentator Patrick Buchanan, who
wounded Bush in New Hampshire, may
try to do so again.

"Massachusettp often votes like New
Hampshire," said pollster Gerry
Chervinsky . There's not a very aggressive
Bush campaign going on in the state and
Buchanan may see Massachusetts as a
place where, with little personal time but
some advertising, he might embarrass the

president again."

Lewis, who also teaches at Harvard's
Kennedy School ofGovernment, said, "We
should not be surprised the other candi-

dates are not campaigning here."

But she is surprised by the lack of

enthusiasm in a state where "politics is

our second sport."

Now that every Democrat has conceded
the Massachusetts primary to Tsongas,
the expectations game is underway.

CONTINUED OM PAGE 4

By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

The four percent increase in tuition passed on Friday

by the University's Board ofTnistees has not deterred 45

students from traveling to Washington D.C. this week to

lobby for student financial aid.

These students are part of Students Advocating Fi-

nancial Aid, a registered student organization at UMass
which is unique in the United States, according to Anne
Marie Cervini, a sophomore pre-BDIC creative computer
education major and SAFA member.

"SAFA's primary goal is that through financial aid,

owr nation will maintain a highly educated citizen," said

Shawn Porter, a junior political science msgor and
president of SAFA.

"Our other goal is to provide equal educational op-

portunity for everyone who has the grades, brains and
will to go to school," said Porter.

SAFA has been training for this trip for two and a half

months. Their goal is to meet with 150 Legislators by
Wednesday. As of last night, they met with approxi-

mately 50.

SAFA members have two main goals which they hope
to accomplish while in Wnshington. The first is to in-

crease the Pell Grant, and the second is to have the

Entitlement Program instituted.

The Entitlement Program would ensure that everyone

who is eligible for the Pell Grant would receive the

needed money. Even if the money was not there, the

government would be required to find the money.

Currently, the highest Pell Grant given to a student at

UMass in need is $2,400.

"Ifycu don't make Pell Grants available for students,

then you will have no students," said Cervini.

Tommorrow night SAFA members will attend a re-

ception which all of the delegates from Massachusetts
have been invited to. Senator Edward Kennedy (D-MA)
and U.S. Representative John Olver have already con-

firmed their invitations, said Porter.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien, and Bert Batty, the

University's director of financial aid, are also expected to

attend the reception said Porter.

"SAFA is important because people on Capitol Hill

don't get to see or hear students," said Ted Chambers, a

student senator.

But Chambers said, "SAFA and SGA need to focus

more on Beacon Hill because they have cut the state

scholarship funding from $86 million to $22 million in the

last three and a half years."

Board of Trustees ratifies GEO contract
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian StafT

After ratification by the Graduate Employee Organi-

zation membership and nearly a month of tabling by the

University Board of Trustees, the GEO contract was
ratified unanimously at a trustee meeting Friday in

Worcester.

"We are really thankful that this wait is over, and for

people's tremendous support throughout," said GEO co-

speaker Emily Isaacs. "We always felt Uke we were a

Inside:

Page 5:

Find out why Michael Levy isn 'f wild

about the newest trends in technology.

Page 12:

Hoopster Lou Roe has helped the Minute-

men win the A-10 regular season title. But

is he the League's topfreshman?

Weather
Heavy snow and sub-zero temperatures.

JUST KIDDING!!! It 's supposed to partly

sunny with highs in the 40s.

union, but no one has recognized us as such until now."
Two busloads of GEO members departed from the

Amherst campus early Friday to attend the Worcester
meeting. Isaacs said the members' presence made an

impression on the tnistees, and showed them that GEO
members "are real people."

"I don't think the trustees have seen that many stu-

dents at one of their meetings in a longtime," Isaacs said.

"The trustees are rather isolated from on-campup e''ents

like the strike, and we showed them that we are real

people."

According to Trustee Chairperson Gordon Oakes, the

GEO contract took approximately five minutes to resolve

at Friday's meeting, with both Chancellor Richard O'Brien

and University President E.K. Fretwell sf>eakingin favor

of ratification. He said both GEO and administration

attorneys had been working hard at resolving the out-

standing issues during the tabling period.

"The situation has been deaU with professionally all

aroxmd," said Oakes. "There was no doubt in my mind
that it would be resolved."

University Attorney William Searson, the lawyer for

the administration negotiating team whose objections

regarding the contract were responsible for tabling it at

the first trustee meeting, was asked at Friday's meeting
ifhe hadany further problems with the contract, according

to GEO co-speaker Peter Underdown. Searson said he
had no more objections.

Isaacs said University students have "all been won-
derful in tolerating constant GEO talk" and now "GEO
can help them."

Underdown said, "GEO is now part of the changed

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Tribunal says
U.S. guilty

of war crimes
By MADANMOHAN RAO
Colkigian Staff

NEW YORK— This past Saturday in New York
City, one of the largest independent worldwide in-

vestigations of war crimes in history culminated in

one of the most unique of all war crimes tribunals.

After four hours of public presentation of testi-

mony and evidence, a panel ofinternational judges

from two dozen countries pronounced U.S. officials

George Bush, Dan Quayle. Richard Cheney, Colin

Powell and Norman Schwarzkopf guilty on 19

charges of war crimes and crimes against peace

and humanity, committed during the Gulf War.
The Tribunal was unique, because unlike most

war crimes trials, which are conducted by govern-

ments, this was conducted by a group of private

citizens from around the world acting independently.

This tribunal was the final hearing of 30 which
were held since last May as part of an "Interna-

tional War Crimes Tribunal," conducted by former

U.S. Attorney Greneral Ramsey Clark. The trials

have been conducted in 20 countries worldwide.

Clark, who was in Iraq during the height of the

coalition bombing, said, "Contrary to claims of a

'clean and surgical war,' the U.S. land its allies]

systematically and deliberately crippled the whole
country."

The bombing of hydroelectric projects, pump-
ing stations, food storage centers and poultry and
fishery centers, coupled with the economic sanc-

tions, have destroyed any means that the Iraqis

have of feeding themselves," he said.

"It was no war — it was one of the greatest

slaughters in history," Clark said. He explained

that in proportion to its population, Iraq lost a

larger percentage of its people in 42 days ofbomb-
ing than all the mtyor participants in World War II

.

Mohammed Khader, a resident of Baghdad who
lost his wife and daughter in the bombing ofthe Al-

Amariya civilian shelter, said, "I have waited for one
year for some international body to investigate the

bombing. What use are these international laws
governing war if they are not obeyed or enforced?"

Additional testimony was provided by other

individuals:

• Rene Dumont, a French agricultural special-

ist , said, "The U.S. embargo is killing the Iraqis by
the thousands every week— and so is the silence of

our people."

• Journalist Joyce Chediac screened video foot-

age ofthe charred bodies ofcivilians, mostlywomen
and children, beingevacuated from the Al-Amariya
bomb shelter.

• Bill Doares, a member of the Commission for

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Boy allegedly murders father
GRAFTON, VT (AP) — Friends and family, shocked

by the shooting death of Arthur "Louie" Wright, say

everything seemed fine between Wright and his 15-year-

old son Matthew before the teenager allegedly killed his

father during an argument over math grades.

"It hit me right between the eyes. I can't believe it

happened," said Robert Lockerby, a lifelong friend of the

49-year-old victim.

Matthew Wright is scheduled to appear today for a

hearing on first-degree murder charges in connection

with the death Thursday. The boy allegedly fired a .22-

caliber rifle at his father following an argument about the

son's algebra grades.

The teenager was arraigned Friday as an adult on the

charges in Brattleboro District Court, where his mother,

Jean Wright, sat and wept. A hearing on the charge is

scheduled Monday.
Louie Wright was a lifelong resident ofGrafton, where

his family had lived for generations. He owned a land-

scaping business and was a candidate for town selectman

in the upcoming Town Meeting Day elections.

Friends say the elder Wright liked to boast about his

adopted son's accomplishments, including bagging

Grafton's second-largest deer last fall.

"Louie always bent over backwards for the kid," said

Melrin Rice, a neighbor.

"You couldn't ask for a better son," said Rooney Gibbs,

Matthew's uncle.

But that all changed Thursday when the pair began to

argue after Matthew Wright returned home from school.

The argument escalated and the elder Wright suppos-

edly threatened to leave the family and walked out ofthe

house toward a tool shed, according to a police affidavit.

Matthew Wright told police he went to his bedroom,

picked up a loaded bolt-action rifle and returned outside

to find his father. The argument resumed and the teen

fired one shot at a snow bank to the right of his father,

according to the affidavit.

When the father told the boy that he would never dare

shoot him, the youth turned the rifle on his father and

fired, the affidavit said. A state medical examiner said

the elder Wright died of three gunshot wounds to the

head, stomach and arm about an hour and a half later.

"Matthew advised that he only intended to scare his

father, not to shoot him," said Sgt. Myles Heffernan ofthe

Vermont State Police.

Police said they were alerted to the shooting by Mat-

thew Wright's friend, Joshua Clark, a classmate at Bel-

lows Falls Union High School. Wright telephoned Clark,

15, to tell him what had happened, the affidavit said.

Clark told police that in the past Wright had talked of

killing his parents as the two boys rode home on the

school bus, according to the affidavit. He told police he

thought Wright was joking.

Before fleeing, Wright allegedly left a note on the

porch suggesting he had been kidnappi'd.

"We've got the kid. The house didn't burn so we got him

instead," the note said, according to police. .. jn

The Collegian in retrospect
Compiled by DAVID MASSEY

• Five years ago today in the Colle-

gian...

United Farm Workers president Cae-

sar Chavez addressed a crowd of more
than 500 students in the Student Union

Ballroom and asked them tojoin a national

boycott of table grapes due to the use of

pesticides.

• Twenty years ago this week...

The Amherst "Mid-Nite Campus Cin-

ema" was showing "Thar She Blows," an

adult movie in which the proprietors

promised the film to be "wet and wild and

wooly and all in color," according to the ad.

A produce store now occupies thi."* space.

• Forty years ago this week...

A Collegian headline reading "Campus
Now Has Tliree Policemen," discussed the

arrival of a new policeman to assist in

such duties as "protecting and aiding stu-

dents; jobs such as protection of girls'

dorms, helping student 'inebriates' heme,

directing parents, etc. Such services are

continuous, 24 hours a day."

0)

Recycle
this

B newspaper
(6

Our service will find

you sources of

financial aid or you
are not going to pay

for it. Period.
We offer the following services:

•High-School / Undergraduate Financial Aid i

Scholarship Placement Service

•Graduate / Professional Financial Aid &
Scholarship Placement Ser\'ice

for his^h school students onlxf. . .

.

•4 Year College Matching Service

• Athletic Scholarship Matching Service

I For Free and Complete Details,

I Write or Call:

The SImr Institute

Education Related Ser\'ices

6 University Dr., Suite 232

Amherst, MA 01002-2265

(413)253-0527k
I

I

I
Please include your phone number and year in school. |

Mention this ad and get $5 off!

OUR COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE
& TO YOU...

At The Shar Institiite, students are our number one
priority. We are dedicated to serving high school,

undergraduate, graduate, professional, technical,

vocational, juftior college, American, and foreign

students in both the Pioneer Valley and beyona.

At The Shar Institute we guarantee our results.

We are so confident that our services will perform

for you, that in the unlikely event that they don't,

*«J^e SImr Institute will refund your processing fee

%i full.

Al the Shar Institute our consultations are always
iiree. What^er your questions or conceitts, we

Jare here and happy to Help you

.

^ Reservations

Worldwide

Save Money - Meet People

DOAD LE&S TRAVELED
253-4173

'/>

.3UBUU
of Amherst

MEAL DEAL!
One tbot long TUNA ,

a medium soda & ehips

or only

.$4.79
4 Mam Street • Amherst. MA 01002 • 256 1919

OPEN 'TIL 2 A.M. Thurs. Fri, Sat"

Local
Long-time
UMass prof
dies at 48
AMHERST - Sylvia Helen Forman, professor at the

University of Massachusetts since 1972, and former

chair of the department of anthropology, died Sunday.

Forman, 48, died at her home in Pelham. She was tx)rn

in Tacoma Park, Maryland on Dec. 31, 1943.

Forman t>egan teaching at the University in 1972 as

an assistant professor ofanthropology, with a concurrent

appointment in the Center for International Education.

In 1979 she txjcame an associate professor and l)ecame a

full professor in 1989.

Forman chaired the department ofanthropology from

1984 to 1990. She also served on or directed many
evaluation, oversight and search committees on campus.

She chaired the Rules Committee of the Faculty Senate

from 1974 to 1976. And over the past decade, she worked

to strengthen the writing curriculum throughout the

undergraduate program.

Forman received her Ph.D. in anthropology in 1972

from the University of California at Berkeley. She re-

ceived her bachelor's degree (1968) and her master's

degree (1969) from the same university.

Forman played a significant role in the American

Anthropological Association, the national professional

organization of anthropologists. She served on its Board

of Directors from 1984 to 1988, and chaired the (Jeneral

Anthropology Division ftx)m 1987 to 1988. and the Com-

mittee on the Stfltus of Women in Anthropology from

1976 to 1977. She was also co-founder of the Association

for Feminist Anthropology.

Forman held professional consulting positions with

the National Academy of Sciences, the Solar Energy

Research Institute, and other organizations on issues of

renewable energy technology, rural health care delivery

and non-formal education.

Forman conducted several tours of field research in

Andean Ecuador, which formed the basis of her doctoral

dissertation, as well as a wide variety ofpublished essays

on human ecology, fertility, longevity and economic de-

velopment in the Andean region.

Forman is survived by her husband, David Litwak of

Pelham. her surrogate parents. Edith and David Jenkins

ofSan Francisco. California, her sister, Rel)ecca Havard

ofHighland, Maryland, and her father. Sidney Forman of

Delray Beach, Florida.

Calling hours are at the Forman home, 12 Country

Lane, Pelham, noon to 10 p.m. daily through Thursday,

March 5. A memorial service will be held Thursday,

March 12, at 1:30 p.m. in Memorial Hall on the campus

of the University of Massachusetts.

Memorial gifts may be made to the Sylvia Forman

Third World Scholarship Fund, a fund Forman estab-

lished to provide scholarships for Third World graduate

students to study at the University of Massachusetts.

Contributions to the fund may he sent to the anthropol-

ogy department in Machmer Hall.

- Collegian Staff Reports

ColWciMi ptmto by Josh Reynolda

I CAME TO COLLEGE FOR THIS? — Junior communications m^or Katie Morris

undertakes the unenviable task of washing dishes in Worcester Dining Commons.

Fine Arts Center broken into
Compiled By MARK PRESTON
Collegian SUff

PoUce responded to an alarm set off at the Fine Arts

Center early Sunday morning. Three male individuals

were arrested and charged with breaking and entering

during the nighttime with the intent to commit a felony.

The three arrested were: Lawrence F. Bongette, 20, of

18 Blackberry Ln.. Amherst, Michael S. Wallace, 21, of

Dalton, and Jorge E. Cadena, 21, of Pittsford, N.Y.

Two men reported early Monday morning that their

room m Patterson Residence Hall was entered sometime

over the weekend. There was no sign of forced entry but

clothing and jewelry valued at approximately $700 was

found missing.

ARRESTS
•Nicolas Escobar, 20, ofJohn Adams Residence Hall,

was arrested Friday afternoon on Sunset Avenue in

Amherst, and charged with liquor law violations.

• George J. Panagou, 19, of South Attleboro, was

arrested early P'riday evening at Washington Residence

Hall. He was charged with being a minor in possession in

alcohol, and possession of an altered Massachusetts

Driver's License.
• Jonathan T. Watson, 19, of Hingham, was arrested

on Clark Hill Road early Saturday morning. He was

charged with counterfeiting and forgery, after he was

found to be in possession of an altered Massachusetts

Driver's License.

• Gregg P Barron. 20, ofScituate, was arrested early

Saturday morning on Orchard Hill Drive. He was charged

with operating under the influence ofalcohol, and failure

to stay within marked lanes.

•Bruce R. Mollar, 21, of Braintree, was arrested early

Sunday morning on North Pleasant Street. He was

charged with unlicensed operation of a motor vehicle,

and operating an uninspected motor vehicle.

•Ira W. Proctor III. 19, ofCanton, was arrested Sun-

day morning on University Drive. He was charged with

operating under the influence of alcohol, and failure to

stay within marked lanes.

LARCENY
•A man reported on Friday morning that his moun-

tain bike, valued at $250, was stolen from the bike rack

outside of Mackimmmie Residence Hall.

• Staff reported that a commercial vacuum, valued at

$300. was stolen from Currv Hicks on Friday morning.

VANDALISM
•Two people reported early Saturday morning that

their windshields were smashed or damaged, while they

were parked in lot near Fernwald Hall. The damage was

estimated at approximately $600.

•A women reported on Saturday afternoon that an

unknown male subject broke her window , valued at $250,

in her room located at Moore Residence Hall.

Restaurants chip in

to help feed homeless
By MICHELLE BOBBINS
Collegian Staff

People dining today at local restau-

rants participating in the fourth "Piece

of the Pie" restaurant benefit for the

Western Massachusetts Food Bank
will not only fill their own stomachs

but those of the hungry and homeless

as well.

This year 61 restaurants in West-

ern Massachusetts will donate 10 per-

cent of their revenue for the day —
including breakfast, lunch and dinner

—to the Western Massachusetts Food

Bank, said the Food Bank's Director of

Development, James Buell.

The Western Massachusetts Food

Bank is part ofa national organization

which distributes foods to local agen-

cies which give the food to people with-

out homes.
The idea of ["Piece ofthe Pie"! is to

get 10 percent more people to go to the

restaurants— this way the Food Bank
benefits and the restaurants don't lose

money for the day," said Buell.

He said he was very pleased with

the amount of restaurants participat-

ing in "Piece of the Pie," considering

the fact that many restaurants have

gone out of business and the restau-

rant business has not been very pros-

perous this year.

"We have 15 new restaurants par-

ticipating in 'Piece ofthe Pie' this year,

which brings our total number of res-

taurants up six from 1990," Buell said.

The event, begun in 1988 by The

ValleyAdvocate, wasn\he\din 1991 to

avoid interferingwith The Food Bank's

participation in the "Taste of

Northampton," according to Buell.

The goal for "Piece of the Pie" in

1992 is to raise between $9,000 and

$10,000, which is about one-tenth of

the amount The Food Bank needs to

raise in contributions during the year

for operating expenses, said Buell.

Buell said, "Piece of the Pie" only

raised $8,000 in 1990 because ofan ice

storm which prevented people from

going out. Buell said he's hoping for

good weather during this year's event.

Many restaurants from Western

Massachusetts and Greater Hartford

support the Food Bank, which dis-

tributed 2.3 million pounds of food in

1991 to about 200,000 people.

Jack Radetsky, owner of Bart's Ice

Cream and Frozen Yogurt, said it is

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

UM prof says lesbians
face biases in sports
By WENDY JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

Because of widespread discrimination

both vrithin sports and in society as a

whole, lesbians and gays participating in

sports need a network of support to allow

them to compete successfully, according

to a University of Massachusetts educa-

tion professor.

Professor Pat Griffin gave a speech

titled "Lesbians and Sports — the Good,

the Bad and the Ugly," at last Thursday's

Brown Bag Lunch seminar, sponsored by

the Program for Gay, Lesbian and Bi-

sexual Concerns.

Griffin said there are thousands ofgays

and lesbians in mainstream sports, but

they "must remain very closeted," due to

homophobia and heterosexism coming not

only from other teammates, but coaches

and parents as well.

Griffin labeled the homophobia within

the sporting community as "the bad and

ugly." Examples ofthe "bad" included what

Griffin called "silence, denial and apology."

"When Billie Jean King's [sexual ori-

entation] was made public, the rest of the

sporting community wanted to keep it as

quiet as possible and go back to business,"

Griffin said. "It's an expectation in sports

that lesbians will stay in the closet and

stay silent and that [anyone else who]

knows their secret will keep silent."

"Apology takes place when women find

themselves apologizing for being athletic.

They must still act and appear feminine.

Many recruiters emphasize the feminine

qualities of a women's team," Griffin said.

As an example of apology. Griffin

showed the audience a picture of the re-

cruiting catalog for the DePaul Women's
Basketball team. The brochure's only

picture of the women playing ball con-

tained this apology: "Our girls are com-

petitors on the court, and ladies every-

where else ." The rest ofthe pictures ofthis

team were ofthe players wearing dresses

and high heels.

Griffin said, "Ifwomen love sports, they

must apologize for itby appearingfeminine

and acceptable. But make no mistakes—
"feminine" is not about being feminine. It

is a code word for heterosexual.

An aspect of what Griffin labels "the

ugly" is what she calls "the cloaking de-

vice: to avoid the stigma that the coach

could be a lesbian. . . and possibly molest

the players, there has been a decline of

female coaches for women's teams. I have

heard of male coaches I making advances

towards a team member], but never of

sexual harassment involving a lesbian

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Relaxing for credits:

take a class in Yoga
ALYSSA M.OWENS
Collegian Correspondent

Editor's Note: This is one in a series of

articles examining unique and innova-

tive courses taught at the University.

A lot of people hear the word Yoga
and think, "Oh. yeah. That's where you

kinda sit back and zone out, chant some
nonsense. Far out."

The art of Kundalini Yoga, Uught at

the University of Massachusetts, in-

volves a lot of different things and it's a

lot more rigorous than one might think.

One of the first things the class fo-

cuses on is breathing. The way one

breathes has a very strong correlation

to the body's ability to feel relaxed.

Yoga emphasizes diaphramatic
breathmg ibreathing from the dia-

phragm i and incorporates this kind of

breathing into all of its exercises.

Guru Nam Khalsa speaks ofthe ben-

efits of the Kundalini Yoga exercises

which are taught in the class.

"They increase awareness on many
subtle levels. It helps develop an appre-

ciation ofhuman power," Khalsa said of

the benefits of Yoga.

"Through it we can break away from

old messages we have that may be

harmful." he said, "and realize who we
really are and what we're for."

Rhvthmatic stretching exercises are

another important part of Kundalini

Yoga. The exercises are often done at

rapid pace. It really gets the body

working hard and yet, done with the

diaphramatic breathing, it's a great

tension reliever.

Meditation is part of Kundalini

Yoga, too. It greatly enhances one's

awareness and ability to concentrate.

Meditation can be done by sitting

and lying silently, focusing on breath-

ing and a thought which is positive

and relaxing. Another way is to re-

peat a word or phrase (called a "man-

tra") over and over while the body is at

rest. It may seem strange at first, but

this rei)etition really helps the mind to

focus and let go ofunwanted thoughts.

Singing, accompanied by acoustic

guitar or autoharp. is also done in the

class. In fact, each class ends with a

soothing song that speaks ofpeace and

beauty within people.

The course has two instructors.

Guru Nam Khalsa and Siri Nam
Khalsa. They both practice the total

Yoga lifestyle which

includes a certain diet, exercises and

modes of thinking.

You never quite realize how much
tension can be built up in a busy day

until you have the opportunity to relax

completely, as done in this class.

It's really a complete physical and

spiritual experience. Ifinterested, don't

miss out.

The class is offered in the Fall and

Spring semesters and is designated as

PE43.

candidates
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"He's got to do better than 60 percent,"

state Gov. Bill Clinton's state coordinator.

Rep. Richard Moore.

Moore and other opponents sayTsongas

must at least meet the 57 percent won by

former Gov. Michael Dukakis in the 1988

primary.

"We would expect him to win in the

same manner that(Sen. Tom ) Harkin won

in Iowa," said Mike Bourbeau, state

campaign managewr for Jerry Brown.

Harkin took nearly 80 percent of the

vote in his home state's caucuses. His

campaign manager agreed Tsongas ought

to perform just as well in his home state.

But Chervinsky, president of KRC
Communications, said 80 percent was an

absurd goal and even 57 percent was

probably high.

"This is all ridiculous, setting the ex-

crimes

pectations," Tsongas said at the small
ai rport rally. "Why don't theyjust go ahead
with their own issues?"

Much will depend on today's results in

key states like Maryland, Colorado and
Washington. IfTsongas wins any ofthose,

he will lay aside argumentshe is a regional

candidate.

Despite the lack ofactive campaigning,

party leaders say Massachussetts is im-

portant because more than 100 conven-

tion delegates are at stake.

Several Democrats said their goal is to

win at least 15 percent of the vote in

individual congressional districts, which

would qualify them for delegates.

Secretary of State Michael Connolly

said he expects a slightly larger turnout

than the 50 percent that voted in the

Massachusettspresidential primary four

years ago.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Inquiry, said the Gulf War was not the

first time the British and French used

brute force to crush the Iraqis. "The

drawing of boundaries to serve colonial

interests can be traced all the way to the

end of World War I, to the Sykes-Picot

treaty, which can be aptly called the peace

to end all peace,'" Doares said.

• Yuriko Okawara, an activist from

Japan, said that the manner in which "the

U.S. bribed and blackmailed Security

Council members to pass the resolution

authorizing war constitutes one of the

most shameful chapters in United Na-

tions history."

• Olga Mejia from Panama said the

invasion of Panama set the precedent for

the attack on Iraq. "In Panama the U.S.

conducted a massacre, with indiscrimi-

nate shooting and the destruction of an

entire neighborhood," Mejia said.

• Heluk Gerger from Turkey said, "The

U.S. cynically manipulated and abused

the aspirations of Iraqi Kurds. Turkisn

President Turgut Ozal also shamelessly

participated in this."

"Arab complicity, the Zionist enterprise,

and U.S. interests are suflbcating the

Middle East," according to Gerger.

• Bassam Haddadin fromJordan spoke

of the heavy price his country paid for its

opposition to the war. "But our people still

have pnde, because they refused to partake

in U.S. imj)erialism ." he said.

GEO
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

equation ofthe University. We will now be

a single bargaining unit, and be able to

help fight for students."

The contract covers such issues as a

grievance procedure, binding arbitration,

sexual harassment, union recognition and

includes a no-strike clause. The terms will

be in effect until June 30, 1993, at which

time other mcyor campus labor contracts,

(faculty, maintenance, clerical and pro-

fessional), will expire.

A GEO membership meeting will be

held today at 5 p.m.
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You're invited to

Careers In Politics

A Rossman Alumni Forum

Meet some University alumni who are also

Massachusetts legislators. Panelists include:

Raymond A. Jordan Jr. '80

Stale Represeniaiive (D-Springfield)

Stephen J. Karol '70

State Representative (D-Atileboro)

Stanley C. Rosenberg '77

State Senator (D-Amhersi)

Daniel J. Valiant '88

State Representative (D-Marlborough)
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NORTHAMPTON BOWL
525 Pleasant Street
584-4830 for reservations

COLLEGE SPECIALS

TODAY!!
6:00 PM

Campus Center Room 174

refreshments will be served

Come and learn more about politics

For more information contact: 545-6250

TUESDAY &
THURSDAY

3 Gaines w/shoe rental

8:4S pm to (lose • $6 per person

WEDNESDAY
Rent-A-Lane
one hour
bowling

$5.00 per
lane plus
$1 sh€»es

Charlie's;
Tavern
lumbo Drinks & lumbo Drafts

25 different kinds of beer.

Enlarged Seating
Plenty of room for your friends!

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fntemity/Sorarity Pirk on the Orchird Hill bus route (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

Enjoy these cheap munchies from 9p.m.-12 midnight

Mondays— 10' Cheese Sticks
Tuesdays — KT Buffalo Wings (mild & hot)
Wednesdays— 25* Cheese Pizza Slices
Thursdays— 10* Chicken (Hot Lips) Nuggets

Fridays & Saturdays— Enjoy our full menu
including nachos, fried zucchini &
mushrooms, chili, salads, burgers,

^roiled chicken, sandwiches, pizza

1 Pray St., Amherst • 549-5403
Open 11 a.m. 7 days a week
Kitchen open 'til midnight

Game Room with 2 Pool "Ribles

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Faster isn't always better
Editorial Policy

Two weeks is a long time to wait for news.

There are basically two kinds of writing in newspapers: the

editorial and the news story. An editorial is an opinion piece, while

a news story is an impartial communication of something that has

happened or is happening.

In the early 1970s, a number ofwomen seeking guarantees that

editorials and news stories relevant to their community were not

ignored occupied the Collegian offices and demanded a Women's

Issues page. While the concept of a page is one way to accomplish

parity, perhaps it isn't the only way.

Why can't an editorial about women's issues be included in the

editorial page along with everyone else's? A woman's opinion is no

less important than anyone else's.

Why can't a news article about women's issues be included in the

regular news section with the rest of the news? Again, these stories

are no less important than the others. Besides, women's issues effect

the entire female-male population. Articles concerning women's

issues should appear in a forum where they are addressed by both

men and women.
And why should the community have to wait two weeks to read

about issues concerning women?
These questions are what prompted the Board of Editors to

instigate the women's issues experiment.

Briefly, instead of news articles on women's issues being pub-

lished on a separate page every two weeks, those same articles will

be available in the news section. In addition, to insure the community's

editorial voice, the women's issues editor will provide a column for

the editorial/opinion page every Tuesday.

This way, issues concerning women are covered regularly, each

day they occur, not just every two weeks.

Again, this is only an experiment. At the end ofthis semester, the

entire Collegian staff will vote to determine if the change will

become permanent.

Hopefully this will help us to better cover women's issues and to

better provide information important to the women's community. If

anyone has any questions about this experiment, please feel free to

come down and talk with the editor-in-chief, who will be glad to meet

with you.

Unsigned editorials reflect the collective views of the Collegian.

Did you hear about the new scientific

breakthrough? An atom transmitter has

been created which can move people and
things about, much likewe see when Scotty

"beams" somebody on "Star Trek." What
potential it has! Think of all the time

saved when you can go anywhere and do

anything simply by pressing a button.

They are very expensive now, but the

price will surely drop and, I am quite

certain, every home will have one by 1998.

Mike Levy

Administrators support equality
While on campus on Feb. 24, I was

pleased to read in the Collegian the letter

from interim I>ean of Students Sharon

Kipetz and interim Vice Chancellor for

Student Affairs Jo-Anne T. Vanin, who

spoke with clear voices against the recent

vandahsm experienced by the Program

for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns.

As they took a strong stand against

violence and harassment ofany kind, they

provided administrative leadership so

necessary in order to promote respect and

dignity for all those within the campus

community and beyond.

In my position as Northeast Regional

Director of Federaton of Parents and

Friends of Lesbians and Gays (P-FIJ^G),

Inc., I am well aware ofthe discrimination

experienced by members ofthe gay, lesbian

and bisexual communities and their

families and the need for positive influ-

ences by those in leadership roles in order

to eliminate the destructive violence and

harassment socommon in our educational

institutions and in the greater society.

UMass is fortunate to have adminis-

trators who are willing to take a stand in

support of equality and against violence

and harassment of any kind.

Jean M.B. Genasci
South Hadley

Ifyou believed this than I truly feel bad

for you. No, this does not exist, but what if

it did? Would people really save time? It

would surely be marketed that way: "Get

to work in minutes! Forget that awful

traffic! Visit your Grandmother every

Sunday!" This sound great, but would it

actually make lives better?

What has become ofour society with the

advent of the computer, cellular telephone

and fax machine? Have we really saved

time by using these "time saving" devices?

My personal life may be bonng to you. but

allow me to use my father as an example.

Dad gets up for work at 1 :00 a.m. Mon-

day through Friday, and had done so with

great regularity for 20 years. He leaves his

Manhattan business (it really isn't too

exotic — he buys and sells fish) with the

rush hour traffic in the afternoon. That

was until recently. Now he can leave two

hours early, take calls from his car. and

give and receive documents from his mini-

office in thebasement with his fax machine.

This all allows him extra time to get away
from New York, but the separation from

home and work has become a fine line.

Years ago, when my father got home he

was through. He could put up his legs and

nap all he wanted. Now he can be suddenly

transported to the world of fish simply by

walking downstairs. We really have not

spoken about this, but it looks as if his

work is intruding on his personal life.

Modern time savingtechnology has helped

him do this. When there is an important

document to sec. instead of waiting until

the following day, my father might have it

sent by Linda or Lana, still pushing the

paperwork in the office. Now it seems that

there is a constant flow ofwork, instead of

just during those hours set aside for it.

This could be worse for others who
have less control over their jobs. Middle

managers for large corporations may be

sent papers constantly, as long as their

superiors have no objection to putting

them to work at night. This is certainly

possible when such managers are paid by

salary; paid by the week instead of by the

hour. The telephones in their offices now
have new capabilities, such as automatic

callback. This is a nice feature, which has

the telephone automatically call a busy

number until it is free. The person on the

other line hangs up and then gets another

call immediately.

What implications does this have for

office life? Will businesses simply say,

"Well, things are done faster now. Go
home three hours early." No. There is

instead a steady stream ofwork. Telephone

operators can be monitored by a computer

to be evaluated on call length. If they take

a short break or maybe even take the time

to be more friendly than "thank you for

calling, Ma'am," then they will be disci-

plined. Who is this saving time for? Cer-

tainly not the average worker, at the mercy

of the employer. Is it the community in

general who benefits, having things done

quicker and cheaper? I think not. Instead

businesses use technology to reduce staff

and lower costs. How can unemployment

not rise when everything is .so very "fast

and efficient?" F'ollowingthiscycle further,

businesses gain another advantage by the

increased job competition. They can be

more selective and pay less, nvaybe even

institute policies which infringe on workers

rights, such as compulsory drug testing.

They can even drive their workers harder,

give them fax machines and cellular

phones, and reduce staffsome more. Who
will complain or leave their jobs when
they went through months of torment

seeking the one they have?

So maybe I will pass on the atom trans-

fer gadget when it hits the stores. Getting

there quickly is nice, but 1 like the scenic

route.

Mike Levy is a Collegian staffmember.

You should love it or leave it

In response to Lorrie Cozzens' recent

editorial, we have this message: If you

don't like it here, pack your things and go

back to wherever you transferred from.

We do not need any more pot shots aimed

at the University.

Sweeping generalizations such as

"Nothing matters here anymore," are sim-

ply negative comments that offer no solu-

tions to the many problems presently

plaguing UMass. What we need in this

difficult time is suggestions and solutions.

rather than angry criticism.

Ms. Cozzens, if you are attending col-

lege to be surrounded by prif.tine shrub-

bery and polished trass toilet handles,

maybe you should reassess what you want

out of college. Perhaps your weakness in

character explains your inability to shine

as an individual.

Caleb Cochran
Jason Wall

Central

Using physical strength to dominate women is not romantic

In today's society the number ofwomen surpass the

number ofmen, yet it is men who dominate the world.

They dominate our government, workplace, educa-

tional staffs and most other aspects of the lives of

women. Why must so many men also try to dominate

the physical bodies ofwomen? Whatmakes many men

use their dominating strength to control the actions of

women? Look around you. Did the woman next to you

really get that bruise firom banging her arm on a desk

or had some man been brutally grasping it? Is it

possible for your friend to fall down the stairs every

weekend she spends with her boyfriend? Do thewomen

in your life flinch when you lend them a helping hand?

My friend was once involed in a relationship with

a man for six months. He was cute and outgoing; the

typical college guy. The relationship began great. He

was sweet and romantic. He made everything revolve

around me." It sounded too good to be true, because he

was so eager to please her and make her happy.

It wasn't until two months into the relationship

that she saw a different side ofhim. A side ofhim that

wasn't sweet or romantic, but selfish and frightening.

"We were fooling around and I didn't want it to

progress any further. He didn't hit me, but physically

he was hurting me." He didn't need to outnghtly

punch her in the face to be physically abusive. The way

he was trying to control her was enough to leave

bruises on her body and heart.

He wasn't being romantic by using his physical strength

to dominate her body. He wasn't being sweet by making

her feel inferior. Soon the only thing that began to revolve

around her was the pain he inflicted on her. Now he was

only able to make her happy by not being there.

Stacy Malone

As she spoke of the last four months of their relation-

ship she was sure to point out that "sometimes he was

awesome to be around, but usually when we would meet

it would end in a an argument". He would become very

pushy and hold her tightly. He would often times slam

her up against a wall and become so abusive to her that

he would leave bruises all over her. Does this still sound

like the kind ofguy most women you know would want to

date here at UMass?
A lot ofpeople wondered where all of her bruises came

from, but many knew. How could they not! Several people

would interrupt when they heard the fighting. They

would calm him down and make him leave her alone.

Now if it took a several people to to stop him, how could

a single woman overpower his physical strength? She

couldn't.

The people that knew her boyfriend was abusing her

would always ask her to break up with him. Her answer

was simply , "No. He really likes me." She honestly believed

this, because of his sincere apologizes and retreat to

his old romantic ways after he saw he had hurt her.

Those who didn't know her boyfriend was abusing her

just assumed that she was very clumsy.

As the months passed, their relationship looked

less like the ideal relationship that she had once

enjoyed. Finally the point arrived where she realized

the strongest feeling she had for him was fear. "I

became so afraid ofhim. I was afraid to be with him or

even near him." She became involved with someone

who wanted to make her happy. What happened to

that guy?
It is amazingthat such an ideal relationship became

so destructive, how do you end such a relationship?

Realistically a man who tries to control a woman's life

isn't going tojust let her walk away. And he didn't. She

tried several times during their relationship to end it.

but he wouldn't settle for that. His romantic tenden-

cies emotionally pulled her back as his physical

strength forced her to stay.

She was finally able to break up him during winter

break. She went home to her family and they stayed

with her when she called him. She wouldn't take it

anjmiore. It was over. Having her family there made

her feel safe and protected from his hands, his eyes,

his physical dominance. Her family lent her a helping

hand. She flinched, but grasped on for dear life.

Stacy Malone is a UMass student.
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THE EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUM

DEPARTMENT OF BIOCBEMWTRT

& MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

AND THE

DEPARTMENT OF MtCROBIOLOGT

DAI E: TUESDAY, MARCH 3, 1992

TIME: 8:00 P.M.

LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER, RM. 904

SPONSORED BY:

MA I HER CAREER CEN lER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss

their experiences in the working world. Don't miss this

important panel discussion.

OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS IN THE
BI08CIENCE8

Clemens finally shows at camp
By MICHAEL BEZDEK
Associated Press

WINTER HAVEN, Fla. — Roger

Clemens, who created a week ofheadlines

by not reporting with other players to the

Boston Red Sox spring training camp,

arrived Monday sayinghehad stayed away

to avoid media attention.

Clemens, unflinching under the

weighty irony of the moment as he ad-

dressed about 30 reporters and photogra-

phers, then drew further attention as he

began to practice with an all-white base-

ball glove.

"The reason 1 was home for two weeks.

. . doing what I needed to pitch down here,

is so I didn't have to do what I'm doing

with you all right now," he said.

Asked repeatedly why he had not given

new manager Butch Hobson a call to let

him know he would not arrive with the

other players, he said it was not an issue

M food hank
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

important to play a role in community

sponsored programs hke "Piece ofthe Pie".

"Bart's is a place where families come

for a positive treat and during these hard

times 1 feel it is important to give some-

thing back to the community," said

and he would not discuss it.

Hobson, who encountered Clemens

early in the morning before practice and

then jogged with him, said Clemens had

apologized to him during their run.

"He apologized," Hobson said.

Clemens had said he would arrive be-

fore the Baseball Agreement reporting

deadline of Wednesday, after which he

could have been fined. He did not call to

say he would not report with other pitch-

ers and catchers Feb. 24, nor to say he

would not be on hand for the first full team

workout Saturday.

Hobson had said all along he was dis-

appointed Clemens had not called. He
would not give the context of Clemen's

apology. Whether it was for being later

than the other players, for not calUng, or

for just causing an uproar, it was enough

for Hobson.
"Roger and I got the situation taken

care of," he said.

Radetsky.

Charles Bowlef, co-owner of several

area restaurants, said all his restaurants

have supported The Food Bank.

"It is an opportunity to encourage people

to eat out and to help people who can't

afford food," said Bowlef.

bias
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

coach."

More of this "ugliness" takes the form

of "direct attacks on lesbians," says Grif-

fin. At one time, a Penn State coach told

prospective players that she didn't allow

alcohol, drugs or lesbians on her team."

When this became known nationwide last

spring, "it sparked enough controversy to

force Penn State to enact a non-discrimi-

nation policy, " GrifTm said.

To counteract the "bad and the ugly,"

there is some "good."

"There is an established gay and lesbian

sub-culture within mainstream sports, and
created out ofthis is a thriving alternative

lesbian and gay sport network, such as a

lesbian soflball league ind the Gay
Games." said Griffin.

Griffin said, "In 1990, athletes from all

over the world competed in the biggest

sporting event in the world, the Gay
Games. Over 7.000 people participated,

but did you read about it in any magazines

or newspapers?"
Having a network of support within

the gay and lesbian athletic community is

import.ant. Griffin says, because it "pro-

vides positive role models, self-confidence,

pride, and social "family ties"— especially

if someone's real family rejects them be-

cause of their sexuality."

^ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

$ Need Summer MonevT^s

"1992"

$

Summer Employment

TODAY

!

10 a.m. — 5 p.m
Featuring:

45 Camps
FROM: NEW ENGLAND AND

MID EASTERN STATES

WHERE: STUDENT UNION
BALLROOM

WILL BE INTERVIEWING FOR
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Further Information Contact:

The Student Employment Office/

Financial Aid Services

243 Whitmore -- Walk-ins welcome

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
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Arts & Living
Harriet Tubman is my heroine Johnson has
By SARAH LEVESQUE
Collegian Correspondent

When children are asked, *Who is your hero?" (or

when the questioner is hip, "your heroine?"), 1 wonder
how many children, ofany race or background, would say
Harriet Tubman was their heroine.

I do know a diverse group of children who just might

astonish the adult asking that well worn question and
answer, not "Michelangelo" ofthe Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles or "Hulk Hogan," but a defiant, "HarrietTubman
is my heroine. Who's yours?"

Chances are that the aforementioned child saw a truly

delightful Underground Railway Theater (URT) pro-

duction called Are You Ready My Sister? and was one

of the seventy or more neatly combed, hatted and hair-

banded children that filled the seats of Bowker Audito-

rium Sunday, March 1 at 2 p.m.

As the audience chose their seats, a little girl in the

row in front of me explained why she wasn't choosey

about the central most seat and that it didn't matter

where she sat. "It doesn't matter who's in the middle

because everybody's pretty."

"Cooperation between the races," a theme from the

production, was already in action on the most fundamental

level
—"Everybody is pretty. All races are beautiful. No

one is better than anyone else."

The audience expanded and changed shape like one of

those "magic capsules" becoming a spongy dinosaur when

left, in water. 1 noted the pin a girl nearby wore: "Stop Acid

Rain!"

Children around me discussed the props on stage. The

backdrop was a symbolic quilt with geometric designs

and a border of linked anns interwoven with colorful

trains. "That's the sun and there are the stars down there

because the slaves ran away during the night and during

the day," one child was overheard telling his fnend.

The show began with a clever twist. A woman from the

audience begins to have a coughing fit and the Quaker

woman character helps her to a seaton the stage. We soon

discover that this "homeless" woman who says she spent

the night in the auditorium is our beloved "conductor" of

the Underground Railroad.

The Quaker woman, played by Debra Wise, asks the

audience for ideas on how to help Tubman, played by

Tha UrWwtity of HmaMchuMi^
D*p«rtm«nt ofTh«aUr pr»iflOTales

of the LOST
FORMICANS

by Constance Congdon

The best new play in yeoa .

America conducted by oteni."

. A travel guide to Middle

— Tkne Magazine

"Comtance Congdon's Tales of the Loit Form leans hos

a freihness of spirit, with a humor and charm so distinctive^

individual, that one just vnnts to hear more and more from

f^f" — The Village Voice

February 27-29 and March 4-7, 1 992

Rand Theater (7 8:00 p.m.

Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office, S45-25I

I

$5 general public; $3 studenu and senior citizens

Merle Perkins, with her current situation, for even the

U.S. army has neglected her. It offers her no pension for

the service of being a spy during the civil war.

It is this combination/confrontation ofmodern politics

mixed with history and artistic expression, that offers

the audience, no matter how old one is, an enticing brew.

This creative, multi-media "historical adventure story"

designed for first graders to sixth graders should be a

mandatory field trip for everyone.

The life of Harriet Tubman, known as the "Moses" of

her people, who helped over 300 slaves escape, is told not

only through Wise and Perkins, but also through pup-

petry, projections and songs, most being spirituals from

the slave era.

The backdrop ofthe giant quilt is a symbolic replica of

Tubman's wedding quilt that she gave to the Quaker
woman who first helped her to escape. The quilt is the

ultimate metaphor of the network of women who were

involved in the Underground Railroad, and in the bigger

sense, the sisterhood and universal struggle of women.

"Are You Ready My Sister", written and directed by

URT Artistic Director Wes Sanders, not only ties in the

issues ofhelping one another, the homeless, and the evils

of slavery, but also the women's suffrage movement in

the U.S.

My favorite character out ofthe four different Quaker

women that Wise brings to life on stage is Lucretia Mott,

a woman gone bloomer-wearing suffragette. This won-

derful character is both comical and inspinng The scene

between her and Harriet Tubman added depth to the

show and was my favorite scene.

Perkins and Wise compUmented each other as per-

formers and the dramatic blend of their two strong,

soulful voices easily inspired the audience to sing along.

"I'm going to ride the chariot in the morning Lord..."

The character ofTubman at one point introduces the

audience to a not-so-familiar song, a kind of "rap song",

she explains. After showing the audience the clapping

that goes along with it, she sings "Juba this and Juba

that/ Juba kill the yellow cat". During the answer

and question time after the show. Wise explained that it

was a children's chant and the yellow cat was the slave

master.

"Are You Ready My Sister" was brought to the Uni-

versity by The New World Theater, a program ofthe Fine

Arts Center, founded in 1979 in order "to present the

theatrical works of people in color as a vibrant and

important element of contemporary theater".

Underground Railway Theater has been performing

"Are You Ready My Sister" for three years and over a

hundred times for audiences across the country. With all

the "ooh's and "ahh"8 I heard mixed with "Wow!", I'm

sure that the performances will continue. "Are You Ready

My Sister" embodies URTs goal : to "challenge and delight,

inform and celebrate."

FUNK- HI/LOW -STEP

• Classes Dailv
• Certified Instructors
• Suspended Wood Floor
• Areas Largest Room

AMHKKST AIHIUK
CLUB

160 Wtst St.

So. Amherst, 256-0080

miDAS

MUFFLERS BRAKES

new message
for feminists
By Trystan Skeigh
Collegian Staff

Sonia Johnson
Amherst College
Feb. 29

Her message: "Sex and Relationships are patriarchy."

Her advice: "Set yoiu- body free— you can't do this in

a relationship."

Sonia Johnson, radical feminist scholar, activist and

mystic, presented excerpts from her new book. The Ship

that Sailed into the Living Room — Sex and Intimacy

Reconsidered, A deeply critical feminist analysis oflesbian

relationships last Friday night to a hundred listeners in

Amherst College's Johnson Chapel. Jean Tait, a survivor

of bulimia and anorexia, joined Johnson on the platform

to add her voice to Johnson's in a powerful, 2 1/2- hour

case against lesbian sex and relationships.

Johnson's 25 years of radical feminism has garnered

her a great deal of national media attention as well as a

reputation as a staunch radical feminist whose analyses

of the patriarchy border on the metaphysical. Some

would consider her a feminist prophet.

In the late 1970s Johnson was excommunicated by the

Mormon Church for her radical beliefs. Becoming active

in the National Organization for Women, Johnson began

to travel and speak out on the Equal Rights Amendment.

In 1981, she led a public fast in support ofthe ERA in the

Illinois Statehouse, and in 1984 she ran for president.

Around this time , after having left a marriage of20 years,

Johnson publicly came out as a lesbian and began writing

and lecturing on radical feminism.

Johnson and Tait began the night with a poetic ex-

change:. Johnson: "I remember a time when women did

what we wanted to do all the time. .

" Tait ended with "I

remember a time when women didn't do relationships."

Johnson spent an hour describing her first lesbian

relationship and her gradual realization that they were

mimicking "the institution of marriage."

"The irony of it all is that we were each other'sjailers,"

Johnson said.

Even a kiss is not what it seems, according to Johnson,

who analyzed the implications of a habitual goodnight

kiss.

"A kiss in bed wasn't really a kiss at all. What was 1

really doing? I was saying. . . Our relationship is still

okay, I still want you in my life, don't worry I'm not

thinking about anyone else," Johnson said.

Because she realized kisses were a symbol ofbondage

and control, a part of her conditioning from patriarchy,

Johnson said she decided not to kiss her partner Susan

anymore unless "it was a real kiss." Afler this, Johnson

said she discovered most kisses in relationships are from

habit or part of ownership gestures.

"Do you know how many kisses in a relationship are

real kisses," Johnson asked. "Very few — maybe none."

Johnson said she eventually realized that every as-

pect of her relationship was based on patriarchal condi-

tioning.

After a lengthy dissection ofher five-year relationship

and her realization that "there wasn't a thing in my

relationship that was real," the last hour of Johnson's

lecture, which included a short presentation by Tait,

leapt straight into the realm of the metaphysical.

Johnson argued that women by nature "are not sexual

beings."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

V¥VHair
By Harlow
Great Cuts & Perms

Creative Styling

Cater to Men & Women

We can give you
the style you
REALLY want!

Located on 239 Triangle St.

549-4412 1

MEET "COACH CAL"
Tonight at

5PORTS«m
& I^CSmURAHT

Corner of University Drive and Amity St. in Amherst

U-MASS BASKETBALL HEADCOACM

D^rina Ms

LIVE RADIO SHOW
6-7 PM

^/tf pCu*^^ P^y^/
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Bim Skala Bim: the ska king
Miguel DeJesus, Jr.

Collegian Correspondent

Mix together reggae, calypso, soul Latin jazz, pop and

rock and what do you get? Ska, a sound mastered by Bim
Skala Bim. one of the hottest bands of 1991.

Bim Skala Bim is a seven piece Boston-based band

"leaning heavily towards the ragamufTin persuasion, yet

claiming that they are really a rock band."

'How's It Goin"?" the band's third and latest release,

has charted some impressive numbers on CMJ, the

college radio trade publication. In the two months fol-

lowing the album'sJune release. "How's It Goin?" reached

#3 on CMJ's Breakthrough Chart and #6 on CMJ's

Adventure Picks Chart.

The album received rave reviews from critics as well,

EAT HERE!

PIfCf
Of
THf
PIf

RESTAURANTS
SHARING 10%

TO FIGHT
HUNGER

March 3rd

Proceeds to Benefit
The Food Banks of
Western Mass. &
connnecticut

with The Boston Globe describing the sound as "Brawny

Trombone. . . Fluid Organ. . . Tangy Acoustic Work," and

Face Magazine describing the band as "Gritty, Soulful

and Silky Smooth All in One Breath."

Even better than listening to Bim Skala Bim is seeing

them Uve, a fact proven by their large and loyal concert

following. Their animated live performances have earned

them the title "America's favorite ska act," and have

gained them international recognition.

Other Beantown favorites appearing at the Hatch

include Chucklehead on March 11, 0-Positive on March

25, and Barrence Whitfield and the Savages on April 1.

Tickets for Bim Skala Bim are $6, all other shows are $5.

Tickets for all shows are available at the door.

Michael Loprete from the Richmond Times Dispatch

explains the value of a Bim Skala Bim show: The next

time your house burns down or someone runs over your

cat, Bim Skala Bim is the prescribed medication for a

pick-up."

Bint Skala Bim will appear at the Hatch Barat UMass

on Wednesday, March 4, at 9 p.m. Tickets are $6. and are

available at the door.

Sonia

CIJi-HK.vrK.S
i-»f.M • i'<'>:

f I I ^ > ^

Taking the June '92

GMAT . GRE • LSAT?
Take RONKIN's Free Diagnostic

Exam for the GMAT, LSAT or GRE.

Call now to resen/e your space for this

week's test sessions. Don't go into the

June test without knowing how well

you will score, because your scores

may determine your acceptance into

grad school. (Call tor other exam times.)

Exam Schedule (start times shown below):

Thursday: 1 :00 pm, 3:00 pm & 5:00 pm
Friday: 1:00 pm & 3:00 pm

Call Now: 549-401
"We'll Make Sure You Make Itr

THE

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

"Sex and relationships are patriarchy," John-

son said, "where there is sex there can never be

intimacy."

Johnson, who said she believes that women
were the primordial first beings, says women
learned sex, with its emphasis on genital contact

and orgasm, from men.

Before men came, Johnson said "women were

touching and stroking all the time. . . raising power

together."

"And then the men came and watched us and

envied— because men came to this world with no

real power at all. .. So they came among us and

acted as if they were doing the same thing. . and

they called it sex," Johnson said.

Women are not sexual in the way they have

been conditioned, Johnson said.

In order for women to reclaim their freedom

they need to leave behind relationships and sex

and relearn "unconditional touching" which John-

son and Tait said was physical contact without

expectations, because "whenever there's an ex-

pectation, that's sex."

bands, musicians,
singers, songwriters

rock*jazz*blues*reggae*foik

are you ready to casault the airwaves?

play live on the air!

WMUA91.1 Uve Musk Project

call Ami Bennitt at 545-2876

E D U C A V fe O M A L CHOMP

LOW, LOW PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL
Norlhampton Holyokc

S84 4112 • 535 1888

TONIGHT
SAM PRICE

I

legendary Jazzs' boogie woogie pianist with >

DOC PITTMAN
'the prince of Blues'

~ and ~

The Hatch All-Star Jazz Quintet

jeff Holmes-Trumpet • Wade Mikkloa-Bass

Rick Hirsch-Tenor Sax • David Pope-Alto Sax

jon Mele-Drums

TONIGHT ONLY 9pni • Students $2, Ga Public $4

U
CAft
DICARLO

GROUND FLOOR/STUDENT UNION

5-College Student

Dinner Special

Choice of:

• Manicotti

• Lasagna

• Chicken Primavera

• Pasta Bolognese

(with spicy sausage)

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires March 31, 1992

Open Daily at 1 1:10 a.m.

UMASS
lARTSCOlINQL

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300

GRANT
DEADLEVE
Wed, March 25th

(last grant opportunity

for this semester)

Single project/events

grants for music, dance,

theater, visual art and

design, performance art,

literature, film and

video, and other arts

related events.

Visit our information

table March 5 & 6

at the Campus Center

Concourse.

Proposals from student

groups particularly

encouraged.

For applications/informa-

tion see the Student

Activities

Office or visit the

UMass Arts Council

Office - 209 Hasbrouck

or call 545-0202.
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ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN
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Today's Staff
Night Editor iason Gecxge

Copy Editor Amy Prendergast

PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi

Production Supervisor Lisajezowski

Production Theresa Giammattei,

Jason Toria

Menu
LUNCH DINNER

Tri-County Sandwich Shrimp Creole

Chicken Burrito Honey Fried Chicken

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Humus Pocket Veg. Gumbo Casserole

Bean Burrito Honey Fried Chicken

"Waiter, is that a hair in my salad?"

Quote of the Day
"A true friend is someone who is there for

you when they would rather be anywhere
else."

- Len Wein

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (Mirch 21-April 191

Working late and bringing business

papers hotncw i 1 1 rreaie tension . S««(i

a compromise wiih loved one. Ro-

manlir lies are strengthened by your

jttiludo.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Marriage will be on the minds of

those vAm are deeply involved. The

less said about what a IriefHi is doing,

the better. A change in tamily plans

works out fur the best.

GEMINI iMay 21-|une 20): You
Iparn something that will have a

stKithing effect on what has been a

troubled relationship. Friends arc

privately supportive. Anew ecorxxnic

trerxJ will work in your favor.

CANCER dune 2 1 -July 22): Work
diligently to complete those tasks al-

ready under way. Teamwork is fa-

vored. Your persoTMl linarKes are on

the upswirig. Acommunity group may
reward you for ycxir efforts to help

others.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22): A pro-

ductive, even bountilul, day lies

ahead! Timely talks and Inps lead to

business success. Honesty is the best

policy in romarKre. Be open about

any coTKerns you may have

VIRCO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22); A
purchase or investment you make
today will prove fortunate. Your in-

stincts are excellent when it comes to

motivating people. Encourage sub-

ordinates to show initiative.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-C)ct. 22); Credit

purchases and major outlays are best

avoided now. Buy essentia I items

only. You and a newcomer hit it off

beautifully. Make plans to get together

in the near luture.

SCORPIO (Oct. 21-Nov, 21):

Your behavior toward a relative sayt

a lot about you. Show your ger>erous

and affectionate side. A relationship

you thought had cooled nuy still be

going strong

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec.

21); Long-distance link-ups prove

particularly rewarding today. A
businessplan is well-thought-out. Tell

higher-ups what you have in mind.

Be patient with a pal who is down in

the dumps.

CAfRICOItN (Dec. 22-|an 19):

Sharing conlKiences will Strengtl>efta

union that is important to your hap-

pir»ess. Although a new love inieresi

may nc* appear perfect fur >'iu now,

all will workout intheefKl.Civek>ve

a chance to blossom.

AQUARIUS (jan 20-Feb. 18):

You find it easier to reach mutually

beneficial agroerrienisnow. Busir>ess

talks shouki be conducted behind

closed doors. Avoid leaving anything

to chance where child care arrange-

ments arc concerned.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): The

emphasis now is on knowing what

your property is worth. Selling your

home could bring a tidy protit. A late

afternoon trip proves truitful. Keep a

date with that special person.

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views of;he Coll^i^aot the University.
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COMING SOON
OPEN STflGE NIGHT
Entertainers Wanted!!
Musicians, Comedians.

Singers, Jugglers. Improv.

etc

If you can entertain and
want to be seen come
down and sign up.

mc: Pete Free

THE PUB
( III lUt \II-S MI. IIV> IN A.MIII-KSi

•»(.H • I
'••>

15 EAST PLEASAMT STREET

Gymnasts continue to falter,

men drop third straight meet
By KIM ADDESA
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts men's gymnastics

team suffered its third consecutive loss on Sunday. They

were beaten by league rival Syracuse University by a

score of 276.65 to 266.80.

The loss puts the Minutemen in third place in Eastern

Intercollegiate Gymnastics competition with a record of

4-2. 7-3 overall.

Syracuse swept six events Sunday on its way to a 10-

point victory.

"They're a great team." said UMass coach Roy John-

son. "But not that great."

Inconsistency continues to plague the gymnasts from

UMass. A strong team performance on floor exercise

145.85) was followed by unusually wei»k team perfor-

mances on pommel horse (43.00) and high bar (42.85).

"Ifwe liit all ofour routines on the same day that they

hit all of theirs," explained Johnson, "then maybe

[SyracuseJ beats us by a point or two.'

UMass' Steve Christensen finished third in the AU-

Around competition, with a scoreof54. 15. He also finished

second on pommel horse with a score of9.65. Finishing in

fourth place behind Christensen in the Ail-Around was

teammate Cal Booker with a score of 53.70. Booker

finished second on vault with a score of 9.65.

The Minutemen, whose last home meet was Feb. 8, are

looking forward to their appearance tonight against

league rival Southern Coimecticut in BoydenGymnasium.

Although he is glad to be back in Amherst, Johnson is

concerned that after three difficult meets on the road

against top competitors his gymnasts may let up.

"Our guys are tired." Johnson said. "We cannot take

Southern Connecticut lighty."

Abi Grossman, head coach of the squad from So.

Connecticut, was also coach of the 1984 United States

Olympic Team. Although his team has struggled this

season, "he will have his work done," explained Johnson.

Action begins at 7 p.m. tonight in Boyden Gymnasium.
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YodvtJustBeenQeaied

IbrTakOfE
You can get a lot more our of life when you

set your sights a little higher. Which is what

applying for the American Expres^ Card

is all about. When you get the Card, its

easier to do the things you want to do.

And with the student savings that come

along with it, you can do even more.

Fly roundtrip on
Continental for less than

$100 each way.

Student Cardmembers receive four travel

certificates. They can be used to fly any-

where Continental Airlines flies in the

48 contiguous United States. Two for the

school year, and two for the summer*

Depending on where you fly, each

school year travel certificate is good for

$129 or S189 roundtrip-and each sum

mer travel certificate

is good for $149

or $199 roundtrip

Savings that

upgrade your lifestyle.

As a student Cardmember you get more

than great travel savings. You also save

Airfare examples based on destination.

Roundtript
YoMr

School Ytar

Fart

LowcM
AvailaMt
Airfarti'

Your
Savings

NY-LA

Botton-Oriando

Chicago-NY

$189

$129

$129

$428

$328

$288

$239

$199

$159

money on everything from clothing

10 long distance phone

calls. All for a

$55 annual fee.

Obviously, savings like these

say a lot about the value of the Card.

And having the Card will say a lot about

you. For one thing it says you nave a handle

on what you spend, so you don't have to

carry over a balance. It also says you're smart

enough not to pay interest charges that can

really add up. So take a few minutes now to

call (have your bank address and account

number ready), and apply for the American

Express Card.

With all that the Card offers you, not

even the sky is the limit.

Get going, caU 1'800'967'AMEX
If you're already a Cardmember, thertH no need to call

•School vtarij considered Sept 1 June M.sumtner June IS-Aug M Complete termsandcondrtkmsofthistravelo<frrwillarrtvewithyourceni»Kat^

Continental AiHines alone is responsible for fulftllmeni of this offer American Express assumes no liability for Continental Airlines pertormance

tLoweit Available Airfares effective January 1992 Fares are compiled by the American Express Airfare Unit which monitors airfares between major centers in the United btates

O 1992 American Express Travel Related Services Company Inc

SCHOLARSHIP
MONEY AVAILABLE
every student eligible

Guaranteed. No Risk

APPLY Now!
Free lNfO«MATn\ • 525 0336

Sun-Thurs. "W 3am

FrI. & Sat. Open 24 hours

Route 9, Hadtey

256 6889

I Now Playing

PRINCE

TIDES
ShQvytimfls:

Fri, • Sun.
7p<n & 9:30pm
Mon-Thurt.

One show at 7:30pm
Adults $4 00

Student w/valid ID. A
Seniof Citizens $3 00

STA TRAVEL
vc Dttn

ROUMDTRIPS

LONDON mm t299

BELIZE mm »36B

GUATEMALA .mx <390

SAN JOSE mm MlO
LISBON

MOSCOW-
BANGKOK
TOKYO
SYDNEY

LA/SFO-

. $640

. $949

. «739

.$1278

. $318

• SUMMER RATCS AVAILABLE
• EUHAIL ISSUED ON THE SPOT
• FLT INTO ONE CITT AND
OUT ANOTHER

• I8IC CARDS /

ATH MEMBERSHIP
• LOW COST ONE WAYS

120 OFFICES WORLDWIDE

1-800-777-0112
273 NEWBURY ST.

BOSTON
MA 02116
LOCAL: ^^Ml
(617) 266-6014 STA TRAVEL
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Greg
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

results.

Previously, a team needed a 59 percent

winning percentage to make the state

tournament in a high school sjjort. This

year, all a school needed to do was fill out

a few forms.

Like lots of good ideas, the open tour-

nament works well on paper but doesn't

quite cut it in practice. The logistics of

finishing the regular season in time for

the tourney, never mind seeding teams,

scheduling sites and the like, proved to be

a nightmare. The results on paper were
even more startling — the teams who

otherwise didn't "belong" using the previ-

ous criteria didn't fare well as a whole,

save the occasional startling upset.

As for my high school, St. Joseph
(Pitsfield) takes on Holyoke Catholic to-

night at the Springfield Civic Center. Now
don't tell me you don't follow your high

school's athletic exploits, in-state resi-

dents, because I know you do. At least

during tournament time. It's not a serious

endeavor, usually, but more of a pride

thing.

See you at the Cage Wednesday night.

Greg Sukiennik appears here every

Tuesday.

SPORTS NOTICE
INTRAMURALS: Entries for softboll, co-rec soccer and

volleyboll are due on Monday, Mar. 9. Call 545-0022 or

go to Boyden 215 to register.

TfCKETINFORMATION ; The University of Massachusetts

ricket Office will not allow students who do not present

a VAUD UNDERGRADUATE ID at the student entrance

to enter Wednesday's UMass men s basketball gome at

Curry Hicks Cage against Rhode Island.

• Cart
' Trucks
• Cargo Vans

ff«( hf Onf, iw*>^r or Moulh

Spwitl WMMly and WmKwkI rUtos

NonhAmheistMolais
Aulo&ThJCk Rental

71 OM SuMtertend M.
North AmtMrat, MA

549-RENT
(S4>-m0)

On But Koult

1 MMh
|C<«dHC«di

Area's Largest Aerobic Roor

BY THE

IDEA A(AA

DONNA KELLEY
ACSM Certified ^r

FUNK • LOW IMPACT • STEP

Get Involved! t:^^ ; •

with campiis health issues is^^JV^
SHAB* ^ ^^-^^

• Sponsor health fyroiects

• Represent siutUnxt health care atncems

• Revietv UHS budget
• SCT^le on UHS Search Committees

• Meet other sttidents interested in health care

COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT
Meeting:

Where:

Time:

TUESDAY, MARCH 3

UHS Room 302

5:15- 6:15 P.M.

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB • 460 WEST ST., • SO. AMHERST • 256-0080
'Sludi-nl HeuIlK Advuory Hoard {est. 1971)

University Health Serxices

fippikation For NCflfi Toumamont Ticket Ljottsry

#•?

CROSSOVER\^^,

a
:-(^^"(r>;

MAIUBLE (IT ' >

Aviiilable at:

SAME BAT
CHAHiniEL

10% OFF fiLL Bfia< ISSUES .

fiND QfiMINQ SaPRUES, THIS WEEK!

Hampshire Mall, Hadlev • 'yHh-UTT^

Address:

City:

.(Work)Phone (Home)

Please Print or Type

To be entered in the lottery, you must send a check for $4().0() payable to UMASS ATHLETICS. Cash

will not be accepted.

This will entitle you to a chance toWIN two (2) tickets to theNCAA tournament regardless of the region

in which UMASS is placed.

IF YOU WIN THE TICKETS. YOU WILL OWN TWO TICKETS TO SEE UMASS PLAY

REGARDLESS OF LOCATION.

If you are not a winner, your check will be returned.

The locations for the first and .second round.s of the NCAA tournament are:

LAST SOUTHEAST MIDWEST WEST
• Worcester, MA • Cincinnati. OH • Milwaukee, WI • Boi.se. ID

• Greensboro. NC • Atlanta, GA • Dayton. OH -Tempe, AZ

The open drawing will be held at the cage on Wednesday. March 1 1. 1992 at 6pm. YOU DO NOT

NEED TO BE PRESENT TO WIN.

Applications need to be postmarked by Friday, March 6, 1992 to be considered.

ONLY ONE APPLICATION PER STUDENT.

Send applications and check to: Athletic Ticket OfTice • University of Massachusetts

Room 255 Boyden • Amherst, MA 01003

PLEASE CALL THE ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE AT 4LV545-0810 IF YOl HAVE ANY Ql FSTIONS

!k Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE 1 1.mMPUS CENTER » MON. THURS. 8:mM) FRIDAY &30-2:M) * DEADUNE IS IWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAnON » ^mMWAY FOR SWDEfm » CASH IN ADVANCE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTION: Anyone MMeMd in rapre-

anting ;h«ir cxMjntry and euWure * the In-

lemalionai Pair contact Elsa 549-0022

Deadline « March 13

ATTENTION: Pre-med.poWlc health, nurs-

ing and afl other students interested in health

care is^^ues Stop by the Student HeaNh

Advisory Board's neirt meeting on Tueeday

March 3. 1992 in room 304 at the Health

Center

ATTENTION WOMEN'S H20 POLOI
Musi t>e a strong swimmer

and have H20 polo etpenenca

Contact Tree on Wheels at 256-6717

Bad and Breakfast

Downtown Amherst Ideal lor visitir>g par-

ents and Iriends 5490733

COLLEOE BARGAINS
Brother WP 720 Wordprocessor

For only $299 while supplies last

5460390 leave message

Do you want to get Involved w/planning

Earth Day festivities'' Join the Residential

Recycling Program's volunteer group. The

Ist meeting is 3/5- call 545 1 153

FREE SKI PACKAQE
Plus dinner and film

$1 ralile ticket

Skinner Hall

March 3-March 5

10;30-3fl0

AUTO FOR SALE

COLLEGE PtZZA

Spring Special

Lwge ch $6 00 Small di $3 SO

Add $1 lor 10f2 toppings

Free aoda wtorge sub salad or spaghetti

Now lealunng sices"

Must menlKxi Itvs ad

S49-6073 5494096

DEAD TICKETS

LOOKING FOR TICKETS lo Nassau and

Philly shows Call Scott at 549-0470

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL:

RACK-ADISC ENTERTAINMENT. DJ's.

video DJ's and Karaoke from $1 75 00. Call

586-9900For Sate

FOR RENT

Sunderland Must rent one room

at Lantern Court $150'month

Convenient quiet location

Comfortable living call 665-8669

FOR SALE

BEST PARKING ON CAMPUS $100111

Buy my 29'. I2speed. brown beyde

Barbara 549- 1 164

•2 FORD ESCORT 76K mies. Rur« good

$500 Call 256-4583

1988 VW Jetta Moving overseas. Must sell

Asking 2.000 256-1912

CALL 584-9208 tor U2ttC»ietS

FUNKV BASS
Candy apple red

Beautiful case

Too sexy for my head

$175 ca8 nowi 549 8411

PRINTER GEMINI10X, 9pin. fflMcompatible.

Decent condition $25 546-2423

PREiaOOaSKIS, 190cm.mountedwilhLook

MHP bind»igs Excellent cond $1 50 060
546-7431 ^_______^

HELP WANTED

Alaska Summer Employment- Fisheries

Earn $5.000»/month Free transportation!

Room • boardl Over 8.000 openings Male

or female For emptoymeni program call 1 -

206 545^4155 eirt 298

College Pro Painters are now accepting

applications for summer employment in the

LoweK. Chelmsford area If you are inter-

ested please call Bemie at 253-9087

HELP WANTED
HOMEWORKERS NEEDED!'

Earn $1 ,000 weekly mailing our circulars in

your spare lime at homei GUARANTEED!
Free supplies/postage' Begin now! Free

details' Enclose LSASE SMS, Dept Col-7A.

Box 610. Cordova. TN 38018-0610

HELP WANTED (SUMMER 6«2 TO 8/22):

The Association for the Help of Retarded

ChiWren needs male and female students to

work at Its summer sleep away camp in the

Catskill Mountains for developmentally dis-

abled chiWren and adults. Paid positrons

availat>le for cabin, counselors, program in-

structors, WSI's. office staff Write Camp
Loyalton. AHRC 189 Wheatley Road.

Brookville, NY 11545. or call 516-626- 1000.

Mon-Fri

MAKEMONEY JUST WALKINGAROUND
Sell bi»l1 in America and Anti-incumbent

political buttons. Must be over 18 Send

SSAE to Buttons With Meaning. Box 1643.

St Paul. MN 55101 0643 ^

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLEI Many posi-

tions, great benelits Call (805)682-7555 Ext

P-3306

Summer IntemsMpe- Average earnings

$4,000 000 University Directories, the

nation's largest publisher ol campus tele-

phone directories, hires over 250 collage

students for the* summer sales program.

Top earnings $5,000 00-$8.000,00 Gam
valuatile expenence in advertising, sales

and public relalions selling yellow page ad-

vertising lor your campus telephone direc-

tory Positions also available in other univer

sity markets Expense paidtraimng program

in Chapel Hill N C Looking lor enthusiastic,

goal oriented students for challenging, well-

paying summer job Intemships may be

available Inlennews on campus Wednes-

day, March 4th, sign up at the Visitor's Cen-

ter

PERSONALS

HONEY PIE PIE

You are my filling

Love Snookums

'UUREN HOOPS*
Happy 20th birthdayin

From your sisters at Tn-Signi«_

"happy BIRTHDAY LAURENI
Hope you have a great day'

We love you

Sharon. Debbie, and Rob

MICHELLE BARBERI
Get psyched lor a phinominal semesler!

The lun has |ust begun I

Guess Who?

BEN- Happy 22nd birthday! Have a great

dayi Love. Julie _
HAPPY BIRTHDAY MAROARETI
Aren't you glad the whole wortd knows''

Love. Your Van Meter Pals

-Leave it to us lo procrastinate!

The sisters ol

Alpha CN Omega
invite you to

Open Flush - Spring 1992

Tues -Thurs from 6-7pm

For more info call Cheryl 549-6 1 50 or

Michelle 549-6235

Located at 38 Nutting Ave^

Heattwr. Norm, Scott

Thanks for the wicked 21st

Love Heather

Arxlrew,

Happy l9tfiBday

m t>uy you a drinki

XO Heather

JOOIJ.
The sound of your voice

is the sweetest music

I know
Mr. Myslerioso

E2
This is lor no reason in particular except to

ihank you Ic being a bad influence Send for

those wadding boots. Love D

READ THIS

Computers, Printers A Accessories

Best prices m the Pioneer Valley, We config-

ure to your spealications Ask atx>ut our

monthly speaals Ask for Eric 253-0868

SERVKES

Expert editing ol papers & dissertations,

wordprocessing , and course lutonng offered

by retired faculty member specializing m
helping international students and non-En-

glish majors Fast service, moderate rates

D Reed. 253-3354

FREE FACIAL with MaryKay call Mara 549-

4690

FREE pregnancy lestlt>g; conhdential and

caring support BIRTHRKjHT 233 No
Pleasant Street AmttersI M9-J906_
LEARN TIBETAN
Language
Written/spoken

Call 546 1 799 Leave message

NEED RNANCIAL AID? Free mlormalion

Call The Shar Institute 253 0527

ORDER AVON!
Call 546 1999

For free tKOChures/samples

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Panama City. Cancun, Jamaica

Call Stacey at 549 0840

PANAMA CITY FLORIDA
drinking on the bea<:h is legal

bars open until 4am
over 400.000 students expected.

and It's cheap

Sdays 7nights from $155
caH Pete or Derek 256-6490

SPRING BREAK SPECIALS 1992!

Bahamas K^arch 14th $349" Jamaica.

Cancun $429"

Includes Hotel, air. transfers, parties!

Sun Splash Tours

1-800-426-7710

TYPMQ

PAPERS, RESUMES. THESIS-
Word processing, laser printmg-

CaU Rosemary 323-5031

WANTED

U2 Tickets wanted for any local

tact Eric at 546-4344

Show Cow
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Sports
Is Louis Roe the A-lO's top freshman?
By BRETl' MORRIS
Collegian SUff

He is the sixth man on the 25th ranked

team in the nation, is one of the top

rebounders in the Atlantic 10 Conference

and even has his own cheering section.

But is University of Massachusetts

Photo oowrtMy of Sport*

University ofMassachusetts freshman forward Louis Roe snatches

a rebound in a game earlier this season. Roe is a top candidate for the

Atlantic 10 Freshman of the Year award.

freshman forward Louis Roe — who is

averaging7.0points,6.2rebound8and0.6

blocked shote pergame for the A- 10 regular

season champion Minutemen — the A-

lO's Freshmaan of the Year?

"No question about it," said UMass

coach John Calipari. whose team is 24-4

(12-3 in the conference ) and headed for its

first NCAA tournament appearance since

the 1961-62 season.

Teammate Jim McCoy said. "Lou Roe

is the best freshman in the league."

However, Roe is averaging only 20.5

mmutes per contest for the Minutemen—
a factor thatmay hurt him in the voting as

the winner will be announced this week-

end in Philadelphia, Pa. at the Conference

Championships.
Roe's biggest competition for the award

will most likely be Rutgers University's

Jamal PhiUps. The 6-foot-7. 215-pound

forward is averaging 10.3 points, 5.8 re-

bounds and 0.78 blocked shots for the IS-

IS Scarlet Knights, 5-10 in the A- 10.

Philips' statistics may be better than

Roe's, but Philips is averaging3.9 minutes

more than Roe and has sUrted in eight

contests.

"If he was playing 30 minutes a game,

he'd probably average about 16 points and

10 rebounds." Calipari said of Roe, whose

fans sit in 'Lou's Roe' at UMass' Curry

Hicks Cage.

"If he played a Utt'r more, there's no

telling how many points and rebounds he

would have." said McCoy, who was the A-

10 Freshman of the Year following the

1988-89 season.

Roe said. "A lot of people think if 1 was

on any other team in the Atlantic 10 I

would be starting, which 1 think is true.

But, I had to come in and accept my role of

20 minutes a game."

Accepting roles is something Roe wasn't

accustomed to before coming to UMass, as

he was last year's New Jersey High School

Player of the Year while leading Atlantic

City High to a 24-2 record by averaging

26. 1 points and 15.0 rebounds his senior

year.

"Beheve me. I wanted to start," said

Roe, who was also recruited by Syracuse,

Florida. Florida SUte and Clemson. "But,

the 20 minutes I have, I go in and do what

I have to do.

"He had to play a role on this team and

he accepted it very well," said UMass"

leading rebounder Harper WilUams, who

is one of five returnig starters from last

year's 20-13 squad.

"What was great about this year was

that his feet weren't put in the fire," said

Calipari, a leading candidate for A- 10

Coach of the Year. "He didn't have any

pressure on him. He didn't have to perform

because we had other players.

"He just wants to do what's best for us

and isn't worried about himself." Calipari

said. "His attitude is 'What do I have to do

so that we can win.' He doesn't care about

scoring and he doesn't complain about not

getting 30 minutes per game."

Roe is among the minority when he

says he doesn't deserve the award.

"I'm not worried about winning

Freshman of the Year, but 1 don't think I

should get it," said Roe, who was honored

with the A-lO's Freshman of the Week

award for two consecutive weeks in De-

cember.

"I'm playing well to be a freshman, but

my expectations for myself are pretty

high."

Roe believes there are still several ar-

eas where he can improve his game.

"I get in the game and sometimes I play

kind of timid." said the 6-foot-7. 210-

pounder. "I just have to keep up my in-

tensity.

"1 can improve on my 15-footer, my
inside and outside moves and post play.

Although I'm an undersized big man, I can

jump fairly well and I try to shoot over the

taller guys."

And what about Philips, who scored 18

points and grabbed three rebounds when

the Scarlet Knights lost to the Minute-

men. 77-66. at the Cage Jan. 30?

"I think he's playing well." Roe said. "I

wouldn't take anything away from him.

He's pretty strong."

But, who's better, say in a one-on-one?

"I'm always going to come out on top,"

Roe said.

And if Roe doesn't win the Prehman of

the Year award?
"He will be first team All-Conference

for the next three years." assured CaUpari.

UMass lacrosse ranked lit

Jean Yawkey remembered
Now thatthe University

of Massachusetts men's

basketball team is finally

back in theTop 25 (goodbye.

UConn!). how about
UMass' other nationally

ranked athletic team —
lacrosse.

Massachusetts is

ranked 1 1th in a pre-season

coaches' poll conducted by

the U.S. Intercollegiate

Lacrosse Association.

UMass received 235 votes,

which is about 100 less than

lOth-ranked Duke.

What's really nice about the poll for UMass lax fans is

six of its opponents this season are ranked in the top 20:

Syracuse. Loyola (MD). Brown. Rutgers. Hofstra and

Yale are all on UMass' schedule. Now that the NCAA
places more emphasis on strength of schedule in deter-

mining tournament seedings. the Gorillas should benefit

from the number of ranked teams they face.

Greg Sukiennik

In other lax news, the Syracuse Daily Orange revealed

that the Orangemen were guilty of NCAA violations

during the three years they won the NCAA title. The

findings were made by Syracuse officials during the

school's investigation of violations made by the men's

basketball program. Seems the Orangemen carried a few

scholarships too many between 1988-90. Imagine that:

"extra scholarships." Does anyone at UMass know what

that even means?
As you read this sentence, have a moment ofsilence

for Jean Yawkey.
The matriarch ofthe Red Sox wasn't the sort ofhands-

on owner the likes of which have been polluting Major

League baseball the past 20 or so years. She leaves

behind an operation with a $40 million payroll and

attendance figures astounding for a team playing in a

35.000 seat park. Without finng 15 managers, building a

domed stadium in Framingham or threatening to move

the team to St. Petersburg.

With that out of the way. let me make more fun of

UConn basketball for a while. "It's the right thing to do."

The Huskies got spanked by Seton Hall over the

weekend in a loss that dropped them from the Top 25.

"Husky Mania" my thumb, ifUConn wants to make the

Big Show — never mind a decent seed now — they will

have to win at least one game in the Big East tourney.

Maybe two.

But wait, I'm not done with the Big East yet. A friend

of mine from home who attends one of these 10 holier-

than-thou institutions bet me 20 bucks three years ago

that UMass would never make the NCAA tournament

while 1 was here.

Unless the selection committee changes its criteria in

the next two weeks. Dan from Villanova owes me 20

green ones. By the way. the "Mildcats" will be lucky to

make the NIT unless something really dramatic happens

in the Big East tourney.

Did you see Chicago rip apart Portland yester-

day? I don't think there's any doubt over who will

eventually vrin the NBA finals this year. After all, they

held the Blazers, an offensive machine if there ever was

one, to 17 points in the second quarter. Rave all you want

about Michael Jordan, Scottie Pippen and John Paxson,

but defense wins titles and the Bulls can play defense

vrith anyone in the NBA.
The Celtics, meanwhile, are certainly happy to have

Larry Bird back. One wonders where they're headed

considering they wouldn't have beaten Dallas without

him. While the C's aren't out of the Atlantic title picture

yet. a 10-20 road record does not bode well. Cedric

Maxwell, where are you now?

The MIAA, which runs high school sports in this

state, is experimenting with an "open" high school bas-

ketball tournament this year, with less than desirable

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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TiaS VtfEEK IM MCAA OIVIflOM I

TOP 25
Recofd Pts Pv$

23-2 1,617 1

21-4 1,533 2

21-3 1.515 3

22-4 1,381 6
19-5 ]277 8

25-2 1,269 7

22-6 1,180 9

20-4 1.123 13

21-4 1,114 4

22-5 1,092 n
20-5 1,044 6
22-5 851 14

18-6 729 12

22-4 621 19

19-6 580 21

18-7 527 10

18-7 465 18

17-7 431 17

19-8 429 22
21-7 427 16

19-5 296 15

18-7 285 —
18-7 232
18-7 207 ??

24-4 182 —

1

.

Duke (58)

2. Indiana (3)

3. Kansas (2)

4. Arizona

5. Ohio St.

6. UNLV (2)

7. Arkansas

8. use
9. UCLA
10. Kentucky
1 1

.

Missouri

12. Oklahoma St.

13. Michigan St.

14. Cincinnati

1 5. Depaul
16. North Carolina

1 7. Georgetown
18. Michigan
19. Florida St.

20. Alabama
21.Tulane
22. Seton Hall

23. LSU
24. Syracuse
25. Massachusetts

Others receiving votes: St. John's 1 57, Texas-

El Paso 84, Oklahoma 82, Nebraska 66, WIs.-

Green Bay 51 , Texas 50, Wake Forest 46,

Houston 14, Georgia Tech 10, BYU 5. Louis-

ville 5. Memphis St. 4, Delaware 3, Iowa 2,

Miami-Ohio 2, N.C. Charlotte 2 , NotreDome
2, Boston College 1 , Evansville 1 , Penn St. 1

.
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THIS SPACE FOR RENT— a car adorned with several mes-
sages sits parked on North Pleasant St. in Amherst.

Democrats split.

Bush courts voters
By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press

Paul Tsongas won Maryland's presi-

dential primary Tuesday night and Bill

Clinton countered in Georgia as Demo-
cratic rivals battledcoast-to-coast for front-

ruiuier credentials. President Bush swept
the GOP contests, but Patrick Buchanan
maintained his determined challenge.

Bush was sure to win Colorado and the
president said he was "Veil on our way to

the nomination." He said he was "com-

mitted to regaining" the support of Re-

pubUcan voters who deserted him for the

more conservative Buchanan.
Tsongas said his victory made him the

"breakthrough kid," because he was the

first Democratic candidate to prevail in a
primary outside his region.

Georgia presented Clinton with his first

victory ofthe primary season, but it lacked

drama, coming in his southern stronghold.

The first votes from Colorado showed a

close, three-way finish among Clinton,

Tsongas and Jerry Brown, and the night's

results appeared to assure a continuous

string of primaries as Democrats pick an
opponent for Bush in the fall. Democrats
held caucuses in Minnesota, Idaho and
Washington state,andthere wasaprimary
in Utah.

Clinton's victory was a long time com-

ing for the candidate who loomed large

before a series of character controversies

stalled his campaign in New Hampshire.

He hoped to parlay his win into success

next week in several southern states, and
wasted no time in attackingTsongas as an
advocate of"a refined version ofthe 19808

style trickle-down economics."

Bush was gaining 62 percent of the

GOP vote in Georgia, to 38 prevent for

Buchanan, with 67 percent counted.

Buchan£m said in advance that a strong

showing would be enough to fuel his can-

didacy throughout the primary season.

In Maryland, with 25 of the pricincts

in, Bush was gaining 71 percent to 29
percent for Buchanan.

The president was leading for all 91

delegates in the two states. He reached

out to Buchanan's supporters, saying "to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Candidates cite experience in student affairs
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

Editors Note: This is the first in a two
pari aeries profiling the candidates for the

upcoming elections for Student Govern-

ment President, and the Student Trustee.

A debate will take place on Thursday at 7

CoUrfian photo b>' Chriatopber Evans

Jennifer Wood

p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge.

Jennifer Wood and Kevin Newnan say

they can bring a combination oftwo things
to student government at the University

ofMassachusetts at Amherst: experience

and organizational and mobilization

skills.

Wood, a junior Japaneese me^or, and

Newnan, a fourth year student political

science major, are running for SGA
president and Student Trustee respec-

tively.

"What we bring is a combination of

experience and organizing and mobiliza-

tion," said Newnan.
"We are running on experience, it is

different, but it is complimentary," said

Wood.
Wood has held positions with

MASSPIRG and SGA and is a Amherst
town meeting member this year. At

MASSPIRG she was the ChapterC hair in

1990-1991, and was also on the Board of

Directors in 1990-1991. She is currently

the Commuter Area Government Presi-

dent, and has been a StudentGovernment
senator since 1990.

Newnan currentlyoccupies the position

ofStudentTrustee and is again attempting

to win that position. Also, he has been a

student senator since 1989, and is also an

Amherst town meeting member.
There are three main issues that

Newnan and Wood plan to tackle if they

su« elected.

The first issue that they would like to

see resolved is the privatization ofUMass.
They see Governor William Weld's pro-

posal for UMass to keep 100 percent of its

tuition, which has been tagged and labeled

as tuition retention, as the driving force

behind privatization.

Tuition retention is the first step to-

wards making UMass a quasi-pnvate in-

stitution," said Newnan.
Newnan and Wood plan on fighting

tuition retention by using Newnan's ex-

perience as the incumbent Student
Trustee, and Wood's experience as an or-

ganizer. Wood has gained experience as a

student organizer by being the organizer

on the vote no on question three campaign

in 1990.

The second issue that they plan on
tackling is curbing the increase in tuition

and fees, and provide more financial aid

for those who are deserving.

The University is pricing itself out of

its mission," said Wood. "Its' mission is to

provide quality, affordable education for

students across the state," she said.

The third issue is the fight for overall

student rights, which will include strict

housing regulations on campus and
problems UMass students encounter
within the town.

They plan on attacking these issues by
again using Newnan's experience, Wood's

CoUefia:i photo by ChrUtopher Bran*

Kevin Newnan

organizational skills and the fact that

they are both Amherst town meeting
members.

"Experience is knowingwhatthe issues
are and how to handle them," concluded

Newnan.

Office for children blasts Weld
Gives state poor grades in five ofsix categories
By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON—The Office for Children'sAdvisory Council

on Tuesday gave state government poor grades in pro-

viding for its youngsters.

In its first annual report card, issued by advisory

coimcil President George Bachrach, the council rated the

performance ofGov. William F. Weld and the Legislature

in six areas of services to children in 1991.

Only in health care, where the state got a B minus, did

the grades exceed a C.

The other areas were child care, education, support for

families, basic human needs and mental health.

Joe Landolfi, a spokesman for the state's Executive

Office ofHealth and Human Services, acknowledged the

state's fiscal crisis had required some spending cuts in

social programs.
But, Landolfi said, "Despite some cutbacks that we

are not denying we had to make, we are providing one of

the best child welfare systems in the country."

The report card gave a grade of D in the child care

area, saying that 3,600 fewer famiUes received day care

subsidies in 1991 than in 1990.

Education got aC grade, primarily because offunding

cuts. But Bachrach said that grade could rise for 1992 if

a successful school reform package was passed by the

Legislature and signed by Weld.

In health, the report card praised health indicators

that were above the national average, as well as state

support for nutrition programs for pregnant women and

young children. But tiie report criticized the decision to

remove 9,000 young people between 18 and 21 from the

Medicaid program.

Support for families got a D plus, primarily because of

well-pubhcized problems in the Department of Social

Services and the backlog of children awaiting adoption.

The grade in basic human needs was a D minus,

primarily because of cuts in public assistance programs

for poor children and famihes, such as the elimination of

clothing allowance and cuts in General Reliefforfamilies.

Children's mental health services got a C minus be-

cause of the lack of community-based programs.

Page 4:

(JVC gets a Housing channel

Page 5:

Chris J. Petropoulos takes prospective

UMass students on a tour of his own^

with amazing results.

Page 12:

Tag-team columnists Dave Scott and

Jejf Crofts invade the sports page.

Weathers-

It's Ash Wednesday, and there 's ashes

falling all over campus. . .well, not really.

Actually it'll be a bright and sunny day

with temps in the 40s. Enjoy.
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For Your Information
FYIs are public service announcements that run each

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday for campus and local

non-profit organizations. Due to space constraints, the

Collegian cannot print all FYIs submitted and no an-

nouncement can be repeated.

To submit an FYI, please send a press release with all

pertinent information to the Collegian do the News Edi-

tor. FYIs carmot be taken over the phone.

Wednesday, March 4

Special Event — "Amnesty Wednesday," a mass peti-

tion drive on behalf of three prisoners of concern to

Amnesty International, will be held on the Campus
Center Concourse from 8:30 am to 4:30 pm.

Recychng — The Residential Recycling Program is

asking students to recycle their old phone books. Special

marked boxes are placed in each residence hall. If you

have any questions please call 545-1153.

Meeting — A Senate meeting sponsored by the SGA
will be held from 7 pm to 12 am in Campus Center room
163C.

Seminar— Dr. John Moore, Dept. of Psychology, will

speak on "A Mechanism for Timing Conditioned Re-

sponses." The event will be held at 4 pm in 203 Morrill

elections

Correction
The GEO membership meeting will be held

today at 5:00 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

The Collegian regrets the error.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

those who have been with me in the past, but did not vote

for me today, I hear your concerns and understand your

frustration with Washington."

The Democratic returns in Georgia showed Clinton

with 62 percent, Tsongas 19 percent. Brown was third at

eight percent, trailed by Sen. Bob Kerrey at five percent

Science Center-South and is sponsored by the Neuro-

science and Behavior Program.

Reading — Women's Studies Brown Bag Lunch Se-

ries — "Oguinye: The Life and Times of a Pre-Colonial

Slave Lord" will be presented by Dororthy Ukaegbu from

12:15 pm to 1:30 pm in Campus Center room 804-808.

Thursday, March 5

Support Group — A post-abortion support group will

be offered in Northampton Thursday evenings from

7:30-9:30 pm. Call 665-3340 for registration and further

information.

Lecture — "South Africa Update: A Look at the Cur-

rent Situation" will be discussed by Dennis Brutus at

7:30 pm in the Shirley Graham Du Bois Library, 2nd

floor of the New Africa House. Admission is free and all

are welcome.
Meeting — The Residential Recycling Program is

having its first meeting to talk about possible events to

celebrate Earth Day. There will be a meeting at 6 pm in

the Campus Center, ask at the information desk for the

room number. Rally — The UMass Rebublican Club

will sponsor a rally for Pat Buchanan at 12 pm on the

steps of the Student Union.

and Sen. Tom Harkin, two percent.

Strong Black support helped give the victory to Clinton

in Georgia, where the economy remained a potent issue

in producing a sizable anti-Bush vote for Buchanan,

according to exit polls.

In Maryland. Tsongas had 40 jjercent to 33 percent for

Clinton. Brown had nine percent.

Clinton was leading for 87 delegates from the two

states; Tsongas for 50.
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Area's Largest Aerobic Floor

BY THE

IDIA Af AA

DONNA KELLEY
ACSM Cenilied

FUNK • LOW IMPACT • STEP

Wednesday Night is

GUEST BARTENDER NIGHT
At Mike's

Free T-shirts & Prizes!

This weeks guest bartender is: Jodi Hubberman
Come have fun with Jodi and put your name in for the drawing.

Next week could be you!
PRIZES:

• $25.00 Gift Certificate to Mike's • Mike'sOriginal T Shirt

• 2-Week membership to THE GYM • Urge Cheese Pizza from Plnocchlo's

• 2 passes to AMC Movie theaters • YOUR picture on the vraUs of Mike's

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLll • 460 WEST ST.. • SO. AMHERST • 256-0080

Drawing is Wednesday Night. Must be present to win but put your name in at any time!

Be here for next weeks selection!!

Don't forget Mike's Famous smorg on Friday afternoons!

* Drink Special
*

Coots Light

$1.50 Bottle

Always something

for everyone!

Drink Special
*

Busch
$4.50 Pitcher

^pplkatkm R>r NCfifi Tournament Ticket Lottery r """ 1 Wed.. Mar. 4th

9:00 PM
Name:

Address:

City:.. State: .Zip:.

(Work)Phone (Home)

Please Print or Type

To be entered in the lottery, you must send a check for $40.(X) payable to UMASS ATHLETICS. Cash

will not be accepted.

This will entitle you to a chance to WIN two (2) tickets to the NCAA tournament regardless ofthe region

in which UMASS is placed.

IF YOU WIN THE TICKETS. YOU WILL OWN TWO TICKETS TO SEE UMASS PLAY
REGARDLESS OF LOCATION.

If you are not a winner, your check will be returned.

The locations for the first and second rounds of the NCAA tournament are:

EAST SOUTHEAST MIDWEST WEST
• Worcester, MA • Cincinnati, OH • Milwaukee, WI • Boise, ID

• Greensboro, NC • Atlanta, G

A

• Dayton, OH • Tempe, AZ

The open drawing will be held at the cage on Wednesday, March 11, 1992 at 6pm. YOU DO NOT
NEED TO BE PRESENT TO WIN.

Applications need to be postmarked by Friday, March 6, 1992 to be considered.

ONLY ONE APPLICATION PER STUDENT.

Send applications and check to: Athletic Ticket Office • University of Massachusetts

Room 255 Boydcn • Amherst, MA 01003

PLEASE CALL THE ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE AT 413-545-0810 IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS.

Sponsored by
the UPC j6 Qo Cover

at the Door

IThurs., Mar. 5th

9:00 PM

The Bombastics
ROCK & ROLL

hate
GROUND FLOOR • STUDENT UNION
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Lent brings campus time of reflection
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

Yes— the season has arrived. Another
season of sacrifice, a spiritual awakening,
the wake up call for the beloved Easter

bunny.
Tomorrow is Ash Wednesday, and be-

gins for most Christians the first day of

Lent.

"It is not a holy day, but it is a nice way
to start the Lenten season," said Father

Joseph Quigley, director of the Newman
Center.

"Lent is a time to give people thechance

to get insight into the meaning of life as a

Christian sees it," he said. "It is the dis-

covery ofbeing a Christian," Quigley said.

Lent is a time for many Christians to

give up materialistic objects so that they

may pay homage to Jesus Christ. Chris-

tians believe that Jesus gave his life on the

cross for mankind.
"People make resolutions during lent

which have negative connotations, that is

they give up food or a social activity," said

Quigley.

"It should be more positive, and you

should check out how you are doing

yourself," he said.

"It makes me think ofa time when your
supposed to sacrifice something of your-

self," said Matt McGuinness. a senior po-

litical science major.

Contrary to popular belief. Lent is not

just a Catholic holiday. "You don't have to

be CathoUc to celebrate Lent," said Jen-

nifer Blunt, ajunior political science major.

"I am going to try and give up chocolate

for Lent," she said.

But not all people remembered that it

was the season of Lent. "I forgot about

Lent until my fi^end reminded me of it,"

said Kim Caisse, a senior finance mcyor.

"I am not going to give up anything, but

I am going to try and go to church more
often as well as be nicer to my roommate,"

Caisse concluded.

Some students have taken advantage

ofthe Lenten season to try and kick some
bad habits.

"I am going to try and give up the

cancer sticks," said Aiden Malloy, ajunior

poUtical science major.

But on a more academic note others are

using this time to try and build a concrete

foundation for their education and en-

hance their study skills.

"I want to study more on the week-

nights instead of going out all the time,"

said Kerrin McDonald, a senior sociology

m^or.
But then again, on this campus where

dissenting opinions are in abundance,

some have taken an anti-academic ap-

proach.

UMass climatologist
downplays ozone loss
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

A University of Massachusetts cli-

matologist is downplaying alarm over

recent scientific studies which point to

the accelerated deterioration of the

earth's protective ozone layer.

Raymond Bradley, a professor of

geology and geography who has done

atmospheric research in the Arctic, said

there is not enough solid evidence to

suggest an ozone hole could open up

over New England.

"I don't think there's any evidence of

that," Bradley said. "We don't know
what the natural background levels of

ozone are."

Bradley said records ofozone levels

and atmospheric temperatures only go

back for a few decades. "So we really

don't know how things change over

time due to natural fluctuations."

Forecasts of ozone depletion may
notbedue to emissions ofcarbon dioxide

and other greenhouse gases, Bradley

said.

Nevertheless, Bradley said, "The

observations would point to a drop in

ozone at at a faster level then antici-

pated."

He said last year's eruption ofMount

Pinatubo— one of the largest volcanic

eruptions this century — may be the

culprit ofrecent reports of increases in

ozone-depleting chemicals in the at-

mosphere.
"It's a leap of faith to say that more

people will get skin cancer because of

higher concentrations of ozone-de-

pleting chemicals in the atmosphere,"

Bradley said.

"Right now, we simply don't know
how much ozone will be depleted."

Although he's not soundingan alarm,

Bradley said governments must begin

to eliminate chlorofluorocarbons

(CFC's) which destroy the ozone that

protects the earth from harmful rays

fi:^m the sun.

On Febuary 11, F*resident Bush an-

nounced that "the United States will

unilaterally accelerate the phaseout of

substances that deplete the earth's

ozone layer and called on other nations

to agree to an accelerated phaseout

schedule."

Bradley also downplayed the results

of a recent survey of climate scientists

which said about 50 percent of them
believe global warming may reach a

point of no return leading t ! "complete

ecological collapse."

The results reveals an as-yet poorly

expressed fear among a growing num-
ber of climate scientists," said Jeremy
Leggett, a Greenpeace International

director in an interview with the Bos-

ton Globe.

"If these climate models prove —
like all the forecasts ofozone depletion

— to be significant underestimates, we
are in potentially terminal trouble," he

said.

While Bradley calls ozone depletion

and global warming an "alarming ex-

periment," surveys Hke this call for

precaution but not panic.

"I don't know ofany [scientists] that

say there's a runaway greenhouse ef-

fect," he said. "It's a lack ofinformation

that's holdingback a definitive answer."

CoUagtan photo bjr ChrUtopber Svani

Man Kwan Soon prays in the Newman Center. Today is Ash
Wednesday, the beginning of the Lenten season.

night movie, because 1 am a sucker for

those," said Father Quigley.

"I will have to startreadingor practicing

"I am giving up a class for Lent because

I have too many credits," said Kerri

Stockwell, a senior EngUsh m^or.
You might be wondering what the al-

mighty man on campus himself is giving

up as a sacrifice.

*I am going to try and give up the late

yoga in the comer before I go to bed every

night," he concluded.

Masses will be offTered at Newman
center today.

Author speaks to class
Bloom emphasizes passion in writing
By DOUGLAS BANKS
Collegian Correspondent

Lary Bloom does more than just talk

about writing. He does more than write

books about vmting. Bloom, the editor

and founder of Northeast magazine, the

Simday magazine of the Hartford Cou-

rant, is even more thana writer — he is

also a speaker.

On Monday, students of Prof.

Madeleine Blais, of the journalism de-

partment, Ustened to Bloom's anecdeotal

advice while he paced the room, offering

his experience and hoping that, at the

least, "15 percent [ofwhat he said] would

he worth remembering."

Bloom, author of The Writer Within,

gives hope to unpublished authors ev-

erywhere: "When I was in your seats, I

aspired to a C- in hfe. I had no sense of

being a writer, I only had an instinct.

Now , you may notbeUeve this , but I believe

everything written well gets published.

However, it's got to find a market. Never

stop looking."

He says in his book, "All writers are

insecure by nature." He reiterated that

theme during his talk when he empathized

with the novice writer, asking"Why would

editors be interested in me?" His answer

to that very legitimate question is an

honest one.

"Remember that editors, despite what

you might think, are people, with interests,

prejudices, and passions." He says

magazine and news editors need people.

What are important to Bloom, as an

editor, are the passion and skill with which

the piece is written, not a writer's back-

ground or experience. "I never reject an

article on the basis ofthe writer's resume,"

he said.

To verify this, his book mentions the

story ofHomeless Joe, a man who walked

from Hartford to Washington. DC. on

foot, without any provisions, keeping a

diary of his experiences. Although
Homeless Joe's story was practically il-

legible. Bloom recogmzed its significance.

"Although we edited it, we decided to

pubUsh it without changing the grammar.

It was honest, and Joe had a great sense of

storytelling and drama. A person Uke Joe

has things to say, and you can't ignore a

person's story just because. . .they don't

dot all their i's," he said. Homeless Joe'B

manuscript was turned in on a spiral

notebook.

Bloom said he likes pieces as rare as

Homeless Joe's because in the 10 years

he's been editor of Northeast, he and his

co-editors have avoided sweeping surveys

and generalizations in their stories, pre-

ferring the "power of the particular."

He says writers should strive to find

the one specific example that adequately

represents the whole.

"I try to publish what's in the heart of

the community," says Bloom, who also

writes a biweekly column in addition to

his many other chores. "I would rather

pubhsh interpretive, intimate point-of-

view pieces. There is strength in the nar-

rative style." This attitude, however,

got him fired for an hour in 1987, when he

and his boss disagreed on a story that

Bloom published.

Bloom spoke of Faulkner's answer to

the question "what drives you to write?"

Faulkneranswered in one word, "outrage."

Bloom said if he were to answer in one

word, he would chose "illumination, I

think." Which is why it is easy to believe

him when he proclaims, "don't follow a

particular camp or point of view because

you feel obligated, find your own voice and

follow it." This advice lies at the heart of

The Writer Within.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

TAP
By EVELYN A. DE JESUS
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Richard O'Brien visited the School of

Management Talented Advanced Program

macroeconomics class yesterday to share the views of

students on the program.

Stared last fall, the Talented Advanced Placement

Program (TAP) is a residential program of the School of

Management. This program is made with the purpose of

having the same group of freshman students, Uving m
the same dorm, take the same economics, college writing

and Calculus classes and discussions together. In that

way they can get more personal attention, study together,

and have an environment of motivation.

"It is a way the University can provide a small college

environment, small classes, and a bigger range ofcourses

available in a large campus with the large university

setting," said NormanAitken , vice chancel lor foracademic

affairs, provost and director of the program.

Students expressed their opinions of the program

with the Chancellor and Aitken, fi'om their reasons for

enroUing the program and their results on it, to the D.C.

food.

"The program was a big decision ofwhat made me to

come to UMass," said Brett L'Esperance, a TAP student.

"It was the main reason because I heard many rumors

about the lack of attention you recieved there. I read

about the program and when I got accepted thatmade my
mind to go to UMass. So far the choice I made had worked

really well for me."

"It's diverse, I think it's very interesting," said Camille

Sautner, another TAP student.

"They seem afraid to season the food here," said

Natasha Deed, a student on the program.

"The biggest thing it has is motivation," said Sander

Casino, a "TAP student.

"People are closer," one of the students said.

"I had trouble with math, in the discussions it was

good we went over homework," said Chris Conlon, one of

the students.

Dan Jacobs was happiest with the "availability ofthe

people in the same program to help me. I don't have to be

searching for people all around campus. Everyone is a

person, not a number," he said.

Aitken says he is very satisfied with the results of the

program and says he wants to continue it for the next

year for this and the next incoming freshman class. He

also says there are more residential programs on campus

such as the Foreign Language Suites in Sylvan, the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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UVC finally acquires cable station
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Hold on to your remote control. After

waiting for 15 years, the Union Video

Center, a Registered Student Organiza-

tion, has their own cable channel which

features programs engineered by the stu-

dents for the students, said UVC's Cable

Coordinator.

The UVC is ecstatic about getting the

new channel. We arejumping forjoy ," said

Joanna Heron, the cable coordinator.

The UVC, which was founded in the

mid 1970s, started out with one old cam-

era and today owns many cameras along

with editing equipment and an engineer-

ing room, said Heron.

David Scillicorn, one of the founding

fathers ofUVC, said during a speech given

before UVC's premiere show he was very

happy with UVC's progress. "In the end I

knew (the UVC I
would do great things,"

said Scillicorn.

The UVC, which has about 200 mem-
bers, received their channel after many
meetings and discussions with Housing

Services, said Heron. The students de-

serve to have their own cable channel,"

she said.

UVC's programs, which will be aired

weekdays on channel 19 from 2:30 p.m.

until 8 p.m., will feature shows ranging

from student plays, avant-garde films,

documentaries and University of Massa-

chusetts basketball game reruns, Heron

said.

"UVC wants to reach a variety ofpeople

with programs that interest everyone. We
are a multi-faceted organization," said

Heron.
Alec Jarnagin. president of UVC, said

the new channel will enable UVC to reach

the community and to service more stu-

dents. "Members of UVC will get their

ideas across faster and students will ac-

tually see how UVC works."

"1 expect UVC to grow rapidly and to

have many more members because we

will be reaching more students," Heron

said."Before, [without the channel 1, it was

like running a radio station without a

transmitter."

He said along with UVC's channel

comes the responsibility of maintaining a

higher quality of programing and raising

money for more equipment.

The UVC earns money by holding

workshops to show students how to run

the equipment, said Heron. The students

must attend these workshops, which cost

$60, to become a UVC member, she said.

Collegian pboto by Evan Uberman

Alec Jarnigan of UVC.

O'Brien
CONTINUED F»?OM PAGE 3

Honors Program in Orchard Hill and in John I

.

Kennedy tower in Southwest.

They (students) seem very happy, able to

combine academic and social life together and

satisfied with the Umversity," said Aitken.

Chancellor O'Brien expressed that this type of

program is a way to make the Umversity a more

"interesting" place to study.
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65 University Drive • AmhcrM
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" and Style Cut
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NORTHAMPTON BOWL
525 Pleasant Street
584-4830 for reservations

COLLEGE SPECIALS
TUESDAY &
THURSDAY

3 Games w/siioe rental

8:45 pm to (lose • $6 per person

WEDNESDAY
Rent'A-Lane
one hour
bowling

$5.00 per
lane plus
$1 shoes

HEY SPORTS FAN!
It's not too late! Entries due for softball, soccer,

VOLLEYBALL SPECIAL, AND CeRTS/TrIDENT SpIKE FeST BY MaRCH 9tH.

Bring your roster to the 1M office, 215 Boyden, as soon as possible

2I5BOYDEN 5-2693/5-0022

INTRAMURAL SPORTS

Bloom
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

He says. "We find ourselves saying to the writers: Be

natural; clear. We quoted great writers, those who don't

waste words. Two things that help a writer are research

and reading in general , especially great fiction because it

makes you want to be a great writer."

Also, according to Bloom, just because a story is long,

every word should have a meaning to the piece. "Say what

you want to say. throw everything else out," he said.

Although Bloom ultimately admits that storytelling is

heading the way of the Dodo bird and more people read

People magazine than the Saturday Evening Post, "more
people remember a nonfiction narrative story."

Also, he says, the first publishing you should do is for

yourself. "The expression is in the writing, which is a

normal human instinct, like talking. It's the communica-
tion; it's in the doing. I don't think it's what comes after

I publication). It's the actual birth of the thing."

0000000000 000
00000 \00^^ §
000^^

Showtimes:
Fn • Sun

7pfTi & 9:30pm
Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7:30pm
Adults $4.00

Student w/valid ID. &
Senior Citizens $3.00 00000
Eatmg Disorder Programs • ^ring 1992
Sponsored by University HeaJth Services

Elating Disorder Treatment Prograin
For individuals - with Nutritionists. Meiitiil

Health Clinician. Physician aiufor Nurse
Praclicioiier Mondays or Tuesdays - begining
February 10. University Health Services,
Confidentiality Assured Call 549 2671. Clinic IV

Food and Feeling Workshop
Led by Peer Health Educators. To schedule a

workshop for your Residence Hall - call

546 2671. ext. 181
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The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Facts can't

be denied
This is the column concerning New

Testament reliability that was promised

you last week. First the bibliographical

test, which concerns the reliability of ex-

isting manuscripts (MSS) and the time

period between the original and existing

copies.

There are two important facts in favor

ofNew Testament reUability. Over 24,000
copies ofthe New Testament or portions of

it are in existence. The Iliad by Homer is

the only other ancient book that comes
close to this number with 643 existing

copies.

Diana D 'Avanzo

Frederic G. Kenyon, expert in issuing

MSS statements has said, "In no other

case is the interval ofextant manuscripts

so short as in that ofthe New Testament,"

noting that the earliest books were writ-

ten around 60 years after Jesus' ministry

and the oldest books were written some-

where between 250 to 300 years later.

Kenyon goeson to say ".
. .this may sound

a considerable interval , but it is nothi ng to

thatwhich parts most ofthe great classical

authors from their earliest manuscripts.

We believe we have in all essentialii an

accurate text of the seven extant plays of

Sophocles; yet the earliest substantial

manuscript upon which it is based was

written more than 1,400 years after the

poet's death."

The internal evidence test concerns

determining the extent of credibility of

the original work. Recall Dr. Louis

Gottschalk's statement: The ability of

the writer or witness to tell the truth is

helpful to the historian to determine

credibility" and this ability "is closely re-

lated to the witness's nearness both geo-

graphically and chronologically to the

events recorded."

New Testament accounts of the life of

Jesus were written by eyemtnesses or

men who were relating eyewitness ac-

counts. Matthew, Mark, John and Peter

all claimed to be eyewitnesses. Luke states

that he is compiling eyewitness accounts.

Read any of the New Testament books

written by these authors for evidence.

Also, because thesemen turn tocommon
knowledge concerning Jesus, the New
Testament is considered all the more re-

liable. An example of such a reference is

taken from Paul's defense of his faith to

Festus, "...For the king knows these

matters. ..I am persuaded that none of

these things escape his notice; for this has

not been done in a corner"(Acts 26:26)

Note that Paul was referring to Jesus' Ufe

and teachings.

The external evidence test deals with

outside sources agreeing with the infor-

mation contained in the document in

question. Gottschalk has said "conformity

or agreement with other known historical

or scientific facts is often the decisive test

of evidence, whether of one or more wit-

nesses."

Concerning external evidence andNew
Testament reliability, the accuracy ofthe

apostle John's writings were confirmed by

two figures; Papias, bishop of

HierapolislA.D. 130) and Iraneus, bishop

of Lyons(A.D. 180). In relation to Ar-

chaeology, Archaeologist Joseph Free

stated: "Archaeology has confirmed

countless passages which have been re-

jected by critics as unhistorical or con-

tradictory to known facts."

Of the New Testament book of Acts,

classical historian A.N. Sherwin White

says "for Acts the confirmation of histo-

ricity is overwhelming" and "any attempt

to reject its basic historicity

even in matters ofdetail must now appear

absurd."

There you have it folks. A very, very

few facts that uphold the Bible's reliabil-

ity.

Talk to you after Break and remember:

Jesus loves you more than you know. (So

cheer up!)

Diana D'Avanzo is a Collegian colum-

nist.

The Magic of tKe Marketplace
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Chain smoker has an offer
One ofmy favorite pastimes is to gather

with two or three of my more deranged

looking friends and harass the campus

tours. Even when I'm alone, walking on

campus, my eyes water with perverse joy

when I see a tour group approaching.

There is the tour guide, trying to put a

brave face on UMass. There are the par-

ents, alternately giddy with pride and

talking too much, or vinimpressed with

the thought of their firstborn attending

this university and so morosely silent.

When I'm alone, I usually just point out

some nearby, obvious defect in the infra-

structure: Ifwe're near the library. 111 call

out, "Hey hey hey, there, tell them why

there's a big fence around the library!"

However, when with comrades, our tactic

varies. We assume blank, zombie-like stares,

we march directly at the hapless tour and we

chant "We're gonna get your daughters, we're

gonna get your daughters . .

."

Chris J. Petropoulos

I had the pleasure ofwaylaying such a

group this past week and it got me to

thinking about what I, a self-proclaimed

cynic and purveyor of the weird, would

show these young skulls full ofmush in a

brisk walk around the place. I would stand

right next to where the real tours start

vrith a sign that reads "Better Tours."

Gathering my flock and lighting a ciga-

rette, we would begin.

The Campus Center: "Lots of stuff

happens here. You can get money down-

stairs and snack upstairs. It's a good place

to sit and smoke and watch the chattel

come and go."

The Student Union: The last time I

actually went on a tour, this area was

skipped, mainly, I think, because ofall the

rascal, political propaganda that adorns

it. Some parents, on seeing this, might

decide right then and there that no child of

theirs was coming to this university.

Anyway, here I would inform them: "This

is the Student Union, a silly place with

lots ofsilly groups and a post office and the

SAO office, the most insidious place on

campus, where professional "managers"

waste your money ifyou actually decide to

come here. The less time spent here, the

better. You can get Snapple beverages in

the mini-store, however."

The Duck Pond: This is the duck pond.

After a few semesters, you will know it

well. You will come here in the dead of

morning, drunk and chain smoking. You
vrill look at the water and wonder why you
came here, why you aren't learning any-

thing, and if there is any escape."

The Fine Arts Center: The FAC, as we
hke to call it, is one ofthe few bright spots

on this otherwise ashen landscape. You
can see plays here and other good stuff.

Theonly problem is that the structure itselfis

like something out of The Dream Quest of

Unknown Kaddath,anditcan driveonecrazy.

Youll come here at night to climb on its

boggling angles, and you'll see . .

."

Whitmore. My tour would approach this

place very carefully. We would view it

fix)m a distance, behind some bushes or

trees. "You vrill find only evil here. It is

Whitmore. Powerful beings work and
perhaps live there. You will have to enter

it sometime, but always tell someone be-

fore you go 80 that ifyou don't come back,

they can organize a search party."

The Dairy Mart at Triangle Street: I

would take them here to show them how
farthey would have to talk to getsomething

late at night, or cigarettes anytime.

ELot near(?) Orchard Hill: On the way
to E Lot, I would point out the various

dorms and when we achieved E Lot, I

would say, "This is where you will have to

park your car. Think ofhow far it is from

the dorms. This is one ofthe closest E Lots

to any dorm group. Wouldn't you be pissed

ifsomeone made you walk out here for no

good reason? Let's go back now."

The Campus Center: Like most things

at this university, my tour would end

where it began, leading people in a circle.

Here I would mention the things 1 had to

skip: Liquors 44, the underground tunnels,

Wildwood, and the gaping, saUvatingmaw

of Morrill. Then I would light a cigarette

and walk away chanting "we're gonna get

your daughters . . .we're gonna get your

daughters . .

."

Chris J. Petropoulos isa UMass student

Ed/Op: the no-holds-barred page
We're here, we're queer, we're fabu-

lous, get used to it!

Hey, we're here, too, we're hetero-

sexual, we're fabulous, get used to it!

Once upon a timewhen th? Collegian

was pretending to be a friendly and

diverse campus newspaper, people were

not allowed to respond directly to other

editorials.

Those days are long gone vrith the

advent of my sexual preference is bet-

ter than your sexual preference edito-

rials.

If my count is right to even up the

score, we need an editorial from a vir-

gin in the gay community now.

Don't be shy!

Come forward and let the whole

community know what it is like to be

gay and without conquests.

The Collegian has thrown out its

editorial pohcies of old. The Editorial/

Opinion page has become a no holds

barred page, so take advantage of it.

Jeanine McLean
Sylvan

Apathy is

a disease
I submit here and now that you are

apathetic.

You are so apathetic, in fact, that ifyou

don't know what "apathetic" means you

are not going to look it up in the dictionary.

That's notyour style. It's too much hassle.

But relax! (After all, that's what you do

best. ) It's not your fault. Actually, I should

say not our fault, for I am apathetic too.

We are the generation of decline, the

children of low progress. Just another

sorry example of deteriorating American
quality. We are the products of industry

that has provided us with everything,

leaving us nothing to work for.

Brooke C. Wheeler

Everyone gets into college nowadays.

Being accepted to college is no longer a

mark of years of sweat and hard work in

high school, saving money firom multiple

jobs for tuition, being the first in your

family to go. Forget hard work— nowadays

ifyou can spell your name correctly, you're

in!

And what do we do once we get in? (You

need to ask?) PAAAARTY! PARTY! DUDE,
YEAH!! "College tuition is the worid's

largest cover charge." Get in, get drunk,

get out, get a . . . job? Naaah, we can make
our college "education" last a few more
years.

Now, at this point you are becoming

indignant, thinking that I'm just a gen-

eralizing fool, saying to yourself "excuse

me, I work hard, I appreciate my oppor-

tunities, don't tell me I'm apathetic!" Well,

I think I can safely say you're either de-

luded or part of an exclusive minority

from the other side of the spectriun: the

overachievers. But let's save that for an-

other column.

Yes, I'm sorry, it's true. Every single

one of you can fit in somewhere on the

scale of apathy. Maybe you have skipped

class to sleep in one morning. Or maybe
every morning? I know people to whom
going to class at all is a rather novel idea.

If you do go to class, do you actually

stay awake?Take notes?Areyou genuinely

interested in the subject matter, or is it

just another lousy requirement, a waste of

your time, a pain in your butt? You could

be back in bed asleep, or hangin' in the

Bluewall, or watching soaps, or doing

laundry, or throwing back a few beers.

(Never mind that classes costyour parents

about thirty bucks each.) Why do you

bother going to class at all? WHAT THE
HELL ARE YOU HERE FOR?

Tell me, honestly, do you ever do your

"best" in any class? Do you really ever do

any more than the minimum to get by?

Yeah, I know—you busted your butt until

4:00 in the morning last semester writing

that ten-page paper. Or you crammed for

two sleepless days and nights for that

exam . . . making up for how many days of

homework and studying you never did

during the semester?

What's your mayor? a) Don't know yet.

b) Don't care, c) Uh, I'm in between majors

at the moment, d) What's one you have to

do the least amount of work for? e) Do I

have to major in something?

I would like to interrupt my accusatory

speech at this point to confess, to admit

that I do not disclude myself from the

masses of apathy. When I talk in such an
accusing manner, I am also addressing

myself I have mis.sed classes, blown off

work to do something stupid, crammed for

finals to make up for a semester's worth of

disinterest, and not so infrequently. But if

I thought it werejust me, I would not be so

concerned.

Student apathy is a contagious disease

ofepidemic proportions.

I know there are many of you who do

put forth effort, but how much of it is half-

hearted?Am I being too wistful for a time

when American pride was in everything,

people worked hard to better themselves,

and ourmath scores were not the lowest of

any nation? Please convinceme those days

are not gone forever.

Brooke C. Wheeler is a Collegian col-

umnist. , . ...
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Black Affairs
Yo What's Up! March is Women's Month
By SONDRA SUTTON
Collegian Staff

Black History month maybe over, however, there will

still be many more events and functions sponsored

throughout the semester by and for the hard working

students ofcolor here at the University ofMassachusetts.

Let's show our brothers and sisters thatwe support them,

as well as their efforts for making UMass a more com-
fortable, and "Colorful" place to be.

Ifthere are announcements for up and coming events

which pertain to the ALANA community, they may be

brought to the Co//e^uin^ and left in the Black Affairs box.

Keep in mind that the Black Affairs Page appears in

the Collegian every two weeks, so plan accordingly.

March, in case anyone forgot, is National Women's
Month. We all know that there are many wonderful

women in the African American community. So brothers

give your sisters a pat on the back, a hug or say "Sister I

appreciate you, and all that you do to make this world

brighter."

Mount Holyoke College ishaving their "SecondAnnual

MajorityWomen's Conferenceand CelebrationofWomen
of Color: Building Global Coalitions between Women of

Color." Here is a Usting of some of the events which will

occur during their conference.

Thurs, March 5: Panel; The role of U.S. and interna-

tional women in the "New World Order." Panelists are

Five College faculty women of color. It will take place in

the Hooker Auditorium at 4:30.

Fri, March 6: Health issues affecting U.S. and inter-

national women of color. Topics include, AIDS, breast

cancer, malnutrition and reproductive health. Betty

Shabazz house, 6 p.m.

Workshop; White women against racism: building

coaUtions with women of color. Blanchard Intercultural

Lounge 4-6 p.m.

Workshop; Confronting homophobia in our communi

ties. A discussion of issues of heterosexism and
homophobia as they affect women of color. Blanchard

Intercultural Lounge 10:30- noon.

Workshop; The privilege of education: bridging the

gap between women of color in the community and
educatedwomen ofcolor. Blanchard Intercultural Lounge
2-4 p.m.

Sun, March 8; Workshop; multi-racialism amd mulit-

ethnicity: acknowledging the realities ofwomen ofmixed
heritage and mixed cultures inourcommunity. Blanchard

Intercultural Lounge 10:30- noon.

Also on Sunday March 8, the Sylvan Cultural Center
presents "An Evening of Jazz" featuring the world-

reknowed "Saud" jazz ensemble of New York featuring

Galen Abdur-razzaq. This event will take place at the

University ofMassachusetts in the Campus Center 10th

floor starting at 8:00 p.m. 8-9 social hour, 9-10 Dinner

Buffet. Jazz concert sUrts at 9:30, 11:30 p.m. - 2.00 p.m.

after party, music by B.M.C.P.

Students of color meet with UMass police
By SONDRA SUTTON
Collegian Staff

Black History Month here at the University ofMassa-

chusetts was very successful. I give two thumbs up to all

who were apart of it. Academic Support Services did an
excellent job by sponsoring a discussion with the UMass
police department. The event took place on February 19,

in the Malcolm X center.

The discussion began with a brief introduction of the

officers in attendance, and the faculty members present.

Students proceeded to ask questions, most concerning

the tensions between African- American students and
the police officers here at the University. Many students

stressed a concern with the definition of"probable cause."

They felt that the term was too general, and that it is

often misused. Chief of Police Jack Lupo explained that

an officer should have a valid reason if he. for example,

pulled a student over in a car. The student has a right to

kiM>w why he is being stopped.

Other questions which were brought up at the discussion

were m reference to the double secuiity at late night events

sponsored by Black organizations on campus.

Delphine Quralles, from the Students Activities Of-

fice, has worked with many organizations surrounding

late night events. She said it was the students who had

decided that they wanted extra secunty measures taken

at their events, and that metal detectors are not man-
datory. The students sponsoring the event had friends

and family who would be there, they wanted everyone to

be safe."

The general feeling was that the discussion would

have been much more productive, had the officers that

students have conflicts with were there. ChiefLupo said

that he did mention the discussion to his officers and he

urged them to come.

UMass student Dwight Robinson said that he felt

uncomfortable with the fact that the chief had urged the

other officers to attend, and that they were not there.

Despite the absence ofthe other officers, those officers

who did attend, Barbara O'Connor, Jack O'Connor, Steve

Warren, Dave Hastings, Jose Roberio, Brian Davies, and
Chip Thrasher, did a good job in answering some of the

questions asked.

Officer Barbara O'Connor said that she really wanta

the relationship between students ofcolor and the officers

to improve. "I think this discussion idea is excellent, at

least we are talking."
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Project Pulse
student Affairs University of Massachusetts at Amherst

On Wednesday. October 30, 1991, Project

PULSE conducted a telephone survey for

the Information Data Banb (IDB), o|3er- information data bank
^j o.5%

ated by the Dean of Students Office. The
survey examined levels of student aware-
ness and use of the IDB. PULSE interview-

ers attempted to contact 840 students se-

lected randomly from the undergraduate
student population, and 430 agreed to be
interviewed. The response rate for the

survey was 51%.

Figure 2
Resources Used Most to Obtain Non-Academic Information

All of the students sampled , regardless of

whether they had heard of or used the

IDB, were asked which resource they use

most to obtain academic information.

Next, students were asked which resource
they use most to obtain non-academic in-

formation, such as information about
clubs, sporting events, UVC. arts events,

etc. (see Figure 2).

Finally, students were asked how the IDB

couldbe effectivelyadvertised (see Figiu-e 3)

.

Morethanhalf(5l.l%,n=2l7)ofthe
students saidthrough the Colle|{lan.

42.6%
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Figure 3
Most Effective Way to Advertise the Information Data Bank
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Arts & Living
Japanese Kodo thundered the FAC with drums
By CHRIS SHADOIAN
Collegian Staif

Kodo
One Earth Tour
Fine Arts Center
February 27, 1992

If you missed Kodo, you made a big mistake.
The world-reknown company ofJapanese drummers

played to an appreciative full house at the Fine Arts
Center last Friday, and MAN, were they terrific!

Performing mainly on the taiko, the traditional

Japanese drum, the 11 member troupe played for a full

two hours with no intermissions except to move instru-

ments on and off stage between songs.

In ancient Japan, the taiko was used as a symbol for

each village, and the village limits were determined
solely by the farthest distance from which the drum could

be heard. If the drum couldn't be heard, the village

boundaries had been passed.

The first song, "Shishi-Ku," was a device to lead the

audience into the performance. It started off soft, with
three drummers beating out some basic rhythms. But the

song slowly built in intensity, and filled theentire concert
hall.

The entire performance, for a show with no electronic

equipment, was loud. And I mean loud. My ears were
ringing slightly when I walked out at the end ofthe night.

But some of the songs were amazingly complex and
beautifiil, and required incredible endurance from the

performers.

"Chonlima," for example, lasted for about 15 minutes,

and the players were constantly playing at frantic speeds
while they were dancingaround the stage. I never thought
anyone could get such a workout fix>m playing the dnmis.

Probably the finest single aspect of the show was the

synchronicity ofthe sounds. All the individual drummers
played in absolute harmony. Sometimes there would be
four drummers on stage playing the exact same rhythm
and, if I closed my eyes, they all sounded like one loud

drum.
The peak of the concert was "0-Daiko," a song which

began with a single, monotonous, booming beat. The
beat, which is supposedly what a mother's heartbeat

sounds like to a child in the womb, stopped and a curtain

was raised revealing the source ofthe sound: an immense
drum standing on a huge cart.

This miyadaiko drum was carved from a single tree,

measured five feet across, and weighed over 800 pounds,
hence the cart. Four people were required tomove it to it's

eventual center stage position.

Two people played the drum, one of them, on one side,

played a basic rhythm, and the other improvised on the

opposite side. The deep bass rhjrthms filled theauditorium
with no difBculty.

Kodo began in 1971, on the island of Sado in the Sea
ofJapan, but did not adopt their now famous name until

1981, when they began touring in other countries, be-

ginning at the Berlin Festival.

Since that time, Kodo has had consistently sold out
performances all across five different continents.

There is no way I can truthfully describe the beauty

and excellence of Kodo. And if 1 haven't said enough to

convince you yet, you will simply have to see them for

yourself.

Theyll be playing in Los Angeles, Berkeley, East
Lansing, Ann Arbor and Toronto later on this spring, and
are celebrating their tenth year of touring in North
America this year.

Ifyou are anywhere near any of those places, go see

them. You won't regret it. I promise.

See our tiny planet through the eyes of aliens
By SHAWN McDONNELL
CoUepian Correspondent

Tales of the Lost Formicans
Rand Theater, UMass
Feb. 27-29 and March 4-7, 1992

Tales of the Lost Formicans is an
enormous play, with enormous insight.

Like many of the works by dramatist

Constance Congdon, the scope ofthe show
is vast — encompassing, in this case, ev-

erything from a small , dysfunctional family

to the outer limits of space.

Much of the show is an examination of

the relative size of things — it opens with

a trio of aliens poring over a massive

astral map, trying to locate the tiny mark
which represents our world. Earth. This is

the first of many devices used to show
mankind reduced in stature, and these

devices continue to strike closer to home
as the play continues.

We see our planet as a mere speck in

the cosmos, a runaway teen a mere speck
in our country, and a lost car a mere speck

in a cornfield. The play's characters are

constantly dwarfed by ever smaller sur-

roundings, until, ultimately, we are met
with the image of a man as a fi-ail, living

skeleton, vanishing into the folds of his

hospital gown.
"This depiction ofour insignificance may

seem bleak, yet it does not serve to frighten.

Rather, it fills one with an awe and
amazement not unlike that expressed by

the ever-present aliens, to whom our cul-

ture is a "complex. . . intangible. . . wonder.'

Constance Congdon has written a play

for, and about, the real people ofa modern-
day "Formican" society. She examines a

culture of Levittown-style pre-fab houses,

and massive plastic malls. She relates our

problems, whether as transitory as teen

angst, or as shattering as Alzheimer's

disease.

And though our society is placed in

frightening perspective, it is never really

belittled. WatchingFormicans, weareable
to find endless delight in the endless or-

dinary.

The current Rand Theater production

is a perfect live expression of this play.

The scenic design, by Terry Beckett, gives

us a tasteless modem home ofof linoleum

and chrome, fiinged by massive stone-

like slabs which stand as part Stonehenge
and part mall art.

This space is ingeniously utilized by
director Richard Trousdell, who manages
to guide the show fluidly from comedy to

drama, to surreaUsm and back again,

without ever disturbing the delicate bal-

ance of the text. A more sensitive tran-

scription is hard to imagine.

The show is furtherbuoyed by an almost

unexceptionally wonderful cast ofstudent

actors.

Michael Tritto and Sara Whitcomb
shine in their roles as an elderly couple

coping with Alzheimer's disease. Brian

Smith is unnerving^y perfect as a paranoic

nurse and conspiracy buff, and Ian
Wedegartener plays a great brooding teen,

with an affinity for vulgarity. Even sup-

porting player Robert Corddry, who
handles numerous small ix>les, exhibits

an exceptional range— he doesn't

miss a beat in going from a honey-voiced
Alien to an abusive truck driver.

But the evening's biggest ovation must
go to actress Joan Jubett, whose role as a
divorced mother — saddled with every

type of personal and financial problem—
is the most demanding in the show.

It is a testament to Miss Jubett's im-

mense skill that she appears to play the

part with such ease. This is a bolder, more
finely wrought performance than anyone

could hope to expect outside of strictly

professional theater.

Student acting does not, and can not,

get any better than this, just as student

theatre can not get better than the Rand's

production ofTales ofthe Lost Formicans.

See it while you can.

Connecting with campus cable
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Hello, and welcome to this week's edition oftheCampus
Cable Connection. This week, one of my favorite "kick

back and relax" summer flicks. Summer School will be

on as well as a plethora ofgreats and flops. And away we
go with the movies that will be on beginning Wednesday,

March 4.

And Justice for All— Al Pacino, Jack Warden, John
Forsythe. Pacino is a lawyer who battles the judicial

system of Maryland. The satire is hysterical and mixes

well vrith some touchingly sad moments about the lies

and truths ofjustice. ***

The Big Chill — Tom Berenger, Glenn Close, Jeff

Goldblum, William Hurt. Chock full of stars, this movie

bases itselfon a group of old college friends (ex-radicals)

who have become more in tune with society. Superb

acting, brilliantly directed by Lawrence Kasdan. The

only flaw is a somewhat weak script, but overall a good

film.***

Blind Date — Kim Basinger, Bruce Willis, John

Larroquette. This movie is an annoyingly typical farce by
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NEED
ADVICE?

Mere's some:
send your really

important questions
;

to the Collegian's

new advice column.
;
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\
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Worldwide

Save Money - Meet People
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MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

10 BddjcrtowTi Rd. • Route 9 Amhcrsf • ?56-O251/0252

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

Minimum $15 plus $2 delivery charge

TE\ &SUNDAYBRUNCH
Buffet served Saturday 5-9p.m.

^ Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-.3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99

Children under 10 -$3.00

Round Trips from Boston Starting at

LONDON $ 310
TOKYO 729
Round Trips from New York Starting at

GUATEMAU 390
DELHI 1231
Round Trips from Los Angeles Startinf ac

AUKLAND 1209
Taxes not included. Restrictions apply.

Fares subject to change & availability.

Call about one ways. We Issue

EURAIL passes on the SPOT1

Council Travd
79 South Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002

413-256-1261

Taking the June '92

GMAT . GRE • LSAT?
Take RONKIN's Free Diagnostic

Exam for the GIMAT, LSAT or GRE.
Call now to reserve your space for this

week's test sessions. Doni go into the

June test without knowing how well

you will score, because your scores

may determine your acceptance into

grad school. (Call for other exam tlnnes.)

Exam Schedule (start times shown below):

Thursday: 1 :00 pm, 3:00 pm & 5:00 pm
Friday: 1 :00 pm & 3:00 pm

Call Now: 549-401
We'll Make Sure You Make ttl"

Rinim
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director Blake Edwards (A Fine Mess) about a mega-

yuppie (Willis) who takes a beautiful blonde (who else?

Basinger) on a blind date. He is warned not to give her

alcohol, but if he didn't then there would be no script,

however lame it might be. Larroquette is amusing as the

jealous fiance of Basinger.*

Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid — Paul

Newman, Robert Redford, Katharine Ross. Boy oh boy, in

1969 Newman and Redford were ever in their prime

acting and (cough) otherwise. These two guys are out-

laws being pursued by the sheriff and his posse. Some

fantastic scenes, and the cinematography, which won

Conrad Hall an Oscar, is breathtaking. The original score

and the screenplay also took away Oscars. A cinematic

triumph!****
Compromising Positions— Susan Sarandon, Raul

Juha, Edward Herrmann. This black comedy is about a

beautiful housewife (Sarandon) who is intrigued by the

murder of a local dentist. Some scenes were funny and

necessary, others just missed the mark completely.

Sarandon, as always, sparkles. ** 1/2

Escape from New York — Kurt Russell, Lee Van

Cleef, Ernest Borguine Apparently this director has a

TONIGHT

Live Music

with

STONE SOUP

Battle of the Greeks

Contests • Prizes

FREE Pizza

Weekly Special

95e Drafts/$3.95 Pitchers

• Late Model Dependable Transportation

• Inexpensive Rates- Daily - Weekly - Monthly

• Mastercard Visa, American Express

• Must Be 21 Years ofA^ To Rent

5^S* 253^5040 ^t
312 College Street. Amherst. MA 01004

TalesThm Unhmrtitf of Ma»»«chu»«tt»

DcpAitmant ofTh««f r pr»fnt»

of the LOST
FORMICANS

by Constance Congdon

THE^ PUB
^IJiJUtAllLS MlVinS IN AMHKKSr

rn.M • !•>•».'

t A s I r I I A s x K t. I. I

The be$t new phy in yean

America conducted by atem."

. A trove/ futde to Middle

— Time Magazine

"Comtance Congdon'i Tales of the Lo»t Formicani hoi

a frethnen ofip*nt. with a humor and charm $o diitinctnely

indrviduol. that one jost wonU to hear more and more from

tfgf"
— The Village Voice

February 27-29 and March 4-7, 1 992

Rand Theater a 8:00 p.m.

Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office. 545-25 1

1

$5 general public; $3 students and senior citizens

thing about the future being very bleak and austere. It

leaves you with a bad taste in your mouth. The year is

1997, and Snake Phssken (Russell) tries to escape from

Manhattan, which has been turned into a maximum
security prison. Believe me, it sounds better than it

actually is.
**

Firebirds— Nicolas Calge, Tommy Lee Jones, Sean

Young. Oh lxx)k! Someone tried to be original and went

and made a movie about drug cartels and helicopters and

stuff! Boy, I don't know about you. but I'd reach into my
wallet and shell out money for this one. NOT. This film is

blah, the acting is beyond heinous, and 1 have determined

through much research that Sean Young gets her acting

motivation from a head of lettuce. NO STARS.

Hamburger Hill— Anthony Barrile, Michael Patrick

Boatman, Don Cheadle. I suppose I'm biased after seeing

Platoon, but the film just wasn't emotionally charged.

The scenes are realistic and some are brutal, but other

Vietnam films have done much better. **

LittleMurders— ElliottGould, Marcia Rodd, Vincent

Gardenia. Wonderful 70s black comedy about Ufe (some-

times good, sometimes horrible) in New York City.

Sometimes a little bit too depressing in parts. Overall a

good film, and splendid acting. ***l/2

The Long, Hot Summer — Paul Newman, Joanne

Woodward, Orson Welles, Anthony FYanciosa. Made in

1958, this is the Newmans' first film together. Based on a

blend of William Faulkner short stories, the film is a

delightful drama that was later remade into a TV movie.
«*«

The Hot Rock — Robert Redford, George Segal. Ron

Leibman. Boy, Newman and Redford are getting lots of

coverage this week, huh? Amusing comedy about a couple

of biimbUng thieves who manage to do everything wrong

during a heist.*** 1/2

Real Genius — Val Kilmer, Gabe Jarret, Michelle

Meyrink. Stylish satire about a bunch of whiz kids who

are being exploited by a very slimy WiUiam Atherton.

The premise is kind of blah, but the acting, especially by

Kilmer, is light and funny. I guarantee at least a few good

laughs. ***

Revenge of the Nerds, II: Nerds in Paradise —
Robert Carrame, Curtis Armstrong, Larry B. Scott. Yea,

the first one was cute, but this one mademe want to vomit

profusely. The Lambda Lambda Lambda nerds go to Ft.

Lauderdale for a fi-atemity conference; predictable and

generally stupid. The people who made this film seem to

know very little about Greek life today. NO STARS.

Ruthless People — Danny DeVito, Bette Midler,

Judge Reinhold. Ah, another fun film from the Zucker

brothers. In order to run away with his lover sleazy

DeVito plans to murder his wife (Mideler), who is plan-

ning to get rid of DeVito and run away with HER lover.

But the plan is thrown offwhen Midler is kidnapped and
held for ransom. A tad bit too vicious, but DeVito is

perfect. ***

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBOPY

53 So. Prospect -Amherst Center

256-8157 • 256-1385

• Imports & Other unibody vehicles are our

specialty.

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (+or-l/2

mm)
• Over 90 years staff experience.

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement.

• Advanced European Technology Painting

and Refinishing Systems.

Remember it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities.

Come in for a
quick byte
You have the right ideas... but you don't have the Mac

to make them happen. At Kinko's, we have the solution!

You'll find the tools you need

to get the job done right in our

comfortable work area.

I In-store Macintosh*

computer rental

I Laser printers

I A selection of leading

software

Shop Registration # RS12121212

:

1

$2.00 off per hour
on Macintosh rental
Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed and save on in-store,

self-service Macintosh® computer rental time. One coupon per

customer. Not valid with other offers. Coupon good through

September 28, 1992.

Open 24 hours

253-2543

220 North Pleasant Street

(Across from the Carriage Shops)

i HH Wl OTI MR IHVH IMP UPV Wffl$ iHH

kinko's
the copy center

>ffiVi>j;'Xiffiy/yjfsm

« .V
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By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
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CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

EWK^WWWV.^

K'

/41.

Tv.v»r

JIM'S JOURNAL By JIM

4imt -for «»»

twt rUci*

WtA.

WILMINGTON

r;4tS tK« bft^

By M.K. ANDERSON

If
h NOT? TO /ILL CelfBRlTIf/^/

To THAWK fLV/S FOIR HIS

HosriTKiTy. ^^'^ PLeAS^

/V^oVf OH ONC^ yoUR P^P^RS

COMf THMCH-THf SffRer

BuWtHousF/\T r^MCfU^;P CA/^

^^LY HflUS( 1^ INCOGNITO pop-

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

(••O SPIttN&etMK rat rKE.'
WAAAAAi

Today's Staff
Night Editor Greg Sukiennik

Copy Editor Dan Wetzel

PhotoTechnician Christopher Evans

Production Supervisor Brad Hutchison

Production MattSchmill, Lisa Roman

Menu
LUNCH

Hot Beef Sandwhich

Tuna Melt

BASICS LUNCH
Hearty Latin Stew

Tuna Melt

DINNER
Roast Turkey

Seafood Pasta Primavera

BASICS DINNER
Tofu Pasta Primavera

Roast Turkey

The ()pHM^l^^«^»ur«;;^ed.l)a^l^l^1W6«.^'V^h<»<?Pt Ihe (^itowmsu aiW tloMpt »iet<*»ar>(y K<fV-oth« v»c««s of the Co//t;j,'/<ir» or flie University.

In Saddam Hussein's war room

Quote of the Day
'Surfing is life. The rest is details."

- Joe Lohan, UMass student

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-Afyil 191: A
good day ID rally support (or a pel

project. Although family duties could

push certain social plans into the

background during morning hours,

you should be free to have fun later

on.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): The
romantic outlook is favorable. A so-

cial occasion will be fun if you deep

you emo( tons and temper in check. A
•<lly member's advice is right on

uiget. Exercise self<ontrol.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -lune 20): Rehise

to be disracled by gossipy neighbors.

You need to deal with romance in a

posiliwway. Older friends offer suurxi

adviceon handling a family problem.

CANCER (June 21-)uly 22): You
may be asked to mediate a family

dispute this weekend. Your special

understanding of a difficult situation

helps you save the day! Do everything

you can to promote reconciliation.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22): The mail

brings gocxJ news. An old flamecould

re-enter you life. Despite a nostalgic

mood, you have second thoughts

about rekindling your relationship.

Heed your instincts!

VIRCO(Aug. 23-Sep(. 22): Weigh
the pros and cons of a joint shopping

trip. Who will foot the bill? Attending

a public meeting or gala social event

gives you access to mlluential people.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Co
ahead artd splurge on a special treat

today; you deserve it! Living it up a

little will enhance a romantic rela-

tionship. You are lucky when it comes
to finding shopping bargains.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Capitalize on your posverful finarKial

instirKts today. Act alone or pool

your resources. Ou not be afraid to

dash ahead — you are poised to

attain swift results.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 220ec.
21 ): You are exceptionally persuasive

today, able to win the trust and admi-
ration of many people. Special ar-

rangements unfold through a strong

bonding or interest. Atterui a family

gathering tonight.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-)an. 19):

Projects and purchases will probably

go just the way you like today. Social

events arranged by friends take on
great importance. Someone may have
a secret agenda.

AQUARIUS dan. 20-Feb. 18): An
intuitive flash or conficteniial tip re-

veals how to tidy up some loose ends.

Act quietly and discreetly. Those in

the know will reward your efforts to

straighten things out.

PISCES (Feb. 1 9-March 20): Pros-

perity follows you like a good friend

now. You get the all<lear on a finan-

lial pact or purchase.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

Acnoss
t Corporal Of a

sort

6 Word witn iron

or loctt

10 Mti awards
U MOMA

offerings

15 vofksnire nv»r

16 Sounds of

discovery

1

7

Monsters of the

highway
18 Deliberate hoax

20 Very, in Verdun

21 Pert of AT4T
22 (jolden Boy

autfior

23 Preside at tea

25 Edibte tubers

27 Command
30 Baskettiall

players

31 Then, in Caen
32 Low-key
33 Kipling lad

36 Candy units

37 Took a chance

38 Josip Broz

39 Naval off.

40 Icy

41 Curses
42 Consumable
44 Oecorative

glass

45 Warns
46 Perfume holder

47 Sophisticated

48 — O My
Heart"

49 Leveling piece

53 Poor advice

56 Actor Joe of

Hill Street

Blues

'

57 Latvian city

5eKing —
59 One o« the

Starrs

60f4CAA'S
concern

61 Bone: Comb
form

62 m humor

oom*
1 Vanished

2 Copycat

3 59 Across is

one
4 Refrigerator

areas

5 Alf and Mork
for short

6 More pkJCky

7 100 dinars

8 Kind of vtri>

Abbr

9 Billy — VMIIiams

10 Ire

1

1

Diplomas

12 Production

32 Suburban
shopping sites

34 Article

35 Hart of the

stage
37 figure m red

38 Slump
40 Encircles

41 Part of a txkini

43 Of the Skin

44 E B White s

Wilbur (or one

45 Circuit

46 Border
47 Poet Te

4A Confined

50 Dangle
51 Bus Slop

author

52 Ooo anclKir

54 Rghl decision:

Abbr

55 Dawn goddess
56 Lady of So

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
groups B{U{S T S| ISiHlA 6l IRIAIVIEI

13 Concordes I1S;E R;{BTiAlD!SHEIRIOISI
19 Repaired E!DW II NlBlUlZiZIAlL D R 1 N

brogans
R AiNHTI DlFlHE R 01 IL

for short

24 CIA

piilfrilN.VHRiE N,E:WiSJl
lEjL AlL

XTIPP OiRiTSM
predecessor EUciOMIAySiAlAIRI

25 Well fad T A;RpiLiA R 1 AlTjspiRII 1E|

26 Mature H 1 kFehma n nUhieIaii iPl
27 George Herman

1
VrMlOTliSlTHMlOIRlBlllDl

Ruth SIH EiL|L|SpPiUlR H^^
28 Spirit

f^ TlO NIEMsil LTHElOTon
29 Guffaw

q OiR DIOIN
aIrieH!

EiR TIOTmI

family
e r s \\ 1" f'T Al IE

dIe e lAiYIEiSHT E K LiS

3/4/92
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1
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1
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Men's track finishes ninth
Brown highlights weekend with first place finish
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

In a meet that University of Massachusetts men's

track coach Ken O'Brien called ""a solid performance," the

Minutemen recorded a ninth place finish at this past

weekend's New England Championships held at Boston

University.

The meet was dominated, as expected, by the three

Boston schools (Boston College, Boston University, and

Northeastern), as well as the University of Connecticut

and University of Rhode Island.

The highlight of the weekend for the Minutemen was

the performance of Steven Brown, who brought home a

first place finish in a hotly contested 500-meter race.

Brown finished the race in a time of 1:04.17, as did

BU's Colm Tobin, although Brown was declared the

winner in a photo finish.

"Steve's performance was definitely the highlight of

the weekend," O'Brien said. "He got his nose out in front

of the BU kid and edged him in what was probably the

best race of the weekend."

Other key performers for the Minutemen were Kevin

Walters, who grabbed a fifth place finish in the 200, and

Joe Kourafas, who achieved a personal best with a sixth

place finish in the pentathalon.

Also, the Minuteraen's distance medley relay team of

Rick Copley, Brian King, Pat Lockett, and Ben Winther

impressed with a fifth place finish, as did Pat Reed with

his performance in the 3000.

"I don't think that anyone in the second five [ Fitchburg,

Maine, Providence. Southern Connecticut, UMassJ had a

chance to crack that top five," O'Brien said. "I would've

liked a sixth or seventh place finish, but sometimes

things don't always break your way.

"I think all in all, we had a good weekend," O'Brien

said. "We got some quality performances, but it's hard

when you're going up against teams that are that much

better than you."

hoop
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

might not be that ugly but he's still on the All-

Uglies until he learns how to take press pictures

without a grotesque scowl. Rick buddy, you're

supposed to smile, not sneer.

In the frontcourt, St. Bonaventure's small for-

ward Jason Brower is the captain ofthe team. Cage

fans were lucky this year, in that Brower was

injured when the Bonnies visited, he truly is the

ugliest player in the nation.

The power forward for the All-Uglies is BC's Bill

Curley . With his black mouthpiece in, Curley looks like

the Jaws character in Moonraker with lighter hair.

Pitt's Darrin Morningstar is the center for this

squad of Frankensteins. Morningstar will start

until he reaUzes that his haircut is an uncontrol-

lable mop and that his sideburns have got to go.

Well, there you have it, the NCAA All-Ugly

Team for the 1991-92 season. Next column: the

NBA All-Stiff team.

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian columnist

'One Of The Best Films I've Seen In A Long, Long Time

I Can't Wait To See It Again. I Love This Film'.'

^BIh^^^H cV^^I^^

"There's no Resisting

1 'The Commitments'. A Film

^^^^ With A Sound So Potent

^^^K IT Couio Probably LiberateMH: The wofiio."

f^r. •••••-

mm. ^—̂ -V m|
^ ^^ W^WTT%m 1 .% i -..^^

THE COMMITMENTS
ive your ticket stubs' One Commitmeriis compact aisc will be raffled off at

each show' Showing Wednesday f\/larch 4 5 7. 9 & ri pm • Campus
r.pntpr Aiiditorrjm • F'r^t Show S2 others S3

Dear Kristen,

What can I say except

we are docking in Capt

Town tomorrow and
that 10 days of infor-

mation straight from

Archbishop Tutu un-

der my cap has

humbled me. Now I

can see Apartheid for

myself with new eyes.

Sony, but I have to run

for the final game in

the voUe>^>all tourna-

ment on Prom Deck.

Love,

Brian

P.S. You LOST your

application to Semes-

teratSea? Get another

onenowl Call 800^54-

0195 NOW.
P.P.S. WEWONl

Our service will find

you sources of

financial aid or you
are not going to pay

for it. Period.
We offer the following services:

•High-School / Undergraduate Financial Aid &
Scholarship Placement Service

•Graduate / Professional Financial Aid &
Scholarship Placement Service

For high school students only. . .

.

•4 Year College Matching Service

•Athletic Scholarship Matching Service

I

I

I

I

For Free and Complete Details,

Write or Call:

The Sliar Institute

Education Related Services

6 University Dr., Suite 232

Amherst, MA 01002-2265

(413) 253-0527

Mention this ad and get $5 off!

I
Please include your phone number and year in school. |

OUR COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE
& TO YOU...

At The Shar Institute, students are our number one

priority. We are dedicated to serving high school,

undergraduate, graduate, professional, technical,

vocational, junior college, American, and foreign

students in both the Pioneer Valley and beyond.

At The Shar Institute we guarantee our results. We
are so confident that our services vs^ill perfonn for

you, that in the unlikely event that they don't. The
Shar Institute will refund your processing fee.

At The Shar Institute our consultations are always
free. Whatever your questions or concerns, we are

here and happy to help you.
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"I used to be a lowly freshman, but then I started working for the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian. Now I'm a lowly junior, but I have a

great job. a lot of useful experience, and a lot of cool friends.

Thank you. Collegianl'

COLLEGIAN
"It's not just an adventure, it's a Job"

*^r.>v

*>/V/

D.R Douqh
cIeIJvers caIzones

Experience the inner workings of a daily newspaper first-hand.

Come to the offices of the Collegian - 1 13 Campus Center Basement
or call 545-3500 (5-3500 on campus).

Don't worry, we won't bite.

caU296'1616
Now Open at 1 1:30 A.M.

BY THE

IDLA Al AA

DONNA KELLEY
ACSM Certified ^F^

FUNK • LOW IMPACT • STEP

Area's Largest Aerobic Floor

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLL^ • 460 WEST ST.. • SO. AMHERST • 256-0080

|$FOFFi
ANY2CALZONESI lANY 2 CALZONES

Expires 8/30/92
Delivery Only

|One coupon per 2 calzones!

I I

I 1

Expires 8/30/92
Delivery Only

•One coupon per 2 calzones
I I

SPRING BREAK '92

cerkvenik-anderson travel

COLLEGE TOURS

U-MASS
CAMCUiy

7 MIGHT ^^

PACKAGES
BOSTON DEPARTURE • PARTIES INCLUDED
INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS
MIKE 549-2798 • 1-800-395-4896

- Weekly Special -

950 12 oz. Drafts

$3.95 Pitchers

THE /^ PUB
CELEBRATES UEfjF^ IN AMHERST

1968 • 1992

15 EAST PLEASANT STREET

Classifieds
COME TO THE COUEGIAN OFFICE Hi CAMPUS CENTER • MOK THURS. 8:30-3:30 FRIDAY 8:X-2:30 • DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUaWN » KH^ORD/DAY FOR SIWESIZ » CASH INADVANCE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTION: Anyone inMreMed m fopf»-

sentlng th«* cxMjnlry and culture at the In-

t*ma«onal Fair contact Elsa 549-0022

P—dfcwIi March 13

ATTENTION WOMEN'S H20 POLOI
Must be a strong svwrnnier

and have H20 polo aiipMlence

Contact Tree on \Mm«I« at 256-67 1

7

1901 Jeep wranglar 6 cy< Fuel mj. Mi
Moving overseas Must sen BougM 8 months

ago for $15,500 Asking $1 1 ,500 256-1912

COLLEOe PIZZA

ATTENnON MUStOANS
Taslam Porta One
No longer manufactured

Mint condition

(350 or t)est otter

Call Rob 6-3950

B«1 and Breakfast

Downtown An#«rst Meal (or visiltng par-

ents and Inends 549-0733

Spring SpacW
Ltrge ch $6 00 Small cti (3 50

Add$1 lor 1or2 toppings

Free soda w/1arge sub salad or spaghetti

Now featuring slices I i

Must mention this ad
549-6073 549 6098

BEST PARKING ON CAMPUS $1001(1

Buy my 29*. 12speed. brown bicyds

Barbara 549-1 164

CAUFORNIA-$149! Anytime. nyeitl>erway.

coast to-coast (iFHjrttand'Seattle!) Carib-

bean-only$l69 roundtrip aii k) somewhere

sunny aid »»arm. Hitch A Ride Europe only

$160 each ¥»ay" AirNtch 212^64 2000^

COLLEGE BARGAINS
Brother WP-^?0 Wordprocesscr

For only $?99 while supplies last

546-O390 leave message

Do you want to get Involved w/planning

Earth Day festivities? Jem the Residential

Flecyding Program's volunteer group. The

1 st meeting is 3/5 caB 545 1 153

FREE SKI PACKAGE
Plus dinner and IHm

$1 ralfle ticket

Skinner Han

March 34tarch 5

10:30-3M

DEAD TICKETS

LOOKING FOR TICKETS to Nassau and

Pbitly shows. Call Scotl at 549-0470

FOAAOOOOTMECALL:

RACK-A-6lSC ENTERTAINMENT. D/s.

video DJs and Karaoke from $1 75.00 Call

586-9900For Sale

FOR RENT

CALL 564-9206 (or U2 lk*<tS

FUNKY BASS
Candy apple red

Beautiful case

Too sexy (or my head

$175callnowf 549-8411

PRE 120011 SKIS, 190cm. mountedwith Look

99HP bindings. Excellent cond. $150 06O
546-7431

HELP WANTED

FAST
FUNDRAJSINO
PROGRAM

Fraternities, sororities, student chibs. Earn

up to $1000 in one week Plus receive a

$1000 bonus yourself And a FFtEE watch

just for calling 1 -800-932-0528 e«t 65

HELP WANTED
HOMEWORKERS NEEDEDII

Earn $1 ,000 weekly mailing our circulars 'm

your spare time at home! GUARANTEED'
Free supplies/postagel Begin now! Free

details! Endose LSASESMS. Dept Col-7A.

Box 610, Cordova, IN 36018-0610.

REAOTHB

Comptrters, Printers t J

Best pnces in the Pk)nasr ViNsy.WsconBg-

ure to your speoRcaHons. Ask about our

monthly specials. Aik for Eric 253-0666

RIDE WANTED

PANAMA OTY FLOmOA
drir*ing on tw twoch is lagat.

bars open una 4am.
over 400,000 students expected.

and rs cheap

adays7nighlslTO)n$155

cal Pete or DerMi 256-6490

PERSONALS

Susan Spancor • Welcome to Alpha Phi

Omega!! Good luck with pledging

LFS. Your Big Brother. Justin

PRIVATE APT BOOM avail. April 1st or

sooner 275Mo/'inclusive 256-3018

Sunderland Must rent one room

at Lantern Court $1 SO/tnonth

Convenient quiet tocation

ComtortaWe living call 665-8669

FOR SALE

AUTO FOR SALE

•4 > 6 i\ H » . "J.'«

82 FORD ESCORT 76K mlas. Runs good

$500 Can 256-4583

AMTARES ACOUSTK: GUITAR in great

condition Please call 546-0766

Alaska Summer EmploymenI- Fisheries.

Earn $5,000 /month Free transportation!

Room board! Over 8.000 openings Male

or female For employment program call 1 -

206-545-4155 ext 298

CiUNP ENCOREyCOOA
Music camp in southern Maine has current

openings lor assistant watertront director.

(WSI, LGT required), waterfront counselors

(LGT required) and head of tennis Contact

James Saltman. Camp Encore/C^ode. Ar-

Hngton, MA^ 617-64I^IJ
Collage Pro PMnlers are now accepting

applications for summer employment In the

Lowell. Chelmsford area. If you are inter-

6sfM pieas^dn 8e>fie*al KS-96ei

HEY JENN,

MLC

You wanted a personal

You gollt

Love, Bin

From my notebook to your newspaper. No. I

had a great weekend. Now Syracuse wont

be the same witt>out you.

LoveJMC

Ouorom Frendi Cologiw
Every bkinde on campus
IS wondering who you are

Can you t>e more specific

PERSON THAT CALLED JOSE regardng

ride to Flonda please call back 6-01 73 Lost

yournumlMr

SERVICCS

FREE FAOAL with MwyKay ca« Mara 549-

4690

FREE pregnancy testing; conlidcntial and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT; 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

LEARN TIBETAN
Language
Written/spoken

Call 546- 1 799 Leave message

NEED RNANaAL AID? Free intomnatian.

CaH The Shw Institute. 253-0527.

TRAVEL

SPRMQ BREAK "W
WfTH COLLEGE TOURS

Cancun»429
Ala » - ^
Mr, noMi, I arssa.

Cai Mike 549^2796

SPWNQ BREAK SPEOALS laKt
Batamas March I4th $34911 JamskaL

Cancun .$429<!

Indudes. Hotel, air.'hanslers. partiMi

S«jn Splash Tours

1-aO(M26-7710

TIUVEL PARTNER WANTED

to travel-rar'- and

Hoalal Itou osnirM Europe May 2l to June

22 ^iroit. Cat Jurtn tor INo 549-2637

TYPING

PAPERS, neStJMES, THESIS-
Wdrd proc»ssi»g. laser prir4ing-

Cal Rosemary 323-5031

CONGRATULATKJNS TO CHI OMEGA'S
1 9 new wonderful pledges.

See you at the date parly

• - • Lov», The SMsni

SPRING BREAK TRIPS
Panama City. Cancun. Jamaica

Call Stacey at 549-0640

You know M*. I type papsrs. (I.SOAyped

page Brtan 54S-3963

WiMfTEO

I Isr ani^li^ssMhow Con-

tad Erie « 546-4394
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Sports
Minutemen guarding against deja vu

CoUefUa photo by Christopher Evmna

Anton Brown and the 25th-ranked University of Massachusetts
basketball team will face the University of Rhode Island tonight at 7
p.in. at the Curry Hicks Cage.

David Scott fires sports shots

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

While the University ofMassachusetts

basketball team looks at tonight's game
(Curry Hicks Cage, 7 p.m.) against the

University of Rhode Island as a tune-up

and a chance to earn a better NCAA tour-

nament seeding, the Rams are up against

the wall, cornered and fighting for their

lives.

The Minutemen (24-4. 12-3 in the At-

lantic 10) must guard against a Rhode
Island team that had started off strong,

only to fall in recent weeks. The Rams
have exceeded most publication's pre-

season predictions, but have had to deal

with gambling allegations at URl which

have surfaced this week, while trying to

stop a losmg skid that may take them out

of the NCAA tournament.

"I think they backed themselves in a

comer when they lost a couple games
there," said UMass coach John Calipari.

"I'm not really surpised at their success

because they've had good players, great

balance, and it was just a question of

whether they would put it together this

year. They have, and they're having a

great year."

Meanwhile, UMass must guard against

history repeating itself The Mmutemen,
No. 25 in the country, were upset at the

Cage the last time they cracked the Top
25. The loss to West Virginia knocked
them out ofthe polls for almost twomonths.

"Hopefully we learned a little bit from

thatexperience," Calipari said. "Hopefully

I learned a little bit as a coach. I was tough

on them (in practice yesterday], so hope-

fully they know where I'm coming from."

The Mmutemen are also trying to keep
their New England winning streak alive.

UMass is 6-0 this year against teams in

New England and has won its last 16

against teams from the region.

"I think this win for [Rhode Island!

would lock an NCAA tournament bid,"

said Calipari, who said he thinks there

may be as many as four teams in the A- 10

that could make the NCAAs.
The Minutemen have won eight games

in a row, and 13 of their last 14. The team

will look to finish strong in its last regular

season home game of the year.

Cahpari said that if the A- 10 regular

season championship banner is ready for

hoisting, the game will be a sort of Fan

KEY MATCHUPS
Harper Williams vs. Jeff Kent

— In Rhode Island, Kent was
quiet. However, he is a wide-

tx>dy, much like Ricky Robinson

of West Virginia. Wide-bodies
have given Williams problems in

the past and he must find a way
to score inside.

Carlos Easterling vs. Anton
Brown — The team whose px)int

guard dictates tempo may very

well win this game. Brown has

played well all year and come
up iDtg with two 3-pointers against

West Virginia. Easterling has his

hands full.

Appreciation Night. Calipari and the

UMass squad will thank the fans for their

support.

Game notes: The game can be heard

on WHMP (99.3 FM) and WMUA (91.1

FM).
The Atlantic 10Tournament bus leaves

Sunday morning for Philadelphia, Pa.

Tickets are $99 for adults, $89 for stu-

dents and $79 for Minutemaniacs. For

more details contact the UMass ticket

office.

Here's to the guy in the

bars last week with the

florescent green cast on his

arm with "Bird's Back"
written in big black letters.

More appropriately it

should have read, "Bird's

Back is Back." But the guy
only broke his wrist, he
would of needed to shatter

his leg to fit all those words.

Next time.
• Who were the bozos

doing the UMass-West Vir-

ginia game on Channel 22? What game were they watch-

ing?

• The rumors are starting to swarl about Coach John
Calipari's future. So far he's been headed to Wichita

Staie, Wisconsin and Southern California with others

sure to follow. The further the team goes, the more
rumors there will be until Coach Cal finally announces

the following late in April:

"I will no longer be the head coach at UMass. I have

accepted a position with the Democratic National Party

as Official Tie Consultant to the Candidates," Cahpari

will say. "Right now, they need my expertise on neck

wear. Coaching can wait, these guys are setting the tie-

world back 50 years."

• The Shirl is quickly becoming a cult hero for her

sports knowledge and Shirl's Pearl this week involves

Roger Clemens. The Shirl is not happy.

David Scott

"Get rid ofhim, who needs him," The Shirl said. "He's

supposed to be a leader and instead he's creating a rifl

with his new manager. What ever happened to the

handsome pitcher, Mike Boddicker?"

The Shirl also brought up a good point, what ifClemens

gets hurt? Do we blame it on his abbreviated spring

training?
• The early irony in Winter Haven is that Mike

Greenwell is endearing himself to the media after last

year's ban on interviews and Clemens is reclaiming his

bad-boy image.
• Although shell never pubUcly admit it, one of my

horseback riding instructors, Becky, pulled me aside in

the bar and told me I'm the best rider she's seen since The
Lone Ranger. Actually she said I ride hke I have a mask
blinding my vision, but everyone interprets things dif-

ferently.

• Thirty years ago yesterday Matt Zunic's 1961-62

UMass basketball team ended its regular season with a
109-62 thrashing of the ITniversity of New Hampshire.
The 15-8 ""Zunicmen" then made UMass' only NCAA tourna-

ment appearance just nine days later (a 20 point loss to New
York University). It's been a long time coming.

• The United Nations is considering a resolution that

would make it illegal for Jim Valvano and Dick Vitale to

do color commentary side-by-side. In fact the resolution

goes as far as banning the two from being in the same
state simultaneously. AnyonewhowatchedtheDuke-UCLA
game this past Sunday knows what Fm talking about.

• As long as I can remember it's been Al Da\^s' Raiders

and now I'm seeing signs for Ralph Nader's Raiders.

When Nader speaks Sunday on campus my first question

is, "What's up with Bo Jackson?"
• It's time for someone to come up with a UMass hoops

song like that guy Cashman's "Talking Baseball," we'll

call it "Cal's Pals" or "The Minuteman Shuffle." All right,

bad idea, but this team needs more of a personality.

Remember Phi Slamma Jamma?
• Coach Cal has requested that fans at tonight's game

against University of Rhode Island refrain from chants

and actions referring to recent gambling allegations at

URL You've got to respect Cal's plea, but taunting is part

of sports.

There's a guy who sits behind the visitor's bench in the

Capital Centre for Bullets' games and verbally assaults

the supyerstars, every night. Sure it's annoying, but it's

also part of sports, a part that one man alone won't

change.

What is the spread tonight?
• The editor-in-chief of this paper gave this space a

high praise last week and I'd like to return the favor and
say his column is very entertaining as well. I'd like to say
that.

• Some quick calculations reveal that slashing the

Dean ofthe School of Physical Education David Bischoffs

salary in halfto $48,000 would free up close to $50,000 for

my newly established scholarphip fund that will enable
10 students to attend UMass free of charge.

Qualified applicants should show the ability and
confidence to deal with bureaucratic hassles. Bischoffhas
asked that topics of discussion be submitted to him prior

to agreeing to conduct an interview with The Collegian.
• ESPN never ceases to amaze me. In addition to

covering over 20 basketball conference finals, the all-

sports network is going to have live spring training

games. Unbelievable.
• Ryne Sandberg signed a contract for $7.1 million

with the Chicag Cubs. I was content winning two dollars

on a scratch ticket last weekend.

• Keep your feet in bounds and your eyes on the

computer viruses.

Journey to a
world of hoop

What should I start off with. . .hmm. . .oh yeah,

let's take a trip around the NBA.
In Atlanta, the Hawks are learning how to live

without injured superstar Dominique Wilkins.

Different players are stepping up and performing

admirably.

Power forward Kevin WiUis continues to have a

great year especially in the rebounding department.

Duane Ferrell , a small forward out ofGeorgia Tech

and free agent swingman Paul Graham, however,

have been the biggest surprises for the Hawks.
In Los Angeles, the Lakers have fallen on hard

times recently, as a recent seven game losing

streak can attest. The Lakers are finally learning

just how bleak life can be without Magic Johnson.

Also in L.A., Larry Brown has taken the Clip-

pers over by storm, leading them to victory in his

first six games at the helm.

Jeff Crofts

Rumor has it that Clipper forwards Danny
Manning and Charles Smith get along about as

well as Scottie Pippen and Dennis Rodman, so look

for one ofthem to be moved after the season. With
Brown as head coach and Ed Manningan assistant.

Smith might as well put up his home for sale now.

He would look mighty nice in Celtic green.

In Orlando, the Magic continue to lose, but

rookie center Stanley Roberts is showing he's a

bonafide NBA pivotman. Roberts got offof his see-

food diet and now starts ahead of Greg Kite.

Anthony Bowie, a shooting guard refugee from

the CBA has shown a scoring knack since his call-

up to the Magic. Bowie was a star in college at

Oklahoma in the mid-80's and now he's finally

showing he can play in the NBA.
The envelope please. ..it isnow time to announce

my NCAA All-Ugly Team.
In the backcourt, Charles Harrison, formerly of

Georgetown (he played this year so he qualifies)

gets the nod at point guard. Every time he went to

the free throw line for the Hoyas I cringed —
Harrison is a walking billboard for Clearasil.

Meanwhile, Temple's Rick Brunson can bring

his shooting skills to the other guard spot. He
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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Clinton visits Fla.,

fears Tsongas win
By JOHN KING
Associated Press

DEERFIELD BEACH, Fla. — Along

Florida's "condo coast" of retirement

communities, the very idea of Umiting

Social Security increases is poUtical poi-

son.

So Bill Clinton's suggestion that his

chiefDemocratic rival might want to limit

cost-of-living increases in entitlement

programs drew gasps fi:*om the hundreds

of retirees assembled at their poolside

social hall.

Clinton's visitwas partofa pre-emptive
strike against Paul Tsongas. who hopes

for a come-from-behind Florida win and

strong showings elsewhere in the South.

Retirement communities, which in-

clude thousands of seniors from the

Northeast, are one place where Tsongas

has a chance to make inroads as he tries to

keep Clinton from making too good a

showing in next week's Super Tuesday
primaries. Six ofthe 1 1 contests will be in

Clinton's native South, including delegate

giants Florida and Texas.

With little time and lots ofcatching up

to do, Tsongas must choose his targets

carefully. He can take cues from the les-

sons of years past, including 1988 Demo-
cratic nominee Michael Dukakis' suc-

cessful primary campaigns in Florida and
Texas.

In addition, surveys of voters in the

contests held so far offer Tsongas a

roadmap ofthe potential pockets ofsupport

in the South.

Tsongas, the former Massachusetts

senator, heads into Super Tuesday with

momentum from a New Hampshire win
and his successful showings this week in

Maryland, Utah and Washington.

"Paul doesn't needs a lot of golds," said

Massachusetts Democratic Chairman
Steven Grossman. "But he does need to

show everywhere that he is a credible

national candidate."

Eighty-five percent of Florida's popu-

lation was bom elsewhere, constituency

includes thousands of transplants from

the Northeast, including a vibrant and
politically active Jewish community.

"Florida is too big for anyone in a

campaign of limited resources so he can

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

AP pholo

BUSH CAMPAIGNS - President Bush reaches over the crowd
to shake hands with supporters during a campai^^ stop Wednes-
day morning at the Florida Strawberry Festival in Plant City,

Fla. Bush toured exhibits at the festival and made himselfa bowl
of strawberry shortcake.

Markuns, Moran seek 'student friendly' SGA
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

Editor's Note: This is the second in a

two-part series profiling the candidates

for Student Government President and the

Student Trustee. A debate will take place

on at 7 p.m. tonight in the Cape Cod
Lounge.

Jeff Markuns and Christopher Moran
say they are not running on a platform but

instead are attempting to create an at-

mosphere in the Student Government As-

sociation that will be more student fiiendly.

Markuns, a junior zoology msgor, and
Moran. a junior landscape architecture

mtgor are running for SGA president and
Student Trustee, respectively.

"^e have worked together for a year

and a halfnow, and we need to be together

to win on issues," said Moran.
"For us we aren't runningon a platform

of issues, we want to get the issues from

the students and act upon them," said

Markims.
Markuns has held positions in student

government throughout his years at

UMass. He is currently the student

member on the Higher Education Coor-

dinating Council, the board overseeing

higher education in Massachusetts, the

chair of the Residential Student Assoda-

CoUrcian pholo by Malt Kahn

Christopher Moran, left, with Jeff Markuns

tion and the Resident Committee and is a

student senator. He was also the presi-

dent ofthe Orchard Hill Area Government
in 1991, and has served on the Grayson
House Council.

Moran has gained political experience

not only from UMass, but ft-om the outside

as well. He was the Stockbridge class

president from 1989 to 1991, a student

senator fix)m 1990 to the present and has

also served as the Sylvan Area president.

In 1988-1989, Moran served on the

Framingham School Committee as the

student representative.

They are not running on a issues plat-

form, but there are two common issues

that they say that they can resolve by

working together.

The first issue is bringing the Area
Governments and House Councils into

the student senate.

"We feel that House Council and Area
Governments work for the students, and
we want to bnng that same organizational

style to the senate," said Markuns.
"We want to get rid of the partisan

politics in the senate, and fill all the seats

in the student senate with real students

working on real issues," said Markuns.
The second issue, whic*^ <•< more of a

goal, is to set up better negotiating tactics

with the administration and lobbying ef-

forts among students.

"You don'tjump up and down scream-

ing your head off, you negotiate and lobby

effectively," said Markuns.
"I plan not only working with all the

other higher education public schools,

through the Student Advisorj' Commit-
tee, to get the masses back out and win-

ning," said Moran.
"As president I want to help Registered

Student Organizations, fi'om the Lesbian

Bisexual Gay Alfiance to the Republican

Club to Union Program Council, to accom-

phsh their mission and carry out

their goals," said Markuns.
Also in the race for Student President

is Jennifer Wood. Kevin Newnan is seek-

ing re-election as Student Trustee.

Inside:

Page 3:

GEO and Grad Student Senate plan

to lead protest in Boston against

proposed tuition hike.

This Weekend:

'Til Tuesday playing Friday at Pearl

Street.

Page 12:

UMass wins over University ofRhode

Island in 96-88 thriller.

Weather
Becoming cloudy Friday. Clouds in

New England? P'shaw.

PC virus may go off Friday
Michelangelo virus lurking in computers nationwide
By BART ZIEGLER
Associated Press

NEWYORK— Like a mugger hiding in the closet, the

Michelangelo virus is lurking in personal computers

nationwide awaiting Friday's trigger date.

Companies, government agencies and schools are

taking precautions, but experts said Wednesday not

every computer can be examined in time and the invader

will do some damage.
'We can't go out and inspect every PC on every desk,"

said Andy Myers, a spokesman for American Telephone
& Telegraph Co. , which has a quarter ofa million personal

computers.

Experts say the virus surfaced about a year ago in

Europe, though its exact origins are unknown.
"You're more likely to spill a cup of coffee on your

keyboard than to get this virus," said Peter Tippett,

chairman of Certus International Inc., a maker of anti-

virus software.

"There's definitely hysteria," said Marianne Guntow,

a computer analyst at the University ofChicago. "We get

people that call up and are absolutely panicked, and after

talking to them for a while we find out they have a
Macintosh [computer] and aren't affected at all."

The virus has been found sitting dormant inside IBM-
type personal computers awaiting the PC's internal clock

to reach March 6, the birthday ofthe ItaUan Renaissance

artist. Once the PC is tiirned on that day, the virus can
destroy programs and data on the computer's hard disk.

Viruses are rogue pieces ofcomputer software devised

by pranksters. They can enter a PC through software

contained on a diskette or transmitted to the computer
over the phone from a computer "bulletin board" or other

source.

A survey of300 major businesses taken by Dataquest
Inc., a high-tech market research firm, fotmd the infec-

tion rate for all computer viruses rose from 5.5 percent at

the end of 1991 to 18.2 percent at the end of January.
Some companiesand organizations that are extremely

cautious about what software is used in their F*Cs believe

CONITNUED ON PAGE 2
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GLB Forum
Thursday, March 5

Brown Bag— Professor Michelle Barale of Amherst

College will give a talk at noon Campus Center 911 on

"Inside/Outside: Finding a Lesbian Text."

Meeting — A general meeting of the membership of

the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexueil Alhance vnW be held at 6 p.m.

in the CC.
Film — Another Country examines how the sexual

and political hfeofa 19308 English pubhc school spawned

the spy scandals of the post-war years.

Meeting — The Men's Group will meet in the LBGA
office, 413BS.U. atQp.m.

Friday, March 6

Social — The LBGA will hold its weekly coffee social

from 3 - 6 p.m. in the Campus Center. Come eryoy veggies

and cookies.

Tuesday, March 10

Special Event — Photographer Joan E. Biren will

present Beyond Coming Out: Loving Each Other, Being

Ourselves, a video which explores internalized

homophobia among lesbians and gay men.

Meeting— The LBWU will hold its weekly meeting at

9 p.m. in the LBGA office, 413B S.U.

Mass. doctor to rid boy of tattoo
BERRYVILLE, Va. (AP) — A doctor has offered to

remove a tattoo from a 7-year-old boy who said his uncle

and father held him down and tattooed the letters "B-I-

L-L-Y" on his arm.

Dr. Joop Grevelink of the Dermatology Laser Center

at Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston wrote a

newspaper offering to remove Billy Dennison's tattoo at

no charge.

The boy's uncle, Jimmy Dennison, 23, was convicted

last month of malicious wounding. The boy's father,

Wilhe Dennison, 29, later pleaded guilty to a charge of

unlawful wounding. The brothers are to be sentenced on

April 7.

The jury recommended that Jimmy Dennison spend

12 months in jail and pay a J2,500 fine.

According to a plea 6igre<.ment, which has not been

approved by Circuit JudgeJames Berry, Wilhe Dennison

would be sentenced to one year ofa two-year prison term

"

and be required to pay for the removal of the tattoo.

A copy of Grevelink's letter was sent Clarke County

Commonwealth's Attorney Geoffrey Cole, who said the

letter states: "If interested, we will pay for (Billy to come

up here and treat him for free."

Although a plea agreement with Willie Dennison

would require him to pay into a fund to coverexpenses for

the removal of the tattoo, Cole said the money could be

converted to another fund for the child ifthe procedure is

performed at no charge.

Grevelink's head nurse. Donna Gabriel, said the

procedure requires several monthly visits and normally

costs $500 for the initial treatment and $250 for subse-

quent visits.
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Virus
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they will be spared a Michelangelo attack.

"Cross my fingers, say a few prayers,"

said Dcbra Kristopson, chief computer

executive for the Stouffer hotel chain.

Numerous companies, school and gov-

ernment have reported discovery of the

virus on some computers. Among them
are the state of Nevada, the U.S. Agri-

culture Department and the San Jose

(Calif) Mercury News newspaper.

Announcement
Attention students: Today is the

first day of Ramadan.

You're invited to

Careers In Politics

A Rossman Alumni Forum

Meet some University alumni who are also

Massachusetts legislators. Panelists include:

Raymond A. Jordan Jr. '80

Stale Representative (D-Springfield)

Stephen J. Karol '70

Stale Representative (D-Attleboro)

Stanley C. Rosenberg '77

State Senator (D-Amherst)

Daniel J. Valiant '88

State Representative (D-Marlborough)

TODAY!!
6:00 PM

Campus Center Room 174

refreshments will be served

Come and learn more about politics

For more information contact: 545-6250

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fntanity^araniy Puk - on the Orcturd HUl bus route. (413)543-2224.
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Local
Grads plan
trip to fight
tuition hike
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

The Graduate Employee Organization is getting its

guns together with the Graduate Student Senate to fight

for a better University of Massachusetts.

The recent news ofa proposed 4 percent tuition increase

has GEO and Senate members incensed and concerned

about the University's future, and they are calling for

University undergraduates to mobilize.

Tuition raises have been going on for too long," said

GEO co-speaker Peter Underdown. "Students have to

speak out about how they feel about what's going on."

The proposed tuition increase, which includes an

equal increase in mandatory curriculum fees, must be

approved b"' the Higher Education Coordinating Council.

The council will meet next Friday in Boston to discuss the

tuition issue, and GEO and the Graduate Student Senate

are campaigning to get students to the meeting.

The last time tuition was not raised was 1965. Since

then, tuition has risen an average of 7.5 percent per year.

For the current academic year, tuition is $2,052 for in-

state and $7,920 for out-of-state students. Under the

proposed 4 percent increase, tuition will rise to $2,134 in-

state and $8,237 for out-of-state.

Although the increase compared to the past few years

is not a large one, the concern is that continued tuition

increases take pressure offthe state to provide adequate

funding for the school.

Buses will depart Friday morning from the Haigus

Mall to transport graduates and undergraduates to the

Department of Education building in Boston. Graduate

Student Senate President Marc Kenen and Underdown
hope that students will be prepared to share their ex-

periences of the personal impact the past tuition raises

have had on them.
"The best thing the students could possibly do for

themselves now is to come to Boston to speak out," iaid

Kenen. "We want them to tell about friends that have

been unable to come back' to the University, aboul how
they themselves are struggling."

If students are unable to attend the Boston meeting,

Kenen and Underdown urge them to send a letter to the
COt^lNUED ON PAGE 7
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THIS IS THE LIFE—Jan Parker, ofAmherst, does not really care ifshe <

she's just eigoying the sun on Puffers Pond.

I

Playwright addresses alma mater
Smith grad describes her road to success in theater
By OLIVIA STEWART-UBERTY
Collegian Staff

Pulitzer Prize-winning playwrightWendy Waaasntoin
told a packed Smith College audience Tuesday how it is

to be "a playwright, a woman playwright, a Jewish

woman playwright and a Jewish woman playwright who
studied here."

Describing herself as of "a good Jewish family from

Brooklyn," Wasserstein recalled her early love of the

theater. She said her mother regularly took her to musicals

on Broadway afler her compulsory dancing class, all to

ensure Wasserstein grew up to be "wcU-roimded."

"My mother showed no interest in my brother Bruce

becomingwell-rounded, only me," Wasserstein said. "And,

well, it went directly to my hips," she retorted as she

lounged against the lectern.

Wasserstein said she wrote her first script at her New

York high school for girls.

"I wanted to get out of gym so I agreed te

'

script for the annual mother-daughter finhii
A history major at Mount HolyokeCoUege,Wi

recalled auditioning for a production of I

the play's director Wasserstein said only

him. it was a terrible production." She
strength of feeling by explaining that abi

play the fat girl."

Waaserstein's big break came when hier friend BadSi

suggested, "We can take play-writing at Snitii mtid then

go shopping."

"For the first time in my life I realized ym omM gOL

credit for doing something you liked, insteadafjMthai^f
well-rounded," Wasserstein said.

Wasserstein left college for the Yale School oTDrama.

"For the first time I was dealing with a waalm^kifBm
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5 college area praised
Schools called ^economic strength '

By SARAH VOISIN
Collegian Correspondent

The new regional director of the

Massachusetts Small Business DeveN
opment Center believes that the Five

College educational institutes are one
of the mtyor economic strengths in

Western Massachusetts.

Dianne Fuller Doherty, a Mount
Holyoke graduate, was named as re-

gional director ofthe center in January.

Doherty says the schools provide

jobs and "skilled graduates 'vho are

bright and beneficial to the job force."

She hopes to create an atmosphere in

this region where graduates will want
to remain.

As regional director for the SBDC,
Doherty will oversee the center's

Western Massachusetts regional office

in Springfield.

The mission of the SBDC, Doherty

paid, "is to engage in individual coun-

seling, training and economic develop-

ment activities that contribute to the

improvement of the economic climate

for small businesses."

"The SBDC's focus will be the

maintenance of, and the creation of,

viable small businesses and the jobs

the businesses create," she said.

Doherty said the SBDC is able to

meet the needs of small businesses

through a program of management
assistance that utilizes the resources

of the academic community, the gov-

ernment and the private sector.

After spending the first weeks ofher

new position listening to people,

Doherty has several goals for the orga-

nization. The first goal is to "offer

counseling and training activities and

programs to small businesses." She

hoi}e6 to do this through the resources

of the "educational, public and private

sector."

Doherty says there are many ways
for small businesses to get assistance,

however they don't know how to use

the resources.

Her second goal is "to develop an
economic environment in Western
Massachusetts thai nurtures and
supports entrepreneuriali'^ i and the

growth of small business."

The final goal is to cultivate aware-
ness among the private leadership

about the importance ofsmall busi ness

to the future of this region.

The program's state director, John
Ciccarelli, said Doherty "has a real

understanding of starting and suc-

cessfully advising a small business,

marketing knowledge which is critical

to survive in today's economy, a proven

ability to bring diverse groups together

for a common purpose and an out-

standingreputation within the business

community."
Doherty, a Longmeadow resident, is

the former president and chief execu-

tive officer of Doherty-Tzoumas Mar-
keting Inc. of Springfield. Prior to this

she was executive director ofDowntown
Springfield Marketing, Inc. This orga-

nization initiated such annual events

as Springfield's holiday lighting pro-

gram, A Taste of Springfield, and the

Thanksgiving Giant Balloon Parade.

Doherty has alsobeen active in many
civic organizations. Since 1990 she has
chaired the Greater Springfield

Chamber of Commerce's Small Busi-

ness Committee and she currently

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Alumnus screenwriter
recounts UM memories
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

"Peyton Place" screenwriter and Uni-

versity of Massachusetts' alumnus John
Michael Hayes recounted the numerous
colorful experiences he had while on the

Amherst campus in the 1940s as well as

his adventures in Hollywood.

A two-time Academy Award nominee,

Hayes first broke into the burgeoning ra-

dio industry. He wrote for the "Lucille Ball

Show," "Amos and Andy," "The Adven-
tures ofSam Spade" and numerous other

radio shows.

He has also written screenplays for

movies including"Pfeyton Place,""TheMan
Who Knew Too Much, "Walking Tall" and
"Butterfield 8."

"So many memories, mostly small and
persom* ' , flood back to me— the beauty of

the campus, especially in the fall and
spring and the warmth and helpfulness of

my classmates and fraternity brothers at

Lambda Alpha Chi," he said.

"1 hated to leave, but I had to go on with

my life," he said.

He worked his way through college as

a reporter for the Worcester Telegram, as

well as writing feature stories for The
Boston Globe.

"He is probably the most fascinating

man I have ever met in my in my life," said

Jamie Zazza'"o, a senior communications
major and president ofClub Communica-
tions.

Afler graduating in 1941 with a bach-

elors degree in economics, and a minor in

English, Hayes worked in the radio indus-

tty as a writer in Cincinnati.

He later worked for Proctor and
Gamble's radio department, as well as the

company's chiefcompetitor. Lever Broth-

John Michael Hayes, a
writer of such hits as
Place," is a University off

chusetts graduate.

ers.

"Getting into movies, I

much about, because I ahr^rs

'

be a playwright." Hayes said.

He was drafted by the Annys Spofaail

Service Branch after working im CSiocoB-

nati, where he was put in chai^ of ibnr

theaters.

Afler years in the radio bnsiiaesR. lie

decided to go work in the HolljnK>Dcid mo-
tion picture industry as a
even though the pay was le

"I knew that 1 woold go
pictures," Hayes said.

He worked on five i

Alfred Hitchcock who is

spine tinging, suspense movie 1

Zazzaro summed up Hayes
UMass, "In this one day, I have I

much from him about acreeowri

life."
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Trustees
aren't trusty

Those not-so-trusty University ofMas-
sachusetts Trustees are talking out of

both sides of their mouths. . . again.

It turns out some of the Trustees who
were against tuition hikes couldn't make
the Board's meeting in Worcester last

Friday. That's a shame, because the oth-

ers who supposedly were against the 4

percent raise turned around and voted (br

it anyway. What looked like the promiseof
real progress turned out to be little more
than one big come-on.

Greg Sukiennik

You know what they call the kind of

people who make come-ons. Use your
imagination.

Trustees chairperson Gordon Oakes
talked about sending a message to the

Statchouse by only raising tuition 4 per-

cent He argued that by only raising tu-

ition by a small percentage, the Trustees

would come up with necessary funds
without letting the state off the hook. As
he put it, "Xhe idea is that well do our part

here, but the state has got to do it's part'
Okay, Gordo, next question: how do the

Trustees expect a state which spends less

money on students than virtually any
other in the nation to suddenly come up
with the money? Especially when the
Trustees raise tuition anyway? A tuition

hike allows the state to wash it's hands of

responsibility for UMass. Just like Pilate.

What's a 4 percent increase, anyway?
To business types like the Trustees. 4

percent is a pittance. But to middle-class

types like you and me, 4 percent could be
the difTerence between UMass or working
at home at Guido's Fresh Markotplaoe.

Youmay well ask, "Who are these people
anyway?" Itjust so happens I have a list of
the Trustees, and their occupations. A few
are average people like you and me. Some
are University officials, such as our own
Chancellor Richard O'Brien and President

E.K- Fretwcll. Others are student trust-

ees like Kevin Newnan, who must be
commended for unconditionally opposing
any tuition hike. Unfortunately, the chan-
cellors don't vote, and only two of five

student trustees do.

Then there's the business lobby. "The
economic profile ofthe Trustees is anything
but average,"Newnan said It should come
as no surprise that much of the board was
appointed by our orange-headed pal in

Boston. Gov. William Weld.

Of the eight mis-Trustees who voted
for the increase, six are afliUated with, or
in charge of, major firms and corporations,

mostly in the Boston area. For instance,

there's Robert S. Karam of Karam Fi-

nancial Group in Fall River. The Karam
Group is one of the state's financial pow-
ers-that-be. Not quite the type who would
naturally identify wnth the middle-class.

The Board's other esteemed vice-chair

is Alan D. Solomont, who is president of
ADS Management. Inc. in North Andover.
Other "movers and shakers" who voted for

tuition increases are Daniel TaylcM-ofthe
law firm of Hill and Barlow in Boston —
notexactly Perry Mason's office, mind you— and Daniel Began of Borden and
Remington Corp. in Fall River.

Then there's Rina K- Spence, presi-

dentandCEO ofEmerson Hospital. Spoioe
was, like Oakes, originally against the
tuition hike but mysteriously voted for it

anyway. What changed their minds?
Pressure from the other big-wrigs, perhaps?

Don't you think with all the fabulous
wealth and corporate influence so manyof
the Trustees have, they could have tried

harder to pressure the state to fund us
instead of turning on the students whose
interests they are supposed to serve?

Oakes said he was worried a tuition

increase larger than 4 percent would price

UMass out of the market. Where has he
been? UMass is already way too expensive
for a school with a declining physical plant
and a woefully underfunded library. True,
the money has to come from somewhere,
but haven't we paid enough?

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian colum-
nisL

Hating men or surviving?
flair. A pimei ful word nsaally re-

served far Strang dBOtions, tbeae dajrs

it's oAcn Dsed by men to trivialize

I in the sameway cu>-

tfaeoinsBon'PC-to
land values.

TryStan Skeigh

i arejosl a bunch of rabid

ncB tmy with a sneer.

Bat frminman iml reaOy about hating

It's aboot wueit working to free

dwiikrd lwrniiM theynnsealotcfissues

a lot of men would rather not think

about — hkr Fspe. Studies and statis-

tics meal this soocCy is predicated

uponsesualamission againstwomen.
For nasspie. a 1961 survey by

Briere. Malamoth and Ccniti revealed

GO pgcent ai college males say they

would rape a wammn if they lelt sure

they wonlthi\ get cancbt. In 1965 re-

found 0«cr 75 percent of

: during a date. According to

1966 rnwrt by Kathleen Alexander,

t cfevery fsur women will be the
of rape at aenae point during

theirhvcs.and halfofaD women will be
Mihfected to a rape attempL

it is poinfuDy clear we hve in a rape
cnhure in which men are soriahird to

bebe^ie ses siiould in*ul»e foRe. The
United States has the dnfaiouB I

taonof lendmg the worid in

Yet when fennists attempt to dis-

cnaatbiBmbty.theyVeusuallybdwled
; dykes* (regnrdlesB oftheir

t > andjeered out ofthe room
by men.

It's obrioas this discomian isnt re-

allyaboutwooienhs«ingmen. It'sdbout
why men bebaie in this rohnre as if

they bote laaiii. It's impossible to

Ignore this patriarchal society's glori-

6catHB ofBale aesaal conquest. Rape
and sexmri wggnmiaa are frequently

depKted in movies, books and maga-
Even oar saast papular slang

B rape enphenusms.
Howeirer. srience reveals human

sexuality does not require a doounant-

submissive dynamic. These behaviors

are learned. Anthropological studies

have identified human societies, like

the Arapesh, where rape is nonexistent

In this culture gentleness, mutual re-

spect and caring were the dominant

values observed between men and

women. This observation proves male

sexual sggression is a resuh of social

conditioning, rather than an innate

biological drive.

It's time men stopped jeering and

started listening to the feminist Inan-

haiers.* American men need to take

responsibility for perpetuating ma-

chismo values that perpetuate sexual

aggression and rape. It is up to nten to

discover a new sexual dynamic.

Although it's true not all men in this

society actively oppress women, in a

patriarchy it's not enough for some
'sensitive men' to quietly exist in

unobtrusive nonconformity. Uns si-

lence becomes complicity Men who
understand the dangerous implicatianB

ofmalesexual dominance need to strive
toopen the eyesoftheir lesB-enhgfatened

brothers.

it's crucial for men to stop going into

deniaJ when fieminists discuss male

sexual violence against women, the
facts are crystal dear and need to be

dealt with. Those who charge leabisn

feminists with Recruiting' shnnld re-

consider this knee-jerk response. Les-

bian thinkers are uniquely situated to

analyse and question the existing

sexual dynamics between men and
women because they exist outside this

sexual paradigm.
Rape is a physically violent torture

of the human spirit that leaves deep,

permanent scars on the psyches of its

victims In order for it to end, men and
wooken need to be willing to listen to

the constructive criticism offered by

fieminists.

Men who say they love and care

about women should work to create a

world where women are safe from
sexual violence.

TVystoa Sketgh u a CoUegian eot-

umnist

Guess what, feminists?
A quick penisal ofthe fliers decorating

our aetf<onsciBwlj happy vaDey <or the

gilffili dwwIiBg our bathroom stalls)

win provide ample proofthatgender sym-
bols have hrrewie the trendy way to indi-

cate one's gcndei and
Oreourse. with the)

bisexnahty. decoding these combined
symbols las taken on the mental chal-

lenge of an IQ test. How fost can you
translate tfas series of syaobals into the
actnaliB4geyaa'd find iiitlial iiMli»iiluBrii

bed? Be quick about it— the opportunity
tocasuallymentionyuurgeniusIQtoeadi

rests on tfais^

Robin Weaver

I must eonfesBs. at the risk ofrevealing

my aabi^Bnins IQ, that the oombinatian
with the two girl symbols and the one boy
symbol aDjoined together puzzles me. Do
people ofthis persuasiaD simply have sex
with both men and women? Or is it a
symbol for that long-oppressed breed of
malewhocanonly havesexwithtwowomen
at once? Frankly, there's something
vaguely indrrrnl about this combination
— it eoniures up imsfci in of late-night

Cinemax soA-pom from Australia that's

beendufabed with Amciican accents.
Bat let us step back for a monieiit, take

a historical perspective(and not the popu-
hn-'WeAreTheOppressed'one),and kxtk

at what these individual gender symbols
really represent. The guy one. .. well, holy
cow. It's an erect phaDus^ So men are
characterixed by theirsex drive. .. I think
that's quite fitting. And in this era and
area saturated with aude guilt, who's go-

ingtoarguethat it'sdegrading?Mostguys
probably aeuetlj like the idea anyway.

The fcmale sysabol is another noatter

entirely. Politically correct logic dictates

that the feminist sector should be reject-

ing their given gender symbol rather than
proudly displaying it in the form of so-

cially conscious jewelry. After all, its ori-

gin is quite patronizing to women. It's the
symbol of a mirror, thus indicating that
women are characterized principally by
their vanity. No argument here, but it

seems like there shcMnld be some finan the
fieminists, since they've already enthosi-
asticalty taken up the fight agwirtf^ the
English language with truly laudable
moves like re-spelhng*woman' toget that
damned "man* out and makii^ awkward
and stupid sounding words like
"^aitperson' fairly standard, at lewt in
"responsible" society.

Ofcourse, it would look siDy <or sillier)

iffeminists suddenly began attaddi^ the
symbol they've so vainly (see?) embraced,
and besides, the lesbian badge of two fe-
male symbols joined together is just too
cute to forsake merely on principle.

But keeping in mii»d the origins of
gender symbols, what would the lesbian
sign really mean? Twice the vanity ofyour
regular gal? Or the less-cnte-butstill-
fimctional homosexual male sign? Twice
the sex drive? Or the bisexual sign? Twice
the vanity and sex drive? Ah ha! Sure it
would be dreadfully irresponsible to try to
define groups of people ^ some sketchy
analysis of their gender and sexnaBty
symbols, but since nobody knows how to
spell •woman" anymore, and since "differ-
ently sexually oriented" is too hard to
remember, symbols are all I have to play
with- (Set-up for the very cutting Fm-sure
lesbo comebat^, "^ou'd have more to play
with ifyou tried kisbian sex." Yeah, yeah.
.

. I am woman, hear roe snore.)

Robin Weaver ia a UMomm student

A farewell

to a loyal pal
This column is dedicated to Edna.

You never know whatyou 've got 'till it's

gone.

Last week I said good-bye to a very dear

friend of almost three years.

My parents introduced us at the end of

my freshman year of college. I was a httle

suspicious of her at first, because of how
she looked. Unfortunately, whenyou dont
know someone, your only impression of

them stems firom their initial outward

appearance. And. well, to be honest, Edna
was no looker.

Felice Cohen

Actually, her real name wasn't even

Edna. That was just a nickname 1 gave

her. Turns out it stuck. Everyone called

her Ekina after that.

I rememberthat sumrair well. We spent

it together traveling everywhere. I intro-

duced her to my friends and Edna was
well received by all. I mean, what was not

to like? She was friendly, never bad
mouthed anyone and always wiUing to

help out in any way she could. Even my
little sister liked her, though she thought

Edna had a funny smell.

When it was time for me to go back to

UMass, E^na came too. I didn't know it

then, but she had been planning to come
all along.

Ednajust loved Amherst, though I was
never quite sure how she felt about the

long drive. Yet once up at school, when-
ever I needed to go anywhere, she was
more than willing to drive me and never
complained. 1 introduced her to my UMass
friends who would greet her, "Hi Edna,
you look great." I think Edna really liked

that

Over the next few years, Edna and I

became inseparable. Eventually, those
appearances that at first 1 unfairlyjudged
her by, were no longer obvious to me. 1

confided in her about my life and she was
always more than willing to listen. She
was very receptive to my feelings.

When it comes to friends, the ones who
stay by your side no matter what, are the
greatest. Edna was no exception. No mat-
ter the weather, my mood or how tired 1

was, she was always there for me. We had
been through a lot together. She was with
me the time 1 got my very first speeding
ticket and also when I got into a httle

fender bender in town. And she was al-

ways correct in saying that neither inci-

dents were my fault.

Edna was generally in a good mood. No
matter what, she'd be rearing and ready
to go at any time of the day. 1 could always
count on her to come through.

Yet last semester I began to see achange
in Eklna. She had not been acting her old
self and I was worried. Taking her to see
her private doctor, Mike, I was hoping it

would do the trick. Was I right. For when
1 picked her up, she was flashing a great
big smile.

But last week our friendship was cut
short. Ekhia had to leave.

The night she left is still very clear in

my mind. The doorbell rang, announcing
her ride had arrived. Hesitating to answer
it, I opened the door. For weeks previous,

1 had tried preparing myself, for I knew
that eventually we'd have to go our sepa-
rate ways.

1 never imagined the time would come
so soon and hurt so much. Here she was,
heading off to live with someone else and
1 would probably never see her again.

Yes, 1 still have many pictures of the
two of us on "road trips," weathering
throu^ storms and singing along to the
radio. With all these memories, she will

inevitably remain a part of my life.

As Edna drove away down the dimly ht
street, a few tears fell down my cheek, as
I stood watching the red tail lights of the
first car 1 ever owned, putt putt away.

Felice Cohen is a Collegian columnist
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'American' is difficult to define
I am responding to Jeff Hojlo, whose

column, "Buying American is clutch" ap-

peared in the March 2 Collegian.

While 1 have no doubt that Jeffs in-

tentions are sincere, his proposal is

nonetheless faulty and misguided.

In order to "buy American" we need to

define what an American-made product
is.

Is it a product made by a U.S.-based

company, regardless ofwhether any or all

ofthe product was actually manufactured
in the United States?

A product built by U.S. workers even if

employed by a foreign company? A prod-

uct constructed of foreign-made parts but
assembled in the United States or vice-

versa?

The difficulty in defining "American-
made" reflects the deeper reality that

capitalism has become a highly integfrated

global system.

The degree to which national identity

continues to play a part is largely the

ensuant conflict between competing capi-

talists.

The executives who are plugging the

most recent "buy American" sentiment

are the same people who think nothing of

closing down shops and displacing work-

ers in the United States so that they can
procure cheaper wage slaves in other

countries.

Capitalism is inherently predatory.

Its fundamental law ofsurvival is that

it must export, penetrate other markets
and exploit the lowest possible production

costs and most profitable investment op-

portunities.

That is why it is such a massive global

parasite today, and also why "buying

American" can neither solve nor even re-

duce the inherent crises ofoverproduction

and subsequent catastrophes resulting

from an outmoded and harmful economic

system.

For those of you who have been duped
into believing that socialism is dead, I

arg^e that something cannot die if it has
never lived.

With capitalism rapidly approaching
industrial feudalism, I strongly urge ev-

eryone to learn what real socialism is,

thereby assisting the human race in its

evolutionary process.

Kevin J. Smith
Amherst

Columnist needs to find a clue
To the future ex-husband of Winona

Westcott: Tony, do I detect a twinge of

jealousy? Do you really loathe couples in

love showing their affection in public or

the symbolicy (a spelling err of my own
kind) of the words "boyfriend/girlfriend?"

I, myself, have come to disregard these

words as well as "significant other," not as

words of possession but as terms to de-

scribe two members of a couple having a

relationship. Agreed, that individuals

partaking in this act of relating-ship ap-

pear to be in a state of "twitter-pation"

(courtesy of Friend Owl in "Bambi") and
perhaps their rational intellect may be a

little distorted and offensive to some but

to go so far as to say that "lovers are a

pretty pathetically simple-minded, un-

original group of non-thinkers" is totally

asinine. Are you implying that persons

with the same mentality as yourself are a

pretty apathetically empty-headed,
analogous group ofignoramuses?Agreed?

Your reference to boyfriend/girlfriend

as a possession or property can only be
understood as a by-product ofpast experi-

ences. And that's too bad!

Love is a rarity, something quite spe-

cial and unique. Possession is hardly a

term I would choose to describe such an
incredible and intense feeling.

Your preoccupation with love boggles

my mind.
After reading your last three articles, I

found a bitofinconsistency andam slightly

confused with your intentions. Whatever
happened to "Love is all around, come on
and let it show," and "Personally, I'm all

for engaging in this preferred companion-

ship/physical pleasure thing (call me a

hopeless romantic)." Hey Tony! Maybe
you should follow your own advice and
GET A LIFE!

Susan Ellsworth
Northeast

Yo! Save our planet, people!
Yo! Save the planet.

If that sentence sounds familiar to

you, you must have seen a poster and
may even have attended MassPlRG's
general interest meeting.

Lastweek, almost 100 students came
to E^arthfoods to get involved in issues

ranging from hungerand homelessness

to voter registration.

I was impressed not only by the

attendance but by the enthusiasm that

filled the room.
That energy and interest was con-

verted to activism almost immediately.
Out of that meeting, a petition drive

began to place a question on the Student

(jovemment ballot on March 10 and
11. In just over a week, nearly 3,000

students signed the petition in order to

reaffirm support for the $4 waivable

fee that funds the MassPlRG chapter

here. Every two to four years, we peti-

tion in order to bring this question

before the students.

This fee is the only one on our tuition

bills that we vote for. It is also the only

one that builds student power and
creates social change by hiring staff

and networking with other colleges to

work on environmental and consumer
issues.

I would like to thank everyone who
came to the meeting as well as every-

one who has given their support to

MassPIRG by signing the petition.

I'm looking forward to an exciting

semester full ofactivity to fight hunger,

promote recycling, educate voters and
protect student rights.

As active students and citizens, we
really can save the planet.

Bethany Coleman
MassPIRG Chapter Chair

It makes me feel like Fm a man when I put a spike into my vein
Don't think that it can't happen to you just because

you're a White, middle-class college student with a 3.0

G.P.A. thatcomes from a good family, who has everything
you could want, because that's a load of crap.

I started doing heroin, with a friend, last summer.
Nobody forced it on me, I'm not firom an inner city, and it

didn't come to me. 1 went looking for it. I was down, and

looking for a new rush, and what a rush it was for me.

Every time I stuck that needle in my arm, I felt Uke a

firestorm rushed through my body, burning away my
troubles, lighting up my passions. Yeah, I felt all right, I

felt powerful, I felt big, bigger than God.

It was a once in a while thing to me then, something

to do when 1 wanted to have an extra-special Friday night

out with the boys.

Shoot up, smoke some butts, ride our motorcycles, go

to a party and sit in the comer, all aloof drinking ginger

ale because alcohol would make us puke.

Let's not kid ourselves, some drugs have that living

fast, dying young air about them. For me, heroin was it.

A way to have a fast time. There was nothing like fl)ring

down the interstate at 110 mph on my motorcycle with a

girl on my back and smack coursing through my veins.

Then as subtle as the sim passing overhead, it became

the only way to spend Friday night, and Saturday night

and Sunday morning, I scraped my bags to get a little

wake-up rush. I began to realize that I was doing it a little

too much, so 1 decided to stop altogether, and I succeeded

for a little while.

Then I ran into it again, and I didn't do it for fun

anymore. I did it because the sight or mention of it made
me shake with excitement and craving.

I did it every day. I went to classes on it, I went to

parties on it, and nobody knew because I did it behind a
locked door, all the time. 1 kept my needle and my spoon

and my rubber arm tie all boxed up, nice and neat where
nobody would find it. If I could find nothing else in my
room, I always knew where my works were.

Then I reahzed that I no longer did it to feel good, but

I did it to avoid feeling bad. Yeah, the hook was in. So I

quit again until the next time 1 ran into it.

I looked at the guy who was getting it for us. Thirty

years old with wrinkles the size of canyons, and eyes so

far sunk that they looked like they were hung on the back

of his head.

1 looked at myself, Mr. 3.0, White, middle-class, good

family guy whom everybody's parents thought was a

great kid, waiting under a yellow street lamp in down-

town Holyoke for my connection to show up, and 1 knew
it was time to change. So I quit again, for a little while.

Then I ran into it again. Without hesitation. 1 had a

few new holes in my arm, and I knew that 1 had screwed

up, again. Now I've quit again and I've got help this time.

Mostly just a few friends, but that's what friends are for,

right?

Maybe this time 1 won't fall down. Maybe I will. IfI had

just stayed the hell away from it, and not thought that it

couldn't happen to me, I wouldn't be worrying about it.

I just want to say that ifyou're scared of heroin, good.

You damn well better be, and ifyou're not, then smarten

the hell up. This isn't a beer on Friday night or a joint

after class. It's a lot easier to end up where I am than you
imagine.

If you're doing it now, get some help, (jo to Health

Services, or to Narcotics Anonymous, go to your family,

go to your friends. It's a lot easier to explain to them that

you need help than it will be for them to explain to each

other why you didn't ask for any when you're nothing but

an ugly corpse with a rotten, hole-filled arm.

Life's hard enough, don't be an idiot and go making it

any harder.

The authorofthis article wishes to remain anonymous.

Notes from the Campus Center basement
Hello all, here's my second installment of notes. Its

not that my first effort was such a success, it's just

hard to find good replacements on such short notice.

Seeing the semester's first edition of The Minute-

man deposited around campus in httle piles (am 1

conjuring up the right image here?) assuaged my fears

ofnot having enough material this week, so here goes.

I'm from Danvers, which just happens to be the

same hometown as Minuteman high-prieat, Ted

Maravalias. That's quite a dubious distinction. Danvers

is a depressing little North Shore suburb full of

shopping malls and teenagers who drive Camaros

with Confederate flag vanity plates. So, the next time

he's saying something laughable about traditional,

family values give the poor guy a break, he's just the

product of his depraved environment.

Only in the Happy Valley can clean-cut, college-

educated white-breads claim to be an oppressed mi-

nority. Look for them at the noon rally on the Student

Union steps when they get Student Activities Trust

Fund fiinding for a UMass chapter ofYoung Eugeni-

cists for Genocide (press onward. Christian soldiers).

Also, look for me in their next issue under "Jeers."

As for the rest ofthe staff. 111 leave them be. That's

would be hke trying to lampoon professional wrestling.

They don't need my help, they're doing just fine.

No Graffiti of the week. The bathroom literature I've

seen lately pertains mostly to glandular things, and the

particularly nasty oral habits of Whitmore (especially

the financial aid office). You can do better than that.

Josh Reynolds

There was an Associated Press article in the New York

Times about the Detroit Free Press last week. It seems

that the paper did an expose on high levels of toxic

chemicals in new development complexes. In response,

an angry developer tested the newspaper itselfaccording

to Environmental Protection Agency standards for the

disposal of solid wastes. It failed. I don't know what
happened to the developer, but the Detroit Free Press'

response is worth repeating.

"Unless readers ingest the pages of the newspaper or

chew on the pages, or rub them all over themselves they

should not get any adverse results," said their techno-

legal nerd Paul Volpe.

I never looked at it that way before. All these years

that I've limited myselftojust reading the paper I'vebeen
missing out on a big part of the print media experience.

Newsprint is an excellent source of dietary fiber,

and the ink makes a fine substitute for black mascara.

Newsprint's natural absorbency makes it an obvious

alternative to a bath towel or facial cloth as well as in

more traditional applications such as under the

parakeet or new puppy.

1 propose that we doourown little toxicity test right

here; Ingest this article afler reading. Ifa rash develops,

please discontinue use.

Now let's talk about the content of these newspa-
pers, that's the stuff that's really dangerous. Take the

New York Times for example. Should I trust the

judgement of a paper that considers itself too grown-

up to run even political cartoons? Should I trust the

integrity of a paper that runs ads for oil corporations

and defense contractors on its editorial page? That's

the stuff I have a hard time swallowing.

That's all for now, but if you've got any questions,

answers or pithy comments please send them to me at

113 Campus Center Basement. Better yet, drop them
offin person. Try me, I've got an excuse for everything.

Or, I can forward it to Trystan or Michael Morrissey
with the rest of the mail.

Josh Reynolds is a Clollegian staff member.
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hit the condos and the Jewish commu-
nity." said Democratic consultant Vic

Kamber. "You have to pick and choose but

there are opportunities for him."

It was success in these groups that

helped Dukakis to his win four years ago
— and one of the reasons Clinton was
courting both constituencies Tuesday in

advance of expect<?d Tsongas forays.

A new poll showed Clinton leading

Tsongas 27 percent to 21 percent, but a

large undecided block remains. A plural-

ity in the polls agreed with Tsongas'

characterization of a Clinton-backed

middle class tax cut as a "gimmick."

Already, a Clinton television ad men-
tions a Tsongas proposal to limit cost of

living increases for entitlements and he

brings it up on the stump as well.

Tsongas makes the case for keeping

COLAs at 1 percent below inflation in his

detailed economic book, saying such a

reduction is "not a great deal but would

establish a policy of economic response."

Wasserstein
CONTINUED F(?OM PAGE 3

school," she said, explaining her un-

happiness at this time "because of how

women were portrayed in plays."

"I wanted to write a play which had

women on the stage who were closer to

the ones I knew." Wasserstein said.

Uncommon Women and Others was

Wasserstein's first great success. It ran

at the Phoenix theater. New York for

two and a halfweeks. Wasserstein said

that she then sold the play to public

television: "I am one of the few play-

wrights you will meet who made a

three-figure deal. Because I wanted to

hold onto that play.

"NBC wanted to buy the play and

change the original cast, to put in

Charlie's Angels types — my ultimate

revenge on Mount Holyoke — but 1

couldn't do it to the play." Wasserstein

said.

Since then Wasserstein has written

the extremely successful Isn't it Ro-

mantic and the Pulizer prize-winning

TheHeidi Chronicles. Wasserstein said

she has certainly had her share of re-

jections also.

Wasserstein's advice to aspiring

playwrights is "Write. The most impor-

tant thing IS to keep writing. If you

think its a good idea, then it is a good

idea. And don't tell too many people

about it. opinions will always be dif-

ferent. Start with the characters."

Wasserstein advised.

"It's worth it in life to take a risk, to

do what you want to do. . . and not to do

it IS heart-breaking."

WassersU'in said that the way into

the world oftheater usually comes from

"someone who knows someone who

knows someone." It was through the

secretary ofthe dance school which she

was forced to attend as a child that

Wasserstein acclaims her first stage

production.

The lecture was part of the 19th

Annual Jewish Arts Festival,

sponsored by the Amherst/Smith Hillel

foundation.

SBDC
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

serves on the board ofdirectors ofWGBY-
TV/Channel 57 and the World Affairs

Council. I^st July, she traveled to Japan
with former Springfield Mayor Mary
Hurley to develop cultural and trade re-

lations with Springfield's sister city,

Takikawa City.

The SBDC is a partnership of the U.S.

Small Business Administration, the

Massachusetts Executive Office of Eco-

nomic Affairs, and a consortium of higher

education institutions led by the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts at Amherst and

including Boston College and Clark Uni-

versity.

Doherty says the center's services to

small businesses have grown in impor-

tance along with the growth of small

business in the nation. Between 1980, the

year which the SBDC was initiated, and

1989. she said, the number of small busi-

nesses increased by 54 percent. These

businesses are now responsible for 38

percent of the Gross National Product.
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?^ Th« Fiv« College Program in Peace

and World Security Studies

- Presents -

Chemical Weapons:
Dasert Storm & Its fiftermath

•wfth-

Elim HfiRRIS

The BROOKiwqs Institcition

Thursday, March S^

8:00 p.m.

Convsrse Hall, fimherst College

This event is free, open to the public, and wheelchair accessible.

Fpr more information call PflWSS at 549-^OQ. ext. §1?^

A O SEFr IZoz. Disinfecting Solution $5.4

A O SEH 8oz. i:)isinfecting Solution $4.29

AOIMSC NOW ONLY $3.19

Available at All Locations!

FRANKLIN
MUNCHY f^jUNIVERSITY

mSTORE^ HAMPEftN
MUNCHY
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THIS WEEKEND
Can't wait 'til Friday to see 'Til Tuesday

By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

It's been a long time since the

nanic Til Tuesday has been a tc^ic

of conversation. This band, artisans

of that popular, gold album Voices

Carry, is playing this weekend at

Pearl Street in Northampton. *Til

Tuesday won MTV's "Best New
Artist Award" that year, 1985.

Their last album, Everything's

Different Now, was the culmination

of two years of change and growth

for the band. The core of the band
is Aimce Mann, on lead vocals, bass.

guitars, and Michael Hausmann (on

Aimcc and Elvis CostcUo, wjpo shares

the lead vocal.

The song "J is for Juks" was

obviously inspired by
Mannas past relationship

with singer/songwriter

Juks Shear. The titk

song, ''Everything's

Different Now," was
written by (none other

than) Jules Shear, with

Matthew Sweet.

Aimec Mann arrived in

Boston in 1978. After

lca\ing Beridee College of
Music, she formed her first

vkXKking band, ttie Young

TIL TUESDAY I

r
drums, percussion).

The band's original keyboaniist,

Joey Pcsce, left Til Tuesday prior to

the start of the sessions for that last

album. Guitarist Robert Holmes
played on the album, but later left

to form his own group shortly after

its completion.

Their new keyboard player,

Michael Montes, is "able to give the

songs a more rhythmic fi-amewoit,"

explains Mann.
On that last album their influences

could be traced to mid -Sixties folk

rock and the diverse works of the

modem singer/songwriters.

The ballad "Telescope**

was co-written by

Snakes. The group split after

two years, and in 1 982 *Til

Tuesday was bom. In 1984
the band won first place in

WBCN's annual "Rock and Roll

Rumble," which led to their Epic

signing.

Til Tuesday with Aimce Mann wtU
play at Pearl St. in NorthampUm on
Friday, March 6. Tickets are $10 in

advanu and $11 at
the door. The show
he^insat 7
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Kinko's... the

place to copy
We can't keep a secret. It seems as if everyone knows

thai Kiiiko*s is the place to find a lot

more than just great copies... it's the

place to discover a full range of the

services you need most.

I Quality copies of all sizes

I Full cok)r copies

I Computer services

I Binding and fmishing

I Fax and mailing services

I Volume discounts

Ballet Chicago's here
World famous company to play FAC
Would you go to a performance put

on by one of the best dance companies

in tfie nation?

Tfiis Friday, Ballet Chicago, which

has been hailed by the Neiv York Times

and the Hdrtford Courant for its supe-

rior dancing, will be performing at the

Fine Arts Center at 8 p.m.

The dancers will be presenting four

piecesof different styles: "A Hairy Night

on Bald Mountain," "Square Dance,"

-Time Torque." and "By Django." Mu-

sic by Corelli and Vivaldi will be played.

in addition to "A Might on Bald Moun-

tain," by Modeste Moussorgsky. which

was featured in Walt Disney's Fantasia.

In addition to classical ballet, jazz

and modern dance will be included in

the excitement on stage.

Don't miss out on this breathtaking

show. Tickets areonly $9, $10, and$l I

for five college students. Children un-

der 16 are $S. All others pay double.

Call the Fme Arts Center box office at

545-251 1 to charge tickets.

— Christina Rothwell

I

Open 24 hours

253-2543

220 Ncnh Pleasant Street ^
(AooBfn-i. the Carriage Shops) tlie COpY CentCT

kinkoi

BUY ONE, GET ONE ^

Learn To Meditate

Kundalini Yoga

Psychic Energy

Higher Awareness

I

I

I

I

An Intensive Workshop In Meditation f

FREE I

I TXXVGHT

t

& SATURDAY

I

5 Saturday March 7
bm, 30 Bc^twood Ave, Amherst
7t30 - 9:00 PM

IfcxttMkNi Socirty at (617) 499-T7Ml

Jl

Jai4(^||.M^f^^i*taA

ealiiig place

OPEN SUN.-THURS.
6AM-3AM FRI.&SAT.

OPEN 24 HOURS.
NEXT TO

SUPER STOP &

SHOP/RTE. 9,

HADLEY-AMHERST
256-6889

Buy any one item from our
menu, & receive the second
for free! Minimum purchase of

$3.45 required. Higher price

prevails, daily specials

excluded, no other discounts or

promos apply. Excludes Scallop

& Steak Dinners .

exp. 3/24/92

WHO WILL YOU
VOTE FOR

MARCH 10 AND 11?

CANDIDATES DEBATE

Tonight at 7:00 pm

Cape Cod Lounge in the

Student Union

Candidates For:
^

— m

\
Student Government :

: President
\

': Student Trustee \

'-.

.\ ..;

Sponsored by the Student Government
Association
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FILM — "Half the Kingdom," a provacative fea-

ture documentary that focuses on seven remark-

able Jewish women from Canada, Israel and the

U.S. At the Hillel House Lounge, 388 N. Pleasant

St. Amherst at 7:30 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — WAMH presents "Club Sin" at

The Vertex, a night of industrial dance music.

Tickets $5 18+; $3 21+.

Mtoto courtisr ^*<^ Deparlitteni

lazz Ensemble I

IN CONCERT— "Collaborations," the 1 1th An-

nual Jazz Showcase will bring together major en-

sembles and small combos. At Bowker Audito-

rium/GMass at 8 p.m. Tickets $6 general; $3 stu-

dents/ seniors/children.

FILM — The Arab World: Women in Cinema

Series presents two short films. "Permissible

Dreams" and "Camera Arabe: Twenty Years of

Arab Cinema." Both examine the work of women

film makers viewed within the larger context ofArab

cinema. At the Wright Hall Auditorium/Smith Col-

lege at 7:30 p.m. Free.

EXHIBIT— The Student Union Gallery presents

"Looking Back/Looking Ahead" by Michael Coblyn.

Works include recent drawings, paintings and prints.

Running through March 25 at the SUQ/GMass.

Gallery Hours are Mon. - Fri. 1 1 a.m to 4 p.m.

Opening reception from 5 to 7 tonight. Free.

COMEDY — Various Five-College amateur co-

medians duke it out in the First Annual Off Campus

"Funniest Person on Campus" Competition. One

set performs tonight, while another performs March

6; both at 8:30 p.m. Finals are March 8 at 7:30 p.m.

Doors open at 6 p.m. At the Humor Works Comedy

Club at Peking Garden Resaurant, Rte. 9, Hadley.

Tickets $5 general; $ 3 students w/ID.

IN CONCERT— Scottish Balladeer Andy Stewart

and Irish mulU- instrumentalistManusLunnyperfonn

at the Iron Horse at 7 S 10 p.m. Tickets $11

advance.
RE/VDING — Yang (Jan. exiled Chinese poet

living in New Zealand, reads from his book, "Death

in Exile," at the Converse Assembly Room/Am-

herst College at 4 p.m. Free.

EXHIBIT— "Chimes for the Mechanical Age" —
sculpture by Brendan Stecchini. At the Main Gal-

lery, Johnson Library Center/ Hampshire College

READING —The Live Literature Reading Series

presents poet Deborah Gonzalez will read from her

work in Spanish. English translations will be read by

poet John Parker, who will also share some of his

works. At Wotton's Books. 19 N. Pleasant St.

Amherst at 7:30 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — Pierce & Co. will perform at

Serendipity Lounge at the Howard Johnson's.

Greenfield. Enjoy great music with no cover charge.

IN CONCERT— Pianist Annie Wenz will perform

at the Hotel Northampton every Friday & Saturday

in March from 6:30 to 10:30 p.m.

IN CONCERT— Bark Like A Dog will perform to

celebrate the release of their new disc. Better Late

than Never. At the Hadley Pub. Also perfomiing on

March 7 at Twisters in Amherst.

IN CONCERT— Boston rockers 'Til Tuesday will

perfomi at Pearl St./Northampton with Aimee Mann

at 7 p.m. Tickets $10 advance; $1 1 door.

IN CONCERT — John Valby will perform at the

Vertex in Hadley. Tickets $10 18-20; $8 21+.

STUDENT RECITAL — Infomnal recital held at

Room 3, Buckley Recital Hall/Amherst College at 3

p.m. Free.

READING— "Dear - an evening of visual poetry

Pholo rooft«» Hampden Theilrr

Terry Creach and Stephen Koester will perform at

Hampden Theater on Thursday at 8 p.m. (see above)

through March 27. Gallery hours Mon. - Fri. 10:30

a.m. to 4:30 p.m & Sun. 2 to 5 p.m. Reception held

tonight from 4:30 to 7:30 p.m.

THEATER — "Millfire" by Cally Memeth; di-

rected by Mike Demaine is a story of the loss of

loved ones and the process of discovery. Through

March 8 at Studio Theatre, Emily Dickinson Hall/

Hampshire College at 8 p.m. Tickets $3 general;

2.50 students. Reservations recommended; call

529-4600 ext. 351.

DANCE CONCERT — The Five College Dance

Department presents the Faculty Dance Concert,

consisting of a wide range of dance styles and

choreography. AtTheatre 1 4/Smith College through

March 7 at 8 p.m. Tickets $5 general; $3 students/

seniors/children.

DANCE — Terry Creach and Stephen Koester

will perform their free and easy style of movement,

incorporating timing, daring and intimacy. At

Hampden Theatre/GMass at 8 p.m. Tickets are $7

for the general public; $5 for Five-College students

with ID.

THEATER — "The Cherry Orchard" by Anton

Chekov; Adapted by David Mamet; directed by

Judy Raha. A studding and sad farce about a

struggle for a cherry orchard by servants, nobility

and self-made men. At Lab Theater/Mount Holyoke

College at 8 p.m. Tickets $4 general; $2 students/

senior citizens. Also showing March 6 - 8, with a

matinee March 7 at 2 p.m.

with Peter Cook and Kenny Lemer. At Blanchard

Campus Center/Mount Holyoke College at 9 p.m.

Free.

DANCING— Dance to different rhythms with DJ

KariiNjiiri, host of WFCR's "Safari," who spins Pan-

African, Caribbean and Latin American dance tunes.

At Mary Woolley Hall Chapin Auditorium/Mount

Holyoke College from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. Tickets $4

advance; $5 at the door.

DANCE PERFORMANCE— Ballet Chicago, one

of the country's best companies performs at the

Fine Arts Center/GMass at 8 p.m. Tickets $22, $20,

$18, $1 1. $10, general; $9 Five-College students;

$8 16 and under.

FILM— The teenage years never looked so good

than in "Fast Times at Ridgemont High" starring

Sean Penn and Jennifer Jason Leigh. At Campus

Center Theatre/Amherst College at 7:30 and 10

p.m. Tickets $1.50. Also showing March 7 & 8.

IN CONCERT — Called an encyclopedia of the

blues, Clarence "Gatemouth" Brown will perfcrm at

the Iron Horse at 7 & 1 p.m. Tickets $1 1 advance.

SflTURDHY
IN CONCERT— Bongos to Circus

will play at the Hadley Pub at 9:30

p.m.
BOOK SIGNING — Photographer

Daniel Farber will sign copies of his

new book. Reflections on a Trail Taken

at The Odyseey Bookshop, South

Hadley at 1 p.m.

IN CONCERT — Virtuoso string

music will be performed by the ac-

claimed Opus One string ensemble.

This stellar group will play works by

Hadyn, Barber and Medelssohn. At

Bezason Recital Hall/GMass. Tickets

$5 general; $2.50 students/seniors/

children.

CHILDRENS' CONCERT — Piano

pieces by Robert Shumann, Donald

Wheelock and Claude Debussy will

lend music to the telling of The Story

of Babar by Francis Poulenc. At the

Museum of Art/Smith College at 3

p.m.

IN CONCERT — Double Bill:

Johnnie Johnson, Chuck Berry's

original piano player, plus Joan

Osborne will perform at the Iron Horse

at 7 p.m. Tickets $10.50 advance.

BULB SHOW—The Smith College

Spring Bulb Show will get a jump start

on the season. At the Lyman Plant

House/Smith from 1 1 a.m. to 4 p.m.

through March 15. Free.

FOOD & DANCE — "Festival of

Diversity" will present two great events.

First, an evening of food from many
lands may be sampled at Chapin Au-

ditorium/Mount Holyoke College from

5:30 to 9:30 p.m. Tickets $6. Then,

go over to a Festa Explosao; a camival

party with music from all over the

world. At the Blanchard Campus Cen-

ter/Mount Holyoke College at 1 p.m.

to 2 a.m. Tickets $2.

RLM— Cult classic "Monty Python

& the Holy Grail" makes its way to the

Gamble Auditorium/Mount Holyoke

College at 7 and 9 p.m. Tickets $2.50.

PERFORMANCE — "Rhythm Na-

tions," a multicultural performance

night presented by the Smith College

International Students Organization.

Featured: musicians, dancers, jugglers

and more from all over the globe. At

Sage Hall, Sweeny Auditorium/Smith

at 8 p.m. Tickets $2.

COMEDY— Sarcasm with an urban

touch by Judy Gold, one of the

country's most innovative stand-ups.

At Blanchard Campus Center/MHC at

9 p.m. Tickets $5 general; $1 AC ID.

SUNDHY
IN CONCERT — Margie Adam re-

turns to the stage will all-new music.

At the Iron Horse at 7 & 10 p.m.

Tickets $13 advance.

IN CONCERT — Samba Space, a

six-piece Afro- Latin band will perform

with special guest dancer Alfredo

Castillo at the Student Gnion Ballroom

at 5 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — Wild Boyz, Live

Wire, and Rain will perform at the

Vertex Niteclub, Hadley. Tickets $5

advance; $7 at the door. Call the

Vertex for times and tix. All ages.

IN CONCERT — The Mount

Holyoke Glee Club. Cornell University

Glee Club. Valley Festival Orchestra

and assorted solotists come together

to perfonn Mozart's "Mass in C Minor."

At Abbey Chapei/MHC at 3 p.m.

Tickets $8 general; $5 w/student ID.

STUDENT RECITAL — A fomnal

recital will be held by Amherst College

music students. At Buckley Recital

Hall/AC at 3 p.m. Free.

THEATER — A staged reading of

"Resistance" by Jay Allain; directed

by Keishya Salko. A three-act drama

on the subject of biological warfare.

Winnerofthe 1991 Peace Drama Prize.

At Hallie Flanagan Sutdio Theatre/

Smith College at 8 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — Folk music leg-

ends Richard Thomson and Roger

McGuinn team up for a night of guitar

magic. At Buckley Recital Hall/Am-

herst College at 8 p.m. Tickets $15

general; $6 AC ID.

Pholo courtay /ohnton Libriry Center

"Chimes for the Mechanical Age/'

sculpture by Brendan Stecchini, now on

display at The Main Gallery, Johnson

Library, Hampshire, (see Thursday)
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My Bloody Valentine's a pain in the, uh, ears
By SUZY HERRIMG
and SETH DITCHIK
Special to the Collegian

My Bloody Valentine wants to hurt you.

This half Scottish, half English band

has been touring with "local favorite" Di-

nosaur Jr. in support of their latest release,

Louelcss. Saturday night at the Ritz in New
York City, MBV guitarists/singers Bilinda

Butcher and Kevin Shields erected a wall

of ethereal grunge- noise, backed up by

bassist Deb Googe and drummer Colm

O'Coisoig. with the intent to damage both

mind and body through sound.

My Bloody Valentine is being heralded

as "The Mext Big Thing." a title held by

Dinosaur Jr. not long ago. MBV's last

album, Isn't Anything, released in 1988

pioneered what would later be dubbed
"dream pop," as practiced by Lush, Ride

and a host of other late comers. Loveless.

built on a foundation of carefully sculpted

feedback, sample guitar noise, and blissed -

out voices, carries it all one step further.

But even our devoted listening to this

album did not prepare us for Saturday's

tour de force.

We entered the Ritz, escaping the bitter

cold and the luckless soul offering

"shroomsfortickets" to the sold out show.

After a few minutes of waiting, the giant

video screens in front of the stage lifted,

and opening band The Screaming Trees

began to churn out skilled but

unremarkable "alternative" rock. Soon,

tf.e screens retumed.

After an eternity ( it seemed) . the screens

were lifted once again, and My Bloody

Valentine hit us with the first chords of

their unique glide-guitar sound. You'd

never know just by looking at them that

hippyish Butcher and R.E.M. -esque Sheilds

could be so loud. The music broke like

waves: it was all we could do just to stay on

our feet. Behind them, savage abstract

imagery pulsed and throbbed -alternatingly

hypnotising and blinding us.

The band treats a fine line between

pleasure and pain (did we mention that

they were loud?), and merged the two in

their final song. For a full 10 minutes, the

band produced an ungodly noise that can

best be described as what one would hear

strapped to the belly of a landing aircraft.

The din even had the coolest of New York

City's beautiful people covering their ears.

After the sound subsided, there was a

hushed "thank you" and MBV left the

stage.

We wish we could tell you about Dino-

saur Jr.. but by that time we were sore,

exhausted and figured we had done enough
damage to our ears for one night. We're

sure that they were very good, and prob-

ably quite loud.

Sadly, My Bloody Valentine will not be

accompanying Dinosaur Jr. to the Vertex

this Wednesday. Perhaps it is for the best

— the combined noise of these two bands

would probably be more than Hadley could

take. But if you should get the chance to

see My Bloody Valentine, we highly rec-

ommend the experience.

Just don't forget the earplugs.

Mr. Lupo is clear about his view of Memoirs
Piice special effects, too little drama —
plus At Play in the Fields of the Lord

with a boring, stale chase adventure. Un-

fortunately, it drags the film to a stilted

pace.

Chevy Chase carries the film with in-

spired ease, equally adept at physical

comedy and one-liners. He seems to float

through the movie, exuding the kind of

charm that made him famous. He fails,

however, in the clumsy voice-overs that

By JON LGPO
Collegian Staff

Did you ever wonder how it would be if

you were invisible? How it would look to

chew gum. eat Chinese food, smoke, throw

up? All these questions and more are

answered in Mentoirs ofAn Invisible Mdn.

a ponderous film that leans too heavily on

its special effects instead of delivering

laughs or thrills.

Nick Hathaway (Chevy Chase) is a

smart aleck stock analyst who becomes
invisible due to a freak industrial accident.

This much we know at the outset. Then.

Nick tells us how and why through yet

<inothei framing device (enough of these,

please!). He tells how. before the accident,

he hit it off with a Smithsonian documen
tary producer played by Daryl Hannah.

And now he's not only invisble. but

he's also being chased by a renegade CIA

agent (Sam Neil), who wants to use him

for secret missions. Memoirs then dis-

solves into a chase melodrama, complete
with love interest in tow.

Director John Carp>enter (HaUou<een)

used to be one of Hollywood's most vibrant

storytellers. But now he comes off like a

kid in a toy store, showing off all of his neat

special effects. Memoirs seems to exist

just for that: to answer all the questions

you could think of when one turns invis-

ible.

The film excels in scenes that display

the everyday problems with being invis-

ible. The problem comes when Memoirs
tries to intercut these clever interludes

average special effects, it never lives up to

the great adventure it promises.

Wait for it on video, where you can

rewind the glorious gimmicks and watch

them again and again. Grade: €••

RECENT RELEASE:
At Play In the Fields of the Lord:

Aaaargh! One of the longest, most tx>ring

and most pretentiously annoying films in

recent memory that has the distinction of

having no point whatsoever.

Adapted from Peter Matthiessen's 1 965
novel, the film tells (the long winded) tale

of a mercenary pilot (Tom Berenger) who
'finds himseir among a tribe ir the Ama-
zon rain forest.

Along for the ride are missionaires

Kathy Bates. Adian Quinn, John Lithgow

and Daryl Hannah, who is once again

playing "Serious Actress." The scenery is

nice, but not enough to make it worth

seeing. A proven cure for insomnia, this

film is achingly bad. Grade: D-

appear when he's invisible and in the

flashback narration. But once Chase is on

screen, he more than redeems himself.

Daryl Hannah, on the other hand, is

only a ft' steps away from my Melanie

Griffith Award for Continual Blandness.

It's hard enough to picture her without that

fin she wore in Splash, much less swal-

lowing her "love' for Chase. 1 kept picturing

the ultimate concept movie: "The Little

Mermaid Meets the Invisble Man."

Everyone else seems to take a back

seat to the effects, namely Sam Neil (Dead

Calm), who tries, in vain, to make a

character out of the absurd lines he's

given.

Memoirs does contain some witty and
obscure references as well as some hu-

morous gags. Everything in the film Is

continually upstaged by the special effects.

While breaking no new ground, the effects

are interesting enough to forget what a

clunker of a script they're in.

A chase film that never goes anywhere.

Memoirs plods itself to an unsuspenseful

finale and a sappy ending.

Memoirs of An Inuisible Man is truly a

mixed bag. Containing a great perfor-

mance by Chevy Chase and some above-

ttmlo h\ Jtmeij Corman

QUEENIE— Queen Latifahperformed for the Happy Valley at Pearl St. last

Sunday.

RUSSELL'S
,»"» UQUORS

$20®OFF

18 Main St, Downtown Amherst 253-5441

Featuring Nairagansett

$7.*^Case...l2()z.cans

Pabst Blue Ribbon
$7.99 cse long neck bottles

CATAMOUNT (Your Choice)

$4.99 6pk bottles

HARP LAGER
$17.95 cse bottles

GUINNESS STOUT
$16.99 cse bottles

Vm/Mastercard accq)ted on Usg dqxDsits

Many More ln-6lorc 6peciaU
All Beers plus Dept<,it (c.^pccially OH winej^) 'Delivcrv A\dilablc,

nnncMiccT
UUIlLflLtil

Lo Cowboy boot

• chocolate
• black
• red
• green
• tan buck

Hurry! Sale Ends Mar. 14
th

Women's Shoes. Qodting k AcccMorics

Zanna • North PIcasanc Street • Amherst

4I3.253.2S63
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With C and K,

*trust is key'
Imagine two men of like size working together as

physical equals, using a give-and-take of weight to

literally project their dance across the stage, and

you've got the creative choreography ofCreach and

Koester.

The New York -based male dance company of

Terry Creach and Stephen Koester will perform

Thursday, March 5, at 8 p.m. in Hampden Theater,

located in the Southwest Residential Area.

Although single-sex modem dance companies

aren't new , all-male companies are rare. A "men's

company" provides an opportunity to explore the

physical aspects unique to men involving weight,

strength, timing and shape. As the dancers' bodies

quickly change velocity, force and direction, weight

is emphasized or simply disappears.

Trust is the key to Creach and Koestei's chore-

ography, as dancers fly back into partners' arms,

balance across their shoulders, and swing their

bodies at a diagonal. What sounds like the thrills of

an acrobatic act is performed with the delicacy and

fluency of a ballet. Incorporating a free and easy

style of movement into their work, Creach and

Koester's dances are about timing, intimacy, and

daring.

In a work entitled, "It Takes Two," the dancers

portray the emotional depths of losing a loved one

to illness. Without speaking a word, the relationship

of man to care-giver is instantly made clear— one

man's back is tense, the other man's arched in

despair. With tender and defiant moves, the dance

is performed to a mix of pop songs and utilizes

benches to represent beds, barriers, and in the end,

a single coffin.

These collaborations represent an athletic and

emotional understanding which has developed over

many years of work together. Creach and Koester

perform throughout the United States, Canada and

Europe. Based in New York, they've been produced

by Dance Theater Workshop, Joyce Theater's 3D

Festival, Danspace Project and others. They have

been awarded Choreographers Fellowships from

the New York Foundation for the Arts and from the

National Endowment for the Arts.

In addition. Creach and Koester will be in resi-

dency at the University from March 3-5 and will

give a dance workshop on March 4 at Hampshire

College. For ticket information call 545-251 1.

Donna Oilman is a Collegian ColumnisL

Wild Boyz coming up short
By AC. FOSTER
Collegian Staff

Remember the days of your early high school years

when the radio stations were playing Bon Jovi's Slippery

When Wet, and Poison's Look What The Cat Dragged In

in constant rotation? Remember when all the girls would

tease their hair when they wore one of tfiose concert T-

shirts? Remember when it seemed everyone lived and

died to hear "Living On A Prayer?" Well it seems that the

latest in teeny-bopper-headbanger glam rock music can

be found on the debut album by the Wild Boyz, titled

"Unleashed."

The Wild Boyz' music is about as original as their

name. From start to finish, the album consists of the radio

oriented and commercial hard rock that made early

Poison popular. Their debut single, "1 Don't Wanna Cry

No More," has found its way onto rock radio stations such

as WAAF, but is severely lacking in the quality depart-

ment. The song, as well as many other instances on the

album, sounds like a work performed by a high school

band that has defined limitations on their abilities, both

instrumentally and vocally. When lead singer Willie D.

attempts to hit the high notes at the end of the song

"Forever", he sounds like a cassette being played at high

speed (the Alvin and the Chipmunks effect).

Willie D. and fellow band members Joey Wylde (bass),

K. Lee Lauren (drums), Valentino (guitarist), and Matt

Stevanz (guitarist) show signs of improving in songs such

as "Roll The Dice," and "High Tonight," but just when it

seems that you hear the music maturing to the hard rock

standards that the Wild Boyz are apparently trying to

associate themselves with, they do something to undo it

all. One example is when they combine the lyrics "I'm

gonna drink but I ain't gonna drive. .
." with "I've got

places to go and people to do. .
." in the song "High

Tonight," making the lyrics sound as if they were written

in collaboration between MADD and Bill Clinton.

The group's back-up vocals are another example ofan

area where they fall short. They're all very monotone and

monophonic sounding, giving them a very flat harmo-

nization and producing too clean of a choral sound for

rock and roll. The chorus of a song is perhaps the most

important when determining its success, and, especially

for groups who use a lot of backups, when it falls short the

song lacks the "punch" that is an integral part of what

makes successful hard rock groups what they are.

Furthermore, the Wild Boyz need to work on their

creativity. They are often found sounding like re-created

early Poison and Bon Jovi in subject matter. In fact, the

song "Cowboy Ride" sounds like something directly out

of Jon Bon Jovi's lyric book. The album does however

show some signs of potential, and a good engineer (as the

overall sound quality of the album sounds "cheap") and

a significant producer could be just what they need. For

this time around however, the Wild Boyz come up short

of the mark.

The Wild Boyz will be at The Vertex Niteclub. Hadley.

this Sunday, March 8. Doors open at 7:30p.m. Ticketsare

$5 in advance, $7 at the door. The show is 18*.

disappear fear is appearing
_^ _ .l__L-_— — JJ!__A.a^ C ..^hkIik liLr^« «>^r^^ ¥^\ ^

By DANA L FORRAR
Collegian Staff

Imagine the Indigo Girls adding the voice of Natalie

Merchant of the 1 0,000 Maniacs. Now imagine them still

unknown, playing small venues to crowds of half-inter-

ested, half-curious music lovers. Finally, imagine them

as close as a PVTA bus.

This is the image that comes to me when I think of the

band disappear fear playing at the Amherst College

Campus Center Thursday night. The two Frank sisters

will be doing an acoustic set and you'll think they are the

Indigo Girls incognito.

Last semester disappear fear was a quartet, adding

bass and drums to complement their wonderful voices. It

will only get better. The show at Amherst College will be

your opportunity to catch them this time in rare form.

Sonia is the musical \^onder of the two. playing

guitars, keys, harmonica, as well as singing and writing

the songs. Cindy harmonizes with the brilliant voice range

she has, adding to Sonia like sand to a beach.

This tour is completely acoustic, sans electronique.

The intimacy of the setting will let them feel out the crowd

easily, especially considering their tour is stocked with

college venue dates.

The show is at the Amherst College Campus Center

Frontroom. the big yellow building down the hill past the

quad. The show is upstairs and will seat about 200

people.

i:>oors will open at 8:00 p.m. and the show wilt begin

around 9:00 p.m. No tickets are sold in advance, simply

bring $5. to the door. The show is sponsored by Campus

Center Program Board.

VILLA
Of I.

EUROPE^ CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
Orm Rocktlite r Plau
NMvVOfKNY 10020

Ptwxw (212) 5*1-3040

Mail Mils ad for SpMlal
SliidMl/T«aclMr Tariff.

O nCNTAL O LEASC O niNCHASC

Area's Largest Aerobic Floor

BY THE

IDEA AfAA

DONNA KELLEY
ACSM Certified

FUNK • LOW IMPACT • STEP

AMHERST ATHLETIC CM • 460 WEST ST.. • SO. AMHERST • 256-0080

Great Mexican Food Served QuicWy &
loexpensJveJy in a Friendly & Casual Atmosphere

DOWNTTOWN
AMHERST

Boltwood Walk 256-8217
Beer & Wine Served

DOWNTOWN
NORTHAMPTON

21 Center St. 584-0673
Bring Your Own Beer & Wine

For Delivery, Call Delivery Express • 549-0077

Winns
Liquor Store

— Wine
Sandeman Porto & Tawny "v—l?'??
Sebastian! Dry White Zin 2 for $4.99

Concha y Tora Red & White Mags ^ $5.79

Liquor

Absolut Vodka 750 ml
J10.99

Kahlua - •••••• 1 L |l7.99

Franeelico - 750 ml $1 4.99

Cosirngs Bbck Seal Rum 750 ml $1 2.99

_ Beer

New Amsterdam Ale & Lager 6pk + dep $4.69

Moosehead Light "P|' "• dep
^^-^^

Newman's Amber '"^Pr "*"

j P 55'?«
Labatt's Blue 12 pk + dep $7.99

Catamount & Post Road case + dep $20.79

Woodchuck Draft Cider f> pk + dep $4.49

Meister Brau "se + dep $7.99

Kegs Starting At $33.00 Checks Mastercard/Visa

Arcepted For Keg Deposits.

Gourmet Beers for special occasions - Plus over 35 Malt

Scotches and Cognacs. Brandies, & Champagnes

MEGABUCKS.
WE HAUE IT!

338 College St.

One mile East of Amherst center on Route 9

Open 9 am - 1 1 pm Rain or Shine • Always Open

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

^^uUi/iiu^'jf

^ TNIATRES
THE VILLAGE COMMONS • SOUTH HADLEY 533-2663

Starts March 13

Exclusively

ANEXmORDINARYFM
SMART AND FUNNY." ,-.,

"A CREATIVE TRIUMfll. ciENN nos B Ptiran-iom and

uiHAKF. snniNG.wnmm msmc
- IKM Midn. THF NF« Vl«l TIMRS

SUN VIS MUCICTFUr ALL AGES
FRi vK TNBNmrrn is«

MON VTi CA«T COAST MAL*
MVUI 1S«

SUN 1/79 1-A.aUNt AU AOES

ADVANCE
TIX VERTEX «

ROUTE 9. HADLEY • 586 4163
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Its heart's in the right place
By SHAWN MCDONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

The Christopher Columbus Follies

Bowker Auditorium

February 29

The Massachusetts based Underground Railway

Theatre presented a special show this past weekend,

intended to examine questions of race and cultural identity

in America.

Their offering, The Christopher Columbus Follies, was

a flashy production with too much politics, and too little

point. A self proclaimed -eco-caberet." Follies sought to

examine the legacy of Columbus, using various media —
among them song, dance, comedy, and puppetry.

What made the show fall short of true cabaret was it's

rather lofty goals. Though billed as an "irreverent romp,"

there was little that did not come off as heavy handed, as

the five-person ensemble painted their picture of a

Columbusian paradise, buried beneath the detritus of

Western culture.

Its heart may well have been in the right place, but

Follies rarely played fair. It used it's "examination" of

Columbus and "Explorer's Disease" as an excuse for

railing against political foes, yet hid behind its fomnat

when asked for coherence. How is Columbus, or even

colonialism in general, responsible for the sinking of the

Titanic, or the increased methane emissions from cattle?

More disheartening still was the show's apparent hy

pocrisy. After soundly cursing our culture's excessive use

of plastic products, the ensemble unveiled an enormous

ten-foot puppet made of— what else? — plastic.

What The Christopher Columbus Follies boasted was

many short pieces which were highly entertaining, in and

of themselves. Among the highlights were the "Terra

Sutra," an instructional book on deflowering a virgin

continent; "Otro Mundo," a musical quartet about

America's "discovery ;' and a hilarious bar scene in which

a drunken oil tanker captain explains ethics to Columbus

("If you 'discover' a great new restaurant, that doesn't

mean you can kill all the waiters and put your name over

the door").

Too much politics and lack of a clear message made

The Christopher Columbus Follies fall short of it's goal.

Sometimes the simple approach is the most powerful

Locals: Blue Rain and Bark Like a Dog
By BRIAN HMRSlPWinrQINI

TUB

Atrhoto

NEW MUSIC IS BOSS — Bruce Springsteen

released a pair of singles from a pair of new

albums on Wednesday, his first new music in

over four years.
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CHINA GARDEN
"The Colteqians choice in delightful dining."

|"^.660FFw/purcha9e |

I
of $15 or more wifh Ihis coupon.

Fnfov A TasTp of Real Chinese Food

Sundii> • TTiuR. ILMkun • KhOOpm • Friday - Sil, II JO«n- MKWpm

Lunch Hour: 1 1 :30am - 3:30pni 7 days a week

New Vegetarian Menu!
Luncheon spttiJ • $3.75 - U"3 &

l)inniTs«tTal»$(»iO-$7i5

Im-iuding soup and rice.

The Vallf^y'?^ Dim S^m Brunch
AVAIl^LHEVl-KYDAY

Free Ddiwy Service • 5H)0pm • 10:00pm

Visa / Master Card / American Express

Va Remodelrq • / Days a weeK •
1 ake-oi

1 3 N. Pleasant Street • Amherst. MA
253-4280/4281

^UBUinv
of Amherst

MEAL DEAL!
One loot long TUNA .

a medium socUi & eiiips

Tor onlv

-*?;^ Reservations ^/
Worldwide

Save Money - Meet People

DOAD \IM TDAVULED
253-4173

$4.79
4 Main Stree: • Amherst MA 01002 • 256 1919

OPEN TIL 2AM Thurs. Fn. Sat"

LIVE IN SPRINGFIELD

HtALTHY SKIN
lU'f'ins with ;i lUrp |M»ie

cIc.m^iHR f.n i.il.

Alv> lash nml hiow

llnllnR, sliapinK. !»•>•'
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Atsriii:lies SKiNCAur.
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PARAMOUNT
ELAYNE
BOOSLER
MARCH 7th

THE CLANCY
BROTHERS WITH
THE DUSTMEN
MARCH 12th

BOB NELSON &
CAROL LEIFER

MARCH 13th

CHARLIE DANIELS
BAND
MARCH 20th

THE STYLISTICS;
THE DRAMATICS;
The MANHATTANS
MARCH 21st

^^^^^"lUeed Funding For
$ Your Education?

Informed parents and students use SOURCE to locate sources of private

funding in the form of scholarships, grants, fellowships, and internships to

help defray the cost of higher education.

Let us help you tap into the SOURCE of funding available for your individual

needs. You qualify regardless of grades or family finances.

A small application fee gets you started.

Call today for application and information.

GUARAMTEED RESULTS • FREE COMSULTATIOM

Source
EDUCATIONAL FINANCIAL CONSULTANTS
6 Universifv Driv». Suite 1.W Amh«r»l, MA 01002 413»256»61M

They reoonkd their four song studio demo last No-

vtmber M. Gsden Gate Recordings in Greenfield on 1

6

tiadu The t^x is high caH>er and certainly worthy of

local release, i h^ jriready received some airplay on

WRSTs "HGroe^owi" show. The band performed live on

the air on "llumeyown* last month.

SomeclBoiceculsolfthedemo are "Neighborhood Bar

BkKs" «Mi the pop tinged 'Mixed-Up Kid". Lappiere

hsidfesalofthesongwribng chores and his style reflects

a knack fcv bukfeng on hooks and tight rhythms.

Bkie Raai is back at Sheehan's Cafe this week, this

time» a heacBner irutead of the op<^ mike. The show

is ton^ aid it's ccftainly worth checking out in

Noilhanifitan.

Bark LIkA Dog B another local band with the UMass

J mliiiHi studcftf ttaig. hn fact all the members in this

bmd are graduate students at the university.

Ciow heie B local group that has worked hard in the

pastyw to cuftivale a lottowing and develop their act. It

must be payiig off. because thb weekend Bark Like a

Dog ciliJ*ate.s the release of their debut album "Better

Late Than Newer."

This is a 10 sor^ compilalJon that features all original

tunesondttisavai^ileon both CD and cassette formats.

The b«Ml pla» to sd the album at shows and at local

rHid o«4lets such as Al-Buns and For the Record.

The bond has estabfished itself at the local live music

i^atefwig holes such as the Seven-O's in Sundedand, the

Hadfey Pub avi Twistar Tavern. They've also cut their

teeth piiying benefis and parties.

Formed m October a< 1990 Batk Uke a Dog is a four

iTkan "«*» thai covbisIs of Frank Rossitto on lead vocals,

John Savage on bass guiar and vocals, Jeff Simpson on

j^t» ami vocals, aid Mite DeRosa on drums and

percussaorv The ^oup has a "fuU sound" that exhibits a

bkies and rock Mhaence.

A brief ccnvcrsalion with bassist John Savage reveals

the 9aup to be very doiai-to-earth yet self confident.

-We have no poliical agenda or axe to grind" says

Savage, "The |>qiurii>ances are centered op the music."

The hmt opcroles on the phik»ophy that they do

what they do lor the saiie of entertainment and fun. In

other words, they work hard yet party hearty. There's no

tng hair' in this roots rock band.

katrestm^enou^lhe^oup has targeted songwriting

as a prwcity far tias coming year. While the new album

features di new iiirtiiiiiri llae Ibvufl -still connies *

repetoire of cokcte.
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nigM bmds at The Wb on AbAbMB: *»»« Iboooiine so
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^m PANDA EAST

ENGELBERT
HUMPERDINCK
APRIL 1st

ANDREW DICE
CLAY
APRIL 10th

Advocate

"Best in the Valley"

1989 &1 990

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

PARAM«LM HOX OI lUT (413) 711 5S74. SrRAWBI.RRIK.S RPCORDS
NOKin \MrioN ncKi;roiiiCK (4n)5Sft8ist<6.

OR CM 1. lICKUIPROI'IIOMiCIIARCH-: AT I B()0 828 70W1

We bring Chinatom

to you

*Lunch Specials

from $3.95 including soup & rice

GRANT
DEAE»JNE

(last gprant cpportuni^

tor Ms

CAf€
DICARLO

Now Serving Lunch On Sundays Also!
thru

May 31, 1992Hours:
Mon. - Thurs. 11^ am S^^pm
Fri. «.Sat. H'^am
Sunday 1 2 noon

10^ pm
93° pm

103 N-Pleasant SL Amherst, MA 01002 • (41 3) 256-8923 (41 3) 256-8924

gonlsfarniMisiL dinszv
""

f,¥sijri'artand

pBiformaxeart

Haolure. film andl

vkIbo^ and adiB' 3i1&

stents

HARVARD
Summer School

since 1871

ViEi oyr linforrnstiQni

lEifalB lAdfd'i 5 & 6

allhe Campus CGntler

PiopasaJStom sjydent

particLiiarllf

fan seefie SNyiiMt

Office or xflsittltiie

UMassMs Cofnciil

ZOSIHlsitioucfc

arcail!54&40I2L

5-College Student

Dinner Special

choice of:

• Manicotti

• Lasagna

• Chicken Primavera

• Pasta Bolognese

(v* spicy sausagd

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thm Thursday

Offer expires March 31, 1992

open Daily ail 1JO aLin.

QpM MNwknMl m
tulH

OpdoM bickiM

Junlaramd

Dnm, WrUnQ,

Ei«Mia««
Cdtoo*)SdMiMtorHI^

Fc rrc'c inform^:! .

•;;.."i t^e coupon bclo:.

--Li^S' Alio.-i 2-3 .ut»i>

\'''r iiion requiici

..^"•-":»

71 North PkasaM Street

Amherst,!

rSdndMoRMlMi

ndMofiMlon iMMt

Harvard UNivHearr Smam^Saam.
Depi. 7^.51
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LONNK HOOC BAND

KAnil««STa
Ul' H> A THE WLUR

MgHBiMS
,

Dancing with

DIlob

v^_ ' vX^jm ^$'

FASCINATEDFELINE-SandYAdlerofYoHaa^HeigM^N,r^frt^
Sfaciie' during a med/a prevk.*. »V«ir«rf,y -.jrrj-^
Nrtr yoHk's Madison Square Garden. 'Boston

",*

THE

MIGHTY MIGHTY

;- ttK;

Not Our Dog
Iky

u.

\—-N^

Gufuicanl
l!liel|i

SHABBA RANKS

tharlic'g
Tavern
lumbo Drinks & jumbo Drafts

25 different kinds of beer.

Enlarged Seating

Plenty oiroovn for your friends!

TONIGHT AT CHARLIE'S

BUD NIGHT
RaAes Giveaways, and 10< Chiden Nugg^

Fridays & Saturdays— Enjoy our full menu
induding nacnos, fried zucchini &
mushrooms, chili, salads, burgers,

^miled diicken, sandwiches, pizza

1 Pray St., Amherst • 549-5403
Open 1 1 a.m. 7 days a week
Kitchen open 'til midnight

Game Room with 2 Pool Tables

:^S5C^
ftis

s*i^

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WtD0NOTUSE"MSC

• MWMVi 1 SZKMLMa»f
• (OMfsnnoxiMC

• HBtwoMus Fn« out F^m

•EAJItGIIMIOLT

• au uqux ucpfii

MASTBCAO) & MSA /CCBOH)

253-7835 253-2813

^ 62 Main Street. Amhent ^

MONEY AVAILABLE
EVERT STUOCHT EUOBLE
GUARAKHEED. NO REK
APPLY Now!

WWWWWWW W^^"^^ VVT
Shop Scott's and
$AVE $AVE $AVE!!

KEYSTONE &
KEYSTONE LIGHT

12-12 oz. cans

$|S39
%J * DEP.

_„^ , BUD DRY
'Ĵ C^^\ 24 12 0Z. CANS

^' ^ - -49
DEP.

BLOSSOM HILL
Chardonnay &
White Zinfandel

Mix 8i Match

$•799
2 FOR M

\

\

\

\

\

GORDOirS S.

VODKA ^

gj $»799 ^
m 1.0 Ltr.

HEDIEKEN
12 PACK BOTTLES

$Q99

Tele check tor

your personal check.

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE UQUOR STORE!
6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst
Play aaMassLonery

games here'

wwwwwww^^^^^^"^^ ^^"^^^^^^^^^
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Weld says Bush's prospects good in Mass.
By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON— Gov. William F. Weld predicted Wednes-

day President Bush would do well in Tuesday's Massa-

chusetts presidential primary, but challenger Patrick

Buchanan planned to campaign in the state over the

weekend.
"I think he'll do better here than in New Hampshire,

partially because he has a lot of ties here," Weld said of

the president.

Weld mentioned Bush's birth in Massachusetts, the

fact a sister lives in the state and the president's ties to

Bay State Republicans such as Transportation Secre-

tary Andrew Card, White House aide Ron Kaufman, Lt.

Gov. Paul Celucci and himself.

MGEO

"I would think this would be one of the president's

better primary states," Weld said.

Weld however, declined to set a benchmark vote for

Bush and Celucci reminded reporters that most of the

money Buchanan spent on the New Hampshire primary

was to buy ads in the Boston media market.

"So he has delivered a message through radio and

television to a significant extent in this state. So this does

make the race a little more competitive than it might be,"

Celucci said.

Buchanan ran strongly in last month's earliest-in-the-

nation New Hampshire primary, but Bush held the

pohtical commentator to under 40 percent of the vote.

Meanwhile, the Buchanan campaign announced they

would hold a rally Saturday on the steps of the State-

house and Buchanan was expected to campaign himself

in Massachusetts on Sunday.

"Buchanan's Middle American revolution is gaining

ground in the South and Pat has a burgeoning army here

in the North," said Buchanan's Massachusetts chairman

Bill Bamstead.
Barnstead said the rally would include colonial bands

leading a band of Buchanan volunteers to rout "King

George's army from their throne ofpower and privilege."

Bush sohdly defeated Bob Dole and other challengers

in the 1988 Massachusetts presidential primary. Then

Gov. Michael S. Dukakis carried the state for the Demo-

cratic Party in the November general election.

Weld predicted Bush would do well in Massachusetts

in the General Election, but stopped short of predicting a

victory for the president, citing the possibility that former

Sen. Paul Tsongas could be the Democratic nominee.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

council members. Addresses and sample letters will be

available in the GEO office in the Student Union and

from teaching assistants.

Underdown said last December GEO realized the

impact going to a HECC meeting can have. Graduates

gathered at the meeting to speak against a proposed

elimination of stipend increases, and told the committee

members what their actual material circumstances were

like.

"The council members were truly surprised, and there

was a high level of human reaction," said Underdown.

"We just need to re-educate the state boards as to how

students are really affected."

In the time leading up to the trip to Boston, graduate

teaching assistants will be educating undergraduates

via "teach-ins," giving their classes a factual history of

tuition increases and how it affects state appropriations.

• Classes Dail^i

• Certified Instructors

• Suspended Wood F/ooi

• Areas Largest Room

AMHFKST ATHIHK
ClUB

160 Wt-st St.

So Aiiihtrst. 2.S6 0080

LOW, LOW PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL
Noriliampton Holyokf

584 4112 • 535 1888

Weekend Auto |

Rental Special

sii'^95 North Amherst Motors

Auto& Truck Rental

549-RENT

Dont *>• dlmmppoii^»d - rtmrvt TODAYI

Rmmmi

49
ol mg» or oklmr RENT

Th« Unly«r«Jty of M»»»«chu»«tt»

Pcp«rtm«nt of Th««tcr pr«s<nt»Tales
oiiht LOST

FORMICANS
by ConHQnct Congdon

'The best new playiny^n . .. . A trove/ guide to Mddh

Americo conducted by olens." — Tim e Mkgazme

•Constance Congdory's Tales of the Lost Formicans has

c freshness of spirit, with a humor ar^d charm so d.sDnct,ve^

individual, that orK just wonts to hear more and "^°^^f^'^

. „ — The Village Voice

February 27-29 and March 4-7, 1992

Rand Theater a 8:00 p.m.

Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office, 545-251

1

$5 general public; $3 studenu and senior citizens

YOUWALK, I'll RIDE! -Maggie, a two-year-old Airedale, gets a walkTuesday along the

roads of Pendleton, N.Y. , while her owner. Dee Eaton of Buffalo, goes along for the ride.

pr
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WHY TOU SHOULD STMT PLANNING

RETIREMENT WITH TOUR EYES CLO

For retirement to be the tinme ofyour life, you

have to dream a little—about the things

vouve always wanted to do: travel, explore,

start a business. Just imagine. .

.

With a dream and a plan, you can make it

happen. Your pension and Social Security

should provide a good

basic retirement income,

but what about all those

extras that make your

F^''*'^' ' dreams possible? You'll

'"^J^
probably need some

if **\'f additional savings.

THE DREAM IS YOUR OWN.
WE CAN HELP YOU WITH THE PLAN.

TIAA-CREF Supplemental Retirement

Annuities (SRAs). tax-deferred annuities for

people like you in education and research, are

a good way to save for retirement and save

on taxes now. SRAs are easy -you make con-

tributions through your institution before your

taxes are calculated, so you pay less tax now.

You pay no tax on {

your SRA contributions

and earnings until you

receive them as income.

And saving regularly

means your contribu-

tions and their earnings

Ensuring the ftiture

for those who shape itr

can add up quickly-

What else makes SRAs

so special? A broad range

of allocation choices, from

the safety of TIAA to the

investment accounts of

^___ CREF's variable annuity;

no sales charges; a variety of ways to receive

income, including annuities, payments over a

fixed period, or cash. You may also be able to

borrow against your SRA accumulation

before you retire.*

All this, plus the top investment mana^-

ment that has helped make TIAACREF the

largest retirement system in the country-

So start dreaming and planning for the time

ofyour life. Because the sooner you start your

SRA. the greater your savings and your retire-

ment will be.

r
^/
1^
V/^,,START PLANNING FOR THE /

TIME OF YOUR LIFE, TODAY. /

For.vour free TIAA CRKK Supplemffiial '

Reliremenl Annuity Kit. send this coupon to:

TIAACRKF.l>ept.QC.r.^O Third Avenue.

New York. NY 10017. Or call 1 800 842-2733. Ext. 8016.

\,imf ( PIcJif print

)

.l,V»rr,.,.

t l/.V
Zif I'.iV

/»l.'/i>«^.'« (Fullname)

TilU Pafilinif Pk'iic f I

TIAA CRFF P,irliiifVHl

D lr.r D ,V.'

Ifyf', SiHuil St--iiril\i #

.^:::;i=r™=;-::2:^;:;';~~^;™-^:::^
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Women's track ends weekend a solid sixth
^^ ^JM,M,K^^M,M, ^ %fM. ^M^^yMM. ^^M,M,njm.K^ ww^^

K„if«nvl.n.«hlad in the 3000 meter event with a 950.25

By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

Last Saturday and Sunday at the New England

Championsliips held at Boston University, the Univer-

sity ofMassachusetts women's track team made a valient

effort but placed sixth behind five very strong teams.

Before the two day meet, coach Juhe LaFreniere

added up the potential points if her squad performed its

best and came up with 40. UMass' final score was an

impressive 42.

However, a field led by national powers University of

Connecticut, Boston University and Boston College were

too much for the Minutewomen, who did manage to place

ahead of the University ofRhode Island Iseventh) which

had been a nemesis in the past for them at the New

Englands.

"I was really pleased with the outcome parfaculanly

because we finally beat URl," LaFreniere said. "It was a

tough meet for us particulanly because the five teams

ahead of us (UConn, BU, BC, Northeastern and Provi

dence) were pretty much untouchable.

**! wanted 40 points going in and came out with 42 so

I can't really complain about our effort," she said.

Leading the way for UMass was tri-captain Lee Ann

Ambrose who became New England champion in the 600

yard competition. ,

"Lee Ann performed great, as she has all year,

LaFreniere said. This weekend at the ECAC's, shell

have a good chance to place in the top three in the 600 and

might even win it."

A new School record [one of three for UMass) was set

by Kelly Lilgeblad in the 3000 meter event with a 950.25.

The second school record was an impressive 915 in the

4x800 meter relay.

"Going into these two events (4x800 and 4x200), we

were ranked sixth and seventh respectively and ended up

coming in second and third," LaFreniere said. "It was an

outstanding performance by the girls - they really came

to compete."

This weekend, UMass will compete at the ECAC
Championships in Syracuse, NY which, according to

coach LaFreniere, is always a tough meet.

"There are always some really excellent teams who

compete at this meet so we're going to have to be at the top

ofour game and hopefully set some more school records,"

she said. "Sometimes teams go to this meetjust to qualify

people for Nationals and don't really care how they do.

yOU'ULOOSETHOSEWINTERBLUES FROM THEMONEYYOI/ILSAVEATLIQUORS 441

/ ini liiRQ

T3^,

GUINNESS STOUT $
'BIG BOPPER'

CASeOF 12 16 9 02 BOTUES
15

49
.0£P

BECKS -»$^g49
BEER BOrOES IX/.06P

1 MILLER GENUINE SH 049
DRAFT & MILLER "^
GENUINE DRAFT LIGHT

CASE OF 2 12 PK BOniES

D€P

SCHLITZ$Q49
BEER *^-o€P

CASE OF 24 12 OZ CANS

KOCH'S GOLDEN ^T^l
ANNIVERSARY & LIGHT

CASE OF 2« 12 OZ CANS

SUHER HOME $099
CHARDOHSAt S, W

CABEPNEr SALMGNON 750X1-

INGLENOOK WINES $^49
CHtHtNBiAM:. ffithCH

COLUmA/V. AHMf. SLMGONDV.
ROSe ChASUS BLANC Ot BLANC.

BlUSh. muTt GflfAMCHC

BERINGER $449
WHITE ZINFANDEL liOtM.

GEORGE DUBOEUF$
RED i Mill E FRENCH

TABLE WINE

BACARDI
BREEZERS

4PK BOTTIES

SEAGRAMS t^,
7

HISKEY

$Q49
W 1 75L

REBATE 3 00 rebate

BACARDI $
SILVERS,

AMBER RUM I 75L

EARLY TIMES $1A9
BOURBON i^,

SALE 12 99 MAIL INFCBATE700

GORDONS VODKA h^
SALEI149 $Q49
MAIL IN

REBATE 2 00 AfTERKBXrC

SEAGRAMS GIN «121«75J.

Full Reflemp: en Centet

pot 'esponsib e fof

typographic* e"Of

»

9am to 11pm
Monday thru Saturday

I ini inpc dd
HADLEY M TV/0

Campus Pia^a Routp 9 LOCATIONS
253-9344

HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln St
534-4555

SALE PRICES

THURS3 5 92Thnu

iVEDS 31192

Don t Drink

and Drive

BESTOFCHINESEFOOD
SPECIALIZINQ IN

MANDARIN AND SZECHWAN
DISHES

K\ON Tl l\./RS

$5.99

lI-3rM

SUNPAY
RRUNCI I

$6.99

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY COMEDY SHOW
20% OFF DINNER

BANQUET PARTY ROOM
GP TO 200 PERSONS
FULL COCKTAIL MENU

11 48RUSSEaST. •HADLEY, MA 01035 •{413) 586-1202

>AYSA

NOBODY'S PERFEC^
LOCATION Rt 9, Hadtey • Between Super Stop N Shop & Liquors 44

STORE HOURS Men Tues , Wed.. Sat .
10-6 'Thurs.. Fn.. 10-9 • Sun.. 12-6

Mew Spring & Summer
Merchandise for Ladies & iVIen

40%- 80%0FF MERCHAMDISE FROM THE LEADING
STORES IN THE UMITED STATES!!!

LADIES LADIES
& MEM'S
PAMTS

$80-$190

LADIES
SKIRTS

$30-$60

LADIES
& MEM'S
WOVEM
& DEMIM
SHORTS

LADIES
& MEM'S
KMIT
TOPS

$39-$120 $28-$38

$14-$48

LADIES
& MEM'S
JEAMS

REG.
$15-$30

REG.
$30-$42

1ST QUALITY & SLIGHT IRREGULARS
SAVE 40%-80% OFF THEIR ORIGIiyAL PRICES

lyOBODY S PERi EV ^^ Mot Even the best known specialty & department stores in the U.S.
- ~ /.moccQCQc They make mistakes too... Thats when our buyers take advantage and

(413) 256-8686 pass the savings on to you!
Slop N Shop Plaza

Hadtey • Rt. 9 (Between Super Stop N Shop and

Liquors 44

CX)LJL£G1AN

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE

Thnradaiy.ManrhS, I992/Pi^8e9

By GARY LARSON
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CALVIN AND HOBBES

ng
By BILL WATTERSON
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\

JIM'S JOURNAL By JIM

r f«it Av^v*^ Wf
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Quote of the Day
-K it's not appropriate lor a woman, it's vkA

appropria e.
^ ^^^^^ Wormack-KeeL.

Executive Director. Justicefor Wamien

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

WIIAIINCTON

hwiLJ#)6T0U TOP ^ f

By M.K. ANDERSON

(D

HvMHiczlUnMSi
I

The People's Party
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CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH «°rs22S.2J^ «JS^J'-*
/
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Today's Staff

Nv^Ectkir P«*»^ P f°"^^

oZ^fgS^ MacQIiott

pS^lechr-SiiiZlZ "^"^
ftoAidionSivavBor ^^*;!?!!*;?

P»oA«lian M*^ ^^P^^'
Tracy Kniger, Selh Kaye

LUNCH
Chicken Pucks

Bar-B-Q Pork Buns

BASICS LUNCH
Chicken Pucks

Ganien Sarvlwkii

DINNER
Tacos

Cheese Spinach Strudel

BASICS DINNER

Veggie Taco

Cheese Spinach Stnidel

•« 1
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T1« t^iinions e«presBed on ihis page *e those of the c«loonisls«id do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the Univcreity.
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fipplktation For NCflf? Tournament TKkct Lottery

.Zip:

.(Work)

«IOBSaSARCH
TECHNIQUES WORKSHOP
80% or
\jt»m howr lo0eA

frvatoftfaericlit

Doa*t wait, take the

career. CaO
for

Prim or Type

TohccMfcwlM^rV^^ I—»! send achcck for $40.00 payable toUMASS ATHLETICS. C«sb

^jwi»ac*MceloWIN iafo(2)tkkets totheNCAA tournament regardk^oTdicreg^

I UMASS M BriucedL

IF YOU WIN THE TICKETS. YOll WflJ. OWN TWO TICKETS TO SEE UMASS PLAY

REGARDLESS Of LOCATIOIK.

lfTi>T»T-—Hat^T"«wg .
y—Aeck wiDbe returned.

Tfcr locafiOTH ft^r tfte fint aad wrwid rounds of the NCAA tournament arc:

EAST SQLHitASI MIDWESI ^^itSI

.Worcri(B.MA -C-ci-MiOH • Milwaukee. WI '^"^^^.^
• GMxaobaotNC •Alfa«a.GA • Dayton. OH -Ten^cAZ

Tie o^eaAawMg Witt be fcdd^llr cage on Wednesday. March 11. 1992at6pra. YOU DO NOT

?«EEDTO BE PKSEHTTO WIN.

iK^^jca^ns newi.^ be iRaavkcd by Friday. March 6, 1 992 to be considered.

ONLY ONE APWJCATION PER STUI>ENT

Semf appficadoiiH aid ckeck loc AlUetic Ticket Office • U niversity of Ma»aci«srtte

noon 255 Boyden • Amherst, MA 01083

nX%» CALL 1« ATmCTIt TKKfT OITICE AT 413-545^0810 IF YOD HAVE A.N1|- QtlSTIO>S.

THimSIUY -niMY - SAXljniMf

^ In Ireland

UIWIassi/Boston

Summer
Pr€>granis in

Ireland and
Mexico

Political

and Culture: Raid

Study and

fn "ThaNawr
June 8—July 5

Nine credits

^ In Mexico

Feaiuring DJ Strolltn Roland

APPETIZER

ANY MENU NACHOS

$2.00

WEEKLY SPBOALS

1 2 oz. Bottles

$1.00

THE S PUB
OlJJMAIl^S M!: IIT> LX .%I>««KSI

Studies in

Spanish

and Literaturo

June 2—July 5

Up to six credits

I %,,u - 1 ••'• •

[U 9 t^mmmim

DKCOUMTUQUOIS'BEI'WWE]

firsthand learning through guided

latenaive individual study. Each program

local transportation.

17. 1992

Buda»r* r»|»ortScalrfc

Cooj^BC*

^ For details, please
write or call:

Division of Continuing

Education

International Programs

University of Massachusetts

at Boston

100 Morrissey Blvd.

Boston, MA 0212S-3393

617 287-7915

This advfti—wteni appears M noi

the Commonm eeWti.

Keystoney^

3.78L•S12.49

,^ $14.49

ITSL 49

S17.99 ^*m
Hcmdkgn
$18-o9 »*y

m/( Hum 3

.

$15-49

f

24^2 «

13.99 .^

$7.99 »%.

1M24

$7.69 *'*y

Whnjfcv 3 .73il

$1^49

l,7Sl. $14.49

j.^w. $19.49

Gin
am •S10.49

Olympia

ICE
»*$1.00

l/ZKesBasdi

$39.00%'
1/2 Kes

NataualtKhl
$33.W*y

Gflcjt VMulun

jmt'Chmtlimnaft 7BC ML

$8.99
Loms Martini

TSTNIL $0.69

H

Santa Riia
~13II"\CjOKirmll 'hauufgnnn

TBOm $3.!

U M a s s ii* s 1 ji

Ge# lf»e aesf ofof Mforrlldfs'/ iLow iprnicic%,

MG SefaoNory CuwdLwnwri/ wMn <fp mmim

ICIURS: MOI€lMU«nilBC)Mr9iDn;^11l <^
saaoKcmzEN cxscoiiiNif iiiim FMBBr iDMr
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• Classes Dallv
• Certified Instructors

* Suspended Wood Floor

* Areas Largest Room

AMUIHSI A I HI! !U
( 11 H

!()() VV. St St.

So AintHrM. 2")f. ()()«(»

<;hn^Artimes•

Fri. - Sun
7pm & 9:30pm

Mon-Thurt.

One sho*» at 7:30pm

Adults $4 00

Student w/valid ID &
Seniof Citizens $3 00

If You're Over 18
Be A Bartender

• Erpol now for our February

ni^d<me$ ami receive a

450 pg. Drink Book - FREE

• Spring Break Ckisses %irt

March 9tti. ReserveA Space

Spdae

Coll Today! 747-9888 • 1655

Main St, Suite 202 • Springfield

/

HUNAN GOURMET
>. CHINESE RESTAURAWr rta

.f
*^

ADVOCATE

I iin. VAi.i f ^

19 9 1
III PUca

The aroma, sound & taste

of authentic Chinese cuisine

prepared Hunan, Szechuan,

Mandarin or Cantonese style

- especially for you;

>-^.'*'

-^>«
1^1

FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*

261 King St., Northampton • 585-0202 • Ample Paridng

Open 7 Days a Week

TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE

A DIFFERENT KIND OF CODNTRY

A DIFFERENT KIND DF^ HERO

lit;

THREE ISSUES • PRESTIGE FORMAT
Availanit' .it: _^«

_ BAT CHAiyniEL
fiLL BfiCK ISSUES fiND QfiMINQ SUPPLIES

THIS week!
H.imi)sliirf M.iM, HadleN • ">»(>-»/ / > ^

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAS OFHCE Hi CAMPUSr^. . unN-WimR-miO FRIDAY&MiO' DEADUNEISmDAYSPRIORTVPUBUCAnOS

> 2mORM>AY FOR SWDEm « CASH IN ADVANCE

ANNOUNCEMENTS AUTO FOR BALE

ATTENTtON: Anyon« IntafMlad In f«pf»-

Mntrig *•» country and cultur* « lh« In-

ternational Fair contact Elsa 549-0022

D««(flin« IS March ' 3

ATTENTTON WOMEN'S HM POLOI
Musi b» a strong awimmef

and have H20 odo axpanancs

Contact TrM on V/hMt* at 2S»-«7t7

Bad and Braalifaat

Downtown Amharst Ideal tor vtaiting par-

ents and triend»^549-0733

BUTTERnELD^ KITCHEN MEAL PLAN

Great (ood in a friendly atmosphere! Join

nowll Call lor more inlofmalion at 545-0162.

COLLEGE BARGAINS
Brother WP 720 Wofdprooeeaor

For only $299 wtiila supplie* last

5460390 leave message

BAR PieuABLE CAR 1 976 BuickCanlMy

2 new tires only MOO 253 3906

•2 FORD ESCORT 76K mias. Rur« good

$500 Cal 256-4583 Peter

1901 Jaap wranfllar 6 cyl. Fuel in|. AAC

Moving overaaas Must sen BoogNemootfw

ago lor $15,500. AsKing $1 1 ,500 256-^912

OCAO TICKET*

CALL 564-9306 tor IB

MOUNTAIN BIKE

For sale

Oaors LX compnts

$260 or BO
CaHMHsual
546-2599

Mwoon BM BaciyaO ConUins my kle

niitr rakim batora I loaa my n*id. Loat:

Rit 16 naw Qiampyi* Man- nitM C4« Rob

666-3713

MUSKIANS

Congrats Ctulssy Mahonayl

Watooma to Signta Kappa. Pladging is a

wondartv* and andllng mna. Enjoy It wMe «

In Sigma love,

Yo«vbigsls.

NEED RNANOAL AID? Free mtormation.

C* Tha Shar Institute 253-0587.

LOOMNQ FOR TICKETS to Nassau and

PttWy sho»»s. Call Soott at 549-0470

DEAD TRADE

PRE 1 2006SMS, 190cm. mounMdiwMi Look

99HP bindings. Excalant cond. $150 OBO
546-7431

Sleeper Sola- lul sixa. goodoondWon. balga

call 546^5698^

SOLOFLEX $750.00

Sonydhcman$lOOOO
Atomic ARC slalom GE 195.5

w/ Marlier M46 Bindings $1 75 00

L«ige XSI booU 9 1/2 $150.00

Jason 549-6456

roWWWQ RAB MOTOWN BAM)
Naadod: HomsIM

Kayboardtat

Onjma,

Ctf ASAPI »<I646 6-0279

PBISONALS

Do you want to ba a middto or tilghsdwol

taactior? For iotormation can ttia Saoondaiy

Teacher Education Program olllea, 125b

Furcolo Han, 545-4397. Oeadlina lor Fil

«

applications is Mar<* 25.

Do you want to gel Involved w/planning

Earth Day lestivittes'' Join the Residential

Recycling Program's volunteer group. TJie

1st meeting is 3/5- caH 545-1 1M
FREE SKI PACKAGE
Plus dinner and lUm

(1 rattle ticket

Skinner Han

March 3-March 5
10:30-3«0

1. NY Wed March 11.(2 tlx)

Thur«March12,(2tix)

I need: Fri March 13

Call CJvIS 253-3606

U2, NCAA Toumamant, Bryan Adams

lk*sls Centrwn Sen or trade 546-1066

HELP WANTED

TOR A GOOD TWE CALL:

RACK-A^)ISC ENTERTAINMENT. OTs.

video DJ-s and KmrmolM Irom $1 75.00. CaH

568-9900For Sale

FOR RENT

QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR commuter liv-

ing situation' Plannir>g to move off campus?

Subtelting in May? Need help with your

roommates? CorwkJering exchanging ser-

vices tor low rent or no rent? Want to join an

o* coop to redue the cost of home heating

o«? Come to OCHO. 428 Student Union Or

(M 5-066S. Ap(M schadulod da«y. Your

complats comrttular aarvtoa.

Start yaur own oaraar in a laal-growmg

bualnaas. Silss axp. or irslning not neces-

s«y. E»n good mooma part orW lima Call

S46-4729

PRIVATE APT ROOM avail AprH 1st or

aooner ?75Moflndusive 256-3018

Sunderland Must rent one room

at Lantern Court $1 50/month

Convenient quiet location

Comfortable living call 665-8669

TOR SALE

ANTARE8 ACOUSTK: GUITAR m graM

wf^WofiMaMa cs|B 546^07e6_

ATTENT10H MOSIOANS
Tascam Porta One

No longer manufactured

MIntoondWon

$350 or bast offer

CM Rob 6-3950

Alaska Summer Empteyment- Fisheries.

Earn $5.000t/monfh Free transportalioni

Room boardi Over 8.000 openings Male

or lem^. For emptoyment program caH 1
-

206-54^4155 ext 296

EARNMOtKYtl!
SpanistVengllsh bilinguals

Needed lor reading study

Je«wtle 565-6749

JESSK:A AND LISA

Hey you beautHul Sigma Kappa ptadgast

Gat psyched lor fun, tun. and mora lunl

Pledging is tantasttc. and we know youH do

graaL Wa tove yout

Your Ug sislsrs,

JairtaandRebm

HALI BORER
You are so beautikil

WHI you be my valaiilna?

Oops, wrong hotday

H{w>py birthday Booigar

Love. The Boogers

SNMM KAPPA WELCOMES ITs nawssi

ptadgasi ->nniter. Jervi. Jenna, Leslie. BsVl.

Jess. Lisa. Clwlslina. Stacay. Mitch, Chrla-

tina. Joy, Chrisay, Stada, Erin. Judy and

Sarah Gel peydwd loranamazingsamssMrl

We love youl

HARVEL t NAHEED
It was a |0k8. sorry U got so mad
Love Tubbu i Eunice XXOO

Pregr>ant?

Need a pregnarwy test information or sup-

port? CtM lor free and confidential servicas

ALTERNATIVES 245 Main SI Northampton

586-3000 or GreenfieW 774-6019

TRAVEL

8PRMQ BREAK TRIPS

Pmwiw City. Cancun. Jamaica

Cal Stacay al 549-0640

CONORATULATKJNS
To The Ribbonettes

of Sigma Delia Tau:

Sue. Kim. Kara. Alison, Stacy.

Tracy, Brooke. Tma. Jill. Krislln,

Kerry, Joann. Jill. Becky, Carrta,

Sarah, Victona, Kristin, Kerry. Joanna

Wekjveyoul
Love, The Sisters of SDT

SPRING BREAK -V
WITH COLLEGE TOURS

Cancun $429
Air, Hotel, Parties,

NIghlty entertairwnentl

Cdl Mike 549 2796

SHEILA
H^jpy Birthday Babell

SmHabigl
Mandy

SWEETIE
No more being a grump

ITs baan avne

Imlaarou

so«gr

SPRING BREAK SPEOALS 19621

Bahamas March 14th $34911 Jamana.

Cancun .$4291!

mckjdes: Hotel, air, Vansfars, parlisal

Sun Splaafi Tours

1-600-426-7710

TRAVEL PARTNER WANTED

HELP WANTED
HOMEWOHKERS NEEDED!!

Earn $1 ,000 weekly mailing out circulars in

your spare time at home I ..GUARANTEED!

Free supplies/postage I Begin now! Free

delMI Enctoee LSASE SMS, Dept. COI-7A.

Box 610^jOfd0vs/rN^38018-0810.

PC»TAL JOBS AVAILABLEI Many posi-

tions Qreal beneflls. CaH (605) 682-7555 Ext

P-3306

LOST

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MIOGETI

Only two more yearsllt

Lova Tara, Caulena and

»a raal o« »»e Bootacs

HAPPY 218T
To our pal in Vie

laded |aana« old t-shirt

\We WW* vodka and Ima
Bacardi Braazers.

(Wal pay laiarO

Lova- KAA Woman. Mama.>Klmba

Haary In Shakeapaara 222

R and J I.V 44-53

READ THIS

Loatdng tor a lourlh to travel-rail- and

Hostel thnj central Europe May 21 to Juna

22 tfnoti. Ctf Justin lor mlo 549-2637

TYP»«

Computers, Prtntars A Accessories

Beat pricss in the Pioneer Valley We conllg-

ura to your apadlicaltons. Ask about our

monlNy spedala. Ask lor Eric 253-0668

SERVCES

PAPetS. RESUMES, THESIS-

Word processing, laser prtrdng-

Ci« Rowemary 323-5031

SEXY, FAST

Delta

•EST PARMNO ON CAMPUS$100 III

Buy my 2»". 12»P»«4 '"•^ ****•

BMbwa 549-1 164

CAMEL ZIPPO UQHTER with k«Ws EMH
Plaaee cal Eric »3066

GOUVOIAMONO NAMEPLATE JMinHsr

naddace on 2/29 SanHmenlil vMua. Ra-

wwd. kMnd oorsad 546-4403.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
>aaa o< Alpha Epeion Phi:

B.. Siaphanie. Jenn D . Lesiay.

Dana H.. Amy R. Jann K , Aertn, Anrty L.

Oabbia, Amy L. Gail. Jod, Laura. liMchala

M., MaNaaa. Jenn S.. Becky, Eriia. Uza.

LaaKa. Ho«a. Shannon. Dsna C. EmNy,

RuMyn, Lynna. Elaal

Harais » a graM aamaatar- Wa leva you
Tlia9MsnaiAB>HI

FREE FAOAL «l0i MaiyKay cal Mara 549-

4600

FREE p(sgnancylaallna:<»nMer<W and

caring support. BIRTHRWHT: 233 No.

PlwwantawetAn^aral 549-1906

LEARN TIBETAN
Language
Wrtnan«poksn

CaH 546-1799 Leave mssuja

.
ACCURATE TYPIMO er/

^atdieck. $1 .50/pg Cal Greg 6-6435

You knatv ma. i type papara. $l.50rtypad

p^a Brian 546-3563
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Sports

Anton Brown
6 3 Sf Goofd
CoJumbia. SC

Game Summary

Rhode Island 38-50 88

Massachusetts 43-53 96

Rhode Island (86)

Brown 4-8 1-2 9, Samuel 7-15 5-7 20,

Kent 13-18 5-6 36, Cofiekj 2-12 1-2 5.

Eosteriing 0-0 0-2 0. Alexander 4-9 4-4

15. Fox 0-3 2-3 2, Collins 1 -1 0^ 2. Ivey-

Jones 0-10-00.

Totals: 31-47 16-26(8.

Mossact^usetts (96)

Bart:)ee l-54-4 6,Hemdon6-7 3-5 15,H

Williams 8-124-5 20.BfOwn 7-107-1022.

McCoy 4- 11 9-10 17,M. WlMiamsO-0 1-

1 1 . Kellogg 0-0 0^3 0, Roe 2-3 OO 4.

Malloy 3-3 4-5 1 1 , K. Robinson 0- 1 OO 0.

Totals: 31-52 32-40 96.

Three-point goals: Rtx>de Islond 8-18

(BfOwnO-2.Somuel 1-3. Kent 4-4.CofJeld

0-3. AlexaryJer 3-5. Fox 0- 1) Massachu-

setts 2-5 (H. Williams 0-2. Brown 1-2.

Malloy 1 -
1 ). Rebounds: RtxxJe island 32

(Samuel ^0) Massachusetts 36 (H. Wil-

liams 10). Assists: Rhode Island 16

(CofiekJ 4) Massachusetts 21 (Brown

5). Fouled out: Samuel. CofieW. Atten-

dance: 4.058 (sellout).

Player of the game

University of
Mossachusetts
point guard
Anton Brown
scored 1 7 of his

22 points in the
second half.

while hitting 7 of

10 shots from
the field for thve

gome. With
UMoss trailing

51-50 after a timeout at 14:36 of

the second half. Brown spxarked a
14-0 UMoss run by hitting seven

consecutive shots. Brown, who
leads UMoss with on overage of

4.3 assists per gome, dished out

five lost night Brown was also 7-

for- 1 from the free throw line .
vyhile

grabbing five rebounds.

Why UMoss won

The Minutemen called a key
timeout with 14:36 remaining in

the second halt after falling be-

hind 51-50. After the timeout.

UMass went on a 14-0 run and
never looked bock. The Minute-

men displayed a spectacular full

court running game as they beat
the Rams down court on offense

time after time which led to 43

UMass points off fast breaks. The
Minutemen had five players in

double figures for tt>e second
consecutive and ninth time this

season. UMass shot 65 percent

from the field in the second half

(60 percent for the game) while

holding URI to only 39 percent

afterthe intermission (46 percent

for the game). UMoss also had
one of its most successful games
from the free throw line, hitting

32 of 40 (80 percent).

Atlontlc 10 Standings

Massachusetts 13-3 .813

Temple 11-5 .689

West Virginia 11-5 .689

Rhode Island 9-7 .562

G. Washington 8-8 ,500

St. Joseph's 6-10 .375

Rutgers 6-10 .375

Duquesne 5-11 .312

St. Bonoventure 3-13 .188

UMoss' next opponent

UMoss will ploy the winner of

Saturday's St. Bonoventure —
Rutgers game Sunday at the At-

lantic 10 Championships in Phila-

delphia, Pa. The Minutemen swept
the series against both teams this

season and will enter the contest

having won nine in a row, 14 of

their lost 15.

UMass closes regular seaso

with 96-88 victory over URI
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts bas-

ketball team finished the regular season

on Ash Wednesday with a bang, reducing

a gutsy University of Rhode Island team

to ashes with a 96-88 win.

With a backbreaking 14-0 second half

run, and the solid play ofHarper WiUiams

(team high 22 points) and Anton Brown

(20 points). UMass slipped past the Rams
for their ninth straight win. despite a

Herculean effort by Jeff Kent, who scored

a game high 35 points.

Trailing 51-50 with 14:36 lea in the

game, the Minutemen. (25-4. 13-3 in the

Atlantic 10) with their intensity flickenng

on and off all game, turned it on for good.

Williams drove inside and finger-rolled

the ball, giving UMass the lead for good.

He then assisted to Brown on a touch-pass

spectacle which led to Brown's basket and

foul shot, giNnng the team a 55-51 lead.

"I just felt that I had to do something to

lift this team." Williams said. "I felt I

didn't play well in the first half, I owed it

to everybody to play well in the second

half, and give it all I had."

Brown hit two straight jumpers, and

Hemdon slashed through the lane again

for a bucket with 12:18 left. Freshman

Jerome Malloy's ( 1 1 points off the bench)

three free throws ended the 14- point run

and gave the team a comfortable 64-51

lead with 1 1 :44 remaining.

Rhode Island freshman guard Jason

Alexander, coming offhis A- 10 Freshman

of the Week award, paced URI with 15

points and shot 3 of 5 from three-point

range, hitting two treys firom NBA dis-

tance.

Alexander and Kent's treys allowed

the Rams to close within 5 twice within

the last two minutes, but both times the

Minutemen hit both of their free throws.

UMass' excellent free throw shooting (32-

40) allowed for a more comfortable finish

to the game, as they hit 1 1 of 14 from the

charity stripe in the last three minutes.

The Minutemen, despite the unveiling

of tlie Atlantic 10 Championship banner,

came out flat in the first half and trailed

until William Herndon slammed down an

ally-oop from Brown that gave the Min-

utemen an 8-6 lead. Hemdon'sone-handed

dunk was one of his more spectacular

dunks this year.

But the team only showed flashes of

intensity in the first half, and Kent and

Andre Samuel couldn't be stopped. The

CoHrftan photo by Josh Reynolds

Jim McCoy tries to dribble around a Rhode Island defender in last

night's game at the Curry Hicks Cage. The Minutemen went on to win

the game, 96-88.

CoUecian photo by Joah Reynoida

Al Skinner, who once Was a
UMass player, directs his 19-8

Rhode Island team last night at

the Curry Hicks Cage.

tandem had 1 1 points in a row at one point

in leading the Rams ( 19-8.9-7 in the A- 10)

to a 19-15 lead with 10:30 left.

Hemdon stepf>ed up his play, however,

cutting through the paint for 6 points in a

three minute span, sparking UMass to

virrestle the lead back at 8:21. UMass had
a scant 43-38 lead at halflime. Jim McCoy

By TAMIR UPTON
Collegian Staff

He didn't walk with a limp like he does

now. In fact, back in the early 1970s when
he dawned the maroon and white for

UMass, he could really move and he could

score — a lot.

It's strange for those who remember
him as a player to watch him pace the

sidelines for any team other than the

Minutemen. But that is exactly what he
does now as the coach ofthe University of

Rhode Island.

Al Skinner will always be remembered
as one of the greatest players ever to play

at the University of Massachusetts. His
name is inked at the top of many of the

statistical categories that exist in the
UMass media guide.

He is UMass' 11th all-time leading

scorer, vfith 1,235 points. By the time
Harper Williams and Tony Barbee
graduate, he will drop to 13th, however,

Skinner scored all his points in only three

seasons, while the top six scorers played
the full four.

Things weren't as complicated for

Skinner back then as they are now. The
FBI is currently investigating a possible

campus-wide sports gambling network at

Rhode Island, which has affected several

members of his team.
"I'm extremely pleased with my club,"

(12 points) and Hemdon had 24 of those,

yet something was missing.

*^e played similar to the first West

Virginiagame tonight." said UMass coach

John Calipari. "But the difference was

that no one stepped up in that game.

Tonight, we had Jim and Will step up in

the first half, and Anton and Harper in the

>f UMass
Skinner said, afl«r last night's 96-88 loss to

UMass. "I think they're handling them-

selves extremely well. I think they're play-

ing some pretty good basketball consider-

ing the conditions we have been under.

"I love the school," said Skinner, in his

fourth year as head coach. There is

nothing wrong with the school. There are

just some unfortunate circumstances, but

those things happen. I'm sure they exist

on most campuses."

Yesterday at the UMass spwrts lun-

cheon, Skinner spoke about pride and how
happy he was that his alma mater was
doing so well. He said when he first made
it to the NBA, players would talk about

the schoolstheygraduated from likeUCLA
and Indiana. They would talk about how
great they were. And when they asked

him about Massachusetts, he would have

to mumble they weren't doing too well

"But now, it's like yeah, Massachusetts

is in the Top 25," he said. "I'm extremely

happy about the success that fUMass
coach] John [Calipari] has had. I was
disappointed when we were struggling. I

always felt with the right person in charge,

this place could be very successful. And
obviously that has occurred."

As for his own club. Skinner and the

Rams hope to be invited to the big dance

and have a good shot with their 19-8

record and the A-10 tournament still to

come.
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Kerrey packs it up
in presidential race
By JILL LAWRENCE
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — On paper. Bob
Kerrey was perfect presidential material.

But in person, he often fell short.

The Nebraska senator ended his
Democratic candidacy Thursday with wit
and warmth that he didn't always show on
the campaign trail, and with bottom-line

honesty that did come through— often to

his detriment.

Kerrey's credentials were unsurpassed:

Vietnam Medal of Honor, self-made mil-

lionaire businessman, former governor,

slayer of two Republican incumbents in a
conservative state, former boyfiriend of
actress Debra Winger.

But the magic that worked in Nebraska
was missing in his first national campaign.

Kerrey admitted as much at a wistful and
sometimes emotional news conference as

he abandoned the race.

"A campaign depends upon the
. ..candidate's capacity tocommunicate and
to establish trust," Kerrey said, "and I did

not begin to do that until very late in the

campaign."
Kerrey won a big victory Feb. 25 in

South Dakota, but never translated his

assets into widespread appeal outside his

own region. He consistently finished at or

near the bottom of the pack.

Kerrey, whose campaign is about $1

million in debt, said money problems
contributed to his decision. "We ran out of

gas," he said.

There are four Democrats still in the

field- Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton, former
Massachusetts Sen. Paul Tsongas, Iowa
Sen. Tom Harkin and former California

Gov. Jerry Brown.
On the campaign trail, Kerrey insisted

that CUnton was unelectable because of

questions about the Arkansas governor's

use of a draft deferment to avoid serving

in Vietnam. But Thursday Kerrey called

his attacks "political hyperbole" and said

hewould campaign "feverishly" forClinton

if he is the nominee.
The only unelectable politician nm-

ning for president of the United States is

George Bush," Kerrey said.

For weeks in New Hampshire, site of

the critical first primary, Tsongcm was
perceived as a regional candidate and
CUnton was beset by allegations about his

personal life. But Kerrey was unable to

attract voters searching for an alternative.

The first-term senator was an luieven

campaigner who alternately impressed

and bored audiences. He seemed to move
weekly fi^m one theme to another- trade,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Cx>Ueflan photo by Chrlstoplwr Evan*

AN EYE-OPENING SHOT — At yesterday's Pep Rally for the
Minutemen basketball team, the Vice-Chancellors beat the blind-

folded UMass hoopsters starting lineup 3-2 in a free-throw shoot-

ing contest.

IRS w^orried
students cheat
on gov't taxes
By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

CAMBRIDGE, Mass.— The government is wor-

ried university and college students may be cheat-

ing on their taxes.

The Internal Revenue Service is investigating

whether students have been paying taxes on fi-

nancial aid. Any portion of a scholarship applied to

room and board or travel has been taxable since

1987, assuming the recipient already earns above a
certain minimum.

*There is a concern that many taxpayers don't

know the room and board portion ofthe scholarship

is taxable income," said Gail Ellis, a spokeswoman
for the IRS.

The agency last month collected information

from Harvard University on scholarship recipients,

officials there confirmed.

Students are indignant over the apparent crack-

down.
This is really frightening, to try to use the IRS

to beat on students," said Selena Dong, legislative

director ofthe U.S. Student Association. "Students

are barely able to meet college costs and all of a

sudden, there's new, tough IRS position on schol-

arships. It's incredibly frustrating."

Financial aid has been taxable since 1987, al-

though the law does not require that a school report

the sum directly to the IRS. Instead, students are

expected to disclose it under "wages, salaries, and
tips" on tax forms, Ellis said.

Financial aid apphed to books, supplies and

tuition remain tax-free, said Marianna Pierce, a

Harvard attorneywho acknowledged that the school
turned over files on 3,500 scholarship recipients in

early February.

The records, from the calender year 1989, in-

clude the students' names and social security

numbers and the amount they took in from finan-

cial aid and paid out in tuition.

Students who are not claimed as dependents on

their parents' tax return must themselves pay

taxes if they earn above $5,500 from part-time or

summer jobs or other sources, including financial

aid applied to room and board or travel. Dependent

students pay ifthey make $3,400 or more, as long as

the money comes from taxable interest or divi-

dends.

Bringing power to the people
Nader offers citizens ^electoral empowerment^
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Although Ralph Nader is a "non-candidate" in the

1992 Presidential race, the well-known consumer advo-

cate and political activist says he is offering something

better than any of the declared candidates — a platform

that will return the American pohtical system to its

democratic roots.

Nader, who will be speaking on "Electoral Empower-
ment" Sunday night at 7 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium, is

on the ballot for the March 10 the Massachusetts Presi-

dential primary.

The basis of Nader's campaign for ending what he

calls the "selfish oligarchy that has produced economic

decline, the debasement of politics and the exclusion of

citizens" from politics is found in an article he produced

in February titled The Concord Principles: An Agenda
for a New Initiatory Democracy.

"

Nadersays he believes the proposals he has put forward
will put an end to the long-term process by which "the

political system. . . has degenerated into a government of

the power-brokers" while Presidential campaigns "have

become narrow, shallow, redimdant and frantic parades."

"People today are very receptive to the proposition of

strengthening our democracy— this encourages them to

band together," Nader said in a telephone interview with

the Collegian yesterday.

Nader pointed to the large audiences he has spoken to

in New Hampshire and Massachusetts as evidence of

what he considers the widespread desire for change
among the American electorate.

He said he hopes to create a "model for the future" by

empowering citizens to build coalitions throughout the

nation allowing them to regain control over the political

process.

Nader has proposed a number of ways of "protecting

voters from havingtheirvoting powers diluted," including

a binding none-of-the-above option on the ballot, 12-year

term limitations formembers ofCongress, public financing

of elections through volunteer taxpayers checkoffs and
easier voter registration rules.

Although there is widespread belief that term limi-

tations may make legislators less hkely to act toward
long-term goals, Nader says he believes 12 years is more
than enough time to serve.

"People in high-pressurejobs become stale after eight

or 10 years— there needs to be a constant flow of fresh

energy," Nader said.

Nader said the current system allows senior legisla-

tors to control congressional committees, keeping newer
members "under their thumbs." Long-time legislators

are more likely to be "preempted, bought, rented or co-

opted" by special interests such as the auto industry.

Nader said.

Nader also said term limitations would increase po-

litical activity on a local level by forcing more elections

and "giving greater visibility to principles and counter-

principles," which are necessary to stimulate political

debate.

While Nader has presented the Concord Principles to

all the other candidates and invited a written response,

he said none have responded, and only California

Democrats Jerry Brown and Larry Agran have even said

anything positive about them in public.

"The candidates won't even take a stand on any of

these issues," Nader said, noting that all of his reform

proposals "don't cost the taxpayer a cent."

Nader said enactment of his program for initiatory

democracy could help this country's international com-
petitiveness by redirectingthe use taxmoney used for the

defense of Japan and Germany, who Nader said are

"perfectly capable of defending themselves.

"Bringing that money home will help create jobs

which aren't just paper-shuffling, but have a high mul-

tipher effect in the economy," Nader said. "With the end

of the Cold War, we have the cessation of the 'Red

Menace' — the federal budget deficit is now the red

menace we have to fJace."

Despite the country's deep recession, Nader said

President Bush's apparent strength in his bid for re-

election hes largely in the fact that the Democratic Party

has produced "tweedle-dee, tweedle-dum candidates."

"Paul Tsongas has said hell be the best friend Wall
Street ever had,'" Nt. ler said. "What he should be saying

is T'm going to apply some law and order to Wall Street."*
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Mike Morrissey offers a protest votefor

presidential contender Pat Buchanan and

explains why the others stink.
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If this guide to the bars and clubs in

Amherst, Hadley and Northampton doesn 7

lure you uptown, nothing will.

Weather
Highs in the 40s today. Partly sunny. You

probably already know this.
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Friday, March 6
Special Event— A special Shabbat Service with Paul

Raud as guest speaker on "Making Miracles: Stories of

People Who Survived Terminal Diagnoses" is being held

at The Hillel House Lounge, 388 N. Pleasant Street,

Amherst at 7 pm.
Screening—A t-creening ofthree video productions on

James Bay will Lake place at Adele Simmons Hail, at

Hampshire College at 7:30 pm.
Film — The film, "Fast Times at Ridgemont High" is

being shown at the Amherst College Campus Center

Theater at 7:30 and 10 pm. Admission is $L50.
Meeting— The Muslim Student Association is holding

Friday Jumaa Salat meeting from 12:30 - 1:30 pm in the

Campus Center room 81 1. A Friday Iflar meeting will be

held from 5:30 - 6:30 pm in the Campus Center room 805.

Conference — Masspirg is sponsoring a student con-

ference from 6 pm to midnight. There is a $10.00 regis-

tration fee.

Saturday, March 7

Symposium—A symposium on "Damming the Rivers

of James Bay: Contested Terrain" will be held at

Hampshire College, in the Franklin Patterson Hall from

8:45 am to 4:00 pm.
Special Event— The Smith College Spring Bulb Show

runs from Saturday, March 7 through Sunday, March 15

at the Smith College Lyman Plant House from 1 1 am - 4

pro. Admission is free.

Sunday, March 8
Theater — A three act play, "Resistance" is being

performed at Smith College, HaUie Flanagan Studio

Theatre at 8 pm. Admission is free.

Recital— Aform-dl student recital by Amherst College

students is being held at the Buckley Recital Hall at

Amherst College at 3 pm.

Lecture —An International Women's Day Event:

Women and Aids: Honduras, Puerto Rico and Holyoke-

Smith College, Stoddard Auditorium 4-6 pm.

Lecture — International Women's Day Lecture:

Osteoporosi.s and You- Smith College, Neilson Library

Browsing Room, 3 pm.

Support Group — Women's Support Group- meets

every Tuesday for seven weeks, free, begins March 24, 7-

8:30 pm, Kverywoman's Center. Umasa. For more info

call 545-0883.

Kerry

COLLEGIAN
• Writers' Workshop •

Learn the basics of writing

the led - the first paragraph -

of a news story.

this workshop will feature

George Forcier
Managing Editor of

the Recorder of Greenfield

7 p.m. Tuesday

Room number will be announced
in Monday's Collegian

- this Cullfgian staff worksliop c ounts toward
staff status -

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

health, shaking up government, patriotism, electability.

He was blunt about his prospects and his plans, to the

point ofsaying he would raise taxes to pay for health -care

refonns and infrastructure investment.

"If I intend to s{}end some money, I'm going to tell you
where I'm going to get it," he told a group of New
Hampshire teachers last month. That's my nature."

Rewarding rare«n for people
who rare.
Down the road a few year§ from now.

you're going to be glad you chose a

career path t<xlay that's nght in the heart
of Boston It's Northeastern I'nrversity's

Boston-Bouve College of Human Devel-
opment Professions - the smart choice
that leads to a greater reward for people
who really care
The graduate program.s offered by

Boston- Bouv'e College proMde you with
a wide range of career opp<irtunities in

health, sport, and leisure studies, rehabil-

itation, counseling, communication dis-

orders, and education
( )ur faculty have received national and

international recognition for iheir research,

teaching and service to others and to

their profession Boston- Bf>uve College

has well-establLshed clinical affiliations

with some of Boston's leading medical,

educational and research facilities.

Study may lead to a ma.ster's degree,

certificate of advanced graduate study

(CAGS), or doctoral degree Most pro-

grams are offered on a part-time as well

a.s full-time basis, combining classroom
theory with practical hands-on experi-

ence CcHirses m«^t m the late aftem<H>n

and early evening, so students can con-

tinue to worV
(Graduate programs are offered in the

following areas

Audiology

Clinicml Exercise Physiolog>

College Student Personnel Work
A Counseling

Consulting Teacher of Reading

Counseling Psyrholog}-

Corrirulnm & Instruction

Educational Research

Human Development

Human Resource Counseling

Human Services Specialist

Recreation. Sport A Fitness
Management

Rehabilitation Counseling

School Counseling

School A4Jii«tinent Coonseling

School Psychology

Speech-Language Pathology

Special Education

Teacher Preparation

Call (61 7) 437-2708. or write Graduate
School, Boston-Bouve College of Human
De\elopment Professions, 107 Dix-kser

Hall, Northeastern L'mversity. Boston,
NLA 02 11.5 Because some of life's greatest

rewards come to those who care.

Boston-Bouve

College

Northeastern

UniversityRj
««|ualopf)ortunity'a(rirm*iivF ;» tmn univcrMry

Man convicted
of using occult
to bilk woman
SALEM, Mass. (AP) — A North Andover man

accused ofusing witchcraft to bilk an heiress ofmore
than $500,000 was convicted today of larceny and
perjury.

A jury deliberated more than five hours over two
days before returning the verdicts this morning
against Richard Leno, 46, Sentencing was set for

March 19.

Leno was charged with one count of larceny and
two counts of perjury for defrauding Susan Rogers
Panagakos, 36. ofher inheritence in the early 19808.

"She is a simple, innocent person who was taken
advantage of by a scheming, manipulating, con-

trolling man," said David Schwartz, assistant Essex
County district attorney.

"He took her trustand he took it to his advantage."
he said.

Authorities accuse Leno ofcarrying out the crime
with a series ofbizarre deeds, including the branding
of the woman's breast with his initial to show his

dominance over her.

The heiress apparently had demonstrated interest

in the occult, ofticials said.

In his closing argument defense attorney Robert
P. Deveau said state's evidence was spotty and
inconsistent.

Deveau cited a handwriting expert who testified

that business cards, checks, receipts and a calender
notation, verifying repayment of a loan from
Penagakos to Leno. were authentic.

"It seems as though miraculously the prosecution
was unable to obtain checks with information that
could prove Mr. Leno's point," Deveau said.

There were no officials legal documents, Deveau
seiid, because it was a loan between friends.

But Swartz disputed Leno's contention that he
merely borrowed the money from Panagakos and
has already paid her back.

"A fish doesn't getcaught until it opens it's mouth
... and Mr. Leno has opened his mouth," Swartz said.

He then read Leno's testimony before a grand
jury in 1987 in which Leno testified under oath that
he had never used funds entrusted to him by
Panagakos and had never had a joint account with
her.

Evidence presented in court over the past week
— bank statements, a car invoice and personal notes
point to the contrary, he said.

Then, afUr a 1987 civil suit in Suffolk Superior
Court that is still pending, Swarz claimed Leno
forged and altered documents in order to make it

look as though a North Andover house and a Rolls
Royce bought with Panagakos' money were used by
both of trhem and that the money was repaid.

Swartz added that all of the documents showing
repayment ofthe loan are questionable. He also said
Leno's explanation of how he paid $155,000 for the
house without a mortgage is not consistent with the
evidence. Ix!no said he inherited the money in hard
cash from his father in 1979.

Ixjno was unable to pay until his utility bills from
1979 until 1981 when he first established a joint
bank account with Panagakos, according to testi-

mony.
A conviction would mean a possible prison sen-

tt^nco of up to 1 5 years for Ix^no.
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Local
student aims to fund
orphanage in India
By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Staff

A University ofMassachusetts student

has begun raising money to create an
orphanage in India to care for ten young
children.

Deep Krishnakimaar, a junior civil en-

gineering major, has begim a network of

fundraising in hope ofcaring for parentless

and homeless children thousands ofmiles

away.
Krishnakiunar, a native of India who

has lived most ofher life here in the United

States, felt compelled to start the orphan-

age following a trip made to her homeland.

"I've been to India many times but the

projjer opportunity developed in January,"

she said.

The orphanage, which hopes to care for

ten children between the ages of five and
six years old, has been well received by a

fundraising organization in the five-col-

lege area.

"I know the number ofchildrenwehope
to help sounds small," she said, "but all of

us involved feel it's a beginning."

Khshankumar also added that people

should look at the creation of an orphan-

age as a program to help the children of

the world.

If successful in India, she feels similar

programs can be started throughout the

world and even here in the United States.

"We have established a trust in India

and we hope that in a few years the money
we raised will make the orphanage self

sustaining," she said.

KrishnsLkumar she hopes the program
will house, feed and educate the ten chil-

dren until the age of 16.

Khshakumar, along with her roomate
Sonalee Patel, has gotten theUMass South
Asian Club to sponsor the charity's first

ftmdraising event — a dance to be held

tonight starting at 8pm at the Blue Wall.

Letter is major issue
in debate of state reps

Sefiaii photo l>y SeUt Kajre

RALLY'ROUND THE CAUSE —An unknown protester, left, in

battle fati(^es, stands beside Pat Sitaraman, right, a member of

the UMass Republican Club, at yesterday's Buchanan for Presi-

dent rally on the steps of the Student Union.

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The three candidates in the race for the

Third Hampshire District's state repre-

sentative seat squared off in a debate

highlighted by differing perceptions of a

letter by Independent Larry Kelley toGov.

Weld urging one of Kelley 's opponents to

drop out of the race.

Republican Mark Enoch, Democrat
Ellen Story and Independent Larry Kelley

participated in a debate sponsored by
UMass radio station WMUA.

While the candidates discussed last

week's vote by the Board of Trustees to

increase tuition by fovir percent, the de-

terioration ofthe University's hbrary and
thpir proposals for revitalizing the local

economy, the focus of the debate soon

shifled to a recent letter by Kelley to Gov.

Weld.

Kelley, a self-proclaimed "republican-

minded fiscally conservative Indepen-

dent," wrote Weld that since Democrats
outnumber Republicans 7-1 in the district,-

Enoch stands no chance of beating Story

and will only take away votes from Kelley.

"I know this is an unusual request, but

couldyou please get Mark Enoch out ofmy
way," Kelley wrote to Weld. "[Enoch's! 300
vote total (if he's lucky) will simply spoil

my chances of beating a typical tax-and-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Student leaders debate issues
Campus activism cited as key in candidates^ forum^
By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Staff

Although the proceedings began a half-hour late, a

debate between candidates running for the positions of

Student Government President and Student Trustee

centered last nighton the importance ofstudent activism

and access.

Jennifer Wood, the Commuter Area Government
President running for Student Government President,

issued her opening statement and answered questions

while her running mate, current Student Trustee Kevin

Newnan, sat waiting for the other candidates to arrive.

Jeffrey Markuns, Chair of the Residential Student

Association and Wood's opponent for SGA President,

said he couldn't attend the debate in the Cape Cod

Lotmge due to a Zoology exam.

His nmning mate, Christopher Moran, didn't arrive

until 7:30 pm after attending a pep rally in the Cage for

the men's basketball team.

Wood, a junior Japanese major, focused on the issues

of student empowerment and access.

"I'm a proponent of activist government," she said.

"Students can only be powerful if they're educated and

organized."

Wood also stressed that the University must make a

greater effort to open itself to minorities and the poor.

"We need to fight to maintain funding of services like

the Office of Third World Affairs to insure participation

ofstudents ofcolorand minorities in studentgovernment,"

Wood said. "We need to maintain the access of the

University to students of the working class."

Newnan then echoed Wood's sentiment that the

University must not be allowed to become an elitist

institution.

"Essentially the mission of UMass was to provide

quality, affordable, accessible public higher education for

all working class citizens," said Newnan, a senior political

science mcgor. "We've lost sight ofthe accessibility factor

in this institution."

Wood and Newnan both agreed that each candidate

compensates for the other's weaknesses, and they look

forward to working with one another if elected.

"My biggest weakness is my ability to play the insider

game,' to cut deals with the administrators," said Wood.
"I don't see that as really affecting my position because

my running mate is really good at it and I think that's

why we make a really good team."
Although Newnan said he is not an organizer or a

mobilizer, he said these qualities can be listed among
Wood's strengths.

Moran, a junior landscape architecture major who is

the Sylvan area president, m-ged students on theAmherst
campus to mobiUze with other students at the 29 state

colleges and universities to fight for student issues.

We need to be able to stop the screwing over of

students which has taken place before," he said.

"But we're not the only people fighting this. We need

to join together with the other public higher education

colleges and work not only with ourselves, but with them
as a group."

Moran rejjeated Wood's contention that student ac-

tivism must be increased.

"Area governments are the grass roots ofthis campus,"

he said. "To get people involved, we have to start with the

Senate."

Speaker sees women taking power

xj*
\»*'ifU"' ^

By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

The former president of Smith College examined the

long way wom'^n have come and the distance they still

have to go as she spoke about women and leadership at

Smith College Wednesday night.

The first women president of Smith, Jill Ker Conway

spoke "About Women" to nearly 300 people as part ofthe

fifth annual Kathleen Ridder Conference posing the

question "Where's the next generation going to go?"

"How and why is it that the modem feminist move-
ment is worried about women's active participation in

competitive managerial positions? And why do men have

so much difficulty thinking that women would actually

take political power?" asked Conway.
Analyzing the late 60's movement, Conway noted the

strategy leaders chose of using the courts to enforce

equalitybut failed to act upon— "a strategy ofpeople who
expect justice to be confirmed, but don't bring it through

in their own movement."
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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CoUecUn pboto by Malt Kahn

BRIDGE OVERTROUBLED PUFFERS
— Water cascades over a waterfall at the
scenic Puffers Pond, because that is what
wet water does in a waterfall.
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WMUA
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
spend Democrat."

Kelley wrote that since he beUeves
he can come within 100 votes ofbeating

Stor\', "[Enoch's] withdrawal really is

to the benefit of the Republican party.

. . more so than getting slaughtered on
March 17."

Enoch said he believed Kelley's pre-

dictions about the race are wrong and
that Kelley has made a "mistake."

"This letter simply demonstrates
Larry's political naivety — that is just

not done, " Enoch said. "I am the elected

nominee ofthe party and Weld couldn't

make that kind of a call even if he

wanted to.

"The race is between Ellen and me,"

Enoch said.

When questioned about the letter,

Kelley said it was not negative cam-

paigrning but "a statement of fact —
Mark doesn't stand a chance."

"Traditionally. Republicans don't do

too well in Amherst," Kelley said.

"Several weeks ago. I stood up at a

debate and said Ellen Story was going

to win the Democratic primary — I'm

getting pretty good at being
Nostradamus around here.

"If you want to talk about negative

campaigning, talk about whisper cam-

paigns that get circulated around,"

Kelley said, referring to a rumor that

he has been receiving campaign con-

tributions from Presidential candidate

David Duke. Kelley vehemently derued

the rumor.
Story beat Democratic runner-up

Jon Hite by just over 100 votes in the

Democratic primary on Feb. 18. Enoch
was unopposed in the Republican pri-

mary.
The general election for the seat will

be held on March 17. The seat was
vacated last fall when three-term Rep.

Stanley Rosenberg was elected to the

state senate last September.

M speaker
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

She considers there to be a large num-

ber of women with senatorial experience

and sees a near future of more women
entering political office.

"On the whole we have argued about

the notion ofthe female role and the effort

to influence rather than to take power,"

said Conway.
Suggesting that we have to go much

further back to think about political roles

of women, Conway saw the impossibility

for nineteenth century women to imagine

themselves in leadership positions as a

major problem in the feminist movement.

"The modern feminist movement gives

us back the image of physically \agorous

women, women in military, running the

same risks as males," said Conway.

Conceiving the likelihood of women's
athletic performance exceeding that of

males, Conway considered the rate that

women are excelling. "It's clear that a
female body can take in oxygen just as
well as a male; the only thing women have
been lacking is training."

"Female images of women are ex-

tremely powerful," Conway said, looking

back twenty years when women were not

allowed to run in marathons.

Discussing the women's army core and
the reason women were involved in com-

bat in the Gulf War flying over Kuwait,

Conway said "they were the best flyers."

"It will be interesting to see where we
end up,"Conway concl uded, asking"When
are we going to be ready to take responsi-

bilities of rule'?
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Lo Cowboy boot

• chocolate
• black
• red
• green
• tan buck

Hurry! Sale Ends Mar. 14
th

Auto Glass
Replacement
Body Shop
Used Car
Mechanical
Repairs

North Amherst Motors
Old Sunctorland Rd.. No.Amh*rst 54»-2880

A CARSTARit
.Collision Repair Center

Car & Truck
Rentals

Womcn'i Shoes. Oodung k Acccaorics

Zaiuu • Nonh Pleasant Street > Amherst

413.253.2563

RESUME-
PACKAGE

FOR

$15.00!!
(includes consultation,

layout, 10 copies^

matching envelopes and
: one year storage)

CAMPUS DESIGN
&COPY

: : : 403 student union
•••::::: 545-2271 :::::::::

Th« Univanity of MassachuMtts
D«p«rtm«nt of Theater presentsTales

of the LOST
FORMICANS

by Constance Congdon

"The beit new play in yean
Amehca conducted by aiens."

. A travel guide to Middle

Time Magazine

"Constance Congdon'i Talcs of the Lost Formicans ho$

a freshness of spirit, with a humor and charm so distinctively

individual, that arte just wants to hear more and more from
her" — The Village Voice

February 27-29 and March 4-7, 1992
Rand Theater a 8:00 p.m.

Tickets: Fine Arts Center Box Office. 545-251 I

$5 general public; $3 students and senior citizens

Economy is always beautiful
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Menn-James

Ikke dlifce courses and save 25 percent

with our multii^stration discount.

CaU 1-800-FINDS NU for a catalog today.
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Evening news from hell
"Before we can leave our parents, they

stuff our heads like the suitcases which
they jam-pack with homemade under-
wear."

Maxine Hong Kingston: The Woman
Warrior

Maxine: That's it from here. Reporting
from my own apartment where my
mother's just moved in, Maxine Kingston
for The Family Station...Back to you Nick.

Nick Nyhan
Nick: Thank you, Maxine. In other

family news tonight, Maxine's Aunt just
flew in from China and was greeted by
the whole family at the airport. According
to one eyewitness, the first words out of

Maxine's mother was: Tou look so old and
fat." Maxine will have a full report at

eleven, including a live interview with the
weird cousin that no one talks to. He has
not spoken since the last holiday, and
we're certainly looking forward to that.

Susan?
Susan : Nick, tonight we will air the last

of the three-part series: "Mothers and
Sons." Tonight's segment: Hoiu to Turn
Your Son into a Better Husband: For You
and His Wife. (Roll Tape)

It seems that the Johnsons can't agree

on anything, especially when it comes to

their pride and joy, young Edward.
Edward is the only son in the Johnson

family and boy-oh-boy, is he pissed about

that.

"I was never asked if I wanted this

family. No one ever approached me with a

list of options. I was put here and I still

can't get a straight story on how and why
it happened. I know my parents have
never had sex. I've hid in their closet and
watched."

"Do you have video-tape of them not

having sex?"

"Yes, I do but the networks have been
avoiding me. The press is clearly 'in bed'

with my parents on this one. Something is

going on around here and the public ought
to know the truth."

We went to Edward's mother, Dorothy,

and asked about the tape and her son's

concerns. She had this to say:

"Edward has a wonderful imagination

and he loves his parents very much, espe-

cially his mother. He would never do
anything to hurt us, especially me. I'm his

mother, you know. We share an unspoken
bond oflove and trust and he should know
that. I tell him all the time."

"What about his curiosity about his

parent's sex hfe?"

"What do you mean by that?"

"Relations between you and your hus-

band?"

"Well. I've asked Edward ifhe'd like to

have me talk to him about baby-making
because I think it's important that he
know how his father made mistakes." (cut

to Anchor desk)

Nick: I'm sorry to break-in here but I

always wanted to tell my mother to shut-

up. And we have a special report from

Maxine who is standing by at the airport.

Maxine?!

Maxine: Thank you, Nick. It seems
that as my Aunt was waiting for her bags

at the baggage carrosel, she saw what she

thought to be another woman taking what
looked to be her own bag. She then ap-

proached the woman and demanded to

look inside the bag to see ifher underwear
was inside. My Aunt always packs her

underwear on top, Nick, just in case she

needs to make a quick change. I under-

stand that we will get back to my family

after a short break. So, back to you Nkk.
Nick: Thank you, Maxine. Now, back

to me.

Nick Nyhan is a UMass student

'Cruise Ship Directors' air b6ef
We the "Cruise Ship Directors" and

our crew would like to express our dis-

content with the SGA's recent activi-

ties. Not only do we object to the senate
referring to House Council and Area
(jovemment officers as nothing more
than "Cruise Ship Directors," we take
offense at the fact that our elected stu-

dent leaders find it "outside of their

structure" to deal directly with the
people who voted for them. It has come
to our attention that the new constitu-

tion prevents House Council and Area
Governments from participating fully

within the current SGA system.

On Wednesday evening, the senate
voted on a constitution that removes
Area Governments' vote on all amend-
ments. This causes a problem because
the forty people who actually attend the
senate meetings now solely represent

all 18,000 undergraduates. The senate
now claims that it " . . .may state official

undergraduate opinion on all matters
concerning the undergraduate commu-
nity ..." In other words, these same 40
people claim the power to express your
opinions foryou. 'This is arrogance taken
to the extreme. How many students

actually know who their senators are?

How many of those senators are aware
of the concerns and views of their con-

stituents? House Council and Area
Governments are in constant contact

with the students they represent. These
organizations represent student gov-

ernment at its most basic level. If stu-

dent government is to run effectively,

this level's voice can not simply be dis-

missed as insignificant. To do so is to

ignore the voice ofthe students theSGA
is supposed to represent.

Let's face the facts: the SGA has
done very httle thus far this year to

improve student life on campus. The
Area Governments and House Councils

provide valuable services to students,

ranging from advocacy to program-
ming, and the students do appreciate
this. This is not to denounce the roll

the senate could and should play in

campus issues, if they would only de-

vote their time and energy to valuable
student issues rather than pohtical in-

fighting and maneuvering for more
power.

Once upon a time, the current SGA
leaders actually advocated the rights

of House Councils and Area Govern-
ments, where their careers in student
government began. Now it seems that

they've forgotten their roots as well as
those they have pledged to represent.

Trying to render these groups ineffec-

tive only harms the SGA itself by cut-

ting out its power base. Instead, the

SGA could make effective use of the

House Coimcils and Area Governments
as a resource to aid them in campus-
wide issues and events.

No, the officers of House Councils

and Area Governments are not simply
"Cruise Ship Directors" as suggested

by the senute. They are individuals

who represent the interests of fellow

students with whom they have close

contact and communication. Perhaps
power really does corrupt and it is the

image of power that is blinding the

SGA leaders to what is really impor-

tant to the students. For the new con-

stitution the body has approved is not

in the students' best interest. We can
only hope that the Area Governments
and the students ofthis university will

realize the folly of such a constitution

and will tell the SGA that this is not

the type ofrepresentation they desire,

by voting no on approval for the new
constitution.

Kathleen C. Murphy
Executive Aatiaiant, Orchard

Hill Area Government
10 people signed this letter.

Many thanks to you,

our cynical brother
Kudos to Tony Westcott for his most delightfully

hateful editorial in Monday's Collegian. It is very

inspiring to know that elsewhere on campus there

is someone as overwhelmingly cynical as us. Per-

haps others will follow suit and choose pessimism
as their favorite means of expression. As of late,

there seems to be a trend ofcampus-wride mirth and
benevolence. We hope that through articles like

this and ourown persuasive opinions that animosity

can once again return to its proper place on this

lovely campus.
Derek P. Cameron

Elliot Billings

Hetero paraphernaHa victim of homosexism

Hullo . . Just one more week before that break
that we all so desperately need. Don't leave us
hangin\ cartoonists - we're all out, you know.

Recently, a resident from my dorm approached me
and asked my opinion regarding an incident that had
befallen him. Apparently, a Resident Assistant, who is a

representative of the university, informed him that he
was displaying an "offensive" poster on his door and that

he must take it down. The controversial poster in ques-

tion depicts the Miller Beer Girl dressed in cowboy garb

and showing little, if any, nudity.

Now, important to mention is that this student resides

on the fourth floor of Brett Hall which has been termed
"a social diversity floor" by the university. The interest-

ing part ofthis scenario lies in the fact that ifone were to

stroll five feet down the hall, in either direction, that

person would find him/herself bombarded with homo-
sexual and lesbian paraphernalia or literature that could

also be interpreted as "offensive."

After seeking advice, I was informed by a member of

university officialdom that the fourth floor of Brett has

its own ideological and dogmatic methodology ofproblem
solving which is separate from the university. In essence,

I was told that a certain circle of fourth floor residents

came to the conclusion that this pwster was offensive and
that it must be taken down. For the sake of comparison,

imagine for a moment that the tables are turned and
those members who were once sitting in judgement are

now being judged. I believe that they would become just

as frustrated at the fact that someone was trying to mold
their living environment.Now, I believe my argument to

be quite simple. LIVE AND LET LIVE!!! The fourth floor

is not a conformity floor— it is a diversity floor. The fact

that this resident was told to take down his heterosexual

paraphernalia goes above and beyond the policies of the

university or even the state of Massachusetts; his con-

stitutional liberties offreedom ofexpression were violated.

I only hope that these individuals can, at some point,

realize their own hypocrisy and strive to educate them-
selves, as well as others, about the evils of sexism,

whether it be heterosexism or (if I may be at fiberty to

create a new term) homosexism.

Robert Scanlon
Brett House Council, President

Pat Buchanan receives the nod on Mediocre Tuesday
Mexicoandnearlyeverycoimtry in Latin

America was taken in thesame mannerthe
U.S. was. Through Imperialism. Did I hear

someone call the kettle black? Anjrways,

unless you are an Inca or Aztec . .

.

Next Tuesday is Mediocre Tuesday

(Sorry, Super is reserved for Sunday) for

presidential primaries. I say mediocre

because that is what best describes the

Democratic "hopelesses." What are they

hopeful of? That the Jackass party will

reclaim the Presidency sometime before

the 2l8t century?

I'd like to run through some of the

pathetic pretenders.

Let us start offwith Bill Clinton. Obvi-

ously the man is an idiot. He's the only

candidate with a good looking wife, and yet

he's going off someplace else to get some.

Next, Bob Ken-ey. He's one miUion dol-

lars in debt, and he's withdrawing from

the race, according to Associated Press.

Too bad. That means Tom Harkin may
move up in his place. If Harkin has his

way, well all be wearing red for the rest of

our days. People who think Pat Buchanan
is scary should think about Harkin's Com-
munist ideals.

Michael Morrissey

Tom, don't you see that Communism
failed? And look at Britain. We may be

having economic difficulties, but England
is worse off than we are. Socialism can't

work. Wake up!

Ifyou want to build America, Tom, I've

got a construction project down in Abilene,

Texas that you can start on.

Jerry Brown doesn'teven deserve space

in this column, but since he's already in

space, give him a wrench and he can fix

the Hubble Telescope. Better yet, he can

take some pictures of the Great Wall of.

.

Last and least, Paul Tsongas. I've got

nothing against the guy. Personally, I'm

rooting for him to win the nomination. I

hope that he won't embarrass our sorry

state in November, but he probably will.

Still, he's got great stances on nuclear

power and business, and he's the only

candidate with any courage whatsoever,

at least from the Democratic Party.

Anyways, getting back on track, I'm

not voting for Mr. President in the prima-

ries. Although I feel that Bush has per-

formed great in foreign affairs, the moron
consumers won't feel happy unless he does

something domestically. Maybe, if they

bought American, . . .

Yup, Pat Buchanan gets the nod on my
Republican ballot. I agree with a few ofhis

ideas, but I don't think he'd make quite as

good a president as Bush. It's a protest

vote.

What I don't understand is the pabu-

lum-puking liberals who try to link

Buchanan with the Nazi party. It's dirty

poUtics, and it's uncalled for. Buchanan
has never endorsed nor been a member of

the Nazi party.

Yeah, I'm talking toyou, Trudeau. Why
are all of your characters invisible? Is it

because you have no artistic talent, or

because you're suffering from your own
identity crisis? For Gods sake, your wife's

more famous than you are, and she's an
ex-Today show host! Ouch!

Ijust don't understand the hypocrisy of

the liberals who are so adamant in their

doctrines that they practically advocate

the overthrow of our government, yet an
adamant Conservative who expresses his

opinions is linked with Fascism or the

Nazis, especially on this campus.
Michael Morrissey is a Collegian col-

umnist
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in new music now on sale

SALE
ON SALE THROUGH

APRIL 2
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7.99Cass. 11.99CD 7.99Cass. 11.99CD
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7.99Cass. 11.99CD 7.99Cass. 11.99CD
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DEVELOPING
ARTIST
SPOTLIGHT

7.99Cass. 11.99CD 7.99Cass. 11.99CD
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7.99Cass. 11.99CD
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7.99Cass. 11.99CD

7.99Cass. 11.99CD 7.99Cass. 12.99CD

MUSIC. MOVIES. AND MOREI

HADLEY,Russeia&Roiite9

HOLYOKE, 2275 Northampton St

PinSRELD, 241 North St.

SPRINGRELD, 1550 Boston Post Rd

W.SPRINGRELD, Memorial Ave.

ENRELD,CT..Re. 190 Hazard Ave.

(413)256-3160

(413)536-2222

(413)499-0357

(413)543-1517

(413)737-4128

(203)741-3030

Man says Pats' Tippett

drew gun after collision
WESTWOOD, Mass. (AP) — A

Roslindale man says New England Pa-

triots linebacker Andre Tippett pulled out

a gun after the two were involved in a car

accident, Westwood police reported

Thursday.
Tippett confirmed to investigators that

he was in a collision Wednesday night but

denied showing a gun, said Westwood

Police Lt. Robert Prevett.

The incident occurred around 10 p.m.

at the Westwood-Dedham line.

Mario Arpino told police he was rear

ended and the operator ofthe other vehicle,

later identified as Tippett, took a gun ft-om

his waist band and held it in his hand,

Prevett said.

Arpino told the police the gun was not

pointed at him. But in an interview. Arpino

added: "I was scared. Anybody in their

right mind would be."

After a brief verbal exchange, Arpino

got in his car and drove away. He recorded

the license plate number of the other car,

and it was traced to Tippett.

Prevett said an investigator had a brief

telephone conversation with Tippett, and
he "acknowledged he was involved in a
minor motor vehicle accident."

But Prevett added: "He denies having

possession of a gun."

No charges have been filed as authori-

ties continue to investigate the case.

Prevett said police expect to interview

Tippett within a few days.

The Patriots had no immediate com-

ment.

Last year, Tippett was charged with

assault and battery after being accused of

scufiling with a customer in a Weymouth
tavern. That case is still pending, Norfolk

County officials said.

i3P©©fl00f) X
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Corner of Bay Roid & Rlr. 116, South AmIirrsI
OjXB Daily g A.M. to 6 P.M. * 2539528

tJAKOJ
GOURMET COOKING CLASSES

Have
v(^canc«tlav»

Series I Classes

Tiiursaava

Fun WKile You L f(

French Cuisine

Spa Cuisine

earn:

Italian Cuisine
Buffet Party

Series II Classes Onental Express A Taste of ttie New South

Pasta Mania Spirited Cooking
Classes cover 5 or more courses and offer students a chance to

work hands-on withour professional chefs in a small, limited class

All supplies are furnished

Plus, you will have a wonderful meal
at the end of each class.

•25 per class or

•90 for four classes
For more information call 253-9528

^Ht^ 200,000 'ifOKgi

C Titft AFFORDABLE. , 99 c . . ,*.«^^gjja^ SHAREWARF 3*3 Each * 3/*IO

THE BOOK MARKET, INC. ^^urs-
CASH Kings Gate Shopping Center Monsat

PERSONAL 226 King Street - Rt. 5 Wam-9pm
CHECKS NORTHAMPTON iJom-Zm
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Just in time for the weekend, it's the Collegmi...

Bar & Club Special
TOP 3 REASONS TO PARTYM OUR LOCAL BARS & CLUBS
AMHERST

Barsie's

43 N. Pleasant St.

256-1404

— Great drink specials

— No JELLO SHOTS!
— The place where your grandparents

drank.

Charlie's Tavern

1 Pray St.

549-5403

— The place to be for good friends, good
music and good times.

— Huge selection of Jumbo Drinks and
drafts

— Great food with nightly food specials

Delano's

57 N. Pleasant St.

253-5141

— Best customers In town
— Jello shots, Jello shots, Jello shots

— Our staff, who serve the best food and

drink in town

Michael's Billiards

lOA Belchertown Rd.

256-8284

— FREE Pool for everyone 21 +

— Closest to run for Chinese food

— $1.50 16 oz. drafts

Mike's Westview

163 Old Sunderland Rd.

253-9202
— Avoid the long lines and hassle of

uptown
— Guest Bartender night and Friday

Smorgasbord

— Great place to hang out and just be

yourself

The Pub

15 E. Pleasant St.

549-1200

— Best entertainment in town whether it's

live bands, karaoke or Dj

— A great place to meet your friends or

new people

— Excellent ice cream and frozen drinks

Rafters

422 Amity St.

549-4040

— Best place to watch your favorite

sports with our satellite dish

— Inexpensive food served till midnight

— Best all around atmosphere

The Spoke

35 E. Pleasant St.

549-7140

— Beer of the month
— Drink of the week
— Friendly neighborhood bouvette

Time Out
37 N. Pleasant St.

256-0471

— Great prices

— Always a game on
— Closest to run and get a slice of pizza!

Twister's Tavern

30 Boltwood Walk
253-2663

— Home of the fanrx)us 22 oz. draft

— Something different going on
everynight!

— The friendliest staff in town

Top of the Campus Lounge

1 1th Floor, Campus Center

545-3217

— Oh, so convenient

— Cheap drinks!

— Great Munchies!

HADLEY
Hadley Pub

Kt. 9

586-3880

— The best local college bands around

— Karaoke every Tuesday night

— No waiting on long lines

The Vertex

Rt. 9

586-4463

— Where it all comes together

— Most spacious bar in the area

— Top entertainment from all over the

country

BAR&
RESTAURANT
DJs & DANCING
THURS.FRI.&SAT

OLDIES NIGHT

WEDNESDAY

j5^att^«'
^,„i ^.sr^'^^r^

Let the games tjeglnl BaskettDoll, tDilllards, foottxall toss, darts,

pinball, srtowtDoard simutator, air hockey, golf challenge, cyt)ertx3ll,

chexx hockey, arcade games & MOREI

492 PLEASANT STREET, NORTHAMPTON, MA 413-586-3763

MON-THURS 4:00-1 00 • FRI-SUN 12:00-1 00

NORTHAMPTON
Alley Oops
525 Pleasant St.

584-4830

— Thursdays are Comedy Night

— The best comedy from Boston, New
York and beyond!

— $1 .00 off with student I.D.

City Cafe

1 Pearl St.

584-4100
— The patrons are fun

— The service is friendly

— ...life can be a spectator sport

Hot Shots Bar & Restaurant

492 Pleasant St.

586-3763

— DJ's and Dancing Thurs., Fri. and Sat.

— Oldies night on Wednesdays
— Because life isn't just a spectator sport

Iron Horse

20 Center St.

584-0610

— All ages all the time

Northampton Brewery

Brewster Court

584-9903
— Not twenty feet from Vats to Slats

— And in between, there's Stoats on
Mats

— Moreover, your mom won't be there

PeaH Street

10 Pearl St.

584-7771

— Biggest Dance Club around

— Best live entertainment

— Drinks are cheap!

Sheehan's Cafe

24 Pleasant St.

586-4258
— The best live music

— Northampton's best selection of draft

beer

— Electric open mic night on Wednes-

days and acoustic open mic night on

Sundays

r/'s Spirits

1 Bridge St,

586-5818
— Good food!

— Shows marked with a bold 5 pointed Good sports!

star mean kids 5-15 receive a $5.00 Good times!

rebate at the door

— Smoke free concerts are marked by a

bold plus sign

A guide to the area

bar and club scene
"Arewe going uptown tonight?"

Your work for the week is fin-

ished. You're sick of sitting around

your room watching re-runs of "It's

a Living." It's your 21st birthday

and it's finally time to break in

your ID. You don't feel like study-

ing.

It's time to go out.

Some make a quick jaunt down
North Pleasant St. Others jump on

the bus to Northampton, Hadley

or the north or south of Amherst.

Regardless of the destination or

the reason, UMass students love to

go out. So much so that many who
ordinarily would be prohibited by

law to enter such establishments

risk confiscation or arrest by alter-

ing their IDs.

What makes these places such a

draw? It's just a room with a bar, a

jukebox and maybe a pool table,

right?

If this is your impression of the

typical night spot, you've left out

the most important ingredient:

people.

Draft beer and mixed drinks are

a draw to be sure, but besides the

lure of alcoholic beverages, the

main reason UMass students go

out is to see
CONTINUED ON PAGE 9
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The Pub provides good times, great food
By DAN WETZEL

Collegian Staff

The Pub is one of those odd places which

although the building the resturant/bar resides

in boasts of nothing special architectually, it

is a landmark.

Upon arriving in at the University of Mas-

sachusetts a few years back I think I immedi-

ately knew were a few places were. Namely,

Southwest, the Tower Library and for some

reason the Pub. I am not sure if it was in-

cluded in our orientation packets, but I knew Five Colleges, adults, people living in the

where it was. ^^^^ ^"*^ students parents," Milar said. "The

Then a few weeks later I actually entered students generally get our burgers or sand;

thatric'0
Tavern
Jumbo Drinks & jumbo Drafts

25 different kinds of beer.

Enlarged Seating
Plenty ofroom for your friends!

the restaurant and I realized why The Pub

had such a reputation.

The Pub, located at 1 5 East Pleasant Street

in Amherst, has been building that reputation

for the past 24 years. It has proved to be so

successful as both a restaurant and a bar its

ownership last year purchased the old

Chequers Restaurant building, at 422 Amity

Street, and opened Rafters Sports Bar in the

late summer.

At meal time The Pub presents a fabulous

menu, chock full ofbig servings at reasonable

wiches because there more affordable but

when their parents are paying the dinners go

over well."

Indeed most of The Pub menu goes over

well with me. If your there for dinner do not

skip the nachos, which are "Definately a big

favorite," Milar admitted.

If your not into the taste of the old south-

west, the clam chowder is above average as

an appetizer. From there feel free to dig into

theexcellent burger selections, a tasty chicken

sandwich or the many dinner choices, in-

prices. Definitely a good mix for a college eluding a great steaks

town, but as bar Manager Judi Milar asssured

me. The Pub's clientele is not limited to just

students.

"We get a wide mix of students from all

\Enjoy these cheap munchies from 9p.m.-12 midnight.

Mondays — 70* Cheese Sticks

Tuesdays — 10* Buffalo Wings (mild & hot)

Wednesdays— 25' Cheese Pizza Slices

Thursdays— W Chicken (Hot Lips) Nuggets

Fridays & Saturdays— Enjoy our full menu
including nachos, fried zucchini &
mushrooms, chili, salads, burgers,

^roiled chicken, sandwiches, pizza

1 Pray St., Amherst • 549-5403
Open 11 a.m. 7 days a week
Kite hen open 'til midnight

Came Room with 2 Pool Tables

The
Spoke

Amherst

Mass

A Drinkery To Meet, Relax & Enjoy

Beer of the Week

BUD & BUD UGHT $1.25/bot

Drink of the week

Captain Morgan & Coke $L50
f Bar Off Campus • IS East Pleasant Street, Amkerst

ROUTE 9 HADLEV • 586-4463

THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY

Featuring DJ Strollin' Roland

APPETIZER SPECIAL 8-10 PM

ANY MENU NACHOS

$2.00

WEEKLY SPECIALS

1 2 oz. Bottles

$L00

THE (M., PUB
( IJJ liK.VII.S Ml. 11^ IN AMIII KSI

I
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Of course dinner is only one half of The

Pub experience. At 9:30 the kitchen closes,

tables are cleared and theonce qu ite restaurant

turns into a good college bar.

•^Ve Stan to pack them in after 9:30," Milar

said. "The kitchen closes and the college kids

start coming in for cocktails."

Although the alcohol readily flows until 1

a.m. The Pub offers more than just good

prices ($1 MillerCenuine Draft bottles). Milar

has created an entertainment plan for almost

every night.

Special nights include open mike night

every Tuesday night, Creek night every other

Wednesday, live bands on the opposite

Wednesdays and possibly Thursdays in the

future and a Disc jockey on Weekend nights.

"We have the best entertainment in town,"

Milar said. "We are trying to move back to

more live music instead of just a D). Right

now we are working on developing a blues

night which we will have in the future but

right now we are not sure what night it will

be."

The Pub has also offered karaoke in the

past and it should start up again in April,

according to Milar.

Also for your entertainment purposes The

Pub has a pool table .»nd a ganrws room.

Certainly, by the size of the line which

forms outside of the Pub on most nights the

patrons must be enjoying themselves. On
weekend nights there is not a more popular

place uptown.

"The best thing about the Pub is the ver-

satility," Milar summed up. "We offer a lot of

different things to a lot of different people."

Thur. - Hard's Rock Cafe
D.J. Roger Hard -VVRNX 100.9

Fri.- D.J. BillK.

Sat.- D.J. Dennis R.

Sun. - Karaoke "Sing Along"

NEWADDITION

Daily

Noon-
12:30 am
8 Tables

NOKTHAMPTON

BILUARO^
CLUB Private

rgnctiun
Room

1 Pearl St., N'ton • 584-4100
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Delano's, a good
time for everyone

By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Looking for a place to meet people, grab a great
meal or just listen to some acoustical singing?
Delano's may be the perfect place for you.

Delano's, located at 57 North Pleasant St. in

Amherst, draws a big crowd nearly every night for

both dinner and drinks.

"We get a good mix for the dinner crowd, from
college students to Amherst residents," bar manager
jason Holland said. "After dinner a large crowd of

UMass students usually role in for drinks. A lot of
fraternity and sorority members come here."

The bar scene at Delano's is definitely dominated
by Creeks who make up the majority of the crowd.
Holland is not sure why or when this habit began.

"I think it just happened," he said of the large

Greek contingency. "It goes in trends, but right now
they like it here and we are not complaining."

Don't get the idea that if don't have some letters

on your shirt you can not get in. Delano's has

something for everyone including Settie and the

Acoustical Wave on Sundays. For dinner Delano's
provides good food at good prices.

Head chef Jim Wood said, "we sell a lot of

burgers and sandwiches but our dinners go over

well also because they are such a good deal, every-

thing on the menu is under $6.95."

Delano's specialties, according to Wood, are the

grilled basil chicken, the hamburgers and the lasa-

gna.

I would f)ersonally recommend the the very

tasteful lasagna, served with warm bread and salad.

You won't leave the table hungry after making that

selection.

As for the nightlife, Delano's has some good food

specials during the week. Tuesday night is the free

all-you-can-eat Taco bar after 9 p.m. and Wednes-
day it is Buffa lo Wings you can eat your fill of for free.

Delano's also boasts of a good sized poolroom

where no one bangs into you while you are shooting

and some very comjjetitive drink prices.

"We have a good atmosphere here, a good

clientele and some very reasonable prices," said

Holland.

(Q
ini

O'or

3 REASONS

I. ThursJciv^arc CoiTiedy Night

i!. The best comedy from Boston,

New York ami Beyond

3. $1.00 off with Student ID

Showtime 9:30 pm
Pleasant St. Rt 5

Northampton
Only $3.00

the scene
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

their friends, or to meet new ones. For students off-

campus, a bar or club on a weekend is often the only

place they can see old friends from classes and dorm
hallways past.

Walking into one of uptown's many watering holes

on a Friday night, you will see so many people you
won't notice the decor. Even if you're a regular, you'll

probably know only a few of them. But don't worry.

They don't know you either — that is, unless you
swallow your pride and say "hello," or start dancing.

That's yet another reason to go out: social opportunity.

It's not just a bar; it's a roomful of people waiting to be
met.

Back to the accepted bar stereotype for a minute:

true enough, some establishments do indeed consist of

a bar, a few chai rs, a pool table and a jukebox. But leave

your pre-concieved notions aside; it's not something

out of Eugene O'Neill's The Iceman Cometh.
Unpretentious doesn't equal hole-in-the-wall, as a visit

to some places off Amherst's beaten path will prove.

Often these places are frequented by Amherst's

permanent residents. Don't let that deter you; they're

out for the same reasons you are. They often make good
opponents for a game of pool, as well — while you're

trying to beat "grandpa" to impress your pals, the

person you're playing against wants to prove to his

friends he can thrash these "young whippersnappers."

Or something like that.

But in a region where diversity is the rule instead of

the norm, this is exactly what you'll find. Sonr>e estab-

lishments pride themselves on food, for instance. If

you've ever gotten the "beer munchies," you know how
clutch a big plate of nachos or Buffalo chicken wings,

the official snack food of God. can be. Just remember
the reason they serve you hot food is to sell cold beer—
but chances are if you've read this far, you don't mind
buying cold beer.

Other spots, particularly but not limited to

Northampton, feature dancing, either with live bands

or disc jockeys. Current taste being what it is, if ifs a DJ

you'll most likely hear a mix of dance songs mixed in

with some of those cheezy 70s songs you heard on AM
radio as a kid. Those are often the most fun, by the way.

No one aims a gun at your feet and says "dance," but

even if you're hopelessly clumsy you'll find after a few

drinks everyone else is, too. Even if you don't catch a

buzz before hitting the floor, once the jam starts pump-

ing you forget how terribly self-conscious you are and
start having fun. No one's going to laugh at you, either,

unless you're so drunk you shouldn't be out in the first

place. Going overboard and getting sick is no fun.

What about Northampton, anyway? The prices are

generally higher and the clientele closer to middle-age,

with the exception of the occasional group of Smithies

out for a good time, but Northampton has a lot to offer.

If you've got a safe ride (like the free bus, for instance)

and you're looking for a change of pace, a trip to NoHo
is definitely worth the travel time.

Nightspots in Northampton often include live mu-
sic. NoHo has an excellent reputation for up-and-

coming bands, as well as some internationally promi-
nent acts who like to return to one of the places where
they became famous. Take a few risks and you may
someday have the privilege of saying "

I saw them when
they were just starting out."

Well, what are you waiting for? Get your pals,

designate a driver (don't letme catch you driving drunk)

and have fun.

If you see Greg Sukiennik, remember he prefers

darker beers and gin and tonics with lots of lime.

YOU SAW IT IN THE LISTINGS

HERE THEY ARE AGAIN:

THE TOP THREE REASONS TO PARTY AT :

uioi
1 Best Customers In Town »

2 Jello Shots, Jello Shots, Jello Shots

3 Our Staff Who Serve The Best Food

And Drink In Town

57 N. PLEASANTAVE. * PROPER I.D. A MUST

^ ^-A^'A"A"A"^^^i6nA-^'A'^iAnAr^^iA'^iAr'A'^^^

SPRING BREAK
SPECAILS!

I

WEDNESDAY NIGHT is

THURSDAYNIGHT is

FRIDAYNIGHT IS

* Drink Special
*

Coors Lisht

$1.50 Bottle

Always something

for everyone!

* Drink Special
*

Busch
$4.50 Pitdier
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Arts & Living
Gemze de Lappe given fond farewell
By LISA LA MADELINE
Collegian Staff

G*mze de Lappe, a world-reknowned dance instructor

and performer, is given a grand farewell after 13 years of

teaching at Smith college. The annual Five College Faculty
Dance Concert consists of dances from every campus,
pieces from a guest choreographer from the Richmond
Ballet, a piece choreographed especially for Gemze, and
a farewell performance by Gemze herself. Don't miss the

privilege of seeing this piece of dance history.

The Five College area has been privileged to know
Gemze de Lappe, one of the countries foremost authori-

ties on the late Isadora Duncan, a pioneer of modern
dance. Gemze reconstructs and restages Duncan's words
and teaches the Duncan technique which is that of

"personal expression."

Gemze. radiating energy and experience of her own,
relayed the trials of Isadora's life." Isadora witnessed the

firing of peasants in Russia at the time of the revolution

and lost her only two children in a tragic accident.

"Isadora loved children ." Gemze replied in response to

questions about the Duncan piece. "The Mother." which
Gemze performs in the concert. "(The piece I may be read

as a lament for her lost children" or as representative of

her love for all children. Gemze offered. Set to the classi-

cal score by Scriabin. Geraze's expressive performance
emanates both of these ideas with reaching and embrac-
ing gestures. She has a magnetic stage presence like that

of the incredibly expressive Isadora.

The Fury," also on the program, choreographed by

Duncan in the early 1900's, displays her experiences in

revolutionary Russia. The dramatic score from Von Gluck
and the personal touches of Gemze's direction create a

performance that, Gemze herself admits, is "fabulous."

The stageful ofdancers (rather than the usual company of

three that Gemze had used for the piece) and mystical

effects, add intense feelings ofagony and rebellious action.

Duncan's vision of"America dancing with great strides,

leaps and far flung arms" is fulfilled in today's modern
dance and certainly by other contemporary pieces of the

concert.

Kathy Jennings' colorful choreography, set to music
by Paul Winter, welcomes the audience with an "Amanda
Touch." UMass dancers and Jennings herself blend an-

gular and flowing movement with spicy, graceful tech-

nique and intense energy.

Hampshire College is represented by Ed Groffs piece,

"Solitary Companions," a piece which explores the con-

tradictions set by the title. Balances are followed by falls

ofdefeat, and supportingmovement is followed by violent

tosses.

Wendy Woodson and Peter Schmitz from Amherst
College offer a contemporary idea in performing art. The
work is a videotaped perfomance of Sichmitz, in which he
voices the original text and performs natural yet dis-

turbing movement in a cell-like room. The video disturbs
the audience with angry and disconcerted dialogue and
an eerie musical score by Janna Goodwin.

Video is used along with live perfomance in Jim

Coleman's and Terese Freeman's "After this Time Be-

fore," A screen in back of the dancers displays the same
movement at different angles and at closer range. The
partnered lifts and embraces comfort the

audience after the sections offurious solo movement and
intense music from Bach.

Stoner Winslett, artistic director of the Richmond
Ballet and an alumni ofSmith College, brings two "pas de
deuxs" for the concert, as a gesture to Gemze. The first

excerpt is from the ballet Giselle and the other is from
Winslett's own Other Places from 1990.

Winslett revealed that Other Places , set to a score from
Angon Dvorak, "has not much of a 'story' about it.'but

rather evokes emotions. The chosen excerpt, "The fourth

Movement," conjures romance, Winslett beheves, in ev-

ery element. Winslett promises that the two dancers,

originally form the Soviet Union, will dazzle the audience.

The audience and Gemze de Lappe are given an
extravagent farewell in the final piece, "Roses for Gemze,"
choreographed and performed by Five College faculty

and set to music by Dello Joio. Proper dress, a crystal

chandelier and a grand piano set the stage for the special

occasion. Roses and emotions are shared and passed from
dancer to dancer amidst light and frolicsome movement
combined with comical dramatics.

The joyous yet highly emotional finale culminates an
evening of heartfelt tidings for Gemze de Lappe.

The performance ts being shown at Theater 14 /Smith
College through March 7 at 8 p.m. Tickets are $5general;
$3 students /seniors /children.

Purely skankin' the Hatch with Bim Skala Bim

* 1
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Bv ERIC POULIN
and DANAFORRAR
Collegian Staff

The second that you walked through
the door Wednesday night at the Hatch,
you knew that big-time fun was inevi-

table. Bim Skala Bim. the first band
featured in the UPC Productions Best of
Boston Series, was doing what they do
best—making a roomful of folks jig.jump,
shimmer, and dance their cares away to a
nasty ska beat that's second to none.

"The best ska band in the world", as
they've been called by many, took full

control of the stage from the get-go, mak-
ing it impossible for even the biggest

wallflower to sit still. Although some folks

weren't ready to kick on their dancing
shoes right away, they found themselves
with no choice, as Bim laid into their old

favorites "Fathead" and "Wise Up" very
early in the set.

Ifmoshing'syour scene.you would have
been in heaven (or, at least the biggest

frenzy since the last Mighty Mighty
Bosstones show I, because the way that
bodies fly at a Bim show, some contact is

inevitable. Purist skankers need not to

worry, however, because there was plenty
ofroom in the fringes for all dancers, guar-
anteeing a splendid time to be had for all.

Minibusopened to a somewhat mea-
ger crowd ofnon—hoopsters (Good God

—

there are some at this schooll). and UPC
crew. Once "Downtown" Anton Brown
sparked the mighty Minutemen to victory

number 25, folks began to trickle in, and
they caught the end of a very tight Mini-
bus set. Ifyou had hooked a generator to

the lead singer's feet, they probably would
have produced enough energy to power a
Southwest tower for an evening. The
other band members followed his cue, and
the few early birds present were treated to

a surprisingly good warmup band.
But. the story of the night was un-

doubtedly Bim Skala Bim, as every song
that they played, upbeat or down, seemed

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Collc(ian photo by Matt iUhn

Bim Skala Bim's (1-r) Mark Ferranti,Vito Icognito, andJim Arhelger.
The band played the Hatch March 4.

:HEY UGLY
H WRITE"*HtVUGlV ON A

^ PIECE Of PAPEP AND Gf
r $? 00 Off AN V LIVE SHOW
>* THIS WEEKEND WITH THIS AD

» The Original

! NY COMEDY SHOP
!('$ 90 iMutos of last-paced,

sidMfiMiii, standi comedy!

YOU WOfTT STOP UWGHUG!

3 BIG ACTS EACH SHOW

SH0WT1IES:FRl|:»prn

SAT. 8a) i 10-^

5
HOLIDAY INN HOLYOW

- 4I3-534-004I

Montague Mini Mart

WE SELL BEER & WINE ON SUNDAYS!

From Amherst, Route 63 North to

Route 47 North (10 Miles)

367-9551 OPEN 9-5

Bud 12 pk. cans $7.39 + deposit

Michelob 12 pk. cans $7.95 + deposit
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NYC's best: Authority
By LISA J. CURTIS
Collegian Staff

It was immediately evident that this

was a New York City band playing in

Northampton. The Authority, a huge
band — hterally, opened for Shockra on
Feb. 20 at Pearl St.

That was a heck of a long time ago,"

you're muttering to yourself, but this band
is carving a niche in the music scene.

The crowd for this particular show was
clad in overalls, sandals and tie-dyed

clothing. The band wore baseball caps,

Skidz (you know the outrageously loud,

draw-string pants that hang low on your
waist), and sneakers.

The not-so-subtle theme seemed to be
"the inner city kids out- on-parole meets
the crunchy bunch."

The band's leader, Rennie Lopez on the

timbales gives the music a wonderfully

danceable, funky rhythm, in addition to

his lead vocals. Unfortunately the guitars

are loud, and his voice is often inaudible.

Dave Masucci, on sax, Brian Sachs on
drums, Tony Brito trumpeting, and Frank
Ocaseos help to thunder the room.

Frank Cotto manages to look a bit like

"Booger" in Revenge of the Nerds, yet
plays the basswith skill and a bass player's

unobstrusiveness.

Everyone in the band has this comedic
approach to performing. Lead vocahst,

Lopez, looks a little drugged when per-

forming and makes goofy faces when he
plays those timbales. He shows his teeth

like Mr. Ed.

The best" iswhen Masucci picks up his

flute and sends the crowd into the band's

theme song, "Officer Friendly." The band
ominously chanting, "A-U-T-H-0-R-I-T-
Y" was easily the highlight of the show.
Surprising and different from their usual

Latin beat, it shows off their ability to

extract the best from what heavier rock

music has to offier.

The band deals in societal ills with,

"Cooties" a witty, but cautionary song of

the AIDS epidemic. "Narrow-Minded
People" and "Black House" talks about
parents encouraging prejudiced attitudes

in their children.

"We're trying to break down color bar-

riers," says Lopez.

The Authority has opened for New
School ofJazz alumni Blues Traveler and
Spin Doctors.

U2's Achtung Baby
to dominate the 90s
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Suff

They are unlike most rock n* roll

bands because they have consistently

put forth a product of music that not

only expouse's social conscious issues,

but is also entertaining.

The only other band that could even

put in the same category as U2, the most

dominant band throughout the 1980s, is

REM. I am sorry to disappoint all you

Michael Stipe fans, but that compari-

son is not even close.

U2, the four gentleman from the

tiny yet lyrically inspiring island off" of

the coast of Europe, (let us not forget

the great poet Yeats was from Ireland),

have put forth another quality product

with the recent release o{Achtung Baby.

The album seems to have an aspect

that is not uncommon to the typical

style U2 presents to it's listener. Most

ofthe songs on the album deal with the

aspects of confused love.

"Who's (ioing To Ride Your Wild

Horses," "One," "Until The End of the

World," and "Tryin' To Throw Your

Arms Around the World" are just four

songs that are great examples of their

confused love message.

But the music that surrounds the

outstanding lyrics, although not very

politically inspiring, has a gripping

feature that would make a great com-

pliment for an Oliver Stone or Martin

Scorcese film soundtrack.

The album does not get much play-

ing time out here in the Happy Vsdley,

but it is slowly making ita way past

Worcester from Boston.

The first two songs released form

the album, "The Fly, and "Mysterious

Ways" are slowly fadingaway but there
are eight more quality songs that are

gaining prominence and getting air

time. Last week, "One, and "Until

the End of the World," two songs

mentioned previously, were listed on

WBCN's top 1 songs played during the

week of Feb. 23.

My favorite song and the most in-

tense is "Ultra Violet (Light My Way)."

Bono begins the song by talking as

wailing instruments can be heard in

the background.

The hstener is set up so that when
Bono stops and holds the last note, a

instrumentaljam takes place. The best

way to compare thejam is to think of a

cold glass of lemonade on a warm
summer day.

The other songs on the album worth

noting are "Acrobat," "So Cruel." and

"Love Is Blindness."

Two songs that are not worthy of

attention are the first two on the album.

"Zoo SUtion, and "Even Better Than the

Real Thing," are both bland and boring.

U2 wrill be touring the area late next

week. They will be at the Hartford

Civic Center on the 12, Worcester

Centrum on the 13, and Boston Garden

on Saint Patrick's Day.

Bim
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10

to gfamer a favorable reaction from the

Wednesday nightcrowd. People seemed
most pleased when Bim kicked into any
track from the How's It Goin'?, probably

because those are the tunes that people

are most familiar with. They played a
solid repetoire of those songs ("Wise

Up", "Paraguayan Sun", "In The Mail",

"Blue". "Not In Anger". Tell Me"), while

sprinkling both new and older tunes.

The highlights of the evening for me
were their two infamous classic rock

covers—Pink Floyd's "Brain Damage",
which closed the regular set, and
Cream's old creaking dinosaur, "Sun-

shine ofYour Love", which they played

as an encore. The flexibility of ska

enables old standby's like these to be

revamped and revitalized, and a band

like Bim are masters at the rebirth

game. As opposed to the sampling,

which is a more forced and generic

method ofmaking unconventional songs
danceable, ska covers are certainly the

more genuine way of doing it, as the

musical integrity ofthe songs aren't lost

through the new interpretations.

Vocalist Shanty Dan Vitale once

again re-estabUshed himself Wednes-
day night as ska's premier vocalist of

the day. His abihty to shift from leading

the bouncing pack in an happy manner,
to bringing the whole place down by
belting out a slow, heartfelt tune is very

clutch, as he coryures up images of Joe

Jackson meeting head-on with Ranking
Roger. Coupled with trombonist and
perpetual-motion machine Vito Incog-

nito, they lead the band that's on the

forefront of ska's grand return to the

club scene.

FREE
SHUTTLE
SERVICE

NOW
TAKING

,

APPOlNmENTS

mXDAS
NORTHAMPTON
143 King Street
586-4840

HADLEY
397 Russell
Street, Rt. 9
586-9991

K this Ihf first Dr. Sage Curu ad you'vr seen?
I

: Where have you been?
• We know you need help - you need to

• know that we can help. You know?

• The Collegian's new advice column.

• LOVE. MONEY, SEJC. SCHOOL, WORK...

• You name it. Dr. Sage Curu can help.

• Send your questions to Dr. Sage Curu
• at the Arts Desk, 113 Campus Center.

• tart .. «„ r" "ft — " t^'-* "» »»» »» »«* *" *" "» »"«>"" «» "«
• ••••••••••••••••••

BOLTWOOD
MARKET
stock Up crt

Downtown Amherst's
Only Market Featuring:

Fresh Produce $ Groceries

M^nfft it Service Deli

T^ce the bus& come see us!

(Belchertown Rd & South Amherst Bus Routes)

253-9081 • Open Monday - Saturday 9-7

17 Kellogg Ave. (Behind Barts)

Ouirrwnr K>i Wrtihtt. wind, tna Warn

Campus Sales Rep

Exciting Outdoor Clothing Line

CMnpus Outdoor, Ltd. is i new nalionti marketing com-

pany which distribuies RailRiden"' brand outerwear to the colle-

giate market

RailRiden"' ii a new and growing line of technical

clothing for sailing, camping, paddling, hiking, and general outdoor

wear. RailRiders™ prixlucLs have been to the lop of Mount Everest

and arc being worn now on America's Cup boats. The line is

appropriate for both men and women.

Campus Outdoor will pay for ads in your campus itewspa-

per and will provide posters, catalogs, samples, and all necessary

forms for a campus sales rep to cam good commissions by selling

RailRidtn"' clothing to studenu.

For further information and to apply, contact

Jim Lx)gan

Campus Outdoor, Ltd.

55 Applcton Succt

Cambridge, MA 02 138

(617)864-5969

Round Trips from Boston Starting ac

LONDON $310
TOKYO 729
Round Trips from New York Starting at

GUATEMAU 390
DELHI 1831
Round Trips from Los Angeles Stirtinf ac

AUKLAND 1209
Taxes not included. Restrictions apply.

Fares subject to change & availability.

Call about one ways. We Issue

EURAIL passes on the SPOTl

Council Travd
79 South Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002

413-256-1261
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Tsongas says he^s no Santa
Economic plan has more style than substance

By ROB WELLS
Associated Press

NEWYORK— Paul Tsongas' economic program is

a quintessential pro-business, pro-growth plan, much
like doctrines held throughout corporate America. His

appeal to voters appears to be grounded not in the plan

itself but in his sober, no-nonsense, "I'm not Santa

Glaus" style.

Voters, economists and business leaders say they

find the urgency of his economic message compelling

and aren't concerned with the fine print.

•"It's a campaign posture more significant in its

themes than its proposals," said Thomas E. Mann,
director of government studies at the Brookings In-

stitution, a Washington think tank. He said the plan

was. "not terribly austere."

•There's a certain sobriety in the manner in which

he talks about the problems," Mann said. "But it's only

in contrast to the other candidates who are calling for

a middle calss tax cut that he seems austere."

Tsongas breaks the traditional Democratic mold by

advocating business growth and shunmng promises

of quick economic turnaround. His standard stump

speech line: "I'm not Santa Claus."

Setting his sights on long-term, he scoffs at the

economic debate in Washington as political "happy

talk."

"Until we, as a nation, address our economy firmly,

eflfectively and honestly, America will remain in eco-

nomic free-fall." Tsongas wrote in a January update to

his 86-page booklet, "A Call to Economic Arms."

"We will continue to see talented men and women
unable to find jobs, our standard of living erode, our

products unable to find a world economy , our national

power and influence decline."

The former Massachusetts senator proposes to

strengthen the nation's manufacturing backbone

through long-term capital gains tax cut, increased

federal spending and private investment for research

and development.

He advocates free trade, reform of the public

schools by rewarding teachers and students for ex-

cellence and scrapping some antitrust laws to enable

large corporations to compete with Japanese and

German rivals.

He proposes an increase in gasoline taxes of 5

cents a year for 10 years with the revenue to pay for

conservation and mass transit projects.

Polls suggest the message appeals to the educated,

middle class voters — even a few Republicans.

"I don't think I've ever been as intrigued with a

Democrat before," said RoseMarie Phillips, a Bedford,

N.H., real estate agent.

"He came across as being really tuned in to the fact

that the economy in New England and that across

America is suffering," said Phillips, a Bush supporter

and life-long Republican. "I think he's the only can-

didate that's come out with a real strong economic

message that is believable."

In Denver, Peter Betsch voted for Tsongas in

Tueday's primary. "I like his strong forward approach

and his realistic economic ideas," said the 24-year-old

representative for the Blue Cross-Blue Shield insurer.

AP photo

MAKINGA PASS— Democratic presidential candidate Paul Tsongas tosses a football

to an aide just before leaving Columbia Metropolitan Airport Wednesday in Columbia,

S.C. Tsongas proved he is more than a regional candidate with a win in Tuesday's

Maryland primary.

fipplkotion Rw NCfifi Tournament Ticket Lottery

Name:

Address:

City:_ Stale: .Zip:

.(Work)Phone (Home)

Please Print or Type

To be entered in the lottery, you must send a check for $40.00 payable to UMASS ATHLETICS. Cash

will not be accepted.

This will entitle you to a chance toWIN two (2) tickets to theNCAA tournament regardless ofthe region

in which UMASS is placed.

IF YOU WIN THE TICKETS. YOU WILL OWN TWO TICKETS TO SEE UMASS PLAY
REGARDLESS OF LOCATION.

If you are not a winner, your check will be returned.

The locations for the first and second rounds of the NCAA tournament are:

EAST SOUTHEAST MIDWEST WEST
• Worcester, MA • Cincinnati, OH • Milwaukee, WI • Boise, ID

• Greensboro, NC • Atlanta, GA • Dayton, OH • Tempe, AZ

The open drawing will be held at the cage on Wednesday, March 1 1, 1992 at 6pm. YOU DO NOT
NEED TO BE PRESENT TO WIN.

Applications need to be postmarked by Friday, March 6, 1992 to be considered.

ONLY ONE APPLICATION PER STUDENT.

Send applications and check to: Athletic Ticket Office • University of Massachusetts

Room 255 Boyden • Amherst, MA 01003

PLEASE CALL THE ATHLETIC TICKET OFFICE AT 413-545-0810 IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS.

St. Patrick's
parade puts
ban on gays
By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press

BOSTON— The Massachusetts Commission Against

Discrimination will investigate whether St. Patrick's

Day Parade organizers violated state law by denying a

gay pride group a permit to march, the commissioner said

Thursday.
Michael Duffy, an openly gay Republican who heads

the MCAD, said he would conduct and investigation

based on a complaint filed by Patrick Ward, a member of

the Irish-American Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Pride

Committee of Boston.

"I think sufficient facts will probably be gathered by

Monday to make a determination whether injunctive

rehef should be sought or not," Duffy said.

The state's sexual discrimination law makes it illegal

to "discriminate agamst any person of any sexual ori-

entation in the full enjoyment of accommodations, ad-

vantages, facilities and priviledges offered to the general

public by such places of public accomodation.

The South Boston Allied War Veterans Council voted

this weeked to ban a gay group for marching, saying the

council could not gxiarantee pubhc safety.

"Often times those kinds of reasons are used as pre-

texts for the real reason, which is discrimination," Duffy

said.

Mayor Raymond Flynn tried to mediate an agreement

Wednesday night between the veterans group and the

Irish-American orgamzation.

Some gay rights advocates expressed disappointment

with Flynn, who eryoys strong political support from both

sides of the parade controversy.

Flynn spokesman Eric Simon said the Mayor's plans

to be in Ireland St. Patrick's Day with Cardinal Bernard

Law "pre-dated the great controversy" of whether gays

could march in the South Boston parade.

Flynn won't be in Boston on Friday, either. Simon said

the Mayor and his top aides would be at a retreat in

Marlboro.

Veterans council member John Hurley, parade grand

marshal Thomas Lyons and Councilor James Kelly of

South Boston have suggested that the gay group wants to

disrupt the parade and is only seeking publicity.

Other groups, including an anti-school busing group

and the anti-abortion group Mass. Citizens for Life, have

been barred from the St. Patrick's Day Parade before.

The anti-abortion group was allowed to march in the mid-

1980s

Duffy said that despite theMCAD's enormous backlog
ofdiscrimination cases, the agency would forgo standard

procedure for the parade case.

"Given the time frame, a subpoena and the process

that would be involved ... is probably not feasible, so there

will be an abbreviated investigation to gather the facts as

best we can given the short time frame," he said.

Duffy, who along with Ward belongs to a gay Repub-

lican group called the Log Cabin Club, said his sexual

orientation would not cause a conflict of interest.

VILLA
Great Mexican Food Served Qukkly &

InexpensiveJy in a Friendly & Casual Atmosphere

DOWNTOWN
AMHERST

Boltwood Walk 256-8217
Beer & Wine Served

DOWNTOWN
NORTHAMPTON

21 Center St. 584-0673
Bring Your Own Beer & Wine

For Delivery, Call Delivery Express • 549-0077
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Today's Staff
Night Editor DaveMassey

Copy Editor Michelle Bayliss

PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production R'c*< Seto

Dan Henderson, Mike Carvalho

Menu
LUNCH

American Chop Suey

Grilled Cheese

BASICS LUNCH
Scalloped Mac & Cheez

Grilled Cheez

DINNER
Lemon Pepper Cod

Beef

BASICS DINNER
Lentil Spinach Stew

Lemon Pepper Cod

God designs the great white shark

Quote of the Day
"Sometimes when I look at my children,

I say to myself, 'Lilian, you should've

stayed a virgin.'"

-Lilian Carter

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
JEANE DIXONBy

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): Good
fortune smiles on you t>eG>use'of

your generous njiure. Rejoice! Old

debts or favor) are repaid. Be careful

not lo alienate a pcMential ally.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Family members look to your for

leadership. Be firm but fair. An age

gap only makes a romantic relation-

ship more interesting. Accept a lasl-

minute invitation tonight.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20):

Drawing attention to your own
achievements is not the way lo win

support at work. Instead, point out

your co-workers' contributions.

Higher-ups applaud your generosity.

CANCER dune 21-|ulv 22):

Studying certain accounts may help

you iind hidden financial assets.

Confidential chats lead to swifter ca-

reer advancement. Learn from an

older person's experierKes.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22): Look out

for your health by taking steps to

reduce everyday tension. Developing

better rapport with ytjur loved ones

could add years to your life! The

linafKial picture will brighten late

this month.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Do
not let » lack of funds stifle romarKe!

Eat at home and rent a video. A tele-

pfione cal I brings welcome news from
the folks at homo Examine your be-

liefs and valuer

UBRA(Sep(. 23-Oct. 22): Happi-

ness is assured on the home froni

today. A family reunion adds to your

sense of well-being. Be cautious if

someone wants to rekindle a romance.

You deserve much more than empty

promises.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
day when kx>se lips can sink ships in

the business world. Renrvain true to

your ideals. Do not repeat offKe

gouip. Keep your head down and

duck the spotlight for a while.

SAGirrARIUS {Nov. 22-D«C.

21): A clash of wills could tarnish

someorte's image. Emphasizing

teamworli puts a star by your name.

Listen to your doseit friends when it

comes to romance. Co sk>w.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19):

You may be feeling frustrated or

nervous. Be carehjl not to let it show!

Teamwork will succeed where a sob

effort would fail. Make sure to spend

time this weekend on romance.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Hidden resentments could surface at

home. Lie low until you see which

way the wind is blowing. Do rwt drifl

away from your post. By tonight, you

know where you stand.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):

Guard against stormy scenes at work.

Someone wfw sounds furious is just

letting of steam. Once the dust settles,

you can get plenty of work done.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Leave em

rolling ifi trie

aisles

saest
9 Cnoreograpnar
CMMNI*

14 — OavW s dMr
1

5

Kind Of music
i6H«rd
17 Hideout

18 Fling

19 Forestall

20 Ad|t

21 S-curve

22 Hire

23 WtorK by 27

Across

25 Perfect-

nurrOer

26 River in Hesse
27 Theodor Geisel

31 Jilopy

34 Brace

35 Midge
36 Curse

37 Excursion

39 Anzona
monster

40 (3uarry

41 Singte

42 StarNke flower

43 Stained

45 Norse heroic

narrative

47 Tea maker
40 See 23 Across

52 A Japanese
porcelain

55 Consort of

Zeus
56 Challenge

57 Masters

58 BaUwin of ttie

movies
59 Les

Miserat>les

autfior

60 Spacious
61 Search

62 Astronaut

Shepard
63 Guns n —
64 Lug
65 Various

IX>WN
Sound ol

ketchup
Curt)

Spnng
See 23 Across
On land

Mountain iKXi

Source of

purple dye
She. in Quebec
Oiscomtx>txj'

lates

See 23 Across
Part ol N B
Nights before

Parched
Verse form
— out: parade
Harry

Single quantity

Shopper s

delight

Haadliner

Scour
Balustrade
— time

— process

37 Empificisi

Locke

38 Some
42 In trie past

44 Emergencies

45 Most sensitive

46 Southwestern
native

48 Mirror signal

tor stKJrt

49 Entertainer

Abdul

50 Keyboard
instrumenl

51 Indiana state

flower

52 Bridge support

53 Directive

54 Homed vipers

55 Dagger pan
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A'10 tournament
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

No. 7 ST. JOSEPirS—
13-14 overall, 6-10 in the A-10

You always have to be wary of Temple and St.

Joseph's because they have the home state advantage.

Injuries have plagued the Hawks this season, espe-

cially Rap Curry, who had such a fine freshman year.

He was out early with a knee injury and is back now.

However he is still not 100 percent.

Sophomore Bernard Blunt is averaging 21 points

per game and Craig Amos is adding just over 16. If

Currywas truly healthy . this team could be a contender

.

Last season the Hawks upset the No. 1 seed

(Rutgers) before losing to GW in OT.

No. 8 RUTGERS —
14-13 overall, 6-10 in the A-10

Only two teams in the country have beaten 6th

ranked UNLV and Rutgers is one of them.

Steve Worthy can carry a team to victory and that

alone should worry opposing coaches Add a good

game from Donnell Lumpkin and Daryl Smith and

Rutgers can definitely beat you.

No. 9 ST. BONAVENTURE —
9-18 overall, 3-13 in the A-10

The fact the Boruues have won three games in the

conference is a minor-miracle to begin with. Do they

have enough to get by Rutgers in the opening round.

Probably not. But even if they do. they will face a

UMass team which crushed them both at home and on

the road.

TOURNAMENT NOTES:
All UMass games can be heard on WMUA (9 1 . 1 FM

)

with Joe Donovan and Brett Morris and on WHMP
(99.3 FM) with George Miller and Howard Davis.

The quarterfinals and semifinals can be seen on

SportsChannel and the final game can be seen on

ESPN
TICKETS FOR THE FINALS— IFTHEYARE

TO BE PLAYED AT UMASS — If the Minutemen

advance to the finals, tickets will go on sale at 8:30

a.m. Tuesday morning at the Curry Hicks Cage (No

earlier, no matter how many people are outside wait-

ing). The Cage will not open early. You must have a

valid student ID. and you will be allowed to purchase

two tickets, at $5 apiece. There will be reserved seats

for the finals.

BUSINFORMATION— There are buses going to

this weekend's tournament in Philadelphia. For details

contact the ticket office at 545-0810. The package

includes round trip motorcoach transportation, Sun-

day night in a hotel, tournament tickets for Sunday

and Monday's games.

The bus leaves at 8 a.m. Sunday from Lot E at

Alumni Sudium. It returns after UMass game on

Monday if UMass wins Sunday or to be announced if

UMass loses Sunday.

1991-92 UMass versus

Rutgers / St. Bonaventure

Rutgers (first game)—The Minutemen rebounded from

their loss at Temple to beat Rutgers at the Cage, 77-66.

The Minutemen outhustled the Scarlet Knights the en-

tire contest and led by as many as 23. four minutes into^

the second half. Harper Williams led the Minutemen

with 17 points and seven rebounds. Donnell Lumpkin led

the Scarlet Knight with 19 points.

Rutgers (second game) — The Minutemen halted their

29-year losing streak at Rutgers, 81-67, which put them

into a first-place tie atop the A-10. The Minutemen did a

good job rotating their bench as Jerome Malloy had a key

11 points. Rutgers' leading scorer Steve Worthy had 23

points. Harper Williams led UMass with 15.

St Bonaventure (first game) — The Minutemen out-

classed the Bomues in New York. 76-58. UMass" Jim

McCoy led all scorers with 21 points. Tony Barbee and

Will Herndon grabbed seven rebounds apiece. Harry

Moore scored 17 for the Bonnies and added seven re-

bounds.

St. Bonaventure (second game)— "It's all over" was the

chant before this mismatch as the host Minutemen

whipped the Bonnies. 104-67. The Minutemen took a 52-

25 lead into the lockeroom at halftime and played their

reserves in the second half Tony Barbee had 18 for

UMass. Harry Moore led the Bonnies with 18.

Open 'Til 2 am Thurs. - Sat.

SO Main St. • 253-9223

Want to earn BIG money?

Under Mew
Management

Si OFF any delivery

order (over $5)

Try Authentic
BUFFALO WIMCS

with a SPICY new ZIMG
10 piece $3.55 /^qq^
20 piece $6.85 (Vegetabh

30 piece $9.95 ^ O''

50 piece $16.25

Wings served: Honey Dipped, BBQ, Mild,

Hot & Killer w/celery & Blue Cheese.

On a small investment?

fi
'^""j^' '"^jg"

'

It's staring you
right in the face.

Collegian

Advertising
S4S'35O0
We reach students,

19,000 copies, every day!

SCORING Avg.
Hargrove, Duq 21.9
Surles.GWU 21.5

Blunt, SJU 21.0
Worthy, RU 16.9

McCoy. UM 16.4

Amos, SJU 16.4

Leonard, WVU 16.3

Moore, SBU 16.0

H. Williams, UM 15.1

Kent, URI 14.9

REBOUNDS Avg.
Warley, SJU 8.9

Alston, DUQ 8.3

Kent, URI 8.1

Brigham, GWU 8.0

Robinson, WVU 7.4

H. Williams, UM 7.3

JAL REGULAR SEASON STAT STICS
Blunt, SJU 7.1 Kent, URI .500

McKie, TU 6.6 Surles, GWU 469
Brown, URI 6.2 Leonard, WVU .467

Hemdon, UM 6.1 Blunt, SJU .443

Worthy, RU .435

ASSISTS Avg. McCoy. UM .427

Bosey, WVU 6.79 Hargrove, DUQ .426

Pearsall, GWU 6.63

Brown, UM 4.94 FREE THROW % PCT

McKle, TU 4.14 Leonard, WVU .870

Worthy, RU 3.81 Surles, GWU .826

Carstarphen,TU 3.76 Kent, URI .815

Alexander, URI 3.44 Worthy, RU .808

Vonterpool, SBU 3.31 Alexander, URI .794

McKie, TU .792

FIELD GOAL 7. PCT Srr^ith, RU .786

Robinson, WVU .573 Amos, SJU .761

Alston, DUQ .538 H. Williams. UM .748

Holland, GWU .512 Brown, URI .746

University of Massachusetts
A-10 Tournament History

1982-83: beat Rhode Island, 91-74

lost to Rutgers, 79-73

1983-84: beat Rhode Island, 69-67

lost to Temple, 78-54

1984-85: lost to Rutgers, 69-67

1985-86: lost to Rutgers, 52-47

1986-87: lost to Rhode Island, 86-76

1987-88: lost to Duquesne, 81 75

1988-89: lost to St. Joseph's, 87-83

1989-90: beat West Virginia, 78-55

beat Penn State, 64-59

lost to Temple, 53-51

1990-91: lost to George Washington, 84-830T

UM men's gymnastics
earns 8th win of year
By KIM ADDESA
Collegian Staff

After setting a school record last week

by scoring 266.80 points against an ex-

tremely talented team from Syracuse

University, Roy Johnson, head coach of

the University of Massachusetts mens
gymnastics team was concerned his team

might suffer a mental breakdown, and

struggle to beat a weaker, less talented

Southern Connecticut team.

The kids are tired," he said before

Tuesday's home meet. "I don't think we
can take [Southern Connecticut] lightly."

To combat a mental breakdown John-

son made some changes in the Uneup,

allowing some of the gymnasts to get a

rest And although the Minutemen were

trustrated by underscoring throughout the

meet, they were able to soundly beat

Southern Connecticut by a score of256.45

to 234.65.

Steve Christensen had yet another

strong performance, performing a new,

extremely difficult routine on the pommel

horse, and scoring a 9.10.

"1 think that Steve's routine on pommel

is one of the most difficult ever performed

in this gym," Johnson said. "He actually

deserved to score two or three tenths

higher."

Adam Gould, competingin Christensen's

all-around spot, finished in first place with

a score of 49.90. He was followed in second

place by Joe Haran who scored 49.50.

By winning on Tuesday, the Minute-

men (8-3 overall) cUnched third place in

the Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastics

League, with a record of 5-2.

Temple University and Syracuse Uni-

versity will battle it out this weekend for

first and second place league fimshes. The

E.I.G.L. championship meet will be March
27-29.

However, the gymnasts from UMass
must first concentrate on this weekend's

meet, the New England Championships,

which they are hosting Sunday.

The meet will give Southern Connecti-

cut a second chance to beat the Minutemen,

and UMass an opportunity to see where

they stand as a team before the E.I.G.L.

Championships.
In addition to UMass and Southern

Connecticut, the University of Vermont,

Springfield College, and Massachusetts

Institute ofTechnology will all be compet-

ing.

UMass has previously beaten each of

the four teams this season, and if any

team has a shot of beating them on Sim-

day, and capturing the title, it is most

hkely Springfield.

The competition is scheduled to start

at 1 p.m. in Boyden Gymnasium.
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Ikol Spccitl

K\> Fo[IheB

•yoflndependant Press Comics,

from Dark Horse, Calibur, Kitchen Sink,

^-Tundra, Etemily, Rip^ Press and More,

Come to

SAME BAT CHANNEL
Hampshire Mall, Hadley • 586-8775 • Ingelsidc Mall, Holyokc • 532-9797

Monday-Saturday 10am - 9pm • Sunday 1 2pm - 5pm

10% OffAM Back Issues i Games Supplies. Sale Ends Sunday

Classifieds
rOMF. TO WFCOlIia^N OFFICE mCAMPVSCmB ' MON.-WURS.8:m}0 FRIDAY 8:30-2:50 -DEADUNE IS mo DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUaWN « 2mORM)AY FOR miDEm » CASH IN ADVANCE

ANNCUNCEMENTt DEAD TICKETS

ATTENTION: Anyone inlereslBd in rspfe-

senting theif country and cultura at the In-

ternational Fair contact ElM S49.0022

Deadline is March 13

ATTEMnON WOMEN'S H20 POtOI
Musi b« a strong swnvner
and havt H20 polo eipenencs

Contact Tree on Wheels at 256.671 7

Bed and Breakfast

Downtown Amherst Ideal lor visiting par-

ents and Inonds 549-0733

BUTTERFIELD KITCHEN MEAL PLAN
Great lood m a friendly atmosphere! Join

nowM Call lor nxx-e information at 545-0182^

CALIFORNIA-$149l Anytime, fly eHher way.

coasl-to-coast (iPortland'Sealtlei) Carit>-

bean-only $1 89 Roundtrip air to somewhere

sunny and warm Hitch A Ride Europe only

$160 each way! Airhitch 2 1 2-664-2000

COLLEGE BARGAINS
Brother WP-720 Wordprocessof

For only $299 while supplies last

546 0390 leave message

QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR commuter liv-

ing situation? Planning to move ott campus?

SuMsOing in May' Need hcip with your

roommates? Considering exchanging ser-

vices lor low rent or no rent? Want to join an

oil coop to redue the cost ol home heating

oil' Come to OCHO. 428 Student Union Of

can 5-0865. Appls scheduled daily Your

compiele commuter service,

THE SUB NOW DELIVERSI 4-2am

Pizza, subs, and calzonos

Call now 549-5160

LOOKINQ FOR TK»ET8 to Nassau and

Philly shows CaH Scott at 549O470

DEAD TRADE

Hetpt

I have: Nassau. NY Wed Marchl 1

Thurs March 12. (2 Ux)

I need: Fn March 13

Can Chris 253-3606

(2ta)

FOR A OOOO TIME CALU

HACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. D/s.

video DJ's and Karaoke from $175 00. Call

586-9900For Sale

FOR RENT

MOUNTAIN BIKE
For sale

Deore LX compnts

$280 or BO
Call Mitsu at

546-2599

PRE 1 20011 SKIS, 1 90cni. mountedwHh Look

99HP bindings. Excellent cond. $150 OBO
546-7431

SleeparSola-M ai2a. goodoondMon. ba«ga

can 546-5698

SOLOFLEX $750.00

Sony discman $100.00

Atomic ARC slalom GE 195.5

w/ Marker M46 Bindings $175.00

Lange XSI boots 9 i/2 $150.00

Jason 549 6458

EARN MONEVIII
SpwiMVenglish bMnguals

NMdad lor reading study

• 565-8749

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED
HOMEWORKERS NEEDEDM

Earn $1 .000 w«eUy mailing our circulars in

your spare time at homei GUARANTEED!
Free supplies/postage I Begin nowi Free

details! Enclose LSASE 5MS. Depl. Col-7A.

Box 610. Cordova. TN 36018-0610.

•TMTERNSMtPS"

••TOOO~
I tove you laugh.

DoyouwantatoWpop?
-Me (Guess who?)

Sundarlaitd Must rent one room

at Lantern Court $1 50/monlh

Convenient qmet location

Cooilonable living caB 665-8669

U2, NCAA Toumamant, Bryan Adams
ttekets Centnjm. Sell or trade. 546-1066

U2^TICKETS 4 SALE
Nikos 546-5028

FOUND

FALL 1992 INTERNSHIPS wHh the Legal

Services Center; get handson experience in

the legal fieW-wofk directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits. No experience in the legal profes-

sion necessary-training provided. Contact

Legal Senrfcss today: 545-1995, 922 Cam-

pusCantar

LOST

FOR SALE

13CU.M. APARTMENT SIZED ReWdgerator

Frost-lree $130 323-6163

ANTARES ACOUSTIC GUITAR in great

condition Please call 546-0766

ATTENTION MUSICIANS
Tascam Porta One

No longer manulactured

Mint condition

$350 or best oiler

Call Rob 6-3950

Texas Instrumenls, TI-36 solar calculator

found in bottom Itoor ot campus center next

to Collegian. Contact Caryn at 253-7053

HELP WANTED

Partnership for a DniR-Free America

AUTO FOR SALE

82 FORD ESCORT 76K miles Runs good

$500 Call 256-4583 PoMr

BEST PARKIMQ ON CAMPUS $10011!

Buy my 29". 12speed. brown bicycle

Barbara 549 1164

Alaska Summer Employment- Fisheries.

Earn $5.000»/month Free transportation!

Room * board! Over 8.000 openings Male

or lemale. For empkjyment program call 1-

206-545-4155 ext 298

CAMP ENCORE/CODA
lulusic camp m southern Mair>e has current

openings lor assistant watertront director

(WSI/LGT required), waterfront counselors

(LOT re<iuired) and head ol tennis. Contact

James Saltman. Camp Encore/Coda. Ar-

lington, MA. 617-641-3612

GOLD/DIAMOND NAMEPLATE JennHer

necklace on 279 Sentimental value Re-

ward. If tound contact 546-4493.

Maroon EMS Backpack. Contains my NIe.

Please return before I lose my mind. Lost:

Rtl 16 near Grampy's Mon night Call Ftob

665-3713

MUStQANS

FORMING R«B MOTOWN BAND
Needed: Horns!!!

KeyboardM.
Drums.

Call ASAP! 6-0848 6-0279

Hey GUY you're pawMn' nwl
B-ball. beads, sleepytme. hurricane* and

cfierries

Show us your !l

Wow! Thank you an. Sam* lima, same place

next year.

PS. ri bring ihe Teddy Grahamsl

SSTERS* RIBBONETTES ol Sigma Delia

Tau. gel paydwd for the Hu Ke Lau! iril

dennitely be an amazing and unforgettable

date party!

Love. Lori Mkiiell*

"LISTEiTaLL YOU JERKY'S at 308

N.Pteasant St. I dont need to talk to youll

Tubby.
Lite. OMIGawdl
Youre 21 - (But this one goes to 1 1 !)

Let's celebrate with some HoHos!

This weekend you can be as confused as

Nigel, but becareful not to be trod upon by

dwarls. (No way!)

Hugs.

The Dumb Btonda

Good kick with Chi Omagal
rm gaUi you are happy!

Luv Ya
Doug

PIppI Long,

Thanks lor the backrubs and conversation

and your beautiful eyes
Sily Putty

HEY YOU AWESOME DELTA ZETASI

Gel psyched lor ttw date party I!

If* going to be a great time!

Youl find out who you're going wWi

ln4ahou«!

SERVICES

FREEFACIAL wHh MwyKay cat Mara 549-

4690

FREE pragnency testing; confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No.

Plaaasrt Street AmhersI 549-1906

TRAVEL

SPRING BREAK TRIPS

Panama City. Cancun. Jamak^
CaH Stacay al 549-0840

SPRING BREAK SPECIALS 19921

Bahamas March 14th $349" Jamatca,

Cancun. .$429'!

Includes: Hotel, air, transfers, parties!

Sun Splash Tours

1-800-426-7710

TRAVEL PARTNER WANTED

Looking lor a fourth to fravel-rfril- and

Hostel thai central Europe May 21 to Am*
22 i»)rox. Cat Justin tor inio 549-2637

TVPMQ

PAPERS, RESUMES, THESIS-

Word processing, laser printing-

Call Rosemary^3-503J

SEXY, FAST, ACCURATE TYPING ml

spellche*. $^50/pg CaH Greg 6-6435

You know ma, I type papers. $1.50/1yp«d

page Bri»i 546-3563
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Sports
Next up for Minutemen: A-10 tourney
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Last year, the University of Massa-

chusetts basketball team exited the At-

lantic 10 tournament in the first round,

losing a get-up-and-hit-your-roommate-

to-relieve-the-frustration-type game to

George Washington, 84-83, in overtime.

With the Colonials leading 77-76,

UMass' Rafer Giles hit one of two free

throws with three seconds left to send the

game into the extra session. There would

be three more ties in OT before the

Colonials finally won.

While that loss ended any hopes the

Minutemen may have had of playing in

theNCAA tournament , this season . the A-

10 tourney is a warmup to the Big Show

which begins March 19.

Contrary to what ESPN and Dan

Patrick might think, the Minutemen do

not have to vnn the A- 10 tourney m order

to get an at large bid to the NCAAs.

"It's nice to be able to sit here and say

we're in the NCAA tournament," said

UMass coach John Calipan . afler his team

won its 25th game Wednesday night

against Rhode Island, 96-88.

After dropping two straight conference

games to start the season, the Minutemen

(25-4, 13-3) have won 13 of their last 14

games in the A- 10 and are the top seed in

this weekend's nine-team field in Phila-

delphia. Pa.

"We're going to be the hunted," Calipan

said.

The winner of the Rutgers-St.

Bonaventure game, to be played Saturday

at 2 p.m. in Temple's McGorugle Hall, has

the unenviable Usk of playing the Min-

utemen Sunday at 9 p.m . in the Palestra.

Here is a brief look at the other eight

teams vying for the A-lO's automatic bid

to the NCAA tournament.

No. 2 TEMPLE —
16-11 overall, 11-5 in the AID

The Owls are maybe the only team in

the conference which gets any type of

respect. Can you imagine what they would

be ranked if they had UMass' record?

Temple started slowly , splitting its first

16 games. But then it hosted the Minute-

men in January, won and have rolled

along to an 8-3 mark since.

The Owls have the toughest schedule

ofany A-10 team, which should help them

in the post season. Three of their losses

have come to teams which are currently

ranked in the Top 25, including UMass.

Kansas and Arizona. They also lost to

Wake Forest, a team which had been

ranked in the Top 25 earlier this season.

The key for the Owls will be how some

ofthe younger players such as Eddie Jones

and Aaron McKie perform. Don't forget,

this was a school which advanced to the

Final Soflast season'sNCAA tournament.

Guys hke Mik Kilgore and Mark Strickland

have been there before and know how to

1992 ATLANTIC 10 CONFERENCE
MEN'S BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT BRACKET

Opening Round Quarfeilinals Stnifinals Championship

Sot., March? Sun. March 8 Mon..March9 Thur. March 12

McGonigle Hall Palestra Palestra Highest Seed
Len

win.

No. 3 WEST VIRGINIA —
18-10 overall, 10-6 in the A-10

What is wrong with West Virginia?

Just two weeks ago. the Mountaineers

looked unbeaUble, sitting atop the A-10

with a home game against UMass sepa-

rating them from the regular season title.

However, the Mountaineers have lost four

oftheir last five games including the game

writh UMass and lost at Duquesne to end

the regular season.

If the Mountaineers play up to their

potential, they can beat anyone as they

have already proven.

Ricky Robinson and Pervires Greene

cause matchup problems for the opposition

and Chris Leonard and Marsalis Basey

are a more than capable backcourt. Look

for Tracy Shelton to play a big role in this

team's post season success.

No. 4 RHODE ISLAND -
19-8 overall, 9-7 in the A-10

With everjthing that is going on at the

Kingston campus, concerning the FBI

gambling investigation, winning the

tournament may be too much to ask ofthis

team.
However, only the Minutemen won

more games than the Rams and if Jeff

Kent plays the way he played at UMass

Wednesday night (35 points) and Jason

Alexander continues to direct the club the

way he has, the Rams should beat George

# 8 Rutgers ^(^^^^^
2 pm

# 9 St. Bona. 9 p.m. ^^r
« 1 UMoss

9pjn.
^w^

«4URI

f

4 p.m

« 5 G.Wcnh

im^diT'^M

« 3 W.Virginta

9 p.m.T
> 2 pm.

• 6 Duquesne>
7 p.m.

1

# 2Teff»ple

1

7 p.m.

« 7 St Josephs
^"

Washington. . . and then anything can

happen.

No. 5 GEORGE WASHINGTON—
16- 11 overall, 8-8 in the A-10

You've got to like Dirkk Surles and

Sonni Holland. And Bill Brigham has filled

in nicely for Mike Jarvis' club. At home,

this club is tough to beat (9-3 ), on the road,

it can be had (4-7) and at neutral sights it

is 3-1 (only UMass' 6-0 is better).

Jarvis is a master in post season, as he

has been in the NCAA tourney with Bos-

ton University. The question surrounding

Jarvis now is how long will he stay in

Washington?

Jarvis is one of seven coaches being

considered for the head coaching job at

Wisconsin. Yes, John Calipan is on that

list too.

No. 6 DUQUESNE —
13-14 overall, 6-10 in the A-10

This is the last time the Dukes will play

in the A- 10 tournament, as they are leaving

for the Midwestern Collegiate Conference.

The Dukes are coming offa big win over

West Virginia, 71-64. Alan Watkins has

been playing well and James Hargrove is

the conference's top scorer ( 2 1 .9 points per

game).
CONTINUED ON PAGE M

Photo courtesy of Sport* InfonBation

William Hemdon goes way up for one ofhis

patented dunks against Rutgers earlier this

season.

A-10 tourney
notebook . . .

• UMass' five starters in past Atlantic 10 tourna-

ments: Jim McCoy (5 games) 24.4 points, 4 rebounds;

Tony Barbee (4 games) 13.3 pts., 5.8 rebs.; Anton Brown

( 4 games) 6.8 pts. 3.0 assists. Harper Williams (4 games)

6.5 pts., 4.8 rebs.; Will Hemdon (3 games) 10 pts., 4.3

rebs.
• Jim McCoy's point totals in five A-10 tourney games:

1989 vs. St. Joseph's, 35; 1990 vs. Temple, 1 1 ,
Penn State

25, West Virginia 25; 1991 vs. George Washington, 26.

• The Minutemen have never won the Atlantic 10

tournament and haven't advanced past the first round in

six of the last seven years.

• The Minutemen have been competing in the A-10

tournament since 1983, its first year of formation, and

have a 4-9 record overall.

• Last year, the Minutemen fell in the first round in a

nailbiter to George Washington, 84-83, inovertime. Afler

trading eight second half ties, Rafer Giles' one oftwo free

throws with two seconds lefl put the game into the extra

session. But, after three more ties in overtime, George

Washington's Dirkk Surles provided the winning points

on a layup at 1:40.

• Follovdng the 1989-90 season, the Minutemen had

their best appearance A-10 tournament appearance ever,

losing to Temple in the championship game, 53-51. To get

to the finals, the 17-14 Minutemen upset 16-12 West

Virginia, 78-55, and 25-9 Penn State in the semifinals,

64-59.
• If the Minutemen, who have won nine-straight

games, wan the tournament, they will eclipse the UMass

record of 11-straight wins set by the 1975-76 club.

• UMass coachJohn Calipari's A- 10tournament record

is 2-3.

• The A-10 tournament's first three rounds have been

at the Palestra in Philadelphia, Pa. for the last three

years, including this one.

• The Minutemen are shooting for their third tour-

nament title this season. They already won the Great

Alaska Shootout and the Abdow's Hall of Fame Classic.

— BRETT MORRIS
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Nader urges voter revolt
Consumer advocate asks for revival ofdemocracy
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

The American people need to find a way to register a

vote ofno-confidence to candidates in the 1992 Presidential

race and members of the mainstream political structure

to return the United States to its democratic roots,

according to famed consumer activist Ralph Nader.

Although Nader, who spoke before a packed house in

BowkerAuditorium last night, is not a declared candidate

in the Presidential race, he is on the March 10 Massa-

chusetts ballot to support a reform agenda he put forth

early last month in New Hampshire.

The cnix of Nader's agenda for reform is found in the

Concord Principles: An Agenda for a new Initiatory De-

CoUefflmn photo by Jmtt Egui

Ralph Nader

mocracy, released in early February, prior to the New
Hampshire primary.

Nader pointed to what he called the five "power tools"

of voting, a binding none-of-the-above option on the

ballot, a 12-year term limit for legislators, easier voter

registration rules and voluntary public financing of

elections to allow citizens to "register a vote of no-

confidence to politics as usual."

"Unless we keep the heat on, with the quantifiable

resultsofregistering a vote ofno-confidenceand aillrming

the new power tools, [pioliticiansl will take your vote for

granted," Nader said. "Once a politician has your vote,

they will never look back."

Nader said his goal is to help build "civic roots" in the

states where he promotes his reform agenda, noting that

almost no political campaigns leave anything substantive

behind after state primaries. He said a permanent citizen's

action committee has been estabhshed in New Hampshire
as a result of his efforts.

"Presidential candidates manage to go six months

throughout America during a campaign without man-

aging to pick anything up from the American people,"

Nader said. "Candidates simply deliver narrow, brutish,

shallow and frenetic campeugn messages."

Nader criticized the Reagan and Bush administrations

for promoting an ideology of "corporate welfare" and

using taxpayer's money to help promote the interests of

corporations and special interests.

"[The government) promotes and ideology that says if

you're a big business and corrupt enough to head toward

bankruptcy, go to Washington," Nader said. "All the

corporate welfare we have today does is reduce the

incentive among corporate heads to work — what we

need is Svorkfare' for corporations."

Nader criticized Democratic candidate Paul Tsongas,

who he called "Mr. Republican," for his support of the

1982 bank deregulation bill which Nader said he believed

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Tsongas tops
other Dems.
in Mass. race
BOSTON (AP) — Massachusette voters favor

Sen. Paul Tsongas by a large margin over his

Democratic rivals on the eve ofTuesday's presiden-

tial primary, a poll shows.

Sixty-four percent of likely Democratic primary

voters saiid they would vote for Tsongas, a Boston

Globe WBZ-TV poll found. Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton

trailed with 8 percent, followed by former California

Gov. Jerry Brown with 6 percent.

The poll found that Tsongas, who lefl the U.S.

Senate in 1984, is extremely popular with both

registered Democrats and unenrolled voters, who
may vote in either party's primary. Even Republi-

cans gave the self-described pro-business liberal

high marks.

"He is as popular as any politician I've seen in

Massachusetts," said Gerry Chervinsky of KRC
Communications Research , which conducted the

poll.

But even Tsongas supporters question whether

he is electable in November.
When Democratic primary voters were asked,

regardless of whom they personally support, to

choose which Democratic candidate "has the best

chance to win in November," Tsongas slipped to 38

percent and Clinton rose to 26 percent.

A quarter of Tsongas* own voters said Clinton

would be the most electable in the fall.

"While Massachusetts supports its hometown
candidate, voters here still have a question as to

whether Tsongas can win in enough places outside

the region to become president," Chervinsky said.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Student body inactive in presidential primary
By JOSH REYNOLDS
Collegian Staff

Students at the University of Massa-

chusetts, voting in an area with strong

Democratic tendencies, have yet to orga-

nize behind any one candidate. Although

Super Tuesday is tomorrow, only a small

group of Buchanan supporters have been

visible on the UMass campus.

Neil Carpenter, interim president of

the University Democrats, said that the

lack ofstudent activity on campus reflected

the lack of attention candidates have

shown Massachusetts.

"Everyone's blowing offthe state," said

Carpenter. "They've written it off to

Tsongas."

"Typically, what happens on campus is

an outgrowth of what is going on in the

state," said Gerome Mileur, professor of

political science.

"Supporters just don't happen, they

have to be cultivated, that hasn'thappened
this year," he said. "The same thing hap-

pened in Iowa. Harkin was expected to

win it vrith a walk, and he did."

Usually this campus provides, "a

motherload of workers for the New
Hampshire campaign," Mileur said.

Despite a similar lack ofattention paid

to the Massachusetts primary in 1988, the

Dukakis campaign worked very heavily

with students and within the political

science department to get people to help

out in New Hampshire.
This year, the University Democrats

were only able to muster "about 12 people"

to get on the bus and go hold signs in New
Hampshire, said Carpenter. "We can't get

that 'critical mass' needed to generate a

sense of dedication or enthusiasm."
"1 think the primary will be a dull,

boring day, with low turnout, and I don't

think the scene will change until the

general election," said Mileur.

"This isn't anything unusual," said

Michael Morgan, associate communica-

tions professor. "Eighteen- to 30-year-olds

are less politically active than any other

age group," said Morgan. "They don't see

the connection between their lives and the

national political scene. They don't feel

that they have much impact."

"They're more worried aboutwhat their

boyfriend or girlfriend said, and how they

did on a test yesterday," said Morgan.

"The biggest turn-out I remember for any

campus demonstration was perhaps 1 ,000

people, over a change in the alcohol policy

for the dorms," he continued.

Morgan cited the Democratic primary

for state representative as a prime example

of student political inactivity. "Of about

6,000 ebgible student voters, I think less

than 200 turned out. That says something."

Compared with others in their age group,

Morgan said, "I suspect that students are

somewhat more active, but I don't have

any research on that."

Lack ofparticipation in such potentially

powerful group in an election in w'nich

they have so much stake is "astonishing,"

Morgan said.

Though the under-30 crowd does tend

to be less politically active, that's not the

only problem this year, said Mileur, "It's

not apathy to do nothing when there's

nothing going on. The campus reflects the

feeling of the greater community."

Women remember struggles, victories
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

International Women's Day, a day to celebrate women's

accomplishments all over the globe in the past and to

share their hopes for the future, remembers the day of

protest when poor women working in New York City's

garment industry went on strike against squalid working

Photo courtesy of Sport* Information

Jerome Malloy finishes off a drive to the

basket with a layup while two Oklahoma play-

ors look on.

Inside:

Page 3:

Ellen Story gets the nodfrom

Olver, Rosenberg.

Page 5:

Is Tsongas electable? Ask Bob Silverstein.

Page 8:

Lisa Curtis reviews 'Til Tuesday at Pearl

Street.

WEATHER:
Today will be sunny, high in the 50s.

Hailstorms in Florida? Ooooo.

conditions on March 8, 1909.

The day was named by the Socialist Party to honor

working women, according to professor Joyce Berkman
of the University of Massachusetts history department.

President ofthe Progressive Organization for Women's
Rights Gina Gombar told the Collegian last year that

International Women's Day is a time for women to come

together and "celebrate different experiences and cul-

tures."

Berkman was involved in the struggle to establish a

women's studies department at UMass and taught its

first women's history course during the mid-1970s.

The first few courses focused on American and British

women, and were part of a new "reclamation of history

that involved more than the suffrage movement."
"There was a skepticism of the legitimacy of women's

history by a minority ofprofessors within the department

who thought it was a passing fad," she said in an inter-

view with the Collegian.

ButBerkman also said the marginal i zation ofwomen's

history has largely dissipated in the history department

here.

What can a student, particularly a women, discover

from studying women's history?

For Berkman, itwas the discovery "that the categories

of history and generalizations of history. . . are wrong.

The basic categories had to be re-evaluated based on

what we learned from women's history." She cited the
.,,,.„..,, CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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A GOOD REASON TO PARTY— Junior
civil engineering major Deep
Krishnakumar dances at the South Asian
Clubdanceon Fridayni^tin the Bluewall.
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For Your Information
FYIs are public service announcements that run each

Monday. Wednesday, and Friday for campus and local

nonprofit organizations. Due to space constraints, the

Collegian cannot print all FYIs submitted and no an-

nouncement can be repeated.

To submit an FYI. please send a press release with all

pertinen t information to //le Collegian, c / o theNews Editor

FYIs cannot be taken over the phone.

Monday, March 9

Lecture — "Street Gangs in LA." will be discussed

with Leon Bing as part of the Distinguished Visitors

Program. The event will take place from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.

in the Campus Center Auditorium and admission is free.

Reception — A reception for Leon Bing will be held by

the Distinguished Visitors Program from 9:30 p.m. to 11

p m in Campus Center Room 1001-02. Admission is free.

Film — "Women Under Seige" will be held as part of

the STPEC film series at 7:30 p.m. in Herter 601.

Tuesday, March 10

Blood Drive — A blood drive sponsored by the Ameri-

can Red Cross Blood Services will be held in the UMass

Campus Center from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Colleges put lid on tuition rises
BOSTON (AP)— With the economy in a recession and

enrollments dropping, private colleges and universities

are keeping a lid on tuition increases.

After a decade of raising tuition in some years by 10

percent or more, private institutions have been an-

nouncing increases ranging from 2 to 6 percent.

"Everyone's trying to moderate," said Harvard Uni-

versity President Neil L. Rudenstine. "The question is^

how far down can you go, and how long can you sustain it?"

Bermington College in Vermont, one of the most ex-

pensive liberal arts colleges in the nation, increased

prices 2.9 percent this fall, from $23,200 to $23.800 —the

lowest increase in the college's history, the Boston Sun-

day Globe reported.

Wellesley College increased annual charges 4.4 per-

cent, to $22,900. Boston University hiked its price 2.8

percent, to $22,910. In both cases, the increases were the

lowest in two decades.

In the 1980s, parents were led to beheve that the best

education was the most expensive, and colleges pushed

prices up as long as there were enough students to fill

classrooms, observers said.

But now, with a smaller applicant pool, it's a buyers'

market, and many institutions are feeling squeezed fi-

nancially.

Tuition hikes began to level off last year. And may

colleges vow to continue to raise tuition within just a few

point of the rate of inflation, about 3.75 percent.

But as worried as they are about finances, observers

say colleges are even more worried about a backlash from

the pubUc that might be prompted by a hefty tuition hike.

"We have had lots ofquestioning going on at all levels,

and tuition has been one of the most obvious and easiest

things to attack," said Clare Cotton, president of the

Association of Independent Colleges and Universities of

Massachusetts.
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• WRITER'S WORKSHOP •

Learn the basics of writing...

-the lead-

-the first paragraph-

...a news story.

this workshop will feature

George Forcier
Managing Editor of the Greenfield Recorder

7 pm T\iesday room is T.B.A.
-this workshop counts toward stafT status-

TONIGHT
The Distinguished Visitor's Program presents:

Leon Bing

speaking about her best selling

book "Do or Die",

a chronicle of African-American

gang life in Los Angeles

L FREE!
I

Monday, March 9, 1992 Campus Center Auditorium

(SEVENTH ANNUAL

MATH COMPETITION

To be held in Doom 1634 Lederle Graduate Center

March 31. 1992 at 7:30 p.m.

The Competition i<s open to all Freshman and Sophomores

currently enrolled at UMass Amherst. Continuing Education

Students, previous 1st place winners and relatives of

Math/(Stat faculty are not eligible.

$1600 in cash from Electronics Data Systems

$1000 in cash from United Technologies

$400 in cash from the Mathematics/Statistics

Department

SIGN-UP in Doom 1623-D by March 28 and bring I.D. on March 31

FIDST PDIZE::

SECOND PDIZE:

THIDD PDIZE:

OLDER
UMDERGRADS
^ HBP OTHBI STVDBVIS

T> MAKE$$$

1i^ EARN 1 CREDIT

Become An Academic Peer Counselor!

Training Begins Monday, March 30^^

7:30 pm, E-37 Machmer
Call 5-2191 to register

Sponsored by CAOS & CASIAC

Counseling & Advising for Older Students
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GOOD OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING CHEAP
this nice Amherst neighborhood.

CoUeC^mn photo by Jeff Efmn

Maybe your parents would let you live in

^outh Africa's fi

U ofPittsburgh professor says bloodshed possible

By JOE OCONNER
Collegian Staff

To predict turbulent South Africa's future is too much

ofa risk, as it could be a long, bloody phase, according to

a native South African and University of Pittsburgh

professor.

Dennis Brutus, a professor of Black Community

Education at the University of Pittsburgh, said he has

been a freedom-fighter against apartheid, even when he

was exiled to the United States, for 25 years. He spoke at

the New Africa House Thursday night.

The reason for the instabibty in South Africa now," he

said, "is because of the [future) sharing or transfer of

power."

Brutus then outlined a new government being nego-

tiated between the African National Congress and

President F.W. de Klerk, the leader of the South African

government. TheANC suggested "One person equals one

vote.", as well as two legislative houses, like our system.

The apartheid government agreed to the plan, but

only to equal voting in the first house. The second house

of the new government would have its representatives

voted in by "blocks', broken down by ethnic subdivisions."

Brutus said. Furthermore, any one block would have a

veto power "that would effectively paralyze legislation."

He said the ANC and the present apartheid govern-

ment must find a middle ground. The name for the

convention at which these two groups meet is called The

Convention for a Democratic South Africa. He said it has

met twice and is scheduled to do so again at the end of

March.
"Last month, the apartheid government lost a local

election in the small town ofPotchefstroom," Brutus said.

"De Klerk responded by saying he needs a new national

mandate for the apartheid government to be represented

at the next CODESA meeting."

The date for the vote on the mandate is March 17.

Also. Brutus said de Klerk has promised to keep the

secret police and the military in the hands of the apart-

heid regime, "when these two items have been a primary

source of contention in the past."

He described an article in the Wall StreetJournal, which

reported the U.S. Import/Export Bank and the Interna-

tional Monetary Fund have opened relations with South

Africa.

"This shows that previous pressure on South Africa to

end apartheid is gone," Brutus explained.

Brutus said he felt de Klerk would receive permission

to have the government represented at the nextCODESA
meeting, as he threatened to resign otherwise.

"ltwouldbecivilwarifthatoccurred,"Brutus said, since the

ultra-conservative faction would take de Klerk's place, and

impose even worse conditions on the nation'b people.

Story grabs
community
support
By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Democratic candidate Ellen Story received endorse-

ments Saturday from a number of local and statewide

groups, as well as two past state representatives from the

Amherst-Pelham district who have gained higher posi-

tions in state politics.

Story, rurming against Republican Mark Enoch and

Independent Larry J. Kelley for the Third Hampshire

District's state representative seat, announced the en-

dorsements of U.S. Rep. John Olver and state Sen.

Stanley Rosenberg at her headquarters across from the

Amherst Town Common.
Story also announced the endorsements of area state

representatives Carmen Buell, Shannon P. O'Brien,

William P. Nagle, Jr. and House Mjyority Whip Joan

Menard.
"It's time to continue the tradition ofrepresenting this

district from myself to Jim Collins to Stan Rosenberg."

Olver said. "Ellen has a caring for human services and for

the University which has been so deeply hurt."

Olver, who represents the Commonwealth's First

District in the U.S. House ofRepresentatives, noted that

Amherst and Pelham have been without a state repre-

sentative since early last October, when three-term

representative Rosenberg waselected to the state senate.

"I'm looking forward to having Ellen join us (in the

legislature)," Rosenberg said. "I'm carryingamuch heavier

load than I ought to be las the only state legislator fi^m

the area].'

Story was also endorsed at the press conference by the

Pohtical Action Committee of Mass Choice, the Univer-

sity Staff Association, a union which represents 1,200

clerical and technical employees at the University, and

the Massachusetts Gay and Lesbian Political Caucus,

which has just under 300 members in Amherst and

Pelham.
"Rosenberg and Olver have set standards of service in

the House that have served the people of this state and

this district wonderfully well," Story said. They've setan

example for me."
"It's been a long campaign and it's not over yet," Story

said. "But I'm confident that we will win."

Competition for the seat began in earnest last De-

cember, as Democrats Jon Kite and Terry Franklin of

Amherst and Pelham's Norman Page and Story began a

long series of debates and campaigning.

Story beat Hite byjust over 100 votes in the Democratic

primary on Feb. 18 with approximately 1,600 votes.

Enoch ran unopposed in the Republican primary.

Story, who is on leave for her job of 18 years at the

Western Massachusette Family Planning Council, re-

ceived strong praise for her commitment to freedom of

reproductive in a statement by Joyce Cunha, associate

director of Mass Choice PAC.
^qntinuED ON PAGE 4

Cape Verdean alumni
return to remember
By EVELYN A. DE JESUS
Collegian Staff

About 30 Cape Verdean alumni from

the University of Massachusetts, and 50

present UMass students and staff from

the Cape Verdean Student Alliance

gathered at the Cape Verdean Alumni

Dinner Saturday at the Bluewall.

They discussed the purpose ofthe Cape

Verdean Student Alliance, which they said

is to promote and mantain Cape Verdean

culture at UMass and in the Five College

Area. Also, they came to recruit graduat-

ing students and to give book scholarships

to Cape Verdean students.

The opening remarks were made by

Ricardo Townes, associate dean of Aca-

demic Support Services. He offered some

ofthe background and history ofthe Cape

Verdean community at UMass in the 80s.

Townes also praised the Cape Verdean

community saying the community was

distinguished on campus because of its

"common leadership" and organization.

They have regular attendance to the

meetings, their programs are the most

organized and they do very well in school,"

Townes said. They have to be proud ofthe

work that they do. They are certainly the

most organized group on campus."

Paul Barrows, associate dean of

Graduate Studies ofUniversity ofWisconsin

at Madison was the guest speaker. Barrows

explained"what itmeanstobeaCapeVerdean

and the responsabilities we share."

He alsospoke ofhiscollegeyears atUMass,

early in the 70s when there were a lot of

activist movements on campus such as fund-

raising for the Afiican National Congress and

registration trips to Mississippi.

"Despite our community differences,

we came together and supported each

other," Barrows said.

Barrows remembered the struggles

students faced during Cape Verde's pro-

independence movement and fight to

abolish "Portuguese colonialism" in the

70s. He said people who supported the

African Party for the Independence of

Guinea and Cape Verde were pressured

and harassedby the rest ofthecommunity.

We were called everything, we were

called "traitors," "communists," that

caused tension," he said.

He continued to say "we went from

being Portuguese, to Cape Verdeans, we
have our own president and we have our

own country. We come to America and we
are not treated as Portuguese. Aristides

Pereirf
,
president ofthe island symbolized

the same thing [to Cape Verde] as George

Washington to the U.S. when it became

independent."

Photo by Olaf Johnaon

WHERE'S THERE'S SMOKE, THERE'S FIRE — An Amherst

firefighter leaves the Campus Center following a fire alarm on

Thursday.
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Television's commercial
tendencies said harmful
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Commercial American television

distorts the way women, children and
minorities are viewed because it fix-

ates on trying to create programs that

will sell products, said a University of

Massachusetts communications pro-

fessor yesterday.

"Television is ruled by a free market

which rips TV. for profit without pub-

lic interest in mind." said Professor

Justin Lewis who co-authored a book

on audience attitudes toward the Bill

Cosby Show.
Lewis said males are portrayed as

active and aggressive, while females

are seen as passive and nurturing. On
television, males are shown three times

more than women are which suggests

men are more important, Lewis said.

The more T.V. a person watches

the more it reinforces the sexual im-

balances and sexual attitudes in soci-

ety," said Lewis.

American television has the most

violent programs with 50 percent of

their programscontaining violence, said

Lewis. "Television makes it seem like

violence isn't bad and that it is actually

a good way to solve problems."

Michael Morgan, a UMass professor

of communication, said \nolence ap-

pears five to six times an hour on

prime time television and 25 times per

houron children's programs. "Violence

is a cheap and conventional way to sell

programs to other countries because

less dubbing is required," said Morgan.

Lewis said, even though African-

Americans are no longer stereotyped

on television this is not a step forward.

"Now Americans believe there are no

problems with inequalities and there

is no need for affirmative action be-

cause everyone is equal," he said.

Morgan said. "After 20 years of

much change in society, television has

managed to remain culturally re-

strained from these changes."

White middle-class men are seen as

the powerfid and strong while minori-

ties are portrayed as vulnerable, un-

equal to White men and are often the

victims in acts ofviolence, said Morgan.

To combat these problems with tele-

vision, the pubUc must be educated as

to the way the industry is organized

and alternative ways of funding must

be developed, said Morgan.

Lewis said the government should

accept some responsibility for televi-

sion because it is an important part of

the public's life. "The government

should make TV. more diverse and

less pandering, but at the same time

not censor programs." said Lewis.

UMass escapes virus
Michelangelo computer threat fizzles

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

The threat of a renegade computer

virus wiping out 500,000 computer hard

disks across the country last Friday ap-

parently fizzled out.

Named after the lUUan Renaissance

artist, Michelangelo, a powerful computer

virus which was supposed to destroy

thousands of computers on Friday, came

and went with hardly a peep on the highly

computerizedUniversityofMassachusetts

campus.
"I don't know of anyone who found the

Michelangelo virus on campus," said

Charles Lyman, associate director of

computer maintenance and sales at the

University. Friday was the 517th anni-

versary of the birth ofthe master painter.

"I think it wasn't nearly as pervasive

as people thought. It was not a bad situ-

ation," Lyman said.

Although a huge amount of press at-

tention about the virus encouraged many

users to scan for the virus, Lyman said he

knew of only two students whose hard

drives were wiped clean by the stealthy

virus.

A virus like Michelangelo is a self-

repUcating code which spreads through

infected floppy disks and is designed by

computer hackers to trash the hard disk

of a computer.

Art Gaylord, director of University Re-

search Computer Facihties, said the inor-

dinate amount of press attention the virus

received spurred users to take precautions.

"It got an awful lot of press but it woke

a lot ofpeople up,"Gaylord said. He was not

aware ofany terminals incomputer science

which were injured by the computer killer.

Scott Rogala, a sophomore undecided

major and a user of the University's

computer network, said many messages

on the network anticipated the virus and

encouraged users to reset the computer's

internal clock and scan for the virus using

special software.

"But ifyou have any clue ofwhat you're

doing, you're going to find [the virusj,"

Rogala said.

Lyman said computers today are more

vulnerable than in the past since they talk to

each other through extensive networits via

modems— an easy way to infect one another.

Some computer speciaUsts say there

are about 1 ,000computer virusescurrently

circulating and new viruses are being

designed at the rate of two per day.

Why do people design such programs?

"It is something people do just to do it,"

Lyman said. And according to Gaylord,

some create the viruses "for the challenge

of it."

The number of viruses created each

year has skyrocketed in the last few years,

according to the Computer Security Asso-

ciation.

While in 1986, there were only three

viruses unleashed on the populace, 1,026

were designed in 1991.

Nader
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

led largely to the Saving and Loan Crisis. The crisis is

expected to cost the American public an estimated $1.3

triUion dollars.

Nader said these are examples of the way in which

American poUtics has gone contrary toThomas Jefferson's

sUtement that "the function of representative govern-

ment is to counteract that excesses of the monied inter-

ests."

Nader said it is necessary to deliver a "dvic c\imcu-

lum" to foster an understanding ofdemocracy and demo-

cratic values among young people. He said the current

educational system consists largely of "memorization,

regurgitation and vegetation."

"No matter issue what your concern is. unless we

develop democratic values in our schools, we will not

have the levers to put reforms into place," Nader said.

The way to fulfillment ofhuman beings is not in being a

bystander, but in taking their civic time in welding the

best society they can envision."

International Women's Day
CONTINUED FROM PAGE )

common historical myth that the 19th century saw a

steady improvement in medical care of Americans.

Students of women's history discovered that female

and infant mortality stayed the same during the century

— and that women who were healers and midwives were

"systematically pvirged. All this had been erased and

obscured. . . ignoring women's Uves."

What role does this study of women serve for histori-

ans?
Berkman explained that "one central contribution of

women's history is the role of problematizing gender.

The discipline added to the underscoring ofthe historical

context in which people gain selfliood [as well asl the

construction of difference which is historically created."

For Berkman. a course in women's history does not

simply tell you what other women did. One can gain ".

.a sense of possibility. By having your past denied to you.

you suffer from a form of amnesia."

"But the daily struggle ofwomen to resist second class

status — to deal with exploitation and marginalization

— is an extraordinary record."

She noted in particular the struggles ofAfrican-Ameri-

can and Native American women as "an inspiring record

ofhuman possibilities for women and men. We don't know

the human depths of resilience and creativity."

Through the study ofwomen, both famous and anony-

mous. Berkman said we can learn "the dynamics of

power, and how these jwwer relationships are gendered,

providing us with a framework in our daily bves."

She asks, where is there another course in which men

are going to study "how they as men define things?"

Berkman points out, "men are also victimized by patri-

archal assumptions and rigid definitions ofmasculinity."

At the University, studenU are fortunate to have a

sizable number of faculty members with concentrations

in women's history.

These range from Yvonne Haddad and Mary Wilson

(Middle Eastern women's history) to Joye Bowman (Af-

rican woman's history) to Kathy Peisse (American

women's history).

However, Berkman also notes that there are notice-

able gaps in areas of women's history at UMass, such as

Asian women or Latin American women.

Joyce Berkman's words convey both her passion for

her field and the sincerity of her belief in women's

potential. For her, history is not just a topic, but a

challenge.
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KICKING SOME IDEAS AROUND —
Matt Evans and Jose Acevedo enjoy a
possible change in the seasons while do-
ing the hackeysack thing.
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The Distinguished Visitor's Program presents:

"A Message From Chuck D"
Wednesday, April 1, 1992, F.A.C.

FREE UMass Student Tickets
available with I.D. TODAY, Monday,
March 9, 1 992 at the FAC box office

limit 4 per person

i

$2 General Admission tickets available

I Monday March 16

I
UMass I.D/s will be checked at the door'
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He's obnoxious, but I love him
Let me just say that if I were 21 years

old, the first thing I'd do would be to buy

Michael Morrissey a beer.

It's not that I agree with his somewhat

ignorant ideas concerning the Mexican

border; I don't. However, I do love what

he's doing — he's writing editorials that

evoke some sort of response from people.

Sure, his opinions can't be taken seriously

by most rational, thinking humans, but

my guess is that Morrissey knows this, and

1 think it's kind of funny. I mean, at least

he's not writing about dumb topics such as

"Why boxer shorts are sexier than briefs'

or 'How much I love my Grandma' (yes.

Collegian columnists have written on these

topics.)

As I've already said, perhaps

Morrissey's opinions are pretty ignorant

and offensive, but at least he's attempting

to touch upon a controversial topic, even if

he doesn't go about it in an effective way.

Mary Ellen Jardin
Orchard HiU

A presidential election will be held this

November. During this crucial time, every

American citizen must examine the status

ofour country. What are our values? Where
is our money being spent? What is our

position internationally with resf>ect to

trade and politics? Once we complete our

assessment of the nation, we must then

decide what the major concerns will be over

the next several years. Is our envirorunent

dying? Are we losing to the Japanese in

industry? Are homeless people going to

remain homeless? Will we continue to ex-

cessively fund the defense program?

Bob Silverstein

It is the duty of each presidential can-

didate to address these issues and to pro-

pose realistic measures to achieve our

nations goals. Instead, the central issue

surrounding the campaigns thus far has

been "electability ." It is sad that electability

can be a driving force in the election pro-

cess. This is a reflection of a nation which

bases its decisions on whim, ethnic pref-

erence or other superficial issues. It is

saddening that a candidate like Paul

Tsongas may fare poorly because he's a

Greek from Boston. Tsongas is telling

Americans that we can get back on our

feet but it isn't going to be easy and every-

body is going to have to give up something.

America is a country obsessed with

"plenty". Whenever times are tight, and

we are asked to pay a little more, each of

us cries, "Why me? Why not tax the other

guy?"The wealthy complain that too much
is spent on Welfare, and the poor say that

we should tax the rich. We consistently

blame others as we continue to proceed

down a path which benefits no one.

The Democratic party presently faces

its biggest chance since 1976, whenJimmy
Carter was elected. The country is ripe for

change. What the party needs, however, is

unity and a no-frills candidate. While

Harkin, Kerrey and Clinton seem to be

concerned primarily about 'Ijeing elected",

Tsongas and Brown may be the two with

a real message. It is a foregone fact that

Jerry Brown's message is far too left for

our covmtry to receive, but it is the fact

that he is running for America's future,

not for a presidential nomination that

makes his candidacy noteworthy.

The problem with the Democratic party

right now is that too many candidates

hanging on too long will damage the cred-

ibility of the party. If the candidates con-

tinue negative campaigning we will be left

with no clear forerunner when the con-

vention arrives. It is obvious that each

candidate will do well in their own region,

but which one will do well in their own
region, but which one has the solution to

our nation's folly?

The Republican party, with its 12 years

of power, has become a hard habit to

break. It seems that the American voting

philosophy has been, "when in doubt, stay

with the known evil." Republicans win

partly because many of the voters most

likely to oppose them aren't even regis-

tered.

I must admit that even I was pleased

with President Bush during the GulfWar.

But as time has passed, I have come to

reaUze that Bush has no other bargaining

point in his bid for re-election. When Bush
said, "READ MY LIPS — NO NEW
TAXES" in 1988, America dismissed his

previous "wimp" image and believed that

he would stand tough against congress.

With that statement falsified, and the

nation spiralling downward in recession,

there really is no statement Bush can

make about his previous four years other

than,"Remember the Gulf War."

Pat Buchanan may ironically play a

pivotal role in this election. Although non-

threatening asafinal candidate, Buchanan

presents a constant negative image of

Bush and also offers a protest choice for

anti-Bush repubUcans. Bush, currently

far behind in campaigning, may be forced

to devote a substantial effort into dis-

crediting Buchanan's remarks.

The only issue which is crystal clear in

1992 is that America is in dire need of

change. Unlike Reagan'scampaign in 1984,

which asked, "Are you better off than you

were four years ago?". Bush may be obliged

to ask, "Can you survive another four

years?" The non-incumbent candidates in

this election are all proposing change. The
question is which one is offenng the most

realistic and well-rounded plan, and im-

fortunately. . .who is electable. The March

3 and 10 "Super Tuesday" primaries will

give several mtyor states, including Mas-

sachusetts, an opportunity to voice our

requests for new leadership and will

hopefully focus the efforts ofthe Democratic

party toward a victory in November.

Bob Silverstein is a UMass student.

Racism rages in the Cage, across the entire University
Saturday nights at the [Curry Hicks) Cage usually

provide the college basketball fan with an exciting

escape from the rest of the University. I usually leave

Curry Hicks having screamed for the players, having

laughed at the officials and generally in good spirits

after witnessing yet another debacle perpetrated by

the UMass Minutemen. However, on Saturday, Feb.

22, I left the cage in a rage, having endured yet

another racist experience on this campus.

For all ofyou not present, and for those who did not

notice, there was a Black referee working the game that

night. While this is not such a profound development,

the comment of a nearby fan was deeply disturbing.

Following a terrible call by the Black official, this fan

leaned forward and deviously suggested to his finend

that we, the fans, should "lynch that nigger."

Being a Jew on campus has opened me up to a wide

variety of anti-Semitism, yet simultaneously I have

eryoyed the benefit of countless racist comments to-

wards African-American students. As a white student,

many racists feel that it is acceptable forthem to share

their hatred for Black Americans with me, especially

since other White students rarely correct this mis-

guided notion by confronting racists. While I normally

would have educated this bigot, I did not feel that the

Cage was the proper place to explain the finer points

ofrace relations to this redneck whooutweighed me by

a good 50 pounds. Hence the appearance ofthis article.

The irony of this entire situation lay in the fact that

this racist was calling the official a "nigger", as well as

offering to lynch the man, while cheering on, for the most

part, an all Black basketball team. This is not atypical of

racism, as bigots often feel that there are "good negros"

(the basketball players) and then there are the "bad

niggers", meaning all those Blacks doing something that

doesn't agree with the redneck.

Steven Sparling

A recent survey revealed that over 60 percent ofJews

on campus had experienced some sort of anti-Semitism

at UMass. More alarming was the fact that many ofthese

Jews felt that non-Jews would not aid them in the event

ofan anti-Semitic act. This fear oflonelinesswas reflected

in studies of other minority campus groups and demon-

strates a failure on the part of the campus communities

to support each other.

It is rather unimportant thatwe agree with each other

on our political agendas, but it is crucial that we do not

impede the progress of others' fights against prejudice.

We must cease our comparing of oppressions, for no

group has it worse offthan another, and begin to focus our

energies against the fascist forces within America.

We must come to accept that minorities have unique

differences and work toward educating ourselves on the

conflicts of other peoples. Education is the primary

way in which we can build respect for another person's

struggle, and it is this knowledge which will enable us

to dismantle the prejudices which have built up in our

own communities as well as in others. This mutual

respect will serve as the first step in directing our

energy against the power structure and away from

each other.

It has been encouraging to see the recent letters

defying 200 foot walls of fascism and petitions disas-

sociating dorms from racial graffiti. However, we
cannot simply clean our consciences and wait until

the next incident arrives. We must attack the racism,

anti-Semitism, homophobia and all other oppressions

through the co-educational programs and by con-

fronting prejudices in ourowncommunities and homes.

It is not only the right thing to do, but it is also in our

own best interest.

As Martin Niemoellet, the German pastor who
spent eight years in a Nazi concentration camp,

reminds us, "When they came for the Communists, I

didn't speak up because I wasn't a Communist. When
they came for the Jews, I didn't speak up because I

wasn't a Jew. Then they came for the Catholics, and

I didn't speak up because I wasn't a Catholic. . . Then
they came for me, and by that time there was no one

left to speak up."

Steven Sparling is a UMass student

Chainsmoker, why not transfer to a school that you can be proud of?
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In response to the editorial titled

"Chainsmoker with an offer," by Chris J.

Petropoulos, we, the tour guides at UMass,

feel compelled to respond.

Why did you feel it necessary to write

such an editorial?Doyouenjoy goingaround

campus, making the University look unfa-

vorable to visiting prospective students?

There are many reasons for conducting

tours. It gives us the opportunity to show
prospective students some of what the

University has to offer. BDIC, Honors

Program, athletics and the wide variety of

mtgors offered here make the University

the successful educational institution it is

today.

University tour guides are trained to

give tours for prospective students. Tours

are giwen twice a day, seven days a week,

year-roimd. Although giving tours is made
much more challenging by student heck-

lers such as yourself, we take pride in our

school and wish to share our experience

with others. This is supported by profes-

sors and local community members who,

despite economic hardship, still remain

loyal to the University's mission and its

student body.

We feel that if you are unhappy with

the quality ofthe education that is offered

here, you may want to spend your time by

researching potential schools which could

better suit your needs.

Brenna Autrey
University Tour Guide

Seven other tour guides signed this letter
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GOP negative campaigning
giving Tsongas nightmares
By CECI CONNOLLY
Associated Press

BOSTON — Some Democrats still

have nightmares from 1988: Boston

police endorsing George Bush, Willie

Horton ads, and Michael Dukakis

barely flinching when asked what he'd

do if his wife was raped.

Judging from his behavior, presi-

dential contender Paul Tsongas has

been tossing and turning over the same

nightmares.

All of the Democrats portray them-

selves as tough leaders who won't take

attacks wittingly. But for Tsongas in

particular, who shares obvious traits

w^th Dukakis and once suffered from

cancer, the need is perhaps greatest.

"It would be impossible to under-

state how badly it hurt Dukakis," said

Norman Omstein, an analyst at the

American Enterprise Institute. "For

Tsongas, being a Greek from Massa-

chusetts means he has to work even

harder to make sure nobody mistakes

him for Dukakis."

Betty Taymour, a Democratic Na-

tional Committee member and politi-

cal scientist at Boston College, said

Tsongas must combat fears he is not

physically fit. "He cannot look weak."

Even Dukakis agreed he "did a lousy

job" of responding to Bush's blistering

attacks. Bush embarrassed Dukakis in

his home state with the poUce endorse-

ment and capitalized on pubUcity sur-

rounding Horton, a convicted murderer

who raped a woman while on furlough.

"Whoever the nominee is, they bet-

ter be ready for the attack campaign,"

Dukakis said in a phone interview.

"Forewarned is to be forearmed."

So Tsongas, who stayed out of the

fray for months, is delivering what he

calls a counterpunch.

"The fact is the campaign has be-

come too nasty," he said in Boston last

week, "I had to demonstrate I could do

the same thing they do."

In a televised debate in Denver,

Gov. Bill Clinton accused Tsongas of

planning to build "hundreds more"

nuclear power plants."

That is a lie, that is a lie, that is a

lie," Tsongas retorted in a slow, deep,

deliberate voice.

In campaign stops afterward,

Tsongas noted he refrained from

criticizing Clinton during

vmsubstantiated reports of womaniz-

ing and draft dodging.

"I did not say a word about Bill

CUnton during his troubles." 1 songas

said. "I thought there would be better

behavior on his part."

poll
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Massachusetts is the third biggest prize

in the soK:alled Super Tuesday primaries.

For the Democrats, 96 delegates are at

stake, just behind Texas and Florida.

Republicans will send 38 delegates from

the state to their convention.

Sixty-nine percent of Republicans who

expect to vote on Tuesday supported

President Bush, compared with 16 percent

who said they support GOP challenger

Patrick Buchanan. Thirteen percent were

undecided, and 1 percent backed former

Ku Klux Klansman David Duke.

However, only 51 percentofRepublican

voters said they would vote for Bush be-

cause he "deserved re-nomination." Three

in 10 voters said they wished there were

other GOP alternatives.

The poll was conducted Wednesday and
Thursday among 800 people likely to vote

in the primary.

Story
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

"Ellen Story understands the impor-

tance ofprotecting the right ofevery in the

state to choose a safe and legal abortion,"

Cunha said. "The right to choose itself is

at stake in this special election— because

we can longer rely on the the Supreme

Court, we must look to our state legisla-

tors to protect this most basic and funda-

mental rights."

We're Heading

InAmole
New Direction.

See The Totally New Friendly' s At Russell Street, Rte, 9, Hadley.

A sparkling new look. Tasteful additions to our menu.

And a renewed commitment to serving you faster and friendlier

^^^Welcome to a whole new Friendly ^s.

QjpuendSy's Like You've Never Seen Us Before. • C\a%se% Da\\y

• Certified Instructors

• Suspended Wood Floor

Areas Largest Room

AMHIKST Aim UK
tllB

160 West St

S«i Ainh»r>t. 256-0080

Wt>-^
^ro'*^''

• Same Day Service

• Billed Directly

To Insurance Company
• Windshields Replaced

North Arriierst

I
Motors

I Ma(or North AmiMTit, MA

h'^A^. 549-2880

\^ Camion nepeir C«ntor

Western Skillet

Breakfast
With The Purchase ()f

Any Skillet Breakfast
At Regular Price.

Ths couDor cannot be useo wlt^ any ott«»

discount 01 o'D'™)tionai offef 'ta* addi-

tional wtiere apphcabte Only one coupon

oei Item pef visit Not available tor carry-

out Available dunng regular breakfast

hour*, only

OPriSfXfWa MARCH 22, 1W2

59IH

Clsissic

Bacon Cheeseburger
When You Purchase .\ny

Other Classic Burger

At Regular Price.

Ttw coupo" can"Oi be used with any oth«f

discount or promotional offer 'Tax

adriitional wlteie applicable Only one

coupon per item per visit Not available

for carry-out

OFFER EXPIRES MAROI 22. INZ

Frozen Yogurt

Double Topper-
Sundae

When You Purchase Any

Other Double Tbpper'' Sundae

At Regular Price.

The coupon cannot be used with any other

discount or promotional offer 'Tai addi-

tional wlwre applicable Omy one coupon per

Item per visit Not availatjie tor carry-out

I EXPIRES MARCH 22. 1M2

69IH

Original Sundae
|

When You Purchase Anv

Dinner Platter At
'

I

Regular Price.

This coupon cannot be used with any othei I

discount or promotional offer 'Tan

additional where applicable Only one I

coupon per item per visit Not available I

lor carry-out I

OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 22, 1992
'

^^^ 65IH
I

et, Rte 9, HadleyRusisell Street,

f^howtimes:
Fn, Sun,

One Show Only at 7:00pm

Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7;00pm

Adults $4.00

Student w/valid I.D. &

Senior Citizens $3.00
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Delegates golden in primary
Bay State has 96 Dem., 38 Rep. seats
By CECI CONNOLLY
Associated Press

BOSTON — In presidential sweep-

stakes, winning truly isn't everything.

Sometimes close is enough.

"The campaigns must remember there

are resdly two competitions," said Ann
Lewis, former political director of the

Democratic National Committee. "One is

for press and pubUc attention; the second

parallel competition is for the delegates."

And in this week's Super Tuesday pri-

mary, Massachusetts will play a signifi-

cant role in the delegate race. Bay State

Republicans will determine which candi-

date receives 38 delegates up for grabs,

while democratic voters will app>ortion 96.

Enen though the delegate process is

computed by mathematical formulas, it's

hardly simple math.

Sen. Tom Harkin, for example, led the

delegate count in late February, even

though he trailed in every other measure.

That's because Harkin collected 40 of

Iowa's 57 delegates. Former Massachu-

setts Sen. Paul Tsongas, credited with a

more significant electoral win in New
Hampshire, nevertheless receivedjust 10

out of that state's 24 delegates.

Arkansas Gov. Bill CUnton, who has

just one victory under his belt, leads

Tsongas in delegates 116-107, and 82

members of the Democratic National

Committe say they support Clinton.

Large states like California, Illinois

and Massachusetts take on greater im-

portance notbecause their voters are more

adept at choosing presidents, but because

they boast hundreds ofdelegates.A candi-

date can easily win dozens of tiny states

and still trail in the delegates.

On the democratic side, a presidential

candidate needs at least 15 percent of the

vote in a congressional district to quaUfy

for delegates.

Republican contenders need a mere

2.631 percent in each district, said party

spokesman Alan Safran.

"It's done on a strict percentage basis,

so eveiy vote counts," he said, noting 2 .630

percent isn't enough to secure a delegate.

Here's how the process works in Mas-

sachusetts:

After all the votes have been counted

Tuesday, party officialscomputehow many

delgates each candidate has earned. The

Democratic Party also insists the delegates

be equally divided by gender and include

an ethnic mix.

This spring, wanna-be delegates will

compete at caucuses around the state.

Any registered voter may participate.

Once the delegates arrive at the Na-

tional conventions this svmimer, both par-

ties expect them to support their candi-

dates on the first ballot, but that doesn't

always happen.

AP photo

NASHVILLE, Tenn.— Democratic presidential candidate Paul

Tsongas holds the hand of Justin Moose, 3, during a prayer

Sunday morning at the Jefferson Street missionary Baptist

Church.

MMMIMMINMIMMIMIM^^

P0©
FUNK • HI/LOW • STFJ>

Classes Dailv

Certified Instructors

Suspended Wood Floor

Areas Largest Room

/VMHLRSr AIHllIIC
CllB

16() West St

So. Amherst. 2.S6 0080

RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
On* RoctiaWtar Plua
HmmYaKHy KXSO
Phona(21?)5ai-3040

Mail «ils Ml for SpMial
SludMit/TMClMr Tariff.

a NCNTAL a LlAtC O FUNCMASf

Area's Largest Aerobic Floor

BY THE

IDLA AFAA

DONNA KELLEY
ACSM Cefiitie<J ^^

FUNK • LOW IMPACT • STEP

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLll • 460 WEST ST.. • SO. AMHERST • 256-0080

DY'S PERFEC |»
LOCATION: Rl. 9, Hadley • Between Super Stop N Shop & Uquors 44

STORE HOURS; Men.. Tues , Wed., Sat., 10-6 • Thurs., Fn.. 10-9 • Sun., 12-6

Mew Spring & Summer
Merchandise for Ladies & iVien

40%-
FROM

LADIES & MEM'S
WOVEN & DEMIM

SHORTS

$12.99

LADIES
SKIRTS

LADIES &
MEN'S
JEANS

$14.99
$30-$42

LADIES & MEM'S
KNIT TOPS

80% OFF MERCHANDISE
THE LEADING SPECIALTY
IN THE UNITED STATES!!!

far
Spring
I3r^€€h

hrc€iih far

NOBODY'S PERFEC }»

SAVE 40%-80%

If S PeRPEV ^^ Mot Even the best known specialty & department stores in the U.S.

They make mistakes too... Thats when our buyers take advantage and
(413) 256-8686 pgjj the savings on to you!

stop N Shop Plaza

Hadley • Rt 9 (Between Super Slop N Shop and

Uquors 44)
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Arts & Living
Til Tuesday's beautiful voices carry fans away
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Til Tuesday
Pearl St. Nightclub
March 6, 1992

Til Tuesday's tremendous set was far

more luminous than the neon cityscape

they faced upstairs in Pearl St. on Friday.

The floor was packed with the appre-

ciative 21-and-up crowd, who managed to

bring Aimee Mann, the lead singer, and

the group out for three encores.

Mann popped out onto the floor in a

simple black shirt, tinted glasses and her

bobbed blonde hair which gave her a ma-

ture New York City chic, a bit different

from her earlier punkier days.

Her beautifully twangy, familiar voice

really began to warm up with "Telescope"

the song she had written with Elvis

Costello.

Mann even managed to throw around a

joke or two. "How many members of U2
does it take to screw in a lightbulb? One.

Bono holds up the bulb and the rest of the

world revolves around him."

Their new song, "Put Me on Top," (Tou
guessed what it's about." smiles Mann)
impressed with its energy, a nice back

bone to the band's generally mellow tone.

As for that question that is on everyone's

mind, "When's the next album?" Mann
replied, "No one has any idea when or

where or on what label it will come out on."

"Everything's Different Now," the song

written by Jules Shear with Matthew
Sweet, turned the audience into a swaying

ocean of heads, roUing to the soothing

melody.

Another highUght of the performance

was"Angels," whereMann, easily the most

energetic member of the group, really

began to rock.

This is the first time that I have.

rocked' adnutted Mann, commenting on

the electric guitar she was playing.

Her buoyant sense of humor would

shine through in her teasing of the other

band members. This is where 1 humiliate

him and make him dance," Mann said of

the lead guitar player. The two then did a

few cute synchronized dips with their

guitars and made the audience giggle.

There was also an impetuous "Happy

Birthday" sung to one of the stage hands,

Brendan. "Even if you think we suck,"

sang Mann.
The moment I half dreaded and half

anticipated, the performance of that very

overplayed, immensely popular song

"Voices Carry" finally came.

The band mercifully "changed it up"

and produced an incredible rendition

pumped up with tons of bass.

Remember those words?"He wants me/

butonly part ofthe time. He wants me/but
only if he can keep me in line."

Til Tuesday's lyrics, though often

bordering on the morbid, seem to be able

to touch that deep sentimental chord in all

of us. It goes a bit deeper than the current

rage, Right Said Fred's "I'm too sexy for

this song."

During the Big Finale, Aimee and the

group invited all of the people in the au-

dience that had been requesting the song,

"Love in a Vaccuum" to come onto the

stage.

The stage was instantly packed with

their glowing faces and the whole bunch of

them sang back up for the band.

As Til Tuesday walked off the stage

with their Rolling Rocks in hand the au-

dience roared its appreciation. Before she

left;, the terminally pohte Mann, who
thanked the audience after every single

song, apologized for inadvertently spitting

on the front line of the crowd.

The band seems to have been in hi-

bernation since their last album. Marm
decUned an interview because she said

there was "nothing to talk about." It seems

that there is at least new material in the

works, however.

In 1982, the band was born. In 1984 the

band won first place in WBCN's annual

"Rock and Roll Rumble." which led to their

Epic signing which ended with the mak-

ing of their last album, Everything's Dif-

ferent Now.
The band won MTVs "Best new Artist

Award" in 1985 with the release of their

gold album. Voices Carry. Til Tuesday's

influencescan be tracedback to mid-Sixties

folk rock.

The opening band, apparently an off-

shoot of the original band, sounded re-

markably like Til Tuesday which wasn't

surprising since about three-quarters of

Til Tuesday was in it.

Pteto by Laura RoMicnol

Til Tuesday's Michael Hausman and Aimee Mann

Funny As You Like It reaches modern audience
By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

The signs have been cropping up all over campus— "I

luv Ro7." written gracelessly in black paint, and affixed

to buildings, telephone poles, and elevator doors. These

somewhat inept declarations are attributable, indirectly,

to an amorous Enghshman of the fifteenth century.

He is Orlando, the main character ofAs You Like It,

and his signs lead back to Hampshire College's Red Barn

Theatre— where a promising new production is about to

begin performances.

AsYou Like It is classic Shakespearian comedy, replete

with cross dressing and wordplay, but under the direc-

tion of Christopher Werler it has been given a newer,

contemporary slant.

"It's not a question of reproducing the way it was,"

explains Werler, dismissing a purely historical approach

as ineffective in reaching a modem audience. "We are

searching the text, to find what has meaning for us today."

Among the play's broadest issues are the male domi-

nation of society, and the restrictions ofclass, but Werler

is not interested in making the play a loud political

statement. Rather, he hopes to make the cast relate

simply to basic human situations — reasoning that if

they understand all they are doing, they will be able to

share that understanding with their audience. Much of

Werler's concept involves the interaction between actors

and audience— something made much easier by the

intimate nature of the Red Barn Theatre.

Certainly, the cast should match it's audience in

diversity. A sixteen-strong group, they represent all five

colleges (as well as a local high school) and range in ages

fi:x)m the mid-teens to the mid-thirties.

That one of the performers is a trained circus clown

helps to show that Werler has not lost sight of the most

important fact of all— "As You Like It" is a comedy, and

the people in it are comic characters. Among the play's

populace: Orlando, a strapping wrestler with a soft spot

for a princess and an affinity for romantic graffiti;

Rosalind and Celia, two disenfranchised princesses who
embark on a forest odyssey like an Elizabethan Thelma

and Louise; and Touchstone, the obligatory wisecrack-

ing clown.

"This isn't real Ufe," says Werler, "it's a suggestion of

what real hfe might be like. . . It's all the funny and

exciting moments in life, compiled into two hours."

"As You Like It" was compiled by a master, and

adapted to a new understanding in modern times. Get

your tickets while they last.

As You Like It is beingperformedfrom March 10-13 at

the Red Barn Theatre, Hampshire College. Tickets are

availablefrom the UMassFACBox Office, theHampshire

College Store, or at the door.

"Should I quit my job
and write for the

Collegian?'
• • *

"Is it just me, or is

masturbation better than
sex?"
• * *

"Am I a bad person
because I never laugh at

the Zippy cartoon?"

The Collegian would never leave

you hanging...

Dr. Sage Guru has
all tne answers.

Send your questions to Dr. Sage
Guru at the Arts Desk, 113

Campus Center.

Dino Jr. gives ferocious, flailing set
By ALYSSA MARCHESE
Collegian Correspondent

Dinosaur, Jr.

Vertex
March 4, 1992

Dinosaur Jr. took the stage at the Ver-

tex shortly after 1 1 p.m. Wednesday night,

and within minutes, the coralled-offdance
floor undulated with stage-diving, pogo-

ing masses of disaffected youth. The soci-

ologists and spies of popular culture omi-

nously call them the "TC generation;" apa-

thetic, confused and cynical. Since the

inception ofDino Jr. , J. Mascishasemerged

as one of several high priests of hip, by

providing a guiding light through the 90s.

The rolling ofthe ball toward canoniza-

tion in the Church of the Rock Star Icon

began in 1985 with their debut album,

Dinosaur. A small supernova of a record,

it garnered a series ofheavy comparisons,

induced by its virtual painter's palette of

rock and roll's subtly shaded hues.

Mascis' languidly anguished vocals are

most conunonly compared to Neil Young;

the raucously layered guitars evoke Sonic

Youth or the Meat Puppets.

Its been five months since Dinosaur Jr.

graced the stage of a local venue, not

counting a few random sittings of Mascis
record-browsing downtown.

Their gig with clamorous compatriots

Gobblehoofin the Student Union Ballroom
last October left the crowd sweaty and
sated and deliriously deaf and dizzy with
love and worship for the homegfrown
masters ofmelodic rock; lead vocalist and
guitarist Mascis, drummer Murph and
recently recruited bassist Mike Johnson.

Equal in resplendence, last night's show
stared and ended with a mighty roar,

never lapsing in it's ferocity. Although the

band's repertoire neglected its brilliant

first album, the show stood as a virtual

jewel-mine, as Mascis summoned up gem
after gem with a laconic jerk of his guitar

neck. Collectively, they rode the crowd
through a raw, flailing 60 minute set.

Highlights included their warped and
wacky cover off the Cure's "Just Like
Heaven," filled with more angst than
Robert Smith could muster up in a lifetime.

"Whatevers Cool With Me," "Blowin* It,"

and The Lung" joyously crutched along,

as the guitar-drenched fans headbanged
and hairtossed in pure rapture. Like an
unpolished diamond. Dinosaur Jr. rocked

raggedly, but sparkled brightlyjustthe same.
Gobblehoof opened the show, offering

up a descent into heavy metal hell. Lead
singer Charlie Nakajima exhibited his

Satanic stage presence and golden throat,

leaving no note unsung in their extremely
tight and impressive 50-minute set.

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

PIP YOU SAY MY
600P.

Be INH/1,H/1.H/I.'

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
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"Oh my God! It's Yvonn«!'

Quote of the Day
"I know what I wish Ralph Nader would investi-

gate next. Marriage. It's not safe—it's not safe at all"

- Jean Kerr

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By lEANE DIXON

WILMINGTON By M.K. ANDERSON
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By BARRY DEUTSCH
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ARIIS (March 21 -April 19):

f inding ihe righi words i«ay be dirfi-

cult today Let your muginatioo ilow.

Makinjjccflaindi)ine<Jic adjusimenis

will iniprove a close relationship.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): You

have a clear path to success r>ow.

Guard against flashy behavior. Let

VIPsknow that you respet t their view*

and they will gladly Rive yours a

hearing Resist issuing an ultirnalum.

GEMINI (May 2 1 jun- 20): It may

be dillicutt to hariTwnize w ith higher-

ups this mofning. Avoid a direct coo-

troniadon cm your image will suMer

Work conditions improve when yoo

show team spirit

CANCER dune 2 1 July 22): Use

your powers ot persuasion to win

prot>le over to your way ot thinking.

You need to be sharp, l)ut not over-

powering A real iKeakthrough is

possible where a creative endeavor is

ccxKerned.

liOduly 23-Aog. 22): Welcome

a chance to break tree from recent

financial restricliort». Your accom-

plishments are impreisive. Focus on

making iniluetial new contacts. Per-

fect your sales lechnKjues.

VIRGO (Aug 2J-Sept i2): You

ou;;^ii<)lell invigorated and confident

once you view a perplexing situation

from a distance Work out a solution

with your asscx-iaies. Acommonsense

appoach will win you new admirers.

LIBtA (Sept. 21-Oct. 22): Too

much fixjling aroundon the jobcould

land ytHJ rn trouble. You rruy have to

play laich-up and patch-up later this

attemoon. A new relationship will

keep you on your toes.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov. 2U:

Making an intelligent corKession will

improve a relationship, Yoo can

change ycxjr mind wiihcxjt compro-

mising yo"r high standards Co-

workers will be more cooperative.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec.

21 ): Yoo are a rtickler <<x detail, un-

willing to leave anything to chance.

Keeping someone in the dark about

your plans could lead to a sertou*

misunderstanding. Take key people

into your confiderKe.

CA«MCORN(Oec. 22-)an 19):

Open new lines ot commonicatioo

with a partner. Do not let a personality

conflict interfere with progress at

worti. Tackling certain protects on

your own will prove therapeutic

AQUARIUS dan. 20-Feb 18):

Speak up It you feel yrxir territorial

rights are being violated Establishing

firm guidelines will make you (eel

more secure.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Yoo

come lo grips with a problem not o<

your own making. Make it your

business you clear up a confusir»g

situation Ronwnce smiles on you

tonight Dress up if going out

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN
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Today's Staff

Night Editor
Gayle Long

Ccjy Editor
Mar<-E''0«

PhotoTechnician i^}^^
Production Supervisor

Seth Kaye

Production
Brad Hutchison

Traci Ann DiSalvatore

J

Menu

Alasj there is no menu
today.

ACROSS
1 (jr<»ly

SSocial
•ppo*nlrT<#nt

9 An Allen

U Tibetan pnesi

t5 Liler«ry Lamt)

16 Bnrlly

1/ - and
ThonwTwn

18 FMy s brothar

19 Ditcnmanalion

?0 P»ctiy<term

22 Novatisl

23 First rate

24\Mng9
25 Tap

28 Gittwrt a
SuHivan

pffxJoclion

32 Whs concetned

atKMil

33 Prudent

34 C'lticize

35 Mirrvcs

36 Map
37 Spanish painlar

Joan
38 Beaux
39Corw:lse

40 Moie rational

41 Dehut

43 Vouch
44 — line

45 Coagulate
46 Merchant
49 WalertaH

53 F'ofida city

54 Cupola

55 Put-m-Bay s

laKs

56 Wanderer
57 Baltic feeder

58, Fill to excess

59 SOS. tor one

60 Congers
61 Chect<

DOWN
1 Sad
2 NotJteman

3 French friend

4 Riots

SPDur

6 Unescorted
7 - at

8 Otne
9Ria
10 Precisely

11 Oulel'

12 Concerning

13 —^kytt*»
21 Rotjm -
22 Warn
24 Separated

25 Rascal

26 Document
27 Goddess of

peace
28 Ct>icago airport

29 Threelotd

30 Vetches

31 Toward the left

side ol a ship

33 Joh
36 Ote. lo< one

37 Sleeper s

surface

39 Sword
40 Portico

42 IWIitch or Glenn

43 Changes
45 Ship of Itw

desert

46 Marsh twd
47 Environmental

set

48 MoHanrocti

49 Signal syslam

50S«n*l-
51 Quole
52Swanr
M -
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The opinions expressed on this page are those ot the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views ot the Colhgitn or the University.
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A-10 all conference
FIRST TEAM
Bernard Blunt, G, St. Joseph's

Jim McCoy, G, Massachusetts
Ricky Robinson, F, West Virginia

Dirkk Surles, G. George Washington

Harper Williams, F/C, Massachusetts

SECOND TEAM
Derrick Alston, C, Duquesne

James Hargrove, G, Duquesne

Jeff Kent. C, Rhode Island

Chris Leonard, G, West Virginia

Steve Worthy, G. Rutgers

THIRD TEAM
Craig Amos, F, St. Joseph's

Sonni Holland, F, George Washington

Mik Kilgore, F, Temple
Aaron McKie, G, Temple
Harry Moore, F, St. Bonaventure

Mark Strickland, F. Temple

ALL-FRESHMAN TEAM
Jason Alexander. G. Rhode Island

Ganon Baker. G. Duquesne

Jama! Philips. F, Rutgers

Demetrius Poles. F. St. Joseph's

Lou Roe, F, Massachusetts

David Vanterpool, G, St. Bonaventure

Player of the Year: Williams

Freshman of the Year: Phihps

Newcomer of the Year: Worthy

Coach of the Year: Al Skinner, Rhode Island

$20®OFF
pnncui[CT
UUIlLflLtil

Lo Cowboy boot

• chocolate
• black
• red
• green
• tan buck

Hurry! Sale Ends Mar. 1
4^

Women's Shoes, dothtng k AcoesMrics

Z«nna • North Plcnant Saect • Amhcm
413.253.2563

AP photo

SAFE ATHOME— Tony Phillips ofthe Detroit Tigers slides safely into home as Boston

Red Sox catcher John Marzano holds up the ball Sunday during exhibition play in

Lakeland, Fla. The Tigers won, 7-2.

M men's gymnastics
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

1

around competition, taking first, second and third place.

Junior Steve Christensen, who took home a medal in five

out of six events, finished in first place in the all-around

competition with a score of 54.95 points. He captured

first place on pommel horse (9.30), second place on floor

exercise (9.45), third place on parallel bars (9.1), fourth

place on high bar (9.15), and sixth place on still rings

(9.0).

Sophomore Joe Haran, the second place all-around

finisher, scored 54.05 points which was enough to beat

out teammate Cal Booker who finished the all-around in

third place with 53.65 points.

Haran finished first on the high bar with a score of

9.46. He also placed second on parallel bars (9.15) and

fourth on pommel horse (8.45) and floor exercise (9.20).

Third place finisher Booker, who currently holds the

school all-around record (55.20) as well as the school

record on floor exercise (9.70) scored a 9.55 on floor

exercise yesterday, which was enough to take first place

on the event.

As well as capturing the floor exercise championship,

Booker finished in first place on the vault with a score of

9.45. In addition to the two first place finishes, Booker

finished in third place on high bar with a score of 9.30,

and in fifth place on parallel bars with a score of 8.95.

UMass junior Glenn Stubbs scored a 9.15 on still

rings, taking second place in the event, and sophomore

Jason Braud finished in second place on the vault with a

score of 9.40.

The Minutemen now begin preparing for next week-

ends Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference Champion-

ships which will be held at James Madison University in

Virginia. This will be the final stage of preparation for

"the big one" as Johnson refers to it.

The Eastern Intercollegiate Gymnastics Champion-
ship will be held the following weekend at UMass in the

Curry Hicks Cage.
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Minimum $15 plus S2 delivery charge

TCT &SUNDAYBRUNCH
Buffet served Saturday 5-9p.m.

Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.
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Children under 10 - $3.00
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"What's "Hew?
lumbo Drinks & /umbo Drafts

25 different kinds of beer.

Enlarged Seating

Plenty ofroom for your friends!

\Enjoy these cheap munchics from 9p.m.'12 midnight

Mondays — 10* Cheese Sticks

Tuesdays— 70* Buffalo Wings (mild & hot)

Wednesdays— 25* Cheese Pizza Slices

Thursd;;ys— 10* Chicken (Hot Lips) Nuggets

Fridays & Saturdays— Enjoy our full menu
including nachos, fried zucchini &
mushrooms, chili, salads, burgers,

^roiled chicken, sandwiches, pizza

1 Pray St., Amherst • 549-5403
Open 1 1 a.m. 7 days a week
Kitchen open 'til midnight

Game Room with 2 Pool Tables
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Women's gymnastics
defeats New Hampshire
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

After beating Rutgers on the road last

week 182.75-182.00, University of Mas-

sachusettswomen's gymnastics coachAlfie

Mitchell was afraid that his team might

suffer a letdown last Friday night against

arch-rival University ofNew Hampshire.

Much to his delight, no such letdown

took place as his squad impressed the

crowd at the Boyden Gymnasium, beating

the number two-ranked team in the

Northeast, UNH. 186.2-185.4.

The 186.2 points were a season high for

the UMass gymnasts.

"This was such a big win for us,"junior

Tammy Marshall said. "Going into this

meet, no one really knew what to expect.

Everyone knew UNH was tough and very

confident but we thought that if we could

hit our routines consistently, we might be

able to win.

"We were traihng by .45 entering the

last event [the floor) so we really had to

pull together as a team," she said. "For-

tunately we won that event and clinched

the victory."

Leading UMass in the floor event was

Sophomore Margaret Furtado, who placed

first with a 9.6. She was followed by

teammate Gina Demeo ( a freshman ), who

clinched the victory for the Minutewomen

by scoring a 9.4.

Furtado also placed second in the all-

around (38.2) behind the Wildcats' Laurie

Brady who scored an impressive 38.25.

UMass' Marshall claimed third by scoring

37.75.

UMass finally had a good meet on the

beam as the tandem of Marshall, who

wrapped up first place (9.6), and Freshman

Emily Lueck (9.2) hit solid routines.

•We've had our troubles on the beam all

year," Marshall said. "I think we picked

the right meet to finally start hitting our

routines in this event."

Marshall also placed second in the vault

exercise, scoring a team high 9.7.

Although UMass didn't perform up to

par on the bars, it still managed to produce

some solid scores as Angela Gent had the

team high score with a 9.3. Next for the

UMass gymnasts was Erica Baum, who

scored 9.1.

"UNH was really tough in the bars butwe

didnt perform that well either," Baum said.

Tmjust really happy we could come together

as a team and beat a team of this caliber."

Tonight, UMass will have its last home

meet of the year at 5 p.m. against a tough

University of Ilbnois at Chicago squad.
^

"This will definitely be a challenge for us."

Marshall said. "So far this year, we reaUy

havent perforoed as well as we're capable of

because ofiiyuries and other things so 1 really

hope we do Iperform well] at this meet.

'Vfe need a really high score tonight so we

can count the (team high] 186.2 fivni Fnday

night toward the post season," she said.

Host UMass captures
New England crown
By KIM ADDESA
CoUegfian Staff

Emotions ran high Sunday in

Boyden Gymnasium, where the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts men's gym-

nastics team scored a season-high

267.65 points to win the New England

Collegiate Gymnastics Championship.

"I am very happy with the way ev-

erything went," said head coach Roy

Johnson. "We have been working hard

all season and it is nice to see the

results."

Springfield College, the team that

Johnson had expected to be the top

challenger to the Minutemen in

yesterday's meet, finished in second

place with 259.00 points. The Chiefs

were trailing by only three points after

the first three events, but struggled in

the second half.

"I had expected [Springfield] to look

much better," said Johnson. "I think

that after the first half, once they re-

alized that they were behind a little,

they didn't think they would be able to

come back and they just fell apart."

Southern Connecticut, a team that

was hoping to avenge a 20-point loss

suffered at the hands ofthe Minutemen

last Tuesday in Boyden failed to do so,

finishing in third place with 250.55

points.

The University ofVermont scored a

season high 239.90 points to finish in

fourth place, and the gymnasts from

Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology

finished in last place scoring 178.95

points.

On the way to capturing the cham-

pionship title, the gymnasts from

UMass won all six events, highlighted

by a 46.05 point performance on vault.

A score just five hundredths of a point

less then the all time school record of

46.10 points.

The team also performed strongly

on floor exercise, scoring 45.75 points,

and finishing over a point ahead of

second place Springfield who scored

44.70.

The pommel horse, which has been

the one consistent trouble spot for the

Minutemen throughout the season,

again troubled the gymnasts from

UMass. But even struggling they took

first place on the event with a score of

42.30. Springfield (40.40) finished

second on pommel horse.

"It's nice to know that we can

struggle on one event (pommel horse)

and still do so well overall," said

Johnson.
UMass gymnasts swept the all-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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Sports
Game Summary

Massachusetts
Rutgers

57-49-106
44-50-94

Massachusetts (106)

Barbee 6-99-1221, Hemdon 8-8

0-1 16, H. Williams 6-12 7-10 19,

Brown 2-6 0-2 5, McCoy 7-14 7-

12 21 . Roe 2-5 7-10 1 1 , Malloy 1-

2 M 4. M. Williams 4-6 1-2 9,

Robirtson 0-0 0-0 0.

Totals: 36-62 31-49 106.

Rutgers (94)

Jones 3-10 3-5 9, Phillips 7-1 1
2-4

16 Weiler 0-3 0-00, Drury 0-0 0-0

0, Worthy 1 1 -22 5-6 32 , Smith 1 -2

0-0 2 , Rich 6-9 4-617, Santiago 4-

81-211, Stokes 3-5 1 -2 7. Lumpkin

OOO-l 0.

Totals: 35-70 16-26 94.

Three-point goals: Massachu-

setts 3-6 (Barbee 0-1 . Brown 1 -2,

Malloy 1-1- M. Williams 1-2).

Rutgers 8-15 (Worthy 5-10,

Santiago 2-3, Rich 1-2). Re-

bounds: Massachusetts 39 (H.

Williams 16). Rutgers 37 (Worthy

9). Assists: Massachusetts 22

(Brown 9), Rutgers 1 3 (Worthy 6).

Fouled out: Rich. Tectinlcal Fouls:

Phillips, Worthy. Attendence:

8722.

Player of the game

Harper Williams,

the 1992 A- 10

Player ot the
Year, livedup to

his billing as he
scored 19 points

and grabbed a
game-high 16

rebounds for his

second con-
secutive and
sixth double-
double of the season. Williams

also hod game highs in blocks

(2) and steals (4) in 30 minutes of

action.

Harper Williams
67' Jr. Center
Bridgeport, CT

UMass advances to A-IU
semifinals with 106-94 win

Why UMass won
The Minutemen v^ere just too

talented for the Scarlet Knights,

as five UMass players scored in

double figures for the tenth time

this season. Tony Barbee and
Jim McCoy each scored 21

points. After a slow start and
tying the game at 34 at 5: 1 9 left

in the first half, the Minutemen
got hot and went on a 23- 1 run

to tie their season high of 57

points in the first half. UMass shot

62 .5 percent from the field in the

first half and Rutgers shot 42 per-

cent. Mike Williams (9) Louis Roe

(11) Jerome Malloy (4) com-
bined for24 points offthe bench.

UMass scored 48 points in the

point, while Rutgers had 34.

UMass' next opponent
The Minutemen take on No. 4

seed Rhode Island, who beat

George Washington yesterday,

75-66, for the second time in a

week. Lost Wednesday, UMass
beat the Rome at theCage ,

96-

88. Anton Brown paced UMass

with 22 points, while URI's Jeff

Kent scored 35. Kent and team-
mate Andre Samuel led the

Rams over GW with 15 apiece

while Abdul Fox come off the

bench to score 1 4. UMass enters

the game with a 10-game win-

ning streak against Atlantic 10

opponents and 15 of their last

16. Rhode Island has been strug-

gling of late, losing four of their

last six against A-1 opponents.

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA, Pa. — You have to

marvel at the effort the University of

Massachusetts men's basketball team put

forth last night in its Atlantic 10

quarterfinal tournament game against

Rutgers.

The Minutemen (26-4) had all the an-

swers. Each time Rutgers (15-14) threat-

ened to get within striking distance, the

Minutemen responded, whether it be

Harper WiUiams from the inside or Jim

McCoy from the outside. They had it all

going last night. Even the recently quiet

Tony Barbee chipped in with 21 points, as

the Minutemen rolled to a 106-94 win in

front of a raucous 8,722 fans at the

Palestra.

UMass coach John Calipari said the

team was insulted because none of its

players were selected to either the second

or third All-Conference teams.

"The media left a lot ofour guys offthe

All-Conference team and I think it got

them a Uttle angry," said Calipari. "It got

the guys fired up."

UMass faces Rhode Island, who they

have beaten twice this season tonight in

the semifinals at 9 p.m. in the Palestra.

The other semifinal game maUhes West

Virginia against Temple.

UMass went on a 21-7 run in the final

4 -.39 ofthe first halfto take a commanding

57-44 halflime lead, breaking a one-point

game wide open.

Steve Worthy (32 points) scored

Rutgers' first eight points of the second

half to get the Scarlet Knights within 7

(61-54). However. Jim McCoy, who was

visually upset after not winning the A- 10

Player ofthe Yearaward Saturday, scored

seven consecutive points to give the Min-

utemen a 70-58 lead with 16:01 remain-

ing. McCoy finished with 21 points.

"VJe had a lot of guys who were angry

thatthey weren'ton certainteams,"McCoy

said. "I think my team got shortchanged.

I think we wanted to go out and try to

prove something. Well see what happens

at the end of the tournament. Well see

what the media says then."

William Hemdon (16 points on 8-for-8

shooting) took an Anton Brown lob some

two feet above the rim for the most au-

thoritative alley-oop ofthe season, giving

UMass a 73-60 lead.

Worthy, Jamal Philips (16 points) and

Alvin Rich (17 points) all scored in a 43-

second span, to cut UMass' lead to 73-66

They were within 8 (79-71) with 11:53 left,

when Worthy was slapped with a techni-

cal foul, which was Rutgers' second of the

game.
Worthy sat with four fouls and UMass

got possession of the ball.

"Certainly the technical on Steve didn't

help," said Rutgers coach Bob Wenzel.

"But the credit goes to Massachusetts.

Because they found answers to the things

we did."

"[Referee Tim Higgins] looked at me
and I looked at him and I smiled," Worthy

said. "I guess he was trying to prove his

point — who was in charge of the game."

When Rutgers next touched the ball, it

trailed 82-7 1 . From there, the Minutemen

blew itopen, as Harper Williams ( 19 points,

16 rebounds) and Barbee padded their

statistics.

For the game, UMass shot a torrid 58

percent from the floor. It got a strong

game from Lou Roe (11 points. 9 boards)

and some big baskets from Mike Williams

(9 points).

Rutgers shot well (50 percent from the

floor), but it did not have the bodies to run

vyath UMass.
UMass' 106 points is an A- 10 tourna-

ment record for most points in a game.

Pboto courtMy Sport* Infomation

Jim McCoy manages to release a pass past two St. Bonaventure

defenders in the Minutemen's 104-67 rout at Curry Hicks Cage earlier

this season.secona span, wtui, vjiwaoD icau i^ . « »^v'.

• A .^ ^'\.

Williams named top player in A-10
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.— University of

Massachusetts forward Harper Williams

was presented the Atlantic 10 Conference's

Player oftheYearAward Saturday evening

in Philadelphia— but he didn't hold onto

it for long.

As the junior from Bridgeport, Conn,

walked up to the podium to accept the

honor, he thanked hi.s coaches, but espe-

cially teammate Jim McCoy who said he

deserved the award presented to him.

I would like to thank one player, Jim

McCoy," WiUiams said at the A-10 Con-

ference championship banquet. "All sea-

son, he took a lot of pressure off ofme and

other players foctised onhim which allowed

me to do other things. I would like to give

this award to Jim McCoy," he said.

"The two ofus combined should be a co-

award," Williams said after the presen-

tation. "Our points combined average up

to an MVP status. He gave up a lot of his

game so we could win."

Williams, who was a third-team all-

conference selection last season, led the

regular season A-10 champions in re-

bounding, with 7.2 per game while aver-

aging 13.6 points and 1.9 blocks per con-

test.

UMass' all-time leading scorer, McCoy,

led the Minutemen with an average of

16.2 points per game.

* * * *

Rutgers fi-eshman Jamal Phillips was

named the Altantic lO's Freshman of

the Year. The forward is the second on

the Scarlet Knights vvrith an average of

10.3 points per game while pulling down

a team-best 5.6 rebounds per game.

UMass' Lou Roe, who finished the

regular season with an average of 6.9

points per game and 6.1 rebounds per

game, was named to the All-Freshman

team. Joining Roe and Phillips were Jason

Alexander (Rhode Island), Canon Baker

(Duquesne), Demetrius Poles (St.

Joseph's), and David Vanterpool (St.

Bonaventure).

West Virginia sophomore Ricky

Robinson , George Washington junior,

Dirkk Surles, and St. Joe's sophomore

Bernard Bluntjoined Williams and McCoy
on the All-Conference First Team.

The A-10 second team consists ofseniors

James Hargrove (Duquesne), Jeff Kent

(Rhode Island), and Chris Leonard (West

Virginia), junior Steve Worthy (Rutgers)

and sophomore Derrick Alston
(Duquense).

The . hird-team consists ofseniors Craig

Amos (St. Joseph's) Mik Kilgore (Temple)

and Mark Strickland (Temple) junior

Sonni Holland ((George Wahington) and

sophomores Aaron Mickie (Temple) and

Harry Moore (St. Bonaventure).

Steve Worthy of Rutgers was names

the A-lO's Newcomer of the Year.

Rhode Island head coach Al Skinner

was named A-10 Coach of the Year for

leading the Rams to a 19-8 regiilar season

record.

A-10
Tournament

Today's games
West VirginiaO) vs. Temple (2),

7 p.m.

Massachusetts
(1) vs. Rhode Island (4), 9 p.m.

Sunday's games
[see above]

Massachusetts 106, Rutgers 94
West Virginia 76, Duquesne 69

Rhode Island 75
George Washington 66

Temple 75, St. Joseph's 59

Saturday's game
[see above]

Rutgers 93, St. Bonaventure 72
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UMass rallies past
URI into A-10 final
Williams scores 20 in 78-67 victory
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA, Pa.— Last night,

in the City of Brotherly Love, the

University of Massachusetts men's
basketball team continued its stam-

pede across the Atlantic 10, beating

Rhode Island for the third time this

season, 78-67, to advance to the A-10

tournament finals Thursday night

against West Virginia at the Curry
Hicks Cage.

But it wasn't easy.

TheMinutemen(27-4)trailed61-58
with 5:19 left to play in the game,
before they came together and mus-

tered up all they needed to dispatch of

a Rhode Island team which definitely

struck fear in the heart of UMass.
William Herndon (7 points, 9 re-

bounds) finished a 3-on-2 fast break

with a dunk to pull the Minutemen
within 1 (61-60). From there, Harper
WiHiams (20 points, including 16 in

the second half) hit a bank shot and a

free throw to g^ive UMass a 63-60 lead.

The Minutemen would score the

next 10 points to complete an impres-

sive 15-0 run.

Hemdon made an off-balance leaner

and Williams' short hook upped the

lead to 67-60 with 2:32 remaining. The
CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Harkin abandons
presidential hopes

Former Israeli leader
eulogized at funeral
By KARIN LAUB
Associated FVess

JERUSALEM — Former Prime Min-

ister Menachem Begin was buried Mon-
day after being carried to his grave on the

Mount of Olives by aging comrades in

arms from Israel's war for statehood.

Thousands of Israelis, some in tears,

accompanied Begin's body to the cemetery

in Arab east Jerusalem where he was laid

to rest next to his wife, Aliza.

Beg:in, who died Monday at age 78, was
a giant ofthe Jewish state, but he wanted
— and got— a people's funeral. There was
no coffin. He was carried to the grave on a

stretcher. wrapp<»d in a prayer shawl.

With Begin's death, his fnends finally

began to explain the riddle of his 1983

resignation. They confirmed what most

Israelis long suspected— he stepped down
because he was depressed over his wife's

death a year earlier and because of the

rising Israeli death toll in the Lebanon war.

The complexities of the Arab-Israeli

conflict lent symlxilism to Begin's funeral.

The Jewish cemetery on the Mount of

Olives predates the conflict, but the area

is in the part of Jerusalem that Israel

captured in the 1967 Middle East war and
annexed. Begin's burial there can only

stiffen Jewish resolve to hold on the area.

Some branded Begin a terrorist for the

tactics his underground army, the Irgun,

used to oust the British and achieve Is-

raeU statehood. Begin always called his

guerrilla years his finest moment, and
agingcomrades honored theircommander
by carrying the stretcher with the body to

the grave.

They brought a handful of earth from

the grave of Irgun men hanged by the

British. At the end of the funeral, some
mourners unexpectedly sang the anthem
of Betar, Begin's ideological movement.

Otherwise, the ceremony was biukcp

only by the occasional sobs of Bc^gin's

daughter, Hasia. His other daughter, Leah,

also attended, along with some grandchil-

dren.

His son Benjamin, a 48-year-old mem-
ber of Parliament who is considered a

possible future prime minister, recited

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

By JILL LAWRENCE
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Iowa Sen. Tom
Harkin departed the Democratic presi-

dential field Monday the same way he

entered it — an unrepentant liberal con-

vinced that his party's salvation lies in its

past.

1n a speech that paid homage to Hubert

Humphrey, Harkin called DemocratsThe
party ofhope and opportunity for all those.

. . who want to fulfill their (jod-given

potential, who just want to be part of the

American Dream."
Harkin preached a populist Democratic

gospel that promised deep defense cuts

and a massive public works program in

the style of Franklin D. Roosevelt.

His exit raised an immediate problem

for hard-core liberal and labor voters who
had seen him as their best hope.

Harkin's showing were dismal except

in the Iowa, Minnesota and Idaho cau-

cuses; he emerged from South Carolina's

primary Saturday with a 6 percent vote

total and a $300,00 campaign debt.

Most primary-season voters spurned

Harkin and Nebraska Sen. Bob Kerry, in

favor oftwo candidates trying to lead their
party away from liberal orthodoxies —
Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton and former

Massachusetts Sen. Paul Tsongas.

"It says absolutely nothing about lib-

eralism," said jwllster Mark Mellman.

Tom Harkin's failure was not so much a

failure of ideas as it was a failure of the

way he conveyed them. He was a superb

vehicle for venting anger and venting

frustration. But voters this year were also

looking for solutions."

Bill Carrick, who managed Rep. Rich-

ard Gephardt's 1988 presidential campaign,

agreed that Harkin "neverseemed to bridge

the gap from Bush-bashing to a more sub-

stantive message that he had an economic

pbji to get the economy moving again."

"I see a lot ofpeople not ready to sign on

with Clinton or Tsongas." said former Rep.

Toby Moffett of Connecticut, who served

in the House with Harkin and assisted his

presidential bid.

Harkin was backed by most unions in

Michigan and Illinois, which hold prima-

AP photo

Sen.Tom Harkin,D-Iowa,wipes
away a tear Monday in Des
Moines, Iowa, as he announces he
is withdrawing from the race for

the presidential nomination.
ries next week. Clinton apparently is

drawing much of that support and the

organizational muscle that goes with it.

Clinton already has some support

among white-collar unionists and favors a

key item on the labor agenda that Tsongas

opposed: a federal law banning the per-

manent replacement of striking workers.

Clinton aides reported overtures in the

past few weeks from unions that either

had remained neutral orendorsed Harkin.

One Harkin adviser who insisted on ano-

nymity said "labor leaders started playing

footsie with Clinton a long time ago" de-

spite their nominal support for Harkin.

Some Harkin supporters said they were

tempted by former California Gov. Jerry

Brown.

Author describes experiences with L.A. gangs
By SARAH LEVESQUE
Collegian Correspondent

In the media, gangmembers are portrayed as faceless,

mysterious and violent, according to an author who has

spent extensive time with several Los Angeles gangs.

Leon Bing, author of the recent best-selling book. Do
OrDie, spokeofherjournalistic involvement with the Los

Angeles gangs the Bloods and Crips to a crowd ofover six

hundred people in the Campus Center Auditorium last

night.

She was joined by two former L.A. gang members,

O.G. L'il Monster of the "Eight Trey Crips" and O.G.

Kalikoat of the "Athens Park Boy Bloods," both ofwhom
are touring with Bing and who added greatly to the

emotional and powerful dialogue with the audience.

"You don't find Little Leagues in Watts or Compton.

You find overcrowded classes and the effects of no social

services," Bing said. "That was yanked away twelve

years ago. You see a community that is being strip-mined

of all hope."

This is the environment that these African-American

youngsters grew up in. Unwelcomed in their own coun-

try, but the first to fight in the fi-ontlines of our nation's

wars," Bing told the audience.

Leon Bing first began writing about the topic that

interests her most, "disenfranchised youth," in the mid-

eighties. Her first article was about a group of young

squatters in Venice, California.

In the 19608, she was a successful fashion model, most

notably associated with designer Rudi Gemreich. In

1968 she appeared with Gemreich and Peggy Moffit on

the cover of Time Magazine.

"1 began working on what would become my book Do
orZJie about five years ago. I just started on my own. How
I got my first interview was I went up to this fourteen

year-old who was taking tickets at a cinema and asked

him,'Would you by any chance know where some gang

memebers hang out?' He just kind of looked at me and

then said,Teah. I know where a whole bunch hangout.*

And he took me there," Bing said.

Her book was pubhshed by Harper Collins Publish-

ers. Portions ofthe book had appeared in Rolling Stone,

L.A. Weekly and Harper's Magazine.

"Part ofthe royalties are going back to those involved

with the book. The homies will decide how to spUt it up,"

Bing said.

Bing spoke of how for years, and even today in the

media, much ofthe gang coverage was "faceless, with no

sense of humanity."

"When I went into their world [LA. Crips and Bloods],

I wasn't afraid because I was myself, I was honest. . .
They

treat me with the same respect I give them. . . but there

are subtle tests for outsiders," Bing said.

O. G. L'il Monster, addressing a question about "what

are the solutions to the gang situation" spoke ofthe need

for jobs in the Black community and a focus on social

programs.
"I'm nottalkingaboutgangs I'm talking about reaching

out to another human being," L'il Monster said.

L'il Monster addressed the way gangs are perceived

through the media.

"Why are we referred to as gangs and the Ku Klux

Klan is called an organization?" L'il Monster asked.

L'il Monster told the crowd, "When you drive through

Beverly Hills, there are no liquor stores on every comer,"

in response to a question about genecide in the Black

community.
"Now you see all these announcements about 'Don't do

drugs' only because it is now touching [mainstream soci-

ety] where they never thought it would," L'il Monster said.

Bing added, "We are a nation committed to violence.

.

. We are a nation obsessed with the rights of the unborn,

yet no one seems to give a [expletive] about kids! They get

trashed! We must redirect to save our children that are

here."
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Gay group waits on parade vote
BOSTON (AP)— A gay pride group that threatened a

court battle in order to march in a St. Patrick's Day

parade waited Monday to see whether a ban against it

would be reversed.

Sponsors of the March 15 parade voted last week to

ban the Irish-American Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Pride

Committee, citing concerns that its presence might spark

violence.

Since then, the gay pride group has signed an agree-

ment that no more than 25 members would march and

that they would not disrupt the parade.

The South Boston Allied War Veterans Council, the

parade sponsors, were scheduled to vote Monday night

on an amended parade application that included the

written agreement.

Gay activists had planned to file suit Monday to force

a reversal of the ban. But Barbara Kay, the group's

leader, said she would wait to see the outcome ofthe vote.

"We really want to respect the day and march as Irish

Americans," said Kay. "We thought it would be a really

neat thing to march to celebrate our Irishness and be

fully who we are. We thought it would show diversity in

both communities."

A similar dispute erupted in New York, where orga-

nizers ofthat city's St. Patrick's Day parade have asked

a federal judge to grant permission to exclude gay

Key said Boston activists had met with police, parade

organizers and representatives from the mayor's office

for the past month to discuss safety precautions.

Kay said the police department had agreed to have 10

plainclothes officers march with the group, and gay

activists thought the matter had been settled.

But James Kelly, a city councilor from South Boston,

said the gays only wanted to get into the parade to stir up

trouble.

"This is simplv an effort to get into the parade to create

a disturbance," Kelly said. "Despite the agreement, I

don't believe them. Their only intent is to generate media

attention."

Sarah Wunsch. a staffattorney for the Massachusetts

Civil Liberties Union, said the parade was being run as

a joint venture between the veterans council and the city.

"Because ofthe fact it's our view that is a public event,

and you can't exclude people from a public event based on

sexual preference," Wunsch said.

minister
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the Jewish prayer for the dead.

Begin's three children spent most of the past six days

by his hospital bed in Tel Aviv. He had been on life-

support machinery since suffering a heart atUck last

week.
Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir watched silently as

sacks ofsoil were dumped in the grave and a plain marker

with Begin's name was stuck in the earth.

The diplomatic corps was not invited, and the speedy

burial left no time for foreign dignitaries to arnve. But

Egyptian Ambassador Mohammed Bassiouni attended

privately, as a gesture to the man who made peace with

his country in 1979. Israel army radio said.

Israel television and radio stations broadcast the

ceremony live.

Begin was remembered primarily as the man whose

ready response to an offer from the then- Egyptian

president, Anwar Sadat, led to Israel's only peace treaty

with an Arab neighbor.

TEST YOUR
SAFE BREAK AWARENESS

and

WIN FREE CONDOMS & MORE

just for trying

RESUME SPECIAL
. Resume typesetting, 25 copies on resume

I paper. 25 matching blank sheets, 25

' matching envelopes. . .a// within 48 hours.

<tOQ Q^ w/coupon

\]>iuO-9%/ (exp. 5/13/92)

1 228 Triangle^l^Amher^tj 549-3840 J

• Classes Dailv
• Certified Instructors

• Suspended Wood Floor

• Areas Largest Room
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460 West St

So. Amherst. 2.'>6-0080

This is the week before Spring Break. See how aware you are by

bringing your completed quiz to the Safe Break table on the Campus

Center Concourse to pick up free condoms for each of your correct

answers Or win free condoms from Captain Condom or Dental Dame if

they spot you on campus and ask for your completed quiz!

1 What percentage of men and women involved in acquaintance

' rape are under the influence of alcohol?

I

I
a) 75% of women and 93% of men

I b) 55% of women and 75% of men

c) 23% of women and 25% of men
' d) Nearly all cases.

1

I 2 What are your chances of getting chlamydia or genital herpes

I

after one sexual encounter?

From sex with a man.

I a) 40% Chlamydia; 30% Genital Herpes

I b) 10% Chlamydia; 15% Genital Herpes

I
c) 70% Chlamydia; 83% Genital Herpes

I

From sex with a woman.
' a) 20% Chlamydia; 30% Genital Herpes

I b) 10% Chlamydia; 15% Genital Herpes

I c) 65% Chlamydia; 80% Genital Herpes

3 How many drinks would a

be legally intoxicated?

a) 2 b) 4

140 pound person have to drink to

c) 3 d) more than 6

Sponsored by: University HeaJth Center

Health Education Division

Peer Sexuality Education/Peer Health Promotion
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Local
MassPIRG fee given second chance
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts'
Amherst chapter of MassPIRG is cam-
paigning to reaffirm student support on
campus, according toMassPIRG members.

During the past two weeks, student

members of the campus chapter have

collected almost 3,000 signatures to put a

questionon the StudentGovernment ballot

for today's and tomorrow's election. The
question asks students ifthey support the

chapter's existence through a semesterly

$4 waivable fee that appearson the tuition

bill.

"We do the reaffirmation voluntarily

every few years to take new students into

account," said MassPIRG staffer Heidi

Hill.

"There has always been a record of

higher student voter turnout for the Stu-

dent Government elections in years that

our reaffirmation is on the ballot," she

said.

The first chapter ofthe Massachusetts

Public Interest Research Group, or

MassPIRG, was originated by students on

the Amherst campus in 1972. Currently,

26 college campuses in Massachusetts

have MassPIRG chapters.

The $4 negative check-off fee appears

on students' tuition billsand can be waived

by checking a designated box on the bill.

The waivable fee system is the sole source

of funding for college and university

chapters of MassPIRG across the state.

Citizen chapters are funded differently.

Last December Gov. Weld signed a bill

which would have jeopardized student

MassPIRG funding by outlawing the

negative check-off fee system and only

allowing a positive check-off fee system to

organizations which lobby in Boston.

With the positive check-off fee system,

students would have to indicate they would

like to give money to MassPIRG in the

first place. Kira Sanbonmatsu, a senior

political science major and representative

on the MassPIRG board of directors, said

previously that MassPIRG chapters that

have tried to operate on an optional fee

system have simply "died out."

The bill was deemed by many as a

retaliatory measure against MassPIRG
for the successful lobbying they do in

Boston.

State Senator Stan Rosenberg, who
represents the First Hampshire District,

supports a positive check-off fee system

but does not approve ofthe "underhanded
way the legislators have gone about it."

"I fejl the negative check-off fee policy

is inherently anti-consumer," said

Rosenberg. "I think people should make
their own choice to become a financial

supporter of an organization like that."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Women AIDS victims on rise
Panel says advocacy needed to combat ^epidemic*

CoUecian photo by Josh Rrjmokl*

BE CAREFUL!!! — Physical Plant
employee Jon Provencal cuts a steam
line outside the Student Union yester-

day.

By SARAH LEVESQUE
Collegian Correspondent

IncommemorationofInternationalWomen's Day, three

AIDS activists and educators at Smith College Sunday

discussed the importance of advocacy and health care for

the growing number ofwomen infected with the HIV virus.

The panel presentation, titled "Women and AIDS:

Honduras, Puerto Rico and Holyoke," included activists

Dalila Balfour, Idali Torres and Gladys Lebron. The
program was sponsored by the Central America Working

Group of the American Friends Service Committee, the

Smith College Chapel and the Holyoke based Center for

Kducation During Pregnancy.

Balfour discussed Honduran women and the AIDS
epidemic. She said U.S. miUtary involvement in Honduras

has led to an increase in prostitution.

"In 1980 there were only 25 military persons situated

in Honduras — now there are over 80,000 U.S. troops

there," Balfour said. "Prostitution has proliferated and

now so has the number of people who have the HIV virus.

Balfour also spoke of how the Honduran government

initially dealt with the emergence of AIDS.

"In 1985, there were only four cases of AIDS known;

four female prostitutes," Balfour said. "Then one day. the

bodies oftwo ofthe women were found in a river which the

locals would not drink from or swim in for fear of getting

AIDS."
Torres said the situation for Puerto Rican women is

extremely serious.

'Puerto Rico is ranked fourth out of all the states for

having the most people with clinical AIDS," Torres said.

She stressed the senousness of the situation and the

need to deal with the problem. "Women are finally being

acknowledged for also being high-risk and needing medi-

cal attention. The legacy ofwomen as care givers is also

being acknowledged," Torres said.

Lebron addressed the impact ofAIDS on the local level

ofHolyoke. She also spoke ofher personal experiences as

an advocate and the importance of advocacy for women
infected with HIV and those with full-blown AIDS.

"We must work with the community as a whole. There

is so much stigma attached to a woman with AIDS. We
must break down these barriers," Lebron said.

Balfour spoke of the fundamental "necessity ofaccess

to condoms, especially for young people. But condoms

aren't the answer to AIDS. There is a lot more at stake.

We must politicize the issue of AIDS and present the

roots of the disease."

Here are some additional facts about women and
AIDS:

• Women make up the fastest growring group being

infected with the HIV virus. This is the case interna-

tionally, nationally and in the state of Massachusetts.

• From April 1989 to March 1991, the increase for

female- diagnosed AIDS cases was 19 percent, while the

increase in male AIDS cases rose 14 percent.

• Most ofthe women are poor, live in urban areas and
73 percent are women ofcolor, 68 percent are between the

age of 20 and 39.
• AIDS is the leading cause of death of African-

American women of reproductive age in New York and

New Jersey.
• Western Massachusetts may have the second high-

est percentage of women with AIDS in the country.

• There are no research projects which investigate

female specific opportunistic infections to examine the

course of HIV disease in women.

Professor says books
downplay lesbianism
By WENDY JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

The nature of lesbian relationships in

books is often downplayed by publishers,

according to an AmherstCollege professor

who used a well-known lesbian love story

to illustrate her point.

Professor Michelle Barale presented a

lecture titled "Finding a Lesbian Text," at

the weekly Brown Bag Lunch Series

sponsored by the Program for Gay, Les-

bian, and Bisexual Concerns last Thurs-

day.

The text which Barale discussed was

Radclyffe Hall's 1928 ill-fated love story

The Well of Loneliness, and how the

novel's cover has changed over the past

few decades.

"Each cover," she said, "seems to be a

coy attempt [by the heterosexual pub-

lishers) to tell us what lesbian culture is

about. There's a 'heterosexual ity' about

each cover because its hard to portray and

represent a lesbian."

Each of the book's covers has elicited a

different perception ofwhat the book, and

presumably a lesbian relationship, is all

about.

The first cover, which the book had

until 1964, shows two women sitting by a

fire. "There is no visible determining fact

to represent [the two women] as anything

other than friends." Barale said, "because

the publishers had to worry about getting

censored — they wanted to reach a broad

audience."

The publishers were so worried,m fact,

that the word "lesbian" didn't even appear

on the first cover — only the inscription

that it was a "strange love story of a girl

who stood midway between the sexes."

The book's second cover came out in

1964 and is a drawing of two different-

colored hands embracing each other in a

handshake.
"The hands suggest sameness yet the

two different colors suggest difference.

The same-sex desire was coated as some-

thing familiar — as two different beings,

two different colors, two different sexes,"

Barale said.

Barale suggested that the choice to use

two colors was a reflection of the racial

tensions and the civil rights demonstra-

tions going on at the time.

What sold the book in 1964 was the

focus on the "differences in the relation-

ship" of the two protagonists.

In 1974, the cover to the book por-

trayed the two main characters as "butch/

femme," terms used to characterize mas-

culine and feminine roles taken on by

some lesbians.

Barale pointed out that the publishers

continued to market the book by pushing,

"the masculine and feminine while still

using bodies of the same sex."

Today the cover of the book shows a

single woman dressed in a man's suit.

Barale argued that the publishing

company seemed to think that the book

could not be allowed to stand on its own as

a lesbian novel— that every 20 years or so

the image had to be changed so that the

characters would be likable.

Students voting today
for representatives
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Undergraduates and graduate stu-

dents will head to the polls for the next

two days to elect a student trustee and

undergrads will also elect a president

ofthe StudentGovernmentAssociation.
Sophomore John Aronson, the SGA

election coordinator, said he expects a

good turnout for the election, noting

the ballots contain two referendum

questions in addition to the election

choices.

"I hope for a high turnout," Aronson

said, addingthe election will be spanned

over a two-day period in order to ac-

commodate the larger number ofvoters,

which now include graduate students.

Running for student trustee are Syl-

van Co-president Christopher Moran

and the currentTrustee Kevin Newnan.

Running for SGA President are Com-

muter Area Government President

Jennifer Wood and Residential Stu-

dent Association President Jeffrey

Markuns.
Aronson said the first referendum

regarded the reinstatement of the

waivable fee for the Massachusetts

Public Interest Research Group. The

group's waivable fee was removed from

the semesterly tuition bills of under-

graduates this summer through a bill

passed by the State Legislature.

The MassPIRG fee was $4 per stu-

dent, and if the referendum passes,

this fee will continue to be the same

amount.
The second referendum, said

Aronson, also regards a waivable fee to

cover the expenses of the campus
ministries. The fee, if passed, will be

$10 each semester.

Aronson said the religious institu-

tions on campus which benefit from

the waivable fee will be the Newman
Center, the Roman Catholic center,

Hillel House and Chabad House, the

orthodox Jewish center.

Aronson said other two groups, the

United Christian Foundation in

Dickinson Hall and the Arc Episcopal

Church on North Pleasant St. will also

benefit from the $10 fee.

Students who live in the Central or

Orchard Hill Residential Areas vote in

Franklin DiningCommons. Sylvanand

Northeast residents vote in Worcester

D.C. Southwest South residents will

vote in Berkshire D.C. and Southwest
North voters will cast ballots in

Hampden D.C.

Commuters vote in the Hatch and
Greek Area students at the Newman
Center. Graduates may vote on the

Campus Center Concourse.

Voting on Tuesday and Wednesday
will be from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. in all

areas, with graduates voting from 10

a.m. to 6 p.m. both days in the Campus
Center.
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tliatUe'g
Tavern

Wfiat's 9iezv?
lumbo Drinks & lumbo Drafts

25 different kinds of beer.

Enlarscd Seating

Plenty ofroom for your friends!

Enjoy these cheap munchies from 9p.m.-12 midnight

Mondays- 70' Cheese Sticks

Tuesdays -- U)' Buffdlo Winy, (mild & l)Ot)

Wednesdays— 25' Cheese yizza Slices

Thursil..y$— 10' Chicken (Hot Lips) Nuggets

Fridays & Saturdays— Enjoy our full menu
including nachos, fried zucchini &
nuishioums, chili, salads, burgers,

^roiled chicken, sandwiches, pizza

1 Pray St., Amherst • 549-5403

Mass PIRG
CONTINUED FROM PAGt 3

Massachusetts Attorney General bcott

Harschbarger discovered in recent months

that legal wording in the December bill

did not actually outlaw the negative check-

off fee. but merely protected the positive

check-off fee system, according to Hill.

Now the funding issue is back in dispute,

with an altered bill somewhere on the

horizon.

"So many legislators didn't even know

that it is voluntary for the students and

that we are a student organization [on

campus]," Hill said. 'They didn't really

know what they were signing."

She said some legislators are changing

their stance on the bill now that they are

realizing that students are not forced to

pay the fee.

Sanbonmatsu said, "The fee is a

superdemocratic funding mechanism. We
do not coerce students to pay the fee— on

the contrary, it is paid voluntarily.

"The majority of students who pay the

fee demonstrate that there is support for

us," she said.

IMl Xh-M^ a
Sports Cards, Book Show

Sunday, March 22

10 A.M.-5 l».M.

VFVV Post, 457 Main St.

Amherst
lM7l7;s i:,«((

Writer's
workshop

7 P.M. IN THE
Suffolk Room

OF THE
Student Union

FEATURING GEORGE FORCIER

OF THE

Greenfield Recorder
• counts toward Collegian staff status •

LOW, LOW PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL
Norlhamplon Holyokr

584 4112 • 535 1888

li-

// 7/ sen J little i hakes dou n your spine

little earthquakes

Her voice will set you reeling.

Her piano and lyrics u ill shake your soul.

This is the first solo album from an extremely talented art i st

.

Features the first single "Silent All These Years, "

"China" and "Crucify."

"Invigorating and consoling. Tori Amos has nothing

to declare hut her own genius. "

-MELODY MAKER
HAft'mi'l A"><m' S^..,.* S»<>«* £«;»f< ..«>./ On AlUmli, Ctiolttl tnj Ctmfmil On,,

\=.

TONIGHT
OPEN STflGE NIGHT
anything con happen!

Comedians

Musicans Singers

Improv...

Get Ready
to be Entertained

MC
PETE FREE

- Free Pizza -

- 95< Drafts -

No Cover

THE fM\ PUB
<;i:i.i:i«<,\ii>i Mil IIVS in amiiisrsi

I X.K • I
')')

15 EAST PLtASAMT STKtUT'
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Vote for Tsongas

The Board of Editors has decided to go with Paul

Tsongas, the hometown candidate, for the Demo-
cratic primary. Until very recently, Tsongas was on

the Massachusetts Board ofRegents ofHigher Edu-
cation and that shows at least some commitment to

public higher education.

But we would also like to point out that the

support was not overwhelming and that Bill Clinton

and Jerry Brown were brought up as potential

alternatives.

There are no Democratic candidates that stand

out in the field and the pickings are slim. Frankly,

we are concerned about the Democratic Party's

chances this year as it goes into battle with a fairly

entrenched incumbent like President Bush.

Vote for Bush

We have decided to endorse President Bush in the

Republican primary.

Although once again there was no great enthusi-

asm in supporting the President, his foreign affairs

record the past four years places him above his

challengers. The President has negotiated hostage

releases, handled the breakup of the Soviet Union

with skill and was the driving force behind Opera-

tion Desert Storm, which the vast majority of the

Amercican people supported.

President Bush also pushed through Congress the

largest public works project in history, the Highway
Restoration Act, which will, hopefully, stimulate job

growth in the near future.

The President's opponents Patrick Buchanan and

David Duke both lack the experience or sanity to

hold the office of President.

Vote for students

First of all, we'd like to emphasize how important

it is that students participate in the student elec-

tions that are being held today and tomorrow. These

are your elections and you should take advantage of

them.
Besides elections for student trustee and student

president, there are several referendum questions

dealing with waivable fees. Waivable fees provide a

steady income for important campus organizations

that must be protected.

There has been a lot of activity in the Statehouse

lately around the waivable fee and much of it has

been aimed at getting rid of it. While none of it has

proven effective yet, more legislation is on the way

and the fee is in danger.

Students vote to decide what waivable fees will

appear on their tuition bills and if any individual

student doesn't want to pay the fee, they can choose

to skip it. What could be more democratic than that?

The state legislature is trying to take that right

away from students. Show up at the polls today or

tomorrow and let your numbers give those who

would fight for the fee the ammunition they're going

to need.

Unsigned editorials represent the opinions of a

majority of the Board ofEditors.

Story more than a woman
Frequently I have been hearing many

people say that Ellen Story won the

Democratic vote for the State Represen-

tative seat for theAmherst/Pelham district

through sympathy to her gender. Why is it

when a man wins an election he is not

called a "man's candidate" and we do not

assume that he won because he is a man,
but rather that he was qualified for the

position? It is because men almost always

win the elections. It has become accepted

for aman to acquire pohtical positions and
unusual for a woman to even desire them.

Naturally when a woman candidate beats

out a man many of the people do not

contribute her win to the fact that she is

comp)etent and qualified for the job, but

rather that she is a woman and the people

voted forheroutofsympathy.StacyMalone

Stacy Malone

It is necessary for women to be repre-

sented in the House of Representatives

and the Senate. This is the most effective

way for the women's voice to be heard, but

we must not choose any woman to repre-

sent the women of our society. She must
be qualified, competent and willing. She
must also be the most quaUfied person for

the job. If a male opponent is obviously

better qualified for the position then he

should be the one to carry the vote of the

people. If it is the woman candidate that is

the most qualified she should not be dis-

criminated against because ofher gender.

The United States is supposed to be a

democracy and the Cong^ress was con-

structed to represent the people. The
people are not being represented, but the

White male is. We should want to include

the representation of all minorities in the

U.S. Congress, but we should not do it out

of sympathy. Our country's roots are that

ofmany ethnic backgrounds, rehgions and
individual characteristics, yet these mi-

norities that make up the majority of our

nation do not receive the representation

they have earned as U.S. citizens. How do

we expect to even come close to being a

democracy if we are excluding the repre-

sentation of women and other minority

groups in Congress? We should support

the election of minority groups into politi-

cal offices along with other aspects of the

community if they are qualified and
competent. This should not be done out of

sympathy, but to diversify ourgovernment,

workplaces, communities and most im-

portantly to represent.

I do not believe that Ellen Story stole a

sympathy vote by being a woman. Rather,

the people ofthe Amherst/Pelham district

granted her the vote based on her quali-

fications. Yes, Ellen Story is a woman and
a competent woman at that. I am sure she

will help the advancement ofwomen ifshe

receives the |x>sition as our state repre-

sentative, because she will be represent-

ing the common interests among women.
Let's not forget that Ellen Story is also

a person. Just because she is a woman
does not mean that she will only represent

the women of the community, but she will

be representing the people of the com-

munity. She is not just a "woman's can-

didate" like a man is not just a "man's

candidate." Both candidates should be the

"people's candidates," but it is to the ad-

vantage of the minority groups of this

country to place people in Congress that

represent their gender, races, religions

and beliefs. The election of qualified

women and other minority groups into

political offices will be taking a step toward

getting the voices of the people heard.

Ellen Story is a quafified woman who is

runrung for the state representative seat

for the Amherst/Pelham district. She has

the democratic vote, because the people

gave it to her. They gave it to her not

because they suddenly felt sympathy for

the years of oppression they have put

women through, but because the people

are realizing that people are j)eople. She
has appeared to be qualified to represent

the people while she advances the oppor-

tunities for women.
Stacy Malone is a UMass student.

A message to the Undergrads
A briefmessage to the undt-rgrads: On

Feb. 28 the trustees reluctantly voted on a

4 percent increase. We can all thank

ChancellorO'Brien for being so adamantly

for this increase. I had the opportunity to

speak with the chancellor on March 2, and

I would like you to know what was dis-

cussed.

"Chancellor O'Brien, why did you urge

the tuition increase and why did you use

the graduate health fee waiver as an ex-

cuse?"

O'Brien: "You mean reason."

"Pardon me, reason for the increase?"

O'Brien: "Well, the money needs to

come from somewhere. Besides you can

look at it this way. Up until now, you have

already had a free ride with the cheap

labor provided by the graduates."

No, we have not had a free ride and the

graduate health fee waiver is not being

paid by the undergraduates. The issue

here is O'Brien is not willing to challenge

the state and willingly takes the easy way
out. O'Brien does not think undergrads

will him and make his actionsaccountable

to us.

We are consumers and we need to start

behaving that way. There are many stu-

dents disillusioned with student empow-

erment— it is not a one-shot deal and we
need to be persistent. On Friday, the

Higher Education Coordinating Council

will meet to approve the increase. We
need to be there to let them know we do not

approve. The GEO and GSS are providing

transportation to Boston (FREE RIDETO
BOSTON). Four percent may not seem

like a lot, but consider this is the fourth

year in a row we have had increases, and

word has it fee increases for April are in

the workings . Ify< tu are interested come to

the meeting tonight March 10 at 8:00

p.m., room 163 Campus Center to sign up

and discuss future plans. If O'Brien will

not fight for us, we will. All undergrads

are urged to come.

Marjorie Decker
Amherst

So what is Ramadan, anyway?
Ramadan? What is that? Are you a

Hindu? This is the response you get when

you tell people that you are fasting for

Ramadan. And that is because a lot of

people don't even know what Islam is!

Ramadan began last Thursday, March

5. It is the ninth month in the lunar

calendar and it is when MusHms begin

their fasting. Fasting in Ramadan is

obligatory; every adult Muslim, male or

female, must do it. The fastingtime begins

shortly before dawn and ends at sunset.

The way of fasting is to abstain from

eating, drinking ("nothing may pass the

lips") and sexual acts. One must have the

intention to fast the following day of

Piamadan. Fasting becomes invalidated if

a person, during fasting hours, deliberately

eats, drinks, smokes, vomits or lets any

object pass through the throat. The elderly

are exempted from Ramadan, however

they should substitute each day they

cannot fast by feeding a poor person for

one day or pa3ang him/her.

Ramadan has greater meaning than

simply fasting. It involves a moral and

social code and a commitment to charitable

deeds. In the holy Quran, Allah men-

tioned that the resvdt of fasting is only

hunger and thirst ifone does not keep his

hands from evil deeds or worse during

Ramadan.
The month, therefore, becomes a period

of meditation and prayer during which

Muslims tend to withdraw a little from

their usual daily affairs to spend long

periods of time in the mosque. Those de-

votions are in addition to the five daily

prayers which Muslims observe through-

out the year.

Rania E. Mansour
. Amherst
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Alligator's celebratin' 20 years
By KARA-JEAN BARRETT
Collegian Correspondent

This evening five of the world's best blues acts will

come together live under one roof at Pearl St. in

Northampton at 7 p.m. Alligator Records, the leading

blues records label in the world, is sponsoring this 15-city

blowout tour to celebrate its 20th anniversary with Koko

Taylor and her Blues Machine, Elvin Bishop, The

Lonnie Brooks Blues Band, Katie Webster, and UV
Ed and the Blues Imperials.

Bruce Iglauer, creator of Alligator Records explains,

"Our goal is to expose new audiences to the emotional

intensity of the blues. And the blues is never better than

it is in live performance."

And this is one live performance not to be missed. The

Grammy-award winningQueen ofthe Blues Koko Taylor

and her band. The Blues Machine, as well as Elvin

Bishop will present authentic, Chicago-style blues to the

Pearl St. audience. o u
For a taste of Louisiana rock and funk, Lonme Brooks

and his super-tight road band will present their gigantic,

soulful sound, as will Katie Webster, the "swamp boogie

^"^nally. UY Ed and the Blues Imperials, will use their

unpredictable style and wild stage antics to close out

what promises to be over three and a half hours ot

"Genuine Houserockin' Music."

Ti^:kets are available at Pearl St. and Strawberries,

and TicketPro.

I

CAf€
DICARLO

5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Baked Manicotti

• Lasagna al Forno

• Polio Primavera

(chicken & veg^ables w/ pasta)

• Pasta Bolognese

(with spicy sausagp)

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires March 31 , 1992

Open Daily at 11 :30 a.m.

Photo oourtMy Paul Watkio

Elvin Bishop

^UBUUn i

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
-^-o^on

of Amherst

6" COLD CUT
COMBO

for only

$1.49
(for a limited time only)

OPEN TIL 2 A.M. Thurs, Fri, Sat!!

4 Main Street • Amherst. MA 01002 • 256 1919

Ballet twirls

through FAC
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Correspondent

Ballet Chicago
Fine Arts Center
March 6, 1992

Last Friday night at 8 p.m., we traveled wth

Ballet Chicago.
Ballet Chicago presented four exciUng pieces of

different styles: Square Dance, A Hairy Night on

Bald Mountain, Time Torque, and By DJango.

The first piece. Square Dance, brought us to a

stage with a light blue background to match the

dancers' pale blue costumes, which blended with

the muted pink lights. Playful violin music by

Arcangelo Corelli and Antonio Vivaldi gave us the

feeling of being at a classical ballet transformed

into a spring square dance.

Square Dance was about two dancers who meet

at a dance. In the beginning, they are shy, but soon,

they become one. First, the men did a dance, and

then the women. The next two movements deal

with all the dancers at the dance.

Behind all the happiness of Square Dance,

though, the male dancer was saddened because he

felt he lost the girl he hadjust met. In the beautiful

third movement, he expressed his sadness with his

powerful leaps. In the end. however, all is well.

A crash of thunder, a creak from the opening of

a gate, and a cat's meow — then the beginning

organ chords from the overture o{ Phantom of the

Opera pounded across the sUge. Where were we?

A grave site on Bald Mountain.

We were invited to see the awakening of the

dead in A Hairy Night on Bald Mountain Done to

the music ofMoussorgsky's "A Night ofBald Moun-

tain," we saw the zombies feast and dance wildly

on a dark, foggy night.

"No! No! It's not how I want it!" the "director

screamed, coming out on sUge in his canar>' yellow

jacket and fire-engine-red glasses. "You! Do some-

thing with your hair!"

He pointed to a dancer and screamed "Music!"

(this piece was hilarious). The mayhem continued

on until Death appeared and put the dancers to

sleep.

The dead awoke to "The Hall of the Mountain

King." by Edvard Grieg. They formed a circle,

clapping as each dancer did a solo. As they spun

around wildly. Death stood in the background,

walking back and forth like an angry parent. The

zombies hit the floor when they noticed Death.

With a snap of his fingers, they were dead.

T^me Torque presented the theme of the force of

metronome time in its three movements: "Walk over

Time." "Samba Time." and "Xylo-Time." Through

their wonderful incorporation ofballet and modern

dance, the dancers presented much expression

As we stepped out into the cold, crisp air, we

could not believe that we were still at UMass.

FREE RENT OPTION
THE CRISIS IN
IRELAND

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitcLun and wall to wall carpeting.

Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

Stop in and we'll show you what we have to offer.

' Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive. Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600

Speaker: Lucillita Breatnach

General Secretary of Sinn Fein

Ms. Breatnach will discuss current

developments in both the North
and South of Ireland including

censorship, abortion rights and

increased political violence.

c^howtimes:
Fn. - Sun.

One Show Only at 7;00pm

Mon-Thurs.

Oie show at 7:00pm

Adults $4 00

Student w/valid ID &

Senior Citizens $3.00

Wed. March 11, 7:00pm

UMass Campus Center 162-175

Sponsored by the Northern Ireland Report,

UMas Solidarity, Radical Student Union,
Grad. Student Senate.

ii'W

WHO'S

OPEN

LATE?
Sun-Thurs. 'till 3am

Fri. & Sat. Open 24 hours

Route 9, Hadley

256-6889

nexU^to^^hoj
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Multicultural Affairs
Places, smells, feelings and rembrances

Different places have different smells. Living under a
big, strong hand in China I could smell nothing but
pressure, while Hong Kong is much more fun. It was
sweaty and adventurous. The tropical fragrant offlowers

and coconuts in Singapore and Malaysia made me dizzy,

so it took me a little while for my nose to a4just the mild

and plain atmosphere here in Amherst.
After four months in UMASS my nose began to be

impatient. Therefore 1 packed up and started a smelly

journey. Colorado smells like a big cheese: lazy, slow and
relaxed, the typicsd Central American style, but it made
me feel warm, especially when it was sixty degrees

everyday in Christmas.

Then the smell ofchampagne, perfume, candy bars and
fireworks came next. It was New Year's Eve in Boston.

Marching on the streets with over-excited crowds, my
friend Amy and I peeked into every fun place in Harvard

Square, and through the huge windows of hotels amd
restaurants, we watched people having parties in luxuri-

ous manners for this big fiesta. It was disappointing but

what I thought of then was the fairy tale The Happy
Prince" by Hans Ajiderson, and 1 looked up the sky hoping

to find a finch. Probably I was too addicted to the stories.

If Eastern America is a cup of lemonade, then South

America would be a bottle ofTequi la , and 1 was drunk the

first first time I tasted it. TraveUng with 23 people from

UMASS. we experienced the strong cultural difference in

Mexico: the ancient, mythological ruins in Uxmal, Labna,

Kohimlich and Chichen Itza, and the colonial and mod-

em Merida, the stepdaughter ofSpain. The extreme heat

in the air and the passion in the explosive Spanish music

drove me wild in those twelve days. What was more

touching was the pure and intelligent Mexicans: the kids

in a primary school, the old street cleaner who sang me
a song, our humorous driver Alijandro and delightful

guide Alfonso. They are beautiful, humble but with no

shame.

Julia Chu

It was sad to say goodbye to Mexico and my colleagues.

The cave adventure, the suru-ise in Lagoon, the Tequila

shot and beach volleyball match in Akumal Cancun, the

last night in Merida and more will be permanent memo-

ries.

I like apples, and an apple as juicy and big as New
York definitely suited my appetite. Although it stunk of

money, the city beat made me feel at home. With only two

butts in my pocket every day, 1 was tempted to travel

from Long Island to Manhattan by myself, and was

pretty much an expert at changing from buses to subways

and to trains. After all, I still preferred my number 1 1 bus

and shot as many interesting places as I could.

Outside Central Park I met an old Russian soldier

selling gorgeous Russian medals and prints. He spoke

broken English because he just arrived, but we had a

happy chat and he addressed me as his "comrade" when
we said goodbye.

Down the subway in Times Square I met a briUiant

BraziUan musician playing guitar. He has been to the

States for many years and owns a little coffee shop in

Broadway. When asking him why he left Brazil, the

hidden sadness in his eyes told me it must be a long story.

He invited me to go to his coffee shop the next time I went

to New York.

Contrary to him, there was a young and cheerful

Yugoslavian artist selling paintings in the Soho District.

He told me about his plan in the States in an energetic

voice and I wished him good luck to his ambition.

On the way back to Amherst, 1 stopped by Connecticut

and visited Yale University, a high-class but

unapproachable Gothic town. Trumbull, where I stayed

with my friend Kristin, is similar to Amherst, and that

reminded me to come back to school.

My nose is really dizzy now after the smelly holiday.

However I caimot wait for its recovery because I want to

know the smell of the world.

Julia Chu is a UMass student. The views expressed in

this article are those of the author and do not necessarily

represent those of the Collegian.

Congratulations to the
women's community on

WOMEN'S History Month.
The next Multicultural
Affairs page will be on

succesful minority women on
CAMPUS. So, if you have any
SUGGESTIONS OR IDEAS ON ANY

TEACHER, STAFF MEMBER OR STU-

DENTS, JUST DROP A NOTE TO:

MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS EDITOR
1 13 CAMPUS CENTER

THANK You!

Guatemalans find voice

The broken stereotype

who broke my heart
After more than ten years of reform

and opening to the outside world ofmain-

land China, the stereotype of American

guys as playboys still exists. 1 remember

when I was in Beijing International Air-

port just about to ready to come to the

United SUtes — my ex-boyfriend's last

words to me were:

"Don't trust any American guy!"

I received a serious culture shock after

I caune to this land. 1 never thought that

someday I may fall in love with any

American guy.

I met him, an American guy, at the

graduate lounge in the Campus Center

last semester. We started going out as

friends, and he was very knowledgeable,

nice and polite. We talked about history,

culture and political issues. He changed

all the negative images ofAmerican guys

in my mind. I feel we have so much to

share, so much to learn from each other.

Three months passed and I realized I was

in love!

I wanted to be fair, I wanted him to

love me too. But things were never that

simple. Tears and sleepless night fol-

lowed. But I know this feeUng is not

unusual for a young woman and I am

strong enough to get over it.

Two days later 1 met him at "The

Hatch".

"How do you feel?" he asked.

"Fine. How do you think? I'm going to

die?" I joked.

"What? You are not serious, are you.'

He looked at me in total confusion.

I was shocked at his reaction. He didn't

even think I was joking. I suddenly real-

ized I might be a stereotype in his mind.

Madam Butterfly or Ms. Saigon? NO! I

never think of sacrificing for any single

mind in the world. That is such a sin

against my one billion Chinese people!

China is a developing country, just think

about how much money she sp>ends to

produce a graduate student like me after

seven years of free education in college.

Where does this money come from? One
million people's hard work.

I was brought up by my grandmother

in a Chinese village during the Cultural

Revolution when my parents didn't have

the time to care about me. I know how
hard life used to be. Chinese peasants

contributed the best of their products to

feed the intellectual, industrial workers

on the army. Life was always hard but full

ofhope. They were and they are still striv-

ing to used their own hands to make any

socialist motherland become rich and

strong! How hard-working and unsophis-

ticated people are! You may think they are

naive, but 1 am indebted to them.

America is an individual society, but

forme , something can never be individual

.

Life is more meaningful for me to remem-

ber the past, and to do my best in the

future for the people I really love and

deeply indebted.

The author of this letter asked to re-

main anonymous.

;a Menchu
Rigoberta Merichu is a Quiche indig-

enous woman who has been engaged in an

arduous struggle to defend the rights of

the indigenous people, and all the op-

pressed, in Guatemala.

Menchu, like many indigenous Guate-

malans, has suffered the atrocities that

the oppressors commit against them as

part of a system of discrimination. Many

ofher family members have been tortured

and assassinated by the Guatemalan

military.

Luisa Quintanilla

Menchu saw two of her brothers die

due to the chronic malnutrition that is

imposed on many indigenous peoples.

Neither the system that oppressed her,

nor her experience ofoppression are unique

to Guatemala — they are repUcated in

many Latin American countries. Her life

story represents the appalling reality of

life for the downtrodden ofLatin America.

What makes her exceptional is her

incredibly courageous struggle for the

emancipation and self-determination of

her people. Menchii did not learn Span-

ish until she was 20, tackling the colonial

language in order to end the silence in

which the indigenous people suffer.

She used the language not as a tool of

assimilation, but as a weapon ofempower-

ment. She believed that the only way to

counter-attack an oppressive culture was

through its own language. Non-Spanish

speaking natives were often cheated and

deceived through linguistic tricks and

traps, in contracts by land-owners and

"the system."

As she explained, "Siempre han dicho:

pobres indios que no saben hablar:

entonces muchos hablan por ellos; por

eso me decidi a aprender el castellano."

("They have always said: poor Indians

who don't know how to speak: so others

speak for them; that's why I decided to

learn Spanish.") Menchu taught herself

and other indigenous Guatemalans, the

colonial language as a revolutionary ac-

tion.

Menchu did not have any formal train-

ing in political ideology, but her life expe-

rience provided the basis for an ideology of

change for basic justice. She became an

activist, and opened the eyes ofher people,

giving them the tools to fight for their

rights.

Menchu has expressed the realities that

her people still suffer. She says that they

lack a decent childhood, basic education

and sufficient food. Menchu says that the

oppression is so pervasive that even the

animals ofthe rich participate, since they

often train their dogs to reject and shun

the indigenous people.

As a child, Menchu had feared growing

up to become a woman. This experience is

not exclusively hers, but comes naturally

to anyone who knows the bitter life that

awaits the oppressed.

Menchu renounced to the institutions

ofmarriage and motherhood, because she

didn't want to bring children into a world

in which they would lack their basic hu-

man needs simply because of their ethnic

origin.

Menchu personally experienced the ex-

ploitation and discrimination both of the

system, and by the ladino population of

Guatemala. She explains, "Xo que a

nosotros los indigenas nos duele m6s es

que nuestro traje lo ven bonito pero la

persona que lo Ueva es como si fuera nada
"

CWhat hurts us (indigenous) the most is

that our clothes are seen as beautiful, but

those who wear them are considered

worthless. ')

But she, unlike some indigenous people

who once they learn Spanish loose their

culture, has pride in her culture and de-

mands its recognition. In fact, Menchu can

be seen as part of a new generation of

cultural revolutionaries.

In her life and struggles, RigoberU

Menchu has demonstrated a series of pro-

found truths and principles for struggle.

She has understood and developed the

principle that language is a weapon, and

culture is a field of battle in the fight for

human rights.

She has highlighted and embodied the

central role of

indigenous women in the struggle oftheir

people for justice, and the necessity and

viability of the family as a basic unit of

social action.

Finally, she has shown people how to

see their struggles forjustice in the broad-

est possible context, moving beyond the

personal and localized, always reaching

out to others.

For example, at the age of 23, she chose

to share her experiences with the broadest

possible public through her powerful auto-

biography "Me Llamo (I,) Rigoberta

Menchu," which has been translated into

numerous languages including English.

As she has said, "Mi opcion por la lucha

no tiene h'mites ni espacio: s61o nosotros

que llevamos nuestra causa en el coraz6n

estamos dispuestos a correr todos los

riesgos. " ("My options in the struggle have

no limits or boundaries: only those of us

who carry our cause in our hearts are

willing to take all the risks. ")

Menchu is 33, lives in exile, and car-

ries on the struggle for justice in Guate-

mala.

Luisa Quintanilla is a UMdss student.

The views and opinions expressed in this

article are those of the author and do not

necessarily represent those ofthe Collegian
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Receive 50c o^ our everyday low prices of 2 sets of prints

from any size exposure roll of 35mm. disc. 110 or 126 color

pnni film (C-41 process only) Offer expires 3/31/92

DEVELOP SPRING BREAK
PHOTOS HERE AND SAVE!
^^ UNIVERSITY ^*"* ^^^^ ' Worcester Monchy

i-^^T'OR F* <Iy^
Franklin Munchy • Hampden Viunchy

We copy all

night
For most of us, there just aren't

enough hours in a 9 to 5 day. We

know that there are times when

you'll find yourself working

around the clock to get an

important project completed

on time. And

that's why

we're open 24

hours a day...

every day. So no mat-

ter when you need a helping

hand and a friendly face, you'll find them at Kinko's.

op^„ljiho„rs Mnko's
220 North Pleasant Street thC COpy CentCr
(Across from ihc Carriage Shops)

Today and Tomorrow
for Your Leader

Student Government President
Student Trustee

ADVERTISEMENT

Undergrads Vote in:

Worcester, Franklin, Berkshire,

Hampshire DCs, Hatch,

Newman Center

Graduates Vote in:

Campus Center Concourse

students may vote from 1 1 -7

Please Bring Your Sudent ID
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DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

JIM'S JOURNAL By JIM

^•:*t i»lt. liltt,

ov\t of tK«¥«« Mif

\

J

cUSC frit«\4».

Collegian writer's workshop with

George Forcier, Managing Editor of

the Greenfield Recorder
7 p.m. Tuesday in the Suffolk Room in

the Student Union

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

I_
WILMINGTON By M.K. ANDERSON

1

CAST OF THOUSANDS
YkNOU. mRf's

JUSTm HVHT TO

lATlNGlf you CANT
HAMi. A OaWTTi

AfTiRUARKI

JUST LOW At Mi ARMS

-

ruo POINTUSS STRIPS OF

M£AT UITH NOTHING TO HOLD'

If COPMUNT US TO at NOhJ-

SMOKSRS. OUR ARMS UOULPm
AT THE SHOULPCd!

AND "TOUCAN FORGfT
ABOUT SeX! OURFORMIR
NIGHTS OF miSlON Sf/M
Lin GROSS T/Mi- CONSUMING

fIfSH RITUALS UITHOUT

K SMOkl AFTtRUARP'

By BARRY DEUTSCH

il%Tm^rH/rmR)^

ARIISIMarch 2 1 -Apf il 191; Become

more aw jte ol Olhen' »en»ilive feelin|tk

and lone down your rerruirks. Work on

your own, in your own (aihion. A new-

comet on ihe iocial stcne arous« your

curiosity. Introduce yourself.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20»: You

rtviy attract mtwe attention than you

expect at a meeting. Accept a challenge

and run with it. You still leave the com-

petition in the dust! Recent domestic

pressures will subside.

GEMINI (Mjy 21 June 20): Do not

let a taste oi success go to your head!

You need to improve your act or perlect

your skills. Takinc an occasiorwl time-

out from work helps you slay sharp.

CANCER dune 21 July 22): Stick 10

your routine even if it iometimes bore*

you. II you want to update your appear-

ance, now IS the time! Make some tx>W

changes. A new ronruniK interest is fea-

tured.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22): Secret dreami

ol romantic or career success can come

true if you communicate your thoughts

to someone m a position to lielp. At

work, concentrate on projecting a pro-

fessional image.

VIRGO (Aug. 2}-Seot. 22>: A con

flicl between home and career could

arise. You may have to work overtime to

bring a proiect in on lime. Show higher-

ups that your word is your bond. Meet a

deadline.

LIBRA (Sept. 2J-Oct. 22): Plol your

rtenl move witn care. Cooperating with

influential associates may be your tjest

strategy. Attending a social event could

lead to an interesting encounter.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2} Nov. 21 ); Your

leadershipskills shine through, allowing

lor smcKdh sailing at work Instant cap-

pon is possible with a newcomer Pay

more anention to c urrerM fashions wlico

shopping for clothes.

SAGIHARIUS (Nov. 22-Oec. 21):

Steef) yourself m creative work today.

You will find that it r rnlcrs you. Riving

you a strong sense ol pur()Ose. SomeorH-

inlluential expresses an interest m sup-

portin)> your efforts.

CAPRICORN (Dec, 22 Ian. I")): It

would be smart to let someone else lead

today. A partner may be heller al ^n>t-

ling trends than you are. Suck lo what

has proven p'acKal m Ihc past.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-feb. 18): t>t

bill payments in ihe mail and terni to a

credit matter you may have overlooked.

You miRhl have to shift lunds jri>und.

Recheck your work to avoidembarjssir>g

or costly mistakes.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):

Someone is willing to help you get a

Imancial matter sauared away. Do not

fall into the same kind of trap the next

time around. Be willing to pool ideas

with loved ones. Have an egg salad

sandwich today.

HAD 9FX

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

Today's Staff

Night Editor
jason George

^^ rj:.^r Marc Elliott
Copy Editor

PhotoTechnician
Andrea M.ghass,

Production Supervisor
Lisajezowski

Production
Rick Seto,

Theresa Giammattei

Menu
LUNCH
Pizza

Fish Munchies

BASICS LUNCH
Pizza

Sesame Noodles / peas

DINNER
Chicken Tenders

Cavatelli Supreme

BASICS DINNER
Chicken Tenders

Tri Bean Casserole

The opinions expressed on .h,s page are those of the carioon.sls ...d do not necessarily re.lec. .he views of the Collc^i.n or the University

ACROSS
1 Cetabratwn

S Guard S

command
9 Ocaam

14 Latar

15 MusKai
highligM

16 Jury

1

7

Laurel ol laughs

18 Cjradwm
19 Rope htwr

?0 Bobby s

foUow^r'

21 CarroH s

nonsanse poem
23 Agony s

antilhasis

25 Do —
olhar*

26 Short

commarcials

27 Fussing larKias

29 Approving

signal

32 City on ttm

Saale

35 Reimbursad
36 Advantaga
37 Ptaymg hooky:

Abbr

38 Comadian
—Tliomas

39 0oh—

'

40 Impost

41 War god
42 Actor BiKldy

43 Ptndar product

44 Kerplunk

45 To s partner

46 Put on the

camas
48 Epic poem
52 Yulatida sourxls

56 Average

57 Worship

58 ENipsoKJal

59 Nap
60 Centi or mini

DOWN
t Quebec
patansuia

2Pr»»*
3 Oedit ollerings

4 Massachusens
cape

5 Tormont

6 Tbe She* ot

7 Branch
8 Kmd ol

measure
9 Gives nse to

10 ExplOfer

Sebastian
11 Constncting

snakes
12 Knockout
13 Overwneim
21 Shade o» green

22 Flood
24 Census
27 Got along

28 Broadcasts

30 Stare

31 Giant star

32 NimtXiS

33 Overwhelmed

45 Struck down
47 Say yes
48 Tygef' Tyger'

poet

49 W Samoa island

50 Old nothing

51 Loosed
52 Frame piece

53 CorK»pt
54 Fail miserably

55 Luciler s realm

59 Touch gently

ANSWER TO PWEVIOIIS PUZZLE:

34 Tokens ol

alieciion

35 Neignbor ol

Chile

36 Funny bone S

kxation

38 Source ot the

Truckee
42 Love ijod

44 tOtti US
president and

lE
,

»|BW Dl»
|

T|Em
L|AIIII|«iBE|l I aBs
U R I Mffc I TlfT
E L E p¥|A N THaTu

nnnn nnnn
Giorriio r i ri ejt
ElOHCIH A R yWRQB QonQD nnnn

61 Farralof

M'A-S-H
62 Awealhers

63 Oiarmnd potnts

64 Ran. like

madra*
66 Bnltan s Billy

e|«« Ln Aaartn Tlam SyiiMcMt 3/10/K
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Women's basketball season review

I'oUefian Pbolo b>- t'hriilopher Evans

Laurie Dondarski drives to the hoop past a

George Washington defender in an regular

season game earlier this season. Dondarski, a

sophomore, has performed well at both guard
spots this year.

Bv .NilCHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The story remains the same: to advance to the second

round of the Atlantic 10 Conference Championships, the

University of Massachusetts women's basketball team

must do something it hasn't done in two years— it must

beat a Conference opponent.

The statistics are ugly, but they don't lie, and the

Minutewomen have not won an A- 10 game in 35 straight

games, dating back to the 1989-90 season. They will play

Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. against No. 8 seed Duquesne.

The Minutewomen (4-23. 0-14 in the A-10), while

finishing last for the third consecutive year, have shown

tremendous improvement over last year's 0-27 squad.

UMass has shown grit and gumption in achieving their

limited success, and have been in nearly every game at

halflime.

In most of the U»am's A-10 losses, it has simply been

unable to keep up with its opponents in the second half

due to lack of a bench. In a game against Rutgers at the

Cage, the Lady Knights played 10 players in the first half

alone while UMass only dressed nine players.

But the team has had its share of highlights also,

beginning the season with a win against Saint Francis,

41-40 UMass was led by the play ofSenior Jenny Moran,

who gathered 13 points and 10 rebounds. The
Minutewomen played well in the Red Flash Classic,

beating the Cornell Red Flash 60-47.

UMass also had a 65-58 win versus Brooklyn at home,

which was their first home win of the year, and a win

against Northeastern under unusual circumstances.

The team was slated to play the Huskies on Jan. 4th,

but most ofthe Minutewomen team came down with the

flu. UMass scheduled the game later in January, and the

team recovered nicely, winning 49-40. Kim Kristofik

paced the team with 24 points and 14 rebounds in her

best performance of the season.

Unfortunately, Conference play came upon Joanie

O'Brien's team, and the Minutewomen hit a 13-game

skid to end the season. The A-10 was strong, having both

West Virginia and George Washington ranked in the Top

25 most of the year. In addition, Rutgers performed well

in the Conference, finishing 18-9.

While O'Brien spent much ofher first year building for

the future, the 1991-92 UMass squad was filled with

surprises.

Trish Riley, for example, was the biggest surprise for

the team. Riley, who suffers from a chronic back injury,

hardly even played last season.

The senior from Altoona, PA came back stronger than

anyone ever expected, and finished the regular season

with an average of 9.1 points and 2.6 assists per game.

Riley has played despite her pain through most of the

season, and is truly the catalyst for UMass.

Jenny Moran has been another pleasant surprise for

the Minutewomen, boimcing back ft-om a poor 1990-91

season to place second on the team with 12.1 ppg and 5.7

rpg, and become the Minutewomen'soutside threat. Moran

is currently third on the UMass career 3-pointer list.

Kim Kristofik nearly doubled her scoring output from

last year while adjusting to a new position. Kristofik led

the team in both points and rebounds with 12.6 and 7.2,

respectively. Thejunior moved back to center after playing

forward last season.

Walk-on sophomore Laurie Dondarski has performed

well this year in both guard positions, as she has con-

tributed to the offensive How and shown improvement

through the course of the year. Maleeka Valentine has

been a solid all-around player for the Minutewomen,

shutting down some of the toughest players in the Con-

ference on defense.

Area's Largest Aerobic Floor

BY THE

IDEA

DONNA KELLEY
ACSM Ceiit>«0 ^F^

FUNK • LOW IMPACT • STEP

AMHERST AMinC CLUB • 460 WEST ST.. • SO. AMHERST • 256-0080

Don't think about trying to run au/ay.»

^.why make it toufih on yourself? Just Pick it up and read.

Everyone reads the Collegian.
You're just going to have to face it.

SEE US FOR

LENS CARE
PRODUCTS

LOW PRICES - LARGE SELECTION
BAUSCH
&LOMB

Southwest North Residential Area

RA APPRECIATION DAY

RENU DISINFECTING SOLUTION 80Z.

$5.19
B&L DAILY CLEANSER ONLY

$4.29
B&L SENSITIVE EYES SALINE 12 OZ.

$2.79
B&L SENSATIVE EYE DROPS

$3.99

COMPARE AND SAVE
^.UNIVERSITY
mSTORE^

MINI STORE- WORCHESTER MUNCHY-
FRANKLIN MUNCHY HAMPDEN MUNCHY

All Tugrul Alpacar

Marc Bacon
Dorothy Bennett

Pascale Bernard

Anne Boffa

Kjmmarie Brew

Stephen Brunette

Daniel Burzinski

Marie Buzad

Kara Casey

Dianna Chenausky

Sean Cloherty

Christopher Collins

Carolyn Conrad

Joseph Costello, Jr.

Eugene Daniell

Jean Delbrune

Peggy Dolan
Jeremy Doran
Todd Dreyfus

Sandra Durant

Rachel Eisenman
Samantha Eustace

Kristin Gerber

Thomas Greene

Marc Greengrass

Mark Guilmain

Haruko Hirose

Christopher House
Jennifer Hunady
Denise Hunt
Michael Janes

Kristen Jeffers

Gretchen Johnson

Jennifer Juneau

Eileen Knight

Richard Kolbusz, Jr.

Yuri Kumagai
Cristie LaRivierc

Lawrence Laurent

Darcie Lenhart

Lucia Lucas

Scott Macey
Joseph Marek
Robert Marshak
Theresa Matcus

Christopher McClurc
Brian McGivcm
Jennifer McGrath
Deborah Murphy
Nancy Nelson

Keith Nicolson

Kristina Nyman
Lorraine Ouellette

Joanne Pascar

Theresa Pearson

Robert Piper

Alison Pitt

Erin Riley

Alison Roberts

Beth Salvi

Karthikeyan Sankaran

Eric Shultz

Naomi Seligman

Rebecca Stange

Brenda Stonestreet

Shawn St. Jean

Tara Sullivan

Sanjog Survc

Sami Tabari

Amanda Tate

Erika Trubounis

Kimya Warfield

Christopher Yuskaitis

From the Residence Directors,

Assistant Residence Directors and Staff.

WE APPRECIATE WHATYOU DO
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Eating Disorder Programs • ^ring 1992
Sponsored by University Health Services

Eating Disorder Treatment Program
For individuals - with Nulritioniats. Muiilal
Health Cliiuciaii, I'hyaician aiidyor Nurse
Practiciuiier. Mondays or Tuesdays - beg-iiiiiit;

February lO, University Health Services,
Confidentiality Assured. Call 549-2671. Clinic IV

Food and Feeling Workshop
Led by Peer Health Educators. To schedule a
workshop for yo\ir Residence Hall - call

546-2671. ext 181

§mmm % til'

/-

Attention Graduating Seniors!

Would you like

to be a teacher?

start this summer.
The Institute for Teacher Certification and Professional

Development at Franklin Pierce College offers an

intensive TeacAer Certification Program

for College Graduates.

• Elementary Certification (K-8)

• Secondary Certification (8-12) in: Art, Biology,

Fnglish, French, History, Mathematics, Social Studies

(Anthropology, Sociology, Psychology), Spanish

FUNK- HI/LOW -STEP

, Classes Dalli>

, Certified Instructors

, Suspended Wood Flooi

AMHKKST ATHI KTIC
CLIIH

IbOWi-st St

So Amherst. 256-0080

• Cars
• Truck*
• Cargo Vans

ffanf hy Oajt, V^ or Uonlh

SfMMl WMUy and MaaKond rialas

NorlhAntnrstMotors
Auk)ftTHck Rental

7« OM SwdMtand Rd.

Nar«iAinhMtt,MA

549-RENT
(S4»-n60)

On Bui fhul0

N

A,

V

The Collegian joins the entire

University community in

congratulating Coach Calipari

and tlie entire men's basicetl>aii

team on tlieir spectacular

regular season and in wrishing

them continued success in tlie

A-10 and NCAA Tournaments.

1^ Loan and scholarship opportunities

Housing available

New Hampshire Certification

Reciprocal wilh 29 Slates

Franklin Pierce College,

Rindge, New Hampshire

^
I For information call TOLL FREE(800) 437-0048

HITS THE ROAD
MOnTHlYFROMMARVtl'

SAME BAT CHANNEL
I

Comics • Cards • O^nies & More...

Hampshire Mall, Hadley •586-8775

Ingleside Mall, Holyoke • 532-9797

Hours

Mqn-Sat* 10-9 /Sun '12-5

UNIX SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATORS
Morgan Stanley is a global investment hanking firm serving major clients around the world.

Our continued investment in innovative value-added technology is equaled h\ our commitment

to maintaining one of the best IS organizations on Wall Street

We have career opportunities for

Unix Systems Administrators.

YOUR CREDENTIALS SHOULD INCLUDE:

- Bachelors. Masters, or Ph.D. in a technical field

- UNIX (SUN OS. AIX. HP/UX) and C experience

- Working knowledge of TCP/IP

- Systems administration experience wilh 30 or more workstations

- Excellent communication skills

Interviews are being arranged now for March 31

Morgan Stanley offers an outstanding compensation package including base salary and bonus,

competitive benefits (including 4 weeks vacation) and quality business and technical training.

Pleast send or fa.\ yttur rrsume lo

Catherine Subolich. Recruiting Manager

Morgan Stanley & Co. Inc.

1633 Broadway. 35th flotu

New York. NY 10019

Fax:(212)703-2957

MORGAN STANLEY
M."f«*! Sl(inlf\ It An Etfiul Opt>trKmi\ hmplr

i

Classifieds
rnufTnwFrajfcmoFFicE mcmfmcmm mK.THv^.mu> mDAyi:m:X-mDumismoDArsFmmmuam^ ykmm>AyFORswDEm̂ ^a5iWAoma

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ALL STUDENTS ARE eligible tof some type

o( hnanaal an) regardless ol family income

andG.P.A Moil scholarships are over $500

For a lee ol $50 we guarantee at least $1 00

ot rinancial aid or lull relund Can 323-8646 •

Leave name and address lo be mailed tree

intornwrtton. —
ATTENTION: Anyone interested in repre-

senting ttieir country and culture at ttie In-

ternational Fair contact Elsa 549-0022

Deadline Is Mmch 13

Bed and Breakfast

Downtown Amherst Ideal for visiting par-

ents and Iriends 549-0733

BUTTERnELD KITCHEN MEAL PLAN

Great food in a Inendly atmosphera! Join

now!! Call for more infonnation at 545-0182^

EUROPE this summer? Jet tfiere anytime

lor only $169! (reported in Let's Go' and NY

Times ) Also, low roundtrip lares to west

coast. AIRHITCH (r) 2^2-664-2000.

AUTO FOR SALE

CHEAPl FBI/US. SEIZED

89l*1ercedes $200

86 VW $50

87 Mercedes $100

65 Mustang $50

Choose from thousands starting $25

FREE 24 Hour recording reveals

details 80 1 -379-2929 Copyright #MA 1 5KJC

TOYOTA COROLLA 1986 $3995

Auto, air. Sdoor. Good condition.

Unique Auto, Rie. 9. Amh«r»l 253-4282

HELP WANTED

DEAD TRADE

I have: Nassau, NY Wed March 1 1, (2 Hit)

Thurs March 12, (2tix)

I need: Fri March 13

Call Chns 253-3608

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL:

HACK-A-DI8C ENTERTAINMENT. DJ-s,

video DJ's and Karaoke from $175.00. Can

586-9900

02 TICKETS

Hartford lor Ml* -C*t Chris 253-3606

A HANDS-ON management position for

large scale painting proiects Manage 5-15

people and job prolilability. work with mar-

keting team in off season. 1 -3 years painting

and supervisory experience necessary.

Possible temporary relocation within New

England Strong earings potential. Call or

resuHDe to: Prime Touch 55 Chapel St New-

ton. MA 021 58 (617)964^7020

Alaska Summer Employment- Fisheries.

Earn $5.000*/month. Free transportation!

Room * board' Over 8.000 openings Male

or female For employment program call 1-

206-545-4 1 55^8)0296^

EARN MONEY!!!
Spanish'english bilinguals

Needed for reading study

Jeanette 585-8749

HELP WANTED (SUMMER 6/22 to 8/22):

The Association lor ttie Help ol Retarded

Children needs male and female students to

work at its summer sleep-away camp in the

Catskill Mountains for developmentally dis-

abled chiWren and adults Paid positions

available lor cabin counselors, program m.*,

structors, WSI's, office staff Write Camp

Loyalton. AHRC 189 Whealley Road.

Brookville, NY 1 1545. or call 516-626-1000,

Mon-Fn

NATICK AREA
Interviewing lor 3 lull time summer positions

during spring break General ollice and phone

skills a plus $7 25'hf Relaxed atmosphere

508-653-1744

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many posi-

tions Great benefits. Call (805) 682-7555 Ext

P-3306

L̂OST

PERSONALS

FOR SALE

13cuIl APARTMENT SIZED Relridgerator

Frost-free $ 1 30 323-6 1 63

ANTARES ACOUSTIC QUH'AR in great

condition Please call 546-0766

Laptop computer, 640l<.2-720Kdteks. 71bs,

tUH under warranty $400 negot Davkl 566-

6393

rouNO

HELP WANTED
HOMEWORKERS NEEDEDM

Earn $1,000 weekly mailing our circulars in

your spare time at home! GUAFtANTEED!

Free supplies/postage! Begin now! Free

details! Enclose LSASE SMS. Dept. Col- 7A.

Box 610, Cordova. TN 38018-0610

LOST-REO/BLACK BEADEDNECKLACE.
Sentimental value If found please call at

549-2904 Thank YOu[

LIMITED EXPRESS brown leatherjacket oo

3/5 at the Pub Reward offered no questions

asked Can 546-0128

FOUND GOLD LOCKET outside of SW DC
Call Erick for ID 546-4033

••LEGAL HELP**

Questions alMut your lease/security de-

posit deductions'' Questions about sublet-

ting/'assigning leases'' Ouesttons about the

condition ol your new house or apartment?

Contact the Legal Services Center. 922

Campus Center, 545-1995

JEFF Remember sesamoid bone at The

Pub Please respondi

CONORATULATKJNSTO DELTA ZETA*S

awesome pledges Jill. Dana. Amy, Gineen.

Dana and Melissa

We love youi Get psyctied lor an amazing

semester!

Love in OZ. The Sisters

PAULA PEANUTBUTTER!
Pi Pheadi

Happy 20thM!

W-hoooooo"
We love you'

You're the best!

Love. Shubes Danieliey and Melissa

PAMC
Did you know that you

have a secret admirer''

TO THE DUMB BLONDE
Sorry this is late Happy 21

'

I cani celebrate with HoHos because I have

HoHo poisoning

(This would sound better in Dublin)

Hugs. Tut)by
.

TODD
The thougtit ol you today

made me smile

Thanks -Ma

3 FOR 2 BEDROOM TOtWNHOUSE
on bus route, quiet, clean

$ieOMo each Call 665-4090

Stephanie or J«n

SERVICES

FREE pregnancy tasting; conlideniial and

caring support. BIRTHRIGHT 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

SUMMER RENTAL

GROUP RENTALS
Hyannis area- walk to t>each and

downtown Call 508-778-0709

TYPING

PAPERS, RESUMES, THESIS-

Word processing, laser pnnting-

Call Rosemary 323^^5031

You know ma. I type papers. $1.50/typed

page Brian 546-3563

"UNTTfLED"

ROOMMAtE WANTED

PLEASEGOTO AL-BUMS in Amherst and

pick up tt>e new release by Nag Nag Nag

singer. An Vais titled Unsigned" If enough

people buy it. I may be forced to change ttie

title (or at least buy some food) Support your

tocal artist, buy 'Unsigned', smg with me, and

remember - tia^ Nag Nag Rooooooools!!

2 females needed to share K-vKlywina apt.

next 9/92 4 more info P/C 6-5372
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Sports
tnen^s basketball

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

defense did the rest.

"UMass executed its offense very well
."

said Rhode Island coach Al Skinner. **They

got the ball into the hands of people we
didn't want it in."

Rhode Island trailed 56-55 before

freshman Jason Alexander tl3 points, 6

assists) caught fire. Alexander, who threw

some pretty seeing-eyed passes, hit four

free throwsand pickedJim McCoy's pocket,

leading to an easy layup. which gave the

Rams a 61-58 lead.

"1 did a bad job coaching tonight," said

UMass coach John Calipari. "I didn't start

coaching until about 5 minutes left in the

game I didn't think the effort was there

I tonight. We were just screwing ourselves

up.

The Rams ( 20-9 ) came out of the locker

room for the second half trailing 32-27,

but within 4:27, they tied the game and

with 12:34 remaining took a two-point

lead (46-44).

The Minutemen opened a 10-point lead

with 18:41 lefl in the game and it looked as

if they would cruise to a fairly easy win.

But that was not the case.

Alexander hit a trey and found Andre

Samuel (18 points) all alone for an easy

layup, and JeffKent nailed a shortjumjaer

to get the Rams within three (37-34).

Williams made one free throw to push

UMass' lead back up to four. However,

Samuel's two foul shots and Alxexander's

layup tied the game at 38.

The lead switched hands eight times

the rest of the way before the Minutemen

ran off 15 straight points to put URI
away.

"Every time the other team makes a

run, we try to counter

with a run of our own," Herndon said.

In the first half, UMass opened up a

quick 13-6 lead on the strength of two

Tony Barbee (10 points) field goals (one a

trey), and two Jim McCoy buckets.

The lead ballooned to 18-8 with 13:46

renmaining, then the Minutemen slowed

the tempo down. UMass, which ran so

effectively against Rutgers in the

quarterfinals Sunday, started last night's

game the same way — running.

But, when UMass slowed down, it got

sloppy on offense and the Rams climbed

back into the game. Abdul Fox hit two

consecutivejumpers and Kyle Ivey-Jones

made two free throws to get Rhode Island

within four (18-14).

A Barbee eight-footer and three-pointer

pushed the lead up to 9, and Anton Brown

made it 12, on the next possesion, burying

a jumper from someplace in Pittsburgh.

UMass will host West Virginia, which

beat Temple 44-41 in the first-ever A- 10

final at the Cage.

AP photo

Harper Williams slips between Rutgers' Chuck Weiler and Mike Jones in the Minutemen's 106-94

Atlantic 10 quarterfinal win over the Scarlet Knights Sunday. The junior center was named the 1992

Atlantic-10 Player of the Year. Williams was the game's high scorer with 20 points, and chipped in with

7 rebounds, 4 assists and 1 blocked shot. "Harper Williams took us to the championship game," said UMass

head coach John Calipari.

A blast of the past from the gym
PHILADELPHIA — I didn't think

much of it until I shuffled in my seat and

got a splinter inmy rear— the Palestra on

the campus of the University of Pennsyl-

vania is more thanjust the host site ofthe

Atlantic 10 tournament. . .

Sweat actually smells good here. . . and
it's supposed to.

It's not an arena, a stadium or a "sports

complex". . . it's a gymnasium.
The building constantly echoes the

sounds ofan inflated ball off its hardwood
floors and reverberates the squeaks of

Ticket information

Ttekets for Thursday's Atlantic

10 final at tt^e Curry Hicks Cage
against West Virginia (9 p.m., ESPN)

will be available at the Cage at

8:30 a.m. tockiy.

Each student with a valid UMass
ID may buy a ticket for a reserved

seot for $5 with a two-ticket limit

per student.

sneakers off its steel girders overhead.

The sun peeking through the windows
in the ceiling gives you a good excuse for

missing the easy five-foot jumper.

Brett Morris

Basketballs that swish through the net

can be heard from any of the "not a bad'

seats in the house.

"Fresh Fruit Frostees" and "Fresh

Lemonade" replace three-day old hot dogs

in the concession stands.

Blinking neon lights don't show you

your way, painted arrows on dilapidated

brick do.

Yeah, there are Coors Light, Pepsi and

Dunkin' Donuts signs hanging from and

surrounding the scoreboards, but they're

hard to see behind the"USalle 1954 NCAA
Champions," "Villanova 1985 NCAA
Champions" and Ivy League banners.

The floor is painted red, white and

blue. No neon greens or yellows here.

The Palestra's box office is just that a

five-by-five box with a gentleman inside

who is prepared to tell you about the 1935

Ivy League Championship team if you

even look like you are curious.

Half your energy is expired before you

even get into the building, as the big

wooden doors heed one's progress.

Once in, you are greeted by the arches

overhead and "programs heeerrre."

As I sit in the media area, I feel like I

should be using a manual typewriter, not

a computer, and adjusting my hat with a

"press" placard in it.

Practice baskets aren't electronically

directed up and down from the ceiling, but

are nailed to the outer walls of the struc-

ture.

It's easy to get caught up in the aura. I

was hesitant to ask about the whereabouts

of a fax machine, ridiculously thinking

they might not have one.

But, I forgot, the Palestra isn't famihar

with "March Madness," just basketball.

Game Summary
Massachusetts 32-46-78

Rhode Island 27-40-67

Massachusetts (78)

Barbee 4-7 0-2 10, Herndon 3-4 1-2

7, H. Williams 7-16 6-9 20, Brown 6-

11,5-7 17, McCoy 3-12 7-11 13, K.

Robinson OO 0-0 0, M. Williams 0-1

0-0 0, Malloy 1-3 0-0 3, Roe 3-4 2-4

8, Kellogg 0-0 0-0 0.

Totals: 26-56 21 -35 78.

Rhode Island (67)

Brown 2-102-37, Samuel 7-12 4-4

1 8 . Kent 6-113-5 15, Cofield 1 -6 0-

2, Easterling 1-2 0-0 2, Fox 2-8 0-0

4 , Alexander 3-126-613, Ivey-Jones

0-1 2-2 2, Collins 2-7 0-0 4, Keebler

0-0 OOO.
Totals: 24-69 17-20 67.

Three-point goals: Massachiusetts

5-9 (Barbee 2-3, Brown 2-4, Malloy

l-l),RtiodeIsland2-13(Brown 1-4.

Somuel 0-1 . Kent 0-2, Cofield 0-1

.

Fox 0- 1 , Alexander 1 -4). Rebourxls:

Massachusetts 49 (Roe 1 0) , Rtiode

Island 37 (Brown 13). Assists: Mas-

sactiusetts 17 (Barbee 5), Rt^ode

Island 14(Alexander6) Fouledoirt:

Cofield, Fox. Attendance: 6, 1 1 1

.

Player of the game
University of Massac tiusetts

forv\/ard Harper Williams scored

eight points and grabbed two
rebounds in the final four min-

utes to give UMass its 27th win

of the sea-

son. Williams

paced
UMass forthe

game with

20 points
whileadding
seven re-

bounds, four

assists and
one blocked
shot. "Harper

Williams took us to the cham-
pionship game,' said UMass
coach John Calipari.

Why UMass won
Just as the Minutemen

looked as if they were going to

falter, falling behind by three

(61-58) with 5:19 left in the

game, the Minutemen went
on a 1 5-0 run and never looked

back. UMass held Rhode Is-

land to 38.4 percent shooting

for the game, including 28.6

percent in the first half, giving

UMass a 32-27 advantage at

the intermission. UMass proved
stronger on the boards,
outrebounding the Rams by
eight in the second half and
12 for the contest.

Harper Williams

6'7C
Bridgeport, CT

ber.

Brett Morris is a Collegian staff mem-

APTop25
REC PIS PVS

1 . Duke (62) 25-2 1598 1

2. Arizona 24-4 1449 4

3. Kansas 23-4 1444 3

4. Indiana 22-5 1364 2

5. Ohio State 21-5 1343 5

6. Arkansas 24-6 1280 7

7. UNLV (2) 26-2 1230 6

8. UCLA 23-4 1176 9

9. Kentucky 23-6 975 10

10. use 21-5 959 8

ll.Oklo.St. 24-6 919 12

1 2. Cincinnati 23-4 787 14

13. Missouri 20-7 717 11

14. Mk;higan 18-8 698 18

15. SetonHall 20-7 626 22

16. Micht. St. 19-7 510 13

1 7. Alabama 23-7 501 20

18. Florida St. 19-8 498 19

19. DePaul 20-7 478 15

20. UNC 19-8 455 16

21.G'town 18-8 281 17

22. UMass 26-4 277 25

23. LSU 19-8 254 23

24. OkkJ. 20-7 202 —
25. St. John's 18-9 144 —
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Tsongas easily wins in Mass. primary
Bush logs solid victory over Buchanan
by DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON - Democrat PaulTsongas won
his home state's presidential primary de-

cisively yesterday, while President Bush
handily defeated conservative commen-
tator Patrick Buchanan in the GOP con-

test in Massachusetts.

While both wins were expected,

Buchanan appeared to have failed to to

match his New Hampshire results, where
he came close to 40 percent of the vote.

"I would guess Buchanan would have

to be a bit disappointed in this Massa-
chusetts showing. 1 think he expected to

do better than this, not to upset the

president but to do better than this," said

Paul Wantanabe, a poUtical scientist at

the University of Massachusetts.

Ron Kaufman, Bush's political director,

was pleased with the outcome.

"As a matter of fact. I thought it would

be worse than it was," Kaufman said,

referring to the size ofthe Buchanan vote.

Gov. William F. Weld, a Bush supporter,

termed the president's Massachusetts

victory as "adequate."

Wantanabe said the Democratic re-

sults were expected. Tsongas ran strongly

in the Northeast, while Clinton carried

the seven southern states that had pri-

maries Tuesday.

Tsongas said repeatedly that he was
the candidate who could win on neutral

ground and that he would be the strongest

candidate against Bush.

"To all of those people in the Demo-
cratic Party who are resisting change, get

out of the way; the American people are

coming," he said.

With 492 of2,139 precincts, 23 percent,

reporting in the Democratic race, Tsongas

had 95,487 votes, or 67 percent. Brown
was second with 20,276 votes, or 14 per-

cent. Clinton was tliird with 15,796 votes,

or 11 percent. No preference had 2,419

votes, or 2 percent.

With 465 of the state's 2,139 precincts

reporting, or 22 percent. Bush had 29,534

votes to 12,665 for Buchanan, or66 percent

to 28 percent. Former Ku Klux Klansman
David Duke trailed at 2 percent, or 1.052

votes. No preference picked up 1 ,734 votes,

or 4 percent.

E>emocratic candidates had conceded

the winner's slot to Tsongas, a Lowell

native who is a former U.S. senator from

Massachusetts. Among other candidates,

Ralph Nader, the consumer advocate, had

6,290 votes, or 5 percent, in early returns.

Also on the ballot, but failing to mount
any challenge, were former Irvine, Calif.,

Mayor Larry Agran; Sens. Bob Kerrey of

Nebraska and Tom Harkin of Iowa, who
dropped out ofthe race; Lyndon LaRouche;

and nostalgia candidate Eugene
McCarthy.

The latest voter registration totals, re-

leased Monday by the secretary of state,

showed there were 1 .26 miUion registered

AF photo

Democratic presidential hopeful Paul TsoBgras, of Massachusetts,

leads the cheers with wife Niki during a rally Tuesday in Lowell,

Mass. Tsongas claimed his second place showings in Southern states

will give him a lift as the campaign moves to the Midwest.

Democrate, or 40.35 percent; 425,444 Re- eluding Gov. William F. Weld. But

publicans, or 13.5 percent; and 1.4 million

unaffiliated, or 46 percent. Unaffiliated

voters may pick any primary.

Bush was bom in the the Boston sub-

urb ofMilton and is strongly supported by

the state's Republican establishment, in-

Buchanan made a final weekend campaign

swing into the state.

Although the president did not cam-

paign in Massachusetts himself, he sent a

stream of surrogates in the final days,

including Vice President Dan Quayle.

Group plans
trip to hght
tuition raise
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff"

Only five students turned out for an under-

graduate meeting last night concerning the latest

tuition hike proposed by the Board of Trustees.

At the meeting in the Campus Center, the goal

was to sign undergraduates up for a bus trip to

Boston this Friday to attend a meeting of the

Higher Education Coordinating Council. The
council will be voting on the proposed 4 percent

tuition increase.

"This was organized so last minute," said

Marjorie Decker, a STPEC and women's studies

msgor who arranged the meeting. "I'd be happy if

ten people had showed up tonight, but the impor-

tant thing is to get them on the bus Friday."

On Friday, Feb. 28 the University Board of

Trustees voted to raise tuition by 4 percent for next

fall. The proposed increase must be voted on by

HECC for implementation.

The Graduate Employee Organization and the

Graduate Student Senate have arranged to bus

both graduates and undergraduates to this Friday's

meeting to provide a student presence and to speak

to council members about their concerns.

Graduate Student Senate President Mark
Kenen said, "Only about 1,000 graduates pay tu-

ition, but we still have to fight [the increase]."

•Wewant to provide supportandencouragement

and mobilize the undergraduates to fight for them-

selves," he added.

Tuition has risen an average of 7.5 percent per

year since 1965, when the tuition was $200 for in-

state and $600 for out-of-state undergraduates.

The current tuition is $2,052 for in-state and $7,920

for out-of-state tmdergraduates.

Ifthe four percent increase is approved, in-state

tuition will rise to $2 , 134 and out-of-state to $8,237

.

The increase is comparatively not as high as

previous years, butmany are concerned thatyearly

increases take pressure off the state to provide

adequate funding.

"I'm concerned about the lack of priority shown

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Throng mobs Cage for tickets
Concerned about safety^ UMass considering lottery

By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

After the ESPN midnight game last February when

four students were taken to University Health Services

after suffering ft^om hyperventilation and heat exhaus-

tion outside of the student entrance at the Curry Hicks

Cage, the Athletic Department's Ticket Office decided

there had to be another way to distribute tickets.

Unfortunately, the system they implemented — dis-

tributing tickets outside ofthe Cage two days prior to the

game— now also seems precarious. Yesterday morning,

a mob ofstudent fans knocked over safety barricades and

condensed in a 'claustrophobic nightmare.' despite the

presence of police and mounted officers.

News Analysis

Yesterday, the Athletic Department handed out 2,200

tickets for the Atlantic 10 Finals, due to take place at

Curry Hicks Cage on Thursday at 9 p.m.

Students began waiting outside before the A-10 semi-

final game against Rhode Island— some 300 miles away
— even took place. This A-10 Final game is the second

appearance in three years for the Minutemen.

Chief Jack Luippold of the Department of Public

Safety said his department and the Athletic Department

are working on alternative ways to give out the student

tickets.

"I'd like to think there is a way to give out the tickets

and alleviate the problems we've been having," said

Luippold, who said he is looking for suggestions for other

methods.
Athletic Ticket ManagerThorr Bjorn said some options

such as a lottery system could be on the agenda for next

year.

"We could implement a lottery system for four or five

games at a time," Bjorn said, referring to the NCAA
lottery which publishes applications in the area news-

papers for people to send in, along with a check or money
order.

However, Bjorn said students paying to see basketball

games is not going to happen. "Paying is not even an

issue," he said. He also noted that other large public

universities such as UConn charge students admission to

basketball games.

In addition, Bjorn said he was concerned about the

safety factor. He said some of the students approached

him with complaints after they had received their tick-

ets.

"About 75 to 80 percent of the students were happy

once they got their tickets, but I did talk with some

students today about their concerns," he said. "1 got some

good ideas from them.

"But no matter what, everyone won't be happy," he

said.

University spokesperson Karin Sherbin said the

UMass police had been on duty at the Cage since late

Tuesday night.

"ChiefLuippold said that at 1 1:30 p.m. , when students

started to line up outside of Curry Hicks, officers were

assigned to the area,' Sherbin said, adding that there

were no reports of injury at Health Services.

According to Bjorn, some 700 students waited in a line

at 7 a.m. Tuesday morning.

The line spanned from the ticket window ofthe Curry

Hicks Cage towards the Herter Hall side ofthe old Curry

Hicks, past Bartlett Hall and ended near Goddell Hall.

At 7:30 a.m., an employee entered the Ticket Office,

causing a mad rush ofstudents towards the doors— most

likely because the Ticket Office has been known to give

out tickets early (sometimes up to five hours early).

This rush caused the impatientcrowd to sprint forward,

with some ofthose who had waited overnight— carrying

pillows, sleeping bags and knapsacks — left behind by

newer arrivals with a lighter load.

Others left their belongings behind for their piece of

what could be UMass' first NCAA berth, scattering

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Inside:

Page 5:

Everything you ever wanted to know
about hitching a ride on the byways and

highways ofAmerica is revealed on ed/op.

Page 7:

Ail those tasty movies Housing plays on

cable are put through the rigors ofour in-

house movie tester.

Weather
Rain early, flurries predicted. Temps will

drop to 30s by nightfall. Schwingf!
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For Your Information
FYIs are public service announcements that run each

Monday, Wednesday and Friday for campus and local

non-profit organizations. Due to space constraints, the

Collegian cannot print all FYIs submitted and no an-

nouncement can be repeated.

To submit an FYI, please send a press release with all

pertinent information to the Collegian c/o the News
Editor. FYIs cannot be taken over the phone.

Wednesday, March 1

1

Workshop — The Educator/Advocate Program of the

Everywoman's Center is sponsoring a FREE workshop
on Date Rape Awareness and Personal Safety for Women
from noon until 2:00 pm in the Campus Center room 902.

For further information or to register, call 545-0883.

Conference — The Beta Zeta Chapter of Sigma Theta

Tau and the UMass School of Nursing are sponsoring the

Third Annual Participative Research Conference today

from 7:45 am - 4:00 pm. For information call the School

of Nursing at 545-2703.

After roof falls,

woman has baby
MILLVALE, Pa. (AP)— A bank manager gave

birth to a son about 1 1 hours after the bank's roof

crashed down on her and eight others.

"I guess the shock kind ofwoke the baby up and
he said, 'It's my time,'" said Alex P. Kline, Sr., the

father. He said his wife. Ellen Kline, and the baby,

Alex Jr., were doing well.

PoUce in the Pittsburgh suburb of Millvale

blamed the Monday morning collapse on rainwa-

ter that had built up over the weekend.
There had to be a drainage problem," said

Millvale Police Chief Robert Dugan.
All of the injured were treated at hospitals and

released, except for Mrs. Kline, who remained at

the hospital and gave birth late in the day.

Thursday, March 12

Lecture — Gary Y. Okihiro will be speaking on "Is

Yellow Black or White" tonight at 8 pm in the Babbott
Room of the Octagon at Amherst College.

Forum — The Massachusetts Audubon Society's

Arcadia Nature Center and Wildlife Sanctuary is spon-

soring Dr. Renwick Caldwell on a program on folk rem-
edies from around the world today. There are a limited

number of seats and preregistration is required. Call

584-3009 for more information.

Lecture — The UMass Department of History is

sponsoring a lecture by Omar Razzaz on "Conflicting

Claims over Pastoral Land in Jordan' at 4:00 pm in room
904-08 of the Campus Center.

Friday, March 13

Special Event— There will be a seminar on "Juggling

and Other Circus Stuff at Smith College at 4 pm in the

Davis Center Ballroom.

Two Trump resorts

file for bankruptcy
ATLANT1CCITY,N.J.(AP)—TwoofDonaldTrump's

financially troubled casinos filed for bankruptcy to re-

structure $538 miUion in debt.

Trump Castle Casino Resort and Trump Plaza Hotel

and Casino filed for protection from creditors Monday in

pre-packaged Chapter 1 1 bankruptcies, already approved

by at least two-thirds of each casino's bondholders.

The advance creditor approval averts a long and costly

stint in U.S. Bankruptcy Court.

Under the C'astle plan. Trump would give bondhold-

ers halfthe casino's equity in exchange for lower interest

rates on $288 million in bonds.

The Trump Plaza plan restructures $250 million in

debt but doesn't relinquish any equity because the casino

isn't in default. Triunp has missed two interest payments
to Castlo hf)ndh()lders

TEST YOUR
BREAK AWAREN

and

WIN FREE CONDOMS & MORE

just for trying

This is the week before Spring Break. See how aware you are by
bringing your completed quiz to the Safe Break table on the Campus
Center Concourse to pick up free condoms for each of your correct
answers Or win free condoms from Captain Condom or Dental Dame if

they spot you on campus and ask for your completed quiz!

1. What percentage of men and women involved in acquaintance
rape are under the Influence of alcohol?

a) 75% of women and 93% of men
b) 55% of women and 75% of men
c) 23% of women and 25% of men
d) Nearly all cases.

2. What are your chances of getting chlamydia or genital herpes
after one sexual encounter with an Infected person?

From sex with a man.

a) 40% Chlamydia; 30% Genital Herpes
b) 10% Chlamydia; 15% Genital Herpes
c) 70% Chlamydia; 83% Genital Herpes

From sex with a woman.
a) 20% Chlamydia; 30% Genital Herpes
b) 10% Chlamydia; 15% Genital Herpes
c) 65% Chlamydia; 80% Genital Herpes

3. How many drinks would a 140 pound person have to drink

In one hour to be legally Intoxicated?

a) 2 b) 4 c) 3 d) more than 6

Sponsored by: University Health Center

Health Education Division

Peer Sexuality Education/Peer Health Promotion

I

raRs

Th« Fiw Coll«9« Program in Peac«
and World Securitios

Prtsonts:

Operation Desert Storm: What Does It Tell Ui
fibout the Reshaping of G.S. Military Strategy

For The Post-Cold War Era

-with-

GENERAL BERNARD TRAINOR (Retired)

Harvard University

Former Military Correspondent, The New York Times

Wednesday. March 11th

8:00pm
Converse Hall, flmherst College

This event is free, open to the public, and wheelchair accessible. For
more information call PAWSS at 549-4600, ext. 519

ffimrlkis
Tavern

St. Tatricf(s (Day CeCeBration

1. Black & Tan (Guiness and Harp)

2. Green Beer

3. Corned Beef & Cabbaj^e

4. Irish Nachos

5. Wear your Green and Appetizers

are 50% off between 4-8

# 1 Pray St., Amherst • 549-5403
Open 1 1 a.m. 7 days a week
Kitchen open 'til midnight

Game Room with 2 Pool Tables
^
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Local
Steered from sciences
UMass women feel shortchanged by high school
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

There are disproportionately fewer women than men
studying math and science at the University of Massa-
chusetts at Amherst which could be a result of women's
high school experiences, according to a report released
recently by the American Association of University
Women,

.

Entitled "How Schools Shortchange Girls," the report
said girls receive significantly less attention than boys
from their high school teachers and are less Ukely to be
encouraged to pursue a career in math and science.

The report also said the contributions and experiences
of girls and women are still marginalized or ignored in
many of the textbooks used in U.S. pubhc schools.

AAUW Educational Foundation President Alice
McKee wrote in the report that society is not addressing
the effects of these inequities.

"Women and children are swelUng the ranks of the
poor, at great cost to society," she said. Tet our educa-
tion policymakers are failing to address the relationship
between education and the cycle of poverty."

The report includes information provided by the U.S.
Department of Education which links the disparity be-

tween the numbers of men and women studying math
with the severe earning differences between the sexes.

The statistics state women with five or more years of

college education make only 69 cents for every dollar

earned bymen with an equal numberofyears ofeducation.
But wage differentials favoring men are considerably

less or disappear altogether for women in their early 30s
who have earned eight or more mathematics college

credits.

Echoing the national study, many female students at

the University agree they have been shortchanged by
their high schools and did not receive the same quality of

education as men.
"I remember one teacher saying you're just going to

get married anyway to another student," said junior

nursing m£yor Susan Giumetti on her high school ex-

periences.

Lisa Smith, also a junior nursing mtyor, said she
experienced bias and remembers her high school business
math class teacher saying "businessman."

"He only taught class to the males," Smith said.

Assistant DeanofUndergraduate Affairs and director
oftheWomen in EngineeringProgram, Dr. Nancy Bottone
Hellman, acknowledges the low nimibers ofwomen in the
engineering department.

"I think that the messages given out in elementary
and high school are different about the abiUties of girls

and boys," she said.

Hellman considers both women teachers' relationship
with math and science and society's attitude toward
women who go into these fields as factors contributing to

the low numbers ofwomen studying engineering.
"Most children are taught by women teachers who are

not comfortable with math and science themselves, and
society is notcomfortable with the idea (ofwomen working
in the math and science fields)," she explained. "Teenage
girls and young women need additional encouragement
and aren't getting it."

Computer engineering majorJoanne Gray remembers
her fifth grade science class where her teacher would
have the bo)rs run the projector and the girls were
assigned to write letters. "Therewas a lot ofdiscrimination
and a lack of encouragement," said Gray.

Examining the technology of toys given to little boys.
Gray said the socialization ofmen and women starts very
early.

"Boys get the train sets and girls get the dolls," Gray
said. "Boys are encouraged more in computers and video
games and so many games are based on aggression
against the girls, or they show a male hero rescuing the
scantily clad girl from the villain which disillusions

young girls.

"We have a long way to go," concluded Gray.
Also, the report notes that girls and boys enter school

roughly equal in measured ability. But twelve years
later, girls have fallen behind their male classmates in

key areas such as higher-level mathematics and self-

esteem.

Sister Jeanette Corneau, a professor in the nursing
department and a counselorwho deals with issues ofself-

esteem, agrees the problem originates in childhood though
she said schools are not the only source of the problem.

"Kids hear destructive comments so young," she said.

"It's a generational problem in the home as well as the
classroom and the cycle has to be broken."

CoUagiaa photo h>' Chritlopber Kviuu

ELECTION DAY — Commuter Area
Government President Jennifer Wood,
who is running for SGA President, casts
her ballot outside the Hatch yesterday.

Female engineers at UMass facing challenges
According to preliminary spring

enrollment unofficial figures from
the registrar, the number of men
compared to women in the following

departments contrasts:

Civil Engineering-

186 inen/34 women
Chemical Engineering-

60 men/22 women
Computer Systems Engineering-

75 men/4 women
Electrical Engineering-

167 men/23 women
Industrial Engineering-

43 men/33 women
Mechanical Engineering-

226 men/29 women
Undeclared Engineering majors-

402 men/74 women
Engineering undergraduates total-

1159 m«n/219 women

Geography-
Astronomy-
Biochemisty-
Chemistry-
COINS-
Geology-

Physiwi-

27 men/8
26 meti/14

70 men/38
46 men/26
ISO men/31
30 men/16
57 men/11

women
women
women
women
women
women
women

By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Joanne Gray recalls sitting in one of

her classes asking herself, "Damn, why
am I here alone? Why am I one of the only
women here?"

Gray is one of four women enrolled in

computer engineering as a msgor here at

the University of Massachusetts at Am-
herst, according to the Registrar's office.

There is a total of 79 students in UMass'
computer engineering program.

"It can be overwhelming to be awoman
in classes with sdl men,"Gray said. "You're

just so isolated. There is a lot of pressure

and focus on you. You're taking a risk."

Gray is also one ofmemyUMasswomen
who feel theywere generally shortchanged

by their high school experience and that it

has followed them to university life.

Their experiences support the findings

of a report released last month by the
American Association of University
Women which states that female students
face a bias in U.S. high schools which
affects their future career goals and college

lives.

The rejwrt says it is this bias that
steers women away firom math and sci-

ence and corners them instead in the lib-

eral arts.

"When someone says 'engineer'the first

image is a man. You have to say 'woman
engineer'when referring to a female," said

Gray.
"Women shouldn't get discouraged," she

said. "Ifthe material is difficult, it's because
it is difficult. Yes, [engineering] is really

hard, and even harder being a woman.
"One of the most important things a

woman who's interested in math and sci-

ence can have is a mentor," Gray said.

"There are no role models— the professors

are all men."

Being the sole woman in one ofher labs

and in one of her classes, senior engi-

neering m^or Julie Rodrigues said she

initially felt a Uttle uncomfortable. Though
Rodrigues said she didn't have "any
trouble" once she got to know her male
colleagues, she expects to be discriminated
against once she enters the "real world."

"Although I think the male students
have no reason to discriminate, sometimes
you get it from the professors," said senior

industrial engineering major Amy
Silverman.

Silverman, president of the UMass
chapterofthe SocietyofWomen Engineers,

a national organization that encourages
women to consider careers in engineering,

says her organization is supportive.

"We give students a chance to feel like

they're not the only women in the pro-

gram," Silverman said. "We offer work-
shops that branch out and do networking
to get students to meet people and expand
their knowledge.

Dr. Nancy Bottone Hellman, assistant

dean of Undergraduate Affairs and di-

rector of the Women in Engineering Pro-

gram, said "students need to take courage
and let us help them. They need to be
willing tobe involved in helping themselves

by being assertive about seeking support

because there's a great deal of support for

them."

One of the only two female faculty

members in the Physics department,

JennieTraschen did notencounter sexism
until she started her graduate work at

Harvard.

"I felt excluded," she said. "There's a
proving period that girls have that took a
couple years to go through. People talk

down to you."

Traschen, who says she loves teaching
undergraduates, said she has found that
some men tend to be less respectful of her
as a professor.

"Respect is a problem for some of the
male students," she said. "If you're a
woman professor, you are blamed if a
student doesn't understand something,
despite your expertise."

Hoop tickets
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

futons, wool blankets and a number ofpup
tents along the 'ticket path,' leaving plenty

to be cleaned up afterward.

While the crowd compacted itselfinto a

dense throng from the old Curry Hicks

building to the ticket window, Amherst

Town firefighters arrived to put out three

trashcan fires set by the fans to keep

warm during their die-hard vigil.

When the crowd approached the front

of Curry Hicks, the line was narrowed by

incandescent yellow work horses used as

a barricade for the crowd. However, in-

stead of the line becoming more orderly,

they made the people at the back more

anxious—and pushed the mass ofstudents

even tighter.

Students yelled to police officers to

rectify the situation, yet there seemed
little they could do to maintain an orderly

line. The students then became abrasive
to some ofthe officers, yelling obscenities,

which only added to the chaos.

When the first tickets were given out,

there was more pushing, forcing smaller

people outside of the b£u-ricades and oth-

ers, suffering from being crushed or
trampled , managed to getout ofthe throng.

Bjom mentioned the 'crowd mentality,'

in which fear plays a raajor role. "People

are always saying that someone else is

pushing them," Bjom said. "Hopefully, we
can work positively to fix the situation."

CoUegiaii photo by Leanne Burden

SLUMBER PARTY — Chaos reigned yesterday as diehard
hoops fans waited hours for tickets for tomorrow's game. Pillows
and blankets litter the ground outside the Cage.
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Angry middle schoolers stage sit-in over cuts
By MAURA GRIFFIN
Associated Press

MONTPELIER, Vt. — The kids at

Montpelier's middle school experienced

some 1960's history on Tuesday when they
staged a spontaneous protest over the loss

of a program.
"We're really angry because we weren't

consulted on this," said Kathryn Hibbert,

11, about the Montpelier School Board's

decision to cut the industrial arts program
in the city schools. "Nobody asked us what
we wanted."

About $100,00 from the wood and metal
shop budget at the middle and high schools
was shifted by the board Monday to a

computer-based technology program.
The students found out about it

Tuesday morning in their homerooms, and
some immediately started drafting stu-

dents to protest.

"I heard about it and went around to

the first-period classes and told the kids to

stop sitting in the classrooms," said Crystal

Utton, 13, a Main Street Middle School

student.

"We were all in the hallways at first,

then it was too big and we came into the

gym."
Most of the school's 440 kids were in

the gym, sitting on the floor and listening

to student speakers. Dozens of children

waited in line to use the microphone to

vent their anger at the loss ofthe program
and to express their affection for the

teacher. Bill Croney.

"Making things in wood shop gives me
self-confidence because of the hands-on
learning," Kelly Blodgett, 14, said. "1 can
take it home and be proud of it."

Some students brought homework into

the gym. Some used the floor as an easel to

make billboards with slogans such as "Save
Industrial Arts and Mr. Croney," and "Mr.

Croney for President."

Croney, who has taught industrial arts

at the school for 19 years, said the protest

began in response to his firing, but evolved
into a struggle for empowerment.

"Suddenly I'm out of here in June. This

fell on the kids' heads without much input,"

he said. "This protest has made the hardest
day of my 19 years here more bearable."

The school board has been studying the

technology program for several months.

"We have concluded that the industrial

arts strategies cannot prepareour students

for the Information Age," the plan said.

"Even students in traditional manu-
facturing fields will be asked to perform

tasks by thinking creatively, using com-

What is a

Textbook
Buyback?

Three times during each semester the Textbook Annex
brings in a wholesaler to buy textbooks from students.
Wholesalers are in the business of selling used books to
colleges and universities across the country. Therefore, In

determining how much they will pay a student for a book
they must consider the demand for that book as well as
the shipping and handling costs involved in processing and
reselling the book. This is why prices vary and indeed
change frequently.

The best time to sell books is at the end of the semester.
At that time the Annex will pay 50% of the new price for

a book if we have an order for that book for the follow-

ing semester. If we do not, the wholesaler may make you
an offer.

If you have questions please ask the people doing the
buyback or the Annex staff. They will be more than happy
to answer your questions and give you any tips that may
be applicable to your situation.

When is the

next Textbook
Buyback?

at the Textbook Annex:

Wed., March 1 1 , 9:00 am-4:00 pm
Thurs., March 12, 9:00 am-4:00 pm
Fri., March 13, 9:00 am-2:00 pm

The end of the semester buyback will be held in May.

puterized equipment."

At least two students at the rally were

tryingto convince others ofthe advantages

of the computer program.

"Montpelier is way behind in technol-

ogy," said Jascha Franklin-Hodge, 12.

"Kids think that computers are isolated

ways to type your homework.

By the time we get into thejob market,

we will be at a big disadvantage ifwe don't

have computer skills."

Michael MacIntjTe, a photojoumalist-

to-be who was toting a camera and
equipment bag and wer ring a camouflage

hat, agreed that a computer program was
the better program.

AP pbolo

NADER CAMPAIGN— Consumer advocate Ralph Nader, self-

described "non-candidate" for president, gestures as he stands
outside his campaign van, Monday, as he addresses a crowd at

Faneuil Hall Marketplace in Boston.

Wednesday Night is

GUEST BARTENDER NIGHT
At Mike's

Free T-shirts & Prizes!

This Week's Guest Bartender is:

Erin O'Conner & Jakie Pasquantonio
— PRIZES;

• $25.00 Gift Certificate to Mike's • Mike'sOrifjinal T Shirt
• 2-Weck membership to THE GYM • Large Cheese Pizza from Pinocchios
• 2 passes to AMC Movie theaters • YOUR picture on the walls of Mike's

Drawing is Wednesday Night. Must l>e present to win but put your name in at any time!

Be here for next weeks selection!!

Don't forget Mike's Famous smorg on Friday afternoons!

* Drink Special
*

Bud Ught
$1.25

Always something

for everyone!

• Drink Special
*

Busch
$4.50 Pitcher

FREE RENT OPTION

Brandywine offers Country
Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated
on well landscaped acres with pond.

• One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped
kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

• Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive
management.

• Stop in and we'll show you what we have to offer.
• Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst
Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 5490600
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those ofthe individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views ofthe Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Artists, comedians run rampant in the dining commons
As I stand in the dishroom watching the trays slowly

make their way down the line, I notice something with a
strong artistic quality. Although this sculpture does
possess a great deal of imagination, it is not a sight
unknown to my eyes.

As it comes closer and closer I examine the exhibit. In
each of the four corners of the tray a glass is placed in

order that another golden tray can be placed securely on
top. For some of the daring artists there is even a third
tray. What brilliance I say to myself This monstrosity
was obviously created by someone with a lot of maturity
and spare time.

I delightfully and patiently begin to remove the glasses
from the trays. I discover that one glass is nicely filled

with the meal being served that same evening.
Another glass has been placed upside down on the

tray with fluid still inside. Fascinated by this, I pull the
glass up watching the strange discolored liquid fill the
tray. Unchallenged by any of this, I notice on the next
tray is not one, not two, but three glasses, tightly fastened
together.

Unable to separate these glasses without them
breaking and injuring ray hands, which would result in

an early release from myjob, I discard the glasses, in hope

that another combination just like it will come again.

As I walk out ofthe kitchen in awe, I start to clean the
tables. I pick up the pepper shaker and notice the pepper
pouring out due to a gaint gash. This incision seems to be
made by a sharp utensil, perhaps a knife. As I happily
clean up the pepper I think to myself, "What intelli-

gence."

Manejah Morad
To actually think to make a hole in the pepper shaker

so that the irmocent victim, who only wanted a touch of

pepper, will instead ruin their food with a large size

portion. How funny that would be. My only disappoint-

ment is that I probably would never see this event
actually take place sinee I spend my time in the dishroom.
Instead, Ijust stand there and imagine the incident in my
head. How furmy.

The invention of a cafeteria or as UMass may call it,

the dining common, is one which has proven to be very
beneficial to the majority ofUMass students. Where else

can you go to get a full course meal already made for you.

As well as an opportunity to go back for seconds or thirds

or until you become so full or sick you can't seem to get up.

For some, the dining commons is the social highlight
oftheir day. A time to get all dressed up in hopes to meet
that special someone.

For the amount of importance this dining common
seems to be, I don't understand why there seems to be a
constant lack of respect.

One may ask how can you disrespect a diningcommon?
Well it doesn't take an engineer to figure out that with
any ofthe artistic skills that I have confronted there is a
certain failure to respect, not only the diningcommon but
the full-time staff and students who work there to fill

your stomach.

I often think to myself how diflicult it could possibly

be just to eat and leave without any of this immature
amusement.

After all this protesting I am confident that my anger
or anyone else's will not result in anything positively

significant, but since this is UMass I thought it was my
duty to say something about it.

Finally, to leave on a good note, don't worry if we've
closed and your not done talking. Well wait. We've got

nothing else to do, we're only students, too.

Manejah Morad is a Collegian columnist
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UMass hoop fans get ripped off
Hey sports fans! It is now 8:30 AM on

Tuesday and I've just come from Curry
Hicks Cage where I'd hoped to get a ticket

to Thursday night's A- 10 Conference
Championship Game. I had hoped to get

one because I got up at 4:00 (an hour I

thought only existed in the afternoon) and
sat m from of Goodell in the cold. Even
then, when I got in line, I thought I had
arrived too late because hundreds ofUMass
basketball fans had already assembled. I

didn'teven mind waiting. The line ofpeople

was peaceful and friendly. It was almost

like Add/Drop. Students wrapped in blan-

kets and sleeping bags chatted about how
they couldn't wait to see the game, how
early they had gotten in line, and how
many tests they had today. It was one of

those "crazy college ni^ts" that are re-

membered so vividly in future years.

Once morning came, though, this ca-

maraderie turned a bit sour. The cold

morning air and lack of sleep left some of

the students a hi tedgy about their chances

to get a ticket, but most were still content

to wait it out and see.

Then, at 7:45, it happened. All of our

worst fears were confirmed. Some move-

ment at the front of the crowd led to a

stampede from the rear. I was shocked

and dismayed to see the whole end ofthe

line rush past my spot. This forward

movement led all the students to panic.

Everyone charged the front of the line,

leaving behind their pillows, chairs and
even radios. An almost single file line that

had stretched from the entrance of the

Cage to the end ofGoodell now was herded
ten deep on the side ofCurry Hicks. I was
at the end, ofcourse. I was too stunned to

fight for a place in the stampede. I felt

angry at the students for callously disre-

garding my line position and the rights of

their fellow students.

At first, I blamed the students. I can't

believe how selfish everyone was. We were
all in line and agreeing that those who
waited longest(some from 9:30 PM! ) would
get tickets first. But the moment people

started moving, it was "survival of the

fastest." I am truly disgusted at the lack of

consideration shown. I don't even care if I

see the game now. But then I realized who
has to share the blame for this ugly inci-

dent: the UMass athletic department.Why
didn't they have the foresight to see that

this would happen and do something to

prevent it? How about something simple,

like handing out numbered tickets or

wristbands? They can be purchased
cheaply and given out by volunteers from
the athletic department. It is totally lu-

dicrous to expect students who have been
in line all night not to rush to the front if

there is nothing guaranteeing their place

in line.

It is senseless that this stampede had
to occur. I waited for four hours for tickets

I should have gotten. But. due to the lack

of foresight by a few and the selfishness of

many, I guess HI go uptown to watch the

game.
Paul Mulligan

Amherst

Your free clip and save guide to hitchhiking etiquette
It's Sunday morning in Northampton.

A handful of students and locals are hov-

ering together by the post office bus stop,

a freezing, tooth-chattering bulk, leaning

towards one another for warmth but

avoiding eye contact. We're talking about

bitter, violent cold — a classic New En-

gland February. The bus is late for a
change.

But Lo! What's this? A few feet away
from the bus stop stands another soul,

stomach in. thumb out. Before long, a car

slows and pulls up beside the hitchhiker.

O happy day! happy valley, with its

happy, good natured populous! 'Sometimes

it's beautiful not to live in the real world,'

he thinks, hopping into the front seat.

The driver is a very large woman with

very big hair — they're both going to

UMass. Silence, awkward for the driver,

heavenly for the rider, fills the auto. At

last, she breaks itby snapping in a cassette
— "Bob Seger." she explains, "Ya like 'im?

Ya like Bob Seger?" "Yeah," the passenger

answers, turning to his savior amiably, "I

think he's real cool."

That was me. I was that hitchhiker.

Having lived in urbania all my Ufe, I

was always advised, warned andjust plain

harassed by all my superiors not to ever

dream of thumbing a ride. Tales of psy-

chopaths 1 was told, and of babbHng,

perverted religious freaks; of desperate

men and women with needles in their

arms and sour milk on their breaths.

I'd be the first to admit that there are

plenty of buggin' out people across this

vast land, but I have uncovered a few

places where hitchhiking is not uncommon
and relatively safe.

This place returns tomind for a moment.
Like I said, most people are extremely

trusting here and with good reason: this is

the Happy Valley! When you live in a large

community, both rural and urban in a

way, where a huge majority of its inhab-

itants are either students or teachers (or

people closely related to either), a certain

trust develops. Cars pull over before you

get a chance to grow bitter. So go ahead,

thumb a ride. Or don't

Art Vais

— I'd hate to have it on my conscience if

something happened to you.

Parts of Europe are terrific for free

travel of this variety. A partner and I once

hitched, on a whim, from Norwich to

Brighton in England and it took us an

afternoon. Norwich is a good two hours

northeast ofLondon and crazy Brighton is

a southern beach town — not a bad ride.

In American distance, we didn't go

much further than from Boston to New
York, but I wouldn't recommend being a

hitchhiker on the island of Manhattan:
you'll never get picked up and if you do,

youll probably never be heard from again.

In general, thumbing rides is generally

safer for the driver and the hitcher in

Europe than it is here.

No matter what part of the world you
choose to protrude your thumb and take

yourchances, here are some tipsyou should

cut out and refer to for the next time you

find yourself travelling the "cool" way.

Never be overly friendly to perfect

strangers— at least not in this instance.

Do not smile at or wave to oncoming cars

— they will not pickyou up (some, however,

may swerve to hit you).

Never put your thumb down while

there are oncoming cars in view. You don't

want to look like you don't care. . . one of

those cars could be your ticket.

Always look pathetic. Do not wail or

look desperate, just miserable, pitiful —
you are cold and very humble.

Always try to appear like a student. If

you look like you're seeking a degree,

people will stop for you under the as-

sumption that you have too much going

for you to throw it all away by hacking

them up.

Watch what you're wearing. Once I

was hitchhiking to UMass and having no
luck at all. Suddenly, I remembered the

Raiders cap on my head (with its notori-

ous associations to L.A. gangs), hastily

removed it, and almost instantly got a

ride.

Never alarm the driver in any way.

Appear peaceful , grateful . Speak , butenjoy

the silence if she happens to linger. Don't

talk the driver's ear off under any cir-

cumstances— it may be disarming, but it

will surely be grating. This personjust let

you in on their privacy — why invade it

more? On the other hand, don't ignore the

driver ifspoken to. They will automatically

assimie the worst and may act irrationally.

Always keep your cool ifa car blows by
you at an ugly speed. Whipping around
and screaming curses after them will

achieve nothing aside from making you
look whipped. They're gone and oncoming
cars will never pick you up after what they

just saw you do. This could turn into a

vicious circle.

Always appear innocent in your part

ofthe dialogue. Mention your mom, taik

about an exam that you have to study for.

Put the driver at ease. Do not ever speak
hatefully or discuss your sex Ufe. (jetting

too personal too soon is always a turn off.

And remember, when the ride is over,

don't get out ofthe car until you've thanked
your new friend sincerely. Ham it up,

make them feel good so that they pick up
the rest of us hitchhikers.

Ifyou still feel apprehensive about this

form of travel, then avoid it. Vibrations of

fear are very easy to detect for humans as
well as canines, and something terrible

may very well happen to you.

As for the rest of you, wax that thumb
and happy trails .... Ari Vais is a
Collegian staff member
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HECC
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

by the state to fund higher education," said

Peter Wagner, a sophomore STPEC m^or.
Decker said too many students think

theycan't help the yearly tuition increases,

but "they can if they make their pressure

consistent.

"If we keep a constant watch on the

people who make these decisions, theyll

feel the pressure and they'll know they

can't just get away with it," she said.

"If the quality of education goes down
simultaneously as the tuition goes up,

however gradual, it makes me want to

transfer," said Jason Smith, a sophomore
undecided major. "Any effort we can put

forth to halt increases is a good thing."

Students can sign up for the bus trip in

the GEO office, or through their TAs.

Sample letters to HECC members and
addresses are also available.

'CAUSE yOWLL GET PUBLISHED BEFOREA
LOT OFyom PROFESSORS WILL

Dear Kristen,

Leaving Kenya and
now understand "Out
of Africa". Saw 16 ele-

phants and three prides

of lion on the way to

Ngorongoro Crater.

Bringing photos to

prove. Dan, sports

anchor on the nightly

student news, and I

both thank you for

faxing the big game
score. He was psydied!

Way to go. You finally

finished your applica-

tion. Love the essay

about India you faxed.

Semester at Sea v^ too.

If you have questions

call them at 800-«54-

0195.

"I used to be a lowly freshman, but then I started working for the

Massachusetts Daily Collegian. Now I'm a lowly junior, but I have a

great job, a lot of useful experience, and a lot of cool friends.

Thank you. Collegian!"

COLLEGIAN
IIT*>
It's not just an adventure, it's a job"

Experience the inner workings of a daily newspaper first-hand.

Come to the offices of the Collegian - 113 Campus Center Basement,
or call 545-3500 (5-3500 on campus).

Don't worry, we won't bite.

Celebrate
Sprina Break '92

At aiPin66
ft. lauderdato beach,

florlda

Make sure your road trip proceeds without a hitch.

)kJW>'l«> \Ul

«•<•• tU Ml MM • M

Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than you

expect them to be. Which is why you should always pack your AT&TCalling Card. D

It's all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere. It's the least

expensive way to call state-to -state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And now,

you could also get 10% back (•i-l IO%
h;uk

on all the long distance calls you make with

your cardf D The AT&T Calling Card** It's the best route to wherever you're going.

Call more, save more with an AT&T Calling Card.
Call 1 800 654-0471, Ext. 5915.

Mjst maKe at least $30 wKKlh ol ATST Long Distance Calls with your AT&T Card per quarter Cans covered by special
ATST pricing plans are not included
In addition, campus residents may place direct -dialed calls using University arvd AT&T ACUS''" service
1. 1992 AT&T

lOam-Gprn Poolside Parties
Live O.J. Emceeing Pooistd* Contssts

Water Volleyball • Swim Relays • Bellyflop Contests
Climax the Dav with Summers Sexv Contests

7pm8:30pm*College Happy Hour
U. MASS (AMHERST) PARTY

Monday, March I6th
Free SorlnQ Break -92 T-ShIrt

with paid admission for abova coilaga studants
batwaan 7pm-8:30pm wtth propar coilaga I.D.

Enjoy SummBTS Drtnk Specials!

Live Music Till 2am Nightly
fijyKlto Serve You ... Plus Seventh Heaven

(formefty Fury) R Lauderdai*'! Hooest Rock k Dance Band

^TAKfieB.YguP«tYin'^LN|flMLM

U. MASS (AMHERST) PARTY
Monday. March 16th

One Free Bar Drink, Drqfl, or Sqft Drink
Good From 7pm-8:30pm Nightly

(Limit Orm Coupon Pt CuttomW)
Summers on the B«ach«2l9 S. Atlantic Blvd-fort Lauderdatt^FL

(Located i/2 block north of Las Olas BhMl. on A1A)
For More mtormation CaN • 30S462-4978

Admission Policy: 18 A older always welcoma
Spring Break '92 at Summers!

AT&T

Round Trips from Boston Starting at

LONDON $ 310
TOKYO 729
Round Trips from New York Starting at

GUATEMAU 390
DELHI 1231
Round Trips from Los Angeles Starting at

AUKLAND 1209
Taxes not included. Restrictions apply.

Fares subject to change & availability.

Call about one ways. We Issue

EURAIL passes on the SPOT1

Council Trayd
79 South Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002

413-256-1261
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Arts & Living
HSCN's movie menagerie
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Hey, movie lovers! Hope you're getting pumped for

Spring Break. Well, I know I am. Anyway, here's some
fun flicks that you can catch on the tube before you all

head to some place sunny to catch a few rays. Make sure
you see Terminator II before you leave, and don't forget

the sunblock! (Hey, I took my Biology of Social Issues

class). Now, here are the movies that will be shown
beginning on Wednesday, March 11.

The Sound ofMusic— Juhe Andrews, Christopher
Plummer, Eleanor Parker. Like Lawrence of Arabia,
this movie really must be viewed on a movie screen to get

the full effect, but it's always fun to watch the movie that

inspired those songs that your third grade teacher made
you sing constantly. The film won five Oscars, including

Best Picture, Director, and HA! Score Adaptation. (Do,

a deer, a female deer...) ***l/2

The Bear— Bart, Douce, Jack Wallace. My question

is, how did director Jean-Jacques Annaud manage to

make those bears do all of those things? 1 mean, how do
bears get acting motivation? In any case, the movie is

fantastic. . .it's about a little (and oh-so-cuddly ) bear cub
who isorphaned when his mother is killed inan avalanche.
He finds a new friend in a MUTHA big bear (I'm not

kidding, this thing is HUGE!) who is being stalked by
hunters. A top rate movie. "***

The Big Picture— Kevin Bacon, Emily Longstreth,

J.T. Walsh. Eh, this one's just okay, and of very typical

Kevin Bacon caliber. How old is Kevin anyway, and
when is his agent going to get him a challenging role?

Nuff said. . .the movie is about typical yuppie Hollywood
wheeling and dealing. Martin Short makes a fantasti-

cally humorous cameo appearance as an agent. An
average film.

**

Gallipoli — Mark Lee. Mel Gibson, Bill Kerr Ooh!

Oohl Mel in all ofhispnme, the same year thatThe Road
Warrior came out. Gibson and Lee enlist in the military

during WWI in a very powerful drama, with fantastic

directing, acting, and convincing period detail. The plot

is very intriguing. . .don't miss! **•

Heart Like A Whfsel — Bonnie Bedelia, Beau
Bridges, Leo Rossi. Bedelia is a race-car driver who has

to deal with sexism to be a seriously considered candidate

on the race t rack . No, no. . .i t's not like that heinous movie
Days of Thunder, but it ain't a winner, either. **

Cat Ballou — Jane Fonda, Lee Marvin, Michael
Callan. This movie is hysterical, and very different for

Fonda. She's a schoolteacher turned outlaw, and Marvin
(who won an Oscar for his role ) plays twins, which you've
gotta see to believe. Guaranteed by this reviewer for a
few genuine laughs. ***

HomeAlone— Macaulay Culkin, Catherine O'Hara,
Joe Pesci. Okay, okay, is there anyone out there who
hasn't seen this one yet? Hello? Anyone? Okay, okay, if

you haven't, tell me you don 't know the plot. There was
more hype to this movie than I thought humanly possible,

and I thought / was the last one to see it. I loved it

anyway, despite its cutesie-pie-ness. ***

The Keep — Scott Glenn, Ian McKellen, Alberta

Watson. Sorry Dad, I know you Uked it, but quite hon-

estly I thought it was a piece of (expletive). No offense.

This movie is about German soldiers during WWII who

are trying to defend a Romanian mountain pass. Disas-

trously dumb, but some better than average acting. Not
much, but some. *

The KidsAre Ah*ight— Fantastic display ofsome of

the Who's best. The documentary is dazzling, the cameos
by Steve Martin, Ringo Starr, and Tom Smothers are a

delight, and the songs, which include some from Tommy"
are incomparable with most rock 'n roll today. It puts

some modern groups to shame. ***l/2

TheManWhoLovedWomen—Burt Reynolds,Juhe
Andrews, Kim Basinger, Marilu Henner. Remake ofthe

1977 Francois Truffaut film, but it doesn't quite measure
up. Reynolds, however, is sparkhng as always as a man
who (can you guess or shall 1 spell it out) loved women.
Andrews is fair as his psychiatrist. **l/2

Outrag^us Fortune— Bette Midler, Shelley Long,

Peter Coyote. You know, I never would have thought that

Midler and Long would have had on-screen chemistry,

but I guess 1 was wrong. These two funny women are

even funnier together as they discover than they have
been having an affair with the same man who stages his

own death. A laugh a minute. ***

Plenty — Meryl Streep, Charles Dance, Tracey
Ullman. Based on David Hare's play about a British

woman who never finds satisfaction in her Ufe after her

glorious days during WWII. Streep, surprisingly, is very

blah and unmotivated. The movie itself, sadly, is more or

less the same. Basically less. *l/2

The Right Hand Man — Rupert Everett, Hugo
Weaving, Catherine McClements. It's a dryand unmoving
drama about aristocrat Everett who hires stage coach

driver Weaving. Kinda like a watered down version of

Driving Miss Daisy, but it does have some moments. **

Scrooged— Bill Murray, Karen Allen,John Forsythe.

Jam-packed full of stars, this updated version of A
Christmas Carol with a VERY strong and worthwhile
message of brotherhood is not nearly as good as the

onginal, but then again, this is a different genre. It's

more comedy than anything, but switches to a drama a

tad drastically. Still, it's fun, and who the heck doesn't

like Bill Murray? 1/2
Stir Crazy — Gene Wilder, Richard Pryor, (George

Stanford Brown. No real in-depth plot, but the comedic

team of Wilder and Pryor is enough to leave anyone in

stitches. The two guys manage to bungle themselves into

prison. Again, full ofstars. The laughs alone are enough
to catch this one at least once. ***

Taxi Driver— Robert DeNiro, Cybill Shepherd. Jodie

Foster. For some, this movie is a sick, ugly, and disgusting

portrayal of the crazed mind of a N.Y.C. cab driver. For

others, myself included, it is brilliant and poignant.

Director Martin Scorsese literally scorches the screen.

The film is hard-hitting. . .don't you dare miss it!
**

Terminator 2: Judgement Day — Arnold
Schwarzenegger, Robert Patrick, Linda Hamilton.
Schwarzenegger's back, but this time he's the good guy,

and he must protect Hamilton's son, John, who is being

targeted for termination by the advanced evil cyborg

played by Patrick. You won't get much dialogue from

Patrick, but the special effects instilled upon his body will

completely blow you away. 1/2
Movies that are on HSCN this week but are not

reviewed are: DropDead Fred,OneGood Cop, and llie

Miracle.

Spring Break
in Amherst
By SEMAJ SELOM
Collegian Staff

Just in case you're not heading South for Spring
break, have no fear, since the music will continue
to come around. On Friday, March 13, the Buster
Williams Quintet will be in performance at the Iron

Horse Music Hall in Northampton.
The bassist has garnered quite a bit of critical

acclaim while heading up his own group, which is

rather uncommon for a bassist. His quintet will

feature some of the finer young players on the

scene today: Renee Rosnes on piano (she led her
own quintet in last year's Magic Triangle Series),

her husband Billy Drummondon percussion, Steve
Wilson on altoand soprsuio saxophones, and Shunzo
Ohno on trumpet. TUcre will be on show, starting

at 7 p.m
.
, tickets are $9.50 and available in advance

at 586-8686.

Following up Buster Williams will be a perfor-

mance byyoung saxophonist Christopher Hollyday
on Saturday, March 14. Hollyday has been called

both a wunderkind and an out-of-tune Charlie

Parker imitator. I've found his albums on the

Novus label to be unassuming, but it's necessary to

see a live performance before passing a final

judgement. Hollyday will be playing two shows, at

7 and 10 p.m. Tickets are $9.50 and are also

available in advance at 586-8686.

The weekend wraps up with a show from the

Charlie Sepulveda Sextet at the Zone Arts Center
in downtown Springfield on Sunday, March 15.

The concert is part of WTCC-FM's ongoing
concert series sponsored by the Zone and the Af-

rican-American Music Society of WTCC.
Ralph Moore, James Williams and others have

appeared previously, and Bobby Waston is due in

the near future. His debut release on the Antilles

label demonstrates a command of many musical
idioms, including Latin and Afro-Cuban.

Tickets are available in advance at Dynamite
Records in Northampton, and For the Record in

Amherst for $14. Tickets at the door are $16.

If you haven't been to one of these concerts at

the Zone, you should make a point of it.

After Spring break, the Valley's "jazz" scene

picks up right where it left off, with the David
Murray All Star Quartet, featuring John Hicks,

Ray Drummond and Tani Tabbal. The quartet will

be playing the second installment of this year's

Magic Triangle Concert Series, sponsored by

WMUA-FM.
The first show (the Ed Blackwell Trio) sold out

in advance, and the Murray gig is sure to do the

same. If you're smart youll get your ticket before

the break, at the Fine Arts Center box offic, 545-

251 1 . Prices are $7/ $5 for 5-College students. The
show is Thursday, March 26, in the Hampden
Theatre on the UMass campus.

Photo by Sally Tetxiaff

CHUCKLEHEAD— These Spring Concert veterans are making their repeat performance

at the Hatch Bar this Wednesday. Tickets are $5 at the door. The show is sponsored by UPC.

Show starts at 9 p.m.

The Bard's text

brought to Hfe
By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

As You Like It

Red Bam Theatre, Hampshire College
March 10-13, 8 p.m.

While I reahze that some may view it as akin to

heresy. I must begin this review by saying that

Shakespeare's As You Like It really isn't all that good.

I am not referring, here, to the currentRed Bam prodution,

but rather to the Bard's text itself. Like many of

Shakespeare's smaller works, "As You Like It" is essen-

tially a cxirious part of theatre history, best kept on the

shelf and off the stage. Breathing any life into a lifeless

script, even one by the crowned prince of English Litera-

ture, is never too easy.

If Christopher Werler does not always succeed in

wowing the audience with his production, it is not by lack

of trying. Werler is a careful, insightful director, who
seems to know exactly which way a moment should be

played. Where many Shakespeare directors gravitate

towards either the road most travelled, or wildly inap-

propriate "conceptual" stagings, Werler is able to reach a
great compromise of the two. His production is faithful

and earthbound, but rarely predictable.

The only thing which tends to get in the way of
Werler's direction is his attempts to make the play seem
timeless. While the themes of the play may truly be
timeless, the play itself is very much a product of

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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as you like it

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

Shakespeare's age. The period-unspecific costuming does
not create a sense of universality, but rather, when com-
bined with Shakespeare's text, takes us straight to the

fifteenth century. Thus, when anachronisms (such as "Dick
and Jane" books or modern-looking g^litars and wheelbar-
rows) crop up, it strains the suspension of disbelief.

The main action of the play follows a standard
Shakespeare comedy formula, in which a man loves a

woman who, for some flimsy reason, is disguised as a

man. There are numerous mistaken identities and an
obligatory clown— "hilarity" ensues.

What makes this rather predictable fare fun for a

modern audience is a quartet of wonderful performers.

LeeAnn Hutchison oozes a bizarre sexuality as Rosalind,

the play's gender-bending lead, and becomes a "man"
with remarkable ease. Kelly Christopher is radiant as

her cousin and co-conspirator, and Megan McEnulty is a

comic scene stealer as the woman who falls in love with

Rosalind's male alter-ego. Most impressive, however, i.-

Dominic OUver, who pours every ounce ofenergy into his

madcap portrayal of Touchstone the clown.

Unfortunately, these four stars are flanked by a woe-

fully inadequate supporting cast— and it is that which

hurts the show more than anything else. Peter Piasecj's

romantic hero is shamelessly overplayed, and Roy Drew's

rantings, as the villain, degenerate into shtick within

minutes of his first appearance.

Ultimately, "As You Like It" is a rather mixed bag—
best left to admirers ofthe Bard, who will doubtless find,

in Chris Werler's direction, much that is worth liking.

VILLA
.OM«rlN( Qw«llljf Mnt*mnj0mdt\

Great Mexican Food Served Quid<ly &
Inexpensively in a Friendly & Casual AtnxKphere

DOWNTOWN
AMHERST

Boltwood Walk 256-8217
Beer & Wine Served

DOWNTOWN
NORTHAMPTON

21 Center St. 584-0673
Bring Your Own Beer & Wine

For Delivery, Call Delivery Express • 549-0077

C.wanate9<ai

. unckonal

~WP

80% OR MORE OF
ALL JOBS ARE

NOT ADVERTISED!

To find out how those Jobs are filled, enroll in our

two hour workshop

JOB SEARCH TECHNIQUES

The workshop will be held every morning from 1

am to 12 pm March 16 through 20th.

Workshop also covers how to write resumes
and competitive interviewing techniques.

Don't wait for the job to come to you, take the first

step in your career. For reservations call

HAMPSHIRE PERSONNEL today. 586-0088.

I $25 Reg Fee - $5.00 off with this coupon.

HOUSING EXEMPTION
APPLICATIONS

Fresh, Sophomores and Stockbridge students who
wish to Hve off campus for the Fall 1992 semester

should apply for an exemption from the Board of

Trustee regulation governing on-campus living.

Applications are now available in the Housing
Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore. Exemption
applications are due no later than Friday, March 27,

1992. Please submit all applications to the Housing
Assignment Office.

IMPORTANT NOTES

** THE EXEMPTION COMMITTEE WILL
ONLY MEET ONCE . THIS IS THE ONLY OP-
PORTUNITY YOU WILL HAVE TO APPLY FOR
OFF-CAMPUS PERMISSION FOR THE FALL
1992 SEMESTER. PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU
APPLY IN TIME.

** Signing a lease is not valid grounds for

receiving an exemption from the on-campus housing
requirement. DO NOT SIGN A LEASE UNTIL
YOU RECEIVE AN EXEMFflON . Any student

who signs a lease without prior approval from the

Exemption Committee and the HousingAssignment

Office is reasonable for all on-campus fees and will

be required to reside on-campus. Thank you.

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect -Amherst Center

256-8157 •256-1385

1

Ainlwftt

S.PlMnnl \ '

U4IASS
\ S. Preipid )

•

1
1

Si
\JL

ll
Unooln

• Imports & other unibody vehicles are our
specialty.

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (+or-l/2

mm)
• Over 90 years staff experience.

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement.

• Advanced European Technology Painting
and Refinishing Systems.

Remember it's your car and your choice of
repair facilities.

Shop Registration # RS1212
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Third World Affairs
Changing of the guard: crime and corruption at U.N.

At the United Nations, former boss Javier Perez de
Cuellar is out, new overlord Boutros Boutros-Ghali is in.

Time, perhaps, to take stock of recent trends at that
institution, although the task resembles a rummage
through last week's garbage bin. One should begin by
assessing the "achievements" ofthe outgoing de Cuellar.

Let us not mince words. Mr. Perez de Cuellar is a
blood-spattered war criminal of the first order. He and
his worthless organization have presided over, and given
their imprimatur to, one ofthe greatest mass murders in
modern history.

The excellent war crimes tribunal that recently found
various U.S. officials guilty of a number of the most
shockingwar crimes has unfortunately overlooked one of
the most guilty men — de Cuellar.

Through the mechanism of"sanctions," hand in hand
with the U.S. bombing, the U.N Security Council and
the Secretariat which he headed were nominally respon-
sible for the deaths of 300,000 Iraqis, including 100,000
children. He has never uttered a word of remorse, or the
sUghtest acknowledgment of his monumental personal
guilt. He has given Iraq nothing but death.

The standard line of the U.S. Left, much of which
seems to harbor inexplicable illusions about the value of

the U.N., has been to see the organization as another
"victim" of the war. If this entirely dubious sentiment
has any value, it must be recognized that that "victimiza-
tion" was conducted JBX de Cuellar.

The entire thrust of his ignoble tenure was to turn
over all authority in the U.N. to the U.S. Perhaps the
most shining moment in his regime came during an
exchange he had with President Saddam Hussein of

Iraq, whom he was pressuring to obey U.N. dictats.

President Saddam: These are American resolutions.

This is an American age. What the U.S. wants at present

is the thing that gets passed, and not what the Security

Council wants.

de Cuellar: / agree with you as much as the matter

AP Photo

AJOB WELL DONE-Bush Awards the highest
U.S. civilian honor, the Medal of Freedom, to

Javier Perez de Cuellar

involves me. (This dialogue requires no comment. There
you have it.)

In his official report ofthe conversation, the U.N. boss
blatantly distorted Saddam's willingness to negotiate.

In its conduct at the U.N., the U.S. used every tool of

coercion, bribery, blackmail and threats to get its way in

the Security Council. Yemen, the lone Arab state in the
council, was told that its "no" vote on the resolution to

attack Iraq would be "the most expensive no vote you ever
cast." True to promise, the U.S. cut off all aid, and Saudi
Arabia expelled 900,000 Yemenis.

Hussein Ibish

U.N. officials marvelled at this exercise of what they
called "raw power," but de Cuellar was a picture ofcalm
and aplomb.His banality continued throughout the pro-

cess of slaughtering Iraq. If any man never showed the
slightest concern for his victims, it was de Cuellar. Even
when his own aides rep>orted the magnitude of suffering

and dying, he said and did nothing.

The reason for this is obvious. He considers the
slaughter in Iraq a job well done. This man works for the
United States! In the course of his leadership of that
benighted institution, he handed it over lock, stock, and
barrel to his American masters.

In the tradition of the first-rate domestic, it was
presented on a silver salver, service with a smile. Well, he
got his praise, his medal and his money. But even good
dogs get old and tiresome.

Enter Dr. Boutros-Ghali. He is a long time servant of
the interests and agenda of the West, called up both to

consolidate Ihe new order (U.N.=U.S.) and as a reward
for past efforts.

Dr. Boutros-Ghali is known primarily as the Egyptian
architect ofthe Camp David accords, in which Egypt sold

its foreign policy independence to the U.S. for raw cash.

They made a separate peace with Israel, turning their

backs on their former Palestinian and Lebanese allies,

disregarding their interests and allowing them to be
attacked. For many, he embodies Egyptian government
treachery.

At Sadat's Israel visit, he took the place of Foreign

Minister Fahmi who had the decency to resign rather

than participate.

In the process, he developed many interesting rela-

tionships, including his warm friendship with Moshe
Dayan, one of the most brutal Israeli leaders of all. He
visited Dayan in his hospital bed. and eulogized him at

his funeral. What a fine Arab diplomat.

Ghali has the entirely unearned distinction of being
"Africa's turn" at the Secretariat. But, being backed by
France, the U.S., Israel, and the New York T^mes, that is

rendered meaningless.

Now enthroned in New York, Ghali has set to work
consoUdating and completing the process of total West-

ernization de Cuellar began. He spoke on Jan. 31, leaving
little doubt of his agenda.

"With all the convulsions in global society, only one
power is left that can impose order on incipient chaos.

[whatever can he be talking about? That's right, it's. . .J

The power ofprinciples."

This must surely rank among the most cynical pieces

of double-speak in the history of diplomacy, a transpar-
ent allusion to his superpower American employers,
sauced in lofty moral rhetoric.

"Civil wars are no longer civil,"Yie asserted, "New ways
ofpreventing internal disputes and inter-state confronta-
tions will need to be developed. State sovereignty takes on
a new meaning in this context," laying groundwork for

future U.NAJ.S. aggression.

Perhaps even more ominously he intoned, "The United
Nations will have to adopt a new strategy to respond to the

irredentist orpro-autonomy claims ofethnic and cultural

communities. It will have to take into account the abun-
dant supply of arms. .

." His approach to Palestinian

autonomy makes this all the more chiUing.

But in three months at the top, Ghali has already gone
far beyond words. He has "reorganized" the Secretariat.

It should come as no surprise that he has emphasized
"peace keeping and peace making" (intervention and
aggression) at the expense of social and developmental
issues.

The whole structure has been "rationalized" into eight

departments. They are overwhelmingly dominated by
Europeans, and the all-important Department ofAdmin-
istration and Management is slated to be run by the
unelectable Bush lackey, Richard Thomburgh. Ghali

insisted on an American having this job.

What more appropriate way ofdemonstrating the real

locus ofpower at the U.N.? As Ghali has said, "It is one of
those occasions when symbol enhances substance."

Hussein Ibish is a Collegian staff member. These

opinions are not necessarily those of the Collegian.

AP Photo

New U.N. Boss Boutros Butros-Ghali with
close friend Moshe Dayan in 1979 during the
Camp David negotiations.

Final defeat: the last days of the Cuban revolution?
'For every life lost on the battlefields of

the Persian Gulf, a thousand persons will

die ofhunger in the Third World." [Fidel

Castro, September 1990, in a statement to

the United Nations]

Throughout the Gulf War, when most
countries either shamelessly participated

in the bloodbath or helplessly stood by in

silence, Cuba consistently spoke out

against theU.S. rampage and the horrible

consequences entailed for the Third World.

Cuba is one ofonly two countries on the

Security Council which refused to support

economic sanctions, air embargoes or

military action against Iraq, or demand
reparations from the Iraqi people, or

support withholding food and medicine

from Iraqis.

It is now about to pay the price for its

folly, absolutely the last straw in three

decades of "intransigence," perhaps the

worst transgression being the extraordi-

nary military intervention on behalf of

the long-suffering people of Angola, res-

cued from the colonial jackboot of South

Africa.

Ever since the threat posed to U.S.

slave-owners by the Cuban independence

movement last century, which advocated

abolition ofslavery , the United States has

been determined to stifle any attempts by

Cubans to control their own destiny.

The Cuban revolution in 1959, which

ended the party for corrupt U.S. busi-

nessmen and their Cuban proteges, also

marked the beginning ofmore than three

decades of counterrevolutionary subver-

sion, destabilization and terrorism by the

United States against the people and in-

frastructure of Cuba.
The dying gasps of Bolshevism have

emboldened the preserver of the (New

World) Order, and its attitudes and ac-

tions towards Cuba have now reached a
fever pitch.

On Dec. 29 this past year, an armed
infiltration of Cuba was launched from
Florida. The three intruders, it was dis-

covered, intended to use explosive and
other incendiary devices in industrial

centers like paper and thermoelectric

works, as well as recreation areas, public

transit, movie theaters and cultural cen-

ters. Predictably, the execution of the

leader of these infiltrators met with cries

of"human rights violations" in the United
States.

Madanmohan Rao

Four days later, on Jan. 3, 34 Cuban
deserters fled to Miami in a stolen heli-

copter. U.S. media hailed this as "a daring

escape to freedom," blithely ignoring the

connections some of the defectors had to

CIA-backed Miami-Cuban organizations,

or the fact that the helicopter's escort of

U.S. mihtary planes behed a U.S. hand in

the escape.

Contrast this with the manner in which
Haitian refugees were intercepted,

rounded up, arrested and finally deported

to a grim and uncertain fate — but more
on that in a later edition.

On Jan. 9, threeCuban security ofiicials

were gunned down in an attempt by de-

serters to steal a boat to flee the country.

Inspired by its military "success" in the

Gulf, the U.S. military steps up surveil-

lance flights over Cuba, flagrantly violat-

ing its airspace, and resumes full-scale

rehearsals of an invasion of Cuba, delib-

erately intimidating its citizens.

Add to this recent U.S. machinations in

the United Nations, which unabashedly

abandon all future commitments to non-

intervention, and essentially give the

United States justification for a full-scale

invasion on the grounds ofprotecting "hu-

man rights."

Meanwhile, funding for counterrevo-

lutionary activities continues unabated.

The Washington-based National Endow-
ment for "Democracy" has channelled
millions of dollars to Cuban exile organi-

zations which join the CIA in advocating

subversion of the Cuban revolution.

A top grant was awarded to the AFL-
CIO's American Institute for "Free Labor
Development" to set up counter-trade

unions to Cuba's three million-strong la-

bor union movement. It is the very same
NED which was a prime contributor to the

coalition which toppled the Sandinistas in

the 1990 Nicaraguan elections.

And on top of it all, the three-decade

embargo on Cuba continues to strangu-

late its economy. Coupled with the severing

ofsupplies ofoil, food and machinery from
the former Soviet Union, the blockade

now poses Cuba its most unprecedented
challenge ever.

The embargo, first imposed in 1962 by

the Kennedy administration, blocked food

and medicine after the devastatingCyclone

Flora. It contributed to the deaths ofmore
than 100 children in 1981 during an epi-

demic of the deadly dengue fever.

Operation Desert Storm witnessed the

marriage of two of America's favorite

pastimes — war and videogames, and is

now followed by a merciless economic
blockade to punish the Iraqi people. Eco-

nomic warfare was also used to oust the

Sandinistas, and to bring Vietnam to its

knees — it is now being unleashed in all

its fury on the people of Cuba.
The embargo is being extended to all

U.S. subsidiaries abroad, and any ship

landing in Cuba is banned from U.S. ports

for six months, otherwise its cargo is liable

to be seized if it enters U.S. waters.

With its Guantanamo military base

sitting right in Cuba's backyard, the

United States could easily roll over Cuba
if it wanted to— but it prefers the current

approach, characterized by a curious mix
of sadism and vaunted magnanimity.

For the United States, it would bemuch
better ifthe Cuban revolution were driven

to ruin and self-destruction, so that it

could all be blamed on Fidel Castro:

"Castro's reign deserves to end in home-
grown failure, not martyrdom, " says the

New York Times.

It may well be objected by those who
recognize the tremendous gains of the

Cuban revolution that we do not mention
more of these achievements here. The
simple and unfortunate truth is that there

is little time for such reflections on these

accomplishments, when the very nation

itself is on the brink of recolonization.

Also, this is no time to romanticize

Cuba, or see it as a kind of ideal, a vague
and abstract Utopia. It is not. It is a proud
and great nation going through hard times,

and in grave danger of imperial assault.

What it doesn't need isempty words, hollow

gestures, and vapid accolades.

Cuba, at this time, needs support more
than ever. In the words of Jose Marti
almost a century ago, "Whoever stands
today alongside Cuba, stands forever.'

But who will stand alongside Cuba
today? Indeed, who can stand alongside

Cuba?
Have a nice Spring Break.
Madanmohan Rao is a Collegian staff

member. The opinions in this article are
not necessarily those of the Collegian.
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To ship

March 4-6

Action #676

Captain America

#282/Reprint

Captain America

#400

Cage #2

Concrete Frag.

Creature #4

Dark Horse In-

sider #4

Dark Horse Pre-

sents

Daredevil #304

Darkhawk#15

Detective #327

Reprint

Detective #643

Donald Duck #25

Dr. Fate #39

Dreadlands #4

Green Arrow #59

Hard Boiled #3

House of Secrets

#92/Reprint

Many Deaths of

Batman

Marvel Comics

Presents #101

Marvel Universe

Nomad #1

She-Hulk #39

Toxic Crusaders

Uncanny X-Men

#288

Venus Ward #12

Vintage Magnus

Warlord #4

Web #8
X-Men #7

Young Indian

Jones #2

Hours

Mon-Sat'10-9

Sun. 12-5

Mr. Lupo admires movie's F/X
ByJONLUPO
Collegian Staff

Virtual Reality, the new technology that allows people

to escape into a computerized world with the aid ofgloves

and goggles is given the nightmare treatment in The

LawnmowerMan , a science fiction thriller from Stephen

King.

Pierce Brosnan (Remington Steele) plays Dr. Angelo,

a government scientist whose research yields an impor-

tant new discovery. With Virtual Reality, he is able to

raise the intelligence levels in chimps. When that leads

to tragedy. Dr. Angelo retreats to his suburban home.

He then decides to try the program on Jobe (Jeff

Fahey), a retarded man who lives in a shack adjacent to

a church and mows lawns. The experiment works won-

ders at first, as Jobe becomes smarter and learns at an
accelerated pace. But then things start going terribly

wrong. Jobe, once a child-like man becomes a monster.

The Lawnmower Man, from a short story by Stephen

King, is a fascinating journey inside the budding tech-

nology ofVirtual Reality. Director Brett Leonard plunges

into these scenes with vigor, creating a spectacular ride.

The effects alone are worth the price of admission.

It seems, however, that the entire budget went to

these thrilling effects. Everything else suffers, from the

generic plot to cheap looking sets. The Lawnmower Man
looks like Tron gone awry. Don't be carried away by the

seemingly 'scary' undertones, it's convention all the way.

The film tries to raise many questions involving the

consequences oftechnology going too far. Laden with too-

obvious religious images and resemblences to Charly,

(Flowers for Algernon) The Lawnmower Man is simply

not equipped to make such sweeping statements. It's like

one of those "special episodes" of sitcoms that try to deal

with drunk driving or death, itjust doesn't work.

While the film tries to be deep and innovative, it comes

off as a bit preachy and all the effects in the world cannot

save this film from being one long cliche.

For instance, the minute the film shows the abusive

priest, co-worker, and next-door neighbor being mean to

Jobe, you just know that when he becomes powerful. . .

The film also parades a host of stock characters, from

the precocious little boy to the ridiculously brooding

"director," the supporting players seem straight out ofan

episode o{ Knight Rider.

The cast fares no better. Pierce Brosnan would've

made a great James Bond but here's where his career is

heading. He puts on glasses to make him look more

scientist-Uke and then disappears into the woodwork.

His character is styled as a modern day Dr. Frankenstein

— a tortured genius. But the only thing Brosnan is

capable of doing well is typing into his terminal. Now
that's acting. The rest of the cast is so bland and unrec-

ognizable I forgot who they were.

Jeff Fahey (Body Parts) is slightly better. While he

acts straight out of Actirig 101 as a simpleton, he makes

a grreat, ferocious villain. His eyes alone are menacing

(although he looks very goofy walking around glaring

people to death).

The Lawnmower Man does have a macabre and dark

sense ofhumor (courtesy ofKing no doubt) that shows it's

not taking itself that seriously. The ending is ominously

clever, contrasting the predictable nature of what came

before.

While the special effects are dazzling. TheLawnmower
Man fails in just about every other category. If you're

desperate to see this movie, catch it in the theaters. The

one joy ofthis film, the forays into Virtual Reality, will no

doubt be lost on the small screen. Grade: C+

Ifyou don't have

the money to

fly to London,

use your

imagination.

\

Showtimes:
Fri. Sun

One Show Only at 7:00pm
Moo-Thurs

One show at 7:00pni

Adults $4 00
Student w/valid ID &
Senior Citizens $3 00

Or use your four color Xerox" copier. Your pastel markers. Or your new 3-D graphic software package. Hey,

don't hold back. Simply put, we're having a contest to find the most fabulous, creative, memorable,

audacious 19 by 24 inch poster to get people to fly Virgin Atlantk: Airways to London. The

designer will not only win two round-trip tickets to London. They'll get a chance to have their

first big portfolio piece plastered all over the United States. Not a bad deal. If you want more

information about Virgin, drop us a line. Just remember, the sky's the limit.

Virgin Atlantic Airways. 96 Morton Street, New York, NY 10014. Attn: Marketing Services, Poster Contest.

Design a poster lof Virgin Atlantic Airways and you rray wm tvw) free round-tnp Economy Class tickets lo London Tickets are good kx one year Mail your poster sutxrilssion to Korey. Kay &

Partners, 130 Fitlti Avenue. 8tti tkXK New York. NY 10011 Attn Poster Contest Be sure to mclude your name, your school name and address Entries must be postmarked by May 1. 1992

Winner will be notitied by mail on May 15 1992 Please include a lorwarding address it your school address does not appN Posters will be ludged by a creative panel of Korey. Kay 4 Partners

and Virgin Atlantc Airways repcesentatives on creativity and origmaMy One entry per person Maximum siTe t9" x 24" AH entries become the property ot Virgin Atlantic Ainrays Contest open

lo matriculating stiidenls only Emptoyees and immediate famrty members of Korey, Kay and Virgin Atlantic Amirays are ineligible Other nstrgtionsmayaggjjr

^re pacKage. ney.

Unnin Al!,fnlit Ai'v»,,iys

T,ike us lor jn wcve got
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UMASS
ARTS COUNCIL

•

GRANT
DEADLINE
Wed., March 25th

(last grant opportunity

for this semester)

•

Single projects/

events grants for

music, dance,
theater, visual art

& design, perfor-

mance art, litera-

ture, film & video,

and other arts

related events

•

Proposals from

student groups

particularly en-

couraged
•

For applications/

information see the

Student Activities

Office or visit the

UMASS Arts Council

Office-209

Hasbrouck or call

545-0202
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Lawsuit against Tsongas, Brown dismissed
By MARC HUMBERT
Associated Press

ALBANY, N.Y. — A lawsuit aimed at
stripping Paul Tsongas and Edmund G.
Brown of spots on New York state's April
7 Democratic presidential primary ballot
was thrown out of court Tuesday.
A spokeswoman for the New Alliance

Party, which filed the lawsuit, said the
ruling would be appealed, but a top New
York aide to Tsongas predicted that the
bid would fail.

The New York primary, which helps
determine the makeup of the second
largest delegation to the national con-
vention, could be crucial to Tsongas and
Brown if their campaigns are still viable

by then.

New York Gov. Mario Cuomo has pre-

dicted that Arkansas Gov. Bill Clinton
will have the nomination sewn up well
before April 7.

•We'll appeal this thing until there's no
where else to appeal to," said New Alliance
spokeswoman Madelyn Chapman. "We're
talking major-league fraud."

The New Alliance Party had charged
that Tsongas and Brown each violated

provisions of New York state's complex
law for gaining spots on the election bal-

lot.

But state Supreme Court Justice An-
thony Cardona threw out the lawsuit on a
technicality. The judge said prospective
delegates for Tsongas and Brown hadn't
been served with legal notification of the
lawsuit.

"The right toparticipate in the electoral
process is among the most cherished in a
democracy," Cardona wrote. "That right
must not be taken away without a mean-
ingful opportunity to be heard."

State Democratic Part ChairmanJohn
Marino, a top poUt'cal aide to Cuomo, said
he was "delighted" by the decision.

"This is great news for the Democratic
Party and for democracy," Marino said.

In New York, Democratic presidential
candidates were required to collect at least

10,000 signatures from enrolled Demo-
crats. The rule ofthumb is to collect twice
the number of signatures required to

survive possible petition from challenges.

Tsongas, a former senator from Mas-
sachusetts, filed petitions containing
13,952 signatures while Brown, a former
Cahfomia governor, had 19,413 signa-
tures.

James Armenakis, head of Tsongas'
New York campaign, noted that any ap-
peal ofCardona's ruling would have to be

on the narrow question to potential del-

egates and not on the merits of the origi-

nal lawsuit. That could be to Tsongas'
advantage.

The New Alhance Party had made its

strongest case against Tsongas, charging
that he had paid college students 50 cents
for each signature they collected. If true,

that's a violation of state law.

Meanwhile, New York City Board of

Elections has determined that more than
4,000 of the signatures on the Tsongas
petitions aren't valid. That would put
Tsongas under the 10,000-signature
threshold.

But as Chapman said, unless the law-
suit can be revived, such determinations
won't have any impact. For the time being,
Tsongas and Brown remain on the New
York ballot.

Area's Largest Aerobk Hoor

BY THE

IDEA AFAA

DONNA KELLEY

FUNK • LOW IMPACT • STEP

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLll • 460 WEST ST.. • SO. A.MHERST • 256-0080

TONIGHT
LIVE MUSIC

with

RIPPOPATAMUS
# Pre-St. Patty Day Party

95<l: Drafts • $3.95 Pitchers

Genuine Draft

$2.00 Cover

THE (lk\ PUB
CELEBRATES UEHRS IN AMHERST

I96H • 19^>2

• 15 EAST PLEASAhT STREET

Student Affairs

On Wednesday, October 30, 1991, Project

PULSE conducted a telephone survey for

the Information Data Bank (IDB). oper-

ated by the Dean of Students Office. The

survey examined levels of student aware-

ness and use of the IDB. PULSE interview-

ers attempted to contact 840 students se-

lected randomly from the undergraduate

student population, and 430 agreed to be

interviewed. The response rate for the

survey was 51%.

All of the students sampled . regardless of

whether they had heard of or used the

IDB. were asbed which resource they use

most to obtain academic information.

Next, students were asbedwhich resource

they use most to obtain non-academic in-

formation, such as information about

clubs, sporting events. UVC. arts events,

etc. (see Figure 2).

Finally, students were asbed how the IDB

couldbeeffectivelyadvertised (see Figure3).

More than half(5l.l%.n=2i7) ofthe
students saidthrough theCollegian.

Project Pulse
University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Figure 2

Resources Used Most to Obtain Non-Academic Information

information data banb
] 0.5%

VtA.

Fine Arts Center

HSCN

radio station

posters

friends

Collegian

]1.2%

]1.4%

2.4%

3.3%

18.1%

30.6%

42.6%

0.0% 5.0% 10.0% 15.0% 20.0% 25.0% 30.0% 35.0% 40.0% 45.0%

Figure 3

Most Effective Way to Advertise the Information Data Bank

WMUA 0.2%

posters on buses ] 2.6%

HSCN 04.2%

posters in Campus Center 23 1 1 .8%

new student orientation ~Ol3.2%

leaflets in dorms
1 1 6.0%

Collegian

0.0% 80.0% 40.0% 60.0% 80.0% 100.0%

COLLEGIAN ADVERTISING 545-3500
For more information on Project Pulse, contact 545-1390.
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Thompson, Gavitt testift^ in ex-Celtic's trial
BOSTON (AP) — Georgetown basket-

ball coach John Thompson and Boston

Celtic executive Dave Gavitt took the stand

Tuesday to testify on behalf of Charles

Smith, an ex-Celtic charged in the hit-

and-nm deaths of two students.

Thompson and Gavitt both described

Smith, on trial for manslaughter, as a

responsible young man with no history of

drinking problems.

"You're not talking abouta prima donna.

You're talking about. . . a kid who had to do
it himself," Thompson testified in SufTolk

Superior Court. "He did it truthfully and

Are you getting ready to begin

interviewing for Co-op and

Internship positions??

; i^'i'i'i'si-;-

INTERVIEWING
WORKSHOPS

^

March 11

Campus Center Room 165

12:20 pm

March 25

Campus Center Room 917

12:20 pm
^

Presented by corporate recruiters

Don 7 take any chances

Be there!

Call 545-6265 for information

honestly. He is an extraordinarily decent

individual."

Smith, 24, is charged in the deaths of

Boston University students Michelle

Dartley, 20, of Ridgewood, N.J., and An
Trinh, 21, of Placentia, Calif., who were

struck on Commonwealth Avenue, a main
thoroughfare, the night of March 22.

The defense completed itscaseTuesday,

and the jury was expected to begin delib-

erations Wednesday.
Police arrested Smith about a mile from

the accident scene. He was charged with

two counts each of manslaughter, motor

vehicle homicide while under the influence

of alcohol and leaving the scene of an ac-

cident. He remains free on $100,000 bond.

A Breathalyzer test given to Smith two
hours after the accident registered a blood-

alcohol content of .06. A reading of .10 is

considered legally intoxicated.

Last week, a man riding in the van

Smith was driving testified the two had at

least two beers before the accident. He

also said Smith paused briefly after the
accident but then sped away.

Thompson said he met Smith when he
was recruiting at St. Anthony's High
School in Washington, D.C. At
Georgetown, Smith was deemed respon-

sible to be named team captain,Thompson
said. Smith also played for the 1988 U.S.

Oljonpic team, which Thompson coached.

Gavitt, senior executive vice president

ofthe Celtics, said he met Smith in the fall

of 1985, when Smith was a freshman at

Georgetown. Gavitt said Smith was so

respected he was chosen to participate in

an NBA outreach program for youths.

"There has never been any evidence

that Charles was anything but sober at all

times," Gavitt said.

Smith's second 10-day contract with

the Celtics expired a few days after the

accident and the team opted not to sign

him to a full contract.

He now plays for the Albany, Ga. , Sharp
Shooters ofthe Global Basketball League.
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The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fraienuty/Soranty Pirk - on the Orchard ILll bus route. (413)543-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

This 3 »«*slon

program (classes

on* we«k apart)

Includes information

on exercise, some
anatomy, massage,

treatment options,

posture tips and pain

relief methods.

Wednesday, April 1, 8, 15 i

6:00 - 8:00 p.m. i

University Health Center

Physical Therapy Dept. (ground floor)

Call UHS - Health Education for information and registration,

549-2671 X181. $1000 deposit required for registration but

will be refunded upon completion of all three sessions.

THE CRISIS IN
IRELAND

Collegian
Where people listen, or at least try.

RESUME SPECIAL
Resume typesetting, 25 copies on resume I

paper, 25 matching blank sheets, 25
[

matching envelopes... a// within 48 hours.

I ^OQ OR w/coupon
I

I

ipilOa^^J (exp. 5/13/92)
j

|_ 228 Triangle St., Amherst • 549-3840 j

^ ^ • Auto Glass
Replacement

• Body Shop
• Used Car
• Mechanical
Repairs

North Amherst Motors
Old SundorMnd Rd.. No. Amhor«;l 549-2080

Speaker: Lucillita Breatnach

General Secretary of Sinn Fein

Ms. Breatnach will discuss current
developments in both the North
and South of h^land including

censorship, abortion rights and

increased political violence.

A CARSTAR^t
.Collision Repair Center

Car & Truck
Rentals

Wed. March 11, 7:00pm

UMass Campus Center 162-175

Sponsored by the Northern Ireland Report,

UMass Solidarity, Radical Student Union,

rirfld. Smdent Senate.
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MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

10 Bclchcrlown Rd. • Route 9 Amherst • 256-0251/0252

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

Minimum S15 plus $2 delivery charge

FFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
uffet served Saturday 5-9p.m.

_ Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 1:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99
Children under 10 - $3.00
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Dave Massey

Copy Editor Darlenne Hosley

PhotoTechnician Chris Evans

Production Supervisor Oliver Raskin

Production Lisa Roman
Matt Schmill

Men
LUNCH

Hot Turkey Sandwich

Sweet and Sour Sand.

BASICS LUNCH
Sweet and Sour Tofu

Hot Turkey Sandwich

u
DINNER

Roast Top Round
Mandarin Chicken

BASICS DINNER
Ratatouille

Mandarin Chicken

:: I
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"Oh, yeah? Well, maybe I'll just come over there and
rattle your cage!

"

Quote of the Day
"Oh my god he's going insane. What do we

do? What's the proceedure!?"
- Overheard

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AKIEStM^rch 21 -April 19): Play

detective and get to the bottom o( a

puzzling situation. Yoocould misread

a signal wKneone sends Be alert tu

changes in a loved one's attitude or

behavior.

TAURUS(April 20-May 201: Keep
your radar tuned lor hints from a close

ally. Playing the role ot neutral ob-

server could be your best bet now.
Business and travel can be mixed
with positive results.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): An
intellectual challenge awaits you.

Show a VIP that you can rise to the

occasion. Romantic vibes are all

around you. A favorite daydream
could soon come true.

CANCER dune 21-|uly 22): You
take deep pleasure cielving into un-

known territory, including family

history. An inheritance or wirxitall is

possible. Set aside time for philo-

sophical pursuits.

LEOOuly 23-Aug. 22): Reorganize

your finances to make your funds go

further. Eliminate wasteful spending.

Certain domestic tasks cannot be
postponed any kxiger. Ask male's

help.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A fi-

nancial situation is threatening to get

out of hand. It is up to you to draw the

line. Display common sense. Make
every effort to show your loved ones

more affection.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22): Every-

thing will fall neatly into place once
you have eliminated cenain negative

influences from your lite. You feel

both mentally and physically re-

freshed.

SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21 ): You
have an opportunity to impress an

important contact. Moving quickly

could give you some extra rrwney to

put in the bank. Eliminate the word
"impossible" from your vocabulary.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec.
21); Someone may be trying to ma-
neuver you against your will. You
know exactly what course to lolk>w.

Your sensitivity to your male's needs

makes romance sparkle.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19):

A legal decision could be made in

ycxir favor. You may not receive all

you were seeking, however. Be sat-

isfied with moderate gains. In ro-

mance, say what is on your mir>d.

AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18): A
great day lor organizing your thoughts

ar>d putting the finishing touches on
travel plans. Even if you are a social

butterfly, spend some time in quiet

pursuits.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Be

realistic about a business proposilicxi

that comes your way. Make certain

you know the inside sii>ry before

givir>g your approval. Postpone sign-

ing major agreements unti I next week.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

The opinions expressed on this paj^c are those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University.

Acnoss
1 Stmgtr
S OraM cutter

10 Fallow

14 Chonstar
1

5

Towrate
16 Le Rod Yt

compoter
17 Tangibtt

18 Bruc* wtw
pUyadMMtMn

19 Son ol

20 MaOOtr
22 Ougongs

cousin

?4 Capok s

futuristic play

25 Cry Itia

BalovaO
Country'

ultw
26 Carvadian

province

30 Congat hunters

J4 Bellicose Oerty

35 Electrical

cnarge
37 — the Tattoed

Lady
38 Billy — \Mliiams

39 Cashes in

41 Tippler

42 Agassi or

Provin

44 Author

Bomtjeck
4 5 YteW
46 Local leaders

48 UndergrouTK]

accesses
50 CariObean

dance
52 Kind of fish or

flower

53 Stage btm
56 Behavior

60 Mean anagram
51 Pry

53 Member of tt>e

Cat Nation

64 Fat

65 Scottish

landlord

66 Specify

e"" Pass calcr>ers

68 O tieautilul for

spacious —

,

69 Despot

DOWN
1 Quartton t

conoam
2 Prolaclad.

nautically

3 S2 Across or 4

Down
4 LittW Dipper

5 Tropical tree

6 Acting pnze
7 Headdress of •

son
8 Plant protMm
9 Tall

lOWMwutflaw
11 Loranz or Moss
13 Cosmetic

ingredient

13 Stance

21 IMacadamio

23 Seasonal sor>gs

25 Scdian capital

26 Call M* -
27 ComtMt zone

28 Wanting

29 ftjrterxl

31 A Ford

32 — Oro
33Faads
36 Shon melody

39 Sat upagavi
40 Canam roots

43 Actor ONMrt
atx) ottiars

45 Tiem
47 Fragrances

49 vandal

51 Time out

53 Bull or tKICk

eg
54 To — all

55 Figure of fun

56 Just

57 TrouOiesofne

deity

58 Maywonn
59 Tea-leaves

reader

62 Half of XIV

AUSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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M women's hoop
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

No. 2 Saint Joseph's vs.

No. 7 Rhode Island

The Hawks took both regular

season games — winning 81-54 at

home, and on the road, 70-61. Rhode
Island (8-19, 4-12 in the A-10) is led

by the play of point guard Anne
Kelsen, yet the WRams had to

struggle to finish above Duquesne.
Saint Joseph's (11-5 in the A- 10).

while finishing second in the con-

ference, had a rough non-A-10
schedule and wound up 16- 1 1 . Katie

Curry leads the Hawks from the

guard position.

No. 3 Rutgers vs. No. 6 Temple

The two teams spht the regular

season, with the Lady Knights
winning at home. 85-47 , andTemple
^^^nning in Philadelphia, 83-74.

Rutgers ( 18-9, 11-5), with a good
showing in the tournament, could

wind up in the NCAAs. Unfortu-

nately, two A-10 teams are already

locks for the tourney, and there are

only 48 spots in the women's bracket,

unlike the 64 in the men's.

The Udy Owls ( 1 1-16, 8-8 in the

conference ) have always seemed to

have the individual talent, with

Sonya Perry. Roxey Hildebrand and
Dallese Jackson, but the results

haven't shown up in the win-loss

column.

No. 4 George Washington vs.

No. 5 Saint Bonaventure

The Lady Colonials, ranked 17th

in the country, swept the season

series, winning 74-65 on the road

and destroying the Lady Bonnies.

81-32 in Washington.

George Washington might want
to win the automatic bid to secure a

NCAA berth since it finished fourth

in the conference.

Reardon is key to Sox' success
He lives by the fastball and dies by the

fastball. . .

Jeff Reardon, who can still pump his

number one well into the 90s, has yet to

learn that his strength can also be his

weakness. In a year that could be marked
by sweet tunes being sung by Frank Viola

and the Rocket going for his record-tying

fourth Cy Young, Jeff Reardon might be

the key ingredient to the Red Sox winning
another A.L. East Pennant — giving the

Sox a chance to redeem their streak of

eight-straight losses in the playoffs.

I think every Sox fan is confident that

both Clemens and Viola are capable of20
wins, and along with a healthy Danny
Darwin and a rejuvenated Joe Hesketh,

the Sox could be looking at a starting

rotation that far surpasses any since their

trip to the Series in 1986.

Scott Silverman

But in today's game, a good closer is an
integral part of a successful team, as

proven by the past two World Series

Champions. Rick Aguilera helped secure

the best record in Mjyor League Baseball

for the 1991 Champions, the Minnesota

Twins. And Denrus Eckersely did the same
for Oakland in 1990.

JeffReardon, a UMass graduate, again

remained one of the top relievers in

baseball last year. Unfortunately, he also

played a major role in what could be pin-

pointed as the collapse of the Red Sox
On Aug. 8, 1991 the Red Sox were 11-

1/2 games behind the Toronto Blue Jays.

Only six weeks later, on September 22,

Reardon was one strike away from giving

the Red Sox a 1/2 game lead over the Jays.

However, just as Reardon threw one too

many fastballs to Mel Hall earlier in the

year, he again tempted fate with the

Yankees' Roberto Kelly, only to see the

same result — a game-winning homer
that burst the Red Sox balloon.

Not only did the Red Sox lose the mo-
mentum that had made it look all but

impossible for them to win the pennant.

THB
* * TEXTBOOK

ANNEX IS OPEN

^ YEAR ROUND BUT

TO MAKE SURE YOU
^ GET THE BOOKS YOU
NEED FOR THIS SEMESTER

BUY THEM BEFORE
^ SPRING BREAK

We are beginning to return ^
* unsaid bool(S to tlte publlslier

W on IVIonday, March 16th. ^

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX
Monday-Friday

9:00 ann-4:00 pm
545-3570

WE NOW ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD & DISCOVER

but they lost a confident Reardon . Reardon

has yet to learn the secret that has made
Roger Clemens such a great pitcher.

His ability to go to other pitches and

set up his fastball is one reason he has

remained so intimidating to hitters.On the

other hand, Reardon (who has a good

sUder), rarely fails to come at a batter

with anything but the obvious— a fastball

right down the middle of the plate asking

to make a dent in the Green Monster.

I hope I am not the only Red Sox fan

that doesn't want to see Reardon become
another Calvin Shiraldi and start giving

up ninth-inning moon shots like he's

hosting a homerun derby.

Scott Silverman is a Collegian correspon-

dent.

AP Photo

SHELLSHOCKED— Boston Red Sox pitcherWes Gardner, left,

reacts as Kansas City Royals Wally Joyner circles the bases follow-

ing a homerun in the fifth inning of Grapefruit League action

Tuesday from Chain O' Lakes Satdium in Winter Haven« Fla.

ROUMDTRIRS
LONDON.

BELIZE

GUATEMALA »..

SAN JOSE _^
LISBON mm

MOSCOW mm

BANGKOK— «i»

TOKYO mm

STDNET-

LA/SFO-

$299

^365

$390

$410

$518

<640

$949

$739

$1278

$318

RATES AVAILABLK
• KOItAIL ISSUED ON THK SPOT
• rLT orro om crrr and
OUT ANOTHKR

• ISIC CAKDS /

ATH MUUENSHIF

120 OFFICES WORLDWIDE

1-800-777-0112
273 imVBURT ST.

BOSTON
MA 02116

U>CAI.: ^
(S17) 266-6014 STA TRAVEL

A4^t.•a

^ i^^

, C/asscs Dallv

, Certified Instructors

» Suspended Wood Floor

Areas Largest Room

AMHfKsr Arm Hit
CUB

160 W«st St

S„ Au.hirst. 2,560080

Homo Exceibior

£/<

>\^ Pocor\/atir»nc ^^'^^ Reservations

Worldwide

Save Money - Meet People

DOAD m& TRAVELED
253-4173

'^
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Scott's shots
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

• I called to order a sub the other day and the guy
wanted to be mentioned in the coliunn. Pal, get a
life. And when I say extra pickles, I mean extra
pickles.

•It strikes me as very sad to have to watch Bo
Jackson hobble around the bases — but he's still

faster than anyone on the Red Sox even with a bad
hip.

• The Red Sox are in Spring Training and the
Clemens debacle is just a memory. Or it will be for
a while until the first rumblings of clubhouse dis-
harmony are leaked and all fingers point toClemens.
A colleague would love to see Butch Hobson

start Frank Viola on Opening Day just to spite
Roger. My colleague is truly an idiot.

• My dog Bo, travelled to Vermont for a title

match with some Vermont heavyweights. Bo was
an easy first-round winner.

• WTiere does Clemens find these bars anyways?
"Bayou Mama's?" The Velvet Elvis?" I'm always in

bars with names like "Joe's Place," or The Maple
Tree." I guess it could have something to do with the
difference in our bank accounts.

• The neighbors think it's funny to have Satur-
day Night's Main Event live in our living room. My
roommates and I propose a six-man, steel-cage
match to be calledThe Showdown in Belchertown."
Loser moves out. Immediately. Our apologies to the
upstairs inhabitants.

• I think the Connecticut license plates should
read, "Construction State" instead of"Constitution
State."

• Keep your feet in bounds and your eyes on the
road to Spring Break.

David Scott is a Collegian columnist

Women's track places eighth
Ambrose and Johnson eclipse school track records
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

What a difference a year makes.
Last year, with Lee Ann Ambrose on the shelf with a

bronchial infection, the University of Massachusetts
women's indoor track team returned from the Eastern
Collegiate Athletic Conference Championship's with zero

points and a disappointing end to a fantastic season.

This season, the Minutewomen returned home from
the ECAC's with a surprising 8th place finish, with
Ambrose leading the way to UMass' first-ever individual

ECAC Championship in the 500-meters.
Ambrose was in third place going into the third turn,

when the leader (George Masons' Anya Mironova) began
to pull away from the pack. At this point, Ambrose turned
on the jets, caught and then passed Mironova en route to

a 1/100 of a second victory.

"Lee Ann just ran a great race," UMass coach Julie

LaFreniere said. "She saw Miranova pull away, and from
then on it looked like she had rockets on out there."

Ambrose's time of 1:12.95 sets a new UMass record,

one of two to be broken last weekend.
UMass' other record breaker was Becky Johnson, who

broke the school record in the 1000, with a time of2:5 1 .97.

Johnson's loss came at the hands ofFordham's Lauren
Gubicza, who is presently ranked number 2 in the nation

in the 1000 meter run."Becky wasn't scared ofanything,"

LaFreniere said. "She went right out there and ran writh

Gubicza but couldn't stay with her till the end. And
Gubicza ended up smashing the ECAC record."

Ambrose and Johnson accoimted for all of UMass' 18
points, vaulting them into a three-way tie for eighth with
Maryland and James Madison.

"Going into the meet, I would've thought we would be
lucky to get a top 20 finish," LaFreniere said. "But we got

some great performances and surprised some people."

The Minutewomen also got key performances from
Kelly Liljeblad in the 3000, Lennice Johnson in the 500,

Janey Meeks in the triplejump, and Diane Ozzolek in the

shot put, as well as the 4x800 relay team of Ambrose,
Kerry Acker, Kim Liljeblad, and Johnson.

Liljeblad recorded a seventh place finish, as did the
4x800 team, while Lennice Johnson, Meeks and Oslek
did notmake the finals, although they did record personal
best's in their respective events.

The ECAC's close out a successful! 1992 campaign in

which the Minutewomen finished with a 15-4 dual meet
record, and top 10 finishes in both the New England's and
ECAC's.

<^yciefr^c\ti
•fin. » Bi MAsiiRoi im

•COO Own* M^lKt am) anti I

|_CMTG«MES- laMatiSl •Onitan.UAOKSO I

PQIZE6! GREEK COUNCIL
- presents -

PDlZEcS!

^ DATING GAME
TONIGHT- 9:30 PM

Complimentary Dinner for Lucky Couples

$ 1 Donation acceptedat door for Daniel Colbert Medical Treatment Fund

nm^ <Shauj <^^otox Cax <:il^£,nta£i

• Late Model Dependable Transportation

• Inexpensive Rates- Daily - WeeUy - Monthly

• Mastercard. Visa, American Express

• Must Be 21 Years ofAge To Rent

jjt^% 253^5040 ^
3lt College Street. Amherst. MA 01004

FUNK* HI/LOW-STEP

• Classes Dallv
• Certified Instructors
• Suspended Wood Floor
• Areas Largest Room
AMHfMsr AIMIJ FK

CIIH
160 VV«st St

S«> Aiiihirst. 2,'>6-()0H()

ni I wo S SI'RI\(. I5RI \K SIM) 01 1 SIM CI MS
BEER OF THE WEEK

St. Patricks Day
Lite Bottles

$1.25

SHOT OF THE WEEK
•The Party Haf

$1.75
"A Delano's Original'

iiOi
57 N. Pleasant St. • Proper ID a MusL

BOLTWOOD
MARKET
Stock Up at

Downtown Amherst's
QDly.Market Feoturing:

Fresh Produce # Groceries

Meats # Service Deli

T^ike the bus& oome see us!

(Belchertown Rd. & South Amherst Bus Routes)

253-9081 • Open Monday - Saturday 9-7

17 Kellogg Ave. (Behind Barts)

Sports Cards, Book Show

Sunday, March 22
10 A.M.-5 P.M.

VFW Post, 457 Main St.

Ambent
(6I7I7M-I23*

PUBLIC
ANNOUNCEMENT

Readings of essays for

the Stratlon Scholarships

will be held March 13,

1992, 2 pm. room 103.

Stockbridge Hall. Any-

one interested may at-

tend. For further infor-

mation contact Harry

Mosher.

(545-2222)

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE 113 CAMPUS CENTER • MON. THURS. 8:M)-3:M) FRIDAY 8:M)-2:M) • DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUaWN 20(AVORDmY FOR mJDEm CASH INADVANCE

ANNOUNCEMEKTS

ATlbWTlOW: Anyona inHmUd in i

sanling VMir country and cuKura M ttw ki-

temationat Fair contact Els* 548-0022

D—Hina a March 13

Bad and BraaMaat
Downtown Amherst Msal for visHing par-

ente and (rianda S49-0733

BinTERnELO KITOIEN MEAL PLAN
Graal toed in a friendly atnnospheral Join

now" CO tofmora (nhxmation at 545^182.

Why pay high prtoaa tor boMad water? Gal

clean, pure, odorlaaa. chtorlna-frea. EPA

approved water tor only Soanla/Ballon CaR

Neal 549-51$5

AUTO FOR SALE

Blue 86 Nova Sudan m great condition 2S00

negotiable call 2S3-3138 or 737-0940

CHEAPI FBiai.8. SEIZED
89 Mercedes S200
86 VW J50
87 Mercedes $100

65 Mustang $50
Choose from ttiousands starting $25

FREE 24 Hoor recording reveals

details 801-379-2929 Copyright fMAI5KX

TOYOTA COROLLA 1966 $3995

Auto, air, Sdoor. Good condition.

Unique Auto. Rie. 9. Amherst 253-4282

CONQRATULATIONS JANE

Congralulailons Jane
on Phi Beta Kappal

Love. Your Sisters

FOHAQOOOTIMECALL:

RACK-A-DtSC ENTERTAINMENT. DJ-s.

vtdao OJ's and Karaoke Irom $1 75 00 Call

5e»-9900

U2 TICKETS

Hartlefdtofaato-CalChria 253-3606

POnSALE

Brother Wordpreoaaaora

WP-720 lor only $299

$25 on il you order before

spring break 546-0390

Laptop computer, 640K. 2-720K dtoks. 7fes.

still under warranty $400 negot D«»id 586-

8393

U2 TIX FOR March 12 Hartford show BO
Call 546-1541 Mike

HELP WArfTED

A HANDS-ON management position lor

large scale painting projects Manage 5-15

people and job profitability; work with mar-

keting team m oft season. 1 -3 years painting

and supervisory experience necessary.

Possible temporary rek)cation within New

England. Strong earings potential Call or

resume to Prime Touch 55 Chapel St New-

ton. MA 02158 (617)964^7CC0

Alaska Summer Empteyment- Fisheries

Earn $5.000»/month. Free transportation!

Room board' Over 8.000 openings Male

or female. For emptoyment program call 1-

206-545-4155 ext 298

COLLEGE PRO PAINTING is now accept-

mg flpp**^ **"*"* tor the Nawton^taatf lani

iwa araaa a vmraawi caa nranoan ^ao-

6450

CRUISE UNE- Entry level onboardlandaide

positkjns availabto. yaa» round or summer.

($13) 229-5478

EARN MONEYMI
Spanish engksh bilmguals

Needed lor rsadir^ sbidy

Jewietia 565-«749

HELP WANTED
HOMEWORKERS NEEDED'!

Earn $1 ,000 weekly mailing our circulars in

yourspvetimeathomei. GUARANTEED!
Free supplies/postage! Begin now! Free

details! Enckne LSASE SMS. Dept Co»-7A.

Box 6 1 0. Cordova, TN 380 18^^0.

NATICK AREA
Inten/iawing for 3 lul time summer positions

during aprir)g break. General olDce and phone

skMs a plus. $7.25/hr Relaxed atmosphere

506-653-1744

•INTERNSHIPS"

FALL 1992 INTERNSHIPS wflh the Legal

Services Center; get handson experience in

the legal fiekl-work directly with attorneys

and clients. Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits. No aapanencc m ttie legal prafes-

sion necessary-training provided. Contact

Legal Services tooday; 545- 1 995, 922 Cam-
pus Center . v»,i

LOST

LOST-RED«LACK BEADEDNECKLACE.
SarHimenial vakje. II found please cal at

549-2904 Thank you!

LIMrrED EXPRESS brown leather lackel on

3/5 at the Pub Reward ottered no questions

aahad Cal 546-0128

NEED HELP

I haip with Res EL 21

1

will pay $10 00 per hour

Ptoase caH 253-0868

PERSONALS

"Katliy I love you. Yuji"

CONQRATULATIONS TO TRI SIOMAS
spring pledge class Holly Laurie Msndeth

Leslie and Michelle We love you guys Get

psyciiedl Love the Sisters ol Sigma Sigma

Sigma

TRI-SIGMA WELCOMES our newest

pledges; Leslie. Holly. Laurie, and Michelle

Congratulations!

SHANNON
Excuse me . do you have a grapatruit spoon7

Arual arxJ Htiderem

HEY MIRANDA!
Happy 20th birthday (one day lale)

Have an awesome time.

Love Raven

To the Brothers of THETA CHt
Thanks lor your help Fri pm 3/6

3 women ol Alpha Phi Omega

HEY BRIANNA-Happy 21 St birthday. Jedty.

Get over youraell! From your 902 tO watch-

ing partner. Jarerrty

CONGRATS TO THE newest pledges d
Sigma DaRa Tsu; Mo. Brooke. Sue, Kim.

Kara. Alison, Stacy. Tracy. Tina. Jin. Kristin.

Joanna. Kerry. Jill, Kristin, Becky, Kerry,

Joann, Victona. Sarah. Carrie

Love. The Slatari ot SOT

Totfd

Looooo
What makes you think

THIS one is lor you?

CAACLDR- PC. Fla. look out! Show us tia
way to the next ii>*>lskey barl -AP

EL.
You rock my worW more than CMaup.

Cancun will never be the earn*. Have ton

lAve, Your Novelty

P.S. SchwingI

ROOMMATE WANTED

3 POR 2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUM
on bus route. quisL dean
$180Mo each Call 665-4090

Stephanie or Jeff

SCHOLARSHIPS

SCHOLARSHIPS. GRANTS
RNANaAL AID AVAILABLEI
Call 24 -hour recorded message

for free inlormation:

1-800-535-0204

servk:es

FREE pregnancy testing; cortlidenlial and
caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549- 1 906

SUMMER RENTAL

GROUP RSNTALS
Hyannis area- walk to beach and
dowmtown Can 508-778-0709

TRAVEL

HARTFORD TO DAYTONA BEACH. One
way ticket 3'15 $100.00 548-9322

TYMNQ

PAPERS. RESUMES. THESIS-
Word processing, laser printing-

Call Rosemary 323-5031

You know me. 1 type papers. Sl.SO/typed

page Brian 546-3563

WANTCO

DEAD T1KS Have many Phiedatphia tkAets

Want Ontario/Nassau 253-4245

* « e 9
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Sports
Minutewomen at Atlantic 10 tourney

1992 ATLANTIC 10 CONFERENCE
WOMEN S BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT BRACKET

Opening Round Quarterfinals Semiftnois Championship

Wed.. March 1 1 Thu., Mcffch 12 Fri., March 13 Sot.. March 14

AA games at Lp^ Brown Athletic Center

# 8 Duquesne J»
3:30 p.m

# 9 UMass 6 p.m.

# 1 W. Virginia

8 p.m.

« 4 G. Wash.

2 p.m.

1 p.m.

« 5 St. Bon.

# 3 Rutgers

8 p.m.

* 6 Templ«

6 p.m.

« 2 St Joseph s

3 p.m

# 7 Rt^ode Is

Bv KEVIN HERLIHY and
MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

As has been the case in many of its

games this season, the University ofMas-

sachusetts women's basketball team has

really nothing to lose in today's contest.

The difference between this game £md

any other game this season is that a loss

means no tomorrow.

The Minutewomen (4-23 overall, 0-16

in the A- 1 0) play the Duquesne Lady Dukes

(5-22, 3-13) in the opening round of the

Atlantic 10 Chfimpionship tournament at

3:30 p.m. at Rutgers University.

UMass is on a 13-game losing streak,

while Duquesne has lost five in a row. The
winner has the unenviable task ofplaying

the tournament's No. 1 seed and 1 1th in

the country. West Virginia, Thursday
night.

Both times UMass and Duquesne have

met this season, the Minutewomen have

been on the losing end.

On Jan. 18 at the Curry Hicks Cage,

the Lady Dukes broke open a close game
late in the contest, on their way to a 70-59

win. Duquesne's leading scorer was Darcie

Vincent, who tossed in a game-high 21

points. UMass' Kim Kristofik had a mon-

strous game, scoring 19 points and pulling

down 15 rebounds.

The team's second meeting saw the

Minutewomen rally, but fall, 76-68.

Vincent again led all scorers with 24 points.

UMass' Jen Moran had a career outing,

scoring 24 points and adding 12 rebounds.

"I think we match-up with Duquesne

really well," said UMass assistant coach

Doug Kaiser. "The key is we have to go out

and stop their 3-point shooting."

The Lady Dukes average almost 12 3-

pointers p>er game, while hitting four.

Duquesne is led by the tandem of

Vincent, who averages 17 points and five

rebounds per game, and Kris Sebastion,

who adds 14 points and four rebounds.

Kristofik leads the Minutewomen with

13 points and seven rebounds per game
and Jen Moran is close behind with 12

points and six rebounds per contest.

Here's a quick glance at the quarterfinal

game matchups:

No. 1 West Virginia versus
Massachusetts-Duquesne winner

The Mountaineers, led by head coaches

Kitty Blakemore and Scott Harrelson,

started the season as second fiddle in the

Atlantic 10 to rival George Washington.

But, West Virginia took apart the Lady
Colonials twice and are currently ranked

in the top half of the Top 25.

Led by Ail-American candidate Rose-

mary Kosiorek, the Mountaineers (25-2,

16-0) have been unstoppable in league

play, as they went undefeated through the

conference for only the second time in A-

10 history.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

Women gymnasts win ninth
Furtado and Marshall perform record-breakers

Scott's shots
i^''-^

By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

Most people thought that last Friday's season high of

186.2 points against the University of New Hampshire

would not be topped by the University of Massachusetts

women's gymnastics squad.

WTiat they didn't count on were record-breaking f>er-

CoUefian photo by Chriitopber Evan*

University of Massachusetts gymnast
Tammy Marshall performs at the UMass
Gymnastics Center earlier in the season.

Marshall led the Minutewomen to a 188.1-

179.05 win over the University of Illinois at

Chicago on Monday.

formances by Margaret Furtado and Tammy Marshall

and an overall strong team performance as the UMass
gymnastswon resoundingly over the Umversity ofIllinois

at Chicago, 188.1-179.05.

Furtado set a new school record of 9.8 in the beam
exercise which has been a trouble-spot all season for her

and Marshall achieved a personal best of 38.75 in the

floor routine. Marshall also placed second in the beam
with a 9.7.

"All year long, the beam has been our lowest scoring

event," said UMass coach Alfie Mitchell. Today, it was
our highest We started out slow because of the strange

starting time [ 5 p.m. 1 butwhen we finally got to thebeam

,

Margaret [Furtado) was absolutely flawless, as were

Tammy [Marshall] and Emily [Lueck).

"What the high score on the beam allowed us to do was
to go into the final event [the floor] at 140 total points so

we were in great shape at this point," he said.

In the floor event, every UMass competitor scored over

9.0 with Marshall taking individual honors by scoring a

9.8. The next highest score for UMass was 9.5 by Lisa-

Beth Cronen.
"Tammy had her best performance of the year on

floor," assistant coach Mary Ann McChesney said. "All

season she's been trying to nail a flip that few collegiate

competitors can do called an arabian double front. Today
she finally did."

On bars, it was Marshall again who took first with a

9.55 followed by 9.35 by Erica Baum.
"The bars was not our best event but I think we were

able to get cooking for the rest of the meet with our

performance," Mitchell said.

Ail-Around, Marshall was first for the meet, followed

by Illinois' Andi Szatkowski (37.95) and teammate
Furtado who scored 37.35. UMass' Gina Demeo placed

fifth with a 37.05.

The vault was the weakest event for the UMass
gymnasts but there were still two impressive perfor-

mances. One by Marshall (9.7) and the other by UMass'
Angela Gent (9.45). Szatkowski was second in the vault

with a 9.55.

"It's good that we're hitting most of our routines now
so well be ready for the last part of the season and the

postseason," Mitchell said. "Ifwe get one more high score

(185 or above) then I'd say we're pretty much locked into

an invitation to the (Northeast) Regionals on April 11.

"We won't rest until we do get this bid," he said. "But
our chances look good especially with our record (9-3)."

The upcoming meets at Temple on Sunday and at

Penn State (with UNH/West Virginia) look to be difficult

ones for UMass but if everyone preforms up to par,

Mitchell said, they should have no problems.

"^e have to have a little luck to be on for the upcoming
meets," he said.

Mitchell praised his team for its overall strength and
unity.

"I don'tthink we can say thatthere is any one particular

person who is the MVP this year," Mitchell said. "Every

day someone different steps in because of iryuries or

whatever. So I think it's fair to say that the whole team
is the MVP."

Portions of this week's
ramblings were discovered in a

Vermont hot tub this past
weekend. For the record, I left

my brain in the same warm,
bubbling water.

• All ofthese extra basketball

games are giving Coach John
Calipari additional chances to

win the coveted "Cravat King'

award for best tie of the year.

Al Skinner was named At-

lantic 10 Coach of the Year (by the way. odds at URI of

Skinner winning were placed at 6 to 1 ) but he can't touch

Cahpari in the more important area of neckwear. Of
course, yours truly is still the frontrurmer, but some
sweet silks duringthe tournamentcould catapultCahpari

into first.

I just hope all these tie-related distractions don't have

an impact on Cal's preparations for the Big Dance.

David Scott

• I watched the new Larry Bird video a month ago and
I marvelled at the "young Bird" in action. I longed for the

young Bird. The Bird who dominated every game he
played and he did it with style.

Then I watched last Friday night's game and I mar-
velled at the "older Bird" in action. All at once, I appre-

ciated what he means to the Celtics even as his career

winds down. His tools might be a little old and rusty, but

his mere presence on the court gives the Celtics an added
dimension. A dimension they cannot do without

•We can go no further without mentioning the leading

Horse of the Year candidate, Charlie, who last week
remained incrediblycalm under unsettling circimistances.

As numerous horses "freaked" at the sight of pigeons,

Charlie calmly settled in the middle of the ring and
laughed at his counterparts. Recruit, a fiesty equine for

sure, did his best imitation of a bucking bronco and the

resulting scene closely resembled the Calgary Stampede.

One classmate got tossed head first into the boards, but

his quick recovery cinched the "Comeback Rider of the

Year Award."
•I sure do make up a lot of stupid awards.

•Has anyone played the building blocks game called

"Jenga?" I think I'm world-class material and my tradi-

tion of screaming "JEN-GAAAA" at the end of each

successful turn could become commonplace.

One last thing on the Coach Cal's Pals and it comes

from our sports maven. The Shirl: "They'll get a fourth or

fifth seed, win the firstgame and then lose a heartbreaker.

Watch for Lou Roe to bring his game up another notch."

The Shirl was outraged that Roe didn't get Freshman
of the Year honors in the A-10.

"What a farce," The Shirl screamed. "He's only playing

20 minutes a game and still averaging seven points and

six boards."

•The big question is, "If the NHL goes on strike and

nobody's there to see it, will it make a sound?" I already

thought they were on strike.
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False bomb threat empties Bartlett Hall
By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Suff

Classrooms and offices in Bartlett Hall were evacuated
yesterday by University ofMassachusetts Police following
a false bomb threat, sending more than 200 people into

the cold morning rain.

At approximately 1 1 a.m. police were forced to evacuate
Bartlett after the police dispatcher received a call Ba3ring

that a bomb was placed somewhere in the building.

With most people unaware ofthe threat and assuming
itwas a routine fire drill, police and fire officials searched
Bartlett while students and faculty waited in the rain for

re-entry into the building.

Emily Hickey, a freshman art history m^or, was
driven fi'om herwomen studies midterm exam and voiced
her anger at what she believed to be a prank.

"I don't think it's real," Hickey said. "It's someone

CoileglAii photo by Matt Kahn

Public Safety Officer Neil Lunney stands outside Bartlett Hall yesterday alter a bomb
threat was received shortly before 11 a.m. No bomb was found but several exams were
interrupted because of the investigation.

playing a joke or trying to get out of taking a test."

Hickey was just one of many students interrupted
during midterms yesterday forcing them to retake their

exams after Spring Break.
After a 30-minute search and a postingofsignswarning

that entry was "atyour own risk ," officials allowed people
back into the building.

Vincent DiMarco, building coordinator for Bartlett,

was notified and made the decision to evacuate the
building.

"We have to take these things seriously," DiMarco
said. "You never know if threats are real."

DiMarco added that such pranks are both dangerous
and costly.

"These pranks can be very dangerous," DiMarco said.

"People can be hurt when evacuating a building."

DiMarco, aware of the threat, went around to classes

before officials pulled the fire alarm and pre-wamed
classes to help prevent chaos.

Amherst Assistant Fire ChiefGeorge Bowler said the
hoax was a nuisance but officials have to regard them as
valid for public safety.

"We have to assume they're real," Bowler said, "but
the poUce handle pranks because such a hoax is a felony."

Bowler said the fire department was notified imme-
diately after the call and prepared to assist police if

needed.

Bowler also said that in his experience bomb threats
tend to pick up during exam week.

"These things tend to center around exam time,"

Bowler said. "People should realize that ifyou're caught
the police can arrest you and the University could expel
you."

Posters warning of the bomb threats remained on
Bartlett's doors throughout the day.

In addition to the written warnings, UMass security
was alsoon hand to monitor the biiilding for any problems
that might have occurred.

Bartlett houses the Journalism, English, Women's
Studies and the Freshman Writing Program as well as
many classrooms, including a large lecture hall.

Redistricting passes
State aims to retain U.S. House seat
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Gov. William F. Weld,
who signed a congressional redistricting

bill into law Wednesday, acknowledged
that his concerns in redrawing the map for

U.S. House seats were largely poUtical.

"It think it's a fair compromise," said

Weld, a Republican, of the final map.
There are no RepubUcans in Massa-

chusetts' current 11-member congres-

sional delegation, and the plan strength-

ens GOP chances of winning a seat in

Congress.

The state is in the midst of a court

battle over Massachusetts'attempt to keep

all its seats. Massachusetts has challenged
1990 U.S. Census figures that showed the
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When will U2 's ego and

superstardom burst? Are they
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Block?

Weather
Windy, cold and miserable.

To top it off, expect some
***flurries.***

Come back to Jamaica (at the

very least Florida)

state should lose a seat. The state of

Washington was slated to gain one.

Before the ink was barely dry on the
governor's signature. Secretary of State
Michael J. Connolly made nomination
papers available for congressional candi-

dates.

"People were picking them up today by
the hundreds," Connolly said.

State officials said that by moving the

redistricting process on to the next step,

the state strengthened its case to keep 1

1

seats. A federal court has ruled in Mas-
sachusetts' favor. But the U.S. Department
of Justice, representing the Census, has
warned the state it intends to fight for a
reversal of the decision.

By moving nomination papers quickly,

Massachusetts can make the argument
that the loss of a seat would cause confu-

sion in the state's 1992 congressional
campaign.

"We feel verygood about this," Cormolly
said. "We feel as though this is a m^or
victory. The important thing is that we
have got this process rolling and we are

really establishingthe hardship argument
if the court were ever to reverse itself."

Nomination papers for congressional

races must be returned to local election

officials by May 5.

Weld gained several concessions fi:x)m

the Democratic controlled Legislature,

improving the chances ofGOP challengers
in the state. He acknowledged that was
his goal.

"I think it's legitimate on a redistrict-

ing discussion for politics to enter into it,"

Weld said.

One of the major changes was the re-

moval of part of New Bedford ft-om the

10th Congressional District, now repre-

sented by U.S. Rep. Gerry Studds (D-

Mass.)New Bedford is heavily Democratic,

and the shift was seen as a way to help the

chances of GOP candidates, including

former Weld administration
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Spring Break requires
sun, sex precautions
By KATE CHAMBERLIN
Collegian Correspondent

Ifyou're goingaway forSpring Break
next week, there are a few last minute
details to take care of: flight confirma-

tions, travellers checks and packing.

But don't forget sunblock, condoms and
common sense for a fun, but safe, va-

cation.

Before you go out to the beach, re-

member that this is the first exposure
to the sun your skin has had since the

sweater season began. Your skin is

particularly vulnerable toburning now,
even ifyou regularly tan.

To protect yourself, use a sunscreen
at least for the first few times in the

sun. Check the labels for an ingredient

called PABA, which shields against the

harmful ultraviolet rays of the sun.

Zinc oxide, usually opaque white, is

even more powerful because it com-
pletely deflects all UV rays.

Tom Hanes, a sophomore political

science major who grew up in Miami,
said, "Native Floridians are more con-

scious of protecting themselves ft"om

the sun.

"People are always askingme why I

don't have a tan [and I tell them J I know
about skin cancer," he said.

Extra protection is needed from the

sun until the natural tanning process

begins. Melanin, a brownish pigment,
is a protein found in the skin that

protects it from burning. Darker
skinned people have more melanin, so

they burn less easily. Sun rays increase

the amount of melanin, and you get a
tan.

Skin is more susceptible to burning
ifyou are taking certain drugs, such as

antibiotics or birth control pills. Read
the labels on your prescription bottle

carefully or ask your doctor for more
information.

You may think you are safe on a

cloudy day or in the water, but ultra-

violet rays go through clouds and up to

three feet of water. Beach umbrellas
offer minimal protection because the

rays deflect offthe sand and water onto
your body. Remember to protect your
eyes with sunglasses, preferably wrap-
arounds.

Senior journalism major Brooke
Burton is going to West Palm Beach for

Spring Break. She said she is bujring

the highest avsulable sunblock protec-

tion possible because her father's once
had an episode of skin cancer.

"I'd like to prevent [cancer] because
I'm £is pale as a ghost," she said.

If a sunburn does occur, keep skin

cool with a cold compress or by soaking
burned areas in water— even before it

starts to hurt. Aspirin will help the

pain and swelling, but creams fiuid lo-

tions may trap the heat.

Heat stroke and heat exhaustion
are serious conditions that can happen
ifyou're in the sun too long. Increasing
liquids (except alcohol, which dehy-
drates the body) will help prevent fur-

ther dehydration, and increasing salt

will regulate the water balance in your
body. Medical attention should be
sought ifthe condition does not improve.

Keep in mind that skin cancer is the
most common, and most preventable,
form of cancer.

Another Spring Break topic is alco-

hol-related accidents. However, not all

of them are cases of drunk driving.

Drowning is the number one cause of

recreational/accidental deaths. Aus-
tralian researchers revealed that 35
percent of drowning victims were le-

gally drunk.
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Marlboro Man has lung cancer
By CECI CONNOLLY
Associated Press

BOSTON — A man who says he was the Marlboro

Man has lung cancer. Winston's self-described "GI Joe

action model" is paralyzed on one side, thanks to a stroke

caused by smoking.

The two rugged men say they made big bucks "en-

couraging young people to smoke what we know kills

people," as one put it.

But not any more. Now they're fighting for their lives

and waging war on the tobacco companies they say nearly

killed them.
"We are scams," former Winston cigarette man Davict

Goerlitz told agroup ofchildren gathered at the Statehouse

Wednesday. "We were used to trick you kids."

Goerlitz and Wayne McLaren, sporting a trademark

10-gallon hat, lobbied in favor of bills that would pay for

anti-smoking education and preventive health programs

with increased cigarette taxes.

Phillip Morris said Wednesday McLaren was never

employed by the company or its advertising agency.

McLaren has appeared on several television programs

in recent months, although he apparently did not provide

any ofhis commercials or print ads. McLaren also said in

sworn testimony that he posed as the smoking cowboy.

Flashing shdes of glitzy magazine ads on a hearing

room wall, the two men urged a group of school children

not to be duped by advertising they say makes smoking

appear fashionable.

In one ad, Goerlitz, looking handsome and fit, is

crouched under an airplane wing lighting a cigarette,

dangerously close to the plane's combustible fuel.

"The message is if you smoke, you can be macho and

tough," he said.

For women and young girls, the ads portray "sexy,

beautiful, glamorous" women, posed with cigarettes in

hand.

"It's lies, kids," said Goelitz, a fast-talking, 42-year-

old father of three. "1 made $75,000 to $100,000 a year to

make you kids confused.

"I'm not here to preach to you, I just want you to know

these girls don't smoke," he said of the female models.

David Fishel, a spokesman for R.J. Reynolds, said the

company targets adults who smoke other brands of

cigarettes.

"Our appeal is to competitive smokers," he said. "We

don't want kids to smoke."

But McLaren, 51, said children and adults do not

realize the serious dangers posed by tobacco.

In two years of intensive treatment for his cancer,

McLaren said every doctor told him the same thing: "All

this pain and misery was brought to you by one thing—
smoking."

Democratic legislative leaders used the hearing to

attack Gov. William Weld, saying he promised to veto

proposals to raise the cigarette tax by 13 cents to pay for

new health care programs.

Collegian receives

national honor
The Massachusetts Daily Collegian has been

named one of the top 50 college newspapers in the

country this year by U. The National College

Newspaper.
The Collegian was selected from over 350 college

papers U. reviews each month for its publication.

U. is a full-color monthly pubhcation which

covers news, business, arts and sports of colleges

and universities from around the nation.

*^e have selected your paper as one of the top

50 papers in the country, and we would like to

showcase your staffs talent on a national level,"

said Mark C. Chamock, the paper's managing
editor, in a letter.

U. reviewed the work ofcollege newspapers from

campuses all overthe country duringfall 1991 . until

the selections were made in late February.

Massachusetts high school
to attempt Saturday classes
HULL (AP)— About halfof the freshman and sopho-

mores at Hull High School say theyll go to school on
Saturdays as part of a program to raise students' self-

esteem, according to a survey.

The Hull School Committee Tuesday night unani-

mously approved a six-week trial ofweekend classes that

begins this weekend.
The six teachers who volunteered for the classes will

be paid.

Student attendance will be voluntary. In a survey of

200 students, 95 said they would participate.

"This is a positive, forward-thinking, progressive

idea," said Leonard Peters, School Committee chair-

person.

"The great part about it is the teachers came up with

the idea and the students went along with it."

School Superintendent Claire Cheff said the idea

came from teachers who wanted to get students to achieve

more in classes.

"It started because we want to try and raise the ex-

pectations ofthe kids, get them to work harder." she said.

"Kids don't do homework; they watch too much TV,

and sometimes don't have the skills that they need."

Marylou Galuzzo, who teaches French and Spanish at

the high school, proposed a Saturday workshop for stu-

dents seeking extra help.

Cheff found money for the program from grants and

savings from heating accounts. She said juniors and

seniors at the school were disappointed they were not

included.

The Saturday classes will be from 9 a.m. until noon

with teachers giving formal instruction in different

subjects. There will be a period ofphysical education, and

officials are looking for money to offer breakfast.

Students in the two grades will attend on alternating

weeks. Cheff said she hopes the program will increase

students' confidence by giving them more skills and that if

it succeeds, the money can be found to make it permanent.

The kids really do care about their education," said

Galluzzo. "I think the kids want to come because we have

created an atmosphere that is really caring. It is a real

pat on the back for the teachers."

THE FOLLOWING ARE THE RESULTS IN THE ELECTION FOR STUDENT TRUSTEE AND SGA PRESIDENT:

STUDENT TRUSTEE SGA PRESIDENT y^e results of the referenda
Kevin Newnan 1 ,367 Jen Wood 1 ,294 will be available at a later

Christopher Moron 531 Jeffery Morkuns 507 dote. Details to follow...
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Local
UM students lobby
in nation's capital
By GREG COOK
Collegian Correspondent

University ofMassachusetts students'

requests for more financial aid were met
with mixed reactions from legislators in

the nation's capital last week.

The student group Students Advocat-

ing Financial Aid travelled to Washington
to take part in the legislative process and
lobby for congressional support for a fi-

nancial aid package proposed recently on
Capitol Hill.

Sophomore Dirk Hu^lin, on exchange
from the University ofNew Mexico, found

the experience an eye opener.

"In a college environment we often get a
cynical view of the government," Hueglin

said.The ISAFA 1 tripgaveme a less biased

perspective ofour government. It's not quite

the monster we often make it out to be."

SAFA members lobbied in congres-

sional offices for three days.

Attessa Bagherpour, a senior resource

economics m^or, found it "Yascinating to

see first-hand the inner workings of the

legislative process."

SAFA representatives pressed several

proposals, including possibly trading tax

incentives for loan repayment or exchang-

ing public service for loan forgiveness.

The Pell Grant entitlement program

dominated the students' agenda. Entitle-

ment would guarantee funding for all those

ehgible to receive it, much like Medicaid

and Social Security.

Currently, qualification for the Pell

Grant is no guarantee that a student will

receive it.

Theentitlementprogram, however,was
not a topic well received by many of the

legislators SAFA members met with.

"Very few of the congressmen agreed

Math entitlement," Bagherpour said. "They

felt it would be too expensive, and take the
power to control funds out of their hands.

According to Sean Porter, SAFA presi-

dent and a junior history and political

science msyor, "manycongressmen argued
that a new entitlement program would be

added strain to an economy already under
the strain of a recession and a growing

national deficit.

"But if education is the priority most
congressmen say it is, they need to find a

way to fund this program," Porter added.

The Senate recently p£issed a large

financial aid bill. The bill raised the maxi-

mum amount available to students re-

ceiving Pell Grants from $2,400 to $3,600.

Furthermore, the bill increased Pell Grant

eligibility to a greater portion ofthe middle

class.

The bill, which originally contained

entitlement, was passed without this pro-

gram.

Besides entitlement, the majority of

the students' requests were well received,

according to members.

SAFA members said they returned to

the university with a mixture of frustra-

tion, optimism and activism.

"While I feel like we made a difference,

there are some high walls to climb before

we really make headway, namely
partisanism," Porter said, in reference to

the strong Republican opposition to en-

titlement.

Bagherpour also felt the need for more
action.

"I realized how imperative it is that

people voice their opinions to their con-

gressmen, so they vote for what their

constituents want," she said.

Con«<<«n photo by

.

ARTISAN— Suzanne Onorato, a junior art education major,

takes advantage of a sunny afternoon to work on a woodcut at

the Haigis Mall.

Rev. Jackson
joins protest
at Harvard
By CHRIS TORCHIA
Associated Press

CAMBRIDGE — The Rev. Jesse Jackson told

Harvard Law School students Wednesday they

may have to go to jail in their struggle to get more
minorities on the faculty.

Jackson called the protest against the law school's

hiring decisions another step in the civil rights

movement launched decades ago by the Rev. Mar-
tin Luther King Jr.

"That form of agitation helps to rouse people's

minds," he said. "You must be prepared for litiga-

tion, for demonstration or even for jail."

Jackson's speech to about 500 students came as

pressure mounted on the law school to change its

hiring practices.A two-year-old lawsuit filed against

the school by students reached the state's Supreme
Judicial Court early this month.

To loud applause, Jackson said faculty hiring at

the law school had links to the "disease" of racism

fostered by President Bush and his Republicfui

challengers.

"It sends a chilling message that gives aid and
comfort to Bxish and Buchanan and Duke," he said.

"They couldn't do any different. It's beneath the

dignity of Harvard's reputation."

Harvard Law has 64 tenured and tenure-track

faculty, of whom six are Black men and five are

women, school officials said.

Student activists say Harvard has no law profes-

sors who a AsianAmerican, openly gay or women of

color.

Jackson said Harvard Law School Professor

Derrick Bell, who has vowed to remain offcampus

to protest the lack of minority faculty, ranked with

King and Nelson Mandela in this dedication to

equality.

Bell, 61, is in the second year ofan unpaid leave

ofabsence meant to symbolize his opposition to the

law school's hiring decisions. Bell pledged to stay

away, despite a policy that limits leaves to two
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

IRA political wing official

calls for British withdrawal
By OLIVIA STEWART-LIBERTY
Collegian Staff

The general secretary ofSinn Fein proposed last night

an alternative to the conflict which has devastated Ire-

land for more than 800 years: pohtical and military

withdrawal ofthe British from the six northern counties.

Lucillita Breatnach, of the pohtical group working to

rid Northern Ireland of British rule, said "In order to

bring peace, one has to eradicate the causes of the war."

Breatnach said Britain refuses to leave Northern

Ireland for two reasons, the first being that the six

northern counties have "become a training ground for

soldiers — on hve targets" and the counties represent

England's last remaining colony.

She said withdrawal would mean much foreign in-

vestment due to "rampant unemployment and cheap

labor."

Sinn Fein is the poUticial wing ofthe Irish Repubhcan
Army, although the Sinn Fein does not support terrorism.

The talk opened with a 30-minute video which docu-

mented the struggle in Ireland over the centuries, with

an emphasis on the role of women. The docxunentary

stated that in Ireland, before the onslaught ofthe British

("a barbarian, stiff-necked race"), women had enjoyed

almost equal rights to those of men.
The documentary followed the British colonization

ftvm the end ofthe 15th century to present day, describing

Ireland as a Third World coimtry, the victim ofgenocide,

famine and slavery.

The film stated that in the closing years of the 17th

century, thousands of youths were sent into slavery by

the British, describing the situation as "the world's first

apartheid system, enacted by what British historians

term their 'Glorious Revolution.'

"

The film followed through into the 1800s when the

potato bhghts of 1843 and 1846 wiped out a quarter ofthe

population, "whileQueen Victoria ofEngland entertained

on a grand scale," through to Bloody Sunday in 1972,

when British parachuters killed 14 civilians who were

involved in a non-violent demonstration.

Breatnach said that Sinn Fein is the only party in

Ireland which operates on both sides of the border, in

both Northern and Southern Ireland. She described the

party as "the most victimized political party in the whole

ofEurope," saying that the president ofthe organization,

along with many other party members including the co-

speaker with whom Breatnach was originally scheduled

to travel, have been denied access to the United states.

Breatnach also said Sinn Fein has been denied access

to Irish National air waves, both in the north and south.

According to Breatnach, there are currently 30,000

British forces in Northern Ireland, which has a popula-

tion of 1.5 milUon. She ssud the army on a "day-to-day

basis" regularly conducts house arrests.

Breatnach described a house arrest, stating that be-

tween 200 and 300 armed officers with poUce will place a

house arrest on 30 to 40 houses, in a single area. Resis-

tance, Breatnach said, results in arrest or beating, while

women may suffer sexual hfirrassment.

Breatnach spoke of the British repression of teenag-

ers, citing the specific case of 16-year-old Damian Austen
as an example, who was arrested and then released,

"covered with cigarette burns."

Breatnach said last week, 21 women in a prison in

Northern Ireland were strip searched, internally and
externally. One woman is now in hospital, according to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

CoUegiui photo by Matt Kaba

Lucillita Breatnach
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Won't they
ever stop
whining?

Certain people would have us believe

that there is something glorious, possibly

even divine, about being a woman. These

individuals would also like very much to

convince us that, as women of the "908.

they are subject to forms of oppression

more heinous than those suffered by Blacks

during slavery or Jews in Hitler's Ger-

many. These haughty, hairy-legged vix-

ens are hkely to be spied in pseudo-sub-

versive hot spots like Northampton's

Haymarket Cafe, brooding over cups of

herbal tea and muttering to themselves

about "the patriarchy, dammit."

Robin Weaver

A person not of this breed may well

wonder why they do it. The answer is that

these women clearly have nothing better

to do. Ifthey had any real talents, skills or

aspirations other than to irritate people,

it seems only logical that they would be

pursuing those things.

It generally happens that when this

lack of creativity is combined with a cer-

tain arrogance, bordering on megaloma-

nia, the feminist is bom. She chooses the

most obvious and unimaginative aspect of

herself in which to place all her energy:

beingawoman. In these enlightened times,

one can even major in being a woman. It is

incredible but true.

But why the relentless whining about

oppression?

Anyone who stops to note the fact that

nowadays any mtelligent and driven

woman has almost, if not exactly, the

same chance as a man in realizing her

dreams — a truly amazing thing if you

look back even 40 years and compare our

chances then and now— will see that the

current feminist rhetoric is mostly a lot of

hot. stale air. But. sadly, the feminist

personality encompasses not only a cre-

ative vacuum and delusions of grandeur,

but also a perverse need to complain. To
complain constantly. In fact, excessive and

self-indulgent complaining is one of the

more unfortunate characteristics ofwomen
as a whole, pohtically correct or other-

wise.

It is both fascinating and pathetic that

nowadays vast numbers of women, par-

ticularly in college, are dedicating their

minds and lives to the pursuit ofglorifying

their womanhood. They mourn the fact

that some women still confine themselves

to the traditional role of housewife and

mother, and yet they limit themselves to

playing out the feminist stereotype,

wherein their gender is the only thing

about themselves that interests them.

They seem strangely oblivious to the

fact that there is a whole world out there

waiting to be taken by storm by all of us.

thanks to the efforts ofthe feminists ofthe

'608 and '70s (and prior), the ones who
actually had something real to complain

about and who made possible our present

liberation.

But today's new generation of femi-

nists, largely bred by the virus of political

correctness plaguing our nation's cam-

puses, cannot concede that now the war is

essentially won. Desperate to find an
identity— as, granted, manyyoung people

are — they see one in the fashionable

"struggle" to fight female oppression in

the '90s. Feminism is a quick, ready-made

identity for someone who can't uncover

anything else interesting about herself to

concentrate on developing.

Needless to say, I will never be among
your ranks, "sisters", with your conspicu-

ously make-up-free faces and your ban-

shee-like voices and your formatted, plati-

tude-drenched monologues. I have big

dreams and big plans, and bitching about

"the patriarchy" is definitely not among

them.

Robin Weaver is a UMasf student.
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Surprise! You're dead!
Have I got a story to share with you. By

now, I am sure many of you are sick and
tired of all the advice being thrown your

way as you prepare to head off to some
balmy area for Spring Break.

Constantly reminded, that "It's better

to be safe than sorry," is solid advice, that

as of late, is gaining national exposure.

Hearing warnings is one thing, but

listening to a personal experience has a

way of getting to the core a little quicker

and with a bit more impact.

Felice Cohen

This story was told to me by a friend.

Some of the details have been changed,

but the message is the same. Hopefully at

least some of you will retain a fraction of

what you are about to consume. This is not

brain surgery, but does involve a bit of

common sense. So relax, take your time

and don't forget to breathe. Here goes.

Meet Dave. Dave went to Daytona
Beach for Spring Break with "the guys."

They drove down together, each with their

own expectations of the week ahead.

Though for Dave in particular, this was
going to be a very memorable week.

Now meet Julie. Julie also went to

Daytona for Spring Break, though she

went with "the girls." Julie and her friends

were excited to finally be goingdown South,
since they had been planning this trip for

over a year. They could hardly wait.

When Dave and his friends arrived,

they went right to the beach. Tearing off

their clothes, they slapped on tanning oil

and strutted down the shore in search of

bikini-clad women.
After unpacking and choosing the right

outfits, Julie and her friends also headed
to the beach. Sunglasses in hand, they

relaxed in the sand, soaked up the rays

and checked out the men.
That is when Dave spotted Julie. Sitting

among her friends, he approached her.

They sat and talked for hours. Dave was
excited to have caught a "babe" so quickly.

His friends had long since left, but

Dave knew he'd meet up with them the

next day. They were going out to the bars

and would hardly miss him. Besides, Dave

had much better plans for the evening, for

he was sure he would not be returning to

his hotel room that evening.

Julie was ecstatic. Here she was, in

Florida only one day and had met a guy.

He was polite and seemed genuinely in-

terested in her as well. Not to mention he

was a real "hunk."

Getting ready for the evening. Julie

chatted with her friends about Dave. She

was certainly looking forward to their

evening together. Her plans for break had

been to meet a guy and have fun with no

strings attached. Her friends, preparing

to go uptown, left Julie in high spirits.

Heading tt) the bars to go dancing they

hoi>ed they'd get as lucky as Julie.

So went Spring Break and soon it was
time for Dave and Julie to depart. Having

"hooked up" for the week, they spent every

waking(and non-waking)minute together

I won't go into details, but I will tell you

this; Dave and Julie not only fulfilled their

own expectations, but Julie would be re-

turning with more than she bargained for.

Both were satisfied to be leaving. They
agreed it had been an incredible week
filled with plenty of memories.

As they whispered their last goodbyes.

Dave handed Julie a present. Wrapped in

a box with a shiny bow, he said, "Don't

open it until you get home." And with that,

he gently kissed her on the lips, hopped
into his car and drove away.

Arriving home, the first thing Julie

did, was rip open the gift. She had no clue

as to what she'd find, but assumed it

would be something to remind her oftheir

time in Florida. Something to capture
their seven days together. Something that
she'd never forget.

Well, at least Julie was half right.

Opening the box, she froze. Inside the
package was a simple, hand written note
from Dave. Not a love poem, but definitely

a long lasting, ifnot life lasting, reminder
of their week together.

Holding the card in her numb hands,
the words staring back at her expres-
sionless face read, "Welcome to the won-
derful worid of AIDS."

Felice Cohen is a Collegian columnist

Place more value on human life
I was at the Leon Bing assembly on

March 9. One of the former gang
members was asked what one can do to

help the gangs in places like South
Central Los Angeles. He answered with

the question, "What can you do for an-

other human being?" He wasn't talking

about helping strangers on the other

side ofthe country, he was talking about
helping anyone that needs it.

At home, at work, on the sidewalk or

anywhere, there are other human be-

ings all around us who need a helping

hand (but not necessarily a hand-out).

He was talking about putting value on

human life everywhere. I believe that
we need to deal with everyone using a
cool head and a warm heart. A cool

head is one that does not allow senti-
mentality and empathy to overwhelm
you and cloud your mind. Awarm heart
means not letting indifference be the
way you deal with other people's feel-

ings. It means you have to care — the
toughest, most important thing you
can do in your lives. Peace and be
careful.

Robert J. Armour
Northeast

Memories of
childhood

Childhood memories often include very

special, magical moments that bring a

sweet wisp of gentle melancholy to our

hearts whenever we revisit them.

My fondest reveries are about the

summers I spent on my grandpa's farm as

a little girl. He fanned outside Lawrence,

Kansas for over 50 years. He sold his

farmstead and retired to Missouri while I

was in junior high.

Trystan Skeigh

1 remember rainy afternoons spent

playing hide 'n' seek in the old white dairy

barn with my cousins, exploring dusty

cobwebbed nooks and climbing the bales

stacked in the hayloft. When the httle hen

house was empty sometimes we'd play

house, although our version was more like

pioneers or early settlers.

In a small child's eyes a big farm holds

so many wondrous things. The com crib,

with its shining yellow mounds of grain,

made a great imaginary treasury— we'd

laugh andjump into our plunder, playing

King Midas and Richie Rich.

I used to stalk the wild bam kittens,

determined to catch one. Once I actually

succeeded, but it bit me and I dropped it.

I gave up after that . . . Most ofthe kittens

belonged to Betsy, a caUco matriarch who
was born the same time as my oldest

cousin.

I can close my eyes and hear pigs

clanking the metal lids on the com feeders

or feel the soft velvet muzzle of the Shet-

land pony named Midget he bought for us

grandkids. I loved riding that stubborn

little brown pony, even though she used to

try to knock me offby running under tree

branches or rubbing up against wooden
fences. Riding her was always a battle of

wills. Sugar cubes helped.

But my big strong Grandpa was the

center of my little girl's heart. We were

buddies — me trotting behind wearing

one of his old John Deere caps — always

wishing I could have overalls too.

He even used to let me drive the trac-

tors, although to be really honest, all I did

was steer. Only Grandpa's long legs could

reach the pedals.

I picked up my avid love of fishing from

him and Grandma. After chores we would
take long cane poles and some worms we
dug from a secret spot at the bottom ofthe

cow lot where it never dried out — even

during droughts . We'd catch blue gill, perch

and channel cats ofT the old rickety dock

that jutted out into the pond that formed
after Kansas' Great Flood of 195L

That year the Caw River overswelled

its banks and flooded most of Lawrence.
Grandpa's farm, only a mile from the ri-

verbed, was submerged. When the water
receded , he discovered the river had carved
an underground channel through his po-

tato field and formed a 65-foot deep farm
pond loaded with fish. One ofthe neighbors

used to tell me a story about a giant turtle,

nearly as big as a good size pig, that

crawled out onto the bank one day. I always

hoped to glimpse this deep water denizen,

but never did.

Looking back on those idyllic times I

reaUze they instilled in me a deep love for

farming. Family farmers are a special lot

— a group of humble folks who work to

break even, who value their freedom more
than profit, and love the land more than

anything.

Over Spring Break I'm flying home to

Kansas. While there I'm going to visit my
grandfather. He suffered a stroke last

August and finally, after 80 years, has lost

most of the physical strength that has

kept him active since retirement, gar-

dening and traveling. I hope while I'm

home I can tell him how much he means to

me. although I think he already knows. I

want to let him know my idea of heaven

still includes a big white barn, miles of

golden wheat fields, a farm pond filled

with perch and catfish, a littlebrown pony,

and most of all, him.

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian colum-

nist
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Reluctant Republican settles for four more years of death
Between the two major parties, the race for the Repub-

lican presidential nomination has become by far the most
interesting and the most ignored. Up for reelection is

Desert Storm Master-of-Genocide, George Bush, who
ended up fulfilling more ofMichael Dukakis's campaign
promises than his own.

It fails to make sense that we elected a conservative to

enact liberal policies. To avoid electing the wrong people

to do the right job again, we need to look at the whole
picture to understand where the candidates stand and
what they truly want. What are we going to get from the

personwe elect?Would the '88 election have been different

if George Bush had campaigned as Texas oil-man and
CIA Director instead ofGeorge Flagversus Willie Horton?

Challenger no. 1 was former Ku Klux Klan Grand
Lizard David Duke, whose past speaks loud and clear as

to where he really stands. He now denounces his Klan
background , but his policies haven't changed. Large

segments of the U.S. population who believe that White
people are oppressed and discriminated against would be
surprised to see their complaints echoes in David Duke.

It would not be an overstatement to say that the msyority

of America would vote for Duke and his platform, but

they do not wish to acknowledge their own sympathies
for the Klan and racial hate. Therefore, Duke has been
resigned for being the trial balloon for the Republican

Party machine. It is now Duke's job to experiment with

the viability of racist code words to use in the campaigns

of Jesse Helms and George Bush.

To escape the stigma of Duke's past, the Republican

Right produced as a replacement none other than Chal-

lenger no. 2, Patrick Buchanan. As Buchanan's resume is

free ofthe stigma of"official" hate groups, he gets to spout

even greater racist, anti-Semitic and homophobic hate,

and get away with it.

The time has come to make the connections and to, as

TheNew Republic said, stop letting Buchanan weasel out

of specific comments and start looking at them as a

whole. After we finish offBuchanan, we can then start to

examine his subtler and more dangerous political cous-

ins.

Peter J, Wagner

Fringe elements of the right like to call attention to

Buchanan's opposition to the Gulf War as a distinction

between him and Bush. The important question to ask.

however, is: Why was he opposed to the war?
No, not because of some twisted John Birch Society

idea that the New World Order is a socialist conspiracy.

Rather, Buchanan claims that he opposed the war biecause

the UN ordered the war. (Yo, Pat, wake up! Bush bought

the UN, not the other way around.) He whines that

Congress was not consulted. (Do you believe that Presi-

dent Buchanan would care about Congress?) He claims

that he is for America First and isolationism. (Do you

truly believe that US imperialism would end under

Buchanan?)
The first step in analyzing Buchanan is to discuss his

anti-Semitism, which is the first plank in his platform

and, hopefully, the first nail in his casket. The real reason

Buchanan opposed the Gulf War was because, in his

warped view, the war was part ofa Jewish conspiracy to

support Israeli domination of the Middle East. The man
that denies the deaths in the holocaust and calls Hitler "a

man of great courage" should not be president. This

modem "man of courage" wants to set up concentration

camps for homosexuals. Buchanan would be thoroughly

trounced to send a message to those who, no doubt,

quietly support such hellish schemes (ie. Bush).

Just as Bush has acted in the interests of America's
rich corporations, Buchanan would concern himselfwith

a different sector of the American elite: Christian White
men. Consider the agenda of each. Bush ignores the

AIDS crisis; BuchanancontributesAIDS to (jod's revenge

on homosexuals. I don't really think it matters who we
vote for. All the candidates, especially those on the

Republican side, are the same,just in different packages.
The question remained as to the degree we want to see

what we are getting into.

As a Republican (it's a long story, trust me), my choices

were quite limited on Super Tuesday, unenrolled voters

and Democrats had a larger selection. To those ofyou who
voted with me in the Republican primary, the choice was
clear: Vote for four more years ofsmooth-talking arrogance
and death, or vote for one of the more overt racists, and
pray that they incite an armed, Marxist revolution.

Peter J. Wagner is a Collegian staffmember

Japanese not to blame, we are

Local music scene is unhealthy

Recently, a University of Massachu-
setts student from Japan was coming out

ofStop & Shop. A woman walked up to her

and asked, "Are you from Japan?" She
said "Yes." "Go home, Jap!" the woman
said. The following day, this unfortunate

student was looking at some jewelry she

was interested in buying from one ofthose

vendors in the Campus Center. The ven-

dor asked if she was Japanese. He didn't

want to sell to Japanese.

These people are fools. The woman who
told the student to "go home" is a fool for

trying to reduce the amount of out-of-

state tuition that the University gets. We
need every dollar we can get in these

budget-strapped times. The vendor was a

fool. No wonder we can't sell anything in

Japan! We don't even want to sell them
anything here!

Stupidity, combined with fear and
prejudice, is dangerous. Leave the Japa-

nese that live amongst us alone. Better

yet, make them feel welcome and they

may encourage more of their fellow coun-

trymen and women to come. We need all

the out-of-state tuition, in-state purchases

and foreign investment they can bring.

While "American" manufacturers are

laying off workers and preparing to move
m^yor portions oftheir industry to Mexico
to take advantage of the expected "Free

Trade Agreement," the Japanese are in-

vesting in America, hiring American
workers and creating manufacturingjobs
here. While General Motors has been

laying offworkers, Honda and Toyota have
been hiring.

Save your anger for those who deserve

it, the nearsighted American managers
and financers, with their million dollar-

plus paychecks, golden parachutes and
government-subsidized financial scams
and the politicians and administrators

more concerned with their welfare than

ours.

Jacoby Carter
Department of Forestry and

Wildlife Management

I am writing to dispel a rumor that the

Pioneer Valley is a hot spot for local music,

a great place to base your band, a scene

comparable to Athens, Georgia or Seattle,

Washington. Please take heed — this is

not the case.

There are certainly plenty of groups in

this area— that isn't the problem. I don't

want to knock the bands — about 10

percent of this huge number is actually

very worthwhile. This just isn't the place

to "make it."

Sure, J. Mascis is from Amherst, but

his band is not nearly as big in the Pioneer

Valley as they are in other parts of the

country or abroad. In fact, Sheehan's and

Pearl St. banned Dinosaur Jr. for being

too loud long before the band eryoyed any

success. (And stop saying that Pixies are

fi-om UMass— they aren't. Charles "Black

Francis" Thompson and Joey Santiago

went here briefly and dropped out. They
were briefly a Boston band, a different

world all together.) Thing is, there aren't

nearly enough venues here, right now
they all seem to be booked through June

and they are extremely wary of the "un-

common sound." Furthermore, the only

publication in the area that writes about

local music is this one, and this happens

only once a week. I'm packing up my group

and moving to New York this summer.
Anywhere is better than here.

Paul Pelis

Hatfield

Don't let them touch Roe v. Wade
This is a call to action to pro-choice

students and community members. It's

time to organize and harness our voices

into one huge roar— "We won't go back!"

On April 5, there will be a rally and

march in Washington to tell George Bush
and his conservative coalition of judicial

moralists that women will never go back

to the days of back alleys and coat hang-

ers. Never again will we bleed to death at

the mercy of a butcher or writhe in the

pain of a tragic infection.

Roe V. Wade is due for review this sum-

mer, as states throughout the country

draft the strictest abortion laws since its

decision. A woman's right to choose what
happens to her body and her life is in the

hands of an anti-woman, "pro-family"

Supreme Court which, judging from pre-

cedent, will almost definitely take it away.

This is a state of emergency for women,
and it is crucial that we act.

In memory of our sisters who died at

the hands of oppression, in rage against

the trends which threaten us again, I call

on you to make the difference. We are the

mtgority. and we will never go back.

Bus tickets to the Washington March
are available through the UMass POWER
table on the Campus Center Concourse,

Tuesdays and Thursdays. Do what you

can while you still can.

Melissa Weinberger
Amherst

Notes from the Campus Center basement
Finally, a chance to write the Notes! I feel so

fulfilled. Editorial positions and a portrait ofmyselfon

the sports page were nice, but the Notes. . .

If those are prophylactics, it must be Spring

Break: On my way to the Bluewall I noticed the Not

Ready For Bedtime Players had a display table set up.

They were handing out condoms and dental dams

(they're not just for dentists anymore!) to keep fim 'n'

sun lovingUMass hedonists from contracting all sorts

of lovely sexually transmitted diseases.

Not like I have much use for them, even if one of

them was mint-flavored. Not exactly my idea of"pure

chewing satisfaction." Anyway, Betsy and fi-iends

have the right idea. If you're going to "cray-zay" in

Daytona, stay sober and be careful.

**Did you know" department: Did you know the

University's athletic teams were almost known as the

"Artichokes?"

When the really, really offensive "Redmen" moni-

ker was dropped in the early 19708, a referendvun was

held to rename the mascot. Yes, the green, spiny, ftdl

of Vitamin A artichoke nearly beat out the current

"Minutemen" to represent this fine school.

Only at UMass. Only at a school where the library

wasn't built to hold books and windows in classrooms

don't open. It's kind of like the Island of Misfit Toys

from the Claymation classic Rudolph the Red-Nosed

Reindeer. You know, "A train with square wheels!"

Get Smart: That's a good bit of advice for Amherst

beverage management activist Margot Parrot, who, ac-

cording to my sources, was seen again lurking in the

shrubbery near uptown bars. I mean, I'm glad she's

concerned and all, but enough already.

Greg Sukiennik

People I know at other schools are incredulous about

Parrot's ongoing research. When I explain the situation,

they don't believe it's true until the third time I tell the

story.

"You're kidding!" they say. "Doesn't she have a life?"

Say Cheese: Have you ever seen the ads for those

really cheesy ice shows where nine-foot-high cartoon

characters skate around a hockey arena to the "Up With
People" soundtrack? This is culture? This is entertain-

ment? This is stupid.

You wanna do something nice for your kids? Take 'em

to a Metallica concert. Theyll appreciate that. Why
bother vrith "Peter Pan" or "Simpsons on Ice" when you

can treat the young 'uns to "Enter Sandman" or "Sad But

True" at obscenely loud volume? "Sleep with one eye

open. .

."

While the nation finally gets a chance to see Curry

Hicks Cage on prime time tonight, Mullins Arena, the

future home of UMass Monster Truck Challenge, is

cruising along on the schedule to being finished.

Bigger and newer are better in this case, to be sure—
witness the Tuesday night rush for tonight's tickets—
but you can't replace a place like the Cage. Forty

minutes of basketball will convince everyday fans at

home just how special the place is. Even if paint does

fall off the ceiUng.

Let's see how many of my professors read this

newspaper. Some I know do; how about the rest ofyou?

For the lasttime: Jim, the writerof"Jim's Journal,"

is not a Collegian employee but a syndicated car-

toonist. Word has it Jim is just like his cartoon char-

acter in real life.

Of course, no installment of the Notes would be

complete without at least some reference to The
Minuteman.

There. That's better.

Anyone who comes back from break with a tan has

to deal with me. Anyone who went to a tanning booth

needs even more help.

Paul Tsongas is for nuclear power, huh? Wonder if

he went through radiation therapy at all. Hey Paul,

for a fxm swim, how about the coolant pond at Yankee
Rowe?

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian columnist
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redistricting

undersecretar>' Dan Daiv NlikeCrossen

IS another Republican candidate m the

distnct, which includes Cape Cod.

But Weld said he did not think New
Bedford would be hurt by the split,

"I don't mean to be flip about this.

but now they have two congresaraen—
two powerful congressmen, if they rv

both re-elected," Weld said.

U.S. Rep. Barney Frank ' D-Mass
would pick up part of New Bedford.

Weld said he made cooccsaoitt as

well.

MuUins Arena may not
have money to operate

The Collegian.

We used to tell you that K wasn't just a job, but

that it was an adventure.

Mow we're being all secretive and not saying

anything at all so if you want to find out you're

Just gonna have to come do«Rfn here and sign up
to do some stuff for us.

Discover the mystery.

Discover the Collegian.

r: n

-^ Fof $30 Specia l ! <wrth Jamea)

( Ja/mz o/h/e/aftoJ

topcease tke most

dlisc/*'imit(Oitif(^ ccient

Call For Appointment

^ 253-2322

\_^ Rt.116 (across from^airymiarl) _XJ

By DAMD M.\SSE\"

As cvYUOruebon of the Mullins Memo-
r.Al C^nwrahmui project nears completion,

HmwTiiin t are being raised as to where the

r&Mwv wjU come frms to operate the $50

n faality when it opens as expected

.-eiar.

^ Suildxng has no source of operat-

• for it.* said Da\nd BischofF,

e Schod of Physical Education,

at *a lot of avenues are being

for funding

:Tsaid it's "improbable" that the

uons ofthe multi-purpose arena

amited once it opens on the

arget date of Feb. 1. 1993.

fee will be instituted next se-

and lagged onto the student

.xiory fees for the next 30 years to

A., ijack bond issues for the arena, he

"We've tned to be up-front and open

about this fee. It was fully discussed."

Bischoff said. "For the size of the facility,

it's a huge bargain.*

At a Faculty Senate meetinglast month,

even Chancellor Richard O'Brien was

unsure where the source of money sup-

porting the maintenance of the 10,000

seat arena would come from.

"The Chancellor is absolutely right,"

said Ashoke Ganguli , director ofAuxiliary

Services. "AVill we have the money to keep

the place going?"

Ganguli said the utility bill for Mullins

will be $750,000 a year, for example.

-.^ster

"Overall, U'h a faiitwHlic mmmiI Uj IIh! <mn
pus hut I wihIi the Kdvi'iuuf would jjive

money for fuiKliiij.; tlutt hiiildiiiK "

Michuol Mi'liiuk, pMiKiaiii dinTtor for

the MulliiiM An-Mu projjul, mud tin; arena

will defimU-iy Iw n^idy for uw lU'XlHpring.

"II'h k<""K ••" K*'*- fiindt'd," M«-liiitk naid.

"Do you think Horni»<uie iH k<""K I^' Put out

%h() niillion and not htat tin- building?"

Mttliiick Haid the IuikIiiik for the op-

eration ofMulliiiMiM a "given" thcHource

ih "goiriK to come from scjinewhere."

"The building ih going to Ix; lieautiful,"

said Ganguli on the arena which will be

able to accommodate athleticH, conven-

tionK, trade shows, theatre productions

and concerts.

The University is presently searching

for a private "management expertise"

contractor to maximize the financial po-

tential of the building, Ganguli said.

Bischoff said the initiative to build an
arena came from legislators, alumni and
other outside supporters. He said the funds

to construct Mullins were appropriated in

1988.

The state legislator gave the University

about $25 million, or about halfofthe cost.

The University Building Authority is

raising the remaining cost.

In short, BischofF said the University

needed the money up front to pay the

contractor so they went to bondholders for

loans. The additional $100 students will

have to pay will be earmarked for the

payback of these loans.

"We're getting a $50 million facility for

$25 million," BischofTsaid. "It's a bargain."

Mullins Memorial Center model

L

Someone

Medium Specialty Pizzas

(.(Hidon Meal l/jver* I'lZ/d. Chfes* l.<iver's I'lus I'i/za

I'rppfrimi Uiver's I'lzza or Supreme I'lizi

Offer viW on driivcry only. fVas« n»rnlKin uiupiin tltym

ofJennS < (tw tiiu)<«i prf i\irt\ prr nsrt al (vulniiatrri)!

hiuHul Jrliver\unibiirr«>ljiurinli Nc< vaW mithjrry

<j«hrrofcf ljmilnlIMnrr>Ana Hurry, iiftrr mjs win

Crufcr M)M
lW<!hZKHul Irx I '.IX t<»h rnfcTnrtHin \alfr

•Hut

n
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

J

For free delivery call: 253-3443.

CAf€
DICAKLO

l'W2l>iz2aMul Irv

5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Baked Manicotti

• Lasagna al Forno

• Polio Primavera

(chicken & vegetables w/ pasta)

• Pasta Bolognese

(with spicy sausage)

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires March 31, 1992

Open Daily at 11:30 a.m.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA

<m.

the ashes.
Why are all the little phone numbers

ripped off those U2 tix for sale sipis? And

;

why are people payingjover $200.00 for aiij

chance to see a band which has been hiber-

nating in Irelai^Lspending all their royalty
cash on GuinnesSStoutfor the pa^tS years?

I know U2 is huge, but their last albuim
the pi^jfteyritious ''all I got is a red guitar an(

the tri^ live/studio/blah

—

Rattle andHum
was a disapointment to many fans.

U2 had mysteriously transformed
into a glossed, hyped, platinum, grammy-
winning band- a far cry from their Boyf
War heyday which was the core to their

success. Bono and the boys had be-

come cartoon-like rock Gfods,,

not the brash, straight-forward

rock/pop band they longed to

be. Realizing they were vic-

tims of some serious over-

exposure, they retreated

to the motherland in
search of a new, revital-

ized U2.
Despite sojme vicious

rumors that Adam
Clayton was selling

hash at the Berlin Wall
and the band was
deeply involved in a
disco album, the
band finally deliv-

ered the stunning
Achtung Baby^ an
eclectic mix of psy-

chedelic/soul/blues/

industrial/rock and
roll.

:

The album frdm
beginning to eiad

is both iK)werful

and fresh, teem-
ing with energy.
Many songs on.
the album arf'

still based on
Bono's simple
poetic lyrics
dealing with
love, like "Even
BettOft than the

RealThing", and
"So Gruel", but
the sound-thun-
dering bass and

I

Larry's strong]
backbeat drum-
ming (Larry vvasl

voted best drum-
mer by Roilingj
Stone)-— is some-
thing all together:

new.
The album also]

displays a Chris-

j

tian element, asj

did many of their

early albums
j

{October) y using
Jesus imagery in

many songs, es-j

pecially "Until the!

End ofthe World"'
which is about Ju-

1

das speaking to

Jesus: "In the
Garden I was^

playing the,

4 tart/I kissed!

your lips and
broke vourj
heart."'The^

band has
re-estab-

lished them-
selves as art-

ists ca-
pable of
craft-

i n g
cut-

ke
br

tic

some
outside

in Conne
ally sat in

Grape St. fo

are jitterin

ment. And i

seats, my ai

those head
Achtung B

mem

ting-edge
songs, sepa-
rating them-
selves once
again from
the pompous
lead singer,
guitar, bass
and drum solo

type of crap
that floods the
radio stations.

Ah yes,

the best part of
U2's resurrec-
tion and what
might be caus-
ing all this
ticket hyste-

ria, is that

their
s tron -

gestme-
dium is

il i V e
shows.
Most of
U 2 ' s

studio
mate-
rial is

I medio-
1^ crecom-
1 pared to

how the

fs o n g s

come off
live.

And yes,

tonight
finally),

they're
laying
artford.
know all

you lucky
ticket hold-

ers out
there,
whether
u dolled out

[ur spring
money for

or endured
azed night

'record store

lilt. (I jserson-

hallway by
fer 14 hours),
ith excite-

•u don't have
is to plug in

nes, slip in the
disc, and re-

thatthey'llbe

oxboro this

Immer.

ifi!

#j

^3> ;

•>AV.
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Valley is virtual fun house for Spring Break
By BRIAM HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

If you're sticking around the Happy
Valley this weekend, don't despair.

There is still plenty of good music to

see this Saturday night even if the campus
is closed and all your friends have gone off

to warm and sunny climates.

Very few local bands ever gain the

distinction of signing a major label's re-

cording contract and getting a legitimate

shot at the big time. The Sighs are just such

a band, and they are poised for national

exposure and success after years of pay-

ir^ their dues in local venues and regional

clubs.

The group has just recently returned to

this area after putting the finishing touches
on the debut album they recorded in L.A.

at the close of last year. There is no
definite date set for the album's release,

but the Sighs are restraining their excite-

ment and keeping themselves busy in the

meantime doing club dates.

This Saturday, the Sighs will be ap-

pearing at Pearl St. Nightclub in

Northampton. Now is your chance to see

one of this area's top professional acts

before they embark on bigger and better

things. This is definitely one ofthose bands

you may be talking about years from now

— that you saw them "way back when."

The Sighs perform straight ahead rock

and roll with a punch. There isn't one flaw

in this band's veneer.

Now for something completely differ-

ent. How about a lesbian and gay country-

western band? We're talking about the

Desperados, a new local outfit that cer-

tainly puts a twist on a traditional theme.

Country and western music is growing

by leaps and bounds across the country,

so why not country music by and for the

lesbian and gay community?
The Desperados will be bringing "the

lesbian and gay brand of country" to the

People's Institute on Gothic Street in

r%Ot9 COMP^ffy Pf M0yf9f Tfcwf

FLOWER THIEF

Northampton this Saturday night. The
show begins at 8 p.m. and lasts until

midnight. The event includes basic two

step and line instruction for ail you city

slickers. Bring your partners and don't

forget to wear your boots and denim for

this one. There is a $5 fee at the door.

If altemative folk is your thing then why
not go see Flower-Thief, an all-women trio

that weaves elements of folk, punk and
classical music into catchy original com-
positions and well blended vocal harmo-
nies. The group consists ofChristine Geisler

on acoustic guitar and vocals, Jenn
Gallahorn on electric bass and vocals, and
Catherine McRae on violin. Gallahom and
Geisler have been best friends and writing

songs together since childhood. Catherine

plays the devil out of that violin.

They list influences ranging from Husker

Du to the Velvet Underground and the

group doesn't like to be pegged into any
particular niche. Flower-Thief has per-

formed on multiple bills and opened shows
for many diverse acts.

** Everything from solo folk acts to

hardcore bands" says Jenn.

The trio recorded a four song EP album
last December which is now available at

area retail outlets. It is a fine recording that

highlightstheir beautiful voices, witty lyrics

and accomplished musicianship. Every-

thing just meshes together wonderfully on
this cassette, from diverse styles and in-

fluences to harmonies and arrangements.

All three women are students at area

colleges. Geisler and McRae attend Smith

and Gallahom goes to Hampshire. This

weekend marks their first local appearance
since returning to school last month.

Worth mentioning is the ambitious tour

of the South that the group embarked on
over their winter break. The self-promoted

tour included stops at clubs in cities such

as Athens, Memphis, Little Rock and New
York City.

They have a demonstrated knack for

transforming goals into reality through

hard work and sharing. Manager Aimee
Swift is a silent yet relentlessly active

fourth partner who has played a key role in

the cohesion and success of the band.

Rower-Thief will be the featured artist

at the Fools Cafe held in the Unitarian

Society at 220 Main St. in Northampton.

The show is this Saturday and begins at 9
p.m. The group will be selling their new
cassette at the show along with really cod
T-shirts. There is no cover.

WE'VE CORNERED
THE MARKET
ON CREATIVE

SUMMER COURSES.
Pratt offers summer courses that do a little more than

you'd expect. That's because our students, the most
talented and creative people in the country, set high

standards. During our two summer sessions from

May 26 -July 2 and July 6 -August 14* we're offering

hundreds of undergraduate, graduate and professional

courses designed for creative people.

Choose from programs in architecture, advertising,

art education, book arts, city and regional planning,

computer graphics, construction management, creative

arts therapy, drawing, engineering, facilities manage
ment. fashion, film, fine arts, graphic design, illustration,

industrial and interior design, jewelry, information and

library science, painting, photography, printmaking.

sculpture, urban design, video telecommunication, and

visual studies. Summer internships are also available.

TRAVEL/STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS TO ITALY,

JAPAN, DENMARK AND SPAIN.
SUMMER MASTER'S PROGRAMS IN COMPUTER

GRAPHICS. HNE ARTS, GRAPHIC DESIGN, AND IN-

roRMATION AND LIBRARY SCIENCE, lb find out

more, return the coupon or call: (718) 636-345i,

eXI. /lA •Numerous shorter swsions jreoffered also

Praff Institute School of Professional Studies

200 WiUoughbyAve.. Brooklyn. NY 11205 (718) 636-3453, ext. 713

Please send me information on: D Summer Courses

a Summer Masters Programs D TYavel/Study Programs

SCHOLARSHIP
MONEY AVAILABLE
Every student Eugible

Guaranteed. No Risk

Apply Now!

NAME

ADOKESS

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE "MSC"

• fcWNDAiaN & SZKHUAN CUISINE

• HOME SRYf COOtUNC

• FRESH VECOABLES FROM OUR FARM

• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

• FUU UQOOR LONSE

• OPEN 7 DAYS

• NfWlY REMOOaED

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEPTED

253-7835 253-2813

\^62 Main Street, Amherst ^

j Day Balloons
\

-at-

Adorable
Bouquets
Florist
3238291

FRBe
SHUTTLE
SERVICE

mwAS
NORTHAMPTON
143 King Street
586-4840

NOW
TAKING

4PP0:'jr''fNrs

HADLEY
397 Russell
Street. Rt! 9
586-9991
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THaRSDflY
LECTaRE — The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual

Studies Brown Bag Series presents "Lesbian
Politics: Fight'em or Join'enn" by Jean
Grossholtz. Bring your own lunch and explore
intriguing issues will a community of feminists.

At the Campus Center Room 9 11 -9 15 from
noon to 1:30 p.m.

LECTURE— Gallery talk on "Dutch Prints of

the 1 7th Century" by Susan Kuretsky, Kennedy
Professor in the Renaissance, SC. At the SC
Museum of Art at 1 :30 p.m. Free.

LECTURE—The Middle East Lecture Series

presents "Conflicting Claims Over Pastoral

Land in Jordan" by Omar Razzaz, visiting

lecturer, School of Urban Studies, MTT. At the

Campus Center, Room 904-908 at 4 p.m.

FILM — The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Film
Festival presents "Entre Nous," a Frence film

that explores the passionate relationship be-

tween two women. At the Campus Center
Room 908 at 7 p.m. Free.

LECTURE — "Scholarship in Asian Ameri-
can Studies" by Gary Okihiro and John J.

McCloy . At the Franklin Patterson West Lecture

Hall/HC at 4 p.m. Free.

FILM— "Winter Ade" ("Bye Bye to Winter"),

a 1989 German film directed by Helke
Misselwitz. Part of the German Film Series,

shown at Merrill 11/AC at 4 and 7:30 p.m. Free.

LECTURE — "Does Literature Exist?" by
Julian Symons, novelist, biographer and critc.

At the Alumni House/AC at 4:30 p.m. Free.

LECTURE— "OnWomen and Environment"

by Vandana Shiva. At the Dickinson House
Living Room/MHC at 7 p.m.

IN CONCERT— The Five College Orches-

tra, with guest conductor Tamara Brooks leads

the group with selections by Brahms, Debussy
and Busoni. At the Fine Arts Center at 8 p.m.

Free.

FILM — The Arab World: Women and Cin-

ema Series presents a screening of "Women of

Southern Lebanon." This 1986 film portrays

women's resistance to occupation during the

Israeli invasion of Lebanon. At Wright Hall

Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Free.

MGSIC—The Amherst Regicna I High School

Wind Ensemble will perform with Doug [\ircell

as conductor. At Buckley Recital Hall/AC at 8
p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — Beausoleil, with master
fiddler Michael Doucet will play at the Iron

Horse, Northampton at 7 and 10 p.m. Tickets

$14.50 advance.
IN CONCERT — The Mighty Mighty

Bosstones will perform with Not Our Dog at

Peari Street at 8:30 p.m. Tickets $6 advance;

$7 at the door. 18+.

EXHIBIT— Two exhibits with strong ties to

the now extinct Soviet Union: "Misha Reznikoff:

Paintings from 1930s and 1940s" by Amy
Bailey, Marian Wynvoord, Cindy Lyons and
Shari Assad as well as "Russia: Behind the

Mask" by Tanya Okshteyn. At the Herter Art

Gallery through April 7, 1992. Opening re-

ception is from 5 to 7 p.m.

EXHIBIT— MFA Thesis Show: "Growth." a

site-specific installation by Chris Dobbs. At the

Hampden Gallery through March 17, 1992.

Gallery Hours Mon. through Fri. 3 to 7 p.m. and
Sun. 2 to 5 p.m.

THEATER — "Anywhere 1 Lay My Head," a

dark comedy about two college seniors

struggling to make peace with the mysterious

death of a friend. Original work created by Ian

Melchinger, an Amherst College senior. At the

AC Department ofTheater and Dance at 8 p.m.
Free tickets, but reservations are necessary.

FRIDAY
i^P^

Shawn Wayans, appearing Friday at the Sprin^ield

Symphony Hall.

IN CONCERT— Moriah, Mother Nature and
Visionary will perform at the Vertex, Hadley.

Ticket $5. Call the Vertex for times. 18+

DANCE— Amherst College "R" Committee
Oldies Dance with DJ Dr. Robert. Spinning

tunes from the '50s, '60s and '70s. At Valentine

Hall Annex/AC at 8 p.m. Tickets $3. 21+.

IN CONCERT—The Buster Williams Group,

featuring Rene Rosens on piano, Steve Wilson

on sax, Shunzo Ohno on trumpet, Billy

Drummond on drums and the rich tone of

Buster Williams on bass. At the Iron Horse,

Northampton at 7 p.m. Tickets $9.50 ad-

vance. All ages.

IN CONCERT — Doc & Jan play at the

Serendipity Lounge at the Howard Johnson's

in Greenfield. Come enjoy great music with no
cover charge. Also playing March 14 and 28.

IN CONCERT— Four local comedians will

appear at the Springfield Symphony Hall with

hosts Shawn Wayans and Jamie Foxx from the

comedy series "In Living Color," as part of the

Bud Light Comedy Series. Showtime is at 8
p.m. Call 787-6610 for more information.

S6TaRDA

Y

EXHIBIT — Works by Rebecca
Clark and Kendall Clark Engleman
will be shown through 31 at the

Forbes Library, Northampton.

Gallery Hours Mon., Tue., Thurs. 9

a.m. to 6 p.m.; Wed. 9 a.m. to 9

p.m.; Sat. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Open-

ing reception from 2 to 4 p.m.

EXHIBIT — Works by Steven

Rosendahl will be presented

through May 1 at Sargert Galler-

ies, Springfield. Opening recep-

tion from 4 to 8 p.m.

IN CONCERT — Flower-Thief,

an all female trio, will perform their

original songs at the Fool's Cafe,

220 Main St., Northampton at 9

p.m. There is no cover, but dona-

tions will be appreciated. Benefit-

ing Jesse's House, a homeless
shelter.

IN CONCERT — Christopher

Hollyday, a strong voiced reed man
to be reckoned with will perform at

the Iron Horse at 7 and 10 p.m.

Tickets $9.50 advance. All ages.

IN CONCERT— Agnes Moorhead (above) will rock the Hadley Pub

Saturday. 'Nuffsaid.

IN CONCERT—The Sighs (pictured) will perform with Mr. Sherwood
and The Cowtippers at Peari Street, Northampton at 8:30 p.m. Satur-

day. Tickets $6 at the door.

SaNDAY
IN CONCERT— Shabba Ranks Tickets $14.50 advance. All ages,

will perform with One Love at Pearl IN CONCERT — Mucky Pup,

Street at 7 p.m. Pull and Diesel meat will do their

IN CONCERT— Richie Havens thing at the Vertex, Hadley. Tick-

will perform with Greg Greenway ets $5 Adv; $7 at the door. Call the

at the Iron Horse at 7 and 10 p.m. Vertex for times. 18+.
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Be seenaround
theworld
If your ship is about to set sail and you need

fast, affordable passport photos... make

a quick trip to Kinko's.

I No appointment required

I Your photos will be

ready in minutes

I Great for IDs

I Available?

days a week,

24 hours a day

Save $2.00 on a set of

instant passport photos
Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed and receive $2.00 off

our regular price on one set of instant passport photos. One

coupon per customer. Not valid with other offers. Good through

September 28. 1992.

Open 24 hours

253-2543

220 North Pleasant Street

(Across from the Carriage Shops)

kinko^'
the copy center <

*Make It' just doesn't
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

"Make It Happen"
Ultra Magnetic M.C.'s

Mercury Records

In rap music, there is a proliferation of

raps that dis "Sucker M.C's", but you

rarely hear the sucker m.c.'s themselves.

That is until you've heard "Make It

Happen" by the Ultra Magnetic M.C.'s.

"Make It Happen" is probably the

cheesiest rap song that a person could

ever hear. Accentuating the positive, the

beat is funky, although it was sampled
(ripped off) from "Hustle With Speed

Taurus Aries and Leo" by J. Brown, a real

musician. And that is probably the best

thing said about the single.

PolyGram Records, while stupid for

signing these pseudo-rappers, were smart

for not promoting the whole album, but

simply distributing the single.

Any rap whose second line ends, "I'm

fresh, so fresh so fresh so fresh" is extremely

weak.
My favorite line was "Does a dog have

four legs, two ears, a nose and a mouth?"
The reviewer probably wasted more time

on this review than the group spent think-

ing up the rap.

The only thing close to this awful song

was possibly the weakest Vanilla Ice rap

on "To the Extreme".

While the song is utterly horrible, after

the "dog" line it gets better. The rest of the

song is mediocre, which is an improve-

ment.

Can anyone make a fortune recording

crappy rap albums? Whoever signed the

Ultra Magnetic M.C.'s and let this single

see the I ight ofday should probably sweep
streets or work in an accounting office.

As for the Ultra Magnetic M.C.'s, they

too should try other avenues of employ-
ment, like volunteer work. As far as a

long-term occupation, they'd probably

make more money then through the rap

industry.

Oh. in case you would like to pay
money for the album, its name is Funk Your

Head Up. Those with strong stomachs or

a morbid curiosity are encouraged tocheck
it out.

LOW, LOW PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL
Northampton Holyoki-

584 4112 • 53S 1888

Is He
Mr. Right?

BALLANTINE BEER $799
CASE OF 2 12 PK CANS .oep

GALLO $099
750 ML

WHITE
ZINFANOeL

-^^0LDCR0W$iO49
'bourbon ^-

1 75L

Vcog'ap^icai er'O's

9am to 11pm
Monday thru Saturday

*n'/ iniinDQdd
' HADLEY

Campus Pia^a Route 9

2S3-9344
LOCATIONS

HOLYOKE
30 Lincoln Si

SM-4SS5

SALE PRICES
TVIUBS11Z92THRU

WEDS, a 18 92

Don t Drink
and Drive

1 on 1

Numerology

665*4543

Where It All Adds Up

Showtimes:
Fri. - Sun.

One Show Only at 7;00pm

Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7:00pm
Adults $4.00

Student w/valid ID «
Senior Citizens $3.00

WITH THIS COUPON

BUY ONE, GET ONE ^^n
]GM]\^(>l\am

rating plare

OPEN SUN.-THURS.
6AM-3AM FRI.&SAT.

OPEN 24 HOURS.
NEXT TO

SUPER STOP &
SHOP/RTE. 9.

HADLEY-AMHERST
256-6889

Buy any one item from our
menu, & receive the second
for free! Minimum purchase of

$3.45 required. Higher price

prevails, daily specials

excluded, rio other discourits or

promos apply. Excludes Scallop

& Steak Dinners .

BREAKFAST SERVED ANYTIME!!

Expires 4/7/92

V^^ i) PANDA EAST
Advocate

"Best in the Valley"

1989 &1990

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

We bring Chlnatom

to you

*Lunch Specials

from $3.95 including soup & rice

Now Serving Lunch On Sundays Also!
thru

May 31, 1992
Men.

Hours:
Thurs. 11 *> am - 9^° pm

FrI. & Sat. 11=»° am - 10^° pm
Sunday 1 2 noon - 9^° pm

103N.PIaa8antSt Amherst.MA 01002 •(413)25&6923(413)256-8924
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(12 's tickets are overpriced
The other day in one of my classes this pseudo-hip

charlatan that I'm barely acquainted with sauntered up to
me full of teeth and beamed, "Kes. I've been fortunate
enough to come across a suit of G2 memorandum "

"Nyhat?" I chided.

"I've gotU2 tickets." he replied in the clear English that
was so noticeably absent from his previous banality.

Scott Kesner

"How much?" I dared. My good friend benevolently
resounded "I'll give you these tickets for the low, low price
of $100." I asked him why I should pay that price.

He subtly stated, "This is a small price to pay to
witness live the band that has transcended their timeless
monumental soundscapes to millions of ecstatic listen-

ers. Bono is God! His lyrics have more spiritual insight

than a priest's sermon."
His picturesque rhetoric did not impress me but rather

mesmerized me with disdain. I did not want to listen his

pretentious praising any longer, so I put his offer off

simply by saying, "I'll think about it."

So, I thought about the fortune asl^ed for the G2 tickets

and conducted a little retrospective of my previous

concert goings. I've gotten to see the perspiration trickle

down the chrome dome of Midnight Oil's monumental
Peter Garrett. I applauded Sting's bare chest when he
decided it was time to put down the bass and get fleshy.

Pat Metheney, a jazz/fusion musician who attended

and practiced his guitar eight hours a day at Berklee

SPORTS WTO
&RCSTRimAHT

TONIGHT

UMass vs. West Virginia

A-10 FINAL

ompWmentaty Fre-Oavne duffet

Fereonal Pizza

$1.49

Fepperonl or Cheeee

Watch All The Sports With

Our New Satellite Dish

University Drive & Amity
Amherst • 549-4040

School ofMusic dazzled me with his melodic blaze in front

of a small audience. I've witnessed the former art rock
icon, Peter Gabriel, tumed experimental and Genesis, his

former band, turn lousy. Jane's Addiction treated me to
the finest catharsis possible and Pink Royd widened my
eyes with the brighest of laser shows.

I've seen over 70 shows, and I've never payed more
than $25 for a ticket. G2 must be pretty fantastic to have
fans willing to sell their TVs in order to salvage cash for a
ticket. Well, save your cash folks, because they're not.

(J2 has some pretty cool tunes and with the inventive

hands of production guru's Steve Lillywhite and Brian

Eno, they've coined a sound. Why go see them live

though? I asked myself this question after attending one
of their concerts from the "Joshua Tree Tour."

The music of 02 as a live outfit barely resembles the

production clad one of the studio. In the studio, the

musical parts fit together like a rare machine. However,
when left on stage with merely their instruments, U2 is

found swimming in a sea of retarded musical ability and
Bono is the life guard.

Bassist Adam Clayton is a tad better than the Sex
Pistol's Sid Vicious. If Sid hadn't taken all of those mind-
altering drugs, I may not be able to make that claim.

Drummer Larry Mullen Jr. who has recently been used
minimally in favor of a more inventive drum machine,
was always functional at best. Guitarist, the "Edge," also

performs perfunctory. He survives by endlessly rehash-

ing the sound Pink Floyd guitarist pioneered in the 70s.

As far as versitility is concerned, this band has none.

They're incapable of backing even Vanilla Ice.

Led Zeppelin had the propensity to experiment live

with their tunes because their members were so well

versed musically. James Brown got hot and sweaty while

gyrating and his crowd spurred to abandon and followed.

G2 shows rely too heavily on Bono's overwrought diatribes

and epic harangues to elicit faux emotions from the

crowd.

I hear that on this tour they will exempt their basic

kinetic classics. "Sunday Bloody Sunday," and "I Will

Follow." In their place will be a batch of tunes from the

Joshua Tree, Rattle and Hum and the production -laden

Achtung Baby. This should make for a brooding set of

vapid dirges. Well I've made my decision about the ticket

price and I'd like to pass on my advice to those of you still

waiting in the wings for a ticket:

Don't pay more than $6.50 for a ticket.

Scow Kesner is a Collegian staff member

The Top 10 Fake Albums
for this week

1 0. Kinetic Cut, Long Time Mo Album — Pluto

9. Noisefarm, Bad Metallicompany — S+M
8. New Kids From The Goat, Farm Aid's Hangin'

Tough — Virginity

7. FHegative By Mature, O.F.F. — Grape Jam
6. Mirvana White, Smells Like A Vowel— Def Leattleite

5. The Who. Who Farted — Dinosaur, Sr.

4. Stormtroopers of Death Star, Gold Droids on Dope
— Force
3. Schizophrenic Breakfast, Five Grand Electrical Bill

— Uruguny
2. Whipmasterlndy-J, Don'tCall Me Junior— Arkanoid

1 . Kal-EI Cool J., Lois Lane's a Ho — Krypton

— ALEX ZIEUNSKI

Spring Break
comes to you
By CHRIS SHADOIAN
Collegian Staff

Spring Break officially begins this Friday night,

but I'm not going to Florida, Mexico or Jamaica.
I'm going to Springfield.

Specifically, I'm going to the premier show ofthe

1 992 Bud Light Comedy Series at Springfield Sym-
phony Hall. The show features Fox television's

Shawn Wayans and Jamie Foxx from In Living Color,

along with eight other comedy stars, four of whom
are from westem Massachusetts.

You're probably thinking:

"So how much does THAT cost? $20, $30.
$40?"

Not even close. If your financial situation is

anything like mine, I know you're stuck up North;

trapped in the cold, dreary weather (just like me).
But for a measly $10 or $14 you can get a

veritable vacation of comedy. Ten (count 'em)

comedians for. at the most. $ 1 4. That works out to

$1 .40 a comedian! What a deal!

Besides, even if they aren't ALL funny, there

should be a couple that'll be great. You know what
I mean — you'll leave Symphony Hall and your
stomach muscles will hurt (a workout, too!)

Unfortunately, I've never seen the feature per-

formers Wayans or Foxx in a stand-up situation, so
I can't say for sure how funny they'll be. But I watch
In Living Co/orreligiously. and any one who can act

as funny as either Wayans or Foxx must be hilari-

ous doing stand-up.

This is their first season as featured "players" on
Color, but Wayans had been the show's D.J. (S.W.

1 ) during the previous two seasons, and has been
in several movies, including brother Keenen Ivory

Wayans' movie spoof. I'm Gonna Git You Sucka!.

Foxx. on the other hand, had to work hardfor his

job on Color. He managed, somehow (F>robably

because he's really funny), to beat out 250 other

comedians and actors for the role.

The other eight comedians include The Great

Kris Kringle. Lenny Vamedoe. Kenny Williams and
Pete Michaels along with his sidekick/ventriloquist

dummy. "Woody D." All of them have appeared
regularly at such famed comedy clubs as the

Improv. Catch a Rising Star. Comic Strip and
Dangerfield's.

The remaining four comics are from the local

Western Massachusetts area. Comedians Mark
Rossi, Barbara Jurgelas, John Kawie and Amherst's

own Steve Bulyga. will be competing during the

show for a highly cherished spot on "Showtime at

the Apollo." so they'll all be at their best. The
audience's reaction to their performances in

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

mrtt Mhu0
J ^ Liquor Store

ST. PATRICK'S
DAY SPECIALS

Guinness Stout-"BigBoppef^'i6.9oz. $16.99 case

Guinness Stout i2oz .jL $5.99 6/pk

Harp Irish Lager g.... $5.69 6/pk

New Amsterdam Amber or Ale...M... $4.69 e/pk

Jameson Irish Whiskey w/glass set $14.49 JSOnl

Bushmills Irish Whiskey $14.49 750ml

O'Darby's Irish Cream Liquer $9.99 750ml

Kegs Starting At $33.00 Checks/Mastercard/Visa

Accepted For Keg Deposits.

Gourmet Beers for special occasions - Plus over 35 Malt

Scotches and Cognacs. Brandies. & Champagnes

MEGABUCKS,
WE HAUE IT!

338 College St

One mile East of Amherst center on Route 9

Open 9 am - 1 1 pm Rain or Shine • Always Open

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

iAR&
RESTAURANT

WORTH THE TRIP

Dance with DJ Richie T
&

VELCRO WALL JUMPING
1/2 price appetizers 4-7

Dance with DJ Teddy P

Dance Party

WEEKEND GIVEAWAYS

BE PART OF THE ACTION
Play billiards, snowboard, air

hockey, football, basketball,

golf and more.

492 Pleasant Street • Northampton • 586-3763
j

PLENTY OF PARKING
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Conv«nl*nt to Brittany

llRtVMlllMl*

253-9742
SOSWmISL
So. Amhtrst

Bud Light
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

Symphony Hall will determine the winner.

So, if you've got those "wish 1 was away
on Spring Break" blues, check out the Bud
Light Comedy Series at Springfield Sym-

phony Hall Friday night, and warm your-

self up with laughter.

The first show in the 1992 Bud Light

Comedy Series begins Friday. March 13,

at 8 p.m. Tickets are available through the

Civic Centerbox officeand all Ticketmaster

outlets.

HEALTHY SKIN
Begins with a deep pore

cleansing facial.

Also lash and hrow
tinting, shaping, hair

waxing, make-up.

AESTHETICS SKINCARE
M Main St., Suite 1, Aiiihen>t, MA 253^79_

This 3 ••••ion

program (clasft«t

on« w««l( apart)

lnclud«» information

on •xercit*, som*
anatomy, masaag*,

tr«atm«nt optiona,

posture tips and pain

r*ll«f methods.

Wednesday, April 1, 8, 15 !

6:00 - 8:00 p.m. i

University Health Center

Physical Therapy Dept. (ground floor)

Call UHS Health Education for information and registration,

54&-2671 X181 $10 00 deposit required for registration but

^^will be refunded upon completion of all three sessions.

^^u^-Mu^>

^ THIATRIf
THE VILLAGE COMMONS • SOUTH HADLEY 533 2663

PtvAo hy TameU Carman

NEW YORK CHIC — Aimee Mann of 'Til

Tuesday performed at Pearl Street to a packed

audience last Friday.

Starts Friday 3/13 at 4:45. 7 and 9:15/Sat. and Sun. at

2:30. 4:45. 7 and 9: 15/weekdays at 3. 5:45 and 8 pm.

tt

AN EXmORDimY FILM,
MriinmSMART AND FUNNY:

"A CREATIVE TRIl'MPH. GLENN ClOff IS PERfKT-Umf AND

JADIAKT STlRJUNGTHOIOUGHliEWOifABlf."

iMn M^i THI Nf« «r«l TIUP

CHINAGARDEN
"The Collegians choice In delightful dining."

I
'2.00OFFw/purchase .

I
of $15 or more wHh this coupon.

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food
Suiiday • 11uii% ll:3(kim - lOHJOpm * Friday - SaUl:30am • IIKN^

Lunch Hour: 1 1:30am - 3:30pm 7 days a week

New Vegetarian IVIenu!

Lunthton spivial • $3.75- $475 &
Dinner smial* $6i».$7i5

IiKJutung soup and rice.

The Valley's Dim Sum Brunch
AVAIlABli-;iMJ<YDAY

Free Deli>ery Service • 5K)0pm - IO:00pni

Visa / Master Card / American pApress

Ne^.^ Remodeling • 7 Days a week • Take-out

I 3 H. Pleasant Street • Amherst. MA
?33 4?80/4?8I

LIVEINSPRINGMEaJ)

PARAMOUNT
CHARLIE DANIELS
BAND
MARCH 20th

THE STYLISTICS;
THE DRAMATICS;
The MANHATTANS
MARCH 21st

TAKE 6

APRIL 5th

on l( IM, lUA.VSI'OUIAIlOV
I'HOVIDKI) MY

CALLS LLMOUSINE
SERVICE

(11 ij^i.'i.r.iK

PAT
METHENY
APRIL 7th

ANDREW DICE
CLAY APRIL lOth

TH£
* * TEXTBOOK

ANNEX IS OPEN

^ YEAR ROUND BUT

TO MAKE SURE YOU
^ GET THE BOOKS YOU
NEED FOR THIS SEMESTER

BUY THEM BEFORE
* SPRING BREAK

We are beginning to return ^
* unsold books to the publisher

W on Monday, March 18th. ^

IK Kl ISAVAII All! I

l',\RA\1()LM lU)X()iIia:(4|l)7V}5H74. SIRA\VHlRI<Ii:SRi;C()RDS;

\()UlilA\1IM()N IICKI.I ()ll!Ci:(413)5K6KftKft.
' (Tr cA!.(/ncKi:ri»Rui»ii()M:aiAR(;ii a r i wh) 828 toho

TEXTBOOK
ANNEX
Monday-Friday

9:00 am-4:00 pm
545-3570

WE NOW ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD & DISCOVER
* I I * •« »

Mr. Lupo cries after Once Upon a Crime
By JON LGPO
Collegian Staff

These are the lean months for Holly-

wood. The big guns of the holiday season
have died down and now its just a waiting

game for tfie summer blockbusters, which
include "Batman Returns," "Alien 3" and
"Lethal Weapon 3" (hey. do I sense a
pattem here?). So now is the time to

release the studios' clunkers. Fitting the
criteria are two new releases that make
me anxiously await another sequel sum-
mer all the more.

Once Upon A Crime: What do you get
when you lump a slew of B movie actors

together, add on a couple of international

stars, send them to a classy European
locale and throw in a dash of mistaken

identity and murder? Hopefully, you don't

get "Once Upon A Crime,' a witJess, pa-

thetic mystery comedy set in Monte Carlo

that is so unfunny I wanted to cry.

SCTV alumnus Eugene Levy directs a
busload of has-beens (Cybill Shepard,

John Candy, Sean Young, George
Hamilton and James Belushi) as well as
noted actors from abroad (Giancarlo

Giannini and Ornella Muti) in this truly

horrible film that fails at being both a
lighthearted mystery or a screwball com-
edy.

The plot (too confusing; no, make that

too stupid) to mention here involves a

bunch of people running around Monte
Carlo, all accused of the murder of a

womanwho left her inheritance to her dog.

There's the struggling actor (Lewis),

his bickering partner in crime (Young),

another bickering husband and wife

(Shepard and Belushi) and well, another

bickering couple (Candy and Muti). You
can see the screenwriters had a lot of

imagination. There's also a philandering

playboy (Hamilton — who else?) and an
intrepid Inspector (Giannini) trying to find

out who did it. Everyone gets their chance
to yell, run and try to be wacky and zany
(in fact, they practically hit you over the

head with it)

The actors look sad, as though they just

realized how low they've sunk. Richard
Lewis elicits some laughs, but you can tell

he made them up himself; the script isn't

nearly as witty.

Just say "No" to "OnceUponA Crime.'

Grade: D-

Gladiator. Despite those obnoxious
commercials. "Gladiator^ is deceptively

effective. It's one ofthose movies you hate

to admit you even slightly enjoyed.

James Marshall (Twin Peaks) plays

Tommy Riley and Cuba Gooding Jr. {Boyz
ti the Hood) plays Lincoln, two fighters

who are drawn into the illegal world of

amateur boxing. Aided by a sleazy pro-

moter (Brian Dennehey). the two friends

are pitted against each other for. you
guessed it. The Big Fight.

Nothing in this film is new. in fact, it

blatantly lifts material off of other movies.

But what it has that most other t>oxing rip-

offs don't is solid, tough performances

and some of the most energetic Fighting

scenes since the original Rocky.
Marshall provides an interesting center,

partly because he plays Tommy not as a

wishy-washy underdog but as a no-non-

sense fighter with an attitude. Gooding
adds slight dimensions to his stock char-

acter and Dennehey brings sleaziness to

new heights (or lows).

"Gladiator^ is by no means a great

movie. The film is a packaged product for

its audience — testosterone practically

oozes out of this movie. Strictly for that

audience. 'Gladiatof aspires to t>e noth-

ing more. Grade: C+

rtxno courtny o4 Ciit>mM» pletyrn

(I. to r.) fames Marshall, Cara Buono, Cuba Gooding, Jr. and Ion Seda star in

'^Gladiator," a Columbia Pictures Release.

Get ready for the Mighty Bosstones at Pearl St.
By ERIC POCUN
Collegian Staff

Writing for the Arts and Living page. I've been to a lot

of shows, seen many bands, and listened to several tapes,

but the best performance I've witnessed came on a frigid

Thursday evening last December. The place was Pearl

Street Nightclub in Northampton, and the band was none

other than the Mighty Mighty Bosstones.

I'd enjoyed their debut album , Devil's NightOut (Taang!

Records), and I was looking forwards to the show, but

there was no way that I was prepared for what was at>out

to transpire. The Mighty Ones ripped through a set of

driving, thrashing ska (if you can even call it that), that

brought this writer, along with his argyle sock and sore

ankle, into the middle of the mosh.
Needless to say, their albums don't hold a candle to

their live show, which isn't to say that a Bosstones tape

is a bad investment. They're currently on the road to

support their new album. More Noise and Other Distur-

bances, which was finally released in late January after a

short delay. The single from the disc is an excellent song

called "Where'd You Go?" — probably the most ska-

flavored song they've ever done. It was released on a

diskette along with covers of "Sweet Emotion," "Enter

Sandman," "Ain't Talkin' 'Bout Love," and a re-recording

» i» f 1-

of their original "Do Something Crazy."

The group is led by frontman Dicky Barrett, whose
voice sounds like it was developed by gargling broken

glass and washing it down with Jack Daniels. It's been

paralleled to the vocals of Motorhead mainstay Lemmy
Kilmister, which seems to be relatively accurate. Legend

also has it that there is nary an Irish tavern in Boston that

old Dicky hasn't gotten booted out of, which could quite

possibly be the inspiration for "The Bartender's Song"

("what's this all about?/ after a couple, they usually throw

me out.")

Although Barrett always seems to grab the spotlight,

the other seven Bosstones are most certainly worth

noting, for, without them, plaid jackets and Chuck Taylors

wouldn't be nearly as fashionable.

Guitarist Nate Albert started out with the Bosstones at

the tender age of fourteen, and is now considered one of

Boston's finest axe men. He's best known for his ability

to switch from the chinka-chinka sound of ska to loud,

powerful thrash chords, into a killer solo, and, finally,

back to where he started from. A quick listen to the title

track from Devil's Night Out probably showcases this

ability the best, as the transition is from MOD thrash to

Madness ska at the drop of a Red Sox cap.

Joe Gittleman, the bass fiddleman, along with drum-

mer Joe Sirois round out the rhythm section. Bosstone

Ben Carr definitely serves his purpose (although we're

not quite sure what it is, yet.) His job is to sing backup,

dance up a storm, and make sure that everything runs

smoothly. Everyone knows that they wouldn't be the

Bosstones without him, although no one's quite sure why.

The guys that I really should pay homage to are Tim
Burton and the "Hurtin' for Certain" hom section. They
(with Burton on sax, Dennis Brockenborough on trom-

bone, Kevin Lenear on sax, and Paul Burton on trumpet)

are the unit that give the Mightys their unmistakably big

sound, and put them well above the moshing pack. They
make the whole thing danceable, without losing any of

the raw, driving thrash.

Yeah, I know that the game's tonight, and It's one of the

biggest deals that this school has seen in a while, but if

you're one of the unfortunates who couldn't get tickets

(like me), why not bop down to check out the Mighty

Mighty Bosstones. Believe me, the energy that they put

out on stage is enough to make the trip worth your while.

Besides, if Donta Bright eventually commits to (JMass,

there'll be plenty of Atlantic 1 championships on their

way after this year.

The Mighty Mighty Bosstones will perform an 18*

show at Pearl Street Nightclub in Northampton tonight

The show is upstairs, doors open at 7:00 p.m., and Not

Our Dog will be the opening act.

? «C V »» •*
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THE MIGHTY MIGHTY BOSSTONES
"St^**- » ^. »^«<Wk^-»*«-*«*''..f^'tifc****^**"*

• .<.•«" ' <» . ^j>.*«'.^» ^4^ '> k««.»l^ it»44i>>

courttiY of frttir folly frxHiucKom

ôT'^%
Sports Cards, Book Show

Sunday, March 22
10A.M.-5P.M.

VFWPo»t,457M«taSt
Amherst

(617) 738- 1231

This Week's Special!

.T
SPRING

BREAK SPECIAL!
BUSCH DRAFTS ....... 50*

BUSCH PITCHERS '3.00

—TONIGHT—
Watch the UMiM B«k(dMll Gime

LIVE!

UMASS vs. W. VA
Performing this week

Thu, 3/1 2— Pot Lucie Band

w/ Rob from Freepress

Fri., 3/1 3— Mr. Meaner*
spedal guest

SaL 3/1 4— Angus Moorhead

TVeSDAYKAROKEiALLYOU^
CANEArMSlAiSMAD*2i

HADLEYPUB
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Shabba Ranks *as raw as ever'

Thurs., AfJff/l U-7:00pn\,}Hf

^ THE

MIGHTY MIGHTY
BOSSTONES

u.^^

,

Not Our Dog
Followed by

Dancing with

D) Dennis R.
fUVnSUMUkSUUUtftfUMCUUMWA

hn., SUrch I .i-9.

Dancing with

DiJob

', Charisma Recording Artists

THE SIGHS
Mr. Sherwood

I
The Cowtippers

: Dancing with D| job
- • t- '•_" ;* " " •-•'•-•'^

Sun ,
Mj

mffru
TT/iTT

1992 Grammy Award Winner,

SHABBA RANKS

j<j^.i '.i^n..^. '..^.^. '-'.'.. '..^. '..

One Love

Followed bv Dancing
with DJ job

Dancing with

DIJob

Eighteen & Over
Dancing with
D| Dennis R.

I

>&.v.v.v.v.-.-v.v.-.-.-..v.v.v.v.v.v.v.Y

3 Fri.. Mjrch b-^:OUpm

Reggae Dance Party

THE EQUALITES
Tribal Etiket

(li >pin 'iH

By ERIC POaUN
Collegian Staff

Granted, a lot of you will be well on your way to warmer
climates by the time Sunday rolls around, and most of

you who aren't going away for Spring Break probably

won't be in the area anyway. But, for those of you who are.

Read Street Nightclub in Morthampton has reeled in

another can't-miss artist: raggamuffin reggae king Shabba
Ranks.

Even if you're predominantly unfamiliar with his work,

you've undoubtedly heard his Top Five R & B smash hit

"Housecall," which was recorded with fellow Jamaican
star Maxi Priest. That single is off of his Epic Records

debut. As Raw As Ever, the album that has exposed
Shabba's music to a more mainstream and widespread
assortment of listeners.

Along with the Top-40 "Housecall," the album also

features "Traitor Load A Girls," the first single which has
a video that was conceived and directed by Fab 5 Freddy
and "The Jam", and was directed and collaborated with

KRS-One of Boogie Down Productions.

Shabba's first single was released when he was only

14 years old, and the young MC quickly became the talk

of al! of Jamaica. "Heat Under Sufferer's Feet" was the

name of the song, released under the name Co-Pilot. He
explains: "there were four of us MCs working with Roots
Melody Sound System: Admiral Bailey, Clement Irie,

Kibba Ranks, and myself. I was number two man, so I

took the name Co-Pilot."

The teenage wonder would continue to release many
independant-label hits throughout the 1980s, culminat-

ing with the '89 monster U.S./Caribbean smash hit

"Wicked In Bed." He also guest-rapped on Scritti Politti's

cover of the Beatles' "She's A Woman," which became a

U.K. Top 20 hit.

"Some people say that I'm slack (expletive)," says
Shabba. "Please don'tjudge me by one side ofmy music.

Listen to the clean and the X-rated alike, and give me my
just rewards. I'm like a coin — Shabba Ranks is not one-
sided!"

Shabba Ranks ivill perform Sunday evening at Pearl

Street Nightclub in Northampton. Doors open at8:30, and
the show is 18-*-.

mmmmmmufimmmmmmmtmmmimmmmmmmmmmss

!fuvr.jv-»v?v'vr.,»vnrj-.r.-.-.?:?^

Sat., \tjrch 2!-ti:J0pm

AVERAGE
WHITE BAND
The Bull Horns

v\'%'%r.'\".i\'v.f.".".!v\ivv\

Mon '^Uri.h . i-tt H.ipni iff'
;

CHRIS WHITLEY

r..r..r.x..r:.r:.r..r,f..r„

\ Sm.. March 28-8: iOpm

SON SEALS

TOAD THE WET
SPROCKET

*UiJU!JLJU!J!JTJti!J'< ai ^ ^ •

The Ultimate

Pink Flovd Tribute

THE MACHINE
r-www-www-w'ww-w'f-^V- ^^

THE DEL FUEGOS
The Breakdown

.-•'•S:<'S:<'-J 2^

'fifi^f:fif;fif:f:h-

Thur , April 2^ iOpm

CHUCKLEHEAD
The Bombastics

Synaptic Snap
fifihfthf. IS.

Thur.. April 9-8: 30pm

BOOZOO CHAVIS
:^^.^•.^^^^.^^.^v^^.^^.s^.^•.^^.^•.^^S•.^•.^•.VA^J

TEST YOUR
SAFE BREAK AWARENESS

and

WIN FREE CONDOMS & MORE

just for trying

This is the week before Spring Break. See how aware you are by
bringing your completed quiz to the Safe Break table on the Cannpus
Center Concourse to pick up free condoms for each of your correct

answers. Or win free condoms from Captain Condom or Dental Dame if

they spot you on campus and ask for your completed quiz!

^1*00/

|

Sun., April 12-8:3Upm

g THINK TREE
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I For The Record in

I Afuherst: Ticket Pr(i

I
10 I'e.ul Street,

S North.MTipton

I 41 MH4-777t

I

1^ What percentage of men and women involved in acquaintance

rape are under the Influence of alcohol?

a) 75% of women and 93% of men
b) 55% of women and 75% of men
c) 23% of women and 25% of men
d) Neariy all cases.

2.

3.

What are your chances of getting chlamydia or genital herpes

after one sexual encounter with an infected person?

From sex with a man.

a) 40% Chlamydia; 30% Genital Herpes

b) 10% Chlamydia; 15% Genital Herpes

c) 70% Chlamydia; 83% Genital Herpes

From sex with a woman.
a) 20% CNamydIa; 30% Genital Herpes

b) 10% Chlamydia; 15% Genital Herpes

c) 65% Chlamydia; 80% Genital Herpes

How many drinks would a 140 pound person have to drink

in one hour to be legally intoxicated?

a) 2 b) 4 C) 3 d) more thian 6

Sponsored by: University Health Center

Health Education Division

Peer Sexuality Education/Peer Health Promotion
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$3.00
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I
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with other daily specials
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World/Nation
U.N. council admonishes Iraqi leaders
By VICTORIA GRAHAM
Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS - The U.N. Se-
curity Council today castigated Iraq for

defying its Gulf War cease-fire terms on
disarmament, and the U.S. ambassador
accused Iraqi leaders ofplaying "a game of
cat and mouse."

The session was a rare, public dressing-

down ofa government official, Iraqi Deputy
Prime Minister Tariq Aziz, who sought
the meeting in order to make Iraq's case
for easing tough economic sanctions. Aziz
was to deliver an address after all 15
council members had spoken.

President Bush told reporters today at

the White House that Iraq must comply
with U.N. demands to scrap its nuclear,

chemical and biological weapons program
or face unspecified consequences.

"It is in their interest to comply with
the resolutions, and if they don't comply
we will contemplate all alternatives," said

Bush, who ordered the invasion that ulti-

mately led to the allies' 1991 victory over

Iraq in the Persian Gulf conflict.

Pickering told the council that "Iraq
continues to try to deceive and evade."

The U.S. envoy said Iraq has repeatedly
lied about its nuclear, chemical, biological

and ballistic weapons programs and still

is concealing material.

The pattern has continued right down
to the present day," Pickering said. This
is not compliance. It is a game of cat and
mouse, cheat and deceit."

Council President Diego Arria, the
ambassador of Venezuela, delivered a 10-

page indictment of Iraq's numerous cases
ofnon-cooperation, but noted instances of

cooperation in some weapons destruction

operations and other areas.

The Arria statement, approved by the
entire council, also cited human rights

abuses, that despite the [demands for hu-
mane treatment], '^e government of Iraq

continues to perpetrate against its popu-
lation," he said, condemning Baghdad's
economic blockade against the Kurds.

Arria concluded "that Iraq has not fully

complied with the obligations placed upon
it by the council," and repeated an earlier

council warningof"serious consequences"

if Baghdad continues to refuse full coop-

eration.

Aziz was expected to argue that the
sanctions should be eased as Iraq satisfies

various demands, from destruction of
Iraq's sophisticated weaponry to payment
of reparations and ending the blockade of

rebellious Iraqi Kurds.

AP photo

Iraq's Deputy Prime Minister Tariq Aziz, left, meets \«rith U.N.
Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali at the United Nations
Tuesday. Saddam Hussein's top diplomat called for a end to U.N.
economic sanctions against Iraq and denied his country is defying the
United Nations' orders to disarm.

Gay activists
allowed in
parade
By TONY ROGERS
Associated Press

BOSTON — A judge ruled Wednesday a gay

pride group can march in a traditional St. Patrick's

Day parade, rejecting a ban by parade sponsors

who feared the group would disrupt the event.

Suffolk Superior Court Judge Hiller Zobel said

the activists had given adequate assurances that

they would not present a threat to the parade. The
gay rights group agreed to limit the number of

participants to 25, carry only one banner and not

distribute fliers or other materials.

The parade's sponsors said they would abide by

the ruling.

They don't want to create any more hard feel-

ings. We don't want to foment difficulty between

these two groups," said Chester Darling, an attorney

for the South Boston Allied War Veterans Council

that sponsors the March 15 parade.

The Irish-American Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual

Pride Committee filed suit Tuesday, the morning

after the veterans council voted to block the group

from marching.

Lawyers for the activists said the parade in

South Boston receives about $8,000 in city money

and is. in effect, a public event and open to all.

But Darling charged that the gay Irish group's

leader, Barbra Kay, didn't tell parade organizers

she was a member of the group Queer Nation,

which staged a protest during a January visit to

Boston by New York Cardinal John O'Conner.

"That [Irish gay 1
group may include participants

from that protest," Darling told Zobel. "If they are

recognized, it will be lights out. . . all hell will break

loose."

Kay said she had been up front about her

membership in Queer Nation, which has a repu-

tation for high-profile demonstrations, but said it

was not affiliated with the Irish gay group.

Kay also said the activists don't plan to disrupt

the parade.

This is their attempt to get the focus off why

they're denying us the right to march," Kay said.

This is a bigger issue than one group marching in

a parade. It's a fight for our rights."

Zobel, quoting Thomas Jefferson, said the right

to peaceably assemble includes the right to express

unpopular views in a peaceful manner.

"There are certain constitutional themes that

run throughout our history to such a degree that

they are part ofour fabric," Zobel said. "One ofthose

is the right of peaceful assembly."

The Boston gay pride group, formed in January,

had petitioned last month for permission to march.

After being turned down, they agreed last week to

limit their numbers and abide by certain restric-

tions.

But the veteran's council, which has sponsored

the parade for 46 years, reaffirmed their ban on

Monday night. The vote was met by cheers firom the

"Southie" residents who claimed their children

could not attend the parade ifhomosexuals marched.

House redistricting bill passes
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Gov. WilUam F. Weld, who signed a

congressional redistricting bill into law Wednesday, ac-

knowledged that his concerns in redrawing the map for

U.S. House seats were largely political.

"It think it's a fair compromise," said Weld, a Repub-
lican, of the final map.

There are no Republicans in Massachusetts' current

11-member congressional delegation, and the plan
strengthens GOP chances ofwinning a seat in Congress.

The state is in the midst of a court battle over Mas-
sachusetts' attempt to keep all its seats. Massachusetts

has challenged 1990 U.S. Census figures that showed the

state should lose a seat. The state of Washington was
slated to gain one.

Before the ink was barely dry on the governor's sig-

nature. Secretary of State Michael J. Connolly made
nomination papers available for congressional candi-

dates.

"People were picking them up today by the hundreds,"

Connolly said.

State officials said that by moving the redistricting

process on to the next step, the state strengthened its

case to keep 11 seats. A federal court has ruled in

Massachusetts' favor. But the U.S. Department of Jus-

tice, representing the Census, has warned the state it

intends to fight for a reversal of the decision.

By moving nomination papers quickly, Massachu-
setts can make the argument that the loss ofa seat would
cause confusion in the state's 1992 congressional cam-
paign.

"We feel very good about this," Connolly said. "We feel

as though this is a mtgor victory. The important thing is

that we have got this process rolling and we are really

estabhshing the hardship argument if the court were
ever to reverse itself."

Nomination papers for congressional races must be

returned to local election officials by May 5.

Weld gained several concessions fh>m the Democratic

controlled Legislature, improving the chances of GOP
challengers in the state. He acknowledged that was his

goal.

"I think it's legitimate on a redistricting discussion for

politics to enter into it," Weld said.

One of the m^or changes was the removal of part of

New Bedford from the 10th Congressional District, now
represented by U.S. Rep. Gerry Studds (D-Mass.) New
Bedford is heavily Democratic, and the shift was seen as

a way to help the chances ofGOP candidates, including

former Weld administration undersecretary Dan Daly.

Mike Crossen is another RepubUcan candidate in the

district, which includes Cape Cod.

Court: Heroic measures may be withheld
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON— The state's highest court agreed Wednes-
day that no heroic measiires must be taken to save the life

of a child who is in a persistent coma.

The infant, referred to only as "Beth," was iryured in

an automobile accident that resulted in car seat straps

wrapping around her neck and cutting off her oxygen

supply.

As a result ofthe accident, the child, now 5, cannot see,

hear or move. Her ability to breathe is limited, and a

breathing tube has been inserted directly into her lungs.

She is fed through a feeding tube permanently inserted

in her stomach.

The child wasbom to minor parents. Less than a month
after her birth, she was put in the custody of the Depart-

ment ofSocial Services. Her motherwas also found in need

of protectic n and was placed under the care of DSS. .

A guardian was appointed to represent the child. The
guardian asked a single justice of the Supreme Judicial

Court to block a Holyoke District Court judge's decision

not to resuscitate the child if she suffered cardiac or

respiratory arrest in the future.

The mother testified that she did not want to see her

child suffer. "I know what she was like before this

accident," she said. "She was a very healthy baby,

always smiling . . . and she's just laying there doing

nothing."

Justice Joseph Nolan dissented in the 4-1 decision.

The trial judge did not have a smidgen of evidence on

which to conclude that if this child . . . were competent to

decide, she would elect certain death to a life with no

cognitive abiUty," Nolan said.

Jackson
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

years.

He was appointed as the law school's first Black

professor in 1969.

"Most people in the real world are yellow, brown,

black, non-Christian, poor, female, youngand don't speak

English," Jackson said. "Harvard faculty: Join the real

world order."

"He makes the analogies between what's going on at

Harvard Law School and what's going on in the world at

large," said Andy Levin, 31, a first-year law students

from Ann Arbor, Mich.

In an open letter Wednesday. Dean Robert C. Clark

said the record showed that the law school is committed

to improving faculty diversity.

Since 1982, about a third of the tenured and tenure-

track appointments have been ofwomen and minorities,

Clark said.

In an earlier address at the African Meeting House,

Jackson lu-ged the Democratic presidential candidates to

broaden their appeal beyond th^ middle class.

Breatnach
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Breatnach.

"There is a role for everyone in aiding the Irish

Nationalistmovement," Breatnach said, "whether

ajoumalistoramemberofastudentorganization."
Breatnich urged the importance ofinternational

pressure in the removal of the British from the

remaining six occupied counties.

"Regardless ofsex, colorand sexual orientation,

for the first time in 800 years people will have the

opportunity to determine their own future."

Breatnach said.

Have a great
spring break
— The Collegian
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Retired Gen. expounds lessons of Gulf War
By MADANMOHAN RAO
Collegian Staff

Retired Gen. Bernard Trainor, former military corre-

spondent for the New York Times, spoke last night at

Amherst College on the lessons of the Gulf War and its

implications for U.S. military strategy in the post-Cold

War era.

Trainor. who was a television analyst during the war,

explained the events leading up to the war, sayingSaddam
Hussein had a vision of"a pan-Arab union," with Iraq as

the leader.

"But we had dealt with bastards before, and we could

do it again,"Trainor said. Trainor added, Saddam Hussein

"continues to be unchastened, despite our victory."

Trainor said the lessons of the war included the

importance of intelligence and the superiority of high-

technology.

Technology will be the arbitrator in battlegrounds of

the future," he said.

He said the war also proved the decisiveness of air

power. "This is the first war in history where ground

forces were only the supporting force," he said.

Trainor also had high praise for the quality ofthe U.S.

forces. "The U.S. armed forces reconstituted itself after

the doldrums following the Vietnam War," he said.

"Even ifthe Iraqis had fought well, we would still have

cut through their forces like a hot knife through butter,

and inflicted even greater casualties on them," Trainor

said.

Other important lessons were the necessity of an

airlift capability, and the value of "fighting as part of a

coalition," Trainor said.

"It was very effective that we fought under the aegis of

the United Nations, because ofthe important effect it had

on the transgressor," he said.

"The Iraqis realized that they were facing notjust the

'Great Satan,' as they made us out to be, but the entire

civilized world, represented by the United Nations,"

Trainor said.

Some members of the audience questioned what they

called "the lack of morality in the obscene mass murder

of the Iraqis," but Trainor countered by saying that as

long as "somebody is armed and wants to fight, they are

legitimate targets.

"You feel sorry for the Iraqis?As a professional soldier,

I must say that they would have done the same ifthey had

the chance," said Trainor. "You should take a certain

amount of pride in what the U.S. did."

As for future military strategies, Trainor said the

threat posed by the Soviet Union has now been replaced

by "the threat of uncertainty."

"Formerly, there was a fear that a military move

might be provocative to the Soviet Union — but that

impediment to rapid decision-making is now gone,"

Trainor said.

Addressing global security issues, Trainor said, "The

Europeans are big boys now — with the collapse of the

Soviet Union, we don't need to keep our forces there."

He said U.S. interests are now political, economic and
moral. "For instance, in the Middle East, we have oil

interests as well as moral obligations," he said.

Referring to recent Pentagon releases in theNew York

Times about likely scenarios ofconflict, Trainor said that

some scenarios were "ridiculous," while others were ""re-

ahstic."

"It is likely that the Panama Canal might be taken

over by right-wing forces connected to drug traffickers—
we may have to go in there," Trainor said.

A msyor security concern, he said, is the "danger of

nuclear proliferation among rogue nations." Trainor

asked, "If Saddam had the Bomb, would the U.N. or

Congress or the U.S. people come on board?"

Trainor advocated that the spread ofnuclear weapons

be checked by "stepped-up investigations, diplomatic

and political measures, economic sanctions against pa-

riah nations, and even pre-emptive military action if

necessary.
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Menu 1

LUNCH DINNER
D.C. Burger Day Rotini w/Salsa

Beef or Fish "Burgers" Cajun Style Scrod

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

D.C Bulger Day Rotini w/Tomato Sauce

Tempeh or Fish "Burgers" Curried Chick Peas

Lacking a horse, Jed was compelled to )ust drift along

with the tumbling tumbieweed.

Quote of the Day
"Whenever I'm stuck between two evils, I

take the one I never tried."

- Mae y^est

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April 19); The

winds erf change l>low in your direc-

tion now. Pnvate ulks with VIPs will

accelerate your success. Stay on the

go — it will pot you in the know.

Romance flourishes.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Travel or communicaiion snagscoutd

send your plans Into a tailspin Con-

ditions will worsen if your rush. Refuse

to casJ caution to the wir>d. Show

someone how much your care to-

night.

GEMINI May 2 1 -|une 20): A lack

of anention coukj wih your spirits.

Get out and about this evening or

make a few nhor>e calls. Old fnerKls

will be delighted to hear from you.

Make weekend plans,

CANCER (June 21-|uly 22):

Shirking your responsibilities will only

lead to feelings of guilt. Face them

head-on! Seek comfort in the words

of a close friend. An evening of fun

will buoy your spirits.

LEO duly 23-Aug, 22): The more

you push, the more resistaryie you

will erKounter. Lie low until you are

back in command at work. Your

Spring Break will be painful. Your

dog hates you.

VIRCO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Good
fortune will find you today even in a

new or distant place. Lead and instruct

at worV. Talk to VIPs will help shape

your destiny. Leam from an earlier

empk>yee's mistakes.

UWtAfSepi, 23-Ocl. 22): Anew-

comer liverts up the social scene in a

delightful way. Strike up a conversa-

tion. You may discover that you have

nrtade a valuable contaa. Romance

smacks you upside the head,

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov, 21 ): Try

to reduce the stress affeaing a ctese

relationship. You may be overly

emotional rxxw and easily hurt. Oo
not back away from a promise you

nude , Upholdyourend of the biijain

.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec,

21 ): The emphasis today is on takirtg

care of unfinished business. Co over

your linancial records and put them

in bener order. Help your frier>d$ with

their endeavors; ttiey will reciprocate

in kind.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19):

Since you cannot please everyone

today, play it safe. Go along with

whatever makes you feel most secure

and comfortable. Open your mir>d to

new coTKepts and philosophies,

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 181:

Others may find you a little over-

powering or»e-on-or»e. Work akxie

wf>enever you can and follow your

instincts. Your intuition is right on

Urget.

PISCES (Feb, 19-March 20): Go
ahead and t>e a bit unconventkmal if

you want. Change your personal ap-

pearance to reflect your new self-

confiderKe. Let someone else handle

the family finances for a while.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE
ACROSS

1 PDOP«?d out

STalaii
9 — Ood natural

disaster

14 A rttzgarakl

1

5

Aclor s quest

16 Scandinavian

17 Toy Shop
purchase

19 Fraser o( teonts

20 Medicinal ptant

21 MM «v«sp

connection

23 Aegean isl*

24 Actress Tilly

25 S>edi«:tres»

27 The yoi(a s on
them

29 Et*
31 Sanctified

34 Character in

Racine s

Andromaque
36 African explorer

John Hannmq

37 Labefs

40 Wrap
42 Road to ok)

Rome
43 Sore

45 t^ay or Stntch

47 Mansions
49 IMobeliSt-

phyaicisi

RaCM

52 Cad
53 Model Carol's

folks

54 Half a ballroom

dance
56 Golfer s goal

56 Coin of Iran

60 Wore well

62 Cra?y as —
64 Gift shop

purchase

66 Zodiac sign

67 Dieppe donKeys

68 Movin —
The

Jeffersons"

theme
69 — MagrKiNas'

1989 (ikn

70 Beatty (HcK o(

1981

71 BrMgapoaWon

DOWN
1 OarKen
2 Romeo or

Juliet, for

anampte
3 Infer

4 After ahave

32 SIrelch out

33 — FreischuW"

SOOas content

51 Meceque
S3 Coeur d—

.

5 Rich fat>nc«

6 Ador Gossett

7 Journalist

Joaeptior

Olewert
8 Bor*ct>l tMse
9\Mnga
10 Rurwier

SetMstian

1

1

Toy shop
purchase

12 Frogr>er Park

locale

13 Charges
18 Actress June

22 Bril s vacation

26 Entangles

28 Saw
30 RitXike

structures

31 Mourn

35 M«(»tal of ctteea

37 Ascot

38 — gratia ants

39 Man* shop
purcheae

41 Enervated

44 Never-ending

46 Twangy
48 Yake

sasMWui
58 Chum*
57 Landed
S8SagMfyopan
81 Bwga
63 Copenhagen

coin

65 Say I do
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Weve Got A Place Fof You! Wev6 Got A Place For You' Weve Got A Place For You!

We've GotA Place For You!
Are you serious about making the most of your college

experience? • Looking for a new place to live? • Do

you want to live with people that share your interests,

ideas, concerns, and aspirations?

EXPLORE THE COMI^IUNITIES THAT YOU CAN BE A PART OF.

Presenting the 1992-93 Special
Interest Residential Programs

, —

I

BUTTERFIELD

DINING
COMMUNITY

The only residence hall

with it's own dining hall!

It provides a unique op-

portunity to get to know
the approximately 130
other residents ofthis hall.

Butterfield/Central, 545-

4209.

INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAM

This program promotes and
encourages American-In-
ternational student rela-

tionships Thatcher is open

dunng Thanksgiving Break,

Intersession, and Spring

Break. Academic component
associated with this pro-

gram. Thatcher/Northeast,
545-2034.

THE MICHELE COCUZZO

HUMAN KINDNESS

PROJECT

Participants in this pro-

gram explore the meaning
of community service
Residents participate in

volunteer projects in the

I

Amherst area and promote

the spirit of human kind-

ness. Required class

component Lewia/NortJi-

east, 545-2034.

ALCOHOL &
DRUG FREE

COMMUNITIES
The purpose of these pro-

grams is to provide students

who Jiave made the choice

not to use alcohol or other

mood altering substances a

supportive place to live.

Greenough/Central Area,

545-4215 and Pierpont/
Southwest, 545-0890.

24 HOUR QUIET

FLOOR
These study intensive com-
munities offer a 24 hour
quiet living environment -

an optimal atmosphere for

the serious students John
Quincy Adams/Southwest,
545-3510, Brett/Central,
545-4218, Baker/Central,
545-4215, and Cance/
Southwest, 545-4708.

SUITE GROUP
HOUSING

This living option is designed

to assist students who wish

to live in close proximity to

friends and associates who
share similar interests.

Groups of6 to 8 can register

to live in a Sylvan suite. For

more information, contact

the Housing Assignment
Office, 235 Whitmore, 545-

2100.

HEALTH & FITNESS

PROGRAMS
These programs are for any

students interested in health,

fitness, nutrition, and/or

wellness. Participants live

and work together in settings

which promote healthy
lifestyles. Program partici-

pants that choose the

Southwest location will also

enjoy access to Washington

Towers Body Shop. Wash-
ingtoa'Southwest, 545-0702&
Dwijjht/Northeast, 545-0888.

NON-TRADITIONAL

AGE PROGRAMS
If your 23 or older this is

the place for you! These
communities offer a qui-

eter, more mature envi-

ronment. McNamara/
Svlvan,545-4255, Pierpont/

Southwest, 545-0890, and
Wheeler/Central, 545-

2745.

MULTI-RACIAL
LIVING

COMMUNITIES
The goal of these programs
is to address social, aca-

demic, and cultural issues

and needs ofstudents of color

while they attend a pre-

dominantly white univer-

sity Gravson-Field/Orchard
Hill. 545-4205. Gorman/
Central, 545-2745. and
Moore/Southwest, 545-0890

SOCIAL
DIVERSITY

PROGRAM
This community provides

a safe, but challenging
living environment to ex-

plore issues of diversity

(e.g. racism, sexism, gay-

lesbian-bisexual oppres-

sion, disability oppression,

ant-semitism, etc.) Re-
quired class component.

BretfCentral, 545-4218.

TWO IN TWENTY:
GAY, LESBIAN,

AND BISEXUAL

ISSUES PROGRAM
The purpose of this commu-
nity is to provide gay, les-

bian, and bisexual students

and their allies an opportu-

nity to explore issues rel-

evant to GLB students.

There is an academic com-
ponent associated with this

program. Marv Lyon/
Northeast, 545- 1506.

THE WOLDWATCH
PROGRAM

This program provides resi-

dents the opportimity to ex-

plore current environmental
issues on both global and
local levels. Webster/Or-
chard Hill, 545-4208

A vote of confidence
for the Minutemen

It's March and that can mean only one

thing: it's time for March Madness folks.

Conference tournaments are either be-

ginning or ending, and on Sunday it will

be time for the curtain to be raised and the

Big Dance for 1992 will be unveiled.

The 22nd-ranked University ofMassa-

chusetts has already answered the ques-

tion of whether or not they belong in the

NCAAs. with a definitive yes. The question

now is what number seed will the Min-

utemen be?
Entering the Atlantic 10 tournament

final against West Virginia, the Minute-

men look like a solid four or five seed.

Jeff Crofts

If the Minutemen walk off the Cage

floor tonight as tourney champs, look for

them to be a No. 4 seed, and possibily a No.

3.

If the Minutemen walk off the Cage

floor tonight with their heads hung low,

look for them to be seeded anywhere from

fifth to seventh.

If UMass wins tonight, here are nine

reasons for it to be seeded third:

1. The Atlantic 10 is now one of the six

toughest conferences in the NCAA, and

any team which wins both the regular

season and tourney of a conference such

as the A- 10s deserves a great seed.

2. 28-4 will be the third best record in

nation.

3. Never lost back to back games.

4. Will be on a 12-garae winning streak.

5. Crushed two Big Eight teams
(Oklahoma and Iowa State).

6. Alaskan Shootout Champs.
7. Abdow's Hall of Fame Champs.
8. 15-1 out of A- 10.

9. Three of team's four losses were

avenged (only Kentucky remains un-

scathed, but we might see them in the

Dance).

I hope that get's rid ofany doubts, now
let'sjust hope the team plays a great game
against West Virginia tonight.

Also, a No. 3 seed for the Minutemen
would probably mean the team will be

playing in Worcester come Dance time.

Am I the only one who thinks that a few

of the Minutemen got screwed when it

came to the All-Atlantic 10 team voting?

Anton Brown and Will Herndon didn't

deserve places on any All-A-10 team?

C'mon, yeah they did, who did the voting,

our Editor in Chief Marc Elliot and the

Democratic candidates for President?

How did Derrick Alston of Duquesne

manage to make it to AII-A-10 2nd team?

My hamster Abercrombie has more skills

in the low post than Alston, get liim the

hell out of there!

For that matter. Temple's Mark
Strickland might be a defensive force, but

he is an offensive neanderthal. Strickland,

making the All-A-10 3rd team is equiva-

lent to Ed Pinckney making the All-NBA

3rd team!
Brown is the rock of this UMass team

and his leadership alone should've gotten

him a spot on some team. As for Herndon,

his awesome aerial acrobatics overshadow

his overall skills, he should be on some

team as well.

You could also argue that Tony Barbee

deserves a spot somewhere on a team. But

next year will be Barbee's year to shine.

Lou Roe didn't get freshman of the

year, but once Roe get's the amount of

playing time winner Jamal Phillips gets,

well see who the better player really is!

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian columnist

M women's hoop
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

1

first half and during crunch time in

the second half.

The Minutewomen had a nine pwint

lead in the first half, but theyjust let it

slip away. Tied 5-5 with 11:48 left in

the first half, the team went on a 14-3

nm to pull away from the Lady Dukes.

Kim Kristofik scored 7 of her eight

first halfpoints duringthat six mmute
stretch, on three layups and a free

throw. Kristofik was cold in the second

half, and finished shooting 7-for-17.

Her last layup gave UMass 14-7 lead,

and after Carina Hoffinan's two free

throws cut the lead to seven, Jenny
Moran countered with a jumper and
Cass Anderson hit two free throws

uppeditto 19-8, the largest leadUMass
would hold.

5 Weve Goi A Place For You' Weve Got A Place For You' Weve Got A Place For You' |

Olharlt^'g
Tavern

St ^atrlcfis (Day Cdtbraiion

1. Black iS: Tan (Guiness and Harp)

2. Green Beer

3. Corned Beef & Cabbage

4. Irish Nachos

5. Wear your Green and Appetizers

are 50*M) off between 4-8

# 1 Pray St., Amherst • 549-5403

Open 1 1 a.m. 7 days a week
Kitchen open 'til midnight

Game Room with 2 Pool Tables
%
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Women end the season
with 44-35 loss in A-lOs
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

All hopes for a miracle finish by the
University of Massachusetts women's
basketball team ended yesterday when
the Minutewomen lost to Duquesne in

Picataway, N.J. by a count of 44-35.

UMass (4-24, 0-16 in the Atlantic 10)

came into the game with two key iixjuries

that depleted the depth of their guard
play. Senior Trish Riley had missed the

last five games of the regular season with

a chronic back injury, and Laurie
Dondarski sprained her ankle at the

teulend of the season.

Duquesne's guard, Darcie Vincent,

carried the Dukes over UMass in two key
stretches of the game: at the end of the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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ORTH
WESTERN
MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY,
IS LOOKING FOR COLLEGE
iMTfnNS. (T TlKfS FOWIMHT TO SUCCCKO.
CAu. n« o^«ai uvfM MLow TO Mt Mo« «a CAM ,«u(

\i youra a student wnhanayeto

Ihi future, take a ioot( at Norvmmuam
UiMual Ute. As a Norrhwestem Uutuai

coitg* agmn./ou1discoman

oppottunty to 9xptnenc$ a carter and
put yourself mles ahead m the race lor

alutOmeposOon. Whhourlop-

perkimng products, plus irnirtsive

tranng program, you can adarKt as
quickly as you msh. For mora

ntormatnrt at:

THE STEFFEN AGENCY

Erin L. Woodnitf, Racniiiini AuuuM
(413) 523 -459

1

The Quiet Company'
• -^m rt.* •^MH

If You're Over 18
Be A Bartender

• Enroll now for our March night

classes and receive o 4S0 pg.
Drink Book - FRS

• Start Thinking About

Endless Summer
Employment Opportunities As A

Bartender! I

Coll Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main

St., Suite 202 • Springfield

tct^l'o^^o^!::"
SPRING CLEAMIMG

HOE SALE
dSiCSL«a

$39.99
60.00 Value

Quantum Force

I

$39.99 • M Val $C5.00

$37.99 • U Vii 60.00

SAME BAT CHANNEL
Comics • Cards • Qames t Morf ...

Hampshire Mall, Hadley • 586-8775 • Inglcside Mall, Holyoke • 532-9797

Monday - Saturday 10am - 9pm • Sunday 12pm - 5pm

rwwbolanc**

Mew Balance

20% OFF

20% OFF

Donlnator Cleat

$14.99
VUlM$25.00

Bowiliiig Shoes

25% OFF

TRETORN
MylHss

$24.99
Value $37.50

RGGbdhsS
Princess

20% OFF

Basketball

20% OFF

Mens-Ladies*Kids

20% OFF

adidds^
ALL CLEATS

20% OFF

MoB^jdRSfidsl

mmm® mms^mimMimm
WfWIlI OTRKINDFRSOID

KLEINS Miimp^hirc M;tll

lliidlc\. Mitssiicluiscll''

Classifleds
COME TO WE COLLEGIAN OFFICE //.? CAMPUS CENTER MON. WURS. 8:mi0 FRIDAY 8.-M)-2:M) DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAWN » 20t/W0RDmY FORSWDEm * CASH INADVANCE

ACTivrriES *UT0 FOfl SALE FOR SALE

SKYOIVE:
AU inierMMd m making that lir«t leap out ol

a perlectiy good airptan*.

Club m»eting looigM 6 30pm 310 Student

Uruoo You doni want 10 mtt* Iha laiar hght

shoot ___^__
TYwNorttMMlAlMOovarnnMnlpraaMils
tha apring sami-lormal. "Undar tha Board-

walk", on Friday. M»ch 27 (from 9 to 1). at

the HotsI Norttiamptoo. Hor« d'oeuvres will

t)a sarvad Irom 9 to 1 1 . transportation will be

provided. Tickets available in the NEAG
oHica. Mon through Thurs. Irom 7 to 10 ($7-

NEAG rasidenls, $10 non-.) tickets are lim-

ited

CHEAP! FBI/US. SEIZED
89 Mercedes S200

86 VW »50

87l4arcede$ $iOO

65 Mustang $50

Choosa Irom thousands starling $25

FHEE 24 Hour recordir>g reveals

details 80 1 -3792929 Copynghl *MA 1 5KJC

PufchaaJng t used car? Having your car

repaired' Do you know you nghls' Contact

The Legal Services Center. 922 Campus

Center. 545-1995

TOYOTA COROLLA 1986 $3998

Auto. air. 5door Good condition

Unique Auto. Rte 9. Amherst 253-4282

2 NCAA BASKETBALL Tournament Tick-

ets - Sun March 22 Ftound 2 m Worcestef

Best offet Laune 5-0352'247 3288pm

ATLAMTICTEN CHAMPIONSHIP, Student

tickets 546-1066

Laptop compular, 640K. 2.720K disks. 71bs.

still under warrwtty $400 nagol David 586-

8393

Schwinn LaTour 24" Touring Bike

4years old m pe'lect condition

Brand new pedals: $250

Can Sam 546-3861

ANNOU^4CEHENTS

ATTENTION: Anyone in«afaa«ad in r«pr»-

senting their country and culture at the In-

ternational Fair contact Else 5490022
Deadline is March 13

Bed and Breakfast

Downtown Amherst. Weal for vtsWng par-

ents and Inends 549-0733

EUROPE this surnmer' Jet there anytime

lor only $1691 (Reported in Lets Gol » NY
Times ) Also, kjw rournftrip lares to west

<»ast AlHHITCHf 212-864-2000

QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR commuter liv-

ing situation? Planning to move olf campus'

SuWefling in May? Need help with your

roommates? Considering exchanging ser-

vices lor low rent or no rent? Want to )Oin an

oil coop to reduce the cost ol home heating

oil? Come to OCHO 428 Student Union or

can 5 0865 Appts scheduled dally. Your

complete commuter service.

Why pay Wflh prices for bottled water? Get

clean, pure, odorless, chtorine-free. EPA

approved water for only 3cent»/gallon Call

Neal 549-5185

BUFFALO WmOS

U2 TICKETS CENTRUM 3/13 BO or trade

lor Garden 3/1 7 Kristin 665-3158

UMASS-WVIROINIA T1X

266-1561

natk;k area
Intervtewing tor 3 lul time sunmier positions

during spring btai<».G«n>ralof>icaandphone

skito a plus. $7.2S/Tir FMaied itmo^hen
508-653-1744

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many posi-

tions Great benelrts Call (805)682-7555

E«t P-3306

Potential Big Money, Rnanoal Manage-

ment Company m West SpnnglieW looking

to hire several individuals at representative

level. Start part time evenings until you

graduate. Great opportunity, Call Mike eve-

nlnot after 9:00pm 253-3720 ^_
LOST

DE-UOHT BUFFALO WINGS
Mama Mapes Wmgs 'n Things

5 secret sauces

Turbo roasted I greaseless flavor

Mention "Collegian PersonaP

and receive $1 oH every purchase

ol $5 or more'

Call tonight Open 5-1

Fast Iree delivery 253-9898

FOR A QOOO TIME CALL:

UMASS HOOP TICKETS'!!

I waited in hne all night -All you have to do is

make a phone call* Call Arctiie at 253-3841

For more into

HELP WANTED

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT. DJs.

video DJs and Karaoke Irom $175 00. Call

586-9900

U2 TICKETS

Hartford lor sale -Call Chrto 253-3608

FOR RENT

ONE ROOM AVAILABLE In 3 bedroom

Pulfton Village 4/92 $205'mo Heat-lnc.

Aircooditioned Quiet Clean Can Joshua 549-

1655

A HANDS-ON management position lor

large scale painting projects Manage 5-15

people and |ob prolitability; work with mar-

keting team in oH season 1 -3 years painting

and supervisory experience necessary

Possible temporary relocation within New

England. Strong earings potential Call or

resume to: Prime Touch 55 Oapel St. New-

ton. MA 02158 (61 7)964-7020

COLLEGE PRO PAINTING is now accept-

ing applications lor the Newton/Needham

Ma areas II interested cafl Brenden 256-

6450

CRUISE LINE- Entry levelonboardtandside

positions available, year-round or sunvner.

(^13)229-5478 __^~ HELP WANTED
HOMEWORKERS NEEDED!!

Earn $1 .000 weekly mailing our circulars in

vpufSijarftime^alhome! ^U^Rj^f^E|Di

Free 8upplies/pos<«9«l B«9i" "o*' ^"*
details' Enckjse LSASE:SMS. Dept. Col7A.

Box 610. Csrdova. TN 38018-0610.

LOST-RED«LACK BEADEDNECKLACE.
Sentimental value. K found pleas* cal at

549-2904 Thank you!

LOST WIRE RtM EYEGLASSES in beige

case 3'9 between TolrT«n & Machmer H

lound please call 665-87^9

LIMTTED EXPRESS brown leatherjacket oo

3/5 at the Pub. Rewrard offered no questions

asked Can 546-0128

MY SUEDE BACKPACK
I need my glasses-C^n'l see without them

Also tiooks. Please return to inio center in

CC or call 6-3358 No questions asked

NBA BASKETBALL IN BOYDEN last Thurs.

Brian Vones written on it $10 reward Call

Bnan 256-1379

Joarma,
Congratulations, fm so gald you are pledg-

ing SOT Get psyched lor an awesome se-

mester LoveYourMom.
Jm

ALLISON,
C^ongralulations' Tm so psyched to have you

tor my daughter! Wei have a blast.

Love Yoor Mom.
Kim

DENA
After 3 months I wouttil change a thing.

You are not ttie everyihmg You are ttie only

thing. I k>ve you.

SWEETIE

BETTY.
Happy 21st'

Well celebrate when

you come home.

Have fun in Ra.

Love. Tracy

ROOMMATE WANTED

3 FOR 2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
on bus route, quiet, dean
$l80Mo each Call 665-4090

Stephanie or Jeff

SCHOLARSHIPS

SCHOLARSHIPS, GRANTS
RNANCIAL AID AVAILABLE!

CeU 24 hour recorded message

for free information:

1-800-535-0204

SERVKES

HEY GORGEOUS!! (y*s Keith, you!)

Happy 21 SI you uptight lightwl!

Hope your berfday's as beautiM

as those sleek sexy legs ol yours.

Have fun in VA. Love.

Xerxes (The Queen')

FREE pregnancy tasting; confidential and

caring support. BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst^549-1906

Pregnant?

t4eed a pregnancy test information or sup-

port? Call lor Iree and confidential services.

ALTERNATIVES 245 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfiekl 774-6019

SUMMER RENTAL
JEN saBILIA Happy 21st B-day Jen!

We love youl Fab Four OX

MaikF.
-Thanks lor all your help

Have a great break

-Your Pal-Dave

NEED HELP

Need help with Res EL 21

1

will pay $10 00 per hour

Please call 253-0868

PERSONALS

JoAnn,
Congralulalions on becoming a SOT pladge

.

The baal la yet to come
Love Your Mom
ton

LAUREN- CONGRATULATIONS! We'H

miss you. Remember your tea at 4:00!

PUOOE
HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Look forward to tfie twenty-first

And remember- You're going to be forty

..Somaday

Love, Stan andSlam

SLOT- One month later and you mean more

to me than I thought possible. Looking tor-

ward to more. Love-DTMD

GROUP RENTALS
Hyannis area- walk to beach and

downtown Call 508-778-0709

TRAVEL

HARTFOROTODAYTONA BEACH. One
way lickM 3/15 $100.00 548-9322

TYPtNO

SEXY, FAST, ACCURATE TYPBIO
spelk:heck $ 1 .50/pg Call Greg 6-6435

w/

» A ik a * «

You know me. I type papers. $i.50rtyped

page Brian 546-3563

WANTED

__* • dfe&^tfiTl^^aTiy^lleJWWtlckets
Want Oitario'Nassau 253-4245'
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Sports
Minutemen-Mountaineers duel for title

Photo covrtaay Sports Informatioa

Temple's Aaron McKie is mobbed by Will Hemdon and Lou Roe in

a game earlier this season. The Minutemen host West Virginia tonight

in the Curry Hicks Cage in the Atlantic 10 finals.

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

This is it. One game to determine the

Atlantic 10 champion. Forty minutes in

one of the loudest and smallest arenas in

America.
Tomght (9 p.m., ESPN) the University

ofMassachusetts (27-4 ) and West Virginia

University (20-10) square off for all the

marbles in the Curry Hicks Cage. The
winner gets an automatic bid to theNCAA
tournament and bragging rights in the A-

10 for a year.

As it stands now, UMass is a lock for

the NCAA tourney and West Virginia is

most likely in, but stranger things have

happened and the Mountaineers would

rather not leave their fate in the hands of

the Tournament Selection Committee.

"With an Atlantic 10 Conference
Championship and an automatic bid to

the NCAA tournament at stake, the least

of my worries is motivating the players,"

said West Virginia coach Gale Catlett. "I

think everyone understands the impor-

tance of this game."
"It's the seed we're worried about now,"

said UMass coach John Calipari. "^e're

in the [NCAA I tournament. A win might
give us a little higher seed. Ifwe win, we're

hot going into the tourney. Ifwe lose, well

be ready to play in the NCAA's."
UMass beat Rutgers 106-94 in the A- 10

quarterfinals .Sunday and Rhode Island

77-66 Monday to get to tonight's contest.

West Virginia held off Duquesne 76-69

and then, despite scoring only 8 points in

the second half, were 3 points better than
Temple in Monday's semifinal game in

Philadelphia.

"If you had stopped the game halfway

through the second halfand said, 'you can

bet a million dollars your team is going to

score more than 10 points,' I'd have bet

everything I had," Catlett said.

"We have led the league more years in

scoring than anyone else," Catlett said.

"It's kind of hard to run the ball up and

down the court against Temple when
they're holding it for thirty-five seconds.

We would have liked to have an up-tempo

game against Temple, but not many folks

get up-tempo games against them."

The Minutemen and Mountaineers

have already met twice this season, with

each team winning on the other team's

home court, making this the rubber-game.

Back in January, the Mountaineers

came to the Curry Hicks Cage and won a

76-75 thriller which had all the emotion of

a tournament game.
"[UMass] had broken into the Top 25,"

Catlett said. "They had just beaten Iowa

State and Oklahoma. I'm not sure they

were focused for that game."

Two weeks ago in Morgantown, W.Va.,

the Minutemen returned the favor, with a

74-69 overtime win which catapulted them
into first place in the A-10, where they

eventually finished.

West Virginia point guard Marsalis

Basey, who has scored 18 points and dished

out 13 assists in two games against UMass
this season is listed as doubtful for tonight's

game. Basey injured his neck in a game
against George Washington earlier this

season and it has been bothering him
enough to keep him out of this weekend's

first two games.
With Basey out, Mike Boyd, who played

well this past weekend ( 15 points against

Duquesne) will start. It also means Tracy

Shelton should see more time.

UMass, which is ranked 22nd in the

latest Associated Press poll, has won 11-

straight games since losing Jan. 28 at

Temple. It's 27 wins is the most in the

nation.

"It's going to be one of those down-to-

the-wire battles," Calipari said. "I think

both teams are going to be ready to play."

Game Notes: The game can be seen on

ESPN with Sean McDonough and Terry

Holland. It can also be heard on WMUA
(9 1 . 1 FM ) withJoe Donovan and JeffCrofts

oronWHMP(99.3FM) with George Miller

and Kevin Kennedy.

UMASS
MINUTEMEN

27-4

MASSACHUSETTS STARTING FIVE

GAME ONE — JAN. 8 — Amherst
West Virginia 76, Massachusetts 75

JIfTi McCoy
6'4Sr. G

16.3,2.6,1.6

Anton Brown
6'2 Sr. G

10.0,3.2,4.5

Harper Williams

6'7Jr, C
14.0,7.5,1.8

Tony Barbee
6'6Jr. F

12.2,5.1,2.5

Will Hemdon
6'3 Sr. F

10.3,5.9,2.0

West Virginia
FG FT Reb.

Min M-A M-A O-T Pts.

Ricky Robinson 32 6-11 2-5 4-8 14

Pervires Greene 33 6-12 3-3 4-8 15

Matt Roodcap 9 0-2 0-0 0-0

Chris Leonard 30 4-12 3-4 2-4 14

Marsalis Basey 28 3-9 2-3 2-4 8

Tracy Shetton 20 3-4 0-0 0-0 8

Wil Kirkaldy 18 3-3 0-0 0-2 6
Lawrence Pollard 6 1-2 0-0 0-1 2

Jeremy Bodkin 11 3-3 3-4 1-1 9
Phil Wilson 9 0-2 0-0 0-1

NerxJd Grmusa 4 0-0 OO 0-0

Massachusetts
FG FT Reb.

MIn M-A M-A O-T Pts.

Tony Barbee 32 4-11 3-3 1-7 13

Harper Williams 32 6-11 11-14 3-4 23
Will Hefndon 32 5-6 6-7 3-6 16

Anton Brown 28 0-3 1-2 1-1 1

Jim McCoy 36 5-11 6-10 0-1 16

Mike Williams 12 0-1 0-1 1-1

Lou Roe 22 1-4 0-2 1-5 2

Jerome Malloy 5 1-1 2-2 0-0 4

Kennord Robir«on 1 0-0 O^D 0-0

GAME TWO — FEB. 27 —- Morgantown
Massachusetts 74, West Virginia 69 OT

Massachusetts
FG FT Reb.

Min M-A M-A O-T Pts.

Will Herndon 43 5-7 3-4 1-10 13

Tony Barbee 32 1-7 5-11 2-5 7

Harper Williarra 36 3-9 0-0 3-11 6
Jim McCoy 38 11-21 9-16 0-2 31

Anton Brown 34 3-7 2-4 0-2 10

Lou Roe 19 1-2 0-0 1-4 2

Mike Williams 11 1-3 0-0 0-1 3

Jerome Malloy 8 0-0 0-0 0-1

Kennard Robinsor1 4 1-1 0-0 0-0 2

West Virginia
FG R Reb.

Min M-A M-A O-T Pts

Ricky Robinson 40 8-16 6-9 3-10 22

Pervires Greene 36 4-11 5-5 4-13 13

Jeremy Bodkin 18 2-11 2-2 4-9 6
Chris Leonard 39 5-15 0-0 1-4 12

Marsalis Basey 27 5-12 0-0 3-7 10

Phil Wilson 23 0-2 1-2 2-3 1

Tracy Shelton 16 1-4 0-2 1-1 3

Mike Boyd 8 0-2 0-0 0-1 U

Wil Kirkaldy 3 0-0 0-0 0-0

^ WEST VIRGINIA
MOUNTAINEERS

20-10

WEST VIRGINIA STARTING FIVE

Chris Leonard
6'4 Sr. G

17.1.2.2,2.0

Mike Boyd
6'1 So.G
7.7.2.4,3.7

im^ %^
Jeremy Bodicin

6'9Jr. C
7.0,4,2,0,7

Lawrence Pollard

6'5So. F

5.4,2.8,1.3

Ricky Robinson
6'8So. F

13.8,7.3,1,5
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It^s a grand finale in the Cage
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Last night, u capacity crowd at the

Curry Hicks Cage witnessed 20 minutes
of the best basketball this campus has
ever seen.

The University of Massachusetts bas-

ketball team (28-4 ) , finished what it started

back in December winning its first-ever

Atlantic 10 Championship with a 97-91
victory over West Virginia in the A-10
tournament finals.

With 9:45 remaining in the first half,

the Minutemen held a 31-7 lead. With
4:51 lea. they led 41-16. Do you get the

idea what kind of night it was?
West Virginia's leading scorer Chris

Leonard (12 points) put it best when he

said, "UMass was jumping at every ball

and it all compounded upon itself the

entire first half. It was one long twenty
minute run."

Harper Williams, the Tournament
MVP, was a torrid 4-for-5 in the first half

He finished with a team-high 18 points in

only 26 minutes, but his contribution can

not fairly be measured by statistics alone.

Williams scored seven of UMass' first

nine points, as the Minutemen built a 9-2

leadjust 1 :40 into the game. Not only was
he scoring, but he was rebounding and
stopping Ricky Robinson, who outplayed
him badly when the team's met in West
Virginia, two weeks ago.

Robinson finished with 17 points, but
eight came in the second half, and he had
only two in the first 10:40 ofthe first half

When he scored his fourth point of the

night, UMass had already built an over-

whelming 31-9 lead.

"In the first five minutes, we acted like

we were a half a step behind," said West
Virginia coach Gale Catlett. Then in the

second five minutes, we were a step behind.

"It's very difficult to get behind a team
like UMass," he said. "They've been a
great team all year long and I think they'll

do very well in the NCAA tournament."

The win ensures the Minutemen of a

bid to the NCAA's Big Bash, which begins

on Thursday. It is the first time since

1962, that UMass will be in the tourney.

Leading 11-5, the Minutemen went on

a 20-2 run which for all intents and pur-

poses put the game away.
It was the kind of blitz that coaches

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

CoUcfian photo by Jo«h Reynold*

Will Hemdon, Jim McCoy and Anton Brown (left to right) display
the A-10 trophy in the postgame festivities, asA-10 Commissioner Ron
Bertovich looks on.

Newnan, Wood
win elections
by 3-1 margin
By MICHELLE BOBBINS
Collegian SufT

Both the reelected Student Trustee, Kevin
Newnan, and the newly elected Student Govern-

ment President, Jen Wood, won their respective

elections yesterday by 3 to 1 margins over their

opponents.

"I feel good about winning the election and
about serving anotheryear to fight for the students'

rights," Newnan said.

Wood, who defeated JeffMarkuns, said she was
glad all the time and energy she and other sup-

porters put into her campaign was worth the effort.

"I'm glad that hard work can pay off," she said.

Wood said her campaign consisted of letting the

students know that both her and Newnan under-

stood the students' need to have access to the

University of Massachusetts administration con-

sidering the pending tuition fee increase and fi-

nancial aid cuts.

"(Newnan] and I really want to bring student

activism back to the Student Government Asso-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Students prepare for Break ^92
Despite recession^ vacations to span all over globe
By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Staff

Larg^ numbers ofSpring-Breakers lined up yesterday

at local travel agencies in preparation of Spring Break
1992.

Resembling a New York delicatessen at lunch time,

US Travel, the concourse travel agency, saw one of its

most active business days yet.

UMass students were eagerly waiting for tickets and
reservations for trips which span the globe.

Suzanne Couture, a travel consultant for US Travel,

was still working without a lunch break at three p.m.

when she expressed her view of Break 92.

"Things have been crazy," she said. "You would never

know that we were in a recession."

Couture said she had logged some overtime do to the

influx of student travelers but that she didn't mind the

extra work due to the students and their travel requests.

"We've got people going all over the world from China
to Africa," Couture said. "One guy wanted to go to Cuba,

which is of limits to Americans."

Couture also added that some students have taken

advantage of special students' travel coupons offered by

credit card companies which allow some to travel cross

country for under 200 dollars.

Some students have even planned road trips with

rented cars which Couture said was a very inexpensive

alternative to aur travel.

Problems have arisen when students, expecting inex-

pensive last minute travel, find nothing but overpriced

Cares.

"The only problems we've had is when people expect

deals at the last minute," Courture said, adding "a last

minute trip to Florida can cost up to 700 dollars."

Though most local agencies have had good business as

oflate, many UMass students are finding it hard to afford

such trips.

"I'm going home," said Tracy Lessor, UMass freshman

and exercise science major. "I don't have the money to

travel."

Some students showed no guilt in admitting their

plans for a frivolous week.

"I'm going to Colorado to ski," said Hub Chittick. a

senior mechanical engineering major. "It beats ice-fishing

on Puffers pond."

Gary Deane, ajuniorcommunication major, isjust one

ofmany students who has taken advantage ofthe coupons

offered by American Express and is traveling to Chicago

to experience the blues scene. "I've got family there,"

Deane said. "So I can afford this break."

Business has also been busy at the University Health

Services where students have been purchasing condoms
and other protective aids for safe sex.

Dr. James Abel, of the University Health Services,

said students are becoming more aware ofthe dangers of

unsafe sex, but he also added that one in four who don't

use protection will return from their trip with an STD.
Eh". Abel recommends students use both condoms and

spermicides if they plan to have sex.

Council meets to vote on tuition
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

The status of the proposed 4 percent

tuition hike is now down to the wire as the

Higher Education Coordinating Council

meets in Boston today.

A bus carrying members of the Gradu-

ate Employee Organization, the Graduate

Student Senate, and undergraduates de-

parted fi*om campus this morning to trans-

port them to the 1 p.m. meeting.

"We have to stand up for the right to

affordable higher education," said GEO
speaker Mary Jo Connelly.

"Today isjust part ofa larger campaign

to bring state appropriations to an accept-

able level and fight against tuition reten-

tion," she said.

"Enough is enough," said student

trustee Kevin Newnan, who will be speak-

ing at the meeting. "A Une must be drawn.

It's time to start a new system of higher

education."

Jeff Markuns, a junior zoology m^or,

has been a student representative on the

HECC council since Sept.l991.Hesaidhe
spent his winter break researching the

tuition problem.

"Students should no longer bear the

brunt ofthe state's lack ofcommitment," he
said.

Marjorie Decker, aSTPEC and women's
studies mayor, said, "UMass is becoming a
school for only the middle class."

Decker, who has been campaigning this

past week to mobilize University imder-

graduates to attend today's meeting, will

be speaking on behalf of the undergradu-

ates.

"Students just don't realize that if fifty

or more ofthem show up to the meeting, it

will make the difference," she said. "No

one can do it for them, but they can do

something about it.

"I was told by a senator recently, 'aren't

there community colleges those students

can go to?* But community colleges don't

have a fraction ofthe opportimities a pub-

lic university is supposed to have," she

said.

Mark Kenen, president of the Gradu-

ate Student Senate, said, "We've heard

there'ssome disagreement betweenHECC
council members about the vote. It should

be interesting."

David Lenson, president ofthe Massa-
chusetts Society of Professors, will be

speaking at the meeting on behalf of the

union for the University's Amherst, Bos-

ton and Dartmouth campuses. He will be

addressing tuition retention and an-

noimcing MSFs "vote ofno confidence" in

state Secretary of Education Dr. Piedad

Robertson.

"[The MSP] is annoyed that there has
been no attempt for a realistic budget for

the whole system," he said. "We need

something better than anything put for-

ward so far.

"We're very disappointed with the Sec-

retary of Education because she hasn't

done a thing to help us. It's maddening,"

he added, "the way her office deals with

the press, saying everything's fine. The
only way to solve a problem is to acknowl-

edge its exintence."

Inside:

Page 3:

The Jewish holiday ofPurim

is a time to celebrate. Catch

up on the history and tradi-

tions.

Page 4:

Michael Morrissey has nice

things to say. You may want

to clip 'n ' save this onefor

the 'fridge.

Weather
What are you still doing

here? Hurry up and leave

already. It's cold. Havefun at

the beach!
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Friday, March 13

Conference — An Asian Women's conference will be

held March 13-15, at the University of Massachusetts,

Harbor Campus. R.S.V.P. call 617-499-9531.

Special Event — Come to "Juggling and other Circus

StuflT and learn or practice how to juggle and unicycle.

The event wrill take place at 4 pm in the Davis Center

Ballroom at Smith College.

Dance — The Amherst College "R" Committee Oldies

Dance will be held at Valentine Hall Annex of Amherst

College at 8 pm. For more information call 542-5805.

Orphanage Update — Jumma-Chumma Nite raised

over $1,000 for the orphanage thanks to everyone's con-

tribution! Well do it again in the fall.

Social — The Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay Alliance will

hold it's weekly coffee social from 3 pm to 6 pm in the

Campus Center. Come enjoy coffee, cookies, and meet new
queer friends.

Saturday, March 14

Conference — A TAWL (Teacher Applying Whole
Language) Conference is being held from 8;30 - 3:15 at

Mark's Meadow School inAmherst. For more information

call Betty Fydenkevez at 584-5011.

Lecture — A lecture on "Dutch Prints of the 17th

Centiuy" , a talk on the current exhibition by Nancy Rich

will be held at 3 pm at the Museum ofArt at Smith College.

Sunday, March 15

Show — The Smith College Spring Bulb Show will be

held at the Lyman Plant House at Smith College from 1

1

am to 4 pm.

Project destroys Cree culture

Clarification:
Information used in the article "Women re-

member struggles, victories" published in the

Monday. March 9 Collegian was taken from Col-

legian articles published last year written by Amy
Henry and Rua Kelly.

Last week iheCollegian misidentified Rincu Patel

in a photograph ofthe Jumma-Chumma Nite. Patel

was one of two solo dancers who performed that

evening. The Collegian regrets this error.
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By LEIGH ANN KNOPE
Collegian Corrsepondent

The largest hydroelecricity project in the world. James
Bay I. located in North Quebec, has devastated the

cultures ofindigenous peoples there and the environment

.

said a member of one community.
Will Nichols, of the Grand Council of the Crees. and

Ann Stewart, co-founderofthe Massachsuetts SaveJames
Bay, said Monday that people should think about their

responsibility as consumers of the electricity.

Hydro-Quebec, the company who constructed the

project, currently sells its electricity to New England and
New York, as well as to South Quebec. Massachusetts

buys 6 percent of the total energy produced, he said.

In order to create this electricity, land the size of

Cormecticuit has been flooded, Nichols said. This has

serious effects on 6.000 Crees and 4,000 Inuits who have

lived in the area for over 5,000 years as well as the

wildlife.

•^e call this the 'dead zone.' also 'the sacrifice to the

south,"" Nichols said. "We have had one-third ofour lives

destroyed for something that we don't need."

Nichols told of the mercury level in the waters which
is now high above government standards. When the land

was flooded, Nichols explained, the vegitation rotted and
caused methyl mercury to leech into the fish, a large part

ofthe Cree diet. Two-thirds oftheircommunity is poisoned

with mercury, he said. Hydro-Quebec estimates this will

last for 20-30 years and independent researchers have
estimated at least 100 years. Nichols said.

Nichols talked about the effects on the wildlife, which

in Cree culture, are equals of humans. He said the

migratory birds, seals, otters, eagles, osprays and bea-

vers have lost their way of life. In one damming incident

alone, Nichols said, 10.000 caribou ».!i(»wned when at-

tempting to carry out their normal migration.

Nichols said Crees are a hunter-gatherer society,

depending on the land and rivers for survival.

Preserving their culture, they resisted this project

since 1970, when construction began without the Cree's

consent, he said. They have been in court for the last 20

years. Since James Bay 1 was completed, Hydro-Quebec

plans to expand: James Bay II.

"After these people have poisoned one-third of my
land, they are back. Everything within Cree territory, all

river systems, eventually will be dammed and everything
will be poisoned.

"These people are greedy. They believe that the price

ofelectricity is the Cree. But I have to say no. No with my
emotions. This is racism, but it's more than simple

racism. It's cnviornmental racism."

Nichols said the Crees have brought their battle to the

consumers of electricity because the Quebec government
has violated their basic rights and people here have a

responsibility.

"Every time you turn on your lights and computers,

think a little about where the energy is coming from,"

Stewart said.

Stewart urged individuals to call and write to their

utillity to voice opposition. She also encouraged people to

write to legislators and the Quebec government as well.

She said four bills will soon be voted on which may aid the

Cree in their struggle.

SGA election
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

ciation and focus on putting together a campaign against

tuition increases," said Wood.
Newnan, who outpolled Chris Moran, said he wants to

mobilize the student body and make the student voice

louder. "1 want to get the message out thatSGA is the way
for students to have their voice heard and for students to

get involved," Newnan said.

To strengthen the student voice. Wood said, the SGA
and residential area governments must meet with stu-

dents and discuss what needs to be done on campus.
"The more the student body knows about what the

administration and the SGA are doing the more attached
they vrill be to the SGA," said Wood.

Newnan and Wood said they are very pleased to be
working with each other. "Wood is a great organizer due
to her involvement with the "Vote No on 3" campaign and
because she was chapter chairperson at MassPl RG," said

Newnan.
"Newnan did a knock-out job last year as Student

Trustee. We will make a terrific team together," said

Wood.
Jon Aron.son, election coordinator, said the MassPlRG

waivable fee will be on the tuition bill next semester. He
also said because theCampus Ministries question did not
reach the required 15 percent quota of voters, the deci-

sion as to whether it will appear on next semester's
tuition bill is pending.

SUN V?? VIMHIE MOOnC « M>«««un
M««sl«l< ALL AGES

urxi 3/73 CAST COAST MALE
MCVWC lt<

SUN V7«L>. OUm ALL AOES

AD\*NSf IIX Tt« VERTEX

ROUTE 9. HADLEY . 586-4163

Round Trips from Boston Starting at

LONDON $ 310
TOKYO 729
Round Trips from New York Starting at

GUATEMAU 390
DELHI 1231
Round Trips from Los Angeles Starting at

AUKLAND 1209
Taxes not included. Restrictions apply.

Fares subject to change & availability.

Call about one ways. We Issue
EURAIL passes on the SPOTI

Council Travd
79 South Pleasant Street
Amherst, MA 01002

413-256-1261

EUROPE^' CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One RocksMlw Plaza
New York. NY 10020
Ptwoe (212) 581-3040

Mail this ad for Spwial
SliKlMt/T«aclMr Tariff.

O NCNTAL D LEASC PURCNAW

C^

Now accepting new patients in

Primary Care/Internal Medicine
in downtown Northampton
Dr. Charles F. Dillon

Located at Central Chambers
Gust above the Iron Horse Cafe)

16 Center Street Suite 511
Northampton, MA

586-0650
Dr. Dillon is Board Certified in Internal Medicine and also
specializes in Occupational Medicine. Dr. Dillon is on the

Medical Staff at The Cooley Dickinson Hospital.
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Local
Jewish celebration
of Purim to begin
BY DAVID MOHEBAN
Collegian Correspondent

Every year, on the eve ofthe 14th ofthe

Jewish month ofAdar, the festival ofPurim
begins. It is a holiday of eating, drinking,

giving gifts to friends and dressing up. It is

also a holiday rich in tradition and history.

On Purim, Jews gather at synagogue to

hear the reading ofthe Afegj7/aA, also called

"The Story of Esther." The Megi7/a/i is one

ofthe five scrolls included in the Bible.

The story of Purim is ancient, dating

back to the time of the Persian Empire
when King Achasuerus held dominion.

According to the story, the kingwas looking

for a queen, when his gaze fell upon the

beautiful maiden Esther. He immediately

fell in love and made her his queen.

During the rule of King Achasuerus,

Haman, the king's most powerful minis-

ter, ordered everyone to bow down before

him. There was. however, a certain Jew by
the name of Mordecai who refused to bow
before him. In Haman's fury, he plotted to

kill all the Jewish people.

Mordecai was the cousin of Queen
Esther, who until then had kept herJewish

identity a secret. When she learned of

Haman's evil plan, she confessed to the

king her identity and said that if the

decree were carried out then she too would

perish with her people.

King Achasuerus, to show his love for

his Queen, plotted to kill Haman. Haman
was invited to be the guest of honor at a

great party. He came to the party sus-

pecting nothing, when Queen Esther told

the King at their feast, sitting right next

to Haman, that the adversary and enemy
of the empire was Haman. Haman's evil

plan was foiled, and the Jewish people

were saved from a terrible fate.

So every year on the 14th ofthe Jewish
month of Adar, Purim comes around with

its feasting, merriment, andHamentashens.
The Hamentashen is a triangle shaped
pastry that is based on the triangle shaped

hat Haman wore, and is usually filled with

poppy seeds or jam. On the reading ofthe

Megillah, when Haman's name is read

aloud, Jews are instructed to stamp out

and drown out his name with the loud noise

of a "grogger" or noisemaker. It is also a

custom to become drunk enough to be un-

able to distinguish between "blessed be

Mordecai" and "cursed be Haman." Purim
is also a time ofmasquerades and costume
parties, in which people dress up like the

characters in the story of Purim.

The meaning of Purim also includes

the fight against anti-Semitism. "Haman
had clearly stereotyped the Jewish people

because they were different," said Rabbi

Saul Perlmutter, Director of Hillel. "We
can also see the potential dangers that can

result from this kind of stereotyping."

Rabbi Perlmutter said it is interesting

to note that Purim comes about one month
before Passover, adding that Purim "paves

the way for Passover." King Achasuerus is

seen as a buffoon, even though he ruled

over many provinces, Perlmutter said. "By

being able tc poke fun at one somewhat
harmless tyrant, we prepare ourselves to

shake free from another ruler, the Pharaoh

of Egypt ian Passover.

"A people who maintain their sense of

humor and a skepticism about earthly

power is well preptu^ to fight for their

freedom. Ifyou laugh at one king, you can
CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

Collegian pboto by HUaar Schoiundt

DRAW THE LINE— Sandra Barboli, landscape architecture

student from Venice, planning an open-air cinema on the Am-
herst Common.

Film depicts women's resistance to invasion
By SARAH LEVESQUE
Collegian SUff

The opening shots of"Women from Lebanon" are filled

with colors, and so lush: the branches of trees, the

flowers, the scarves wrapped around the women's heads.

One wonders if colors such as these even exist in the

United States

The only sounds the viewer hears are the chirping of

birds and whispers ofnature— cut to a shot ofa southern

Lebanese woman feeding a baby bird with a dropper.

These women are baking bread, telling their children

stories. Mothers, daughters, sisters.

This opening sequence introduces the audience to the

protagonists of this film, the women and girls of the

resistance to the IsraeU invasion and occupation ofsouth-

em Lebanon.
Directors Mai Masri and Jean Chamoun reveal to

their viewers, a world that is not always acknowledged by

the western media. This film documents the oppression

and resistance of these nameless women and girls.

"They break into our houses after midnight, scare our

children and then call us terrorists," one angry mother

said. She is speaking to us, not the camera. In this shot

ofwomen and young girls, they speak ofhow they fought

the Israeli soldiers who threatened them and imprisoned

or killed their husbands and sons.

A young woman tells of 25 soilders being ordered to

walk on her back. An older woman points to the hill where

a woman stood hurling stones. "The bullet went right

through her," and the woman points to the side ofher head.

These women and girls were not intimidated. A 70-

year-old woman was shot, a bullet ripped through her, as

she stood up to the tanks that plowed her village. This she

tells us as she makes these huge, puffy, golden circles of

bread
The main focus of this film is the Shi'ite women of

southern Lebanon, but the reason why they are driven to

such a passionate response to the soldiers and their guns,

even the tanks, is the imprisonment and killing of their

fathers, husbands and brothers.

An extremely poetic and emotional scene in the film is

the mourning of two male martrys. The women sing and

sob, vocalizing their agony and emotional torture. The

two framed pictures, crowned with flowers, are placed

upright on chairs.

The viewer meets the woman who stood on a tall

mound ofsand near the prison camp where her husband

was locked away, not allowed to leave his tent. She stood

there, waving her arms and began to cry out "Allah is

great! Allah is great!"

The prisoners, hearing her voice, came out of their

tents. Tlie women and girls that were also there, began to

join in her cry. They yelled out the names of their loved

ones who answered them back. And then "naturally, the

tanks came and we had to leave," the woman tells us.

"This was my last demonstration."

The woman on the hill was taken from her home,

tortured and put in a camp. Much of this is visually re-

enacted for the viewer.

A piecing together of history is taking place. To the

sountrack ofSana speaking ofher decision to do a suicide

bombing, the audience watches the footage of the white

car turning jaggedly aroimd the comer and heading

straight into an IsraeU tank.

The two explode, entangled. Sana is an important

martyr in Lebanon and the self-sacrifice she made to the

resistance movement has made her a kind of heroine.

The question lingers ifprecarious white car will become

an important metaphor, the ultimate sacrifice for freedom,

for modernist Middle Eastem film directors, some what

like the importance ofthe white phone, associated with

fascism in Italian film.

The style of "Women from Southern Lebanon" is a

powerful combination of actual footage of violent confit)n-

tation and re-enactment ofthe battles thesewomen waged.

It has been said that tracking shots are connected to

morality, that being the case, this film is extremely

moral . There aremany tracking shots ofsouthern Lebanon

countryside, as the women speak of their protests.

The tellers of their stories always take us to the

setting, the actual place where it happened. We see the

person and place, and through those two mediums, along

with excellent direction from Masri and Chamoun (and

the art offilm), the women and girls ofSouthern Lebanon

tell their stories. Their history is recorded.

"Women from Southern Lebanon" was part three of

"The Arab World: Women and Cinema", a four-part

series of screenings presented by Five College Near

Eastem Studies.

In part four, "A Measure of Distance" (Palestine/

Lebanon/ England, 1988) Mona Hatoum and "The Fertile

Memory" (Palestine/Belgium, 1980) Michel Khlefi will be

screened Wednesday, March 25 at Amherst College at

Stim Auditorium andThursday, March 26 at Smith

College at Wright Hall Auditorium.

Video portrays internal issues of homophobia
By WENDY JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

University of Massachusetts students

were given the chance to view and shape

Beyond Coming Out, a half-hour long

video which confronts the issue of inter-

nalized homophobia and its expression

within the gay and lesbian community,

Tuesday, in the Campus Center.

Beyond Coming Out is the latest self-

produced, work-in-progress by noted les-

bian photographer, videographer. and au-

thor Joan E. Biren, a.k.a. JEB, who for the

past 20 years, has been documenting the

lesbian and gay movement, using photog-

raphy and videotaping to capture images.

Felice Yeskel, director ofthe Program

for Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Concems,

introduced JEB by noting that "she's al-

ways been right there at the edge of

whatever's happening in the gay and
lesbian movement."

Biren's credentials include two books

of photography, Eye to Eye: Portraits of

Lesbians (1979), and Making a Way:
Lesbians Out Front (1987), each a jour-

nalistic essay of lesbians proudly being

themselves.

Biren has also put together several

videos, which, along with visual images,

incorporate music, poetry, and the spoken
word. One video is For Love and For Life:

The 1987March on Washington forLesbian

and Gay Rights, which aired on PBS.
"Internalized homophobia should be

more rightly labled 'shame due to

heterosexism,*" Biren said, "because the

shame most gays and lesbians feel doesn't

come from within.

"After 20 years ofactivism, I still found

I was in my own stage of denial. My be-

havior was affected by how society hated

me as a lesbian. This is why 1 wanted to do

this project," Biren said.

For one part ofthe video, Biren asked

lesbians and gays how they expressed

their own shame. Some answers included:

"I don't tell people at work about my
life, even though they talk about theirs."

"I have two sets of clothes; 'gay end
straight."

"I don't hug, kiss, or even hold hands

with my [partner] in front of parents or

fi-iends."

Biren then asked those same people

what they wish their parents and friends

would say to them:
"As long as you're happy, love whoever

you want."

"I can't wait to tell all ofmy friends that

you're gay!"

"When's the wedding?"

"These are 'normal things' which might
be said to heterosexuals," Biren said, "but

taken [in the context of homosexuality]

they are both funny and sad."

Feeling ashamed because one is gay or

lesbian was a recurring theme, as articu-

lated by a person in the film who said "We
grew up believing that we were wrong.

Living a secret life led to shame and guilt.

. .A split-personality develops;one is public,

one is real. . . and your real self [seems]

unacceptable, unspeakable, and wrong."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted

Off-the-wall writer is back

THE A0OVE ?\Cl\jrKB. i^pR^^g^.^.

A) LIZZIE 60RDe/sj VJiELDl;>J<^ hep. AX.

5)THe i^eruf^Kj op The NtFARiojs

C)TH£ part O/Ni ^ouR. cj\^ ThfiiT

C05>TS ^873.?7 To ^PU^ze.
P)THE MAS5yA.<:HV;Se-TT5 Z^

CCAJC'RES3iO/^L Di-5-^f^lCT.

Due to a lack of huge events that would

normally warrant a single topic column, I

present in it's place an amusing collection

ofclever vignettes that are infinitely more

fun. Yes, the wacky, crazy, off the wall

vmter is back from the dregs of serious

society and unquietly slipping back into

the world of the odd and unexplainable.

Lorrie Cozzens

^
^

Ms. Innocent, are you for real?
1 always ei\joy reading the Multicultural

AfTairs section of the Collegian because it

gives me an opportunity to be exposed to

ideas and experiences fTX)m many different

backgrounds and cultures. I do not strictly

mean to impose my Western values onto

anybody, but the article that appeared on

the March 7. 1992 issue of the Collegian

under the headhne. The broken stereo-

type who brokemy heart" was so ndiculous

and pointless that it merits a rebuttal.

In abstract, the article was apparently

written by a supposedly Chinese young

woman who chose to remain anonymous
and attempted to convey to the readers

that she let one of her American male

friends fulfill his Madam Butterfly sexual

fantasy, and she went on a guilt trip about

his indebtedness and obUgation to one

billion people and so on and so forth.

(Incidentally, by "an American guy," did

she mean a European-, not African-, Asian-

, Hispanic- or Native-American guy; sind

Three months passed and 1 realized I was
in love!"; she had sex with this man?)

I am also from a very faraway place and
find the norms and the values of this

community amusing and intriguing. It

was amazing, however, to note that her

values and beliefs were light years apart

from mine. She described it as if a pure,

virginal, pristine, innocent, chastised

young woman from the People's Republic

of China was violently deflowered by a

typical, young American male according

to her stereotypical perceptions. She "never

thought that someday she may fall in love

(have sex with) with an American guy."

Ms. Pure and Innocent, are you for real?

If you had been so afraid of being de-

flowered by a stereotypical young Ameri-

can male, then why did you bother to

acquaint yourself with this woman in the

first place? Besides, did you truly not have

any ample opportunity to shoot down his

sexual advances? Now that you have had a

sexual encounter with this man, what ex-

actly are you afraid oP We Califomians

believe that we are here to enjoy life, not to

suffer by engaging ourselves in a guilt trip

about sex. Now that you had a chance to

lose your virginity, why not let more of

your stereotypical American young male

friends to satisfy their Ms. Saigon fanta-

sies? Ifyou have enjoyed your sexual expe-

rience with this man, well then, more power

to you. Ifyou have not, you needed not to go

on a guilt trip about it—just don't tell your

grandmother in your village.

Thank you, Ms. Pure and Innocent.

Because of you, I had an opportunity to

reaUze what a perverted and degenerate

stereotypical young American made I was.

(Talking about being falsely modest and

pretense! ) Letme throw you a curveball, in

closing, though. Can you imagine a ra-

cially-opposite relationship with your

scenario; that is, a Chinese man having a

sexual relationship with a (European-)

American woman? Would you please tell

me which one is supposed to go on a guilt

trip, according to your culture?

Pierce Parker
Northeast

Let's start with this mystery Valentine

"secret admirer" story. A few columns ago,

I suggested single persons send secret

Valentines to those they wanted to get lo

know. Needless to say, someone dropped

one under my doorway back then, and I've

yet to discover the identity of this indi-

vidual. It was amusing, but now it's over.

I want to know who sent it!!! I doubt the

person will surface anyway, but I had to

give it one last encouraging shove. Now is

the time!

I havejust realized my latest short term

goal. I want to be the host of the next

"Notes From The Campus Center Base-

ment". Maybe I can bribe Marc Elliot with

one of those peanut butter bars from the

Bluewall. How about it. Marc?

I give a lot of credit to those people who
have the abihty to fall asleep anywhere. I

would be firightened to death to sleep on

one ofthe couches in the Cape Cod lounge.

I would probably be caught drooling and

talking in my sleep just as the man ofmy
dreams (Mickey Rourke at UMass?) walks

by and cringes in disgust. Even better, it

could possibly end up as a cover photo for

this paper. What better way to escalate or

diminish the career of a promising young

writer?

1 have heard the mildly disgruntled

complain about the current status of their

love lives recently. Bluntly, there isn't any

existence. It is difficult to understand this

when there are so many people. The

greatest conversation opener (without in-

flicting too much obviousness) is "Were

you here to get the notes last week? I

missed it, could I borrow yours?"You know

what 1 mean.
There are few challenges I can resist.

Ron, you're in the column. You can kill me
if you think you can. but I really don't

want my roommate getting a 4.0 at my
expense.

Jim's Journal is really swell. My favor-

ite character is Mr. Peterson, the cat.

A word to the wise: Please do not harass

the mailperson while he/she is distribut-

ing the mail into individual boxes. Hov-

ering over them like a ghost will not get

your mail to you any faster. Also, tens of

hands reaching and grabbing over their

shoulders is not only rude, but confusing

as well. This only slows down the process

of getting the mail out, annoys the

mailperson, and sometimes results in

mixing up who gets what. So please be

patient! If you received mail, you'll get it

soon enough.
Spring break is just a blink away.

Granted, I won't be doing much. Unfor-

tunately, there is an unwritten rule of Ufe

that your friends vacations never coincide

with your own. The best thing to do is rent

all the videos you've been meaning to see

and make some popcorn. If you are lucky

enough to be heading off to someplace

warm, do me a favor and don't tell me
about it. I'm jealous as is.

Well. I'll be meandering off now. One
last thing to my loyal readers in Baker:

Thanks for the laugh, at least you were

paying attention. <The family always said

I had to have the last word. I can think of

worse qualities.)

Sigmng off..

Lorrie Cozzens is a Collegian columnist.

The Phone Aliens have landed!
Fellow students! There is something of

grave importance that I must share

with you! Indeed, it may be a matter of

life or death! There are aliens among
us. . .

Let me tell you how 1 came to this

startling revelation.

EVIDENCE #1 : Go back to your

dorm room and look at your phone. It

doesn't look like a normal phone, does

it? We are told that it is the "cutting

edge" of phone technology. . .if it is,

then what the ©%$*# are we doing

with it?

EVIDENCE #2 : Have you ever no-

ticed, while talking on said phones,

that you can sometimes hear very faint

bleepings and voices which are just

indistinguishable? Subliminal brain-

washing, I tell you!

EVIDENCE #3 : Have you ever no-

ticed that bizarre little brick building

between Northeast and Sylvan? It has

no windows. We are told it is "for the

phones. .
." Uh-huh. I think it's the

aliens transporter station.

EVIDENCE #4 : Have you ever no-

ticed those sleek little Ericsson vans

driving around campus? There are al-

ways two suspiciously avet age and non-

descript "men" in them, wearing dark

sunglasses. There are no windows in

the varw. All they do is drive around,

following students and watching. They
never stop anywhere.

So here's my theory: Aliens from the

planet Ericsson have come to UMass in

order to brainwash and kidnap stu-

dents and take them to their home
planet to use them for alien phone sex.

Think about it: bizarre phones, unex-

plained little buildings, faint

murmurings, strange men in vans

watching us. You decide, but remem-
ber. . .The Phone Aliens are out to get us!

Suzanne Palmer
Sylvan

And now on a lighter note: a fluff sandwich for Spring Break
Yes. like Mark Twain once said. "The nimors of my

death have been greatly exaggerated." It is true that

there was call for my dismissal, but thanks to the faithful

,

I'm still around writing about things I know nothing

about. And you, the reader, benefits!

Warning: the following column is serious fluff. Unless

you're a diehard fan (read: Mom), serious caution is

advised in reading this. Well, I can't say I didn't warn you.

For a change, instead of focusing on something nega-

tive about the University, 111 try to think of everything

positive about UMass to send you all home happy.

First and foremost, we have what will be the Nation's

top collegiate basketball team by April 5th. My friends

are probably cringing at seeing this, but I have to make

pubhc my prediction that UMass will win the Natioinal

Championship over Kentucky.

Yes, not only vrill our school be the next N.C. State or

Villanova, an underdog who takes it all the way, but the

school will make milUons (timely, isn't it?) off licensing

clothes, hats, and the like. Just think, by the time we go

back to school in September, well be rolling in the dough.

A correlation to our outstanding basketball team is the

near completion ofthe MuUins Center. The Mullins arena

will be a source of pride not only for the school, but for

Western Mass also. The all-purpose Clenter will be able to

attract bigger entertainers, sports teams, and the like, and

it will also hopefully be a source ofrevenue down the road.

Michael Morrissey

Okay, okay, besides sports, there are many bright

spots here at UMass. The education is the best in the

state when you consider experience in and out of the

classroom. Sure, Harvard has some ofthe best professors

in the world, but you have to walk ten blocks through a

city filled with trash and bums. Here, it's only a ten-

minute walk through trash and bums!

Seriously, when you think about the tolerance for a

vride range ofopinions, UMass is the best. I've learned a

lot in my short time here (No, I don't think I know
everything!) in terms of gulp, . . . diversity. While I don't

ever agree with the msgority on this campus, it's cool to

know there's a place for everyone.

The obvious bright spot of UMass is that we party

harder on anyone else. The $9,000 tuition leaves money
for kegs and party balls that just ain't happening at

Coppin State. I would like to salute all of the students

who have worked hard to make UMass the swill capital

of the country. We're number 1!

(Let's see, how many lines lefl?) The residence halls on

campus have a lot, I mean a little, going for them. First

of all, they are all equally close to classes. Secondly, you

meet a lot of cool people in the dorms that turn into

lifetime friends. And, the dorms have heat too!

Yup, they usually turn it on by the middle ofNovember!

And by the first sign of Spring, the room is nice and cool to

combat the heat waves Amherst has during March.

The Microfridges are the coolest things that I have

ever seen. Unfortunately, I haven't been able to rent one

for the last year. The best part about the Microfridge is

the huge freezer they have. You can hold a half gallon of

ice cream in it!

I've saved the best for last: the Dining Commons. You
know that although you always complain, you really love

the brown ground up lettuce in the salad bar. And the

Saskatchewan Beefis a true delicacy. Have a good Break,

I'm glad I cheered you all up!

Confidential to "aggravated and pissed off:" Maybe
you should see what my friends are like before you

comment on them.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian columnist
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SAL
Every Budget/Midline

NOWCnTsALE*!
ROCK BOTTOM PRICES! • COMPACT DISCS AS LOW AS 3.99 • SUPERSTAR HITS!

THESE TITLES THESE TITLES

CASSETTE YOUR CHOICE COMPACT DISC

MfATLOAF
Bo#OutOfHe/f

Na««>«nC*>> >^»l fit* C'ftngOwtkUu^

T«M> Out Of Tfw«# Am I ft«(1

m ON HUNDREDS

& HUNDREDS

OF ARTISTS

ALSO ON SALES.9S
L.L. COOL J
WALKING WITH

igjj^A PANTHER f^.

HEART G B'52's MICHAEL BOLTON GRATEFUL DEAD

JAMES TAYLOR EAGLES PINK FLOYD BILLY SQUIRE

BILLY JOEL THE POLICE REO SPEEDWAGON BILLY IDOL

MARVIN GAYE CINDERELLA Q OZZIE OSBOURNE Q JOURNEY

AEROSBflTH'S
GREATEST HITS

Com* la«*»« «Kti Innw SaMto

"t^
THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS OF TITLES TO CHOOSE FROM

TRACY CHAPMAN

THESE TITLES THESE TITLES

COMPACT DISC

5.99 8.99

AMERICA
GREATEST HITS

THE RED HOT CHIU PEPPERS
FREAKY STriEY

BRUa HORNSBY &
..aj. THE RANGE _^
H,^- The Way Ills

PATSY CUNC
12 GREATEST HITS

10 W1C«» H«OiCT»l

||||iiiiiim?i:M :^-M

3.99 Cass 7.99 CD

U2The
Unforgettable Fire

U2 TTTLES ON SALE
COMPACT DISC

RATTLE & HUM 15.99 JOSHUA TREE 11.99

OCTOBER 9.99 BOY 9.99

UNDER A BLOOD RED SKY. 9.99 WAR 8.99

WIDE AWAKE IN AMERICA 9.99 UNFORGETABLE FIRE 8.99

THE ONE
SALE

YOU CANT
AFFORD
TO MISSI

a

All

All

. Priced 11.99 CD's ON
~ • 12.99 CD's ON

8.99
9.99

ALSO ON SALE

Q STEVE MILLER Q NAT KING COLE GENESIS REM Q BOSTON

J GEILS NATALIE COLE MR. BIG INXS ANTHRAX

ANNE MURRAY Q BLONDIE NEIL YOUNG YES VAN MORRISON

ROBERT PALMER QJETHROTULL Q BASIA Q STING Q ERIC CLAPTON

« ON SALE THURSDAY. MARCH 12th

I °mrough SUNDAY. MARCH 22nd.

Soma r»«trlc1lon« may appV

FLEETWOOD MAC
PHIL COLLINS

BONNIE RAin
LINDA RONSTADT

HEART
CHICAGO
BON JOVI

KISS
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DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE

IT OOUU> eeTKlXSH, P0CNS9-

3UfiY. POUTICSHASBeCa^A
OONTACTSPOU' PO yOU WINK

\

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

TO PM AH^

DUES \N LVPE .

I WAKT "TO 8t A ON£\H-

AmLUON, O^JtRH\GUT

Success.' I WmT VA^

T3 MC ON ^

SU^aM tiU CQMCEDE

i'l*

jIM S JOURNAL _ By )IM

31

^t^^"

WILMINGTON By M.K. ANDERSON

COOktC MOfjSTER.
|,

VERSUS 1 r

i

r

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH
COD ruAT P/SS£S*^E Of"'

THAfg TH£ WIRD TIH£ V£
BBEN XHEC'cfP" W/S V£^,

Af^D Yvu khou its CAUS£

m BLACK!

-> ^

BUTHOUPO J^MA^HnyOoR
iOUKNOU/fS ID.MIS9P

.

By GARY LARSO^
^

1

cX ceAAt^rjaKtAdt^fim rr; K.i^^Ji'^

F ynacTk>u4*^^

t'. btl^Mi^r^ /n . A"'f^^^^^x*^

Some o1 our common crabs

Quote of the Day
"Ke-riipes Man!! Let's get the heck out of

here!!"
- Ren Hoek's eyeballs

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By lEANE DIXON

ABIES (Mjfih .M April !•»); Co
iiyrui and \x i litllc urn cmvriUKmal il

you vvanl. A nr* hairMylo o( dinng

oullil crrtainly will jm*i I JlloMiOJV SiRO

a (onlratl only ahef reading ihc lint-

f)fin(. Prrtwl ycxjr fcv)uri es.

TAU*USlA(Kil .'OAUy 201. Be lirm

i( jomeoot- If If* todiilracl you ironi yoof

work. CloM! aliemion todrtail* i»es*en

tial i< you want lo invr«* hijthrf -up*. B*

tmtrr Oi your co-workeri' (Frlin|(» and

acliori*.

GEMINI (May 2 1 to"*' iO': A nt onl

invcMmenl pay* o« in big bock* and

wider prMige. Yoo acr in ihr dnwr'*

*r*t, rlal«J thai all your hard work lia*

finally paid o<i! Romance begin* lo h^al

up. CfO ilow

CANCEB done 2 llo ly J 21: Those o»

you who have been overly dependent

on arMher per*on* advic e may dec ide

to Mfike cxjl on yoor own. Tap into youf

considerable p*ych< power*.

lEO (July 2)-AuR. 22>: Someone

»end» y<io a me**age that arou*e* yoor

curioiity Do not briievf everything yoo

hear. Stick to the Uijjk al and practical.

Enjoy a plalooK relalKwwhip

VmCOlAu({.21S«vl 2 :> Although

you treasure your indfp«"'^<le'>ie, group

activities might hold a certain lasrina

lion thi* weekend, Yoor versatility and

charm make you quite a dynamic

*peaker.

LIBRA Ibept. 2 J-Ocl. 22): II you put

yooi mind to work, you will lind a way

lo inc lease your iih ome. \ (tanner makes

a hr-lplul ioKgi->li<H< Ad cm il immedi-

alelyl Others h.>ve the same idea.

SCOffPtOlCVt 2« Nciv 211 Unit-

ing with likemiodr-d peo^ih- will put

yoo on the path lo liiiancial success.

Move around. sf)eak Ireely and din Kk

data. The fact* and figures add up Kent

a (;cxid movie tonight.

&ACITTABIUS (Nov. 220ec. 211:

Tooting your cmn hewn cdoM hinder

career growth now Sing the (wJise ol

other people instead Seek your place in

the *on without a k)» ot lantare. Ycior

talerU *peak* lor itsell.

CAPRICOINlUcc ii-lan. I"»l Yoo

really do have the f¥>wer lo transform

negatives into positives uiday Tackle a

fin orring problem Irom a dilWent angle.

Nr-wcomers will lie impressed by ycxir

get-up andgo
AQOABIUS (jjn. 20 feb. 18): A

business plan coold short circuit Co
*low. Influential people at a distance

provide advKe.Take a leaf from an older

person'* bcxjk and prejwre for future.

PISCES (feb. IS-March 201: The

tides o» change benefit yoo both finan-

cially arxl emolH>nally. fcxo* on pU-as-

mg people who have power .ir>d wealth

tcxiay. Their finarKial bjcking cixiW

bring you iudden prosperity.
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Greg Sukiennik

Copy Editor Michelle Bayliss

PhotoTechnician )osh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas

Production Oliver Raskin

Dan Henderson

Menu
LUNCH
Clam Roll

Reuben Sand, on Rye

DINNER
Chicken Fajitas

Cheese Pizza

BASICS LUNCH
Humus Veggie Pock^

Clam Roll

BASICS DINNER
Chicken Fajitas

Cheese Pizza

ACROSS
t At a chslance

b Ihtok of ma|i:>

ID AKA Iwlars

14 Carry on
tS Ferbar nova!

16 Oavid
Copp«r field s

first wile

1

7

Mow some live

20 Actress Braga

21 Motto
22 Slippery

creature

23 LXXV < LXXVI

2b Bstin ol lilms

27 Cnatter away
36 IntI labor 9P
37 Clark Kent s

coverup
38 Scjphia s

spcHise

39 Type ol grad

ceitilicale

40 Daily grind

42 Broadcast

43 Employ anew
45 1949 org

46 Exptosive

initials

47 Well prepared

5t Corn portion

52 Rcx:l<er

ShanrKin

53 — Na Na
66 Sorry foHcs

60 Mom s sisters

64 Hela>
uninhibileclly

67 Press

68 AutlKM Gertrude

69 DireclCM writer

Kazan
70 Short

communique
7

1

Shades of blue

72 Vocalized

DOWN
1 Sounds Irom

Sandy
2 Las Vegas
challenge

3 Stratford s

stream
4 Days of Wne
and Roses
star

5 Mideast biqwig

6 Tiineliil Turner

7 Alan cm CtHjiyl

8 Foimer tfwater

org

9 Cigar

10 Commolion
11 Libertina

12 Art Deco
designer

13 SatHisI Mori

18 Angetic topper

19 Dancjor

24 F^civian native

26 Dean Martin

film

27 Royal

headdress

28 Auttrar Horatio

29 lenens

lempoi ar y
substitute

30 his wifu

wcxilcl

lean

31 Family name ol

30 Down
32 Tract of <if>en

land

33 FVx>tificate

34 lire slaitui

3!> Ahead
40 Morid again

41 College student

44 Get Itie

message
48 Most toyal

49 Hip

50 Gets away Irom

53 I itrie

54 Command lo

FkIo

55 I'dllH II!

5/ MtM>ii< till- siHi

Msc;:i 111 *>i.*viMi.*

58 Purlman ol

Cheers
59 le.ive pnil

61 ViiKeiil lopez
signature

62 Per fee I match
63 OfislriHlion

bb Yiiko

66 FI«>rlK»n viclrHS
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homophobia
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

For example, one chp showed a lesbian come-
dian poking fun at the names of lesbian clubs,

mentioning that such clubs usually have names
like "Secrets," or "Fantasies," rather than blatantly
labeling themselves as lesbian bars. "I'd Uke to see,"

said the comedian, "a dyke bar called 'Girls Lick
Girls.' I dare 'em!"

Other comments in the film explain why many
gay clubs have discreet names and locations. 'We
are supposed to hide out, shut up, and disappear."

Punm
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

dismiss another," he said.

Other customs of Purim include the sending of gifts,

{Mishloach Manot), and giving gifts to the poor, {Matanot
L'Evyonim). Every Jew is required to send gifts offood to

at least two other persons . A festival meal {SeudatPurim

)

is held during Purim Day itselfto recall the feastingofthe

Jews in Persia. It is also customary to collect tzedakah , or

charity money in the synagogue just prior to the reading

of the Megillah. The day before Purim is known as the

"Fast of Esther' (Ta'anit Esther) which is a day offasting

that serves as a reminder of EJgther's fast before she went
to the king to plead on behalf of her people.

N

: HEY ySLY!
WRITE HEYUGIY Oti A
PIECE OF PAPER AND GET
$2 00 OFF ANY IIVE SHOW

THIS WEEKEfJD WITH THIS AD

The Original

It's 90 minule of fast-paced, •

side-splitting stand-up comedy!

Y(XJW0N7ST0PIAUCHINC!

3 BIG AQS EACH SHOW

SHOWnMtS:fill.8:30pin

SAT. 8:30 &10:30pin

21 and over admitted

[HOLIDAY INN HOLYOKE

" 413-534-0041

y^ ^ -J
i

iT-i

%\
/

\'^-^\

r ..from the classic terrors of Clive Barker's

i^K HcIIraiser to the macabre adventures of The

' •
'. Ghost Rider: Xht BErf chills are foimd at

SAME BAT CHANNEL
Comics • Cards • Qames & More...

Hampshire Mall Hadley • 586-8775

In^lcsidc ^A^ll Hdyoke • 532-9797

Monday - Saturday 10am - 9pm
Sunday 1 2pm - 5pm •

j\ IMH 1»»lCl«»Brt« T»H«.19»lM«"*F'»»'l»«>n»«Oio<4) « »»no<«i»»vwl

SPRING CLEANING

%b\c
.cc«v««

V' ~A

Huarache

SHOE SALE

Air Jordan

ALL NON-AIR SHOES

Up To 20% OFF
Aa AIR SHOES

10% OFF

Air Max

Air Cross Trilner

Low

BASKETBALL • TENNIS • RUNMING • WALKING • CROSS TKAININC

MENS • LADIES • CHILDRENS • INFANTS

Available at campus and local bookstores

MARTINS P

©^MS @®® IMMIIS ®[ffl^^IM
WE W ILL NOT BE INDERSOLD

^^^^^p^^j^^ ^,3,,

l^ I £^ J^ ' § Hadley. Massachusetts

Classifieds
COMEW WE COLIIGIAN OFFICE mCAMPySCENWR ' MON. - WURS. ^mX FRIDAY &mM)'DEADUNE IS mO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAWN 20^0imAY FOR SRiPEm CASH IN ADVANCE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ATTENTION: Anyone interesled in repfe

senting their coonlry and culture at the In-

lernaiional Fair contact ElMi 549-0022

Oeadhne is March 13

Bad and Brraklast

Downtown Amherst Weal lor visiting par-

ents and Itiends 549-0733

AUTO FOR SALE

19S3 MitsuMthI Cordia

Bspeed needs clutch

$400/B0 callJoe @ 253-4091

Blue 86 Nova Suden m great condition 2500

negotiable Call 253 3138or 737:;2i1?__

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
69 Mercedes $200

86 VW $50

87 Mercedes $100

65 Mustang $50

Choose Irom thousands starting $25

FREE 24 Hour recording reveals

details 801-379-2929 Copyright #MA1 5KJC

TOYOTA COBOtLA 1986 $3995

Auto. air. Sdoor Good condition.

Unique Aulo. FHe 9, Amherst 253-4282

FOB A GOOO TIME CALL:

RACtTA-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. tWs.

video DJi and Karaoke Irom $175 00 Call

586-9900

U2 TICKETS

Hartford for tale Call Chris 253-3606

FOR RENT

ONE ROOM AVAILABLE in 3 bedroom

Pultton Village 4-92 $205/mo Heat inc.

Airconditioned Quiet Clean Can Joshua
549-

1655

U2 TICKETS CENTRUM 3'13 BO or trade

lor Qwden 3/17 KrisUn 665-3158

FOUND

"INTERNSHIPS" PERSONALS

FOUND WALKMAN IN

the library

Call to identity

Tom6-t721

FOR SALE

2 NCAA BASKETBALL Tournament Tick-

ets - Sun March 22 Round 2 in Worcester

Best oHer Laurie 5-0352/247-3288pm

Laptop computer, 640K. 2 720K disl«. 7lbs.

still under warranty $400 negol David 586-

8393 .

Schwinn LeToor 24" Touring Bike

4years old in perfect condition

Brand new pedals $250

Can Sam 546-3861

HELP WANTED

CRUISE LINE- Entry level onboardlandside

positions available, year-round or summer

(813)229 5478

HELP WANTED
HOMEWORKERS NEEDED"

Earn $1 .000 weekly mailing our circulars in

yoursparelimeathome'. GUARANTEED!
Free supplies/postage' Begin now' Free

detailslEncloseLSASE SMS.Dept Col 7A.

Box 610. Cordova. TN 38018-0610

THE PUB
Is looking lor lull-time day waitresses If inter-

ested come IHI out an application between

3-5pm

FALL 1992 INTERNSHIPS with the Legal

Servrces Center, get handson eiperience in

the legal liek) work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 un<>ergraduate

credits No experience m the legal profes-

sion necessary- training provided Contact

Legal Services today: 545-1995. 922 Cam-

pus Ceter.

LOST

BROWN WALLET near Student Union. Can

David 545-0140

LOST-RED/BLACK BEAOEONECKLACE.
Sentimental value. H loond please can at

549-2904 Thank you!

LIMrrED EXPRESS brown leather jacket on

3/5 at the Pub Reward offered no questions

asked Call 546-0128

LOST AT A-10OAME llyouloundaredcoat

with purple shoulders in section O at the

game last night, please call Donna 546-

4640. •— BIG REWARD •••*

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
AMY CHIN'
Don1 worry about "Mr kleal'. hell come
around Have a great tune in Florida.)

Joanne

HAPPY BIRTHDAY AND HAPPY ANNI
VERSARY DAVE HASKELLI
This past year has been the best ol my hie

thanks to you* I love you! Happy 21st< Love.

Mary Ann

RANDY JOHNSON - HAPPY 21ST

You make my bulbous naughty parts tingle

ANNIE E.

Happy 21!'! Have FUN
Go to a BAR; rent a CAR
Study HARDY so you can PARTY
En)oy the YEAR lor in FEAR
Soon you will be loo BLONDE
Love,

Your roomie, Cel, L+M, Rach

HAPPY BIRTHDAY KR^TMII
Hope your day is

aestetically pleasing

Love Kathryn, Jenny.

Chara & Marc

KATE-You finally got

birthday. From Matt.

ROOMMATE WANTED

3 FOR 2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
on tws route, quiet, dean
StSOMo each Call 665-4090

Stephanie or Jeff

SERVICES

FREE pregnancy testing; confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No
Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

SUMMER RENTAL

GROUP RENTALS
Hyarmis area- walk to beach and

downtown Can 508-778-0709 _

TRAVEL

a personal. Happy

HARTFORD TO DAYTONA BEACH. One
way ticket 3/15 $100 00 548-9322

WHAT CAN YOU 00?

CANYOUMAKE people laugh '>Can youplay

guitar better than Clapton ? Can you stand on

your head and spit nickels'' Give us a call

and let us know what you can do- Andwe wiM

sign you up lor open stage night 549-1200.

Ask lor Pale or Judi
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Game Summary

Massachusetts 62-45 97

West Virginia 28-68 91

Massachusetts (97)

Barbee 5- 1 3 4-5 1 5, H. Williams

7-10 4-4 18, Herndon 4-5 1-4 9,

Brown 3-6 2-4 10, McCoy 5-10

7-9 1 7 , M . Willianr^s 1-20-02, Roe
6-10 5-6 17, Malloy 2-6 4-4 9.

Totals: 33-62 27-36 97

West Virginia (91)

Robinson 8-101-117, Pollard 3-

6 0-0 8, Bodkin 5-7 0-0 10,

Leonard 4-122-212, Boyd 8-12

00 16,Shelton2-82-27, Greene
8-15 4-6 21, Wislon 0-3 0-0 0,

Grmuss 0-0 0-0 0, Roadcap 0-0

0-1 0, McNeely 00 0-0 0.

Totals: 38-78 9-12 91

Ttiree-point goals: Massachu-
setts 4-14 (Barbee 1-5, H. Wil-

liams 0-1 , Brown 2-3, McCoy 0-

1. M. Williams 0-1, Malloy 1-3).

West Virginia 6-15 (Pollard 2-4,

Leonard 2-7, Shelton 1-2,

Greene 1-2).

Rebounds: Massachusetts 37

(Roe 10) West Virginia 33

(Greene 7). Assists: Massa-
chusetts 26 (Barbee, Brown 6)

West Virginia 20 (Boyd 9).

Fouled out: Pollard. Leonard,

Greene. Attendance: 4,058

(Sellout)

Player of tt>e game

University of Mas-
*"

sachusetts for-

ward Lou Roe
scored a season-
high 1 7 points on
6- for- 10 shooting

and tied his sea-

son best witti 10

rebounds. Roe
saved his best game of the

year for last night's finale at

the Cage looking more like a
senior then the freshman he is.

Roe was also 5-for-6 from thie

1

charity stripe.

Why UMass Won
The Minutemen didn't allow

the Mountaineers into double
figures until 8:31 of the first half

.

In that time, UMass built a 34-

1 1 lead (including a 23-2 run)

sparked by two three-pointers

(Brown and Malloy) as well as

the all-out hustle of Herndon
and H. Williams. The UMass lead
ballooned to as much as 26,

before the half. The Mountain-

eers launched a semi-come-

back in the second half trim-

ming the lead to 9 wtfti 1:14

left, but free throv/s by both

McCoy and H. Williams ulti-

mately led to UMass' cutting

down of the nets,

UMass' next opponent
With the victory, UMass gains

an automatic bid in the field of

64 NCAA tournament, which

begins nextweek. UMass' seed

and opponent in the Tourna-

ment will be announced live

on CBS. UMass closes out the

season at 28-4, its best season

since Julius Erving's 1970-71

team went 23-4.

Sports
Minutemen win A-10 tourney,

stage is set for the Big Dance
basketball

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

dream of.

•There are a lot ofcoaches who looked

at that first half and said, 'Oh, my good-

ness let's hope we don't draw them (in the

tournament),'" said UMass coach John

Calipari.

Tony Barbee hit a short jumper from

the baseUne, Anton Brown buried a long

jumper, Lou Roe jammed home a feed

from Williams, Brown hit a trey, Malloy

hit from International Waters and West
Virginia could not buy a basket.

Per\nres Greene (21 points) silenced

the crowd for a briefmoment, scoring the

Mountaineers only basket in the 6:19

stretch. But on UMass" next possession,

Williams hit a tell-tale foul line jumper

with Leonard all-over his shooting elbow,

Roe, who finished with a season-high

1 7 points and grabbed 10 rebounds, scored

I'Mass' next five points to complete the

20-2 spurt.

The Minutemen led by as many as 26

points in the first half, after Brown ( 10

points* nailed a trifecta with 1:24 re-

maining before the break.

"Our offense wasn't flowing the way
we had wanted it to," Greene said. They
got all the loose balls and all the loose

rebounds."

At halflime, the Minutemen held a 52-

28 advantage. They shot 60 percent for

the half, while the Mountaineers (20-1 1)

were an abysmal 38 percent from the

floor.

UMass was unable to play at that same
level for the next 20 minutes and West

Virginia shot a lot better.The Mountain-

eers hit 61 percent from the floor in the

second half (52 percent for the game).

They got to within 19 with 12:46 re-

maining in the game and it appeared as

though UMass lost some intensity.

Tou've got to understand that it's

hard when you're up by 26 (points! to

keep playing the way you're playing,"

Calipari said. "You let up a little bit and

you give up a few easy laj^ups. And that's

what we dLid.

"But I'm proud of these guys and I'm

proud of the game." he said.

UMass scored its last field goal of the

game with 5:11 to play, when Will

Herndon (9 points. 3 steals) drove the

baseUne and dunked.

From there, Tracy Shelton nailed a

three-pointer to pull the Mountaineers

within 16. Greene hurried a jumper in

the lane with 3:04 left to make it 85-71.

Down the stretch, the Minutemen hit

CoU«cUn phot by Joab RcynoItU

University of Massachusetts freshman forward Lou Roe lays in

two of his 17 points in last night's A- 10 tournament final at the

Curry Hicks Cage.

12 of 15 free throws but the Mountaineers

were throwing in some improbable shots

which were reminiscent of the game
against Boston University earlier this

season, a game the Minutemen won by

only two points after building a large lead.

Mike Boyd's layup with 1:14 to play

brought the Mountaineers to within nine,

90-81, as close as they had been since the

score was 13-5.

Boyds two layups in the final seconds

made the final tally 97-91.

Roe putting on post-season show
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Lou Roe ended his first season in a

University ofMassachusetts uniform last

week— the regular season. Because once

the post-season began, he has been play-

ing like a three-year veteran.

Roe, who was named to the Atlantic 10

tournament team, poured in a career-high

17 points ( 12 in the first half), grabbed 10

rebounds (six offensive) and blocked two

shots in the Minutemen's A-10 Champi-

onship final win over West Virginia last

night at the Curry Hicks Cage.

In UMass' three tournament wins. Roe

averaiged 12 points and 9.6 rebounds per

game.

"He was unbelievable," UMass coach

John Calipari said of Roe, who averaged

6.9 points and 6.0 rebounds during the

regular season. "To be a freshman and do

the things he did— going through people,

rebounding above the rim, defending,

blocking shots — I was happy for him."

Roe, who has seen limited action all

season as a result ofUMass returning five

starters, averaged 23.7 minutes per game

in the tournament, 29 in last night's 97-91

win.

"He's accepted his role coming off the

bench," Calipari said. "And he's performed

when we need him to."

Harper Williams, who saw less time

than his average last night due to foul

trouble, said, "This is the time ofyear you

show you can play and [Lou Roe] played

tremendous."

"Coming into the game, 1 was O-for-2 as

far as plajang well againstWest Virginia,"

Roe said, referring to his 2.0-point aver-

age in two previous games against the

Mountaineers. "I just wanted to come in

and make a statement.

"Since it was on ESPN, I wanted to

show people that Lou Roe can play ball,"

he said.

And when the cameras shine, so does

the 6-foot-7 forward.

When Calipari was asked in the post-

game interview about Roe's play, he turned
toJim McCoy andAnton Brown and asked

them, "When does Lou Roe play?"

"On TV," the two seniors were quick to

respond.

"The minute those TV guys pop their

cameras on, my man jumps up and he

plays," Calipari said, as Roe has scored 34

points and 24 rebounds in UMass' three

previous games televised on the national

network. "He gets on TV and he's unbe-

lievable."

Last Saturday night. Roe, who was the

New Jersey High School Player of the

Year last season when he averaged 26.1

points and 15 rebounds at Atlantic City

High, was named to the A-10 All-Fresh-

man team.

"Lou's been playing well in practice

everyday," Brown said. "And when you

practice well, it shows.

"He had a lack of confidence at the

beginning of the year," Brown said. "But,

Coach Calipari told him, 'Lou, we need

you to win,' and I think he took that to

heart."

Roe sp)ent most ofhis floor time defend-

ingWest Virginia's second-leading scoerer,

6-foot-8, 225-pound sophomore, Ricky

Robinson.

"He's a big strong kid, but Ijust heldmy
own," Roe said.

When asked about Roe, West Virginia

coach Gale Catlett was brief and to the

point.

"He's excellent," he said. "He's a great

player."
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Minutemen taste sweet victory
Move on to the sweet 16
with win over Syracuse
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER— Before last night's game University

ofMassachusetts center Harper Williams had made just

one 3-point shot this season. So he was not exactly the

guy the Minutemen expected to shoot a trey, let alone hit

one.

However, Williams had no choice but to fire away,

from, what for him is unchartered territory, because the

shot clock was about to expire.

Moments after he released the shot, the partisan

Centrum crowd erupted into a fi^nzy , as Williams' buzzer-

beater hit nothing but the bottom of the net, giving the

Minutemen a 74-70 lead with :30 left in overtime of

yesterday's second round NCAA East Regional game.
When it was all said and done, the Minutemen had

defeated Big East Champion Syracuse, 77-71, and ad-

vanced to the Sweet 16, where they will face the University

of Kentucky Thursday night in Philadelphia.

"I practice three-point shots just in case of an emer-

gency," Williams said. "I knew it was good the second it

left my hand. Time was running out. I had to shoot

otherwise we would have had a turnover."

"I looked at his hand, then I turned and looked at the

bottom of the net and that's where the shot fell," said

Syracuse forward Dave Johnson.

The Minutemen had a chance to win the game during

regulation, as William Herndon stole the ball after a

UMass miss, with the Minutemen leading 64-62 and :46

remaining. He passed off to Jim McCoy (24 points) who

CoUaglAD photo by Chrialophor Evans

University of Massachusetts coach John
Calipari and guard Anton Brown embrace
after an emotional 77-71 overtime victory.

proceeded to dribble around, but slipped and was whistled

for traveling.

"I was trying to get fouled but I slipped," McCoy said.

"I think everyone on the bench was getting ready to kill

me. All I thought about was going home on the bus with

an 'L'. Or me not going home with the bus. I just wanted
to keepmy head in thegame because I knew the team was
going to need me further into the game."

He was right. After Williams (18 points, 15 rebounds)

scored the first two points of the overtime period to give

the Minutemen a 66-64 advantage, McCoy nailed two
free throws to up the ante to four. In fact, UMass' all-time

leading scorer, connected on 6 of6 free throws in OT (8 of

10 for the game).

The Organgemen sent the game into overtime after

Johnson backed Lou Roe into the post, turned and scored.

McCoy's leaner at the buzzer fell short and it was on to

the extra session.

After falling behind 68-64, the Orangemen tied the

game at 68 when Lawrence Moten weaved his way
between defenders and banked home 2 of his 19 points.

Down the other end, McCoy got fouled and hit two
clutch free throws to give UMass, which never trailed in

overtime, a 70-68 lead with 2:33 remaining.

From there, Tony Barbee drove the baseline for an
ea.sy two to give the Minutemen (30-4) a 72-68 edge.

Johnson, who led all scorers with 26 points to go along

with his 10 rebounds, hit a shortjumper and was fouled,

cutting the lead to 1, 72-71 with 1:15 remaining, setting

up Wilhams' heroics.

"Harper's shot looked good," said a frustrated and
upset Syracuse coach Jim Boeheim. "1 think that's the

play they diagramed.'

Syracuse (22-10), which led by as many as 8 points in

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Student can't escape the Bronx at Amherst C.
By JEFF DONN
Associated Press

AMHERST. Mass. — Angel Ortiz

studies literature and political theory at

Amherst College, but his thoughts often

dwell on gunshots, food stamps, welfare

and where to find cash for his next trip

home.
Like many children ofpoverty who have

climbed to the upper echelons ofAmerican
educations, Ortiz remains bound by the

economic and emotional chains ofhis youth.

Indeed, educatorsand advocates saywealth
and social disparities make higher educa-

tion an unequal opportunity in the 1990s
— even at top schools with deep pockets

and fierce commitnients to fairness.

The reality ofthe Bronx is my reality,"

Ortiz said. "I am grateful to be here, but in

a lot ofways I feel I shouldn't be. My mind
tells me 1 should be home helping my
family. I should be working. I should be

dead."

Ortiz' burdens at home are far from

unique. According to the U.S. Census
Bureau, 9.4 percent of U.S. families had
incomes less than $10,000 in 1990.

His academic success, though, sets him
apart. Only 6 percent of freshmen at pri-

vate, four-year colleges in 1991 came from

families earning less than $10,000. Low-

income freshmen represented only 2.8

percent of the student body at private

universities.

Ortiz could easily have missed their

ranks. The 21-year-old senior grew up
amid the squalor and gang violence of a

housing project in New York City. His

father often was without work. Ortiz' fam-

ily survived on food stamps.

His mother, now separated from his

father, still lives on welfare with six of

Ortiz' seven brothers and sisters.

He took the first step out of poverty

when, as a talented public school student,

he caught the eye of Prep for Prep, a

private group that funnels low-income

students to top schools. With its help,

Ortiz gsuned a scholarship at a private

high school in Manhattan and later en-

rolled at Amherst, one ofthe country's top

liberal arts colleges.

"l think a lot ofyoung people like Angel

end up at community colleges or not going

past high school, saidGary Simons, a former
Bronx elementary school teacher who now
directs Prep for Prep. Some of them un-

fortunately get pulled into the negfative

stuff that goes on in the neighborhood.

It has taken tens of thousands of dol-

lars, in addition to Ortiz' own exceptional

talents and commitment, to propel him.

Like many other disadvantaged stu-

dents at leading schools. Ortiz receives

nearly all his tuition— about $17, 000 this

year— in scholarship from the college. He
uses nearly $4,000 in state and federal

grants for low-income students to cover

room, board, books and living expenses.

Still, he finds himself without ready

money for trips home in emergencies, like

when his brother was beaten up or his

mother got sick with cancer. He has worn

the same pair of sneakers for years.

Despite his intellectual growth and B
average, Ortiz says he has always felt out

of place in the rolling hills, cloistered

classrooms, and the old-money affluence

ofthis campus in western Massachusetts.

Students on break hospitalized
Mass. students overcome by carbon monoxide leak
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. (AP) — Three coUege

students on spring break from Massachusetts remained

in critical condition Sunday from the near-fatal effects of

a carbon monoxide leak in a hotel, officials said.

Rescue personnel first thought the trio had severe

sunburns or had overdosed on drugs because their skin

had turned a deep red. Then an officer collapsed and

began vomiting, and the rescuers realized the coloring
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was a sign of gas poisoning.

"When they turn cherry red it's pretty severe," said

dty Fire Chief Robert Rehr, who helped evacuate the

200-room Holiday Inn-Airport on Friday after a maid
reported finding the three students. "That's advance

stages of carbon monoxide poisoning."

The three, reportedly students at Middlesex Commu-
nity College in Lowell, Mass. , had return plane tickets for

later that night, family members said.

Todd Girouard, 21, of Chelmsford, Mass., was in

critical but stable condition Sunday in the coronary care

unit of St. Mary's Hospital in West Palm Beach, said

nursing supervisor Eileen Burdette.

Doctors had initially put him in a hyperbaric chamber,

a device that uses extremely high pressure to push

oxygen through the blood, but transferred him to heart

unit when his condition destabilized.

"I only hope they were not without oxygen for too long.

The police collapsed when they were in the room five

minutes. Those kids were probably in there from the

night before," Girouard's grandmother told the Boston

Herald, which did not give her name.
KimberlyNewrton, 21, ofBrockton, Mass., and Kirsten

Madden, 20, of Groton, Mass., were in critical condition

Sunday at Mercy Hospital in Miami, where they also

were given hyperbaric treatment, said hospital spokes-

woman Odalys Lloret.

The hotel was still closed Sunday.

"We will remain closed until we can make sure ev-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Retired prof,
dies at age 76
Sargent Russell, professor emeritus of agri-

culture and food economics at the University of

Massachusetts at Amherst, died on March 17 in

San Francisco at the age of 76.

Bom in Ocean Grove, N.J. on July 2, 1915,

Russell began his teaching career at UMass in

1947. He was promoted from associate professor

to professor in 1970. Russell retired in 1970.

A 1937 graduate of the University of Maine,

Russell received his master's degree from Cornell

University in 1939. He received his doctorate

from UMass at Amherst in 1957.

In 1967-69, Russell was a Fulbright lecturer

in agricultural economics at Ege University in

Ismir, Turkey.
Russell was a member of the Biometrics and

EJconometrics Associations and the American
Farm Economics Association.

He published articles on a variety of topics in

agricultural economics, including "Agricultural

Finance in Massachusetts," Multiple Component
Pricing of Milk," and "(Milk) Producer Delivery

Patterns in New England."

Russell is survived by his wife, Carol
Bilderback Russell of San Francisco, eight chil-

dren and four stepchildren.

—Staff reports
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READYAND READING— Eiyoying a briefbreak in the winter weather are first-year

students (from left) Joanna Cronquist, animal science major; Aimee Schwartz, Russian;

Samantha Gates, pre-communications, and Lyn Melow, also pre-coramunications.

M students hospitalized
CONTINUED FROM PAGE I

erything is safe and get clearance from the authorities,"

said general manager George Berwig.

It's not clear how long the three were exposed to fumes

from the gas-fired boiler, which heats water for the hotel,

Rehr said. But by the time a housekeeper discovered

them and called for help Friday afternoon, the gas had

spread to three floors.

Firefighters used fans to clear the air from the 11-

story hotel Friday evening by early Saturday morning,

and the hotel remained closed as the management brought
in experts to study the leak.

Copy Editing and Headline
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with
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of the
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editors, copy editors and night editors

BE THERE!
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World/Nation
Informant gets threat
in shape of lamb's head
By TONY ROGERS
Associated Press

BOSTON — It see.ned like a fairly

routine crime — someone was filching

equipment from a computer company.
Routine, that is, until an informant in the

case received the severed, bloodied head
of a lamb in the mail.

Now the case has taken on the bizarre

hue of underworld crime, and federal au-

thorities are looking for a culprit and won-
dering ifmore nefarious forces are involved.

Roger Cox, the informant's attorney,

said the defendants in the case are send-

ing his client a message.
They want to scare him into keeping

his mouth shut," Cox said Thursday.
While the incident recalls the film The

Godfather, in which mobsters leave a

horse's head in a movie producer's bed as

a threat, federal prosecutors won't com-

ment on whether the case might have

links to the Mafia.

But Edith Flynn, a professor of crimi-

nology at Northeastern University spe-

cializing in organized crime, said the act

had all the marks of Mafia involvement.

"My guess is that once the prosecution

is done, you'll find the fingerprints oforga-

nized crime behind this," Flynn said.

Edward Desmond Jr., 28, had helped

the government during its 2 1/2-year probe

that led to the July 1991 indictment of 16

people - including Desmond - on charges of

stealing $6 million in equipment from

Digital Equipment Corp.

Desmond was in his Lexington home
Feb. 28 when the postman delivered a

white box with a Boston postmark.

"Ed wasn't expecting a package," Cox
said. "He opened it up and here's this

hideous severed lamb's head. When he

called me his voice was shaking."

Gotti a ^goofy godfather'
Tapes depict mobster as talkative

By RICK HAMPSON
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Once hailed as a
criminal mastermind, John Gotti has

emerged at his racketeering trial as a

goofy godfather who violated the
underworld's rules: No drug dealers, no
loose talk, no blatant tax dodging. And
no losing money on your own games.

Witnesses and surveillance tapes

have shown Gotti surrounding himself

with heroin traffickers, talking con-

stantly about his activities, repeatedly

failing to file tax returns and losing

large sums at the gambling operations
that were his alleged source ofincome.

Gotti may be intelligent — he's re-

ported to have an I.Q. ofaround 140—
and even his critics gave him credit for

a certain low cunning. What else would
explain his rise from lowly mob associ-

ate in 1977 to boss of the mighty
Gambino crime family in 1985?And his

acquittal in three trials in five years?

But FBI tapes, prosecution testi-

mony and Gotti's own words at his

trial have made the Dapper Don look

like a dummy.
For instance, before the Super Bowl,

Gotti advised courthouse reporters to

take Buffalo and the points. Washing-

ton won and covered the point spread

easily.

The real question is why anyone
would Usten toGotti . Governmentbugs
show he's not the luckiest gambler.

Gotti and three partners put up
$120,000 a decade ago to start an ille-

gal casino.

Labor Party pushes forward in British poll
By MAUREEN JOHNSON
Associated Press

RISCA, Wales — Stirring old passions in his native

Wales and exuding new confidence as his Labor Party

nudges ahead, Neil Kinnock has established a formidable

challenge for power.

One week into the campaign for Britian's April 9

election, continuing bad economic news has put Conser-

vative Prime Minister John Major on the defensive.

A fiery and eloquent platform speaker, Kinnock, 49, is

also a natural street campaigner: thrusting into crowds

on the main street of Ricsa, a former mining town in his

Islywn parliamentary district, clutching outstretched

hands, hugging old ladies, remembering names, inquir-

ing after an ailing husband.

"Neil's a boy from the valleys and a man ofthe people,

and he's going to make a wonderful prime minister,"

Dorothy Phillips said as Kinnock and his wife, Glenys,

swept down the main street this weekend.

On the fringes of the Kinnock crowd. Conservative

candidate Peter Bone cut a lonely figure, trj'ing to hand
out leaflets. There were a few shouts of "Tory scum."

Kinnock was bom near here, the son of a coal miner.

The Conservative government has shut dozens of un-

profitable mines, and the last colliery in this district

closed three years ago.

The towns with their humble slate row houses now
have govenunent-subsidized Ught industries. But the

traditions live on: the ethos of socialist heroes, of being

working class and voting Labor.

Along a nearby highway, painters have been at work
on Conservative Party billboards, neatly altering "can't"

to "can" in the "You can't trust Labor" slogan.

Here they've always voted Labor, unswervingthrough

13 years of Conservative government, through Labor's

lurch left in the 80's and then Kinnock's sharp switch to

the center sinee a third successive election defeat in 1 987

.

The election will not be won in Wales, however, but in

Tory territory in England where Labor needs to gain

nearly a hundred seats.

Opinion polls hwo the race is tight. The BBC's "poll of

I>olls," combining three surveys published in Sunday
newspapers, showed Labor 2 points ahead.

Photo courtesy of Columbia

EGAD, WARTS!— Toad the Wet Sprocket will open for Chris

Whitley tonight at Pearl St. around 7 p.m.

How to survive as an artist in 3 easy lessons!

Register for lesson i

I

,--^ ^-^ TO BE OR NOT TO BE...

f^m L W AN ARTIST
n 1^^^ Tuesday, March 24,

4 to 6 p.m. Bartlett 206

• • ^^^H ••••••••••••••••• How can 1 make enough

•p^j-x y-y T/''^ money? How do I know if my

IK I PJC I workisreaiy? Dolneed
\^ i-VXX ^IV-^' more education? Does it

)•••••••••••••••• "'W^'^ where I live.'

^^D I
T ^'

I
H LESSON 2

IIVI lO X TO MARKET, TO MARKET

• • ^^^H ••••••••••••••••• Tuesday, March 31,

A A i-
4to6ptm, Bartlett 206

HDlll^R A \A Who are my audiences

liVV^V^lVlLiVl and how do I find them?

How do I promote my work?

March 24. 3 1 & April 7 ^^J ^^.fMIX..
4 to 6 p.m. my artwork or my market.'

• •

Workshops back by popular demand!

FREE to UMass students, faculty, staff

COMING IN APRIL! ARTISTS IN PROFILE

Accomplished artists speak about

their careers arid offer valuahle advice.

MUSICIAN, Avery Sharpe. jazz bassist,

Mondjy. April 1

3

WRITER, Pat Schneider, poet, playwright, and

fiction writer. Tuesday. April 14

ACTOR, Tim Holcomb, Wednesday April 15

All Artists in Profile Worbhops arc from

4 to 5:30 p.m. in Herter 205

For more information contact AES. 545-2360.

Presented by the Arts Extension Service,

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts at Amherst.

Funded hy the UMass Arts Cnuncil.

LESSON 3

BASIC BUSINESS SKILLS

Tuesday, April 7,

4 to 6 p.m. Bartlett 206

What should I know about

co(>yright at\d other legal

protection for my work?

What basic business

{practices do I need to learn?

What sources of money exist

for artists? What are the

ABC s of writing a grant?

Seating is limited for this

popular series! To sign up and

ensure your seat, call

AES, 545-2360.
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Rats in the Campus Pond
Heeding the advice of a local Amherst

resident, fair warning is hereby given that,

due to a menacing colony of black sewer

rats, the UMass Campus Pond should be

avoided at all costs. According to an

anon.vmous woman wearing a baseball

cap and a pair of muddy gardening boots,

the area around the pond has. for the past

20 years, been nothing but a disease-ridden

spawning pool for dangerous vermin, and

in order to prevent the spread of rabies

and ringworm, those students who pass

the pond on a regular basis should take all

possible measures to map out alternate

routes across campus. This information

was revealed to me on the bus from

Northampton to Amherst while an asso-

ciate and I were casually entertaining the

thought of staging an intramural kayak

war on the pond.

Amanda Jost

"1 don't know." 1 said, somewhere in the

conversation. "Isn't that water pretty

nasty? What if you. . . got some of it. . on

you?"

"Oh, it's clean." my associate said.

"Clean enough, am'way."

Just then, a new voice interrupted.

"Don't go near that pond!"

Turning my head. 1 saw for the first

time the horrified countenance of my ad-

visor in this matter: a stranger on the bus.

a woman at least 40 but probably not yet

50. carrjing a lot of stuff and wearing a

baseball cap and gardening boots. She

was shaking her head vigorously.

"There's rats in there! Big. vicious rats

that attack you as you walk by."

"Realhv*" Immediate interest from my
associate. "How do you know?"

"Seen 'em." she explained, holding her

arms as far apart as she could without

dislocating her shoulders. "They're this

big."

"Gee. . . cat-sized rats."

^'ep. You ever seen a cat near the

Campus Pond?" the woman asked.

I shook my head, wondering ifthe logic

she assumed was really there.

"All nght then," she continued. "I'm

serious. They're mean and they run right

at you ifthey see you. They're fast and you
know what? The thing about 'em is they

have blazing green eyes. Most people don't

know that, and a lot don't believe it either,

but I'm not Iving to you. I've got no reason

to he to you. 1 don't even know you. Let me
tell you, 20 years ago I was coming out of

Bartlett, walking straight towards the

pond , and when I got on the grass about 30

feet away from the waters' edge. I saw one

of them and it came at me. So I beat it off

with a stick. 1 don't know, it might have

been a broom handle."

Tou had a broom handle with you?"

my associate was amazed, convinced we
were talking with the mother ofMcGyver.

"No, 1 walked back to Bartlett to get it.

I had seen it lying there. 1 don't remember,

on the ground or against the stairs or

something, but 1 went back to get it, and I

whacked that rat back to wherever he

came from."

"Good deal."

"What color was he?"

"Black," she hissed in disgust.

"I've got a pet rat," I told her, thinking

about my sweet Ichabod, who wasn't even

close in size to this woman's arm span.

"He's black."

"Eccccth! Why in the hell would you

want a pet rat? You should get rid of it.

Haven't you read any Edgar Allen Poe,

about the rats in prisons? All of that is

true, you know. Haven't you read any

Poe?"
"He's one ofmy favorites."

"You should get rid of it. In New York

there are rats in the apartments and they

come in the middle of the night and they

kill newborns and bite httlechildren They

act just like beasts. They r\m in packs and

nobody does anything to get rid ofthem , so

they just take over, having babies in the

walls. . . people should kill them. A pet rat

is a lot different from a big old sewer rat.

That's what they are, sewer rats. In New
York City and right here at UMass."

At this point, the bus rolled to a stop in

front of the Fine Arts Center, where my
associate and 1 had planned to get ofT. He
seemed rather anxious, but I was in no

hurry. We stood up and 1 said to the

woman. "Well, thanks for the advice. It's

good to meet people around here who
really know what's going on. 111 spread

the word, you know, about the rats, so no

one will get bitten."

"That's a good idea." she said. "The

University isn't going to do anythingabout

it, so all we can do is stay away. Stay away
from the pond and those rats, because

they come at you. I'm not lying to you. I've

no reason to lie to you, I don't even know
you."

Walking back to the Campus Center,

my associate and I made sure to scan the

edge of the pond for anything big and

black with blazing green eyes, but all we
saw was a dried-up looking toad and a lot

of trash. Maybe they're all gone now; the

woman had said that all of this happened

20 years ago. In any case, I still think we
should be on guard, and carry broomsticks

with us. .. or at least figure out where they

keep them in Bartlett.

Amanda Jost is a UMass student.
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New security systems ineffective

I am writing in regards to the new

security systems now being tested at

various Southwest towers. I find these

new systems of great annoyance. What
ever happened to a good old key? Now I

must punch in a code, show my ID to

security and unlock the door to the eleva-

tor. Is this my dorm or Fort Knox?

Obviously any steps forward in security

are a plus, however, the new systems are

just not working. If, for instance. I did not

live in JFK and wanted entrance, I would

simply wait for someone to ojjerate the

system. Most of the people in favor of

these insufficient modes of security are

not subject to use them. Resident direc-

tors and assistant resident directors are

some of the privileged, entrusted indi-

viduals whose keys still operate the front

door. Furthermore, I find it an infringe-

ment of my rights to have "Big Brother"

record the time of every entrance into my
home. Hopefully, in the future, the people

responsible for these new, ineffective se-

curity systems will start spending the

limited cash resources more wisely.

Steven Buccella
Southwest

My opinions are louder than yours
The most impressive part of the mon-

tage of life in the Pioneer Valley is the

general mellow attitude. It has some of

what is called a small town feel; to wit, it

is much easier to talk to people. The
spontaneously formed knots of conversa-

tion have been on occasion nothing short

ofawe-inspiring, especially when it comos

to politics. Face it, when you want a good

argument. I mean the kind that you will

look back on fondly, it's easier here than in

any other part of the state. A good con-

versation is better than almost anything.

Unfortunately, many a conversation

I've heard in the Valley has degenerated

into a shouting match . It can be fascinating

to watch, but a shouting match (suppos-

edly) proves your opinions are superior

because you're louder than your oppo-

nent. The main problem with shouting

matches are they are physically draining

and if you happen to be one of the people

on the periphery, you not only cannot get

in a word edgewise unless you start

shouting louder than the other people, but

you can't hear anything for at least an

hour after due to short-term hearing loss.

The problem with trying to be yourown
soul in the Valley are the legions who
assure you they know better than you do,

and if you don't agree with them, you're

scum. These people are the minority, but

keep a high profile, and are hard to shut

out.

A second problem is these people take

themselves far too seriously as a rule. Life

seems to be a struggle for them, and if it

isn't , they'll mope until it is again. Do they
ever stop to smell the flowers or feed the

ducksorjust plain take a break? 1 wonder.

The art ofthe argument is the give and

take, being able to get your opponents to

accept your viewpoints every now and
then, and conceding points to them when
they seem to be right. 1 ask you, which

kind ofargument leaves you more satisfied

in the end: one where you can discuss

things in a vaguely rational fashion or one

where you end up shouting at each other

until you cough up a lung?

Jacob G. Sommer
Northampton

Columnist goes on reckless, nine-day television binge
The minute I retvimed to my cellar in Springfield,

I cracked open a box of sugar cubes and hooked myself

up with a nice, tall, cool glass of iced Listerine and

watched TV for nine days. I was kept wide awake by

the cocaine 1 ingested on the third day,you know,when

1 needed to rise again. Anyway, you might think drugs

are bad for you but TV preaches the contrary.

In between Love Boat and Star Search at 2 a.m., I

saw a pro-drug commercial. The viewer sees a white

egg and a faceless voice intones, "This is your brain."

Suddenly, a hand cracks the egg and spills the inside

contents onto a frying pan and the voice says, "This is

your brain on drugs. Any questions?"

Not me! You see, the commercial is communicat-

ing to us that all of our brains are enclosed in a

confined shell and are extremely fragile. However,

with the use ofdrugs, our brains are liberated oftheir

former enclosed barriers, and are allowed to expand

in all directionsonce the egg is crackedopen . Bypassing

the constraints of their previous jail cells, our brains

become free to explore heretofore unknown frontiers.

Regardless ofthis new consciousness in the area of

sheddingour society's previous unnecessary paranoia

about drugs, the future does not look too bright. I

watched "Star Trak ( I spell it the way I pronounce it)

The New Generation," which is set on a spaceship

exploring new frontiers (back to the mind-expanding

motif) in the 23rd century or so. And wouldn't you

know it, but on this starship ofthe future an old White

guy is the captain, and his second in command is a

young White guy. Other characters include a 16-year-old

White male genius, a large, hairy, dark-skinned fellow a

la Chewbacca, and to insure that tokenism exists in the

23rd century, there is also another Black guy who speaks

more colorfully but less eloquently than the other char-

acters, not to mention an android who is made in the

likeness of, you guessed it, a White male.

Tony Westcott

Women on the "Enterprise" play similar, less domi-

nant roles. There is a short, feisty, blonde woman named
Tasha, who my roommate tells me, had sex with a robot.

Also, there is a sexy, voluptuous woman relegated to the

position of counselor (you know about women and their

emotions), portrayed by a former pom movie star, which

came in handy during the episode where she is raped by

one ofthem dirty, old White men with power and wealth.

Lastly, the doctor on board is a female. But, as you could

imagine, she's also the single mother of the 16-year-old

genius who wrill probably take over her job next season.

I don't even want to get into the manifest destiny phi-

losophy of this crew of space explorers or the reason why

we Earthlings finally got around to leaving our planets

maybe Earth will be totally ruined by the 23rd century.

No thanks, my future only extends so far as the next

UMass basketball game.

But while we're on the subject, I did see parts of the

game Friday, while flipping between MTV. This combi-

nation gave me a good idea. You know how MTV has

the power to turn things into major media successes?

Look at Ren & Stimpy, Nirvana, the Monty Python
revival and who could forget what MTV did for The
Monkees of all things back in '86. Well, I propose that

that nasty rock group. The Pixies, do a video for their

song, "UMass," and film it right here on our campus.
Just think if we could get everyone to turn out for

some shots, maybe carrying signs saying "Save Our
Decrepit Library!" Or hell, man, just take some shots

of students with sleeping bags waiting in line for

basketball tickets and make it look like a budget cut/

raised tuition sit-in protest ofsome sort. Or hey, who
needs MTV and The Pixies anyway? If students here
will go out oftheir way (and minds) to sleep outside to

acquire tickets to a sports event where tall boys try to

throw a boimcy, orange sphere through a net, and
wave their hands to distract and prevent another
schools' tall boys from successfully throwing the ball

through their corresponding net, certainly we would
do something to prohibit our library from becoming
the worst in the nation. I mean, we are a school aft«r

all, and we certainly show a commimity spirit when it

comes to our sports teams, or at least one ofthem, but
wouldn't it be nice if our generation cared enough
about our future to prevent something like the picture
of the 23rd century I saw during my spring break?
Well, hey, if you have any ideas or comments, don't
bother me because 111 be watching TV. . .

Tony Westcott is a Collegian columnist
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Arts & Living
UMass undergi
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

RUTLAND — -Smile! Keep those toes POINTED!"
Laurel Conrad's voice echoes above the sounds ofJesus

Jones in the cassette player. This group of second and
third grade jazz students are rehearsing on the top floor

of the town hall in Rutland, Massachusetts. The Laurel

Conrad School ofDance has classes meet every Saturday

in this unlikely location.

Photo by Um CiutU

En Pointe

Each Saturday Laurel is there holding classes from

8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. The classes include students age 3

through high school.

"A nine hour day goes by like nothing," says Laurel, a

21-year-old full time student at the University of Mas-

sachusetts, who has been dancing for 16 years.

She has been running the school since last September

when she was asked by her former dance instructor,

Cathy Scarbeau. to take over. The school was formerly

known as the Scarbeau School of Dance.

"As many ofyou already know Laurel assisted me for

many years at my school and is a very dedicated and

creative dancer and teacher. She is very knowledgable

about the correct anatomical way to teach dance. I feel a

great sense of relief in knowing that my students will be

in the best of hands," wrote Scarbeau in her farewell

letter to her students before she moved to Florida.

Laurel has been trained in Jazz, Ballet, and Modem
Dance.

She confesses an afiinity to Modem. "I love Alvin

Ailey's dance troupe." she says.

Laurel has been a student in the UMass Dance De-

partment from 1989 to 1991, and a student in the

Scarbeau School of Dance from 1981 to 1989.

She has choreographed several musicals in her com-

munity firom Wachussett Regional High School's produc-

tions to the Summer Community Music Program.

"I don't want to gfive up dancing. There is so much
inside ofme. Now I have a means to do it, " says Laurel.

Her teachingmethods as well as the dances themselves
are creative and energetic. Laurel has the mini balleri-

nas in her kindergarten-first grade class form two lines

to perform a ballet relay race. Instead of the traditional

baton, they pass their silver crowns to the waiting

teammate who then dons the head wear and leaps her

way across the hard wood floor.

This same creativity is apparent when choreograph-

ing the 14 and 15-year-olds' toe shoe classes. The girls all

fjjring up en pointe to the sounds of The Planets, which

is not exactly your traditional ballet tune.

"I wouldn't give up anything about it [the school.)

There aren't any drawbacks. 1 know I'm playing a role

model. It's tough to live up to these girls' expectations.

It's great to know I'm making such an impact on these

little lives," says Laurel.

"I'm teaching them. It's neat to watch the learning

process. Alter 1 tell them they are doing something

wrong, and I show them the right way and they're still

doing it the wrongway— I'll say it in a different way. The

little light goes on. You can ge£ it," she laughs.

"I love the three-year-olds, but I love the older kids

because they can do real choreography. I can relate to all

of the different levels." Laurel admits.

"Before I came to UMass, 1 did not have strict enough

training. I'm not saying that my teachers were bad, but

I wish I had gotten a little more. Now I can stress points

that I wasn't given. [Umass Professor) Richard Jones,

who passed away last year, was spectacular. He was very

technical," says Laurel.

As for her future plans Laurel says, That's the most

vague aspect ofmy life. I wish I could make something up,

but I can't." She is considering changing her mtyor next

semester, but dancing will always play a role in her life.

Laurel is performing on a harbor cruise in Boston this

summer. The wait staff performs a Broadway Revue on

a little stage, after the dinner is served.

Laurel admits that with a course load in Amherst,

teaching once a week in Rutland, and her job in Boston,

"My life is spread across Massachusetts! ButmyMom does

so much, and I get a lot of help fttim my whole family."

THIS

Round Trips from Boston Starting at

LONDON $ 310
TOKYO 729
Round Trips from New York Starting at

GUATEMALA 390
DELHI 1231
Round Trips from Los Angeles Starting at

AUKLAHD 1209
Taxes not included. Restrictions apply.

Fares subject to change & availability.

Call about one ways. We Issue

EURAIL passes on the SPOTl

Council Travd
79 South Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA 01002

413-256-1261

y Here's what some Co//eg/an alumni

1
are saying about their experience at

I
New England's Largest College Daily:

E^The single best -^

thing I did while I

^B^as at UMass.

Period."

Iflwre's always room for more.

ailA|l»ltt MllllflWtIT V

^ Summer at Brandeis University

Session I: June 1-July 3/Session II: July 6-August 7

The Collegian,

It's not just a job.

It's an adventure.

• Pre-medical Sciences

• Foreign Languages: intensive,

on-campus and overseas

• Theater Arts

• Near-Eastern and Judaic Studies

• Chamber Music Workshop

For information, cahiloq and application:

Sb'MMl

• LibenI Arts

• Small Classes Taught By Brandeis

Facult>'

• 10 miles from Boston

9j^mm»*imm^mmmMm^miymm

Laurel Conrad
t'bMiu uy Um Curtia

TUESDAY, MARCH 24
CAMPUS CENTER AUDITORIUM

5:00,7:00, 9:00 & 11:00 PM
$2 First Stiow, $3 all Others

Soundtrack C.D.'s will be raffled at eacti showing

AMOIOUTHIGACEIEVEMEn!
Minn iBMUia Bn imrVm
IB liftonMM iBBinrauiB B
RwrvHaaoruiflir

im Acmrnnn snnmi
ontRUTDCiior

iiiioidiiiofiiTOiisBnnji

101 Kss:

(^

Sponsored by the Central Area Governnnent

1
CAf€
DICARLO

T
5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Baked Manicotti

• Lasagna al Forno

• Polio Primavera

(chicken & vegetables w/ pasta)

• Pasta Bolognese

(with spicy sausage)

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires March 31 , 1 992

Open Daily at 11:30 a.m.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300
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CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
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By BARRY DEUTSCH
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ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

Today's Staff
Night Editor Gayle Long

Copy Editor Marc Elliott

PhotoTechnician Jeff Egan

Production Supervisor Nicole Dunnas

Produaion Matt Schmill

Traci Ann DiSalvatore

Menu
LUNCH

Hot Beef Sandwich

Sausage Grinder

BASICS LUNCH
Bean & Com Casserole

Tofu Ball Grinder

DINNER
Turky Divan

Bacon Quarter Pounder

BASICS DINNER
Turky Divan

Oatburgers

1 1»

-fT''9A

V^N ?m PLftYERS

Albums to avoid

Quote of the Day
Now, we are becoming the men we wanted to

marry. Once women trained to marry doctors,

not be one. — Gloria Steinem

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

Amis (March 21-April 19); Put

your thoughts on paper instead of

railing long-distance It is possible to

get out in the evening without

spending a fortune. Make certain the

clothes you wear arc in good taste.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Visiting friends giw* your spirits a lift.

Go with tlio flow. Your home can be

the perfect setting for a festive family

gathering. Plan activities all age* can

enjoy.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Keep

your mind on your work. You have a

chance to advance if you use the right

techniques. Who you know is a ter-

rific plus. Do not become unraveled

if a romarKe falters.

CANCER dune 21-|uiy 22): Be

ilexible in your closest relationships.

You need to give a little, especially

when it comes to affairs of the heart.

The bu'iiness outlook is golden.

LEO duly 2.^-Aug. 22): Yoo must

get down to business in order to make

your cirearm come true. Ask yourself

why you are such a procrasiinator

Your co-worVcrs' cooperation is es-

sential to progress at work.

VIRGO (Aug. 2VScpt 22): You

attract members of the opposite sex

without even trying. Your living

conditions improve dramatically once

you make certain changes. Always

insisting on having your own way

will alienate others.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Even

routine tasks may not seem so dull

after a weekef»d spent away from the

job. Plungeright in;beonthe lookout

for an opportunity for acJvartcemenl.

SCORPIO (C>rt. 23-Nov. 21 ): Set

your sights on a specific objective

and go after it Although other people

may call you a dreamer, you can

succeed. Guard your health by getting

enough rest.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec.

2 1 ): Seek a professional opinion be-

fore tying yourself down to any kir>d

of business agreement You r>eed to

know more about a prospective

partner

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Un. 19):

Fir>d a way to make your routine rrxxe

productive. Once family and career

obligations have been met, try the

social scene. You may be able to

combine business with pleasure this

evening.

AQUARIUS (Ian 20-Feb. 18):

You may not make much headway

today. Taking a long-range view will

keep you from feeling frustrated. Do
not make important decisions on the

spur of the moment.
PISCES (Feb 19-March20):Make

a fresh start tcxiay and streamline

work procedures. Pay nx)rc attention

to your appearance. If you fjelieve

rorrwrKe is out of the question, think

again!

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Indulge

S CNttad
9 Long-leggsd

btrd

U F>ersianp(Mt

15 Early poam
16 Hall o( Farnar

Pae Wm
M Robot
19 iwlad

?OGins
?l Climbad. ma

way
22 — d*t«c1or

73 Lotondar
?4 Swiftly

?B Raise

30 Small
Ires^wratef

lisn

34 Foam
36 Peer Gynl s

mother
37 TncK
38 Pear shaped

instrument

39 Hops healers

41 Monster
42 Norwegian

saint

43 Hole in one

44 EH
46 Smewy
47 Magnolia SI

49 Viper

50 Campus ligure

*>? Foollike part

54 Popular

corsage
Hower

57 Bottlers

62 Pastoral

63 Popular lapel

flower

64 Degrade
65 Sheltefed from

the wirx)

66 Sicilian volcano

67 More recent

68 Minus
69 Trickle

DOWN
1 Lather

2E Astwi

txmndary nver

3 London art

gMMry
4 Love god
5 Paman. today
eughtitaigh
7 Eve's grarxlson

BLair

9HealA
lOVaapwIw

iMcame
president

11 Genuine

12 Italian city

1

3

— oft drove
18 Riot

21 Tanann
23 0nent

24 Consent

25 NotMH physicist

WoHgang —
26 Perlumeoll

27 Maryland town
or lunny man

29AtMtes
31 Cold

32 Menu
33 Arab chieftain

35 Wandered
40 Ktna o^ ram

45 Rtgatoni

48Sta«ptes
51 Houston player

53 Staves of yore

54 Algerian seaport

55C«rtoorasl

GoldtMrg

SeOuHel
57 Secluded place

58 Salt Lake City

players

5BCererT¥Xiy
eOHaluxor

hammer
61 Cmch
63QoldanSl
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The opinions expressed on this page are those of the cartoonists and do nor necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University.
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"Mew This Month From Darkhorse Comics"

• Same Day Service

• B'lled Directly

To hsurance Company
• Windshields Replaced

North Amherst
Motors

7S Old Sunderland Rd
North Amhent, MA

""^
549-2880

Major
Credit

Cards Ao^.^1

ACl^fiSTAR,
Consion H^pair Coniot

Available At SAME BAT CHAIUniEL
\bur Complete Loccition for Comics, C/idphic Novels,

Ccirds, C/ames, Posters, T-Shirts & More!!!

Hampshire Mall, Hadley, 586-8775 • Ingelside Mall, Holyoke 532-9797

Open Mon. -.Sat. 10-9, Sun. 12-5

Spend Your Summer on the Water!
Our scenic 80-acre campus is right on Mt. Hope
Bay in historic Bristol, R.I., just 20 minutes irom

Newport, 30 minutes from Pn)vidence and an

hi>ur from downtowTi Boston.

1992 Summer School

Roger Williams College is offering a full day,

as well as evening, Summer Schtx)l in 1992.

Day classes will be held on the Bristol Campus
only. Evening classes will be held on the

Bristol and Providence campuses.

Day/Evening Session I — May 18 - June 25

Day/Evening Session //— July 6 - August 13

For more information and registration materials,

call (401) 274-UOO.

ROGER WILLIAMS COLLEGE

One Old Ferry Rcvid

Bnsh>l, Rhode Island 02H09-2921

" ".'VU

vNA^v^.

STEINBECK
COLUSION REPAIR

&
AUTOBODY

53 S. Prospect St. Amherst Center

lmports& other unitxxly Accepted bv all insuratrce

vehicles are our specialty companies for collision

repair or elass replacementtsxsx

REMEMBER
It's your car and your choice of repair facilities

2S6-81S7 2$6-I3«$
pc.C'C^ Shop Reg »RS1X1«

V^ V^V%

SEASICK about your FUTURE?

Join the MetLife crew and launch a

successful career in financial services.

If you re htghty motivated and tluetit in one or more Asian languages, come and

explore career options at a no obligation seminar offered by MetLife in Boston

on April 17tti and IBtti

Mettife IS a pioneef and leader m serving tt« tmancai needs ol the growing

AsianAmencan Community and offers exceptional opportunity to talented Asian-

language speaking individuals, many of wtiom tiave already moved into high rank-

ing positions

• Cotnpretwnslvt training systttn

• Ttrrlfic ••minga poltntM

(Baaa aalary can reach SaOO/wfc.)

• Excallani banafKt

• Advancantant opportunity

• Top-<)«ia<lty InvaatmanI products

• Eiacuthra training programs

vaMaWa to quatlflad Individuala

MetLife has unmatched recession proof stability, continuing to grow even through

times of economic uncertainty

Come aboard on April 17th, 1«th and drop anchor with one of the worlds

largest and most respected hnancial insWutions Reserve your berth now by

sending your resume to

Jay Mahr Marketing Manager

MetLife Northeastern Terntofy

25 Madison Avenue Area 5W
New York, NY 10159

or calling 617 279-0318 no later

than Apnl 10. 1992

Don't miss th« boat!

JOIN MET. IT PAYS.

O l\/letLife

Classifieds
COME TO THE COIUGIAN OFFICE IIKAMPUSCENTER ' MON. THURS. S:M)-3:M) FRIDAY S:M)-2:M)' DEADUNE IS nU) DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATION ' Hmmn/DAY FOR STUDEm ' CASH IN ADVANCE

ANNOUNCEME^f^S

B«<l and BrMklast
Downtown Amhefst Ideal lof visiting par-

ents arx) hiends 549-0733

UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS CLUB
IS going to Wall Street on

Apnl 10th $25;'person

All wslconw. Ca8 549-8083 or

546-3145

AUTO FOR SALE

CHEAP! FBI/US. SEIZED
69 Mercedes $200

86 VW $50

87Merc«dM $100

65 Mustang $50

Chooca from thousands starling $25

FREE 24 Hour recording reveals

details 80 1 -379-2929 Copyright fMA 1 5KJC

TOYOTA COROLLA 1986 $3995

Auto, air. 5door Good condition

Unique Auto, Rte. 9. AnihersI 253^82^

FOR A 0000 TIME CALL:

RAC^JWMSC ENTERTAIMHENT. OSt.

video DJ^s and Karaoke from $175.00 C««

586-9900

U2 TICKETS

Haitfard far mI* Call Chris 253-3608

FOR RENT

Amhersl Center

EHiciency one, two, three bedroom apart-

ments, or three bedroom condos on Hobart

Lane June or September Lincoln Real

Estate. 25 North Pleasant Street 253-7879

HOUSES- 4 Ijedrooms Amherst lor June.

April. June in Northampton. $775 No rental

lees SKIBISKI Realtors 584-3428

ONE ROOM AVAILABLE in 3 bedroom
Pulfton Village 4'92 $205/mo Heal-inc

Airconditioned Quiet Clean Can Joshua 549-

1655

FOR SALE

FEMINISTS TAKE NOTE;
Stop me Irom seeing the Diceman show in

Springtield Friday April 10

Buy my ticket'

Seventh row seat

665-7426 anytime

Can negotiate

POUND

FOUND WALKMAN IN

the library

Call to identify

Tom 6-1721

COLLEGE BARGAINS
Typewriters starting at $129

Wordprocessors $289

Computers $869 546 0390

HELP WANTED

College Pro Painters are now accepting

applications lor summer employment in the

MarUahaad. Salem, and A/Vlover areas

Plaasa cal 1 -800-346-4649 lor more mlor-

mation.

CRUISE LINE- Entry level onboarxHandside

positions available, year-round or summer
(813)229-5478

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING- Earn
$2,000»/month « world travel Holiday,

Summer and career employment available

No experience necessary. For employment
program can 1 -206-545-4155 ext. C456

HELP WANTED
HOMEWOHKERS NEEDED"

Earn $1 .000 weekly mailing our circulars in

your spare time at home' GUARANTEED'
Free supphes'postage' Begin now' Free

details'EncloseLSASE SMS.Dept Col-7A.

Box 610. Cordova, IN 38018 0610

SUMMER JOBS TO
SAVE THE ENVIRONMENT

Earn $2500 3500
National campaign positions to promote
comprehensive recycling and curb global

warming Positions in 29 stales and DC
Inlvws 3/24 and 3/25 Call Jamie 1 -800-75-

EARTH

THE PUB
Is looking lor lull-lime day waitresses II inter-

ested come fill out an application between

3-5pm ^
Wanted- Full time, live in babysitter lor ttia

summer in Welineel on Cape Cod. Can Holly

508 349-6392

PERSONALS SliMMER RENTAL

HEY BOMBARDMENT
Happy 201h

You're the grooviest

We tove you
Love Chen, Karen. Lisa

GROUP RENTALS
Hyannis area walk to beach and

downtown. Call 508 778-0709

TYPING

RIDE WANTED

TO PROVIDENCE
On weekends
Share expenses Call Sergei

549-7161

SCHOLARSHIPS

SCHOLARSHIPS, GRANTS
RNANCIAL AID AVAILABLE!
Call 24.^our recorded message

For tree information: 1-800-535-0204

"INTERNSHIPS-

FALL 1992 INTERNSHIPS with the Legal

Services Center, get handson experience in

the legal field -work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 undergracfciate

crsdits. No experience in the legal proles-

skxi naoassary -training provided Contact

Legal Sarvlcas today: 545-1995. 922 Cam-
pus Celer.

SERVKES

PAPERS, RESUMES, THESIS-
Word processing, laser printing-

Call Rosemary 323 5031

SEXY, FAST. ACCURATE TyP1N0~~~
w'spellcheck $1 50/pg Call Greg 6-6435

VITHAT CAN YOU DOT

CAN YOUMAKE people laughs Can youplay

guitar better than Clapton'' Can yoo stand on
your head arxl spit nickels'' Give us a caH
and let us know wfial you can do AndwewM
sign you up lor open stage night 549-1200.

Ask lor Pele or Judi

FREE pregnancy lasting; confidential and
caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906
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Sports

Harper Williams

6 7" Jr. F/C

Bridgeport, CT

Game Summary

Syracuse 32-32-7 71

Massachusetts 30-34-13 77

Syracuse (71)

Johnson 9- 1 8 8- 1 26, Edwards
1-4 0-0 3, McRae 7-12 0-0 14,

AutryO-ll 1-2 l,Moten7-164-
4 19, Siock 0-0 0-0 0, Hopkins 3-

4 2-2 8, McCorkle 0-0 0-0

Totals: 27-65 15-18 71.

Massachusetts (77)

M. Williams 0-1 0-0 0, Brown 4-

130-0 10- Roe 4-6 2-4 10, McCoy
8-16 8-10 24, Barbee 3-9 2-2 8,

Molloy 0-0 0-0 0, H. Williams 6-

18 5-6 18, Herndon 3-8 1-3 7, K.

Robinson 0-0 0-0 0.

Totals: 28-70 18-25 77.

Three-point goals: Syracuse 2-

15 (Johnson 0-3, Edwards 1-4,

Autry 0-3, Moten 1-4, Hopkins

0-1). Massachusetts 3-10

(Brown 2-7, Barbee 0-2, H. Wil-

liams 1-1). Rebounds: Syracuse

37 (Johnson. Autry 10), Massa-

chusetts 46 (H. Williams 15).

Assists: Syracuse 14 (Autry 10),

Massachusetts (Brown 9).

Fouled out: Hopkins Atten-

dance: 13,514.

Player of ttte game

University of

Massachusetts
forward
Harper Wil-

liams pulled
down agame-
high 15 re-

bounds and
scored 18

points includ-

ing a decisive

3-pointer in

overtime with only one sec-

ond remaining on the 45-sec-

ond shot clock. It was the At-

lantic 10 Player of the Year's

third double-double in the last

four games. Williams also had
two stealsandonebkx:kedshot.

Why UMass won

Even though the Minute-

men hit only 40 percent oftheir

shots for the gome, each and
every one seemed key , as the

Atlantic 10 Champions held

their own against the Big East

Champions, never falling be-
hind by more than eight

throughout the contest.

UMass, which had only been
in one overtime contest this

year (a 74-69 win over West
Virginia), jumped out to an
early lead in the extra session

and never looked back as Jim

McCoy and Harper Williams

came up big. McCoy con-

nected on all six of his freethrow

attempts while Williams scored

two field goals, including a 3.

UMass' next opponent

The Minutemen will face the

otherteam that escapedfrom
Worcester unbeaten, the No.

2 seeded Kentucky Wildcats.

Kentucky, which was victori-

ous over Iowa State yesterday

106-98, beat the Minutemen
in early December In Lexing-

ton, 90h59.

UMass slips past Syracuse
with 77-71 overtime thriller
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

the second half, was simply outmanned.

The Orangemen used eight players, but

four went 40-plu8 minutes with Johnson

going the entire 45. The Minutemen on

the other hand used nine guys and got

another fine effort off the bench from

freshman Lou Roe, who scored 10 points

and grabbed 7 rebounds in 19 minutes.

Roe, who averages over 11 points per

game, when the games are on national

television, compared to his usual 7.7 points

per game, scored 19 in Friday's 85-58 first

round victory over Fordham.

CoUcfian pholo by Chriatopher Erana

Anton Brown glides in for 2 of

his 10 points in yesterday's UMass
win over Syracuse, 77-71

Boeheim would not admit his team was

fatigued, but it was obvious, as during

several key stretches, the Orangemenwere

breathing heavy and coming up short on

jumpers.
"We've struggled all year with teams

that can hurt us on the

boards," Boeheim, whose team was
outrebounded 46-37, said. "We made a

good play to get the game into overtime.

They made a tough shot to put the game
away."

The key point in the game came just

after Williams rebounded a miss and put

it back up to draw the Minutemen within

3, 45-42. That is when UMass coach John

Calipari exhorted the subdued Centrum

crowd to make noise. The fans responded

to Calipari's tirade on the sideline and for

the remainder ofthe game were almost as

loud as the Curry Hicks Cage — almost.

Give the fans credit too. becausejust as

soon as they stood up, they could have sat

back down when Conrad McRae slammed

home two of his 14 points to give Syracuse

a 47-42 lead.

However, the Minutemen, with the fan

support, went on a 14-4 run to open up a

56-50 lead.

"The crowd didn't bother us." Johnson

said. "We've played in much toughergames

in our conference."

"We've had three years in a row of

playing in a tough place," Boeheim said.

"Last year we played Richmond in Rich-

mond and lost, the year before we played

in Dayton and lost."

At halftime, the Orangemen held a 32-

30 lead on the strength of 16 Johnson

points.

"Halftime was ugly," Calipari said.

"Very ugly. Harper and I got at it, but he

came back and played an outstanding half

of basketball."

Moten scored four quick points to bring

the Orangemen within 2, 56-54.

CoUecian photo b>- Chritlopher Evan*

University of Massachusetts
forward Lou Roe has a firm grip

on the ball during yesterday's

game.

Williams' two free throws gave UMass
a 61-58 advantage and Herndon could

have given the Minutemen a five point

lead, but he missed two free throws.

For the game, UMass, which has

struggled from the charity stripe

throughout the season (66.1 percent) hit

18 of 25 freebies (72.0 percent).

After UMass held Syracuse, Herndon

again was fouled with 2:10 left in regula-

tion. This time, he hit one free throw and

the Minutemen had a 62-58 lead.

McRae's dunk brought the Orangemen

within 2, but two McCoy foul shots made

it 64-60 with 1 :34 on the clock.
will VTV^l KJJ •.*M^^»sr*,f . . . •. —

Harper Williams . . . for three?
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

WORCESTER— Harper Williams says

he shoots 3-pointers in practice, "just in

case of an emergency."

Thank goodness for emergencies.

And Harper Williams says he's "a 3-

point shooter."

Thank goodness he thinks so.

And Harper Williams said he knew his

3-point shot last night was going to fall,

"when it left my hand."

Thank goodness it did.

Because it wasWiUiams' 3-pointer with

a fraction of a second on the shot clock

which gave UMass a decisive four-point

lead in overtime against Syracuse yester-

day and led to the Minutemen's 77-71

victory in the second round of the NCAA
Tournament.

But Williams is the last person on the

team expected to attempt a crucial 3-

pointer as he has only attempted five all

season (eight career), connecting on one.

"He wants to be a 3-point shooter,"

Calipari said.

"I am a 3-point shooter," Williams, the

Atlantic 10 Player of the Year, immedi-

ately responded. "I don't make all ofthem,

but I am a 3-point shooter."

So Harper, ifyou are a 3-point shooter

tell us about the last time you hit one?

"I made another this season," he said

with pride. "And it was off the dribble . .

.

it was nice."

However, Williams almost never got

the opportunity to take THE SHOT.
Jim McCoy inbounded the ball to Will

Herndon, who was unaware there was

just six seconds remaining on the shot

clock as he casually dribbled to his right.

Williams fi-antically called for the ball

at the top of the 3-point arc, well-aware of

them quickly closing on a 45-second viola-

tion.

CoUegian photo by Christopher Evana

Harper Williams looks for a way around Syracuse center Conrad
McRae yesterday. Williams finished with 18 points and 15 rebounds.

"I said 'Hem, Hem give me the ball,'

and I had to shoot it," WiUiams said.

And that he did as it got all net.

But sorry Harper, that's not how the

team planned it.

"I thought the play was to go to Jimmy
[McCoy] and Anton [Brown] threw the

ball in tome and I dribbled out and Harper

[Williams I
called for the ball," Herndon

said. "And I passed it to him and he saw

how much time was on the clock and ... it

doesn't matter. We won."

There's a drill in practice that's six

minutes long and in the last minute I

shoot 3-pointers," Williams said. "The

coaches tell me to shoot inside shots, but I

said I can't play center at a higher level of

basketball."
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A WINTER SPORT— Evin Perkins, 4, sets up a *tip up" for his dad Eric, so they know
when they have caught a fish under the ice.

Libya offers bombing suspects
Concession seen as attempt to avoid UN sanctions
By PETER JAMES SPIELMANN
Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS — Libya has offered to surren-

der two men suspected in the bombing of Pan Am Fhght

103 to the Arab League for eventual trial in the United

States or Britain, the Security Council president said

Monday.
The offer marked a meyor Libyan concession as it

seeks to avoid U.N. Security economic and diplomatic

sanctions being pushed by the United States, Britain and

France.

London and Washington seek the extradition of

the two Libyans for bombing the New York-bound
Pan Am plane over Lockerbie, Scotland, in 1988.

France seeks four others for the bombing of a

French airliner over Africa in 1989. A total of 441

people died in the attacks.

Libyan Ambassador Ali Ahmed Elhouderi announced

the plan to turn over the accused to the Arab League

while talking with reporters at the United Nations.

"We hope this can put an end to this unnecessary

confrontation." Elhouderi said.

Elhouderi said it would be up to the 21-member Arab

League to decide the fate of the Lockerbie suspects.

U.S. Ambassador Thomas R. Pickering was noncom-

mittal on whether the United States would now stop

pushing for further sanctions. "We are waiting to hear

that these people will take the actions they are supposed

to take," he said.

The Security Council president. Ambassador Diego

Arria of Venezuela, said he bolicves the suspects would

be "unconditionally surrendered to the Arab League and

unconditionally surrendered" to U.N. Secretary-General

Boutros Boutros-Ghali.

Arria also said he understood the men— Abdel Basset

Ali Megrahi, 39, and Lamen Khalifa Fhimah. 35. —
"most definitely" could be handed over for trial to the

United States or Britain.

Boutros-Ghali said he believes "the Arab I>cague must

receive the two accused Libyans and hand them over. . .

in the presence of a U.N. representative."

The United States, Pickering said, has "no objection to

turning the men over to the secretary-general without

conditions if they are turned over to one of our govern-

ments."

At an emergency meeting Sunday in Cairo, the Arab

League urged the Security Council to hold offon sanctions

and give mediation a chance to resolve the dispute.

Arab diplomats said Boutros-Ghali had interceded

with his fellow Egyptian diplomat, Esmat Abdel -Meguid,

the Arab Ixjague secretary genera'.

Anew Security Council resolution would have clamped

an international arms embargo on Libya for not cooper-

ating with British. French and US. extradition requests.

The resolution also would cut offcommercial air links

to Libya. It also would urge nations to expel most Libyan

diplomats.

Pickering said later Monday that the resolution was

still possible. "There is little pause now while we digest

what it is the Libyans have to say," he said.

The resolution appeared to have enough support to

barely pass the 15-member council with 10 votes. China

was considered likely to abstain, while the other four

members with veto power— the United States, Britain,

France and Russia — would vote yes.

UN confirms
Iraqi missile
destruction
By NABILA MEGALLI
Associated Press

MANAMA, Bahrain — A United Nations team of

ballistic missile experts has confirmed that Iraq de-

stroyed and buried a number ofScud missiles and other

terror weapons, team leader Derek Boothby said Mon-

day.

Boothby said there are more than one of the so-called

"graveyard sites," which could contain sonic of the weap-

onry Baghdad has been suspected of hiding from U.N.

teams inspecting Iraq's weapons programs.

"There are quite a few places," IkMHhby said by satel-

lite telephone shortly aller returning from the Held on his

second day of a mission to verify Iraq's weekend disclo-

sures on its stock of mass destruction weapons.

Bowing to world pressure aftera showdown with Iraqi

Deputy Premier Tariq Aziz at the Security (\uincil.

Iraq's delegate to the United Nations last Friday said

substantial quantities of weapons of mass destruction

were destroyed in June.

Boothby's 35-inember team went to Baghdad on Sat-

urday to verify the Iraqi statements, which have fiire-

stalled pjsi<ible military intervention from the Uniti'd

States and Britain. The U.S.-led allies forci«d Irati from

Kuwait in 1991 in the GulfWar, and Iraq's weaptins must

be destroyed under the cease-fire aj.'ii-emenl.

Boothby said he visited one site south of Baghdad on

Sunday, and two north of Baghdad on Mtmday. He said

there was 'no consistency" as to where the Iraqis had

buried the destroyed missiles. "One ofthe sites was in the

countryside, in the middle of trees, and one in an open,

sandy, gravel area."

Boothby would not specify the numlxTs of the long-

range missiles that he hopes to count m the wreckage.

Nor would he discuss the numbers Iraq reported to the

U.N. Special Commission in charge of eliminating the

country's nuclear, chemical and biological warfare capa-

bility, as well as its stock of missiles with a range of 100

miles or more.

"I am under strict instructions not to get into num-

bers," he said.

"The Iraqis are still in the process of showing us

wreckage. They've shown us some and will be showing

some more."

At its New York headquarters, the commission is.sued

a statement that "initial excavation revealed some pieces

ofthe missiles," and the Iraqis were asked to excavate the

areas completely.

Douglas Englund, the New York-based director of

operation ofthe commission, noted "press reports" .said

Iraq had reported 89 Scuds in the wreckage.

Sixty-one missiles were destroyed under the supervi-

.sion of an inspection team last year, but U.S. otricials

claim Iraq has hundreds of Scuds still hidden.

Mather offers students career start
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Correspondent

With the approach of summer many
students feel they are doomed to hunt for

fast-food jobs flipping burgers or

babysitting the neighborhood's bratty kids.

But with a little effort, a summer job in

New York or Boston is not so far away.

The Mather Career Center can help,

just as it has assisted thousands of stu-

dents in getting jobs related to their ma-

jor. According to the center's associate

director Jeffrey Silver, approximately 100

less students are applying for co-ops and

internships than last year. Despite the

recession, the center is offering more jobs

than in years past.

"To graduate with no experience is

crazy. Many companies will only inter-

view people with experience from a co-op

or internship," Silver said.

The Career Center offers internships

and co-ops. The internship program al-

lows students to work within their major

and get credit. Because students are not

getting paid, their job will sometimes be

higher up the corporate ladder.

Senior David Gorvine did an six-month

internship at NBC Sports in New York,

while earning 12 credits for his communi-

cations major. Gorvine said he not only

got to work with the high executives in-

cludingthe president and manager ofNBC
Sports, but also gained the experience in

handling videotape.

"It was an energized working atmo-

sphere, rather than sitting in an office,"

Gorvine said.

Gorvine said he oflen saw celebrities in

NBC studios. He also said he has gotten to

know many executives in other networks

as well.

"Because I worked at NBC, I will be

able to walk right into the office and give

them my resume," he said.

"Yet no students this year applied to

work at NBC. It just doesn't make sense,"

Silver said.

Co-ops are also a popular way to gain

experience. Usually co-ops run for six

months, but some are only for the sum-

mer. In the past the difference between a

co-op and an internship was that co-ops

were paid but not for credit, but that is

changing. In may co-ops you can earn

credit in addition to being paid, according

to Silver.

Micheal Chan and Debra Robert, both

seniors in chemical engineering, partici-

pated in the six month co-op program at

America Cyanamid Company and did re-

search and development. Robert first

started with a summer co-op.

"The people at Mather are very sup-

portive. . . I My supervisor I is trying to help

me get a summer job in Houston," Chan
said.

Many companies want freshman and

sophomores in addition to juniors and

seniors, said Silver.

Junior civil engineering major Michael

Graham said he found his job as an engi-

neering draftsman with the Navy chal-
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Foxboro to be World Cup site
By ANNE STUART
Associated Press

BOSTON— Cheering people flung soccer balls across

an auditorium while others simply hugged and kissed

each other when they learned Foxboro Stadium was

among nine sites picked Monday for the 1994 World Cup.

"Well, it was suspenseful," said Robert L. Caporale,

chairman of Boston Soccer '94, after he and about 200

others watched the drawn-out announcement on a large

closed-circuit television.

"I got a little nervous when they said they just added

Giants Stadium within the last 24 hours," said Hank

Friedman, Boston Soccer intern.

Others groaned when officials mentioned the Pontiac

Silverdome in Michigan, fearing that the Detroit-area

site might bump Boston off the list.

But then soccer officials in New York added Boston to

the list, prompting a 10-minute explosion of screaming,

cheering, hugging, kissing and back-slapping. Soccer

balls were tossed across the auditorium and a few people

danced as a brass band drowned out the teleconference.

The nine sites came from an initial field of 26, which

was narrowed to 19 last fall. Other cities to host the

games, to run from June 17-July 17, 1994, include Chi-

cago, Dallas. New York, Ix)s Angeles, Orlando, San

Francisco and Washington, D.C.

Enthusiasts and officials called Boston's irfcltiSto'n a

logical one. T
"What we know is what the rest of the world is going

to find out — Boston is an international city, a world-

class city," said Boston Mayor Raymond Flymi. The
world is going to come to Boston."

And Flynn was among those looking ahead.

"It puts us in competition for the world Olympic

Games," Flynn said. "It gives us the opportunities Boston

has never had before."

Repeatedly calling soccer the world's most popular

sport, supporters emphasized that the even will boost the

area's economy through direct spending and tourism.

"I know it will mean something in excess of $90

million," Caporale said.

He and others credited the region's strong interest in

soccer with helping Boston beat out other contenders.

Former New England Patriot John Smith, who now

runs soccer clinics and camps, said Massachusetts is

second only to southern California in the number ofyouth

soccer players.

"We have 100,000 kids playing in Massachusetts," he

said.

"We surprised the whole United States," he said. "It

was the biggest gate ever for U.S. soccer."
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Write for the Collegian
Your friends will like you better.

Okay, maybe they won't, but it sounds good, doesn't it?
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WHY TOU SHOULD START PLANNING FOR
RETIREMENT WITH TOUR EYES CLOSED.

For retirement to be the time ofyour life, you
have to dre^ni .i little— al>oiit (he iKiiig^

vou've fllways wanted to do: travel, explore,

Ktart a liiixinesii. .liiKt imagine. .

.

Willi n dre.im nnd .i pl.in, you r.in m.ikc it

li.i|>|ien. Your pension .in«l StHM.il Sciiii il_\'

•thould provide a gooti

l>a«ic retirement iiu-ome.

hilt what alxiul all those

extras thnt make your
dreams possihic? You'll

prohahly need some
additional savings.

TllK I>REAM IS YOUR OWN.
WE CAN HELP YOU WITH THE PLAN.

1 lAACRKF Supplemental Retirement

Annuities (SRAs), lax-deferretl annuities lor

people like you in education iirn\ research, are

a pood way to save U>r rclirrmeni and save

on taxes ni>w. SRAs are ras\' — _voii m.ikc fon-

trilnilions thioiigh your institution heloieyour

taxes air i-alciilated, so you pay less lax now.

You pay no lax on

your SRA «-onlril>iitions

anil earnings iinlilyou

receive llx'in as inr<Mne.

And sa\ing rcpiilaily

means vnnr ronliihii

tions and ihcir earnings

can add up quickly.

What else makes SRAs
s«) special? A broad range

of allocation choices, from

the safety ol TI AA to the

invest ineni accounts ol

CRKF's variable annuity:

no sales charges; a variety- of ways to receive

inconie. including annuities, payments over ,i

fixed period, or cash, ^'ou may also he ahle to

borrow against your SRA accumulation

before you retire.*

All this, plus the top investment man.ige-

nient that has helped make TIAA CRKF the

largest retirement system m the country.

So start dreaming and planning lor the lime

of your life. Because the sooner you start your

SRA. the giealer your savings and _\oiir retire-

ment will be.
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(WITH THIS COUPOiN.)

Offer expires 4/30/92

4 Main St., Amherst • 256-1919
Open Till 2 am, Thurs, Fri. ^ Sat.

Living With Herpes

Ensuring the fiiturc

for tliose who shape it!'
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• Do you have herpes?

• Would you benefit from
talking with other people

who also have herpes?

I
If you answered yes to these
questions block off your calendars
and attend this informal discussion.

START PI ANNIN(; lOR 11 IF

TIMF. OF YOUR I.IFF:, T0I>AY. .
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April 8

University Health Center

Room 304

7-9 p.m.

For more information call the Health

Education Office at 549-2671 ext. 181
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Local
UM history professors receive awards
• Spain cites Latin American scholar • Peers honor Civil War expert Oates
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

Lewis Hanke, professor emeritus of

history at the University of Massachu-
setts, recently won one of Spain's most
prestigious cultural awards, the Eloy

Antonio de Nebrija—V Centenario Prize.

"He is very pleased indeed to be singled

out for this honor," Hanke's wife Kate
said. Due to illness, Hanke could not be

reached for comment.
He was selected as the winner of the

award from a group of25 individuals from

around the world . Nomi nees for the award
came from Asia, Eastern Europe, Western
Europe and North America.

"The Nebrija Prize is designed to rec-

ognize the contributions of foreign schol-

ars to the knowledge and understanding

of Spain's history and culture," said Rob-

ert E. Jones, chairperson of the history

department.
"Hanke's long career and numerous

publications, especially his 'Spanish

Struggle for Justice in the Conquest of

America,' his many writings on Friar

Bartolome de las Casa (Spanish mission-

ary and historian who lived from 1474-

1566), and his documentary series on the

Payroll option
shot down by
angry FacSen
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

The chairperson of the committee which found the

University Library sorely lacking in resources said he is

disgusted by a recent Faculty Senate motion that killed

an employee payroll deduction option supporting the

library.

There was protest from faculty membt'rs who felt the

Commonwealth should be taking the responsibility for

the library, not University employees, who have gone

more than four years without a raise.

English Professor David Paroissen, chairperson ofthe

Future of the Library Committee, said he felt faculty

tabled the motion because they didn't want to act upon

the recommendation during the Faculty Senate meeting

the week before Spnng Break.

"In my view, many members didn't want to confront

the scale ofthe catastrophe ofthe library and don't agree

that the library should be the first priority. I think it

should," said Paroissen after the meeting.

Vice Chancellor of University Relations and Develop-

ment Daniel Melley said employees can donate to the

library through the existing payroll gift deduction form

in which faculty members can make a contribution to any

program they choose.

Paroissen said the payroll deduction is "one ofthe best

kept secrets" and feels the Library Committee's recom-

mended payroll deduction would "dramatize the library's

plight."

"Members are burying their heads in the sand and

they don't want to hear that the library is suffering

irreparable damage at the present rate," said Paroissen.

According to a University report, due to inadequate

funding the library is failing to provide critical public

services, including acquisitions ofnew books, cutbacks in

staffmg and the use of antiquated equipment.

The Future ofthe Library Committee established last

May by the Faculty Senate found the library needs an

additional $1.1 million in emergency relief in fiscal year

1993 to "stave off disaster for another year."

The report also called for a $7.8 million budgetary

increase which could be spread over the next three years

to rebuild and recover from the continuing damage in-

flicted on the holdings and overall quality of the Univer-

sity Library system.

"I am disappointed that there wasn't a more thorough

and open minded exploration of the proposal to have a

voluntary pay deduction for those who choose to exercise

it," Paroissen said. "A University that doesn't take the

library seriously is posturing."

In other Faculty Senate business, the Botany and the

Zoology department were merged into a new Biology

department.

Zoology department professor and pre-medicine advi-

sor Brian O'Connor said the move would broaden the pre-

med curriculum and would make better doctors.

Spanish viceroys, earned him a world-

wide reputation and made him a logical

candidate for the award," Jones said.

"Any Latin American historian over 45

was touched by him in some way, either

through his writings, as a teacher, or the

direction of organizations," said Jane
Rausch, a history professor who special-

izes in Latin America.

The Nebrija award is named after a

15th century Spanish humorist and pro-

fessor, who is credited with producing the

first grammar of the Spanish language.

Hanke came to UMass in 1969 after

working as a director of the Hispanic

Foundation of the Library of Congress,

and professorships at the University of

Texas, Columbia University and the Uni-

versity of California. He retired from the

history department in 1975.

"Lewis Hanke is one of the great Latin

American scholars in the world, and this

award is the recognition of a lifetime of

achievement as a scholar in his field," said

Jones.

"His contributions were enormous, and

I can't think of anyone more deserving of

this award," said Rausch.

Hanke is the Haring professor emeri-

tus of history.

By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

Stephen B. Oates, a history professor

at the University of Massachusetts, has

been awarded the 1992 Kidger Award
from the New England History Teachers'

Association.

The Kidger Award is given annually in

recognition ofoutstanding public teaching,

said Robert E. Jones, chairperson of the

history department and past president of

the New England History Teacher's As-

sociation.

He was presented the annual award on

March 12, at the Northeast Regional

Conference on the Social Sciences.

Oates teaches both undergraduate and
graduate courses in the Civil War Era,

and in the art and literature ofbiography

.

He currently holds the title of Paul

Murray Kendall Professor of biography

at UMass.
He has mitLcn 13 books and numer-

ous articles. He is best known for a series

offourbiographiesoffour men who sought

solutions to slavery and racial oppres-

sion.

The four biographies are "To Purge

This l,and With Blood: A Biography of

John Brown"; "The Fires of Jubilee: Nat
Turner's Fierce Rebellion"; "With Malice

Toward None: The Life of Abraham Lin-

coln"; and "Let the Trumpet Sound: The
Life of Martin Luther King, Jr."

He is also the author of "William
F'aulkner: The Man and the Artist."

The University of Hartford honored

Oates with its Master Teaching Award in

1985.

The Master Teaching Award is

given annually to a "creative teacher
who brings new ideas to the classroom
and stimulates new thinking and in-

spires originality."

He is also the 1981 recipient of the

UMass Distinguished Teachers Award.

Past recipients of the Kidger Award
include Henry Steele Commager, profes-

sor emeritus of history at Amherst Col-

lege; Daniel J. Boorstin, University of

Chicago educator and Librarian of Con-
gress emeritus; and Christa McAuliffe, a

New Hampshire teacher and NASA's first

civilian astronaut. McAuliffe died in the

Space Shuttle Challenger disaster in

1986.

"Oates has spent much of his career

teacliing history not only to students but

the general American public," said Jones.
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The remains of the Five College Astronomy pickup lie in Lot 41. Rest in

Students seek role in Amherst
Town Meeting hopefuls try to voice UMass concerns
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Today's townvride elections offer an important op-

portimity for University of Massachusetts students to

gain a voice in town politics, according to several Uni-

versity students seeking election to Amherst Town
Meeting.

Representatives vote on different issues such as town

budgets, tax overrides and keg and noise bylaws during

the town meeting, said Jen Wood, ajuniorwho has served

one year in town meeting.

TheAmherstTown Meeting is themain governmentbody

and is alsothe root ofthe town," saidWood, who is running for

a one- year term as representative of Precinct 5.

Wood said it is important for students to be repre-

M career center
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

lenging, but not beyond his knowledge. He worked in

Boston over the summer and during this winter break.

"The engineering I was expected to do was relatively

simple," said Graham.
How can students get involved? All you need to do is

to attend a planning session offered almost daily at room

16 in the Curry Hicks Building.

This week sessions are also offered Wednesday and

next Monday at 12:20 p.m., Thursday at 1 p.m., and

Friday at 1:25 p.m. A schedule is available at the office.

These sessions will give more information about the

process of getting a co-op or internship.

In addition to getting work experience, Mather helps

sented in the 246-member Amherst Town Meeting so

they can convey the opinions of the student population.

"Students need to have a voice in the town meeting

because some of the issues that are voted on affect the

students too," said Wood, who is Student Government

Association president.

Sophomore Jon Aronson, who is running for a three-

year term as representativeofPrecinct 3. said he believes

Amherst looks down on students.

"The more studentswho are involved in Town Meeting

the better because the students will have a bigger voice

against the town," Aronson said.

Sophomore Dave Anderson, who is vying for a three-

year seat among a large field of candidates, said he feels

students are treated as third class citizens by Amherst
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

students learn valuable skills such as interviewing.

"Many students walk out of an interview thinking

that they did great when in fact the employer feels the

student has blown it," said Silver.

Mather will be providing an interviewing workshop

this Wednesday at Campus Center Room 917 at 12:20.

This workshop will focus on how to emphasize strengths

and weaknesses in an interview.

According to Silver, many students get discouraged

because they can not find a job right away through the

center. Students should continue to check up at the main

office every week or every few days.

The main office is in Fraternity/Sorority Park and can

be reached by taking the Orchard Hill bus.
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State has mixed record
on children, report says
BOSTON (AP) — Massachusetts is

ranked seventh in the nation for overall

child welfare and first at preventing child

deaths, according to a report released

Monday.
However, the report said Massachu-

setts also has growing numbers of high

school dropouts, teen-age parents, single

parent families and children living in

poverty.

The "Kids Count" report, in which all

50 states were ranked, as released

Thursday in Washington by the Center

for the Study of Social Policy and Annie E.

Casey Foundation.

"What it's saying is that children are

worse offthan they were 10 years ago, and
worse off all over the country," said Mark
Friedman, a center spokesman.

Overall, most Northeast states ranked

higher than other parts of the country.

However, every state shows deterioration

in a least two areas, Friedman said.

For the Bay State, "the report shows

that there are significant problems with

poverty, single parents and leen parents,

and it seems to be getting worse." he said.

Massachusetts had the lowest rates of

death among children aged 1 to 14. re-

cording 22.3 per 100,000, the report said.

That's an improvement from 1980,

when the state's infant mortality rate wan
10.5 per 1,000 live births.

But in the recent report, Massachu-
setts ranked 27th in school dropout rates,

with 72 percent of students being gradu-

ated from high school and 33rd for children

living in single-parent homes— nearly 25
percent.

The percentage of low-weight babies

decUned fi-om 6.1 percent in 1980 to 5.9

percent.

Nationally, the report said 12.7 million

children in the United States, or one in

five, were poor in 1990. That's an increase

of2.7 million children, or 22 percent, since

1979.

Nearly 15 percent of Massachusetts

children live in poverty, the report said,

an increase of about one percentage point

since 1979.

"Many ofthese things signal to me that

the United States is not providing for its

future," said Winifred Breines, a sociology

professor at Northeastern University.

"Infant mortality was high in Massa-

chusetts so to see it decline is good, but

because it was so high, a drop really doesn't

mean that much," she said.

JamesAlan Fox, dean ofNortheastern's

College of Criminal Justice, said the sta-

tistics for violent teen-age deaths are mis-

leading because they reflect a drop ofjust

two deaths from 1984 figures.

"1 don't want to be a killjoy, but I don't

thing there's anything to celebrate. There's

a 10 percent drop, but we're only talking

two kids," he said.

"We're generally low in homicide any-

way in Massachusetts. But violence

among teen-agers has been increasing in

recent years, so these numbers [showing

fewer violent death for teens] surprise

me," Fox said.

•CAUSE yOWLL GET PUBLISHED BEFORE A

LOT OF yOUR PROFESSORS WILL

You're backfrom Spring Break!

iBt I I

..... and there are only 8 weeks left before your

co-op, internship or summer job should start.

The Field Experience Program still has exciting

positions available with firms such as

Walt Disney World

Digital Equipment Corporation

Merk Research Labs

The Boston Globe

NBC Television

New positions will be listed through May for most majors.

INTKRVIEWING WORKSHOP
March 25

(Jampus Center Room 917

12:20 PM

Begin planning for the rest of your life.

For information contact 545-6265

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fr»Jemity/Sororiiy Ptik - on the Orchwd HUl bui route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

Cashin door smashed
Compiled by JEFF CROFTS
Collegian StafF

• Two Cashin female residents re-

ported Sunday an attempted forced

entry by an unknown suspect. The

door to the room was smashed, ap-

parently by a hammer. Damage was

estimated at $400.

• A video game in the Campus

Center game room was vandahzed Fri-

day. There is no estimate available on

the damage to the machine and it is not

known if any money was stolen.

• A new Macintosh computer was
reported stolen from the Goessmann
Laboratory Saturday. There were no

signs of forced entry and the door was
reportedly locked earlier. The
computer's value is $3,000.

Chase regulations need
toughening, families say
By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Families of people killed

during high-speed police chases urged a

legislative committee on Monday to require

municipalities to adopt uniform standards

on pursuits.

The families also asked for tougher

penalties for those who flee from the police.

Most of the dead family members
weren't involved in the chases. Many of

the victims were struck by the car being

chased by police.

Registry Police OflRcer Maria Torres, who

is stationed in Springfield, lost her mother six

months ago when a person being chased by

Holyoke police struck her sister's car. Her

sister was iryured critically.

"It's hard for me. I've been a police

officer for 16 years and I love my job,"

Torres told the Legislature's Criminal

Justice Committee.

She and other family members, ac-

companied by attorney Alan Goodman of

Springfield, pressed the Legislature to

increase penalties for those who fail to

stop, require departments to have written

policies, increase police training and have

better reporting of cases.

"I'm not mad at the police officer. I am
a police officer. I know what they were
going through at the time of the chase,"

she said.

Torres also made it clear that she and
the others weren't seeking a ban on high-

speed chases. And she said the chase that

killed her mother could have been j ustified

because of an outstanding warrant and

the previous" record of the person being

chased.
"1 don't want to handcuff" the police

because I am the one who would be

handcuffed," she said. Torres said her

department already has a pursuit policy

in place.

Mark Petrakis of Somers, Conn., said

his sister was killed and his father and
brother-in-law seriously iryured when
theircar was hit by a vehicle being pursued

by Springfield police on Dec. 27, 1991.

Petrakis said the car was stolen, but

the people in it were teenagers and had

not been involved in any violent crimes.

Sen. James A. J^uga (D-Methuen), a

retired state police lieutenant, was dis-

turbed by chases where the police officer

knew the driver of the car and where the

chase was started because of a relatively

minor motor vehicle charge.
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Experience

the Joy
o/Learning

Over 200 credit courses that will

help you:

• Make up lost credits

• Advance in next semester's
work

• Rug any holes in your current

schedule

• Learn something that you

wouldn't ordinarily have time
for—for the sheer joy of

learning!

The UMass
Summer
Session

can add Joy

to your life.
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Registration begins April 13.

Catalogs available all over

campus or at the Division

of Continuing Education,

6th floor, Goodell Building.

A quality education

at affordableprices.
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Introducing: Logic Police

You must vote 'y^s' on Question 2
I will never forget the day last month

when I walked out of the Amherst Post

Office and I was confronted with another

petition. It sparked my interest and I con-

tinued to speak with the petitioner from

the Pioneer Valley Pro-Democracy Cam-
paign for a while. The petition was to get a

question about equal public financing of

elections and free and equal access to the

media on the ballot. Well, it is on the ballot

now as Question 2 and it got there through

the support of many Amherst voters.

Equal public fmancing of elections

sounds expensive, 1 know. You are prob-

ably thinking ofhow difficult it is to pay for

school and are saying "Forget those power-

hungry wealthy candidates. Let them fend

for themselves!" Listen, this is how it would

work. Elach candidate would have to acquire

a certain number of signatures along with

$5 individual contributions to become an

eligible candidate. This pubUc support

would eliminate the need for candidates to

accept large contnbutions from PACs and

wealthy individuals. Candidates would be

supported by the people and would finally

represent the people, not those who can

afford to buy the candidates.

Question 2 also is concerned with eli-

gible candidates receiving free and equal

media access. This would eliminate a large

portion of a candidate's budget and make
campaigning less expensive. Also, it vould

give the people equal opportunities to be

informed about each candidate.

Citizen-financed elections and free and
equal access to the media are concerns on
Question 2 of the March 24 ballot. Voting

yes on Question 2 would make Congress

accountable to voters instead of wealthy

campaign contributors. Voting yes on
Question 2 would allow eligible candi-

dates to compete fairly in public elections

and would allow citizens who are qualified

to run for public offices, regardless oftheir

economic status. Voting yes on Question 2

would ehminate scandals, such as. the S
and L crisis and the Keating Five scandal

and would save taxpayers a lot ofmoney in

the long run. Voting yes on Question 2

meaning voting in favor ofCongress work-

ing for the people.

Stacy Malone
Orchard HiU

This fall, the philosophy department
will be offering a new course titled Intro-

ductory Administrative Logic (PHIL
199A). The lectures will be held at

Whitmore, weekdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

The decision to implement this manda-
tory course was voted on by the Logic

Police late last night in a closed meeting,

as a result of many incidences of clearly

illogical planning and/or action taken by

the University over the past few years.

The following document cites two repre-

sentative cases which the chairman ofthe

LP, Veronica Lane, presented in her argu-

ment for instituting the aforementioned

credit course.

Bob Silverstein

The Mullins Memorial Center: Ev-

eryone will agree that it is rather absurd
that a New England school hosting some
20,000 students is not currently fielding a

hockey team, not to mention the fact that

possessingone ofthe top college basketball

teams in the nation, a larger sporting

arena is desperately needed to accommo-
date the fans. Several years ago, the idea

of building the arena seemed quite won-

derful. The impression was that it was
being funded totally from private con-

tributors and that the money was already

committed, which quieted many com-
plaints about use of state resources dur-

ing the recession. Now that the project is

nearly complete, the administration in-

forms the students that the private con-

tributors they were talking about were

actually future students in the form of a

$ 100 per semester fee for the next 30 years

to be tacked onto the already balloon in-

flated tuition bill (call it "Authority Fee,"

call it "Curriculum Fee," call it whatever

vou want — if everyone has to pay it, it's

all the same thing: TUITION). To top it all

off, the University is now whining that

they won't have the resources to operate

the multimillion dollar all-purpose facil-

ity. Do you call that logic?

Lot 31 and 26 Parking Arrange-
ment: The most sought-afler parking lot

on the north side of campus is the pre-

dominantly faculty-occupied Lot 31 . This

was also the most convenient parking lo-

cation for many engineering, mathemat-

ics and physical science employees, being

situated close to the LGRT. Goessmann
and many other buildings. This seemed
good enough— but not for the good old U.

of M. administration. They said, "Hey,

how about we take all ofthe trailer homes
and Port-0-Potties from the construction

company building the Silvio O. Conte
Memorial Polymer Research Center and
stick them all in Upper Lot 3 1?" Ofcourse,
everyone at that particular meeting
thought it was a great idea. So all of the

people who paid the outrageous fee for

close proximity parking got blasted down
the hill to Lower 31 (i.e. the Parking Office

lot, where people park illegally all day
long) and to Lot 26. And that is where the

other interesting building expedition has
meddled things. The oh so-necessary

Polymer Science Chiller Facility now re-

sides in what used to be the best spaces in

Lot 26. 1 understand that Polymer Science

is a blooming field at the University, but

do they have to expand their horizons at

the expense of our valuable and scarce

parking real estate? In a pseudo-sympa-

thetic move, the University decided to add
an entirely new, closer to campus, section

of Lot 26 to make amends for the Chiller

incident. Fair enough. But at another late

night meeting, they recently decided to

change the new lot's designation from 26

to 31, which essentially means that now
that new lot sits empty alt day because

nobody with a Lot 31 sticker knows they

can park down there, and everybody with

a Lot 26 validation sticker will get a ticket

for parking on lands which are rightfully

theirs to claim.

In an interview with Ms. I^ane follow-

ing the Logic Police proceedings, corre-

spondent Blake O'Connell returned with

the following enlightening account:

Blake: Ms. Lane —
Lane: Call me Veronica.

Blake: Okay. Veronica, with all the hype

over the Logic Police and their work in

exposing inefficiencies in the administra-

tion, what statement would you like to

make to the public regarding the. .

.

Lane: (Interrupts) Say. are those Bugle

Boy jeans you're wearing?

Blake: Why, yes!

Lane: Thank you. No further questions.

Bob Silverstein is a UMass student.

Don't believe 'shrinking pie' myth if you believe in education
Something like 1,500 to 2,000 UMass students

have been forced to quit school, over the last few years,

due to increased costs. Right now. the/re pumping

gas or working in convenience stores. The rest of us

have just been stuck with a 4 percent increase passed

by a dubious vote ofthe Board ofTrustees. When next

September comes, there'll be at least another few

hundred of us missing. Something is going wrong.

What is it?

Gov. William Weld could tell you. He'd tell you

about a shrinking pie, and about how we've all got to

sacrifice until this recession is over. You'd get the

same story from tlie Board of Trustees and the Board

ofRegents, many ofwhom also sit on a corporate board

or two. But before you believe them, you should know

something most of them have in common: five figure

incomes. Well, that's not quite accurate. Actually,

some ofthem have six figure incomes. The point is that

when they approve an increase of $1,000 for students

at UMass, it looks to them like small change.

So, maybe if we sat them down and told them

sincerely how hard it is for us to pay tuition and

increases, and that most ofus are mortgaging the next

10 years ofour lives to pay their increases, thenmaybe

they would stop, and even, yes, lower our tuition!

NOT. You see, they know who would have to pay for

UMass if we didn't. They would have to pay for it.

Middle and lower income people in Massachusetts are

taxed out. The only ones vinth smy dough left are the

rich. If UMass and other pubUc necessities are to be

funded, the revenues would have to come from them.

But perhaps they would tell us that they are feeling

the pinch just as sharply as the rest of us.

That brings us back to this shrinking pie baloney.

The fact is that the total national income, over the last

decade or so, has risen quite a bit. The phenomenon of

t!he "shrinking pie" has a very simple explanation that

has been made explicit in at least a thousand economic

studies. One recent study, however, instead of being

swept under the rug, was published on the front page of

the New York Times. And even Dan Rather, despite his

million a year salary, covered the study in detail. This is

an indication of just how obvious the situation has be-

come.

Zack Exley

This study showed that though total national income

rose substantially, 60percentalthat gain was received by

the small number of families that make up the top 1

percent of income earners. The top 20 percent of income

earners, including that one percent, received 94 percent

of the total gain! That lefl only 6 percent for the other 80

percentofthe population. Equally incredible, during that

period, taxes on the richest 1 percent were cut substan-

tially. Taxes on the middle and low income people, on the

other hand, were raised. This is what Weld and our not-

so-trustworthy trustees would c«dl a shrinking pie. The
facts show, however, that it's not the pie that's shrinking,

but just our slice.

The rich and the corporations have chosen, through

the policies of a government that represents them, to

increase their lot at the expense of the rest of us. The
American wage has been slashed, job security has been

eliminated, all public programs, regardless of efficiency

or worth, have been miniaturized. This has been the

strategy chosen by corporate America to keep up profits

in an increasingly competitive global economy. Suppos-

edly it has been part of a thought-out economic plan

called "trickle down," which was going to pull us out of

hard times. Well, it's been 12 years and things have only

gotten worse. But if they want to keep on trying, and if

we're going to be duped into letting them, then at least

they've got to be good citizens about it.

That's right, if we've got to sacrifice, and mortgage

three more years of our future in loans to pay their

increases, then they should sacrifice something, too.

Let's see, the average income of the top 1 jjercent is

about $550,000 per year. Can't they just give up 1 or

2 percent ofthat for the salvation oftheirown country?

Think of the sacrifices Americans are making

all across the country! Nearly everyone is working

extra hours or second jobs, and still having to make
ends meet with less. Why can't those top 1 percent,

who have so far only profited from the sacrifices of

their fellow citizens, give some back? For them it

would just mean waiting another year to buy that

yacht, but for us, it would mean a real change. A 3

percent increase on the taxes for the richest would

enable the country to rebuild its infrastructure, to

finance the rejuvenation of the economy and IT

WOULD FUND PUBLIC EDUCATION, which is

probably the most precious economic resource on

which the wealthy depend. And their 3 percent would

still be a smaller increase than our 4 percent, so as far

as we're concerned, they'd have nothing to complain

about.

Remember, we were supposed to have gotten over

all of this class stuffback in 1776. Ehminating pubhc

higher education is a big step toward creating a rigid

class society in which only the children ofthe rich have

a chance. Raising class issues like I have done here is

often dismissed as "the politics of greed." Well, hope-

fully no one in this society believes in greed. I don't

think many do. And that's why I'm sure Weld and his

cohorts will understand when they're asked to make a

small patriotic sacrifice in support of UMass and a

classless society, by chipping in for a change, and

giving us poor folk a break.

Zack Exley is a UMass student.

The EcUtoHal/Opinionpage welcomes columns, letters and cartoons from UMass and the rest ofthe Five College community. The Editorial
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off in the Newsroom, or front desk. Our thanks and 19,000 retiders* thanks.
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town meeting
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

even though the town is mostly made up of students.

"Students should be treated as equal members of

Amherst because students pay to live in this town too,'

Anderson said.

Anderson said students should get involved in town

meeting by voting in the town elections or running for

positions themselves. "Students have to show the

town that we are not people that are here one day and

gone the next, but that we care about the issues that

affect Amherst," said Anderson.

In Precincts 1 , 4 and 10 there are 1 2 open, uncontested

spots which will be filled today by write-in votes.

Sylvan and Northeast residents should vote at the

Lutheran Church. Southwest residents vote at the Bangs
Community Center. Except for Van Meter, Central

residents vote at the Wildwood School. Orchard Hill

residents vote at the North Fire Station on North Pleasant

Street. The polls will be open until 8 p.m.

LOW, LOW PRICE

DISCOUNT OIL
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Come in fora
quick byte
You have the right ideas... but you don't have the Mac

to make them happen. At Kinko's, we have the solution!

You'll find the tools you need

to get the job done right in our

comfortable work area.

Summer Jobs in Amherst
TOWN OF AMHERST

L51PE.

I In-store Macintosh*

computer rental

I Laser printers

I A selection of leading

software m^m^p
$2.00 off per hour
on Macintosh rental
Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed and save on in-store,

self-service Macintosh* computer rental lime. One coupon per

customer. Not valid with other offers. Coupon good through

September 28, 1992.

Open 24 hours

253-2543

220 North Pleasant Street

(Across from the Carriage Shops)

kinkys'
the copy center

Leisure Services and
Supplemental Education

ADVENTURE PLAYGROUND PAY CAMP
(for 7-12 year olds)

Director ($6.85-$7.94/hour)
Assistant Director ($5.68-$6.57/hour)

Art Director ($5.96-6.58/hour)
Sports and Games Supervisor ($5.69-$6.58/hour)

Counselors ($5.17-5.99/hour)
Special Needs Coordinator ($6.53-$8.33/hour)
Special Needs Counselors ($5.70-$6.59/hour)

Leaders-in-training ($4.49-$4.71 /hour)

EARLY ADVENTURES DAY CAMPS I & U
(for 5-6 years old and 3-4 year olds)

Director ($6.85-$7.94/hour)
Counselors ($5.17-5.99/hour)

Special Needs Counselors ($5.70-$6.59/hour)
Leaders-in-training ($4.49-$4.71 /hour)

AQUATICS
Pool Manager ($6.85-$8.33/hour)

Assistant Pool Manager ($5.68-$6.90/hour)
Instructor/Lifeguard ($5.70-6.28/hour)

Lifeguard/Water Safety Asst. ($4.94-$5.45/hour)
Cashier ($4.48-$5.45/hour)

Pool Maintenance Worker ($5.68/hour)

ADULT SOFTBALL LEAGUE
Softball Fields Maintenance Worker ($6.00/hour)

Job information and applications are available at Amherst Leisure Serviced,

Bangs Community Center, 70 Boltwood Walk, Amherst, or at the UMASS
Campus Center Concourse on March 25 and 26. The preferred application

deadline is Friday, April 10.

GOOD JOBS ' GOOD TIMES « GOOD FRIENDS • GOOD MONEY
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Arts & Living
See Sweeney Todd!

By SHAWN MCDONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

A gentleman sits down in a fancy
leather chair, and gives his instruc-

tions to the barber— "A bit offthe top,

please." The barber nods curtly at his

customer, then slashes his throat open
with a razor. The body is disposed of

through a hidden trap, to be recovered
— and used — later.

Perhaps this sounds like a scene
from a slasher flick, or even an item on
the news — yet the actual origin is

much stranger.

It's a scene from a Broadway musi-

cal.

The show is composer Stephen
Sondheim's "Sweeney Todd," which
revolutionized the musical theaterjust
over a decade ago— chasing away the

toe-tapping ghosts of Broadway past.

Now, a dozen years and two successful

Broadway runs later, this

groundbreaking musical is coming to

UMass.
The original saga of Todd is some-

what older than its singing cousin,

dating back to Victorian penny-
dreadfuls — which told the story of a

murderous barber, who slaughtered

his Fleet Street patrons as an act of

revenge against the society which
separated him from his wife and infant

daughter. There is plenty of blood in

Sweeney's tale, along with lust, in-

sanity and several helpings of canni-

balism.

As adapted by Sondheim and dra-

matist Hugh Wheeler, the story is no

less unsavory — but they have added

moral shadings which transform the

Demon Barber from a violent abstrac-

tion into a more sympathetic victim of

chance. This is in no way softening

Todd's edge— rather, it serves to make
the story all the more engrossing. . .

and upsetting.

The play's human connections are

the things which director Daniel Miller

hopes to explore in his new production
of Todd, which opens Wednesday at

Bowker Auditorium. As in the recent

fascination with Hannibal Lecter ("Si-

lence of the Lambs"), Todd will appeal

first as a vision ofevil— and only then
will his humanity begin to take over.

The audience will not only thrill at

the play's Grand Guigpiol effects, but
also grieve at its sorrowful conclusion.

"You don't placate a crowd, any-

more," he explained. "No one wants to

see a 'happily ever after."" Indeed, while

old-school song-and-dance shows like

""The Wilt Rogers Follies" are flounder-

ing on Broadway, the musicals of the

Todd revolution are flourishing.

True, the murders, suicides or sheer

depictions of misery which populate
shows like "Sweeney Todd," "Miss
Saigon/ "Les Miserables," may be dis-

turbing — yet they are reflective of a
reality more familiar to most audiences
than that of the tycoons, Broadway
producers or good-hearted chorus girls

which filled the musicals of yesterday.

Todd's Victorian society is in many
ways the same as ourown — there is the

same outward piety, the same customs
and mores and thus the same hypocrisy.

When Sweeney transgresses the un-

written laws ofsocietal interaction, it is

shocking not because his morality is

skewed, but becausehe seems to possess

some. Unhke the play's corruptible gen-

try, Sweeney Todd has a sort of nobility,

even as a murderer, which seems un-

questionable. It is a scathingindictment

of human nature — made an affecting

one by virtue of the fact that everyone

can see a little of Sweeney in them-

selves.

"Sweeney Todd' will be performed
at BowkerAuditorium on March 25-28,

at 8 p.m. Tickets are available at the

Fine Arts Center Box Office, $6general
public, $4 for students, children and

The loveXy top ten
Top Ten other ways to leave your lover

10. Pretend you're highly contagious, Regis

9.Grow hair on your back, Zack
8. Blow her up with a bomb, Dom
7. Insult her fat, ugly Mom, Tom
6.Give lousy sex, Lex

5.Go a month without washing your feet, Pete

4.Tell her you support David Duke, Luke

3.Just call her a witch, Mitch

2.Squish her cat with your Harley, Charlie

LTell her she ain't a ten, Ken
JOM STAFFORD

Collegian staff

Join UcS For (Sunday Brunch

at Delanos
p . . 10:3OAM - 1:00PM
realuring:

^^^^ Benedict, Eggs Picante, Quiche,

French Toast, Build Your Own Omelettes

& Delano's Award Winning Bloody Mary's

go UMflSS HOOPS - BEAT KENTaCKY!
PITCHERS

Miller Lite • Miller

Genuine Draft • Rolling

Rock • All Only $4.50
in»»ngT^nRFFyOFTTIEI»IOPfni

Arctic Bay

$1.25

PRINK OF THE WEEK
Delanos Original "Party Hat'

$1.75
Only at Delano s

JELLO SHOTS

Only....50<

Linoi
57 N. Pleasant St. • Proper ID a Must

UVC TV is:

Channel 19
UVC TV Programming Schedule for

March 23 - March 27

Monday
2:30 — U.V.C. Premiere Video
2:38 — Speaker: Seymour Herch
4:45 — Great Decisions: The United Na-
tions New Life for an Aged Institution

6:15— Basketball : UMass Minutemen vs.

George Washington (repeat)

8:00 — Sign Off

Tuesday
2:30 — Speaker: Maya Angelou
3:30 — Speaker: Nikki Giovanni
4:40 — Music: Spectacular Rap Show
5:20 — Speaker: DVP Presents James
Baldwin
6:00 — Computer Animation: Wet Paint
#2
6:30 — Women's Series: Fact i*- Stronger
Than Fiction

8:00 — Sign OfT

Wednesday
2:30 — Archives: Illuminated Music with

S. Beck and W. Jenson
3:00— Drama: Theater with a Conscience

3:25 — Archives: Sen. Edward Kennedy
(1989)

4:40 — SOM: Interviewing With Intent

5:30 — UVC Presents "Odd Little Show"
(student production)

6:00— UVC Students' Independent Work
Compilation Series

6:15— Basketball : UMass Minutemen vs.

George Washington (repeat)

8:00 — Sign Off

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Dr. Sage
knows all

about Jim
Dear Dr. Sage Guru,

I have a major problem. I really

like "Jim's Journal." My roommate
likes it, too. Sometimes wejust read
it and laugh. We especially liked the

S/\C7E C/URW
one when Jim and someone else

finished discussing Tony, and had
nothing else to say to each other on

the car ride. My confusion is that

I'm beginning to resent people who
don't like "Jim's Journal." Is it just

me? Because if it is, I'm going to feel

really guilty about hitting that

guy....

Signed,

Big Fan

Dear Big Fan:

The Collegian has already ex-

plained to the masses that "Jim's

Journal" is a syndicated cartoon ( this

means that they get the cartoon in

the same way as "The Far Side" and
"Calvin and Hobbes" — it is not

written by a student).

Most people can identify with

the content of the strip because of

its sheer simplicity. However, the

simplicity remains insuflicient to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Weld seeks trade
opening in Europe
By KEVIN COSTELLOE
Associated Press

BERLIN — Gov. William Weld opened a Massachu-

setts international trade ofllce here Monday, the first

such outpost established by a U.S. state in the German
capital.

The office will help American companies get started in

Germany, Eastern Europe and the republics ofthe former

SoNiet Union, according to the governor.

Weld said he had discussed the plans with about six or

seven other governors, who all said they believe it's a

good idea.

"We are the first, but we may see six or a dozen more

offices similar to this in the next few years, in my
opinion." Weld told a news conference.

"We had the choice of being the first in Berlin or the

35th in Brussels," Weld said, referring to the headquar-

ters of the European Community. "We chose to be the

first in Berlin. So. we're hoping to get in on the ground

floor."

The governor said in his opening remarks the office

"enhances our presence in Western Europe."

Weld, making the initial presentation in German, also

made it clear the state's companies will be seeking a role

in Eastern Europe as well.

"Simply put, haN-ing a trade office in Berlin is going to

help Massachusetts firms capitalize on opportunities in

the European Community while also assisting in the

cleanup and rebuilding of Eastern Europe," Weld said.

The two-room office is located in the Moabit section

near the cenier of Berlin, and is headed by Brita Lam-

bert, the former assistant manager of the American

Chamber of Commerce in Germany.

CoUegian pbolo by Mali Kmhn

BOY, DO I HAVE TO GO TO THE BATHROOM — The falls at Puffers Pond offer a

relaxing afternoon away from the University.

UVC listing

immiimimmmmmimmtmmmmimitmmmmmmm

Make sure your road trip proceeds without a hitch.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

Thursday
2:30 — Deep Dish Series: "Who Owns This Body?"

4:30 — Great Decisions: Nuclear Waste (1990)

5:30 — Drama: A Soldier's Tale

6:30 — Women's Series: Bad Attitude

8:00 — Sign Off

Friday
2:30 — Archives Speaker: Dr. Madhubuti (1990)

4:15 — Deep Dish Series: "Only Something is About to

Disappear"
6:15 — Drama: America Under Glass (Fall, 1991)

8:00 — Sign Off

guru

<*- •

—

ifc mw hl99 I 111

> tl* IM *1>«» «

Sonieiimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than you

expect them to be. ^OC'hich is why you should always pack yowxAT&TCalling Card. E

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

induce laughter (I read it every day in case it becomes

humorous). Be glad that you are among the special few

who can be entranced by something as simple as a blade

ofgrass. But ifyou're one ofthose people who think "Jim's

Journal" is a commentary ofsociety akin to The Simpsons,

stoj. reading The Weekly World News.

Don't be ashamed of your desires, but remember that

the strip isn't worth fighting for. Apologize to the guy you

hit.

Your Friend,

Dr. Sage Guru

Dr. Sage Guru will respond to your questions,

concerns and problems in his column every week.
Please bring or send any letters to the Collegian in

the Campus Center Basement.

Its all vou need to make a call from almost ami^here to an\n;vhere. It's the least

expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And now,

you could also get 10% back
(.ci nn<

hatk
on all the long distance calls you make with

your cardf D The AT&T Calling Card** It's the best route to wherever you're going.

:

Call more, save more with an AT&T Calling Card.

Call 1 800 654-0471, Ext. 5915.

Must make at least $30 worth ot AT»T Long Distance Calls w.lh your AT»T Card per quarter Calls covered by special

AT 4T pricino plans are not included ^ .t«t »y«ii«w—^.^.
in add.tK)n. campus resKjenis may place direct dialwJ calls using University and AT»T tC»V service

c 1992 AT&T

AT&T

This 3 session

program (classes

one week apart)

Includes Information

on exercise, some
anatomy, massage,

treatment options,

posture tips and pain

relief methods.

Wednesday, April 1, 8, 15
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.

University Health Center

Physical Therapy Dept. (ground floor)

Call UHS Health Education for information and registration,

549-2671 X181. $10 00 deposit required for registration but

'^will be refunded upon completion of all tftree sessions.

COLLEGIAM
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By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
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I JUSTGOT
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ON CLINTON.
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CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

I^M^

JIM'S JOURNAL
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By JIM
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MORT! By SUZANNE PALMER
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CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

OK^mn ONE

LicANSDofs n
TAKB TOCHANGl
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ADVENTURES OF FRED

SOi^OULQHQ

HAi JdEtN
SmCE iOUMt

HAPA
GIRLFRItNP?

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

-nCKEIS, fiiWt'';

jojT LET ME (MT -mir

PitCE OF LOWiAGt, S\^

by

Today's Staff
Night Editor Preston P. Forman

Copy Editor Mson George

PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi

Production Supervisor Lisajezowski

Production R'ck Seto,

Theresa Ciammattei

Men u
LUNCH DINNER

Grilled Chicken Sand. Grilled Chicken Sand.

Hungarian Noodles Veal Cordon Bleu

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Beet Fajitas Bean & Rice Provencal

N.E. Style Scrod N.E. Style Scrod

Crossing the village, Mowaka is overpowered by army
ants. (Later, bystanders were all quoted as saying they

were horrified, but "didn't want to get involved.")

Quote of the Day
"The NCAA tournament is to basketball

fans what an orgy is to a nymphomaniac."
- Overheard

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIEStMjrch 21 -April l9l:Str«ying

loo 'ar from lamiliar aclivitm could

prove unnerving today. Slick lo your

rwrmal routine. Reassess a relalionship

that has become lew close <or comfod.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Once
you know what you want, go after it. You
have the vision that many people lack.

Trusi your fiiV impressionswhen it comes
lo love or money. Recuse to be manipu-

lated.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 201: Keep
your teet on the ground in an affair of the

heart. Although you can min love and
work at limes, doing so is always risky.

Secret deals and bullying tactics are

taboo.

CANCER (June 2 1 -July 221: You
could tind yourself right in the middle
of a family confrontation where |ust

about anything goes. Count to 1 be-

fore expressing a personal opinion.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 221: Guard your

physKal and emotional well-being to-

day. Roll with the punches to come out

swinging. A feeling of lor>eliness may
overtake you since your dog misses you

law, how sweet). Getting involved will

banish the blues.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): It you

seem unusually quiet, it is because you

arc sorting out your thoughts. Try lo

decide the best way to proceed with a

pet protect . F inancial rewardscome from
an unexpected quarter.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Exercise

special restraint in finarKial matters lo

avoid mishaps. This is rmt a good lime to

seek favors; rely on your own effcxts. A
candid chat sets you at ease tonight.

SCOItnO (Oct. 2 3-Nov. 2 1 ): Faulty

advKe and half-baked communications

are possible natt. Keep important n\at-

ters in your own hands, particularly

where rraney is corKerned. Become a

decision-rruker who krvjws the score.

SAGITTARIUS (^4ov. 22-Oec. 21):

Impulsive sperxjing could cause regrets.

Return a purchase you do not really

rwed. Charwielirig nervous encrty into

work tasks could help you Fiftd thai

elusive pot of gold.

CA«ICO«N(Oc 22-lan. l9):|o«v

ing forees w iih J threwd businessawociale

couki mean new proaperily. Share ex-

penses lo sav« money. Seeing the world

through the eyes of a child changes your

perspective.

AQUARIUS Man. 20-Feb 181:

Those who are >n ihe limelight always

risk drawing unwanted attention. No
matter where you vt, be discreel.

Recyc le an old pro|ect or idea to nuke
r>ew profits.

PISCES Ifeb. 19-March 20): Focus

on contacting people who have power

and wealth today. You can reap big

dividends in the form ol praise or money

.

The tides of change begin to benefit you
in i tangible way.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Mont
5 Octobar s stone

9 Put mtarca
14 Icy piiwcH*
15 Napolaon—

.

•TlwManfro'n

U.N.C.LE.'
'6 Chef 1 white rial

1

7

R«d. to Goya
18 m
19 Shanks
20 1401 apt lo wm
?3Unnjm«l
24 Bird o(

puzzle fame

25 rmt

27 Fortified

31 SS Van Dines

Vane*
3SDo
38RMlm
40 Can't wm
43 Bart>acue

txmmskies
44 wtiaf some folK

45 Daisy

46 Puccini opera

48 Tax or charge

laadnn

50 Too fcmoy for

words
53 Mosaic piece

56 Sura to lose

spot

6? MaKes ligw oi

53 On — w«th

squaJ

64 "— c:a«lta

Day-
65 Op«n, in a way
66 Ascend
67 -Let Us Now

Praise Farrrous

Man' author

68 Actor Noah or

WaNace
60 Nswts
70 Faxed

DOWN
1 Day o( the

movies
2UnMd
3 TVs •— Oed"
4 Backup

5 Km of 24 Across

6 Coatorihart

7 Single-handed

8 Acaae or class

9Caaot. tarona
10 Thamea feature

near Shearnaaa .

with The"
11 Blue-green

shade
1

2

Incipient cheese
13 Kmdofbag
21 TKlhe —

Time"

22 Foul-up

26 Repeal

28 Fancy feline

29 Put-m-Bav s

lake

30 C^ontradict

31 Blue grass

32 Be m the market

for

33 "Leave —
Beaver"

34 Shnnkage
36 Poetical

preposition

37 Gets one s goat

39 Month of

Sundays

41 Pudd nhead
Wilson s creator

42

47 Bnttle

49 Wrests
51 Weslem Native

American

52 — the iceOerg

54 Geographers
lome

55 City on tf>e

Meuse
56 Quarter — 9 45

57 First crack out

ol the box

58 Not an ota

59 Seep
60 Bobbin sound
61 Uptight

62 C^vent Garden
bar

ANSWER TO

^M A rBr
A U T O.M A

PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

B_LJLtl
(^E.OHE Q.

UN eHsjl
T OjMl.li
SMS C A LED.
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E A R|D A.C.E
A s eHf.l.a.mi
S T sMo.e.R^
E»1.P R. LTj]

P E $1
I S T U.R.8.S1

A R N A T I N!

L E^EMJ^TJ.
E S sMs E E Pl

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect tine views of the Collegian or the University.
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UMass baseball returns from a 2-6 Florida trip
Bv CHRIS CUDDY and
MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts baseball team com-

pleted its annual Florida trip last Saturday with a 2-6

record, but LTMass coach Mike Stone felt the game ex-

perience was very beneficial for his team.

The philosophy for goingdown there is to play against

good competition and maybe sneak in a win or two here

and there," Stone said. "I think we did all right."

Recapping the games:
Florida 12, Massachusetts 1

Converted reliever Ron Villone made his 1992 debut

for UMass, giving up 5 runs in three innings as the

Minutemen fell at the hands of the nationally ranked

Florida Gators. Senior captain John Carelli accounted

for half the Minutemen's hits, going 3-for-4 at the plate,

while dri\nng in the team's lone run.

"After the game. I told the Florida coach I'd like to play

him in two months." Stone said. The southern teams

have a definite advantage, because they already have

twenty games under their belts."

Troy State 15, Massachusetts 8

Troy State lit up the Minutemen pitching staff for 15

runs on 16 hits, including three home runs, as UMass
dropped to 0-2 on the year. Bright spots included the

improved Minutemen offense, which scraped out 1 1 hits

with Shaun Borr\-man. Carelli and newcomer JeffJanu-

ary accounting for 6 of them. Berr>-man and junior

shortstop Steve Corradi drove in four of the team's eight

runs.

"We couldn't get anyone out," Stone said. "I was a little

disappointed with our pitching."

Central Florida 8, Massachusetts 6

The early season losses continued to pile up for the

Minutemen, as Central Florida held off a late inning

UMass rally while upping their record to 19-5. The
Minutemen saw their offense scratch out only five hits, as

Scott Meaney suffered a loss in his season debut to a

powerful Central Florida squad.

Stetson 9, Massachusetts 3

The Minutemen's offensive woes continued as they

managed only 4 hits, while Stetson pounded UMass
starter Rich Graham for eight runs in the first two
innings. Graham pitched 7 innings, with junior righty

Jeff Toothaker coming out of the bullpen and pitching a

perfect eighth, as the Minutemen fell to 0-4 on their

southern swing.

Massachusetts 2, Central Florida 1

It was rematch time for the Minutemen, and junior

lefthander Ron Villone responded, pitching a complete

game two-hitter while striking out 17 as UMass notched

their first win ofthe 92' campaign. Villone had a no hitter

through 7 2/3 innings, while freshmen Greg LaRocca

pounded a two-out two-strike single in the sixth for the

winner.

That was a big win for us," Stone said. "Central

Florida's a real good team and it gave us some confi-

dence."

Cornell 10, Massachusetts 5
Jim Telgheder was pounded for the second straight

start, and the Minutemen defense committed three errors

in a game that Coach Stone described as "ugly."

"We hit a lot of balls hard, but we hit them right at

them," Stone said. "We gave up a lot of runs."

South Florida 13, Massachusetts 3

Massachusetts 9, South Florida 7 '

The Minutemen split a trip-ending series with South

Florida, getting crushed last Friday night on a game that

was televised by Sportschannel New England. The Min-

utemen then exerted enough effort Saturday to squeak

by South Florida. Stone said, "I'm pleased winning the

last game against a high caliber team like South Florida."

While the Florida trip wasn't a great success in terms

of victories, the players got a chance to play outdoors for

the first time this spring.

Stone said that the first four games were basically

tryouts and that the team responded well during the end

of the trip.

"We were a little unsettled at first," Stone said. "We
have a lot of people that are very close to each other in

terms of talent. There isn't a big difference at some
positions."

MINUTEMEN BASEBALL

3/13 Florida 12, Massachusetts 1

3/ 1 5 Troy State 1 5, Massachusetts 8

3/ 1 6 Central Florida 8 , Massachusetts 5

3/ 1 7 Stetson 9, Massachusetts 3

3/ 1 8 Massachusetts 2 , Central Florida 1

3/19 Cornell 10, Massachusetts 5

3/20 South Florida 13, Massachusetts 3

3/21 Massachusetts 9, South Florida 7

HAMPSHIRE
FITNESS
CLUB At Echo Hill • 256-6446

The Area's

Most Complete
Club

One Month
Membership $53.°°

Free Water Bottle with
New Membership Till 3/31

(While Supplies Last) n

PVTA bus route to Rolling Green
pool • aerobics • aqua-aerobics
• steps • nautilus • racquetball •

• massage • sauna • t)<kes • tennis •

• rowers • Jacuzzi • treadmills •

stairmaster • free weights

Student Discounts

M YOUR DEGREE

TO WORK WHERE
IT CAN DO A WORLD
OF GOOD

MwttatCoftf

FREE RENT OPTION

Brandywine offers Country
Living with convenience

On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped
kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.
Stop in and we'll show you what we have to offer.

Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water
and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10 4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600
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Your first job after graduation

should offer you more than just a

paycheck. We can offer you an

experience that lasts a lifetime.

In Peace Corps, you'll

immerse yourself in a new culture,

leam a new language, receive

training and develop important

skills. . .and help to improve the

lives of others while at the same
time enriching your own.

In science or engineering.

education, agriculture, health, the

environment, and many other

disciplines. Peace Corps projects

around the world are bringing

help to where it's

needed... in

more than 70
countries in

Latin

America, Asia.

Africa, and

Central Europe.

^e^^^

PEACE CORPS ACTIVITIES AT UMASS
Thursday, MARCH 26

Information Table. Campus Center 9:00-3:00

Tuesday, MARCH 31
Film Seminar & Discussion 7:00 pm

165-169 Campus Center

Call the Peace Corps: 545-2105
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lacrosse
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12
McGeeney (20 saves) to tie the match at 3.

In the second, Loyola added another
extra-man goal courtesy ofmidfielderGary
Miller. Fellow middies Gene Ubriaco and
Kevin Anderson added scores to finish the
second half at 6-3. UMaas had their

chances and moved the ball well in the
Loyola zone, but McGeeney came up with
big saves, particvdary a robbery of a Depp
shot from close range early in the period.

Though penalties were a big part of

Loyola's win— they went 4-for-ll on the

man-up as opposed to UMass' l-for-7 per-

formance — coach Rick Kottle wasn't im-

pressed with his team's power play.

"We had trouble with [extra-man] all

week in practice and that carried over to

today," he said. "We need to execute."

Much of Loyola's problems on extra

man, however, were a result

ofthe Gorilla defense. Though the 'Hounds
moved the ball well, UMass' checking was
equal to the task.

"Our man-down defense sucked it up
and stayed tough all game," Garber said.

Kline added two goals in the fourth,

joining Millon and Edell for UMass scor-

ing honors with three points apiece. Rob
Falvey and John Schlipf rounded out the

scoring for the Gorillas.

Face-offspecialist KevinO'Cormor hurt
his ankle in the first and missed most of

the game. His replacement, Sam Joseph,

preformed admirably tmd won half of the

face-ofTs he took.

Hemdon
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

was like, who is that? People were sasnng
that's Jim [McCoyJ. I knew him as Jim. I

didn't know that that was Jim McCoy.
"Then one day I saw a picture ofhim in

the newspaper and it had his name under
it. Then I was like, *0h. That'sJim McCoy.'
After a tryout for anMVPTournament, he
gave me a ride home. And ever since,

we've been the best of friends."

While Hemdon will certainly be re-

membered for his spectacular dunks, his

long shorts, which often times sag well-

below his knees, have become a trade-

mark.
"One day, I was watching oldNCAA tapes

that come on ESPN and they showed every-

one with real, real tight shorts," he said.

"Playing with small shorts isn't comfortable. I

figured if I had longer shorts, with a wider leg

area, that gives me more room to get out and
run andjump the way I do."

Asked ifhe worried about them one day
falling down, Herndon said, "No. I pull the

strings real tight."

Herndon's shorts may not be the long-

est in the country. In fact, there is a player

in the Atlantic 10 who wears his shorts as

low if not lower. James Hargrove of

Duquesne showed up at the A-10 tourney

this year with a knee brace that coupled

with his shorts covered his entire leg.

"When we went to play Duquesne,"
Hemdon said. "I told him to getme a pair."

ThenextUMass loss willbe Herndon's last

in a UMass uniform. . . even if it is too long.

Bent
one • Cars

• IViicks
• Cargo Vans

Rent by Day, Week or Month

Special Weekly and Weekend Rates

North Amherst Motors

Auto & Truck Rental

78 Otd Sund*n*nd Rd
North Amherst, MA

549-RENT
(M»-73«8)

Cradit Cardt
Acc«p(«d

On But Routt

I

WHO'S

OPEN

LATE?
Sun-Tburs. 'till 3am

Fri. & Sat. Open 24 hours

raliugplaiT.

^

Route 9, Hadley

256 6889
fjexU^to^^Shop

$i FANTASTIC after all

liie$e fear$...

Th« world's graafasf eomle magazlna, avallabU af:

SAME BAT CHANNEL
Comics • Cards • Qames & More...

Hampshire Mall Hadley • 586-8775

In^lcside Mall Hdyoke • 532-9797

Monday - Saturday 1 0am - 9pm
Sunday 1 2pm - 5pm

from marvel; flio folks who otartoa H all.

Take a Ronkin Total Test Prep Course

TO Score Your Best on the LSAT,

GRE GMAT, or MCAT--not to Score

Better Than Your Friends Who
Prepare Another Way.

(But, then again, would that be so bad?)

Courses start the weeks of March 30 or April 6 for June tests.

Complete your course before final exams. Discounts,

scholarships & payment plans available. Don't wait too late!

Ronkin is the proud sponsor of UMASS Greek Week "92 and the UMass

USS/Ronkin Scholarship Challenge.

150 Fearing St.

Amherst
(N«xl to Colleg*

Piiza)

I mjL

J%t AT I •Mill ftl>*TT

Call:

549-4010

50<
OFF
DOUBLE
PRINTS
Receive 50« off our evcyday low prices of 2 sets of prints from any size exposure roll of

35mm. disc. 1 10 or 1 26 color print film (C-41 process only). Offer expires 3/31/92.

DEVELOP SPRING BREAK PHOTOS
HERE AND SAVE!

^UNIVERSITYmSTORED Mini Store • Worcester Munchy

Franklin Munchy • Hampden Munchy

Classifieds
COME TO mECOllEGlAN OFFICE Hi CAMPUS CENTER ' MON. THURS. 8:3O-3:30 FRIDAYmiSO ' DEADUNE IS mV DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUaWN ' 20(MORD/DAY FOR mJDEm CASH IN ADVANCE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ASIAN AMERICAN STUDENTS
ASSOOATION
General meeting

March 25. 1992

Wedrwaday. 7 00pm

CampiM Canter 91 1-15

Belharel

UMASS SLAVIC DEPARTMENT
& RUSSIAN CLUB
invite you to a musical iilustralion by Proles-

sor Robert A. Rothslein

Songs About World War II

Wednesday March 25 7:30 pm
301 Herter Hall

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL: HAPPV BIRTHDAY - 1»TH

BARTON nNK
Winner o< 3 Cannes Film Festival Awards

will be shown
Wed March 25
Campus Center Auditoftom

5:00 7:00 9 00 11:00

First show $2 All others $3

Sponsored by Spectrum Magazine

Bed and Braaktaat

Downtown Amherst Ideal tor vtsiling par-

ents and trierxJs 549-0733

EUROPE this summer? Jet there anytime

lor only $169' (reported in LefS Go! and NY

Tirries ) Also, tow roundtrip tares to west

coast AIRHITCH (r) 212-864 2000

The Northeast Area OovemmenI presents

the spring semi-lom>al. "Under the Board-

walk", on Friday. March 27. 1992. from 9 to

1,« the Hotel Northampton Transportation

provided. Tickets available m the NEAG

office. Mon through Tburs Irom 7 to 10 ($7

lor NE residents. $10 non.) Tickets are lim-

UNDERQRADUATE BUSINESS CLUB
IS going to Wall Street on

April 10th taS'person

All weteome Call 549-8083 or

546-3145

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT. D/s.

video DJ's and Karaoke from $1 75 00 Call

586-9800 _^_
U2 TICKETS

Haftfofdfer aala -Can Chris 253-3606

FOR RENT

AUTO FOR SALE

CHEAPI FBI/U.S. SEIZED

69 Mercedes $200

86 VW $50

87 Mercedes $100

65 Mustang $50

Choose from thousands starting $25

FREE 24 Hour recording reveals

detailsB01^379-2929 Copyright JMAISKJC

TOYOTA COROLLA 1986 S3MS
Aoto. air, 5door. Good condition.

Unique Auto, Rte, 9. Amherst 253-4282

FOR SALE

COLLEGE BARGAINS
Typewriters starting at $129

WordprocessofS $289

Computers $869 546 0390

Ainharit Cantaf
Efficiency one, two, three bedroom apart-

inerrts, or three bedroom condos or Hobart

Lane, June or Septeml>er Lincoln Real

Estate. 25 North Pleasant Street 2537879

CAPE COO- Group summer rentals- waler-

Iront houses -Fakriouffi area 508-477-6000

HOUSES- 4 bedrooms Amherst lor June;

AprH, June in Northampton $775 No rental

lees, SKIBISKI Realtors 584 3428

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Lg ctieese $6 00 Sm $3,50

Add $1 lor 1or2 toppings

Now featuring slices

Free soda wlarge sub, salad, or

spaghetti

.M9-6073 549-6098

Must mention this ad

KEVIN ZIMMERMAN
Hope you had an existential day'

-Kate t Sting

HELP WANTED

CoHaga Pro PalnMft are now accepting

applications for summer employment in the

MarUehead, Salem, and Andover areas.

Please call 1-800-346-4649 lor more mfor-

trtalion.

CRUISE LINE- Entry level ooboar*1an1side

positions available, year-round or summer,

(813)229^478 _^
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING- Earn

$2.000+mionth world travel Holiday, Sum-

mer and career employment available No
experience necessary For employment pro-

gram call 1-206-545-4155 ext C456

HELP WANTED (SUMMER 6^22 to 8/221

The Association lor the Help ol Retarded

ChikJren needs male and female students to

work at its summer sleep away camp m the

Catskill Mountains lor developmentally dis-

abled chiWren and adults Paid positions

avaHaWa for cabin counselors, program in-

structors, WSI's, office staff. Write Camp
Loyalton, AHRC 189 Wheatley Road,

Brookville, NY 1 1545, or call 516-626-1000.

Mon-Fn

HELP WANTED
HOMEWORKERS NEEDED"

Earn $1 ,000 weekly mailing our circulars in

your spare time at home' GUARANTEED'
Free supplies- postage' Begin now' Free

details' Enclose LSASE SMS,Dept,Col-7A,

Box 610. Cordova. TN 38018-0610^

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many posi-

tions Great benefits Call (805|682-75S5

Ext, P-3306

SUMMER JOBS TO
SAVE THE ENVIRONMENT

Earn $2500-3500

National campaign positiorw to promote

comprehensive recycling and curb global

warming Positions in 29 states and DC
Intvws 3/24 and 3/25, Ca« Jamia: 1 -800-75-

EARTH

THE PUB
Is looking for full-time day waitresses II inter-

ested coma mi out an application between

3-5pm

Wanted- Full lime, live in babysitter lor the

summer m Wellfleet on Cape Cod, Call Holly

508 349-6392

KNOW YOUR RKtHTSI

Do you have any questions atwut your

fights'' Do you think your civil rights fiave

been violated'' Find out' Contact the Legal

Sennces Center, 922 Campus Center, 545-

1995.

PERSONALS

LAUREN & KIM
We're psyclied to have you as moms!
Well have an awesome time'

Love Kristan a Allison

SERVICeS

FREE pregnancy testing; confkJential and
caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No,

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

SUMMER RENTAL

GROUP RENTALS
Hyannts area- walk to beach and

dovwilown. Call 508-778-0709

TYP1N0

PAPERS. RESUMES, THE8I8-
Word processing, laser printing-

Call Rosemary 323-5031

WHAT CAN YOU DO?

CANYOUMAKE people laugh''Can youplay

guitar better than Clapton'' Can you stand on

your head and spit nickels? Give us a call

and let us know what you can do- Andwe will

sign you up for open stage night 549-12(X),

Ask for Pete or Judi
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Sports
Tn <5Viort(s). there's more to Herndon
1X1 alltfi l/V^/j VXi^X V^ CF M.M.

„„„™luable than any other player on the team. H,

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

more valuable than any other player on the team. He is

the off-guard when the team breaks the press, a power-

forward/point-forward in the halfcourt offense He is the

Thinking ahou. the Univers.t, of M-ach-«, ^^X-T^r^ll^^^^lTJiTlT^:^

his blanket. tu^^
Who would take Anton Browns lobs and jam them

through the nm. brmg the fans to their feet, grab irnprob-

able rebounds, do all the htUe things that number 34 does

The answer: Well, we don't need one. Not just yet

anyhow, because the senior from Pittsburgh has at least

Herndon guards them all and out-jumps them all too.

One reporter went so far as to vote for Herndon as

Atlantic 10 Player of the Year, arguing that he could not

understand how UMass forward Harper Williams won

the award since Herndon is the t^jam's MVP. However .in

what amounts to an award given to the player with the

anyhow, because the senior^ /̂^^^^^^"'•^^fK^^Xkv best state on a good team. Herndon (10.3 points. 6.0

onegameleft.thisThursdaya:40p.m.)againstKentucky best «tate on a
g^^^ ^^^.^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^

in the NCAA Tournament.
'^*^"""

r". '.. ..- „: i;^ M^r^v

While Herndon savs he's confident the Minutemen

can hold their own against the Wildcats, a part of him is

just happy to be here.

Back in October, the 6-3 forward faced a much greater

challenge than any he faces on the court. He had to

convince a five-man committee to give him back a year ot

eligibility which he lost because he transferred from the

Umversity of Richmond in the middle of his first season,

rather than after the year.

In short, the NCAA has a rule which sUtes any player

who transfers must sit out one year. On top of that, the

National Letter of Intent has a rule which mandates that

any player who transfers before the completion ofhis first

full season, must sit an additional year.

But all that is behind Herndon now

compete with either Williams or Jim McCoy.

-I'm honored that people think I'm the most valuable

player," Herndon said. -But like 1 said, every player on

the team is valuable."

One of the little things Herndon adds to the Minute-

men is his awesome leaping ability. How nice was it Xa

know that in Sunday's 77-7 1 UMass win against Syracuse,

the Minutemen would get the first chance to score in the

extra session because the Orangemen simply had no one

who could sky as high for the jump ball?

-I never reallv thought about myjumping ability until

this year when' reporters started telling me about it,

Herndon said.

One summer day in Pittsburgh, back when Herndon was

a freshman in high school, he was lianging around on the

But all that is behind Herndon now.
„io«m«nnHwithabunchofcuvsandthevwerearguingabout

-Thecommitteecouldjustaseasilyhavetodmewel P'ayg^.'^^-J;^^^/^^^^^^^

Collrfian photo b> Chriitopher Ev«n«

University ofMassachusetts seniorforward

Will Herndon has gone from jumping over

cars in Pittsburgh to dunking over defenders

in the NCAA Tournament.

Loyola hands Gorillas

opening-game loss

vou didn't present vour argument well enough, therefore

'vou don't get vour eligibility back.'" Herndon said.

"

His argument was that he was iwt informed of tht> rule by

Richmond until after he had already transferred, siimething

lie obMouslv managed to convinoe the committee of

-It was nerve-racking, not knowing what those people

were thinking." Herndon says. "We were wondering ifwe

made a good enough claim. But those final 10 or 15

minutes before the phone call came, that was when we

were under the most pressure Because that was when

we started having doubts."

Hemdon savs he does not harbor any ill -feelings

toward Richmond. However, don't believe that for one

minute . Herndon would have liked nothing more than an

opportunity to play against the Spiders.

"I would have givenmy left footjust to be out there and

plav against them." he says. "Me. Coach (John I
Cahpan

and Bruiser IFbnt] joke about that. The coaches were

saying ifwe did draw them in theNCAATournament, the

one guy thev wouldn't have to sub for is me.

-I'm'just happy I have been able to do my part and get

the team to the Sweet 16," he said.

What Hemdon gives to the Minutemen is perhaps

whocouldjump higher. Itcame down to Hemdon and another

kid. who Hemdon describes as a "rival

"

"People were saying he could jump over Uuh many

people and mv friends were saying I couldjump oyer //us

many people. So one of my friends was like, 'well Hern

can jump over a car.'
. , , o

"I looked at him along with everybody else. . .
bo a

friend ofmine had a little Escort and he drove it out on to

the court. I went back about a court-and-a-half. took a

running sUrt. with no dribbles and jumped over the

hood Ididn'tjumpoverthewholecar.ju8tthehiK)d.After

that they said 1 was the best dunker in the City of

Pittsburgh. So far all the dunk contests we've had in the

summer, I've won them all."
, ,,»,

The other Pittsburgh native, who plays for UMass is

McCoy. No. he wasn't there to see Hemdonjump over the

car, but McCoy has witnessed enough Herndon jams to

l&st d lifct-ime.

-I didn't know Jim back then," Herndon said. "My^^

remembrance of first seeing Jim was at a basketball \

tryout. He had his socks pulled all the way up to his knees \

and he had real big knee braces. When 1 first saw him, I

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

BALTIMORE — The University of

Massachusetts lacrosse team, playing its

season opener on the same field where the

1991 season ended, held its own against

4th-ranked and unbeaten Loyola College

for nearlv three quarters before finally

succumbing. 17-10. Saturday afternoon

at Loyola's Curley Field.

•^Vewent outand competedon their level
."

said UMass coach Ted Garber. who said he

was satisfied with the way UMassopened the

1992 campaign. "We had better effort and

better intensitv- than they did, though we've

got to polish up our execution."

The Gorillas (0-1. ranked 17th) were

within striking disUnce at 8-6 in the third

after Mark Millon and Billy Edell scored

unassisted. But the Greyhounds, now 4-0

and ranked No. 2 due to a 7-6 upset of No.

1 North Carolina last week, reeled ofiffive

straight scores to effectively put the game

out of reach at 13-6. UMass was never

closer than five goals again.

Their real strength came at us." Garber

said of lioyola's five-goal run. They got up

ous knee injury suffered last year, held

Blanding to three goals. Beach had a

stronger effort, finishing with a goal and

four assists in a game-high, five-point

performance for the Greyhounds.

Gonlla goalie Rip Correnti made an

impressive debut, saving 14 shots in three

quarters of work. He made several point-

blank stops on Loyola's extra-man oppor-

tunities. Tom LoPresti added two saves.

UMass' mistakes, however, eventually

caught up with them. Three substitution

fouls cost UMass some promising oppor-

tunities, and Loyola converted missed

assignments and bad penalties directly

into goals when it counted.

But until Loyola made their run in the

third, every time the Gorillas dug them-

selves a hole they climbed right back out

by cashing in with an effective ball-control

offense.

It looked as if the teams were bent on

repeating last season's 20-9 LoyolaNCAA
quarterfinal victory m the eariy going.

Blanding opened the scoring unassisted,

followed less than a minute later by Kevin

Jedlicka. Another minute later, in a man-

up situation. Beach cranked a one-hopper

Analyzing Baltimor
and its new facility

S.d::.cir^5r.S^ttle.iSi^- off CurTey Field's artfflaa. turf U> make

For two and a half quarters, however,

the Gorillas made I^yola squirm. While

UMass exhibited the inexperience you'd

expect from a team playing its first real

game ofthe year, they also played airtight

defense, particularly in man-down situa-

tions and on Loyola's go-to players, at-

tackers Jim Blanding and Kevin Beach

"We covered two first team AU-

Americans and basically, they got noth-

ing." Garber said. "They were averaging

nine points a game."
, , ,,

Senior midfielder-defender Mario

Upez. in his first game back from a sen-

the score 3-0.

Garber then called his second timeout

ofthe first quarter, strolled out to midfield

to chew out the referees for some dubious

officiating, and settled his team down.

The strategy paid off. After Mike Cain

capitalized unassisted on a UMass power

play. Mark Millon went to work. He fed a

perfect centering pass from behind the cage

to a cutting Wes Depp, who scored without

breaking stride to cut the lead to 1 .
Twenty

seconds later. Millon took a feed from Greg

Khne and shot past Loyola goalie Tim
CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian SUff

First things first: although the

premise of this road trip was to cover a

lacrosse matoh, any piece about sports

in Baltimore has to begin with a dis-

cussion of the Orioles' new facility.

Oriole Park at Camden Yards, which

dominates the skyline next to the hotel

where the University ofMassachusetts

lacrosse team stayed.

To put it bluntly, the place is drop-

dead beautiful. It's Fenway Park with

20,000 more seats. Everything about

it, from the manner in which it was

incorporated into the surrounding

neighborhood to the 'Orioles' painted

on the gates, is done with attention to

detail and tradition in mind.

The Gorillas weren't the only la-

crosse team staying at the Harbor

Mariott. The Syracuse Orangemen,

along with their usual throng of

boosters, checked in Friday night for a

Saturdaygame againstJohns Hopkins.

Maybe the Harbor Mariott was un-

lucky. Like UMass, the Orange could

not escape from Baltimore with a vic-

tory. Hopkins prevailed and secured

themselves the No. 1 ranking in the

nation in this week's U.S.

Intercollegiate Lacrosee Association

poll . SU dropped to third behind Loyola,

while UMass fell to No. 17.

A couple observations about Syra-

cuse: first of all, its fans follow the

Orange like Jerry's Kids follow the

Grateful Dead. The hotel lobby, res-

taurant and swimming pool were full of

SU boosters and fans. Considering the

magnitude of its matoh with Hopkins

— had it won, Syracuse would have

reclaimed the top spot— it wasn't such

a surprise.

Second, UMass' players were much

more proficient on the lobby grand pi-

ano. While some of the more musical

Gorillas on the roster were cranking

out "Piano Man" and other hits, the

best SU could muster was the theme

from The Exorcist."

Freshman goalie Tom LoPresti sur-

prised everyone in the house when he

took the ball all the way to the Loyola

zone before passing off. Had he gotten

10 or 20 feet further he could have shot

the ball — certainly not an everyday

sight for a goalie.

"I saw the opening and just took it,"

LoPresti said.

Loyola coach Rich Kottle was excep-

tionally critical of his team's perfor-

mance Saturday. It certainly didn't look

like the No. 2 team in the nation, even

if it did beat North Carolina.

But after unleashingsuch comments

as "we've got to stop watehing the

scoreboard," "we were up 3-0 and we

weren't doing it the right way" and "we

matched | UMass] error for error,"

Kottle summed up with this gem^"Put

in at the end we're glad we won."

Chill on the Hill: If you haven't no^

ticed, the future Dick Garber Field is cov-

ered with snow. That won't, however,

postpone Saturday's home opener with St.

John's unless, as coach Ted Garber dead-

panned, "there's a nuclear blast or a bbz-

zard."The weather isn'tkeeping the C^nl-

las inside, either, as the t«am practiced

outside in the snow yesterday.

V
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Brown upsets Clinton in Connecticut
By LISA MARIE PANE
Associated Press

HARTFORD, Conn. — Challenger
Jerry Brown scored a startling upset over

Bill Clinton in the Connecticut presiden-

tial primary Tuesday night to slow the

front-runner's march toward the Demo-
cratic nomination.

President Bush swept easily to Re-

pubUcan victory with two-thirds of the

vote over dormant rival Patrick Buchanan
and the nagging protest vote.

The Democratic verdict, 38 percent and
a 3-point victory for Brown, was a surprise

stall in the Clinton campaign despite the

Arkansas governor's claim that he ex-

pected it to be a tight contest.

The Connecticut upset instantly raised

the stakes in the New York primary, the

next major contest, two weeks away.

Clinton can't afford more trouble there.

Brown said he'd won Connecticut be-

cause "people want change, I'm a vehicle

for that. .

."

"This thing is now coming to New York
and this will be the battle of where the

party's going," Brown said in Brooklyn,

N.Y. He said he'd been doubted, ignored

and ridiculed for his anti-establishment

campaign.
Brown said he would "keep this cam-

paign moving all the way back to the

convention."

Clinton still holds a commanding del-

egate lead ofmore than 7 to 1 over Brown.

He and Brown were each winning 21 del-

egates in Connecticut, under an appor-

tionment system based on congressional

district vote shares.

Democratic National Chairman Ronald
Brown said Clinton is still on track toward

the nomination. "It's not over til it's over,

but I don't see anything in the results

today that dislodges Bill CUnton from

what appears to be a patoh toward the

nomination," Brown said.

CUnton, in West Orange, N.J., said

before the polls closed that "people don't

want the process to be over."

They sure don't want it to be taken

from them and I don't either," he said.

"I've always expected it to go through to

New Jersey and California" on June 2.

Clinton's remarks put the best face on

the unexpected outeome, but the mission

ofany presidentialcampaign is to foreclose

the process by winning it eis swiftly as

possible.

Brown, asked whether he had slowed

Clinton's momentum, said, "The people

have slowed it down."

Paul Tsongas, his closest rival, quit the

race last Thursday, saying he couldn't

afford to continue.

Brown was the sole alternative to

Clinton , although Tsongas' supporters did

not drop their effort to round up votes for

the former Massachusetts senator.

With 94 percent ofthe precincts counted

in the Democratic primary, it was:

Brown 60,455 or 38 percent.

Clinton 56.473 or 35 percent.

Tsongas 31,870 or 20 percent.

AP photo

BROWN CLOSE TO WIN IN CONNECTICUT— Democratic presi-

dential hopeful Jerry Brown speaks to an audience at Medgar Evers

College in Brooklyn, NY Tuesday night. With 90 percent of the vote

counted in the Connecticut primary. Brown held a 4,000 vote lead

over the other Democratic challenger. Bill Clinton.

Schools study
policies on
harassment
By CHRIS TORCHIA
Associated Press

BOSTON — Colleges and universities, strug-

gling against a tide of sexual harassment on

campus, are revamping old prevention policies and

experimenting with new ones.

At the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,

for example, students can choose from surveys,

booklets, workshops, training sessions and a host

of other programs addressing sexual harassment.

Other universities are cleaning out loopholes in

their poUcies forbidding sexual harassment, said

Bemice Sandler, senior associate at the Center for

Women Policy Studies in Washington, D.C.

"Ifyou go back 20 years, we didn't even have a

word for sexual harassment," said Sandler, editor

of the magazine About Women on Campus.
"Most schools have policies these days, and

most are groping on how to handle these issues a

little bit better."

While universities are stepping up security to

stem sexual assault and other violent crimes, many
have chosen education as a way of preventing

other kinds of harassment.

Part of the problem is defining sexual harass-

ment, which often constitutes ambiguous looks or

comments, said Paula Rudolph, sexual harassment

officer at the University of California-Santa Bar-

bara.

"Much of it has to do with the perception of the

people experiencing it," Rudolph said. "What may
feel like sexual harassment to one person may not

feel like it to another. . . There's a lot of gray."

A video available to students, entitled Drawing

the Line: Sexual Harassment On Campus, helps

explain the issue, Rudoph said. The video uses

actors playing out scenes of sexual harassment.

At MIT, the anti-harassment tools are part of a

plan to change cultural attitudes about sex, gender

and power, said Samuel Jay Keyser, associate

provost for institute life.

"Sexual harassment is rarely about sex," Keyser

said. "It's almost always about power. When you

live in a society in which power is important, then
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Julia Child on campus today
Famed chef. Smith alumna to take part in panel
by BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

Julia Child, a well-known chef and author who has

been teaching America how to cook for more than thirty

years, will be participating in a panel discussion titled

"Academic Excellence in the Culinary Arts" today at 1 :25

p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium.

Child, who currently hves in Cambridge, Mass., has

pubUshed several volumes on cooking, beginning with

The French ChefCookbook in 1968 and most recently The
Way To Cook.

Bom and raised in Pasadena, Cal., Child graduated

from Smith College in 1934. She began her studies in the

culinary arts at the Cordon Bleu when her husband Paul

,

who worked with the State Department, was transferred

to Paris.

Her culinary career took off in 1951 when she co-

founded the cooking school L'Ecole des Trois Gourmandes

with Simone Beck and Louisette Bertholle in Paris. The

two later co-authored the well-known classic Mastering

the Art ofFrench Cooking with Child.

In 1961, America began watehing Julia Child on

public television's The FVench Chef," which was devel-

oped by WGBH in Boston.

In 1978, "Julia Child and Company" began airing on

television, and was soon followed by "Julia Child and More

Company." Two books were developed from the shows.

She received the Ordre du Merite Agricole from the

French government in 1972, and the Antonin Careme

Medal in 1974 from the Chefs' Association of the Pacific.

Other books includeFrom «/u/taC/ii/d'siiCi/cAen,Ju/ia

Childand Company andJulia Childand More Company.
Her visit to the campus will include a tour of the

Chenoweth Food Lab, and a special luncheon prepared

by HRTA 367. She will also be visiting HRTA 293, which

is part of a five-year-old program to train disabled indi-

viduals for jobs in the food industry.

Commissioner of ed. appointed
By JON MARCUS
Associated Press

BOSTON — The state Board of Education named a

new education commissioner Tuesday, more than seven

months after the last commissioner resigned to protest

budget cuts.

Robert Antonucci, 46, currently Falmouth schools

superintendent, inherits an educational system that has

been paralyzed by spending cuts and is in the midst of a

debate about a reform.

He called the job a challenge.

"I think that's the best word to describe it," Antonucci

said. "But it's a challenge I expect to meet withenthusiasm

and with a great degree of optimism."

Even as the vote was being taken, students and

teachers from Methuen became the latestgroup to march

on the Statehouse to criticize thebudget for pubUc schools.

The state has had no permanent education commis-

sioner since August, when Harold Raynolds, Jr. quit to

protest budget cuts and differences with Gov. William F.

Weld over the reform debate.

That leaves Antonucci to take office in the middle ofa

battle.

"I would have rather been in at the beginning," he said.

But backers stressed that Antonucci, former presi-

dent ofthe Massachusetts Association ofSchool Superin-

tendents, has extensive state experience that will com-

pensate for lack of time.

"It's not like he's been off on an island somewhere,"

board Chairman James Grain said.

"He has been in Massachusetts and he has been

involved," said state Education Secretary Piedad

Robertson.

Antonucd's selection came after a search committee
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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For Your Information
FYIs are public service announcements that run each

Monday, Wednesday and Friday for campus and local

non-profit organizations. Due to space constraints, the

Collegian cannot print all FYIs submitted and no an-

nouncement can be repeated.

To submit an FYI, please send a typed press release

with all i>ertinent information to the Collegian c/o the

News Editor. FYIs cannot be taken over the phone.

Wednesday, March 25

Reading—Women's Studies Brown Bag Lunch Series

— Child Sexual Abuse: Poems by a Survivor with Anna
Bowen, English and Women's Studies student. Bring

your own lunch. All members of the campus community
invited to the UM Campus Center Room 804-808 from
12:15-1:30 p.m.

Meeting— An SGA Senate meeting will be held from
7 p.m. to 12 a.m. in Campus Center Room 101.

Movie— "Barton Fink" will be shown at 5 p.m., 7 p.m.,

9 p.m. and 11 p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium.

Admission will be $2 at the 5 p.m. showing and $3 at all

others.

Performance — "Sweeney Todd" will be playing at 8

p.m. in the UMass Bowker Auditorium. Admission is $4

for students and $6 for the general public.

Thursday, March 26

Movie— "My Girl" will be shown at 5 p.m., 7 p.m., 9
p.m. and 11 p.m. in the Campus Center Auditorium.

Admission is $2 at the 5 p.m. show and $3 at all others.

Lecture — A lecture will be given by the representa-

tives ofAthur Anderson from 7p.m.tol0p.m. inCampus
Center Room 811B-15. Admission is free.

Film — A Close-Caption film sponsored by HANDS
will be held from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. in Thompson 102.

Admission is free.

Video — "Super Europe '92 and Beyond" will be
sponsored by the European Club from 7:30 p.m. to 1 1 p.m.

in Campus Center Room 101. Admission is free.

Speaker — "The Woman Does the Writing" will be
discussed by Alan Purves as a part of the Literacy

Speaker Series at 4 p.m. in 904-908 Campus Center. A
reception will follow the lecture.

Just for Fun— "Ice Cream Sculpture Night"— create

your own unique ice cream sculpture! Prize awarded.

The event will take place at 8 p.m. and is free. For further

information contact the Hillel House on 388 N. Pleasant

Street in Amherst.

.flff/.

cycle^please:

o Tonight, March 25 • Campus Center Auditorium

$5.00 - $2.00 • 7:00, 9:00 & 11:00 - $3.00

Meed Tickets to

Philly?

Pete's Is Giving Away 2 Tickets for

Thursdays Game, UMASS vs. Kentucky.

No Purchase Necessary • Entry Form

Needs to t)e in by 6:00 Wed. Enter as

many times as you like.

Pete's Ticket Giveaway

Name:

Address:

Phone:

"SChc 2SMas5 "SThcatre ©uild presents

UJd^riQi^

• 111

iv2

Music fit Lyrics by
Stephen Sondhclm

^arch 25. 26, 27&28. 1992 8.00{3m
..JBocukcr Ruditorium - UMass

Zen 9^editation

March 25 Zen Buddhism: Introduction

April 1 Koans, Satori and Enlightenment

April 8 Zen Intensive

7:30 - 9:00 pm
The Lord Jeffery Inn, 30 Boltwood Ave., Amherst

iTree
The Boston MadHatkm Sodaly (617)499 7766
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Local
Broken pipe closes street
Traffic rerouted, water supply cut to fix main pipe
Atown water pipe on North Pleasant Street cracked

open Monday night forcing police to shut down a
section of the street for several hours and shut off the
water supply to neighboring buildings, according to

University officials.

Four town workers and four University physical

plant workers worked about 12 hours through the

night to fix the cracked water main pipe near the

Stockbridge bus stop, said Jeff Price, foreman of the

plumbing shop at the University.

Amherst police discovered the broken pipe at 9:30

p.m. Monday night and alerted local officials since the

bubbling water was turning into a hazardous sheet of

ice. Price said.

PVTA buses were rerouted, causing a temporary

inconvenience for students. Water was restored to all

buildings yesterday by 12:15 p.m.

"It was probably old age," Price said of the reason
for the cracked water main. "It's a very antiquated

system."

A University spokesperson said water was tempo-
rarily shut off to the Fine Arts Center, Newman
Center, Mahar, School of Management, Graduate
Research Center, Hasbrouck,Arnoldandtwo residence
halls— Hamlin and Knowlton.

Price praised the cooperation and teamwork be-

tween town and University officials to fix the pipe.

"We seem to work well with the town," Price said.

— DAVID MASSEY

CoUagUn pbeto bjr Joah RejrooliU

University ofMassachusetts workers fix a broken water main on North Pleasant Street

yesterday. Water was shut off to area buildings for much of the day.

Rocket prank results in arrest
Compiled By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

Peter J. Chalfin, 18, ofMorganville.N.J., was arrested

Monday night and charged with assault and battery with

a dangerous weapon , disturbing the peace and ix)ssession

of fireworks.

He was arrested after police investigated a complaint

that a woman was hit in the leg by a bottle rocket fired

from the fourth floor of Patterson Residence Hall.

BURGLARY/BREAKING & ENTERING

• Awomen reportedMonday afternoon that her locked

room in Gorman was entered. Her dresser drawers were

ransacked and she discovered herATM card was missing.

Group urges
Holocaust
awareness
By DAVID MOHEBAN
Collegian Correspondent

Anti-Semitism is on the rise in the United States,

according to Paula YoUes, a senior elementary education
ma^OT at the University ofMassachusetts, and a member
of the Hillel Holocaust Awareness Planning committee.

"A lot of people in the world don't think that the

Holocaust could happen again," Yolles said. "Through
education, people become more aware, so as not to forget."

The Hillel Holocaust Awareness Planning committee
strives to educate students, faculty and the community
aboutthe reality ofthe Holocaust through movies, lectures

and other events.

Personal reasons, having family members who are

Holocaust survivors, and the duty to remember and
increase awareness about the Holocaust arejust some of

the reasons why students are involved in the committee.

Not only were six million Jews killed, but so were six

million non-Jews, said JuUe Wiener, a junior environ-

mental science mtgor. "It's not only a Jewish tragedy. .

.it's everyone's tragedy."

The reason why I'm involved is because it's part ofmy
background," Yolles said, "Judaism, it's who I am."

Lisa Katz, a sophomore microbiology mcgor and
president of Hillel council got involved for personal rea-

sons. "My grandparents were survivors. Knowing that,

Uving it and breathing it, ingrained that into an integral

part of me. I have my own small family but my grand-

parents lost theirs. The neo-Nazis reallymakeme tremble,

I can't beUeve that they say it never happened. It's a
frightening reality that these groups are gaining power."

Survivors are the best evidence we have that the

Holocaust took place, Katz said. Because they are dying,

she said, "it's so important for the second and third

generation to tell and record their stories."

"The Holocaust was a horrible scar in the existence of

society," said Yehudit Heller, program director of Hillel.

"Just like radio-active effects, it stays in the system
forever. . .these are scars that will never heal. At the same
time, it happened, people let it happen, it has to be

discussed.

This committee is a teamwork, everybodycomes with

very serious reasons and brings something from them-

selves to put in it," Heller said.

The committee is currently in the process of planning

for Holocaust Awareness Month, which begins in Apnl,

and will feature several guest lectures, movies, poetry

and discussion. The committee meets Tuesday evenings

at 6:30 p.m. at the Hillel House.

Reward offered for info

on callbox vandalism
The University ofMassachusetts' Divi-

«ion of Public Safety is offering a $500
reward for any information leading to the

arrest and conviction ofanyone damaging
an emergency callbox.

The 67 emergency callboxes are located

on campus outside residential and aca-

demic buildings and in parking lots and
bus shelters.

They are easily recognizedbecause they

areyellow with maroon lettering.Theboxes
also have blue hghts above them so they

are obvious for people to see.

"We're saying to the community, "help

us so that we can better serve you," said

Lawrence Holmes, the division's associate

director.

The callboxes serve two purposes for

the people who use them. The main puir-

pose is to provide a direct link with police,

but they also allow for three minute on-

campus telephone calls. Also, the callboxes

are able to record the location ofthe caller.

Although the award money is being

offered by the Division ofPublic Safety, it

is being made possible by Housing Ser-

vices.

The campus' original 10-caIlbox system

received only $1000 in damage over 10

years, said Holmes.
The cost of vandalism to UMass' new

emergency telecommunications system

has topped the $5,500 mark in just one

year, he said.

The new callbox system was installed

when UMass' entire phone system was
replaced in 1990.

— MARK PRESTON

Former UMass physicist dies
Pioneer headed UMass astrophysics lab

(AP) ~ John Donovan Strong, a pioneer

astronomer and physicist who discovered

water vapor in the atmosphere of Venus,

has died. He was 87.

The Lawrence, Kan. native developed

avacuum process for depositingaluminum
on glass in 1932 that was used to coat

mirrors for astronomical telescopes, in-

cluding the 200-inch mirror at the Mt.

Palomar Observatory in California.

He also discovered a method of in-

creasing the speed of astronomical in-

struments by applying anti-reflection

coatings to telescopic optics.

Strong, a fellow of the American Acad-

emy ofSciences, taught atJohns Hopkins

University, the California Institute of

Technology, and the University ofMassa-

chusetts at Amherst.

He headed the UMass laboratory of

astrophysics, and physical meteorology

from 1967 to 1975.

Strong died Saturday at the Amherst
Nursing Home.

He is survived by his wife, Bethany
June, and two daughters.

Funeral arrangements were incom-

plete.

Collagiaa photo bjr CbrUtophMr 1

GO UMASS!— Donna Szymkowicz G) and Kate Holyfield hold
a sign wishing the University ofMassachusetts men's basketball
team well at yesterday's pep rally at Curry Hicks Cage.
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commissioner
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

chose another candidate, but then postponed the final

choice while both were questioned on their attitudes

about reform proposals.

•^e all know both candidates much better and are in a

better position to make our selection than we were before,"

said Richard R. Howe, a member ofthe search committee.

Some commissioners said later they preferred the

other candidate, Norwalk, Conn., school Superintendent

Ralph E. Sloan, because he had experience in urban

schools.

Weld favored a third candidate who was not a finalist,

and it was one of his appointees to the board who called

for the delay. But while the panel ultimately switched its

support from Sloan to Antonucci, it refused to reconsider

the other prospects.

"It's not a pohtical game," said WiUiam D. Irwin, Jr.,

vice chairman ofthe board, who backed Sloan. "It's for the
education of our children."

But Irwin joined the unanimous vote for Antonucci
Tuesday, saying afterward: "I'm glad the issue is over

and we can move on."_
j Living With Herpes

Do you have herpes?

Would you benefit from
|

talking with other people g

who also have herpes? I

MM
Saturday 7:30 PM

Lord Jeffery Inn, 30 Boltwood Ave, Amherel

The Boston Meditation Society (617)499-7766

Q

if you answered yes to these
questions block off your calendars
and attend this informal discussion.

April 8

University Health Center

Room 304

7-9 p.m.

For more information call the Health

Education Office at 549-2671 ext. 181

• Late Model Dependable Transportation

• Inexpensive Rates- Daily - Wecbly - Monthly

• Mastercard. Visa. American Express

• Must Be 21 Years of Age To Rent

CALL
^s<s 253-5040
^S^ at

31« College Street, Amhcrtt. MA 01004

BOC

RESUME SPECIAL
Resume typesetting, 25 copies on resume I

paper, 25 matching blank sheets, 25
j

matching envelopes. . .a// w/f/7/n AS hours.

^^Q QCZ w/coupon
I^>^Oa99 (exp. 5/13/92)
|

[_ 228 Trlangle^t^AmJiej^sl_« 549-3840 j

Round Trips from Boston Starting at

LONDON $ 310
TOKYO 729
Round Trips from New York Surting at

GUATIMAU 390
DELHI 1231
Round Trips from Los Angles Sarting ac

AUKLAHD 1209
Taxes not included. Restrictions apply.

Fares subject to change & availability.

Call about one ways. We Issue

EURAIL passes on the SPOTt

Council Travd
79 South Pleasant Street

Amherst. MA 01002

413-256-1261

^ ^CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
^tl^iSS BASKETBALLTEAM
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YOUR OFFICIAL SOURCE FOR UMASS
NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP & SWEET 16

Y
LICENSED CLOTHING & HATS

^UJVIVJBKSJTy Campus Center • 549-2619

SfMSTORE"^ Hours • M-F 9:00-5:00 Sat 11:00-3:00
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Editorial/Opinion
ne opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Why won't
women test

themselves?
How powerful are you? That was what

I read on one of the exhibits at the Boston
Museum of Science. It was a bicycle that
when used, built up enough energy to
light four Ught bulbs which were connected
and enclosed in a glass case. The first light
bulb lit up after some effort and there
after «ach one was more difficult to Ught
up. I stood there for a short time to see
people try it — or should I say I watched
men try it.

Stacy Malone

First I saw a couple ofyoung boys each
take turns at pedalling and aft«r they
could only light up a couple of the bulbs
they became discouraged. They walked
away convincingthemselves in a few years
they would be able to make them all glow.
It seemed as though very few single men
straddled the exhibit, but when they did
they were watched from afar by young
women. The women seemed interested in

watching the men measure their power,
but they themselves did not seem to con-
sider measuring their own. Did they feel

as though they had no power to measure?
Were they intimidated that so many men
found it necessary to measure their own
power? Did the women just think that the
whole concept of pedalling a bike to mea-
sure your power was stupid? Were the
men participating in the exhibit to show
that they had power or to determine exactly
how powerful they were? Then again, did
it just happen that I picked a day where
men were in a bicycling mood and women
were not?

I saw man aft^r man work to Ught up
those light bulbs and finally become
hopeful when three women and a man
approached. The man hopped right on the
bicycle, proved himselfand then began to

coax the women he was with. Why did he
find it so exhilarating to light four hght
bulbs and when he did accomplish his goal

why did he feel a need to tease the women?
Didn't the women want to see how powerful

they were? Didn't it bother them that the
man they were with was claiming he was
the most powerful? Apparently not. They
walked away snidely joking with one an-

other. I thought for sure that one out of

those three women would have knocked
him off the bicycle seat and lit all four of

those light bulbs up. Guess ntit! But why
not? Did they just not feel the desire to or

did they think that they shouldn't?

After awhile I was sick of watching
men mount the bicycle seat and gleam
when they had achieved the almighty
power of making those four light bulbs

glow and I began to walk away. Then a

young girl brushed by me and jumped
righton the exhibi t . Her feetbarely touched

the pedals, but she tried harder than
anyone else I had seen. Her teeth gritted.

her legs stretched and knuckles turned

pure white from grasping the handle bars

of the bike. She barely lit two light bulbs,

but was not discouraged by any means.

She had the power of opportunity to

jump on that bike. The opportunity that

other women had passed up, but the op-

portunity was there. It bestowed me with

hope to see that this young girl saw she

had the opportunity to do so. Whether she
pedaled with determination because she

was an energetic child or that she was
curious to know how much power she had,

I don't know. I do know that it was en-

couraging to see a female of a younger

generation take an opportxmity without

considering her gender when so many
otherwomen ofolder generations that day

dechned such an opportunity. That young
girl had more power than the women,
because she realized and accepted the

opportunities before her. She gave herself

the power and the opportunity and did not

let her sex as a female discourage her.

Stacy Malone is a UMass student.
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Weaver is foolish and immature
Bored, bored, bored, bored. I refer to

Robin Weaver's feminist bashing article.

Oh dear, we have to go back to basics, don't

we? A kind of Bert and Ernie style learn-

ing about why feminist bashing is not a
sensible thing to do. One. because you are

likely to get yourself into trouble with
your sisters, and yes, we call you 'sister'

becauseyou are a woman; and two. because
you have just fallen hook, line and sinker

for the patriarchical line of 'reasoning'

against feminism and feminists.

I am sure that I will stop considering

myself female first and foremost when,
and only when, men stop raping women,
men stop sexually assaultingwomen, men
stop sexually abusing children, when men
don't masturbate in public places where I

can see, when truck drivers stop calling

out I'd be a good [expletive], when sexist

jokes don't exist, when pornography stops

beating up on women, and when women
stop dying at the hands of back-street

abortionists.

I will not bother myself explaining the

fundamentals ofexistence for a woman in

a patriarchal society and yes, we do live in

a patriarchy. But I wish to say this, don't

patronize women and don't come up with

[expletive] that does about as much for the

promotion of positive images ofwomen as

George Bush has done forthe Equal Rights

Amendment.
Your utter contempt, Robby babe, for

women, is indicative of your foolishness

and your immaturity. It is clear thatyou do
not have the sUghtest clue about feminist

politics: no, we do not "mourn" housewives
and mothers (only economic poverty and
lack of opportunities open to them due to

low child care benefits and non-existent

day care facilities). We do not "mourn"
them because motherhood isjust one ofthe
many "divine" aspects of being a woman.

Ifyou were to write an editorial saying
that Black people should stop harping on
about their Black identity and civil rights,

and that lesbians, gays and bisexuals

should stop obsessing with their sexuality
and find something else to do. you would
be in for much criticism. Why do you feel

that you get away with it where women
are concerned?You are a product ofa very
nasty society and have obviously inter-

nalized sexism and its reprecussions.

Well, after all that I have to say that I

am confused. When Stewart-Liberty tells

us that we look like men and Weaver tells

us to stop glorifying ourselves as women
and to act more like men. what do we do?
Well personally. I like to slap on loads of

red lipstick and sink a cold one at

SheeAnn's— maybe 111 mutter about the

patriarchy, maybe I won't. But let me tell

you this . . .if sisterhood freaks you out
babe, then sisterhood is powerful.

Penny Haslam
Northampton

U.S. yes, but Japan bashing, no
As a staunch conservative and a firm

beUever in fi-ee-market. I have to but dis-

agree with Patrick Buchanan on the issue

ofprotectionism. Ofcourse, I am not alone.

A fellow conservative columnist and t.v.

commentator Robert Novak in the August
1991 issue of77i«America/! Spectotorinfers

correctly of his "disagreement with
Buchanan's nationalistic stands on
trade...which are bad politics and bad
policy." He also adds that "the neocon dis-

pute hardlyjustifies writing Buchanan out

ofthe conservative movement. The right

—

as well as the left — is split on trade and
immigration, so Buchanan is by no means
isolated in his views." Hence, singling out

Buchanan's protectionism as a racist

demagogery against Japanese practices is

not only wrong, it's just plain silly.

Since the 50th anniversary of Pearl

Harbor, Japanophobia has been on the

rise and it is outright Japan-bashing.
Accusations waged against Japanese are

"unstoppable economic expansion," "can-

not cope with Japanese power or fathom
Japanese intentions." and "unnaturalness
of the arrangement in the Japanese po-

litical economy."
Not surprisingly, the conservative

National Review, on Dec. 30, 1991. in a
column entitled, "An economic Pearl
Harbor?" suggests facts that tell a differ-

ent story about the Japanese-American

trade relationship. "...Japanese bought
more U.S. products last year — $395 per
person — than Americans bought Japa-
nese products — $359 per person. More
importantly, Japan devotes a larger share
of its GNP to the purchase of goods fix)m

the U.S. than we devote ofour GNP to the

purchase of goods from Japan.
"Since {>eaking in 1987. Japan's trade

surplus with the U.S. has fallen by $15.3
billion, or 27 per cent. U.S. exports to

Japan grew 33.4 per cent in 1988. 18.2 per
cent in 1989 and another 9.2 per cent in

1990— faster than the growth of exports

to the rest ofthe world."Nearly two-thirds

ofU.S. exports toJapan are manufactured
goods — chemicals, aluminum, aircraft,

scientific instrumentcomputers andmany
other products. About half of these — 30
per cent of all U.S. exports to Japan— are

considered "high tech" by the Commerce
Dept. This economic interdependence, in

reality, has been more than fair towards
the U.S. — more so than to Japan. The
Japanese consumer is only 60 per cent as
well off as his/her American counterpart.

Last word is, it is democrat Richard
Gephart's "protectionist" bill before the
congress that will do more harm to U.S.
than presidential candidate Pat
Buchanan's flippant remarks.

Pat Sitaraman
Republican Club

Pedestrians
and bikers

take heed
Due to circumstances beyond my con-

trol. I was forced to abandon riding my
bike across campus this past Monday.
Seems hke no big deal, right? A simple
change in daily routine is commonplace in

oiu- busy world. Its a little more compU-
cated than that. The disruption of
Monday's routine forced me to approach
the world of pedestrianism a little differ-

ently.

Diana D 'Avanzo

Let me try to explain.

You see, when you ride a bike across

campus you see things from an entirely

different perspective. When tire-bom you
are not the helpless individual trying to

get from your room in Southwest to your
computers class in Lederle in less than six

minutes.

No, you are super student — able to

leaveyourroom three minutes before class
time, no matter where the lecture is, and
be there one minute early. Withyour trusty

mountain bike ready to assist you down
windy paths, up steep hills and across

treacherous roads, you are invincible. You
will not be late for class (unless, ofcourse,

you oversleep. But that's a different story)

With this bike, this freedom, comes an
entirely different set of rules. When
speeding across campus, they, the lowly

pedestrians, are the enemy. We zoom past

them without a second thought and. the

minute they make a wrong move, we make
a mental note of who they are and single

them out as troublemakers, not to be
trusted, unable to walk in a straight line

for any distance.

This is what I thought imtil speaking
to a few of my friends— technically the

enemy.
They insisted that the bike toting stu-

dents were the ones to blame for, well,

everything. So, when I could not ride my
own bike to classes 1 decided to take notes.

This is what I found: I was wrong! No. I'm

serious. I really was wrong.
You see. walking past the Fine Arts

Center onmy way to Herter I decided to go

around a puddle so as not to get my feet

wet (so I didn't have my boots either, sue

me!) Suddenly this guy comes zooming
past me. nearly knocked me over and then

had the nerve to give me, the innocent

victim, a dirty, filthy, if-looks-could- kill

stare. What? He wasn't watching were he
was going and I'm to blame? What do I

have, eyes behind my head or something?
How was I supposed to see him.

Amazingly, similar incidents haunted
me for the rest ofthe day. I was so annoyed
that I thought I might write a letter to the

editor.

Then I realized something. I might be
one of those rude riders.

How many times do I ride up behind
people and just assume that they will

proceed in tiie straight or diagonal line

that they are walking in? Or, how about
riding really fast, lets say down a hill, just

to set the scene, when a group of people in

front ofyou decides to stop where they are.

It never crosses your mind that they
would even consider stopping andso, you
just barely miss nmning into the whole lot

of them—and then blame them for being

inconsiderate.

The point is, both of us, bicyclists and
pedestrians, must respect the paths ofthe

other. We can not assume that they will

adhere to our rules. They have t heir own
niles.

Look, no one said it was going to be

easy. Here's a bit ofadvice: Next time you
are walking across campus, look behind
you before taking that left. Next time you
are riding across campus, stay as far away
firom them as possible. They will thank
you for it.

Diana D'Avanzo is a Collegian colum-

nist.
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harassment
CONTINEUD FROM PAGE 1

what you expect to find is people develop-

ing strategies for control.

"We need to replace the ascendancy of

power with decency and civility."

An MIT survey at two undergraduate

dormitories last year showed that 47

percent ofthe women and 9 percent ofmen
had experienced upsetting harassment.

And 24 percent ofwomen and 4 percent

of men said the harassment had inter-

fered with their education and work per-

formance, according to the survey.

The harassment included sexually

suggestive jokes and gestures, unwanted

pressure for dates and attempted rape,

Keyser said.

"It's a negative sum game," he said.

"Once a harassment takes place, both

parties are permanently harmed by it."
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FREE RENT OPTION

Dept. 733. 61 Brattle 9t»«et, Cambridge, MA 02138

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

Stop in and we'll show you what we have to offer.

Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental OfTice Open Daily 10 4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600

??:^

I at I t

The Campus Recruiting program is still collect-

ing resumes for the following opportunities:

Bob's Stores

Monday, April 13

Bristol-Myers, Squibb

Thursday, April 2

New England Center for Autism

Wednesday, April 8

Northwestern CT School System

Region I Division

IXiesday, April 14

Rent-A-Center

Thursday, April 9

US Dept. of Agriculture

Thursday, April 2

Windsor Public Schools

Monday, April 6

ANY wAetail interest

BIOCHM. BIOL,

CHEM. MICBIO,

PUBHL

COMSTU, EDUC,

PSYCH, SOCIOL

EDUC

ANY wAetail interest

A&R ED, W&F BIO,

ANSCI, BIOCHM,
CHEM, MICBIO. BIOL

EDUC

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR

& AUTOBODY
53 So. Prospect -Amherst Center

256-8157 • 256-1385

i
S.PlMianl

\U^SS -> S.Pron»c»

St
L«J

Unooln

Bring your resume immediately to Room 200, Mather Career

Center . For information: 545-6263

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fntemiiy/Sofxxity Paik - an the Orchard Hill bu« route. (413)545-2224. I

Where Careers Take Off! |

• Imports & other unibody vehicles are our

specialty.

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (+or-l/2

mm)
• Over 90 years staff experience.

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement.

• Advanced European Technology Painting

and Refinishing Systems.

Remember it's your car and your choice of

repair facilities.

Shop RegistraUon # RSI 212
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Arts & Living
HSCN brings Buckaroo Banzai to your set
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Hello, movie lovers! Hope you had a
fantastic Spring Break, but if you're

sporting one of those perfect tans, then

just stay away from me and my paleness.

I hope you have a great time peeling.

Anyway, not to digress from the column,

there are many fine (and not so fine) flicks

that will be shown this week via the

Housing Services Cable Network. Now,
here are the movies that will be shown
beginning Wednesday, March 25.

Goin' South—Jack Nicholson, Mary
Steenburgen, John Belushi. Directed by
and starring Jack Nicholson, this film

tells the tale of a Western outlaw who is

saved from the gallows by spinster

Steenburgen. Okay, yes, Jack is a top-rate

actor, one of the best of his time (second

only to DeNiro) but as a director, just

average. The humor just isn't consistent,

but a decent attempt. Jack, PLEASE stick

to the drama films. . . trust me, they are

your forte.
**

Fire With Fire—Craig Sheffer, Vir-

ginia Madsen, Jon Pofito. Oh God, not

another film that features teens who are

misunderstood, yet manage to triumph

against all odds. Yawn. Didn't HBO get a

hold of this disaster a few years back and

play it repeatedly? Bleah. It's a story about

a girls' Catholic school who invites a

neighboring boys' (get this) reform school

over for a dance. Mild sex gets this garbage

hopping a tad, but it has no decent plot, I

must say. I'm told this is a true story. Good

Lord. No stars.

Flashback—Dennis Hopper, Kiefer

Sutherland, Carol Kane. Kiefer's an FBI

agent assigned to hippie Hopper (hey, say

that out loud. Kinda funny, huh?) who is

being brought to Oregon where he has to

^ -- "" ^"^ ^^

stand trial for political activities in which

he particpated in the BOs. Wfiit a minute,

isn't this kinda like that movie "Midnight

Run" v^rith Robert DeNiro and Charles

Grodin? Hey, I smell a writer with no

original ideas. And this movie was made
two years after "Midnight Run." Survey

says. . . COPYCAT! But it getssom« points

for acting. **

Hiding Out—Jon Cryer, Keith

Coogan, Annabeth Gish. Eh, anotherHBO
play-over-and-over-again. Cryer is a

stockbroker who is "^ding out" from the

mob in a Delaware high school. It's kinda

cute, but not super-spectacular. Cryer's

acting is above average, but the plot isn't,

so it basically evens out to average. What
the heck, if you've got 98 minutes to kill,

it's worth watching. **

House Party—Christopher Reid,

Robin Harris, Christopher Martin. Fea-

turing real-life rapper Reid, who plays

Kid, the movie is a humorous tale of

teenagers and the events of one night

before, during, and after a house party.

Lots o' fun! ***

Regarding Henry—Harrison Ford,

Annette Berung. Ford is a man obsessed

with his career who finds little time for his

family but is engaged in an affair when he

gets shot in a convenience store. He loses

his memory and must releam how to read,

write, etc., and he turns into a really nice

guy. ****

Roxanne—Steve Martin, Daryl

Hannah, Rick Rossovich. Call me a softie,

but the song that plays when the ending

credits roll does something to me every

single time 1 watch it. Icryeueryt'™eTh's

movie is a modem version of "Cyrano De

Bergerac" with Martin as a large-nosed

fire chiefand Hannah as a beautiful blonde

astronomer. The film is sweet and roman-

tic, but it misses something along the way

that I can't quite put my finger on. An
eryoyable effort nonetheless. ***

Stand By Me—Wil Wheaton, River

Phoenix, Corey Feldman. Has anyone out

there NOT seen this movie? It's actually

based on a novella by Stephen King called

"The Body," and I'm told it is a true story.

Ifyou don't know the plot, call me and 111

tell you. And don't you agree that River

Phoenix was much cuter at thirteen than

he is now?*** 1/2

Three Fugitives—Nick Nolte, Mar-
tin Short, Sarah Rowland DorofT. Direc-

tor Francis Veber's remake of his own
French comedy, Les Fugitifs. Nolte is an
ex-con innocently mistaken for a bank
robber when he is taken hostage by the

bumbling Short. The film is cute, and the

little girl is even cuter (you just want to

hug her and take her home with you), but

the ending will make you say "duh." Too
bad, but I did like the movie. **l/2

•Top Secret—Val Kilmer, Lucy
Gutteridge, Christopher Villiers. Let me
tell you, any film that the Zucker brothers

directhas potential (Airp/ane/, The Naked
Gun, etc.). I feel this movie did not get the

credit it deserved. Kilmer is a rock star

whobecomes embroiled in espionage while

touring in East Germany. It seems to lack

an ending, but there are some unprec-

edented funny scenes. ***l/2

The Verdict—Paul Newman, Char-

lotte Rampling, Jack Warden. Very few

"court" movies have packed as much punch

as this one did. Director Sidney Lumet

took the screenplay — by David Mamet
from the novel by Barry Reed — and

transformed it into a powerful courtroom

drama about a down-and-out Boston law-

yer who finally has a case he beheves in.

Simply wonderful. ****

Young Frankenstein—Gene Wilder,
Peter Boyle, Marty Feldman. You can ask

3Z=zs

any ofmy fiiends. . . I can recite this movie

just about verbatim. The film is an abso-

lute RIOT! Director Mel Brooks has done

it again; he took the Mary Shelley Fran-

kenstein and made such a parody. . . oy

gevalt! I'm feeUng a little faklempt. Talk

amongst yourselves. . . it passed. Who
knew? Feldman as Igor (pronounced

"Eyegore") is beyond hysterical. ****

The Adventures of Buckaroo
Banzai Across the Ei^th Dimension
(a.k.a. Buckaroo Banzai)—Peter Weller,

John Lithgow, Ellen Barki, JeffGoldblum.

Bizarre cult hit about a hero who's a

physicist, rock star, surgeon, rocket car

driver euid goverrmient troubleshooter.

Whew! It's somewhat hard to follow, and

not peulicularly ei\joyable, but it's kinda

fun if you hke that type of movie. **

Boyz N The Hood—Ice Cube, Cuba
Gooding Jr., Morris Chestnut, Larry

Fishbume. Atouching, down-to-earth film

about a father-son relationship as it en-

dures time as well as negative and poitive

outside influences. Itaddresses (tastefully)

the issues of AIDS, drugs and street vio-

lence. A top choice movie. ****

ComingtoAmerica—Eddie Murphy,

Arsenio Hall, James Earl Jones. Surpris-

ing role-reversal for Murphy, as no four

lettedr words emerge from his mouth!

He's a sweet prince from a royal family in

Africa whodecides he wants to be his own
person and choose hisown wife. Arsenio is

hysterical, and Murphy is charming. (Did

I really just use that word to describe

Eddie?). Anyway, you can't miss it. Oh,

and don't forget to look for cameo ap-

pearances of two roles from Trading

Places. ***l/2

Movies that aren't reviewd include The

Unbelievable Truth, LaU for Dinner and

Children of Paradise.

It XL

Wednesday Ni^iht is

GUEST BARTENDER NIGHT
At Mike 's

Free T-Shirts& Prizes

This Week's Guest Barunder is: Bill Chouinard

'^i

Prizes

• $25.00 Gift Certificate to Mike's • Mike's Original T-ShIrt

• 2-week membership to THE GYM • Urge Cheese Pizza from PInocchlo's

• 2 passes to AMC Movie theaters •YOUR plcUirc on the walls of Mikes

Drawing Is Wednesday Night. Must be present to win but put your name In any time!

Don't Forget Mike's Famous Smorg on Friday Afternoons!

1^ forEvirjom'

Drink Special -

BUD UCftr Bottles

SIJZS

Hey, UMass, It's Time to Feed Your

Face AT the Ronkin Food Fest!

Delano's

Antonio's Pizza

Bruegger's Bagel Bakery

Wings 'n Things

Pizzarama Subs
China Garden

What's a Food Fest? The restaurants listed above will set up in the Ronkin Center

and servo UMass students samples of their great foods. Ronkin thanks the restaurants

for their generosity and urges you to frequent them for your future dining pleasure.

WHEN: This Sunday afternoon, March 29, 2:00pm-5:00pm

WHERE: The Ronkin Educational Group, 150 Fearing Street. Amherst

(at the Southwest comer of campus next to College Pizza)

DONATION: ONLY $1 .00 at the door! Where else can you

sample great foods from 6 great restaurants for a single buck?!

(Proceeds will be donated to the Amherst 4th of July Celebration Fund)

BONUS: Door prize drawings for a $25 food gift certificate, 5 famous Ronkin

Penguin T-Shirts. and five 5-piece highlighter sets. Be there or be hungry!

SMITH
CORONIK

Laptop Word Processor. .

.

The Perfect Companion

lbYour PC

$369.00

special

Student

price

lip

this ad

and send

ii home to

tell your

parents

about the

ideal word

processor!

Whether yo7re composing on campus, biking through the countryside

or jetting across the Atlantic, you'll have the perfect companion to your

PC wherever you travel. Operating on off-the-shelf C-size NiCad batter-

ies or an AC Adapter, your laptop features added price/value benefits

such as an expansion card slot for fax send capabilities, as well as a

parallel port and RS-232 port for printing options.

THE 8000LT
• Buin-tn Word ProceMlng Softwere / WordPerfecT and ASCII Translators

/ EI«rtronlc DIctlooary k Thwrnirua for Data Exchange »"th PCs

• Graphical User InterfM^e / 3.5" Disk Drive; 720K Disk Capacity

/ Lightweight . . . Only 7.5 Pounds • Sproadshaet Program

Call your Campus Rep TODAY . .

.

PhiUp CorceU • (413)549-0402

j^ WiSA, MASTERCARD and MONEY ORDERS are Accepted.
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Black Affairs

AP photo

Police stand amid group of angry protesters downtown Port-au-

Prince.

APpholo

Exiled Haitian President Jean-Betrand Aristide speaks dur-

ing a news conference at the U.N. building in Geneva.

U.S. continues injustice against Haiti
Haiti was the first Black Republic to ever defeat

Napoleon's army, despite the fact that Haiti barely had
any ammunition. The defeat of Napoleon's army lead

Haitians to gain their independence on Jan. 2. 1804.

Haiti's victory inspired some countries in Latin America

and in Africa to fight for their own independence.

Haiti helped some of these countries fight for their

independence. Hauti was dubbed the "Pearl of the West
Indies" because of its wealth, rich culture, beaches, and
natural resources. The Haitian economy suffered after

the occupation of the Umted States ( 1915-1942).

Now Haiti is the poorest country in the western

hemisphere.
The U.S. government has supported the regime of the

Duvaliers from father to son, as the rulers of Haiti and its

people.

Haitians overthrew the dictatorship government that

controlled the country's wealth from 1957 to 1986. The
goal of the revolt was to establish a democratic govern-

ment that would be for the people.

Despite many struggles against three governments
succeeding the regime of the Duvaliers, Haitians have
found hope in a priest by the name of Jean-Bertrand

Aristide (TiTid).

Gaining control last February, TiTid restored pride

and dignity in Haitians all over the world. TiTid appeased

their plight and sorrows while giving them a new iden-

tity.

Haitians once again became proud of who they are.

Depite the negative stereotypes, which exist especially in

the United States, this pride is one which is very strong

Hope was restored in Haiti to become the "Pearl of the

West Indies" once again. France, Canada, Venezuela and
other countries offered to help build a new Haitian

government, one that was for the progress of the people

and not for the United States.

Upon noticing that the freely elected president was
gaining the world's approval, the U.S. government decided

to overthrow TiTid.

The U.S. arranged a coup d'etat with a couple of

Haitian military men. When they overthrew TiTid, the

dreams of all Haitians disappeared. Haitians decided

they would die for something they believed in, and vowed
to fight until they restored their president's power.

More than a thousand people were found dead all over

the streets of Port-au-Prince.

Tony Joassainte

Unlike the United States, France, Canada. Venezuela

and San Salvador were opposed to the unjust coup.

Finally, after being pressured by other countries, the

United States decided to intervene a week later by

imposing an embargo on Haiti.

This "embargo" was violated many times right in front

of the United States.

During the seven months that Aristide was in power,

the people of Haiti were content. One month after the

defeat of Aristide, many Haitians arrived in the United
States in boats.

Not since the Duvaliers' regime has the United States

seen Haitians arrive in boats. Thus the fact that anyone,

even Dan Quayle, can see that these people are political

refugees and not "economical" refugees, as they have
been labeled.

The United States gave the refugees $15 and sent

them back to Haiti. This is a slap in the face! Does the

United States really think that after

they return to Haiti these people will be safe? If the

United States believes these people will be safe when
they return to Haiti, then U.S. stands for "Utterly Stu-

pid"!

When political refuges from other parts of the world

came to the United States they were welcomed with of)en

arms. Why were not the Haitians treated in this fashion?

There is no need to beat around the "Bush." The United

States did not want them here, because they are of a

darker shade than the refugees who preceded their

arrival.

I would like "ALL" students and others who are aware

of this irvjustice to stand up and help the Haitian com-

munity make their voices heard. This is one step that

must be taken in order to stop the iixjustices against

Haitians.

To all Haitians students, whatever happened to T
Union Fait la Force?" Are you going to sit back and watch

your ancestors disrespected? Are you going to watch your

people die?

I know that many of you Haitian students were not

born in Haiti, but I know that you are concerned ofwhat
people will think when you tell them that you are indeed

Haitian.

Who cares what they think! Don't believe the hype! I

want you to know that you have the richest history in the

western hemisphere, and a lot to be proud of. This is a

good time for all of us, whether you are African, Latin

American, European, Asian or American, to unite and
fight against this injustice against the people of Haiti.

Remember, "Unity is Strength." Peace and love to all

my brothers and sisters.

Tony Joassainte is a UMass student. The views and
opinions expressed in this article are those of the author

and do not necessarily represent those of the Collegian.

Yo, What's Up!
By SONDRA SUTTON
Collegian Staff

There will be a couple of very, very

interesting events happening this

weekend here at the University of

Massachusetts.

If any of you guys have the time,

take time to relax and check out some
of these events.

March 27, Friday: The Brotherhood
of Iota Phi Theta presents their 7th
annual "Putting on the Hits Lip S)tic

Contest."

The show begins at 8 p.m. sharp!

It will take place in the Campus
Center Auditorium.

First, second, and third prizes will

be awarded.

To sign up, orjust for more informa-

tion, contact James Roberts at 665-

7267. Manuel Alves at 665-8627, or

Jose Corporan at 546-6098.

March 28, Saturday: AHORA in

cor\junction with B.M.C.P., Iota Phi

Theta and Academic Support Services

invites you to a "Latin American Semi-
Formal" with Orchestra "Chevere."

This event is fi:"ee, and refreshments
will be served. Cash bar available with

proper I.D.

This event will take place in the

Student Union Ballroom at 9 p.m.-l

a.m.
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AP photo 4

Haitians refugee occupants ofan overloaded and sinking sailboat.

WRITE FOR

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN AND ASK FOR
SOMDRA SUTTOM, BLACK AFFAIRS EDITOR
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By CARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
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Today's Staff

Night Editor Gregg Sukiennik

Copy Editor Darienne Hosley

PhotoTechnician Christopher Evans

Production Supetvisor Oliver Raskin

Production ...Brad Hutchison, Lisa Roman, Marc

Elliot

Menu
LUNCH ITALIAN NIGHT

Grilled Cheese Chicken Parmesian

Fishburger Pasta and Sauces

BASICS LUNCH ITALIAN BASICS

Grilled Cheese on Eggplant Parmigiana

Wheatbeny Pasta and Sauces

Donning his new canine decoder, Professor

Schwartzman becomes the first human being on
Earth to hear what barking dogs are actually saying.

Announcement
Headline workshop, mandatory for alt edi-

tors including night and copy editors. 7 p.m.
in the Collegian offices. Be there or die

without knowing how to write a headline.

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AMES (Mvch 21 -April 19): An
excelleni d^y to take care oi corre-

tponderKe and travH arrangemerMs.

Be swift and bold; you waru to gefwr-

ale excitement! Mull over an impor-

lam decision.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

check maps and limelables to ensure

smooth travel . You fed morecomfon-
able after a lif(hl-hearted dt\* with a
new acquaintance. Be a pleMUfC-

seeker tonight.

GEMINI (Mdy 21 -lune 20): Take
into consideration such matters asyour

health and your mate's wishes before

commining yoursell to a new verdure.

The question of financing could very

well alter your whole altitude.

CANCER (June 21-|uly 22):You
nuy be able to obtain » loan for a key

purchase. Shop arourxl for the best

interest rate. Avoid shirking your do-

mestic obfigations. Do your fair ^iwt
of shopping or child care.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22) Now is the

lime to showcase your talents or prod-

uct to influential people. Your drive

and aptitude will impress someone in

a position lo help you. Passions are on
th<> upswing.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sep(. 22): Men-
tally and emotionally you feel in lop

form. Strike while ttie iron is hoi. You
will get what you request. In romance,

abandon old habits for a new ap-

proach.

LIMA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): You
may have to cut through a lot of red

tape to advarKe your plans. Oo not til

back and wait; get busy!!! Cerwrosity

will kirxjle tf)e home fires tonight.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2 3-Nov. 2 1 ): You
could be riding the crest of popularity

now. Your captivating manner and
gift of gab make you \\\e center of

aacTMiun Takeyourshowontheroad.

SACrnARIUS (Nov 2 2-Dec. 2 1 ):

Tryirig out a new look could work to

your advantage. It is high time you

cleared up a misunderstandiiig.

Showing more compassion bridges

the generation gap.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-;an. 19):

Avoid all authority figures today and

forget about career pressures. Steal

away to someplace new or uruisual

with a favorite companion. Focusing

on spi ritual values refreshes your loul.

AQUARIUS (Ian 20-Feb. 18):

Take a break from your domestic

routine and have some fun. See the

sights or do something out of tfie or-

dinary. An unexpected irKident could

shake up your love life.

PISCtS(Feb. 19-March20):Abu$y

pace seems to suit you now. Set out on

a shopping expedition or work on a

pel project. New job opportunities

present themselves. Put romarKe on

the back burner.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE
ACROSS

1 Atcon family

6 Satiate

1 AttdTHl Andovar
14SunVall*y«

slala

15 Conoapt
16 Its tMntta ara m

3 Carry on

4 Quavara. ttia

revolutionary

5 InculMlort

6 Laglxma
7 Donoltiing

8 Oraaaland

9 MNk: Comb.

45 Uaam
alavts^

way
47 Wm onas
49 'Saward'i

Fo«y-

51

53

17 I

Clauda
18 Boycott

?0 Supartativ

21 Sad
23 S« and dame.

for exampta
74 iteiTi In Saloma's

wardrobe

25 Oovar delicacy

26 Not aubiect lo

cfunge
30 Fah. in a way
34 One of ttie reds

35 Unden and
Hotbrook

37 Ship pronoun

38 Prolific auth 7

39 The Lorelei s

river

41 Tennis score

42 Part of AMA
43 -lis — lote« "

44 Help

46 Outch pamler

Jan
48 Ties

SO Pheasant txood

52 Cordelia's father

53 Openness
56 Pastry

57 Small seed
60 Causes hostility

62 Hurt

64 Bonito

65 Central or

Candlestick

66 Coma Inl

67 Khayyam
68 Poet (.uarus

69 Dodger Halt of

Fan>er

DOWN
1 Wordless actor

2 Bustles

10 Equlvocale

11 Thinasa —
12 ScottUh QMlic
13 Fa
19 F>lpars'garb

22 Service

carsertst

24 Self-important

?S owes Mend
?6 Swindles

27 Credo

28 Ominish
29Givelighl

31 Early radar

32 Chef's tool

33 Springtimes

40 Take cover

41 Ancient

inslrumenl

43 Negative ion

54 Reuner

55 One o( a tamous
Ino

56 Period ottima

57 Oourmel
treat

58 Currier's partner

5)0 French fiMtier

61 Flat hat

63 Vanapotm
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SAME BAT
CHANNEL
Comfcs • Cdfds •

C/dmcs & More...

hlampshirc Mdll,

I Iddlcy •:^H6-H775

liH^lo.sidc Mdll,

hlolyokc • ^3l2!-9797

To ship

March 25-27

Aquaman #6

Barbie Fashion #17

Batman #477

Deathlok #1

Demon #303

Excalibur#50

Fantastic Four #364

Green Arrow #60

Hellblazer #53

Hellraiser: Book

of the Damned #2

Jaguar #9

James Bond Jr. #5

Justice League

America #62

Legion of Super-

Heroes #29

Marshal Law:

Fear & Loathing TP

New Titans #86

New Warriors #23

Pirates of Dark

Water #7 (Of 9)

Sandman #37

She-Hulk TP

Silver Surfer #65
•

Spectacular

Sp!der-Man#188

Star Trek Annual #3

Superman #67

The Stars of My

Destination

Tho^ ^447

X-ForceiilO

X-Force Annual #^

X-Men Classic i^71

Hours

Mon-Sat«10-9

Sun •12-5

Weve Got A Place For You! Weve Got A Place For You' Weve Got A Place For You!

We've GotA Place For You!
Are you serious about making the most of your college

experience? • Looking for o new place to live? • Do
you want to live witti people ttiat stiare your interests.

ideas, concems, and aspirations?

EXPLORE THE COMIWIUNITIES THAT YOU CAN BE A PART OF.

Presenting the 1992-93 Special
Interest Residential Programs

BUHERFIELD
DINING

COMMUNITY
The only residence hall

with it's own dining hall!

It provides a unique op-

portunity to get to know
the approximately 130
other residents ofthis hall.

Butterfield/Central. 545-
4209.

INTERNATIONAL
PROGRAM

This program promotes and
encourages American-In-
ternational student rela-

tionships. Thatcher is open
duringThanksgiving Break,
Intersession, and Spring
Break Academiccomponent
associated with this pro-

gram. Thatcher/Northeast,
545-2034.

THE MICHELE COCUZZO

HUMAN KINDNESS

PROJECT

Participants in this pro-

gram explore the meaning
of community service
Residents participate in

volunteer projects in the
Amherst area and promote
the spirit of human kind-
ness. Required class
component. Lewis/North-
east. 545-2034

ALCOHOL ft

DRUG FREE

COMMUNITIES
The purpose of these pro-

grams is to provide students
who have made the choice
not to use alcohol or other
mood altering substances a
supportive place to live

GreenoughyCentral Area.
545-4215 and Pierpont/
Southwest, 545-0890.

24 HOUR QUIET
FLOOR

These study intensive com-
munities offer a 24 hour
quiet living environment -

an optimal atmosphere for

the serious students. John
Quincy Adams/Southwest,
545-3510. Brett/Central,
545-4218, Baker/Central,
545-4215. and Cance/
Southwest, 545-4708.

SUITE GROUP
HOUSING

This living option is designed
to assist students who wish
to live in close proximity to

friends and associates who
share similar interests.
Groups of 6 to 8 can register

to live in a Sylvan suite. For
more information, contact
the Housing Assignment
Office. 235 Whitmore, 545-

2100.

HEALTH & FITNESS

PROGRAMS
These progranis are for any
students interested in health,

fitness, nutrition, and/or
wellness. Participants live

and work together in settings

which promote healthy
lifestyles. Program partici-

pants that choose the

Southwest location will also

ef\)oy access to Washington
Towers Body Shop. Wash
ington/Southwest, 545-0702&
Dwight/Northeast, 545-0888.

NON-TRADITIONAL
AGE PROGRAMS
If your 23 or older this is

the place for you! These
communities offer a qui-

eter, more mature envi-

ronment. McNamara/
Svlvan.545-4255, Pierpont/

Southwest, 545-0890, and
Wheeler/Central, 545-

2745.

MULTI-RACIAL
LIVING

COMMUNITIES
The goal of these programs
is to address social, aca-

demic, and cultural issues

and needs ofstudents of color
while they attend a pre-

dominantly white univer-

sity. Grayson-Field/Orchard
Hill, 545 4205. Gorman/
Central, 545-2745, and
Moore/Southwest. 545-0890

SOCIAL
DIVERSITY

PROGRAM
This community provides
a safe, but challenging
living environment to ex-

plore issues of diversity

(e.g. racism, sexism, gay-

lesbian-bisexual oppres-
sion, disability oppression,

ant-semitism, etc.) Re-
quired class component.

Brett/Central, 545-4218.

TWO IN TWENTY:
GAY. LESBIAN.

AND BISEXUAL
ISSUES PROGRAM
The purpose of this commu-
nity is to provide gay, les-

bian, and bisexual students
and their allies an opportu-
nity to explore issues rel-

evant to GLB students.
There is an academic com-
ponent associated with this

Rrogram. Mary Lyon/
brtheast, 545 1506.

THE WOLDWATCH
PROGRAM

TTiis program provides resi-

dents the opportunity to ex-

plore ciurentenvirorunental
issues on both global and
local levels. Webster/Or-
chard Hill, 545-4208

BOLTWOOD
MARKET
Stcx:k Up at

Downtown Amherst's
Only Market Featuring:

Fresh Produce $ Groceries

Meats # Service Deli

Tkke the bus& come see us!

(Belchertown Rd & South Amherst Bus Routes)

253-9081 • Open Monday - Saturday 9-7

17 Kellogg Ave. (Behind Barts)

TONIGHT

Live Music

with

Dangerous Papers

Battle of the Greeks

Contests • Prizes

FREE Pizza

Weekly Special

95c Drafts/$3.95 Pitchers

THE ,M PUB
<:i:lij«<ah-s Mil JITS in .\.MHi:Ksr

I'U.M • l'»'».

IS f: A s T f I r s T K r f

5^ .Veve Got A Place ^or You' Weve Go! A Place For You' Weve Got A Place For Yot

I

CAf t
DICARLO

5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Baked Manicotti
• Lasagna al Forno
• Polio Primavera

(chicken & vegetables w/pasta)

• Pasta Bolognese

( with spiq sausage)

Complete Italian Dinner,
including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee
for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday
Offer expires March 31,1 992

Open Daily at 1 1 :30 a.m.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300
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Scott's shots
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12 ~"

look into this global warming deal, but it can wait until
the Tournament's over.

• As if there was a need for incentives to get you
Uptown tomorrow night, there's an opportunity to win
valuable cash and prizes for the simple skill of shooting
a Nerf ball. Vanna White is rumored to be hosting the
contest— just follow the crowd.

• Apologies to the UMass Ski Team for the story that

was, butwas not there. Space was limited and the season
ended at an inopportune time. Suffice to say the inter-

view with Jen Egan, Scott Levine and Marci Blacker was
entertaining. Egan's comment, "I ski for the thrill of it,"

should be the team's motto.

• The happiest men in Boyden as a result of the hoop
team's success? Frank Mclnerney and David Bischoff.

Attention has been drawn away from the troubled foot-

ball program for the moment.

• That, by the way is one of the great underlying
stories to this "Cinderella Season." Amidst all these

budget cuts and in the aftermath of the Jim Reid fiasco,

a group ofdetermined guys in shorts and tank tops have
brought temporary joy to a campus, a community and
quite possibly a state.

• Is the whole NHL on strike yet, or just the Bruins?
• Keep your feet in bounds and your eyes on the Final

Four.

David Scott is a Collegian sports columnist

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmnmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmi
Take a Ronkin Total Test Prep Course

TO Score Your Best on the LSAT,
GRE GMAT, or MCAT--not to Score

Better Than Your Friends Who
Prepare Another Way.

(But, then again, would that be so bad?)

Courses start the weeks of March 30 or April 6 for June tests.

Complete your course before final exams. Discounts,

scholarships & payment plans available. Don1 wait too late!

Ronkin is the proud sponsor of UMASS Greek Week "92 and the UMass

150 FMring St.

Amh«rst
(N«xt to Coll*g«

Pizza)

USS/Ronkin Scholarship Challenge.

Calh

549-4010

PUT YOUR DEGREE

TO WORK WHERE
IT CAN DO A WORLD
OF GOOD

»Sfc;» ••»••

STA TRAVEL
\\ t \ c ncfn I I tic.

K-*-<i

ROUMDTRIPS
LONDON fm, $299

BELIZE .«» «365

GUATEMALA .0. $390

SAN JOSE— H». $410

LISBON ,^ $518

MOSCOW ««- $640

BANGKOK— .«. $949

TOKYO H- $739

SYDNEY .»i$1278

LA/SFO .«- $318
• SUMMER RATES AVAILABLE
• EURAIL ISSUED ON THE SPOT
• FLY INTO ONE CITY AND
OUT ANOTHER

• ISIC CARDS /

ATH MEMBERSHIP
• LOW COST ONE WAYS

720 OFFICES WORLDWIDE

1-800-777-0112
273 NEWBURY ST.

BOSTON
MA 02116

LOCAL:
(617) 286-6014 STA TRAVEL

-^-*..

<::7Tunan ^axaEn<:z/\£.i.tauxani:

DUe Ss^t CUe,l Buffet

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

10 Bdchertown Rd. • Route 9 Amhcrsl • 254-O251/025!

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

Minimum $lS plus S2 delivery charge

'FFET i SUNDAY BRUNCH
iuffet served Saturday 5-9p,m.

^Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 1:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99

Children under 10 - $3.00

Your first job after graduation

should offer you more than Just a

paycheck. We can offer you an

experience that lasts a lifetime.

In Peace Corps, you'll

immerse yourself in a new culture,

leam a new language, receive

training and develop important

skills. . .and help to improve the

lives of others while at the same

time enriching your own.

In science or engineering.

ed'ication, agriculture, health, the

environment, and many other

disciplines. Peace Coi^ projects

around the world are bringing

help to where it's

needed... in

more than 70

countries in

Latin

America. Asia,

Africa, and

Central Europe.

^^^

PEACE CORPS ACTIVITIES AT UMASS
Thursday. MARCH 26

Information Table. Campus Center 9:00-3:00

Tuesday, MARCH 31

Film Seminar & Discussion 7:00 pm
1 65- 1 69 Campus Center

Call the Peace Corps: 545-2105

Classifieds
COMETO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE 1 13 CAMPUS CENTER • MON.-nURX&mM) FRIDAY 8:30-2:30 * DEADUNE IS nO DAK PRIOR TO PUBUaTION ' 20tAVORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS ' CASH IN ADVANCE

ACTivrriES

CHESS PLAYERS
Looking lor competilioot

If Interested in playing

the vvorlds greatMt gam*
C«IIJim 6-3968

UNOERQRADUATESII
We ar« accept ing candids lor the 1 992 IndM
Yearbook H you want to see yourself and

your friends in tt>e yearbook please indenlity

everyone in the photos and brmg them down

to 103 Cainpus Center

AUTO FOR SALE

!
F FOR RENT

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ASIAN AMERICAN STUOE^fTS
ASSOCIATION
General meeting

March 25. 1992
Wednesday. 7 00pm
Campus Center 911-15

Betheral

CHEAP! FBI/US. SEIZED
89 Mercedes $200

86 VW $50

87 Mercedes $100

65 Mustang $50

Choose from thousands starting $25

FREE 24 Hour recording reveals

details 80 1 -379-2929 Copyright «MA 1 SKJC

Amharst Center

Elliciency one, two. ttirse twdroom apart-

ments, or lUree bedroom condos on Hoban
Lane June or September Lincoln Real

Estate, 25 North Pleasant Street 253-7879

CAPE COO- Group summer rentals- water-

front houses -Falmouth area 508-477-6000

HOUSES- 4 bedrooms Amt>erst for June:

April. Jun«4i Northampton. $775. No rental

fees SKiefiSKI Realtors 584-3428

FOR SALE

B«d and Breakfast

Oowntown Amherst. Meal tor vMling par-

ents and Iriends 549-0733

MORTAfI BOARD APPLICATION
New deadline March 30 at SAO box 29

UMASS SLAVIC DEPARTMENT
S RUSSIAN CLUB
invite you to a musical illustration by Profes-

sor Robert A Hothstein

Songs About World War II

Wednesday March 25 7:30 pm
301 Herter Hall

COLLEGE PI22A

SPRING SPECIAL
Lg cheese $6 00 Sm $3.50

Add $1 lor 1or2 toppings

Now featuring slices

Free soda w/larg* sub. salad, or

spaghetti

549-6073 549-6098

Must mention this od

COLLEdE BARGAINS
Typewriters starting at $129
Wordprocessors $289
Computers $869 546-0390

UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS CLUB
is going to Wall Street on

April 10th $25/per8on.

All welcome. Cal 549-8083 or

546-3145

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL:

RAck-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. DJs,

video D.rs and Karaoke from $1 75.00. Call

S86-990O

U2TICKETt

Hartford lor sale -Call Chris 253-3608

LIVE DEAD TAPES from 60's to present

Call 546-5060

NCAA TICKETS
Call e-4230

B/O by Wed. evening

Cash only

UMASS HOOPTIX
Best offer 549-841 1 Mike

SWEET SIXTEEN TICKETS, BABY
Two tickets to Thursday's games and two

tickets to Saturday's games at the Philadel-

phia Spectrum can be yoursi Call Scott at

253-3841 lor more info.1

HELP WANTED

College Pro Painters are now accepting

applications tor summer employmeot m the

Mart>lehead. Salem, and Artdover areas.

Please call 1 -800-346-4649 for more infor-

mation.

COLLEGE PRO PAINTING is now accept-

ing summer applications lor ttie Newton

NeedhamMa areas If interested cat Branden

256j6450

CRUISE LINE- Entry level onboard/landsida

positions available, year-round or summer.

(8 1 3) 229-5478

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING- Earn
$2.000»'month worW travel Holiday, Sum-
mer and career employment availaljle No
experience necessary For employment pro-

gram call 1 206-545-4 1 55 exi C456

FAST FUNORAISING PROGRAM
FraternKies. sororities, student clubs Earn

up to $1000 in one week. Plus receive a

$1000 bonus yourself and a FREE watch

jiKt^for^ling 1^00-932-0528 E)rt^65_

HELP WANTED
HOMEWORKERS NEEDED!)

Earn $1 ,000 »veeHly mailing our circulars in

your cpare time at home' GUARANTEED'
Free supplies'postage' Begin now' Free

details! Enclose LSASE SMS, Dept. Col-7A.

Box 61 0, Cordova, TN 380 1 8^0610.

THEPUB
Is tooWng for fuH-time day waitresses H inter-

ested come liH out an appllcatkyi t>etween

3-5pm

ThePeaceDavatopment Fund wranisto hire

a workstudy student with dehcal and com-

puter skills. $4-5 per hour for 20 hrs per

week. Please can Phyli* at 256-8306

ROOMMATE WANTED

LOOKING FOR RMMTES to find apt in

P-TOWN lor summer Call Frank 585-0776

LOST
SERVKES

LOST WIRE RIM GLASSES in beige hard

case somewhere on campus 3/9 Call 665-

8789 Thanksl

MUSiaANS

DRUMMERSI Phish, Aflmans, Originato!^

Improv 256-8115

PERSONALS

In Metnonum
TURBOMOBILE
1979-1992

Attention: freshmen, sophomores- rooaiva

college money from eager private sources.

Millions unclaimed yearly, grab your sharel

Awards guaranteed, leam ttte sacrell CaH
CoMaga Cash Hotline special 24-hour re-

e0fdh>gj^91 9-406-9096 ext. 14

FREE pregnancy testing; confidential and
caring support BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No.
Pleasant Street Amher$l^9-1906

NEED FINANOAL AID? Free irilormatkjn.

CaH The Shar Institute 253-0527

.^k«i^i;^-4^*»!»•••*• W«kV-««»W«'•.W*'»««w^«^
it^Mt.^iAV.V.'ViV.S.Vrf.V.r.VA^^AlMrt^^A^^trtV*.,

HEY FRUIT LOOP, thafs you CED
Happy 22nd b<rtt>day

Love Ya.

Your Crazy Boyfriend

FAMOS AMOS Finally a personal It you

thought rd just quit trying your crazy Just

think Montreal at 1 10 in tfie rain Horwst Ma
I'm going to the beach' That couch in Iront ol

Doug Arts grand entrance your great coach-

ing of the field hockey players just ask Jake

not to mention all the special attention

throughout tf>e accident ttie feetings have
grown too strong to just let go I tove you Ken

SARAH- Being together for a year or apart

for seven montfis is nothing when you love

someone lor a Hletime. I mas you and I love

you -Michael .

'

SCHOLARSHIPS

Scholarships, Grants
Financial AM avsllsblet

C^l 24 hour recorded message
for free information:

1-600-S3S-0204

TYPtMQ

FAST ACCURATE TYPING by literate col-

lege grad $1/pg. Letter qualily 586-5268

PAPERS, RESUMES, THESIS-
Word processing, laser pnntmg-

Call Rosemary 323-5031

SAME NEAT-O TYPING GUY w/hew num-

br*i,5<Vyoe<^p9ge,Qpao 5^954. .

< t i^ ft' . fc
» « t.*j*.jtj
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Sports
Scott's shots

To be perfectly hon-

est, I don't care what

yoti did for break and if

more people would
share this attitude we
could get on with im-

portant conversation

topics, such 818:

• The "cut from the

same cloth" hype sur-

rounding Rick Pitino's

coaching battle with

John Calipari is almost

as annoying as CBS's repeUtive shot of Syracuse's

Mike Hopkins holding an ice bag on his head.

Enough already, bottom line is it's the players who

shoot the rock, not the coaches. About the only

thing we don't know about Pitino at this point is

whether he wears jockeys or boxers, and by tipoff

we could very well know. (Safe money's on jock-

• Reliable sources (or imaginary friends) have

assured me that Coach Cal will remain in Amherst

for at least one more year in order to get another

shot at the coveted "Cravat King" trophy.

Wins give UMass good image

David Scott

The contest, which honors the most consistent

wearer of exquisite neckwear during the basket-

ball season, was won by ME, in a cakewalk. Cal

had one chance left at the West Virginia game, but

when it came down to mono a mono, the cigar

toting columnist pulled out the Van Gogh of all ties

and Cal was left wearing a page from a children's

coloring book. There is always next year, but

honestly if you were Cal, would you stay here?

• Never thought you'd see a birth announce-

ment on the sports page? CongratulaUons to the

Hadley Farm's proud mommas, Olympique (Que)

and Charisma, on the birth of their beautiful,

bouncing foals— Narcissus and Navigator In lieu

of cigars, the colts have been handing out carrots.

Big Cuban carrots.

• Maybe it's just my imagination, but are the

seasons being reversed? Someone's really got to
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By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

John Calipari has exactly what he has complained

about for four years now.

All the publicity he can handle and then some.

But even the fourth year basketball coach at the

University ofMassachusetts is a bit overwhelmed with it

Monday, Calipari was sitting in his office and Senator

Kennedy called to congratulate him on advancing to the

Sweet 16 of the NCAA Tournament. He was so excited,

that when he hung up, he jumped up out of his seat and

ran to the other room to tell someone about his phone

conversation.

The media demand has been so great, that even

Cahpari, who thrives on the publicity has had to cancel

some appointments and stop taking phone calls he nor-

mally takes.

While the team and Calipari prepare for tomorrow

night's game with Kentucky (7:40 p.m.), the coach real-

izes what is happening now vvrill strengthen his program

in the years to come.

Calipari has said repeatedly that image and percep-

tion is what it's all about. Two years ago, the team's motto

was "We're a first class program."

Now, everyone knows now what they knew then.

"When I first got involved with the job, it was more to

gel an interview than to take the job," Cahpari said. "The

perception out there was that they lUMassl didn't care

about the basketball team. That the state didn't even

know they had a basketball team.

"When I came up here and I looked at the campus, I

looked how close it was to recruiUng areas." he said.

-Which 1 think is a key. Boston is an hour-and-a-half

away. Hartford is an hour away. New York is two and-a-

half-hours away." u * »u
After looking around the campus, hearing about the

Mulhns Arena, talking to academic people and the players,

Cahpari knew he could "get it done here."

Ironically it was Kentucky coach Rick Pitino, a UMass

I

grad who was on the committee which hired Cahpari.

"I'talked to Rick Pitino." Calipair said. "And he told me

about the commitment that was going to be here. But

until 1 got up here, I really didn't believe it. I didn't know

what kind of school it was.

"When I took over, there were three or four kids who

were division two players," he said. "I told them that they

probably wouldn't play here. I told them they'd practice,

travel and that I'd work writh them and I asked them if

they wanted me to find another school? They said abso-

lutely not, they Hked going to school here."

Just how much has all this pubhcity helped UMass?

Donta Bright, one ofthe top high school players in the

country was leaning heavily toward Ohio State a few

weeks ago. Now, he's leaning to UMass.

CoUflaB photo by ChrUtoplMr Kvana

UMass point guard Mike Williams drives to

the basket againstFordham in last weekend's

NCAA opening round. The Minutemen face

Kentucky tomorrow night in Philadelphia in

the Eastern Regional semifinals.

Softball opens season with 2-7 California trip
*
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By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian SUff

The University of Massachusetts soft-

ball team, ranked 17th in the pre-season,

returned from its Spring Break trip to

California with a 2-7 record.

"While our record looks rather suspi-

cious," said head coach Elaine Sortino.

"we've got seven losses to nationally ranked

teams. We have the toughest schedule in

the northeast.

"I guess a testimony to our schedule is

the fact that with a 2-7 record we were the

unanimous choice by the regional com-

mittee as the number one team in the

region."

The problem the Minutewomen faced

was two-fold. First, due to the season's

weather and field conditions, the team

has onlybeen able to practice in the Boyden

Gym. Second, all the teams UMass faced

have played over 20 games already.

Massachusetts 11, Santa Clara

Massachusetts 14, Santa Clara

The Minutewomen waxed the Broncos

twice to start off the week. In game one.

senior Holly Aprile and freshman Kelly

Daut combined to hold Santa Clara to only

two hits, while striking out eight.

Senior catcher Sherri Kuchinskas led

the 16-hit barrage with a 3-for-5 effort,

including a home run, three RBIs, and two

runs scored. The Minutewomen also left

11 runners on base.

In game two, junior pitcher Darlene

Claffcy threw a no-hitter while walking

four and striking out six.

The hitting was led by freshman

leftfielder Angyla Brumm, who knocked

in four runs on two hits. Senior shortstop

Barbara Marean went 3-4 and scored four

runs, and Aprile added a homerun.

Arizona State 2, Massachusetts 1

Sacramento State 8, Massachuaetts 6

Aft«r two days of inclement weather

forced the cancellation ofa double-header

against the Sun Devils, a spUt bill was

played.

Against Arizona State, who had played

28 games, Claffey threw three illegal

pitches in the first inning, walking three

and loading the bases . One ofthe runs was

forced in on a third strike illegal pitch,

both in the first inning, prompting Sortino

to say , "I can't even tell you how disruptive

that was to her."

Aprilewas reached early by Sacramento

State, and UMass was down 8-4 in the last

inning. The Minutewomen loaded the

bases with two out and had Aprile, one of

the team's best hitters, up at the plate, but

that is how the game ended.

"We were extremely competitive,"

Sortino said, "in a situation that, between

the weather and the frustration (of the

Arizona State game 1, we could have hung

ourheads and gotten buried,butwe didn't."

Cal-Berkeley 5, Massachusetts

Cal-Berkeley 4, Massachusetts 1

Michelle Granger, who Sortino de-

scribes as "the best pitcher in the country,"

held UMass to only two hits in the first

game, while strikingout 13. Claffey pitched

five scoreless innings, but when she was

replaced by Daut, the freshman was lit up

for four hits and all five runs in one inning.

Game two saw another fine perfor-

mance by a Bears pitcher, as Robin Bur-

gess held the Minutewomen to only four

hits while striking out five. Daut started

and allowed two hits and three runs in the

first one-third of an inning. Claffey re-

placed her and allowed only one run on

three hits the rest of the way.

earned runs. Aprile ( 0-3) surrendered nine

hits while walking five and striking out

two. Marean went 3-4 with a triple and

knocked in two runs.

Fresno State 3, Massachusetts

The Minutewomen's frustration against

the Bulldogs continued, as UMass could

muster only three hits offofMarcie Green.

The error bug hit again, as three infield

errors led to two unearned runs. Daut gave

up five hits while striking out one.

Trip notes - Marean's .470 average,

nine runs scored, four RBI and four triples

during the week earned her the Atlantic

10 Player of the Week honor.

New year, new faces

for UMass baseball

Fresno State 8, Massachusetts 2

The Bulldogs had 10 hits offClaffey (
1-

2), but three UMass errors led to three

unearned runs. Bulldog pitcher Terry

Carpenter scattered six hits over seven

innings while striking out five.

Fresno State 6, Massachusetts 2

Errors were again a problem, as two

Minutewomen miscues led to two un-

By CHRIS CUDDY and
MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Change is one word that can be used

to describe the University of Massa-

chusetts baseball team tips year.

Gone is the heartoftheUMass hneup:

catcher Derek Dana (signed by the San

Fransisco Giants), right fielder Brian

Bright (signed by the Boston Red Sox),

shortstop Glen DiSarcina ( signed by the

Chicago White Sox), and leadoff hitter/

centerfielderMikeTobin. Dave Edwards

graduated and Chris Robidoux did not

return.

But the team has a lot of talent

returning and a few promising new-

comers. The pitching staff remains in-

tact and may be stronger.

Left-hander Ron Villone has been

converted fi-om the stopper to the num-

ber one starter. Villone (4-3,4 saves last

year) has the abihty to hurl 90 mile-an-

hour fastballs past opposing hitters, as

he did in lastweek's two-hit, 17 strikeout

outing versus Central Florida. He also

could walk in runs or get pounded by the

opposition, as he was by Florida during

UMass' season opener.

"We didn't agonize over switching

Ron," Stone said. "He hadn't pitched

for two years before 1ast year ,
and needs

to pitch a lot.

"Right now we don't have a definite

stopper, butwehave four starters, which

is what you need in the Atlantic 10."

Rounding out the starting rotation

is righty Rich Graham and southpaw

Scott Meaney in the two and three

spots in the rotation, with Stone saying

the last spot was still up in the air.

Steve Corradi and captain John

Carelli will anchor the middle infield.

Jay Dodig is the probable starter at

first, and Stone said third will be con-

tested by Joe Mattivello and Kevin

Correa.

"Greg [LaRoccal swings the bat very

well ," he said. "He will probably lead off

and play center.."

In the outfield Justin Howard re-

turns to left, LaRocca in center, and

freshman Billy Knight is the probable

right fielder.

With Lou Olivieri returning for his

senior year, the catching for UMass
looks strong despite Dana's departure.

Freshman Jeff January saw time be-

hind the plate in Florida, but sophomore

Andy Pelis is the probable backup.

Stone saud he is pleased with the

look ofthe team right now , even though

UMass was picked third behindTemple
and St. Joseph's. UMass has a four-

game series at Temple this weekend.
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Hoop fans standing behind UMass
Students will be tuning in
to catch the ^Sweet 16^

By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

University ofMassachusetts basketball fans say they
will be glued to their television screens tonight anxiously
anticipating the outcome ofthe basketball game between
UMass and Kentucky.

"Ill be watching thegame and partying in Brandywine
tonight," said Adam Kirby, a freshman School of Man-
agement m^jor.

Kirby said he believes UMass basketball will increase

University student enrollment.

"More people will want to come to UMass because we
have a winning basketball team," said Kirby.

Amy Martin, a freshman communications m^or, said

she will be watching the game in her dorm tonight.

"I love the enthusiasm ofbasketball and I get psyched
fjr our team," she said.

Martin said she has gone to UMass basketball games
and has followed the team's progress closely.

"I think our team deserves to have made it this far in

the NCAA tournament," she said.

Jim Canderozzi, a junior hotel, restaurant and travel

administration mtgor, said it is exciting to have the

UMass basketball team still in the NCAA Tournament.
"I can brag to people at other schools about the UMass

team making it to the 'Sweet 16,'" said Canderozzi, who
said he will be watching the game in his house ifhis cable

is turned on by then.

U.S. Rep. John W. Giver of Amherst said he praises

the UMass basketball team for their recent victories.

"As a former teacher at UMass. I am particularly

proud of our basketball team's accomplishment and the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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CoUaCUa fl^oto by Malt Kaha

A sign on Patterson Residence Hall in

Southwest reflects the Minuteman-mania that

has swept most ofthecampus with the success
of the UMass men's basketball team.

Banner raised in Amherst
to celebrate Minutemen
By JEFF McKENZIE
Collegian Correspondent

An Amherst resident seeking to encourage town
support for the University of Massachusetts men's bas-

ketball team rallied town officials yesterday to raise a
banner over Amherst praising the Minutemen for their

success in the NCAA tournament.
The banner, which reads, "Amherst Congratulates

UMass Basketball," now stretches over North Pleasant

St. and was the idea of Amherst resident Mary Jane
Copp.

Copp, who felt the need for the town to publicly display

its support for the team, phoned town officials afler

Sunday night's game against Syracuse.

"I think the town should be joyful, celebrating— right

now!" Copp said, "Grab the excitement!"

Marie Wickey, assistant to the town manager, coor-

dinated the raising of the banner by involving local

businesses such as Twister's Tavern, Rafters Sports Bar
and Nathan Agencies, the three of whom co-sponsored

the project.

Peter Langlois, general manager of Rafters, said he
has never seen as much enthusiasm for a sporting event

like this in the past, including the Superbowl.
"This place was filled to capacity an hour before the

game on Sunday," Langlois said. "We had an even mix of

both students and townspeople."

Athena Exarhopoulos, a UMass senior HRTA migor,

said she feels the banner reflects the town'soverwhelming
support for the team's effort.

"It's .something for everyone to see," she said.

Daryl Walpole, an employee of Russell's Liquors, was
CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

UM gains town voice
Six students elected to Town Meeting
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

The election of six University of

Massachusetts students to theAmherst
Town Meeting Tuesday may allow the

University's concerns to be more rec-

ognized in town politics, several win-

ning candidates said.

"Right now the students have an
even stronger voice in the town," said

sophomore Matt Pavesi, who was re-

elected with five write-in votes for a

three-year term as a representative of

Precinct 4.

OtherUMass studentswho obtained

positions as representatives ofPrecinct

4 for three-year terms were Ken Kaplan,

who won with four votes, sophomore
Holly Amenkowicz, who won with 38
votes and Michelle Williams, who also

won with four votes.

JuniorJen Wood, who was reelected

for a one-year term as representative of

Precinct 5 with 109 votes, said because

more students are involved in town
meeting the relationship between the

town and the students will be strength-

ened.

"Now Amherst and the students can
channel their energy into solving

problems instead of the town focusing

their anger against student Ufestyles,"

said Wood.
Tracy O'Connell, who won a two-

yearterm asa representative ofPrecinct
9 with 134 votes, said she hopes to

share her concerns about student-re-

lated issues with the residents of Am-
herst.

"It will be great to have some young
blood in town meeting," said O'Connell.

The newly elected and reelected

members of town meeting will join ex-

isting members, who have served one
year of their three-year terms, Hollis

Crowley ofPrecinct 2, Student Trustee
Kevin Newnan of Precinct 3, Dennis
Crowley of Precinct 4 and Rob Murray
ofPrecinct 4.

Pavesi said there are now 10 stu-

dents with seats on the town meeting,

compared to last year's six students.

"This increase gives students more le-

verage in the town," he said.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 9

UMass faculty criticize

higher ed secretary
By CECILIA WONG
Special to the Collegian

After seven months in office as Secre-

tary ofHigher Education, Piedad Robinson

recently received a vote of "no confidence"

from faculty members at UMass/Boston,
UMass/Amherst and seven state colleges.

The faculty unions' protest follows

months of budget cuts by the Weld ad-

ministration and the prospect of further

losses for next year's budget under level

funding.

Robertson was sworn in as Secretary of

Higher Education last August at a time of

severe budget cuts and organizational

changes at every level ofpubUc education.

She was the president of Bunker Hill

Community College when she was named
Education Secretary. The position was
created as partofWeld's policy to centralize

all levels of public education, from kin-

dergarten to graduate school.

Arthur MacEwan, acting president of

the faculty union at UMass/Boston, said

there were two reasons for the vote of "no

confidence."

First, MacEwan noted what he called

Robertson's "explicitly insulting remark"
at the January meeting of Higher Educa-

tion Coordinating Council. In response to

the problem of low faculty morale raised

by council member Arnold Hiatt,

Robertson said, "These words have no

proof. The are anecdotal."

"Robertson's remark demonstrates that
she is behind the problem," MacEwan
said.

Also, there was a feeling that she was
the principal person representing Weld's

pohcy in higher education, and not an
advocate for the interests of the universi-

ties.

However, Undersecretary ofEducation

Andy Gomez, a spokesperson for

Robertson, argued otherwise.

"I don't think it was intended on the

part of the Secretaty of Education (to be-

little the problem]. Besides, what's high or

low morale? It's not something easy to

define," Gomez said.

Gomez suggested that the real problem
lies in the faculty not having received a

salary increase in four years.

"Robertson and I have both come horn

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Weld courts German business
MUNICH, Germany (AP)— Out dnmiming up busi-

ness for his home state, Gov. William Weld of Massa-

chusetts iTiet Wednesday with top representatives ofcar

makerBMW and the electronics giantSiemens in Munich.

Weld started a busy day in talks with the head of

BMWs technical research and development division,

Bemd Pischetsrieder, the governor's press spokesperson

Ray Howell said.

"BMW is thinking about opening a new facility

somewhere on the eastern seaboard," Howell said, "and

the governor wr , pitching for Massachusetts."

Later Weld met with Siemens Chairperson Horst

Langer.

Howell said the two discussed Siemens' current inter-

ests in the state, including in Burlington.

"Siemens has plans for expansion in Massachusetts,

but they are not yet specific," Howell said.

Following the morning talks. Weld had lunch with

U.S. Consul in Munich, Andrew Thorns.

They were joined by Massachusetts Secretary of Eco-

nomic Affairs Steve Tocco, and Lawrence Fish, chairman
of the Governor's Advisory Board on Economic Growth.

Several American and German business representatives

also attended the lunch.

Aflemoon activities included round table discussions

with local Munich reporters askingquestions on German-
American business relations.

During the string of meetings, the companies Kamp-
Dresser and McKee and TUV-Munich announced an
environmental, engineering and consulting joint-ven-

ture plan in Germany, Howell said.

Weld also scheduled an evening reception in the Ba-

varian state capital, his last stop in Germany after

visiting Berlin on Monday and Tuesday. There he opened
a state trade office, to expand Massachusetts business in

Europe.

Weld's next stop is Paris where he will hold further

trade talks with French officials on Thursday and Friday.

Inside:

Page 3:

Julia Child came to the University yester-

dayfor a bite or two offine UMass cui-

sine, courtesy HRTA.

Page 6:

Felice Cohen explains why rejection isn 't

always as bad as itfirst seems.

Weather
Ifyou aren 't in Philly today, maybe you

should be. Mild, but mostly cloudy with a

strong chance ofshowers and possibly

some light snow.
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GLB Forum
Thursday, March 26

Brown Bag — Hampshire College Professor Stashu

Kybartas will discuss "Representations of Gays and

Lesbians in Video," at noon in CC room 911-15.

Meeting — The Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliance will

hold its general meeting at 6 pm in the Campus Center

Film— "My Beautiful Laundrette" will be shown at 7

pm in CC room 803. The film discusses class, race and

sexuality in Britain in 1986.

Meeting — The Men's Group will meet at 9 pm in the

LBGA office, 4 13BS.U.
Friday, March 27

Social — The LBGA will hold its weekly coffee social

from 3-6 pm in the Campus Center. Come enjoy coffee,

munchies and meet new queer friends.

Saturday, March 28

Qafe _ The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Cafe Series will

feature Dane O'Hara who will be performing, "The People

Who Could Reflect Clouds", at 7:30 pm in the Hampden

Theater.

q_ More thanjust a dance, Q is an experience. At the

Bluewall from 9 pm - 1 am. You won't be disappointed...

Tuesday, March 31

Meeting — The Lesbian, Bisexual, Womyn's Union

will hold its weekly meeting in the LBGA office, 413B S.

U.

Man faces bomb threat hearing
BOSTON (AP) — A Quincy man who said he was the

target of a bomb that killed one Boston police officer and

injured another last year was scheduled for a rendition

hearing Thursday in San Francisco.

Officials said Thomas A. Shay was arrested in Cali-

fornia Tuesday on a federal fugitive from justice warrant

by agents from the Boston office of the U.S. Bureau of

Alcohol. Tobacco and Firearms.

"Hopefully, hell be back ( in Massachusetts] on Friday,"

Shay's attorney. William McPhee of Quincy. said

Wednesday.
Shay is alleged to have failed to show up in Boston

Municipal Court in January on charges ofmaking a false

bomb threat to the Massachusetts Bay Transportation

Authority.

McPhee said Shay has been subpoenaed to testify

before a federal grand jury investigating the killing of

Officer Jeremiah J Hurley Jr. and the injuring of his

bomb squad partner, Officer Francis X. Foley.

The bomb exploded last October outside the home of

Shay's father Thomas L. Shay.

Both the father and son have denied responsibihty for

the bombing, but the younger Shay told reporters he

thought he was the target of the bomb.

McPhee said he did not know why, but the federal

grand jury asked the younger Shay to provide photo-

graphs, fingerprints and a handwriting sample.

The lawyer said he has not been notified that Shay is

a target of the grand jury investigation but was told his

client is a subject of the criminal inquiry.

McPhee defined "subject" as "someone they are look-

ing into as a potential target," and added, "I don't believe

he will be indicted for the bombing."

A federal grand jury is involved since the Bureau of

Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms has jurisdiction because

of the bomb, and officials say a federal grand jury has

more power to investigate possible suspects than the

state system allows.
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institutions. Unlike those bureaucrats

[faculty and union members 1, our goal is

to stabilize higher education, preventing

it from further cuts," Gomez stated.

"I think they [faculty members] are

shooting down the Secretary of Educa-

tion, who was their former friend, and

rather than supporting her goal to restore

higher education, they made her an en-

emy," he said.

Gomez further added that higher edu-

cation has received massive cuts in the

past five years, and this is the first j^ar

that there have not been cuts in higher

education by way of level funding. How-
ever, he emphasized that level funding

does not include salary increases for fac-

ulty, or any other state workers.

MacEwan contended, "Even if the fac-

ulty and other state workers are fighting

for their salary, it doesn't mean that they're

less concerned about the plight of higher

education. This is reflected in the hostility

towards tuition increases. We along with

the students, have continuously cam-
paigned against higher tuition ." he added.

According to David Lenson. president

of the faculty union at UMass/Amherst, a

faculty contract was ratified in December
1990, which was supposed to increase

their salary by 13 percent over a two-and-

a-half-year period. However, when Weld
became the governor, he backed out ofthe

contract, refusing to fund it.

Lenson further added that Robertson
is intent on denying the faculty morale
problem. "[Robertson and her staff] are
millions ofmiles away from the campuses,
and have no idea how things function on a
day-to-day basis."

To paint a picture of how bad things

have gotten, Lenson said the library at

Amherst has not bought a single book

since August, and all the periodical sub-

scriptions are threatened to be termi-

nated.

"The faculty has lost 180 people in the

last two years and may lose another 60 or

70 due >,"> retirement or deaths," he said.

"The workloads are gettingheavierand

there's a hiring freeze. We nee to hire

some junior professors to rejuvenate this

place," he said.

"There people [ Robertson and her staff)

don't really care what happens to this

campus," Lenson said.

According to Lenson, none of the three

sectors, namely the universities, the state

colleges or the community colleges, have a

budget for next year, nothing is concrete.

Level-funding, Lenson explained, "looks

good on paper." It does not take into account

inflation adjustment, and the proposed

level-funded budget is based on 100 per-

cent tuition retention.

Enrollments at the four-year institu-

tions are expected to drop, as birthrates

bottomed out in 1976, mearung less tuition

for the school.

MacEwan said, "[By voting no confi-

dence in Robertson], it gets in some pub-

licity, in part as a general political effort to

fight tho.se policies.

"It also shows that Robertson hasn't

done a very goodjob, because not only does

she carry out unpopular policies, she has

added personal hostility to public hostil-

ity," he added.

Lenson said, "We hope that by doing

something provocative, we're going to

create some publicity for public debate,"

adding that the unions are going to lobby

the legislature next month.
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Local
HRTA class offers
Julia Child its best
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

One of America's most venerable culi-

nary artists visited the University of
Massachusetts yesterday to experience
the gastronomic offerings of a class in

"Advanced Food Preparation."

Julia Child, well-known chefand author
of The Way To Cook and The French Chef
Cookbook, was the guest of the hotel,

restaurant and travel administration de-

partment and the department ofnutrition

in the College of Food and Natural Re-

sources at a special luncheon held in the

Chenoweth Lab.

"Most of the great moments in history

have been spurred on by food," Child said.

"I hope to give students encouragement."
Twenty-four other guests were at the

luncheon via a k)ttery held by the nutrition

department and HRTA, including de-

partment faculty, deans of the depart-

ments and admitustration members.
Tracy Brenessel, a sophomore HRTA

mjyor. was one ofthree students who won
the lottery in the department to eat lunch

with Julia.

"I didn't think it was going to happen,

but all my friends are really excited for

me," she said. "And I do know which fork

to use, so I'm not worried about that."

Class members of HRTA 367 scurried

around the Chenoweth kitchen, preparing

the courses which included gazpacho soup,

spinach salad with hot bacon dressing,

chicken alia romana and raspberry
mousse. They worked rapidly, perfecting

the presentation while Child toured the

kitchen.

"I'm really excited. I can't beUeve I just

talked to her," said Lauren Laidner, a

juiuor HRTA major. "It seems ironic that

she's going to be eating my food."

On her tour, Child stopped to talk with
senior HRTA major Steve McAfee about
his plans after graduation.

"I told her I just hope to get a job in the

field," he said.

McAfee declared himselfa fan ofChild's,
but said he wasn't apprehensive about her
eating his food.

"It's really just like serving anyone
else," McAfee said. "I just hope to put out

the best product."

HRTA 367 is the final class in a three-

course sequence of food preparation and
service for students in the major. The
students hone their culinary skills by
serving four-course luncheons every
Monday and Wednesday at noon for $3.75

each to thirty University faculty members
in the Howard Johnson Room in

Chenoweth Hall. Monday through
Thursday at 4:30, four-course dinners are

served as well.

Previous to the luncheon, Child visited

HRTA 293, "Alternative Labor Resources."

in Skiimer Hall. The five-year-old program,

designed by Professor Frank P. Lattuca,

trains disabled individuals for jobs in the

food services industry.

Stockbridge School Director Harry
Mosher, a personal friend o*" Child's who
was responsible for her visit, said,

"Cookbooks [by Child] were bought for the

entire class, and Julia signed every one."

Jeff Ciffolillo, a graduate student and
chefinstructor in HRTA, was called in for

the luncheon to oversee the students'

handiwork before it left the kitchen. He
was pleased with the students' efforts,

and was not nervous about Child's de-

manding standards.

"I know the food is fantastic," said

CiflFobllo, who graduated fixim the Culinary

Institute of America. "I'm not worried a

bit"

CoUefian photo by •o«h RrynoUli

Famed cook Julia Child autographs a cookbook for nutrition

professor Ken Samonds, who teaches a course on basic food prepara-
tion. Samonds says Child's book is the first cookbook he's ever
bought.

Famous chef visits UM
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Julia Child, an American master chefof

French cuisine popularized by her cooking

show on public television, says she at-

tributes much of her success to being the

first in her field to break into television.

Child, who spoke yesterday to a crowd
of 300 in the Student Union Ballroom,

said she was brought onto another show
on PBS, where she was interviewed about

her cookbook.

"It was a half-hour interview and just

me and my cookbook," she said. "1 made an

omelette, and after the show many people

called up and said they would like to see a

cooking show."

Child said WGBH-Channel 2 in Boston
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Group battles homelessness
Habitat for Humanity brings efforts to Pioneer Valley
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

While the volunteer ecumenical Christian organi-

zation Habitat for Humanity seeks to eliminate poverty
housing worldwide, the organization's Pioneer Valley

chapter is working to accomplish this goal locally by

building a house in Northampton.
"We are totally non-sectarian in terms of the

families who we recruit to live in the house or the

groups who help build it," said George Goodwin,

president of the Pioneer Valley chapter.

The house, designed by Peter Frothingham of

Center Street Architecture of Northampton, is a du-

plex that will house two families and will give them
the opportunity to own their own house.

"Habitat for Humanity is a wonderful organiza-

tion, and it has made dreams that I never even dared

to dream come true," said Northampton resident

Kathi Beauregard, one of the new owners.

According to the chapter. Habitat builds and reha-

bilitates homes with the help of its homeowners
through volunteer labor, management expertise and

tax deductible donations of money and materials.

After the houses are built they are sold to partner

families, and interest-free mortgages are issued over

a fixed period.

After the potential homeowners are picked, they

are required to put in 500 hours of labor during the

construction of the house.

"They are paying in sweat equity by working those
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Collegian photo by Malt Kahn

The structure of a house being built in Northampton by the group Habitat for

Humanity.

SGA election
questions fuel
senate debate
By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Staff

A shouting match erupted on the Undergraduate

Student Senate floor last night when a senator alleged

recent student government elections violated bylaws of

the Student Government Constitution.

Baker Senator Stephen Mahoney told the senate a

campaign flyer for the winning team of Jennifer Wood,

candidate forStudent Government President, and Kevin

Newnan, candidate for Student Trustee, was posted over

the ballot box in Hampshire Dining Commons during

elections held on March 10 and 11.

Despite the controversy, election results were even-

tually approved by a 32 to 1 vote. Fourteen senators

abstained.

Mahoney said he beUeved posting a flyer in such a

prominent location may have unfairly biased the final

election results.

"The campaign staffwouldjust like to make sure that

the elections were nm fairly," said Mahoney. "We want
the governmental affairs committee to review election

pohcies and make sure things were run fairly before we
ratify this election quickly."

Senate Speaker Bob Monaghan said SGA Constitu-

tion bylaws required such allegations to be brought

before senate officers prior to meetings, and he said

Mahoney had neglected to follow proper procedure.

Monaghan quoted the final election results and ex-

pressed doubt that a poster could have significantly

affected the election. In the race for president. Wood
received 1,468 votes to 575 for her opponent Jeffrey

Markuns, while present trustee Newnan defeated Syl-

van president Christopher Moran by a 1 ,533 to 605 vote.

Final results from the Hampshire Dining Commons
ballot box showed that Wood bested Markuns by a vote

of 213 to 25, while Newnan defeated Moran 199 to 31.

Thus, as several senators suggested, if the votes from

Hampshire were nullified, election results would not

have changed significantly.

Monaghan dismissed any suggestions ofwrongdoing.

"Even if there was one poster up, I have a hard time

believing it made that much of a difference," he said.

This is by far the cleanest election I've seen since I've

been here. To bring this up now is ludicrous."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5
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By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Staff

With bright eyes and dreams of the future, 250

Springfield middle school students were escorted yes-

terday around campus in hopes of encouraging them to

pursue higher education upon high school graduation.

Students from the Vansickle Middle School in

Springfield sampled a taste ofUMass Ufe courtesy ofthe

Bilingual Collegiate Program and its new Hispanic

Outreach Project.

"Everyone's been really nice to us," said 14-year-old

Mariceliz Fuentes. "Now I want to come here."

The project, which hopes to foster interest in higher

education among high school students, has been wel-

comed and received eagerly by BCP staff members as a

worthwhile project.
_,- ,jo u i

The project, in conjuncUon with the Springfield School

System, provides services to enhance the interest of

Hispanic students in higher education.

The program encourages academic competition among

Hispanic students. The national drop-out rate ofHispamcs

is 68 percent, according to BCP statistics.

Vansickle students expressed their pleasure at both

CoUefUn photo by Mall Kabn

Yesterday, as part of the Bilingual Collegiate Program's new Hispanic Outreach Program,

250 middle school studente from the Vansickle School in Springfield visited the University.

the campus facilities and its students. Aside from a

campus tour, they were treated to a Dining Common

lunch which received rave reviews.

"The food in the cafeteria was great," said Bridgette

Smith, 14. "At our school we only get one selection, but

you guys get a bunch of stuff."

Alberto Morales, the Springfield coordinator of

yesterday's event, said that the project is essentially

geared toward making college "real" for studerls whose

parents never attended a university.

"For most of these kids college is something like a

mysterious place." Morales said . "This part ofthe program,

which brings kids on campus, helps them understand

that they can attain a college education."

Morales said that the program gives tutoring and

special counselingand even intervenes in family problems.

"Sometimes we even have to go into fJBunilies and convince

part>nts about the benefits ofcollege," Morales said.

Morales added that the students were extremely im-

pressed with the campus, and showed great curiosity in

the tower library and. because of the men's basketball

uam. the Curry Hicks Cage.

"Everyone wanted to see the Cage," he said. "But

because of time constraints most didn't."

Margarita Gonzalez, a UMass graduate student who

teaches at Vansickle. said the project is extremely ben-

eficial for minority students because many young His-

panics lack communication skills.

"Ifthey start early, theycan reach their goals," Gonzales

said.

Roberto Ortiz, a BCP counselor, had positive views on

the program and the direction into which it can steer

undecided high school students.

Though the program is for Hispanic students, all

students from Vansickle participated.

The orgamzers wish to continue the project next year,

which they hope will eventually increase minority appU-

cants to UMass.
Collegian Staff member Evelyn De Jesus contributed

to this article.
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500 hours," said Goodwin.

Beauregard said, "I always wanted to

build my own house, and I always thought

it would be like a bam raising, where

everybody chips in."

Peter and Julie Castillo are the other

owners of the duplex. "We have really

eryoyed working on it, Peter especially

because he has worked as a carpenter,"

said Juhe.
Habitat for Humanity built iU 10.000

house last summer in Atlanta, said

Goodwrin. "We completed one house every

hour last year," he said.

The global organization has over 550

affiliated projects in the United States,

and more than 100 other projects in other

countries.

The Pioneer Valley chapter of Habitat

for Humanity began about five years ago,

but it has been active for about three years.

It has approximately 100 active volunteer*,

but has a mailing Ust nearing 1,000.

•^e are very grateful and happy about

it, and we look at it as God's provision for

our family," said Castillo.

"There is a problem with housing.

People should have the option of owning

their own house, and Habitat for Human-

ity is a good source for this," said Mike

Spanknebel, a senior natural resource

studies major.

The Pioneer Valley chapter will be

holding an informational meeting tonight

at 7 p.m. in room 105 in Holdsworth Hall.
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Housing advocates
push for $400M bond
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON— Housing advocates urged
lawmakers Wednesday to pass a $400
million bond bill for affordable housing,

although the Weld administration is try-

ing to limit the state's long-term debt.

Advocates said the bill would either

add or improve up to 8,000 units ofhousing

stock for people with low to moderate
incomes. Even if the bond goes forward,

the demand for housing will not be met,

they told a legislative committee on
housing and urban development.

In Boston alone, there are 13,000

families on waiting lists for housing, ac-

cording to the Massachusetts Affordable

Housing Alliance.

But the bill comes at a time when Gov.

William Weld is trying to limit the state

spending on long-term projects for every-

thing from housing to transportation.

Housing advocates said the state has

not issued housing bonds since 1987, and

some projects that began with that money
now need more to be completed.

Mary Nee, director of Boston's public

facilities department, said despite the

drop in real estate prices, Massachusetts

remains an expensive state to buy a home.

"For most of the commonwealth's
homeowners and renters the softening

market still means hard times," she said.

The bond measure would fund public

housing renovations, housing for people with

special needs, elderly housing, lead removal

and the purchase of foreclosed properties.

Supportt'rs also said the state can use the

moneytoleverage$30 million to$60 million in

federal dollars for housing.

Rep. Raymond Jordan (D-Springfield),

a co-chairman of the housing committee

and a co-sponsor of the bond bill, said the

measure will also spur the economy.
"Thousands of jobs in the construction

trades can be produced through the re-

habihtation work that will result from the

passage of this bill," Jordan said.

The Executive Office of Communities
and Development would oversee the bond

money. The agency has a bond cap this

year of $60 million set by the administra-

tion, and housingadvocates said the three-
year bond measure would require in-

creasing that cap.

Communities and Development Sec-

retary Mary Padula, who would oversee

the bond authorization, said she is work-

ing on a housing plan to present to Weld
by May. She said her first priority is to

protect existing housing stock that needs

to be repaired, improved or de-leaded.

"Our intention is to focus on maximiz-

ing hmited state resources," she said.

Housing advocates were encouraged

by Padula's appearance at the committee

hearing. But Administration amd Finance

spokesman Dominic Slowey reiterated the

governor's commitment to control spend-

ing on capital projects.

*^e will take a look at what's in the

bond authorization and see if there is any

room to do any more for housing," said

Slowey.

Slowey said Massachusetts spends

more than other states on affordable

housing, but housing advocates said the

bond still will not meet the need.

Rep. Marie Parents (D-Milford) spoke

against the bond measure because she

said too much ofthe money would be spent
on administration costs by non-profit or-

ganizations.

Collefiam pholo by Matt Kahn
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Some senators, however, insisted the

allegations should be investigated. Com-
muter Area Senator Kevin Jourdain of-

fered to "stay here until midnight every

night this week" in order to validate

election results.

"Once you ratify this election, you give

it your stamp of approval," he said. "Ta-

bhng the motion v»rill allow us to clarify all

the problems and in this way we can say,

'We're ready — election approved, or

election disapproved."*

When informed by Public Policy Chair

Matthew Pavesi that the constitution re-

quires election results to be approved by

April 1, Jourdain said the Senate should

have been called into emergency session

to investigate the charges.

However, because elections were held

right before Spring Break, many senators

argued that no opportunity existed before

last night to address the sudden charges.

Jourdain's delaying tactics angered

JQA Senator Kenneth Kaplan, who gave

an impassioned speech against "ridiculous

party politics."

"There are going to be people who aren't

at this University anymore due to the four

percent fee increase, and we're fooling

around about an election and a poster

that's up in an area that doesn't even

matter — you could take their votes out

and it wouldn't matter," Kaplan shouted.

"This is ridiculous, it's aggravating, it's

unfair and I'm sickened."

Student Affairs

On Wednesday. October 30, 1991, Project

PULSE conducted a telephone survey for

the Information Data Banb (IDB). oper-

ated by the Dean of Students Office. The
survey examined levels of student aware-

ness and use of the IDB. PULSE interview-

ers attempted to contact 840 students se-

lected randomly from the undergraduate

student population, and 430 agreed to be
interviewed. The response rate for the

survey was 51%.

All of the students sampled , regardless of

whether they had heard of or used the

IDB. were asbed which resource they use

most to obtain academic information.

Next, students were asbed which resource

they use most to obtain non-academic in-

formation, such as information about

clubs, sporting events. UVC, arts events,

etc. (see Figure 2).

Finally, students were asked how the IDB

couldbecffectivelyadvertised (seeFigure3).

More than half(5l.l%,n=2l7) ofthe

students saidthrough the Collegian.

Project Pulse
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
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Buchanan
in person

The difference between television and

real life is a huge one. Americans would do
well to remember that, especially during

poUtical campaigns.

Case in point : Patrick Buchanan. Before

Spring Break 1 saw the columnist turned

renegade candidate on "Nightlitie' and he

delivered his usual slew of political

butzwords and phrases. Take away the

cameras and look at Buchanan with your

own eyes, however, and the image is sig-

nificantly uglier.

On TV'. Buchanan is a collection of

phrases: "quotas," "Liberals." "America

First" and my personal fave. "American

family values."

Greg Sukiennik

What the hell are those supposed to be?

For someone who consistently ridicules

George Bush for not defining the "New
World Order," Buchanan certainly plays

the hypocrite for not telling us flat-out

what those values are. Is it because his

concept of values is so far removed from

ours .' Ifthis is a nation ofimmigrants then

which labels fit an>'way?

In Pat's little world, how about "White

male" for starters? This is a man who. in a

mass-mailing which my home was unlucky

enough to receive, was not ambivalent at

all about his concepts of women's roles in

society.

Here, let Pat speak for himself "Con-

gress, with nary a veto threat from 1600

Pennsylvania Avenue, abolished restric-

tions on women in military combat. Is it

any wonder, when it was our justice de-

partment that initiated the suit against

one of the South's venerated institutions,

Virgima Military Institute, for not ad-

mitting girls?"

So what should women do? Well, on

"Nightline,' Buchanan was vehement
about a woman's right to raise a family

and be a homcmaker is she so chose. Okay
Pat. I see your point. Women have the

right to stay home and be barefoot 'n'

pregnant . but they can't go to VMI or fight

wars if they want to.

Can you say "double standard?" I

thought you could.

On "Xightline' host Chris Wallace kept

pestering Buchanan about claims he is a

racist, a bigot and an anti-Semite.

Buchanan blamed the press and Bush for

bringing up dirt he had written in columns

years ago.

Oh. I see. Now that Buchanan is a

candidate, his bigoted remarks ofthe past

don't count. I suppose we can forget any

mistakes ever committed by David Duke,

Gary Hart and Bill Clinton (though the

jury's still out on that one). By the same
logic we can forgive Bush for breaking the

"no new taxes" pledge too, right? No one's

going to let these guys off the hook. Why
should Buchanan get preferential treat-

ment?

Buchanan's "family values" don't in-

clude Blacks, either. On 'Nightline,'

Buchanan kept mentioning how violence-

ridden Washington D.C. was no longer

"the nice town I grew up in."When Wallace

pushed Buchanan on the race issue— it is

common knowledge that D.C. is predomi-

nantly Black — Buchanan cut his losses,

blaming "liberal policies" for the problems

Washington continues to suffer from.

Read between the lines. The "nice town"

Pat Buchanan grew up in was segregated

until 1955! It took a Supreme Court case

(Boiling I'. Sharp for all you PolSci 361

fans) to reverse the shame of a nation

which ignored the precepts it was founded

on within its' own national capitol.

It was easy enough to see through

Buchanan's attack on "quotas" as dema-

goguery and disregard for civil rights.

While trying to deflect criticism for it, he

only proved his critics right. Bigots have

no place in any office anywhere in this

nation.

Not even as a protest vote.

Greg Sukiennik isa Collegian co/umnisf

Basketball as 'the light'
John Calipari: state employee. Harper

Wilharas, recipient of state scholarship

aid. University ofMassachusetts: stepchild

of state government, budget slashed 38

percent.

Toss in more scholarships, shake-and-

bake with an uptempo offence and take-

no-pnsoners rebounding, put it all together

in the NCAA basketball tournament, and

you have the UMass Minutemen. toast of

the commonwealth, the best thing to

happen to the embattled universitysystem

since the b<K)m went bust.

David Nyhan

Saturday's gut-wrenching 77-71 dis-

patch of the vaunted Orangemen of

Syracuse puts UMass in the final 16. the

coach on the gold standard, the players on

the emotional high of their young lives,

and the state university on a pedestal so

high it might get a nosebleed. About time.

In no other state is the public higher

education system so taken for granted, so

pitifully funded, so often denigrated by

the shortsighted boobs who sought to save

a tax dime by slashing the education dollar.

Because there are eighty-odd private

colleges and universities here, with lofty

reputations, wealthy alumni and well-

oiled connections to Washington and the

private sector, the state system of27 cam-
puses, which educates half the 300.000

plus college students here, is Second-hand
Rose.

Runt-of-the-litter no more. The burst

for excellence that marks Calipari's 30-

and-4 basketball team energizes the stu-

dents, heartens the university's backers

on Beacon Hill, and makes the rest of the

state take a fresh look at the Amherst-

based flagship of the imperiled university

system.

Sportscasting being what it is, hyper-

bole IS the stock in a trade that never stops

trading. The biggest story since Paul

Revere for Massachusetts," gushed the

CBS colorman aft^r Sunday's nationally

televised victory.

"They just kept throwing knockout

blows, knockout blows," marveled the

gallantJim McCoy later at the opposition.

The mighty Orangemen, who play in a

gym at home, the Carrierdome, that seats

four times as many people as the Boston

Garden, kept lobbying haymakers, and

the shorter UMass squad kept throwing

leather in return.

McCoy, who iced six-of-six overtime

free throws, summarized the lesson in life

of Sunday's exercise: "I think we learned

never to give up."

Exactly. The kids who never gave up.

from the school and the system that's been

hammered by budget cuts, legislative in-

difference and outright gubernatorial

hostility going back four years. For four

years, state employees everywhere, not

just at UMass, have gone without any pay

raises.

The glory

in rejection
It's that time of year again. Students

all over campus are setting themselves up

for either m^or accomplishments or big-

time rejections in their college careers. I,

for one, have just received my first rejec-

tion of the season. Ironically enough, this

is not my first time on "Rejection Row."

Getting my hopes up about something

I've applied for. only to watch it disinte-

grate before my eyes, is not my idea of fun.

The first time I remember this hap-

pening, I was ten years old. Returning

from winter break with my family, I dis-

covered I had not been chosen as an all-

star for the girl's basketball league.

Their budgets were cut. Their pay-

checks sank, from inflation and from hiked

medical insurance premiums. Worst of

all, they were vilified by cheap-shot artists

in the media and in the political game. The

bottom line: ifyou worked for the state, if

you went to a state school, you were a

hack, a bum, you couldn't make it, get lost,

you loser, get a life.

"We've always had to fight harder than

anybody else." was the hoarse post-game

comment of Dan Melley. a UMass vice

chancellor. "That's the way it is here.

After four years of losing battles, of 10

budget cuts, now the whole state is sud-

denly behind us. The secretaries are

wearing UMass T-shirts to work. Our
alumni had pride in the school but didn't

have any way to express it till now. I sense

that's changed."

When UMass taps offagainst Kentucky

tonight in Philadelphia. Darid Bartley

will be there. He played on the 17-and-6

Minuteman club of 1955-'56. He was the

first UMass grad. "not from the hay-and-

grain school," to serve in the Legislature,

rising to become speaker, before resigning

to head Holyoke Community College.

"If I was running UMass. I'd get a

thousand tickets for Philadelphia, innte

every legislator, the governor, thatdamned
State House press corps. I'd take 'em down
to show how UMass can escel not only in

basketball but in being a university."

Bartley sees a breakthrough for the

school sjjearheaded by Coach Calipari.

Bartley introduced me to Calipari at a
UMass football game when the rookie

basketball mentor looked like a high school

watcrboy. "I was on the committee that

picked him; this kid is gonna be a super-

star!" Bartley gushed that day.

What Calipari has done with
unheralded players he molded into a
confident, swashbuckling, attacking kind
of team could be done across the board in

Amherst. "But we're losingour superstars,"

fumed Bartley. "The engineering dean
who's gone out to Michigan, the history

and economic professors, the polymer
science guys who've all left because they've
not been supported, the football coach
who just quit."

If the state gets behind UMass again,
"we'd be in the Final Four for polymer
science, the Final Two for economic de-
velopment, and given the resources, we'd
be No. 1 in brainpower," with 180,000
students churning through the public
system.

He spoke for all the UMass kids who
landed a degree from the Rodney
Dangerfield colossus of Amherst: "If it

weren't for UMass, I'd be running a ma-
chine on the third floor of a factory in
Holyoke, or I'd be on unemployment." Not
now. Not ever.

And tonight, UMass and season-ticket
holder Bartley are going to The Show.

David Nyhan is a Boston Globe col-
umnist. Reprinted courtesy ofThe Boston
Globe.

Felice Cohen

Well, to a ten-year-old, this was theend

of the world. I thought my basketball

career was over for sure. My parents told

me not to worry. They said. "It may be

hard to understand now" but promised

"bigger and better things will come out of

this." I didn't believe them.

Eight years, seven varsity letters and

three captain pins later at a banquet

honoring high .school athletes from New
England, 1 was receiving one of the high-

est awards of the day. Standing at the

podium, looking out at my parents, I told

the story of that dreadful day back when 1

was ten. It was at that moment I realized

what my parents soothing words had

meant.
At the end of my junior year of high

school, after having been vice- president of

my class for three years, I decided to run

for class president. I wound up losing to

one of the most popular boys in school. I

felt terrible, but a friend's note to me.

which read. "You never fail unless you fail

to try." gave me insight into what it really

means to get rejected.

Afler losing the election, my dad ex-

plained that. "When you win. the thrilling

feeling of the victory is because you don't

have to face the agony of the defeat when
you lose. Losing helps you grow inside and

helps you to bel^)me a better person all

around." Though at first it may be hard to

believe.

This is the season when students all

over campus open their mailboxes with a

little extra anxiety. Waiting to be ripped

open are either the long-awaited. "Con-

gratulations, you've been selected to. .

." or

the inevitable, "I'm sorry to inform you the

position has been filled. .
." letters. But

whatever the outcome, with the correct

outlook on what it means to be rejected,

you can still come out a winner.

So you didn't receive the Resident As-

sistant position or a job with some huge
company or the chance to speak at your

college graduation. Just the fact you had

enough self-confidence in yourselfto try is

a hundred times better than never having

tried at all.

Tonight's UMass/Kentuckygame is the

perfectexample. Remember the beginning

ofthe season when UMass lost two Atlantic

Ten games? People had begfun to dispel

the possibility of the team accomplishing

anything.

Well, look how far they've come. They
could easily have given up, but instead

persevered. And now the NCAA Sweet
Sixteen is no longer a dream, but a reality.

Despite the outcome, they're all winners

in my book.

Of course, not setting yourself up for

rejection is the safest route, but is it really

rewarding? Sure, never trying anything

keeps you from feeling rejection, but it

also keeps you from reaching your goals.

Breaking through obstacles is needed

in order to grow. It is similar to getting

your body in good physical condition. At

first it hurt.s breaking in the new muscles,

but eventually you get over the pain. When
that happens, you are able to continue,

but on a higher level.

The next time you are rejected, look at

all the people who never even tried. That

is when youll know you've already won.

Ftiice Cohen is a Collegian columnist
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RAs need a new job description and economic justice
The dust has finally settled and graduate assistants

now have a powerful union and a contract to protect their

interests. But there is another group ofheavily exploited
student workers on this campus who also need economic
justice: undergraduate RAs.

I speak from the tired voice of experience, having
spent three semesters as an RA in Central. Resident
assistants are underpaid, overworked, and given con-

flicting duties that cause enormous amounts of stress

and burn-out. Some radical changes are needed to achieve
fairness. There are several mtgor problems:

First of all, RAs should not be asked to card residents

in order to enforce underage drinking laws. If RAs are

expected to act like cops, they should be trained and paid

like cops.

When RAs card residents, sometimes they place

themselves in endangering situations. Although they're

expected to get ID numbers and check ages, they are not

trained in self-defense and hostilities sometimes errupt

in situations involving alcohol.

When RAs have to act like cops, it destroys the RA-
peer relationship. Resentment and hatred builds up
between residents and the staff and prevents RAs from

doing the most rewarding part of their job — social/

educational programming and counseling.

Another problem is the underlying reason why stu-

dents become RAs— many need to work in exchange for

a room. Housing takes full advantage of this economic

dependency, heaping the RA position with job mandates.

These include requiring RAs to return a week early each

semester to get the dorms ready and undergo training for

about twelve hours a day without pay.

Also, RAs are required to take a three-credit training

class taught by Resident Directors (their bosses), that is

considered part of their academic course load. The class

meets once a week for three hours and attendance is

mandatory for new RAs. They must pass the course to

keep their jobs.

Trystan Skeigh

It is blatantly unfair to link RA training with their

student academic standing. It smacks ofblackmail. Also,

the RA class raises another issue of economic fairness:

Because it's treated as an academic class, it's included on

the student bill — so RAs actually have to pay for those

three credit hours, although the RA training class doesn't

fulfill any GenEd requirements.

RA responsibilities are legion. They must be experts

on social diversity, capable counselors able to spot drug

addictions, unhealthy relationships and sexuality issues,

they must document residents (read: peers) who violate

Housing regulations, take disciplinary problems to stu-

dent judiciary hearings and argue like lawyers, monitor

the physical conditions oftheir buildings and arrange for

repairs, and support state laws on underage drinking

and illegal drug use.

All this on top of their "estimated 20-hour a week part-

time commitment" that includes updating bulletin boards

daily, organizing weekly programs, attending weekly RA
speciality matters meetings, and spend several evenings a

week on cluster office duty. Ask any RAand they'll toll you

they actually spend 40-80 hours a week doing their jobs.

In return for all this. RAs receive a $26.88 weekly

"stipend" and a room, unless they work in Sylvan area.

Because those RAs have larger floors, they receive a

whopping ten dollars more.

Keeping in mind RAs are only allowed to take one

weekend off campus a month, when one compares their

actual working hours with their tiny stipend and the cost

of their room, one discovers RAs actually earn a few

pennies an hour.

Because their stipend obviously is not enough to pay

for food, books, laundry, and other necessities, many RAs
have to hold a second job. This becomes difficult lx«cause

the cost of an RAs room is deducted from their allotted

work-study hours by Financial Aid. As we all know, non-

work study jobs are hard to find.

Working a second job adds to an RA's exhaustion and

reduces their presence on their floors. And it's not nec-

essary to go into lengthy detail about ln)w and why most

RAs' grades plummet — the reasons are painfully clear.

Until radical changes are made, a lot of RAs will keep

burning out. flunking out and dropping out . and Ht)usiiig

will continue to grind through financially vulnerable

undergraduates on this campus. liAs need a new job

description and economic justice. It's time we began a

campus-wide, open discussion of this problem.

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian columnist

How the public budget deficit

halts private business investment
As you were brushing your teeth

this morning, you probably asked

yourself, "How does the public budget

deficit inhibit pr/i'fl/t' business invest-

ment?" Simple. The more the govern-

ment borrows, the less money is avail-

able from lenders to be invested in

business growth.

According to economic writer

Jonathan Rauch, the annual federal

deficit currently equals about one-third

of the national savings piral available

for investment, so this effect is hardly

trivial. Also, the more the government

must borrow, the higher the interest

rates the government must offer to pay.

To compete with the government for

investment funds, businesses must of-

fer similarly high rates of return, and

many businesses find this infeasible.

The result is reduced business invest-

ment, a primary cause of the stagna-

tion in personal income growth that

has plagued the United States for two

decades.

Won't the "fieace dividend" and "in-

creasing efficiently by eliminating

waste" cover the deficit? Even a dou-

bling ofcurrently proposed defense cuts,

a ten percent reduction in government

administrative costs, and an end to

federal funding of most silly programs

like the Lawrence Welk Museum —
none of which are likely to occur —
would not save more than about $100

billion Meanwhile, the deficit for next

year's federal budget will be about $400

billion.

Renucing the federal deficit will re-

quire raising taxes on the rich. Can

thev afford this?

As reported in a recent article by

Robert Mclntyre of Citizens for Tax
Justice, the annual inflation-adjusted

income of the richest 1 percent of the

population more than doubled in the

last fifteen years, from an average of

$315,000 to $676,000. Over the same
time period, this group's taxes were cut

by 30 percent, a windfall which this year

will average over $83,000 per family!

As for the rest of us, about 60 per-

cent saw our average income fall and
75 percent saw our federal taxes rise.

Mclntyre shows that if tax rates had

simply remained as progressive as they
were in the mid-1970s, the additional

tax revenue from just the wealthiest 1

percent would cover about half of this

year's budget deficit.

The deficit reduces business invest-

ment and personal income growth, al-

ters currency exchange rates so as to

hurt exports and favor imports, and

increasesthe taxburden forfutureyears.

Just the interest payments on the

federal debt now exceed federal

spending on education, health, trans-

portation, natural resources, energy,

agriculture, science, space, and tech-

nology combined, as reported by eco-

nomics writer James K. Glassman.

In short, federal debt is one of the

biggest impediments to national

progress. Nevertheless, many presi-

dential candidates and Congressional

leaders are advocating policies that

would increase the deficit and reduce

taxes on the rich. American voters ni i».>t

demand that these trends be reversed.

Jonathan Starr
Amherst

Jewish alcoholics and junkies
Jews in America have a serious drug

and alcohol problem. It's time to face facts.

Fact: studies of college drug users con-

sistently find a significantly higher use

rate among Jews. Fact: some studies have

projected that 15 percent of the alcoholic

drug user community is Jewish. 1 learned

some of these shocking facts when Rabbi

Abraham Twerski recently spoke in the

area. No longer can we say "not in my
synagogue," "not in my family."

1 am a Jewish American. My experi-

ences have shown me that American Jews
are in no way exempted from any of the

many addictions so coiuinon in the instant

gratification society of America. The list

includes alcoholism, drug addiction, com-

pulsive overeating and compulsive gam-
bling, among others.

When I saw Rabbi Abraham Twerski

speak on Jews and addiction, a woman
stood up to introduce him: "My name is

Sarah |not her real name] and I'm an

addict. 1 used and abused drugs for most

of 18 years. I was told that this didn't

happen in Jewish families. Well. I'm here

to say that it does happen." Today she is

six years sober.

She had the incredible courage it took

to confront Jewish denial not only in her

family but in front of a synagogue filled

with 350 people. The only way to address

these addictions in the Jewishcommuiiity

is to U^lk about them op<»nly. as she did.

The answer to our problem is not to

cover it up. Addictions all thrive oi\ se-

crecy. By continuing to deny the problem

and to shelter our friends and relatives

from the coiisequencos of our actions, we
guarantee the giowth of addictions.

All right, so we nt«ed to confront Jewish

addiction, but how'' Rabbi Twerski lias

great insight into how. We need to Itnik at

the habits, drinking, drugging, etc.. of

oursi»lves and our families. Jewish r»uin

selors and Rabbis need to Ix' taught alniut

Jewish addicts. Most imptirtantly. weiu't^d

to increase the luimlHT of Iwflve-slep Al-

coholics Anonymous based nuvtings in

l(Kal synagogues and temples. Holding all

such meetings in churches will only per-

petuate the myth that .lows are exempted

fnim addictions. There was recently a

group discussing this at the .Jewish

CommunityofAmherst. Interested |KH)ple

on campus should talk to the Rabbi there.

What I have learned recently is

shocking but I also have gi-eat hope that

we can confnmt this successfully. I wit-

nessed a beautiful Ix'ginning when I .saw

Rabbi Twerski. Now we can begin work-

ing together to confront our secret tragedy.

Tom Bales
Amherst

Hulloandwelcome b€ick from vtication - 1don 7 want to know. . . Iwas
in Boston and it snowed. Ifyou have a tan and want to write for this

page, better wait a few months, or III remove youryour tan! Seriously,

don't ever do this: call up and ask me for the phone number of a
columnist who may have offendedyou - what doyou think this isf Ifyou

phone any ofour writers at home, it's instant harassment. Communi-
cation between recuiers and columnists will be done through me only,

by puttingpen to paper. Without exception! Keep writing. We like you.

The Editorial Desk do the Collegian, 113 Campus Center, UMassI
Amherst.

Another installment of Notes from the Campus Center
I used to think I was just about as cause-conscious as

I could be. I am a STPEC major. I've got a 16 x 20 poster

of Abbie Hoffman and I wear tee-shirts with snappy

slogans about complex social and political ills. I'm a

member of the UMass Outing Club.

I was listening to that 28 minute version of "Dark

Star" from Colorado in '72 when it struck me — there

simply is no justifiable excuse for consciously taking the

life ofa fellow organism. All these hydroponically grown

foodstuffs I had been eating were unfairly exploitative of

plants. Foryears. Ihadbeenwagingaone-mangenocidal

war against chick peas and mixed grains. This weeks

exercise in moralistic, self-righteous faux-alturism:

VEGETABLE RIGHTS.
For thousands of years, we, as a race, have raised

plants for the reaper, as if it were our natural right.

Should they die by the thousands to satisfy our insa-

tiable primal urges?

Since my decision, I have eaten only dirt, minerals,

sugar-free Skittles, non-dairy creamer and other non-

exploitative foodstuffs.

I've contracted scurvy,but a chemistry-educated fnend

ofmine is working to manufacture ascorbic acid (Vitamin

C) in test tubes down in Goessman.

I soon realized that my wardrobe was just as un-

friendly to plant-life as my diet. I mothballed my cotton-

based apparel next to my old Birkenstocks and suede

jacket From now on, nothing but Rayon and polyester

for me. All this is taking a toll on my lifestyle, and dental

work, but I feel much better about mvself

While I was home for spring break, my 11 year-old

sister mentioned that her school had started drug edu-

cation. I asked what vshe was learning, imagining after

school specials about the quarterback and homecoming
queen strung out on dope, dying in a spectacular ""Chips'-

style wipe-out the night of the senior prom.

Josh Reynolds

As a visual aid, picture an entire classroom of sixth-

graders strapped into chairs for Clockwork Orange-style

classical conditioning on the evils ofmarijuana. All made
possible by a grant from the Anheuser-Busch foundation.

Instead, she told me they learned all about "Vknow,

pills 'n stuff. . . uppers and downers." I'm sure they cov-

ered all the important ones, like red devils, yellow jackets,

green clovers, purple horsehoes and blue diamonds.

I used to think "Just say no" was out of touch. I'll bet

I couldn't find crack in my hometown if I tried. (Inci-

dentally, our address down here is 113 Campus Center

Basement.) I wonder ifthey still do duck-and-cover nuke

drills, too.

I saw Brazil over break. Brazil did poorly in the the-

aters, and was sold to UMass as an instructional video for

Whitmore/Health Services employees. I'm waiting for a

rogue Ericsson telecommunications engineer to crash

through the window and tell me why the "message

received" light on my phone won't stop blinking

Honestlv. I couldn't be haooier for the Minutemen.

They've certainly demonstrated that for a bunch of guys

with hyperactive pituitary glands, they've got admirable

hand-eye coordination. But, I couldn't help wondering

what the excitement that this causes says about our

priorities.

Our school can raise that money for a new stadium,

but can't find the cash to patch steam lines, or fix leaking

roofs in academic buildings that are already standing.

Students pay a higher athletic fee than library fee. If

it came right down to it. which would you rather be

without?

Perhaps the University is suffering from an identity

crisis as much as a financial one. This school should

redefine itself as an institute of higher athletics, which

just happens to have some great varsity academics.

I know that academics don't really serve the funda-

mental needs of a higher athletics institution, but they

sure are a great way to attract alumni contributions ana

prospective athletes.

That's all for now kids, enjoy your weekend, don't trip

over the residents while taking that short-cut home
(they've developed a habit of hiding in the bushes, that

seems derived from either a Current Affair or Marlin

Perkins.) Remember: don't let your homework get in the

way of your phys. ed. In these hard times, we may be

forced to go without, but don't worry, all sports will con-

tinue as scheduled.

Jo.sh Revnolds is a Collo'/ian staffmember.
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gave her three pilot episodes, which recieved a great

response. The program was then given a IS-series con-

t.rs.ct

"All ofthese shows were in black and white." she said.

"It wasn't until after the 1 19th episode that we had color.

The station had two cameras— one black and white and

the other color. So I'd be cooking, making a strawberry

tart, and half a minute would be in color and the other

half in black and white."

Child said her interest in food began when she was

young, but her interest in gourmet food began after she

started working for the Office of Strategic Services, the

precursor to the present Central Intelligence Agency.

"When 1 was young, we ate simple food," said the

native of Pasadena, Calif "It was well-done lamb with

fruit jelly and that sort of thing."

"In the early 40s, I was sent to China [while working

for the OSS]. The food there was the best I've ever had—
better than any Chinese restaurant I've ever eaten m.

"I was with sophisticated people who would talk about

the great food they had eaten in Paris and other places,"

she said, mentioningwhen there was a medical epidemic.

they had to rely on Army raUons they were given

"These usually consisted ofcanned tomatoes,
potatoes

and water buffalo." she said with a hint of sarcasm. 1 his

is when the talk of really good food began.

Child said after World War II, she and her new

husband Paul, now involved with the U.S. Information

Agency, were assigned to Paris, which she calls the

turning point in her Ufe. .,

Recalling her first meal in a Paris resteurant. she said

she was amazed with the filet of sole, which was cooked

in a wine and mushroom sauce.

-It was a revelation to me that someone could do sucn

things with food," she said, noting fish meals m her own

home consisted of broiled mackerel. . „ ^ . ,

She said although she had taken FVench all throughout

her schoohng, she was lost in Paris because of the dia-

lectical difference. However, in 1948 she entered the

Cordon Bleu Cooking School.
,., » , j

"I had never really found my niche in life, she said.

She said the classical French cooking she learned was

not the typical thing for the people involved with the

diplomatic corps to take interest in.

-Most ofthe embassy wives had maids, and no middle-

class women were in the field,' she said.

She met two women involved with the cooking school,

and learned they were collaborating on a book about

French cooking, which they hoped to sell in the United

States They had another collaborator, a man in New

York who would translate the recipes into English as well

as give direction about American tastes.

"I was upset when I learned about their book, because

It was something I would have been extremely interested

in," she said. "Soon after, the man died. I can't say I was

She said she did the English collaboration, but thebook.

Mastering the Art ofFrench Cooking, did not come out for

another nine years. In the meantime, she and her ftiends

began teaching American touriste about French food.

"Some friends were visiting and said they wanted to

learn aboutFrench food, but they didn'tknow any French,"

she said "One of my friends said 'We'll teach you.' This

became the School of the Three Healthy Eaters."

Child said French cuisine has always been somewhat

foreign to Americans because until the advent of the

airplane the only people who traveled to Europe did so on

oceanliners.

Hey, UMass, It's Time to Feed Your

Face at the Ronkin Food Fest!

Delano s

Antonio's Pizza

Bruegger's Bagel Bakery

Wings 'n Things

Pizzarama Subs
China Garden

What's a Food Fest? The restaurants listed above will set up in the Ronkin Center

and serve UMass students samples of their great foods. Ronkin thanks the restaurants

for their generosity and urges you to frequent them for your future dining pleasure.

WHEN: This Sunday afternoon, March 29, 2:00pm-5:00pm

WHERE: The Ronkin Educational Group. 150 Fearing Street, Amherst

(at the Southwest corner of campus next to College Pizza)

DONATION: ONLY $1 .00 at the door! Where else can you

sample great foods from 6 great restaurants for a single buck?!

(Proceeds will be donated to the Amherst 4th of July Celebration Fund)

BONUS: Door prize drawings for a $25 food gift certificate. 5 famous Ronkin

Penguin T-Shirts. and five 5-piece fiighlighter sets. Be there Of be hungry!

Experience

the Joy
o/ Learning

???? f f f f

f

Over 200 credit courses that W\\\

help you:

• Make up lost credits

• Advance in next semester's

work

• Rug any holes in your current

schedule

• Learn something that you

wouldn't ordinarily have time

for—for the sheer joy of

learning!

different
,^|on» •"V^^^^

The UMass
Summer
Session

can add joy

to your iife.

Registration begins April 13.

Catalogs available all over

campus or at the Division

of Continuing Education,

6th floor, Goodell Building.

A quality education

at affordableprices.

HAMPSHIRE
FITNESS
CLUB At Echo Hill • 256-6446

The Area's

Most Complete
Club

One Month
Membership $53.~»

Free Water Bottle with

New Memt>ership Till 3/31

(While Supplies Last) /%

PVTA bus route to Rolling Green •

pool • aerobics • aqua-aerobics •

• steps • nautilus • racquetball •

• massage • sauna • bikes • ionnis •

• rowers • Jacuzzi • treadmills •

staimiaster • free weights

student Discounts
MuvlxCoidtl

COLLECTIVE
COPIES
THE SALE
APRIL 1 - APRIL 30

^s^^J^^ I

E^^^

THE CATCH:
* copies must be 8V2"xjr, MACHINE FEEDABLE
* copies must be left OVERNIGHT
* colored and specialty papers are extra

* the order must TOTAL AT LEAST 1 ,000 COPIES

(e.g. 10 copies of 100 pages = 1,000 total copies

1 ,000 copies @ 3C = $30.00)

COLLECTIVE COPIES IS AT

29 S. Pleasant St.

ACROSS FROM THE
AMHERST TOWN COMMON
ON THE SECOND FLOOR.

256-6425

Fire officials deter tampering
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

Campus officials are putting out a message to deter

students from vandalizing fire equipment that is located

on campus.

CoUcfian photo by Jo«h BcjmokU

UMass fire prevention officer James Field

displays damaged fire extinguishers.

Amherst politics

"The next time you decide to "play" with a fire extin-

guisher in your residence hall, think again," says David

J. Beaudin, associate fire prevention officer. "It could cost

you up to $1000."

Discharging a fire extinguisher may seem relatively

harmless, but ifa fire started in your residence hall there

is a chance you could find it empty or damaged.
"Because extinguishers have been treated as "toys,"

there is no guarantee that the extinguisher will be

available when needed," said James Field, a fire pre-

vention officer.

"In one residence hall alone, the cost to refill and
replace fire extinguishers is $400 per \/eek," said Field.

"Ifthis figure was multipUed by the 41 residence halls

the cost for servicing and replacement of extinguishers

could exceed $200,000 per year," he said.

Field said that his office will be requesting that legal

action be taken against people who commit the following

criminal acts:

• 1) Tampering with or discharging fire extinguishers.

These items are installed and maintained by law. Anyone
found tampering with them wilf be prosecuted.

• 2) Throwing loaded fire extinguishers (or any other

item) ft-om open windows, exhibiting disregard for the

health and safety of people who live in your building or

may be passing underneath. This will lead to prosecution.

• 3) Tampering with or disabling a fire alarm system,

which is a violation ofstate law. Disabling the fire alarm

speakers in dorm rooms disrupts more than one part of

the system. This couldjeopardize the health and safety of

the entire floor.

Field said all these behaviors share a common un-

derlying theme: total lack of respect for fellow residents,

for the community and for the property they all share.

"It's clear that vandalism is expensive and everyone in

the residential system ultimately pays in the form of

higher housing costs," he said.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Pavesi said he wanted to get a polling place on campus

to make it easier for students to cast their votes. "This

would greatly help the student voter turnout," he said.

He said because of the stronger student voice in town

meeting he believes student representatives can convince

the Amherst citizen memlwrs to help students fight for

the funding of off-campus housing and other issues.

"Amherst can lobby the administration into getting

more funds but they sit on their butts most of the time,"

said Pavesi.

UMass studentsJon Aronson, a sophomore, andjunior

Marjorie Decker lost the election for representative of

Precinct 3 to Amherst citizens. Junior Dave Anderson,

who ran for representative of Precinct 6, also lost the

election to a town citizen.

STDs decline,

but teenagers
still in danger
BOSTON lAP)— Sexually transmitted diseases

rates dropped in Massachusetts last year for the

first time in five years, but remained high for

minority teen-agers, public health officials say.

State pubUc health officials attributed the overall

drop partly to improved surveillance and an ado-

lescent health campaign that includes making

condoms available in some communities.

Some of the decline may be the result of an

apparently natural cycling in rates that cannot be

explained fully, officials said.

Assistant Public Health Commissioner Alfred

DeMaria announced the statistics Tuesday to the

Public Health Council, the policy-making arm of

the state Department of Health.

"After five years of progressive increase in STD
rates in Massachusetts, last year saw a decline in

the indicator diseases of syphilis, gonorrhea and

chlamydia," he said.

But rates remain high for teen-agers, especially

minority youths, he said —- "The disparity is clearly

there."

The rate of syphilis among blacks aged 15 to 19

increased from 166.8 for every 100.000 in 1990 to

182 per 100.000 last year.

Among whites in the same age group, the rate

dropped from 3.3 per 100.000 to 1.6.

Among Hispanic teenagers, the rate dropped

from 218.2 per 100.000 in 1990 to 137.1 last year,

but officials warned the figure may be distorted

because the definition of Hispanic has changed.

Public Health Commissioner David Mulligan

called on cities and towns to confront the issue of

sexually active adolescents who do not help protect

themselves with condoms.

He said surveys show that more than half of the

high school students in the state are sexually active

but only 12 communities take advantage of a state

adolescent program that encourages abstinence

but makes condoms available.

"1 don't think we can put our heads in the sand."

CONIINUED ON PAGE 14
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Makea lasting

impression
At Kinko's, you'll find everything you need to make

your next presentation a memorable one. And that's

important... because you may only get one chance to
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Zoology class for the
birds, in a good way
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Correspondent

Tweet. Tweet. Was that a swallow

or a tufted tidmouse? The students in

Avian Field Studies know.

2^1ogy 263 gets students up and

moving early in the morning to study

birds in their habitat.

During field trips, the class spots

birds and listens for their calls. From
these "visual-verbal' signals and a bit

of help from Professor William B.

Nutting, the students identify the

species of the birds.

Everyone takes notes of all they see

and hear on the trips. Later, they tran-

scribe the information, along with

drawings ofthe birds into fieldjournals

which they keep for the class.

The students take trips to places

like the Arcadia Audubon Sanctuary,

Mt. Toby, Quabbin Reservior and the

Connecticut River. Many spontaneous

stops are made along the way, as birds

are spotted from the van window.

"Once we were driving down the

highway and someone shouted. Hawk!"

remembers one student. "We tried to

stop to get a look, and almost caused an

accident. But it was gone."

The class was created by Professor

Nutting about 12 years ago. Nutting

said, "the course emphasizes a proce-

dural way lof identifying birds] that

will be useful anywhere in the world."

According to Nutting, students pre-

dict the types of birds they will find in

an area by taking into aax)unt the

humidity, wind direction, cloud cover

and precipitation.

The students say they eryoy the

experience. Michelle Donahue, who is

taking the course "just for fun," said,

"It's given me more ofan appreciation

for nature."

Karen Wagner, an exchange stu-

dent from Germany, says, "I wanted to

know more about the birds in this

area. This course is really helpful."

Armed with binoculars and their

"looker-upper" (a bird identification

book), the students have spotted such

birds as the Turkey Vulture, Hooded

Merganser and Bald Eagle . A telescope

mounted on a tripod helps them get a

closer view of the birds' activities.

StudentJonathan Gottsche says, "I

find the behavior of birds interesting.

What is it doing? What does it mean?

Those are the questions I ask now. I

used to just ask, 'What is it?*"

The course is offered every spring

semester.

Terms of office limited
Proposed amendment caps reelection

By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press

BOSTON — Democratic Rep. Richard

Moore has been in the Massachusetts

House too long — or so some of his col-

leagues told him on Wednesday. With all

due respect, of course.
. ,j .

But the eight-term legislator held his

own in a battle against voter anger, in the

form of a proposed constitutional amend-

ment that would limit the number ofterms

an elected official can serve.

"I don't think you should tell my people

whether I should be re-elected or not,"

Moore, ofUxbridge, told the amendment's

supporters.

An organization called Limits on In-

cumbent Politicians gathered some 72,000

signatures last year for an amendment

limiting state constitutional officers, U.S.

Congress members and state legislators

to no more than eight consecutive years in

office. U.S. senators would be held to 12

consecutive years.

To get the question before the voters on

the 1993 ballot, the amendment must be

approved by at least 50 legislators at two

consecutive constitutional conventions.

Gov. William Weld, Lt. Gov. Paul

Celucci and Treasurer Joseph Malone —
all Republicans — support the amend-

ment, along with Secretary of SUte

Michael Connolly, a Democrat.

One ofthe amendment's most vigorous

supporters, freshman Rep. David Lionett

(R-Worcester) called Moore to the mat on

what he termed "the stale corridors of

government."
"If this petition is not successful in this

body, the reason will be obvious — the

majority of elected officials put their own
re-election interests ahead of the pubhc,"

said Lionett,who plans torun for Congress.

His remarks were aimed at Moore, who
co-chairs the Legislature's Elections

Committee. Lionett ended one anti-in-

cumbent diatribe with: "Don't take this

personally, Mr. Chairman."

Lionettand Malone testified that voter

unhappiness with government stemmed

from entrenched politicians more con-

cerned about staying in office than creat-

ing policy.

"Give the people of Massachusetts the

opportunity to vote on this issue. The

people ofMassachusetts are smart enough

to weigh the pros and cons," said Malone,

who succeeded Democrat Robert Crane,

who stepped down after 27 years as trea-

surer.

"You see term Umitations as suicides,"

Malone told Moore.

Moore countered that most of the

amendment's backers were Republicans,

proof that "the party long out of power"

wanted to "change the rules."

On March 10, the U.S. Supreme Court

allowed California to Umit the terms of

state legislators, ruling that the limits,

adopted in a 1990 voter initiative, do not

violate the constitutional rights of any

legislator or voter.

Colorado and Oklahoma voters also

passed limits on legislative terms in 1990.

The Colorado measure includes hmits on

how long someone may serve in Congress.

Term limits for executive and legislative

offices, including members of Congress,

will be on the Florida ballot in November.
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THIS WEEKEND
The Retvirn
of the Soul^'* Lk

By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

They're back . . . after doing a show at Pearl

Street in Northampton last semester. The funky

trio of De La Soul returns to University of Massa-

chusetts on Sunday, March 29.

Ifyou don't know about the Soul, they broke big

in 1989 with their debut album 3 Feet High And
Rising. Qroup members Posdnuos (lyricist), Trugoy

the Dove (lyricist), and Baby Huey Maseo (DJ)

represented a fresh change from the monotonous

rap of the late 1980's. And for a good time read

Trugoy backwards to find out his favorite food.

Instead of rhyming about sucker MC's' (rap

lingo for inadequate rappers) with huge back-

ground beats, De La Soul rhymed about humorous

topics with daringly different samples accompa-

nying the back-up beats.

The single "Me, Myself, and I" brought some

mainstream success with its' catchy hooks and

funny storyline. The songs' video showcased De

La Soul's humorous.

Other songs which helped 3 Feet High even-

tually tum platinum Include "Buddy" and Tot-

holes In My Lawn". Producer Prince Paul (member

of the rap group Stetsasonic) had to be pleased

with the success the album found.

However with that success also came criticism

.

De La Soul found itself under fire for its heavy use

of samples in 3 Feet High. Eventually, a lawsuit

about one of the samples was settled out of court

for an undisclosed amount of cash-ola.

It is at this point when the Soul went to work on

their follow-up album De La Soul is Dead. This

album showed a change in the style of De La Soul

as the title would suggest.

De La Soul is Dead continues to astonish on the

sampling tip as 3 Feet High And Rising did.

However, the beats on the album are often slower

and topics often more serious than on the group's

debut album.

Members of the group apparently didn't like

their image as hippy or daisy age rappers, and this

dislike is apparent in their sophomore album.

This change in substance for De La Soul cer-

tainly hasn't hampered the group's success. Songs

on De La Soul is Dead such as the opening single

"Ring Ring Ring(Ha Ha Hey), ", and "A Roller

Skating Jam named 'Saturdays'" have given De

La's latest creation an impressive audience.

Both De La Soul albums are put out by the

respected hip hop label Tommy Boy Records.

Tommy Boy has been one of the longest standing

rap labels on the market (since 1982), and Queen

Latifah and Naughty By Nature are just some of

the big rap groups rhyming under the TB label.

On Sunday, De La Soul will show Amherst

why they are one of those big rap groups. If you

want to see what should be an entertaining show

filled with samples and witty rhymes, check out

De La Soul and listen closely.

De La will be playing at the Student Wnion

Ballroom with Original Ravor and Future Sound

opening up. Tickets for non-students are $10.00

while students have to pay a mere $8.00.

AS^ •

•
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Top Ten Uses for

a Lazy Cat
10, Reusable Vacuum cleaner bag
9. Fur-covered walking plunger

8. Living lint brush

7. Hairy, carry-on luggage

6. Furry underwear liner for those cold

winter days
5. rAobile pin cushion
4. Really challenging soccer ball

3. Rectal thermometer holder

2. Chew toy for old, toothless dogs
1 . Body double for Thanksgiving turkey

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE "MSC"
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• LMlNORTAkfaT

• FbU UQuOm iXENSi

• OrtN : DAYS

• SE\MY RfMOOafl)

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCB'TtD

253-7835 253-2813

^ 62 Mjin Street Amherst .

CHINA GARDEM
"The Collegians choice in delightful dining."

["TZJOOOPFw/purthase "j

I
of $15 or more wHh this coupon.

\ Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food
Sunday • TWs, llJOwn • KhOOpra • Friday • Sal, lliOam - llKWpm

Lunch Hour: 11:30am - 3:30pm 7 days a week

New Vegetarian Menu!
LundwonspeoU* S3.75- $475 &

Dinner jmeriai* $650- $725

IjKluding soup and rice.

The Valley's Dinn Sunn Brunch
AVAILABl£ EVERYDAY

FreeDeim^Servfct • 5K»prn - l(H»pm

Visa / Master Card / American Express

i 3 M. Pleasant Street • ArTiherst. MA
233-4:^80 4?8 I

'Basic Instinct' over-hyped
By JON LGPO
Collegian Staff

Explicit sex. gory violence, bisexual ice-pick killers,

excessive nudity: Basic Instinct has all the ingredients of

a huge hit. This is not by accident, however, for everything

from its expertly choreographed controversy, to the

ensuing protests by gay groups to the threatened MC- 1

7

rating. Basic Instinct is a supremely clever example of

slick Hollywood commercialism at its apex. It is the only

reason for the popularity of this blatantly manipulative,

over-hyped thriller from director Peter Verhoeven (Total

Recall).

Basic Instinct makes it no secret that it's playing the

audience like a violin. Michael Douglas plays a volatile

police detective. Nick Curran, who falls for beautiful

millionaire novelist Catherine Trammel (Sharon Stone),

who is suspected of ice-picking a retired rock star she was

sleeping with —just like it happened in her latest bestseller.

Powerful and sexy, Catherine plays elaborate mind

games with people, and it's no wonder Nick is attracted

to her — the book she's currently writing is all "about a

detective who falls for the wrong woman." Catherine

shows her preference for no underwear at an interroga-

tion with a mocking, devious smile.

A bisexual with an attitude, her girlfriend Roxy (Leilani

Sarelli) is a suspect as well. Jeanne Tripplehorn plays a

police psychiatrist who complicates things by having an

affair (read: rough sex) with Nick.

Basic Instinct takes its pleasure in arousing, tricking

and teasing the audience. The mystery takes a back seat

to the stars' sex scenes, which are filled with a staged raw

intensity. Their lack of passion is made up with more
nudity and physical roughness.

The film presents evidence to the killer's identity in a

cheating way; everything comes down to the final frame.

Take it away and you've got a different killer. What comes
before is strangely reminiscent of an oversexed Jagged

Edge, which is no coincidence since they share the same
writer (Joe Eszterhas). But all of this is easily overlooked

because Basic Instinct is so intriguingly engrossing; a

seductive, unrelenting guilty pleasure.

In Shining Through, Michael Douglas proved he could

play a true blue hero. Here he plays an ex-coke head

nicknamed "Shooter" because he was accused of killing

two innocent tourists while allegedly on cocaine. Douglas

carefully teeters between coolly aggressive (while trying

to play Catherine's game) and downright stupid (trying to

play Catherine's game in the first place).

Viper Catherine Tramell is played by Sharon Stone

(
Total Recall) with a nasty, malevolent flair. Stone wisely

chooses not to chew scenery, instead reciting the pulpy

dialogue with an almost facetious twist.

Douglas and Stone share a charged, uneasy chemis-

try. Sparks as well as clothes fly (off) in their tediously

steamy, prolonged love scene (four minutes total— a/ter

it was trimmed to avoid the NC- 1 7 rating). But the most

startling "love" scene comes when Douglas and
Tripplehorn get together early in the film. It's the only

moment in 8as/c/ns(incf that seems to elicit real emotion

instead of overblown erotic theatrics.

Various gay and women's groups have protested the

film's negative treatment of women and lesbianism,

going as far as revealing the ending on posters and

billboards. Stone responds: "Does my character give

lesbians a bad name? Did Roxanne give firemen a bad

name?" You're right Sharon, but since when are firemen

persecuted? Despite claims that 'its only a movie.' the

groups' complaints are strongly justified.

Out of the only four female characters in Basic Instinct,

all of them are either lesbian or bisexual and/or psychotic

or dangerous. The relationship between Stone and Sarelli

is more a result of a projected male fantasy than a true

lesbian coupling. Lesbianism and female bisexuality are

treated as either a kinky sex act or a pathological

perversion. Not that Basic Instinct even dares to go that

deep, for lesbianism and bisexuality are reduced to a

convenient plot contrivance.

Basic Instinct is, at its very shallow core, a soft-pom

thriller that pushes our buttons enough to keep us watching.

Boasting slick production values, a booming musical

score and intrepid performances. Basic Instinct is trashy

entertainment at its best (or worst). It panders to the

audience everything that sells today in our society:

nudity, sex and violence. And it does it very well.

Grade: B-
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HEALTHY SKIN
Begins with a deep pore

cleansing facial.

Also lash and brow
tinting, shaping, hair

waxing, make-up.

AESTHETICS SKINCARE
34 Main St., Suite 1 . Amheist,MA 253-9879
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BUD, BUD DRY, BUDLIGHT
$6.99 12 pk bottles
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$4.99 6pk bottles

BECK'S Regular'or Dark
$8.49 12pk bottles
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Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Baked Manicotti

• Lasagna al Forno

• Polio Primavera

(chicken & vegetables w/pasta)

• Pasta Bolognese

(with spicy sausage)

Connplete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6,95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday
Offer expires March 31 , 1 992

Open Daily at 1

1

:30 a.m.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
2S 3-9300
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f1ffPPEN INtlS

IN CONCERT— Who's Kiddln' Who will perform

with The Bombasticsatthe Hatch immediately after

the basketball game.
LECTURE—The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual Studies

Brown Bag Series present "Representations ofGays
and Lesbians in Video" by Stashu Kybartas. Bring

your own lunch for an hour of stimulation discus-

sion. At Campus Center Room 91 1 -915 from noon
to 1 p.m.

FILM — "The Threepenny Opera," a 1931 Ger-

man musical satire on the lives of a dashing gangster

and his cohorts. At Merrill ll/AC at 4 and 7:30 p.m.

Free.

JAZZ WORKSHOP — With Ray Drummond.
bass. All jazz enthusiasts are welcome. At Buckley

Recital Hall/AC from 4 to 5:30 p.m. Free.

LECTURE — "Japan 1492" discusses the con-

ditions in Columbus' intended destination led by

William Samonides and Edwin O. Reischauer. At

the Campus Center Frontroom/AC at 4 p.m.

TRIBUTE— Part of the Walt Whitman Centennial

Celebration by Five College faculty and students.

At Mary Woolley Hall, Mew York Room/MHC from

4:30 to 5:30 p.m. Free.

FILM— "My Beautiful Launderette" stars Daniel

Day Lewis ("My Left Foot") in a story about class,

race and sexuality in 1986 Britian. Directed by

Stephen Frears ("Dangerous Liaisons"). At the

Campus Center Room 908 at 7 p.m. Free.

LECTURE—An art slide lecture on "Male Trouble:

A Crisis in Representation" by Abigail Solomon-

Qodeau. At Gamble Auditorium/MHC at 7 p.m.

Free.

READING — The MHC Women's Weekend

Presents Leslea Newman reading her original po-

etry. At Mary Woolley Hall, New York Room/MHC
from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. Free.

READING— "Selections from Whitman" by five

college faculty and students. At Hooker Audito-

rium/MHC from 7:30 to 9 p.m. Free.

LECTURE — "Other Mothers;" part of the SC
Women's Studies Course Cluster Series led by

Merideth M. Michaels. At Neilson Library Browsing

Room/SC at 7:30 p.m. Free.

THEATER — "Meet Me in St. Louis," based on

the 1943 Judy Garland musical classic returns in

this Tony -nominated Broadway version. At FAC
Concert Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets range from $25 to

$1 1.50 general; $10.50 five college students; $10

16 and under. Call 545-251 1 for more info.

MhMo courfny Windham Hit Kecm^

Tuck and Patti

IN CONCERT—Tuck and Patti combine smooth

jazz vocals with acoustic guitar. At the Iron Horse,

Northampton at 7 and 1 p.m. Tickets $20 Adv. All

ages.

THEATER — "My Snow White," a one-woman

show by MotokoMaeda-Dworkin offers an intimate

account of a Japanese woman'sjourney from youth

into adulthood. At the Red Barn/HC at 8 p.m. Free.

ICE CRE/VM CONTEST — Create your own
unique ice cream sculpture and maybe win a prize!

At Hillel House at 8 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — The Magic Triangle Jazz Con-

cert Series Presents The Brian Lynch Quintet fea-

turing Louis Hayes. Tickets $7 general; $5 Five

College students. At Hampden Theatre at 8 p.m.

Call 545-251 1 for more info.

LECTURE— "Margins and Mainstreams: Asians

in American History and Culture" by Gary Y. Okihiro.

At Converse Assembly Room/AC at 8 p.m. Free.

LECTURE — "The Rhetoric of Law" by Lucie

White. At the Octagon. Babbott Room/AC at 8 p.m.

Free.

RLM — "Voices and Vision," part of the Walt

Whitman Centennial Celebration. At Dwight. Room

101/MHC. Free.

THEATER— "Thirteenth Tribe," an original and

collaborative theater piece that examines the cycle

of human self destruction. At the Mainstage The-

ater, Emily Dickinson Hall/HC through March 28

and April 2 to 5 at 8 p.m. Tickets $3 general; $2.50

students. Call 549-4600 ext. 351 for reservations

and info.

THEATER— The Sleeveless Theatre previews a

new play, "The F-Word," all about the current status

of feminism in America against the backdrop of

women's history. At the Northampton Center for

the Arts through March 28 at 8 p.m. Tickets $5 and

$7, sliding scale. Call 586-7282 for reservations

and info.

EXHIBIT— "Hand Colored Photographs" by Ken

White at the University Health Services Gallery

through April 1 7. Gallery hours are Mon. thru Fri. 8

a.m. to 5 p.m.

EXHIBIT — "From the Garden II: 2nd Annual

Floral Exhibit" featuring Deborah Rubin with works

from other artists. At the R. Michelson Gallery. 25 S.

Pleasant Street. Amherst. Runs through April 30.

Call 253-2500 for gallery hours.

EXHIBIT — "Hanblechia (Crying for a Vision)"

by Jeffery S. Xiaobird. Will feature paintings,

drawings and objects dealing with Native American

symbolism and myth. At the WheelerGallery through

April 16. Gallery hours are Mon. thru Thurs. 4 to 8

p.m. and Sun. 2 to 5 p.m.

EXHIBIT— A group of small experimental work

with various themes will be presented at the Amherst

Community Arts Center Gallery through March 26.

Gallery hours are Mon. thru Fri. 4 to 8 p.m.

EXHIBIT — "Balls, Trees. People and Other

Abstractions," a group show of twelve prominent

area artists through April 26 in the East and West

Galleries of the Center for the Arts/Northampton.

Reception will be held March 29 from 3 to 5 p.m.

Gallery hours are Tue. thru Fri. Noon to 5 p.m. and

Sat. & Sun. 2 to 5 p.m.

IN CONCERT — The Machine, called the Ulti-

mate Pink Floyd Tribute Band, will be at Pearl

Street, Northampton. Tickets $7 Adv; $8 at the

door. Call 584-7771 for times. 18+.

DANCE CONCERT — "The Three of Us," offers

a wide variety of dance styles from jazz to modem
to ballet. Through March 28 at the Scott Dance

Studio/SC at 8 p.m. Tickets $3 general; $2 student/

seniors/children. For reservations call 585-3232.

INCONCERT— That too cool band

Agnes Moorhead retums to the area at

the Vertex Niteclub, Hadley. Call the

Vertex for times and ticket info.

LECTURE — "Fifty Years of

Women's History in America" by Jill

Ker Conway. At the Neilson Library

Browsing Room/SC at 2:30 p.m. Free.

SERVICE & DINNER — A special

Shabbat service and inner will be held.

The topic is "Passover: The Parallels

of Global Changes Then and Now." At

the Chabad House, Amherst at 6 p.m.

Call 549-4094 for more info.

FILM — Tom Cruise and Kelly

McGillis soar in "Top Gun." presented

at Gamble Auditorium/MHC at 7 and

9 p.m. Tickets $2.50.

LECTURE — "The Vietnamese

Novel in French" by Jack Yeager. At

Emily Dickinson Hall Room 4/HC at 7

Free.

Fholo courttt* UMjks TheMrr Cuild

A scene from ''Sweeney Todd," being performed by the UMass Theatre Guild

March 25-28 in Bowker Auditorium, UMass.

GYMNASTICS — Check out the

top talent from UMass, Navy. Syra-

cuse and more at the Eastern

Intercollegiate Mens Gymnastic
Championships. At Curry Hicks Cage
at 7 p.m. Tickets $3 & $5. Also held

on March 28 at 2 p.m. Call 545-08 10

for info.

FILM— Robert Redford and Glenn

Close hit a home run in the baseball

saga "The Natural." At the Campus
Center Theater/AC at 7:30 and 10

p.m. Also showing March 28 & 29.

Tickets $1.50.

STUDENT RECITAL — AC pre-

sents a student recital featuring Susie

Ro at Buckley Recital Hall/AC at 8

p.m. Free.

FACULTY RECITAL — Jane
Bryden, soprano, with guest artist Sally

Pinkas. piano perform works by

Debussy, Schubert and Berg. At Sage
Hall, Sweeny Auditorium/AC at8 p.m.

TALENT SHOW — The Frances

Perkins Student Talent Shows takes

center stage at the Blanchard Cam-
pus Center/MHC at 9 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — The master of

Western swing guitar, Dan Hicks and

his Acoustic Warriors will perform at

the Iron Horse at 7 p.m. Tickets $ 1 0..

IN CONCERT— Pierce & Co return

to the Serendipity Lounge at the

Howard Johnson's, Greenfield. Enjoy

great music with no cover charge. Call

774-2314 for more info.

IN CONCERT — The del Fuegoi

will rock Pearl Street with guests The

Breakdown at 8:30 p.m. Tickets $10

Adv.

Pholo ctHKlny Micluel O'Brien

Betty. Sunday night at the Iron Horse

Sunday night.

HAPPENrNGS CONTINUE ON PAGE 4
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FILM — Nominated for six Acad-

emy Awards, the animated instant

classic "Beauty and the Beast" will be

shown at Gamble Auditorium//AHC at

7 and 9 p.m. Tickets $2.50.

THEATER — The Lesbian. Gay.

Bisexual Cafe Series presents "The

People Who Could Reflect Clouds" by

storyteller Dane O'Hara . who explores

theoriginsofgay, lesbian and bisexual

people. At the Hampden Theater at

7:30 p.m. Call 5-4824 for more info.

IN CONCERT — A concert of new

music featuring works by Harvey

Sollberger and Lewis Spratlan. At

Buckley Recital Hall/AC at 8 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — The MHC
Women's Weekend presents "God-

dess Gospel: A Capella Woman Soul"

at the Blanchard Campus Center/MHC
from 8 to 10 p.m.

LECTURE — "The Re-Emergence

of a Latino Consciousness" by Polly

Baca. Colorado state senator. Stoddard

Hall Auditorium/SC at 8 p.m. Free.

COMEDY — Sara Cytron brings

her popular lesbian stand-up act to

the area. At the Campus Center

Frontroom/AC at 9 p.m. Tickets $5

general; $1 AC/ID.

IN CONCERT — The Serendipity

Lounge at the Howard Johnson's in

Greenfield welcomes back Doc & Jan.

Great music. . . no cover charge. Call

774-2314 for more info.

IN CONCERT— The SC Chamber

Orchestra, directed by Janet Lyman

Hill will perform with Karen Smith

Emerson, soprano at Sweeney Con-

cert Hall at 7:30 p.m. Call 585-3150

for more info.

IN CONCERT — Acclaimed gui-

tarist Scott Henderson will perform

with Gary Willis and Tribal Tech at the

Iron Horse, Northampton at 7 and 10

p.m. Tickets $1 1 Adv. All ages.

COMEDY — The Lesbian and Bi-

sexual Alliance ofSC will present noted

commedienne Marga Gomez, a self-

described cross between "Emnria

Goldman and Charo" at John M.

Greene Hall/SC at 8 p.m. Tickets $4

and $6. Dance will follow at the field

house from 10 p.m. to 1 a.m. Free

admission with ticket stub; others $2

and $3. Call 585-4907 for more info.

IN CONCERT — Borderland re-

turns to the Hadley Pub with orginal

music from authentic and funky blues.

At 9 p.m.

IN CONCERT — The Son Seals

Band will do their thing with guests

The Chess Kings at Pearl Street,

Northampton at 8:30 p.m.

DANCE — A Q Dance, led by DJ

unit Bob and Shawn will take place at

the Blue Wall from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

What is Q? Find out for yourself. . .

LECTURE — The MHC Women's

Weekend Presents Kathy Alexander-

"One Woman's Journey: Challenges

Toward Making a Difference" at Mary

Woolley Hall. New York Room/MHC
from 1 to 3 p.m.

CONCERT RECITAL — Charles

Petrizzi. AC '92. will perfonn on his

clarinet. At Buckley Recital Hall/AC

at 3 p.m. Free.

COMPOSITION RECITAL — Carl

Evans. AC '92. will perform his original

music. At Buckley Recital Hall/AC at

8 p.m. Free.

FACULTY RECITAL — Joanne

Tanner on flute and Peter Tanner on

percussion and piano will perform

featured works by Franck and Doppler.

At Bezanson Recital Hall at 8 p.m.

IN CONCERT— Bawdy and beau-

tiful, Betty will perform at the Iron

Horse. Northampton at 7 p.m .
Tickets

$11 Adv. All ages.

IN CONCERT — LA Guns and

Electric Love Hog will rock at the

Vertex Niteclub. Hadley. Tickets $10

Adv; $13 at the door. Call the Vertex

for times. All ages.

IN CONCERT— (JPC Productions

presents Tommy Boy Recording Art-

ists De La Soul with special guests

Arrested Development at the Student

Union Ballroom at 8 p.m. Tickets $ 1

general; $8 UMass students. Tickets

available at Tix Unlimited, For the

Record in Amherst and Main St.

Records in Northampton.

COFFEEHOUSE—The First World

Images theater company will present

a cultural coffeehouse at the Unitaritan

Meetinghouse. Amherst from 1 to 4

p.m. The aftemoon will include a gos-

pel program and a reading of a work in

progress. "A Moment's Notice." by

Phoro (ountty I

Baba Yaga. Read this week's labberwocky column for more information.

Joan Halimah Brooks. Tickets $6 sents June Mechior. soprano with Nikki

general- $3 for seniors and children. Stoia. piano at Bezanson Recital Hall

Call 256-1402 for more info. at 3 p.m. Free. Donations will be ac-

FACULTY RECITAL — PAD pre- cepted for the PAD scholarship fund.

GOOD LUCK MINUTEMEN!L,

ptrtt "^nns
Bud/Bud Light &
Bud Dry case 12 oz. bottles $12.79

Milkr Goiuine Draft/

Mffler Genuine DraftL^ ... .case 12 ozbotties $12.79

New Amsterdam
Beer or Ale case 12 oz bottles $17.99

Long Tail Ale - Vermont

Mountain Brewers ....casei2ozbotties$i7.99

Koch's Golden Anniversary case laozbotdes $8.99

Popov Vodka 1751 $9.99

Mad Dog 20/20 750ml $1.99

THE BOOK MARKET, INC. „ours
nA<:u King's Gate Shopping Center Mon-sat

PERSONAL 226 King Street - Rt. 5 — —
CHECKS NORTHAMPTON

10am-9pm
Sunday

12pm-6pm

Over 20 types of kegs in stock!

Kegs Starting At $33.00
Checks/Mastercard/Visa Accepted for Keg Deposits.

Gourmet Beers for special Occasions- Plus over 35 Malt

Scotches and Cognacs, Brandies, & Champagnes

338 COLLEGE ST.

One mile East of Amherstcenter on Route 9

Open 9 am- llpm Rain or Shine*Always open

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

MEGABUCKS, WE HAVE IT!
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New flick causes trouble
I'm beginning to realize that some

people really don't know how to make
other people understand where they're

coming from.

Take, for example, the recent fervor

over Basic Instinct, the new Michael

Douglas/Sharon Stone movie. It seems
some members of the lesbian, bisexual

and gay community feel that the portrayal

of members of said community in the

context ofthe film is both filthy and stereo-

typical. And, of course, these people are

protesting.

Chris Shadoian
Fine. I agree with them completely.

When one feels he or she has been

wronged, either physically or emotionally,

because what he or she believes in has

been made fun of or portrayed falsely,

then that should be made known to the

general public. It is absolutely necessary

to fight for what one believes if one ever

wants to end persecution and harassment
— especially if it involves the kind of

persecution lesbians, bisexuals and gays

have received over the years.

But annoying people is not the way to

make people understand a point of view.

You see. thanks to the the protests, or

rather the method of protest, over Basic

Instinct, I knew a crucial element of the

film before I ever stepped into the theater

(1 won't reveal it here, don't worry).

What the gay community is doing to

protest Instinct is revealing this secret to

moviegoers either while they are standing

in line for tickets or during the course of

the movie. Protesters are also wearing

buttons which say "Blah blah blah," giving

away the secret.

If there is one thing I hate more than

anything, it's knowing things about mov-

ies I haven't seen yet. Just ask my friends.

I don't even like to see a preview too many

times — I figured out the ending of The

Hand That Rocks the Cradle that way.

Needless to say, it didn't exactly please

me to know one of Instincts essential

secrets before the fact. Actually, it really

annoyed me. I had been looking forward

to this movie for quite a while, because

good psycho-sexual thrillers are a rarity;

and although knowing a major plot twist

didn't ruin the whole film (best car chase

scenes in a long time), it certainly took

away a great deal of the tension and

excitement.

However, I am not trying to bash the

lesbian, bisexual, gay community or its

cause. Not at all. That is the way they are.

and the way they want to be. and they

have every right to fight for it.

Revealing major elements to people

just before they see the movie is not the

way to do it, though, and there are couple

reasons why.
Number one, all you're going to do is

make people mad. They aren't going to

want to listen to what you have to say. and

might even try to retaliate, depending on

how they may already feel about the cause

you're trying to advance.

Two, the general public did not make
the movie. True, public attitude and ste-

reotypes about the gay community are

indirectly responsible for the film's por-

trayal, but the production was entirely in

the hands of director Paul Verhoeven and

Tri-Star Pictures. Revealing secret parts of

the film is not going to hurt the studio, and

therefore, they won't care if you protest

until the sun circles the Earth.

If the theory behind the mode of protest

is to hurt ticket sales, forget it. Sure, a

couple people might hear the secret while

standing in line for tickets and go home
without seeing the movie, but come on!

Anyone who's gone all the way to a theater

to see a specific film is not going to do

anything else but see that film . They wanted

to see it. and they will, even if they know

some secret parts. Of course, they'll also

sit in their ever-uncomfortable movie

theater seats hating whoever told them the

secret for the next two hours.

To get the point across to Tri-Star

Pictures, which is directly responsible for

making the movie, the protests have to

hurt the studio in some way. Keep the

executives from going into work. Prevent

them from shipping copies of the movie.

Heck, even plain old protests in front of

movie theaters will get the message across.

But telling me essential elements of a

f,lm— me, a member ofthe general public.

me, an individual who had nothing what-

soever to do with the making of the movie

— will NOT send the message to the

studio.

So to those members of the lesbian,

bisexual and gay community who are

currently protesting Basic Instinct in the

ways I have described, or to those who are

planning to. I ask: If someone ran up to

you while you were waiting in line with

your date to see a thriller/mystery movie

containing scenes that portray hetero-

sexuals poorly, and that someone thrust

themself into your face and yelled "The

butler did it!" what do you think you would

remember most about your ruined

evening? The person's cause. .

... or the effect?

Chris Shadoian is a Collegian staff

member
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Origin defines *true'
DANA FORRAR
Collegian Staff

U2's first album didn't propel them

to superstar status. Now 1 don't wish to

compare an up and coming California

band to G2, but there is promise. True

and honest music with thoughtful lyrics

are hard tocome by in this day and age,

and the Origin is a band who defines

the word true.

The meaning of the word origin is

beginning, or roots, and this is what this

band has returned to. Based on the

innovative and thoughtful acoustic

antics of Michael Andrews, bassist

Topper Rimel and drummer Rony

Abada, the Origin have put together a

new kind of pop sound.

This isn't Top 40 junk music, but

generally upbeat tempo, always

thoughtful of what their aim of each

song is. This isn't your average alter-

native group either "There's enough

bands out there that are very aggro,

with all this aggression, like they puke

their music out," says Andrews. "We

try to let ours flow out of us."

Their first album came out last spring

and made a name for them. Now it's

time for Bend, their new album, to bring

them the popularity they truly deserve.

They were aided in the studio by pro-

ducer Jeffrey Wood (who has worthed

with the Waterboys, Luka Bloom and

the Housemartins). and have also been

molded by opening for Lenny Kravitz,

Jesus Jones and Midnight Oil.

The Origin is touring in support of

their new album this spring, and a

chance to catch them over spring break

proved worthwhile. While going on late

at '*TT the Bear's" in Boston, their

immediate presence confirmed their

sound. Four skinny guys, verging on

the point of anorexic, tan, looking like

just a coupla guys, from California.

WFNX in BostCHi pushed the new

album and the new single. "Bonfires

Buming." With the energy of the quick,

punchy guitar solo blending into an

organ solo, the lyrics just as quick, but

identifyingly beautiful. "Am I stupid

and stoned to even think that you care,

for the beauty of a sunset sky, or a

dandelion stare."

Other gems include potential singles

"Racing with the Moon." "Jumping to

Fall," as well as personal favorite

"Candymine," a Pink Floyd cool

summer breeze type of song, remi-

niscent of "Wish You Were Here."

If you get a chance, go to U.P.C.

and ask for this band for the Spring

Concert. They are still looking and

could use some suggestions I'm sure.

As for truth, get your refund for your

Milli Vanilli tapes and buy the Origin.

Ethereal, with worms
By SCOTT KESNER
Collegian Staff

Lush is the disturbing ethereal band

that has most recently caught the atten-

tion of my ears. There are a lot of new

altemative bands out there today, and

unlike most of them, this one is good. The

release oftheir most recent album Spooky

has brought to the London based quartet

a temporary fixture on the altemative scene

as well as a host of college radio fans.

Although at first you may find Spooky

homogeneous enough to file away with

yourWarrant records, the initial amorphous

continuum that may induce drowsiness

will pass with replay. Soon after, it will

vault along with distinction.

Spooky is an album for the subcon-

scious mind. It's first single, "Nothing

Natural," with its celestial croonings and

hazy swiriing comes under the guise of

tranquility. It turns out to be as frightening

as if you pleasantly snacking on a deli-

cious sandwich when a big hungry rat

comes along and wants to snack on the

both of you. Like the images in my writing,

this tune is capable of causing nightmares

that only a good mom can comfort.

The wispy chorus of the modem age

confessional. "For Love," vitalizes the

hypnotic blur into a highly romantic expe-

rience and "Tiny Smiles," is more than just

mellow.

Lush's unsettling song writing and vo-

cal team of Miki Berenyi and Emma
Anderson give the band a languid yet

lovely sound by fusing jangly, often flo-

rescent, guitaring with breathy tacitum

melodies. Miki Berenyi has bright glowing

hair, which although unseen on vinyl. I

believe to be a major contribution to the

bands' sound.

"Untogether." is a song as well as the

basic rhythmic concept for this album.

Lush's staunch refusal to be accomodating

to each other musically puts them in a

special ilk. Unlike most bands who lack

the discipline to practice togethemess.

Lush plays off each other by design and

creates wonderful mush.
Bassist Steve Rippon and drummer

Chris Acland will give you little desire to

deem them rhythm section God's, but,

"Superblast."and"Laura. 'might convince

you to vote them ahead of those ubiqui-
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Murray plays CIMass
By SEMAJ SELOM
Collegian Correspondent

In the past, players like John Coltrane,

Thelonious Monk and Dexter Gordon have

found their talents to be nnore appreciated

in either Europe or Japan. This unfortu-

nately also seems to be the case with tenor

saxophonist David Murray . Yet despite the

historical precedence, Murray may very

soon receive his much warranted due here

in the States.

Murray's "obscurity" has been partly

due to his recording solely for smaller,

hard-to-find labels based outside the

States, such as Black Saint/Soul Note and

DIW and Columbia. Murray will become

more accessible to the public — a public

which has been thirsting for a revitalization

of so called "avant-garde" music.

Don't be fooled, however. Murray is far

too important to be pigeon-holed into the

"avant-garde" category, left to be mused

over as some sort of eccentricity. His

childhood days of playing in his family's

church band, and his affinity for the tenor

greats that came before Coltrane, have

given Murray an explosive supply of cre-

ative fuel.

In the 1976. the World Saxophone

Quartet (WSQ) was formed, a year after

the arrival of Murray in New York. He had

grown up in California, (b. Berkeley, 1 955)

studying at Pomona College with Stanley

Crouch and Bobby Bradford before

eventually heading East to create theWSQ
with Oliver Lake, Julius Hemphill and

Hamlet Bluiett. It was during this time

however, that the "Jazz press" and re-

cording industry had its eyes and ears on

the comebacks of mainstreamers Red

Rodney, Jackie McLean and others.

Murray's arrival was unheralded, until he

was heard playing in the loft of Sam Riv-

ers.

Soon after, Murray found himself in the

employment ofJack DeJohnette's Special

Edition, John Carter's Clarinet Summit.

Ed Blackwell and James "Blood" Olmer.

Murray first recorded as a leader in

1976. but it wasn't until the 1982 release

of his Murray's Steps (Black Saint 0065)

that he began to catch the ear of more than

just his peers. He was since formed his

own quartet, octet and big band, all of

which are currently employed (as much
as a "jazz" group can be) in New York.

Murray's range outside of New York has

been limited, except for tours outside of

the states. His upcoming show will give

the Valley an important look at the most

creative musical force in contemporary

jazz.

Murray creates an enveloping mem-
brane of activity which forces the listener

to truly hear what he has to say. He has

synthesized the styles of Ben Webster.

Paul Gonsalves and Lester Young into the

most unique voice of any player in the last

decade. He has also revived the bass

clarinet, avoiding the ever-resent specter

of Eric Dolphy to further his original sound.

The concert, the second of this year's

Magic Triangle Series sponsored by WMCJA
radio. Ray Drummond on bass, and Tani

Tabal on drums. Both Hicks and

Drummond are two of the most sought-

after accompanists today, their steadying,

yet expression-inducing, influences being

their main assets.

Hicks began his career in 1 959. and his

discography reads like an encyclopedia of

the most important "jazz" players in his-

tory; Oliver Nelson, Johnny Griffin,

Pharoah Sanders. Kenny Dorham. Art

Blakey, Sonny Rollins. Freddie Hubbard.

Lester Bowie, etcetera, etcetera.

Drummond has been employed as a

side player on nearly 1 00 albums for over

20 different record labels. While learning

the trade in San Francisco during the

1970s, Drummond spent time with vi-

braphonist Bobby Hutcherson and trum

peter Tom Harrell. More recently, he has

led dates for the Criss Cross, Theresa, and

DMP labels, while also co-leading the

Mingus Dynasty with Jack Walrath.

Percussionist Tani Tabal, a relative

newcomer on the scene, spent his for-

mative days in the 1970s in Detroit. Tabal

was a member of the Creative Arts Col-

lective, founded by Roscoe Mitchell, as

well as playing and recording with Geri

Allen, and Mitchell's "Sound Ensemble."

The Dauid Murray Quartet will be In

performance Thursday. March 26. at 8

p.m. in Hampden Theatre. Tickets are

available at theRne Arts Center IxMofTice,

or by catling 545-25 1 1 . Prices are $7/$5 5-

College students.

The Valley's Best!
By BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Let's go dancing. There are two lo-

cal band showcases this weekend that

both feature acts with a funky beat and

a whole lot of heat.

JABBERWOCKY
The real show in town is on CBS

tonight as the CIMass Minutemen con-

tinue on their quest to reach the Final

Four NCAA Championships. The Hatch

in the Student Gnion has not only lined

up extra big screen TV's and put the

beer on ice. but they they've also got a

terrific stage show scheduled immedi-

ately after the game telecast.

Who's Kiddin' Who. without a doubt

the best dance band in the area, is set

to perfomn in the Hatch tonight along

with The Bombastlcs. This is one the

best shows featuring local bands that

you'll find at the Hatch this semester.

This is the second gig that these

groups have played together at the

Hatch, and their show last semester

brought a decent sized crowd but not

near as much as these bands draw

when they play clubs like Sheehan's

Cafe and Pearl Street. Word to the wise;

check it out.

Who's Kiddin' Who were the winners

of the Rock 1 02/Pearl Street "Battle of

the Bands" last year and they beat out

a slew of top local acts in receiving

these honors. The group features a

really hot horn section along with a

rhythm section that will not let up all

night. These guys do everything from

soca and calypso to real grungy funk

and rap.

What makes this band so much fun

is that they are a large ensemble, so

that vocals and solos are easily traded

off during the course of a set and the

band presents a big sound with

polyrhythmic percussion and a wall of

horns. The size of the group allows

them to add a variety of dynamics to

their music and stage act.

The Bombastics are a fresh act that

parallel bands like Fishbone and the

Chili Peppers in theirsound and attitude.

This is more of straight in-your-face

funk with a big bottomed beat and

heavy bass grooves. The Bombastics

also feature horn players and their music

is definitely worthy of attention.

This is an excellent lineup and one of

those Hatch events that is worth at-

tending, especially to either kick back

or work off some sweat and energy

after the hoop game.

On the same subject of great local

lineups, the Vertex in Hadley is featuring

a band showcase this Friday night that

includes local favorites Baba Yaga and

Agnes Moorehcad.

Baba Yaga are a ska -flavored group

with a lean towards the extended jam.

They say they do it to just have fun. and

that is evident in their stage show.

This gig will highlight the addition of

a new keyboard player. Also featured

will be new vocalist Cinnamon Blair.

According to gutarist/vocalist Pete

McCauley the new members help to

create more depth and versatility to

their sound.

Agnes Moorehead are a power trio

who take their name from the late ac-

tress who starred in the 'Bewitched"

television series of the 1960s. Their

music however is anything but retro, as

the band has a very contemporary al-

ternative rock sound. This is garage

rock and roll as it is's meant to t>e.

album
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tous readers poll favorites. Larry Mullen

Jr. and Adam Clayton of U2.

What makes Spooky appealing is the

eloquence of its sound. This album has a

lot to offer musically, sometimes more

than you would like. There are a lot of

worms beneath the surface. The albums'

final track may be the only exception to

this rule. "Monocrome." is simply a drowsy

undercurrent of sound d»ne waltz style.

Spooky is not a one ingredient album.

Like many fine foods, it requires an ac-

quired taste.
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(^lHQt} 44-25 TV aarxJ. demo —
Hallar DH-101 preamp. u«ad....~ -..—.

jyC AV-3150S TV demo ~~--

Kenwood KDC-65R car CO. new

.350,

.4as

KHC 3004 car caaa. new
KRC 730 car oats, new -

'KDC-C401 COetianQef. n«w - —
KreH KBL preamp. uaed (due S91)
Unn Index tpealiers. uted
Luxman TP-i i4 umer/pfeamp. used ...._ —~ —
Mailll XLIiaO 10 paks -

:XLii-90 lOpaks
I NAD 1 1 56 preawo. used

I

Qnhxo ESB-600/Boston A404«M>-S turround tytiem. new

'tx-900 receiver, new _ —
TX-902 receiver new ~ « -

TX-SV70 Pro Surround receiver. n«w ~

TX-5000 receiver, used

DX-530 CD player used
'PCSoS system, new *^ "

Phase Unear P 30001 1 preamp. UMd -..—
P-3300II preamp used -

Phillips CD-60 CO player, usede ~ » -

Pioneer SXX 650 receiver, used -

VSX 3000 receiver, used - ~
PMG CD player, used
Proceed PCDII CD player, demo ™~
Proton 320 radio, demo

I

Sanusui 7070 receiver used —.

—

-

i Scnx MOR-V6 headphones
:WM-AF79 Outback Walkman. Demo ....-

JTCRX77EScass deck, used brertly

STRRX77ES receiver used

I

STR AV460 receiver, used -~
! TAE-77ESD preamp. used
Tara Passage, preamp. used ^^

; TC Sounds TC3 speakers, new ^
I

Technics SA 222 receiver, used - - ^
SA-221 receiver, used - "'

"iS
^ Thorens TD-31 8 turntable, demo ~.- ^
I Videonics Video EG. demo „„ ]VL

I
DirteciedED editor, demo - JS
Yamaha DSP-tOOu processor, used *"?
t« ai\ *.«<« ...^ah 495

VILLA
.0||»rlit( QaalMy W— >cew t0u4*\

Great Mexican Food Served Quickly &
Inexpensively in a Friendly & Casual Atmosphefe

DOWNTOWN
AMHERST

BoUwood Walk 256-8217

Beer & Wine Served

DOWNTOWN
NORTHAMPTON

21 Center St. 584-0673
Bring Your Own Beer &. Wine

For Delivery, Call Delivery Express • 549-0077

iQLALITY SILK SCREENED

j SPORTSWEAR

T-SHIRTS • SWEATS
BUMPER STICKERS -MUGS

KENNEDY
SCREEN GRAPHICS

16 ARMORY STREET
NORTHAMPTON. MA 01060

(413)584-2124

1-800-287-2124

Protect Abortion Rights NOW!

M'BO amp. used

C-80 preamp. used 260

Quantities Limited • First Come. First Served

Sound&Music

March /v.

w.

^^ for Women's Lives ^^c/aGO
1

Bus Tickets available at

Power Table on the

Concourse Everyday!
iiimmmiiii

llllllllllll

Tickets $40.00,

Sliding Scale

April 5, 1992 • Bus Leaves Haigus Mall Sat. April 4, 11;00 pm
J
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Tenure of Socrates inspiring
By DR. NEUTOPIA
Collegian Correspondent

Tenure for Socrates
John Huer
Bergin and Garvey

Have you everjourneyed through a university campus
and wondered where to go to find the scholars who are
working on the problem of humanity's survival?

Have you ever been curious as to where the scholars
are who are creating visions of the Good World, a place
where everyone can pursue the happy life regardless of
their econonnic background, skin color and sex?

Ifyou are lost as to where to go, head for the library and
read professor John Huer's recent book Tenure for
Socrates. There you will find the reason why it is so
difficult to find wisdom on campus.

You win understand why truth-seekers rarely achieve
tenured faculty positions and why ones with tenure do not
challenge orthodox ideas. You will see how this special
privilege has been abused by the faculty members who
grant it to their peers in a vicious circle which is pro-

grammed to eliminate the social critic and creative
thinker from university life.

Huer writes about the peer review process: "The
'peers' as a collectivity have become a more fearsome
and feared instrument of thought control never imagined
even under the old Grand Inquisition. The fear they can
strike, the power they can exercise, and the control they
can exert have made the peers perhaps the most terri-

fying of all controlling mechanisms in modem times."

Huer uses the "he" pronoun throughout the book
because he points out that only one out of five tenured
faculty members in America are women. He potently

expresses the causes of the corruption of the soul of the

average professor who is comfortable making an aver-

age salary, who has used tenure as a means to an
economic end. The cause of this corruption, Huer states.

is the infantilism of self-interest which enslaves the

"scholar" to his own narrow vision which produces only

mediocre, unimportant and meaningless papers that no
one can understand or would ever want to understand.

He writes, "the system as a whole is rotten to the core,

and its corruption is so widespread and deep that anyone
who wants a modicum of change ends up crying, 'where
do you start?'"

Once a scholar has discovered truth, it is almost
impossible for that truth to get to the public, since the two
channels of self-expression, the academic joumals and
the market press, will only publish articles which pro-

pagandize the orthodoxy and books which have market
appeal, according to Huer.

Needless to say, faculty have, for the most part, lost

their social influence by the loss of their personal integ-

rity. Embedded in their conservative inertia, they feel no
commitment, passion, and interest in the truth. For these

debased souls, their professorship is just an ordinary job

which maintains the status quo. Huer observes that the

typical professor's "'routine day' is an evil day, and his

'routine activity" is nothing but another evil deed."

Tenure is a principle based on society's absolute need
for justice. Academic professors are the guardians of the

truth, which
Huer believes may k>e the "only antidote currently available

to the relentlessly self destructive market mechanism."
Huer sees an academic career as a calling to profess

the truth for the benefit and perfection of humanity. The
truth is personal knowledge which means tenure was
created to protect the individual scholar from physical or

financial harm so that (s)he will be able to speak the truth

as it is revealed to her or him however painful and
unpopular it might be to the public.

Huer thinks tenure is one of the most extraordinary

intelligent ideas implemented in the history of the planet.

America is the only nation -state system to give its truth

-

tellers freedom to criticize the system.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Trince of Persia'

new for GameBoy
BY DAVID WEIZEL
Special to the Collegian

"Prince of Persia"

for Nintendo GameBoy
Virgin Games, $30

The Sultan's out of town, dig, and Jaffar this big.

bad, snarling dude in a headwrap, has seized the

reins of the reign. No, he didn't just exit the spa at

Club Sahara, but he sure is steamed.
"But why, Great Swami, why?" Because, O

Nosy One, there'll be no royal rag exhibit, no
blinding jewel-and marble halls, and no camel with

leather bucket seats without the princess" hand in

marriage. AHA! And if he can't have her hand,

then Jaffar will most certainly have her head. There
is one hope however, namely that nameless,

faceless, foolhardy man-of her-dreams, you. (Dear

DATELESS IN THE OASIS: Perk up! Rescuing

princesses can work wonders for your social life!)

Little does she know. Operation Rapunzel's

master planner currently resides in a dungeon 18

tiers underground, courtesy of Jaffar. So forget

about all the riches you stand to lose, or the slightly

important fact that the princess has but one hour to

live.

Things are so dangerous down here in fact, you
may never see your monogrammed bottle of

Coppertone again. Dash from under eerie shadows
cast by massive walls of stone, leap from ledge to

crumbling ledge, avoid the pointy teeth of bone-

crumbling, slam-banging blades, and blurt out

whatever prayers you know, real quick.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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HUNAN GOURMET
ctnnESE RESxAURAm' -iq

y.

ADVOCATE

KhAllFHS P()l 1

1 99 1

The aroma, sound & taste

of authentic Chinese cuisine

prepared Hunan, Szechuan,
Mandarin or Cantonese style

- especially for you!

iM r\*

*FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*

ig St, Northampton • 585-0202 • Ample

Open 7 Days a Week
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE

•^
1

7
Of^

Ok opecia^at

\jcar ^Uss ^

The Non-Toxic FulSen/ioe Salon

253-2322

j479West_Streel Amherst
|

University of
Colo ra do

a t B u Ide r

r ii iHyv, C*ra^ Whocjn
dcsL'ribc \i*. You won't want to miss it.

Here's your chance to make the summer of

'92 one you'll always remember.

UmIi CMBHHily. Tlie Boulder campus
takes on a special quality in the summer,

haculty come to cla.<u in shorts. .Small

discussion groups meet under the trees on

the lawn. You find yourself pan of a

comfonable learning community—who
work, study, or just relax together.

Ultait lkilH|B. CChoose from over SOO

courses, irtcliiding archaeological fieki

study in Steamboat Springy, produaion

with the CViiorado Shakespeare Festival, an

intensive Spanish institute, a biokigy field

course on plants vi Colorado, perforrruiKe

with the Colorado Lyric Theatre festival,

and much more.

Uridl MMMy. Tuition in the summer is

lower than during the following academic

year.

, (VJorado has more than

1 .000 spectacAilar peaks soaring above

10.000 feet and S3 peaks over 14,000 feet

Boulder has parks, open space, aiul hiking

and hiking (rails galore. Boulder is tht place

to he outdoors

Term A: June 8-July 10

Term B: July 1 4-August 14

Term (': June 8-july .^1

Tcfm D: June 8-August 14

Shorter, intensive courses also available

Crf « Ml Mm OifM for a free CD
Boukler Summer .Session Claialog, which

contains everything you need to know
about special courses, registration, housing,

tuition and fees, financial aid. student

services, and class schedules.

Kor information, call (303) 492-2456

City

.Sonal .Snuniy Nymhct*IHicnfr

018

Mail ro:

Office of AdmiMtoiu • Rq^ni Adminniralivr Onicf I IS • ( jin(n» B<« 30

Univmity of ( ~.«l»rad<> ji BouUn • Houldrr. ( X) ROW) (M)

W

' For nfrd-kttftni *nd ulrnnficmtmm »f%tiAmti »mly

(30.3) 492 2456

Affirmiiivr AciK>n/|-4|ual Opporriiniiy Innilunon

In .4a >«ck InBlacIl

Sun . 4/^ Macltc K
Fri .4/10 Tlw Feala

rn.4/17 CHfl««f

Al Ag«i

I8>

fgapigLAjiii i i H iJi^ii ;Uo itrTyw net

ROUTE 9, HADLEY • 586-4463
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Nintendo
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

The animation in "Prince of Persia" is

nothing short of incredible. The fluid mo-

tion of the characters has to be seen to be

believed. The movement of the figures is

based on detailed studies of athletes on

the go. Therefore, performance of all

jumping, running, climbing, stopping short,

and falling looks so REAL, you'll have a

hard time convincing yourself that it's just

a game.
"Prince of Persia" is action -packed,

and chock full of challenge. Can't get

there by climbing? Try falling! Each level

(of which there are more than enough to

keep even the most jaded of Nintendo

heads spinning in multi-multi marathon)

has its own exit door for you to find, and is

fraught with its own unique dangers be-

tween you and the way out.

Battle bearded guards in some of the

most realistic sword-fighting you're likely

to see anywhere, simulated or not. Watch

your alterego's belly burble as he swigs a

healing potion.

Along the way. you'll even encounter

the skulls and bones of those less fortu-

nate than you, and of course, to never

quite make it. But they had neither the

lovely vision of the princess to sustain

them in their flight from evil , nor the sense

ofdesert sand swirling, etching away time,

grain by grain.

SNAP OUT OF IT BOY!

Oh, sorry. Like I said, you've got one

hour to finish each and every level that

"Prince of Persia" has, or it's no more

nights at the camel races for you or the

babe.

After successful completion of a level,

you will receive a numerical password,

which can be used to access the next

section in this house of horrors, BUT (and

this is a biggie) with the same amount of

time you had left at he end of your previ-

ous triumph.

In other words, if you're really serious

about this rescue thing, it means going

back again to slash as much as possible

from your previous "killer" time. "Prince of

Persia" can be beaten though, or so they

say, but I wouldn't count on doing any-

thing else like eating or sleeping in the

mean time.

book
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

But. sadly enough, he says the abuse of

tenure by "sloth, flattery or apology, and

self-interested corruption of mind [has

threatened to end] perhaps the most in-

genuous and noblest system of self-im-

provement and self-perfection" through

its own self-destruction.

Huer explains how self-interest makes

true the impossible, which is why the

university has become a hostile place for

the truth-pursuers.

Huer realises the role of the scholar is to

be the history-maker, the one who revo-

lutionizes society through the

reintroduction of great ideas. The battle

lines within the soul of the academic

professor are also clearly marked out for

him between self-interest and academic

freedom. He asks. "Can this man who is

fixed for life be persuaded to rise to nobl^e

height of academic freedom and truth?"

However, it seems absolutely essential

that the professor persuades his colleagues

and the world that "happiness is a moral

issue, not a material one." It is indeed time

to inspire the tenured faculty to re-exam-

ine the purpose of their privileged position

so that the "noble impulse of moral salva-

tion" can be reborn. As Huer proclaims,

"material scientists and functional experts

want to control our world. The truth lib-

erates us from it."

As faculty members begin to open their

eyes to the horizons beyond the Ivory

Tower, they will see that it is indeed time

to transform society by feeding the starving,

building eco-cities for the homeless, and

liberate education so that everyone aspires

to reach their own self-knowledge. In fact,

we now have all the necessary technolo-

gies to create a miraculous planet.

Huer's book brings the wisdom of

Socrates back to life. Through the excel-

lent quality of his virtuous work Academia

seems to have tenured the gadfly to lead us

out ofthe granH inquisition ofmodem times.

But the estion remains: does Huer

realize there is no truth or happy life without

true love between the sexes? Does he

know that the marriage of the minds is the

sole bond ofmoral scholarship, the greatest

idea of all, and the ultimate power to

manifest world peace?

^i If) PANDA EAST
Advocate

"Best in the Valley"

1989 & 1990

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

We bring Chinatom

to you

*Lunch Specials

from $3.95 including soup & rice

Hours:
Mon. - Thurs. 1 1 ^ am - 9^ pm
Fri. & Sat. Il^o am - 10^ pm
Sunday 12 noon - 9^ pm

103 N.Pteasant SL Amherst, MA 01002 • (41 3) 256-8923 (41 3) 256^924

^UBiiinv^
of Amherst
- 00 OFF

Any
FOOTLOMQ SUB

(UITM TMISCOLPO>)

Offer expires 4/30/92

4 M.iin SI., Anihcrst • 25fvH)19

Open Till 2 ciin, Thuis, Tri. ^cSnt.

What
Career Is

Best For
Me?

1 on 1

Numerology

665*4543

Where It All Adds Up

^CONGRATULATIONS TO THE
UMfiSS BASKETBALLTEAM

\w^mEi\/r
»mM

19 9 2

roUR OFFICIAL SOURCE FOR UMASS
NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP & SWEET 16

LICENSED QLgmWG & HATS
^aJNI Vlift<Cyi 1 I Campus Center • 549-2619

STORE*
ampus

lours • M-F 9:00 5:00 Sat 11:00-3:00
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DSS to make changes
Adoption bill gets mixed reviews
By DANIEL BEEGAN
AiBBOciated Press

BOSTON— With troubles at the state

Department ofSocial Services hovering in
the background, the Legislature's Judi-

ciary Committee heard mixed testimony

Wednesday on bills aimied at speeding

adoption of foster children.

The measures were sponsoredby House
Minority Leader Peter Forman (R-Ply-

mouth), the committee's House chairman,

Rep. Salvatore DiMasi (D-Boston), and

backed by Social Services Commissioner
Gerald Robinson.

One would estabUsh a specific time

period, possibly 15 months to 18 months,

after which the state could move to ter-

minate the rights ofbiological parents ofa

child in foster care. The other would

streamline court procedures for termi-

nating parental rights.

Robinson said he would propose some

changes to the time-Umit bill, but sup-

ported its concept.

But Rep. Marie Parente (D-Milford)

said the measures were good bills at the

wrong time.

Parente said giving DSS more author-

ity over the placement of children would

be a mistake, given the agency's problems.

DSS has come under severe criticism

for its handling ofseveral foster care cases

and the Weld administration put the de-

partment into fiscal receivership on Fri-

daybecause ofbudgetary mismanagement
dating back several years.

Inonecase, Mikey, an 1 1-year-old foster

child, wasremoved abruptly from his foster

home in Hubbardston. Mike/s former

foster mother, L3mn Sanborn, and a sup-

porter, Kris Zottol of Fitchburg, have
contended the department retaliated

against their campaign to bring Mikey
home by investigating them for child abuse,

based on an anonymous complaint.

A Leicester couple, the Laydens, are

fighting to regain custody of two foster

children they were in the process of

adopting until DSS decided to reunite

the children with their natural father,

who has a record of drug and assault

charges.

Bormie Layden attended the hearing,

but did not testify because ofa court order

that she not comm<»nt on the case.

A friend, Nancy Kvalita, agreed with

Forman there should be a time frame in

which children should be released for

adoption and a time frame for biological

parents to re-enter their children's lives.

But she said the Forman bills need fine

tuning before being passed.

Forman acknowledged that his bills

would no solve DSS's problems.

But he said they are aimed at bringing

stability to the lives ofthe children caught

in they system.

"A child should not have to Uve in fear

of an absent parent," Forman said.

CoUcslan photo by HUniar Schmundt

DONT GET TOO CLOSE— Senior BDIC m^or Jason Bartoli

works on an art project in the University's foundry.

to

Amherst

Wilms 'M Things

Now Open Sundays!
Mention this ad for

SlQQQFF
any order of $5 or more...

• 5 Secret Sauces •

• Turbo Roasted - less fat •

Call Tonight for the Best Wings
in the Valley

If you don't have

the money to

fly to London,

use your

imagination.

Brewster Court

584-9903

Under Mew
Management

$1 OFF any delivery

order (over S5)

Try Authentic

BUFFALO WINGS
with a SPICY new ZIMC

10 piece $3.55 /iqqo^

20 piece $6.85 (vegetabU

30 piece $9.95

50 piece $16.25

Wings served: Honey Dipped, BBQ, Mild.

Hot & Killer w/celery & Blue Cheese.

DELIVERY

Open "Til 2 am Thurs. - Sat.

SO Main St. • 251-9223

\

Or use your four color Xerox" copier Your pastel markers. Or your new 3-D graphic software package. Hey,

don't tiold back. Simply put, we're having a contest to find the most fabulous, creative, memorable,

audacious 19 by 24 inch poster to get people to fly Virgin Atlantic Airways to London. The

designer will not only win two round-trip tickets to London. They'll get a chance to have their

first big portfolio piece plastered all over the United States. Not a bad deal. If you want more

information about Virgin, drop us a line. Just remember, the sky's the limit

Virgin Atlantic Airways. 96 Morton Street, New York, NY 10014. Attn: Marketing Services, Poster Contest.

Desnn a poster fw Virg.n AHantic Airways and you rT«y v«n two free round-tnp Ecwioniy Class hckets to Loodoo Tdcets are good tor one year Mai your poster sutxnjssion to Korey. 1^, &

Partners 130 Fifth Avenue 8tl) floor NewYwk, NY 10011. Attn Poster Contest Be sure to include your name, your school narne and address Entries must be postmarked by Wtey V mi

Winner w,H be notified by mail on May 15 1992 Please mdude a torwardng address if your school address does not apply Posters w* be ludged by a crratrve Pa"elof Korey. Kay & Partners

and Virgin Atlantic Airways representatives on creativity and originality One entry per person Maxrium size 19" x 24" All entries become Itie property ol Wg«i Atlantic Airways Contest open

to matricutating students only Empiove«'<; and immediate family members ol Korey.-Kay and VirgwAHantic^^ are ineligible Other restrctions may apgty

/are pacKage. ney,

ible,^^Ht

Viigin Allanl'C Aifw,iys

Take u^ lor <iii weveqot
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WHAT IF ABE HAPN'T POSED FOR HIS

PORTRAIT?

HISTORY WOULD HAVE A LOT OF HOLES.

LAST THREE DAYS
FOR SENIOR
PORTRAITS !!!

March 30, 31 , & April 1

9AM-7PM
Campiis Ceriter Rm. 177

Call 1800-969-1337(8)

ITS FREE!

BE APART OF HISTORY!
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Conservatives want to ground Big Bird
By STEPHANIE SCHOROW
ABSOciated Press

BOSTON — The battle over Big Bird has begun.
The ideological conflict that engulfed the National

Endowment for the Arts may be headed toward the

Public Broadcasting System. Shows such as "Frontline,"

"Masterpiece Theatre" and even "Sesame Street" are

being dragged into the fray.

Conservative watchdog groups, with the support of

some conservative U.S. senators, are targeting PBS for

what they call unbalanced programming at taxpayers

expense.

The immediate point of contention is a $1.1 billion

funding bill, pending in the U.S. Senate, which would

fund the Corporation for Public Broadcasting for 1994 to

1996. This agency disperses money for PBS, National

PubUc Radio and local public radio and television pro-

gramming.
Led by Republican leader Robert Dole of Kansas and

Sen. Jesse Helms of North CaroUna, senators slammed
PBS for, among other things, producing favorable docu-

mentaries on an El Salvador guerrilla and using as

political commentators "liberal Democrats" Bill Moyers

and William Greider.

The underlying issue is whether PBS television sta-

tions— such as WGBH-TV in Boston— lean pointedly to

the left while living off the federal dole.

That's the argument ofLarry Jarvik, a resident scholar

with the conservative Heritage Foundation. He contends

that PBS programs favor liberal positions, from gay rights

to nuclear energy, and argues that until PBS frees itself

from partisan leanings, it should get no federal tax dollars.

"My basic argument is a pubhc trust is being used for

private ends," said Jarvik.

Republican challenger Patrick Buchanan turned PBS
fundinp into a campaign issue when he blasted a docu-

- mentary about gay black life, shown on some PBS stations,

as evidence that the Bush administration was funding

"pornographic and blasphemous art."

Dole has criticized the Children's Television Work-

shop, which produces "Sesame Street" and other educa-

tional programs, for taking federal money when it is

reaping financial benefits from the licensing of charac-

ters such as Big Bird.

"Sesame Street" should now be offered to commercial

stations, he contends. The idea sends shudders through

CTW ofBcials who don't want to see Cookie Monster, Big

Bird and the gang interrupted by commercials.

Jeanne Hopkins, spokesperson for WGBH-TV, which

produces about a third ofthe prime-time PBS programs,

said that a single program may represent one position,

but overall PBS programming presents a variety of

opinions.

"It's a matter ofbalancing one point ofview or another

over time," she said.

The system, for example, supports"Firing Line," hosted

by conservative commentator William F. Buckley, she

noted.

"Do we raise topics you don't find elsewhere? Yes, the

mandate of public broadcast is to be an alternative. I

don't think that makes us liberal."

Each PBS TV station is individually run by commu-

nity-based boards of trustees.

^^4^Ai
How SWEET

IT is!

PRIME TIME.

Congratulations

to

Coach "Cal" and the

1992 UMass Minutemen

Basketball teann

Archaeologists
wrap up dig

on Cape Cod
EASTHAM (AP) — Archaeologists said

Wednesday they were wrapping up excavations at

a prehistoric Native American site on a Cape Cod

beach.

The four-month dig unearthed spear points,

pottery fragments, and evidence ofhearth fires and

lodge poles, said Frank Ackerman of the Cape Cod

National Seashore.

Artifacts at the site on Coast Guard Beach date

back as far as 3,000 B.C. , encompassing the Middle

Archaic and Middle Woodland periods, Ackerman

said.

Laboratory tests on the hundreds of excavated

pieces were to begin immediately.

The National Parks Service, which organized

the excavation, had speeded up digging because of

coastal erosion in the area. The site was found

almost two years ago and then handed over to the

Parks Service for proper excavation.

"There was a great deal of time pressure,"

Ackerman said.

The site is valuable because, unlike other ar-

chaeological sites, it is relatively undamaged,

Ackerman said. The site had remained clear of

future human settlements, according to Ackerman.

"It was buried in windblown sands and was not

disturbed by agricultural or construction activity."

he said.

Saturday 7:30 PM
Lord Jeffery Inn, 30 Boltwood Ave, Amherst

The Boston Meditation Society (617)499-7766

_ easons
Rte. 9 • Hadlev • 584-81 74
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DISCOUNT LIQUORS * BEER ' WJNE

•MM-STORE MAIL- IN REBATES ON MANY ITEMS, THESE

PRICES INCLUDES A^llIN REBATES

PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU APRIL 1, 1992

4S

BUD LT/DRY
24/12 pz. cans

* dep.•la*'

ABSOLUTE VODKA
175L»19

4<»

ROLLING ROCK
2i/\2oz.Y>*tbOtt\et

MOOSEHEAD
2V120Z. cans

' * dep.•IS"
BECKS

24/12 oz.bolt1«

> drp.•16*'

HEINEKEN
24/12 oi.boHlei
»17"" tdri

POPOV VODKA
1.75L»9i*»

4 SEASONS VODKA
175 »8"
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UM profjourney
By LISA CURTIS
Collegian Staff

A Japanese woman's journey of self-discovery is the

theme of a one-woman mime performance by a Umver-

sity of Massachusetts professor of Japanese tomght at

Hampshire College. - „ u e ^^a
The show titled "Mv Snow WTute." will be performed

bv professor Motoko Maeda-Dworkin at 8 p.m. It is free

and sponsored bv the Asian Pacific Student Association

and Hampshire's Multicultural Affairs Program.

Maeda-Dworkin performs her intimate semi-auto-

biographical account of a Japanese woman's journey

from vouth to adulthood along with the music of John

Sprague. The accompaniment consists ofpiano, manmba

and flute. , .

-[The show] is loosely drawn from my ovm and other

women's life experiences in Japan as daughters and as

women " writes Maeda-Dworkin in a formal statement ot

her work. .», »« .^u

The 65-minute show consists ofthree acts. My Mother

and I and 'Into the Woods Named Tokyo' are followed by

'My Prince Comes and Goes,' in which "IMotokol is

caught in a dilemma between striving for her own^goals

and wanting to keep love/protection from a man." says

Maeda-Dworkin.
She continues. "When she achieves one and Icses the

other, she tastes the bitter-sweet fruit of the struggle,

and thus grows into true, adult womanhood."

-Mime is offen considered to be a European theater

tradition, but as a Japanese woman mime, 1 strive to add

a new. unique dimension to the art form." Maeda-Dworkin

stresses. "1 aim to show a woman's strength, digmty and

inner spirit that is so personal to me and yet universal."

-1 aim to add a new dimension because all ot the mimes

are men in white face. I don't see any Asian numes

around me," says Maeda-Dworkin. „ . ^^ , ^
' ^ CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

STDs
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 9

he said. _ „
Mulligan also said the statistics for sexually

transmitted diseases suggest many teen-agers are

at risk of becoming infected with the AIDS virus^

Overall the syphilis rate in the state dropped

from 19.5 ofevery 100.000 people in 1990 to 16.1 of

every 100,000 last year.

The gonorrhea rate dropped from 1215.1 per

100.000 to 99.4, and the chlamydia rate from 204.1

to 181.1.
, ^.,. . ..

While the number ofcases of syphilis dropped in

Boston. Uwrence and Lowell, it remained high.

The number of syphilis cases increased only in

Springfield, from 71 per 100,000 in 1990 to 117 per

100,000 last year.

IVE NOWHOLD KEG DEPOSITS UP TO 30 DAYS ON M/C, mA, OR CHECK!
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FuU Bedemptlon Center

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY COMEDY SHOW

20% OFF DINNER

BANQUET PARTY ROOM
CIP TO 200 PERSONS
FGLL COCKTAIL MENG

48 RUSSELL ST. • HADLEY. MA 01035 • (413) 586-1202

OPPN 7 DAYS A WEE!

NOBODY'S PERFEC }»
LOCATION Rl 9, Hadley • Between Super Stop N Shop & Liquors 44

STORE HOURS Mon Tues . Wed . Sat 10-6*Thurs ,
Fri.. 10-9' Sun ,

12-6

New Spring & Summer
Merchandise for Ladies & iVIen

40% - 80% OFF MERCHANDISE
FROM THE LEADING SPECIALTY
STORES IN THE UNITED STATES!!!

LADIES & MEM'S
KMIT TOPS

W99 $12.99

LADIES & MEM'S
WOVEM & DEMIM

SHORTS

REG.
$14-$48

LADIES
SKIRTS

$9.99
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$28-$38

REG.
$28-$60
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MEM'S
JEANS

LADIES & MEM'S
PAMTS

$29-$49

LADIES
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$30-$42

1ST QUALITY & SLIGHT IRREGULARS
SAVE 40%-80% OFF THEIR ORIGIMAL PRI

REG.
$80-$175

MARODY S PERPEC ^^ Mc»t Even the best known specialty & department stores in the U.S.

o!!,KiQH„nP.... .-„ ^ They make mistakes too... Thats when our buyers take advantage and
pass the savings on to you!

stop N Shop Plaza

Hadley • Rt. 9 (Between Super Stop N Shop and

Liquors 44) ^^
(413)256-8686

students
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

national recognition that this University

deserves," he said.

Olver said he would be watching the

game and cheering on the UMass bas-

ketball team tonight. "In closing, I would

liketosayGo!,GoU!,GoUMa88!,"he8aid.
David Curley, assistant manager ofthe

University Store, said UMass basketball

tee-shirts have been selling very quickly.

"Just this week the University Store

has sold thousands of basketball tee-

shirts," he said.

Kris Tyrrell , a senior anthropology ma-

jor, said she wouldn't be watching the

game tonight because she has to attend a

lecture.

"I'm not upset about missing the game.

I'm actually hoping it is a good lecture,"

she said.

She said she ordinarily doesn't follow

basketball. The UMass basketball team

will win or lose whether I watch the game

or not," she said.

banner

CoUefUn photo by Matt Kahn

DOES UMASS HAVE A GAME TONIGHT? — These signs in the

window ofan upstairs office in Whitmore seem to mirror the thoughts

of most of the University.

Housing advocates
push for $400M bond

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

glad to see the Minutemen finally getting

the recognition they deserved.

The Amherst Select Board may also

organize events in tribute to the team's

success, possibly including a parade.

Sarah Bolton, a souvenir vendor, said

she is selling UMass "Sweet 16" shirts in

Amherst at the same rate that she sells

"Final Four" shirts in other parts of the

country.

Botli students and residents said they

eagerly look forward to showing their

appreciation upon the team's return from

the tournament m Philadelphia.

Collegian Correspondents Gary Deane

and Justin Russell contributed to this ar-

ticle.

By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Housing advocates urged

lawmakers Wednesday to pass a $400

million bond bill for affordable housing,

although the Weld administration is try-

ing to hmit the state's long-term debt.

Advocates said the bill would either

add or improve up to 8,000 units ofhousing

stock for people with low to moderate

incomes. Even if the bond goes forward,

the demand for housing will not be met.

they told a legislative committee on

housing and urban development.

In Boston alone, there are 13,000

families on waiting lists for housing, ac-

cording to the Massachusetts Affordable

Housing Alliance.

But the bill comes at a time when Gov.

William Weld is trying to limit the state

spending on long-term projects for every-

thing from housing to transportation.

Housing advocates said the state has

not issued housing bonds since 1987, and

some projects that began with that money

now need more to be completed.

Mary Nee, director of Boston's public

facilities department, said despite the drop

in real estate prices, Massachusetts re-

mains an expensive state to buy a home.

"For most of the commonwealth's

homeowners and renters the soflening

market still means hard times," she said.

The bond measure would fund public

housing renovations, housing for people

with special needs, elderly housing, lead

removal and the purchase of foreclosed

mime

properties. Supporters also said the state

can use the money to leverage $30 million

to $60 million in federal dollars for hous-

ing.

Rep. Raymond Jordan iD-Springfield),

a co-chairman of the housing committee

and a co-sponsor of the bond bill, said the

measure will also spur the economy.

"Thousands of jobs in the construction

trades can be produced through the re-

habilitation work that will result from the

passage of this bill," Jordan said.

The Executive Office of Communities

and Development would oversee the bond

money. The agency has a bond cap this

year of $60 million set by the adminis-

tration, and housing advocates said the

three-year bond measure would require

increasing that cap.

Communities and Development Sec-

retary Mary Padula, who would oversee

the bond authorization, said she is work-

ing on a housing plan to present to Weld

by May. She said her first priority is to

protect existing housing stock that needs

to be repaired, improved or de-leaded.

"Our intention is to focus on maximiz-

ing limited state resources," she said.

Housing advocates were encouraged

by Padula's appearance at the committee

hearing. But Administration and Finance

spokesman Dominic Slowey reiterated the

governor's commitment to control spend-

ing on capital projects.

"We will take a look at what's in the

bond authorization and see if there i^s any

room to do any more for housing," said

Slowey.

CoUrciaD pbolo h> Mall Kahn

WASHINGTON'S GHOST(S)?—We wondered how this message for

the UMass hoop team got on the windows of Washington Residence

Hall — no one's supposed to be living there!

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 14

"Motoko 18 a talented artist with an

original mimetic vision. It is inspiring and

refreshing to see a Japanese woman's

perspective. I respect her ability to create

real, living, breathin- ^^aracters. and not

caricatures which typically seen in

mime," says her pr^fsent mime instructor,

Robert Rivest.

Maeda-Dworkin began pursuing her

interest in mime when she was on ex-

change here at UMass in her undergradu-

ate years.

"I was looking for some way to be cre-

ative on my own, and Western theatre is

closed to me because 1 am Japanese. What

kind of role could I get?" asks Maeda-

Dworkin.
Maeda-Dworkin trained in Tokyo with

Kiyote Shimizu. She toured with her art

toCanada and performed in the Vancouver

Exposition in 1986.

The vanity used as a prop in her per-

formance is purposely reminiscent ofSnow

White's "mirror, mirror on the wall," says

Maeda-Dworkin. "This is a take-offon the

traditional, sexist fairy tale like Snow

White in which some prince vrill kiss you

and marry you. I grew up with similiar

stories in Japan.
"

Area's Largest Aerobic Floor
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Ed Andelman
arouses anger

Eddie Andelman is a fat pile of [expletive) who

inhales hot dogs at a frantic pace. All he does is try

to stir up controversy and has no right to make the

comments he has about UMass and its basketball

program.
Andelman has always been the center ofcontro-

versy for as long has he's been on Boston radio. One

has to wonder why a person with so many faults

would want to put himself in this position.

For those ofyou who don't know, Andelman has

been making degrading comments about our um-

versitv while singing the praise of Boston College

First of all Andelman, where's BC now? Oh

yeah, they are at home after losing to URI which

UMass beat three times this year! Where's your

alma mater BU now. you cow?

Andelman attacks UMass

Morrissey/Cwfts

Over the last few weeks the University of Massachu-

setts at Amherst has been subject to an angry and unfair

diatribe from WEE! Sports Radio personality Eddie

Andelman. abuse the students of UMass shouldn't take

sitting down. , . .t •
t. ^

Andelman, spurred by the success of the Umversit/a

basketball program, has turned the attention ofhis sunple

mind toward UMass. His tirade has grown from a few

tounge-in-checkjokes aboutAmherst being in the sticks to

unfair comments about UMass students supposedly not

being intelligent enough to attend any other umversity.

He's added that the University is only for students

looking to learn how to grow com ormilk cows, liiat UMass

students are not as intelligent as those from Boston

College and Boston University, that UMass is a waste of

his tax money, that UMass students are all hicks who are

too stupid to last an hour on the streets of Boston that

UMass basketball fans are snakes and the Curry Hicks

Cage is a snake pit. He's quick to say that UMass is not his

state university and calls UMass "a nice little school

Dan Wetzel

Meanwhile our '^rrible" university is still

plaving in the Sweet 16 baby! We don't know what

happened between you and UMass that has left

you so scarred, but whatever it was. it's over so stop

eating vour sour grapes!

You'called the Cage a "snakepit" and it s fans

-snakes" — well you're office is a pasture and

you're a cow! You also say that we drink milk

"straight from the cow"; we wouldn't drink your

sour milk so MOO MOO. BIG FELLA!

Back to vour basketball knowledge, Andelman:

you already saidUmasswould lose to both Fordham

and Syracuse so obviously you don't read the sports

pages when vou eat donuts in the morning.

If you did'Andelman, you'd realize that UMass

is the onlv team in the nation with four 1 .000 point

scorers and that the Minuteman are also tied with

Duke for the most wins in the nation.

You must have a pretty sad life if all you do is

put down our State U. during its most successful

season. We know the Red Sox aren't fair game,

seeing that their season has yet to begin, but that

gives vou no right to put us down!

If UMass beats Kentucky tomorrow mght, we

can only imagine what you'll say to put us down. If

they win. however. I guarantee you'll be heanng

from the both of us. Don't ever drive west of 1-495

Eddie, or well blow you're fat lexpletivel away

with our muskets! ...r,r^»

UMass fans, call up Eddie at 1-800-989-WEEI

tonight between 4 and 7 p.m. and give his fat

[expletive] something to think about.

Michael Morrisseyand JeffCrofts are Collegian

columnists.

Concerningthe basketball team Andelman has proven

his lack of knowledge by saying UMass had no player

taller to 6-foot-3 and predicting UMass would lose to

Fordham. Syracuse and that the Minutemen would lose

to Boston College 9 out of 10 times ifthey played. Tonight,

Andelman is hosting a Kentucky Fan Appreciation Night

on his show from 4-7 p.m.
, . . *

Although 590 AM WEEI can not be heard in Amherst

the staUon has set up a toll free number for listeners to call

from all over the region. The talk show's number is 1-800-

989-WEEI and(617)242-WEEl. Perhaps you have a thing

or two to say to Mr. Andelman. The WEEI program

director can be reached at (617) 242-5900. I am sure

everyone atWEEI would love to hear from us stupid hicks.

Andelman's comments concermng UMass reflects the

attitude ofmany media members in the Boston area. It s

a shame that a major radio personality is so threatened

by the UMass Basketball team's recent success that he

has to lash out Uke an immature child.

For the past two weeks. Andelman has Uken the same

cheap shots at the Umversity over and over, calling his

maturity and intelligence level into question.

His comments have demeaned the student body and

have behttled the accomplishments of the basketball

team. For some reason he is motivated to not allow the

University to ergoy its brief moment in the limelight.

My guess for his motivation — he's a snob. Andelmen

lives in Brookline, Mass., and he grew up wealthy and

attended Boston University. He as made millions of dol-

lars over the past few years in real estate development and

has two sons attendingUnion College in Schenactady, NY.

Andelman has alwavs had problems dealing with fans

from a lower income bracket. He likes the Celtics and

Boston College but calls Bruins fans toothless goons who

can not read, write or eat with utensils.

Now he's moved his senseless mudslinging ontoUMass

It's easy to kick something when it is down and that 8

what Andelman is doing with UMass. He's not mail

enough to attack an institution in his hstemng area. It

takes very little courage to talk behind our back, maybe

the -snakes- are not UMass fans but the man in

Andelman's mirror.
. . , • .u r ^^a

In the pastUMass wouldjust take a kick in the face and

do nothing about it. I suggest our attitude should change

No one stands up for UMass. Not our legislature, not

our alumni and not our faculty or administration. It often

seems no one cares about us, and that's why Andelman

can get away with his smear campaign.

Does anyone have the guts to confront Eddie

Andelman? He certainly does't think so, but there s no

doubt in my mind the student body does.

We can t allow a m^jor media personality to get away

with these types ofattacks. The best thingwe can do isjam

his phone lines, ruin his talk show and let Andelmanknow

that UMass won't tolerate this type of ^^ing to occur.

I implore you to take the time today to call WLbl and

talk UMass basketball. Lets crash Mr. Andelman's Pro-

Kentucky party. Flood the airwaves with pro-UMass talk

and let Andelman know that UMass bashing will not be

tolerated. If no one else is going to stand up for UMass

then we'll have to do it ourselves. -

Tonight we can rock Boston with more phone calls

than WEEI ever imagined possible. Believe me — the

Boston media is waiting. Both the Boston Globe and The

Boston Herald have a strong dislike of Mr. Andelman. A

wave ofUMass calls will make headlines in both papers.

Most of Boston would love to see Andelman put in his

place And we are just the people to do it.

The price of the call is on WEEI and the man on the

other line is a despicable, unimaginative, immature,

ignorant snob. Please let him know how you feel from 4-

7 p.m. tonight.
. ^.

Dan Wetzel is a Collegian Staffmember The opinions

expressed in this column do not necessarily reflect those of

the Collegian.

\
gymnastics^

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19

here this weekend."

Minicucci's teammate Bill Roth, currently the top-

ranked gymnast in the country, will also be competing.

UMass's own Cal Booker, a 1990 NCAA Finalist who

currently holds the school record in the all-around, will

face off against Roth and Minicucci. Booker and UMass

junior Steve Christensen are hoping to score high enough

this weekend to qualify for NCAA regional competition^

UMass is the number three seed this weekend, and

will look to avenge previous losses this season to the

number one and two seeds. Temple and Syracuse re-

spectively.

Rounding out the competition will be Army, bpnng-

field,Navy and Cortland, teams thattheUMass gymnasts

have already beaten this season.

Competition begins at 7:00 Friday night in the Cage,

and continues throughout the day on Saturday.

FREE RENT OPTION

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

Stop in and we'll show you what we have to offer.

Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove). . .

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

RenUl Office Open Daily 10 4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600

NORTHAMPTON
143 King Street
586-4840

HADLEY
397 Russell
Street. Rt*9
586-9991

WOMEN'S Shoes. Clothing ft

ACCESSO««S
Zanna • 187 NO Pleasant St

AMHERST •413 253-2363
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By GARY LARSON
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Today's Staff

Night Editor •jTv.'S^
CwEdito. ^™*'^.?^,fJ^^ .r- u „ MattKahn
PhotoTechnician •

Production Supervisor
M.keCarvalho

Production....
Tracy Kruger

Julie ODonnell, Seth Kaye, L.sa Jezowsk.

Menu
LUNCH

Chicken Burrito

American Chop Suey

BASICS LUNCH
Bean Burrito

Boursin/Sprout Sandwich

DINNER
Roast Beef/Gravy

Seafood Pasta

BASICS DINNER
Rice & Veggie Pilaf

Seafood Pasta

Rhino recitals

Quote of the Day
"When love congeals it soon reveals the

faint aroma of performing seals."

- Frank Sinatra singing,

"I Wish I Was In Love Again
"

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 2 1 -April 1 9): II you

*re vmn, you will not try lo <Ofce »

financial issue. Gentle persuasion and

a I ighi touch are yoor besi bet Zero in

on career ambitions. An older person

admires your enthusiasm.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): An

extra work assignment gives you a

chance to shine. You need to tackle

something entirely on your own Slow

down the tempo in business and ro-

mance A hasty commitment could

bring regrets.

GEMINI (May 21 -tune 20). Say

"no" to financial hanky-panky and

secret romantic liasons. Keep yoor

nose to the grindstone al work. Tend

to a health matter before it gets out of

hand. Relax with good friends tonight

CANCER (June 21-luly 22): Oo

not believe everything you hear today.

Sift out the injth from ifie rumors

going around. Rt-peating gossipwould

be a mistake. Bold ideas abound to-

night. Relax with a lrief>d lonighi.

lEO duly 23-Aug 22): Your

thoughts turn to someone you would

like to impress. Try not to come on

loo strong. Your best bet is not to keep

other people guessing and off-guard.

Friends respect your privacy.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Do

not hesitate to suggest changes in

living arrangements if ii will help you

pursue creative ideas. Get rid of dis-

tracting influences. A new hairstyle

or wardrobe enhances your image.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22): Timely

communications and kxial travel in-

crease your influence. The outlook is

bright for starling or completing a

household project A late afternoon

phone call brings welcome news.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2)-Nov. 21);

Unforeseen problems could threaten

your own or shared funds. Delay

making any major financial decisions.

The evening favors your learning of

business developments at a distance.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec

21): Now you are thinking and

speaking in well-defined terms, able

to reason your way to wise solutions.

New monetary gains are I ikely Reach

out lo people who share your vision

for the future

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19>:

You are the boss when it comes lo

buying, selling and earning today.

Know ihal you are held in high esteem.

Imponani devetapmcnts arc under-

foot.

AQUARIUS dan. 20-Fe«). 18):

Whether dealing with partners or ri-

vals, you are likely lo reach an accord.

If your day is as successful as is ex-

pected, a celebration will be in order

tonight.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): You

find the solution lo a financial prob-

lem by studying or discussing it in

detail. Act quicldy after receiving an

urgent phone call; doing so could

prove highly profitable.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACfK>SS
I Bndaloc
pmvoae

S Map colactian

lOCnack
13 W« wtip

14 Wakan
15 Frozen

17 Urtcotn

20 For«njnn«rol

NRC
21 SMin«i
22 Baltanna.!

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University.

23 Gmgar cxxAms
25 FnpttKivemHials

26 A«jp«o<
UokKOsa

27 Cant stand

28 Antactic

cape
31 JaZZtXMTtM

32 FMaledon (tie

lather's sKle

34 Atropos. ClothO

and Lactwsii

35 WeMmglon
37 Street st>ow

39Hattos
"unia—

"

40 EiutMranca

41 C4ty onltie

Arltansas

42 HeroinHindu
myltwtogy

46 Cttennical

prefix

47 F'ossesses

48 YodeHmg regkm

49 Agree

51 Satioqei qifl

54 Its past due

55 AHred E SrmlU

58 Actiy

59 New Vorli city

on Ihe AHegtieny

60 Command, otd

style

61 WW M landing

crafl

62 Unpleasant

63 Mme finds

DOWN
1 Soap
ngredwnt

2 Greati goiMess
ofmnsdocn

3 Lai — out

olltwbag
4 L8Jpooc»>
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lor one
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8 Ctao's undoing

9Moongoddaaa
10 Former

Yugoslav head

tt Enargua
1 2 Shonasl course

16 Fears

18 Balaams mount

19 Big Board
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24 Female
lowl

25 Inclinations

28 Blackbird

29 Kmg of ancient

F>ersia

30 "Ml«i IS —
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CartyM
31 Patissarte

33 Wfnz leadm
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games
35 Coaches

36 Day n
Barcelona

37 Ooas a doublo-

take

3« Rubbing
compound

41 GameMah
43 MorechicN
44 Sulan

45 Warns
47 Mao's

48 17tticen

Outcfi pamlar -

Borch
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Huntley
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52 Fill
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Thurs. \Urch J6 «, ?()pf7i 1 8+,

COME PARTY

AFTER THE GAME!
Upstairs - WHMP

Thursday Night Dance

Party with D) Dennis R.

Downstairs - Rock 102

Presents Tlie Uhinute

Pink Floyd Tribute!

THE MACHINE

Fri.. SUifch 27-8:JOpm

THE DEL FUEGOS
The Breakdown

Dancing with D) )ob
iU%v>l*Ml*>*Ml*>«M»U^U«^«U^U«

Sjit. \Urch JB-S.iOpm

SON SEALS

The Chess Kings

Dancing with Dj )ob

.Sun.. .Vtjrr/i .'"-'i.Ol'prti

SUNDAY OPEN HOUSE

Dance to House/Techno

with D| job

Dancing with

D) lob
fl^jii^.-«j i.M.'»j» .".".".f .' ' '

.
' ''

•
'yy:̂ ':1':^\^.^.^.--.--.^::.:.:.:.-^a:.-.,\.-^

Wfd.. -Kpril l-9:iK%>m

CHUCKLEHEAD

The Bombastits
i'>-.'>-.'-.>.>.:!.^

Sun.. Af.)nl ^'>:lX)jiv 'i>+

SUNDAY OPEN HOUSE
A Benefit for

The Northampton
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual

CommunitY

Man

*ay/Disexuai

Center Project
j

ligiiiir - -
r M

April b8:iX)pin 18*
"

BOOGIE DOWN
PRODUCTIONS

Jut^.. \prii "-^ tk>f>m UHi

Rock 102 Presents,

EDDIE MONEY
.., .T »» ! 1^ 11 m > !

.
M ;.

M .

Thur. April9-8:30pm/18*

BOOZOO CHAVIS
^:.:.;.;.;,..j-.:.;.;.;.J-;.-;.^.v--r

|sun., April 12-9Wpm/18+/

i THINK TREE

r .|.|.ll...LILIll-IU..L....I.IJgg!

Tickets Only $3

Mon., April 13SWpm/l&*/

DIGITAL

UNDERGROUND
Raw Fusion

Gold Money
XfiflMfif.frfff!f:f^f;frf^f^ftffF^.

UMass
in home opener Saturday

. .«» .1 « t.i __ -i-i.-i*il »nV% Vhi«* if-'o Tr\i\Ti

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

f

t«*W,o

S

r<i

Spring doesn't really start at the University of Mas-

sachusetts until the lacrosse team makes its first pregame

lap past the crowd assembled on the Hill.

Mark your calendars, because this year spring starts

Saturday just before 1 p.m. That's when the Gorillas

make their first UMass appearance, against St. John's at

the future site of Dick Garber Field. Formerly known as

Upper Boyden field, the home of UMass lacrosse will be

officially christened on April 11.

St John's is currently 2-2, and will probably be 3-2 after

tonight's match with Siena. While SJU hasn't beaten any

good teams yet. in two losses they played Yale close (12-10)

and had their chances against Georgetown {.
16-8).

"This is always a big game for us," said St. John s

assistant coach Ernie Olsen. The Hill is a great place to

play a lacrosse game, it's a great atmosphere."

UMass, on the other hand, comes into Saturday's

game 0-1 courtesy of a 17-10 loss at Loyola. The Gorillas

have had a week to think about the mistakes which cost

them a win over the No. 2 team in the nation. They also

will be looking to show the home fans on the Hill what

they've got.

What UMass has, and what lax fans should look for, is

a balanced offensive attack, a defense which, despite the

loss oftwo-time All-America Rick MuUins. proved against

Loyola it can shut down the opposition, and four goal-

keepers who are all capable of starting.

The Gorillas suffered considerable graduation losses

from last year's 9-4 NCAA quarterfinal team. Gone are

leading scorerand assistmanJim McAleavey, midfielders

Jim Kushner and Rick Senatore, defensemen Ed and

Hugh O'Callahan and goalkeeper Ted Kellerman.

Another key loss is Ail-American defenseman Mulhns,

who opted to redshirt this season after tearing three of

four ligaments in his knee during last year's 20-9 NCAA
quarterfinal loss to Loyola.

UMass does, however, return a large percentage oflU

scoring from last season. Much of that is in the person of

junior attacker Mark Millon. Millon, the team's leading

goal scorer last season, will be called on to distribute the

scoring from behind the cage as McAleavey did the past

t.WO 8£&80ri8«

"Millon is a pretty fine lacrosse player just starting to

come into his own," Garber said of the Hunnington, N.Y.

n&^ive.

Last season, Millon carried much of the scoring load

along with McAleavey. This year, Garber sees a more

balanced attack.

"1 think well have more balance," Garber said. He

cited Billy Edell (2 goals, 1 assist vs. Loyola) and Wes

Depp (1 goal) as compUments to Millon's scoring, along

with Mario Guaglianone and Mike Cain, who will shift

between attack and midfield as he did last season.

At midfield, Garber is looking for consistency from

returning plavers as well as contributions from newcom-

ers. Peter Falvey ,who like Cain will switch between attack

and midfield, Chris Nentwich and Pete Cuda are among

top returnees. Senior John Schlipf will also see playing

time and Garber hopes this "should be a big year" for him.

Midfield is also where many of the Gorillas' newer

players are. Garber saysGreg Kline, a sophomore, "should

really open some eyes." Ernie Faulkner, a freshman,

played well against Loyola and should see plenty of

action. Andy Fish, a transfer from Herkimer County

Community College (NY.), will also make an impact

"The midfield doesn't have a lot of fiash but it's more

important they be consistent than flashy," Garber noted.

Defense is where UMass shone brightest against

Loyola. A big part ofthat was senior captain Mano Lopez.

Fellow seniors Corey Cronin, Brad Fitts and Gary Wood

and junior Jim Panetta all return as well. Garber sees

their experience as a distinct advantage.

"The nucleus of our defense is good," Garber said.

"They play well together and communicate well."

Faceoff specialist Kevin O'Connor, regarded by many

as the fastest player on the team, returns for his senior

season. O'Connor made a habit of taking the faceoff all

the way upfield and scoring and should provide the same

advantage this year. Sophomore Sam Joseph will also

take faceoffs.
r u i

The Gorillas have an embarrassment ofriches in goal.

Rip Correnti proved hiscomposure facing Loyola's assault

last weekend, Tom LoPresti was an All-American for

West Islip, N .Y. and seniors Ray Suris and Pat Lonan are

also possible starters. Again, Garber stressed consistency,

saying the nod would go to the goalie who played the

steadiest.

l^olU'Kian Tilr photo

Junior Mark Millon looks is back this year

for the Gorillas. UMass takes on St. John's at

Garber Field Saturday.
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Mon., ,^p^\ 20-8:OOpn\'IM

Free Show!

TRIBE
U

•̂••••^'

MfX7., Apf/7 27-H:00pn\']8^;

MIRACLE LEGION
— — »»*^"»^^*»"* ^-̂ ^J ' J '

Thurs.. April J()-7:00pnVl8+/

THE SPIN

DOCTORS

This Next

edways summer I year you

I

wanted to you

see the tour,

land or s

called... I in

m
can can

work study

tudy in Englisl

I... m...

RrtnMri

49

Weekend Auto
Rental Special
Wmtkund rate <pp«n noon fmtmr to Marnter morning

95 North Amherst A/lotDis"
Auto & Truck Rental

olmgtoroldm
wm maior cmtM card

7« OM SuntfM«Hi4M^ Nerti Anilwtl. MA

549-RENT
Tracks and carte ««««*«ivan>W> (SIt'Tm)

Dont b9 dluppoinl0d rmmtnf TOOAYI Oh Am »d«*

Tickets for ail shows

available at Pearl

Street, Strawberries,

Dynamite Records,

For The Record in

Amherst: Ticket Pro

(800) HJa-708(). {

10 Pearl Street, i

\orth.«ni|)tnn i

41 • .H4 I
'

USD/AZYF- The Israel Actiou Center

110 E,59th St., NYC 10022 • 212-339-6916

Call: l-800-27-lSRAE(L)

,

We ny ^L AL Israel Airlines!

INDIA HOUiit
Restaurant

ON STATE STREET

where IndiJii food is more

than Curry!

Dinner only Sun. thru Ihursday

lO^r Student Discount (with I.I).

I09f Discounts on Take outs

for the best food

and Hospitality Come

to our house...

45 State St.

Northamplon. MA 586-6.^44

UMass in Cage match,
host EIGLs Saturday
By KIM ADDESA
Collegian Staff

The 1992 Eastern Intercollegiate
Gymnastics League Championship, which
is beingdubbed "A Pre-0l5ntnpic Spectacu-

lar" and featuring some of the country's

top gymnasts, will be held this weekend in

the Curry Hicks Cage at the University of

Massachusetts.

The championship meet is the big one,

the meet that head coach Roy Johnson
and members of the UMass men's gym-
nastics team have been preparing for all

season.

"This is what we have been working
towards all season," said Johnson. "It is

exciting that it is finally here and we will

really be able to see the results ofall ofour

effort.

"Not only is this meet exciting because

it is the championship meet," said John-

son, "but having the championship at

home, in front of your friends and family

just makes it more exciting."

Confidence and comfort are also key

factors in a meet of this magnitude. It will

work to the advantage of the Minutemen
that they will be able to get into the Cage
and work on the set-up equipment twenty
four hours before any other team.

"Being at home, getting a chance to

workout before the meet, competing in

front ofyour friends, it all helps and gives

you a little more confidence," explained

Johnson.
The meet, a showcase ofsome ofthe top

collegiate gymnasts in the country, will

give male gymnasts from the east a final

chance to qualify for NCAA regional com-

petition.

Highlights of the meet are sure to in-

clude perfonnances from former United

States Olympian Dominic Minicucci.

Minicucci was a member of the 1988

Olympic team, and is currently the top

competitor at Temple University.

"This is always a very exciting meet,"

saidJohnson, "but havingOlympic-cahber

gymnasts here this year, and hosting it

ourselves, just makes it more fun and
exciting. A gymnast who represented our

country in the Olympics will be competing

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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Happy Happy, Joy Joy

50% OFF
COLLEGIAN CLASSIFIEDS

Al our table on the Campus Center Concourse.

MONDAY ONLY.

MARCH 30th

ORTH
WESTERN
MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY,
IS LOOKING FOR COLLEQE
•u i tm».rr rucn rommofr to moooo.

U you r» a sbjdmtmihtntr* 10

th0 fuUw, Mf 1 took If AtarffiMiiwn

Klumn LJIt.MM Noifmmlm Mbx<
coM0t tfm, fonmanwmt
opportuntf 10 txptnmeot ctntr trd

putyoursi»milts»huHin9mrwB»for

tM Dvnt poMon. tMtfi out top-

Otrtommg pruJuca. pka in»nsiv9

mwig program, you car aOvant as

(jucMyu you miti. For mora

•ntormtaon cat:

THE STEFFEN AGENCY

Enn L. Wao4ni/r, RacnimR| Auutiot

(413) 52S-tS9I

Ltem
I

th« Quiet Compaoy'

If You're Over 18
Be A BoMHer „,

^ t ,.ir4disS.BasketbaIl?

• limited Opipgs Remain For

April & Mly Classes

^^Stort Thinking About

Endless Summer

Employment Opportunities As A

Bartender!

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main

St., Suite 202 • Springtield

THE DARK KNIGHT RETURNS-

YEAR ONE™

THE KILLING JOKE-

SON OF THE DEMON-

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE 113 CAMPUS CENTER • MOH. THURS. fLJO-^.M) FRIDAY 8:30-2:X)*DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATION » 20(A\OR[yDAY FOR STUDEm » CASH INADVANCE

AcnvrriES

nWVIT « ANSa CLUB HEETMO
TuM 9-31-92 6pcn

HacKay Farm Ar«n«'( ClaMroom
wtthnMdt
Oog* aMMing phytkaly diMbM

TOYCTTA COfKXLA 19M 13996

Auto. air. Sdoor Good condilion.

Unique Auto. Rl« 9. AmharH 253-42B2

FOR SALE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Bad ami Breaktm
Downtown Amti«rst Ideal l« wjiting par-

ents and Inends 549 0733

EUROPE Ihit (umnMr? JM there anylima

lor only $169' (reported in Left Go! and NY
Times ) Also, low roondtrip lares to wsst

coast AIRHITCHJr) 212-864-2000.

Help save Danny CoAartlll

Buy a rattle ticket

in ttie Campus Center today

Sponsored by The PanneHenic CouncH

MORTAR BOARD APPLICATION
New deadline March 30 at SAO box^

Tbe Norlheaat Area government presents

the spring semilormal, 'Under Itie Board-

walK", on Friday. March 27. from 9to 1
.
al Ifia

Hotel Norttiamp»on Transportation provided.

Tickets availtMe in the NEAG oHice. Mon.

through Thurs. Irom 7 to 10 ($7 lor NE
residerrtsJIlO norv) Tidiets are LIMITEp^

UNDERGRADUATE BUSINESS CLUB
IS going to Wall Street on

April 10th. $2Vperson
All welcome. Can 549-8083 or

546-3145 ^__
UNDERQRADUATESII
We are accepting candids (or the 1992 lr>dax

Yaartxwk H you want to see youraall and

your Iriends in the ysartxxiK please IndantHy

everyone in the photos and t)ring Ihem down

to 103 Campua Center

AUTO FOn SALE

CHEAP! FBI/US. SEIZED

89 Mercedes S200

•eVW ISO

•TManoadas $100

66 Mustang (SO

Chooaa Irom ttxxisands starling $25

FREE 24 Hour recording reveals

detail* 80 1 -379-2929 CopynghlfMAISKJC

CHEAP RENTI

LORD, the ram is chaapl Want to iva In

scenic Northampton' Love^ room in center

o( town avalat)le starting in April Be one ol

the cool and proud • move in save some

serious cashM Phone Fiona tor deaMs at

585-0358

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL:

LIVE DEAD TAPES Irom 60^ to presant

Call 546-5080

ONKVO TUNER 20 waits axoalenl cond

$60 call Lii 253-7536

SONY SCO CAROUSEL w/4«o.s.

and remote wshufOe play $150

Glass stereo component cabinet $40

BSR equaHzer 10-t>and $30

Ctf Joa 253-4091

FOUND

FOUND: CROSS PENDANT
Call 10 identity

6-0359

POUND: OOLO RINO
Can to IdentMy

6-0359

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. DJ"*,

video OSs and Karaoke Irom $175.00 Call

586-9900

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

College Pro Painters are now accepting

applications lor summer emptoyment in the

MarUahaad. Salem, and Andover areas

I cal 1 -800-346-4649 tor more inlor-

MCHCVETTe»4K4DhalcMacfc;vsrygood
conditkms: $900 or BO. oal 2S64957

Amharsl Canlar

Elffctency one. two, thraa bedroom apart-

mente. or three bedroom condos on Hoban

Lane June or September. Lincoln Fleal

Estate. 25 North Pleasant Street. 253^7879

CAPE COO- Group summer rentals- water-

front houses -Falmouth area 508-477-6000

HOUSES- 4 bedrooms Amtierst tor June;

April, June m Northampton. $775 No rental

lees. SKIBISKIjealtors 564-3428

Raaarveyourplacaaafty

Mil Valley Est

2 br 2 Ml baths

Haat hot water ind.

$830 month avail June lal

Some lumMure ind.

253-5631

COLLEQE PRO PAMTINO is now accept-

ing summer applications lor the Newton

Needham Ma areas It interested call Brenden

256-6450

CRUISE LINE- Entry level onboard/landslde

positions availabia, year-round or summer.

(813)229-5478

CRU[SE SHIPS NOW HIRING- Earn
$2.000«/month * world travel Holiday. Sum-

mer and career emptoyment avaHable. No
experience naoaaaary. ForemployTnent pro-

gram call 1 -206-545-41 55 ext. C456

FAST FUNDRA6INQ PRiOORAM
Fraternities, sororWas, student dubs. Earn

up to $1000 In ona uMali. Plus raoslva a

$1000 bonus yourself and a FREE watch

just tor calling 1 -000-932-0528 Ext. 65

HELP WANTED
HOMEWORKERS NEEDED'!

Earn $1 .000 weekly mailing our circulars m
your spare lime at home' . GUARANTEED!
Free supplies/'postage! Begin nowl Free

detals! Endose LSASE SMS. Oept. Col-7A.

Box 610. Cordova. TN 38018 0610

HELP! Will pay $5 to borrow Psych380 notes

since examai 6-1513

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many posi-

tions Great benefits Call (805) 682-7555

Ext P-3306^

SEEKING INFOFROM campus groupswho

do community service-tor newsletter about

vohjnteerism al UMass. Contact the Com-

munity Sarvtoe Program 545-3327

THEPUB
Is k>oking for lull-time day waitresses N inter-

ested come (ill out an application between

3-5pm

TliaPaaea DayatopmawtFund wants to hire

a worksttxly student with clehcal and com-

puter skills $4-5 per hour lor 20 hrs per

week Please call PhyMs 81 256-6306

TUTOR ME WITH Chem 262

Good $$$ Call Jeremy 2S3-37SS

LOST

LOST WIRE RM GLASSES in balga l«rd

case somewhere on campus 3/9 Call 665-

87S9 Thanksl

MUSIOANS

0RUMMER8I Phish. ARrnans. Originals.

Improv. 256-8115

PERSONALS

Johnny

<

Happy 21st Sweetie

Well make it a night to ramamber!

Iloveyoul

Mm
JENL.
Happy Birthday!

Love^Your Sisters at Tn Sigma

DEB A
Happy 21st Babel

We love you!

HB 1 and 2

NEED FINANOAL AID? Free inlormation.

Call The Shar Institute 253-0527 __
SPnNOTIME:Lotetaatw4houldwling'S49-
4401

SCHOLAIMHm

HAPPY BIRTHDAY.^
LAUREN GOODMAN"
Love. The Spring 92' Pledges ol Delta Zaia

ROOMMATE WANTED

HOUSEMATE NEEDEOI
$155 00 'month

on Fearing St

549-4490 Leave massaga

Scholarships. Grants

Rnancltl Aid avaHable!

Call 24 hour recorded message
lor free Inlormatlon.

1-800-S35-O2O4

TYPIMO

FAST ACCURATE TYPING by literate col-

lege grad $Vpg Letter quality 586-5268

PAPErIs. resumes, THESIS^
Word processing, laser printing-

Call Rosemary 323-5031

P.TOWN

LOOKMO FOR RMMTES to find aptm
P-TOWN tor summer CMI Frank 585-0776

SAME NEAT-O TYPING GUY w/new num-

ber $1.50/lyped page. Brian 546-6954

WANTED TO RENT

2 famata translar nonsmakefs SOM kxA-

ifig to Kve ottcampus starting V92 6-3145

SERVICES

Have an awesome birttiday!

Thanks tor always being ttiara.

Love. Kara

Altanlton: freshmen, sophomores- receive

collags money irom eager pnvate sources

Millions unclaimed yearly, grab your share'

Awards guaranteed, learn the secret' Call

College Cash Hotline special 24-hour re-

cording. 1-919-406-9096 ext. 14

FREE pragnancy testing; confidential and
caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No.

Plaasanl^set Amherst 549- 1 906

Looking lo Adopt Happily married, linan-

daMy sacura, energetic couple prays for

nawlMm. BaauWul oeunvy home. WMing-

nass to maal andttr spaak. Let us help you
through this difficult time. CUt Jewish Family

Service of Greater Springfield. Inc. at

(413)737-2601 (colact) and ask rixxjl Jail

and Ann.
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Minutemen face Kentucky in NCAAs
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA— Scene one, take two— Kentucky

versus Massachusetts. „« .. r

When the University of Massachusetts (30-4) faces

the University of Kentucky (28-6) tonight (7:41 pjn..

CBS) it will be an entirely different performance than

their first-ever back on Dec. 4 when Kentucky won 90-69.

There will be new actors— Kentucky's Gimel Martinez

CoOegUnPU* Photo

Freshman Lou Roe heads to the hoop in last

Friday's NCAA first round game versus

Fordham.

and Richie Fanner will start instead ofAminuTimberlake

and Dale Brown.
• nu i j„i

There wiU be a new stage—The Spectrumm PhUadel-

phia will replace Kentucky's Rupp Arena in Lexington.

There's a new setting - the NCAA Tournament

versus a pre-conference matchup.

And the Minutemen players will feel like new —
UMass had just returned from a week in the Great

Alaska Shootout before landing in Kentucky less than 24

hours before the game.
j «• ,..«

But. the biggest question is: Will there be a different

-We don'tknow ifwe're good enough to beat Kentucky,"

University of Massachusetts coach John Cahpan said.

-They're a very, very strong club and are very weU-

coached That game in Kentucky, they beat us. Forget

about the trip, they were better prepared and they knew

what they wanted to do to beat us.

-But this IS another game." he said. "Our kids knew

that that game is in the back of their minds and they did

beat us up pretty good and we're going to have to be ready

to compete against them." m;„^
In Lexington, UMass trailed by only five at halftirae.

46-41 But, the Wildcats opened up a 15-point lead with

five minutes to go as they hit 14 of 16 free throws down

the stretch. Kentucky's Jamal Mashbum was the game s

leading scorer with 28 and pulled down 10 rebounds Jim

McCoy led the Minutemen with 22.

-We are a lot different basketball team then we were

back then." Kentucky coach Rick Pitino said. "We now

have better shot selection and defense.

-The first halfofour season, the team was playing welU

but not the parta. Now all the parts are coming together.

PiUno was quick to point out that UMass is different

now as well. ,.

-They're running the same type of things, but Jim

McCoy is playing a lot better. He was not playing as well

as he is right now."

Both teams are hot. The Minutemen have won 14-

straight games, 19 of their last 20, including three in the

Atlantic 10 Tournament and two in the first and swond

rounds of ther NCAA Tournament (Fordham 86-58 and

Syracuse, 77-71 in OT) in Worcester, Mass.

The Wildcats, the Southeastern Conference champi-

ons, have won six straight and 13 of their last 14.

including winsover Old Dominion (88-69) and Iowa State

(106-98) in the tournament.

-We're both playing our best basketball at the end of

the season." said Pitino. in his third year at Kentucky.

-Right now. they're just another opponent and we ve got

to win and advance on."

So what will the Minutemen have to do to keep the

Wildcats from advancing and advance themselves?

-We don't match up with them." said UMass forward

Will Hemdon, who had six points, five rebounds and

three steals in their last meeting. "We try to rely on our

speed and quickness. ^^^^

Collrffiiin Filo Phoio

Will Hemdon (34) drives to the basket

during last Sunday's NCAA second round

game against Syracuse.

"We have to try to keep them ftxim posting up inside and

ifthey do get the ball we have to try to contest every three.

Calipari said, "We're just going to play the way we

have all along. We're not going to try to fool anybody. -The

key is well have to make the game easier for each other

and make the extra pass."

Are the Minutemen concerned?

-We don't really have any concerns at all ," said McCoy.

"We're just going to go in to play the game."

CaUpari responded, "Let me requote him — We re

very fearful of Kentucky.*"

Crofts' phone madness
Just how much has March Madness

hit the public? Well, over Spring Break

my good friend Clayton and I decided to

try answer that very question.

To answer it, we agreed that a Big

Dance TelepoU to the unsuspecting pubhc

would provide us with the most accurate

answer.

We decided to call up 50 people and ask

them the simple question "Who do you

think is going to win the upcomingNCAA
basketball tournament?" From the an-

swers, we would deduct just how much

March Madness has hit.

Jeff Crofts

An impressive 29 out of 50 people re-

sponded with actual teams in the Big

Dance while the other 21 were amusing

but incredibly clueless about the tourney.

Well talk about the clueless wonders

later on, for now let's talk about the 29

people who actuallyknow somethingabout

the Dance.

Here's a list of all the teams in the

tournament picked to win by the public:

• 1. Duke (picked 16 times— All aboard,

the Bandwagon is now leaving!)

• 2. UMass (4 times — Nice to see the

public following the home team!)

• 3. North Carolina (2 times— Sentimen-

tal favorite to a couple!)

The following teams were each picked

once,
• 4. Iowa State (What the hell was this

guy drinking!)

• 5. LSU (Call it the Shaq-factor!)

• 6. Arkan8a3(Goodchoice,buttheyplayed

horribly against Memphis State!)

• 7. Indiana (Somebody obviously likes

Bobby Knight!)

• 8. Kansas (Same story as Arkansas

except their ouster was UTEP!)

• 9. Georgetown (Guess this person never

saw the Hoya guards)

• 10. UCLA (What can I say, they're sUll

in the hunt!)

Now let's look at the other answers, the

one's that didn't actually involve any tour-

nament teams:

• 1. "I'm not even sure what an NCAA

is!"—As Alice Cooper once sang "Hey, hey,

hey, hey, hey stupid!"

• 2. "I'd appreciate it ifyou don't call here

anymore!"— Easy, pal!

• 3. "You're mother's gonna win the

(expletive) tournament!" — Ouch!

• 4. "The Newburyport Clippers" — My

alma mater, nice to see it!

• 5. "I couldn't give two (expletive)!"— He

was probablywatching"Du*es ofHazzard'

renms when we called!

• 6. "I know nothing about basketball!"—
I appreciate the honesty!

And the two most popular answers,

• 7. "I don't know"— picked nine times, at

least they could've thrown some spice into

their answer!

• 8. "I don't care" — picked six times, at

least they could throw some spice into

their lives!

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian Columnist

Pitino helped UMass
in hiring of Calipari
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA— If it weren't for

University of Kentucky basketball

coach Rick PiUno, the University of

Massachusetts may not have been in

the NCAA Tournament, let alone

playing his Wildcats.

Because it was Pitino, a 1974 UMass
graduate, who was on the selection

committee to hire UMass Coach John

Calipari and was instrumental in con-

vincing the committee to side with the

University of Pittsburgh assistant in-

stead of another top candidate.

"What I told the committee I would

do is be involved until it got down to

two people and then I would like to

bow out of it," said Pitino, who was the

head coach for the New York Knicks at

the time. "It got down to two people

and 1 did bow out, but suddenly it was

shifting away from John and I got

back in it.

"1 felt it was shifting away from

John because people were knocking

him. There were a lot of coaches trying

to take him out of that position and

that's why I stepped back into it.

"You want a young person, so be it.

But, because other guys are knocking

him that can't be," he said.

"That's why we should hire him

because he's going to strike fear in the

recruiting world and he's going to build

this program," Pitino said, explain-

ing his reasons for recommending

Calipari's being hired.

In Calipari's four years at UMass.

he has a 77-49 record, including two

NIT appearances, an Atlantic 10

Championship, and the NCAA
Tournament. Before Calipari, UMass

had only one other NCAA Tourna-

ment berth, 1962.

But Pitino says he doesn't feel

like tonight's game is any different

than the rest just because he took

part in hiring Calipari and is an

alumnus.
"You root forthem when you don't

play them , but there is no extra emo-

tion since I went there in this game,"

said Pitino, who was a three-year

guard for the Minutemen.

And Pitino is the first to point out

that the two don't have anything in

common, unlike most j)eople think.

"There aren't any similarities —
just Italians with big noses," said the

39-year old. "Outside of that there

are very few— in coaching and with

style of play."

Calipari, who began his press

conference with a cut-out mask of

Pitino which Kentucky fans are

known to wear, said of the differ-

ences,"! know his suit is worth $1,000

dollars and mine is worth $250. He
has Gucci shoes on and I have itchy

shoes on.
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The ^endless' season comes to a halt
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

PHILADELPHIA— The difference be-

tween the University of Massachusetts

and the University ofKentucky basketball
programs is simple.

Kentucky isn't satisfied with the season

unless it wins a National Championship.

UMass on the other hand is just happy to

be a part of the Big Show.
Last night, in front of the jam-packed

Spectrum, Kentucky (29-6) ended the

Minutemen's miracle season, which cap-

tured the hearts of all of Massachusetts,

87-77.

The key play ofthegame came with 5:47

left to play. It actually wasn't a play. It

occurred on the sideline. UMass trailed by

two, 70-68. It was anybody's ballgame and

UMass had the momentum on its side.

All of a sudden, referee Lenny Wertz

whistled UMass John Calipari for a

technical foul, apparently for being out of

the coach's box.

Richie Farmer made both free throws,

Deron Feldhaus scored a layup. Suddenly,

the shell-shocked Minutemen trailed by

6, 74-68.They never did recover.

"If I stepped out ofthat box, he has the

right to call a technical," said an emo-
tionally-drained Calipari. "I'm very, very

embarrassed that call was made. If I was
wrong, I'm embarrassed."

"It took us out of the game mentally,"

said UMass center Harper Williams, who
scored just 8 points before fouling out.

"You have to grow after that and come
back and fight. We didn't do that."

The entire UMass coaching staffcould

not understand why the technical was
called.

"John wasjumping up and down," said

assistant coach Bill Bayno. "But I didn't

hear him say anything to the official."

Calipari said, "I'm an emotional guy.

Sometimes I am going to jump a little

further than I mean to. But that call did not

win or lose the game. It was a 2-point call.

The timingmade it a Uttle worse, ofcourse."

That is putting it mildly.

"We were on the verge of getting back

into the game," said UMass guard Anton
Brown. "It took a lot of wind out of our

sails."

That is accurate.
"1 think we would have won even

without the technical," said Kentucky
coach Rich Pitino. "But I always think

that way. It was a 2-point difference."

Kentucky went ahead by 8 with 5:09

remaining after Feldhaus (11 points)

scored another laj^p andyou got the sense

UMass was wilting.

Jim McCoy (21 points) gave UMass
(30-5) hope that it wasn't too late to come
back, when he scored a layup of his own
with 2:50 left. However, Sean Woods sank

two three throws and Dale Brown put the

icingon the cake completing a 3-point play

to put the Wildcats ahead by 11.

Kentucky came out sizzling in the first

half It hit 10 of its first 13 shots to open up
a commanding 28-11 lead.

"We were scared to death (in the be-

ginning of the game]," Calipari said.

Jamal Mashbum, who scored a game-
CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

CoUagUa Ote photo

Jim McCoy battles for the ball against Fordham last week. The
Minutemen lost to Kentucky last night 87-77.

Two programs
plan to merge
into one major
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

Students will now be able to earn a Bachelor's

degree in Biology since the Botany and Zoology

departments are preparing to merge into one unified

Biology department, according to the future assis-

tant chtiir of the department.

Botany professor and future assistant head of

the major, Jim Walker forsees many advantages to

the creation of this m^jor.

"There will be a natural evolution of closer

cooperation of other areas so many areas tie to-

gether. We're able to integrate a number of areas

together.

"Students vrill notice thechange the most. TheyTl

actually be able to get a degree in Biology. It is

much more sensible," said Walker.

In addition. Walker said he thinks the mjyor

will increase student enrollment at the University.

"We would be able to attract more majors that

way. More studentswantthat degree," said Walker.
"Students may have a number of different con-

centrations [along writh the major]. Other areas

are more narrow," said Walker.

Zoology department professorand pre-medicine

advisor Brian O'Connor said the move would

broaden the pre-med curriculum and would help in

producing better doctors.

"It will be an academic breath offresh air," said

O'Connor at a recent Faculty Senate meeting.

With the proposal of the new interdisciplinary

Organism and Evolutionary Biology and the

merging of facilities, there is much reorganizing

underway, said Walker.

"There will be a lot more resources at the under-

graduate level than either ofthe existing seperate

programs. Well get a synergistic effect," said

Walker.
The department will be one of the largest with

nearly 40 faculty in Life Sciences, compared to the

present 60 members in 10 different departments,

said Walker.

*We're going to put more resources into the

department," said Walker.

Natl Guard in arms over cuts
Soldiers call Pentagon plan to reducejobs unfair

(AP) — Massachusetts National Guard soldiers said

Thursday they would shoulder an unfair burden under a

Pentagon plan to cut more than 8,000 guard and reserve

jobs statewide.

Under a list of proposed cuts the Pentagon sent to

Congress, Massachusetts would lose 8,473 jobs, more

than half of the Army and Air National Guard positions

in the state.

Capt. Tammy Miracle, a National Guard spokes-

woman in Reading, said Massachusetts would lose a

bigger percentage of jobs than any other in the state.

Most of the jobs are part-time.

"I think it stinks," said Major David Barisano of the

182nd Infantry in Melrose, where 650 jobs could be lost.

"We will be going out of business if this goes down."

"We understand cuts have to be made. If they do they

have to made across the board," Miracle said. "But

they're telbng us we have to cut 60 percent across the

board, while the average for other states is 16 i>ercent."

Other states with large numbers of cuts include

Cahfomia, with the loss of 12,775 people; Michigan,

7,212; New York, 9,865; Ohio, 8,041; Wisconsin, 6,546

and Ilhnois, 5,879.

Defense secretary Dick Cheney sent the proposed cuts

to Congress, which must approve the plan.

"I think we ae going to be contentious there," Gov.

William Weld said. "There is no guarantee of success

when you are dealing with a national operation like the

scaling back of the National Guard. But we're going to

Welcome home,
UM Minutemen
The University of iVIassacfnusetts will hold a

welcome home rally for members of the

men's basketball team when they return

from the NCAA tournament in Philadelphia.

Because of yesterday's bss, most of the Min-

utemen are exp>ected to return today to Brad-

ley Airport in Windsdor Locks, Conn, at 3 p.m.

As of now. University officials are unsure of

the time of the team's return. When the time

is set, the information will be broadcast on:

WMUA91.1 FM, WTTT 1430 AM, WRNX 100.9

FM, and WHMP 1400 AM, 99.3 FM.

Please listen to those stations for details.

continue to make our voice heard in Washington on that."

Lieutenant Col. Thomas Taylor of the First Battalion

of 211th Field Artillery in New Bedford, blamed politics

for the cuts.

"They (the Pentagon) don't feel demographically we
can support units, they don't feel we have the political

base to fight their action," Taylor said.

Reservists complained the cuts would leave many
with skills of little use to employers in a time of rising

unemployment. Those who use the extra money for

college may be forced to drop out, they said.

"This is going to put a lot ofpeople out ofbusiness who
aren't qualified to move into other areas," said Sgt.

Joseph Alfonse ofthe 1st Squadron, 1 10th Cavalry based

in Concord. "The biggest problem is there's no scheduled

retraining programs."

Alfonse, 30, said he and his wife are expecting their

first baby.

"I've been doing this 10 years, and I haven't finished

college," he said. "I haven't figured out how to put my
skills into use."

More than a dozen guard and reserve units would be

closed in Massachusetts under the propK)sed reductions,

ranging from the 104th Infantry in Westfield, where 751

jobs would be lost, to the 26th Division Band in Boston,

with 41 part-time players.

At the headquarters of the 2nd Battalion, 104th In-

fantry, three Army National Guard medics were doing

inventory and packing medical equipment into boxes.

Inside:

P€ige 3:

A professor and her students are tapping

the rainforests for medical miracles.

Page 7:

The new album from L.A. Guns doesn't

make the grade.

Weather
It'll be warm today due to the

Greenhouse Effect. Oops. There go the

polar ice caps. Get your canoe from the

University Store today.
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For Your Information
FYIs are public service announcements that run each

Monday, Wednesday and Friday for campus and local

nonprofit organizations. Due to space constraints, the

Collegian cannot print all FYIs submitted and no an-

nouncement can be repeated.

To submit an FYl, please send a press release with all

pertinent information to the Collegian c/o the News
Editor. FYIs cannot be taken over the phone.

FViday, March 27
Meeting—The Muslim Student Association is holding

a Friday Jumaa salat meeting in Campus Center room
811 from 12:45 pm until 1:30 pm. The Friday Maghrib

Iftar will be in Room 811 at 5:45 pm - 8:00 pm.
Dance — The UMass Bahai Club is sponsoring a

Worid Dance in the BlueWall from 9:00 pm to LOO am.
Admission if $3.00.

Dance — The Northeast Area Government presents

the spring semi-formal, "Under the Boardwalk" from

9:00 pm to 1:00 am at the Hotel Northampton. Contact

the NEAG office for more information.

Saturday, March 28

Special Event — The Voice of the Turtle, an quartet,

will perform music of the Judeo-Hispanic culture. The
concert is open to the public and free of charge, at 1100

Dickinson Street in Springfield. Call 413-736-3619 for

more information.

Sunday, March 29

Program — The Chabad House Jewish Center at

Amherst is sponsoring a program in honor the the Week
ofthe Jewish Woman. The program is called "Sooth your

Soul with Stress Management" and will take place at 30

N. Hadley Road in Amherst. Call Yocheved Adelman at

549-8749 for more information.

Implant maker under fire
Lawyer advocates public access to medical files

By CHRIS TORCHIA
Associated Press

BOSTON — A California maker of breast implants

should release documents showing it misled thousands of

women about the potential danger of its products, a

lawyer said Thursday.
Public access to McGhan Medical Corp. files will

contribute to the national debate over whether silcone-

gel implants are safe, attorney Fredric Ellis said at a

hearing in U.S. District Court.

There are a lot of women out there who have yet to

suffer any ill effects and are frightened," Ellis said. They
have a right to know what the manufacturer knows."

The Food and Drug Administration, which is reviewing

the safety of the gel implants, plans to make a final

decision by April 20. The implant industry has suspended

production of the gel implants pending that decision.

There have been allegations that the implants cause

health problems, including cancer and auto-immune
disorders. Dow Corning Corp., which has stopped mak-
ing the device, faces hundreds of lawsuits.

Ellis is representing a woman who contends her breast

implants, which were made by McGhan Medical ofSanta

Barbara, caused her to suffer rashes, joint pains and
fevers up to 104 degrees.

The woman had the implants removed in 1987, seven

years after they were installed, and has been feeling

better, Ellis said.

The manufacturer conducted a 15-year human ex-

periment," he said. "Now they're trying to keep every-

thing under wraps."

Lawyer Peter Puciloski said McGhan Medical's breast

implants were safe, and demed the company had withheld

damaging information from clients. He said the company
had cooperated fully with FDA requests for documents.

But some company files should not be public because

doctors who install the implants by surgery could no
longer report privately on the devices, he said.

"I'm sure they don't want to be bothered by advocates

on either side of it," Puciloski said.

Magistrate Judge I.^wrence P. Cohen said it was not

the court's responsibility to make public information that

might help the national investigation into health risks

associated with breast implants.

This is a courthouse, this is not Congress," said

Cohen, who took under advisement Ellis' request that

McGhan Medical release its files.

Nepotism charges hit radio host
BOSTON (AP> — A former candidate for sUte trea-

surer accused poptdar radio talk show hostJerry Williams

of hypocrisy for reportedly pushing state Treasurer Jo-

seph Malone to give his girlfriend a public job.

Malone is a frequent guest on Williams' talk show on
WRKO-AM. and Williams promoted Malone's candidacy

for state treasurer during the 1990 campaign.
Williams frequently criticizes government workers,

calling them "hacks" for getting state jobs through con-

nections.

The Boston Globe, citing unnamed sources, reported

Thursday that Williams has been asking Malone and his

aides to find a new publicjob forNancy Cook ofMarshfield

.

Cook has resigned her $31,000-a-year job at the State

Lottery, which is under Malone's jurisdiction.

Williams did not respnind to requests for comment,
and Malone would neither confirm nor deny that Wil-

liams talked to him about Cook's job.

"I'm not going to get into who calls me or who doesn't,

particularly when it relates to persormel matters," Malone
said.

The bottom line is Nancy Cook is resigning and is

seeking other employment. 1 wish her the best."

Cook was hired by former state Treasurer Robert Q.
Crane, a Democrat, who did not seek re-election in 1990.

Former Democratic state Rep. WiUiam Galvin, who
ran against Malone for treasurer, said Williams is engag-
ing in the kind of politics he condemend for years, and
accused the talk show host of "a very high degree of
hypocrisy."
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Local
Professor explores
rainforest for cures

CoUacUn pboto by Matt Kahn

PROTEST — Local 357 ironworkers at the Sylvio O. Conte
Polymer Research Center construction site picket yesterday the

Zichelle Steel Erectors at the University. Picketers said the

company is not hiring local workers.

By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

The battle against AIDS, malaria, leu-

kemia and other diseases threatening

humans all over the globe has found active

allies here at the University.

Linda Nolan, an assistant professor in

the School ofPublic Health, and one ofher
students is searching for potential cures

for the deadly diseases using the vast

resources of the world's rainforests.

"The incredible resources have been
largely untapped.'said Nolan, who teaches

Pubhc Health 160. "We're involved in a
revolution."

Nolan says 80 percent of the world's

population still uses traditional medicine

[from nature] for disease treatment. But
only about one percent has actually been
tested for medicinal use, she said.

She hopes in the future more pharma-
ceutical companies will realize the benefits

of the rainforests and fund research.

Bob Wallace, a zoology professor at the

University of Florida in Gainesville and
author of many science textbooks, intro-

duced Nolan to the ongoing research us-

ing natural resources of the rainforest.

The two met at a science conference in

Washington last summer.
Wallace has made a lifestyle out of

studying native tribes near the Amazon
river and their medicinal wonders.
Ethnopharmacology is a growing science

which studies indigenous cultures and
what they utiUze from nature to medically

treat tribe members.
Since 1983, he has made more than

seven trips to Ecuador and Peru. With the
help of native "witch doctors," he collects

plants, leaves, bark, herbs, roots and sap.

He sends samples he collects to Nolan to

analyze.

Senior Pubhc Health m^or Adrienne
Brandley is doing the lab work on the

samples sent by Wallace. She puts the

samples through a process which tvu*ns

them into hquid, and then several more
processes which yield a concentrated,

crude extract.

"I'm fortunate to be involved in some-

thing this important," said Brandley. "I

didn't realize how big this really is until I

met and talked with professor Wallace

and he gave me a better understanding."

In the lab, she exposes active extracts

to samples of parasitic organisms and
then tests the extracts on human white

blood cells to find if they are toxic to

human cells. More than 120 samples have

been tested so far.

"I want to see undergraduates more
involved in science," said Nolan. "I want to

get them into the laboratory and get them
hooked."

Brandley said. This is such an excel-

lent opportunity for me. I can't emphasize

enough how it brings my class studies to

life.

"And it is fun. It's notjust another long

day in the lab— I am learning something
new every day," she added.

Nolan said, "Hopefully our fmdings will

uncover something beneficial that can be

grown to provide an economic base for the

people.

"There are beneficial things that have
been found out there, and that should

prod us into looking for even more," she

added.

Nolan may be traveling with Wallace

to Eicuador thisAugustor December during

the dry seasons to continue research. She
said the Hearst Foundation has been ex-

pressing interest in doing a one-hour

documentary on the trip and subsequent

lab studies.

Black-Jewish Relations Committee formed
By JEREMY BORENSTEIN
Collegian Correspondent

The Black-Jewish Relations Committee was formed

this semester in an effort to "build a cooperative and
positive communication between Blacks and Jews," said

committee chairman Steve Sparhng.

Although the committee is a new one, the idea of

creating a Black-Jewish coalition is not.

When Louis Farrakhtm, minister and messenger of

the Nation of Islam, delivered a speech at the University

ofMassachusetts in February 1989, his appearance and
other tensions led Jewish and Black independent activ-

ists to create a Black-Jevrish coalition.

Alisha Meshenberg, co-president of the coalition in

the 1989-90 school year remembers those first days of

great energy and accomplishment.

"Twenty people (turned out) at regular meetings every

week," said Meshenberg, there was a "balanced repre-

sentation."The groups effortscUmaxed in a multi-cultural

Passover Seder in which the Lesbian, Bisexual and Gay
Alhance, AHORA, Nommo News and the Asian Ameri-

can Student Association participated.

But the coalition was "a crisis oriented group,"

Meshenberg said, and efforts to estabUsh the coalition as

a Registered Student Organization never materiahzed.

Because of"apathy and a lack ofcrisis [after Farrakhan]"

Dealing with oppression
Discussion concentrates on racism

the coahtion broke up by the fall of 1990.

The new committee in some ways parallels the old

coaUtion and in other ways is very different. Both were

established initially to relieve Black-Jewish tensions on

campus, but each adopting different long range goals.

The coalition was crisis oriented and hof>ed to be an

independent organization, said Sparling. The new com-

mittee is not and does not wish to become independent.

The committee is aligned with Hillel and wants to forge

a relationship with other RSO's. It is also adopting

pohcies not based solely on crisis to give the group

purpose when there are none, Sparling said.

Sparling, who was not a member of the former coali-

tion, became interested in forging unity between the

African American andJewish communities in September

when at Yom Kippur services. Rabbi Saul Perlmutter of

Hillel suggested thata studentorganization be established

for improving Black-Jewish relations.

Sparhng spearheaded the effort by organizing Jewish

students to "reaffirm the purpose ofthe group forJews in

its context of Black-Jewish relations" to find out "what it

was the Jewish community needed from this group."

"The first major obstacle was approaching the Black

community," Sparling said. When the committee ap-

proached the ALANA honor society with a proposal to

open a discussion on improving Black-Jewish relations

last semester, ALANA agreed to co-sponsor a joint cel-

ebration of Hanukkah and Kwanza.
Sparling said he was "pleased with the turnout' of

about 30 students. The event was "a step in the right

direction," he said, and it "helped to establish what we
were and to reach out."

The committee's primary goal is "not to build an RSO,
but to build positive relations between existing groups,"

Sparling said.

Currently, the committee has a core of five students

who meet weekly.

The committee is "moving away from being crisis-

oriented." said Tara Gorvine, an active member of the

committee. She added that she'd like to see the two

minorities build a friendly relationship, not one which is

"politically oriented, so before something negative hap-

pens, we're not starting from scratch, [rather] there is a

point of understanding."

One problem the committee faces is "keeping its mo-

mentum," Sparling said. "It is difficult to keep people

energized and focused when the group avoids political

discussions, but focuses on friendship building. It is

poUtical discussions which attract people to the issues of

Blacks and Jews."

"We don't know what other communities are looking

for so we could use their input," Gorvine said, adding that

"ideally the group should be one of mixed culture, but

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Correspondent

Students and faculty were laughing to

the point of hysterics as a lesbian theater

group performed a skit dealing vrithissues

ofoppression. The March 11 presentation

produced by the Lesbian PreOccupied

Theater explored the relationships be-

tween women in groups.

The skit opens up with the women
arguing among one another about what

topics they should explore. The group used

indecisiveness to show that there are so

many topics facingwomen that one cannot

be put above another.

Greta Rensenbrink, Suzanne

LaGrande, Liz Resenbrink, Chaia Helter,

and Helen McElwain, all of whom are

either students or graduates of UMass,

discussed the issues ofracism, sexism and
homophobia.

The presentation was part of the

Women's Studies Brown Bag lunch series

and included a talk on the origins of

feminist theater by Joyce Berkman, a

University of Massachusetts history pro-

fessor. The program ended with a discus-

son among the participants which cen-

tered on the problems of racism.

"You don't realize that there is racism

until you are affected by it," said Chaia

Helter, a participant in the skit.

"Its easier to shrug it offand say I don't

have the emotional ability to deal with

this," said another student.

"I think we don't want to look at racism

because that makes us look at ourselves.

It forces us to feel guilt, instead we should

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Sinking state support
strangling higher ed.
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Steep declines in state aid may force

at least 28 states to increase txiition

this year, according to an annual state

budget survey.

Conducted by the American Asso-

ciation of State Colleges and Universi-

ties, the survey found that 19 states

have absorbed state higher education

budget slashes in fiscal year 1992.

The states which have not reported

cuts declared they are expecting bud-

get cuts in the remainder of 1992.

The report found that some state

college and university systems have

been especially hurt by cuts.

Some states which are reporting

"below average or poor economic health"

include all of New England, plus 11

other states: New York, Maryland,

Georgia, Virginia,Alabama, Louisiana,

Illinois, Kansas, Nebraska, California

and Washington.

To deal with the lowest enrollment

level in 20 years, the University ofMas-

sachusetts has raised tuition by four

percent.
"1 regret that it was necessary to

request an increase because our long-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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brown-bag lunch
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

look at the institutions that cause rac-

ism," said an audience member.
The process oftalking about racism

is realizing that racism exists," a stu-

dent in the audience stated.

Joyce Berkman said feminist
theater really caught on in the
early sixties and it has continued
to grow, especially in the Valley
where there are numerous theater

productions.

state higher-ed
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

range intent is to roll back the combina-

tion of tuition and fees," said Chancellor

Richard O'Brien after the Higher Educa-

tion Coordinating Council approved the

tuition hike more than a week ago.

But by this fall, O'Brien said, the Uni-

versity will be able to meet 100 percent of

the financial need of students who apply

on time for grants, loans and work study.

"To achieve this objective, we have in-

creased the campus contribution for fi-

nancial aid from about $1.2 million in

1989 to $6.5 million for next year." O'Brien

said.

Keith Geiger. president ofthe National

Eklucation Association, wrote in theHigher

Education Advocate that he believes cur-

rent trends in higher education will hurt

poor and middle-income students.

"For many of these students, public

colleges and universities have been the

only affordable alternative," Geiger said.

According to the National Education

Association, the federal government paid

10 percent of the nation's education tab in

1980. This year, that number has been

halved.

In other developments, the Senate has

passed a reauthorization of the Higher

Education Act which will expand college

financial aid programs for middle-income

and poor families and increase funding for

graduate fellowships and teacher educa-

tion programs.
Estimates say an additional 600,000

students could become eligible under the

new bill which was passed by a vote of93-

1.

Although the heated debate about

multiculturalism on campus appears to

have settled down for the moment, a study

found that more than one-half of colleges

and universities surveyed are offering

"some sort of multicultural curriculum."

Conducted by theAmerican Association
of Higher Education, the survey found

that one-third of the schools use general

studies requirements as a vehicle for of-

fering multicultural clflsses.

The study also found that 6 percent of

the schools offer gay and lesbian studies.
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realistically we need to create a strong

base before we can attract other people."

"It's a slow process and we want to

move quickly," Sparling said. "The group

needs people who are committed to de-

veloping something that may not fully

actualize itself until after they leave col-

The committee is orgamzing a number

of co-sponsored events for later in the

semester. The university's third

multicultural Seder will incorporate Black

history into the story of Passover. In ad-

dition, the committee is organizing an

event week to coincide with the 24th an-

niversary of the assassination of Dr.

Martin Luther King Jr., "for education

vnthin the Jewish community," Sparling

said. The week's events will focus on the

Civil Rights movement and on modem
day African American struggles.

"We're both minorities which are

thoroughlyoppressed," Sparlingsaid. "We
shouldn't be each other's enemies."

Besides greater pubUcity, Sparlingsaid

the committee "needs whatever the Black

community can offer at this time. We need

the Black community to keep an open

mind and to respond, not to be afraid to

take chances with us."

Thecommittee meetsTuesday evenings
from 7 to 7:30 p.m. in the Hillel House
Lounge.
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Our politicians betray us once more
On Friday, March 13, the Higher Education Coordi-

nating Council (HECC) voted to raise our tuition by four

percent. Other universities, notably Rutgers and CCNY,
have exploded under similar circumstances, while UMass
students sit idly by for the fourth year in a row.

Most of the m^jor media ignored the meeting and
many of the media outlets that did attend arrived late,

resulting in nonexistent or meaningless coverage. What
actually transpired was sickening.

Council members, especially the chair, Piedad
Robertson (who is also the Secretary of Education) dis-

played unbelievable arrogance and disregard for stu-

dents. On the morning before the meeting, Ms. Robertson

quietly called several students who were scheduled to

speak, informing them that in the interest of time they

would not be allowed. Furthermore, she berated the

standing room only audience for clapping after testi-

mony argued the increase. She threatened that applause

time would be deducted from the total time allotted to

testimony. The final insult was the way in which mem-
bers of the council ignored speakers (students and
members ofthe council) who spoke against the increase.

These members either stared at the ceiling or talked

amongst themselves.

It quickly became apparent that the council had no

interest in even pretending to be concerned with the

students. Painfully aware of this glaring display of

callousness. Vice-chair Richard Wiley attempted to

maintain the ruse that the HECC was truly concerned

about the plight of students. He made two long (identi-

cal) speeches about how the council is not "insensitive to

students" and that it unanimously voted to support a

10.8 per cent increase in state appropriations to higher

education. Wiley apparently believes that raising his

hand and saying "aye" was sufficient energy to expend to

improve UMass. He did say, however, that ifcalled to do

so, he would testify before the Legislature. Wiley seems

to feel worthy of martyr status.

After the vote, Ms. Robertson's deputy assistant,

Peter Chisholm, was sent outside to diffuse the angry

students. Functioning as her mouthpiece, he said that a

four percent tuition increase was reasonable. However, if

the University raises fees to an "exorbitant" level (due to

the Legislature reducing appropriations because of the

four percent tuition increase) we should give him a call.

We told him that tuition and fees were already exor-

bitant. To test how out of touch this bureaucrat was, a

graduate student asked him to guess howmuch a graduate

student credit cost. Peter bureaucrat guessed $150. When
told that thesum was over $300 , bureaucratjustshrugged

his shoulders and promptly changed the subject.

Peter Wagner
Four percent is not a big increase if the base is small

and hasn't increased recently. Tuition and fees have

risen 15.4 percent in the last four years. The deskjockeys

at the top have continued to vote for increase after

increase without looking at the math or who they are

affecting. It doesn't matter to them how many students

could not afford to come back this semester or how low

enrollment falls. They don't seem to care that four years

ago, the average UMass student's family income was

$20,000; now it is over $50,000.

We need to hold our leaders accoimtable for their

actions. For the last several years, the Trustees and the

Regents (the precursor to HECC) promised with each

increase that they would no longer balance the budget on

the backs of students. Last year, after passing a 28 per

cent increase, they put extra emphasis on their disin^

genuous promise.

Our elected and appointed officials need to be shown
the human faces of their decisions. We need to rock

Boston's boat before it sails over us. Mary Lou Anderson,
a UMass graduate student and an administrator at

Assumption College, voted for the increase simply be-

cause she did not want to disagree with the Trustees.

(She used to sit on the Board of Regents, where she

received a tuition waiver for herself and her family. It is

unclear if this privilege is extended to HECC members.)

Even the most progressive council members have yet to

show any sign that they are willing to do more than

attend HECC meetings. I wonder how many members of

the council have written or called Gov. Weld about their

10.8 per cent increase, or have started to lobby the

UMass is

reserved for rich

kids due to

tuition increase.

Screw tfie poor!

Recently Approved Road Sign

Legislature.

We need to make our voices heard. Loudly. We cannot

sit quietly while UMass is privatized. If our education

officials refuse to speak up for UMass, then we must do

theirjob for them. We must lobby for UMass directly, and
we must lobby to get these clowns moving — either

towards action or towards retirement.

The HECC meeting was a disturbing glimpse into a

private University of Massachusetts. Students at CCNY
and Rutgers strongly retaliated against budget cuts, the

likesofwhich pale in comparison to the absolute thrashing

UMass is taking now. Ifwe, as students, do nothing about

it, then nothing is what will get done.

?eter Wagner is a Collegian staff member.

S.G.A.'s incestuous inner circle

not interested in helping students
Appearances can be deceiving. If you

thought the S.GA was a^Get-Along-Gang"
with alleged student activist BobMonaghan

as Speaker, you have been deceived.

Bob Monaghan's convenient interpre-

tation of parliamentary procedure and

Senate rules glossed over verified allega-

tions of wrongdoing in the most recent

S.G.A. run election.

This manipulative Speaker along with

"unbiased" accomplices swept these alle-

gations under the political rug. This

occured both immediately after the elec-

tion and during the Senate's March 25

meeting.

Monaghan spearheaded an effort to

discredit a motion to table the ratification

ofthe election until these assertions could

be looked into further.

Also at this meeting, Monaghan estab-

hshed that when he meant that he was for

Jen Wood and Newnan, he meant by any
means necessary.

This political maneuvering may serve

to discredit the institution of student gov-

ernment to the Board ofTrustees, who are

now considering recognizing the S.G.A.

We as Senators cannot stand to wit-

ness such arrogance against allegations of

this severity.

This incestuous inner circle oftheS.GA.

earns over $20,000 a year.

Are they interested in sacrificing for

students or making a buck?

Joseph Bums
Kevin Jourdain
Commuter Area

Thank you Tsongas for a class act
A class act of the Democratic presiden-

tial field called it quits yesterday," wrote

the Wall Street Journal, as Paul Tsongas

brought his presidential bid to an abrupt

halt, "pleading lack of money." But for

years to come and for our future presiden-

tial campaigns to endure, Mr. Tsongas

had already set a standard ofexcellence in

campaigning for all presidential aspir-

ants.

Both Democrats and Republicans alike

can spare a moment firom negative adver-

tising and take notes on the positive val-

ues Mr. Tsongas adorned in his campaign

trail— tradition, property and the family.

Everybody, politicians and pundits, wrote

him off, but people in New Hampshire and

Maryland wrote him in as a politician,

unafraid to take a stand. Tsongas talk was

straight talk— telling the public what he

intends to do in a plain, truthful manner.

His quintessential message to the

people —- Americans must look at their

values and attempt to change themselves

in order to change the nation.

Paul Tsongas' platform was a political

blend of conservative means to achieve

liberal ends. He equated his non-support

for middle-class income tax cut, proposed

by democrat Bill Clinton, as an act of

morahty . Since it would plunge the nation

into further recession. Also, he supported

capital gains tax , meaningmore corporate

investment in America and less jobs over-

seas.

In controversial issues and the current

one, abortion, Mr. Tsongas, by wearing a

"choice" button regardless ofthe constitu-

encies on his campaign stops, demon-

strated the fact that he is nothing like

Bush and other politicians who change

their views on issues like abortion to at-

tain elected position.

Finally, Mr. Tsongas is out ofthe politi-

cal race. Who cares! He is moral miles

ahead of Bush-Quayle treachery,

Clintonian decadence and Brownian in-

consistency. In closing, I have only four

words for Mr. Tsongas: Thank you very

much.

Pat Sitaraman
UMass Republican Club

Give us a chance and
you'll see what we can do

In an ideal society, pubUc education's

purpose is to give people who cannot

afford private education a chance to

receive a college diploma. That's all— a

chance. Unfortunately, Massachusetts

is far fi-om an ideal society.

Instead, we have seen our tuition

increase and our support from the state

government decrease over the last five to

eight years, with the situation reaching

the critical level in the last two years.

Michael Morrissey

See, Massachusetts in general has

some I
expletive I idea that p>eople should

be left alone and go their own separate

ways. The concept ofcommunity is tnily

foreign. Our state and local govern-

ments refuse to support the education

ofthe young for good reason: they don't

care about us.

And why should they, aft«r all? The
politicos on Beacon Hill were schooled

at Harvard via PhiHips Academy. They
are the upper crust, and in their minds
the middle class can't compete with

their sons and daughters, so UMass
doesn't even get a chance.

You know, it is kind of tedious to

whine and bitch about how UMass has

such a bum deal and how nobody loves

us and how dumb and poor we are, so

enough about that.

Switching to basketball, let me say

that this year's Minutemen are a collec-

tion of rag-tag overacheivers who have

absolutely no shot of advancing to the

next level of basketball. UMass' talent

level is poor compared to almost every

other team in the NCAA Sweet Sixteen.

WillHemdon,Jim McCoy, andAnton
Brown have chances to play overseas or

maybe in the CBA, but not in NBA. It is

safe to say that the big time schools, the

schools that have money for recruiting

and a storied tradition for the most part

didn't want ansrthing to do with our

players. At UMass, they were given a

chance.

John Calipari's situation was the

same. Calipari, who as a player was
once described as having "no speed

and no shot", was lucky enough to

assist top notch coaches Larry Brown
and Paul Evans and learn the ropes of

coaching. Still, no one ever expected

at age 28 to give him a head coaching

job. UMass gave Calipari a chance.

Still, for the past four years, the

Boston media has given UMass bas-

ketball almost zero coverage, and the

Boston-area schools didn't give us a

chance to play them. UConn stopped

our traditional matchup with them
because they didn't want to give us

the chance to beat them.

This year, everything has changed

for the basketball program. Calipari

is regarded as a veritable wizard, with

Boston comparing him to Alexander

the Great. It's nice to know that Bos-

ton has jumped on the UMass band-

wagon after years of neglecting us.

Last night's game against Ken-

tucky was the biggest game in the

history of UMass, and most never

expected the team to win. That isn't

what's important, though.

What's important is that we had a

chance. We had a chance for the past

two weeks to show what our basket-

ball team can do. Most people said the

team wasn't even deserving ofthe No.

3 seed we had in the NCAA tourney,

but we've proven them wrong.

See, although 1 want the team to

beat Kentucky (and Duke) so badly,

it's not important that we win, only

that we have a chance.

Weird, isn't it? That's all our school

wants. A chance. That's all our stu-

dents want. That's all the basketball

team wanted. Look what we can do

when we're given a fair chance.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian

columnist.
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U.S. representative to retire
Michael Kennedy may run for seat with his uncle

Collegian photo bj- Jo>h Reynold*

WITHOUT A NET — Greg Brooks, a

freshman Arbor Culture mqjor, practices

his climbing skills on some trees behind
the Sylvan area.

BOSTON (AP)— U.S. Rep. Brian Donnelly's surprise

decision to retire from Congress may propel another

Kennedy onto the Massachusetts poUtical scene.

Michael Kennedy, 34, ofCohasset has told The Patriot

Ledger of Quincy he has discussed running for the 1 1th

District House seat with his uncle, Sen. Edward M.

Kennedy.
He did not disclose their advice, except to comment:

"My family's legacy in this state is defmately a positive

factor for me."

The Kennedy neune, however, has not scared away

potential candidates for Donnelly's seat. More than a

dozen poUticians, including Secretary of State Michael

Connolly, said they are considering bids.

Michael Kennedy, a graduate of Harvard University

and the University of Virginia Law School, directs Citi-

zens Energy Corp., a non-profit company started by his

brother Joe to provide home heating oil to poor people. He
is the 6th of 10 children bom to Ethel and the late Robert

F. Kennedy.
Michael Kennedy moved to Cohasset in the summer of

1991. And although it is just outisde the 11th District,

there's no requirement that a candidate for Congress live

in the district he wants to represent.

Connolly, 44, who said he expects he would not step

down as secretary of state if he runs, said he expects to

move into the district when he makes the final decision.

He now lives in Roslindale, only a precinct away from the

Boston boundary of the 11th district.

"1 am seriously looking at running," Connolly said. "I

was up until the wee hours (Tuesday) night talking to

people in Milton, Quincy, Weymouth, Abington, Brockton.

I was back at it this morning."

The scramble began Tuesday with Donnelly's an-

nouncement that he would not seek re-election because

he wants to spend more time with his family.

State Sen. Paul D. Harold, D-Quincy, was the first at

the starting line. He began immediately collecting

nomination signatures to get on the September primary

ballot.

William Delahunt, the Democratic district attorney of

Norfolk County, said he's "90 percent there. I don't want
to make a decision without a lot of reflection and though.

But the fire's in the belly."

Quincy MayorJames Sheets, also a Democrat, said he

would armounce his decision Friday.

"My family said to go for it," he said. "Before we got

married, I told my wife my one dream is to become a

congressman."

Sheets, who is in his second term as mayor, ran

unsuccessfully for Congress against Donnelly in 1978.

Former Quincy Mayor Francis X. McCauley, a Re-

publican, said whether he runs could depend on financial

support from the state and national GOP committees.

"You don't just jump tn," McCauley, chairman of the

State Retirement Board, said. "Keeping your options

open is a smart move for any politician to do. The dust has

to settle and they have to think about their future."

Another republican, State Sen. Edward Kirby of

Whitman, took a similar posture.
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Arts & Living
Mr. Lupo reviews this week's crop of movies
ByJONLUPO
Collegian Staff

Meeting Ventu: Glenn Close (Hamlet)
turns in another brilliant performance in

a decidedly low-key, high-brow tale oflove

and chaos surrounding a European pro-

duction oftheopera Tannhauser. The film's

obvious love of opera is shared by its

genuine affection for its characters.

Close plays an ice-queen singing diva

who falls in love with her married con-

ductor (Niels Arestrup— who is the real

star of this movie). But Arestrup must

contend with a multi-lingual cast, a dis-

senting orchestra, tempestuous unions,

backstage love affairs and an interfering

management...all in the first day.

Meeting Venus successfully balances

the serious love story with the backstage

nonsense and frustration. Close and
Arestrup emit more passion in a glance

than a thousand love scenes. The support-

ing cast, from all over the world, are

magnificently funny and memorable.

However, beyond this, there's surpris-

ingly little to Meeting Venus. The plot is so

intricately simple, its up to the actors to

make the layers seem real. Despite the

behindthe scenes love and warmelodrama,
everyone makes up just in time to put on

a great performance. Reminicent of those

1940'8 "let's put on a show!" musicals.

Meeting Venus deUvers an adult love story
with a lofty sense of humor. It's just that

I was expectingmore from such acclaimed

artists as Close, producer David Puttnam
and director Istvan Szabo.

Grade: B

Under Suspicion: Complete with a mul-

titude of suspects, a moody atmosphere

and heaps of melodrama. Under Suspi-

cion is an somewhat plodding but enter-

taining whodunnit set in 1950*s Europe.

During that time, the opening screen

tells us, divorces were almost impossible

to get because of the strict laws. A down
and out private detective (Liam Neeson)

earns much needed money by setting up

fake affairs for wealthy men who want a

divorce. But when his wife and a renowned

artist are murdered during this routine

scam, not only is Neeson out looking for

the killer but he's a suspect as well.

The prime suspect, however, is the

artist's mistress played by the badly mis-

cast Laura San Giacomo {sex, lies and
videotape). She's embarrasingly bad as

the requisitefemme fatale, completely out

of her league and range. They are natu-

rally drawn together in one of the film's

many predictable twists.

Under Suspicion tries to pass itself off

as film noir, but everything's so surface

that it just ends up looking poorly lit.

Murder mystery fans probably won't be

too surprised at the identity of the real

killer, but it did keep me guessing. Under

Suspicion is perfect for a rainy day mati-

nee or as a Sunday afternoon renter. But

it's too slow and compact to be anything

more.
Grade: C+

Shadows and Fog. Black and white

pretentiousness is usually reserved for

rock videos but when Woody Allen resorts

to it to make up for lack of substance, it's

downright shameful.

Allen (whose last film was the classy

yet hollow comedyAiice) lays the homages

on big, nodding his hat to Fritz Lang,

Bergman and it seems just about every

other Expressionisticfilmmakerthereever

was. This is nice, but where's the plot?

Allen plays yet another nerdy charac-

ter who reluctantly joins the search for a
killer on the loose. And Mia Farrow plays

an angelically misunderstood waif (sur-

prise!). While there are some funny lines,

the old Woody Allen wit is missing, no

doubt lost in the shadows and fog.

The best thing about Shadow and Fog
is sitting back and picking out the slew of

actors that breeze in and out; it's like

Woody's teasing us with great actors and
pairingthem with a stilted script. Amoung
the stars one can find are John Malkovich

and Madonna (she's getting better, really).

Kathy Bates, Jodie Foster and Lily Tomlin

play prostitutes; John Cusak peeks in as a

college student.

There's pitifully nothing else to do ex-

cept star-hunt while watching this nicely

made but pointless, disapointing film.

Woody— what were you thinking?

Grade: C-

L.A Guns new album is a disappointment
By A.C FOSTER
Collegian Staff

For ages now, the Los Angeles club and music scene

has attracted multiple rock bands seeking the big time.

Consequently, Los Angeles is one of the hottest musical

spots around. Thus it also attracts multiple record label

scouts who can make or break the dreams for musicians.

The city has been a magnet for and a producer ofthe hard

rock and heavy metal bands who play with a "down and

dirty, rock and raunch" style. They live by their golden

rule ofsex, drugs, and rock and roll, and preach it in their

music.

A few years ago, the group L.A. Guns emerged to the

top ofthe Los Angeles music scene, and became the latest

addition to the city's list of alumni, having graduated

from its club scene to major record label status. Vocalist

Phil Lewis, guitarists Traci Guns and Mick Cripps,

bassist Kelly Nickels, and drummer Steve Riley were

signed to the prestigious label of Polygram Records (Def

Leppard, Bon Jovi, Scorpions, etc.) and erooyed consid-

erable exposure with the release oftheir self-titled debut

album in 1988. Like other Los Angeles based-bands, such

as Motley Crue and Ratt, L.A. Guns featured a loud and

aggressive guitar driven rock and roll attack, and the

hard rock ra/».o hits -No Mercy," and "One More Reason"

helped effectively introduce the quintet to a hard rock

audience and make them one ofthe newest sensations to

the rock world.

In 1989. the group released the follow-up album to

their successful duet. The album "Cocked And Loaded"

not only maintained the momentum created by their

debut album, but also expanded the group's audience and

exposure substantially. The hits "Never Enough," "I

Waima Be Your Man," and "The Ballad ofJayne" found

their way on to the playlists ofradio stations that carried

a more "mainstream" style of rock inventory, and the

group was also gaining MTV exposure. L.A. Guns gained

a commercial quality while maintaining their hard rock

and heavy metal characteristics for the most part. A lot

of this is creditable to producer Tom Werman. He has

worked with groups such as Motley Crue and Kix, and

knows how to help traditional sounding hard rock and

heavy metal groups gain a commercial appeal. The group

elevated themselves to a status where they were headhn-

ing shows at mid-sized arenas. Everything seemed to be

going LA. Guns way. They were progressing up the

ladder to musical success.

During the summer of 1991 , the group released their

third album entitled "Hollywood Vampires." The album

features a 3-D cover which ends up being somewhat

symboUc ofthe album's music. It features a new dimension

ofmusic for L.A. Guns, and is a far cry in sound and style

form their first two efforts. Tracii Guns and Mick Cripps

have thrown their straight distortion sound out the

window and have adopted a more melodic sound and a

less aggressive style of playing. Phil Lewis seems as if

he's had enough screaming for a while and sits back into

a more calm style of singing, concentrating more on

quality than power. They are shooting more for melodic

harmony than the straight-forwardraw power that helped

create the "pxmch" to their first two albums.

Many groups have been known to change their musi-

cal direction

after a time. And as groups such as Motley Crue,

Aerosmith, and Metallica know, a change can often

result in an incredible increase in sales and exposure.

Whatever the reason for the change of direction in L.A.

Guns' latest album, it is quite a change. The songs "Kiss

My Love Goodbye," "Wild Obsession," and "My Koo Ka

Choo" include a horn section. Mick Cripps takes up

keyboards for songs such as "Crystal Eyes," and the

acoustic guitar plays a larger role than ever before for the

band. The album also contains three ballads, which is

somewhat symbolic of the "mellowing out" that they've

done.

Unfortunately, the change is not pleasing. The "calming

down" ofthe music has made the songs boring to listen to,

and as the aforementioned changed groups also know, a

change in musical can also result in a change of fans, and

possibly in losing the original fans as well. Sure enough,

anybody who really hked L.A. Guns first two albums will

most likely not eryoy the majority of "Hollywood Vam-

pires." Shortly following the release of the album, the

band was opening in concert for the likes of AC/DC.

However, as a result ofthe average impact the album had

on listeners the group is presently touringthe club circuit

in an attempt to further promote it. The debut single off

the album, "Kiss My Love Goodbye." was released during

the simimer, and received some attention at first but

quickly lost speed. After a substantial hiatus, the second

single 'It's Over Now," is presently finding radio time.

Conclusively, the album is lacking in many respects,

and it is very frustrating to the following gained in their

earher days. While the album "Hollywood Vampires" is

somewhat of a lemon, the group is a great rock-and-roll

band at the heart nonetheless. While their latest album

is the weakest link in L.A Guns musical career chain, it

can be expected that this group will storm back towards

the top in future days.

L.A Guns will beperforming at the Vertex in Hadley on

Sunday. March 29.
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Bird-brained theatrics from Sweeney Todd
By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

Sweeney Todd
March 25-28

Bowker Auditorium

There is a moment in the UMass The-

atre Guild's production of Sweeney Todd,

when the audience discovers that a sweetly

singing finch has had its eyes poked out by

an unscrupulous bird-seller. Though
originally written as drama, this scene is

now tinged with unintentional irony; for

the bird seems to suffer the same affliction

as the production. Both are running blind.

'Jfi^uii^ -^\^^cUii'

That is not to say that Sweeney Todd is

without its moments. Composer Stephen

Sondheim's operatic tale of a murderous

barber remains one ofthe greatest works

ofthe American musical theatre. For that

reason alone, even the most inadequate

treatment ofthis show is worth a glance

—

and "inadequate" is exactly the word for

this latest incarnation.

True, some wonderful moments exist,

but they are only occasional oases in a

desert of unpleasantness. Ultimately, the

treatment of this play's bloodthirsty anti-

hero is so uninspired that even the excel-

lent ensemble numbers cannot save the

show entirely.

The role of Sweeney Todd calls for a

dynamo actor; someone who can go to

extremes of rage or sorrow without rely-

ing on broad shtick effects. As played by

Todd Robinson, however, Sweeney does

not experience emotional change — re-

maining instead a rather bland constant.

Robinson's Demon Barber is a crude

cardboard cut-out, who is not only

unfathomable, but is rather boring as well

.

Part ofthis is undoubtedly due to direc-

tor Daniel Miller's indecision about just

who Sweeney is. Is he a dangerous mad-

man? Is he an innocent victim of society?

Is he just a cranky introvert? Instead of

answering these questions, Miller simply

tells his lead to go look menacing. The

results are difficult to watch.

While Miller is not incapable of cre-

ativity, too much of this production

screams his inexperience. Seemingly

afraid oflosing actors to backstage goblins.

Miller keeps enormous numbers ofpeople

onstage at all times. This results either in

awkward onstage "freezes" or in distract-

ing shuffling noises, which come across

the floor microphones more audibly than

the singing.

Which is not to imply that much of the

singing is not inaudible anyway. Both

Todd Robinson and his tonsorial nemesis

Michael Tryba have trouble with their

projection, and many lines are lost beneath

the orchestra, or the constant shuffling of

misplaced actors. For the most part, those

performers who can sing cannot act, and

those who can act cannot sing.

The only exception to this rule are

mirthless Judge Steven Matulewicz, and

his sycophantic sidekick. Alan Schneider.

Saturday 7:30 PM
Lord Jeffery Inn, 30 Boltwood Ave, Amherst

The Boston Meditation Society (617)499-7766

This IslfiNir Brain.

Schneider is a delightfully distasteful vil-

lain, and Matulewicz's quasi-masturba-

tory first-act aria is one ofonly two scenes

in the play with the charge ofreal emotion.

The other is a brief excursion into an

asylum, which transports us to the chill-

ing no-man's-land between insanity and

madness ... the land SweeneyTodd should

rightfully have occupied.

There are bursts of liveliness, in the

show's ensemble numbers, and a gloomily

perfect setby ChristinaChristodoulpoulos

— but they are not enough to disguise the

production's basic aimlessness. This

Sweeney Todd is a landed bird, which

stumbles instead of soaring.

UMass student's play
at Evergreen Theater
By LISA J. CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Beginning tonight at East Street

Studios in Hadley. the Evergreen

Theater is presenting its Spring fes-

tival of One Act Plays.

The shows begin at 8 p.m. tonight

with Down Days in Des Moines,

Body Stories, The Roommate,
Waiting for Lee, Have Spray Can,
Will Travel.

Andrew Hermann, 22, is playwright

ofThe Roommate. He is a University of

Massachusetts graduate student,

whose play will be shown tonight. It is

a life or death discussion between two

college roommates in their dormitory.

"The Roommate is basedon the myth

that if your roommate dies you get

straight As and priority room assign-

ment," explains Hermann. Hermarm
is a graduate from Wesleyan Univer-

sity where he produced his first play.

The Dissolving Worm.
"The Evergreen Theater is a new

community theatre. For its first project

it turned over the space to local artists

with technical support," says Hermann.
His show is directed by Tom

Kubasik, who is a graduate of SUNY
Purchase with a degree in Dramatic

Literature. He has directed and acted

in numerous plays, including works by

Pinter, Friel , WiUiams, Strindberg and

Wilde. The Roommate is his first area

production.

The stars ofThe Roommate are also

UMass students, Dan Geist and Joe

O'Connor. Geist recently appeared in

The Cherry Orchard atMount Holyoke

College. O'Connor is a member of the

UMass Theatre Guild.

Evergreen Theater is an organiza-

tion providing support, encouragement

and training to local theater artists.

The festival began as a desire to pro-

vide independent artists with an op-

portunity to show their work, who
previously were unable to stage their

theatre work due to lack of resources,

finances, availability ofworking space

or controversial subjects.

The Evergreen theatre, a bam-like

structure, has a full staff and house

that seats 150.

Saturday, there will be different

five shows in the afternoon at 2 p.m.

Later in the evening starting at 8 p.m.

five more will be presented.

On Sunday, March 29 at 2 p.m. the

plays include Waiting, Opposing
Tension, Meeting the Sphinz, A
Great Grace, and A Woman in

Search of her Power. A party is in-

cluded, promises the poster.

The shows are $6 perprogram, and
$15 for a festival pass. The admission

is halfprice for children under 12.

Correction
In yesterday's THIS WEEKEND section, the two men featured in the photo in

Friday's list of events are really Dan Geist and Joe O'Connor starring in tonight's

performance of The Roommate. The Collegian regrets the error.
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Production Supervisor
.SethKaye

n I .. „ Jason Toria
Production '

.

Dan Henderson

Menu
LUNCH

Fish Munchies

Tacos

BASICS LUNCH
Fish Munchies

Veggie Taco

DINNER
Chicken Stir Fry

Cheese Spinach Strudel

BASICS DINNER
Korean BBQ Tofu

Cheese Spinach Strudel

When seeing-eye dogs dream

Quote of the Day
"There is always something left to love and if you

ain't learned that you ain't learned nothin'"

- Lorrain Hansberry

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AHIES (March 21 -April 19): Yoo

may have a lot on your mind early in

the day. By afternoon, the inner sun ol

joy and confidence should burn

brightly again.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Those engaged in a confidential ca-

pacity may find their work quite lu-

crative. Most of what you learn should

not be revealed. Look forward to a

rendezvous with a special person to-

night.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20): You

may not hear anything conclusive

until quite late today. It will be good

news. A candid conversation will do

woTKiers for a child-parent relation-

ship.

CANCER (June 2 1 -July 22): When
It comes to paying a bill or otherwise

ccMTwnitt ing your rev >urces, take some

time to investigate. Friendship and

currency do not always mix well.

Discuss matters in a friendly fashion.

lEO duly 2 3-Aug. 22 1: A discreet

inquiry here and there may provide

you with the missing pieces to a

puzzle. Now could be the tinrie to

reveal your hand and get your point

across. Co for it!

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): The

spotlight is on your efforts to achieve

financial self-sufficierxry. Tips from

those your trust prove useful. Give a

new partner your undivided attention

this evening.

LIBRA (Sept. 2J-Oct. 22): An

cxcelleni day to tie up loose ends.

Evaluate the worth of someone's ad-

vice before taking it. Say "no" to

doom ar>d gloom; you have k>ts of

options.

SCOR«0(Oct.23-Nov 21):Roll

up your sleeves and get to work. A

friendship that is real will survive the

storms ahead. Plan an important up-

coming event down to the last detail.

Make the- invitations special.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21): Steer clear of officialdom today.

The lime to push an ambit lous project

is almost at hand. Fanrtlly reunions

enjoy favorable influences this

weekend. A plalonic relationship

heats up.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19):

Members ol your inner circle shouM

be a special source of joy. A spirit of

-ooe-fof-all" prevails Team e«ort will

help swell business profits, too.

AQUARIUS ()an. 20-feb. 18):

There is every reason to keep your

hopes up Results that have previously

eluded you will soon Ix- attained. An

alliancecouW suffer if you try to force

an issue. Play a waiting game.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
conservative approach works bes»

when dealing with those in authority.

Oo not neglect Ihe needs ol your

loved ones. The romantic temperature

will rise tonight.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

The opinions expressed on this page are those ot the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University.

ACROSS
1 Shakes

S Monastery
superior

iOCapttalona
Ijord

14 Olive genus

15 OvespteocW
16 Pal

1 7 Welcoming
gestures

19 Mitchell

mansion

?0 Must
?1 Steady

?3 fat

?i Mansard feature

?6 Mudville's

mighty slugger

?9 Squeater

3? hkXHTietallic

35 Name ol lame in

lournahsm

36 Misler. m Listxjo

38 Merged
39 Exiinct flightless

twd
•10 Movers' cousins

41 Oicl conlenls

47 Man wilh a

dream Inits

43 Play t>y 62

Across
44 JizTf

45 "A Passage lo

India" character

17 Hankering

48 I ancheslef and

Marlmelli

49 Hirxlu sect

51 Ominous
53 Retrenchment

57 A shaking

61 Former pitcher

Sparky —
62 The Swan ol

Avon; Var

64 Yemen s capital

65 Tare or yam
66 Mount in Sicily

67 Hurls

68 Avoids

69 Fife or flute

DOWN
1 Barleycorn or

AWen

Avis' vmngs

Clair or Coty
Enghshand
Western, eg
Detest

SuMmsuil part

Anrt>ai(an

capital

Baker

Cat* container

Paper si7e

Extortions

Angler's need

SuKwwt*
Remain
Short dislances

Given to fantasy

PunctualKXi

mark

ChiHed. like

Keats' owl
Hustles

Tarsus

Cmemalic last

words
"TheRai
Oiiarlel" setting

Aenes
-NaNa

37 Leftover

40 Do the shimmy
44 ARanmovia
46 Comparsa
48 Fumblas

SO Ha* and

Letterman, eg.

52 Ftoads to FUxne

53 Dash or happy
bagirviing

54 Or Jekyll s

alter ego
55 Yup
SeOfthmlts

58 Apportion

59 Writer Sarah

.

60 Interpret

63 Barb4e s
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Exploring the world of professional wrestling
_. . ... . . ^, . ^ tr u„».., t;^ rk.i<T<Tan Pinv nnt that that's bad or tinvthintfl

Alright, it's time I let the cat out of the bag ... I went

to WWF wrestling with my friends over break. Before I

hear catcalls and what not, let me explain myself:

We had nothing better to do. so we decided to make the

trek to Worcester to check out the latest WWF super-

stars. So, Scott, D.C., Jamie. Clayton. Matt, and myself

jumped in our cars and made the one-hour pilgrimage.

Believe me, we didn't act normal at the Centrum, we
made complete (explicative] holes of ourselves, and we

had a hell of a time doing it!

When we first walked into the Centrum we immedi-

ately noticed what appeared to be a middle-aged man
dressed up as Randy The Macho Man" Savage. There

was doubt in our minds, we would meet him or else we

would regret it for the rest of our lives.

Scott, Clay, D.C. and myself finally mustered up

enough courage to journey over to meet the Savage look-

ahke. We would soon find out that he was a Savage act-

alike as well!

This man obviously has a sad life because he had the

Macho-Man aura down-pat. After talking to him (read:

making fun of him) we realized just how much of a fan

(read: loser) he was.

Next up for us merry men, was a HacksawJim Duggan

yelling contest. We would stand up, stick up our thumbs

and scream "Ho!" much like the real Duggan. Much to our

surprise and delight the whole Centrum responded in

kind!

Jeff Crofts

It was unbelievable to hear 8,000 (believe me that's a

rough estimate) people — some more educated than

others— all yelling "Ho!" at the same time. And believe

me, we didn't put that puppy bed until the horse was

dead.

When the actual matches started, we continued our

[exphcative] head ways. When the rule-breakers entered

the ring, we stood up in the aisles and bowed, trying to get

some sort of response firom the crowd around us.

To our dismay, only youngsters were offended by our

mischievous deeds.

In fact, we got in an argument with five bttle boys

behind us, and believe you me, they all had dirty mouths^

1 wondered aloud iftheir role models were Andrew "Dice"

Clay, not that that's bad or anything!

We planned on throwing superballs intt) the ring at

the wrestlers, but unfortunately we forgot them. So we

had to make do with what we had.

As the card progjressed, the fans amazed us with their

involvement in the matches. One teenager(clad in a

Jimmy Snuka T-Shirt) really angered me when I actually

saw him salute Sgt. Slaughter. I really wanted to DDT
him!

Jamie did the most shameless act of all, when he

constantly stood up and screamed "They hate each other!"

during one particular match. All we could do was bury

our heads and laugh, it really was funny.

After the card was over, Clayton did his own shame-

less act when he approached a closing refreshment stand

which had iron bars closing in. Clayton shook the bars

violently and screamed to the surprised worker "I want

you in this cage!." Needless to say this was another

hilarious act, it had me in tears!

On the way out, we saw another group ofguys our age,

with one ofthem chanting "Hit Man, Hit Man!" at the top

of his lungs . . . guess we weren't the only ones!

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian StaffMember
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Take an intenstve course in math, langui^;e, or science

and earn a hill year's credit in eight weeks.

Call 1-8(X)-FIM)S \U for a catalog today.

NorthwxMcm I niNtrsilv SuninK*r Session '92

Comics

Crosswords

Horoscope

Opinion

Lunch

Everybody reads u •.
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Softball hosts Tourney
Maine, Army, Hofstra at Totman

''f^-j^: C^mrnlm ii^ 1 <^MW«
, AMUM ' "ji:** i-^

By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

If the weather holds off and the rain

drains from Totman Field, the University

ofMassasachusetts softball team will open
its home season this weekend hosting the

UMass Tournament.
The tentative schedule is as follows:

Saturday at 1 p.m. the Minutewomen will

face the Maine Black Bears, who are 9-13

on the year. After that game, at about 3

p.m., UMass will face the Lady Knights of

Army. Sunday at 3 p.m. they will play the

Hofstra Flying Dutchwomen.
The Minutewomen are playing their

first games since last week's 2-7 swing
through California, where they played

three of the nation's top five teams.

As Coach Elaine Sortino hit fly balls in

practice yesterday that landed Uke bricks

in the soggy grass, she said she wants her

team to improve on everjrthing from last

week.
•We want to find our rhythm," she said

,

"and one of the things we could never

establish in California was the pitchers

falling into any kind of continuity or

rhythm because wehad lots ofdisruptions

with the injury to Peggy Bush in the out-

field, and we couldn't use Holly [Aprile] in

a normal rotation."

UMass hasn't played a regional game
yet this season, but is the region's No.l

seed. Hofstra is the region's No.2 seed.

Maine is a team that Sortino says is "very

up and down" and "explosive and unpre-

dictable." Army carries in a 5-7 record, and
as Sortino says, "they are just as the name
says: disciplined, tough, fit, and physical."

RGGbokil

SPRING CLEANING

SHOE
Life is short. Play hard.SALE
ALL REEBOKS

SneCMIXyARKED
BASKETBALL'TENNIS-RUMIINe*

WAUHNC'OIOSS TRAIHIIW

MEMS>LAOIES*aillJ)REMS<IMFAMTS

\\F, Wll I. \0T BF LADFRSOLD

Kl F I N ' ^ Hampshire Mall

1^ E. 1 1^ O
Hadlev. Massachusetts

SAME BAT CHANNEL
Comics • Cards • Qames 4 More...

Hampshire Mall, Hadley Ingclside Mall, Holyokc

586-8775 532-9797

OPEN: Monday - Saturday 10am - 9pm • Sunday 1 2pm - 5pm

Classifieds
mUF TO WFCnUFClAN OFFICE ll3CAMPUSCEmR MON.-mURS.8M30 FRIDAY &m:30 * DEADUNE IS WO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAWN 20(mRmM FOR SWDEm » CASH IN ADVANCE

ANNOUNCEMBfTS

B«d and BrMMaat
Downtown Amhsrst klMl tor vltiting pw-

enls and Inends 549 0733

H«<p MM Danny Colbartlll

Buy a ran* «ck*l

in tha Campus Canter today

Sponsorad by The PanneHenic CouodI

Ouaatlona about your cxxnmolar wving

situation? Planning to move 0*1 campus?

Subtetting in May? r4eed help with your

roommates? ConskJenng exchanging ser-

vicas for low rent or no rent? Want to )Oin an

od coop to reduce the cost ol home healing

oil? Come to OCHO 428 Student Union or

cal 5-0865 Appts scheduled daily. Your

complete oomrnutar service.

AUTO FOR SALE

84CHEVETTE94K4D hatchback; very good

conditions; $900 or B a call 256-8957

as FORD ESCORT Excallant condition

$1200 546-3519 ,

TOYOTA COROLLA 1966 $3995

Auto, air. Sdoor Good condition

Unique Auto. Rte. 9. Amherst 253-4282

CHEAPI FBI/U.S. SEIZED
89Merc8da« S200
86 VW $50
87Marcadaa $100
65 Mustang $50

Choose from thousands starling $25

FREE 24 Hour recording reveals

detaNa 801 -379-2929 CopyrtgM tMAISKJC

TOR A OOOD TIME CALL:

HACK-A-OISC^ENTERTAINMEKT. DJ».

video DJs and Karaoke from $1 75.00. Call

586-9900

pourbit

Amharsl Canter

Etfiaency one Iwo. It»rea bedroom apart-

mams, or ttwee bedroom condos on Hobart

L«ia June or Saptambar. Lincoln Real

Estata^2S Norlti Pleasant Siraal. 2S3-7879

Raaafv* your plaea aaity

Mil Valley Est

2 br 2 full bams
Heat fv>t water ind.

$830 month avail June 1st

Some furniture ind.

253-5631

FOUND: GOLD RUM
Can 10 idenlHy

6-03S9

FOR SALE

FOUND: Silver bracelet with dasp. six links,

flowers 3^4 near Hills Claim at 665-2027

FRONT TIRE for 10 speed in E-lol-E*l 25

Descnbeme shape of iwtieel arKl mriie o( rim

and it Is yours -Found 3/24 midnight cail

Peter 549 7901

HELP WANTED

Colagi Pre PahHara are rww accsp«tr>g

appllcalions lor summer amptoymanl In the

MwtMiead. Salem, and Andover areas.

Plaaaa cal 1 -800-346-4649 for mora inlor-

TltaPmo*Davatopment Fund wants to Nra

a workstudy student with denca) and com-

puter skills $4-5 per hour lor 20 hrs per

week Please call Phylisat 256-8306

TUTOR ME WTTH Chem 262

Good $$$ Call Jaramy 253-3795

LOtT

LOST
Gok) hoop earring

Between Bartlett arxl JFK

Reward 5-1M2

MUSKIANS

Brottier Portable Electronic, word and let-

ter correct typewriter Mint conditioo $150.00

Call anytime 549-3580

LEATHER BIKER JACKET Uke naw

Cheap! Sarah 549-4600x325

LOTS OF MUSICAL EOUIPMEMT- Art

mulliverb $150 Alesis MMT-8 sequencer

$150. Yamaha MDFI $150 Roland MKS-

1 00 sampler $250 Fender Squire bass $1 50

Peavey TNT 130 bass amp $175 No rea-

sonable offer refus«Jl Can Ginger at 549-

7687

ONKYO TUNER 20 watts sxceHant oond.

$60 call U2 253-7536

SONY
Portable Disc Player

Brand spanking new

$125.00 Jason 549-6458

SONY 5CD CAROUSEL w/4xo S.

and remote w'shullle play $150

Glass stereo component cabinet $40

BSR equalizer i0-band $30

cm Joe 253-4091

Two piranha, 10 gaUon tank, accessories -

$175 Ulsa 646-2482

FOUND

COLLEGE Pno PAINnNO is now accept-

ing summer applications lor the Newton

NaedhamMaareas If interested call Brenden

256<450

CRUISE LINE- Entry level onboardlandside

positions available, yoar-round or summer

(813)229-5478

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING- Earn

$2.000*'monm world travel Holiday. Sum-

mer and career employment available IMo

experience necessary For employment pro-

gram call 1-206-545-4155 art 0456

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
Fraternities, sororities, student clubs Earn

up to $1000 in one week Rus receive a

$1000 bonus yoursell and a FREE watch

just lor calling 1 -8QO-932-0528 Ext. 65
_

^^^^ WANTED
HOMEWORKERS NEEDEDII

Eam $1 .000 weekly mailing our circulars In

your spare time at home! . GUARANTEED!
Free supplies/postage! Begin now' Free

detailsl Enclose LSASESMS. Dept ' ol-7A.

Box 610. Cordova , IN 36018-0610.

THE PUB
Is tooking lor full -time day waitresses It inter-

ested come till out an applicatk>n between

3-5pm

DRUMMERSI Phlsh.

Improv. 256-8115

Allmans. Originals.

PERSONALS

MalvMa/Thoraau staff Vance says..

You are toooo saxy! Not to mention

amazing!

STUD PUPPY
For 22 years you've hated the mornings

Wen Hera's to waking up with a smile on

your face, the momings are great. Happy

birttKlay

XXOO
Tom

PS Here's to keeping me young

SHOT MASTER on your 22nd birthday you

are not only the fKxniesI but the oktesll

Happy Birllrtnr_LB*«.J^«*^oornr^^

SRtSTI

2 1/2 years

You me beauty

I the beast

Kiss me before

The last petal

tails

Love Simonster

To All Sigma Kappas and their dates:

Get ready lor a wacky, tacky, and wid lima

mis Saturday nightMl

ROOMMATE WANTED

Looking to Adopt. Happily married. Iir«in-

dally secure, erwrgetic couple prays for

newborn Beautiful country home Willing-

ness to meet and'or speak. Let us help you

mrough this difficult time Call Jewish Family

Service ol Greater Sprmglield. Inc. at

(413)737-2601 (colect) and ask about Jeff

andAnn^

SPRINGTIME: Lose fast wilhouldielingi 549-

4401

TYPIHO

FAST ACCURATE TYPING by Merata col-

lege grad $1/pg Letter quality 586-5268

PAPERS. RESUMES. THESIS-

Wofd processing, laser pnntng-

Call Rosemary 323-5031

FOUND: CROSS PENDANT
Call to identlly

6-0359

Patterson Mscklmmie Bad dogs rule

UMass Ruff

Somethings just^donT^getany^etterM^

KENOBER- You're a hairy guy. but I ike you

anyway.

KENOBER
Roses are red

Violets are bkje

Sugar is sweet and you're 2 1 and what- ever

the hell it is you want to put in there!

Rachaal Mo
•JOANNE CHAPPUIS'

Happy Birtfxlay'

Live life to Its fullest

Love tiH it hurts

Laugh out k>ud

Bestwishes Amy _ _ _

SDTCancuners: Go Bananas, Indiana. Have

I told you lately?, GernianBeer. Stay w/

someone you know. SweettJot, VueiaVuela.

sunrises, 1 90 octane. Pregnanf, ril lose the

bear wtien Thanx for a bery good time and

don't stand on tt>e aluminum

Love Jen ft Dawn

HOUSEMATE NEEDEDI
$155 00 /month

on Feanng St

549-4490 Leave message

SAME NEAT-O TYPING GUY w/new num-

ber $1 5a'typed page Bnan 546-6954

WANTED

NCAA TICKETFOR SAT
665-7426 leave message

Call anytime

Want badly'

WANTED TO RENT

P-TOWN

LOOKING FOR RMHTES to find apt. In

P-TOWN tor summer Call Frank 585-0776

2 famala translar nonsmeksrs SOM look-

ing 10 live otfcampus starting 5^ 6-3145

SERVICES

Atlentlen: freshmen, sophomores- recaiva

college mcney Irom eagei private sources.

Millions undaimed yearly, grab your sharal

Awards guaranteed, learn the secret! Call

College Cash Hotline special 24-hour re-

cording. 1 -91 9-406-9096 ext. 14
^

FREE pregnancy testing; confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549- 1 906
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Sports
Game Summary

Massachusetts
Kentucky

42-35 77
50-37 87

Massachusetts (77)

Barbae 4- 10 0-1 10,Herndon6-
8 3-4 15, H. Williams 3-7 2-2 8,

Brown 5-8 2-2 14, McCoy 7-15

6-7 2 1 , roe 2-6 5-6 9, K. Robinson
0-0 0-0 0. Malloy 0-1 0-0 0.

Totals: 27-55 18-22 77.

Kentucky (87)

Mashburn 11-15 7-9 30,

Pelphrey 7-13 3-3 18, Martinez

0-0 0-0 0. Woods 4-6 4-4 12.

Farmer 2-4 3-4 7 . Feldhaus 5- 1

0-0 11. Brown 2-7 1-3 5, Ford 0-

O-O 0, Timberlake 0-1 0-0 0.

Riddick 1-2 0-0 1-2, Braddy 1-1

0-0 2.

Three-point goats:

Massachusetts 5-9 (Barbee 2-

5, McCoyM -Brown 2-2, Malloy

0-1). Kentucky 3- 15 (Mashburn
1-2, Pelphrey 1-4, Woods 0-1,

Farmer0-2 , Feldhaus 1 -4 , Brown
0-2)

Rebounds:
Massachusetts 27 (Roe, 7).

Kentucky 30 (Mashburn, 6).

Assists: Massachusetts 14

(Brown, 5). Kentucky 19

(Pelphrey, 4).

Fouled out:

H Williams.

Technical fouls:

Massachusetts bench.

Player of tt>e game

Kentucky center Jamal
Mashburn's 30 point night in-

cluded n of 15 field goals,

seven of nine free throws and
a 3-pointer.

The 6-foot-8, 240 pound
sophmore also grabbed a
team-high six rebounds.

"He's the best player we
played agairjst all year," said

UMass forward Will Herndon
after the gome. "He's a lottery

pick," UMass Coach John
Calipari added. "Itwas obvious
we could not guard him.'

Why Kentucky won

Depends who you ask.

Calipari, diplomatically, fin-

gered the first 1 3 minutes of the

game . when Kentucky hit 1 5 of

its first 20 shots— including three

3-pointers — en route to a 21-

pointlead.
Everyone else named ref-

eree Len Wirtz's technical call

on Calipari for being out of the

coach's box.

At the time, Kentucky had
the ball and a 2-point lead with

4:47 to play. Kentucky out

scored UMass 10-2 over the

next 4:21 to put the game
away.

"We were on the verge of

getting back into the game.
(The technical] took a lot of

wind out of ourselves," said

UMass guard Anton Brov^iD. In-

cluding the technical, Ken-

tucky hit 12 of Its last 13 free

throws and 1 8 of 23 overall.

"We were on the verge of

getting back into the game."
—UMass guard Anton Brown

Minutemen's stellar season
comes to a screeching stop
COrJTINUED FROM PAGE 1

high 30 points, killed UMass all night, as

he did in Lexington earlier in the season

when the Wildcats defeated the Minute-

men 90-69.

The Minutemen had no one who could

stop the "Monster Mash" as he got where

he wanted— when he wanted, hitting 11

of 15 shots. He also hauled in six rebounds.

"He's a pro." said Calipari, speaking of

Mashburn. "He's a lottery pick. I hope he

stays et Kentucky because Rick [Pitino]

will make him a better player."

"We were willing to concede Mashburn's

points," saidUMass forward Will Herndon,

who finished his career with 15 points on 6

of8 shooting. "We wanted to stop everyone

else. But we weren't able to do that."

Kentucky's first-half lead ballooned to

as much as 21 before the Minutemen be-

gan to play the kind ofbasketball that got

them to the Sweet Sixteen.

"There were no jitters," Williams said.

"We were over those in the firsttwo games."

TraiUng 44-24, UMass went on a 9-0

run. Lou Roe (9 points, 7 rebounds) sank

four-straight foul shots, Tony Barbee

nailed a trey and Brown hit a pair from the

charity stripe.

Mashburn scored two buckets to build

the Wildcats' lead back up to 13. From

there, Barbee and McCoy hit back-to-back

jumpers to bring the Minutemen within 9,

as close as they hadbeen since it was 17-10.

Seldom-usedJunior Braddy scored with

:38 left before intermission to put the

Wildcats ahead 50-39.

McCoy then took an inbounds pass

from Herndon with 1.4 seconds on the

clock and let fly a three-quarter court

bomb that fell through the net.

CoUcflan photo by Chrittophcr Evans

Jim McCoy drives the lane in the much-heralded win over Syracuse

at the Centrum.

"We were willing to

concede Mashburn's

points. We wanted to stop

everyone else but we
weren't able to do that."

-UMassforward Will Herndon

At half-time, UMass trailed by only 8,

50-42. And considering how poorly it

played for most ofthe first 20 minutes and

the fact that the Wildcats shot a torrid 67

percent from the floor, being down only

eight was a minor-miracle.

The Wildcats came out a little flat in

the second-half. However, their press was
causing UMass fits. Trailing 58-54, the

Minutemen had several chances to cut the

lead to 2, but turned the ball over instead.

With 12:26 remaining, the Minutemen
finally did pull within a pair, as Roe put

back his own miss.

The Wildcats ran off six unanswered-

points to pull ahead 66-58 with 8:54 left to

play.

John Pelphrey (18 points) then made a

critical jumper that quelled UMass' mo-

mentum and gave the Wildcats breathing

problem, 70-65. "We're are very excited to

be in the Final 8," Pitino said. "UMass is

an outstanding team that now can reflect

back and smell the roses. They fought

back and couldn't execute any better than

we did. They kept fighting back and
wouldn't quit. That's a tribute to their

coaching staff and to their players."

Technical foul was key to defeat
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

PHILADEPHL\—The game may have

been won and lost within the sidelines,

but it very much changed outside the

coaches' lines— University of Massachu-

setts coach John Calapari's that is.

Because with 5:47 remaining in last

night's NCAA East Regional game, with

UMass building momentum on the Uni-

versity of Kentucky, Calipari was called

for a technical foul when he stepped out-

side the designated "coaches" box."

At the time, the Minutemen were only

traiUng by four and had battled back from

being down by as many as 21 in the first

half.

But more importantly, Kentucky's

Richie Farmer hit both free throws after

the technical , followedby a Deron Feldhaus

layup and an ensuing 9-2 run.

"I'm very, very embarrassed," said a

dejected Calipari. "The officials have a job

to do and I have a job to do. If I stepped out

ofthe box, hehas the righttocall a technical

.

"The timing of it made it a little

tougher," he said.

UMass guard Anton Brown said, "I

think it took a lot away from us because

during that point we were on the verge of

getting back into the game.

"I think it took a lot of wind out of our

sails," he said.

The rvde states that the coach must

stay inside the box throughout play.

"I had no intentions ofjumping outside

of that box," said Calipari, who has been

warned by officials before. "But, that was

his option to call it."

Kentucky coach Rick Pitino, who is

also known for leavingthe box on occasion,

said, "the referee said before the game,

there are the lines. Ifyou leave the lines,

I'm banging you right away.' So I imagine

he said the same to both teams."

The first five questions asked by the

media of Calipari in the post-game inter-

view dealt with 'the call.'

"The officals did not win or lose this

game for us," pleaded Calipari. "That was

just one foul out of many. It was a 2-point

call just like any other.

"It was a great game. Please, don'tjust

point to this technical."

Pitino said, "It was definitely a 2-point

swing. It was an unfortunate thing but it

should not diminish the game that

Mashburn, Pelphrey, Woods and all these

people played.

"It was a valiant comeback by Massa-

chusetts. They had a great season. I'm

disappointed that it happened, but we

can't let it take away from the way the

Kentucky players played, because they

played great."

CoUegiui photo by Christopher Evans

HarperWilliamsreadieshimself
forashot attheWorcesterCentrum
last Friday where the Minutemen
destroyed Fordham in the NCAA
first round game.
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Continuing
Education
loophole cut
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

The creation ofa new University policy has eliminated

a costly loophole which allowed some undergraduates to

unfairly avoid tuition and fees by taking courses through

the Division of Continuing Education.

After an "extensive review" by the Provost's Office, the

final conclusion of a report on this problem called the

present system "internally inconsistent and confusing."

Beginning last year, many faculty members and deans
said they were concerned with the large number of

undergraduates who were completing much of their

degree requirements through Continuing Education —
at a "much lower" cost per credit hour.

"Clearly, the campus cannot have a 'back-door' access

to regular Universitycourseswhichenablessome students

to purchase access at a lower price than other students,"

said Provost Glen Gordon in a statement.

"Not only does it have financial implications for the

University, but such a policy is unfair to those students

who pay the full bill of attending the University as

regular students," wrote Gordon.

As a result, a new policy statement was created last

week. Effective starting in the Fall 1992, an under-

graduate who has enrolled atUMass after being accepted

into a degree program may not take Continuing Educa-

tion courses except under certain circumstances.

This new policy will not effect summer or January

Continuing Education sessions. University officials said.

Nancy Hellman, an undergraduate dean in the College

of Engineering, said the problem is one of "inequity,"

saying some students are avoiding paying the regular

CoUcgimn photo by Chriitophar Evaas

HOME SWEET HOME — Coach John Calipari addresses the masses in front of the

Cage on Friday after the team returned from Philadelphia.

student tuition and fees by imfairly taking advantage of

such courses.

"The ones who know about it do it and the ones who
don't, don't — and pay substantially more," Hellman

said. "That's why I have pushed so hard to get an

administrative statement."

She is most concerned with the loophole whereby

seiJor students have been receiving approval to take

several of their classes off-campus, or "in absentia."

"Absentia has allowed students to go through the

Ehvision of Continuing Eklucation and that is illegiti-

mate," Hellman said.

The new policy says students may not complete their

senior year in this fashion except under certain cirrum-

stances.

Although Norman Aitken, associate vice chancellor

for academic affairs, did not have specific data on the

number of students who will be effected by the policy

change, he said it's "in the lOOs, not in the l.OOOs."

"It's not a large problem but one that we need to deal

with," Aitken said. "It only forces us to raise fees foi the

other students. It's unfair."

Aitken said Continuing Education serves a number of

roles on campus. It offers courses for those who haven't

University lauds team's accomplishments

CoUefUn photo by J«ff Efan

Coach John Calipari and WWLP TV 22*8 Rich Tettemer share a

moment at the Fine Arts Cetner last night.

By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

"Go! Go U! Go U Mass! Go UMass!"

This is the way last night's tribute to the

UMass Minutemen began, as the hoop

band played the fight song to the crowd.

The crowd, reminiscent of those that

assembled in the Cage all season long,

took part in thanking the team for its 30-

5 season.

"It's about time that UMass and the

basketball team gets the regognition it

deserves," said junior psychology major

Julie Shatzer.

Rich Tettemer of WWLP-TV 22 was
the host of the celebration, and he was
quick to introduce the man behind the

Minutemen, Coach John Calipari.

The crowd greeted Coach Calapari with

a standing ovation, along with the typical

bov«ng reserved for gods. He was gracious

as ever, thanking everyone for coming

and then addressing the season his team

had.

"Don't dwell on our season, whether it

was a missed shot or a missed call." said

Calipari, whose comment was met by a

roar from the crowd and a wise crack from

Tettemer, calling the technical foul on

Calipari "one of the worst calls ever!"

A segment called On The Bench With

Coach Cal was then shown, depicting the

coach earlier in the season against

Lithuania, in which Cahpari wore a mi-

crophone.

Segments that reviewed the season

from Midnight Madness through the

NCAA's were shown, including shots of

the team's victories over New Orleans in

Alaska, Iowa State at the Abdow's Clas-

sic, Oklahoma in Springfield, Temple in

the Cage, and Fordham and Syracuse in

Worcester.

"I expected us to have a good year,"

said Cahpari.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien made an
appearance, saying that "UMass makes a
difference."

Three seniors were honored: Anton

Brown, Will Herndon. and Jim McCoy.

Several cUps were shown of the trio, and

each were greeted with a standing ovation.

In the finale, the entire 199 1-92 UMass
Minutemen were introduced to the en-

thusiastic crowd who roared as much as it

did all season.

When asked of the tribute and the

season, freshman Lou Roe said, "It's the

best thing that has ever happened to

UMass. It's been a great season."

"The tribute was not just for the bas-

ketball team, but for the University," said

Calipari.

"I've been watching this team since I

was I freshman, and I'm proud of the job

they've done representing us," said junior

poly-science major Ian Corcoran.

In closing, Tettemer said it best: "The

season is over, but the memories are for-

ever."
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Princess Diana's father dies
By AUDREY WOODS
Associated Press

LONDON — Princess Diana's father, the 8th Earl

Spencer, died Sunday of a heart attack, a hospital

spokesman said. He was 68.

Diana and her husband Prince Charies, heir to the

British throne, were in Austria with their two sons on a

skiing vacation when the death was announced.

The couple were returning to London on Monday, and

the children were to remain in Austria until later in the

week, Buckingham Palace said.

The earl, who had been suffering from pneumonia, died

Sunday afternoon of myocardial infarction, or a heart

attack, said the spokesman for Humana Wellington Hos-

pital in London, who spoke on condition of anonymity.

The day before she left for Austria, the princess and

her older son, 9-year-old Prince William, had visited the

earl at the hospital. He was hospitalized March 21, but

was reported to have been recovering.

The earl,bom Edward John Spencer on Jan. 24, 1924,

suffered a stroke in 1978, which had left him somewhat

unsteady on his feet when he walked Diana down the

aisle at St. Paul's Cathedral in 1981 for her marriage to

Prince Charles.

In addition to 30-year-old Diana, the earl had a son

Charles, ViscountAlthorp, 27; and daughters Lady Sarah

McCorquodale, 36, and Lady Jane Fellowes, 34.

After Diana's wedding, the earl spent much ofhis time

at Althorp, the family seat, in Northamptonshire county

north of London.

He said aft«r the engagement, "There are times I wish

she was marrying an ordinary chap, so I could have her

and my son-in-law living here with me in the park," the

spacious grounds of Althorp.

The earl was divorced in 1969 from the former Frances

Roche, mother ofhis four children. He remarried in 1976,

to Raine Legge, whose mother is a novelist.

AIDS patient under $20M bail
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By A.J. HOSTETLER
Associated Press

PHILADELPHL\ — An AIDS-infected man charged

with paying young men for sex was ordered held on $20

million bail Sunday over fears he might try to kill himself

Edward Savitz, 50, was arrested a second time Satur-

day night on seven new charges of sexually abusing two

teen-age boys during the last three years. Savitz had

been released the day before when his brother posted

$300,000 bond, 10 percent of the $3 million bail, on the

original charges.

His attorney said Sunday that Savitz denies having

dangerous sex with anyone.

As of Sunday, Savitz, an executive at a company that

administers health and retirement plans, faced 10 charges

of sexual abuse based on the questioning of four boys,

including four under age 16, who said they had contact

with Savitz. According to Lt. James Mooney of the Sex

Crimes Unit, two boys said they had had a relationship

with Savitz for two or more years.

District Attorney Lynne Abraham sought bail of $35

million Sunday. A city court agreed to $20 million.

"They wanted to make sure he'd be off the street and

be no harm to himself or anyone else," said Abraham

spokesman Bill Davol.

A case of identical identity
WORCESTER (AP) — When the mailman sees the

name Joseph Stapleton on the envelopes, he just dumps

the whole pile in a first-floor basket rather than sorting

them into the mail boxes on the wall of the three-decker.

There are four Joseph Stapletons at 24 Oberlin St. - Joe

Sr. Joe Jr.. Joe 111 and Joe IV. They range in age from 3 to

84. and at home are known as grandpa, dad. Joe and Joey.

"When somebody calls out. 'Hey Joe,' we all turn

around," Joe Jr. said Saturday.

The family moved into the yellow-and-brown-frame

house 21 years ago, at first taking up only the lower two

of the building's three fioors. Joe Sr. and his lat« wife.

Florence, lived on the second floor, while Joe Jr.. Arma

and their three, then-young children moved into the first.

After Joe III grew up and married, the top floor

became yet anotherJoseph Stapleton-headed household.

After two daughters. Joe III and Gail produced Joey.

None of the Joes have a middle name.
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SEASICK about your FUTURE?

Join the MetLife crew and launch a

successful career in financial services.
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• Comprehensive training system
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Jay Mahr, Marl^eting Manager
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25 Madison Avenue. Area 5W
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World/Nation
Atkins spent $108,000
on mailing privilege
By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Rep. Chester
Atkins, co-sponsor of a bill banning legis-

lative perks, was the Massachusetts
delegation's leading user of franked con-
gressional mail last year.

But an Atkins spokesman said the four-

term Democrat is considering abandoning
the practice.

A study by the National Taxpayers
Union, a Washington-based think tank,
showed Atkins spent $108,421 on free

mail to constituents in 1991 while most of

the 10 other House members from the Bay
State were well below the $100,000 mark.

Rep. Brian Donnelly, who announced
his retirement last week sent only $4,447
in franked mail last year, the second lowest
figure in the entire Congress.

Spokesman Mark Provost said Atkins
is considering dropping franked mail
*T>ecause it's not an effective vehicle" for

reaching constituents.

Because members ofCongress are given

different franked mail spending hmits
depending on the size oftheir districts, the
taxpayers union compared House mem-
bers in terms of the percentage of their

allowable total that they used. On that

scale, Atkins ranked in the top halfamong
all House members, although he was far

from the heaviest franked mail user.

Eleven House members actually used

more than their allowable total, a practice

permitted by the House so long as the
member makes up the difference out ofhis

or her office account. Atkins was 165th in

the 435-member House on the scale of

franked mail users.

Atkins could have sent out $183,730
according to House rules. He used 59 per-

cent of that total.

Provost saidthe costofAtkins'800 phone
number, like the franked postage, is borne
by taxpayers. But constituents call when
they want privilege to them," Provost said.

The 800 number has been in use in

Atkins' office for more than a year. Provost

said. He is the only member of the state

delegation to use a toll-free number, Pro-

vost said.

Staffers at Atkins' Lowell, Mass. office

handle the calls and forward questions to

an appropriate aide.

Freshman Rep. John Olver (D-Mass.)
who took office last June, compiled a hefty

franked mail bill. Olver spent $47,626 on
constituent mail, or 43 percent of his al-

lowable total. Almost all ofthat was spent

in the last three months of the year. If

Olver maintained that spending rate over
an entire year, he would have been well

over his Umit.

Rep. Gerry Studds, (D-Mass.) had the

state's second highest franked mail bill,

$100,901. But because Studds' district

has a comparatively high population, he
used less than halfofwhat he was allowed.

Peace accord in limbo
Cambodia still turbulent despite treaty
By NATE THAYER
Associated Press

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia — The
Vietnamese-installed government
launched an army offensive against
Khmer Rouge guerillas in northern
Cambodia on Sunday, threatening the
U.N.-sponsored peace accord that is

meant to end more than a dozen years
of war.

The Khmer Rouge, who are hated
for the thousands ofdeaths they caused
during a three-year reign that was
ended by a Vietnamese invasion in

1978, called for an immediate truce.

The government and the Khmer
Rouge have accused each other of
starting the recent fighting by trying
to seize more territory before full de-

ployment of U.N. peacekeeping forces

under the pact.

The government and three rival

rebel groups signed the peace agree-

ment in Paris in October. But the four-

month interval before U.N. officials

arrived to begin overseeing the truce

left a power vacuum marked by fre-

quent cease-fire violations, political

assassinations and civil unrest.

Yasushi Akashi, head of the U.N.
peacekeeping operation, said fighting

was spreading, and condemned it as a
threat to the peace agreement.

Once fully deployed in the biggest
and most expensive U.N. peacekeeping
operation ever, about 22,000 U.N. sol-

diers and officials are to disarm the four
factions and to supervise governmental
functions until elections in 1993. But
officials say they will not send peace-
keepers into areas where there is

fighting.

"We are facing a very, very serious

situation, " Prince Norodom Sihanouk,
the former rebel leader who now acts as
head ofCambodia's national reconcilia-

tion body, said Sunday. There are
thousands and thousands of new dis-

placed persons who have fled their vil-

lages. The war is continuing."

The government's announcement of

its offensive came on the eve of a U.N.
operation to begin repatriating about
375,000 refugees from camps along the
Thai-Cambodian border into the inte-

rior of a still insecure country.

The first 600 refugees are to be
transported Monday from camps just

inside Thailand across the frontier to

western Cambodia. U.N. officials said

the fighting in the north would not
affect that operation, but added that

truce violations were another problem
facing the general repatriation effort.

Repatriation officials said other
problems are the numerous land mines
scattered across Cambodia.
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Student Affairs

On Wednesday, October 30. 1991, Project

PULSE conducted a telephone survey for

the Information Data Bank (IDB). oper-

ated by the Dean of Students Office. The
survey examined levels of student aware-

ness and use of the IDB. PULSE interview-

ers attempted to contact 840 students se-

lected randomly from the undergraduate

student population, and 430 agreed to be
interviewed. The resi>onse rate for the

survey was 51%.

All of the students sampled , regardless of

whether they had heard of or used the

IDB, were asked which resource they use

most to obtain academic information.

Next, studentswereasked which resource
they use most to obtain non-academic in-

formation, such as information about
clubs, sporting events. UVC, arts events,

etc. (see Figure 2).

Finally, students were asked how the IDB

couldbe effectivelyadvertised (see Figure 3).

More than half (51. l%,n=8l7) ofthe
studentssaidthrough theCollegian.

Project Pulse
University of Massachusetts at Amherst

Figure 2
Resources Used Most to Obtain Non-Academic Information
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Most Effective Way to Advertise the Information Data Bank
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AIDS cases rising among Mass. inmates
BOSTON (AP) — The overcrowded

Massachusetts prison system is facing a

rapid rise in the number of inmates with

AIDS, a problem that scares both prison-

ers and guards.

"A lot of people here are scared to die,"

said Maria Luis, 30, who is serving a two-

year sentence for drug possession in the

state's only prison for women in

Framingham. "People come in and find

out they have it. It's hard to know that you

are going to die in jail."

Danny O'Neil, president of the Massa-

chusetts Correction Officers Federated

Union, said. "People who take these jobs

expect probably to have to take a punch

once in a while. But how do you deal

mentally with a situation where someone

says, "I'm going to kill you,' and bites you

and you don't even know ifthat person has

it (AIDS) or not?"

In the last five years, according to The
Boston Sunday Globe, the number of

prisoners who have tested positive for the

virus that causes AIDS has leapt from less

than 10 to 383. Those statistics reflect

only voluntary testing among the more

than 9,000 inmates in 20 state prisons.

Ifanonymous tests ofincoming inmates

conducted last year can be used as a pro-

Associates, the private firm that is run-

ning the state's prison health care system.
jection for the future, as much as 8 1/2

percent - or more than 800 inmates - ofthe

state prison population may soon be car- ^^ studies, accordingto the Globe, sup-
rying the human immunodeficiency vi-

p^rt the premise thatAIDS is being spread

behind prison walls. Instead, specialists

agree that most inmates, who have little

or no education about AIDS, contract the

disease before they are sentenced.

rus

Among imprisoned women in Massa-

chusetts, the percentage is higher, re-

flectinga population in which drug-related

offenses are more common than violent

ones.

"Sometime between now and 1995, you

will see a real upturn in AIDS numbers,

notJustin prisons," said Timothy Gagnon,

who coordinates AIDS information and

projects for Emergency Medical Services

A proposal before the state Legislature

would require all inmates to be tested for

the AIDS virus, and a right-to-know bill

would require that correctional officers,

as well as police officers, be informed of a

prisoner's HIV status.

CoUegUo photo by Christopoer Evans

BUMPY RIDE — Matt Miller, a senior engineering student and member of the

MounUin Biking Club, takes it easy down the steps of the Fine Arts Center.

BU's Silber
not ready for
V-P position

BOSTON (AP) — Boston University President John

Silber turned down an oflFer to consider serving as inde-

pendent presidential candidate H. Ross Perot's running

mate, according to a published report.

The Boston Sunday Globe, quoting unnamed sources

close to Silber, said an aide to the Texas billionaire

telephoned Silber at his office Wednesday to make the

offer.

There was some substance to it," one source told the

newspaper, who did not identify the caller, but said it

appeared to be someone close to Perot.

Silber, an unsuccessful Democratic gubernatorial

nominee in Massachusetts in 1990, told the Perot rep-

resentative he would not abandon his own party, the

sources said.

One source described Silber as being flattered by the

inquiry, but as expressing no interest in pursuing the

offer.

Silber attended a college reunion inTexas this weekend

and could not be reached for comment. A native ofTexas,

Silber was a philosophy professor, and later dean, at the

University of Texas in Austin from 1957 to 1970. He
became BU president in 1971.

Silber's name was the second to surface as a possible

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

The naked truth of stripping
The ride of your life starts at the

local strip joint.

Two male friends said during their

weekend escapades, they ventured into a
place where women take their clothes
ofHwhat little they had on in the first

place) in front of men for money.
My friends openly admitted they were

out trying to have a good time, but didn't

want to sit at the bar alone.

Gayle Long

"Because we went to other places and
they were all empty, we figured we should
go and go to a place where we could at least

look at women," my first friend said.

He continued to give a description of

the strip joint. "You walk in and there are

stools around the bar and straight ahead,

there's the stage."

The stage didn't have a curtain of any
sort, just two large poles situated on each

side of the stage, which the women would
rub up against or whatever — sounds
interesting.

My other friend was excited I was
writing my column about this. "YES!" he

said. "Count it."

They said they didn't stay too long

because the beers were too expensive, and
the women were too.

While they were there they saw two

women; one seemed strug-out on drugs

and the other tried to come onto one ofmy
friends — so they say.

They said although the second dancer

didn't have the gyrations the other one

had, she looked at my first friend and told

him to "SMILE!"
What a hoot.

"And what hoot-ers," — the second

friend said as he looked over my shoulder

and mentiomng those pasty things the

drug-dancer had on her breasts.

My second friend said the first friend

wanted to go to the stripjoint for the great

music and atmosphere. Atmosphere my
[expletive).

It's a mystery why men and women
alike find it necessary to look at people

flashing their flesh all over the place.

Is it the forbidden fruit thing? Granted,

these two aren't the Clark Gables ofUMass
(or the Dave guy on the Reebok commer-
cials for that matter), but why, oh, why go

to a place smelling of bad cigars and
sawdust? This ifi one of the great myster-

ies of life.

Although my friends said at first the

reason for going there was because they

didn't want to sit at the bar alone, they

also said they didn't expect to pick anyone
up there.

Why then, go there?

The whole idea that night was not be

'alone,' they said. They wanted female

companionship — or at least someone
besides themselves to talk to.

I guess I have to laugh when men want
to look at women when in actuality they

want to TALK to women. It must mean
men are a lot more insecure then they let

on. Why else does a man do exactly the

opposite ofwhat they say they want to do?

I don't hold it against them. It's like the

joke about the teenager who says to his

mom he reads Playboy for the articles.

Why bother getting upset? They're go-

ing to do it anyway. If you laugh at them
maybe they'll feel foolish and unmanly
and maybe they'll stop going to places like

that.

What's the real reason they go to those

places?

I'll never know, it's Uke the chicken and
the egg thing.

Let me know if you figure it out.

Gayle Long is a Collegian columnist

Basketball brought joy to UMass
The accomplishments of the UMass

basketball team go far beyond reaching

the Sweet Sixteen. They broughtjoy to the

town desperately in need of some.

Last semester was a busy one for my-

self, and I found little time to have fun.

Just when I couldn't take my schedule

anymore, there would be a game in the

Cage. I went to seven games this season,

and I walked out of each one rejuvenated

and ready to get back to work. The energy

that they had on the court was shared

among the packed crowds and 1 really felt

Uke I was a part of something big.

At a time when there is Uttle for stu-

dents to smile about, with tuition increases

and budget cuts looming in the air, this

season managed to bring the entire cam-

pus together. Students, faculty and ad-

ministration alike all shared in the ex-

citement and hoopla surrounding the

dream season. We had something to be

proud of and we showed it to the toMm of

Amherst, the state of Massachusetts and

to the country on national television.

CBS referred to us as the "Cinderella"

team in the NCAA tournament, so they

certainly had no contact with this cam-

pus. We knew we had something big from

the start, and Coach Cal and the guys

never let us down. The monumental effects

oftheir performance have just begun. The
new campus spirit of the students is just

for starters. This university has received

a lot of press because of the tournament

and it should bring in more students to a

steadily declining body. Hopefully, Gov-

ernor Weld will now be forced to reckon

with us and we will begin to receive the

funding that we deserve. This is not to say

that this alone will solve our problems,

but it is a good start.

I hope that even students that don't Uke

basketball can appreciate and respectwhat

they have done for us. You don't even have

had to ever have been to the Cage to be a

part of it all. Minutemania is everywhere!

Thanks for the memories, guys.

Dan Castellano
Undergraduate Business Club

If we're divided, we won't get far
This is in response to the opinion article

"Jewish alcoholics and junkies." printed

on March 26. 1 am Jewish myself and the

fact that some Jewish people have addic-

tions ofone sort or another means nothing

to me. It means nothing to me in the

context that anyone can have an addiction.

So who cares if that person next door or

even your own mother has a dependence

problem of some sort? It is not going to

help her to say. "Well, since you're a

Catholic addict,you mustgo to the church's

AA program." Or. "Since you're a Hindi,

you can't go to the Jewish temple's in-

stallment of AA, you have to go to your

own religion's AA program."

It's simple; ifwe divide ourselves up into

specific groups because of racial and/or

religious backgrounds, we are only driving

ourselves farther apart. For people to be so

different (religion, race, etc.), but to see

each other with a common problem that

they must endure through and defeat, is

what will bring them closer. By dividing

ourselves, we will never get far. or any-

where. We may actually push ourselves

farther apart.

Back to my original topic. Are churches

and temples not public buildings? Are

schools not public buildings? Who cares

where you got hold ofyourAA meeting? If

people are a little concerned about going

to a church AA meeting when they have

never even been to a church, fine. Hold the

meeting at a school. Give everyone the

advantage by appointingcommon ground.

Then, educate them so they will not be

fearful out of ignorance anymore, for

whatever reason they might not want to

go to a church. Is it not true that hating is

easier than understanding? This has

proven itself many times in the past.

What you. or anyone else who has been

recently educated on some topic, can do is

get together with people not as up to date

as you are. and make them up to date.

Unity, a feeling of cooperation and the

chance to work together with someone

'different' than yourself can do wonders

for everyone.

The concept ofputting what is right and

good for the whole is what truly counts.

This aim is where we should all strive, and

ifwe do, the best can only come of it. This

can be appUed on any scale whatsoever.

From having your family and friends not

eat veal for the sake of the poor cow that is

kept in a box all its life, with its only

salvation being the day it gets its throat

slit; to different people coming together to

beat their alcohol dependance, or even at a

more macroscopic level, having our own
president use both his brain and conscience

to see what's best for us all. and to attend

the meeting at Rio this summer. We must

work together. To divide ourselves is where

we destroy any possible link we may have

between each other.

Brian D. Kohl
Central

The presidential campaign: A circus of cynical windbags?
The 1992 presidential campaign

brings us another cast of characters

filled with empty promises and rheto-

ric. Faced with the inescapable conclu-

sion thatcapitalism is a dead-end street,

our present one-party business system

with two factions amoujits to little more

than a cynical circus of high financed

windbags in suit coats and ties.

Voter turnout in the nation has de-

clined steadily over the last three de-

cades, and many voters do so only the

negate whomever they consider the

greater of two evils. I commonly hear

criticism in the nature of "People who

don't vote have no right to bitch about

the system." This criticism is valid

somewhat, inasmuch as it targets

perceived apathy among segments of

the population. Those expressing such

sentiment, however, fail to address.

and probably don'tcomprehend, thatmany
non-voters rightly gauge the ultimate fu-

tility of casting their ballots within the

confines of our present structure.

Kevin J. Smith

The political process has been severed

ft-om most people's lives and problems.

Bigmoney interests maintain rigid control

ofthe process to include the crucial element

ofmedia coverage. The tremendous wealth
and corrupting influence of these people

ensure that all major candidates are

merely public relations servants who will

uphold the economic status quo.

By the same token, the Republican and
Democratic parties have used their gov-

ernmental dominance to pass restrictive

and repressive ballot laws. Meanwhile,

"Equal Time" requirements have been

annihilated by the government and me-

dia. These undemocratic measures keep

viable minority parties invisible from the

vast mjgority of the American public.

The "PrimeTime" candidates packaged

and sold to ushave been carefully screened

to make absolutely certain they are, first

and foremost, upholders of the edconomic

system as is. The most pressing problem

affecting our society, however — envi-

ronmental destruction, unemployment,
militarism and crime, for example — are

economically, not politically, rooted. As
such, the candidates can and will do ulti-

mately nothing to curtail these problems.

Low voter turnout, much more than

simply a matterofapathy and indifference,

is one of profound alienation. While the

concept of voting is an unflagging symbol

of democracy ad nauseum, people have a

rational reason to abstain.

I am not advocating further alien-

ation from the political process (as if it

needs my assistance anyway.) I sug-

gest, though, that anyone who believes

our government exists to help the ma-
jority of people is making a serious

fundemental error. It's function, above

all else, is to protect the very same
people who are prolonging our societal

ills in the first place.

The only thing capable of meaning-
ful and long-lasting social change is a

complete overhaul of our decrepit po-

litical system. This will require long

and sometimes tedious work, a good

deal of sacrifice and efforts of many
citizens. The payoff", especially for fu-

ture generations, is well worth the work.
Kevin J. Smith is a University Li-

brary employee
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Tsongas leads support
for Greeks in New York
By JAMES ZOLTAK
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Although he's techni-

cally out of the race for the Democratic

presidential nomination, former Sen. Paul

Tsongas' appearance at a Greek Inde-

pendence Day reception at a midtown hotel

Sunday had the look and feel of a pohtical

rally.

Tsongas, whose name will still appear

on the ballot in New York's presidential

primary April 7, was grand marshal of a

Greek-American parade up Fifth Avenue

that followed the reception at the Pierre

Hotel.

Among those joining the former sena-

tor was Mayor David N. Dinkins. City

Council President Andrew Stein, Queens

Silber
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

running mate for Perot. Bert Lance,

a former sUte Democratic chairman

in Georgia, said last week that Perot

apparantly also made overtures to

Jesse Jackson.

Perot, a self-styled populist, has

not announced he will seek the

presidency. However, he said he

would be willing to spend $50 mil-

lion of his own money if he enters

the race. Perot has said that he is

waiting to see if supporters in all 50

states work mdependently to have

his name placed on November bal-

lots. That type of groundswell of

support would probably push him

into the fray.

Borough President Claire Shulman,

comptroller Liz Holtzman, Council

Speaker and Majority Leader Peter

Vallone, Sen. Daniel P. Moynihan, (D-

N.Y.).Sen.Alfon8eD'Amato,(R-N.Y.),and

Rep. Bill Green, (D-N.Y.).

"It's good to be Greek," Tsongas told the

banner-waving crowd.

Behind the Podium, a sign plastered

with "Draft Tsongas" campaign slogans

borrowed a page from another presidential

hopeful. Jerry Brown, and advertised a

toll-free donation number.

But despite the chants of "New York

loves Tsongas," the guest of honor made

no mention of his aborted campaign for

the presidency and instead turned his

attention to issues facing the Greek nation.

"The people ofCyprus must be free," he

said. "When the president gets serious

about telUng Turkey it must negotiate,

the Cyprus problem will be resolved."

The island nation of Cyprus, long un-

der the Greek sphere of influence and

declared independent in 1960. has been

partioned since 1974 when it was invaded

by Turkey following a coup by Cypriot

troops.

Referring to calls for an independent

Macedonian state, Tsongas said, "There is

only one Macedonia."

Also in attendance was Greek Cypriot

President George Vassiliou, who addressed

the reception in his native tongue.

Along the route of the parade, which

was sponsored by the Federation of Hel-

lenic Societies, supporters waved Greek

flags and Tsongas campaign banners in

the bright afternoon sunshine.

"We have to vote only for Tsongas for

president - nobody else," declared 41 -year-

old George Siabanis of Brooklyn.
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WHO SAYS IDONTHAVE ANY CLASS— Shelby the Dog asks

HRTA major Terrence Conrow about last night's homework

assignment.

•
•

•
•
•

Undergraduate classes in Arts,

Sciences, Business Administration

and Engineering

4. 5. 6 and 8 week staggered

schedules

Day and evening classes

Easy access to routes 1 1 4, 1 25, 93

and 495

$155 per credit hour

First classes begin May 18th

Call (508) 837-5101 for more info
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Children under 10 - $3.00
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Arts&Living
De La Soul makes a
rappin' return to SUB
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

De La Soul
Student Union Ballroom
March 29, 1992

Ifyou read the title ofthe album De La
Soul Is Dead and took it literally, you

were dead wrong. The trio of De La Soul

made a triumphant return to the Amherst
area with a rockin' show last night.

Even a lengthy break between opening

acts and the Soul could not undermine the

success of the one-hour-plus-jam. De La
Soul showed ofT their solid rhymes and

witty sense ofhumors to a receptive audi-

ence.

The group began finally at about 9:45

and played songs from both of their al-

bums, 3 Feet High and Rising and the

aforementioned De La Soul Is Dead.

They began the show with early tunes like

"PlugTuning" and "Potholes InMy Lawn".

Lyricists Posdnuos and Trugoy then

let the crowd battle it out, chant style.

This part of the show showed offthe inno-

vative side of De La Soul.

Throughout the show, DJ Mase would

add his two cents in; both lyrically and

musically. The groups' dancers, Rena and

Lulu, added energy and smiles.

De La Soul kept the show going with

favorites like "Say No Go", "A Roller Skat-

ing Jam Named 'Saturdays'", "Buddy",

and "I Know I Love You Better".

The concert also had a strange flash-

light tribute from the group. All was dark

when flashlight beams streamed across

the ceiling and the Soul had the crowd

mysteriously chant "Flashlight!"

After this unusual act, the group played

the first single off De La Soul Is Dead,
"Ring Ring Ring (Ha Ha Hey)".

The highlight ofthe show was the origi-

nal De La hit "Me Myself And 1". The

group brought a couple of adorable tittle

kids to dance along with a few shameless

crowd members.
Opening up the show was the group

Original Flavor. They played a four song

set, and showed remarkable talent. The

song "Gumdrops", about a part of the fe-

male anatomy, was especially good. Cre-

ative lyrics induced laughter from the

dancing fans.

After Original Flavor, it was on to Fu-

ture Sound, who could be called a poor

man's Tribe Called Quest, and featured

big beats. Also, group member Flashback

wore what have to be considered the bag-

giest jeans ever.

Listing for Channel 19 on HSCN
U.V.C.-TV Television by and for Stu-

dents" Broadcasting Schedule for the week

of March 30th to April 3rd, 1992:

Monday 2:30 p.m. Speaker: Lew Gurwicz

(taped 4-28-91)

4:15p.m. U.V.C. Student Independent

Works
4:30 p.m. Maya Deren: Collection of

Experimental Films

5:46 p.m. U.V.C. Premiere Video

5:55 p.m. Basketball: Minutemen vs.

UNH
8:00 p.m. U.V.C. Sign-off

Tuesday 2:30 p.m. Speaker: Robert White

(taped 9-5-84)

4:30 p.m. U.V.C. Art Video Residency

1985
4:55 p.m.

7:35 p.m.

8:00 p.m

Asian Studente Night 1991

Basement Tapes, Fall 1991

U.V.C sign-off

Wed 2:30 p.m. Drama: Bill and Karen

4:20 p.m. Women's Series: Variety is

the Spice of Life

5:35 p.m. Smatty Piece Theatre and

If It Ever Appears
5:52 p.m. Basketball: UMass vs.

UNH (rerun)

Thur 2:30 p.m. Speaker: Dr. Walter

Garhardt: the role ofthe UnitedGermany
after the collapse of the Soviet Union.

3:50 p.m. Sports and Social

Responsibilty

4:30 p.m. Speaker: G. Gordon Liddy

(archive tape)

6:10 p.m. Drama: America Under Glass

Friday 2:30 p.m. Speaker: Beate

Klarsfeld, Nazi Hunter
3:52 p.m. U.V.C Premiere Video

4:00 p.m. Music: The Band, Watch

the Teeth Kate
5:30 p.m. Deep Dish Series:

Indigeneous People and the Land

Happy Happy, Joy Joy

At our table on the Campus Center Concourse.

MONDAY and TUESDAV ONLY.

MARCH 30th and 31st.

Lupo predicts Oscars
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

Despite its inordinate length, the

cheesy production numbers and boring

8i>eeche8, the Academy Awards is the

high point of any movie lover's year.

Tonight the Academy will roll out its

64th year of Oscars.

This year, since there is no Dances
With Wolves or at least some compa-
rable sentimental favorite, there may
actually be some sort ofsuspense. With

most of the races way too close to call,

you may actually be surprised at who
gets to walk up to the podium. To
participate in this Oscar hysteria, I

offer you my fearless picks and predic-

tions: who will probably win and more
importantly, who should win.

In the Best SupportingActor race,

all are deserving but the award ought

to go to Harvey Keitel, who not only

shined in Bugsy, but was terrific in

Thelma and Louise and Mortal
Thoughts. A tie for second place in-

cludes Tommy Lee Jones in JFK and

Jack Palance's great turn in City

Slickers. The Sorry, Not This Year
Award goes to Ben Kingsley (Bugsy)

and Barton Fink 's Michael Lemer . The
best bet is probably on Palance (he's

getting old) and Keitel (he actually

deserves it).

Juliette Lewis gave the most strik-

ing Supporting Performance of the

year in Cape Fear. Also excellent were

Mercedes Ruhel iFisher King) and

Diane Ladd (Rambling Rose). Kate

Nelligan, the best thing about Prince of

Tides is also nominated as is Jessica

Tandy forFried Greera Tomatoes. Since

Tandy won one only two years ago, the

award will probably go to either Ruhel
or Nelligan but Ladd may just be

enough of an underdog to win.

For Best Actor, I'm torn between
Warren Beatty's superb job in Bugsy
or the mesmerizing Anthony Hopkins
(Silence of the Lambs). Nominations
were given to Robert DeNiro for Cape
Fear, Nick Nolte for Prince of Tides

and Robin Williams for Fisher King as

well. Nolte, recently named "Sexiest

Man Alive" (?) is the odds on favorite to

win but certainly not deserving. DeNiro
and Williams, who both gave solid

performances and are Academy fa-

vorites will have plenty more chances

to win. Here's hoping there will be a

Silence upset or at least a Bugsy one.

Best Actress is without a doubt

the toughest category. I'd cast my vote

for a double Oscar to got to Thelma and
Louise stars Susan Sarandon and
Geena Davis, who turned in vibrant

and thrilling performances. But Jodie

Foster (Silence oftheLambs) anxdLaxura

Dem (Rambling Rose) were both su-

perb and worthy; the only nominee

that seems just plain out ofher league

is Bette Midler (For /Ae Boys ). Since the

double nominees Sarandon and Davis

(haven't you heard all of this before?)

will probably split the vote, the race

finds Foster and Dem vying for the

trophy.

The Best Director competition

ends up looking more like a photo finish

than a race. Despite all the bad press,

the Oscar should go to two-time win-

CONTONUED ON PAGE 8

Now triat you fiave-or almost

have-your degree,

where do you go

from rierc?

wriere do you find

opportunities to

build a rewarding

future in a dynamic

and expanding field?

Norttieastern

University's Post-

Baccalaureate Programs

in the Allied Health Profes

sions are very positive answers

to the question of your career

At Northeastern, you'll find the

education you need—plus valuable

experience through clinical prac-

tice courses at our world famous

clinical affiliates

A Healthy Answer

To "Where Do
I Go From

Here?"
'

ru

TfetCoHtfief

nnnncf ra mnh

offers Post-Baccalaureate

Cerlification Programs

sucti as • Health

Information

Administration

• Medical

Laboratory Science

• Respiratory Therapy

CaN (117) 437-3IM

and explore the possibilities

with us now' College of Pharm-

acy and Allied Health Professions,

206 Mugar Life Science Build-

ing. Northeastern University.

Boston. MA 02115

An Equal Opportunity/

Affirmative Action,

^^^ Title IX University

fp Northeastern

University

EUROPE^' CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY
OneRockaMtorl

Mail Ihto ad for Sp^M
8lud«flt/T«actMr TarMI,

KNTAL D LBAK O WWCHAM

SfiaoJ ^:M,oto\ Cut <^£^ntaLi

• Late Model Dependable Transportation

• Inexpensive Rates- Daily - Weekly - Monthly

• Mastercard, Visa, American Express

• Must Be 21 Years ofA^ To Rent

CALL
^sv^t<^^ 253-5040

31« College Street, Amherst. MA 01004

Area's Largest Aerobic Floor

BY THE_
IDEA AFAA

DONNA KELLEY
ACSM Certified

FUNK • LOW IMPACT • STEP

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB • 460 WEST ST.. • SO. AMHERST • 256-0080
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Oscars
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

ner Oliver Stone for his technically

amazing and visually stirring JFK.

Second place is reserved for John

Singleton's excellent debut, Boyz N the

Hood. Jonathan Demme is a close third

for Silence of the Lambs with Ridley

Scott (Thelma and Louise) in fourth.

Barry Levinson iwinner for Rain Man ),

no slouch himself, ends up in fifth place

for Bugsy.

The Best Picture Award has more

often than not gone to a great film from

the yearbut not the 'best.'JFK, the most

explosive and relevant film of the year

should win. Also nominated were the

superb Silence ofthe Lambs, Bugsy and

Beauty and the Beast. The other nomi-

nee is the wishy-washy soap opera

Prince of Tides. Since the controversy

surrounding JFK may have robbed of

the award. Bugsy just may walk off

with the statuette though Silence ofthe

Lambs could be a pleasant surprise.

Beauty and the Beast, one of the best

animated films of all time could pull off

the trophy, but it's highly doubtful.

Odds and ends . . . Best Original

Screenplay. Boyz N the Hood &
Thelma and Louise. Adapted
Screenplay : Silence ofthe Lam bs. Best

Song: "Belle" from Beauty and the

Beast. Cinematography and Edit-

ing: JFK. Visual Effects: Terminator

2. Best Make-up: Hook.

So who will really win? The hell if I

know. I make terrible predictions (sure,

Tsongas in '92!). Ifyou can stay awake

through the sea of low-cut outfits, the

lifetime achievement awards (which

seem to take a lifetime) and the other

assorted nonsense you can find out.

The 64th Academy Awards will be

presented at 9 p.m. on ABC.

Motoko masters mime
My Snow White
Hampshire College

March 26, 1992

By SUE FOTI
Collegian Correspondent

Not all was lost on Thursday night. At

Hampshire College's Red Barn. UMass

Visiting Lecturer Motoko Maeda-Dworkin

performed My Snow White to a standing

room only audience.

"My Snow White" is a semi-autobio-

graphical mime about growing into

adulthood in Japan.

Motoko allows the audience to re-expe-

rience the feelings associated with growing

up. The intimate and private emotions

connected to a Tirst kiss or a woman's first

period are made universal to the audience.

There is an immediate and powerful con-

nection between performer and audience

that is vital to the success of the perfor-

mance. Motoko never breaks the connec-

tion from beginning to end.

The combination of skill, talent and

ability to translate emotion to motion

created entertaining and exciting imagery

Motoko puts the audience on an emotional

rollercoaster. She takes you up, down,

upside down and lets you off feeling ex-

hilarated and charged up.

The artofmime has somehow developed

the connotation of silly entertainment.

The only mimes most students have seen

are the street performers in Harvard

Square that do the Tm trapped in this

really big box and 1 can't get out' skit.

Motoko is amazing. She goes beyond

the stereotype and produces a Broadway

quality show. She seems to be able to

mime the unexplainable. Could you ex-

plain the feehngs you experience when

you break up with your significant other

without the use of words? Ponder that for

a moment. Pretty cool. She is on the mark

with every emotion displayed. Every

situation seems magical yet realistic.

Motoko's performance has been fleshed

out with the music of John Sprague. He
provides the soundtrack to Motoko's mime.

His use of xylophone, flute and keyboard

is not overpowering and strikes a good

balance with Motoko.

If Motoko performs "My Snow White"

anywhere in the local area again, go see it.

Hermime is bettorthan a basketball game.

Her show was a winner ^^^^

Talkis^ie^
Get up to 30 minutes' oflong-distance calling.

Every monthjor afullyear-absolutelyfree.

Ik crcd.1 of up to 1^^ will jpp«r on each b.ll.ng Ma.emeni for 12 mowhs afl« enrollmen. »^^ •'• «l"^'
I*''!!"^JIiI'^Vm W

neitMOfflmuw niflhl *«*?«) MCI Caal Compalibilify call and appropru.e surcharR.- You musi enroll by Dwember 31. 1991
domeMR 30<nii

I

Finally, you really can get something

fornothing.

American Express Student Privileges

now includes great long-distance savings.

And all you need to do is enroll.

Then, use the Card as your

calling card. Your long-distance

^B^

charges will appear on your monthly

billing statement, along with a credit. And

you don't have to change your current

long distance carrier.

Call today to sign up. It's easy It's free.

And talk doesn't get any cheaper

than this.

MCI

Enrol] today. It 's free and it 's easy:

CALL 1-800-926-0021

To apply for The Card, call 1 -800-285-AMEX

I AM
Recycle Me
Recycle Me
Recycle Me

Recycle Me

Recycle Me
Recycle Me

Recycle Me
Recycle Me
Recycle Me
Recycle Me

Recycle Me
Recycle Me
Recycle Me

Centet
^mef^^*^

4 For**"

• Same Day Service

• B>lfed Directly

To Insurance Company
• Windshields Replaced

North Amherst
fJkAxxs

7B0ldSun<)«rtaixlRd

itaicK North ArnhMSl, MA

^Ao-.. 549-2880

k Camton n^psif Canter

riicM/^

Showtimes:
Fri. - Sun.

7:00pm * 9:00pm
Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7:30pm
Adults $4 00

Student w/valid ID &
Senior Citizens $3 00

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

CALNftK ^
A"50R^NCE DO

I HAVt THM

PRERVRIH& ME
FORn<t 2\sr

M I GETTING TWE SKILLS

I'LL HffiP TO EFFK.AVEL<
C0W9tTE W A TOV)GW,SLDeAL

tOO^toW'i ? I WMiT K H\G'A

f PMIHS JD8 WWtH I <3E.TOJT

t SUGGEST ^OV) ST^CT

GET aj\ OF SC\K)OL OEPChOS

OH HVkT Sou WT \N\0 W

JIM'S JOURNAL By JIM

to sltet' •^t >»*ifK

/

\\, it VM«l4« tt^t

V|Wr^H,to».

JIM'S JOURNAL

c«f^ S"^t To\i«

MM.
•»•»«

tV«\*i a«^f At tKt

By JIM

c|V«ot.

^
MORT By SUZANNE PALMER

BOPO THE MAGIC CLOWN By GEOFFREY

\

|jorinillu1b(iMMr)l4ooviu/ith

mrwyMlrwiw mm

.Ex(Wlliwilt)>HirKitiei»yy<«t

^^^
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ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN
3Dt'S Ht^O ViPrtU WltN-tLS

ON fHE LUC^fOt CU^Ih tOg£
RETOpNto to itr gaP^.

Today's Staff

Night Editor Gayle Long

Copy Editor """amir Upton

PhotoTechnician JeffEgan

Production Supervisor Nicole Dumas

Production Matt Schmill

Traci Ann DiSalvatore

Menu
LUNCH

Hamburg on Roll

Pizza

BASICS LUNCH
Oatburgers

Pizza

DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken

Italian Hoagie

BASICS DINNER
Savory Baked Chicken

Black-Eyed Peas

rhe opinions expressed on this page aro those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Callcgum or the University.

"Well, here we are, my little chickadee."

Quote of the Day
Congress is a middle-aged, white male power

structure ... No wonder it's been so totally unre-

sponsive to needs of this country.

Bella Abzug

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 2 1 -April I9>: An
active day lies ahead. Be careful fKX

to crowd your schedule loo lull. Your
mate or partner seems more conge-
nial. Youngsters will be happy to join

you in an evening of fun.

TAURUSfApril 20-May 20). Your
business associates or co-workers are

eager to help out. Do not count on
thiscooperativemood lasting lorever.

A chance efKounter coutd give you

an opportunity to inove in higher

social circles.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Fi-

nancial matters will demand much ot

your attention today. Cul down on
daily expenses by ncA paying others

to perlorm services you can do
yourself. An old passion is aroused.

CANCER ((une 21 -My 22): New
contacts and unexpected events have

a telling impact on your business

today. Use restraint in personal as

well as professional relationships.

Investigate an unsolved mystery.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Ifyou keep

your expectatiorts realistic, the home
front will be a much happier place.

Personal contentment continues to

be yours. Loved ones plan a suprise

VIRCO(Aug. 23-Sepi. 22): Weigh
the pros and cons very carefully if

thinking oi switching your position.

Diplomacy will help maintain a per-

sonal relationship with someone de-

spite a misunderstanding

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Play-

ing a background role now bestows

certain advantages Allow otherstheir

lair share of attention and praise Keep

your expectations high arni trust your

hunches.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Look ((wward to a busy but highly

enjoyable day. Oo not Ix- dismayed

at the reversal ot a highcr-up's deci-

sion. This will work to your advan-

tage in the nol-too-disiant future.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec.

21 ): No difficulty is too hard to iron

out if everyone is motivaied l>y the

best o( intentions. Make thi» a last

rule. II single, you slill enjoy playing

the field oi romance.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-|an. 19):

Be caretui not to antagonize ycxir

allies or rivals by showing your am-
bition too openly. Tax matters or bill

collections could be a source of

concern.

AQUARIUS (jan 20-Feb 18): Be
itixible. Altering your policies or

methods will restore the financial

balance in your iavor Time appears

to be on your sicie. Oo not shirk your

responsibilities.

PISCES (Feb. 1 9-March 20): Do
everything you can to strengthen

lamily lies and social alliances. Af-

fection nourishes in an atmosphere of

trust arxi consideration. At work, your

persistence pays ofl.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

MMOsa
1 Octobar

SHstoKy''

5 EigtUMn
6 mWiaioytuI

7 Qivtout by

10 Don. tharou*
14 Game cubes
15 Put in office

16 Vann
Comb form

17 Onmegnddle
19 Gar^or mob

8 Curiar's surlace

9 Tnilh I* — Itwn

20 Bom
21 Daaptae

22 Hymn
2* Iheotd

gray—"
25 Oonenng
26 Teem
29 IgrKves

32 Bea Arthur rote

33 Astronaut Sally

34 Delineated

35 Play divtsion

36 Salt contaiTMrs

39 Timepenod
40 Type ot lens

42 B4IIS

43 Modem French

composer
Jacques

45 Exalts

47 Vipers

48 Remain
49 Carnper s cover

50 BowlefS tear

those

52 Preserve

53 In the manr>er of

56 Seed covenng
57 Have one s back

to the wall

60 Alaskan port

61 Refrigerant

62 Have a meal

63 Chatters

64 Destiny

goddesses
65 Information

DOWN
rjorse god

2 Yearn

3 Have a ctiarley

horse

4 Name tor a lion

10 Bnalied

11 mapidd*
12 Suit to-
la "Oiaan* regular

18 Scottan faudai

tarda

23 Zare

24 Mn
25 Vallow tavar

moaquto
26 Astound

27 Part of BLT
28 In trouble

29 Namasakssof a

Graak goddeaa
30 —Haute
31 Smacks
33 f^aiah's spouse
37 Postpones

actior

38 Transgressor

41 Moving
sculpturas

44 Mr Maslarson

46 Bndlepaft
47 At nxas and —

:

confused

49Ct«fomia-
Navadabordw
take

50 Vocakzed

51 Malay boat

52 FVoofraadar's

word
53 Samoanpon
S4nakgK>us

55 Confuaad
58NawOaal

ITMtialS

59 — man out

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

B B"9:fMo:sxiJ]
v.aMc
sMt.
S H A

OR]

IE L^^
U TBI RE M Rj

H A K eYp E R E

U B E rHE T N a]

H U N SBR E E
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1
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n 33 M
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UMass cycling team finishes first at UConn
The University of Massachusetts won

the team competition at the University of

Connecticut bike race, held Sunday at the

Storrs, Conn, campus.
It was a day of fast racing on a short,

speedy and windy course, in which UMass,
after entering almost 30 riders in the five

collegiate categories, emerged as the clear

winner.

The University of Connecticut cycling

team hosted the inter-collegiate bicycle

race on a 1-kilometer course in the center

of the Storrs campus.
Over 200 riders competed in six catego-

ries, with races starting at 8 a.m. and
ending by 1:15 p.m.

About 20 schools from around the New

England area were represented at the
event, which is the second weekend of

collegiate racing in the spring season of

the Eastern Collegiate CyclingConference.
The season will culminate April 25-26,

with the ECCC Championships, which
will be hosted by last season's team win-

ner, Massachusetts Institute of Technol-

ogy, in the Boston area. The top five teams
from that race will qualify for nationals, to

be held May 16-17 in Rome, Ga.
UMass won the overall race title, with

763 points. Points are awarded by sprints

throughout the races and by the final

placings. MIT came in second, with 328
points. Central Connecticut State College

was third with 184 points, UConn was

fourth vrith 172 points, and the Univer-

sity ofNew Hampshire was fifth with 149

points.

The top men's collegiate, "A," was won
in a pack sprint finish by a senior at Army/
West Point, Ed Walters.

He nipped Burt Jones from UMass at

the hne, vrith Kevin Molloy from UConn
coming in a close third.

The "A" race was 45 laps in length and
was finished in 1:02:00.

The men rode very aggressively
throughout the race, with other riders

firom the University ofRhode Island, Colby

College, UMass, Boston University and
MIT continuously on the attack.

The top women's category, "A"was won

by Kirste Carlson of MIT. She made an
attack a third of the way through the 30-

lap race, which shattered the 11-women
pack in the windy, cool conditions, and
Carlson soloed on to the win about a minute
up on the second place finisher, Denise

Mairivell from the University ofVermont.
This is Carlson's second racing season,

and under coaching by her teammate Jim
Preisig (MIT), promises to be the domi-

nant factor in ECCC racing this season.

Ben Fisher (UMass) won the men's 30-

lap "B" race, Geo Snelling (Connecticut

College) won the men's 20-lap "C race,

Jen Hinds (UMass) won the women's "B"

race and Matt Horton (Virginia Beach),

won the 10-lap open-UConn category.
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CoU0(ian pbolo by AadrM MlsUuid

Bob Wilson turns the comer among several other competitors during the same race and .

.

(oIlrKian photo h> Aodrra .MicUaasi

Steve Rosco starts out strong this past
weekend in the "A" race at the UConn
Criterium. .

.

Living With Herpes

Do you have herpes?

Would you benefit from
talking with other people

who also have herpes?

If you answered yes to these
questions block off your calendars
and attend this Informal discussion.

April 8

University Health Center

Room 304

7-9 p.m.

For more information call the Health

Education Office at 549-2671 ext. 181

CoU.gUB photo by AadrM MlflUMil

Teammate Burt Jones races across the finish line. While he was edged out for the "A** race,
the UMass cycling team had the most overall points for the day.

igubbbbI

SAME DAY PHOTO PROCESSING
and money-saving DAILY SPECIALS!

MONDAY

2PIINTS
'o* Wir«Ki

OPI

THURSDAY
2ndflTOF
PKMTtFOt

»T T»it Of oevfiop»«o
WoULWIWtOMl''

TUESDAY

sunmniNTs
.37

SAVE.18^.^
IXVSl.<»»OONly

WEDNESDAY

SPIIMTS

OFI

FRIDAY

REPMNTDJCr
3 1/2X5 30 M.

5x7 ^•••

8x10 $3.50 ••

NO CHOP""** fl»-l- •*<» O*'

2itdSn
OFPtlNTS

REGULAR -18 ••

SUPER -28 M.
»TTM€<»

oivtuycowLY

FILM IN BY 12:00

PRINTS OUT BY 4:00 p.m.

ONE HOUR SERVICE
AVAILABLE UNTIL 3:00 p m

OREENFIELD
774.MM
AMHERST
S4>44M

NORTHAMPTON
SM-M74

m^^ipmf':
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lacrosse
Gorillas, 11-8

Quarter 12 3 4 Final

St. John's 2 2 3 1 8

Massachusetts 3 1 3 4 11

Scoring (goals/assists/points)

St. John's: John Salerno 2-1-3; Chris Johnston

2-1-3; Greg Sweet 1-1-2; Matt Schwartz 1-1-

2; Sean Rooney 1-0-1; George Wichelens 1-

0-1; Brian Bugge03-3.
Massachusetts: Mark Millon 3-2-5;John Schlipf

3-0-3; Mario Guaglianone 2-0-2; Wes Depp
2-0-2; Mike Cain 1-2-3; Bill Edell 0-M; Mario

Lopez 0-1 -1 ; Mike Valente 0-1 -1

.

Saves: SJU Chris Tosti 19; UMass Tom LoPresti

14. Loose balls won: SJU 36. UMass 49. A-450

LoPresti
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

gonna come out and compete," Garber said.

"I knew it was going to be a good game," he said. "1

thought 'if we get up on them and get strong team play

and not get the penalties. . .'I don't care who you play at

this level. If you get a team that has guns out there and
they can set them up with one extra man than you've got,

they're going to be in the game."
Depp cut the lead to 1 at 8:28 ofthe third on a feed from

Mike Cain, but yet another penalty cost the Gorillas soon
after. SJU, sensing the opportunity for a huge upset, ran
the extra-man like the textbooks say you should. Greg
Sweet's only score of the afternoon put SJU ahead 7-5.

That goal woke the Gorillas up. After Schlipf scored

unassisted from downtown, Millon, who had been shad-

owed by SJU defender Dennis McEnroe all game, followed

his own shot and shoved the rebound past Tosti to tie the

game at 7 and set up UMass' comeback.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

in practice and was hospitahzed this past week.

"Correnti usually wears his chest protector low, and

the ball hit him just on the edge," coach Ted Garber

explained.

"I saw him take the shot," LoPresti said. "I don't think

he knew how hard he got hit or how bad he was hurt. I

didn't know I was starting until the day before."

LoPresti also credits the support of the team's two

senior goaUes, Ray Suris and Pat Lorian.

"Ray helps me out a lot," LoPresti said. "Pat and Ray

give me a lot of confidence. . . they back me totally.

They're always helping me out.

"And they're not backing me up," he added. "It's up in

the air who starts."

As for LoPresti's goaltending philosophy? "You'vejust

got to go out there and play hard every day and hope when
the time comes around you do the right thing.

Wecopy all night

For most of us, there just aren't

enough hours in a 9 to 5 day. We
know that there are times when

you'll find yourself working around

the clock to get an important project

completed on time. And that's why

we're open 24 hours a day... every

day. So no matter when you need a

helping hand and a friendly face,

you'll find them at Kinko's.

r'
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3*late night copies
Come into the Kinko's listed between 10pm and 6am and get

great copies at a great price. Just H for self-serve, single-sided,

81/2 X U" black and white copies on 20 lb. white bond. One

coupon per customer. Not valid with other offers. Good through

September 28, 1992.

Open 24 hours

253-2543

220 North Pleasant Street

(Across from the Carriage Shops)

kinkpi
the copy center \

Classifieds
COME TO THE miIfCIAN OFFICE IliCAMPUSCEmR MON. THURS. 8:M)-S:X) FRIDAY^2:30 * DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATION ' 2(kmRD/DAY FOR mJDEm CASH IN ADVANCE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

B«d and BrMkiatt
Downtown Amherst Weal fof visiting par-

ents and Inend* 549-0733

DEBATE TEAM IS tiolding its weekly

nrwating tonigtil at 7pm rn DetMte Trailer

below TtKMTipsoo. For more into caH 545-

2055

NEW DEF LEPPARO A new Bfuc«

Springsteen altwms are coming OiA tomor-

row S are on sale at

Musicland

Hampshire MaH
Hadley

YO SEN10RSI Lers party at the senior

campaign kickofl on Thurs Apr 2 at 9pm in

CC1009' XCash bar, DJ » door prizes'

CalebraW with your class!

AUTO FOB SALE

1974 CAWLLAC ELDORADO 501 V8 HOK
$800 Mick 549-5419

1 981 TOYOTA TERCEL 5-speed 85000 mi

runs super no rusti Asking $900 253 3369

84 CHEVETTE 94K 4D hatchback: very good

conditions: $900 or BO. caH 25^8957

8^ FORD ESCORT ExcellanI condition

$ 1 200 546-35 1

9

CHEAPI FBI/US. SEIZED

89 Mercedes $200

86 VW $50

87 Mercedes $100

65Mu»tang $50

ChooM from thousands starling $25

FREE 24 Hour recording reveals

details 801 -379-2929 Copyrigtit #MA 15KX

A NEW GENERATION OF MUSIC

HOT DAMHttlll

SONY
Portable Disc Player

Brand spanking new
$125.00 Jason 549-6458

FOR A GOOD TIME CAU:

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT. D/S.

video DJ's and Karaoke Irom $175.00. Call

586-9900

FOUND

The Peace Davelapinent Fund wants to hire

a workstudy student with clerical and com-

puter skills $4 5 per hour lor 20 hrs per

week Please call Phylis at 256-8306

TirrOfl ME WITH Chem 262

Good $$$ Call Jeremy 253-37SS

HAPPY BIRTHDAY Sigma Delta Tau

Congrats on a great 75 yearsH

KIMBERLY M.

Great |0b on Sweeney Todd'

We are proud ol you'

Love. The Sisters and Pledges of

Sigma Delta Tau

FOR RENT

Amherst Cantat

Etlciency one. two. throe bedroom apart-

ments, or three t>edroom condos on Hobart

Lane June or Septemtjer Lincoln Real

Estate. 25 North Pleasant Street 253-7879

Reserve your place early

Mill Valley Est.

2 br 2 lull baths

Heat hot water ind

$830 month avail June 1st

Some furniture ind

253-5631

FOUND: Sitvar bracelet with clasp, six links.

Howers 3'24 near Hills Claim at 665-2027.

FRONT TIRE tor 10 speed m E-lot-E-lol 25

Describe the shape ol wheel and make ol nm
and it IS yours -Found 3/24 midnight call

Peter 549-7901

HELP WANTED

LOST

tOST
Gold hoop earring

Between Bartlett and JFK
Reward S-1952

MUSICIANS

FOR SALE

Brother Portable Elactronlc, word and let-

ter correct typewnter Mint condition. $1 50.00

Call anytime 549-3580

LEATHER BIKER JACKET Like new

Cheap! Sarah 549-4600x325

SHOGUN ISO 10-SPEED BIKE. Mint $100

Chris 546-1712

Two ptranha, 10 gallon tank, accessories-

$75.00. Litsa 546-2482

CRUISE LINE- Entry level onboard landside

positions available, year-round or summer

(813)229-5478

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING- Earn

$2.0O0»/month » work) travel Holiday. Sum-

mer and career employment availat>le No
expenence necessary For employment pro-

gram call 1 -206-545-41 55 ext C456

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM
Fraternities, sororities, student clubs. Earn

up to $1000 in one week Plus receive a

$1000 bonus yourself and a FREE watch

just lor calling 1-800-932 0528 Ext 65

HELP WANTED
HOMEWORKERS NEEDED'!

Earn $1 .000 weekly mailing our circulars m
your spare time at home' GUARANTEED'
Free supplies'postage' Begin now! Free

details! Enclose LSASE SMS, Dept Col-7A.

Box 610, Cordova, TN 38018-0610,

DRUMMERS! Phish,

Improv. 256-8115

AKmans, Oiginals.

PERSONALS

AMOS. Help' Kens neglected me too' If you

dont come back soon I'll never gel led or

tree Besides I miss climbing down you r back

to nibble on your ankles. I cam relorm him

without you

Oasperatety seeking you r help. George

ROOMMATE WANTED

HOUSEMATE NEEDED!
$155 00 month

on Fearing St.

549-4490 Leave message

Looking to Adopt. Happily married linan-

ciaiiy secure energetic couple prays lor

newborn Beautiful country home Willing-

ness 10 meet and'or speak Let us help you

through this difficult lime Call Jevmsh Family

Service ol Greater Spnnglield. Inc at

(413)737-2601 (collect) and ask about JaH

arx) Ann.

SPRINGTIME; Lose lal without dietmg' 549-

4401

TYPING

FAST ACCURATE TYPING by literate col-

lege grad$l/pg Letter quality 586-5266

PAPERS, RESUMES, THESIS-
Word processing, laser pnnting-

Call Rosemary 323-5031

LEYNA- I bet you thought I forgot! Lets

celebrate B-day 22 on Thurs at 9 m CC 1 009!

Maytje I can win you a B-day present! Happy

B-dayi Love, Erik
_

MARC BABY! You ovire me a drink' You can

pay up on Thurs at the senior kickofl party at

9pm in CC 1 009! Be there if you know what's

good tor you'

THE SHOTMASTER turns twenty-two

Double shot time

Happy birthday Jim

Love Amy and Jill

KATE-
Congratulations on your n«w vahicla...

N is so choice!

Love. Dawn

P-TOWN

LOOKING FOR RMMTES to find apt in

P-TOWN lor summer Call Frank 585-0776

SCHOLARSHIPS

SAME NEAT-O TYPING GUY w'new num-

ber $1 501yped page Brian 546-6954

WANTED TO RENT

2 temale transfer nonsmoksrs SOM look-

ing to live offcampus starting 592 6-3145

Scholarshlpa, Grants

Rnanclal Aid Available!

Call 24 hour recorded message
lor free Information:

1-800-535-0204

servk:es

FREE pregnancy testing; conlidential and

caring support. BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906
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Sports
Gorillas slip past St. John's
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

As winning ugly goes, this was mir-

ror-breaking material.

St. John's University gave the Uni-

versity ofMassachusetts lacrosse team

a huge scare, taking a two-goal lead in

the third quarter and a one-goal lead in

the fourth before the Gorillas came

back to claim an 11-8 win Saturday at

Upper Boyden field.

The Gorillas (1-1) hurt themselves

with penalties all game long before

Mike Cain. Mark Millon and John

Schlipf pulled the Gorillas out of the

fire with some clutch passing and

shooting.

"It's good to see when our backs are

up against the wall this team can come

through," said UMass coach Ted

Garber.
SJU. which held the lead much of

the game, broke a 7-7 tie on a UMass
mistake. UMass goaltender Tom
Lx)Presti's clearing pass went astray

and the Redmen kept possession, re-

sulting in Chris Johnston's second goal

ofthe day. The score gave SJU the lead

with 14 minutes to go in the game.

Cain unleashed a 30-yard rocket

past SJU goalie Chris Tosti ( 19 saves)

to Ue the game at 8-8 early in the fourth

quarter. The Gorillas controlled the

ensumg face-offand Millon. taking the

ball behind the cage, passed to a cuttmg

Wes Depp, who put UMass up to sUy
with his second goal of the game.

TheGorillas got msurance goals from

Millon (3 goals, 2 assists) and Schlipf (3

goals) and some unconscious saves from

LoPresti ( 14 saves), a freshman, lat« in

the fourth to keep SJU out ofreach. The

Redmen had chances to tie, but missed

or were stopped by LoPresti from point-

blank range.

What became a sloppy affair in cold,

snowy weather didn't start that way.

Schlipfconverted a centeringpass ftx)m

Millon less than a minute into the game.

Millon added a transition goal five

minutes later to spot SJU a 2-0 lead. It

seemed the Gorillas would win going

away, as SJU looked genuinely con-

fused in unsettled situations.

But by the midway point of the first

quarter. UMass lost its composure, fell

into playing St. John's slow, aggressive

style of play and committed needless

fouls. SJU took advantage, connecting

on two extra-man situations to take a

4-3 lead in the second. Brian Bugge

Lol>«(tan photo by Andrm .VtigliaMi

Kenny Randazzo battles a St. John's player for possession during

Saturday's lacrosse game at Upper Boyden Field. The Gorillas won

the game 11-8, for their first win of the season.

assisted both scores, first to Sean Rooney

and then to John Salerno.

•^e've got to learn from that game, as

far as penalties, that you can't play the

game m the penalty box," Garber said.

UMass went to halflime tied with SJU
courtesy of Mario Guaglianone's second

goal of the day.

The Redmen picked up where they left

off and controlled most of the third quar-

ter. They built up and protected a two-goal

lead, again courtesy of some needless

penalties on UMass' part. Scores from

George Wichelns and Salerno (two

goals, one assist) put SJU up by two, 6-

4.

Had the Gorillas looked past St.

John's, a team considered a weak-sis-

ter in lacrosse circles that has never

beaten UMass in seven tries?

"I told our guys [St. John's] were

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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LoPresti
saves with
confidence
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Confidence is a big part of sports, but

whenyou're a lacrosse goalie, it's a prereq-

uisite. Just ask Tom LoPresti.

LoPresti, a freshman from West Islip

N.Y., is one of four potential starting

goaltenders for the University of Massa-

chusetts lacrosse team, and was a major

reason the Gorillas were able to pull out

an 11-8 win over St. John's on Saturday.

While LoPresti didn't, by his own stan-

dards, have a great game — "1 couldn't

clear the ball, I just didn't have my cap on

right," he said — his outstanding fourth

quarter effort kept the Redmen off the

scoreboard and kept UMass in the game.

His self-confidence and aggresive play in

the crease were major factors in shutting

SJU down when it counted.

"I had no doubt we were going to pull it

out." he said. There was one point where

I'd let up five out of eight shots and I

thought to myself, there's no more going

in. You've got to be a brick wall." Sure

enough, LoPresti stonewtdled St. John's

in the fourth, stopping two potentially

game-tying shots from point blank range

in the last five minutes.

LoPresti was a high-school All-Ameri-

can at West Islip, where teams he started

for in goal went 51-9 over three years. He
was recruited by North Carolina, Towson

State and Rutgers. While LoPresti hasn't

declared a major yet. he is leaning towards

legal studies.

LoPresti is. to put it mildly, an aggres-

sive goaltender. On a clear against Loyola

last week, he carried the ball past midfield

into the I-oyola zone before passing. While

St. John's netminder Chris Tosti barely

stepped outside the crease, LoPresti was

running after ground balls behind the

cage and running upfield in clearing

situations. Some shudder at such risks,

but for LoPresti it's just another part of

his game.
"I'm defiinitely pretty aggressive," he

said. "When the day's right and I'm out of

the cage, I can handle the ball."

LoPresti's role for the Gorillas will no

doubt gain importance as the team has

possibly lost sophomore Rip Correnti for

the season. Correnti, who looked sharp in

three quarters against Loyola last Satur-

day, suffered a collapsed lung from a shot

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Michigan, Cincinnati advance to Final Four
• Wolverines nip Ohio State 75-71 •Cincinnati bounces Memphis State

By CHUCK MELVIN
AP Sports Writer

LEXINGTON (AP» — Fab Five. Final

Four. Sounds like a natural.

Michigan's precocious freshmen worked

overtime Sunday. beatini^BigTen nemesis

Ohio State 75-71 behind 23 points and 11

rebounds from Chris Webber.

Webber sent the game into overtime

with a powerful followup shot that tied it

at 63 with 3 1 seconds left. The 15th-ranked

Wolverines then dominated the extra pe-

riod, outscoring Ohio State 12-4 over the

first four and a half minutes before the

third-ranked Buckeyes scored two mean-

ingless baskets at the end.

Jalen Rose scored six of his 20 points in

overtime, including two free throws with

32.4 seconds remaining that sealed it.

Following Duke's 1 04- 103 overtime victory

over Kentucky on Saturday, it was the

first time in NCAA tournament history

that two regional finals have gone into

overtime.

The sixth-seeded Wolverines, the low-

est seed to make the Final Four since No.

6 Kansas won the national title in 1988,

will play Cincinnati next weekend in

Minneapolis.

It was Michigan's first win in three

tries against Ohio State (26-6), and it kept

alive coach Steve Fisher's dream of a

second national championship in four

years. Michigan (24-8 ) won it in 1989 after

Fisher replaced Bill Frieder as head coach

as the tournament began.

Ohio State's leading scorer, Jim Jack-

son, collected 20 points but also hurt the

Buckeyes with nine turnovers.

The Fab Five, who scored all but two of

Michigan's points, survived a six and a half

minute-drought late in the second half

during which they committed four turn-

overs and squandered a seven-point lead.

Neither team led by more than six until

Michigan ran offeight straight points early

in the second half for a 47-39 advantage.

Webber started the run with a layup and

finished it by passing to King for an easy

layup.

Then, the Fab Five suddenly began

playing like the freshmen they are. Ohio

State forced four turnovers and outscored

Michigan 11-0 over the next six minutes

for a 61-57 lead.

The Wolverines recovered in the nick of

time. Rose hit a shortjumper, and Webber

followed with a dunk that tied it at 61.

After Jamaal Brown's 18-footer put Ohio

State back up by two with one minute left

in regulation, Webber powered for the

followup shot on a missedjumper by Rose.

Ohio State had one last shot, but Chris

Jent's jumper bounced off the rim at the

buzzer.

By OWEN CANFIELD
Associated Press

KANSAS CITY — Cincinnati turned

No. 4 into Final Four.

The 12th-ranked Bearcate, behind the

play of Herb Jones and Nick Van Exel,

beat Memphis State for the fourth time

this season, 88-57, to advance to the Final

Four for the first time since 1963.

Cincinnati (29-4 ) will play Michigan in

the NCAA tournament semifinals Satur-

day in Minneapolis. The Bearcats beat

Ohio State for the national championship

in 1961 and '62.

Memphis State, like Cincinnati a

member of the first-year Great Midwest

Conference, ends its season 23-11.

Itwas the Tigers' worst loss since 198 1

.

The Final Four trip will be the sixth for

the fourth-seeded Bearcats, who went to

five straight Final Fours from 1959-63.

They lost that last time in the champion-

ship game to Loyola of Chicago.

Cincirmati became the first school to

register four victories over the same op-

ponent in a single season since Kentucky

swept Alabama in 1985-86.

Jones had 23 points and 13 rebounds,

helpingthe Bearcats outrebound Memphis
State by seven. Cincinnati had
outrebounded the Tigersby eight per game

in three previous meetings this season.

Van Exel scored 22 points and killed

the Tigers with his 3-point shooting. He
had one in the first halfto punctuate a run

that gave the Bearcats the lead for good,

and added three more in the second halfas

Cincinnati pulled away.

The Bearcats shot 60 percent while

holding Memphis State to 36 percent. In

the previous three meetings, which were

decided by an average of 11 points, the

Tigers shot no better than 43 percent.

Anfernee Hardaway, who madejust 13

of39 shots in the first three games, scored

12 on 4-of-9 shooting. He picked up three

first-half fouls and fouled out with 5:28 to

play.

The Great Midwest became the first

conference to send a team to the Final

Four in its first year since the Sun Belt did

it in 1977 with North Carofina-Charlotte.

Cincinnati looked rattled early, turning

the ball over four times in the first 8 and

a halfminutesagainstthe Tigers' pressure.

Memphis State took a 20-17 lead at that

stage, thanks to a 7-2 run.

Cincinnati settled down midway
through the halfand took the lead for good

behind seven straight points from Van
Exel, who capped the surge with a 3-

pointer that made it 30-26 with 6:56 to go.

Hardaway picked up his third foul with

5:39 left in the half and guard Tony
Madlock did the same a minute later.
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Town passes
beer keg
license law^
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

The Amherst Select Board voted unanimously last

night to require residents, including University of Mas-

sachusetts, Amherst and Hampshire College students, to

obtain a license to possess a beer keg within town limits.

Select Board members have been debating the "keg

law" since last fall aft«r receiving many complaints of

loud parties late at night and drunks.

The idea ofthe bylaw is not to be used for scouting out

where all the parties will be," said Marie Wickey, ad-

ministrative assistant to the Amherst town manager. "I

think that the bylaw is to make people aware of liability

of alcohol at parties — it's not to nail anyone."

Student leaders are outraged at the new bureaucracy

and say it will not stop off-campus student parties.

"It's just going to nxake peoplejump through hoops to

get there," said Jennifer Wood, president-elect for the

Student Government Association, and a Amherst town

meeting member.
"The town is not dealingwith the real problem, because

the real problem is that students are being forced into off

campus parties by housing pohcies," said Bob Monaghan,

speaker of the Student Senate.

The bylaw, which takes effect April 13, will require the

Ucense holder to be 21 years old. The processing period

for the license will take four days. No fee is required to

obtain a Ucense.

Kegs are prohibited in UMass residence halls.

Although the town manager has the authority to

award licenses, prospective applicants must first go to

the Amherst police station for an orientation on the

bylaw.

The police will consider the following factors before

giving their recommendation to the town manager:
• Does the applicant have a criminal record?

• Does the applicant have a record of alcohol-related

convictions, arrests or complaints?
• Is there reason to believe beer will be sold?

• What controls will be established to prevent con-

sumption by underage persons?
• Is there a record ofalcohol-related complaints under

present occupancy at the site of the event?

• Is the size of the site, its parking and sanitary

facilities adequate?

If a application is denied, it may be appealed to the

Select Board.

The town will provide information about the keg law

policies to the local liquor stores, general public and the

colleges and universities for the purpose of orientations

regarding the keg bylaw and pohcies.

"It doesn't promote a safe drinking environment,

students will drink one way or another ifthey want," said

Monaghan.
"Ultimately the responsible thing to do is for everyone

to work together to create a safeenvironment for students,

whether it involves drinking, housing issues or any other

aspect of their lives here in Amherst," said Wood.

<'all<>(ii>n pholo by llllmar SthmiiiMlt

TAKE A SHOWER— Tom **Cave Toad" Davidson, a junior psychology msgor, crawls

around in the West Virginian underworld of the Hamilton Cavescape on a University of

Massachusetts Outing Club trip.

New abortion regs questioned
Explanation ofguidelines fails to satisfy Democrats

By RICHARD L. VERNACI
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The official who wrote the guide-

lines for what can and can't be said about abortion in

federally supported family planning clinics sjjent hours

Monday trying to explain. The congressmen listening

weren't satisfied.

"It's deceptive, it's a hoax and you're not playing

straight with the women of this country," said Rep. Ron

Wyden (D-Ore.)

Dr. WiUiam R. Archer III, a deputy assistant health

secretary, was peppered with sometimes hostile questions

by Democrats who wanted to pin him down on whether

people who work in family planning chnics that receive

federal money can counsel women on abortion.

At issue was a regulation that restricts what people in

the clinics can say.

On March 20, the Department of Health and Human
Services sent out guidelines that were supposed to explain

how the rules governing this are to be applied. The

guidance can be confusing.

In one paragraph, it says a pregnant woman at one of

these clinics can be sent for medical care elsewhere that

may result in "the termination of her pregnancy." In the

next sentence, it says: "This referral seeks to provide a

pregnant woman with the best medical management of

her pregnancy and to ensure both her health and the

health of her unborn child."

"I just think. Doctor, with one sentence, you could

d«ar this up," Wyden said.

There was no one-sentence explanation.

Archer said the administration was not trying to

restrict what a doctor could tell a patient, leaving that up

to the physician's medical judgement. Whatever was

said, it had to be done in person and it had to be done by

a doctor.

Rep. HenryWaxman (D-Calif. ) chairman ofthe Energy

and Commerce subcommittee on health that was holding

a hearing on the matter, said that part in the rule alone

is enough to choke off discussion of abortion in many of

the clinics.

"In most family planning clinics there aren't doctors

there, and you know there aren't doctors there,"Waxman
said.

The administration is trying to walk a fine line between

its often stated opposition to abortion and the political

storm from groups that see the counseling regulation as

censorship and a restriction on a woman's constitutional

rights.

"What I hear coming from the administration is,

'Some of my friends are for abortion, and some of my

friends are against abortion, and I am with my friends,*"

said Rep. Gerry Studds (D-Mass.).

While the doctor can advise a woman on the option of

abortion, he or she can't tell her precisely where to get

one, according to Archer. The clinics are supposed to

compile lists ofwhere women can go for pre-natal services.

UM
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

When senior French hterature m^or
Peter Sokolowski picked up his copy of

Esquire magazine to have a relaxing read,

he didn't expect to see an article about the

University of Massachusetts.

Especially an article entitled "Inhuman

Architecture, Bad Food, Boredom, Death

by Fxin and Games."

"At first I was affronted, but then I took

into consideration the audience it was

geared towards," said Sokolowski. "Esquire

is for white male professionals, a 'men's

club.' The article is meant to be entertain-

ing to them, so they can look down their

nose and say 'we never did that.'

"

The article, which appears in the April

issue o{ Esquire, focused on weekend so-

cial life in the Southwest Residential Area,

"elevator surfing," and the death ofUMass
student Joel Mangion in the John F.

Kennedy Tower.

An intoxicated Mangion was riding on

topofanelevatoronMarch 11, 1990 when
he fell to his death. Mangion and another

companion apparently defeated safety

devices to gain access to the elevator shaft,

officials said.

"The article really dumped on UMass
students," said sophomore Kennedy resi-

dential assistant Shawn St. Jemies. He
said the RAs in his building will be writing

a collective response to Esquire at a staff

meeting tonight.

"UMass gets a lot ofbad publicity as it

is, but this article really distorted the

truth," said junior art history major

Haruko Hirose, another Kennedy RA.

"They attract attention by writing nega-

tive things, because people would rather

read that."

The author ofthe article, Paul Keegan,

said he proposed a story to Esquire a few

years ago about the strange, often de-

structive behaviors seen in college high-

rise dorms. He chose UMass because of

the Southwest towers and because he was
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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FYIs are public service announcements for campus
and local non-profit organizations. Due to space con-

straints, the Collegian cannot print all FYIs submitted

and no announcement can be repeated.

To submit an FYI, please send a press release with all

pertinent information to the Collegian c/o the News
Editor. FYIs cannot be taken over the phone.

Tuesday, March 31

Symposium — The Five College & Coastal & Marine

Sciences Program is sponsoring the annual Student

Research Symposium at 7:30 p.m. at Smith College's

McConnell 805.

Discussion— Lou Wolf will be speaking on "Crimes of

the FBI" at 7 p.m. in Thompson Hall room 106.

Girl dies at hands
of brother age 3
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. (AP) — A three-year-old boy

shot his two-year-old sister to death and authorities are

considering charges against the toddler's parents under

a state law requiring guns to be safely stored out of a

child's reach.

Brittany Aaron Newton was shot in the head Sunday
night with a .357-caliber Magnum handgun that belonged

to her father, police spokeswomanAsa Higgs said Monday.
The children were at home with their mother and

another child at the time, Higgs said. How the shooting

occurred wasn't known, because the mother was not in

the room, said Higgs.

Assistant State Attorney Angela Corey said any

charges must follow a seven-day waiting period under

the gun-storage law.

Wednesday, April 1

Lecture — The UMass School of Nursing and the

School of Nursing Alumni is sponsoring a lecture,

"Vietnam: A Woman's Perspective" from 4 to 6 p.m. in the

Student Union Ballroom The "lecture is free.

Thursday, April 2

Lecture — Part three of Soil, Water & Civilization

series by Professor Danit'l Hillel entitled "Management

and Mismanagement of Land and Vegetation in the

Nacient Near East: Mesopotamia, Egypt and the Levant"

is being held at 8 p.m., in the Campus Center room 174-

76. The lecture is free and open to the public.

Special Event— The Hillel House is sponsoring IsraeU

folk Dancing at 7:30 p.m. in the Hillel House at 388 North

Pleasant Street. All levels are welcome and the fee is $1.50.

Make sure >our road trip proceeds without a hitch.

Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than you

expect them to be. VC'hich is why you should always pack your AT&TCallifig Card. L

It's all \()u need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere. It's the least

expensive w^ay to call state-to -state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And now,

you could also get 10% back (.CI !(>%

hill k
on all the long distance calls you make with

vour cardf D The AT&T Calling Card** It's the best route to wherever you're going.

Call more, save more with an AT&T Calling Card,

Call 1 800 654-0471, Ext. 5915.

• Must make at least $30 >wonh of AT4T Long Distance Calls with your AT»T Card per quarter Calls covered by special

AT4T pricing plans are not included .«..«,„
In addition campus residents may p*ace direct dialed calls using University and ATftT ACUS service

c 1992 AT»T

Doctor accused
of causing
patient's suicide
By ROBERT TROTT
Associated Press

BOSTON — Paul Lozano entered Harvard

Medical School as a promising student, but he

became homesick and worried about making the

grade.

Looking for help, he called the first name on an

alphabetical list of psychiatrists. That simple step

drew Lozano into a lurid affair with his doctor, who
made the young man act like her infant son and
drove him to suicide, his family says.

A state medical board schedule a meeting
Monday to decide whether to punish the doctor,

Margaret Bean-Bayog. Lozano's family also has

filed suit against Bean-Bayog.

"She took his mind and completely destroyed

him," said Ix)zano's sister. Pilar WilUams, of El

Paso, Texas. This is not about sex. This is about

his mind and soul. She took a brilliant man and
turned him into a 3-year-oId, a vegetable."

Bean-Bayog, who taught and conducted research
at Harvard and served as President oftheAmerican
Society for Addiciton Medicine, has disputed the

charges.

"I categorically deny that I ever had any sexual

relations with this patient or that I otherwise

exceeded the proper bounds of psychotherapy,"

Bean-Bayog said in a statement released last week
by her lawyer.

Lozano was 28 and three months short ofbeing

graduated from Harvard Medical School when he

committed suicide in Texas on April 2. 1991.

Lozano's family claims that Bean-Bayog's termina-

tion ofa sexual relationship,coupledwithher*Yegre88ion
therapy" that had Lozano pretending to be her infant

son eventually drove lum to inject himselfas many as

75 times with a lethal dose of cocaine.

According to court documents, the relationship

between Lozano and Bean-Bayog began in 1986,

and over four years, they were meeting or talking
on the phone almost every day.

In June 1990, Bean-Bayog adopted a child and
told Lozano "she didn't have time for him anymore,
that she had a family to take care ofnow," Williams
said.

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers wanted for Bright
Moments Festival on July 9, 16, 23 for

approximately 5-6 hours/shift. Limited
number of additional hours available.

UMass students returning in Fall only.

Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO employer.
Description and application available at

207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE MAY 1.
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Local
*Run for Runaways'
race to benefit shelter
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Correspondent

When 15-year-old Jimmy and his sis-

ters, homeless with the knowledge that

their father had committed suicide and
theirmotherwas dying ofAIDS somewhere
they did not know, stood outside Covenant
House at 2:30 a.m. with all their posses-

sions in a big garbage bag, they knew that

the Covenant House would be there to

help them.
There are 1 million children on the

streets. Each year the Covenant House
provides shelter to 28,000 of them.

In addition to giving them shelter, the

Covenant House offers drug rehabilitation

programs, child care and an education to

get them off the streets.

The Covenant House is in 15 cities

throughout North and Central America.

Because the Covenant House receives 90

percent of its funds from charities, they

depend on contributions to keep the cen-

ters going.

On April 11 the 13th annual Run for

Runaways road race, sponsored by the

Newman Student Association, will take

place at Alumni Stadium track to benefit

the Covenant House. The race is lOK and
will begir. at 9 a.m. for wheelchair partici-

pants, 9:30 a.m. for walkers, and 10 a.m.

for runners. This is a registered race. In

the past many runners have used it as a

warm up for the Boston Marathon.

"I loved it. It was a fun time. Ifyou like

to run, do this race, seriously," said Bill

Hodkinson, a sophomore history mtyor.

"Many successful races have been run.

At one time we had over 400 participants.

During the best years, we have raised

$11,000," said Sister Mildred Marengo,

the advisor to the Newman Student As-

sociation, and a yearly walker.

The number ofkiddos participating in

the race has been incredible," added Father

Joseph Quigley.

Registration tables will be on the

Campus Center Concourse from March 30
to April 3 and April 6 to April 10 from 9

a.m. - 4 p.m.

To register it is only $5 in advance and

$7 on race day to cover the expense of the

race. The money raised through sponsor

sheets will be given to the Covenant House.
Everyone is welcome to help.

'^e need a minimum of 30 people on

course day to work as water stops, timers

and people to give out slices of oranges at

the finish line," said Jim Gage, a sopho-

more history major working as co-chair-

person for course committee.

"It was great. Last year we donated

$8,000 to Covenant House. It is the most

exciting charity event that I have done.

Everybody has a great time," said Diana

DiMasco, a junior geography major, also

working as co-chairperson for course

committee.
"We have prizes that have a wide ap-

peal: sporting goods, food and music," said

Marcella Turner, a senior economics ma-

jor heading the prize committee.

Musicland and NRM Music are going

to donate five compact discs, in addition to

the Footlocker's gift of a $20 shirt, ac-

cording to CharUe Mrosk, a sophomore

legal studies major. Ifparticipants return

their sponsor money prior to the race, they

will receive a free T-shirt on a first come

first serve basis, said Charlene Lim, a

junior geology major, assisting as a reg-

istration chair person.

"We started preparing at the end oflast

semester. For two months we have been

getting together every other week to work

on the race. Its been a lot of work, but it is

for a great cause. It is a lot of fun," said

race co-director Christopher Davidson, a

sophomore majoring in economics.

Many fraternities and sororities have

been helping out with the race.

Cotlegian photo by Hilmar Schmundl

PRETTY PICTURE — Sara Ehlers, a sophomore philosophy

major, reflects during the weekly meeting of the photo staff of

Spectrum magazine.

Activist says Salvadoran conflict now 'pragmatic'
By LUISA QUINTANILLA
Collegian Correspondent

The recently signed peace accord between the Sal-

vadoran government and the guerilla forces of the

Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front demon-

strates how pragmatic both sides have become after 12

years of bloody war due to their failed war strategies,

said an activist recently returned from El Salvador.

Oscar Chacon, director of Centre Presente, an orga-

nization devoted to aiding Central American refugees,

told a standing-room-only audience at the Bookmill in

Leverett on March 28 that the failure of the FMLN
general offensive on November 1989 demonstrated the

lack of support of the Salvadoran people for the armed
uprising.

Chacon said, "The FMLN assumed that the msyority

of the population would participate in or support this

offensive."

The offensive's failure convinced the FMLN that they

had to look to alternative strategies in the struggle of

effect changes in the socio-economic structure of El Sal- through a program ofland reform, the peace treaty would

vador, he said.

But this offensive also demonstrated "that the gov-

ernment couldn't defeat the rebels, in spite of 10 years of

miUtary support and $6 billion in aid by the U.S. gov-

ernment," Chacon said.

He said the army response to the uprising proved they

had "learned nothing" about the need to respect human
rights, and demonstrated that they were "unreformable."

Chacon said in spite ofthe change oftactics on the part

of the FMLN, they have not detached themselves from

their original ideology of effecting social and economic

justice.

He said the roots of the Salvadoran conflict lie on the

inequibility distribution of sources and "means of pro-

duction," concentrating wealth in the hands of what he

referred to as "the 14 families, better known as the

oligarchy."

Central to this problem is the issue ofland ownership,

the primary source of wealth in agricultural economies.

He said if fundamental inequalities are not dealt with

be "derailed.

He also said in the process ofearlier attempts at land

reform, the government had bought vast tracts of land,

but had never followed through with a major distribution

program. This made the government the largest single

owner of land in El Salvador.

Indeed, he went on, peasant squatters have illegally

been occupjring areas of idle government owned-land,

which he supported.

Another problem for the success ofthe treaty, he said,

is the perception that the army was simply nominally

reassigning units scheduled to be disbanded under the

treaty.

Chacon said the day after the disabling ofthe National

Guard and the treasury police, two new forces emerged,

the military and frontier police. He suggested that there

is no functional difference between these groups, and

that they were "the same monkey with a different tail."

He said this evidence ofdissembling on the part ofthe

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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working in Boston at the time.

"I was not trying to exploit UMass
and the "Zoo Mass" reputation it may
have," he said. "Southwest was the

focus because the hving situation there

should be talked about.

"I didn't pull any punches. There is

nothing factually inaccxirate about the

piece at all," Keegan said. "I was there

oncampus andexperienced things first-

hand. The objections may be stemming

fi:x)m unwilhngness to examine certain

problems on campus."

Freshman political science mcgor

Marc Rancourt said, "I was pretty mad
about how UMass was portrayed. It

was all bad points— it made it seem as

though no onv studied and everyone

just partied and drank to excess."

"I think it's a very false representa-

tion," said sophomore resource eco-

nomics msgor Meredith Kelly. "The ar-

ticle only represented 5,000 people on a

campus of 19,000, and just skipped

over every other area ofcampus besides

Southwest."
Sophomore chemical engineering

mtyor Tom Fuller said he was particu-

larly bothered by a section ofthe article

that compared Southwest to an urban

ghetto. Keegan refers to both ghetto

and Southwest residents in the article

as "restless kids stuck in high-rise

towers, largely ignored, with no back-

yard to play in left to create their own
increasingly dangerous coming-of-age

rituals."

"That part of the article trivitdizes

the fact that this is an academic insti-

tution," said Fuller. "We're not just

sitting aroimd waiting to graduate,

trjdng to cause trouble.

"Besides, the article is focused on the

experiences of two people, so that ob-

scures the overall picture— we all look

like a bunch of party animals who like

to ride elevators," he said.

Keegan said, "I saw the elevator

surfing phenomenon as a good meta-

phor to what happens when you stick

kids in those horrible towers."

UM plastics research team
helps to eliminate waste
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Two University of Massachusetts sci-

entists are cited in April's Scientific

American for their "technological break-

through research" in biodegradable plas-

tics, which could help eliminate the mas-

sive waste problem in the world.

University polymer scientist Robert

Lenz and biochemist R. Clinton Fuller

said the long-term goal ofthe 21 members
ofthe UMass plastics research team is to

manufacture biodegradable polymers that

can be used for everyday products as well

as industrial and medical uses.

"Until recently our lab couldn't make
enough, samples of these new plastics,"

said Fuller, who is considered one of the

world's experts on photosynthesis, the

biological piocess by which plants use

sunlight to convert carbon dioxide and
water into food.

"We were only able to make kilograms

of the materials, and everyone from the

governor's staff to the Office of Naval

Research wanted samples," he said.

The UMass biodegradable plastic re-

search department, which has been funded

by the National Science Foundation, the

Office of Naval Research, Exxon, Procter

and Gamble and DuPont, can now make
pounds of plastic material at a time with

the installation of new equipment, ac-

cording to University officials.

Lenz, who is regarded as a pioneer in

the field of polymer chemistry, said the

plastics produced from bacteria hold great

promise commercially. Europe and Japan
are also doing research in this area.

Gov. William F. Weld has said to Fuller

and other researchers that he is depend-

ing on their projects to help promote Mas-

sachusetts in trade missions to Europe.

"This magazine supplement will help

to showcase the many innovations that

Massachusetts is contributing to improve

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Anti-stalking bill wins
support of officials, AG
By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON — A bill to make stalking a

victim a specific crime in Massachusetts

won support Monday from Attorney

General Scott Harshbarger and the

Legislature's women's caucus.

The measure, sponsored by Sen. James
P. Jajuga (D-Methuen), a retired state

police detective, is aimed at combatting

domestic violence.

Most stalkers are estranged spouses,

according to supporters of the bill.

"We are focusing on the obsessive, re-

peat offender who cannot be dealt with in

any other way," Harshburger told the

Legislature's Criminal Justice Commit-
tee.

The bill is aimed especially at people

who violate restraining orders and con-

tinue to threaten or abuse victims.

Harshbarger said while current law

already outlaws many of the elements of

stalking, the act itself is a crime.

Stalking would be defined as willfully,

maliciously and repeatedly following or

harassing another person and making
threats intended to scare the person.

Essex County District Attorney Kevin

Burke also endorsed the bill as did Rep.

Mary Jane Gibson (D-Belmont) testifying

on behalf of the women's caucus.

Gibson said the hearings held by the

women's caucus on domestic violence

identified stalking as a serious problem.

Jtguga said the bill is a response to the

increase in domestic violence in the state.

Burke and Jajuga also endorsed bills to

toughen state laws for assault and battery

on children and for child neglect.

Burke said current state law allows for

removal of a neglected child from a home
but does not provide for criminal penalties

for care givers who starve or otherwise fail

to provide for the child.

Russian officials deny
nuclear leaks of experts
By CLINTON O'BRIEN
Associated Press

MOSCOW — Russian officials today

sought to allay fears that the former

SoNnet Union's nuclear weapons, scien-

tists or reactors pose a threat to world

security.

Western experts have criticized the

reactors built by the Sonet Union as poorly

designed and operated. They also have

voiced concern about whether Russia's

economic problems might cause some
nuclear experts to be luredaway by nations

like Libya and Iraq that are trying to

develop nuclear weapons.

"The fears about nuclear secret.*! leav-

mg Russia do not have any basis," a Rus-

sian Security Ministry Spokesman, Gen.

Alexander Gurov, told reporters at the

former KGB building in Moscow.
But Col. Mikhail Dedyukin, the secu-

rity ministry's deputy chief for military

affairs, acknowledged that "nobody can

guarantee that scientists might go abroad

illegally."

The news conference by nine officials

from Russia's security forces and nuclear

industry came a week after a radiation

leak and emergency shutdown of a

Chernobyl-style reactor at a nuclear plant

near St. Petersburg.

Russian experts said the March 24 in-

cident posed no threat to the public be-

cause little radiation was released. But

CONSTINUED ON PAGE 6
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FUTURE VOTERS-Democratic hopeful Jerry Brown signs

autographs for schoolchildren who came to hear him speak at a

rally outside the New York Stock Exchange Monday. Brown is

campaigning heavily in New York City in preparation for the

April 7 New York State Primary.
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THE EDWIN M. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI CAREER FORUM

g presents

THE DEPARTMENT OF
EXERCISE SCIENCE

ALUMNI CAREER NIGHT
on

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 1 @ 8:00 p.m.

CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 804

THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY
IS INVITED TO ATTEND

A SHORT PANEL PRESENTATION
FOLLOWED BY

REFRESHMENTS AND INFORMAL DISCUSSION
WITH

KIMBERLY BABBIDGE (B.S. 1991): First-Year Student
In Physical Therapy @ U-Mass/Lowell

WANDA BODA (Ph.D. 1991): Biomechanics Research
® The Keffler Rehabilitation Institute

WILLIAM BOUROUE (B.S. 1988): Wellness Center Director

for Fitcorp® Corporate Offices

JULIE FENSTER (M.S. 1988): Osteoporosis Center
(9 The University of Connecticut Medical School

MACK LEE SULLIVAN (B.S. 1989): Medical Student
® The Albert Einstein School of Medicine

This event is sponsored by
The Edwin M. Rossman Alumni Career Forum

The Mather Career Center
The Alumni Association

&
The U-Mass Department of Exercise Science

and is open to the public
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The true identity of multiculturalism
I'm in college, it's 1992, and multiculturalism is all the

rage. Delight blows in like the left wind at the thought of

it. NOT! Let's get real. How can we have a true appreciation

of other cultures when we ignore our very own?
Multiculturalism is a term which belongs in a septic

tank, because for too many of those who bear this false

standard believe in multiculturalism so long as it serves

the one culture or group of cultures which they grant

importance to, the true word should be Americanism.

Marc Randazza

Big Lie: America has no culture. I recently read an
interview with Sinead O'Connor in which she expressed

this very sentiment, and I can't just blame foreigners for

this heinous load of excrement, because Americans
themselves foster such idiotic thinking. Culture is a

difficult term to pin down, but nobody can dispute the fact

that symptoms of a cultural presence include music,

cinema, language, customs, an attitude toward life in

general. Well, I will have you know, oh snobbish ones

both foreign and domestic, we do have a culture and one

we should be infinitely proud of.

I challenge anyone to dispute the importance and

influence of America on the worldwide cultural stage.

Our music, blues, jazz, rock and roll, rap and even

country/western, is everywhere and has affected nearly

everyone with a heartbeat. Goye , nearly anywhere on the

planet and try to watch or listen for 10 minutes without

seeing a dubbed American broadcast, hearing an

American song, encountering an ad for a concrete

American product. Burger King is my Buckingham Pal-

ace.

1 have travelled all over the world, and from Budapest,

Hungary to Izmir, Tui key I found Marlboro cigarettes,

Snickers bars, Coca-Cola and Twinkies (in some incarna-

tion or another). One might question me and ask how this

seemingly ludicrous trash can be compared to Beethoven

or the legacy ofthe Mayans. How can I compare shopping

malls to the Colosseum of Rome; the wisdom of Plato,

Socrates and Aristotle to Hunter S. Thompson? How can

1 compare Ronald McDonald and the Hamburgler to

Alexander the Great or Lao-Tzu? 1 ask, how can you not?

What giveseach ofthese so-called superiorcultures greater

weight than partially hydrogenated soy bean oil? Nothing!

There is no way that China's 5.000 years of culture are

COMlHO
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and action, but what culture is pristine? Every civiliza-

tion has had it's own instruments of brutality, and this

brutality has given rise to some of the greatest cultural

creations in history. There can be no clearer example
than the pyramids of Egypt, built upon the bones of the

dead slaves, as is our own nation. Would Dostoyevsky or

Solzhenitsyn have written were it not for the brutal

iixjustices present during their respective Ufetimes in

Russia? Would Carlos Bulosan and Richard Wright have

given us their genius here in America? The hst goes on

longer than Route 66. This legacy of hell on Earth is

symptomatic ofcarbon-based organisms, and America is

no more evil than the sum of its parts. That's you and 1,

brothers and sisters, we are the worst and the best that

America has to offer, and each responsible for both ends

of the spectrum.

We are, each and every one of us, a Klansman and a

Freedom rider, a Black Panther and an AIDS victim. We
all smoke crack and we all star in American movies. We
should all feel anger because we are all diminished by

bigotry and ignorance, and we should all feel proud that

Apollo 1 1 bore the American flag.

Therefore multiculturalism should become a philoso-

phy ofAmericanism.We must all keep alive the traditions,

history and languages which comprise this America. Far

too many Americans are ignorant of where they came
from, both prior to their families' arrival on the North

American continent and their immigrant history thus

far, let alone that of ethnic groups which are not part of oi 1 TV AT^^*-*.-. 1
*
rt

their own, direct blood lineage. We have a responsibility Ope3.KGr DY, IVlargUllS
to learn our own ancestral languages and our own indi- _ •' _ , -

vidual histories in addition to that ofat least some ofour 1P£[VGS IOLS liriS3.1Cl
own companions in the American melting pot.

We cannot forget that we have not only inherited the

legacies ofgreatness and shame ofevery culture on earth,

but we have also been forged from them into an alloy

stronger than any ever imagined. An alloy which we can

choose to smith into a sword, or into a plough.

We should recognize this fact and weep during the

Star Spangled Banner, hot dog or sushi in hand. We must

simultaneously love and loathe ourselves while we eat

pounded yams and drink palm-wine. We must feel the

warm glow of Sambuca in our irmards and read Haiku.

We must gorge ourselves on Pansit and know who built

the railroads across this America, the beautiful. We must

visit our synagogues, churches, mosques, North Ends,

Chirwitowns and Roxburys aUke.

So I sit here, munching takeout from Panda East,

COACH

JUM?

superior to our own 30 second ads, because a sum is always

gr^aterthan it'selements,and8olonga8thereareChine8e- sucking back an Old Milwaukee, smoking a MaHboro to

Americans, we are all Confucius; so long as there are the filter, listening to Luciano Pavarotti, celebrating the

Italian-Americans, we are all Garibaldi; so long as there true meaning of multiculturalism, and that is this

are African-Americans, we are all Shaka-Zulu. greatness, this America.

Yes, our values as Americans are not pure in thought Marc Randazza is a UMass student

Dr. Lynn Margulis concluded her Distinguished Fac-

ulty Lecture by declaring herself the anointed spokes-

person for the Ufe-force of the planet, the bacteria. The

bacteria were saying to her that they have lived bilhons

ofyears before us and they will go on living ifor when our

species extinguishes itself.

However, Margulis neglected to mention that we are

the bacteria and they speak to us through myth and

poetry. These prophetic voices call us together by deliv-

ering a new moral philosophy between the sexes, that is,

a new/old power relationship where the Goddess is the

chiefdeity . This balance ofpower can build the biospheres

which have become necessary to our survival. Without

the guidance mythopoesis generates, science can only

continue to be a destructive force in the galaxy. How sad

it makes me feel that it would appear that Dr. Margulis,

a Gaia scholar, underestimates her mythic role within

the planetary movement she helped to create.

Doctor Neutopia a.lca. Libby Hubbard
School of Education

Women of Mary Lyon victims of bureaucratic indifference, injustice
Where is my money going? My daugh-

ter is getting an education. In fact, some-

thing I hadn't bargained for. she's getting

the education of her life. And just what is

that? It's about unfairness, inequality,

iryustice and indifference. I'm sorry now
that I raised her to be a sensitive, caring,

responsible and honest individual. With

one ill-timed decision, all the ugly Uttle

truths came crashing down on the women
of the fourth floor in Mary Lyon.

The decision, announced on March 9,

was that next semester the fourth floor of

Mary Lyon was no longer available, and

that the women living there would have to

look somewhere else for housing. The
housing has to be picked by April 6. Now,
that's just not fair— these people were in

the middle of mid-t€rms and then off to

Spring Break. So, roughly, in the two to

three weekswhen they return from break,

they have to scramble to find similar

housing — an all female floor in a co-ed

building.

It's not fair that they should be faced

with this time-consimiing struggle at all.

Ifthe announcement on March 9 was that

next year would be the last year they

would have on the fourth floor in Mary
Lyon, they would then have had time to

investigate their options.

Do the decision makers care about the

major havoc they have caused?

That's where the indifference comes in.

Any time would have been bad, they say.

The short notice is the bad part, not the

decision! They are so far removed from the

student body personality that they don't

even know what reactions their decisions

cause.

I am concerned about an administra-

tion that makes decisions without consid-

eration of the impact it will have on stu-

dents. Because these women are average,

without disabihties, afflictions, no special

needs, no causes, they are less equal than

those special interest/needs groups. That

is iryustice.

Because my daughter and her 58

floormates were raised to be open-minded,

understanding, caring and responsible,

they will go wherever their role models

push them . This is education. This is where

my money is going.

Janet Miller

Braintree

'Thelma and Louise' is really a feminist-bashing movie
Okay. That's it. No more ofthisThelma and Louise"

being labeled a feminist movie. Come on! I can't believe

I paid money to see it. When I left the theatre I was so

offended that people called it a feminist movie. Maybe

a feminist-bashing movie. For those ofyouwhohave not

seen this highly acclaimed film, it began with two

women who were friends that had very different per-

sonalities. They were at a bar one night and one of the

women was raped outside in the parking lot. Her friend

found her and helped her by shooting the man who was
raping her friend. Maybe not the best way to deal with

the situation, butwith the way thejudicial system deals

with rape cases I suppose shooting the rapist was

probably one ofthe only ways for the women to feel that

justice was served.

The first part of the movie which bothered me was

that they ran away. They ran away! Yes, I suppose the

woman who shot the rapist probably would have been

prosecuted and found guilty, but it would have been

their chance to show theworld how unfairly rape cases

are tried. It also would have risen the severity of the

issue of rape to a national concern and they may have

made a difference in how rape victims and all women

are treated. I know it was only a movie, and in reality

most people would have been concerned with their

own welfare before theywent out to save the world. It's

just that this movie could have made so many excellent

ix)ints, but instead as a woman it offended me.

Stacy Malone

As the film continued not only did Thelma and Louise

run from the law, but they caused trouble in every state

they fled to. They were either robbing stores or harassing

men. That is not what feminism is about. It is not about

being destructive to society in order to draw attention,

nor is it out to degrade men. Feminism's goal is the

advancement of women in achieving equality to that of

men. The movie "Thelma and Louise" made it seem once

these women were harmed by one man, then they felt

they had to be superior to all men in order to stay in

control of their lives. Feminism does not want to destroy

men and all women are not out to be superior. Women
just wantto be equal and this society does not give women
the equality they need or desire.

The ending of this movie was the worst. Thelma and

Louise are surrounded by police cars with only a cliff

ahead of them. What do they do? You got it. They drove

off the cliff! Instead of dealing with their circumstance,

helping other rape victims and owning up to the crimes

they committed, they killed themselves. They felt so

helpless in our judicial system that they thought

death was a better alternative.

I know the characters had been through one of the

scariest ordeals that a women can experience and they

were frightened beyond belief, but I hoped thatThelma
and Louise" would have given hope to rape victims

rather than telling them to kill, nm away and commit

suicide. That is not a feminist movie. That is an

inappropriate way to deal with a serious issue— rape.

Rape victims have to understand that they are the

victims and did nothing wrong. When you say no, you

say no. It should not have been taken any other way
than no. No one has the right to invade your body and

if they do they should pay dearly for doing so. Rap)e

victims also have to realize that there are a lot more
people available to help them than to hurt them.

Counselors, lawyers, doctors and friends are there to

help rape victims help themselves and help communi-
ties get rid of people who commit such disgusting and
violating crimes. Rape victims should use these re-

sources to their advantage to help themselves deal

with the trauma they had to endure, and make the

rapi,sts pay for their crime For those of you who ar^

fortunately not victims of rape you must realize that

it can happen to you too.

Stacy Malone is a UMass student.
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El Salv€idor
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

government.
In addition, he referred to rebel

violations of treaty commitments,
such as their failure to concentrate

in 15 designated areas by the agreed

date. But, he said this was prima-

rily the result ofgovernment provo-

cations, and that these violations

were justified.

In spite of warnings, he also

mentioned that the peace treaty has

broad popular support, and "people

are satisfied [with it].'

plastics
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

the future," said Weld in a press release.

Fuller and Lenz said at least two ofthe

plastics discovered so far have novel

properties and promising commercial
possibilities.

One plastic developed is brittle and
strong while the other is elastic. Fuller

said.

The brittle plasticcan be used for items

like disposable razors and diapers and the

elastic plasticcan be used for surgical gloves

and even condoms," Fuller said.

Because these plastics are biodegrad-

able there would no longer be a disposable

problem, Fuller said. "The biodegradable

plastics are alsojust as good as the chemi-

cally synthesized plastics which are not

biodegradable."

"I am very excited to be teaching this

brand new technology to people," he said.

Since 1985, Fuller said he and Lenz

have been working together to create a

biodegradable plastic.

"We met and started talking about each

others work while waiting for the Lederle

Graduate Research Tower's slow eleva-

tors," he said.
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Russia
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

the event heightened concerns about

safety at the nuclear plants in the

former Soviet states and eastern

Europe.

Gurov, whose ministry took over

the former KGB's security functions

inside Russia, played down reports

that the economic crisis has weak-

ened nuclear plant safety orprompted

Russian experts to sell nuclear weap-

ons or expertise abroad.

"The furor which has arisen

around these problems is fully un-

derstandable," Gurov said. "But it

does not agree with reality."

Stanislav Kaznovsky, head of

Russia's Nuclear Power Engineering

Research and Development Institute,

admitted that older Soviet nuclear

power plants, including the

Chernobyl station that spewed ra-

diation across Europe in 1986.

Calls by Greenpeace and other en-

vironmental groups to close the plants

are "emotional" and disregard the

potential effect on nations that rely

on nuclear energy, Kaznovsky said.
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PERKINS LOAN

For exact cost of tuition and fees for

summer session courses

(6 credit minimum)

STAFFORD LOAN

For students enrolled in University

Summer Exchange Programs
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COLLEGIAN
Post Season Basketball Wrap-up

The Minutemen
Curry Hicks Cage

University of Massachusetts

Amherst, MA 01003

EDUCATION: 30-5 record, 1991-92

EXPERIENCE: •Atlantic 10 Tournament

Champions

•First UMass team to play in the

NCAA Tournament

since 1962

•Final AP ranking— 17th

•Sweet Sixteen— NCAA Tournament

wins over

•Patriot League Champions,

Fordham

•Big East Champions, Syracuse

•First UMass team to beat Temple

•Great Alaska Shootout Champions

•Abdow's Hall of Fame Classic

Champions

REFERENCES: John Calipari
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UMass
From the start they had the deck stacked against

them. It would be impossible to build a strong b£isketball

program at the University of Massachusetts. There was
no tradition, no funding, no fan support. The Minutemen
a good team? Never. They might be a nice little team but

nothing more could ever come out of Amherst.

From the start the University had an uphill battle to

fight. Yes, Massachusetts is known for its world class

universities, but not its public ones. Build a strong

university 90 miles from Boston? You expect a commit-

ment to UMass from Beacon Hill? If so, I've got a bridge

in Brooklyn to sell you. UMass could be a nice little school

but it can't compete with Harvard or MIT.

Dan Wetzel

When the success began. John Calipari's team was

doubted. They can't be good, they are UMass. Why would

any talented players go to there? Louis Roe, a top 30 recruit

out ofAtlantic City High, had to continuallyjustify tojust

about everyone why he signed on with UMass. Lou, you

must be crazy. UMass? The Minutemen? That's a good

one. Why not Syracuse or Connecticut or Florida State?

When an in-state student decides to enroll at UMass,

people wonder why. Were your grades not good enough to

go elsewhere or are you just to poor? The student body is

stuck with a stigma of inadequacy. Ifyou actually chose

the University over somewhere else, you better be pre-

pared to back up your decision. ZooMass? Are you nuts?

I can't believe you actually like it there. They have budget

cuts, elevator surfing and teaching assistants on strike.

The place js a joke.

With most of the region doubting their abilities, the

Minutemen pressed on and kept winning. Their talent had

been greatly underestimated. Harper Williams was a force

inside. Tony Barbee could play in the paint and stick the

outsidejumper. Jim McCoy was a sweet shooter, who could

create his own offense. William Hemdon played about six

inches taller than he was. Anton Brown was the clutchest

point guard seen in these parts since Dennis Johnson

retired fiwm the Celtics. They were a grand success.

UMass? Overrated. Come on, they don't play anybody. The

Atlantic 10 isn't bad but it's not the Big East.

With its budget being slashed yearly by the Common-
wealth. UMass just kept plugging away. Their adminis-

tration may have wasted its funds and raised its fees but

the undergraduates wouldn't quit. Tuition went up, finan-

cial aid went down and student morale disappeared. They

worked harder so they could receive less. They worked two

jobs in the summer and had to hold another during the

school year. They didn't go away for Spring Break, they

went uptown less and drank Knickerbocker instead of

Bud. They had to save their cash for next year's tuition

increase, so another assistant provost could be hired.

What do you mean you have to work instead ofgoing out?

If you are that strapped for cash they'll give you some

finandal aid. What, no aid? You should have gone to a real

school, where the Ubrary actually buys books. UMass,

what a joke. It just doesn't compare to Brown or Yale.

So the team arrived \n Philadelphia, with everyone

waiting for them to fail, like expected. Oh, they got their

media Attention but there were still plenty of doubters,

who wanted to see UMass fall on its face. Sure Wilhams'

winner against Syracuse was electrifying but they were

probablyjust lucky. They are out oftheir league now, this

is the Sweet Sixteen and UMass doesn't belong. For the

Final Eight— Minutemen need not apply.

They came out cold and Kentucky came out hot. Inside

to Mashbum, Pelphrey from three. UMass looked out-

classed and outmanned. They were down 21.

But they wouldn't die. That is not the UMass way.

Roe was tough inside, Barbee nailed a trey, Herndon

stuffed Mashbum down low. And then with 1.4 seconds

remaimng in the half, McCoy threw up a 70-foot bomb

which found nothing but the bottom of the net. Amherst

just about exploded. They were within eight,.

Methodically they pounded down the lead. UMass had
momentum and confidence back on its side. They were

within a basket of tying it up. And then came the call.

The Massachusetts bench was assessed a technical

foul by referee Lenny Wertz. It seems CaUpari had

stepped a foot or so outside the coaches box.

Tough call. Tough luck.

Out of the box? You've got to be kidding. That call

hasn't been made all year. Lenny, you can't be serious.

Say it ain't so Len. It's just not fair.

At UMass every time you battle back firom a tuition

increase or a budget cut. something else comes along.

Just when we are close to getting back on our feet, some

guy in a suit says, "iiscal downturns have forced a cut in

funding for UMass." Or one ofour so called friends from

the Board of Trustees announces, "^e are going to raise

tuition by 1 1 percent and cut student services."

We just can't make it. We get close and someone nails

us with an unfair shot. Professors declare no business as

usual, Whitmore raises fees, the legislator cuts our

funding, GEO strikes — hassles us as we try to attend

class and then costs us $2 million a year. It's just not fair.

Tough calls. Tough luck.

The Minutemen came close to pulhng offthe come back

and then got hit by an outside factor. But they will be back.

Even if Coach Cal gives us another tough call and

takes the next train out ofAmherst, the team won't quit

and next year they vrill be even better. Harper is back.

Ditto for Barbee. Lou Roe starting sounds good to me.

Jerome Malloy can light it up. Toss in Dana Dingle and

maybe even Donta Bright and UMass looks good.

They are undergraduates also and undergraduates

here don't know how to quit. No matter who hits us next

we will back and one day we will make it.

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts spends a lot of

time telUng undergraduates of this University what we
can't be. But as our basketball team showed us, if you

don't listen, you can show them what you can be.

They will be back and even stronger. And so will we.

Dan Wetzel is a Collegian columnist
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The Best rumor of the year
Georgia Tech guard is happy and won't transfer

CAft
DICAKLO

5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Lasagna Verde
(vegetable lasagna)

• Veal Parmesan
• Shrimp aH'Arrabbiata

(shrimp in spicy plum tomato sauce)

• Chicken Primavera

(chicken & vegetables w/pasta)

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entre^, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires April 30, 1 992
Open Daily at 11 :30 a.m.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Any rumors you may have heard about Travis Best,

the starting point guard at Georgia Tech and Andre
Riddick, a backup center at the University of Kentucky
transferring to the University of Massachusetts are just

that — rumors.

Best, who averaged 12.3 points and 5.6 assists per

game this past season as a freshman for the Yellow
Jackets, saud yesterday he was happy at Georgia Tech
and had no intentions of returning home.

As for Riddick, he too denied the rumor, saying he was
happy at Kentucky.

Best, who UMass recruited heavily during his senior

season at Central High School in Springfield, was ap-

parently homesick earlier this season and there was talk

he may transfer to a school in Massachusetts to be closer

to friends and family.

However, the 5-11 freshman vehemently denied any
such nunorsyesterday saying, "I'm very happy at Georgia

Tech. I have no intention of transferring anywhere.
"I was happy that UMass went to the Sweet Sixteen

because 1 know a lot of the guys on the team," he said.

"But I haven't talked to anyone about a move."

UMass assistant coach Bill Bayno admitted he had
heard ofthe rumor concerning Best, but said, "His father

wants him to stay. I would be shocked if he left."

BOLTWOOD
MARKET

COMQRATULATIOriS

UMASS B-BALL
on THE

nCAA TOURMAMENT
iilM IWCHM) ^1\KM I • 17 K. lUui \\t
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Riddick, a 6-9 freshman from Bishop Loughlin High

School in New York averaged 1.9 points in 8.3 minutes

per game for the Wildcats. He visited UMass before

choosing Kentucky and said he liked the campus and

coaches but it came down to going to a school with a

national reputation.

"I liked UMass when I visited," he said. "But right

now, I'm happy here."

Riddick did say he could see himself in a UMass
uniform. And with the Wildcats bringing in one ofthe top

recruiting classes in the country, don't rule out the

possibility of him some day dorming the maroon.

• ()|)»M (
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JUST WARMING UP — University of
Massachusetts center Harper Williams
goes for an easy two before hittting a key
3-pointer in overtime in the Minutemen's
win over Syracuse.

Congratulations

to the Umass
Minutemen!
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CONGRATULATIONS
UMASS BASKETBALL!

THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES

Find Us in Downtown Amherst

CONGRATULATIONS MINUTEMEN
ON A FANTASTIC SEASON!

We're proud of you and look forward to great things next year.

Do your one stop shopping at
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Conveniently located in No. Amherst just past the lights!

SUNDERLAND RD., NO. AMHERST, MA 549-0933
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Bright's sights set on UMass
By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

Ifthe basketball signing period for high

school seniors were today, Donta Bright

would sign on with the University ofMas-
sachusetts.

Therefore, if nothing changes within

the next 16 days, when April 15 rolls

around (the first day ofthe signing period

which goes until May 15), the Minutemen
will have themselves one of the premier

recruits in the country. A bonafide Top 10

player.

The 6-6 forward has narrowed his

choices down to two schools, UMass and
Ohio State. But Bright said yesterday he

is "probably coming to UMass."
"Ohio State is a real big school," Bright

said. There are something Hke 55,000

people there. That's just too big. I was
impressed with [Ohio State coach) Randy
Ayers and the entire campus, but it's a

little big."

There is one hitch. Bright has not yet

scored 700 on his SATs, which is required

by the NCAA in order to play as a fresh-

man. Ifhe doesn't score 700, vmder Propo-

sition 48, he would have to sit out his

freshman year.

There has been talk that if he fails to

score 700, he may go to prep school for a

year, before coming to Amherst. However
Bright was unwilling to discuss those pos-

sibilities yesterday, as he is enrolled in a

pre-SAT class now and is taking the test

again this Saturday.

Bright averaged over 20 points pergame
this past season for Dunbar High School

in Baltimore. Md., to go along with 11

rebounds and 3 assists.

He said one of the things that im-

pressed him most about UMass is how
assistant coach Bill Bayno has been re-

cruiting him all along.

"I hke Coach Bayno," Bright said. "He's

Wednesday Night is

GUEST BARTENDER
NIGHT
At Mike's ^tT

Free T-Shirts & Prizes

This Week's Guest is: Chandra Fields

PRIZES
•$25.00 Gift CertifiQte to Mike's ^Mike's Original T-Shirt

•2-Week membership to THE GYM •Large Cheese Pizza from Pinochio's

•2 Passes to AMC Movie theaters •YOUR picture on the walls of Mike's

V.

Drawing is Wednesdayf^ Must be present to win but put your name in any time!

Don't Forget Mdce's Famous Smorg on Frtoay Aftowoons!

^- Drink Special

Scuttlebutt Rum
SKSO >

COHCRATUl-A'noliS Always Something

MlliUTtNlEM! for Everyone!

been recruiting me the longest out of ev-

eryone. I appreciate that. And Coach Cal

is a great guy, too."

None of the coaches were willing to

comment on Bright because the NCAA
does not allow coaches to discuss recruits.

Bright would add quickness to a UMass
lineup which is losing three starters to

graduation. He's a slasher and a strong

finisher on the fast break.

"I don't know how much playing time I

would get," Bright said. "But I expect to

work hard and get my degree."

The reason Bright didn't sign during

the early signing period back in November
was because his coach Carmie Pompey
advised him to wait and see what other

schools came along. But UMass has been

there from the start and the loyalty im-

pressed Pompey.
"We're both very fond of[UMass coach]

John Calipari and Bill Bayno," Pompey
said. "Donta is leaning toward UMass.
Hell sign during the signing period."

Bright can play three positions, accord-

ing to the scouts, small forward, power

forward and shootingguard. The one knock
on him is he has hmited range on his

jumpshot.

CoUafian photo by l^aniw Burden

TWO MORE — Jim McCoy,
UMass' all-time leading scorer,

adds two more to his career
total 2,374 points.
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Arts & Living
Disposable Heroes *Hiphoprisy' intelligent rap
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian St^ff

The Disposable Heroes of Hiphoprisy
"Hypocrisy is the Greatest Luxury"
4th and Broadway Records

The first impression that one gets from seeing the

promotional picture of The Disposable Heroes of
Hiphoprisy is that the lead singer, Michael FVanti,

resembles Ice-T.

The first impression that one gets from hearing the

album, "Hypocrisy is the Greatest Liunuy* , is that Franti

sounds like Chuck D from Public Enemy.
Unfortunately, the Heroes don't quite come off as

either Public Enemy or Ice-T. Normally, this wouldn't be

a problem, except 4th and Broadway Records' press

release described FVanti as "Chuck D, only smarter."

Ouch.
In reality, the Heroes combine heavy beats with

Franti's popping ofknowledge in such cuts like, "Satanic

Reverses", "Famous and Dandy (Like Amos N' Andy)"

and the title cut.

In "Reverses," Franti writes, "The Berlin Wall comes

down and the U.S. cracks down on illegal aliens. Ban the

freedom ofchoice for those wanting abortion and enforce

capital punishment."

The Heroes main discussion on the albimi is, as you

may have guessed it, hyp>ocrisy. Franti said in the press

release that there is hypocrisy in the lives of everyone.

While Europe is encouraging more and more freedom for

their citizens, he says, America is allowing their citizens

less and less.

On "Famous and Dandy," Franti said that fame and

money corrupts black entertainers, especially rappers.

"We learn to like to be the heroes/ We learn to lie to be

brand name negroes/ We learn to laugh to avoid being

Photo by Jay BUkMbwg

Band members of the Disposable Heroes of Hiphoprisy (1 -r) Michael Franti and Rono Tse.

angry."

Franti said in the press release that he struggles with

the question of leaving his young family to go on tour,

adding that someday he may have to tell his grown-up

son that he missed his childhood because he was "grab-

bing his crotch" on the stage.

Overall, "Hypocrisy is the Greatest Luxury' is an

album with hard-hitting beats and intelligent lyrics.

However, there isn't anything special about the rhymes,

and they end up clashing with the beats.

If you're looking for intelligence, the Disposable He-

roes of Hiphoprisy are for you. Ifyou're looking for a good

rap album, or the next Public Enemy for that matter,

pass right on by.

Jiving it up with the creator of 'Jim's Journal'
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian SUff

I interviewed the artist who draws "Jim's Journal"

yesterday. I asked him lots of questions. He asked me to

end him this article. It was f\m.

As the story goes, Scott Dikkers brou^t some copies

of his comic strip down to the Daily Cardinal at the

University of Wisconsin one day in 1987. Though only

one staffer really liked it, she convinced the other editors

to run the strip.

In a phone interview from his home in Wisconsin,

Dikkers said since then the success of"Jim's Journal" has

skyrocketed.

Five years later, "Jim's Jotimal" is in over 40 college

papers, Dikker's first self-published book, "I Went to

College and It Was Okay," became a national college-

market bestseller and a the strip "always tops readers

polls above 'Doonesbury ,'The Far Side,* and other peren-

nial favorites," according to his syndicate.

Dikkers, 27, is even the editor of his own syndicate,

Onion Features, which manages "Jim's Journal" and he

also owns and edits his own weekly parody tabloid,

Onion.

"It's the most talked about comic on this campus," said

Dan Wetzel, managingeditor ofthe Daily Collegian. "You

either love it or hate it. It's really so simple it's dumb."

Wetzel has received signed petitions encouraging him

to continue running the adventures of Jim, Dan, Mr.

Peterson and the whole crew.

He also tells the anecdote about a UMass student who

said she was applying to grad school in Wisconsin after

she found out from him that the artist behind "Jim's

Jovimal" hailed from the University of Wisconsin.

In addition, he said he is asked just about weekly if

Scott Dikkers is a UMass student.

"It takes kind ofeveryday situations and finds humor

in them," said Nikki McHugh, a student in Butterfield

who initiated a petition to bring "Jim" back to the pages

of the Collegian comic page.

Tom McAlpine, a sophomore history magor, considers

tHm^s Journal
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himself a big "Jim's Journal" fan. But why?

"It'shumor that's so simple that it's hysterically funny
,"

McAlpine said. "I like the whole aspect of the stick

figures. That adds to the whole simplicity."

Q and A with Scott Dikkers, the man behind

"Jim's Journal":

W?tat kind offan mail doyou receive ?: The book [/ Went

to College and It Was Okay] actually gets around a lot

further than the cartoon strip does. And so I actually get

a lot of fan mail about the book. You know, people in odd

areas where the strip isn't running will write to me and

say they saw this really neat book.

What's the weirdest type of fan mail you have ever

gotten ? I've gotten some pretty funny ones . . . One sent me

a picture of their sorority and invited me to their party.

They had already selected someone as my date. That was

pretty wacky. I get a lot ofpeople drawing their own "Jim"

cartoon. It's always something violent or sexual.

How much is 'Jim' a reflection ofyour own personal-

ity? We're pretty doggone different, actually. He never

says anything. He never has an opinion on anything. He's

sort of an existential guy who just observes everything.

Where doyoufind the inspiration for Vim".?Well, I keep

ajournal myself When you go back and read yourjournal

from a long time ago, some of the stuffjust doesn't make

Journal Iv^ Jim
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any sense. You wonder why you wrote down this stupid

stuff. I did this and I did that, and it struck me as really

funny. So I figured it would probably work well as a

cartoon. But I don't use my actualjournal entries. I make

stuff up.

Why does 'Jim' appeal to readerslThe point of"Jim's

Journal" was to have a cartoon strip that wasn't funny

and thereby f\mny. Meaning, you know, the main ele-

ment of humor is usually surprise. Since every other

comic strip you see you know there's going to be a little

zinger in that last panel, how can it be funny ifyou know

exactly what you're going to get, exactly what to expect?

I figured with "Jim," I'd make a cartoon that didn't have

a zinger in the last panel, sometimes wouldn't have

anything in the last panel or probably something paren-

thetical.

Why isn't 'Jim' more emotional or opinionated? The

point of "Jim" not really having any opinions or outward

emotions is so that the reader can be "Jim." Part of the

fun, I think or I hope, is that the reader can make

whatever joke he or she wants by putting their own

feelings into Jim. They can be amused by what "Jim"

sees, they can be angry by what he sees, they can be sad

by what he sees. I think that gives it sort of a personal

dimension because it's kind of hke a "make-your-own-

strip."

What does the future hold in store for 'Jim' and the

crew ? My goal is to get into a really big, daily newspaper.

A guy at Universal Press Syndicate is a big fan ofthe strip

and he really likes it but he doesn't think it's marketable.

And I would agree with that. It may take some time

because it's such a different sort of strip.

What's the process behind the creation of'Jim's Jour-

nal'? Well, most of the time is taken by the writing. I

spend a lot of time on the writing— you probably can't

tell. That's my aim ofcourse— tomake it look easy. I pick

all the words so there is a nice sort ofrhythm to it . .
.
And

that's pretty much the chunk of the time, halfan hovur to

an hour to think it up.

So it's a lot harder than it looks? Yeah, you could make

it easy by whipping off some things but it wouldn't have a

rhythm, it wouldn't have deeper meaning ifyou look for it
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Multicultural Affairs
Two women who have succeeded at UMass
By EVELYN A. DE JESUS
Collegian Staff

Before Women's History Month was
over, the Multicultural Affairs Page can-

not forget those minority women we see

every day on this campus. We wanted to

interview many more butwe had to choose.

They are two minority women who work

for the University, both of whom are ad-

ministrators. These are Jo-Anne Vanin.

vice chancellor for student affairs, and

Gloria Guevara, associate dean for aca-

demic support services.

Vanin is in charge of Public Safety,

Health Services, Dean of Students, Stu-

dent Activities,Academic Support Services

and Housing divisions in the University.

These divisions include programs such as

the Everywomen's Center, Program for

Gay. Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns. Dis-

ability Services, Bilingual Collegiate

Program, Collegiate Communication for

Education of Black and other Minority

Students and the United Asia Learning

Resource Center.

Vanin has a degree from Bryn Mawr
College, a master's degree from Harvard

and a Ph.D. from Bryn Mawr. She has

been in UMass since April 1989 where she

enrolled in the position ofDean ofStudents.

She is vice chancellor since February 1989.

When she was interviewed she always

had smile on her face. She is positive

respecting the development of minority

women on this campus.

The University needs to continue to

attract more women into the administra-

tion and management positions. . . There

are excellent women of color [in UMass]

but not enough in the administration and

management, Vanin said, the voice of

women reminds the institution on their

issues."

Gloria Guevara is associate dean for

Academic Support Services. She is incharge

ofeverything that has to do with personnel

matters, payroll, recruitment, hiring and

evaluations. She has a degree in elementary

education from the University of Puerto

Rico; two masters, one in education with a

concentration in guidance and counseling

and the other in school administration and

supervision from the University of Puerto

Rico also and a Ph.D. in education research

Photo by Jo«h R^ynolda

Jo-Anne Vanin, vice chancellor
for student affairs.

CoUeCian photo by Matt Kahn

Gloria Guevara, associate dean
for academic support services.

and statistics from UMass.
Gogui, as known by those who work

with her, came to UMass in 1973 only to

get her Ph.D., but she never though it was

going to be "forever," as she says.

Guevara has been a teacher since she

was 18 years. She has Uught every grade

from first grade to 12th, community col-

lege, through doctoral degree programs.

She calls herself "teacher of teachers" be-

cause of that.

"These are the things I'm proud the

most," she says.

She stared working in UMass when

she was offered the position of director of

the Bilingual Program in the School of

Education, where she was the Department

Head of Instructional Leadership. Then

she was recruited by the Division of Stu-

dent Affairs. "I left the School ofEducation

but I am proud of it, that's where my heart

is," she says.

When she is asked how does she should

be introduced she says "a Puerto Rican

woman."
"I represent my race and ray people. I

do my job and I believe in equality to give

opportunity on education. I struggle every

day to fulfill the educative opportunity. .

.

My people are all who have some kind of

disadvantage," she says.

Multicultural

Affairs Policy

Editorial
There is a major concern on the part of the

Multicultural Affairs Editor to have people writing

for the page from ever\' ethnic community on this

campus. Now, however there is the issue of people

who want to write in their native language, differ-

ent from English. Also, they propose to have a

translation in English next to the article.

This happened weeks ago when a senior pro-

posed an excellent idea of writing her opinion on

the situation of the Latino community on campus

and what she has observed during her years in

UMass. The idea is perfect. There is no doubt that

she is one ofthe most proper persons to write about

that. However, she wanted to do it half in Enghsh

and half in Spanish. An agreement could not be

made.

As a native Spanish speaker and member ofthe

Latino community it was very difficult to say no to

the idea. It was not fair to the rest of the commu-

nities. There are communities, such as the Chi-

nese, which have a different alphabet, which is not

available in the Collegian graphics software. If a

Chinese or a Japanese student asks to write in

Mandarin Chinese or Japanese respectively they

could not do it because the technology is not avail-

able.

In addition, the Multicultural Affairs Pagecomes

out very few times a semester, only every two

weeks. It is not proper to use twice the space to

express the same thing when there are many
issues going on this campus that should be covered

or criticized, such as racism.

In this situation, when someone writes in an-

other language we are alienating the rest of the

communities which cannot do it. You may think

this is a multicultural page but we have to be fair

with everyone — we cannot make exemptions for

whims.

Of course, we have to be proud of our native

language. We are not questioning that. It would be

really neat to have any language printed and that

our page would be printed out more oft^n. What we
are facing is that some people are confusing out of

control reasons with racism and accusing the

Multicultural Affairs Editor of being racist and

"assimilist."

This issue is not a matter of"uniformity." It is a

matter of not wasting one inch ofthe only opportu-

nity, WE, the minority communities have only

every two weeks on expressing in this paper on our

page in everything that concern us.

Evelyn A. De Jesus is a Collegian staffmember.

The views expessed here are thoe of the author and

do not necessarily represent those of the Collegian.

A Chinese speaks on Virginity
The tragedy of Chinese women being men's private

properties had lasted thousands of years under China's

feudal system before the sociaUst regime founded in

1949. They were deprived of the most essential dignity

and became reproductive machines. Women must be

kept a virgin before marriage in order to ensure that the

family's heritage remained in the hands ofthe legitimate

male descendants.

Wenping Jin

The Biography of Martyr Virgins, written by Confu-

cians, rec<.rded and highly praised the thousands ofpure,

chaste women who sacrificed their lives to keep virginity

in every dynasty of ancient China. They were considered

martyrs, because they guarded that feudal society's or-

der which was essential for the ruling class to keep

control. But the hypocritical Confucians never praised a

single chaste man.
Although the socialist regime highly improved women's

status, the Confucian ideology are still lingering in every

comer of the New China. Considering that few Chinese

man who cannot bear to marry a wife who had sexual

intercourse with any other man, the society still demand
women being chaste before marriage no matter how old

they are. Ofcourse. It also helps maintain social stability

and promote so called socialist values.

Rebellions are brutally punished by the authority and

reprimanded by the society. I can never forget one ofmy
best friends was expelled from college because of pre-

marriage pregnancy two years ago. Before leaving, she

came to me with her two hands shading her face and said:

HANDS presem
By EVELYN A. DE JESUS
Collegian Staff

Yesterday, the University ofMassachusetts HANDS,
a student sign language club, and the Student Affairs

Cultural Enrichment Fund presented the Robert Rivest

Mime Theater.

Robert Rivest is a professional mimist which had been

performing all around the world in places such as Morocco,

Germany, France, Belgium, Denmark and Spain.

Actually he is a Massachusetts resident and he per-

forms in the Pioneer Valley area, in which he is well

known.
The HANDS Club is a club on campus organized with

the purpose of uniting deafand hard of hearing students

of UMass with hearing students in their rights. It also

supports, gives information and has available resources

to the community concerining issues of deaf and hard of

hearing students. It advocates the rights of the deaf and

the hard of hearing in addition to teach American Sign

Language to everyone who is interested on it.

Deafness varies in different ranges. Hearing impair-

ing can be a little or big. The audiological definition of

deaf ifof90 decibel loss or more. Hard of hearing is a loss

of 89 decibel or less.

The cultural definition ofdeafculture is when a group

ofdeafpeople deal together and share a common language,

culture, politics and deafness. Acommon language refers

to sign language and politics is when they share the same

I really love him, should they punish me like this?

Who cares about virginity if I don't care?"

With tears in my eyes I watched her disappeared in

the darkness. But I didn't have any strength to help her.

She was forced to leave one of the best colleges in the

country, with a life time stigma and her dream to be a

female diplomat never came true!

So, who cares about virginity? the authority, the men
or the society? Should we continue to live this oppressed

life? In a socialist country, how come still has such

backward ideology remained? Every communist in the

country claimed to be a Marxist, but just few of them

wilUng to read Engels' The Origin ofthe Family, Private

Property, and the State. The marriage between Marxism

and Confucian can only give birth to a freak.

During China's 5,000 years "brilliant" civilization,

there was only one women movement — the May 4

movement broken in 1919. It advocated free choice

marriage and the hberation of women's deformed "lily

feet."Now it istime tocontinue the unfurnished revolution.

Let us break the "Great Wall" and rekindle the bonfire!

But first of all, let me make a suggestion to all the

Chinese women who study in America: just open your

minds, and accept people from all over the world. It does

not matter if he is Black, White or Hispanic. If we really

love or appreciate each other, who cares about virginity?

There will be no more the tragedies of "Martys Virgin"

and "Madam Butterfly," if we base sexuality on the

equality of all human races.

Wenping Jin is a UMass graduate student. The views

presented in this article are those ofthe author and do not

necessarily represent those of the Collegian.

point of views of the deafs rights.

A person can be considered deaf audiologically, but to

be considered deaf culturally is a matter of the person's

decision. If not it is called hard of hearing. A person can

be hard of hearing but not be part of the deaf culture. To
be considered part ofthe deafculture a person only needs

to share only two of the points expressed above.

Photo €Murt»tj Robart Rivest Mime Theather

Robert Rivest perfoming mimicry.
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Today's Staff

Night Editor Preston P. Forman

Copy Editor Amy Prendergast

PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production Ja^on Toria

Dan Henderson

LUNCH
Clam Roll

Turkey Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Clam Roll

The Salad Sandwich

Menu
DINNER

Shells in Cheese Sauce

Roast Pork & Gravy

BASICS DINNER
Garden Medley

Shells In Cheese Sauce

Custer's recurrent nightmare

Quote of the Day
"The difference between a mountain

and a molehill is in your perspective.
"

- Al Neuharth, founder of USA TODA Y

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By jEANE DIXON

AltlES (March 2 1 -April 1 9): Corv

tinue to assure a difficult yuung per-

son of your atiection and good inien-

tions. Slaying on your toes will help

surge ahead of a compelilor.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Any
busir>ess mistakes made today could

be not only costly but embarrassing.

Certain people are very quick to pass

judgement; becareful. Begin togather

income tax materials together.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -|une 20): Even

if you have iome doubts about the

efficacy of your methods, you should

not change them right now. They

may have a delayed effect on boost-

ing the bottom lir>e. Wait and s««.

CANCER dune 2 1 -luly 22 1: Check

to see that the books of a business arc

up to date. > ou need to krww exactly

how things stand Loved ones art-

glad to go along '^th your enter-

tainment plans.

LEO()uly?3-Aog. 22): One thing

leads to another. Those who took

advantage of yesterday's fine oppor-

tunities can extract even greater

benefits today. Loved orws are wail-

ing for you to express your wishes

and return stolen property.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): You

have all the skills artd information

you need to turn out superlative work

and boost your financial worth. Go
over business contracts with a fine-

toothed comb before signing.

LIMA (Sept 23-Oct. 22): Spirits

run high today. Constructive plam
have an excellent chanie of success.

Make sure a collaborator shares your

enthusiasm.

SCO«lP10(Oct.23-Nov.21):Aim

high when sening goals and persevere

until you reach them. You should be

obta ining better results for your efforts.

Takingan objective view helpsresolve

a dbrnestic dispute.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Oec.

21 ): What you want tcMnorrow oi in

the days to come may have to be

arranged for now It is never wise to

wait until tt>e last minute. Take a

chance on romance lonighl.

CAPRICORN (Oec 22-|an. I9>:

A young relative may not realize that

money does not grow on trees. The

more assets you have, the better your

chance of boosting >our social pres-

tige.

AQUARIUS Oan 20-Feb. 18): A
brilliant idea corrtes from out of the

blue. You kfx>w how to harKile a

service, health or romantic problem.

Shun the limelight and go for the goW
in business and invesimervts.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20» Let-

ting things slide at work woukJ be a

mistake. On the ott chance that you

have been misinformed, move cau-

tiously in a delicate personnel matter.

A telephorw call or letter brings wel-

come news.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE
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^uriedChild dug up
in the Curtain Theater
By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

It was a rainy day at the old house,

when Shelley learned from Halie's men-

tally handicapped son that the body of a

child had been buried in the backyard

after being murdered by the grandfather

ofShelley's boyfriend, whose violent uncle

had gotten his leg cut offwith a chainsaw.

If that doesn't sound like the average

plot synopsis, it is only because Buried

Child is not like the average play. Indeed,

it is doubtful that anyone describing a

work by the enigmatic Sam Shepard would

use the word "average."

In a career spanning decades, Shepard

has established himself as one of the

world's most proUfic and successful living

dramatists— but it was never by playing

things safe. This is the man, after all, who

ended one of his plays by having deadly

green slime consume the entire cast.

Shepard's world is like a cosmically

disturbed version of the American West.

It is a weirdly erotic, happily psychotic

place, and stepping into it is like stepping

into a whirlwind. Thoughts, visions, hopes

and fears buzz around one's head like

living creatures, forming a fluttering, in-

toxicating flurry of sensations.

The emotions can be varied and nu-

merous, yet also simultaneous— causing

a variety of reactions in the audience.

"[Buried Child] is funny," explains di-

rector Keith Oliver, "but at the same time,

it's terrifying. That's one ofShepard's best

qualities."

Oliver is the man at the helm of the

UMass Curtain Theater production of

Buried Child, which begins its two-week

nm tonight. With this production, he hopes

to create a darker version of Shepard's

classic work — acknowledging the play's

universal quahties, but also examining its

difficult subtext.

There is a lot goingon in that subtext

—

including a search for identity from a

forgotten son, and a primal power struggle

over ownership of the family homestead.

However, Oliver and his seven person

ensemble are striving for a subtle, evoca-

tive staging, which addresses many con-

cerns without becoming heavyhanded.

Ultimately, it is the text which will

leave the strongest impressions.

Shepard's gift is his ability to transport

you to tiie placesyou've seen only in dreams,

or the places you've lived all your life.

So if you are looking for a new take on

the bizarre or the familiar, cast aside your

apprehensions and giveBuned Child a try.

Buried Child is playing April 1-4 and

7-11 at the Curtain Theater at UMass.

Tickets are available from the FAC box

office and seating is limited.

Hholo by Amy SuncUri Johnson

RAPPIN' — Members of De La Soul played to the crowded

Student Union Ballroom Sunday night.

#
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Today 's Top Ten
By JOHN STAFFORD
Collegian Staff

Top ten duties of new Russian president Boris Yeltsin

10. Pick all the red M&M's out of Kremlin complimentary

candy dishes.

9. Pay off national debt by having a bake sale.

8. Decide the official Russian govemment position in the

"Less Filling / Tastes Great" controversy.

7. Have David Duke's name put on all national ballots so

that the Russian people will get the privilege of voting

against him, too.

6. Transform fornner KGB torture center into the first ride

for the new Disneyworld Russia.

3. Find a really dumb blonde guy to be his vice-president.

4. Take possession of the National Potato.

3. Revoke Castro's Soviet Express gold card.

2. Put together a really kIck-ass bowling team for the 1 992

Olympics.
1 . Try to get the Japanese to buy up most of their country

in an effort to be more like America.

FREE RENT OPTION

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

Stop in and we'll show you what we have to offer.

Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

RenUl Office Open Daily 10 4

Limited Time Offer - 549-0600
CM

Women's gym 4th at
A-10 Championships
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

Ever have one of those days when
even your best isn't good enough?

Such was the case this past Satur-
day when the University of Massa-
chusetts women's gymnastics squad
scored a season high 189.4 team points

at the Atlantic 10 Championships in

Rhode Island but still placed fourth

behind perennial favorites West Vir-

ginia li91.9], George Washington
[ 189.75] and Temple [189.45].

"This was just a great meet for us,"

said UMass coach Alfie Mitchell despite

his team's fourth place finish. "Every-

one performed as well as could be ex-

pectedand the meetwas extremely close
the whole way [ only two points separated

Nos. 1-5]. I think ifwe had had one less

fall, we might have placed higher.

"But you can't look at it that way,"

said Mitchell. "We wanted to have a

strong showing by having a high re-

gional [NCAA Northeast] qualifying

score and we did so I'm very happy
(with the outcome]."

Leading the way for UMass was
juniorTammy Marshall who performed

a 9.9 in the floor exercise, a 9.8 in the

vault and finished second all-around

with a 38.85 mark. West Virginia's

Lajuanda Moody was first in the all-

around with a 39.35.

Moody was neck and neck with

Marshall during the whole meet ais the

pair tied for first in the floor and tied for

second on the vault as well.

Temple'sJennifer Kefkow captured
first in the vault by scoring a 9.85.

UMass' Margaret Furtado had a

great meet as she set three personal

bests by scoring a 9.65 in the vault

[fifth place], a 9.7 in the bars [fourth

place] and a 9.65 in the floor [fifth

place].

"Margaret [Furtado] works so hard
in practice emd it's finally paying off

for her," said Mitchell.

Other strong performers forUMass
were Gina Demeo, who had her best

I>erfonnance of the season adl-around

with a 37.45 [tenth place overall] and
Kim Grady who also set a personal

record in the bars with a 9.55 [seventh],

despite the fact that she is still recov-

ering from an early season foot ii\jury.

As a team, the UMass gymnasts
broke the school vault and bar records

by scoring 47.65 and 47.80 respectively.

"We had a chance going into the

meet [to win) but the three teams who
beat us are very tough, especially West
Virginia," said Mitchell. "We went into

the meet as the fourth seed and came
out as the fourth seed— I think we're

all satisfied with that."

Minutewomen Notes:
Four UMass Gymnasts were named

to the A-10 All-conference team.

Marshall was named to four out of

five events on the team; vault [9.62

season avg.], beam [9.37], floor [9.54]

and all-around [37.89].

On April ll,UMa88|10-7)will travel

to iVnn State for the NCAA Northeast

Regionals as the fifth seed.

Sukiennik
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

in 1981. They were already making good

money. I was angry at the NFL for strik-

ing in 1989, too. But I'm of a different

opinion this time.

Hockey players take a beating. Their

season is too long, career-threatening in-

juries are a constant danger because the

NHL can't or won't stop the violence the

game doesn't need and the pay isn't nearly

what skilled athletes in other sports make.
Everybody else has free agency. Base-

ball players make ridiculous sums for

swinging bats and catching flies. Football

players areon the whole, well compensated
for the risks they take, and skill positions

can make as much as baseball pros do.

Basketball, with it's salary cap and
enormous TV revenue, has the highest

average salary of any team sport. Soccer

stars overseas are no paupers either.

It's only fair hockey players get a slice

of the sports industry pie. The NHL's
leadership is asleep atthe wheel and needs

the wake-up call a strike would provide.

I don't want to see a strike. What I'd

like to see is the NHL leadership get a

clue. Sit tight, that could take a while.

And what about those Bruins? Ifthe

playoffs happen, the Bs will draw Buffalo

in the first round. Some say the Bruins

should fire coach Rick Bowness and bring

back Mike Millbury to put some fire l>ack

into a sleepwalking Bruin squad that has

been dogged by injuries all season.

I disagree. Bowness is a minor league

coach not used to the Boston pressures,

which demand success. Give him a chance

to win a playoff series. But if they lose to

Buffalo, can him.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian colum-

nist

Lacrosse moves up
to 15th in latest poll
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts la-

crosse team moved up a notch to No. 15 in

the latest United States Intercollegiate

Lacrosse Association poll, released yes-

terday.

The Gorillas (1-1) face 20th-ranked

Hofstra on Saturday at Upper Boyden

field. The Flying Dutchmen (2-3) moved
down from No. 19 to No. 20 in the poll,

which is voted on by Division I lacrosse

coaches.

Elsewhere, Loyola climbed past Balti-

more rival Johns Hopkins into the top slot

with a 6-0 record. The Greyhounds copped

all 10 first-place votes.

Johns Hopkins slipped to No. 2, while

Syracuse remainedatNo. 3. Rounding out

the top 10 are North Carolina, Princeton,

Towson State, Virginia, Brown, Maryland

and Navy. Brown, who the Gorillas face

this Saturday in Providence, is tied with

Maryland for eighth. Other UMass oppo-

nents in the USILA rankings include Yale

(15) and Delawarre (2-3).

UMass goaltender Rip Correnti,

who suffered a collapsed lung after taking

a hard shot off the chest in practice, will

soon end his stay at Cooley Dickinson

Hospital. The sophomore should be back

on campus today, although his return to

the playing field may take a little longer.

Are You Experienced In

Computer Systems?

The Collegian is looking for a systems man-
ager which requires knowledge ofMS-DOS,
LOTUS, and C. Applicants should have

good communication skills and a flexible

schedule. Applications are available at the

Collegian and must be submitted by:

W HDNESDAY, APRIL 8

The Collegian is an E.O.E.

Classifieds
rnuFmiyF milfCIAN OFFICE IliCAMPUSCEmR » MPS. THURS. &m:M) FRIDAY 8.m}0 - DEADUNE IS WO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUaWN > 2mORM)AY FOR SWDEm » CASH IN ADVANCE

AcnvmES

PREVET *»«a CLUB MEETWQ
TuM 3 31 92 6pm
Hadlay Farm Arena's Ctassroom

vvithneads

DoM assisting physically dtsabled

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CHEAP! FBl'U.S SEIZED

B9 Mercedes $200

86 VW $50

S7M«rMdM $100

65Mu(tar>g $50

Choose from thousands starling $2S

FREE 24 Hour recordino reveals

details 801 -379-2929 Copynghl *IA15KJC

A NEW QENERATtON OF MUSIC

FOR SALE

HOTDAMIRm
Downtown AinharsL WmI lor vMmg par-

ents and Wends 549-0733 COLLEGE PIZZA

EUROPE IWs summer? Jet ttiere anytime

tor only $169i (Reported in Lefs go' « NY

Times ) Also, low roundtrip lares to west

cowl AWHITCH (rj2J2-864-2000

PARTYI CASH BAR! Prizes! Music!

And .
Youii Seniors- Ooni miss out -cel-

ebrate at CC10O9, 9pm- 1am on Thurs April

2! Be there lor the senior kicKoHl
.

WOMEN InTpOBTS MANAGEMENT
First organizational meeting

WedApfH 1.4pm
Campus Center 162-175

-Ooni have to 1)6 in the m^or

AUTO FOR SALE

1tr4CAOttJLACELDORAO(05blV8 140K

$800 Mick 549-54 19

1 981 TOYOTA TERCEL 5-tpMd 85000 mi

runs super no rustt Asking $900 253-3369^

•4CHEVETTE94K4D hatchback, verygood

conditions; $900 or 8 0. call 256-89*7

SPRING SPEOAL
Lwge cheese $6 Small chense $3 50

Add $1 lor 1or2 toppings

Now leaturing slices'

Free soda w/large sub. salad or

spaghetti

Must mention this ad

S49-6073 549.6098

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL:

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT. OJ-S.

video OJa and Karaoke Irom $175 00. Can

586-9900

FOR RENT

Amherst Center

Etticiency one. two. three bedroom apart-

ments, or three bedroom condos on Hobart

Lane June or September Lincoln Real

Estate. 25 Nor* Pleaiiiint Street 253-7879

Cape Cod- Group summer rentals- Water-

front houses- Falmouth area 508-477-6000

SHOGUN ISO 10-SPEEO BIKE. Mint $100

Chris 546-1712

Two piranha. 10 gallon tank. >coMaori>a-

$75.00. Ulaa 546-2482

SONY
PortaHe Disc Player

Brand apanking new
$125.00 Jawi 549-6456

HELP WANTED

BE ON T.V. Many needed lor commercials

Now hiring al ages. For casting info, call

(615) 779-71 1 1 Eirt.J-458

COUNSELORS: Coed camp in Berkshires

Head pool. heiM] skiing, and instructors in

waterskiing, anl head tennis, lacrosseliekl

hockey. softbaH. Wis * crafts, video, com-

puters, photography, piano accompanist,

riding (western), and female unit leaders.

Call Paul. Camp Schodack. collect (617)

964-1912.

CRUISE LINE- Entry level onboard/landside

positions available, year-round or summer.

(£13) 229-5478

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING- Earn

$2,000* month ¥»orld travel Holiday, Sum-

mer and career employment availal)le No

experience necessary. For emptoyment pro-

gram call 1 -206-545-41 55 art. C456

EARN $6/HR
Spantsh-engiish bihnguals

Sixjght lor study!

CM now-Jeanette 565-8749

FAST FUNORAISING PROGRAM
Fraternities, so'onties student clubs Earn

up to $1000 in one week. Phis receive a

$1000 bonus youraaN and a FREE waloh

jurttorcaBng t -800 932-0528 Ext. 65

HELP WANTED
HCMEWORKERS NEEDED"

Earn $1 ,000 weekly mailing our areolars m
your spare time at home I GUARANTEED!
Frae supplws/'postage' Begin now! Free

da(ails< Enclose LSASE SMS. Oept. Col-7A.

Box 610, Cordova, TN 380J8-O610

P^TAL JOBS AVAILABLEI Many poai-

tkxts Great benefits Call 805-682-7555 Ext

P-3306

The Peace Davetopment Fund wants to hire

a workstudy student with clerical and com-

puter skills. $4-5 per hour lor 20 hrs per

week Please call Phy«s«^56-8J06_^

TUTOR ME WfTH Chem 262

Good $$$ Call Jeremy 253-3785

LOST
GoM hoop earring

Between Bartlelt and JFK

Reward 5-1952

SERVICES

MUSKSANS

DRUMMERS! Phish, Allmans, Orlginala,

Improv 256-8115

PERSONALS

-INTERNSHIPS-

TOTHE BLONDE in my History dass -rm in

k)ve'! Meet me on thur* M 9pm in CC1009I

You wont be sorry ..

CHRIS- Don! lorget to be at CC1009 on

Thurs lor the party of the semester' What a

way to celebrate the past 4yrs! The Sertkx

Kickoll starts at 9 -so doni be late'--ME

Laura- Four years without a personal-

we hope it was worth Itie wait'

Happy 22nd Birthday'

Love, Sandy, Lauren, and Tina

FREE pregnancy testing; uK ilidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

Looking to Adopt Happiy married, fcian-

aally secure, enargelic couple prays lor

newborn. BeauWul country home. WMng-
nesa 10 insei aridAxipM*- Lai ua hatp you

•wough tilsdmcuM Urn*. OMIJawiahFamIr

Service o( Greater Sprtngllald. Inc. al

(413)737-2601 (colect) and ask about Jell

and Anrv

WWHOTlMEiLoaaMalaiMwUdWInglSW
4401

SUMMER SUBLET

FALL 1992 INTERNSHIPS wNh the Legal

Services Center, get handson experience in

the legal hekt -work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to (5 undergraAjate

credits No experience in the legal profes-

sion necessary-training provided Conlad

Legal Seo/ices today: 545-1995. 922 Canv-

pus Center.

LOST

QOLO-OPAL-RINQ
In Chenowith II lound

please call Julie 549-6491

Big reward -Lots of sentimental vahje.

Happy Anntversaryl

Love Brian

CRESTVIEW APT8, NJMIHERST
2 bdrooms, large carpstad b—amaM
i/2miframcafTi|)ua

CallS49-67B5

TYPMQ

LAURA FEDELE
Ht«>py 22nd Birthday

I hope that you have a

great day, and that you're

not feeling too okj

Guess Who?

FAST ACCURATE TYPING by WwMB col-

lege grad $1/pg Letter quaity 586-5268

PAPERS, RESUMES, THESIS-

Word processing, laser pontng-

Call BosemaryJ23-503J

SAMENEAT-O TYPMQ GUY wAiaw num-

ber $1 .50«yped p«ige Brian 54ft«S4

P-TOWN

LOOKING FOR RMMTES to find apt. in

P-TOWN tor summer Call Frank 585-0776
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Sports
Army, hosts Hartford today

By KEVIN HERUHY
CoUegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts sofl-

hall team opened its home season Simday

with a doubleheader sweep of the Anny

Lady Knights, 11-1 in five innings and 6-3.

In the first game the Minutewomen (5-

7) jumped on Army pitcher Darlene

Dondero right away, scoring five rvms on

four hits and an error in the first inning.

Pitcher Holly Aprile singled to start

the inning, and was sacrificed to second by

first baseman Rachel Lawson. After

shortstop Barbara Marean doubled home

Aprile, catcherShem Kuchinskas walked,

only to be tripled home by center fielder

Peggy Bush. She later scored on a double

play grounder.

In the fourth, Aprile reached on an

error, and was sacrificed to second by

Lawson. Marean and Kuchinskas singled.

After a groundout, Bush singled, and later

scored on a groundout by Jenn Salisbury.

•We have a very strong hitting team,"

said UMass coach Elaine Sortino. "We've

got some serious bats, and some are hid-

den in the bottom of the order."

Aprile gave up three hits while striking

out one and walking four, in raising her

record to 1-1 and lowering her earned run

average to 3.11.

In the second game freshman pitcher

Kelly Daut (2-3, 2.51) allowed only one

ball out of the infield. All three runs were

unearned and Daut gave up four hits while

walking five and striking out 10.

UMass went up 1-0 in the second inning

on a triple by Kuchinskas and a single by

Angyla Brumm.
Army countered with two runs in the

fourth on two hits and a walk, and another

run in the fifth on two singles and an error

by third baseman Laurie Dondarski.

Down 3- 1 entering the sixth inning, the

Minutewomen bats finally came around,

as Aprile, Lawson, Marean and

Kuchinskas all reached base to start the

frame and all except Aprile scored.

After a groundout by Bnunm, Bush singled

and was tripled home by pinch hitter

Stacey Nichols. Second baseman Tracey

DuEst then singled home Nichols to round

out the scoring.

"After clobbering the living hell out of

Army in the first game," Sortino said."!

really believe we were lulled to sleep. We
didn't press. We knew we were going to

score again, but we didn't know when.

"It's a great feeling to have when you

know you can have an explosive inning.

They didn't press and had great pitch

selection."

All four runs scored by Army were

unearned, bringing the total nimiber of

unearned runs allowed by the

Minutewomen this season to 35.

"It's purely a combination oftwo things,"

said Sortino. "One is that that was the

first time we stood on our own dirt. We
hadn't even had a practice outside, with

the infield [in poor condition]. And the

second thing that is showing in this eariy

part, is that we don't have the cohesion in

the infield, and the chemistry that we

should have. But that will be generated as

we go along."

GAME NOTES: The Minutewomen

host Hartford for a doubleheader today at

Totman Field. The Lady Hawks carry a 7-

3 record after spUtting a doubleheader

with Yale over the weekend.

Marean was named A-10 Player of the

Week for the second consecutive week.

The senior shortstop, who is working on

an eight game hitting streak, went 4-for-

6 with two doubles, three RBIs and three

runs scored.

Backing the
NHL players
on a strike

The players of the

National Hockey
League aren't going on

strike. . . yet.

Just what the NHL
needed. A strike. The
league that mis-
handles everything
from suspensions for

fighting to expansion
(hockey in Tampa
Bay?) to television

contracts is now
faced with labor

problems. As if you

had to ask. they're screwing up again.

The average salary of NHL players is among

the lowest in all professional sports. While some

mega-stars like Wayne Gretzky, Brett Hull and

Mario Lemieux make miUions. most hockey play-

ers are far behind their baseball, football and

basketball counterparts.

Can you really blame them for wanting a new

contract?

Greg Sukiennik

And while the Boston Bruins have been playing

Uke they're already on strike, ifplayers and owners

can't agree on a new deal by Wednesday, the April

8 Stanley Cup playoffs — the reason they even

bother to play the season — could be in jeopardy.

Ifyou thought the sixth game ofthe 1988Wales

Conference finals (replacement refs in yellow

sweatpants ) was a disaster, you ain't seen nothing

yet. The playoffs are the only reason anyone

remotely cares about the regular season, save the

occasional Islanders-Rangers slugfest. The play-

offs are when most teams make their money,

because most of the games sell out.

And so we wait until Wednesday. NHL com-

missioner John Ziegler and union chief Bob

Goodenow are both playing hardball. The league

has looked into the possibility of bringing up

minor league players to fill rosters. The union

threatens this strike may go past the playoffs and

into the 1992-93 season.

And you, the fan, lose. Again.

Free agency is the reason a new agreement

hasn't been inked yet. The players want a two-

year deal with easier terms for free agency. The

league insists on a contract good only until the end

ofthe season. The old agreement expired Sept. 15.

The NBA's player agreement, considered an

ideal labor-management pact because of the way

teams agree to control salaries and share TV
revenue, would not work in the NHL. The NHL
doesn't have the television market share pro

basketball does— the league's fault, to be certain

— and member franchises aren't nearly as stable.

Tampa Bay's expansion bid is in financial trouble

and it hasn't played a game yet. Meanwhile, even

the worst expansion franchises in the NBA, Minne-

sota, Charlotte and Orlando, are raking in the

bucks. Charlotte hasn't had less than a sellout at

home yet in three really bad seasons.

I was upset at the baseball strikers for walking

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Baseball splits with Temple
Minutemen led by Villone and Jhothaker's pitching

By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Last weekend wasn't a toUl washout for University of

Massachusetts' sports teams playing in Philadelphia.

Sure, the basketball team lost but the baseball team split

an important 2-day, 4-game series with arch-rival Temple

University.

Led by the pitching of ace Ron Villone in the opener,

the Minutemen split last Saturday's double-header with

the Owls, winning the first game 8-0 but losing the

nightcap, 4-1.
. » ,

On Sunday, the Minutemen (4-8, 2-2 in the AtlanUc

10) blew a 6-1 lead in the sixth inning ofthe first game as

Temple scored six runs and held on to a 7-6 score. UMass

needed the second game Sunday to break even for the

series and JeffToothaker responded . pitching a complete-

game 7-hitter and whiffing nine Temple batters as the

Minutemen won, 9-7.

The UMass offense was led by shortstop Steve Corradi

in the series finale, who banged out three hits including

his second homerun of the year. Corradi's dinger in the

first inning gave UMass a 2-0 lead after leadoff hitter

Greg LaRocca reached base on a Temple error.

UMass scored a third first inning run when Justin

Howard knocked in John Carelli. The Minutemen would

have a big third inning to give Toothaker a big lead to

work with.

The two big weapons in the third were the walk and

the single, as UMass collected three of each for four runs

and a 7-2 lead. The Minutemen added one in the fourth

for a 8-2 lead.

UMass hosts
Holy Cross
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff .

When the University of Massachusetts baseball team

takes the field today (3 p.m., Lorden Field) for its home

opener versus Holy Cross, it will be a battle oftwo teams

headed in opposite directions.

The Minutemen, while suffering through an 0-4 start,

have won three of their last five, including a weekend

split of a four-game series in Philadelphia with Atlantic

10 rival Temple.
Holy Cross on the other hand has lost three-straight,

all at the hands of iU Patriot League nemesis, the

Fordham Rams.
While the Minutemen come into the game on a bit of

an upswing, UMass starter Jim Telgheder heads into the

contest sporting an 0-2 record, while carrying with him

an ERA of 9.95. Holy Cross' starter has yet to be an-

nounced, although it could be Jim Liebler, who has an

even 1-1 record, with a modest 4.50 ERA.

"Jim's been having a tough time of it," UMass coach

Mike Stone said. "We've been playing a little young, and

we just need to get into a groove."

Although the Minutemen's pitching has picked up a

little as of late, hitting still continues to plague UMass,

as they have managed just a .249 batting average, while

scoring an average of five runs per game.

"Ifwe expect to win, we've got to start hitting the ball

better," Stone said.

The Minutemen are led by Justin Howard, who has hit

.381 with six RBI and Steve Corradi, who is hitting at a

.359 clip while leading the team with 8 RBI.

UMass fell to Holy Cross last year, and with Holy

Cross possessingoffensive weapons inco-captainsJerome

Fuller, Matt Morgan and Mike Neary, the Minutemen

will have to play more consistent in order to down the

Crusaders this year.

But Uke the first game, the Owls(7-14, 2-2 in the A-10)

came roaring back late in Sunday's nightcap before

Toothaker shut their offense down. Toothaker gave up a

3-run homer to cleanup hitter Bojanowski to cut the lead

to 8-6, but UMass added an insurance run in the seventh

on Jay Dodig's sacrifice fly.

"Jeffs performance was big," UMass coach Mike Stone

said. "There were a couple of times where the game

almost went the other way but he did the job and shut

them down."

In Sunday's opener, the bottom of Temple's order

victimized starter Scott Meaney in the sixth inning. The

big hit included right fielder Dave Hoppel's 2-<iut game-

winning hit in the sixth, a single that gave the Owls a 7-

6 lead which they held on to.

UMass started things with a bang Saturday as Villone

struck out 14 Owls while walking only five. The junior

lefty notched his first shutout and second complete game

of the year.

The Minutemen offense was adequate but not potent

as they were whiffed 12 times by Temple pitcher Charlie

Kell. ^ ,

UMass scored single runs in the first, third, fifth and

sixth innings, but the team saved its best for last.

A four-run seventh inning iced the game for the

Minutemen, who hoped their offense would carry over to

Saturday's second game.

Unfortunately, the UMassbats went silent, andTemple

victimized starter Rich Graham for two unearned runs.

Overall, Graham allowed only three hits, but it took Jeff

January's seventh inning double tobreak Hoppel's no-hit

bid.

Photo coarteny of SportJ InformatioD

Lou Olivieri and the University of Massa-
chusetts Minutemen host Holy Cross today at

3 p.m. in their home opener at Earl Lorden
Field.

VIA TURLEY AMHERST'S CHEESIEST DAILY MORNING RAG FREE (UKE YOU'D PAY FOR THIS)

SESAME STREET
CHARACTERS'
SHOCKING
REVELATIONS

JESSE HELMS SAYS. "HELL. KM NOT
THE LEAST BIT SURPIUSEO.* 7A

KERMIT SURPRISED: "AND I THOUGHT
IT WASN'T EASY BEmaGREENI- 13A

WEDNESDAY, april i. 1992

NEWSLINE
A SCKTKK RtAD ON THE NEWS

CHECKING OUT: Student identifica-

tion will be made easier by the institution of

bar coding on the foreheads of all students.

No more missing dinner because of a lost

ID. What about bangs? Officials say hair-

spray will be distributed to all UMass women
except those living in Southwest. 6A.

BUSH BALANCE: President Bush yes-

terday did a lot of conservative things that

he would not have done in a non-election

year, and voters decided possibly, just maybe,

he does have some guts after all. 4A.

LEVEL FUNDING: The Massachusetts

state legislature will soon be cutting the

UMass budget by the amount pined through

the basketball team's success. Seven offi-

cials said "no big surprise." IC.

SICK SIESTA: Fourteen UMass stu-

dents were injured last night in a bizarre

pinata accident. The 1 4 students apparently

misread the intruction label on the piiiata

(which was in Spanish, a language no one

present understood) and they all donned

their blindfolds at the same time. They also

did not ivalize they were to take turns

smashing the confetti-coated pifiata. Inju-

ries included five cases of brain damage. 10

broken arms, two missing tongues and vari-

ous assorted dislodged toes. 6A

TAWDRY TWEETY: The famous car-

toon star Twcety Bird was arrested for

"discussing genitalia in a public place" just

hours after he was cured of the speech

inipedinient that has plagued him all his life.

"After all the years that that little guy's been

saying 'puddy cat." who knew 'puddy' meant

thai?' asked the arresting officer.

LANDON UPDATE: Michael Undon.

B
television icon and

LIFE: Cartoon film

star Roger Rabbit

was killed in a freak

anvil accident yes-

terday, much to the

chagrin of sequel-

hungry studio ex-

ecutives. A funeral

will be drawn sometime this week. 3D.

Rod Stewart, following a music industry

trend, is releasing four albums today. All 44

songs are said to be watered-down,

uninspiring, three and a half minutes long

and tailor-made for jxjp success. We love

them. 2D.

MONEY: A committee representing For-

tune 500 businesses agreed to a $5 million

salary cap for the board of directors. Bo-

nuses, however, will still be unrestricted.

"Who takes the risks here, anyway?" said

Chrysler CEO Lee "Airbag" lacocca. 1 B.

SPORTS: A bitter North Carolina coach

says the NCAA Final Four competition is

fixed. "There is no basis in reality. It's worse

than pro-wrestling," he said. IC.

TODAY'S DEBATE: Nintendo vs.

Masturbation. To blip or to bop — that is

the question. 12A.

WEATHER: Wind, rain, hot sex, beer

and strange smoke. Odd occurrences across

campus and beyond. 14A.

UMA TODAY

demi-god. is still

dead, but we just

love showmg him. It

sells papers, you
know. 5D.

UMA TODAY

LANDON: Still

dead, says expert.
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Axl Rose: "We're doing it to help the babes.
W

By Michellem nnin by the dock or ihc Bayllss

UMA TODAY

Heavy metal band Guns 'N' Roses will

journey to the UMass-Amherst campus for

Spring Concert in an effort to raise money for

the beleaguered Everywomen's Center.

"We can't believe they're really coming.

Axl's our idol here at the center, so to us it's

like a dream come true," said Everywimmins'

Director Cheryl Wallflower.

The group is performing "to fulfill a

spiritual void," the group said in a press

statement.

"This is like our shot to help the chicks

fight the war against patriarchal oppression,"

said Axl Rose, the lead singer of the band.

"Basically, we're doing it to help the babes."

Rose has suggested earmarking the money

for:

^ Cable TV so they can watch the latest

G'N'R videos on MTV.
Concert T-shirts.

^ Upgrading the G'N'R music collection

Axl said he's sure they have hidden some-

where, from cassettes to CDs.

Wallflower lost her inhibitions during the

press conference, dicing wildly while sing-

ing the lyrics from rocr favorite song "Any-

thing Goes."

Sophomore communications major arul

ex-groupie, Michelle Brennion said the song

"My Michelle" was written about her.

"I'm really excited. Axl's really cute and I

always knew he was an advocate ofwomen's

rights," said Brennion. "He says I'm a babe,

but it's him who's the babe."

Wallflower said Rose will be opening the

concert with the song inspired when visiting

Wertz to Cal: leave crosswalk and die

MM
If I weren't married...

if

By R«y'>oi<is »»mp. ufvlA ', ODAY

DREAMING: Chancellor O'Breathless can't help but

think of the things he'd love to do with GEO co-speaker

Emily "Eyes" Issacs (inset). "She's a babe," he said.

Stupid Whitmore
screws up, again

CO»"Vm<iMT 1W2 UMA TOOAV. a dtviwon el CoHajian PModiM. fcw.

By David Lassy

UMA TODAY

It may not matter much if

you follow the beat of a differ-

ent drummer, but be sure you

follow the right tour guide.

When local media visited

the University yesterday they

had been originally scheduled

to meet with campus building

officials for a tour of the most

badly damaged academic and

administration buildings but

they instead ended up on a

reguia* student tour. •

"It was a total screw-up."

said Karin "Watermellon"
Sherbert. University propa-

gandist.

About 20 high school se-

niors with parents in tow who
had expected an impressive

tour through the idyllic campus

instead endured a jaunt

through all the deteriorating

buildings by the Physical Plant

head Pete McWoznak.
"I couldn't understand why

the campus would show us

outright how bad it is.** said

one exasperated parent. "Boy,

this school really sucks.**

The reporters expected a

tour through the shabby build-

ings, leaking roofs and ex-

ploding water pipes which now
grace the sprawling campus.

However, members of the

press were instead treated to the

attributes of the "wonderful**

library system, the "diversity** of

the student body and the "thrill-

ing** night-life on campus.

University officials be-

lieve a local saboteur may to be

blame for the embarrassing er-

ror.

Officials also said some

members of the media were so

impressed by the presentation

by the "official** student tour

guida that they may enroll

themselves.

By Marc E. Avellian

UMA TODAY

DOWN THE STREET— Basket-

ball coach lohn "Pass the Fuckin'

Ball" Calipari went to that big Sweet

Sixteen in the sky yesterday after he

was struck by a car on North Pleasant

Street.

"What the fu— ." said a startled

Calipari.

The driver. Lenny Wertz. ex-

plained he was only doing his duty.

"He stepped out of the crosswalk

and I felt it was my duty to hit the

lawbtvaking S.O.B.." said Wertz.

Wertz is the also the refrce who
called a technical foul on Calipari

during the UMass-Kcntucky game

Thursday for stepping out of the

coaches* box when UMass was only

two points away from the Wildcats.

Kentucky coach Rick Pitino said

the Wildcats would have beaten the

Minutemen even if he "hadn't slipped

Lenny a couple of bills.**

Witnesses said Calipari was jay-

walking but would have made it across

the street unharmed if Wertz had not

sped up after he saw Calipari leave

the crosswalk.

Other witnesses claimed it was

actually a second car that hit Calipari.

Men wearing sunglasses and
trcnchcoats standing nearby silenced

onlookers, however.

Wertz was an all-around asshole

about the entire situation.

"1 call "em like I see 'em,** laughed

Wertz.

Wertz was taken into protective

custody and is expected to be beaten

to death by fans that are sure to sneak

into his cell when police leave the

back door of the station unlocked at 9

p.m. tonight. Refreshments will be

served.

Basketball fans who witnessed the

accident were treated at University

Funeral Services for mild coronaries.

After having their temperatures taken

anally, they were given condoms and

sent on their way.

Admidst the wailing and wearing

of ashes and sackcloth on campus, a

multitude of fans wearing Sweet Six-

UMA TODAY

JUMPING: Calipari leaps one

time too many.
^

teen T-shirts and carrying "Cal 4-

evcr" signs blockaded North Pleasant

Street late yesterday afternoon and

have taken up residence on the site of

Calipari's death. They have vowed to

stand vigil until they get bored.

"No way are we movin*." said

Fanny Atic. a UMass STUPID major.

"The man was a hero and his sacrifice

will be remembered if I have to sit

here in the street for as longas lunch."

Pope lohn Paul 11 called from

the Vatican to express his deepest

regret and to see if there were any

UMass Sweet Sixteen T-shirts left.

"Eat my shorts," said Chancel-

lor O'Moretuition.

Funeral services are scheduled

for 3 p.m. tomorrow at the Curry

Chicken Cage.

Tickets will be tossed out ran-

domly to a stampeding crowd of

crazed fans at an unspecified time

tomorrow in what promises to be

about as organized as anything the

ticket office arranges where basket-

ball is concerned.

Casualties are expected.

> Officials announced yester-

day that Herter Hall will be re-

named Hemdon Hall. 6A
^ The starting five's faces will

be carved into Mount Toby, a la

Mount Rushmore. Funding: that

damn Mullins Arena fee, 8A

For UMA TODAY subscription .ind ciistotner service cdll 1 80Q 426 1112
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THE EDITORIAL PAGE
"Look, it was a joke

alright? You know... funny.

Ha-ha? 11'you'd just put away

the gun we can discuss it,

OK?"
— Marc Elliott,

Founder, March 31, 1992
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Preston P. Forman
Editor-in-Brief

Greg Sukiennik

Editor-under-G lass

Mike Carvalho

Selh Kaye

Editors-in-Gelatin

Today's debate is on PERSONAL GRATIFICATION - BY HAND OR WITH
ELECTRONICS and what tlic USA govcrnnient should support.

Masturbation: reach out

and touch yourself

OUR VIEW
Masturbation,
within some

limits, is a preferred form of

personal expression on par

with freedom of speech.

Manual manipulation is a fine

private act between oneself and

one's genitals. For most people

it is more than just a safe outlet,

it is a high art. The power to

control one's orgasm is an in-

tensely personal and highly re-

warding experience.

Here at UMA TODAY, with a

predominance of single, unat-

tached people, masturbation has

developed into a bathroom
sport.

And in these days of sexual

disease, masturbation is ex-

ceedingly clean and safe. For

those especially afraid, a

condom may be worn with little

loss of sensitivity—and it makes

clean-up a breeze.

Recently Dear Abby received

a letter from a 1 3-year-old girl

whose parents had caught her

auto-eroticizing. The punish-

ment: her parents removed the

doors from her room and now
watch her carefully.

Why? It is perfectly healthy,

h is herparents with the hangup.

Our position is simple: Mas-

turbation is a privilege and one

that should be promoted by the

USA government.

Nintendo is way cool

OPPOSING VIEW
Nintendo
is a use-

ful, socially acceptable pas-

time cherished by the United
States.

Why twiddle your thumbs
when you can help Mario and

Luigi save the princess with

them?
Nintendo

and its clones

are .!.> much a

part of the

USA's culture

as MTV, pro

wrestling,
Beverly Hills

Photo not »vailab<e

By Michael Momssey, a

UMA TODAY columniit
based in Amherst MA.

902/0 and
other mindless

diversions.
Kids love it and it's good for

them.

Although kids in the USA
suck at math and science, abuse

alcohol and drugs and listen to

Slayer, they play Nintendo bet-

ter than anyone else in the world.

What's wrong with that?

While kids in Japan and Ko-

rea go to school all year, kids in

the USA blow off stress by play-

ing Nintendo. What would you

prefer for your child: a study-

happy nerd, or a cool dropout

with lots of friends who kicks

ass and takes names on Double
Dragon II?

Nintendo teaches hand-eye

coordination. It teaches basic

values like the importance of

sports and killing as a solution

to problems. It gets kids inter-

ested in technology; namely,

how they can buy more of it.

What's more American than the

profit motive?

Some say masturbation is

better than Nintendo. But you

can play Nintendo for hours on
end v/ithout becoming sore or

dehydrated. And you don't get

that tired feeling after.

UMA
TODAY

Editorial and publishing haadquartars:

113 Campus Cantar

Univarsity of Massachusatts
Amherst, MA 01003

Published by the Collegian Volume 1, No. 1 (you can wipe your butt with this paper)

(if Andelman's right, you probably don't know what disclaimer means. Take the bus over to Amherst

College and ask one of them smart people to explain)

HELLO! McFly! McFly! Wake-up dammit!

So m8yt)e we're not the New York Times (they don't have comics and they use big words like

'defecate" that you wouldn't understand anyway) but you must have noticed that four pages of the

Collegian (No. it's not USA Today It's the Collegian. Pay attention, alright?) look just a tad different

today. Well that's 'cause it's April Fools Day and guess what you are.

Now it's our turn to have a little fun. We spend all semester putting out a daily paper to inform you

ignoramuses and get nothing but a lot of crapfrom the campus anal-retentives. So, once a semester we
have a little fun by coming out with a parody issue. If you don't like the idea of us Campus Center roaches

having a little fun. IT'S TOO LATE! WE ALREADY DID! HA!

Lawsuits, death threats and letter bombs may be forwarded to the following people:

Preston P. Forman
Lisa Jezowskl

Tami Wonahan
Josh Reynolds
Jason Hogue
Jenny Burnt

Seth Kaye
David Massey
David Rivera

Jeff Egan
Emily Stewsrt

Erica Thompson

Mike Carvalho
Michelle Bayliss

Mike Levy
Matt Kahn
Jen Blunt

Ari Vais

Marc Elliott

Ari Vais

Greg Sukiennik

Felice Cohen
Brooke C. Wheeler

Joseph P. Cronin

By the way the UMA in UMA Today stands for UMass at Amherst (bonehead).

Jeff's Journal By Jeff
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VOICES FROM ACROSS THE UMA

Question: If two men, Joe and Bob, go skiing

and Joe is stripped of his clothes, covered in

Karo syrup and Planters peanuts and tied to a
sled which is sent off a 200 foot cliff while
Bob drives his car 50 miles at 35 mph, which

one is blonde?

Seth "Oh" Kaye
Pretty pictures major

"I'm tired of all these

'real' butter substi-

tutes. It's a plot I tell

you! A plot! What's
your agenda?"

Erica Thompson
Astrophysics major

Matt Kahn
Facial hair major

"Are those salted or "Look. I just spent 3

honey-roasted pea- years living in the

nuts? And what woods recreating the

would that do to your life of Grizzly Adams,
skin? Ew." Leave me alone."

Angela Lansbury
Criminology major

David Rivera
Facial ha r minor

"I did it! I killed them "Someti.Ties a pickle
all, and you're next! is just a pickle. It's all

Ha ha ha ha ha!" part of that oppres-

sion thing. Am I be-

ing graded on this?"

Little Richard
Fashion major

"Shut up!"
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U.N. approves sanctions against Libya
Security council bans arm sales.

By PETER JAMES SPIELMANN
Associated Press

UNITED NATIONS — The Security

Council on Tuesday branded Libya a ter-

rorist state for shielding six men accused

of blowing up Pan Am Flight 103 and a

French airliner, approving sanctions that

ban flights and arms sales to the North

African country.

Wearing black for mourning, relatives

ofsome ofthe 270 victims ofthe 1988 Pan

Am bombing watched from the visitors'

gallery as the council imposed the sanc-

tions by a 10-0 vote.

It was only the second time the Secu-

rity Council has imposed sanctions on a

single country for flouting its demands on

peace and security. The first was after the

Iraqi invasion of Kuwait.

George Williams, whose sonJordy died

when the plane blew up over Scotland,

aid: "Libya has been indicted, the finger

has been pointed at them as having been

deeply involved in the bombing ofPanAm
108."

Susan Cohen, whose 20-year-old

daughter Theodora also died in the Pan

Am bombing, said: "It's not nearly enough.

We need an oil embargo. We won't get the

truth unless a lot more goes into this."

Although the resolution prohibits the

sale of arms, airplanes and aircraft parts

to Libya, it includes no broad trade em-

bargo, meaning Libya's oil exports will not

be affected. The resolution also calls on

member states to expel most Libyan dip-

lomats.

Hours before the vote. Western diplo-

mats said Libya was preventing some

foreigners from leaving the country, rais-

ing fears that they could be held as hos-

tages. The State Department said none of

the 500 to 1 ,000 Americans in the country

were having trouble leaving Libya.

The sanctions are scheduled to take

effect April 15, but will not be imposed if

Libya surrenders the six suspects sought

by France, Britain and the United States

and takes steps to fulfill all the demands
of the resolution.

The ban on flights to and from Libya

means those wishing to leave would have to

take boats or drive either to Cairoor Timis.

The resolution says Col. Moammar
Gadhafi's governmentmust renounce such

actsand "cease all forms ofterrorist actions

and all assistance to terrorist groups."

The destruction of the Pan Am jetliner

and a 1989 bombing attack on a French

airliner over Niger were "no anomaly but

unfortunately part of a long, well-known

history ofsupport for terrorism and efforts

to destabilize other governments," U.S.

Ambassador Thomas R. Pickering said.

Western diplomats have refused to say

what steps Libya will have to take to prove

it is not a supporting or harboring ter-

rorists, but observers expect Britain to

seek information on the Irish Republican

Members of the United Nations Security Council vote Tuesday to

implement sanctions against Libya for their refusal to surrender two

Libyan suspects in the 1988 bombing of Pan Am Flight 103

Army, which is beUeved supported is part

by Libya.

China, Zimbabwe, Morocco, CapeVerde

and India abstained on the resolution,

which also calls for the payment compen-

sation to families of the 441 victims from

32 nations who died in the two bombings.

A Security Council resolution requires

nine affirmative votes to pass, if none of

the fivepermanentmembers— the United

States, Russia, China, Britain and France
— kills it with a veto.

The United States and Britain have

indicted two Libyan suspects in the Pan
Am bombing. France wants to try four

Libyans in the bombing of the French

UTA airliner over Niger in 1989 — an

attack that killed 171 people.

Brown takes
second "win

over Clinton
By CHRISTOPHER GRAFF
Associated Press

MONTPELIER, Vt. — Jerry Brown beat Bill

Clinton in Vermont's Democratic presidential pri-

mary Tuesday night, saddling him with a second

straight setback and gaining headway for their

high-stakes primary battle in New York.

This time itwas a runaway for Brown, to go with

hi8 narrow upset victory inthe Connecticut primary

a week ago.

Uncommitted Democrats were gaining more

caucus support than Clinton.

The outcome left he Arkansas governor la-

menting that his earlier victories had cast him in

the unpopular role of the insider.

Brown said he's gained a strong showing against

"what has been the front-runner."

While Vermont Democrats chose sides, Chnton

and Brown argued about taxes, big-city problems

and poUcies in New York, which holds its presi-

dential primary next Tuesday.

With 90 percent of the Vermont's 246 cities and

towns reporting. Brown had 47 percent ofthe vote,

Clinton 16 percent. Uncommitted Democrats ac-

counted for 25 percent, and Paul Tsongas, who has

dropped from the campaign, had 9 percent.

Brown was leading for 6 of the 14 Vermont

delegate votes, CUnton for 3, with the rest un-

committed.
With those gains, Clinton now has 1,018 of the

2,145 delegate commitments needed to claim the

Etemocratic presidential nomination. Brown now

has 159, according to the Associated Press delegate

survey.

"That's a very strong showing," Brown said. "I'm

very pleased but this is a very tight race. Governor

Clinton is ahead in delegates and we've still got to

fight."

"You may have thought two weeks ago that I

was the assured nominee, but I never did," Clinton

said after the evening debate. "By beingjthe outsider

and winning, you become the insider."

Outside his New York hotel, Clinton claimed

he'd be elated with three delegates in Vermont,

RAvin? "We had so much to do here and in Wis-
^ ^' CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Keg law gets mixed reviews
Purpose, effectiveness ofnew policy is under fire

By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff"

The new keg policy, which the Amherst Select Board

voted unanimously to implement on April 13, is getting

a mixed reaction from students, merchants and Amherst

town officials.

"The keg law has been a long time coming," said Chief

Donald Maia of the Amherst pohce.

The bylaw stetes, "To protect the health, safety and

welfare of its inhabitants, this bylaw shall permit the

town of Amherst to regulate the possession of kegs

containing malt beverages, and the dispensing of malt

beverages from kegs."

"People who want permits will have to be responsible,"

said Maia.

There has been some concern from students that the

poUce are going to make a list in order to help pinpoint

where parties are going to take place.

"You don't need a road map to know where all the

parties are inAmherst, all you have to do is geton a PVTA
bus and follow the crowd," said Maia.

*The main reason [the bylaw was implemented] is

that there is approximately 200 kegs being sold in the

area on a given weekend and there is a fair bet that some

is being dispensed to minors or being sold without a

license," said Barry Del Castilho, the town manager of

Amherst. "This is an attempt to get some idea ofwho has

the kegs and what they are doing with the beer."

But Thomas D. Whitney, an attorney in Amherst who

specializes in student representation, does not agree

with Maia or Del Castilho.

"The game has changed. It is more hke the 18908 than

the 1990s because ofthe enforcement ofthe law, and also

the police are pro-active. The poUce don't wait for the

crime, instead they are looking for crimes before they are

committed," Whitney said.

The penalty for violation ofthe keg law includes a fine

of$200 for the first offense, and upwards of$300 for each

subsequent offense.

"Basically the keg Uccnsing is another band-aid that

isn't going to solve the real problem," saidTed Chambers,

Commuter Area President for the Student Government

Association at the University of Massachusetts.

"We don't blame the town for a problem with [on-

campus] housing policies at UMass that they didn't

create and can't possibly solve," said Chambers.

"They're [town of Amherst] not going to solve the

problem until they are willing to join students in stand-

ingup to the Universityhousing policies. The real problem

is the town isn't taking a stand against these policies," he

said.

Anne Hynnes, a teaching assistant in the Peer Alcohol

Education Program at UMass, agrees that the alcohol

policy at the University has to be reworked and is indeed

in the process of being reviewed.

"The University is trying to work with the Amherst

commimity, for instance by looking at the alcohol policy

that is now in place and reorganizing it, as well reviewing

the ciurent alcohol residential education," she said.

"Being 2 1 , 1 do not like the idea ofhaving to get a hcense

to get a keg," said Mark Delcore, a junior history mfyor.

"I think that it is just another nail in the coffin of the

University, because it is just one more thing that is

making this school less appealing," said Mike O'Niel, a

junior resource economics mtyor.

The new bylaw, although it affects students, is also

going to have an affect on area businesses.

"It will definitely increase my business," said Mark D.

Forsyth, the owner of Twister's Tavern. "However, as I

look at \he overall picture, this is just one more message

ftwn the town to the students that they're not wanted

here."

"I don't believe that the amount of people going into

area bars is going to change," said Michael Fagerson,

beverage superintendent at the Top of the Campus
Lounge, as well as a 1977 graduate ofUMass. "Although

some people who have parties are irresponsible, there are

others that are victims of circumstance."

Inside:

Page 3:

Chuck D., the voice behind Public En-

emy, is speaking tonight at the Fine Arts

Center.

Page S.-

David Rivera thinks the Administration

should bare it allfor budget cuts instead

of taking it out on students.

Weather:
Partly sunny skies brighten your morning,

but afternoon clouds ruin your good mood

as nature plays mind games. Highs in the

50s.
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FYIs are public service announcements that run each

Monday, Wednesday and Friday for campus and local

non-profit organizations. Due to space contraints, the

Collegian cannot print all FYIs submitted and no an-

nouncement can be repeated.

To submit an FYI, please send a press release with all

pertinent information to the Collegian c/o the News
Editor. FYIs cannot be taken over the phone.

Wednesday, April 1

Lunch Series — "Reproductive Rights, Student Ac-

tivism and Anti-Racist Organizing in the White Commu-
nity" will be discussed by Tracy Turner as part of the

Women's Studies Brown Bag Lunch Series. The event

will be held from 12:15 to 1.30 p.m. in Campus Center

Man arrested,
charged with
auto violations
Compiled By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

Carlos R. Ortiz, 20. of ClifTside Apts., was arrested

Monday afternoon on Commonwealth Ave. and charged

with two criminal offenses. He was charged with failure

to submit to a police officer and operating an uninsured

motor vehicle.

He was also charged with three additional offenses:

operating after the right to operate had been suspended,

operating a motor vehicle with defective equipment, and

operating an unregistered motor vehicle.

VANDALISM
• A women reported Monday afternoon that her ve-

hicle, parked in Lot 12, had been spray-painted with

orange fluorescent spots. The estimated amount ofdamage

was approximately $500.

LARCENY
• A man reported Monday afternoon that clothing

valued at $300 was stolen from the laundry room in

Brown residence hall.

• A man reported Monday night that his backpack,

valued at $200, was stolen from the lobby in Patterson

residence hall.

room 804-808.

Lifeguard Training— Lifeguard training classes will

be offered with the Amherst Leisure Services and
Supplemental Education Department on Tuesdays and
Thursdays, April 14-May 14 from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. The
fee is $75 plus a $14 lab fee. For more information please

call 256-4065.

Thursday, April 2

lecture — "Soil, Water, and Civilization" with Dr.

Daniel Hillel, Professor of Plant and Soil Science will be

discussed at 8p.m. in Campus Center room 174-76.

Dancing— Israeli Folk Dancing will take place at 7:30

p.m. in the downstairs level of the Hillel House. Admis-

sion is $1.50 and all levels are welcome.

K^Gycltl

RESUME
PACKAGE

FOR

$15.00!!
(includes consultation,

layout, 10 copies, : :

matching envelopes arid

one year storage)

CAMPUSDESIGN
&CGPY

: : : 403 student union ::::::

::::;:::: :545-2271 :::::;::::

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect -Amherst Center

256-8157 •256-1385

i
S. PiMtam

Ainhcnt 1

\ CoOegt

1

U-MASS\ S ProipiCt \
V :

at

Lincoln

1

• Imports & other unibody vehicles are our

specialty.

• State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (-K)r-l/2mm)

• Over 90 years staff experience.

• Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement.

• Advanced European Technology Painting

and Refinishing Systems.

• User of Sikkens paint products

Remember it's your car and your
choice of repair facilities.

SUMMER FINANCIAL AID
APPLICATIONS NOW AVAILABLE

I Shop Registration # RS1212

COLLEGE WORK STUDY

for all enrolled in a degree program.

PERKINS LOAN

For exact cost of tuition and fees for

summer session courses

(6 credit minimum)

STAFFORD LOAN

For students enrolled in University

Summer Exchange Programs

DEADLINE: MAY 1, 1992

Pick-Up Requirement Information
& Applications At:

FINANCIAL AID SERVICES
255 WHITMORE
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Local
POWER plans march
for freedom of choice

WEAR A HELMET NEXT TIME
at the Fine Arts Center.

CoUaglan photo bjr Chiistophor Brana

Ben Lovejoy shreds cement

By KIMBERLEY A. REYNOLDS
Collegian Staff

•We Won't Go Back — We Will Fight

Back." That is the slogan for the Freedom
of Choice March taking place on Sunday,
April 5 in Washington, D.C.

Three buses will leave the University

of Massachusetts on Saturday, April 4 at

11 p.m. Approximately 160 people have
already signed up for this trip and another

bus will be added should there be demand.
The Progressive Organization for

Women's Rights is organizing this bus
trip with help from the National Organi-

zation for Women. The cost is $40— there

is a sliding fee scale.

There have increasingly been incur-

sions into women's reproductive rights

since 1989 when the Supreme court ruled

on Webster v. Reproductive Health Ser-

vices," according to Melissa Weinberger, a

sophomore STPEC and Women's Studies

m£gor, and a member of POWER.
The Webster ruling involved a Missouri

case which severely restricted abortion

rights in that state and opened the door

for other states to impose restrictions.

This march is both a protest of those

incursions and a way of letting legislators

and voters know that this, an election

year, is an important one for this issue,"

said Weinberger.
There will be a meeting of marchers

beginning at 8 p.m. Saturday on the

Concourse to make signs and banners to

carry on the march. Buses will leave Haigis

Mall at 11 p.m. and will arrive in Wash-
ington at approximately 7 a.m. There will

be no stops en route, and those going may
bring pillows and blankets and any food

or drink they might need.

Upon arrival at the Pentagon march-

ers will take the Metro to the Ellipse.

Starting at 10 a.m. they plan to march
down Pennsylvania Avenue, past the

White House to the National Gallery of

Art, a route of approximately 1 mile. At

the National Gallery there will be a rally

and speeches lasting until about 5:30 p.m.

They will return by Metro to the Pentagon,

and bus home.
According to Weinberger, "In light of

recent events (the Tyson and Kennedy
trials, etc.), there's a huge backlash to

force women back into the family and
traditional roles. We have to avoid that.

Reproductive choice has traditionally been

a way for women to assert themselves. We
have to continue that."

The National Abortion Rights Action

League is also sponsoring some other

events in the dty, such as electoral training

on Saturday, and a Congressional Lobby
Day for the Freedom of Choice Act on

Monday.
The Freedom of Choice Act seeks to

codify Roe v. Wade (the landmark pro-

choice ruling), putting in place a national

right to choice.

The April 5th weekend is a key to pro-

choice activity in this crucial year— and

students are absolutely critical to the

success of the event," said NARAL.

Panelists cite evidence of intelligence crimes
By MADANMOHAN RAO
Collegian Staff

Three panelists spoke last night at the University of

Massachusetts on crimes committed by U.S. intelligence

agencies over the past several decades

Joe Baltar, a UMass alum who devotes partofhis time

exposing FBI activities, said the FBI had a role in the

assassination of Harry and Harriette Moore in 1951.

Harry Moore was president of the NAACP at that time

Today there is evidence that the FBI carries out

phone taps on Supreme Court judges,* Baltar said.

Ken Lawrence, a Mississippi resident investigating

FBI activities for the past 20 years, said the FBI is really

a "national political police whose role is to disrupt,

discredit and neutraUze organizations working for pro-

gressive change."

Addressing the extent of the FBI's surveillance opera-

tions, Lawrence said the FBI had opened a file on him since

he was 16 years old, for "buying a soaalist newspaper.'

Information on the FBFs activities was uncovered in

a major way in 196 1 , when concerned citizens burgled an

FBI ofBce and discovered the COINTELPRO (Counter-

intelligence Program) papers.

"Part of this operation involved the assassination of

UMass to host writers
Conference looks at 'Art ofNonfiction'

mtgor Black Panther party leaders in the 1960'8," said

Lawrence. In fact, the FBI never protected civil rights

workers, according to Lawrence. The movie 'Mississippi

Burning' is one of the biggest lies of that time," he said.

Louis Wolf, co-founder and co-editor of the "Covert

Action Information Bulletin," said it is significant that

the FBI actively supported the production of the movie

"Silence of the Lambs," which just won so many Oscars.

The film depicted a favorable image of the FBI's role

in preparing psychological profiles of serial mass mur-
derers, Wolf said.

He then went on to expose possible FBI connections in

the assassination of Martin Luther King.

"A number of mysterious developments are coming to

light, sxich as the altering of King's hotel reservations to

a room with a balcony, just two days before his assassi-

nation,' Wolf explained.

He said the CIA may also have had a role in such an

operation by providing false identification papers to the

hit man. Elements of the pwlice force in Memphis, where

Kingwas assassinated, also cooperated in the conspiracy,

Wolf said.

Addressing international operations of U.S. intelli-

gence agencies. Wolf said the CIA has been responsible

for the murders of Third World leaders Uke Salvador

Allende in Chile, Maurice Bishop in Grenada, and Walter
Rodney in Guyana.

Wolfsaid he was in Laos and PhilUpines in the 1960'8,

witnessing the havoc of CIA operations. "One of my
Laotian friends died in my arms as a result of a raid

facihteted by the CIA" Wolf said. "I was 26 years old at

the time, and it had a profound eflfect on me," he explained.

In the PhilUpines. Wolf, as a conscientious objector,

was able to luicover a death squad trained and equipped

by U.S. forces.

Lawrence added that in El Salvador, the FBI provided

death squads with lists of opponents based in the U.S.

He said the FBI and CIA are only some of 18 federal

intelhgence agencies. One such organization is the Na-

tional Reconnaissance Organization, which specializes

in satellite surveillance.

Lawrence said the NRO is developing remote sensing

facilities which will enable it to track an automobile from

coast to coast in the U.S., regardless of obstacles like

weather or tunnels.

Wolf added that three-quarters ofNASA flighte carry

NRO payloads.

The event was organized by a group of students as a

requirement for a UMass class on women's struggles for

liberation.

By SARAH LEVESQUE
Collegian Staff

A literary conference scheduled for to-

morrow and Friday at the University of

Massachusetts will present a panel of

eminent writers discussing their craft.

Top nonfiction writers will speak on a

various topics in The Art ofNonfiction—
A Writer's Conference," to be held at Me-

morial Hall throughout the day. The event

is fi*e and open to the pubhc.

Incoryunction withtheconference, Larry

Massett, host of the nationally broadcast

public radio documentary show, "Sound

Print," wrill talk about the art of creating

broadcast narratives and play several of

his aired Upes tonight at the East Lecture

Hall in Franklin Patterson Hall at Hamp-

shire College from 7 to 10 p.m.

Tomorrow the first panel of nonfiction

writers will discuss the topic, "Capturing

the Spirit of Time and Place," at 10 a.m.

The writers speaking includeMary Morris,

author oftwo traveling memoirs. Nothing

to Declare and From Beijing to Berlin.

This conference, the brainchild of Pro-

fessor Madeline Blais, a Puhtzer Prize-

winning jnumalist, focuses on the emerg-

ing genre of "Uterary journalism." Blais

and Professor Norman Sims arc the co-

organizers of this conference.

"Literary journalism is characterized

by the immersion reporting," said Sims.

"(It's] attention to character, narrative

and personal voice in a way that separates

it from newspaper writing. It's writing in

a creative form of nonfiction.'

This conference highlights these topics:

Thursday— "Capturing the Spirit ofTime

and Place," 10 a.m.- noon; "Editors and

Writers", 2-4 p.m. Friday — "Memoirs",

10 a.m.- noon; "The Art ofResearching the

Nonfiction Book," 1:30-3:30 p.m.

In place of Phil Caputo and Cynthia

Gomey, two new writers will join the

panel discussion, "TheArt ofResearching.

"

Joseph Nocera, a columnist for the

magazine GQ. is presently writing a book

about the money culture ofthe 19808. The
other new panelist is Mark Kramer, a

writer in residence at Boston University,

and authorof/nyasiveProcedure and TTiree

Farms.
"The Art ofNonfiction" is sponsored by

the Journalism Department and the Five-

College Consortium. The first conference

was held in 1989.

Rap artist Chuck D.
to speak at the FAC
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Sta£f

Self-proclaimed "media pirate" and
rap vanguard Chuck D is bringing his

noise to the ears of UMass.
The boomingvoice behind rap group

Pubhc Enemy will be descending upon

lucky ticketholders tonight in the Fine

Arts Center at 8 p.in. Admission is free.

Carlton Ridenhour, otherwise

known as Chuck D, grew up the oldest

of three children in the Long Island,

N.Y. subiu-b of Roosevelt. In an ap-

pearance at Smith College in February,

he recalled how he was interested in

architecture, but Roosevelt High School

had no such program. He was bused to

a high school in the all-white suburb of

Westbury, New York.

He remembered one white student

commenting that he thought all black

people were just like those on the tele-

vision show "Good Times." Chuck D
said his objective now is to "let the

white mainstream know the black per-

spective."

It was as a student at Adelphi Uni-

versityin the early 80s that he became

interested in the then fledghng world

of rap. He did some recordings at the

university radio station, and he and

some firiends started radio shows and

club promotions.

After three years ofcoaxing by Rick

Rubin of Def Jam Records, Chuck D
finally signed with the label, and the

outspoken would-be architect began
building his rap career.

The first Public Enemy album, Yo,

Bum Rush the Show, saw the hght of

day in 1987, and it was uphill from

there. However, it was a rocky uphill

climb, as the band has had to survive

bad press, public criticism and record

company hesitance over its controver-

sial songs.

Since then, PE has released four

albums with platinum success, includ-

ing It Takes A Nation of Millions to

Hold Us Back, Fear of a Black Planet

and most recently /Apoca/ypse '91: The

Enemy Strikes Black.

The FAC opens at 7:30 tonight.
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Brown wins
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

consin." New York, Wisconsin and Kan-

sas all vote next Tuesday.
President Bush was polling about 80

percent ofthe vote in Republican caucuses,

which were not binding on delegates. The

rest was uncommitted or scattered, with 6

delegates to the state GOP convention

backing Ross Perot, the Texas billionaire

and potential independent candidate.

Perot also was picking up scattered Demo-
cratic support.
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Get in

Shape

this

Summer.

O YOUR BODY. Go hiking,

swimming, or canoeing—enjoy the

outdoors while getting a workout.

O YOUR MIND. Expand your

possibilities. Go on an archaeologi-

cal dig, learn a new language, or

delve into the marvels of science.

O YOUR FUTURE. Build your
credentials for tomorrow (life after

graduation).

Come to UNH Summer Session! It's a great way to shape
up your potential. With over 300 courses available, you have
the chance to earn extra credits, improve your GPA, accelerate

graduation, even enjoy special summer courses. What a way
to make your record stand out! Qasses are offered both day
and evening in a wide range of arts and sciences. And with
New Hampshire's lakes, mountains and beaches just a short

ride away, your summer plans can really take off!
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

SUMMER SESSION
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

We're not gonna take it...

Collegian editors embarrassing
The Collegian Board of Editors' vacu-

ous and piddling candidate-endorsement

editorials for the Presidential primaries

were an embarrassment. The editors of-

fered so little information and analysis

regarding the candidates that they actu-

ally had to enlarge the type to fill the

column.

The section on the Democratic candi-

dates included exactly one fact, that Paul

Tsongas has once served on the Massa-

chusetts Board of Regents of Higher

Education. This trivial observation was

not even supplemented with any infor-

mation about what Tsongas did while on

the Board. Nor did the editors even ex-

amine the records ofBill Clinton andJerry

Brown in the area ofpublic education even

though both have been state governors.

About the latter two candidates, all the

Collegian editors said was that their

names "Svere brought up" for possible en-

dorsement. Gee, what political astute-

ness! What insightful analysis! What
journalistic responsibilty! Completely

absent was any reference to any of the

candidates' positions on the economy,

health care, abortion, foreign policy or any

other issue.

The Republican endorsement piece was

only marginally better. It briefly itemized

a few ofPresident Bush's mostwell-known

international activities, and asserted that

Bush has "pushed through Congress" the

Highway Restoration Act. This last state-

ment was, at best, a very long stretch of

the truth. Work on the Highway Actbegan

in Congress long before President Bush

expressed any support for such a bill. The

real spearheads for the bill were Senator

Moynihan and Representative Roe, both

Democrats, and many of the provisions

President Bush advocated were not in-

cluded in the final version. Bush made a

grand public display ofsigning the bill once

Congress passed it in order to give the

appearance of it being his own, but his

administration was threatening to veto

the final version almost until the moment
Congress voted for it. President Bush's

latest proposed budget does not even fully

fund the bill to the levels it authorizes; in

particular. Bush underfunded the bill's

programs for public transit by more than

40 percent!

Without providing any rationale, the

Collegian Board of Editors asserted that

among Democratic carididates, the "pick-

ings are slim." The real slim pickings

seem to be among Collegian editors who
have a clue aboutthe issuesand candidates

of the Presidential campaign.
Jonathan Starr

Amherst

"There I was, there I was, there I was,

— in the Congo."

What's the gig with our lame duck

UMass administration? You would think

with all the crap they give us students

that theywere hired to cause us emotional

distress. The administration should be

ralljring the people and marching nude in

downtown Boston in protest of the deci-

mation of public higher education. Alas

what they are doing is inventing new
ways to screw us hard working students.

Provost Glen Gordon has now ordered

that most courses offered through the

Continuing Education Program will no

longer count towards graduation.

Why, you might ask?

David Rivera

Well he feels that some students are

taking advantage of the cheaper courses

and may just be getting ahead in life.

These turkeys are trying to convince folks

that this will save us a ton ofmoney, come
on Glen get real. Most folks are having a

hard time getting out of here as it is, and
this administrative distraction tactic won't

save us enough money to spit. Most people

understand what you're really up to; you

glorified civil servants with titles are just

trying to keep us students from becoming

threats toYOURjob. Give him a call folks,

let him know we's pissed and we's not

gonna take it no more.

Who's next?

Aaaaah yess the Athletic Department of

coiuw. Little by bttle the athletic dept. is

trying to eUminate every varsity sport,

except basketball . Now I've come to conclu-

sion that within fiveyears they will succeed,

leaving a ton of bureaucrats in Boyden

with nothing to really do. So why not start

getting rid of some administrators.

The plan goes like this: for every var-

sity sport and or academic program that is

eliminated we eliminate two top admin-

istrators. It's sort of a terror tactic but 1

have a feeling it just might slow the ever

so popular termination trend of our pro-

grams.
With all the extra money (their salaries

)

we attain from terminated administrators

we can give tribute banquets to coaches,

professors, and students that have fallen

to the toppled dingbats.

Let's talk tennis team. Those poor hard

working guys put up with having their

final season called "terminal", then wood-

ja believe they were almost denied receiv-

ing their varsity awards. It's was sort of

like:

"Yeah you're terminal and here's some
battery acid in ya eye".

Well, they finally were given the OK to

get their tamed dues, but had to form a

club for the spring. Good luck guys, you'll

be a lot better off with out the Boyden

bureaucracy and the NCAA clowns on

your back. Show them how it's supposed

to be done.

Let's talk library. I think the hbrary

hours have been whittled down to about

six hours per week. But that's understood

when you consider there's only about 12

books in the entire monstrosity. Hey —
wait a minute, rumor has it that Tricky

Dick, Richard O'Brien, our beloved

Chancellor, has a nice little house on the

prairie which has an equally nice little

library. I'm sure he wouldn't mind if you

drop by one night and asked him a refer-

ence question: "Excuse me Chancellor

O'Brien, couldyou helpme find the Barrons

guide on transferring schools?" He resides

the big white house hidden by the trees in

central. We know where you live. Come
out with your hands up. Give him a call.

Tell him we's pissed and (you know the

rest).

Did you guys read the Globeon Sunday?

Rumor has it (this guy rumor is great) that

this flim-flam-scam of combining all the

state universities has turned into a disaster

because all the glorified civil servants

with ties can't agree when to do lunch.

Tisc, tisc, get with it guys you don't have

much time before this place falls to the

ground.

Can someone tell me where our Swan
goes for the winter? Every year Harold (I

call him Harold) disappears from the pond

during break and someone sold me on the

story that he has a duplex in Boise. Please

find out the facts and write me do the

Collegian.

Last, but not least, I want to thank the

Men's Basketball team and Coach Cal for

one hell ofa season. With all the crap that

this state has been having to endure,

turning to the sports page the last couple

of months has been sheer bliss.

Isn't it weird how a group of talented

athletes have done more for this state's

morale than any elected official or glorified

civil servant?

Thanks guys, you've done us all proud.

David Rivera is a Collegian staff

member

A close up look at shoplifting: when is steaUng all right?
He gave me a light for my cigarette and I looked him

in the eye, smiled and said "thank you." A few minutes

later, a $10 bill fell from his jacket onto the floor. I picked

up the money with full intention of giving it back, and

instead surprised myself. I pocketed the bill, returning

conscience-free back to my conversation and cigarette. I

looked around the room expecting to be stared down by

many eyes wide with disgust, but only saw a group of

students chatting happily, unaware of the crime I had

just committed. For there was no one to accuse or judge

me, I felt I had done nothing wrong.

A few days later, I found a wallet in the women's

bathroom. It was thick with money and credit cards. I

could not resist taking the money before returning the

wallet to Lost and Found.

Again, I was free from accusations. Twice in a week

my consciencewm tested and twice I surprised myselfby

taking the money. It was so easy to steal. I felt a great

change take over me and ofwhich my friends and others

were unaware. My long standing values to earn rather

than steal crumbled before me as anonymity gave me

freedom.

Then I began tojudge myself I imagined the man and

woman reaching for their wallet or $10 bill, and felt their

loss. The money no longer seemed so ft-ee. To steal or not

to steal? Should 1 feel guilty? These questions played

withmy mind for the rest ofthe week. Finally, I convinced

myself it is better to steal and learned not to feel guilty.

I came up with a few reasons to clear my conscience.

Jen Naumes

A year ago, I would have returned the wallet, money

and all. Now I am tired of being the loser. For years I

waited in lines to pay while my fiiends shoplifted de-

partment stores. They would wear brand-names, while I

could only afford second hand. I decided to no longer be

the victim, but take advantage of others' carelessness. I

had a friend who walked with his eyes scanning the

streets and sidewalk for fallen, rumpled bills.

I used to laugh at him then and advised him to get a

job and a life. I was jealous of his unearned fortunes

compared to my ft-equent losses. He was able to support

himself well and made his own hours.

Secondly, I've learned to take what I can, because if 1

don't someone else will. Most of those eyes wide with

disgust are usually jealous of not finding the fortune

themselves. This revelation encouraged me further, but

there are rules one must follow in stealing. There must

never be any chance of getting caught, for legal reasons

as well as keeping the conscience free. As long as my
gains are never premeditated, it is not stealing but

taking advantage of a profitable opportunity. And those

who know me need not worry for I would never steal from

fiiends. I promise.

All was going well until one fateful night at Subway.

A friend and I went for a late-night sub and along the way

I lost my wallet. Money, credit and identification cards,

and phone numbers were gone. After jumping up and

down a few times, angry at my own carelessness, a

horrible, sick feeling took over my stomach. I reaUzed

this is how my victims must feel.

1 acceptedmy loss as punishment and wenthome after

failed attempts to get into bars without any I.D. Then a

telephone call from Subway, telUng me someone had

turned in my wallet, money and all, made me think that

maybe it is better not to steal.

Jen Naumes is a UMass student

We rallied around our hoop team, who will rally to save our school?

Whether you call it apathy,

conspiracy.'privatization" or whatever,

our school is going; down the tube. It is

not our fault. But it is up to us to fix it.

We have shown how we can rally

around a basketball team, now let's get

together and rally around the library!

We can form an organization. Save Our

School, and coordinate rallies and other

media events, legislature phone-a-

thons. massive write-ins to papers and

radio/TV stations. We could enlist the

expertise oftheROTC and the reserves on

campus to throw up defenses around our

battered library.We could sell flowers and

raffle tickets to raise money. Greek soci-

eties could have "Bash Boston Beer Blast"

parties to raise money. Musicians could

play benefits. Theatre people could do

street theatre in the streets of the Valley

and even Boston. PIRGers could go door-

to-door informing and eliciting support

from all over Massachusetts. Privately

funded programs, such as Polymer Sci-

ence, could enlist the aid of large corpo-

rations' lobbying efforts to preserve their

investment in this university.

It is the responsibility ofthis "common-

wealth" and its taxpayers to make uni-

versity education available to all qualified

people who want it. It is the obligation of

the "commonwealth" and its taxpayers to

ensure an electorate which is capable of

informed decision-making, and it is also

its responsibihty to ensure financial

stability by cultivating a work force not

only skilled in productive areas, but

skilled in the ability to learn new con-

cepts and procedures. A university

produces minds, not things.

Drop me a note at 452 Bartlett ifyou

want to Save Our School!

William G. WaU, Ph.D. candi-

date, English department
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Boston trolley crash
leaves seven injured

HERE, LET ME TRY— James Bell, 7, ^ves a helping hand to

Jennifer Trankelbach, 5, with her umbrella as they wait for the

school bus on a rainy Monday in Leetonia, Ohio.

By FRANCIS HOPKINS
Associated Press

BOSTON — A trolley operator was

trapped and six passengers received minor

iryuries when their transit car slammed

into the rear ofa disabled trolley Tuesday

morning.

The crash occurred duringa rain shower

along Massachusetts Bay Transportation

Authority tracks near the Dorchester-

Milton Hne around 8:45 a.m. Authorities

had difficulty reaching the injured be-

cause the accident site lies in the middle of

the Cedar Grove Cemetary in the city's

Dorchester section.

One trolley was disabled on the tracks

just beyond a curve. The operator walked

outside to the rear of the trolley hoping to

warn others, but it was too late, said

James Ball, an MBTA spokesman.

Ken Schaefer of Boston, a passenger on

the second trolley, said the transit car was
traveling at full speed and the driver tried

to hit the brakes.

"Therewas about 10 feet, and there wasnt

really time for the braking to do anything."

said Schaefer, who was sitting behind the

driver and was not ir\jured. "At the time you

felt a jerk ofthe brakes, we hit."

The front ofthe second trolley smashed
inward and the windshield shattered.

spraying the passengers with glass. The
rear of the stationary trolley was bashed

in.

Emergency crews had to extricate the

driver of the second trolley, who was
trapped by twisted metal. She suffered a

serious leg ii^ury, said Richard Serino,

deputy superintendent of Emergency

Medical Services.

There were about seven passengers on

each trolley, said Schaefer.

Two passengers on the stalled trolley

and four on the second trolley suffered

various injuries , including facial cuts from

broken glass, he said.

The ir\jured passengers were released

from area hospitalsby mid-afternoon. John

Halley. MBTA general manager, said the

iryured operator was still being treated.

He declined to release the names of the

passengers or the operators.

Schaefer and Peter Jones of Milton,

another unii\jured passenger on the sec-

ond trolley, assisted the injured, then

flagged down an oncoming trolley.

Halley said according to tape record-

ings, the operator of the disabled trolley

failed to notify transit authorities by

portable radio that her trolley had stalled.

The speed limit for the track is 30 mph,

but drops to 6 mph for the curve, said

Halley.

Court eases restrictions
Allows courts to step out ofintegration

Senate passes retirement bill
BOSTON (AP) — The Senate voted

Tuesday for a bill to provide incentives for

several thousand state employees to re-

tire early, but Gov. William F. Weld was
expected to send the measure back if it

reaches his desk.

The Senate gave the measure all but

final approval on a 23-9 vote after adding

several amendments that required it to

return to the House for further action

before it could be sent to Weld's desk.

In general, the bill would allow state

workers to add five yetu-s to either their

age or their length of state service to boost

their pension benefits, to allow them to

retire early.

State employee pensions are based on

years of service. Normal retirement ages

differ, depending on the job.

T\\e bill would allow about 7,000 state

workers to retire, but would limit the number

eligible who htJd direct care positions.

The bill as it now stands does not in-

clude a provision backed by Weld that

would have given retirement benefits to

some younger workers with as few as 15

years of alate service.

On Monday, the day the Houseendorsed
the bill. Domimc Slowey, a spokesman for

the Executive Office of Administration

and Finance, said the bill failed to achieve

the $50 million in savings next fiscal year

the Weld administration had targeted.

Slowey said the bill would cost $30.9

million this fiscal year and save $9.5

million the next fiscal year, a net loss of

more than $21 million.

Weld is expected to propose amend-
ments to the bill if it reaches his desk,

rather than veto it outright.

The Senate adopted a handful of

amendments before approving the bill.

By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated Press

WASHINGTON—The SupremeCourt
said Tuesday racial integration of public

schools may be achieved piece by piece,

making it easier to stop supervisingbroad

desegregation efforts.

The 8-0 decision permits an end to

federal court supervision over student

enrollment in DeKalb County, Ga., even

though schools there have never been
fully integrated.

A five-member court majority also

emphasized it generally is not unlawful

for blacks and whites to attend different

schools if they live in different neighbor-

hoods .

"Racial balance is not to be achieved for

itsown sake,"Justice Anthony M. Kennedy
wrote. "Residential housing choices and
their attendant effects on the racial com-
position of schools present an ever-

changing pattern, one difficult to address

through judicial remedies."

The ruling could affect hundreds of

school districts nationwide, many ofwhich
still engage in massive busing for racial

balance as part of court-supervised de-

segregation efforts.

Christopher Hansen, the American

Civil Liberties Union lawyer who repre-

sented black parents in DeKalb County,

said, "It's a difficult decision to compre-

hend, but we are very disappointed by it

and its overall tone."

He predicted the ruling would cause

"an explosion of litigation, and given its

lack ofclarity who knows how that's going

to turn out." He said many school districts

now will seek to end court supervision

over some aspects of their desegregation

efforts.

"It seems the court's miyority is grow-

ing weary of its commitment to racial

justice. It is not prepared to abandon that

coinnnitment, but it is clearly frustrated,"

Hansen said.

Kennedy, writing for the court, said,

"Federal courts have the authority to re-

linquish supervision and control of school

districts in incremental stages, before full

compliance has been achieved in every

area of school operations."

Kennedy said judges should give "par-

ticular attention to the school system's

record of compliance."

No one in DeKalb County, a middle-

class suburban area east ofAtlanta, argues

that the county's schools ever have been

fully integrated.

Doctor continues to practice
despite claims of misconduct
By STEPHANIE SCHOROW
Associated Press

BOSTON — A psychiatrist is continuing her work

under the watchful eye of the state while authorities

investigate claims she drove a patient to suicide through

a sexual affair and by making him pretend to be her child.

After a marathon meeting, the Massachusetts Board

ofRegistration in Medicine ruled early Tuesday that Dr.

Margaret Bean-Bayog had engaged in "substandard

care" but refused to suspend her license pending further

investigation.

The family of the patient, Paul Lozano, accuses the

doctor of luring him into a sexual affair when he sought

counsebng while studying at Harvard Medical School.

The family says Lozano, 28, committed suicide in April

1991 after Bean-Bayog ended her relationship with him.

Bean-Bayog, 48, had denied the charges, and the

state medical board concluded that her practice did not

"constitute an immediate or serious threat to the public

health, safety, and welfare."

But Massachusetts Secretary of Comsumer Affairs

Gloria Larson, who oversees the board, said Tuesday she

wanted to determine whether the regulatory panel re-

sponded quickly enough to complaints against the doctor.

"It is a matter of public record that I have long had
concerns about the delays in investigative and disciplinary

practices at the Board of Medicine," Larson said.

Lozano's family in El Paso, Texas, has filed malpractice

and wrongful death suits against Bean-Bayog. Attorney
Andrew Meyer, representing the family, contends the

board received complaints for months before acting.

Larson said the board began an immediate review in

February 1991 but added she would investigate whether
it was proceeded at "an acceptable pace."

The board ruled Bean-Bayog could continue to practice

under supervision ofa psychiatrist approved by the board.

The board also referred the case to the state Division

of Law Appeals for a formal hearing, which sill makes a
final recommendation to the medical board.

The family has collected letters and notes that relatives
say were written by Bean-Bayog to Lozano. One mentions
their "phenomenal sex."

Bean-Bayog "wrote explicit fantasies which may have
related to Paul Lozano," the board's statement of the
allegations said. "Her failure to terminate or otherwise
address these fantasies did not conform to the standards
of accepted medical practice at the time."

AP photo

Harvard psychiatrist Dr. Margaret Bean-

Bayog, accused ofhavingan alleged improper

relationship with a clientwho latercommited
suicide, is seen Monday night as she arrives

for her hearing before the Masachusetts

medical licensure board.
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Arts & Living
This week's movies on HSCN
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Hello, movie lovers, and welcome to the
Campus Cable Connection. If you're ob-

servant (like I know you all are), these
movies are repeats from earlier this se-

mester. You could be saying "Oh God, not
again" or "Well, I missed it last time, so I

can catch it this week." Either way. III

still be reviewing, so I hope you enjoy the

movies. Within the next few weeks there

will be some classic flicks nobody in his or

her right mind should miss.

Now, here are the movies that will be
shown beginning on Wednesday, April 1.

(P.S. This is not part of the parody issue.

I really do eryoy writing these reviews and
I honestly hope you are enjo)ring the

movies. Ifyou have a comment on a movie
that you would like to see this semester,

contact your residential area government
— they pick the flicks.)

TheSound ofMusic—JulieAndrews,
Christopher Plummer, Eleanor Parker.

Like Lawrence Of Arabia, this movie
really must be viewed on a movie screen to

get the full effect, but it's alwa)^ fun to

watch the movie that inspired those songs

your third grade teacher made you sing

constantly. The film won five Oscars, in-

cluding Best Picture, Director, and HA!
Score Adaptation. (Doe, a deer, a female

deer. . .) ***l/2

Critters — Dee Wallace Stone, M.

Emmet Walsh, Billy Green Bush. Good
Lord, another film that thinks it can pass

itself off as Gremlins. . . NOT! Give me a

break. How can hairballs with teeth pos-

sibly be a premise for a movie? And can

you believe it, it has a sequel . Have they no

shame? NO STARS.
I>ead Poet's Society — Robin Wil-

liams, Robert Sean Leonard, Ethan
Hawke. Call me biased. I'm an English

m^jor with a passion for poetry, and I

think Robin Williams is one of the most

talented people in the world. I thought

this was a great movie. Set in 1959 at a

stoic New England prep school, the film is

infectious, somewhat over dramatic, but

extremely powerful. Don't miss it!
****

ForKeeps— Molly Ringwaid, Randall

Batnikoff, Kenneth Mars. Okay, 111 give it

points for being a relevant subject matter

for teens (and a fihn theyll watch), but I

have a hard time holding back my hand

from the remote control to change chan-

nels. Ringwald is a high school girl who
gets pregnant, decides to keep the baby

and gets married. The plot is there. I'm not

very partial to these teenybopper flicks.
*

The Griflers—John Cusack, Anjelica

Huston, Annette Benning. I give Cusack

credit; his roles are getting much more

challenging as the years go by. He is won-

derful in this film about a professional

con-artist who will dojust about anything

to make a buck. Huston (as Cusack's

mother) is so sly, she seems to just ooze

across the screen. Beware of the ending

scene; it's a shocker. An all-around cin-

ematic masterpiece

Hot Shots— This is the comedy with
Charlie Sheen and airplanes. I didn't get

a chance to see it. Sorry!

Little Murders — Elliott Gould,
Marcia Rodd, Vincent Gardenia. Won-
derful early 70s black comedy about life

(sometimes good, sometimes horrible) in

New York City. A little bit too depressing

in parts. Overall a good film, and splendid

acting. ***l/2

The Long, Hot Summer — Paul
Newman, Joanne Woodward, Orson
Welles, Anthony Franciosa. Made in 1958,

this is the Newmans' first film together.

Based on a blend ofsome William Faulkner
short stories, the film is a delightful drama
that was later remade into a TV movie.
***

House— William Katt, GeorgeWendt.
A Vietnam Vet is plagued by demons in

his aunt's house. It's pure schlock, and
ridiculous on the whole, but watching
George Wendt (Norm from "Cheers") is

enough to catch the film. *

Teenage Mutant Nii\ja Turtles —
Judith Hoag, Elias Koteas, voices ofBobbie

Rist, Kevin Clash, Brian Tochi, David
McCharen, and Corey Feldman. Comic
book creation ofKevin Eastman and Peter

Laird, this movie is definitely aimed at the

younger crowd. Oh sure, there's a few of

you out there my age who are die-hard

TMNT fans, but this movie annoyed me. It

was badly directed, poorly acted, and if I

hear the word "Cowabunga* one more
time, ni have to shoot somebody. Great
costumes byJim Henson's people, though.

*l/2

Real Genius — Val Kilmer, Gabe
Jarret, Michelle Meyrink. Stylish satire

about a bunch of whiz kids who are being

exploited by a very slimyWilliam Atherton.

The premise is kind ofblah, but the acting,

especially by Kilmer, is light and fuimy. I

guarantee at least a few good laughs. **•

Revenge of the Nerds 11: Nerds in

Paradise — Robert Carradine, Curtis

Armstrong, Larry B. Scott. Yes, the first

one was cute, but this one made me want
to vomit profusely. The Lambda Lambda
Lambda nerds go to Ft. Lauderdale for a

fraternity conference; it's predictable and
generally stupid. It also angered me
thoroughly that the people who made this

film know very little about Greek life to-

day. NO STARS.
Treasure Island — (The people at

HSCN give me the movie lists, but when it

comes to cases like this where there are

four different versions, I have zero clue

which one they are talking about, so 111

give it a shot in the dark and go for the
1950 version. If it's not that one, then
don't blame me!) Bobby Driscoll, Robert
Newton, Basil Sydney. Disney version of

Robert Louis Stevenson's classic, set in

England. A little too violent, but still

FANTASTIC. ***l/2

Ruthless People — Darmy DeVito,

Bette Midler,Judge Reinhold. Ah, another
fun film with the Zucker brothers (Air-

plane!). Sleazy DeVito plans to murder
his wife (Midler) to run away with his

lover, who is planning to get rid ofDeVito
and run away with HER lover, but the

plan is thrown off when Midler is kid-

napped and held for ransom. Vicious, but
DeVito is perfect. ***

Splash— Deuyl Hannah, Tom Hanks,
John Candy. Very likeable comedy about

an average Joe who suddenly gets his own
mermaid and subsequently falls in love

with her. Hanks is sweet and funny.

Hannah is outstanding in this role, smd
how many great things can I say about
Candy? He's a barrel oflaughs— literally!

A little lengthy. ***l/2

Summer School — Mark Harmon,
Kirstie Alley, Robin Thomas. One time

when 1 worked in a video rental store, a

guy came in just at the one scene with all

ofthat fake gore and tried to get me fired

for showing such a violent movie. How
does one explain the film to such a gent?

The film's gonna be a classic someday for

people our age, I can tell you that.

Harmon's agym teacher who gets suckered

into teaching English in summer school.

One laugh after another. ***

Tin Men— Richard Dreyfuss, Danny
DeVito, Barbara Hershey. Two guys, one

a rustler and the other a loser, are both in

the aluminum siding business. They lead

two separate lives until one day when
they get into a minor car accident. A very

different yet rewarding, role for DeVito.

•iy2
Turner and Hooch — Tom Hanks,

Mare Winningham, Craig T. Nelson, and
a big, sloppy, drippy yet cute dog. The
aforementioned mutt, named Hooch, is

the only witness in a murder case and he

must "work" closely with Hanks who's a

detective hot on the trail. Some moments
that dog owners like myself can sympa-

thize with, but the script falters and the

ending is a disappointment.

Movies that are HSCN this week but

are not reviewed are: . . . And Justice

ForAU, The Big ChiU, and Blind Date.

Today's Top Ten
Signs your house's

roaches are out ofcontrol

10. They're building a rec room.
9. After hitting one with a newspa-
per, he pulls out a knife and says,

"You do that again and I'll cut you."

8. They drive a better car than you.

7. They chase the dog up trees.

6. They get to use the clicker when
you watch TV.

5. After months of carpet bombing,
they show no signs of weakening
their resolve.

4. They get to sit at the big table at

Thanksgiving.

3. They often open a water main in

the basement and have a pool party.

2. You walk up to them with a can of

raid, they whip out a can of mace.
1 . You finally say to them, "You can
take me, but let the children go.'

— JON STAf=TORD

•***

STA TRAVEL
W I \ c ni't 11 I Ik re.

ROUMDTmiPS
LONDON .«. <299

BELIZE .«. >36S

GUATEMALA .«. <390

SAN JOSE— ... MlO
LISBON mm <518

MOSCOW mm $640

BANGKOK— .«. <949

TOKYO mm >739

SYDNEY .«.>1278

LA/SFO nm «318
• WaUaOM KATIS AVAILABLC
• BtnUUL UMJU) ON THE SPOT
• rur nrro omk cmr and

iirai
LOW COST CMC WATS

120 OFFICES WORLDWIDE

1'800«777-0112
273 NKWimrr ST.

HAOIM
LOCAL:
(617) aM-fl014

sn
STA TRAVEL

EUROPE^ CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
Ona nockaMtar Plaza

Nm» YbfK NY lOOao
Pbon«(212)M1-3040

Mail ttils ad for Special
Student/TaadMr Tariff.

a NCNTAL D LEASE O PUNCNASE

Hey, UMass, Come To Ronkin

"Jeopardy Nights" At Delano's!
starling Tuesday night. April 7, from 9pm- 10pm, The Ronkin Educational

Group will host a Jeopardy game competition at Delano's, 57 N. Pleasant

Street, for four consecutive Tuesday nights.

Here's how It works: Each week. Ronkin will sell 32-ounce stadium cups for

$1 .00 each at its center at 150 Fearing Street in Amherst. Students who have

purchased a cup for thatweek (limit of 1 19students21 oroWer) will l)e admitted

into Delano's on Tuesday night. Different coded cups will be on sale each

week. Three contestants from the audience will be selected for each night's

competitton.* The winner of one game will compete the folkjwing Tuesday

night. The fourth Tuesday night will t>e a Tournanwnt of Champions for the

previous winners/highest scorers. Door prizes will drawn from 9pm through

11pm. Prizes awarded to all contestants Get to Ronkin now to purchase

a cup bOfore this week's supplies run out ! Cups also sold at the door if supplies

remain. '(An IFC and a PanHel representative will compete the first night!)

Proceeds from cop sales will be donated

to the Amherst Chamber of Commerce

4*» of July Celebralion Fund.
[i];i:<

Phone:

549-4010

FREE RENT OPTION

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

Stop in and we'll show you what we have to offer.

Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

RenUl Office Open Daily 10 4

Limited Time Offer - 549 0600
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SAME BAT
CHANNEL
Comics • Cdrds •

C/amcs & More...

Hcimpshirc Mall,

Hadlcy •586-8775

Inpjcsidc Mcill

f lolyokc • 53i?-9797

To ship

March 31 -April 1

Adventures of

Superman #490

Animal Man #47

Armageddonlntemo #2 c' -;

Batman: Legends of

the Dark Knight #30

Brave & the Bold ^io'6i

Captain Planet #8(0* 12^

Conan Saga #62

Defenders of

Dynatron City #4 o* 6)

Dr. Strange #41

Flash #63

Green Lantern #24

IncredibeHulk

Annual #18

Iron Man #280

Justice League '

Europe #38

Kid N Play #4

Legend of the Shield #11

L.EG.I.O.N.'92#39

Marvel Comics

Presents #103

Marvel Universe

Master Ed. #18

Moon Knight #38

Nam #68

Punsher War Joumai M2

Ray #4 (Of 6)

' Shado;Songofthe

Dragon #3 (of 4)

Shadow Strikes' #3

Starman #46

Star Trek; The Next

Generation #31

Swamp Thing #11

9

Web Annual #1

What The'?' #18

15% OFF
I
all T-Shirts
in st€>ck.

This Week
Onl

Tyson refuses to play by rules

By DOUG RICHARDSON
Associated Press

INDIANAPOLIS — Mike Tyson's refusal to eat and

abide by rules in prison shows he might not obey condi-

tions a court set in releasing him on bond, Indiana

prosecutors argued Tuesday.

In a brief filed with the Indiana Court of Appeals,

prosecutors said the former heavyweight champion's

refusal to cooperate with correction officials should be

weighedby an appellate panel consideringTyson's request

to be set free pending an appeal.

Department of Correction officials said Tuesday that

Tyson still was refusing to eat solid food. He also faces

disciplinary action for giving his autograph to other

inmates, in violation of a prison rule, officials said

Tyson's willingness to obey any conditions for release

are contradicted by his refusal to obey even the simplest

rules of his incarceration, or to cooperate with correction

officials in feeding or evaluating him," wrote Manon

County Deputy Prosecutor David Dreyer.

Tyson went to prison Thursday after being sentenced

to six years for convictions for rape and criminal deviate

conduct He was found guilty of assaulting Desiree

Washington, a Miss Black America beauty pageant

contestant, in his Indianapolis hotel room last July.

Tuesday, appeals court judges were reading tnal

transcripts and other briefs as jurists considered whether

to override Marion SuperiorCourtJudge Patnaa
Gifford s

decision to send Tyson directly to jail.

cS^cwiT<^:Mc

University of Massachusetts Police Officer

• Late Model Dependable Transportatioo

• Inexpensive Rates- Daily - Wcebly - Monthly

• Mastercard, Visa, American Express

• Must Be 21 Years ofA^ To Rent

*^?^95 253-5040
as ^^^'^

at

3i« College Street. Amherst. MA 01004

The Amherst campus is accepting applications for the position

of University of Massachusetts Police Officer, in order to establish

a listing of eligible persons for future positions.

All applicants will be required and notified to take examinations

appfopriate to tfw position.

These positions carry full fnnge benefits. Beginning salary.

$390.25 per week. Applicants should apply to:

THE EMPLOYMENT OFTICE, Room 167,

Whitmorc Administration Building.

University of Mavtachusftts. Amherst. MA 01003

Applitulion!. muM be icci^cd no luiei than Apnl 14. 1<«:

An Aflinnaiivc Aciion/E*)ual Opportunily Employer

Hours

I\/Ion-Sat»10-9

Sun* 12-5

Baseball Card Show

VFW Hall 457 Main St.. Amhersl

Sun., April 5 1992

10 am -5 pm
617-738- 1238

Kouni Tnpi Irom Ntw Yoii Surtin| it

LONDOH 390
MADMD 59S

MOSCOW 595

UMA 470
lARAHQUILA 450
*HONGKOHG S49

Turas noJ included R«»tr.ctioni ipply

Farm »u6|«ct to ch»n|t A »«»il»bility

Call Ibout or>t wiyl W« itUI*

CURAIL »aMM on the SPOT1

Council Travel
79 South PiMUnt &crt«t

Anih«r»t.MAOIO0J

4I3»256-I26I

Showtimes:
Fri - Sun.

7:00pm 9.00pm
Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7.30pm
Adutts $4.00

Student w/valtd I.D. &
Senior Citizens $3.00

Giveyourkidsasnack

andwatchthemgrow

«l
Plant a real-live tree. FVee with QllliKIN*
the purchase of every Munch ^^MiJVC®

331 Russel Rd., Hadley, MA
Box while supplies last.

Open 24 Hours, 7 Days A Week

Dear Kristen,

My roommate just

left for Rio. 1 5 mem-
bers of his host family

will meet him at air-

port! I'm off to the

Amazon tomorrow.
Archbishop
Desmond Tutu just

boarded the ship.

Can't believe we will

spend 10 days
crossing the Atlantic

hearing him lecture

on South Africa and
talking informally at

dinner on deck.

Com Amor,
Brian

P.S.Gladtohearyou
got your application

for Semester at Sea
by calling 800-854-
0195. Send it now!
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CALVIN AND HOBBES
W T\GER \S DEEP
\N SCJWNOLEHT SVEEP,
ORE^MING OF CM^SES

REHEMBEKED.'

T

By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
UlS KEEM EltS ARt SLlNTlN&j

ME DREAtAS OF A SPR\W\KG
SAMBAR WWOIL SOOK BE

DISMEMKRED/

JIM'S lOURNAL By JIM

X r*¥v '^\^^^ JH<« W^ s<\^ Ke "tvi«a III couWWt uvxltr-

vi\)Vt bu+ X ( vitvrr Vv«4^r4 *^M

IJJ
THE MAGIC CLOWN
U

A^

.^JJLll
By GEOFFERY

^n^mmm^Mii\i

A\
UJOMUJttii

MORT By SUZANNE PALMER

ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

jiT M: UHwecsrrV WiKW C&rJTE(?

jonAHiNyre.^Ac

Today's Staff

Night Editor
GregSuklennik

Copy Editor Darienne Hosley

PhotoTechnician Christopher Evans

Production Supervisor Oliver "Sol" Raskin

Productkxi Brad "Overdue Books" Hutchison,

Lisa "Basic Instinct" Roman

LUNCH
Chicken Fajitas

Broc. & Cauliflower Cass,

BASICS LUNCH
Chicken Fajitas

Broc. & Cauliflower Cass

Menu
DINNER

Spaghetti & Meatballs

Cajun Style Scrod

BASICS DINNER
Spaghetti & Tofu Balls

Cajun Style Scrod

^î '*^ -

,--»(' -'

.

<:y-^^^^0t^:^-.^'.

While vacationing in Africa. Pinocchio has his

longtime wish to be a real boy suddenly ano
unexpectedly granted.

Quote of the Day
"Don't believe the hype, it's a sequel."

- Chuck D

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): Take

a practical approach to details ctm-

necled wich corresporvierKe. A legal

document cements an agreement,

helping you secure a long-sought goal.

Relax tonight with laughter and song.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20t:

Tackle routine responsibilities In a

more organized way. Finish leftover

Ijusiness. Travel is lavored. A long-

distance phone call will be appreci-

ated.

GEMINI IMav 2Mune 201: Better

relations with yuur co-workers lie just

ahead. You can make great pergonal

and professional gains il you play

your cards right launcha secret plan

without tanlare.

CANCER ()unf 21-)uly 22): Oo
everything yoo can to promote greater

teamworV. Be patient with those who
have not been blessed with your tal-

ents Deal with the root cause cA

tension and sleep will come rrtore

easily.

lEO Uuly 23-Aug. 22): You make
surprisingly swiri progress working

outthedetailsofan important project.

Someone at a distance plays a major

role in your love lite. The events o<

this evening give you a new pjerspoc

•

tive.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sep«. 22): Yoo

have more lime to concentrate on

self-improvement activities now.

Think about studying a foreign Ian-

help. Avoid romantic burrKKil

UBRA(Sepl. 2.1-(XI. 22): Sealed

to other people's nwods. II contem-

plating J change oi residerM:e. talk it

over with your triends and lamtly.

Listen to their advice Children need

praise.

SCORMOfOct. 23-Nov. 2 1 ): The

key to improving your social liie is

enlarging vour circle of trierxls. Tone
in to the romantk: vibrations that sur-

round you It IS rtot too early to plan

your sumrrx'r vacation.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Uec.

21 1: New devetopments tavor v>iur

effors to net ahead at work. Famify

n^yamlj youf driv •

M, .<xj have ttH* mrWiey. i»i

sider a noriif rcik'i orating scheme.

CAPRICORN Dec J2-)an. 19>:

A tamily business or properly transac-

tion may be the focus ot your aiterv

tion today. A lively discussion con-

vinces you of an investment's poten-

tial. Trust your intuition.

AQUARIUS dan. 20-Feb. )8I:

Devote nxKe time to the personal

side o^ your life. You and your male

reach an agreetricnt. Revive an old

friendship that you have neglected

lately.

PISCES (Feb 19-Mafch 201: In-

tellectual erxieavors oiier greater re-

wards than physical pursuits now.

The emphasis is on acquiring and

sharing spec iaiized knowledge. Catch

up on your reading torxght.guage. A friend or relative needs yoo

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

ACROSS
t Put on cargo

SSp«
giMadrM
muMum

t4 A Polar
tS Notion

16 Formar Rad
tiMd

17 RMdylor
tMSiness

IB Plant

19 Clear the

board

?0 With 48 and 59

Across.

commani from

f>uct<

22 NakJ. of the

sitenis

23 Long s

counterpart

24 Tolkien

creature

25 GreeK "H"

27Ragal
moriogram

29 Take the hakn

31 Glut

33 'The Way
We—

"

34 French soul

36 Krx>x and
Bragg. Abbr.

37 -—old
cowhand "

38 Practlcal-ioke

time

42 Take It easy

43 Spanish gold

44 Islet

4^ Ro*" source

46 Fpeter

48 See 20 Across

52 Crew
53 Cnt)t)age

p<ece

54 Invite

56 PMtor
5? Portico

59 See 20 Across

62 FertMT title

63 Wagnerian
goddaai

64 Tlwy're often

put on
65 Sheeplike

661
light

67 "— aSorxj
Go

eePartnarota

30 Like carta*!

32 -—I

69 Chmaaa sodaty

70Mon8lars
kKh

DOWN
1 Oisfitays

disapproval

2 1935Rogar«-
Aslairemck

3 Fatty ester

4 Departed

5 S>>akespeara'*

•-ot Athens-

6 FooMah ones
7 Dechned
8 Head voKe
9 Completely

attended

meetings

10 Soprano Grist

11 Curse

12 Confusion

13 Washington bill

2t Itakan physicist

Enrico

26 U S physicist

Nikola

28 CoopdwaNar

33!
35 IMarry in haste

38 Sticky

3» Di miiWia
fcuH

40 Shard

41 City of SE

4? Doctrme

47 Sorry!

49 Store, aa hay

50 BuHalo loani

51 Disch«gat
53 l^tataNIc disk

55 Funny AmoW
58 — account

60 Popular

61

62Undarslood

ANSWER TO PnEVIOUS PUZZLE.

rhe opinions expressed on this page are those of the canoonists and do not necessarily reflect the view^ of the Collegian or the University. emit* A.r^H.,«i|«^; / ',
, V*^ 4/1/M
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The Coordinating Dean of Arts and Sciences. Dr. Lee Edwards, and Nu Chapter

of Phi Beta Kappa are pleased to announce new members elected from the Junior and

Senior classes. Phi Beta Kappa is the oldest and most prestigious American honor society

in the Liberal Arts. It was founded at the College of William and Mary on December

5, 1776. Yale's chapter was formed in 1780, Harvard's in 1781. During the next century

additional chapters of Phi Beta Kappa were added and in 1883 a national organization

called the United Chapters of Phi Beta Kappa was created. At present, only 237 liberal

arts colleges or universities have b>een accredited by the national organization and pennitted

to form chapters. In New England only six public institutions are so recognized.

C;mdidates do not apply for membership nor is application made on their behalf.

They are nominated by the chapter's faculty members on the basis of their academic records

as shown on their transcripts. Candidates must be majors in one of the three faculties

of the College of Arts and Sciences and must satisfy certain grade point, foreign language,

and distribution requirements set by the national organization. Approximately 3% of Seniors

with the strongest academic records arc elected each year; one half of 1% of Juniors

arc selected.

PHI BETA KAPPA

Nu Chapter of Massachusetts

University of Massachusetts at Amherst

For information on Phi Beta Kappa and its chapter at the University of Massachuselts-

Amherst, visit the Phi Beta Kappa display near the card catalog in the Tower Library.

aHL£LlSS3
Abushanab. Nadia L.

Anderson, Thomas R.

Aselti. Jonathan H.

Beal. Kerri L.

Broadbndge, Anne F.

Canavan, Maura B.

[Maney. LaaJ.

Fadden. Steven P.

George, Jason

Grady, Re berlE.

Greenstein, Jane M.

Hennen, Molly E.

Um. Charlene K.

Lim, Mary L.

Livermore. Carol

McKay. Kate A.

Mir^y. Elena S.

Natale. Franas J.

Santala. Melissa K.

Shectman. Amy J.

Thompson. Knslin M.

WMle, James P.

Wysong. Mauhoe P.

Anderson. Nicola T.

uancran, uaoonn c.

Barard.KaranA.

Berger. MKhaal A.

Bond. Dawn M.

Bonica. Mark J.

Pmirhaf Jenniar L
Bovio. Kely L.

Buckley. MKhaaiG.

Bufke. Randy S.

Bums. Matthew Q.

Campagna, Lara K.

Ma|Qf

POLSCI

HISTORY

ENGLISH

MICROBIO

HISTORY

EDUCATION

COINS

PSYCH
HISTORY

HISTORY

PSYCH

HISTORY

GEaOGY
BIOCHEM

PHYSICS

FRENCH
PSYCH

POLSCI

PHYSICS

POLYSCI

BOIC

CHEMISTRY

ZOOLOGY
ENaiSH

POLSCI

ENGLISH

PSYCH

LINGUtS

pasci
ENGLISH

ASmON

ENaiSH
PSYCH

POLSCI

PSYCH

CampbeH, Jayde E.

Canfi, Melisa L.

Carrabino, Lisa

Chamorro, Lawrence M.

Chu, Jean E.

Clifton, Catherine E.

Cohen, Daniel M.

Cooper, Christine F.

Dalessio, Julie A.

Deiker, Neals Erik

Denisha, Michelle M.

DiCicco, Mark

Diehl. James A
OiLuigi, Andrea J.

Dondiego, Margaret M.

Farrar, Tinothy D.

Rero, Drew 0.

Flaruiery. John V., Jr.

Forrester, David A.

Foster. Kevin S.

FraKag, Shely A
Olaaaon, Brian M.

Goldman, Julie L.

Gordon, RonakJ L.

Gordon, Susan E.

Hams. Jennilef

Howard. Gregory E.

Joyce. Mary C.

Keck. James L.

Keiderfng. Glenn W.,>.

KeMy. Ruadh M.

Kujawski. Jennifer L
Labmger, Kira 0.

Longan. Diana J.

Mangum, Lane K.

Mathys, Elen C.

McGinn. Lisa A.

Manfi, Shondra L
Moseley, Laura M.

HISTORY

NEAREAST STUD
HISTORY

POLSCI

ART HIST

POLSCI

SOCIOLOGY
ENGLISH

COMMUN
POLSCI

ENGLISH

CLASSICS

BOIC

PSYCH
BOIC

COINS

COMPLIT
ZOaOGY

PHIOSOPHY
PSYCH

HkTOflY

ECON
ZOOLOGY
PHYSK^S

ART HISTORY

COMPLIT

GERMAN
MATH

BIOCHEM
HISTORY

POLSCI

BOTANY
PSYCH

LEGAL STUD
MATH

ANTHRO
PSYCH
STPEC

CLASSES

Ng, Victor C.K.

Nichols, Alton J., Ill

ODonneW, John P.

Oldakowskj. Stephanie A.

Otevsky, Diane

Power, ESzabeth A.

Quimby, Joanne M.

Ranhand, Caria R.

Rulf, Alyssa B.

Saatman, Donna A
SaM, Beth A.

Samia. John R.

Schumacher. Barbara A
Schwartz, David J.

Sharifi, Atshin A.

Shea, Mary Kathleen

Sigel, Colteen F.

Sigelman, Stephanie B.

Sihn, Youngho Whacheol

Silver, Laura H.

Silver, Laura J.

Sites, Jennifer L.

Solomon. Michael E.

Strange. Rebecca E.

Su. Jeffrey

Takumi, Katsuhisa

Tatro, Chnstopher D.

Vaughn, Juia A
VeNucd. Stacy L.

Weisman, Stacy M.

WTialptey, Lawrence P.

Wiiams. Steven

WiKamson, Elaine R.

Wilson, Karen M.

Wise, Kurt C.

Yunis. Joseph E.

Zanale-Foresi, Sabrina

Zasaanhaus. Geoffrey M.

Zarvas, Nicototte J.

COINS

PSYCH

BK)CHEM
ENGLISH

HISTORY

BDIC

COMPLIT

COMMUN
ENGLISH

zoaoGY
PSYCH
ECON

ENGLISH

LEGAL STUD
BIOCHEM
COMMUN
ART HIST

POLSCI

HISTORY

COMPLIT

HISTORY

LEGAL STUD
CHEMISTRY

BIOCHEM
ZOaOGY

MATH
HISTORY

ANTHRO
PSYCH
MATH

COMMUN
PSYCH
PSYCH

CLASSICS

ANTHRO
zoaoGY

STPEC

PHYSCS
BKX^HEM

Zucker, Elanor A

Class of 1991

Carnes, Melinda P.

Conrad, Cynthia J.

Durkin, Martin 0.

Eng, David H.

Fairbanks, Hillary E.

Fidurko, William J.

Fraska, Susan E.

Haigney, Christine M.

Hosley, Cheryl A
House, Bryan E.

Kasper, John D.

Kat2, Sharon

Klein, Jacqueline H.

Koch, Christina S.

Landry, Scott J.

Lockyer, Mary V.

Lusbg, Kimberty A.

Marquez. Franasco

Murphy, DekJre J.

Newrstadt, Keith G.

Porat. Zohar

Powers, Cynthia A
Reed, Mk:haet G.

Sk>ane. Allyson E.

Smith, Heather M.

Spignese. Steven F.

TNbodeau. Christine R.

T|in Tham Sjin, Robert M.

Tonnessen, Anita

Vtclor. Kathtoen L
Weitzman. Rochele A

ANTHRO

LEGAL STUD
ENaiSH
COMMUN

BDIC

BDIC

ECON
POLSCI

PSYCH
PSYCH
JOURN

zoaoGY
ENGLISH

LING

COMPLIT

ANTHRO
COMMUN
pasci

SPANISH

ENGLISH

COINS

PSYCH
COMMUN
PSYCH

SPANISH

HISTORY

COMMUN
FRENCH
BIOCHEM

ECON
AFRCy-AMER STUD

SOCKXOGY

CongratuMfom

Tonight

LIVE MUSIC
with

STONE SOUP
9S4 Ii% fj $3.95

DRAFTS -^^ BEER PITCHERS

THE rm PUB
CELEBi^ATES ^IE(^F^ INAMHERST

1968 • 199 2

15 EAST PLEASAPiT STREET

BY THE

IDtA AFAA

DONNA KELLEY
ACSM Certified ^^

FUNK • LOW IMPACT • STEP

Area's Largest Aerobic Floor

AMHERST ATHLETIC CLUB • 460 WEST ST.. • SO. AMHERST • 256-0080

THE EDWIN M. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI CAREER FORUM

presents

THE DEPARTMENT OF
EXERCISE SCIENCE

ALUMNI CAREER NIGHT
on

WEDNESDAY, APRIL I & 8:00 p.m.

CAMPUS CENTER ROOM 804

THE UNIVERSITY COMMUNITY
IS INVITED TO ATTEND

A SHORT PANEL PRESENTATION
FOLLOWED BY

REFRESHMENTS AND INFORMAL DISCUSSION

WITH

KIMBERLY BABBIDGE (B.S. 1991): Flrst-Year Student

in Physical Therapy Q U-Mass/Lowcll

WANDA BODA (Ph.D. 1991): Biomechanics Research

@ The Kefrier Rehabilitation Institute

WILLIAM BOUROUE (B.S. 1988): Wellness Center Director

for Fitcorp® Corporate Offices

JULIE FENSTER (M.S. 1988): Osteoporosis Center

(9 The University of Connecticut Medical School

MACK LEE SULLIVAN (B.S. 1989): Medical Student

<9 The Albert Einstein School of Medicine

This event is sponsored by

The Edwin M. Rossman Alumni Career Forum
The Mather Career Center

The Alumni Association

&
The U-Mass Department of Exercise Science

and is open to the public
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~

alphabet soup organizations. The NCAA, the NBA, the
NHL(not a real strongendorsement at present), the CBA
and the WLAF (we're an equal opportunity campaign).

We're not in this ourselves, but since I am taking Coach
Cal with me to the Oval Office, it might be nice for him to
drag me along when and ifhe heads for greener pastures.

This is a campaign based on the belief that sports,
above all else, will get us through the rough times.
We need support. Call 1-800-SCOTCAL. Thank you.

David Scott i$ a Collegian sports columnist

• Auto Glass
Replacement

- Body Shop
•Used Car
• Mechanical
Repairs

North Amherst Motors
Old Sunderland Rd.. No.Amherst 549-2880

A CARSTARif
.Collision Repair Center

Car & Truck
Rentals

rAEROBICSn
Loiu Impact

Step

Keiser

Nautilus

Free Weights
Cybex

Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB

256-0080

D.R bouqk
delivERS caIzones

caU256'1616
No IV Open at 1 1:30 A.M.

ANY2CALZONES
I

1

Expires 8/30/92 •

Delivery Only I

One coupon per 2 calzones^

I I

ANY 2 CALZONES

Expires 8/30/92
Delivery Only

One coupon per 2 calzones
I I

Classineds
COME TO WE COLLEGIAN OFFICE \\i CAMPUS CENTER • MON. THUFS. &:30-lX) FRIDAY &m:30*DEADUNEISTWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUaTION • 20(/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS • CASH IS ADVANCE

Acnvrrm iom

•••king IndtvMual* to fight tuition tn-

creaMS budgal cuts twtion r«i*ntion Our

•dmina»«hanw not•cmg on your b«h«N but

you can laav« your nam* nuntbar GEO
across Irom criA (hop n*ar tw hMoh

ANNOUNCaMNTS

Da«iintoiMi Amntrst Id^al lor vitiling par-

•rt« and »n»n(li 549-0733

BORED wrm THE BAR SCENE'' You can

party al night right h^r* on cmapua! B« m
CC1 00« ApriC tor tha SwMor Kictu>lll m ba

a party you worn wnt lo mwa'

Conaulttrtg Editor front Digital Equip Co
talk* about Tachncal Wntmg Caraart m
HdaV^JObmarkat Wad 3 30 4tMloor grad

Icurtga Bartat All waicorT<«

Ha«p lagaiiM Farrali in Maaa. Ct» UM
M6^2482

tuPPOfrr OROUP
Starling lor cMtfioodaaiualabuaa turvtirora

.

Waraalad mm POeOX 2716. Amhant.

MA 01004^716- or cal 2S»-313S-a«i tor

Rlna.

woMBi m «>oirr» UMUotmatr
Hrat organualional mailing

WadApri 1.4pm
Campua Camar 162-175

•Ooni hava to ba m iha maior

AUTO TOR SALE

1l74CAaUACELOORAOOS01Vai40K
$800 M«* 549 5419

1981 TOYOTA TERCEL 5-apMd6S000 mi

tyjns super no rust' Asking $900 253-3368

19a2STAK:A4SAL£ 12XXXXMila«Sn00
or BO^I M3-81 50

1985 TOYOTA COAOLLA 87000 mllaa

Loadad Clean $3500 548-9404

CHEAP! mrUA SEGKO
aSttoroadM. <200
88 VW -....JBO

87Maroadaa. $100

Chooca from ihousandi atartng $25

FREE 24 Hour racordkig ravaala

details 80 1 -379-2929 Copyright «MA 15KX

A NEW OENERATION OF MUSIC

HOT DAMMIIIIl

COLLEGE PIZZA

^mNaV^EOAL
Large chMaa $6 SmaM chaaaa $3 SO

Add$i(arlor2topplng(
Now faakJrtng aitoaai

Free soda wlarge sub. saiad or

spaghetti

Musi mention this ad
549-6073 549-6096

FOR A aOOO TME CAU:

RACK-A-OtSC ENTERTAINMENT. DJ».

video DJ°s and Karaoke from $175 00 Call

586-9900

FOR RENT

Amnerat Center

Efficiency one. two. three bedroom apart-

ments, or three bedroom condos on Hobart

Lane June or September. Lincoln Real

Estate. 25 North Ptemant Street 253^^79

Cape Cod- Group summer rentals- Water-

front houses- Falmouth area 508-477-6000

GREAT APTI
3 br. 1 bath

3-4 people

Bus stop

Walk to UMass
Stores * parties!

Furniture

Ava«6/1 $71SATM.

549-8233

Looking lor people to take over lease June

1 . 2nd floor of an uptown house 2 minutes to

bars. 5 minutes to school 4 bedrooms, low

rent 256-3181

SUBLET SINGLE ROOM
in house- summer wlall option

Bus route, imile trom UMass.

$220 neg- Call Rossj4j-6632

We'regraduating! Take overour lease June

1 tor a 3 bdnn Pullton Call 549-5743.

BOOM BOX $25 Swtvel chair $40 1921
maple 2ped desk $100 Cherry Wn 4 <itm
ami $50 Oak braaklront $900 2 l«npa
$30ea Ironing bowd $10 Spade $10 70tt>

barbel set $40 E»er bike $50 549-2816

Comics G. RMsr, N Mutants. Punishar ar>d

more ExoaHamoonMon. Qoodpnoaa. Bob
586-3343.

disks. Some
1808

if Modem 5 25 a 3 SO
lurmshed $500 256-

JOUST-FuMlM
Real Thing - maka
8738

vktoo game Tha
$80(VBO2Se-

OVATION ACOUSTIC GUITAR $125 w/
case or bo can Sean 256-8723

SCCRETSALE AT Sigma OekaTau
409 N Plaaaant St Thurs Apnl 2 Everyone

welcome For into call Vctona 549-6321

SHOOUN ISO 10-SPEED BIKE Mmt $100
Cfins 546-1712

SONY 9CD CAROUSEL
4X0S ramoM wWhiM* play $150«0.
Storeo component eablnai tSSHrm

CM Joe@>2S3-4091

TIM pkantia. i0 gaNon lank,

$75 00. Lilaa 546-2482

Woftf Pfocaaaof Foe Bala (SmNh Corona)

»m0) uaed. mmt oonrftton $200 or BO
Gil Jon at 549-8101

POUND

POUND-YOUR KEYS!
Kay Largo chain with anWa braosM

Found atmiarMclton of Eaat Plaasant Street

and Sylvan

Claim them at 549-8797

HELP WANTED

COUNSELORS; Coed camp m Berkshires

H«ad pool, head sking. and instructors in

wMarskimg . aaa^ head Iannis . lacwaaallaM
hoekay. aoflbM. arts * cran*. vMm.comput-
ers, photography, piano aocompanitt rtdng

(waalam) . andlamale unk leaders Can Paul.

C«np Schodai*. collect (617) 964-1912

CRUISE LINE- Entry level onboanHandaide

positiorra available, year-round or summer.

(813) 229-5478

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING- Earn
$2.000*/monlh * worM travel Holiday. Sum-

mar «id carear emptoymenl avaiaWe. No
expe»lanc*n^caaaary. Foremployment pro-

gram call 1-206-545-4155 art. C456

EARN$a^R
Spanish-english biknguals

Sought lor study!

Call now>)eantte 565-8749

FAST
FUNDRAISINQ
PROGRAM

Fraternities, aorantas. student ckiba. Earn

up to $1000 In one waak. Pka raoakre a

$1000 bonus yourself and a FREE walch

|u«l for calling 1 -800-932-0528 E«t 65

HELP WANTED
Travel free and earn extra money Promote

inexpensive fours to Montreal Call Campus
Tours collect at (5 14) 871-8094.

HELP WANTED (sumntef 6/22 to 8/22):

The Association lor the Help ot Retarded

Children needs male and female students lo

work at rts summer sleep-away camp in the

Catskill Mountains for devetopmentally dis-

abled chiWren and adults Paid positions

available lor cabin counselors, program in-

structors. WSI's. office staff. Write Camp
Loyalton. AHRC 189 Wheatley Road.

Brookville. NY 1 1545. or call 516-626-1000.

Mon-Fh ____^_
If YOU NEED TO WORK TO GET
THROUGH SCHOOL. YOU NEEDTOCALL
SOUTHWESTERN
"I need two things lo get through college

good grades and money Grades are up lo

me: Southwestern helps me take caie of the

other part through their Summer Work Pro-

gram I made over $5000 last summer I ran

my own business selling books It was tough

But now I doni have to flip burgers between

classes this fall I'd give them a call " For

more inlormation. send a self-addressed

stamped envelope lo: The Southwestern

Company. Attention Lee McCroskey, P.O.

Box 305140, Nashville. Tennessee 37130

School bus driver $9.00/hr 7-9am 2-4pm

20hrsXaN 546-5933

TUTOR ME WITH Chem 262

Good $$$ Call Jeremy 253-3785

OOLD HNKY RBIQ wWi ban bwMa daaiyi
« 3 smal dtotnond^ flaward. Ptoaaa oa* •
3427

GOU^OPAL^RMa
in ChartowMh II found

pleas* caN Juke 549-6491

Big reward -Lots of sentimenlal vakj*.

I lost a gold bracoM on March 26 1992
•ilhar in ttie pool room or Boyden Gym or *

oo«A> be anywhere. H someone Inds It

pleaae can me. Dy. at 546-3629 IKVJ I wH
give a $200 00 reward with no question ask.

LOST
Goto nmmad glasses. Loal in Totman Mon-
day 23 March OesparalaiywanMdCaNKiri
549- 1736 Reward

TO WHOEVER STOLEAORROWED my
HP Calculator in (w Hatch on Friday. I nawl
H Ptoaaa can RWi 8-4714

MUSICIANS

DRUMMiW II Phiah. Mtmmtt. OrlBlnala.

lmprov.2SM11S

PERSONALS

HRHBJJEIl
TolhabaalHtotMar
loouMilhapptor

Cani wall to lal you

Love Your Big Sislar

STEVE-rve waKhad you horn Mar al aa-

maaiarl Oo ma tha hot«x at meting me
tomorrow night al 9pm in CC1009 for the

Senior Kckoffi Rl ba a nigM to rsmambarl

Mary

JBt- Maal ma in CC 1 009 tomorrow at 9pm
Sharpll n awaapyou off your feet, so put on

your darKlng shoesi Lova. Tom

SuxaiwiaG.

rm very lucky to hava you as amomiWa are

gomg to have a graal lamaito r'

LovaKany

Good tutk today. I hope avarymng works

out for you and timl HI ba happy lor you

eittier way' LovaKarty

MICHELLE BARBER
I couW not ba happier youVa my NT sis.

HaraiackMf2.
MB«^BM dhnded by 2 - Ma and You
Hope It helps

Love. Your Big Sa

JENK
Youl never gueis..

How excited I am that

you're my IttI* sisterll

Always. Your Big Sia

UZA,
rm so happy to be your big sister Youll Knd

outwfx) I am soon'

LJulL. Your Big Sia

BECKY ROVMELU
Your SOT pledges tove you and hope this

¥Mek is bansr thwi last' We are al here for

you!

Andl«Uaaa
Have a great dayl Hope your tan sticks

around for awfule! Stephanie

Jenn,

We are destined to be ona.

Love

Mat

HoMy. Get psyched for tfie tima of your litat

LML ILU Your Big Sister

Melissa M.

rm so happy

you're my little sis!

LML your big sis

Amy L.

You'll find out

who I am soon

rmsohappyi
LML your big sis

HeroTM,
Happy Apnl Fools Day' It's definitly no |Oke

how much I tove you' Or tiow much it means
lo have you in my life and in my heart.

I Love You'

Love. Elizabeth Anne

TRACEV,
I hate you with all my fwarl!

Happy Apnl Fools'

XXX Chris

JenC.
You're tfie best mom
rm so psyched!

I tove ya!

-Your dawtah Jdl

PAM H. M PSYCH 370
I draam about you

Your Saorai Admirer

Gal ready tor an amaztoig

Tha fun has jual baguni

LML
YouBigSIa

CONQRATULATKMS
Piadga data oftioars ol SOT:
Kerry, Jil, Tina and Joanna
Youl ba great'

Lova your pledge siatars

KATIE PULLEY
rm payctwd to have you as

my mom*
WeH hava an aweaoma limal

Lova your daughter,

Krtalln

BECKY,
fm so lucky to hava a I

thars no April tooTs

GuaaaWhoT

laMarBiayouand

AMY- You're a tobuloua MBs s«lar< So far

ao awaaoma- keep up tha good work' And,

gat raady lor thetma al your a—ptana ara

in tie works! Tau Bala Sigma tor graatar

bands! Lova, your big ala, Mk^als

Taka a braaki Oorfi

mambar t apan lor you
Staph

out! Aiwaya ra-

STEPH BURKEII Tha fun has |ust begun!

Ptn lova you. LML Lova, your big i

Happy Apr! Fools Day!

Enfoyi

Man

I love you - doni avar laava ma
Forever

Happy April tooTs!

to touch ia to haal

to hurt ia to i

Happy Caalirl

AprHFooTa
Lova -Mart

HARMNNE
You're a great Inend wtw actually puts up
with me. Thanks!

iMIy

DENACOOPIR
The hjn haa |uM bagurt

Much stM Haa aliaad.

Good kick

Phi Love
Your Big Sister

HEY JOHNNY BOMBARD • For a> you do.

this ona'a fa youlll

Lova always.

Snapp«r Head

HO-
H^>py birttiday!! I know. iTs a lillle late-shut

up!!

Luv Karen and

Captain Zoom

RUTHELYN
Wishing you a week of intrigue!

I oouidnt t>e happier or prouder to ba
your big sister' LML

JOE t CARLOS
You guys are the besL

When you call

Love. ME
TO MY BEST FRtENO, Kerry Alemwi

We have less time to spend with each other,

but our friendship still lives on strongly I will

always ba here or there for you

I tove you'

KAX Foravar

Chhstina

TO MY PHI-VORITE Aaphi little sis!

JodiM.

Get psyched I am!' We are going to make
the best phimaly ever!!

Phi-Love. Your Big Sis???

TO THE BEST Aephi III sis

Gail Mackey

Guess who''''

Phi tove your big sis

HAPPY21STSUGERI
Love.

Th<K)uad Monsters and Everybody Else'

JEND'ERRICO
I cant wait until you gat to krKMir wlio t arr

Wall have a blast this semastorl

Love.

Your Big Sis

ERC (Who took* kke Andy from famiy Kaa)

Hare's your first personal you fn

Wliara do you bulge and wtiy?

CiBnMyUiaia
I know somalhing you donY know' We're
gonna hava a Mast' Guaw who? LMLI

AMYHUOON.
UH MAH QAWDD'
CouW ah ba anymore psyched that yuh ara

mah UMe sistem?? AInght. so we're not

delta, delta, delta! But gat payohad anywayl

nu PLEDGES.
You are domg great!!

Love. Your f>ladge Ede

KRtSTY AND TRACY
Good kick with your UNC axchanga
Luv Sharon

HAROLD rmnotmiaarabto LovaXa big pig!

CHRISTA
It haanl bean aaay but ITS bean ton' Thanks
tor tha paal yaar Here's to another''

LovaPava

CATHY
Up your gtaard wUh a wjbftar iMrd

Al my lava la

tha woman ol my Ml

DEBBIE
Looking forward to

Ptti nomktal aamaalir

LML Your Big Sis

RACHAEL- Plaase stay with us this week-

end- Ws miss you. need you. and tova y(xi!

(not)- By the way: 'Caltood'

^ay Fnandship Be Evedaslir^
*

Leva. Your Big Sa _^
Uaita Multohy is going to Dannurk for a

year! Congratulations. SMal But rmgoing to

miss you! Lova Kato

SARAH
CongrMulabons on becoming SOTs new
Iraaaurar. I know youl do a graal |0b Lova
your daughter JM

DCF
Thanks tor making my last year so groat w*h
yourbaautM voioa andyour mcradbtosm<a
Olive Juioe'

TOOO BLOOM - Congrahjialtona -

Saw you laat waafcand and I want you!

Raapoixt hare II intiraaiad

Truly yours LGB

DMAH
My litDe SIS you wil always be
I cani wait til wa have our own Phi-miiy

Phi lova Mways.
Your Big Sis

EMLY
Meeting ycu has made thia an incradibto

•amaatarso lar. Look tonrard totwigsgetting

banar and ballar Cant wan to meal you

Phi Lova.

Your Big Sis

MICHAEL
Stoppy ones for

the birtfiday boy-

Love You. Mikaela

Dear Dr. Sage Guru:

I need advice' How do I reach yout

Cor<fused

LESLEY,
To tha bast little sister

I cani wall until you know who I ami

Lova.

Your big sister

DAVE COONAN,
Happy Anniversary and Birtfylay!

Your tove makes my worto go arouryt!

Love. Christa

PTOWN

LOOKING FOR RMMTES to find apt in

PTOWN tor summer Call Frank 585-0776

RIDE WANTED

FROM PITTSFIELO TO UMASS lor MWF
9:05 dass. Call Jii at 445-4031

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 FEMALE NONSMOKER for Brandywina

apis 192 50 month
Includes heathotwaler

549-4862

2 ROOMMATES WANTED
to sture a double room in Brittany Manor for

$112.S0each/month dunng summer w/fafl

option Call Joe @253-4091

HOUSEMATE NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
218.0(MTionlh

BaauUhji locailon -Puffers Pond
CaN now 549-9919 Laava mawiga

SCHOLARSHIPS

SCHOLARSHIPS. GRAfOS
FINANOAL AID AVAILABLE!

Call 24 ftour recorded message
For free Information:

1-a00-S39-O2O4

MRVICCS

msB pfvpnancy waony , Lumiuemiai ara
caring aupport BIRTHRK3HT 233 No
Plsaiant Siraat Amherst

549-J906

Looking to Adept Happily mamed. Hnart-

cially secure, energabc couple prays lor

nawltom BaaulM country fiome. WHing-
nasa to meat and«r apaak. Let us help you
through this dilfta«tKna Call Jew«h FamMy
Service of Greater Sprmgfiekl. Inc at

(413)737-2801 (caiaGi) and aak aboU Jail

and Arwi.

SPRtNQTIMErLose fast withoutdwtmg' 549-

4401

SUMMER SUBLET

1 BEDROOM APPT. Ctoaa to campua 4SIV

mo 549-6674

BRANOYWME APT.

2 t)edroom summar auWat
549-4789

CRtSTVKW APIS. MJUWIDHT
2 bdrooma, large carpatad baaamara

1/2 ml from campua
Call 549-6785

Farrantt bedroom 400mo rigW on bualna
Can 253-0639

NORTHAMPTON DUPLEX DOWNTOWN,
3rooms$165/mo* each starts 6.1 586-8291

SUMMER SUBLET - Comfortable two-

badroom aparnnam WeN-mamtainad. aaay

aocaaa to Sundadand and No Amharst

buaaa. Within walking d«tanca ol UMass
Cal Jaaon at 549-8728

TYPMO

FAST ACCtJRATE TYPINQ by MaraM OOl-

legegrad $l/pg Letter quality 586-5268

papersTresumes. thesis-
Word procaaslng. laaer pnntmg-

CaN Roaamary 323-5031

WANTED

Naad rttaap atorsa andtor tpa*ars to It

Toyota Tercel Jane 253-5312
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Sports
Softball team takes two
over Hartford, 5-0, 15-0
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts soft-

ball team made short work ofthe Hartford

Lady Hawks at Totman Field yesterday,

winning 5-0 in the opener of the double-

header, and 15-0 in a five inning blowout,

improving their record to 6-7, and 3-0 at

Totman Field.

Darlene Claffey , who was questionable

before the game with a sore back, pitched

brilliantly, allowing only two hits while

striking out nine and walking one. The

jumor increased her record to 2-2, and

lowered her earned run average.

The Minutewomen scored the only run

they would need in the first inning, as

centerfielder Holly Aprile beat out a bunt

for a single and was sacrificed to second by

Rachel Lawson. Apnle went to third on a

ground out by Barbara Marean, and then

scored when the Hartford first baseman

dropped a throw on a grounder by UMass'

Sherri Kuchinskas.

Lisa Melz led the UMass fifth inning

off with a double, and went to second on a

single by Jen Devlin. Apnle then laced a

triple to right-center, scoring both run-

ners, and scored on aground outby Larson.

Marean kept the right fielder running

by hitting another triple up the gap in

right-center. Afler Kuchinskas grounded

into the second out, AngylaBrumm hit the

Minutewomen's third triple of the inning,

again to right field, scoring Marean.

•^eknew we would reach her [Hartford

pitcher Michelle OToolej,' said UMass
coach Elaine Sortino. "Our -second time

around we had better contact, and the

third time around we ripped the ball.'

The second game was a blowout from

the beginning, as the first inning saw the

Minutewomen send 13 players to the plate,

scoring seven runs on nine hits.

In the second inning UMass sent 10

more batters to the plate, scoring six runs

on five hits, the big blow being another

triple by Morean, and were helped by

several Hartford fielding miscues.

Aprile. in improving her record to 2-1,

gave up only two hits while striking out

six and walking four.

The Minutewomen banged out 27 hits

in the two games, mcluding nine for extra

bases.

CoUagian photo by Christopher Evaiu

University of Massachusetts forward WiU Hemdon is partici-

pating in a slam-dunk contest in Minneapolis, Minnesota on

Sunday at 9:30 p.m. The contest will be televised on ESPN.

Scott 'n' Cal in '92
Now that H. Ross

Perot hasthrown his hat

into the ring, it's time

for D. Ross Scott to do

the same.
Before the Red Sox

can steal all my head-

lines, it's time to an-

nounce my candidacy for

President of the United

States. My platform is

vast but consists mostly

of proven sports con-

cepts, guaranteed to gamer widespread support.

I had planned on waiting until 1996. but we are

in dire straits and the Lenny Worst/Wertz situa-

tion made me realize that we have waited long

enough for the "Sports First" ticket. Forget the

bozos in Congress, let's get rid of the clowns nm-

ning the sidelines.

Baseball wins home opener
UMcLSs defeats Holy Cross 32 on controversial HR

David Scott

My political advisor, Paul Tsing A" Tsong-to-

us, has recommended naming a running mate as

soon as possible and there is but one choice. Coach

John Cahpari. Ifnothing else, we will have the best

ties in the race, an important factor for undecideds.

When Cal urged fans to clear the court aft«r the

West Virginia game, it was like a instant parting

of the sea. Any guy who can control 2,000 scream-

ing lunatics can surely handle the Senate.

Cal's a new breed that voters like. He's energetic,

photogenic and says what people want to hear. He

also has a good rapport with Jim Valvano and that

will certainly bring in some more votes. On second

thought maybe we don't needJimmy V in our camp.

Chris Berman from ESPN has joined the Scott/

Calipari crew and will be in charge ofour (negative)

advertisingcampaign. SofartheKingofNicknames

has come up with George "Not Prudent to Drink"

Bush beer, Jerry Garcia Brown and Slick Willie

Clin-tum-on the lava lamp and pass the bong.

It's a grassroots campaign and at every stop

there's to be a Will Hemdon dunk show. Coach Cal

will have his Rick Pitino mask when we hit Ken-

tucky to confuse Wildcat fans, still reeling from the

Duke game. ( Best college hoop contest I never saw).

Larry Bird has promised Indiana's vot« and

America's heartland is what this campaign is all

about. Sure health care and abortion are vital issues,

but it's sports that draws this country together.

Look at the NCAA Tournament. For two weeki

the entire UMass campus, minus a few get-a-lifers,

were focused on the progress and prosperity of

Coach Cal's Pals. Windows in Whitmore were

adorned with "Beat Kentucky" signs, small t-shirt

stands sprang up and the fiscal woes that have

demoraUzed workers and students alike were for-

gotten.

That's why "Sports First" is more than a cam-

paign slogan, it's going to be a way of life, a way to

bring America together in one conmion cause —
crowmng the Red Sox World Series champs.

So far we have found support from all the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

Justin Howard's controversial leadoff homer in the

fifth inning proved to be the game winner as the Univer-

sity ofMassachusetts baseball team beat Holy Cross 3-2

yesterday at Lorden Field, in the Minutemen's home

opener.

On the pitch preceeding the homer, Howard had

apparently grounded back to Holy Cross pitcher Michael

Gamty. But the first base umpire ruled the ball had

caromed off Howard's foot, nulhfying the out, and send-

ing Holy Cross coach Jack Whalen into a fit of rage.

"It was a tight ballgame," Whalen said. "I don't think

the ball ever hit [Howard]. Him hitting that home run

just killed us."

Howard's home run gave the Minutemen a lead they

would never relinquish, as Jim Telgheder (1-2) picked up

his first victory of the season in fix)nt of the home crowd,

pitching 5 and 2/3 innings while giving up two uneamed

runs.

"I wasn't really pleased, but it's a win," UMass coach

Mike Stone said. "I was pleased about the fact that Jim

ITelghaderl pitched well for the first time this year, but

other than that I was a little disappointed."

The Minutemen almost let victory slip right through

their hands, and if not for the stellar performance of Rich

Graham out of the bullpen (3 and 1/3 innings pitched,

runs. 4 strikeouts), and the superb defense of third

baseman Joe MatUvello, the Minutemen could have been

looking at a loss.

Graham came into the game in the bottom ofthe sixth,

with the Crusaders rallying, and struck out Mike Neary,

the Crusaders' leading hitter, to squelch the two-out rally.

Mattivello made several fine plays at the hot comer,

including an inning-ending tag-him-out. throw-him-out

double play with Holy Cross speedster Jerome Fuller on

second and the Minutemen clinging to a 3-2 lead in the

eighth.

"Joe played a great game," Stone said. "He played

really aggresive, and it was great to see."

UMass got on the board first, scoring a single run in

the first inning on a walk by Greg LaRocca. a double by

Howard, and a sacrifice Hy by senior captain John Carelli.

After that, things started to get a little sloppy for both

teams, as they combined for four errors and three un-

eamed nms. Telgheder threw two wild pitches in the

bottom of the sixth.

In the top of the second, the Minutemen scored their

second run in less than orthodox style. Mattivello doubled,

followed by a Andy Pelis walk before the madness began.

The next UMass hitter. Jay Dodig, hit a hard grounder

at Holy Cross shortstop Jerry Tabler, who hobbled the

ball but recovered in time to nip Pehs at second, while

Mattivello raced around from second to put the Minute-

men on top 2-0.

Holy Cross finally got on the board in the fifth, as

Neary reached on UMass shortstop Steve Corradi's error

before coming home on designated hitter Terrence Butt's

double to right which UMass' Bill Knight appeared to

lose in the afternoon sun.

Howard's dinger in the bottom of the inning put the

Minutemen up for good, as Holy Cross was able to muster

only a single nm in the sixth, as UMass held on for the

win.

"I was a Uttle disappointed with our execution," Stone

said. "We had a chance to bury them, and we let them

back into the ballgame."

Lacrosse team hosts Hofstra
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

It's not every day that nationally-ranked lacrosse

teams meet on the same field. But April Fools Day isn't

every day.

The University ofMassachusetts lacrosse team (1-1),

ranked No. 16 in the latest U.S. Intercollegiate Lacrosse

Association poll, faces No. 20 Hofstra at 3 p.m. on Upper

Boyden field. The only fools, however, will be lax fanswho

pass up this game.

"It should be a hard-hitting, high-scoring lacrosse

game," said UMass coach Ted Garber. "I know I'm going."

The Flying Dutchmen (2-3) are looking to break out of

a three-game losing skid which has played Uke a bad

April Fool's joke. Maryland-Baltimore County, Comell

and Notre Dame all benefitted firom Hofstra's fourth

quarter lapses.

"We're a young team," explained Hofstra coach Jim

Danowski. "In our three losses we've been up after three

quarters, but in the fourth we're struggUng mentally. It's

very frustrating.

"I can't say we're doing anything badly but I can t say

we're doing anything great," he said. "It's very strange."

For Hofstra, today's game presents a chance to unload

that losing streak against a top 20 opponent.

"They seem very talented," said Danowski of the

Gorillas. "Playing a good team Uke UMass gives us an

opportunity to refocus and play. Losing is no fun. . . it

would have been a tough week if we had to wait until

Saturday."

While sophomore attackers Andy Carlson and Dom
DiNardo lead the Dutchmen in scoring with 14 points

apiece, they aren't carrying the load entirely. Other

Dutchmen in double figures include Joe Barra (9 goals)

and Kevin Jacobs (7 assists).

The Dutchmen also feature a soUd defensive unit.

Goaltender Kevin Barry is described by Danowski as an

athletic, aggressive goalie who isn't afraid to come out of

the crease.

Garber is most concerned about keeping the Gorillas

on the field and out of the penalty box. UMass has spent

much oftwo games in man-down situations, which nearly

cost the team an upset loss against St. John's.

"We have to stay out of the penalty box and play good,

fundamental lacrosse," Garber said. "You can't play the

game in the penalty box."

Tom LoPresti will make his second start this afternoon

in goal. Gary Wood is still listed as probable due to a hip

flexor injury and will be replacedby Kenny Randazzoand
Jim Panetta. Gorilla Notes: Hofstra assistant Rich

Donovan is a 1978 UMass graduate. He was a short-stick

defender and team captain for Dick Garber's Gorillas. .

.

The game can be heard on WMUA 91.1 FM with Mike
Fagerson and Joe Donovan describing the action.
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LIFELINE
A QUICK GLANCE ON THE TOILET AND YOU'RE IN THE KNOW

CHEW ME, BABY: A University of

Massachusetts graduate student received a

grant to study the purpose of Starburst fruit

candies. "1 think I'm on to something pretty

big." said Lx>u Zer. of the department of food

and inanimate objects. "I've found evidence

that Starbursis could be intended to get the

crap out of your teeth. This could mean total

liberation from that toothbrush craze."

100% CORRUPT COTTON: The )

Crew clothing company is denying allega-

tions it has been using the UMass-Amherst

campus as a testing ground for college cloth-

ing. Tlie numerous catalogs found in every

dorm mailbox on campus are "probably a

postal service error." said Rich lam, ). Crew
founder and recovering natural fiber addict.

A University graduate, lam declares he is not

trying to rehabilitate the so-called "cruiKhy

campus" into khaki and blue chambray. "I

honestly had no idea those bam jackets would

go over so well." he said.

SEX SHOW: In an effort to boost STD
awareness on campus. University Unhealthy

Services and Housing Disservices has made
plans to co-sponsor a special HSCN game-

show program featuring University students.

The show, called "Name That Body Ruid." is

the brainchild of Healthless Services Dr. I.M.

Able. "Any forum to discuss condoms is OK
by me." Able said while putting a Trojan on a

nearby banana. Housing Director Rip U. Off

hopes the show will "force students to live in

on-campus housing because that's the only

way they can watch their friends on the show,

te^ hee." Malt beverage major lack Kingoff.

one of the students slated to be a contestant,

said. "Hey. I know as much about body fluids

as the next guy. I'll blow 'em away."

Bert and Ernie aren't really bachelors

Freshman class keeps getting stranger

By Mitt K»hn» Be«< Franks. UMA TODAY

BIG HAIR: Incoming freshman Jesse Helms (no relation), shown here, is a good

example of how far UMass' recruiting standards have fallen. Helms is one of

many obedience school transfers entering UMass. Helms plans to rush the new

fraternity Alpha Lambda Phi Omega (ALPO), recently formed by a group of the

new arrivals. By Preston P. Forplay

Guru to O'Brien: Nobody likes you
Dear Sagebrush Guru:

I feel tormented by the loss to Kentucky.

Why. oh why. did that ref call that technical

on Coach Cal? Why does this happen to my
University?

I bet all the University's money on the

Kentucky game and now we are gonna have

to cut even more programs. No one likes me
anymore. Even Gov. Willam Weld called me
a ninny. No one goes to my weekly parties at

my house. What should I do. Sagebrush?

Tricky Dick O'Brien

Dear Dick.

Under normal circumstances I would say

that you arc too paranoid for your own good,

but everyone really is against you. It's not that

no one likes you anymore— no one ever liked

you.

Dr. Sagebrush Guru

Bi Tamster Monogamous
UMA TODAY

Bert and Ernie, of Sesame Street fame,

announced yesterday that they are breaking

down the Lego walls: they are coming out of

the closet as gay lovers.

"It was love at first sight." Bert said. "I

took one look at Ernie's rubber ducky and I

had to have him."

Ernie disagreed and classic Bert and Ernie

bickering ensued.

"It wasn't until the second date that you

even saw my rubber ducky! " Ernie protested.

They then broke into giggles and even

smooched for the paparazzi.

Sesame Street stars expressed support for

the couple.

"I was the one who helped them with

their apartment." said Gloria, a longtime

friend and confidante to the couple. "Con-

trary to popular stereotypes, not all gay men
can decorate."

"Although nothing was ever said, most

of us knew. It just wasn't an issue: no one

really cares," said Big Bird.

Viewer reaction was mixed.

Henrietta Homophobe. a housewife and

mother of three, said "My children will never

watch that disgusting show again. Its only

ThunderCats and She-Ra from now on."

^ The revelation came as a shock in the

wake of allegations by North Carolina Sen.

lesse Helms that PBS promotes homosexual-

ity and other leftist agendas.

This is just the sort of immoral filth that

our God-fearing citizens arc being forced to

fund because of leftist-commie liberals."

Helms said. "I always thought those guys

were a little funny."

ATTENTION REVOLUTIONARIES
Are you a disgruntled proletariat v^orker? Do you hove a have a tired,

bourgeoisie lifestyle?

Do you wisti everything were unionized?

Get your own piece of the action, join the

U.S. Government
Why fight it? We'll get you sooner

or later.

Just ask Abbie Hoffman.

We did.

Benefits include:

•Listening in on
neighborhood phone lines

•Spying on your friends

•Jobs for your family

•Auditing protection

•Manipulation of the media
for you and your associates'

personal gain
•Hassle-free checking
•Discount on all incoming

DEA drug transactions

•Deregulation of your

corporation's environmental

regulations

•Suspension of the

Constitution at your

convenience
•Enemies assassinated with

only a phone call

•Foreign aid funds easily

diverted to yourown personal

accounts
•Sanctuary for diplomatic

relatives overseas

•Comprehensive dental plan

We're the U.S. Government.

Where being a monopoly means

Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega, ret.

'I used to be just another third rate

military dictator. Then I joined the U.S.

Government. Boy did my careertake

off then. But the retirement package
is a bitch."

We're keeping an
eye out for you.

We want to make sure you feel at hiMne.

Tliafs why we keep track of when you come
and when you go. Twenty-four hours a day.

The system we're testing right now in Southwest uses a

personal identification number to let residents in and out

of the residence halls. With our computerized databases,

we can locate you with the press of a button. And it won't

end there. The PIN system will be coupled with the

existing door alarms to allow us to track the entry of "undesirables' and to use

automatic door locks to prevent entry or exit from the building. In addition, an

elaborate system of video surveillance cameras will be installed to make sure

everything's running smoothly. And there's more to come! We'vegot systems in

the works that George On^vell never dreamed of.

University of IMassaciiusetts

Housing Services - DivisiiNi of Security
(Housing Services Is not directly affiliated with the CIA)

President Saddam Hussein

'My poor third world country had
no military protection to speak of.

Then I got into a war with Iran. Now I

have all the weapons I need. Thank

you, U.S. Government."

never having to soy you're sorry.

It's time for phone fun
with America's favorite

CAME SHOW HOSTS
CONTEST SEX LINES

Imagine t)eing able to talk dirty

with Prke ii Right host Bob

Bariter. Bob will hold his own

Showcase Showdown right in

your own t)edroom. Call him

today - and please, spay or

neuter your pets.

1 -900 SHOWCASE
Do you miss having Pat Sajak at

home every night since the

cancellation of his short-lived

CBS talk show? Well, you can

tell him all your secret fantasies

when you call his special line.

Guaranteed to spin your wheels.

1 -900 FORTUNE
Answer: The best pfione sex of

your life. Question: What is AJex

Trel)ek's new tx>r)dage line?

Take S&M tor 200 and score big

points in Double jeopardy right

from your own living room.

EfKyckjpedia not included.

1-900 QUESTION

TUITION
COUPON

I This coupon good
I for 4% off tuition.

Redeemable at

Student Trustee's
office.

Look for Kevin

j Ne\A/nan, the guy who
I
represented YOU on

I
national television by

I
wearing a conehead.

Just mention the
Calvin and Hobbes
campaign posters.

1 Expires day atter eieaion. •
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ACTIVITIES
ACROSS THE UMA
Activity data: Sin Services Corp.

HOW TO USE THIS PAGE
Find where you live. Look at the symbols to find the appropriate vice (let's face

it. all of these are vices). Adapt to your environment and conform, contorm

conform! What? You think you're special or something?

~w^^w^Trz

V*
o m m M Butterfield

Central

Campus Pond
^ DO

24-hour Activity Hot Line:

1-900-545-3500
Cost: $95 a min. Details extra
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Tower Library
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PROTESTS:
=50 protesters

students not

counted);
topics vary

j^f>i>n^ 1 sign

jfj (non-

1 coun

ALCOHOL:
1 can=100 alcoholics

brands and amount of

consumption vary;

vomit stats unavailable ^
DRUGS:
1 leaf=75 druggies
predominantly
marijuana, all others

inclusive

SEX:
1 condom=75 nymphos

activity measured on Richter

scale;

ici no predominating preference

A

HAIRSPRAY:
_5jT^»^ 1 can=conceit

,.J

use relative to

hohs in ozone
layer over areals)

UMA
TODAY

Classified
To Advertise, Call 1-976-HOTADSl

I
ANNOUNCEMENTS^

•KEG PAHTYi«

Ambcrtt S«lect Board Wf»l-

comct vOU TO our pl»ce for

a bitcttin good time S3 •

Cup. prO(«Ctil« vomiting con-

t»jL Free doughnuts and
coffM for Amherst police.

JOE McCarthy
CULTURAl CENTER

Formerly known as 'Con-

servative Alliance' will hold

a Buchanan tor President

rally Atnoo.'oo»heStud«nt
Union steps, of course.

Hecklers encouraged to at-

tend since nobody els* cares.

RUSHGEOIM
ApnV 7 Whitmore Snack Bar

Takeover

Apnl 3 Student Union Steps

Smgalong
April t Pnnce-Crampton
Round Robin

Apnl 5 Pina with the Trust-

ees

Bring agency fee whether

you're pledging or not

Food, enteruifwneni avail-

able Join Our growing com-
munity of transients and
other fauna.

L FO« RENT

ROACH INFESTED ACRES
Offers two. three-room tene-

ments for gullible students

sick of Housing and Resident

Assholes. No heat, no utili-

ties, no bus route for $1,500

but the parties rule Just fol-

low your nose — when you
smell vomit and urine, you
know you're there

HADLEY
Overpriced, unsafe, cold,

drafty firetrap in middle of

nowhere. NeigM-ijrs fall

asleep at 7 p m.. si fer from

constipation. Le»seterms$l

per month or until con-

demned by Hadiey Board of

Healtti.

ZETA PSI

Great house, great location.

cheap. Sorry, no roof.

MOS YOUR FAMILY?
Come live with ours' Room
for rent. Share bathroom,

kitchen, phone and family

prot>lems 10 pm. curfew or

no parties for a month, mis-

ter'

["""help WAWTtP I

BOYDEN PART TIME JOB
Do you like sports' Have you

ever seen a football game' If

you have, we need a varsity

football coach We can't

promise you we won't treat

you like dirt but what the

heck, we've got a hockey

team on the way.

WORK IN ALASKA THIS

SUMMER
Employment opportunities

in fishing, canning. Low
wages, hard work andacrew
of ei«ons equals big fun for

you! Call 1-800-DROWNED

CHANCELLOR'S OfFICE!

Needs cheese coordinator.

Due to his busy schedule,

the Chancellor has no time

to scrape the cheese off his

feet. That's where you come
in. Cheese resale value a

bonus. Call JoAnne for de-

tails.

SUMMER JOBS TO
DESTROY THE
ENVIRONMENT

EARN UP TO $12,000 A
WEEK"!

Major multinational corpo-

ration seeks creative, moti-

vated college students who
could care less about ani-

mals and plants and handling

carcinogenic chemicals.

CALL MassDestruction 1-

800-ENVIRO-DISASTER

DIAL 1 900-FOR-CLASS

Welt tell you all the TRICKS

to getting the schedule you

DESIRE n«.9b.'min. 5min
minimumi

(EXPERIENCED! HARBOR
PILOTS WANTED

No expenenc* reqd. Must

be able to recogniie large

boats on sight. Knowledge
of Alaskan Harbors a plus.

Apply to Box y BAC UMA
TOOAV

f^OsTAND FOUND |

USELESS AOMINISTRA
TORS AND HACKS MISS-

ING IN ACTION:

Irene Carew. SAO director

Sue Jean. SAO butt licker

Arthur Hilson. police chief

Larry Moneta. associate

Housing Na^t and butt licker.

If found, please send directly

down to Collegian We
weren't finished wliipping

them.

DECENT CHANCELLOR
'Reluctantly" supported a

tuition hike. Gonna kick back

a t>it on your SIX figure salary

to help out the poor 'wards

ofthe state' who can't make

up the differer>ce. Dick? You

are a sad excuse for an al-

leged chancellor. Get Joe

Duff back here, at least he

talked a good game

I
FOKSALE

COLLEGE DAILY
NEWSPAPER

Fully equipped with decrepit

IBM computer system and

staff willing to work for the

fun of it provided they

get to use Bob heads as filler.

Call Editor in Chief now!

Flight for Hawaii leaves Fri-

day'

1000s of hot computers,

typewriters. stereos.

Walkman, radar detectors

and other consumer elec-

tronics. REALLY CHEAP
Often BELOW MARKET
COST S4&-3S00

Aak for Marc Elliott or Rande*

Pastel.

No police n««d call.

cial chair*.

SOUTHWEGT
Prison walls, prison food,

prison security. Neighbors

like to play Nirvana 3t 5 a.m.

Martial law means extra se-

curity for you whether you

like it or not Don't even

THINK of drinking.

WHY PAY RENT
You can live on the Campus
Center couches! Lockers,

bathroom free of charge.

ABE YOU A JERK'
Housing needs qualified

egomaniacs,
megelomaniacs and anal-

reteniives to fill positions as

Residence Directors and As-

sistant ROs. Blind faith in and

adherence to totalitarian

Housing policy a must No
people with real lives. Hous-

ing Is an EOE. Call Berkshire

House and ask for 'Dr. No.'

WANT CLASSES?

UMAM CLEARANCE
SALE

To be held at the BRAND
NEW Mullins Arena. UMASS
Has 100s of buildings to

auction off. The money
raised will hold off further

tuition increases. All build-

ings will go to the highest

bidder.

JUST LOOK AT SOME OF
THESE STEALS:

Herter $tarting at $49.95

SouthweSt Starting at

$109.95

Goe$Smann StartS at

$237.42 •
A SPECIAL PACKAGE

DEAL:

LGRC & LGRT from $89.95

•AIMMINISTRAT10N«
••INCLUDING

ADMINISTRATORS **•

Whitless WELL PAY YOU-

MAfllJUANA
Good stuff at good prices.

Baker Lobby 3-5 am. Come
alone. Cash.

Codeword: sing 'Sugar
Magnolia'

STOLEN GOODS

I NEED MONEY TO PAY
MY BOOKIE

Will sell Soul for $3,000.

Also accepting offers lor my
stereo and car.

666-2735

USED/ABUSED COLLEGE
STUDENT EDITOR

Really worn, but still good
conversational piece.

Can reach high shelves eas-

ily Likes salsa and tonllas.

Needs good home with lots

of room to roam, cable TV.

Quiet. Doesn't bite, iust

snarls now and then.

Good with children, espe-

cially 18-21 year old daugh-

ters.

Moving Will sell lor cheap/

pi2za money.
Call current owners Tim and

Hillary at 256-BLAH

{^^^"sEBVICES I

.... PAPERS TYPED ••••

Certified hunt and peck typ-

ist will type your important

papers m a timely fashion.

JU$T$.02/page.Pleasa allow

6-8 weeks for shipping.

•SEX-

We'll doWHATEVER you ask

as long as you use a condom
and don't muss up our hair.

Mates ar>d Females available.

1-900-CHEAP-SX

HIRE ME
I have degree in philosophy

and am looking for a Major

Multinational Corporation to

hire me to explain why they

are and where they fit in the

grand scheme of things.

I can only be contacted tele-

pathically on the astral plane

I
PERSONALS

I

PHIL-

It** been a great 6 weeks,

We met at a Lepers Anony-

mous Meeting.

You stole my heart.

Now I want it back.

JeffD.

DELTA DELTA 0€LTA
We want to help ya. help ya.

help ya. Like OH MY GAWD
This IS the first personal I've

ever had. It's |ust like when I.

RICHARD -DICK" O'BRIEN

Now you're like the rest, ur.-

worthy of my best. Hasts la

vista, baby. — Jo Anne V.

PS. — I never wanted to be

vice charKellor anyway.

MAN IN BLACK
I mat you at the Biuewall. I

couldn't see you through the

smoke. Politically correctme
sometime. . . Bulterfiald Babe

AMATUER NOSE PICKER

Seeks young person with

Similar interests and a taste

for crusties, streamers and

chewies. Reply at the Cam-

pus Canter Couches after 2

a.nt.

NIPPLEHEAD (VERMIN)

Don't use the Sponge for

anything important I used it

to clean the window in your

room. Love, S.A.

INFORMATION
FYls are public service announcements that no one

ever reads. Due to space constraints. UMA TODAY
cannot print all FYls so quit whining to us when yours

does not run Oh, and just because you are a professor

with a very, very important FYI does not mean it will be

published Indeed, many times we specifically ignore

such requests.

To submit an FYI. please send a press release with

bribe money to UMA TODAY. FYls cannot be taken

over the phone. Is that so hard to understand? Stop

calling us. we don't want to talk to you.

CRUNCHWOMAN
Lef s meet today at Oi rtfoods

lor tofu 'n' sprouts. I'll be

wearing tie dye and

Birkenstocks.

ANNE T. GAY OF THE
MINUTEMAN STAFF

Bigotry doesn't suit you. Try

gening a life — or as you

have nothing better to do.

write Cheers and Jeers lor

the Minuteman We miss

tftem. Love 'n' Kisses. Beer

Nation.

JOANNE V.

Sorry seems to be the hard-

est word. Will you ever for-

give us?. . .Your pals at SGA.

AMY
How about a second date?

I'll bring the U-HAUL. Call

me. Love, Heather.

Wednesday, April 1

Lecture — The Association of

Harassed Journalists is sponsor-

ing a lecture, "Hate Mail —
Learning to Love it" at 8 p.m. in

the Campus Center Auditorium.

Michael "The Environmentalist"

Morrissey and Trystan "I'm a

Lover, Not a Fighter" Blue Skye

will be guest speaking.

Film— The Committee to Elect

Pat Buchanan will be showing
"Hitler and Other Great Heroes"

in the Student Union Ballroom at

7:30 p.m.

Meeting — A meeting of the

Anal Retentive Society of Massa-

chusetts will be held at 1:30 post

meridian in the Campus Center

room 101. Please call our office

to see exactly what you should

bring. And this time, please use

your napkins and clean up after

after yourselves.

Special Event — The Eastern

Mass Debutante's Society is

holding a black tie formal tonight

at the Spoke in Amherst. Admis-
sion is $10 which includes all you
can eat Spoke Dogs and Arctic

Bay beer.

Rally — Yet another protest

for a cause no one cares about.

We will probably run this as the

lead story of the day tomorrow

with at least two photos. How-

ever, when the counter rally oc-

curs the next week we will only

run a feature photo on Page 3.

Pravda has died, the Collegian

lives forever.

Debate — "Cross-contextual

Meanings in the Postmodern Life

of Mr. Peterson," a forum on the

meanings behind the daily comic

strip Jim's Journal, will be held

in the Cape Cod Lounge tomor-

row at 1 p.m. Organizers have

requested that questions by

limited to no more than 4 short

sentences of no more than 18

words.
Pledge — Master Master

Visacard is accepting young
women on the cutting edge of

fashion, poise, makeovers and

fashionable high profile boy-

friends for their sorority. Appli-

cants must be able to demon-
strate that they come from high

profile whitebread suburanite

stock and have impeccable
phone manners. Good oral skills

a must.

HEY WORLD
I'm still alive!'! I don't go to

classes. I don't go home, but

I'm still here. Call for me in

the basement — Rats

Anonymous

DRUNK GUY
I never got your name. Where

are my shoes?

OMEGA MU
Get, like, sooooo wicked

psyched for tonight's ex-

change with the Juggling

Club. Love. Staceeee.

Kelleeee and Ethel, your so-

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By Felice Navidad and Matt Gengis Khan

ARIES (March 21-April 19): Spread lies all day. Tell all

the Capricorns you know they look beautiful. Hurt anyone

who insults you. And by all means, pick your nose.

TAURUS (April 20-M8y 20); Whether dealing with park-

ing ticket people or Whitmore. use caution. Share your

most intimate thoughts with a Leo. Be persuasive.

GEMINI (May 21June 20); Tonight would be a good
night to sleep in a eucalyptus tree. Beware of furry animals.

Important developments are undercover. A good djy to

fornicate with loved ones A Scorpio loves you.

CANCER (June 21.Jul 22); (Famous Cancers; Breast.

Skin and Colon) Today is a good day to remain in bed

Thanks to last night you have crabs Your hangover will

soon wear off. Beware of Pisces.

LEO (Jul 23-Aug 22): A good day to blackmail a friend.

Try to get a Taurus to confide in you. Steal as much as you

can from a Munchy's store. Blame it on a Libra.

VIRGO (Aug 23-Sept 22); A good day to change your

name and move. The CIA and the KGB are watching you.

Stop picking your nose. Imitate a pickle. Have sex with a

Libra.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct 22); Attempt a breaking and enter-

ing. Give out candy bars to your friends. Get some sleep

and avoid Laos. Learn to play drums.

SCORPIO (Oct 23-Nov 2 1 ); Try a new look— wear a bag

on your head. Don't be surprised if you keep bumping into

things. Berate a Gemini. You will receive many compli-

ments. Fred.

SAGITARIUS (Nov 22Dec 21); Everything people tell

you today will come true. Try sex in the water with an

Aquarius For you. plaids and stripes will match. Eat a

bagel. You will be horny.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22-Jan 19); Aries' lie. Develop a good

relationship with a pickle. Make sure it doesn't break.

Throw your possessions out the window. Virgo is tryingto

steal your mate
AQUARIUS (Jan20-Feb 18); Act quickly after receiving

an obscene phone call. It could be your only chance at a sex

life. Best use for a burrino will be rewarded. Keep away

from water. Confide in a Leo.

PISCES (Feb 1»-March 20): Don't shavs. Make lots of

noise and ignore complaints from Cancers. Your 'ro-

mantic" thoughts turn to Geminis. Try not to come on too

strong.
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Potential military
cuts imperil ROTC

Colle(lan photo by Hilmar 8chinandl

I'M SOTIRED,BUTTHAT'SOKAY. . .—Sophomore psychology
migor John Dowd rests during his climb at Seneca Rocks, West
Virginia, recently.

By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts Re-

serve Officer's Training Corps could suf-

fer from the 8,500-po8ition loss to the

Massachusetts National Guard and re-

serves in the next two years if proposed

national defense cuts are enacted by
Congress, local military officials said.

The Pentagon proposed drastic cuts

last week in the non-active service budget

which area military officials claim can

harm local business and Reserve Officers'

Training Corps programs.

*AVhat might be at risk are the state

tuition wavers that some of our cadets

receive," said Lieutenant Colonel Christy

Outchunis, a UMass professor ofmiUtary

science.

Outchunis added thatthe UMassROTC
program is "one of the best in the region"

and was concerned that these cuts could

lead to the disintegration of units both

active and inactive.

Those ofus in umform have been aware
of these impending cuts for over a year,"

she said . "but now the question ofreservists

are totally an new part ofthe story."

The proposed cutswere expectedamong
Pentagon officials, but surprised those on

Capitol Hill and have seen little support

from the Congress.

According to puWished reports, Rep. J.

Joseph Moakley (D-Boston) had strong

reservations about the proposals, saying

it was "outrageous that Massachusetts

would absorb 16 percent offthe nationwide

total reductions."

Moakley added that the state had suf-

fered enough when local area bases were

closed last year.

"Along with the closing of Fort Devens

Ithese cuts] aredevastating,"Moakley said.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy told the

Boston Globe the Bush administration was
unfairly targeting Massachusetts and
added that congress will have to make the

decisions regarding the "grossly dispro-

portionate cuts."

According to published ref>orts, Gen.

Colin Powell, the chairman of the Joint

Chiefs of Staff, stressed the fall of com-
munism and global political changes as

the main factor in the Pentagon's new
objectives.

"The likelihood of a global war. and
especially a major war in Europe, has

disappeared before our eyes," Powell said.

Powell also added that changes in de-

mographics had made the Northeast re-

gion vulnerable to budget cuts and thus

less g^ard units are needed.

"So there's going to be a significant

draw down ofNational Guardcombat units

up there. .
." Powell said. "You're not

getting enough people to support those

formations."

U.S. Rep. John W. Olver of Amherst
said Powell's reasoning was unsupported

and misleading.

"It doesn't sound credible at all to me."

Olver said. "[Powell's reasoningl doesn't

hold any water whatsoever."

The Pentagon plan proposes most of

the nationwide cuts are to be absorbed by

the Army National Guard with 80.000,

and the least cuts to the Air Force Reserve

with 740.

The Massachusetts Guard units to be

disbanded this year are 114th Forward
Support unit, based in Webster; the 104th

Infantry, based in Westfield; and the

104th Infantry, based in Chicopee.

Many more units are scheduled to close

in 1993 but opponents believe that Con-

gress will intercede and amend the Pen-

tagon proposal.

Chuck D. calls rap sparkplug for new revolution
By MARTIN F. JONES
Collegian Correspondent

Last night over 2.000 people filled the Fine Arts

Center to hear "A message firom Chuck D", a lecture by

the lead artist of the rap group PubUc Enemy. A self-

proclaimed "media pirate", Chuck D. discussed a variety

of issues concerning racial politics, the rebuilding the

Black community, and the power of rap music in influ-

encing social change.

Chuck D. described rap music as "a sparkplug for a

new revolution" citing its powerful appeal to people of

different backgrounds.

"Rap music is educating more and more Whites about

Black culture," said Chuck D. He affirmed his beliefthat

rap music "builds a tunnel ofcommunication" and stated

that "communication is the best way to build better

relations."

Chuck D. shared some insight into why he wrote and
recorded the song, "By the time I get to Arizona."

He said the song is a reaction to the state ofArizona's

refusal to recognize the Martin Luther King holiday. The

song's video sparked a national controversy by depicting

the assassination ofArizona state government officials in

retaliation.

Chuck D. defended his video against criticism for

condoning violence on behalf of Martin Luther King.

"Peace where possible, violence where necessary," he

said, using the political assassinations ofMartin Luther

King and Malcolm X as justification for such retaliation.

"Every Black leader we've known was assassinated by

the U.S. government." he said. "For decades. Blacks in

America were either lynched or assassinated."

Chuck D. reminded the audience that he himselfis not

a violent person, and said the video is "just a picture of

what could be."

Comparing this year's quincentennial celebration of

Columbus Day to "celebrating Hitler Day in Europe,"

Chuck D. called Columbus' voyage "the beginning ofour

genocide." He described the extermination of Native

Americans by the Spanish, as well as their role in the

estabhshment of the Atlantic Slave Trade.

Saying thatrap should have "meaningful titles," Chuck
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

CoOecian photo by Joeh Reynolds

Chuck D

Inside:

Page 3:

University students and local businesses

rally to help try to save a one-year-old

sufferingfrom leukemia.

Page 5:

SGA President Jennifer Wood criticizes

the University's new policy regarding

Continuing Education courses.

Weather
Do April showers bring Mayflowers if

they're snow? Chance of light snow, highs

of35-40.

Weld pushes for tax reductions
By CECI CONNOLLY
Associated Press

BOSTON— Gov. William Weld, flanked by an array

of business leaders and academics, lobbied legislators

Wednesday on his plan to reduce taxes by $192 million.

The governor said the changes would encourage

companies to hire moreworkers and buymore equipment
— ultimately lifting the state out of its recession.

But some analysts testified there are better ways to

spureconomic growth without sacrificing state revenues.

Andhuman service advocates say the Republican governor

has drafted a proposal that helps the rich, while jeopar-

dizing programs for the needy.

"We're going to create a positive climate for future

investment in Massachusetts by letting people know that

we are committed to fiscal stabiUty when it comes to our

tax code," Weld said in an unusual appearance before

House members of the Legislature's Taxation Commit-
tee. Senators on the committee did not attend.

Weld outlined a plan that includes ehminating the

capital gains tax, trimming the income tax rate and
providing bonuses to firms that develop job training or

child care programs.

"Our package puts money back into the hands ofevery

single person who pays taxes in this state," he said. "Our

plan is predicated on a rational, behavioral response,

rewarding those people and companies who invest in

Massachusetts and invest in jobs."

James Braude, executive director ofthe Tax Equity

Alhance for Massachusetts, said slight cuts in the income

tax and eliminating capital gains taxes favor high-income

residents.

"His idea of tax reform is to give nothing to the poor,

pennies to themiddle class,thousands to wealthy investors

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Saturday 7:30 PM
Lord Jeffery Inn, 30 Boltwood Ave, Amherst

The Boston Meditation Society (617)499-7766

Thursday, April 2

Brown Bag — The Program for Gay, Lesbian, Bi-

sexual Concerns Brown Bag Series will present Albey

Reiner in Campus Center room 168 from noon - 1:30 p.m.

Prof. Reiner will talk on "AIDS: Ten Years Later."

Film — "Two in Twenty (Episodes 3 & 4)" will be

shown at 7 p.m. in Campus Center room 908. The saga

continues for the occupants of two lesbian householdsm
this sendup of soap operas.

Meeting— The Men's Group will meet at 9 p.m. in the

LBGA office, 413B S.U. All university men welcome.

Casino Night
offers gambling
to fight cancer
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Correspondent

Closet gamblers can get their fix and benefit a good

cause tonight at the third annual Casino Night in the

Campus Center Auditorium.

The event, held fi-om 8 p.m. to 1 a.m., benefits The

Brain Tumor Society of Boston.

"It's a fur event. We are trying to create a 'Vegas in the

Valley," said program coordinatorJohn Levering, ajunior

communications m^or.

A $5 admissions fee opens the door to a night ofBlack

Jack, Craps, Roulette and the Wheel of Fortune. The

revenues generated will go to the Brain Tumor Society of

Boston.

"Two years ago we gave the biggest donation out ofthe

schools that participated in the Campuses Against Cancer

fund-raising. We donated $10,000,' said Lovering.

The Campuses Against Cancer include Dartmouth.

Boston College, Wesleyan, Syracuse and Tufls.

The winrungs from the games will be awarded in cash.

Other prizes include a dinner for two. The evening

includes refreshments, hors d'oeuvres and live enter-

tainment.

The Board of Governor's Program Council, a group

responsible for coordinating a wide range of educational

events within the Campus Center/Student Union Com-

plex, will be hosting the Casino Night.

"Through this fun event, we will try to make people

aware of the effects ofcancer, and at the same time raise

moneythrough Campuses Against Cancer," said Lovering.

Friday, April 3

Social — The LBGA will hold its weekly coffee social

from 3- 6 p.m. in the Campus Center, check the elevators

for room. Come and eat veggies, drink coffee and meet

new queer friends.

Tuesday, April 7

Meeting—The Lesbian. Bisexual Womyn's Union will

meet in the LBGA office at 7:30 p.m. All university

women welcome.

Car accident
causes costly

auto damage
Compiled by MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

A driver was cited for failure to use care in

turning after the vehicle made a left turn into the

travel lane Tuesday morning on Commonwealth

Avenue and collided with another vehicle. Damage

were estimated at $3,000.

A man was issued a criminal citation on Tues-

day morning at Southwest Drive for operating a

vehicle without a valid driver's license.

LARCENY/BURGLARY
• A women reported that her backpack, valued

at $300, was stolenTuesday night from the Franklin

Dining Commons.
• A man reported the theft ofhis locked bicycle,

valued at $300, Tuesday night from the Cashin

Residence Hall.

• An office in Marshall Hall Annex was found to

have a broken clasp on its door Tuesday afternoon

from an attempted break-in. Nothing was found to

be missing.

VANDALISM
• A plate glass window was hit by a small

projectile Tuesday morning. The projectile, which

had been fired by a sling shot, caused an estimated

$500 in damage.

We know how to

reach you...

Do you know how

to iind us? ^"•'w. HA 01 w7^^!:"^«»

Preseason Bike Bargains
Get on the Wheels of '92 bikes at

'

91 prices.

^L
CAf€
DICARLO

Sale Thurs., March 26 to Sun., April 5

Wheel Deals! *30 to * 1 50 Off
'91 's, '92's and Used Bikes.

ATB Bikes

Diamond back (Oudook)No«w '21 9" SaVG * 40° °

GT (Outpost) Now* 309" Save '40°°

GT (Pantera Aluminum) Now '579" Save * 60° °

Offroad (Sport) Now '359" SaVC * 1 50° °

Miyata 300 lAmh store orty) Now '379" SaVC *60

New! Cross BikM

Schwinn iCrossHf) Now'259*' Save '40

Fuji Crosstown fNoho $»• only) Now •249- SdVC * 37

Diamond back (Allue) Now '239" SaVG ' 30
GT Passage (Limited Quality) Now'25r' Save'68

Assembty, Warranty, Tuntup Includtd

Spring Service Specials

Basic Spring Checkover . _« .
reg. 2SP' nOW 17*»

(done by experts not amateurs)

Renovate your 10 speed into

comfortable Fun City bilce.

Handlebars, Brake Levers, Tires,

Saddle, installation complete group

20^ off.

Just in! RST (oil dampened)
Fork Suspension System

reg. 239"' nOW 199**

20% Off Installation.

Rod tt teM alMwtwr*?
Remember we w»l m«teh or b««t any advriiaed

Super LowAccessory Prices
(Samples of dozens of Specials)

Cycling Computers reg '3?' Sale * 19*'

Wolf Pro Helmet Clearance reg '39" to 'SQ"' Sale '29"

Kids helmets (last years) 10% tO 30% Off

Nike Cycling Shoes Blowout only *20 tO * 25 a pair

Ulocks with Bracket reg 34" Sale * 19"

Integrated Cat)le Lock reg. '14" Sale * 11"

Cycling Gloves as low as *6"

Water Bottle and Cage Set reg '9" Sale * 7*'

Floor Pump with Gauge reg '32" Sale * 18"

Gel Soft Saddles reg '26" Sale * 19"

Remember Fitness Clearance Specials

on Select Systems Accessories & Adivewear

Also! 50% Off All Winter
Accessory Items

Po/otofI S/»OI'tS
Northampton 584-1016 • Amherst 549-6904

Special Sale Hours Open Wed.-Fii.'a until 7 P.M.

5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Lasagna Verde
(vegetable lasagna)

• Veal Parmesan
• Shrimp all'Arrabbiata

(shrimp in spicy plum tomato sauce)

• Chicken Primavera

(chicken & vegetables w/pasta)

Complete Italian Dinner,

Including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires April 30, 1992

Open Daily at 11 :30 a.m.

~
71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA

Local
New SGA president
blasts tuition plan
By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Staff

Although last night's Undergraduate
Student Senate meeting was cancelled

due to lack of quorum, the newly-elected

Senate President took the opporttinity to

urge undergraduates to actively oppose
Gov. Weld's tuition retention proposal.

Jeiuiifer Wood, a junior Japanese ma-
jor who officially assumed the senate

presidencyyesterday, told 29 senators that
top university administrators have cast

their lots in favor of full tuition retention

and have made it clear that the rank-and-

file employees should fall into line behind

this decision.

"If you talk to imiversity administra-

tors, they are going to tell you that the

official university position is that tuition

retention is what we want," said Wood.
They have been told by people at the top

that this is what they are to say. Many
lower level administrators probably don't

think that, but they're not going to tell you
differently."

Tuition retention refers to the current

proposal by Gov. Weld that state public

colleges and universities retain all tuition

money received as revenue.

According to Wood, this policy would

allow the state to drastically decrease its

funding of public higher education, and it

would allow university administrators to

raise tuition and fees or fire state em-

ployees when they needed more revenue.

Many local politicians have opposed

the governor's proposal , sayingthey beUeve
it precludes the less afiluentfrom obtaining

an affordable college education.

Amherst Democrat Ellen Story, elected

as the district's state representative two
weeks ago, has said she favors a plan

where tuition is capped at one-third ofthe

University's budget and state appropria-

tions compose the other two-thirds.

The UMass/Amherstcampus currently

retains 30 percent of student tuition.

Wood said she believes House Ways
and Means Committee Chair Thomas
Finneran (D-Boston) might be sympathetic

to students' plight. This committee for-

mulates the state budget, and Wood said

gettingthe attention ofFirmeran and other
key legislatures could decide the fate of

tuition retention.

•^e need to look at who's with us, who's

against us, and who we have the best shot

at persuading [to support us],' Wood said.

The senators assembled suggested

several ideas to influence the state legis-

lature to oppose tuition retention. Among
them were a proposed State House rally, a

letter writing campaign and a plea to

"high profile" alumni like Juhus "Dr. J"

Erving, Bill Cosby and Marjorie Claprood

to write editorials or do television spots

opposing tuition retention.

Wood said the unions on campus should

be enlisted to aid undergraduates in their

fight. She said Student Government
leaders recently attended a Leadership

Coalition meeting with the heads of all

campus unions, and she made it clear that

unions should play a role in the struggle

against tuition retention.

"We as undergraduates have been there

for unions through all their struggles [with

the university]," she said. "We need to sit

down with the heads of the unions and
say, 'Look, we've been there for you, and
we need you to be here for us now.""

CoUacUn photo by HUaiar Schaundt

HAVE A BOOK AND A SMILE — Nathaniel Rastallis, a non-

degree literature graduate student enjoys coffee and a book in

the graduate loung in the Campus Center.

Local community
rallies to rescue
boy from cancer
By AMY PRENDERGAST
Collegian Staff

Darmy Colbert is beginning to walk and talk

like any other typical one-year-old. But what Danny
and his family have faced in his first 12 months has
been far from typical.

Paul Colbert's little brother Darmy has a rare

form ofleukemia which
could end his life in a

matter of months.
Colbert, a sophomore
CASIAC major, has
spent the past two
months posting flyers

around campus asking

for blood marrow donors

and monetary dona-
tions to save his brother

Danny.
"If a donor is not

found in the next few
weeks, then other mea-
sures will have to be
taken," said Colbert.

Two-thousand people, including UMass students,

were tested lastmonth but Colbert's family has not

yet heard the results.

Colbert, who is from East Boston, said the

donations go toward the $60 cost of the test which

determines whether the donor matches Danny's

marrow. There is a 1 in 20,000 chance that a match

will be found.

Danny spent his first five months in the hospi-

tal after being diagnosed with his disease at only

four weeks. "Luckily, Danny doesn't know he's

sick. Right now, he looks really good. He's very

energetic and constantly on the go," said Colbert.

The GreekArea and local businesses havejoined

in the fundraising campaign to save Danny.

Panhellenic Coimcil Vice President Denise Tinger

of Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority visited many
local businesses last week, asking for prize dona-

tions and organized a raffle.

"We raised $900 for Daimy by selUng raffle

tickets on the Campus Center concourse. It was so

amazing how many people bought tickets and
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Photo court#»y Colbert tamlly

Danny Colbert

UM grad student studies vase
Some experts believe key to dOO-year mystery found
By GARY DEANE
Collegian Correspondent

One of the oldest unsolved puzzles in art history

appears to have been uncovered by a University of

Massachusetts graduate student.

Randall Skalsky, a graduate student in classics, has

unfurled a two-thousand year old archeologfical mystery

involving the ancient Roman Portland Vase.

"It's the longest-standing scholastic mystery," said

Skalsky, whose discovery awaits publication in the May
issue of Arion, a journal devoted to the classics and

humanities.

Since the vase was discovered in the 16th century, the

scenes have been subject to 44 widely varying interpreta-

tions.

The ultimate meaning of the carving is "love can be

heaven or love can be hell," Skalsky said.

The key to the new theory lies in the arch at the very

left of the scene, which Skalsky recognized as symboliz-

ing the Greek letter pi. The name ofthe figure within the

pi-Uke structure, he concluded, would begin with the

letter "P," such as the mythological hero Peleus.

This led Skalsky to a poem by the Roman poet Catullus,

"The Marriage of Peleus and Thetis," which holds the

"answer to understanding the vase," he said.

Since then, Skalsky has been overwhelmed by the

media attention he has received.

"I've gotten phone calls and letters from all over the

country, all of which have been positive, warm and

encouraging." Skalsky said. "The support from the Five-

College area has been fabulous from the begrinning."

Classicists, a group known for its conservativism,

originally were extremely skeptical of Skalsky's 29-page

monograph. Editors ofseveral scholarlyjournals rejected

his work for the twelve months after it was completed.

Skalsky's work did not receive positive national at-

tention until recently, when Dr. Richard Brilliant, a

professor of art history and archeology at Columbia

University, offered to publish the paper in his journal.

In unraveling the mystery of the vase. Skalsky found

it to be "remarkably simple but remarkably complex."

Realizing that many scholars mistakenly began in-

terpreting the meanings of the figures in the scene and

other details within them, Skalsky instead looked to the

other components of the picture for the hidden meaning

of the vase.

"All of a sudden it hit me," said Skalsky. "It was the

architecture that played a crucial role."

Herbert Golder, a professor of classics at Boston Uni-

versity and editor ofArion. said in a report that the find

will "completely reorient the study of Roman glass."

Conrtaty Coming Momiub ofGI«m

A UMass graduate student has formulated a new theory about this frieze on the Portland

vase.

Chuck D.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

D. explained the significance ofhis group's name, "Public

Enemy."
"Blacks in America are treated as if they are the

enemy," he said. "If you look at our logo you will notice

that it depicts the Black man as a target."

"There is apartheid here in America," Chuck D.

said.

"We must rebuild the Black man" he affirmed, and

stressed the importance of building strong family struc-

tures. Chuck D. also expressed the need to "build ourown
schools and ourown institutions." Ofextreme importance,
he said, was to establish Black businesses and "control

our own economy."

1
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Junk mail
is not for me

I like mail. But not the kind I usually

get.

Half of the letters I receive at my resi-

dence are addressed to "occupant." The
other half have my name on the address

label, but only because I somehow made it

onto a mailing list stored in some computer
somewhere. All it took was one subscrip-

tion to The Sporting News when I was in

high school, and my name was theirs. I

couldn't get as much mail if I sent letters

to each of my friends and relatives every

day.

And none of these people know me in

the slightest.

Greg Sukiennik

For example, Citibank keeps sending

me credit card applications. "DearGregory
Sukiennik: now the credit card you want
and need is easier than ever to get."

Only my father calls me Gregory.
Usually an unmown lawn or an unweeded
garden has something to do with it.

If Citibank, located in that banking
capital of the world. Sioux Falls. S.D.,

knew anything about my spending habits,

they wouldn't be sending me credit cards.

They'd send their competition's credit

cards instead. That's why, although they

say I need and want a card, I won't get one.

My wanting a Visa is Uke Joan of Arc
asking for gasoline.

At least Citibank isn't cheezy about it.

Publishers* Clearing House likes to pre-

tend they're on close terms with me by
inserting my name throughout their

sweepstakes propaganda. "Just think,

Gregory Sukiennik. 10 million dollars to

spend any way you want."

Unfortunately, to win the dough one
usually has to subscribe to such established

journals as Redbook, Us, Cosmopolitan
and Highlights for Children. While I

never miss an issue of Highlights when
visiting the dentist, this is truly a steep

price to pay for 10 million dollars.

Some higher-brow publications such
as Land's End and the ever-popular J.

Crew (also known as J. Screw for their

price scale) offer the option of keeping

your name offthese insipid lists. Naturally,

that doesn't stop them from sending you
multiple copies of their catalogue. Show
me people who look like J. Crew models in

real life and 111 show you Amherst College.

In marketing circles, imitation isn't

just the sincerest form of flattery, it's the

law. Which explains why the University is

so keen on this mass-mailing thing. If it

isn't a phone bill or a catalogue, it's junk
mail from UMass. If it's postmarked
"Whitmore" or "Housing," I just throw it

away. No use in even opening those.

Here's a briefmessage along those lines

for my pals at Berkshire House: for the

last time. I do not want a MicroFridge! I

don't care if it operates on one plug, holds

a half-gallon of ice cream and scales fish

with the push of n button. 1 don't care if it

holds three cases of Keystone— although

that is a handy feature, come to think ofit.

Housing did, however, send me a

birthday card wishing me "a cake and a

smile." I'm still waiting for my cake, folks.

The "important" mail goes right in the

circular file, too. Like threat letters from
the Bursar. They want me to pay them
bills else they'll "administratively with-

draw" me. After the fifth one, they start

sending by registered mail. That's when
it's time to pay up.

Letters from the Chancellor are fun,

too. It's nice to think he actually knows
who I am [though after reading this, that

may change]. Maybe you saw it and hoped
he knew you, too.

O'Brien spoke in soothing tones about

the relatively small size of our 4 percent

tuition increase and hoped I'd be able to

finish my degree program here. No prob-

lem, man. Just don't throw me out if I

don't pay my Bursar's bill right away.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian colum-

nist
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By the way, we are going to party
We are going to party. We are going to

party. We are going to party. You must
reaUze that no matter what you do, we are

going to party. Why must you make our

lives so miserable? When will you realize

that the students are this town? Amherst
would be nothing without the students.

We are going to party.

First, the university disallows us to

party in the dorms. Now, all the dorm rats

are forced to party in the '^ars" uptown or

at off-campus parties. We are going to

party.

Then, they say no more ofF-campus

parties by slapping a tag on the kegs. We
are going to party. Then, they call in the

ABC to the "bars" uptown. We are going to

party. Why must you make everyone's

lives so miserable? Where do you suggest

we go now? Now we must get a license to

get a keg. Are you kidding me?We are still

going to party. How about at your houses

this weekend?
Why don't you strap a beer to your face

and relax for a little while? You are really

taking the students for granted. You are

also taking our money, the money that

keeps this towrn alive, for granted. We are

going to party, why don't you?

Russell Spielman
Amherst

A day in the life of a Page
Meet Jackie. She's a seventeen-year-

old from Cape Cod who was chosen from
among thousands of other applicants to

spend her spring semester in Washing-
ton, D.C. as a Congressional Page.

Now what exactly is a Page*^ Inquiring

myself, 1 asked Jackie to share a typical

day and explain just what it is Pages do.

5: 15 a.m. Alarm clocks inside the CNeil
Building, a block from the Capitol, ring

loudly. Reluctantly, 60 sleepy seventeen-

year-olds brush their teeth, wash the sleep

from their eyes and put on their uniforms.

By 6 a.m. they're off to breakfast.

Felice Cohen

6:45 a.m. In the Library of Congress,
school begins. Trudging fi-om class to class.

Pages drag their tired feet from chemistry
to calculus to French. All the while ab-

sorbing formulas, equations and tenses.

10:00 a.m. Homework assignments
packed away, they head to work at the

Capitol . There they scramble to their posts.

Some to the Senate, others to the House of

Representatives. Some work for Con-
gressmen, some for Senators. And some
are Democrats and some are Republicans.

As a Page, their main job is to help out

"on the Hill." Looking out over "the Mall,"

some Pages are runners, delivering and
picking up messages and packages from
building to building.

Other Pages work in the Cloak Room,
where "Congressmen hang out, nap or

eat," says Jackie. The Pages also answer
phones and must know what is going on

"on the floor" at all times. Most impor-
tantly, they mustbe able to recognize each
Congressman by face. This would seem to

be the hardest part, for to me they all look

alike.

Living together in a converted hotel,

Pages eat, sleepand breathe politics. When
the check-bouncing scandal firstcame out,

the Pages ran to each other's rooms, gos-

siping about their own Congressmen and
Senators, seeking inside information.

Every morning after school they "work

until 5 p.m. if we're lucky." says Jackie.

"Or until Congress gets out of session,

which could last until 3 a.m.!"

But despite the hard work and long
hours, meeting politicians can be exciting.

One incident in particular, Jackie recalls,

"I was doing runs in the Senate and found
myself on the elevator with Senator
Kennedy. He asked where I was from and
I said, 'Oh, about a mile down the street

from your mother.' " His surprised look

quickly turned into a warm smile.

A handful of Pages arrive in Washing-
ton with dreams of becoming politicians,

while others are there to learn more about
their government. In either case they will

return home having learned more than
they ever imagined. Though some run the
risk of having their dreams crushed by
burned-out politicians.

On an elevator (a hot spot for meeting
politicians), Jackie overheard a conversa-
tion between two Senators.

Sen. 1: "Why are you doing this?"

Sen. 2: "Because it will help provide
shelter for these people.

Sen. 1: *Well, what's in it for you?"
Sen. 2: "Nothing. But at least 50 people

die a year from fires in inadequate hous-
ing."

Sen. 1: "Million? If you don't put a
million behind it, it doesn't mean any-
thing to me. Oh, (looking at Jackie) I

forgot, we can't say these things in front of
a Page, she still is a youngone with ideals."

Needless to say, Jackie was stunned,
though she assures me her ideals are still

intact.

Only a junior in high school, she has
blossomed from a little girl, who once
refused to sit at the kitchen table unless
her paper napkin was folded "the right
way" (she has since stopped using them -

save trees), into a mature young adult
with a deep caring for her future and how
it vrill fit in to helping the environment.

But no matter how big she gets in
Washington, one thing will remain the
same. She vrill always be my kid sister.

Felire Cohen is a Collegian columnist

President
Jerry Brown

I'm going to skip a long essay this week
because I want to touch on several different

issues.

First of all, on the presidential race I

have been accused of ignoring: Like my t-

shirt says, "Lick Bush in '92."

Actually, I like Jerry Brown. He's got a

history of support for gay rights. I espe-

cially appreciate his appointment of sev-

eral openly gay judges in California. We
need our people on the bench!

Trystan Skeigh

Jerry's intelUgent, not afraid to get

specific, and frankly folks, the fact his

issues have changed ( I say improved) over

the years is a mighty big plus. Wouldn't

most of us rather have a progressive

president who's open-minded and flexible

as opposed to the usual rigid puppet fol-

lowing the ol' party-line?

He's always been progressive, opposed

big government and been pro-environ-

ment. Jerry's getting blasted because he's

the only legitimate candidate ( I discount

KKK members and right-wing fanatics)

gutsy enough to go on record with ideas on

specific issues. Besides, you've just gotta

love a guy who puts on a U.A.W. jacket.

Okay, enough about big boy politics.

Next let's talk about my favorite loaded

topic — problems within the GLB com-

munity at UMass: You know, I really miss

my three lesbian friends who moved off

campus in December because they said

they felt more comfortable in Northampton
than within the predominantly bisexual

LBGA community here.

Honestly folks, there's somethingwrong
when lesbians don't feel welcome or safe

within the only student organization on

campus supposedly committed to their

needs. And you know something? I'm

getting pretty darn tired of knee-jerk

charges of "bi-phobia" everytime I bring

up the issue of safe space.

Lesbians and gays benefit from
spending time in separate space. They
have a chance to relax, relate, heal and
celebrate their homosexual identities in

safety. It's not about disliking or rejecting

anyone else, it's about celebrating homo-
sexual community. Currently the LBGA
schedules separate community meetings
for bisexuals, but not for lesbians or gays.

On a related note, a lot of folks have
been throwing around the term "lesbian

separatist" without knowing what it

means. Let me give you a clue— a lesbian

separatist wouldn't be at this campus,
because there are men here. Nor would
she work for a newspaper that employs
male staff, work on a Pride March that

includes men, live in a dorm with male
residents, or publicly acknowledge she

has a twin brother named Greg.(By the

way I saw him over break — he's doing
great!) Have I made myself clear?

In order for lesbians, gays and bisexuals

to form a "queer community" we have to be

wilhng to accept a few basic differences

about each other. For one thing, we're not

all going to share the same experiences or

views of sexual relationships.

Bisexuals need to understand and ac-

cept the fact that some lesbians and gays
feel uncomfortable around folks involved
in opposite-sex relationships. Many les-

bians and gays need to relinquish their

dualistic (everyone is eithergay or straight)

attitude about sexual orientation. We all

need to remember the biggest source of

our oppression is the heterosexual main-
stream, not each other.

Last, a different topic: Please don't

leave me out on a limb about RA's! Eco-
nomic exploitation is wrong. Graduate
students worked for fair treatment and
got it. RA's should do the same! Although
a lot ofRA's love theirjobs, manybum out

because the workload is too high and the

money too low. RA's need to start talking
about this problem. Write in! Agree or

disagree! The First Amendment works!
I'm still here, living proof you won't get

fired!

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegianco/umnwf
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Closing *loophole' is wrong

Feminism is not being a victim
Stacy Malone's op/ed piece on Thelma

and Louise made me very worried on at

least two levels. One, does this mean that

some (how many?) young Americans lack

the cultural literacy and sophistication to

interpret contemporary popular culture,

never mind "real" culture? And two, do
they understand the historical underpin-

nings of feminism?

The writer does not seem to under-

stand that Thelma and Louise were not

just "two women who were friends," but
that they are symbols and that the plot of

the movie was a parable portraying the

position of women in modem American
society.

When Thelma, away from her loutish,

domineering husband for the first time in

her life, is flattered and picked up by the

local womanizer, she innocently has a

good time with him on the dance floor.

It was stated explicitly and truthfully

in the movie by Louise that hundreds of

witnesses and any jury would confirm

that she was "asking for it." Rather than
have them rebel and try to save their Uves
in the only way they could. Malone would
prefer to see them martyrized in order to

"show how unfairly rape cases are tried,"

i.e., have them assume the familiar femi-

nine role of the victim.

It apparently escaped the writer com-
pletely that Louise had been raped before

in Texas before she moved to Arkansas,

even though it was alluded to a number of

times throughout the movie. The
statistics on the number of women raped
in this coimtry should speak for them-
selves, and Louise is a representative of

all those women and the rage and shame
that they carry with them. It is that accu-

mulated rage and shame thatmade Louise

shoot Thelma's rapist, not that "they were
harmed by one man."

Feminism is about not being a victim

anymore.
That Thelma and Louise went over the

edge into a life of crime is a metaphor
meant to express the fact that the perva-

sive oppression experienced by women in

this society is criminal, and the movie is

trying to show its audience what would
happen if women started to give back as

hard as they got from men.
The film was littered with men inad-

equate to the responsibility of being a

partner to a woman.
Thelma's husband took pride in being

an irresponsible adult-child.

Louise's partner was unable to fully

commit to their relationship and gave

information to the police when pressed.

Thelma's hotel-room lover was a heartless

cad.

The detective portrayed by Har'.-ey

Keitel tried to understand them, but Wtxs

condescending to them as if they were
errant children.

All of Malone's advice in the final

paragraph was directed at women who
have already been raped. It was all sound
advice, but it had nothing to do with the

message of Thelma and Louise: we're not

going to take it anymore.
It is this rejection of victim status and

the failure to respond in the accepted

fashion that disturbed so many viewers,

male and female, of one of the best

American films ever made.
BiU Chaison

Departments of Geology
and Geography

On Monday the administration an-

nounced the creation of a new University

policy regarding the Division of Continu-
ing Educatioii. The policy is designed to

close a "loophole" which enabled many
students to complete their degrees through
Continuing Education. In a memo dated
Mar. 23, Provost Glen Gordon asserted
that when students take advantage ofthe

old policy it is "unfair to those students
who pay the full bill of attending the

University as regular 8tudents.''Thatmay
be true enough, but why is no one ques-

tioning the fairness of increasing tuition

and fees that are forcing them to do so?

Jen Wood
The growing numbers of students

withdrawing from the University to com-
plete their degrees through the Division of
Continuing Education isjustone symptom
of a larger problem. The tremendous in-

creases in tuition and feesthatthe students

here at UMass have been hit with over the

past several years have driven many of

them away from the University. Fur-

thermore, decreases in the financial aid

pool have left many of those remaining
struggling to pay their bills without ben-

efits of the state's assistance. Some of

those students have been relieved to dis-

cover that they can complete their degrees,

but only if they take their senior year in

absentia . Essentially, that means that they
withdraw from regular University en-

rollment and take the remainder of their

credits through the division ofContinuing
Education. For example, this can allow an
in-state student carrying 15 credits to

savejust under $900. For many, this $900
can mean the difference between flipping

through books or flipping burgers.

By merely closing the "loophole" that

has allowed students to complete their

degrees, the administration is doing a

great disservice to the hundreds (their

estimate ) ofstudents who look to Continu-

ingEducation for the opportunity to finish

their education.

As undergraduates, we should ask our-

selves why the administration is always
looking to address the symptoms of our

state funding crisis instead of practicing

the preventive medicine necessary to al-

leviate those symptoms. If they had been

actively pursuing more state support and
funding instead of lobbying for tuition

retention things might have turned out

differently here in Amherst. Maybe en-

rollment wouldn't have dropped to 17,000

students. Perhaps, ifthey hadn't instituted

all sorts ofnew fees and increased the ones
we already had in an attempt to push the

burden ofthe budget crisis onto the backs

of students and their families all these

dam students wouldn't be trying to enter

the University through the "liack door."

It has come to the point where students

are going to have to be the ones to take the

lead. If we don't work right now to put

together a coalition to fight for the long-

term interests of the public higher edu-

cation in Massachusetts, UMass in par-

ticular, we won't be able to look forward to

anything but more attempts like this to

limit access to a University education. If

the administration isn't going to take a

stand against the privatization of the

pubhc higher education through tuition

retention then we are going to have to take

our own stand.

Policies like this new Continuing
Education policy have once again demon-
strated that what is best administratively

is not necessarily the best thing for the

students. We are the "public" in public

higher education and we must force the

legislature to recognize privatizing UMass
means excluding much of that "public"

from the benefits of a quahty education.

Many students have taken a stand

against tuition retention, now is the time

for action. With the active support of all of

the unions on campus, we can really make
that stand mean something.

Jennifer Wood is the SGA president

Is the U.S. taking tranquilizers?
Has this country been given a tranquil-

izer? Let's give George Bush four more
years to do whatever he couldn't do in the

last twelve. There's a resinous feeling in

the air. Those who push for change are

coined "radicals" come election year, and
they are stuffed away by a stuffy popula-

tion that can't bear to see anyone else's

stuff. It'smoved beyondsymptoms— we're

showing the signs of a bad case of "fear."

We're no longer a world power. We have

lost our industries, as we can only service

what others make. Japanese business

booms because they use the tool of vision;

the ultimate plan ofwhere they want their

company to be in 200 years.

Let's face it, those that are happy will

want to keep the same creature in the

Oval Office. Those that are not cannot

keep waiting for someone else to make the

difference. Pass iton. Well, don't pass iton

to me! I'm too busy dealing with the cob-

webs in my head and a fuzzy outlook on

my future. I'm looking for a new job right

now. Someone has got to give the college

graduates a chance, and please don't hu-

morus by putting a suggestion box outside
your big business door.

Thomas Coucci
Amherst

Notes from the Campus Center basement
Occasionally,Josh "Superman" Reynolds will want

a day off, and 111 come up swinging the bat in my half-

hearted style, popping out to the catcher, no doubt, but

deUghting the fans anyway. Let's hope so. . .

Well, it's spring again in the Valley fxdl of Pioneer

— it's a wondrous kind oftime everywhere, spring, but

at UMass especially, because this is the only season

when this college campus actually looks beautiful.

When that scent is in the air, (you know, that spring

odor that's so hard to describe without using the dull

adjectives fresh' or fragrant'), the sun is blaring all

over the place, all over all the buildings that usually

look so bleak, all over your dorm room through the

window as you wake up, some guy is blaring music

down the hall, but you don't mind anymore because

it's actually warm outside, and people are acting

different: the cynicism that sums up our generation

(especially in this part of the country) has eased up a

bit, people aren't overly friendly toone another exactly,

just loopy.

And school work? Forget it! It ain't possible. Spring

is a new thing and who has time to read when there is

such beauty being bom just outside. OK wiseass,

bring that book with you outside for that sunny lie-

down we all knowyou deserve? Well , how's the reading

going? Thought so. . . you've been eyeballing the dude

over there vrith the frisbee and the green hair, or that

old lady just standing around, looking perplexed and

out of place, or that bee that's been hovering around

you, trying to explain that it is still groggy from the

long rest, or the ducks. . . the crazy ducks all leave the

pond and wander off all over the place. That's my
favorite part of spring at UMass: I've been here since

'87 and every spring, without fail, the ducks up and

leave the pond area. Most end up walking around

Central hill, but they can be seen everywhere. It's like

suddenly they can't deal with each other anymore and

just need some space (although they alwa}rs seem to

travel in these heart-breaking love triangles — always a

girl duck escorted by two boy ducks. Hmmm. . . ) or they

finally have the bravado to see what else there is to do

other than swim around. Why did the duck cross the

road? Because he saw another duck heading to Northeast

and thought he'd see what's going on. ' '*

Ari Vais

So happy spring and don't worry when your GPA
begins to plummet — what sort of scrooge would make
you feel bad about celebrating the fetum of the warmth
instead of studying? I once made a mistake that 111

always regret and it had to do with spring: it was spring

of'88, back when UMass still had some shadow ofhaving

been ZooMass, when some people that attended ZooMass
were still around and the place still had a subtle scent of

craziness. Anyway, Fishbone and the Red Hot ChiH
Peppers were playinga free , outdoor show in the Northeast

quad, but me, I was worried about this massive Afro-Am
pai>er and decided to do it in the Tower Library, from
where I could see the masses slamming and hopping and
having the time oftheir lives. Afterwards, I reemergedon
the ground, finished paper proudly in hand. The show
had ended and my friends ran by me in drunken stupors,

donning Chili Pepper shirts that were wet and said 'Rock

out with your cock out!' on them and I began to feel

slightly moronical. But not nearly as moronical as I feel

now. I tell you, missing that show for a lousy paper was
a really stupid thing to do — learn from my mistake —
don't do anything like this. ever.

There's a new presidential candidate on the horizon.

I really don't know a damn thing about the guy except

that he looks really fragile and sweet and is a zillionare.

His name is Perot (no relation to that Amherst woman

that digs for urine) and I guess that he is going to pay

off the national deficit from his own pocket! I can't

believe it! Or was someonejust pullingmy leg? (You're

right, Jon Starr, I'm an absolute bafoon.) An}rway,

read up about this guy because nobody seems to like

Bush anymore, and the Democrats'are, let's be frank,

not going to win.

.

I want to get a mohawk or grow one ofthose beards

that are just a few violent-looking, long hairs that

point angrily from the chin, I want a tatoo or to shave

my head again. "Sowhy don'tyou do it, you [expletive],

instead ofwasting trees talking about it?" Because I'm

about to graduate and even though I've got a rock 'n'

roll heart, I still have to eat and pay rent and maybe
even have health insurance, so I can't look Uke any
damn freak. That's what it all comes down to, all this

collegy-type stuffabout individuality and looking any
old way you want without beingjudged, that's all cool,

butonly until graduation. Then, unlessyou can manage
to get really rich, or deal with being really broke, your

individuality will ha^ to come from within — you'll

have to be a secret freak. Not that anybody wants to

look Uke a weirdo these days.

Ifit ever becomes too much to handle, I recommend
that you take a free bus to Mt. Holyoke College, find a

nice, secluded area 8uid just stretch out and not think

for a while. It's really so gorgeous and peaceful there,

and far enough away from everything to bring relief

(yet not so far that it costs money to get there). I did

this once, but unfortunately I was driven out by the

school's security because some woman spied me as she

was entering herdorm, became alarmed, and suddenly,

headlights in my face! Who can blame her, in this day
and age? Not me. Besides, I was plastered and
stiunbling about, bawling about something, and at

one point, I fell into their brook.

Ari Vais is a Collegian columnist
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Danny
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

donated money, along with the local businesses who were

so nice to donate the prizes," said Tinger.

Tinger added that every sorority on campus helped

with the raffle, and Phi Mu Delta has also helped raise

money for Danny.
Colbert said one Wednesday night last month, Delano's

Restaurant in Amherst had a one-dollar cover charge and

sent him the proceeds. "Everyone has been so supportive.

My family is really happy with the response, and very

grateful," he said.

Colbert said his brother Joe is running a Las Vegas

nighton Saturday, April 4 at the Holiday Inn in Somerville,

beginning at 7:30 p.m., to benefit Danny.
Tinger said she is organizing a mailing of flyers next

week to every student on campus. The flyer will explain

Danny's situation, and inform students they can drop off

monetary donations in the Greek Affairs office in

Whitmore, Tinger said.

Although she has participated in many fundraisers,

Tinger said this one has definitely meant the most to her.

"Raising money for Danny is diflerent. This is about

saving a Ufe," she said.

Donations can also be mailed to Paul Colbert, who
lives in room 1002 of Kennedy Residence Hall.

Weld
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

and heirs and millions to big businesses that don't

need it," he said.

Under the administration's plan, firms would

also collect tax credits by increasing the payroll.

But some critics say the language can be de-

ceiving.

Peter Erunch, an associate professor at North-

eastern University School of Law, predicted firms

would cut health benefits, raise salaries and then

collect the tax credits.

Robert Tannenwald, an economist at the Fed-

eral Reserve Bank of Boston, agreed Weld's plan

could have long-term benefits. But he said it is

risky.

"I call it a bad bet," Tannenwald said. There are

fairly certain and immediate costs; the benefits are

long-distance and uncertain."

The most obvious loss is the $192 million in tax

revenue.

Tannenwald and others advocated spending

money on infrastructure projects— roads, bridges,

water systems — and public education.
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HUNAN GOURNET
^ CnmESE RESTAURANT

:j^

ADVOCATE

Tm.^'ALLF:V
RttAnnRsToi i.

199 1
III PI»r-»

^ The aroma, sound & taste

of authentic Chinese cuisine

prepared Hunan, Szechuan,
Mandarin or Cantonese style

- especially for you!

FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*
261 King St., Northampton • 585-0202 • Ample Parking

Open 7 Days a Week
t 9 TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE

Showtimes:
Fri Sun

7:00pm 9:00p«n

Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7 30pm
Adults $4 00

Student w/valid I &
SenKX Citzens $3 00

Board of Governors-

PRESENTS

ASINC
TO BENEFIT

I^AINXlMOR^SOCIFrY
anifXiU^e^ H<f<iUtAt uo/ice^

DATE: Thursday. April 2. 1992

TIME: 8:00 PM-1:00 AM
PLACE: Campus Center Auditorium

COST: $5.00 Admission - Does not
include individual wagers at
betting tables.

GAMES: Black Jack
Roulette
Wheel of Fortune
Craps

PRIZES: Dinner for Two

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

REFRESHMENTS 8c MORS D'OEUVRES
WILL BE SERVED

WINNINGS AWARDED
IN CASH

PROPER DRESS REQUESTED

CO-SPONSORED BY-

f^.t *-.., *..w-, /

COLLEGIAN .^^j,.
ALPHA CHI RHO

''Jrirr,'.-'

Resumes that

reallywork
The right intnxluction can make all the difference when
you're competing for a job. At Kinko's, we'll help you

create a resume package that inttoduces you in a

professional way.

Format and design

assistance

Typesetting

Reproduction on

fine stationery

Affordable prices

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

$29.95 professional

resume package
Professional resume package includes one page typeset and

saved on disk, 25 copies on fine stationery, 25 matching blank

sheets (for cover letters), and 25 envelopes (#10). One coupon

per customer at the Kinko's listed. Not valid with other offers.

Good through September 28, 1 992.

Open 24 hours

555-5555

1 23 Street Address

(Locator)

kinkoi
the copy center

I

\
I

i

i

I

I

I

I

this weekend
A smashing good time in Springfield
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By CHRIS SHADOIAN
Collegian Staff

Want a watermelon smashed in your face? A
carton of chocolate milk? How about a gigan-

tic water balloon?

If the answer to any or all of the above is

"yes," go to Springfield tonight, because

Gallagher is here.

Gallagher, the "King of Cable Comedy,"

will be performing with his trademark

Sledge-o-Matic at Symphony Hall at 8:00. ^

He is the second featured performer in the

1992 Bud Light Comedy Series.

His particular brand of humor is unique in the

field of stand-up comedy. Unique and messy.

He doesn't tell stories like Bill Cosby, nor does

he tell straight jokes, like George Burns. What
he relies on is the visual and physical aspects

of humor.

For example, he brings strange objects with

him on the road, such as a gigantic couch, or

huge shoes.

But what he is most famous for is smashing

things.

Wet things.

The Sledge-o-Matic, in case you

don't already know, is a giant

wooden mallet. Gallagher uses

this mallet to smash apples,

oranges, cottage cheese

containers (full of course),

and watermelons — just

to name a few things.

He will, of course,

smash just about any-

thing that will make a big mess, and front row
audience members usually come prepared,

wearing rain coats and hats. They sometimes

bring large strips of plastic sheeting to protect

their clothes.

Gallagher's humor, though, extends to the

verbal too.

He makes jokes about words: "Why
do you own a pairoi pants, but only one

bra?"

He makes jokes about absurdity:

Why do they put locks on the

doors at 7-Eleven stores

when they're open
24-hours a day?"

His humor is

funny and al-

ways original,

and there

aren't any
other come-
dians quite

like him.

"My humor
makes people

think," he says. "I want

people to look more
closely at this country

and their lives."

Anyone who goes

to see Gallagher in

concert will certainly

be in for a unique ex-

perience in comedy.
Gallagher has ap-

peared in ten cable

comedy specials —
more than any other

comedian— and has

had five best-selling

video tapes.

Anyone who goes

to see Gallagher in

concert will certainly

be in for a unique expe-

rience in comedy.
Gallagher will be ap-

pearing tonight only at

SpringfieldSymphony Hall.

PRODUCED BY MICAH LEVY
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îQlALITY SILK SCREENED
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T-SHIRTS • SWEATS
BUMPER STICKERS •MUGS

KENNEDY
SCREEN GRAPHICS

16 ARMORY STREET
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060

(413)584-2124

1-800-287-2124

Ruby needs some polishing
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

After seeing Ruby, you'll never believe that Jack Ruby

killed Lee Harvey Oswald as a patriotic gesture or as a fall

guy for a conspiracy. In fact, you really may not know

why at all.

Ruby fails as a factual biography precisely because

it's not structured that way at ail. Ruby is a fascinating,

if not satisfying, journey into the man (excuse the cliche)

behind the myth.

Ruby unmasks Jack Ruby (Danny Aiello) as a con-

fused low-ranking mobster who was much more a

showman in his Dallas nightclub than a mafioso. Always

kept in the dark and a step behind, the film makes the

contention that Ruby was as much a patsy as Oswald.

BRANDYWINE APARTMENTS
16 Brandywine Drive • Amherst. MA 01002

(413)549-0600

Looking For A Summer lob?

BRANDYWINE is hiring.

Lifef^uards/Cleaners - Must have current Red

Cross Life Saving Certificate. Full Time.

Rental Agent - Outgoing p>erson. neat ap-

pearance, whoenjoys workingwith people. Good
typing skills a must. 40 hour weeb.

Please stop by the rental office. Monday through

Friday between 10:00 AM & 4:00 PM. and picb

up an application.

o(mg* or okhr
(viri mafor crmdif omrd

Weekend Auto
Rental Special
WxOx irf rmlm afifiMw noqn Fhdmy to Uendmy maming

95 North Amherst Motors
Auto & Truck Rental

7« OM SundMtMW fW, Norti Arnhmt, MA

549-RENT
Trwdu and carg« *««• dM •vatlabt* (SM-TSMl

f>pnY b* diamppolnfd - r—rv TODAY! On flUftai*

Instead ofthe all-encompassing conspiracy offered by

JFK, Ruby probes a CIA-Mafia connection that suppos-

edly killed the President. Jack, manipulated by a smug

CIA agent (Arliss Howard) and the mob, emerges as

nothing more than a fringe player, an explosive historical

footnote.

As the film builds to the assassination of JFK, Ruby

departs from its almost play-like forniat (it originated on

the London stage) to a cheap spin off of the much

superior JFK assassination sequences. The comparison

ends there, as Ruby's main attempt is more to explore the

life of Jack Ruby than to deluge the audience with

complex facts and theories.

The only fictionalized part of the movie discusses

Ruby's involvement with a stripper named Candy Cane.

Sherilyn Fenn {Twin Peaks) expertly plays the blond

bombshell styled after Marilyn Monroe. Ruby tries to draw

parallels between Cane and Jack but he ends up like a

like an overprotective father, dazzled by her beauty and

innocence. Her character, however, is too ingrained in the

events to be taken as fictional. Candy Cane sleeps with

JFK and even shows up in Dealy Plaza in front of the

grassy knoll, gawking at the gunmen behind the fence.

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers wanted for Bright

Moments Festival on July 9, 16, 23 for

approximately 5-6 hours/shift. Limited

number of additional hours available.

UMass students returning in Fall only.

Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO employer.

Description and application available at

207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE MAY 1.
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Brewster Court

584-9903

Don't Be a Fool, Shop Scott's
and Save!!

BUDWEISER. BUD LIGHT,

& BUD DRY
24-12 OZ. CANS
SALE PRICE 13.40

MAIL IN REBATE -2.00

FINAL $
COST 1149DEP.

CAPTAIN MORGAN
SPICED RUM

1599
l.rSLU.W/FREE

2.0 Ur. Coke

\

\

BLOSSOM HILL
White Zlnfandel
ft Chanlonnajr

Match $^799
2 FOR f

ROLLING ROCK &
ROLLING ROCK LIGHT

12-12 OZ. BOTTLES

$C996 DEP.

POPOV
VODKA

$1Q49
1.75 L.

HEINEKEN
12-12 OZ.
BOTTLES

$Q99W DEP.

SOUTHERN
COMFORT

$799
B 750 ML.

\]

\

\

\

\

\

\

Tele-ch»ck for
your personal check.

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!
6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst
Play all Mass Lottery

games here*

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\K\\\\\\K\\KK\K\T\

J*RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN
191 N PIpjKani Si , AmhprM • 253-2013

Open 7 djys • Ihurstlay nitjils jn Ndflhampum

TIAiE OUT
THURSDAY, APRIL 2

CREDIT CARDJIGHT
FREE PRIZESflATS,

& T-SHIRTS

9:00 PM • CLOSE
PROPER LD. A MUST

Make the most of Summer '92 at

Northeastern University.

With Northeastern University's flexible summer schedules,

you can get ahead or catch up on coursework and still have

plenty of time for summer fun. This summer Northeastern

University offers:

* 69 part-time undergraduate degree programs
• a sizzling selection of courses in Business

Administration. Health Professions. Science,

Liberal Arts, Criminal Justice and Security,

and Engineering Technology
• six convenient locations

including Main Boston, Liberty

Square. Burlington, Dedham,
Framingham, and Weymouth

• 10-week. 5-week, and 4-week

schedules starting June 22
• Second session starts July 27

jfCSt I want to make the most of summer '92. For a

FREE Information Kit. send this coupon to Northeastern

University. University College. PO Box 154. Boston.

L

NAMF.

UMA

tnTJFFTAonBirss

rn-Y STATE ZIP

Register June 8-11

/7/ Northeastern University« Part-timp [/ndenrnKiuale Progrutm

Am r^mal ^^pmrtMm^l^^^fflrmmllmt aotoa mmlvmttw
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IN CONCERT — Chucklehead will

perform with special guests The
Bombastics at Pearl Street,

Northampton at 8:30 p.m. Tickets $6
Adv; $7 door. I8-1- please.

IN CONCERT — Ann Rabson,

Earlene Lewis and Gay Adegbalula

make up Saffire: The (Jppity Blues

Women, who will bring new meaning

to the word 'trio.' At the Iron Horse,

Northampton at 7 p.m. Call 584-0610

for ticket and more info.

ON STAGE — "Mothers and Oth-

ers," an evening of works about the

profound and tricky relationships be-

tween mothers and their offspring,

directed by Prof. Virginia Scott and

adapted by Maxine Kem. At Hampden
Theater at 8 p.m. Ticket $5 general;

$3 students/seniors. Also performing

April 3 6 4. Call 545-3490 for info.

ON STAGE — Take five women
athletes, put them in competition for

four places on a track team and you've

got "Golden Girls," by Louise Page

and directed by Andrea Hairston. At

Theatre 14, Mendenhall Center for the

Perfomning Arts/SC at 8 p.m. Tickets

$4 general; $2 students. Also per-

forming April 3-4, 8-11. Call 585-

3220 for reservations.

ON STAGE — The Pulitzer Prize-

winning play "Buried Child" by Sam
Shepard involves the return of Vince

and his girlfriend to his grandparent's

farm after a six-year absence. At Cur-

tain Theater/FAC at 8 p.m. Tickets $5

general; $3 students/seniors. Also

performing April 3-4, 7-11 and a

matinee on April 4 at 2 p.m. Call 545-

2511 for reservations.

DANCE CONCERT— The dancers

of/AHC will present the Student Dance

Concert at 8 p.m. in the Studio The-

atre. Kendall Hall/MHC at 8 p.m.

Tickets $3 general; $2 students; $1

seniors/children. Also performing April

3-4. Call 538-2848 for reservations

(necessary).

EXHIBIT — Grace Knowlton and

Daniel Bozhkov present a three-part

exhibit consisting of temporary, site-

specific frescoes, Bozhkov's photo-

graphs and outdoor sculpture. At SC

Museum of Art. Gallery hours Tues.

thru Sat. Noon to 5 p.m. & Sun. 2 to 5

p.m. Opening reception from 4:30 to

6:30 p.m.

EXHIBIT— Jolene Rickard, Duane

Slick and Juane Quick-to-See Smith

make up Three Directions, a presen-

tation of three American Indian artists

at the Hampden Gallery thru April 24.

Gallery hours Mon. thru Fri. 3 to 7

p.m. & Sun. 2 to 5 p.m.

EXHIBIT— "Modernism in Ameri-

can Photography" will explore twen-

tieth century works Sheeler, Evans,

Corpron and others in the Print Room

of the SC Museum of Art thru May 29.

Print Room hours Tues. thru Fri. 1 to

4:30 p.m.

ON STAGE — Relationships take

center stage in three student written

plays to be performed at Fayerweather

Studio Theater/AC at 8 p.m. Free, but

reservations are necessary. Call 542-

2277. Also performing April 3-4.

IN CONCERT — UPC Productions

presents Superchunk with opening

guests Big Mistake at the Student

anion Ballroom at 8:30 p.m. Tickets

$7 general; $5 UMass students, avail-

able at For the Record, Main St.

Records and Tix Unlimited.

IN CONCERT— Six dancers called

ISO and four singers known as The

Bobs come together for an eclectic

mix of song and dance at the FAC at

8 p.m. Tickets $22, $20. $18; five-

college students half-price; $8 chil-

dren under 16. Call 545-251 1 for res-

ervations.

IN CONCERT — Australian

songwriter Paul Kelly plays the Iron

Horse, Northampton at 7 p.m. Call

584-0610 for ticket info.

BOOK SIGNING— Writer Peter N.

Nelson will sign copies of his new

book Many Like a Man: The Essential

Guide for Grooms at the Globe

Bookshop, 38 Pleasant St.,

Northampton from 4 to 6 p.m.

EXHIBIT — A floral art exhibit,

featuring the watercolors of Deborah

Rubin, will be shown at R. Michelson

Gallery/Amherst thru April 30. An

opening reception will be held from 6

to 8 p.m.Call 253-2500 for gallery

hours and info.

COMEDY — Lea Delaria, called

"the lesbian Lenny Bruce" by the

Boston Giot>e, will perform herhilarous

one-woman show at the Northampton

Center for the Arts at 8 p.m. Tickets

$10 Adv; $ 1 2 at the door, available at

Beyond Words Bookshop at Thome's

Marketplace. Also performing April 4.

READING — The Live Literature

Reading Series presentsTom Greene,

reading from his original work at

Wooton's Books, 19 N. Pleasant St. at

7:30 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — 10,000 Maniacs,

with special guests The Heartbeats

will do their thing at the Valentine

Annex/AC at 9 p.m. Tickets $18 gen-

eral; $10 ACID. Sold out.

»toto (ourttfr Tony Onflto P^MtLity

The New York based comedy trio Funny Gay Males will make you laugh at the

Iron Horse on Saturday.

COMEDY — The New York based

comedy trio Funny Gay Males will

make you laugh at the Iron Horse,

Northampton at 7 p.m. Tickets $10.50

Adv.
COMEDY— Janeane Garofalo lets

loose with her comedy routine at the

Campus Center Frontroom/AC at 9

p.m. Tickets $5 general; $1 AC ID.

BOOK SIGNING — Peter Weiss,

native of Holyoke, MA, will sign cop-

ies of his new book Baset>a//'s A//-Hme
Goats at the Odyssey Bookshop from

1 to 3 p.m.

EXHIBIT — "George Wardlaw:

Exodus 11" is a combination of paint-

ing, scupture and architecture from

the artist's most recent series. Exodus

II, 1989-92. At the University Gallery/

FAC through June 6. Gallery hours

Tues. thru Fri. 1 1 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. &
Sat. thru Sun. 2 to 5 p.m.

EXHIBIT— "Lasting Impressions;"

prints, drawings and illustrated books

from the Gifts of Helen B. Black ('31

)

at the MHC Art Museum. Call for gal-

lery hours.

RALLY/CONCERT — A rally to

legalize Marijuana and concert by

Minibus, sponsored by the UM Can-

nabis Reform Coalition and MASS-
CAN will begin with the rally at 1 :30

p.m. at the Amherst Common.
Speakers and Minibus will continue

until 4:30 p.m.

DANCE — The International Stu-

dents Association sponsors a dance

with international music at the Stu-

dent Union Ballroom from 9 p.m. to 1

a.m.

IN CONCERT — A choral concert

starring SC choirs Alpha and Omega,
Chamber Singers, Glee Club per-

forming music by Thompson,
Schumann and others at Sweeny
Concert Hall/SC at 8 p.m.

FACULTY RECITAL — Monica

Jakuc, piano will perform a program

of works by women composers such

as Amy Beach, Louise

Talma and a ragtime by Julia

Nlebergall at the Sweeny Concert Hall/

^_. SC at 8 p.m.

..... . . "^""I^^^HTllhu INCONCERT— Singer/songwriters

UPC Productions presents Superchunk w,th
^^/"JJ^^f^^'^.^^^^^^^^ Erica Wheeler and Com^ac McCarthy

Friday at the Student Union Ballroom at 8:30pm. Tickets are^
^.„ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^

at For the Record, Main St. Records & Tix Unlimited.
Frontroom/AC at 8 p.m. Tickets $7

general; $1 AC ID.

IN CONCERT — Louisiana's hot-

test Creole dance band. Buckwheat

Zydeco, will command the dance floor

at the Iron Horse, Northampton. Call

for times and ticket info.

STUDENT RECITAL — Featuring

Suzuki pianists, the PAD Young Voices
and solo performances by intermedi-

ate and advanced students. At

Bezanson Recital Hall at 3 p.m. Dona-

tions will be accepted for PAD
Scholarship Fund.

K.-^ (t U J<
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VILLA
Great AAexican Food Served QukWy &

Inexpensively in a Friendly & Casual Atmosphere

DOWNTOWN
AMHERST

Boltwood Walk 256-8217

Beer & Wine Served

DOWNTOWN
NORTHAMPTON

21 Center St. 584-0673
Bring Your Own Beer & Wine

For belivery. Call Delivery Fxpress • 549-0077

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE "MSC"

• MANDARIN & SZKHUAN CWSINt

• HOMESTlYtCOOWNC

• FRESH VtCHABLES FROM OUR FARM

• EAT IN OR TAKEOUT

• FULL LIQUOR LONSt

• OPEN 7 DAYS

. NEWIY REMOOaH)

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEPTED

253-7835 253-2813

\^b2 Main Street, Amherst^

Baseball Card Show

VFW Hall 457 Main St., Amherst

Sun.,AprU5 1992

10 am- 5 pm
617-738- 1238

L

Conv«nl«nt to Brittany

253-9742
SOSWMlSt
So. Amharst

rAEROBICS
Lozi^ Impact

Step

Hi/Low

Keiser

Nautilus

Free Weights

Cybex
Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLllB

256-0080

'tpui tmamiulin tb*

dtUegtoH to try and meei

that cute guy te my History

class. The next 4ay, 7guys
showed up at my door wUb
/tourers. I never realized

bout effective CoUegtan ads
wereT

Just inu^ine what
Collegian Advertising

could do for your
• business

• play or performance
• sMKial Ufe

• Independent

Presidential campaign

Call us and put the

power of Collegian

advertising

to work for you!

54V3500

Summet^ieamlMth Sate.

So you can earn credit in just 2,S 4. 6,Zor 8 weeks.

Call l-8()0-FlNDS NU for a catalog today

Northw^em University Sumnier Session '92

^aoN» ' A»
r

Sat.

Vpnlll

S p III.

[ Sim.

\prilli

I p.m.

M»ui\(i(.()N(:i:uT

\ll( I l\ WONDIUIAM)
coi'nii.v Aci III

>4)l(iiM>. Ilantoixllliillct

AC\DEMY OF MISIC
nckete-^8.nojl2

Nortluunpton tk)x Office:

Thomes Marketplace

NOBODY'S PERFEC |>
LOCATION: Rl 9. Hadtey • Between Super Stop N Shop & Liquors 44

STORE HOURS: Mon., Tues., Wed.. Sat., 10-6 • Thurs.. Fri., 10-9 • Sun.. 12-6

New Spring & Summer
Merchandise for Ladies & iVien

40% - 80% OFF IVIERCHAiyDISE
FROIM THE LEADIIMG SPECIALTY
STORES liy THE UNITED STATES!!!

LADIES &
WOVEN & DEMIM

SHORTS

LADIES &
MEN'S
JEANS

$12.99 $14.99

/K-TTEIMTIOISI

T

REG.
$28-$38

LADIES
SKIRTS

$30-$42

LADIES & MEN'S
T's and Other Tops

$9.99 $(M99 T

REG.
$28-$60

REG.
$i4-$48 NOBODY'S PERFEC }»

1ST QUALITY & SLIGHT IRREGULARS
SAVE 40%-80% OFF THEIR ORIGINAL PRK

^PpPPT 5 PERi BV ^^ Not Even the best known specialty & department stores in the U.S.

- - ~ ^ They make mistakes too... Thats when our buyers take advantage and
pass the savings on to you!

Slop N Shop Plaza

Hadtey • Rt. 9 (Between Super Stop N Shop and

Liquors 44)

(413)256-8686
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Political manipulations of 'God' examined
By JAY ALLjMN
Collegian Correspondent

The Window of Vulnerability: A Political Spirituality

Dorothee Soelle

Fortress Press: Minneapolis

Despite a wholesale exodus from organized religion in

the sixties, the United States' population still insists —
about 80% — that it believes in God.

What the actual content of this espoused belief is,

however, is less easy to glean. And critics' charges (that

religion is in collusion with state power and the status

quo) generally have been rather slow to yield.

Aware of the need for serious change, in 1 968 the

bishops of Latin America met in Medellin. Colombia and

christened the new field of "liberation theology." Chiefly

a Third World phenomenon, it has attempted to forge a

living faith amidst the squalor of economic exploitation,

political disempowerment (and repression) and pervasive

oppression.

Most Western religious leaders and theologians, the

Pope included, have attempted to localize this insurgent

development by associating it with Marxism, guerilla

priests and heresy. Yet the intrepid German theologian

Dorothee Soelle, in the eclectic essays in The Window of

Vulnerability, forges a bridge between the Third and First

World. Yet in keeping with the spirit of Medellin, it is not

merely an intellectual/ethical construct but rather a call

to active resistance against the forces of oppression,

chief of which she terms "the project of death."

However, she challenges not only those involved in the

manufacture of weapons of mass destruction but those

who unconsciously embrace the psuedo-security it offers

even as the poor sink into greater misery.

Again and again, in exposing the stark underside of our

obsession with "national security" and our demonization of

thosewho maintain different ideological world views, Soelle

goads us to take sides— to "choose life."

It is a work bound to elicit strong praise and harsh

condemnation; it does not equivocate.

For example, in an essay entitled "The White Rose Is

Blooming," Soelle draws upon the name of a tiny resis-

tance cell in Nazi Germany to confront a judge on his

complicity in plans to destroy the county, and indeed,

the entire planet

Recalling to the court the solitary witness of Rosa

Parks, the 382-ay bus boycott that Martin Luther King, Jr.

helped lead and the freedom of Daniel Berrigan, she

goads the court into confronting their subservient role

towards the Gnited States.

"Is German justice," she asks, "being employed as a

bailiff for these rulers?"

In the various essays, one begins to grasp the diverse

sources for Soelle's fiery brand of Christianity— historical,

psychospiritual and feminist. Again using the rhetorical

question, she takes on the patriarchal structure of Christi-

anity and asks, "Why should we women worship and love

a being who does not transcend the moral level of the

present, male-determined culture but only stabilizes it?"

Yet her radical feminism can be inclusive as well, as

when she writes, "The desire for another conception of

God, other symbols and other hopes, is important for

those who need a different God because they are insulted,

humiliated and disgusted by the culture in which we live

and think."

Women and men must confront the sins of: "under-

development of the self, conformity to the dominant

structure, lack of pride in being a woman, disobedience."

In other words, adjusting to a sexist, militarized culture.

Soelle challenges us to rethink such beliefs and habits

of devotion. For those who seek a dynamic faith that

provides a counterforce for a troubled world, she is a

sturdy guide — a nonviolent Joan of Arc, a crusader for

life, without apology or capitulation.

Fhoto br it'r ^'f'*''

jUSTFORCHUCKLES-Chucklehead'snewalbum''BigWetKiss''isready,today.Youcancatch

the band at Pearl Street in Northampton at 8:30 tonight. ^^_______—
AMHERST

ATflUyBTICCUJB

2564KW0

(n *io TNf reoi* <«•

Sun 4/17 MILUkMIUkSI All MX9
Udt «t] -V-IUTfaMTraOTMT !••

(X 4 1 r ettrri Of DOOtMia <••

<un 4 l« TMC VMII •
TMt nlCTMCAIMCl* MiVit*

4.» *. iii^T »m««n«w i«

ROurf i MADLf ' ' SBb •Ih

LIVIINSPRINC.I ll-LD

PARAMOUNT
TAKE 6
APRIL 5th

OKKKIAI. IKANSroKTAIK'N
I'HdVIDKDHY

CALLS LIMOUSLNE
SERVICE

PAT
METHENY
GROUP
LYLE MAYS STEVE RODBY
PAUL WERTICO
DAVID BLAMIRES
MARK LEDFORD
ARMONDO MARCAL

1 APRIL 7th

FREE RENT OPTION

Tl{ KHS AVAll ARLF. AT l>ARAMOliNT BOX OFFICE (41?) 734 .->

S KA VB K^^^^^
N( )KTHAM1T()N TIC KFT OFFICE

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.

Stop in and we'll show you what we have to offer.

Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

Rental Office Open Daily 10-4

Limited Time Offer - 5490600

^, •*».«.'»%•.•. -4 '*'.vvvv'iT.«»vvvvv^^»v'u%%vvV4:u».»4nv»*»..nnMiM.i'.».».M
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Ruby
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

Danny Aiello (Moonstruck) is excellent as Ruby, giv-

ing the character who we all know but know nothing

about a depth and resonance in an attempt to make him

a tragic figure. Ruby succeeds partly because it makes

him such an engaging, deep character. However, as Jack

breaks down in a jail cell after killing Oswald, the audi-

ence is left to make up its own mind about his actual

motives for the shooting. This means that the viewer just

sat through a 100 minute movie with no payoff.

With such a far-reaching subject as the Kennedy

assassination we may never know the real facts. But

while Ruby gives us a slightly better understanding of the

man Jack Ruby, making him seem less like another

untouchable character in the twisted cast of the JFK

conspiracy, it offers none of the why.

Ruby works much better as a film about a struggling

man in over his head (the film actually creates sympathy

for the man) who just happened to be Jack Ruby. As a

factual account, however. Ruby seems as remote as the

lone-gunman theory.

Grade: B-

every year.. .every week...

every day...every hour...

every minute...every second...

there it is

UQUORS
18 Main St. Downtown Anilierst 253-54-41

$7.49

case cans,

FeaturingMILLER LITE
$11.99 Case bottles

Genuine Draft, Draft Light

$6.99 12 pk bottles

HEINEKEN orAMSTEL
$8.99 12pk bottles

CATAMOUNT (your choice)

$4.99 6pk bottles

FOSTER'S LAGER
$8.49 12pk bottles

750 fW-^ Visa/MastErcaidaaxpted

Many More ln-&torc &pecial<ft

AU Beers plus Deposit (CJ^pCCJally On mnCf>) 'Delivery A>gilabtc

HEALTHY SKIN
Begins with a deep pore

cleansing facial.

Also lash and brow

tinting, shaping, hair

waxing, make-up.

AESTHETICS SKINCARE
34 Main St., Suite 1 . AinJ-teist.MA 253-9879

3 - ON - 3
OUTDOOR BASKETBALL FESTIVAL

REGIST

THECA

FOR \rOfciJNFO C VtL »t5-4422

:. •«^./•^:^;•:::^;•::::^••%•.•%^ ^•:»^:^-^^;»:iK»:si \4

SUPERCMJN/i
Also!with BIG MISTAKE

fiPRIL 3,1992
BLUEUJfiLL 8:30pm
*$5 UMflSS $7 ALL

OTHERS *CASH BAR!* w

Krt cxrr)
with ELEVEN

APRIL 7,1992

UMflSS STUDENT UNION 8pm
$8 UMASS $10 ALL

OTHERS

upc productions

¥

¥
¥
¥

i^l^i^»:^»
>v5
•...V

Intelligent debut from A.D.
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

Arrested Development
3 Years, 5 Months and 2 Days In the Life Of . .

.

Chrysalis Records

When you First listen to the Arrested Development
album 3 Years, 5 Months and 2 Days in the Life Of . .

.

you realize that it is not an ordinary rap album. Instead of

sounds from the street, there are sounds from the coun-
tryside where the group grew up outside of Atlanta.

The six-member group is comprised of Sjjeech (lead

lyricist), Headliner (DJ), Aerie Taree (back-up vocals),

Montsho Eshe (choreographer), Rasa Don (jack of all

trades) and Baba Oje (advisor and spiritual leader).

Speech tries to bring forth intelligent and message-
sending lyrics on many of the songs on the 15 track

album, and for the most part he succeeds.

An example of these intelligent lyrics appear on the

song "Mama's Always on Stage." "Brand new mama/ I

understand. It's hard as hell to be a young mother

and. ..you need support your conscience told you/not to

abort so to your child you're a hero, ofsome sort. But hey,

the worst is over. . . you're ready to do this."

Other songs which display Speech's lyrical power

include, "Fishin 4 Religion," which looks at the politically

weak American black baptist churches, "/Ar. Wendal,"

which deals with the treatment of the homeless, and
"Give A Man A Fish" which uses the old proverb 'Give a

man a fish, he'll eat for a day. Teach him how to fish and
he'll eat forever' to get its hopeful message across.

The background music from the album is both re-

freshingly different and disturbingly different. The song

"People Everyday" nicely incorporates the chorus from

the Sly and the Family Stone classic "Everyday People".

Other background highlights include the live instru-

ments played in some of the songs. A good example of

this is the searing harmonica that can be heard in the cut

"Mama's Always on Stage".

For the most part the country -tinged background

sound is monotonous because you really can't get into it.

The beats in some songs are solid, but overall they do not

get the job done because they are weak, and really don't

make you want to move.
Much like De La Soul, the samples used by Arrested

Development are off-the-beaten path. But unlike De La

Soul, most of AD's samples are obscure.

Arrested Development's debut is both enlightening

and disappointing. Speech's lyrics are very good and

they have to l>e listened to, but most of the music can be

thrown out with the rest of the trash.

Top Ten least

popular games on
the market

10. "Find the Pubic Hair in the Coke": The
Clarence Thomas board game
9. "Let's Blow It Gpl," new from Milton

Bradley
8. "Pomopoly"
7 . "What The Hell Did He Say?" the game of

guessing Bob Dylan lyrics

6. "Around Dom Deluise In 80 Days"

5. "Pin the Gold Medallion on Al Sharpton"

4. "101 Things to Do With Tuna"

3. "Where's Waldo's Pants?"

2. "Places to Put Your Winky," a game for

boys, by Parker Brothers

1 . "Capture the Thing On Tracey Chapman's
Head"

— By JON STAFFORD

V^l| i) PANDA
Advocate

"Best in the Valley"

1989 &1 990

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

We bring Chinatovjn

to you

*Lunch Specials*

from $3.95 including soup & rice

WITH THIS COUPON

Now Serving Lunch On Sundays Also!

May 31, 1992Hours:
Mon. - Thurs. 1 1* am - 9*» pm
FrI. & Sat. 11* am - 10*» pm
Sunday 12 noon - 9** pm

103N.PIaMantSt Amherst. MA 01 002 •(413)256-a923(413)256<8924
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BUY ONE, GET ONE ^
]cmJt^]\Mol\am

eating place

I

I

'"^ C ^ ^ ^^^ .^^^ ^^Q^ Q^JJ.

OPEN SUN.-THURS. inenu, & receive the second
,

6AM-3AM FRI.&SAT. for free! Minimum purchase of
|

OPEN 24 HOURS. S3.45 required. Higher price
j

NEXT TO prevails, daily specials |

SUPER STOP &
SHOP/RTE. 9,

excluded, no other discounts or

promos apply. Excludes Scallop

R Rteak Dinners

HADLEY-AMHERST BREAKFAST SERVED ANYTIME!!

I
256-6889 Expires

4/7/92J

L»>»>..»o>.>...>.yA;S5^^

^^^^102

4'

V'
'V'
V'.

'•if'

'V'

IS

APRIL 29 •7:30PM
ALL SEATS RESERVED $21.50*

AVAILABLE AT BOX OFFICE ONLY
GOLD CIRCLE SEATING AVAILABLE

SLAVE TO THE GBIND TOUR

APRIL 26 • 7:30PM

i ,,.,J£MSML....^<^^
I IfIVIf CtMTHI ^^r<̂ '^'Z^:L i

I
I

i

I
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(lYK CENTERI
MIOtFICI

"mOI
^""^ VIMOGAtAXY

(203) «24-0033 (NH) • (203) 525-4500 (HT)
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THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY

''-riX^^*'

Featuring DJ Strollin' Roland

APPETIZER SPECIAL
8:00-10:OOPM

ANYMENU NACHOS
$2.00

WEEKLY SPECIALS

Twins to play Pearl Street
I 1 •_ I ... ^m,,rsA t'hsco n;*rt-<; for showif

By BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

It's not very often that you'll find a band consisting of

identical twins.
r. »u

This Saturday night will see the Herschler Brothers

bringing their dynamic electric folk act to the downstairs

room of Pearl Street Nightclub in Northampton. This is an

opportunity to spend an evening listening to some really

great songwriting.

JABBERWOCKY

95 <t

Drafts

.-^e^ BEER
$3.95

Pitchers

THE (M\ PUB
<ll.llU<\M.S ^ILjrtS IN AMIUKSI

Mark and Mathew Herschler are identical twins distin-

guished not only by their wild manes of blonde hair but

by the thought- provoking and melodic music that the two

write together. i-„-,i«^
Gravel-voiced Mark is the extroverted, guitar slinging

genius behind the group, whereas introspective and

sensitive brother Matt provides the heart and soul ot the

duo Both complement each other in such a way that it s

dificult to imagine them perfomning without each other.

Mark Herschler is a professional busker by trade who

spends his summers in Europe playing the crowded

street corners and cafes of Paris. Amsterdam and Swit^

zerland. He spent six years touring with the aptly named

Lost Wandering Blues and Jazz Band before moving to

this area three years ago to work with his twin brother.

Mark is a one-man jam session just waiting to happen

and he is known around these parts for showing up at

qiqs guitar in hand, to sit in for a song or two with local

bands The guy can play just about anything. At a recent

solo acoustic gig he performed strictly Spanish flamenco

music. , . . .

Matt Herschler is the quiet one who prefers hours spent

at home composing and arranging songs ori his piano

versus the limelight of performing in the public eye. He

has developed quite a reputation for his songwriting

abilities via songs he has written and donated to the Have

a Heart benefit concerts every year. This year s We the

People
" recorded by the Have Heart Chorus, was penned

by Matt Herschler and it received extensive airplay on

area radio stations.

Together the Herschlers write powerful anthemic music

that is compelling and stirring. You hear their tunes and

you remember it. They have been compared to Scotland s

Proclaimers. the Spanic Boys, and the legendary Cat

Stevens.
. .

...

The Pearl Street show this Saturday is special because

it will feature the Herschler Brothers in the trio fomiat of

bass, drums and guitar that they are accustomed to

working with when ananging and rehearsing their material.

Normally they bring in musician friends, such as pianist

Tom McClung. to create an ensemble for their shows.

But according to Matt, "The trio gives Mark some room

to let loose on his guitar. He can get crazy this way."

Opening for the Herschlers will be Laurianne

Fiorientino. a folk singer who is known best locally for her

former work with the Bobby Darling Show.

Ugly Kid Joe's album not pretty

I'If.M • l'>'> .

By SCOTT KESNER
Collegian Staff

Don't buy Ggly Kid Joe's new release. As Ggly As They

Wanna Be. Its not worth the price of the brown bag that

it comes in.

Those of you who subscribe to the menac ing bile ot ttie

hit single. "Everything About You." are as emoUonally

stunted as the inept songwriters who allured you.

Ogly Kid Joe is having a musical identity crisis. The

enigmatic quintet can't decipher the dichotomy of being

a bad metal band or a diluted funk outfit. They're un-

distinguished either way.
, -« J

For instance, the album's opening track. Madman,

is an inane prevarication babbled by a demonic— or shall

I say moronic — tourist that shanghais an unsuspecting

I

female, accompanies her on Disneyland's rides and then

reveals. "I sure ain't Mickey Mouse. I'm a killer in dis-

guise." The band sun-ounds its lyrical crassness with a

raunchy paste of abusive guitaring. "Madman." is a tune

that even Ratt would be afraid to do at a sound check.

On the opposite end of their limited spectrum is

-Funky Fresh Country Club," which is either an obvious

tribute to the Red Hot Chili Peppers. "Stone Cold Bush,

or an oversight, ripping them off.

Somewhere in the six song mini LP is the voice ot

Whitfield Crane. His vocals largely resemble those of

former Motley Crew siren Vince Neil. Who in their right

voke would want to emulate him? Prior to looking at the

album sleeve. 1 thought that Vince Neil had found his new

home, but ratkjnalized that even a rapidly aging no talent

like him would never be desperate enough to join this band.

Ugly Kid Joe are a tawdry bunch of varlets who amuse

themselves with their own preoccupation with death and

violence. This band belongs in a psych ward, where they

should remain until they swear to never attempt album

making again. I HATE EVERYTHING ABOUT THIS AL-

BUM!

15 EAST PLEASANT

ptrtt Mnns
J .zaKtJ^ ^ Liquor Store

Miller Lite .):^:f. 2/1 2 packs 1 2 oz. bottles $12.79 case

Natural Light 2/12 packs 12 oz. cans $ 9.79 case

Beck's Beer feSfil ^^ oz Bottles $4.99 e/pk

Vermont Mountain Brewers

Bicentennial Ale $4.69 6/pk|

WoodchuckSpariding Draft Cider

$15.99 easel

Sebastiani Dry White Zinfandel 750 Ml 2 for $4.99

Mad Dog 20/20 750 Ml. all flavors $1.99

Jose Cuervo Gold Tequila 750 Ml $10.99

Majorska Vodka Royale 750 Ml $4.59^

Kegs Starting At $33.00 Checks/MaslercardVisa

Accepted For Keg Deposits.

Gourmet Beers for special occasions Plus over 35 Malt

Scotches and Cognacs. Brandies, & Champagnes

COLLECTIVE
COPIES
THE SALE
APRIL 1 - APRIL 30

THE CATCH:
* copies must be 8ya"xir, MACHINE FEEDABLE
* copies must be left OVERNIGHT
* colored and specialty papers are extra

* the order must TOTAL AT LEAST 1 ,000 COPIES

(e.g. 10 copies of 100 pages = 1,000 total copies

1 ,000 copies @ 3C = $30.00)

MEGf^BUCKS,
WE HAUE IT!

338 College St.

One mile East of Amherst center on Route 9

Open 9 am - 1 1 pm Rain or Shine • Always Open

VISA & MASTERCARD1W:CEPTED

COLLECTIVE COPIES IS AT

29 S. Pleasant St.

ACROSS FROM THE
AMHERST TOWN COMMON
ON THE SECOND FLOOR.

256-6425
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NHL players on strike after contract rejection
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press

TORONTO—NHL players have voted
almost unanimously to reject the owners*

latest contract offer, setting into motion
the flfst league-wide strike in history on
Wednesday.

There will be no games tonight," NHL
Players Association executive director Bob
Goodenow said at a news conference yes-

terday that started less than a half-hour

prior to the announced 3 p.m. EST strike

deadline. «

Ailer the players emnounced their re-

jection of the owners' deal, negotiations

were expected to resume at a midtown
Toronto hotel in an effort to save the rest

ofthe season and the StanleyCup playofifs,

which start next week.

Eight members ofthe owners* commit-

tee and four from the union met in sepa-

rate sessions at the hotel where they had
broken offnegotiations over the weekend.

Speaking from a crowded ix)dium sur-

rounded by several players, including the

NHLPA negotiating committee, Goodenow
confirmed that a meeting was planned

with NHL president John Ziegler later in

the day.

"If we can reach an agreement, this

would enable the season and the playoffs

to go forward," Goodenow said. "The

question is: Are the owners prepared to

continue the negotiations and use the time

constructively?"

The players couldn't have been more
decisive in their response to the balloting.

They rejected the owners' offer by a

voteof560to4.
"The vote results prove the players'

dissatisfaction withthe owners' final offer,"

Goodenow said. " A vote to reject was a

vote to strike by 3 p.m. April 1, 1992."

Goodenow said that the NHLPA has

made arrangements for the three teams
on the road Wednesday to return to their

home cities.

There are 27 games left in the regular

season. Three were lost Wednesday night.

"The general joys of playing the games
come into conflict," Goodenow said. "And
that*s the case today. I don't think there's

anybody happy about this. But it's a step

that the players collectively decided was
necessary."

Added Mike Gartner of the New York

Rangers, one of the members of the play-

ers' negotiating committee:

"We have to continue to negotiate and

the window of opportunity to keep the

playoffs alive is very small," Gartner said.

"1 think we have to take advantage ofthat

opportunity over the next few days and try

to get some kind of agreement.

"If we can't, I don't think there will be

any playoffs and well be well into next

season."

It was the second time the players had

voted on the owners' latest offer, presented

over the weekend during marathon ne-

gotiations in Toronto.

ACADBIV .MUSIC
NORTHAMPTON

{^\dj§m

ONLY AREA SHOWING - Fri. April 3 thru 9

Lpril 3 thru 7 at 7:0049:00 April 8 thru 9 7:00pm onl

TIIE M\GI(; XSn THE .M\I)NESS

:| OF JIMONG ".\POCy.\PSE NOW
.\ltS<)KKIN<;

AS1()NISIIIN(.

Thur. - Hard's Rock Cafe

D.J. Roger Hard -WRNX 100.9

Fri.. D.J. BillK.

Dennis

Sun- Karaoke "Sing Along'

NEW ADDITION

NOKTHAMPTON

Daily

Noon-
12:30 am.
8 Tables

Private

Function
Room

1 Pearl St., N'ton • 584-4100

J

Most important film last 2 decades

CINEMASCOPE SCREEN/THEATRE SOUND
WED. THUR. Apr 8 & 9

Curtain 9:00

Tickets may be pur|

chased in advance
at any Hearts of

4 Darkness showing to insure seat in)

laS

AP photo

Boston Bruins player Cam Neely reacts as he speaks to the press

after team practice Wednesday in Wilmington, Mass. about the NHL
players' strike.

Lancaster teenager
killed by grenade

AVER, Mass (AP) — A Fort Devens bomb squad

searched a high school for unexploded munitions after a

teen-ager was killed by grenades he found on army base

grounds, officials said Wednesday.

A group of students at the Nashoba Regional High

School in Bolton probably sbpped into Fort Devens a

number of times to look for military gear as souvenirs,

base spokesperson Alex Fletcher said.

"We think they've got a cache somewhere," she said.

"We really feel that there have been other people in on

this."

Eric Dudley, 16, ofLancaster died Tuesday evening in

a wooded training area ofthe base after at least one oftwo

grenades he found exploded in his knapsack, officials

said.

A high school friend who was with him. 18-year-old

Dale Leferman, also of Lancaster, was unharmed. No

charges have been filed against Leferman.

Fletcher said she believed the teen-agers had been

onto the base before, possibly with other friends. Inves-

tigators who searched the Nashoba high school

Wednesday found nothing.

Fort Devens officials appealed to the public to call

authorities ifthey find shells and other ammunition on or

oft" the base.

That's very frightening to us," Fletcher said. "There's

no way to tell a dud from a real one."

There is no security problem at Fort Devens even

though some areas are accessible to civilians, officials

said. Warning signs and barbed wire fencing clearly

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

AT TME GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE

PEKINGGARDEN
^^' BESTOF CHINESE; FOOD

-5^ SPECIALIZINQ IN

MANDARIN AND SZECHUAN
DISHES

MC)N - n l^c/RS

I^UhH-T

$5.99

11 -5PM
SUNPAY
RRWNCII

$6.99

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY COMEDY SHOW

20% OFF DINNER

BANQUET PARTY ROOM
GP TO 200 PERSONS
FULL COCKTAIL MENU

48 RUSSELL ST. • HADLEY, MA 01035 • (413) 586-1202

nPt^MTDAYSAWEEl
Vl'^AiMASl^KL/^Kl

WemVI HOLD KEC DEPOSITSJIPTO 30 DAYS ON M/C, VISA, OR CHECK.'

3«5.?5f

«#•*•

BUD, 5 1 0^^
BUD LIGHT YoEP
& BUD DRY AFTiR REBATE

CASE OF 24 SALE 12.99

1 2 OZ CANS MAIL IN REBATE ^00

SAMUEL ADAMS $^99
DOUBLE BOCK *T* OEP
6-PK. BOTTLES

BECKS «
1 6*1

CASE OF 24-1 2 OZ. BOTTLES

FALSTAFF& $Q49
FALSTAFF LIGHT O.

CASE OF 24-12 OZ CANS

BACARDI BREEZERS

^$449 4.PK.

BOTTLES

WINE OF T^^E MONTH

BLOSSOM HILL isl

693 WHITE $C49
ZINFANDEL V/

CHARDONNAYm
i CABERNET *
SAUVIGNOH

KENDALL $049
JACKSON ^O

\^ VODKA

SAU 9.49

MAIL IN

REBATE -1.50

$799
f 1 75L

AFTER REBATE

SOUTHERN SALE 14.99 $-|099
rnucnoT mail in Ifcwsa. COMFORT

CHARDONNAY 750 ML

SEBASTIANI $C79
PROPRIETER WINES ^ i5L

WMfE f>£0 BLUSH WHaSZlNfANOEL FKHCH
COtLMWflO, CHSNINBIANC. OAMAYBEAUJOLMS

PICCINI $099
CHIANTI ^'''^'

INGLENOOK WINES
CHESIN BLASC FRENCH COLUUBAHD. tfj ^% A Q
flHWE sunauscy. i^ose. chabus. v i^^ **

BLANC OEBLANC. BLUSH. ^J 3 Q L
WHITE aR£MACH£

REBATE -2 00
1 75L

AFTER REBATE

GORDONS $ a f^ag
GIN "^

I Uwl
SALE 12.99

MAIL IN-REBATE 2.00

1,75L

AFTER REBATE

$Q99KENNEDY'S
BLENDED WHISKEY
SALE 10,49 MAIL IN-REBATE -150

*FTER REBATE

8 1 75L

CUERVO MARGARITA
PARTY PACK

CONTAINS. 1-750 ML- GOLD S^QQ
TEQUILA %t»v|*"'

1 -1 .OL MARGARITA MIX *^

not responsible for

typographical errors

UrClN. Monday thruMonday thru Saturday

• TWO CONVENIENTLOCATIONS
HADLEY HOLYOKE

Campus Plaza/Route 9 30 Lincoln St.

253-9344 534-4555

SAL£ PRICES
TWURS4<2^2THRU

WEDS.*&^2

Full Redemption Center
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grenade
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

mark the South Post training area where the two teen-

agers found the grenades.

"You have to make an extreme effort" to get into the

area, Fletcher said.

A similar incident occurred about 10 years ago when

aman was iryured bymunitions he foundon base grounds,

she said.

Lancaster Police Chief Eric McAvenue said he would

request more patrols by military police on the base to

deter trespassers. He said he had heard cases of people

bringing ammunition off the base in the past.

"It's one ofthose things that is kept reasonably quiet,"

McAvene said.

Gary Sanborne, a Lancaster resident, said it was,

"common practice for kids around here to go into Fort

Devens and pick up whatever they find, you know, hang

on their wall — needles, bullet shells, whatever."

Although Fort Devens has been slated for closure,

Fletcher said the area where Dudley found the grenades

will stay open for National Guard and reservist train-

ing.

B

Living With Herpes

Do you have herpes?

Would you benefit from

talking with other people

who also have herpes?

If you answered yes to these

questions block off your calendars

and attend this Informal discussion.

April 8

University Health Center

Room 304

7-9 p.m.

rr^ Hampshire Personnel

Job Search Services

Pol Poum Mall, Suite 19 • 241 King St., Northampton, MA 01061

413*586*0088

- OBJECTIVE -

To provkk resume jervioe and wofishops lo the jolweeker.

- Sl'MMARY -

Expcncnce includes eviluaiing candidaiej for client companies via

resumes and personal interviews Based on these years of experience,

a resume style and woitshop program has been developed for the Job

seeker.

- SERVICES -

BLilMLi _ , , , ,

Evaluate, edit and type resume from rough draft to finish product

with cover letter, wnilen and laser typeset • $5000

F.^aluaie. edit and type resume without cover letter • $35.00.

WOKkSHOP
A two hiHir wofishop • JOB SEARCH TECHNKHJES
Frrr, Titt^i 9.Warn ll:30«m ei 7«)pm - 9:00pra.

Cavrriiif . Wherr and Him lo Look, writing \vur own rrsume. and how

to becomt an effeciivf imrnirwtt. i25.00

FOR MORF INFORMATION CAM. S86;QQ8&-

For more Information call the Health

Education Office at 549-2671 ext. 181

Deadlock remains
on redistricting
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON— A federal judge urged the state to devise

a 10-seat map ofcongressional districts, but the governor

and the House Speaker remained at odds Wednesday

over how to proceed.

The result is that candidates attempting to determine

where they will be running still have no clear idea how

the lines will be drawn if Massachusetts loses its bid to

keep 11 seats in the U.S. House.

U.S. District CourtJudge Edward Harrington refused

to step in and order the state to redraw congressional

districts, but "suggested, in accordance with the dictates

of prudence, that the provisions (of a previous order) be

voluntarily complied with."

The state was originally scheduled to lose a congres-

sional seat, but a panel of three federal judges rule in

Massachusetts' favor last month.

The Supreme Court has agreed to take up the case and

last week suspended judges' ruling pending a final de-

cision.

Gov. William F. Weld said the state should comply

with the Harrington's suggestion. "1 think we should

come up with a 10-district plan just so we're prepared

against all contingencies," Weld said.

But House Speaker Charles Flaherty. D-Cambridge,

said the governor already agreed to a 10-seat plan with

Democratic leaders last month.

]Vhere Is Cheryl?
Where else! at Styles by Deborah

I rNTi{or)u:i'oKVsi?:(lAi! I

'$4.00OFF"^vr
|

I $5.00 OFF -?F'^
I

Styles by Deborah
The spafor hair and skin care

65 UniversitY Drive, Ainherst

^COLLEGIAN
ADVERTISINGI

WORKS!

The best

advertising

medium
to reach

students
In the

Five-College

area.

Reach 19.000

per day.

545-3500

Experience

the Joy

ofLearning

Over 200 credit courses that will

help you:

• Make up lost credits

• Advance in next semester's

work

• Rug any holes in your current

schedule

d Learn something that you

wouldn't ordinarily have time

for—for the sheer joy of

learning!

TWO ^y^^^^^^Z^
^«iMYO»»

The UMass
Summer
Session

can add Joy

to your life.

ASeasons
^^^ R»e. 9 • Hodlev' 584-81 74

B«tw«»n Bmfl«» King < Ounhin Dooutt

I

DISCOUNT LiQUORS « BEER * WINE]

•IN-STORE MAIL IN REBATES ON MANY ITEMS, THESE

PRICES INCLUDES MAIL IN REBATES

PRICES EFF£Cr/VE THRU APR/t 8, 1992

BUD LT/DRY
;. can
drp

11/12 oz. cans

ROLLING ROCK
12/1 2 oz. bollirs

dep.6"
BUSCH, & Light

12/12 pz. cans
dcp.5-"

Registration begins April 13.

Catalogs available all over

campus or at the Division

of Continuing Education,

6th floor, Goodell Building.

A quality education

at affordableprices.

NATURAL LIGHT

>lcp.

12/12 rn. rjn%
«4"»

TANQUERAY GIN I

1.75L»21*'

4 SEASONS GIN

1.7SL*9
4*

SMIRNOFF VODKA
1.75L'14*'

POPOV VODKA
1.75L»9""

Recycle
this

paper!

OLYMPIA
12/12 oi. cans
»4''"»

« drr

PABST
24/12 o/. bat bollies

dcp.
y***

BLACK LABEL
12/12 nj. fans

dep.

4 SEASONS VODKA
1.7S 'S"

JIM BEAM Bourbon

1.75L»1.V

»4'»''

DEWARS
wm rr- 1 ABi I. SCOTCH

1.75L"23^''

GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
24/12 o7.. cans

dciv
»y(.9

ICE
W Ih-^

I 01)

'A KHc;
Ru.sch fc Busfli l.«.

»39"%.lep

SOUTHERN
COMFORT
.750ml '7 21

NAOT
SANDALS

Willie /m
I hiihiK
niiinr

lit

GALLO
15L»5

««•

'A KEG
Natural Lt

'33'"' df p.

nMson: touma'^s
RASKLTBAl.LIDRAN

OUTSTASDINC
SEASONfH

BALLATORE
Spumanlc
.75nml*4""

Zt

MOUTON CADET

While
.7Snml*5'

GLEN ELLEN
Whilf , RrJ

W)nl« (.rrniclM ...» A'<f
<wl«l Dry WiM 1.5L

No! responsible for lypograpliical errors

PI / ASf, I hip 4 V.isons In Hi I llorls *> Raise Money lor

Ibe I Udley fire llept "laws olble"Huy A Cm iifUike or

Diel Coke. NiVntlil (kies lilladky lire IX'pl

HOURS: MONDAY-SATURDAY 9:00-1 1 :00

SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNT 10% EVERYDAY
• KIG Ot POSITS HtlO Uf TO 30 D«$
VISA • MASTIRCAHO • CHICK • CASH

$67^
And you

THOUGHT

BlRKENSTOCK^

WERE GREAT?

WOMEN'S SHOES, Clothing &
ACCESSORIES

ZANMA • 187 NO. Pleasant St.

AMHERST •413.253-2563
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CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON THE FAR SIDE

TH\S AJlUCLt. SMS THAT
B1 A<5t S\^, MC^T CWlPRtN
HAMt y><KTCUES> SCXX) HOOBS
OF T\ - A OJ^KT^OF TME\R

/ HK^iEKT y<ATCUy) W^T WVJCH.'

v^\wt or ^u. TUt csrew s^ows
I'VE Ml9i&0.' I'VE BEEN
OEPRWtO OF CULTURAL

j REFE.K.HQES.' I'M IGNORANT
* OF CXXIHTltSS AM^ZlNG

UORR'i ; \F I y<MCH "W V)HT\L

8E0T\ME, r CAt4GCT ^H^
FtW PREC\OV)S EXTRA WOORS
AKO CMCV\ VJP K B\T.'

KT^

NEGETKT\OK
HELPWt.
UEARM TMl"b

TVEME SOHG.

JIM'S JOURNAL By JIM

I fcv««tck«4 Ktr

px»rrtJ.

l\

«m4 tUs«4WtvC1tt

JIM'S JOURNAL

^-•i^cVt^ TV.

By JIM

•f ^v^ >\f" rerun

tke»^ WW^ ^e>
\;Ve€ w<i4*k;h^ TV
«^«^sfVMore.

floor Av^i t«V^j<tA
I keiir^ Mv. f^ttf
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1

fi|f€r »»*"tK€ o-tKtr:
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MORT! By SUZANNE PALMER

BOPO THE MAGIC CLOWN By GEOFFREY

Tips^^^ematftn"

ftW tiisW^Hwi Jo

Sin(toM

IhetilOTpirjltitW

\m\^- '

-jrtTOl*?

Today's Staff
Night Editor J^son George

Copy Editor Brooke C. Wheeler

PhotoTechnician MattKahn

Production Supervisor MikeCaivalho

Production M'e ODonnell,

Tracy Kruger, Seth Kaye

Menu
LUNCH

French Dip Sandwich

Swiss Turkey Sandwich

BASICS LUNCH
Hunnus Vegetable Pocket

Swiss Turkey Sandwich

DINNER
Sirloin or Chicken

Steak and Salad Night

BASICS DINNER
Breaded Chicken Steak

Mushroonns Newburg
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By GARY LARSON

DAG2I
MT OF C

'mtri!. ' !.\\>.>.l.!.>'iV».'!!.".

"Oh, this Is wonderful, Mr. Gruenfeid—
I've only seen it a couple of times. You have corneal

corruption Evil eye, Mr. Gruenfeid, evil eye."

Quote of the Day
"Don't leave it all unsaid, somewhere in the

wasteland of your head."
- Morrissey

(not Michael

)

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

SCOKPIO (Sept. 23.0ct. 22); A
profitable acadecTiic or business

collaboration is featured. Cams
made through cooperative efforts

now are greater than those you could

make on your own.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

2 1 ): Your misgivings about an event

may be justified. Your nrute encour-

ages you to regain your earlier self-

confidence. Be careful not to risk

resources you cannot afford lo lose.

CAPtlCORN (Dec. 22|an. 1 9):

Get several opinions if faced with a

major decision. An intuitive Inend

may have the correct slant on things.

Postpone an an important career

r»K>ve until oHxe information is

available.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 19):

The emphasis now is on getting

your finances in belter order. Keep a

list of expenditures to see where you

can cut costs, jealousy could under-

mine an important relationship.

Speak up.

PISCES (Feb. 20-March 20): Let

your imagination run wild for a

change. Greater personal initiative

is all you need to put your long-

range plans into action. Try out

original methods.

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): A
good day to kick arixjnd intriguing

ideas with close friends. Put your

special talents to work lor a favorite

charily or cause. C?uiet contempla-

tion IS favored tonight.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): The

world is your oyster today! Make
phone tails, put in a public appear-

ance and heed what you learn. You

can reap substantial rewards if you

stay on the ball.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20):

Happy days are here again! A busi-

ness prospers. Your powers of per-

suasion are at a peak. Others are

putty in your hands. Think of your-

self as a leader and move forward

with confidence.

CANCER (June 21 -luly 22): You

get the green light (or a project and

can take to the road. An mfluenlial

friend may be willing lo pull strings.

Love needs nurturing. Be nwre af-

fectionate with -omanlic partner.

LEO Duly 2i-Aug. 22): Career

and financial matters dominate the

day. An executive who undcrslarxk

your needs will take steps to help

you Of your job crew. Cycle for

fitness or flex your muscles at the

gym.

LIBRA (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): Prove

your point by submitting detailed

report. An important inlicxluction

takes place at a social gathering. Put

your best fool forward, but don't trip

over il.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE
ACROSS

1 Ensrvatn
5 Somnwf ol tht

films

9 Yellow lacKets'

cousios
14 Sword handle

15 Sedakaor
Sktioo

16 Dtsmay
17 NeigM>0>t<ood

1 8 Is incapable ot.

for short

19 Super!

?0 Gooorous nature

?3 Morning
moistufe

?4 Itvely horse

?5 BfotliPf's

daijqhiw

?7 Puis in plants

30 DesK space
33 MH woman.

circa 1943

36 CXillines

38 Fiiiopean

capital

39 Mideast

sii(w**in€ tieing

41 liale

4? Heals up
43 Tickel receipl

44 "The
Unloocfiables"

aclof

46 Krazy —
47 Restrain

ig Shreds
51 Makes better

53 A Massey
56 Comrrxjtion

50 R.ifllesnalie

6? EltKHtof

Bugsy-
64 AuttKX Ptitlip —
65 SnacK
66 Miss Oinsmore
R? — l>oyi

68 Level

69 Have a hand on
lt>e helm

70 Night noise

71 Makeover

OOWM
1 Deposed ruler

? Buenos -

3 Skid lealure

4 Goggles

5 Secret message
converter

6 n (alls m the lal)

7 Alan or Sleplien

B Composer
Ingar John

9 WaHi almlesaty

10 Imitate

1

1

SchI preparation

12 — defoiegras

13 Lethargic

?1 Canines, eg
2? Covers
26 Oear, Itahan

style

28 Ctwislie Of

Anderson's title

29 Meager
31 Mme Bovary

32 Musical slop

33 f^emove gnme
34 Smgmg pad

35 Ci.-Jtli«Hii>g place

37 Entertainer

Adams
40 French pnesi

42 C<jsnx>s

44 Foodamporlum
45 Foul-weattiar

4fl Hook and

—

SOCrylMby
52 Miles or

Bernhardt

54 UmopNstcatad
55 Trod Itw txiardi

56 Stone and kon

5; Oaf
59Marquand

sleul"

60 Holy Roman

936973
61 BmgO'Wte

63FabrtcalMn

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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The Bombastics

WHMP Presents

Eighteen & Over Dance

Party with D) Dennis R.

tiL. April i-SiOpm

I
Dancing with DJ )ob

THE HERSCHLER
BROTHERS

i Dancing with D) |ob

Sun.. ,-\pril 5-9.(>Dp*J) / ti+Z

SUNDAY OPEN HOUSE
A Benefit for

The Northampton
Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual

^Community Center Project

Mo/i \pril h-S:(k)pm 1 8-f

BOOGIE DOWN
PRODUCTIONS

C-.c-.C'.v..--—-.^.<.1..^-.^.^^l•^.^^s

Tucy \pril ' -SAVpni

Rock 102 Presents,

EDDIE MONEY

>] The Breakdown

The King of Zydeco,

BOOZOO CHAVIS
The Barnstormers

U(ti \pnl t^-'Wi'pm

Dancing withDI |ob

*» ' ' '

hi. \fyii ' (I - iS <(!f>tT\

Who's Kiddin Who

:f

..j.j.j.-.j^^^^.
.Sjf

Umass Night
ONE EYED )AKE

BARK LIKE A DOG
Graphic Romance

. 1. nnn.in.imi..i..'..i-.l-^l..mjtJ

Sun
,

\tn! '_'•'' (Mj/v '^

SUNDAY OPEN HOUSE
Upstairs - Dance to

Houserrecho with D| )ob

Downstairs • industrial

Dance Night, Special Live

Performance This Week Bv,

THINK TREE

flafv-^'.
Tickets 18+ $5/21 + $3

X^jn. April 1 i-8:iK>i)n) '5+

DIGITAL

UNDERGROUND

; Raw Fusion/Gold Money
Aimiu,t.ja

;.

Mon., Apnl 20-8:00pnVl 8^-/

Eree Show!
TRIBE

I Tickets Available at For Thg RecofJ
•»» -» - -»•»»

^^of^., April 27-8iX)f)m'lfU-

fi MIRACLE LEGION
The Vestrymen

Thun., April 30-7:00pnv 1 8+/

THE SPIN DOCTORS

Synaptic Snap

Tiikfts tor all shows
.n.iil.ihle .it Pf.irl Street,

Str.nNh«'rri«'s, l)\n.imitf

KiHorcis, For Tlu' K»h ord

in Ainhi-rst: lit kct Pro
]

(»(»(»! }{_'!{-"()»0. I

10 IV.ul Street,
|

\orth.impton
]

41 {-'.»4-~~71 1

Tournament
grumblings

Let's start offwith Christian Laettner .
He might have

won the game against Kentucky, but he lost a lot of

people's respect when he stomped on Kentucky forward

Aminu Timberlake.
. r ,. u iTP^.^r,

Doesn't Laettner remember how he felt when UConn

center Rod Sellers mistook his head for a basketball last

year? Obviously he doesn't, and just hke Sellers, he

should be suspended. „ . ,

Since Michigan beat Ohio State. I ve been hearing

about how the Wolverines will be in the Fmal Four all

four years that the Fab Five are there.

I have a feeUng though, that it will be extremely hard

to keep all five immensely talented freshmen m Ann

Arbor. With money beinghanded out in the NBA like food

stamps at welfare offices, it'll be very surprising if all five

(especially Chris Webber and Jalen Rose) players remain

Wolverines for four years.

Jeff Crofts

AP photo

GRAB BALL— Virginia's Bryant Stith (20)

battles for the ball with Florida's Andrew
DeClercq during first period action of their

NIT semi-final game at New York's Madison

Square Garden.

^l^Oo^
.V

& SAVE
$3.00
OFF

on processing of

a 36 exp. roll

'"$2.7)0"'

OFF
on processing of

a 24 exp roll

reg. size coloronl^ _| _regi^size cotor only|

$1.00
OFF

on processing of

a 1 2 exp. roll

TWO
PRINTS

for the price

of one

UMASS
ARTS

COUNCIL

GRANT DEADLINE

Friday, April 24

(First grant opportunity

for Fall Sennester)

Memphis State's Anfernee Hardaway will be the next

Steve Smith, you can count on that.

What was Syracuse's Lawrence Moten thinking when

he went to the barber? That haircut is awful. He looks

like JJ on Good Times. And for that matter someone

better tell Kentucky's Gimel Martinez and Richie Farmer

that their moustaches have to go. . . fast!

Will Herndon vfiW be in a national dunk contest

Sunday night at 9:30 (It will be televised by ESPN.) Of

course I like Herndon to win it, but watch out for Texas-

San Antonios' Keith -Airborne" Home. The man can

dunk and might take home the trophy.

I'm sure I'm not the only one who wants to see a Duke-

Michigan rematch in the championship game. Also, 111

bet I'm not the only one who'd want to see Duke get their

butts kicked like they did by UNLV two years ago.

Bobby Knight's press conference on game faces was

perhaps the funniest thing in the tournament so far. I

never knew Knight could be so animated, and I was

impressed.

I want to play Ohio State's seven-foot center BUI

Robinson one-on-one at the Cage. I really think I could

beat him. He's one of the biggest stiffs ever to wear a

basketball uniform, and the only reason he's playing is

that you can't teach or coach height.

Postseason camps will be coming up soon and let s

hope Jimmy McCoy shows off his skills against the best

of the nation. I wonder wholl come out of the woodwork

this year in postseason camps like Scottie Pippen, Dan

Megerle and Dee Brown have in the past.

One other thing, has anybody seen former Lomsville

high-flyer Jerome Harmon? Afler leaving school early

(and the Cardinals could've used him against UCLA)

Harmon is nowhere to be seen, he's simply vanished, and

I miss his awesome aerial acrobatics.

It is now time to announce my Ail-American team for

the 1991-92 season, here they are (players had to be

moved to different positions).

Center: Shaquille O'Neal . LSU— The man's a monster,

plain and simple. He's too good for the college game, he

cant be stopped. His shot blocking exhibition against

BYU was absolutely incredible.

Forward: Alonzo Mourning, Georgetown — His in-

timidating presence alone made a playground-quality

Hoya team successful. Mourning is a warrior and Hke

fellow Hoya's Patrick Ewing and Dikembe Mutumbo will

find success in the pros.

Forward: Christian Laettner, Duke — As much as it

pains me to say this, Laettner deserves this. His all-court

game has improved and as the Kentucky game proved,

he's a winner.

Guard: Jimmy Jackson, Ohio State — Jackson has

incredible all-around skills and he really knows how to

play the game. He, like Laettner, takes over come crunch

time.

Guard: Harold Miner, USC — One year ago, Miner was

an underrated guard on a mediocre team. This year he

was "Baby Jordan" on a great team . 'nuff said.

Honorable Mention: Walt WiUiams, Maryland, Jamal

Mashbum, Kentucky, Rodney Rogers,Wake Forest, Byron

Houston, Oklahoma State, and Don Mclean, UCLA.

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian Columnist

I reg. size color only I reg. size color onlyj
coupons cannot t>e combined with other daily specials
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Factory

Trianale Street • Amherst
King Street • Northampton
Federal Street • Greenfield

Single project/event grants

for music, theater, visual art

and design, performance

art, literature, filmand video,

and otfterarts related events

taking place next Fall.

PROPOSALS FROM STUDENT

GROUPS PARTICULARLY EN-

COURAGED.

FOR APPLICATIONS/INFORMA-

TKDN SEE TWE STUDENT ACTIVI-

TIESOFFICE OR VISITTHE UMASS

ARTS COUNCIL OFFICE - 209

HASBROUCK OR CALL 545-0202

^jftUS^T^^jH^^

THE VILLAGE COMMONS • SOUTH HADIEY 533 2663

ng! #1 Box Office Hit!

Fri.@4:10,6:30^55,1150
Sat&Sun@1 :45,4:10,6:30,8:55

Weekday8(g)3K)0,6«),8:20
SIiAD(jWS AMD fOG

/tS-jy. .^ . _

Frl.@7:00,8:50,10:50 Reautv Frl.®3:20^:io

Sat&Sun@7:00,8:50 n- -h./
^*S!!?@^3S'5?2 «

Weekdays 8:05 ONLY ^^^ WeeKdays@3:00.6:15
Jl
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Comics

Crosswords

Horoscope

Opinion

Lunch

Everybody reads us.

COLLEGIAN ADVERTISING
545-3500

Limited Openir^ Remain for

April & May Oosses

> Stci#iNnking About EiKfless

Summer OpportunHfes As A

Bartender!

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Mam St.,

Suite 202 • Springfield

/4

I

SAME BAT CHANNEi:

COMICS • CARDS • QAMES AND MORE...

Open Monday-Saturday lOam-ypm Sunday 12pm-5pm

Hampshiff Mall, Hadley Inglcside Mall, Holyoke Ijiy-

586-8775 532-9797 f^- \

_ ^1

ZIzz:

Classifieds
rr^rmmEcoiJim,oFna mcmmcmm • mH.-wvi&m.x, FWAnm>o.DEAWHEismomysn,mm,muam>. • m^mprnFORswoEm • cmiSAOvmE

Acnvim

. Tuiituiti If *ir*
-'•^~

TbudgM euli luWon r«lw«on Our

«lan« not acting on your tatMllM
you CM lMv« your nam* numbar GEO

aoreM Irwn era* »hop nm»i ffia hMch

ANNOUNCEMENTS

•ad «id BraaUaat
t)o«nto»»n An^harst Idaal tor vtaHng par-

•nla *xJ tnarxls 549-0733

CELEBRATE with tha Cla»« o( •« »>

CC1009' Caahbar 4 mu»K;-Tha party o( m»

arrwtwrl Doni miaa »»• Sanwr KidMlHD-

nigNH!

EUROPE thia lumnnar? Jat thara anytima

kx ooly $169' (raportad m Lata Go' and NY

Timaa ) Alao Iok» rooncUrtp taras to *••«

COM* AIRHrrCH 10212-864-2O00

Hatpiagaiiza f^tn^tt m Maaa. Can Ul»a

54&-24a2

OUimOMS ABOUT YOUR oommutsr bv

lngiHiaUnn" Planning to mova oH cafnpos?

SoWattinQ in May' Naad tialp with yoof

roommaias' ConsKJenng exchanging to )Oin

an Oil coop to raduee the cost ol homa

haating oil' Coma to OCHO 428 Studani

Unwn Of call 5-0865 Apptsichadulad daily.

Your comptate convnotar sarwoa.

AUTO FOR SALE

mZcADl'LLAC ELDORAOOSbl V8 140K

$800 Mick 549-5419

19e2STANZA4SALE 12XXXXMilatS1100

Of BO Call 323-81 50_^

1MOCMEVETTE 55K milat Wall inamtainad

$1500 Of B a 549-79]2
.

1985 TOYOTA COROLLA 87000 milaa

Loaded Clean $3500 548-9404

CHEAPI FBI/U.S. SEIZED

89 Mercedes $200

86 VW J50

87 Mercedes $100

65 Mustang $50

Choose Irom thousands starting $25

FREE 24 Hour recording leveals

delate 801 -379-2929 Copyrigh t »MA15KJC

A NEW GENERATION OF MUSIC

HOT DAMMI1III

FOn A GOOD TIME CALL:

RACK-A-WSC^ENTERTAINMENT. OJs.

video ars and KaraoKe Irofn $175.00. Call

586-9900 _^_

FOR RENT

3 BDR TOWNEHOUSE
Available June 1st

1 1/2 baltirooiTts

Spacious livlngroom

Call now 549 4447

sTdRM IN TOWNEHOUSE
Starting June 1

CaH 549-3677

Amharst Cantar

Ellicioncy one, tvw, three bedroom apart-

mentt. or three bedroom condos on Hobarl

Lane. June of September Lincoln Real

Estate. 25 North Pleasant Street ^3-7879

C^ia Cod- Group summer rentals- Watef-

tront houses- Falmouth area 508-477^6000

FWE BEDROOM HOMES on bus route

Belcherlown near Amherst Nne 586-4270

GREAT APTI

3 bf . 1 bath

3-4 people

Bus stop

Walk to UMass
Stores + parlies!

Furniture

Ava«6/1 $715m»
549-8233

HOUSE FOR RENT- 4badroom. 2batha

2nMs Irom UMms on bua route 2Sfr<724

Looking lor paopia to take ovar loaaa June

1 . 2nd Itoor ol an uptown hooaa 2 mmuiaa to

b«*. S nwwtaa to school 4 badroome, low

rant256-3i8l

South Ainharat 6 bedroom houao

aoeaaa to bbaMonnis. pool

Large ywtMaai two bus routaa

256-1951

HELP WANTED

SUBLET SNQLE ROOM
m houaa- aummor w«l op«on

Bua rouM. Imio Irom UMaia.

$220 nag-C^I^M M»4632

WalagrtauBimgl Take ovaroor lease Juta

1 tor a 3 bOm Pufflon CaH S4»-5743

WHY UVE IN A rat trap apartmantwhan you

c«i rant our UHar new houaa? 5bdr. por*.

bua da. gvag*. dWiwaahar. 3 mm to cam-

pua. nica na«ghborhoad. Amhant- Starts

June 1st 253-3683

FOR SALE

1991 Trek 1200 Racing BIka

Perleci condition

$475 or best oltar

Call 546-7108

ComlcsG. HWar, N Mutants. Punisher and

more E«ce«ont condrtion. Good pncas Bob

586-3343

COMPUTER-IBM COMP. 12MHZ286w/287

coprocessor. 1 mb ram. 40fneg HD 5"»3'HD

Dnve. VGA Card. 5 exp Slots Mouse, soft-

ware $850 Damn @ 586-9555

Computer 286 InternalModam 5 25» 3.50

disks Sotna aoltwaf* lumiahad $500 256-

1608

COMPUTER. NORTHOATE 80286- 1 2MHZ

W MATH CHIP. EGA monitor card 65Mb

HDisk. 12*1 4mb floppies. lmb ram. ms

mouse software on Hdisk. will deliv $700

367-9479 evenjngs __^
FREE WEIGHTS - 2 short bara. 1 long 549-

0568 *50

GUrrAR FOR SALE
1968 Gibson SG
All onginal parts

Great condition

$600 or BO
Alex 546-3602

JOUST - Full-size arcade vidao game Tha

Real Thing - make money' $60<VBO 256-

8738

OVATION ACOUSTIC GUtTAR $125 w/

case or bo. call Sean 256-8723

SONyIcD CAROUSEL
4X0 S remote wshuMlo play $150/B.O.

Stereo component cabmat $35lirm

Call Joe @253-4091

Calego Pro PaMara ia now acoapttig |ob

^ipkcaMfw lor the summer in thaWaymnMh

area Call Chad at 253-5661

CoiffeELORS: Coadcwtp m Barkihraa.

Head pool, hawi Ukig. wid inakuclora in

waMMIhig. aMihaadlannia. lacreaaaMd

hoek«y. soUball. arta orHla. vWao. compi<-

ara. phoiographr- P*"* •**"»'•''*• "•'fl

(waalam). «»dlama»agnllla«»ar». CadPa.*,

Cty Schodack. oo«acl (617) 964-1912

CRUSE LINE- E ntry leval onboardlandsida

poalliorw avMlaMa. year-round or summer.

(813)229-5478

CRUISE SHIPS MOW HININO- Earn

$2.C00»/month wofid traxal HoUday, Skiv

mer and caraar amploymant availabia No

expananoanaoaaaary.Forampfcjymantpro-

atrnn call l •206-545-4 156 art C456

EAHNiaMR
SpMiish-angbah bitnguala

Sought lor siudyi

cm now-Jaanatta 585-8749

FAST
FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

Fraternities, sororities, student dubs Earn

up to $1000 m one weak. Plus receive a

$1000 bonus youraalt and a FREE watch

just tor caling 1 -800-932^528 Ext 65

HELP WANTED
Travel Iree and earn extra money Promote

inexpensive tours to Montreal Call Campus

Tours (»ltect aUf 1 4jj7 1-8094.

iF~YOU NEEDTO WORK TO GET
THROUGH SCHOOL. YOU NEEDTOCAU
SOUTHVrtSTERN.
•| need two things to get tfirough college:

good grades and money Grades are up to

me; Soulftwastam halpa ma take care ol tha

other part through thair Summer Work Pro-

gram I made over $5000 laal summer. I ran

my own business selling books. Itwas tough.

But now 1 dom have to (hp burgers between

classes this tall I'd give them a call " For

more inlormation, send a seH-addressed

stamped envelope to The Southwestern

Company. Attention: Lee McCroskey. P.O.

Box 305140, NashviUe/rennessee 37130.^

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many posi-

tions Great benefits Call 805-682-7555 Ext

P3306

School bus driver $9 00/hr 7-9am 2-4pm

20hrs Call 546-5933

I loM Mm I toved hm
8 he pulled a spockll

CMKKEM
HayJalf
Ooughnuia malw my^
brownaya bkja -USA

YELLOW HAT IN tWNtnora 3/31

You made my day

Tha world naads mora

sweat guys ika you

Thank You

JBMFA:
HalyagMrtandl
WaYalooaaiy
tiayll laN under our spa!

tumait may cal l baai

EfMCM.
May • tha STARS in tha sky ba yours

YouVe earned them al.

I kjve you. Gart)ar!!_

AL- OonT ba a k>aan Ba al tt«a Senior Ndion

paly tonVHI Uptown canT compare 10 lehal

CC1009 Iwa to oflar' Tha bash alails al 9pm.

so gal ready to dance the night away! Saa

you there -Traoay

DOUG- H*)py Birthday' About your present.

I Vw* youl hnd it m your room tonight re

ma*youjharr LovrShalsa

taritty. John. Mafea. and DM-ftlng your

iraiamly brodMTS to CC1009 toragM Wal
ba wrting lor your HOT BOOS' Is 9pm too

tor>9 to WMI lor »>a nighl ol your fcvae? Coma

imdouf!

SEMVICES

EAT AND LOSE WEIOKT!
Souids too good to be true'' Thanks to a

raoani acMrtiMk: daoevary « « now poaaiHa

Sale, rf NATURAL. laiL aaaawe and guar-

For mora Wtotmaton cMI: 286-3415

canng support. BWTHRIOHT 233

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

No

Something apadM htppanad

20 years ago today

YOU'
Happy Bvthday

ME

JOHN- Simon says, "nrnm fcx •» hal

URAQTr -J.B

HEY BWIIA KAPPA PLEDGES - everyone

la dokig a groat job' Keep it up' Happy 8-day

Jenna' Lova. Slick

KENNY Your the hotleet thing Iroo Tuni«r

SAIIAHO.
Ntaa headband Hope you had kjn

Love your guartCan angel

PS Eye like bhja

•LOVE'MONErTHE FUTURE*

Can a daapar undarstandng through your

birthday and name
Aa aboira. ao batow

Parsantf and proleaatonal numerology

Ploaae cal 666-4543 tar more mlo

Where « al addsijp.'

SPffNOTME:LoaaiaH«««auldMlngiS4»-

4401

SUMMER SUBLET

STEPHANIE H. Irom Malvillo You are hoi

C*me rm in your Public HaaHh^lass

KRISTI: TFA Bound in Louisiana Where

teaching is poWical-Jonathan

Jan Snow,
You're Ptwnominal

I am psyched to t>e

your big SIS

LML
Guess Who'"

CHRISTOPHER
Strap on your boots

We're going vertical

Peace Love

Jennifer .

HEY WILD MAM
Bananas are tiick

And have a great shape «m
m fad. they kjnd ol

Rammdme o« you'

Love Your Balibone

SIGMA KAPPA PLEDGES
OK »ns, gat payched tor tonne's exdianga!

I kjve you all daarly. even though youHways

rag on ma.

Love.

Ung
AKA
t>cubie O'_ .

Dear Dr. 8AQE GURU:
Can I aak you anything?

AroyouconManM?
Unsure

1 BEDROOM APPT. Ctoaa to campus 45W
mo 549-6674

BRANDYWINC APT.

2 bedroom summer sutMt

549-4769

CRESTV1EW APT8, NJkMHERST
2 blooms, large carpatod baismsK
1/2 ml from campus

cm 549 6785

For rent i bedroom 400mo ngtil on bua Ina

Call 253-0639

NORTHAMPTON DUPLEX DO1WNT0WN,
3rooma$i65ATto» each starts 6/1

5

86-829 1

AXO m AFRO-AM CLASS Tu-Th 11:15

Herter-You're cuie Delano's Thursday 10:30

-Secret Admirer

KEMIV-
Altar Thuraday at 387 1 raatead you are •»
only one lor me! The past • behind you- Lat

me be your Mure

SUMMER SUBLET - ComlortaMe two-

bedroom ipartment WeW-maintained, easy

access to Sundenand and No Amherst

buses Within wdkmg drttance of UMaaa.

CtfJaaonal 549-8728.

P.TOWN

LOST

STEREO AKAI TAPE DECK $75

Technics receiver $60

BSR speakers $75

Of BO-whole thing for leaa

256-8738

Two piranha. 10 galton tank, accessories-

$75 00 Utsa 546-2482

Woid Procaaaor For Sala (Smith Corona)

H«dly used, mint condftton $200 or BO.

CaH Jon at 549-8101

FOUND

FOUND-YOUR KEYS!

Key Largo chain with ankle tKacelet

Found at intersection ol East Reasant Street

and Sylvan

CjairrUhem at 549-6797

Olaaaei found March I3tti on C.C Con-

course, metal rimmed -Claim at toat ar>d

lound CC Concourse

GOLD PINKY RING with belt buckle design

3 small diamonds. Reward. Please ca« 6-

3427

I lost a gold bracelet on March 26 1992

either in tho-pool room or Boyden Gym or it

could be anyvi*iere II someone Imds it,

please call me. Dy. al 546-3629 and I will

give a $200 00 reward with no question ask,

L^T
Gold rimmed glasses Lost in Totman Mon-

day 23 March, Desperately wanted Call Kin

549-1736 Reward

•rOWHOEVER STOLEjBORROWED my

HP Calculator in the Hatch on Friday, I need

it. Please call Rich 6-4714

MUSiaANS

Thought you shoukj know that you are tha

most important person in my Hfe, Believa It

bal)e' Love ya, Chad

nraTthere^was SPANDEX MAN, Than it

was THE MUSTANG, Now Us CHAPSTICK

MAN" Yes. It's the adventures ol Carl'

MEL- Heard you went to Cancun

Did you go nwth Ted G ''

Can we talk. please7-JAKE

THANK YOU
SAINT JUDE

EXCUSE ME SIR, Have you aaan any bun-

nies in this hall?

XXOOCC ___^
GO! GO BROWN! Go Browm Hornets' Kick

some txiotis^

HEY BAKER BOYS!
Good luck on your season!

Love Amy

LOOKING FOR RMMTES to find apt m

PTOWN lor summer CaH Frank 585-0776

SUMMER SUBLET
Apt in Sunderland Rl 1 1

6

2 bdrms. bus route pool,

3 mos for price of 2' ($1 100)

Will sublet for part ol sunwnar

Call 665-7555

RIDE WANTED
TODAY ONLY

FROM PTTTSFIELO TO UMASS tor MWF
905 daaa. CaH JWal 445-4031

ROOMMATE WANTED

DRUMMERS! Phish. Allmans, Originala.

Improv 256-8115

PERSONALS

IGU PLEDGES,
You ve doing great'!

Love, Your Pledge Eds.

TO THE PREDATOR and PADRONE
Happy 20 Birthday

Tvakxlet Mobarak (Ceta)

LYNNE
Guess what? It's me your big sis'

rve been watching you

I hope pledging is going well

Well meet soon -good luck!

LML Your Big Sis

M»J
It's April " Sun Fun Heat! Well you know I lika

the heat!

Hope you Gals do loo, Saa ya

SATAN

HEY 116 THATCHER
It's spring! Time to get the show on the road.

Soopen those shades and lers see what you

got'!

The Lewis Women

-infc*.<r/r«»»yy^gnry<r<

1 FEMALE NONSMOKER for Brandywina

apu 192 50/month

InchxIes haat/hotwaler

549-4862

2R00MMATES WANTED
to share a double room m Brittany Manor lor

$112 50each 'month during summer w/lall

option Call Joe @253j409Jl

CAPE COD! Looking for roommates to rent

place with lor summer!

Call 546-4427

HOUSEMATE NEEDED IMMEOUTELY
21800'month

Beautiful location -Putters Pond

C* now 549-9919 Leave message

SCHOLARSHIPS

TODAY ONLY!!

50% oR 50% oH 50% o« 50% o«

Secret lingerie, sportswear,

eveningwear, outen»e?r Nations numtjer 1

mail order catalogue 100s of pieces on

display' 1 1 :00am-4 00pm at Sigma Delta

Tau, 409 N. Pleasant St, AH are wetooina!

Cash Of chocks accepted. Any questiorw?

Crt 549-6321. See you thara!

TRAVEL

DOWNHILL SKIING IN QUEBEC
$53 per person per day

Includes lift ticket, lodging, meals, shuttle to

the slopes

cm S«rgai 549-71 61. loavamaaaaga

TYPIMQ

SCHOLARSHIPS, GRANTS
RNANOAL AID AVAILABLE'

Call 24 hour recorded message

For free Information:

1-«0O435'O2O4

FAST ACCURATE TYPING by Htorate col-

lege grad $^/pg Letter quaSty 586^M«I _

Need your papers typod? Laser prmtmg/

same neato service Bnan 546-6954

PAPERS, RESUMES. THESI8-

Word processing, laser pnnting-

C* Rosemary 323-5031

WANTED

Naad dtaap SIMM andtor spa*w« to IK

Toyota Tercel Jane 253-5312

lM,»MXm
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Sports
Millon leads UM lacrosse

to 17-4 victory over Hofstra
Quarter
Hofstra

UMass

Massachusetts, 17-4

12 3 4 Final

2 10 14
6 6 3 2 17

CoUeffUn photo h.y Matt Kahn

University of Massachusetts attacker Mark Millon takes Hofstra

University defender Jeff Cole one-on-one in action yesterday at

Upper Boyden Field. The IGth-ranked Gorillas, led by Millon's five

goals and three assists, handily defeated the 20th-ranked Flying

Dutchmen, 17-4.

UM Softball on
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

After a 2-7 trip to California over spring break, the

University of Massachusetts softball team has begun

East coast play in style, winning all four games it has

played since returning.

Today the Minutewomen face the University of Ver-

mont in a doubleheader beginning at 3 p.m. at Totman

Field.

During the four-game stretch, UMass has outscored

ite opponents 37-4 in 24 innings. The success has been

generated by soUd starting pitching and a lineup that

boasts a .321 average and a slugging percentage of .464^

"Overall, I'm pleased with the pitching," said coach

Elaine Sortino. "The walks are being cut down and

they're moving pitches. It's very important to them that

they're getting called strikes on moving pitches."

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts la-

crosse team put on a clinic yesterday,

demonstrating how the game should be

played in a 17-4 rout of 20th-ranked

Hofstra at Upper Boyden field.

The Gorillas (2-1), ranked No. 16 na-

tionally, controlled the contest from start

to finish with a patient, ball-controlled

offense, stifling defense and a minimum of

mistakes.

"We worked really hard the past two

days," said UMass coach Ted Garber after

the victory. "I threw a little Bobby Knight

atthem— I yelled pretty hard. 1 told them

to just play. I think they did."

Hofstra, meanwhile, left its game

somewhere between Amherst and Long

Island. It was unable to keep possession

and as a result never got its offense going.

The Dutchmen (2-4), now losers of four-

straight, also struggled defensively and

were unable to stop UMass' transition

game.
"We're young and struggling and

UMass did everything well," explained

Hofstra assistant coach and UMass grad

Rich Donovan. Their defense did a great

job Uking the ball away, and that leads to

transition goals."

Attacker Mark Millon doubled his

season scoring totals, scoring five goals

and assisting on three others to lead the

Gorillas. Mike Cain added a hat trick and

John Schlipf and Wes Depp added two

goals each.

•^Ve mostly wanted to execute and make

our shots count." said Millon ofUMass' game

plan. "We worked on our shootuig for halfan

hour [Tuesday). I think it paid off."

UMass racked up six scores in both the

first and second quarters, ehminating any

doubts as to the outcome. The plan of

attack was cautious to the point of re-

sembling an extra-man situation, as

passing and ball control were the rule.

UMass held possession for two to three

minutes at a clip, neutralizing the Hofstra

offense and wearing down its defense.

Tom [Carmeanl and Tim I Soudan] did

a fn"eat job running the offense," said

Liarber, compUmenting the Gorillas' as-

sistant coaches. "Our players really did

the job."

After two Bill Edell assists, one apiece

to Cain and Schlipf, Millon took matters

into his own hands. The junior attacker

from Huntington, N.Y. scored a hat trick

within the last four minutes of the first

quarter, scoring a hat trick on three con-

secutive scores in four minutes. The

highlight of this run was a rush from

behind the crease in which Millon shook a

defender andjammed the ball past Hofstra

goalie Chris Barry (20 saves).

Cain closed the scoring in the first

quarter with his first oftwo goals, a jump

shot from the left side of the cage to make
the score 6-2. Dave Barra and Michael

Ricigliano scored in the first for Hofstra.

UMass equaled its first quarter scoring

output in the second to put the game
away. Millon dished out three assists,

including two to Depp. Edell and Mario

Scoring (goal$-o$sl3f8-polnt$)

Hofstra (2-4): Joe Barra 1-1-2;

Michael Ricigliano 1-0-1; Dom
DiNardo 1-0-1; Andy Carlson 1-0-1.

Totals 4 goals, 1 assist.

Massoctiusetts (2-1): Mark Millon

5-3-8 Mike Cain 3-0-3, John Schlipf

2- 1 -3; Wes Depp 2-0-2; Bill Edell 1 -2-3;

Mario Guoglianone 1-2-3; Mario

Lopez 0-2-2; Greg Kline 1-0-1; Don

Avena 1-0-1; Mike Valente 1-1-2;

Pete Cuda 0-1-1 . Totals 1 7 goals, 1

2

assists.

Saves Hofstra Kevin Barry 20, Kevin

Johnson 0; UMass Tom LoPresti 9.

Roy Suris 6. Penalties Hofstra 4/4:00,

UMass 2/ 1 :30. Extra man Hofstra 1 -2,

UMass 2-4. FoceoWs Hofstra 14, UMass

11. Ground txills: Hofstra 37, UMass

48.

CoUaffian photo by Matt Kaba

UMass attacker Mark Millon

takes a break in yesterday's 17-4

win over Hofstra University.

Guaglianone added a score apiece for the

(Gorillas.

Millon's other assist went to Schlipf,

who made a sharp cut and found himself

wride open in front of the Hofstra crease.

While UMass could seemingly do no

wrong, the wheels were fallingoffHofstra's

game plan. When the Dutchmen did

manage to gain control of the ball, they

either threw it away or had it taken from

them courtesy of UMass' checking. They

managed only three shots on goal in the

second quarter.

"Hofstra got caught in a buzzsaw and

they couldn't get out," said Garber of the

Dutehmen's current losing skid. "When

you start losing, it just snowballs on you."

With the game over for all intents and

purposes, Garber substituted freely in the

second half Senior goalie Ray Suris re-

placed starter Tom LoPresti in the fourth

and stopped six shots. LoPresti finished

with nine saves.

UMass next faces Brown on Saturday

in Providence, R.I.

roll, hosts Vermont in twinbill
The hit parade is led by cateher Barbara Marean, who

is batting .488 with nine runs batted in, and whose seven

triples contribute to her .907 slugging percentage.

"I've never seen someone with a slugging percentage

like that," said Sortino. "Never. In all my years of

coaching."

"I don't have to get a bullwhip out to get them hitting,

she said. "But I'm trying to prepare them for the day

when they only get one or two runs."

When that day does arrive, Sortino hopes her squad

vvrill be executing the "short game" as well as they have

been during the past four games. This part of the game

usually occurs in a close game, and involves getting a

runner on base, and sacrificing possible big hits to get

bunts down that will increase the likelihood ofadvancing

the runner. ,o j
"I don't look at it as who we're playing, Sortino said.

"It's the same UMass team that plays each opponent."

In the case ofinclement weather causing cancellation

ofgames, they will be played tomorrow, at the same time

and place.

GAME NOTES - After pitehing a shutout Tuesday

against Hartford, Darlene Claffey's ERA stands at 1.62.

Holly Aprile, who also threw a shutout, lowered hers to

2.43.

SPORTS NOTICE
Open tryouts for the UMass Men's

Tennis Club will take place Moncday,

April 6. and Tuesday, April 7 at the

Upper Boyden tennis courts from 3:46

to 6:00. Anyone interested is invited to

attend.
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Protests rock Libya after UN embargo
Security Council members targeted

AP photo

United States Ambassador to the United Nations, Thomas R.
Pickering, left, speaks with Venezuelan Ambassador Diego Arris,

center, andAmbassadorJose Ayala Lasso ofEcuadoryesterday at the
United Nations. U.N. sanctions against Libya were criticized by Sjrria,

Tunisia, Lebanon and the Arab League.

Advertisement sparks debate
Campuses react as group denies Holocaust details

By NEJLA SAMMAKIA
Associated Press

TRIPOU, Ubya—Young Libyans with
firebombs sacked the Venezuelan Embassy
and tried to storm the Russian mission
Thursday during a day of protests aimed
at countries that voted for a U.N. air and
arms embargo.

Diplomats said the attacks appeared to

have been orchestrated by Col. Moammar
Gadhaii's government.

Hundreds of students smashed furni-

ture and ripped up the garden at the
Venezuelan mission. Others tried to storm
the Russian Embassy and destroyed four

cars when they were turned back. Peace-
ful but boisterous protests were held out-

side the Belgian, French and Italian em-
bassies, but rocks were thrown at the

Austrian mission.

Women and schoolgirls carried flowers

to the embassies of India and Morocco,
two of the five U.N. Security Council
members that abstained in Tuesday's 10-

vote to impose sanctions after Libya
refused to turn over suspects in the bomb-
ings of two airliners.

Venezuela's Foreign Ministry issued

an unusually harsh protest to Libya, an-

grily denouncing the assaulton itsembassy
and demanding an official explanation
within 48 hours.

The U.N. Security Council held an
emergency session in New York to draft a

statement demanding an immediate halt

to the attacks in TripoU.

This is so transparently and obviously
directed to bring pressure on members of

the Security Council," said U.S. Ambassa-
dor Thomas R. Pickering.

The United Nations later issued a
statement saying Libya had apologized

for the embassy attacks and claimed
Gadhafi opposed the violence.

The sanctions were imposed after Libya
refused to surrender six alleged intelli-

gence agente sought in the bombings of

Pan Am Flight 103 in 1988 and a French
airUner in 1989, which killed a total of441
people.

The sanctions will take effect on April

15 ifLibya does nothand over the suspects.

Many Arabs reacted with anger to the

vote. But Thursday, President Hosni
Mubarak of neighboring Egypt said his

nation would honor the embargo.
It was only the second time the Secu-

rity Council voted to punish a country for

ignoring ite demands on peace and secu-

rity. The council took similar action against

Iraq after the Kuwait invasion.

The official Libyan news agency JANA
said dozens of demonstrators were hospi-

talized after clashes with riot police.

Western diplomate said they had no re-

ports of iixjured protesters or embassy
personnel.

Diplomate said the proteste appeared
well-planned.

By JULIE ROSS
Collegian Steff

A widely-circulated advertisement which has caused
controversy on a number ofcollege campuses throughout
the country by claiming that certain details of the Holo-
caust are a "hoax" was denied pubUcation by the Colle-

gian last week.

The ad, titled "Falsus in Uno, Falsus in Omnibus. . .

The 'Human Soap' Holocaust Myth," has sparked con-

troversy on college campuses nationwide and has in-

creased concerns of a rising tide of anti-Semitism.

The ad is fix)m the Cahfomia-based Committee for

Open Debate on the Holocaust. The group claims, among
other things, that no soap was ever manufactured from
the fat of exterminated Jews.

It also claims that ifthe human soap issue is a fallacy,

than other aspecto of the Holocaust, such as the gas
chambers, must also be untrue. The committee uses the

First Amendment as justification for getting their ad
published and targets college campuses because college

students tend to be more open-minded than the general

population, committee members said.

According to Bradley R. Smith, author, plasrwright,

director ofCODOH and spokesperson for the Institute for

Historical Review, the Tiuman soap' ad is thoroughly

documented with references and *^ere is nothing in the

ad that is anti-Jewish.

To simply argue for open debate is to be considered

anti-Jewish,' Smith said. This is the only event in the
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University bigwigs are looking to turn

a profitfrom the phenomenal

success of the UMass hoopsters.

Dining Out Guide:

Lookingfor a bite to eat? Before you go,

check out the restaurant guidefor the scoop

on the area 'sfinestfood establishments.

Weather
Ice, ice maybe? Mostly clear skies but

hold it— overnight lows in the 20s.

May want to bring a hat.

history of the West that is not open to free inquiry."

Smith said he is targeting college newspapers because
he believes the student population is younger than the
metropoliten population and they "haven't propagan-
dized" about the Holocaust.

The ad has been published in a number of college

newspapers, including Duke University, Cornell Univer-

sity, the University of Michigan, Northwestern Univer-

sity, Louisiana State University and Vanderbilt Uni-

versity.

Rutgers University andOhio Stete Universitychose to run

the the ad as a news item, alongside rebuttals and editorial

denunciations. Neither college accepted payment
The executive board of the Collegian last week de-

cUned to accept the ad. Editor-in-chiefMarc Elliott said,

"While the Collegian believes very strongly in freedom of

speech, I do, however think there is a pointwhereyoujust
have to say 'no.'

"I dont want to ignore the fact that hate-mongers Uke
these are aHve and well in America, but I don't want to

advertise for them either," Elliott said.

Rabbi Saul PerlmutterofHillel, a Jewish organization
at UMass, said "I'm pleased that the Collegian has put
sensitivity to people's feeUngs and regard for the truth

above the profit motive. Denying the Holocaust is not

only a preposterous lie, it is also incredibly hurtful to

people who live ¥dth the reality of that terrible loss

everyday," Perlmutter said.

TTie Harvard Crimson also declined to print a similar

ad from the same committee. "First of all, there was a
very strong ethical consideration. . . it's not an opinion or

an issue, it's something that happened. There's the ethical

dilemma oftaking money from people who are promoting
hate speech," said Daniel Jacobowitz, magazine and
business manager at The Harvard Crimson.

'yfe thought this was an issue ofhate speech, not one
of the First Amendment. . . and we didn't want to teke

part in propagating a he find this was out and out hate

sp)eech," Jacobowitz said.

77ie Chronicle, at Duke University, took a different

stence. "We felt that running the ad was in keeping with
the doctrine that the First Amendment embodies," said

Ann Heimberger, editor-in-chief "I was uncomfortable

with the idea ofturning a newspaper editor into a censor

anymore than he or she has to be."

Heimberger added that The Chronicle was "horrified

with the content of the ad" but thought the best thing to

do was to get it out in the open "so people would have the

opportunity to publicly refute the content of the ad.

"We felt it would be good to get the snake out of the

grass so you can hit it over the head and know you've

CONTINUED ON PACt 2

Dukakis offers
veteran's view
of 1992 election
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— Bill Clinton should view the

rowdy New York primary as a blessing in disguise

that can make him "a better candidate," suggested
a Democrat who walked the same path four years
ago.

Michael Dukakis, the 1988 Democratic nomi-
nee, said Thursday that Clinton has "an opportu-
nity, as fhistrating as it may be, to define himself
as he wante to define himseir in his one-on-one
battle with Jerry Brown.

By the time Dukakis got to New York in 1988,
the Democratic field had narrowed substentially.

His closest challenger was Jesse Jackson, who
waged an energetic campaign not unlike Brown's
bid this year.

The former Massachusette governor'sNewYork
win gave his campaign for the nomination crucial

momentum. Unfortunately for him, Dukakis
reminisced, "We screwed it up" in the general

election contest against George Bush.

"If he (Clinton) can do reasonably well after

what he's had to put up with, after Tuesday it will

be a plus for him," said Dukakis, who will teach
political science this spring at Northeastern Uni-
versity in Boston.

"I think he will be a better candidate for it," he
said in a telephone interview.

Of course, if Clinton loses in New York on
Tuesday "then obviously we've got a contest,"

Dukakis said.

Asked if he thought another Democrat might
get into the race under those circumstences,

Dukakis said: "Nothing is inconceivable."

What about Brown going on to get the nomi-
nation?

"It's very difficult for me to conceive of that,"

Dukakis said.

"I've always had difficulty understending Jerry
Brown," he added.

Does he feel frustrated being on the sideUnes?

"No. I had my shot and unfortunately I blew it,"

Dukakis said.

He said the focus in New York this time "on

trivia" by the news media is causing "an enormous

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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High court to review drug law

The
Collegian:

Simply the
best thing

to hit the
UMass cam-
pus since

the clucks.

BOSTON (AP)— The state's highest court will review

a law automatically suspending the driver's license of

anyone convicted ofa drug offense, even ifit is not related

to driving.

By agreeing to hear the case, the Supreme Judicial

Court could set a national precedent. This is believed to

be the first challenge to reach the highest court in any

state.

The suit the highest court will hear was brought by

three individuals, who are represented by the Civil Lib-

erties Union of Massachusetts and maintain the law is

unfair because no coimection has been proved between

possession of drugs and safe driving.

They also claim the punishment is excessive because

loss of a driver's license can mean loss of a job.

Two of the three plaintiffs were driving who lost their

Police investigate
defacing of mural
at Fine Arts Center
Compiled By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

A student reported Wednesday afternoon that a mu-
ral which was being painted at the Fine Arts Center was
defaced.

Police said a male subject later in the day made
derogatory remarks to the painter and admitted that he

was responsible for defacing the mural. Police said the

matter is imder investigation.

LARCENY/BURGLARY
• WMUA. the student-operated radio station, reported

Wednesday morning the theft ofa voice microphone. The
microphone has an estimated value of $625.

• A man reported Wednesday night that his stereo,

valued at $310, was stolen from Lot 44. During the break-

in, a window was smashed.
• A man reported Wednesday night that his wallet,

valued at $80, was stolen from Hoyden Gymnasium.

M Dukakis
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

amount of public resentment" and making the contest

much nastier than when he ran.

"I've got to tell you, if the media, particularly the

electronic media, don't do a better job of covering cam-
paigns, no one's going to run for office.*

Dukakis dismissed the significance of Brown's back-

to-back wins in Connecticut and Vermont, noting "I got

creamed in Michigan and lUinois before going into New
York."

Dukakis was beaten by Jackson in Michigan and Sen.

Paul Simon, D-Ill., in Illinois.

Dukakis said he hadn't endorsed Clinton because "up

here in Massachusetts most ofus felt strongly about Paul

(Tsongas).' Tsongas withdrew from the race last month.

Still, Dukakis said, "Bill Clinton is one of the ablest

people I ever worked with in pubUc life."

jobs one ofthem after being arrested for possession of

a mariju£ma cigarette. The third may lose his factoryjob

because of difficulty getting to work.

Congress made such laws a condition for states to

qualify for federal highway construction money. The idea

was to reduce casual or recreational use of drugs.

Supporters say fines and probation are not so likely to

deter young, middle-class people from using drugs.

Many ofthe state's district attorneys back the hcense

suspensions.

John Reinstein, a lawyer with Civil Liberties, said

older people, some vrith families to support, rather than

young people should get help instead of being subjected

to an additional, civil penalty, he said.

He also said it amount to double jeopardy because

offenders are punished twice.

holocaust
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

killed it," she said.

Smith asserts that his ad is truthful and encourages

anyone who can find an error in his ad to notify hirti ofthe

correct information, for which he would be "grateful."

Although Smith said his group "never tries to deny the

catastrophe that theJews suffered during Hitler's regime,"

he also said he no longer believes the gas chamber stories.

Because April is the month Jews commemorate the

death of six miUion Jews killed by the Nazis, Smith said

the timing is "just coincidence," adding that he has been

publishing this ad since October.
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REE ADMISSION
APRIL 4. 1992 11AM - SPM
STUDENT UNION lALLROOM

rar marc Imlm caaiaci lUai t49 tail

«pon«orca br: ISA. SACIf

Come lose it at

S2

(An hour that is!)

Pearsons Hall

Mt. Holyoke College
2 ID'S for alcohol

BRANDYWINE APARTMENTS
16 Brandywine Drive • Amherst. MA 01 002

(413)549-0600

Looking For A Summer lob?

BRANDYWINE is hiring:

Lifet^ards/Cleaners - Must have current Red

Cross Life Saving Certificate. Full Time.

Rental A^nt - Outgoing person, neat ap-

pearance, whoenjoysworbingwith people. Good
typing skills a must. 40 hour week.

Please stop by the rental office. Monday through

Friday between 10:00 AM & 4:00 PM. and picb

up an application.

Baseball Card Show

VFW Hill 457 Main St.. Amherst

Sun., April 5 1992

10 am - 5 pm
617-738- 1238

^rao
Now Playing

Fried Green

Tomatoes

Shovytimes;
Fri. - Sun.

7:00pm * 9:20pm
Mon-Thurs.

On« show at 7:30pm
Adults $4.00

Student w/valid 1.0. &
Senior Citizens S3.00

;^-L^ New 5erie6 of Comics Promote AID5 Education
Reaching people who think they are invincible to diseases like AIDS is a mighty task to undertake

In the old days, Superman came to the rescue. Today, it's THE RUBBERS 3^05.^" and it comes

with a very important message: anyone can get AIDS. Send $3.00 lor a sample copy of THE RUBBERS
BROS. Com\cB and "When AIDS Strikes". Please tell us your preference English Spanish.

Name
Address

.

City

.^Age

.Apt. No.

State .Zip

Telephone .

Mail $3 to: THE RUBBERS BROS.™ Reading Club • P.O.Box 431 UMC, Wilbraham. MA 010950431

When you subscribe, your name is entered in our FREE T-SHIRT drawing each month. A GREAT GIFT.
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Local
University banks on cash from hoop season
By LUKE ERICKSON
Collegian Correspondent

The University of Massachusetts ad-

ministration is looking to cash in on the

recent success of the men's basketball

team in the NCAA tournament by selling

officially-licensed T-shirts, sweatshirts,

mugs and souvenirs.

Consideration is being given to con-

tracting with a national Ucensingcompany
that interests manufacturers in making
merchandise with University symbols and
helps police against unauthorized use and
sales. University officials said.

UMass Auxiliary Services currently

handles the merchandising of UMass
paraphernalia, which includes products

such as keychains, coffee mugs and pen-

nants. Merchandise is sold at the main
University Store at the Campus Center as

well as the mini-stores, located in the

Student Union Building and atthe Dining
Commons across campus.

AtixiUary Services is in charge of the

(^ration and oversees student-fee-based

•ervices, such as the University Book-

store, the Bluewall Cafeteria, the Hatch
and the Top of the Campus I^ounge.

David Curley , merchandisingmanager
for the University Store and the chief

contact between the University and the

retail manufacturers, says that saleshave
risen dramatically since the beginning of

the NCAA tournament.
"I have ordered six or seven thousand

T-shirts since this began and sources told

me at UConn that I could expect to sell as
many as 16,000 by September," Curley

said, speaking between meetings with

salesmen at the University Store.

Administrators say they are now de-

bating whether to contract with a national
licensing organization, or to try and do it

themselves, led by the AiudUary Services

and Curley.

The process of licensing would earn
money for the University by seUing the

rights to use its trademarks, copjrrights

and logos, such as the basketball uniform

lettering or the Minuteman logo used on
sweatshirts and caps.

A typical contract provides that for

every item sold, a royalty will be paid

based on a percentage of wholesale cost,

usually between six and eight percent.

The national licensing company usually

retains one percent ofthe royalty, and the

remainder goes to the University.

Forexample, a T-shirt with a $6wholesale
value would earn 45 cents in royalties. Ihe
Ucensingcompany would retain six cents and
the Uinvensity would be paid 39 cents. If

10,000 ofthese T-shirts were sold, the univer-

sity would earn $3,900 and 100,000 would
earn $39,000, according to officials.

Under the proposed contract, the Univer-

sity is not responsible for unsold merchandise

and thus does not have to make a large

advance payment to either the national li-

censing company or the manufacturers.

Additional terms for the proposed con-

tract might include the territory covered,

such as New England, or the entire

Northeast, length in years, a minimum
guarantee ofprofit or advance payment to

the University from expected royalties.

The national licensing company being

considered currently contracts with over

100 colleges and universities, including

Boston College, Boston University and the

University of Connecticut in our region.

Vice Chancellor ofUniversity Relations
and Development Daniel Melley says there
is also debate about where the increased

revenue would go.

"Some universities give it all to the

athletics, others give it to the general

university fund," Melley explained.

There was discussion with the cam-
puses at Worcester, Boston, Lowell and
Dartmouth, who wanted to stake a claim

to royalties, especially those that would be

earned by a national licensing contract.

Melley believes that conflict will be

resolved quickly and peacefully because

"the basketball team is ours* and the suc-

cess has pulled everyone together so much
that the "guys from out east who went to

Philadelphia are all wearing 'UMass-
Amherst' jockeys."

"I think we should 'go national' and
sign on with them [the national licensing

company] for at least a short-term con-

tract, perhaps two or three years and then
decide ifwe want todo it ourselves," Melley

said, adding that "once you're 'in', a big

department store will pick (UMass mer-

chandise) up."

Melley also said there is some prob-

lems with the university team name, the

Minuteman, saying that it "doesn't sell

well by itself."

He said it has military connotations

and is associated with Lexington andCon-
cord in eastern Massachusetts, while

Amherst is in the Pioneer Valley.

In addition, Melley said some sports-

writers are confused whether to call the

different teams 'Minutemen',
'Minutewomen' or 'Minutepersons.'

Melley pointed out that the team name
was changed in the mid-1970s from the

Redmen owing to pressure that is now
being felt by other teams with nicknames
that refer to Native Americans, sa^h as

the Atlanta Braves and the Washington
Redskins.

Women discuss i
• J •

By STACY MALONE
Collegian Correspondent

Women must imderstand their own
identities before attempting to understand
those of other groups and before working
to combat oppression, according to a

Hampshire College student activist.

"Racism and some degree of competi-

tion or distrust is part of our culture and
womanhood," said Tracy Turner, a

Hampshire College student and speaker

at the Women Studies Brown Bag Lunch
Series on Wednesday.

"White women all want to divide up,

because we remind each other ofthe guilt

ofour past," she stated in her talk entitled

"Reproductive Rights, Student Activism

and Anti-Racist Organizing in the White
Community."

Turner's activism in reproductive rights

spurred her to become involved as a stu-

dent in the Civil Liberties and Public Policy

Department at Hampshire College. Her
activism caused her to realize "how im-

portant coalition building is" as she par-

ticipated in organizing national newslet-

ters to inform students of ongoing events

and a conference to bring women together

from all over the world.

She said she discovered how important

it is for her, as a White Protestant woman,
to know she is White and to understand
her background. "When you hear the word
'woman' it usually means a 'White
woman," she said. "A group of White
women is still a very diverse group,"

Organizingwith various groups ofWhite

women, Turner said "a lot ofwomen want
to disown where they came from in order to

be anti-racist, but it is important toown it."

She finds in becoming anti-racistmany
White women "look to women of color

instead ofworking together to understand
theirown identity.*One has to understand
their own culture before attempting to

understand a culture which is foreign to

them, Turner said.

"A lot of White women would be per-

ceived as patronizing women of color if

they submerged themselves in a commu-
nity of a different race," she said. Turner
believes an important place to begin in

anti-racist work is "by looking inside of

the institutions where they is all some
form of hierarchy."

"We immediately don't look at each

other to get through issues we have to deal

with because we are afraid to," TvuTier

said. She said it was difBcult to resolve

how to instill anti-racist attitudes in

communities but said women have to learn

to deal with these issues.

C'ollefian photo by Andrrii MigliaMi

A CONCRETE CANOE BUT CAN IT FLOAT? — Scott Lavine,

a senior civil engineering major, handles a concrete canoe he

helped design with a team of undergraduate civil engineers. A
team fVom UMass will be racing the ''Shark'* this weekend at the

University of Hartford.

ACADK.MV .MUSIC
NOPTMAMPTON

^\a/§uSe

ONLY AREA SHOWING - Fri. April 3 thru 9

iprii 3 thru 7 at 7:00&9:00 April 8 thru 9 7:00pm onl>!

THE MVGIC -VSl) THE .MUMSS
*l OF.M\KING ".\P()CU>WSE NOW

vytsoKiUM;

iiivwa it»v»»t.«p «( i«yw\ .»•* »«r *<mti\

CtHilM.V CdlllH.X IKY\I.I IKHItR I l( AS MILII S MIKKN

Most important film last 2 decades

CINEMASCOPE SCREEN/THEATRE SOUND
WED.THUR.Apr 8 & 9

Curtain 9:00

Tickets aay be pur|

chased In advance
at any Hearts of
Darlcness showing to insure seatini

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers wanted for Briight

Moments Festival on July 9, 16, 23 for

approximately 5-6 hours/shift. Limited

number of additional hours available.

UMass students returning in Fall only.

Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO employer.

Description and application available at

207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE MAY L

AT THE GATES OP SMITH COLLEGE

T-SHIRTS • SWEATS
BUMPER STICKERS •MUGS

KENNEDY
SCREEN GRAPHICS

16 ARMORY STREET
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060

(413)584-2124

1-800-287-2124
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Space Hillbilly vs. cops
I am a Hillbilly frona outer space. It's a

tough life; I sometimes feel I am a far

reach different from most others around

here.

While on this planet, I try to do my
existence justice by feeling comfortable

with myself and my surroundings. It al-

ways looked Uke this was the best way to

assimilate, to please myself without af-

fecting others negatively. I am now
doubting the simpUcity ofsuch a strategy.

Mike Levy
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Festival of breaking off the fast

"Eid al-Fitr" or Festival of breaking off

the fast, begins April 3 or 4, depending on
the lunar calendar. This religious holiday,

also called the Minor Festival, occurs on

the first day of the month immediately

after Ramadan fast. The day stands in

sharp contrast to the preceding thirty days

of fasting and self-denial. It begins in the

morning with a visit, mostly by the men
folk, to the mosque for the morning prayer.

This is followed, according to the Sunna of

the Prophet, by a visit to cemeteries. These

more solemn religious expressions then

change into a happy festival in the homes
ofthe families. It i s an occasion for dressing

up m ones best clothing.

The thematic shift ft-om death to life is

expressed in several ways. More signifi-

cant is the joyous return for all to normal
life without the symboUc denial of vital

processes of life-giving activities like eat-

ing and drinking. In many places, this

festival lasts for three days, and in many
lands it is also a national holiday. Islamic

laws also require from Muslims a very

important role: giving out the "zakat al-

fitr" or the "alms ofbreaking off the fast"

to the poor. This festival is connected

with the performance of duty of fasting

and sacrifice. A day of happiness follow-

ing the performance ofduty is intended to

show that true happiness lies in the per-

formance of duty. One characteristic of

this Islamic festival is an underlying,

deep, spiritual meaning. Muslims gather

in as vast a congregation as possible and
fall prostrate before their great maker,

giving thanks to HIM for enabling us to

perform our duty and make a sacrifice.

I want to remind Muslim students that

"Eid prayer" is going to be at the West
Springfield Mosque. Students will gather

at Haigis Mall at 7:45 Friday or Saturday,

April 3 or 4. Also, there will be a feast for

Muslim students at the Campus Center,

room 904-908, Saturday, April 4.

Eid Mobarak.

Rania Mansour
Islamic Society

A few evenings ago, I was being enter-

tained by some acquaintances, drinking,

playing cards and intermittently grooving

to a newly discovered song by the Vaughn
brothers. About an hour aft«r our last

"groove," which consisted of bopping

around the room in a mellow fashion, we
were greeted by a knock on the Brittany

Apartment door.

"Come in, that is," said a friend, "unless

you're an Amherst policeman."

Well it was. And he did. What he also

did was question the two residents in a
way that was puzzling.

"Reports say you were dancing and
singing," the police officer said in a very

official, distanced tone.

I was attentive before, but my jour-

nalistic instincts (Hillbillies from outer

space can be reporters, too) made me grab

a pen and get some quotes. The "arm ofthe

law" continued.

"You don't stop, you're going to jail."

Pause. Tension. Confusion.

"Now, what are you gonna do?"

He actually waited for an answer, as if

either ofthem would act Ijke a high school

rebel and say, "Go ahead. See if I care if I

go to jail." Wrong. But the officer went
ahead and pushed each person individu-

ally for an answer to his question. One
friend put it best sajing, "I feel Uke I'm in

Footloose."

We all held our snickers until Mr. Po-

lice Officer left. We found the whole situ-

ation funny, yet the essence of what just

happened was not revealed until later. I

am still confused about the human race,

so I will lay it on you in question form.

Ready?

Who was it who called to police, and
would it not have been more polite and
understanding to ask us to be quiet?

Why did the cop need to be so abrasive

and inhuman? Did he think we would be

wielding rifles?

What about this whole "dancing and
singing" thing? This is what confuses me
the most. Did the officer reaUze the extent

that his comment was ridiculous? "Reports

say you were dancing and singing," he

said. We repeated that over and over in

hysterical tears. Maybe the police would
get less flack if they treated their wards
with more respect. We are, though some
may debate, adults. What would happened
if the officer simply said, "Listen. You
guys are wreakinghavoc on the neighbors.
Could you please quiet down?"

I guess that would have been a risk. We
might have been uncaring and self-righ-

teous, and seeing no power to stop us, go

back to our evil ways. The officer might
have had to come back and really do

something. We were treated like children

of the state, and we wanted to act that

way. The harsh approach almost resulted

in a return of the police officer. We rallied

behind the wacky idea of blasting the

music and actually being arrested "for

dancing and singing." One level-headed

friend talked us out of it.

Concerning the neighbors, I would like

to note that we were hardly dangerous to

approach. Really, there was little hap-

pening that was on the frightening level.

If neighbors had a problem, we would
have understood and respected direct

communication. Instead they "told on us."

The police acted like parents ofa too-large

extended family. Hey, if you had 50,000

children, wouldn't you carry a gun?

I can now reveal that I am not really

extraterrestrial. "Hillbillies from outer

space" is the title of the Vaughn brothers

tune with which we had so much fun.

We will still groove to "Hillbillies" and
will probably do so quite often. However,
we will groove either during the daytime

or somewhere else. Dancing and singing

are okay, but you should be responsible

about it.

By the way, we never sang. "Hillbillies"

is an instrumental.

Mike Levy is a Collegian Staffmember

So, t^U me, just who is this mysterious, uninformed author, anyway?
I just received a letter from someone named Richard

O'Brien. In it, this person wrote about some good news
for me, a student at UMass.

He writes that "a new era of stability has arrived" at

the University, that the "days ofbudget cuts are behind
us," and about how nice it is that we may be level-funded

next year, and about how fortunate it is that our faculty/

student ratio has improved. (Is this by hiring more
faculty or losing students?)

Who is this mysterious author?

He can't be someone who is very involved in the

University because if he was, he would realize that it is

not so great to be level-funded during a time when costs

are increasing and aft^r recent budget cuts.

I think we should find the rock that this poor, delu-

sional man has been hiding under, turn it over and allow

him to see.

Perhaps, ifwe help him, he may develop the capability

to run a large university.

Ben Nardone
Amherst

Why do the 'town fathers' want to spy on our keg parties?
Fast forward to 2005: In a confrontation marred by

bloodshed and fatalities, Amherst police today quelled a

riot on North Pleasant Street thatwas startedby students
of the University of Massachusetts. Witnesses said the

students, who had escaped from the University by burning

a section of the campus' barbed wire fence with a blow
torch, simply wanted to buy themselves "a keg of beer."

UMass Chancellor Richard O'Brien stiid that more
precautions will be used in the near future "to keep those

students in their place." O'Brien said additional personnel

may be used in the Washington watch tower, and sug-

gested replacing the barbed wire chain link fence that

surrounds the University, which is nearly 12 years old,

with an impervious 200-foot brick wall.

Does the following scenario look at all possible to you?
It does to me. The point is, when Amherst historians look

back to the start oftotalitarianism within the community,
theyll point Monday, March 30, 1992. Do you know why?

This was the date when the infamous "beer keg license

law" was passed. The keg license law is the most blatant

in a series ofslaps to the face ofUMass students. As it has
been said before in this column, the discrimination of

people due to their age is inherently illegal and should be

stopped. The keg law isjust another attemptby the "town
fathers" to stop us, their wayward sons and daughters,

from gaining equal rights.

What can you say about a community that has con-

tinued to stab at one ofthe biggest cash cows in the state?

Those in charge of the legislation passed against college

students should be ousted.

Let's start firom the beginning: Once upon a time.

there was a little town in the middle of nowhere called

Amherst. Nobody lived there. It was lonely.

Then, one day, an agricultural college moved in, as did

Amherst College. More people lived there. The town
began to make money ofl'ofthe college. It wasn't so lonely

anymore.

Michael Morrissey

In the course of history, the "Aggie" was changed to

UMass and at one point, ZooMass, and the town made
more and more money from the students, their parents

and others who flocked to Amherst.

Today, not only have the "town fathers" encouraged
undercover citizens to spy on students who venture
uptown, but now they have initiated an absurd, ineffec-

tive keg law. This law will have a few consequences,

although one of them won't be the reduction of loud,

raucous parties in Amherst.

First ofall, underage students will begin drinkingmore
on campus. Oh, that's just wonderful. Moreover, they'll

probably increase the number ofparties in the dorm rooms
which will result in more confi-ontations between students

and RAs, more broken glass in the dorms, more 4 a.m. fire

alarms, and more elevator surfing.

If you're a town father who voted for the keg law,

you're probably mumbling, "good, let 'em tear up their

own school, I don't care." Unfortunately, it doesn't stop

there.

The students living off-campus will begin having

punch bowl parties, which are a hell of a lot more
dangerous than keg parties. Let's realize that vodka is a
little stronger than Busch. If the alcohol is stronger, it's

going to get more people smashed quicker. The drunks
will leave parties in their cars being more wasted than
they would've been if they'd have drunk Busch.

This is where the community comes in. Some idiot

somewhere is gonna kill an Amherst townie because he
was wasted on vodka. I'm not sa3ring itwont happen with
beer, but it's more likely with hard liquor.

Finally, it's bad business. Don't the liquor store owners
reahze that a UMjws student won't buy a case of beer in

Amherst, but go to Hadley for a keg. It doesn't work that
way. The liquor

stores in Amherst won't get any business from UMass
students.

Why does the town want to spy on our parties? A
kegger isn't the most interesting thing one could go to.

Like the police don't have better things to do than to try

to stop misdemeanor crime before it happens.
Students, stop this totalitarianism now! Keep the keg

parties open, and make them bigger! IfAmherst doesn't
want our money, let's go to Hadley. Ifthey pass a law, go
to Northampton. If they pass a law, let's all get the hell

outta here!

Anyways, for those with a rebellious heart who will be
having a keg party this weekend, you have my support.
Screw the law, and screw the town! If you need extra
support Friday or Saturday night, look me up in the
directory and give me a call.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian columnist
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UMASS
ARTS

COUNCIL

GRANT DEADLINE
Friday, April 24

(First grant opportunity

for Fall Semester)

Single proiectevent grants

for music, theater, visual art

and design, performance

art, literature, film and video,

and other arts related events

taking place next Fall.

PROPOSALS FROM STUDENT

GROUPS PARTICULARLY EN

COURAGED.

FOR APPLICATIONS'INfORMA

TION SEE THE STUDENT ACTWI-

TIESOFFCE OR VISITTHE UMASS

ARTS COUNCIL OFFICE - 209

HASBftOUCK OR CALL 545-0202

Collegian

Collegian

Collegian

Collegian

Collegian

Collegian

Collegian

Collegian

Collegian

Cafe Ashley is no Hojo's
A cool place to hang out^ delicious food awaits

Cafe Ashley is very big on CHICKEN. The Cafe

was heavi ly populated with senior citizens savoring

the mind boggling array ofChickendishes. Chicken

It LOOKS like a Howard Johnson's. It FEELS like in your salad, in your munchie platter, in your

By LISA j. CURTIS
Collegian Staff

a Howard Johnson's, except it has a whole lot

more shrubbery hanging around while you eat.

But it's Cafe Ashley on route 9. Just a hop, skip

and a jump away to this restaurant and it's Library

Bar which have the best desserts in the world.

We're in college now, so you can eat dessert first

no matter what your mother used to tell you.

My recommendations are theWHITE CHOCO-
LATE CHEESECAKE and the GRAPENUT PUD-

DING, which is often hard to find. They also have

all the traditionals like apple pie, carrot cake, and

ice cream.

The Library Bar struck me as a cute place to

hang out with a cup of coffee, one of these

enormously fattening desserts and your textbook.

The Teriyaki Twins are a tantalizing entree

quesadillas (which are the most mouth watering

item to hit this Dining Conmrions hardened palate

in a long time), and even glazed with honey dijon.

Cafe Ashley serves lunch and dinner but they

are famous for their weekend brunches for those

in-the-know.

Their motto is "Fresh food, at reasonable prices

with friendly, quick service." And that sen/ice was

red hot. I got my coffee reheated almost every third

sip. I was high on caffeine at the end of the dinner. A
natural high, within the limits of the law, mind you.

The wait staff is very eager to please, and quick

on their feet. (Take a minute to notice the high

quality sneakers these ushers of culinary delight

are wearing.)

All of the menu items are also available for take

marinated and grilled to perfection, and served out, which of course the standard meal plan for

Collegian

Collegian

with rice pilaf. Prices aren't bad here, either.

Every Saturday, Cafe Ashley has a prime rib

special, much the same caliber as the Dining

Commons. When the entree arrived so rare it fell

screaming to my table, the waiter cheerfully re-

heated the dinner for me.

May I take a moment to say that the carrots were

fresh and crispy and quickly erased all of my
distaste for cooked vegetables which I have har-

bored since I was a child.

any of us working down here in the campus center

basement.

THE CHICKEN QUESADILLAS and the

MUNCHIE PLATTER are appetizers, but they're

huge. Definitely share these monstrosities with a

friend or you won't have room for dessert. (If you

didn't take my advice and have your dessert first.)

The sandwiches, for you in the lunch-bunch,

are served with their homemade cole slaw and

pickle. The ASHLEY GRINDER is a fresh, breaded

But if your date picks the most expensive item veal cutlet with grilled peppers onions and melted

on the menu. Cafe Ashley has a nice selection of provolone cheese on a torpedo roll. (Sounds

inexpensive salads: Cajun Chicken Salad, served dangerous doesn't it?)

with spicy grilled chicken, jalapenos, tomato,

cheese and croutons, and Cobb Salad, containing

chicken, guacamole, tomatoes, hard-boiled eggs.

Bleu cheese, and bacon. They also have a selec-

tion oftheir own homemade dressings.

A wide selection of chicken sandwiches and

innovative burgers complete the lunch menu.

And by the way. Cafe Ashley is an indepen-

dently owned and operated establishment. They

only look like a Howard Johnson's.

Illlllllllllllllllllll' m mmm mm

NEW at Seasons!

EARLY DINNER
Specm^

NEW Days 'NEW Hours *NEW Prices

$9.95

Sunday 5:00 to 7:30 p-m.
thru Friday must be seated by 7:30

Choose from a selection of complete
DINNERS, all priced under

- Menu Sampling -

• Chicken Bianco '8^0
• Roast Prime Rib of Beef, au jus *9.95

• Fettucine with Gorgonzola and Basil *7.95

• Grilled 1\ina Steak »8.95

• Veal Francaise '9.95

All served with uallmited lalad bar, ralli Sk batter,

all under

$9.95

INDIA HOUSE
Restaurant

ON STATE STREET

where Indianfood is more

than Curry!

Dinner onK Snn. thru Ihiirschix

n)'f StiKJcnt Discount (with I.I).

\i)^ ( Discounts (mi liikc outs

for the best food

and Hospitality Come

to our house...

45 State St.

^Iorthanjgjor^j1^58^3^

Wm
Z/10^A^

^Afdm
Vi/v5>

f\u serrra wiis UBuniiiea saiaa amr, r«UB at awnmr, ^^ ^aa
vcgeUble & potato or rice, coffee or tea. _ ^^ ^* ^^ ~

\

^
r specials or repH««^-E,pir«

fiEASO
RESTAURAMT

CLOSED
MONDAYS

529 Bckhertown Road, Amherst • 253-9909

vWm PANDA EAST
Advocate

"Best in the Valley"

1989 &1 990

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

We bring Chinatown

to you

*Lunch Specials

from $3.95 including soup & rice

Now Serving Lunch On Sundays Also!
Hours:

Mon. - Thurs. H** am - 9^ pm
Fri. & Sat. 1 1'" am - 10«> pm
Sunday 12 noon - 9^ pm

thiu

May 31, 1992

103N.PIea8antSt Amherst, MA 01002 -(413)256-8923(413)256-8924
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The casual atmosphere
and good eats at Charlie^s
A place V/iere everybody knows your name'
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

The quintessential casual dining

experience can be found at Chalie's

Tavern in Amherst.

Casual to say the least.

My friend, Matt Tryder, and I

entered Charlie's and after a few
moments waiting to see if there was
a hostess we helped ourselves to a

table. We spent some time watch-

ing Cheers on television basically

waiting to see if a waitress would
notice us.

"'Dan's dinner's ready'

warmed the cockels of my
heart with memories of

home. And the food I got

was just as good."

No chance of that happening

since there are no waitresses. I fi-

nally approached the bar and asked

for a couple of dinner menu's.

The menu's made up for the wait-

ing. Charlies boasts of 65 new menu
items and these items fall perfectly

into my idea of good taste and good
prices. Plenty of burgers, appetizers

and sandwhiches all varying in price

from $4.00 to $8.00.

Matt and I selected some nacho's

to start with but, of course, we had to

hail the bartender so we could or-

der. She took the order and then

handed us our paper place mats and

si Iverware so we cou Id set our table.

At this point we wondered
whether or not we were supposed to

help cook or maybe wash some

dishes.

During our wait we got to play

pool, which is a tremendous bonus

i^or our dining experience. I, clearly

the superior player, had Matt beat

but my mind must have been on the

impending nachos because I choked

on the eight ball and he stole the

victory.

Fortunately, I was able to drown

my sorrows with a mountain of very

good nachos (the cheesewas melted
perfectly) and an ice cold Coke. I

gave up drinking on school nights

for Lent. However, if that had not

been the case Charlie's would have

been a good place to tip a couple

back. The tavern offers a multitude

of beer and jumbo drink selections.

Soon it was time for us to go and
pick up our dinner at the bar. One
good thing about this system was
the bartender had found out my
name and then whenever she

needed me she use it to get my
attention.

"Dan, dinner's ready" warmed
the cockels ofmy heart with memo-
ries of home. And the food I got was
just as good.

I dived into the "Cheesy Chicken"

which basically was chicken

sandwhich with American cheese

on it. Matt had the Steak Sandwhich
with cheese and mushrooms on it.

We both got a half a pound of fries

on the side.

My "Chessey Chicken" was great.

The chicken proved to be a good
sized hunk of poultry which was
cookedjustasi liked it. Mattclaimed

his steak was a little bit fatty but

overall gave it a passing grade.

One things for certain neither of

us left the table hungry.

Some added del ights to Charl ie's

was we were able to watch the first

quarter of the Celtics-Bullets game
while we ate and their looked to be

a good pinball machine in the cor-

ner. Unfortunately I didn't get to

play because a couple of other guys

were using it.

The thing which both Matt and I

agreed was that after you get the

"casual system" down, Charlie's is a

good place. It was a little awkward at

first but the food was worth it.

Don't come to Charlie's looking

for candlelight, violins or place set-

tings, for that matter, but get ready

for some good food, at reasonable

prices and place where you get

called to the dinner table by your

first name.

Recycle !!!?!

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE "MSC"

. MANDARIN & SZECHUAN CUISINE

t HOME STLYE COOKING

. FRESH VEGETABLES FROM OUR FARM

• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

. FULL LIQUOR LONSE

• OPEN 7 DAYS

• NEWLY REMOOGLED

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEPrtD

253-7835 253-2813

^ 62 Main Street, Amherst ^

m ^MrziOi fj

Cooking at your table

SPECIAL
Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.

& all day Sunday

Two Dinners for $15

Steak& Chicken Combo

Two Dinners for $18.00

Shrimp & Scallop Combo
Both include soup. ulad.

vegetable, noodles, steamed

rice. tea. &. ice cream

Full Bar • Exotic Specialties

Gift

Certificates

Available

Rt. 116. Sunderland 413-665-3628

Open Tue$.-Sat. at 5pm, Sun at 2

Reservations welcomed

Talking Mexican food
is talking Taco Villa
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

I never thought a South Amherst
bus could carry me far enough south

to take me beyond the border. And
without my passport.

Yes sir, burritos. Yes sir, tortillas.

Yes sir, salsa. Yes sir, Taco Villa. It's

definitely an experience that must be
had by all.

Taco Villa's entrance is one of the

things that makes this restaurant so

distinctive. The trip south may not be

long but it sure is narrow. As you
walk towards the Amherst Common
alongthe left side of Main St. you can

see the Taco Villa sign arched over

the entrance of a long and thin alley

which leads you down to the restau-

rant itself. Don't try to ride a moun-
tain bike down this alley. I saw
someone try it. Not a pretty sight.

Of course the real reason you're

going to Taco Villa is for the food.

And even if you have to climb over

the wreckage of dozens of erstwhile

mountain bikers, it's worth it.

Inside, the place looks like a cross

between a fast food restaurant and

the Alamo, only a whole lot cleaner

and more comfortable.

I marched right in and got myself

something that can only be described

as a burrito on steroids.

"It's a chimichanga," said the man
behind the counter.

"It's huge," I thought to myself.

Cheddar cheese and your choice

of fining (bean, beef, chili, refrito,

chicken, sausage) wrapped up in a

flour tortilla, deep fried and topped

with enchilada sauce and more
cheese than you can shake a nacho

at. All this together equals one thing,

a meal. If these things don't fill you,

see a doctor about your metabolism.

Did I mention nachos? Whoa. Not

only are the tortillachips served warm
(not like those things they sell in the

munchy stores), but they have real

salsa to eat them with (not like that

stuff they sell in the munchy stores).

Wanna burn a hole in your tongue?

just ask. 'Course most stuff is pre-

pared mild so the average joe or jane

can chow without fear. This place is

people-friendly. They don't want to

scare anyone away with flaming hot

sauce that could heat a dorm room
for a semester. Not unless you ask.

But if you do, and then find you can't

handle it there's plenty of water on

tap in case of spontaneous combus-
tion.

What's more, THEY'VE GOT A LI-

QUOR LICENSE! Boy o' boy o' boy,

nothing like a good Mexican meal

with a beer to wash it down. Abso-

lutely nothing.

I'll tell you this much, anyone who
went to Mexico for Spring Break sure

went to far for Mexican cuisine. Oh
sure, the sun. Overrated. Remember
skin cancer? Play it safe, go to Taco

Villa instead.
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Celebrate our 16th Birthday

April 10th, 1 1th & 12th (Fri., Sat & Sun)

Enter to

• Trip to Disney World for

4 Days, 3 Nights.

• Week-end-Get-A-Way
to Martha's Vineyard.

• Lots of Prizes & Music

I Bart's Sweet 16 Birthday
f

I Name
^Entry Form

Address
Phone -

No pufcfiaec ntcessafy. Sec More (of details.
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Seasons isn't just the place your parents take you
A rCStBUrsnt where the you can have the rest of your dinner wrapped

TUOU lb Itibiyf dEturuauic g^ ^^^^ ^^ notice the desserts on the cart as

from $7.95 to $9.95.*(Seasons serves dinner you enter the restaurant. And yes, they are

nightly from 5:00 to 10:00 p.m., but they are there to tempt you!

closed on Mondays.) These iesserts are as good as they look,

possibly even better. And you can have things

"The bar at Season's is upstairs. It you heated or served with ice cream, too. (Why

By MELISSA MACAULEY
Collegian Staff

If you're looking for a place that has great

food, class, and atmosphere, then Seasons is

definitely the place to go.

Seasons has long been famous for their Sunday

Jazz Bmnch, but it isaveryenjoyableand reasonably

priced place to go for dinner.

Theynow offer Early Dinner Specials, which

change weekly. Among the selections are a

Three Cheese Vegetable Pasta, Grilled Pork

Tenderloin Dijon, Chicken Bianco, Grilled

Tuna Steak, Roast Prime Rib and Veal

Francaise.

These dinners are offered Sunday thru Friday*

from 5:00p.m. to 7:30p.m. and range in price
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are looking for an elegant place to have not have coffee and dessert upstairs, where

a cocktail, then this is where you want you can stretch out a little bit?)

to be." T^^ atmosphere at Seasons is really hard to

\ beat. Because the building is a renovated

Dinner at Seasons always includes these little barn, it has a rustic but very elegant feel to it.

mini-loaves of bread (that are baked right in the The lighting Is nice (there are small oil-lamps

restaurant) and you create your own salad from on each table) and classical music plays in the

their expansive salad bar. background. Works done by local artists hang

Also in addition to their regular menu and on the walls, and add to the ambience,

their Early Dinner menu, they have a little The staff at Seasons is knowledgeable and

known "Upstairs at Seasons" menu. friendly. They are very professional and cour-

This menu is great if you're enjoying a teous, and will make sure that you enjoy your

cocktail near the picture window upstairs and meal at Seasons.

you want some vegetables and dip to nibble The bar at Seasons is upstairs. If you are

on. Also, you can order Shrimp and Sausage looking for an elegant place to have a cocktail,

jambalaya. Pasta Primavera or New Orleans then this is where you want to be.

Muffaletta (which is a big toasted ham and There is no television at the bar, so if you are

cheese on french bread, served with fries), just looking to get away from that T.V. sc-ene, this

to name a few items on that menu. place is for you.

These are priced pretty much in the same There are even comfortable couches in one

range with the Early Dinner Specials. nook of the upstairs, so that you can relax.

Contraryto popular belief. Seasons isn't just They have provided a comfortable and more

the place that you make your parents treat you relaxed place for their patrons than a table and

to. chairs.

It is affordable, it is really very nice and it's Seasons shouldn't just be the place where

even on the bus route! you go with your parents for your birthday, or

You'll probably feel morecomfortablethere with your girlfriend/boyfriend on your anni-

if you do dress up a little, but you don't have versary (although it is a very nice place to go

to. for these occasions.) It is not too expensive or

The food at Seasons is really of the highest too far.

quality. The portions are very generous, and Once you walk through the door at Sea-

the meals are very tasty! Everything is excel- sons, you know that this is a restaurant of the

lent. highest caliber, and that you will enjoy your

Don't worry if you can't finish everything; evening there.

Jt^J^JfJfJfJfJfJfJfJf^JfJf^^
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lliisIsliNirBrainl/Vithout Pizza.

AiqrQuestions?

One L^cPcpperoni Pizza i
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Additional Toppings Extra.
OBir vilid on (MMiy oa(y. Please mention couprm w+ien

iwdennji One cnupiin per party per visif at participatinii

Pizza Hut ileliver>' units (If restaurants. Not valid with nif

other offer limited l)eliver>' Area. Hurrv. ofcr ends soon

Cflde: 16 DM
"ij 1992 Pizza Hul. Inc l^K cash redemption value.
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For free delivery call: 253-3443.
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5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Lasagna Verde

(vegetable lasagna)

• Veal Parmesan
• Shrimp all'Arrabbiata

(shrimp in spicy plum tomato sauce)

• Chicken Primavera

(chicken & veggies w/pasta)

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires April 30, 1 992

Open Daily at 11:30 a.m.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
25i2M

Chinese Food
A great spot
for excellent

Chinese food
By OLIVIA STEWART-LIBERTY
Collegian Staff

In the center of Amherst, this luxuriously

informal restaurant has perhaps become an

unobserved backdrop to the daily lives of

many of us.

China Garden, 1 3 N. Pleasant St. removes

the customer from the hectic streets of Am-
herst and into the quiet friendliness of its

plush interior. George, the proprietor in-

stantly made us feel completely at home. His

friendliness, coupled with the speedy ser-

vice, made us feel immediately welcome
and well-looked-after.

Not only was our food delicious, but it was
also beautifully arranged on the dishes, in

beds of fresh fruit and vegetables.

We began dinner with soup. My dining

partner selected the traditional Wonton Soup
with Dumplings, I could tell by the speed

with which he ate it that he was far from

displeased with his choice. I went for the

Vegetarian Bean Curd Soup. It was abso-

lutely delicious, with fried lofu in a dark, rich

broth.

Sizzling Seafood Platter followed; the ab-

solute highlight of my dinner - shrimp, lob-

ster, crab and scallops, intermingled with

very fresh and very lightly steamed veg-

etables of many different varieties. The en-

semble arrived bathed in a delicate, pale

sauce which allowed each of the individual

flavors to shine forth.

What delighted me most about the dish

was the absolute freshness of both the sea

food, and the vegetables. The broccoli,

mushrooms, baby-corn, carrots and water-

chestnuts were crisp and tender, and per-

fectly steamed.

My dining partner chose General Gao's

chicken, perhaps because it was a house

special. It was equally as delicious as my
seafood platter, but perhaps not as colorful

or beautiful. Large pieces of chicken which

had been marinated with "Scorched Red
Peppers" graced his plate, nesting in a spicey,

crispy sauce. Although the 6\sh was com-
pletely different from the one I had chosen,

the rich spiciness coating the tender chicken

brings back mouth-watering memories..

Perhaps what makes this restaurant differ-

ent from many other Chinese restaurants is

its extensive and very varied vegetarian menu

.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Hunan Gourmet
is delicious

and high class
By ARI VAIS
Collegian Staff

When I walked into Northampton's Hunan
Gourmet, I had already been told by several

confidantes that the food there was unbeatable.

Entering the establishment, I was instantly struck

by the lovely, posh interior. This was a n/ce place.

Usually, Chinese restaurants are a cross be-

tween classy dining and fast food — in other

words, the ambiance is generally quite casual and

informal. Hunan Gourmet is up therewith all your

five star establishments that look plush.

A large, dim room with pink interior and a

beautiful silver/blue vase as the centerpiece.

I was instantly served water, tea and ordered the

steamed shrimp with wukabi sause.

This dish arrived promptly, care of the friendly

staff, and was delicious! Large, succulent shrimps

with divine sause.

I also enjoyed my personal favorite, cold noodles

in sesame sause. These were done just right— the

noodles were rot as thick, nor the sesame sause as

spicy as I was used to, but the discreetness of the

dish was consistent with the restaurants atmo-

sphere.

The first thing I thought upon receiving my
entree, the Tai Chen chicken with walnuts, was

that there was certainly a lot of food.

Served with traditional brown or white rice, the

Tai Chen chicken is a must. Among the succulent

stripsofchicken breast were celery, garlic, red and

green peppers, baby corn, mushrooms, and,

ofcourse, the tasty, roasted walnuts. Such a fresh

medley of vegetables was certainly a pleasant

surprise and added much to the dish.

As good as the Tai Chen chicken tasted, there

was simply too much food on my plate and I got to

enjoy my lovely left-overs at home the next night.

Prices at Hunan Gourmet are more than reason-

able. For a restaurant with such a pleasant, relax-

ing atmosphere, fast and friendly service and

massive portions of delicious Chinese food, ten

dollars (give or take a dollar) for the priciest dish is

a bargain.

Located on King Street, just beyond the Stop and

Shop, Hunan Gourmet prepares their cuisine

Hunan, Szechuan, Mandarin or Cantonese style

and has easy take out service.

When dinner was over, I was brought a plate of

fresh fruit salad and, ofcourse, a fortune cookie.

My fortune read "There is a good chance of a

romantic encounter soon" and on that happy note,

I finished my dinner. When I was brought my
'doggie bag' (a term that, perhaps, doesn't work

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

CHINAGARDEN
'The Collegians choice in ddightful dining."

rXw^Ti .. •^.00 OFFwAxjRhose

I
of$15 or mofewHh Ihis oouponj

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food

J

Sunday - Tlnire, llJOam • 10:00pm • Friday - Sat, ll:30ain llKWpm

Lunch Hour: ll:30ain - 3:30pm 7 days a week

New Vegetarian Menu!
We Oon 't UseMSG!

Fte Deliwry Semx • Fri, Sat, & Sun. • 5:00pni - lOKWpm

Visa / Master Card / American Express

The Valley's Dinri Sunn Brunch

Dim Sum (Chinese Bmnch - Mandarin and Cantonese Syles)

Every Day 11:30am - 10;00pm

New RcniocJoiing • 7 Davs ^ \\eek • Take-oul • Luncheon Specials

of Amherst

^ ^ OFF
Any

rOOTLOriG SUB
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Hunan Garden
for students

and families
By OLIVIA STEWART-LIBERTY
Collegian Staff

What a delightful surprise to discover

Hunan Garden Restaurant on Belchertown

Road, a mere ten minutes by bus from Am-
herst center.

This restaurant specializes in Mandarin

and Szechuen cuisine, and offers a full menu
daily, but the highlight of this restaurant must

be its buffet. Served every day, except Friday,

this restaurant offers a hot buffet of thirteen

freshly made dishes from 5 to 8 p.m.

This help-yourself service shows no lim-

its, no one oversees you stay or regards the

amount of servings you treat yourself to. Eat

as much as you like, or can for the standard,

total, bargain price of $5.99.

The dishes, all hot, seemed bottomless:

the more we ate, the faster they were replen-

ished. Each time we made the move to

reapproach the buffet table, our waitress

miraculously reappeared with clean plates

and fresh glasses of water, and smiling en-

couragingly.

The wide variety of dishes on offer will

certainly please every taste, and also offer a

unique opportunity to taste those foods which

otherwise perhaps you may not have ordered.

The buffet last week included Spicey Rice,

Vegetable Noodles, deliciously fresh Broc-

coli in Oyster Sauce and soups.

The meat dishes were plentiful, some were

spicey, others rich, and some were delicately

flavored and bathed in light subtle sauces.

TheCh i nese Berbeque Pork particularly sticks

in my mind, as do the House Special Chicken,

the Sweet and Sour Chicken and the Beef

with Green Peppers. In fact, every dish on

that buffet table was delicious, and each was
completely different from the last.

The restaurant itself is large, clean and

friendly, and is in possessionof a marvellous

acquarium fully stocked with delightful fish

of every variety.

Service was quick and efficient (when it

was needed), otherwise I enjoyed the infor-

mal luxury of being able to take my time, and

eat my numerous helpings at my leisure.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

• CHICKEN • CATERING
WINGS • CIGARETTES

MAMA MAPES J

<^ 253-9898 *
NEW LARGER PORTIONS

12 De-Light Wings 3.99

24 De-Light Wings 6.99

36 De-Light Wings 9.99

50 De-Light Wings 19.99

Choice of 5 Secret Sauces Served

w/Bleu Cheese-n-Celery

WE DELIVER
Thursday - Sunday

r ———————r-———— —— -^
Musi Mention This Ad " Must Mention This Ad

! 40< I 75< I

off 12 Wings > OFF 24 WingsJ
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Go to Cafe DiCarlo if you want to impress
By ARI VMS
Collegian Staff

There are restaurants where one goes to eat, and

then there are restaurants where one goes to dine.

Amherst's Cafe DiCarlo falls, without a doubt,

into the latter category.

This place is truly a class act. The minute we set

foot in the door, the head waiter showed us to our

table addressing us in the most dignified manner,

and promply brought over two glasses of dry white

wine.

Sipping the beverage, a crisp, pungent number

with a slightly sour aftertaste, we got a chance to

observe the restaurant's atmosphere:

Dim lighting, soft jazz, GQ type wait-staff and

quiet, civilized conversation. Not many students

were spotted because for students especially, din-

ner at Cafe DiCarlo is an event, something around

which an entire evening is planned.

The students we did see were dressed smartly

and, like us, clearly impressed by the fine quality of

this restaurant.

There were professors, dignified residents enter-

taining guests from afar, there was the thirty-some-

thing crowd and an odd family.

After ordering the appetizers, we were surprized

at how quickly they arrived. Not for a moment did

we find ourselves without water, without wine,

without a clean ashtray.

My friend had Cafe Bread, a mild, delicate and

delicious medley of vegetables with prosciutto,

roasted red peppers, brie and asiago cheese, baked

with mozarella on, you guessed it, bread.

For those of us who don't know better, this dish

could be loosely compared to pizza. To those who
do know better, this comparison might seem insult-

ing for Cafe DiCarlo's Cafe Bread was far too

delicate, far too subtle to appear like the crude,

savory as heck slices most of us know and eat.

I was served up one of the restaurant's appetizer

specials, their Mussels in White Wine. The real

reason that I ordered this dish is that usually, I

cannot handle sea food, and this would serve as a

real test of Cafe DiCarlo's quality.

They passed with flying colors.

The mussels arrived, once again without a no-

ticeable wait, and I opened the first one. Again,

tenderness, delicacy and subtleness are the keys

here: I have had mussels before and disliked their

chewey/gooeyness. I would be a liar if I told you that

Cafe DiCarlo's mussels did not melt in my mouth.

There was really very little chewing to do.

There were just the right amount of shells to treat

my taste buds to paradise without making me too

full for the entree. The mussels were drenched in

ample wine, garlic and chopped tomatoes. They

had a deep, dark flavor, and, if you must know the

truth, writing about them, I am suddenly very hun-

gry-

The entrees came next. Polio al Marsala for my
friend and Vitello e Gorgonzola for myself.

Theformerwas a healthy portion of I ightly breaded

chicken breasts sauteed with sundried tomatoes

and mushrooms in marsala wine cream. It is a dish

that I would strongly recommend to any chicken

lover.

Again, let me stress that this is not any kind of

chicken that we usually eat. This is eating art. Not

only because it looks beautiful when served up (as

did all the dishes), but also because it would take a

culinary artist to prepare food with such taste. As a

chicken lover, I almost felt bad eating such amazing

chicken: "I am not a good enough man yet," I

thought "I need time to improve my character

before I feast on quality like this."

My dish consisted of medallions of veal with

braised spinach and red cabbage, served with a

gorgonzola cream.

As tasty as these medallions were, kudos goes to

the sause. Never before have I tasted a finer sause.

I can still taste it . . .1 would even go as far as to

recommend this dish, this restaurant, on account of

the gorgonzola sause alone.

Before ending our evening, we were treated to

dessert. Mark my words, if you go to Cafe DiCarlo

with no intention of having dinner, try the Terimisu:

served in a glass, terimisu is ladyfingers soaked in

frangelico and cream — the absolute highlight of

our evening. Remember: Cafe DiCarlo is not a place

to go if you have a pocket full of loose change, but

considering the superior qualities of every aspect of

this restaurant, it is far from expensive.

charUe'0
Tavern
Wfiat's 9iezv?

jumbo Drinks & Jumbo Drafts

25 different kinds of beer.

Enlarged Seating
Plenty ofroom for your friends!

Enjoy these cheap munchies from 9p.m.-12 midnight

Mondays — 70* Cheese Sticks

Tuesdays — 10* Buffalo Wings (mild & hot)

Wednesdays— 25* Cheese Pizza Slices

Thursdays— 10* Chicken (Hot Lips) Nuggets

Fridays & SaturtTays — Enjoy our full menu
including nachos, fried zucchini &
mushrooms, chili, salads, burgers,

^roiled chicken, sandwiches, pizza

1 Pray St., Amherst • 549-5403
Open 1 1 a.m. 7 days a week
Kitchen open 'til midnight

Came Room with 2 Pool Tables
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Also!

La Cucina

di ^inoccfiio s

Fine Italian Gourmet Cuisine
HAoving to a new location:

30 Boltwood Walk (upstairs of Twisters)

^vith BIG MISTAKE
*nPRIL 3,1992

S'^BLUELURLL 8:30pm
^*$5 UMflSS $7 ALL

S OTHERS *CASHBAR!*

A-t^U ckjn^

Offering

Plan Ahead
For Graduation

"W A selection of Italian wines.

W Serving veal, poultry, lobster, shrin\p, & homemade

pasta made with the finest and freshest ingredients.

W Vegetarian specialties as well.

W Finish up with capaccino, espresso, homemade

desserts and much more.

Coll for information or reservations ^549 - 3669
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^ with ELEVEN
*flPRIL 7,1992

"UMflSS STUDENT UNION 8pm
*$8 UMRSS $10 RLL

OTHERS
upc productions
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Barbeque
Bub's BBQ:
down home
and tasty
By BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

"Pig out in Style" is their slogan and real

Southern style barbeque is their business at Bub's

Bar-B-Que.

Located a short distance from UMass on Route

1 1 6 in Sunderland, Bub's Bar-B-Que is legendary

around these parts for the tasty food they have

been serving up since 1977. The secret to their

success is the barbeque sauce, which has won
national competitions, along with their meats

which are hickory snrwked on the premises.

The atmosphere of Bub's is informal, down
home and fashioned for comfort and conve-

nience. Upon entrance one finds an intimate

candlelit seating area for those seeking private

dining. Further inside are large picnic tables with

red checkered table cloths and plenty of paper

towels at the ready.

The rrwin focal point of the restaurant are the

flaming grills where diners can watch meals

being cooked from their tables while savoring the

distinct aroma of barbeque. Prominantly dis-

played on the walls are framed articles about the

restaurant from newspapers and magazines rang-

ing from the Times-Picayune of New Orleans to

USA Today Weekend.

The eatry features the standard fare ofbarbeque

such as Chicken, Ribs and Keilbasa along with an

expanded menu of Seafood dishes such as Shrimp

and Swordfish Steak. The entrees range in price

from $6.95 for Ribs to $8.95 for Shrimp. There is

also a sandwich menu and a children's menu.

What makes eating a Bub's such a great dining

experience is the "all you can" eat hot and cold

bar featuring homemade soups, barbeque baked

beans, wild rice, sweet potatos, hickory potatoes,

french fries, collard greens, bean salad, potato

salad, cole slaw, salad and bread. This is one

place where second helpings are always in order.

Everything is simply delicious and those of you

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

ACME BBQ for weekday blues
'You are not doing your job if you don't get up for thirds'

By BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Feeling hungry and got those weekday blues?

Tuesday evening is always "Bar-B-Q-'n'-Blues" day at

the ACME Bar-B-Que restaurant on Route 9 in Hadley.

Not only will you find one of the best buffet spreads in the

area, but some of the top local blues musicians as well.

All for one very reasonable price.

Of course ACME doesn't just offer any old buffet

special, because the focus here is on barbeque cooking

and there is plenty to sample from. The keyword here is

"all-you-can-eat". As owner Jerry Hewitt likes to point

out to patrons "you aren't doing your job if you don't get

up for thirds."

ACME Bar-B-Que began in Easthampton a few years

ago and owved to the Hadley location last year for what

Hewitt called "simple economic reasons". The present

location makes the restaurant more visible and very

accessible to UMass students and Route 9 traffic. It is

located in the same plaza as the Hadley Pub.

Business was brisk this past Tuesday night as Thomas

Major of the Nightcrawlers and Ralph Pelletier, host of

Sheehan's acoustic open mike, belted out the blues to an

appreciative audience. The real focus however was on

the food.

Offe-^ed were barbequed chicken, ribs, and keilbasa

along with a hot and cold bar featuring spicy french fires,

barbeque baked beans, home fried potatoes, potato

salad, macaroni salad, garden salad, and bread among

other dishes.

Everything was suberb. The ribs are juicy and particu-

larly tasty at ACME with lots of the dripping barbeque

sauce that owner Hewitt makes himself. The keilbasa was

exceptional and the barbeque baked beans and spicy

fries make a fine complement to rounds of second and

third helpings. This is no place to be shy. The buffet is a

reasonable $9.95 considering all you get, including the

entertainment.

The dining at ACME is informal and relaxed. The

decor features pigs and porker paraphenal ia of all shapes

and sizes which lend to an overall festive environment.

Prominant throughout the establishment are ACME mas-

cots "Eatmore" and "Seemore" who bear an uncanny

^^^-S£^>,

549^14 '

Mon-Sat 8K)0ain-8K)0pin • Sunday 10:00am-5K)0pin

Now Serving Breakfast!

Evening and Sunday Delivery Avaiable!

piggish resemblance to Blues Brothers Jake and Elwood.

The back of the ACME menu contains a very humorous

piece on the "History of the Pork Brothers" and their

"search for the Holy Grill." Would you believe these

delinquent pigs were raised in a reform school by nuns?

The restaurant features a full liquor license along with

pitchers of beer and soft drinks. Worthy of mention is the

Lone Star Beer from Texas that ACME serves as the house

special. You don't find this beer at many local establish-

ments and the price is not only right but it adds to the

Texan flair of the barbeque eats.

Ready for something sweet? If you've still got room in

your belly there is a dessert menu that features a dandy

pecan pie.

The ACME Bar-B-Que features a full dinner menu

ranging from seafood to traditonal barbeque offerings,

but Tuesdays are an especially great way to expose

yourself to what this place has to offer by sampling the

buffet. The music isn't too shabby either, as local blues

folks such as Ed Vadas and Wildcat O'Halloran perform

there regularly along with other local musicans whodrop

by to sit on the session. Eat, drink and merry at the ACME
Bar-B-Que.

****•*•

VILLA
Great Mexican Food Served QuicWy &

Inexpensive^ in c Friendly & Casual Atmosphere

DOWNTOWN
AMHERST

Boltwood Walk 256-8217

Beer & Wine Served

DOWNTOWN
NORTHAMPTON

21 Center St. 584-0673
Brino Your Own Beer & Wine

For Delivery, Call Delivery Fxpress •549-0077

THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY

Featuring DJ Strollin' Roland

APPLTIZER SPECIAL
8:00-10:00PlVI

ANY MENU NACHOS
$2.00

WEEKLY SPECIALS

95*
Drafts

Ijtc^^p- BEER
$3.95

Pitchets

THE^ PUB
\'t€'H ' !•»<):

S tlASr PLtASAPIT

>... PemjiprDni

Come tiglsgyn^^
for the besP?5^'5^«^'^ Tomato
- and only - ^nd much more!

ni77a <;Iices' 253-08O8
pizza :>llV-CO. 3j N. Pleasant

:LIII©1
...JOIN US FOR FINE. AFFORDABLE

CUISINE AND REGULAR DRINK SPECIALS.

We Offer a Selection of Entries.

Vegetarian Dishes,

"Build Your Own" Burgers

& Omlettes.

Let Us Cater Your Next Event
Call 253-5141

!^
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Don't you wish
YOUR business
advertised in

the Dining Out
Guide? Maybe

next time
you'll call

Collegian
advertising.

545-3500.

it works.

Bub's BBQ
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

who are vegetarians or trying to watch what you eat can

order the hot and cold bar separately for only $3.95.

The ribs at Bub's are simply amazing. They are crispy

outside, tender and juicy inside, with plenty of tangy

sauce. Portions are enormous and those who can't finish

what they eat can wrap it up in foil and take it home. The

barbeque Chicken is literally a whole half of a breast.

Bring an appetite with you when you come to this joint.

Of course what good is all this great food without some-

thing towash it all down? Bub's serves cold draft beer and soft

drinb along with red and white wine. Pitchers are available

in large and small sizes and the Mason jar wine carafes

provide an authentic Southern touch.

Thismay actual ly be theonly place around fc»r mi les that has

a free jukebox witfi selections ranging from the Kentucky

HeadhunterstoElvis. Therearealsocoloringbooksavailablefor

the kids and a video game for while you wait

Bub's Bar-B-Que also does parties and functions and

they offer a full catering menu. Their award winning

barbeque sauce is available for takeout at $4. 1 5 a quart.

This is makes a tasty additive to burgers cooked on the

grill at home.

Bub's Bar-B-Que is a really fun and inexpensive

place to go with a group of friends or the family. When

you're leaving don't forget to purchase one of Bub's

cool bumper stickers.

j.-*^

\£>
TOWEE
TNI ATRI S

THE VIUAGE COMMONS • SOUTH HADLEY 533 2663

Exclusive Showing! #1 Box Office Hit!

Fri.@4:10.6:3O,8:55,11:2O

Sat&Sun@1 :45,4:10,6:30.8:55

Weekclays@3-.00,6:00,8:20

— _._ . <tW^fc-tf «««-

si.\f ( *s K^Vi roG DCcHJiy

Fri.@7:00,8:50,10:50
oCaSC

Sal&Sun@7:00,8:50

Weekdays 8:05 ONLY

Recycle
this

paper!

Recycle
this

paper!

• Auto Glass
QQIfSSl Replacement

. Body Shop
• Used Car
• Mechanical
Repairs

North Amherst Motors
Old Sunilarland Rd., No.Amhor«t 549-2880

A CARSTAR^
Collision Repair Center

Car & Truck
Rentals

%ATCH ALL SPORTS

with our

NEW SATELLITE DISH

I

SPORTS wm
& RfSTflURflMT

NEW MENU!
Food Served til

Midnight

WE'RE HAVING A PARTY!!
Friday and Saturday Nights

9:00 - 1:00

Wild and Crazy DJ Playin(, Your Requests

- Chances to Win Cash • Hais • T-Shires -

^ Dancing

^Jie.

^?»fb i*«^

^"r^^'-"

FREE MASS LOTTERYPULL TAB TICKET TV EVERYONE!

J

University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549-4040
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China Garden
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

The restaurant offers nine main dishes for

vegetarians, and numerous other appetizers

and vegetable side-dishes.

Our dinner was completed with a dish of

fresh fruit, sliced and arrayed intricately on

a plate, followed by fortune cookies.

George chatted with us amiably through-

out the course of the evening and explained

about his clientel, the students that are ample

during the year and absent in the summer,

the prime location of the restaurant, which,

unlike any other Chinese restaurant I can

think of, is impossible to miss whether one is

one foot or in a car or bus. George opened

China Garden only a few years ago and has

enjoyed great success.

Hunan Gourmet
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

with Hunan Gourmet), I was also given a

green rose which was carved out of a turnip.

If you live in Northampton, there is no

excuse not to treat yourself to a feast at this

fine restaurant. If not, Hunan Gourmet is

more than worth the trip.

Hunan Garden
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

Hunan Garden Restaurant welcomes large

parties: What better way to spend an evening

than dining at your leisure, eating as much as

you want, and not giving a thought to the cost!

An ideal place for hungry or malnour-

ished students to meet friends and enjoy the

delicious food and the unhurried atmosphere

A fellow diner, making her contented way
back to the buffet, paused a while at our

table, to offer her personal opinions of the

buffet. She said that she has been a regular

customer at the Hunan Garden Restaurant

for some five years, a resident of Amherst,

she said she finds the self-service atmosphere

relaxing, and the variety of foods delicious.

The restaurant boasts a full cocktail menu
and a take-out service. The buffet is certainly

an excellent and cheap way to dine.

c:Hunan ^ards-n <J\ eitauiani

nU !Bc,t Cfiint.t Buffci

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

10 Belcholown Rd. • Route 9 Amhtrsl • 256-O851/0J52

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

Minimum $15 plus S2 delivery charge

TH iSUNDAYBRUNCH
Buffet served Saturday 5-9p.m.

Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99
Children under 10 -$3.00

r:-:-(

Under New
Management

$1 OFF any delivery

order (over $5)

Great

New
Taste

Try Authentic
BUFFALO WIMCS

with a SPICY new ZIMG
10 piece $3.55

20 piece $6.85 ^vegetable]

30 piece $9.95

50 piece $16.25

Wings served: Honey Dipped, BBQ, Mild,

Hot & Killer w/celery & Blue Cheese.

Open 'Til 2 am Thurs. - Sat.

SO Main St. • 253-9223
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Arts & Living
One Eyed Jake: A quick peek at a local band
By ALYSSA MARCHESE
Collegian Correspondent

Almost every follower ofrock and roll's colorful history

has likely come across a band telling the story of their

first hve performance. Disastrous events generally oc-

curred ranging from petrifying stage fright to faulty

equipment and bruised egos. Few can actually make it

work right off the bat, but local band One Eyed Jake is

seemingly an exception to the rule.

"Our first gig was at Fitchburg State College, about four

years ago," said lead guitarist Steve Brenner, "^e'd never
rehearsed with one of the guys before, but it went really

well anyway. We pulled songs out ofthe air and pretended

to know what we were doing. I think the audience might
have been too drunk to notice our mistakes."

Hailing from Swampscott and Marblehead, Massa-
chusetts, the band initially got together six years ago.

Their present line-up include Brenner, lead vocalist,

bassist and pianist Bob Mullins, drummerTom McGrath
and the Rock Bottom Horn Section, trumi)eter Brooks
Holmes and alto saxophonist Avrum Heafitz.

The band maintains a constant presence in theAmherst
area, playing local venues on a regular basis. "I like to

play frat houses, because anyone of any age can pretty

much come and see us," says Brenner. "I like to play at

Twister's a lot, too." Adds Heafitz, "^e're also treated

very well at the Hadley Pub."

Gleaning inspiration from musical sources as varied

as Rush and John Lee Hooker, the band's collective

heroes and m^or influence is never-say-die Boston rock-

DANCE
INTERNATIONALn
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S.U.B.
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ers, Aerosmith, who Brenner and Heafitz dream oftour-

ing with one day.

"I think we'd all want to open for Aerosmith, except

maybe for Brooks," says Brenner. "He'd probably prefer

Mozart." Brooks Holmes is a classically trained trumpeter.

Brenner had the opportunity to meet his idolstwo years
ago when Aerosmith toured in support of their album
Pump. The gods of good fortujie provided Brenner with

the right connections, and he found himself hanging out

backstage with the Boston Bad Boys. Did they have any
advice for up and coming bands? Says Brenner, "Brad

Whitford told me, 'It's a tough life — Don't even try it.""

One Eyed Jake recently released a three songcompact

disc City Ride, after spending time recording it last

summer at Ssrnchro Sound Studio in Boston.

After recording two demo-tapes, they decided to get

technologically serious. "We had to record a CD because

the radio stations around Boston don't play cassettes,"

says Brenner. Their decision yielded positive results, as

they are currently receiving air play on commercial radio

stations locally and in Boston.

"Majority rules" is usually the standard the band
follows when making decisions. "Ifsomeone writes a song

and one of us doesn't like it, well say so, and try to work
something out," says Brenner. Band members contribute

mutually to the musical composition, and they are cur-

rently trying to put more emphasis on original songs.

"We'd like to break out of the cover band status, but in a

college town Uke Amherst, people want to hear cover

tunes," says Brenner. Heafitz would ideally like to con-

centrate on originals. "I wish we could," he said remorse-

fully," But we don't have the time to work on them."

Whether writing or covering a song, the band's rule of

thumb is "anjrthing that feels good to us" says Brenner.

"We look for hooks, riffs, catchy lyrics . . . something that
catches your ear."

They maintain an equihbrium by not surrendering to

the life- sucking elements ofrock and roll. "Music doesn't

rule our lives entirely," says Brenner. Heafitz and MuUins
are presently job hunting, while Brenner and McGrath
are finishing up at UMass. Holmes teaches music at

Easthampton Middle School.

And what about their curious name? Is it as as obvious

a phallic reference as it seems? "It's not phallic , really.

We like to keep its true meaning undercover. It's actually

quite innocent in a funny kind ofway," explains Heafitz.

"The name has definitely caused some speculation. Some
people probably like us because of our name, and if they

do, I'm glad I don't know 'em!"

As for the future of One Eyed Jake, their attitude is

down-to-earth. "For now, we're taking it day by day," says

Brenner. "We all have the classic rock and roll dream that

everyone wants: to be successful and make lots ofmoney."

Both agree that the band will call it quits when playing

music together is no longer fun for them.
One Eyed Jake will bring their horn-drenched medley

of rock and blues covers and originals to the Hadley Pub
this Friday, April 3 and will headline at Pearl Street in

Northampton on April 11. Film footage from both shows
will be added to previously taped clips for a video they've

been working on with UMass students in the Commu-
nications department.

Superchunk: The band Bill and Ted would play for
By DANA L. FORRAR
Collegian Staff

If Bill and Ted played for a band, they'd play for

Superchunk. Were Wayne and Garth not so funny, they

would play garage rock, just like Superchunk. But you

wouldn't like them when you first listened. Not at first.

These four musicians (four people with instruments,

anyway) hail from Chapel Hill, North Carohna and seem
to be on the track they want to be.

Their second LP release. No Pocky for Kitty, includes

such songs as "Punch Me Harder" and "ThrowingThings,"

^ALMU^cH i ra*^

and it's their gritty guitars and even grittier vocals

(sometimes inaudible due to feedback) that are just as

masochistic as their song titles.

However, it is Superchunk's simplicity and daring

philosophy of 'wambam. thank you distortion' which

comes from the roots of garage rock. They play to wake
the neighbors, freak the parents, and scare the cat.

The tape sleeve tells the whole story. "Superchunk is

Laura on bass, Chuck on the drums, Jim playing the

guitar, and Mac singing and playing the other guitar.

They wrote all the songs on the record."

No one else would admit that they wrote this stuff, but

these guys (and gal) have guts. They're real.

Their music is just as real. It's the organized chaos of

melodic noise that make Superchunk a new soul on the

alternative scene.

The Union Program Council is bringing Superchunk

and their noise to the Blue Wall in the Campus Center

tonight. Doors open at 8:30p.m., and there will be a cash

bar. Tickets are $5. for UMass students and $7 for

everyone else.

KEEP YOUR SUBARU RUNNING RIGHT!
FOLLOW THE RECOMMENDED MAINTENANCE SCHEDULES

The manufacturer recommends servicing at every 7,500 mile or

six month intervals, whichever comes first. We'll be glad to perform

all your scheduling maintenance as recommended in your owners

manual... and at reasonable prices.

-^ HADLEY SUBARU
40 Russel St., P.O. Box 780, Hadley, MA 01035

1-800-828-1987 CALL NOW! 413-586-6054

l^fBI^with the Subaru

DIFFERENCE

I

I

I

L
HADLEY SUBARU

40 Russel St., P.O. Box 780, Hodtey, MA 01035

LABOR RATE SPECIAL
Act now with this coup)on and get your service work

clone at *32.O0/hr. instead of our normal *42.00/hr.

rate.

Oder exptirs May 15. 1902

.Not valid wlih any other oflcr.

n
I

I

I

I

I

I
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Date rejection lines

Quote of the Day
"Any fool can criticize, condemn and

complain -- and most do."

- Dale Carnegie

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARICS (March 21-Apfil 19): Cre-

ative and artistic pursuits can bring

great pleasure today. Welco«T>e an

opportunity to quietly indulge a whim.

A one-on-one encounter holds greater

appeal than group activities.

TAUtUS (April 20-May 20): Look

for ways to liven up a social gathering

or journey . A friend or rteighbor makes

a useful suggestion. Confiding in your

male about a delicate situation will

get you interestir>g feedback.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -June 20):

Someone close to you nvay need ex-

tra attention now. Avoid those who
are ill-naturedor reckless. Some gossip

you hoar could upset you. Consider

the source and ignore it.

CAI^ER dune 21-|uly 22): Co
ahead and revive *n old relationship.

Things could be much better the

second time around! Do not let

somcorie's secret actions put you in

an errviiional birtd.

LEO lluly 23-Aug 22): Business

you have not been able to handle

until now can be successfully dealt

with today. Loved ones are willing lu

lend a hand with tasks that wuuld be

boring if dor>e akx>e.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Al-

though your morning is likely lo be

uneventful, the tempo will pick up

after lunch. Use discretion when
handling sensitive personnel prob-

lems. A great time to reach out to

those you admire.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): The

pressure on you to make a commit-

meru remains powerful. Insist on

obtaining more data. Confiding in an

associate who has your interests at

heart strengthens your resolve.

SCORWXOct. 2 J-Nov 2 1 ): The

day starts promisingly enough. But if

you give your ear to false finarKial

corKepis, you risk heavy k>sses. Keep

quiet about your intentions. By next

week, you could chaf>ge your mirxJ.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec.

21 ): This should be an ideal day to

celebrate your arrival at a mafor

milestone. An artistic venture couW
be involved. Share your aerations

with your family.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19h

If your financial pmition appears

sound, let well erKMJgh akxic. This is

not a good lime to lake risks. Call

close friends with good news. Try an

innovatrve approach in the arts.

AQUARIUS dan. 20-Feb. 18): H

is very important you work o\A a

specific plan o< action and lir^ up

trustworthy allies. Any mistakes in this

area tould n-npede progress. CXfer

wise counsel to your rr^ate and lamily.

PISCES (Feb 19-March 20): You
cannot expect things to crack wide

open on your first try. Be persistent!

Ttie idea o< eventual success keeps

you forging ahead. Continue to add

to your storehouse of specialized

knowledge.
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Today's Staff
Night Editor DaveMassey

Copy Editor Jason George

PhotoTechnician Josh Reyrolds

Production Supervisor Lisajezowski

Production Theresa Ciammattei,

Rick Seto

Menu 1

LUNCH DINNER
Fishburger Quarter Pound Burger

American Chop Suey Egg Rolls

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Fishburger Creamed Veg. Croquettes

Macaroni & Tomatoes Vegetable Egg Rolls
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lacrosse
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8

The Gorillas enter Saturday's game on
a full head of steam, courtesy of
Wednesday's 17-4 dismantUngof Hofstra
University. They looked considerably
sharper than they had in two previous
games and stayed away from needless
penalties.

"It's a definite momentum builder, but
only if we use it," said Garber of

Wednesday's game. "If we rest on our
laurels and don't continue to play disci-

plined and work with each other on field

we won't be be there. Ifwe do then we'll be

there."

The Gorillas have provided balanced

scoring in three games, although Mark
Millon has taken the scoring lead to abso-

lutely no one's surprise with 10 goals and

six assists. Wes Depp and Mike Cain have
scored five goals apiece, with Cain adding

three assists, while junior transfer Bill

Edell has three goals and three assists.

"Brown and UMass are similar teams,"

said Starsia. "We both have a tough de-

fense, athletic midfielders and are dan-

gerous in unsettled situations." Starsia

sees consistency as his team's biggest

problem, e8f>ecially among the Bruins'

midfield defenders.

"The pressure's on [Brown]," Garber

said. "They're the higher ranked team,

which makes us the underdog.
"

Garber said he was leaning towards

starting Tom LoPresti in goal tomorrow.

Gary Wood is still day-to-day because ofa

hip iiyury and Rip Correnti will be out for

about four weeks due to his collapsed lung

of a week ago.

Game Notes WMUA 91.1 FM will

carry tomorrow's game with pre-game

coverage beginning at 1:45 p.m.

Duke should do it again
Duke: the best. Indiana: the best-

coached. Cincinnati: the longest absent.

Michigan: the youngest. These are the four

teams in the 1992 Final Four, a marvel-

ously surprising collection ofteams with a

rich tournament history between them.

Duke is the favorite to win it all, and
why not? They did so last year, and this

year's team is nearly the same. And
Christian Laettner's overtime, turn-

around game-winner to topple Kentucky

in the East Regional final convinced me
that Duke is invincible.

Ted Kottler

But if any team can burst the Blue

Devils' bubble, it is Indiana, largel}' thanks

to the clever coaching of Bob Knight. Sev-

eral of Knight's previous teams rarely

played to potential because they were in-

timidated by the mediaandopponents. But
Knight's eyebrow-raisingpressconferences

and interviews have drawn the media's

attention to him and away from his team.

So, the Hoosiers, who can't deal with

pressure the way Knight can, will be able

to concentrate on playing their best has-

{
pleasant St.

Theater

Saturday 7:30 PM
Lord Jeffery Inn, 30 Boltwood Ave, Amherst

The Boston Meditation Society (617)499-7766

ketball, which theyll need to in order to

win tomorrow.

Cindimati was once the Duke oftoday.

Cincy's last NCAA Tournament appear-

ancewas in 1977 , but they're singing sweet

melodies by the Ohio River again, as coach

Bob Huggins has brought the team from

the college hoops doldrums much as John

Calipari did for UMass.
Is it then any wonder that the Bearcats

are much Hke the Minutemen? They are a

quick, "no-name" bunch that plays the

most relentless defense youll ever see,

trapping opponents to death. There are no

outstanding stars on the team, but all the

players are equal in their strong capa-

bilities.

Picked to finish ftft^ in the inaugural

season of the Great Midwest Conference,

the Bearcats won the conference and beat

league foe Memphis State for the fourth

time in the Midwest Regional final to

bring the program its first glory in many
years. Butbecause the story ofCincinnati's
opponent, Michigan, is an ever greater

one, I believe the Bearcats season will end

tomorrow.
Experts were unanimous in calling the

Michigan recruiting class of 1995 the best

ever assembled, but few thought it would

gel for at least a year. Well, someone
threw a catalyst in the Michigan mix,

because the Fab Five (the five freshman

starters) improved as a unit with each

game this season.

They were functioning together so well

by the time the Southeast Regionals ar-

rived that they knocked off the region's

top two seeds, Ohio State and Oklahoma
State, to crown one of the greatest

achievements in college basketball history.

I foresee a Duke-Michigan rematch in

the title game that should be as thrilling

as the team's previous overtime meeting,

but the outcome won't change. Duke re-

peats, but for Michigan there's next year,

and the next year, and the next year. .

.

Ted Kottler is a Collegian columnist
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Sports
Softball records two more shutout wins

Coltexian photo by Josh Raynolda

Catcher Rachel Lawson looks to the sideline for instructions dur-

ing yesterday's doubleheader against the University of Vermont at

Totman Field.

By KEVIN HERLItTi'

Collegian Staff

The train known as the University of

Massachusetts softball team kept rolling

along at frigid Totman Field yesterday,

dismantling the UniversityofVermont (
4-

6) twice. 14-0 in five innings, and 5-0.

The wins were the third and fourth

straight shutouts for the Minutewomen
(6-7), who have now won six in a row.

Both games were marked by out-

standing pitching, as freshman Kelly Daut

threw a two-hitter in the first game 1which

was UMass' third such performance in a

row), and Darlene Clafley took a no-hitter

into the seventh before settling for a one-

hitter.

In game one. Holly Aprile scored the

only run the Minutewomen would need,

as she singled and was sacrificed to second

by Rachel L^awson. After Peggy Bush
singled her to third, a throw came into the

catcher to hold Aprile at third. The catcher

neglected to call time out before walking

the ball back to the pitcher, and Aprile

hustled home.
In the second inning UMass sent nine

batters to the plate, scoring five runs on

four hits, including a triple by Marean and
a doubles by Sherri Kuchinskas and
Angyla Bnimm.

The bottom ofthe second saw two errors

by Daut, sandwiched around a single,

which loaded the bases with one out. No
damage was done as she struck out the

next two batters.

The fourth inning was another suc-

cessful one for the Minutewomen as they

sent 10 batters to the plate, scoring six

runs on four hits. The highhght of the

inning was a bases-loaded triple by
Brumm, who finished the game with four

RBls.

Daut finished the game with four

strikeouts and no walks.

Game two was a bit more interesting,

as Claffey, who had pitched a no-hitter

earlier in the season, walked the third

hitter on a 3-2 pitch, and proceeded to set

First game
Vermont 00000 —
Massachusetts 15260 — 14

Quinn and Metzger; Dautand
Kuchinskas, Lawson (4). W-
Daut (3-4). L- Quinn (3-2)

Second aame
Vermont 0000000—
Massachusetts 010002 2— 6

Baron and Metzger; Claffey

and Lawson. W-Claffey (3-2).

L-Baron (2-3).

down the next 18 Catamount batters be-

fore Erin Metzger blooped on an off-field

single with two outs in the last frame.

Claffey was not scheduled to pitch the

second game, but Aprile complained of a

sore pitching shoulder during warmups,

and the junior got the call.

In the bottom of the second inning,

Tracey Duest singled to second and was
sacrificed to second by Lisa Melz. Laurie

Dondarski. in her first at-bat ofthe season,

then ripped a single to left, plating DuEst.

The score remained 1-0 until the sixth

inning, when Bush walked and went to

second on a passed ball. Stacey Nicholls

singled her to third, and Nicholls took off

to steal second base on the ensuing pitch.

Bush left for home on the catcher's throw

to second, and beat the return throw to the

plate with a slide. Nicholls then scored on

a single by Dondarski.

"My hat is offto them I UMass players],"

said coach Elaine Sortino. "They were
physically and mentally tough in this

weather."

GAME NOTES - Marean's four hita

increased her hitting streak to 14 games.

She is shooting for her own record of 16

games.
The Minutewomen begin Atlantic-10

play this weekend with a doubleheader

tomorrow against St. Joseph's, and another

twinbill against Temple on Sunday.

Minutemen win 17-13 in 10
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

It wasn't pretty, but it was a win.

The University ofMassachusetts baseball team finally

broke out of its season-long hitting slump, pounding out

24 hits en route to its third straight win, inching them-
selves closer to .500 with a 6-8 record.

"We really crushed the ball against Hartford," senior

captain John Carelli said. "And Russ (John Russell]

threw the ball real well."

Joe Mattivello continued to play well for the Minute-

men, going three for three with two RBI's, while Keith

Richards and Greg LaRocca each pounded home nms for

UMass.
The Minutemen will try to continue their winning

ways this weekend, as they play a crucial four-game

series with Atlantic 10 rival Rhode Island at Lorden

Field.

The Rams have hit the skids as of late, compihng a 2-

13 record while bringing an eight-game losing streak to

Amherst for this weekend's series.

While URI has been ice cold, UMass has been red hot,

winning five out oftheir last seven, including two against

A-10 foe Temple last weekend.
"We're going to have to play well this weekend,"

Minuteman righty Rich Graham said. "The weather's not

going to be that good, and anything can happen."

UMass took three out of four from the URI last year,

and will look for a possible sweep ofthe floundering Rams
this year.

"Thisyear we're all pulling for each other, and we have

some real good pitching," Graham said. "We've got a lot

ofbig games coming up, and we'd like to take all four this

weekend."
With a sweep this weekend, the Minutemen can climb

over the .500 mark, which last season eluded UMass for

most of the year.

The games this weekend begin at 12:00 p.m., and will

take place at Earl Lorden Field, which is located directly

behind the Mullins Arena, with parking available in E
Lot.

Men's track opens at home
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Steff

After a successful indoor season, (8-1) opening day is

upon the University of Massachusetts men's outdoor

track team and so is its first test, as the Minutemen will

be at home to face Springfield College, the University of

Vermont and New Hampshire tomorrow afternoon ( 12:00

p.m.) at Llewelyn Derby Track.

The meet promises to be very exciting if UMass' last

meetings with Springfield and UNH are any indicator.

During the indoor season, UMass beat Springfield and

UNH, but not without some difficulty.

Springfield put up quite a fight and UNH was neck

and neck with the UMass tracksters until the last event,

when UMass pulled away for a five point wrin.

UVM, however, is a big question mark as UMass has

yet to face them this this year.

"I'm very uncertain about what kind of team UVM
has," UMass coach Ken O'Brien said. "But I'm not wor-

ried too much about that because I know that we're a

talented team that can beat anybody.

"Indoor, we had a tough time with UNH but ended up

winning anyway and I'm hoping that the same will apply

outdoors," he said. "But everyone knows that an outdoor

track is different in that it's geared more to sprints as

opposed to an indoor track, which is geared more to

middle distance events.

"How that will affect us— I don't know," O'Brien said.

Key performers for UMass are seniors Kevin Walters

in sprints and Steve Brown in middle distance. Jeff

White has been performing well in hurdles.

"In addition to those guys, I look for Joe Kourafas in

the decathlon to do well for us as well as Jeff Peterson,"

O'Brien said. "But there are a number ofother guys who
could have great meets too — it will be a team effort."

"This meet will be a real challenge for us," UMass
junior middle distance runner Jim Avery said. "We had

trouble against UNH and UVM should be tough but 1

think the depth that this team has will help us to prevail

in the end."

O'Brien agreed, "Our strength is that we have no

weaknesses."

Track notes: For those ofyou who don't know where

Derby Track is and want to go to the meet at 12 noon

tomorrow, it's in back of the baseball field which is

beside the Mullins Arena construction site.

Gorillas seek
third straight
versus Brown
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

If tomorrow's lacrosse match between the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts and Brown University is

anything like the last three collisions between the

two New England powers, it should be a classic.

Game time is 2 p.m. at Stevenson Field in Provi-

dence.

The last three meetings between the Bruins and
Gorillas have decided two New England Champi-
onships and a berth in the semifinal round of the

NCAA tournament. 1990*8 regular season-ending
21-18 slugfest gave former UMass coach Dick
Garber his 300th collegiate lacrosse win. The two
teams met again two weeks later in a torrential

downpour on the Hill, which Brown won 12-9.

Last season's match-up went to sudden death
overtime before the Bruins escaped with a 13-12
victory.

Do you sense a pattern here?
"I think it's one ofthe biggest rivalries in college

lacrosse," said Brown coach Dom Stasia. "In the 22
years I've been at Brown it's been a spirited game.
I expect the same on Saturday."

"This is the game of the week for the New
England poll committee," UMass coach Ted Garber
said. "Which is fun. . . that's why you play. You find
out a lot about yourself in competitive situations.

That's when your competitiveness and playing
ability come out."

The eighth-ranked Bruins are, quite simply,
loaded. Their attack has racked up 46 ofthe team's
101 scores, with Darrin Lowe leading the way with

,
15 goals and 26 assists. Fellow attackers Oliver
Marti and Neil Munro have added 18 and 13 scores
respectively.

"But we have a strong defense, too," Garber
pointed out, "and our midfielders match up real
well. It should be a classic. . . it'll come down to who
plays best."
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Iran bombs
rebel base
on Iraqi soil
By ED BLANCHE
Associated Press

NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP)— Iranian warplanes bombed
an Iranian rebel base near Baghdad on Sunday, the first

air strike by Iran on Iraqi territory since a 1988 cease-fire

halted their eight-year war.

Iraq claimed its forces shot down one of eight Iranian
fighter-bombers and captured the two-man crew. State-

run Baghdad radio, monitored in Cyprus, called the raid

an act of"blatant and uryustified aggression" and warned
Iran of "grave consequences."

Rebel supporters in Europe responded by attacking

Iranian embassies in at least six countries.

The air raid marked a sharp deterioration in relations

between Iran and Iraq, which have not signed a peace
treaty to formally end their 1980-88 war and have been
waging increasingly strident propaganda campaigns
against each other.

Tehran said the mr strike was in retaliation for a raid

by guerrillas of Mvyahedeen Khalq, or people's Holy
Warriors, on two villages in western Iran on Saturday. It

also blamed the Mujahedeen for recent attacks on Ira-

nian diplomats in Baghdad.
But the raid may have been an attempt by Iranian

President Hashemi Rafsaixjani to shore up support five

days before parliamentary elections, in which he is try-

ing to crush opponents of moves to improve relations

with the West.
The air attack was the most serious clash since March

1991 , when units of Iran's Revolutionary Guards crossed

the border during Kurdish and Shiite Nluslim rebellions

and clashed with Iraqi troops and their allies.

Mujahedeen Khalq, the largest exiled Iranian opposi-
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LIGHTMYWAY—Actual hemp leaves
grace the Amherst Town Common on
Saturday as the Massachusetts Cannibis
Coalition held a "End the War on Drugs'"

Day.

Democrats
square off
in debate
By JOHN KING
Assocaited Press

NEW YORK— Bill Clinton and Jerry Brown sparred

pointedly over abortion rights and Brown's flat tax pro-

posal in a lively debate yesterday as each faced a fresh

personal controversy two days before a crucial primary
triple-header.

The debate was emblematic of the campaign itself—
full of unusual twists and confounded by controversy.

After spending the first half hour on the attack, the
Democratic presidential rivals turned gentlemanly,
complimenting each other and taking a few shots at

President Bush.
With voters in New York, Wisconsin and Kansas,

going to the polls Tuesday, Clinton, the Arkansas gov-

ernor, was leading in New York and in a tight race

against Brown in Wisconsin, according to polls.

A wild card is former Massachusetts Sen. Paul Tsongas
who suspended his candidacy two weeks ago but said

Sunday he would consider re-entering the race, depend-
ing on how well he and CUnton did in New York. Tsongas
is still on the ballotand a drafl-Tsongas group is airing ads.

Clinton's new controversy had an old ring to it: more
questions about his draft status at the time he promised
to enter an ROTC program to avoid military service in

Vietnam.
Clinton, who said he had a high lottery number and

was never called to serve, acknowledged this weekend he
received a draft notice while he was at England's Oxford
University in 1969, before before he pledged tojoin ROTC
— something he did not disclose when asked about his

draft status earlier this year.

"I have never had anything to hide ," Clinton said.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Not Bread Alone feeding many people in need
By CHRISTINE MAHONEY
Collegian Staff

Hungry? Quiche, chicken, stew, pizza

and meat loafare some ofthe meals served

at Not Bread Alone, which offers fi-ee

meals and groceries to people in need.

"We serve the meals family-style," said

Kim MacDonald, the part-time coordina-

tor ofNot Bread Alone. She said there are

also toys in the comer for children to play

with. "Everyone is welcome." Not Bread
Alone incorporates the use of a kitchen, a

food storage doeetand a diningroom at the

First Congregational Church in Amherst.

Marion Arnold, a member ofthe church,

has been a volunteer since it first began
under the title of "The Soup Company."
After the Soup Company "folded," Not
Bread Alone began three years ago.

"I feel I'm doing something good for the

group," said Arnold, who works as a dish-

washereverySimdayafterchurch services.

"We try to have a pretty broad range of

choices, because people have different

tastes, health standards and preferences.

But, we have to work with the food we can

get," she said.

Included in the food storage closet of

Not Bread Alone are canned potatoes,

carrots, turkey, marble cake and dining

packets, which originally were to be sent

to Desert Storm. MacDonald said these

left-overs from Desert Storm are called

Desert Share.

MacDonald said 75 percent to 85 per-

cent ofthe food comes from the Food Bank
in North Hatfield. "The Food Bank is a

large warehousingfacility ," she said, which

holds donations of food firom companies,

such as Nabisco.

MacDonald said 10 truck-loads of food

may be donated, and the Food Bank simply

stores the food. Salvage food, or dented

cans, from grocery stores are also found at

the Food Bank, she said. Volunteers go

grocery shopping for additional food needed.

"Organizations must apply to be mem-
bers of the Food Bank," MacDonald said.

"We pay 14 cents per pound for food (which

includes a maintenance fee). Boston houses
the only other national Food Bank in

Massachusetts.

Will Gosnell, a volunteer for two-and-

a-half years, a member of the Church
Youth Group said the food is "excellent."

"A mixed crowd uses the program,
which include single men, single women
and their children, senior citizens and
handicapped," said MacDonald.
MacDonald said currently single men use

the program the most.

Arnold noted the large number ofmen
said. "There are not as many mothers with
children as in the past."

"They may have lost their jobs or have
military service disability," she said. She
said the group, who does use the program
the most, does change.

"We see a lot of regulars, but there are

a lot who come sporadically," she said.

MacDonald added an anonymous survey

was taken and revealed that one third of

the guests were homeless.

MacDonald is the only staff at Not
Bread Alone, but there are many volun-

teers. "The volunteers work once a month,

and are from Amherst College, the First

Baptist Church plus other individuals,"

said MacDonald. MacDonald said other

volunteers include the Jewish Commu-
nity of Amherst, the Grace Episcopal

Church and theaffi 1iatedARK Fellowshi

p

of the University of Massachusetts and
the Girl Scouts.

Rebecca Lundin, 13, of Amherst has
been volunteering at Not Bread Alone for

a few years. "It's nice to cook and then
have it for other people."

Will Gosnell ofAmherst, has been com-
ing to No Bread Alone for two and a half

years. He said he wonders where all the

money comes from, but said "1 think it's a

really good service."

"Other volunteers are on the advisory

committee for fundraising, go grocery

shopping and pick-up donations for food

drives," MacDonald said.

"People are very responsive to being

volimteers," she added.
"There will be another food-drive by

the end ofthe month," she said. "The food-

drive's are usually student organized."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Dialogue focuses on Latinos
By EVELYN A. DE JESUS
Collegian Staff

The dialogue between administrators and community
leaders who were instnmiental in the closing of three

cultural centers last semester continued on Friday, with

the discussion concentrating on issues pertaining to

Hispanic students.

Chancellor Richard O'Brien and community leaders

met to continue a discussion t>^ the issues and demands
made by the leaders to the administration since the

closings.

"We feel like we have succeeded," said Alexander

Nguyen, leader ofthe United Asia Cultural Center, at the

beginning of the meeting. Nguyen said he feels it is the

administration's responsibility from now on to work on

these demands and issues.

The two-hour-and-15-minute meeting also concen-

trated on a summary of the meeting held by Native

American students with the Chancellor weeks ago, con-

cerns on curriculum issues in Social and Cultural Di-

versity, ethnic studies programs and majors (which is an
issue for the Academic Matters Council) and space con-

cerns.

"I'm very anxious to get things into reality," said

O'Brien.

NativeAmerican students expressed concernson their

quality of life at UMass with O'Brien some weeks ago.

The Native American students asked for three profes-

sionals— an academic advisor, a recruiter and a cultural

center administrator. Presently, there is one person

performing these tasks while the Josephine White Eagle
Cultural Center is closed.

For Hispanic students, the administration said it is

going to continue to support the Bilingual Collegiate
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For Your Information
FYIs are public service announcements that run each

Monday, Wednesday and Friday for campus and local

non-profit organizations.

To submit an FYl, please send a press release with all

pertinent information to the Collegian clothe News Edi-

tor. T7s cannot be taken over the phone.

Monday, April 6
Panel — The Department of Third World Affairs

Programming is sponsoring a faculty panel on "Media

and the Third World in the New World Order" at 7:30

p.m., in the Campus Center room 815. The panel is free

and open to the public.

Colloquium — A Biology colloquium: "Search for

Medicines in the Vanishing Amazon" by Robert Wallace

is being held in Morrill at 4:00 p.m.

Iran

Tuesday, April 7

l^ecture — The Committee ©n Community Policy is

sponsoring the 34th annual Katharine Asher Engel Lec-

ture: "In Search of Sophia" by Quentin Quesnell. The

lecture is being held at the Wright Hall auditorium at

Smith College at 8:00 p.m.

Special Event — WMUA is sponsoring a Free Live

Music Project from 2:00 - 11:00 p.m. in the C.C.lOl

Film— The Fencing Club is sponsoring "Fried Green

Tomatoes" in the Campus Center Auditoriimi at 5:30,

8:00 and 10:30 p.m. Admission is $3.00 for all shows.

Wednesday, April 8

Lecture — The Distinguished Visitors Program is

sponsoring a lecture by Helen Caldicott in SBA room 120

at 8:30 p.m. Admission is free.
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tion force, said one of its fighters was killed and several

others wounded when its base near Khalis, 30 miles

inside Iraq and 40 miles fix)m Baghdad, was showered

with clusterbombs on Sunday morning. It denied attack-

ing the Iranian villages.

Ali Reza Jafarazadeh, a Mujahedeen spokesman in

Baghdad, said: "The real reason for today's attack was

the tremendous political crisis facing the Tehran regime

inside Iran over the parUamentary elections." He spoke

by telephone with The Associated Press in Nicosia.

Iraq said eight U.S. -built F^ Phantom jets "heavily

pounded" the Iranian base and that Iraqi troops shot

down one warplane and captured the two crewmen.

The rebels said 12 F-4s attacked in five waves.

The official Iraqi News Agency said PresidentSaddam
Hussein met with his mihtary commanders after the

attack. It did not give details of the discussions.

Baghdad Radio said Iraq's Foreign Ministry sent a

letter ofprotest toU.N. Secretary-General Boutros-Ghah.

His predecessor, Javier Perez de Cuellar, angered the

Iraqis last year by blaming Iraq for the Iran-Iraq war.

Miyahedeen Khalq issued a statement in France saying

its leader, Massoud Radjavi, sent a telegram to Boutros-

Ghali asking that the U.N. Security Coimcil condemn the

attack and embargo oil and arms trade with Iran.
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Local
Authors discuss their life in literature
•Importance ofgood editors stressed •Research key to spirit oftime, place
By SARAH LEVESQUE
Collegian Staff

A distinguished panel of writers and
editors spoke about the literary industry

and the symbiosis ofwriters and editors in

part two of "The Art of Nonfiction: A
Writer's Conference last Thursday.

Richard Todd, Tracy Kidder, Linda
Healy and Lary Bloom discussed their

professions, as Bruce Wilcox, director of

the University of Massachusetts Press,

moderated. This annual event, co-spon-

sored by theJournalism Department, was
at Memorial Hall.

Bloom, editor of Northeast magazine of

the Hartford Courant and author of Tfie

Writer_Within spoke of how "every voice

needs to be heard." He stressed the point,

"Editors couldn't exist without writers. We
need you." Bloom also offered the observa-

tion. Those writers with a lifetime com-

mitment, theyhave succeeded in their field."

Todd, former editor of The Alantic and
of New England Monthly, is currently

editor of Richard Todd Books and editor

for Tracy Kidder, winner of the Pulitzer

Prize for The Soul ofa New Machine, and
author ofthe best-selling booksHouse and

Among Schoolchildren.

Todd spoke ofthe need for "intelligence

and brevity" in query letters to the pub-

lishers for writers who want to be pub-

lished. "Voice and a mustering of cre-

dentials, who you are, what you've done.

.

." also impress publishers.

Kidder first started writing in college.

"I started writing a novel just for the fun

of it. I didn't worry about whether or not

I'd be published. Write the book!"

Healy talked about her role as a former
publisher at Farrar Straus and her first

job which was as an editorial assistant at

the New York Times.

Healy, discussing the industry truism

that publishingisan accidental profession,

said she "had wanted to be an editor early

on" in her life.

Healy said, "Writersmake a world fresh

for editors." Later on, she discussed the

"take-over of small publishing firms" and
theopeningofbookstores likeCrown Books
as two of the main factors in the building

of a "pubhshing industry machinery".

"Once this began though, people had to

keep feeding the machine and unfortu-

nately writers got lost in the process,"

Healy said.

By JULIE ROSS
Collegian Staff

Writers must immerse themselves in

their work, and do extensive research in

order to capture the spirit of time and
place, according to a panel of four writers

that opened the Art of Nonfiction Writers

Conference Thursday morning in Memo-
rial Hall.

The panel , moderated byMaryJo Salter
of Mt. Holyoke College, featured Ted
Conover, author of Coyotes, Rolling No-
where and Whiteout; Larry Massett, cre-

ator of broadcast narratives for National

Public Radio; Mary Morris, author of

Nothing to Declare and From Beijing to

Berlin and Nick Lemann, author of The
Promised Land and Out of the Forties.

Panel members spoke to a capacity

audience about their methods ofreporting
and writing, tools of the trade and tech-

niques for getting the story.

"To me, writing nonfiction is 95 percent

about research and 5 percent about writ-

ing. . .the research is by far the most
important thing," Lemann said.

"In writingabout places, in writingabout

anything, the essential point to me is to go

there and spend a lot of time there, talk to

as many people as possible, and find out as

much about the place as you can."

Agraduate ofAmherst College, Conover
discussed his first book. Rolling Nowhere,
in which he tells ofhis travels with railraod

hobos. "I too, use time to illuminate place,*

Conover said. "What I have added to my
work is my selfas a first person narrator."

Conover said researching his second

book. Coyotes, was difficult, but it was the

key to the book. In writing the book

Conover travelled with Mexican immi-

grants, and not knowing Spanish proved

to be a disadvantage. "It was hard to find

out about their world," but, he said, "bit by

bit you make inroads. . . the consolation is

the more trouble you have, the better the

story."

In writing his third book, Whiteout, a

book about Aspen, Conover immeresed
himself in the atmosphere, taking a job as

a cab driver. His strategy with Aspen was
to let the reader know where he or she is,

but also "to understand what I'm seeing

and feeling and thinking. . . the five senses

are always a good place to start," he said.

According to Morris, who writes both
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SOMEDAY,ALL TfflSWILLBEYOURS—The construction site at the Sylvio O. Conte
Poljrmre Research Center looms over two construction workers.

Time and energy pays off big
County raises $3,000 for American Cancer Society
By SARAH VOISIN
Collegian Correspondent

Hampshire Coimty community businesses and com-

munity leaders donated time and energy lastweek to raise

over $3,000 for the American Cancer Society, channeling

more money to programs instead of to administrative

costs, said a representative of the organization.

The first annual "Daffodil Fashion Show" was held at

the Northampton Quality Inn on Wednesday. The event

is affiliated with "Daffodil Days," when, during March,

daffodils are sold to benefit ACS. The event raised a $30

donation fixjm each of the 175 guests.

Before the show, Linda Fidnick, ACS representative,

told the audience where their donation money would go,

saying, "about 30 percent of the profit would be used to

research all types of prevention and care."

The next percentage ofmoney will go to fund the wide

variety of services offered by the organization. These

programs are provided firee of charge.

The $30 paid for a pool-side cocktail reception, dinner

and the fashion show, and raffie tickets were also sold.

There were over 50 prizes which ranged fix)m a vase of

roses to a $100 U.S. Government Savings Bond.

The models, ranging from ages 6 to 60, donated their

time, and local merchants supplied the clothes.

REACHTORECOVERY is a program is available to

womenwho have had breast cancer surgery. The program
trains women who have already undergone surgery to

make visits to new patients.

WECANWEEIQSND, a retreat for adults with cancer

and their families, promotes family togetherness in a

relaxed setting.

LOOK GOOD. . . FEEL BETTER is designed for

cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy or radiation

therapy and addresses the side effects of treatments.

ROAD TO RECOVERY is a transportation program

forcancer patientswho need rides to chnics and hospitals.

Fidnick says about 20 percent of the profits will go to

pubUc education. A good example of this is the "Great

American Smoke Out." This nationwide program is cre-

ated to encourage people to quit smoking.

LeeAnn Foucher, ACS assistant area director, said

"once people make it through the first 24 hours without

smoking, they realize they can stop." She said it's "low

pressure and they make it fun."

Valerie Thor, agent for Springfield's Prestige model-

ing Agency, said she has done work for ACS for years. The

agency has also donated their services to the Arthritis

Foundation, Cystic Fibrosis and Jesse's House, a home-
less shelter in Northampton.

"With the economy being tight," said Thor, "I am eager

to help worthwhile causes."

Arianna Wilson, booker, coordinator and model for

Prestige said, "we don't turn down a charity event." She

also said that it provides the girls with the experience on

the runway."
Omayra Rentas, an eighth grader fix)m Holyoke Jr.

High, has found an interest in both aspects of the event.

She is a model for Prestige and is also a volunteer three

days a week at the ACS.
She said she was a little nervous about going on stage.

"I'm not nervous now, but I will be when I get up there."

Jillian Ofcarcik, senior at Agawam High School, said

she was happy to model for the ACS "for the good feeling

involved."

Balance key
in teaching
GLB themes
By AARON-JOHN RICADELA
Collegian Correspondent

Balancing the interests of heterosexual and homo-

sexual students and working through inevitable conflicts

are diflicult problems in teachinggay . lesbian, and bisexual

themes, according to a faculty forum held Wednesday.

Five professors from the University ofMassachusetts,

Amherst College, Hampshire College, and Mount Holyoke

College discussed their experiences incorporating GLB
themes into curriculum and classroom discussions in a

panel discussion sponsored by The Five College Faculty

Committee on Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual Studies.

"Students don't expect to address sexual orientation

issues in a general education course," said UMass English

professor Paul Puccio, who teaches Men and Women in

Literature. "Formany ofthem, the Gay and Lesbian texts

in the course will be the first and last that they read."

Because both gay and straight students take his course,

Puccio said he encounters problems with guarding against

homophobic speech while encouraging heterosexual stu-

dents to think through and respond to issues.

"Above all, you need patience to teach a course like

this," he said.

Another sensitive issue was coming out to students,

said the panel. "I try to find very gentle ways of coming

out to my students, such as talking about my partner or

my experiences in lesbian pohtics," said Jean Grossholz,

professor ofWomen's Studies at Mount Holyoke College.

"I want them to see this as completely ordinary,

because of course it is,"* she said.

Michelle Barale, professor ofEngUsh. and Women and

Gender studies at Amherst College, said while she will

come out openly with upperclassmen, she won't reveal her

sexual orientation to fipeshmen until theend ofthe semester.

"I don't want to panic them until before Christmas

break, when their parents and psychiatrists can deal

with them," said Barale.

Telling students he is gay is no problem at Hampshire
College, where being gay is a status symbol, said Stashu

Kybartas, who teaches Film and Video, and Media

Criticism there.

The logic at Hampshire is that ifyou're anything other

than a rich, straight, white kid, you're cool," said Kybartas.

The classroom discussion of Gay, Lesbian and Bi-

sexual themes often defies instructors' expectations,

agreed the panel. Austin Sarat, who teaches Political

Science at Amherst College said he was surprised that

students often read heterosexual themes, such as date

rape, into homosexual texts.

"The difference in expectations among my students is

often so great that we can't have a civil discussion," said

Grossholtz.

"You must be willing to share your life and your

politics with your students. Teaching gay studies isn't for

the fainthearted," she said.

Grossholtz said that the effective teacher must have

clear goals and preparation for high animosity.

"All ofthe niceties which keep students from yelling at

each other go out the window when you have a room full

of dykes," she said.
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Earlier in the campaign, Clinton said

he expected to be drafted that summer but

never said he actually received a draft

notice and received permission to complete

the term. "I would have been more than

happy to tell you this if it ever occurred to

me to bring it up," CUnton told reporters.

For Brown, a newspaper report sug-

gesting that as governor he awarded

judgeships to big financial backers was a

jarring contrast to his campaign's central

theme that political contributions have

corrupted the system.

"It's false if there's any implication

that I was influenced by any campaign
contributions," Brown said of the Los An-
geles Times story.

Both Brown and Clinton, in their Sun-
day morning debate, owned up to personal

imperfections, an exchange that served as

a reminder ofgrowing worries within their

party that its candidates might not be able

to beat a vulnerable incumbent president.

"I'm a Roman Catholic and I believe in

going to confession," Brown said af^i>r ac-

knowledging he was once the democratic

Party's premier fund-raiser.

Living With Herpes

Do you have herpes?

Would you benefit from
talking with other people

who also have herpes?

I
If you answered yes to these
questions block off your calendars
and attend this informal discussion.

April 8

University Health Center

Room 304

7-9 p.m.

For more Information call the Health

Education Office at 549-2671 ext. 181

^oc«y»o *_;___—

.

• Same Day Service

• B-lled Directly

To Insurance Company
• Windshields Replaced

North Amherst
Motors

78 Old Sund«r1and Rd
Major North Amh«rtt, MA

^:^Ac^i. 549-2880

k CoiMon f*^pair Corner

Now Playing

Fried Green

Tomatoes

ShQwtimes:
Fri. - Son.

7:00pni 9:20pfn

Mon-Thurs
Oneshowat 7:30pm

Adults $4 00
Student w/valtd I D &

SenKX Citizens $3 00

We'd like to show you a path

that often holdsthe greatest reward.

(^unan garden <:::/\Ei.iauxani

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE
10 Betcherlown Rd. • Route 9 Amhmt • {5«-0t51/0f5(

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

Minimum S15 plus S2 delivery charge

Rewarding careers for people
who rare.

[•iwii ihp niad a few years from now.
you're Koinf! to be glad you rhose a

career path today that's nRht in the heart

of Boston It's Northeastern rniversity's

Boston-BouveCollene of Human ftevel-

opment Professions - the smart choice

thai leads to a greater reward for people
who really care

The fjraduate programs offered hy
Roston-Bouve College provide you with

a wide range of career opportunities in

health, sport, and leisure studies, rehabil-

itation, counseling, communication dis-

orders, and education
< Hir faculty have received national and

international recognition for their research,

teaching and service to others and to

their profession Boston-Bou\e College

has well-established clinical afTiliations

with some of Boston's leading medical,

educational and research facilities

Study may lead tf) a master's degree,

certificate of advanced graduate study

(CAliS).i>rd<KtoraI degree Mosi pro

grams are offered on a part time as well

a.s full-time basis, combining classriMim

theory with practical hands-cm experi-

ence Courses meet in the late aftem<M)n

and early evening, v) Mudenls can con-

tinue to work
(iraduate pr.igrams are offered in the

following areas

AudioloKy

Clinical Exerrise Physiology

College Student Personnel Work
& Counseling

Consulting Teacher of Reading

Counseling Psychology

Curriculum A Instruction

Educational Research

Human Development

Human Resource Counseling

Human Services Specialist

Recreation. Sport A Fitness
Management

Rehabilitation Counseling

School Counseling

School Adjustment Counseling

School Psychology

Speech-Language Pathology

Special Education

Teacher Preparation

(all ( »il") 4:17-2708. or write draduate

Srh«x)l, Boston-Bouve College of Human
Development Professions. 107 I>ockser

Hall. Northeastern I niversity. Boston.

MA 021 1.^ Becaase some of life's greatest

rewards come to those who care

Boston-Bouve

College

Northeastern

University

TET &SUNDAYBRUNCH
Buffet served Saturday 5-9p.m.

Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99
Children under 10 - $3.00

m
An rqualiipponiinily a/TimialuP artmri iinm'rsilv

WMUA 91.1 FM
Department of Third World Affairs Programming

presents

A Faculty Panel On -

"Media and the Third World

in The New World Order"

featuring

Dr. David Ouboise
Dept. of Afro-American Studies, UMASS

Dr. Ketu Katrak

Dcpt. of English, UMASS
Dr. Henry Geddes Gonzalez

Dept. of Communications, UMASS

MONDAY, APRIL 6, 1992

7:30 PM, UMASS CAMPUS CENTER 815

Free and Open to the Public

(For more information, coil 545-2876)
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Another way to stop rape
I what a frightening world

How many times has this happened to

you? You're strolling through the grave-

yard on your night ofFand suddenly your

nostrils are accostedby a scent thattickles

the skin and soothes your world-weary

soul. Passion takes you unaware and a

magicfd night of bliss unfolds.

Tony Wescott

In this day and age of the year 1992

A.D., it seems we Americans are obsessed

with sex. Unfortunately, I don't beUeve

this is a healthy obsession. Sex has

somehow taken on an evil connotation so

much so that lives are ruined and de-

stroyed all for thatephemeral pleasurable

feehng. There is no excuse for the rape of

another person but it will happen as it

always has unless we can (a) change our

cultural view of sex as something evil or

(b) find an alternative.

You know and I know the former is

impossible given the fact that most people

are incapable of thinking. However, I

propose wejump into those graves referred

to in the first paragraph and let our ani-

malistic instinct nin wild.

Once a person has died for the final

time in their life (of course, by then, they

couldn't technically be said to be in own-

ership of a life any longer, yes, no?), they

cease to exist as a bving being and their

body, now dubbed a "corpse," is an object.

Making love to a corpse is about the same

thing as making love to a seashell,

something that once was part of a living

orgarusm buthasnow permanently passed

the expiration date. Necrophilia, or

"necking," as I affectionately refer to it as

doesn't harm anyone or anything and

there are enough corpses for all would-be

rapists to share.

Am I boring you? OK, then, 111 get to

tka good part. After years of field work in

this area and an impressive black book of

grave rubbings, I think I've become a

happier, healthier person as a result of

"necking." True, some of you would be

somewhat turned offby decay, but for you

novices, there are morgues to break you

in. But look at it this way. You don't have

to pay for any movies or dinner (although

your buddies who run the morgue always

appreciate a tip) and corpses never say no,

they never make you feel sexually inad-

equate or guilty (queasy is another thing)

and they don't sue you or get pregnant or

get bored.

Now I realize experts on rape (meaning

those who know a lot about it, not mean-

ing those who engage in it often) will

contend that rape is almost exclusively a

male practice and I have to agree. Unfor-

tunately, "necking" doesn't particularly

lend itself to exploitation by females of

males for obvious reasons. Still, it is not

my motive to turn everybody on to this

new fad, rather to divert males fi-om turn-

ing living females into objects and poten-

tially damaging them in some way to

satisfying their urge to commit such an

act by performing it upon something that

will be no worse off than it already is.

Another point to be dealt with is the

fact that rape is not so much a sexual act

as a violent one. Rapists want their sub-

jects to put up a fight. I wouldn't know
about this aspect of it myself, but I could

suggest finding one of those beds that

vibrate a lot and going house with that.

Recently, we've seen a certain Jeffrey

Dahmer'sexploitsbrought to light in which

he murdered people and then performed

upon them. This 1 cannot condone. That is

sick and disgusting. I can't believe some-

one would murder another person and

then have sex with them. Especially when

there are so many corpses to go around!

What a thoughtless waste of human life!

How selfish of him!

It really makes me sad when I think of

how people use each other for sex, how
they inconsiderately actwhen making love.

Something in our heads (speaking from a

male perspective) takes over at one point

and the person with us is dehumanized

into something to conquer, something to

take advantage of, something called a

something. I can't quite put my finger on

what it is but it is there. I can't believe it

is a biological trait — that would

be truly depressing to think the desire for

male domination is ingrained into our

thought processes by nature. Conversely,

I have to convince myself it is an envi-

ronmental trait reinforced by our culture,

one that tries to portray women as both

people and objects whether it is through

magazine ads, music videos, movies, or

media messages that don't even neces-

sarily have to be visual. It comes down to

either putting our natural resource of

corpses to some good use or changing our

cultural conventions about sex and losing

a lot of our media's potent advertising

power in the process. Or do we even care

about women enough to try?

Tony Westcott is a Collegian columnist

It's really frightening living in this

world right now. Things are becoming

worse every day and I'm starting to

wonder if it will ever turn around. I'm

beginning to realize that people are

actually choosing this ignorance caus-

ing themselves to fear and violently

hate what they don't know.

Seana Bamhill

The other evening I was watching

the news. Violence against homosexu-

als, or gay bashing, has increased 31

percent in the United States. "It's gone

down in Boston, though," claimed the

bright and sunny newscaster auspi-

ciously, "It's now at 43 percent." Then

there wasaclip shownof(hubba, hubba)

Buchanan, every liberal's sweet

patootie, declaring homosexuahty to

be, ".
. . perverted sex, morally wroiig

and sexiially destructive." No doubt

we're allowed to print my feelings at

that very moment in this eon. Evi-

dently, our homegrown Senator Kerry

has analogous views. Whatever hap-

pened to liberty and justice for all?

The newscaster put it this way.The
hatred ofhomosexuals isn't being nur-

tured, but is being tolerated." I think

that hatred is putting it a bit too mildly.

Fxxnny , Joe Straight is beaten to death,

there are stronger words than 'hate'

used to describe it.

If two people find each other, it's

wondeHul. Plain and simple. Whether

it is a couple of the same sex or differ-

ent, it is so infrequent for anyone to

really find love now. If a homosexual

couple has found it and they stick to-

gether, they should be admired for it.

Think about it, the masses ofthis world

aren't rooting for them by any means.

An affectionate gay couple doesn't

bother me in the least. An overly affec-

tionate gay couple bothers me as much

as an overly affectionate hetero couple

does. The only reason that bothers me
at all is because I'm jealous. I'm not

offended by anyone flaunting their

sexuality. I helped a friend dress up in

drag a few times and we had a blast.

But I detest being told what my sexual-

ity is by people who have never met me
or being told that I've been merely

trained by society to be a heterosexual.

Even if 1 have just been trained, that's

the way I am, and that's the way I like

it. Despite what anyone says, I person-

ally have to be sexually stimulated be-

fore I have an orgasm. And I have yet to

meet someone of the same gender that

turns me on.

I do find it repugnant and totally

unacceptable to be accused ofhating the

gay population because I am not part of

it. There definitely needs to be more

acceptance on both sides. Live and let

hve. I'm apathetic to my friends' predi-

lections, but I don't toss it to the side. I

see this as part of their whole. If they

weren't gay, firstly they wouldn't be

themselves and second, they would be

miserable.

It's unnerving how ignorant people

are. Isn't it asinine that we can be so

frightened by and become so violent

towards other people because ofa small

deviation? I don't know what 1 would do

if anyone ever assaulted a friend of

mine. What is even more frightening is

that I don't even know if there is any-

thing I can do.

Seana Bom/ii// ISO Ck)llegianco/umfiisr

Thank you, Collegian staff

Hullo . . .my apologiet to aU the writert who have submitted

gomethingeuuihave notteen itinprint. It wouldsoundfitnnyfor

me to say, "Keep writing,** but that's all I can think to say.

An unpublishedpiece certainly is discouraging, but I have such

a massive backlog ofmaterialanda lotofit willneverrun. So ifs

nothing personal, iVsjust that the market is competiHve right

now, in a sense.A handy Hp:don*thand in anylongessays, Idont

have roomi Make yourpoint and get on with it. Be carefuL

Worried that patriarchal values might

be overthrown? That sexual harassment

might be taken seriously? Never fear, the

Collegian is here.

After viewing the Collegian's April

Fool's Day issue, which featured a photo of

Chancellor O'Brien supposedly dreaming

sexual exploite with GEO Co-Speaker

"babe" Emily Isaacs, I feel compelled to

write to thank the entire Collegian staff.

Thank you for proving to the entire

community that the Collegian is dedi-

cated to maintainingthe status quo. (Some

feared you were trying to promote racial,

gender, sexual orientation and class

equahty — what a silly fear!)

Specifically, thank you for reflecting

the prevalent view on powerful women.

Powerful women aren't strong because of

their intelligence, their ability to bring

about policy changes or their achieve-

ments: no, these women are powerful be-

cause they're cute!

Thank you for reflecting the dominant

view on professional relations between

men and women. Men don't respect, fear,

deal with, hire, or otherwise acknowledge

professional women for their intelligence,

merit or power: oh no, men do these things

because they need food for their lecherous

fantasies and maybe, just maybe, theyll

get to . . .well, you know.

Thank you for reflecting the dominant

view on the validity of sexual harassment.

Sexual harassment isn't morally corrupt or

criminal: oh no, it's just silly! Further, you

can use sexual harassment to make really

fimny jokes. I feel much better after read-

ing your April Fool's edition — don't you?

Emily Isaacs

Former Co-Speaker, GEO (Or

should I say babe?)

Sexually transmitted diseases affect everyone: get support
•^ ... .• .w r*u:_j; ^^o^o c,./4<4or.iv T fminH flt.tpndinff the CTOUD. The ironv of this whole situatior

I never thought something like this would happen to

me. It was second semester of college and I was having a

blast. I was especially excited when I found out that a guy

on my floor whom I had a crush on was also interested in

me. I began to trust him, and our relationship grew. I was

careful, however, totakeitslowly. I was very apprehensive

about sleeping with him only because I was not sure how

he really felt about me. However, as we all know, you can

do a lot sexually without actually having intercourse.

Eventually, I stayed with him in his room.

A couple of weeks later, I began to feel very strange. I

had an itching sensation and burning when I went to the

bathroom. I went to Health Services with no doubt in my
mind that I had a urinary tract infection. I had no clue as

to how much my hfe was about to change. In a calm,

matter-of-fact voice, the nurse told me, "you have genital

herpes."

My eyes filled with tears as I insisted there must be

some mistake. I hadn't had intercourse with my boyfriend

— just oral sex. I was devastated. I left Health Services

with a few informational pamphlets and tears streaming

down my face. What followed for me were two weeks of

absolute hell. It was finals week and I could barely walk.

I was in unbearable pain, like nothing 1 have ever expe-

rienced in my life. Apparently, I was experiencing a

'primary' outbreak ofgenital herpes. Besides the physical

aspects of all of this, I had no idea how to cope with the

emotional trauma of this diagnoses. Suddenly, I found

mvself with an incurable illness that I would have for the

rest ofmy hfe. I needed to get support but I didn't actually

want to tell anyone about this 'horrible' thing. I felt guilty,

dirty and angry.

I couldn't even speak to the man I was seeing because

he must have been the one who transmitted the virus to

me. Eventually I told him, but he denied that he had

anything. 1 later found out that people can transmit

herpes without having symptoms or even knowing that

they are infected. The relationshipjust sort offaded away

over the next couple of months.

When I came back to school the next semester, I

realized that I was still emotionally affected by my
diagnoses ofherpes. I didn't feel good about myselfand I

definitely didn't see how I could start another relation-

ship with someone. Just when I was going through this

really difficult period, something happened which really

began to turn things around for me.

I saw an announcement in the Collegian for a Herpes

Support Group. Part ofme really wanted to go. I thought

it might help me deal with this illness and with all ofmy
feehngs about it. But part ofme was scared. I wondered to

myself, who vrill be there and what if I see someone I know?

When the night ofthe group came, I got up the courage to

go, but I was still extremely nervous. I walked in and my
worst fear came true! A close friend of mine v. ... also

attending the group. The irony of this whole situation is

that what began as my ultimate fear turned out to be one

of the best things that could ever have happened! The

moment she walked in. I thought to myself, I'm not alone,

and this can happen to anyone — I'm going to be OK
In the group, we shared our stories and experiences,

and talked about all the emotions that are tied up in such

a stigmatized illness. I felt so relieved to finally talk

about all of this with people who could fully understand.

Although the group met only that one time, now I had

someone who I could talk with anytime. We had a com-

mon bond and we became much closer friends.

My friend and I decided that we would like to organize

another group for people living with herpes to support

them in the way that we have felt supported. We feel that

there are probably many more people out there trying to

deal with this, and it helps to know that you are not alone.

We would like to share our experiences, and especially

the technique that helped us learn to deal with this

illness. I know how it is to feel embarassed and scared,

but the truth is that sexually transmitted diseases effect

good people like you and me all the time.

If you're interested or can relate to my story, please

attend the informal support group meeting on April 8,

Wednesday at 7 p.m. at the University Health Center,

room 304.

Name and address withheld at author's request
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fiction and nonfiction, "stories have to sort of hap-

pen to you. . .you can't go out and plan it."

Morris likened her feeling of place to the

Trobriander Islanderswhodontbelieve intercourse
causes babies. They believe you stand in water and

the spirit of the child comes to you, she said. "I feel

that way about place, I feel that the spirit of place

comes to me, that I don't go looking for it or trying to

get it, that somehow, 111 go somewhere and some-

thing will happen or it won't happen."

Morris cited research and personal experience as

important techniques for good nonfiction writing.

Recognizing other cultures is important,

Massett said. "There are all sorts of different

senses of time, and ours is not the only one."

It is also important as a journalist to just let

people talk, Massett said. Ifyou wait for them, they

often say things they didn't know they'd say,

Massett said. "You have to stay there for as long as

it takes."

Not Bread Alone

BRANDYWINE APARTMENTS
16 Brandywine Drive • Amherst. MA 01002

(413)549-0600

Loobing For A Summer lob?

BRANDYWINE is hiring:

Lifei^uards/Cleaners - Must have current Red

Cross Life Saving Certificate. Full Time.

Rental A^nt - Outgoing person, neat ap-

pearance, whoenjoysworbingwiih people. Good

typing sbills a must. 40 hour weeb.

Please stop by the rental ottice. Monday through

Friday between 10.00 AM & 4.00 PM. and picb

up an application

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

For the last two months, local businesses in Amherst

have been approached to help Not Bread Alone. They are

being asked to either sponsor or co-sponsor a meal for

$200, MacDonald said. "A lot of businesses have been

sympathetic to our cause," she said.

"Not Bread Alone grew in the beginning, but has now
leveled off," she said, referring to the number of guests.

Flyers are posted about Not Bread Alone at places like

bus stations, laundromats, and apartment buildings, but

"there is a lot of word of mouth," she said.

MacDonald said the number of people served on the

weekends has varied from 19 to 80 people on one day. The
average is about 45 people a day, or 90 people a weekend.

David Kroodsma, 13, of Amherst said it was his first

time volimteering. "It's nice to be feeding all these people."

Lundin said some of the guests attend the church

service before-hand.

Not Bread Alone is open year-round, and meals are

served for free every Saturday and Sunday from noon to

2 p.m. in the dining room of the First Congregational

Church at 165 Main Street in Amherst, and also on

Thanksgiving and Christmas.

MacDonald said guests need not let Not Bread Alone

know before-hand that they will be coming.

"The First Congregational Church donates the space

and provided a volunteer group responsible for the start

of the kitchen," she said.

Not Bread Alone opened April 22, 1989, and is a

program of the Center for Human Development. It is a

non-profit, community-based project. MacDonald said

April would mark their third anniversary.

In addition to providing meals, Not Bread Alone also

has a help-yourself groceries and left-overs, so guests

may take home food for the rest of the week.

"I hke it when they say thank you," said Jeremy

Waterman, a volunteer and member of the Church Youth
Group.

Latinos
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Program Outreach Program, which recniits His-

panic students frova. the across the state.

Wilder Hall, where BCP is located, has been

recommended for renovations. Repairs include the

reconstruction of the heating system and bath-

rooms, and other equipment will also be replaced.

This building is in "short life", according to

Beverly Nuckles, director of the space office, who

said the building will only last another 10 years.

"She [Nuckles] is the one that has worked the

most. I'm very happy with the attitude," said

Benjamin Rodriguez, director of BCP.

"This issues will not walk out the door when you
walk out," said O'Brien to the students.

"I can guarantee that." said Provost Gordon.

^"^-SS^^.

549^14

Mon-Sat 8K)0am-8K)0pm • Sunday 10K)Oam-5K)Opm

Now Serving Breakfast!

Evening and Sunday Delivery Avaiable!

Collegian photo by Joah R«yootd«

Bei\jamin Rodriguez, BCP director

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

BDIC
"How to Market Your Degree in Hard Economic Times"

Date: TUESDAY, APRIL 7. 1992

Time: e>:00 PM
Location: CAMPU6 CENTER 303

REFRESHMENTS SERVED

SPONSORED BY:

MATHER CAI^EER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

3ACHEL0I^'5 DEGREE WITH INDIVIPUAL CONCENTRATION

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Hair '^'

By Harlow
Great Cuts & Perms

Creative Styling

Cater to Men & Women

We can give you
the style you
REALLY want!

Located on 239 Triangle St.

549-4412

Teri Anderson '82

"Environmental Planning"

Ellen Sciutto Hooper '86

"International Trade"

Kim Sherman '87

"Personnel Management/

Human Resource Administration

Richard Wright '76

"Social Administration"

Town Planner

Town of Greenfield

Greenfield, MA

Actress / Independent Film Producer

New York, NY

Consultant

Organizational Resources Counselors. Inc.

New York. NY

Partner

Mariano & Wright. Inc.

Marketing & Management Consultants

Worcester, MA

Legal Services haifopenings for legal assistant interns for ttijB Fall '92

semester. U»ifprogram offers a challenging opportunity foir^tudents from

a variety of f^ors and dlsc^lnfis to gain valuable legal experience.

Interrt responsibilities indude:

]
• Qient interviewing;

»<4x)mposlng documents; "««»

• Giving advice arKJ referrals;

• Mai

Up to 15

922 Campus

ntaining a continuing caseload; and
igations and researdi.

may be earned.

Iter. 545-1995.

For more information, please contact:

Mather Career Center

545-2224

d. Apf^ early! Contact Legaftervices,

Start the application process today!^ legal Assistants Wanted4^

Arts & Living
Check out UVC TV

U.V.C TV, Channel 19 on HSCN- African National Congress
"Television by and for Students". 4:00 p.m. KOREAN CULTURAL
Broadcasting schedule for the week of NIGHT
April 6 to April 9. 5:10 p.m. New Performances Video-

Part One
Monday, April 6th 6:00 p.m. BASKETBALL: Umass v. St.

2:30 p.m. SPEAKER: Ralph Nader Josephs
4:30 p.m. VIDEO VISIONS: Works by 8:00 p.m. U.V.C sign-off

American Women Artists

6:00 p.m. BASKETBALL: UMass v. St. Thursday, April 9
Joseph's 2:30 p.m. JESSE JACKSON DAY:
8:00 p.m. -U.V.C sign-off Speaker: Mel King

3:30 p.m. UMass Theatre Guild and
Tuesday, April 7th U.V.C present: Short Eyes

2:30 p.m. U.V.C premiere video 5:00 p.m. WOMENS' SERIES: Crack in

2:28 p.m. SPEAKER: Paul Muldoon- A the Tube
poet speaks 6:30 p.m. THEATRE: 21st Century
3:15 p.m. Elizabeth Sher: Video Artist Groove

3:50 p.m. COMEDY: A la Video With 7:45 p.m. U.V.C. Students Indie Pro-

Teddle Dibble duction

4:20 p.m. Tom Devita Retrospective- 8:00 p.m. U.V.C. sign-off

"Brained Nam," "Junkie Cop," "Infec-

tions" Friday, April 10

5:50 p.m. Talent Orgy (Part One) 2:30 p.m. LECTURE: Terrorism, cover-

6:50 p.m. GREAT DECISIONS: "Eth- ups, espionage, and conspiracies.

ics in International Relations." 3:30 p.m. THEATRE: Theatre with a

8:00 p.m. U.V.C. sign-off Conscience

4:30 p.m. UMass Talent Show
Wednesday, April 8th 7:00 p.m. DEEP DISH SERIES: Po-

2:30 p.m. SPEAKER: Chris Mani ofthe litical Prisoners in the U.S.A.

Humor at Iron Horse

Broken Child is an
incredible production
By Shawn McDonnell
Collegian Correspondent

This looksjust Ukeone ofthem Norman
Rockwell paintings," says Shelly (Jennifer

Costello) as she arrives at the childhood

home of her boyfriend. The house is old

and strange, yet as instantly familiar as

the sound of the rain which relentlessly

pounds against the mildewed roof.

Grandpa sits on the couch, pulling his

blanket tight around him and eryoying

the TV; Pa sits on a stool, husking corn

from the garden . The image would seem at

home on the cover ofthe Saturday Evening
Post. But beneath the dusty film of

Americana—which lays like dirt over a

buried child—there lurks a terrible past,

and an unspeakable present.

The Curtain production of Sam
Shepards Buried Child is so utterly and
audaciously daring that it seems almost

an act of insanity to have tackled it in the

first place. In the hands of a lesser cast, or

director, this bleak and depressing drama
would surely have fallen flat. As staged by

Keith Oliver, however, it is an unques-

tioned triumph. The silence which fol-

lowed the play's conclusion came not from

lack ofenthusiasm, but from fear ofbreak-

ing the mood.
Mood is what this play is all about.

Everything in this production—from John
McDermott's homey set design and Tho-

mas Morgan's intimate lighting, to the

wonderfully understated sound by Lori

Dawson— combines to create a sense of

quiet foreboding, as if you have returned

to a familiar place where something just

seems wrong.
This is certainly the feeling of Vince

(Tony Maestrone), who returns home af-

ter six years to a family who do not rec-

ognize him. His grandfather Dodge <Gary

Sommers) seems oblivious to everything

except his desire for whiskey, and his

father Tilden (Edward Jewett) is now a

limibering halfwit, who marks his only

son's appearance with uncomprehending
stares. It is not until Shelly learns the

"family secret"—that there is a dead child

buried in the backyard—that anyone is

able to cast a light on the painful events

which have torn this family apart.

The path of the story is filled with

disturbing visions of hatred and amoral-

ity, and sickeningly grotesque images

—

such as a one-legged man being subjected

to psychological torture in order to regain

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

By PRESTON P. FORMAN
Collegian Staff

Funny Gay Males
Iron Horse
April 4

If you are on Cape Cod this summer
(and pity those stuck inland, like in

Amherst) then go see Fiuuiy Gay Males
in Provincetown. It's a triple packed show
not to miss.

The premise is simple. Three males,

funny in more ways than one, each do a

separate stand up routine after doing a

short introduction set, together. Unless

you have a problem with homosexuality.

Funny Gay Males Danny McWilliams,

Bob Smith and Jaffe Cohen will leave your

cheeks aching.

Not all the jokes revolve around their

sex lives, although it lays the foundation

for much of their material. Smith, a Buf-

falo, N.Y. refugee now living in the Big

Apple and the funniest of these three

guys, tells how he broke the news that he

was gay to his mother.

"I told my mother at Thanksgiving.

"Would you pass the gravy to the homo-
sexual?," he said deadpan. "Yes, but no

dessert, faggot," she answered.

As explained by Smith, parents of gay

children go through three stages of ac-

ceptance. "First, they don't talk about it,

then they talk about it and then they talk

about it on Oprah."

As the recovering Catholic of the trio,

Smith remains troubled by his faith.

"CathoUcism says you can be a homo-

sexual, you just can't practice," he said.

"That's interesting, I feel the same way
about Catholicism. I think you can be a

Catholic, just don't practice."

Smith is returning home next week for

a "dysfunctional family reunion. Bring a

casserole and an unresolved issue."

McWilliams, who grew up in Queens, is

the impersonator ofthe group. He tends to

overdo the Joan Rivers, but then has won-
derful routines about a receptionist at a
large New York law firm, Betty Davis as

Dorothy in the Wizard ofOz and a hysteri-

cal version ofCora, a Queens woman "with

the heart ofgold and the mouth ofa sewer."

McWiliams funniest moment of the

night was his technique for combatting

gay bashers. In the voice of Glinda, the

good witch of Oz, with arms in the air, he
says, "Oh, no you have no power here. Get
away before someone drops a house on
you." Makes 'em run, he says.

Unfortunately, the man who seemed
the funniest during introductions fizzled

once onstage. Jaffe Cohen (a double shot

Jewish name) seemed more amused by
himselfthan the audience was amused by
him.

He had a few good lines ("I dated a

Orthodox Jewish man who was in the

closet with two sets ofdishes,"and "Kosher,

how do you explain kosher— basically, we
don't eat anything that tastes good.") but

the set was just a tad egocentric.

The Holly Cole Trio, making its New
England debut, opened the night with a

stunning performance.

The trio did songs from their recently

released album "Blame it on My Youth."

(jo out ofyour way to hear her sequel to

Tammy Wynette's "Stand by Your Man."
Wynette, who criticized Hillary Clinton

for standing by Bill when the press was
eatinghim alive for allegations ofadultery,

would undoubtedly nod her head with

approval to lyrics like "God will, I won't,

God does, I don't. That's the difference

between God and me."
Too bad they don't vote in this country.

Area's Largest Aerobic Floor

BY THE

DONNA KELLEV
ACSM Certified

FUNK • LOW IMPACT • STEP

IX1

«* *«;

A BFA THESIS PRESENTATION

THE
MATERIAL
WITHIN
THE
ETHER

AMHERST ATOIETIC CLUB • 460 WEST ST.. • SO. A.MHERST • 256-0080

EUROPE^* CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
One Rocketoltor Plaza

Nm YofK NY 10020

Ptwna (212) 581-3040

Mail this ad for Spwrial

8tiid«nl/T«ach«r TariH.

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers wanted for Bright

Moments Festival on July 9, 16, 23 for

approximately 5-6 hours/shift. Limited

number of additional hours available.

UMass students returning in Fall only.

Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO employer.

Description and application available at

207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE MAY \,

Joseph Davidson

RETREAT
AND

BEYOND

Richard Del Vecchio

STUDENT UNION
ART GALLERY

university of massachusetts

April 6-13, 1992
monday-friday 11-4

opening reception april 6, 5-7

This exhibition is sponsored in part by the UMass Arts Council
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Broken Child
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

his stolen limb. The emotions are bold and

unremitting, and leave the audience as

spent as the actors who have shared their

journey.

As the driver of this wild ride, director

Keith Ohver shows remarkable skill and

ability. Some of the most impossible stage

situations—such as a monologue from an

offstage character, or scenes ofnon-verbal

communication—are executed brilliantly.

The ensemble cast, led by taciturn giant

Edward Jewett, is nothing short of sensa-

tional. Both Jewett and Jennifer Costello

display immense talent in their emotion-

ally wTenching roles, and only space keeps

me from praising the work of other cast

members. There were no weak hnks in

this chain of stars.

That this production came from our

own Theatre Department seems ahnost

miraculous. Just two years ago, the De-

partment was a stumbling mess^with

dismal and hfeless shows, lacking both,

excitement and talent. Yet, what I have

seen of the Department this semester

would cause me to place it on the level of

some of our country's most accomplished

theatre groups. There is nothing thatStage

West, Long Wharf, or the Manhattan

Theatre Club could do that is not being

done right here at this University. The

artists abiding in our formidable Fine

Arts Center can no longer be dismissed as

amateurs or children—they are utter pro-

fessionals, in every sense of the word.

N V

VV^

v^%A.

STEINBECK
COLLISION REPAIR

&
AUTOBODY

fS 8. Prospect St. Amherst Center

Imports Sc other unibodv

vehicles are oar specialty

User of SiM«ens paint products

REMEMBER

It s your car and your choice of repair facilities

XS6-81S7 2S6-I3SS
Shop Reg #R8lSlS

Accepted by all insurance

companies for collision

repair or filass replacement

Bound to impress

First impressions make a big difference in how well

your ideas are received. Professional binding puts an

affordable finishing touch on your documents... one

that's bound to make a great impression.

I Wide variety of styles and colors

I Spiral binding

I Velobind*

I Tape binding

I Custom tabs

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
DATE: TUESDAY, APRIL 7, 1992

TIME: 8:00 PM
LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER 804

SPONSORED BY:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

FOREIGN LANGUAGES DEPARTMENTS

99<^ binding offer I

Choose from Velobindr spiral binding, or tape binding on

documents up to one inch thick with card stock cover for 990

each (limit 1/2" on tape binding). Does not include copies. One

coupon per customer at the Kinko's listed Not valid with other

offers. Good through September 28, 1992.

Open 24 hours

253-2543

220 North Pleasant Street * x^^
. (Across from the Carriage Shops) tflC COPY Cdllcr

kinkp^

This is an opportunity to meet v\/ith alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working vy/orld. Don't miss this important

oanel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Dael Chapman, 1968
Spanish

Kathleen Geary, 1991
Portuguese

Kristen Anderson Hovey, 1985
French

Diane Sakakini, B A 1981; MAT 1988

French

Kristen Thalheimer. 1987

German

Teacher
Amherst Regional High School

Consulting Firm

Cambridge, MA

Senior Account Administrator
Shawmut Bank, Boston

Assistant Sales 8i Marketing Manage'
Silenus Wines, Boston

Production Editor

Heinle 8i Heinle Publishers. Boston

For more information, please contact:
Mather Career Center

5452224
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Today's Staff

Night Editor Cay'e Long

Copy Editor Tamir Upton

PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Nicole Dunrws

Production Matt Schmill

Traci Ann DiSalvatore

Menu
LUNCH

Duchess Meat Pie

Grilled Cheese

BASICS LUNCH
Caponata

Grilled Cheese

DINNER
Chicken Stir Fry

Veal Cordon Bleu

BASICS DINNER
Chicken Stir Fry

Curried Chick Peas

As Nyles left the safari club, his stomach suddenly

knotted up. Foolishly, he had ignored the warnings
not to parl( his Land Rover in this part of Tanzania.

Quote of the Day
You act like you never had love,

And you want me to go without
- U2. from the soni

Tie to go wiinoui
- U2,from the song "One"

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 -April 19): In-

vesiigate long-range financial ideas.

Pairing up is right tonight. A change
of scene will do you good. RomarKe
could be sweeter the second lime

around.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Refuse to be talked into making a

speedy decision. If possible, re-

schedule travel until a later date. A
generous gesture will be deeply ap-

preciate<i. Give a loved one the ben-

efit of the doubt.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20): An
auspicious day for making major fi-

nancial decisions. Long-distance

conversatK>ns and jourrteys are well-

timed. Follow a pro^essionars advice

and you will gam big.

CANCER dune 21-|uly 22): A
good day to bask in the ccxnpany of

people you love. Your generous and
caring ways win widespread admira-

tion. The evening is ideal fcK k>w-key

sorializing. Keep the menu simple.

lEO()uly 23-Aug 22): Important

information and answers can be lo-

cated in a distant place or through a

legal source. Confirm appointments

and travel reservations. You will have

more clout with VIPs late in the day.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Your

mate and allies share your vision of

the future. Bonds are strenghiened by
mutual appreciation. Curb spending

on entertainment An agreement you
reach this evening will bring lasting

benefits.

LIBRA (Sepi 23-Oct 22): Allies

with wealth and power are a tremen-

dous asset Cultivate influential

friends. Faraway contacts provide

valuable financial help. VIPs speak

your language now.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov, 21):

Business endeavors and romantic

pursuits enjoy favorable inlluencet

now. Prominent people are in a giv-

ing mood; a profitable partnership

evolves. Schedule time 'or romarKe.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Oec.

21): CommunKatton snags or erratic

spending could jeopardize your fi-

nancial security. Assume rfoihirtg. A
storm IS brewing; hold up tor now.

There may be some exciting under-

currents m romance tonight.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-)an 19):

You can profit handsomely from an

exchange at kr>owledge. Avoid mak-
ing the mistake of isolating yourself

from the mainstream. Keep company
or family secrets under lock and key.

AQUARIUS dan 20-Feb. 181:

Information supplied by a tnerxJ or

organization mav be exactly what

you want to hear Welcome introduc-

tions arxi travel opportunities. You
make new headway in an intimate

relationship.

PISCES (Feb. 1 9-March 20): Dis-

cuss your work responsiblities with

those in charge. The time is right to

seek a promotion. Formulate clever

ideas and polish new skills. Evening

IS the best time lor a confidential talk.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 So long, m
Sono

5 Alma —
10 'Th«Man mlha

-Mask*
14 wmgad
15 Storehous*
1

6

Ajtas mistress

1 7 Poet TeasdaK
18 B««mied

20 Warden Lmwm'
domain

22 Citrus crtv of

Florida

23 inlinitesimal

amount
24 Oiptomacy
26 Middle, in law

28 For tear that

30 Detail

34 OW Englisli

letter

35 Leveler

37 Shield tjorder

38 Not that

40 Valuable violin

41 Space agcy
42 Lease
43 Attactis

45 Mottling

46 Therafora

47 Oaggarotyore
48 Cocliney draft

animals

50 Iningue

52 Indigo plant

53 Mold
56 Samoan

seaport

60 S E Washington
city

63 School orgs.

64 Spmy-adgad
plant

65 Nautical

Loosing luste'

Henry Villi

Catherine of —
Communica-
tions,

coftectively

Solar disk

Sharp flavor

Finial

Enlist At>tx

ldler>ess

Personnel list

Pitctier

Hershiser

Nothing Sp
Charles

DuttonsTV

32 Dmsmce or

Venne»

33 Repasts

36 Lariai

39 Plugs

44 Oout)i« negative

49 Small wave
51 Meadow
52 Playmg marble

53 'Sultan of
—

"

Bat)e«utn

54 Nrmous
55 Under at tea
56 Design

57 Likewise

58 Profit

59 Greek
mountain

61 Service woman
ol the 40's

62 Palindromic

name

ANSWERTO PREVIOUSPUZZLE:
TTTKWn'
.A V I SBA
ut.E.G sIl

Chasaeor
shuffle

Fearsome fly

Ventricular

tiagmning

Rhythm, in

Reading
Heavens
Deplore
Growing out

Put m other

4/4/92

66 Wetoofne

rhe opinions expressed on this page are those of the cartoonists anti do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University.

m
Hawaii

67 Hauls

68 Birchbark craft

69 Author Fertjer
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Softball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

one out in the top ofthe seventh when shortstop Barbara
Marean backhanded a sharp grounder in the hole and
threw out St. Joseph's Lisa Fasano by a half step.

UMass' bats were uncharacteristically quiet as St.

Joseph's pitcher Bridget Smith held the Minutewomen to

seven hits with only one runner reaching third before

Aprile's heroics.

With two outs in the seventh, UMass' Lisa Melz
blooped a double down the right field line and Aprile

plated her with a long fly ball which landed at the base of

the fence in left.

The second game wasn't as close, as UMass scored

three runs in the first on two hits, a walk and an error.

The Minutewomen erupted for five more in the fifth as

Aprile led off" with a single, was sacrificed to second and
scored as the next four UMass hitters reached base and
scored.

While the UMass hitters were taking care ofbusiness,

pitcher Darlene Claffey was throwing a nifty four-hitter

with seven strikeouts and no walks, improving her record

to 5-2.

Temple provided the first real test the Minutewomen
have faced in eastern play . Lefty pitcherAngie Cardamone
threw a lot ofoff-speed stuffwhich kept the Minutewomen
swinging ahead of pitches and hitting grounders to the

left side of the infield.

In the bottom of the 10th, UMass' Kelly Daut singled

with one out and was sacrificed to second by Tracy DuEst.

Aprile again played the role ofhero as she hit a single up
the middle for her second game-winning RBI of the
weekend.

Claffey threw the shutout, her second ofthe weekend
and sixth of the season, allowing five hits while striking

out three and walking none.

UMass scored one run in the first inning ofthe second
game. Marean walked, reached second on a fielder's

choice and came home on a throwing error.

The Owls pulled ahead in the fourth by scoring the
first runs which UMass pitching had given up in the
previous 54 innings.

The Minutewomen tied it in the bottom of the fifth.

Melz was hit by a pitch, went to second on a sacrifice and
scored on asingle by Marean which was hobbled by
Temple's center fielder, Carolyn Kibelstis.

Temple threatened in the top of the sixth as Prinos
doubled and advanced to third, but was stranded there.

In the bottom of the seventh, UMass' Aprile singled

and went to second on a sacrifice and stayed there as
Marean hit an infield single. A passed ball advanced both
runners and Sherri Kuchinskas was walked intention-

ally to load the bases. Bush grounded into a fielder's

choice, forcing Aprile at the plate and loading the bases
with two outs.

Nicholls slapped a grounder to the hole between first

and second and second baseman Terri Galazin dove to

stop it, but the speedy Nicholls easily beat the throw to

first as Marean scored.

CoU«cian photo by Jmh RcynokU

The Softball team got ^eat pitching all

weekend, as it won all four games, extending
its winning streak to 10.

Talkisdies^
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Every month,for afullyear—absolutelyfree.
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Finally, you really can gel something
for nothing.

American Express Student Privileges"

now includes great long-distance savings.

And all you need to do is enroll.

Then, use the Card as your
calling card. Your long-distance

charges will appear on your monthly
billing statement, along with a credit. And
you don't have to change your current

long distance carrier.

Call today to sign up. It's easy It's free.

And talk doesn't get any cheaper

than this. |

MCI

Enroll today. It 's free and it 's easy:

CALL 1-800-926-0021

To apply for The Card, call 1-800-285-AMEX
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Men's track wins home opener
BY JEFF HOJLO
Collegian staff

\

Before last Saturday's season opener at Derby track,

the University of Massachiisetts men's track coach Ken
O'Brien was worried his team would have a difficult time

making the transition from the indoor to outdoor season.

Much to his deUght, this was not the case as his squad
won convincingly by scoring 86.5 points over New
Hampshire (61), which UMass beat by a mere five points

in the indoor season, Vermont (33.5) and Springfield

College (15).

This meet exceeded all ofmy expectations,* O'Brien

said, "^e went into today not really knowing what to

expect because these guys haven't run competitively for

a month.
"They performed today like they hadn't missed a day,"

he said. Leading the way for UMass were Kevin Walters

and Lionel Beixjamin, the top two finishers for the Min-

utemen in both the 100 and 2(X)-meter races.

In the 100, Walters placed first with a time of 10.8

followed by Benjamin, who was third at 10.9. Walters

also won the 200 in a time of22. 1 . Benjamin placed fourth

in the 200 (23.1).

In the 4x100, UMass and UNH were neck-and-neck

the whole way (they both had official times of 44.3, but

UMass won by 1/100 of a second) until Walters got the

baton in the final leg and won by a fingernail at the finish

line.

"Kevin hadjust a great meet and looked really strong

out there," O^rien said. "But there were a number of

other people who stood out also."

Jeff White captured the blue ribbon in the 400 indi-

vidual medley (57.3), 110 high hurdles (15.2) and 400

hurdles.

The 110 high was a strong team event for UMass, as

Paul Doyle (15.2) and Dave White ( 16.2) were second and

third respectively.

UMass junior Tom Hooper was impressive as well as

he came back to win the 800 in a time of 1:58.6 after

sitting out the indoor season.

In the 400, UMass' Steve Brown captured first (49.8).

"This is a great way to open the season," junior Jim

Avery, who was fifth in the 400 (53.6), said. "We had a

total team eflFort today."

Track notes: UMass' next meet will be Saturday at

home against two tough teams: URI and Williams, the

Div. Ill champions, along with Westfield State.

i*k
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andSfT

REGULAR -^8 •••

SUPER •" •'•

»TTlMt W

ftltf^

You've

always

wanted to

seethe

land

called...

This

summer
you can

tour, work
or study

in...

Next

year you
can

study

in English

in...

FILM IN BY 12:00

PRINTS OUT BY 4K)0 p.m.

ONE HOUR SERVICE
AVAI>BLE UNTIL 3 00 p.m.

Factory

OREENFIELD
r74-»4«4

AMHERST
S4t-MM

NORTHAMPTON
»«4-2274

Classifieds
COMEW WE COLLEGIAN OFFia 113 CAMPUS CENTER « MON. - THURS. 8:m30 FRIDAY 8:»2:}0 ' DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAJION » TmORD/DAUOR SWDEm » CASH IN ADVANCE

Acnvrm

COHE TO HtU.EL'S Pizza Bagal MMI

Hav« tun makvig your CMn crMlnna

Tm«diyAprtl7»i 730pm HWilHouM

DEBATE TEAM IB leotdng lor rMw rtanjim

lonwJa wiiWMW.Ir<iiHli tl?AmfKlm»etng

tonigM 7pni DabaM Intt betow Thomp-

Catnpw Canlir ConoouiM
4/8/93—••m-Sam

ANNOUNCaiENTS

BANDS
HeylHeyiH«y>

Pl^ lor Bow( Dairl

To subrnN d»mo ttpM.

CM0HAO5-1365

Bad Mid BiaakiMi
OotHikmn Arrtm*. MmI tor vitrting pm-

»n>aWlW>ndi54»0733

SUMMER »l EUnOPE Irom $216 Mdi«My

on dteoumwl •ohwMwl **>M » Ei»op«

frofflBorton.CMIB00-325-2O2e

~*WOCH*~
Th» n*«l r»«»o fling oondTJuea «• mor«h

with 1 General Meting on Monday nig« at

9 o'ckx* tn «he pee emm We have tome

exdUng Ihinga to taiv about • broadcartng

Nye ttKun. etectinfl a program diredor and

mora. TNsmaeling.Mon. al9inttieGfay«on

LiMarnom. oouna Wmwid mr*oi*f ««a>».

AUTO FOR SALE

19(79 VOLVO New brafcaa tree

Need dutch nxifller

SeOO or BO 549-8054

1M2STANZA4SALE 12XXXXM«e*$1100

or BO CaM 32381 50
,

IStSCHEVETTE 55K m«a« Wall malnttinad

$150 or BO 549-7912

CHEAPI FBVU.S. SEIZED

89Meroadaa. <200

86 VW JSO
87Maroadaa $100

65MutlBng $50

Chooae Irom thousands starting tX
FREE 24 Hour recording reveals

801-379-2929 Copyt^gMiMAISKJC

A NEW GENERATION OF MUSK

IrtOTOAiSiMiii
~~

roil A 0000TMC CALL:

RACKA-OWC EMTERTABMiENT. Wa.
video OJt and Karaoke Irom $1 75.00 Cal

588-9900

a BOR TOI»NEHOUSE
A alaWi Jurieist

1 l/2ba»voo(na

CMnowS4»-4447

S BORMM TOWNBKXJSC
StwIingJunal

CM 549-3677

Ainharat Oanlar

EIHoancy one. t»(0. three bedroom apan-

mantt. or three bedroom condos on Hobart

L»ia. June or September UrKdnRail

. 25 North Pleaaant Straat 253-7879

FOR RBIT Amttf Placa TMvnhouaa

3 badroom 2 1/2 bath. pwlMy lumtahad

DWiwaahar waiher/dryer central air garaga

lnvT«cuMal$095non-emolw Call 549-4802

Aval.6/1/B2

HOUSE FOR RENT- 4t>adroom. 2batta

girtiee from UMaat on bua nxM 258-6724

Large 1 Bdnn, short walk to UMaas. quiat.

hwdwood Ha. ate. dw. diaposai, storage,

launrty. hugadoaati. Avail 6/1 $460« 549-

1921

PUFFTON APARTMENT. Fraa haat « ha<

h2o. chaapi. double and a aingla. call 549-

1537. t*a over June 1

South AimMTBl 6 bedroom houaa

acoea* to bbaniannis. pool

Lwga yard/dack tmo bua routaa

256-1951

SUBLET SmOLE ROOM
in houaa- aummar w/M optton

Bus route, 1mite Irom UMass.

$220 neg- Call Roes 549-6632

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE. 3 bedroom

PufWon VUlage Call 549-6440

TAKEOVER OUR LEASE mPulflonVMaga

3 bedroom apartment. AvaiWMa in A/rw.

545-4762

WalagradualinglTaka overourlaaaaAjna

Iter a 3 bdnm Puflton. Call 549-5743.

WHY UVE IN A rat trap apartment wl>en you

can rent our killer new house'' Sbdr. porch,

but rte. garage, dishwasher, 3 min to carxv

pus. niea neighborhood. Amharst- Starta

June 1f1. 253-3683

FOR SALE

IS CUBIC/FT DORM FRtOGE $80

(4) cragar aat chroma wheels $150

1984 Honda miaroaptof 7S0oc $1200

l982Caniaro«liht-«)pa

Laava name A number

Call 734-8170

AKAI aO-WATT PC AV racalvar

OigM avarylNng $140. Chria 548-1712

CamtcaO. RMar, N. Mutants. Puniahar and

more. Exoalanlcoraflllon Good prioaa. Bob

586-3343.

lUMFUIIM MMIIIMf 12MHZ286w«87
uupiucaaanf. 1 mb ram. 40meg HO rt3*HD
Onve. VGA Cant 5 exp Slots Mouse, so«-

w^. $850^)afrtn » 586-9555

Caayiilara»lnlatmlModam5^5>3 50

dWv. Soma aoftwva lumlahad $500 2S6-

1808

Tm piranha. 10 gaNon tank, aeeaiaoriaa

$75.00. LJtaa 546-2482

FOUND

FOUND: COPY CARD, on mam (loor ol H-

br«Y, ovar spring braak. Call 549-3896 ID

KRYPTONITE KEY
Found on soccer fielda Produce matching

kxk * racalva key Scon 6-2294

HELP WANTED

ACTORS AND WRITERS WANTED
For comedy show to be aired

on local caNe station.

Contact Wayne (the stud) or

Ka«h (hia Mand and co8aagua)
at 549-1065

CAN YOU TRANSLATE computer tamii-

nology from Italian to Engliah andtype? Earn

good money. Call 253-3441 or 545-4790

College Pro Painters is now accepting job

applications lor the summer in tti« Weymouth

area. Call Chad at 253-5561

CRUISE UNE- Entry level onboartMandaida

positions available, year-round or summar.

(813) 229-5478

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINO- Earn

$2.000»Anon8i » world traval Holiday. Sum-

mar Mid caraar amploymeni avalaHa No
anpaiiamanacaaaary.Foramplaymampre-

grtt aat 1 •206-545-41 55 ext C458

EARNSSMR
SparMh-engkah bilnguaii

Sought lor Hudyl

Can now-Jaw<aaa 5854748

rrscoMiNQ

rrscoMiNQ
Halgia hoopla II

Riglatir on the concourse

Aprl 2.7.8

From 9-3

LOST

CALCULATOR HP4aS TUESDAY SOI

Between Hatch « Morrill

Very important!

Can Man 2S30918 * laava maaaaga

-HEW FLASH"

There ei>oa wara two bey*

Jon * Soon
Who thought they weia

aexy thot

But we knew the truth

We wanted more prool

So tiey took on Iheu- dothes...

Thai^notl
tj0*a. BW * The Fiah

PERSONALS

HAPPY7STH ANNIVERSARY 10 tie I

ol Sigma Delta Tau Thanka ao much tor the

dessert! Love always, the sMar* ol Delta

Zata and Alpha Epsiton Phi!

LANDER- Happy Itt amlvaraaiyl I lova

youll Bugglaenunny
••eeee»«eeaa*a***a«

VMCEMHOGINS
Htom •2r Birthday'

••You daaaiva everything you warti

REAOTNSI

COMPUTERS, PRINTERS, AND ACCES-
SORIES
New. used, and demo units available Beat

pricas in the Pioneer Valley AH contigura-

tione available Call Eric 253-0668

R009HIATE WANTED

lor MB Vritoy apis $i6(Vmo mc heatAwl

rcMlOabbi54e-i346

HOUSEMATE NEEDED BNtEOUTELV
218JI0Ananlh

Balm loca»on -Pultars Pond

CMI now S4B-9ei9 Leave masaage

SERVICSS

FREE praQnsficy I

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No.

PlaaiKil Siraet Amherst 549-1906

tXXJWMB TO ADOPT. Happily iT>arTied, fi-

nandMy aacure. energetic couple prays lor

nawbom BaauMul country home. MAhng-

naaa to meat an<U>r apeak Let ua help you

•vough INa dHliout tme CalJawlah family

anrioa ol GraMar SprtngliaU. Inc. at (413)

737-2601 (oolact) and atk about Jail and

4401

: LiOaalaalwllrlOUldMlngl54•-

SUMMER SUBLET

1 BEDROOM APPT. Ctoae to campus 450/

mo 54^8874

CRESTV«WAyTS,NJUM«WT
2 b^ooma. large carpeted baaamant

1/2mllromcampua

C^ 549-6785

MORTHAMFTON DUPLEX DOWNTOWN,
3rt>oms$i65ATX)*e»*s<arts6/1 586-8291

SUMMER SUBLET - ComlortaWe two-

bedroom apartment Well-nwntained. eaay

access to Sunderland and No Amherst

buaas. Within waikjng distancs ol UMass.

Call Jason at 549-8728
ra*aea*ea****a**aee

SUMMER SUBLET
AptinSundertandRtli8

2 b«iTis, bua route, pool.

3moatorpricao(2!($ll00)

WM aubM lor pari o« summar

CM 885-7555

TYPBIO

FAST ACCURATE TYFBIO by Warala oot-

laga grad $1/pg Laner quaJty 568-5288

Naad your papers typed? Laaar printng/

a«ne neeto service Bnan 5*6-6954

PAPCTS. RESUMES, THESIS-

Cal Reaemary 323-5031 _____
SEXY, FAST. ACCURATE TYPING ml

apatchadi $1 .2Vpg Cai Greg 546-6435

WANTED

OUITARI OUITARI 0UITAR1

I want to buy an aHonc gutar
widwnp lor la*a9Mn$l00
CallJute 549-4802

Pisaail (Maybe $150 il necaaaary)

WANTED TO RENT

LOOIONQ TO TAKE ovar 3-bdnn apl^
PuHton call 548-0834

WE*RE LOOKING FOR a hOuaa in the Am-

WM t*a over laese

Cal 546-1088 or 548-5351
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Sports
Villone on a roll as UMass beats URI
Bv CHRIS CUDDY
and MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Suff

Backboned by the one-hit pitching ofRon Villone, the

University of Massachusetts swept the University of

Rhode Island in Sunday's doubleheader en route to

taking three out of four games against the Rams this

weekend at Lorden Field.

Villone (4- 1 ) continued his assault on opposing lineups

in the first game of Sunday's twinbill. striking out nine

while going the distance for the Minutemen (9-9). In his

last 25 innings, Villone has given up only six hits, while

striking out 45 and twice being named Atlantic 10 Pitcher

of the Week.
"Ronny gave us a great performance today," UMass

coach Mike Stone said. "A windy day like today is a real

tough day to pitch, and he was still throwing up in the

high 80's."

While Villone got going early, striking out three in the

first two innings, the offense got going in the second inning

with RBI singles by freshman right fielder Bill Knight and

catcher JeffJanuary wliich gave UMass a 2-0 lead.

Rhode Island countered with an unearned run to cut

the lead to 2- 1 in the third when Vin Scandura led offwith

URl's only hit, advanced to third on a passed ball and a

sacrifice bunt, and scored when Hiram Barber beat out a

potential double play ball.

The Minutemen put things away with a 2-run fifth

inning when Kiught scored on Jay Dodig's single, and

captain John Carelli brought Dodig in on a sacrifice fly.

UMass added a run in the sixth on Knight's RBI single

which brought home Steve Corradi for the 5-1 score.

Villone finished the game with a flash, whiffing three of

the last five batters in front ofa dozen major league scouts.

"I just threw my fastball today, and snuck in a shder

once in a while," Villone said.

UMass couldn't build off of Villone's awesome per-

formance, falling behind 4-0 after the first two innings of

the series finale.

Starter Scott Meaney looked as if he would have

trouble getting past the first inning, but came on strong

after the offense came through for a seven run third

inning, holding on for a complete-game 7-5 win.

URI scored three runs in the first inning on a 2-run

single by Joe Afanasiv. who drove in Barber and Ralph

Cerrato. Chris McCarthy scored the third Rhode Island

run when Carelli botched Scandura's potential double

play grounder.

The Rams racked Meaney for three more hits in the

second, with the key blow being an RBI single by Scott

Newkirk which put the Minutemen down 4-0.

CoUrfian photo by J<Mh II«)im>I<U

University of Massachusetts pitcher Ron Villone (29) threw a one-hitter at Rhode Island

yesterday afternoon in the Minutemen*s 5-1 win at Lorden Field.

The undaunted Minutemen found their hitting in the

third inning, sending 12 men to the plate and knocking

out starter Everett Jackson. Jackson was shelled for six

hits in the third before righty Jim Casey came in.

Third baseman Kevin Correa's clutch 2-run single

was the big hit in the third. It scored January and Knight

and gave the Minutemen a 5-4 lead which they would

never relinquish.

Dodig then got his third RBI of the weekend with a

groundout to second and Justin Howard knocked in the

last UMass run with a line single to right field for a 7-4

lead.

Meaney cruised through the middle innings, but had

trouble in the sixth and seventh innings when the cold

wind started swirling around Lorden Field. He faced 11

batters in the last two innings but allowed only 1 run to

cut the final score to 7-5.

On Saturday, the Minutemen split with the Rams,
dropping the first game 4-1, before gaining their compo-

sure and winning the seconcigame 4-2, behind the inspired

pitching of JefTToothaker. who ran his record to 2-0.

In the first game, UMass starter Rich Graham pitched

well, settling down after some early inning control

problems. However, the Minutemen bats were quiet,

mustering seven hits, with Howard driving in the only

run with a sixth inning single to left, plating Lou Oliveri.

Brown shoots down Gorillas, 22-13
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

PROVIDENCE. R.I. — The Brown
University lacrosse team should bottle

Saturday's performance against the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts. It was just that

good.

The eighth-ranked Bruins ( 6- 1 ) ran off

12 consecutive goals while holding the

Gorillas scoreless for nearly 20 minutes in

the first half, providing the difference in a

Brown, 22-13

Massachusetts
Brown

2 2 7 2 13

6 7 4 5 22

Scoring (goois-assists-points)

Mossoctiusetts (2-2): Mark Millon

2-1-3; Bill Edell 2-0-2; Mike Cain 2-0-

2; Mike Vaienti M-2; Mario Lop)ez

1 -0- 1 ; Rob Falvey 1 -0- 1 ; Jotin Schiipf

1-0-1; Kevin O'Connor 1-0-1; Wes
Depp 1-0-1; Joe loiocono 1-0-1;

Greg Kline 0-1-1. Totals 13 goals, 3

assists.

Brown (6-1): Darrin Lowe 1-5-6;

Sam Jackson 2-3-5; Rob Guthell 3-

1-4; Rich Levi 3-0-3; Jerry Swope 3-

0-3; Phil Maletta 2- 1 -3; Neil Munro 2-

0-2; Oliver Marti 1 -2-3; Tom Peters 1
-

0-1; Chris Martlnelli 1-0-1; Eric

Benedict 1-0-1; John Sheehan 1-0-

1; Eric Wiezorek 1-0-1. Totals 22
goals, 12 assists.

Saves UMass — Tom LoPresti 6,

Ray Suris 1 3; Brown — Pat Flynn 1 8.

PenaltiesUMass 1 4/ 1 3:00; Brown 1 3/

1 0:00. Extra Man UMass Ml; Brown
5-12. FaceoffsUMass 18, Brown 21.

Ground BoHs UMass 32, Brown 57.

22-13 rout at Stevenson Field.

''We were hittingon all cyHnders," noted

Brown coach Dom Starsia. "We played as

well as we've played all year."

"They beat us to ground balls and did

more with the ball." said UMass coach Ted
Garber of Brown's effort.

Brown took control midway through the

first quarter and didn't let up until the

second half The Bruins took nearly every

face-oflFand challenged every clear, reduc-

ing UMass' time of possession. When the

Gorillas (2-2) did get the ball in the Brown
zone, they were met by a defense which

controlled the crease and forced the attack

to start from outside the Brown zone.

"Our defense is very solid," Starsia said.

There's no star name but they're very

solid and play well together."

Eventually the disparity in time of

possession wore down the UMass defense

and goalie Tom LoPresti. Brown took a 6-

2 lead in the first and was ahead 13-2

before the Gorillas could respond with two
long-distance cranks by Mike Cain at the

end of the half Although UMass re-

grouped in the second half plajing Brown
even at 9-9, the damage had been done

and the (Jorillas suffered their worst loss

since falling to Syracuse at the Carrier

Dome in 1990.

What ended as a rout didn't start that

way. The Bruins and Gorillas played up to

their reputations in the first, exchanging

outstanding ofiensive and defensive play.

Millon's second goal, an around-the-

cage rush, gave the Gorillas a 2-1 lead at

8:40. Brown then responded with two goals,

as Tom Peters and Rich Levi connected to

put the Bruins up 3-2.

Bruin midfielder Chris Martinelli split

two defenders and walked in on LoPresti,

making the score 4-2. Neil Munro got an
assist from Marti to boost the lead to 5-2.

Levi closed the quarter scoring at 0:55 as

he found himselfalone at the crease on the

receiving end of a Darrin Lowe assist.

As the second quarter unfolded, so did

the Gorillas' composure. Frustration, fu-

eled by unruly student fans behind the

UMass bench, led to penalties, which
Brown converted into goals. It also led to

retaliation fouls which threatened to turn

the game into a free-for-all. Marti and
UMass' Kenny Randazzo, after a loose-

ball scrap, nearly went after each other

and were assessed one minute non-
releasable fouls at 11:09.

After Brown scored three more times to

open the second, Garber substituted senior

goalie Ray Suris for LoPresti, whomade six

saves. Suris finished with 13 saves.

"Sometimes you're on and sometimes
you're not," said Garber of his decision to

pull LoPresti and go with Suris. "Ray did

the job. It was good to see his success in

goal."

Suris made a strong showing despite

the circumstances, especially on a tv/o-

man down situation in the second. After

an uncharacteristic frustration foul by
Mario Lopez put UMass down two, Suris

faced a barrage of shots within the space

ofa minute and stopped all ofthem but the
last, as Lowe scored to give Brown an 11-

2 advantage. Lowe led all scorers with six

points.

Levi and Lowe finished Brown's run
before Ctiin shot two blistering 20-yard
grounders past Flynn in the last two
minutes of the half

To their credit, the Gorillas battled

back in the second half Garber said he
reminded his team there were still two
quarters left with which to compete at

halftime and they responded, cutting the

lead to six by the end of the third. Brown
responded with four more consecutive

goals in the fourth, making the lead 21-12

and ending the Gorillas' comeback hopes.

"At halftime I knew we had a problem,"

Starsia said. " I had to convince them we
had 30 more minutes to play. . . give

UMass credit."

Softball
takes two
twin bills
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian StafT

Four games, four wins, three in

last at-bats.

It was a successftd weekend for

the University of Massachusetts
Softball team as it swept double-

headers from Atlantic 10 rivals St.

Joseph's University (1-0 and 9-0)

and Temple University (1-0 in 10
innings and 3-2 ) at a windy and cold

Totman Field.

The Minutewomen, who in-

creased their overall record to 12-7

(4-0 in the A- 10), have now won 10
in a row.

UMass pitcher Holly Aprile had
quite a day for herself in the first

game against St Joseph's, as she
tossed a no-hitter and knocked in

the game's only run with an RBI
double with two outs in the bottom
of the seventh.

The Hawks' Meghan O'Brien
reached base on an error with one
out in the third inning, but Aprile
retired the next 14 batters, allow-
ing only one ball out of the infield.

She finished with four strikeouts
and no walks, while improving her
record to 4-1.

The Minutewomen defense,
which has been steadily improving
over the last 10 games, came up
with some fine plays to preserve the
no-hitter. The biggest testcame with

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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UMass guarantees
transfer admissions
By JKFF DONN
Associated Press

HOLYOKE — The University of Mas-
sachusetts will guarantee admission to

transfer students from community colleges

in a bid to bolster enrollment and revenue
at the hard-pressed schools, officials said

Monday.
The accord represents a step toward

making the state-supported colleges and
university function as one unified system.

It calls for the participating schools to

b^in coordinating their academic pro-

grams and even exchanging faculty in fall

1993.

"In an era of limited budgets and in-

creased competition for students, this type

of collaboration should serve as a model
for public colleges across the state," said

Katherine H. Sloan, president of

Greenfield Community College.

It is one of five community colleges

participating in the dual admissions pro-

gram beginning this fall. The others are

Bunker Hill, Holyoke, Middlesex and
North Shore. Officials intend to expand
the program to all 15 community colleges

in Massachusetts within three years.

Under the new program, a student

enrolling at one ofthe community colleges

would be assured admission to the
university's Amherst campus if that stu-

dent maintains a 2.5 grade-point average

at the two-year school.

About 400 commimity college students

transferred to the University of Massa-
chuBetts this year. University spokesper-

son Kay Scanlan said. If 10 percent more

do so with the new program, they would
bring an additional $195,0()0 in tuition

and fees to the Amherst campus, she said.

At the community colleges, the
university's new commitment could help
hold or even expand their enrollments. "It

makes us more attractive because basi-

cally, they're saying, 'If you go to a com-
munity college first. . . well take you,*"

said Erica Broman, a spokesperson for

Holyoke Community College.

Richard D. O'Brien, chancellor of the
University of Massachusetts, said the
arrangement "illustrates the importance

of pubUc higher education working to-

gether on all levels to the benefit of the
individual institutions and to the stu-

dents."

The University accepted limited num-
bers ofcommunity college studentsduring
the 1980s as it improved academic pro-

grams and, more recently, as state support

dwindled for three strais^t years.

The schools have decided to sharpen
their coordination with undergraduate
enrollment down to 16,000 at the univer-

sity and decreasing numbers of college-

age youth in the general population. En-
rollment at the Amherst campus hit a
peak of 20,000 in the mid-19808.

"It took a longtime for four-yearcolleges

to accept this, but now they need this,"

said Bill Reinhard, a spokesperson for the

American Association ofCommunity and
Junior Colleges.

He said universities and community
colleges in some other states, including

Florida and Texas, have also set up pro-

grams to expedite transfers.

CoUegian photo l>y Matt Kahn

SPRING IS FINALLY HERE — Steve DeVoir Jr., an English
migor, reads while sitting near the Fine Arts Center.

Fee hike proposed
Trustees to vote on 3.6% increase
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

A trustees committee voted last week to

hike mandatory fees by $ 120 and room and
board costs by $106 at the University of

Massachusetts. The full Board ofTrustees

is planning to vote on the proposal tomor-

row at the UMass-Dartmouth campus.
The overall rise in tuition, fees and

room and botuxl with this proposed fee

increase will be 3.6 percent for in-state

undergraduates at the Amherst campus.
Ifthe proposal is acted on tomorrow, the

fee boost would come on top ofa $82 tuition

hike and bring the total cost of attending

the Amherst campus to $8,757 this fall.

Bob Monaghan, speaker ofthe Student

Senate, said he could see the committee's

justification for the fee increase but says

the room and board hike is unnecessary.

"I think Housing should look into being

more efficient," he said. "If you watdi

them, the (trustees) are trying to be effi-

cient. If you look at Housing, they're not

trying to cut back."

If Housing was more attentive to stu-

dent needs, Monaghan said, it would lure

more students to stayon-campus and bring
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Conservatives, LBGA complete civility plan
By TAMI MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Members of the Lesbian, Gay and Bisexvial Alliance,

the Minuteman, the RepubUcan Club and the Young
Americans for Freedom unveiled yesterday an unprec-

edented "ground rules" agreement to alleviate tensions

and promote civility between the groups.

Members of the Chancellor's Commission on Civility

in Human Relations worked with the groups to develop

an agreement meant to eliminate harrassment between
the groups, which has consisted ofanonymous notes and
harassing phone calls.

The agreement is also intended to de-escalate tensions

surrounding the "Straight Pride" rally sponsored by

conservative groups the week following the LBGA's
Awareness Week.

Already some members in the agreement have sug-

gested that they repudiate the ground rules.

Bill Amrhein of the Yoiuig Americans for Freedom,
who did not attend the press conference, said YAF has
never agreed to the ground rules.

Ill keep [the ground rules] in mind," he said later.

He said he was concerned about a breach of First

Amendment rights, "It would be dissolving the organi-

zations to agree to this."

"We want to raise the level of communication to be

more honest, direct and pro-active," said LBGA treasurer

Ali Woolwich, senior film video production and social

change mtgor.

Woolwich said they hope to increase commimication
and eliminate infighting between RSOs.

"There is a stigma involved in calUng yourself a

conservative or a Republican at UMass," said Editor in

Chief of the Minuteman Greg Zenon, a sophomore ma-
joring in journalism, political science and English.

One provision of the agreement requires members of

RSOs to not hold a rally with the word "pride' in the title

for the spring 1992 semester.

Woolwich said the "Straight Pride" rallies tradition-

ally held by the Young Americans for Freedom had come
to equal "homophobic rhetoric."

Woolwich S€ud the provision was meant to clear up is

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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Sci-fi author Asimov dies at 72
By RAYNER PIKE
Associated Press

NEW YORK — Issac Asimov, whose
nearly 500 books ranged from science fic-

tion foretelling an era in which mankind
and benign robots spread across the gal-

axy to science fact, histories and humor,
died Monday at age 72.

He died of heart and kidney failure at
New York Universty Hospital, said his

brother, Stanley Asimov, a vice president

. of Newsday.
The most popular of Asimov's novels

and stories were excursions into a futvire

in which Earth is forgotten by a humanity
that spreads through the stars, niled by a
galatic "Foundation" and served by ro-

bots.

He set a standard that has been fol-

lowed by other authors when, in "I Robot"

in 1950, he laid down a set ofthree laws for

robots, the essence of which was that ro-

bots may not harm people or stand by and
let people get hurt.

Asimov also was one ofthe most widely

read popularizers of science fact, as well

asa prolific writer on subjects that amused
or interested him, including literature,

humor and 0|)era, light and grand. And he

was an associate professor of biochemis-

try at the Boston University School of

Medicine.

A hallmark of his fiction was that sci-

ence, sometimes mindboggling, was none-

theless convincing.

One exception, he conceded, was "Fan-

tastic Voyage," about a medical team be-

ing miniaturized and iryected into a djnng

man's bloodstream. It was made into a

1966 movie starring Raquel Welch. TTie

miniaturized characters were so small that

a molecule ofoxygen would have been too

big to breathe, he later said.

In his last entry in Who's Who, Asimov
credited himselfwith 467 books, and listed

titles of 249.

"Forward the Foundation," which
Asimov finished about a month ago, will

be brought out by Doubleday later this

year. The novel is the 15th in Asimov's

epic, 1.5-million-word Foundation-robot

series, written over a span of 42 years.

The next issue of Fantasy and Science

Fiction, the magazine to which Asimov
contributed 399 science columns since

1958, will have a one-page goodbye he
wrote when he realized he was dying,

publisher Ed Ferman said.

Asimov was bom at Petrovichi in the

Soviet Union on Jan. 2, 1920, and was
brought to the United States when he was
3.

His first published story, "Marooned
Off Vesta," ran in the October 1938 issue

ofAmazing Stories. His first novel, "Pebble

In the Sky," came out in 1950, followed by
"Foundation".
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Mather Career Center broken into
Compiled By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

Stafffrom the Mather Career Center reported Friday

night that a desk and a refrigerator was broken into and

objects valuing $140 was stolen.

ARRESTS
• Richard T. Mesick, 23, ofFeeding Hills, was arrested

early Saturday morning and charged with operating

under the influence of alcohol.

• Kevin N. Parent, 20, of Waltham and Gregory T.

Neville, 20, of Scituate were arrested Friday night out-

side ofCance Residence hall during a motor vehicle st«p.

Parent was chtu^d with being a minor transporting

alcohol, and Neville was charged with being a person

under 21 years of aige carrying alcohol and possession of

a class D substance.

BURGLARY/LARCENY
• A man reported that his car was stolen from Lot 46

Sunday morning. The vehicle was later recovered dam-

aged in Holyoke.

• A woman awoke Friday night to find a male subject

in her room. She later discovered $20 was stolen from her

room. Police have identified the subject and he will be

summoned to court.

• A women reported Friday night that her stereo,

valued at $600, was stolen from her vehicle in Lot 12.

Entry was made into the vehicle by prying open the

sunroof.
• A man reported that his mountain bike, valued at

$300, was stolen from Mackimmie Residence Hall Friday

afternoon.

VANDALISM
• A man reported Saturday afternoon that a window

was smashed on his vehicle which was located in Lot 32.

The estimated amount of damage is $250.

• Police found several alarms were tampered with on

the 15th floor of Coolidge Residence Hall early Sxuiday

morning.
• A woman reported Sunday morning that her Jeep

was broken into by cutting through a window. The

estimated amount of damage is $150.

r

K.

Breaking into the
With George O'Brien

of the Westfield

Evening News
and Peter Nelson,

who has written for Esquire,

Harper's, Outside and

other magazines

Thursday, April 9, 1992 in the

Collegian Newsroom at 7 p.m.
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by and

see us!
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MassPIRG to aid community
UM students, f€iculty participate in 'hunger cleanup'

By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Correspondent

-* The Massachusette Public Interest Research Group

branch on campus has organized a "hunger cleanup" this

Saturday for the area.

The project consists of students and faculty from the

University volunteering their time on Saturday from 12

to3 p.m., according to MariaTobin, the projectcoordinator

*The main objective here is to develop a sense of

community working together," she said.

Volunteers will travel to different areas of need that

have been contacted and offered the services of the

students and faculty and help out in any way needed.

The services being offered include cleaning, painting

and rebuilding in any form. Target areas include The

Mass Food Bank, The Salvation Army, Aniherst Adult

Daycare and The Goodwill located in Northampton.

This project will be the largest of four this semester

which MassPIRG has chosen toconcentrate on, said Tobin.

She said combined efforts from all Five Collegesmake this

event possible. Each college has agreed to organize teams

of up to 200 people to participate in the event.

The response has been positive so far," said Heidi

Hill, a MassPIRG organizer.

There will be three-hour shifts for each college, and

the University of Massachusetts' time slot will not in-

terfere with the Run for Runaways that will also be

taking place.

Sponsor sheets will be given to each team as they sign

up, so friends and family can support the campaign by

donating money towards the hours that are put into the

project.
r.Tn/-i

Tobin said the donated funds will not go to MassPIRG,

but will be divided equally between the National Hunger

Organization and a shelter in the area.

Anti-Semitic
graffiti found
at Hillel office
By JULIE ROSS
Coll^an Staff

Anti-Semitic graffiti found outside ofthe Hillel office in

the Student Union early yesterday morning has prompted

the Jewish community to question what the administra-

tion is doing to combat anti-Semitism on campus.

A swastika, a symbol associated with racism and anti-

Semitism, was found scrawled across the bulletin board

outside of the Hillel office by Steven Sparling upon

opening the office.

The real issue behind this was not that there was a

swastika put up or a menorah run over but that anti-

Semitism is everywhere and it's not just an isolated

incident." said Sparling, a junior Afro-American studies

m^uor.
.

Hillel's ofiBce have been struck by anti-Semitic graffiti

in past years and a Hanukah menorah put up by the

Chabad House on the Student Union lawn was destroyed

last December.
Sparling cited the recurrence of racist incidents as

evidence that the administration's efforts are lacking.

The operation has to be stepped-up, we need active

work in the community on these issues," he said.

According to Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith

statistics, there were 101 anti-Semitic incidents reported

at 60 college campuses in 1991. A survey conducted

earUer this year by Project Pulse at UMass found that

roughly 40 percent of Jewish students have faced ha-

rassment by fellow students.

This is a classic anonymous act by someone who is too

much of a coward to identify themselves in public. It is

clearly a violation of University pohcy and may be a

violation of the Massachusetts Criminal Civil Rights

statutes as well," said Grant Ingle, director of the OfTice

of Human Relations.

Ingle added that the Office of Human Relations is

involved in efforts to educate the campus and help combat

racism through education about the Massachusetts

Criminal Civil Rights statutes, surveys regarding anti-

Semitism, education around legal remedies for hate crime

and eflforts to improve harassment policy and procedures.

In a prepared statement Vice Chancellor of Student

Affairs Jo-Anne T. Vanin said "I know I speak for the

entire administration when I express my anger and

fhistration at this latest example of anti-Semitisn that

persists in our community. The defacing of the Hillel

bulletin board was a cowardly act by individuals who do

not represent the values that this institution stands for.

To the Jewish community I want to reaffirm the

University's commitment to eliminate such expressions

ofhate," she said.

Vanin said the incident is under investigation by Pubbc

safety and urged anyone with information that may lead

to identification of the perpetrators to come forward.

Nonfiction writers discuss research j

• Memoir writers discuss inspiraHons • Writers stress creativity in research

UMass I'-fosto n

By SARAH LEVESQUE
CoUegian Staff

A panel of three accomplished writers

discussed their inspirations and the im-

portance of memoir writing in the con-

temporary world at The Art of Nonfic-

tion: A Writer's Conference" last Friday,

the final day of the conference.

Mary Morris, ShirleyAbbott and Brent

Staples spoke to a capacity crowd at Me-

morial Hall during the two hour talk, co-

sponsored by the Journalism Department

and Five Colleges Inc.

Mary Morris, author ofNothing to De-

dare:A Woman TravelingAlone and Wall

to Wall: From Beijing to Berlin, said she

found her inspirations and book ideas in

the "copious journals" she kept.

A self-declared compulsive traveler,

Morris said she has a spiritual outlook on

memoir writing.
^

"Mywhole life already lives withinme,

she said, with hertravelsaround theworld

being "dream journeys,' or experiences

pre-destined.

Staples, a member ofthe The New York

Times editorial board and author of a

memoir to be published in fall 1992, ex-

plained that usually when he is asked

about his book — "always at a dinner

party"— he liesdue to the intimate nature

of the topic.

Brent's memoir, Parallel Time, isabout

the impact of seeing the police photos of

his murdered 22 year-old drug-dealer

brother and a disorder he had as a child.

At age 13, he questioned the happiness

of his childhood. "I realized that I would

never recall all these differentmoments of

time, of happiness."

Looking at the evidence photos years

later, the memories ofhis brother and his

childhood "came screaming forth, and

ripped down" his world. "I could never

think or look at the world the same again."

Abbott, the author ofThe Bookmaker's

Daughter and Womenfolk: Growing Up
Down South, said she started writing both

books as fiction, but soon realized, "I was

so bored."

"It's terrifying to have the freedom to

make everything up [in a novel]," she said.

In a visit to her hometown, she found

her childhood home made into a parking

lot. "I had to rebuild my house in my head

even to remember what took place in that

house," she said. "Writing a memoir is the

struggle to understand."

All three ofthe panelist agreed that the

video culture was having a negative effect

on, in the words of Brent, "the richness of

memories."
Brent saidhe worried aboutthe possible

tendency, "to film life, to five it later." He
also questioned such importance put on

"visual evidence."

Abbott spoke ofwatching a home video

which she felt "painfully, obviously ex-

posed" the competition between two ofher

relatives, yet ironically, after watching it,

"1 was the only one that perceived this."

By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Four eminent nonfiction writers dis-

cussed the delicate art of researching the

nonfiction novel at a vmter's conference

on Friday.

Co-sponsored by the Journalism De-

partmentandmoderated byMark Kramer,

a writer-in-residence at Boston Univer-

sity, the two-hour forum discussed ev-

erything from the "research frenzy" of

writing to going undercover to

unobtrusively mix in vrith your subjects.

"Ifyou go out and stir some trouble, life

can be more interesting in some ways,"

said Ted Conover, author of Coyotes,

RollingNowhere and his most recent work.

Aspen, which details the posh life of that

exclusive community.

In order to gain access to the upper

echelons ofAspen, Conover said he joined

the "fitness temple" of the Aspen Club to

insert himself into celebrity status.

He explained how he got into "Don

[Johnson] and Melanie's [Griffith] party"

because his publicist by chance knew Don

and Melanie's publicist. Conover said he

impersonated a guest to get in.

"The key to access is either clout or

creativity," he said. "I refused to take no

for an answer."

The wiimer of two Pulitzer Prizes, J.

Anthony Lukas, author of Common
Ground, a tome about three families in

Boston, told stories about how he was on

the trail of essential information about

one of the famihes.

When he traced a relative all the way

back to a slave ledger in Georgia, "it was

one of the most exciting days of my jour-

nalistic life. I hope some ofyou will expe-

rience the kind of pleasure that this re-

search holds."

But Lukas advises thatyou can't follow

the crowd when writing nonfiction. "Ifyou

play along with the game, it's often use-

less."

Mark Kramer, who is now working on

a travel book about the Soviet food supply,

said he dressed up as afarmer to fit in with

his sources.

He met a combine driver who taught a

17-year-old Mikhail Gorbachev how to

drive one and a KGB agent who said,

"Sylvester Stallone, Da!"

Joseph Nocera, a columnist for QQ,, is

working on a book about the middle class

and their money. "Part ofthe challenge is

just to find this story and put it together in

an interesting, compelling way," he said.

To do this,you have to travel all around

the country and knock on a million doors,"

he said. But when a writer can't get access

to an important source for a story, he said,

speak to 20 friends of that person.

"If you're writing a book, you really

want to get into their skin," he said.

About the artofthe writing itself, Lukas

explained how he put his book together.

"I'm not trying to write grand literary

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Lasagna Verde

(vegetable lasagna)

• Veal Parmesan
• Shrimp all'Arrabbiata

(shrimp in spicy plum tomato sauce)

• Chicken Prinnavera

(chicken & vegetables w/pasta)

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entre^, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires April 30, 1992

Open Daily at 11:30 a.m.

Rent by Day, Week or Month

Special Weelcly and Weekend Rates

North Amherst Motors

Auto & Truck Rental

78 Old Sund*rtand Rd
North Amharst, MA

cr.^&rd.| 549-RENT

On But Aouf* >

SB*f

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300

GENETICS INSTITUTE

HARNESSING THE BODY S POWER TO HEAL

. . . and a( unexpected times. At G«nctic» Institute,

each member of our «orld-clas$ team assumes a vital

role as we make rapid profrrss in the race to discover

and develop innovative therapeutic products for the

treatment of serious diseases and conditions.

It is a mission to be proud of. It s backed not onl>

bv in\enti\e, hard-morking people, but also by a solid

foundation of scientific, technical and financial

resources. As a result, oor pioneering organization

continues to add to its rich portfolio of product candi

dates which are positioned to advance treatment in the

fields of bone grow th and repair, hcmatologv. oncology

and cardiovascular disease.

Its easy to see w hy Genetks Institute has an edge in

tWs i^gpesKivTly competitive field our people «T igniting

maior medical breakthroughs that will fore«Tr enhance

the quality of lifc. Isn t it time you created some sparks of

your own?

Genetics Institute offers ct>mpctiti\e salaries and benefits

including comprehensive healthcare, three weeiis' paid

vacation. -lOUk). stock purchase and equity part»:ipallM

programs, on-sile exercise facility, and child care resovrce

and referral.

G«mttk$ histitule is dMbtmlMl k> ImiUing ftrrngth tbromgt

dttrrsh 9if art an Ajffirmattr* Actum Empkfvrr
,SB'

\MM»FR POSITIONS

LSGISEER

Microbial Fermentation

Paniapitc in the optimization <rf fermcntatwn pnKes!#i tor the production of

pnrteins in recombinant bartena Candidateti must ha\f a recent BS in Bio

hemical Enpneenng or related field and 0-2 \ears relevant experience (Cn02)

DEVUOPMLSTASSOUATE
Pbarmaceutical Det^lopment

Moniu»r the chemK-al NUbilit\ of prtHan products and prmide methods develop^

menl \alidatKHi BS in Ciiemistrv BKKhemiJUrv or related field and 0-3 v^ears

expenencT in an anaJviKai lab are nevevorv ««rkjnft know ledge of anaJyticaJ

methods (HPLC.gd electrophoresis and SttvPage) IS prefrrrrd (CI095)

DEVElOPMEVrASSOQATE/LSGISEER

Process Technology

Uork *rthin an interdisaplinan team dcvelojang a process to produce phanna

ceutjcal proteins Respons*ihties indude performing analvtical testing and

dretopment for the scaie-up and optimuanon of production prot-esses 'Rorking

knowledge of analv-tical techniques such as chnamotopiph) or experience

performing assjvs IS desirabie (CIO**)

LSGISEER

Bioprocess Development

Uithin our Product Development Department, the successful engineer or

applied saenust will assist in the development of processes that use recom

binant mammalian cells to produce biopharmaceuticals Laboratory work

will invt)lve bioreaaors and other cell culture apparatus The successful

applicant will have a BS or MS in Chemical Engineering. Bioengineering. or

a related field plus 0-S vTars experience (CSJOO)

Ptcasc forward your resume, specifying portion of Interest and corres-

pgading iob code, to: Human Resources Department. Onetics Institute.

Inc.. One Burtt Road. Andovrr. *tA 01810. or caU ( S08) 4-S-92U.

( XMBRIDOF POSITION

RESLARCH ASSOCIATES

Cellular Adhesion

Ue are seeking several individuals to research various molecular and bio-

chemical aspects of cellular adhesion Applicants should have a minimum of

a BS degree in Biologv or Biochemistr> or the equivalent combination of

education and expenence Laboratory experience in molecular biology

.

bwchemistrv or cell culture is required (C5W1 -S19.^)

Please forward your resume, specifying position of interest and corres-

ponding iob code, to Michcie Koethe. Ccnetks Institute. Inc..

8' CaaabrMgePark Drive. Cambridge. MA 02140. or cafl (6r >8'6-iro.
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Now Playing

Fried Green

Tomatoes

g^hnwtitnes:
Fri.Sun,

7:00pm 9:20pm

Mon-Thurs.

One8ho»»at7;30pm
Adults $4 00

Student w/valid 1.0 &

SeoKX Crtizens >3 00

J-RIC
CLOTHING FOR MEN

I'll N IVmM M *«*»»« • JS> »01>

Hl<wi • l>^\^ • IHindtt n^\ n ^^l

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL
GRANT DEADLI^fE

Friday. April 24

(first grant opportunity for

fall semester)

Single project/event

grants for music,

dance, theater, visual

art and design,

peiTormance art,

literature, film and

video, and other arts

related events

taking place next fall.

Proposals from student

gamps particularly
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Colleghn or the University unless otherwise noted

Letting men decide the
future of women's rights

The U.S. Congress is supposed to repre-

sent the people. What people? The last time

I looked our society wasn't over 90 percent

White males. Seems to me the minorities

are the miyority in our nation and they are

not represented. Women are the rmyority

in our nation, yet they are referred to as a

minority and oppressed constantly. The

future ofwomen lay inthehandsofCongress

— a White male Congress.

Stacy Malone

Why yourself?
You shoulddrink "dry" beer . You should

shrug off the checks bouncing a mile high

over the heads of our leaders in Wash-

ington. You should eat lite potato chips.

You should ignore Jerry Brown's criticisms

of Bill Clinton. You should watch a lot

more TV.

JeffMcKenzie

If people would jvist become a bit more

trusting, many of the problems in our

country would be solved. Americans today

are too careful sifting through the mega-

watts of knowledge available to be trans-

ferred into our brains electronically via

television.

This resource, some say, has the capa-

bility to feed important and accurate ir\for-

mation directly into our heads. If there is

one thing that will slow down the learning

proce88,itis actually havingto think. Many
Americans undermine the incredible effi-

ciency achieved by television by re-pro-

cessing this information using their own

values, morals and plain common sense.

It is no wonder that the United States

is falling behind other countries in edu-

cation, productivity and ingenuity.

How can we expect to keep pace if we

continue to misuse one of our most valu-

able resources? Too few of us recognize

that this is predigested information with

no need to be scrutinized again.

Vital sources ofknowledge such asMTV
offer ideas and information that has been

80 well formatted that it seems like enter-

tainment. Not only is it unnecessary to

use your own experience and values to

draw your own conclusions from moun-

tains ofevents, but yourvalues themselves

can be molded into ones that will allow you

to best understand our world.

Compared to information sources such

as reading, which can force you to make

comparisons and draw likely invalid con-

clusions, MTV and other image-related

mediums are far more efficient. Unfortu-

nately, our society seems to prefer to learn

the hard way.

People are all too ready to question the

actions ofgoveriunent. from the local level

right on up to Washington. How can offi-

cials get their workdonewhen their actions

are constantly being monitored?

Take the check bouncing scandal, for

instance. Why would this kind of infor-

mation be kept from the people? Obviously

it was not very important. When a re-

spected member ofthe U.S. Congress says

he didn't know he bounced 947 checks,

then he didn't know.

Once again, most Americans wasted

the time and energy to find out this kind of

thing happened a lot, rather than simply

accept the response tailored to suit their

needs.

We should realize that we wouldn't be

given this information if it weren't true. If

people would stert to allow television's

powerful imagery and ideas to enter their

minds easily and unchecked, then we

would be a lot better off".

We should take a lesson from the beer

company and adopt a new national motto:

"Why ask why?"

JeffMcKenzie is a UMass student.

Do you rememberwhen SupremeCourt

Justice Clarence Thomas was going

through his appointment procedures when

a silly httle well-educated female lawyer

(alias: Anita Hill) temporarily caused some

conflict? Can you recall as the television

cameras scanned across the faces of Con-

gress any more than a couple of female

faces who could possibly identify with Ms.

Hill's predicament?

Interesting, isn't it?We are lettingmen
decide the future of the women in this

country. We are letting them tell us

whether we can get an abortion. We are

allowing these White males decide if a

sexual harassment law should be passed

to implement education and training of

sexual harassment in the work place. We
are letting them appoint a judge to the

highest court in our nation for the rest of

his life with serious complaints of sexual

harassment without a true investigation

It is about time some serious laws were

passed to protect women. We can't wait to

see how the Supreme Court will allow us to

act. We can't ailow the government to de-

termine every move we make according to

their own morals. We can't let the

government's puppet woman Supreme

Courtjustice influence what we, as women,

should have the right to decide for our-

selves.

We have to tell Congress who we areand

that we demand respect, as women and as

people. We deserve the respect to decide

whether an abortion is appropriate for our

individual self. We deserve the respect to

be protected by sexual harassment in our

work place to excel as people without being

inhibited by the oppression of men.

Women shouldn't have to wonder if

they are able to reign over theirown bodies.

Women shouldn't have to hope for sexual

harassment laws to protect them in their

place of employment. Women should ex-

pect them as citizens ofthe Uruted States.

Just as a footnote, two men assisted me
selecting the topic of this editorial. There

are men out there that believe women
should be equal and protected by the law.

Why isn't Congress representing these

views? Disgustingly enough, we have to

make them represent us. Vote those in

who are in favor of helping minorities

excel. Vote the candidates out who don't

represent the people. Let Congress know

that women are citizens, too.

Stacy Malone is a Collegian columnist

Celebrate, but do it responsibly
Enough is enough. The column in the

April 2 Collegian stating "we are going to

party" prompts a response.

No one, I repeat, no one, in Amherst

town government or the citizens who
complained about student drinking be-

havior has et;er said that students should

not eryoy their free time. Recreation is

necessary for psychological health. That's

why I myself became a high school and

college track official.

There is a world ofdifference, however,

between eiyoying one's self in a reason-

ably considerate manner and feeling like

one has the right to do anything one wants

to pleasiu-e one's self, and to hell vrith

anyone else.

Yes, the town is much richer because of

its student population, but not necessar-

ily monetarily. In fact, I spend at least as

much money inAmherst as anyon-campus

student, probably considerably more, and

I pay taxes besides. The University does

not, yet it takes advantage of all the same

town services.

Let's face it. You need our money as

much as we need yours. We should ac-

knowledge this mutual dependency by

helping each other out, not by arguing

about it. As aTown Meetingmember I have

fought and will continue to fight for more

student inclusion in town government.

The real richness of our student popu-

lation comes not from their pocketbooks,

but fix)m their ideas. Sununer in Amherst

is sleepy and idyllic, but my favorite sea-

son has been fall. There is a vitality coming

from the student population that gives

renewed vitality to us over-40 types.

So yes, celebrate life, absolutely.But

don't hurt other people in the process.

That's all 1 or anyone else complaining

about "student rowdiness" has ever asked.

And by the way, ask yourselves who is

really exploiting students for their money.

Is it the townspeople who want to make

sure that codes are obeyed so a tragedy

like last year's fire doesn't occur again, or

is it the bar owners who take your money

and pack you in without regard for your

safety. Maybe you should be issuing some

"complaints" ofyour own to the offending

bar owners.

Happy spring.

Margot Parrot
Amherst

TV
It is Friday afternoon, and "Club Dance" at the

White Horse Cafe is on the Nashville Network. Before

a Patty Loveless song is played, it is interrupted for

commercials.

Suddenly, I feel very inadequate. I am an Amazon

with hips of record-breaking width, an enormous

rhinocetxius of a woman, a frighteningly oversized

specimen of a female Homo sapien. I ought to be

ashamed of myself

A slender blond woman struts across the screen,

boasting in a bubbly voice,". . I went fix)m a size 12 to

a size 6. Now YOU can do it, too!"

I wear a size 12.

With the exception of a few bothersome allergies,

I am basically a healthy person. I am a vegetarian

who occasionally indulges in fattening goodies like

french fries, Swiss almond cream pie and chocolate

chtink cookies. I am qtiite active: besides walking

around to my classes at UMass, I go for a brisk 3-4

mile long walk with my fuzzy dog every day and do

some running.
^ r^u

I happen to come from a family where most of the

women have heavy bone structures, broad shoulders

and wide hips. And I happen to take after most ofthe

women in my family.

To squeeze into a size 6 pair of jeans, I would

probably have to go on the Bataan Death March or eat my

brother's cooking for the rest of my life.

The truth is, the media and diet companies present an

image that is impossible for mostwomen to attain without

damaging their health.

Lisa Hamelin

In order to reach this ideal, thousands of American

women torture themselves every year. They subsist on

diets that wouldn't provide the average gerbil with its

required daily caloric intake, and some of them have

stirgeons insert carcinogenic materials into their breasts.

One must also not forget the numerous other women

who, having failed to lose that excess poundage through

dieting, have a surgeon suck it out with a hose.

For those women who are sick of being told that

they're fat if they wear a size 8 or above, and who feel

inadequate because they're not into D cup bras, I rec-

ommend the following diet:

1. Kill your TV set. This may soimd drastic, but it

vrill have its benefits in the long run. No longer will your

self esteem be eroded by images of uimaturally thin

models and actresses, and abstaining from watching

Donahue and Geraldo may actually cause you to become

a thinking person.

2.Goon ajerkdiet Iknow awomanwhowasmarried

to a jerk This man repeatedly showed her pictures of

models and informed herthat shewas too fat She eventu-

ally became anorexic, and she went from a healthy 140

pounds to a pale, weak, emaciated 80 pounds. She had to

be hospitalized and receive counseling. Fortunately, she

divorced thejerk not long after her treatment started. She

would have saved herself a lot of trouble if, instead of

getting rid (rfthe weight, she would have gotten rid ofthe

jerk in the first place.

3. Donate to charities. If you are still convinced

that you must lose weight, you can always donate the

money you spend onjunk food to charities. The people

whorun UnitedWay always appreciate some money to

buy new suits and dresses. Or, you can order a party-

size pizza covered with three layers of broccoli and

have it delivered to 1600 Pennsylvania Ave., Wash-

ington, DC. The pizza can be accompanied by a note

that reads "Courtesy of Bill Cbnton" or something to

that effect. The possibilities are numerous.

In the meantime, have fun living in a society in

which Marilyn Monroe would have thought her hips

were too wide and Rita Hayworth would have felt like

a fat blob.

Lisa Hamelin is a UMass student
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Third World Affairs

Recently released information regarding the patterns

of thought at the highest levels of the World Bank have

exposed the moral depths to which it has sunk.

Initially, it had been thought by those skeptical about

the Bank and its collaborators that it had really hit

bottom with its plan to rip aside the final vestiges of

independent sovereignty in the poorer parts ofthe Third

World, especially in Africa. This is euphemistically re-

ferred to as -political Unkage," to give "aid donors"

control over all aspects of the domesUc public pohaes of

"aid recipients," as opposed to "economic linkage," which

had been restricted to dictating economic policy.

Western agencies have used their power ofblackmail

in Africa in the past to restrict development to the

production ofcash crops for export to the West at bargain

basement prices, and systematically blocked all serious

efforts at the development of industrial and manufac-

turing capacities. The new resolve to dictate all aspects

of dailv life bodes very ill for Africa.

In the North, the Cold War arguments of anti-com-

munism that had been the traditional justifications for

post-war imperialism, are dissolving into a new form of

-White Man's Burden." the lofty rhetoric of spreading

"democracv" and "human rights," modem equivalents of

the 19th ce'nturv "civilizing and Christianizing" colomal

mission. The World Bank's obnoxious and hypocritical

campaign for "good governance" is the version targeted

at Africa.
. ,

A leaked memo from W.B. ChiefEconomist Lawrence

Summers to his "senior staff enthusiastically advocates

the active dumping ofNorthern toxic waste on the South.

and proposes a World Bank led plot to pollute the Third

World The thinking exhibited in the memo is mind

boggling. Summers begins by suggesting, "Just between

you and me. shouldn't the World Bank be encouraging

more migration of dirty industries to the LDCb [inira

WorldF I think that the economic logic behind dumping

a load of toxic waste in the lowest wage countries is

impeccable and we should face up to that." This from a

senior official of an institution supposedly dedicated tx)

development, but always skewed to benefit the West.

African countries become the developed world s mumci-

pal land fill, the toilet of the West.

Hussein Ibish

Summers argues that the costs of what he calls "dirty

industries" are to be measured in human lives and the

loss of wages and earning potential resulting from early

deathcaused by pollution. He actually wrote that "//»> cost

ofpollution depends on the loss ofearnings from increased

morbidity and mortality and these costs are lowest in the

countries with the lowest wages' Thus, to the World

Bank, the lives of those who live in a society whose

economy has been so devastated by centuries of colonial

abuse that they earn relatively low wages, are literally

worth less than the lives of the rich Westerners.

Sinking deeper still, he suggested that the air in the

Third World is just too clean and needs to be deliberately

polluted by the World Bank (because that's good econom-

ics, right?). 'I've always thought that underpopulated

Africa
countries in Africa are vastly under-polluted, their air

quality is probably vastly inefficiently low compared to

Los Angeles or Mexico City." Summers' standards of

efficiency are rather astonishing, but not as much as

his open suggestion that it is his job to make sure that

Africans must pay for the filthiness ofWestern behav-

iors they don't share. „ . ,

Besides, he goes on to suggest, pollution doesnt

matter as much in countries so poor that people die

young anyway. ""Concern for an agent that causes a

one in one million chance in the odds ofprostate cancer

is obviously going to be higher in a country where

people survive to get prostate cancer than in a country

where under-5 mortality is 200perthousand.' So. since

they're going to die sooner anyway, who cares if they

ingest large quantities of toxic waste before they go?

Again the assumptions are that economics is to be

measured in terms of (totally commodified) human

lives, and that the rich Northerners are worth more

(and hence superior) to the poor Southerners.

Like many forms ofmodem racism, the old rhetoric

ofcultural and genetic superiority gives way to recoded

-economic" arguments. Nonetheless, White supremacy

is pretty unraisUkable. and the old patterns of colo-

nialism and domination are alive and well.

Alive and well and living in the World Bank.

Hussein Ibish is a CoWegianstaffmember. The views

and opinions expressed in this article are those of the

author and do not necessarily represent those of the

Collegian.

Organlzaciones iniitiles • Useless organizations

Quizas biyo las circumstancias. es

apropiado explicar porque es necesario

que este articulo sea bilingue. en espanol

e ingles.

Necesitamos demostrar la coexistencia

armoniosa de dos culturas que se definen

por medio del lengu^e, como parte de un

movimiento general para el respeto de todas

las culturas del tercer mundo. Los intentos

de lo8 latinos de generar un ambiente de

respeto a nuestra lengua en los E.E.U.U.

han sido continuamente atacados por

movimientos uniculturales reacdonarios,

y "English only". El imprimir este articulo

en las dos lenguas es una demostracion

institudonal que ilustra la coexistencia de

igualdad. Los lerdaderos latinos, y todos

los de buena fe, no deben tener dificultad en

comprender y apoyar esto.

La comunidad latina de UMass se

caracteriza prindpalmente por un espiritu de

apatia.Alamayoriade noeotrosnono8importa

nada acerca del racismo y las injusticias que

existen en la vida diana tanto en el campus

como en otros lugares. Es patetico. Sin em-

bargo, mas desilusionante aiin, es ver akno

algunas personas que dicen ser defensores de

la comunidad han fracasado al no responder

anteestosabusos.cuando^staha sido atacada.

^Donde estan estos famosos activistas.

cuando algunos individuos han propuesto

medidas drasticas, designadas a excluir a

los latinoamericanos de la sociedad

estadounidense? No han demostrado

interes en esUs situaciones. A pesar de los

incidentes ocurridos, estas personas y

organizaciones que dicen estar a la

vanguardia de la lucha por los derechos de

los latinos han estado en absoluto silencio^

Las supuestas organizaciones latinas"

en el campus sufren de graves defectos.

Primero, estas organizaciones deberian

ser identificadas como organizaciones

puertorriqueiias, ya que estas excluyen a

latinoamericanos. La exclusividad que

caracteriza a estos grupos universitarios,

es notable. Todos saben que los que no son

puertorriquefios no son bienvenidos. Es

increible la hostiUdad expresada por estos

grupos de personas hacia los

latinoamericanos. Yo personalmente he

vivido, observado, y he escuchado de otras

personas estas actitudes discriminatorias

Sin embargo, es asombroso como personas

que no son ni latinas han sido bienvenidas

por razones extremamente sospechosas.

Segundo. estas organizaciones fallan

totalmente en sus esfuerzos para combatir

el racismo. En realidad, no hacen

absolutamente nada. Tan solo responden

a criticas de los latinos. Sin embargo

cuando algunos miembros de lacomunidad

angloparlante lanzan ataques racistas,

guardan silencio.

Por otra parte, estas organizaciones

fracasan como m«. Jios de expresion de la

cultura latina. Desafortunadamente,

nuestra gran cultura ha sido reducida a

festejos: salsa (la miisica) y salsa (la

comida), en manos de ignorantes e

incompetent«8.

Estos asuntos se relacionan claramente

con el "cierre" del "centre cultural." El

cierre seria una excelente idea, con la

eondicion que no se vuelvan a abrir, sin

cambios radicales. iQue podria ser m^s

penoso para cualquier comunidad con

plena identidad cultural, que en vez de

usar los fondos otorgados por la

administracidn de una manera
responsable los desperdician en festejos?

Yo no necesito que Whitmore me ensefte a

comer arroz con habichuelas, y si ustedes

necesitan que les ensefien, tal vez tienen

un problema. Esto no es lo linico que

tenemos que ensefiar a los angloparlantes.

Perhaps under the circumstances, one

should beginby explainingwhy this needs

to appear bilingually, in Spanish and

English. We need to demonstrate the har-

monious co-existence of two cultures de-

fined by language, as a part ofthe general

drive towards respect for all Third World

cultures. The attempts by Latinos to gen-

erate an atmosphere of respect for our

language in the United States have been

continuously assaultedby reactionary and

retrograde monoctiltural "English only"

movements. The printing of an article in

both languages, side by side, is an impor-

tant institutional demonstration of the

principle of equal co-existence. All real

Latinos, and everyone ofgood will, should

have no trouble understanding and sup

Luisa Quintanilla

Esti claro, hasta que no haya cambios

definitivos en el uso de estos recursos. la

meta principal de los latinos que tienen

orgullo es mantener cerrado este ridiculo

"centro cultural." Si queremos expresar

nuestra cultura, por medio de fiestas, lo

debemos hacer sin la caridad de la

administracion. No tiene ningun sentido

tomar los fondos, si no se van a utilizer de

una forma constructiva.

No es ningun secreto mencionar que

estas organizaciones est^ corruptas en

todos los niveles. Dado al "mal manejo

financiero," y el end^mico y notable

hostigamiento sexual , el "liderazgo" de estos

grupos averguenza a los latinoamericanos.

Finalmente la ineptitud de estos grupos

demuestra como una sobredosis de la

cultura hegemonica estadounidense,

afecta la mentalidad colectiva de losgrupos

latinos, pues terminan con poco o ningiin

sentido de su propia cultura. La apatia

reina la mente colonizada. La linica

manera de demostrar que no estamos

sufiiendo de una mentalidad colonizada

es por medio de la resistencia a la opresidn,

ya sea que esta venga directamente de la

comunidad dominante o se filtre por medio

de iatinas" vendidas.

Solo existe una esperanza. Los

puertorriquefios tienen que deshacerse de

sus actitudes exclusivistas y

discriminatorias, y los latinoamericanos

tenemos que participar activamente en

nuestras organizaciones. De otro modo,

todos nosotros merecemos que las

organizaciones que llevan nuestro nombre

caigan en manos corruptas. No debemos

tolerar mds abusos de la comunidad

dominante. En este punto, tanto los

puertorriquefios y nosotros los

latinoamericanos debemos ponemos de

acuerdo y cooperar.

Luisa Quintanilla es estudiante de

UMass. Las opiniones en este articulo no

son necesariamente las del Collegian.

porting this.

The Latino community here at UMass,

to be blunt, is primarily characterized by

a spirit of abject apathy. Most of us can-

not, it seems, be bothered to care about

the racism and injustices of daily Ufe on

campus and beyond. It's pathetic. But,

even more discouraging, even those per-

sons who would seem, or would claim, to

be concerned about defending the com-

munity from attack have consistently

failed to mount any kind of response to

these abuses, effective or otherwise.

When some campus personalities have

called for drastic public policy steps to be

taken, speciucally designed to exclude

Latin Americans from U.S. society, where

were those vaunted crusaders, who spew

somuch hot air? Apparently unconcerned.

In incident after incident, those persons

and organizations said to be at the van-

guard of the fight for Latino rights have

been stunningly silent.

The so-called Latino organizations on

campus have serious problems. First of

all, they would be better re-named Puerto

Rican organizations since they are all but

off-limits to Latin Americans. The closed

and cliquish nature of these student

groups is notorious, everyone knows non-

Puerto Ricans need not apply. The num-

ber ofhostile and unwelcoming responses

that these effectively Puerto Rican groups

have given to Latin Americans that I

have personally experienced, witnessed,

or heard of, is incredible. Astonishingly,

several non-Latinos have been welcomed

into the fold, for extremely dubious and

suspicious reasons.

Secondly, they utterly fail in their sup-

posed role as organizations to fight rac-

ism. The fact is that they do nothing,

nothing at all. They only respond to criti-

cism fi*om within the community. But,

when members of the majority group

launch into insane racist attacks, they

are nowhere to be found.

Further, as vehicles for the expression

of Latino culture, they fail even more

miserably. In their ignorant and incompe-

tent hands, a great culture is reduced to

party-time food and music, to be precise

salsa (the songs) and salsa (the dip).

These two issues seem to dovetail

nicely in the "closing" of the "cultural

center." This was actually quite a good

idea on one condition — it must never

reopen without a radical change in atti-

tude. What could be a greater embarrass-

ment for any community of cultural

identity than to have the authorities fund

our organizations and then toss the op-

portunities aside on useless partying? I

don't need Whitmore to U'ach me how to

eat arroz can habichuelas, and if you do,

you're in deep trouble. This is not what I

want to teach to the majority community.

So, until there is a definite change in the

use of these resources, clearly the main

goal of all proud Latinos should be to

keep those silly places closed. If we want

to party, or express our culture, we can do

so perfectly well on our own, without the

charity ofthe administration. There is no

point in taking University money unless

it be used for constructive purposes.

Finally. I will not be revealing any

state secrets when I point out that these

organizations are corrupt at every level.

From "financial improprieties," all theway

down to endemic and infamous sexual

harassment, the "leaderships" of these

groups are nothing but an embarrass-

ment.
In the final analysis, perhaps this use-

lessness is the ultimate demonstration of

what overexposure to hegemonic U.S.

culture can do to one's collective brains.

People end up with little or no sense of

their own culture. Apathy reigns supreme

in the colonized mind. The only way to

demonstrate thatone is not suffering firom

a colonized mentality is to resist oppres-

sion, whether it comes directly from the

majority community, or is filtered through

"Latinas" sellouts.

There is only one hope. The Puerto

Ricans must snap out of their particular-

ist and discriminatory attitudes, and Latin

Americans need to start to get involved in

what ought to be our organizations. Oth-

erwise we all deserve to have the groups

bearing our name fall into corrupt hands.

Above all, no more nonsense must be tol-

erated from outsiders, particularly the

m«yority community.
On this at least, Puerto Ricans and

Latin Americans ought to be able to agree

and co-operate.

LuLia Quintanilla is a UMass student.

The views and opinions expressed in this

article are those of the author and do not

necessarily represent those of the Colle-

gian.

Arts & Living
Pearl Jam at SUB
By DANA L. FORRAR
Collegian Staff

"Once upon a time," there was chaos.

Then man learned to communicate and

there were wars. Then there was music.

Now there is Pearl Jam at the Student

Union Ballroom.

It's been a long time for man to wait but

Jeflf and Stone and Dave and Mike and

Eddie have finally assembled to bring you

Ten, their Epic debut. Tonight they bring

their music to UMass.
Inthe mid-SCsStone Gossard (guitar) and

Jeff Ament (baas) played in a band called

Green River. Stonewas "a ftinnydty rock guy

witha marshall."Jeffwas "a seriousMontana

skate punk with a basketball."

They moved on to the underground

phenomenon Mother Love Bone, where

they refined their loud antics and style.

Their second album release was marked

with the death of lead singer Andrew

Wood. Jeff and Stone teamed up with

Soundgarden's Matt Cameron and Chris

Connell to record a tribute project. Temple

of the Dog," in which Pearl Jam's Eddie

Vedder on vocals and Mike McCready

playing guitars.

Their success was almost instantly

projected. Upon first hearing Stone and

Jeff's new work Eddie said, "it was a

beautiful thing, that this music would

hypnotize me. I wouldjust let it wash over

me and keep letting it go." Eddie wrote

lyrics for those three tracks the next day.

Pearl Jam was completed.

PearlJam recently toured vrith the Red

Hot Chili Peppers and the Smashing

Pumpkins on the East Coast, and Nirvana

on the West. Now they are headlining

their ovm tour, with fellow basketball

fiends Eleven (Jack Irons of Eleven and

Eddip Vedder of Pearl Jam used to play

hoop weekly back home )openingthe show

Eleven has toured with Mary's Danish

and Soundgarden, and received attention

for their song "Break the Spell," which

was on the "Freejack" soundtrack.

Drummer Jack Irons and guitarist Alain

Johannes were once part of Anthym, a

high school band Flea played with.

Pearl Jam will be at the Student Union

Ballroom tonight, Tuesday April 7. Doors

open at 7:30 p.m. and the show starts at

8:00 p.m. Tickets are $8. for UMass stu-

dents and $10. for all others. Tickets are

available at Tix Unlimited on campus. For

The Record in Amherst and Main St.

Records in Northampton.

Club Sin at Vertex
every Tuesday night

HAMPSHIRE
FITNESS
CLUB At Echo Hill* 256-6446

The Area's ^^.

Most Complete ^^
Club W".

"Crosstraining is it!

This is where it is at!'

PVTA bus route to Rolling Green •

> pool • aerobics • aqua-aerobics •

• steps • nautilus • racquett>all •

* massage • sauna • bikes • tennis •

• rowers •Jacuzzi • treadmills •

. staimiaster • free weights •

.

Student Discounts
'^'*"'ii««Ca>4

FREE RENT OPTION

Brandywine offers Country

Living with convenience

• On UMass Bus Route • Nearby Shopping • Situated

on well landscaped acres with pond.

One and two bedroom apartments include fully equipped

kitchen and wall to wall carpeting.

Swimming pool, laundry facilities, responsive

management.
i . «•

. Stop in and we'll show you what we have to offer.

. Affordable rents include gas, utilities (heat, hot water

and stove).

BRANDYWINE AT AMHERST
16 Brandywine Drive, Amherst

RenUl Office Open Daily 104

Limited Time Offer - 5490600

By MARGARET GATES
Special to the Collegian

Every Tuesday night, Valley night

life undergoes a very special transfor-

mation.

The Vertex (formerly Katina's on

Rt. 9 in Hadley) has joined forces with

WAMH-FM radio to conjure up an event

called "ClubSlN," which offers fans of

progressive music an opportunity to

show their attitudes while dancing to a

unique mix of sounds.

The event debuted on March 10,

and continues to thrive as a weekly

alternative to the primarily Top-40

dance clubs in the area. WAMH DJ's

head to the Vertex every Tuesday to

spin a combination of techno, indus-

trial-dance, goth. new wave, alternative

rock and progressive pop.

Departing from the local custom of

cateringto suburban mall- hoppers with

big hair, the Vertex and WAMH bring

a new, permanent addition to the area

mght-Ufe, and offers sanctuary to a

breed ofclub-goers who like to dance to

a different beat.

Black leather jackets and Doc

Martenses are suddenly replacing the

bland polo shirt/penny loafer Valley

club uniform.

According to Eric Keenaghan, the

night tends to be extremely diverse,

and offers something for virtually ev-

ery progressive musical taste ranging

from Depeche Mode and The Cure to

Ministry and Nine Inch Nails, Bauhaus

and the Pixies.

The atmosphere at *SIN tends to be

reallyfriendlyandopen,"Keenaghan said.

Last Tuesday, ClubSIN brought

Skinny Puppy's new album, Last

Rights , to the area with a special record

release party. They gave away a num-

ber of copies of the new CD single,

"Inquisition," plus posters and two

Skinny Puppy discographies.

ClubSlN's grand opening celebration

in early March also included a release

party for KMFDM'snew album. Money.

Keenaghan said WAMH organized

ClubSIN together writh the Vertex in

response to a perceived void in the

Valley's club scene.

"We all felt that a lot of interest in

alternative music in the Valley had

virtually no outlet to express itself on

a regular basis," he said, "^ou see the

same faces at concerts and on the street,

and recognize people immersed in the

same musical setae, but until now,

there has been no venue catering to

this particular facet of the alternative

subculture around here.

"We wanted to create a place where

all ofthese different elements dispersed

throughout the area could come to-

gether once a week and develop a scene

with some sense of cohesion."

The Vertex's doors open at 8 p.m.

every Tuesday for the 18-and-over

ClubSIN, though things usually get

kicking around 10. Keenaghan said a

chain link fence has been set up around

"the pit" and dance floor foradded effect.

"The response so far has been really

fabulous!" he said.
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GoNuts
WithToppings

When Tkste Matters

Or go cookies.

Or strawberries.

Colombo Frozen

Yogurt with your

favorite toppings

is nothing less

than healthy

indulgence

And how
can you
top that?

r
COLNCIL ABROAD

i

3

Wednesday, April Sc^lW"!^ . ^
PRESENTATION ON WORK ABROAD

Campus Center, Room 81 1"B"

and
Stop by our table In the Campus Center

between 8:30am - 3:00PM

Come learn about opportunities to work in payins jobs

in Britain, Canada, Ireland, France, Germany, and

other overseas locations! ^ . ^,

^^ -Graduatlns

Cound Travd ^^^i
79 South Pleasant Street

413-256-1261

a Travel Division of the Council on International Educational Exchange

186 Main Street

Northampton
586-9659

One Boltwood Walk
Amherst
253-2774

Now the lifestyle you've been waiting for...

Luxury two, three and four bedroom apartments in Amherst

Crxlrml LatmlmH

I VMM

•LMtttml M rVTA Bum

' Oh Mtr in/fn en—r
I nmy Artm
> VtctryOtrdm*

m

ln,li,dfd ll Yoir Html

. Wail >•' Wall Cmrprt

. Wathtr Hryrr Haokupm

. Ar CaitdtltiMutt

. railf ApfltvirKl Kib*m

. Imtmom iKmlryl I

« fMfkMaMM/ Or Satp

. M Hour MmutfaoKn

4t.T2W7.177

t^>M^»« h.-i^t» all**

Experience

the Joy
o/ Learning

Over 200 credit courses that will

help you:

• Make up lost credits

• Advance in next sennester's

work

• Rug any holes in your current

schedule

• Learn something that you

wouldn't ordinarily have time

for—for the sheer joy of

learning!

The UMass
Summer
Session

can add Joy

to your life.

diff***^

^ you can ^-P'**'];^,
.aivl**^^

Re^stratlon be^ns April 13.

Catalogs available all over

campus or at the Division

of Continuing Education,

6th floor, Goodell Building.

A quality education

at affordableprices.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAil

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

BDIC
"How to Market Your Degree in Hard Economic Times"

Date: TUESDAY. APRIL 7. 1992

Time: b-.OO PM
LocATiori: CAMPUS CENTER 605

REFRESHMENTS SERVED

SPONSORED BY:

MATHER CAI^EER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

BACHELOR'S DEGREE WITH INDIVIDUAL CONCENTRATION

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussion!

ALUMMl PANELISTS:

Teri Anderson '82

"Environmental Planning"

Ellen Sciutto Hooper "86

"International Trade"

Kim Sherman '87

"Personnel Management/

Human Resource Administration

Richard Wright 76
"Social Administration"

Town Planner

Towr. of Greenfield

Greenfield, MA

Actress / Independent Film Producer

New York, NY

Consultant

Organizational Resources Counselors, Inc.

New York, NY

Partner

Mariano & Wright, Inc.

Marketing & Management Consultants

Worcester, MA

For more information, please contact:

Mather Career Center

545-22?4
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DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
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CALVIN AND HOBBES

^1

By BILL WATTERSON

SUt S HNO 8tC^^SG: I

JIM'S JOURNAL
By JIM

Wov^e i^^ft^i wiKtv"
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IIM'S JOURNAL
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CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH
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Dance of the Beekeepers

Quote of the Day
"An alcoholic is sonneone you don't like

who drinks as much as you do."

- Dylan Thomas

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AKIES (March 2 1 -April 19): Un-

familiar and distant locale* hold the

promise o( adventure Postpone ma-

jor business and career moves until

more information is available. A fa-

vorable verdict is announced.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Be

careful not to plunge into anything. A

hasty annfxjrKement could gum up

the works. A secret love affair could

alter your life forever. Confide in your

friends before going public.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -lune 20): Long-

range financial planning is essential

now Someor>e at a distance could

become a benefactor ICeep a low

profile. A run-in with someone m
authority could jeopardize career

progress.

CANCEK Oune 21 -luly 22): Allies

both near arxl far are at your disposal

today. Team up for a fruitful col-

laboration. You are poised to win

support from those holding the money

cards.

lEOduly 23-Aug. 22): Away from

the limelight, your spirits might wilt

Be adventuresome and explore new

territory; you could wind up center

stage after all! fCeep up with your

studies if still in school.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sep«. 22): You

can reach your top stride in both

employnoent affairs and personal re-

lationstoday. Utilizeesiablished lines

ofcommunication and you willcruise

right along.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oci. 22): People

may not be all they seem. Stay on your

guard when dealing with strangers.

Romance could be a letdown. Maybe

you need an evening to yourself. Read

a novel or watch a video.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21):

Surprising news or an unexpected

erKounter could leave you walking

on air. Rubbing elbows with VIPs

helps you raise nrK>ney arxl get favor-

able publicity. Romance is favored!

SAGITTARlUSlMov. 22-C)ec.2l):

Beware of indulging m office gossip

today: it could prove quite damaging.

Keep in tcxich with distant contacts

—

they can pUy a ma|oc cole in a buM-

ness triumph. Keep appointmenu on

time.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an 19):

You have a tendency to splurge in the

name of fun Ask yourself. "Is it worth

the cost?". Great things happen wfien

you get reacquainted with a former

co-worker.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Use

the phone, mail or fax machine to get

your ideas on the table. A timely div

cussionisesseniial Be bold. Romance

intensifies wfien you reveal what is in

your heart.

PISCES 'Feb. 19-March 20): Your

sensitivity and compasswo help you

draw extra close to people Kaining an

organization will lei you fulfill your

wishes. Great results come when you

trust your instincts.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

ADVENTURES OF FRED
By CHRIS SHADOIAN

NATURAL
STP/WCeNfSS

wfeLCortti» nwmW- 5TWNGe^€«|

GwNb T* Guipe v«w -nftftofeH

\tsi H^t «.»'-^'- M*t^

IF ^00 -fMiNK IMIS I' StACX,

>f»u J«0t)CO set WMM- >T PIP

V) 6or PH(rt6«*PHe«

'

Today's Staff

Night Editor
Preston Forman

• Cc^yEditor Amy Prendergast

PhotoTechnician
Andrea M.gl.ass,

. Production Supeivisor
Lisajezowski

'

Production
Theresa Giammattei

Jason Tori a

Menu >* .'^

LUNCH OINIVER

'tuna Melts Fried. Shrimp

Chicken Cutlets Ro^'"'

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Boursin and Sprout Ve^tabi|^5ie-

Chicken Cutlets , «
:̂otini

The opinions expressed on this page areThose ol the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views ot the ColJcaisn or Hh- Un.vefs.ty.

ACROSS
1 Aocorrwnodat*
6K«ytMtar
gCalchlliM
13 Tobacco pipe

14SwMp'stjirg«t
15 Sho« sua
16 Prmt. as a

naws story

17Hadon
18 Fad
19 Aromatic shrub

21 Tack.* rtems

22Tow«lsoff
23 — o( ttw BuK)«

24\MMta'*
-(>wtotta't —

"

27StHI

28 Eva's third

29 Frozen
desserts

31 "Button your

lip'"

36 Swashbuckia
38Hooast —
39 Uneven
40 Early stoves

43 Mob loltower

44 Weish symtiol

45 Lkiseaworthy

vessel

47 Witch

48 Can emblems
51 Ship's spar

53 Tee-hees

b*. Pokar pot

addftive

58 Salt l-ane City

ptayws
59 Former field Iw

Stra»»t>e'ry

eoPidefity
•

. 61 Simple
* 63 Flaky c»esserts

63 One o) the

Laud«S
64 ODE or HST
65 Elac umt
66 HaH ot Fame

.•*^**
.. ooWn

1 Basics

2 Gunslingef s

cttaltenge

3 Yorfc«bire.4ivar

4 Cut down
5 • succeed. —
again'

6 "Standard

and--
7 Satchmo's
played i1

8 Foltowar

9 *AII m The

Family* star

10 Courage
11 Play backer

12 Hor<kers

14 Flattery

20 Words o«

disgust

21 Snaper

23 C^asino action

24 wm-o'-the

—

25 External

Comb form

26 The memorabto
Mr Parks

28 dnnbing
aowers

30 Rants.

m a way
32 Sash for

Yum-Yum
33 Barbarian

34 Omsmg
35 Compoaar

Alban

37 Abounds
41 Parisian article

42 Batore fire or

tooted

46 Sweet's
opposite

48 Faint sourHl

49 Western
50 Not her*

51 Ovarwhetm
52 Succinct

54 Leveling device

55 Part of a chord

56 Hot times, in

Tours
57 Syngman —
59 Saratoga, e g

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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fees
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

in more revenue. Then such increases

would not be needed, he said.

The proposal would bring total manda-

tory fees to $2,930.50 for undergraduates.

This would mean that total mandator>' fees

will have risen by $1,866 in four years.

Including the $120 room and board

hike, the proposal includes a $8 increase

in the cxirrent $61 monthly telecommuni-

cations charge.

Student trustee Kevin Newnan, who was

present at the committee meeting, called this

latest proposed hike "tninuscule."

"With the 4 percent tuition hike, [the

Board] was saying it's not that bad,'
*

Newnan said. "What they're doing is in of

civility plan

itself not ridiculous."

In 1964, the total in-state cost ofattend-

ing the Amherst campuswas $939, in 1974

it was $1,870 and in 1984 it was $4,055.

The 3.6 percent is considerably lower

than the 1988-89 total cost hike of almost

15 percent.

•They have the basic economic expla-

nation to justify the costs," Newnan said.

A recent letter from Chancellor Rich-

ard O'Brien mailed to University students

stated that the increase in tuition and fees

•SfviU be the smallest for many years, and

is likely to be smaller than any other large

university in this country."

Cdlegian staffwriterBrooke C. Wheeler

contributed to this report.

Food, dancing and fun

at International Fair

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

semantics and misunderstanding. She

noted that LBGA Awareness Weeks in-

clude heterosexual alUes.

Other provisions involve personal at-

tacks against RSOs and their members

and grievances between RSOs and RSO
publications.

Zenon s^id it was important to distin-

guish the RSOs which have informally

been referred to as the Conservative Alli-

ance as three distinct organizations.

KevinJourdainofthe Republican Club,

who also did not attend the press confer-

ence, expressed optimism that this

agreement would ease tensions between

the groups. However, he said that he did

not want this agreement to suggest that

the RepubUcan Club condones or validates

homosexual activity.

"I'd like to remind the campus that thjs

is not the mainstream. I will never perse-

cute a homosexual, it's homosexual activ-

ity 1 disagree with," Jourdain said.

As part of the agreement representa-

tives were required to "jointly conUct the

Collegian to provide an explantion of this

aereement."

Members in the contract will reconvene

in May for an evaluation ofthe agreement.

This is a document-in-progress. It is

part of a working relationship between

two RSOs," Woolwich said.

There is definitely a spirit to this

agreement. Both sides agree that while

well never completely agree we can agree

to disagree and we can do it civilly," said

Zenon.
This event is historically significant

and historically unusual. I think now we

can look forward to the two organizations

to co-sponsor a dance," said an LBGA
affiliate Sean SulUvan. a sophomore cul-

tural studies major.

Sarah Boy, associate to the vice chan-

cellor for student affairs and a member of

the commission expressed her approval

and admiration.

"It is very encouraging that you all

made it through this," Boy said-

The spirit behind this agreement is

that there is a need, particularly on this

campus community to have civiUty and

discourse between organizations," said

Matt Malone, sophomore history m^or

and LBGA media coordinator

By EVELYN A. DE JESUS
Collegian Staff

With music, dances, loads of food

and about 50 tables representing 40

countries and 10 organizations ar-

ranged with an unlimited creativeness,

thousands of students were attracted

to the annual "International Fair on

Saturday.

The fair, sponsored by the Interna-

tional Students Association and the

Student Activities Office, showed the

diversity of the world with flags,

handcrafts and maps pointing out the

locations of countries.

International Fair student coordi-

nator Elsa Moriz, from Azores, said

this year the fair is different because

graduate and undergraduate students

got together to organize the fair.

The Student Activities Office has

been a great help to us," she said.

But on the other hand, she feels that

the University has not supported the

fair and international students because

they have to do all the work in publicity

and advertising the fair.

Although Angelos Angelidakis, finom

Greece, said he liked the fair because

of the varieties in culture, he did not

approve of the table of the Turkish

Republic of Cyprus because it is not

recognized by the United Nations.

One studentfrom Singapore showed

a photo slice ofa fountain in the shape

of a lion-half-fish. He said that the

symbol ofSingapore is the sealion and

that the name of the country means

"sealion."
'TTii8isthesymboloflndia,"saidRanga

Devulapally, dvil engineering m^or.

showing a peacock made of silver.

There were tables from all around

the world, distinguished for their

originality. There were students

dressed in their country's typical cos-

tumes, and others were selling or giv-

ing food for free. Some were selling

handcrafts or writing your name in

their naUve language. There was al-

ways someone dancing on the stage to

the tune of their country's music.

"Food is excellent. . . there's lots of

cultures, that's good," said Malkes

Gomee, a Cape Verdean student and

president of the Cape Verdean Stu-

dents Alliance.

writers

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

sentences. I'm trying to write good, dean,

comprehensible prose," Lukas said.

"What is phenomenally difficult is how

to take that huge mass of material you've

gathered and make of it an artifact which

will organize it in a way that is compre-

hensible.'

liiiilllM

Project Pulse
Student Affairs University of Massachusetts at Amherst

On Wednesday. October 30. 1991. Project

PULSE conducted a telephone survey for

the Information Data Banb (IDB). oper- information data banb
|j o.5%

Figure 2

Resources Used Most to Obuin Non-Academic Information

ated by the Dean of Students Office. The

survey examined levels of student aware-

ness and use of the IDB. PULSE interview-

ers attempted to contact 840 students se-

lected randomly from the undergraduate

student population, and 430 agreed to be

interviewed. The response rate for the

survey was 51%.

All of the students sampled . regardless of

whether they had heard of or used the

IDB. were asked which resource they use

most to obtain academic information.

Next, students were asked which resource

they use most to obtain non-academic in-

formation, such as information about

clubs, sporting events. UVC. arts events,

etc. (see Figure 2).

Finally, students were asked how the IDB

couldbeeffectivelyadvertised (see Figure 3).

More than half(5l.l%.n=2l7) offthe

students saidthroughtheCollegian.

RA.pi.2%

Pine Arts Center ] 1 .4%

HSCNn 2.4%

radio station

posters

friends
^

Collegian

13.3%

18.1%
•nif</H Jtfii J"i

"^ v-^vAg*^ 30.6%

42.6%

0.0% 5.0% 10.0% 15.0% 20.0% 25.0% 30.0% 35.0% '?p.0% 45.0%

Figure 3

Most Effective Way to Advertise the Information Data Banb

WMUA 1 0.2%

posters on buses U 2.6%

HSCNh4.2%

posters in Campus Center J 1 1 .8%
I

new student orientation IJ13.2%

leaflets in dorms
_^ _J 1 6.0%

Collegian

0JO% 20.0% 40.0% 60.0% 80.0% tOO.0%

COLLEGIAN ADVERTISING 545-3500
For more information on Project Pulse, contact 545-1390.
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THIS WEEK'S SPORTS

Today
Softball vs. Boston College (2) 3 p.m. (away)

Baseball vs. Connecticut 3 p.m. (home)

Wednesday
Lacrosse vs. Providence 3 p.m. (home)

Baseball vs. Springfield 3 p.m. (home)

Rugby vs. Amherst opprox. 12:30 p.m.

(home)

Thursday

Softball vs, Connecticut (2) 3 p.m. (home)

Baseball vs. Amherst 3 p.m. (honne)

SPORTS NOTICE
CHEERLEADING — An organizational

meeting will be held on April 9 at 6:30 p.m.

in the Boyden conference room for all

University undergraduates interested in

cheering for the 1992-93 season. Candi-

dates may only sign up at this meeting or

on the first day of tryouts on Monday from

5:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. For more information

call 545-1960.

ACADKMV.MUSIC
NORTHAMPTON

^ldj§u6e

3 ON 3 Outdoor

Basketball Festival

JT April 24,25,26

Register today in

Campus Center

Concourse

BRANDYWINE APARTMENTS
16 Brandywine Drive • Amherst. MA 01 002

(413)549-0600

Loofeln^ For A Summer lob?

BRANDYWINE is hiring:

Life(tuards/Cleaners - Must have current Red

Cross Life Saving Certificate. Pull Time.

Rental Agent - Outgoing person, neat ap-

pearance, whoenjoysworbingwith people. Good

typing sbills a must. 40 hour weeb.

Please stop by the rental office. Monday through

Friday between 1 0:00 AM & 4:00 PM. and picb

up an application.

TONKiHT
OPEN SDRQE NIGHT
anything can happen!

Conradians

Mcnkians Singers

linproM..

Get Ready
to be Entertained

with

MC
PETE FREE

-FreePiiza-
-95CDrtifts-

No Cover

ONLY AREA SHOWING

Today at 7 & 9 __

- ENDS THUR. Apr.

9

Apr. 8-9 7PM ONLY

TIIK.MUilCANDnil-MVDNKSS

OF >LVKL\(1 ".UHK:UM*SKNOr;

THE PUB
t. A S I

] s I H I

CINEMASCOPE SCREEN / THEATRE SOUND

WED. THUR.Apr 8 fc 9

Curtain 9:00 ^^^ f^\

Tickets May be pur-

chased In advance

at any Hearts of

Darkness showing to Insure seatinj

AT THE GATES OF SMITH COLLEGE

RESEARCH
INTERVIEWERS

Hiring Now For Evening Hours
Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to col-

lect data on a vanety of research topics. Absolutely

no selling involved. Solid typing skills required. Flexi-

ble hours Monday-Friday, 5pm-10pm. Saturday.

1 1 am-5pm and Sunday 3pm-9pm Shifts up to 40

hours/week available. Choose your own schedule as

long as you work 4 shifts a week (20 hours). Start at

$5.00 per hour with paid training and earn up to

maximum $600/hr

We re m the Mountain Farms Mall which is a stop on

the free bus line Call between 11am and 4pm
Monday to Friday, 586-8635

19
Abt Associates Inc.

Telephone Research Center

Mountain Farms Mall, Rt. 9

Hadley, MA 01035
An Eouai Opportun*y Empioy«f

Classifieds
COME TO WE COUIGIAN OFFICE .nr^uPmCFNlTJi . M0^. 77/(//K &J»i JO FRIDAY^m:SO^DEADUSE IS mO DAYS PRIOR WPUBUCATIOS » WWORPmYFOR SrUDENTS ' CASH IN ADVANCE

ACIMIKS COLLEOEPfZZA

COME TO HIU.EL-8 Pizza

Have tun tnaking your o»«i

Tu—d«y Aprt 7th 7JOpm HMW Mou—

L*AI«NTOSKyOIVE:
For tf «w( «• intarMtad'eurtou* about •«•

port d ikyiSvtng 9m* »<i« ba an »ifonna-

ttontf maattng Tuaaday NigW at 7pm in

Whaalafdom>.Highltght»indudaalivaclam-

onatraHon a»*•• aa a ipactacutar 3-0 »<dao

prM«ntalion Ooarartaad thai thie •»« ba a

mamorabla avnt

UMms PoNoa RacruHmanl

Campua Cantaf Conoourta

4A/92—9a>n-S«n«

SPRING SPECIAL

Lwga chaesa $6 Smdt chaaaa S3 SO

Add $1 tor ona or two lopplngi

Now laaluring alioaa

Fraa aoda wAacga »ub. lalad. or

spaghan
Mual mantion thia add

S49-6075 &«»«)9a

AIM0UNCEMENT8

PORAQOOOTMECALL:

RACK-A-0I8C EHTERTAINMEm. DSt,

vH)K> OJt »6 Kar«*a trom $1 75.00. Cal

586-9900

FOR KBIT

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE <n Punion VUlaga

3 badroom iptiV\»rn Availabia n Juna.

5*5-4762

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE Juna 1. Liwa h

our 3fd tkxx Brand»ir*ia apt FumHura In-

dudad. Can 549^715. '__
Wa"i»gr«duB«nglTai<aovirooria«aa>jna

1 lor a 3 tt^m Pumon Can 549-5743.

WMV UVE IN A rat tr«»> apartmar* wlian you

c«i rani our kilar mm bouae? 5bdr. porch.

. 3 min to canv
Starta

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING- Earn

$2.000»'month «»ond traval Holiday. Sun-

mar wid ctraar amptoymani avaNabta No

axpartaneanacaaaary.Foramploymartpro-

grOTcali-20fr54S4l56a«tC45«

EARNISMR
SpanWvangkah bJinguali

Sought lor tkidri

Ctf now-Jaanalta 585-6749

Juna laL 253-3663

TOR SALE

Atlantlon: Fraahman, »ophomoi»a-

racaive cxjllege money trom eager pnvata

towcM MUkora undaltnadyaarty, grab your

ihwal Awards guaraniaad. laamtw aaerati

Crf coAaga cash hollina spadal 24-hour

recording 1 919^406j096>xf14.

BANDS
Hay! Hay! Hay!

Play lot Bowl Day'

To sutwnrt demo tapes.

CallOHAG5JMI5___

Bad and Braakfaal

Downtown Amherst. Waal for vWUrtg par-

anM and Inands 549-0733

3B0RT0WNBOUSB
AvaWHaJunalat
1 l/2balt)rooma

Spadoui Ivlngroom

C^ now 549-4447

2J CUMC/FT DORM FRIOQE $60

(4) crmw aat chrome wtwets $1 SO

1964 Honda irtaroapwr 750cc $1200

ig62Caniarowlltit-«opa

Laava name 6 numbar

Call 734-8170

Lovo KWa? Cooaidehng a yaar o«? Wa

naad a rwny tor our Arrhar* nawbom and

3 ya« ok) Soma light houaal<aaping. Ona

y«v commitment. Car requirad 253-0660^

paJTALJOBS AVAILABLE! Many po*

tlona Graal banalita Cal 806482-7556 Ext

3306 _____
"IMTERNSHIPS-

NANCVI H^ipy 21at birthday' Look out

UMsm! Cipidiiy tM brown houaa

Lova. Haaftar * Maria

TO THE HOT MAN FROM DICKINSON 6£

You know who you are.

Meat ma at BkMwaa lonight 7 30

n ba aaving a iaal tor you.

UrtI atan augartpp

Lady in Red
[

__^_
LESLIE M. TNs i» a retractiooRogar RaWM
will live loreverWe promiaelt

Love. Stepharx) Jan

MCHOLAS GILBERT • You gorgaoM aaxy

guy Happy Birthday Darling!

XXXXX

READTHW

CRESTVIEW APTS. N.AMHERST

2 bdroorm. large carpeted baaamert

1/2 ml from campus

C«<l 549-678S

EXCELLENT SUBLET Aval 6M 3 bdrm on

bus route $210 mth indudaa uU Free AC.

pool, laund Amherst 256-0750

NORTHMIPTON DUPLEX DOWNTOWN,
3 roon»$165Mio»each starts 6>1 586-829 1

SUMMER SUBLET - Comlortabia two-

bedroom ^>Mtmanl. Wall-maintained, eaay

aooaaa to Sunderland and No AmharM

buaaa. Within waimng distanoa ol UMaH.

Cal Jaion at 549-8728

3 BDRM IN TOWNEHOUSE
Starting June 1

Can 549-3677

EUROPE thIa aummar? Jet there anytima

tor only $169' (reporleO m Lets Go' and NY

Times.) Also, tow rounlnp lares to west coast

AIRHrrCH (r) 212-864-2000

AUTO FOR SALE

Amherst Canter

Efltaency one. two. tliree badroom apart-

ments, or three bedroom condoa on Hobart

L«ia June or September Lincoln Heal

Estate. 25 North Plaasanl Street. 253-7879

CAPE CODO- Group sumer rentala- Wa-

terfront houses FalnxKith area

1979 VOLVO New brakes tiraa

Need dutch muffler

$600 or BO 549-8054

19B2STAKZA4SALE 12XXXXMIIa8$1 100

or BO Can^323j81 50

19«OtEVETTE 55KmlesWen malntainad

|1 150 or BO 549 7912

BUCK CENTURY 1976- only $250 Must

aaa Runsgreat^New^lires 253-390e____

CHEAP! FBVU.S. SEIZED

89Marcadas $200

66 VW $50

67 Mercedes $100

65Mustang $50

Choose from thousands starting $Z5

FREE 24 Hour recording 'S^""" .^,„ ^
det^ls 801 -379-2929 Copyright #MA1 5KJO

FOR RENT Amity Place Townhouse

3 bedroom 2 i/2 bath, partially lum'sh*'

CMhwwher washer/dryer eanfral air garage

ImmaouMe! $995 non-smoker Call 549-4802

Aval. 6ni92 ,

Laroa 1 Bdrm, short walk to UMass, quiet,

hardwood lis. a/c. dw, disposal, storage,

laundry, huge closets. Avail. 6/1 $460* 549-

1921

MUST REMT1 Spacious 2bdrm lownhouse 1

1 /2 bath huge kitchen pool AC Busroule onhr

$400/nio Avail 6/1 w/l«« optton Cal 665-

7825 ___-_-
South Amharat 6 bedroom hwi^a

access to hhal/tennis. poo>

L^ge yard/deck two bus routaa

256-1951

AKAI 80-WATT PC AV receiver

Dioittri avarythfcig. $140. Oirts 546-1712

Coinlcs G. RIdar, N Mutants. Punisher and

more Excellent condition Good prices Bob

566-3343

COMPUTER-IBMCOMP. 12MHZ286w/287

coprocessor. 1 mb ram. 40meg HD 5"»3-HD

Drive. VGA Card. 5 exp Slots Mouse, soft-

ware $850-Darnn @ 586-9555

Two^tranha. 10 gallon tank, accesaories-

$75.00 Utsa 546-2482

FOUND

FALL 1992 INTERNSHIPS w«h the Legal

Services Center, get handson experience in

tia legal field-work directly with adomays

•nd diants. Earn up to 15 undargraikjate

credHs. No experience m the legal proles-

sion necessary-training provided. Contact

Legal Sen/toas today: 545-1995. 922 Cam-

pus Center

rrs COMING

ITS COMING
Hatgis hoopla II

Register on the concourse

April 2.7,8

From 9-3

COMPUTERS. PRWTERS. AND ACCES-

SORIES
New used, and demo unite available Best

prices in the Ptoneer Valley Al conligura-

tions available Call Enc 253-08«

ROOMMATE WANTED

2 Female nonamokar roommates wanted

lor Mill Valley apts. $l60/mo inc heaV1>ot

water call^Debbi^- 1346

HOUSEMATE NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

218.00month

Baautilul location -Puffers Pond

CKI now 549-9919 Leave massage

SERVICES

SUMMER SUBLET
Apt in Sunderland Rt 1 16

2 bi^ms. bus rouM. pool.

3moalorpnoeol2'($ii00)

WR aubial lor part of summer

Cal 666-7566

TYPtNO

FAST ACCURATE TYPING by HtaraM ed-

lege grad $1/pg Laner quality 586-5268

Need your papers typed? Laser printing/

same nea» sennce Brian 546-6954

WANTED

4iMponaMalamMaa toohkig to rent 4badr

houaa m Amharst-Near UMaaa. Starting 6/1

or 9/1. 865-3943

LOST

FOUND: COPY CARD, on main floor of N-

brary, over spring break. Call 549-3896 to

idarrtify.

HELP WANTED

SUBLET SINGLE ROOM
In house- summer w/lall option

Bus rome. Imile trom UMasa,

$220 nag- Call Ross 549-6632

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE. 3 badroom

Puflton Villaga. Call 549-6440

Ba on T.V. Many needed lor oonrvnercials.

Now Nring all ages. For casting info. Call

(615) 779-71 1 1 E)(t. T-458

CAN YOU TRANSLATE comp</ter tenrt-

nology from Italian to English and type? Earn

goodmor>ey_Call 2S3-344l^or^545-4790

Collage Pro Palntafs is now accepting job

applications lor the summer in the Weymouth

area Call Chad_al 253-556^^

COl^LEGE PRO PAINTING is accepting

applications for the Nevrtoa'Needham Ma

areas if interested call Brendan 256-3047

CRUISE UNE- Entry level onboanllandside

positions avanaWe. year-round or summer.

(813) 229-5478

CALCULATOR HP42S TUESDAY 3^1

Between Hatch Morrill

Very Important!

Call Matt 253-0916 leave meaaaga

PERSONALS

CHUCH D LECTURE : To the girt iwho asked

about FlaVs NY post song .. You were right

behind me in line for autographs You com-

mented that it was a good idea to bring CDs

to ba signed. You toW me you didnl think ol

that. You wore tMack checked pants. Now

that you know wtio you are. I think you are

gorgeous and I want to meet you! Plaese

reply! Erik .

Brian JeNoe RenHndarl I want my 50 dd-

lars! Ha' Guess who _^__
PimTcolbert Happy 20)h Birthday Have a

great day! Love ya Laurie

FREE pregnancy testing; conlidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No.

Pleasant Sfreet Amherst 549-1906

LOOKING TO ADOPT. Happily married, fi-

nancially secure, energetic couple prays lor

newborn Beautiful country homo Willing-

ness to meet andAx speak. Let ua help you

through Wa dWBcull ikTia. Can JawWi lamily

sarvtoe o» Greater SpringHeld, Inc. at (413)

737-2601 (oolect) and ask about Jeff and

Ann.

SPRINGTNIEtLoaa lastwMhout dieting! 549-

4401

WANTED TO RENT

LOOKING TO TAKE over 3-bdnn apt In

Puffton call 546-0834

SUMMER SUBLET

1 ftEDROOM APPT..CIqsa to campus 450/

mo 549-6674

2barapt AmharatOrFal optionChaapCan

253-5513
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Opening day
means classes

come second
Dear faculty —
Greg is unable to at-

tend class today due to

the fact that it is Boston

Red Sox opening day.

Please excuse him. —
Greg's mom.

Really, I realize I'm

here to learn and all,

but I hopemy professors

will understand. This

isn't the usual "I don't

feel like it" or "I'm

hunting llamas in Peru this week."

Much like the swallows return to Capistrano and

salmon swim upstream, the Red Sox return to

Fenway Park for yet another summer. Like always,

there will be hope this is the year. The fact that those

hopes will probably be dashed on the rocks m
October doesn't cross the Sox fan's mmd m Apnl.

Of course, I do firmly believe this is the year.

An energetic young manager. The best one-^^o

combination of starting pitchers in all of baseball,

Roger Clemens and Frank Viola. A whole season of

Mo Vaughn. The kind of tradition Seattle fans

could never even fathom.

So of course 111 be watching. Where or for how

long I'm not certain because 1 probably should go

to cbiss, but it doesn't really matter. What counts

is that I see the first pitch, the first Clemens strike

out. Wade Boggs' first double to deep left, Mike

Greenwell's first shot over the right field fence.

Count yourselves lucky. BoSox fans. You could

have been born in Philadelphia, where the field is

two miles away from your seat, the hot dogs are five

bucks each and the only thing going for the team is

the lovable Philly Phanatic. sports' best mascot.

Greg Sukiennik

Sports
Softball travels to B.C.

with lO-game win streak

No you were blessed with the hoUest shrine in

the Ainerican Uague, Fenway Park. You have

never known the sadness of artifiaal turf, explod-

ing scoreboards and sound systems that play Debbie

Gibson or Poison

I won't tell you to blow off physics, because

that's your call. It doesnt really matter — it's a

holiday. Eat a hot dog for lunch and buy some

peanuts. ^ „ .

A couple observations about Brown Umver-

sity where the UMass Gorillas came up short this

past Saturday, first of all, the campus itself was

absolutelv dripping in money. At UMass they name

buildings'after faculty and politicians, but at Brown

all you have to do to immortalize yourself in brick

is give, give, give.
^ . u

There were small plaques everywhere describ-

ing how such-and-such donors "gave $250,000 for

the office furnishings in this building."

Second, imhke the prevailing trend at most

schools with big-time sports programs, the ath-

letes at Brown are smarter than the student fans

in the stands.

Attacker Darrin Lowe, who ovms the school

assist record, spoke less like a player and more like

a coach when I talked to him aOer the game. Ifonly

the fans behind the UMass bench were as classy as

While rudeness and obscenities aren't out ofthe

ordinary among student fans. Brown really took

the prize. You'd think people who averaged 1400

on the SAT would have a little more restraint.

Unless, of course, they were drinking. .
.
which, m

fact, they were. It's no secret that rudeness and

mayhem in the stands is usually caused by alcohol

Even in the Ivy League.

Besides these fiaws, Stevenson Field is a great

place to watch a lacrosse game. The grass is in

great shape, the concessions are decent and there

are plenty ofplaces to sit. There's even a hill on one

side, except that it's considerably smaller than the

one at Upper Boyden (soon to be Garber) Field.

NHL means Nitwit Hockey Leadership: It

seems doubtful we will ever see the Stanley Cup

Playoffs this year, and all because the National

Hockey League's powers-that-be are wilUng to cut

off their nose to spite their face.

NHL franchises make most of their money in

the playoffs. NHL players are treated like dirt and

should have fi-ee agency. But the owners and the

league's president, John Zeigler, are either too

stupid or too stubborn to recognize this. If an

agreement can't be reached, the NHL deserves

what's coming to them.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian columnist

By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

After a 10-game homestand in which it won all 10

games, the University of Massachusetts softball team

will travel to Boston College today for a 3 p.m. double-

header against the Eagles.

The Minutewomen, 12-7 overall, 4-0 in the Atlantic

10 are on a roll as the pitching of Darlene Claffey, Kelly

Da'ut and Holly Aprile has yielded a total of six runs and

31 hits in the last 67 innings.

The three are holding opponents to a .183 batting

average. *u t c i

UMass hold a 11-1 series advantage over the 7-b-l

Eagles. Included in B.C.'s six losses is a 3-0 loss to

Temple, a team UMass beat twice over the weekend.

UMass coach Elaine Sortino says the series record is

more impressive than it sounds because she believes

umpires in the Boston area squeeze the UMass batters'

strike zone because of what she beUeves is a general

dislike for the school.
. • u • •

"I don't think it's in my mind," she said. "I think it s

very apparent that there are two different strike zones.

I'm saying this coming away winning, not coming away

losing where you would raise your eyebrows. We know

that when we go to Boston College the team needs to be

a UtUe sharper and just a little bit better, because it's not

going to be easy."

GAME NOTES— Apologies to Kelly Daut, who was

not credited with the victory in her 10-inning, 1-0 shutout

of Temple in the first game of Sunday's doubleheader

The win evened the fieshman's record at 4-4 ,
and lowered

her ERA to 1.69

•The no-hitter pitched by senior Holly Apnle in the

first game ofSaturday's twinbill against St. Joseph's was

her fourth career solo effort and second against the

Hawks. She has also combined for one with af|Other

pitcher. Her record now stands at 3-1 with an ERA of

1.87.

•With her two wins over the weekend, Claffey raised

her record to 5-2 (including four shutoute) with an ERA

of 1.26

CoOatUn tmlt photo by Joahn0yvtMn

Freshman KeUy Daut, the third pitcher in

the rotation led the Minutewomen to victory

Sunday against Temple.

• Barbara Marean, who was named yesterday as the A-

10 Player oftheWeek for the third week in a row. continues

to rip the ball. The semor shortstop has team-high statis-

tics in batting average (.525) and slugging percentage

(.902). Included in those numbers are nine triples, which

ties the team record, and a 16-game hitting streak. The old

record was 14 games, set by Marean last year.

Boston, New York m 1992 /

the rise from worst to first by MinnesoU and AUanta,

creating a matchup in the Worid Series that bved up to

expectations and wiU be remembered as oneofthe greatest

Series' of all time, perhaps surpassing the 1975 and 1986

Fall Classics ^ ^, .

New managers take the helm in Boston, Chicago,

Milwaukee, New York and Seattle and five of the seven

are rookies — reflecting a trend to go with 1970s-type

baseball throughout the majors.

Here are my picks for the 1992 season.

AMERICAN LEAGUE EAST
1. Boston Red Sox — An abundance of sohd, although

aging Ryan and Juan Guzman, the pitching is pathetic.

Watch catcher Ivan Gonzalez.

6. Kansas City Royals - If Jeffries, Joyner and

McReynolds have career years, this team could surprise,

but pitching is suspect.

7. California Angels— The best starting pitching in AL,

but doesn't have the legs for ite NL-style offense.

NATIONAL LEAGUE EAST
1 New York Mets — The best off season re-tooling in

recent memory. Comebacks by Gooden and Fernandez

could make it a nmaway.

2. St. Loms Cardinals— Second place in "91 was for real

^'Tmnto Blue Jays - Solid defense, but the offeMe t pTttsburgrPirates - They wUl surrive the Iom of

^™oTs^».S;J JyS^orTniuries. Ciue;.ions ofdepth in Bomlla, but not the pressure to win to keep Bonds and

pitching.

Luke Erickson

3 Milwaukee Brewers— A fast finish in '91 (40-19), but

vrill they avoid injuries that has kept this team down

since '87.
, o m- i

4 Baltimore Orioles— There is only so much Ca! Ripken

Jr can do himself Promising young pitching and best

defense in majors. 5. Detroit Tigers - Mr. Anderson,

welcome to earth. Long ball hitting will not be enough to

overcome aging pitching staff.
,. , ,

6. New York Yankees— Tartabull will help, but they lost

Perez and Howe to drug accusations and addictions.

Watch the youth movement.

7 Cleveland Indians — Offseason dedicated to clearing

out the older and expensive players. Could be a contender.

in 1995. __
AMERICAN LEAGUE WEST . _ ,. „ , . ,

1 Chicago White Sox- They're young. They're hungry, hell in August means the role of spoiler m September
1. v^iui^^u »Tiui*; .^ J ,/

i?,„-.„;o«« riior^fo TV.o««. flmnta nrpn t nimbi

Drabek.

4. Philadelphia Phillies—A strong finish (45-35) to escape

fifth place, but a bit too raw to sustain a pennant chase.

5. Chicago Cubs— New manager Lefevbre's enthusiasm

will not be enough to resurrect the success of 1989.

6. Montreal Expos — Wallach and Martinez should

polish their resumes. Waiting for expansion to have

equal competition.

NATIONAL LEAGUE WEST
1. Los Angeles Dodgers — Strawberry and Davis now

have their boyhood dream. It vrill be an L.A. Story in "92

2. Cincinnati Reds— This is still the team that led wire-

to-vrire in '90. Adding Belcher and Svrindell offsets any

loss" of Davis.

3. Atlanta Braves— Can they really afford to stand still

like they did in the offseason? Not a fluke, though.

4. San Diego Padres— The starting pitching is aging and

ragged, the offense is unreUable. Riddoch could be the

first to go.

5. Houston Astros—This is not a typo. The road trip firom

And they're tired of second place. Adding Sax and Bell

makes the difference
.^ ^ . .. . ^

2 Oakland Athletics — They're old, but they're too

talented and have something to prove m baseballs

toughest division.

3 Minnesota Twins—Trade for Smiley was very smooth,

but not enough to make up for the loss of Moms. Can

Erickson stay healthy?

6. San Francisco Giants — These Giants aren't nimble,

these Giants aren't quick, these Giants don't belong in

Candlestick.

A-L. Champions: Boston in 7 games— too much expe-

rience for Chicago

N.L. Champions: New York in 6 games. Hershiser can't

match '88.

World Series: Boston in 7 games. The drought will

4 SeSSe M^ariners^- Wrecked their bullpen to get finally end. The Fenway faithful have waited long enough.

Mitehell, but the outfield combined could hit 100 HRs. Luke Erickson is a Collegian correspondent
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Clinton seizes the lead in New York
Brown buried in Kansas landslide
By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press

Front-runner Bill Clinton thumped
Jerry Brown in the brutal New York pri-

mary Tuesday and added a Kansas land-

slide for good measure, advancing his bid

for the Democratic presidential nomina-

tion despite persistent voter unease over

his integrity.

Campaign dropout Paul Tsongas made
a surprise bid for second place in New
York, but deferred a decision on whether

to reenter the race.

Brown said he would press ahead with

his candidacy, but Clinton's showing

prompted party elders to suggest the Ar-

kansas governor was all but assured to

the nomination.

If so. it would propel the 48-year-old

Arkansas governor with the soft Southern

accent into a fall campaign against

President Bush in a time of exceptional

turmoil overseas and economic hardship

at home.
Tsongaswas elated over his unexpected

showing.
"Let me say, the message survives and

the message lives and the message has

real power. I've spoken to a number of

people who asked me not to make a deci-

sion tonight or tomorrow and to wait until

Friday, so there's a lot ofanalysis that has

to take place. . .1 have an obligation to do

something that is deliberate and

thoughtful."

Bush won Republican primaries in

Kansas, Wisconsin andMinnesota over the

deflated conservative challenge of Patrick

Buchanan. He was gaining nearly all the

delegates at stake, and seemed on track for

clinching a nominating majority when In-

diana, North Carolina and Washington,

D.C. hold primaries on May 5.

Bush's victory margin ranged from 62

percent ofthe vote in Kansas to 69 percent

in Minnesota and 78 percent in Wisconsin.

The president's campaign manager was

pointing at Clinton already.

"We're taking comfort from the fact

that voters in New York particularly do

not seem to find any of the Democratic

candidates particularly acceptable," said

Fred Malek.
He was right about that. Interviews

with voters in several states reflected

continuing concern with Clinton's integ-

rity. The Arkansas governor has been

besieged with controversy throughout his

campaign over alleged womanizing, the

use of marijuana, his record in office and

his draft record during the Vietnam war.

Against that backdrop, his triumphs in

New York and elsewhere were testimony

to his polished campaign machine and his

remarkable political skills.

Clinton's victories were probably

enough to dampen any hopes Tsongas —
or anyone else— harbored ofa late run for

nomination.

Democratic presidential hopeful Bill Clinton waves to supporters

ashe arrives to deliver his victory speech at the Ritz club in New
York Tuesday night. Clinton won the New York primary, defeating

JerryBrown and Paul Tsongas.

Tsongas and
Bush discuss
US economy
By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President Bush and Paul

Tsongas discussed the country's economy before a

high-powered business audience Tuesday in a con-

trast of problems, solutions and politics.

"Over the last several years, deadweights have

begun to slow the engine ofgrowth, inefficiencies a

competitive economy simply cannot tolerate," said

Bush. He emphasized five areas: the legal system,

health care, trade barriers, education and the civil

justice system.

The country is ready for a hard-choice, pro-

economic grovrth government," said Tsongas, reit-

erating the themes of his Democratic presidential

campaignwhich wasabandoned butmaybe revived.
The consumer confidence index is not a reflec-

tion of what people think is true about the reces-

sion but what they think is true long term, and

they see the United States in relative economic

decline." Tsongas said. "People are terrified and

they're ready to begin the road back."

The men spoke, several hours apart, before the

American Business Conference, a 10-year-old or-

ganization comprised of 100 chief executives of

companies with annual revenues of at least $25

million and growing at twice the rate ofthe economy.

"When our legal system becomes incapable of

resolving disputes in a timely and civil manner,

business loses the incentive to innovate and take

risks," said Bush. "When health care costs escalate,

business picks up much of the tab. When govern-

ment imposes barriers to trade, business pays the

price in opportunities lost.

"When our children leave schools without rudi-

mentary skills, business bears the burden in low-

ered productivity. And when government freezes

in gridlock, business can no longer plan rationally

for the future."

Those were the same points the presidentmakes

when he is out campaigning, though this speech

was described as "official" and not political.

To Tsongas, the political establishments in both

parties are in a state ofconfusion, almost unable to

move.

^Right to choose' demanded
One million marchers descend on Washington^ D.C.

L

By KIMBERLY A. REYNOLDS
Collegian Staff

WASHINGTON, DC.—The March forWomen's Lives

will be memorable for sheer numbers alone— one million

women, men and children gathered April 5 to say, *^e

will not go back," sending a message to legislators that

pro-choice voices are alive and well in this country.

The program began atthe National Mall in Washington,

D.C, at 10 a.m. with short and concise speeches by

women such as Bella Abzug; Robin Morgan, editor, Ms.

Magazine; Mary Crisp. Chairperson of the National Re-

publican Coalition and Susan Lederman, president ofthe

League of Women Voters.

While the primary focus was on the abortion issue,

speakers touched on many topics pertaining to women at

the all-day rally. From the "gag rule" to childcare, electing

women or those sensitive to women's issues to public

office tobetter health care forwomen, there was something

for everyone.

The march route itself was rather short, with march-

ers leaving the National Mall, turning down Pennsylva-

nia Avenue and going past the White House, Department

of Justice and the Internal Revenue Service building

before returning to the Mall.

Mounted Capitol Pobce, along with other police units,

were in evidence all alongthe route but were unobtrusive.

The security was quite heavy on the White House lawn,

and the marchers were most vocal there.

Surprisingly, anti-choice forceswere nota factor. While

there were scattered pockets of pro-lifers, their numbers

were so small as to render them almost unnoticeable.

Theafternoon programbegan at 1 :30 withmore speeches

and music. Among the afternoon speakers was Jesse

Jackson. In a rousing speech, he said, "We need to spend

money on HeadStart, daycare and prenatal care, rather

than welfare andjailcare."Jackson spoke longer than most

others, but so eloquently no one seemed to mind, save the

woman whose job it was to time the speakers.

Patricia Ireland, president of the National Organiza-

tion forWomen, said,". . .for sevenyears I was a stewardess.

For seven years I took people's trash and said. Thank-

you. thank-you.' We've been doing that with Congress for

too long now."
Alan Cranston, senator from California and author of

the Freedom of Choice Act in the Senate, said, "We will

support Roe v. Wade regardless of what the Supreme

Court does."

The Hollywood Women's Coalition was represented by

actresses Jane Fonda, Cybil Shepard, Morgan Fairchild

and Callie Khouri , the screenwriterofThelma and Louise.

Said Khouri, "I wrote a movie about what happens when

women have no choice and they're driven over the edge."

Fonda and presidential candidate Jerry Brown were

the focus of most media attention backstage in the press

area. The press went into "no holds barred to get a quote"

mode, leaving overturned chairs and people in their wake.

Cyndi Lauper sang a song firom her new album, and

spoke about the necessity of choice for all women.

Oddly, the most moving and emotional speeches were

made by men. The women who spoke leaned toward the

pragmatic and were geared to solutions. Some men,

including Jackson, Ron Silver of the Creative Coalition

and Bill Bell Jr. spoke passionately ofthe need for women

to have ft"ee choice.

Bill Bell , whose sister Karen was the Indiana teenager

who died last year firom an illegal abortion, spoke of the

need to repeal restrictions on abortion, asking the crowd

to repeat after him, "No more Karen Bells, no more Karen

Bells." Ifit were not for parental consent laws, he said, his

sister would be alive today.

Those on the Mall were there fcT a variety of reasons,

some because they'd had abortions or knew firiends or

relatives who needed the procedure. Some were there

because, as one woman said, ". . if we aren't allowed to

make the most fundamental choices about our bodies

how can we expect parity in pay and access to the full

range of options available in our lives?"

Inside:

Page 3:

Emily Dickenson spent a lot of time in her

house. See what it's like.

Page 5:

David Rivera examines one-year-old

Danny Colbert's fightfor survival.

Page 12:

The Thrill on the Hill returns as those

Gorillasface Providence at 3 p.m.

Weather:
Good day, sunshine! Breezy and warm

with temps around 55. The golfcourse is

calling your name. .
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For Your Information
FYls are public service announcements that run each

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday for campus and local

non-profit organizations. Due to space constraints, the

Collegian cannot print all FYIs submitted and no an-

nouncement can be repeated.

To submit an FYl, please send a press release with all

pertinent information to the Collegian, c/o News Editor.

FYIs cannot be taken over the phone.

Wednesday, April 8

Seminar—Women's Studies Brown Bag Lunch Series

presents Trends in College Athletics: Are the Cuts Fair

to Women" with Edwin Gentzler, former Coach of the

UMass Women's Termis Team, and members of the

termis team. Bring your own lunch to Campus Center

room 917 from 12:15 to 1:30 p.m.

Lecture — A lecture with Helen Cladicott will take

place at 8:30 p.m. in SBA 120. The event is free and is

sponsored by the Distinguished Visitors Program.

Meeting — A senate meeting sponsored by SGA Sen-

ate Operations will be held at 7 p.m. in Campus Center

room 163C.

Thursday, April 9

Blood Drive — A blood drive sponsored by the

American Red Cross will be held from 1 1 a.m. to 4 p.m. in

Campus Center room 162.

Open Panel — An open panel with UMass Ph.D stu-

dents vrill speak about Jesus at 7 p.m. in Campus Center

room 162. The event is sponsored by the Graduate

Christian Fellowship.

Workshop — A workshop on Race and Racism will

provide iriformation about racist myths and stereotypes

surrounding rape. The event will take place from 7 p.m.

to 9 p.m. in Campus Center room 917 and will be spon-

sored by the Everywoman's Center.

r

Saturday 7:30 PM
Lord Jeffery Inn, 30 Boltwood Ave, Amheret

The Boston Meditation Society (617)499-7766

Breaking into the Biz
With George O'Brien

of the Westfield

Evening News
and Peter Nelson,

who has written for Esquire,

Harper's, Outside and

other magazines

Thursday, April 9, 1992 in the

Collegian Newsro'om at 7 p.m.
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Or use your four color Xerox ' copier. Your pastel markers. Or your new 3-D graphic software package. Hey,

don't hold twck. Simply put, we're having a contest to find the most fabulous, creative, memorable,

audacious 19 by 24 inch poster to get people to fly Virgin Atlantic Airways to London. The

designer will not only win two round-trip tickets to London. They'll get a chance to have their

first big portfolio piece plastered all over the United States. Not a bad deal. If you want more

information about Virgin, drop us a line. Just remember, the sky's the limit

Virgin Atlantic Airways. 96 Morton Street, New York, NY 10014. Attn: Marketing Services, Poster Contest.

Oeagn a poster toi Vtrgm Atlantic Airways and you may win two tree round-trip Economy Class tckets to London Tickets are good lor one year Mad your poster submission to Korey, Kay &

Partners 130 Fitth Avenue 8th floor NewYork NY 10011 Attn Poster Contest Be sure to include your name your sctxxjl name and address Entries must \x postmarked by May 1. 1992

Winner vwfl be notified by mai) on May 15 1992 Please include a forwarding address if your school address does not app»y Posters will be ludged by a creative panel of Korey Kay & Partners

land Virgm Allanic Airways representatives on creativity and originalily One entry per person Maximum siffi 19' x ?A All entries become the property of Virgin Atlantic Ainvays Contest open
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RESEARCH
ENTERVIEWERS

Hiring Now For Evening Hours
Interestifig, part-time telephone assignments to col-

lect data on a variety of research topics. Absolutely

no selling involved Solid typing skills required. Flexi-

ble hours Monday-Friday, 5pm-10pm, Saturday.
1 1 am-5pm and Sunday 3pm-9pm. Shifts up to 40
hours week available. Choose your own schedule as
long as you work 4 shifts a week (20 hours). Start at

$5.00 per hour with paid training and earn up to

maximum $6.00/hr.

We re in the Mountain Farms Mali which is a stop on
the free bus line. Call between 1 1 am and 4pm
Monday to Friday, 586-8635.

Abt Associates Inc.

Telephone Research Center

Mountain Farms Mall, Rt. 9
Hadley, MA 01035
An Equal Opportunity Emptoyer
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CoUeffian photo by Christopher Evana

SCHWING- Sue Verrone takes a cut
at a Mark Burr split-finger whiffle ball

outside the Student Union.

Modern mysticism considered
By DAVID MOHEBAN
Collegian Correspondent

Rabbi Zalman Schachter-Shalomi, the founder of the

P'nai or Religious Fellowship, shared his thoughts on the

central teachings of Hasidism and Kabbalah with audi-

ence members last Thursday night at Amherst College.

Rabbi Zalman discussed aspects of Jewish mystical

traditions and elements of other faiths.

"The topic in general has to do with Jewishness," he

said to an audience ofstudents, faculty and local residents.

Rabbi Zalman also addressed the issues of how a Jew
musthve with the times, and what it means to be modern.

"Kabbalah uses symboUsm as a way ofsaying there is

hidden stuff in every level of the Torah," he said.

Kabbalah is an ancient Hebrew practice thatembodies

mysticism and spirituality. It personifies God as having

both a masculine and a feminine side, represented by the

physical attributes of the earth and the solar system,

Rabbi Zalman explained.

Rabbi Zalman was bom in Poland and was ordained

from the Lubavitch Yeshiva in 1947. The recipient of a

Ph.D. in Hebrew Letters from Hebrew Union College,

Rabbi Zalman also served as a professor ofreligion at the

University of Manitoba in Winnipeg and at Temple
University in Philadelphia. He is the author of several

books, including Spiritual Intimacy.

Byexploringvarious reUgions and faiths, Rabbi Zalman
has brought new meaning to his own religion, and has

revived the ancient Kabbalist traditions.

Speakingon the upcomingJewish holiday ofPassover,

he said, "If there is something that reaffirms that you're

not an accident — on purpose a child of God — matzah
eating does that.

"The seder creates in our being a connection that

touches us so much that most Jews sooner or later come
out of the woodwork to renew that Jewish self."

Rabbi JZalman also discussed the religious aspects and
symbolism in dreams. "We have looked to dreams as a

key to psychopathology. We have put them down. Near
death experiences and flying dreams mean that being in

the body is not the only way."

Rabbi Zalman added that the sources of mysticism

may be closer than they think. "People have been looking

for the sources ofmysticism in the East," he said. "I would

like to suggest to start looking in your own back yard."

Poet^s spirit preserved
Dickinson home is apiece ofhistory

By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian staff

Dorothy Kissam says she always feels

a presence when she stands in Emily

Dickinson's bedroom.

"She was a brilliant scholar," said

Kissam, a tour guide in Dickinson's home.

In the window sill ofthe bedroom Ues a

gingerbreadbox she once filled with cookies

and let down with a rope to visiting chil-

dren outside her window.
"She was part child herself," said

Kissam.
The Dickinson Homestead, located in

North Amherst, is both Emily's 1830

birthplace and where the famous poet

wrote over 1,800 poems imd more than

1,000 letters.

Partly as a result of Mtutha Bianch's

publications, more people became aware

of Dickinson's poems, though scarcely a

dozen were printed in her lifetime.

Kissam said Dickinson was so busy

only selected visitors were invited in, but

she always made time for the children.

"She had a normal social outgoing life.

She was ajudge at the county fair and won
prizes for her bread recipes."

When the house was built in 1813, it

was considered one of the finest houses in

town.
For the most part, the house Dickinson

knew in her Ufe still remains.

There are long French doors and

Italanate marble mantels surrounding

the fireplaces in the double parlor.

Today, the rooms and halls of the

homestead, owned by Amherst College

faculty, are open to the public. Many pos-

sessions as well as other pieces identified

with the family are still contained in the

home.
Also displayed are a number of family

portraits and various other pictures

reminiscent of the Hfe that took place in

the homestead more than a century ago.

The focal point of the tour of the

homestead, Dickinson's bedroom , contains

many personal belongings. There is a small

table and chairwhere Dickinson is thought

to have sat. There is one of her prized

white dresses encased in glass.

"She had a passion for wearing white.

Part ofa metaphor that she was living was

thatshe considered herselfa vestal virgin,"

said Kissam.
Outside the bedroom is a cradle beUeved

to have rocked the EHckinson children.

Throughout the house are pictures of im-

portant people in Dickinson's life, as well

as a small silhouette of herself at age

fifteen.

Since 1963, the homestead, located at

280 Main St., Amherst, has been desig-

nated a National Historical Site.

Portions of the homestead, including

the pK)et's bedroom, are open to visitors by

appointment Wednesdays through Sat-

urdays, from May through October.

Network offers help
for natural childbirth
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

The president of the Birthing Net-

work said she wants to assure natural

childbirth options and help people have

the best birth experience possible.

The Birthing Network Inc. is a non-

profit volunteer childbirth organiza-

tion which provides resource, referral,

education, support and counseling

services to pregnant women, famiUes

and childbirth professionals.

Although the president of the net-

work, Vicki Elson, supports natural

childbirth, she thinks a woman
shouldn't feel she's failed when inter-

vention is needed.

"We wanted to keep birthingoptions

open in the Valley and support new
famihes making choices; choices that

they can feel good about," said Elson.

The network is a consumer advo-

cate, but one working with the hospi-

tals and local raidwives to support new
families, said Elson.

Elson said one of her jobs is to

counteract the media.

"People need to understand birth

long before they get pregnant. People

get ideas about birth on TV and in

most cases awoman goes into labor and

starts screaming. It'sjust not like that,"

she said.

"Everything crosses the placenta in-

cluding drugs which can make the baby

less responsive at birth and cause de-

layed physiological effects. They want

to be fully alert when they look at each

other for that first incredible moment.

It makes moms feel how strong and

courageous they are," said Elson.

"Many moms feel more capable in

all areas oflife after having given birth.

Bonding is enhanced when both mom
and baby are fully present."

In a lot of cases women have a

quicker and easier recovery too," she

added.

Elson said she feels natural child-

birth is a good start to Ufe and parent-

hood.

"The mother finds out what a pow-

erful person she is and how capable she

is," said Elson.

"Before I had my first baby I felt like

a wimp. After she was born I felt 1 could

do anything. Itwas an amazing experi-

ence which changed my Hfe."

Elson said she was hopeful that more

families would utilize the Network s

resources.

Panel discusses role of media and Third World
By MADANMOHAN RAO
Collegian Staff

At a panel discussion sponsored by WMUA's Depart-

ment of Third World Affairs, three UMass faculty

members spoke on the media, the Third World and the

New World Order this past Monday night.

David Dubois, visiting professor in the Journalism

and Afro-American Studies Departments and founding

president of the W.E.B. Dubois foundation, said that 80

percent of the world's population resides in the Third

World, which accounts for 67 percent ofthe land mass on

the globe.

"But I detect a terrible provinciaUsm in the attitude

here in the U.S.," he said. Dubois, who has spent the

better part of the last 32 years in Egypt, said that when

he came to the United States, he noticed in the people

here a general lack of knowledge as well as lack of

interest in his experiences.

"The general attitude seemed to be that the people in

the Third World didn't really count or matter," Dubois

said. Furthermore, most Western coverage of the Third

World dwells only on conflicts, on the exotic, or on

catastrophes, he said.

He said the struggle continues in Third World coun-

tries to break all ties of dependence with their former

colonial rulers. "The development of an autonomous

media is an important priority," said Dubois, "but it is

hampered by lack of resources."

Addressing U.S. coverage ofthe GulfWar, Dubois said

very little was mentioned here of the flurry of activity

among Arabs to resolve the dispute between Iraq and

Kuwait.
Dubois, who was in Egypt at the time, said the issue

then changed to concern over the protection and welfare

of the entire region, due to the build-up of Western

military forces in the very heart ofthe Islamic world. The

U.S. media did not even hint at the widespread internal

resistance to Egypt's participation in the coalition, or the

severe repression used to quell it, said Dubois.

He added that after the war the extent ofthe destruc-

tion and slaughter was the issue in Egypt, and remains

so today.

Addressing global use ofcommunications technology,

Dubois said there seems "little hope for improvement"

because the trend seems towards "consoUdation of a

position of continual dependence and control." Only the

Inter-Press Services, a news agency centered in the

Third World, appears to be on the ascent, he said.

Ketu Katrak from Bombay, India, a professor in the

EngUsh Department at UMass, then spoke on media and

culture, alternative media, and the role of women in it.

"A critique of imperialism should address economic

and miUtary as well as cultural issues," Katrak said. "We

must address the questions who produces knowledge,

where, and for whom," she said.

Choosing as a case study the role of Indian women in

alternative media, Katrak said that popular culture is

used as a platform through song and street theatre. "This

is particularlyimportant in largely non-hterate societies,"

she said.

India is the world's largest producer of commercial

films, but the depiction of women leaves a lot to be

desired, Katrak said. As for films made on the Third

World by the West, she quoted Salman Rushdiewho said,

"These films make us bit players in our own history," by

depicting Third World people merely as "backdrops."

She ended her presentation by playing an uplifting

Hindi tune sung by women during marches and rallies.

Henry Geddes Gonzalez from Peru, an assistant pro-

fessor in the Communications Department at UMass,

spoke on the global connection between economics and

culture.

"The ascendance of capitalism and its cultural mani-

festations can be traced back 500 years," he said. "We

now have a culture with a universal nature unlike any-

thing before," Gonzalez said. "Culture has now become

the centerpiece of expansion in unprecedented ways."

The print and electronic media have helped sustain

Western commerce, culture, and the West's perceptions

of the Third World. "Racism as a set of values and

perceptions still remains a persistent quality in the

West," Gonzalez said.

Gonzalez described the situation in Peru, where U.S.

military advisors have been stationed and military aid

for counter- insurgency is pouring in to battle popular

movements. "My countiy is being depicted as top on a list

of"unstable" nations with leftist guerilla movements and

drug trafficking," Gonzalez said.

Addressing the global conmaunications network, he

said that a few large conglomerates, such as Time-

Warner, are essentially "selling culture, selling the U.S.

way of hfe, and even seUing the act of selling and buying

as a way of life."

An interesting discussion followed, with some irate

members of the audience claiming that the notion of

dominance is "essentially ingrained in the minds of

Westerners,"who seem "very comfortable and supportive

of global structures of dominance."

Dubois responded that a distinction needs to be made
between "U.S. people and the military-industry-media

complex." Katrak added, however, that it is too easy to

"let the U.S. population offthe hook," and that there was

definitely a certain degree ofaccountability an 1 -^t > uplicity

involved.
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Campus Recruiting is HOr/
Loo/r a/ what's still available

EMPLOYER/
VISIT DATE

NORTH SHORE WEEKLIES
Monday April 13

ARKWRIGHT, ESC
Wednesday, April 15

KEMPER MASTERSON, INC
Thursday, April 16

MUTUAL OF OMAHA
Thursday, April 16

MAJORS

ANY, GB FIN, LIB-

ART, MKTG

CHEM (PhD «& B)

CH E, OS ENG,
ECE, ME

ANY, BUS, GB FIN,

MGMT, MKTG

Eating Disorder Programs • Spring 1992

Sponsored by University Health Services

Eating^ Disorder Treatment Program
For individuals - with Nutntiunists. Mental

Health CUiucian. Physician andor Nvujie

Praolicioner Mondays or lYiesdays - beginning

February 10. University Health Services.

Confidentiality Assured. Call 549 2671. Climc IV

Food and Feeling Workshop
Led by Peer Health Educators To schedule a

workshop for your Residence Hall - call

546-2671, exl 181

TORAY PLASTICS OF AMERICA CH E, ME
Thursday, April 16

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

10 Beldialown Rd. • Route 9 Amhcrsl • 256-O251/0J5!

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

Minimum $15 plus $2 delivery charge

TET &SUNDAYBRUNCH
Buffet served Saturday 5-9p.m.

^ Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 1 1:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99

Children under 10 - $3.00

STA TRAVEL
We've necii lliere.

ROUNDTRIRS
LONDON .^ $299

BELIZE -.«. $365

GUATEMALA ...I $390

SAN JOSE __.« $410

LISBON ... $518

MOSCOW ... $640

BANGKOE— .«. $949

TOKYO mm $739

SYDNEY m.$1278

LA/SFO mm $318

• SUMINKII RATU AVAILABLK
• KUKAIL ISSUKD OH TRS STOT
• FLT nrrb omb cmr and
OUT ANOTHCK

• ISIC CARDS /

AYH MEMBERSHIP
• LOW COST ONE WATS

120 OFFICES WORLDWIDE

1*800*7770112
mNCWBUKTST.
BOSTON
MAUIlt
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Bring your resume to the Mather Career Center

or to the Curry Hicks Satellite Office ASAPfor
any of the above openings.

Remember to bring an extra resumefor the new

resume referral service we have to offer you!

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fnienuty/Sotanty Put - on the CKhtrd HiU bui route (4 1 3)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!

Now the lifestyle you've been waiting for...

Luxury two, three and four bedroom apartments in Amherst
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STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR

& AUTOBODY
53 So. Prospect -Amherst Center

256-8157 • 256-1385
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S Pro«p«ct

Unooln

Imports & Other unibody vehicles are our

Specialty.

State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening (+or-l/2mm)

Over 90 years staff experience.

Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement.

Advanced European Technology Painting

and Refinishing Systems.

User of Sikkens paint products

Remember it's your car and your

choice of repair facilities.

WANTED
Advertising Account

Executives for

THE COLLEGIAN
Success in today's

business world depends
on your

{Shop Registration # RS1212
j

We are looking for...

Ambitious •Responsible
•Organized •Motivated

Undergraduate STUDENTS
with good communications skills

Applications Available At

THE COLLEGIAN
113 Campus Center

Application Deadline: Thursday, April 16th
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Tall fences make
for bad neighbors
and little sense

Passing through apartment complexes on my way
home, I approached a chain-link fence. I did not expect it

and I did not expect my reaction to it.

The fence blocked my path, and as 1 approached it my
heart beat quicker than before. My pace slowed to an

eventual stop just four feet away. Who was to stop me
from hopping over? Who was to care whether I did or not?

From what I could see, there was nothing wrong with

crossing this border. Something, however, leftme uneasy

and nervous.

There is something about a fence that is hurtful, some

fences more than others. This particular barrier was

pointless. Was its purpose to stop people from crossing

firom one complex to the other? No. If their owners were

concerned thusly, they would have security guards at the

front entrances. The only reason for that fence which I

could fathom was to mark land for legal reasons. A fence

would seem like the easiest way, but there must be other

ways to accomplish this wdthout boxing people within

walls. The fence could also provide a barrier for liability.

Ifsome kid falls and breaks a tooth or something, everyone

knows who to sue.

Mike Levy

If that is indeed the main reason, I dislike that fence

even more. When all the accounting is done, it helps

nobody. Children will fall and get hurt. It is their nature.

The legal owners ofthe land cannot stop this; they should

not be blamed. But they act in defence (note the makeup

of this word) and restrict the openness of the environ-

ment while setting up a new danger. Certainly there

have been accidents on that fence.

But the repercussions of a fence go beyond the indi-

vidual level. Society seems to take on this "fence" men-

tahty, separating themselves firom th',* problems and

concerns of neighbors. A chain-hnk will still let you see

what is goingon the other side, butyou 'lave less pressure

to move across and get involved.

Fences let people ignore problems they have among

themselves. The Flintstones had a sho-t stone wall sepa-

rating themselves from the Rubbles. They were the best

cartoon friends on television, yet the Rubbles needed that

wall. Fred was quite a greedy and manipvdative character.

However close the families became, then* had to be some

divider, a bne where they could say, This is ours."

The family ofa friend ofmine lives in theirown fenced-

in world. The front door is closed all day, winter and

summer. The atmosphere inside is very protective and

defensive (there goes that word again). Any ideas or

people that are not easily defined as Brooklyn/Long

Island or Jewish is unwanted. When my friend watched

Mr. Rogers as a child, Mrs. Provincial would make

reUgious cracks aimed to dissuade him from watching

the minister on television. When my friend had his

Catholic girlfriend over, she was ignored. His recounts of

arguments with his mother over his Korean girlfriend

were too ugly for me to remember; I have repressed this

for the most part. All of this comes from a woman one

generation after the holocaust. Maybe she is afraid, but

separating herself from the rest of society will not help.

Moie fences translate into less understanding.

Walking along that fence the other day, I foimd a spot

where the top was bent down and physical risk was least.

I jumped over and felt good. Although it held me back for

a short while, it did not stop me. I got that great feeling

I had when I was a kid, the one I had when I found a break

in a fence. Those breaks and holes meant an entirely new

realm open to me. Another park, another field, another

empty lot. Maybe ifthere were no needless fences, I could

always feel like that.

Mike Levy is a Collegian columnist

The struggle for a one-year-old's life

He's as mischievously energetic as any other one-

year-old. He plays, walks, runs to his older brothers and

can definitely romp around and cause havoc. The only

difference between him and other little boys — is that

Daimy has leukemia.

"He's just the most beautiful htUe boy," said Paul

Colbert, his older brother, as he pointed with pride to a

color photo taken on his first birthday. "He's just the

happiest little baby."

Danny was diagnosed with leukemia shortly after he

entered this world, and immediately his family began the

struggle to save his hfe. Danny desperately needs a bone

marrow transplant which of course means a matching

donor has to be found; and that's where the real struggle

has been.

David Rivera

"Trying to find a matching donor has cost over

$200,(X)0," Paul said. "Statistics say that 1 in 20,000

could be a matching donor and time.'s running out."

Paul's family has been turned upside down, but he

says you'd never know it by looking at them. His dad has

involved his family business and his brotherJoe has been

fund-raising back home in East Boston. Paul's been

working here on campus to raise money and says he has

been overwhelmed by the outpouring of support and

generosity.''People have been phenomenal," he said. "It

makes you realize that this world isn't so bad after all."

Darmy spent the first five months of his life in the

hospital which some might think would effect a little

baby but Darmy is different. He has adjusted to his world

and Paul says he loves everyone, especially his nurses.

Receiving daily iryections of medication as well as a

supplement in his formula, Darmy shows great courage;

Paul says he's a little trooper.

"He doesn't Uke the taste ofhis medicine but he takes

it." The Colberts have become experts on the disease that

little Danny suffers from, any family in their situation

would. When someone so small and innocent becomes

threatened not only the family becomes closer but also

the community. And Paul says his UMass commvinity

has shown great character and spirit.

"People who I thought would never care surprised me.

. .it makes you think differently about life and it makes

you realize that there is kindness in the world."

Local businesses have become involved by donating

prizes for a raffle and some pubs have created a cover

charge which will help pay for the testing of possible

donors. People have even paid their own expenses to

travel to the testing sight and then have given money to

help others get tested.

"Some people can't be tested so they give money, and

some don't have money so they go and get tested," Paul

said.

Though his school life has been affected, Paul says he's

matured and changed because of what is happening to

his little brother. Just by looking at Paul you can tell that

the responsibilities he's taken on have changed the way

he sees things in general. "Some things just don't seen as

important any more. . . Darmy's situation makes you

wonder about priorities and what's really important in

life."

This little fellow has just come into our world and

already he's endured more pain and suffering than any of

us will ever know. And for Paul, it's taken a family

emergency to show him what's important in his life.

Simple things: family and friends.

"We don't know how much time he really has," Paul

admitted with a solemn face. "But we're very optimistic

that a donor vdll be foimd and everything will work out."

Take the Colberts and put yourself in their shoes:

what would you do? What wouldn't you do?

In our own httle UMass world we forget about the the

things that really should matter in our lives. Sometimes

exams, classes, the mastering ofgreed andjunk like MTV
all lead our attention away from the truly important

things we should care more about.

It sometimes takes pain to make us wake up and care

— care for all the little Darmys in the world.

David Rivera is a Collegian staffmember

Walkers clog up running track
I, like many others, utilize the track

in Curry Hicks to run indoors during

the cold winter months. More and more,

people are using this same track, not to

jog or run on, but to walk.

Rarely do "walkers" walk alone but

walk in groups of up to 6. I have no

problem with these people except they

feel they have every right to walk

wherever they feel.

When asked to move to one side of

the track, these obnoxious slobs ignore

you or tell you they have every right to

walk anywhere they like. "I was here

first!" Sorry, I thought tracks were

originally designed for people to run

on! How ignorant of me!

Maybe you ought to put yourself in

my place. If a track is not for rimners.

but belongs to who gets there first, does

that mean ifI get there first and you get

in my way, can I run you down?

Ifyou "walkers" are using the track

for something it was not designed for,

maybe you should walk single file and

stay off the lanes where the runners

should be.

I and many others have almost been

iiXJured because people not only walk

whereverthey wantbut in any direction

they want.

If you walkers are so inconsiderate

of others you can't see the potential

dangers you create, rules need to be set

up so walkers stay off the lanes on the

track.
Eric Frank
Andover

Tatriarcial values?' It was a joke
In Monday's Collegian , formerGEO Co-

Speaker Emily Isaacs complained the

photo and mock caption that appeared in

the April Fool's edition of the Collegian

promoted "patriarchial values" and pre-

vented sexual harassment from being

taken seriously. I thought I'd like to get

my two bits in before Isaacs declares a

GEO boycott of the Collegian.

"Some feared that you [Collegian]were

trying to promote racial, gender, sexual

orientation and class equahty," whines

Isaacs, "What a silly fear!"

I'm not exactly sure to whom she is

referring—most ofthe people I know think
ofthe Collegian as a newspaper, not an aU-

encompassing ideology aimed at the bet-

terment of mankind.In any case, if the

Collegian were promoting such an agenda

and ran the joke anyway, it would not be

nearly as hypocritical as, say, claiming to

improve the University by "decimating" it.

Isaacs also protests the joke in ques-

tion reflects "the prevalent view on pow-

erful women. These women are powerful

because they are cute." This is just plain

silly. The point of quoting O'Brien as say-

ing "she's a babe" and putting her picture

above the caption was to make you laugh.

As for sexual harassment, I'm confused.

My imderstanding of the scenario was

O'Brien was just thinking about sleeping

with Isaacs, and while it is indeed distaste-

ful to think of Chancellor O'Brien contem-

plating sexual relations with anything, it is

notmy understandingeroticthoughts alone

constitute sexual harassment.

But to the upshot of the whole thing is

this: it was a joke. Lighten up a bit, okay?

Too much stress is no good for you.

Rob Silva

Sylvan
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Black Affairs
Delta week celebrates 'Body and Soul'
By MARTIN F. JONES
Collegian SUfT

This week is Delta Week 1992, and the Ladies of

Delta Sigma TheU Sorority, Inc. are inviting all of the

-thorough" brothers and sisters to attend this week's

series of scheduled events sponsored by the Pi Iota

Chapter of Western Massachusetts.

Chapter president Pascale Benard explained the

significance ofthis year's Delta Week theme. "Celebrate

Body and Soul." "As Black people, and as Black women

in particular, we have to be strong both physically and

mentally," she said. "Each Delta Week event wiU focus

upon healing either the mind, the body or both."

Delta Week is presently in its fourth day. with one

event scheduled per day. So far the events have included

-Mother and Child: An Afternoon of Prose & Poetry."

held Sunday aOernoon at Mount Holyoke College in the

Betty Shabazz House. "Mother and Child" was a reading

of works focusing on the mother/child relationship by

Black female writers such as Toni Morisson. Alice
Walker,

Gwendolyn Brooks, Nikki Giovanni, Margaret Walker

and others.

On Monday evening at American International Col-

lege in Springfield, a discussion was held titled "What

You Don't Know Can Hurt You: Getting the Facts on HIV

and STDs," and dealt with the startling effects of these

diseases on the community. Last night at Smith College,

the third Delta Week event was held. Titled "The Social

Pathology of Blacks," it touched upon the negative per-

ceptions of Blacks inside and outside the commumty.

For those of you who have not made it to any of the

DelU week events so far, don't worry: the best is yet to

come. Tomght at 7:30 p.m., a Rape Awareness workshop

will be held at Mount Holyoke College in Skinner HalU

Room 202. "Males are especially encouraged to attend,"

says chapter president Benard, who hopes the workshop

will combat a growing problem within the community.

Thursday night at UMass in the New Africa House

Library, both men and women are invited to attend "To

Be Black and Female: Choosing Movements," a discus-

sion ofthe Black women's choice between the Civil Rights

and Feminist Movements. The discussion begins at 7

p.m. and will be facilitated by Professor Diane Brooks. A
Harvard Law School graduate and a Black feminist, Ms.

Brooks is currently on the faculty of the UMass Legal

Studies Department.

Finally, for those of you who specialize in social ac-

tivities. Delta Week will wrap up its weekend festivities

with "Straight Fun: Mocktail Party" on Friday from 8 to

10 p.m. at the Malcolm X Cultural Center in which one

can partake in non-alcohoUc fun. And on Saturday night,

April 1 1 in the Southside Room in Southwest, you can slip

into your finest beach attire for the Delta's 5th Annual

Beach Party.

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority was founded in 1913 at

Howard University. Chapter President Benard stated

that Delta Week is one of many community service

projects that the sorority engages in. "Delta Sigma Theta

was established to serve the community," she said.

The Culture of Hip Hop
By MARTIN F. JONES
Collegian Suff

On Thursday, April 2, the Black Mass

Communications Project and ALANA
Affairs of WMUA conducted a forum on

the discussion of Hip Hop as a Culture.

The objective of the forum was to discuss

how Hip Hop music has become a way of

Ufe amongcontemporary American youth.

The forum was preceded by a video

presentation that included footage from

MTVs To! MTV Raps' and its annual

Spring Break concert shows at Daytona

Beach. Featured groups included: ATribe

Called Qwest. Leaders ofthe New School.

Black Sheep, Nice n' Smooth. Cypress

Hill, and Naughty By Nature.

DJ and rap critic Pete "P.ZO" Ribeiro.

a member ofthe Black Mass Communica-

tions Project, facilitated the event, com-

menting on the impact of Hip Hop on

American culture. "The fact that 'Yo! MTV
Raps' is a number one video show and also

sponsored a wide range of rap artists at

the MTV Spnng Break Concert is evi-

dence that Rap and Hip Hop culture is

now at the forefront ofAmerican music. It

is in great demand among Blacks as well

as in mainstream communities."

The discussion itselfgenerated a wealth

of dialogue on Hip Hop as a way of life for

manyyoung people.The discussion pointed

out that rap music is the focal point ofHip

Hop culture. "Everything else revolves

around it," Ribeiro said ofthe significance

of rap music in Hip Hop culture. "More-

over, it is the most versatile form ofmusic,

with the ability to be strictly 'hard core

Hip Hop,' or smoothed out for R&B lis-

tening. Rap music also has shown its abil-

ity to cross over into the Pop mainstream."

Arthur Jemison, who served as a pan-

elist, described Rap music as "a new form

of an old African oral tradition." He also

said that Black cultural forms are con-

stantly evolving. "Hip Hop ison the cutting

edge of Black music. It speaks to Black

people where we are right now." Jemison

also talked of the present relationship of

Rap with Black Nationalism. Sean

Redmond, another panelist, discussed the

commercial exploitation of rap music.

Ribeiro concluded the discussion, stat-

ing, "Hip Hop music is here to stay and

will continue to influence our culture."

YO What's Up!
By SONDRA SUTTON
Collegian Staff

Delta Week 1992
'Celebrate Body and Soul'

Wednesday, April 8

Rape Awareness Workshop

Mount Holyoke College, 7:30 p.m.

Skinner Hall Room 202.

Thursday, April 9

"To Be Black and Female:

Choosing Movements"
UMass, 7 p.m.

New Africa House Library

FHday, April 10

Straight Fun: Mocktail Party

UMass, 8-10 p.m.

Malcolm X Cultural Center

Saturday, April 1

1

5th Annual Beach Party

UMass. 10 p.m.

Southside Room. Southwest

After Party at the Malcolm X Center.

The Malcolm X Basketball Tour-

nament is being held April 20.

The deadline to register is April 15.

The tournament ispen to all UMass

undergraduates. For more informa-

Uon call Kern at 546-5639.

The Black-Jewish Relations Com-

mittee meets every Tuesday night

at HiUel House at 7:30 p.m. The

entire campus community is invited to

the Multicultural Seder, Tuesday,

April 21 at 6:30 p.m. For more infor-

mation call Steve at 253-7190.

Look out for the Black Mass Commu-
nications Project's Annual Funk-O-

Thon, May 2 in the Student Union

Ballroom from 1 1 pm to 4 am.

Nommo News is accepting news ar-

ticles, editorials and poetry for its final

issue this semester. Please send a copy

ofyour submission to theNommo News
office, 103 New Africa House. The

deadline is April 17. For more info.,

conUct Martin at 546-2062.
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Black RSOs need more student participation
Imagine this: It is around ten o'clock Saturday night.

You turn to 91.1 WMUA, and instead of hearing some

urban contemporary music, you hear the sounds of

Chucklehead.
Imagine that there is no party at the "X" that week-

end.

Frightemng to imagine, huh? Well these terrible

images will become reality if Black students, especially

freshmen and sophmores, continue to be uninvolved in

Black organizations.

There seems to be a plague ofdisinterest among Black

students on this campus.

Every Black organization on this campus is suffering

from a lack ofsupport from the Black community. Orga-

nizations like "Afrik-Am" have become defunct because

there is a lack of support from students.

If we continue at this rate there will be no organiza-

tions on this campus to represent the views and opinions

of students of color on this campus.

Who will present speakers like Chuck D? Who will

hold the famous Funk-O-Thon?

Too many students take these functions, lectures and

the organizations who present them for granted. They

assume someone else will be there to do the job. However,

there isn't anyone to do the job. We need YOU to do it, or

at least help to do the job.

LaKeisha Criswell

I would like to urge all Black students to become more

involved in a Black organization. I am aware of the fact

that academics are a priority, but couldn't you spare two

hours or less a week with an organization whose priority

is to make this a more "colorful" campus for YOU?
If we do not support these organizations, we will lose

them because of the lack of funding given to Registered

Student Organizations.

Due to the lack of student support, the future of the

BMCPs annual Funk-O-Thon is questionable. It has

been decided that if there is not an increase in the

student participation in BMCP, this year's Funk-O-

Thon WILL BE CANCELLED!
Yes, that's right, CANCELLED! So please come to

their next general body meeting on Monday. April 20, at

7 p.m. in the Campus Center.

And please do not wait for another threatening situ-

ation before becoming involved! All Black Organizations,

like NOMMO and the Black Affairs page, need your

support. Findout about these organizations, andCHECK
THEM OUT!

LaKeisha Criswell is a UMass student. The views and

opinions expressed in the article are those c^the by tfw author

and do not necessarily represent those ofthe Collegian.

Pete 'P. ZO' Ribeiro's interview with Chuck D.
By SONDRA SUTTON
Collegian Staff

As most ofyou know , on April 1 in the Fine Arts Center

the famous rapper Chuck D. graced the University with

his presence.

One student, Peter Ribeiro, was lucky enough to ask

"Mr. D." a couple of questions in a brief interview. Here

are some of the questions Peter asked and Chuck D's

reponses.

Pete: "Did you think that the media and the main-

stream have attempted to make you and other artists,

like KRS-ONE, into the leaders of the black nation? Do

you think that they are trying to make you into what

Malcolm and Martin were?"

Chuck D: "I feel that the media is going to make you

look the way that they want you to look. We don't have

control overthe media like we should.We are not Malcolm

X or Dr. King; they were leaders and politicians. They

had concrete ideas and knew where to take things. Myself

and KRS-ONE, we are rappers, and our responsiblity is

to point to the leaders in our community. We are media

people, and you should not look to media people for

leadership, only a small part of it. We have to be quick to
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throw that leadership label offour backs and say that we

can be used as a tool for leadership in our community."

Pete: "During the lecture, you mentioned that white

people, in comparison to blacks, have more awareness of

self. Do you think that whites feel that they are more

aware of themselves because of the role white people

have played in society? Do you think that they are aware

of the fact that they are actually a minority?

Chuck D: "Well, if you think about the educational

system in this country, and what they were taught, and

what you were taught, no. They were not taught that

they were a minority , butyou were taught that you were."

Pete: "One last question: how do you feel about the

new artists who have copied a great deal from Public

Enemy on a musical level? Are they bitin' and are you

angry about that?"

Chuck D: "T^Iot at all. We're here to build a strong

foundation and platform for other people to do whatever,

just as long as they don't tear it down. You try to make it

strong enough so no matter what they do, it can't be

brought down. Some people do positive things, some

people do negative things, but they must acknowledge

those who came before them. Just understand the sce-

nario."

' »,%Vi*.

Photo by Josh Reynold*

Public Enemy frontman Chuck D., as seen
in a lectiu*e at the Fine Arts Center ^ril 1.

Arts & Living
BDP schools Pearl St. with its jams
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Boogie Down Productions
Pearl Street

AprU 6, 1992

Boogie Down Productions can do things no other rap

group can. It's as simple as that.

The crowd seemed dead Monday during opening act

The Coalition, but lead rapper KRS-ONE and the BDP
crew turned them into a jumping, waving, hip-hopping

mass in just two minutes.

KRS-ONE came out and opened with The Bridge is

Over" 88 the fans erupted. The show was a mix ofBDPs
classic rap with some of the new Sex and Violence songs

such as "^e in There," "Drug Dealer" and "Duck Down"

thrown in.

Kris Parker, otherwise known as KRS-ONE (Knowl-

edge Reigns Supreme Over Nearly Everyone), Willie D
and Kenny Parker make up a revised BDP that last

month released Sex and Violence, their sixth album.

In fact, BDP rapped to many oftheir classic hits, never

lingeringon any song past the first or second verse. When
BDP left the stage after a mere 30 minutes, many fans

assumed it was a set break. But when they saw the DJ

equipment being packed up, they were visibly disap-

pointed. The fans were apparently toldBDP was supposed
to play for an hour.

Trademark BDP hits like "Criminal Minded" and "My

Philosophy" had the crowd moving along andjumping up

and down in the air, with the beats booming so hard that

ifyou had brought a surfboard, you could have surfed on

the air.

Kris Parker, a runaway at 13, said he became a rap

musician because it fit in with a hobby he developed.

"I love poetry and I've been writing it since I was 5, and

I was introduced to rap music by my mom, who used to

buy records for my brother Kenny and me. Rap seemed

like a perfect fit for my poetry."

WhenBDP started the song, "Duck Down," KRS-ONE
sent the song out to George Bush, the "leader ofthe New
World Order bullshit." BDP rocked the crowd during

songs andKRS addressed thewomen inthe crowdbetween

cuts.

KRS-ONE urged women to **beat down" any rappers

who called them "bitches, hoes or tramps" at a show,

telling them they deserve more respect.

Willie D and KRS-ONE developed a rapport with the

crowd, who were screaming at the top of their lungs just

to please the rappers. The same crowd just minutes

before responded with a loud "NO" when Coalition rapper

Devil's Advocate asked if they wanted to hear another

song from him.

BDP, touring clubs nationwide to promote "Sex and

Violence," finished the night off with the song "South

Bronx," a classic off of Criminal Minded, the group's

breakthrough first album.

KRS-ONE explained Sex and Violence as "an attempt

to restore the laoom-bap' that was on Criminal Minded

with an attack against the radio and television industries.

It's a longevity album."

Photo ooortMy of Zombm Rrconlinc Corp.

KRS-ONE ofBoogieDownProductions took

no shorts Monday night at Pearl St.

Nobel nominee speaks
By DANUTA FORBES
Collegian correspondent

Dr. Helen Caldicott, Nobel Peace Prize

nominee and political activist will be

speaking tonight at 7 p.m. in the School of

Business Administration auditorium.

Dr. Caldicott is a renowned speaker

who has travelled all over the world lec-

turing to diverse audiences. Caldicott

spoke on the University campus in 1985.

Caldicott emphasizes using the demo-

craticsystem to save theworld firom nuclear

destruction and global pollution. She be-

lieves that our elected officials are not our

leaders, but should be led by us.

Caldicott is a native of Australia and

authoroftwobooks,Nuc/«irMcuin*ss.- What

You Can Do and Missile Envy. She has

appeared on Phil Donahue, PBS and the

Today Show. A review in the Boston Globe

called Caldicott a "stunning orator."

When Caldicott joined Physicians for

Social Responsibility, she helped raise its

members from 10 to 11,000 in two years.

She is called the poet of the antinuclear

movement; a woman who, on June 12,

1982, addressed a crowd of 1,000,000

nuclear freeze demonstrators in Central

Park in New York.

Caldicott is the founder of Women's

Action for Nuclear Disarmament in

Cambridge, Mass. In 1989, she ran for the

Austrailian Parliament, coming 500 votes

(outof70,000) short ofwinning. She would

like to become Prime Minister, and em-

phasizes the environmental cause as a

vital global issue.

Recj'dethisM^mor

yooll have to eai olive loaf

ijoujwke...

ailiiftfclatfpiiKisiineteiecjciij

Aiito Glass
Replacement

Body Shop
Used Car
Mechanical
Repairs

North Amherst Motors
Old Sunderland Rd., No.Amhorst 54»-2880

A CARSTARit
Collision Repair Center

Car & Truck
Rentals

BOLTWOOD
MARKET
Stock Up at

Downtown Amherst's
Only Market Featuring:

Fresh Produce $ Groceries

Meats Service Deli

Tkke the bus& otHne see us!

(Beldiertown Rd. & South Amherst Bus Routes)

253-9081 • Open Monday - Saturday 9-7

17 Kellogg Ave. (Behind Barts)

Wednesday Ni^fht is

GUEST BARTENDER NIGHT
At Mike's

Free T-Sbirts& Prizes

This Week's Guest BarUnder is: Cindy Ring

— Frizes

• $25.00 Gift Certificate to Mike's

• 2-week membership to THE GYM

• 2 .passes to AMC Movie theaters

• Mike's Original T-Shtrt

• Large Cheese Pizza from Pinocchlo's

•YOUR picture on the walls of Mike's

Drawing is Wednesday Night. Must be present to win but put your name in any time!

Don't Forget Mike's Famous Smorg on Friday Afternoons!

farberjond

> Drink Special -

Uodka and Tonic

$ 1.75

~>v

APARTMENT SERVICE
& MANAGEMENT FOR:

• Late Model Dependable Transportation

• Inexpensive Rates- Daily - Weekly - Monthly

• Mastercanl Visa, American Express

• Must Be 21 Years ofA^ To Rent

..^ CALL
*'.?r«6 253-5040
as S^*'^ at

3 IS College Street, Amherst. MA 01004

Colonial Village

Presidential

Lantern Court
College Inn

FOR ALL YOUR RENTAL NEEDS

1 Bedroom - 5 Bedroom
Efficiencies and Houses

CALL KAMINS REAL ESTATE
253-2515

55 S. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST

BRANDYWINE APARTMENTS
16 Brandywine Drive • Amherst. MA 1 002

(413)549-0600

Loofeing For A Summer lob?

BRANDYWINE is hiring:

Llfetfuards/CIeaners - Must have current Red

Cross Life Saving Certificate. Full Time.

Rental A({ent - Outgoing person, neat ap-

pearance, whoenjoysworkingwith people. Good

typing skills a must. 40 hour weeb.

Please stop by the rental office. Monday through

Friday between 10:00 AM & 4:00 PM. and pick

up an application.
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Mustang

Escort

Probe

Ranger

Tempo Bronco

Get ^500 To Usek Cash Back Or A Down taENi

Plus Pre-Approved Credit For Quaufied College Graduates.

There are plenty of great opportunities out

there for college graduates. But when it comes to

buying a new car, you won't get a better oppor-

tunitv' than at your New England Ford Dealers.

Because your Ford Dealers offer you 5 of

America's top K) best-selling vehicles* Plus, if you

graduate between October 1, 1990 and December

31, 1992, they also offer you the Ford College

Graduate Purchase Program.

All 4-year college grads, grad school graduates

and grad school students are eligible for $500 cash

back and pre-approved credit on almost every 1991

'92, and '93 Ford car and light truck in stock. And

to make buying a new Ford even easier, they will

show you other special incentives that may apply

So hurry to your New England Ford Dealers.

Because this opportunity won't knock for long.

For more information call: 1-800-321-1536.

JjEWENGLMQ
FORD

FORD DEALERS

•Based on 1991 calendar year sales. Additional Ford vehK:les not pictured but included in this program are Crown Victoria, Econoline and Club Wagon.

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUPEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

TAKIN6 £XIT P0U3
yeST&?PAy, UBA'iKBD
mSFSMHATTH^y
7H0U6HTABOUT YOU

PSRSONAUY... \

CL£ARl>/MANyOF THeM
ipemiReo i4jiTH YOUR-

AN6eR,eunmTV£FY
AN6e:RHA5MAPeYOU
eeeM colomu rbmotb
1DTH3M...

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

iri LIFE, \T5 Tyw tVtRHONE

HAS ms PRICE

.

RAISE TWE ANTE H\GUEKOUGU,

AND "WERES NO SV)CW TWNG
AS SCRUPLES! PEOPLE WILL
to /WyrUlNG \F THE PRVCE

\S RIGUT.'

fWATs loan

PR\CE '

TVCBOOCS
COLO CASH
UP FRONT

I OONT KNOW y*U\CV\ IS WORSE

...TUAT EVERYONE MAS HIS PR\CE,

0(1 TMA.T T\€ PR\CE IS ^LWMS
SO LOW. „

10 MMCE WINE

HIGHER, BUT ITS

UNRD Til FIND

BM^E55 AS lT\S

JIM'S JOURNAL ___^

f

7
By JIM

H€ ^tt o»v€ "for

MORT By SUZANNE PALMER

XDCD^

Fil^ST, the: gCA<E5 OvtR^EAT,

T>i£>i TWE /^lTERNAT« ClES ' I
CiDNT 6ETH0*VI£- FRCT' TWCf»iA«CH

-tSi- |tv6 £-tcMci'i tees
sines MA«viANt>''

W^ CLASSES. But I

CAST OF THOUSANDS
&UTHOUDO you ACCOUNTFOR iVILi

OONB By ChRlSriANi (MR M aNTURItS,

LIKE UTCH BURHINGi ORMCRUSAPES?̂

"K '
.S:"^Bi mTiN6uis»iNG\^" 'V BEMINUMAT \
^ CHRHTfMPOM DOES ^^

ANPUMAT «^ ^
fHit/sr/Aus00 £̂*

(SORUX IDON
FOLLOu you.a

ULL.FORDU^PLEJfTHE:

SUBJECT IS CHRISTIAN

PRESSURE ON AMNisry

'if/TER^JATlOML TO IGNORE QAVS BEIN6

BEATEN, JMLEO OR MURDERED, THENlSAi

thEyRE NOT REAL CURIiTlANSMO '^'"

CHRKTiANny BEARS NO 81AM£

HOUfVER If CHRISTIANS HELP *.

FWO AMNESTY, Th9i UElL -- ^
^^AI^Ly TAKE

CREDIT

By BARRY DEUTSCH
hMHN.SOBUSU y YOUVEOariT/ ^

ISN'TA CHRISTIAN, f EKCEPT JlMMfS ONLY

BUT OVfTfR /S ? JCHRISTIE (JHENHEtSNT

PRO-ABORTION OR FEELING
^'-^

LUSTIN HIS HEART

ADVENTURES OF FRED
flRST Of ftU.,n»U^TJ vjSoAulY

LftVt* eF ir^flKt , KuoxJ'Nfc -THEM

10 Mewt v'vRTodu.v wwStCN

IN TWtiR OWN «liv.*.i f S» »f

>4<o t(t kKiX .
OaN'l PICNIC'

Today's Staff

Night Editor
GregSukiennik

Copy Editor Darienne Hosley

PhotoTechnician Christopher Evans

Production Supervisor Oliver Raskin

Production Brad Hutchison, Lisa Roman

Menu
LUNCH

Tri-County Fair Sand.

BIT

BASICS LUNCH
Sesame Noodles

Cheese, Lettuce & Tomato

DINNER
Roast Top Round
Veggie Lasagna

BASICS DINNER
Korean BBQ Tofu

Veggie Lasagna

Quote of the Day
"We do more before 9 A.M. than most

people do all day."
- U.S. Army

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-Apfil 19>: Ac-

cep« ihe comkxting words o< your

male or aiKXher clote ally. You did

everything you could. Guard your

health by geoing more rest You will

loon get a secorid chance ai a business

opportunity.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20);

Spending money for hott>e improve-

ments IS a good idea, provided you rict

go overtxMtd. It may be possible to

arrange a loan. Trust your instincts in

romance. Being married has its ad-

vantages.

GEMINI (May 21 -tune 20): Avo d

announcing an important decision umll

you have had all the time you rteed to

study the matter thoroughly, fresh

opportunities to add to your irtcome

arise.

CANCER dune 21-|uly 22): A

nKxJifled plan may work better for

you. Conserve er>ergy. Overhauling a

business could save It. Avoid mailing

credit card purchases until your cash

flow Improves.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Mal« ap-

pointments and show up on time. Your

puTKtuallty will leave a good impres-

sion. Reach out to a family member

who has felt neglected lately. Good

rtews arrives from the folks at home.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Wrap

up any projects that are still pet>diitg

before laurKhlng a new venture. Steer

clear o^ negative people who have

been holding you back. A child de-

serves your full attention this evening.

UIRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22): A vic-

tory today could spell trouble later

unless you are diplomatic . Tap a friend

for a vacant position. Teamwork will

mean higher profits as well as less

emotional wear and tear.

SCORMO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21 ): The

only way to stay ahead oi the compe-

tition IS to keep hatching new ideas.

Love and money are strong nKXivalittg

factors. You could be the target d
unfair criticism.

SACirrARIUS(N<yv. 22-Dec. 21):

Because you always go beyotfd the

ordinary, your success is assured.

Preferential treatment could spark ro-

nunce. Pay more attention to ttte way

you look.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 1 9»: A
family (eud Is nothing new. Tackle the

situation from a different angle.

Clearing up any troubles ai home will

let you give business your full atterv

tion.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Expar>ding your horizons will make

liie artd romarKemore satis^ing. Music

ar>d art can be a source of delight for

the whole family. Pay more attention

to your mate's viewv

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):

Someone else's problems could Inter-

iere with your personal life. Taking a

common sense approach to financial

matters will work wortders. Your role

as a mediator may be questioned.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

ACROSS
I Fe«tjte

5 Shoot as in

greeting

10 The same, to

Hemi
14 Hun king

15 IndO'Europesn

16 Venetian

txgwtg. of yore

17 4 Down. eg.
18 Fioch

19 British poet

VWIred

M Ship s tUrel

oMicer

22 A Bot>bsey twin

23 Annul

24 Caen specially

26 Conductor
— Pekka
Sakjnen

28 Neverlheiess

31 Sandal features

35 Cetetxity

36 Ship shaped
clock

37 Soaked ttwoogh

38 Gangs
concerns

40 DDE s

opponent

42 Misef. to

Moliere

43 lago s wile

45 Walermill

composet Tei|i

47 Unicorn lish

48 Mthdraw
beliefs, e g

49 Wedding
51 Acquired

52 Perfect model

53 Sprees

56 Sea eagle

58 Tiny stream

62 Part of OED
63 Source of

igiieou5 rock

65 Assistant

66 Essayist Lamb
67 Kilt feature

68 FNay based on

Sadie

Thompson
69 Small lake

70 - Haule

71 One of the

Scotts

OOWN
1 SlMV^Q insact

2 —
. Brute'

SVMnged
4 Opera wnger

from Norway
1895 1962

5 Roman
emperor
117 138

6 Airpon atjbr

7 US pwmer
1871 1956

8 Etna output

9 Unity

10 FrefKi>

inhrrxsl'

painter

1868 1940

1

1

Cap and —
12 Ripef>ed

1

3

Comedian Jay

21 Skp
25 Entreaty

27 Greek portico

28 Change
29 Former name of

30 Like a cJonut m
shape

32 S Turkish city

33 Danger
34 Owks
39 Chinese Comb

form
4 1 Shirt fastener

44 Try

46 Run
50 Native of

Bangkok

53 Four wt»eef

drive vetide.

for short

54 Woodys
son

55 IncrMM
57 BraattiMg

sourx)

59 Prevaricalor

60 An Adam*
61 Care lor

64 Damage

AHSW|RTO.PREVIOUSPyZZLL
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The opinions expressed on this page are those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views ot the CoUegian or the University. ' l»»I Im Alierlr« 1il«w« S»i«di<»lt 3/14/92
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ROOM CHOOSING PROCESS
FOR FALL 1992

^ Please Read Carefully: Important Information -

RESERVIiyC VOUR CURREMT ROOM ASSICiyiVIEMT

If you intend to keep your present hall room fssignmem^ou m^^t
^^

the room choosing process on Tuesday, Apnl 14. THb ONLY uay lu kc^c-iwi.

ROOM IS TUESDAY, APRIL 14.

gMAMCIiyC YOUR R<K>M OW VOUR HALL

If you wish to move to another room in the same residence hali you must sign up wijh^^^^^^^^^^^

CURRENT HALL IS WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15.

IS FRIDAY, APRIL 24.

IF YOU WANT TO KEEP YOUR CURRENT RESIDENCE HALL ASSIGNMENT WHILE ALSO

LpniTPQTTNr/A HALL CHA^^ MUST DO THE FOLLOWING: ^ ., ,^

? fian un fo^ the same room^^^^ April 14 or a new room on Wednesday evemng, Apnl 15.

V pfout a PreferenceS On the Preference Form in the lower right hand comer is a box

vou r^us? '^S"?f yo^wish to be returned to your current hall if your choices cannot be

JTt. Your oUi residence hall assignment is guaranteed only if you do both steps.

ROOMMATE REOUESTS

If you wish to move to another residence hall to room wU^^

If YOU wish to become roommates with a student in a residence hall to which neither of you is cu^^^^^

"w^".^ you must each complete a Housing Preference Form^ These f^"^^ ^^^M ^e
^^^^^^

the exception of the -check" box) and stapled together. DEADLINE FOR RETURNING HUUbliNU

PREFERENCE FORMS IS FRIDAY, APfelL 24.

DIDiy'T GET THE ROOM YOU WAMTED?

If during the regular Room Choosing period, you were unable to secure a particular room or type

of rcxim (single Sr particular double), pfease contact the Housing Assignment Office to fill out a blue

?N H^^seRlom Request Form. Rooms that become available dunng the Summer will be assigned

accS to seJIiority^^o those residents who filled out this form and returned it to the Housing Assignment

Office.

RESIDENCE HALL COiyTRACT

The 1992- 1
99-^ Residence Hall Contract and Comract Card will be mailed to you in your current residence

hall on or about Apnl 22 as part of the Room Choosing process. These cards must be returned to

THllgAs%nment Office U Thursday, May 21, 1992. Failure to return your residence hall contract

card by this deadline may subject your fall 1992 assignment to cancellation.

PAY BILL BY DUE DATE

Your fall 199^^ fee bill will be mailed to your home in eariy July. If complete payment of this bill

i; not receives bv the Csar's Initial Due Date (usually in eariy August), your assignment will be

If ^vIou^nticTpTte fe a problem paying your bill please contact the housing assignment office. We

win make ah-angements to hold your housing until you are able to make full payment.

OTHER OBLIGATIONS

If you are going to be a Junior or Senior you will be required to confirm your Room Choosing arrangements

by completing the Junior/Senior Room Confirmation Card which will be mailed to your home in late

May. This card will be due by June 19, 1992. Failure to return this card by the deadline may subject

your assignment to cancellation.

In addition to property completing room choosing all students are required to remain in good standing

with the university at all times. Being withdrawn for any reason after the end of the semester may

automatically subject your assignment to cancellation. Check to make sure you do not owe any fees

to the Bursar BEFORE you leave for the summer

Questions'^ If you still have questions about the Room Choosing process, please contact the Housing

Assignment Office (545-2100), 235 Whitmore. Thank you.

M 4 ^ h (ft ^ (|! tv » 4 »•

«
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This imoeba wnies for the Collegian...

^a^

3 ON 3 Outdoor

Basketball Festival

^ April 24,25,26

Register today in

Campus Center

Concourse

Round Th|H fc-om New Yorit Sunin| tc

LONDON 390
MADMD 595
MOSCOW 595
UMA 470
BARANQUILA 450
HONGKONG 849

Taxes not mcludad Reitnccions appty.

Fares subject to chanjc t svailabilitjr

Call about one ways We iscuc

EURAIL pasM* on the SPOT1

CoHncH Travd
79 South Pleaunt Street

Amhem. MA 01002

413-256-1261

Now Playing

Fried Green

Tomatoes

Showtimes:
Fri. - Sun

7;00pm 9:20pm
Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7:30pm
Adults $4 00

Student w/valid ID &
SeoKX Citizens S3.00

TONIGHT

Live Music

with

-BURNT TOAST-

Battle of the Greeks

Contests • Prizes

FREE Pizza

Weekly Special

95<g Drafts/$3.95 Pitchers

THE 24 PUB
( III lUVMl-S Ur, IIVS IN AMIII-KSr

Collegian Staff!

Editor applications for Fall '92

are now being accepted
(current editors must reapply)

Positions available to Collegian staff members:
Editor in Chief

Managing Editor

Editorial Editor

News Editor

Sports Editor

Arts Editor

Photography Editor

Night Editors

Copy Editors

News Associates

Sports Associates

Black Affairs Editor

Women's Issues Editor

Jewish Affairs Editor

Multicultural Affairs Editor

Third World Affairs Editor

Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Affairs Editor

Photography Technicians

Arts Associates

Editorial Associate

Photography Associate

Training Director

I 'X.K • !•»••

.15 EAST PLtAbAHT

Anyone applying for a position should plan on keeping their job for

at least one full semester if not one full year and should read the

position's job description before applying. Applicants should plan on

attending orientation and training which occurs about a week

before school starts in the Fall. They should also consider if they can

help work on the back to school issue starting about three weeks

before the begining of the semester. See current Editor in Chief for

an application. No applications accepted after April 24.

Candidates Ni^ht: April 26, 8 p.m., Collegian offices

(the women's issues reform proposal will be discussed)

Voting for elections and women's issues reform:

April 27, 9 a.m.»5 p.m., Collegian offices

All staff members can vote and all voters should attend

to see what the candidates stand for.

Classifieds
COME TO THE COllEGIAN OFFICE Hi CAMPUS CENTER • MON. THURS. 8.mX) FRlDAY8:M)-2:30*DEADUNEISmODAYSPR10RTOPUBUaT10N » WtANOm)AY FOR STVPEm * CASH INADVANa

Acnvmcs

UM— PaMo R«cniWm>wt
Campu* Center ConcoufM
A/V92—»«m-5pm

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AtlMNIOfi: Fwalwnan, toplioinofv^

receive oolege money Irom eager priveie

•aurcMM«or«eurwialmedyMny,grat>your

thar«< Awwdi guaranteed, learn «>e aecreil

Cat oolaga cMit hoKne epecial 24-Nmx

recofdh^g. 1-919-40H096 artiU.

BANM
Hay< Heyi H«yi

Play tor Bowl Day'

To sutxnit derTK) tapes.

C^OHAQ5-13a5

Bed and Brealrfaat

Downtown Amt>erst Ideal tor visitmg par-

ents and tnends &49-0733

JUSTICE- Friday Be Ihera
"

AUTO FOfl SALE

1975 VOLVO Must sell Good condition, re-

liaWeSieOOorBO 253 9689

1979 VOLVO New brakes * tires

Need dutch * mutflar

$600 or BO 549-8054

19B3CHEVETTE 55Kmi*»Wa«maintainad

St tSOorB O 549-79t2

1965 HONDA NIGHTHAWK 700, MeUler

comp Ks. new battery Excellent condition

Call Peter 546-5545

1987 OLDS CUTLASS CIERA, Auto. 4dr.

air. am-lm cass. $3495 or B 0^546-41^81

BUICK CENTURY 1976- only $250 Must

sell Runs great Now tires 253-3908

CHEAP! FBIOI.S. SEIZED
89 Mercedes $200

86 VW $50

87 Mercedes $100

65 Mustang $50

Choose trom tfwusands starling $25

FREE 24 Hour recording reveals

details 801 -379-2929 Copynght#MA15KJC

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRINGSPECIAL
Large cheese $6 Small cheese $3 50

Add $1 lor one or two toppings

Now leaturing slices

Free soda wlarge sub. salad, or

spaghetti

Must mention this add

549-6075 549-6098

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL:

rack-a-discentertawmTnt. dj-s.

video DJ-s and Karaoke Irom $175.00 Call

586-9900

READ THIS!

OOMPUTERSTPRINTERS, AND AOCES^

SORIES
New. used, and demo unitf available Der.t

prices in the Pioneer Valley AH configure

lions available Call Eric 253-0868

TORRENT

SBORTOWNEHOUSE
Avalabta June let

1 1/2bMhrooms
Spacious livlngrooni

C^l now 549-4447

3 bdnn Townhouaa
Starting June 1

1 1/2 baths

C^ lylKne 549-4861

3 BORM M TO«VNEHOUSE
StwUngJune t

CM 549-3677

r suMet 144 Summer St. Spaoous
house gr*al tor 4 to 5 people 2mnwak from

putpond ideallocalion JunitoAugSiCal
549-991 5 tall option

SUMMER SUBLET w lali option Brandywine

2 bdrm apt cheap Call Deb 549-1411

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE. 3 bedroom
Puttton Village Call 549-6440

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE m Puttton Village

3 bedroom apartment Available m June

545-4762

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE June 1. LN« m
our 3rd floor Brandywine apt. FurrMure m-

Call 549-8715.

AMHERST
4bed2bath
On bus route

on main St

Avail 6- 1-92

1200* trxxi

Evenings 659-3832

Amhersi Center

Ettkaency one. two. three bedroom apart-

ments, or three bedroom condos on Hobart

Lane June or September Lincoln Real

Estate. 25 North Pleasant Street. 253-7879

AWESOME APT
across from PuHtoo!

3br. 2 HOOTS.

Avail 6.'1- $715

Must see' 549-8233

CAPE COD- Group sumer rentals- Water-

front houses Falmouth area

CHEAP SPACIOUS 4bdrm house

On bus route Walk to bar laundry store

Porch/Large yard Ca[l now 256-J^270_

DREAMING OFTHE PERFECT HOUSE''

You |ust found Tt. arKl howl We're across the

street trom campus with lour bedrooms, two

bathrooms, a nice yard and so much space

that you may have to consult your physician

if you sutler Irom agoraphobia. Call Bob.

Brian, Jerry or Pete at 549-841 1 and make

an appointment with destiny

FOR RENT Amity Place Townhouse

3 bedroom 2 1/2 bath, partially furnished

Dishwasher washer'dryer central air garage

imnMCulale' $995 non-smoker Call 549-4802

Aval. 6/1/92
^

Large 1 Bdrm, $f>on walk to UMass, quiet,

hardwood lis. a/c. dw. disposal, storage,

laundry, huge closets. Avail 6/1 $460+ 549-

192;i

MUST RENT! Spacious 2bdrm townhouse 1

1 '2 bath huge kitchen pool AC Busroute only

$400/mo Avail 6/1 w/fall optkjn Call 665-

7825

PUFFTON VILLAGE, one bedroom apt. Take

lease starts 6/1. call^9- 1^683^

South Amhersi 6 bedroom fwuse

access to bbatl/tennis. pool

Large yard/deck two bus routes

256^51
STUDIO APT
20 min from campus
245 mo with heat

1st last sec

323-4050 after^45nri

SUBLET SINGLE ROOM
in house summer w/tall option

Bus route. ImHe trom UMass,

$220 neg- Can Ross 549-6632

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE.
2badroomapt.N. Pleaswn St. 1/2 mile Irom

campus.
QrMt locaHonl Great apartmenll Call 549-

8063

We'regraduatlngl Take over our leaaeJune

1 lor a 3 bdrm Puffton. Call 549-5743

WHY UVE IN A rat trap i^MVtment when you

can rent our killer new house? Sbdr. porch,

bus rte. garage. dMhwasher, 3 min to cam-

pus, nice neighbortxxxt Amherst- Starts

June 1st 253-3683

FOR SALE

2J CUBK:/FT DORM FRIDGE $60

(4) cragar sst chrome wfieels $1 50

1984 Honda interceptor 750cc $1200

1962 Camaro wnth t-tops

Leave name & number

Call 734-8 170

8pelce mapta Ihrtngroom set $295 or IVo.

matt box / frame $50 or b/o call 253-2474

AKAI 80-WArr PC AV receiver

Digital everything $140 Chris 546-1712

COMPUTER- IBM COMP. 12MHZ286w/287

coprocessor. 1 mb ram. 40meg HD 5"a3"HD

Drive. VGA C»d. 5 exp. Stots Mouse, soft-

ware $850-Dan-in @ 566-9555

LEATHER JACKET in great condition

Womans large croped style Selling $1 00 call

546-661 1 Chnssy

Two piranha. 10 gallon tank, accessories-

$75.00 L^a 546-2482

FOUND

CAN YOU TRANSLATE computer temv-

nology Irom Italian to English andtype? Earn

good money Call 253-3441 or 545-4790

Celsge Pro Paifttars is now accepting job

applications lor tfie summer in theWeymouti

wea Call Chad at 253-5661

COLLEGE PRO PAWmNQ ia aooepling

applications tor the Newionr'Nextiam Ma
areas if interested call Brendan 256-3047

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING- Earn

$2,000*Anonth * world travel Holiday. Sum-

mer and career employment available No

experience noosasary Foremployment pro-

gr«Ti call 1 -206-545-41 56 art. C456

EARNt6/HR
Spanish-english biknguals

Sought lor studyi

Call now-Jeanatts 565-6749

HELP WANTED (Summer &/22 to 8/22)

The AasooaDon lor the Help o< Retarded

Children needs mala and female students to

work at Its summer sleep-away camp In the

CatsUR Mountakia lor davslopmenlaMjr dis-

abled chadran and aduNs. Paid posWona

available lor cabin counselors, program in-

structors. WSI's. office staH Write Camp
Loyalton. AHRC 189 Wheatley Road.

Brookville. NY 1 1 545. or can 51 &€26- 1 000.

Mon-Fn

Student Painters is now hinng for the

sunmer m tfie Bedford/BurKngtorvUrtcoln

area Can 1-800-922-5579

SUMMER WORK HARD TO FINC How

does making $5300 tor the summer sound?

For more mto stop by one ol our informa-

tional sessKins on Thursday, April 9 at 4 or

7pm in CC602.

PERSONALS ROOMMATE WANTED

CALEB
April 10

It's ail you

Good kick

BB

TO OUR FATHER FKMJRE

Tharlis lor a groat start

altheTOC

HOUJE.
Hi«)py Bvlhday CutieM

Hope your having a great day

We tove you Midget

Love Liia. Erika. Knaten. 6 B»»

Bunny
Rs been a wonderful Ave montha and I lovo

you mors each day Thank you tor being

there

lloveyou

Ertc

MS-Happy2i 1/2 to my favorite woman and
drinking Bsndl Love. ME

To the guy in 9J who found my 10, Thanks

a milion' -Gmger

HEY MIKE SOLOMON!
'SURPRISE I

Klers's s IBirthdayl personal lor you..

in Apnl! )ust beeauae .

TRISK3MA
Belated congratulations Estee!

To all our pledges- you are domg awesome'

. n be missing you. All

HOUSEMATE NEEDED MMEOMTELT
218 0O'»TX>nth

BaiMui tocation -PuHers Pond

Gal now 549.9919 Leave manage

SERVICa

FREE ptagnancylaalln9; u>nlldaniial and

earing support BIRTHRKjHT 233 No.

I Street Amherst 549-1 906

LOOKMQ TO ADOPT Happiy martad. B-

nanciaify secure, energetic oouisle prays tar

nawbom BeautlM country home wiwng-

naaatomeetandtorspeaiL Let us help you

•wough this dMtcu* time. Caa Jewish lamiy

sarvica a« QreMr SprtngRatd, kw. * (413)

737-2601 (oolocO and aak atooU Ja« and

Ann.

8PRM0TBK: Laoala«wl«iouldMngl54»-

4401

SUMMER SUBLET

1 BEDROOM APPT.Ctoae to campus 450/

mo 549-6674

2bdra^ Amharal Cir Fal option CheapCa«
253-5513

CRESTV1EW APTS, NJUIHERST
2 bdrooms. large i

1.? ml from campus
Call 549-6785

HEATHER POB T.-

my love. BnanYPC.

"INTERNSHIPS"

FAU 1992 INTERNSHIPS wtth the Legal

Services Center: get handson experience in

the legal lieU-worit directly with attorneys

arx) clients Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits No experience w the legal proles-

sion necessary-training provided Contact

Legal Services today: 545-1995. 922 Cam-

pus Center

irSCOMINQ

Bluerlm bifocals found in lot near stadium.

Call 545-4708 to daim

DID U LOSE 4 KEYS ON
or belore Sun 4/8

Near Hamlin or N/E
Call 546-4766

rrscoMMQ
Haigis hoopla II

Ftegister on the concourse

April 2,7.8

From 9-3

LOST

FOUND CONTACT LENS and

Van Meter 4'4 call 6-3467

behind

Found Jacket at Hobart In party can to ID

546-5026

HELP WANTED

$5341 AVERAGE PROFIT FOR THE
SUMMER! Sound good'' It gets better! Travel,

exponence. and a chance to make some
great tnends! Interested^ Come to one of our

informational sessions on Thursday April

9, at 4M or 7.O0 pm In CC802. See you

therel

ANYONE FOUND A bkie coat outside ol

Leach on Sat. April 4 (night) Please call

Kang 6-5813 Reward is given Ttwnks!

LOST JACKET
Black leather jacket with side txickles and

fringe around collar Lost at parly on Hobart

Lane on Fri nigfrt 4/3 High sentimental

vakie Reward H returned. Can 546-7010 or

546-5606.

REWARD: $50
Lost Gold bracelet

Jen 546-0717

TO VAL AND TOM (and ony other ser-

geants camp people who got the |0ke)

If intersted. we are attending a ya-d sale in

Uckenmonsmanse to purchase some ran-

dom stuf

Caren and Staph

HEY J.B.,

Happy birthday you ok) lady

Wf>o loves yah.

QD.

HEY M.Jtt

See. someone does tove you two! (even

though you're tx>lli addicts.)

M - Wear a bathing suit, the war has just

begun!'

Love. DGC

SLEEPER SLEEPER
What's a girt to do?

When her one and only

Is turning 22'

To a bar sleeper will ventrue

In search of excess ale

Oh. his tiinges are such an adventure

His abiNty to amaze NEVER seams to tail!

Happy 22 -
1 LOVE YOU!

Crw

Alpha CM Pledges!

'"Great Breakiast'!'

Keep up the great work!!

Elana. Jen F. Karen. Jen K. Sarah. Heather.

Michelle P. Sharon. MIchale W, Caroline,

Suzanne!

Love tf>e sisters of AXO

EXCELLENT SUBLET Avail 6/1 3 bdnn on

bua route $210 mth ir>cludes utH Free AC,

pool, laund Amherst 256-0750

SUMMER SUBLET - Comfortable two-

bedroom apartment. Well-maintainad. easy

acoass to Sunderland and No. Amherst

buses. WiINn walking dMance of UMass.

C:all Jason at 549-8728

SUMMER SUBLET
Apt in Sunderiand Rt 1 16

2 bdrms. bus route, pod.

3 mos for price of 2! ($1 100)

Will sublet lor part of summer
Call 665-7555

WANTTO SUBLET tor ?„nmerw1all option

one t>edroom in a six bedroom house w/

laundry room, two baths, on bus routo and

more -a bargain at $200/mo Call Amanda•
253-9949

TYPING

FAST ACCURATE TYPING by literate col-

lege grad $rpg Lener quality 586-5268

Need your papers typed? Laser printing/

same neato service Brian 546-6954

SEXyT FAST, ACCURATE TYPING w/

speilcheck $l .25/pg Call Greg 6-6435,

WANTED

4 raaponalMefemales tooking to rent 4bedr.

house m Amherst-Near UMass. Starling 6/1

or 9/1 666-3943
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Richards, Telgheder lead
baseball past UConn, 4-1
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

Bo may not know diddly, but Keith Richards sure

knows how to do more thanjust play guitar for the RoUing

Stones.

Behind some timely hitting by Richards and Bill

Knight, and the gutsy pitchinv: of junior righty Jim

Telgheder, the University of Massachusetts baseball

team scraped out a 4-1 win over the University of Con-

CoUefian pboto by Josh RrynokU

First baseman Jeff January swings for the

fence. The University of Massachusetts base-

ball team beat Connecticut yesterday 4-1.

necticut Tuesday afternoon at Lorden Field.

Richards' two out triple to right field in the sixth

inning plated Steve Corradi with the game-winner, and

Knight followed with his first home run of the season, a

400 foot shot to deep center to ice it for the Minutemen.

Telgheder ran into some problems in the early going

before settUng down and retiring twelve in a row at one

point while recording his second victory of the season,

going the distance for UMass.

"It was nice to see Gator go the distance,"UMass coach

Mike Stone said of Telgheder. "At first it didn't look like

he had a whole lot, but he just kept getting better and

better as the game went on."

UConn (8-11) got on the board first, rallying with two

outs in the second to take aquick 1-0 leadon the Minutemen.

as Jim Fenders brought home teammate James Tonelh

with the Huskies' only run, doubling to right center before

being thrown out at third to end the inning.

From there, Telgheder took over, retiring twelve ofthe

next fifteen, while waiting for the still listless Minutemen

bats to awaken.
UMass scored a run in the third to tie it, doing so

without the benefit of a base hit.

Knight was hit by a pitch to lead off the inning, went

to second on Kevin Correa's sacrifice bunt, and scored on

Husky shortstop Paul Funk's two base fielding error to

tie the game at one.

The UMass bats finally came to life in the bottom of

the sixth, as the Minutemen touched up UConn starter

Chris Marra for three hits and three runs.

Knight's home run meant the end for Marra, as UConn

coach Andy Baylock brought in reliever Chris Hayes to

finish the sixth.

Hayes squelched the Minutemen rally, while Marra

watched from the bench as his teammates tried to chip

away at the UMass lead.

The Huskies made it interesting, putting two rurmers

on in both the seventh and ninth innings, before Telgheder

slammed the door. He struck out Fenders with men on

second and third and the momentum slowly tilting

UConn's way in the ninth.

The Minutemen have now won four in a row, and

seven of their last eight, while climbing over the .500

mark for the first time this season with their 10-9 record.

•*We still have a lot to prove, but I feel good," Stone

said, in reference to their recent win streak.

Game Notes - UMass lefty Ron Villone was named the

Atlantic 10 pitcher of the week for the third straight

week, and is being touted by some as a possible first

round pick in June's amateur draft.

On the injury front: UMass catcher Andy Pelis' season

IS apparently over, courtesy of a broken hand suffered

last week.

UMass' next game is tomorrow at Lorden Field versus

Springfield College at 3:00, with Freshman Ronely Rivera

making his collegiate debut on the mound for the Minute-

men.

Lacrosse looks to bounce back
against Providence on the Hill
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Usually, when Providence College visits the Hill for a

lacrosse game with the Umversity of Massachusetts, the

focus is on playing time for non-starters and lots of goal

scoring.

Thatwon'tbe the case this time around. The Gorillas (2-

2), after a tough loss at Brown Saturday, need this

afternoon's match (3 p.m. at Upper Boyden Field) to get

back on track for Saturday's crucial match against Yale.

Looking past the Friars coiild prove disasterous for UMass.

The Friars (4-2) owe their record to wins agaim.t 98-

pound weaklings like New Haven, Bates, Siena and

Hartford. Their only game against real competition saw

them get waxed by Brown, 18-4. However, UMass is the

Friars' biggest game of the year, and former Gorilla Jim

McAleavy, an assistant coach for PC, may have his team

fired up to play his alma mater.

"You've got to put it on the scoreboard," said UMass

coach Ted Garber, repeating a point he has stressed all

season. "You have to play the game and not the name."

More importantly, UMass must finally get past the

stretches of sloppy play which nearly cost them a vin

against St. John's and made matters worse against Brown.

The Gorillas showed the potential to be a Top 10 team

in their 17-4 win over Hofstra, when they distributed the

ball well, kept up continued pressure on the Hofstra

defense and stayed out of the penalty box.

By beating Yale and by doing so, improving their

chances ofmaking the NCAA Tournament, UMass must

repUcate that effort consistently. That makes a strong

effort against Providence today important.

Garber was blunt about what he wants to see from the

Gorillas this afternoon.

"Wejust have to play better fundamental lacrosse and

play team lacrosse," he said.

"Against Brown we'd go one pass and a shot, two

passes and a shot, or even no passes and a shot," he

explained. "That's fine if it's one shot and a goal, but that

hasn't happened much . . .ifwe play like that a week from

now [vs. Yale], it's over."

Providence has tried to slow the game down in past

encounters with UMass, and Garber expects more ofthe

same today.

"(Providence! sat on the ball 15 minutes at a time,"

Garber recalled of their last game, "which does nothing

for the sport of lacrosse. It was like they were trying not

to lose."

Leading the way for the Friars is goal-scoring machine

Ed Loiselle, who has rung up 27 scores. He has no assists,

however. Brian Kirkwood (12 goals, 13 assists) and

Danny Bianco (13 goals, 10 assists) provide balance to

the PC attack.

Defense is another matter. The Friars have allowed 74

scores, nearly 25 more than UMass. Likely starting

goaltender Rich Dunphy has an 8.4 goals-against aver-

age and only a 62.3 percent save average. If the Gorillas

can put their attack back together, they may be able to

give their new scoreboard a real workout.

UMass' goaltending isn't a question, as Tom LoPresti

will return to the crease after a tough outing Saturday.

Ray Suris did well as LoPresti's replacement, a fact

Garber emphasized.

"[LoPresti] is our starting goalie," Garber said, but

added, "Ray came out and did a greatjob for us. Hopefully

that'll build his confidence and when he gets in another big

situation, hell do even better than he did against Brown."

Game notes: As always, the game can be heard on

WMUA 91.1 FM with Mike Fagerson and Brian Jones.

Scott's shots
Today, as a tribute to

Duke head coach Mike
Krzyzewski, I've decided

to change the spelling of

my name. The pro-

nounciation remains
David Scott.

• The parade for the

UMass hoop team will

be held this Thursday

and the consensus pick

for Grand Marshal is

Lenny Wertz. Can you

say Lee Harvey Oswald?
• It's only the second week of April and the Red

Sox are at it again. Why was Tony Fena running in

the ninth of yesterday's game? Get rid of Hobson,

bring in Zimmer and let's get a pennant. Then

again. . I like Hobson, let's give him a chance.

Baseball. You've got to love it. Especially the

boys from Fenway.
• Wherefore art thou, Larry Bird? Let's hope

Bird is just writing another chapter in his autobi-

ography. Let's title it, "How 1 Faked an Iryury with

Seven Games Left in the Season and then Won the

Championship." (Not a literary giantby any means.)

• Perhaps the best advice I've received in horse-

back riding came from our philosophic instructor

Becky.

David Shkzycott

"Trust your seat," the Cape Cod woman said and

from that day forward my seat has been my confi-

dant and best friend.

That credo is right up there with my friend Sid's

motto, "Plan your work and work your plan." Sid, by

the way, is a used car salesman, further illustrating

the shady characters I associate with. Garth Brooks

says it best: "I've Got Friends in Low Places."

• CBS's Final Four anthem to close out the

Tournament, "One Shining Moment" was a bit of a

disappointment this year, but at least Jim McCoy's

68-footer made the highlight film.

Billy Packer was more than a bit harsh on

Christian Laettner in the first half of Monday's

game. He singled out the pretty boy for walking up

the court and not rebounding among other things.

"I ordered a hot dog and a Coke before the game

and Laettner still hasn't delivered it," Packer said.

No he didn't say that, but at least halfofjournalism

is making up quotes.
• The editorial page thinks they're cute with

their "Graffiti ofthe Week." but they wouldn't know

good graffiti ifitwas spray-painted on the foreheads.

Here's the winner fi-om one of the finer Uptown

establishmenU: "We may not be the best, but we're

better than you."

• Has the No Hockey League resumed their

quest for the cup yet? All of this commotion regard-

ing the America's Cup has drawn my attention

away from the strike.

Truth be told, hockey's a fine sport with great

athletes and fast action, but ifI had to eliminate one

cf the four major sports, it would be the sport that

Gretzky built (or rebuilt).

When the NFL went on strike, I was a Patriots

season ticket holder. It was like going for a slice

after the bars only to find the pizza joint closed.

Depressing.
• ni get a headstart on Coach John CaUpari by

touting Dana Dingle and Donta Bright for Fresh-

men ofthe Year in the Atlantic 10. Cal was right on

with his assessment of Lou Roe as the conference's

super-frosh, so we might as well get the ballots out

early and often.

Looks like Cal is staying put for a Uttle while. HI

readily admit that I'm very surprised. Of course,

the coach has to redeem himself in the battle for

Cravat King (best tie contest) next year. I'm an

early favorite to get back-to-back tie-ties.

• My dog Bo is really digging the spring weather

and he's even talking about making a return to the

boxing ring for a rematch with neighborhood bvdly

Rock. The Bo-ster's been hanging and banging in th»

backyard by chasing bunny rabbits, a comparable

training technique to Rocky's pursuit ofthe chicken.

• I was reading that the Baltimore Orioles new
Stadium has cable hookup in the bullpens. Can you

imagine?
"Hey Reardon, we need two outs, get in there."

"Wait a minute will you, I love this "Cheers"

episode."
• Opening Day really signifies something more

thanjust another year ofNolan Ryan, Cecil Fielder

and Roger Clemens. It's the start of barbecue sea-

son in my backyard and you're all invited. B.Y.O.B.

Bring your own burgers.

• Keep your feet in bounds and your eyes on the

Celts.

David Scott is a Collegian columnist
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Calipari signs contract,
puts end to speculation

Pboto coattMy SporU InfonBaUon

UMass men's basketball coach John
Calipari will stay at the University next year
- the coach signed a contract yesterday.

By TAMIR LIPTON
Collegian Staff

After signing a contract extension yesterday which

will pay him $120,000 per year plus incentives and perks,

University of Massachusetts basketball coach John

Calipari went right to work.

He packed his bags and went recruiting for the week.

Gone. See you. No questions. No answers. Just a

contract extension and off to work.

The incentives and perks package depend on a variety

of factors, such as the signing of a new radio contract, an

increased percentage of the revenues produced through

the summer sport camps and the possibihty of a televi-

sion contract.

"This represents a package that would be commen-
surate across the country with the kinds of results he's

produced," said Dean ofthe School of Physical Education

David Bischoff. "The University has benefited a great

deal from John (Calipari). We would not have been able

to buy this amount of good publicity."

Calipari had heard his name mentioned as the next

possible coach at Wichita State, USC, Wisconsin, UNLV
and Villanova. The rumors never bothered him. He
shrugged his shoulders, scratched his head, and said, "I

want to stay at UMass. My family likes it in Amherst."

All along he said he wanted to stay. But no one really

knew whether to believe him or not. It became a wait-

and-see situation, as the coach would not discuss his

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Trustees approve fee increase
Curriculum fee up, housing and activity fees tabled
By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Staff

and Associated Press

DARTMOUTH — Trustees at the University of

Massachusetts on Wednesday approved academic fee

increases averaging about four percent for the next

school year for the five UMass campuses.

The fee increase follows the approval last month of a

four percent increase at the campuses, which raised the

cost for in-state undergraduates at the Amherst campus

by $82 to $2,134.

Kevin Newnan, student trustee for the Amherst

campus, said the fee increase, although small, may still

force some students to leave the University.

"I think that even though it is only four percent, and

though it is a relatively small increase compared to some

we've had in the past, for some students it will make the

difference,' he said. "We're still passing the burden of

increases offon the backs ofstudents and their families."

"I'm not surprised at all about the curriculum fee

passing," he said. "I think most ofthe Board lofTrustees]

considered it a done deal when the four percent tuition

increase was passed."

Calling the curriculum support fee "an immense

monstrosity," Newnan explained how the four percent

increase figure was reached.

"The total amount of the curriculum support fee is

$72," he said. "That's on top ofan $82 mcrease in in-state

tuition, and a $317 increase in out-of-state tuition. All

three of those numbers are increases of four percent."

Even with the increases, UMass-Amherst officials

have projected a deficit ofabout $4 million in the campus

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

UMass prof
wins poetry
Pulitzer
By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian SUff

A University of Massachusetts English profes-

sor won the Pulitzer Prize for poetry Tuesday for

his 1991 book of compiled poetry.

James Tate, who has been teaching creative

writing and contemporary poetry here at the Uni-

versity since 1971, received the literary honor for

his publication Selected Poems.

"I guess it means I've done something that didn't

completely turn people off," said Tate. "It's nice. It's

a special encouragement."

Selected Poems is a compilation of poems Tate

chose from nine of his books of poetry published in

the last 25 years.

"The poems were selected with no great plan,"

he said. "Just intuition, my own taste. I looked

through the books and said, 'well, that one seems

pretty okay.'"

Tate said his poetic career began at age seven-

tec'if when he "just stumbled into poetry" to "help

make sense of the world." He said a poem can take

five minutes to write, or several years, but ideally

involves sitting down to write and getting up sev-

eral hours later with a finished piece.

"You have to let the p)oem'tell you when it's

done," he said. "Sometimes it happens so fast. You

didn't realize it was inside you, and there it is on the

page."

Tate, a Pelham resident, was born in 1943 in

Kansas, and received a bachelor's degree from

Kansas State College in 1965. He received his

master's degree from the University of Iowa in

1967, and taught at the University ofCalifornia at

Berkeley and Columbia University before coming

to the University of Massachusetts.

He describes his poetry as "welcoming the variety

of the world."

"I guess it shows not to be afraid to laugh, not to

take yourself too seriously, and I also try to probe

the depths of the human heart with gravity." he

said.

"I think our society needs poetry," Tate said. "It

keeps us lean and hungry and willing to say it the

way we see it."

Tate received the Yale Series of Younger Poets

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

PLC leader found alive

after desert plane crash
By NEJLA SAMMAKIA
Associated Press

TRIPOLI, Libya — Yasser Arafat,

who has survived gun battles, air raids

and assasination attempts as leader of

the Palestinian cause, walked away
Wednesday after his plane reportedly

made a belly-landing during a desert

sandstorm.
Palestinians around the Arab world

celebrated joyously after hearing the

news that Arafat was found at dawn,

bniised but alive after being missing

for 15 hours.

Arafat has been the Palestinian

Liberation Organization's undisputed

leader for 23 years. Had he been lost, it

would have been a grievous blow to the

organization and could have seriously

undermined U.S.-sponsored Middle

East peace talks.

"Godhas saved the Palestiniansfrom

a political disaster. . . Arafat is irre-

placeable," said Zeid Wahbeh, Arafat's

representative in southern Lebanon.

Arafat's two most important aides

have been assassinated over the past

four years and no one else has the

stature to step in as successor of the

divided PLO.

Wahbeh said he received a cable

from PLO headquarters in Tunis, capi-

tal ofTunisia, saying Arafat "has only

minor brxiises. . . he's in good shape."

Saeed Kamal, the PLO representa-

tive in Cairo, Egypt, said three of five

crewmen aboard Arafat's Soviet-built

A-26 aircraft were killed when it went

down near a PLO training camp at

Sarra on Tuesday. Wahbeh said Arafat

was acccompanied by 13 bodyguards.

Arafat was flying from Sudan to

Tunis, where he was scheduled to pre-

side at a meeting of the PLO's 80-

member Central Coimcil on Thursday.

PLO officials said he was on his way
to Tripoli, Libya's capital, Wednesday
night and would still go to Tunis for

Thursday's meeting.

Bassam Abu-Sharif, Arafat's chief

advisor in Tunis, told AP Network
News that the PLO asked former

President Carter to intercede with the

White House to get U.S. officials to

provide satellite data to help search

for Arafat.

He said he would not say directly

whether such help was received, but

that the American "good will toward

Arafat will definitely help the peace

process."

Pre-registration begins
Touchtone system simplifies process

By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Although University ofMassachusetts

students are busy studying for exams,

writing papers and looking for summer
jobs they must remember to do fall 1992

Pre-Registration startingthe weekofApril

13, said the University Registrar.

Graduate and undergraduate students

will make their pre-registration requests

for the fall 1992 semester by touchtone

telephone,just as they did last November.

"I think the pre-registration by tele-

phone has worked very well and students

seem to like the system too," said Univer-

sity Registrar Nancy Fitzpatrick.

The system, which cost $200,000 to

install, gives instructions to students and

also allowsthem tochange pre-registration

requests, indicate a Pass/Fail option,

designate alternate course requests and

list course requests, she said.

"The Registrar's Office hasn't had any

problems with the system — in fact it

prevents students from making pre-reg-

istration mistakes," Fitzpatrick said.

She said the system immediately no-

tifies students if they have entered re-

quests incorrectly or if they are ineligible

for courses because of their class year or

mfioor restrictions.

Students will receive the "Invitation to

Pre-Register" in the mail, telling them

when their access period begins.

Since students may get a busy signal

when they try to call the system, she said

she encourages students to call as early as

possible during their access period.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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BRANDYWINE APARTMENTS
16 Brandywine Drive • Amherst. MA 01002

(413)549-0600

Looblng For A Summer lob?

BRANDYWINE is hiring:

Llfesuards/Cleaners - Must have current Red

Cross Life Saving Certificate. Full Time.

Rental A^nt - Outgoing person, neat ap-

fjearance.who enjoysworking with people. Good

typing sbills a must. 40 hour weeb.

Please stop by the rental office. Monday through

Friday between 10:00 AM & 4:00 PM. and picb

up an application.

GLB Forum
Thursday, April 9

Brown Bag — Samuel R. Delaney, professor of com-

parative literature at UMass will speak on "Variables in

Gay Slang/Constants in Gay Oppression." Noon, Cam-

pus Center 911.

Meeting — The Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alliarjce will

hold a general membership meeting at 6 p.m. in S.U.

413B. Anyone interested is encouraged to attend.

Film — 1990 was a Gay Games Year. "We Are Here to

Stay!" depicts Gay Games III and cultural festival in

Vancouver, British Columbia. Olympic events with queer

flair. In Campus Center 908 at 7 p.m.

Meeting— The Men's Group will meet in S.U. 4 13B at

9 p.m. All university men are welcome to attend.

Friday, April 10

Social— The LBGA will hold its weekly coffee social

in Campus Center 903 from 3-6 p.m. Come enjoy coffee,

Computers stolen
from grad tower
Compiled By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

Staffat the Lederle ResearchTower reported Tuesday

morning that four transrecievers for a computer research

network, valued at $400, were stolen from the COINS
department.

On Monday morning the staffdiscovered that a Silicon

Graphics computer system, which was on loan to the

University, was entered and numerous components were

stolen. The components stolen have an approximate

value of $21,000, and the total value of the system is

$90,000. The case is being investigated, police said.

ARRESTS
• Yuefeng Xie. 29, of North Village Apartments, was

arrested Tuesday night and charged with assault and

battery.

cookies and meet new queer friends.

Woman s Dance— The LBGA will sponsor a dance for

women in the Bluewall from 9 p.m.-l a.m. Come shake

your thing, but remember, no boys allowed.

Tuesday, April 14

Meeting—The Lesbian, BisexualWomyn's Union will

meet in S.U. 413B at 7:30 p.m. All university women are

welcome.
lecture— "Horaosocial Desire in English Literature."

Eve Sedgwick, professor of English at Duke University

and a pioneer in the field ofgay studies. Amherst College,

Stim Aud., 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, April 11

Special Event— "Parents and Friends ofLesbians and

Gays," a panel to help students and their parents deal

with issues ofcoming out, support and acceptance. Smith

College, Wright Hall Common Room, 4:30 p.m.

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers wanted for Bright

Moments Festival on July 9, 16, 23 for

approximately 5-6 hours/shift. Limited

number of additional hours available.

UMass students returning in Fall only.

Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO employer.
Oescription and application available at

207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE MAY 1.

pre-registration
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 .

If students miss calling during their access

period, she said, they will be required to register

for their courses during the add/drop period, which

will also be conducted by telephone for the fall

semester.

As soon as students receive their revised fall

schedule guide in the mail around the middle of

August, they can begin the add/drop process, said

Fitzpatrick.

It is very important for students to tell the

Registrar's Office their correct summer address so

they will receive their revised schedule guide and

can begin add/drop on time, said Fitzpatrick.

• The foUowmg majors will receive their PIN

number printed on their-Invitation to Pre-Hegister"

in the mail: accounting, general business and

finance, management, comparative literature,

English, journalism, communications, selected

economics students, legal studies, political science,

social thought and political economy, geography,

geology, environmental design, landscape archi-

tecture, sociology and leisure studies and resources.

• All other undergraduates will be required to

pick up their PIN number in their department

offices. Special program students, including those

in the m^ors listed above, will continue to pick up

their PIN number from those programs. PIN num-
bers will not be required for most graduate students.

We Can Make Your Car
Look Brand New!

Customized Auto Reconditioning
Oaaning Packages Starting at $24.95

North Amherst Motors
OI«l Sunctortana Rd.. No.Amherst 549-2880

Can today for an A CARSTARit
appomtrmnti Collislon Repair Center

AM Ma/or Credit Cards Accepted

Saturday 7:30 PM
Lord Jeffery Inn, 30 Boltwood Ave, Amherst
The Boston Meditation Sodetv (617)499-7766

WE NOW HOLD KEG DEPOSITS UP TO 30 DAYS ON M/C, VISA, OR CHECK

-So^'n'"9;/'
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I §r^i »^^f-»r»
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Local
Candidates
seek upper
SGA offices
By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Staff

In an informal caucus held last night in the Campus
Center, three undergraduate student senators announced

their candidacies for the positions of senate speaker and

treasurer.

While the Senate meeting was cancelled for the second

consecutive week due to insufficient quorimi, Commuter

Senators DavidAnderson and KevinJourdain announced

their intentions to seek the position of senate speaker,

and Chadboume senator Tracey O'Connell said she will

run for treasurer.

It is unclear when elections will be held, since senate

rules require at least two-thirds ofthe body to be present

for elections to be legitimate. Speaker Bob Monaghan
said elections are historically slow processes, so the body

will not hold them next week because men's basketball

coach John Calipari is scheduled to speak.

A list of official candidates for each position will be

drawn up when the senate achieves quorum and officially

opens nominations. The positions will be vacated by

present Speaker Bob Monaghan and Treasurer Sharon

Lang at the conclusion of the semester.

Coolidge Senator Keith Nicholson was one of many
who praised the cohesiveness achieved by the present

senate leaders, and he said this teamwork must carry

over to the next administration.

•We need a speaker who is so respected that senate

meetings will be casual, with people being able to say

whatever they want without being shut offby others," he

said.

Brian Crawford, a Commuter Area senator who said

he is contemplating a run for the treasurer position, said

that contrary to popular belief, the treasurer performs

some critical tasks.

The role oftreasurer is notjust a bookkeepingjob," he

said. "The treasurer's position needs to focus on your

money, because that's the only power that students

have."

Several senators emphasized that coalition-building

must be undertaken by the new leadership.

"One of the key functions of the speaker is coalition-

building writh both students and administrators, to find

out who is on our side." saidJohnAdams Senator Michael

Poster.

Poster, a junior political science msyor. stressed the

importance of increasing participation in student gov-

ernment through "outreach," especially to those campus

constituencies which feel disenfranchised.

•^e need to address not only the needs of students
COhfTINUED ON PAGE 6

rnll><l«« photo by Jeff Aleiaiider

rrS NOT so bad, I promise — James Kimball, vice president of the UMass

Hangliding Club, attempts to recruit junior economics major Scott Whitmore.

Recycling needs improvement
Campus efforts less than ideal, UMass official says

By AARON-JOHN RICADELA
Collegian Correspondent

The recyclingeffortatthe University ofMassachuaetts

seems to be a far cry from the "It's hip to be environmentally

correct" attitude ofthe 19908, accordingto the University's

Office of Solid Waste Management.

Solid Waste Manager R. Marc Foumier said he wante

to educate people in a positive way about new classroom

recychng programs and the slowly improving "Residen-

tial Recycling Program."

"Recycling at the University is starting to get better

than it was last semester, but there's still a long way to

go," said Foumier. "Our main problem is still people

throwing regular trash in the bins," Foumier said.

Foumier said sensible recychng habits will save the

University money by avoiding costly tipping fees at the

Amherst landfill, extending the life of landfills and sav-

ing natural resources.

"There is a lot of misuse of the recychng bins in the

dorms and classrooms, but I don't want to single out

studente for all the blame. I was a student here 20 years

ago, and I know how it is," said Foumier.

The Amherst landfill charges $65 per ton of solid

waste, plus hauling fees. Each ton of waste the Univer-

sity recycles vriW therefore save $65. In recent years the

University has spent an average of $373,000 per year to

dispose of its waste, Foumier said.

This cost is partially offset by two recycling facilities

used by the University. P. Allen& Son, a private recycling

firm in Northampton, pays $20 per ton of recyclable

paper.

The Materials Recycling Facility in Springfield allows

the University to dispose of glossy paper, newspaper,

glass, aluminum, tin and plastic at no charge. These

facihties separate, process and bail these materials to

send to mills which turn the materials into usable products

like insulation.

Contaminated garbage

Because there are now many recychng programs up

and running, the mills are fussier and reject contami-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

Activist: Earth dying
Blames government, corporate greed

By AMY PRENDERGAST
Collegian Steff

The ever-increasing search for profit in

the United Stetes by major corporations is

causing widespread environmental dam-

age, according to a renowned Nobel Peace

Prize nominee and poUtical activist.

Dr. Helen Caldicott, speaking before

over 100 people at the University's School

of Business Administration, said she be-

Ueves the Earth is dying, and dying for

CoUegUo photo by Matt Kahn

Dr. Helen Caldicott

profit.

Caldicott. who is a native ofAustralia,

also discussed the depleting ozone layer,

deforestation, global warming and the role

of the United States Govemment in dam-

aging the environoment.

"If we continue to deplete the ozone

layer with CFC's ftx)m refingerators and

aerosol cans, by launching space shuttles

and damaging our forests, the Earth will

be destroyed in eight years," she said.

Trees, which she called the limgs ofthe

Earth,' are being chopped down by one

football field per second, while eight out of

ten Americans live near a toxic waste

dump, said Caldicott.

Caldicott said she beUeves the major

corporations in the United States control

the govemment. media and are destroying

the Earth with pollution and radioactive

waste by producing nuclear weapons.

"Every Congressman in office and most

media outlets is totally controlled and

bribed by corporations," said Caldicott,

"and almost every corporation is involved

directly or indirectly with making weap-

ons."

Caldicott said for six weeks she was

booked to be on the "Today Show' to dis-

cuss one of her books. She said after they

read her book. "Today" canceled.

"They canceled because I wrote in my
book how General Electric pollutes the

Earth with radioactive waste, and General

Electric happens to own NBC." she said.

"Now with private corporations ovming

the media, how do you have freedom of

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

Special interest corridor
initiated in Northeast
By GARY DEANE
Collegian Correspondent

Gay, lesbian and bisexual students

and alUes gathered Monday night to

discuss the opening of a special inter-

est corridor in Mary Lyon residence

hall to combat what they called

homophobia and heterosexism.

"There is lots of support on campus

for this to work," said Stephanie

Camahan, the originator of the pro-

gram and residence director ofPierpont/

Moore.
Camahan, along with Beth Feeney,

residential director ofCrabtree Cluster,

and Linda Keith, area coordinator for

Northeast/Sylvan, led the meeting to

discuss plans and concerns about the

newly-approved program.

"The University is one of the only

institutions in the country to have a

program like this." said Camahan. "The

idea is exciting to me. The people in-

volved will be part of history."

The plan to organize the fourth floor

of Mary Lyon, known as the SIRP, or

Special Interest Residential Program,

is a follow-up of plans submitted in

years past.

The floor is designed to provide

support for gay, lesbian and bisexual

and students and their allies. Students

will be able to "come home" to an envi-

ronment that is immune from the

homophobic tensions present on cam-

pus, said Camahan.

Only ten students were present at

the meeting, but they were told to

encourage others to sign up for the

floor during housing selection week.

Currently one of the two hallways

on the floor, accommodating 28 stu-

dents in all, will be made available for

the SIRP. The other hallway will be

made available for female non-SIRP

students.

Feeney said thatthe NortheastArea

was "one of the few places [the SIRPl

could succeed."

"There will be more work in spring

to [help the student population] better

understand what SIRP is all about,"

she said.

Poune Saberi, a sophomore bio-

chemistrj major and residential as-

sistant in McNamara, said. "It is good

to see a floor set up to help create a

supportive network for the GLB com-

munity. It will help with ordinary

problems for gays, lesbians and bi-

sexuals."

Keith looked forward to "special RA
training as well as special programs to

understand the issues the residents

will be working through."

Mark Cameron, currently an RA in

Brett, was chosen from seven candi-

dates to serve as an RA for the floor.

"I'm really excited about it. It's going

to be a real positive floor," Cameron

said.

The fourth floor of Mary Lyon is

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views

We have
few friends

"I've got friends in low places '— Garth

Brooks
University undergrads might as well

take all the friends in low places they can

get. They certainly have few in high places.

Our beloved Board of Trustees met

yesterday. It was expected they would, on

the recommendation of the administra-

tion, agree to raise mandatory under-

graduate fees by $120 and room and board

by $106— a 3.6 percent increase in fees on

top ofthe 4 percent tuition hike already in

place.

I hate to keep attacking the Trustees.

They're probably very nice people. But I

can't understand why they persist in pric-

ing the University out of its market.

Greg Sukiennik

Agreed, these increases are modest

ones. But in light ofProvost Glen Gordon's

announcement that undergraduates can

no longer fill requirements vdth the ma-

jority ofcontinuing education classes, the

fee hikes are downright sinister.

Here's the plot: you cannot fulfill Uni-

versity requirements with fall or spring

continuing ed classes (winter and sum-

mer are still OK). You must pay under-

graduate fees instead. The administration

and the not-so-Trustees will decide the

fees you will pay, and ifyou can't afford it

that's too bad. Do not pass go, do not

collect $200.

With this in mind, let me tell you about

a phone conversation I had before Spring

Break with Robert S. Karam. a vice-chair-

man ofthe Board ofTrustees. Karam, who
is president of Karam Financial Associ-

ates, wasn't too happy with something I

wrote.

It seems that I made an assumption

about him which was untrue: that he

probably didn't empathize with the middle

class because of his business position.

Karam noted that he was, in fact, from a

middle class background. Color me em-

barrassed. We kept talking, and he was
pretty pleasant about the matter when he

could have threatened to sue me, so I got

along with him well.

But here's the big question, one I didn't

think of at the time: If Karam and other

Trustees emerged from middle class back-

grounds, why oh why do they keep hiking

tuition and outpacing the middle class?

Why not try something new, like de-

manding the state fund the University the

way it should be funded, and not a penny

less?

Well, that's all water under the bridge

now, because by the time you read this the

fee hikes will be added to your bill for fall

1992. No use crying over spilled Dr. Pep-

per.

So what do we have? 13 more dollars for

athletics, 72 for the curriculum fee (mak-

ing it nearly a thousand bucks ), $24.30 for

health and $106 for housing. Lou Reed

said it best in "Walk on the Wild Side":

'Everybody had to pay and pay.'

Another interesting factor in all of this

is the letter Chancellor Richard O'Brien

sent to undergraduates. O'Brien spoke of

how this year saw the smallest tuition

increase in years and the possibility of

level-funding from the State House. Un-
like the usual letter from Whitmore, it

was written in upbeat, soothing tones.

But there go those fees again. Yes, they

are small increases— am I supposed to be

grateful or something? Should I send a

thank-you card? "Dear Whitmore, it was
really nice ofyou to spare me the usual fee

increase and substitute a small one in-

stead. Love, Greg, former UMass student

"id current employee of Guido's Fresh

larketplace, Pittsfield."

Not that Guido's is a bad place or any-

thing— I've worked there three years. I'd

just rather get my degree and I can't do

that if I can't afford fee increases.

Now I understand why students get

apathetic about budget cuts and price

hikes. It's no fun to fight them when the

system is set up so that you can't win.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian columnist

of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

New York's

pride and joy
LIVE FROMNEWYORK— ITS SAT-

URDAY NIGHT!
Growing up in America, few fail to

recognize this opening line of the Not

Ready for Prime-time Players' long-run-

ning late night series.

It began years ago, and when it started,

no one knew that it would turn out to be

the cutting edge of comedy and the birth-

place ofmany box-office stars. How many
comic legends have started their road to

success on the off-beat, sometimes ad-hb

set? Chevy Chase, Dan Akroyd, John

Belushi, Steve Martin, Bill Murray, Gilda

Radner and Eddie Murphy — to name
only a few. SNL has consistently turned

comedians into fine actors and actresses.

Bob Silverstein

Columnist is disgusting, pathetic
Tony Westcott's editorial on April 6

was disgusting, and yet pathetic at the

same time. I assume that it was intended

to be humorous, in which case Mr. Westcott

issick. RAPE ISNOTASEXUALCRIME.
A tlu-ee-line paragraph stating that ".

.

.rape is not so much a sexual act as a

violent one. Rapists want their subjects to

put up a fight," is a less than feeble stab at

understanding the complexities sur-

rounding this monstrous epidemic.

I suggest that in the future, Tony

Westcott do a tiny bit of research when
writingon such serious matters. Or better

still, skip it all together, as it's tacky and

in poor taste to poke fun at rape.

See you in the graveyard?

Or in the poUce Une up?

Kristin Lee
Kimberly Munsie

Central

Open letter to George Bush
Dear President Bush,

I am a senior at the University ofMas-

sachusetts at Amherst. I am about to

graduate in a few months and have come

to realize there are a handful of similari-

ties between the two of us. Allow me to

explain.

You see George, (you don't mind if I call

you that, do you George?) we are on the

verge ofleaving the protective shelters we
have grown so accustomed to these past

four years. The time is arriving shortly for

us to head out into the real world and it is

pretty scary.

Felice Cohen

We have been living in a dream world.

Protected by our surroundings, we have

been comforted with the assurance that

by doing what is expected of us, we are

able to continue with our everyday activi-

ties. But in truth, reality is slowly creep-

ing closer and closer.

Four yeare ago the two of us arrived at

new settings. As freshmen, we looked ea-

gerly ahead, seeking all the challenges

and opportunities that came our way.

Before we sirrived, we made promises to

ourselves and to others (though I seem to

be the only one who has kept any). I

managed to pack a lot into my four years

here and it has proven to be a great ex-

perience, filled with many achievements

and long-lasting memories.
Now that my allotted time is coming to

an end, I am able to leave this institution,

satisfied that my time and money was
well spent. As for you George, it seems you

may have to stay another four years to get

done half of what you promised.

Face it George, you goofed. Ifyou were

here at UMass you would have been put

on what we call Academic Probation. In-

stead you managed to put our entire

country on American Recession. Thanks a
lot.

But there are other issues here George,
like requirements and fulfilling them.

I have completed all my Gen Eds, but

you George, still need to take your place-

ment exams, for you continue to remain

without a focus. In order to accompUsh

what you promised yourself and all of us,

you may have to stay on another four

years. Tough break, but isn't that what

you wanted?
Let's take a reality check. In a few

months, we are both going to be facing

some tough decisions. For the most part

we have two options. The first is we can

continue to do what we've been doing. I

can go on to graduate school and you can

remain in office for another term. Our
second option is that we go out and find

real jobs.

This means venturing into the real

world, which is a bad (it's bad) place.

Though at thisjuncture, with the world in

such dire straights, the first option seems

much more tempting.

One other similarity, (though you seem
to have much worse symptoms) is

"Senioritis." Okay, so for the first time in

my academic career I am not taking five

classes, but at least I'm not ignoring all my
work. You, George, seem to have entirely

forgotten you still have a job (it's your

supporterswho don't) and this means there

is still plenty for you to do.

If I don't complete my work, I won't

graduate. If you don't finish, you may
have to stay. . . wait a minute. I bet that's

exactly why you've been blowing off all

your responsibilities. You are afraid of

leavingyour safe little surrounding. You're

such a chicken, George.

Instead of doing the work you have

been assigned, you've been on the road

like some rock star, promoting your cam-

paign (as if you actually had fans out

there) giving your, "read my shriveled,

prune lips" speeches. Yes George, it may
be too late to save those flaky smackers,

but you still have time to catch up on your

work.
The truth is George, your job isn't over

till the fat lady sings. And since Roseanne

has been banned from the world of music

(and is losing weight fast, thanks to a new
broccoli diet), 1 am afraidyou mustremain

in office to get done what you promised.

For starters, why don't you try doing

yourown food shopping. I heard you didn't

know what price scarmers were and I

think you'll find them really interesting.

Forever in your debt, FeUce.

Felice Cohen is a Collegian columnist

Think back over all the years, and all of

the hilarious characters that have been

created. . . from Roseanne Roseannadanna,

whose daddy always told her, "Ya gotta

eat a lotta roughage," to Emily Lotella's

hard-of-hearing editorials which always

ended with "Never mind." From Buck-

wheat singing, "Unce, tice, fee times a

mady. .

." to Dieter from Sprockets always

nagging his guests to "Touch my monkey!"

And the impersonations. . . Chevy

Chase's Gerald Ford. Dan Akroyd'sJinmiy

Carter, Joe Piscopo's Frank Sinatra, Dana

Carvey's George Bush, Phil Hartman and

Jan Hooks as the Trump family, or Jon

Lovitz's Mike Dukakis.

And the musical guests. . . Aerosmith,

Simon and Garfunkel, Madonna, Sting,

the Blues Brothers, the Kinks, Prince —
in fact, few are aware that the Beatles

were supposed to have their reunion on

the show — only John never showed up.

Perhaps the most amazing thing about

"Saturday Night Live" is that it has sur-

vived all these years. From producerLome
Michaels to Dick Ebersol, and now back to

Lome Michaels again, the show has cer-

tainly seen its ups and downs — sort of

like a pro sports team. And much like

professional athletes, these performers are

at the mercy of a live audience — and for

a comedian, having a sketch bomb is as

humiliating as walking a batter with the

bases loaded in the World Series. The only

difference is that in sports, you can always

fake a sore shoulder and be taken out of

the game, but on the stage there is no

escape except for commercial breaks when
you change costumes and pray nobody
remembers how bad the last scene was.

One sad part of each season is seeing

the best cast members written out of the

show as they move on to better things. I

recall when Eddie Murphy switched from

doing five skits a night to doing a single,

token performance per show. Now Dana
Carvey, famous for his many characters,

such as Garth, Church Lady, George Bush
and Lyle the Effeminate Heterosexual, is

slowly appearingmore and more sparsely.

Kevin Nealon no longer does his Mr.
Subliminal or Hans and Franz now that

he has taken over Dennis Miller's presti-

gious, "I'm on my way to better things

soon," duty ofnews anchorman. How much
longer will it be before we are thrust into

another ofthe inevitable"SNL Dark Ages,"

the seasons between superstars where
nothing seems to go right?

I guess the only way to live, though, is

to live for today and enjoy our role models
— NOT! — until they all ditch us for

multimillion-dollar, five-film contracts.

It seems like a recent SNL hit. entitled

"Deep Thoughts — by Jack Handey" has
generated a bandwagon of wannabees,
each contributing their own deepest
thought. Here's mine: If I think too hard,

will I get hemorrhoids on my brain?
On that note, as Dennis Miller would

say: That's the news and I am outta here.

. . or is it: I'm Kevin Nealon and that's

news to me. . . or is it: I'm Chevy Chase and
you're not?

Perhaps I would be better offending as
Jane Curtin would: That's the news.
Goodnight and have a pleasant tomorrow.

Bob Silverstein is a UMass student.

We know how Christ died; do we know why he died?
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Historically, the life and death of Jesus Christ is

undeniable. Everyone knows how Christ died, but does

everyone know why he died? First, let's examine who
Jesus claimed to be and why he was put to death.

It has been suggested that Jesus Christ was oidy a

good moral teacher and never claimed to be anything

more. Not true, not true. Under Jewish Law, God was

the only one that had the ability to forgive sins. One of

Christ's claims was "I am the way and the truth and the

life. No one comes to the Father exceptthrough me. Ifyou

reallyknew me, you would knowmy Father as well. From

now on, you do know him and have seen him." (John 14:6)

Jesus also forgave many people of their sins.

After Jesus had forgiven one man, the Pharisees said

to one another "This fellow is blaspheming!" (Matt 9:3)

Not only did Christ claim to be the Son ofGod, but he also

claimed to be equal with God, (note the quote). Again, the

people knew exactly what Jesus was claiming. The Jews

charged him writh claiming to be the Messiah, the Son of

(jod: ". . .'Are you the Christ, the Son ofthe Blessed One?'

'I am,' said Jesus, 'And you will see the Son ofMan sitting

at the right hand of the Mighty One and coming on the

clouds of Heaven.'" (Mark 14:61-2)

In Jesus' day. the Jews knew about the coming of the

Messiah. Some accepted Jesus as that Messiah, others

did not. Also, the strictness of the Law did not allow for

the toleration of false prophets — which many people

believed Christ to be. Were Jesus simply a good, moral

teacher he woiUd not have been put to death. Jesus,

however, claimed to be one with God— the basis for his

execution.

Diana D 'Avanzo

So now that who Christ claimed to be is cleared up,

why did he die? We know that the people killed him

because they did not believe that he was the Messiah.

Jesus knew this and predicted ".
. . the Son ofMan must

suffer many things and be rejected by the elders, chief

priests and teachers ofthe law, and that he mustbe killed

and after three days rise again." (Mark 8:31)

Christ knew this and accepted it, but why? I mean, he

performed all these miracles, so why wouldn't he just

save himself Well. Christ plainly tells us the reason for

his death and why he vrill comply. Christ tells us that

man is separated from God because ofsin and that he will

die in order to be a once and forever atonement for man's

UMass needs to be more aware of deaf culture

I would like to take this opportunity to applaud the

Collegian for running the 31 March article "HANDS
present mimic," on the Multicultural Affairs page.

There IS a deaf culture of which painfully few people

are aware. (I am lucky enough to possess personal

experience with the culture, my primary influences

being my deaf father and my deaf friends.) Although

the Collegian is to be commended for its farsighted-

ness, there is a great deal of erroneous information

which needs to be clarified.

1) The American Heritage Dictionary defines the

word "cxdture" as "the totahty of socially transmitted

behavior patterns, arts, beliefs, institutions and all

other products of human work and thought charac-

teristic of a community or population." How Ms.

DeJesus came upon the idea that "The cultural defi-

nition of deaf culture is when a group of deaf people

deal together and share a common language, culture,

poUtics and deafness," I will never know. That sounds

more hke a bunch of people, they could be French,

debating politics over coffee.

2) In her article, Ms. DeJesus wrote that "to be

considered deaf culturally is a matter of the person's

decision." If a person is culturally deaf, it is tsrpically

the result of growing up in an environment that, to

paraphrase American Heritage, transmits those be-

havior patterns, arta, beliefs, institutions and all

products of deaf work and thought characteristic of

the deafcommimity. It is hardly the result ofa "yes or

no" decision. It is a hfe experience.

3) Also, the article says that "to be considered part

of the deaf cultvu-e. a person only needs to share only

two of the points expressed above." If one were to

follow that line of reasoning, that would mean that I,

a White Anglo-Saxon Protestant, having minimal

contact with the Native .'^anerican community, could

be considered Native American ifI supported Leonard

Peltier (which I do) and spoke Navajo. I doubt my
Native American brothers and sisters would support

my assimilation into their community based on those

two factors alone. Similarly, even if a person is fluent

in American Sign Language and supports the Deaf

Rights movement, this does not and never will indicate

deaf acculturation.

4) If a person is audiologically deaf and doesn't

consider themselves culturally deaf, they are not all of

a sudden "hard of hearing," they are still deaf.

Last, but definitely not least, many deaf people

object to the term "deafness." I have yet to hear, and

hope I never will hear, the term "African-

Americanness" or "Hispanicness." The suffix "-ness"

describes an object. Deaf people are not objects, they

are people. So, when the term "deafness" is used,

many deaf people are understandably offended.

The deafare a community making valuable, albeit

overlooked, contributions to society as a whole. Ifyou

or any of your staff would Uke to contact deaf profes-

sionals and/or access information regarding deaf cul-

ture, I would be happy to assist in that endeavor.

Richard Pope
Sylvan

sins so that man can be forgiven and have eternal life.

Jesus said, "Just as Moses lifl^d up the snake in the

desert, so the Son ofMan must be Ufted up, that everyone

who believes in him may have eternal life. For God so

loved the world that he gave his one and only Son, that

whoever beheves in him shall not perish but have eternal

life. For God did not send his Son into the world to

condemn the world, but to save the world through him."

(John 3:5-17)

Christ made it clear that everything he was enduring,

he was enduring for us. So that we may know ". .the one

true God and Jesus Christ whom you have sent." This

being cleared up, did Christ really rise again from the

dead? Did he? I mean, ifhe didn't then Christianity isjust

like any other reUgion—man trying to reachGod instead

ofGod reaching man. IfChrist did not rise from the dead,

there is no basis for Christianity— no eternal life and no

unconditional acceptance, forgiveness and love.

Well, what do you think? You have the whole week

before Easter to mull it over. Ill come back the next week

and let youknow what I think— the only obvious answer.

Until then, think about it. Did or didn't Jesus Christ rise

again from the dead?

Diana DAvanzo is a Collegian columnist

If you want respect

learn some manners
In Wednesday's Collegian, Eric Frank expressed his

anger at those individuals who use the Curry Hicks track

for walking.

His point on the walkers being inconsiderate for tak-

ing up several lanes was well receivedby my Walking and

Conditioning gym class.

On behalf of my class. I apologize, and promise to be

more is this supposed to say inconsiderate or con-

sidemte? inconsiderate in the future.

Mr. Frank, however, should also consider an apology.

Walkers are not "obnoxious slobs" and there are no

rules or regvdations stating that the track must be exclu-

sively used for running.

Many individuals in my class walk because of past,

present or feared future ityuries from nmning.

There are many other walkers whojust preferwalking

to running and choose to exercise inside, as many run-

ners do. during the cold winter months.

I beheve that we deserve the same respect you have

called for and the name-calling and put-dovms were

immature.

Therefore, my advice to Mr. Frank is to try to be more

poUte, and his requests will be better received.

In the future, we should cooperate our efforts in order

to prevent iryury and have everyone eixjoy the track.

Andrea Pietryka
Amherst

19 people signed this letter

Leave the hippy on the hill alone, Housing— they're flyin' their own flag

We dwellers of Butterfield, the only

community on campus proudly and defi-

antly flying a pirate's flag fix)m our roof-

top, urge other residents to also take back

their dorms, their rights and their lives

from the fascists in UMass Housing.

We urge the rest ofthe adults living on

this campus to follow our example and

stand up for our rights to have guests,

drink alcohol and form ourown community

standards without interference firom the

paternalistic control freaks in Housing.

We 'Residents' are not inmates and we

refuse to be treated as such. We resent

being forced to live on campus for two

years whether we want to or not. We
resent having our rents raised every se-

mester while our buildings continue to

deteriorate. We resent being forced to pay

for T.V. and phones regardless ofwhether

we want them. We resent being forced to

live in locked-up fortresses without being

asked ifwe wanted them. We resent being

forced to drink alcohol only in our rooms

with our doors shut. We resent being told

what'Quiet Hours' are without being asked

what we wanted them to be. We resent

having certain numbers of our peers re-

cruited as "finks'who arethen programmed

to turn against us . We resent being treated

like criminals when we choose to follow

ourown community standards ratherthan

Housing's arbitrary rules. We resent

Residential Education's assumption that

we're all a bunch of ignorant fools who
must be reprogrammed to think in so-

cially acceptable, politically correct ways.

Most of all, we resent being stripped of

the dignity and respect we deserve as free-

willed, rent-paying adult citizens. We
refuse to take it anymore. We call on other

adult campus dwellers who no longer wish

to be intimidated by 'Big Brother' Housing

to also declare their indejsendence and

stop beingmeek httle sheep. We all pay for

our rooms, they're ours and we will make

our own decisions about how we will live

in them.

Aaron Bluestein
Butterfield

58 people signed this letter

Notes from the Campus Center basement
First things first. Last week, in this very column,

Ari Vais christened me with the ill-fitting nickname

'Superman.* Truth and justice are fine vrith me, but

how they are related to the 'American Way' is beyond

me.
Speaking of one-hundred-percent Americans, the

graffiti of the week cames from Hillel. C'mon, if you

boys can't play nice, someone vrill have to take away

your Slapshot and Ice Cube records.

In other local news . . .Cannabis Reform Coalition

'President Aaron 'git yer gun' Wilson's performance on

the Amherst commons on Saturday was truly the

comedic center of last weekend. For those ofyou with

short-term memory problems, he was the chunky,

goateed guy drawing all the impatient looks ft-om

Minibus fans.

Dressed in wash-faded fatigues (as every good

revolutionary should be), he looked down-right

Castroesque, in spite ofthe pony-tail and Anglo-Saxon

heritage.
, ^u i- e

His argument for legalization ran along the lines ol

"Marijuana has medicinal value as pain killer, it's fun

and doesn't make people violent. So unless I can

smoke it I'm gonna shoot someone."Though he quoted

Abbie Hoffman, the figure he reminded me of was

General Curtis "bombs away' LaMay, who wanted to

nuke North Vietnam in order to save it.

Anyone who is willing to kill someone, face murder

charges and presumably serve time in a prison with-

out pot rather than risk getting tagged for possession

has demonstrated not only admirable conviction, but a

tenuous grasp of his basic reasoning faculties.

His conviction was evidently not shared by the audi-

ence members who. after seeing my camera, expressed

concern thatpubhshing their faces in connection with the

event could damage their credit ratings or chances of

future employment.

Josh Reynolds

I didn't take any names, and made an effort not to get

identifiable faces in focus. However, aft^r hearing Leslie

Hope ofthe libertarian party, I've decide to exercise some

ofmy own personal rights.

My property is mine to use as I see fit, so I'm gonna

turn a healthy profit selling the negatives to the NSA,

DEA, and any other interested parties. I'll even suggest

that they cross-reference their findings with the residents

of Butterfield, Baker, and members of the Radical Stu-

dent Union.
Relax, I wouldn't really pick on a flock of sheepish

Btoners. (Why so paranoid?) If you're really that upset,

just take a few cubes ofSoma and chill, man.

In a related note, a photo caption in the Hampshire

Gazette erroneously stated that the hemp was really

sponsored by the University. We've all been warned

about passive smoking in the work place. Now on to

matters of a different type of substance.

This past week the issue of whether or not the Colle-

gian should be a medium for "positive change" within

the community has surfaced once again. No matter

who you are, sooner or later, this editorial page will

produce a point of view which offends your sensibili-

ties. Luckily, at the university level, people who are

intolerant of opposing arguments, when given the

chance, usually do a finejob discrediting their point of

view.

The argument for "sensitivity to the needs of the

community" is that peoplejust aren't smart enough to

judge the validity of an argument for themselves.

Therefore, it is our responsibility to screen the opin-

ions that they be allowed to read. In short, parental

supervision is advised.

If this sort ofthing sounds like a good idea to any of

you out there, you probably don't remember our ex-

editorial editor and Central Scrutinizer, David R.

Mark, who did use his judgment to decide which

opinions were valuable and appropriate.

Were this newspaper to be censortive to the needs

of the community, not only would we have already

fired half of our columnists, but three or four editors

and a cartoonist as well (we have a hard enough time

keeping these positions filled as it is.)

In past semesters, people in all these positions have

been fired, or worse, excluded a priori.

To clarify, these are not the official opinions of the

Collegian, but depending on my mood, they count for

one thirteenth of the Board of Editors.

Josh Reynolds is a Collegian columnist.
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caucus
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

being (affected by] tuition retention, but

the needs ofstudents being in conflict over

sexual orientation, religion and race," he

said. "We can't look Uke theWonder Bread
Club. We need to tie in more people from

'other' communities that we don't neces-

sarily perceive."

Speaker Bob Monaghan ended the

caucus by cautioning senators not to pre-

judge any of the announced candidates.

The person you elect may not embody

all the qualities you want at this time," he

said. "When you're voting and you have

doubts about someone, give them a chance

— they might develop."

Monaghan said regardless of who is

elected, officials must not take a passive

role in campus life.

"You want a speaker and treasurer

who are activists, who want to go out and

mobiUze students, because that's what we

need to do," he said. "We need officers to

work for students."

Groups dedicate week
to explore Christianity

floor
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

currently an all-women's floor. All ofthese

students will be displaced next semester,

and many ofthe floor's residents said they

were unhappy about the move.

Pam Wicks, a freshman animal science

and exercise science msyor who presently

lives on the fourth floor ofMary Lyon said,

"I feel that Mary Lyon was not a good

choice for the GLB floor. The top two floors

are designated all-women's floors now and

fulfill a need for women seeking protec-

tion or added security for various rea-

sons.

Jennifer Toth, a sophomore psychology

mcyor who also lives on the fourth floor

said she was not upset with the program

itselfbut was disturbed that the floor was

"not involved in the decision-making pro-

cess.

•^e were informed about the plan af-

ter all the decisions were made," she said.

By DIANA D'AVANZO
Collegian Staff

Did Jesus really die and rise again

from the dead? If so, what implications

does this have for our lives?

These are questions that Campus

Crusade for Christ, Intervarsity Christian

Fellowship and Alliance Christian Fel-

lowship, are asking throughout a "Why

Did He Die?" week.

The event will take place Monday ,
Apnl

13 through Thursday. April 16. The week

will focus on the resurrection and gath-

eringopinion concerning the resurrection.

D.J. Monke of Campus Crusade, said

the groups are having the "Why Did He

Die?" week because, "we felt that with

Easter right around the corner, this would

be a perfect way to challenge students to

consider the claims of Christ. With all the

problems that exist in this world, people

should know that Jesus is there for them."

Calipari
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

futurf until the end of the basketball sea-
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son.

Yesterday, Calipari made good on his

word, signing a contract which includes a

"roll-over" clause, making the contract

valid for four years.

"It's good to hear he's staying," said

UMass fonnard Lou Roe. "I kind of knew

he was staying because when he recruited

me, I asked him if he would be there for

four years and he said yes."

Calipari, 33, took over the program

four years ago and has amassed a career

coaching record of 77-50. including three

post- season tournament appearances, two

in the NIT, one in the NCAA.
This past season he led UMass to its

most successful season ever, posting a 30-

5 mark and advancing to the Sweet Sixteen

of the NCAA Tournament, before bowing

out to Kentucky.

In a press release issued yesterday,

Cahpari said, "I'm excited that the Uni-

versity felt so highly of me to, first of all

give me the opportunity at such a young

age to be its coach, and now want to keep

me here."

Calipari's former contract paid him

Another Campus Crusade member,
Martin Dent, said, "When students are

faced with the evidence for the person of

Jesus Christ and his resurrection from

the dead, they will have to make a decision

to either accept or reject him."

The Christian groups have planned

different activities, including handing out

questionnaires concerningthe resurrection

that will be given at the Dining Commons
on Monday, April 13 throughout dinner

and a week-long fi"ee book distribution of

More Than a Carpenter in the Campus
Center Monday from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m.

Campus Crusade member Asa Swahn

said the book, written by Josh McDowell,

"will give readers the oppurtunity to ex-

plore Jesus' claims and find out what

Christianity is really all about."

As ifkicking offthe week, the Graduate

Christian Fellowship is holding an open

panel discussion entitled "With All Your

Mind."

upwards of$76,000 and the feeling around

campus is he didn't get a big enough raise.

"For a coach of his status, it's a little too

low ," said UMass sophomoreJon Aronson.

"I'm happy. The King's Court remains

intact."

Gabe Tucker, a senior math msyor and

President ofthe Minutemaniacs said, "It's

a little too low. He deserves more. I think

it's smart for him to stay and good for the

school."

Roc may have summed it up best when

he said, "He built something here, why let

someone else take down the mountain?"

It's no secret the players don't love

Cahpari, but they have the ultimate re-

spect for his coaching ability.

"He's such a good coach," Roe said. "It's

a great opportunity to play for a coach like

him."

Junior center Kennard Robinson said,

"His coming back is good for the students,

good for the team and good for the recruits.

Coach Cal pushes you hard to do things

you don't want to do, but need to do to

win."

Now that he's back for another season,

the next question is how long will he stay?

"My family and I look forward to a long

and happy relationship with the Univer-

sity." Calipari said.
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• Lasagna Verde

(vegetable lasagna)

• Veal Parmesan
• Shrimp all'Arrabbiata

(shrimp in spicy plum tomato sauce)

• Chicken Primavera

(chicken & vegetables w/pasta)
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including choice of entree, salad,
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BY BONITA PATRICKS
COLLEGIAN CORRESPONDENT

-MOST INDUSTRIAL BANDS THAT

TOUR. YOU SEE THEM IN CHJCAGO

AND YOU GO SEE THEM IN L.A. THE

NEXT WEEK. AND IT'S PRETTY MUCH

THE SAME SHOW. WHEREAS THIS,

LIKE A TRADITIONAL ROCK BAND, WILL

VARY.'" SAYS PETER MOORE, LEAD

VOCALIST OF THE BOSTON-BASED

BAND THINK TREE. WHO WILL BE

APPEARING THIS SUNDAY NIGHT AT

PEARL ST.

Think Tree, an electronically-

BASED unit featuring MOORE ON

leadvocals. Will Raganoongui-

TAR. Krishna lanctot. synthesiz-

ers, vocoders, samples, and Jeff

Bigerton electronic drums/per-

cussion has been called -never

dull in concert: flailing hair,

demonic delivery. Moore rant-

ing LIKE A soul possessed. BUT

IT'S ALL COHERENT AND STRONG."

SHOWING THEIR STUFF DURING

THEIR -. OPEN-

ING SPOTS WITH NINE JNCH NAILS

AND TWO EUROPEAN TOURS, THINK

TREE SWEPT THE SCENE BY STORM

WfTH THEIR DEBUT 1 2« "HIRE A

BIRD," WHICH SOARED TO THE TOP

OF-THE LOCALCHARTS ANDRECEIVED

HEAVY AIRPLAY FROM COMMERCIAL

ALTERNATIVE RADIO GIANT WFNX;
IN BOSTON.
THEIR SELF-RELEASED EIGHT/

'^THIRTEEN EP FOLLOWED WITH

CRITICAL ACCLAIM, EVEN GREATER

RADIO SUPPORT. AND NUMEROUS

LOCAL AWARDS INCLUDING BEST

LOCAL CUTTING-EDGE BAND. AND

BEST LOCAL SONG.

LIKE The Idea, their debut Al-

bum FOR Caroline Records, will

burn a hole right through any

PRECONCEPTIONS ABOUT BANDS

WHO USE ELECTRONICS. RECORDED

AT DOWNTOWN RECORDERS. WHERE !

BOTH BOSTON-BASED AEROSMITH
j

AND THE PIXIES COMPLETED|
PROJECTS. THIS ALBUM CROSSES

;

ALL MUSICAL BOUNDARIES WITH

ITS COMBINATION OF INSANE

JSAMPLES.EXOTICTEXTURES.

AND NEW-FANGLED LYR-

ICS.

IN SUPPORT OF

LIKE THE IDEA.

THINK TREE

WILL PERFORM A :

^ PERFORMANCE AT FOR THE RECORD

IN DOWNTOWN AMHERST SUNDAY

AT 4 P.M.

Think Tree will appear

AT PEARL Sr, ON SUNDAY, APRIL

12. AT 9:00 P.M. TtCKETS ARE

S3. AND ARE AVAILABLE AT

STRAWBERRIES. FOR THE

RECORD. AND BY CALL-^
ING TICKETPROAT J -

800-828-7080. i

THIS IS AN 18 +

SHOW.
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Pearl Jam a
smash hit at

SOB concert
By SCOTT KESNER
Collegian Staff

Last night more than one-thousand people crowded

into GMass Amherst's largest sauna to perspire to Pearl

Jam. ,^
Although it was probably not the intention of fans to

leave the concert reeking of sweat and looking prunish,

there was no sanctuary from the heat of the S.G^B.

Pearl Jam opened mildly enough with "Wash." a tune

unfamiliar to those without knowledge of their three-song

Alive EP. "Wash" tested the crowd's patience for enduring

slower tunes. The crowd had none. As soon as "Once,"

began the waiting was over and the quest for oxygen

began. The band started jamming, the throng began

slamming and all the cramming left no air.

Lead vocalist Eddie Vedder propelled the snow by

penetrating our minds with his irresistible apocalyptic

croak and hypnotizing us with the pale glare of his

translucent eyes. Before "Alive." Vedder peered into the

eyes of his moshing audience and insisted that they stop

launching people over their heads. He quipped. "I don't

want anybody to die, maybe it's just that I give a fuck.

Not too many others did. "Alive." the shivering tale of

sexual abuse, spurred the crowd to become violent

enough to injure one another. As I was singing the song's

chorus, a swift blow to my upper lip arrested my vocal

work for the evening. Thank you. kind mosher!

I'm starting to believe that people go to these pulsating

shows solely to wreak havoc on the audience. To those

of you who put Pearl Jam on your "great bands to mosh

to" list, congratulations, they deserve to be on it. They

also deserve you as a fan. But seriously, your crowd

diving is a serious detraction. Try watching the show, you

might actually enjoy it.

Those who were adept or athletically skilled enough to

evade kamakaze students witnessed the relentless mu-

sical attack of Pearl Jam. The guitar rave-up "Even

Flow." had the audience running for cotton as the band

turned their amps up to eleven. The heartfelt loudness of

"Why Go" compelled the audience to dig the crunchy

rhythm guitar play ing of Stone Goddard and the controlled

chaos of Mike ^AcCready's solo.

"Black" sheltered fans from flying human objects. The

gorgeous t>allad. perhaps the most moving moment on

the album Ten. rendered the crowd stagnant as they

became emotionally fulfilled.

"Black," amongst the pounding of tunes like "Jer-

emy," "Porch," and "Deep," was a watershed moment

during the concert.

A great many came to hear "Alive." To those of you

who came for the one song and didn't enjoy the rest, I

hope you suffered every second that "Alive" wasn't

playing. Damn good show!

This week's HSCN flicks

Good: Terminator 2; Bad: The Keep; Ugly: Firebirds

By JAMIE GORNSTEIM
Collegian Staff

Hello movie lovers, and welcome to yet another

edition of the Campus Cable Connection. Every week.

HSCN shows twenty-five movies; of these, 1
review

twenty due to the fact that five are set aside as

children's films. But this week, there is a kiddie film

called The Adventures of Milo and Otis that is just

simply the most adorable movie I have ever seen. The

only flaw is that it is stupidly narrated by Dudley

Moore, so my suggestion is to watch it with the volume

turned off. Honestly, though, on a scale of 1 to 10 tor

cuteness. I give it a 1 2. Even if you're not an animal lover

(I personally hate cats with a passion), you'll still love it.

There are also many other movie greats and flops

this week (if you are sick of the repeats, they will be

alleviated within the next couple of weeks, so sit tight).

Now. here are the movies that will be shown beginning

on Wednesday. April 8.

Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid — Haul

Newman. Robert Redford. Katharine Ross. Boy oh

boy in 1 969 were Newman and Redford EVER in their

prime (acting and (cough) otherwise). These two guys

are outlaws being pursued by the sheriff and his posse.

Some fantastic scenes, and the cinematography (which

won Conrad Hall an Oscar) is breathtaking. The

original score and the screenplay also took away

Oscars. A cinematic triumph!
**'*

Rreblrds — Nicolas Cage. Tommy Lee Jones.

Sean Young. OH LOOK! Someone tried to be original

and went and made a movie about drug cartels and

helicopters and stuffl Boy. 1 don't know about you. but

I'd reach into my wallet and shell out money for this

one. NOT! The film is blah, the acting is beyond

heinous, and though Sean Young is a very pretty

woman, the space between her ears is for rent. The

woman must get her acting motivation from a head of

cabbage. Good Lord. NO STARS.

Hamburger Hill— Anthony Barrile. Michael Patrick

Boatman. Don Cheadle. What is this, the week of the

overdone movie? Another Vietnam film that didn't do

a hell of a lot for me. I suppose I'm biased after seeing

Platoon, but the film just wasn't emotionally charged.

The scenes are realistic and some are brutal, but other

Vietnam films have done much better.
**

The Keep — Scott Glenn. Ian McKellen. Alberta

Watson. Sigh, sorry Dad. I know you liked it. but quite

honestly 1 thought it was a piece of (expletive). No

offense. This movie is about German soldiers during

WWII who are trying to defend a Rumanian mountain

pass. Disastrously dumb, but some better than aver-

age acting. Not much, but some. *

The Kids are Alright — Fantastic display of some

of the Who's best. The documentary is dazzling, the

cameos by Steve Martin, Ringo Starr, and Tom Smoth-

ers are a delight, and the songs, which include some

from Tommy are incomparable with most rock 'n roll

today. Puts many modem groups to shame. ••*l/2

The Man Who Loved Women— Burt Reynolds. Julie

Andrews. Kim Basinger. Marilu Henner. Remake of

the 1977 Francois Truffaut film, but it doesn't quite

measure up. Reynolds, however, is dapper as always

as a man who loved (can you guess or shall I spell it

out for you?) women. Andrews is fair as his psychia-

trist **l/2
Plenty — Meryl Streep, Charles Dance, Tracey

Oilman. Based on David Hare's play about a British

woman who never finds satisfaction in her life after her

qlorious days during WWII. Streep, surprisingly, is

very blah and unmotivated. (Perhaps Sean Young saw

this movie and mistakenly pattemed herself after

Streep. Who knows?) The movie, itself, is more or less

thesame. Mostly less. * 1/2
^ ^ ^

The Right Hand Man — Rupert Everett, Hugo

Weaving. Catherine McClements. It's a dry and

uninvolving drama about aristocrat Everett who hires

stage coach driver Weaving. Kinda like a watered

down version of Driving Miss Daisy, but it does have

some moments. **

Scrooged — Bill Murray. Karen Allen. John

Forsythe Jam-packed full of stars, this updated ver-

sion of A Christmas Carol with a VERY strong and

worthwhile message of brotherhood is not neariy as

good as the original, but then again, this is a different

genre It's more comedy than anything, but switches

to drama a tad drastically. Sometimes you are unsure

how to react. Still, it's fun, and who the heck doesn't

like Bill Murray?** 1/2

Stir Crazy — Gene Wilder, Richard Pryor, George

Stanford Brown. No real in-depth plot, but the come-

dic team ofWilder and Pryor is enough to leave anyone

in stitches. The two guys manage to bungle themselves

into prison. Again, full of stars, and the laugj« alone

are enough to catch this one at least once.
***

Taxi Driver— Robert DeNiro. Cybill Shepherd. Jodie

Foster. For some, this movie is a sick, ugly, and

disgusting portrayal of the crazed mind of a NYC cab

driver. For others, myself included, it is brilliant and

poignant. DirectorMartin Scorsese literally scorches the

screen. The film is hard-hitting, don't miss it!
****

Terminator 2: Judgement Day — Arnold

Schwarzenegger. Robert Patrick. Linda Hamilton.

Schwarzenegger's back, but this time he's the good

guy. and he must protect Hamilton's son. John, who

is being targeted for termination by the advanced evil

cyborg played by Patrick. You won't get much dialogue

from Patrick, but the special effects insUlled upon his

body will completely blow you away. The movie

kicked ass and took names this year at the Oscars for

special effects. •••1/2

The Big Picture— Kevin Bacon. Emily Longstreth,

J.T. Walsh. Eh. this one's just okay, and very typical

Kevin Bacon caliber. How old is Kevin anyway, and

when is his agent going to get him a challenging role?

•Nuff said. . . the movie is about typical yuppie

Hollywood wheeling and dealing. Martin Short makes

a fantastically humorous cameo appearance as an

agent. An average film.
**

Cat Ballou — Jane Fonda. Lee Marvin. Michael

Callan. This movie is hysterical. . . (my sorority sister

Linda thinks so more than most) Fonda is Cat Ballou. a

school teacher tumed outlaw, and Marvin (who won an

Oscar for his role) plays twins who are so funny, you

have to see 'em to believe 'em. (Sing for me. Linda! Cat

Ballouuuu. . .)
***

Movies that are on HSCN this week but are not

reviewed are: One Good Cop. The Bear, Compro-

mising Positions, The Miracle. The Rocketeer, and

Drop Dead Fred.
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HEALTHY SKIN
Begins with .\ deep pore

cleai^sing facial.
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EXHIBIT/RECEPTION— There will be an open-

ing reception for "Three Directions: Three Ameri-

can Indian Artists at Hampden Gallery from 5 to 7

p.m. Followed by a performance by Duane Slick

entitled "Coyote Looks into His Mind." Free.

FILM — "A Berlin Love Story," a 1984 German

film directed by Herbert Ballmann. At Merrill 11/AC

at 4 and 7:30 p.m. Free.

READING— Ciaran Carson, Irish poet from Belfast

will read from his works at the John Boyle O'Reilly

Club, Progress St.. Springfield at 7 p.m. Free. Also

reading at Memorial Hall on April 10 at 8 p.m.

FILM — "We Are Here To Stay!" is a documen-

tary depicting the 1990 Gay Games 111 and cultural

festival in Vancouver, British Columbia. At Campus

Center 908 at 7 p.m. Free.

LECTURE— Maurice Sendak, author and illustra-

torofchildren's books, including Wherethe Wild Things

Are discusses "My Ufe. My Art, My Jewishness" at

Johnson Chapel/AC at 7:30 p.m. Free.

LECTURE — World-noted author and peace

activist Helen Caldicott speaks on "If You Love This

Planet" at Mary Wooley Hall, New York Room/MHC

at 7:30 p.m. She will sign copies of her new book of

the same title immediately following. Free.

THEATER — A Spectrum II Production presents

two original student works. At Faye breather Studio

Theater/AC at 8 p.m. Free. For more info call 542-

2277. Also showing April 10 & 1 1

.

THEATER—The Rhythm and Shoes Spnng Show

,

presented by the AC student-run song and dance

troupe presents the best of Broadway showtunes. At

Campus Center Frontroom/AC at 9 p.m. Free.

EXHIBIT — "The Material Within the Ether" by

sculptor Joseph Davidson and "Retreat and Beyond"

by painter Richard Del Vjecchio will be presented at

the Student Union Art Gallery through April 13.

Gallery Hours Mon. thru Fri. 1 1 a.m. to 4 p.m.

LECTURE — Artist Leonard Baskin will talk

about the history of illustrated books and the Black

Collection in conjuction with the exhibit, "Lasting

Impressions: Prints, Drawings and Illustrated Books

from the Gifts of Helene B. Blacke." At Gamble

Audltorium/MHC at 4:30 p.m.

IN CONCERT — Boozoo Chavis with The Barn-

stormers will perform at Pearl Street, Morthampton

at 8:30 p.m. Tickets $9 Adv., $1 1 at the door. 18+.

DANCE CONCERT — An evening of original

choreography and dynamic performance will be

found at the Alive With Dance Concert at Bowker

Auditorium at 8 p.m. through April 1 1. Tickets $5

general; $3 students; $2 seniors/children.

Wbos Kiddin' Who will return to Pearl Street Northampton Friday night at 8:30 p.m.

Unto courttsy Alit With Danor

Alive With Dance at Bowker Auditorium Thursday

at 8 p.m. through April 1 1.

S^TURDHY
LECTURE— Peter Rose on "Blacks and Jews in

America: The Bittersweet Encounter." At Wright

Hall Common Room at 2:30 p.m. Free.

DISCUSSION — Parents and Friends of Lesbians

and Gays will hold a panel discussion dealing with the

issues of coming out, support and acceptance. At

Wright Hall Common Room/SC at 4:30 p^m Free.

HLM— Audrey Hepburn and Gregory Peck star in

"Roman Holiday." a 1953 film presented at Gamble

Auditorium/MHC at 7 and 9;! 5 P-"^/'<^kete $230^

ASIAN TEAHOUSE— The SC Asian Students

Association will put together an Asian Teahouse at

Davis Center Ballroom/SC at 8 p.m. Tickets 53

INCONCERT—D.Q. Concert, AG'smen sacapella

qroup perfomis at Buckley Recital Hall/AC at 8 p.m.

DANCE PARTY - A Spring Beach Party will in-

clude thousands of cool videos and hot dancing. At

Chapin Auditorium/MHC from 1 p.m. to 2 a.m. Free.

IN CONCERT— A saxophone quartet, consisting

of area musicians Ric Hirsch, David Pope, David Laus

and Ryan Dexter will perform music by Dizzy Gillespie,

Phil Woods and others with two original an-angements

as well At Bezanson Recital Hall at 8 p.m. Free.

LECTURE — Camille Pagila, author of Sexual

Personae will speak at Wright Hall Auditorium/SC

at 3:30 p.m. Free.

CULTURAL SHOW — EKTA and the SC South

Asian Students Association presents a
cultural show

at Sage Hall, Sweeney Auditorium/SC at 5 p.m.

Tickets $1. ^., - .

FILM — The Parlez-vous Francais Film beries

presents "Entre Nous," a 1984 film of two women

who deal with their loveless marriages. AT Stoddard

Auditorium/SC at 7 and 9 p.m.

RLM — Albert Brooks and Meryl Streep star in

"Defending Your Ufe," an in-everent and outlandish

look at life after death. At Campus Center Theater/AC

at 7:30 and 10 p.m. Tickets $ 1 .50. Also showing Apnl

In CONCERT—A clarinet recital featuring Kevin

Conners assisted by Elizabeth Parker on piano and

Matthew Johnson on viola will perform works by

Mozart, Brahams and others. At Bezanson Recital

Hall at 8 p.m. Free. „ j. o •

READING— The Live Literature Reading Series

presents M.F.A. fiction writers Steve Beeber and

Xiaoda Xiao at Wootton's Books. 1 9 N. Pleasant St.,

Amherst at 7:30 p.m.

DANCE CONCERT — Cynthia McLaughlin and

Abigail Yager will present their Senior Thesis Dance

Concert entitled "Five By Two" at the Studio The-

ater Kendall Hall/MHC at 8 p.m. Free, but reserva-

tions are recommended. Also showing April 11.

IN CONCERT— The Fools will bring their rock/

comedy act to the Vertex Niteclub at 10 p.m. Doors

open at 8 p.m. Call the Vertex for ticket info. 18+.

LECTURE — Gallery talk on the exhibit, "An

Installation by Grace Knowlton" by Linda Muehlig.

At SC Museum of Art at 3 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — Cellist Matt Hamovitz with

piantist Sam Sanders will perform music by

Beethoven, Britten and more. At Buckley Recital

Hall at 8 p.m. Tickets $12 balcony; dicounts to

seniors and area students. Call 542-2195 for more

info.
,

,

J c I"

IN CONCERT— Pops! Concert: " Heart and boul

with various SC choirs and groups will be presented

at John M. Greene Hall/SC at 8:30 p.m. Tickets S5

general; $4 students.

MUSIC/LECTURE — A multi-media presenta-

tion "The Roots of Rock 'N' Roll" by Barry Drake will

be presented at Campus Center Frontroom/AC at 9

p.m. Tickets $5 general; $1 AC/ID.

IN CONCERT — The MHC Spring Weekend

Concert presents 5 Gone Mad, an energetic Boston-

based group recreates the top dance hits of the past

and present. At Chapin Auditorium/MHC from 10

p.m. to 2 a.m. Free.

IN CONCERT— Who's Kiddin' Who will return to

Peari Street, Morthampton at 8:30 p.m. Tickets $5

at the door.

FILM — The Revisiting the Thirties Film Series

presents two classics. "Stormy Weather" stars Cab

Calloway, The Nicholas Brothers and others in a

dazzling tributeofBiirBojangles" and V^bin in the

Sky" stars Lena Horn and Eddie Armstrong m the

adaptation ofthe Broadway hit musical. At Stoddard

Auditorium/SC at 2 p.m.

IN CONCERT — Eileen McGann. a Canadian

songwriter delivers her brand of Celtic-inspired folk

music with special guests Salamander Crossing, a tno

offolk music andmore . AtCampus CenterFrontroom/

AC at 8 p.m. Tickets $6 general; $1 AC/ID.

IN CONCERT — The Amherst Collegium

Musicum presents "Music of Change" at Buckley

Recital Hall at 8 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — An acoustic drum and dance

show entitled Tribal Etiket will be performed at the

Book Mill, Montague at 3 p.m. Call 367-9206 for

more info. Free. .........
IN CONCERT— Think Tree will do their thing at

Peari Street, Northampton at 9 p.m. followed by

Industrial Dance Music. Tickets $5 18+; $3 21+.

IN CONCERT— Rower Thief, an all-female trio

will perform their original songs with special guests

Jill Tumer and trio Darshan at the North Star,

Northampton at 7 p.m. $3 cover.

EXHIBIT — "Art or Craft?" by Jason Danzinger

is a multi-media presentation that studies culture

through active creation of art. At the Amherst

Community Art Center through April 17. Gallery

Hours Mon. thru Fri. 4 to 7 p.m. Opening reception

5 to 7 p.m.
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Synaptic Snap to perform farewell show
"^ *

. . .«c;_„,cSnapwillbeperformingtheir bands in October and the^^^

By SEAN MANSEAG
Collegian Correspondent

Imagine this: It's fail semester of 1987.

Some band you have never heard of is

playing at the Bluewall.

"They are called Jane's Addiction. I've

heard they're kinda cool," your roommate

says, "C'mon, it's only three bucks."

"Nah," you say, "I think I'd rather order

a pizza.

Four years later you are standing in line

in the rain, waiting to pay $35 for your

Lollapalooza ticket, which will give you

the chance to see the same Jane's Ad-

diction which you passed up not so long

ago. You are thinking, "what a dumb

[expletive] I am."
Here's your chance to avoid such a

fate. This Saturday, April 1 1, local favor-

ites Synaptic Snap will be perfomimg their

farewell show at the the Hadley Pub.

Synaptic Snap, UMass students, fo-

cused on funk, folk and blues. They are

best known for their sometimes humorous

lyrics and wacky stage antics. The Snap,

as they are often called, will be remembered

for their perfomance with the Spin Doctors

at Pearl St. in December, their stunning

victory at the Southwest Battle of the

bands in October and their Halloween

show, where they played dressed as the

members of Kiss.

Opening for the Snap will be "Duck

Duck," Boston's finest unsigned band.

"Duck Duck" now encompasses nine

musicians, including a full horn section. It

features a 20th century classical musician,

a foRTier Ringling Brothers Circus clown

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Miller Lite .JuC^*^'.« 2/1 2 packs 1 2 oz. bottles $12.79

New Amsterdam Amber or Ale $4.69

, 6 pack 1 2 oz. bottles
••••••••• •••••••••••••••••/.

Labatt's Blue or 50^^. 12 pack 12 oz Bottles $7.99

BuSCh/BuSCh Light.... 12pack12oz. cans $5.99

Mad Dog 20/20 750 Ml. all flavors ....$1.99

Jose Cuervo Cold Tequila 750MI $10.99

Jagermeister375 Ml $7.99

Kegs Starting At 833.00 Checks Mastercard/Visa

Accepted For Keg Deposits.

Gourmet Beers for special occasions - Plus over 35 Malt

Scotches and Cognacs, Brandies. & Champagnes

338 College St.

MEGf^BUCKS. One mile East of Amherst center on Route 9

WE HAUE IT! open 9 am - 1 1 pm Rain or Shine • Always Open

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

One Round House Plaza (the end of Crafts Ave.)

Northampton. MA • 586-4026

M-Th 1
1 -10 pnrF-Sat. II am- 1 am • Sun. 3-10

r": IT-
SI.oo

any small

Pizza

E>p4r*s May 1

$2.00

any large

Pizza

Eaptrcs May 1- E>p«r*s May 1 . - t»pir«« "ay • -

SEE US FOR
tllCTlUC attOIL* MlAGfS

Man tiK M*a «• IA»T W«t«Tt.IM IK-

MM . 4/a mon, mxn. kooac w

<OUTE 9. HAOLEV . 586-4463

LENS CARE
PRODUCTS

LOW PRICES - LARGE SELECTION

BAUSCH & LOMB
Sensitive Eyes Daily Cleaner 4.39

Distinctive Solution 12 oz 7.99

Sensitive Eyes Saline 12 oz 1.99

Alcon Sensitive Eyes Saline 12 oz 1.99

CIBA "Softwear Saline" 12 oz 3.99

COMPARE AND SAVE
UNIVERSITY

MSTORE^
MINI STORE- WORCHESTER MUNCHY-
FRANKLIN MUNCHY HAMPDEN MUNCHY

THE BOOK MARKET, INC.
„ot/f?s

CASH ^^^Q'^ Gate Shopping Center Mon-sat

PERSONAL 226 King Street - Rt. 5 ioam-9pm

CHECKS NORTHAMPTON ijpm-dpm
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'Mothers and Others' is

examination of maternity
By SHAWN MCDONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

There is a rather dishonorable tendency nowadays to

degrade any art not produced by, or about, white males.

I was unhappily surprised by the many dismissals of

Mothers and Others which I heard, or overheard, in the

weeks before the production— putting it down as another

"femininst woman's show," with appeal only for man-

haters and lesbians. This attitude is absurd (to say

nothing of politically incorrect) and could not be farther

from the truth.

Mothers and Others is about exactly what the title

suggests— the role of mothers, in this and other societies,

and the bonds which form between them and their

offspring. The production combines drama, poetry, and

narrative literature from numerous authors into a sur-

prisingly watchable, and enjoyable, evening.

Adapter Maxine Kern has done an admirable job

threading together this production, and the show has a

fluidity and logic one might not expect from what is

essentially a non-musical revue. The twenty-nine "pieces"

which make up this show vary greatly in approach and

content, but Kern is able to see the bigger picture in them

The finished result is like an impressionistic canvas,

where the separate and dissimilar brush strokes comb'ne

to create a bigger, clearer picture.

A great emphasis is placed on the development of that

picture, and the words are the stars of this production.

Director Virginia Scott has placed her seven-person

ensemble in a space which could be nowhere, or any-

where. With the assistance of lighting designer Jane Cox,

she is able to turn the stage from a vast recital hall where

a nervous child plays piano into a small, cozy kitchen

where a mother and daughter talk.

Some of the play's material fails to arouse interest, by

being either too sardonic of too melodramatic rather

crudely, and a long dramatic sequence by John Clayton

is essentially a walking bundle of ineffective cliches. The

show's best moments (and there is much more good than

bad) include a dramatic scene by Tanyss Martula, in

which a lingering conflict between mother and daughter

comes to a head in an argument over placemats, and a

tongue-in-cheek sequence by Caret Scott in which a

daugher inherits her mother's former position as "the

most beautiful woman alive."

The cast is typical of the show's diversity and runs the

gamut from the merely competent to the outright gifted.

Brenda Cahill and Rose Brown perform an unlikely love

story by Romulus Linney with great sensitivity and Brandon

M. Whitehead makes a hysterical society matron.

But the highlight of the evening comes from a dra-

matization of Amy Tan's Joy Luck Club, about a child

who finds herself in a sort of child prodigy boot camp

"watching old Shirley Temple movies like they were

training films." Michelle C. T. Hendrick gives a bravura

performance as the child — showing us an infantile self

«.o..^^..i which turns into regretful anguish when she

finally learns the reason for her mother's stifling love. If

Hendrick's character never inspires maternal pride, one

can be sure that Hendrick herselfdoes— this performance

stands tall and proud.
enseniuic m a a|-»av.t wiiiv.li vx^w.^i ^- . '- - J

Chucklehead excites the crowd
By SCOTT KESNER
Collegian Staff

A Chucklehead show is like a big orgy. Thursday night

at PeaH Street, the band seductively stroked its audience,

leaving them titillated without ever using their hands.

Although an aroused audience is not allowed to publicly

unrobe and scantily perform, this one greatly wished it

Very rarely do you witness a band with the libido that

Chucklehead has. "Humdinger" is a staple of their live

shows It erects all their elements: the vocal swagger of

singer/trumpet player Scooter, sexual innuendo ("Do

you dinger in the morning, do you dinger at night? ).

sequenced keyboards, subtle hem textures, scintillating

guitar, the lurid drumming of E-rock. and the limpid six-

string bass playing of Ringo Jones.

Jones has a lot of testosterone in his playing. From the

slinky murmur of "You Don't Have to Give it Up." to the

vaulting gel of "A Traffic Jam" and the slapping liquidity

assembled notes possible. His bass lines consistently

evoked a swarm of pelvic moshing and left me excited

enough to grab myself.

If you didn't like Chucklehead's music, you would

have had to appreciate their visuals. Keyboardist Gecko

sported a bee net on his face to protect him from the

swarming traffic of African killers that menaced him

throughout the set. He also wore a large gold chefs hat

in preparation for the band's post gig bake-off.

Scooter (not the loveable muppet. but Chucklehead s

lead rapper) drew the crowd like a magnet with his

animated expressions. He wore a cool green hat too.

These days there seems to be a real shortage of bands

that can entertain a crowd and not leave them yelling

"Boring'" There are also too many goofy pretentious

bands (U2 for instance) that try to bowl a crowd over with

their gaudy anthems.

A Chucklehead show is wonderful light-weight

amusement for those who enjoy killer grooves, rhyming

couplets and thrifty musicianship. Everyone who has

shrewd facility for always playing the most tastefully know what I me^pj

*White Men'
'Cutting Edge,'

good flicks
By JON LGPO
Collegian Staff

In "Bull Durham," writer/director Ron Shelton

put a clever spin on two of America's favorite

pastimes, sex and baseball. In his latest effort, the

smart-alecky yNhile Men Can 'tJump, Shelton sets

forth a furiously funny basketball comedy with

engaging performances and breezy wit.

Wesley Snipes {Jungle Fever) and Woody

Harrelson (Cheers) play two basketball court

hustlers who team up to up the stakes and score

bigger wins. Harrelson and Snipes first co-starred

in the Goldie Hawn football farce " Wildcats' and here

they share fiercely humorous chemistry, offering

one-liners with the greatest of ease as they whiz

across the court.

Rosie Perez (''Do the Right Thing") plays

Harrelson's girlfriend, a strong woman who, while

not busy training for her dream Jeopardy! ap-

pearance, is chastising Harrelson for always losing

their money.
Snipes is married with a son to "Boyz N the

Hood's" Tyra Ferrell, who wants Snipes to get

enough money so they can move out of their bad

neighborhood. Her part is so underwritten compared

to Perez's that she hardly makes an impact.

White Men Can't Jump really takes off in its

court scenes. Director Shelton wisely chooses not

to overdue the slow motion, keeping the swift

action quick and lively.

Harrelson and Snipes play their roles with such

interlocking style that they give each other enough

space for both to strut their stuff. But Harrelson has

more screen time, enough to prove he's more than

a dim-witted bartender.

Rosie Perez, however, emerges as the most

potent member of the talented cast. Made for the

big screen. Perez is not the token girlfriend that

blindly stands by her man. If the Academy can

remember back this far next February (hey. it

worked for "Silence of the Lambs') Perez should

nab a Supporting Actress nomination.

Much like Perez. White Men Can't Jump looks

and feels like predictable fare — everything com

ing down to the Big Game. But Shelton pulls some

witty punches and twists. There's something re-

freshing about every part of this film.

The only fault here lies in its near two-hour

running time. For a film that started so vividy, the

movie dragged near the end. It pays off with -

CONTINUED ON PAGE
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Don't think about trying to run away...

...why make it toufih on yourself? Just Pick it up and read.

iEveryone reads the Collegian
: You're just going to have to face it

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE "MSG"

. MANDABN & SZECHUAN CDISINE

.HCf.*.ESRYfCOO«NG

. FRESH VICETABIES FROM OUR FARM

• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

. FULL LIQUOR LICE^6t

• OPEN 7 DAYS

. NEWLY REMOOaED

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEPTED

253-7835 253-2813

62 Main Street, Ambers^

The UMa&s Theater Guild Pre*enU:

CAT 09tA ^OT

<ri9CKP07
bv: Tennef«?ec Williams

April
13;^»6r 19%

JStuafenttjmSSfeoiii'Spiii

Till^tybriisife^at^ix Unlimited

$4 (Students' $6 Non^tudents

Prcsented in cooperation with:

Dramatists Play (Services

UMASS ARTS COUNCIL
GRANT DEADLINE

Friday. April 24

(first grant opportunity for

fall semester)

Single project/event

grants for music,

dance, theater, visual

art and design,

performance art,

literature, film and

video, and other arts

related events

taking place next fall.

Proposals from student

groups particularly

encouraged

For applications/

information see the

Student Activities OBke

or visit the UMASS
Arts Council Office

*209 Hasbrouck or call

545-0202
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^Slacker' not part of the mainstream
Independent film slow, but provides refreshing change

.1 ^^^w^araA tk/ifh an ;thiini

By JOrS LG?0
Collegian Staff

i feel as though I'm jumping on the

collective critic's bandwagon praising

Slacker, an elusive and vibrant piece of

Americana, but I just can't resist it. As it

made the rounds of art-house cinemas all

over the country, buzz was building over

this innovative film written, directed and

produced by Richard Linklater.

To the film viewer that insists on having

plot and resolution spoon-fed to them,

S/acA:er will seem to be obnoxiously pon-

dering, dull and pointless. The film, how-

ever, is a lively and intriguing breath of

fresh air in a sea of mindless commercial

fluff.

S/acker has no structured plot or mam
characters. The film smoothly segues from

segement to segment, exploring different

characters and storylines. The best in-

clude a woman trying to sell Madonna's

Pap smear, a JFK conspiracy buff and two

men discussing the hidden messages in

Saturday morning cartoons.

And so the film goes, letting the viewer

peek into the lives of these slackers, men

and women who just float around life with

no jobs but have more than their share of

philosophy about it.

Slacker veers so far from the main-

stream that even the most patient viewer

can get lost. Let's just say there was more

than one person asleep as the lights came

on in the theater. But Stacker is one of the

most stunning films around simply because

it leaves itself up to so many interpretations.

The dialogue is so naturally easy and

unpretentious (as these kinds of films get)

that it's hard to believe it was scripted. The

character's lines crackle with life even if

they are peppered with an abundance of

"likes" and "you knows." This goes on to

contribute to the film's warped (if true)

reality.

Slacker d\d drag at sometimes and the

most interesting characters seemed to

explode on the screen and then disappear,

leaving the viewer wanting more. At times

it felt as if Linklater was being weird for

wierdness sake. However, instead of

alienating the viewer with this, it only

draws one in more. It's all part of the

refreshingly unpredictable world ofSlacker.

I'm not even going to pretend 1 knew

what Slacker's point was. The film can

mean so many different things to different

people it would be unfair of me to pigeon-

hole Slacker into one meaning. As one

viewer put it as she left the theater: "Slacker

isn't, like, a movie. . . it's. like, an expe-

rience." Grade: A-

Sunaptic Snap
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

and a former member of the Boston

thrash ban "Formicide." which, of

course, was known to do a mean Elvis

impersonation.

Their music is the dandiest collage

of dancehall reggae, ragtime jazz.

Slayer, early Beatles, country westem

and the Funkadelic. Believe it or not,

their eclecticism is not forced, like

some musical Frankenstein monster.

You will find yourself humming their

tunes for weeks after the show.

Their 1 ive performances have been

compared to late film mogul Cecil B.

DeMille spectacles complete with

outrageous costumes, a cast of

thousands and all.

So go see Duck Duck, unless you

want to find yourself standing in the

rain a few years from now, thinking.

"I am such a dumb . .

."

Duck Duck and Synaptic Snap

areatthe Hadley Pub. Saturday night

April 1 1th. Doors open at 8:30 p.m.
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New
Taste

FAMOUS
ROAST BEEF &
BUFFALO WilWCS

Try Authentic
BUFFALO WINGS

with a SPICY new ZliyC

10 piece $3.55

20 piece $6.85

30 piece $9.95 fvegetabi

50 piece $16.25 V o.i

IfLANT DISEASES: FEAST OR FAMINE

Wings served; Honey Dipped, BBQ, Mild,

Hot & Killer w/celery & Blue Cheese.

5 FREE WINGS with any wing order

DELIVERV
Open 'Til 2 am Thurs. •

SO Main St. • 253-9223

Gen. Ed.

Biological Science

Topics include:

Social impact of plant disease

Religious significance of plant diseases

Pestilence and plague

Political and economic impact

Current concerns

Plant Pathology 100

Fall 1992 - Tu/Th 1:30-2:45

3 Credits - Schedule No. 561315

Instructor - Dr. Terry Tattar

Call 545-2280

RESUME
PACKAGE
:;:;::::; FOR: ::•:•-

$15.00!!
(includes consultatipn,

layout; 10 copies,

niatching envelopes arid

one year storage) :

:

CAMPUSDESIGN
&eopy

403 student union'''''
'''-"^l^^.^

"-

-

ATTENTION OFF

CAMPUS STUDENTS

Nomination papers arenow available

for officer and governing board

positions for the Commuter Area

Government. Students interested in

running for any of these positions

can pick up nomination papers in

the Off Campus Housing Office

(OCHO) in the Student Union. Papers

are due by April 21.

CoNuts
WithToppings

When Tkste Matters

Or go cookies.

Or strawberries.

Colombo Frozen

Yogurt with your

favorite toppings

is nothing less

than healthy

indulgence.

And how
can you

top that?

Elections Will

Be Held April 27 186 Main Street

Northampton
586-9659

One Boltwood Walk
Amherst
253-2774

I

UMass Night at Pearl Street on Saturday
By BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

When GMass students think of Pearl

Street Nightclub, it's the dance floor and die

jockey upstairs that usually comes to mind.

JABBERWOCKY
This Saturday is "GMass Night" at Pearl

Street in Northampton and the focus is not

on the room upstairs but on the live music

downstairs. Offered up are three im-

mensely popular UMass bands all for one

special price. The groups slated to perform

are One Eyed Jake, Bark Like a Dog and

Graphic Romance.
What makes this U-iple bill so interest-

ing is that the bands have all played gigs

with each other at one time or another and

the band members are all very good friends.

There is also the (JMass connection, as

members in all three bands are either

students at the University or alumni. Each

of the groups got their start playing fra-

ternity gigs and student-orientated venues

such as Twisters and the Hadley Pub.

As bassist John Savage of Bark Like A
Dog relates, "This show should really be

alot of fun. We all get along with each other

really well and we all have a dedicated

following at UMass. It's going to be a real

party atmosphere."

Both Bark Like a Dog and One Eyed

Jake are promoting albums released earlier

this year. The CD's "City Ride" by One
Eyed Jake and "Better Late Than Never"

from Bark Like a Dog will be on sale at the

show. They are top- notch recordings in

their own right and make great listening.

Rock and Roll is the emphasis for this

night. One Eyed Jake has a blues rock

influence with a lot of punch. Bark Like a

Dog prefers a sound with more grunge,

whereas Graphic Romance is more pop-

oriented. Expect a mix of covers and

orginals in the set lists of each group. All

three groups feature some really fine mu-
sicianship.

The doors open at 8:30 p.m. and

Graphic Romance will kick off the evening

shortly thereafter. John Savage quipped

"we flipped a coin to see who would close

the show and who would go on second."

Bark Like a Dog will go on next. One Eyed

Jake will close the show.

There is a dollar off the cover with a

valid UMass student ID and please don't

forget your license or other accepted

identification as this is a 2 1 and over show.

There's no excuse for missing this show.

Mmlo couriny of Ont fyrd Itkt

One Eyed lake

Can't Jump
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5

bittersweet and unpredictable conclusion.

White Men Can't Jump is an intelligent comedy that

delivers a clever script with impressive lead performances

plus a breakout tum by Rosie Perez. Ron Shelton has hit

another home run. or should I say three-pointer, with this

winner. Grade: B+

The Cutting Edge. If one more person calls this 'Dirty

Dancing on Ice," I'm going to hit them. The Cutting Edge

pairs D.B Sweeney {Eight Men Out) as an ex-hockey star

with Moira Kelly as a snotty rich girl who team up rather

reluctantly as Olympic figure skaters.

Of course the minute you see them fighting in the

beginning, you just know they're going to fall head over

heels in love and go for the gold to sappy music. However

much I wanted to hate this film. The Cutting Edge

contains solid performances. Furthermore,

Sweeney and Kelly are so darn appealing together while

firing off insults and double entendres they surpass their

one dimensional characters.

Yes, you can predict pretty much the whole thing but

director Paul M. Glaser (of "Starsky and Hutch' fame)

makes it better than you'd expect, exceeding your ex-

pectations that this movie would be 'Lambada: The

Forbidden Dance on Ice." Grade: B-

R&P
Liquors

I

Convenient to Brittany

ft Riv«rglad«

253-9742
505 West Street

South Amherst

^^uUlMsj^i

^ TMlAT Bli
THrvillAGE COMMONS * SOUTH HADLCY p>«y/.T.-yi

^'NAUGHTY JAPANESE NOiRt
UKE SOMETHING BY ALMOOOVAR OR JOHN WATERS!-

-LOVE, PASSION,AND GREED-
•BLACK LIZARD- IS A HOOT!"

»«« (**. rw «w «J«i ntns

JOIN THE ARTS COUNCIL 1992-3
Take a leadership role in the arts -

several on.-yMr =os.,k,os ar. ava.'acie.or.n<=erva..ate ana gr.cu«e stuOents E^

<.*-:*^

ACADEMY OF MUSIC
•nckets- WJIO, M2

Northampton Box Office:

Themes Marketplace

(413) 586-86^6

4 KfoV't •'« " x«is-> K «ai«o<'UW"«

Friday and Saturday at 1 1 pm

Aiso

playing

FERN
GUU.EY

Weekdays at 3. 6 & 8:20/Friday at 4:10, 6:30. 8:55 &

1 1 :20/Sat. & Sun. at 1 :45. 4:10. 6:30,8:55 & 11:20 pm.

W^ ,r

STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION BY APRIL 15

GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE BY APRIL 21

Not* gradual* students should ba prasant at tha April 21 maatlng and

should ba prepared to self-nominated and/or maka a statement

regarding their interest in serving on the Art* Council. Contact Senate

office for additional information.

For mora information about tha Arta CotirKil and mtntif5hu>
reaponaibilitiaa . atop by 209 Haabrouck Hall. Of ca« 545-0202.
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X

X

X

oa
Amherst, Umass,

Hampshire
2S6-8911

Ml. Holvoke

S35-1 in

"We Accept
rimwemm-s'Coupon

$3.99 1 Medium
Cheese

Limit 10

$4.99 1 Large
Cheese

Limit 10

\Topping $1.00\

oa expires 4/20/92

SN^N
oa

Topping $1.25\

expires 4/20/92
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VILLA
Great Mexican Food Served QukWy &

Inexpensively in a Friendly & Casual Atmosphere

DOWNTOWN
AMHERST

Boltwood Walk 256-8217

Beer & Wine Served

DOWNTOWN
NORTHAMPTON

21 Center St. 584-0673
Bring Your Own Beer & Wine

For Delivery, Call Delivery Express • 549-0077

I his WVvks SplVi

DtAFr7S<Dnfb[

Hmh^-stonisoop

Fri.,-Cvt)]Tk1le

AtoalclhMi

SaLi-snumcaur

if 71 ill "V

All. YOU CAN
ffASlA^

HADLEY PUB
RT. 9 • Hadley

Colhfitn photo by Srth Ktyt

Pearllam appeared in the Student Union Ballroom last night in a sold out

show. UPC Productions sponsored the performance.

yf^ ill PANDA EAST
Advocate

"Best in the Valley*

1989 & 1990

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

We brin^ Chinatom

to you

Lunch Specials*

from $3.95 including soup & rice

Now Serving Lunch On Sundays Also!

Hours:
Men. - Thurs. 11~ am - 9^° pm
Frl. & Sat. ll'Oam-IO^'pm
Sunday 12 noon - 9^ pm

thru

May 31, 1992

103N.PIoasantSt Amhenrt,MA01002 . (413) 256-8923 (413) 256^924

HAMPSHIRE
FITNESS
CLUB At Echo Hill • 256-6446

The Area's ,^^
Most Complete ^\
Club W":

"Crosstraining

This is where

lining is it! ^Tk
iereitisat!"|\

. PVTA bus route to Rolling Green •

• pool • aerobics • aqua-aerobics •

• steps • nautilus • racquetball •

• massage • sauna • bikes • tennis •

• rowers * iacuzzi • treadmills •

• stairmaster • free weights •
:

/

'

V/S4
Student Discounts J.J

^^ '*ii 'llll
AMERICA'S ROCK'N'ROLL BAND

St»e ?.^em fv.o *^m ^^'^O^^^C THEN ACOUSVC
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\'f^*^i

ALSO AT
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- % ^^ . \
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COUSEUM
SAT MAY 2!

FIRST HEADLINE TOUR
\A/fTH SP'EC)AL QUEST

FireHouse

SLAVE TO THE GRIND TOl

DANTEI^PLUS GUESTS
I

'»^:;

APRIL 26 API 29
ALL TICKETS $18.00 ALL SEATS RESERVED $21.50

is GO DISCOUNT WITH VALID COLLEGE I.D.
* AVAILABLE AT BOX OFFICE ONLY

ALL TICKETS $18.0O

SPRINGFIELDCMC CENTER
CIVIC CENTER

101 OFFKE

G-FOX VIDIO GAUkXY

(203) 624-0033 (NH) • (203) 525-4500 (HT)

^4iqW33-2500(SPRINGFIEU))

PRODUCEiy BIT jrA^
Et^TBgtTAIfSiA/tEhJT
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recycling
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

nated loads, said Foumier.
Contaminated waste, such as general

trash disposed ofin campus recycling bins,

mixes with recyclables from other build-

ings and threatens tojeopardize the loads

shipped out by the University, he said.

"UMass has a reputation for shipping

fairly clean loads, but if we get a bad
reputation the plants may reject them,"

said Foumier. "Then we have to pay for

transportation and re-sorting." Fournier

said that improving simple recycling habits

vrill avoid these problems and cut down on
wasted money and resources.

Recycling hits the classrooms
The classroom recycling program has

been implemented so far in Herter Hall,

Femald Hall , Flint Laboratory, Whitmore

and the Campus Center. Rooms contain

two plastic bins: green for white and col-

ored office letterhead, stationary, note pad,

xerox and computer paper, and blue for

newspapers, magazines and glossy paper.

"The bins are labeled on four sides and

there's a poster above them, so it's pretty

hard to misunderstand," said Foumier.

"People assume it's a trash can. I've got

everything you could think of in these

bins."

Residential recycling
moving slowly

According to Foumier, the residence

hall program is "not going well at all.

There's a lot of contamination."

The largest problem with the blue bins,

which are intended for newspaper, glossy,

notebook and photocopy paper and brown

bags, is the inclusion ofboxboard, which is

not recyclable.

If students recycle envelopes with

windows or maihng labels, they should rip

off the labels and plastic, which contami-

nate the loads, said Fournier. He added

that the red bins for glass, alimiinum, tin

an plastic are in fairly good shape.

"About forty percent of recyclables

coming out ofthe residence halls have had

to be resorted by hand," said Foumier. "1

don't need to mention some ofthe stuffwe

find in the bins. Once, I even saw somebody

growing a plant out of one."

"I understand that this is a new Ufestyle

for many people, but we want to educate

them and get them used to recycling. We
don't want to pinpoint students,just raise

people's consciousness," said Fournier.

He added that if students and staff

have any questions about the program,

they can contact him at his ofTice in the

Physical Plant.

trustees
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

operating budget for the fiscal year

that starts July 1.

The academic fees covered by the

increase include athletic fees, health

fees, housing fees and accident insur-

ance fees at the various campuses.

Two proposed fees, the student ac-

tivity fee and the housing fees at the

Amherst campus were tabled for later

consideration. Overall, the Amherst

campus has requested an increase of

4.3 percent or $120 for imdergraduates

and 4.2 percent or $101 for graduate

students.

Newnan said the tabling of these

two fees may actually have positive

implications for students.

"The tabUng of the housing fee and

student activities fee is a deviation

from normal procedure," he said. "For

students on campus, it's a very good

thing because the Board of Trustees

may vote these fees down, which is a

departure from procedure in itself. We'll

give the fees thorough scrutiny at the

nextmeeting in the beginning ofJune."

The board also approved a report

that called for the university to request

up to $100 milUon in state funding for

fiscal 1993 for renovation projects and

infrastructure repair.

Robert Monaghan, speaker of the

Undergraduate Student Senate at

UMass-Amherst, said the fee increases

may force some students to drop out.

"The answer isn't to put [increases]

on theback ofthe students," Monaghan

said. "The answer is to go to the Leg-

islature and get more funding."

Caldicott

^ Recycle

i this

B newspaper
en

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

speech?"

Caldicott said she beUeves the U.S.

goverrunent spends far too much money on

defense. "The Defense Department rips off

$300 biUion dollars a year from you tomake

nuclear weapons no one needs anymore,

because the Cold War is over," she said.

Caldicott said she thought it was ironic

she was speaking in the SBA. "The

teaching of business is teaching fellow

human beings how to exploit each other,

and has no right to be in a university. This

country is so corrupt, there is no morality,

history, or understanding of the environ-

MTate

ment taught," she said.

"The U.S. is the only country in the free

world which doesn't have a free health

care system, besides South Africa. The

U.S. government is terribly selfish —
you've been brainwashed into believing

you don't deserve free health care,"

Caldicott said.

Caldicott, who is a medical doctor in

Australia, said she practices medicine to

save lives."There are 200 health care in-

dustries in the U.S., and their sole purpose

is to make money out of people. This is

total and utter greed — you don't do

medicine to make money," she said.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Award in 1966 for his book The Lost Pilot.

He has also received the William Carlos

Williams Award and several fellowships.

including the Guggenheim Fellowship.

His other books include The Oblivion

Ha Ha, Hints to Pilgrims, Hottentot

Ossuary, Viper Jazz and Riven Doggeri£s.

rAEROBICSn
Low Impact

Step

Keiser

Nautilus

Free Weights

Cybex
LIfecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLUB

256-0080

V\ \ \ \ V VV V \ V V V V V V \\ \ \ \ \\

Save $ as well as Daylight
at Scott's!!

BUSCH & kr
BUSCH LIGHT I
24 12 OZ. CANS ^

$ir|99 I

^\J »DEP.
I

^^

CAPTAIN MORGAN
SPICED RUM

$ ip;99
±\J 1.75 L.

W/ 2 UTER BOT. OF COKE 9
FLEISCHMANN'S

VODKA
SALE PRICE 10.99

MAIL IN REBATE -1.50

FINAL $Q49
COST JJi.75L

COORS REGULAR.
vji)LIGHT& EXTRA GOLD

12-12 OZ. BOTTLES

$«99
DEP.6

MOLSON GOLDEN
& LIGHT

12-12 OZ. BOTTLES

$799
f DEP.

rfe PASSPORT
^gi SCOTCH
^ ^1499

1.75 L.

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!
6 University Drive

Tele-check for
gf i^e^market Center, Amherst

your personal check

Play all Mass Lonery
games here!

FULL
SELECTION OF
NON-ALCOHOLIC
^WINE & BEERS

\

\

\

\

K

Mind wHk AH Yo-. Mu. Wll H AM. YOUR MIND with ALL your mind

viti

WITH
ALL
YOUR
/AIND

Open Panel

UMass

WITH ALL YOUR MIND VV lUXl

UR
ur

y< Ph.D. students
MIN
Min speak about

.LL YO J^SUS

YOurt iviiiNi^
all your mind with ALL your

your mina with aU your mind With All YOUI MlE

April 9th. 7:00 pm.
UMass Campus Center, Rm 162.

Cliffsiile
Apariments

248 Amherst Rd.
Sunderlana Ma. 01 375

(413)665-3958
office hours M-F 9-5 Sot. 10-2

•
1 & 2 Bedroom units

• Rents from $390 includes all utilities

• Rexble lease terms

• W/W carpeting

•Air conditioning

• On site laundry facilities

• On Bus Route (free fare)

•28 acres of wooded
tiiking trails

•Pool and Tennis Courts

i£r

Convenient to Amherst and

points north and skiing.

i»7»«f«u.

Professionally nnanaged by TFG Management
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NEW at Seasons!

EARLY DINNER
Specials!

•NEW Days • NEW Hours •NEW Prices

Sunday
thru Friday

5:00 to 7:30 p.m.
must b« seated by 7:30

all under

$9.95

Choose from a selection of complete ^q q;j
DINNERS, all priced under ^J.J^

• Grilled Breast of Chicken Pillows »8.95

• Eggplant Rollatini »7.95

• Grilled Turkey Medallions *9.50

• Baked Scrod Mediterranean *8.95

• Sauteed Veal and Asparagus *9.95

• Pasta Puttanesca *7.95

All ftcrved with unlimited uUd har, n>IU & huttar, ^^ "^ "

vrgrtabic & potato or rice, colTc* or tea. _ ^^ ^» ^^ 1

EASON
R£STA1

CLOSED
MONDAYS

529 Bclchcrtown Roatl, Amherst • 253-9909

Experience

the Joy
o/Learning

Over 200 credit courses that will

help you:

• Make up lost credits

• Advance in next semester's

work

• Rug any holes in your current

schedule

• Learn something that you

wouldn't ordinarily have time

for—for the sheer joy of

learning!

T^o

The UMass
Summer
Session

can add Joy

to your ilfe.

Secon

Registration begins April 13.

Catalogs available all over

campus or at the Division

of Continuing Education,

6th floor, Goodell Building.

A quality education

at affordableprices.

Cause ofAIDS, HIV
still not understood
By WENDY JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

Although AIDS has been spreading for

eight years, there has been remarkably

little progress in finding treatments for

the disease, according to a University of

Massachusetts microbiology professor.

Professor Albey Reiner, speaking at

last Thursday's Brown Bag Lunch Semi-

nar sponsored by the Program for Gay,

Lesbian and Bisexual Concerns, said there

is a need for more knowledge ofthe causes

of AIDS.

•^e cannot know enough about HIV.

. not until there is a cure forAIDS, because

I personally believe that HIV causes it,"

he said. "However, there are two opposing

theories as to the cause of AIDS."

Reiner said one explanation — 8md

perhaps the most controversial — is that

HIV, human immundeficiency virus,

doesn't cause AIDS.
Another explanation is that HIV "does

it all" by disrupting the T-4 cells — the

controllers or "brains" of the immune
system.

According to Reiner, this theory was

born out of the notion that AIDS is an

"auto-immune disease" in which there are

co-factors involved in triggering off the

HIV virus.

The notion of a co-factor, Reiner said,

"is a trivial, obvious idea. There are defi-

nite co-factors involved in how the immune
system breaks down. For example, we
were all exposed to the flu virus all winter,

but some of us never came down with it.

This is due to co-factors in how ourimmune
system works.

"I beUeve that HIV leads to AIDS, be-

cause I cannot ignore the similarities

between the SIV virus, which was foxmd

in monkeys with an AIDS-like illness, and

the HIV virus found in humans with

AIDS," he said. "We haven't proven that

HIV causes AIDS, but I say. look at the the

viruses, they are very similar, there's a

connection."

Reiner, who is also director of the

Bachelor's Degree in Individual Concen-

tration program, said it is important to

realize that AIDS infection is rising.

"AIDS is not a gay or African disease. It

is a sexually transmitted disease, and

that's that," he said "Better treatments

need to be discovered and people need to

stop worrying about catching it from their

dentists and start having safer sex."

The treatment ofAIDS is as argued as

the theories ofits causes. Currently ,AIDS

is treated in three ways.

One way is by using something to fight

it directly, usually with the drugs AZT or

DDT. However, these drugs have terrible

side effects, he said. Herbal remedies have

also been used.

Another way to treat AIDS is to deal

with each disease as it comes up, he said.

The third way to treat AIDS is to take

something to strengthen the immune
system, he said.

"This method seems very promising,

because ifyour immune system is strong,

you can fight off illnesses. . . and there are

endless ways to strengthen your immune
system."

Although this third option seems practi-

cal and obvious, most doctors, according to

Reiner, do not follow this approach.

"If you're locked into the insurance

system, which most of us are, then you're

trapped into the standardized system of

treatment." Reiner said.

"Unfortunately, it's difficult to find a

doctorwho rejects the traditional methods

[of prescribing medications], and ifyou do

find a such a doctor," Reiner said, "then he

or she is either too expensive or is not on

your group insurance plan."

Reiner said the problem with the few

available treatments for people with AIDS,

"is that they are merely tried and true'

therapies. They are poor treatments."

Make big plans

When we say big, we mean BIG. At

Kinko's, we make high quality copies

up to 24 by 36 inches. They're perfect

for blueprints, displays

more. And since we're

open 24 hours

every day, you

can count on us

whenever you

make your plans.

99<^ oversize copies
Come into the Kinko's listed and get high quality black and

white copies up to 24 by 36" for just 99^ each. One coupon

per customer. Not valid with other offers. Good through

September 28, 1992.

j Open 24 hours

! 253-2543

220 North Pleasant Street

- (Across from the Carriage Shops)

kintavi'
the copy center

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON
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CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

OOIN',
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\HTW£ PROCESS
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JIM'S JOURNAL By JIM

^e^ '& €itK«r.

MORI! By SUZANNE PALMER

LLtrrfeNTAL R?OfV\

TWE DEPTHS af

HMW... MAYBE

O^ir OF IT...

CAST OF THOUSANDS
IFm COaP JUST CHi-CK

tWGOON
^ANPONABOUTPKilFi
AND CRBATIONISIM..

By BARRY DEUTSCH
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pePStN^ii THAT iOtm GOD
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ADVENTURES OF FRED

QtWduiOt IS ITS t-lM-iwfc

fPffTEANf

\NST\OMty A OWtTSMlP, NO

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

GREAT SCOTT I YP<«PE^'^9«6

fOOTAbt of THE

nmwG Ri-njAi'

Today's Staff

Night Editor iason George

Copy Editor Brooke C. Wheeler

PhotoTechnician MattKahn

Production Supeivisor MikeCarvalho

Production Mie ODonnell,

Tracy Kruger, Seth Kaye, Lisa Jezowski

Menu
LUNCH

Chicken Burrito

Fishburger on Roll

BASICS LUNCH
Bean Burrito

Fishburger on Roll

DINNER
Turkey Divan

Bacon Burger

BASICS DINNER
Turkey Divan

Lentil Spinach Stew

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Co//eg.an or the University

Medieval chicken coops

Meeting of the Day
Breaking into the Biz with George O'Brien

and Peter Nelson (they're both in the "biz")

in the Collegian Newsroom at 7 p.m.

Counts towards staff status.

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21-Afxil H): A
problem related to your elders could

arise. Business may have lo take a

back seat lo family affairs. Give plenty

of ihooghiio the future Patience and

caution are advised.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):

Greater pressures exist in both busi-

ness and personal life. Talking to a

professional gives you a more objec-

tive view. Loved one's unexpected

actions create some delightful mo-

ments.

GEMINI (May 21 -June 20); A
good day for dealing with publishers

and other expertswho can affect your

career. An influential person's inter-

est in your creative talents could mean

additional income.

CANCER dune 2 1 -July 22): Sonrte

lorgolten funds will bring smiles. A
married couple discovers a new side

to their relationship. Give » big hug to

a grouchy friend or roommate.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22): Your

imagination and ingenuity shine

brilliantly today. Handle personal

matters away from your work envi-

ronment. An inventive solution will

produce lasting results.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): Rou-

tine assignments demand special at-

tention now. Your co-workers could

be argumentative. Unexpected good

news or a fun social invitation offsets

any disappointments you might re-

ceive.

UiRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A hard-

sell approach can be very effective

r«ow. Push harder lo improve profits.

Tonight you will finally experience

Indian food, and enjoy it. Do yoor

best tominimize legal consequernres.

SCORPIO lOct. 23-Nov. 21):

Keep a k>w profile if you are in the

company of VIPs today. Be especially

careful not to defy higher-ups Reading

gives you a new perspective. It is time

to fly solo.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21): Taking strong measures is not

recommervded now. Protect yourself

and your financial interests from big

talkers. A huTKh merits a follow-up.

Remember someone who touched

your life.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19>:

Use some quiet time to sort out a

tricky problem. A solution is easier lo

findthan you dreamed possible. Bring

sensitive issues out into ifie open. Let

your spouse tarry his or f^er share.

AQUARIUS (Ian. 20-Feb 18):

You are going through a cycle of

growth and rebirth. Be patient with

higher-ups; ihey may have prob(enr»

of which you are unaware. What you

say weigfis heavily; easy does ii!

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): You

would be wise to renuin your usual

quiet and miW-mannered self today.

A private negotiatir>g session will work

lo your advantage. Look into making

a purchase you have long desired.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 ---nin« Iwte

5 Mountain ash

gSNpatltw

14 Tal-
is Zw'shoma
16 Organic

compound
1

7

Word wWi tnm.

what and wtwra

18 Mention

19 Europa't

longest riv«r

20 Vase^shapKl
|ug

21 Tirwl

23 Matodypart

25 "— you rtaving

any fun?*

26 Fatuous

29 Brai«iar»
'

2 Oedara

3 Chronologist's

cuncam
4 Proposals

5 BacK
6 Military cotor

7 Nelwoilial

narves

8 Formar
haavywaight

champ Max
9 Dancaand

33 Salad 47 Menaca
gamiah

35Slrw(car

48 Armtxma
49Songo(tha

36 Sap
38Monayin

42 A naal agg. for

short

nason
SOWondaror

mirariM

foNoww
si Cotorfuinsh

44 Vocation S2 Wind indk:alor

4SOnaa<lha
Fords

54 Btflic faadar

55 Marsh bird

aeCondaa S6 Token takar

31 Common Latin

atibr

34 Short publicity

notice

35 BaKery item

36 Wile, to Caasar

37 Ordered

38 Go the— no«

vKOrVinq

39 Goddess o«

victory

40 Penotls of note

41 Demolish

42 Runs in neutral

43 Strong desire

44 Amvad
45 Salad makings

46 G Hvnilton's

shade

47 —shaped figum

48 Spy's place

53 Swamp growth

57 Peter of

"Casabtanca"

58 State of Bra^
59 Adored one
60 N. Carolina rtvar

61 Blue dye
62 Famous fiddler

or pianist

63 Author Horatio

64 Relair>ed

SSPartolQED

10 "Thais—"
Martin tiM

11 Calcium source

12 On—: nervous

13 Oeel. another

way
22 Baaroom dance

24 Starry host

26 CkXsler

27 Loud noise

28 Ktiartoums

country

29 kxJiancorn

30 Commedia
dell-

31 Displaced

. person

32 Memento

mSWER TO PHEVIDUS f»^^
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1 t 1 4

1
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M »

1
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The King of Zydeco,

BOOZOO CHAVIS
The Barnstormers

WHMP Presents

Eighteen & Over Dance

Party with DJ Dennis R.irtywrt
ijmj«j.jij«j.j.j«j

Fn.Apiil 10-8:ii)pm

Dancing with DJ job
*Fre« Admission Before KhOOpm*

Sjt \pri\ ) 1-tt.iOfjm

Umass Night
ONE EYED lAKE
BARK LIKE A DOG
Graphic Romance

Dancing with D| |ob
» -1 .1 -1 .1 - -1 .. -1 .1 .1 '

Sjii \ivil ]J-':>:apn) 1^

SUNDAY OPEN HOUSE
Upstairs • Dance to

House/Techo with D) job

Downstairs - Industrial

Dance Night, Special Live

Performance This Week BvJ

THINK TREE

-«ir>.--^
•

Tickets 184- $5/2U $3
rfti till tiki iiiitiii,tiSi titiiln

\)on.,Apnll3^:00pm,l&h

BnOSS
YOU BAOC -HUMm DANCF

DIGITAL

*

Wed. April 15-9:(k)^jir,

Dancing withD) job

Thurs., \nn\ lh-8: ii'fn: ;'.

Under The Rose
The Stages
District 1

3

t^t^t..t^«..v.<...^<..^.....<..^....

'I

Fii

RIPPOPOTAMUS
'- '- ^ ^ '^'- '- -- '- r^̂ ..J

id/., Apfil l6-8:30pm

EIGHT TO THE BAR

XB

Mcxi., Afxil ju-aixjpfniS'

Free Show!
Boston Music Award Winner.

TRIBE

Love Minus Zero

-» -^ -.---.-- -^ -. -.
-f

-. -.

Thurs.. April 23-8:.iOprr} /l8->

BIMSKALABIM
u.-n.i.-n.w.n.n.n.iuijm.n.>
Sat. April 25-8:30pm

SHOCKRA
Bongos To Circus

gBtSBBBBBl
Wn.. April 27-8:i)(Jf>inW-h

MIRACLE LEGION

The Vestrymen

Thui^., April 30-7:00f^nyl8+'

TH E SPIN DOCTORS

^1
Tues., May 5-7:00pm /18-h/

ADRIAN BELEW
. ^^.^ .^^^^•^^ ^.• ^.^^• '^ ^.^ '.^ ^.^^•^.^^^'.--

i Tickets for all

I shows available at

I
Pearl Street,

I
Strawberries,

t Dynamite Records,

\: For The Record in

I
Amherst: Ticket Pro

I («()()) 828-7080.

I 10 Pearl Street,

I Northampton

i

Equestrian team successful,

but still lacking recognition
By DAVID SCOTT
Collegian Staff

With so much attention given to the

University of Massachusetts basketball

team's ride to the Sweet Sixteen, it was
easy to overlook the unprecedented success

of the equestrian team.

But in a league that is home to peren-

nial equestrian powerhouses such as

Mount Holyoke and Smith College, the

UMass team of 18 rode their way to third

place honors in the team overall for the

year, marking one of the team's best sea-

sons ever.

The killer is we were just one point

behind Smith," said team secretary

Amanda Tate, a senior from Cambridge.
Total points are cumulated throughout

the season which includes four meets in

the fall and two in the spring and UMass'
first place at the Smith show, held in

Amherst recently, was a big boost for the

team.

"I think the team really worked well

together," said senior Becky Rivet of

Bourne, the team's captain. There was a

lot of team support and that helped keep

moral up."

In addition to performing well as a

whole, the team's individual ability is

clearly evident from the nine UMass rid-

ers who will compete at this weekend's

Regionals to be held at Smith College.

The Regionals are the equivalent ofthe

NCAA's round ofsixteen and winners from
that competition will be eUgible for the

Zones (similar to the Final Four) to be held

in Greenfield at the Stoneleigh Bumham
School, Tate said.

Tate said three ofthe best finishes this

year came from Sue Shallcross and Mike

Conway, who were champion (first place)

riders during the season. Shalcross got

two first places and Conway, the only

male on the equestrian team, notched the

other.

This is one of the most successful sea-

sons we've ever had," said Tate, an equine

studies major who, like Rivet, has been on

the team for three years. "Everyone helped

each other out."

Yet, even with the team's recent success,

Rivet and Tate are more than a little

discouraged by the lack ofattention given

to the sport.

"For a huge school like UMass it's too

bad that the riding program doesn't get

more recognition," said Tate. "We're a

totally functional team and we support

ourselves."

Members ofthe team pay a show fee for

each meet in addition to providing their

own riding equipment, which can be ex-

tremely costly.

"We haven't really been recognized,"

Rivet said. "It's an Olympic sport, but no

one knows about us. It's not only the

basketball team that did well this year."

Regardless, both Tate and Rivet ac-

knowledge that the true satisfaction in

horseback riding doesn't come from rec-

ognition so much as the relationships es-

tablished with the horses.

"Horses are my life and if I wasnt
around them as much I wouldn't be as

happy," Tate said. "I think that's shared

throughout the team."

"Ninety percent of the time is spent

working with the horses," Rivet said. "It's

trying to get them to do something they

don't necessarily want to do."

Tryouts for the equestrian team are

held once a year, in the fall, and there are

about 20 spots on the team. The club is

coached by volunteers Sandy Osborne and
Vicki Kahn.

lacrosse
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

But Bainoo, who scored 4 goals and

assisted another to lead the Friars, got his

own rebound and shoved it past LoPresti,

enabling PC to go into halfbme tied 5-5.

The goal was significant because no one

cleared Bianco out from in front of the

crease, allowing him to get offa clean shot.

The Friars, suddenly given a chance for

am^r upset, adhered to their game plan

of slow, deliberate offense in the second

half. They retook the lead a minute into

third when Bianco caught the UMass de-

fensenappingandfoundAlexVetteropen.

UMass rattled offtwo quick scores later

in the third to lead 7-6, as Millon and

Valente connected 15 seconds apart But

the Gorillas stiU could not maintain a con-

sistent level of intensity, allowing PC to

take a 9-7 leadon three unanswered scores.

Both Millon and Garber noted much
of UMass' difficulty came from their

lack of shot selection and accuracy.

•^ejustcouldn't hitthe cage," offered
Millon. That made it really ugly."

Garber noted the Gorillas outshot

PC 61-27, but of those shots only 32

were on net.

"You can't win many lacrosse games
shooting like that," Garber said. "Ifyou
can't put your shots on cage you're not

gorma win."
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easons
Rf«. 9 - Hodlay • 584-81 74
BatwMn Butgcr King & Dunkin Donutt

DISCOUNT LIQUORS • BEER * WINE

Fortune Cookie\ ^^,11 find
cKiATAMOUtn .•

Says... <C s"'^^^^-^^!^^^^^^^^^

MICHELOB
Light, Dry 14-12 n. »
»13*%DEP

ROLLING ROCK
\V\2o%. bottles

dcp.»6"

NARRACANSEHBEER
24-12 oz. cam
*7'%d,p.

LABAITS
Bccr/Alc 12/12 oz. bottles

* dtp.
$y»»

CORONA
lM2oz. bottles

*8* %dep.

COORS
l.iKhl/C;old

* dep.

BECKS Light

6-12 oz. bottles

*4^%dep
MOOSEHEAD
6-1 2 oz. bottles

tdep.»42»

•A KEG
Natural Lt.

»33'° dep.

•A KEG
Milltr Lilt,

MillcrCD. * AAOO .

IMinGDU ^^ •''P

•A KEG
Busch & Busch U.

dep.$3900

ICE
10 lbs.

»1°"

ABSOLUTE VODKA
1.75L*19*'

4 SEASONS VODKA
1.75 *8**

BARCARDI RUM
.750ML*7*'

4 SEASONS RUM
1.75L»10"

TDEISCHMANNS
WH1S>

8''l.75L 11.99

4 SEASONS GIN
1.75L»9*'

jIM BEAM Bourbon

1.75L»13*'

JOSE CUERVO GOLD
.750 ml' 9*'

DOMaInESt.
ck.,d,GEORGE

.750ML*4"C.b,
Sauk

GEORGE DUBEOUF
Red & While Table wint

.7S0ML *3^'*

adrea
champagne
.750ML»2"'

M/D 20/20
All Flavors

.750ML$200

PRices efncTive THRU aphil is, 1992
Not responsible for typoKraptiicil errors

PUASl, Help 4 iejsons In In [Horn To Ruse Money for

the Hidtey hre DepI "liwiolUte'BuyACinolCokeor
Diet Coke, All Profit Go« To HMfley Fire Dept

HOURS: MONDAY-SATURDAY 9.00- ) 1 tOO
SfNiOR crrizfN DISCOUNT 10* eve»Y oay

• HO ofPOsiTS Hiu) urro )o ows
VISA • MASTEHCAIID • CHCCK • CASH

rAEROBICSn
Low Impact

Step

9ii/L(yw

Keiser

Nautilus

Free Weights

Cybex
Lifecycle

Biocycles

Treadmill

AMHERST
ATHLETIC CLLTB

256-0080

PP^^'
^il-:^l'^

T
Now Playing

Fried Green

Tomatoes

Showtimes:
Fri. - Sun.

7:00pm -f 9:20pm
Mon-Thurs.

One show at 7.30pm
Adults $4.00

Student w/valid ID. &
Senior Citizens $3.00
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Softball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

runs per outing.

Kim Mizesko has a 9-2 record, a 0.89 ERA, and
101 strikeouts in 70 innings.

"These will be the best played softball games to

be played this year," Sortino said. "It doesn't get
any better than UConn playing UMass."
GAME NOTES - The Minutewomen are coming
off Tuesday's doubleheader sweep of Boston Col-
lege (3-1 and 8-0 in five innings).

In the first game, home runs from Barbara
Moreanand Sherri Kuchinskas backed up the five-

hit pitching of Holly Aprile, as UMass overcame a
1-0 deficit in the sixth inning.

Game two was a blowout. Aprile went 3-4 with
a home run and three RBI, and Kuchinskas
knocked in two runs. Darlene Claffey pitched her
fifth shutout of the season, allowing only two hits

while striking out three and walking none.
Marean's home run against the Eagles set the

team hitting streak record at 17 straight games.
She extended the streak to 18 in the second game.

baseball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

UMass broke it open in the fourth inning. Matt
Bamicle relieved Pillion (0-1) and allowed his first five

batters to reach base. Billy Knight led off the inning

with a double to center and Olivieri doubled to left,

scoring Knight. Sean Berryman's well-executed bunt
advanced Olivieri to third and Barnicle's wild pitch

allowed him home as Berryman went to second. Jay
Dodig walked, and Berryman and Dodig executed the

third UMass double steal. Larocca walked to load the

bases, but Barnicle struck out Mattivello and Carelli.

But Corradi banged out a base-clearing double to right to

make it 9-1.

Springfield blew a good chance to get back in the game
inthe fifth. After inducing grolmdouts from Kiut Kublbeck

and Rob Plasky, Rivera walked O'Connell and Vitiello

and then had to leave the game. Greg Dowd came on in

reUef, but walked Lodi to load the bases. But Dowd got

Hallam to bounce out to shortstop Carelh, forcing Lodi at

second.

The Chiefs cut it to 9-2 in the sixth, but it was too little,

too late. UMass added four more runs in the seventh, and
Knight capped the scoring with his second home run in as

many games in the eighth, off of Scott Carew.

Weekend Auto
Rental Special
W»»k«nd rmf apr*— noon Fridmy to ttondmy morning

95 North Amherst Motors~ Auto &Tmck Rental
Uuol bo 21 yomrm
of ago or rMm
with ma/or credit cmrd.

71 OM SundMlMt4 M^ Nof* AffllMret. MA

549-RENT
Trucka ind cargo van* alaa avallabt* (S4»-7Xi)

Dont bm tUmmppefntmd - rmmrv TOOA Yl On Am i

[I3SU
Hampshire Personnel
Job Search Services

Pol Pourri Mall. Suite 19 • 241 King St . Northampton, MA 01061

413*586*0088

- OBJECTIVE -

To provide icsume service and workshops lo the job seeker.

- SUMMARY -

Experience includes evaiuating candidates for client companies via

resumes and personal interviews. Based on these years of experieiKC,

a resume style and wotlshop program has been developed for (he Job

Seeker.

- SERVICES -

^ Evaluate, edit and type icsume from rough draft to finish product

with cover lettn. written and laser typeset • $50.00.

# Evaluate, edit and type resume without cover letter • $35.00.

WORKSHOf
A two hour workshop • JOB SEARCH TECHNIQUES
Evtn Tun^r 9:30am • ll:.30am qi 7:00pm - 9:00pm
Covetimf: Where and How In Look, writing your own resume, and how

to become an effective interviewee. S25.0O

FOR MORE lIVfFORMATION CALL 586*0088

IfYbu'reOverlS
Be A Bartender

Limited Openings Remain for

April & May Classes

' Stort Thinking About Endless

Summer Opportunities As A
Bartender!

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main St.,

Suite 202 • Springfield

ClassiHeds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE Hi CAMPUS CE^ER • MON.- THURS. 8:iO-3:M) FRIDAY 8:JO-2:X'DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATION • 20(/^0RiyDA Y FOR STUDENTS CASH IN ADVANCE

ACnVTTIES

Campus Canlar Conoouraa

*WH—9atn-Spm

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AllMitton: FiMiMnan. aophomorM-
racaiv* ooAaga moo«y trom eager prtvaH

sourcM MMonaundaimadyaany.grabyaur

tharal Awartk guaraniMd. laam ttw Moratf

Can ooHaga cash hotlw spscial 24-hour

raoofding 1 919-406-9096 extiU.

BANDS
Hayl H«y< Hayl

Play lor Bowl Day!

To submit dsmo tapas.

Can OHAG 5 1 385

Bad and BrasMaat
Downtown Amherst IdMl tor vtsMng par-

ents and tnends 549-0733

EUROPE ItHs summar? Jet mere anytima

or only $ 1 69' (reported m Lefs Go' and NY
Times.) Also low roundtnp lares 10 wast

coast AIRHITCH (r) 212-664 200

JUSTICE- Friday Be mere

TOMOflROW NtOMTIH

The Ninth Annual Asian Night

6:30 pm-10:00 pm m the CCA
Cultural Perlonnancaa. Fashion Show.

And much, much more!!'

1 1 «)pm-10:OOpm m the CCA
Dance by Perlect Mix Productions

Free Fraa Free ^ree

AUTO FOR SALE

1975 VOLVO Must sell Good oondHion, re-

liable $600 or B O 2539689^ ^

1979 VOLVO New brakes * tirea

Need dutch • muWer
$600 or BO 549-6054

isiocrrATioN
Good local transportation

548 9821

$100

1983 CHEVETTE 55K milesWell maintained

$1150oc BO 549-7912 __

1989 HONDA NIGHTHAWK 700. Meuler

comp Ka. new battery- Excellent condition

Call Peter 546-5545.

1987 OLDS CUTLASS CIERA, Auto. 4dr.

aif. am-tm cass. $3495 or BO. 546-4181

BUICK CENTURY 1976- only $250 Must

sell Runs great Newrjires 253-3908

CHEAP! FBIAJ.S. SEIZED
89 Mercedes $200
86 WV $50
87 Mercedes $100
65 Mustang $50
Choose Irom thousands starting $25

FBEE 24 Hour recording reveals

datrts 801-379-2929 Copyright *MA1 5KJC

FORAOOOOTWECALL:

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. DJ*.

video DJs and Karaoke Irom $175.00 Call

586-9900

FORREKT

3 Bdm Townhou89
Starting June 1

1 1/2 baths

Cal wiytime 549-4B61

AMHERST
4bed2bath
Onbuaroula
Onm«nSt
Avaie-1-92

12(X)« mon
Evenngs 659-3838

Amherat Canlar

Efficiancy one, two. three ba^oem apart-

monia. or three bodroom condoa on Hobart

Lane June or Saplambar Lincoln Rail

Estate. 25 North Plaaaant Straw. 253-7879

AWESOME APT
acreea from Puftton!

3br, 2 floors.

Aval 6/1 $715

MufI aae! 548-8233

BRANDYWINE-2 Bdrm Apt; Free heat hot

•vater. gas. pond-sK)e view: on 2 bus routes:

aviable June lat: Call^549-37S2

CAPE COO- Group sumer rentaia- WaMr-

(ront houses Falnwuth area

CHEAP SPACIOUS 4bdnn houa*

On bus route Waii to bar laundry store

Pofdvlarge yard Cal now 2»1270

DREAMINO'OF THE PERFECT HOJSE?
You |uat tound it and how' We're across ttia

ttaal liom campus with lour be*oorm. two

balhrooma, a nioa yard and so mudi apace

that you may have to consult your physkaan

11 you suffer Irom agorapfiobia. Call Bob.

Bran Jerry or Pete at 5494M1 1 and make

an appointmeni with destiny^

FOR RENT Amity Place Townhouse

3 bedroom 2 1.2 bath, partially lumished

Dishwaahar washer/dryer central air garage

nnaculaMt995non-amol(arCafl549-4802

Aval 6/1/92

MUST RENT! Spacious 2bdnn townfxmse l

1 /2 bath huge kitchen pool AC Busroule only

$400Ano Avail 6/1 W;1all option Cal 665-

7825

POFFTON VILLAGE, onebedroom apt. Take

lease starts 6'1. cal 549-1683.

NEEDJkN APARTMENH 549-4904

ROOM FOR RENT
In house. 5 min to campus, on bus line

Furnished, 1 /2 bath, w/d, dw

Rent includes utibties

Sutilet or take over lease

$350/mo neg Avail &^1J49-1476

SCHWING! Take over our 2 bedroom apt in

PulHon Ijeginning June Isl 549-8019

SUBLET SINGLE ROOM
in house- summer wlall option

Bus route, 1 mile from UMass,

$220 neg- Call Ross 549-6632

SunmMraublet 144 Summer St. Spacious

tiouee graat lor 4 to 5 people 2mm walk Irom

put pond. Meal location. Jun 1 toAug 3 1 . Call

549-991 5 tall optior^

SUMMER SUBLET w^aH option Brandywine

2 bdrm apt cheap Call Deb 549-1411

TAKE OUR HOUSE!
Summer sublet with lali option. Two double

rooms and two singles with a huge kitcfien.

$700 Ronna 586-4096

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE or sublet our

townehouse apt. 3 bedrooms, 1 1/2 bath-

rooms. Great condition 549-6870

TAKEOVER OUR LEASE! -Am. Cant., 3

bdrm i^ in a houee, hardwood n
.

fire-

places. Ig. windODM, backyard 750 month

includes heat and hot water Call 253-3608.

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE June 1 Live in

our ^>artment in Brandywine CaH- 549-934''

TAKEOVER OUR LEASE in Pudlon VMage

3 bedroom apartment AvariaMa in June

545-4762

TAKE OVER OUR LEASC June 1. Um m
our 3n) Ikxx Brandywina ift FwnHun In-

duded QMI 549-8715.

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE.
2 bedroom ^1 . N . Plaaaant St. 1 /2 rnHa from

campus.

Great tocatkm! Great apartmenll Cal 549-

8083

UPTOWN APARTHENT
3 bodrooma. deck avaN 6/1

Cloae to timt 549-4024

tWa're graduaNng! Take over our laaaaJww
1 lor a 3 bdrni Puffton Cal 549-5 743.

WHY LIVE IN A rat trap apartment when you

can rent our killer new house'' Sbdr. porch,

bus ne. garage, diahwaaher 3 mm to cam-

pua. nice netghborlKxid, Amherst- Starts

June tat 253-3883

FOR SALE

frplaoa aacMonal couch. Exoelent condi-

IKXI $200 00 or bo. Call 549-9347

HELP WANTED

II AVERAGE PRORT FOR THE
SUMMER' Sound good'' I gets better' Travel,

aspailanca. and a dianca to make some
gr»MlrtandalWew«lad7Cometooneo«our
mionnallorial iiiiloni on TliMiaair Apr«

•.l43aSor7«0piiiinCC802. Sae you

HEATHER POB T.- n be rtaaainB you Al

my kjve Bnar YPC.

HRHCLLEa
BatyouKioui^ltorgol Happy bMiday and
I owe you a tot of dnnka at TwiaMrs

-Your favonle bkMd/yvmg tratamHyman

Spaica maple Ihrhtgroom set $295 or IVo,

man / box / frame $50 or tvo call 253-2474

91 KAWASAKI EXMO
White 2cyl low mlaa
Must sell Inkaxlea

2SHOEB1 helmets: cover

$1600 or BO 584-4453

AKAI 80-WATT PC AV receiver

Digital everything $1^40 Chris 546-1712

BRAND NEW DOC Marten black leather

boots -8hole'size7(english)

Best price 546-5828

DICEMAN COMETH FRIDAY
One extra ticket

Seventh row

Will provide transportation 665-7426

GUITAR FOR SALE
Washburn J-6 (Holkjw Body Electric)

Mint condition

Lists lor $800 yours lor $480

Brandnew case $90 253-3908

ITALIAN MEN'S SUIT wool dark blue wras

$475 asking 250 549-1^
LEATHER JACKET in great condition

Womans large croped style Selling $1 00 call

546-661 1 Chnssy

Two piranha, 10 gallon tank, aooessories-

$75.00 Litsa 546-2482

CAN YOU TRANSLATE oomputar tarmi-

nology from Kakanio Engksh andtype7 Eam
good monay Cal 253-3441 or 545-4790

Obuios PRO FAMTWQ ia aooapUng

^)plcallona lor the NewtonMaadham Ma
areas il interested call Brenden 256-3047

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING- Earn

$2,000wmonlh * world travel Holiday . Sum
mer and career employment available. No
expertenca nacaai ary For emptoyment pro-

gr»ti call 1-206-545-4155 exi C456

EARNNMR
Spanialvangliah bUnguati

Sought for study!

Call now-Jeanene 585-8749

INTERESTED IN WORKING ON TELEV1

SIGN PRODUCTION' NCTV offers sum-

mer/lal intamahipa CaN Jim or JuKa at 586-

8922. ___^
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many posi

tk>r« Great benefits Call 805-682-7555 Exi

P-3306

Student Palntars la now hmng tor the sum-

mer m the Bedlord/Burlington/Lincoln area,

Ctf1 1 -800-922-5579

Summer Jobs- Cape Cod_Cal5-0165

SUMMER WORK HARD TO RNO'' How
does makmg $5300 lor the summer sourKf

For more into stop by one o( our inlorma-

ttonal sessions on Thuraday, April 9 at 4 or

7pm In CC802.

"INTERNSHIPS"

FALL 1992 INTERNSHIPS with the Legal

Sennces Center: gel handson expenence in

the legal fiaki -work dvedly with attorneys

and cSenti Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits No expenenos in the legal proles-

sion necessary -training provided Contact

Legal Services today: 545-1995, 922 Cam-
pus Center

LOST

My lavoraa Sigma Kappa Pledge!

You're aweeome!
Keep up the good work!

Love

YourOA
Mmt*

I have a boyfriend aho^ a gaakl

Oops' I mean a graak!

GINGER * USA- Congrats on Arizona' m
miss you' Love, Men

TOWANOAII
RUTH. Thanks lor fia picnici

Love.

The Beecharmer Irom Alalbama

P S kJgie lives!!!

OREG 0. IS

21 Happy Bdayl

God help us!

Love Heatfier

TO THE SEXIEST BABE ON 2N0 FLOOR
CANCE
Enc Sloan

We tove you, sweatchaaka!
Happy BirMBy-

Love Bimbo. B— . Mouth, and Dreamy

Hifipy Birthday Claudal

Lx>ve your lavorta

dudettasjaK

SARAH G.

To the best kttle sister Get psyched lor

Friday keep upthe good work, ki Sigma tove.

Your Big S«lar

servk:es

FREE pregrMTicy leatlng; oonlideniial and
caring support BIRTHRKiHT 233 No
Pleaeant Street Amfww 549-1906

LOOKING TO ADOPT. Happily mamodl R-

nanaMhr secure energetic couple prays for

newborn. BeauMul country home wimg-
naaa to meat andtor apoali Let us help you

tirough tw dMAcull bme Cal Jawah tamly

service of Greater Spnngield, Inc at (4I3)

737-2601 (coMci) and aak about Jefi and

Ann

SPRMOTMK:Loaataitw»euldMlng!54»-
4401

SUMMER suaieT

2Mrapt Amharat Cir FalopaonCheapCi*

2S3-5S13

4 Bdna howaa, 2 ful I

Large kitchen and bving room.

and great porch. Seconds from

campua and Amherat canter

Great house and great tocatwn.

June to August Call Joanne at

549-8083 or Alayna at 5462829^

COOL MOE D, FANTASIA
Congrats on Denmark

We're psycfied lor you'

Love your cool roomies

UZ- Good luck this weekend. You are (tin

the greatest I love you -Gary

TO THE PERSON WHO stolelound my
35mm Kodak camera Irom the 70's party

Sat nite-keep tlie camera-all I want is the

film-Please! 549-4580

READ T»«S!

CLEAN FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM
Pulfton apartment $424 month AC incl 549-

1954

EXCELLENT SUBLET Aval 6n 3 bdrm en

bus route $210 mth mckxles uM Fraa AC.

pool, lauod Amherst 256-0750

PUFFTON VILLAGE 2BDRM lurnishad

375mo available May2t Sep2 549-5879

SUMMER SUBLET
Apt in Surxlertand Rt 118

2 bdrms bus route, pool,

3moslorpnceol2'($t100)
Will sublet lor part of summer
Call 665-7555

TAKE MY SINGLE in a fully kjmished 3

bedroom apt m Puffton lor the summer start

June 1st $145 00 mo 549-80^9

WANTTOSUBLET for summer wlall opHon

one bedroom m a six bedroom house w'

laundry room, two baths, on bus route and

more -a bargain at $200/mo Cal Amanda9
253-9949

TRAVEL

WANT A TWELVE STRING GUITAR?
Buy mine Excellent condition

$75. Call Kevin at 546-61 59

Great lor campfires. birkenstocks.

arxi granola

FOUND

Bluarlm bitocala found in tot near stadium

Call 545-4708 to daim.

DID U LOSE 4 KEYS ON
or before Sun 4/8

Near Hamlin or N/E

Call 546-4766

FOUND CONTACT LENS and

Van Meter 4/4 call 6-3467

Found Jacket at Hobart Ln party cal to 10

546-5026

A WALLET WTTH GLOBAL PRINTS
If found please returni"

No questions asked- ID mam conoamt

Call Shannon 6 1 358 leave message

ANYONE FOUND A bkje coat outside of

Leach on Sal April 4 (nighl) Please call

Kang 6-581 3 Reward is given Thanks!

BLK. RAYBANS in bik case sentimental

value generous reward Cal Cory 6-0491

BOOK CONSTRUCTIVE PLAY naad lor

exam Sue 253-5646

REWARD: $50
Lost Gold bracelet

Jen 546-0717

PERSONALS

CALEB
Apr! 10

ir* ill you
Good kick

SB

COMPUTERS, PRINTERS. AND ACCES-
SORIES
New. used, and demo units available Best

prices in the Pioneer Valley Al configura-

tions available Call Eric 253 0868

RIDE WANTED

ToRoch,NVon4/17
CaH 546-4124

ROOMMATE WANTED

1er2GIRLSNEHIED for 2bdmi Brandywine

Crf 549-7845

HOUSEMATE NEEDED IMMEDIATB.V
21800/month
Beautiful location -Puffers PotkI

Cal now 549-9919 Leave message
ROOMMATES WANTED
Moving on naad roommate/s

Non-amoWng lamala lor M 6-3145

NEW YOHK CITY- Furnished rooms and

apartmwnts lor summer and short stays.

Near Columbia Univ Reasonat)le rates 212-

662-1358

PARTNERS TO TRAVEL around Europe

with hikmg « sights etc Call 253-3729 Cher

tor summer adventureous tiine

VEGAS APR 16-19

175 BO 546-6217

TYPMO

FAST ACCURATE TYPING by literate col-

lege grad $1/pg Letter quality 586-5268

FREE PAGE TYPED when you CA
laser pnntmg $1 50/typed page

Brian 546-6954

WANTKO

4fMpofMfetoImmIm lookinQ lo nnl4tedr

.

houaa m Amhant-Naar UMaaa Starting 6/1

or9/1 eeS-3943

WANTED: LUKA BLOOM TICKETS, call

Chris at 546-6627
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Sports
Gorillas escape from Friars

with 11-9 comeback victory
iryr M.\fM,M. -^-- ^^ ^^ ___^_—^----_ bv greg sukiennikBy GREG SUKIENNIK

Collegian SUff

Unranked lacrosse programs aren't

supposed to be able to come into a top 20

team's home field and steal away with a

win. But that's almost what happened

yesterday at Upper Boyden Field.

The lightly-regarded Friars of Provi-

dence College nearly spoiled the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts lacrosse team's

season, taking a two goal lead into the

fourth quarter before the Gorillas woke up

from their nightmare and escaped, 11-9.

UMass (3-2) needed last-minute hero-

ics from attackers Mike Cain and Mark

Millon and a crucial poke-check by Chns

Nentwich to survive a string challenge

from Providence (4-3). A loss may have

knocked the Gorillas out ofthe Top 20 and

out of NCAA Tournament contention.

*^ou can't look by any opponent but

you've got to win some of these kinds of

games, too," said UMasscoachTed Garber.

The Gorillasbenefited from a huge break

midway through the fourth quarter. Up 9-

7, the Friars apparently scored on a two-

on-one fast break at 8:52. But Providence

had called time out just before the goal.

Whether the goal would have demoralized

the Gorillas or not will never be known.

The near-miss awoke the Gorillasand two

minutes later. Mike Cain took an assist from

Massachusetts, 11-9

/ 2 3 4 Final

Prov. Coll. (4-3) 2 3 4 9

UMass (3-2> 2 3 2 4 11

Scoring (goals-asslsts-polnts)

Providence: Danny Bianco 4-

1-5; Steve lannuccelli 2-0-2; Bob

Murphy 1-0-1; Ed Loiselle 1-0-1;

Alex Vetter 1-1-2; Craig Tumo 0-

M . Totals 9 goals, 3 assists.

Massactiusetts: Mark Millon 5-

1 -6- Mike Cain 1 -2-3; Mike Valente

1-1-2; Greg Kline 1-0-1; Mario

Guaglianone 1-0-1; Rob Falvey

1-1-2; Tim Stevenson 1-0-1; Chris

Nentwich 0-2-2; Bill Edell 0-1-1;

Don Avena 0- 1 - 1 . Totals 1 1 goals,

9 assists.

Saves PC Bill Duffin 21; UMass

Tom LoPresti 8. PenaltiesPC 3/2:00;

UMass 3/2:30. Extra Man PC 1-3;

UMass 0-3, Foceoffs PC 8; UMass

14 Ground Balls PC 52, UMass 57.

would help the Gorillas prepare for their

crucial game with Yale oij Saturday. The

results didn't match his expectations.

•^e've had two wake-up calls now" said

Garber, referring to yesterday's game and to

the St. John's game, in which the Gorillas

performed a similar fourth quarterescapeact

"Ifwe have a third we could be in big trouble."

UMass looked flat for much ofthe game

while Providence, a huge underdog, played

like they had nothing to lose. The loss of

m,nuu.swu!r,mi«e^.u»,.„,~™..™. defensive midnelder M^TL'^P'^' r^J
MikeV,le„.ea™i«x»«i.a.«ngthedcnatU, 'Sl^r.-<-_i\'"»^^tr:Tj:''':IX.

CoDaglaB photo by Matt Kahn

University ofMassachusettsjunior attacker Bill Edell (21 ) attempts

to get by a Providence College defender in action yesterday at Upper

Boyden Field. The Minutemen won, 11-9-

one. I>es8 than a minute later, after UMass

controlled the ensuing faceoff. Millon evaded

two defenders on his way to the cage and tied

the game at 9-9.

Millon put UMass up to stay at 2:35.

taking a Cain feed from behind the crease

and putting it past Providence goalie Bill

Dufiln (21 saves). Providence threatened

in the closing minute, but Nentwich was

able to check a Providence player from

behind, knock the ball loose and pass

upfield to an uncovered Millon upfield.

Millon's fifth score of the afternoon— the

fifth time in his career he has scored five

or more in a game— put PC away.

Millon was critical of both his and his

team's performance.

"We just turned it up a notch in the

fourth. It was an ugly performance," said

Millon, who leads the Gorillas with 17

goals and eight assists, "^e can't play

that way against Yale."

Garber was hoping yesterday's game

quarter and sat out the rest of the match,

made matters worse.

The Friars struck first when Danny

Bianco got past Nentwich and sent a shot

past UMass goalie Tom LoPresti. The

Gorillas responded a minute later, as

Millon made a nice over-the-cage pass to a

cutting Cain. PC midfielder Steve

lannuccelli put the Friars back ahead, but

UMass' Rob Falvey hit a cutting Tim

Stevenson with a pass from the left to end

the first quarter 2-2.

The tit-for-tat continued through the sec-

ond, as UMass was able to come back &x>m a

goal downbutnever take morethan aonegoal

leador,asmanyexpected, putthe Fnarsaway

with a five or six goal rush.

Garber tried just about everything to

get the Gorillas going, including inserting

reserves into the hneup. Don Avena, for

instance, fed a nice assist to Rob Falvey to

put UMass ahead 5-4.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Softball hosts
rival UConn;
ranked 19th
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

Something has got to give.

The University of Massachusetts softball team

(14-7, 4-0 in the Atlantic 10), and on a 12-game

winning streak, hosts the University of Connecti-

cut, (15-5) winners of their last 10, in a 3 p.m.

doubleheader at Totman Field today.

The Minutewomen are now ranked 19th in the

national poll and first in the Northeast Region.

UConn is ranked third in the region.

The nice part about our rivalry," said UMass coach

Elaine Sortino, "is that it's an intense rivalry on the

field, and both teams have a tremendous amount of

respect for each other. The kids go out, compete hard

and play hard. When all is said and done, it's never an

ugly contest. It's a real healthy competition.

"Both teams are beating the teams they should

be beating," she said. "I don't think there has been

an occasion when UMass played UConn and both

teams weren't on an extended winning streak."

UMass continues to get tremendous starting

pitching from Darlene Claffey, Holly Aprile and

Kelly Daut. The trio is holding opponents to a .182

batting average. The Huskies have a team average

of -272. . , ,. ,

The Minutewomen continue to swing hot bats.

The team batting average is .325, and is led by

senior shortstop Barbara Marean's .515 clip.

UConn's pitchers yield a stingy 0.75 earned

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Minutemen
walk away
with victory
By TED KOTTLER
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts baseball team both

ran and walked away from the Springfield College Chiefs

in a 14-2 debacle at Earl Lorden Field yesterday.

The Minutemen scattered just 10 hits, but drew 12

walks and stole nine bases, including three double steals,

which created all the offense freshman pitcher Ronely

Rivera would need to earn the victory in hisNCAA debut.

"[Rivera] looked good," UMass head coach Mike Stone

said. "He had good movement on his fastball and he got

out of a couple jams."
_x- u

"Our pitching was horrendous," countered Springfield

head coach Charlie Roys.

Walks to Steve Corradi and Jeff January opened the

second inning and the two pulled offthe first double steal.

Billy Knight's groundout to shortstop Bill Hallam scored

Corradi, and January came home on Lou Olivieri's hit to

Hallam to make it 2-0.

Etouble steal No. 2 set up January's two-out, two-run

single to center to make it 4-0 in the third inning. Fillion

got groundouts from Greg Larocca and Joe Mattivello to

lead it off, but he walked John Carelli and Corradi, who

combined on the steal, and January stepped up.

In the top of the fourth, Rivera retired BiU O'Connell and

Tony Vitiello on groundouts to first base and shortstop,

respectively. However, trouble forUMass soonfollowedasBd)

Lodi singled to ri^t and Hallam and Matt LaBranche made

infield hits to load the bases. John Raifstanger then singled to

right scoring Lodi to make it 4-1. Steve Lunardini left the

bases loaded, popping up to Larocca at shortstop.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Jody Sammarco (28) and the University of

Massachusetts Minutemen defeated Spring-

field College, 14-2, yesterday at Earl Lorden
Field.





Classes Start

April IS*"^

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances

358 North Pleasant Street

Amherst , Massachusetts

549-5780

BAR&
RESTAURANT
DJs & DANCING
THURS.FRI.&SAT

$ Drafts

Killian Red

^tCOiUS^
Let the games begin! Baskettxill, billiards, foottxill toss, darts.

pinball, srowtxxird simulator, air hockey, golf ctToMenge. cytjerball,

ct^xx hockey, arcade games & MOREI

492 PLEASANT STREET. NORTHAMPTON. MA 413-586 3763
MON-THURS 4:00-1:00 • FRI-SUN 12:00-1:00

MASSACHUSEHS
NO. Name Pos. Class Hometown

1 Mario Guaglianone A Jr. Harrison, NY
2 Rick Mullins D Sr. Concord, MA
3 Mark Millon A Jr. Hunnington. NY
4 Mike Valente A Fr. Hicksville, NY
5 Gary Wood D Sr. Exeter. NH
6 Don Avena A Jr. Manhasset, NY
7 Wes Depp A So. Garden City, NY
8 John Schlipf M Sr. Merrick, NY
9 Dennis Kelly D Fr. Farmingdaie, NY
10 Tom Healy D Fr. Malverne, NY
11 Pete Cuda M So. Vestal, NY
12 Kevin O'Connor M Sr. Yorktown Heights, NY
13 Dave Welker G So. Longmeadow, MA
14 Mario Lopez D Sr. Amherst, MA
15 Kenny Randazzo D So. Levittovy/n, NY
16 Tom LoPresti G Fr. West Islip, NY
17 Chris Nentv»/ich M So. Holbrook, NY
18 Paul Nov^/lan D So. Peobody, MA
19 Greg Kline M So. Huntington, NY
20 Corey Cronin D Sr. Babylon. NY
21 Bill Edeli A Jr. Croton, NY
22 Ray Suris G Sr. North Port, NY
23 Sam Joseph M So. Long Beach, NY
24 Jim Panetta D Jr. Glen Cove, NY
25 Adam Kohart D Sr. Garden City, NY
26 Grant Donnelly M Fr. Greenlav»/n, NY
27 John Loiocono M Fr. Ridge, NY
28 Rob Folvey M Sr. Hingham, MA
30 Jim Bernstien D Jr. Fairfield. CT
31 Ernie Faulkner M Fr. Beverly, MA
32 Mike Cain A/M Sr. Concord, MA
33 Mike Noonan M So. Port Washington, NY
34 Tim Stevenson M Fr. Weymouth
35 Matt Abel D Fr. Millers Falls, MA
36 Hank Lucas D Fr. Peobody, MA
37 Brad Fitts D Sr. Sudbury, MA
39 Jody Jagentenfl M Fr. South Salem, MA
40 Andy Fish M Jr. Fayetteville. NY
41 Mike Webb M Jr. Nashua, NH
42 Tony DeLucia D So. South Setauket, NY
43 Dan Collins M Fr. Peobody, MA
44 Pat Lorian G Sr. Lido Beach, NY
45 Scott Larese D Fr. Rockey Point, NY
46 Rip Correnti G So. Ithaca, NY
48 Peter Giner M Fr. Katonak, NY

Head Coach: Ted Garber
Assistants: Tim Soudan, Tom Carmean

MlK
O^K
I

More Than Half Of The

People Who Read This Ad
Who Want To Get Into

Law School Won't.
Here's a test of your math skills. Divide

95,000 law school applicants into 44,000

openings. Surprised? Now you realize

why it's so important to take the Ronkin

LSAT Total Test Prep Course.

First, you'll take a free diagnostk: test,

then we'll work with you in small,

personalized classes. You'll have 40 hours

of classroom instructkjn and access to

our computers and live tutorials. Plus,

we offer a two-day LSAT Intensive Study

Clinic the last week before the exam.

Simply purchase a Ronkin LSAT
course by May 15 and we'll include the

$225 Clinic for free. Going home for the

summer? With 155 Centers Nationwide,

we can register you in Amherst for a

summer course near your homel

RONKIN. GET IN." i«'F«.r.n,s.
In Amherst:
549-4010

The Offer: Reserve by May 15 at any Ronkin. Save $225.
LSAT»GMAT«GRE-MCAT TEST PREPARATION AND APPLICATION ASSISTANCE.

YALE

NO Name Pes. Class Hometovy/n

1 Keith Flaherty G Jr. Arnold, MD
2 Brendan Sheehan M Sr. West Hartford, Ct
3 Rich Dressier G So. Dresher, PA
4 Tony Rousou M Fr. Longmeadow, MA
5 Seth Dunn A Jr. New Canaan, CT
6 Dove Cochran A So. New Canaan, CT
7 Michael Maitlond A Jr. Commack, NY
8 Andy Schore M Sr. Dix Hills, NY
9 Simon Duxbury A So. Ithaca, NY
10 Chris Merchant M Sr. Columbia, MD
11 Ross McDonald M Fr. Denver, CO
12 Jeff Curron M Sr. West Hartford, CT
13 Chris Disimile M Jr. Holbrook, NY
16 Chris Greensfelder M Jr. Washington, DC
17 Jim Huddleston D So. Marbleheod, MA
18 Gordon Griffith M So. Baltimore, MD
19 Rocky Mould A Jr. Skillman, NJ
20 Scott Roberts A Sr. Nyock, NY
21 Scott Schoeb M Jr. Potomac, MD
23 Cory Johnston A Fr. Durham, NC
24 Gori Singh M So Potonrxac, MD
25 Nick Deans M Fr. West Hartford. CT
26 Jim Mockey D So. Princeton, NJ
29 Clayton Simmers M Sr. Great Falls, VA
30 Dove Brov»/n M So. Bloomfield, NJ
33 Rich Torykian D Sr. Rockville Centre, NY
34 Will Gadsden D So. Philadelphia, PA
35 Chris Harnden Fr. Concord, MA
36 David Suisman G Sr. West Hartford, CT
38 Ralph Sondo D Jr. Hoverford. PA
40 Michael McCormick M Jr. La Jolla, CA
41 Joe Benevento M Fr. Seoford, NY
42 David Ryan D Sr. Monlius, NY
43 Josh McHugh A Sr. Pottsfown, PA
44 Peter Diminich Sr. Greot Neck, NY
47 Dan DeTolla D So. Huntington Bay, NY

Head Coach: Mike Waldvogel
Assistants: Jamie Munro, Jim McAleovey
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MICHAEL'S18 & over

welcome

everyday

AHNIMT, HA

lOA Bclchcrtown Rd., Amherst, Next to Hunan Garden « Mon-Thurs 4-1. Fri-Sun 12-1 « 256-8284

SPECIALS THIS WEEK,
OLD MILWAUKEE 60 Ounce Pitchers for only $4.00!

All 16 Ounce Drafts are still $1.50 • BUD, MICHELOB,
LITE, ROLLING ROCK & GEM. DRAFT

Try an ELECTRIC BANANA for only $2.00

(Tequila & Banana Liq.)

All Domestic Bottle Beer on Special Only '2.00

Still Home ofFREE POOL...
WATCH THE GAMES ON OUR 60" T.V.!

PIZZAS - $1.50 SM $3.00 LG. BURRITTO

*f '>•*<.-.
: o >,< o •> ••;. >:< 4? rt •;< " fff

TOC Lounge
On-campus sports bar serving

munchiestill 11:00 most nights.

Weekdays: 11:30 am-12:30 am
Saturdays: 5 pm-12:20 am

TOC Restaurant

For good times & good food

before or after the game!
Lunch served weekdays: 11:30 am-2:00 pm

Dinner served Tues.-Sat.: 5-9 pm

I

nis

Spring in tke Collepn Sports
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THE MASSACHUSETTS DAILY

(413)256-8686

40% • 80% OFF
MERCHANDISE FROM THE

LEADING SPECIALTY
STORES IN THE UNITED

STATES!!!

NOBODY'S PERFECf

LOCATION:

Rt. 9, Hadley Between Super

Stop N Shop & Liquors 44

1ST QUALITY & SLIGHT IRREGULARS
LADIES ft MEN'S
T's ft Other Tops

STORE HOURS:
Mon.,Tues., Wed., Sat., 10-6

Thurs.,Fri., 10-9

Sun., 12-6

NOBODY'S PERFECT
1ST QUALITY & SLIGHT IRREGULARS

'

LOCATION:

Rt. 9, Hadley Between Super

Stop N Shop & Liquors 44

Mot Even the best known
specialty & department stores

in the U.S. They make mistakes

too... Thats when our buyers

take advantage and pass the

savings on to you!

WHERE TO EAT
BETWEEN COURSES

Next time you get hungry come to D'angelo

for delicious subs, salads and pita pokkets.

48 North Pleasant Street

Amherst

(413) 256-4131

2-FOR-l
ON ALL PITA POKKETS

Buy any delicious D'angelo Designer Pokkei and get

another free.*

They're Designer Pokkets because you design them yourself. Just some

of the possibilities include steak with onions, mushrooms, peppers and

cheese or seafood salad, a BLT, or a ham and cheese. There are more

than 20 different basic pokkets from which to choose and begin your

designs, all on our own Syrian bread.

•You pay for the higher pnced sandwich. Coupon irusi be

preseniedat the time of purchase. This offer is not valid with

any otherCTAngelo discount or promotional offer. One couvx)n

per day. please.Hurryl Offer expires S/1/92 and is valid only

at our Amherst location. A^tZBAMST
d an9€ /e
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2-FOR-l
ON ALL SUBS

You can choose any of our more than 20 varieties from

steak and cheese or meatball to seafood salad. From ham
and cheese to tuna fish. From cheeseburgers to turkey.

They're just one more way you'll see the difference

D'angelo makes.

•Free <iandwich must be a small size. Coupon must be

presented at time of purchase. This offer not valid with any

other D'angelo discount or promotion. One coupon per day,

please. Hurry, offer expires 5/1/92 and is only valid at our

Amherst location.
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Noriega convicted on 8 of 10 charges
By RICHARD COLE
Associated Press

MIAMI — Manuel Noriega, the dicta-

torwho defied a superpower, wasconvicted

of eight of ten drug and racketeering

charges Thursday, two years after the

long arm of America plucked him from

Panama in a bloody invasion.

The ousted Panamanian leader's con-

viction included the key counts of rack-

eteeringand racketeering conspiracy. The

eight counts carry a possible maximum
sentence of 120 years. Sentencing was set

for July tenth.

•^e did one heck of a job. We're proud

of what we did," said Assistant U.S. At-

torney Micheal Sullivan.

U.S. Attorney James McAdams said as

soon as Noriega is sentenced, he will be

taken to Tampa for a trial on marijuana

smuggling charges. If convicted in that

case, he could be sentenced to 35 years in

prison.

The defense said it would appeal the

verdict.

President Bush called the conviction "a

migor victory against the drug lords."

"I hope it sends a lesson to drug lords

here and around the world they will pay a

price ifthey continue to poison the lives of

our kids in this country or anywhere else,"

Bush said at a Washington meeting with

Nicaraquan President ViolettaChamorro.

Defense attorney Frak Rubino was

bitter, and said the appeal would be bases

on isues including Noriega's prisoner-or-

war status and the invasion.

The United States government in its

self-appointed role as world policeman. .

.

saw fit to invade a foreign country and

seize its leader," he said.

"This, in our opinion, is the modern day

version of the Crusades, that the United

States will now trample across the entire

world, imposing its will upon so-called

independent, sovereign nations. Unless

the foreign governments are willing to

kneel once a day and face Washington and

give grace to George Bush , they toomay be

in the same posture as General Noriega."

Noriega was acquitted ofcocaine distri-

bution and conspiracy to import cocaine.

There was no visible reaction from

Noriega or the jurors as the verdicts were

read. In the row behind the defense, two of

Noriega's daughters wept while his wife,

FeUcidad, stared forward without expres-

sion.

The U.S. District Court trial lasted

seven months, during which the govern-

ment painstakingly built its case against

a head of state it called "a small man in a

general's uniform" who was "just another

crooked cop."

The verdict came in the jury's fifth day

of deliberations. On Wednesday, they

announced they were deadlocked with one

holdout; Judge William Hoeveler urged

them to try again.

"The decision was difficult," the fore-

man, Lester Spencer, told reporters after

the verdict. *The decision was heavily

debated back and forth."

The defense maintained Noriega was a

victim of U.S. pohtics, saying the case

"smelled all the way to Washington." The
attorneys portrayed the govemments's

witnesses as unscrupulous thugs looking

only for a "get-out-of-jail-free card."

The trial marked the first time the

United States invaded a sovereign coun-

try and brought back its leader for a

criminal trial. The government dubbed

the invasion Operation Just Cause.

Noriega, 54, was indicted on Feb. 4,

1988, along with 15 other people, includ-

ing the head of Columbia's Medellin drug

cartel, Palbo Escobar. At the time, Noriega

was still in power in Panama, and sneered

at U.S. demands that he step down.

On Dec. 20, 1989, the United States

invaded Panama. U.S. forces tracked

Noriega to a Vatican mission in Panama
City, surrounded it and blasted him with

rock music until he surrendered.

The fighting killed 23 U.S. servicemen,

at least 200 Panamanian civilians and an

estimated 300 Panamanian soldiers.

Jury selection began Sept. 5 and

opening arguments began 11 days later.

The government called 46 witnesses,

plus 14 otherson rebuttal after the defense

rested. The defense called 19 witnesses.

CoUcclan photo by Joah Reynolda

FLAGSHIPOFTHE UNIVERSITYSYSTEM— Chancellor O'Brien's house is subjected

to attacks by local humorists. ^^^^

Profs, to stage
demonstration
to save library
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff*

The fight to save the University of Massachusetts

library has just begim.

A call to campus faculty for action is being sounded

which will cxdminate in a demonstration at the State

House on Tuesday, April 14. Faculty plan on addressing

the Higher Education Coordinating Council and meeting

with local Representatives.

"Our goal is to promote a greater awareness of the

need to improve the campus library's budget and inform

the pohtical leadership how disastrous these four years

of cuts have been." said David Paroissien, a professor in

the English department who is spearheading this effort

to increase state funding.

The chair of a committee which recently produced a

report saying the library is nearing disaster, Paroissien

said one bus will leave Haigis Mall at 8 a.m. next Tuesday

for the State House in Boston.

Paroissien said faculty are being asked to excuse

students from classes who go to Boston. He said the bus

will have room for students.

Dan Martin, a French professor, is presently trying to

secure authorization to allow the faculty to make a five-

minute presentation at 1 p.m. to the Higher Education

Coordinating Council to briefly outline the dire situation

of the University of Massachusetts library system.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Du Bois collection offers insight
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

"One thing alone I charge you," W.E.B.

Du Bois said to the world before he died in

1963. "As you hve, beUeve in hfe. Always

human beings will hve and progress to

greater, broader and fuller life. The only

possible death is to lose behefin this truth

simply because the Great End comes

slowly, because time is long."

One of the founders of the National

Association for Advancement of Colored

People and leader of the Pan African

movement, Du Bois' papers document his

involvement in many 20th century racial,

hterary and social reform movements.

"He was the leading intellectual activ-

ist," explained William Strickland, pro-

fessor of political science in the African-

American department and director of the

Du Bois papers. "He consecrated himself

to the truth."

"His hfe was a lens on the problem of

racism in the world," Strickland said.

Located in the Special Collections and

Archives Department on the 25th floor of

the library at the University ofMassachu-

setts, the Du Bois papers collection in-

cludes letters of correspondence of over

100,000 recorded items on 89 reels of mi-

crofilm.

The collection includes speeches, ar-

ticles, scholarly journals, fiction, pam-

phlets, plays and short stories. Seventy-

nine percent of the papers are letters.

"Du Bois'correspondence ranges widely

from world leaders to ordinary people,

such as Einstein, Ghandi, to presidents of

countries," said Linda Seidman, acting

head of the special collections and ar-

chives at the library.

"He was an important product of Mas-

sachusetts and here at the University

significant numbers of residents and stu-

dents have not even heard of him. Or if

they have, they don't know him," said

Strickland. "The irony is that he's much
better known outside the coxintry."

Du Bois' step-son David Du Bois, a

visiting professor in journalism and Afri-

can-American studies, said two funda-

mental themes in his father's life were

overcoming the problem of racism in

America and the Uberation of African

peoples from colonization.

"There's hardly a question regarding

the Third World, peace, social justice, ra-

cial equahty, moral uphft, and cultural

development of peoples that Du Bois has

not addressed," said Strickland. "He was

an advocate of the Third World."

Strickland relates the lack of aware-

ness ofDu Bois to the problem of racism.

"Ifyou're not interested in the problem

of racism then you wouldn't know about

him, said Strickland. It's hardly a ques-

tion that Americans are confironting."

"Since these problems are still largly

unsolved we can examine one ofthe gn"eat-

est thinkers of our time and try to solve

them," said Strickland.

Seidman said the Federal Bureau of

Investigation began to investigate him

during World War I when he was re-

searching the treatment ofBlack soldiers.

Included in the collection are some FBI
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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For Your Information
FYIs are public service announcements that run each

Monday, Wednesday and Friday for campus and local

nonprofit organizations. Due to space constraints, the

Collegian cannot print all FYIs submitted and no an-

nouncement can be repeated.

To submit an FYI. please send a press release with all

pertinent information to the Collegian c/o the News

Editor. FYIs cannot be taken over the phone.

Friday, April 10

Special Event — The Asian American Student Asso-

ciation is sponsoring "Asian Night" in theCampus Center

Auditorium from 6:30 p.m. - 10 p.m. Admission is free.

Dance Concert — Alive With Dance is sponsoring a

Student Dance Concert at 8:00 p.m. at Bowker Audito-

rium. Admission is $3.00 for students and $6.00 for the

general public.

Saturday, April 11

Book Signing— Caryl Phillips, author oiCambridge,

will sign copies of his book from 1-3 p.m. at the Odyssey

Bookshop at the Village Commons in South Hadley.

Tag Sale— The Amherst Family Center's 6th Annual

Tag Sale will take place from 9 a.m. to noon at the North

Congregational Church at the North Pleasant and Pine

Street hght in North Amherst.

Sunday, April 12

Recital — The Amherst Collegium Musicum will

present ''Music of Change." at 8:00 p.m. in Buckley

Recital Hall at Amherst College. Admission is free and

the public is invited.

Presentation— The Panhellenic Council is sponsoring

a Greek Presentation in the Campus Center room 101

from 7:30 p.m - 9:30 p.m.
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"It's not just an adventure,

it's a job."
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finthand Come to our officts or gixM u$ a call.

Co ahead Make our day.

113 Campus Center Basement

545-3500 .
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"We're also going to lobby legislatures inside," Mar-

tin said.

Organizers also plan on holding a bake sale in

Boston to raise money for books— the library is hardly

buying any new books at this time, library officials

have said.
.

From 1:30 to 2:30, faculty plan on meeting with

local legislatures and expect to depart Boston and

head back to Amherst at 3 p.m.

Coordinat«*d by student and faculty organizations

and the campus Administration, the action hopes to

drum up support for a requested $7.8 million budget-

ary increase which could be spread over the next three

years to recoup from years of fiscal slashes.

The library's national ranking among the 107 Re-

search Libraries has dropped from 43rd in 1976 to 93rd

in 1991 — no research Ubrary has ever fallen as quickly

in quality as the UMass library, according to Paroissien.

"The consequences of probationary action by the

Association ofResearch Libraries hardly need spelling

out to the campus community. Programs may be

decertified and departments closed. The University's

capacity to attract grants from government agencies

and foundations will decrease." according to an infor-

mation sheet on the upcoming demonstration.

In addition, the scathing report on the library

which was publicized in February said "almost no new

books are being purchased, the number of serial titles

held is far too few and the staff are stretched to the

breaking point."

If you go...

Interested faculty and students should call 545-

5317. 545-2560. 545-2206 or 545-3611. For the bake

sale baked goods "suitably wrapped for transport" can

be brought to the GEO office in Room 201, Student

Union Center no later than 4 p.m., Monday April 13.

Organizers said they are accepting donations m
check form payable to BOOKS to raise money for the

rented bus. Send via Campus Mail to: Books, c/o

Credit Union Office, Draper Hall . Any lea over money

will be given to the library, organizers said.

r
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papers.

"The FBI kept a close eye on him. The reason some

parts are blacked out is to protect informers and because

they don't want you to undersUnd their methodology.

There's a lot of information on what people reporting on

him considered questionable activity," said Seidman.

There is also a video about Du Bois' life titled "Du Boig

in Great Barrington', the town he was born in. which may

be viewed on the third floor of the library.

This is one of the treasures of the library and we're

very pleased and proud to have it and want people to

know about and use it." Seidman said.

correction
The amount of the curriculum fee as reported by

the Collegian yesterday in the story Trustees ap-

prove fee increase" was incorrect. The actual amount

is 1.800 per year. The Collegian regrets the error.

Saturday 7:30 PM
Lord Jeffery Tnn, 30 Boltwood Ave, Amherst

The Boston Meditation Society (617)499-7766

ATKINS ^^
—

,,^^
Jki(^FRUIT BOWl. '^^^^Skr^

Comer of Bay Road & Rl. 116. South Amherst

Open Daily 8 A.M. to 6 P.M. • 253-9528

ATKINS NEW ENGLAND
COUNTRY BRUNCH

Sundays 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. • $8.95 Adults. $5.95 Children 1 1/2 portions)

PRICE INCLUDES
Your choice of a main entree from either our Breakfast items

sensed with homefries, bacon or sausage, juice, coffee or tea. or

our Luncheon items sen'ed with a fresh vegetable, coffee or tea.

- Plus -

All You Can Eat

from our Soup. Salad. &. Bread Bar

^-^) - Plus -

c-^^^^^r^T^'^s^ from our Dessert Bar

"I used to be technologically deficient, and had no

practical skills other than Nintendo. Then I went to

work at the Collegian. Now I can pump up my resume

with all kinds of neat things.

Thank you Massachu.selt.s Daily Collegian."

COLLEGIAN
t:Xl'EWKNC:E THE INNERWORKINGS OFA DAILY COUl-XiE NKWSPAItlK HlfeT I lANI).

Come to our oflSce or g|ve u.s a call

It'll give you a warm sqiitshy.

113 Campus Center

545-35(M)

VILLA

^

Great AAexican Food Served Quiddy &
Inexpensively in a Friendly & Casual Atmosphere

DOWNTOWN
AMHERST

Boltwood Walk 256-8217

Beer & Wine Served

DOWNTOWN
NORTHAMPTON

21 Center St. 584-0673
Brinfl Your Own Beer &

For Delivery, Call Delivery Express • 549-0077
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Local
Servicing the campus
Head ofAuxiliary Services assures smooth sailing
By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Correspondent

He oversees Campus Center Operations. He makes

Bure that all goes well with the hotel, post office, Faculty

Club, retail sales, vending and dining services. He su-

pervises virtually all student services, with the exception

of housing.

Ashoke Ganguli, head of Auxiliary Services at the

University of Massachusetts, has the remarkable

responsiblity to run the Campus Center and says his

attitude towards hisjob is that the students at UMass are

the "primary consumers" and that without them there

would be no school.

He said he enforces an open-door policy, allowing

students to stop by and discuss issues or concerns they

may have, and feels that "artificial barriers" between the

administration and students create problems and prevent

the University from moving ahead.

Ganguli says it is this attitude that helps him to

maintain a relationship with student government lead-

ers.

With straight-forward communication, he contends,

student administration differences can be worked out.

"The student workforce here at UMass is essential to

the success of the operations," he said.

He noted the 1.600 to 1.800 students employed on

campus account for $2,000,000 in salary annually.

Ganguli said the significant student participation in

campus services greatly contributes to the sense that this

is the student's University.

In addition to student employees, he said he feels his

530 full-time employees on campus comprise a large,

stable staff, able to deal with such problems as dreaded

budget cuts.

"When the going is tough, the tough get tougher. In the

midst ofthe many budget cuts facing the University, this

is still a first-rate school," he said.

"I hope that when students graduate from his insti-

tution, they do so with a positive experience," he said.

Ganguli was raised in India, where he received an

education at an English preparatory school. He explains

that receiving a Western education, combined with the

fact that his father graduated from Union College in

1928, almost assured his eventual move to the United

States.

Ganguli came to the United States in 1972 after

receiving his degree in business from the University of

Calcutta, to pursue his second Masters degree, which he

attained from UMass in 1977.

Ganguli said he has fond memories ofbeing a student

here, and of his former job at the Bluewall, where he

made $1.80 per hour.

He was hired by the University shortly aftergraduation

and worked in Housing Services until he was hired for his

current position, which he has held for 11 years.

Ganguh is the first minority to head Auxiliary Services,

and he said he is aware that there are subtle behavior

characteristics that he incurs on the job that cause him

to question whether or not they are racially-motivated.

He said he believes, however that within the next 15

years we will be moving towards the multicultural soci-

ety in which people of all races should treat others as they

wish to be treated with dignity and repect.

CoUegion ptioto by Josh Rcrnolda

COMMUTER TROUBLES? — Alfred

Haskins, Whitmore computer operator,

and Rich Wahlistrom, from Physical Plant,

secure the Campus Pond beach head for

the UMass Sport Parachute Club.

Bungee jumping craze comes to South Hadley
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

Two University of Massachusetts

graduates have taken the plunge and are

using their communications degrees to

capitalize on the fastest-growing sport in

America, bungee jumping.

"Bungeejumping is a modern-day right

of passage." says Diane McNamara, a

public relations consultant as well as a

stockholder in Bungee New England.

Bungee jumping has been gaining

enormous attention and it has a loyal

following. Since 1979. there have been

500.000 jumps performed across the

United States.

McNamara. a 1987 UMass graduate,

and Peggy Rose, who graduated from the

University in 1982. have teamed up with

Carolyn and Michael Tessada to provide

people with the thrill of bungee jumping

across the country.

"The idea of bringing bungee jumping

to the United States first occurred to me
after I took the plunge last March on a trip

to New Zealand." said McNamara.
"After arriving home from the trip. I

read a story in the local paper about the

Tessadas' operation in Las Vegas and of-

fered to represent them. Everything has

been clear saiUng ever since." she said.

On top of their exploration into the

world ofbungeejumping, these two UMass
graduates have also started the youngest

and newest public relations firm in Boston.

R and B is a public relations firm that

speciahzes in the entertainment industry.

Their clients include WBCN. a rock and

roll radio station which is considered one

of the top 10 stations in the country, The

Harbor Club. Bungee New England, as

well as other numerous endeavors.

This weekend they are bringing the

thrill of the plunge to UMass, a place

where both women learned the skills that

have allowed them to achieve success in

the "real world."

"UMass is a great school and we are

thrilled to bring bungee jumping to the

Amherst area." said Rose.

Bungeejumpingoriginated in the South

Pacific as a religious ceremony and right

of passage for young men. The boys tied

vines around their ankles and jumped off

of poles.

Times have changed since those days

in the South Pacific and the sport as we

know it got its start in 1979 in England.

At that time it was only performed by a

group known as the Dangerous Sports

Club. Today people from all walks of life

enjoy the thrill of the free fall.

Instead ofjumping from poles, people

nowjump from cranes, bridges and hot air

balloons. Instead of vines, people are

supported by mihtary transport cords,

which are normally used to carry tanks by

helicopters.

Death is a stigma that has dogged the

sport ever since its popularity has taken

off. But a prepared statement issued by

Bungee New England assures thejumper

that all accidents are due to human error.

"Only one iryury was reported in the

United Stetes last year, and it only oc-

curred after the man had taken careless

risks," said the statement.

"The risks included using only one

bungee cord, with no safety backups, and

he hooked himselfup andjumped too close

to the ground." said the statement.

Bungee New England will be jumping

at Brunelle's Marina in South Hadley on

Saturday and Sunday, from 9 a.m. to 5

p.m. There will be special group rates and

discounts given at the site, so overcome

your fear and take the plimge.

Grieving mother calls for

stricter skydiving regs.
By ROBERT W. TROTT
Associated Press

BOSTON — Jane Melbourne's 29-

year-old son. James Craig, died eight

days aft«r sustaining injuries on his

first parachute jump.

After one day oftraining at the Mas-

sachusetts Sports Parachute Club, the

29-year-old dictionary editor made his

first jump. His chute didn't open until

he was 200 feet from the ground and he

began spinning uncontrollably,

Melbourne said.

A year later. Melbourne came to the

Massachusetts Statehouse to lead a

fight for tougher skydiving regvilations,

including a measure that would in-

validate all waivers of liability signed

by student jumpers.

Melbourne, a former resident of

Cambridge and Springfield, has con-

vinced two lawmakers to file legislation

regulating skydivingin Massachusetts.

Since the April 27 accident.

Melbourne, now ofLynchburg. Va. , has

received two reports — one from the

Massachusetts Aeronautics Commis-

sion and one from the Federal Aviation

Administration.

Those reports say there was no chute

malfunction and that thejumper didn't

follow the instructions a ground in-

structor was giving him over a radio

transmitter.

The Massachusetts Sports Para-

chute Club, at the Turner's Falls airport

near Greenfield, still hasn't filed a re-

port, as far as Melbourne knows.

"Someone with one day oftraining is

not prepared for an emergency."

Melbourne said Thursday. "If he fi-oze.

so would just about everybody else."

Because her son died in a hospital,

not at the jump site, the club was not

required to file a report.

Officials ofthe club did not immedi-

ately respond to requests for comment
Thursday.

According to Parachutist Magazine.

12 people died in 1989 and eight died in

1991 in skydiving accidents. One third

ofthose fatalities, Melbourne said, were

students. The FAA has no regulations

governing parachute instruction.

"I don't think there are too many
businesses that can be responsible for

10 deaths a year and are not regu-

lated," she told the Legislature's Public

Safety Committee.
The bill would require tandem

jumping with an instructor on all first

parachute jumps and records of radio

conversations between students and

ground instructors. It also would force

the state to investigate all fatal jumps,

even if the parachutist dies at the

hospital, rather than on the field.

Jazz class provides for

real life experiences
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Correspondent

You sit back and get comfortable. The

muted sounds oftenor sax and piano waft

through the air. You close your eyes and

tap your foot softly to the beat.

Laid-back nightclub? Mellow night in

the dorm? Surprise! You're in class —
Professor Jeff Holmes' History of Jazz

class to be specific.

Jeff Holmes — UMass professor, mu-

sician, and jazz-man extraordinaire —
offers exposure to a wide variety of jazz

styles through lecture, listening to jazz

recordings and live demonstrations.

"We try to start out with the early forms

of jazz, around the 18908. to form a foun-

dation." Holmes explained. "Then we drift

up through different areas to the present."

The class is introduced to such jazz

styles as Ragtime. Blues. New Orleans.

Swing, Avant Garde and Fusion to name

a few. Once a week, a guest musician

comes in to perform and share experience

in jazz with the class. Past guests have

included jazz percussionist Max Roach

and pianist, Billy Taylor.

Both are UMass professors who have

achieved personal success as performers

in the jazz world.

Holmes has had and continues to have

his share of the spotlight as well. Holmes

said he started playing piano at an early

age and started trumpet in fifth grade.

Around junior high, he decided that he

wanted to play nonclassical music, so he

started his own band and played in bands

throughout high school.

Holmes later attended Eastman Music

School in Rochester, N.Y.. where he earned

a bachelor's degree in music theory and a

master's degree in Jazz. Hecame to UMass

in 1980.

At UMass, Holmes has his own band,

Jeff Holmes Big Band which performs at

the Hatch every Monday night at 8:30

p.m. He also directs Jazz Ensemble 1,

which has won awards from Downbeat. A
true lover of jazz performance. Holmes

plays constantly.

Holmes said that he likes the self-ex-

pression Jazz allows. "Jazz has a means

for expression in what I like to do," he said.

"I like to be eclectic. There's not just one

rightway ofdoingthings [in playing Jazz].

There are all different ways. And people

start to look at that and appreciate it."

When it comes to Ustening to Jazz,

Holmes said, "I like to be able to listen to

what each person does.

Students in his history of jazz class

agree. Roberts Apse, who is taking the

class this semester, said he likes to be able

to identify the different instruments when
listening. He also said he enjoys learning

about the different musicians' life-styles.

"They'd play all night long at clubs,

party, and live it up," said Apse. "A lot of

them had very short life spans."
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AIDS is real for all of us
Don't let yourself be silenced
TheTown ofAmherst Peace & Quiet

Commission will hold a public forum

on Saturday, April 11, 1992 at 10 a.m.

in the Large Activity Room ofthe Bangs

Community Center. The Commission

is requesting input from students,

business people and residents on such

problems as inappropriate noise,

rowdinesB, trespassing, litter, vandal-

izing and the like.

Hey UMass, spring is here! Time to

go uptown and off campus to party,

right? Probably not, according to the

non-student residents of Amherst.

The town has set up a commission

specifically to deal with issues ofstudent

behavior. Some ideas that have been

brought up are the earlier closing of

downtown bars and businesses, dis-

couraging landlords from renting to

students in large, residential areas and

contacting UMass about noise and al-

cohol related behavior.

Basically, the town residents are

mad and they are not going to take it

anymore. Just recently, the town passes

bylaws restricting kegs and last year

they eliminated the bus stops on Fear-

ing Street. All of this was done without

a word from students, except after the

fact.

Now the town is giving you a chance

to have your voice heard in an open

meeting.
Students should be there in force,

especially those students that live in

residential areas and complexes. Your

neighbors are complaining about you.

As a matter offact, the Select Board and

the Peace and Quiet Commission have

been hearing numerous complaints

about students all year. It is no wonder

why they pass laws which then restrict

our life-styles and privileges, because

they do not even hear the student

viewpoint.

So, what are you going to do, UMass,

when the town of Amherst screws you

once again: Bitch and moan after it

happens or GO TO THE MEETING
AND GET YOUR VOICE HEARD. I

choose the latter.

Keith Nicholson
Southwest

It was just a few months ago, one of

those days you can remember where you

were— and how you felt, when you heard

the news.

I was in my friends dorm room and a

news update told me of Magic Johnson's

positive HIV test. I felt sick. I had always

been a hoop fan and he is one of the most

talented athletes in the game. I had hoped

never to feel that way again, but somehow

I knew I would.

David Rivera

Abysmal turnout for workshop
I'm pissed off. I'm pissed off because

instead of attending a workshop on dat^

rape (sponsored by the Everywoman's

Center). I have tospendmy evening writing

a letter addressing the fact that a low

turnout necessiUted the workshop being

cancelled. Three people turned up for this

workshop on date rape. Three, out of a

student body of26.000. Three studentscare

enough about this issue to come to a forum

where they can learn more about it. and

perhaps discover what part they can take

in doing something about it.

I asked myself what this abysmal

turnout indicates. Was the event not well

publicized? Did people plan on going but

backed out at the last minute because of

other commitments? Or are we a campus

of self-centered zombies, hving in denial of

the violence that occurs every day, violence

that hurts not only women, but men also?

In my professional work I do therapy

with adolescents who have abused them-

selves or others; i.e., suicidal attempts,

drug/alcohol dependency, sexual/physical

assault. By the time they finally deal with

their issues in a therapeutic setting, they

are in deep pain, having 15 years of un-

learrung to do before they can treat them-

selves and others with respect and love.

How are children supposed to know

what is acceptable, responsible behavior

when we adults are failing to guide them

and teach them how to treat themselves

and each other with respect? How can I

lead my women's group with dignity and

tell a group of angst-ridden teenage girls

that adults do care about the reality of

how human beings are treatingeach other,

when only three on a campus of 26,000—
and that is only students — care enough

about violence against women to take two

hours out of their week to become more

educated about it?

How can we educate children ofwe fail

to take responsibility for educating our-

selves? Children are smart; they can learn

by watching adults. Ifwe don't give a crap,

they won't give a crap. And they will

continue to abuse themselves, drop out of

school, and shoot each other in the streets

(or in the school cafeteria, playground,

home . . . )And they'll believe we don't care.

I don't want this letter to be dismissed

by jaded Collegian readers as just-an-

other-feminist-spouting-her-rage. Yes, I

am a feminist, but this issue is not about

feminism. This is about human beings

denying how much we are hurting each

other, about people not caring about it,

people too afraid to look at it. Folks, we

have to look at ourselves. Rape, which is

about power and violence, happens in this

culture; it is estimated that one out of

three women will be sexually assaulted in

her lifetime. This monster won't go away

by our pretending it's not there. We need

to teke responsibility for what's going on

and stop being so afraid of it. Otherwise,

we are only serving to raise another gen-

eration of scared, self-centered zombies

who have learned how to act out of fear

and notout of love.

Emilie Woodward
School of Education graduate

student

Growing up in the metro Boston area in

the 19708 was to say the least tough. Kids

had choices to make and so did 1. 1 grew up

in a neighborhood where those similar

choices had to be made and that's when

you hope someone will take the time and

guideyou down the right and honest paths.

When I turned nine, at my insistent

request, my mom gave me a tennis racket

and from that moment on I was hooked.

This country club sport would change my
life. 1 became a tennis fanatic absorbing

everything I could about the sport.

Whether it was TV, magazine, or instruc-

tional books, it didn't matter I devoured

anything and thus tennis became my reli-

gion; with every religion comes a God.

Arthur Ashe in the tenms world was

my God. Not many tennis folk of the

Becker-generation would remember him,

but those who do remember one of the

most gifted and graceful players ofthe art

that to which not many have compared.

Ashe came into professional tennis in the

transition stage of the open era, which

allowed professionals to play for the na-

tional titles of the world. Arthur Ashe

entered his first U.S. Open in 1968 as an

amateur and won, refusing to accept the

prize money, he displayed one of the no-

blest acts ever made by a professional

athlete. He wanted to give somethingback

to the sport that he himselfloved so much

and he did — he gave it class.

In 1975 Arthur Ashe would reach the

pinnacle of the tennis world by defeating

the then youngster Jimmy Connors for

the Wimbledon title. Years later, as a

young kid learning the sport, I saw a video

ofthat match and not soon after that I was

fortunate enough to meet and receive in-

structions from Mr. Ashe at an inner-city

tennis camp.

For me he was larger than life. I was a

scrawny little kid with no back-court

strength. He immediately saw this told

me I should serve and volley. From that

moment on I became, as he was, a serve

and volley player.

For me, tennis was not a country club

sport. It was a catalyst for me in learning

about the world and the people in it. If it

not for my involvement in tennis I'm sure

I wouldn't be in college and it was role

models like Arthur Ashe that inspired me

to do and achieve my best.

I was in the Top of the Campus lounge

the other evening and that feeUng that I

hoped would never return came back ten-

fold. Arthur Ashe in an emotional press

conference armounced he was HIV posi-

tive.

At that moment I immediately knew

how Magic Johnson's fans felt. It was a

moment ofboth sadness and helplessness,

how could this happen? Why did it hap-

pen?

It was then, even before the news re-

port was over, that 1 realized it didn't

matter how or why but just that it did

happen because AIDS, in one way or an

other, is effecting everyone.

This plague of the 20th century is

creeping closer and closer to your door.

Eventually, and I guarantee, one of your

idols willjoin the growing ranks, and then

we will have shared in that sick feeling.

But realize; it doesn't stop there, be-

cause I'm sure within the next few years

someone close to me will also join those

ranks and I'm equally sure someone close

to you, be it a friend or family member.

Continuing to place AIDS victims in

different categories willjust feed the prob-

lem and add to the suffering. The questions

shouldn't be how and why did he or she get

it, but how can we help and why don't we

help? These are the true questions we

need to ask.

AIDS is real, it's near— very near, and

if Gods can catch it, so can you.

David Rivera is a Collegian staff

member

Washington bus used to party
It has been brought to our attention

that certain individuals used thebusdown

to Washington as their own personal par-

tjring space, unbeknownst to UMass

POWER. As an organization, we do not

condone this behavior and apologize for

those whose rudeness and disrespect af-

fected others. We understand that some

are happy with the way things turned out

and hope those people will separate the

actions of individuals from the credibiUty

of an organization. We'd appreciate any

feedback on the trip so as to improve for

the future. Criticism and compliments are

welcome and can be left in an envelope on

our bulletin board — 306 Student Union.

Melissa Weinberger
UMass POWER

Nuclear power rules, and we need it on this campus
*

^ 1 L- J -rr*. t- «., orv^ lot S«»nKronk nnerate a lone time ago;

Yes, yes y'all, it's time to get back to some real

editorializing, and today's topic is nuclear power. Let

me say that I am strongly in favor of nuclear power as

the energy source of the future, and that opponents of

nuclear power have had their heads up their rears for

so long, they aren't smelling daisies.

In fact, 111 go a step further and say that we should

build a nuclear power plant on the campus of UMass-

Amherst, but more on that later.

Let's think about nuclear power for a few moments.

First ofall, it is an productofAmerican craftsmanship.

We invented and developed it first,yet anotherexample

of the high quality of American workers.

Secondly, we all know as a fact that nuclear power

is the cleanest, most efficient energy available at

present. It is the energy source of the future. The

alternatives don't add up. ...
I don't feel like wasting American money, giving it

to another country for crude oil. As historians all

know, the OPEC folks are the only people that are

crude', holding up the worid, gauging prices, and

killing people for the "liquid gold."

Which leads us to the another form ofenergy: coal.

Yeah maybe 200 years ago, but the 1990s are the age

of fast food, fast cars, fast women and fast sexually

transmitted diseases.
, «. , j *

Coal takes too much time and effort to mine and it

is filthy. Nuclear power, on the other hand, is a clean

source ofenergy, as its waste is safely shipped offto outer

space.

On the other hand, ifwe do stop producing coal as an

energy source the towns of Lowell. Worcester and

Lawrence will go bankrupt. Oh, you say they already are?

Natural gas. How could anybody suggest that natural

gas is a better energy form than nuclear power? Natural

gas is what happens when you eat one too many chicken

burrittos.

Michael Morrissey

Anyway, my favorite form ofenergy to ridicule is solar

power. Solar energy is not feasible. People who say, "TJIo

Nukes! Solar power now!" are the same people who

smoke dope and stare at the damn Sun until they go

Wind. Yeah, dummy, the Sun is powerful.

Let me take a moment to describe those who criticize

nuclear power endlessly, yet don't have an alternative.

The morons in Northeastern Massachusetts complain

that a power plant in another state (Seabrook, N.H.)

doesn't have an adequate evacuation plan.

These people are stupid for three reasons: A) There

has never ever everbeen a core meltdown in the history

of the United States, which is the way that people would

be exposed to radioactive substances;

B) It isn't their business, and they should've butted

out and let Seabrook operate a long time ago;
^

C) "What do we do in the case ofa meltdown?" Duh.

Try getting in your cars and driving 90 miles an hour

in the opposite direction. Is that an adequate enough

evacuation plan?

Then there are the natives of Plymouth. Mass..

home of the Pilgrim nuclear power plant. The people

of Plymouth have imsuccessfully tried for years now

to link a high cancer rate with the power plant.

Unfortunately, these squid-eating liberals are prob-

ably getting cancer from devouring the fish that

swam down from the polluted Boston Harbor!

The locals around here terrorize Yankee Rowe and

its employees through their media propaganda. The

oldest and safest nuclear power plant in the nation

had to shut down a few months back because critics

complained of a brittle core.

Because these people shut down Yankee Rowe, I

propose we open up a new nuclear power plant on this

campus. Think ofthe infinite possibilities. It could fuel

not only the campus, but most ofWestern Mass also.

We could replace the old Physical plant with a

modern, energy-churning architectural masterpiece

that all students could rally around. Nuclear is

beautiful and we need it as part of a plan to make

UMass better. After all, aworld-class university should

have a world-class energy source running it, right?

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian columnist.
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La Cucina

di ^inoccfiio 's

Fine Italian Gourmet Cuisine
Moving to a new location:

30 BoltWOod Walk {across from Amherst Commons)

Plan Ahead
For Graduation

Come to dine in our new elegant atmosphere.

Relax in the lounge before your memorable dining experience.

%' A selection of Italian wines and appetizers.

'^' Specials such as veal, poultry, lobster, shrinip, & homemade

pasta made with the finest and freshest ingredients,

i' Vegetarian specialties.

H Cappuccino, espresso, homemade desserts and much more.

Call for mformaiion err reservations ^549 -3669

HISTORY
YOU
CAN'T
SLEEP
THROUGH

Instead of studying .irtif.jcts vn litclcss slulcs ni a d.irkcncd classroom. i;ct

your hands on the real tlnngs at sunny archaeological sites in C^.reece.

The program starts June 13th. So wake up and call Joan Hi Lieto at 212-679-

7^50 Ext. 2S7 (Fax: 212-72=^-.^SH7) for ' free copy of our Arts Abroad Bulletni.

BRANDYWINE APARTMENTS
16 Brandywine Drive • Amherst. MA 01 002

(413)549-0600

Loofeing For A Summer lob?

BBANDYWINE is hirinQ.

Lifeguards/Cleaners - Must have current Red

Cross Life Saving Certificate. Full Time.

Rental A|tent - Outgoing person, neat ap-

pearance,who enjoysworbing with people. Good

typing sbills a must. 40 hour weeb.

Please stop by the rental office. Monday through

Friday between 10:00 AM & 4:00 PM. and picb

up an application.

THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SARIRDAY

^'1 ni^c lo''"

Featuring DJ StroUin' Roland

APPETIZER SPECIAL
8:00-10:00PlVI

ANY MENU NACHOS
$2.00

WEEKLY SPECIALS

95ir

Drafts

Ijte
-^*5^ BEER

$3.95

Pitchers

THE
SCHOOL OF VISUAL ARTS (S)Q©

PUB
(.II.IIUtAII.S MIV ll\S IN .\MiirJtsi

ftf.H • \'f> }

15 EAST PLEASAHT STREET

Arts & Living
Bloom: Pretentious
By ALYSSA MARCHESE
Collegian Correspondent

The dubious title of singer-songwriter

can sometimes conjure up images of the

smarmy, schlocky, emotionally crippled

performer, hell-bent on sharing his/her

embarrassingly confessional vision with

the world. The initial onslaughtofsinger-

songwriters arrived in the early 70s, amid
the fallout of 1960s tumult. Pop and rock

music lost much of its nerve and safety

became the order of the day, producing

such edgeless artists as Jackson Browne,

Cat Stevens and James Taylor. But
singer-songwriters don't have to be duller

than butter knives. Case in point: Luka
Bloom.

Bloom, an acoustic folk-rock balladeer

and native ofCounty Kildare, Ireland, has

teeth which enable him to bite through

many of the unctuous elements so often a

part of the singer-songwriter genre. You
can chalk it up to the stereotype of that

ever-present with the Irish are so famous

for, or point a finger at genetics: Bloom

(bom Barry Moore) is the youngest brother

of Ireland's reigning king of folk music,

Christy Moore.

Bloom came to the United States in

1987 aft«r several failed attempts to break

through the oft«n clogged arteries of the

Irish rock and roll scene. He created his

alias on the plane ride to Washington
D.C., and with a little help from Suzanne
Vega and James Joyce, his new persona

was born. "I wanted to find a name that

was pretentious as pMJSsible," Bloom said

in a recent Rolling Stone interview.'One

that had a sense ofNew York and Dublin."

Word of Bloom's talent spread quickly

after a few months of club dates in and

around D.C. Steady gigs in New York and
Boston ensued, followed by tours with the

Pogues and Hothouse Flowers.

His latest release. The Acoustic Mo-
torbike , wobbles on a curious path between

Dublin and New York. Some cuts reflect a

deeper immersion in the muck and mire of

Bloom's motherland, while others are de-

cidedly American; namely a rendition of

Elvis Presley's "Can't Help Falling in Love"

and a seductively breathy cover of rapper

L.L. Cool J's "I Need Love."

Bloom is a brash and passionate live

performer, cocky and sure-footed almost

to the point of arrogance. Some swear by

him, some swear at him, but either way,

its hard to deny that the guy is no mum-
bhng, mamby-pamby singer-songwriter.

Luka Bloom will appear at the Iron

Horse in Northampton on Monday, April

13, at 7 p.m. Tickets are $12.50, and the

show is all ages.

"Easier S^^^^y "Bujjet

iAprii 19, 1992

12:00 am to 4:00 pm
$10.95 Adu(L^

$5.50 criitdrm (lo ami utwu-r)

Top of the Campus
Restaurant & Lounge

1 1 ih *jXoor Campus Center

Xlnh'cr5ilv of diassachusctis

at !^tnfierst

Cad ioiiav to rcscnx n

idbic {or vour

ciitirc famiiy

5A9-i^OOO
'

cvt. 76 3 ^)

or 545-32 lb

T'nIuliUcd

purkitu]

Williamson impresses
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

Cris Williamson
Tret Pure
Iron Horse
April 6-7

Chckyour heelsthree timesandyoull
go home. . .In your dreams you'll find

you're not alone — Cris Wilhamson,

"Surrender Dorothy."

Cris Williamson, Olivia Records'

most successful lesbian folk artist,

Monday night wooed a packed house

with her incredible vocals, demon-
strating once again why she has reigned

supreme in women's music for over 20

years, producing 11 successful LPs,

including her landmark 1975 Changer

and the Changed.
She sharedthe stage withTret Pure,

an extremely dynamic singer-

songwriter who has produced three al-

bums and plays electric and acoustic

guitar.

Their two-hour double set, filled with

lively and humorous song intros, in-

cluded many anecdotes about
Williamson and Fure's midwestern

country childhoods that allowed Usten-

ers to feel a deeper connection with the

music and the artists.

Wilhamson opened the night with

"Shooting Star" off" Changer and the

Changed. She followed with "Surren-

der Dorothy" off her 1982 Blue Rider

album, a song Williamson said was

about "being out in the plains ofKansas,

feeling the great space around you, it

can evoke a sense of loneliness."

Williamson instantly created a rap-

port with her audience that deepened

throughout the night, as she opened

herself up to her listeners, sharing bits

of personal history, including a confes-

sion of shyness around audiences.

Williamson described her simple

country upbringing inWyoming, "where
our running water was a creek, my
mom made bread every day, and we
had no electricity."

"It really was paradise, I know it

was," Wilhamson said, "because there

were no people there. So you see, I'm

still not used to human ways. . . I still

tend to kick sometimes, so ifyou sneak

up on me and I react, please understand

that's the way I was brought up."

Fure, who has produced three al-

bums, sang "Against the Grain," a song

about family farmers going bankrupt,

as well as a moving song about her

father, called "My Father's Hands" that

referred to her family's Iowa farming

roots. Fure's nimibers also included her

ever popular "Tight Black Jeans" ofl"

Edges ofthe Heart ( 1986) and "That side

ofthe Moon"from TerminalHold (1984).

Williamson and Fure recently Re-

turned from a six-week tour in Russia,

where Williamson said they performed

at a number of Folk and Bluegrass

festivals. Fure said "One ofthe reasons

we went over was to see if the music

could translate — with Cris' voice, the

emotions, even without the language."

Fure said they discovered their mu-
sic could be appreciated by a Russian

audience. "It was an amazing thing to

see how they were moved by Cris' voice,

as if they had heard an angel."

"We were the first women perform-

ers to come to Russia without a man,"

Fure added, evoking chuckles from the

predominantly female audience. "They
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

ATTENTION OFF
CAMPUS STUDENTS

WITH THIS COUPON

j BUY ONE, GET ONE ^
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

rating plane

OPEN SUN.-THURS.

6AM-3AM FRI.&SAT.

OPEN 24 HOURS.
NEXT TO

SUPER STOP &

SHOP/RTE. 9,

HADLEY-AMHERST
- 256-6889

Buy any one item from our
menu, & receive the second
for free! Minimum purchase of

$3.45 required. Higher price

prevails, daily specials

excluded, no other discounts or

promos apply. Excludes Scallop

k Rteak Dinne rs.

BREAKFAST SERVED ANYTIME!!

Expires AH192 $

Nomination papers are now available

for officer and governing board

positions for the Commuter Area

Government. Students interested in

running for any of these positions

can pick up nomination papers in

the Off Campus Housing Office

(OCHO) in the Student Union. Papers

are due by April 21.

Elections Will

Be Held April 27
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Williamson

• ofcourse, wedo
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

thought that was pretty amazing

that all the time."

Williamson proved she has overcome her shyness

with audiences, conveying a relaxed gentleness and

warm humor that made Monday night at the Iron

Horse one to remember. GiRed with one ofthe finest

voices in women's music, her ability to connect with

her audience added extra depth to her performance.

At 45, Williamson has fully come into her own.

NCAA
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

This Saturday, the University of Massachusetts

women's gymnastics squad (10-7) will travel to Penn

State for the NCAA Northeast Regionals for its season

finale.
. a i •

UMass is coming offa strong showing at the Atlantic-

10 championships on March 28 when it placed fourth

behind three tough teams -- West Virginia, George Wash-

ington and Temple. Only two points separated the top

five finishers.

^WATCHALL SPORTS

with our

NEW SATELLITE DISH
SPORTS MP
& RtSTflUPflHT

NEW MENU!
Food Served 'til

Midnight

WE'RE HAVING A PARTY!!
Friday and Saturday Nights

9:00 - 1:00

Will) AND Cra/v DJ Pi avin(. Youk Ri qui sis

- Chances to Win Cash • Hais • T-Siiirts -

• DANC:iN(i

So^^
.-5^o

WT.
?^'^*f^5tt

IREL JaSS • ^^^-^v '>'" ' TA B TICKET it) EVERYONE!

University Drive & Amity • Amherst • 549-4040
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I
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I
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For free delivery call: 253-3443.

-Hut

"That was very tough competition we faced I at the A-

lO'sj," UMass coach Alfie Mitchell said. "Our goal at that

meet was to look good and to have a high qualifying score

for regionals this weekend. I think we accomplished both

those things."

The Minutewomen will be ranked fifth at the regionals

behind powerhouses Penn State and Ohio State as well

as New Hampshire and Temple. Kent State and Rhode

Island are the sixth and seventh seeds, respectively.

Earlier in the season, UMass beat UNH (then the No.

2 seed in the Northeast) 186.2-185.4, but then lost to it in

a quad meet over spring break, 188.55-186.45. In the

quad meet, the Minutewomen also lost to top-ranked

Penn State as the Nittany Lions scored a whopping

194.75 points.

Against Rhode Island, UMass lost in an early season

meet by a mere 5/100 of a point (179.25-179.30). The

second meeting, at Rhode Island, resulted in a victory for

UMass. Temple has been somewhat of a nemesis for the

Massachusetts gymnasts all season long as its dropped

two to the Lady Owls, most recently at the A- 10 tourney

(189.45-189.40).

UMass has not yet faced Ohio or Kent State this

season.

A likely key performer for UMass will be jumor

Tammy Marshall who has broken virtually every school

and individual record this past season.

She led the team in the floor routine (9.8, set earlier

this year), in the balance beam (9.75 — a notoriously

weak team event all season), in the uneven bars (9.6), in

the vault (9.8) and in the all- around with an impressive

38 8
Sophomore Margaret Furtado, sophomore Angela

Gent, freshman Gina Demeo and senior Kim Grady, who

was hobbled by an early season foot injury, also will be

important to UMass' chances.

So far this season, UMass has yet to break the 190-

point barrier. Mitchell would like nothing better than to

end the season by doing so.

lofmetly
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"A VERY FUNNY MOVIE FROM
THE HEART OF TEXAS'

j,»B-Kf.T.. tH( *UliCI VO'CI

S^«T]

THE SB

FOOLS \r^ ?>

w DCMONO DMRFARE
« DWEAD CWO«t
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QILL MICHAEL

The Friendly

IfYPNOTIST
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Sill U>O.M»).7(«).9H()»ll 00
Sun 1 ni),MKI.7()llf9 00
Won lliufi 7 0O«900

?7 Pleasant St.. Northampton

.586-0935.

Pleasant St.

Theater

PLANT DISEASES: FEAST OR FAMINE

Gen. Ed.

Biological Science

Topics include:

Social impact of plant disease

Religious significance of plant diseases

Pestilence and plague

Political and economic impact

Current concerns

Plant Pathology 100

Fall 1992 - Tu/Th 1:30-2:45

3 Credits - Schedule No. 561315

Instructor - Dr. Terry Tatlar

Call 545-2280
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliot

Copy Editor Michelle Bayliss

PhotoTechnician Josh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Seth Kaye

Production ^^^^ ^*°

Dan Henderson

Menu
LUNCH DINNER
Pizza Scrod

Seafood Salad Sandwich Spaghetti & Stuff

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER
Pizza Cheez Nut Loaf

Flat Bread Sandwich H -Pro Spaghetti & Stuff

"Holy cow! What's gotten Into our La-Z-Boy?"

Quote of the Day
"I hate overheards. Everybody knows it's

just the crap we talk about around the office."

- Overheard

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (M^rch 2 1 -April 1 9): Do a

favor (or someone who has helped

you in the past. Your nnate will be

sympaihetic to your needs. Trust your

sympathetic intuition implicitly. An
old flame could re-enter your social

sphere.

TAURUS(April 20-May 20); Your

lrav«l plans may be subject to an-

other person's whims. Learn how to

relax and let go. A missing link will be

fourui. Control your temper when
around people whotry your patiertce.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -|une 20): Share

a confidence with friends you can

trust ar>d rely on. Your powers of

persuasion are at a peak; favors come
easily. Words from afar inspire you

when you need erKouragemeni most.

•CANCER dune 2)-|uly 22): You
will profit from assisting tfwse who
work behind the scenes. VIPs nviy be

more helpful than usual. Tasks you

handle personally will be appreci-

ated.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22); Fir>ding

out what family mernbers expect of

you will help you get back on track.

This is not ifie day to break new
ground in career matters. Listen at-

tentively wt>en around teervagers.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Al-

though tedious tasks could leave you

feeling hemmed in, it pays to keep

your nose to the grindstone. A roman-

tic interlude helps brighten your day.

LIBRA (Aug. 23-Sep(. 22): l^ow it

not the time to gel even with some-

one. SpefKi some lime out of the

spotlight, away from recent pressures.

Meditation will bring helptui new
insights. Follow up on a hurKh.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21 ): You
rank high on the popularity chart

today. Influential people go to bat for

you. loining a special group will help

you to achieve many of your goals.

RomarKe begins to hum.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21V. Behind closed doors, you and a

VIP couk) hit it off superbly Charitable

acts could make you a uar. Keep a

juicy secret to yourself. Your discre-

tion will be richly rewarded later on.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19):

You could be swept away by a pow-
erful emotion. Know when to slop.

Someone very special will enter your

life soon. Be certain of your feelings

before making a commitment.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):

Expend your energies wisely, veering

away from controversial situations or

sensitive subjects. Clean up your desk

before leaving the office so you can

start the next work week fresh.

nSCES (Feb. I9-March 20): Let

go of oki grudges and concentrate or*

your long-term goals. Your attitude

has a lot to do with how family

members get along today. Love and

marriage are on a happier course.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the CoZ/cg/.m or the University

ACROSS
1 Viper

4 An«s and
otf>«rs

5 Up and at>out

1 3 StaiT Of

Simpson
1 5 Excavator's

•xit

16 Vacuum tutM
1 7 Vacillates

20 Circuits

21 Notat>le time

22 Porter and
stout

23 Seven, in

Seville

24 — suzatte

26 Duffer's dream
28 Thespians
33 Martial —
37 Transaction

40 Street show
41 Unruffled

44 Excited

45 Cane
46 Being: Lat

47 SitweM and
Wharton

49 So-so grade
51 Edward —

BlacktMard
54 Scoundrel

59 Pierce

63 Residue
64 Lassitude

65 Makes
extremely cold

68 Cliff dwelling

69 Border lake

70 Parseghian at

al

71 Musical

symbols
72 Sunder
73 Gnd scores

DOWN
1 Bishops' titles,

in the East

2 Game stew
3 Scrutinize

4 Fan noises

5 Much about
nothliHl

6 Box for a
carpenter

7 Ogle

8 Oosuma

9 Director Vittono

De-
10 Punch or ram.

eg
1

1

Run in neutral

12 Cincinnati nine

14 Taunt

18 Pan of a
procedure

19 Wine valley

24 The t>est

25 Tan
27 Commercials,

for short

29 Domesticate

30 Spheres
31 Females of the

ruff

32 Withered

33 Summit
34 Word with bed

or block

35 Singer Tennille

36 Aperture

38 Winning serve

39 Light meal
42 Eight, in Emden
43 Pool stick

48 Barents and
Bering

so Ferrara family

52 Michaelmas
daisy

53 Task
55 Largest ot the

West Indies

56 To the left,

aaea
57 Unit

58 The Fourth

Estate

59 Identifying

feature

60 Quaker
pronoun

61 Haughtiness

62 Eng. maior's

deg
64 Farm t>uilding

66 "— Sylphides'

67 — Liuie

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUgLE
C; AIT10M|!|ilj»C4ili.L
AlvfTtvMETL. E . AH*J|jlBi

E

M

•• n tt
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THIS WEEKEND'S UMASS SPORTS
Saturday, April 1

1

J0WWfWfWf

Softball at St. Bonoventure (2) 1 p.m. (away)

Crew at Coventry Lake, Conn.
Baseball vs. Pace (2), noon (HOME)
Women'sanclMen'sTrackvs.URI,UNH,WillianTS,

noon (HOME)

Rugby at Brown, approx. 12:30 (away)

Lacrosse vs. Yale. 1 p.m. (HOME)

Sunday, April 12

Baseball vs. Pace, noon (HOME)
Rugby at Brown, approx. 12:30 (away)

ME

r '^ ri I

(^ ^ CMidIrs

Earrings Incense

M Clothing

ERCPNTILE „sun^\2„-?,

Nortliafliptoii-18 Center St
j^A«her$t-Carriage Shops

SPORTS wm
& 1«STflURflHT

r n

Tilt: UMa«.<^ llieater Guild Prcji^nU:

Cat c^A^or
riX.'KPOf

by; Tenncivsec Williams

April 13, 14, 15. 16. 1992

6Ludenl Union Rallroom 8 pm

TickeU on sale at Tix Unlimited

$4 Students $6 Non-Students

INTRODUCING OUR
NEWMENUm
Double Play
Buy one luncheon entree

and receive the second one free!

• $5.00 Maximum discount value

• 11 :30 am til 3:00 pm 7 days

• Offer good for salads,

burgers, sandwiches, gourmet

and personal size pizzas.

• A 15% gratuity will be added to

the total bill before the deduction.

• Expires 4/24/92

Pre.v^ntcid in cooperation with;

Dramali^U Play Service*

L
SPOPTS WTO

4 RtSTWUPflHT
=J

OVER 67 ITEMSI

Soups - Sauids YEanfiRWN - Desserts^

University Drive & Amity
Amherst • 549-4040

RECORDS

$1-00 OFF*
All Prerecorded Products

WKh This Coupon
• per pUcf for product worth more thjn SI. EiptfeVI?

Ootn7d»s»ThofnBMjrtftpl<(e.1SOMiinSt..Nofthjmpton.MA'Sg41S80
J- . . 11.^^^1' J.l.^.*. > A AAAAA.A.AAAAAA.AAAJ^^<

LONDON 390
MADRID 595
MOSCOW 595
UMA 470
BARANQUILA 450
HONGKONG 849

T«xei not iotlu<>«<l Reif c: oni ippty

F»r«t »o6|»ct to chinje k jv». lability

Call ibout ofit wjyi We i««ue

EURAIL pasic« on th» SPOTl

Council Travd
79 Sooth Ple«»nt St'ert

Amhent. MA 01 OC^

4

1

3-256- 1261

• Auto Glass
^ygpSl Replacement

. Body Shop
• Used Car
• Mechanical
Repairs

North Amherst Motors
Old Sunderland Rd.. No.Amh«r«t 54»-2880

A CARSTARif
Collision Repair Center

Car & Truck
Rentals

CHINAGARDEN
"The Collegians choice in delightful dining."

|""2.6b6RFw/purdia9e j

I of $15 or more wHh Ibis couponj

Fn|oy A Tastp of Real Chinese Food

Sunday • Thurs, llu^m • 10:00pm • Friday - Sat, 11:30am 11:00pm

Launch Hour: 1 1:30am - 3:30pm 7 days a week

New Vegetarian Menu!
We Don 7 Use MSGf

Free Delivery Servk« • Fri. SaL, & Sun. • 5:00pm 10:00pm

Visa / Master Card / American Express

The Valley's Dim Sum Brunch

Dim Sum (Chinese Bmnch - Miuidiuin and Ciintonese Syles)

Every Day 11 :30am - 10:00pm

New Remodering • 7 Days a week • Take-out • Luncheon Specals

I 3 M. Pleasant Street • Annherst. MA •

253-4280/4281

WANTED
Advertising Representative

Assistants

for THE COLLEGIAN
To be successful in today's

business world,

EXPERIENCE is a must!

We are looking for:

Fresh, Sophomores, & Juniors

with good communications skills.

These positions are volunteer w^ith a guarantee

of future employment

Applications available at

THE COLLEGIAN
113 Campus Center.

The Deadline for completed applications

has been extended to Tuesday, November 5

THE COLLEGIAN is an E.O.E.

COLLEGIAN Friday, March 10, 1992 /Page 11

baseball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

The Minutemen host Pace University

this weekend at Lx)rden Field — game

time is noon both days. The starting pitch-

ers will be Ron Villone, Rich Graham and

Scott Meaney.

SPORTS NOTICE
BASKETBALL PARADE — There will

bea parade to honorthe UMassmen ' s

basketball team on Thursday April 16.

The parade, complete with convert-

ibles, will start from the Holgis Mall at

4:30 and continue to the center of

Amherst where there will be a cer-

emony to honor Coach John Caliparl

and the Minutemen on the steps of

Town Hall.

Anyone interested in participating

or helping out with the parade should

contact Max Hartshorne at the Am-
herst Chamber of Commerce.

r^^T^jTaijTi xj^jxi^j^jgj^^

ONE WEEK ONLY!!f>iia
oa

X

X
I

Amherst, Hinass,

Hampshire
2S6-8911

Ml. Holyoke
s;^s-iii 1

We Accept
Competitors' Coupons

S3.99 1 Medium
Cheese

Limit 10

!•{ b

[.•1A W
Iw J Q a expires 4/20/92

$4.99 1 Large
Cheese

Limit 10

[• b

.• ^»A w
.w J Da expires 4/20/92

m
X
LSI
X
fm!

x^TxUffi X f^tUlc" i^^^nn^T^j^J^rUfn >= nt^J^^itqi ^ i?J^n^ixi^JEa=>^

X
LSI
X
fmJ
X

X

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIM OFFKT in CAMPUS CFffTER » MON. -THURS. SMiO FRIDAY 8.miO*DEADlJNE IS WO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUaWN « l^OmDAUOR STVDEm ' CASH IN ADVANCE

ACTIVmES

UMaM PoUc* Rvcnjitiiwnt

C«Tiput C«nt*( ConcouTM

iW92—9«iTV-5pm

ANNOUNCEMENTS

BANDS
H9f' H«y' M«y'

Play tor bo«»< day'

To »obmit demo tapaa,

calOHAG5l385

Bad and BraaMaat
Downtown Amharst Ideal lor vtaHing par-

ants and ttiands M9-0733

JUSTICE- FrKlay Be thare

QUESTIONS ABOUT YOUR eommuWr »v-

ing iMutfion'' Planning to mova oft campua?

ruUaMiU m May'' Naad haip wWi your

roornmalaa? ConaKlanng auhanging aar-

vicaa lof low ram or no ra»«7 Wani to join an

oil coop to raduca iha cost ol homa haa^ng

o*'> Come to OCHO *28 Student Unwn or

cal 5-0865 Appis scbadulad daily Your

complete commuter service

RITES OF PASSAGE ol ntas o( pasaaga ol

rttes ol passaage ol rites ol

May 12 1992

1-«00 S44-3742 .

TONWHTI!!
The N«ith Annual Asian Night

6.30pm-l0 00pm m the CCA
Cultural perlormancas. a lashton show.

and much, much more'"

1 1 «)pn>-2:00am in the CCA
Owwa by Parlact Mi« Pro<*)Ciiona

Fraa Fraa Fraa Free Fraalli

AUTO FOR SALE

197S VOLVO Must sell Good condMon. ra-

liaWeJieOOorBO 253-9689

1980 CITATION
Good local transponabon

548-9621

$100
.

1983CHEVETTE 55K milas Wall malrtainad

$11 50 or BO 549 7912

1983 HONOA NKSHTHAWK 700. Mazier

comp Ks. new battery- Excellent condition

Ciril Peter 546 5545

1987 OLOS CUTLASS OERA. Aulo. 4dr.

air. am-lm cass. $3495 or BO. 546-4181

OiEAP! FBVU.S. SEIZED
89Marc«daa $200

86 VW $50

B7 Mercedes $100

65 Mustang $50

Choose Irom thousands starting $25

FREE 24 Hour recording reveals

details 80 1 -379-2929 Copynght«MA15KJC

FOR A 0000 TIME CALL:

RACK-AOlSclENfERfAINMEMT. DJs.

video DJ's and Karaoke Irom $175.00. Call

586-9900

FOR RENT

3 bdrni TownehouM
Starling June 1st

1 1 2 baths, on bus route

Gail anytimai549-4861

AMHERST
4 bed 2 bath

On bus route

Oil main St

Avail 6-1-92

1200' mor
Evenings 65>3832

Amherst Canlar

EllioerK.-y one. two. -.^.'ee bedroon apart-

ments, or three bedroom conaoa on Hooart

Lane June or September Lincoln Real

Estate 25 North Pleasant Street 253-7879

oaloii ^^ badroom apt

Nmt MBTA surranar laaaa or autMt $701^

momh (617)628-9823^

BRANOYWtNE-2 Bdnn Apl; Free heat hoi

waiar . gat: porvl-side view; on 2 bua roulaa:

available June 1st: Call 549-3762

OtEAP^SPACIOUS 4bdnp houaa

On bua route Wall> lo bar laundry store

Porc»vLarga yard Call now 256- 1270

DREAMING OF THE PERFECT HOUSE'
You |uat lound it. and how' We're acroaa »>a

8M«I Irom campMa w«i lour ba^ooma. two

btwonw. a nioa yard and ao much ipaoa

•«a( you may hava M conauN your phyaiban

N you auHar Irom agoraphobia Cal Bob.

Bn»i.JarTyorPala«549*«ii andmaM
w> ^>poinimanl wNh deUirty

FOR RENT Amity Place Townhouse

3 bedroom 2 i 2 balh. partially turmahad

DWMMMtierwaiaharMiyar camral air garaga

mTMculattlSS95non^mat«rCa*S4»-4802

Aval 6'1'92

3 BDR TOWNEHOUK
Available June let

1 1/2balhrooms

apiKious livir>groom

Ctf now 549-4447

FOnSALE

•>ac« aactlenal couch. Excalanl oomt-

tlon $200 00 w b o Call 549-9347

•paica mapte Ihrktgroom set $295 or tvo.

man bOK Irame $50 or b/o can 253-2474

91 KAWASAKI EXSOO
While 2cyl low miles

Muataall Mcudaa
2SHOeBl helmau. cover

$1800 or BO 584-4453

CASIOPMP-400
Kaybo«d
Fuialzakaya
Like new
$1S0 00i«O
C«l 546-1798

BOOK CONSTRUCTIVE PLAY naad lor

axwn Sue 253 5646

loST GRAY/BLACKWALLET naar ONKS
or Bart II lound. kaap the money. Juat ralum

raatPlaaaa" 546-2386

REWARD: $50

Loat. Gold bracaM
JanS4M7i7

AEPHI-S AND THQR
tarybagmi

-LMthamya-

CARDt
You are a lUa maamugana
-Tominmyachniaro

JUCrwaMNQVOU good kjdion yourHOH
bacauaa tMTa what Irtanda do

You-Know-Who

JEN*i
Your drang** wN move the boat

But your daaire wW pasa them

Noragrela.

Braga

BRIAN
Happy -21* BiitKmr

You Iha boat!

Love. Steph

MOOSf FORBBT 4bedrooma 1 1 « b««»

2 hraplacat aor»an porch 2niil«» to cairpua

Junal Call 549-6951

HOUSE FOR RENT
4 bdrm house on Patiam Rd in Amherst 2

milas Irom c*npua. Available June i»t.

$1 lOO'mo Call John 5pm-8pm 786-3522_

MUST RENT! Spaoous 2bdrm townhouae 1

1 /2 bath huge kitchen pool AC Busroule only

$400/mo Avail 6/1 wlall option Call 665-

7825

PUFFTONVILLAOE. one bedroom apl Taha

lease starts 6 1 . call 549- 1 683.

Roomm Northampton apartmafl* $287 5<V

mo. Av«l*bla immadWely male or lemale;

srnokarsAna Call Alyoa

a

t 586-5206^

S(>4WING! Take over our 2 badroom apt in

PuWon beginning June 1st. 549-8019

SuinnmsuMel 144 Surrvner St Spaeioua

tiooaa great lor 4 to 5 people . 2 mm wafc Irom

pol pond Ideal tocation Jun 1 to Aug 31 . Can

549-9915 Ian op*on

T^E OUR HOUSE!
Summer sublet with Ian option. Two double

rooma mtd two smgles iMlh a huge Wtohan.

$700 Ronna 586 4096

TAKEOVER LEASE June 1 Colonial Vil-

lage 2bdrm Bus route laundry quiet 470

month 253 9659

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE or SubM our

townehouse apt. 3 bedrooms. 1 1/2 baft-

rooms Great condition^ 549-6870

TAKEOVER OUR LEASE! -Am Cent
.
3

bdrm apt m a house, hardwood II
.

lire-

places. Ig windows, backyard 750 month

includes heat aridhot water CaM253-3608.

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE June 1 Live in

our apartment m Brandywine Call- 549-9347

TAKEOVER OUR LEASE in Putlton Village

3 bedroom apartment Available m June

545-4762

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE.

2 bedroom apt. . N Pleasant SL 1 /2 mile Irom

campus
Great location! Great apartment! Call 549-

8083 ^

UPTOWN APARTMENT
3 bedrooms, deck avail 6'1

Close 10 bars 549-4024

Ware graduating! Take over our Ibk.o Ju' .

1 lor a 3 bdrn. Putlton Call 549-5743_

WHY UVE IN A fBt trap apartmentwhan you

can rent cjr ^ t"o' new house'' 5b*. poich,

bus ne. giraqe dlRhwashe' 3 n^n -i cn.-r-

pus. nice neighborhood. Amherst- sStarts

June ISl. 253-3683

OUITARS: Hondo alacWc whito Aoouabc

Qigkano. 4 allacla. Baal oAars John 2S3-

2595

ITALIAN MEN^ SUIT wool dark Wua was

$475 Mrtung 250 549-1154

Two pirwtha. 10 gallon tank, aooeaaonaa-

$7500 Lilaa546-2482

WAHT A TWELVE STRING GUrTAH?

Buy mme Excellent conatioo.

$75 Call Kevin at 546-6159

Great lor campfires. birkenstocks.

andgranola. ^^

WCHCLLCO.
Bat you thought I torgol Happy b««tday and

I owe you a k>t ol dmka al Twialara

-Your tavorite btoorVgiving Jratemity man

HAVE I HEAROSOME COXSWAINS SAY-

ING THAT THEY WANT TO GO SWIM-

MMC SATURDAY'' 1 HOPE SO' LEFS GO
VAHSrrY WOMENS CREW'

HAPPY HAPPY BMTMIMY DOUQII

You're a awaataart artd a MHa darling'!

En^ your vwy apocM d^r Sunday"

You wl gal a baMWm Mm Mar!

STEVE.
Hare's your

day' Love thoaa ahoaa

Have a great

FOUND

DANVERSaOYI
Happy BOay
Love

Ann. Chnstna t The Platypus

HEY LOSER - 1 savad your walkman Irom

then Found Wadnaaday Apr. 8 m Bartlatt

Wentily it and the eaaaaoa it containa - olh-

erwiaa Its minaLaavamaaaaga 6-6802

HELP WANTED

CAMP COUNSELOR Amherst Jewish

Oaycamp 6 «»eeks summer program good

paycall_253^84_^

CAN YOU TRANSLATE oorr^wtor lam*-

nology Irom Italian to English andtype? Earn

good money. Call 253^3441 or 545-4790

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING- Earn

$2.000Wmonth worW travel HoWay. Sim-

mar and c»aar arrtpJoymanl avaHaWa. No

aKparlanoenacaaaary. Foramploymara pro-

gram can 1 206-545«4156a«tC466

EARN$6/HR
Spanish-english biBnguals

Sought tor study'

Call now Jeanette 585-8749

ShJdant Palnlera la now hiring tor the sum-

mer m the Bedlord/BurlingtonAJncoln area.

C^ ljOO-922-5579

Sumrner Joba- Cape Cod. Call 5-0199

UMASS FRATERNITY
Looking lor lunch and dinner chel Monday

thru Friday Call Matt 549-6317

HUGE YARD SALE

10 BELLVIEW CIRCLE, N Amherst, Satur-

day Furniture. Iridge. bikes, books. AppIs

"INTERNSHIPS-

FALL 1992 INTERNSHIPS with the Legal

Services Center; get handson experience in

the legal liekJ -work directly with attorneys

and clients Earn up to 15 undergraduate

credits No experience m the legal proles-

sion necessary-training provided Contact

Legal Services today: 545-1995. 922 Cam-

pus Center ^^
i.OST

JEN. AL 8 AMY:
Whoop' Whoop' Whoop!

rm loaing my pad ol the mind'

You are the vary beat evah:

And 1 don't think you realize how nKich I raaRy

love all ol you!" You're the Graalaat!

Yip'Yip!Yip!

And you're more than wakxjme to any

S P I could avar daim to have had!

a?« -

PLASTKMAN
Lets live lite m the tophall and always re-

member our little sacral

WONDERWOMAN

TO THE S-L- and Sacurtly Tough Quy;

Good thing you lina«y came to your aam

and maltad thoee btondaa tor bnmaltos i«Hlh

brans Even K you do spend thoee latt

ntghls al Iha Young Hapublicarw Ck*. wa

sai tova youl

Adam,
H^)py22ndblrhMay.

rm sua wal have a great waakand.

Always. Erto
.

Goomba,
Hapm Anniversary! Thank you lor all the

memories. I hope we have many rrvxe.

I toveyou

Babycakaa

HI PEACHES LUV RAFF!

PBONE!!!
You! Yes you! The palmer chick! I |usl want

to say Thank-You lor everything. You're a

great Iriend!

Love ya!

The B.C. Irom A.

PS. Don't believe everything Jean D says!

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ROBYN!
21 at last

Have a great day. Becky

UZA
Here's your very own

Happy Birthday spoiled brat

Manch hard baby! We tove you

Love Always. E. K. H. B

TRI SKMAt Lars al tmm km ualabrMinQ

our 94lh birthday'

N0VK:E YYOMEN^ CREW
Let's do It "on this one'"

Donlwait'

AiciaMaa

TOTMCAABA
Members OMoars « Aaian Ni^ Stan

CongrahiaMonal

YoualdUagraatjob!

Gal paychad tor Aaian Night

You're awesome and rm

proud ol you guys'

Kanny

LOOIUNQ TO AOOTT. Happly manlod. h-

nancWty aacura, anargalk: ooupia praifa lor

nowbom BaauWm ooumty home. WWng-
naaa to maal «idtor apaafc. LM ua help you

•wough Vila dMkaH «ma. CalJawlih lamay

aorrtoa ol Qraalar SpringHaW. Inc. « (413)

737-2801 (oolocl) and aak about JaN and

Ann

PIIKiNANT7
Naad a pregnancy laal. inlonnaken or sup-

port? Cal lor Iree and conlidantial sanncM

ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam Street

NorVwivton 588-3000 or QraanMd 774-

8010

tCMOLAWBMIP MONEY Ragardtoaa ol

gradaa or parents income Piiula aador

VwKstf aid avaitaMa. Fraa into oal Ml
Iraa l«0-32 1-5222

SPfWNOTWE: Loea laatwIhouliMlngl S4»-

4401

SUMMER SUBLET

4 Bdrm. houaa, 2 lull baths

Large kitchan and livmg room.

«ld graal porch Seconds Irom

cwnpua arid Amherst canter

Great house and graal tocaPon.

June to Auguat Cal Joanna at

549-8083 or Alayna at 546-2829

Barba,

This year promises to be the bast yet

Lars hope you dont wake next to ragrat'

Uptown ia where youH be tonghl

WaYa con«dant youl do what la right

Juai in caaa- hare's a good ctoe:

Bring Charlia and hal w«ch ovar you

Happy 2iat!l>

Love your roomias C»B

EXCELLENT SUBLET Avail ^1 3 bdrm on

bua rouH $210 mth mctodea uH Fraa AC.

pool, laund Amherst 256-0750

PUFFTON VILLAGE 2B0RM lumishad

375mo available May2lSep2 549-5879

SUMMER SUBLET - Comtortabia Iwo-

badroom apartmant. Wal mairttinad.
easy accaaa to Sunderland and Norm

Amharw buaaa. Wlihin walking dWanca ol

UMMa. Cal Jaaon al S49-B728.

-JANMESAULMER"
ll'a4-ll - your birihd«y and your height'

Make II Iha beat yet!

Lova. HaidI Jayme * Kaliy

TAKE MY SMOLE in a kjly tomlahad 3

tiadroom apt in Puflton lor the aummar Mart

June 1st $145 00 mo 549-8019

TRAVEL

READTM8I

COMPUTERS, PRBITEflS. AND ACCeS-

NEW YORK Cmf- Furnished rooms and

i^)artments lor summer and short staya.

Naar Columbia Univ. Raaaonabto ralas 2 1 2-

662-1358

New. uaad. and demo units availaUa Beat

prtoaa m t» Pioneer Valay. Al conUgur*-

lona availafato Call Eric 253-0868

RIDE WANTED

ToRoch., NYon4/17
Call 546-4124

ROOMMATE WANTED

10f20IRLSNEEDED tor2b*m Brandywine

Call 549-7845

FEMALE WANTS ROOM with nonsntoWng

quiet studious lemala(s) Septentoer 1 253-

9659 asap

HOUSEMATE NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

218 00 month

Beautiful location Putters Pond

Call now 549-99 1 9 Leave message

ROOMMATES WANTED
Moving oil need roommale/s

Non-smoking female for lall 6-3146

FREE PAGE TYPED whan you cal.

laaar priming. $1 SO/lyped page

Brian 546<9S4

SEXY, FAST. ACCURATE TYPING w/

spellcheck $1 25/pg CaH Greg 6^435.

WANTED

WANTED TO BUY: Acoustic guitar. $50 or

toss. Can 665-0250

WANTED: LUKA BLOOM TICKETS, caH

Chris at 546-6627

SERVICES

A WALLET WTTH GLOBAL PRWTS
II lound olease retum'!!

No qiiostion5 as'-cd- 1 0. fsam c

Call Shawon 6-1358 leave message

BLK. RAYBANS m bh. ooa sentirTiental

value generous reward Call Cory 60491

Varalty Man
R began last week

Let's do it again to Tnnity

Unde:f.ated all the way to Vail-

No regrets *
1 01 u senj TrtiiTy Back to Ibair grave

Kick A- UMass
Go Slate U

FREE pregnancy Mating; confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906
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Sports
Softball splits twhibill with UConn

K»]k mixed with some ^^^I^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Sraff

The battle for regional soRball supremacy will live to

see another day as the University of Massachusetts and

the University of Connecticut split a doubleheader yes-

terday at Totman Field.

The Huskies took the first game, 2-0. and the

Minutewomen bounced back to take second, 1-0.

UMass. 15-8overall, 4-0 in the Atlantic 10 and ranked

19th in the country, entered yesterday's contests on a 12-

game winning streak. UConn. 16-6, arrived on a 10-game

streak of its own.

UConn sent Kim Mizesko to the mound in the first

game and the senior hurler held tho Minutwomen to four

ColWfian photo b>- Jo»h Reynolds

Darlene Claffey and the University of Mas-

sachusetts Softball team split a double-header

yesterday with the University ofConnecticut.

hits with a variety of breaking balls mixed with some

goih.1 heat.
, ^,

In the bottom of the first, UMass" Barbara Marean

singled down the left field line to extend heV hitting

streak to 19 games. Sherri Kuchinskas then reached base

on a throwing error by UConn's third baseman Chns

Woodman, but both runners were stranded as Peggy

Bush struck out to end the threat.

The Huskies' Kim Staehle reached base on a throwing

error by Marean in the top of the second, and went Lo

second on a single by Woodman. Staehle was forced out

at third and UMass pitcher Kelly Daut fanned Khnsten

Andrade to end the inning.

Mizesko ( 10-2) settled down, recording outs on 12 of

the next 13 UMass batters. She finished with seven

strikeouts and no walks.
. i

"Kim's our top pitcher and really mixes [her pitches]

well," said UConn coach Karen MuUins. "She's a real

veteran, and any time she takes the mound we know we

have a good chance coming away with a win."

Daut (4-5) wasn't tested again until the fourth as

UConn loaded the bases on a single up the middle by

shortstop Donna Pagan, a botched fielder's choice on a

grounder bv Staehle and a single by Andrade. Daut then

got Michele Santo to hit into a inning-ending pop-up.

UConn scored in the top of the fourth on a single by

Shari Blackman, a groundout and a throwing error by

Marean.
Marean had a chance to tie the score in the bottom of

the sixth. She laced a single to right-center and the ball

went to the fence as centcrfielder Venice and nghtfielder

Andrea D'Innocenzo collided. Marean rounded third and

was signaled to stop by third base coach Gina LaMandre,

but when the relay throw was dropped she broke for home

and was thrown out easily.

UConn added another run in the seventh on a triple to

left by Janna Venice and a single by Blackman.

In the second game, UMass pitcher Holly Apnle tossed

a five-hit shutout, recording eight groundball outs, strik-

ing out three and walking none. She did not allow a

runner to third base and has now won five in a row,

increasing her record to 5-1.

UMass scored the only run it would need in the fifth.

Aprile reached first on an infield hit and hustled to

second when the throw from Pagan eluded SUehle.

UMass third baseman Stacy Uwson then sacrificed

Aprile to third. Marean stepped to the plate and npped

single down the third base line, scoring Aprile and

stretching her hitting streak to 20 games.

•"When you're playing a team with two good pitchers

facing each other," said UMass coach Elaine Sortino,

"you know it's going to come down to a mistake. A team

CoUcfiao pboto by Josh Reynoida

University ofMassachusetts third baseman

Rachel Lawson takes a cut in the

Minutewomen's double-header, yesterday at

Totman Field.

is not likely to string together three or four hits in a row

to get the run in. It's going to come down to defense.

"It's early in the year still." she said. "We've probably

got 50 percent of our schedule left. We're going to see

these guys a bunch more times. I'm sure well have many

opportunities to see who is better than who."

GAME NOTES - The Minutewomen travel to St.

Bonaventure (0-7, 0-2) today for tomorrow's A- 10

doubleheader against the Lady Bonnies.

tie ofAmherst
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

With five-straight wins under its belt

and the Lord Jeffs of Amherst College

coming to Earl lx)rden Field, the Univer-

sity ofMassachusetts baseball team could

have all but planned on extending its

streak to six

Collegian photo b>- .Jo»h Rryoolds

University of Massachusetts

pitcherDaryle Corriveau allowed

five runs in four innings in the

Minutemen's 6-1 loss yesterday

against Amherst College.

The only problem was someone forgot

to tell the LordJeffs as they spoiled UMass'

plan for victory, 6-1, at Lorden Field on

Thursday.
Amherst mustered seven hits off Min-

utemen pitching, but capitalized on the

overall sloppy play of the Minutcmen, who

walked five wbile committing two errors.

"Things didn't go our way." UMass

coach Mike Stone said. "We didn't hit and

we didn't get people out. I guess they just

came to play."

Amherst got on the scoreboard first as

John Couture touched up Minuteman

starting pitcher Daryle Corriveau (0-2)

for a solo shot to right-center, putting the

Lord Jeffs up 1-0.

From there, things got ugly for the

Minutemen as Amherst would score two

second inning runs offjust one hit.

Corriveau led offthe inning by walking

David George before plunking Amherst's

Bob Mason to put runners on first and

second with no outs.

Amherst coach Bill Thurston opted for

the sacrifice bunt as Chris Torino laid

down a perfect bunt, advancing George

and Mason while being nipped at first on

a perfect throw by Minuteman third

baseman Kevin Correa.

Facing the Lord Jeffs' Dave Kearn,

Corriveauthrew a pitch five feetoverUMass

catcher Michael Kersten's head, scoring

George, before Kearn singled home Mason,

making the score 3-0 aft«r two innings.

The Minutemen put runners on first

and second with one out in the third before

Howard's screamer was snared by Torino

at short, who started a tailor-made 6-4-3

double play to end the innning.

Torino's play seemed to spark the Lord

Jeffs, who reached Corriveau for three

singles in the fourth while putting the

game out of reach, 5-1.

Once again, George reached on a

Corriveau walk, reached second on a Ma-

son single before Thurston again signaled

Collrgimn photo by Josh Reynold!

University of Massachusetts outfielder Justin Howard eludes the

tag ofAmherst College's Adam Slocum (20) in action yesterday at Earl

Lorden Field.

for a Torino sacrifice.

This time, Torino laid down an ineffec-

tive bunt, but was called out for stepping

out ofthe batter's box. Corriveau struck out

Kearn for the second out and appeared on

the way out of the inning before Amherst's

Brian Harrigan stepped to the plate.

Harrigan roped a single which got past

Howard in left field, plating George and

Mason for two more Amherst runs.

UMass finally got on the board in the

seventh, courtesy of a Stephan Rapaglia

wild pitch for the Minutemen's lone run.

Keith Richards and Bill Knight led off

the inning with singles and were advanced

on a perfectly placed bunt by Correa.

Richards scored on Rapaglia's wild pitch

while Knight was stranded on third as

pinch hitters Jefi" January and Jay Dodig

were set down by Rapaglia, ending the

threat.

Amherst iced it in the eighth, scoring

its run on George's fourth walk, a Rob

Graziano error and a groundout by Torino,

for the 6-1 final.

Game Notes - Our apologies to freshman

piteher Ronely Rivera whose picture ap-

pealed in our Thursday edition. The cap-

tion listed the player as Jody Sammarco,
when in fact it was Rivera, who picked up

his first collegiate win over Springfield, 14-
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Banquet recaps season
Seniors honored, Williams captures MVP award
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian SUff

Over 500 fans and supporters of the University of

Massachusetts basketball team packed the Campus
Center Auditorium last night for a season-ending dinner.

The event, sponsored by the Minutemen Court Club,

featured a dinner, an awards presentations, a season

recap highlight film and some humorous moments,

courtesy of Head Coach John Calipari.

Cahpari spent the evening recaUing some lighter

moments from the early days of the program while

teasing his players.

"We have obviously come a long way in four years,"

Colkcian pbolo by JdrEcu

Ted Kotrell signs autographs for Matt
Deonah, left, ofHolyoke and Michael O'Brien
of Northampton at last night's mens' basket-

ball team banquet in the Campus Center
Auditorium.

CaUpari said, "l remember back in my first year, I didn't

think we'd make it this far. In the Southern Connecticut

game, the Cage scoreboard blew up. Back then we had

squirrels and birds living in the Cage. I kept a spare ball

nearby during practice, so if I saw the squirrel, I'd stop

practice and try hit him with it.

"Back then if the ball went into the stands during a

game, a player would have to go feteh it. It's good not to

forget what it was like because we don't want to go back."

Cahpari and the team sat at the head table up on a

stage facing the crowd. Noticeably absent was freshman

guard Michael Williams. Thirteen different awards were

handed out including Most Valuable Player to Harper

Williams, the Coaches Award to Francois Firmin and the

Most Productive Player Award to Tony Barbee.

The players took the opportunity to present Calipari

with an award— a clipboard Calipari apparently splin-

tered earlier in the year at Rhode Island.

Jim McCoy, after giving Calipari the clipboard, now

reassembled and on a plaque, remarked, "he's threatened

me with it many times. I'm glad I'm gone and I don't have

to worry about it anymore."

Harper Williams also took time out of his MVP accep-

tance speech to mention Calipari's somewhat-volitile side.

"I'd like to thank Coach Cal for yelling at me everyday,

I'ven when he didn't have to. I guess it is a tough habit to

break," Williams said.

Calipari gave special recognition to each senior on the

team, thanking them for taking a chance on UMass. He

also pointed out the fact that eight ofthe last eight UMass
players have graduated and all four of this year's seniors

should do likewise.

Calipan made numerous references to the resigning

of his contract as the UMass head coach.

"My wife loves it in this area and she was adamant

about staying." Calipari said. "She said, if I was going to

go to a few ofthose other schools, I was going to be going

alone. Actually, the reason I stayed was not money, it was

that I felt obligated to stay because I promised Tony

Barbee and Harper that I'd be here for their four years.

I didn't want to tell the Chancellor that because 1 wanted
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Libya to cut
off contact
with world
By NEJLA SAMMAKIA
Associated Press

TRIPOLI, Libya — Libya announced Sunday it

will sever all contact with the outside world for the 24

hours before U.N. sanctions take effect in a confron-

tation over the bombing of Pan Am Flight 103.

Arab leaders, meanwhile, continued efforts to

find a way to head off the sanctions, which would

include embargoes on arm sales and commercial air

traffic with Libya.

The official JANA news agency distribute'd a

statement saying Libya would cut off all interna-

tional travel and communication links Tuesday as

a sign of mourning for a 1986 air strike that killed

41 Libyans.

The U.N. Security Council has given Libya until

Wednesday, the sixth anniversary ofthe air raid, to

surrender two alleged intelligence agents. They are

charged with the bombing of a New York-bound jet

in 1988 over Ix)ckerbie, Saitland, that killed 270.

Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi apparently

chose to observe the air raid anniversary a day early

avoiding the U.N. sanctions overshadowing his ges-

ture.

The Security Council is demanding Libya sur-

render the two Lockerbie suspects for trial in the

United States or Britain ad produce proof it has

renounced all forms of terrorism.

The council also wants Tripoli to cooperate with

France in trying four other Libyans accused of

killing 171 people in the 1989 bombing of a French

airliner over Niger.

Libya has agreed only to turn over the Lockerbie

suspects to a neutral country— an offer rejected by

the West.

MuUins a 'hot spot'

for '93 solar project
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts is

going to be a 'hot spot' in the center of

the solar energy boom in the United

States, according to a UMass me-

chanical engineering professor.

Dr. Edward Sunderland said last

week that the largest solar energy

project for heating buildings in this

country will begin construction on the

UMass campus in the spring of 1993.

"We started to study sites around

the states in 1988. We chose UMass
because they were building the arena

and we could, therefore, work with

those constructing the structure to

build our project to taste," he said .

This project, Central Solar Heating

Plant with Seasonal Storage, will be

used to heat the Mullins Arena and

Boyden Gym through the use of hot

water, which will be heated by the

sun's energy. If there is a shortage of

solar power, both buildings will have a

back-up to the old system of steam.

This operation will be able to give

out 3,500 megawatt per hour, which is

enough to heat more than 150 homes.

A buffer tank will hold the heat,

gathered from the solar panels, that

will go to plastic U-shaped tubes.

One hundred feet under the groimd,

the U-tubes will circulate the water

heated by solar energy. Then, as

needed, the hot water will be distrib-

uted to the two buildings or circulated

through the U-Tubes.

The clay surrounding the U-Tubes

will act as a heat storage system, since

it is not porous enough for water to

flow through. In the winter the clay

will deliver heat ; in the summer it

will absorb energy in the panels. The
clay will lose 20 percent of the heat.

The solar panels and the U-Tubes

will be located between Route 1 16, the

water treatment plant, and Massa-

chusetts Avenue. The project will take

up six to eight acres of land.

"If later on they want to put some-

thing on that land Hke a building, they

can remove the panels and put them on

the roof or move them elsewhere. The

system will still work," he said.

"We are going through a very care-

ful environmental impact statement.

Wet land determination and environ-

mental impact studies are in process,"

said Sunderland.

They will use a biodegradable non-

toxic anti-fi-eeze. The temperature will

be higher near the storage tank's edges.

"It won't be as warm as a steam

vent," said Sunderland.

Because of this project, jobs will be

created and UMass will save money in

the future, he said.

"No way would we ask UMass to

give money, especially during these

difficult financial times. We are being

fimded by federal, state, and private

sources," said Sunderland.

The project is going to cost about $4

milUon to construct.

He said, "in Sweden theyhave about

eight projects like the one we are going

to have here. Other countries such as

Canada, the United Kingdom, and

Denmark have these systems. The
United States is the only country that

does not have a big solar system out of

the International Energy Agencies."

A place to call home
Jewish community offers unique living

By JULIE ROSS
Collegian Staff

For nearly 20 students at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts, the Jewish Living

Community is the place they call home.

Located on the top floor ofthe recently-

refurbished Hillel House on the corner of

North Pleasant and Phillips Streets, the

JLC provides students with a unique

community living experience that is rich

in Jewish culture.

"It's a fun place to live." said Rachel

Grose, ajunior artm^or and JLC resident

of three semesters. "It's a strong commu-
nity, a family-type environment where

you feel comfortable and welcome."

Students living in the JLC come from

all over the United States and from all

differentcomers ofthe world. TheirJewish

backgrounds are diverse as well, ftx>m

religiously observant to secular.

Not all students are Jewish, however.

Some Christian students choose to live in

the JLC as a way to learn more about

another religion and culture.

A place with a strong sense of commu-

nity, residents get together for Friday

night dinners, study breaks, community

meetings or just watehing a video.

"It's a great place to meet people," said

Tom Bales, one of the few graduate stu-

dents in the JLC. "I like just being able to

come home and relax in a Jewish com-

munity and rejuvenate. And our commu-
nity Friday night dinners are a nice way to

end the week."

Along with the family-type atmosphere,

JLC residents enjoy carpeted, well-fur-

nished rooms, a kitehenette and parking.

"It's a lot nicer than the dorms, a great

location," said Josh Krancer, a senior po-

litical science msgor. "It feels like a com-

munity house. It makes it really nice to go

downstairs and get involved in activities."

Lisa Katz. a sophomore microbiology

major describes the JLC as "a mid-point

between a dorm room and an apartment.

You get the best of both worlds, you're

living independently without being suffo-

cated by dorm rules yet you have the best

parts of the social life in the dorms."

The Hillel House was bom out of an

initial interest on the part of Jewish stu-

dents to have a place to gather, socialize

and call their own. Currently in its third

year, it is unique in its multi-faceted com-

ponents. In addition to its residential area,

Hillel also houses the Center for Jewish

Studies and holds events and programs in
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Digital Underground at Pearl St.

BY P. RIBEIRO
Collegian Correspondent

Digital Underground has emerged as one of urban

contemporary music's premier artists. The group is a

music organization, containing imput from lyricists, pro-

ducers, DJs, Jazz/funk musicians, artists and performers.

Digital Underground is a music organization with

members nationwide, but based in Oakland, Cahf. They

have been a success of popular music due to their styUsh

blend ofhip-hop and R&B styles that attracts Rap, R&B,

and Top 40 fans alike ("Chocolate Crossover").

The group utilizes sex charm, humor, jazzy pianos,

and funky styles of vocals and chorus. Their sound is

club-and-funk-oriented. They seem to have inherited the

tradition of TOs groups like Parliment/Funkadelic.

In their latest album, "Son's of the PlarUment)," they

collaborated with producer George Clinton, creating a

distinct sound shaped from the TOs funk movement.

Digital Underground and George Clinton, are self-

proclaimed clones of "Dr. Funkenstein."

The supergroup has a range of talent, spin-off groups

(Gold Money, Raw Fusion), solo careers (2 PaC.MC
Clever and Schoovy Schoov), and many producers.

The most visible members are: "Shock G" — veteran

musician/leader;"HumptyHump"— flamboyanfc/comedic

rapper; "Money B" — charming sex rapper, also of Raw
Fusion; and "Piano Man" —jazz musician, keyboardists.

Digital Underground made it's first appearance on

the music scene with "Doowhatyalike," "The Humpty

Dance" established them as a respected hip hop group

and their debut album "Sex Packets" went platinum.

"This is an EP Release" with "Same Song" followed up

and went gold and made them contenders in the music

business. Their music is a culmination of rough street

beet jams with funk and jazzy dance flavored music.

Their latest album "Sons of the P" captures their

versatility with R&B raps like "Kiss You Back" to street

jams like "No Nose Job." Their music is easy to follow,

creative, humorous, and message-filled. Their live show

is action-packed to keep the crowd dancing, described as

an "incredible street music extravaganza".

Digital Underground is at Pearl St. tonight at 8

p.m.

If You Plan To Take a Prep Course for the

GMAT, GRE, LSAT or MCAT at Home This

Summer, GO HOME TO RONKIN!

With 1 55 Centers Nationwide, there's a great chance that there

will be a Ronkin Center close to you this summer. If you're

serious about gaining the competitive edge in grad school

admissions and making good use of your time off this summer,

there's no better way than with Ronkin Total Test Prep.

Call the Ronkin Center in Amherst today to reserve a place in

a Class for the summer. We will make sure you get into the

course of your choice. This is just another reason why we say...

... We'll Make Sure You Make It!

BRANDYWINE APARTMENTS
leBrandywine Drive • Amherst. MAO l(X)2

(413)549-0600

Loofeing For A Sumnicr lob?

BRANDYWINE is hiring:

Lifeguards/Cleaners - Must have current Red

Cross Lite Saving Certificate. Full Time.

Rental Aftent - Outgoing person, neat ap-

pearance,who enjoysworking with pjeople. Good

typing skills a must. 40 hour weeb.

Please stop by the rental office. Monday through

Friday between 10:00 AM & 4:00 PM. and picb

up an application.

Round Tnpi from Mr* ton. Surtin| IC

LOHDOH 390
MADRID 595
MOSCOW 595
UMA 470
BARAHQUILA 450
HONGKONG 849

Taxes not mckjdad Reitrcnani apptjr.

F»re« »ub|t« to ch»n|« t iv»il»brfity

Call about one wayi Vi/t istu*

EURAIL paaaM on the SPOT1

Call:

549-4010

150 Fearing St.

Amherst

<::Jtu/icui ^axatn cJ\ti.tau\ant

MANDARIN/SZECHWAN CUISINE

10 Wchalown Rd • Route 9 Amhml • t56-0!51/0?5f

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

Minimum $15 plus $2 delivery charge

CouncHTravd
T^ South Pleaiant St'«rt

Amhtnt. MA 01003

4I3-2S6-I26I

BUM L r &SUNDAYBRWNCH
Buffet served Saturday 5-9p.m.

Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOW CAN EAT $5.99

Children under 10 - $3.00

ftuto

CenWJ
An>*^

Fo«««0"

• Sxne Day Service

• Billed Directly

To Insurance Company
• Windshields Replaced

North Amherst
Motors

78 OM SufKtorland Rd
Major North Amh*rst, MA

cir^Aoo^^ 549-2880

A CARSTAR
^ Collision Rgpair C«ni»f .

^^^>

SAME DAY PHOTO PROCESSING
and money-saving DAILY SPECIALS!

^^:^
Whether you're receiving or an-

ticipating your degree, you have a

head start on a highly revi/arding

career in the Allied Health Profes-

sions This expanding field offers

personal, professional and financial

growth in a variety of exciting areas

- and Northeastern University's

Post-Bacca'- •'

--te Certificate Pro-

grams provide uoth the classroom

and clinical experience you need to

succeed

The College of Pliannact

and AIIM Health Professions

offers Post-Baccalaureate Certificate

Programs such as:

• Health Information

Administration

• Medical Laboratory Science

• Respiratory Therapy

Call (617) 437-3666 and explore the

possibilities with us now' College of

Pharmacy and Allied Health Pro-

fessions. 206 Mugar Life Science

Building. Northeastern University,

Boston. MA 02115 An Equal Oppor-

tunity/Affirmative Action, Title IX

University.

MONDAY

2 PRINTS
rom TNI ptici

OFI
»T TIME Of 0€VELOP«G

TUESDAY

SUPER PRINTS
.37

w/IVt .To PEBPBlNT

«T TIME or
DEVELOPlNQOfdv

WEDNESDAY

2 PRINTS
FOftTNiPKKI

OFI
*T TME OF DEVtlOPINO
XEOUJkR SIZE 0»«.V

THURSDAY

2nd SET OF
PRINTS FO*

»T TIME OF Devtl0<>»«>
REGUt»«WEOW

FRIDAY

REPRINT DAY
3 1/2X5 .30 ea.

5x7 WW-
8x10 S3.50ea

NocKOPPNO fm.L«a onlv

eVERYDAY SPECIAL

and SET
OF PRINTS

REGULAR -^8 M.

SUPER -2* ••
»tTlM€»

OtvtlOPMOOJO

Pj Northeastern University

FILM IN BY 12:00

PRINTS OUT BY 4K)0 p.m.

ONE HOUR SERVICE
AVAItABLE UNTIL 3 00 p m

GREENFIELD
774-S4M

AMHERST
M*-«4M

NORTHAMPTON
fM-2374
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Local

Pboto by Jeff Alexander

I THOUGHT I LEFT ITIN 4E — Junior HRTA m^jor Denny Kinne makes his way

through the Campus Center Garage.

The most thrillingjump ever
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

As the crane raised me 150 feet toward the cloudy sky

and the rain whipped against my face, I trembled with

both fear and excitement. I dowly and carefully edged

myself out onto the square foot of platform and looked

down at the gray and icy water below. Then 1 jumped.

The bungee cords stopped my fall and shot my out-of-

control body back up to the sky and then I plvmuneted

toward the water again. After several more stomach

churning bounces I was lowered back to Mother Earth.

"Bungeejumping is hke committing suicide and living

through it," said Carolyn Tessada, part-owner ofBungee

Braves. Bungee jumpers think it's the greatest thing in

the world and some even write the company thank you

notes for providing them with the experience ofbungee-

jumping, she said.

Bungee Braves, which is a professional hot air balloon

company that has been involved in bungee-juniping for

two years, has had jumpers ages 10 to 61 who's profes-

sions range from being teachers, doctors, accountants or

construction workers, said Michael Tessada, part-owner

of Bungee Braves.

"Anybody and everybody jumps. There is no typical

type of person who bungee-jumps," he said.

A paraplegic personjumped and had a great time, she

said. "To watch himjump was a very emotional experience

that made me feel like crying," she said.

People watch bungee-jurnping and are excited to try it,

but when they are actually up on the platform they are

petrified, said Michael. Only two people out of the

thousands of people that have jiunped with Bungee

Braves, he said, have refused to jump.

"People are happier than hell when theyjump because

they feel like they have accomplished something." said

Mr. Tessada, who also h&is been involved with hot air

ballooning for 10 years.

Afterjumping people are usually disappointed because

they don't know what to do with themselves for the rest

ofthe week, he said. "Everything people do seems so anti-

climactic compared to bungee-jumping."

Peoplejump to overcom etheir fear ofheights, said Mrs.

Tessada, who describes herselfas a hippie-tumed-capital-

istic-pig. "If a person afraid of heights jumps enough I

believe they veill get over their fear."

•^e sell controlled fear," she said. Once people get a

taste of this fear they go on to do skydiving, hang-gliding

and parasailing, she said.

Mr. Tessada said no one has ever gotten sick, fainted

or died during the jump. He said they have both re-

searched bungee-jumping for six months and are the only

bungee-jumping company in New England approved by

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Addressing
the body
undressed
By KATE CHAMBERLIN
Collegian Correspondent

"Every person in this is room is alive." began last

Monday night's event at Hampshire College called "The

Body Thing." Their point was driven home a little more

because the two students, a male and a female, were

stark naked.

After their initial embarrassment, the two students

gathered enough courage to display their bodies to the

packed audience at Franklin Patterson lecture hall and

even do a cartwheel.

After somebody in the audience yelled out, "You have

a beautiful body!" the two received a standing ovation for

their performance, the first ofmany during the evening.

"The Body Thing" was an event designed by Hamp-

shire College students and health educators to address

problems of body image, eating disorders and fat oppres-

sion.

"These are all major concerns on this campus so we

thought about ways we could talk about them in a safe

forum," says co-coordinator Myra Edelstein, a health

educator at Hampshire College and University Health

Services.

Fiona Hollins touched many more people in the au-

dience with her essay called "A Testimony of My Belly."

"This ismy round belly that sticks out farther than my
breasts," she read while standing in a bikini. In a black

body pen, she had circled her round stomach in order to

draw more attention to it.

"The scariest thing was to sit down and write the

story," Hollins said. "It was such a rush for me to actually

stand up in front of everybody and tell my own story. It

was incredible."

Local author Leslea Newman talked about her prob-

lems with anorexia nervosa, bulimia, and compulsive

eating. She has been recovered for 10 years but shares

her experiences in books such as her most recent one.

Some Bodv To Love.

"When there is a $78 billion diet industry in this

country but only two to five percent of diets work, there

is something very wrong with body image." Newman
said. "Eating disorders are symptoms of self-hate but it

is our birthright to love our body."

Carrie Hemenway. coordinator of the National As-

sociation to Advance Fat Acceptance Feminist Caucus,

discussed fat oppression and size discrimination.

There has been an active movement in this country for

the last twenty years discussing these issues but I'm

amazed at what I see here tonight." she said. "Discrimina-

tionon the basis ofhealth is the last safe form ofprejudice."

A Celebration ofMen's Bodies allowed the audience to

realize this image would not solely focus on women. A
Celebration ofMen's Bodies gave the men an opportunity

to express their feelings ofinadequacies whi le growing up.

Wild Things author
remembers childhood
By OLIVIA STEWART-LIBERTY
Collegian Staff

In high school, Maurice Sendak had a

problem with physics. At the end ofWorld

War II. and in return for a passing grade

and $1U0. Sendak illustrated his teacher's

book. Atomics For Millions.

Sendak admits "I didn't understand a

word," but he graduated, and his career as

an illustrator was launched.

Sendak, awarded author and illustra-

tor ofchildren's books, most notably Where

the Wild Things Are, told some 400 people

in Johnson Chapel at Amherst College

Thursday night that therapy was vital for

the creation and success of his books.

"Therapy released my childhood memo-

ries, and monsters enteredmy creativity. I

advise you all to go to therapy, '
he said.

Through counselingSendak was able to

focus his memories and find inspiration

for his stories and illustrations. Sendak

traced the monsters in Where The Wild

Things Are directly to his Jewish relatives

who came every Sunday to his house.

"They were a gross imposition. They

spoke Yiddish, they grabbed you, they

lurched at you, they kissed you exactly

when you didn't want to be kissed. They

said "You look so good well eat you up!""

Sendak said.

Where The Wild Things Are, was pub-

lished in 1963. It follows the story of a

young boy Max, who has a tantrum, and is

sent to bed by his mother without supper.

Max uses the resentment he feels for

his mother to transport him from his

bedroom into the realms ofhis imagination

where monsters roam freely, and where

Max is king.

He said critics disliked the book saying,

"no mother would speak to her child like

that, nor would any child speak to its

mother Uke that."

He recalled his childhood in New York,

his family, his neighbors, his experiences

and related them directly to the characters

or occurrences in his books.

Sendak's second book, in the Night

Kitchen' published seven years later, was

inspired by the author's loss ofhis parents

and with the fact he was going to have to

leave New York.

Sendak described the book as being

"About New York, and eating New York."

He related the book to the days when his

sister would take him up-town "to eat non-

kosher food, shivering with delight and

excitement at what we were doing."

Sendak described illustrating as "very

isolating work," accounting for his change

of direction some twelve years ago, when

he began to design costumes and stage

sets for opera and ballet. From his initial

success with Mozart's The Magic Flute,

Sendak has made this his priority, above

children's literature.

CoUeirian photo by JefT Effui

UMASS VIA DUNKIN* DONUTS— A PVTA bus looks nothing

like 'the plain, the plain' as it proudly displays a rather yummy-

looking logo.

Jewish Living Community
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

the house.

Located in the former BKO fraternity

house which was closed in April of 1988 by

Amherst poUce in a drug and alcohol bust,

the Hillel House blossomed after a sub-

stantial donation by Springfield business-

man Harold Grinspoon. Former President-

Chancellor Joseph Duffey was also instru-

mental in his efforts to establish the Hillel

House.
Both single and double rooms are

available for the summer and fall semes-

ters. Applications are now available and

are being accepted in the Hillel House at

388 N. Pleasant St. For more information,

stop by the Hillel House, or call 549-1710.
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the Federal Aviation Administration.

Clay Campbell, a radical bungee-

jumper from Hartford who follows Bungee

Braves around the Northeast, said,

"Bungee-jumping is the ultimate adrena-

line rush that puts me on the edge."

Campbell said his trickiest feat is do-

ing four somersaults as he falls 150 feet.

"All you think ofwhen your arejumping is

this cord better pull me before 1 hit the

ground," he said.

"My ideal jump would be from 300 feet

with the bungee cords tied tomy ankles so

I can splash into the water below and dash

out again," said Campbell, who is a 35-

year-old accountant.

Bungee-jumping can be done off

bridges, hot air balloons and cranes, she

said. "Some radical jumpers have even

ridden offbridges attached to bicycles and

rafts," she said.

M basketball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

a pay raise."

Chancellor Richard O'Brien had
spoken to the crowd earlier and
promised another successful year .

CaUpari said, "It's nice to see the

Chancellor promise a good season.

I guess he's behind you win or tie."

A letter from Sen. Edward M.
Kennedy, praising the team was

read during the banquet. Kennedy

also sent a donation. Another do-

nation of note was one for $10,000

from UMass alumnus and head

coach of Kentucky, Rick Pitino.

At the end of Cahpari's speech a

fan yelled out, "Let's go to New Or-

leans," referring to the sight ofnext

years Final Four. Calipari tried to

act puzzled, but smiled and quipped

back. "What's in New Orleans?"

[X^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ MHM[EMEjS^M
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Make big plans

When we say big, we mean BIG. At

Kinko's, we make high quahty copies

up to 24 by 36 inches. They're perfect

for blueprints, displays

more. And since we're

open 24 hours

every day, you

can count on us

whenever you

make your plans.

COLLEGIAN ADVERTISING 545-3500

. COMMUNICATION • REL/\T10NSH1PS • FITNESS • RELAXATION • SOCIETAL IMAGES

Q
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99^ oversize copies
Come into the Kinko's listed and get high quality black and

white copies up to 24 by 36" for just 990 each. One coupon

per customer. Not valid with other offers. Good through

September 28, 1992.

Open 24 hours

253-2543

220 North Pleasant Street

. (Across from the Carriage Shops)« ^/AV^iuaa iiv/iu uiv V.
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ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR THE BEST COURSE AT UMASS?

BE A PART OF... PQ^j^^/)
Peer Health Education ^O^

(Public Health 213 / Education 4 213)

(combines Peer Sexuality Educ/AJcohol and drug Educ/Peer Health Educ)

Interactive - Dynamic - Challenging

Peer Health Education Offers:

• Current Theories and Facts
"

Open Discussion of Sensitive Issues

Practical Experience

• A Chance to Teach

• Personal Learning

All of these and more ..

One of the best experiences

you will ever have at UMASS!

Register fon

PUBLIC HEALTH 213 Schedule #611348

EDUCATION 4 213 Schedule #229523

3 credit course - Meets Wednesdays 4:00 - 6:30 pm
2 semester course commitment - For more information and
permission of instructor cull the Health Education Office at

549-2671 cxt 181.
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page art those of the individual writer or cattoonist. and do not necessaiily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

100 percent Black men
111 be your mirror

**I'll be your mirror, reflect what you are, in case you don't

know."— Lou Reed

That's what I am . . .that's what this page is. A mirror. A
reflection, as honest as possible, with as little influence from

myself as possible. The disclaimer on the top of the page

doesn't say it all, it turns out, and I have been called upon to

clarify my philosophy on running the ed/op page.

Apparently, this page has been used, in the past, more

'responsibly', as a vehicle for socially conscious change. Now,

1 am told, it is a page where anything goes, any opinion is up

for digestion (or attack), no matterhow vile orbigoted or weird.

I beheve in change. The ed/op page certainly is a good

indicator for the ever-changing community. But who am I to

affect that change? Nobody. I'mjust one guy, with opinions of

my own that weigh as much (or little) as those ofthe nextguy.

Sure, I have politics of my own, who doesn't? But I was told,

upon starting this post, to leave them at home when I come in

here. Sound advice and the root of what I'm saying. Messing

withthe natural progress ofchangewouldbe wrongsomehow, not

unlike playing God: in other words, it would not be my place.

While there are many special interest pages in this newspa-

per representing a wide pastiche ofcommunities, their editors

have no input to what cannot run on the ed/op page.

Ifthis campus was rapidly growing conservative (or Hberal),

ifthere was a raging racist that had a lot to say on my page, if

a movement had formed whose platform outraged the masses

— who am I to hide these things from you? That would be

dishonest and possibly dangerous. Ofcourse anything goes, as

long as it is well written and the point well made. If it's really

controversial, I'll throw it right in there like a fresh bagel to the

pigeons, and smugly watch you fight over it. Anything less is

cheating you.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority opinion ofthe Col-

legian board of editors

species?

The Black Male is an endangered
Impossible," I say to myself. I

am a Black male and I'm doing just fine.

There is, however, a levelofexaggerated

fact to the notion of Black men as an

endangered species. Startling statistics

indicate that 25 percent of Black men in

the U.S. are either in prison or on proba-

tion. The unemployment rate of young

Black males is approaching 45 percent.

Black fathers are absent in close to 60

percent ofBlack families. And numerically,

there are more Black males in prison than

there are in college.

Martin Jones

Nevertheless, another side to this story

remains untold. Black men are also suc-

cessful, educated, family men who con-

tinue to make contributions to our society.

There are millions of them, and many of

them can be found in orgamzations like

the Black Greek Fraternities.

Looking at a membership roster ofany

of these four nationally-recognized orga-

nizations looks like a "Who's WhoofBlack
America." These organizations have been

instrumental intrainingyoung Black men
to take positions of leadership in our so-

ciety. This semester at UMass a number

of Black men were initiated into these

fraternities, and I congratulate them all.

Unfortunately, it is the negative im-

ages of Black men that continue to be

reinforced, presenting a lopsided picture

of the actual nature of them. 1 myself, a

Black journalist, also fell into the same

trap of reinforcing these stereotypes.

A few weeks ago, while intending to

raise the issue of violence on this campus,

members ofthe UMass football team were

described as a "gang" of violent Black

men, a common stereotype. After attend-

ing Chuck D's lecture at the Fine Arts

Center, I finally met them face-to-face.

They were highly upset They said they

wished that I had spoken to them first

before believing what I had heard around

the campus.
Mario Perry, who was one ofthe three

players present, said that he's "watching

my back" and should never beUeve that he

would ever hurt me. He even called me his

brother and said that he loved me.

I going to take this space to formally

apologize to all of the members of the

team, including coach Reid. Based upon a

personal experience, I know now that the

things that people have said about them
cannot be entirely true.

This goes to show how I too, a Black

male, can be influenced by the negative

stereotypes which are also applied to me.

I won't deny the fact there is a severe

problem of violence among Black men in

the inner cities. I do want to point out that

this violence is not in nature of Black men,

who like Dr. Martin Luther King, areamong
the most kind and just people on earth.

We must be reminded of the violence

and obstacles that Black men have been

confronted with for centuries. Imagine

watching your entire family captured in

slavery and sold to other men in front of

jour eyes on an auction block.

Try for one moment to comprehend the

reality that your wife is not really your

wife, but property ofanother man who has

legal rights to rape, beat, and maim her at

will, with yourself powerless to protect

her. How you would react to the public

lynching of your father, burned at the

stake before a crowd of people who took

home parts of his body as souvenirs?

Let us not forget that the Black male

has been a target for countless crimes of

physical and psychological torture. If you

want to dispute this claim, make sure you

have thoroughly researched the history of

this country for the real facts.

The Black male is in a crises, but such

a crisis is nothing new. The fact that Black

men (and Black people) are still alive and

continue to reproduce themselves in such

a harsh environment is evidence of our

greatstrength and ability to survive. We've

survived 300 years of slavery, lynching

and segregation, and we shall survive the

present state of affairs. So remember: the

Black male is not an endangered species.

He's here to stay.

Martin Jones is a UMass student

Friend's crisis restores inner peace and trivializes self-pity
rrn t:^^ -..c,^ Vr-iAav I wont tn MaR.<i And call(

You always think your life is the pits— then you

meet someone with more problenas than you.

A couple weeks ago, everything seemed to be crashing

down on me— work, school, relationships and the quest

for Ufe after graduation. Maybe others can identify with

me on this— especially ifthe question "So, what are you

doing after graduation?" raises the hair on your knuck-

Then something happened to put everything in per-

SDCctivc

It was April Fool's Day. A friend called me and told me

a woman who used to work with me at the Collegian was

in the hospital.

"Sure, what's the joke?" I asked.

Unfortunately, it was no prank. My friend was in

Massachusetts General Hospitel, and she had a brain

tumor.

The last time I heard someone had a brain tumor was

my junior year of high school. During soccer tryoute, one

ofthe girls suddenly collapsed— she was dead. Later, the

headmaster announced over the intercom that Kelly had

a brain tumor. I felt sweaty, nervous and paranoid.

I hadn't seen my friend in the hospital in a few weeks

— the last time was at the UMass and West Virgima A-

10 championships. We were all anxious and exated —

there was nothing wrong.

About a week later, she started having migraines,

blackouts and other bad things. She called her mom, who

came and picked her up. The cat scan told her doctors

there was a tumor. They told her it had to be removed.

Gayle Long

At first, before the operation, she called her friends,

others came to visit, and she seemed calm. On the phone

the day before the operation, she chatted to me about

newspapers, common friends and other stuff— but we

did not talk about the operation. But I wanted to ask her

— but I was too afraid. God, was I scared.

Thursday night I started to straighten out my own

petty problems, and all of a sudden it hit me — my

problems are only problems if I let them get to me. I was

sick of it— I decided to let go. I told my family how much

I loved them, even though they know it.

I decided my new motto about office politics and other

bull was "I don't care." This motto is not to say I've given

up, but that there are more important things to get upset

about. I know now these things are fiiends, life and

happiness. This is what I care about.

The operation was Friday. I went to Mass, and called

my friend four times to see ifshe'd heard anything. Later

I learned that after 11 hours of surgery, my friend was

recovering in a neurological intensive care unit, but had

opened her eyes and spoken to one ofthe nurses, who got

her name wrong. She hates that.

Tuesday, they moved her back into her room, and was

up and brushing her teeth. I called her on Thursday, and

although there are still some headaches, she is getting

better, but she said she's not going anywhere fast. Now
that the critical part is over, I'm sure she's going to be all

right.

But above all, she can now get on with her life— and

so can I. No longer will 1 take stupid things so seriously

— 1 won't survive if I do.

My trivial neurosis seems so ridiculous now, although

when it was happening I thought everything would end.

But I knew in my heart that somehow everything would

and will work out— including what is going to happen

when I graduate.

I know that my friend will be okay — and that I will

too. Nothing is as important than being content with

yourself and your life. I guess we all have to find ways to

do that.

Gayle Long is a Collegian columnist

To wipe out the English Only movement, we must start right here

Friday evening, April 10, was very

special for the Bilingual community of

UMass. Dr. Luis Fuentes was honored

for his great contribution to the educa-

tion ofminorities. I was impressed with

his achievements as a leader against

racism and monolingual education. I

admire even more his humility and his

plans to continue fighting for the social

rightsofminorities regardingeducation.

The gratitude of his students and col-

leagues was evident all night.

I have been witness to realities. On

one hand, the reality that is constructed

by people who truly believe m social

justice and unity, which recognizes both

our cultural differences and our common-

aUties; and on the other hand, a reality

constructed by people who try to divide

minorities, discriminate, and see enemies

in each person or culture that is different.

Because I cannot continue to be a passive

observer ofthe destruction ofthe cultural

identity of minorities, I fell compelled to

denounce one of the most ironic develop-

ments I have ever seen on this campus.

In the face of the brave efforts of the

people who are organizing against the

English Only movement in Holyoke, the

continuous efforts of this University to

truly become a multicultural institution,

and the struggles ofthe people who dare to

take responsibihty for themselves and

their communities, comes the irony of an

English Only policy in the Multicultural

Affairs page of this paper. It is indeed an

irony that a person from a minority group

promotes this kind of discrimination

against minorities.

The Multicultural Affairs Desk has

failed to perform responsibly regarding

the social, political, economic, and educa-

tional problems ofminorities, by avoiding

these issues. Silence and denial fit)m those

who refuse to make a positive and respon-

sible contribution to minority affairs

are the dark side of this reality.

I call upon every person in the

UMass community (students, profes-

sors, etc...) to participate in a dialogue

about our social and educational re-

sponsibilities regarding this monolin-

gual policy.

Finally, as the students of the dis-

tinguished professor Fuentes recalled,

his question was always: "what can

you do for your community?" Well,

What can we do for our communities?.

Pilar Hernandez
Amherst
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Alert, but far from panicked, the herbivores studied

the sudden arrival of two cheetah speedwalkers.

Quote of the Day
"I'm having trouble managing the mansion.

What I need is a wife."
- Ella T. Grasso

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 2 1 -April 29): Your

work load and incom* incrMse. Close

frtends could ask for a special favw

Do what you can \o help without

straining your personal resources.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): The

decision to sever a family or busirtess

tie may be sodden, un«Kpected and

harmful to all Give yoursell lime to

cool off before making an irreversible

choice.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -lune 20): Muv
ter all of your patience and handle a

doiT*s«ic problem in a mature way. H

may be necessary to seek expert ad-

vice . Yourcompassionale nature leads

other people to confide in yoo.

CANCER (June 21-|uly 22): Be-

ware ot acting impetuously today; it

could mar your professional standing

Of career prospects. Time you sperxl

ak)ne provides a peaceful, refreshing

pause.

lEO (July 23-Aug. 22): A new

plan isdestined to succeed. Stick with

It through thick and thin. Send youi

k)ve lo someone at a distance who

misses you. Employers and custom-

ers rate your efforts "excellent.' Re-

joice!

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): A

golden moment is near for those who
believe in themselves. Put your nrwney

where your rrxxith is. A scandal will

not touch you if you tell the truth

Manners are always in style.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22): An ex-

traordinary adventure couki give you

both a new perspective and mofe

income. Travel is a positive force in

the area of business. Romance lurm

your head. Campaign for better work

conditions.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2 3- Nov 21): A
loved one iinaily settles down. You

breathe a sigh of relief. A self-imv

provemeni program sounds very ex-

ert ing . You are someone youngpeople

Iike toemulate ; do not let themdown

.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-C>ec.

2 1 ): A ht>using matter or business

relocation nvay still be up in the air.

Avoid acting loo hastily tempers

coukj flare if you push someone lo

make a speedy decision. Back off.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-lan. 19):

Cool-headed reflection is called for

in your business dealings. Your profi-

ciency and deperxlability are valu-

able assets. Friends can help you re-

alize a secret ambition now.

AQUARIUS (jan 20-Feb. 18):

Think twice before you speak' n\»y

sound trite but there can be no better

advice for yoo today Disappointing

news sounds better on reflection Boy

a cokKful item for your wardrobe.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Cel-

ling from or»e place to another could

be an uphill battle today. But as kmg
as the road leads to a friend, your

joorrwy will be worth the effort.
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Night Editor Cayle Long

Copy Editor TamirLipton
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LUNCH
Sloppy joe

Chicken Cutlet Sand,

BASICS LUNCH
Tofu Sloppy joe

Chicken Cutlet Sand

Menu
DINNER

Lemon Pepper Cod
Pineapple Ham Steak

BASICS DINNER
Garbanzo Veggie Stew

Lemon Pepper Cod

The op.nions expressed on th.s page are those ot the cartoonists and do no. necessarily reflect the views o. the CoUegian or the University.

ACROSS
1 Roc source

5 Sir>ger James
9 Took an oatti

1

4

Heavy raadar

1

5

January
pfienomenon

1

6

Shoulder
movement

1

7

Russian despot
20 Arct>rtect I M

?i New York lat<e

22 See 1 7 Across

23 Verdi opera

25 Like Willie

Winkie

27 Weill favorite

34 Danger
37 Greeted the

dawn
38 Curtain holder

39 Fired

40 Gush
41 Choice vase

42 Greek letters

43 Closes
44 ill-tempered

45 "The Scourge
olGod'

48 Postal Creed
word

49 X-rated

53 Samoan port

56 Painters' props

60 Rock composer
Brian

61 Cartoon brat

64 Broadway
t>acker

65 Hit)efnia

66 "— tale's best

lor winter

Shak.

67 Severe
68 Espy
69 Desires

DOWN
1 Plant support

2 Emulate a

copter

3 With force

4 Family room
5 Racial

6 "Of — I Sing"

7 Hulofs
portrayer

8 Deep m wonder

9 Ukrair>e.

formerly Abbr

10 Bleach
11 Sptieres

1

2

Actress Lenska

1

3

The Ho»T>e of

Hungary
18 Ijke baroque

mustc
19 Least

experierKed

24 In the center of

26 IMake do
28 Ruined, slangily

29 Partner of

consequences
30 Palomino

31 Author

Murdocti

32 Source
33 Tense
34 Hemingway, to

fnends

35 Stage direction

36 What's left

40 NYSE units

41 —war
43 Road warning,

for short

44 Nightir>gate. tor

one
46 Less

sensible

47 Biker s

protection

50 Rib

51 Of certain

Peruvians

52 Certain

students

53 Actress Rehan
and others

54 Confined

55 Actress

Swenson
57 Roscoe of old

fticks

58 Lir>er

59 Saannen
62 Sort

63 Negative vote
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HELP
WANTED

NIGHT GRAPHICS:
Motivated individuals are being sought

for night production positions at a large

daily college newspaper. Knowledge of

Macintosh computer sytems a plus. Will

train. These positions will take effect

during the fall semester at the University,

but early applicants will be given priority.

Apply in person at the Collegian,

113 Campus Center. Ask for Mike or Lisa.

"The Collegian is an E.O.E."

FREE
APARTMENT SERVICE
& MANAGEMENT FOR:

Colonial Village

Presidential

Lantern Court
College Inn

FOR ALL YOUR RENTAL NEEDS

1 Bedroom - i Bedroom
Efficiencies and Houses

CALL KAMINS REAL ESTATE
253-2515

55 S. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST

PLANT DISEASES: FEAST OR FAMINE

Gen. Ed.

Biological Science

Topics include:

Social impact of plant disease

Religious significance of plant diseases

Pestilence and plague

Political and economic impact

Current concerns

Plant Pathology 100

Fall 1992 -Tu/Th l:.10-2:45

3 Credits - Schedule No. .S()131.S

Instructor - Dr. Terry Tatlar

Call 545-2280

We Can Make Your Car
Look Brand New!

Customized Auto Reconditioning

Qeankig Packages Starting at $24.95

North Amherst Motors
Old Sunderland Rd.. No.Amherst S49-2880

Call today for an
appomtmantl

A CARSTARif
Collision Repair Center

AM Major Cndit Cards Accepmd

<^Shaaj <cyl/{oto'

• Late Model Dependable Transportation

• Inexpensive Rates- Daily - Weekly - Monthly

• Mastercanl Visa, American Express

• Must Be 21 Years of Age To Rent

.^o^ CALL

3 IS CoUefte Street. Amherst. MA 01004

Classifieds
COMEm WE COIUGIAN OFFICE IliCAMPUSCEmR » MON. WURS. R^X) FRIDAY m2:M)'DEADUNE IS WO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAWN » 20(WORM)AY FOR miDEm CASH IN ADVANCE

Acnvrro

JASONS OF 0CNMSPO«rr Monday Cape

iMfWe i2oidnr*»$i 50 t)ar boitiea

inistt Pettce Recrullmani

Campus Center Corxsurse

4«92 9«in-5pm

ANNOUNCCMlKrS

Downtown An«wr«L ktatf lor via«no par-

ents and Inendi 549-0733

JASONS OF DENNISPOUT $1.50 bar

boWaa --No Cover

MTES OF PASSAGE o> riM of pataao* of

rtta* ol pMMagc of rMM d ..

May 12. IMS
1 800-544-3742 __^_
SUMMER IN EUROK lnynS2i6aachway

on (iacounwd tctiaduied airfnat to Europe

from BoMon. Ca* 800-325 2026

AUTO FOR SALE

1975 VOLVO Mutt sell Good condWon. r»-

Itable $800 or BO 253-9689

1990 errATION
Good local tranaportabon

S48-9621

$100

1993CHEVETTE 55KMie*Wanmawainad

$1150or^ 549-7912^

1969 HONDA MOHTHAtWK 700. MMzlar

comp IC». new battery- ExcaHant condition.

Call Peter^6-5545^

1987 CM.DS CirrUkSS CIERA, Aulo. 4dr.

air. am-frn^cass^J3495 or BO 54M181

OCAPI FBI/U.S. SEIZED
89Marc*daa $200

86 VW $50

87 Mercedes $100

65 Mustang $50

Choose Irom thousands starting $25

FREE 24 Hour reeord«g reveals

dstals 80 1 -379-2929 Copyright »MA15KJC

CAPE COO

JASON OF DENNISPORT Summsr of 92

The Tradition Continues

CHEAP ECSTACYI

AL-BUirS STILL HAS copies of the digital

recording t>y Ari Vais.

'Unsigne<r

Buy it buy it buy it buy it buy it

It's cheap vwll send you into fits of ecstacy

Watch lor Nag Nag Nag at Hadley Pub later

this inonth.

FORAQOOOTMECALL:

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT. DJi.

video DJa and Karaoke from $175 00 Call

586-9900

2 Lg. Br Townhouse apt

2-4 people

Stsr«ngfi/1

549-4935

3iS BEDROOM HOMES on bus rotM

available June 1 call 586-4270

3 bdrm Townehouse
Starting June 1st

1 1,2 baths, on bus route

CM anyHrne 549-486J

AMITY PLACE CONOO
10 month lease

3 non-snwMng Ismales lor 3 br 2 1/2 bath

Exosaem condmon Al appl.

washerAdrysr. partii«y lum.

9S0> 549-1379

Anharsl Osniar

Eltaency one, two. three bedroom apan-

manu. or three bedroom condos on Hobarl

L«ie. June or September Unooln Real

Estals. 25 North Pteaaiwt Street 253-7879

Boston 2-3 bedroom apt

ftoar MBTA summer lease or s«*lal $70(V

month j6 1 7)628-9823

MANOVWINE-3 Bdrm Apt; Free haai. hot

«MMr. gas; poraMds view; on 2 bus routes;

avrtWile June 1st; Can 549-3762

FOR RENT Amity Place Townhouse

3 bedroom 2 MS bMh. partialty lumished

Dial iwasliei wwharWryer cantwl air garage

iiTwnKulate<$995non-smohsrCan549-4802

Aval 6/1 /92

3M)RTbwi«HOU8E
AvtfaUeJunalsl
1 1/2balhroon«

spacious livingroom

C^l now 549-4447

HOUSE FOR RENT
4 txlrm house on Pelham Hd. in Amherst. 2

miles from campus. Availat>le June 1st.

$1100/mo Call John^prrv-epm 786-35^_

PIJFFTONVILUkOE, one bedroom apt. Take

lease starts 6 V ca» 549-1683.

RENT OUR SPACIOUS
3 bedroom Townehouse 6/1

On bus route

Dishwasher, airconditioning

Perfect lor 4-5 people

549-4512 anytime

Room In Northampton apartment. $287.50/

mo. Available immediately; male or temale;

smokers fine CaH Afyce at 58ft-5206

SCHWINGI Take over our 2 bedroom apt in

Puffton beginning >jne 1st. 549-6019

Summer sublet 144 Summer St Spacious

house great lor 4 to 5 people , 2 min walk from

puf pond, ideal location. Jun 1 to Aug 3 1 Call

549-9915 lall^option

TAKE IMJR CONDOI Start 6/^ Fits 5-7

people GreatJocation Call 549-5316

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE
4 bedroom house

Across Irom Townhouse

On busline -June 1

Call 549-1911

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE or sublet our

townehouse apt 3 bedrooms. 1 1/2 bath-

rooms. Great condition. 549-6870

TAKE OVER OUR LEASEI -Am Cent 3

bitm apt n a house. hart»iiiood n
.

fire-

places, lg. wirxtows. backyard 750 month

indtxles heat and hot water Call 253-3608

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE June 1 Live m
our apartment m Brandywine CaH- 549-9347

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE.
2b«droomapl.N. PleaaantSt. l/2m4elrom

campus.

Qree< locationi GrMt apwtmsnd C# 549-

8083

UPTOWN APAimiDn'
3 bedrooms, deck aval 6/1

Close to bars 549-4024

We're graduating! Take over ourleaseJune

1 lor a 3 bdrm PuHlon. 0^549-5743.

FOR SALE

Spatce nwpta Ihrlngroom set $295 or M>.

man ' bOK (rame $50 or b/Q call 253-2474

91 KAWASAKI EX500
White 2cyl low miles

Must sen. Intoudes

2SH0EBt haknets: cover

$1600 or BO 584-4453

QUITARS: Hondo electric, while Acoustic

Gigkano. 4 eHeds Best offers John 253-

2595

rrALIAN MENS SUIT wool dark blue was

$475 asking 2j0 549-1154

ReaHsticCB
poll-out rack. PA

and K-40 antenna

$100 or BO
Chns 665-3166

RED SOX TKJKETS vs Toronto 4/19 Also

4/26 V3 VI 7 call Tom 6-5851

Two piranha. 10 gallon tank, accessones-

$75.00. Utsa 546-2482

FOUND

HEY LOSER - I saved your walknwn from

theft Found Wednesday Apr 8 in BarVett.

Wentify it and the cassette it contains - oth-

erwise its mme. Leave message 6-6802

HELP WANTED

CAMP COUNSELOR Amherst Jewish

Daycamp 6 weeks summer program good

pay call 253-3 184_

CRuisE SHIPS NOW HIRING- Earn

$2.000+/month world travel Holiday. Sum-

mer and career employment available No
experience necessary For employment pro-

gram call 1 -206-545-4155 ext C456

EARN $6mR
Spanish-english bilinguals

Sought lor study!

Call now-Jeanelte 585-8749

HELP WANTED (Summer 6/22 to 8/22):

The Assoaatioo for the Help ol Retarded

Chiktrsn needs male wid female students to

yirork at its summer sleap-away camp in the

Catskiil Mountains lor developmentally dis-

abled children and adults Paid positions

available lor cabin counselors, program in-

structors, WSI's. office staff. Write Camp
Loyalton. AHRC 189 Wheatley Road.

Brookville, NY 1 1545, or call 516-626-1000.

Mon-Fn

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLEI Many poai-

aor« Qrsal bansaisCtf 805-662-7SS6 Ext

P-3306

Summer Jobs- Cape Cod. Cal 5-0199

UMASS FRATEHWTY
Looking lor hinch and dinner chel Monday

thru Fnday CaH Man 549 631

7

~LA8T CHANCE • INTERNSHIPS"

APRIL 17lh ISTHE last day to apply lor Fai

1992 mtamsMpa al the Legal Services

Center! Work dbisc% wWi attorneys .and

dienls. and earn up to 15 credRs Apply

today! Ctf 545-1995 or stop by room 922 ol

(ie Campus Center- Dont mns out on this

great oppoilunlly.

ITS

rrs COMING
Haigis Hoopla II

Sign up on the concourse

April 13 • 14

9-4

LOST

I LOST MY HP-428 cakulalor

Laat seen in Hatbrouck mi. 1 1

1

Carried In maroon-laalher caaa

Rawwd: $40 Thanks

Ml at 6-K94

LOST GRAY/BLACK WALLET near DNKS
or Bart H found, keep the money, (ust return

rest Please" 546-2386

SUNGLASSES
in Marc
Very sentimental

$25
Reward
253-5243

JANET QAQNON

Happy lOthl rn take you to the Nacha store

cuz they have chaaaming wallpapa

Mr Nugent cant make it -hell be in Puerto

Plata! Have a ballsy day!

Love. Sophie

PERSONALS

BRIAN
Happy •21" Birthday

Your me best'

Love, Steph

SIMILE:

Life IS strange and you just never know wfw

really likes you Happy birthday and be pre-

pared tor a sick time

-Your Favorite Fraternity Man

CARRIEANN
I Nke yours

Why'
Because irs big & green

Happy birtliday

Love Skye 8 Cartos

LOM.
rm so psyctied to have you lor a rrxxn' I feel

like weVe been friends forever' Thanks for

being there.

Love ya. JoAnn

Tina L. and Laura F.

Thank you for all your help and suport

Phi tove, Wendi

To the caal e( Cat On A Hot Tki Rool

Good kiCk on opanlrtg night

Break a leg Smies everyone

Love Michael

USA WILLIS IS 2 1 today Looks bke the can

finMy go to the Hatch altar Engliah. First

one s on us

-misioMAi
Congratulations ori a successful Founders

Day! It couldnl have happened without your

help.

Sigma toy. Bk>oms

KATE
Happy 20th birViday

FromusI ^^^
READTMtl

COMPirrERS, PRINTERS. AND ACCES-

SORIES
New. used, and demo units available Best

prices in the Pioneer Valley All configura-

tions available Call Enc 253-0868

ROOMMATE WANTED

1er2GIRLSNEEDED lor2bdmi Brandywine

Call 549-7845 ^_
2 ROOMMATES WANTED lor Brandywine

apartment Starling June 1 CaH Bill 549-

7557
^

Female non smoker to share apt m
Brandywine or Townhouse Call 546-7185

ROOMMATES WANTED
Moving off need roommate/s

Non-smoking female lor fall 6-3145

Toaharea two bedroom Puflton apartment

starting inM semester. Cool. dean, respon-

sibte. and lun Cal 549^71 lor mora infor-

matkxi!

SERVKES

FREE pregnancy testing; confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-2906

LOOKING TO ADOPT. Happily mamed, H-

nanoally secure, energetic couple prays lor

nevuborn Beautiful country home Willing-

ness to meet and'or speak Let us help you

through this difficult time Call Jewnsh family

sennce of Greater SpnngtieW. Inc at (413)

737-2601 (collect) and ask about Jell and

Ann.

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port' Call tor free and conlkJential services

ALTERNATIVES 245 Main Street

Northampton 586-3000 or GreenfiekJ 774-

6010

SPRINOTIME: Lose last without dieting>549-

4401

SUMMER SUBLET

4 Bdrm. houaa, 2 full baths.

Large kitchen and living room,

and great porch. Seconds from

campus and Amtierst canter

Great house and great location.

June to August. Call Joanne at

549-8083 or Alayna at 546-2829

Beautiful apt wtth kitchen and huge imng

room, on bus route $300 mo call 253-3245

EXCELLENT SUBLET AvaH 6/1 3 bdrm on

bus route $210 mth mckidet ubl Free AC.

pool, laund Amherst 256-0750

PuHlen Village t«ro bedroom apartment

Must be occupied tor summer moolhsi Ne-

MS' CaH 549-0971

SUMMER SUBLET - Comlortable two-

bedroom apartment. WSS-maMainad.

easy access to Sundsriand and North

Amherst buses Withm walking dWancs of

UMats. Csll Jason at 549-8728

TAKE MY SINOLE in a hiKy lumishad 3

t>edroom apt in Pulflon lor ttie summer start

June 1st $145 X mo 549-8019

TRAVEL

NEW YORK OTY- Fum«hed rooms and

i^MrVnents lor summer and abort stays.

Near Columbia Univ. naaioi labia rilai212-

662-1358

LAS VEGAS
Round trip male ticket

1 75 or BO must seN

April 16-19

Mike 546-6217 _____^
TYPMO

FREE PAGE TYPED wfien you call

laser printing $1 50 typed page

Brian 546-6954

SEXv7 FAST. ACCURATE TYPING w/

tpaHdieck $1 25/pg Call Greg 6-6435.

WANTED

ENTHUSIASTK: patrons lor great timaa

on Cape Cod Jasons ot P^^W^^^
WANTED TO BUY: Acoustic guitar $50 or

less Call 6650250
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Sports
Lacrosse squeaks byYale
with emotional 8-7 victory

CoU<«lan photo by Andrea Mistiaiai

University ofMassachusetts attacker Mark Millon (3) led the Goril-

las with two goals and two assists in Saturday's 8-7 win over Yale.

The match was an upset of sorts, with the 16th-ranked Gorillas

toppling the number 12 team, the Eli. The lacrosse squad stands at 4-

2 after Saturday's game.

Two shutouts give baseball teai
Villone and Graham allow only three hits combined

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Ifthe weather kept any fans away from

Richard F. Garber Field Saturday after-

noon, they've got themselves to blame

because they missed a hell of a lacrosse

game.
The University of Massachusetts la-

crosse team parlayed it's best defensive

effort ofthe season, stellar goaltending by

Tom LoPresti and a lot ofemotion into an

8-7 vdn over Yale before 600 vocal fans on

Garber Field Dedication day. The dedica-

tion was made at halftime, as Garber's

name now adorns the press box.

The Gorillas (4-2) held 12th-ranked

Yale scoreless for a 30 minute stretch

covering parts of the first, second and

third quarters. During that same span

UMass rang up seven consecutive scores,

turning a 2-0 deficit into a 7-2 lead.

But Yale was game, and mounted a

five-goal second halfcomeback which came

upjust short. Brendan Sheehan's hat trick

led the way for the Bulldogs while Simon

Duxbury added two goals.

But Mike Noonan's second score ofthe

afternoon — a 15-yard crank set up by

Mark Millon (2 goals, 2 assists) — proved

to be the game-winner as the Gorillas held

on to win.

"We got sloppy fundementally ," UMass
coach Ted Garber said of the second half,

-it wasn't anything happening negative

as much as [Yale] was fighting for their

lives."

Yale had excellent chances to tie the

game in the waning moments, but a tre-

mendous save by LoPresti with two min-

utes remaining and some clutch defense

from the likes of Brad Fitts, Kenny
Randazzo. Jim Panetta and Corey Cronin

kept Yale away from the crease when it

counted.

"They were awesome," said UMass
coach Ted Garber of his team's defense.

They came up big and played solid la-

crosse. That'swhat it's all about. . Icouldn't

have asked for better."

The victory increased UMass' chances

of returning to the NCAA Tournament
and should push the Gorillas as high as

nth on the next U.S. Intercollegiate La-

Massachusetts, 8-7

Yale
Massachi»etts

2 3 2

2 4 2

7

8

Scoring {goal$-as$lst$-polnt$)

Yale (6-3): Brendan Sheehan
3-0-3; Simon Duxbury 2-1 -S.-

Clayton Simmers 1-0-1; Josh

McHugh 1 -2-3; Chris Dislmile 0- 1
-

1; Tony Roussou 0-1 -1. Totals 7

goals, 5 assists.

Massachusetts (4-2) Mark
Millon 2-2-4; Mike Noonan 2-0-2;

John Schlipf 1-1-2; Wes Depp 1-

0- 1 ; Bill Edell 1 -0- 1 ; Mike Coin 1
-0-

1 ; Rob Fatvey 0- 1 - 1 ; Tim Stevnson

0-1-1 . Totds 8 goals. 5 assists.

Saves Yale Rich Dressier 1 1

;

UMassTom LoPresti 2 1 . ExtraMan
Yale 0-8; UMass 0-5 Groundtxalls

Yale 57, Umass 55. Faceoffs Yale

7-18;UMassll-18. A- 600.

crosse Association poll. It also signalled a

return to the form the Gorillas exhibited

against Hofstra before suffering two dis-

appointing outings against Brown and

Providence.

•^e got behind 2-0 and didn't give up.

That's the greatest thing about the win,"

said Garber crediting his team's character.

The game also proved that while Dick

Garber may have retired two years ago, his

influence hves on in more ways than one.

•^e brought in my dad Monday to talk

to the troops. . .1 think he scared 'em," the

younger Garber said. "He just told them

he expected more out of them; they were

good players and had to have more mental

toughness and extra effort."

"And then Tuesday ." Garber continued.

"Tim Soudan andTom Carmean asked me
'can we talk to the team?' 1 stepped aside

and they talked about what it meant to

cross the white line, to walk on the field a«

UMass lacrosse players. They talked from

the heart as former Ail-American players.

It was unbehevable."

Both teams' emotions carried over to

the end of the game, however, and when
Yale's Dave Ryan cross-checked a cel-

ebrating Millon with time running out, a

free-for-all developed in fi-ontofthe UMass
bench. While cooler heads prevailed for

the most part, some Yale and UMass
players jumped into the crowd and set off

about five skirmishes before order was
restored.

By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

While Matt Young was busy turning in the gem ofthe

day in the American League, the thirty or so fans who

braved the cold at Lorden Field yesterday were treated

to a gem of their own.

Ron Villone continued his private assault on opposing

hitters, spinning a one-hit, 12 strikeout beauty while

leading the University of Massachusetts baseball team

to a 5-0 victory over Pace University in game one of

Sunday's doubleheader sweep in Amherst.

At first, it appeared it just might not be Villone's day,

as the big lefty ran into early inning control problems,

before catching fire and cmising to his fifth victory ofthe

season.

"It was rough out their at first," Villone said. "It was

cold, and it took me a little while to get going."

Get going he did, setting down twelve in a row in the

middle innings and finishing with a flash, striking out

the last five batters he faced.

Villone got all the offensive support he needed in the

third, when UMass jumped on Pace starter Nicholas

Avena for two runs, as Jay Dodig and Greg LaRocca

scored on Justin Howard's gapper to make it 2-0.

Pace threw a scare into the Minutemen in the fifth,

breaking up Villone's no-hit bid, while loading the bases

with one out.

SCOREBOARD
Softball

Gm 1 — UMass 7, St. Bonaventure
Winning Pitcher: DarleneClaffeyd-hitter)

Gm 2 — UMass 11 , St, Bonaventure

Winning Pitcher: Kelly Daut (1 -hitter)

Villone battled back, getting Thomas Raymond to

ground out before John CareUi made a fantastic over the

shoulder catch on the outfield grass to end the threat.

The Minutemen would ice it in the fifth, tallying three

runs while battering Avena around Lorden Field.

Howard doubled with one out, stayed at second when

Carelli flied to center, and came home when Steve Corradi

belted his third homerun of the season, putting UMass
up 4-0. Jeff January made it two in a row for the Min-

utemen, slamming his first of the year to finish the

scoring for UMass.
It would have been nearly impossible to top Villone's

performance, but Minuteman righty Rich Graham came

awful close, throwing a two-hit, eight strikout second

game as UMass rolled to the sweep of Pace, 5-0.

Much like Villone, Graham started slow and finished

strong, retiring the last fourteen in a row, while picking

up his first win of the season.

"Rich pitched a great game," UMass coach Mike Stone

said. "We didn't hit the ball great, but we got good

defense, and we got good pitching by both guys today."

UMass benefited from three Pace errors, while scoring

three unearned nins.

The Minutemen scored two runs in the second, as Lou

OUveri drove in January vrith a double to right center,

and later scored when Greg LaRocca's grounder went

through Pace shortstop Ryan Donnelly's legs, making 2-

UMass.
UMass finished the scoring in the third, scoring three

runs, as Pace's defense went south, committing three

errors and allowing two unearned runs.

"I thinked we bounced back well [firom Thursday's

loss], and we game ready to play." Stone said.

Game Notes— Villone has not let up an earnednm in

21 straight innings, and 29 ofthe last thirty. In addition,

in his last four starts, Villone has allowed only six hits.

The Minutemen travel to Burlington, Vermont on

Tuesday for a doubleheader.
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Town blames students for noise, litter
Residents suggest
closing bars early

UM alcohol policy
cited as problem
By KEN MAIURI
Collegian Correspondent

With warm weather and its corre-

sponding increase in outdoor off-campus

parties approaching, some Amherst resi-

dents and University of Massachusetts
officials want the campus to reexamine its

alcohol policy, which some argue is forcing

students to flock off-campus to drink.

The University Committee on Alcohol

and Drug Use, which created the current

alcohol policy in 1988, resumed monthly
meetings last December to review the

controversial policy.

See related story on

pages

Pamela Gonyer, committee member
and director ofhealth education, said while

there is extended debate within the com-

mittee, the policy will likely stay "as is."

"We haven't forced drinking off (cam-

pus). We're just enforcing a law. The real

issue is if people have to drink, they will,"

Gonyer said.

^jnherst Police ChiefDonald Maia, who
argues that UMass administrators are

shirking their responsibilities, said the

strict UMass alcohol policy is to blame for

students packing the downtown Amherst
bars.

Maia said 90 percent of all town alco-

hol-related disturbances, which also in-

clude ofT-campus parties, are caused by

UMass students.

"Administrators thought they made the

right choice when they outlawed alcohol

on campus," Maia said, "but they've

avoided the responsibility ofhaving social

hfe exist on campus. 'They've sent the

problem into the town."

The UMass alcohol policy was insti-

tuted shortly after the 1986 Southwest

CoUagian photo by Josh Reynold*

Students in the Top of the Campus Lounge during the UMass vs.

Kentucky game. The TOC is one of three on-campus establishments,

along with Faculty Club and the Hatch Bar, that serve alcohoL

brawl between White and Black students

following the Red Sox's loss to the New
York Mets. The policy, which was heavily

protested by students, placed restrictions

on open containers of alcohol in the resi-

dence halls as well as forbade kegs.

One problem area in particular is

Twister's Tavern, which has received

complaints about late-night noise, viola-

tions ofcapacity limits, and its acceptance

of a patron's fake out-of-state driver's li-

cence. The Zomng Board of Appeals will

meet at noon Tuesday in the Bangs
Community Center to discuss Twister's

permit to operate.

Although off-campus parties have
causedAmherst residents tocomplain about

noise levels and safety, Maia said attempts

have been made to fix the situation.

"There was recently a frat house party

where a responsible third party vendor'

was hired," Maia said. "The liability was
taken away from the frat. That's the way
to do it."

Maia said the administration has to

look at a way to "bring about positive

changes to get people back on campus."

"There's nothing that attracts students

to socialize on campus," he said. There
are too many rules and too many ways to

get in trouble with the dean and the ad-

ministration."

Decline of the Bluewall, Hatch cited

Maia said re-opening the Bluewall for

drinking would help solve the town's

problem of overcrowded bars.

The Bluewall, which served alcohol

while the legal drinking age was lowered

to 18, saw its profits decline after the legal

drinking age was raised back to 21.

Director of Human Relations Grant
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

Amherst residents are pointing their

fingers at University of Massachusetts
andAmherst College students as the main
culprits of noise, litter and trespassing,

members of the Amherst Peace and Quiet

Commission said yesterday.

"It is becoming increasingly difBcult to

clean up after 22,000 people," said Jim
Bemotas, an area businessman whose
building borders one of the town's local

drinking estabUshments. "I can't say that

anything drastic has happened, but it is a
constant annoyance, because I have to pick

up glass bottles and paper all the time."

The commission met yesterday to dis-

cuss issues revolving around these prob-

lems which occur throughout the town.

The meeting was prompted to discuss is-

sues that were brought up by town resi-

dents at a pubUc forum on Saturday.

Some suggestions presented to the

committee included more visible police

presence downtown between 12 a.m. to 2

a.m.; enforcement of absentee landlords;

closing the bars at 11 p.m.; and having

repeated offenders ofthe quiet hours policy

perform pubUc service.

Residents say the University is a con-

tributor to the problem, because it has not

been responsive to the town of Amherst's

needs.

"When the University became "dry," it

threw us into a hump, because itthrew the

problems into the town," said Seymour
Friedman, chairperson for the Amherst
Peace and Quiet Commission. "Unfortu-

nately the University never came to the

town to help work something out, now we
have to go to the University and work this

out," he said.

Alcohol is permitted in the residence

halls but restrictions limit drinking to

non-public rooms like resident's rooms

and kegs are prohibited. In addition, three

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

CoUecian file photo

Daryle Corriveauand theMinutemen swept
a doubleheader this weekend, and pitching
was a big reason why.

T.A. proposes
to student in
history class
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

Returning toAmherst after four years forformer

teaching assistant Allan Brown was more thanjust
a reunion with a town, it meant a new union ofthe

matrimonial sort.

Brown proposed marriage to his former student

Valerie MazziUi in Thompson 106 last Friday, and
about 50 startled American Thought and Culture

students got to watch.

In the fall of 1985, Brovm taught a Math 121

lecture in Thompson 104 to a class of about 130

students. It was here, Brown said, he first laid eyes

on the woman to whom he would later propose.

After claimingthe podiumfrom Professor Milton

Cantor, Brown explained some of the history be-

hind his return to Amherst, and his reason for

hijacking their class.

"One girl in that class caught my eye," Brown
told the class Friday. "Maybe because she was the

only one awake."

That spring Brown and Mazzilli began dating.

Since then, both have left the University and found

jobs in different cities.

Finally, Brown came to the momentous ques-

tion he had been leading up to, "Did you cheat on

the final?"

Her only answer: "Holy shit! I feel Uke I'm on

Candid Camera."
Then came the real question; "Will you marry me?"

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

Redistricting fight continues
State^ Census Bureau appeal to High Court
WASHINGTON (AP)— With the election year clock

ticking, the question of whether Washington state or

Massachusetts loses congressional power because of the

1990 census now resides before the Supreme Court.

In written briefs filed with the high court Monday, the

Census Bureau challenged a lower court victory that cost

Washington a new House seatand enabled Massachusetts

to keep its 11 seats. Massachusetts argued that the court

ruling should stand.

Under the population-based congressional reappor-

tionment, Washington state was on the border between

keeping its eight congressional seats or gaining one.

Massachusetts was at the threshold between keeping its

11 House seats or losing one.

The Census Bureau tipped its scales in Washington's

favor by coiuiting overseas residents in its House reap-

portionment. Of the 919,810 overseas residents fix)m all

over the country, Massachusetts had 12,626. Washing-

ton, despite a smaller population than Massachusetts,

reported nearly twice as many Hving overseas, 21,249.

The Census Bureau results meant that Washington

would gain a seat and Massachusetts would lose.

The Supreme Court case results from a federal court

ruling in Boston in February that reversed the Census

Bureau and disallowed the counting ofoverseas citizens.

The three-judge federal appeals court said Massachusetts

could keep its 1 1th seat. Washington would lose the ninth

House seat it gained as a result of the 1990 census.

The entire debate is charged with deadline pressure

as candidates in the 1992 election wonder whether the

House seat they are seeking even exists. Massachusetts

Secretary of State Michael Connolly has filed a bill, now
moving swiftly through the Legislature, that would ex-

tend deadlines for formally declaring candidacy.

Massachusetts Attorney General Scott Harshbarger,

in the state's 63-page brief, argued that the lower court

ruling must be allowed to stand. A decision by the high

court to delay a decision — for example, by asking the

Census Bureau to provide better justification for its

method— "would cause serious and irremediable harm."

The lower court, Harshbarger wrote, understood that

"the vmcertainty over whether Massachusetts would

retain its existing nimiber of seats in Congress. . . was

causing serious disruption in the efforts of candidates,

particiilarly challengers to incumbents, to mount cam-

paigns and comply with the state nominating require-

ments."
The state also argued that both the Department of

Defense and the Census Bureau acknowledged that the

data on overseas personnel were flawed and unreliable.

Harshbarger wrote that the census bureau had included

military personnel in the count because of a

'commitment' to certain members of Congress."
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McDonald's serves up mouse
RIVERHEAD, N.Y. (AP)— A Long Island raan took a

big bite out of a McRib sandwich at McDonald's and was

horrified to discover he had eaten a mouse s head, ac-

cording to court papers filed in Suffolk County.

Erik Schneider, 32, of Lake Ronkonkoma commenced

this week a $1 miUion lawsuit in State Supreme Court

here against McDonald's Corp. for negligence in connec-

tion with the alleged incident at the McDonald's in

Hauppauge on Nov. 13, 1989.

Schneider, a construction worker, claims that he or-

dered a McRib Sandwich and sat down to eat with his

wife, Sharon, and 10-month old son, Erik.

He ate about half the sandwich but didn't realize

anything was wrong because of all the barbecue sauce on

it, according to his attorney, Ed Fleck.

"The taste was so foul," said Fleck. He opened the roll

and looked at it and "saw two hind legs."

Schneider vomited on the table, and the manager

came over and tried to take the contents away from him,

according to Fleck.

Schneider went immediately with the food to Com-
munity Hospital ofWestern Suffolk in Smith-town where

he was examined, said Fleck. Hospital personnel put the

uneaten portion of the mouse into formaldehyde to pre-

serve it.

Paul Falcella, New York regional vice-president for

McDonald's said in a statement that "McDonald's prides

itself on its quality control which is a standard for the

industry." He declined to comment further on the matter

citing that it was in litigation.

Bombing, strike greets Mickey

The Massachusetts

Daily Collegian,^

Filling all of your house

hold & industrial cleanii

requirements since 1967.

Now with a new ^™
lemon-fresh scent! .^jj

By DAVID CRARY
Associated Press

MARNE-LA-VALLEE, France—With greetings from
a bilingual Mickey Mouse, Euro Disneyland opened

Sunday despite a nearby bombing, a rail strike and a

taste of chilly weather that could be the new park's

biggest handicap.

Trumpeters in medieval costumes blared fanfares,

doves were released and a children's chorus sang "It's a

Small World After All" in English and French.

"Welcome and bienvenue!" Mickey squeaked from a

balcony on Sleeping Beauty's Castle.

The expected overflow crowd did not materialize,

probably because French authorities urged people to stay

away from opening day to avoid traffic jams. Even with

a one-day strike closing the commuter rail Ime serving

the park, traffic moved smoothly on the main freeway to

the park.

Disney officials proclaimed the opening a success but

refused to give attendance figures. Waits at most rides

were short and the parking lots did not fill.

Five years in the making, the $4 billion theme park

and resort is by far the most ambitious development of its

type in Europe and will continue to expand over the next

25 years.

The park's format is very similar to Disneyland in

Anaheim, Calif., Disney World in Orlando, Fla., and
Tokyo Disneyland.

French political leaders supported the project firmly,

anticipating an economic boon from the park's projected

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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April 13, 14, 15. 16, 1992

Student Union Ballroom 8 pm

Tickets on 6ale at Tix Un imited

$4 Students $6Non^tudenU
Pre<8cntcd in cooperation with:

Dramatists Play Services

"Easier Sunday "Bujfci

April 19, 1992

12:00 am to 4:00 pin

$10.95 Adults

$5.50 Children [lO and umUT)

Top of the Cdtnpus
Restaurant & Lounge

1 1 ifi 'Jloor Campius Center

Universiiv of 'Massachusciis

at Am/uTsl

C(i(( iociay to rcscn'c a

tabic for your

entire family

54^-b'OOO
'

cxi. 7639
or 545-3216

•WiMaicii

parkitiq

Spring Fling!!

J*RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

19 IN. Pleasant St,
Amherst • 253-2013
22 Masonic St..

Northampton • 586-6336
• Open 7 days •

Thursday nights in Northampton

20% offStorewide
Saturday, April 11

to
Friday, April 17

BRANDYWINE APARTMENTS
16 Brandywine Drive • Amherst. MA 01002

(413)549-0600

Loofeing For A Summer lob?

BRANDYWINE is hiring:

Lifeguards/Cleaners - Must have current Red

Cross Life Saving Certificate. Full Time.

Kental Af^nt - Outgoing person, neat ap-

pearance,who enjoysworking with people. Good
typing sbills a must. 40 hour weeb.

Please stop by the rental office. Monday through

Friday between 10:00 AM & 4:00 PM. and picb

up an application.
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Local

Coll«tf«ii photo by Jtlt Almxmadar

FLAG DAY — Patty Gilmore, left, and Leslie Mencher of the UMass Color Guard
practice for a May 3 flag show in the front of Greenough Residence Hall.

Woman assaulted by boyfriend
Compiled By MARK PRESTON
Collegian StafT

Police responded to a domestic dispute early Sunday
morning at John Quincy Adams Residence Hall, aiter a

woman said that she was hit by her boyfriend. A re-

straining order was issued and served on the man.
A woman reported Friday night that she was being

harassed by some other women at Pierpont. Police said

the matter is still under investigation.

ARRESTS:
• John Carmon Westcott, 21, of Shutesbury, was

arrested Saturday morning on Infirmary Way. He was
charged with operating a motor vehicle after the right to

operate had been suspended and failure to stop for a stop

sign.

• Kevin J. Parisi, 21, ofNorth Andover, was arrested

Sunday morningon Eastman Lane. He was charged with

operating under the influence of alcohol and crossing the

double soUd lines.

Road race
raises $3,000
for runaways
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Despite a cold and rainy Saturday morning, over 300

participants showed up near Alumni Stadium to par-

ticipate in the 13th annual Run for Runaways.
About $3,000 was raised through the road race from

sponsor money and registration. Walkers began the lOK
course at 9:30 a.m. with runners taking over the track at

10 a.m.

The first group ofwalkers to finish said they found the

course fun, but too cold to walk.

"We walked the first mile and then ran the rest

because it was too cold," said Kim Pimental, a freshman
human nutrition mtgor.

"We beat all our personal goals out there. It was
great," added freshman pre-communications and pre-

elementary education msgor Kristen Moriarty.

Even the runners said they felt the cold.

"I am very tired and very cold. Where's the hot choco-

late?" asked Patty Rivera, a graduate student in chem-
istry and winner of the women's 25-35 group.

The top winner for the race was Graham Warder, a

graduate student in history, with the time of34 minutes
and 23 seconds.

This is the first time I have done this race," said

Warder.
Mark Pereira won the men's 18-24 year-old bracket.

Bridget Pencuter was the winner for the women's 18-24

age bracket.

Jack Lohan won the men's 25-35 age group. Ray Kellet

won the men's 36-44 age bracket and Debra Schillingwon
the women's bracket.

Mary Murphy won in the age bracket for 45 and higher

for women and Don Robinson won the age bracket for men.

"I know planning a race like this takes a lot ofwork. It

is great how the people working at this race get together

each year to pull this race off," said Jack Lohan.

The proceeds for this race went to the Covenant

House, which helps homeless and abused children.

Survey finds majority
ofUM students drink
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

With controversy flaring over the re-

cently passed keg law and students'

drinking habits in downtown Amherst, a

recent survey of University of Massachu-
setts students shows that fewer than one

in ten report that they do not drink alco-

holic beverages.

More than one-third of students sur-

veyed reported they have 4-6 drinks of

alcohol per sitting.

On Nov. 13. 1991 Project PULSE con-

ducted a survey of562 campus students to

investigate their use of sdcohol and drugs.

Conunissioned by University Health Ser-

vices, the poll randomly selected under-

graduates to take part in the telephone

survey.

Participating students were asked a

battery ofquestions on their use ofalcohol

and drugs. Nearly three-quarters of the

student drinkers reported that they had
become intoxicated on alcoholic beverages

in the past month.

More than one-tenth of the students

polled also reported experiencing "trouble

with police while drinking" during the

previous year.

In fact, 20 percent of the male students

reported that they had become intoxicated

"2-3 times per week" in the past month.

Student drinkers were also questioned

on what exactly they usually drink. The
greatest proportion ofstudents, 32 percent,

said they drink beer once or twice per

week while only 9 percent doing so 3-4

times per week.

Women were significantly more likely

than men to report that they don't drink

beer, survey results also showed.

In addition, students were asked about

the specific effects their drinking has had
on them. About 70 percent ofthe students

who drink alcohol reported that they had
become intoxicated on alcoholic beverages

in the past month.
Project PULSE has surveyed students

about their alcohol and drug use each year
since 1986. Results show that students'

drinking habits have remained relatively

stable over the past five years.

While in 1986 about 30 percent of stu-

dents reported getting intoxicated at least

once per week in the past month, in 1991,

this number has slipped slightly to 28

percent.

According to Project PULSE, most
survey questions show fluctuations of no

more than a few i>ercentage points from

year to year.

proposal
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"Yes."

Enter the brass band. As the couple

embraced, about 10 members of the Min-

uteman Marching Band walked in from

the two doors behind the lecture podium

playing "Hey Baby."

Brown said he arranged for the band,

and for the lecture hall v«th Cantor, but

did much more scheming before that.

He said he somehow had to get MazziUi

to Amherst without giving away his in-

tentions. He said it was not an easy task,

considering he lives and works in Boston

and she commutes to New York City from

Long Island.

First, he convinced her boss to give her

the dav off. Then he said he told MazziUi

he had an appointment in New York City

on Friday, and drove down Thursday so

the two of them could go to the city to-

gether. But instead ofdriving to the train

station. Brown went in the direction of

Amherst.
"At first she said I was just being stu-

pid, that I didn't know what I was doing,"

Brown said. "Then I told her to look in the

glove compartment."
Awaiting her there was a letter fi-om

her boss saying she had the day off for a

"mini-vaction" with Brown. From there,

they drove up to Amherst to visit places

they frequented while at UMass.
And then, while "dropping in on a pro-

fessor I used to know," Brown sprung his

bie surorise.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Ingle said, "When the drinking age was
raised, it cost so much for security that

the Bluewall lost money. They decided

to stop serving alcohol, and they make
more money now."

A bartender for the Hatch, one of

the three on-campus establishments

that serves liquor, agrees not enough is

being done to hold students' interests

on campus on weekends.

"A big problem is that [the Hatch]

doesn't advertise. Lots of people don't

even know there's a bar here. It looks

more like a cafeteria than a bar," he
said.

He said the Hatch is "barren" on
Friday and Saturday nights "unless

there's a good band playing."

"It's too bad, because [the Hatch]

has great potential. People wouldn't

have to worry about driving home, be-

cause there's a bus stop right outside."

The Hatch bartender said most stu-

dents go into town to drink on the

weekends because ofthe abundance of

bars in a small area.

"People want to bar-hop," he said.

Anthony Bonanno, supervisorofthe
Top of the Campus Bar, said

Wednesday and Thursday are its big

nights and the weekends are slow.

Looking for a "change
of atmosphere"

Bonanno also said those students

who live on campus are more likely to

visit the downtown bars on the week-

ends for a "change of atmosphere."

WiUiam Harris, director ofauxiliary

services at the Campus Center, said,

"Ever since universities were first

started in France and Italy, students

went off-campus to party. What stu-

dents are doing on weekends in Am-
herst is normal. Amherst is a sleepy

burg, but it's not uncommon that there

will be a party.

"College students are gregarious

people £md theywant to be around other

students," he said. They could sit in

their own rooms and drink alone, but

students have a strong social need. They
are not going to want to sit in a dorm."

Harris said half the UMass popula-

tion lives off-campus, with only 9,000

students living on-campus.

Associate Director of Housing Ser-

vices Ann Miller does not agree that

there is a connection between the

UMass drinking policy and the amount
of people going ofF-campus to drink.

The alcohol policy states, "Open
bottles. . . are not permitted in pubUc
spaces on campus except at duly au-

thorized/licenced events." Students

cannot drink in dorm lounges, since

they are considered public spaces.

"I don't see the cause-and-efFect be-

tween [the poUcy] saying 'No beer in

the study lounge'and the student saying
'111 go to a bar.*" Miller said.

A rigidly-enforced alcohol policy

Miller said the alcohol poUcy hasn't

changed since 1988, but its enforce-

ment has.

"The staff agreed to make a strong

statement about underage drinking—
we didn't want to contribute to the

illusion of'ZooMass.' I'd like to think of

us as "New Mass.'

"Wlien lots ofstudents live together,

they have to be able to sleep and feel

safe and undisturbed in their rooms.

They shouldn't have to worry about

stepping in vomit or broken glass,"

Miller said.

Td rather go out"
A 22-year-old student living on

campus said she prefers to go to off-

campus bars during the week with

friends to drink. "It's a nice change of

atmosphere," she said. "Drinking at

the Hatch would just be like an exten-

sion of school. I'd rather go out."

Gonyer, UMass health education

director, was not aware of the Peace

and Quiet Commission's existence, but

said, "Drinking is not a campus or town
problem. It's society-based."

Gonyer said drinking is thought of

as a "rite of passage" in American so-

ciety, and added there are not enough
non-drinking alternative activities for

students to become involved in.

"There has to be some examination

of social Ufe on campus," Gonyer said.
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Spotted salamanders
get cold feet in Amherst
BY TRUDY TYNAN
Associated Press

SPRINGFIELD — Bald eagles are on
the nest in the wild countryside and per-

egrine falcons are guarding eggs on urban
skyscrapers. But the unseasonable chill

may have given the state's other harbin-

ger ofspring— the spotted salamander—
cold feet.

"We believe we have seven pairs of

nesting eagles this year. Last year, we had
five," Thomas French, head of the state's

endangered species program, said Monday,
of its most xisible and successful restora-

tion program.
The state's first native peregrine chicks

in more than 30 years were hatched on a

downtown Boston ofiice tower in 1987 and
a year later a second pair of the rare and
endangered hunters settled in on 21st-

fioor ledge of a Springfield building.

The Boston pair has laid three eggs, so

far this spring, with perhaps two more
expected. French said. The Springfield

pair, who have become two of the cities

most enduring cable television stars aft,er

a local cable outlet began putting a sta-

tionary camera on the nest four springs

ago, have rewarded eager Niewers with

two eggs. Both restoration programs have

been financed in large part by contribu-

tions to the state's endangered species

fund through state income tax check en's.

But a lack of rain — at least when
salamander aficionados were awake to

direct traffic — and chill temperatures

apparently have slowed the annual march
of spotted salamanders through special

tunnels built under an Amherst road to

their breeding grounds.

Ordinarily, the navy blue amphibians

with bright yellow polka dots ease across

the by the hundreds nightly in the first

spring rains, said Thomas Tyning. a

naturalist with the Massachusetts
Audubon Society.

But this year no more than a handful

have been escorted by the dozens of vol-

unteers, who for years have halted traffic

and encouraged the salamanders into the

specially-built tunnels.

"It's hard to say for sure," what it means
for the future of the breed, Tyning said.

"Most ofus have normal dayjobs and can't

stay up all night."

"There has been an impressive lack of

migration between the hours of8 p.m. and
1 a.m. But on three nights,just as we were
tucking ourselves into bed, it began to

pour about 2 a.m.," he said. "And the

salamanders don't care how late it gets."

French said that state biologists have

determined that at least four pairs ofeagles

are incubating eggs, one more pair than

last year. Most of the nests are scattered

through the wld Quabbin Reservoir. The
first chick was hatched in 1989.

AP pholo

BEERBELLYBLUES—As last science hasfoundan escplanation

for one of the obvious effects of drinking too much. . . the beer

belly. A Swiss research report in the New England Journal of

Medicine suggests that drinking alcohol causes humans to biu-n

up fat much more slowly, especially in the paunch, thighs or

other parts of the body.

Solitary confinement
prisoner wins case

alcohol
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

on-campus establishments serve alcohol.

The University is currently reviewing

the campus alcohol policy, according to

Mary Ellen Sailer, vice chancellor for

student afiairs at UMass.
"It is important to look at all the options,

such as the issue of the bars being closed

at 11 p.m. ," said Sharon Mehlman , a senior

political science major and the UMass
student representative to the committee.

"Ifyou close the bars at 1 1 p.m., then after

hours parties will begin at 11:30, and
some residents don't realize this," she said.

"We have to put our efforts into some-

thing that works." said Mehlman.
The next meeting, which is open to the

public, is scheduled for Monday at the

Bangs Community Center.

Mickey
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

1 1 million annual visitors. But many
French intellectuals bemoaned the

invasion of American pop culture.

Anti-Disney sentiment appeared

to be behind a bombing Saturday

night that toppled a pylon on a power
line serving the park, 18 miles east

of Paris. Officials said the explosion

did not seriously disrupt the park's

electricity.

Many visitors arrived before

dawn. Among them were Maissa and
Serge Gallier, and their son, Gorka,

8, ft-om the Paris suburb ofVillepinte,

who received a lifetime pass as the

first family to enter.

By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — The Department of Cor-

rection owes a prisoner who spent 2 1/2

years in isolation about $100,000 for vio-

lating his rights to due process, the state's

highest court said Monday.
Carl Hoff'er, the prisoner, argued he

was never told how to improve his conduct

to qualify for release from isolation.

Hoffer spent 23 1/2 hours a day in

isolation and was allowed to leave his cell

for three one-hour periods of exercise and
two 10-minute periods for showering each
week. His visits from family and friends

were restricted to less than one visit a

month.
HofFer argued that the Department of

Correction violated his rights by failing to

set a conditional date for him to leave the

isolation unit.

A lower court judge found that Hoffer

was entitled to $1 10,600 m damages The

Supreme Judicial Court agreed, but low-

ered damages by $9,900, saying he was

not eligible for damages during the first

90 days of his confinement.

Hoffer is currently being held in a

Florida prison.

Daniel Lewis, Hoffer's attorney, said

the case clarifies rules the Department of

Correction must follow when prisoners

are isolated.

"I think it's an issue that needed to be

resolved," Lewis said. I^wis said that in

addition to the court award, he plans to

press for interest to be added to the damage
award.

Hoffer was convicted in 1975 ofarmed
robbery and was sentenced to serve up to

16years at MCI Cedar Junction. In 1976,

he was convicted of attempted third de-

gree murder in Florida where he received

a life sentence, and in 1977 he was con-

victed of first degree murder in Massa-
chusetts and was sentenced to life in

prison.
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Will They Let You In?
You Hold The Key.

It takes a special kind of adult to get through to a troubled adolescent.

If you think you have what it takes, we'd like to talk with you. We're

The Key Program, Inc. the region's leader in residential and outreach

services for troubled and court-involved teens.

When you join our staff of caring, competent human service and crimi-

nal justice professionals, you'll call upon your insight, compassion and
listening skills to reach into these young lives and make a notable dif-

ference in their futures.

To join us in our work, you'll need a Bachelor's degree in a related

Human Services field, plus a car and a valid driver's license. You'll

enjoy our extensive training, a competitive salary of $18,000 per year

and comprehensive benefits in this unique, 14-month position.

Relocation assistance is available; positions are located throughout

Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Southern New Hampshire. Please

send a resume to: Personnel, The Key Program, Inc., 670 Old

Connecticut Path, Framingham, MA 01701. An Equal Opportunity

Employer.

THEKEY
PROGRAM, INC.

I

CAft
DICARLO

5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Lasagna Verde
(vegetable lasagna)

• Veal Parmesan
• Shrimp all'Arrabbiata

(shrimp in spicy plum tomato sauce)

• Chicken Primavera

(chicken & vegetables w/pasta)

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires April 30, 1 992

Open Daily at 11 :30 a.m.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9.300

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

What does the 'real Latino' mean?

Women's softball shrugged off

Lisa Quintanilla: It is so sad, your way
of thinking on the organizations which

work for your own benefit. Definitely you

had a bad experience and you stereotyped

Puerto Ricans with that "ehtist" and "dis-

criminatory" attitude you were complain-

ing about on your article "Useless Orga-

nizations" [Collegian April 7 J.

What do youmean when you talk about

the "real Latino"? According to what 1

understood of your article, you are ex-

cluding Puerto Ricans for their supposed

"exclusive" and "discriminatory" attitude

of being real latinos.

You are totally wrong. We, Puerto

Ricans, are very proud ofour roots and our

culture.We are proud ofour music and our

native food. We want the multicultural

society in UMass to know about us a little

bit more than about those dictators whom
ruled in different LatinAmerican countries

decades ago. Iam talking to Latino culture

in general.

Yes, those supposed Latino organiza-

tions are nm by Puerto Ricans because

there's no one willing to do it. It's clear

that the Puerto Rican culture is seen more

because there are very few other Hispan-

ics wilUng to bring their ideas. They are

too busy writing letters to the Collegian

criticizing what those Puerto Rican lead-

ers are doing for the rest of the Latino

community.
We, Puerto Ricans are Latinos and the

shame is demonstrated on whatyou wrote

in your article. This is internal oppres-

sion, whichyou are enforcing against your

own race, Hispanics, and in this case,

Puerto Ricans.

Want to know which is the real hope?

We, Latinos have to get together and write

letters so that our center can be reopened.

You can organize a group of people and

reopen the cultural center, you can be part

ofAHORA and express your ideas for the

community's benefit and not to set us

apart obnoxiously.

Lamentably, the group ofPuerto Ricans

willing to help can not do everything, we
need everyone's help.

I understand it is your opinion but, you

have really offended the Puerto Ricans in

this University.

It is also sad that you are lying to the

UMass community becauseyou know that

what you said in English is not the same

as what you meant in Spanish. Your

wordplay in the acijective sequence and

the use of some "key" words shows that

you have something against some specific

Puerto Ricans.

Karola Rovira
Southwest

On April 7, the UMass Minutewomen
Softball team swept a double-header at

Boston College, bringing their wiruiing

streak up to 12. This Division I team,

ranked first in the East. 19th in the

country, has had one of its members
awarded the Atlantic 10 Player of the

Week since the season opened. It is a

phenomenal team. Yet, at the conclusion

of Tuesday's games, when the team's

manager, Ellen SulUvan, called the Col

legian to report the stats and was told that

space was given only to the events that the

UMass public wants to read, and that

Softball is not such a great event, regardless

of how the team is ranked.

We, the undersigned, while fully aware

that we do not speak for the UMass public,

are nonetheless somewhat appalled by

this pronouncement. Also, speaking for

ourselves, we strongly disagree. If it is

judged that this remarkable team is not

|}opular enough to warrant the degree of

coverage that is afforded to the less suc-

cessful baseball team, so be it. However,

we would at least appreciate a box con-

taining the raw stats when those are

available.

This is a team of highly motivated,

gifted athletes. They hate losing and have

worked hard and played hard enough that

they have lost only one game in the last 1 4

.

Some of us marvel at this. Please do not

continue this policy ofindifference to their

efforts. They deserve more.
Deborah Howe

Amherst
42 people signed this letter.

Rape and sexual harassment
on this campus lack coverage

I, along with many other people, have

certain questions to ask you regarding

articles in the Collegian or, in this case,

ones that never appear in the paper.

First, I'd like to ask you why there

never appears to be any articles regarding

rape or sexual harassment on campus?

Does it have something to do with li-

ability or don't the people on your staff

care about the welfare of women on this

campus?
Everybody knows rape does occur on

every campus and ifwe don't pubUcize such

incidents, we as women won't be as aware.

As a result, we will be careless and

more incidents will happen.

Is it possible for the Collegian to pub-

lish the names of the accused rapists so

that we will benefit and know who to keep

away ftx)m?

If not, what can we do to protect our-

selves?

Not enough is being done to deter po-

tential rapists from committing these

heinous felonies.

Sheri L. Stroffe

Southwest

Fire victim's sister

thanks community
Hi, my name is Michelle Pirog. I am the sister of

Jay Pirog, one of the students who died in the fire

on North Pleasant Street on February 17, 1991.

1

am writing to tell you how this tragedy has effected

my family and I.

Jay's death has been very difficult on my family

and I. His death has been very hard to accept. We
still celebrate his birthday as well as the anni-

versary ofhis death. Due to the fact that he died at

a yovmg age was devastating enough, but dying

because there was no attention to fire safety is

something else. I feel that not only residential

housing should be forced to have smoke detectors,

but also student housing.

Even though Jay's death is very difficult to

accept and handle, my family and I are pulling

through slowly but surely.

I have not had much contact with the Peterson

family. They are the relatives ofMatthew Peterson,

the other boy who died in the fire . I am sure they too

are recovering from this shock slowly but surely.

I can only say how much my family and I have

appreciated the support fi-om all ofUMass students

and faculty. My family and I have come through

very hard times before, but this was the most

difficult. Without the supportofthe people ofUMass

Amherst, we would not have made it this far.

My family and especially myself say thank you for

your concern and support, and that we are doing fine.

In closing, I would like to suggest that all

students and faculty Uving in dorms, residential

housing and student housing check for fire extm-

guishers and make sure your fire alarms work. If

you do not have any of the above, please take it

upon yourself to get them.

Jay, Matthew and their families learned the

hard way. 1 don't want you to. No one is going to do

it for you.

Thanks again for your support.

Ifyou would like to respond to this letter or find

out how my family is doing, please contact the

Collegian for my address.
Michelle Pirog

Brighton

'Unwanted child' is pro-choice
The unborn child is innocent. Do not kill the unborn

child.

Why should a fetus be valued more highly than the life

of an adult woman?
It is a debate that seems to have no resolution. The

woman can speak for herself. The (aborted) unborn child

cannot.

Martha Olney

But now we have on TV the voice ofthe "unborn child."

A 14-year-old girl tells us that her mother tried to have

an abortion, and had her mother been successful, this girl

would never have been born. She also says how very, very

thankful she is that her mother was unsuccessful in her

attempts to abort her pregnancy.

Let me add my voice. I am also an "unborn child." And

I , unlike the 14-year-oldonTV, I am adamantly pro-choice.

My motherwas 4 1 years oldwhen I was conceived. She

thought she was done with babies and diapers and

sleepless nights. Many years later, she explained my
conception thus: In the middle of the night, you don't

always remember to reach for the diaphragm.

It was before the Pill. So when I was growing up, I knew

many other children like myself. Bom when their mothers

were in their 408; bom when their siblings were nearly in

jimior high school; bom when their parents thought they

were about to gain control of their own lives again.

Some of those children were called, "the caboose."

Others were, "the bonus," or "the surprise." I was "the

mistake." To this day, when someone comments on the 1

1

year gap between my next oldest brother and me, some-

one will say, "She was the mistake."

Try to imagine that. Try to imagine growing up know-

ing that you were "the mistake." That you weren't sup-

posed to be bom. That your parents had not wanted you.

When I was in college, my mother sent me a letter saying

she had cried for weeks when she found out she was

pregnant, and then she had resigned herself to the

pregnancy and told herselfthat shewould eiyoy this baby,

whether she wanted it or not.

She didn't want to.

And to this day, though I love my life and I love being

a teacher, 1 oft«n wish I had never been bom.

In that same letter to me in college, my mother said

she "didn't know what she would have done if abortion

had been legal." Ifmy mother had had a choice, ifshe had

confronted the option ofhaving an abortion and then had

chosen to continue her pregnancy, I wouldn't have been

unwanted. Unplanned, but not unwanted. Butmy mother

never had the choice. She was forced to carry to term a

baby she did not want. Unwanted. A mistake.

I bebeve that my soul, the essence ofwho 1 am, would

have been bom into another person ifmy mother had had

an abortion. Perhaps not a baby girl. Perhaps not Cauca-

sian. Perhaps not in America. Perhaps not in 1956. But

I bebeve that my soul would have been bom into Ufe on

this Earth.

I beUeve this soul would never have felt so strongly

that it would have been better ifmy mother could have

had that abortion. Better, 1 beUeve, to not be bom, than

to be bom a mistake.

And thus, I believe that every woman should have the

choice. Do I wish my mother had aborted me? Not

exactly. I wish thatmy mother had had the choice, so that

she and I would know that she chose to have the baby,

that she chose to have me.

I am pro-choice, because I am a voice of the "unborn

child."

Martha Olney isan associateprofessor in the Economics

Department.

Men's basketball coverage was top notch
I would like to commend you for your outstanding,

comprehensive coverage of this year's men's basketball

season. The biggest thing to hit UMass in a very long

time, the Collegian grabbed hold ofthis hot topic and did

a great job in presenting the stories and statistics. 1

particularly eiyoyed the pictures of the team in action. 1

knew that I could find complete coverage ofeach game in

the Collegian; I cannot say that about The Boston Globe.

As a matter of fact, there were times when i noticed that

the Globe not only gave incorrect scores but also provided

incorrect game descriptions.

At a time when this University has been hurting ft-pm

lack of funding and lack of attention, the Collegian

helped unite this campus in backing the greatest UMass

basketball team ever.

P. Szczesniak
Central
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10-year-old accused of drug sale
ByJEFFDONN
Associated Press

HOLYOKE — A court on Monday charged a 10-year-

old boy who was arrested with a loaded automatic pistol,

$1,000 in cash and four bags of marijuana, authorities

said.

He was released to the custody of his mother later in

the day after posting $1,000 in cash bail, according to

Elizabeth Dowd. a spokeswoman for the state Department

of Youth Services.

Another court date was set in his case for April 23. At

his age, he cannot be prosecuted as an adult, Dowd said.

The boy's 20-year-old stepfather, Samuel Velez of

Holyoke, was also taken into custody on drug charges

during the arrest Sunday evening, police said. "Appar-

ently they were working together," said Detective Wilfredo

Guzman. "The young kid was handling the drugs, and

Velez was selling."

Though authorities say they are used to seeing teen-

agers arrested on such charges, they said they could not

recall such a young suspect in this city "If he was a fish.

UNION PROGRAM COUNCIL

Is Now Takinq Applications For
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you'd throw him back. He's too small," said Holoyke

Pohce Sgt. Mike Higgins.

An undercover police ofiicer watching an area known

for drug trafficking first saw the boy riding a bicycle near

a school. The officer later watched as the boy took part in

a drug deal with three men in a car, said Higgins.

Officers stopped the car and arrested the men. They

also arrested the boy and his stepfather.

Higgins said Velez told police he had given his .22-

caliber handgun to the boy to hold.

The boy was also carrying marijuana with a street

value of $40, police said. They said Monday the drug had

not yet been weighed but estimated it was less than a half

ounce.

The boy was arraigned in ajuvenile session of Holyoke

District Court on Monday, according to Dowd, the Youth

Services spokeswoman. He was charged with drug and

gun possession, she said.

Detective Guzman said older drug dealers often per-

suade younger teen-agers and children to carry for them.

"There's nothing that's going to happen to them because

they're juveniles — that's the impression," he said.

However. Assistant District Attorney Terri Flanagan

said, "Their cases are treated very seriously in juvenile

The three men and Velez were arraigned Monday

morning on drug charges before Judge William Tihan in

Holyoke District Court.

Velez pleaded innocent and later posted $1,000 cash

bail An attorney's conference was set for his case on J une

12.

Collefian pbuU> by Jonh KryDoldn

THERE'S NO PLACE LIKE HOME —
Ailene Quinlan ofClark University waits

for a bus back home to Worcester. The
bear is courtesy of a gentleman friend

who is a UMass student.

INTERESTED IN HLM STUDIES?

To sign up for the Certificate Program

during pre-registration (and afterwards),

come to the hiterdepartmental Program

in Film Studies, 101 South College, UMass.

Tel.: 545-3659

Advising hours:

Mon/Wed 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Work for

the Colleaian-

Well lov/e

you for it.

I swear.

NOT BREAD ALONE
The Amherst Soup Kitchen

wishes to thank:

MEAL SPONSORS
($200 donation or more)

The Mercantile

Hair by Harlow

OTHER DONATIONS
Narional Evaluations Systems

Allen Horse inn Bed & Breakfast

Northampton Cooperative Bank
Daily Collegian • BayBanks
Etouglass Funeral Service

Daily Hampshire Gazette

Whalen's • Valley Books

NOT BREAD ALONE offers free meals & friendship every

Saturday & Sunday from noon to 2 pm downstairs in the 1st

Congregational Church. 165 Main Street. For more info call

253-9314 or just come visit

GoNuts
WithToppings

WhenMe Matters

Or go cookies.

Or strawberries.

Colombo Frozen

Yogurt with your

favorite topp

is nothing less

than healthy

indulgence.

And how
can you
top that?

El4?N/4NAI24bHA

186 Main Street

Northampton
586-9659

One Boltwood Walk
Amherst
253-2774

Arts & Living
The new Atari Lynx:
portable and powerful
By DAVE WEIZEL
Special to the Collegian

Atari Lynx Game Unit
Xybots for Atari Lynx
Atari

First of all, a word about the new Atari

Lynx. OK, several words: SLEEK, SNUG,
COMPACT. ELEGANT ... and most
importantly, AMAZINGLY AFFORD-
ABLE!

The state of the art, portable color

Whizbang called the Atari Lynx, fits right

in the palm of your hand, and delivers

gaming action like you've never seen be-

fore. The feats the Lynx is capable of will

send you reeling in a hurricane wind.

Game Review
With super-fast scrolling and intense

perspective scaling abilities, stereo sound,

crystal-clear reproduction of digitized

speech, as well as an amazingly detailed,

backlit 2.6' screen, it's hke grasping an
entire arcade in miniature.

Just like other portable video-gaming

systems, the Lynx takes a variety of dif-

ferent game cartridges, which plug neatly

into the back of the unit. Most of the

games currently available for the Lynx

are produced by Atari itself, and encom-

pass a wide spectrum of gaming tastes,

from arcade to sports. But 1992 will be the

most exciting year in the evolution of the

Lynx yet, with the planned release of

scores of hot new titles for this killer

machine.
Ready to unleash its gaming muscle on

the video market, the Lynx already

showcases such original offerings as

"Warbirds," a wind-in-your-face World

War 1 biplane dogfight simulation that

seats you right in the cockpit, and future

Lynx features will include translations of

such rock-solid arcade hits as "Pit Fighter,"

and "Rolling Thunder."

One really unique feature of the Lynx,

the FLIP button, is sure to please left-

handed people the whole world over. One
touch ofthis button, and the entire screen

turns 180 degrees, or "upside down." If

you now flip the Lynx around, so the

picture is "right-side up", the joypad con-

troller will then be on the right hand side,

with the buttons to your left— a boon for

all Lefties!

But that's not all. Say you gotta get up

and stretch your, uh, appetite. If the

standard reflex-grab at the chipsjust won't

do it, there's even a button to bland out the

screen while the game's on PAUSE. This

conserves countless microns of precious

battery juice, yet still keeps you safely

dangling above the Planter's Amoeba
Mesozoic Frog-face on level 16.

The Lynx runs on six AA batteries, or

on an optional (meaning sold separately)

AC adapter. The game cartridges are

small, sturdy, and a breeze to tote around.

The unit itselfis curvaceous, well-molded,

high-impact stuff. I hesitate to call the

body mere plastic, because its shapely

contours look more than hi-tech. The un-

derside of the base even has two stream-

lined rubber handgrips for no-slide action

and great maneuverabiUty.
All-in-all, the Atari Lynx is a best bet

for the peak ofgaming excitement. You've

got to have one. Soon. Today. Right now.

So stalk down the Lynx — once it takes

youon safari ,
youll never regret the chase

.

Now that you know how the Game is

played, what about all those great games
for the Game? Right-0! "Xybots" makes
its debut on the Lynx as an arcade trans-

lation in rare form.

First off, with a great blend of snappy

percussion, strummin* bass, and high

pitched melody lines, "Xybots" is a real

rock-and-roll treat. You play Major Rock

Hardy, Acme Intergalactic Pest Control,

Cyborg
Division. (Earth humor—Ar, Ar.) You've

seen it all before, so ridding a minor league

space station at galaxy's edge of evil robot

intruders shouldn't be so tough, right? In

theory, perhaps, but roll up your sleeves

for this one.

You've gotyour trusty blaster, and your

energized, armored jump-suit to protect

you. And it's a good thing, too. With Xybots

around every comer, you're up against

more than the usual mold of battery-

powered meanies.

Barring your way are clunky headed

warriors packing rather nasty cannons,

pestiferous floating saucers and forbidding

forces of heavy-alloyed robotic guards.

With the touch ofa button, you can consult

your on-screen map, which marks the type

and immediate position of all Xybots, as

well as the location of any keys, coins,

warp transporters, and that most urgent

of all necessities, the exit.

The action is in first-person perspective,

with a view slightly above and behind

your character and his hefty crosshairs.

With judicious use of the map (you are

here. . . hellooo) waltzing through some of

the earlier levels is not so tough. But keep

collecting those coins, and try not to spend

them all in one place.

You mean . . .? Yep, that's right, in

between each level you face that dreaded

curse of industrialization, the vending

machine. Well, they're everywhere, like,

what did you expect? No, you can't get

Coke or Pepsi here, as a matter of fact,

they don't even have Tang. But you can

purchase wall or monster mapping mod-

ules, shields, a higher energy level, in-

creased speed, more shot power, and other

neat stuff. Generally, the more exotic-

sounding the item, the more it'll set ya

back.

There's a catch, though, (isn't there

always?) each nifty httle perk only lasts

one level before it runs out of steam. It is

possible to stock up on cheaper household

effects hke mapmakers, at one cosmic

gazing a piece, but as for your more ad-

vanced stuff, keep dreaming.

On your way through each level, youll

notice that your energy percentage keeps

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

S.V.P. requests plays
By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

Their modest pubUcity is not always

able to reach people as easily as the Guild

or the Theater Department, and they

rarely have proven hits or big names with

which to draw in the crowds.

Yet, Student Valley Productions qui-

etly produces some of the best student

plays on campus. Their specialty, and the

thing which makes them unique among

campus theater groups, is their exclusive

interest in student written or non-tradi-

tional shows.

This means that ifyou are a writer with

a play you want produced, or a director

with an unusual or offbeat idea for a

production, SVP may be able to help you

bring your ideas to the stage. The group is

currently accepting proposals for their

upcoming fall season — and while their

main focus in the past has been "straight"

plays, they are also interested in musical

or music-related works, monologues, or

performance art pieces.

Selected proposals may end up either

as mainstage shows or as Working Title

productions— smaller, no-frills stagings

intended to help the development of a

work through performance art pieces.

SVP president Anna Zamarripa en-

courages persons with any production idea
— however experimental or eclectic— to

submit to the SVP. She is also quick to

emphasize that the group is not limited

only to theater m^ors.
"I am registered as a chemical engi-

neer." says Zamarripa. "And Bill and

Karen (one of SVP's Spring "91 produc-

tions) was written by two communica-

tions majors."

*Rave' is taking over
DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

Only for the Headstronfip The Ulti-

mate Rave Compilation
FFRR Records

Computer generated dance beats

gone haywire. Sweat-pounding bodies

uncontrollably housing it on the dance

floor.

At the clubs, the new wave could be

rave. Techno-rave.

This compilation of 15 dance mixes

is a solid representation ofthe spreading

influence of"techno-rave" music— the

perfect accompaniment for the person

weaned offMTV and video games. It's

dance music gone balUstic, designed by

musical artists armed with computers.

Music Review
Eleven of the 15 tracks on Only for

the Headstrong: The UltimateRave
Collection have been released in Eu-

rope while seven have hit the top 20 in

the U.K. Check your head before you

spin this one. It will make you — and

possibly some ofyour friends— move.

These repetitive, hyper-kinetic,

electronic dance floor favorites from

England are to rap artist Hammer what
cartooni?en andStimpy are to Tom and
Jerry. Over the edge — hip-hop taken

beyond what was normally called

"danceable."

What these songs lack in lyrics are

made up in rhythmic, computer bass

beats that will give you and your

speakers a serious workout.

The first track, "Dominator," by
Human Resource, was remixed byNew
York techno-king Joey Beltram. Try

this at home: spin this powerful dance

groove and watchyour party goers kick
it. The sliding keyboard riff is irresist-

ible. Yes, it is the best track on the

compilation.

D.J. Seduction's"Hardcore Heaven"

is Uke Rob Bass on acid. Five minutes

plus of jamming beats, scratches and

shouts. Only faster. And better.

Another tantalizing track was the

atomic remix of Program 2's "More

Energy" which encompasses sliding

riffs, computer-generated megabytes

ofbass babble, human cries and a little

bit of inspirational opera chords mixed

in for goof measure.

And check out the funky keyboard

tune on Covert's "Nighthird" along with

the haunting Ofra Haza-like chants.

This 12-inch remix will get the party

started right and quickly. Like many of

these selections, the first 30 seconds of

this song are simply repeated over and

over.

Sonic textures with a penetrating

wall of sound grace this impressive

computerized compilation. Megabytes

ofmusic tumefl into megabass foryour

listening pleasure.

In fact, the only song which has any

Ijrrics at all is "TakeMe Up" from Sound

Source, and, consequently, it is one of

the weakest of the bunch.

Remember, this is strong stuff. It's

not for the faint of heart — or foot.

New Cat return to old
By SHAWN MCDONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

Though it would later win a Pulitzer

Prize for drama, Tennessee William's Cat

on a Hot Tin Roofdid not fare particularly

well in its original Broadway outing.

It lost the 1956 Tony award for best

play to a quickly forgotten staging ofAnn*

Frank, and did not receive the critical

attention of Williams' previous hits. The

Glass Menagerie and A Streetcar Named
Desire.

One of the reasons for this may he in

the fact that Cat's original director, the

great Elia Kazan, encouraged rewriting

the play, vrith results that WilHams found

displeasing. Both the subsequent movie

version (starring Paul Neuman and

EUzabeth Taylor ), and the later Broadway

revival, reverted back to Williams' origi-

nal script, and both were enormous hits.

It is perhaps a risk for director Michael

Puopolo to have returned to the "Kazan

script" for his revival of Cat, but he feels

that this reconsideration is superior in

many ways to the "canonized" version.

The playwright's voice in Cat comes

from the character of Brick — a bitter,

childless alcohoUc. In Williams' original

script, it was Brick's wife Maggie (the

"cat" ofthe title) who stood at the center of

the show. But Puopolo has taken a depar-

ture from the classic interpretation, and

agreed vnth Kazan that it is Brick's story

which should be put in sharper focus.

Together with actor Robert Corddry

(Tales ofthe Lost Formicans), Puopolo has

worked to examine the character of Brick,

and address the question of his sexuahty,

raised by a subtext of homosexual irmu-

endos. However Puopolo notes that he is

striving for subtlety, and attempting to

shed Ught on hidden questions without

forcing amswers on the audience.

"People will not notice an overt differ-

ence," Puopolo says, "but the difference is

there."

Cat is a tale about a family reunion,

which turns into a battle foran inheritance

when the family's patriarch reveals he is

dying. The shiftless Brick is faced with the

prospect of changing his ways, or losing a

$10 milhon estate to his brother Gooper.

Gooper is a dislikable character with a

nerve-grating wife and five "no-neck mon-

sters" for children, while Brick is a bellig-

erent alcoholic who is obsessed with a dead

fiiend and never makes love to his wife.

"One of the brilliant things about the

play," explains Puopolo, "is that it was one

of the first plays to bring up the topic of

dysfunctional famihes. Almost all of us

have inherently dysfunctional families,

but this was never discussed in the 1950's."

This new production co-stars Linda

Newton (Bill and Karen) as Maggie the

cat, and Corrdry as Brick and is being

presented by the UMass Theater Guild.

Cat on a Hot Tin Roofwill beperformed
April 13-16 in the S.U.B. Tickets are

available through Tix Unlimited or at the

doorand are $4 for students and $6for the

general public.

Writefor Arts
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The 9th Annual Asian Night
Traditions and roots ofAsian countries celebrated
By JULIA CHU
Collegian Correspondent

For many people, April 10 was just another Friday, a

beginning of an awesome weekend.

But for the mtyority ofthe Asian students on campus,

it was a time to celebrate our culture, our lives and our

struggles and presence in America — the 9th Annual

Asian Night.

Held in the Campus Center Auditorium by the Asian

American Student Association CAASA), the Asian Night

started with briefopening remarks by Kenneth Chu, the

Chairperson of AASA, Peter Manickas and Amy Chee,

the Cultural and Educational Coordinator ofaASA

Asian Life

The performances that followed brought the audience

to the Far East and showed the diversity of Asian lives.

The Odori dance reflected the traditional Japanese cul-

ture in a contemporary way, while the Vietnamese 16-

strii\g guitar recital sang a song of a beautiful girl's

fortune.

The stories ofthe night before Chinese New Year were
full of legends and myths.

The peak of the night was brought by the traditional

Korean drummers who, dressed in white with colorful

ribbons, performed an exciting drumming show. The

whole Auditorium was shaken by the strong rhythm and

the its passion.

The motion and the spirit of the traditional Chinese

Lion Dance is the dance performed in big festivals. The

vivid lions which jumped up and down the stage caught

the audience's full attention. This brought the perfor-

mances to a close.

After a 10 minute intermission, there was a fashion

show modeled by students. The traditional clothings

were the highhght of the show: Cambodian, Chinese,

Mongolian, Indian, Napole, Laotian, Tibeten, Vietnam-

ese and Japanese.

It would have been better ifthe Japanese costume was

worn by Japanese models.

The most successful part of the night was the recep-

tion after the fashion show. Different varieties of food

from different countries is always a big attraction.

Living in an American society, the traditional Asian

food may be replaced by hamburgers and pizzas in the

Asian American families, but we must not forget our

Asian roots, our heritage, traditions and cultures.

This is a generation that continues the struggles ofthe

Asian ancestors to live, to stay, and to contribute to the

American society.

The Asian Night is an opportunity that unifies the

children of Asia on the University of Massachusetts

campus.

video games
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

on dwindling at a fairly steady rate. Every floor of

the space station has at least one or two energy

banbles, plainly marked on your map, which will

partially or completely replenish the power in your

sxiit. If you are jolted by a blast from a Xybot, you

can expect to sustain a heavier loss than say,

standing around real casual, watching paint flake

off the bulkheads.

As your energy meter nins lower and lower, the

button flashing on the back of your suit changes

color, finally reaching an alarming red, with an

accompanying nerve-wracking buzzer. Either you

make it to the nearest Kool-Aid pretty dam quick,

or it's lights out for Rock Hardy, and, you guessed

it. Game Over, dude. Bummer, eh?

"Xybots" is a serous shoot-em-up, straight form

Arcade-dom, down-loaded-ZAP! into your brain.

Toss a copy on the counter the same time you buy

your Lynx. Oh, yeah. Just in case your friend is into

buying a Lynx too, games that features two players

hook up for back-slapping, hi-five fun!

So Good luck. Go for it, and Get Gaming. Stop

feeding bill afl«r bill into that hungry arcade change

machine, and you'll be whizzin' down those toy

store aisles in no time!

Last one down's a Prehistoric, slime-dripping,

subterrannean

,

Armadillo-wretch. Times ten.
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Finally, you really can gel sometliing

for nothing.

American Express* Student Privileges'

now includes great long distance savings.

And all you need to do is enroll.

Then, use the Card as your

calling card. Your long distance

charges will appear on your monthly

billing .statement, along with a credit. And
you don't have to change your current

long distance carrier.

Call today to sign up. It's easy It's free.

And talk doesn't get any cheaper

than this.
\Ma

I
Enroll today. It 's free and it 's easy:

CALL 1-800-926-0021
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Multicultural Affairs
Students exposing UMass' cultural center facade
The closing of the cultural centers last year is a

symbolic protest of the University's facade of
"multiculturaUsm." The cultural centers, situated in
small basement rooms, were a result ofthe 1986 race riot
cover-up. They became sophisticated forms of tokenism
which produced an illusion of diversity and racial toler-
anceon campus and are sensationalizedwhen advertising
for minority recruitment.

These centers keep the most "active" minority students
busy singing, dancing, playing music for and feeding
ethnic foods to the campus. Minority students are con-
tributing beautifully to the facade by performing such
cultural freak shows as "Asian Night" for campus en-
tertainment. These are the good, complacent minorities
who cooperate and cause no problems. They are, along
with select staff, faculty and administrators, the eager
human rubber stamps used to manufacture this hypoc-
risy of multiculturaUsm.

Meanwhile, the minority situation at UMass is de-
generating. The enrollment of Black students is de-

creasing drastically, coupled vrith the fact that 54 per-

cent of CCEBMS students are not graduating (as

documented in their annual report from last year). The
Staff and Organizational Development Program in the
School of Education, which enrolled 69 percent of the
University's Black graduate students, was ordered to

"phase out" last year.

Forty percent ofthe faculty wtw cut from the Cultural
Diversity and Curriculimi Reform program which enrolled
over 50 percent of the Latino/a students in the School of

Ekiucation. Asian American students had to rely on the

resource of one counselor/advisor without a functioning

office and staff, resulting in 72 students falling into

academic jeopardy. New WORLD Theater's budget for

next year has been cut by 38 percent. These are but a few
examples of the abysmal minority situation.

The percentage of minority students, staff, faculty

and administration remains intolerably low with the

Native American statistics practically invisible. The
budget crisis is simply not a plavisible excuse given the

minority percentage iscomparable to that ofthe early SOs
when there was available funding. The problems lie in
the oppressive chtu'acteristics of an administration un-
willing to allow real changes to take the minority num-
bers beyond the token margin, above 25 percent, which
would change the curricular envirorunent and the land-
scape of the University.

Alex Nguyen

Those of us who can see through the facade rejected

the Universit/s policies on minority issues and took
corrective action to initiate concrete, positive changes.
We sacrificed our cultural centers for now in order to

solidify our academic base and raise it above substandard
conditions. The focus of our demands was not cultural

centers, but rather on academics which include academic
supix)rt programs, recruitment at all levels, curriculum
reform, and s\ich basic things as a photocopier and
bathroom repairs. Although we presented these as "de-

mands," they are merely the minimum response we
expect of the commitments made in the University's

rhetoric.

There has been a barrage of debate, outside criticism

and mere hot air (obviously a lame attempt to excuse
apathy,

complacency and mediocrity), over what actions we took
and how we went about them. The reality is that we, a
minute group of people, have succeeded. We evaded the
University's traditional methods of damage control, tol-

erated the minoritycommunity's colonial mentality, stood

firmly on our positions, put these minority issues on the
University's priority-action list, and gained concrete re-

sults which will affect positive change.

We refused to justify to the administration as to why
the crisis situation of minorities must be corrected.

Therefore we certainly have no intention ofjustifying our
efforts to those community members whose minds have
been so captured that they are the epitome of Oreos,

coconuts, apples and bananas. The only thing we need to

say is that the proof is in the eating. And here are the
concrete results thus far. . . so eat this!

1

.

One permanent full-time NativeAmerican outreach
admissions {xtsition.

2. One permanent full-time Asian-American coun-
selor position and a second counselor position when
funds are available.

3. One permanent full-time NativeAmericancounselor
position.

4. One full-time Latino/a Outreach position to be
funded by administration if grant funding not awarded.

5. One permanent full-time coordinator for the Dr.
Josephine White Eagle Cultvu-al Center.

6. Continued level funding for Bilingual Collegiate

Program's Latino/a seventh and eighth Mentoring Pro-
gram when ciurent funds deplete.

7. Extension of the United Asia Learning Resource
Center's secretarial position to the next academic year.

8. One desktop photocopier in the UALRC.
9. Two to four computers in the UALRC.
10. Repairs to Wilder Hall's bathrooms and replace-

ment of office furniture, where BCP is located.

New WORLD Theatre was completely shafted. No
original productions next year!

There are many more unanswered issues in our de-

mands which now require the regular workings of the
University to follow through such as curriculum reform,

introduction ofethnic studies mt^ors and space allocation.

Unfortunately, these issues have historically relied on
student activism, been avoided by the faculty, and con-

trolled by the administration. It is ultimately the
chancellor's responsibility to endorse and supervise the

implementation ofgenuine multioiltural policies such as
our demands. Minorities: the chancellor thanks you for

your support!

Alexander Nguyen is a Collegian staff member. The
views and opinions expressed in this article are those of
the author and do not necessarily represent those of the

Collegian.

Real obstacles to
^multiculturalism'
On December 11, 1991, the American

Indian Students' Commitee, the Asian

Students' Committee, the Latina/o
Students'Committee. and New World
Thater issued a set of demands to the

University fo Massachusetts administra-

tion These demands address the prob-

lems that led the cultural centers serving

Native American, Latina/o and Asian stu-

dents to close earlier in the semester.

Hyry/Theriault

The administration had some advances
to report at these meetings, but their

progress on the demands and issues is,

ultimately, insignificant in comparison

with the problems facing minority com-

munities at UMass. The administration

blames its limited progress and inability

to do more on the University's current

fiscal crisis.

Budget cuts are not the real problem.

That is not to say that the financial situ-

ation does not make implementing the

programs and services necessary to im-

prove the situation of minority students

on campus quite difficult. Obviously, the

University must give funding priority to

those programs that it and the campus
commxuiity deem "essential." But this is

just where the real problem comes in: the

administration rarely ifever identifies an

existing or proposed program essential to

students of color as, in fact, essential to

students of color as, in fact, essential to

the University.

The recent budget cuts make minority

programs and groups more vulnerable

than ever; as a result, a serious commit-

ment to multiculturaUsm means that

prioritizing them becomes even more im-

portant. The deep rethinkingofuniversity

operations needed to make this possible

simply is not happening.

It has become vogue to think ofmeeting

the needs of minority groups as "reward-

ing" these groups. Many Whites feel that,

if the claims minonty groups have made
for services and resources on this campvis

and in this country are addressed in a

meaningful way. Whites will have to sac-

rifice what is fairly and fightfully ours to

free up resources of the minority groups.

The reality is that White people (in

general) and this country and on this

campus have for a long time with great

privileges, and we are so used to our privi-

leges that we tend to see them as basic,

essential ri^ts. Keep in mind that these

privileges are not by any means merely

economic—animportant privilege ishaving

coimtless courses available to us that focus

on our cultures, our traditions, etc.

This makes White students, faculty

and administrators, (Whites are like this,

but do not let yoiu-self off the hook too

easily), imable and/or unwilling to ac-

knowledge that the demands of minority

students are underlined not a matter of

certain groups asking for special privi-

leges and resources in excess, but what
the general student population has the

right to receive and involve, rather, a

large number of student asking for the

basic support they require in order to

have even a fighting chance of obtaining

the education that White students take

for granted.

We conclude by reiterating that stu-

dents of color at this University — and
people ofcolor, generally— are not asking

for special privileges by issuing their de-

mands. They are, on the contrary, asking

for services and resources necessary for

them to get educations — period. Action

based in recognition of this fact, popular

or not, is the only possible course for an
administration committed to address the

problems with integrity and in good faith.

Paul Hyry and Hank Theriault are

UMass graduate students. The views pre-

sented in this article are thoseofthe authors

and do not necessarily represent those of

the Collegian.

The struggle when he
'came' to America

It's hard to write an article about
the crimes a government inflicted upon
your people. It's even harder to write

an updated version of what has hap-

pened to your people when it continues

to happen everyday, without ever stop-

ping. The government is always there,

pressing their views on people who are

not willing to listen. They send their

pubUc officials, lawyers and experts,

and finally, they send their police to

subdue the people.

Kahon.'wes/Lance

First the officials come to tell us that

we can't do smything. They teU us we
are not who we are, then they go away.

They usually try that a few times be-

fore they send the lawyers in to try and
convince us thatwe are one ofthem. We
spend endless amounts of money on
lawyers. Finally, they get tired and
leave. (Never once do they try to Usten

to us.) After aU the bureaucrats fail,

they send the experts to us. The expert

usually ends up embarrassed in fh)nt

of the people, wishing he wasn't there.

The expert usuaUy sits at a table in

front ofour elders as they teU him a few

things he forgot. Then Uke the rest the

expert leaves.

Finally the government makes a

good offer to our people. We usually see

through the look good offers. Our people

usually see the loop holes they leave,

trying to sell our people. After all the

look good people go, bUnd offers come
&x)m brute force.

The shiny black boots, carry tear gas

that enforces democracy. The billy clubs

of freedom, and guns of law enforce-

ment. They come to tell us what to do on

our territory. Telling us that we are a

part of them. So we fight back, as soci-

eties struggling for our very existence.

We have been struggUng for 500
years in this country. When I say we, I

mean the indigenous people ofAmerica.

We have resisted colonial invasion in

almost every form possible. Indigenous

people have in some cases hidden from

society, even assimilated to save them-

selves to save their people. Large num-
bers of native people have chosen to

stand and fight. When I say fight I

mean in every way that we could think

of, not meaning armed resistance. I t

is going be 500 years since Columbus'
escapade on our continent. In those

first years, he sdone managed to kill,

oppress, and steal milUons of things

fh)m the people, including their dig-

nity.

No, I'm not mad at the reader for his

deeds. I'm just mad at the fact that

nobody educated people what he really

did. So gross is the ignorance on this

matterthatwe have a hoUday for Hitler

of the 15th century. They even spent

money to put the original ships on dis-

play around the worid. All these cel-

ebrations are for a insatiable greed

that led to genocide that exist to this

day.

What do the crimes ofa government
and Columbus have in common? The
crimes committedwhenColumbuswas
around and those of toda/s govern-

ments were and still are being hidden.

The governments try so hard to avoid

theirownignorance.Wetryeven harder

to make them see their ignorance. I

know it will be a long hard fight to stop

native injustices and ignorance but it is

weU worth the ride.

Kahon:we8 andLance Polingyouma
are UMass students. The views ex-

pressed in this article are those of the

authors and do not necessarily repre-

sent those of the Collegian.

Write for the Multicultural Affairs page!
Don't Complain! Please come down and help out. Mail or drop your articles to

lis Campus Center do the Multicultural Affairs Editor.You^ll be glad that you did!
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Larry Johnson stands above them all
Larry Johnson was the runner-up in the NBA Slam

Dunk Contest. He has a big-time shoe contract.

He has a physique that would impress Arnold

Schwartzenagger.
He has a gold tooth. Johnson has a host of nicknames.

His teammates refer to him as "grand-ma-ma," from his

Converse commercial in which he dresses up as an old

woman.
ESPN's Dan Patrick calls him "Larry Legend, Jr."

Johnson refers to himself as the "NBAs sexiest man."

Did I mention this guy is a rookie?

That's right. Larry Johnson is a rookie. Maybe
somebody should tell him. because I'm not so sure he

knows it.

The former UNLV All-American is averaging 19.3

points and 1L2 rebounds per game. He is shooting just

under 50 percent from the field and over 80 percent from

the line. More importantly, Johnson has turned it around

in Charlotte.

In February and March, the Hornets posted back-to-

back winning months for the first time in club history and

were battling for a playoff spot before being eliminated

just about a week ago.

In Johnson — along with Kendal Gill, J.R. Reid and

Mugsy Bogues— the Hornets have a strong nucleus for

years to come. Many people feel Charlotte is only an

average center away from becoming a strong playoff

team.

Dave Quattrucci

Johnson's play has turned this year's Rookie of the

Year award into a one-horse (and I use this term literally)

race. Upon completion of his physical for Charlotte, the

team physician *eeded only one word to describe the 6-4

forward — "STUD!"
This season. NBA rookies, as a whole, have performed

at an unbelievable level. Johnson has been able to stand

out in a class of stand-outs.

Denver's Dikembe Mutombo, the self-proclaimed

Rookie of the Year, hurt his chances with a poor second

half and an early exit from the season with a thumb

injury. Billy Owens proved Golden State's trading Mitch

Richmond was no mistake. Steve Smith made Sherman

Douglas expendable in Miami.

Stacey Augmon has shown Atlanta he can do more

than defend and dunk ( ask Reggie Lewis ). Stanley Roberts

has played impressively for Orlando since shedding the

baby fat which plagued him early in the season. Celtic

Rick Fox has had his moments as well.

But Johnson has stood head and unbelievably broad

shoulders above the rest. Johnson has taken Charlotte

out of lottery land. He is a confident, charismatic indi-

vidual. He has been the man for the Hornets this season.

Johnson is the future of the NBA.
Sexy? I'm not sure.

Rookie of the Year? Absolutely!

Dave Quattrucci is a Collegian correspondent
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Softball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

"More than anjrthingelse we need to

be setting our own tone," Sortino said.

"We've got a very big next couple of

weeks. There aren't any breaks. The
pressure is on. And it's crunch time.

The team is capable and it's click-

ing," she said. "Now they need to step it

up into the next gear. What we did

before was fine, but we need to be

better yet. It's got to keep getting bet-

ter. We have to tighten the defense and

play errorless ball. We have to make
the routine plays and, here and there,

come up with the big one. If the pitch-

ing stays where it is and we keep hit-

ting the ball, it shouldn'tbe a problem."

Greg

WANTED
Advertising Account

Executives for

THE COLLEGIAN
Success in today's

business world depends
on your
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Applications Available At

THE COLLEGIAN
1 1 3 Campus Center
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situations. No team has played more con-

sistently.

Washington: Cristina, the office's

resident Capitals fan, says the team's

playoff chances are "slim." Cristina may
be selling herteam short, though, because

the Caps were 22-1 1 against division foes,

or four wins better than the Rangers. If

they get past the second round and Randy
BurrJdge can retxuTi, Washington may
surprise a lot of people.

Pittsburgh: Where's the defense? The
Penguins let up 295 goals as ofyesterday.

Yes, they can light up the scoreboard like

no other team 1337!] but you have to stop

the other guy in the playoffs. The Pens

can't. Anything this team does past the

first round will be a surprise.

New Jersey:And on the 12th day, God
looked down upon the Meadowlands and

said "Lo, this arena is in the middle of

nowhere. I shall grant it a hockey team so

it won't be lonely." The Rangers should

prove too strong for this crew. It'sjust that

simple.

Detroit: In the Norris Division, where

they occasionally play hockey between

fights, the Red Wings have dominated all

season long. Steve Yzerman is the real

deal, and with Bob Probert along to beat

the crap out ofeveryone, this team becomes

a strong playoff contender. Lack of disci-

pline will hurt, however.

Chicago: Memories of last season's

playoff collapse against Minnesota could

motivate the Black Hawks like no ob-

scenity-ridden speech from coach Mike
Keenan can. They're different team away
from Chicago Stadium, though, and like

the Red Wings get sidetracked by the

rough stuff. This team can go as far as

goaltender Eddie Belfour can take it if he

gets hot.

St. Louis: Last year's much-touted

series between the Blues and Chicago

never happened. This year the teamsopen

against each other. This season has been

a disappointment, as the Blues could not

keep up to last season's 100-point pace.

Brett Hull and Craig Janney make this

team dangerous but not dangerous enough.

Minnesota: Can the North Stars do it

again? Like last year's Stanley Cup Fi-

nahsts, the Stars are fourth in the Norris

and will draw among the best teams in the

NHL in the Red Wings. But "Miracles on

Ice" only happen so often. A first-round

win over Detroit is possible, but further

conquests are unlikely.

Vancouver: Are the Canucks for real?

It's hard to tell. In the playoffs, experience

is important and the Canucks have Uttle

ofthat. To their credit, however, they have

played consistently all season long, which

is a lot more than any other Smythe Di-

vision team can say. They could win the

whole thing or collapse. Neither would be

surprising.

Edmonton: Like last year, the Oilers

started slowly then came on at season's

end. Playoff experience makes them dan-

gerous. A possible conference finalist if

everyone else falls apart.

Los Angeles: Any team with Wasnie

Gretzky and Tony Granato is hard to bet

against, but that's not going to deter op-

posing offenses, who have rung up 279
goals on the Kings. Jay Miller makes LA a

fan favorite among Bruins supporters.

San Jose: Ha! Caught you looking!

Actually, Winnipeg rounds out the

Smythe playoff scene. Can you name one

player on the Jets' rosteij' Give up? Try
defenseman Phil Housley, a league scor-

ing leader. If Vancouver isn't for real,

Winnipeg's home ice advantage will pro-

vide the proof.

So here's the scoop: Montreal, the

Rangers, Chicago and Vancouver will

advance to the conference finals, with the

Rangers and Black Hawks advancing. In

a fitting tribute to the NHL's 75th anni-

versary, two "original six" teams will face

off for the Stanley Cup, with the Rangers

winning in six games. Mark Messier wins

the playoffMVP and Ranger fans stage a

midtown riot.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian colum-

nist.

JfJflfJflf ^Jf^^^^

Application Deadline: Thursday, April 16th

THE COLLEGLAN is an E.O.E

Collegian

Sports-

Where you
read it

first.

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE

Evening security workers wanted for Bright

Moments Festival on July 9, 16, 23 for

approximately 5-6 hours/shift. Limited

number of additional hours available.

UMass students returning in Fall only.

Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO employer.

Description and application available at

207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE MAY 1.

KYOU love college Rl^

make a career of H.

REGISTRATION DEADLINE TODAY!

3-ON.3
OUTDOOR

BASKETBALLFESnVAL
April 24, 25 & «*

Drop Off Form In the Campus

Center Concourse (9-3)

All Participants Receive a

FREE T-ShIrt

Boston-Bouv^ College, at Northeastern University

in Boston, is the only institution in eastern Massa-

chusetts that offers a Master's Degree program in the

area of student personnel services in higher educa-

tion By stressing both counseling and administrative

skills, the program trains you to effectively provide

students with vital support services. Two concentra-

tions Jr^ offered: COLLEGE STUDENT PERSONNEL
WORK and ACADEMIC ASSISTANCE COUNSEUNG.
The coureework and the student services practicum

may be completed in one year of full-time study or

on a part time basis. Many of the full-time students

are awarded graduate assistant,ships that are

related to the program and which provide partial or

full tuition remission and a stipend. Some of the

assistantships also include free room and board.

For more information call (617) 437-2708, or write

Graduate School, Boston-Bouv^ College of Human
Development Professions, 107 Dockser Hall,

Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115.

m
Bostx)n-Bouve

College

Northeastern

University

An equal opportunity.'«fnrm»tive

action univenity
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Mustang F-150 Thutuierhird

Escort

Pwbe

Ranger

Explorer

Aerostar

Taurus

Tempo Bronco Festiva

Get^SOOTo Usefc Cash Back Or A Down taENi

Plus Pre-Approved CeiT For Quaufied College Graduates.

There are plenty of great opportunities out

there for college graduates. But when it comes to

buying a new car, you won't get a better oppor-

tunity' than at your New England Ford Dealers.

Because your Ford Dealers offer you 5 of

America's top K) best-selling vehicles* Plus, if you

graduate between October 1, 1990 and December

31, 1992, they also offer you the Ford College

Graduate Purchase Program.

All 4-year college grads, grad school graduates

and grad school students are eligible for $500 cash

back and pre-approved credit on almost every 1991

'92, and '93 Ford car and light truck in stock. And

to make buying a new Ford even easier, they will

show you other special incentives that may apply

So hurry to your New England Ford Dealers.

Because this opportunity won't knock for long.

For more information call: 1-800-321-1536.

pWENGLAND
FORD

FORD DEALERS

•Based on 1991 calendar year sales. Additional Ford vehicles not pictured but included in this program are Crown Victoria, Econoline and Club Wagon

I Hit << ' f 1. ^ <!i' J •• r 1 » •* f.» < r.'f
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DOONESBURY By CARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

ABOkjT MEAHS C\ftCVJWST^NCES

\NCOHV\0ENV WHH^R. lOWKR

C1CUE UIGU, WNm OF ^CWR

KtN POHC\ES VlllL

ISHT WM A

TO GET VH
yjM' TUE
MEMtKS

DECREE. \T.'

SO WU^T
^RE ^ogR

FIRST, OBN<lOV)Sli. \S "OOWT

:?^~r!

UERL COWES ^OVJR WAK WD
\T LOOKS L\Kt SUt WJ^ ^

BQHt TO P\CK. YHT\A TWt WQOK

IH ^ COH^^OtKT

MMANER

'

JIM'S JOURNAL

5o X puV«4 W

6W i-V.

By JIM

^itU -fkt V«^Vlo«if\

to«# <»Hd r*v^

MORT By SUZANNE PALMER

I 30ST RtGISTERtD fiO«1WO

SUmniER CLASSES AMb IT

COST (TIE OVER <?00"'

I IHiMKTXE UNNERSITy ISTR'^IMfe

TO WICE UP RJR 8UW»eT PRoRLEms

OH CWOM, THEa
1 THINK 70UR.E

,

OMERREftOlNfc. IT5

-^VK>T )MFl>TIONf

OH.... UXX.YOA/E
(iOT <^ PARtttJGl

TiCKtT

THOUSANDS OF TANCELOS By TARRY SNIFFEN

.Hid

1^

1 SOS HOUSLIfPN
\CARmn LiMBo^rCy-

foreod. 6o,l^oudb^)•^

^n,lr\d^wvtiMd^ovevjl1e

• \ 0FC0WS(NOr\

BUT I DOUBT BAPmi
LET m HAV( IT FOR

EVEN one PAY HES

ABIT POUEH-MAD ^, ^

ADVENTURES OF FRED

LADIES AnP GCKTLevtfN, f^EAJE

PON'T P^NiC, gi/TWE «AUE

(ToNKflEWCfJ TWAr 1HE AurWM?

SoMt So«r OF MuJwy flor t/wE

wwiN OR MHEitE rr^jiu. Hn,

eoT yo\) CAN REJT A9SU860

Sn\P V^ILL BE APFEC-TED IN

ArtO^T PRAmc MANVEe

ALL WE CAN Do

IS WMi For THE AvrtHCR

TO 6tT HIS HEAer It^NCWT

AMD STTCHPEP ON ftCMN

UH-OU! HE«E ITCOHEI

BRACE FOR IT'

By CHRIS SHADOIAN

-^•'^ ^ ^ r- f^
LET-'£R-RIP

SALES & SERVICE
^

I MALuy HATE
WHEN "WIS H^PPErvjr

I KNOU

Today's Staff

Night Editor Preston P. Forman

Copy Editor Amy Prendergast

PhotoTechnician Andrea Migliassi

Production Supervisor Lisa jezowski

Production i^^on Toria,

Theresa Giammattei

Menu
LUNCH

Hamburger on Roll

Mac and Cheese

BASICS LUNCH
Bean Burgers

Mac and Cheese

DINNER
Savory Beef Strudel

Chicken Cacciatore

BASICS DINNER
Veg. Gumbo Casserole

Chicken Cacciatore

Up until that moment, Raymond had been a rather shy

employee with a nervous twitch. Up until that moment.

Quote of the Day
"if 50 million people say a foolish thing,

it is still a foolish thing."

- Anatole France

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 2 1 -April 19): Be

nx)oey-wise today. Unpaid deblscan

ca« a darfc shadow. Romance looks

nrxxe rewarding than in the recent

past. Voicing an objective opinion to

higher-ups could trigger a pleasant

surprise at work.

TAURUS (April 20-M*y 20). Af-

fairs linked to shared furxls pose a

danger— be skeptical. Team players

will get the glory at work now, so do

not try to run the show. An emotional

storm quickly blows over.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20):

Property and financial matters show

promise, chiefly ihtovtgh your lanuly

connections. A romantic linkup takes

you to new places. Get to the root of

an old fear and it will go away.

CANCER (June 21-|uly 22): A
ctose friend seeks your advice. Be

honest if you do not have an answer.

Curb a tcndernry to be extravagant. A
diplomatic approach enharKes your

personal relationships.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Take care

of paperwork concerning your horrte.

Paying bills on time preserves your

credit ratings. Don't let your older,

wiser brother get your goat. Carefully

plan out your political thoughts and

then serKl for absentee balkM.

VIRCOIAug. 23-Sept. 22): Check

your messages carefully. A domestic

adjustment is featured, perhaps a

change of residence or marital status.

You may decide to visit relatives while

on a business trip

UBRA (Sept. 230ct. 22): Expert

adviceon investments is worth theooaL

Keep in touch with overwis contact. A
hean-toheart exchange produces im-

mediate results. Be operv-minded.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 2\):

Tying up loose ends rww makes you

feel itxxe secure. Special home repairs

are in the spotlight. A financial

transaction is completed in record

time. Focus on creative endeavors

later in the day.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21): CorKentrate on romance and

making a fresh sun. A new personal

relationship could blossom into

something big. A family situation will

improve if you play your cards right.

CAPRICORN lOc. 22-Jan. 19):

Defining your lerms lets others know
wtiere you stand. Be open to suggM-

tions fornew creat ive profects. Chan§e

and variety are what you like best!

Altering the status quo works to your

advantage.

AQUARIUS dan. 20-Feb. 18):

Folk>w your instincts arxl you will rtol

go wrong. Family corKems lesfen as

the financial picture brightens.

Higher-ups are impressed by your

insights.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Re-

view lessons learned in the past be-

fore making some far-reaching deci-

sions today. Reading between the

lines of a message will help you be-

come more independent. Forget oW
doubts and fears.

The opinions expressed on this page are.' those ol the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views ol the Collegiin or the Univeisity.

ACROSS
1 Fishing or

fencing

6 Swindle
10 Resonated
14 Levitate

1

5

North Sea
fawtar

16 MeiviMe title

1 7 In reserve

18 Hugo's t>ell-

ringer

20 Unite

21 Gntnace
23 fleconnoitered.

with "oot"

24 Gdansk citizen

25 Actress Cannon

26 For the most

part

30 Silk center ot

France

34 Famed publisher

35 Uncomplicated

37 Pledge

38 Estrada of TV

39 Useful

41 Composer
Bartok

42 Naugtit

43 Denomination

44 Few
46 lmtat>le

48 They outrun

hares

50 Greek god
52 Saannen, the

architect

53 Narragansetl

money
56 Summit
57 Hood's heater

60 Gear
62 Andean l>east

64 Devastate

65 Jason's ship

66 Light purple

67 Pitcher parts

68 VisKXtary

69 Boise location

DOtWN
1 Irwin or Rot)erl

2 Model
3 Roman poet

4 Carmine

5 Vitjrations

6 "Scartett.- for

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE
7 Guide tor

Poirot

8 Arab garment

9 Untidy

10 Language ol

the Gypsies
1

1

Out o< control

12 Predicament

13 Word with deal

or deed
1 9 Site of Asti and

Eboli

22 NE Kansas city

24 Fnnge t>enefit

25 Pair

26 Flanders city

27 Uncanny
28 Manicunst's

concerns

29 Slow, in music

31 Furnaces

32 "Cape Fear"

star

33 Influences

36 Regimen
40 Emotes
41 TV actor Scott

43 Pancakes
topper

45 Italian

composer
Arcangelo

47 Easy points tor

Bird

49 ClerQyman
5t Madame

Bovary and
others

53 "The Way We

54 Greenish-blue

55 American
neutralist John

56 Angel, in Anioo

57 Celebration

58 Chinese nurse

59 Fast food

61 Before, to

Burns
63 Cover

ANSWER TO PREViqUS PUZZI.E:

HA WBS H R UJ
E

I ViAiM T.H

PltmiOM
EWMiA M I

4/14/92

ei«« tm ABftto Tl»« S)ti»«lr«it
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women^s gymnastics
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15 commendable job for UMass in the all-

Freshman Erica Baum, who stepped in around,

for an injured Emily Lueck, also did a In the vault, UMass' Marshall scored a

The Edwin M. Rossman

Alumni Career Forums

"Progressive Career

Moves in tiie 90's"

Department of Consumer Studies

9.65, good enough for ninth. She was fol-

lowed by sophomore teammates Angela

Jent and Margaret Furtado, who placed

23rd and 25th, respectively.

Lori Brady of UNH captured the blue

ribbon in the vault.

Freshman Erica Baum, who stepped in

for an injured Emily Luek, displayed a

solid performance in the all-around.

In the uneven bars, which was "per-

fect," according to Mitchell, senior Kim

Grady turned in a great performance in

her final collegiate event with a 9.53.

The whole team was pulling for Kim at

this meet," Mitchell said. "It was really

sad to know that this was the last time

we'll see her perform, but we're all happy

that she did well."

DATE:
TIME:
LOCATIOIM:

Tuesday, April 14, 1992

7:30 PM
Campus Center 804

SPOiMSORED BY:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

DEPARTMENT OF CONSUMER STUDIES

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their experiences

in the working world. Don't miss this important panel discussion!

ALUMMI PAMELISTS:

Haiina Donavan Boston University Bookstore

Visual Merchandising Department

Former employee at Bloomingdales

Former owner and President of Special

Issue (manufacturing company of

sportswear)

Presently a personal fitness trainer

For More Information, Please Contact:

Mather Career Center • 545-2224

Lisa Rich

COMMUNICATION • RELATIONSHIPS • FFTNESS • RELAXATION • SOCIETAL INLrVGES
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ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR THE BEST COURSE AT UMASS?

BE A PART OF... Cp/y^^/)
Peer Health Education ^S;^

(Public Health 213 / Education 4 213)
(combines Peer Sexuality Educ/Alcohol and drug Educ/Peer Health Educ)

Interactive - Dynamic • Challenging

Peer Health Education Offers:

• Current Theories and Facts

Op)en Disctission of Sensitive Issues

Practical Experience

• A Chance to Teach

• Personal Learning

All of these and more ..

One of the best experiences

you will ever have at UMASS!

Register for:

PUBLIC HEALTH 213 Schedule #611348

EDUCATION 4 213 Schedule #229523

3 credit course - Meets Wednesdays 4:00 - 6:30 pm
2 semester course commitment - For more information and

permission of instructor call the Health Education Office at

549-2671 exl 181.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE ...
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HEALTH • DIETING • STRESS • STDS • BODY IMAGE • HIV/AIDS • PEEKS • TUN

TONIGHT
OPEN STAGE NIGHT
anything can happen!

Comedians
Musicians Singers

Improv...

Get Ready
to be Entertained

with

MC
PETE FREE

- Frae Pizza -

-95< Drafts-

No Cover

Write

for

the

Collegian

Write ^

for

the

Collegian

Write

for

the
Collegian

Get it?

THE
< 11.1 IU< All.S

PUB
IV^ IN AMIII-KSr

:)

t -n . «^ • t -fl

15 EAST PLEASAHT STREET

one 5
Ouis

Care
Trucks
Cargo Vans

SpM*l MMUy and MMlMnd Rmm

NOnnAllIMSMODS
Auk>&lKck Rental

?• OM S«m4Mland Rd.

N«fiAiiiMrst,MA

549-RENT
(S4»-7)6t)

Om But fhul»

cnmStwM

Please Post Please Post

The next

HUMAN RELATIONS FORUM
is scheduled for

Wednesday, April 15, 1992

12:00 - 1:30 p.m.

Campus Center 165-69

Ilurassment and Free Expression:

A Proposed Policy

and Grievance Procedure

This Furuin will highlight the erforts of an ad hoc committee

of faculty, staff and students to develop a proposal for

improving campus policies and procedures regarding racial

and other harassment and issues of free expression. Members

of the committee will begin with a presentation of both their

proposal and its rationale, and then answer questions in a

discussion format. Please bring your colleagues to this

important presentation.
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Gymnastics finishes third
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

All season long, University ofMassachusetts women's
gymnastics coach Alfie Mitchell has struggled to get his

team the national respect it deserves.

This past Saturday at the NCAA Northeast Regional

Women's Gymnastics Championships at Perm State,

Mitchell finally achieved this when his team placed third

by scoring 187.43 points, behind perennial favorites

Penn State (194.525) and Ohio State (189.875).

Temple (186.77), New Hampshire (184.25), Rhode

Island (185.15) and Kent State ( 184.975) finished fourth

through seventh, respectively.

The third place finish for UMass was especially sweet

because most people had picked the Minutewomen to

finish no higher than fifth at the meet.

"We're all more than excited about our performance,"

Mitchell said. "I don't think we even hit all our routines

and we still end up being the number three seed in the

Northeast at the end lof the meet].

"Everyone in the gym was pulhng for an A- 10 school

like us to do well against two Big-10 powerhouses Uke

Penn State and Ohio [State]," he said. "We were really

focused the entire meet and, I think, gained some respect

for not only us but the A-10 as well."

Leading the way for UMass was that junior from

Hicksville, N.Y., Tammy Marshall, who was third in the

all-around (38.9), first in the floor (9.9) and fourth in the

balance beam with a 9.75.

Taking the first two spots all-around were Penn State

teammates April Polito and Alhson Barber, who had

whopping scores of 39.025 and 38.950. Barber also took

first in the beam with a 9.85.

Overall, Penn State took the first four beam spots and

the second and third spots in the all-around.

Also turning in a strong performances for UMass was
fireshman Gina Demeo, who was the next UMass com-

petitor to place in the all-around (12th) with a 37.40.

"Gina did absolutely great in every event," Mitchell

said. "I think she hit every one of her routines and still

that wasn't enough to catch the Ohio [State] and Penn

State gymnasts."
CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

lacrosse
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

two-assist effort Saturday. Millon has 19 goals and

10 assists for a total of 29 points, already placing

him past last season's halfway point. Last season,

Millon finished with 5 1 points (38 goals, 13 assists).

Also leading the Gorillas in scoring are long-

distance operator Mike Cain (9 goals, 4 assists)

and BiUEdeU (6-5-11).

UMass coach Ted Garber finally figured out

on Saturday why his team fared so poorly shooting

the ball against Providence.

"The referees came up to me and said, 'Do you

know you've been playing with goals two inches too

small?*" Garber said. "Now I don't feel so bad about

taking 62 shots and putting only 30 on cage."

ROfTonr-:

SotTTH Asian Club

!!ELECTIONS!!

Tuesday April 14
CC Room 917

7 pm
Please Be Prompt

Of nmcRicn

IfYou're^OverlS
Be A Bartendbr

LimHed Opmings Remain for

April & May Clo$$es

Stort Thinking AbouT Endless

Summer Opportunities As A

Bartender!

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Mam St.,

Suite 202 • Springfield

Classifieds
COME TO WE COUiam OfFKE ..,r...„.r^. . un..ru,m «>»« FKm&m:X>-DEmHEiswoMKPmRTonBuam, • w^ewmrfORsmBm • cmmmiKE

AIMOUNCEMENTS

Downtown AnnhMl IdMl tor vMing pw-

«n>«»>dttfn<li 549-0733

EUROPE mi* •ummor? J«i thof* mf)rm

(Of only $169' (H«port»d m L«r» Go' & NY

Tkrm.) AWMITCM (f) 212^64-2000

AUTO FOR 8AL£

ItTS VOLVO Mo* ••• Good oontfUon. f»-

WW $600 or BO 253-9689

1*W CITATION

Good local tfmtporiation

546-9621

$100

HMCMEVETTE55KMI««VI«irn*ttin«J

$1 1 SO^or B0549-7912

IMS HONDA MKJHTMAWK 700. MottlOf

cofTip Ks new battory- Exo»llont condition.

cm Pet»f^*6;^5645.

1M7l>LDS CUTLASS CIEBA, Aulo. 4dr.

ir. am-tin cass t3495 Of BO. 54fr4181

01EAPI FBVU.S. SEIZED

89K«erc«dW $200

86 VW $60

B7M«roBd»s $100

65 Mustang $50

Choose trom thousands starting $25

FREE 24 Hour recofdmg reveal*

dataite 601-379-2929 CopynqhUMAISKX

COLLEOE PIZZA

8PRMGSPECWL
Lvga chaese $6 Small cheesa $3 50

Ad(j$1 fof 1or2topp<ngs

Slices available

Frae soda w/larga sub. salad, or spaghetti

Must mention this ad

549-6073 549-6098

CHEAP ECSTASY!

AL-BUirS STILL HAS copies o« the digital

recording by Vi Vais.

Unsigned"

Ehjy it buy It buy (I buy it buy it

rs cheap will send you mto fits ol ecstacy

Watch lor Nag Nag Nag al Hadtey Pub later

thia month.

FOR A GOOD TIME CAU:

RACK-A-OISC ES^ElSAlSM^Tr^
video DJs and Karaoke Irom $175.00. Call

566-9900
.

FOR RENT

2 Lg. Br Townhouae apt

2-4 people

Starting 6/1

549-4935 -

—

3x5 BEDROOM HOMES on bus route

available June 1 call 586-4270

$ btfrw Towoaliouse

StwUngJunelM
1 1/2 belha. on bus ro»<a

CM vytime 549-486
1_

AMTTV PLACE CONOO
l0mar4hla«M _^
3 norvamoWno HmHai tor 3 br 2 1/2 bih.

Exoelwt condWon. Al appl.

*waaherAdryw. parHily turn.

9S0« 549-1 379

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE
4 bedroom house

Acroaa Irom To«w4x)uee

On bustns -jKie 1

C^ 549-1911

EARN$»HR
SpviMvan^ish Ulnguals

SougMlorakidyl

Crf now-Jeanene 5»-8749^

DalM Zeli cengiMuMM Jen Brown and

BrarKta Oikjigi on ««alr new parial potMons.

LoKe al your sieiers and pledge*.

SPfWMTWC
4401

LaeetMl««iouldiean0l549-

SUHMCnSUaLCT

Awlierrt Cewtw
Emdancy one. two. three bedroom iip«t-

mertt. or three bedroom condos on Hobert

L»ie. June or September Lincoln Real

Estate. 25 North Pleasant Street ^7879

Boston 2-3 bedroom apt

l>4ear MBTA summer leaee or sUiM $700/

fiwnth (617)628 9623

aRANOYWINE-2 Bdrm Apt; Free hMl hot

g«; pond-eide view: on 2 bus routes;

I Jute lit: Can 549-3762

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE June 1 Live in

our n)wtwent tn Brandywine Calt-549-9347

Takeover leM* June 1 Colonial Vitage

Zbdrm bus rouli laundry quiet 470 month

253-9^9

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE.

2 bedroom ^M.. N. Ple«ant St. 1 /2 mile from

carrvus.

QtmI locaHonl Great apwVnartI Cal 549-

80S3

KUWAIT, SAUDI WORKERS needed

$35.00 • up per hour Tax tree Both sidled

A uneUlled for into. Can 615-779-5505 ext

K85e
^

.

STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHERS
Heeded lor cempu* pfo)ec»

(ke« experience and grwl km
549-1065

Ye* you wtt) the Engieh aooert at the

stop laat Monday

liiliinlirt in a Me American oAjre?

CATONAMOTTWROOP
QraalK*
Kaap II up lor tonight smie

LoveMtehasi

4 Mna haiMa, 2 Ml batw.

L«Ba MKhen and livtng room.

u^ giaal porch. Sacondi Irom
oampua arid Ainttarai uaiNsr.

Qra« house and oraai toeaHon.

June to August. Cell Joann* «
5«9-aoe3 or Alayna al 546-2829

UPTOWN APARTMENT
3 bedrooms, deck avail 6/1

Cloee to bars 549-4024

UMASS FRATERNTTY
Looking lor lunch and dinrter diaf Monday

niru Fnday Cal Mat! 549-6317

-LAST CHANCE - INTERNSHIPS**

SQUIDO-
Happy Birthday

Lova. Dinoaawtti

booxe bags and

Beautiful apt with kitchen and huge Mng
room, onjus route $300 mo. ca* 2S3-324S

PUFFTOH- 2 bdrm available 6/1

Rent 400/mo 546-0692

FOR RENT Amity Place Townhouse

3 bednxw 2 1/2 ba«h. peitiaHy lumished

OnhwUherwa^erAdryar central air garage

ln«i«cuMal$Ba5nan«TMk*rCtf54»-4802

Aval_6/1 /92

SBORTOWNEHOUSC
AvaMMaJunalsl
1 1/2b«ttvoonis

ipadous Hvlngroom

C* now 549-4447 .

UPTOWN APT. 3bdr \*» over lease 6/1.

Walh to campus -tjarspartaly turn. Cal 549-

8Ce7

Want to Nve in Brandywrne'

Take over our lease wrih 1 month Ires

Act now avoid a walling 1st 549-4769

FOR SALE

APRIL 1 7th IS THE last day to appty lor Fa!

1 992 Internships at the Leg* Serrtcaa Cen-

terl Work directly wtth a.iomeys and clients,

and earn up to 15 credrts. Apply lodayl Call

545- 1 995 or stop by room 922 ol Iha Cari)-

pus Center- Donl miss out on ti'

opportunity.
^

irSCOMMQ

REAOTMSI

Pufllon VWage two bedroom aparvnant

Muat be occupied lor summer monlhal Ne-

I ralesl Call 549^71

COMPtJTERS. PRPfTERS, AND ACCES-

SORIES
Naw. ueed. and demo umis available. Best

prioaa m tw Ptonaar Valey. Al oortgura-

ilonaavilible. Cal Eric 25»00e»

NOOMMATE WANTB)

SUMMER SUBLEASE- AvaiaM 5/22 Ibr

in houae. Sunny. apeOo»«. and quiet 5

frtnule w* to campus or town $225 ndu-

eive. CM Matt 549-2952.

SUMMER SUBLET -Cowlortable twe-

ba«*oom*par»nanL WeHnaWalned.

oaa* to Swidetland and No(«i

HOUSE FOR RENT
4 bdr 2 kitchen 2 bath

5 min Irom campus 1 min wak to Main St.

Bus line Perlecl lor 5 or 6 1200 month

256-6386 256-1692

91 KAWASAKI EXSOO

White 2cyl tow miles

Must sell Inteudes

2SHOEB1 helmats: cover

$1600 or BO 584-4453

irSCOIMNQ
Haigl* Hoopla It

Sign up on lie concourse

Aprl13i^14
9-«

HOUSE FOR RENT
4 bdmi house on Pelham Rd m Amherst, z

miles Irom campus. Available June 1st.

$1 in(VmoXall^John5pm-8pm 786-3522

WLLVALLEY 3-bedrooms 2-t)alhroome Air-

conditioning heat and hot iwater included

«jblet/le^e^allM3;3134

^^mon one bedroom apt starts 6-1 549-

5188 ^

PUFFTOH VILLAGE, one bedroom apt Tahe

! starts 6.1. call 549-1683^

ITAUAN MEN'S SUIT wool dark I

$475 asking 250 549-1 154

RaaiiailcCB

w/ pul-out rack. PA
VKJ K-«0 antenna

$100 or BO
Chris 665-3166

LOST

RED SOX TK:KETS vs Toronto 4^9 Also

4/26 5/3 5/17 call Tom 6-5851

SId MdiM w/ ehaeto, medwines Wads 4«

130-200 near Stockbridge Rd 586-6461

SUNGLASSES
in Marc
Very I

$25

2 ROOMMATES WANTED for Brandywine

epwiment Startng June 1. Cal BH 549-

7567

Female non smoker to share apt in

BrandywinewJownhoiMwCal^^

FEMALE WANTS ROOM vrith nonsmoking

quiet studious temale(s) September 1 253-

9659 ASAP

ROOMMATES WANTED
Moving OH need roommaM«
Non-emoMng temale lor tal 6-3145^

UMaM. Cal Jaaon al54»473S.

TAKE MY SINGLE in a fciNy lumiehed 3

beOioom ^». in Puffton tor the summer start

June ISl $145.00 mo 549-8019

TRAVEL

Two piranha. 10 gdk>n tank, aocessorles-

$75.00. Litsa 546-2482

POUND

To share a two bedroom Puftton apartment

iwtng in fal semester. Cool. dean, respon-

s and lun Cal 549-0971 lor more inlor-

NEW YORK CITY. Fun*hed

^lailmants lor summer and short

NearCokirt*la Univ. Reasonable-^

662-1358

212-

253-5243

PERSONALS
SERVICES

LAS VEGAS
Round trip male tidtet

175 or BO must sal

April 16-19

Mike 546-6217

RENT OUR SPAOOUS
3 bedroom Townehouse 6/1

On bus route

Disttwasher. airconditioning

Perfect for 4-5 people

549-4512 anytime

1 CARATGOLD RtNQ; between GHC and

C«npus Center One green stone and two

dear ones Cal 549-8739 Leave message

HELP WANTED

Room In Northampton apartment $287 50/

mo Available immediately; male or temale;

smokers^fine Call Alycc at 586-5206_^

SCHW1NGI Take over our 2 bedroom apt in

PulTton beginning Ji*ne 1st;^49-8019

Summer sublet 144 Summer St Spadous

house greatlor 4 to 5 people. 2 min walk Irom

putpond Wert tocation . Jun 1 to Aug 3 1 . Call

549-991 5 tail option

TAKE OUR CONOOI Start 6/1 Fits 5-7

people Great locatkxi Call 549-5316

CAMP COUNSELOR Amherst Jewish

Daycamp 3 weeks sunwrier program good

paycall^53-3184

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING- Earn

$2.000+/month > worW travel Holklay. Sum-

mer and career employment available. No

experience necessary. For emptoyment pro-

gram call 1-206-545-4155 ext. C456

SIMILE:

Life is strange and you just never know who

ra«y Bkas you. Happy birthday and be pre-

pared lor a sick time

-Your Favorite Fralemity Man

QABRIE- Friends are always Wends

Don^ be sad today

Celebrate you

H^ipy 20lh The countdown begins

Love Meiis

You make me leel kinds tunny.

Uke when we'd dimb the ropes in gym dass.

So you thought fd forget

Tya. as H.

Hj^ Bir«iday Zoe __^
DEBBIE SPEICHER
First personal ever!

Happy B-day

Liz«Mkiiale

FREE piagnaitcy teadng; confidential and

caring support. BIRTHRIGHT; 233 No.

PteasamSlwat Amherst 549- 1906

UVE INA SUPPORTIVE Jevnish community

Rooms availaWe tor tail and/or summer

One btock Irom campus in the Hillel House

Cj* 549-1710 or 8top^y388NPIe^f«SL

LoOkInGTOADOPT. Happly married, ft-

nanaally secure, energetic couple prays lor

newborn Beautiful country home. Wiling-

ness to meet and/or speak. Let us help you

through this difficult time Call Jewish family

sen/ice of Greater SpringfiekJ. Inc at (413)

737-2601 (collect) and ask about Jell and

Ann.
.

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, infomiation or sup-

port? Call lor free and confklential services

ALTERNATIVES 245 Main Street

Northampton 586-3000 or GreenfieW 774-

6010

TYPING

FREE PAGE TYPED when you cal.

leser printing. $1 .50/typed page

Bfi»i 546-6964

WANTED TO RENT

I am looking tor a one-bedroom or studio

apartment in /Amherst area for September -

January only Cal 549-7884, Erica

WANTED

WANTED TO BUY. Acoustk; guitar. $50 or

less Call 665-0250
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Sports
Softball hosts URI in fight for A-10 lead

CoUeflan pbolo by Joah Rcynolda

Holly Aprile and the University

of Massachusetts softball team
swept a double-header from St.

Bonaventure Saturday.

By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

Wliile blowouts are all well and good

for a team's morale, coaches, fearing a

letdown in the next game, don't always

see the same picture.

This is the case for the University of

Massachusetts softball team, which after

Saturday's doubleheader sweep at St.

Bonaventure leaves the 19th-ranked

Minutewomen with a 17-8 record overall,

and 6-0 in the Atlantic 10.

UMass hosts the University of Rhode

Island today in a 3 p.m. double-header at

Totman Field.

In the first game against the Lady

Bonnies, UMass' Darlene Claffey took a

no-hitter into the seventh inning before

settling for a 7-0. one-hit win. She struck

out nine and walked none in raising her

record to 7-2 (six shutouts), and lowering

her ERA to 1 .02. Peggy Bush went 3-for-3

with 2 RBI and Barbara Marean went 2-4

with the game-winning RBI.

Game two was a 1 1-0, five-inning win,

as freshman Kelly Daut pitched a one-

hitter. She evened her record at 5-5 and

lowered her ERA to 1.58. Rachel Lawson

and Marean were both 2-3 with two runs

scored and two RBIs. Marean's first hit

extended her school record hitting streak

to 22 games.

"I don't think there was anything to be

gained by that double-header except two

CoUeKiaD photo by Joah Reynold*

The 19th-ranked University of Massachusetts softball team will try

to keep its perfect 6-0 Atlantic 10 record intact when it hosts the

University of Rhode Island, today at 3 p.m. at Totman Field.

wins," said UMass coach Elaine Sortino.

"People say a win is a win, but I thought it

was weak competition. It was a long trip

and not very productive at all.

"We got ahead early and mentally sized

up the competition — and there wasn't

any," said Sortino.

The Minutwomen host URI today in

what is a battle for first place in the A-10.

The Lady Rams are 8-1 1 overall and 6-

in the A-10 after sweeping St.

Bonaventure 12-0 and 3-1 Sunday after-

noon.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Snow causes switch in sights
Baseball team will host today's doubleheader
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

As sometimes happens in April , today's double-header

is a wash out. But not a wash out of the normal sort.

Because melting snow in Vermont flooded Burlington's

Centennial Field, today's University of Massachusetts

baseball team's double-header against the University of

Vermont will be played at Lorden Field (1 p.m.). giving

CoUefUn photo by Andrea MifUmasi

University of Massachusetts infielder Jay
Dodig (31) and the Minutemen play a double-

header today at 1 p.m. at Earl Lorden Field.

the Minutemen a potent home field advantage.

UMass ( 13-10) is 8-2 at home this season, and against

a tough Catamount squad, the team will need every

advantage it can get.

Vermont (13-5) is off to a roaring start this season

although the team lost top outfielders Jim Wawruck and

Mark Buckler to the minor leagues. Pitching and the

infield are UVM's strengths.

Any talk of Vermont's strengths starts with Dana
Perrotte, the ace pitcher ofthe Catamount squad. Perrotte

is 4-2 with a 2.23 earned run average, and he has 33

strikeouts with 23 walks in 40 and two-thirds innings

pitched.

"He's (Perrotte) a really good pitcher, with a good

fastball and a good slider," said UMass coach Mike Stone.

"He's gonna be tough."

Brady Frost, the Catamount's number two starter,

will start the other game for Vermont. Frost leads Ver-

mont with a 4-0 record and a 1 .86 ERA. In addition , Frost

has 25 strikeouts and 13 walks.

Stone said he will probably start left-hander Scott

Meaney in the first game and JeffToothaker in the finale.

Vermont has five starters hitting over .300, including

Sean Benoit, who leads the team with a .422 average and

36 total bases. Benoit is a surprise only because he was

slated for middle relief as a pitcher during the spring.

The Catamounts aren't a home run hitting team, as

they have only 2 dingers as a team. But they're hitting

.310 as a team, a full .1 over their opponents (.210).

While Vermont is on a three game winning streak,

UMass is on an early season roll of its own. The team has

won two in a row thanks to last weekend's sweep of Pace,

and 10 of its last 12.

UMass has changed shortstops, at least for the mo-

ment, with Greg LaRocca and Steve Corradi switching

positions. LaRocca moved to the infield while Corradi

saw action in center last weekend. Both players have

produced at the plate.

Corradi leads the Minutemen with 3 homers and 9

stolen bases, and is third on the team with a .314 average.

LaRocca, the leadoffhitter, is hitting .280 and has walked

15 times in 23 games, while striking out only 5 times.

The key for UMass today will be to jump out ahead

early. Meaney must get into his rhythm early and the top

ofthe lineup, includingJustin Howard ( .351 with 39 total

bases), must score runs in the early going against Frost

and Perrotte.

Gorillas move up to 15th in poll
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts lacrosse team is

ranked 15th in this week's United States Intercollegiate

Lacrosse Association poll, released yesterday.

The Gorillas (4-2 )moved up from No. 16 after defeating

Yale on Saturday. A disappointing showing against

Providence earlier in the week may have cost the team

additional votes. The poll is voted on by Division I college

lacrtMie coaches.

Mario Lopez had to come out of Saturday's game
midway through the third quarter when a hamstring

iryury suffered earlier in the week flared up.

"I aggravated it in the second quarter and by the third

I could barely move my leg" said Lopez, who came out of

Wednesday's Providencegame for the same reason. Lopez,

a senior, has alternated between close defense and de-

fensive midfield all season.

Mark Millon, meanwhile, added to his scoring lead

and continued a 20-game scoring streak with a two-goal,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

Rangers
contend for
Cup race

So, they decided to

have the Stanley Cup
playoffs after all. Bob
Dylan's dictum "Money
doesn't talk, it swears"

was proven to be true

once more, as both
players and owners re-

alized how much cash

they were throwing
away by mothballing

the playoffs.

Hockey players don't

seem to be the organized

labor type, anyhow. I

just can't picture a 6-foot-3, 230-pound dude with

only 25 of his natural teeth singing "Return to

Sender" on the Student Union steps. Maybe you

can. I don't know.
Without further ado, let's go team by team and

see who might skate away with the cherished

Stanley Cup. The equally cherished but little-

known Stanley Keg, however, poses too much dif-

ficulty for players who can't drink and skate at the

same time.

Greg Sukiennik

Montreal: Les Habitants sont tres formidable.

Or, if you prefer English, this team is loaded.

Speed, a stingy defense, goaltending and tradition

make the Canadiens a strong favorite to win the

whole thing. Their road woes [14-20-6] will hurt in

the long run, however.

Boston: The B's have had a week to think about
life without hockey. Hopefully the layoff afforded

them some focus, because without it, the first

round is a bad place to end a season. Maybe next

year, when all those injuries have healed.

Buffalo: The Sabres haven't gone past the first

round of the playoffs in eons. The sight of Brad
Park's slapshot from the slot in overtime ofGame
7 ten years ago still haunts Buffalo fans. Pat
LaFontaine is a big plus in the playoffs if the
Sabres can protect him. They could beat Boston,

but only if Boston lets them.
Hartford: Bruins fans who can't get Garden

tickets won't be enough to stop Montreal from
harpooning the Whalers. Even Greenpeace can't

protect these Whales.
N.Y. Rangers: Fifty years is a long time to wait.

The waiting may be over. If you thought Mark
Messier was a shot in the arm in the regular
season, wait until you see what he can do in playoff

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Protesters urge increased library funds
Ftwulty, students travel to Statehouse
By CHRISTINE MAHONEY
Collegian Staff

BOSTON — About 20 faculty mem-
bers, library committee membersand un-

dergraduate and graduate students

traveled to the Statehouse yesterday in

an attempt to deter further budget cuts to

the University of Massachusetts' Tower
Library.

"The library is the spirit and soul of

the University and if its funds are cut, it

will be similar to cutting the flow ofblood

to the brain," said the group's leader,

Professor Daniel Martin of the French

department.

The Higher Education Coordinating

Council met at 1 p.m. to discuss the state

and community college systems' future

as covered in their March 1992 report.

HECC suggested that the state cam-

puses develop a specific focus for each

college. The programs which do not

complement a campus' unique mission

should then be phased out and program

resources reallocated within the campus
according to the report.

Martin and several faculty members
fixjmtheotliercampuses addressed HECC
at the end of the meeting.

"Our national ranking among the 107

Research Libraries has dropped from 43rd

in 1976 to 93rd in 1991," Martin said.

He encouraged Governor Weld to do

all he can to support the library and he

asked legislators to substantiallyincrease

the state's support of the library. Martin

said adequate funding is needed to protect

the research library and "to preserve this

most important investment in the future

oftheCommonwealth for the well-being of

its citizens."

The meeting attracted a large number
of faculty and students from the different

state schools includingoneUMass student,

who entered the meeting wearing a card-

board coffin on his head, featuring the

University's insignia on the front.

Professor David Paroissien of the En-

gUsh department said the important thing

is encouraging the government to support

the hbrary.

Prior to the HECC meeting, Ilardi and
Paroissien spoke toJohn Cronin, assistant

to the president of the Massachusetts

Senate, William S. Bulger, who said, "We
are sympathetic but we can't raise taxes

because the people oppose raising taxes."

While Ilardi and Paroissien met with

Cronin, a bake sale was held in fi-ontofthe

Statehouse with profits going towards the

library. Bags of home-made dog biscuits,

some in the shape of Massachusetts and
others in the shape of people, nicknamed

•^eld Woofies," were sold in bags with the

slogan "Massachusetts is goingto the dogs"

printed on the side along with a caricature
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3

CoUagiaa pkolo by Chrictopber Evuia

UMass Professor Georgia Smith, left, and underjfraduate senior

Laura Smith sell baked goods outside the Statehouse yesterday to

protest the budget crisis being suffered by the Tower Library.

Council looks
at diversity
class criteria
By EVELYN A. DE JESUS
Collegian Staff

Students ftx)m the Latin, Asian and Native

American communities met with the Social and

Cultural Diversity Subcommittee of the General

Education Council Monday to discuss the way
classes with diversity designations teach minority

issues.

Elliot Monteverde Torres, a Latino student,

said diversity courses were woefully inadequate in

dealing with minority issues and he cited a poor

representation of minorities among the faculty as

a primary source of the problem.

"One problem of this is the lack of faculty that

comes from a different background," said Torres.

"People refuse to teach from a background differ-

ent from theirs, another person would do it natu-

rally."

Kyle Hoffman, a staff member in the provost's

office and member ofthe subcommittee, responded

that they had received suggestions fi^m people of

different backgrounds.

Alexander Nguyen, a representative from the

Asian community, recommended to the subcom-

mittee to clarify the focus of courses in their de-

scriptions, using for example the course Philosophy

100 which he said should have a clause saying "a

critical look to European history," or stating ex-

plicitly that the course is taught from the "West-

em" perspective.

"In our experience, they are not critical enough,"

he said.

Luaiui Robinette, a Native American student,

expressed herconcern over the current requirement

of only two diversity courses, because for many
students these were going to be the only two

opportunities in their lives to get to know firom

cultures different fix)m theirs.

"You are obliged to take math," said Sharon

Smith, also a Native American student.

Smith also suggested they initiate faculty

workshops on diversity courses.

"It is tiie University commitment tohave faculty

redo their curriculum," Smith said.

Javier Cevallos, subcommitee member and a
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Pesach rituals recall the past
Holiday commemorates Jewish exodus from Egypt
By DAVID MOHEBAN
Collegian Correspondent

Redemption has become a recurring theme in Jewish

life. When the Israelites broke their chains of bondage

from ancient Egypt, it was the turning point for the

Jewish people to be rejoined with God and the begirming

of a new set of laws. These laws are better known as the

Ten Commandments and took their roots in the exodus

from Egypt, which the Jewish community celebrates

every year in the Passover hohday.

It is a hohday based on remembering the past.

"The key part of the message is the emphasis that we
were once slaves and because of that we should treasure

our freedom and help the oppressed," said Rabbi Saul

Perlmutter of Hillel. It involves the family, singing and

the celebration ofJewish history, he said.

The Passover home atmosphere is created each year

by the traditional practice of thoroughly cleansing the

home and by the removal of all leavened foods. The

holiday requires the eating of Matzah, or unleavened

bread, as a reminder of the unleavened bread the Isra-

eUtes had to take with them as they fled from Egypt.

It is customary to sell the leaven, chametz, to a non-

Jew and buy it back after the end of the holiday. Usually

the community rabbi negotiates the sale of all chametz to

a third party and serves as the community representa-

tive. Using a candle for illumination, it is customary for

the family to search for chametz and assorted cnmibs

using a feather as a whisk.

During the Passover Seder, or ceremony, Jews ev-

ery^vhere are required to read from the Hagaddah, a book

that recalls the story of the exodus through prayer and

song. The essence ofthe holiday is in the Seder plate and

its possessions: the egg, bitter herbs, the shank bone and

green vegetables symbolizing fertility and life, bitter

suffering, blood and the spring renewal.

At a certain part during the Seder it is also customary

for Middle Eastern Jews to take a couple of scallions and

whip their neighbors or whomever they feel hke armoy-

ing as a way of reliving the persecution under the

taskmaster's whip.

It is also considered a good deed to donate money and

provide assistance to needy famiUes to help them fully

observe Passover.

Another custom requires opening the front door dur-

ing the Seder and placing an extra cup of wine at the

table. This is for the Prophet Ehjah, the symbol of

redemption inJewish lifeand believed tobe the forerunner

of the Messiah.

In ancient Egypt, according to the Passover story, the

Pharoah had no intention of giving the Israebtes their

freedom and made their hves more difficult, especially

after Moses asked the Pharoah to let his people go. As a

result ofthe Pharoah's actionsGod displayed his strength

in the Ten Plagues and decreed that ifthe Pharoah acted

cruelly one more time against the Israelites, it would be

the Pharoah himself who would suffer from his own
command. Thus the last plague, the slaying ofevery male

Egyptian first bom, was the result of the Pharoah's own

decree against the Israelites that every first bom male

Hebrew would die.

The term 'Passover,' or 'Pesach' in Hebrew, comes

from the Ten Plagues. During the Seder it is customary

to leave a drop of wine on one's plate for each one of the

plagues while reciting them in order. These include the

blood, the frogs, the lice, the wild beasts, the disease, the

boils, the hail, the locust, the darkness and the slaying of

the first bom. all brought upon the land ofEgypt because

of God's wrath.

According to the Passover story, while the Egyptians

were suffering, the Israelites were spared from the last

plague for the Iambs' blood placed on their doorposts let

God 'pass over' them instead.

UMass will be providing Kosher food for Passover

meals beginning with dirmer Friday, April 17, through

and including dinner on Saturday , April 25, in the Kosher

Dining Commons in Hampden, Southwest.

There will be Seders on April 17 and 18 at 5:15 p.m.

Interested students may sign up for Seders and purchase

tickets at Franklin D.C. by noon today. For ticket prices

and more information call the Hillel Office as Usted in the

telephone directory.
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For Your Information
FYIs are public service announcements that run each

Monday, Wednesday and Friday for campus and local

nonprofit organizations. Due to space constraints, the

Collegian cannot print all FYIs submitted and no an-

nouncement can be repeated.

To submit an FYI, please send a press release with all

pertinent information to the Collegian c/o the News
Editor. FYIs cannot be taken over the phone.

Wednesday, ^ril 15

Lunch — A Women's Studies Brown Bag Lunch with

representatives from the Against ViolenceAgainstWomen
Programs of Everywoman's Center will take place 12:16

- 1:30 p.m. in the Campus Center room 804-808.

Pane/— The School of Management will host a panel

discussion on banking in Massachusetts in the Campus
Center room 163 at 7:30 p.m.

pesach
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

In addition, Chabad House is sponsoring com-

muiuty-wide, traditional Passover Seders on Friday,

April 17, at 7 p.m. and Saturday, April 18, at 8 p.m.

For information and reservations call Chabad House

as listed in the telephone directory.

© a©©
• Auto Glass

Q0PS!l Replacement
"

. Body Shop
• Used Car
• Mechanical
Repairs

North Amherst Motors
Oia Sun<torland Rd.. No.Amh*r«t 549-2880

A CARSTARif Car & Truck
Collision Repair Center Rentals

m A ir-T> lift u w I V t « • I T Y

SummeratBrandeisUniversity
Session I: June 3 • July SiSession D: July 8 - August 9

• Pre medical Sciences

• Foreign Languages: intensive, on-campus

and overseas

• Comprehensive Theater Arts Programs

• Chamber Music Workshop

• Liberal Arts & Economics

'0\'er 100 Courses In All Areas

• Small Classes Taught By Brandeis Faculty

• CIdH' U> the fxcitiTTicnt ot Camhrid(ji''B<).st()n

For mfomatuw. i Jfj/w jnd jrplKattnn

Thursday, April 16

Tea—A tea will be held for all Hispanic students from

the Five-College area with special guest Patricia Gonzalez.

The tea will start at 7:30 p.m. in Betty Shabbaz House at

Mount Holyoke College. All are welcome.

Lecture — The Palestinian Solidarity Committee is

sponsoring a lecture by Dr. Nancy Murray, Director of

the Middle East Justice Network at 7 p.m. in the Campus
Center room 164-171.

Workshop— The Everywoman's Center is sponsoring

a three-hour workshop for college seniors, "Graduating

Into the Recession," from 2 to 5 p.m.

Friday, April 17

Special Event — First Seder for Passover at the Ko-

sher D.C. will take place. Sign-up is required due to space

limitation. Call Hillel as Usted in the telephone directory.

Swearing man gets

a slap in the face
Compiled By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

A man reported he was slapped across the face by a

woman at the University Library on Monday night. He
was apparently explaining an incident that had occurred

earlier in the night and was using expletives in his

description when he was struck.

LARCENY/BURGLARY
• Awomen reported Monday afternoon that her locked

room in Thoreau residence hall was broken into. She

discovered she was missing checks from her checkbook,

and two have been drawn on her account. Police said the

matter is under investigation.

• A man reported that his bicycle, which was locked to

a bike rack on Clark Hill road, was stolen. The value of

the bicycle is $40.
• A former boyfriend admitted to police Friday night

that he entered through a window of a woman's room at

Butterfield residence hall to retrieve his personal prop-

erty.

P.O. BOK 9110 • WMham. MA 02254-9110 • (6i7) 736-<»424
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Spring Fling!!

J*RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

191 N. Pleasant St,
Amherst • 253-2013

22 Masonic St.,

Northainptf>n • 586-6336
• Open 7 days •

Thursday nights in Northampton

20% offStoreivide
Saturday, April 11

to
Friday, April 17

ACADKMV.MUSIC
NORTHAMPTON
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FRI. thru THUR. Apr. 1 7 23 1 Week Only!
Curtain Daily 7:00 & 9:00

A Kafka-esque riff from Woody--another
extraordinary achievement from a film-maker

continually challenging himself and
i audience...

SHADOWS
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Local
O'Brien chats with Southwest students
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Chancellor Richard O'Brien casually

walked into Mackimmie's main lounge in

Southwest, greeted the anxiously waiting

students and sat down so their Tuesday

evening House Council meeting could be-

gin.

"I want to know what is worrying the

students and what their concerns are,"

said O'Brien.

O'Brien said he attended the meeting

to open lines of communication between

the students and the upper hierarchy of

the University of Massachusetts.

"Communication is a big thing for me,"

said O'Brien. He said is important for him

to relay information about UMass to the

students, provide the students with a sense

of belonging and access to the University

and at the same time increase his under-

standing of the students' views on differ-

ent issues.

"I am resolved that eru-oUment will not

decline and have developed, along with

my colleagues, a four-step plan that will

hopefully increase enrollment," said

O'Brien.

The University must improve its pub-

lic relations, he said.

"It really helps the school when the

University has a nationally recognized

basketball team and a Pulitzer Prize win-

ner."

O'Brien said the University must bring

down the number ofstudents transferring

out of the University, otherwise know as

attrition. Just last year, he said, UMass
lost 20 percent of the freshman class due

CoUefian photo by Malt Kahn

ChancellorO^rien talks with students in theMackimmie residential

hall yesterday about issues affecting the University and its students.

to attrition.

"UMass needs to promote a small group

feeling and make the atmosphere more

attractive and eryoyable to students," he

said.

The University, he said, needs better

advertising and more marketing to im-

prove the recruitment of new students.

"I've worked harder this year than any

other year on increasing student recruit-

ment," he said.

Transfers from community colleges, he

said, also must mcrease. A new plan was

developed, he said, in which community

college students with a 2.5 grade point

average or above can come to UMass after

completing their associates degree.

O'Brien said he signed five community

colleges on to this plan this year and plans

to sign on the other 10 community colleges

within the next two years.

"It is important to do all of the above

without lowering the standards of the

University," said O'Brien.

This is the first year the state govern-

ment has not promised UMass a big state

funding cut, he said.

"Gov. Weld has said more good things

about education than Dukakis could have

ever squeezed out of his mouth," O'Brien

said.

The University, he said, is tied to the

economy which affects state funding. "As

the economy gets better, the University

will get into business."

"Tuition and fees are too high," O'Brien

said.

He said he wants to get the price of the

University low enough and the quality of

the University high enough to convince

people to come here.

O'Brien also said he considers UMass
basketball coach John Calipari an impor-

tant investment for the University.

Calipari, he said, will help increase en-

rollment because people like to be in a

place with a nationally recognized basket-

ball team.

"I would be dead if Coach Calipari left

UMass," said O'Brien.

The meeting was organized by Jody

Weinbergand Carolyn Rago, co-presidents

of the Patterson-Mackimmie Cluster

Council.

New course tutors athletes,

helps to train future teachers
By FELICE COHEN
and KIM /VDESSA
Collegian Staff"

A new class is being offered through the education

department, in conjunction with the University of Mas-

sachusetts Office ofAcademic Advising for Athletes, said

the creator of the course.

Director ofAcademic Coordination Ed Suglia said the

purpose of the course is to give students hands-on expe-

rience in an educational setting, and also to provide a

resource to student athletes.

"The purpose ofthe program is not for student athletes

to come in the night before an exam and expect to be

taught everything," he said. "Instead, we try to foster

independent learning skills, so we are not carrying a

student athlete from semester to semester."

Suglia said the students spend three to four hours a

week outside the classroom tutoring student athletes.

Sugha said the present class of25 students meets once

a week in a seminar, discussing ways to teach learning

and time management skills, as well as future career

goals.

"Our goal is for student athletes to come on a daily or

weekly basis and to learn long-term study skills," he said.

The seminars follow a semester outline and cover

topics such as the development of tutoring and time

management skills, as well as different philosophical

and ethical issues involved with the advising, teaching

and counseling of student athletes.

Another imporUnt part of the seminar will focus on

looking at an awareness of the negative stereotypes that

surround student athletes. Changing attitudes vvrill be an

important part of the class, for both the student athlete

and the students who are tutoring them.

Suglia said there are two parts to the program. The

first is "academic advising. Helping student athletes

chose a msgor that is right for them, and then guiding

them through the nuts and bolts of the requirements.

We're able to help the student athletes figure out their

schedules."

The second part is counseUng. "We find out what the

student athlete wants to do and we help them make

decisions, whether it be for classes, graduate schools or

career choices," he said.

Next semester, the program, currently run by Suglia

and graduate student Pam Higgins, vrill be bringing in

four year-long interns from the Academic Advising for

Athletes graduate program at Springfield College, to

work with student athletes.

There are also some student athletes who tutor. For

example.Tommy Pace, from men's basketball , andTammy
Marshall, from the women's gymnastic team, are student

tutors.

SugUa started the program this past semester and has
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

UM prof award
Society ofAntiquaries in London inducts Grose

By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts is losing some of its

esteemed faculty due to the state's financial crisis, but

UMass is still able to provide its students vrith quality,

award-winning personnel.

David F. Grose, a professor of archeology and classics

at UMass, was recently inducted as a Fellow into the

Society of Antiquaries of London.

"Itwas both unexpected and pleasing to be inducted as

a member of the society," said Grose.

Grose is not a citizen of Great Britain, which makes

this accomplishment even more meaningful. There are

only 1,500 fellows worldwide and only 250 are not Brit-

"Becoming a member of the society has been a great

honor in itself," he said.

Grose is a specialist in Hellenistic Greek and Roman

archeology and has worked on numerous excavations in

Europe and the Mediterranean.

He has been teaching at UMass for 14 years and has

been a full professor for five years.

Grose, who is also a Fellow of the American Academy

in Rome, received the 1991 National Endowment for the

Humanities Fellowship for College Teachers.

Also, he is currently a research associate at the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania's University Museum.

Other past awards he has won include a Fulbright,

American Council of Learned Societies and the Prix de

Rome, which is given by the American Academy in Rome.

Grose is the author of 25 articles, book chapters and

excavation reports, and his most recent is "Early Ancient

Glass from the Bronze Age to the Roman Empire." This

is considered by many as a standard reference on the

subject.

The Society of Antiquaries of London was founded

during Elizabethan times, and is one of the oldest soci-

eties for the study and promotion of archeology and

ancient civilizations.

The founding patron ofthe Society is considered to be

King George II, who gave the first charter to the society.

CoUegtan photo by Chri»toph«T Evana

SCHOOL'S FOR THE BIRDS— Claire

Kelley and her grandchildren Aja-Reigh

Kelley, right, and Che-Xian Kelley feed

popcorn to the pigeons on the Boston

Common yesterday.

rally
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

of the governor feeding a miniature Massachusetts to a

dog.

All the baked goods were sold out by the end ofthe day

raising $128.87 which "will buy a couple ofnew subscrip-

tions or journals to the Ubrary," according to Professor

Vincent Ilardi ofthe history department and chairman of

the Library Committee.

Ilardi said the legislature has no personal commit-

ment to the library. Excluding the 35 alumni, only 20 of

the 200 legislators have seen the UMass campus, he said.

"We've been doing all kinds ofthings for years and are

always trying to call the public's attention to higher

education in Massachusetts," said Professor David Lenson

of the comparative literature department and president

of the Massachusetts Society of Professors.
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diversity classes
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

professor in the Spanish and Portuguese

department, said the subcommittee was
able to see that there were courses which

failed to meet the diversity requirements.

According to a memorandum sent in

the spring of 1988 to the deans, directors,

department heads/chairs and faculty

members, the Social and Cultural Diver-

sity Subcommittee is "responsible for

recommending to the General Education

Council that certain courses proposed for

tutors

the Social and Cultural Diversity receive

the diversity designation."

In addition, the subcommittee is in

charge of reviewing different courses 'Ho

see whether, with or without some revi-

sions or modifications, such courses might

be designated as meeting the Social and

Cultural Diversity requirements."

The subcommittee also verifies the

syllabus ofa course which already has the

diversity designation to see if it "is work-

ing" according to its proposal.

r-^

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

already seen major results and interest.

There are currently 23 student tutors and

over 100 participating student athletes

with approximately 60 to 70 student ath-

letes attending the study halls regularly.

The course can be pre-registered for

the fall semester. For further information

call the Office of Academic Advising for

Athletes, located in Boyden Gymnasium.
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Peer Health Education Offers
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PUBLIC HEALTH 213 Schedule #611348

EDUCATION 4 213 Schedule #229523

3 credit course - Meets Wednesdays 4:00 - 6.30 pm
2 semester course commitment - For more information and
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^ Wednesday Night is

^ GUEST BARTENDER
NIGHT

At Mike's

Free T-Shirts & Prizes
PRIZES

$25.00 Gift CertifiQte to Mike's -Mike's Original T-Shirt

•2-Week membership to THE GYM •Large Cheese Pizza from Pinochio's

•2 Passes to AMC Movie theaters >YOUR picture on the walls of Mike's

V

Dravving is \\feclnesday Night. Must be present to win but put your^^
Don't Forget Mke's Famous Smorg on Friday Afternoons!

for Everyone! I ^^q J

More Than Half Of The

People Who Read This Ad

Who Want To Get Into

Law School Won't.
Here's a test of your math skills. Divide

95,000 law school applicants into 44.000

openings. Surprised? Now you realize

why it's so important to take the Ronkin

LSAT Total Test Prep Course.

First, you'll take a free diagnostic test,

then we'll work with you in small,

personalized classes. You'll have 40 hours

of classroom instruction and access to

our computers and live tutorials. Plus,

we offer a two-day LSAT Intensive Study

Clinic the last week before the exam.

Simply purchase a Ronkin LSAT

course by May 15 and we'll include the

$225 Clinic for free. Going home for the

summer? With 155 Centers Nationwide,

we can register you in Amherst for a

summer course near your homel

ronkin. GET IN."
i«> •=-'''8 «'In Amherst:

549-4010

The Offer: Reserve by May 15 at any Ronkin. Save $225.
LSAT»GMAT»GRE-MCAT TEST PREPARATION AND APPLICATION ASSISTANCE

The UMass TlicaLer Guild Pre<senU:

1:1911(007
by:

Tenne<s<see Williams

HEALHl • DIETING • STRESS • STDS • BODY IMAGH • IIIV/AinS • PnCRS • FUN

April 13, 14, 15,^16, 1992

student Union Ballroom 8pm

Tickets on sale at Tix Unlimited

$4 students $6 Non^tudents

Presented in cooperation with:

DramatisU Play Services
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Important lesson on The Simpsons
Do you remember way back when, when some of you

were on a luxurious spring break two-fisted with pina

coladas in some warm and tropical location? I don't. I was

home watching television one night, and actually learned

something from the good ole tube. Funny, I never thought

I'd say something like that, especially when it concerned

an episode of The Simpsons. I guess it counteracts all of

those adults who were convinced that television turns

your brain into oatmeal. This column will be dedicated to

such individuals.

This particular episode dealt with the estranged re-

lationship Krusty the Clown had with his rabbi father.

They had not been in contact with one another for 25

years because Krusty's dad did not approve of Krusty's

vocational choices. Lisa and Bart worked diligently to

reunite the two. Living in a society that demands happy

endings when there are so few in real life, Lisa and Bart

manage to get the two together once again.

Lorrie Cozzens

After I clicked off the television, I couldn't help but

think that this was a really valid story. When you think

about it, isn't at least one person you currently know not

speaking to someone because of some ancient grudge? It

made me think about my relationship with my own

father an awful lot. This is not exactly a reaction you'd

expect to find out of watching a prime time cartoon. Oh,

but think about him I did.

My parents were divorced when I was three, and 1 was

living 300 miles away from my father by the time I was

six. 1 saw him on the rare occasions I happened to be in

New Jersey visiting other relatives with my Mom. As I

got older, I found my trips to New Jersey were less and

less frequent. I had precious little contact with my father,

and 1 pretended 1 didn't care about him. I knew 1 was

bothered, although I had a hard time admitting that even

to myself People always say, Tou could have written or

called each other," but somehow you know things like

that never pan out the way they're promised to. So I

decided in my infinite teenage wisdom I'd stop maintain-

ing contact with him to see if he'd be in contact with me.

I used to be angry about our lack of communication, but

I can see now that I am older we are both to blame, equal

or not.

Last semester, after reading something called The

Book Of Questions" by Gregory Stock, I decided I'd call

my father. Why? Because one of the questions asked, "If

you knew you were going to die in a week, what things

would you want to tell certain people? Why haven't you

told them yet?" That question knocked me over like a

brick falling from the Tower Library. I felt terrible about

my actions, and even worse to realize that some things

I've done in the past were done solely to spite him.

Of course it didn't help any to be coming to these

conclusions while I was trying to write a paper and study

for finals simultaneously, but I figured you ought to take

it when it comes to you. So I did. I knew the number by

heart (I always knew my weird ability to remember

number sequences would come in handy one day) and

before I could tell myself "No," the number had already

been dialed and I was doing theAT&T thing. I was on the

phone with my father, the same person who I still have

not seen since Christmas 1987, and hadn't spoken to in

almost as long as that time. I can't recall a time when I

was more nervous, because 1 knew 1 had something

important to say.

It was probably the hardest thing I've ever done consid-

ering it took me such a long time to speak up and say what

I really needed to. But 1 did it, and it was emotional, and

as Stuart Smalley would so eloquently phrase it. "And

that's. . . okay." (I had to throw a joke in there somewhere,

it's hard for me to be so completely serious. ) Not to sound

like a cliche, but I felt as if a weight about the size of the

Rock of Gibraltar had been lifted off my shoulders.

My relationship with my father is hardly perfect, but

it's improved. What relationship is perfect? Ifeverything

was happy, we'd have nothing to strive for. Besides, every

relationship regardless if it's with a relative, friend or

lover needs to be maintained with open communication

lines. You shouldn't be afraid to be honest. And frankly,

the three most important things in a relationship to me

are honesty, loyalty and respect. Ifsomeone can't give you

at least that, they are not worth your time. So maybe

there really was something to that Simpsons episode.

Maybe there really is something worthy in television. For

example, everyone remembers those educational cartoon

commercials aired on Saturdays about "How a Bill Be-

comesA Law" and "Conjunction Junction."A little oatmeal

can be good for the soul After all, 1 am thinking about a

trip to New Jersey this summer U) visit my Dad. You just

never know what can happen.

Lorrie L. Cozzens is a Collegian columnist

J

Collegian comic unfit for print

How do you justify allovring last

Monday's "Cast of Thousands" to be

printed? I believe that the Collegian

has, in the past, pulled comics from the

comics page for playingon racial stereo-

types and "making fun" ofracial groups.

"Cast ofThousands" usually is quite

entertaining, and often exposes read-

ers to different ways of looking at

things. It is very well dravvn and

probes relevent issues. Why is it then,

that when confronted with Christian-

ity, Barry Deutsch threw ins brain out

the window?Why is it that rather than

have his characters hold a meaningful

discussion (as they have on other sub-

jects), he instead characterizes the

Christians as being insensitive, and as

treating homosexuals in an extremely

patronizing manner?
The conduct of the Christians who

often staff tables on the Concourse

cannot be characterized as such. I'm

not saying that Christendom has

treated homosexuals well — it has

not, to our shame. Using this as an

excuse to shrug off the issues that

Jesus raises, rather than dealing with

them is no response, however.

How are we to achieve civility on

campus if, as Mr. Deutsch portrayed,

the proper response to Christians is to

laugh or be violent?

I am not asking that "Cast ofThou-

sands" be pulled from the Collegian

—only that this lettermightbe printed

and that there might be a meaningful

discussion of the issues Christianity

addresses, rather than just poking

fun at those "queer" Christians.

Alan Willcox
Amherst

That's multicultural?
As a UMass Latina, I am shocked and horrified that

Evelyn De Jesus, the Multicultural Affairs Editor, has

released a policy statement banning any expression of

bilingualism from our page.

This is an outrageous declaration! What is

multiculturalism without bilingualism? A fraud, a sham

and the worst kind of tokenism!

The arguments she makes regarding the viability of

printing letters in other non-English languages arc

senseless. In the United States, Spanish is the other

major language that exists as an expression of cultural

identity for a huge population group. This leaves us

without a voice, except that filtered through English, the

language of the oppressors!

The only solution is clear. DeJesus does not believe in

multiculturalism, therefore she must, in all good con-

science, resign.
Nancy Mirada

Sylvan

Oh, those pesky Butterpudlians!
The Butterpudlians, in rash attempts

to maintain their image, have waged war.

They fiy a flag— a new political party has

emerged on campus! You thought the

Minuteman spread an evil net, which they

do, but just wait to the liberal left, the

freedom kiddies, in short, Butterpudlians

begin their REVOLUTIONARY campaign.

There arises in the world a new spirit,

a group of deities firmly positioned at the

highest peak, 58 peaceniks, preaching to

the rabble, rise up they say, come to our

abode, be a RADICAL!
We have grown long hair, our clothes

purchased with the highest thought for

style, because to belong, we must dress,

like any republican on Wall Street! We
have travelled, with daddy's cash in our

pocket, over the world! Come with me to

Spain! I, Butterpudlian, know your

troubles— letme preach my didactics, my
superior intellect brimming! Oh yes, we

suffer, driving our hippy BMW which, oh,

my daddy bought for me!

Once again, the bourgeoise have made

an arrogant plea to us poor proletariat

students, the socially reprogrammed,

steady on Big Brother's path of confor-

mity! The Nationalist Butterpudlians, true

political genuises, rebels in the highest

sense. Masters over us slaves, they own,

you guessed it, a cheap piece of cloth, a

pirate flag, not nearly as expensive as

their fave garb!

Sing the song of the Butterpudlian

Party: I, pseudo-intellectual, do hearby

swear to rise over the population like a

god, to preach my superiority to all who

require training. I open a new path, a

higher road, heaven, Utopia! I am Judge,

the key to a new world order.

John Mucciaccio
Brett

Tasteless and degrading jokes aren't that funny at all
iin.-^ T r.^^1 .v..iA>v, Tr\i\ra roaomVAfs. nit.v that those V

Well, here we go again. Our weekly women's issues

column that I know you all eageriy await. This week's

topic (a drum roll begins as the crowd lowers to a hush):

bad jokes.

I don'tmeanjokes that are not only lackinghumor ,
but

are just plain old unnecessary. This past weekend I was

up bright and early in the afternoon when I heard such a

degrading and unnecessary joke. It annoyed me and sent

me off the walls until I realized it really was not much

different from most otherjokes I hear on a regular basis.

Picture this: the sun is shining, the birds are chirping

and a few feet from my dorm window I hear, "Hey, how do

you want your coffee?" "Black and sweet. Just how I like

my women." Out my window I saw two well-fed White

males in their UMass gear laughing hysterically.

Oh, okay! Hello Mister UMass employee! Guess what

buddy I pay your salary along with plenty of other

women at this University; both White and Black women.

What a talent he has, huh? He can discriminate against

a gender and an ethnic group in one sha-bang! That well-

humoredman perfectly manipulated his words to include

a sexist and a racist tone just to get a double laugh. Kind

of strange, 1 didn't even crack a smile.

Why did those men find such a degrading remark so

hilarious? Could it bejust plain ignorance, lack ofrespect

or fear? I don't think it can be ignorance.

We all do realize that women and all other minorities

are people too. Don't we? And we all understand that to

receive respect we must give respect. Right?

Stacy Malone

So, now it all boils down to fear. Are some white males

just now realizing that minorities will no longer settle for

being subordinate? Equality is desired by all human

beings, but is attempted'to be controlled by the dominant

group in our society by allowing white males most of the

privileges. Did these men feel some sort of control by

oppressing through discriminatory jokes? Are they that

afraid to look next to them and have to treat a woman as

a co-worker rather than a slave or a sex object?

I suppose after being the dominant group for all of

these generations, I should sympathize with these men

who have to grasp at their beliefs to participate in such

unnecessary discriminating jokes. Their manners of ex-

pressing discrimination are gradually being edged away

through a rise in desire ofequality amongst minorities. I

guess discriminatory jokes are just a way to hold on to

some power, but I do not sympathize with them at all.

What I feel much more resembles pity that those white

men found it so funny to cut people down to satisfy their

own humor.

If a woman walked around making discriminatory

jokes and comments about men would people laugh at

them?
Well, I know many men who would not. As a matter of

fact, she would probably be labelled such affectionate

names like "men-basher," "feminist" or "lesbian." In a

male dominant society such titles are not too accepted. I

don't ever recall meeting a men-basher, feminist or

lesbian who was ever more severe with discriminatory

jokes than a good-witted bunch of men, but that does not

matter.

It is so much easier to make the jokes when you know

none of them are on you. I know that is slightly harsh to

say or rather point out, but think about it. Are there more

jokes aimed at women or men? You got it. Women.

Minorities are almost always the butt ofjokes. You will

tend to find a lot less people laugh at discriminatoryjokes

when the joke is directed at them.

To all ofyou out there with your never-ending collec-

tions ofdiscriminatoryjokes: are you afraid that soon the

jokes will be on you?

Stacy Malone is a Collegian columnist
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Third World Affairs
Pentagon Papers II: the imperialist manifesto

^"^
- /..T 1 / 1 ^u.^ T\ya aKanlntisTn nf II S. rule is incred-

Thanks to a series ofdocuments leaked

in the past few months, it is becoming

possible to begin to piece together a co-

herent image of what U.S. strategic geo-

political doctrine will look like in the post-

Cold War era, iaeyond containment."

These documents provide an overview

ofthe thinking in the Pentagon unequaled

since the "Pentagon Papers' The threat

this planing poses to the general peace

and Third World security cannot be over-

stated. They constitute a manifesto for

total global hegemony, enforced by con-

stant war, specifically targeted at Third

World nations, backed up by the vast

arsenal of U.S. doomsday weapons.

What characterizes the new thinking

most is the starkness of its principles and

new level ofruthlessness which it reveals.

The kind ofthinking that, in the GulfWar.

gave us total war on Iraqi civilians, the

mass roastingand burying alive ofsoldiers,

and 100.000 dead children, was just a

foretaste of what awaits future victims.

The key post-Cold War development is

that now no rivals are to be tolerated, and

any state tr>ing to improve its position is

a target. We are facing absolute rule.

It was the industrial wing ofThe Com-

plex that, in 1991. first began the quasi-

public airing of "scenarios" advertising

future wars. General Dynamics Corpora-

tion, in an effort to win contracts for new

cruise missiles with "pinpoint accuracy"

at up to 1.500 miles, listed five contingen-

cies and how many missiles would be

required to "iace the challenges." They

anticipated smashing both Iran and Iraq

with 173 missiles, assaulting India with

190 missiles, bashing Libya with 70. using

2^ .-missiles against a fictitious Indonesian

coup attempt, and launching no less than

465 missiles at Russia. These "threats,"

constructed primarily in naval terms, were

criticized for ignoring "ground threats."

Since then, there has been a prolifera-

tion of policy documents calling for global

nuclearblackmail. In January, a Pentagon

report said the United States must retarget

its nuclear forces (5,000 warheads) onto

non-nuclear Third World countries, in-

cluding "every reasonable adversary."

Greeted by administration officials as a

"good piece ofwork ," it pointed out that the

United States "must keep nuclear weap-

ons to protect its fundamental interests. .

.

[including! a healthy economy, ' and if it

'moves from being a superpower to being

an equal, others may decide to become

equals as well. " It suggested the creation

of a "Nuclear Expeditionary Force' to

launch nukes from air and sea at de-

fenselessThird World countries, and called

for "deliberate ambiguity' in diplomacy.

Hussein Wish

In February there followed the infa-

mous "seven scenarios" plan, in which the

Pentagon was supposedly predicting the

most likely contingencies for U.S.

warmaking in the near future. It's ironic

that it is this document which received by

far the most attention and concern from

the press and public. The scenarios are

abnost all absurd and deeply unconvincing.

What was unmistakable, however, is the

tone of megalomania and unrestrained

lust for power in the document. It sees

Russia attacking Lithuania and Poland,

North Korea attacking South Korea, right

wing coups in Panama and the Philip-

pines (somehow threatening to the United

States ) in league with a drug cartel (!), and

(this one seems beyond belief) a new Iraqi

attack on Kuwait and Saudi Arabia.

These "scenarios" would seem to be the

products ofhysterical and paranoid minds.

But, it's more hkely this list of contingen-

cies is deUberately absurd, designed to

make a point without revealing any ofthe

real planning that goes on. Beyond how

ridiculous most of these ideas are, note

the absence of any of the real (and obvi

ous) potential areas ofconflict and concern

— South African civil strife, U.S./lndian

rivalry in the Indian Ocean, Kashmir,

Russian rivalry with Ukraine and/or Cen-

tral Asia, and the possibility ofan Israeh

attack on one or more of its neighbors.

More serious, however, were both the

implied subtexts and the overall attitude of

the scenarios. Clearly.thethreatU) Panama

is far more suggestive of Cuba, and there

are those who see a challenge to China in

the passage regarding Korea. But, ofcourse,

the real message is that no one any time,

anywhere, will be allowed effective inde-

pendence firom the mighty U.S. Leviathan.

This truth is demonstrated by the final

scenario, a global "threat" by a "new ex-

pansionist superpower. " It is notmade clear

who is in mind, so this passage clearly

applies to anyone foolishenough to consider

trying to "become equals as well.

'

According to the New York Times, this

document was received in Congress as

"quite believable, even too conservative."

The "no rivals" policy was given a full

unveiling in March, when the Defense

Department had its new policy statement

leaked to the press. This bloodcurdling,

chilling document, drafted in conjunction

with the National Security Coimcil and

the President's personal advisors, lays

out in full the U.S. plan to rule the worid.

without exception or restraint, through

war and blackmail.

It left little doubt about the role of

"friends" and "allies." gloating that the

"cold war victory" had been as much about

"the integration of Germany and Japan

intoa U.S. led system ofcollective security'

as it had been about the Soviet Union. The

idea that these rising states could become

powers in their own right is shot down at

once. The policy says the United States will

"maintain the mechanisms for deterring

potential competitors from even aspiring [U

to a larger regional or global role.'

The absolutism of U.S. nxle is incred-

ible. Don'teven think abouttaking a bigger

role, even in your region. Any moves by

anyone to increase participation and/or

influence are now seen as full justification

for retaliation, and that goes for "friends."

The U.S. government will seek to get its

way at the U.N. but "should be postured to

act independently when collective action

cannot be orchestrated.' Obviously, there is

no real role for collectivism, or anything

but the crudest form of machtpolitik.

As far as the Third World goes, having

been thoroughly retargeted by the full

might ofthe U.S. terror weapons, they are

not to dream of acquiring a deterrent

capacity to resist this kind of openly de-

clared international tyranny. "The U.S.

may be faced with the question ofwhether

to take military steps to prevent the de-

velopment' of Third World deterrence.

Given the experience of Iraq during and

after the Gulf War, we know what the

answer is likely to be. Brutal attack. None

may seek independence.

Cuba, North Korea, and China are spe-

cifically targeted for attention. They are

said to be in crisis, which leaves open the

possibility for "actions that would other-

wise seem irrational,' suggesting that they

are seen as potential targets for attack.

In short, there seems little doubt about

the way in which the United SUtes plans

to use its relative monopoly of power.

Absolute Rule! The leaked internal Pen-

tagon documents make no bones at all

about that. Anyone who steps out of line

(and apparently that doesn't take much)

is to be smashed with the awesome power

of the U.S. mihtary machine.

All great empires of the past are made

to seem puny and feeble in comparison to

this, the first toUl global empire.

Total global empire!

Hussein Ibish is a Collegian staff

member. The opinions in this article are

not necessarily those of the Collegian.

Africa
March 1992: The results ofthe "whites only" referen-

dum are announced. An overwhelming majority (68.7

percent ) of the white South Africans voted to pursue

peaceful change.

An amazing step forward for the forces of peace and

justice: A great triumph over the neo-Nazi white

supermacistsl Certainly this means that South Africa

will change.
Surely this is the last nail in the coffin for apartheid

and any doubts about the sincerity of the white minority

in power-sharing with Blacks for the "good of the coun-

try."

However, a closer examination reveals a different

situation.

January 1989: Apartheid. A minority of 5.5 million

whites owns S7^ of the land and rule over almost 30

million Blacks (a generic term used to refer to all "Afri-

can." "Indian" and "colored" people), none of whom can

vote in the land of their birth.

The state owns the entire postal service, transport

system, iron, steel and chemical industry, and huge

shares in the gold and diamond mines which operate

under the name of Anglo-American.

Education is state-controlled. Depending on their

registered ethnicity, students are "educated" at "ethnic"

primary schools right through to "ethnic" universities.

The police and army continue to occupy Black schools

and residential areas with unhmited power to detain

anyone for unlimited p>eriods without reason or charge.

Even the "courts of law" offer limited protection.

Violence in the Black areas continues to increase with

progressive activists being systematically assassinated,

detained or reported missing. Evidence of state involve-

ment in violence mounts.

The Group Areas Act, which dictates different areas of

residence and business according to race, is still being

enforced. The Separate Amenities Act, aimed at con-

trolling the use of public facilities for different races, is

still the law. The Influx Control Act still controls the

movement and access to employment of Blacks. Job

reservations (for whites only) is the norm, with whites

earning from two to four times more than equal-ranking

Blacks.

The government spends eight times more money on

the education ofwhite children. Hospitals are segregated

with whites having vastly superior quality health care.

Ninety-nine percent of the arable land is owned by

whites, who receive high subsidies.

The African National Congress, South African Com-

munist Party and Pan African Congress are still "banned

and illegal." Thousands of political prisoners languish in

jails. The Immorality Act being scrapped. South Africans

are legally allowed to have sexual relations across "racial

barriers."

February 1990: Having received a mandate from the

1989 whites-only election to pursue negotiations, the

government declares all political organizations "legal."

Comrade Nelson Mandela, together with a few other

political prisoners^s set free. The government announces

the white minority regime is prepared to "negotiate a new

settlement that would enable Blacks to participate in the

political process ofthe country," and have engaged on the

road of"irreversible change towards a New South Africa."

At last apartheid was finally going to be buried.

That's what we all thought. And how wrong we were.

Anil Kanjee

April 1992:Two years later, no significantchange has

occurred. Even though negotiations have been taking

place, the president has been reassuring white South

Africa that "they will not lose any of their privileges."

Yes, the Groups Area Act, the Influx Control Act, the

Separate Amenities Act and the Bantu Education Act

have been officially "repealed." However, all local au-

thorities are still ailowed to practice and enforce these

racist laws "as they see fit."

Schools and residential areas are as segregated as

ever. State expenditure on Blacks has not improved. Use

AP photo

Members ofthe Neo-Nazi Iron Guard march
in a show of force near Ventersdorp, South
Africa sometime before the recentWhites only
referendum .

of pubUc facihties cost fees Blacks cannot afford.

The police and military still have unlimited power.

Several political prisoners remain unreleased, many

remain in exile, and thousands have been killed, with

conclusive proof of state involvement. In March alone,

. 374 Blacks were killed.

The Neo-Nazi Afrikaaner white supremacist group

continues to massacre Blacks and blow up property. The

State Security Branch continues to operate even after its

sponsorship of vigilante groups is exposed. In the words

of a Black youth organization member. "More of us

[Blacks] are dying now in these times of 'peace' than

when we were at Var.""

The government continues to transfer economic power

into the control of the white minority, for fear of a Black

government coming to power. Unemployment among

Blacks remains constant between 40 and 50 percent. Aft«r

two years, while conditions for white people improved, for

Black people no significant change has occurred.

For Blacks, the "yes" vote doesn't mean much. True,

many were delighted at the positive vote. After all, a "no"

vote would almost certainly lead to a bloody civil war.

Black people are well aware that the government is

intent on preserving capitalism and white minority rule.

On March 19, De Klerk stated he would ensure that

"private property rights and privileges" of whites will be

protected.

While de Klerk may appear to be a reformer, the

reahty is that he is a staunch defender of the system of

racial capitalism and the status quo. The positive results

ofthe referendum mean rewards forthe government. The
international community is being hoodwinked into ac-

cepting the racist South African government.

Holland and Nigeria have enjoyed in-state visits with

South Africa. France and Denmark have lifted all sanc-

tions and many countries are now opening consulates in

South Africa.

Another goal is please the U.S. bosses. Undoubtedly,

loans will be used to promote the economic control by the

whites, as evidenced by the strong moves by the state to

"privatize" most of its assets, i.e. sell to whites.

If the current state of affairs seems gloomy and

frightening, it's because it is so. Blacks are under no

illusions.

Nowhere in history has any oppressor simply given up

power. Black South Africans are aware that things are

going to get muchworse before it gets any better. The

resolve ofmany ofour p<!ople is as strong as ever, and the

fight will be carried on to the bitter end.

Anil Kanjee is a UMuhs ntudent and a member of the

Pioneer Valley South African /Azanian Student Move-

ment. Theopinionnin this article are not necessarily those

of the Collegian.

Arts & Living
'Nuns on the Run' and 'Gallipoli' on HSCN
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Hello, movie lovers, and welcome to yet

another installment of the Campus Cable

Cormection.

Now, my faithful flick followers, I have

an announcement that you can pass on to

your friends who don't read my column
(either because they have no taste or are

illiterate). Anyway, the manager of the

Housing Services Cable Network contacted

me early Monday morning informing me
that no movies were shown at all on

Sunday. She does not work on weekends,

but checks her messages every couple of

hours. Ifthere are no complaints, then she

has no idea anything is wrong. The moral

ofmy story is, ifthere is a problem, CALL
AND YOU SHALL RECEIVE. Nufl"said?

GOOD!

Campus Cable

Now, here are the movies that will be

shown beginning on Wednesday. April 15

(HINT: I didn't like Point Break, just in

case you couldn't tell).

Eacape From New York — Kurt

Russell, Lee Van Cleef, Ernest Borgnine.

The year is 1997, and Snake Plissken

(Russell) tries to escape firom Manhattan,

which has been turned into a maximum
security prison. Believe me, it sounds much
better than it actually is. Apparently, this

director has a thing about the future being

very bleak and austere. (Hey, have any of

you ever seen a futuristic sci-fi flick with

a positiveoutlook? Yeah,me neither. Kinda

depressing, huh? Sorry, I digress. . . ) It

left me with a very bad taste in my mouth.

(Trust me, it was the movie and NOT the

jalapenodip.)**
Gallipoli — Mark Lee. Mel Gibson,

Bill Kerr. Ooh! Ooh! Mel in all his prime,

the same year The Road Warrior came

out. Gibson and Lee enlist in the miliUry

during WWl in a very powerful drama,

with fantastic directing, acting and con-

vincing period detail. The plot is very

intrigtiing, and the acting is a definite

plus. . . don't miss! ***

Heart Like A Wheel — Bonnie

Bedelia, Beau Bridges. Leo Rossi. Bedelia

is a race car driver who has to deal with

sexism to be a seriously considered can-

didate on the race track. No. no, don't

fireak. . . it's not like that heinous movie

Days of Thunder, but it ain't a winner,

either. **

Home Alone — Macaulay Culkin,

Catherine O'Hara, Joe Pesci. Alright

people, I know this movie has been played

about 10 million times this semester, but

what the heck, it's a fun flick to watch. I

mean, you can always watch the scene

when Dan Stem gets the tarantula on his

face. . . that scream is such a classic. No
matter how many times I've watched it, I

still laugh. Pesci, of course, is hysterical,

and Macaulay isn't that bad either. ***

Jekyll and Hyde. . . TogetherAgain
— Mark Blankfield, Bess Armstrong,

Krista Erickson. Whoa. . . All-Star cast

here, huh? Depends on your type ofhumor.

. . ifyou like mad scientists snorting white

powder, sexual innuendos, and lots of

vulgarity all wrapped up in a poorly edited

film by a first-time director, then you'll

like this flick. Ifnot, you won't. A couple of

good laughs, though. **

North Dallas Forty— Nick Nolte,Mac
Davis, Charles Duming. Based on the

bestseller by Peter Gent, this film is a

wonderfully scripted, outstandingly acted

portrayal of labor abuse in the National

Football League. Now, I don't like football

too much, but this movie was so

gripping, my eyes were riveted to the

screen. Nolte is sheer eixjoyment. A must-

see! ***l/2

Nuns on the Run — Eric Idle. Robbie

Coltrane, Camille Coduri. Okay, okay, the

premise is overused. . . two guys running

firom a boss and hiding out. Whoojjee.

However, what they do with the premise

is strikingly fresh and funny. They dress

up as nuns and hide out in a convent.

Some ofthe dialogue is so humorous, you'd

think 1 wrote it! (HA! Just kidding. Really.

)

Give it a chance. . . I think it's worth

watching. **l/2

Point Break— Keanu Reeves, Patrick

Swayze, Gary Busey. Hmm, my theory is

a group of people got together and decided

to sell movie tickets by putting oh-so-

studly Keanu and Patrick in wet suits to

show off their tight buttocks and impres-

sive bulges. Lord knows, the movie offers

little else. A couple of good fight scenes,

one good sex scene, and a semi-promising

plot that completely fizzles at the end.

Needless to say. I was disappointed but

not surprised. 1/2* for the movie and ****

for Keanu's butt. (Mm, mm, good.)

RunningBrave—Robby Benson, Pat
Hingle, Jeff McCracken. Based on the

real-life story ofBilly Mills, a Sioux Native

American, who leaves his reservation to

become an Olympic gold medalist. Kinda

corny, kinda sappy and only moderately

entertaining. It's a wonderfiil story, don't

get me wrong, but the movie itself really

could have offered so much more. **l/2

ShortTime— Dabney Coleman, Matt
Frewer, Teri Garr. Ooh, looky, here's an

original idea. A man is given the wrong
diagnosis (the files are messed up and

stuff) and is told he has a terminal disease

with only a short time to live, so he goes

and tries to get himself killed (so he can

die in the line of duty for insurance pur-

poses — oh yeah, he's a cop. . . you know,

lots ofbang-bang scenes and robbers and

stuff), but of course he can't get killed

because everybody knows that when you

try to die, you can't, right? (Whew!) A
couple of funny scenes, but not enough to

keep the movie interesting. *

Outrageous Fortune— Bette Midler,

Shelley Long. Peter Coyote. You know, I

never would have thought that Midler

and Long would have had on-screen co-

medic chemistry, but I guess I was wrong.

These two funny women are even funnier

together as they discover they have been

having an affair with the same man who
stages his own death. A laugh a minute.

worth a glance. *

Stripes— Bill Murray, Harold Ramis,

Warren Oates, and a special appearance

by my favorite actress with unspeakable

talent (NOT!) Sean Young. Despite the

presence of Sean, this movie is a definite

classic. Murrayjoins the army with buddy

Ramis, and though the movie is a tad

predictable, it's SOOO funny! Also ap-

pearing in the flick are John Candy, John

Larroquette and Judge Reinhold, all very

talented comedians. ("There she was, just

a walkin' down the street, singin' doo wah
ditty ditty . . .") ***

Who's Harry Crumb? — John
Candy, Jeffrey Jones, Annie Potts. Candy

is wonderfully cast as a bumbling detective

who changes his identity quite often to get

information. Kinda like Fletch, but dif-

ferent. Some very silly moments, but some

are very genuinely funny. You can't miss

the scene when Candy dresses up as a

jockey and uses the jockey telephones.

Oy, what a riot. ** 1/2

Movies that are on HSCN but are not

reviewed this week are: Tough Guys,

Where the Heart Is, Blaze, Bliss, The
Bride, and Conrack.

***

House— William Katt, GeorgeWendt,

Richard Moll. Screwy movie of a horror

writer (Katt) who is all screwed up from

his recent divorce, the disappearance of

his son, and his memories from Vietnam.

He's plagued by these bizarre demonic

fantasies when he goes to live in his aunt's

house (she ironically committed suicide

there). It's pure schlock, but watching

(George Wendt (Norm on "Cheers") and

Richard Moll (Bull from "Night Court") is
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Regional lacrosse foes visit the Hill
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts lacrosse

coach Ted Garber has been saying it all

season: "You've got to play the game, not

the name."
Today at Richard F. Garber Field at 3

p.m.. the Gorillas (4-2) will be trying not to

look past New Hampshire (3-31 UMass is

the Wildcats' biggest game of the season,

and anything approaching last

Wednesday's letdown against Providence

could endanger the Gorillas' NCAA hopes.

UNH looks like a pretty bad lacrosse

team, which makes it even harder for the

Gorillas to avoid a letdown. How bad?

They lost 8-5 to Boston College, a team

UMass hasbeaten by 20-goal point spreads

the past two seasons. UNH has also lost to

common opponent St. John's, 9-4, and

came out on the wrong end ofan 11-2 score

against Delaware, whom the Gorillas face

this weekend.

But this is a regional game, and UNH
players have reason to psych themselves

up — they'll be facing their former head

coach in Garber, who posted an 80-81

record at the Wildcats' helm before taking

the UMass job in 1991.

-Anytime lUMass] is playing New
Hampshire throw the record book out,"

Garber said. They'll want to play well

against a top team, and I know their

players will have a little extra emotion

going tomorrow because 1 coached them."

Doubters should recall last season's re-

sult in Durham, N.H., a 15-12 UMass win

that shouldn't have been close. Assistant

coach Tom Carmean called that effort

'sloppy" after the game, and sloppy isn't

where the Gorillas want to be right now.

The question for UMass is whether or

not they can turn in a dominating effort

against a sub-par team. After being scared

by lesser-regarded St. John's and Provi-

dence, the Gorillas would do well to end

this game early. UMass will also hope to

improve their extra-man offense, which

Garber said got plenty of work in practice

this week.
However, after last week's emotionally

charged win over Yale, Garber isn't ex-

pecting a similar letdown the rest of the

season.

Leading the way for the Wildcats is

John Daley, a player Garber holds in high

regard. Daley, is tied for the team goal

scoring lead, as he and Jim Palmer both

have 8 scores. Daley has added 4 assists to

lead UNH with 12 points. Garber cited

Bill Golden and goaltender Brian Vona as

other leaders for UNH.
Gorillas in the midst: Ifyou can't be

at Garber Field, tune in to 91.1 WMUA-
FM.

/"
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CoU«KiaB tOe photo

The University of Massachusetts lacrosse team squares off against

the University of New Hampshire today at Garber Field

BOLTWOOD
MARJiET
Stock Up at

Downtov^n Amhierst's
Only Market Featuring:

Fresh Produce $ Groceries

Meats # Service Deli

Tkke thebus& come see us!

(Belchertown Rd. & South Amherst Bus Routes)

253-9081 • Open Monday - Saturday 9-7

17 Kellogg Ave. (Behind Barts)

HOlU MMT 1 MEM77

THE BODY SHOPS
RRE SRVING

-THANKS"

TO OUR CURRENT MEMBERS
&

"GIUE US fl TRV
TO EUERVONE ELSE

^Sfiavj <^Motox Cai <J^zntaLii

• Late Model Dependable Transportation

• Inexpensive Rates- Daily - Weekly - Monthly

• Mastercard, Visa, American Express

• Must Be 21 Years ofA^ To Rent

,^^ CALL
a^^?^3.gS 253-5040
as

319 Collefte Street, Amherst. MA 01004

Round Tnpi froni New Ton> Surun| IC

LONDON 390
MADMD 595
MOSCOW 595
LIMA 470
BARANOUILA 450
HONGKONG 849

Tax*! not ncKidad Kotr c:ioni ippty

Faro tubjict to cKan|t A avuiabiliiy

Call about on* wayt W* it«u«

EURAIL passe* on the S^OTI

Coundl Travel
"n South PiMian t Sfttt
Amhtni. MA0IOC2

413-256-1261

EUROPE^* CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
Ow RoctoMtor Plua
Htm Yodt. NY 10020

Ptw» (212) 581-3040

Mail ttito ad for SpMlal
Sludwit/TMClMr Tariff.

a NCNTAL a LCAK D PURCHASC

ITH SHUIN6S UP 20%

OFF MEMBERSHIP PRICES

FOR NEHT VERR

UJe Knom NeHt Vear Is a Long lUay Off

RUT THESE PRICES

ARE THE LOUIEST llJE UE EUER HRD!

CALL 545-6075

For More Information

o r sr/!sre^JZL

Come By Your Nearest Body Shop

BEFORE APRIL 30!!

Now that you have-or almost

have—your degree,

where do you go

from here?

Where do you find

opportunities to

build a rewarding

future in a dynamic

and expanding field?

Northeastern

University's Post-

Baccalaureate Programs

in the Allied Health Profes

sions are very positive answers

to the question of your career

At Northeastern, you'll find the

education you need—plus valu-

able experience through clinical

practice courses at our world

famous clinical affiliates.

TiNMtofiil

A Healthy Answer

To "Where Do
I Go From

' Here?"

offers Post-Baccalaureate

Certificate Programs

sucti as • Health

tntormation

Administration

• Medical

Laboratory Science

• Respiratory Therapy

CaN (117) 437-3MI

and explore the possibilities

with us now! College of Pharm-

acy and Allied Health Professions,

206 Mugar Life Science Build-

ing, Northeastern University.

Boston, MA 02115.

An Equal Opportunity/

Affirmative Action,

Title IX University

Northeastern

University

COLLEGIAN
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Today's Staff

Nieht Editor Greg Sukiennik

Copy Editor
Darienne Hosley

PhotoTechnician
Chris Evans

Production Supervisor Oliver Raskin

Production
Brad Hutchison,

Lisa Roman

Menu

I

LUNCH
Deli Ham on Water Roll

Fishburgeron Roll

BASICS LUNCH
Garden Chili

Fishburger on Roil

DINNER
Breaded Scallops

Roast Turkey

BASICS DINNER
Veggie Kabobs
Breaded Scallops

Roast Turkey

Oh, my word, Helen! You play, toof . .
And here I

always thought you were just a songbird.

"

Quote of the Day
"It's tinne to change the water in the bong of

government and take a few hits of new leadership"

- Dennis Miller

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

Anns (March 21-Apfil 191; Brain-

storming with your co-worWers creates

better rapport. An office romance be-

gins to heat up. Co that extra mile for a

(riend who is in trouble. Finaliie busi-

n«» deals.

TAURUS lAprii 20-May 20): Trav«l

could help you land new business now.

Meet prospective clients <ace-io-(ace.

Family life improves ifyou makecertain

compromises. A lecoociliation attempt

meets with success.

GEMINI (May 2Mune 20): Work-

ing closely with VIPs could bring new

financial rewards. When push comes to

shove, be decisive. A festive rtwod helps

you shirw at a social event . Put your bcti

fool forward

CANCER Oune 21-luly 22t; Ro-

mance IS in the air. Do not let a feeling

of discontent gel the besi of you. Vou

win approving nods from your peers

and higher ups today by saying exactly

what everyone feels.

LEO duly 2 J-Aug. 22): Base a deci-

sion on hard facts. You need to weigh

your options carefully before changing

jobs Of making a new investment. A

professional relationship gets off to a

terrific siart.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): Move

boldly into new territory. Rich business

gams await. Innovative ideas anraci the

anention of influential people. Be very

clear when giving instructions of di-

reaions to subordinates.

LiatA (Sept. 21-Oct. 22): Curb a

tendency to lock horns with your co-

workers. You can have a great time if

you can become part of the gang. Catch

up on world events. Overseas contacts

hold rich promise.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2J-NOV. 21): The

emphasis today is on being a good

listener. Avoid soundingcrilical. Aleen-

ager volunteers some interesting tnfof-

mat ion. Dono betray this youngpeiwn's

confidences.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):

Hatch a gel-rich-and-iarTHxis scheme

now and you could lay an egg. The

focus IS on fun and romarKe. rwt on

who is top txnana. PoMpone signing a

binding agreement.

CAferOHN (Dec. 22-(an. 19):

Developing your creative talents should

be a top priority now. Speculative fi-

nancial venturesare not favored, friends

may want to panic ipate m (amily activi-

ties; include them il it is convenient.

AQUARIUS (Ian. 20-feb. 18): Vou

can make real headway in financial

negotiations loday. Inquiries yield valu-

able findings. ExplorelheworWofmusic,

dance or photography for a change of

pace.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): You

must feel nwst comfortable on your

own ground. Conduct as much bosi

ness as possible over the phorw. A loved

one may be unwilling to compromise

on a ma|Oi issue. Rethink your position.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University.

ACROSS
1 Nebraska
metropolis

6 NFL kicker

Matt

10 Re air

1

4

Was botd

erKMjgh

1

5

Coloratura MiMs

16 Stick in one's

1

7

— treat

18 Acquit

20 Nun
22 Downward

slopes

23 Chocdale
cookie

?5 Connery and
Penn

26 InlorpiPls

inrorreclly

.10 MofP
pfclcniious

33 Sort ol Siillix

34 BrillianI stroke

36 Wilh 51 Across
fope work

37 Bnl med
coverage

38 City on the Po
40 Beer keg

41 TV choice

44 Aclress Olin

45 Gentry wrote

one to Billy Joe
46 Fireplace

remains

48 Works on
paintings

51 Sm? 36 Across

53 Mosel feeder

54 Prepared lor

further lire

57 Chaplin's "City

61 Records' flip

parts

63 Hideouts

64 Carry

65 Advantage
66 Br-ginning

67 Het)rev» letters

68 Ueth
69 Wars of the —

DOWN
1 Likelihood

? Island ol

Hawaii

3 Painting and
music

4 -Macho"
Camaci>o

5 Slick

6 Sills, to

friends?

7 Jefurte

8 'Fatha' of 1372

9 Indian Ocean
arm

to Character

actor's lofle

1

1

Kind of radio

12 Haknor
Houston

1

3

Is in debt
19-— for

rHsbody .*

Bickerstaffe

21 Do a double

take

24 lefty of

b.isetoalls past

?6 Pie inqipdionl

7 7 A musir al Jones

28 Catchword

29 More convinced

31 — cologne

37 Baseballs
Duren and
Sandberg

35 Evergreens

39 Twangy
42 Poe maiden

namesakes

43 Bombeck and

namesakes
47 Hawkins and

Thompson
49 Le Carr*'*

•Tmkef. —

.

Soldier. Spy"

50 Church music
provider, in

Roma
52 Donkey, in

Britain

54 -The Great

American Novat'

author

55 Cry at Pan'a

partlat

5« BA's and MA*
58 Qreei Iha viliain

59 Rollins of

NBA
60 Fast planes, fur

short

62 Ready to go

ANSWER TO PB|V!0.'jSPK^'-^

4/15/92
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Scott
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

"He's a gamer." Roger Clemens pitches

iryured, then flies to Cleveland (land ofno

fans) to salvage the double dipper. Don
Zimmer gets a rousing ovation.

Tanquility base. The Red Sox. Spring-

time. It is great to be ahve.
• UMass Sports Information Director

Howie Davis summed it up when he asked

ifa) the NHL is playing hockey again and,

b) does everyone still make the playoffs?

The Boston Garden will just be one

thick layer of fog by the time the Bruins

get started in the second round.

• Ifyou happen to see Brett "Come soar

with us" Morris (he's the funny looking

guy that walks around in a daze) be sure

to give him a good shot in the arm just for

being a Yankees fan. Poor soul thinks the

Bronx Bombers are for real. Idiot.

• Ifthe Lakersever get Shaquille O'Neal

ni take the first purple and gold Laker fan
I see and throw him off the Tobin Bridge.

Let's hope it's Dyan Cannon.

• With the Kentucky Derbyjust around
the comer it looks as Uiough III be riding

Black Devil to the finish line in Lexington.

I was riding Joker for a long time, but we
had a parting ofways when he refused to

canter for me. Stubborn mule.
• Tomorrow's parade for the hoop team

should be something to behold. I'm kind of

hoping anti-fun advocate Margot Parrot

gets trampled in the midst of the cel-

ebration. Didn't Captain Kangaroo have a
friend name Marot the Parrot? Maybe it

was on Sesame Street.

• I guess there's a new Olympic sport

called the pizza toss and some aspiring

female athlete took her training to the

pizza joint last week. My cat-Uke reflexes

allowed the sUce to float majestically onto

my buddy Del's shoulder. Obviously the

girl's training methods lack something.
• There seems to be a problem with

people continually asking me to include

them in this space. There are two ways to

go about this. Either be a complete and
blithering idiot or. .

.

David Scott is a Collegian columnist.

Red Sox
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

"Holy [expletive]! This is the year!"On
the other hand, what kind of Red Sox

fan would I be if I didn't express that

sentiment with total sincerity before

the start of every season?

So this season is already full of

holes, boys and girls. Burks is really

makingmemad—himandGreenwell,
a couple ofsissies. Lots ofpeople say to

trade either one or both of those guys

for a great reliever or a solid outfielder

or what have you, and I'm one ofthem.

Sure, Burks is sofl-spoken and seems

like a terrific guy but lads, "I knew
Rice and Evans, I worked with Rice

and Evans. . . you boys are no Rice and
Evans!"

As I wrote that, Burks grounded

into a double play to secure our loss to

the Orioles. We're 2-4 now, and Butch

didn't look happy in that dugout.

I must say that I like Hobson. I

don't know how much ofa strategist he

is, but he certainly won't take a lot of

nonsense from the players — he will

command respect.

Old Hobson, with his ageless face

and snow-white hair, he's my only real

hope. What else can I believe in? With

Matt Young pitching a no-hitter and

Clemens going on to pitch a potent two-

hitter with a bum finger on his pitching

hand; with Danny 'Crater Face' Darwin

reemerging from his injury as a fine

reliever and last season's 3, 4 and 5

starters vanishing into thin air, etc.

Yes, the blindly aroused idealisms

have been quelched, I am still thrilled

for the season but I can see clearly now
and feel confident that HI bring to you

a rational, level-headed column.

O GOD!! C'MON, I WAITED, I

ROOTED, I'VE IVIISSED YOU I

LOVEYOU I HATE YOU!! PLEASE,
BASTARDS, DONT BLOW IT!!

Ari Vuis is a Collegian staffmember

APARTMENT SERVICE
& MANAGEMENT FOR:

Colonial Village

Presidential
Lantern Court
College Inn

FOR ALL YOUR RENTAL NEEDS

1 Bedroom - 3 Bedroom
Efficiencies »ind Houses

I

CALL KAMINS REAL ESTATE
253-2515

55 S. PLEASANT ST., AMHERSTI

BRANDYWINE APARTMENTS
16 brandj^wine Drive • Amherst, MA 01 002

(413)549-06CX)

Looking For A Summer Job?

BRANDYWINE is hiring:

Lifeguards/Cleaners - Must have current Red

Cross Life Saving Certificate. Full Time.

Rental Agent - Outgoing person, neat ap-

pearance,who enjoysworking with people. Good
typing sbills a must. 40 hour weeb.

Please slop by the rental office. Monday through

Friday between 10:00 AM & 4:00 PM. and picb

up an application.

TONIGHT
LIVE MUSIC

with

HVERaOiJIND
Lite Pitchers $3.95

Genuine Draft
Bottles $1.2S

THE S PUB
l'»*.M • !•)» .»

IS EAST PI. EASAMT STREET

STEINBECK COLLISION REPAIR
& AUTOBODY

53 So. Prospect -Amherst Center

256-8157 -256-1385

i
S.PlMnnl

AMllMl

U-MASS
\ S- Protptd \
ai

.jt
] m

1
Unoobi

1

Imports & other unibody vehicles are our

specialty.

State of the art equipment for precision

frame and unibody straightening {-hx- l/2mm)

Over 90 years staff experience.

Accepted by all insurance companies for

collision repair or glass replacement.

Advanced European Technology Painting

and Refinishing Systems.

User of Sikkens paint products

Remember it's your car and your
choice of repair facilities.

WANTED
Advertising Account

Executives for

THE COLLEGIAN
Success in today's

business world depends
on your

Shop Registration # RS1212

We are looking for...

•Ambitious •Responsible
•Organized •Motivated

Undergraduate STUDENTS
with good communications skills

Applications Available At

THE COLLEGIAN
113 Campus Center

Application Deadline: Thursday, April 16th

THE COLLEGIAN is an E.O.E

baseball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

starter Dana Perrotte's wild pitch and
scored on Kevin Correa's sacrifice fly to

give the Minutemen the 2-1 lead they
wouldn't relinquish.

Rob Graziano came in to pitch the

sixth and seventh, and he successfully

shut down Vermont to pick up his first

save ofthe year. But there was nothing

that could save the first game, a 7-1

blowout which had the whole squad
shaking their heads.

The Minutemen committed six er-

rors in the field, gave up five unearned

runs and only mustered two hits of

their own. Stone said he wasn't pleased

with eitherthe firstorthe second games.
The first game, we didn't pitch, we

didn't hit and we didn't field," Stone

said. "In the second geune, we didn't hit

or field very well, but fortunately we
had good pitching."

Vermont starter Brady Frost (5-0)

handcuffed the Minutmen with his

array of off-speed pitches. Frost used

his change up and curveball to set up
his fastball.

"He was tough," Howard said. "He
had a lot of good pitches working for

him."

Softball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

two errors by Aprile.

The Minutewomen tied the score when
Aprile doubled to lead off and went to

third when Lawson reached on an errorby
Payne. After Lawson stole second, Marean
hit a sacrifice fly which plated Aprile and
advanced Lawson to third. DevUn then

singled home Lawson.
Aprile (6- 1 ) settled down after the first,

setting down 10 in a row at one point and
allowing only one hit in each of the fifth

and sixth innings. The win was her 65th

career victory.

UMass scored the go-ahead run in the

third as Lawson reached on an error and

was sacrificed to second by Marean. One
out later, Devlin singled Lawson home
and UMass was up to stay, 3-2.

Insurance runs were scored in the fifth

and sixth.

Marean singled with one out in the

fifth, putting her hitting streak at 24
games, tying the NCAA record. Marean
was named A-10 Player of the Week for

the fourth week in a row.

Catcher Sherri Kuchinskas and Devlin

both singled to load the bases, and Marean
scored on a sacrifice fly by Bush.

In the sixth, DuEst, Aprile and Lawson
all singled to load the bases. DuEst was
forced home when Marean walked.

This is "BOB.

Ont^ a select feuf UMass

students eifer lettm the secrets

of "BOB."

Be one of them.

The CoHeqian's Niqht Graphics

department is currently accepting

»pplicmtions from underqruds for

p*ste-up positions next fmtt.

u* AUcintosh experience « plus

(hm m*t MCKfMry - • mill Mum I

ue Non-Work stud^ O.K.!!!

(s* Looks better on {four resume

thon SGA St House Council positions

Come to 113 Csmput Ctnttr.

Ask (or Mike or Lit*. "EOE"

Zen Mind D.R Douqh
dElJvERS caIzones

caU296'1616
Now Open at 1 1:30 A.M.

Introduction to Zen Meditation Techniques

Free Seminar
('(mpu< (tnlrr, Room 80$

IJnWrrill; of Ma*sachusrll<

Friday Night: 7:30 pm
April 17

n r

$1°° OFF
! i

$lo° OFF
ANY 2 CALZONES'i IaNY 2 CALZONES

I

Expires 8/30/92 '

E)elivery Only I

[One coupon per 2 calzon |

I I

I

Expires 8/30/92
Delivery Only

'One coupon per 2 calzones

Classifieds
COI^E TO WE COLLEGIAN OFFICE Hi CAMPUS CENTER • MON. THURS. &30-3:}0 FRIDAY &30-2:M}'DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAWN • 20(/WORDmY FOR STUDENTS • CASH IN ADVANCE

AcnvrriES

JABONSOFDeNMSTOirr Mondiy Capt
104 NHi 12 ot (trMc* $1 .50 bw bo«M

ANNOUNCaiBITS

Downtown AmharU klMl tor visAing par-

ents and tn«ndi 549-0733

JASONS OF OENNISPORT $1.50 bar

bootaa -NoCovar

AUTO FOR SALE

itrs VOLVO Muat ta« Good oondWon. m-

liab|aS600 or aO 253-9689

igMCtTATION
Good local traniportation

548-0621

$100

19t2 TOYOTA TERCEL
Engkia MM vary good $300
CorHact 546-3410

i9e3CHEVETTE sSKMiaaWallmaintainad

$1150 or BO 549-7912

1M3 NISSAN STANZA 5 apaad axcatanl

condition insida A outstda naw tiras naad»

dutch most sail $1025.00 call nights MiKa

25^6916

19M HONDA MOHTHAWK 700, Matzlar

con^ K-s. naw batlary- Excallant condition.

cm Patar 546-5545

19«7 OLDS CUTLASS OEHA, Auto, 4*.

air. am-tm cass^ $3495 or BO 546-4161

CHEAPI FBI/US. SEIZED
89Marcadas $200

86 VW $50

B7Marcada6 $100

65 Mustang $50

Choose trom thousands starting $25

FREE 24 Hour recording reveals

datalta 801 379-2929Copynght #MA15KJC

NOT-A-MISPRINTt 1 984 Honda Accord LXi

5spd ac cass no rust great shape

Must sail quick $850.00

Call 546-6237 laava maaaaga

CAPE COO

JASONS OF OENNISPORT Summar ot 92

The Tradition Continues

COLLEGE PfZZA

sprTno special
Lvga cheese $6 Small cheese $3.50

Add $1 lor 1or2 toppings

Slices available

Free soda w/large sub. salad, or spaghetti

Must mention this ad

549-6073 549-6096

CHEAP EC8TASYI

AL-BUM'S STILL HAS copies ot the digital

recording by Ari Vais.

•Unsigned'

Buy i1 buy it buy it buy H buy it

B's cheap will send you into tits ot ecstacy

Watch lor Nag Nag Nag at Hadley Pub later

this month.

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL:

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAMMENT. DJ*.

video DJ-s and Karaoke trom $175.00. Call

TORRENT

2 19. r TewwhOMai apt

2-4paopta

Stalling ATI

549-4935

SxS BEDROOM HOMES on bua rout*

avalabia June 1 call 586-4270

3 bdim Townahouaa
Starting June lat

1 1/2balha. on bua route

Call anytime 549-4661

3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSS
Available June 1

Call 549-8015

PutNon one baaraam apt atarta 6-1 549-

5168

RENT OUR SPACIOUS
3 badiooiii Townahouaa 6'1

Onbuarouia

Partaci lor 4-5 paopia

546-4512 anytMTia

•BEDROOMHOUSE Twoba«w. largeyard

On AmhareVLavaralt line whara you doni

need a licema 10 party Qraal kx^ation

Summer sublet wtall opton Call 548-9145

AMITY PLACE CONDO
1 month lease

3 non-sfnokmg lamalas lor 3 br 2 1/2 baih

Exoalani oondWon. Al appi

KMttmi&rm. paiUaNy turn.

950* 549-1379

mo AvaNaMa ImmadMaly: mala or lamala.

smokers fine Call Alyca at 586-5206^

SCHWINQ I Take over our 2 bedroom apl in

Pufflon beginning June 1$t 549-8019

TAKE OUR CONDO! Start 61 FRa 5-7

people Great location Call 549-5316

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE June 1 Live in

our i^artmantmBrandywina Call- 549-9347

1 CotonaJ VillageTake e««r laaaa June
2txlrm bua rouM laundry quial 470 mon»
253-9669

UPTOWN APT- 2 bdnm acroaa trom Charlws

wid the Pub -Taka over lease 6r\ can 253-

4149

UPTOWN APARTMENT
3 badrowna. deck avail Vi
Cloae to ban 549-4024

Etiioancy one, two, three bedroom aparl-

manls. or three bedroom condoa on HotMrt

Lwie. June or September No tees charged

Lincoln Real Estate. 25 North Pleasant

Street 253-7879

UPTOWN APT. 3bdr take over lease 6'^

Walk tocampua -bara partiatty turn. CaN 549-

8027

FOR SALE
Awaaoma uplowm 1

1 bdrm 5 mm to UU*u 1/2 btock to bars

Call 256-1835

Boaton 2-3 t)adroom apt

Near MBTA summer lease or aubM $700/

month (617)628-9823

BRANOYWINE-2 Bdrm Apt; Free heat, hot

water, gas. pond-sida view, on 2 bus routes,

available June 1st; Call 549-3762

DELANOS, BARSIES, TWE OUT- all with

in a hundred teet I Huge 3 bdrm apt in Amherst

center Lg Innngroom. huge kitchen, parking

and much more! Call quick this wonl last -

256-6017

DREAM HOUSE FOR REEHNTI
Two and a hall baths, tits sin comfortably,

only $1 000 Big yard, ample parking, between

campus and doowntoown Amharst. Aak tor

Ron. 549-9319 Eh.Ow'

FOR RENT Amity Place Towmhousa

3 bedroom 2 1/2 bath, partially furnished

Dishwasher washer/dryer central air garage

immaculate' $995 non-smoker Call 549-4802

Aval 6/1/92

3 BDR TOWNEHOUSE
Available June 1st

1 1/2 bathrooms

spacious livingroom

Call now 549-4447

91 KAWASAKI EX500
White 2cyl tow miles

Muat sail Inhajdea

2SH0EB1 hahnata; oovar

$1600 or BO 584-4453

BEAUTIFUL BLACK RECUNER and a

rocking chair

$45 8 $25 or BO
Contact 546-34J0

CANON T50 FLASH Exoalani adventure

$200

Gamaboy naw $50 549-4624

Dtgllal Rainbow 1 00 indudkig pnmar . $500

or best olfer 549-5029.

ITAUAN MEN^ SUIT wool dark Uua was

$475 asking $250 549J154
NEON BAR UGHT $150 B« 549-8176

CAMP COUNSELOR Amherst Jewish

Daycamp 6 waaka summer program good

p^cail 253-3184

CcSagi Pro PaMara aia now taHng ap-

pictena tor amwnar employmant through-

outNawEnglwidwidNaw York. Ilwtaraalad

M« 1 •800-34fr-4649_

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING- Eam
$2.000* month • vrartdtraval Holiday. Sum-
mar and career amptoymani availaWa No
aKpenenoe necaaaary For emptoyment pro-

gntn cad V206-545-I1 55 ant C456

HELP) SPANISH-ENGLISH bilinguals

neadad to tmish study ' $6 HR Jeanette 585-

8749 can now!

STUDENT PHOTOORAPIIERS
Naadad tor campuB project

Qr«at expananca and great tun

549-1065

UMASS FRATiRwrnr

Looking tor kjoch and dkw>ar chat Mondiqf

thru Friday Can Matt 549-631

7

-LAST CHANCE - INTERNSHIPS"

APRIL ITIh IS THE last day to apply lor Fan

1 992 Internships at the Legal Services Cen-

ter' Work directly witfi allomaya and cKanta.

and earn up to 15 cradKa Apply today! CaM
545- 1 995 or stop by room 922 of the Cam-
pua Center- Doni miss out on ^lia graft

opportunity.

LOST

Std lactialW ctiaclil, madtainaa Wads 4fl

1 30-200 ne* Stockbndge Rd 566-6461

WALLET m CC Fn Very important to me Cal

549-491 1 or leve in CC info desk no quas-

aonaackad

PERSONALS

ATTBfTKM EVERYONE!
Deb Lmahan andJohnny Shipiro are otticialy

engaged May Ihay alMiiays be as happy as

B>ayarenow Can1««lluniil 12 31-93'Love

Amy

MEREDITH Of TRMIQMA,
Youl never guaaa .

Love, Your Big Sia7?7

APTRTl16Sundenand
2 bdrms. bua. pool

Prtca neg. tall opl

Can 665-7555

PUFFT0t4- 2 bdrm avaiaMa 6^
Rem 400 TOO 546-0692

Kan
Four months Ol

SCHTICKMAN
IhavanlgotlO"'

BBMjumtmcti.

Get wKkad psyched ier

umm liv*ig wilh us

Love Your Big S«s

-ha ha'

MPFER AND RACSV
Oat nude wtd calatirata'

Iowa you- Houaa at btondaa

REAOTHISt

PufRon vatoga two bedroom aparanant

Muat be oooupiad tor summar months' Na-

goaable rales' Call 549
097J

StJSLET 3 BEDROOM, 2 bath. PuttMn

Starting June 1 546-0779 Aak lor Carey or

Jan

SUMMER HOUSING IN BOSTON
523-8 19 $183 month Prvt Mtvltlch

Free indry/uws An college students.

Kanmore aq naw MBTA. Cal Karl 1-617-

267-2m
SUMMER SUBLEASE- Avalabia &/22 ibr

m houaa. Sunny, spacious, and quiet. 5

minute walk to canvuf or town $225 ndu-

a»a Cal Man 549-2952

COMPUTERS. PRINTERS, AND ACCES-
SORIES
New used, and demo units availabto Beat

pncas in the Pioneer VaUay. Al configura-

tions available Cal Ehc 253-0068

ROOMMATE WANTED

SUMMER SUBLET - Comtortabto liao-

badroom apartment. Wal maintawad,

easy aoeaaa to Sunderland and North

Amharat busaa. Wtthm walking distance ot

. Call Jason at 549-8728

2 ROOMMATES WANTED tor Brandywine

^artmant Starting June 1 Cal Bill 549-

7557

FBIALE WANTS ROOM w«h nonamoking

quiat studkxja laiTiala(a) Saptambar 1 253-

9659 ASAP

To atiara a two bedroom Pufflon apartment

starting in tal semester Cool dean, respon-

sible, and tun Cal 549-0971 lor rTx>re intor-

mation'

SERVICES

TAKE MY SINGLE in a fully lumished 3

bedroom apt in Puffton tor the summer start

June ist $145 00 mo 549-8019

TRAVEL

HOUSE FOR RENT
4 bdr 2 kitchen 2 bath

5 mm from campus 1 min walk to Main St.

Bus line Perfect lor 5 or 6 1200 month

256-8386 256- 1692

HOUSE FOR RF>rT

4 b*m house on Pelham Rd. in Amherat. 2

miles trom campus. Available June 1st

$1 100/mo Call Johnjpm-8pm 786-3522

UVE IN A SUPPORTIVE Jewish community

Rooms available tor tall and/or summer

One block trom campus in the milel House

Call 549- 1 7 1 or stop^by^ N Pleasant St .

MILLVALLEY 3-bedrooms 2-bathrooms Air-

condilioning heat and hot water indudad

suUatleaie call 253-3134

ONKYO 60WATT RECEIVER. Yamaha 5-

disc changer Boston acoustksHD-7 speaker

$600J46;58U

Two pkrantw. 10 galkm tank, accaaaones-

$75.00. Litsa 546-2482—_ ,

FOUND

10CARATGOLD RING ; betweenGRC and

CwTipus Center One green stone ar>d two

dear ones Call 549-8739 Leave message^

Found- watd) and earrings by campus

center call and ID -leave message 546-6237

HELP WANTED

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fiah-

eries Eam$5.000»/month. Freetranaporta-

tiom Room and board! Over 8.000 openings.

Male or female For emptoyment program

cal 1-206-545-4155 ext. 1718

XiV-'^^J^ 1 1*

CAT ON A HOT TM ROOF CAST
Laat night was wonderful

I lava you all. Srmle

Mictiaai

LESUE
rm psyched to be your big sistarl

Sigma Love 7

Michelle

Congratulation

Keep
up
the

good
work
Sigma
Lova
Your
Bigj

MK;HELLE a TINA
Ha^y birthday' Michelle, have fun uptown

tonighf Tina Enjoy the company ol neigh-

bors! Have a great time tonight and doni be

too loud -Greetings from 3rd floor Moore

LAURIE GALLANT
Cant waR to tal you who I am!

Any guaaaea?

Sigma Love, Your Big

Alptia Clil Omega Big's and HtUaa' Thia ia

your day! Calatxate! Your toving communi-

cations chair. Nicole

ESTEE FROM TRI SIGMA
Good luck and keep up tfie good work! Keep

guessing- youH find out sooni

Sigma Love

Your Big Sister

FREE pregnancy laating; confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

LOOKING TO ADOPT. Happily married, fi-

nwioally secure, energeftc couple prays tor

newborn. Baautilul country home Willng-

nasa to meat and«r apeak Let us help you

through this difficult time Call Jewish lamily

senrice ol Greater SpringfieW. Inc at (413)

737-2601 (colect) and ask about Jeff and

Ann.

PREGNANT/
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port? Call tor free and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 245 Main Street

Northampton 586-3000 or GreenfieW 774-

6010

SPfllNGTBIE: Loaalaat without diatingi 549-

4401

Slop the yo-yo eflact

Lose Weight

'No chemical supresanta

•No starvation

'AH natural dial

Guaranteed

Call 253-7777 1 -785-9897

SUMMER SUBLET

4 Bdrm. hotiaa, 2 tufl batha.

Large Wtchen and living room.

and great porch, Seconda from

campua and Amharat oantar, „
Qraat houaa and graai locaNon.

June to Augual. Cal Joanna at

549-8083 or Alayna at 546-2829

Low aMara to Europe. Euraii paaaas and

youth hostel passes issued in our ollioe. Cal

Central Travel 549-4900

NEW YORK CITY- Fumiahad rooma and

apartments tor summer and short (taya.

Near Columbia Univ . Reasonabia rataa21 2-

662 1358

TYPING

FREE PAGE TYPED when you call

laser pnnting $1 SOlyped page

Bnan 546-6954

WANTED

ENTHUSIASTIC PATRONS FOR great

times on Cape Cod Jasons ol Denmsport

I WANT TO BUY or trade old albums or

recordings Oead'BTV Underground Call

546-6237 Leave message

REQUEST FOR SUBJECTS. ParticipaW in

Imagination Imagery research and leam

about Imagery Monetary compensation

Contact Jocelyn 549-5379

WANTED TO RENT

3 Badreoma, near campus, reasonabia rant,

lor Fal and possibly this summer. Call ASAP
6-4490 or 6-0724

I am looWng tor a one-bedroom or studio

apartment in Amherst area lor Septambar -

January only. Call 549-7884. Erica

SUBLETS, ROOMS, Housing needed Ihia

summer Contact SBMC 256-8615 10am-

4pm
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Sports
Toothaker wins third,

baseball splits twinbill
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

You could almost say UMass won going

away.
The baseball team, playing as the away

team at its own Earl Lorden Field, bounced

back from a 7-1 loss in the opener of

ColWcian photo by Andrea Mlftiusi

The University of Massachu-
setts baseball team split a double-

header against the University of

Vermont yesterday, losing the

first game, 7-1, and winning the

second, 2-1.

Tuesday's double-header to squeak out a

2-1 win in the night-cap against the Uni-

versity ofVermont, thanks to the pitching

of Jeff Toothaker and the bunt.

The game was supposed to have been

played in BurUngton, but melting snow at

Centennial Field moved the game to

Amherst.
According to some, UMass (14-11) had

some luck in gaining the spUt.

"We played sloppy," UMass coach Mike

Stone said. "We couldn't get anything go-

ing, we basically stunk up the joint and

we're lucky to come out with a split."

Toothaker (3-0) was tough in the sec-

ond game for five innings and kept the

Catamount hitters offguard with his sub-

marine delivery. Unfortxmately, the right-

hander fell behind 1 -0 right fhim the start.

Leadoff hitter Steve Johnson reached

on an error, David Tessicini singled him to

second. Marc Chroniere advanced him to

third and first baseman Kevin Cashman
drove him in with a sacrifice fly, giving

Vermont ( 14-6) its only lead of the game.

UMass bats awoke, sort of, in the fourth

when left fielder Justin Howard led off

with a single, moved to second on John

Carelli's bunt and scored on Bill Knight's

clutch two-out, two-strike single that

crazily bounced over Cashman's glove.

The run tied up the game at 1, and

when Toothaker retired the side in the

fourth after hitting Mike Mora to lead off

the inning. UMass had momentum slowly

turning its way.

Joe Mattivello, the star of yesterday's

action, bunted for a base hit to lead offthe

fifth. Yet another bunt, this time by catcher

Michael Kersten, brought him to second.

"Joe had a nice day," Stone said. "No-

body else was swinging the bat very well,

so I kept Joe in the lineup. I figured maybe

he's hot today, and he helped us win the

ball game."
Mattivello moved to third on Vermont

COr4TINUED ON PAGE 1
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Softball sweeps URI;
alone on top ofA-10
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

The UMass softball team, ranked

19th nationally, took sole possession of

first place in the Atlantic 10 yesterday,

sweeping a doubleheader, 7-2 and 5-2,

from the University of Rhode Island at

Totman Field.

UMass is now 19-8 overall and 8-0 in

the A- 10. URI dropped to 8-13 and 6-2.

In the first game, the Minutewomen

went up 1-0 in the second mmng. Peggy

Bush reached first on a bunt single with

two strikes, and was sacrificed to second

by Stacey NichoUs. Bush went to third

when a grounder by Tracy DuEst was

booted by URI second baseman Lisa

Payne. Lisa Melz then knocked Bush in

with a hard single to right.

URI evened the score in the top ofthe

fourth after Paynewas walked by UMass
pitcher Darlene Claffey. Catcher Sue

Hubin, hit a grounder back to Claffey,

who had to wait a second too long for the

force at second base to materialize, and

everyone was safe. Payne went to third

on a sacrifice by Julie Moreau and scored

when a slapper by Theresa Squarcia

rolled between Claffey and shortstop

Barabara Marean.
UMass needed some defense to hold

URI in the top ofthe sixth. DuEst booted

a grounder by Payne and was forced out

at second on a fielder's choice grounder

by Hubin. Moreau then hit a long triple

to the base of the fence in right, scoring

Hubin. UMass third baseman Laurie

Dondarski then made a dix-ing grab of a

Uner by Squarcia to end the inning,

saving a nm to keep the score 2-1.

In the bottom ofthe sixth as Marean
tripled, extending her hitting streak to

23 games, and scored on a single byJen

Devlin. DevUn stole second and came

home on a double by Bush. Nicholls

sacrificed Bush to third, and after

Dondarski reached on an error Bush

scored on the fi:^nt end ofa double steal

and UMass never looked back.

In game two, UMass pitcher Holly

Aprile had a rocky start, allowing two

first inning runs on only one hit. URI

was aided by a walk, a passed ball and
CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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CoUefiao photo by Joab lUyookb

The University of Massachu-

setts Softball team, ranked 19th

in the nation, sits atop the At-

lantic 10 as it swept a double-

header firom the University of

Rhode Island, yesterday.

Scott's shots
Entering the last

week ofmy preparation

for the Boston Marathon

I have this suspicion

that I'm peaking too

early.

I made it from one

Uptown bar to another

in just under 11.8 sec-

onds over the weekend.

Talk about Heartbreak

Hill. It's not easy to

drink 26 miles worth ofbeer in under three hours.

We shall overcome.
• The ink was barely dry on Coach Cal's new

contract and team manager Brian Gorman was

spotted doing some early campaigning for next

year's "Cravat King" (best tie) award.

Men's track snubbed by URI

David Scott

As this year's consensus All-Tie winner, I have

to say Cal will need to put some of his new found

wealth toward his neckwear. Gorman's not mess-

ing around. Of course he's still got a long way to go

to match my silks.

• As this space's first professional venture, we

have decided to sponsor the odds-on favorite to win

the Haigis Hoopla II tournament, "Scott's Hot

Shots." You think Michigan's got some talent?

Check out these diaper dandies.

At the guard spots for my Hot Shots are Tamir

"111 pass the ball through my underwear" Lipton

and Greg Alexander The Great. Posting up down

low will be one of the best-kept secrets on campus,

a 7-foot-2 gazelle, Kevin It's Miller Time.

Ofcourse there is room for a fourth player on the

roster and that spot is currently filled by the

"Masked Hoopster." His, or her, identity will be

revealed in due time.

(This undertaking could be the lowest I've

stooped to fill space in this column. Then again. .)

• Matt Young pitches a non-no-hitter. Butch

Hobson starts using Joe Morganisms such as,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

Last Saturday at Llewelyn Derby track, the University

ofMassachusetts men's track team suffered its first loss of

the season to Rhode Island, 81.5-73, but still managed to

defeat Williams, which was third with a 45.5 mark.

Westfield State was not able to compete at the meet.

Senior Kevin Walters, who placed in four events, led

the way for UMass as he won the 100 meter event with an

11.0 and placed second in the 200m in a time of 22.6.

Teammate Lionel Benjamin wrapped up second place in

the 100m 111.1] and fifth in the 200m [23.5].

Freshman Brian Gormley suprised everyone (includ-

ing coach Ken O'Brien) by winning the 5000m in a time

of 15:24.6.

"Brian has had a great two weeks of practice," O'Brien

said. "All his hard work is finally helping him adjust from

high school to college long distance."

Also turning in a strong performance for UMass was

junior letterman Joe Kourafas, who won the long jump

with an impressivejump of20' ,7 .5" . UMass'JohnJohnson

was fourth at 20" ,0.75".

In the 800m event, Minuteman teammates Matt Simon

and Tom Hooper finished one-two respectively. Simon

had a time of 1:56.2 as he nosed out Hooper, who had a

time of 1:56.9, at the end.

Senior letterman Steve Brown turned in a stellar

performance in the 400m, vrinning in a time of 49.5.

As a team, UMass won the 4xl00m race in a time of

43.7, and the 4x400m with a 3:23.2. WiUiams was second

in the 4x100 (66.51 and URI captured second in the 4x400

[3:25.4].

Still UMass couldn't overcome a tough, well balanced

URI team despite leading going into the last event.

"Overall, I'm happy vrith our performance because

they [URI] are a solid team," O'Brien said. "They placed

third in the New England indoor track championships, so

we did well to place second."

"We had a great chance to win,"junior middle distance

runner Art Piccolo said, "but they just pulled away in the

end by sweeping the high hurdles."

In the 110 highs, UMass' Jeff White and Paul Doyle

ran great times of 15.2 and and 15.8 respectively but still

that was only good enough for second and fourth place.

URI's Jeff Woods claimed first with a 15.0.

UMassjunior middle di stance runnerJimAvery agreed

with O'Brien that URI was just too tough to beat.

"That's the closest we've come to Rhode Island in a

while," Avery said. "Last year we lost by about 20 so

overall we had a decent meet."

Track NotesiUMass will face the University of

Connecticut (fourth in NE indoor championships) and

Massachusetts Institute of Technology this coming Sat-

urday at MIT.

New season,
same old Sox

It seems that for the past month warm weather

and the baseball season were running toward each

other, but were nowhere in sight. Last week, they

collided in a dazzling array of smells and colors—
hey, it's the same old thing from the Fenway Fools,

but how am I not to rejoice anyway? I adore the

baseball season and can shoot the Red Sox breeze

with anybody, any time.

I was one of the few, the proud, that lamented

Joe Morgan's dismissal: "Well, see ya, Joe. It's back

to clearing snow off the Pike for you, old sport," I

thought. "You were too nice a guy for these prima

donnas."

Ari Vais

My mourning was short lived. I soon found out

about the nostalgia trip the people 'upstairs' were

on. Everybody knocks sentimentality, but this '70s

reunion special will sell tickets like Cadbury Eggs!

Check this out: Butch Hobson as skipper, Don
'Hamster' Zimmer as third base coach. Rick the

Rooster' Burleson as hitting coach, Gary 'Mediocre

Catcher' Allenson as buillpen coach. Rich "Who?'

Gale as pitching coach, and Rico 'The Rat' Petrocelli

as PawSox skipper. HI watch itjust to check out all

those old guys back in Boston uniforms!!

So that's how I felt, and then they played the

first game. And I landed into a fresh field of famil-

iar reality. Who was I kidding when I blurted out

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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Senate enters new era,

election brings new faces

Collefian photo by J*ff Alvsandn'

APRIL SHOWERS — Durfee Conser-
vatory managerJohn Tristan wetsdowns
his tropical plants. The UMass green-

house is open to the public weekdays
from 1 to 4:30 p.m.

By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Senior Bob Monaghan banged the gavel for the last

time as Speaker of the Student Senate, and senior Sha-

ron Lang gave her final Treasurer's Report to the Student

Government Association as the officers were replaced at

last night's elections.

The duo stepped down after a year in office, and the

new faces of junior Tracy O'Connell and sophomore
DavidAnderson will fill the voids oftreasurerand speaker,

respectively.

The two received unanimous approval.

Matthew Pavesi, chair of the governmental affairs

committee, nominated Anderson for speaker, citing

Anderson's commitment to student empowerment.
"He's worked hard this semester and really proven

himself," Pavesi said. "He's done a wonderful job for

students."

Although Senators Ken Kaplan and Jeff Turco were

both nominated for the position, both declined.

Kaplan, a resident assistant, declined because of the

confiict of interest.

Anderson, a transfer student studying environmental

science, said because he was active at his former schot)!,

he felt a need to get involved.

"I brought those lessons [his experiences from his

other school I here. I was the finance coordinator for the

Board ofGovernors when they were in a period ofstruggle

and they needed to plan events for students and I was
heavily involved," he said.

Anderson said he is a student registrar and is certified

by the Town of Amherst to register voters.

He is also on the search committee for a new Vice

Chancellor of University Relations and Development.
O'Connell ran unopposed, and thejunior siiid ahe was

anxious to get started, cilint; hei' predoccssor l^mtj as a

hard act to follow.

"1 remember coniin'^ into this room as a Ireslunan and
people screaming at each other." she said. "It UK)k a lot of

courage to comi* back. It's going to be hard l^) follow

Sharon's work."

O'Connell said Lang has iK'gun sorting through tlu'

files, trying to det4.'rmine the e.xacl state of the SGA and
she plans on spending her sumnu-r doiiij.; this as well.

"I'm going to dissect the files and detennine what wo
have and what we don't," she said.

In other senate news:
• The senaU' allocaU'd $20,000 to the Union Produc-

tion Council for the Spring Concert, which will k-on May
10.

• Also given money for spring evenLs wfie the Or-

chard Hill Area Government, which will receive $2.,'>00

for Bowl Day ; Central Area Government $2,.'S0() lor Spring

Fling and Southwest and CJreek Area Government were
given $5,000 for their spring concert.

• The LBGA was allocaU«d $1,000 for Awareness
WtH'k funding, and the Cap*.' Vcrdean Club given $1 .0.'H)

for speakers and space rental this semester.
• SGA President Jennifer W(H)d announced that the

Senate House Waysand MeansCommill*H*willlK" lifanng

testimony on the state of higher i^duratittn.

The committ*'!' will Ih^ making reconimt'ndations iiir

the state higher education budget ft»r fisi-al yt'ar IJKKl.

The testimony will hv on April 2.'>, at 10 a.m. at tlie

Statehouse in Boston.

UM profs awarded Guggenheims
By BROOKE C WHEELER
Collegian StafT

Two University professors found out

last week that they have received

Guggenheim Fellowships totaling$26,350

for work they are currently involved in at

the University.

John J. McCarthy, a professor in the

linguistics department, and Robert B.

Hallock, a professor and head of the de-

partment of physics and astronomy, were

among 149 recipients ofthe Fellowship in

the United States and Canada this year.

"I was delighted to hear the news. It is

a unexpected honor," said McCarthy.
The first thing I felt was surprise,"

said Hallock. "I thought, *What a nice

honor.' Then I thought, 'Boy, am 1 lucky!*"

McCarthy graduated summacum laude

in linguistics and Near Eastern languages

from Harvard in 1975, and received his

doctorate from M.I.T. in 1979. He has

been at the University since 1985, and is

currently director of the linguistics de-

partment graduate program.

He will be using his grant money to

complete research in theoretical linguis-

tics and finish a book. The book, co-

authored with Allan Prince, a linguistics

professor at Rutgers University, concerns

the processes ofword formation in relation

to sound structure.

"My goal is to discover properties that

apply to all languages, to add to a universal

theory of people's innate endowments for

language," he said.

He will be on sabbatical next fall, but

he said he will be staying at the Uni versity

to complete his project.

"I think (UMass I has the finest linguis-

tics program in the world," he said. "I am
choosing to stay here to work with some
very fine colleagues and research students."

Hallock graduated from UMass in 1965

with a degree in physics, and went on to

receive his master's and doctorate from

Stanford University in 1967 and 1969.

He is now involved in research in ex-

perimental low temperature physics here

at the University with six graduate and
one undergraduate student. Their re-

search involves properties ofliquid helium

at extremely low temperatures.

"We study what goes on at -458 degrees

Fahrenheit," he said.

He said the grant money will Ik? used to

continue the research, down to a much
lower temperature region.

"We're going to try to cool things down
to .001 degrees from absolute zero," he

said. "Without the fellowship, we might

not have been able to do this or it would
have taken much longer."

Hallock said he is excited about a

"special prediction" as to the behavior of

liquid helium so near the threshold of

absolute zero.

"Mother Nature plays hide and seek.

We're going to poke around another cor-

ner and see what she's hiding." he said.

The Guggenheim Fellowship has been

awarded annually by the John Simon
Guggenheim Memorial Foundation for 68

years to artists, scholars and scientists.
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Meet the engineer overseeing

construction on the multi-

million dollar Mullins Arena.

This Weekend:

Why do we (and people

residing in Maine) have

Monday off? Well, we are

mightly proud ofour Patriots.
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High school all-star Donta

Bright is all but signed to the

men 's basketball team.

Weather
Rain expected this afternoon

with more rain on Friday.

Get your yellow slickers.

EWC offers job relief
Program aims to ease recession blues
By MICHELLE BA'iT.ISS

Collegian Staff

Helping women cope with job loss and
discrimination, the Everywomen's Center

is offering a comprehensive career andjob
assistance program.

Designed by the coordinator of the

Counseling Program, the project is made
possible by a grant from the Amherst
Club.

"1 designed the workshops because of

the recession, a high unemployment rate

and lack ofavailable resources for women,"

said Madeleine Dupre, the coordinator of

the Counseling Program for he Center.

Dupre said the program is concerned

with the recession and the effects on

women, particularly with securing work.

"1 believe it's easy to get immobilized

when confironted with the harsh reality of

these economic times."

"From Despair to Empowerment," pro-

vides women with the technical assis-

tance and emotional support required to

create solutions and cope effectively with

the problem of unemployment.
The first scheduled workshop for

graduating seniors, "Graduating Into the

Recession," deals with the availability of

jobs, options for employment and develop-

ing strategies following graduation.

"This is a very difficult year for

graduating seniors. They may not get the

job they hoped to get. This workshop deals

with what you can do," said Dupre.

This three-hour workshop will be held

tonight from 2 to 5 p.m. in the Campus
Center.

Dupre added that you don't have to be

a senior to attend and all women are

invited.

The second component of the project,

"Losing Your Job," is a six-week group for

women who have been laid off, fired or

who are afraid they will be. It begins April

30.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Coach Cal
talks about
his success
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian SUIT

The Student Senate gathered at

their weekly meeting last night with

an unlikely guest — University of

Massachusetts men's basketball

head coach John Calipari.

Calipari shared some of the .se-

crets of his success with student

senators by telling them one of the

most important ways to motivate

people at UMass was to feel gwKl

and have self-esteem.

"If you're out getting drunk five

nights a week, you aren't doing the

right thing," he said. "Think alniut

the way you feel the next morning.

You aren't doing the right thing."

He uses the same message with

his players: "If you not going to

classes or are just rotten to people,

you're probably not feeling good

about yourself."

He said this was part of the suc-

cess of the team.

"When I first got here, if the ball

went into the stands, we had to get

it ourselves," he said. "Now, we can't

get teams to play us in the I Curry

Hicks 1 Cage because of our fans."

Calipari said the team's success

has led to financial gains for the

University.

"We help the rest of the campus
generate funds," he said.

Calipari said the Mullins Arena
will be a giant money-maker if the

building is run correctly.

"We can make $700,000 alone on

the season tickets," he said, and
added there will be over $100,000 in

television rights with ABC and
ESPN next year.

Management of the Arena is cru-

cial for the University, he said. He
mentioned that one option is to

contract the operations out to a com-

CONTINUFD ON PAGE 8
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"It combines traditional career counseling approaches

with peer support strategies for developing ideas and

getting support on how to do it." said Dupre.

The third component of the project. "Forty-Five and
Over," is a six-week program beginning on April 29, for

women who are dealinp with the problem of unemploy-

ment compounded by age discrimination.

"Women are at a loss with how to cope, but solutions

can be found. All of these programs have been designed

to help women create options and cope effectively with

the economic crisis," said Dupre.

Dupre said the Five Colleges and community are

welcome to pre-register. All programs are free of charge

and take place in the Campus Center.

The EWC is also co-sponsoring Sexual Assault

Awareness Month with films, workshops and other events.
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5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Lasagna Verde
(vegetable lasagna)

• Veal Parmesan
• Shrimp all'Arrabbiata

(shrimp in spicy plum tomato sauce)

• Chicken Primavera

(chicken & vegetables w^^Dasta)

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires April 30, 1992

Open Daily at 11 :30 a.m.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300

GLB Forum
Thursday, April 16

Brown Bag— Jean Grossholtz, professor of politics at

Mount Holyoke College wrill speak on "Lesbian Politics:

Fight 'em or Join 'em." at noon in Campus Center 911.

Film — "The Outcasts," set in Taiwan, this is the

story ofAh-Ching, thrown out ofhis home for being gay,

and his subsequent discovery of gay culture. The first

movie on homosexuality in Taiwan. 7 p.m. in Campus
Center 903.

Friday, April 17
Social — The Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Alhance will

hold its weekly coffee social from 3-6 p.m. in the Campus
Center 903. Come enjoy cookies, tea and hvely queer folk!

Tuesday, April 21

Rally — To kick off GLB Awareness days at noon on

the Student Union Steps. Come and show your support.

Special Event — Craig Dean will be in the Campus
Center from 7-9 p.m. speaking on his fight to get married

legally.

Wednesday, April 22

Special Event — There will be an activism workshop

in Campus Center 804 from 3-5 p.m., featuring Rick

Dodge from ACT-Up.
Special Event— GLB Laffs with Georgia Ragsdale at

8 p.m. in Thompson 104. $5 for students and $7 for the

general public.

Congress to ease cable woes
BOSTON (AP) — A bill pending in Congress could

change the way you watch cable television. You may also

pay less for the service.

Sponsored by Rep. Edward Markey (D-Mass.) the bill

would, in effect, re-regulate the cable TV industry which

was unleashed during the de-regulation of the Reagan
administration.

Ifthe bill passes— and it has a way to go— you might
find yourself paying less for basic cable service.

You may also get fewer channels on basic service. But
you might be able to order premium charmels, such as

HBO. without havingto first order a more expensive level

of service.

You may also pay less for the "zappers." the remote

control devices that come with cable installation.

These arejust a few aspects ofthe complicated "Cable

Television Consumer Protection and Competition Act of

1992," which will be considered by the House's Tele-

communications and Finance Committee, probably in

May.
The Senate has already passed a slightly different

version.

VVTule Markey intends the legislation to protect con-

sumers from "unreasonable" cable rates, the networks

and cable industry have lined up snarling over certain

aspects of the bill.

The fiercest point of contention is over allowing net-

works to negotiate for a "retransmission" charge. Very
simply, this means the networks, which are now carried

without cost on cable systems, would charge for such

inclusion.

Cable spokespersons say this represents a cost of an
extra $1 billion and ultimately such costs would be

passed on to consumers. The bill, they say, is counter-

productive toconsumers and would preventcable systems

from reinvesting in new programming.

What is in danger of being lost in the retransmission

debate between the two industry giants is how other

aspects of the legislation might affect the average cable

TV viewer.

For example, the average monthly cost for basic cable

service ran $18.84 a month as of April 1991, according to

the National Cable Association. Michael Connolly, a

Markey spokesman, said ifthe bill passes, the basic cable

service could be as little as $10 a month because cable

companies would he limited to a "reasonable profit."

Basic cable would include the local network affiliates,

public broadcasting stations, local UHF stations, plus so-

called super stations such as TBS in Atlanta, he said.

A streamlined cheaper system would iKMiefit consumers

buying cable simply for the improved transmission, he

said. Connolly also said the legislation would allow Nnewers

to purchase premium channels, without first buying a

more expensive tier of service.

"It's choice built into the system," he said.

Consumers could also petition the Federal Commu-
nication Commission about "unreasonable" rates, he
said.

Christian Science cable closes
By STEPHANIE SCHOROW
Associated Press

BOSTON — The Christian Science Church halted

production Wednesday of its national cable television

channel after less than a year on the air— the results of

controversy over the Church's ambitious and expensive
foray into television.

The Monitor Channel, a mixture ofnews, public affairs

and entertainment shows, was scheduled to end original

programming at midnight Wednesday.
Reruns of Monitor programs will continue to be car-

ried to nearly 5 million cable households around the

nation until June 15. Most ofthe station's 400 employees
received pink slips last week and a small staffremains to

finish shutdown operations.

Gail Harris, Monitor News anchor, said the staff has
spent the last few days comparing resumes and ex-

changing farewells.

Negotiations to sell the channel, a move mandated by
church officials last month, still continue, but spokes-

person Harry King declined to disclose details.

The cost of shutting down the channel will be $45
million and funds will come from the church's pension

reserve, which is part ofthe church's unrestricted funds,

according to a statement released Wednesday by Virginia

Harris, chairman of the board of directors of the church.

Church spokesperson Victor Westberg said other as-

sets would be moved into the fund to keep it sound.
The shutdown halts the Boston-based church's attempt

to do for television what it has done in print with its

respected Christian Science Monitor newspaper.
In September 1988, the church launched "World

Monitor," an international news show, which aired on the
Discovery Channel. Last May. the Monitor channel de-

buted on the church-owned station WQTV, Channel 68 in

Boston, and was offered to cable systems around the
country.

Its 24-hour programming included the nightly news
show, "Monitor News," social satire with commentator
Mort Sahl and financial shows as "Business Report" and
"Money and You." plus specially produced documenta-
ries. After Discovery opted to drop "World Monitor"
earlier this year, it moved to the Monitor Channel.
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Meet the magic of
the MuUins Arena
By IRA KAPLAN
Collegian Correspondent

"What if?"

That's the question Michael Melnick,

project manager for the construction of

the Mulhns Arena, constantly asks.

What if the roof drains clog and water

collects? The architects are confident the

roofwill hold but Melvin wanted scuppers

— passageways to allow runofi*. "It doesn't

cost anything," he said.

What if the massive roof trusses,

weighing 70 tons each, really can't support

the weight of the roof with four feet of

snow above and 35 tons of lighting and

scenery hanging below?

Melnick spent an extra $1 2,000 1« have

an independent engineering firm from

Cambridge check the structural integrity

of the design. It was worthwhile, he said,

"When you think about the 10,000 people

below."

After worki ng on the project for close to

two years, Melnick, an energetic man in

his 508 with thick glasses and a just-the-

facts-ma'am demeanor, gets somewhat
maternal when defending the arena.

Coming at a period of tuition increases

and cost-cutting measures on campus, the

$50 million price tag has always been an

issue ofcontention. After noting amenities

such as year-round skating, a 3.500-8eat

performance stage and seven racquetball

courts, Melnick tells students this will

ordy cost them $50 a semester. That is the

estimated fee to pay oft" a UMass building

authority bond students will complete

paying by the year 2012.

As the University's head overseer, it is

his responsibility to make sure that 400
pages of architectural drawings are

transformed into a $50 million state-of-

the-art sports and convention center that

works.

Hired in the spring of 1990, Melnick, a

civil engineer with 30 years experience,

heads a team of 12 from the University's

Physical Plant, which checks the architects

plans and monitors the contractors' work.

Despite all the preliminary planning,

problems do occur, he said. The idea, he

said, is to find the simplest solution when
they do. After Suffolk Construction Cor-

poration, the general contractor, realized

that a steel framework blocked the in-

tended path ofan elevator, Melnick quickly

reworked the detail, adding $1,400 to the

job.

Ifwork halts because the planners are

scratching their heads over details,

workers' salaries must still be paid. There

are about 1 50 workers on the site daily, he

said, earning a monthly payroll of around

$2 million, or $100,000 per day. He said

there has not been one day where the

workers are not working.

There have been 12 change orders —
revisions to the original contract which

add to the cost of the job. Melnick said he

was unwilling to provide exact numbers

for these cost overruns, but said they did

not exceed 1 percent of the $50 million.

One evening a couple of weeks ago.

Melnick volunteered to speak before a

group of freshmen engineering students

on the realities of a complex project like

the Mullins Arena.

He demonstrated that he is more than
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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ANDTHEY ALL FALLDOWN— An old tobacco barn in Hadlcy
falls victim to time and torture.

Harassment
policy reaches
mixed forum
By TAMI MONAHAN
Collegian SUfT

An African-American student is walking across

campus one day when a group of White male

students confronts her. taunting her with racist

slurs and sexual innuendoes. The incident is so

upsetting that she finds it diflicult to study and

eventually withdraws from the University.

A proposed policy to deal with harassment such

as this was discussed by students, faculty and staff

at a human relations forum yesterday.

A discussion ofvarious scenanos ofharassment

as well as of the proposed policy itself, which

defines harassment, outlines grievance procedures

and allows for appeals processes was discussed.

The policy would be University-wide and would

apply not only to students but also to employees

and guests of the University.

Grant Ingle, director of the Office of Human
Relations, said that the policy would be revised

over the next several months and then submitted to

the chancellor in late September.

Several participants expressed concern that

specific problems ofharassment could not be solved

vvrith this policy.

Participants also noted that current policies are

vague and inadequate in dealing with the problems

that the campus faces.

The whole idea is to protect everyone's freedom

ofexpression," said Professor Stephen Arons ofthe

legal studies department.

He pointed out that one of the principles of the

proposal is that protection from harassment and

protection of First Amendment rights do not have

to be in opposition.

Arons said the proposal was based on work done

at the University of Texas and that a goal was to

create a policy that would hold up in a court of law.

•^e need to strike a balance between free speech

and equal opportunity," said Ricardo Townes, an

associate dean from Academic Support Services.

Townes cited the problem of harassment that

goes unreported because students feel they have no

rf*coursG

"UMass is prepared to talk about issues other

campuses won't." Townes said. "I think that is a

strength of the University.

Professor receives cancer grant
Cancer Society awards funds to chemist Martin
By CHRISTINE MAHONEY
Collegian Staff

The American Cancer Society has awarded a $75,000

research grant to Professor Craig T. Martin, assistant

professorofchemistry at the University ofMassachusetts.

Martin competed with researchers from universities

across the country for the national grant. Two years ago

Martin received the funded grant with a non-competitive

third year offunding. Now in the third year, Martin will

use two-thirds of the remaining $60,000 as stipends for

graduate students, and to support an undergraduate

student working on related research this summer.

Martin's study is directed toward understanding the

chemical basis of genetic regulation.

"It is important that cells be able to regulate, which is

a part of normal growth," Martin said. He said cancer

occurs when this regulation is interrupted.

"I'm trying to understand how life's processes work,"

Martin said. He hopes to build a foundation layer which

future researchers can use to cure cancer.

Professor Louis D. Quin, dean ofthe chemistry depart-

ment, said he was very pleased because "it will greatly help

Group discusses
gay slang evolution
By WENDY JOHNSON
Collegian Correspondent

The evolution of gay slang, in both denotation and

connotation, was the topic of interest at last Thursday's

Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Brown Bag Lunch, sponsored

by the Program for GLB Concerns.

Samuel Delany, a professor and head of the Com-

parative Literature department, spoke to the group about

some of his recent studies on changes in how slang is

"adopted and adapted by the media," and how oppression

may play a role within this process.

"People use words metaphorically, and because the

[meanings! change, some slang vanishes, some slang

stays around," said Delany.

Delany noted in the 1 960s, the slang term of"rapping"

was "used as a way to describe someone who was high on

amphetamines. To 'rap' was a term used by the urban

drug culture to describe a drug user's reaction to am-

phetamine-based drugs.

"The word 'rapping' probably originated from the

expression of 'rapid fire,' due to the fact that, amphet-

amine users spoke so rapidly that their speech became

impossible to understand," said Delany.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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Martin's I

research." Quin addt-d tliat Ihe grant will

also help support the graduate research program.

The researched material will Ix? published in .scientific

journals that UMass and other uiuversities subscrilx' to.

At the end ofthe year. Martin must submit a brief report

to the American Cancer Society in Georgia.

In the medical field, there are two different approaches

to curing cancer. These include using many different

approaches to see what works and trying to understand

particular treatments, Martin said.

He stressed the fact that "90 percentofcertain cancers

are curable ifdetected in time." He said early detx-^ction is

significant in stopping cancer before it spreads.

Although there is better treatment for certain types of

cancer, he feels the process towards an ultimate cure will

be a slow progression.

Although Martin teaches the related graduate course,

Nucleic Acid Chemistry, he does not intend to involve

these students in his research.

Martin began his cancer-related studies in 1984, while

working on his post-doctorate fellowship from Yale

University. He has been involved in this field of study

ever since his arrival at UMass in 1988.
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HARD AT WORK — "Hey, Mack, you
wanna throw me a 7/16?" Construction

worker helps put up the Silvio O. Conte
Polymer Research building.
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Recession,
Mr. Bush

When will someone finally call this

"recession" what it actually is? Mr. Bush
was petnfied about even hinting that we
were in a recession, and by the time he did

it was already too late because we're now
in a full-blown DEPRESSION.

Like them. 1 had come to the mall to get

away from the cold gray Saturday afler-

ncH.m weather. She was much younger

than she actually looked, and of her little

boy proved she has had to take on far too

many responsibilities long before anyone
her age should.

David Rivera

Her boy looked about 10 years old and

he displayed 10-year-old energy, running

from store to store looking at all the things

that were unattainable in his family

budget.

"Bobby, get over here. We're gonna

miss the bus."

"But mom, they got those sneakers

that everv-one has!!"

"Aw Bobby, you know I don't have the

money for sneakers right now."

With her final remark both showed a

pain in their faces; the Uttle boy's pain

fix)m not being able to haveand the mothers

pain from not being able to give.

It's a pain many families are having to

endure in these hard times. Times ofwant,

need and despair. Sometimes here in our

own little microcosm we call UMass, we
become too sheltered and forget what's

going on out in the real world.

There's no getting around it, people are

far worse off now since Mr. Reagan and

Mr. Bush have had their hand in the

pickle jar. It's taken this much time for

folks to reaUze it, because most of the

jingoistic flag-toters that put those two

quacks in office arc nowjobless, and finally

even they have turned their guns toward

Washington.
Then there was the family of five,

mommy, daddy and three httle girls, that

had made their way to the mall for dinner.

At first, most would think this a pictur-

esque scene, but actually they had come to

take advantage of the inexpensive din-

ners that one ofthe mall restaurants offers.

"Mommy . we didn't get enough dri nks."

"I know Suzie. daddy's gone to get one

soda we can all dnnk from, we can get free

refills so all we need is one."

So one by one the little girls all went up

to counter to claim a free soda so they

could quench their thirst. Pretty thrifty—
also pretty sad.

Where have our leaders gone? Desper-

ate times call for true leaders to take

control and take chances with ideas. The
Democratic party seems to have aban-

doned its liberal heritage that inspired

presidents like Roosevelt and Kennedy.

These days all we have are candidates

vnth shady and greed-filled pasts. It seems

as though most Democrats are afraid to

express their liberal values, bending

backwairds to get in office. Cowards, sim-

ply cowards.

It's extremely sad when, as an Ameri-

can, you can't confidently support someone
for public office. Maybe we should start a

draft process to recruit honest and hard

working people to fill these offices because

right now we, as an electorate, are de-

stroying the foundations of our country. I

know it sounds corny, but think about it.

Mr. Bush wants to weaken labor unions

so he and others with Swiss bank accounts

can exploit the American workers. But

there's absol utely nothing wrong with that
because slim will be slim; what's wrong is

WE let him do it.

Don't misunderstand my banter, I'm

very comfortable as an American, but my
dad has worked all his Ufe so I could go to

college so I know how this depression is

affecting blue-collar families.

I don't think Mr. Bush has a slightest

glimmer of what's really happening out

there. Maybe he should spend a day at the

Hampshire Mall.

David Rivera is a Collegian staff

member
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How do you like your coffee?
I read an article on Wednesday titled

"Tasteless and Degrading Jokes Aren't

That Furmy at All," and I found it pathetic.

The question I have for author Stacy

Malone is: Areyou so insecure withyourself

as a woman that you must take such a

meaninglessjoke and totally blow it out of

proportion? Why is it that you feel this one

"}oke." as you call it, is so offending?

First of all, I am a White, "well-fed,"

middle-class American, your typical

American "majority" and I found nothing

wrong with the humor present in the "joke"

which you say went like this; "Hey. how do

you like your coffee?" "Black and sweet.

Just how I like my women." From your

article, 1 take it you find something wrong

with a White male liking Black women. As

far as I know, this would be discrimination.

Also, why IS it so degrading to want a

"sweet" woman. Last time 1 checked, be-

ing sweet was a compliment. Now on to

the point.

People like yourself. Ms. Malone. are

the kind ofpeople that call a fight between

two people of different ethnic groups a

"racial incident" (even if they just plain

did not like each other regardless ofback-

ground). You consider women a minority,

even though there are an increasingly

larger number ofwomen in the world than

men. The point is that I feel you tried to

make more of this than necessary. The

joke was. first of all, not meant for you to

hear and. second of all. it was meant to be

humorous. Maybe if you would be just a

little less anally retentive, you could be a

happier person and not feel the need to

find small inconsistencies in other people.

Ask yourself, have you ever told a joke

(probably not)? Because if you have. I'm

sure it made fun ofsomeone and I am sure

that person was part of one group or an-

other, and therefore you must have been

discriminating against them, right?

Most men that I know would easily

laugh at a joke directed toward them, so I

do not think that we are afraid that soon

the joke w ill be directed at us. It must just

be that we are more secure with ourselves,

or people like yourselfjust are not creative

enough to find anvthing funny to say. So.

my final words are "GET A GRIP!!"

D. Sean Case
Southwest

Black and distrusted in New York
A true ston. . A young Black boy walks

out of his mother's office building on 43rd

and 8th in Manhattan. He had stayed

there late one night working on a drug

education project with some friends from

school and a couple of adult supervisors.

They were planning out a video to show
during their teachings at middle and el-

ementary schooLs

E.C. Thomas
After leaving the building, he turns

right and heads towards the subway sta-

tion only a block away. No sooner than he

is 10 feet away from the building, two
police officers approach him. They ask

what he's doing. He's heading home, he

tells them. Does he know there was a

robbery in that neighborhood earlier that

evening? No. he says. Where was he to-

night, they ask. He explains he was in

"that" building, working on a project. They
don't believe him and tell him they need to

take him to headquarters for questioning.

But I was in that building, he argues,

becoming anxious and scared, there are

adults up there who will verify that I was
there. The officers don't accept that and

drag him down to the police station in

handcuffs.

At the police station, he calls his mother.

He's only allowed to talk for a few seconds

and the officer takes away the phone and

gives the mother a number to call that

night to find out where he's being held.

Th2 boy sits in a jail cell for two hours

until he's pulled out for a line-up. The
suspect in the robbery is described as a

black teenager. The boy stands among
seven young males, he's the only one of

color. Five people pick him out. He spends

the night in jail. His mother can't get

through to the precinct, the line is busy.

She doesn't know where he is. He's 15.

The next day the mother and some co-

workers find out where he is. They im-
mediately go to see the boy. He's not al-

lowed to speak with them. They can't

communicate with phone calls or letters

— nothing. His mother brings the people

with him the previous night to corroborate

his story. It doesn't matter, he spends the
next night in jail as well.

On the third day his mother, with the
help of her co-workers, hire a lawyer and
go to the boy's hearing. His mother works
for a high-ranking New York City union;

the boy was with her co-workers that night.
Afler verifying the boy's story, he's re-

leased. That's the end ofthe story— or is it?

More of these stories have happened
and many more will happen, only these
stories have a different ending. One must
ask, what would've happened to the boy if

his mother didn't work with high officials

in the city? What if she was unemployed?
A prospect very likely with the current
state ofthe U.S. economy. How would she
have been able to hire a lawyer for her
son? What if this boy had just come up
from the subway,justone block from where
he was arrested? He'd have no alibi, just
his word that he didn't commit the crime.
A "word" coming from an Afro-American.
Chances are that "word" would never have
been heard. Truth is hundreds of those
"words" have never been acknowledged.

E.C. Thomas is a UMass student

Dangerous
opinions
Many resident assistants have thanked

me for last month's column about their

inadequate pay and the impossible role

they are assigned as both cops and coun-

selors. Unfortunately, last week I also got

wind of"expressions ofconcern" about my
own future as an RA because of what I

wrote. This unfortunate reaction by some
Residential Education higher-ups simply

proves my original point: Currently. RAs
are heavily exploited. Those who don't go

along with it are considered threats.

Hurrah for Big Brother Housing.

Ttystan Skeigh

Every journalist has an ethical respon-

sibility to their readers. Every columnist

has an obligation to offer honest views and

insights on various aspects of society. For

a columnist to hold back for fear of eco-

nomic retribution means that writer's First

Amendment rights have been seriously

abridged. It also means the paper's watch-

dog role has been seriously compromised.

The second point here is that freedom

ofexpression applies to everyone, not just

newswnters and columnists. Many RAs
who thanked me for writing also expressed

their reluctance to talk or write about

their own concerns because they feared

for their jobs.

There is something seriously wrong

with an organization that is afraid of

constructive criticism. Few veteran RAs
feel good about theirjobs and most oftheir

concerns are legitimate. But somehow, in

Housing's hierarchical murk of clusters,

resident directors, assistant resident di-

rectors, area coordinators and assistant

directors, their voices are lost and even

deliberately discounted. New RAs are told

by trainers not to take the gripes ofveteran

RAs too seriously, that problems are a

natural part of the process.

I do not believe Housing is composed of

actively malicious people out to get stu-

dents and RAs. But I think it's clearly an

organization with deeply systemic prob-

lems. Because of its sprawling size and
structure, its upper echelons are com-

pletely detached from the everyday
working realities of RAs.

Would Assistant Director Anne Miller

still believe Residential Education is "a

good chance to reach people" ifshe worked
alongside RAs and experienced nearly zero

attendance at alcohol workshops, gay.

lesbian and bisexual speaker bureaus and
drug talks? Would the RA class have been
such an unmitigated disaster last semester

if RAs had been given a chance to make
suggestions and preview the materials for

relevancy, homophobia and racism?

Part of the root problem is the tone of

Housing's attitude toward "residents."

UMass students are not viewed as adults.

An example ofthis is last semester's night

riot in Southwest, when a dorm lost its

electricity and people ran amok, breaking
windows and furniture. An RD said she

tried to "be an adult presence" in the

situation. The fact is. those who live in

Southwest are adults too. If they felt

compelled to become violent when the

lights went out, this is a strong signal

something is wrong with living conditions

in their community. "Brown-out" rioting

occurs in cities across the country, often in

ghettoes where folks suffer from over-

crowdingand related oppressive conditions.

Also, forcing students to drink in their

rooms with their doors shut is impractical

and unhealthy. People who are encouraged
to drink alone in private become alcohol-

ics. Better to let them drink in lounges
where folks can keep an eye on each other.

Actually, perhaps it's not that surpris-

ing to find this paternalism in an organi-

zation headed by a director opposed to the

distribution of condoms in high schools.

Obviously Joe Zannini is not the type
willing to concede to practical realities.

People respond better to a carrot than
a stick. Ifcampus residents felt respected
and empowered, they would undoubtedly
form more healthy, happy communities.

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian co/umnis/

University 'playground' no escape from the real world
When I get out in the real world . .

.

How many times do we hear or think of phrases like

this while on a college campus? For some reason , students

at a university like to picture themselves as being in some
sort of isolated little bubble. As if we are inmiune to all

that is going on outside the boundaries of this large but

finite campus. The fact is, the world as most of us see it,

is as real as it will ever be.

Ifyou don't believe me, take a look at a few real-world

problems and see how they affect us.

Politics. The state of our economy and the emphasis

of government on education will determine not only the

quality of our four years here, but whether we will find

work when we leave this "playground." Yet, few of us

vote, either because we aren't registered in the area, or

because we simply don't feel that the benefits ofselecting

a candidate for an office outweigh the difficulty oftaking

the bus to the polls.

Money. Generally speaking, students either pay their

own tuition or are supported by family. Those who pay

their own tuition are oft^n forced to take many loans,

which may all seem like fiction as we spend the bank's

money for four years, but then we spend the next 1 years

coughing up our paychecks (ifwe indeed find a job) to pay

off these debts. That is the real world.

Or the students who are supported by their parents:

speaking from personal experience, it is easy to grow up

Latinos must unite; stop bickering

spending and spending with no real concept of money
(like the Republicans) when all your bills are paid foryou.

But although this may seem like dream world, it really is

a valuable lesson lost. These years, regardless of who is

pajing our bills, are years where we must learn how to

manage our finances and our lives — this is the real

world.

Bob Silverstein

Death. We are not invincible. AIDS doesn't selec-

tively skip over us because we are in school, but many
students still fail to practice safe sex. Our student bodies

will still break when our cars crash when we drive drunk.

Your best friend that you ate lunch with at the Dining

Commons today may not be standing with you at

graduation. These are morbid thoughts, and I admit the

pessimism; but if my pessimism can turn your apathy

into emotion, then my message is received.

Perhaps the underlying cause for the ongoing notions

about the "real world" versus college life arise from the

sad fact that some high school graduates attend college

only to avoid the responsibilities associated with the real

world. This is a consequence of a warped siKiety where

you now can't even make a decent, secure living without

a degree or a lot of luck or money. During my under-

graduate study, I heard many friends, even honor stu-

dents, whose attitude was "I'm only here to get the piece

of paper." So how can an education system even begin to

be effective, if the ultimate goal is not learning — about

academics and life?

Perhaps it is unfair to place the blame on the students

for this general detachment. Considering the fact that

the dormitory code of conduct is oppressive and nearly

unconstitutional, it is not unreasonable to expect disil-

lusionment in students. Granted, the reputation of

"ZooMass" was probably a good title to shed. But during

the past six years, the policies have become more and more
restrictive, to the point where many students may have

enjoyed greater privileges while athome with thei r parents.

In this sense, the petty politics and conservatism of the

administration is largely responsible for creating this

fantasy world where young minds are shaped into mush.

In the wake of this negative perspective on modem
college life, I feel that there is hope. But it comes down to

each individual, first year or senior year, realizing the

importance of their stay at the University of Massachu-
setts. Look at each day ofyour life as a real day, with real

friends, real responsibilities and real lessons to be learned.

Because waiting until you graduate to acknowledge the

reality of this world may leave you hopelessly far behind

in your quest toward better things.

Bob Silverstein is a Collegian eoluninist

As representative of AHORA, I invite

all Latin American students to partici-

pate in the reorganization of AHORA.
Several weeks ago, a new group of Latin

American students have been meeting

because we want to organize the best

Latin American Week ever given in the

history of our (and your) organization.

Luisa, you are also welcome to partici-

pate in our meetings every week. I have

read your article (April 7) and the errone-

ous impression you have about all Puerto

Ricaris really saddens me. Remember that

if the majority of the members ofAHORA
are Puerto Ricans. it is because we have

more than 500 students, making us the

majority ofthe Hispanic students on cam-

pus. Nevertheless, we inAHORA have the

participation of students of other Latin

American countries, such as Costa Rica.

Columbfa. Panama and Mexico, among

others. Be careful in criticizing ethnic

groups in general. Try to see people as

individuals. Remember that when you

point at someone with your index finger,

the other three fingers point at you.

I would like you to get in touch with the

AHORA organization. Attend our meet-

ings, so we can mediate our differences

and you can express your feelings with the

community which is really trying to repre-

sent the Latin Americans on campus.

Luisa, you are invited to participate in

and join AHORA so that you, the rest of

the Latin Americans on campus and us,

who are presently working in the organi-

zation, could demonstrate to the public a

good representation of our beautiful and

diverse Latin American culture.

Jalil Mendoza
AHORA

26 people signed this letter

Civility Agreement victory for all
The release of the Civility Agree-

ment between the Lesbian Bisexual

and Gay Alliance, the Young Ameri-

cans for Freedom and The Minutenian

should be regarded as a victory for all

parties, and in particular a victory for

civility in public discourse.

It is our hope that this agpreement

will aid in the de-escalation oftensions

which have historically existed between

the LBGA and the "Conservative Alli-

ance." Surely, our campus has seen

enough of violent and hateful rhetoric.

The time has arrived for all of us to

strive toward creating an atmosphere

where the free exchange of thought is

not impeded by the fear of personal

attack or other potentially dangerous

repercussions.

There remains, between our two

groups, many fundamental differences

in ideology. At some points, we are

committed to wholly different goals and

concepts. But through this agreement,

it is our hope that we can begin tx)

recognize and confront those problems

which unite us, instead ofconsistently

belaboring those problems which di-

vide us.

The LBGA has always been commit-

ted to working for a campus and a

world which recognizes and respects

diversity and individuality. Therefore,

thisagreement is wholly con-sistent with

the mission of the LBGA and is an

important and crucial step toward pro-

viding a more safe and productive at-

mosphere for gay, lesbian and bisexual

students at UMass.

Matt Malone
LBGA Steering Committee

1

Comic attacks Christians unfairly
Lastweek's "CastofThousands" brought

up too many issues to address in one letter.

(Ifyou are expecting a letter to blast Barry

Deutsch and cast him to hell, get real.)

Monday: Sin is sin. It's turning away
from God in any way. There are no "okay

sins." Ifhomosexual activity is equivalent

to murder, hate of homosexuals is too. So

is lying. But counting sins is stupid, be-

cause everyone has sinned.

Also on Monday: People can be unloving

and hypocritical and still pretend to be

Christians. I can't picture Jesus being as

crass as "Stephen" was. ( Habits: 1 , Love: 0.

)

Tuesday: Christian faith is non-scien-

tific: you can't put it in a test tube. It is

developing a personal relationship, as real

as romance, with the one who made the

universe. People who base their beliefs on

anti-evolution pamphlets are missing the

point. So are the people who reject Christ's

message because of them.

Wednesday: Organized Christianity

has the same problems as any other or-

ganization: power, greed, apathy and im-

perfect members. The fact that Jesus'

message has survived the church is evi-

dence to me of its truth. But the church

also shelters, feeds, counsels and loves a

lot of otherwise helpless people. People

remember Jimmy Swaggart and forget

Corrie Ten Boom.
Thursday: Christianity is usually too

"up in the sky," too stuck in dry tradition.

Most ofus have memories ofstiffpews and

dull sermons, and everyone thinks they

know what Jesus said. Few people are

willingtobreaktheirtiny images ofJesus.

"Traditionalists" are threatened to read

that Jesus relied on women to spread his

message, that he ate his meals with anti-

establishment rebels, that he had Black

disciples.

Friday : There's too much guilt in today's

church. Guilt sells! Churches can grow

fastest ifthey say, "Stay with US or you're

going to hell!" A distortion. Ifyou ever feel

manipulated guilt-trips, fast-talk — get

out fast and find a church based on real

love. But if a quiet voice inside you calls

you to a new life. . . that is your decision.

I wish I could say becoming a Chri.stian

makes you perfect, but it doesn't. Ifyou're

looking for God, don't be surprised when
peop/f. including me. disappointyou. We're

just learning.
Mark Wister

Lewis

Notes from the Campus Center basement
I'm stuck for topics this week, and my professors

are starting to get suspicious, so I've either got to catch

up with my academic backlog or forge a note from

Health Services real quick. I know it's usually a bad

sign to see a columnistadmit this in the first paragraph,

but bear with me, at least it's not another basketball

rally or video game review.

This week, due to lack ofstudentbody participation,

I'm going to indefinitely suspend the "Graffiti of the

Week" feature of Notes, but before I do, I'm going to

run some of my personal favorites that have been

around for a while.
^

"Flush twice, it's a long way to Hampshire D.C. is

perhaps UMass' most widely known graffiti. It graces

a stall on the second floor of Herter Hall. A friend who

is knowledgable of local folklore tells me that this

appears in several published compilations of graffiti.

Though I haven't seen it myself, also appearing in

Herter, above a toilet paper dispenser is written,

"UMass diplomas. Please take one."

My personal favorite is a visual piece in the Tower

Library's east stairwell. In a stylized recreation of

Washington'scrossingofthe Delaware, the General himself

is smoking a joint. How times have changed. It is widely

supposed that Washington actually did smoke pot. Unlike

today's politicians, he was ft-ee to inhale as he wished and

didn't have to feign guilt during campaign year.

Josh Reynolds

So. ifyou've got a submission, send it down (addressed

to: Amoral Media Lemmings. 113 Campus Center

Basement). 1 can't visit every stall on campus. Until then,

I'm gonna give it a rest.

One (more) thing that's been bothering me lately is the

Collegian's one-day weather forecast. Unless you're get-

ting this home-delivered, it's probably not all that helpful.

This week, the Campus Crusade for Christ has been

spreading posters asking "IfJesus really were God, could

you afford to ignore Him?" My suggestion is not to get

too involved with a group that encourages people to

think of religion as an insurance policy for the after-

life.

I know that they have only the best intentions, and

that they're still a little sore from the beating that

Barry Deutsch gavethem last week, but I've got an axe

to grind: 1 was raised (razed?) Catholic and sent

through 12 years of denominational schooling.

I've got to question the wisdom of naming a group

with philanthropic intentions after a multi-century

wave of pogroms that would make Khmer Rouge

jealous.

When people ask me what I gave up for lAini, I tell

them institutionalized superstition and medieval self-

denial rituals.

So, if I've struck a dissonant chord in anyone out

there, drop me a line or meet me for a bare knuckles

match on the roof ofthe parking garage. It's your call.

Josh Reynolds is a Collegian columnist
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Class prepares students for future in booze
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

The scene is set in a bar room. A group ofyoung people

are gathered around the counter. Rows of liquor bottles

line the wall in front of them. A Red Sox games blares in

the background, as a man. smiling and friendly, mixes

drinks and talks with the crowd. . . Class is in session.

The man behind the counter is Tim Quirk, a UMass
instructor. And the people are his students of mixology,

eagerly awaiting a lesson in bartending.

"Never stick a glass in ice," advises Quirk, The glass

is thin and cracks easily. Always use a scoop."

Quirk proceeds to make a few drinks and shares more

bartending tips with the students. He pulls bottles offthe

shelf and identifies them. Then he shows the class the

soda gun.

It's all in a day's work for Quirk, who is a bartender

himself and started teaching mixolog\', which is offered

through Continuing Education, this semester. The course

gives students all the information they need to be a

bartender. It also certifies those who successfully complete

the program.
Quirk said he starts the class with the basics— what

a shaker set is, how to cut fruit and familiarizes them

with bartending lingo ("What does James Bond really

mean when he requests his drink "shaken, not stirred?")

Next, students are taught how to make some standard

drinks, like martinis. They also learn how to make drinks

in various categories — popular, frozen, coffee. At this

point. Quirk has the students make "pseudo-drinks,"

using colored water and paper fruit in place of the real

stuff.

As the course goes along, the students build up an

impressive repertoire, knowing how to mix exotic drinks

like White Russians. Scariet O'Haras, and Tootsie Rolls

(kahlua and orange juice). Students get to show off their

bartending know-how on written tests and oral quizzes.

Quirk, who graduated from UMass in 1989. started

bartending at defunct Gulf Stream during his junior

year, then at Twisters his senior year. An economics

m^or. he was unable to find work in his field after

graduation. He spent some time bartending on Cape Cod

and Martha's Vineyard, before returning to this area.

Sticking with bartending for the time being, he can

now be founding serving up drinks at Pizzeria Uno in the

Holyoke Mall.

"It's notjust serving drinks; it's being able to deal with

people too — having a relationship vsath them and han-

dling people when they're not being cooperative," he said.

What's his favorite drink? "Blue Banana," his own

creation, he said.

What's in it? "All kinds of stuff." said Quirk, his eyes

twinkling mischievously.

Students of mixology have all praise for the class.

"It's great." said Chris Jodlowski. who said he's taking

the course because he hadn't picked out a m^jor yet and

"wanted something to fall back on."

Wayne Buterbaugh. like many other students in the

class, said that he wants to "try to score a summer job"

through taking advantage ofthe bartending certification

the course offers.

One student, David Meausky , recently had a chance to

try out his new skills.
"

"I used all that the class taught me at a party at my
parents' house. IThe guests 1 were ecstatic!" said Meausky.
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HUNAN GOURMET
CHINESE RESTAURANT :ig

If You Plan To Take a Prep Course for the

GMAT, GRE, LSAT or MCAT at Home This

Summer, GO HOME TO RONKIN!

With 1 55 Centers Nationwide, there's a great chance that there

will be a Ronkin Center close to you this summer. If you're

serious about gaining the competitive edge in grad school

admissions and making good use of your time off this summer,

there's no better way than with Ronkin Total Test Prep.

Call the Ronkin Center in Amherst today to reserve a place in

a class for the summer. We will make sure you get into the

course of your choice. This is just another reason why we say...

... We'll Make Sure You Make It!

?.
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The aroma^ sound & taste

of authentic Chinese cuisine

prepared Hunan^ Szechuan^
Mandarin or Cantonese style

- especially for you!

Call:

549-4010

iSOFeahngSt.
Amherst

FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*

261 King St., Northampton • 585-0202 • Ample Parking

Open 7 Days a Week
TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE rf

Zen Mind
^m^^&im' •mr[.

COLLEGIAN

o
IS NOW

ACCEPTING
\JV

Introduction to Zen Meditation Techniques

Free Seminar
('aiiipu< Ontcr, R<ioin 805

llnivrrtil; of M»»chuuUs

Friday Night: 7:30 pm
April 17

APPLICATIONS
FOR EMPLOYMENT
NEXT SEMESTER

MACINTOSH EXPERIENCE PREFERRED

WILL TRAIN

SEE MIKE OR LISA IN

CAMPUS CENTER 1 OS

E / O / E

Guaranteed

USED TIRES
TOP QUALITY

FULLY WARRANTEED

You'll Want En^

WeCotEm!
COME
ON

DOWNI

$9"

$12"

$14"

AND BRAKE CENTER
439 Russell St., Hadley

253-9911 or 253-9054
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By GAYLE LONG
GoUegian Staff

Patriot's Day is

a) a day off to celebrate Patriot missiles

b) a commemoration of the New England

Patriots

c) a holiday tomake Easterweekend longer

d) you got 7ne

After a recent poll of people who all admit-

ted they were planning on not going to classes

on Monday (yes, I know, classes are can-

celled), I asked a variety of students and

staffers what the true meaning of Patriot's

Day was.

Unfortunately, I came up short.

T know, I could have moved my keister

from the abyss of the Campus Center Base-

,. , ment and gone to the library to look it up—
*
but I wanted to make sure I wasn^t going to

miss out on any Patriot's Day parades that

the rest ofthe student population would be at

come Monday.
No one seemed pumped up for Patriot's

Day; rather the mostcommon answerto the

question "why do we celebrate Patriot's

DayP'Vwas— "it's a dfty oif from school
"

I don't expect you out-of-staters to have a

clueabotttour state holidays, hutwhen people

fromthe high-and-mighty Metro-Bostonarea

tell me, "should I care why we have Monday

off?" you have to wonder what's going on.

So, here's what I figured out about th^t

wonderful day called Patriot's Ds^y:

It's celebrated only in Maine ajhd Massia-

chusetts, which probably means that it has

something to do with the American Reyplu-

tion— kind of like the Southern states that

celebrate Robert E. Lee's Birthday.

It's the third Monday in April (April is a

derivative of a Latin word meaning 'to open*

referring to leaves and flower buds).

Otherthan that, themystery remains:What

is Patriot's Day and why should I care?

Patriot *sDay isMm^y* A/)ril20andlasts all

day.

Colleginn photo by Matt Kahn
*••««««
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Sleepwalkers will put you into a coma
By JON LGPO
Collegian Staff

Cheese anyone? There's one moment in Stephen

King's Sleepwalkers where the evil psycho mother/

vampire kills a police man by impaling him with an ear of

corn. This pretty much sums up the cheesy nature of this

horror/comedy that would be horrendously bad if it

weren't so hilarious.

Brian Krause {Return to the Blue Lagoon) and Alice

Krige {Chariots ofRre) play a son and mother who are

sleepwalkers, some short of shape-shifters who, I'm

assuming, must suck the power out of female virgins in

order to survive. And for some inexplicable reason they're

deathly afraid of cats. When the duo isn't searching for

nubile young women, they, eh hem, share a more than

platonic relationship.

When Krause discovers their latest victim in model

-

turned-actress Madchen Amick {Twin Peaks), he starts

falling for her. But his devotion to his mother is more

powerful This tepid premise abruptly turns into a gore

fest. complete with recycled Terminator 2 transforming

effects and enough severed limbs to satisfy Silence ofthe

Lambs' Hannibal Lecter for a few months.

Sleepwalkers has a definite '50s B-movie feel to it,

riqht down to the familiar shots of high school, suspicious

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

"Easier S^^^^y "Buffet

April' 19, 1992

12:00 am to 4:00 prn

$10.95 Atiufo

$5.50 Citifdrcn ^lO ami umUr)

Top of the Ccimpus
Restaurant & Lounge,

1 1 Ifi [iXoor Oimpus Center

lliiivcrsitv of 'Masaachiisciis

ai :imh4:rst

L

Caii ioday to rcscn-c a

tabic (or your

entire |nMu(\'

54^'>HV000

t'.vt. ^e»3^"'

or ^4?-}'2\6

rnlitliuat

parkiiu]
rttole OMirlttf ot Cohintbt pictwtt'

A lice Krige (I), Madchen Amick .ind Brian Kraufie star in the horror/suspense film

"STEPHEN KING'S SLEEPWALKtKS," A Columbia Pictures Release.

True colors
At Kinko's, our Canon Color Laser Copier reproduces

your true colors with remarkable precision. So when

we make a full color copy, you get the same colors

found in your original.

I Copy original photos or slides

I Reproduce original

graphics, charts, and

illustrations

I Increase attention

and retention for

your presentations

r
I

I

Experience

the Joy
o/Learning

990 full color copies
Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed and receive 81/2x11"

full color laser copies on 20 lb. white bond for 99<i each.

Resizing extra. One coupon per customer. Not valid with odier

offers. Good through September 28, 1992.

I

I

I

I

[ Open 24 hours

j
253-2543

' 220 North Pleasant Street

I (Across from the Carriage Shops)

kinlfO'S'
the copy center

Over 200 credit courses that will

help you:

• Make up lost credits

• Advance in next semester's
work

• Rug any holes in your current
schedule

• Learn something that you
wouldn't ordinarily have time
for—for the sheer joy of

learning!

TWO <""!!!!lI^MBiifff«CTI^fl.Iu«e2.lulyl0

second se^»«"

Registration begins April 13.

Catalogs available all over

campus or at the Division

of Continuing Education,

6th floor, Goodell Building.

A quality education

at afjordable prices.

The UMass
Summer
Session

can add Joy

to your life.

•-::r^2r
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lAfEEKEND
HfiPPENINGS

LECTURE— "Recovering the Lives of Roman
Woman" by Elaine Fantham. At Wright Hall

Common Room/SC at 4:15 p.m. Free.

LECTURE — "Buddhism and Social Action

Series: Crisis Under the Bo Tree: Buddhism and

Ecology" by Sulak Sivaraksa. At Converse Hall

Red Room/AC at 4:15 p.m. Free.

LECTURE— "Women's Culture and Lesbian-

Feminist Activism: A Reconsideration" by Verta

Taylor. At Seelye Hall/SC at 4:30 p.m. Free.

LECTURE — "What is the Future of Student

Activism?" at Franklin Patterson Hall, East

Lecture Hall/HC at 7 p.m. Free.

READING — Poetry reading by the contribu-

tors to SC's The Siren. At Neilson Library

Browsing Room/SC at 7 p.m. Free.

FILM — "The Outcast," a breakthrough for-

eign film from Taiwan about a young man who

is thrown out of his house for being gay. At

Campus Center 908 at 7 p.m. Free.

LECTURE— Slide presentation on "The Solar

Revolution: Energy for a Sustainable Earth" by

Sajed Kamal. At Skinner/MHC at 7:30 p.m.

Free.

THEATER — "Foghorn," an original play by

Hanay Geiogamah that explores the myths of

the American Indian experience since European

contact. At Hampden Theater at 8 p.m. through

April 1 8. Tickets $5 general; $3 students/seniors.

Also showing April 23 - 25.

LECTURE — An art slide presentation and

lecture will be held by Johnnie Ross at the Art

Building. Room 216/MHC at 8 p.m. Free.

LECTURE — PAWSS Spring Lecture Series

presents "Democracy, Debt and Drugs: U.S.

Latin American Relations in the 1990s" by

Abraham Lowenthal. At 102 Thomson from 8 to

10 p.m. Free.

THEATER — ".
. . And the Looking Glass

Shattered." a nnulti-media perfornnance by

Stephanie Friedman on women's control over

their bodies, image and sexuality. At Red Barn/

HC at 8 p.m. Tickets $4 general; $2 students.

LECTURE— "Portrait of the Artist as a Young
Woman: Virginia Woolf at Fifteen" by Katherine

Dalsimer. At Octagon, Babbott Room/AC at 8

p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — A reading/performance by

Patrick Susskind entitled "Debut: Der
Kontrabass/The Double Bass." At Porter House/

AC (next to the Lord Jeffery Inn) at 8 p.m. Free.

EXHIBIT — "Music, Marbles, Material" by

Veronica Rooney, Charlene Maguire and

Anastasia Gregory will be shown at the Student

Union Gallery through April 23. Opening recep-

tion from 5 to 7 p.m. with music by The Big Bad

Gnus. Gallery hours Mon. thru Fri. 1 1 a.m. to 4

p.m.

EXHIBIT — "Unstill Lifes," paintings by

Carolyn Shattuck will be presented at The Arti-

san Gallery in Thome's Market, Northampton

through June 28. Gallery hours Mon. thru Wed.

& Sat. 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.; Thurs. thru Fri.

9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.; Sun. Noon to 5 p.m.

DANCE— Margie Gillis brings her solo dance

artistry to Bowker Auditorium at 8 p.m. Tickets

$18 & $16; $9 & $8 five college students; $6
children 16 & under.

INCONCERT— District 1 3 performs with guests

The Sages and Under the Rose at Pearl Street,

Northampton. Tickets $6 18+; $4 21 + .

EXHIBIT — "Transformation Fence." an in-

teractive sculpture installation by Glynis Douglas

will be built over four weeks time through May
12. At the North Common in Amherst Center.

Come and participate in this unique transfor-

mation.

IN CONCERT — The Steve Forbert Band

plays the Iron Horse, Northampton at 7 p.m.

Tickets $1 2.50 advance; call 586-8686 for more

info. All ages.

n»ato < mirtny Tribe

A band called ''Tribe, "not to be confused with a Tribe Called Quest, willbe playing a free show a t Pearl Street

on Monday night at 8 p.m. In order to catch this show, you'll have to cut your Patriot's Day celebrations short

- but it'll certainly be worth the cost of admission! You might want to call Pearl Street before you show up.

IN CONCERT— A blend of rock and Irish folk

music can be found as the Cliffs of Dooneen

perform at the Vertex in Hadley at 9 p.m. Doors

open at 8 p.m. Call the Vertex for ticket info.

18+.

IN CONCERT— Luther "Guitar Jr." Johnson

and The Magic Rockers plus The Radio Kings

will perform at the Iron Horse at 7 p.m. Tickets

$9.50 advance. All ages.

LECTURE — "Resurrection: Hoax or His-

tory?" by Walter Kim, sponsored by the Key-

stone Fellowship. At Wright HallCommon Room/

SC at 3:30 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT— WOZQpresentsHeliosCreed

with local supporting bands. At Davis Center

Chapel/SC at 9 p.m. Tickets $5 general; $3

students.

IN CONCERT — Rippopotamus will perform

with guests Gus Factor at Pearl Street at 8:30

p.m. Tickets $5 at the door.

FILM— The India Film Series presents direc-

tor Mira Nair's {Mississippi Masala) first film.

Salaam Bombay at Wright Hall Auditorium/SC

at 7 and 9 p.m.

FILM— John Forsythe and Shirley MacLaine

star in Alfred Hitchcock's bizarre comedy The

Trouble With Harry at the Campus Center The-

ater/AC at 7:30 and 1 p.m. Tickets $1 .50. Also

showing April 18 & 19.

THEATER — "Lilith's Leg," a provocative

piece about women, body and food presented

by and AC student performance group. At Val-

entine Dining Hall Annex/AC at 8 p.m. Also

presented on April 18 & 19

IN CONCERT— Eight to the Bar will do their

thing at Pearl Street, Northampton at 8:30 p.m.

Tickets $7 advance; $8 at the door.

FILM— Director Akira Kurosawa's latest mas-

terpiece stars Richard Gere in Rhapsody in Au-

gusL At Wright Hall/SC at 7:30 p.m. Free. Also

showing April 19 at Seely Hall 10/SC at 7:30 p.m.

IN CONCERT— Smiffenpxjofs 50th Anniver-

sary Jam will be presented with special guests

Yale S.O.B.'s.AtTheatre 14, Mendenhall Center

for the Performing Arts/SC at 8 p.m. Tickets $3.

IN CONCERT — The Storyuu plus Christina

Olsen will perform at the Iron Horse at 7 p.m.

Presented by WRSI 95.3 FM. Tickets $6.50

advance.

IN CONCERT — Free Press will perform at

Sheehan's Cafe. Call for times and ticket info.

FILM— Haroldand Maude'is all about a young

man obsessed with death who becomes involved

with an older woman in love with life. At Hooker

Auditorium/MHC at 7 and 9 p.m. Tickets $2.50.

IN CONCERT— Lisa DeGrace performs music

monologues about "the quest for a quest through

questions" in "A Loaf of Bread, a Container of

Milk, and a Stick of Butter." At Franklin Patterson

Hall, Main Lecture Hall/HC at 8 p.m. Free, but

donations will be accepted to benefit HC Com-

posers and Performers Group.

FILM — Revisiting the Thirties Film Series

presents The Gold Diggers of 1935, a dazzling

musical choreographed by Busbee Berkeley. At

Wright Hall Auditorium at 2 and 4 p.m.

IN CONCERT— Chamber music for an Eas-

terSunday aftemoon will include Barbara Wright,

Salvatore Macchia and others performing works

by Schubert, Mozart and Martinu. At Museum of

Art/SC at 3 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT— Let your heart soar with the

Gospel Choir Spring Concert at Buckley Recital

Hall/AC at 8 p.m. Free.

STUDENT RECITAL — Piano recital with

Ririko Izumi will perform music by Bach,

Beethoven, Chopin and others, assisted by Lory

Wallfisch. At Sage Hall, Sweeney Auditorium/

SC at 8 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — Alex Digrassi will perform

his acoustic guitar work at the Iron Horse,

Northampton at 7 p.m. Tickets $10.50 Adv. All

ages.

IN CONCERT— The Vibes will perform at the

Vertex in Hadley at 8:30 p.m. Doors open at

7:30 p.m. Call the Vertex for ticket info. All ages.

EXHIBIT— Paintings by Edwin Montalvo and

Josh Peters will be shown through April 23 at

Wheeler Gallery. Gallery hours Mon. thru Thurs.

4 to 8 p.m.; Sun. 2 to 5 p.m.

i:* 4k4MI.Jk-« «~*ai«*>- **>-••*J*-.* • I*--*• • • 1 »•««*> * • *•* »
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film
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

teachers and clueless parents. Only this time the effect is

a little more expensive and the gore more graphic.

Stephen King's oddball sense of humor is amplified here,

but it's hard to tell when King is trying to be funny or scary.

Are we supposed to laugh at the incest love scene orwhen

Amick gouges out Krause's eye with a conveniently

handy corkscrew?
Anyone who has seen at least one Friday the I3th

movie knows the heroine shouldn't walk over to the

villain's limp body even if she thinks she's killed him, so

why doesn't Amick know? "Sleepwalkers" is filled with

little horror movie staples (a nice word for cliche) like that

which prevent it from actually scaring us. There is little to

jump at in Sleepwalkers but its unintentional hilarity makes

it a great, bad movie.

The abundance ofcats in S/eepu;a/A:ers provides a bulk

of the laughs. It's particularly amusing as the obviously

fake cats attack the villains by pouncing on their bodies.

They stiffly cling on like a deranged Toonces from

Saturday Night Liue while the soundtrack fills the theater

with lots of hissing noises. Alas, the felines do suffer

painfully. I'm half expecting animal rights activists to

start picketing the theaters revealing the ending.

Brian Krause reveals that he's reallyjusr a pretty face

with his wooden acting and Aryan good looks. But don't

fear, Madchen Amick more than makes up for Krause,

giving new meaning to the word spunk. She overacts

every gesture as if someone can deliver a line like

"somebody help me!!" a different way.

Alice Krige has a nice time vamping it up but she

seems to enjoy her love scenes with Krause a little too

much. Also on hand is Stephen King in a cameo as a

graveyard keeper (like you care at this point).

Sleepwalkers is truly brainless entertainment. Short

on thrills and long on graphic violence (not to mention

many senseless cat deaths), it's horribly bad but oh-so-

enjoyable. Most films this poor aren't nearly as much
fun.

Grade: C-

\Se/ect€oc4*tciyn
^g j
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ptrtt
Liquor Store

Maier (knuine DraiV Miller Hi^ life/Mill?^ i2(Bd6botte$6.99

Labbatt's Blue or Labatt's 50 12 pad bodes $7.99

Beck's Beer IfiE. 6 pack Bottles $4.99

Golden Anniversary Beer .... caseieoz. Bar Bottfe $8.99

Long Trail Ale - Srewed in Vermont 6pack 12ql BotHes $4.99

St Ides Premium Malt Liquor 40oz. Bottle $1 .95

Southern Confifort X 750mi$7.49

Jack Daniels Tennessee Whiskey IB. 750mi $11.99

Kegs Starting At $33.00 • Checks Mastercard Visa

Accepted For Keg Deposits.

Gourmet Beers for special occasions - Plus over 35 Malt

Scotches and Cognacs. Brandies. & Champagnes

MrrARIirKQ 338 College St.

I icunouvno. Qne mile East of Amherst center on Route 9

WC HnvE iTI Open 9 am - 1 1 pm Rain or Shine • Always Open

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

HEALTHY SKIN
Begins with a Jeep pore

cleansing facial.

Also lash and brow

tinting, shaping, hair

waxing, make-up.

AESTHETICS SKINCARE
34 Miiin St., Suite I . Amherst.MA 253-9879

CHINAGARDEN
"Ttie Collegians choice in delightful dining."

I
^.OOOFFw/purchose .

I
of $15 or more with iNs coupon

I

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sunday • Tlnu\ llJOam • KhOOpm • Friday - Sat, ll:3tem • llKIOpm

I.unch Hour: 1 1:30am - 3:30pm 7 days a week

New Vegetarian Menu!
We Don 't Use MSG!

Free Delivery Service • FVi^ SflL, & Sun. • SKWpm - IthOOpm

Visa / Master Card / American Express

The Valley's Dim Sum Brunch

Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch - Mandarin and Cantonese Syles)

Every Day 11:30am - 10:00pm

[New Remodeling • 7 Days a vseek • Takeout • Luncheon Specials

1 3 M. Pleasant Street • Amherst. MA •

2.^3-4280/4281

Interested in

Conservation?
Fall 1992 Consenation Courses

in the Departtnetit o/Forestty & WiUUife Mnna^cnictit

Ui(iiUvci>iry CoiiMrrvatlon
U ( llf< ) Sli'J

Otcrvtcw \4 ihc prtoHiplcs and miiugcmmi of comcrvMlan

lihitoiiy Ein|>hui> im ilic cihK jl. IckiI, puliiKal *n>l nrunomtc

j»|h;lu Kd iHjn|;iiiic and cmljuiitcrcil tpcclcs prognntv the

ciuki(lcil prin(i|ilcs u< cntlingcrcd tprclc, conxrviilun.

ciunj|,Tmcni tnnu^c% ha bKxIivcnii)! «nd cndinscfcd fjiinj

jiid n«Ki. iml a gluhal pcnpcclive U CMmtnuian

Time TuTh 2 M)-3 <^

InHmclor Cudtcc R CriHin

Society antl Uic r.nvironment

SAfllST 100

lliu t iMinr n alioin Amcrtcanj and our cflom lo coojcnr our

luiiiral rrvnucc lK'riii(,.t li provldca in lnicrd«jcip»injr)f per

»|Ki live rci|iiircd fi>r Jcvimhk jotuuiim lo lodjy'a many nai iinl

icMKircc managcmcni pfiil>kni» II (ocii»a on resource man-

iticmeni l<>o»>. lechniquei and airaicgia Ducuuwn covers

I lUTciK cooservaiKm i»>ies and Itie devclopmenc of a peiional

cimscrvaliiin/manaKcmcni eihK

nme MWF 2 V> 3 20. plus diicusiion session

InHTuctfir: IXmaW G Ar]^nhrlghl

( ..un« bm Cm CJ Jnl/mtlltit <rf Inltf^Utlplhtary (I)

Wildlire Conservation
nhBK>i6l
Wildlife itijnagemeni, conservailon. and stewardship, ecolofil

cal priKCMtj. animal lieliavlof , luhhai Inleracilooj. poptila

lion dynamics, human dimensions of wildlife

conservation Prerequisiie Intro blotogy counc.

*"^ nmr TuTh 9 30-10 «
/(ij/rwrtor Todd K Fuller

New Courses!

Global C>onservation:

Race To Save Hie Planet
NAKIST I'JOA

(flobal environmcnul issues world popul.i

lion gniwih, environmental polilics, ha/.inl

oiis waste, global warniinn ami aciil run.

renewable energy rc>ources,rvc7ciing,lrii|ii

cal Ucforcslation .wiklcrncss preservation and

(XIkt loptts

Wleo forum section uses I'llS »erlcs:"kaie

to Save llie PUnct"

7f»ie MW iiS—ilS
Video/Issues Hmim:V 335—505

hiitnulor Curtice H Griflin

GoNuts
WithToppings

WhenMe Matters

The Forest
Environment
FOREST 225
l-lenicniary land surveying methods, nicastire-

mem of trees and forest stands; principles of

tree itlentification, dislribiiinin, and growth,

cliaracteristics of major U.S. forest types and

species, (iild identilkalionol n.ilivc Ircis.ind

shrubs.

Time MWF 10:10 11 (K). with l.il)

Imtrmtor: llniylon F Wilson

ForAdditional Iti/onnalion Cxtntacl the

DcfHirtnient of

Forestry & Wildlife Mana^etneiit

at 545-2665

Or go cookies.

Or strawberries.

Colombo Frozen

Yogurt with your

favorite toppings

is nothing less

than healthy

indulgence
And how
can you
top that?

E!4^N/4^)IAI2iLHA

186 Main Street

Northampton
586-9659

One Boltwood Walk
Amherst
253-2774

Comic books aren't just for kids anymore
By KIP MANLEY
Collegian Correspondent

I want to talk to you about comic books.

You know, comics—maybe your mother ripped yours

up at a young and easily traumatized age, or maybe your

cousin let you read one or two during a rainy day at

gramma's.
Maybe you remember Spiderman, or you were caught

up in the soap-opera of the X-Men for a while; maybe you
were a bit more mainstream and you flew with Superman
or Wonder Woman, or skulked across the rooftops with

Batman.
Mayt>e you thought your cousin was really dumb and

you hated her comics and you never wanted to see

another one again. Maybe you still read them — maybe
you've never given them a second thought.

All that doesn't matter. At one point or another, you

spent some time dreaming in four colors about men and

women who shook their fists at the sky and took oaths

against Evil (which seemed for some reason to involve

wearing their shorts on the outside of their tights).

These aren't the comics 1 want to talk to you alx>ut.

Sure, there's been a lot of hype lately ab)out how
superheroes have grown up, atx>ut how they've become

much more adult for the 90s. If you take this sort of thing

seriously, then it seems that growing up consists of getting

to swear more and staying out later and shooting the

ethnically -suspect underclass or carving them into blood-

spurting chunks instead of just t>eating them to a pulp.

Let's face it — these are still the power fantasies of

lonely adolescents projected onto obsessive steroid ad-

dicts with an unhealthy penchant for tight clothing and

grimaces. Ifyou like that sort of thing, fine. But comics are

capable of so much more.

Take, for instance. Doom Patrol, written by Grant

Morrison and (usually) drawn by Richard Case and Stan

Woch. What's it about? Well, um, it's about these folks

with special powers, and they dress in bright colors, and

they've banded together to save the world every now and

then — but other than that, they're different. Really!

Take a closer look. These heroes are people like Rebis,

the enigmatic hermaphrodite who has spent most of the

series clothed in radiation-proofbandages like some stylish

mummy. Crazy Jane, who has 64 different personalities.

And Cliff Steele, a human brain in a robotic, prosthetic

t)ody, who is as normal as the good guys get.

As for the bad guys, well, we have the Pale Police,

assassins who draw the thumbprints of their victims on

their masks and who speak in anagrams. The Shadowy
Mr. Evans, who may or may not be the devil. The Dry

Bachelors, who are made of dead skin cells and love

letters that have been thrown away. And Mr. Nobody,

whose latest world-shaking threatwas to run for President...

It all sound silly, doesn't it? But then, that's the point,

isn't it?

Morrison is saying if you can suspend your dist>elief so

far that you will believe a man can fly, why not go all the

way? Chuck your disbelief over the edge, sit back, and

enjoy the ride.

Doom Patrol is all about nonsense, nihlism. and Dada
— tell that to your parents the next time they ask you why
you're still reading funny books.

"See Ma? Grant Morrison combines wit. intelligence,

and a genuine fondness for the weird superheroes of the

60s with automatic writing just like real live poets used to

come up with and truly bizarre characters and nightmar-

ish images and even the actual narration sometimes, all

to startling and satisfying effect!"

Which is not to say that all is wonderful. The art,

despite Richard Case's t>est efforts, often falls short of

what Morrison wants you to see. And Morrison has proven

himself more than capable of losing his footing — Mr.

NobK)dy's candidacy for president, for instance, ends in a

distressingly pedestrian allegory of Christ's last days,

complete with his very own L^st Supper and t>etrayal- via

-

osculation.

Doom Patrol is, ultimately, unsatisfying. For all his

screwing around with superheroic ideals, Morrison can't

quite bring himself to tinker with the most sacrosanct —
that superheroes ultimately Fight to preserve the status quo.

Strange as they are themselves, the Patrol nonethe-

less races to stand foursquare for normality, or at least the

normal course of things, whenever oddities raise their

weird little heads. Our heroes react and restore rather

than actively change anything.

Sure, Morrison tries to get around this by having the

Patrol encounter such "normal" threats as Mr. Jones and

the men from N.O.W.H.E.R.E., or the Ant Farm, but with

their acronymic speech patterns and dyed-green pubic

hair, they come off as too damn bizarre lo be credible as

the grey-flannel agents of normality.

The only character who says what we want to hear is

Mr. Nobody, leader of the Brotherhood of Dada (Evil).

"Workers of the world unite!" he cries. "You have nothing

to lose but your minds!" But he is still another threat to be

fought, an uprising to be quelled.

Still, there is hope. In one of the latest issues. Crazy

Jane made up her own mind not to combat Mr. INobody

because she agreed with what he has to say, with nary a

hint of nefarious brain washing. This is class betrayal,

pure and simple, and could prove to be a significant first

step, unthinkable in any other superhero comic.

For all its flaws. Doom Patrol is one of the most original

and personal visions in mainstream comics, rivaled only

by Neil Caiman's Sandman. Perhaps it is nothing more

than a different sort of power fantasy for a different sort of

lonely adolescent, but at least these are adolescents I

would want to meet. And it is a mere hint of what is

possible in comics if you t>egin to look past muscles and

Lycra towards the only real limits — words and pictures.

Grab Doom Patrol while you can, though. Grant

Morrison will be leaving the t)ook within a year or so, and

is sure to go out with a bang.

Think Tree entertains
By BRYON MORRISOIN
Collegian Correspondent

Think Tree

Pearl Street

April 12. 1992

Sunday night, Think Tree stopped in

at Pearl Street on the first part of a tour

to promote the band's new album. Like

the Idea.

The five-memt>er band has been

blowing the roof off of clubs in Boston

for the last five years and had only

made it to the Valley once before Sunday

night. Tree played a fifteen -song set

that gave the sizeable crowd a fair

representation of what the band is ca-

pable of doing.

Their first song, "Memory Protect,"

from Eight Thirteen, hit the club with a

sonic wave that bubbled the paint off of

the pillars. Then Tree ripped into "Holy

Cow" (from the new album), during

which the lead singer. Peter Moore,

became a a baseball -capped redneck

and began giving his sarcastic opinion

of those cow-worshipping Hindus.

At the outset of the show, the audi-

ence was hesitant to put much effort into

having a good time. But slowly and

surely, Tree melted the crowd's fashion-

able detachment, causing them to sway

ever so slightly, making them resemble

a field of leather-clad blades of grass.

From that point on, the crowd was

doomed to have a great time.

At one point, during "Eye for an

Eye," two men in the back of the club

were so overcome with emotion they

howled, dog-like, in key with the band.

By flashing a spotlight over the crowd's

heads, the band broke down the wall

between performer and observer,

tuming the club into a large, intimate

gathering of equals.

In addition to self- promotion, they

commented that, as of late, any band

that doesn't sound like Nirvana is not

going to get air play on the more com-

mercial radio stations across the coun

try.

You will be hard pressed to find a

band that puts more time into their

music ar}d their stage show.

The band does very well in Europe,

but is seriously lacking support on the

homefront. It is a familiar story, but

unfortunately our "greatest common
denominator" culture has a bad habit of

ignoring anything that doesn't look or

sound like what it is used to.

Snap crackles, then pops
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Synaptic Snap/Duck Duck
Hadley Pub
April 11, 1992

Synaptic Snap is dead!

Long live Duck Duck!

To those of you who were not at the

Hadley Pub last Saturday night, you'll

regret it for the same reasons your parents

regret not having seen The Doors or The

Clash because they were studying or

working or whatever.

One of the Pub's employees said he

had never seen the place so F)ermeated by

the pure personification of rock and roll in

all the years he had l>een working there.

A man at the bar was overheard saying

he hadn't t>een in a bar in 1 years, butwhen

he heard the ruckus inside as he walked by.

he just couldn't walk by without finding out

what was making such a righteous din.

The area premier of the Lowell based

band Duck Duck and the swan song of the

local heroes in Synaptic Snap will not be

forgotten soon by anyone who was in the

general area of the Hadley Pub.

It all began when the nine memtiers of

Duck Duck mounted the stage, led by lead

singer/guitar playing, searing soloist Kevin

Stevenson (who was dressed as Harpo

dressed as Chico dressed as Groucho

from the famous "mirror scene" in the

Marx Brother's Duck Soup.)

As the band tore into their first song,

"Garbage Man" — a powerful metal -jazz

-

core ballad of one man's lust for what

other folks throw away — the crowd of

about 1 00 patrons was caught completely

off guard. You could see by the look in

their eyes that they were thinking "Who

are these freaks and why are they making

my hips sway and my toes tap?"

As the night wore on. Duck Duck contin-

ued to catch the crowd off guard with theat-

rics, acrobatics, brilliant playing and a ren-

dition of "Misty" that made every version of

the song I've ever heard seem trite.

After the shock of Duck Duck came the

high point of the evening: the final perfor-

mance of Synaptic Snap, one of the Valley's

finest.

All the old crowd pleasers were present.

"We Ride ," "ABC" and "Bowling with Elvis."

as well as some never t>efore heard (and

never again) songs. One in particular.

"New World Odor." though danceable.

was slightly disturbing given the current

electoral mudslinging.

Toward the end of the show, Stevenson

returned to the stage to jam with the Snap

with an astounding cover of an old Elvis

Costello song, trading verses with Snap

lead David Aaronoff.

Snap gave a crowd pleasing perfor-

mance from the first note to the last.

Despite the size of the Pub's dance floor, it

was packed during the entire performance

with fans determined to get the most of

their last groove with Synaptic Snap.

It seems that one of the hallmarks of a

great band is its ability to bring people

together who never thought they had any-

thing incommon. The mix offolks undulating

on the dance floor was surprising. It was an

indeterminate mix of people from all walks

of life. Locals, dance clul)t5ers and even

somehard coremoshers all mingled together

to the sounds of Synaptic Snap.

ISynaptic Snap will certainly be missed

by their fans in the Valley and beyond. We
can only hope that perhaps the future will

find the boys either working separately in

other projects, or (dare I think it) working

together again in one form or another.

It was fun while it lasted anyway.

Duck Duck, however, hopes to come

back to this area in the near future, and

when they do. you'll have t>een well advised

to attend the show.

Women s Sho«. ClwhiOR k Accessories

Amhent BraiiMxKo

413 253.2563 802. 254 4421

Easter Plants
starting at $3^"^

-at-

Adorahle
Bouquets
Florist
323-8291

Jet. Rt. 9 & 202
Daffodils, Lillies,

Hyacinths, Tulips
- Cash & Carry -

Open Late
Thursdays & Fridays
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AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE "MSG"

. MANDARIN & SZECHUAN CUWNE

. HOME STIYE COOKING

• FRESH VECHABLES FROM OUR FARM

• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

• FULL LIQUOR lONSE

. OPEN 7 DAYS

• NEWLY REMOOaED

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEPTED

253-7835 253-2813

k 62 Main Street, Amherst

ConvanMnt to Brittany

& Riverglade

253-9742

505 West Street

South Amherst
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'Steele' yourself for some great bluesy *Art'

By BRIAN HARRIMGTON
Collegian Staff

It certainly makes sense to release an album of live

music when you're as busy gigging on the club circuit as

Art Steele and his band have been for the past year.

The new release by the Art Steele Blues Band, titled Ten

Times as Live, is now available on compact disc at most

area record stores. It is only available right now on CD
format but will released on cassette in a few weeks.

The album is a compilation of songs recorded live at

venues in Western Mew England. Featured are cuts

recorded at Sheehan's Cafe in Northampton, the Mole's

Eye in Brattleboro, Vt., Theodores in Springfield, and

RynBorn's in Antrim , N.H. There is even a song taken

from a gig at the Hatch here at UMass.

The project was recorded on two-track digital over a

period of three months last summer. There was no mix

engineer and the sound on the album is about as live as

you can get. On the other hand there is no lack of quality

in the recordings, as the instruments and vocals are all

highly discemable and the mix is excellent. What you get

is an honest recording with no overdubs, remixes, or

studio tricks.

JABBERWOCKY
The album features a selection of classic blues covers

such as "Little Red Rooster" by Willie Dixon and "I Want

You to Be my Baby" by Louis Jordan. Along with these

are more obscure cuts by blues legends Sonny Boy

Williamson and Otis Rush. There are 10 selections in all,

and it is a wonderful compilation for listening.

The Art Steele Blues Band features Art Steele on guitar

and vocals, Shelton Lasteron keyboards, Greg Lent on sax,

Bob Wrenski on bass, and Neil Zagorin on drums. The

present lineup has been together for about a year and a half.

This album is a definite must for those who are local

blues fans. I even recommend it for those interested in

sampling the blues.

According to Art Steele "the CD is opening a lot of

avenues and opportunities for us." Steele attributes "quirky

friends" for spreading theCD to radio stations in California,

Philadelphia, and elsewhere around the country.

TheArtSteeleBluesBand willbeappearingatSheehan 's

Cafe in Northampton tonight and the Charlemont Inn on

Route 2 in Charlemont on Friday night

^tjjtffftsstttrtrcerrrr'"- *** <<<#»» »f»*»*»»*»»»»»i

Cliffside
Apartments

248 Amherst Rd.
Sunderland, Ma. 01375

(41 3) 665-3958
Office hours M-F 9-5 Sot. 10-2

• 1 & 2 Bedroom units

• Rents from $390 includes all utilities

• Rexble lease tem^s

• W/W carpeting

• On site laundry facilities

• On Bus Route (free fare)

•28 acres of wooded
hiking trals

• Pool and lennis Courts

•

Convenient to Amherst and

points north and skiing.

JSIJ Professionally managed by TFG Management

^, tO*»^ .BOS
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ActiTkks win be M the Student Unioa atcpt wd bwa

Co-spoosorrd by:

The Residenlial Recycling PiuftiiM

UMass duptcr of MASSPIRG

UNION PROGRfiM COUNCIL
Is Now Taking flpplications For Two

Paid Positions ^^

1) Production Manager: '6^
*Must be able to coordinate a

large staff and large scale musical
production, in a timely and pro
fessional manner.
*Must be able to deal with con
flict and stressful situations.

*Must have knowledge of how
the music industry works

WANTED
Advertising Account

Executives for

THE COLLEGIAN
Success in today's

business world depends
on your

2) Multicultural Talent Coordinator:

*Must have a diverse knowledge
of multicultural musics; Urban,
Worl Beat, LatinAmerican,Reggae,

Jazz and Blues.

*Must have involvement with
Multicultural groups on campus.
*15-20 hours a week.

Ipplications available at UPC 406 Sbidofit

Union. Undergraduate Sbidonb Only, Class of

94 and 95 pretened. For more infonnation

call 54S-2S9Z ask for flmi or Eric

APPUCfllON DNDUNE flPRIL 22. 1992

INTERVIEWS WIU. BE ON flPRIL 24. 1992

We are looking for...

•Ambitious •Responsible

•Organized •Motivated
Undergraduate STUDENTS

with good communications skills

Applications Available At

THE COLLEGIAN
113 Campus Center

Application Deadline: Thursday, April 16th

THE COLLEGIAN is an E.O.E

J: « •-'
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Luka Bloom rouses crowd at Iron Horse
BY ALYSSA R. MARCHESE
Collegian Staff

Luka Bloom
April 13, 1992
Iron Horse

"Good evening. I'm Luka Bloom. Would
you give us a warm welcome, please..."

A warm welcome is what the man
asked for, and that's what he got, deserv-

edly so, at a sold-out show Monday night

at the Iron Horse.

Weighing in heavily on the charm and
wit scale, Bloom held the audience cap-
tive for nearly two hours — not always an
easy feat for one man. on voice and a

couple of guitars, but this solitary wonder
from County Kildare, Ireland pulled it off

with nary a hitch.

The show began with a gently nudge,

"so as to not disrupt yer delicate digestive

systems," Bloom explained. Mild and

moody numbers like "The Man Is Alive"

and a cover of Elvis Presley's "Can't Help
Falling In Love," from his new album The
Acoustic Motorbike, were pleasantenough
songs to masticate to, but the real treat

proved to be Bloom's between-song ban-
ter. During the course of the evening,

barbs were hurled at everyone from No
Style Is Good Style rockers Nirvana, to

ethereal fairyrqueen Enya, and those
heavily sedated Canadians, Cowboy
Junkies. Not to be spared from his razor-

sharp jibes were certain boisterous mem-
bers of the audience, and "uptight"

Northamptonites. "I can't wait to have a

nice relaxing day in New York City tomor-

row," he quipped.

The show's set list was peppered with

cuts from his 1990 debut, Riuerside, and
his more recent album. He quickened the

pace with "1 Believe In You," showing off

his pristine voice, which rang as high and
clear as a crystal bell. Looking at times

like a goofy, tousle-haired 12-year-old

too big for his britches. Bloom joyously

built momentum, wildly strumming his

amplified acoustic guitar, occasionally

breaking into a delighted grin.

The audience was visibly roused by
Bloom's fast-paced numbers, enjoying his

wiry, rubber necked noodle dancing, but

those heavenly peaks would die untimely

deaths, as he'd follow them up with slower

selections, disrupting the flow and never

quite climaxing.

Far surpassing the often merely profi-

cient guitar playing employed by many
folk -singer/songwriters, Bloom plays with

passion and skill, although his strumming
falls prey to repetition at times. On a

technical level, as a fellow music-writer

pointed out, the sound of his guitar was
mixed too brightly, sometimes nearly

drowning out his booming voice.

All dimples and Dublin sorcery, he
introduced a cover of "I Need Love" as a

song he learned from his great-grandfa-

ther. "Mr. L.L. O'Cool J." His treatment of

the song can only be described as down-
right sexy, and he had almost every fe-

male in the house swooning, as he

transfromed the rap into an entirely differ-

ent animal.

A spark plug with boundless energy,

Bloom returned to the stage twice, for a

total of three encore numbers. His perfor-

mance set the rafters shaking from the

thunderous applause and stomping of feet,

but he still couldn't seem to satisfy the

ravenous audience that quite simply didn't

want to let him go.

Clearly a man in love with both his

guitar and his own voice, Luka Bloom
shrugs coyly, claiming to be modest, but

he's damn good, and he knows it.

Northamnpton poet Richard Pleasants

opened the show with an impromptu read-

ing. At Bloom's insistence, Pleasants em-
barked on a 10 minute diatribe of terse,

angry, anti-Bush and anti-America po-

ems, eaming him cheers of solidarity from

the crowd.

No Summer Plans??

Need Some CREDITS??
Want To See ENGLAND??

Study at TRINITY COLLEGE in OXFORD, ENGLAND!
The Oxford Summer Seminar has extended its

application deadline to: JUNE, 1992

We offer courses in English Literature, Irish Literature,

Legal Studies, Creative writing as well as a lecture scries

with notable English scholars, statesmen,

authors and poets.

CALL: (413) 545-1914 or stop by our office in

BARTLETT 378 for more information

on

THE OXFORD SUMMER SEMINAR 1992

V^l i) PANDA EAST
Advocate

"Best in the Valley"

1989 &1 990

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

We bring Chinatown

to you

*Lunch Specials

from $3.95 including soup & rice

Now Serving Lunch On Sundays Also!
thru

May 31, 1992Hours:
Mon. - Thurs. 1 1 ~ am - 9» pm
Fri. &Sat. ll^am-IC^pm
Sunday 1 2 noon - 9^ pm

103 N.PIaasant SL Amherst, MA 01002 • (413) 256-8923 (413) 256-8924

SPRINGFIELD CIVIC CENTER
CIVIC CENTER

NlffnCE

G-rox VIDEO GALAXY

(203) 624-0033 (NH) • (203) 525-4500 (HT)

(413) 733-2500 (SPRINGFItlD)

FINKEL/JOMISi SCMER/METKOPOLITAN ENTEKTAINMENT
^v'j'J*- •*•« «••<
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easons
..„ 9 - Modi-v- 584-8174

DISCOUNT LIQUORS « BEER ' wIne]
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TTCTViil Knows ^>'
Fortune Cookie \ 'ii'sAVf.«M"'i''

j^ viiu.-- \
Says...

^whnf ^oj^^^.^^^ -^

BECKS Light

24 IZoi boHks

BUSCH & LT

licp.

NARRAGANSEHBEER
24-12 oz. cms

STOLICHNAYA
175L*19*'

4 SEASONS VODKA
»8"

1.75

CAPTAIN MORGAN
SPICED RUM
i7';l»15

At

PABST
24// 2 <>2 InMlles

KOCHS
COLDfN ANNIVERSARY

c«n» 1 _I

—

BLACK LABEL
24/12 oz. barbolIlM
8-- dcp.

4 SEASONS RUM
175L'10"

SOUTHERN
COMFORT
7S0ML *7 J"»

SEAGRAM?

175L»12 «••

VILLA
Great Mexican Food Served Quickly &

Inexpensively in a Friendly & Casual AtnK)sphere

DOWNTOWN
AMHERST

Boltwood Walk 256-8217

Beer & Wine Served

DOWNTOWN
NORTHAMPTON

21 Center St. 584-0673
Bring Your Own Beer & Wine

For Delivery, Call Delivery Express • 549-0077

KNICKERBOCKER
24/12 oi. cans
»8"- dcp.

OLYMPIA
24/12 oz. cans

' dcp.8-"

FRCLBiERBANNFH
wuii: .KKiruBCHASi

V: KRG
Njliiral LI

33"" dtp

\'i KEG
liu^ch & BukIi l.t

*39""»d>p.

Miltf< 1/
Millcf LiW '

I. V I it*

2 KEG
»44'»n

BLACK VELVET

1.7SL»13*-

OLDKRUPNIK
KMJSHHONtTUOUJUl

7S<)Ml
*11""l«

* tlrp.

Easter
WINE
SALE
lOVo OFF

Am' BOTTLE
OF WINCH
HAPPY FASTI RV

WISIIPS FROM THE
KRUPC/AK FAMILY

^,^u£i-Mlji^i

^ TMlAT lIf
THE VILLAGE COMMONS « SOUTH HADLEY ^l^ytyW.^J

<(NAUGHTY JAPANESE NOlR!
LIKE SOMETHIMC BY ALMOOOVAR OR JOHN WATERS!"

P«tCfSe^FfCT/VF 7MHU Al»«« 15. IW2
Not rupontibl* lof typoKuphiol error*

|>W|U Mm. WJL\ IOKI

**LOVE, PASSION, AND GREED-
BLACK LIZARP' IS A HOOT!"
)«« .mil. 'xi UW VU WW

f

PEKING GARDEN!
BESTOF CHINESE FOOD

I

, , SPECIALIZINQ IN

MANDARIN AND SZECHUAN
DISHES

HASTERSVNPAY BRUNChI $6.99

ALLYOU CAN EAT

rY-8PM»MON - TIIURS •BUFFET

$5.99

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY COMEDY SHOW
20% OFF DINNER

IbATSQCIET PARTY ROOM UPTO 200 PERSONS

FULLCOCKTAL METSG
48 RUSSELL ST. • HADLEY, MA 01 035 • (413) 586-1202

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

"
trf (jvrt <>/ ( i^c Huv A Cjo o/ Co*»«lhellMilrYl'irrl)rp« ItwMit l<lr" Huy A Ctnol Coke or

MOO« MONDAY SATUtOAY 9 00 11 00
siNKD«cniriNDtsccxiNi io%{vtrfOAr

• RIG OfPOSITS Mf10 U» TO JO l>«S
VISA . MASTtaCAiO • CHICK • CASH

Friday and Saturday at 1 1 pm

Aiso

playing

FERN
Gi;U.EY

Basic Instinct - WeeWays @ 3.6. 8 20 Fnday 9 l 45. 4 10. 8 55. 1 1 20

Sat @1 45 4 10 630.8». 1120 Sunday 9 145. 4:10, 6:30. 8 55 pm.

Fsrn Gullsy Weekdays and Fn ^ 2 30. 4 10. 5 45. 7^.
Sat 4 Sun ®1 30. 305.4 40. 6 40,815 pm

Come Play at
the Central
Spring Fling!

Submit a Demo Tape to
the Central Area Govt'
Office in B-22 Baicer by
April 20. Any Questions

call 6-4887.

(413)256-8686

40% - 80% OFF
MERCHANDISE FROM THE

LEADIMC SPEaALTY
STORES IN THE UNITED

STATES! I!

Dll

NOBODY'S PEIIFK>
LOCATION:

Rt. 9, Hadley Between Super

Stop N Shop & Liquors 44

1ST QUALITY & SLIGHT IRREGULARS
LADIES & MEN'S
T's & Other Tops

$19.99
REG. Up To $175

LADIES & MEN'S
WOVEN & DENIM

SHORTS

$12.99
L

STORE HOURS:
Mon.Jues., Wed., Sat., 10-6

Thurs., Fh., 10-9

Sun., 12-6

NOBODY'S PERFECT
1ST QUALITY & SLIGHT IRREGULARS

'

LOCATION:

Rt. 9, Hadley Between Super

Stop N Shop & Liquors 44

Mot Even the best known
specialty & department stores
in the U.S. They make mistakes
too... Thats when our buyers
take advantage and pass the

savings on to you!

• • * •
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World /Nation
UN sanctions anger Libya
By NEJLA SAMMAKIA
Associated Press

TRIPOLI, Libya— Countries barred Libyan jets their

airspace and ordered diplomats to go home on Wednes-
day, tightening a noose around the Arab country to

pressure it to turn over suspects in the bombing of Pan
Am FHght 103.

The punitive measures were sanctions approved by the

United Nations, but a defiant Libya tried to flout them by

sending its jets into the sky. They were turned away.

Libya hinted it might retaliate by expelling diplomats

and announced no Libyan airline tickets would be sold to

citizens of countries supporting the sanctions.

Although there is Arab sentiment against sanctions,

nations in the region abided by a U.N. resolution passed

March 31 banning arms sales to Libya and calling on

countries to cut back Libyan diplomatic staffs. Despite

the grounding ofthe flights, land and sea links remained,

including ferry service to the nearby island of Malta.

At this point, the sanctions could prove more
troublesome than crippling. They do not include a boycott

of Libya's oil sales, which account for 90 percent of the

country's earnings.

British Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd told British

Broadcasting Corp. radio that oil sanctions may be next.

This would be a significant step, since the current sanc-

tions receive only lukewarm support from many Security

Council members and are not nearly as tough as those

imposed on Iraq when it invaded Kuwait.

The Security Council met and set up a committee to

monitor enforcement of the sanctions.

Life appeared to go on as normal in Tripoli despite

Libya's growing isolation. Traffic was normal. A few cars

still displayed black ribbons on radio antennas, left over

from a nationwide protest Tuesday over U.S. air raids on

Libya six years ago.

There are 1 million foreigners in Libya, but many said

they felt no fear over the international confrontation and

did not plan to flee the country.

An American employee of Panamenian D and G Oil

Field Services Co. near AJdabia, 700 miles east ofTripoli,

said he and about 50 other American co-workers were on

the job as usual. The man, who is from Louisiana, spoke

on condition of his name not be used for fear of reprisals.

Asked how conditions were, he said: "The same as

always."

"Everyone's pretty much staying put," he said

"Everybody's just a little bit down, the Americans are a

little bit down, the way their government's acting, saying

they can't come here and work, whatever."

Travelers booked in advance went to Trip<ili's airfwrt.

hoping they could depart tus planned. About 250 Africans

milled about at one point.

Union workers spumed at plant
ByBILLVOGRIN
Associated Press

EAST PEORIA, III, — Thousands of United Auto

Workers reported to work yesterday after ending their

five-month strike against Caterpillar Inc. — only to be

told Ui go back home to find out if they still had any jobs.

The world's largest maker ofearth-moving equipment

says it may reduce its size and not give jobs back to all

who want them.

For many workers, the strain began to show two

weeks ago, when the company told them to return or risk

replacement. They decided to cross picket lines and

betray their union.

Last weekend, they awaited the start of federal me-

diation and hoped for a compromise that would lead to

settlement. At the same time, the company said it

received tens ofthousands of calls from people wanting

their jobs.

"We return to our jobs and are treated like this," said

Larry Heath, a worker for 15 years at the company's

Aurora plant who was turned away at the door.

Heath worried that the lack of seniority might make
him one of as many as 15 percent of the employees who

do not get called back.
"1 think we should pick up our pickets and go right

back to the front gate," he said.

Other workers were turned away in East Peoria,

Mossville, Mapleton, Decatur and Pontiac. The 12.600

workers who refused to cross picket lines for weeks were

told they would be notified by phone or letter when to

return.

"In the next few days, we'll be assessing our needs and

deciding who will be returning and whatjobs they will be

returned to," said Jim Despain, Caterpillar vice president

and general managerofthe large tractorassembly division

in East Peoria.

Workers contend Caterpillar is trying to avoid giving

Good Friday holiday pay by not calling them back until

Monday.

gay slang
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

The meaning ofthe word later shifted when psycholo-

gists used the term to describe "schizophrenic talk."

The connotation of 'rapping' again changed in the in

708, when people were getting together for 'rap-sessions."

In the 808, the connotation and denotation of "rap-

ping' took an interesting turn, when, according to Delany

,

"rap became a musical form, an up-tempo version of

Black-talking blues."

Delany said the meaning of"rapping" changed largely

due to various forms ofmedia "adopting and adapting" it.

He then focused in on the gay commuruty. "In the mid

608, the media began borrowing slang from gay culture."

As examples of Buch Iborrowing," Delany cited three

commonly used gay slang expressions: "camp," "coming

out" and "the closet."

"Originally within gay culture," he said, "anything

which was described as "campy" [referred to] a gay male

dressing in drag, acting effeminately, and basically

flaunting the customs of the straight world. It also

referred to a clash oftastes in terms ofdress or decorating.

Delany said a good example of what is "camp" would

be Miss Piggy.

"Today the word 'camp,' when used by the straight

media, has negative connotations and usually implies

'ditzy,' " he said.

"Coming out" and "the closet" are two more gay terms

which have been "taken over" by the straight media,

according to Delany.

"When someone 'came out' in the 1950s, they came
out' into the gay community. It meant that he had his first

homosexual experience. It wasn't until 1965 that 'coming

out' had to do with the straight community."

The concept of "the closet" was also taken over and

changed by the straight community. Delany said that "in

the SDs, a 'Closet Queen' was someone who got turned on

because his wife and family didn't know about his ho-

mosexuality. It was a fetish to pretend to be straight. The

social spUt excited him, and he had no intentions of

telling straight people about his activities."

Once the media picked up on this term, however, "the

straightcommunity changed its meaning. All ofa sudden,

people were coming out of all kinds of closets. 'Closet'

smokers 'came out.' Alcoholics 'came out,' and gays 'came

out.' However, gays were no longer coming out into their

own community , but they were coming out to the straight

world who didn't understand them and, in some cases,

didn't know they existed."

In closing, Delany said that "gay slang was taken by

the straight community, restructured and presented

back to [the gays] for [them] to use. This is [a form of]

oppression and it's important to keep track of this."
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Look Brand New!

Customized Auto Reconditioning

aeaning Packages Starting at $24 95

North Amherst Motors
Old Sunc«erland Rd.. No.Amherst 549-2880
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AM Major Cndit Cards Accepmd

A CARSTARir
Collision Repair Center

Collrcian photo h> JclT Alpsaixit r

PRESSING THE FLESH — Former
California Gov. and Democratic presi-

dential aspirant Jerry Brown fields

questions in March at the University of

Connecticut.
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Calipari speaks
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

pany such as Spectacor, which also operates the Spec-

trum in Philadelphia and other arenas in the North-

east.

"Ifwe have the people at the University who can do

it, then great. If Spectacor comes in, it will be great for

the kids in the sports management program. I'm not

sure if the University has professional people to run

it." he said.

Calipari also said he was concerned about talk that

the program spends a great deal of money.

"We are in the bottom three (in the Atlantic 101 in

all spending categories," he said. "My salary used to be

— until now. I didn't ask for a pay raise for three years

because of the budget crisis.

"Am I worth it? Absolutely not," he laughed. "My

dad said this is crazy, and 1 said, 'Let's keep fooling

them.'

"

Mullins Arena
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

,. , ^
a disinterested engineer. While showing slides he gave

the students some background on the arena.

"Did you know we are the only university in the

Northeast without a hockey team?" he said. "By having a

hockey program, we elevate the whole school."

The center will also serve other functions for the

University and the Amherst community. By covenng the

main rink, 10,000 spectators can watch a a basketball

game or commencement. The arena can also host ice

shows, msyor concerts and circuses.

munoRV
'^

8 am-11 pm 7 days

Coin Operated Washers and Dryers

State of ttie Art Machines
Snack Bar

Big Screen T.V.

Pool Table and Video Games
Senior Citizen Discount

COUPON
r

$1.00 OFF
any size washer
Limit 1 coupon per customer

Expires May 14, 1992

$3.00 OFF
DRY CLEANING

($10 or more)

Limit 1 coupon per customer

Expires May 14, 1992

SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE
Evening security workers wanted for Bright

Moments Festival on July 9, 16, 23 for

approximately 5-6 hours/shift. Limited

number of additional hours available.

UMass students returning in Fall only.

Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO employer.

Description and application available at

207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE MAY 1.

LmvwRity Drive • New NLirkct Cinci

i

to I.oiii-. I 'xkK N Softs Liquors • AmlurM • ( iH) ") »9-26iO

[HUH Apr. \ / 23 1 Week
Curlaifi Daily 7:00 & 9:00

A Kafka esquG riff from Woody -another

extraordinary achievement from a film-maker

continually challenging himself and
his audience...

SHADOWS
AMD FOG
Woody AiifN

UmUn^ John [mt

M\nm JoDifFo^KK

i/%- FliOGWYIINf JumKAVNlX

Madoniia JohnMaixovkh
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*r TNt SATES or SMITH COILSOI

The Five College Program in

Peace and World Security Studies

Presents:

"DEMOCRACY, DEBT, & DRUGS:

U.S. LATIN - AMERICAN
RELATIONS IN

THE 1990S"

A Lecture By:

ABRAHAM LOWENTHAL
University of Southern California

..4

THURSDAY, APRIL 16™
8:00 PM

THOMPSON 102

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

|#:tJ-%x^j,

i^iUistasia Gregory

This event is free, open to the public, and wheelchair accessible.

Sign interpreting is available with two weeks notice.

For more information call PAWSS at 549 4600, ext. 519.

STUDINT UNION GALLERY

April 16-23

Opening reception April 16,

5-7 pm with music by

The Big Bad Gnus

Tbi$ exliibition is, vponsorcd in part by the
IMASS Arts Council
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Preston P. Fomian

Copy Editor BrookeC Wheeler

Plx)toTechnician Matt Kahn

Produtlion Supervisor MikeCarvalho
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In the rodent family, the beaver is king of the

busy signal.
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Eighteen & Over Dance
Party with Dj Dennis R.

Downstairs-

Under The Rose
The Sages
District 1

3

^- -- *.«.--»- «. -- - *- «- *- »^ - »- «-
^

fn., Ap/-// I'-Si.iOpm

Dancing with DJ Jobi

*Frce Admission Before 16:00*

:

r

1 1 1 1 IM.I .k .I.l-I-IM 1 .1 -TT

Downstairs-

RIPPOPOTAMUS
Gus Factor

•..•.•.•
'. • . J..• .' ..'

M-r-f/i/ir-t/fc

S.lf \pnl /.s' ^ n'p"

Dancing with DJ job

Downstairs-

EIGHT TO THE BAR

SUNDAY OPEN HOUSE

Upstairs • Dance to

House/Techno with D) )ob

Dcmnstairs -

Industrial with D| Pat

XML, \nil JikSAli'fXU /rf+

Free Show!
Boston MiBic Award Winner

TRIBE

Love Minus Zero

JnkU>JtJ.."j»r.].hvKt:vyrA

Wed.. April t!i-9:iX)pm

Dancing withDJ |ob
*•• « '. '. '. '.
' * * ' * •

'

•

Jhury, .April 23-8JOpni , I3*'

BIM SKALA BIM
The Bombastics

^ |^ ^^ .^^'^>^^'^'^^T^»^^':'^

fn April J-i-li iOpru

THE SIGHS

Floating Boats

Amy Fairchild
^^ '.^^^^^ .^ .^.'.^ . .^^'•^'^^.'•^^^^•^•^•^^.^•

SHOCKRA
Bongos To Circus^

Mon., AphI 27S:iX)pn\ lih

MIRACLE LEGION

I

c

Thun April iO-'jK't^-HTiW-'-

TH E SPIN DOCTORS

Tues.. May 5-7 00pm /1 8+/

ADRIAN BELEW

^ki$inAu!s

.f.f.HHf.fif.t.f.f.t.tif.t.f.f.f J

Thurs., NUy 7-8:J0pm /1 8+/

MAX CREEK

Sat., May 9-8:30pm

THE MACHINE

Softball team awaits word
on weather at Hofstra's field

I Tickets tor all

i:
shows available at

I
Pearl Street,

i Strawberries,

I
Dynamite Records,

I
For The Record in

^Amherst: Ticket Pro

I

(800)828-7080.

I
10 Pearl Street,

I Northampton

I 413-584-7771
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By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

At 3 p.m. this afternoon, the University

of Massachusetts softball team may be in

Hempstead. N.Y.,playinga double-header

against the Hofstra Flying Dutchwomen.
The more hkely situation is that the

19th-ranked Minutewomen will take their

19-8 overall record (8-0 in the Atlantic 10)

Uf Totman Field for practice.

UMass was supposed to leave for Long

Island yesterday, but the weather outlook

on Long Island is bleak, so rather than

take the long ride for non-conference games,

the team may cancel the trip and get the

proper rest needed for Saturday's home

tvsrinbill against A-10 member Rutgers.

Regardless of who the Minutewomen

play, they are gearing up for the toughest

stretch of softball they will face since re-

turning from spring break in California.

The Minutewomen are ranked No. 1 in

the region, and Hofstra is No. 2. The

University of Connecticut, which gave

UMass its only eastern loss of the season

when the two teams split a doubleheader

last Thursday, is the region's No. 3 ranked

team. The UMass — UConn rematch is

next Thursday.

Incommon opponents, both UMass and
Hofstra have swept doubte-headers from

Boston College and Army.

Hofstra is led by the pitching tandem of

Jennifer Engmann and Stacy Jackson.

Jackson, only a freshman, is 13-3 with a

2.13 ERA in 102 innings pitched. She is

holding opponents to a .202 average.

Engmann is a seniorwho carries a record

of4-0 with a 0.91 ERAin 46 irmings pitched.

The big bat for the Dutchwomen is

Crystal Boyd.

Not enough pitching to go around
If you're talking baseball, here are

words to live by: pitching wins pennants.

You might have heard of the "Hitless

Wonders," the 1906 Chicago White Sox

team that won the World Series with a

batting average of .230 but an earned run

average of 2.13. but there's never been a

team of "Pitchingless Wonders" that won

a flag.

Pitching talent is spread so thinly in

baseball today that teams scamper about

frantically and break the bank to sign

such run-of-the-mill types as Matt Young
(Red Sox) and Bud Black (Giants) for ab-

surd salaries. In the mid-1960s era of

Koufax. Marichal and Gibson, Young and

Black wouldn't be worth a bag of broken

bats and a pop-up toaster.

Last week, the 26 teams in major league

baseball began their quests for the World

Series trophy. But not many ofthem have

much hope. The Chicago Cubs have the

league's best second baseman and highest-

paid player in Ryne Sandberg, but as long

as he grazes the infield with the likes of

Shawn Boskie and Bob Scanlan on the

mound, the Cubs will continue to rival the

Red Sox in post-season futility.

Ted Kottler

Fact is, 26 teams is just too many. With

such a severe dearth of good starters, few

teams boast a staff that seems capable of

pitching to a pennant. But if there were

fewer teams, the one good starter from,

say, a 75-87 team, could join the one good

starter on an 83-79 team, and lo and

behold, you have another pennant con-

tender. But as is, there is an excess of

clubs each ofwhich must realize that their

season is probably over from day 1.

I have three suggestions for improving

the overall pitching quality of Major

League Baseball.

1) Encourage multi-positional players

to stick to pitching. Many prospects out of

high school both pitch and play one or

more other positions, and it seems that too

many are ditching the mound to ply their

trade in the field and the batter's box.

Well, with the shortage of golden arms in

the big leagues, more need to realize that

where they're needed most isn't next to the

plate, but 60 feet, six inches away from it.

2) Turn some relievers into starters . This

obviously isn't my own brilliant idea since

it's been done before, but not extensively

or effectively. It seems that too many
pitchers with the truly great arms wind

up in the bullpen. They've obviously got

arms as strong as any, and more of them
need to be made into starters. Imagine

Rob Dibble in the Reds' rotation!

3)Expand the strike zone, noithe league.

During the hey-day of pitching in the late

1960s, the strike zone was bigger, and it

almost made the pitching too good. But

since they need all the help they can got

today, let's start calling more strikes.

Ted Kottler is a Collegian columnist

for
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Women win
three meets
last weekend
By RENEE AMBROSE
Collegian Correspondent

Without a dugout in which to hide orgymnasium
to stay warm, the University of Massachusetts

women's track and field team once again braved the

rain and cold to emerge with their fourth win ofthe

season. UMass' record now stands at 4-1 after

defeating Rhode Island, Williamsand University of

New Hampshire on Saturday.

As usual, senior Lee Ann Ambrose shrugged off

her opponents, taking first in the 400-meter with a

time of 57.1 seconds and in the 200 (25.7 seconds).

Acting as anchor for the 4x100 relay, she also

illustrated her skill by making up a considerable

distance to allow UMass a first place finish in the

event.

Freshman Janie Meeks, who barely had a

moment's rest all afternoon, also ranked among the

top scorers for UMass. She placed first in both the

long and triple jump, second in the 200 and con-

tributed to UMass' f^rst place victories in both the

4x1 and 4x4 relays. While most athletes compete in

fewer events, Meeks proved her abilities by com-

peting successfully in five events.

The 1500 and 3000 events werewon with ease by

Kelly Liljeblad, who took first in both, while junior

Becky Johnson held on to first place in the 800.

finishing with a time of 2:16.4.

Also turning in a strong performance for UMass
was semor Diane Ozzolek. Capturing second place

in the hammer, she tied her own record at 151 feet

and 6 inches.

The women's track team travels to Worcester

this weekend to compete in the Holy Cross Invita-

tional

Ificrosse
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Mario Guaglianone in which Millon dodged two defend-

ers before passing to a cutting Guaglianone.

Millon wasn't done yet. His "Air Gait," which came a

minute into the third, took the heart out of UNH and
made a strong case for any "goal of the year" awards the

Gorillas might have.

The "Air Gait," or "Air Stewart" as Millon's teammates
called his version, is a maneuver popularized by former

Syracuse midfielder Gary Gait in which the player at-

tempting the shot leaps from the back of the net across

the front of the crease and jams the ball in the net.

Because offensive players can't step in the crease, a circle

surrounding the goal, the player attempting the shot

must jump from outside the circle.

"I work on it in practice a lot," Millon said afterwards.

"It adds a fun aspect to the game, and the crowd likes it."

"I asked Mark at the beginning of the year to be the

team's quarterback," Garber said. "I told him if you

spread it around more things are going to open up for him
and he's done a good job of that."

Soon afterwards. UMass' starters were mostly on the

bench and Garber was giving his reserves a chance to

shine. Avena and Cuda l)oth scored twice in the fourth.

The team's freshman contingent turned in solid perfor-

mances as well, most notably defenders Dennis Kelly and

Dan Collins, attacker Joe l^oiacono and faceoff specialist

Jason Jagentenfl.

"There's some guys who haven't played a lot for us yet

this year," Garber said. This was their chance to go out

and play some good lacrosse. Jagentenfl did a good job

facing off for us."

Regardless of the score, however, UNH did not quit.

While the Wildcats' style of play emphasized checking

and hitting instead of shooting, passing and defending,

UNH strung together a series i>f .scores at the end of the

third and start of the fourth. Geier, Eric Presbcy and
John Daley scored two goals each for UNH.

Kent
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If You're Over 18
Be A Bartender!

Limited Openings Remain for

April & May Classes

> Start Thinl(ing About Endless

Summer Opportunities As A

Bartender!

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main St.,

Suite 202 • Springfield
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Indigo Girls

1 800 544 3742

SwangJunalal
1 1/2 bats, on bus rema

Ctf anyama Mt 4861

3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
A»^M*iJuna 1

CaAM»«)l5

•BEDROOM HOUSE Two baths, largayai^

On /MnhawlAjaw atI Ina atiara you don^

naadaloanaatoiMrty Qraallocaaon Sum
mar subtat w^al opkon Cal 548 9145

AMHERST- 3 badreom. carpal, daan. via*.

aumy t9K 00 5494604
AMHERST 3 bad. 04 haal. $700 00 549

6604

AMHERST CENTER APARTMENT-
FMMkirlwo CJtZSHm.

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE Juna 1 LIva n
om apanmsnln Brantfyonna Cal 549-9347

Taha mm laaaa Juna i Colonul V«aga

SMin bua roula imm^ qmat 470 monai

253*9899

TAKE OVER OUR HOU3II
Staring JuMlal
Catlor mora »*» 29M74II

UPTOWN APT-2bdmiaoraas IraniCbarVat

«id •« Pub Taha o*ar laasa 6/1 cii 253

4149

UPTOWN APT. 3bdr Mi* ovar laaaa 6/1

Wrilitocanipi«-barsparlialylum.CitS49-

8027

FOR SALE

t1 KAWASAKI EXSOO
While 2cyi tow mites

AUTO FOR SAUE

IMOCn'ATKM
Goodlocii Irarvportalian

548 9821

$100

1983CHEVETTE 55Hibn Wal iiiaaaalnwl

$1 ISO Of BO 549 7912

1983 NISSAN STANZA S apaad

oomWon inaid* « oulaids nawHraa

dutch mual sal $1025.00 cal nigMs

256^16

(.ortaaabadroomoondasanHotatl

L«ia Juna or Saflambar No teas chwgad

LawotaRail Estata. 25 North Pti

SkaeL 253 7879

1 bOm 5 mm M UMa« 1 /2 Modi to ban
Ca82S6183S

1985 HONDA NMHTMAWK Tm I ^
comp )Cs. naw baBary- EnatM uwaWia i.

Cal Palof 546 5545.^

CHEAP1 FBtAJ.& SBZEO
89 Mercedes $200
86 VW $60
87Maroadar 4100

QMoaa irom twuaands starling $25

FHEE 24 Hour raoording ravads

dst^ha0137»2»e9Copyn^M«A15KJC

CAPEOOORBTTAL

SUMMER RENTAL Seagull Beach

WastYvmoulh 6 rooms 4 bedrooms Aiso

coBaga 2 bedrooms 253^7436

CHEAP ECSTASV1

_jMBTAaunMNrli
morah (61 7)628-9823

BRANDVWINE-2 Bdna Apt; Free haal. hA
r gas:pandiidBvia«r. on2busroulaa;

• June latCdl 549-3762

t or sublet $700/

OGLANOS. BARStES. TIME OUT- dl «Mh

mahfiitad leet' Huge 3bdrtn apt in Amherst

oamar. Lg kvingraom. hugs kitchen, parking

mt6 much morel Cal quick this wool last

2S6<017

FOU RBIT AaHly Place Townhouae

3 ba«oam 2 1/2 baft, partialy lumtshad

Dishwasher waaher/dryer cerwd dr garage

tmnaaida '$995non«nal(arCdlS49-4S02

Awd^6n/98

3 BOR TOWNBIOUSE
AvaUWaJinalsl
t l/2ba8irooms

spaoous kMngroom

Ctf now 549 4447

HOUSE FOR RENT

2SHOEB1 hatmels: cower

$1600 or BO 584 4453

BEAUTIFUL BLACK RECLMER and a

rock«^ chair

$4S « $25 or BO
Contact 546 3410

CANON T90 FLASH EicelenI adventure

$200
Gawaboy new $50 549-4684

LUMPUII.R Mi w/molh ooprocesaor. lm

ran 40 meg hd, 543 -dnves, VGA monnor.

mouae . BO 586 9555

OlgNd Rainbow 100 mchidHigpnnler $500

01 best otler 549 5029

TTALIAN MEN'S SUtT wool dark blue was
$475asKing$2S0 549 1154

rrS BACK PEAVCY TNT 130 BASS AMP
PLEASE RECALL ERIK 549 7687

NEON BAR UGMT $1 50 &0 549-81 76

ONKVO eOWATT RECEIVER. Yamaha 5

dscchanger Boston acousticsHO 7 speaker

$600 546 5817

Two piranha. 10 gMton tank.

$75 00 UtsaS46-248e

HELP! SPANISH-ENGLISH bilinguals

needed to ineh study' $&>IR Jeanetie 565^

8749 cal now*

POSTAL JOSS AVAILABLE! Marry posi

kons Great banekts Cal 805-682 7556 Eit

P3306

STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHENS
Needed lor campus protect

Great aipenenos and great km
549 106S

WANTED DEADOR AUVE open stage rale

$$$ prizes naely

I you can eraertam or want 10 ry K> with any

witd and aaiy act trom luggiars. musKians.

comedy, mimes, improv. hypnotism.

lamejwalowsis etc Ju« cdl 549 1200

Judi/Pele

-LAST CHANCE • INTERNSHIPS"

APRH. 1 Till IS THE last day to apply lor Fal

1992 knemshipad Via Legd Semcas Cen-

ter* Work direclly wMh attorneys and ckams,

and earn up to 1 5 credas Apply today< Cal

545 1995 or stop by room 922 ol tie Cam
pus Canter Ooni miss out on ths great

opportunty.

LOST

MEREDITH LEVM
Happy Birtvlayi

I owe you one'

No. I owe you a M<
LoveBonrae

JOSH
The mane IS tamed
But the "beard* a lama

Sha«e«
Dontsaveit'

AMY

FANNER
Lets gd neked and watch Ae pnoe is n(^
LoveUe

READ THIS!

COMPUTERS. PRINTERS, AND ACCES-

SORKS
New. used, and demo units availiible Best

prices in tie Pioneer VaRey All conligura

Cdl Enc 253 0868

PtiFFTON- 2 bdrni jva4abie 6/1

Rent 400 Yno 5464882

SUBLET 3 BEONOOM. 2 bath. PiMon
Startmg June 1 546 0779 Ask lor Caey or

Jen

r aublst our 3 bedroom PuHton apt.

StotngJune Isl Cil 546 2625

SUMMER SUBLET
4 bedroom
Ckise to campusloim
Busn Heal>MaNr«ic

Ouipi dean Jun Aug 549 6618

SUMMER SUBLET ~ Md Valey EsUtes

2 bHdrooms. 2 kA batfs. Super dean
$800fnonth Cal ASAP 256 C261

SUMMER SUBLET Conitoft;it)k? Iwo

bedroom apanment Wei m.-vntamed.

easy access to Sunderland .md North

Amherst buses Within waOung ck^u.'vice ol

UMass Cdl Jason at 549 6728

SM lacket w/ Checks, medicsws Weds 4/8

130 2O0 near Slockbridge Rd 586 6461

WALLET in CC Fn Very important tome Cdl

549-491 1 or leve vt CC nto desk no ques

innsaakad

Faand- sMKh and aarrlnga by carnixis

rcdl and ID leave message 546-6237

FUmBTUREFORSAUE

you naai ooudtes. desk, ehdis or other

kanimre lor naxi semastd cdl Jon E. 2S3-

9139

HELP WANTED

AL-BUM-S STILL HAS copiesd Vw tigid

recording by Ari Vais,

"Unsigne<r

Buy it twy it buy it buy it buy it

ITS che^i « wH send you into Ms ol ecstacy

Wdch lor Nag Nag Nag d Hadtoy Pub laid

this month.

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL:

RACiTa-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. DJs,

video DJ's and Kvaoka trom $1 75 00 Ca«

586-9900

4blt 2kitohen2bath

5 min Irom campus 1 min walk to Main St

Bus late Perlect tor 5 w 6 1200 month

25&4)386 256 1692

MHXVALLEY 3^)e<>oon^s^-bathroomsAir-

cMidMioninq hed and hot welar inckided

sublet/lease cal 253 3134

WoewmNumeiaptuii spertment $287.50/

mo AvdteblB immediatoly; mdo or lemala;

smotarslne Cdl Alyce at 586-5206

SUBLET^AKE OVER LEASE

1 bedroom m house near campus

(350/mo mckjsnre 549 1476^

TAKE OUR C0»«)0! Start 6/1 Fits 5-7

people Gred tocatxm Cal 549-5316

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT lish

enes Earn $5.000* 'month Freelranspona-

tioni Room and board' Over 8.000 openings

Male or lemale For employment program

calM 206 545 41Mext 1718

CAMP COUNSELOR Amherst Jewish

Oaycamp 6 weeks summer program good

^ycar253 3j84

CoWaga Pro Pamiars are now taking appk

catiom lor summtK employment througtxxjt

New Engl»id and New York. N inleretled

cdl HOO 346 4649.

CRUISE SHIPS HOW HIRING- Earn

$2.000*Mionth world travel Holiday, Sim-

mer and career employment avatebla. No

experienoenaQasaary For employment pro-

yam cdl 1 -206-S45-4155 ext. C4S6

PERSONALS

BIFF AND THE FISH

We thank you lor your ad

Ana we surety wouM be glad.

If we couU have mraved our mage war>ds

FuHy reafczing you are not blonds.

It is ewdsnt thd yoia hdr s red.

And maybe you wouM be good «i bed

But bass has dready hadher Phil.

And Brit probaWy ntiv mil
J%^andS'>%-

HAPPY BIRTHDAY GREGOn
I k>ve you"

Atarays. Heawier

HEY BONZ OOPS MR WEGMAN
Hera's your persond'

T>ian> lor be«ig uplownguNla

Sanoudy.

was Viere anything m tfid coke?

MSChee
PSHjppyHdl

MCHELLE CmiMES.
Happy 21 SI bday' Wa have many great

timas to Cornell

Love. Tart

KTT (SHIRLEY)

Please dont vnorry so much Just look into

my eyes and tell me wtid you see_

HAPPY 20TH LYNDEU!
Thanks lor the nde on the S Express

LeTs compare notes m 6 1 /2 years
~~

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Meredith

You're the Greded
Love Ryan

CATON AHOT TIN ROOF CAST
Ctosing night is so sad

Save the best lor last Smie
LoveMichad

ROOMMATE WANTED

FEMALE WANTS ROOM w«i nonsmoking

quwt studtous lemale<s| SeptemtMr l 253

9659 ASAP

RESP.COtJPLE LOOKING tor roommalels)

to spR sum sub or yr rr>d lease Gal

1 506 228 8867 Days Eves

servk:es

FREE pregnattcy leMIng; contidentuM and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No

Plaasani Street Amherst 549 1906

LOOMNG TO ADOPT. Happily married, h

f secure, energetic couple prays lor

aauMul country home Wiing

Itomedandrorspaak Let us help you

through this ddicull tme Cal Jewish lamily

servios ol Greater Sphnghdd. Inc at (413)

737 2601 (colecl) and adi about Jdl and

Ann

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy lest nlonnalion or sup-

porf Cal tor tree and oonMenlid sanrkxs

ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam Sireel

Northampton 586 3000 or GreenlieM 774

6010

TRAVEL

4401

Lose lastMlhoU dwtmg' 549

Stop the yo-yo eflect

Lose Weight

'No chemicd supresanis

*No starvakon

'Al natural diet

Guaranteed

Cal 253 7777 1 785 9897

SUMMER SUBLET

4 Bdrm. houee. 2 lull baths.

Large Kitctwn and livir>g room.

and great porch Seconds from

campus and Amherst center

Great house and gred kxarixm

June to August. Cal Joanne at

549 8083 or Alayna d 546 2829

APT RT 116 Sunderland

2 bckms. bus. pool

Price neg. lal opt.

Can 665 7555

FREE RBIT JULY. CMIside apls. 2 bl

room, dean pool, tennis, hike trdls. bus I

665 7562

Low drlare M Europe. Eurail pns.<«s and

youth hostel passes issued m our otkce. Cal
Central Travel 549 4900

NEW YORK CITY- Furnished rooms ,ind

apartments lor summer and ihort stays

NewCokimbtaUniv Rcason.-|bler,iles212

662 1358

TYPING

FREE PAGE TYPED wtien you cal

$1 50%ped page laser pnrYtmg

Bnvi 546 6954

TYPING, WORD PROCESSING P.iper.

reports resumes, thesis, call Rosemary 323-

5031

WANTED

I WANT TO BUY or trade oW atiums or

recordings Dead/6T/V Underground Cal

546 6237 Leave message

REQUEST FOR SUBJECTS. Partiopale in

Imagination Im.igery research and learn

alxxjt Imagery Monetary compensation.

Contact Jocelyn 549 5379

WANTED TO RENT

3 Beilrooms , near campus, reasonaille rent,

lor Fdl and possiblyDe summer. Cdl ASAP
6^490or6O724

I am looking lor a one bedroom or studto

apanment in Amturd area lor Septemtier -

January only. Cal 549-7884. Enca

SUBLETS. ROOMS, Housing needed this

summer Contact SBMC 256 8615 10am-

4pm

»-.f,^
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Sports
Millon scores seven as Gorillas roll
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

Mark Millon broke hisown single-game

scoring record, netting seven goals and
assisting two others while Mike Cain and
Rob Falvey added hat tricks as the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts lacrosse team
drubbed New Hampshire 22-9 yesterday

at Richard F. Garber Field.

Millon. a junior attacker from Hun-
tington, NY., broke his pre\ious records

of five goals and eight points despite

playing only halfthe game. He scored five

in the first half before adding two more
early in the third, including an acrobatic

"Air Gait" score. By the time coach Ted
Garber replaced Millon in the line-up.

Massachusetts, 22-9

12 3 4 Final

New Hampshire 2 13 3 9
Massachusetts 7 6 5 4 22

Scoring (goals-assists-pdnts)

New Hampshire (1 -4): Chris Geier

2-0-2. Eric Prescfey 2- 1 -3; John Daley

2-1-3; Jim Palmer 1-1-2. Bill Golden 1-

3-4, John McConoghy 1-0-1 Totcri$9

goals. 6ossists

Massachusetts (5-2) Mark Millon

7-2-9 John Schiipf 1-1-2. Wes Depp
2- 1 -3. Bill Edell M-2; Mike Cain 3-0-3.

Rob Falvey 3-0-3. Pete Cuda 2-0-2,

Don Avena 2-0-2; Mark) Guglianone
1-1-2; Greg Kline 0-2-2: Mike Valente
0-2-2; Chns Nentwich 0-1-1

. Total* 22

goals. 12 assists

SavesNew Hampshire. BrianVona
7. Chris Smith 3. Jonathon Doran 2.

UMass: Tom LoPresti 6. Roy Suris 8. Pot

Lorian 4 Extra Man New Hampshire

4-7; UMass 1-4 Groundballs New
Hampshire 66, Urrxass 52 Foceofts

Yale 19-34. UMass 15-34 A — 200

UMass had a 15-3 lead and even cynics

could say "game over."

But while Millon led the way, eight

other Gorillas broke into the scoring col-

umn as Garber substituted freely. Al-

thoughUNH did show offensive potential,

they could not stop the Gorilla onslaught,

nor could they solve the UMass defense.

That's great when you get teamwork

Uke that because that gets everybody into

the act and that gets them going for the

next game," Garber said.

All three ofCain's goals were blistering

hne drives UNH goalie Brian Vona never

even saw. Pete Cuda and Don Avena

racked up two scores each. All three of

Falvey's scores were unassisted. Greg

Kline and Mike Valente assisted two scores

apiece. Ray Suris, replacingTom LoPresti

in the third , made eight outstanding saves

Do you get the idea the Wildcats wer«

outmatched?

"l UMass 1 got a big jump on us," UNH
coach Jim Urquhart explained. "They've

always been a run and gun type team that

can score in flurries and that's what they

did."

UMass rattled off six unanswered
scores before UNH could get on the board.

The first foreshadowed the game's outcome

as Millon stole an errant clearing pass and

walked in on Wildcat starting goalie Brian

Vona (six saves). Depp followed a minute

later, as Millon found him so wide-open he

had time to drop the ball, pick it up and

score.

After Jim Palmer and Chris Geier

scored for UNH late in the first, Millon

answered back with his third goal of the

aflernoon with 0:25 left in the first, clos-

ing the quarter at 7-2, UMass.
The Gorillas removed all doubt sur-

rounding the outcome in the second,

outscoringUNH 6- 1 . Five different Gorillas

cashed in, the highlight being a goal by

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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C'oll»fimn photo by .Mark Kjihn

UMass attacker Mark Millon scores a goal against the University of

New Hampshire, helping pave the way to a 22-9 victory.

What^s all the Hoopla about?
Three-on-three basketball festival returns Apr. 24-26

By DAVID SCOTT
Collegian Staff

Sure college basketball's March Madness is invigorat-

ing, but for pure hoop excitement it will be hard to beat

the Apnl Adventure of Haigis Hoopla II.

From April 24 to 26. the second annual 3-on-3 basket-

ball festival for both men and women will fill the University

ofMassachusetts' Haigis Mall with bouncing basketballs

and the tickling of twine in addition to jugglers, face-

painters, a band and other carnival-like performers.

While the weekend event offers would-be Michael

Jordans the chance to show their wares, it also gives

UMass sports management students a chance to gain

valuable work experience from organizing the lOO-plus

team competition.

"It's amazing to me how much it mirrors the work

environment," said graduate student Mary Boyd, who is

one ofmore than 20 students in Professor PeterThomsen's

Event Management course which is coordinating the

festival.

"We were looking for a way to give students a real life

experience," Thomsen said.

"As an undergraduate, it's a great opportunity to meet

and work with graduate students," said jimior Gloria

Nevarez, another Hoopla organizer. "They've been out

SPORTS NOTICE
Attention Minutemaniacs: If you

want to be in the parade with the

University of Massachusetts bas-

ketball team , show up at the Haigis

Mall today with your Minuteman-
iacs shirts between 3:45 to 4 p.m.

Today is the last day to sign up for

Haigis Hoopla II. One can register

today between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.

on the Campus Center Concourse.

The 3-on-3 basketball festival will

be held April 24 - 26 at Haigis Mall.

Any questions, please call 545-4422.

there. They know what it's like."

Proceeds from the event are being set aside for a

scholarship fund for needy Pioneer Valley high school

seniors who would like to go to college.

"It's worked out much better than I expected." said

Thomsen. "Last year, we had no track record to offer

sponsors, but this year we have a videotape and facts, and

it helps to show that it's a real live event."

Sponsors are from both the national and local level

and will contribute everything from candy bars to sneak-

ers for the tournament. Sponsors will have booths set up

in addition to live music and other entertainment. There

is also a shooting contest and slam-dunk competition on

Apr. 24 in the Curry Hicks Cage.

The work behind preparing three days of blacktop

basketball is obviously strenuous.

"I try to let the students go (on their own) as much as

they can," said Thomsen. "There are so many details so a

lot of what I try to do is to get the groups to talk to each

other."

Entrants (entries are due today) pay $10 per person

and teams may have up to four players (one substitute).

There are five different levels of competition for every-

one, firom the "couch potatoes" to the "top guns." It is a

double elimination tournament and games are played to

14 points in a 30-minute period. Referees will be on site

if play gets out of hand.

"Lenny Wirtz won't be invited," laughed Boyd in

reference to the official who called the controversial

technical foul on UMass coach John CaUpari during the

Minutemen's Sweet Sixteen game versus Kentucky.

Nevarez was a volunteer for last year's tournament

and was amazed how well everything went.

"It was so much bigger than I thought it would be and

it all ran very smoothly," Nevarez said.

"The students use up a lot of personal effort and it

gives them the biggest sense of accomplishment," said

Thomsen. "It's kind ofa risk— you invite all your friends

and hope they're going to enjoy it."

Last year's event, which raised over $500, attracted

109 teams and the overall winner was composed of

former Minutemen hoopsters John Tate, Rafer Giles,

Matt Anderson and Chris Bailey. This year's contest,

which will include a wheelchair division, was to have

Sweet Sixteeners Anton Brown and Will Hemdon, but a

scheduling conflict will probably eliminate their partici-

pation.

Only senior varsity athletes are ehgible for the tour-

nament and UMass' all-time leading scorerJim McCoy is

said to be a likely participant.

Calipari says
Bright will
soon sign
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Donta BrightofBaltimore's Dunbar High School

,

one of the most highly regarded high school bas-

ketball players in the nation, has yet to sign a

National Letter of Intent to attend the University

of Massachusetts next year, on the first day of the

signing period.

However, the UMass coaching staff contends

Bright has been sent the papers and is expected to

sign them within the next few days.

Bright is in Atlanta for the McDonald's All-

American game and both he and a legal guardian

must sign the letter before the University can
officially announce his signing.

UMass coach John Calipari said they used to be

able to fly the papers to the individual, but now the

process is delayed by the mail.

"It should be over," Calipari said at last night's

Student Senate meeting ofthe recruiting ofBright.

Bright must still meet the NCAA's scholastic

requirements. He did not reach the required 700
on the SAT in his last attempt.

A McDonald's Ail-American, Bright is a 6-foot-

6, 190-pouiid forward who was also named first

team All-American by Parade Magazine and USA
Today. He averaged 20.5 points and 10.8 rebounds
for Dunbar's Poets. Coach Pete Pompey's team
ended the season with a 29-0 recordand the nation's

No. 1 ranking.

In his four years at Dunbar, Bright, the Most
Valuable Player at the Nike All-American Camp,
scored 1,994 points and grabbed 1,209 rebounds.

Bright is the first sophomore ever to receive the
Baltimore Sun Player ofthe Year award, an award
he received twice.

The Street and Smith Top 5 player was also

recruited by Ohio State, Clemson, Seton Hall and
St. John's.

• UMass forward Will Herndon, who averaged
10. 3 points, 5.9 rebounds and 1.5 blocks for this

past season's 30-5 Minutemen was chosen the
eighth pick in the first round of the World Basket-
ball I^eague.
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UN envoy calls for

cease-fire in Kabul
By ARTHUR MAX
Associated Press

KABUL, Afghanistan— With Muslim

guerrillas claiming they now control all

m^jor cities but Kabul, a U.N. special

envoy pleaded Mo day for a cease-fire by

government forces and rival rebel groups.

Benon Sevan, who was trying to me-

diate a settlement of the nearly 14-year-

old civil war before the fall of President

Ntyibullah last week, said he was trying

to negotiate safe passage out ofthe country

for the ousted leader.

Sevan said agreement was close for an

interim government to replace the Soviet-

installed government, but a radical fun-

damentalist group rejected that idea. The

group, Hezb-e-Islami, threatened Monday

to attack Kabul if the city was not sur-

rendered to its fighters in one week.

A more moderate group. Jamiat-e-

Islami, which is considered the best or-

ganized of Afghanistan's many rebel or-

ganizations, said its troops had formed a

protective ring outside the capital. Troops

ofthe crumbling Communist government

held the city itself.

Many people fear the civil war will

degenerate into fighting among the vari-

ous factions and turn this city of 1.5 mil-

lion people into a battleground. An esti-

mated 2 million Afghans already have

died in the war and 5 million more have

fled their homes.

Sevan urged the rebels to put aside

their "personal and political ambitions"

and work out a peaceful transition to a

new government.

"We are almost there. Don't risk de-

stroying thechance for peace," said Sevan,

who appeared in pubUc for the first time

since Najibullah gave up power and tried

to flee the countryThursday with theU .N.

envoy's help.

Nervousness has steadily increased in

Kabul as the guerrillas, known as

mujahedeen or Islamic holy warriors, have

tightened their noose around the capital

and seized several provincial towns in the

four days since Najibullah's ouster.

Some shops are staying closed or are

openingforonlyafew hours.Tanksrumbled

through rain-filled streets before dawn

Monday and sporadic gunfire crackled in

outlying areas all through the day.

A powerful guerrilla aUiance led by

Ahmed Shah Masood, a Jamiat-e-Islami

commander, wants toname a mujahedeen

government to bridge the next six to 12

months until elections could be held. The

authorities of Nsgibullah's Watan Party

have been holding out for an interim

council of neutral officials.

Herzb-e-lslami, led by Gulbuddin

Hekmatyar, opposes Masood's participa-

tion and is demanding that a strict Islamic

government be set up.

Sevan said he hoped to meet Masood

and other rebel leaderson Tuesday outside

Kabul. Despite years of patient negotia-

tions, it would be Sevan's first meeting

with Masood.

Sevan and other officials partially lifted

the secrecy about the whereabouts and

condition of Najibullah, the former secret

police chief put into power by the Soviets

in 1986.

Diplomats confirmed that Najibullah

was at the U.N. compound in Kabul and

that Sevan had not been able to negotiate

his safe passage from Afghanistan

Cullnlan pkoto by J<Mh Rcjmold*

ZEN AND THE ART OF THE WORD PROCESSOR - Junior

philosophy m^or Harry Poulton uses his "portable" computer

outside Dwight Residence Hall.

stroyingtnecnance lor peace, »tuuocy€»ii, .^^ ^^^ t^^—<, »
^

Defending champ wins marathon for 3rd time
*-^ .«-,«*» J Ai. _^:^f « ^^T^at nf the> rinnpnt. finish in race

By HOWARD ULMAN
Associated Press

BOSTON— Defending champion Ibrahim Hussein of

Kenya became the sixth three-time winner of the 96th

Boston Marathon today, running the second fastest time

in the race's history.

In the women's race, Olga Markova of Russia also

posted the second fastest Ume at Boston, winning com-

forUbly in 2 hours, 23 minutes, 43 seconds. Joan Benoit

Samuelson set the race record of 2:22:43 in 1983.

Hussein's time of 2:08:15 was more than two minutes

ahead ofrunnerupJoaquimPinheiro ofPortugal. Andreas

EspinosaofMexico was third.
r /-. i j

It also was better than the winning time of Gelindo

Bordinofltaly of2:08:19 in 1990 but fell short ofthe race

record of 2:07:51 set in 1986 by Rob de Castella of

Australia.

Hussein won by 16 seconds last year in 2:11:06 and

one second in 1988 in 2:08:43. He was unchallenged over

the last five miles today.

In the women's race. Markova overtook defending

champion Wanda Panfil of Poland just past the 18-mile

mark of the 26.2-mile event and won easily. Yoshiko

Yamamoto of Japan was second and Uta Pippig of Ger-

many third. ^^
The men's and women winners each receive $60,000

from the total record prize pool of $418,000.

A record field of9,625 started the race under overcast

skies, a temperature of 58 degrees and humidity of 80

percent. The field broke the previous Boston record of

9,412 set in 1990.

Simon Karon of Kenya led from the start until the

midpoint ofthe racewhen hewas caughtby agroup offive

nmners, including four Kenyansand three-time runnerup

Juma Ikangaa of Tanzania.

At one point, a repeat of the closest finish in race

history in 1988 seemed possible. But at about 19 miles,

Ikangaa, the 1988 runnerup, was about 15 yards behind

Hussein and Bomface Merende of Kenya.

Ikangaa dropped far back at 20 miles, and Hussein

opened up a 30-yard lead over a fading Merende at 21

miles. Hussein, who became the first African winner of

the race in 1988, ran alone the rest of the way.

The other five runners with at least three Boston

Marathon victories are Clarence DeMar, a seven-time

winner. Bill Rodgers, a four-time winner, and Leslie

Pawson, Gerard Cote and Eino Oksanen, with three wins

each.

The last back-to-back men's victories were posted by

Geoff Smith of Great Britain in 1984 and 1985.

Hussein held about a two-stride lead at the 20-mile

mark in a time ofone minute, 37.35 seconds. His 20-mile

time when he won last year was 1:36:53.

Inside:
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Superman lost his planet.

Save yours. Celebrate and

learn about ways to save the

Earth during Earthweek.

Page 7:

Go visit the world of the

Minstrel's Garden, a com-

puter bulletin board of

poems, etc.

Weather
Partly sunny and WARM 70-

75. My, spring has sprung.

Wednesday expect patchyfog,

lows in the 70s.

gued
Supreme Court to hear congressional seat dispute

By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON— The battle over the shape

of Massachusetts' congressional seats

could get messy again ifthe state loses its

Supreme Court battle to keep the number

at 11.

Even the administration of the elec-

tion, as well as some of the politics, could

get comphcated if the court, which hears

the case Tuesday, is slow in producing a

ruling.

The Supreme Court hears arguments

Tuesday in a case that will, when decided,

determine whether Massachusetts gets to

elect 10 or 11 congressional representa-

tives this fall.

Massachusetts had been slated to lose

one ofthe seats— dropping the delegation

to 10 — as a result of the 1990 census.

But a three-judge federal court ruled in

February that Massachusetts didn't have

to give up the seat, accepting the state's

arguments that overseas mihtary person-

nel were improperly counted.

Since then, the Legislature has passed

and the governor has signed an 11-seat

plan.

The Justice Department, representing

the Census, appealed tothe Supreme Court.

The high court issued an order last

month halting any further action until it

decides the case.

The Supreme Court order averted the

need for Washington state, which would

lose its new ninth seat if Massachusetts is

successful to revert to an eight-district plan

.

While technically it put Massachusetts

back at 10 seats, state officials have not

moved officially to adopt a 10-seat plan,

fearing it could weaken their case before

the high court.

The only concession to date is a bill

likely to reach Gov . WiUiam F. Weld shortly

thatwould allow congressional candidates

to collect nominating signatures state-

wide. That's because, at least until the

high court rules, district boundaries won't

be set.

The filing deadline for nomination pa-

pers is May 2.

That deadline, even with a looser sig-

nature requirement, has put pressure on

some potential candidates who could not

decide whether or not to run without

knowing the district boundaries and po-

tential opponents.

For example, state Senate Ways and

Means Chairman Patricia McGovern (D-

Lav*rrence) virtually ruled out a congres-

sional race this year, because she said she

did not know what the district would in-

clude. McGovern has announced she won't

seek re-election to the Senate and will

take a "sabbatical" from elective office.

The real mess may come, however, ifthe

state is forced to revert to a 10-district plan.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Democratic legislative leaders and Republican Gov.

Weld were very close to agreement on a lO-seat planjust

before the three-judge panel ruled.

Democrats would like to stick to that plan, while Weld

and Republican officials want to reopen negotiations.

Since the February ruling, the pohtical landscape has

chcuiged.

Several members of the all-Democratic Massachu-

setts congressional delegation have been wounded by the

House bank check-kiting scandal.

Anotlier lawmaker, U.S. Rep. Nicholas Mavroules of

Peabody, is allegedly under investigation by federal

prosecutors.

And veteran Rep. Brian Donnelly of Dorchester has

decided not to seek re-election.

Now Hiring For Next Semester

Assistant Circulation Manager

Circulation Drivers

fill'«r n. a substance used to fill
something, as gold in a tooth cavity or

this ad in the Mass. Daily Collegian.

Must Have Mornings Free Until 11:15

Must Be Dependable with Reliable Auto

$7 - 510/lir.

Apply in person at

The Collegian

Room 113 Campus Center

Call 545-3500 for details

• Late Model Dependable Transportation

• Inexpensive Rates- Daily - WeeWy - Monthly

• Mastercard, Visa, American Express

• Must Be 21 Years ofA^ To Rent

,,,v^ CALL
^ n^9S 253-5040
as^

*^'
at

S19 Collet Street. Amherst. MA 01004

ADVENTURE
GLAMOUR
EXCITEMENT
HOT SEX

The Collegian can't

offer you thefe

things, but we can

offer you a

position in the

posh Campus
Center Basement.

Night Graphics is

-seeking applicants

for positions next

semester.

Beat the crowth.

Come to 1 13 Campus

Center and ask for

Mike or Lisa. E/O/E

SUMMER
STORAGE ROOM
SPECIAL

NO

DEPOSIT

495 Shrewsbury St. •752-7005
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•Car*
• Trucks
• Cargo Vans
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549-RENT
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Beauty and the

Beast
Fni - Tmurs 7:00pm

Fried Green

Tomatoes
Fni - Thurs 9:00pm

Adults S4 CX)

Student w/valid I $3 00

GoNuts
With Toppings

WhenMe Matters

Or go cookies.

Or strawberries.

Colombo Frozen

Yogurt with your

favorite toppings

is nothing less

than healthy

indulgence
And how
can you
top that?

True colors
At Kinko's, our Canon Color Laser Copier reproduces

your true colors with remarkable precision. So when

we make a full color copy, you get the same colors

found in your original.

I Copy original photos or slides

I Reproduce original

graphics, charts, and

illustrations

I Increase attention

and retention for

your presentations

186 Main Street

Northampton
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One Boltwood Walk
Amherst
253-2774

990 full color copies
Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed and receive 81/2x11"

full color laser copies on 20 lb. white bond for 990 each.
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offers. Good through September 28, 1992.

Open 24 hours

253-2543

220 North Pleasant Street
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Earthweek starts today
Environmental education focus ofweek
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

There are the people who recycle and
care for the environment everyday and
then there are the people who use their

Residential Recycling Program issued blue

recycling bins for such things as coffee

tables.

But no one has to feel guilty about

neglecting their responsibility to the Earth

because Earthweek, which begins today

and lasts until Friday, will give everyone

a chance to redeem themselves as being

environmentally conscientious — or at

least the two co-sponsor groups of

Earthweek hope.

The purpose ofEarthweek, which is co-

sponsored by the Residential Recycling

Program and the UMass Chapter of

MassPIRG, is to celebrate the earth and to

educate people about environmental is-

sues, said Michele Palazzo, who is the

assistant program coordinator of

Earthweek.
"1 want everyone, from kids to adults,

to realize that if they are concerned they

can do a lot for the Earth," she said.

Robin Pumell, who is the project coor-

dinator for the MassPIRG Recycling and

Toxics Group, saia the co-sponsors of

Earthweek have worked all semester to

prepare for the big event.

"It has been a lot of hard work but it is

very worth it," said Purnell. "Many people

are invested in I
Earthweek) because they

care about the environment and want to

help others become more aware [of the

environment)."

Earthweek has four different theme

days, said Palazzo, who is a senior envi-

ronmental science m^jor. All the proceeds

earned from the bake sales and raffles

held during Earthweek will be used to buy

rain forest acreage in this country as well

as Costa Rica and Brazil, she said.

"Earthweek will be an event for which

the whole community can get involved in,"

she said.

Earthweek began in 1970when citizens

started becoming more concerned about

the environment.

Today — named Toxics Tuesday —
there will be six informational tables about

toxics set up outside the Student Union.

These tables will inform people about

pesticides, household waste products,

where toxics come from and where they go
and the Polluter Pay Initiative, which

wants businesses who cause waste to pay

for the cleaning of their waste.

She said there will also be a petition to

stop the outfall pipe which will run from

Boston to the Cape Cod Harbor.

"Ifthis pipe isn't stopped it will destroy

the Cape's estuaries and fisheries," she

said.

Ben & Jerry's travelling theater troupe

will be performing two 45 minute shows in

front of the Student Union today and

selUng ice cream and T-shirts.

On Wednesday, which is Earth Day,

there will be about 40 tables set up on the

lawn between the Tower Library and the

Campus Pond.

"The Body Shop, Bread & Circus and

Clean Water Action are just a few of the

organizations that will be involved," said

Shenll Baldwin, the Residential RecycUng

Program program coordinator.

She said there will also be a stage with

an open microphone for reading poetry,

playing acoustic music, aimouncing and

performing.

Palazzo said volley baU, juggling and

mime performances will be offered. "It

will be a fun and educational too."

By the Campus Pond on Thursday,

Recycling Day, there will be tables in-

forming people about con.scious shopping,

making recycled paper and the Recycling

Initiative, which will be on the 1992 ballot

in November, said Palazzo, who is also a

representative for the MassPIRG student

Board of Directors.

There will also be a trash sorting event

and a theater group from Hampshire

College will perform on stilts with papier-

mache heads about environmental con-

cerns, she said.

Friday's EarthweekWrap-up will focus

CCHsrriNUED ON PAGE 6

A FACE ONLYAMOTHER COULD LOVE—A dog tired pooch

collapses on the Campus Center steps.

CoUefian photo by Jeff Aleuuider

ANALYZE THIS!— Andrew Sonier, a junior civil engineering

nuuoi*, concentrates on his systems analysis in the new Gunness

Student Center near Marcus Hall.

Community Service
launches fundraiser
By DANIEL J. LYONS
Collegian Staff

The new Community Service Program

will be spearheading a March Of Dimes

Walk-A-Thon in Northampton this Sun-

day.

"It's a walk for healthier babies," said

Kara Martinsons, ajuniorhuman services

m^or who organized the project.

The Walk-A-Thon will be held at the

John F. Kennedy Middle School in

Northampton on Sunday at 10 a.m. Reg-

istration begins at 9 a.m.

Martinsons has been working to gather

UMass students to participate.

"We expect about 200 walkers from the

Greek area and we have a group coming

from the Patterson/Mackimmie cluster,"

Martinsons said. There will also be a num-

ber of individual walkers.

According to Vice President of

Philantropy for the Inter-Fraternity

Council Pat Lucas, the Inter-Fratemi^
Council along with the Pan Hellenic

Council will be rurming a table this week

on the Campus Center Concourse which

will feature a golf putt fundraiser with

profits going toward sponsoring walkers.

This table will also provide information

about upcoming community service pro-

gram events, including the Walk-A-Thon

and the Special Olympics scheduled for

May 2.

All of the campus' fraternities and so-

rorities will be participating in the Walk-

A-Thon. "This event will kick off this

semester's Greek Week," Lucas said.

The fraternites and sororities will be

sponsoring a barbecue for all those who

participate in the walk.

"Our purpose is to get everybody to-

gether for a non-alcoholic event and to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Musicians join together

to help save the Earth
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

National Earth Day 1992, an annual

event which began in 1970, will culminate

with a concert this Saturday at Foxboro

Stadium, featuring world reknown musi-

cians.

The theme for this year's Earth Day is

being dubbed "Sound Action." The goal of

organizers is to educate people about en-

virorunental concerns.

"We want to try and change behavior

through awareness and education, so that

people begin to take action," said Tom
Sellars, chairperson for Concerts For En-

vironment.

Concerts For Environment, who is co-

ordinating the event, is bilUng the concert

as "a musical event ofglobal proportions."

"We want to encourage people not only

to reduce, reuse and recycle, but also to re-

think of our relationship to the environ-

ment," said Sellars.

"We can do this by demonstrating

what's good for the environment is good

for the economy, focusing our attention on

local action, the United Nations Earth

Summitbeingheld in June and recognizing

and honoring indigenous people's connec-

tion to the earth," he said.

Another objective of the organizers is

to have people become educated about the

candidates running for the president and

their views on the environment.

"One way to affect change is through

the pohtical process, and this is one ofthe

significant things that we are trying to get

across," said Sellars.

"This election year, it is time to sound

action," said Steve Miller, lead singer of

the Steve Miller Band in a prepared

statement. "We can no longer wait for

others to help clean up our environment.

we must work together now to help make

the world a better place for future gen-

erations."

Concerts For Environment will be

providing "Sound Action Guides" at the

concert. The guide contains 16 pages of

tips on how individuals can not only save

the environment, but also save money.

Musicians from around the world have

donated their time for this event which

has been billed as the 1992 "Sound Action"

concert.

Austraha, Great Britain, Canada, Af-

rica and the United States arejust some of

the countries and continents that will be

represented at Saturday's concert.

Scheduled to participate in Saturday's

concert include: Midnight Oil, The Kinks,

Bruce Cockbum, Youssou N' Dour, The

Violent Femmes,JohnTrudell and Grafitti

Man as well as Steve Miller.

Also, there will be a special teaming up

ofJoan Baez, Indigo Girls, Rosanne Cash,

and Mary Chapin-Carpenter.

Foxboro Stadium, which was donated

for this years festivities, was picked for

the second time in three years as the host

for the concert.

"There was a number of reasons why

we picked Foxboro Stadium again this

year," said Sellars. "The venue is veiy

wiUing and interested in making envi-

ronmental changes, and theircommitment

to the issues and persistence in trying to

get us back for another year made us

change our original plan of moving the

concert to a different location every year."

Foxboro Stadium has made several

changes in the past year that are benefi-

cial to the environment, he said.

"Since last year's Earth Day Concert,

Foxboro Stadium has made several per-

manentenvironmentallyandeconomically
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

t
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fundraiser
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

serve the community," Lucas said, There's more to

scholastic life than academics."

The Community Service Project is based in

Machmer Hall and was formed to coordinate

volunteerism on campus and make it easier for

students to get involved. The CSP also serves as a

Uaisonbetween the numerous service organizations

on campus.
"What the CSP wanted to do was sponsor one

day service events to get the student body involved

in volunteering," Martinsons said.

concert
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

sound changes," he said a prepared statement. These

changes have resulted in the savings of over six tons of

paper and plastic annually, over 90,000 kilowatt hours of

power and a total of $30,000 in the first year."

The real challenge for thenow and future generations

is how to save this energy-efficient, created in perfection

planet will all Uve on from further damage," said Peter

Garrett, of Midnight Oil. "Say yes to earth day and take

action."

5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Lasagna Verde

(vegetable lasagna)

• Veal Parmesan
• Shrimp all'Arrabbiata

(shrimp in spicy plum tomato sauce)

• Chicken Primavera

(chicken & vegetables w/pasta)

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires April 30, 1992

Open Daily at 11 :30 a.m.

TOP QUALITY AT A GREAT PRICE!!

-RADIAL RETREADS
. FREE ROAD HAZARD • 30,000 MILE TTIEAD UFE • FULIY WARRANTIED

rig\t\/r\Wir.% WITH THE PURCHASE OF 2 OR MORE.

ZU/O drr; now thru april 20, 1992

P155/80R13 »29.95

P165/80R13.. *32.95

P175/80R13 '32,95

PI 85/80R1 3.......*33.95

P185'75R14 *34.95

P195/75R14 *35.95

P205/75R14 *37.95

P205/75R15.......*39.95

P215/75R15.— *42,95

P225/75R15...,...*43.95

P235/75R15 '45.95

1 75/70R13 *29.95

185/70R13

185/70R14

20S/70R14
185/60R14
195/60R14

195/60R15

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300

I \ \ Ivr |M||Get20»'backonthe| m# Uhr
I \) '^^purchase,insUllof4.' ^^ _ „^
Iw/^oup. Exp. 4-30-92 | w/coup. Exp. 4-30-92 | w/coup. Exp. 4-30-92

TUNE UP SPECIATI
4 cy! 39*« i

6 cyl..,«..~.. 49" '

8cyi 59**
I

replace spark plugs

check timirig I

perform system satety chedi •

w/coup. Exp. 4-3^2J

HaDLEY tire& BRAKE CENTER
.-. *>-

253-9911
AMHERST/HADLEYUNE

"p to$1^7
,

439 RUSSELL ST., RTE. 9
HADLEY

The Provost of the University of Massachusetts. Dr Glen Gordon, and the Phi Kappa Phi Chapter of this university are proud to

announce the following list of new members invited from the Junior and Senior classes as well as Graduate School and Faculty,

and approved by the Chapter in accordance with bylaws of the National Soaety.

Phi Kappa Phi was originally founded in 1897 at the University of Maine and was subsequently named the Morrill

Society in honor of the sponsor of the Congressional Act which provided for landgrant colleges and universities In 1900 it was

transformed into a national society by the Presidents of the University of l^aine, the Universityof Tennessee, and Pennsylvania

State University The next chapter was the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, which remains the fourth oldest chapter in

the United States. The Society was renamed Phi Kappa Phi in 1900, from the initial letters of tfie Greek words forming its

adopted motto; Philosophia Kratelto Photon, Let the love of learning rule mankind

To be eligible for membership. Juniors must have a GPA of 3 85 and Seniors a GPA of 3.7. Only two graduate

students per program are nominated by their Graduate Directors. In addition, two faculty are chosen for membership each year

based on recommendations from their respective Deans

The Phi Kappa Phi Initiation Ceremony willt>e held in the University Rhodendron Garden, below the Chancellor s

Residence, at 2:oo PM on Sunday. May 10. 1 992. Initiates are invited to bring family members and friertds.

PHI KAPPA PHI

University of Massachusetts

at Amherst

Undergraduate Students

Nadia L Abushanab
Suzanne B Alper

Michael J. Asbridge

Jill K. Baroni

Todd C. Bates
Jonathan C. Bean
Kristine K, Berg
Wendy J. Bemey
Jennifer Boucher
Anna B. Bowen
Ann T. Bramlage
Barbara K. Bredvik

David N. Brown
Randy S. Burke
Matthew G. Burns
Betsey L. Campbell
Maura B. Canavan
Melisa L. Canii

Elizabeth A. Carriveau

Lawrence M. Chamorro
Michael D. Champigny
Tracy L. Chasmine
Rony Chung
Kristina L. Coates
Carolyn S. Conrad
Colin Corbett

Jane F. Cox
Mark DiCicco

Kimberly A. Dietel

Jan E. Drury

Suzanne M. Ducharme
Kaylie T. Dudley
Casey L Falconer

Timothy D. Farrar

John V. Flannery

Nicholas M. Gilbert

Francis N. Girolamo

Joanne Gold

Joy M. Goldsmith

Susan E. Gordon
Jane M. Greenstein

Molly E. Hennen
Christine A. Higgins

Eric A. Hirsch

POLI SCI
COMM DISORDERS
AMER STUD
EDUC GEN STUD
PHIL
ENGL
ENGL
FINANCE
ASTRON
ENGL
ZOOLOGY
ELEM EDUC
ANTHRO
PSYCH
POLI SCI
SOCIOL
EDUC
NEAR EASTERN STUD
GERONTOLOGY/EDUG
POLI SCI
COMPUTER & INFO SCI
NATURAL RES STUDIES
ELECTRICAL ENG
NURSING
ANTHRO
POLI SCI
THEATRE
ENG & CLASSICS
POLI SCI
ACCOUNTING
COMM DISORDERS
ART
EDUC
COMP SCIENCE
ZOOLOGY
PSYCH
JOURNALISM
UNIV W/OUT WALLS
PSYCH
ART HISTORY
PSYCH
HONORS HISTORY
CONSUMER STUDIES
MUSIC

Jennifer A. Hodges
James E. Ide

Andrew S. Jacobs
Allison E. Kaplan

James R. King

Amy T Kreiger

Cheemin G. Kwon
Jeffrey D. Let>lond

Chan Yuin Lee
Laura Y. Lehner
Leonard W. Levine

Mary L. Lim

Diana J. Longan
Tracie M. Longpre
Mitchell S. Lubell

Cary H. Marshall

Ellen C. Mathys
Nicole M. McHugh
Kate A. McKay
Christina Mellen

Reuben A. Mildren

Kerry M, Milaszewski

Frederico Milla

Sheryl L. Moline

Christine M. Moran
Laura M. Moseley
Terri Ann M. Motosue
Joseph A. Mulligan

Francis J. Natale

Victor C. Ng
Quy Nguyen
Laurie A. ONeill

Amanda L. Osborne
Beverly J. Prentice

Joanne M. Ouimby
Carta R. Ranhand
Virginia M. Rees
Melissa S. Redlich

Abraham H. Rodriguez
Sameer Rupani
Donna A. Saatman
Barbara A. Schumacher
Afshin A. Sharifi

Jonathan A. Shine

Laura J. Silver

Robert J. Sloat

EDUCATION
ECON
ACCOUNTING
BDIC ARTS & SCI
ECONOMICS
ECONOMICS
SLAVIC & EAST EUROSTUDIES
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
COMPUTER SYSTEMS ENG
SOCIOL
ACCOUNTING
BIOCHEM
LEGAL STUDIES
OPERATIONS MGT
ACCOUNTING
FASHION MKTG
ANTHROPOLOGY
FRENCH
FRENCH
ENGLISH
ANTHROPOLOGY
NURSING
MICROBIO
HISTORY
NUTRITION
CLASSICS
POLI SCI
ENGLISH
POLI SCI
COMPUTER SCIENCE
ACCOUNTING
ZOOLOGY
ENGLISH
ENGLISH
COMP LIT

COMMUNICATIONS
UNIV WITHOUT WALLS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS ENG
UNIV WITHOUT WALLS
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
ZOOLOGY
ENGLISH
BIOCHEM & MOLECULAR BIO
WILDLIFE BIO
HISTORY
PSYCH

Michael E. Sotomon
Jennifer M Stacftowski

Nonki Taira

Mara D. Tannenbaum
Kristin M. Thompson
Donna M. Vautour
Teresa L. Vickery

Lissa E. Walsh
Jill R. Wasserman
Stacy M. Weisman

Graduate Students

Nii Adote Abrahams
Mark D Argentine

Cheryl A. Bachand
Corinna K. Chase-Dunn
Katherine M. Conway
Nancy J. Gilbert

Sally O. Hastings

Zafar Hossain
Raymond L. Jones
Richard K. Jordan
Susan K. Kevra
Alison F. Lamothe
Peter Lane
Ana M. Martinez Aleman
Gerald A. Miller

Ellen E. Moyer
Eleanora Patterson

Joan P. Roche
Donna M. Smyth
Gudmundur Stefansson
Fan Wu

Faculty

Susan Fiske

Donald Katzner

CHEMISTRY
ACCOUNTING
LINGUISTICS & JAPANESE
FINANCE]
BDIC
SOCIOL
WOMEN'S STUDIES
STPEC
ECON
MATH

RESOURCE ECON
CHEM
ART HISTORY
PLANT & SOIL SCIENCES
ENGLISH
NURSING
COMMUNICATIONS
PUBLIC HEALTH
EDUCATION
MATH
FRENCH
SPANISH & PORTUGUESE
MANAGEMENT
EDUCATION
CIVIL ENG
CIVIL ENG
COMMUNICATIONS
NURSING
PHYS ED
FOOD SCIENCE
RESOURCE ECON

PSYCH
ECON
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.
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WMmm\ Building a new coalition

It's time to end the divisiveness
For all of us who want to end excessive

government intrusion into people's lives,

it is time to end the divisiveness in our

community.
Recently , a chairwoman ofthe Amherst

Select Board proposed and had passed a

keg licensing law— a move widely viewed

as an anti-student measure. This woman
happens to be a prominent lesbian activist

who, when faced with a measure that was

anti-gay, based on the justification that

homosexuality is technically "against the

law," would say: ".
. . repeal the law."

When underage people (i.e. 20 year old

adults) might be drinking beer, the re-

sponse isn't ". . . repeal the law," instead it

seems to be ".
. . pass more laws." It's a

double standard that is difficult to under-

stand. Certainly no one advocates disor-

derly conduct by beer drinkers, but a

blatant policy of harassment directed at

everyone is hardly the answer.

At the UMass Cannabis Reform Coa-

lition, an attitude prevails among some

that 'Ve are serious people working on a

seriousdvil rights issue and beer advocates

are not." When we're not actively trying to

restrict each others activities, we're dis-

missing them as not being vaUd.

Some beer drinkers oppose women's

rights, some abortion activists think

marijuana is silly and some roller skaters

(the next thing the Town Government

plans to ban )may not like the gay lifestyle.

We're just playing into the hands of the

Puritans when we continue to go at each

other. Everyone should think deeply about

this. Two weeks ago, those of us who were

at the "pro-choice" abortion rally in

Washington, and those of us who were at

the "pro-choice" marijuana legalization

rally in Amherst were all saying: "What 1

do with my body is no one else's business."

We're on the same side.

I, myself, am not a beer drinker, I don't

smoke pot, I'm not gay, 111 never have an

abortion and I'm no longer "underage,"

but I do believe it is seriously important to

defend individual rights.

In American society today, outside of

our little valley, there is a rising tide of

Puritans, Prohibitionists, reUgious ex-

tremists and other advocates ofexcessive

government interference. It will wash over

us if we continue to dismiss, ridicule and

trample each others rights, concerns and

beliefs. It will wash over us unless we

stand together.

Terry Franklin
Amherst

This Friday, at the MalcolmX Cultural

Center, the Black students at the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts will have a his-

toric opportunity to shape the future dy-

namics of this institution. There these

students will convene the first ever Con-

stitutional Convention for the establish-

ment of a Black Student Union.

Martin F. Jones

The Black Student Union has longbeen

a goal of the Black student community at

UMass. This community, which is ex-

tremely diverse, is comprised of a number
ofdifferent organizations such as the Black

Mass Communications Project, Nommo
News and Aink-Am. There are eight Black

Greek organizations. Different ethnic

groups within the Black community are

also represented by their respective orga-

nizations which include the African Stu-

dents Association, the Cape Verdean
Student Alliance and the Haitian Stu-

dents Association. There is also a campus
chapter of the National Society of Black

Engineers which hosted the Northeast

regional conference last fall.

This broad range of Black student-nm

institutions presents a great wealth of

potential for the interests of Black Stu-

dents at UMass. These organizations to-

gether can satisfy the needs of almost

every facet of the community. Before my
arrival at UMass, I attended Westfield

State College for two years. It was a much
smaller institution than the University

and there was only one organization for

minority students.

This organization was called the Third

World Organization and was set aside for

all of the combined minority groups at the

school. There was only one room allocated

to this organization, which had to con-

stantly fight to keep it. Despite its small

size and limited resources, this organiza-

tion did provide much needed leadership

and representation to students of color at

Westfield State College.

Here at the UMass, the sheer size and

complexity of of this institution creates a

new set of problems for students of color.

First of all, we are a tiny minority that is

dispersed throughout the huge residen-

tial area ofcampus. Many ofus still do not

know one another and I have yet to see a

large majority of the Black community
assembled within the same room.

Another problem facing those ofus who
are politically active is that we often find

ourselves asked to speak for or represent

the entire community. As minorities we all

too oft«n are put into the role of "race

representative" for our people. In order to

alleviate problems on campus, there is defi-

nitely a genuine need for a democratically

elected spokesperson to fulfill this role.

Once established, the Black Student

Union would become the vehicle for estab-

lishing a strong body of leadershipand

would be a focus for the combined aca-

demic, social and political activities of

various organizations.

At the present time, the future ofthese

organizations remains cloudy. The apathy
that plagues this campus has by no means
passed over the Black community. This

concern was raised in the last edition of

the Black Affairs Page where a stark

scenario of the future of Black student

activities on campus was presented. Some
organizations could become defunct due

to lack of participation.

There are, ofcourse, legitimate reasons

for this trend. The entire campus has been

affected profoundly by years ofconsecutive

cuts. An unstable economy has left many
students concerned more with their fiiture

careers and less with campus activism.

For the Black students we will have to

include additional factors which include a

hostile racial climate that was exposed

during the 1986 Southwest riot and a

rising trend for Black students to attend

predominately Black colleges. These
combined factors all have dramatically

reduced the enrollment, and subsequently,

the activity of Black students at UMass.

These are just a few of the numerous
challenges facing the Black student com-

munity here at UMass. To meet these

challenges, we must regroup and organize

ourselves to compensate for those losses

that we have suffered. Now is the time to

begin buildinga coalition that will provide

a secure foundation for the future. So

remember: United we stand. Divided we

fall. Togetherwe can all stand tall. Seeyou

at the convention.

Martin F. Jones is a Collegian staff

member

There are just too many problems in this world to handle all at once

I refer to an article printed in the April

10 issue of the Collegian, by Emilie

Woodward. I found her article to be ex-

tremely offensive as well as judgemental.

If Ms. Woodward wanted through her ar-

ticle to get more people interested in the

problem ofrape, she has most likely failed.

All she did was alienate the student body

through her rude comments and as-

sumptions.

I quote Ms. Woodward's article: "Three

people out of a student body of 26,000. . .

care enough about [date rape] to come to a

forum where they can learn more about it.

I resent this attitude. Having founded

the organization SAFER (Students Are

For Ending Rape) at Mansfield High

School in 1991, I feel that I am indeed

aware of the importance of this issue.

Yes, date rape should indeed be talked

about, and we should keep talking about

it until people acknowledge how serious

a crime it is, so it can be stopped. How-

ever, implying that the entire student

body is "a campus of self-centered zom-

bies" is not going to make them listen to

what you're saying. This woman gradu-

ated as an education major?

Sure, UMass has more than its share of

zombies. But come on, bitching about that

isn't going to stop rape.

And furthermore, I would like Ms.

Woodward to know that on the night ofthe

seminar, I was busy talking to a friend

who's parents just split up.

There are a lot ofproblems in this world

and we can't take care of them all at once.

Mary Ellen Jardin
Orchard Hill

Remember, canine owners: spring time is leash time
Now, just as the weather starts improving (or will

it?), leisure activity around the Campus Pond should

explode and the surrounding area will turn into a park

of sorts. It isn't a park, of course; the mud, pavement

and the fearsome brick monolith reflected in the yucky

water ought to clue you in. Still, the pond is the closest

thing we have to a park here and also works well as a

barrier for the Spring Concert. (The scheduled acts

this year, by the way, include Santana, the Chipmunks,

Ari & The Arses, Charo, the Beatles, and Elton John

Wayne Newton-John Lee Hooker.)

And 1 tell you, I've got nothing against people gittin'

out in the sun and livin' it up — as long as you're

people. What I don't want to see are any unleashed

dogs! They are vicious, ugly, drooling creatures with

killer instincts and the razor-sharp teeth with which

to perform their brutal attacks. OK, maybe they're

more like Bic disposable razor-sharp teeth but they

can still do a lot of damage nonetheless.

The last thing I need is a ferocious canine beast

inhospitably attacking me by wrapping its salivating

mouth around the entire region of my genitalia,

clamping its two rows of white death daggers dovim

and viciously thrashing away, yankingmy whole body

to the left, then to the right, as if I were a dog on a

leash. And me, trying to steer into the skid, so that no

section of that vital and oh-so-tender organ of mine gets

forcibly torn out in an excruciating, swooning tug of

nauseous pain and blood-pumping spray. At this point,

I'd probably lose all control of myself as well as specific,

significant parts ofmyself, namely flesh, skin and repro-

ductive organ sections that would issue forth most abun-

dantly upon my new friend. Wanna save yourself the

trouble ofscrubbingmy lunch in all ofits gastricjuices off

"Fluffys" fur? Then tie that mutt up!

Tony Westcott

There is a leash law here. Personally, 1 recommend

those nift;y barbed-wire leashes. But if you insist on

playing frisbee with your canine, you are tempting me
into resorting to target practice with my AK-47 from the

1 1th floor of the Tower library.

It's a dog eat dog world, they say. Oh yeah, I vnsh. It's

a sad truth these days that concerned citizens have to go

out of their way to chase these overpopulated dogs onto

railroad tracks. But, hey, someone's got to get the mes-

sage to these ft-eeloaders that we're fed up!

Besides, what have dogs contributed to our society?

Seeing-eye dogs? That's a misnomer. Dogs are color

blind, for one thing. How are they going to know ifthe

traffic light is red. yellow or green and know when to

cross? Their guess is as good as their master's! Might

as well have a seeing-eye slug!

Dogs don't contribute much to the art world either.

While notable anthropomorphologists such as UMass'

own renowned Professor Bartholomule "Grimy"

Innuendocrinecro, his fiancee, Marsha "Dimes"

Philiaisonata and their lovely toddler, Chara, have

been recording the exquisite Gregorian chants of

Borneo's marsupials and everyone in the free world

knows at least one celebratory amphibian folk song,

dogs can barely bark on key. What's worse, they've got

no rhs^thm.

It's high tide we gave up the notion of dogs as

"man's best friend." These gross, potentially vicious

freeloading beasts known as dogs have had their day.

They have not proved themselves useful in the least in

our society. And if I ever see another unleashed dog on

the rampage while its owner stands smugly nearby

lying to me, saying, "Oh, don't worry, she doesn't bite,"

I can't be held responsible for any acts of self-defense

I feel the desire to inflict upon the doggie.

Tony Westcott is a Collegian columnist
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GSS ANNOUNCES
CANDIDATES' NIGHT

TUESDAY, APRIL 21

7:15 PM
(TONIGHT)

CAPE COD LOUNGE

Come meet the candidates

for 1992-93 GSS Officers

(Candidatesstatements & questions & answers)

Nominations are open until

5 PM, TODAY, April 21

(for more info., call GSS at 545-2896)

Earthweek
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

on follow up—makingpeoplerealizcthat

being aware should happen everyday, not

just during Earthweek. said Palazzo.

There will be tables about environ-

mental jobs, how to think globally and

act locally" and how to reduce and reuse

waste, she said.

A tree planting ceremony will be the

last event of Earthweek.

"The focus of Earthweek is to plant a

seed of Earth conscientiousness in

everyone's head so they think about the

Earth for at least this week, said Palazzo.

0^0^^^^^^<^ o-s^^^

TONIGHT
OPEN S1VIGE NIGHT
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HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL EVENTS 1992

at University of Massachusetts at Amherst

.April 22. 7:50 pm. Campus Center 101

STEPHAN ROSS "Struggle and Survival"

Survivor of 10 Nazi camps and liberated at age 14.^ Mr.

Ross will share his story of "Struggle and Survival."

April 23. Noon, Campus Center 911

WARREN BLUMENFELD "Nazi Persecution ofGays During

the Holocaust.**

April 27. 7:30 pm
Hillel House Conf. Rm.

SONGS OF THE HOLOCAUST
Wednesday. April 29, 4 pm, Hillel House Conf. Rm.

POETRY OF THE HOLOCAUST

April 29, 7:30 pm. Campus Center 904-08

Film: KORCZAK
This film by Andrezel Wajda. is the story of lanusz Korczak

(1878-1942). a Polish-Iewish doctor, vmter, and educator

who dedicated his life to improving the lives of children.

Thursday. April 30. 12:30 pm. Cape Cod Lounge/Student

Union
COMMEMORATION SERVICE

Campus-wide commemoration includes lighting of memorial

candles, poetry, readings, and brief addresses.

All events are free and open to the public.

For more information call UMASS Hillel 549-1710

M

HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL EVENTS 1992

University of Massachusetts at Amherst
UMASS SPONSORS M**. StuOr* Man Cittm bntrwt ftM.

G«m»i Sli«a OioWBWl P>.Dgr«« "• <^ Oenmrm.cma tl >Mmm
£»»(y«giB«i« C«nMr

TiicNday • April 21

Rock & Roll

with REDS
Wednesday • April 22

Comedy Tlieater with

Mission Improvable
8:30 pm
~ Also ~

Alternative Rock Covers
& Originals with

THE BAND COFFEE
ITiursday • April 2^

20/20 Vision Presents 3 Great Bands
SLEEPYHEAD

Rock & Roll from Amherst
pUs ZEM UNDER FIRE

Hot Rock from Boston
pg^s FLUX

Funk-Punk from Wash. D.C.

Beginning 8:30 pm

"BLESSED IS THE MATCH' GROUND FLOOR STgOENT UNIO^I

Arts & Living
A computer journey into the Minstrel's Garden
By RACHEL D. MEDANIC
Collegian Correspondent

"From the dark and whetted soil

Petals are unfolding.

From the stony village kirk,

Easter bells of olde ring.

So begins another spring. .
."

From the albumA Gift From a Flower to a Garden by
Donovan

Walk with them this spring through The Minstrel's

Garden. Perhaps in your wanderings, you too will never

fully return.

To some ofthem it actually is a world of olde, a place

where the modern world fades out in favor of a more

acceptable reality, one in which relaxation is more easily

found in the playing ofgames. But for others the Garden

provides an extraordineu^ exchange of ideas.

Loki, one of the users, writes, *The Garden is a bar

where intellectuals (or pseudo-intellectuals like myself)

go to chat, maybe trade books 'n' stufT." These are de-

scriptions of a computer network called The Minstrel's

Garden.
The Minstrels' Garden is one of several computer

bulletin boards that have been appearing on campus

recently. Native to Amesbury, Mass. for the past three

years, the 24 hour bulletin board has spent most of its

fourth year on campus.

The Minstrel is the board's system operator who

monitors and keeps it running smoothly. As system

operator. The Minstrel insures the mechanical aspects of

the Garden are problem-free. He assists users in learning

the system, answers questions about the Garden, and

makes sure the rules are followed. For example, he does

not allow profanity to be used in the Front Garden, one of

the message bases on the system.

Anyone can call in, type in the handle of their choice,

and become a user on the system. But due to the way

housing has set up the phone lines, accessibility to the

Garden is limited to people Uving on campus.

To access a variety of on-line games and private

(between users) and pubUc message privileges, all that is

needed is a computer and a terminal adapter unit. Pro-

grams which can be traded include: games, telecommu-

nications, etc.

The following is based on the answers users typed in

response to my questionnaire concerning the Minstrel's

Garden as a buUeUn board system. Users on the system

use handles instead of their own names.

It is possible that what initially lures users to The

Minstrel's Garden is its image which calls to the longing

within all humans to be closer to Nature. Elizabethan

imagery described the New World as a "garden" because

it simultaneously coimotated a sense of beauty and

serenity as well as a sense of untamed wilderness (Leo

Marx: The Machine in the Garden.)

But what has the Garden inspired or changed in those

who venture there? Answering in full character of his

handle. Milkman repUed, "Since I have hooked up with

the Garden, I have chased my dreams; I have written six

plays based on the assorted Uves of four Ethiopian and

Dutch refugees and gone to Morocco in three days on a

tricycle firom Leningrad. 1 have explored the Mariana

Trench, and I have become the father to three lovely,

most wonderful daughters"

Einstein replied that The Garden itselfhadn't been an

inspiration but that, The people who use the Garden

have constantly renewed my beliefthat there exists some

island of order in an ocean of chaos."

"I am still learning where the keys are," says Dante.

Certain areas in the Garden require that a few rules

ofetiquette be observed; however, the variety ofmessage

bases compensates to allow for a full range ofexpression.

The Adult Alcove for example, is a base that does not

hinder any topic ofdiscussion, nor does it hinder the ways

in which a topic can be discussed. Users can become

involved in any number of on-line games such as:

TradeWars 2002, The Pit, Pimp Wars, Barons, Global

War, etc.

When asked what The Garden meant to each ofthem,

some users spoke of it as a place to which they go for

pleasure and/or escape from, "Ihe tedious humdrum of

everyday life," says Marrilion.

Others expressed that it helped them by offering fresh

perspective on contemporary issues. "The Garden is a

place where I drop in and see what's on the mind ofother

students," says Perridwyn.

"[It's a place] where all different types of plants grow

together. No one plant is better than any other and the

fruit or flower of one is no better than any other. It is to

grow and eryoy," says Starfire.

"[The Garden is an] intangible soap box, where many

people can shout and complain through one way glass,"

says Safari Jim.

"I think it's Uke my childhood favorite cartoon, Scooby

Doo. There's Scooby, the Minstrel, and then there's the

other BBSers who fit randomly among the other char-

acters, Velma and the File Searcher looking for clues.

Shaggy the paranoid game player, Fred the serious type,

who goes all around the board," says Alekhine.

The questions the users answered dealt with a variety

of issues concerning the Garden. Judging from their

responses, the use of handles seemed to lend aid in

getting people to say things they normally would not.

Einstein replied that the Garden gives, "Freedom to

exchange ideas and information with impunity." Users

expressed a consensus that anonymity keeps them safe

from others' judgements. But judgement in the Garden,

rather than by condemnation, usually comes in the form

of constructive argument. Different from society, the

pronouncement ofjudgement in the Garden never leads

to ostracization. For the Garden beckons the eccentric

and welcomes the voice of the avant garde.

Users expressed that the differences between the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Undergraduate Teaching

Assistantships Available

Department of

Mathematics and Statistics

$600.00 a semester for

approximately 10-12 hours

a week.

Further information and application

forms see Diane Davis

Room 1622 Lederie GTWR.

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

10 Bckholown Rd. • Route 9 Amhcnt • tS6^51/0t5t

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

Minimum S i5 plus S2 delivery cnarge

IMTET &SUNDAYBRUNCH
Buffet served Saturday 5-9p.m.

Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-thurs.

B?unch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOW CAN EAT $5.99
Children under 10 - $3.00

Ij S_j^l A j

Now..The lifestyle you've been waiting for...

Luxury two and three bedroom aparttnent in Amherst
H> Otftr

. Hm »•>* "•« *•'"

. ITiU *. Vnll Cm-pti

. Ai' Ci'm.iilf'KS

• ftlly Ai^fti^ Kilcttmt

• tuttrcmn lEmlryl 9ytHm
• Ptvf^noM/ Ok SiM
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Sign a f^
Donor Card . . .

^

More Than Half Of The

People Who Read This Ad

Who Want To Get Into

Law School Won't.

Here's a test of your math skills. Divide

95 000 law school applicants into 44.000

openings. Surprised? Now you realize

why it's so important to take the Ronkin

LSAT Total Test Prep Course.

First you'll take a free diagnostc test,

then we'll work with you in small,

personalized classes. You'll have 40 hours

of classroom instructton and access to

'"5^1? RONKIN. GET IN." '«> =•""« ^'

Y /v.»(>- RcqpuvfbyMayISat anyRonkin. Save$225.

our computers and live tutorials. Plus,

we offer a two-day LSAT Intensive Study

Clinic the last week before the exam.

Simply purchase a Ronkin LSAT

course by l^ay 15 and we'll include the

$225 Clinic for free. Going home for the

summer? With 1 55 Centers Nationwide,

we can register you in Amherst for a

summer course near your home!

SAVE
A
LIFE!

Don'tforget
Fill Out a

Health Care

Proxy Form to PROTECT YOUR WISHES

national Organ and Tissue

Donor Awareness Week 1992

Come visit us on the

Campus Center Concourse

April 23

sponsored by the University Health Services

Student Health Advisory Board (SHAB)

v.*#%^//^.v/^.v#v,>iV^,vw'.^.*y.*»'.*,%'*:i^wVAKv.AS.vAV.vAv»
•«»»'

• ^ {• ff^r I . <f rr •-'• *' !*-*« r ^ * -
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lacrosse

Collegian photo by Aiidna MigUaui

University of Massachusetts attacker Mark Millon (3) scored five

goals and assisted on one to lead the GoriUas to their fourth-straight

victory Saturday at the University of Delaware.

U baseball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

ofthe inning as Correa singled, went to second on Dodig's

sacrifice bunt , advanced to third on Mike Mangano's wild

pitch and came home when LaRocca lofted a sacrifice fly

to right.

St. Joseph's put a runner on with one out m the

seventh, before Oliveri picked ofFpinch runner JefTMiller

,

Garden

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

goals in 11 -straight regular season con-

tests dating back to last season.

He now has 83 career goals, placing

him 12th on the UMass career goal scor-

ing list and 1 14 points, tying him for 14th

on the career point total list with Gregory

Fisk, a 1986 graduate.

LoPresti recorded 13 saves and allowed

11 goals. LoPresti was replaced by Ray

Suris for 1:45 in the third period aft«r

being called for a high-sticking penalty.

Delaware goalie Tim Johnson played

the entire contest and was credited with

stopping 11 shots.

Aroimd the crease: After beating

Delaware, which beat currently-ranked

13th Army 13-12 earlier in the season,

UMass moved up one position to 14th in

the United States Intercollegiate Lacrosse

Association poll which came out yesterday.

Army is five points ahead of UMass (.94-

89).

Yale University, the only higher-ranked

opponent which UMass has beaten,

climbed up two positions in the rankings

to 10th after recording two wins this past

week.

Massachusetts, 18-11

12 3 4 Final

UMass 6 5 2 5 18

Data. 3 2 15 11

Scoring (goals-auish-poinfo)

UMass (6-2); Bill Edell 2-0-2. Mark

MWon 5-1-6, Mike Cain 3-2-5, Mario

Lopez 0-M , John Schllpf 1 -2-3, Kevin

O'Connor 1-0-1, Tim Stevenson 0-1-

1 , Rob Folvey 3-1 -4, Greg Kline 1 -0-1

,

Wes Depp 0-2-2, Mike VoJente 1-0-1

,

Andy Fish 1-0-1. Totals: 18 goals, 10

assists.

Dekiware (5-6): Mark Kasuda 2-0-2,

Tom Stanziale 3-4-7 , Kevin Ellers 1 -0- 1

,

Peter Deane 1-0-1 , Tom Stamos 3-0-

3, John Wunder 1 -0- 1 , Brian DolskI 0-

1-1 .Paul EscherO-M .Totals: 1 1 goals,

6 assists.

Sav«s: UMass Tom Lopresti 13, Ray

Surts 0; Delaware Tim Johnson 0.

Penalties: UMass 8/6:30, Delaware 8/

7:00. Extra man: UMass 2-8, Dela-

ware 3-8. Faceoffs: UMass 13, Deka-

ware 17. Groundbails: UMass 40,

Delaware 38.

and Graham struck out Obermeier to end it.
"

"It should have been easier," Stone said, referring to

the fact UMass stranded 10 baserunners. "He [Mangano]

was a good pitcher, but we got great pitching too."

Sunday's games were almost a carbon copy of

Saturday's, as Minutemen pitchers Jeff Toothaker (4-0)

and ScottMeaney 11-2) held St. Joseph's tojust seven hits

and two runs as UMass swept, 8-1 and 1-0.

UMass explode for five first inning runs in Sunday's

night cap as January, Keith Richards, Knight and Joe

Mattivello drove in all the runs the Minutemen would

need as UMass cruised to the 8-1 victory, while clinching

a spot in the A- 10 Championships to be held May 8-10 in

Boyertown, Pa.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

Garden and other forms of media had to do with the

method of presentation. For example, news is not sim-

ply flashed by as on television, anyone can go back and

reread what others have said as many times as they

wish.

One user said, "^ou have more time to ponder news

here, but also less reason to take it for real." When asked

about the Garden's potential to be an alternative

media form Starfire answered, "^e make our own media

and define it ourselves. The Minstrel is a guide, not an

overlord," says Starfire. A user who wished not to be

identified said he could envision the emergence of "spe-

ciahzed " BBS's such as Knitters BBS or a Hell's Angels

BBS. Both Perridwyn and Alekhine, expressed the ap-

peal of small BBS's such as the Garden, to younger age

groups, "Boards have become a common part of younger

society! Youth seems to see it as an addiciton. It calls you

to it," says Alekhine.

But perhaps more than anything, what the people m
the Garden are experiencing is gently teaching them

more about their own humanity, their own strengths and

weaknesses. They are becoming the listeners and the

thinkers of a new generation. There is a Garden rising

from this spring's "whetted" Umass Spring mud.

''Got to get back to the land

Set my soul free

We are Stardust,

Wea are godlen.

We are bilion year old carbon

And we've got to get back to the Garden."

"Woodstock" by Crosby, Stills and Nash

Tobecome a user on The Garden, set yourTAU to 9600

baud. Parity=none, Databit8=8, StopBit8=l. The phone

numberis 3-5879.O for more information. The Minstrel

can be reached at 546-5879.

EXPLORE
•M •"«r-«t

Summer at

UMASS/BOSTON
and chart your future in one of tfie most popular

summer programs in New England. You'll find

^ a distinguished faculty and fine facilities

^ morning, midday, afternoon, and evening classes

over 400 course sections

^ convenient locations

^ sessions starting June 1. July 7, and July 20

mail, phone, fax, or walk-in registration

and costs you can afford

Collegian Staff!

Editor applications for Fall '92

are now being accepted
(current editors must reapply)

Positions available to Collegian staff members:

DISCOVER US!

Send in the coupon or call 617 287-7904.

Name

Address

City. State, Zip

Return to:

Division of Continuing Education

University of Massachusetts at Boston

100 Morrissey Blvd.

Boston, MA 02125-3393

Editor in Chief

Managing Editor

Editorial Editor

News Editor

Sports Editor

Arts Editor

Photography Editor

Night Editors

Copy Editors

News Associates

Sports Associates

Black Affairs Editor

Women's Issues Editor

Jewish Affairs Editor

Multicultural Affairs Editor

Third World Affairs Editor

Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Affairs Editor

Photography Technicians

Arts Associates

Editorial Associate

Photography Associate

Training Director

. SO

\ 'I
> M «|

a-

14 **

Anyone applying for a position should plan on keeping their job for

at least one full semester if not one full year and should read the

position's job description before applying. Applicants should plan on

attending orientation and and trainingwhich occurs about a week

before school starts in the Fall. They should also consider if they can

help work on the back to school issue starting about three weeks

before the begining of the semester. See current Editor in Chief for

an application. No applications accepted after April 24.

!VOTE!VOTE!VOTE!VOTE!VOTE!
Candidates Night: April 26, 8 p.m., Collegian offices

(the women's issues reform proposal will be discussed)

Voting for elections and vromen's issues reform:

April 27, 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Collegian offices

All staff members can vote and all voters should attend

to see what the candidates stand for.

UMass oston
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Today's Staff

Night Editor
Pr«»o" P- f"^"^"

Copy Editor
Amy Prendergast

PhotoTechnician
Andrea Migliass.

Production Supervisor
Lisajezowski

ProdLKtion
MikeCarvalho,

jason Toria

Menu
LUNCH

Cold Cut Grinder

Grilled Chicken

BASICS LUNC«
Caponata with Pita

Grilled Chicken

DINNER
Beef Fajita

N.E. Style Scrod

.BASICS DINNER
Lentil Chili

N^. StyJe Scrod
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High drama at the Arthropod Trade Center

Quote of the Day
"I don't know enough to be incompe-

tent."

— Woody Allen in Shadows and Fog

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AmES{Mdrch 21 -Apnn9l: Alenef

or phone call brings welcome news.

Look for fresh outlets for yocir manage-

rial lalenis. Your observant eyes catch

errors that other people miss.

TAURUS lApnl 20-May 20): Fi-

natvrial complicationscould make you

feel somewhat ambivalent or anxious

today. This is not a good lime to make

long-range decisions. Use discretion

when counseling a relative.

CEA4INI (May 21-lune 201: Good

companions lift your spirits tcxlay and

help you make a wise decision. A

troublesome business matter deserves

further analysis. Your relationship with

a VIP rr«y be questioned. Answer hon-

estly.

CANCBt dune 21 -luly 22): Recent

stress could make you overreact to

gossip on the job scene of the discto-

sure of a health matter. Keep your

friends' reliability in mind. Offer en-

couragenieni to beleaguered loved

onei.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): If you keep

everything aboveboardtoday, thethings

you say and do will have a favorable

impact on your close relationships. If

you are not straightforward, your plans

will probably backfire.

VIRGO (Aug. 2J-Sepl. 22): Secret

resentment could lead you or a co-

worker to display excessive indepen-

dence. Private fina«Kial worries nvjy

be at the root of the problem. Leave old

grievatKes alone.

UBRA (Sept. 21-Oa 221: A sud-

den change m work schedules or as-

signments could be jarring. Once the

financial advantages become apparent,

the spirit of cooperation will flourish!

SCORPIO (Oct. 23 Nov. 21): A
heart-lo-heart talk about in employ-

ment or health matter is ifie key to

brighter firMncial prosp*-* ts Becandid.

A better-paying work assignment may
be pan of the picture.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec. 21 ):

A profitable tip could come your way
when you leay expect it. Go on the

warpath against laziness arKi greed.

Squabbling about domestic duties is a

waste of iimc. Set up a schedule.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-lan. 191: A
contlia oi interest could arise today.

You feel torn between a loved orie's

needs arxJ work pressures. A friend or

relative offers to step m and help. Show
your heartfelt appreciation.

AQUARIUS (Ian. 20-Feb. 18): Be

prepared to accept advice from a

younger pervMi. OrKe you go all-out to

achieve yourbusinessobjectives-proTiU

will nse. A new outside irMerest adds

sparkle to your social life. Someonr

you k>ve JUS* said 'Quack.'

PISCES (Feb. IS-March 20): You

may have to settle for rrtociett gains if

you continue working behind the

scenes. Oo not underestimate the in-

fluence of your friendson ytxj r personal

goals. Put some zip into your daily

routine

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL jAFFE

ACROSS
1 Stringed

instrument

5 Game
to Jacob's brothar

1

4

Jai -
1

5

Mora ftt

16 Ne«dl«tish

t T All>efta resort

19 British prirfcess

2OB1II

2

1

One ot

Woody*
children

22 With -away."

saved
24 Vehicle

25 Narrow sireali

26 NYC section

29 Vigorously

active

3? "WonderlarK)-

Iraveler

33 Goiter Tom
34 Enough old

style

35 New York

player

36 Miinidcence

39 — Amin
40 Support

42 Hardness scale

43 Lugs
45 Innate

4 ? Meal
48 Atnran

carnivore

49 Gisl

50 Actress Blake
ot "Gunsmoke"

52 00?

63 Cover

56 Greek liqueur

57 Vodka dnnk
60 No. in St

Petersburg

61 Unbound
62 01 unknown

authorship

63 Author Gardner

64 Glacial ridge

65 HamM

DOWN
1 Nimbus
2 AMa or King

3 Qardener s need

4TaalypMtry
5 Ntcknflnie tor a

patrt* person

6 Sao — . BrazM

SLagalmMtar
9 Bndg* parts

10 Libert*. -.

•ralamit*

1

1

Racetrack in

Arcadia. Calif

12 "Rule Britanma'

composer
13 Not new
18 Hardy pal

23 BMIcal lion

24 rorn>er gov I

agcy
25 Locations

26 Disney deer

27 City in SW New
York

28 AstringenI lotion

29 Power
30 Prolut>efance^

31 Dickens Oliver

33 Swedish com
37 Compliant

38 Regular date

41 Convention

speech
44 Elect

46 Carmme
47 Pertorm

49 •Norttiam

Exposure'
crtttar

ANSWER TO

50 Topnotch

51 Alaskan glaciar

&2Sc»«adula

53 Actress

Tumar
54 Pran
55 UrM of fore*

58 — AlamM
59 Angry
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The opinions expressed on this page are those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views of thtf-CoWI-g/df^ or the University.
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Mustang F-150 Tbunderbird

Escort

Probe

Ranger

Explorer

.\erostar

Taurus

Tempo Bronco Festiva

Get^SOOTo UseAsCmh BackOrADown taENi

Plus Pre-Approved Credit For Quaufied College Graduated

There are plenty of great opportunities out

there for college graduates. But when it comes to

buying a new car, you won't get a better oppor-

tunity than at your New England Ford Dealers.

Because your Ford Dealers offer you 5 of

America's top K) best-selling vehicles* Plus, if you

graduate between October 1, 1990 and December

31, 1992, they also offer you the Ford College

Graduate Purchase Program.

All 4-year college grads, grad school graduates

and grad school students are eligible for $500 cash

back and pre-approved credit on almost every 1991,

'92, and '93 Ford car and light truck in stock. And

to make buying a new Ford even easier, they will

show you other special incentives that may apply

So hurry to your New England Ford Dealers.

Because this opportunity won't knock for long.

For more information call: 1-800-321-1536.

ItfEWENGLANfl
FORD

FORD DEALERS

•Based on 1991 calendar year sales Additional Ford vehicles not pctured but included m this program are Crown Victoria. Econoline and Club Wagon.
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BOfTOn^

SCHOl
OF nmcRicn

lfYbu:refOverl8
Be A Bartender!

Unrated OpeniniS^ Remain for

April & Nkiy Closses

> Start ThinlungAboiitfn<ft^

Summer Opporhmfties As A
Bartender!

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main St.,

Suite 202 • Springfield

The Cothgian printi nineteen thousand

copies tt da^. It vfouid take an auffut hnq

time to read that many neufspapers. That's

ufhy most people around here read 'em nice

and stouf. One copy at a time.

Cotteqian Advertisinq.

5U5'3500

It's Time To
Change Your
Underwear!

JOIN THE

J*RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

iu)\i:i{
(I LB
oeeo
o o o ..

Stop In for details

— No membership fee

— No locker fee

— No towel fee

191 N Pleasant St 22 Masonic St
Amneist NoriPtantpton

253-2013 586.6336
OtHH Td.yi 'IhiM.dav mtn m ttofin.mpton

TONIGHT
OPEN STRGE NIGKT
anything can happml

Comodkins Maskans

Singors Improv...

GetRoady
to ba Entoitainod

with

MC
PETE FREE

- Frw Pliia -

- 95( Drafts -

NoCovw

THE r24\ PUB
< :i:i.i.iii<Aii-s Mh 11^ I.N \miii:rst

I
)( .H I

•#•»

I.S f. AST PLEASAriT STREET

Local News. State. National and World News. Sports. Arts & Living. Editorial/Opinion.

Classifieds. Comics. Third World Affairs. Black Affairs. Multicultural Affairs.

Everybody reads the Collegian.

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE 1 13 CAMPUS CENTER • MON. THURS. H:30-3:30 FRJDAY8:m:30'DEADUNEIST^ODAYSPldORTO PUBUaTION • 20<NiORM)AY FOR SIVDENTS • CASH IN ADVANCE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Downtown Amn«rM UMl lor vwttng par-

•ott and tr»od» 549-0733

DO VOU KNOW wtx) would make cMeti
r\»an> car* deoaaona lor you >l you bacama
unaMa to do to youraalf For mora intor-

maMon about iha Halalh Car* Proxy , VN<1 Iha

Sludant Haaith Advwory Board onM con-

course Thur* 4-23.

EARNMONEY FAST! Wor1ialTala«undand

maka b<g monay - SS 25 an hour « bonuaa*

Evaning ft Sunday aMI*. Coma to ffia baaa-

manl of Mamortal Hal or cal Jarry Joynar al

545-3509^

EUROPE ONLY flMI Jai Ihara anyttma

(raponad in Lat't Go and NY Tvnaa).

AWHITCH (r) 2 1 2j«64-2000

RfTES Of PASSAGE ol nte» of paasaga of

niat of paaaaga ol ntat ol

May 12. 1992

l -aOO-544-3742

THS IS NATIONAL ORGANTISSUE Oa
NORAWARENESSWEEK Members ot the

Studant Haalth Advwory Board wll b* pro-

vKtng Intortnabon and donor cards on Ifi*

CC ConcouTM Thus 4/23 A momanl of

your lima could maan a Nfatima to otfiara.

AUTO FOR SALE

1960 CfTATION
Good local tranaponalwn

S4«-M21
$100

.

19e3CHEVFrTE 55 KMilas Wall maintained

J1 150 or BO 549-7912

1983 NISSAN STANZA 5 speed excelleni

condition inside 4 outside new tires needs

clutch must sell $1025.00 call nights Mike

256-6916 _
CHEAP! FBI/US. SEIZED
89 Mercedes $200

86 VW $50
87 Mercedes $100
65 Mustang $50
Choose from thousands starting $25

FREE 24 Hour recording reveals

details 801-379-2929 Copynght #MA15KJC

PONTIAC BONNEVILLE 79 AC AM/FM
New tires and radiator $350 B/0 549-5588

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Large cheese $6 Small cheese $3.50

Add $1 lor 1or2 toppings

Slices availatjie

Free soda wlarge sub. salad, or spaghetti

Must mention this ad

549-6073 549-6098

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL:

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. DJs.

video DJ"s and Karaoke from $1 75 00 Call

586-9900

1 «r 2 ROOMMATES lor aunwnar/taM

MMtorbadroom In Ml Valay $450
Haat. Hot »MMr. On bua rouM
0*1253-4006

3-5 BEDROOM HOMES on bua roula aval-

able June 1 can 586-4270

SBdrmtn!
Take 0¥«r our t

Slw«ng&1
CM 549-3638 nights

3 BEDROOM PUFFTON AFT. OraM loca-

lion 549-61 32

3 KOnOOM TOWNHOUSE
AvailablaJunalsl

Cal 549-3677

4 Badroonw
2 Baths

Daawnani .
garage, pool, tannla. baalialball

2bus routos SAmharel
256-1461

5-Badroom. aWc, bua atop (tracily out •«
door' 1 5 mi to campus 253-4245

6 BEDROOM HOUSE Two baths, large yard.

On An«iaraM.««araii Una whar* you donl

need a Itoanaa to party Graal locatton. Sum-

mar auWel witall option Call 546-9145

Amharsl Canter

Efficiency or>e. two. three bedroom apart-

ments, or three bedroom condoa on Hobart

L«ie June or Saplember No fees charged

Lincoln Real Estate. 25 North Pleasant

Street 253 7879

Boston 2-3 bedroom apt
Near M6TA summer leaaa or aubiat $70<V

month (617)628^9623

FOR RENT Amity Place Townhouse

3 bedroom 2 1/2 balh. partially furnished

Oishwaahar waaharAdryer central air garage

immacuMalSSBSnon^nnoker Call 549-4602

Aval. 6/1/92

GILREATH MANOR 5 bedrooms on bus

route one mile from campus

AvailaUe June 1

CM 549-7357

HAOLEY HOUSE 4bedrooms 2fireplaces

screen porch 2miles to campus $1030

Avaiafale June 1 call 549-6951

HOUSE FOR RENT
4 bdr 2 kitchen 2 bath

5 mm from campus 1 min walk to Main St.

Bus line Reflect for 5 or 6 1 200 month

256-8386 256-JI692

MILLVALLEY 3-bedrooms 2-bathrooms Air-

conditioning heat and hot water included

sufalet/lease call 253-3134

Pufflon one bedroom apt take over lease

starling 6/1 <24/mo549-4480

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE June 1 Live in

our apartment in Brandywirie Call- 549-9347

TAkToVER^OUR HOUSE!

Starling June 1st

Call lor more mfo 256-8749

TWO BEDROOM APT
Great location on

N.Pleasant St

Near Hobart

Gait 549-8024

UPTOWN APT. 2Ig bdrms across from the

Pub and Charlies, beaut, wood Itoors. Ig

kitchen, sunny beautiful. taKe 1 room or

wtiole thing.

256-0546 anytime

WHY PAY JUNE RENT? Take over our

3bdmi Puttton i^ tor only $145. Cal Kna
549-4616

FOR SALE

t1 KAWASAKI EX900
WhiM 2cy1 low miaa
MuaisaH Mcudaa
2SH0EB1 haknats; cover

$1600 or BO 584-4453

DIglUI Rainbow 1 00 mduiSng prinlar. $500
or best otter 549-5029.

GENESIS FOR SALE
Joe 549-7718

PANA80MC12SP0
DX-2000 E«c cond
Cfvomoly tubing

Shenarto bghf action componanli

375 or BO
546-5435 ^_
Two piranlw. 10 galon tank, acoaaaoriaa-

$75 00 Litsa 546-2482

WICKED FATCHANCE bika Irama and fork

1
7* Good condition Call for detaM BO 546-

0762

FOUND

FOUND BLACK SHOE
E-lot next to Lot 24 on 4-tO. chk CC Into

Daak

rrS TIME TO daim your watch Found out-

side Gormon ktonlify it and its yours CaN

585-0921 Leave message

NECKLACE FOUND ON walkway between

Hasbrouk and Campus Center 4/13 Cal

Karen to identify 546-5233

FURNITURE FOR SALE

H you need couches, desk, chairs or other

furniture lor next semester can Jon E 253-

9139

HELP WANTED

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fish-

eries Earn$5 O00»/month Freetransporta-

tom Room and board' Over 8.000 openings

Male or lemale For emptoyment program

call l-206-545-4j^55 exl^ 17J8

College Pro Painlar* are now taking appli-

cations lor summer emptoyment throughout

New England arxl New York II interested

ca« 1-800-346-4649

END THE SEMESTER WtTh A BANG!
Student Groups Earn hundreds ot dollars

each day offering Discover card applications

on campus. Last chance' 1-800-932-0528.

ext99.

HELPI SPANISH-ENGLISH bilinguals

needed to Imish study' $6/HR Jeanette 585-

8749 call now!

HELP WANTED (Summer 6/22 to 8/22);

The Association lor the Help of Retarded

Children needs male and female students to

nvork at its summer sleep-away camp in the

CatskiM Mountains for devetopmentally dis-

at>led chiklren and adults Paid positions

availat>le for caCxn counselors, program in-

structors. WSIs. office staff Write Camp
Loyalton. AHRC 189 Wheatley Road.

Brookville. NY 1 1 545. or call 51 6-626- 1 000.

Mon-Fri

HOMT ARE VOU going to pay back your

aludant kMns'' Start savmg now by woriung

at TaMund and make big bucks' Cafl Jerry

Joynar at 545-3509 to find out howl

KUWAIT. SAUDI WORKERS needad
$35.00 8 up per hour, tax tree Both i l iHad •
unsMlad tor mto. Cal 615-779-5605 Ext
KeS8

OWE MONEY? Get a job at Telefund and

pay It back m the quckest way possible' Call

Jerry Joyner at 545-3509 to find out howi

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE! Many poai-

tions Great benelAs Cal 805-682-7555 Ext

P-3306

WANTED DEAD ORAUVE open stage niw

$$$ prizes nitely

If you can enianain or war4 to try to with any

wild and crazy ad from jugglers, musicians,

comedy, mimas. improv. hypnotism.

Hameswalowers etc . Just call 549-1200

Judi/Pew

PERSONALS

Laura Re«*a

We toasted Sunday night to your 21yrs To
silmess. to crazmess. to laughter and tears

To a night ot adventure . to a night of beer, to

2 wish of happinaaa always, to a buzz ttiot

will last you aH yairi

Happy Birthday

Love. Tracy

HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY Kriatan HaHar
I got the Nnt drink up! Lova Laa

TANYA KAT7-
You are the best HMa siaiar avert

Happy 2 1 St birthday ni ba ttiara tonight and

akways Love Jamie

Sandrah-
You finally made it to 21 !l

Donl drink too much!!

m buy you a drink in NovaiTt>ar

Love you.

Russell

KEC-<lavatoaa)

Searching for words

they flee from sight

Into my merrwry is

eternal dar1( mght.

Feehngs we share,

how deeply we care

Lose hokJ on the moment
Wfien words find air

Poetry ol heart fi-om

still-point of soul

Let express from within

howlvvo become whole

Unlmislied this poem
will forever be
For each day with you

is a new verse to me.

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY'
Love. CEK-(CGi

KARA
Looking lorward to Via TRAVEL

Lova. your Wla

HayBaaulHul
You were in ttie Bluewali on Wenesday
dunng noon- You were weanng laded jeans

and a black shirt Who are U?
imerested

Joanna
Wouk) like to trade a backrub for a hug and
share dinner and a movie

VYI

Krialan, Jann
Two blonds are better ttian one

VYI

RIOE WANTED

Need a rida to Mmnasota in May. Cal Anna
at 6-0905

ROOMMATE WANTED

RESP.COUPLE LOOKING lor rocmmateis)

to split sum sub or yr rnd lease Can

Brenna 508 228-8867 Days-Evaa

STILL NEEDED
1 or 2 girl lor 2tx>rm Brandywine Apt

CaM 549-7845

SERVICES

FREE pregnancy taaOng; conlidantial and

canng support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

SPRINGTIME:Lose last without dieting'549-

4401

SUMMER SUBLET

1 Dadroomm baauWul 2 bedroom apl Huge
living rm on tMS routo $200 mo negotiable

1 or 2 Females to lease large, sunny bed-

room m 2 bedroom apartment June to Au-

gust (fMf). Amherst Center 260* 256-0077

2Bdr Apartment
350rTX)nth

665-3751

2 ROOM APT w/ air conditian. large back

yard, very quiet short distance from bar.

Furnished or unfurnished Cheap' 549-6719

CHEAP CHEAP
2 mm town

5 mm campus
Must see

CassandraKelly

256-1161

CHEAP ROOM IN house on bus route cal

549-1118

FREE RENT JULY, Clilfside apts 2 bed

room, dean pool, tennis, hike trails, bus line

665-7562

SUBLET 3 BEDROOM, 2 bath. Puffton

Starling June 1 546^)779 Ask for Carey or

Jen

SUMMER HOUSING IN BOSTON
523-8/19 $183/month Prvlbthktch

Free Indry'utils All college students.

Ksnmore Sq near MBTA. Call Karl

1-617-267-2199

SUMMER SUBLET- Responsible, quiei

person lor Ibdrm apt $400/m.o. May paid.

253-7155

Summer suMat our 3 bedroom Puffton apt.

Starting June 1st Call 546-2625

SUMMER SUBLET — Mill Valley Estates

2 bedrooms. 2 full baths. Super clean

$e00/month Call ASAP 256-6261

SUMMER SUBLET - Comfortable two-

bedroom apartment Well-maintained,

easy access to Sunderland arn] North

/kmherst buses. Within walking distance of

UMass. Call Jason at 549-8728

NEW YORK CrtY- Fumiahad rooms and
apartments lor summer and short stays

Near Cokimbia Univ. RaaaonaWa rates 212-

662-1358

SUMMER TOURS TO EUROPE. AUS-
TRALIA AND THE GREEK ISLANDS.
15-19 days Al expenses paid induding

meals $i395-$t7g6. Call Connki Tours

1-800-950-1037 ext 12

FREE PAGE TYPED when you call

$1 50 Typed page, laser printing

Bn»i 546-6954

TAPE TRANSCRIPTKMI. Fast accurato.

. 253-9673

TYPmO. WORD PROCESSING- Paper,

reports, resumes, thesis, cal Rosemary 323-

5031

WANTED

DRUM CIRCLE
Inttrected m forming one?

PoaiMt cofteehaus

Ane-6664

FEMALE ROLLERSLAOER SOUGHT lor

spring ronvance arxJ adventure 584-8753

HEADING HOME? Buying CDs LP's, cas-

settes. R-R. blues iaz2 Large quantity

pralarred . Leave message 1-734-6653^

ONE WORLD CUP SOCCER TEAM
NEEDED
First come first served

215 Boydan 545-2693/0022

WANTED TO RENT

SUBLETS, ROOMS, Housing needed mis

summer Contact SBMC 256-8615 lOam-

4pm

COLLEGIAN
ADVERTISmCH

WORKS!

The best
advertising

medium
to reach
students
in the

Five-College

Reach 19.000

per day.

545-3500
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Sports
Marean breaks record; softball sweeps
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

Records are made to be broken, and

two records, one national and one team,

fell yesterday as the 19th-ranked Uni-

yersity of Massachusetts soft-ball team

swept Rutgers University 115-16, 5-2). 2-0

and 2-1 at Totman Field.

Barbara Marean. who is leading the

country in hitting, hit in her 25th (and

26th) straight games, eclipsing the NCAA
record set by two players last year.

The senior shortstop walked her first

two times up in the record-breaking game,

but in what turned out to be her last shot

at the record in the sixth, she lined a

double down the left field Une. Marean

was sacrificed to second on a bunt smgle

by Sherri Kuchinskas. and scored when

Rutgers shortstop Carla Camino booted a

grounder by Peggy Bush.

The run gave the Minutewomen (21-8

overall and 10-0 in the Atlantic 10) a 2-0

lead and provided all the insurance UMass'
*« i« k !_ . iJ«A.-kJ A A-Av* f V\£k cramA a

first batter reached on a throwing error by

Aprile in the first, the senior set down the

next 21 Rutgers batters in a row and

recorded her fifth career solo no-hitter.

The win increased Aprile's record to 7-

1, and gives her the UMass team record in

career wins with 65. She struck out four

and walked none.
^

"I think it's absolutely outstanding,

UMass coach Elaine Sortino said of

Marean's record. "It's a remarkable feat. I

think the saddest thing for me is that

being postponed to yesterday's Patriot s

Dayhohday.
UMass scored the first run m the lirst

inning when Marean walked and was

doubled home by Kuchinskas.

In the second game UMass' Darlene

Clafley entered the seventh inning with a

one-hit shutout, but settled for a four-hit,

2-1 victory. She has won eight games in a

row and now has a record of 9-2.

UMass went up 1-Ointhefirstas Rachel

Lawson walked with one out and was

sacrificed to second by Marean. Camino

then dropped a pop-up by Kuchinskas,

CoUeflao photo by Jo«h Reynolds

Barbara Marean rounds first

men arujjfjcu a pu^f-up •jj •— aiicr Dreai^ii g

putting runners at first and second. Peggy gecutive game hit streak yesier-

Bush then singled in Lawson. day against Rutgers.

In the sixth inning Lawson doubled
ofRhode Island because oflast

and pinch-runner A^gyla Brumm wentto
Jj!^";^;^;^^"^^^^

third on a single by Marean^ The h^t
:f^^^2 against Rutgers was supposed

t:ri^ZZ:!^-\^ZZ\T:.r. » Sa^turday bu^was postponed to

'^TJiSerrt'ad^uWe'^aTd^^
^'^^^fe^ns.vely we were brilliant." Sortino

CoUc«lan pbolo hy Jo«h Reynold*

The Softball team swept Rutgers in yesterday's double-header, to

remain in first place in the Atlantic 10.

the seventh to make the score 2-1 but

could manage no more.

The Minutewomen have nowwon seven

in a row and have won 19 of their last 20

games. They had not played since last

Tuesday's doubleheader sweep of the

said of her teams two undamaging errors

in the two games. "The layoffshowed up at

the plate. We were hitting the ball, but

right at people. We're at the point where

we need to be playing every couple of

days."

remain in first place in the Atlantic 10. "IJiX \ t £\^
Baseball sweeps Hawks, headed to A-lUs
By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

It was a grev and overcast Easter weekend at Lorden

Field and for the University of Massachusetts baseball

team the main course was hawk.

The St. Joseph's Hawks that is, as the Minutemen ( 1»-

11 9-3 in the Atlantic 10) swept a four game set from St.

Joe's. ( 13-21. 2-10 in the A-10» cUnching a spot in the A-

10 Championship's in Boyertown, PA.
, . -

•^e had a couple of good ballgames this weekend.

UMass coach Mike Stone said. "We got some great

pitching, and wejust have to swing the bat a little better.

UMass lefty Ron Villone (6-1) set the tone for the

weekend, holding the Hawks in check for most of the

game, striking out nine as UMass romped 7-1.

St. Joseph's drew first blood in the third inmng. as

Brian Obermeier poked a single through the hole at

second, stole second and came home when teammate

Tom Verratti blooped a Texas Leaguer to right.

Villone took over from there, retiring 13 of the last 14

batters he faced, while waiting for the sputtering Min-

uteman offense to get going.

He didn't have to wait long, as UMass put seven runs

on the board in the home half of the fourth, putting the

game out of reach.

A Greg LaRocca single got things started for the

Minutemen, and when Justin Howard laid down a per-

fect bunt, things started to get ugly for St. Joseph's.

Howard beat out the intended sacrifice, and as Hawk

player's and coaches argued the call with first base

umpire Kevin McGirk, heads-up base runningby LaRocca

put runners on first and third with none out.

Senior captain John Carelli followed with an RBI

single, scoring LaRocca as St. Joseph's starter Chuck

Malloy continued to struggle.

Howard was thrown out at third on what appeared to

be a botched hit-and-run, and Steve Corradi followed

with a walk that would have loaded the bases.

Malloy s next piUh was in the dirt, moving Carelli and

Corradi to second and third, before losingJeffJanuary on

a full count to load the bases.

Bill Knight followed, hitting a tailor made double play

ball at Hawk shortstop Marty Carey, who proceeded to

watch the ball go through the wickets for a 3-0 Minutemen

lead.
, , u J

OUveri struck out with Knight and January on board,

before Kevin Correa punched a single ofObermeier's glove

at second, plating January with the fourth UMass run.

Jay Dodig closed out the scoring for the Minutemen,

lining a three run shot over the fence m left, bringing

home Knight and Correa.

St Joseph's could get nothing going against Villone

after that, as he lowered his ERA to 1.49 while going the

distance for the Minutemen.

The St. Joseph's offense didn't fare much better in the

night cap, as UMass starter Rich Graham continued his

winning ways, striking out nine while giving up only four

hits to the punchless Hawk offense.

UMass got on the board first, scoring on another

booted double play ball by St. Joseph's.

Back to back one out singles by Kevin Correa and Jay

Dodig got thing's started for the Minutemen, and when

Obermeier's relay throw on the back end of the double

play pulled Jason Hamilton off the bag at first, Correa

scored putting UMass up 1-0.

St. Joseph's finally got toGraham in the sixth, as a two

out walk to Bill Weingartner proved costly for Graham.

Bill Weingartner followed with a looping double to

center thatUMass centerfielder Shaun Berrymen almost

made a sensational shoestring catch on, tying the game

at one apiece.

UMass countered with the game-winner in the bottom

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

CoUegian pltoto by Josh Rornokla

First baseman Jay Dodig had a homerun
this pastweekend asUMass swept St.Joseph's

in a 4-game series.
Howard was thrown out at third on wnai. appeareu w

^ ^

Lacrosse defeats Delaware for first road win
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian SUff

Business as usual for the University of

Massachusetts lacrosse team.

Mark Millon scored five goals — the

third time this season. Tom LoPresti was

solid in goal — in his seventh start. And

the Gorillas defeated the University of

Delaware . 1 8- 1 1— its fourth-straight win.

But, the unusual was the story, as the

Gorillas (6-2) won their first game away

from home after their only two losses were

at Loyola College and Brown University.

"Our first win on the road was an ac-

complishment," said UMass coach Ted

Garber. "Anytime you can get a win on

someoneelse'shome field— it's a big win."

The Gorillas never trailed after Mike

Cain (three goals, two assists) scored

unassisted at 4:58 in the first quarter to

put the Gorillas ahead, 2-1.

Rob Falvey's third goal of the game,

assisted by Wes Depp (two assists), at 6:06

in the fourth, extended the Gorillas 11-6

halftime lead to 14-6, the biggest margin

of the contest.

Delaware's John Wunder, assisted by

Tom Stanziale (team-high three goals and

four assists), scored at 6:35 in the fourth

which started a streak offour unanswered

Blue Hen goals injust under four minutes

and closed the score to 14-10.

However, the Gorillas went on to score

four of the next five goals in the game's

last four minutes, including Andy Fish's

first of the season.

"That's the kind of game it is," Garber

said of the Blue Hens' comeback run.

"That's what makes it interesting."

UMass led 13-6 at the end of the third

quarter.

"We can get better team defense for 60

minutes," Garber said after recording his

15th victory as a UMass coach. "They play

well in segments. They have a tendency to

let down and allow opportunities they

shouldn't."

After Delaware's Peter Deane scored

at 9:27 of the first period to bring the Blue

Hens (5-6) within one, 4-3, UMass' Kevin

O'Connor scored the first of five unan-

swered goals at 11:57 in the first.

Millon's five goals marked the fourth

time this season he has scored five or more

(he scored a career-high seven against

New Hampshire) and was the sixth time

in his career he has scored five goals in one

game.

Millon leads the Gorillas with 3 1 goals,

13 assists and 44 points and has scored a

goal in 21-8traight games. Thejunior from
Huntington, N.Y. has had two or more

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Weld faces
criticism
for tax error
By CECI CONNOLLY
Associated Press

BOSTON— Democrats say he's out of touch and his

improper— albeit unintentional— tax deduction proves

it.

Republicans say he's a straightforward guy with the

guts to take responsibility for an honest mistake.

But it was Gov. WiUiam Floyd Weld, Oxford Class of

'67, Harvard '66, and Harvard Law 70, who summed up

the political fallout of his tax gaffe best.

"It remains to be seen how much it will stick to my
ribs," the wealthy Republican said in a news conference

Tuesday. "But this is not a good opener" to seeking higher

office.

Returning fi*om a week-long vacation in Virginia,

Weld fielded questions on how and why he deducted too

much mortgage interest.

The tax returns the governor and his wife Susan

Roosevelt Weld released last week showed they paid no

federal taxes on $166,277 in income last year. The couple

was expecting a $21,000 refimd, the total amount with-

drawn from their paychecks or sent to the IRS in estimated

tax payments throughout the year.

After reports of a possible error, Weld reviewed the

numbers with his accountant. Tuesday he promised to

file an amended return and "cut a check" to the federal

government for at least $10,000 for 1991 and somewhat

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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IT MUST BE SPRING — Kids and ice cream mean warm weather has arrived. Eileen

Rosa, Eddy Smith and Shanda Rose en^oy Ben & Jerr'ys yesterday outside the Student

Union.

Engine fire halts USAir take-off at LaGuardia
By PAT MILTON
Associated Press

NEW YORK — An engine fire on a

USAirjetliner at La Guardia Airport forced

the pilot to abort takeoff Tuesday and

evacuate the plane, airport officials said.

None of the 44 passengers or seven

crew members aboard Flight 2902, a Bos-

ton-bound Boeing 727, was iiyured in the

6:45 a.m. incident, said Paul Laude, a

spokesman for the Federal Aviation Ad-

ministration.

They were evacviated by chutes for the

jet, then taken by bus back to the termi-

nal, said Paula Porcello, an FAA spokes-

woman.
The airport was closed for about an

hour and a half.

FAA spokesman Bob Fulton said the

plane was rolhng down the runway just

before takeoff, but couldnt have been

traveling very fast since the pilot was able

to brake safely. He said he didn't know
how fast it was going.

The pilot aborted takeoff after feeling

vibrationsand experiencing a loss ofpower

,

Fulton said.

Porcello said an investigator hota the

National Transportation Safety Board was

at the scene.

La Guardia was the site of a deadly

crash March 22, when a Fokker F-28 —
also USAir — crashed on takeoff in a

snowstorm, killing 27 people.

USAir took over the northeast shuttle

two weeks ago, and airline spokesman

Stuart Benzal said the jet was one of the

former Trump Shuttle fleet.

Sgt. Michael Maiorano, one of three

Port Authority policemen who were the

first to respond to the scene, said the

plane was stopped on runway No. 4 when
they arrived.

Maiorano said the pilot had activated

an on-board fire suppression system to

douse the engine fire, but moments after

the ofBcers got there the fire reignited.

"I saw flames and smoke coming out of

the engine," said Lt. Kevin Ward, one of

the officers who accompanied Maiorano.

He said they immediately began
spraying foam on the engine and radioed

the tower.

The tower then radioed the pilot, who
ordered the pl^uie evacviated, Maiorano

said.

A passenger on the flight, Belgium

nativeTom Swartele, 49, ofMahwah, N.J.,

said that the plane started to roll down

the runway to take off and about 16 to 20

seconds later the pilot put on the brakes

and the plane came to a halt.

Swartele said just prior to the pilot

applying the brakes, he heard a "popping

sound in the left engine."

Another passenger, Massachusetts

businessman Sam Sherwood, told a re-

porter in Boston that he thought the pop-

ping sound was a tire blowing.

Swartele said the evacuation slides

immediately opened and the passengers

deplaned and "everyone was remarkably

quiet and csdm."

Maiorano said there was turbine bear-

ing failure in the engine, which caused it

to stop. That's what caused the popping

noise, Maiorsuio said.

He said the engine stopping created

fiiction and that's what started the fire.

GLB launches awareness week
Speakerpursues legal recognition ofhis marriage

CoUaglaB photo hf CtarUtopltnr Evan*

Craig Dean speaks on the Student Union
steps at an LBG Awareness week rally.

By KENDRA WILLETT
CoUegisin Correspondent

Although the media has begim to focus on the more

positive aspects of the homosexual community, the fight

for equality is long and hard, according to Craig Dean,

keynote speaker at a rally to kick off GLB Awareness

Week.
Approximately 50 people attended the rally held on

the Student Union steps yesterday at noon to initiate a

week long series of events to raise awareness of gays,

lesbians and bisexuals.

Ali Woolwich, treasurer for the Lesbian Bisexual Gay
AUianceopened at the podium and introduced the speaker.

Dean is currently involved in an attempt to get legal

recognition ofhismarriage to Patrick Gill in Washington,

DC.
Dean said that when this week is over he hopes that

gay, lesbian and bisexual people will realize they are not

alone.

Together we can make equal rights a reahty for all

people," Dean said, reminding the audience that the

main theme of this week is awareness.

Dean travels to colleges and universities spreading

the message that gas^s and lesbians need to stand up for

their rights as citizens in this country.

Dean said he finds irony in having to rally for this

issue in a country committed to equahty.

The objective is to "celebrate diversity" and put an end

to the fact that "gays and lesbians that are treated as

second class citizens in this country," said Dean.

Dean also stated the fact that one third of all teen-age

suicides is related to the oppression felt when a teenager

cannot be honest about his or her sexual orientation.

Dean bebeves ifthis awareness helps to prevent even

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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A Holocaust survivor tells his story.
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UMass Softball shortstop Barbera

Marean's 26-game hitting streak is the

longest in NCAA softball history.

WEATHER
Those Mayflowers had better be good,

because April showers are back. It'll be

breezy and mild with temps in the 60's, but

there's a chance ofthunderstorms. Don't

hide under a tree.
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Undergraduate Teaching

Assistantships Available

Department of

Mathematics and Statistics

$600.00 a senfiester for

approximately 10-12 hours

a week.

Further information and application

forms see Diane Davis

Room 1622 Lederle GTWR.

FYIs are public service announcements that run each

Monday, Wednesday and Friday for campus and local

non-profit organizations. Due to space constraints, the

Collegian cannot print all FYIs submitted and no an-

nouncement can be repeated.

To submit an FYI, please send a press release with all

pertinent information to the Collegian c/o the News
Editor. FYIs cannot be taken over the phone.

Wednesday, April 22

Theatre— Taming of the Shrew (With a Twist)" will

be playing April 23-25 at 8 p.m. and April 26 at 2 p.m. at

the East Street Studio Theater, 47 East Street, Hadley.

General Admission is $5, and $3 for students and senior

citizens. Call 546-0989 for more information.

Special Event — MASSPIRG and the Residential

Recycling Program will be sponsoring special activities

all day to celebrate Earth Day at the Campus Pond and

Campus Center. Call 545-0199 for more information.

Collision causes
$1000 in damages
Compiled By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

A vehicle traveUing north on Curry HicksWay collided

with another vehicle exiting a parking lot Friday morn-

ing. The operator was cited for failure to use care in

starting and operating without a license. The estimated

amount of damage to both vehicles is $1000.

An unidentified 33 year-old man was observed by

pohce officers staggering on North Pleasant St. Saturday

night. Subsequently he was placed into protective cus-

tody.

ARRESTS
• Kevin A. Ranney, 30, ofNorthampton, was arrested

Friday night on Presidents Drive and charged with

breaking and entering into a motor vehicle, larceny from

a motor vehicle, and malicious or wanton injuries to a

real person, property and vandahsm.

LARCENY
• A man reported Friday afternoon that checks were

stolen from his room in Kennedy Residence hall. One of

the checks was cashed at a supermarket, and police said

the matter is under investigation.

• A man reported Friday morning that his wallet,

containing $60, was stolen from hisjacket which was left

in a doorway at Boyden Gymnasium.
• A women reported Friday afternoon that her wallet,

containing $20, was stolen out of her backpack in

Goessman Laboratory.

Thursday, April 23

Rally — The Coalition to Promote Sexual Assault

Awareness and the Everywoman's Center are sponsor-

ing a March and Rally today in Amherst. Call 545-0883

for more information.

Lecture — The historian Gary Y. Okihiro will be

speaking on "Perils ofthe Body and the Mind" at 8 p.m..

in the Babbott room ofthe Octagon at Amherst College.

'

Concert— 20/20 Vision, a new environmental student

organization, will sponsor a concert. Sleepy Head will

open for Flux and Zen Under Fire at the Hatch. Admis-

sion is free with a letter to your congressperson issued at

the door!

Friday, April 24

SpecialEvent

—

The 57th Armual Bay State Livestock

Classic will be held today from 6 - 9 p.m. at the Hadley

Farm on North Maple Street in Hadley. Free admission.

Prank robbery
busted by police
BEDFORD (AP) — Two teen-agers who said

they planned to stage a mock robbery as a prank on

their co-workers at a fast food restaurant face

disorderly conduct charges, poUce said.

Bedford police surrounded a car in a parking lot

at a McDonald's restaurant Sunday night after

receiving reports that two men sitting in the car

were wearing ski masks.
After five poUce officers approached the car

with guns drawn, the two Bedford High School

students inside told them they worked at the

restaurant and were planninga fake robbery there

.

The students, aged 17 and 18, were not arrested,

said Bedford Police Sgt. Robert DAuria. The teen-

agers' names were not released.

Police were planning to file charges against the

two Wednesday, Bedford PoUce Sgt. David Porter

said Tuesday.
They're lucky they weren't ii\jured or that no

one else was ir\jured. It could have been a real

nightmare," D'Auria told the Sun of Lowell.

The students did not have masks on as police

approached, but the pair had the masks, plastic

guns, bandannas and sunglasses on their laps, he

said.

"It could have been bad news had they gotten

out of the car with the gims," said D'Auria. "One

looked like a machine pistol. The other one, for-

tunately, was pink and looked like a water gun."

Now the lifesrylc you've been waiting for...
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BOLTWOOD
MARKET
Stock Up C3t

Downtown Amtierst's
Only Market Featuring:

Fresh Produce $ Groceries

Meats # Service Deli

'Rike the bus & come see us!

(Bdchertown Rd. & South Amh^nt Bus Routes)

253-9081 • Open Monday - Saturday 9-7

17 Kellogg Ave. (Behind Barts)

Round Tnpt fr-om N«w York Starting ic

LONDON 390
MADRID 593
MOSCOW 595
UMA 470
BARANOUILA 450
HONGKONG 849
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If You Plan To Take a Prep Course for the

GMAT, GRE, LSAT or MCAT at Home This

Summer, GO HOME TO RONKIN!

With 1 55 Centers Nationwide, there's a great chance that there

will be a Ronkin Center close to you this summer. If you're

serious about gaining the competitive edge in grad school

admissions and making good use of your time off this summer,

there's no better way than with Ronkin Total Test Prep.

Call the Ronkin Center in Amherst today to reserve a place in

a class for the summer. We will make sure you get into the

course of your choice. This is just another reason why we say...

... We'll Make Sure You Make It!

Call:

549-4010 XI. :<
150 Fearing St.

Amherst

Leaving school has
never been so easy
It's not surprising that so many students move with Ryder. We've got sturdy, dependable

trucks in all sizes; all with power steering, air conditioning, and AM/FM Stereo-Most

arc automatic. Plus, Ryder can help out with boxes, hand trucks, even moving tips.

And we're easy on the wallet, loo!

CALL YOUR LOCAL RYDER DEALER AT:

Amherst 549-0010 • Northampton 585-6364 • Northampton 586-9365

So call us. Because while college may not always be a breeze, getting out of it can be.

<g)

*25 OFF
ANY ONE WAY RENTAL

»10 OFF
ANY LOCAL RENTAL

Not valid with any other discount or offer
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Local
Holocaust survivor
to share his story

CoUeffian Photo By Joch Reynold*

THE MEEK MAY INHERIT THE EARTH —But they won't get

the ball, as illustrated by a group of basketball players in

Orchard Hill. Yesterday's weather brought many outside for fun

and games.

By DAVID MOHEBAN
Collegian Correspondent

For Stephan Ross, the six digit tatoo

branded on his arm is a constant reminder

that the Holocaust happened.

Tonight, beginninga series ofHolocaust

Memorial Events, Ross will share his story

of struggle and survival of how he was
incarcerated atthe age ofnineand survived

10 Nazi concentration camps.

"I have been speaking for a number of

years to young people to get the message

across. . . the message of the Holocaust,

man's inhumanity to man, and to recall

the years of captivity which led to degra-

dation, despair, pain, anguish, torture,

starvation and death," Ross said.

OnApril29,1945,attheageofl4,Ro8s

was liberated from Dachau. At the age of

17, orphaned, functionally illiterate and

in poor health, he arrived in the United

Stetes. With help from the United States

Government's Committee for Homeless

Children, he was oriented to his new
country.

Through hard work and perseverance,

Ross continued his formal education and
earned three degrees.

A licensed psychologist, Ross has

worked for the city ofBoston for the last 33

years, providing guidance and counseling

to inner-city youths.

Ross speaks about the Holocaust often,

hoping to increase awareness of the Ho-

locaust through education. "We must at

£dl costs go out and impress it upon our

young people so that they will be informed

of the horrors of the heinous crimes com-

mitted by a civilized people," he said.

The Holocaust was an unprecedented

tragedy which eliminated an entire cul-

ture, ethnicity, history and religion fix)m

Europe. This tragedy has to be talked

about since there was no other tragedy

such as this one.

"I can only share a fraction of my ex-

periences with young people but it is

something for them to rememberhowmen
could be cruel to each other," Ross said.

"The entire world and governments

stood by and didn't lift a finger to prevent

the gassingand burning ofinnocent people.

Our objective is to speak about it and let

the world know we will never tolerate

another Holocaust. My people left me to

carry on the message that never again can

we tolerate such a murderous event."

Ross will be speaking tonight, April 22.

in Campus Center 101 at 7:30 p.m.

Ride-A-Thon to aid disabled
Program offers horseback riding as physical therapy

By KRISTEN LAMBERT
Collegian Correspondent

The Pioneer Valley Therapeutic Riding Association

knows that horseback riding is more than just fun— it's

a form of therapy for many disabled individuals.

The PVTRA will be holding its 8th Annual Ride-A-

Thon this Sunday at Wendell State Forest in Wendell,

MA. The participants are sponsored by individuals or

businesses to ride a three or fifteen mile trail, and all

proceeds will go directly to PVTRA.
"We'd love to have anyone participate, and all the

proceeds go to this program. It's a very important program

and if anyone could help, it's a wonderful cause," said

PVTRA director Patricia Barry.

The Ride-A-Thon will benefit adults and children with

disabilites who use PVTRA as therapy. The PVTRA is a

non-profit organization which provides therapeutic

horseback riding for the disabled. PVTRA is certified by

the North American Riding for the Handicap Association

(NARA ), a nationwide organization for therapeutic riding.

Therapeutic riding is a method of physical therapy

which uses the horses' motions to relax and use muscles

the person doesn't normally use. It stimulates nerves as

well as muscles for further movement, and forces the

disabled person to use proper posture to position him or

herself correctly on the horse.

"The people can actually feel the difference, and this

creates improvement while having fun," said Barry.

She encourages people with cerebral palsy to take

advantage of this opportumty. The therapy is done in

conjunction with a physical therapist to help patients

with their movement.
Barry has been involved with PVTRA for almost four

years and says she gets more out of it than she puts in.

"I really get a lot out of this through the gams I see in

the people, whether mentally or physically, and I really

believe in this program because it's so beneficial," she said.

Pat, like some of the people in the program, has a

minor disablity and says the program has helped her

severe scoliosis feel better after riding.

BecausePVTRA is a non-profit organization, it depends

on the annual event to raise money. This is open to the

public with a minimum $25 pledge contribution. For

anyone who raises more than $50, there will be a special

prize.

Riders will ha /e an option to have their horses judged

by Dr. George Howe, a professor in the department of

veterinary and animal sciences. There will be prizes

awarded in this competition injunior and senior divisions.

Cabo Verde culture celebrated
^Awareness Week^ examines history, culture, issues

By EVELYN A. DE JESUS
Collegian Staff"

With the purpose of showing the UMass' community

about Cape Verdean history, culture and different issues

concerning Cape Verdeans in general, the Cape Verdean

Students Alliance is sponsoringCape VerdeanAwareness

Week this week through Saturday, April 25.

The Cape Verdean Student Alliance is one of the

ALANA organizations on campus and in the Five College

Area promoting Cape Verdean culture.

"The Cape Verdean Student Alliance has been im-

portantoncampus, because ithas providedan opportunity

for Cape Verdeans and other students to examine the

history of Cabo Verde and the problems Cape Verdeans

face in and outside of Cabo Verde," said Emmanuel

Femandes, senior and political science major.

Every week night up to Saturday there will be different

afctivities on Cape Verdean culture.

Wednesday, April 22 A panel discussion titled

"Different cultures within the Cape Verdean culture,"

will be held in Campus Center Room 174-76 at 7 p.m.

Thursday, April 23 A Cape Verdean Musical Video

featuring interviews with Cape Verdean musicians will

be shown in Campus Center Room 174-76 at 7 p.m.

Friday, April 24 Cape Verdean Dance Troupe:

Tchabeta from Madison Park High School in Boston,MA

They will perform in Campus Center Room 174-76 at 7

p.m.

On Saturday, April 25, "Cape Verdean Awareness

Day" will be celebrated. This year, the day will be dedi-

cated to Cape Verdean professionals.

"The day will include Carlos Silva, the ambassador

from CaboVerde in Washington, a panel ofCape Verdean

professionals, a fashion show, a shde presentation, Cape

Verdean folk music and more," said Malk Gomes, presi-

dent of the Cape Verdean Student Alliance andjunior in

communications and theater.

Acoording to Gomes, there will be a dinner buffet of

Cape Verdean cuisine and a dance premiering Os Pecos,

a live Cai>e Verdean band.

"Our group is opened to Cape Verdeans bom in Cabo

Verde, the United States, and the many other countries

which our people have emigrated to over the last two

centuries. Maybe you [students] have been afraid to

attend the meetings becuase you do not know about your

culture, speak the language, have lost touch with the _

culture or are confiised about what it means to be a Cape

Verdean," Gomes said. "Whatever the case may be, we

are not here tojudge anyone, because that is not what we

are about."

Gomes said that he would like to have this opportunity

to invite other Cape Verdeans on campus to become

members ofthe Alliance and keep the organization alive.

"Believe it or not, there are more Cape Verdeans on

this campus as you might think," he said.

Gay couple
sues to marry
By OLIVIA STEWART-LIBERTY
Collegian Staff

Craig Dean, a 29-year-old lawyer, met Patrick

Gill in 1986. The two are now in the process of

suing the government ofWashington D.C. in order

to obtain eligibility for a marriage license.

Dean told an audience some 50 strong last night

in the Campus Center that he and Patrick Gill will

go ahead with the marriage before a minister ofthe

church, even if their lawsuit with the government

fails.

While no place in the world legalizes same-sex

marriage, Dean said, "Washington D.C. is flagrantly

violating their own law" by barring legal marriage

from same-sex couples.

The ban goes against state constitutional and

human rights laws ofthe city, Dean said, citing the

1977 State Human Rights Act which bars sexual

discrimination. The Washington D.C. Marriage

Rights state that only polygamous and incestuous

marriages are prohibited, he said.

"Why bother?" asked Dean, replying thathe has

documented over 100 different marriage rights

unavailable to homosexual couples. He gave ex-

amples of several of these, firom hfe insurance to

health insurance, from disability plans to taxation

preference, exemption and refunding.

"Perhaps [they think] we are not as valid or

sincere, and don't deserve what heterosexual re-

lationships deserve," Dean said.

Craig Dean and Patrick Gill have appeared

twice on Donahue and once on Oprah Winfrey's

show, have participated in numerous radio and

television interviews, and have had many speak-

ing engagements at schools around the coimtry,

Dean said.

"One ofthe most gratifying things to have come

out of all this publicity is the letters," Dean said,

adding that he has answered over 3,000 letters.

"The number one cause of death among
American teenagers," said Dean, "is suicide, a

third ofwhich are due to sexual orientation." Dean

said his fi^uent radio and television appearances

have given many of those teenagers hope, and he

spends most time answering letters from them.

Following a court hearing in July 1991, Dean

and Gill's marriage license was denied. As a result.

Dean maintains that he lost his job. The couple are

continuing to press for a license.

"We will take it all the way," Dean said.

"D.C. was paying my unemployment benefit,"

Dean said, adding "They were supplementing me
to sue them."

Dean describes himself as self-employed, rais-

ing funds for the Equal Marriage Rights Fund. He
says thathe "goes on with the knowledge thatwhat

I'm doing is right."
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Weld
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

less for 1990.

Others criticized Weld for taking advantage of huge

deductions by giving to charities such as Harvard Uni-

versity and Middlesex School.

"He deserves praise for his candor," saidJames Braude,

head of the Tax Equity Alliance of Massachusetts and a

frequent Weld critic. "But if he could trade places with

the guy from California who bounced 900 checks at the

House bank, I think he would."

Braude and others said Weld faces lingering cnticism

he cannot relate to the concerns of the average working-

This is the kind ofthing people rememberway beyond

any policy problem," said Democratic analyst Dan Payne.

Payne, who helped create a highly successful com-

mercial criticizing gubernatorial candidate Steven Pierce

for failing to file tax returns, said he and other consult-

ants will tuck this episode away for future fodder.

-This wrill come back to knock him on the back of the

GLB

CoUeciiui photo by Jo«h Raymoldi

TOUCHE — Amy Alison, sophomore zool-

ogy m^or, is foiled by Neal Goldenberg,

freshman business m^jor in front of Totman.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

one youth from committing suicide then it is a

^^"^"^^e must all sUnd up and look America straight

in the eye " said Dean, referring to his fight for

equality in trying to legahze his mamage. ^

"I shall not die at the hands ofhomophobes, said

Dean in response to the negative reaction he has

1&C6Q

Demands forimmediate equality in all aspects of

life were also stressed as Dean talked of a march

planned for Washington, D.C. in 1993.

"Our cause is one ofjustice, and we must reclaim

the spiritual justice that we were bom with," Dean

said. .,

Woolwich said that for the past two years the

LBGA hasbeen responsible for organizing the events

that take place during Awareness Week.

"The purpose is to encourage a safe campus

environment for LBG studenU and decrease igno-

rance and fear related to these issues, Woolwich

Issue-specific speakers, workshops and cultural

and social events have been scheduled to "combat

heterosexism andhomophobia which is so prevalent

in our society," said Woolwich.
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ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR THE BEST COURSE AT UMASS?

BE A PART OF... Cp^j^^/j
Peer Health Education ^S;^

(Public Health 213 / Education 4 213)

(combtnas Peer Sexuality Educ/Ateohd and drug Educ/Peer Health Educ)

Interactive - Dynamic - Challenging

Peer Health Education OfTers:^

• Current Theories and Facts

Open Discussion of Sensitive Issues

Practical Experience

• A Chance to Teach

• Personal Learning

All of these and more ...

One of the best experiences

you will ever have at UMASS!
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Register fon
PUBLIC HEALTH 213 Schedule #611348

EDUCATION 4 213 Schedule #229523

3 credit course - Meets WednejwJays 4:00 - 6:30 pm

2 semester course commitment - For more information and

pcrmis.sion of in.structor call the Health Education Office at

549-2671 cxt 181.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE ...

HEALTH • DIETING • STRESS • STDS • BODY IMAGE • IIIV/AIDS • PECKS
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Editorial/Opinion
1^ opin,ons on this page a., .hose of *e individual writer or canoonist. and do no. necessarily .epiesen. tt,e views of the Collegian or^ Univeisity unless oU.env.se noted.

Not just another headache
For everyone, life can become hectic.

And everyone gets headaches. I thought,

Uke you, that headaches are far from un-

usual, until now!

My roommate, Hectic Hector, (I penned

this nickname for him because he is al-

ways under a lot ofstress, always up at six

at the computer workingon achievements,

giving me guilt-ridden sleep) came home

the other day looking wrong. He looked at

me blankly and said, with a wave of the

hand, "The chickens. . . outside. . .
they're

all gone."

While this was unlike him, I thought

little of it and remained where I was.

Hector slumped in front ofhis computer as

usual and began to brush the screen im-

patiently with his hand. The computer,

Ari. .
.
" he mumbled distractedly.

Ari Vais

'No' and 'stop' mean what they say
I am writing this in response to Sheri L.

Stroffe's letter [Collegian, April 14] about

the issues of rape and sexual harassment

on campus. I agree with her that the

names of accused rapists should be made

pubUc. It would benefit a lot of people —
but what about protection from men who

havent committed the crime yet, but will?

Here's a name for you — [accused

rapist's name withheld at editor's discre-

tion). 1 was raped by him in December of

1991_ the first semester ofmy freshman

year. I did not ask for it. I said no and I said

stop repeatedly. I cried uncontrollably as

he raped me three times — digitally,

vaginally and orally .The poUcewere called

and I filed charges. The state prosecuted

him because what he did to me was wrong.

I'm happy to say that the UMass poUce

and Health Services did an excellent job.

They knew exactly what they were doing

and they were extremely supportive and

sympathetic.

Women— ifyou say no, he has to stop.

You have every right to say no — no

matter what. If he doesn't stop, this is

rape and please don't be afraid to teU! 1

understand the feelings of guilt, shame

and confusion. I experienced them myself.

Butyou have to realize thatyou did nothing

wrong! You were violated!

The more people report this crime, the

more society will come to understand and

realize what a terrible crime and what an

awful problem date rape actually is. I had

a lot of support, but there are a lot of

women out there who don't know where to

turn. Go to the police, call a hotline or seek

counseling, but don't go through this try-

ing time alone! The only way we can begin

to conquer this problem that happens so

often is to stand up for ourselves and

report this crime.

There are sympathetic men out there

who know sex is an act of love, and who

would never think offorcing a girl to have

sex. There might also be men reading this

who don't realize that they've committed

rape. Sex is a mutual display ofcaring and

love. It must be consentual. Rape is an act

of domination and violence — it is not a

sexual act. Guys — if a woman says no^

youmust stop. "T^Io" does not mean"maybe"

or "okay." "Stop" does not mean "keep

going."A woman has the right to say no at

any time, regardless ofwhat was going on

previously.

Also, you must realize that rape is not

just vaginal intercourse. Under law, ifyou

perform digital intercourse, oral sex or

unnatural sex (any penetration with a

foreign object) on a woman against her

will, you have just raped her. If a woman

says no, you have to stop! Ifyou don't stop,

not only will it affect the woman in many

different ways for the rest of her life, but

you are committing a crime — breaking

the law — and you can get into a lot of

trouble!

Although the physical act of rape may

not last very long, everything about the

woman's life gets turned upside-down and

she has to start over and rebuild every

aspect of her life. So women— be careful,

and if this happens, report it. Guys —
have some sense and no matter what her

intentions might have seemed before, once

a woman says no that means you have to

stop, for our sake and yours.

Name withheld at author's request

"What of it?" I asked.

"I want it. . . on. I'd like it on." I turned

his computer on for Hector and asked him

what was the matter. Hector was always

the organized, the together one and

frankly, I was at a loss.

Hector rubbed his pate, but I didn't

realize he had a headache because he

didn't look pained when he rubbed it. Just

confused. Even if I did realize that he had

a headache, I would not have thought

much of it. Would you?

"I just can't seem to find it!" he told me

honestly, slapping out a crescendo of

random letters onto his screen. I knew

then there was something awry.

"Hector, tell me, what's happened?This

isn't like you." He looked at me and shook

his large head, tears swelUng in his eyes.

"The chickens," he tried to explain, "the

(expletive] chickens — gone. But it's out-

side . What I need is outside .' With that, he

stood, went to the refrigerator and placed

his notebooks inside leaving the dooropen

before heading outside again into the

pouring rain. I followed him.

He was looking to the sky and mutter-

ing something aboutJuha Child. "Nothing

on the TV but Child and ads. Child and

ads. Ads and Child."

I had grown more than a little alarmed.

"Hector, for God's sake, what are you

babbUng about? What's wrong?!"

He grabbed my shoulders and kissed

my forehead. "Feeling all funny," he said,

"right here," and kissedmyforehead again.

I suggested that we call his mother, who

he always phones when it all becomes too

much.
"No," he said in deep yet distracted

angst, "it's useless. I'm no saint. I'm not

the Pope, Ari, ya know?"

I told him that I knew and begged him

to come inside and perhaps take a nap. He

said one more thing about the missing

chickens, pointed at the sky and collapsed

into the wet mud. The rain kept faUing.

He wasmy fiiend and I called an ambu-

lance. Hector is okay now. Itwas a migraine

headache. A migraine headache so severe

it caused him no pain, only a loss of his

personality as we all knew it. People often

getthem when they start to see themselves

and life as terribly serious.

These migraines and self-importance

are like feudingbrothers. Ifyou never stop

and smell the roses, they'll find you and

theyll force you to reveal your true nature

to those who may not want to see it,

including yourself

Yes, you're important, life is serious.

But it is also demented, ironic, hilarious.

And you are goofy and a bit amusing

yourself. Forget this,even for a shortwhile

,

and you may be next. Migraine headaches

— fear them!
Ari Vais is a Collegian columnist

Fire safety is everyone's concern
The Ed/Op page of the Collegian on

April 14 contained a very moving letter

ftt)m Michelle Pirog, who lost her brother

Jay tragically in a fire just over a year ago

in downtown Amherst.

In the closing of her letter, Ms. Pirog

urges everyone who lives in dorms, resi-

dential housing and student housing to

check and be sure that the fire safety

equipment is present and operating.

The University residence hall system

began a systematic fire safety improve-

ment program in 1978. At the time every

residence hall room and all apartments

were equipped with hard-wired smoke

detectors.

Many other fire safety improvements

have been made, including the installation

of additional sprinkler systems, new fire

alarms and hallway system smoke detec-

tors. Residents also need to do their part

in fire safety. By not creating hazards

within the residence halls. By not tam-

pering with or damaging fire safety

equipment, and discouraging others from

doing so.

By not pulling false fire alarms ana

discouraging others from this dangerous

and illegal activity, and most importantly

by learning how to prevent fires and what

to do in case offire. Environmental Health

and Safety is available to address the

campus community's fire safety concerns.

Ms. Pirog's letter speaks a very sincere

message about fire safety and responsi-

bility. We should all heed these words, so

that we can do our part in preventing the

tragic consequences of fire.

David J. Beaudin

Assoc. Fire Prevention Officer

Tiirn off that television and discover the great outdoors
-L U.X XX V/XX VA**^

vallov and surrounding areas. _valley and surroimding areas

There is simply no end to places to visit. There are

nev^TeiToYplIces Uke Mt. Sugarloai. Mt. Toby
"';;;;-h;nrLToptio;iolher than the main trail beautifiil ^^ sj^l^^ed wate^^^^^ -«^^^

SrlS^rryPondlorWendellStateFor^t.'IWpla^s^ ^SStep^k^ng fee.A veJypoUte ranger at the main trail <f^ZZ^^^^nZf^n^x^r^^^
alongwithmanyothers,areal lo<^todwi h,na^^^^^

Tead Jl gladl? give you a small trail map. then you are d-J^f-fX^r^.T^t cnl-Tossed with every-

It has come to my attention that so^^^^ y°"J^f7,*

never heard of places like Mt Sugarloai. Mt. Toby

rifrom c^pus! but ;:;; as beautifid and wild as

some of those posters hanging on your wall.

Te doesn't have to travel for hours to enjoy the

outdoors, nor does one have to be equipped to scale Mt

Everest to visit them.

ft-ee to choose from any of them.
., i. „

Just be prepared for quick, drastic weather changes

above the tree Une. Mt. Monadnock is 3.165 ft. above sea

^v^.o, -
level, and provides the cUmber with incredible views. On

erest to visit them. u t^^^ a clear dav one can see almost as far south as Amherst,

For a low-budget weekend what cojdd ^e^^
LdTsfS^ north as the southermnost tip of the White

than a walk by a woodland lake, without another

Quabbin Reservoir is criss-crossed with every-

thingfit)m abandoned roads to deer trails,just waiting

to explored by either foot or bicycle^uabbin is just a

few minutes to the east ofcampus. The Wendell State

Forest is prime mountain bike territory, with miles ot

dirt roads and trails. .

When you visit these places, I hope they remind

you of environmental issues, both positive and

negative, oflocal concern. Once you get out there and

find that special place you keep going back to, you

___^ might Uke to know if anything is going to affect it.

Allowfourorfivehoursf^a^undtripi^^^^^^^^^^^ aev^IrnToTo^rrrpCS^fSf^
time spent comm^umng with "^t^

«"^„«„^t?w ^?^« ^n^^ed about enviromnental issues than if you

Francis Zera

^on^nSght%oVa?lcnoise.andthesunsparkling

^"he water? What better way to restore your samty

nfti»r a week of classes? ...

4e^^8lmentionedareaUfreetovi8it,providxj^
youdon^tmindleavingyourcaroutsidethegateatMt

Sugarloaf and Wendell State Forest, as there IS a fee ^^^ _^ ^ .

charged for using the main entrance^
^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ mountain at any given time, but it is

There is always a "back waym , so to speak ifyou y ^^ ^^^.^ ^^^ the company

first obtain a trail map from someone at the park.
^ ^ ^^^^ ^^ Sugarloaf, although a little less

Simply don't use the main
f'^^^^l^^^^^^^^^^^ dramatic than Mt. Monadnock, provides sweeping views

There are usually more people ^^ the mmn «n^ances
^^.^^^^^^Uey, with lovely UMass offin the distance^

anyway, and you are after i^ace ^.^ q^je^'

^^^^^^^ Mt. Sugarloaf is even on the bus route and is free as long

Ahttle farther north on^"^
^0
V«^e ve^^

^J^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^, ^o miss tWs one.

Route 202 which runs through Amherst) m the tow^ y
complaint I hear, after homework, is that

of Jaffey, N.H., lies Mt. Monadnock The New
j^-^^^J^ to do around here ifone doesn't have any

Hampshire Park and Recreation Dept claims that there is no ng
^^^ ^^j^ ^o enlighten you allHampsm _ ^^ , _^^ ^,_^,^ ^^^^^ain money It ^^y «

of low-cost outdoor activities in theMrMonadnock is the second-most climbed
mountain

Jntheworld,withJapan'sMt.Fujiholdingthenumber

concerned about environmental issues than it you

simply read them somewhere. Just ask anyone who

spends a lot of time out in the woods, and the/11 tell

you the same.
, oi. * tr*u^

So get out there and enjoy yourselves! Shut offthe

tube puton your walking shoes, and eryoy all the area

has to offer. Leave the Walkman athome and Usten to

the trees. , ^

Now that spring is finally here, what are you

waiting for?

Francis Zera is a UMass student.
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Black Affairs
Black Student Union soon to become a reality
By MARTIN F. JONES
Collegian Staff

This Friday at 7 p.m., the Malcolm X Cultural Center

will become the site ofthe first ever Black Student Union

Constitutional Convention. At this convention, a delega-

tion of Black students at UMass will ratify a constitution

and formally esteblish the Black Student Union as a

recognized student organization on campus.

Freshman student Fabiola Narcisse, who has helped

coordinate the convention, says that the Black Student

Union shall "play a crucial role towards the future of

Black students at UMass." Narcisse, who is also hosting

the convention, will be one of the featured guests on Art

Jemison's weekly radio talk show "Reports in Color." The

show focuses on issues concerning the minority commu-

nity and will air tonight on WMUA at 6:30 p.m.

The idea of a Black Student Union has been discussed

frequently among Black students on campus durmg the

school year. At the beginning of this semester, a group of

students met at the MalcolmX to discuss issues concern-

ing the community. One issue that was placed on the

agenda was the establishment ofa Black Student Union.

Another meeting was sponsored by Narcisse and two

colleagues, Obed Alee and Dwight Henry, to discuss the

community response to a letter containing racial propa-

ganda which had been circulating in the local area. Once

again, it was decided then that the establishment of a

Black Student Union would "provide unity and strength

to the Black Community."
The Black Student Union will serve to represent the

entire Black student population on campus, according to

the coordinators ofthe convention. Presently the number

of Black undergraduate students at UMass numbers

approximately 400, or around 2.5 percent of the campus

population. The primary goal ofthe Black Student Union

is to bring this minority on campus closer together while

also working to help increase the enrollment of Black

students at UMass.
This organization will also serve as 8m umbrella for

almost 20 other Black organizations on campus. While

these organizations will remain autonomous, they vrill,

nevertheless play a significant role through their repre-

sentation within the Black Student Union.

Support for the Black Student Union has been strong

from others in addition to the Black students. Ric

Townes, of the Department of Academic Support Ser-

vices, has been a staunch supporter ofthe drive to create

the new orginization. Kevin Duffy, registrar of new

RSOs, called the Black Student Union "a great idea."

Newly elected SGA president Jennifer Wood also ex-

pressed her enthusiasm and pledged her support for the

organization. Following the convention, the constitution

ofthe Black Student Union will be reviewed for approval

by the Student Government Association and the Student

Activities Office.

The Black Student Union Constitutional Convention

is a formal event and all delegates are expected to wear

proper attire. The convention will also be video-taped by

Union Video Center.

Like Them That Dream
By SONDRA SUTTON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts de-

partment of theater tops off its spring

season with Edgar White's "Like Them
That Dream."

"Like Them That Dream" is a compel-

ling yet poetic drama about a black South

African pamter who flees Johannesburg

and finds himself on the streets of New
York City.

He is caught in a powerful struggle

between his conscience and the desire for

justice when he discovers the dying man
he is hired to care for is a retired member
of the South African secret police.

Nefertiti Burton is a second year

^aduate student in the department of

•heater. She will also direct "Like Them
rhat Dream."

Burton says she chose the play "be-

•ause of the richness of its characters, the

umeliness of its theme, and my own per-

sonal interest in events in South Africa."

Burton met playwright Edgar White in

1989. "I'm attracted to the poetic style of

liis language." she says. "I like plays that

leal with the real world — inclusive of

everyone."

Burton says she is drawn to playwrights

of color, but says, "Race doesn't have to be

an issue — I'm interested in the human
experience. This playjust happens to cross

racial lines."

In pursuing her MFA in directing,

Burton brings with her a wide range of

professional experience.

She is co-founder of Middle Passage

Educational and Cultural Resource

Company in Boston. Under this company

she began the Black Folks Theater Com-

pany — a theater established for black

actors and black issues in the Boston

area.

Burton has been involved in the New
World Theater including a feature role in

"Miss Ida B. Wells." Burton says she wants

to continue acting, directingand teaching.

"I want to widen my experiences by

working with people in differentcultures,"

she explains.

"Like Them That Dream' will be per-

formed in the Curtain Theater ofthe Fine

Arts Center, April 29-May 2, and May 5-9

at 8p.m., with an added matinee on May
2 at 2 p. m. Due to limited seating, advance

reservations are strongly recommended.

HISTORIC OPPORTUNITY - Black students at UMass will

convene the first ever Constitutional Convention for the estab-

lishment of a Black Student Union this Friday at the Malcolm X
Cultural Center.

Black Greeks to perform at annual step show
By MARTIN F. JONES
v^Uegian Staff

On Saturday May 2. 1992, the Beta-Beta Chapter of

Iota Phi TheU Fraternity will host its Seventh Annual

Umoja Greek Step Show. This year's event, which

promises to be the biggest show yet, starts at 7 p.m. and

will be held at the Fine Arts Center Auditorium.

The Step Show will consist ofperformances by all nine

Black Greek Organizations. The word "Umoja," which

forms the title of the event, is Swahili for "unity" and

describes the nature of the combined efforts of the or-

ganization which function to serve the community. The

following organizations will all be performing at the

Umoja Greek Step Show: SigmaGamma Rho, Omega Phi

BeU, Alpha Phi Alpha, Alpha Kappa Alpha, Iota Phi

Theta, DelU Sigma Theta, Kappa, Alpha Psi, Phi Beta

Sigma and Zeta Phi Beta.

The performances, called "stepping," are actually

synchronized dances which symbolize and demonstrate

the unity of people working together. James Roberts of

Iota Phi TheU says that "the step show shows a positive

outlook on Black people working together for the commu-

nity."

"The step show is a long tradition among Black Greeks

and stems from the dance rituals of African prayer

ceremonies," said Roberts. Each group has its own tra-

ditional "step" which identifies that group. Each group

will be competing for a cash prize and trophy.

The Umoja Greek Step Show, now in its seventh year,

is the annual highlight of Black Greek Activities in the

Five College area. The event was established in 1984 by

Iota Phi Theta Fraternity to give people a different

perspective of the Black Greeks.

"People are used to the stereotype ofGreeks always in

competition with each other," says Edgardo Mejias of

Iota Phi Theta Fraternity. Although the Greeks are

competing for a trophy in this year's Step Show, Mejias

says "it is a time for mutual respect and cooperation."

Another event that was co-sponsored by the Black

Greeks a "Unity Party" sponsored by Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority and Zeta Phi Beta Sorority. This event was a

charity benefit that raised over a thousand dollars for the

Amherst Survival Center.

In addition to the Umoja Greek Step Show, Iota Phi

Theta Fraternity also hosts and annual lip-synch contest,

and this semester, added its participation in the Latin

American Semi-Formal . Formed in 1963 at Morgan State

College in Baltimore. Iota Phi Theta Fraternity is the

youngest national Black Greek organization.

This year's Umoja Step Show has been dedicated to

the struggles of Black people against Aparthied in South

Africa. It's theme will be "None of us are free until all of

us are fi-ee."

Preceding the the step show there will be a performance

by the Bamidele Dancers and Drummers, which special-

ize in traditional African dancing.

Rafael Rose, another member of Iota Phi Theta, cited

the importance of the Umoja Greek Step Show. This
event is bringing everyone together," he said.

Yd, Yd, Yd, Yo, What's Up!
By SONDRA SUTTON
Collegian Staff

The end of April and the beginning of May contain

many up and coming events sponsored by and for

students of color. The organizations involved in these

events have worked very hard on them. Let's show

them that we appreciate their time and effort by

appearing at these events.

Wednesday, April 22

The Cape Verde Student Alliance presents a panel

discussion, "Different Cultures within the Cape
Verdean Culture." CC Rm 174-76, begins at 7 p.m.

Thursday, April 23

Cape Verdean Musical Video: Featuringinterviews,

and music with famous Cape Verdean musicians. CC
Rm 174-76, begins at 7 p.m.

Friday, April 24

The University of Massachusetts Black Student

Union presents their Constitutional Convention. It will

be held in the Malcolm X Center at 7 p.m. sharp!

Cape Verdean Dance Troupe, "Tchabeta", from Madi-

son High School in Boston. CC Rm 174-76, begins 7 p.m.

NSBE, National Society ofBlack Engineers, present a

Hip-Hop House and Reggae party at the X with Uraass's

own DJ Knock-Out.
Saturday, April 25

The ANACAONA cultural center vdll be having a

party at the X.

Monday, April 27

PAN HELLENIC presents a forum explaining the

function ofBlack Greeks on campuses, "Are Black Greeks

Needed?" 8-11 p.m. in the Gorman Ivounge.

Tuesday, April 28

PHI BETA SIGMA presents a "Black Professional

Forum", explaining African Americans need to change

appearance to make it in white corporate America. 8 p.m.

in the Gorman Lounge.

Wednesday, April 29
The Black Mass Communications Project presents

a forum, "Turning Obstacles into Opportunity." It will

be held at the Malcolm X Center, and will begin at 7

p.m. sharp!

"Like Them That Dream" at The Curtain Theater
in the Fine Arts Center, 8 p.m.

Friday, May 1

DELTA SIGMA THETA will have their annual
"Dollar Jam" in the Southside RM.

Sattu'day, May 2
Malcolm X picnic at noon in the Horseshoe at

Southwest.
UMOJA Step Show, 7 p.m. in the Fine Arts Center

Concert Hall.

"Funk-o-thon," 10 p.m. in the S.U. Ballroom.

HOPE TO SEE ALL TALL THERE! COME IN
PEACE, LISTEN AND LEARN, AND LEAVE IN
PEACE!
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Arts & Living
The Sound of Music,' 'Desk Set' now on HSCN
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Cbllegian Staff

Hey there, movie lovers and welcome
to yet another episode of the Campus
Cable Connection. Brief announcement:
the managerofthe HousingServices Cable
Network has informed me that the num-
ber to call in case ofan emergency (i.e. the

movie that is scheduled to play is absent

from the screen) is now being flashed on
Chaiuiel 7. So now, you have no excuse. If

there's a problem and you don't complain,

you won't have any results.

ANYWAY, back to movies . . . the flicks

this week are the last of the repeats, so

just stop complaining and ei^joy them.

There's quite a few good ones, so here we
go! These movies will be shown beginning

on Wednesday, April 22.

TheSound ofMusic—JulieAndrews,

Christopher Plummer, Eleanor Parker.

Like Lawrence of Arabia, this movie

really must be viewed on a movie screen to

get the full effect, but it's always fun to

watch the film that inspired those songs

your third grade music teacher made you

sing constantly. The film won five Oscars,

including Best Picture, Director and HA!
Score Adaptation. Doe, a deer, a female

deer. . . **l/2
Desk Set— Spencer Tracy, Katherine

Hepburn, Joan Blondell. This 1957 film is

classic for the Tracy/Hepburn chemistry

that made them just so special. Based on

a Broadway play, the film puts Tracy as

an efficiency expertwho studies Hepburn's

department at a TV network. They argue

profusely, and then (ofcourse) eventually

fall in love. Sigh. **•

Fire With Fire— Craig Sheffer, Vir-

ginia Madsen, Jon Polito. Ahh, a lovely

tale ofa Catholic girls' school which invites

a (can you beheve this) male juvenile de-

linquency facihty over for a dance. (Oh
yes, under proper adult supervision, of

course.) A beautiful, blond, innocent girl

falls for agreasy delinquentand they have
this intense affair. The plot is bizarre and
the ending isjust so ludicrous, you want to

puke. As a matter of fact, I think I did.

TiuTi the channel, guys. NO STARS.
Flashback — Dennis Hopper, Keifer

Sutherland, Carol Kane. Sutherland is this

FBI guy who is assigned to bring Hopper to

the scene ofhis crime— he was a 608 rebel

hippie and he disrupted a Spiro T. Agnew
rally. Lots of violence (especially the end-

ing) make the movie worthwhile to catch,

but the plot is overdone. Kinda reminds me
ofMidni^t Run with DeNiro and Grodin
and My Blue Heaven with Martin and
Moranis. A little different in each case, but

the plot is too repetitive for me. *l/2

House Party — Christopher Reid,

Robin Harris, Christopher Martin. Fea-

turing real-life rapper Reid who plays

Kid, the movie is a humorous tale of

teenagers and the events of one night

before, during and after a house party.

The movie's hysterical, and so is Reid's

hairstyle. How on earth did he get his hair

to DO that? Jeez, you could lose a flock of

birds in that do! **
The Odd Couple— Walter Matthau,

JackLemmon. Based on Neil Simon's play

about two divorced men living together.

You can't get much better than Neil Simon,

guys. They don't write 'em like this any-

more! (Made into a TV series.)
****

Regarding Henry — Harrison Ford,

Annette Benning. Look, I know the critics

didn't like this but. . . hey, wait a minute.

I'm a critic too, dammit! And I hked this

movie! Ford is a man obsessed with his

career, finding little time for his family,

and is currently engaged in an affair when
he gets shot in a convenience store. He
loses hismemory and must releam how to

read, write, etc., and turns into a really

nice guy. A film that grabs the heart .

****

Roxanne — Steve Martin, Daryl
Hannah, Rick Rossovich. Call me a softie,

but the song that plays when the ending

credits roll does something to me every

single time I watch it. I cry every time. This

movie is a modern version of Cyrano De
Bergerac vrith Martin as a large-nosed

fire chiefand Hannah as a beautiful blond

astronomer. The film is sweet and ro-

mantic, but it misses something along the

way that I can't quite put my finger on. An
eryoyable effort nonetheless. ***

Stand By Me — Wil Wheaton, River

Phoenix, Corey Feldman. It's actually

based on a novella be Stephen King, "The

Body," and I'm told it is a true story. Ifyou

don't know the plot, call me, and 111 tell

you. And don't you agree that River

Phoenix was much cuter at thirteen than

he is now?*** 1/2

Three Fugitives— Nick Nolte, Mar-

tin Short, Sarah Rowland Doroff. Director

Francis Veber's remake ofhis own French

comedy, Les Fugitifs. Nolte is an ex-con

who is innocently mistaken for a bank
robber when he is taken hostage by

biunbling Short. The film is cute, and the

little girl is even cuter (you just want to

hug her and take her home with you), but

the ending vrill make you say "duh." Too

bad, but I did Uke the movie. **l/2

"The Verdict — Paul Newman, Char-

lotte Rampling, Jack Warden. Very few

"court" movies have packed such a punch

as this one has. Director Sidney Lumet
took the screenplay by David Mamet from

the novel by Barry Reed, and transformed

it into a powerful courtroom drama about

a down and out Boston lawyer who finally

has a case he believes in. Simply wonder-

ful.
****

Young Frankenstein — Gene
Wilder, Peter Boyle, Marty Feldman. This

film is an absolute RIOT! Director Mel
Brooks has done it again (and unlike

Blazing Saddles, you don't have to be

Jewish to get all ofthe humor); he took the

original Frankenstein and made such a

parody. . . Brooks is pure genius! Pay close

attention to the scene when Wilder and

Teri Garr discover all the skulls. Laughs

galore! Feldman as Igor (pronounced "Eye-

gore") is beyond hysterical. ****

The Adventures of Buckaroo
Banzai Across the Eighth Dimension
(a.k.a. Buckaroo Banzai) — Peter

Weller, John Lithgow, Ellen Barkin, Jeflf

Goldblum. Bizarre cult classic about a

hero who's a physicist, rock star, surgeon,

rocket car driver and government trouble-

shooter. Whew! It's somewhat hard to fol-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Native American art at Hampden
By DANA L. FORRAR
Collegian Staff

Are you one of those people who has to

know the truth? Do you wish to enrich

your knowledge? Maj4>e we could interest

you in some notable art here on campus.

You can get all of this and more at

Hampden this week. Native American

artists come alive in Hampden Gallery

with "Three Directions: Three American

Indian Artists," and in Hampden Theater

with the play "Foghorn."

"Three Directions" is a Icih at the ef-

fects of European colonization on native

peoplesthrough paintings, photographsand

drawings. SelectiveworksfromDuane Slick

oftheMesquakie-Winnebago nation,Jolene

Rickard ofthe Tuscarora nation, and guest

ou-ator Juane Quick-To-See Smith of the

Flatheads vrill be included.

Jolene Rickard vrill be presenting the

slide-talk for the closing reception on

Thursday, April 23, at 5 p.m. The gallery

will be presenting these works through

Friday, April 24.

Hampden Gallery is located in the

Hampden Student Center in the South-

west Residential Area. Gallery hours are

Monday through Friday, 3-7 p.m. Three

It's Time To
Change Your
Underwear!

Directions" is sponsored in part by the

UMass Arts (Council and the Student Af-

fairs Cultural Enrichment Fund.

Also happening at Hampden is "Fog-

horn," a New World Theater Production.

Written by Kiowa playwright Hanay
CONTINUED ON PAGES

necfie
recycle

recyck

fZCAACJU

ftufJU

irojcLc

sS*
Now Playing

Beauty and the

Beast
Fni - Thurs 7:00pm

Fried Green

Tomatoes
fmi Thi f)'. goopM

Adults $4.00

Student w/vaiid 1.0. $3.00

5TA TRAVEL
\Xc vf 1k(. II tlicri'.

nOUMDTRIPS
LONDON nm ^299

BELIZE -,m. $365

GUATEMALA .. $390

SAN JOSE >m, $410

LISBON ™- $518

MOSCOW r.. $640

BANGKOK ~ $949

TOKYO — $739

SYDNEY «.$1278

LA/SFO ~. $318

• SUMMXa RATCS AVAILA»I.K
• CUHAIL ISSUKD ON THK STOT
• rLT nrrd onx crrr and
OUT ANOTHSK

• ISIC CARDS /

AYH MEMBERSHIP
• LOW COST ONE WATS

120 OFFICES WORLDWIDE

1-800-777-0112
273 NIWBURV I

•OSTON
MAOaiM
LOCAL:
(Ct7) 1MM14 5TA TRAVEL

JOIN THE

J*RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

i5(>\i:i{

CIAJIJ

0900
O Qmv'

stop in for details

— No membership fee

— No locker fee

— No towel fee

191 N Pleasant St 22 Masonic St

Amherst Northampton
253-2013 586-6336

Open * days Thursday nitcs in Northampton

Sign a
Donor Card

SAVE
A
LIFE!

Don'tforget
Fill Out a

Health Care

Proxy Form to PROTECT YOUR WISHES

national Organ and Tissue

Donor Awareness Weel^ 1992

Come visit us on the

Campus Center Concourse

April 23

sponsored by the University Health Services

Student Health Advisory Board (SHAB)
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Geiogamah and directed by Roch-

elle Calhoun, "Foghorn" is a series of

poignantvignettes concerningmyths
of Native American history.

The play explores Columbus'
"discovery," the Bureau of Indian

Affairs policy of termination and
assimilation, Wounded Knee, the

Lone Ranger, and other myths.
"Foghorn" is playing at the

Hampden Theater, April 23-25, at 8

p.m. Tickets are $3 for students and
senior citizens, $5 for the general

public, and are available at the Fine

Arts Center Box Office.

On Saturday. April 25 at 3:30

p.m., New World Theater presents

the symposium. "1492-1992: 500
Years of Native American Resis-

tance." The symjwsium is free and
open to the public.

\HSCN
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

low, and not particularly eryoyable, but it's

kinda fun ifyou like that type of movie. **

Armed and Dangerous — John
Candy, Eugene Levy, Robert Loggia. It's

too bad these stars were wasted on such a

lame script. Sigh. Candy and Levy are two
guys who end up leaving their oldjobs and
working as armed security guards. They
are involved in a tangled yet ridiculously

stupid plot, but some parts are amusing,

and John Candy can make just about

anybody laugh at the scene when he is

trying to read lips at a loud party. *l/2

Boyz N The Hood — Ice Cube, Cuba
Gooding, Jr., Morris Chestnut, Larry

Fishburne. Yes, this movie's been
overplayed this semester, but what the

hell, at least it's a good movie, huh? It's a

touching, down to earth film about a fa-

ther-son relationship as it endures time

as well as negative and positive outside

influences. Ifyou haven't caught this movie

yet this semester, this may be your last

time to do so.
****

Top 10 ways to tell that you have a radon problem

By JON STAFFORD

1 0. You watch the movie "The

Day After" and say, "Don't seenn

so bad to nne."

9. The water from your taps can

be used to remove paint.

8. You can cook food faster by

just leaving it on the counter

than by using the microwave.

7, The house is always well-

illumined at night, even when

the lights are turned out.

6. You now possess the power

to project heat rays from your

eyes.

5. PBS documentary film crews

are always wandering through

your yard.

4. Your dog is growing a sec-

ond head.

3. Everybody in the house look^,

like the "before" pictures on

those hair club commercials.

2. The words "Kills bugs on

contact" have been written on

the side of your house by the

Health Department

1 . Guys from Three Mile Island

come over to your house, shake

their heads, and just say "My

God, my God, the horror."

1PEKINGGARDEN
('^ BEST OF CHINESE FOOD
T^ SPECIALIZINQ IN

MANDARIN AND SZECHUAN
DISHES

1 1-5PM SNDAY RR^/NCH

$6.99

5-«rM MON - THURS BUFFET

$5.99
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY COMEDY SHOW

20% OFF DIMNER
BANQCJET PARTY ROO/^ UPTO 200 PERSONS|

FULLCOCKTAILMEMG
48 RUSSELL ST. • HADLEY. MA 01 035 • (41 3) 586-1 202

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
V 's \ .. \1 \slr i;c AU"

RESUMES
CopyCat Print Shop
• Great Service • Great Prices

228 Tnangle StyAmherst 549-3840

^
• Auto Glass
Replacement

• Body Shop
• Used Car
• Mechanical
Repairs

North Amherst Motors
Old Sunderland Rd.. No.Amherst 549-2080

^ SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE ^
^ Evening security workers wanted for Bright^
"V^ Moments Festival on July 9, 16, 23 for>^
•^ approximately 5-6 hours/shift. Limited^
«{( number of additional hours available.-^

UMass students returning in Fall only.>{

Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO employer. *-

• Description and application available atjl

C 207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE MAY 1. Z

CARSTARit
Collision Repair Center

Car & Truck
Rentals

>»#»**»**************************************'*********»*»*********»***********
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ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

ENGLISH
DATE:

TIME:

LOCATION:

THURSDAY, APRIL 23, 1992

• Late Model Dependable Transportation

• Inexpensive Rates- Daily - Weekly - Aftonthly

• Mastercard. Visa, American Express

• Must Be 21 YcarsofA^ ToRent

. \oW CALL
^ ti%9^ 253-5040

^ * atas
3 IS College Street. Amherst. MA 01004

4:00 - 6:00 PM

CAMPUS CENTER 101

SPONSORED BY:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their;;

experiences In the working world. Don't miss this Important;
panel discussion!

Collegian Staff!

Editor applications for Fall '92

are now being accepted
(current editors must reapply)

Positions available to Collegian staff members:

1

1

;;

:;

;:

:;

::

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Naftall G. Berrlll, Class of 1977

David F. Monti. Class of 1985

Renay A. York, Class of 1985

Scott Jeffery, Class of 1980

Clinical Psychologist

Neuropsychology Center of New York
New York, NY

Financial Coordinator
Citibank
New York, NY

Sales Marketing
West Publishing Company

Documentation Supervisor
Digital Eauipment Corporation
Littleton, MA

For more information, please contact:
; i' Mather Career Center

1; 545-2224
;,

Editor in Chief

Managing Editor

Editorial Editor

News Editor

Sports Editor

Arts Editor

Photography Editor

Night Editors

Copy Editors

News Associates

Sports Associates

Black Affairs Editor

Women's Issues Editor

Jewish Affairs Editor

Multicultural Affairs Editor

Third World Affairs Editor

Lesbian, Bisexual. Gay Affairs Editor

Photography Technicians

Arts Associates

Editorial Associate

Photography Associate

Training Director

Anyone applying for a position should plan on keeping their job for

at least one full semester if not one full year and should read the

position's job description before applying. Applicants should plan on

attending orientation and and trainingwhich occurs about a week

before school starts in the Fall. They should also consider if they can

help work on the back to school issue starting about three weeks

t)efore the begining of the semester. See current Editor in Chief for

an application. No applications accepted after April 24.

Candidates Ni^ht: April 26, 8 p.m., Collegian offices

(the women's issues reform proposal will be discussed)

Voting for elections and women's issues reform:

April 27, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.. Collegian offices

All staff members can vote and all voters should attend

to see what the candidates stand for.
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Today's Staff

Night Editor
GregSukiennik

Copy Editor Darienne Hosley

PhotoTechnician Christopher Evans

Production Supervisor Oliver Raskin

Production B^ad Hutchison,

Lisa Roman

Menu
LUNCH

Top Your Own Pizza

BASICS LUNCH
Top Your Own Pizza

DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Eggplant Parmigiana

BASICS DINNER
Mandarin Chicken

Eggplant Parmigiana

'Dang! That dog's baan up on tha sofa again, Hank
I Just know it!"

Quote of the Day
"I'd really like to see a nude opera someday

because wnen they hit those high notes, I bet

you can really see it in those genitals."

- Jack Handey

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AIIES (March 21 -April 19):

Money comes more swiftly than ex-

pected. Invest wisely. You may be
thinking of going in a new career

direction. An older friend or relative

offers excellent advice — follow it.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): A
small windfall will allow yoo to

splurge on creature comforts. Use
this extra cash to refurbish your ward-

robe or home. Your romantic efforts

will be rewarded if you seek a quiet

setting.

GEMINI (May 21-lune 20): An
Ideal day for business expansion.

Money is more plentiful, thanks to an

unexpected source. Use considerable

tact if you must impart bad rtewt to an

older person.

CANCER dune 2Huly 22): You
have plenty lo smile about today.

Make a dauling impression and ro-

mance will come easily. News you

have k>nged to hear is on the way. Be
more sensitive to your partner's needs.

LEO (My 23-Aug. 22): Healed

conflicts can ensue over wf>o is play-

ing fair or in control now. Oo not take

this matter lightly — it is dynamite.

Put the power o^ positive thinking to

work this evening.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sep(. 22): You
can boy and sell with the best of them

today. A financial coup leads to a

fantastic voyage. Venture to a distant

kxale lo strike gold. Stick to your

high standards.

UtKA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Avoid
letting furtds si ip away . Slay on top of

joint accounts - could someone be
spending your money^ Make lime for

a special date or night on ttie town.

SCORfKXOct. 23-Nov. 21): Yoo
have been worVing too much, go out

tonight and kxgel about your respon-

sibilities. You will be very successful

In any competition today, except

when playing against female co-

SACITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Oec.

21): Curb a terwlefKy to be extrava-

gant now. Expef>sive entenalrtmeni

coukJ strain your budget. Snull get-

togethers with family rrwmbers arxJ

neighbors are favored.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-)an. 19):

Adhering to a businesslike schedule

will help you make the nrmst of your

time. Ask probing quest ions wfien the

opportunity arises. Friends and rela-

tives stand ready lo give you a dive.

Trust them.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): A
period of transformation has begun;

sit back silently and observe. If you
find yourself In a financial bind, a

private arrangement may provide re-

lief.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): A
message from afar could mislead you
— get the whole story. An aura of

prosperity works to your advantage

when dealing with Influential people.

Oo not gamble with your savings.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
EdHed by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the cartoonists ar^J do not necessarH/ reflect the vi«y«t)f the Co/fegian or the Uniwrstty;
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\Softball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

"I didn't think much about it," she

said in her typically humble tone, "other

than the fact that we were only win-

ning 1-0 (in the first game]. I knew we
needed to get a hit, to get somebody on
base because we were in abam-bumer

.

That was the pressure I felt, not be-

cause of the streak."

Ifthe season ended today, these are

some of the numbers the senior short-

stop would finish with; a batting aver-

age of .539. which also happens to lead

the nation; 12 triples, also leading the

nation; a slugging percentage of .993

and an on-base percentage of .580. She
has been A- 10 Player ofthe Week four

times this season.

She would also hold career records

in slugging percentage (.869) and on-

base percentage (.513).

"It's the technique." Marean said of

her abihty at the plate. "Getting my

hips around helps a lot. It gives me a lot

ofpower firom the lower part ofmy body,

which a lot ofthe yoiuiger players don't

seem to get. They're all upper body."

"She has a great eye at the plate,"

said coach Elaine Sortino. "Very rarely

does she swing at a bad pitch. She does

what a lot of softball players can't, in

the best days of their lives, master —
going with the outside pitch."

All these hits come from a woman
whose hitting prowess was cultured at

an early age in an unorthodox manner.

"We had an old pine tree in the back

yard," she said, "and my grandfather

tied 2-by-4s around it. Then he put

pencil sleishes on the wood, gave me a

blunt axe and made me swing at the

mark. If I hit it on the mark I'd hit a

line drive. If 1 swung up there would be

a wedge and he'd know I would hit a

pop-fly."

Maybe it's not every hitter's learn-

ing-to-hit story, but it seems to work
just fine for Barbara Marean.

Wednesday Night is

GUEST BARTENDER NIGHT
At Mike's

Free T-Shirts & Prizes

This Week's Guest Bartender is: Nydge

Prizes

• $25.00 (;ift Certificate to Mikes
• 2-week membership to THI-- CJYM
• 2 pa.s.ses to AMC Movie theaters

• Mike's Original T-Shirt

• Large Cheese Pi«a from Pinocchio's

• YOUR picture on the walls of Mike's

Drawing is Wednesday Night. Must be prescnl lo win but put your name in any lime!

Don't Forget Mike's Famous Smorg on Friday Afternoons!

I

AIiDays Somethmg

/orEDeryofie!

-Drink Special-

Rollins Rock Bottles

$1.50
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DATE:
TIME:

LOCATION

STPEC
MONDAY, APRIL 27, 1992

6:00 PM
CAMPUS CENTER 917

SPONSORED BY:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

STPEC

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussion!

ALUMNI/AE PANELISTS:

David Golovner, 1991

Cynthia Peters, 1983

Peter Thomson, 1985

Alesia Wanza, 1986

Stacey Zelbow, 1990

Media Relations

Planned Parenthood Federation

Member of South End Press

Collective

Producer "Living on Earth"

National Public Radio

Director of Program Operations,

Opportunities Industrialization

Center; MSW Candidate at the

University of Connecticut

Program Director, Interfaith

Assembly on Homelessness

and Housing;

Boston Community Organizer,

Massachusetts Anti-Hunger

Coalition

For more information, please contact:

Mather Career Center

545-2224

Herndon, McCoy are
selected in USBL draft

University ofMassachusetts guardJim

McCoy and forward Will Herndon, start-

ers on this past season's "Sweet Sixteen"

basketball team, were drafted by the

United States Basketball League yester-

day in Jacksonville, Fla.

McCoy, UMass' all-time leading scorer

with 2374 career points, was taken in the

first round, fourth selection overall by the

Long Island Sxuf.

Herndon, who averaged 10.3 points and

5.9 rebounds for the 30-5 Minuteraen,

was taken in the eighth round, 72nd overall

by the Philadelphia Spirit.

The USBL is composed of nine teams

and plays a 26-game schedule from May 4

— July 6. A player signs a contract for one

season and is free to leave to attend NBA
rookie camps.

There is a $40,000 salary cap for each

team (players and coaches) in the league

and players earn approximately $3-500

per week.

Anthony Mason, who averaged over

seven points and seven rebounds in over

26 minutes for the NBA'sNewYork Knicks

this season, was selected in the first round

by Long Island last spring.

The games are attended by dozens of

NBA scouts, according to Dan Lunde, the

Surfs General Manager.
"[McCoy I

possesses the skill that makes

the league what it is," said Lunde. "[McCoy] ,.

is not a sureNBA draft pick, but he has a lot

'

oftalent. The league will give him a chance

to showcase his talents to the pro scouts

and alsomay bring hisgame a little higher."

Herndon, who has become popular on

the UMass campus for his alley-oop slam

dunks, was selected in the first round,

eighth pick overall, in last week's World

Basketball League draft

"[Herndon] can get a lot of rebounds

and do some scoring inside," said the

Spirit's director of player personnel, Scott

Loftofthe6-foot-3 Pittsburgh, Pa. resident.

"He can get out on the break and can score

on the transition."

The first pick overall in the USBL's

draft was Matt Fish, a center from North

CaroUna, Wilmington.

McCoy and Herndon were unavailable

for comment yesterday.
— BRETT MORRIS

cJrunan ^axatn c^tdaaxant

OL !Btd: CftinLM. "Bufftt

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

10 Wdwlown Rd • Route 9 Amhmt • !5*^>f51/M5l

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

Mirrmum $15 olus S2 delivery charae

B\./l f hTiSUNDAYBRUNCH
Buffet served Saturday 5-9p.m.

^ Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-3 p.oi.

ALL YOU CAN EAT $5.99
Children under 10 - $3.00

EUROPE 'CAR
RENT or BUY

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS, TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR
On* RockaMtor Ptaza

Naw Yorti. NY HXnO
Phona (21?) Sai 3040

Mail this ad for Spacial
Sludant/Taachar Tarttf.

tNTAL rj LKASe U PUnCHASC

Experience

the Joy
o/Learning

Over 200 credit courses that will

help you:

• Make up lost credits

• Advance in next semester's

work

• Plug any holes in your current

schedule

• Learn something that you
wouldn't ordinarily have time
for—for the sheer joy of

learning!

T^o aiffrent.^*^
ftotl»«*V*>**

can

The UMass
Summer
Session

can add Joy

to your iife.

n:i-^\-?'1^20

nd ••^^^^
Seco'

Registration begins April 13.

Catalogs available all over

campus or at the Division

of Continuing Education,

6th floor, Goodell Building.

A quality education

cit ajjordableprices.

Gorillas in NCAA playoff hui
host Harvard in home finale
By GREG SUKIE^fNIK
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts lacrosse fans, consider
yourselves warned : barringa possibleNCAAtournament
appearance, today's match against Harvard (3 p.m.,
Garber Field) is your last chance to see the Gorillas in

action.

The Gorillas (6-2), who enter today's game on a four-

game winning streak, face yet another must-win situa-

tion this afternoon. Must-win because the Crimson, al-

though an uncharacteristic 4-6, are a New England team
who have already lost to Brown, 14-6. A loss would
severely damage the Gorillas' chances for an NCAA
tournament invitation.

It's unhkely , however, that either team is looking past

what has been a heated rivalry since its inception in

1970. Lastyear's 13-12 overtime UMeiss win inCambridge,
in circumstances similar to this year's game, bears that

fact out.

Last season the Gorillas went into Cambridge at 6-2,

needing a win to stay in the tournament hunt. Harvard,
sufferingfrom a 2-7 season, took advantage ofsloppy play
and hung with UMass all game until Mike Cain scored in

the first OT.
On paper, Harvard suffers from an anemic offense

which has mustered a mere 66 goals in 10 games. Ofthose
scores only 26 are assisted; points leaders Mike Porter

and Paul Faust have 36 goals between them, but only

three assists collectively.

The Gorillas ei\joy considerable statistical advantages
in this area. UMass has notched 110 goals, 62 of which
were assisted. Seven Gorillas are in double figures for

scoring, while only three have reached double digits for

Harvard.

The Crimson tend to be a physical team as well. For all

his scoring, Porter has been assessed 11 penalties for 10

minutes. Two other teammates are in double figures for

penalties. As a team the Crimson have spent 54 minutes
man-down.
WMUA91. 1 F1VI will, as always, broadcast tomorrow's

game. Mike Fagerson will do the play-by-play honors.

ScotVs shots
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

coach? I would suspect it's pretty hard to prepare

for next season with no one running the show. The
clear cut favorite for the position is former Red Sox
skipper Joe Morgan.

"Well, ni tell ya the boys really played their

hearts out there today," Morgan will say after a 73-

6 loss. "Six, two and even." I really do miss Morgan.
• Time for the weekly dig at compadre Brett "Is

there free food for us?" Morris. Eight games re-

maining, five games back and the Celtics overtake

the Knicks for the Atlantic Division title. One ofthe

greatest comebacks in the pre-post-Larry Bird era.

Now, with Bird's back back for one more time it will

be a tremendous ride to Banner 17.

• The hockey playoffs began last weekend. One
team was beating another team something to

something in the best ofseven series. Best ofseven

first round? Hockey. Crazy.
• Keep your feet in bounds and your eyes on

Larry.

David Scott is a Collegian columnist

Now Hiring For Next Semester

Assistant Circulation Manager

Circulation Drivers

Must Have Mornings Free Until 11:15

Must Be Dependable with Reliable Auto
57 - $10/hr.

Apply in person at

The Collegian

Room 113 Campus Center

Call 545-3500 for details

D.R Douqh
cJeIIvers caLzones

caU2$6'1616
Now Open at 1 1:30 A.M.

r

$100 OFF
ANY 2 CALZONES,

I

Expires 8/30/92 I

Delivery Only I

One coupon per 2 calzone^

I I

n r ~]

$1°° OFF
ANY 2 CALZONES

Expires 8/30/92
Delivery Only

One coupon per 2 calzonesi

Classifieds
COME TV WE COLLEGIAN OFFICE 113 CAMPUS CENTER • MON. - THURS. &JQ-J.JQ FRIDAY 8.m:}0*DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR W PUBUCAWN » KkJWORD/DAY FOR STUDEmS CASH IN ADVANCE

AcnvmES CAM coo

JASONB OF OENMSPORT Mondqr Cap*
104 N»H2oidrinh« $1.50 bf bow—

ANNOUNCEHENTt

JA80NB OF OENMSPOftT Sunvnar of 98

Th* TrwMon ConVnuM

COLLEOEnZZA

OOMnlown Anntwrtt IdMl lor vNMng pv-

•fits and triends 549-0733

EachywrthouMod*d Amattcan*m kapt

tMMngtoraaaaMngorgMVllaauaimplwN*.

Tha Studam HaMi Advtaory Board K ask-

ing yoo to put pan o« frurada m your poefcat

Sign and carry a donor card. Visrt our taWa

on the CX; CorKOorsa Thur»

EARN MONEY FAST! WorV alTal««i«idand

riMka big mooay $5 25 an hour bonuaaa.

Evartog » Sunday shifts. Come to ma baaa-

mar« o( Manional Hal or calJarry Joynar ai

54V3509

EUROPE - ONLY $1«»t Jat there anytima

(Reported in Lets Go and NY Times)

AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000^

INTERESTED IN SPRING CONCERT?
UPC needs you and al your Iriends to work

aecurityl Come to training session, April 22

al 7pm m 101CC. It can be a locWn' day w/

yourhalpl

JASONS OF DENNISPORT $1 SO bar

boMas -No Cover

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 CITATION
Good local iransportalion

546-9821

$100

1962 TOYOTA TERCEL
Good engine, new water pump and axhauat

Pipes, rust treated

$400-Cal l 546-3410

1983CHEVETTE 55 KMiles Well maintainad

$11 50 or BO 549-7912

T9B3 NISSAN STANZA 5 speed excellent

cotidition Inside ft outside new tires needs

clutch must sen $1025 00 call nights Mike

256-6916

CHEAP! FBIAJ.S. SEIZED
89 Mercedes $200

86 VW $50

87 Mercedes $100

65 Mustang $50

Choose from thousands starting $25

FREE 24 Hour recording reveals

details 80 1 -379-2929 Copyr^ghlJIMAlSKJC

PONT1AC 6000, 1986 V4 4door automatic

Air. FM/AM. 65K $2800. Cai5490683

PONTIAC BONNEVILLE 79 A« AM-FM

New tires and radia1oi^$350a;O^549-5588

Purcha^ a uaad car? Having your car

repaired? Do you know your rights' Contact

the Legal Services Center. 922 Campos

Center, 545-1995

...... . . • .»**•• »•

SFRMQ SPECIAL
Large chaaa* $6 Smat chaaaa $3.50

Add $1 ior 1or2 loppingi

SKoaaavaMMa
Fraa aoda w/targa aub, lalad. or spaghetti

Must manilan this ad
549-6073 549-6096

FOR A 0000 TME CALL:

RACK-A-OnC ENTERTAINMENT. CXTs.

video DA Mid Kwaoka from $1 75 00 Call

566-9900

FOR RENT

FOR RENT Amtty Place Townhouse

3 bedroom 2 1/2 bath, partial

DIshwaahsr iwaaharOyar oanwi air gsraga

irTwiwculal*l$995non«not(srCal 549-4602

Aval 6/M9Z

QILREATN MANOR 5 badrooms on bus

route one mile htm campus
AvalaUeJune 1

Ctfl 549- 7357

MAM STREET
2 bedrooms, od haal. porch. 10 minuta to

town, bus route, available June 1

(Fall option)- 256-6788

PUFFTON 2 BEDROOM
For rem starting June 1 Call 5«9-

1

380

1 er 2 ROOMMATES lor sunvnar/Tall

Mastarbadroom in Mill Valay $450

Heat Hot water. On bus route

Call 253-4006

3-5 BEDROOM HOMES on bus route aval-

able June 1 ca ll 586-4270

3 Bdnn in Townatiouaa

Take over our lease

Starting 6/1

Can 549-3B38jiights

3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
Available June 1st

0^1 549-3677

4 Bedrooms
2Baths
Basement ,

garage, pod. tennis, basketball

2txjs routes S.Amherst

256-1461

SOadroom. atUc bus stop directly out the

doori 1.5 mi to^iirvu?:253-4245

6BEDR0OMHO0SE Two baths, large yard

On Amherst/Leveretl line where you doot

need a license to party Great location Sum-

mer sublet w/lall option Call 548-9145.

JUS SUMMER SUBLET AMHERST
Bedroom in targe house

Rob 253-0977

Amherst Cantar

Efficiency one, two, three tiedroom apart-

ments, or three bedroom condos on Hobart

Lane. June or September No fees charged

LincofriReal Estate, 25 North Pleasant

Street. 253j7879

AMHERST CENTER
Summer w/ tall opt.

1 Bdrm 475mo 253-7682

Pufflon one badroom apt take cnv laaaa

starting ft*! 424/mo 549-4460

SUNSET AVE!
4 bedroom houaa: doaar to campus than

dormsl kicradUa locaHonl Crf quick

549-6624

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE Juns t. Uva in

ourapailmant in Brandywina Can- 549-9347

TWO BEDROOM APT
Great locaton on

N Pleasant St

Near Hobart

Call 549-8024

UPTOWN APT. 2lg bdrms across from the

Pub and Charlies; beaut, wood '^oors; Ig.

Miehan; sunny * beautiful: take l room or

whda thing.

256-0546 anytime

WHY PAY JUNE RENT? Take over our

3bdrm Puffton apt for only $145 Call Kris

549-6616

FOR SALE

91 KAWASAKI EXSOO
White 2cyl k>w ml«s
Must sell Inlcudes

2SHOEB1 helmets: cover

$1600 or BO 584-4453

Boston 2-3 badroom apt

Near MBTA summer lease or sublat $700/

month (617)628-9823

COMPUTER-IBM XT, 20 meg drive, 5 1/4

floppy disk drive, 360K. keyboard, with Lotus

1 -2-3, wps-pc. rtx>nochrome amber moriM,

$500.00, ca« 863-4746

Dtgtial Rainbow 100 including prfriMr. $500

or best offer 549-5029

FOR SALE
Compact System AIWA '91

60 watts/cfiannel

Fridge microwave excanent cond

B/O -Ask 4 Rohit 546-0146

GENESIS FOR SALE
Joe 549-7718

PANASOMC 12 SPD
DX-2000 Exc cond

Chromoly tubing

Shimano light actton components

375 or BO
546-5435

AA*^*« -4«t*4«»<

Two piranha. 10 gaHon tar*.

$75^ Utsa 546-2482

WKXEO FAT CHANCE bake frame and fork

1
7* Good conMon Can for datails BO. 546-

0762

HELP WANTED

$110M PWK DAY
Truck drtwara vwntsd for part-«ma summar
work. lOdaysnM>lunaand lOdaysmid-

AugusL Must (ktva standard shM. WNng to

work long hours, wllh good driving axpari-

anos. CMI (506) 653-7422

ALASKA SUMMER EMFIAYMBIT • Ush-

shas. Earn $S.0O0«Mwnlh. Fraatranaporta-

Iton! Room and board! Over 8.000 openings.

Maia or lamals For emptoymont program

€«< 1-206-545-4155 sxt 1718

CoWegs Pro Paimsrs are now taking appii-

calions fry summer employmant throughout

New Englwid and Naw Yoilc If interesiad

cal 1-800-34ft.464a.

END THE SEMESTER WITH A BANG!
Student Groups: Eam hundreds ct dolars

eachday oHaring Oiaoovar card appiicatkxia

on campua. Last chance! 1-600-932-0528,

ant 99

HELPI SPANISH-ENGLISH bilinguals

needed to finish study' $6/HR Jeanette 565-

8749 cal now'

HOW ARE YOU going to pay back your

student toans? Start saving now by working

at Talafund and make big bucks! Call Jany

Joynor at 545-3509 to find out how'

OWE MONEY? Get a job at Telehjnd and

pay It back in tlie quickest way possiblel Call

Jerry Joynar at 545-3509 to «nd out how!

PERSONALS

MOUSE
Face down...Ju3t kkJdingI

Happy Birthday Darling

Hava some coffee

Love Always

Doug

LYNN
Just a note to say Hil

L&F Always

Sydney

WalcoiTM bao(
Jody

Itoveyou

I am sorry lor everything

Love always

Dsroay

DELAWARE- Ride naadad to DE. or

S.Jersey, Pt\». on wknd of 5/1 Contact Jen

al 6-3851 . Will share expenaas.

nOOMHATE WANTED

RESP.COUPLELOOUNQ lorroommala<s)

to spa sum sub or yrmd laaaa. Cal

Branna 806-228-6667 Days-Evaa

STiaNODEO
1 or 2 gM for 2bdrm Brandywma Apt

Ctf 546-7645

SUMMER SUBLET ~ ComtortaUa two-

bedroom ^Mrtmart. WaiMnalftalnad.

easy accaas to Sundsriand and Nofft

Amharal buaas. WtNn wsMng dManoa of

UMaaa. Cal Jaaon al 54»«72e

WANTED: 2

BrandyvAw 4

0603.

to suMsl 1 nn ki

«irtMoplon.Caie-

SCRVICtS

FREE pfagnancy tasting; conlMar«ial and

oaring support BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No.

niaswH Street Amherst 549-1906

SPRINQT«IE:Loaafastw«NMldMng!54»-
4401

TRAVB.

SUMMER SUBLET

1 or 2 Fsinalii to laaaa large, sunny bad-

room in 2 badroom apartrrtant. >jne to Au-

gust(fal7).Att*ars< Carter
260* 256-0077

28dr Aparlmafit

350*Tionth

665-3751

2 ROOM APT w/ air condHlon, large badi

yard, very quiet short (Manoa from bar.

Fumishadorun>umlahad.Chaapl 549-8719

CHEAP CHEAP
2 min town

5inincanvus

NEW YORK CITY- Fumishad rooms and

i^ li iiaiiM lor summer snd short stays.

NawColumbia UnM. naasunabisrMas2i2-
e62-1Me

SUMMER TOURS TO EUROPE. AUSTRA-

UA AND THE GREEK ISLANDS.

15-19 days Al expanses paid mdudkig

me*. $1395-$179e. Cal ConWg Tours

1-60O-«SO-1037axL62

rVPINQ

FREE PAGE TYPED whan you (

$1.S0/typad page laser priming.

Brtwi 5464954

Cass«tdnkA<aly

2S6-1161

CHEAP ROOM M house on bus routs cal

549-1118

FREE RENT JULY. Cliffside spts 2 bed-

room, detn pod. tennis, hike trails, bus Ifrie

666-7562

REAL CLOSE
to campus
Can Mark 549-9325

SUBLET 3 BEDROOM, 2 bath, Puffton

Starting June 1 . 546-0779 Ask lor Carey or

Jen

SUMMER HOUSMQ M BOSTON
5«3-8/19 $183/tTioom Prvt MMdCh,
Free Indry/utils. All collage students.

Karmora Sq. Near MBTA. Cal Kad

1-617-267-2199

SUMMER SUBLET- Responsible, quiet

person tor 1 bdmi apt. $400/m,o. May paid.

253-7155

Summar aubM our 3 badroom Puffton apt

Starting June 1st. CaH 546-2625

SUMMER SUBLET — Min Valley Estates

2 bedrooms, 2 lul baths. Super dean

$800/month Citfl ASAP 256-6261

TAPE TRANSCRIPTKM FlNt

professional. 253-9673

TYPING, WORD PflOCESSIMO- Paper,

reports, resumes, thesis, cal Roaamary 323-

5031 _^_
WANTED

ENmuSIASTK PATRONS lor great tknas

on Cape Cod Jasons ol Dannisport

FEMALEROLLERBLAOER SOUGHT lor

spring romance and adventure 564-6753

HEAOMG HOME? Buying CD's. LP's, cas-

settes R-fR, blues, |azz. Large quantity pre-

ferred. Leave message. 1-734-6663. •

ONE WORLD CUP SOCCER TEAM
NEEDED
First come first served.

215 Boydan. 545-2693O022

WANTED TO RENT

SUBLErS, ROOMS, Housing needed Ns
summer. Contact SBMC 256-8615 10am-

4pm

'tf • ai « i

< w-»-m 'm'0 m-' * • « •• ari
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Sports
Marean,
Softball

streaking
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

Good hitters know when they're

in a groove. Good hitters also know
that grooves and streaks don't last

forever. Or do they?

In this, her second and final sea-

son at the University of Massachu-

setts, Barbara Marean is already

climbing the list of the school's

Softball hitting records.

The Minutewomen (21-8, 12-0

A-10) travel to New Britain today

to face Central Connecticut Uni-

versity in a double-header at 3 p.m.

Against Rutgers this past Mon-

day. Marean set the NCAA record

for consecutive game hitting streak

when she hit in her 25th straight

contest. She extended the streak to

26 in the second game ofthe double-

header. In both games she had to

wait until her last at-bat to con-

tinue the streak.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Minutemen win sixth straight, 8-2
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

You know things are going right for the

UMass baseball team when the tempera-

ture at Lorden Field hits 50 degrees, the

team hits two home runs, gets a complete

game from its fifth starter and coach Mike

Stone is happy with it all.

Such was the case yesterday as the

University of Massachusetts men won

their sixth in a row and their 13th of 15

over Central Connecticut, 8-2.

Greg Dowd (2-0) threw seven strike-

outs in his first-ever complete game and

the offense got started early with the help

of catcher Jeff January. January had a

homer and 4 RBI for the Minutemen, who

improved their record to 19-11.

"1 don't have a Ron Villone-type slider,"

said Dowd, referring to the team's ace.

"But it was working good today, and my
change was too."

Dowd walked two with two outs in the

first, but struck out Kevin Farquhar and

never looked back. Meanwhile, the of-

fense had the inning that they would need

for the victory.

Blue Devil starter Todd Martin (0-3)

nailed leadoffbatterGreg LaRocca, which

foretold the rest of the game. Justin

Howard followed with a single, and John

Carelli and Steve Corradi ripped RBI

singles, driving in LaRocca and Howard.

Carelli was thrown out on the bases,

but Corradi stole second and third and

scored on January's fielder's choice to give

UMass a 3-0 lead. The whole Minutemen

order batted in the first, and when Keith

Richards scored onJoe Mattivello's double,

Central Conn, gave Martin the hook and

brought in Dan Trudeau. At the end ofthe

first, UMass had a nifty 4-0 lead.

Dowd did his part during; the middle

innings, forcing the Blue Devils to ground

out. Mattivello had seven assists at third

base, which was indicative that Dowd was

on his game. The Minutemen put things

away in the third, more or less.

January led off with a monstrous,

towering home run that left fielder Scott

Colletti didn't even try to chase. One out

later. Bill Knight followed with his shot, a

370-foot round tripper over the scoreboard

in left center field.

The Minutemen added two more in the

fourth when January's 2-run single drove

in John Carelli and Steve Corradi, who

reached on the dreaded base-on-balls. Blue

Devils pitchers walked 10 UMass hitters

in the game.
Dowd surrendered a homer to center

fielder Jason Brucker (who was 3 for 4) in

the eighth and allowed another run in the

ninth before completing the game. Stone

said he wasn't about to take Dowd out.

Game Notes:The Minutemen put their

six-game winning streak on the line

against Dartmouth today at Lorden Field

at 3 p.m.

CoUeCian pbolo by Josh Reynolds

Pitcher Daryle Corriveau and
the UMass baseball team take on
Dartmouth College today at Earl

Lorden Field at 3 p.m.

Ex-Minuteman hits the show
DiSarcina gets starting nod with California Angels

By CHRIS CUDDY
and MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Grovring up, most kids dream about pulling on a big

league uniform and roaming the infield at Fenway Park.

For most, the dream soon dies, and the closest they get

to seeing Fenway up close is by buying a box seat.

However, for one former UMass star the dream is

about to become a reality, for when the Califorma Angels

come to town on May 15. Gary DiSarcina will realize that

dream.
In 1988, DiSarcina, a Billerica native who graced the

infield for three seasons at UMass under coaches Dick

CoOagian fllr photo

Former UMass shortstop Gary DiSarcina is

shining with the California Angels. DiSarcina,

who won the startingjob this spring, is hitting

.343, good for tenth in the American League.

Bergquist and Mike Stone (1986-88), traded in the ma-

roon and white of the Minutemen for the red, whit* and

blue ofthe California Angels, and three short years later

finds himself as the halos' starting shortstop.

"It [playing at Fenway] seems like a year away,"

DiSarcina said. "It's hard to put into words what I will

feel when I step on that field in a big league uniform, but

it will probably be the highlight of my career."

Until that day though, DiSarcina must focus on the

obvious, staying with the big club for the entire year.

As ofyet, Gary is doingjust that, hitting at a .343 clip

(good enough for tenth in the league) while holding his

own on the youthful Angels.

Thecompetition here isintenseandongoing," DiSarcina

said. "I may have won the job, but it's hard to sit on top of

the heap while people are trying to knock you off."

On top of the heap is exactly where DiSarcina was at

UMass, as Gary was a three year starter for the Min-

utemen. He earned a spot in five different categories in

the UMass record books.

•^e always thought Gary had great potential," former

UMass coach Dick Bergquist said. "And I always thought

he could be drafted."

DiSarcina was known for his strong arm, quick bat

and all-around intensity at UMass, where he compiled a

season record 74 hits in 1988, while also leading the team

with a .366 batting average.

After the 1988 season, EhSarcina was drafted in the

sixth round by the Angels and, acting on the advice of

UMass coach Mike Stone, signed a minor league contract.

"Gary was always a good competitor, and he had a

smooth, strong line drive arm," Stone said. "I thought

that at times he was a little too aggressive and that he

needed to let some setbacks roll off him, and I think he

adjusted well."

DiSarcina looks back on his three years at UMass as

nothing but a positive experience, and feels without

them, he could never be where he is today.

"Playing at UMass was the best three years ofmy life

because I had some of the greatest teammates anyone

could ask for on a baseball team.

"UMass was the first place where I realized I had some

talent in the sport of baseball," DiSarcina said. "If I had

it to do all over again, I wouldn't do it any different.'

DiSarcina majored in history while at UMass, and

although his travels keep him from following UMass
baseball, DiSarcina claimed to be the basketball team's

rowdiest fan at the Angels' Palm Springs, Calif., spring

training site.

Gary isn't the only budding baseball star in the

DiSarcina family, as brother Glen, also a former UMass
star, currently plays in the Chicago White Sox farm

system, also as an infielder.

Itappears for now that DiSarcina will keep the starting

job for the Angels, as an unhappy Dick Schofield was

recently traded to the New York Mets, and the Angels

appear committed to their recent youth movement.

For Gary DiSarcina that means things can only get

better, and ifhe continues hitting like he is, could follow

in fellow

Billerica native Tom Glavine's footsteps as the next

major league superstar.

Scott's shots
With weather like

yesterday's, who needs

classes?
• Word on the street

is that everyone is run-

ning scared from "Scott's

Hot Shots," my entrant

in Saturday's Haigis

Hoopla 1 1 . The boys have

been going through rig-

orous three-a-days.

Bloody Marys in the

morning, beer in the af-

ternoon and Kamikazes at night.

Tamir "Get that junk outta here" Lipton is

looking more and more like John Stockton with

each pass, Kevin "The shot killer" Miller has in-

creased his vertical leap five inches in the past

week and Greg Alexander "The Greatest" could

very well possess the most deadly jumper in the

Pioneer Valley.

As owner and manager of this "Terrifying Tri-

umvirate" I'vebeenconsultingwith illustriousWorld

Wrestling Federation managers for pointers.

Dave Scott

"Salt in eye," said Mr. Fuji, "^ork every time."

"Do you have a cane?" asked Classy Freddy

Blassy. "Smash those pencil-necked geeks across

the knees with a cane."

• I ran the Boston Marathon on Monday, no

that's a lie, I watched the Boston Marathon but I

was pretty damn tired after it anyway. I certainly

have a new-found respect for the runners, not so

much the Husseins and the Markovas, but rather

for the guys and gals who had "Cheer for Earl," or

"Here comes Alice" written on their shirts.

These are a hardy bunch who drew inspiration

notfrom the lure of$60,000 but from the satisfaction

ofsaying, "I finished Boston." As I sat eating greasy

pizza, cheering for Earl and Alice, I actually felt

intertwined with their cause.
• CBS has announced a new prime time show to

replace "Northern Exposure," called "Calipari's

Exposure." Coach Cal had his face, and let's not

forget his tie, showcased at halftime of the

McDonald's High School All-American game. The
guy is a natural for the TV camera; he's funny and
articulate and he talks the talk.

Cal's star recruit Donta Bright was not very

impressive in the game, but a glimpse ofhisbaseUne
jumper and his will to muscle underneath are

reasons for hope.
• JerryTarkanian and the SanAntonio Running

Rebels will be world champs within three years.

You've got to believe Tark took a big pay cut, but at

least he won't have to answer to any more rules

committees.
• When will UMass name a new head football

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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GEO blasts proposed benefits policy
By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts Graduate Employee
Organization yesterday accused the University admin-

istration of violating the recently agreed-upon GEO
contract in a press conference.

GEO speaker Mary Jo Connelly accused the adminis-

CoUagimn photo by Matt Kahn

GEO spokesperson Mary Jo Connelly

tration and department deans of implementing a "head

tax" for TA health benefits which will both reduce the

positions available and waivers for graduate students

which Connelly sees as a violation of the new contract.

"It's a question of a very immediate threat tojobs and

education for graduate employees," Connelly said. "This

has a direct impact on the quality of education available

to UMass undergraduate students."

Connelly's accusation concerns a $400 to $500 health

benefit fee that departments may have to pay out oftheir

budgets for each TA they employ.

Presently TA benefits are taken out of a the total

school budget, which Connelly said she believes works

well and sees the proposed plan as a method to encourage

TA cutbacks.

"The $400-$500 dollars is creating incentive for de-

partment chairs to administer fewer half and quarter

teaching assistantships in order to avoid paying the head

tax more times than necessary," Connelly said.

Citing next year's four percent tuition increase,

Connelly added she believed the administration is "double-

charging" students because graduate student's benefits

were used as rationale by the administration for the

increase.

The GEO, in a press release, attacked the administra-

tion and its methods.

"The administration is collecting funds that would

pay for our waivers many times over. . . Now the admin-

istration is taking the full cost out ofourjobs and raising

tuition and fees, all in the name of GEO," the statement

said.

Susan Pearson, associate chancellor and chief nego-

tiator for the administration, said the negotiators for

GEO last year knew this could happen and it should not

be a surprise to them.

Pearson added that no final administrative decision

has been made regarding the source of the estimated $1
milUon needed to pay for graduate students health waiv-

ers.

"The waivers will cost the campus $1 million — no

matter where it comes from it will still mean fewer TAs,"

Pearson said.

Connelly stated that the GEO is estimating that 400

to 500 TA jobs will be eliminated.

Pearson said those estimates were "ridiculously high"

but she adso added that there would be a reduced amount
ofTAs next semester.

"Departments with larger TA staffs will have to pay
more out of their budget or make cuts in that staff,'

Pearson said. "Some departments may cut some part-

time TAs because they are given the same full health

waver as full time TAs."

Connelly also said she had documented evidence that

deans were instructing department heads to cutTA staff

even though Provost Glen Gordon has said no such orders

have been given by his office.

Pearson also added that the contract was not violated

because no promises were made concerning how the

money for health benefits were to be collected, and that

ifa violation ofthe contract had occurred the union would
have filed a grievance.

Connelly said GEO members haven't ruled out filing

a grievance, but added that she hopes the administration

changes its current plans.

200 arrested in attempt to close abortion clinic
By DAVID GERMAIN
Associated Press

AMHERST, N.Y. — Police arrested

nearly 200 abortion opponents who
charged a women's clinic Wednesday in a

melee that was in sharp contrast to the

staid abortion arguments being presented

before the U.S Supreme Court.

Anti-abortion demonstrators surged

onto a four-lane highway, and tried to rush

past police barricades and a crowd ofabout

150 abortion rights activists stationed in

front of the subm-ban Buffalo clinic.

The arrests occurred on the suburban

Buffalo area by Operation Rescue. At the

same time, the Supreme Courtwas hearing

arguments on an abortion case from

Pennsylvania.

Several hundred demonstrators also

waved placards and chanted outside the

Supreme Court in Washington, D.C..

In Buffalo, the Rev. Robert Schenck, an
abortion protest organizer from suburban

Tonawanda, said the demonstration had

not been timed to coincide with the Su-

preme Court arguments.

Protesters went limp and were carried

or dragged by police through the crowd of

abortion-rights demonstrators to buses.

Police bound protesters' wrists with hand-

cuffs.

Pohce also used the handcuffs to bind

the feet of the Rev. John Hunter, an anti-

abortion leader from nearby Lockport,

afterhe broke through the line ofabortion-

rights activists and dashed toward the

clinic door.

Some of those arrested lay handcuffed

in the street for 30 minutes as demon-
strators on both sides taunted one another

from opposite sides of the road. Police

blocked traffic on the highway and about

100 officers tried to keep the two sides

separated.

A bus in which some Operation Rescue

demonstrators had arrived was towed
away firom the front of the clinic.

Abortion-rights activists chanted "God

is a woman, and she's pro-choice!" They
mocked abortion opponents by shouting,

"A baby a year until you drop!"

Anti-abortion demonstrators prayed

and sang hymns, holding signs such as "A

Baby Is a Person, No Matter How Small,"

and a poster showing a baby in the womb
with the caption, "Mommy, Please Go
Home, I Want To Live."

"We have some very courageous and
conscientious protesters, said Amherst
Town Justice Sam MaisUn.

Four members of the media and one

abortion-rights demonstrator also were

arrested. The latter, an unidentified

woman, was handcuffed and taken away
after she crossed the street to approach

two people leaving the doctor's office who'd

been confronted by reporters and anti-

abortion demonstrators.

"Operation Rescue thinks it's a success

every time they throw themselves in the

street and get arrested," said Susan
Perron, an abortion-rights activist from

New Orleans.

AP photo

A demonstrator on the anti-abortion side of the Buffalo protests

holds a cross during morning confrontations Tuesday. Abortion

rights activists are on the other side of the street in front of the

Womenservices offices on Buffalo's Main Street.
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live in the People 's Republic ofAmherst.

Weather
You 'II already haveformed your own

impressions of the today's weather

by the time you read this, but we 'II

take a stab anyway. Partly cloudy,

highs in the mid-60s.

Tsongas' medical past at issue
By CECI CONNOLLY
Associated Press

BOSTON — Former presidential candidate Paul

Tsongas instructed his doctors Wednesday to release his

medical records to an independent review panel in the

wake of admissions by the doctors they did not disclose

his cancer once recurred.

Tsongas also said in a statement he would submit

outside medical testing because he plans "to be active in

political affairs in the future and needs to give the public

the assurance it deserves."

The first presidential candidate to campaign as a

cancer survivor, Tsongas invited the world to peer into

his medical history in an unprecedented way. He cam-

paigned on pronouncements he had been cancer ft"ee

since a radical bone marrow transplant in August 1986.

Drs. Tak Takvorian and George Canellos confirmed

Wednesday that a cancerous lump was foimd under

Tsongas' arm about nine months after the transplant.

Tsongas, who was told about the lump and treated for

it with radiation in the spring of 1987, said repeatedly in

the campaign that he had been cancer-free since the

transplant.

The physicians, both experts at the Dana-Farber

Cancer Institute in Boston, said they either forgot about

the relapse or didn't find it significant enough to mention

in exhaustive interviews over the past year.

Tsongas, 51, said Wednesday that his doctors never

concluded the lump was cancerous.

"It was a small node. They took it out and gave me
radiation. Thatwas the end ofit," he told The Sun ofLowell

Wednesday morning.

"Obviously, the matter ofthe 1987 node does not, five

years later, change the state ofmy health but it does raise

the question about what is contained in the medical

data," the statement, released late Wednesday, said.
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GLB Forum
Thursday, April 23

Brown Bag— Warren Blumenfeld, author oiLooking

at Gay and Lesbian Life and editor ofHomophobia: How
We All Are Hurt, will speak on "Nazi Persecution ofGays

During the Holocaust."

Workshop — A co-ed self-defense training workshop,

with Adani Sloat, will be held in the S. U. Ballroom from

5-9 pm.
Presentation — Members of the collective Kiss & Tell

will facilitate a presentation and discussion on themes

addressed by "Drawing the Line" and "True Inversions:

Censorship and Pleasure," including questions ofwhat's

erotic, what's exphcit and what's pornographic. Campus

Center 168, 8 pm.
Film — At 7 p.m. in Campus Center 903 see "Pink

Triangles" and "For Love and For Life."

Friday, April 24

Social — The LBGA will hold its weekly coffee social

in the Campus Center 903 from 3-6 p.m. Come enjoy

coffee, veggies and cool queer people.

Dance — The LBGA will sponsor a benefit dance for

the GLB Community Center Project and the 1992

Northampton Pride March. $4 donation, S. U. Ballroom.

Saturday, April 25

Community Caucuses— "What do we want? Issues for

UM

Tsongas
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Takvorian, who said he made it clear to Tsongas that

the lump was cancerous, was surprised that his patient

did not recall that conversation.

"Time may have blotted that out," Takvorian specu-

lated.

The discovery, first reported in U.S. News and World

Report March 16, seems to contradict Tsongas' campaign

claims. He counted the days from his diagnosis and

declared often, as he did in a May 1991 interview with the

Associated Press: "Today is seven months and eight

years to the day."

By AMY PRENDERGAST
Collegian Staff

One-year-old Danny Colbert and his family are still

waiting to find a matching bone marrow donor. And with

the help of University employee Jody McKay and seven

local bands, their wait could soon be over.

Colbert has a rare form of leukemia which could end

his Ufe if he does not receive a bone marrow transplant

soon. His brother Paul, who is a sophomore CASIAC

msyor, has spent the past semester raising money and

trying to find a donor for his brother.

McKay, who works for Financial Aid Services, has

organized a benefit concert for Darmy to be held on May
3 in the Student Union Ballroom beginning at 11 a.m.

"After I read the story about Danny in the Collegian,

I couldn't sleep knowing I had the power to help because

of the bands I knew," said McKay.
McKay, who has a 17-month-old baby ofher own, said

because she was in the "band scene' for over 10 years she

has gained access to many rock bands.

the 90s" to be held in the Butterfield Loimge from noon

Dance— The LBGA Semi-Normal, the prom you wish

you'd had in high school! Memorial Hall, $10 for dinner

at 6:30 pm and $5 after 9:30 for dancing, tickets available

at the door.
Sunday, April 26

Cafe— The GLB Cafe, featuring Sara Cytron, Justina

and Joyce and Chris Macek will be held in Hampden

Theatre at 8 p.m.
Monday, April 27

Workshop — "Women and Sex in the 908" featuring

Deborah Edelraan. Campus Center 904 from 5-7 pm.

Special Event — Author Lev Raphael will read from

his book "Dancing of Tisha B'Av" in Campus Center 174

at 8:30 p.m.
Tuesday, April 28

Film Festival —- A gay film fest will be held in Brett

North Basement Lounge firom 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Special Event — "Dialogue on People of Color" in the

GLB Community facilitated by Timothy Blake. Room

109 in the New Afirica House from 5-7 p.m.

Workshop — A Bisexual community workshop faciU-

tated by Robyn Ochs of the Boston Bisexual Network in

Machmer E-37 firom 7-9 p.m.

McKay has booked seven bands to participate in the

concert, and they are all performing fi^ee of charge. The

tribute band Physical Graffiti, billed as the "the ultimate

Led Zeppelin experience," is scheduled to play.

Other bands include the AC/DC tribute band Back In

Black, Shy Romeo, Pain Killer, Uve Eagle, OperaUon

Mind Crime and a local UMass band. Final Notice.

Although Danny's condition is "excellent," Colbert

said his brother is traveling to Minnesota next week to

have a transplant with or without an exact donor match,

"because time is running out."

"I'd like to thank Jody McKay for all of her efforts.

None of this would have been possible without her," said

Colbert.

The Graduate Employee Organization and the Union

Program Council are sponsoring the concert. Tickets will

go on sale Monday and will also be available at the door.

The $5 charge for tickets vrill go toward the cost of the

donor testing, which is $60 per test.

Donations for Danny can be mailed to Paul Colbert,

who lives in room 1002 of Kennedy Residence Hall.

2nd Annual
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come down to the Collegian and
ask to speak with Michelle.
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3 Campus Center

FREE T-sliirt with Aerosole purchase

and enter to win:

• Lunch for 2 at Judie's

• Floweni from Always in Bloom

• Foot Massage from Aesthetics Skin Care.

Dozens of styles and colors now available.

Preview Fall '92 with Aerosole

reprcsenlalivc I>on Weiss.

Women's Shoes, Clothing & Accessories

Zanna • 187 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

413-253-2563

It's Time To
Change Your
Underwear!

JOIN THE

J*RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

iu)xi:it
CLUB
oooo

Stop in for details

— No membership fee

— No locker fee

— No towel fee

191 N Pleasant St 22 Masonic St
Amherst Northampton
2S3-2013 586-6336

Open 7 days • Thutulay nltes «n Norlhamplon

Guaranteed

USED TIRES
TOP QUALITY

FULLY WARRANTEED

You'll Want Em
We GotEm!
COME
ON

DOWNI" .

$9"

$12"

$14"

AND BRAKE CENTER
439 Russell St., Hadley

253-9911 or 253-9054

Local
Holocaust survivor seeks to tell truth
By GAYLE LONG
Collegian Staff

Two white figurines stood on the table

next to the podium where Stephan Ross

spoke from last night — one of a rabbit,

the other of a deer.

In any other context, these statuettes

would appear to be made from china or

glass, but Ross, a Holocaust survivor, told

a room of 100 people at the University of

Massachusetts the figvuines were made
from crushed human bone.

The figurines were given tome when I

was liberated from Dachau," he said. He
said they were made by a prisoner in the

camps, and noted the insignia of Hitler's

guard on the bottom.

Ross, 60, a psychologist who survived

incarceration at 10 Nazi concentration

camps, said what he experienced as a 9-

year-old child in Poland was inexplicable.

"I thought many times that I was bom
at the wrong time, in the wrong place," he

said. "I wished I was never bom."
Ross said it is impossible to relate what

happened to him, saying the gamut of

emotions he experienced was incompre-

hensible.

The pain, anguish, humiUation, thirst,

hunger and starvation — it is impossible

to relate this to you," he said.

He said he believed the Holocaust was

an unparalleled tragedy, and called those

who inflicted the experiments and exter-

minations "ghoulish."

"Childrens' skin was used for

lampshades, wallets, umbrellas," Ross

said. The ashes from the human bodies

were used on walks and streets to walk on.

These ashes were also taken away by

trucks to be spread on fields."

"I know this," he said, "because I was

there. I hope I can live longer to spread the

truth."

Ross said when people entered the

camps, they were tattooed like cattle, but

"treated like cockroaches. Men were cas-

trated and women and children were ex-

perimented on. When they left the bar-

racks to be experimented on, they never

came back.*
"1 cannot forgive or forget," he said,

"because I was exposed to this."

"It isn't easy to come here and speak.

It's not for pity. Thanks to those who
brought me to the United States and gave

me the opportunity to make something

out of myself, I give back something of

myself," Ross said, referring to his job in

deUnquency prevention with the City of

Boston, where he works with gang mem-
bers.

Ross said he was discovered at age 9,

after his parents had given him to a PoUsh

Christian family who were members of

the Polish underground. Thefamily taught

Pholo eoartMy Rom bimlly CoUecUn pholo by Srth Kaye

Holocaust siirvivor Stephan Ross, 60, pictured as a yoxmg German

prisoner, left, and speaking last night at UMass.

him to say Christian prayers, and sent

him to work in a German mihtary fort,

where he washed soldiers' boots.

"But, theyknew somethingwas wrong,"

he said. "1 was eight years old ^ they

wanted me to spy. What could I do? They

said words in Polish and I crossed myself.

But they pulleddowm my pants. They beat

me so much it was a miracle I was still

aUve."

Ross said he was then transported to

the first of the camps, where he met up

with his brother, who was 20 years older

than he was.

He said he avoided the "selection" for

the crematorium many times, once by

hiding in the refuse in the outhouse; an-

other time by hiding on the bottom of one

of the cattle cars used as a transport to

bringprisoners to the concentration camps.

Ross said he was liberated in April

1945 when he was 14, and said he bebeved

the United States is the greatest nation in

the world.

"After I was bberated, my brother, his

friend and I were on the road to Munich.

We saw an American soldier on a tank

eating food from a can. He looked at me,

and gave me the can. 1 ate some, fell at his

feet, kissed his boots and cried." Ross said.

"He gave me a handkerchief, which I

learned later was an American flag. I kept

this for 47 years. This is pride, dignity,

heritage and freedom. It is mine as well,"

he said.

20/20 Vision
urges student
involvement
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

With a minimal amount of effort, students can

become involved in influencing the making of pub-

lic policy in the United States, according to the

founder of a local organization seeking to encour-

age active participation in government.

The organization 20/20 Vision will sponsor a

free concert at the Hatch tonight at 8:30 p.m.,

under the condition that each person who attends

writes a postcard to a U.S. policy maker, according

to 20/20 foimder Debbie Krueger.

The chapter started here last semester atUMass

is modeled on the national organization 20/20 Vi-

sion.

The name 20/20 Vision mirrors the group's goal:

By spending 20 minutes a month contacting those

in government, and paying two dollars ($20 for the

national group) a year, one will be able to see their

vision of an active government for the common

person taking place.

"You will be able to choose ftt)m three issues,"

said Krueger. "We will, also, give you all the infor-

mation, so that you can make an informed choice."

Participants can write a quick note to President

Bush urging him to attend or at least send a

delegate to the Earth Summit Conference in Bra-

zil. This conference will focus on reducing carbon

dioxide emissions, which contribute to global

warming.
Other environmental issues will be touched upon

during the meeting, according to Krueger.

Another choice is to ask legislators to createjobs

by transferring spending firom the military to civil-

ian investments, according to Krueger.

According to 20/20 Vision, for every bilUon dol-

lars taken out of military spending and added to

domestic interests, about 6,800jobs will be created.

Finally, one can write to Congress to urge them

to stop the funding for the Strategic Defense Initia-

tive.

"The arms race costs the average U.S. wage

earner one day's wages every two weeks," said

senior math major Stephen Phillip.

"20/20 Vision wants to provide a chance forbusy

people to actively engage in the democratic pro-

cess," said Krueger.

Krueger said 20/20 Vision wants people to not

only become more aware of the issues, but would

also Uke to see more involvement in the legislative

process.

"It should be a common thing to have a close

relationship vrith your senator and representa-

tive," said Krueger.

The national organization of 20/20 Vision was

founded in Amherst by Lois Barber.

Campus celebrates Earth Day
Participants say event heightens support forplanet

By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Mother Nature's persistent rains tried to cast a damper

on the celebration of Earth Day yesterday, but partici-

pants' enthusiastic support ofthe environment foiled her

attempts, said several Earth Day participators.

"The celebration of Earth Day developed a sense of

community and togetherness among people which

heightened their feelings ofcompassiontoward the Earth,"

said Carol Narbis, who is a member of MassPlRG.

Earth Day, she said, would have been a success even

ifonly one person ofthe estimated 500 to 600 people who

attended Earth Day came to celebrate it.

"By reaching one person and making him or her aware

of what different things he or she can do for the Earth

means the Earth activists have accompUshed their goal,"

said Narbis, who helped raise over $100 for the tropical

rainforest cause by selling donated baked goods.

Aric Harkins, a volunteer for the Massachusetts

Audobon Society, said there was lots of energy and

enthusiasm during Earth Day. "I want to keep the Earth

healthy so Ufe can survive and thrive." he said.

A diverse range ofpeople who came to Earth Day, said

James Kilcoyne, a co-partner ofthe Progressive Resource

Service which aims to expose college students to political

issues. "There were people here that were both casually

and deeply involved in environmental issues," he said.

"The human race must cease its destructive behavior

of the Earth in order to save it." said Katya Koes, a

canvasser for Greenpeace, an organization which protects

the environment by trying educate people about environ-

mental issues.

More people, she said, have signed up to write letters

to their senators about environmental issues than she

anticipated. "Earth Day was definitely a success," Koes

said.

Carrie Desmarais, a sophomore wildlife management

maoor, said Earth Day helped people understand the

Earth's environmental problems and got them involved

in different causes for the Earth. "1 went outside this

morning and shouted 'Happy Earth Day' and hugged a

tree," she said.

Michele Palazzo, who is assistant program coordina-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Freshman CASIAC major Meg Stebbins

shows the environmentally conscious way of

getting around on Earth Day yesterday.

SGA members anticipate budget battle
By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Staff

The proposed Student Govemment Association bud-

get for fiscal year 1993 is expected to cause friction

between the SGA and the University administration,

according to the Chairperson of the SGA Budgets Com-

Budgets Chair Rob Witherell saidhe bebeves the total

proposed budget of $2,107,635 has "a decent chance" of

approval at the next Undergraduate Student Senate

meeting, but he isn't as optimistic about it receiving the

approval of Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Jo-anne

T. Vanin and other administrators.

"If the Senate passes the budget as is, there vrill be a

battle with the administration throughout the summer

to get it implemented," Witherell said. "My sense is that

[Director ofStudent Activities] Edward Korza is going to

recommend against approving the budget."

Witherell will hold a public budget hearing tonight at

7 p.m. in room 162 of the Campus Center, and said he

encourages all undergraduates to attend, Usten to his

budget presentation and ask questions.

"With this budget, students get to determine where

fees are allocated," he said. "It's all a question of priori-

ties."

Witherell said conflict has arisen over two issues. The

Budgets Committee wants to allocate $53,000 to the

Student Center for Educational Research and Advocacy

to fund a director's position. He also said the committee

is recommending the cessation offunding for the position

of SAO Associate Director.

Witherell said both proposals are opposed by several

administration officials, including Korza, Vanin and SAO
Business Manager Allen Brainerd.

Witherell called SCERA a "device for students to use

to mobihze against budget cuts, to lobby at the State

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7
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Editorial/Opinion
ofAmherst

The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views

Big names,
big scandals

William Kennedy Smith, Clarence

Thomas, Mike Tyson. Big names, big

scandals. Despite the crimes they were

accused of, they still remain prominent

men in America. These "great men,"

charged with emotional and physical harm
against women, are still the apple of the

public's eye. One even sits on the highest

court in the nation, with the power to

make laws for and against women.

E.C. Thomas

of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

And the accusers? They are forgotten

as the media spotlight shifts onto another

"great" hero. What some people don't seem

to realize is that it's not the Tysons or the

Kennedys in this world that are the heroes,

but the women that have the courage to

stand up to them and and fight for their

rights and justice. They went forward,

disregarding the accused's fame, fortune

or reputation. They went forward with a

message ofanti-submissiveness and anti-

oppression for all women.
These women not only stood up to these

heroes, but also to the American public.

They spoke out with bravado and valor, all

the while knowing that they would become

the focus of media attention and pubhc

criticism. The argument often used against

these women is that they merely went

forward for the glitz and glory of this

media attention. They went forward for

the money. Yet Tyson's accuser turned

down one million dollars to drop the

charges she had made against him. That's

an awful lot of money to turn down, es-

pecially ifmoney was the purpose for one's

accusation. That's also a lot of money to

offer someone who is supposedly lying.

These women had their past and present

lives dragged through themud ofthe media

circus. Their personal characters were at-

tacked by people who didn't even know
them. They were judged by people they

knew as well as strangers. They sacrificed

their private lives to fight for what they

believed was right. Loss of friends and

attacks from the public are a large sacri-

fice to make for only a price tag.

One in three women will be raped

during her lifetime. Andrea Parrot, a lec-

turer at Cornell University, estimates that

20 percent of college women at two cam-

puses she surveyed had been raped dur-

ing their college years or before, and most

of these incidents were date rapes. In a

three-year study of6,200 male and female

students on 32 campuses, Mary Koss, a

Kent State psychologist, found that 73

percent of the women forced into sex

avoided using the term rape to describe

their exi>eriences and only five percent

reported the incident to police.

In a 1980 report at UCLA, half the

male students admitted that there could

be some circumstances under which they

would force a woman to commit a sexual

act ifthey were sure ofnot being punished.

In a similar study conducted at several

colleges, 35 percent of surveyed college

men agreed. According to the FBI, forcible

rape is one of the fastest growing violent

crimes committed in the U.S. and most of

the rapes that occur, especially when
concerning date rape, go unreported —
and the rapist unpunished.

It takes great stamina and confidence

to stand up for what one believes in. It also

takes determination and boldness to en-

dure what the above women did. Why they

aren't seen as heroes is an injustice in

itself. Their perseverance deserves a great

deal ofrespect, for they have laid down the

pavement for hundreds ofwomen in their

fight against oppression and violence (the

recent rape allegationsby a woman against

three N.Y. Mets players is a case in point

— she stated that she came forward be-

cause she saw that Tyson had been con-

victed). These women serve as a symbol of

anti-submissiveness and strength for

women everywhere. These women took a

step forward not just for themselves, but

for the women's race.

EC. Thomas is a UMass student

Gays need
a federal law

It's tough leaving one's home to start

life over somewhere else. Lesbians and

gays have to do this all the time. It's

important for people to understand why

so many ofus find it necessary to leave our

homes and families to make new begin-

nings.

When I came out during myjunior year

at a small state college in Kansas, most of

my friends and professors quickly dis-

tanced themselves. My roommate read

Bible passages aloud and told me lesbians

were sick, violent people. Then she ended

our fiiendship.

Trystan Skeigh

Assembly works to unite
On March 28, I attended an all-day

national strategy meeting in Baltimore.

Sponsored by the Maryland Coalition to

Overturn Budget Cuts, the meeting's fo-

cus was on ways for workers, activists and

oppressed people to effectively fight back

against the all-out economic war waged by

the rubng elite in this country. People

from 26 states were there, including

militant trade unionists, environmental-

ists, gay, lesbian and bisexual activists,

state and welfare workers and activists

from anti-racism, reproductive rights,

housing and anti-war groups. These

people, many ofthem poor, some ofwhom
drove two days or more to attend the

meeting, are motivated by acommon bond
— outrage at what is happening in the

U.S. and the knowledge that seemingly

separate attacks on various human rights

issues are all part of one large onslaught

by the government, multinational corpo-

rations, big banks and the Pentagon.

Kevin J. Smith

The brainchild of the meeting was a

People's Assembly. The Assembly's

premise is that the only language that

oppressive governments and rich parasites

truly understand is a well-coordinated

mass movement against them and the

illegitimacy they represent. Its strategy

entails regional assemblies in conjunction

with a national outreach committee. This

strategy, mind you, is more than specu-

lation; the committees were already formed

before the day's end, and began work im-

mediately upon leaving. The Assembly's

driving force is the reality that isolated we
remain ineffectual, but united we have

the capacity to make history.

Residents and students in Amherst

remain relatively shielded from the most

grotesque abuses currently being inflicted

by our system — racist attacks by city

police forces whose only function is to

protect the wealthy bankers and property

owners; 50 million-plus people at or near

poverty level; 37 million people with no

health care, many others in serious jeop-

ardy of losing theirs; and abominable in-

fant mortality rate; layoffs ofhundreds of

thousands of workers weekly; rampant

homelessness; more incarcerations per

capita than any other country in the world,

with inordinate percentages of Black and

Latino prisoners and new jails being built

every day. America is neither the land of

the free or the land ofopportunity .
It is an

odious empire rapidly falling apart at the

seams. But in spite ofthe decay, the richest

U.S. families aren't feeling the pinch. In

fact, they're finding all this chaos quite

profitable.

Even in Amherst, though, we are wit-

ness to one striking reflection ofthe attack

by corporate America upon its citizens—
the University ofMassachusetts . Forthose

of you who haven't noticed, UMass is be-

ing transformed into a school for the

privileged at lightning speed. As a Hbrary

employee, I'm watching a once-respectable

facility being pilfered of its acquisitions

budget, and hence, its utility as a liberal

arts research library. Here, as at state

colleges and universities nationwide, all

departments and appurtenances consid-

ered unmarketable are being killed.

Many students, understandably, are

scrambling along and just trying to

graduate before things get even worse at

UMass. I only ask that such students

consider what they really have to antici-

pate after they receive their diplomas.

Despite all the milk-and-honey rhetoric

being doled out by government economists
and the corporate media, we are in the

midst of an unprecedented worldwide
economic crisis. Even for those fortunate

enough to land a decent job, the cycles of

production-for-profit dictate that crises

invariably occur, each one bringing with it

more deprivation and misery than its

predecessor. And all the while, food rots in

warehouses, machinery sits idle, and in-

nocent people are deprived of life's basic

necessities.

We happen to be ahve during a very
important time. Capitalism is a doomed
species, yet hke a wounded animal, it has
the proclivity to wreak incredible havoc in

its frantic struggle for self-preservation.

The People's Assembly has been formed to

see that this does not occur any longer,

and that a truly useful social structure is

available to begin anotherepoch in history.

Kevin J. Smith is a member of the
Tower Library staff.

Press makes our decisions for us
I would like to bring your attention

to something the national press is re-

sponsible for — divulging the private

lives of the presidential candidates in

hopes of swaying views of potential

voters. A prime example of this is the

treatment Clinton is getting. His di-

vorce is all over the newspapers, and so

is the fact that he smoked some pot in

college.

There has been far too much power

given to the press for it to be able to dig

up smut on people's lives, regardless of

the issues of the campaign. The press
trashes people that they can get trash
on, an sometimes it's not based on the
truth. The public is not given the chance
to make up its own mind, because the
press has already made up their minds
for them. If the press gave less atten-
tion to the personal lives of the candi-
dates they don't like, then the campaign
would be more of a fair one.

Patricia Dorris
MacNamara

My school's student code of conduct

said homosexual conduct was lewd and

unacceptable. Because I had been popular

and the news spread quickly, I realized I

risked being expelled.

Other closeted lesbians at the Univer-

sity felt threatened because I operdy ac-

knowledged my lesbianism. One of them,

afraid her friendship with me would

jeopardize her graduate as8i8tantship,cut

off contact to protect herself

I needed to find a happy lesbian com-

munity where I could live and be safe. But

1 lost hope of finding one in Kansas. The

two gay bars I drove 75 miles to find were

tiny and dark vrith unlit doors facing the

street. To get in 1 had to show a driver's

license to a doorkeeper who kept a log of

names and license numbers.

Within these crowded, smoky pits the

atmosphere was tense. During introduc-

tions people never said their last names or

where they worked. 1 quickly learned never

to ask. As glasses emptied and tongues

loosened pain often rose to the surface.

Lesbians I befriended told me they had

attempted suicide — one black-leather

butch even showed me a row of five dif-

ferent scars. When I asked one young

lesbian why, she said "Because my family

said I'm going to hell and kicked me out. I

guess they're right."

So I got out. I had heard about

Northampton from some lesbians I met in

a peace march, and 1 decided to fly East,

partially to check out the peace movement,

and because the Pioneer Valley sounded

like a safe place for lesbians coming out.

Over the past seven years I've managed
to make a home for myself within the

community here. Through studying and

being with lesbian feminists, I've learned

a new language of self-love that helps me
combat the homophobic inner voices that

still crop up from my memories sometimes
when I'm feeling insecure. You can take

the dyke out of Kansas, but it's not so easy

taking Kansas out of the dyke. . .

Recently I flew home to visitmy family.

1 discovered Kansas hasn't changed much
since I left. Initially delighted by the news

that a lesbian couple now lived in my
parent's town, my stomach turned sour as

friends told me how these two young
women have been evicted several times,

how one has been fired and the other can't

get a job "because she looks too much like

a dyke."

Kansas is one of44 states without civil

rights protection for lesbians and gays. It

is one of several Bible Belt states aggres-

sively homophobic in its law enforcement,

conducting undercover "stings" in parks

and nightclubs, publicly humihatingthose
apprehended for "lewd auid lascivious acts,"

often destroying their careers and forcing

them to flee the area.

Until Congress passes a rigorously en-

forced federal civil rights law, lesbians

and gays will continue to be forced to live

as fugitives, hiding in dark corners like

guilty drinkers during prohibition, or as

lonely exiles far from home. In a nation

supposedly committed to equal rights for

all , it is hard to understand why the same

hateful forces responsible for the pink and

black triangles in the Nazi death camps
still exist.

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian colum-

nist.

You get offthe Turnpike at exit 8 and start taking the

back roads to UMass. You get to look atsome prototypical

Western Massachusetts towns. You cruise by empty

ofQce space in Palmer and closed down mills inThomdike.

Every quarter mile or so there is a house with a For Sale

sign on it. Belchertown brings a dirty looking river,

Pelham has overgrown farm land.

The recession has hit this area ofthe world hard. High

unemployment, low morale. These towns would do any-

thing for a big business to call their conmiunity home,

something to employ their people, bring pride to their

citizens and put them on the map.

Something like the University of Massachusetts.

You pull into Amherst and see nice restaurant, bed

and breakfasts, bars and every type ofstore possible. You

see 20-year-old8 begging landlords for an overpriced

lease, you see their parents throwing money around at

the uptown shops.

You see a free bus system taking residents safely

around theircommunity. You see a baimer congratulating

a championship basketball team for entertaining the

citizens all winter. You see a brand-new, million dollar

poUce station and modem and clean school facilities.

No empty offices, no closed mills. Just affluence. What

could have given this community a reprieve from the

depression of its neighbors?

Something like the University of Massachusetts.

Amherst without UMass students? Welcome to

Thomdike.
You pick up the local paper and read about how the

residents of Amherst treat their valuable guests. The

locals say the students are ruining their town. Too much

noise, too much litter, too much drinking, too many

students.

Welcome to the People's RepubUc of Amherst, a com-

munity which can boast of having an equal number of

living Civil War veterans as residents with even an iota

of common sense. The average I.Q. can not be much
higher than room temperature. Let's take a look at a few

ofAmherts finest, all I.Q.s are favorable estimates.

Dan Wetzel

Margot Parrot (I.Q. 67) — a top notch super-sleuth,

who was intelligent enough to figure out that some

UMass students like to occasionally enter those strange

buildings uptown with neon Budweiser signs glowing in

the window. But that is not all. The inspector also

detected that on some nights so many people enter these

strange places that they get crowded, and when patrons

leave they sometimes smell like alcohol. According to

Parrot, this is bad and it must be stopped.

Congratulations Margot. Your ability to figure out

these puzzles of modem society is uncanny. Proceed to

the fourth grade.

I guess Ms. Parrot did not realize that these uptown

"speakeasies" actually charge for each drink. And guess

what? Not only does Amherst collect taxes on these

business but they are owned and managed by residents.

That's right, these dens of sin are actually the sources of

some residents income.

TheAmherst Select Board (Average I .Q. 76)— a group

who figured the best way to stop student drinking was to

implement a keg hcensing law in Amherst. Their midget

minds figured that less kegs would result in less student

drinking. Even the Hazard County Select Board, con-

sisting of Beau, Luke, Uncle Jesse, Boss Hog and Flash

the Dog, could not have been this stupid.

First off, now when a student wants to buy a keg they

willjust go to Hadley to do so. This will cost the Amherst

package stores much-needed business and cost the town

in lost revenues. A pretty interesting fiscal plan during a

recession, indeed.

Secondly, less kegs equals more Jello-shots and punch

bowls. When you consume alcohol from one of these two

sources you can not tell how much you are drirddng. The

chances ofa student becoming intoxicated without want-

ing to be increases drastically. PubUc intoxication will

increase, not decrease. Select Board back to the second

grade, you did not thirdc your solution through, you

pinheads.

The Amherst Peace and Quiet Conumsion (Average

I.Q. 72) — a board made up of "concerned" residents,

whose plans include closing the bars in Amherst at 11

p.m., a fiill three hours earUer than in the City ofBoston.

Their reasoning must be that ifthe bars close at 11 then

the students will be home, tucked into bed with a story

read to them, by 11:30.

Another prime example of Amherst logic. If the bars

close at 1 1 , then everyone who is at the bar will head out

to afterhour parties which will start at 11:05. They vrill

get there by driving their cars. Thus the noise problem

will move from uptown to residential neighborhoods and

drunk driving will increase, just what you wanted —
right, guys. This group may be stupider than the

selectboard; back to the first grade you idiots.

The citizens of this town are too stupid to appreciate

what they have. Amherst would be nothing without

UMass, but townspeople must have smoked a little too

much pot in the 60s to figure this out. The more I hear

Amherst residents express their intelligence, the more I

wish I went to the University of Massachusetts at

Thomdike.
Dan Wetzel is a Collegian staffmember.

Cynical outdoorsman
muses about Earth Day

I don'tknow about anyone else, but I'm

flattered by the amount of attention that

the reputable members of the national

media have been paying to the Valley

recently. 1 found it interesting that the

National Enquirer's expose on NoHo was

more factually accurate, though probably

less valuable as a social critique, than

Esquire's portrayal of Southwest, which

incorrectly identified the Grad Tower as

JFK. Between the "10,000 cuddling, kiss-

ing lesbians" described by the Enquirer,

and the 1.500 or so "hyperactive kids" in

Southwest, you can ask the locals which

make better neighbors.

Josh Reynolds

As a celebration of our running out of

ozone, lumber, rainforests, non-edible non-

domesticated species, fossil fuels, clean

places to dirty and time to deal with the

whole mess, perhaps a more appropriate

name would be "Dearth Day."

Since the first Earth Day, 22 years ago,

the seriousness of popular envirotunental

concerns have escalated a few degrees (no

pun intended). Back then, they were

worried about saving the whales — now
people are wondering if it's already too

late to prevent the coastlines from flood-

ing as the polar caps melting Uke the ice

cubes in a drink on the patio. Considering

our response time to the threat to the

ozone (we'veknown about it since the mid-

'708) and the meager turnout that

yesterday's events earned here, I can't say

that I'm optimistic.

By the time world leaders with eco-

nomic growth(s) on (or in) their minds ban

the production of freon, there will be

enough of the stuff leaking out of old

refirigerators tomake sunbathers look like

pot roasts reheated in the microwave.

Unfortunately, holding sing-alongs,

eatingBen and Jerry'sand playing hackey-

sack by the campus pond aren't going to

change things. Town recychngefforts help,

but in the big picture, they're on a pretty

small scale.

With every corporation from

McDonald's to Union Carbide paying Up-

service to environmental concerns,

"Shopping Green" is of dubious value. I've

seen plenty oflists of"bad" companies, but

for a lot of products that the majority of

people are just not wilUng to go without,

you'd be hard-pressed to find a fist of

"good" companies (is that an oxymoron?).

Disposable batteries, diapers or lightbulbs

just aren't very green, no matter who

makes them.

Oiu- government's fight against the

environment has been more successful

than it's war on drugs, more conclusive

than its campaign against Iraq and is

legally more sound than its occupation/

kidnapping operation in Panama. Reagan

and Bush's secret domestic war against

environmental groups such as Earth First!

is reminiscent ofthe manhunts conducted

against the Black Panthers at the end of

the sixties.

But when it comes right dowm to it, you

have to remember that these guys were

popularly elected. Did anyone really think

that a Texas oilman and member of the

Reagan administration wanted to be the

environmental president? You'll notice

that the energy policy and environmental

concerns get second billing to character

slander and vague talk about the economy.

People who are unemployed or threatened

with unemployment are more concerned

with saving their jobs than spotted owls.

or the prospect of wearing stronger sun-

screen.

Somebody remind me not to get talking

pohtics again. I can just get carried away.

Sometimes I get nightmares about beat-

ing Nancy Reagan with a rubber hose

until she confesses to cheating on her

taxes (that's legal now, you know). Or

seizing all ofDan Quayle's property under

suspicion that he once bought marijuana.

Or car bombing the Supreme Court. . . I

wake up laughing maniacally.

Josh Reynolds is a Collegian staff

member.

Notes from the Campus Center basement
My first rendition of "T^Jotes." I feel so honored. For

starters, the terminal at which I am typing is awful

and I can barely make out the words. So if there is

anything in this column that is unclear to you, it's not

my fault.

What's a Hoopla? Haigis Hoopla is coming up and

I am one ofthe lucky twenty who has been workingday

and night to put this whole festival together. If you

have any questions, ask us. We are the ones running

around trying to do half a million things at once.

HopeftiUyby nextweek I vrill have gotten caught upon

my sleep.

Kristen and Brenna were down m the Campus

Center basement and were wondering if they would

get into the "Notes." Guess what ladies, you're here.

Congratulations.

For some new gossip, Kim is seeing a guy named

Gary and he is a Skid Row buff. But don't hold that

against him, because he does Uke hockey too.

Assistant UMass Hoop Coach John Robic, who is

also in charge ofthose cute Mini-Minutemen, just had

a baby girl. Word is he was sick of those brats and

wanted to start his own Mini-Minutemen family.

Picture this. Standing with my roommate in Stop

and Shop, we stared aimlessly at the near empty

shelves in the "Kosher for Passover" aisle. Ouy. such

choices, I didn't know where to start. Our adventure

went like this:

"Okay Hope, should we get the regular matzo or the

egg matzo?"
"Gee Felice, I don't know. The selection isjust so huge.

Why don't we get some of that gefilte fish."

"Well Hope, to me that looks like the remains of

someone's science experiment."

Felice Cohen

Is it me or is there anyone out there who would give

their left; eye for a bagel? This matzo stuff is for the birds.

Since we'reon the topic offood (a favorite ofmine), let's

discuss this business of sharing it with roomniates.

Lately, I have been hearing complaints ftx)m friends

tellingme their roommates can't seem to keep their paws

off their food.

My solution? Hide your good food in a brown paperbag

in the back. Then take some old, moldy, spoiled food and

place that in the front. Before you leave the house, make

sure to tell your roommate that he/she is welcome to help

him/herselfwith your leftovers. Ifthat doesn't stop them,

the food poisoning shoidd.

I do not have any grafitti of the week, but I do have

some hip expressions. "I'm all over it," and "I Uve for you,"

are two of the newest and hottest forms of communica-

tions. If you don't use them, Suzanne will call you a

"wank."

Nancy, from the Alimani office, called it, "Fried

Green Peppers." Nancy doesn't get out much, but we

still love her.

Gayle Long can no longer be reached in the base-

ment of the Campus Center. Her new office location

has been moved to the 11th floor. Cheers Gayle.

Does anyone know where Ross Perot came from?

And what happened to the "H" in his name?

Everyone keeps telling me that the caricarture of

me on the sports page looks nothing like me. Please,

did you think I wanted my real mug in the Collegian?

With the onset of warm weather comes late after-

noon meetings. You know women's "tea" times are

limited. Just ask Sarah and Jodi.

Well, I promised at the beginning ofthe semester I

would not make any references to the days remaining

in the semester. But it has come to my attention that

there is only one month to go. One month! As soon as

I realized this I called Nana B. Her reaction? "Kin a

Hurra!"
Does anyone, besides me and Debra, remember

Marathon Bars? They were those long-braided, choco-

late-covered caramel candy bars. They were the best

That about wraps up this installment of "Notes."

ni leave you with this one bit of advice, "Come to

Haigis Hoopla!"

Felice Cohen is a Collegian columnist
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By EVELYN A. DE JESUS
Collegian Staff

Cooperation, not competition, is the key to success of

any company, said an internationally known quality

control advisor last night.

Approximately 2,300 people packed the bine Arts

Center to attend a lecture by Dr. Edward Demming.

called the Messiah of Management."

Demming is perceived differently by American and

Japanese managers. Business magazines have called

him the -curmudgeon of quality" and he is basically

known as the "American who taught the Japanese about

quality control" in the business world.

-Without theories, there are no questions. Without

questions, there's no learning." Demming said.

"Demming has developed a system consisting of 14

points, that aims to develop in every manager an un-

derstanding of the process they and their employees are

involved to meet the needs of their costumers." said Jose

A. Touzon. president ofthe UMass' American Production

and Inventory Control Society (APICS), an operations

management student organization.

Demming tried to introduce his management theories

in the 1950s to American companies and was unsuccessful

.

so he decided to accept an invitation made by Japan to

advise their managers. His theories were not only well-

received, but applied. The results can been seen today.

"I taught the Japanese about loyalty, long-term rela-

tionships, materials and services. . . optimization of a

system," he said.

It's about time the American management is Ustening

to him," said Rakesh Vadgama, vice president of APICS.

Demming is trying to do for America what he did for

Japan. Among the points that he advocates in every

seminar that he holds during the year are that quality

leads to lower costs, that most defects are caused by the

system, that goods should be bought from vendors com-

mitted to quality, and that it is important to work with

suppliers.

These points find their counterparts in much of the

American management philosophy of seUing the great-

est quantity ofgoods possible to increase profits, according

to Demming.
He supports teamwork, in which every member pro-

vides vital input to the overall final performance.

-Why is the British Royal Philarmonic great?. . .

Cooperation. Each player is there to support each other.

They are there to get all the merit for themselves,"

Demming said. There is something in the Japanese

society — they all learn cooperation."

He also said an example ofcooperation is the European

Economic Community and that his theories apply to

agriculture, education and other fields.

The event was sponsored by Digital Equipment Cor-

poration and the University of Massachusetts' School of

Management Production and Operations Management

Program. Dean of the School of Management Thomas

O'Brien recognized to Alan Robinson, assistant profes-

sor of operations management, and Ericka Prew, assis-

tant director of alumni relations, for their help in orga-

nizing the activity.

Charles Manson, 57, appears at his parole hearing in Corcoran, Calif. Tuesday. He was

denied. Manson was originally sentenced to die for masterminding the murders ofpregnant

actress Sharon Tate and eight others in 1969, but his sentence was changed to life in prison

when the Supreme Court ruled capital punishment unconstitutional in 1972.

5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Lasagna Verde

(vegetable lasagna)

• Veal Parmesan
• Shrimp all'Arrabbiata

(shrimp in spicy plum tomato sauce)

• Chicken Primavera

(chicken & vegetables w/pasta)

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires April 30, 1992

Open Daily at 11:30 a.m.

Sign a r^^^^
Donor Card .. >^ i^

"

SAVE
A
LIFE!

Don't forget
Fill Out a

Health Care

Proxy Form to PROTECT YOUR WISHES

national Organ and Tissue
Donor Awareness Week 1992

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300

Come visit us on the

Campus Center Concourse
April 23

sponsored by tiie University Health Services
Student Health Advisory Board (SHAB)

Faculty travel across
state for environment
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian SUff

Faculty at the the University ofMasBa-
chusetts are travelingthroughout the state

to help local, state and federal agencies

solve environmental and planning ques-

tions, according to several University pro-

fessors.

The faculty are using computerized

mapping as their tool which uses a soft-

ware cfdled Geographic Information Sys-

tems. The software is used to amass and
analyze vast amounts of information.

"Using GIS technology, the University

is doing a wide range of projects with an

environmental focus," said Jack Ahearn,

assistant professor oflandscape architec-

ture and regional planning.

"We want to niake communities and

planning agencies aware of this resource

so they can come to the University for help

and information," he said.

Computerized mapping is considered

by many people to be one of America's

most promising technologies.

UMass currently has a cooperative

agreement with the state's Executive Of-

Gce of Environmental Affairs. Through

this agreement, both the University and

state agencies are sharing statewide data

generated for the Massachusetts' GIS.

Five departments at UMass are now

either using or are in the process ofdevel-

oping the GIS system.

These departments include the Water

Resources Research Center, University

Computing Services, department of for-

estry and wildlife management, depart-

ment of landscape architecture and re-

gional planning and the department of

geology and geography.

One of the projects that the depart-

ment of landscape architecture and re-

gional planning is now engaged in is the

studying ofhistorical land-use patterns in

Lexington and Concord, during the Revo-

lutionary War period. They are studying

the land patterns to determine if it is

feasible to restore what has now become
f<H:«8t lamd back to farm land.

The GIS technology has other poten-

tials besides the environmental and land-

use focuses, said Ahearn.

"Fire departments can use GIS to de-

termine the best routes for responding to

emergencies based on traffic patterns,

street layouts, and time of day," said

Ahearn.
"Service industries, like banksand res-

taurants, can use GIS to determine where

to site their outlets," Ahearn said.

One project which is currently in

progress is the development of a new
strategy to preserve an area without ac-

quiring land. The department of land-

scape architecture is helpingthe National

Park Service in this endeavor. They are

doing this by mapping out resources in the

Blackstone River Valley National Historic

Corridor between Worcester and Provi-

dence Rhode Island.

Another project is the development ofa

regional GIS and database for the Pioneer

Valley Planning Commission in West
Springfield. The Water Resources Re-

search Center is providing the conmiis-

sion with technical assistance.

Other departments at UMass are also

helping the commission develop a rural

landmanagement program for the town of

Southampton.

M budget battle
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

House," and he said Korza suggested

replacing SCERA with a "Super

SCERA" which would have adminis-

trative input. In a recentmemorandum,
however, Witherell rejected this pro-

posal as counter to student interests.

"There are a plethora of unions on

campus, but as ofnow there is nothing

which directly advocates the needs of

undergraduate students at the State

House," he said.

The funding of the associate

director's position of SAO should be

elinainated, according to Witherell.

Witherell said current Associate Di-

rector Suzanne Jean has "been on sick

leave since October."

II" ""»"" ff9»4«l

GREAT MaSIC, GREAT BENEFIT
The Boltwood Project presents Mini Bus Sandwich for

a Benefit Concert.

Place: Hadley Pub

Time: 8:00 pnn

Date: Friday, April 24^

First 30 people will receive a pair of tie-dye boxer

shorts! Come help a program for people with

special needs!

Also on Saturday, April 25^^, The Boltwood Project will

be sponsoring a food drive at Super Stop & Shop to

benefit Jessie's House at Northampton

ROLLING ROCK
& ROLLING ROCK

LIGHT
12-12 OZ. BOTTLES

$fi99
DEP.

V V \ V V V ^ V V V V V ^ \ ^ V \ V \ \ ^ V \

Don't Miss Scott's Super
Spring Specials!!

B SOUTHERN
' COMFORT

750 ML.

$^99

AnhcuscrBusch's

NATURAL LIGHT
2412 0Z. CANS

$Q99
DEP.

\

HEINEKEN
12-12 OZ. BOTTLES

$Q99
%J * DEP.

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STORE!

6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst
Play all Mass Lottery

games here'

rrrcTT\ ; ^ ^ ^ . . . ^ ^ ^ . ^ . ^ . < ^ < ^ ^ < ^ ^ ^ s:sj

ACADKMVuMlSK'
NOPTHftMPTON (jfi£\^§m

HELD OVER RNAL WEEK - ENDS APRIL 30

Daily 7:00 & 9:00 (NO 9pm show Fn!)

A Kafka-esque riff from Woody-a film maker continually

challenging himself and his audience-WHAT A CAST!

SHADOWS
AMD FOG
Wooor AlUR

imUm JoHidsKi

MllUltOW jodkFouii

f|[t6«YII( JUlKltTlfl

MiDoim JoiilttiiomH

Kdnnii Mm U\i NdiiGii

DoitiD fmm HIT loMiii

iSNEAK PREVIEW FRL AT 9pm of a new film opemngin

I Mav - if you liked Cinema Paradiso you will love TOTO
^ ^ LESHERO"

•T TME GftTES OF SMITH COLLEGE

Dance with DJ Richie T
&

VELCRO WALL JUMPING
1/2 price appetizers 4-7

Dance with DJ Teddy P

THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY

"^^l OISC
1°^'^

Featuring DJ Strollin' Roland

APPETIZER SPECIAL
8:00- 10:00PM

ANYMENU NACHOS
$2.00

Dance Party

WEEKEND GIVEAWAYS

BE PART OF THE ACTION

Play billiards, snowboard, air

hockey, football, basketball,

golf and more.

WEEKLY SPECIALS

))ntt
-^^^ BEER

95<f

Drafts

$3-95

Pitchers

492 Pleasant Street • Northampton • 586-3763

PLENTY OF PARKING

CI-LlUUt.VIl-S MCjnS IN AMHERyr
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M Earth Day
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

tor for Earthweek, said so far with

combined proceed donations from
Ben & Jerry's and the money
MassPIRG raised from its bake sale,

Earthweek activities have raised

$397.47. This money, she said, will

buy about 16 acres of tropical

rainforest.

There were 15 great perfor-

mances, Palazzo said, that were put

on by several different singers and
musicians. Thirty-six tables were
also there, she said, offering infor-

mation about different envirorunen-

tal issues.

AIDS activists focus on women
SPRINGFIELD(AP)—AIDS data from

the state's four western counties under-

score the need for more prevention and

treatment programs for women with the

disease, a group ofwomen AIDS activists

said Wednesday.
Michelle Murrain, who teaches biology

at Hampshire College, said state and fed-

eral health statistics show that over the

past 1 1 years 68 cases ofAIDS have been

diagnosed amongwomen in the Berkshire,

Frankhn, Hampshire and Hampden
counties.

The counties have a combined popula-

tion of 812,322. A total of 4,829 cases of

AIDS, including 617 among women, were

reported statewide during that time.

One woman with AIDS was reportedm
Franklin County. Fifty-two cases ofwomen

vvith the disease have been reported since

1981 in Hampden County, which mcludes

the region's largest cities. Nine cases have

been reported in Hampshire County, and

six cases have been reported in Berkshire

County.
-There is a great deal that is notknown^

especially about its impact on women,"

Ellen Koteen, director of the Spnngfield

Infant Mortality and Teenage Pregnancy

Coalition, said of the disease.

The women said they want to persuade

the state to spend more here on education

and other programs aimed at women.

But they offered no specific sum to

lawmakers debating this year's state bud-

get, and they did not know how much the

state was spending on AIDS programs in

the region.

"We are not prepared to talk about how
much money is needed," said Diane
Palladino, director of AIDS Allies, a
Springfield-based service group for people

who have tested positive for the AIDS
virus. "We need to talk about a commit-

ment fnst on all levels of government."

"Our concern is with Western Massa-

chusetts, not the state as a whole," said

Koteen. But she said the women were

considering approaching a similar group

of AIDS activists in the Boston area.

Advertising

Space Sales
Ziff-Davis, ihe best known and most successful company in

computer magazine publishing, seeks ambititxis pet>ple who want

to be measured by their achievements.

Sales Associates
You'll a.ssist sales represenUitivcs in all aspects of the job.

Includes prospecting potential advertising clients, establishing

interest level and following up with media kits and letters Ytxi'll

also act as in<omf«ny liaison, folkiwing up with our Accounting,

Credit and Pnxluction departments. Requires a computer literate

college grad. We will offer you the training to betx)me a successful

independent sales representative.

For immediate conskleration. please send your resume with

salary requirements to: Hunun Resources. Dept. EM. Ziff-Davis

Publishing Co . One Park Avenue, New Yoriu NY 10016. An equal

opportunity employer.

Defining Communications For The Information Age.

Cliffside
Apartments

248 Amherst Rd.
Sunderland, Ma. 01375

(413)665-3958
Office hours M-F 9-5 Sat. 10-2

• 1 k 2 Bedroom units

• Rents from $390 includes ail utilities

• Rexlble lease terms

• W/W carpeting

• On site laundry facilities

• On Bus Route (free fare)

• 28 acres of wooded

hiking trais

• Pool and Tennis Coufis

t^
»?*»

Convenient to Amherst and

points north and siciing.

Professionally managed by TFG Management

Come, First Served.
WHAT? A MicroFridge (Mi-cro-fridge) n. - a

microwave, refrigerator, and freezer

all in one unit. Suitable for preparing

late night snacks or in-between meals

in the comfort of your own room.

Rent now, pay later! Just fill out a

MicroFridge contract. (Bills won ' t be

sent to your permanent address until

the first week of June.)

WHERE? Housing Assignment Office, 235

Whitmore Administration Building.

HOW?

WHEN?
Housing Services

MicroFridge Rental Program

8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday thru

Friday.

A band that

namesthemselves

after a multi-breed dog,

titles their album in Swahili

and calls their first single Jack

Ass Ginger may prompt the question:

•Just what color is the sky in your world?"

Poi Dog Pondering may have no response to that

question, but this disorientation with reality is what

makes them the enigmatic breed of musical mongrels

that they are.

Poi Dog Pondering began when lead singer Frank

irrall and a group of his friends formed a street band

in Hawaii in 1985. For the next two years, the band

relentlessly traveled North America, playing wher-

way.

Q- >
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rock and roll.

Volo Volo\Nas released

In early 1 992, and "comes

closest to capturing the

true voice of this collec-

tive" according to Orrall.

Over the past two years,

the band has filtered into

a stable 8-piece sound

that carefully imbues a

hybrid of everything from

American Soul to Indian

Drone. Volo Volo draws

on an element previously

i]ir/:7±i rcTsTiN I ICV1HlllKltO

Orrall. Jon Nelson, and Darren Hess. Complemen

change the open guitar case would bring in.

"

In 1 988. the band settled down in Austin, Texas, and

recorded their debut EP. Poi Dog Pondering, which

Crawford on trumpet and organ, Susan Voelz's vio-

lin, and Orrall's stream-of-concloussness typewriter

rambles (lyrics).

road, opening I

and the Egyptians.

The band was discovered by Columbia Records

after an exceptional gig in New York City, and the

band was signed to the label soon-after.

liV«i UJU*1

Dog Pondering will be performing a special

acoustic performance at For the Record in

Amherst on April 26 at 4 p.m. This

performance will be free. ^^ ^
^w"

--'^j:*:***'
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Sampson's 'Abyss' is Elvis in Wonderland
* ^ _, ..»»„NiM^r^r»NNFii station on the way to a less happy place

Fhdo coarttty "In M* Abrm'

The children of the garden from left, Pira (Laurie Ciarametaro), Carlisle (Ed

McCarthy), and Seul (Becca MacKinnon), from "In My Abyss."

By SHAWN MCDONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

When asked to describe this week's

world premiere play, In My Abyss, author

Elisabeth Sampson and director Kenneth

Roberts exchange a knowing glance. One

can tell immediately that they have been

asked this question frequently, and that

neither one is entirely sure how to re-

spond. ^. .

"In My Abyss," says Sampson, is pinK

flamingos, Elvis, and Alice in Wonder-

land."

"It is Peanuts with an edge," declares

Roberts.

'llicatrc 'JycvicTU

These descriptions may seem ambigu-

ous, even opaque, but for anyone familiar

with Sampson's opus, they sound star-

tllngly accurate.

In My Abyss is not your average, run-

of-the-mill play. The style alone decides

this, as one sees touched of Brechtian

stage technique mix with sensuous free-

form poetry and modern interpretive

dance. There is live action, but there are

also segments of film. There is a speaking

lead who never moves, and a cast of

dancers who never speak. It is an abstract

reflection of an abstract reality, and one

designed to affect everyone differently.

"Don't try and analyze it." cautions

Sampson. "Sit back and enjoy it. Sooner

or later, you will realize what it means to

you." The action of the play occurs in a

timeless, placeless garden, where a group

of people have assembled to rediscover

innocence, or hid from truth. The garden is

a sort of personal Eden, a temporary way

station on the way to a less happy place,

and it is crafted to reflect not only the input

of the cast and director, but the personal-

ity of the audience as well.

Abyss is a thoroughly theatrical piece,

the kind of thing which could not be done

on film. It is defined by its live performance

aspect, and derives much of its power

from its theatricality.

This week's production of the play rep-

resents a major effort by Student Valley

Productions and displays the work ofmany

artists. For Senior Theater/English major

Elisabeth Sampson, the production is a

chance to see one of her plays come to

life. But the success of Abyss is reliant on

the offerings of many other people.

Scenic designer Christie Tichner has

fashioned the scruffy, tiered garden, cur-

rently sprawled across Hannpden's

Southside Room, and composer Brad Pot-

ter has supplied an original musical score.

Filmmaker Steven Epstein has created

short films for the production, which ap-

pear on an enormous screen extending

out of Tinchner's set. The dancing which

accompanies Sampson's poetry has been

choreographed by Denise Dalton.

Senior Theater major Kenneth Roberts,

the man saddled with the job of directing

and unifying all these elements, says his

work has been easier than one might

expect. "The images in the play are so

strong, and the metaphors so tied to the

actual dialogue, that to direct it is not to

instill images in it. but to explore images

which are already there."

In My Abyss will be performed April 23

- 25 at 8 p.m. with an additional matinee

on April 25 at 2 p.m. Tickets are $4 for

students and seniors, ^ general admisr

sion and are aoailable at the FAC box

office.

Brewster Court

584-9903

Undergraduate Teaching

Assistantships Available

Department of

Mathematics and Statistics

$600.00 a semester for

approximately 10-12 hours

a week.

Further information and application

forms see Diane Davis

Room 1622 Lederie GTWR.

18 Main St. Downtown Anilierst 253-5441

Featuring Molsons Golden,

Ison-sLi^tS 15.40 Case

HEALTHY SKIN
Begins with a deep pore

cleansing facial.

Also lash and brow

tinting, shaping, hair

waxing, make-up.

AESTHETICS SKINCARE
34 Main S, Suite 1 , Aitihem. MAZ53-9879

MD. 2(W20(M Flavors)

$1.99 750ml

All Beers phis DqxKit

CATAMOUNT (yoiir choice)

$4.99 6pk bottles

GENUINE DRAFT& DRAFTLIGHT
$6.99 12pk bottles

MILLER LITE
$6.99 12pk bottles

L/MastErcard accqrted (Ml kc

Many More In-Slore Special*

^especially on wine62__^

CHINAGARDEN
"The Collegians choice in delightful dining."

["^.OOORFw/purdicBe ,

, cfSlSormofewHtilhisooupon >

Delivery Avaibbk

Eniov A Taste of Re^l Chinese Food

Sunday TTiurs, llJOam - 10:00pm • Friday - Sat, ll-JOam - 11:00pm

Lunch Hour: 11:30am - 3:30pin 7 days a week

New Vegetarian Menu!
We Don 't Use MSG!

Free Delivay Service • Fit, Sat, & Sun. • 5K)0pm - lOKWpm

Visa / Master Card / American Express

The Valley's Dim Siim Brunch
Dim Sum (Chinese Brunch - Mandarin and C^tonese Syles)

Every Day 11:30am - 10:00pm

^iew Remodeling • 7 Days a \^eek • Takeout • Luncheon Spec iais

13 M. Pleasant Street • Amherst. MA •

?-5-5 4;^.80/42H I ^

I
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f1flPPEN INGjS
IN CONCERT — Borderland will play

funky blues and originals atTwisters. Show
begins at 9 p.m. and there is a $3 cover.

IN CONCERT — Bim Skala Bim per-

forms with special guests The Bombastics

at Pearl Street, Northampton at 8:30 p.m.

Tickets $6 adv; $7 at the door. 18+.

THEATER — Samuel Beckett's

Endgame explores senility, chess and the

end of the world using perfect language

and crystalline structure. Directed by

Joshua Goldberg. At the Studio Theatre in

Emily Dickinson Hall/HC through April 26

at 8 p.m. Tickets $3 general; $2.50 stu-

dents. Call 549-4600 for more info.

IN CONCERT — NAG NAG NAG, a

hooksy, punk quartet, will play play play

at the Hadley Pub at 9 p.m. Drafts will cost

$.75.

BOOK SIGNING — Professor Susan

Smith (MHC) will sign copies of her new

book TheBlack-Capped Chickadeeal3:30

p.m. at The Odyssey Bookshop, South

Hadley.

IN CONCERT — The Womens' Vocal

Ensemble of the Five College Early Musk

Program will present a short program of

music by Hildegard von Bingen and other

medieval works with Elizabeth Carr and

Robert Eisenstein accompanied with

thoughts and spoken program notes. At

Helen Hills Chapel/SC at 8 p.m. Free.

DANCE CONCERT— The SC Depart-

ment of Dance presents a Celebration of

Spring with original choreographies fea-

turing topics from Motherhood to Street

Funk. At Hallie Flanagan Studio Theatre/

SC at 8 p.m. Tickets $5 general; $3 stu-

dents, seniors and children. Runs through

April 25.

IN CONCERT — The Emerson String

Quartet will present the second part of a

special cycle of Beethoven string quartets

in Buckley Recital Hall/AC at8 p.m. Tickets

$14 general; with discounts for seniors

and area students. Call 542-2 1 95 for ticket

and reservation info.

PLAY READING — The Hampshire

Shakespeare Company presents a plat-

form reading of Rememberance Day by

Andrew Wetmore which is all about three

people who once worked together to stop

a highway project return to face a new

horror ofurban development. AttheGarden

Room of the Lord Jeffery Inn at 8 p.m.

Tickets $3. Call 256-4120 for more info.

RLW— The German Film Series pre-

sents The Tango Flayer, a 1990 film di-

rected by Roland Graf. At Men-ill 11/AC at

4 and 7:30 p.m. Free.

/VRT RECEPTION — For the opening

of MHC Student Art Exhibit. At Central

Services Building, Drawing Studio/MHC

at 4:30 p.m. Free.

WORKSHOP— "On Oppression," of-

fered by AC WomenSpeak and Students

Organized Against Racism. At McCaffrey

Room/AC Campus Center at 7 p.m. Free.

Ittolo Louilay BorderUml

Borderland will play "funky blues and originals" at Twisters tonight.

FILMS — Pink Triangles is a study of

prejudice against gays and lesbians fol-

lowed by For Loue and For Life, a docu-

mentary narrated by JEB that shows the

historic 1987 March on Washington for

Gay and Lesbian rights. At Campus Cen-

ter Room 908 at 7 p.m. Free.

RLM/LECTCIRE—MaurizioVlano pre-

sents his interpretation of the film

Ossessione and its director Luchino

Visconti in Italian. At Seelye Hall 34/SC at

7 p.m. Free.

THEATER — Student Valley Produc-

tions presents Elisabeth Sampson's In My
Abyss, where human emotions and fears

are explored in a surreal mixture of film,

music and dance created and composed

by students. At Southside Room (off of

Hampden Theater) at 8 p.m. Tickets $5

general; $4 students. Through April 25.

THEATER — AC presents three one-

act plays directed by students in theater

and Dance 44. Free; reservations recom-

mended. Also presented April 25.

MtotocourtttyfamllYTntfnductiont

Shockra will perform at Pearl Street Saturday night.

IN CONCERT— Shockra will perfomn

with Bongos to Circus at Pearl Street,

Northampton at 8:30 p.m. Tickets $5 at

the door. 21 and over show.

IN CONCERT— The Holmes Brothers

and introducing Satan & Adam will perfomn

at the Iron Horse, Northampton at 7 and

10 p.m. Tickets $9.50 Adv.

BENEFIT CONCERT — "Stories for

Mother Earth: An Enviromental Benefit"

with the Storytellers of the Western New

England Storyteller's Guild will be pre-

sented at the Northampton Center for the

Arts at 8 p.m. Tickets $7 general; $4

seniors. Presented by the Pioneer Valley

Folklore Society.

IN CONCERT — The AC Men s Glee

Club will present its annual senior concert

at 8 p.m. in Buckely Recital Hall/AC at 8

p.m. Free.

SELF DEFENSE — A mini-workshop

on self defense for women will be offered

by experienced karate student Nathalie

Ishizuka. At Moore Dorniitory/AC at 4

p.m. $1 admission and wear comfortable

clothing. , _
PILM _ Pedro Almodovar s Oscar-

nominated comedy Women on the Verge

ofa heruous Brea/cdou;n will be presented

at Hooker Auditorium/MHC at 7 and 9

p.m. Tickets $2.50.

COFFEEHOUSE — Dayspring, a SC

Christian a capella group will sing along

with Harvard's Under Construction. At

Wright Hall Common Room/SC at 7 p.m.

IN CONCERT — Borderiand will play

its funky, bluesy originals at Twisters.

Show starts at 9 p.m.

BENERT DANCE — A chem-free,

women-only dance will be held to benefit

the Valley Women's Martial Arts. At Field

House/SC at 9 p.m. Tickets $3 - $10

sliding scale admission.

EXHIBIT— "Drawing the Line: Lesbian

Politics on the Wall." will be exhibited on

its first New England showing at Thome's

Market, A.P.E. Gallery, Northampton

through May 18. $3 suggested donation.

BOOK SIGNING — Professor Gimna

Kebbede (MHC) will sign copies of his new

book The State and Deuelopment in

Ethiopia at the Odyssey Bookshop, South

Hadley at 3:30 p.m.

IN CONCERT— The Sighs will perfonn

with special guest Floating Boats and Amy
Fairchild at Peari Street, Northampton at

8:30 p.m. Tickets $6 at the door.

DANCE FESTIVAL — A benefit con-

cert for the Amherst Community Arts

Center featuring the dance faculty of

Northampton Studios. At the Northampton

Center for the Arts at 8 p.m. Tickets $10

adults; $5 children. Tix on sale at the

ACAC or by reservation at the NCFA box

office.

IN CONCERT— Pierce and Co. retum

to the Serendipity Lounge at the Howard

Johnson's in Greenfield with no cover

charge. Also appearing April 25.

IN CONCERT — The Youth Wind En-

semble and Symphony Band will join forces

for a great evening of music. At the FAC at

8 p.m. Tickets $8 general; $4 students,

seniors and children.

FILM—The Pariez-Vous Francais Film

Series presents Chocolat, a 1988 memoir

or a young girl growing up in French

Colonial Africa. At Stoddard/SC at 7 and

9 p.m.

FILM— Director Ridley Scott's {Alien,

Thelma & Louise) futuristic detective

thriller SiadeRunnerstamng Harrison Ford

will be shown at the Campus Center

Theater/AC at 7:30 and 10 p.m. Tickets

$1.50. Also showing April 25 & 26.

JAZZ RECITAL — A Division 111 Jazz

Vocal Recital by Hilary Speigelman with

musicians Michael Theodore. Stefan

Crump and more. At the Music/Dance

Building Recital Hall/HC at7:30 p.m. Free.

Reception to follow.

READING — The Glascock

Intercollegiate Poetry Contest pits students

from Yale, UM, MHC and others at the

Gamble Auditorium/MHC at 8 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — AC'S women's a

capella group Bluestockings will perform

at Buckley Recital Hall at 8 p.m.

BENEFTTCONCERT—Minibus will play

their progressive rhythm and blues rock to

raise money for the Boltwood Project which

provides leisure services for people with

special needs. The show starts at 8 p.m. in

the Hadley Pub. Donations are $5.

DANCECONCERT— "Dynamic Dance

Group: 2 Smooth" will perfonn at the

Blanchard Campus Center/MHC at 9 p.m.

Presented by "Something Every Friday."

Free.

Photo by danzifer

Ari Vais of Nag, Nag, Nag, playing

tonight at the Hadley Pub.

SCIM
IN CONCERT — Eastem Rebellion:

Cedar Walton, Billy Higgins, David Wil-

liams and Ralph Moore will perform the

best in jazz at the Iron Horse, Northampton

at 7 and 10 p.m. Tickets $15 adv.

COMEDY — The Lesbian, Gay. Bi-

sexual Cafe Series presents Sara Cytron,

a New York-based, Jewish lesbian comic.

With opening guests Justina and Joyce.

At the Hampden Theatre in Southwest at

7:30 p.m.

INCONCERT— Poi Dog Pondering will

perform at the AC Campus Center

Frontroom at 8 p.m. Tickets $10 general;

$2 AC/ID.

SPECIAL EVENT—WOW and WildKat

Productions present a fundraiser for

Drawing the Line: "Sex and Art" with Susie

Bright, former editor of On Our Backs and

Kiss & Tell. At the Academy of Music,

Northampton at 2 p.m. Tickets $17

available at Food for Thought, AOM box

office or call 1-800-THE-TICK.

FILM— The Revisiting the Thirties Film

Series presents Josephine Baker in Prin-

cess Tarn Tarn and Zou Zou, two brilliant

French comedies. At Wright Hall Audito-

rium/SC at 2 p.m.

MaSIC — Thomas Hannum directs a

Concert Band at the FAC at 3 p.m.

IN CONCERT — Check out the AC
Spring Formal Student Recital at Buckley

Recital Hall/AC at 3 p.m.

IN CONCERT— "Too Legit Too Quit:"

No, it's not Hammer, it's the SC All -People's

Gospel Choirand the PioneerValley Gospel

Choir perfomning gospel greats. At Sage

Hall, Sweeney Auditorium/SC at 3 p.m.

Donations accepted.

READING— Swiss author Peter Bichsel

will talk at Wright Hall Common Room/SC

at 8 p.m. Free.
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Where's the magic?
By JON LGPO
Collegian Staff

For people who said the big-screen

musical was dead, there's a flicker of life in

Disney's Newsies, a live -action song and

dance film that is strictly for fans of the

genre. Offering little more than routine

motions, Newsies tried way too hard to be

a triumphant return to a once-popular

format but ends up being somewhat

claustrophobic and uninspired.

[Film %cviciu

Newsies dramatizes (and some say

trivializes) the turn of the century newsboy

strikes that paralyzed the powerful New
York papers. Here, the line between good

and evil is clearly drawn.

Christian Ba\e (EmpireoftheSun) plays

the fiesty leader of the newsies, rough and

tumble boys who all speak in a stagey

New York accent. Robert Duvall playes

the villain Joseph Pulitzer as a miser who'll

use any means in order to crush the strike.

Also. Ann Margaret plays a dance hall

singer whose appearances are so erratic

she's almost nonexistent.

The songs, while far from being

memorable, are catchy enough to be a

decent diversion from the cookie-cutter

plot. The songs seem to pop up at the

oddest moments sometimes, while obvi-

ous segues lead nowhere.

Director and choreographer Kenny

Ortega (Dirty Dancing) skillfully com-

bines modern dancing with the showy,

wonderfully boisterous tunes . . . but just

try to remember them the day after.

Newsies becomes vibrantly alive in these

musical numbers, rivaling current Broad-

way fare.

The plot, however, is way too compli-

cated for its ovim good, considering Newsies

is aimed a. kids. The film doesn't seem to

understand that within this type of musi-

cal, the lesser the plot, the better. The

story is often too laborous and mechani-

cal, while at the same time being com-

pletely predictable.

Christian Bale turns in a wonderfully

aloof performance and while his signing

voice is credible, it's certainly not strong

enough to hit some of the notes. Newsies

doesn't seem too concemed with fantastic

signing, as no one's voice stands out.

Robert Duvall is more of a cantanker-

ous old fart than a villain. Since he doesn't

sing a note, (a big mistake: Duvall proved

he could croon in Tender Mercies) his

character is even more bland.

For people who don't like movies where

people spontaneously burst into song.

Newsies is not for you. And without the

benefit of fresh material, this film won't

win any new fans to the movie musical.

From the glorious backlot sets to the strict

good/evil emotions. Newsies has all the

ingredients of a big -budget musical with-

out enough of the magic.

Grade: C+

Coming Soon ...

The advance word on this summer's

Alien 3 is that while it's visually superb,

the plot is nowhere near as strong as the

1 978 shocker or its 1 986 sequel .
Twenty

seven year-old first-time director David

Fincher (the man behind videos from

Madonna to Aerosmith) reveals that Alien

3 lands Ripley (a bald Sigoumey Weaver)

on a penal colony with religious fanatics

and battle the alien (this time with no

weapons) one last time . . . Madonna, who

just inked a $60 million dollar deal with

Time/Wamer (doesn'tthat make you sick)

is set to star with Willam Dafoe in Body of

Evidence, a thriller from the director of

Last Exit to Brooklyn. Body is all about a

woman who kills her lover with her body

during sex . . . Hmmm, she wouldn't be

doing this just to be controversial, would

she? . . . Speaking of controversy, Robert

Redford and Demi Moore will headline

Adrian Lyne's (Fatal Attraction) new film.

Indecent Proposal, which is about a man
who offers a couple $1 million if the wife

will sleep with him . . . Would you?

Top 10 Provisions in the

New Russian Constitution

By JON STAFFORD

10 KGB uniform to be changed to old, rumpled

raincoat, just like the one Columbo wears.

9 in addition to his regular duties, the president

must man the deep fat fryer at the Moscow

McDonald's two nights a week.

8. Government jobs to be given only to people who

come up with cute nicknames for that thing on

Gorbachev's head.

7. Turnips will be accepted as payment for taxes.

6 Vote denied to guys named "Chip."

5. National ruling council to be filled with ex-Abba

roadies.

4. Official emblem to be changed from hammer &

sickle to roach clip & bong.

3. Three Stooges episodes featuring Shemp to be

banned from national TV network.

2. All Russians guaranteed the right to not pay a lot

for a muffler.

1 . Name of country to be changed from "USSR" to

"International House of Russkies."
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A ballerina's

autobiography
By DONNA GILMAN
Collegian Staff

The Shape of Love
By Gelsey Kirkland

Berkley Books

Gelsey Kirkland, a ballet legend, and author of

Dancing on My Grave, has published her second

novel. The Shape ofLove. Her bestselling memoir,

Dancing on my Grave, was hailed as "The most
mercilessly candid, directly outspoken autobiog-

raphy in years'* by the Lx»s Angeles Herald. In it,

Gelsey Kirkland tells the daring, true, and provoca-

tive story of her ultimate triumph over her private

drug addiction, an addition that all but ended her

career in the dance world.

From her smashing start as a "baby ballerina"

with George Ballachine. to her legendary partner-

ship with Mikhail Baryshnikov, Gesley Kirkland

rose to fame as one of the most prestigious dancers

of her generation.

Kirkland co-wrote her second novel. The Shape

of Love, with her husband Greg Lawrence. This

autobiographical novel chronicles Kirkland's mag-

nificent return tothe stage and to her life's dedication,

with the Royal Ballet of London. Surpassing all

expectations, Kirkland is able to mend her troubled

past and once more become the darling of the

classical ballet scene. Kirkland's story is a stunning

testamera to one woman's incredible courage and

artistry in overcoming addiction and self-doubt.

With a writing style as lyrically moving as the

music she dances to, Kirkland provides the reader

with a brutally honest look into her private life.

Raw emotions pave way for a riveting trip into

the nightmare a recovering addict lives, day by day.

Kirkland is able to transcend the technicalities of

ballet to make her story applicable to all who face

an inner struggle.

Pushing her kxxiy and soul to the limit, Kirkland

at last gives the dancer, who is always seen but not

heard, an Inner voice. In addition, Kirkland's desire

to find meaning in everything she dances is espe-

cially impressive . Her novel serves as a waming to

future dancers to not abuse their bodies, and, while

giving the dance their all, to save a bit of their soul

for private life.

Admittedly, this novel is not for everyone. In

order to truly enjoy the book, the reader should

have some Interest in ballet, although no technical

knowledge is necessary. But even for the average

peniser. this novel has a bit of everything to offer,

romance, glamour, and a passionate personal tri-

umph. For anyone who has seen Kirkland dance,

this novel is as emotionally powerful as her finest

stage performance.
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'Bad Luck' Leppard is back

I

By A.C. FOSTER
Collegian Staff

"Do you wanna get rocked?"

This first line from the song, "Let's Get Rocked," pretty

much sums up the idea behind the new album, Adrenalize,

from Def Leppard.

The song, "Let's Get Rocked," is the debut single of

this long awaited LP, and it officially marks the return of

the best-selling rock band in the worid (yes, they sell

more than U2). It is a retum from yet another period of

hard times that have plagued the band since its establish-

ment.
Def Leppard's misfortune began all the way back in

1981 . The group already had an album, On Through the

Night, but it had barely made any impact on the music

world. The group's then recently released second album.

High 'N'Dry, was enroute to selling two million copies in

America, and establishing the band as a musical force to

be reckoned with.

However, complications arose when the band was

forced to boot guitarist Pete Willis. The loss of Willis, due

to alcoholism was an obvious blow to this up-and-coming

group.

But Def Leppard hung tough. After the aquisition of

guitarist Phil Collen, the band continued down the road,

and, in 1983, recorded their third album, Pyromania.

Then they hit the Big Time. Pyromania sold eight million

copies and rocketed up the charts to the number two

position, second only to Michael Jackson's triumphant

album, Thriller Pyromania also featured five Top 40 hits,

including "Photograph." which went all theway to number

two.

Suddenly, the boyish looking, hard-rocking quintet

from the working-class town of Sheffield. England, were

superstars.

Then, in 1 984. disaster struck. This time, it was much

more drastic. Drummer Rick Allen lost his left arm in a

near-fatal car accident. The group tumbled off the top of

the world and came crashing to the ground.

Temporarily, that is. Allen and the rest of Def Leppard,

never having been a bunch that bowed to the odds, began

the long, hard climb back to the top. starting with Allen's

rehabilitation.

"Our bud had nearly died." recalls Collen in an inter-

view with Musician magazine. "He'd had an arm lopped

off. and we thought Will this be homble? Will he even be

able to talk?* And Rick was, like, 'Hi. guys! I'm gonna play

with this foot instead of this amn!' He'd already begun

practicing on the edge of the bed.

"We thought. 'This guy 's hallucinating.' But he followed

that route."

After a long four years, the group released their now-

classic album. Hysteria, in 1987. The near-legendary

album sold a record-breaking 15 million copies and

produced seven singles, including four Top- 1 hits. The

album paved the way for a world tour that lasted nearly

two years, and Def Leppard, having overcome devasta

tion, was once again on top of the world.

Whoever said "What else could go wrong?" is eating

their words by now. Just when it seemed that the worst

was behind the band. Def Leppard and tragedy crossed

paths once again. In January of

1991. guitarist Steve Clark died of chronic alcoholism,

creating yet another set-back, and perhaps the end of this

tremendous rock and roll outfit.

"We spoke about it (the group retiring). But it would

have been a shame to just knock it on the head and call

it quits," says bassist Rick Savage in Musician magazine.

"We're still gonna go out live and play songs he co-wrote,

and that's the best tribute we could do for him. So he'"
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be remembered that way, rather than people talking

about the end of the band. We're still here to tell his

story."

Regardless of their misfortune, the group pushed on in

surprisingly good spirits. Collen himself has been known

to say that, "There's only three and three-quarters of us

left." The group has thus elevated themselves to admi-

rable and idealized levels of detemnination and dedica-

tion.

Although the group was determined to record a "quick"

album, in light of the time it took to record Hysteria, the

combination of Clark's death with the group's reputation

for being perfectionists in the studio has led to what has

been a five year hiatus since Hysteria.

The double work load that was inherited by Collen as

a result of Clark's death helped to considerably slow

things down as well. Although Def Leppard has recently

acquired Vivian Campbell (Whitesnake. Alice Cooper,

etc.) as the second guitarist and fifth member for the

group, Collen is responsible for all of the guitar playing on

Adrenalize.

Adrenalize is a more back-to-basics-album in style.

There are no instances in the songs of "heavy" messages

or preachings against elements of society. The album

features the classic rock and roll subjects ofwomen, good

times, women, loud music and women.
Furthermore, the album is very heavily guitar ori-

ented, but in a different way for the group. While Hysteria

thrived on the complex overlapping of the bridges, riffs,

and chorus' of a twin guitar attack, Adrenalize sits on a

much more simple style of melodic and tuneful playing.

Collen does an excellentjob of "picking up the slack," and

effectively satisfies all of the albums guitar needs. Al-

though the album doesn't have the distinct power riffs

encountered in eariier Def Leppard albums, it still has an

overall guitar provided crunch. It is however, played at a

less aggressive level.

In many respects the rhythm for the songs is a continu-

ation of Hysteria. Allen continues to thunder through the
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Put the Hogs
in the barn
By JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

Electric Love Hogs
Electric Love Hogs
London Records

When I first heard the name Electric Love Hogs,

I thought "What the hell is this?"

When 1 first heard the music from this group's

self titled debut, I thought. "What the hell is this?"

After listening to the Hogs a few more times, I've

come up with an answer to that question.

For the most part, the Electric Love Hogs come

across as a poor mix between the funk of the Red

Hot Chilli Peppers, the power of Metallica, and the

frenetic speed of Slayer.

While a few of the songs are plausible, most of

the 1 1 song album is garbage, and I do mean gar-

bage.

The opening song "Tribal Monkey" is one of the

better songs on the album, although that is

equivalent to saying that Bill Clinton has been one

ofthe best Democratic candidates; it's really nothing

to brag about!

"Tribal Monkey" shows off the hjnky style of

bassist Kelly Lemieux and the heavy guitar work of

tandem Donny Campion and David Tores Kushner.

The other few highlights on the album include,

the ballad "Keep Getting Up", which shows off

Lemieux's solid bass play, and "Father", which

after an accoustical opening, is a dead ringer for

eariy Metallica work.

The bass opening for the song "Mr. Fun" sounds

incredibly similar to the great opening of Ozzy

Osboume's "No More Tears." From there the song

goes downhill with John Feldman's angry and

screeching vocals leading the way.

The rest of the songs on the album are just like

"Mr. Fun" in that they sound forced and have

Feldman's poor vocals that are heavy and over-

bearing.

About the lyrics, the classic saying "Pass me the

crackers, cause we got the cheese" fits perfectly.

Here's a sample of the cheesorama from the song

"Just Another Day"— "There's a man on a hill had

to pop a chill pill/ Because he ain't no fool and

everything's cool/ He's got the Hog sound goin^

now all the/ Chicks are mowin' down the band . .

."

Need I continue? I didn't think so!

Motley Crue drummer Tommy Lee likes the

Hogs enough to have produced a couple of the

songs on the album. Apparently Lee has caught

some of the bad taste his wife Heather Locklear

possesses (oh come on, being married to Lee isn't

bad taste? Yeah, it is!).

At the end of the biography I recieved about the

Electric Love Hogs, it has a guarantee at the end

which says "Get into 'em (the Hogs) - you'll be

happy as a pig in shit when you do."

Wrong, I'm as happy as a person who just

stepped into it!
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Burai Fighter
for GameBoy
is NOT easy
By DAVID WEIZEL
Special to the Collegian

Burai Fighter Deluxe

For Nintendo GameBoy
Taxan

Go smack dab against the evil Burai in Taxan's

oldie but goodie, "Burai Fighter Deluxe."

Yeah yeah. I know the game's been out for

(going on) two years now. but it really is worth a

look. Honest. Follow me. . .

. j-

The Burai are several types of nasties, descending

upon you in swarm after swarm on your choice of

the three separate levels of difficulty: Eagle. Alba-

tross and Ace.

Each level consists of five intensive sub-stages,

with ducking, dodging and blasting galore.

The game's premise is deceptively simple: kill

or be killed.
. ^

• ^ r

The landscape (if you can call it that) consists of

weird, maze-like canyons stretching out. well. .
.
to

the end. of course.

Enemy guns are recessed in the canyon walls.

above or below you. and assorted mutants come

floating straight down the middle, blazing away.

Sound easy? Well . it would be. except for the fact

^-We control the uerticai We control the hori-

zontal..." ,, . .,

In other words, the rate the screen scrolls at is

completely outside your control. Spaceman.

While you're busy shooting, and showing oft the

real reason you went after your jetpacker's license

in the first place, the walls around you keep moving

and moving, and. uh. . . as 1 was saying. . .

So if you' re too busy blasting that insectoid over

your left shoulder, and not watching forthe upcoming

twist in the passageway, you could end up all

syrupy and pancake-like, if you get my drift.

Power-ups, in the form of weapon upgrades, are

scattered about quite liberally, though many are

hidden in hard to reach places.

If you can find your way into these nooks and

crannies, nab your brass ring, and sUII extricate
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Local musician bids farewell
BY BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

It is always a bittersweet thing when an established

musician, with popularity and longevity in this area,

decides to pack it all up and make that important career

decision to move on to bigger and better things.

Such is the way of well-known bassist Fred Clayton

who will relocate overseas next month to Paris, France.

Clayton grew up in Alabama and moved to Amherst

many years ago as a teenager. Shortly thereafter he

picked up the bass guitar and became a young presence

at UAAass by hanging out on campus and jamming on his

instrument at every available opportunity. Jazz music

became his foundation, although for the past 1 2 years he

has played in numerous bands in this area ranging from

rock and roll to theater productions.

JABBERWOCKY
Clayton is large and imposing in stature yet soft-poken

and warni in nature. As a former troubled youth he holds

a special place in his heart for children and spent many

years working professionally with delinquent teenagers

at Tri-County High School in Easthampton.

"I love working with young people." says Clayton.

"The children are our future." One of his local projects

which he speaks quite fondly of was a production called

-Total Eclipse" that travelled to high schools and intro-

duced teenagers to professional theater and music^

However, the man is no pushover. He holds a black

belt in Tai Kwan Do karate and has competed on the

tournament level. He also plays a mean bass, as the list

of those jazz greats with whom he has studied and played

with attest.

Avery Sharp was an early influence for him. Me was

my mentor. 1 used to carry his equipment." says Clayton.

A grant from the National Endowment for the Arts

brought Clayton to New York City to study with jazz

notable Bill Lee, father of filmmaker Spike Lee. "Spike

would come home from school and complain to his father

about folks not responding to what he wanted to do " says

Clayton about his memorable experience with the Lee

family. j .u u
Over the years Fred Clayton has played with such

luminaries as saxophonists Marion Brown and Archie

Shepp as well as the late trumpet player and Hampshire

College professor, Ray Copeland. He and his bands have

played at almost every local night spot, including the Iron

Horse Sheehans Cafe, Dave's Place and the once popu-

lar but now defunct L'Oasis nightclub. Clayton has even

dabbled in producing local jazz concerts.

But the music is his thing. When asked to cite musical

preferences he says "everything, from hip hop to rhythm

and blues." He describes music for himself as a "way of

rtwio courtny frrd CUyton

Fred Clayton

C»MMIWICAT10N . RELATIONSHIPS • FITNESS • RELOCATION • SOCIETAL IMAGES

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR THE BEST COURSE AT UMASS?

BE A PART OF... CPfj^^D
Peer Health Education ^'S^

(Public Health 213 / Education 4 213)

(combines Peer Sexuality Educ/Alcohol and drug Educ/Peer Health Educ)

Interactive - Dynamic - Challenging

life, and not a hobby."

Fred Clayton will be closing the book on his long

association with the Pioneer Valley in order to move to an

international city where jazz music is worshipped and

appreciated at a level far greater than that here in the

Gnited States.

"I've done everything I can do here. This is a chance

for growth and a marvelous opportunity." Clayton said^

His itinerary will commence with work as a sound

technician with Archie Shepp and his band when they

embark on a European tour early this summer. Clayton

plans to arrive early and get settled in Paris first. He has

already lined up work playing bass.

Clayton will appear tommorrow night at Sheehan s

Cafe in Northampton with his rock and groove -oriented

group called Special Forces.

A "Farewell Concert" with Fred Clayton will be held

Sunday aftemoon, May 3. at the Peoples Institute on

Gothic Street in Northampton. The all ages show will be

from 3:00 pm until 5:00 pm and will feature many friends

and special guests, including Archie Shepp.
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Peer Health Education Offers:

,,• Current Theories and Facts

Open Discussion of Sensitive Issues

Practical Experience

• A Chance to Teach

• Personal Learning

All of these and more ..

One of the best experiences

you will ever have at UMASS!
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Register fon

PUBLIC HEALTH 213 Schedule #611348

EDUCATION 4 213 Schedule #229523

3 credit course - Meets Wednesdays 4:00 - 6:30 pm

2 semester course commitment - For more information and

permission of instructor call the Health Education Office at

549-2671 cxt 18L

MAKE A DIFFERENCE ...

HEALTH • DIETING • ^ESS • STD'S - nODY IMAGE • IIIV/AIDS • POURS
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The
Collegian's

Arts and
Living

section

Bringing you
the finest in

theater,

musiCf dance
and art.
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PUN

Now Playing

Beauty and the

Beast
Fri - Thuhs 7:00pm

Fried Green

Tomatoes
Fri - Thuhs 9:00pm

Adults $4 00
Student w/valid ID. $3.00
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Freddie is not dead!
By A.C. FOSTER
Collegian Staff

On April 20th , 80 .000 people cramnned

into l-ondon'sWembley Stadium to witness

the historical extravaganza of "A Concert

For Life: A Tribute To Freddie Mercury."

The dedication to the former lead vocalist

of Queen, an AIDS victim, vi/as both a

tribute to Freddie Mercury and Queen's

impact on music as well as an attempt to

show the importance in increasing the

awareness and education of AIDS.

The show was broadcasted in part on

Fox Television, as well as multiple radio

stations. The estimated number of listeners

and viewers was one billion total. In case

you missed it, the concert will be re-

broadcasted in its entirety April 25th on

MTV at 12:00 PM eastem/central times.

For those of you who have yet to see the

show, here's a preview of some of the

night's events, and for those of you who
are not going to be able to catch it, here's

a re-cap of what you missed.

Metallica kicked-off the show by per-

fomiing three songs, starting with their

Top 40 hit "Enter Sandman," and con-

cluding with their recently released single,

"Nothing Else Matters." It was the group's

first time at Wembley Stadium and they

didn't dissapoint. While some of the other

performances through the course of the

evening left much to be desired, Metallica

turned in one of the best performances of

the night.

Boston's own Extreme took the stage

to perform an incredible medly of Queen

songs. It included excerpts from "Bohe-

mian Rapsody," "Another One Bites The

Dust," "Fat Bottom Girls," and "Radio Ga
Ga," to name a few.

"We're gonna give a little bit of Queen
back to the fans," said Extreme guitarist

Nuno Bettencourt during the coverage. "It

might be a long time before they [the fans]

hear these songs again, and we're gonna

do our own little thank you to Freddie and

Queen, and tell him we love him without

saying it."

The group received one of the best

crowd responses of the night, and they

kept the audience on their feet with the

performance of the band's number one hit

"More Than Words." Our own local boys

might very well have stolen the show.

The best-selling group in the world, Def

Leppard. performed the song "Animal" off

of their album Hysteria, as well as the debut

single "Let's Get Rocked," from their new

album Adrenalize, which is the number

one album in the world at this time. It was

the band's firstgroup performance in nearly

four years, and it exhibited their new fifth

member, guitarist Vivian Campbell, for

the first time .

Are you ready for this? Spinal Tap. . .

yes Spinal Tap, moved to center stage

next for their contribution to the evening's

festivities. To be honest with you, I don't

know what it was that they performed, but

they didn't sound half bad while doing it.

The song was instrumentally solid and it

featured a drummer that managed to avoid

spontaneous combustion.

C12 followed with their song "End Of

The World," being played live via satellite

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Advocate

"Best in the Valley"

1989 &1 990

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

We hring Chinatown

to you

*Lunch Specials

from $3.95 including soup & rice

Now Serving Lunch On Sundays Also!

Hours: May 31, 1992

Mon. - Thurs. 11 ^^ am - 9~ pm
Fri. & Sat. 1

1 3° am - 10* pm
Sunday 1 2 noon - 9* pm

103 N.PIeasant SL Amherst, MA 01002 • (41 3) 256-6923 (41 3) 25&^924

ptrtt Maws
J ^^^ Liquor Store

|«|WcauieDiJ«/MiferGiieDiaftli^ 12 pads iwfe $6.99

}jl Rolling Rock |^ c»e1toBarBa«te$1149

IffllMolson Golden^»!T. 12 pad Bottles $8.39

Woodchuck Draft Cider 6 pad. Bottles $459

Cokten Anniversary iteieunWeBoite $8.99

^ fisdier Beer, An*er or Bitter ....22oz*«Ag*ip iwiiiis) $1 .95

^Southern Comfort .^....750^1 $7.49

Jad Daniel's Tennessee Whiskey .B..75omi $11.99

'^'"^' "

Accepted For Keg Deposits.

Gourme. Beers for special occasions "

/'"^-LII.''^'
-,^...,.e ,.nH Coanacs, Brandies. & Champ

338 Col lege St.

MECABUCKS, one mile East of Amherst center on Route 9

WE HAVE IT! open 9 am - 1 1 pm Rain or Shine • Always OpenWC nnvt upen ^v^
^ MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

wish tour

CIVIC CENTER
ALL TICKETS $22.50

(ivK fsm
Nioiiia

&fOX YMOGAIAXY

(203) 624-0033 |NH)« (203) S25-4500 (HI)
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Freddie Mercury
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

from Sacremento, California. Although the

group wasn't present at the concert they

more than sufficiently kept the audience

entertained.

The contreversial presence of Guns N

Roses was anything but that to the fans.

The group was greeted with ecstatic

cheering regardless of the wishes of many

AIDS activist groups that the fans "boo"

the group off the stage.

] The other three members of Queen,

guitarist Brian NVay. drummer Roger Taylor,

and bassist John Deacon, provided the

instrumental support for many other per-

formances. Roger Daltry and Black

Sabbath guitarist Tony lommi helped out

on the Queen hit "1 Want It All," and Def

Leppard vocalist Joe Elliot sang the Queen

song "Tie Your Mother Down," with addi-

tional guitar help from Slash of Guns N'

Queen and Robert Plant continued with

the song "Innuendo," off of Queen's last

album of the same name. The conclusion

of the song transformed into the Led

Zeppelin song "Thank You," which in turn

changed into another Queen song, "A

Crazy Little Thing Called Love." about a

third of the way through.

The mega-hit "Bohemian Rhapsody

was perfonned in part by Elton John and

Axl Rose. The two actually sang the end

of the song as a duet (did you ever think

the day would come?) . Consequently ,
the

elaborate and complex song, which is

very difficult to play live, came out sounding

very marginal. The end result was a

version that even Wayne and Garth would

have trouble head -banging to. Elton John

faired much better on his performance of

"The Show Must Go On," and Axl Rose

also sounded more at home with his per-

formance of -We Will Rock You."

Liza Minnclli. close friend of Freddie

Mercury, concluded the show with "We

Are The Champions," supported by the

back-ups of every performer that was

present. Some of the other performers

that appeared during the course of the

night were George Michael, Lisa

Stansfield. Seal, and Paul Young. As all

the performers were paying one final tribute

to Freddie Mercury with their presence on

the stage at the end of the show, Liza

Minnelli effectively summed-up the night

with her concluding statement "Freddie,

we just wanted to let you know we were

thinking about you."

a Def Leppard
CONTINUED FROM PAGE S

songs with the electrical sound that was

bom on Hysteria. Together with Savage's

bass lines, the two provide an element that

shakes everything within the vicinity of

your radio. This very heavy and deep

rhythm remains consistent throughout the

album.
Vocalist Joe Elliot is as sharp as ever.

From his traditional hard rock raspy sound

in songs such as "Tear It Down," to the

emotional crescendo in "Stand Up (Kick

Love Into Motion) ," Elliot provides a strong

and solid lead for the album's music.

Elliot's overlapping and overdubbing style

of singing is now expected in Def Leppard

music, and the powerful back-ups amplify

it to give the group much of their "punch."

In fact, with the reduction in the guitar led

hooks, it is the vocals that make this

album very catchy.

Adrenalize is the first time since the

group's debut album that Def Leppard has

not been produced by Robert John "Mutt"

Lange. Lange has often been referred to as

the sixth invisible member ofthe group, due

to his contributions in the band's songwriting

as well as for his overall musical genius.

VILLA
»^^^r^mt ^wmtHt ««<»»»«« l»

Great Mexican Food Served Quickly &

Inexpensively in o Friendly & Casual Atmosphere

DOWNTOWN
AMHERST

Boltwood Walk 256-8217

Beer & V\/ine Served

DOWNTOWN
NORTHAMPTON

21 Center St. 584-0673
Bring Your Own Beer & Wine

For DeliverY, Call Delivery Express •549-0077

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE "MSG"

. MANDARIN & SZKHUAN CWSJM

• HOMt STlYt COOWNC

• FttSH VtCHABie FROM 0U« FARM

• [ATlNORTAttODT

• FUU UQUOR UONSt

• 0«N 7 DAYS

• NEWIY RtMOOtlED

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEPTED

253-7835 253-2813

62 Main Street, Amherst ^Vj

AVANTI PIZZA
is now under

NEW ownership!
The new owners of AVANTI PIZZA

are committed to providing you with

HIGH-OUALITY, LOW-PRICE PiZZA

without the hassle of coupons!

Choose from:

Pepperoni Mushrooms

Hamburger

Sausage

Ham
Onions

Green Peppers

Black CHIves

Fresh Tomatoes

Fresh Garlic

Hot Peppers

Pineapple

Extra Crust

CALL US NOW!

549-7890
Sun-Wed • 4 pm-2 am • Thurs- Sal • 4 pm-3am

game review
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

your tiny chassis in time, you can greatly

increase your score, and, very often,

improve your chances of survival.

There are several options of fire-

pow/er: most notably, the ring blaster,

missiles and lasers, which are labeled

on the screen mth an R, M. or L, re-

spectively.

As soon as you pick one up, your

blaster assumes that type of ammo.

The total number of weapons that you

collect per round is also tallied and

multiplied for bonus points at the end.

For the continuing enjoyment of your

flight, you can also start a bomb collec -

tion, and gather up a shield that that

swirls around you like a taut lasso,

wiping out floating dangers before they

have a chance to greet you.

You can "hold" up to seven bombs

at a time, using them to clear the im-

mediate screen of enemies if you like,

or go for the eight bomb special, and

earn an extra life.

Upon successful completion ofeach

substage, a password will be supplied

to the worthy spacejockey. Simply

record it in your log, and you'll be all set

for future battles.

At the end of every sub-stage, hang

on, 'cause you're in for a real chal-

lenge.

The level bosses are well drawn, and

certifiable tough to beat, especially af-

ter sub-stages five on each level. Across

the board, the bosses will give you

thumb burns so bad your fingers will be

positively smokin'!

Once you've run through the Eagle

level of difficulty, it's on to Albatross,

and finally Ace.

Although all three levels share identi-

cal scenery, the higher the level, the

faster you're propelled through. And. as

you'll quickly notice, the deadlier and

more numerous the enemies become.

"Burai Fighter Deluxe" is a com-

pletely engrossing game with catchy

little background tunes to boot. Check

it out. especially if you've got an itchy

trigger finger that just won't quit.

It's a frantic, frazzling, fun game, it's

got hidden rooms, lots of action, and

it's not so outrageously priced.

If the big chain stores are sold out,

you might try your luck at some local

gaming and hobby shops, where they

sell stuff second hand.

Bye-bye. Back to the awesome,

bonus. Ultimate level for me— the one

that's top seer. . Oops.

rĤOME STYLE LAUNDRY
Mass Ave

Squire Village Shopping Center

AmheoitRd. (Rl. 116) Sunderland

Just 6 nfiilcs from UMASS
(Next 10 7/11)

665-2641

UMASS

Pullon I

I TownehousTl

-^

Meadow Lane

•Home

HOME STYLE self-service LAUNDRY f"

•Top loaders $1.00

..aundry

Front loaders $L50, $2.00

clean, carpeted, pleasant

attended at all times

. "WASH-DRY-FOLD

"

service available

j Bring in this coupon for ONE FREE TOP-LOAD WASH with one paid wash J

L_ _°— £er_customer^j_visit ;„,
ex£.2/-J 1

n
Lidf theHeat

Whenl^.l^teir^; /
You've got it made
in the shade with "^^

refreshing Colombo
Frozen Yogurt. All

the great taste of

ice cream with

V3 fewer calories.

-^v
I

186 Main Street

Northampton
586-9659

One Boltwood Walk
Amherst
253-2774

Breast cancer surgery varies across country
By DANIEL Q. HANEY
Associated Press

BOSTON — A woman's chances of escaping breast
cancer without having her entire breast removed were
seven times higher in some parts of the country than in

others, new studies show.

Two reports found striking regional differences in the
rate atwhich doctors and patients adoptedbreast-sparing
lumpectomies for breast cancer rather than traditional

mastectomies.

The studies were based on data gathered in 1986,

when agreement was beginning to emerge among cancer

experts that less radical operations werejust as good for

womenwho had early stage, small tumors in their breasts.

Neither report could tell why medical practices varied

so dramatically across the country, and no one knows
whether they still persist now, six years later.

Dr. Ann Butler Nattinger, chief author of one of the

studies, said the work raises questions about how word of

new advances in medicine spreads and how these innova-

tions are adopted by physicians.

There is little use in knowing exactly what to do if it

doesn't get done," said Nattinger, a researcher at the

Medical College of Wisconsin.

She and colleagues reviewed Medicare records of

36,982 women between ages 65 and 79 across the coimtry

who were treated for early stage breast cancer. In the

other study, Dr. Diana C. Farrow and others from the

UniversityofNew Mexico studied the treatment of18,897

women of all ages with early cancer in nine areas of the

country.

In 1985, a landmark study was published showing

that lumpectomies and mastectomies are equally effec-

tive for early cancer. However, many doctors who rou-

tinely performed mastectomies were skeptical. They
continued to recommended the more extensive operation

as a way to prevent cancer recurrence. Many patients

also wanted mastectomies because of feelings they were

safer.

Neither research team could explain why doctors

adopted the new method so much faster in some places

than in others.

"We have identified strong regional variation," said

Dr. Jonathan M. Samet, one of the New Mexico doctors.

"Now we need to imderstand what factors influence

individual doctors and patients as they make these

decisions."

Similar findings were reported in Janusuy by Dr.

David Winchester ofthe American College ofSurgeons in

a study in the journal Ca.

In the latest reports, doctors found:
• Twenty-one percent ofMedicaid patientshad breast-

conserving surgery in Massachusetts, compared with 3.5

percent in Kentucky.
• Among Medicaid patients, the conservative surgery

was most widely used in the Middle Atlantic and New
England states. It was least common in the South and

Plains states.

• Medicaid patients were also more likely to have

lumpectomies if they were treated in large hospitals,

urban hospitals or hospitals affiUated with medical

schools.
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t SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE ^
"2 Evening security workers wanted for Bright^
V Moments Festival on July 9, 16, 23 forv
^ approximately 5-6 hours/shift. Limited*^

^ numt>er of additional hours available.-^

>j UMass students returning in Fall only.^

>j Fine Arts Center is an AA/EO employer. >j
1* Description and application available at »-

? 207 Hasbrouck. DEADLINE MAY 1. Z

Bent
Weekend Auto
Rental Special

f^^ g^ Wmti»nd rmtm afipkua noon fribmf to ttondmt memmrg

%/ur% 95 North Amherst Motors

Jj*5f^ Auto & Truck Rental
giMM or oWr ^ ^^ SwntfMlm4 M, Norti Ainhmt, MA^^^c^ 549-RENT
TnKktan4cai«««aMilMi«»HaM* (S«»71H)

Dont bm diamppotntmd • r»mmrv TOOAYI O»tu»Hm0ti

ilUi:

OUfS

RESUME
PAGKAGE

:::;;;::;:FOR:::::::::::

$15.00!!
(includes consultation,

: layout, 10 copies,

tilatching envelopes arid

one year storage)

GAMPUSDESIGN
&COPY

: 403 Student unloti : :

•:: 545.2271 :::: :

HUNAn GOURMET

f.

ClflnESG RESTAIJRAr(T
;<9

• li I si*

1 M *> I

The aroma, sound & taste

of authentic Chinese cuisine

prepared Hunan, Szechuan,

Mandarin or Cantonese style

- especially for you!

*FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*

261 King St., Northampton • 585-0202 • Ample

Open 7 Days a Week

^ TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE

If You Plan To Take a Prep Course for the

GMAT, GRE, LSAT or MCAT at Home This

Summer, GO HOME TO RONKIN!

With 1 55 Centers Nationwide, there's a great chance that there

will be a Ronkin Center close to you this summer. If you're

serious about gaining the competitive edge in grad school

admissions and making good use of your time off this summer,

there's no better way than with Ronkin Total Test Prep.

Call the Ronkin Center In Amherst today to reserve a place in

a class for the summer. We will make sure you get into the

course of your choice. This is just another reason why we say...

...We'll Make Sure You Make It!

Call:

549-4010

150 Fearing St.

Amherst

Xsrii^nn^pij^^^^^g^^^^^^^^^^^
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S.VS-1 111

We Accept

Competitors'Coupons

$3.99 1 Medium
Cheese

Limit 10

$4.99 1 Large
Cheese

Limit 10

X

Topping $1.00\ D
oa expires 4/30/92 expires 4/30/92
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Weld signs new
retirement law
By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Gov. William F. Weld signed a law

Wednesday that will allow as many as 7,000 state em-

ployees to retire early £ind avoid the need for additional

layoffs to reduce the public payroll.

The signing came more thian a year after the issue first

came before the Legislature. The period was marked by

often bitter battles between the Weld administration and

lawmakers, especially Rep. Kevin Blanchette, D-Lawrence,

House chairman of the Pubhc Service Committee.

The fights revolved around who would be eligible for

early retirement and over estimates ofjust how much the

plan would save.

But Democratic legislators forced Weld to remove a

section of the bill that would have allowed younger

workers to retire.

**We've had honest differences over what constitutes

the best bill," Senate President WUham M. Bulger, D-

Boston, said.

The law signed by Weld appUes to state employees

over 55 with at least 10 years of service or state workers

under 55 with 20 years of service.

Up to 5,600 administrativeemployees and 1 .400 direct-

care workers can participate. Eligible workers may apply

to the State Retirement Board between May 1 and June

15. The retirements will take effect July 1 , the start ofthe

new state bookkeeping year.

The admimstration expects about 5,300 workers to

participate. The bill allows 15 percent of the positions to

be filled with new workers, so that would be a net

reduction of 4,500 employees.

Weld estimated the bill would save over $30 million

over the next two years.

"Because of this bill, we will be able to avoid further

layoffs," Lt. Gov. Paul Cellucci said.

"Lavoffs are off the table," Weld said.

Weld had warned repeatedly that ifan early retirement

bill acceptable to him was not passed, he would be forced

to order lavoffs.

Sen. Robert Havem. D-Arhngton, praised the gover-

nor for not carrying out the threat during negotiations^

"He could have sent out those pink sUps. He didn't,"

Havem said.

Weld said that since he took office the state work force

has been reduced by 5.780 through layoffs and attrition.

His goal had been to cut the number of employees by

7.600 by the end of this fiscal year.

Blanchette said he was pleased to see the bill signed,

but said there were two more early retirement provisions

he wanted to become law. One is a cost-of-living increase

for current retirees. Weld and the Legislature are still

negotiating over the size of the increase and when it wrill

take effect. The second is a bill to give local governments

the option to extend early retirement to their employees.

U.S. Rep calls

bribe charges
*proposterous'

PEABODY(AP)— U.S. Rep. Nicholas Mavroules said

Wednesday charges he accepted bribes in return for

granting a license for a Peabody massage parlor were

"absolutely preposterous."

The shop owner claims he gave Mavroules envelopes

stuffed with cash in exchange for aid in getting and

keeping his business hcense, according to published

reports.

Mavroules, D-Mass.. was mayor of Peabody and later

a congressman-elect when two alleged payments were

made in 1980 by Leo T. Manzoli, one under a restaurant

table and another at Peabody City Hall, the Boston Globe

said.

The charges have never been proven or aired in court.

Mavroules' office refused comment, referring all queries

to his lawyer, Francis X. Bellotti.

"Every time you get in a visible position, all the haters,

the people who thought you were supposed to do some-

thing for them, they look at this as their chance to get

even," said Bellotti, a former state attorney general. "It's

one of the reasons it is good not to be in the political

business anymore."

The Globe reported that federal prosecutors contacted

Mamoli last week. The U.S. Attorney's office is investi-

gating charges that Mavroules accepted the free use of

automobiles from bankrupt Lyim car dealer Bob Brest

since 1978.

Officials also are probing whether the 62-year-old

congressman used his influence to have two federal

prisoners moved to more desirable facilities.

"It appears to me that every rat who can, is coming out

of his hole as this thing (the investigation) progresses,"

Mavroules told The Evening News of Salem. "I have ab-

solutely no recollection of ever meeting this man. This

charge is absolutely preposterous."

Essex County District Attorney Kevin Burke said "the

law prevents me firom commenting" on the 1980 inves-

tigation. Then-US. Attorney Edward Harrington, now a

federal judge, also declined comment, the newspaper

said.

NEW ENGLAND'S LARGEST

PIANO
SALE

GRANDS, VERTICAL PIANOS,
DIGITAL PIANOS AND
ORGANS, TOO!

OVER 150
PIANOS
ON DISPLAY!
The Largest Collection of Planof

and Organs Ever Seen In

The New England area!

Spinets, Consoles, Studios, Grands,

and UigiUls!

All At Unbelievably Low, Low Prices

A SALE SO LARGE WE
HAD TO RENT A

10,000 SQ. FT. BUILDING!
MANY BRANDS REPRESENTED!
NEW St USED Including Baldwin. CUvinovs.

DiikUviw. K»wi) , Kimbalt, Lowrev,
~

Stmick. Wurliocr. Yamaha and M
y, Roland,

4o(c!

1191 BOSTON ROAD
SPRINGFIELD, MA

lA MOt WmI af EaditW MiM • Not ti> MaadMln

• FRIDAY, APRIL 24 - Noon to 9pin

• SATURDAY, APRIL 25 - 10am to 8pm
• SUNDAY, APRIL 26 - Noon to 6pm

EAsrrrKUi
MAU.

camBDBBLEza

i^>Ho^ fc6Ab'

flThurs.. April 23-8:.Wpm/

1

«

V

JEighteen & Over Dance

^arty with D) Dennis R.

Downstairs-

BIMSKALABIM

-NO DEALERS PLEASE-
ALL WILL BE SOLD THIS WEEKEND

LOOK FOR THE GIANT
BALDWIN TRUCK!

THE
EDWIN M. ROSSMAN

ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

DATE:
TIME:

LOCATION:

STPEC
MONDAY, APRIL 27, 1992

6:00 PM
CAMPUS CENTER 917

SPONSORED BY:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

STPEC

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

experiences in the working world. Don't miss this important

panel discussion!

ALUMNI/AE PANELISTS:

David Golovner, 1991

Cynthia Peters, 1983

Peter Thomson, 1985

AlesiaWanza, 1986

I The Bombastics

Stacey Zelbow, 1990

Media Relations

Planned Parenthood Federation

Member of South End Press

Collective

Producer "Living on Earth"

National Public Radio

Director of Program Operations,

Opportunities Industrialization

Center; MSW Candidate at the

University of Connecticut

Program Director, Interfaith

Assembly on Homelessness

and Housing;

Boston Community Organizer,

Massachusetts Anti-Hunger

Coalition

For more information, please contact:

Mather Career Center

545-2224

i

3s: ^ . .. ....---•--"'

Fri., April 24-8:30pm

Dancing with DJ Job

*Fit« Adnission Before IftOOpm*

Downstairs

Charisma Recording Artists

THE SIGHS

Floating Boats

Amy Fairchild

[7/^f^"^^TTr^" — — — — - - -

Sal. April 25-8:.iUpm

Dancing with DJ Job

SHOCKRA

mw^
Bongos To Circus

Mon., April J7-8:(K>p(nlfi->-'

MIRACLE LEGION

I
The Vestrymen
The Sunarops

ir.i.t.ta:Ti-i.i.i.i.tas

I
Wed., April J9-^:00pm

jjoancing withDJ Job
^n.»..«..<..i.,«,.t.t-t-<-<-'-<-^

7hun.. April iO-7:(^)nylHi-

THE SPIN DOCTORS

F̂ollowed by

DaKing wHhDI Dennis R.

lri..Mjyl-8:.k)f)ii^ g

Reggae Dance Party

THE EQUALITES
».^.t..«..t.i, i -« t.i-«-.iA.<..^.k.^.

S.)(., AI.?v J-M:U)pm

O.J. EKEMODE &
The Nigerian All-Stars

"*" " " " " " " " " ; ' "i

Mon., May 4-8:00prT}/l 8+/

Free Show!
TRIBE

(Resceduled from 4/20, all

tickfte will 1^ honyy^^

Z32QC

lues , Mjy S-7:00pm/\8+/

ADRIAN BELEW

^h .»> I

f-»-m'iiiinuM-Kwiiimii.iULl

Jhurs., May 7-8:30pm /1 8+/

MAX CREEK

H.W.1<.».H.H.H.HH.W.H.H.M.I1.1CPI.H.H.

rmf!f!nffrfrtfifinnnrf»ffrfrrri

Sal, May 9-8:30pm

THE MACHINE

Thurs., May 14-7:00pm/18+/

THE SMITHEREENS

^Tues., May 19-8:00pm/18+/

Free Show!

CRACI
3 Tit kots for .ill shows \

i .ivailable at Pearl ':

I Street, Strawberries, J

I
Dynainite Records, \

I
For The Record in ;

3 Amherst: Ticket Pro \

i (}{»()) »2H-7()a(). \

1 10 Pearl street,
;

2 Northampton
i 4i;j-S84-7771 ;
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Baseball washed out, hosts Hartford
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
baseball team took an unplanned day off

Wednesday when its game with
Dartmouth was rained out.

The Minutemen will try to get in a
game against Hartford at 3 p.m. at Earl

Lorden Field today. John Russell is

scheduled to start for UMass. Some quick
UMass baseball facts and stats:

Joe Mattivello is on a tear both at the

plate and in the field. After seeing scant

action last year, Mattivello is platooning

at third base with Kevin Correa. He is

second on the team in batting average,

and has played well in the field, notching

seven assists in Monday's 8-2 win against

Central Connecticut.

Mattivellohas hitin four straightgames
and while he has no stolen bases, his

speed has helped him stretch a number of

singles into doubles.

"Joe has improved tremendously from

last year," coach Mike Stone said. "He

plays the game hard and aggressively,

and he's always looking to take the extra

base. He's played well defensively also."

• Center fielder Steve Corradi has qui-

etly put together a solid junior season.

After moving from shortstop earlier in the

year, Corradi has utilized his speed in the

outfield by tracking down fly balls.

Corradi leads the team in stolen bases

(13), slugging percentage (.495) and on-

base percentage (.563). Also, the cleanup

hitter is tied for the team lead in home runs

with three, and is fourth in batting average.

It's safe to say that Corradi may be playing

his last season for the Minutemen, and

that pro ball is lurking on the horizon.

• The pitching staffhas performed well,

holding its opponents to two or less runs

for six straight games. Led by Ron Villone

(6-1, 1.70 ERA), the team has 16 complete

games and four shutouts. The team will

need strong pitching this weekend against

Atlantic 10 leader Rutgers.

"Our pitching iscomingon ," Stone said.

"It's nice to see some of the younger guys

doing well."

Northeastern University's

Summer Science intensives

Could Give You Up to a Year's Wortii

of Science Credit in Twelve Weeks.
This summer Northeastern University offers:

General Biology

Human Anatomy & Physiology

Biology of AIDS
Cell. Tissue & Organ Culture

Computer Applications in Science

Medical Microbiology

Introduction to Biotechnology

Foundations of Computer Literacy

General Chemistry
Analytical Chemistry
Oiganic Chemistry

Biochemistry

Intro, to Earth Science: Solid Earth

Earth, Ocean and Atmosphere

Observational Astronomy
Conservation & the Nation

Classes Start June 22nd. For a

FREE INFORMATION KIT, call (617) 437-2400.

lU Northeastern University
Part-4ime Undergraduate Programs

an equal opportumty/affxrmatii't action unutruty

TONIGHT
Live IVEusic

with

GLASS ONION
and

D.J. Pete Free
$2.00 cover Dancing 9:30-1:00

THE f^ PUB
CElJiBI^ATliS ^lEdlF^ IN AMHERSrr

I*>68 • 199 2

EAST PLEASAHT STREET

Resumes that

reallywork
The right introduction can make all the difference when

you're competing for a job. At Kinko's, we'll help you

create a resume package tiial introduces you in a

professional way.

Zen Mind

Free Seminar

Friday Nights: 7:30 pm

I Format and design

assistance

I Typesetting

I Reproduction on

fine stationery

I Affordable prices

Introduction to Zen Meditation Techniques

April 24th, May 1st

Room 805, Campus Center
tJnivcrtily of MasMChusells

Ipii m l •* n. Am*.

Open 24 hours

253-2543

220 North Pleasant Street

(Across from the Carriage Shops)

kinkyy
the copy center

Now Hiring For Next Semester

Assistant Circulation Manager

Circulation Drivers

Must Have Mornings Free Until 11:15

Must Be Dependable with Reliable Auto

$7 - JlO/hr.

Apply in person at

The Collegian

Room 113 Campus Center

Call 545-3500 for details
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four one-hitters. The senior righty has

won 13 in a row, lowering her ERA to a

spectacular 0.61 in 115 innings pitched.

She has struck out 188 and walked only 20

during that time.

Pat Conlan, 11-3, has compUmented
Mizesko well, winning nine of her last 10

decisions, and lowering her ERA to 0.53.

Her only loss during that time was against

UMass. The two have combined to hold

opponents scoreless over the last 42 in-

nings, and the staffas a whole has an ERA
of 0.53.

UMass' pitchinghasbeen consistent as

well. Holly Aprile has won seven in a row,

increasing her record to 7-1. Her ERA

stands at 0.97. Darlene Claffey has won

eight in a row, and her record now stands

at 9-2 with a 1.02 ERA. Freshman Kelly

Daut's 5-5 mark hides a stingy ERA of

1 .58, a number usually reserved for better

records.

UMass has the more powerful hitting

lineup. The Minutewomen have scored

one run more than the Huskies, despite

UConn having played five more games,

and UMass has the edge in team batting,

.313 to .297. Ironically, the teams have an

identical on-base percentage of .350.

With all the standout hitting and

pitching, the most telling statistic may be

this: UMass is 5-1 in one-run games, while

UConn is 3-3.

SPORTS NOTICE

Sportslln©~ Usten to Sportsline tonight (6 p.m. WMUA 9
1 1 FM)

with host Joe Donovan. Women's basketball coach Joanle

O'Brien will be the featured guest.
cvk^^t^^,^

Fri$bee- This Saturday , the UMass men's Ultimate FnsbeeTeam

will be playing in a tournament on the
^©^^//'p^l^i'^f^

HampshireCollege.Thetoumamentwl start at 10:30am and

go until 6 p.m. Formore information call Jed Geany at253-5870.

fi^ frTS't^^i \'<k>i" ii/^

WE NOWHOtO KEG DEPOSITS UP TO 30 DAYS ON M/C, VISA, OR CHECK

Don t Drink
and Drive

rV SEEP.

,BUD. BUD LIGHT, $^99
& BUD DRY, 2PK.90TTIES

BECKS BEER
CASE OF $
24-12 OZ.
CANS 15

49
-OEP

GILDE PILSNER S -1 ^49
•from germany- I "T^ ^g,

I germany-
CASE OF 24-1 2 OZ. BOTTLES

BUSCH&BUSCH
LIGHT $in99

ALMADEN $C49
WINES V30L

CHABUS. VIN ROSE. RHtNE. GOLDEN
QHA3US. BLUSH. BURGANDY

GEORGE $C49
DUBEOUF OisL

TABLE WINES \
PREMIUM RED & WHITE ^

SUTTER
HOME *3

CHARDONNAY 750 ML

2A-12 0Z. CANS

ringer 5/129

PELS & PELS UGHT$Q49
CASE OF 24-12 OZ. CANS

not responsible tor

typographical errors

UrClN. Monday thru

WHITE
ZINFANDEL 750 ML

RIUNITE 5329
RASPBERRY, LAMBRUSCO. PEACH. 750 ML

BIANCO. BLUSH. ROSATO. DVRO

POPOVS^'" $799
..Xro,?^* MAIL IN fVODKA REBATEIOO 1 75L

GORDON'S GIN
H n99 1 75L

* V AFTER REBATE

SALE 12.99 <
MAIL- IN ^

REBATE ZOO

NEW at Seasons!

EARLY EjIIVNER

f

Specid'^^'
•NEW Days * NEW Hours *NEW Prices

FLEISCHMANN'S$Q99
PREFERRED WHISKEY Oi/sl

SALE 11.99 MAIL- IN REBATE 100

EARLYTIMES$i099
i BOURBON ' ^,^

DEWARS$4-449
SCOTCH ' '

750 ML

Sunday
thru Friday

5:00 to 7:30 p.m.
Ml b* waled by 7:30

all under

$9.95

$9.95
Choose from a selection of complete

DINNERS, all priced under

• Veal Scallopini $9.9S

•Blackened Rib Eye $9.95

• Fuh Veracruz $8.50

• Grilled Ginger Chicken $7.95

• Pouto Gnocchi con Luganega $7.95

• Lasagne with Roasted Chicken & Wild Mushrooms $8.50

SrCCtALS aiANCC WEEKLY

Monday thru Saturday

• TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
HADLEY HOLYOKE

Campus Plaza/Route 9 30 Lincoln St.

253-9344 534-4555

SALE PRICES

THURS 4^92 THRU
WEDS. *29 92

Full Redemption Center

Aa«rMd««kHlkBltodMtorflMr.ra«i*lMnM-. ^^^

EASO!

S29 BeklMnown Read, Amhcnl • 253-9909

(413) 256-8686

40% - 80% OFF
MERCHANDISE FROM THE

LEADING SPEaALTY
STORES IM THE UNITED

STATES!!!

KOBODY'S KIIFK>
LOCATION:

Rt. 9, Hadley Between Super

Stop N Shop & Liquors 44

1ST QUALITY & SLIGHT IRREGULARS
>ii

$19.99
REG. Up To $175

LADIES &
WOVEiy & DEMIM

SHORTS

/ /// 3^ ^r' J

IlADIES & MEM'S
T's & Other Taps

REG. Up To $30

l-*3«

.e

$14.99

STORE HOURS:
Thurs.-Fri.,10-9

Sat., 10-6

Sun., 12-6

NOBODY'S PERFECT
1ST QUALITY & SLIGHT IRREGULARS ^

LOCATION:

Rt. 9, Hadley Between Super

Stop N Shop & Liquors 44

Mot Even the best known
specialty & department stores

in the U.S. They make mistakes
too... Thats when our buyers
take advantage and pass the

savings on to you!
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By GARY LARSON

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

STM /<\MA'y. Susie: i oont

WNMT ^N^ B\6 DIVIDENDS,

GOT \r.' OONT US'TOA'TO

W088ES.

THE ST^RS ^Hl> PLKUeiS
A.«E 0O\NG TM\S.' I C^HT

HELP \v.' m ^v)R^ \s

u^^coKTBJilL^BLt.'

!

\TS TUE8V)S.' THE BUS \5

HERE.' y*WEEE.' l'V\SAFE.'

10U CAVA! CO AWMTMVUS
NOW H^U^.• L>AOFf TO

SCvtoOL.' VOORMY.'

\

mE V<M CALV\HS BR^\M iS

><IRED, "(OVJ CAt4 ALMOST
^E^R TUE fOSES BIOW^HG.

JIM'S JOURNAL

X V9«»vt •u'^fi^t

^\vl of 5f^*«sWi-

,

X look«4 uf «h4

of •»W*%'V« e*W«k^st

By JIM

MORT! By SUZANNE PALMER

ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

ttNTLEWEV , fT^O WtUOHE
•^ -THE ^^RLP v^l1iEm-^VJ(,

Today's Staff

Night Editor
i^son George

Copy Editor
Mictielle Bayl.ss

PhotoTechnician
Ma«Kahn

Production Supervisor Mil<e Carvalho

Production
Alan Blagg,

Lisa Jezowski, Doug Mazza

Menu
LUNCH

Grilled Cheese

Hot Corned Beef

BASICS LUNCH
Grilled Cheese

Sesame Noodles

DINNER
Basil Chicken iitsze«yi)

Quarter Pound Burger

BASICS DINNER
Basil Chicken (ohjozwiy!)

Oatburgers

"Look. We know how you did It— how is

no longer the question. What we now want to

know is why. . . . Why now, brown cow?"

Quote of the Day
"Why are the missi les cal led peace keep-

ers when they're aimed to kill?"

-From the song Why by Tracy Chapman

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARICS (March 21 -April 191: >our

nrMTKCt begin lo tubilize rtow. Good

will suddenly abounds. Let influential

people krx>w about your special talents

or skills. You could be in line for a raise

or promotion.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Hid-

den facts will come to your attention at

)ust the right time. Many golden oppor-

tunities are within your reach. Ask drrect

questions and seek advice.

GEMINI (May 2 1 -lune 20): Treating

a co-worker with kindness today could

do wonders for your popularity. Dress for

success — things are shapir^ up lor a

pay hike. Take a vacation from romance.

CANCER Uune 21-luly 22): Break

away irom a conrming or lackluster re-

lationship. You irr about to embark on

an exciting adventure. A distant kxale

cou Id provide the perfect k>ve nest. Hold

light to a lucky charm.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22): As far as

money isconcerried, you would be smart

to foltew your instincts rather than otfier

people's advice. You do not really r>eed

a lot of allentton now. just some appre-

ciation.

VIRGO (Aug. 2}-Sep«. 22): Be

careful to whom you express your

business ideas; you might find someone

else taking credit for them. Rethink your

career priorities after talking with your

mate.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Ocl. 22): Luck may

be all around you, but it is not the kind

you should broadcast. Money or posses-

siom come your way. thanks to an in-

fluential friertd. Be more experimental

in tf>e arts.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2J-NOV. 21): Vari-

ous aggrjvdtiom may cause you to kxe

patierKe. Be careful not to blurt out

something best kept urxJer wraps. £xer-

cise helps to relieve temporary stress.

SACIHARIUS (Nov 22-Dec. 21):

Being lice to someone who works be-

hiri the scerves couM benefit you fi-

rijncially. Be realistic, however, txtra

caution is advised on the butmeta front.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19):

Carefully assess any unusual flruncial

developments or suspic lous people; but

It IS better to be safe than sorry. Be wary

ofanynomaniK entanglementsthatcouki

cause you embarrassment.

AQUARIUS (Ian. 20-Feb. 18): Do
not read more into a friend's monetary

suggesliorv than is practical or semible.

Tighten your fmarKial belt. News from

someoTH: at a distance puts a fresh slant

on your social life.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20): Acre-

ative impulse looks quite promisir>g, as

do your romantic prospects. ParerHt

could bask in the reflected glory at a

talented child. Sports tnti games are

your best bet for fun lonigfu.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

The opinions expressed on this page are those of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collegian or the University.

ACROSS
1 Parlor p»«c«
SSiwra — dal

Sur

10 S«n Moynitian.

to friends

13 Wo* it m«<
MCity mSW

N«wYor1i
15 Larg*. wW>glM»

bird

16 Hartiy haroina

17 Fwnlntst

StatTMm
ISSmokad

salmon
19 Pro —
20 BiKk HMa. S

Dak. malropoNa
22f^alinants

24 Tracy artd

Magnum
2SCoalsiza
26 Spring

Urn*

28 Ona of tha

Aaair

32 Mora racant

34 Plum'a
cousin

35 Tarsus

37 Family

mambar, lor

short

39 Enticad

40 Teary stuff

41 Lrfaworti

43 Like a good
mattress

44 Numt>ar ot

Eagles or

Cardinals

46 Sumac from
Peru

' 49 Nose;

Comb torm

51 Pas da doux
features

53 Traacttarout

trap

56 Part of AD.
57 Wire tap

58 Giants

59 Protection

60 Feel rocky

61 Group of

rabtxs

62 Neopolitan

painter.

Giordano

63 La Carr*

charactar

eaUnNaol
loudnaaa

65Brtdg*

DOWN
1 Hanchmsn
2 Chamlcal salt

3ConartM
4 Vary, In music

5 January symbol

ol slownass

6TUtad
7 Make fun ol

8 Fraabootar

9 F>ul mto law

10 Hunter's take

11 PodmSE
Cttma

12 Evaning drass.

for stwrt

17 Adtactlvalor

Oatsby
21 ' always Ittink

what- .•

Huxley

23 Jumper kka

shrub
27 Instant

2« Making haste

30 Song from

"Cfiorus Line"

31 Warning
color

33 Qraduatas
34 Spaces fuN ol

matter

35 SourMl from tha

pound
36 Type ol health

mauranca:
Abbr.

aSTraataaa
plains

42 Foxx at al

44 Inwl

45 Formar

Sonny
47 Santa — , CaHl

4« Volcantc
mountain m
Japan

SO Do Itta worli ol

52 Hlghl«>dars

53 Taunting
ramaili

54 Unsightly

55 RNna leader

57 CoNaga dags.

ANSWER TO PBgyiOUSPU^^I-'^

1UIJD DlDt]

4/23/92

^ > i <
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team could be self-supporting and would

not need, in case ofemergency , Gov. Weld,

the legislature or God bless'em, even the

taxpayers (who could use a little lift after

all).

In fact, UMass could become the very

first team, ifit had to, tobe self-sustaining.

I would Uke to suggest we jump the gun

and do just that, in the most traditional,

American way possible.

In order to become and stay a "Big East

Power House," it takes money. From re-

cruiting to those big size 13 L.A. Gears, we

need money. And plenty of it.

I propose that the UMass Basketball

program become the nation's first inde-

pendently, incorporated, state-chartered

basketball business,just Uke the Red Sox,

just like the Celtics. And, we may have

made the first move already in signing

John Calipari to a good solid contract with

the same perks you would find in a pro

team of this size. Including another shot

at Rick Pitino.

Let's make some common sense as-

sumptions.

First, college hoops is big business and

promises to remain that way, especially

here.

Second, we are already professional,

except for the contracts pa.ving the play-

ers. In every sense of the business, in-

cluding marketing, ticket sales and tele-

vision rights, we're already a full-fledged

business.

Third, it's not necessarily "dirty" to

bring business into college sports.

With complete disclosure, so there are

no little secrets, we could make college

basketball at UMass a paying proposi-

tion, just bke its bookstore, just like its

cafeteria, with the sports business putting

its huge profits back into the school.

What's wrong with that?

And why stop with basketball? If a

team is good enough, let's capitalize on it.

At the very least, the call on tax payers

wovdd be reduced.

UMass, especially UMass. is in need of

a few dollars. What ways are there for us

to get some?
Increase tuition? Tried that, now we

have fewer students. Raise taxes?

We're trying that too and still fewer stu-

dents.

The only reason we don't form UMass

Hoops. Inc.. is because a group of middle

age white males at the State House in

Boston say we can't. If the NCAA were

persuaded, that instead oftax dollars, we

were putting basketball dollars into the

school, and that no one was being paid off,

then that similar group of middle age

white males might withdraw their objec-

tions by reflex.

I don't notice the NCAA offering to

increase the share ofTV income it pays to

the schools that make the NCAA rich.

Do you remember when the Boston

Marathon would not allow women? It

took society only a few fresh looks to

discard that as absurd. Same here. Maybe

the tax payers would like a little relief.

Maybe we at UMass are just the ones to

start to help.

Look at how much money has already

been made on the UMass hoop team by T-

shirts and hats alone. Yes, if I had the

money to buy the team I would. And the

first thing 1 would do? Change the mascot

from the UMass Minutemen to the UMass

Marketeers.

Felice Cohen is a Collegian columnist

SEIUIORS
• HEALTH INSURANCE. ..LOW COST'

• SHORT TERM. ..UP T0 12 MONTHS
• CONVENIENT WIOniTHLY BILLING!

MIKE UM 546-2174
(617-729-9677)

Softball plays UConn
in important rematch
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

When the University of Massachu-

setts Softball team hosted the Univer-

sity ofConnecticut two weeks ago. both

teams were on extended winning

streaks. UMass had won 12 in a row

and UConn had won 10 in a row.

The double-header these two re-

gional powerhouses played that day

ended in a draw as UConn. behind the

three-hit pitching ofKim Mizesko. took

the first game 2-0. UMass then took

the second game 1-0. behind the five-

hit pitching of Holly Aprile.

Today the Minutewomen. 21-8

overall and 10-0 in the Atlantic 10,

travel to Storrs for a 3 p.m. double-

header with the Huskies (28-6), and

the situation before these games is

much the same as it was two weeks ago.

Both teams have won every game

since the split, with UMass on a seven-

game roll and UConn on a 12-game

roll . For the past two weeks UMass was
ranked 19th in the national polls, but

for some reason UConn has replaced

the Minutewomen at that spot. UMass

has fallen under the infamous "others

receiving votes" section.

Mizesko, 16-2,hascontinued to shine

for the Huskies as she recorded her

fourth no-hitter ofthe season last week

against Boston College. She also has

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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WMUA 91.1 FM
the student-run radio station at UMass

is new accepting applicatrans for the foltovAig positions for the fall o( 1 992:

News Director, Sports Director

Promotions Diredor, MusicDi^dbDr

TMWMAMsDimcIa; RnanoeDimciDr

Womens Affairs Director

Telethon Direaor, Production Director

Public Affairs Director

Office Coordinator, ALANA Director

Underwriting Director

Program Guide Editor

Working for WMUA witlprove to be a fun and rewarding

experience in all areas ofbroadcasting, mux and business.

Applications are available in theWMUA front lobby.

All applications are due on Friday April 24 by 5:00 p.in.

Intetviews for positions will be held on Saturday, April 25th, and all applicants

must sign up for an interview when they return their completed applOcations

to theWMUA lobby located iat 1 02 Campus Center Basement-545-2876.

(MUST BEA UMASS UNDERCRADUATt)
WMUA 'oan Equd Opportunity Errpoyer.

EDWIN M. ROSSMAN
ALUMNI CAREER FORUMS

ENGLISH
DATE: THURSDAY, APRIL 23, 1992

TIME: 4:00 - 6:00 PM

LOCATION: CAMPUS CENTER 101

SPONSORED BY:

MATHER CAREER CENTER
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT

This is an opportunity to meet with alumni and discuss their

Experiences in the worl<ing world. Don't miss this important

; panel discussion!

ALUMNI PANELISTS:

Naftall G. Berrlll. Class of 1977

David F. Monti, Class of 1985

Renay A. York. Class of 1985

Scott Jeffery, Class of 1980

Clinical Psychologist

Neuropsychiology Center of New York

New York. NY

Financial Coordinator
Citibank
New York, NY

Soles Marketing
West Publishing Company

Documentation Supervisor
Digital Equipment Corporation
Littleton, MA

For more Information, please contact:
Mathier Career Center

545-2224 ^

Marshall
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

months later.

Still, as late as her senior year, Marshall still had
doubts that she could perform again at the level she was
at before her injury.

"I had [scholarship] offers from a number of schools,

but UMass was the only place that had total faith in my
abilities and that I could come back totally from my
iiyury," she said. "Alfie had complete confidence in me so

I decided to go here."

Mitchell agreed that a big part of Marshall's problem

was that a lot of people lost confidence in her.

"Her injury sort of took her out of the limelight,"

Mitchell said, "^e looked at her medical information and

talked to her doctors and decided if the information

matches the girl, then she'll be fine."

"She is my first recruited athlete and the only member
of the team with a full scholarship," he said. "She is

invaluable to this program."

As a result ofthe new-found confidence, Marshall was

able to bring part of her old routine back from her early

high school years.

"Alfie got me to do a lot of old tricks when I got here,"

she said. "He helped me to prove [wrong] a lot to those

who doubted me."

There are still those who think that she has reached

the pinnacle of her success and doubt whether she can

improve upon what she has accomplished thus far. How-

ever, Mitchell believes that she can.

"Everyone wonders whether there is anything left for

her to do in her career and I think the answer to that is

yes," he said. "She will get better every year that she

performs. Other coaches are in awe that she could get any

better, but she will."

CoUegUn photo by Christopher Evans

UMass gjrmnast Tammy MarshaU is one of

the elite participating in this weekend's na-

tional gymnastics tournament.

'~V^T:

,titT« rT4r>:**a558t!?^"

Auto Glass
Replacement

Body Shop
Used Car
Mechanical
Repairs

North Amherst Motors
Old Sunderland Rd.. No. Amherst 549-2880

A CARSTAR^f
.Collision Repair Center

Car & Truck
Rentals

lfYbu!reOverl8
Be A Bartender!

Limited Openings Remain for

April & May Classes

» Start Thmking About EmMess

Summer Opportunities As A

Bartender!

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Mam St.,

Suite 202 • Springfield

Classifieds
COMEm WE COUEGIAN OFFICE Hi CAMPUS CEffTER MON. THUR^ S.iO-L'^ FRIDAY fi:mX)* DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUanON - 20(AVOimAY FOR mJDEm * CASH IN ADVANCE

AMNOUNCEMENTS

ATTM. KAPPA^iaMAS ON CAMPUS
I wn numma n r»«ahng ttw Qamma-

(MM ONpMr Hstp (ram Und*rgraduai«.

gra*MM and laeuKy brolhar* wouM bt sp-

prsa«*(L PIMSS oontsct Jo* a( S46-4034

AEKD8 __^
BmI SfMt BrMMMl
Downtowri Afflharat UmI lor vMHng par-

•nts and tnondt 549-0733

MTERCSTEO IN SPRMQ OONCCim
UPC nMdi you and •! your Msndi to work

•acurtiy* Coma M nMrtg im i nn . Apm 22

ai 7pm m 101CC N can ba a tudiin' day mi

y0urha4p^

KIASE lahs s momant to hatp maka a

(nkada- ba an organlitsua donor For mora

Wormalion. coma to iha CC Corwooraa

TODAY!

QUIS1KM8 ABOUT YOUR commutar bv

Ing slluaMan? Plannmg to mow oti campus''

SuUaOing in May? Naad help with your

roomnwfMa? ConHOthnQ aichangmg sar-

vioaa lor low rar* or no rsof Want to )0in an

oil ooopto raduoa 1h« cost o< horn* haatmg

01? Coma to OCHO. *3» Studanl Umon or

cal W»e6. Appta. aehadulad daily Your

complata comrrxjlar sarvicr

RfTES Of PASSAGE o< rtiaa ol paaaap* ol

rtia* o< paaaagi ol hisa ol...

May12.1M2
Indigo QMa
t -800-544-3742

AUTO FOR SALE

78 Dart for parts. Body shot Maka ollar.

253-0697 ^
19MCrrATK)N
Good local transpofUMon

S4»4a21
$100

19S2 TOYOTA TERCEL
Good angme. naw water purr^ and axhaiMt

Pipa*. ruainaMd
S400^ 546-3410 .

1983 NISSAN STANZA 5 spaad s«ca>ar«

condition insids & outsida naw iKat naads

dutch must sad $1025.00 cal nights Mika

256^16 __„
Camaro 1981 Only 75000mi*8 naw parts

runs wail call 253-3720^

CHEAP! FBI/US. SEIZED

69 Mercedes $200

86 VW $50

B7Marcadas $100

65 Mustang $50

Chooaa Irom thousands starting $25

FREE 24 Hour recording reveals

details 80 1 - 379-2929 CopyngW#MA15KJC

PONTIAC 6000, 1986 V4 4door automatic

Air. FM/AM. 65K $2800 Call^-1683^

FOR A QOOO TIME CALL:

RACK-A-WSC ENTEPrrArNMEMT. DJ-S,

video tWs and Karaoke trom $175.00. Call

586-9900 ^__
FOR RENT

1 or 2 ROOMMATES lor summer/fall

Masterbedroom m Mill Valley $450

Heat. Hot water. On bus route

Call 253-4006

2 Bedroom Brandywlne Apt, newly

painted includes 2 solas and a bed. Cheap

rent- utilities indudedcrtl^^-9392

2-3 roommates needed tor 2 rms. in a 4br.

apt. on Mam St C«ll^256-J140 .

iiBEDROOM HOMES on bua route avail-

able June 1 caN 586-4270

IMrnimi
Take ovar our laaaa

Slai«ng»i

Ca* 54»-3836 nights

APT
QiaM loemcn on

NJ

S MOnOOH TOWNHOUSS
AvmWM June tst

Ca«54»-3677

Cal 546-6024

4
2
Daaamam . garage, pool tennla. baakMbaii

2bua rouwa S.Amhar«
2S6-146i_

4 MONOOM Houses tor June. AmharM

and NortiampMn. Cdl altor FrMay SWUaki

HaaNors 564-3428

6BEDROOM HOUSE Two balhs. large yard.

On Amherstl-everen Ima where you don^

naedaHeanaatopany.Qr—I location Sum-

mar suWel w<1all option Cal 54»9145.

ilTS SUMMER SUBLET AMHCMT
Bedroom in large houe*

Rob 253-0977

UPTOWN APT. 2lg bdrmsaeroeslromthe

Pub and Chafkaa. baauL wood Roars, ig.

Mtchan; sunny * baautM: taM 1 room or

whol* thing.

256-0546 anybme

WALK OUT...STUMBLE HOME
Slonaa throw Irom bars Two bdrm apt in

center. Cal last wont last 549-1887

END THE SEMESTER WITH A BANQI
Student Qroupa: Earn hundreds of dolars

eachday oHerlngDtecovarcard applcMtona

on c«ivua. Laat chaneal 1-600-932-0526.

ext99

MWanUme»re«efeocesreqKred Demo
t^w a pkja. Apply m person Sat Apm 25 ai

12 noon Jasons o* Dennisport

HELP! SPANISH-ENGLISH billnguals

needed to linieh study' $&HR Jeanetle 585-

8749 cal now'

NOmHAMPTON CONTINENTAL
CABLEVISION

oners aummar/lal mamshipa
Cal 566-6922

VIcM and Stave are kxiking to adopt a baby

to make our tarraly complete We can pro-

vide a LOVING. NURTURING. FINAN-

CIALLY SECURE. PROTESTANT home lor

a cMd. We'd be wilmg to meet with you ana

would agrae to send penoAc leltara and

photographa. For mors mtaonaUon oal our

agerKy. Jewish Family Sanrtoe ol QiMtar

Springfield 1-800-942-3947

SUMMER SUBLET

TfMVEL

212-

ilOOOOERAMH
300 or BO
Can Jim 549-4266

EHioency one. two. threa bedroom apart-

ments, or three bedroom oondoa on Hobwl

Lve. June or September No lees charged

Linooki Real EaUte, 25 North Pleaaant

Street 253-7879

AHHEM8T CENTER
SwTwnarw^laaopi

1 Bdrm 475mo 253-7682

91 KAWASAKI EXSOO

White 2cyl low miles

Must sal InkMdas

2SH0EB1 haknals: cover

$1600 or BO 584-M53

APARTMENT 3 BEOROOMS cantrollown

Starts June 1 549-8027

BMlon 2-3 bedroom apt

Near MBTA summer laiMa or aublel $70(V

lTOnlhj612)g8-9e23

BRWMT. SUNNY 1BR APT., 5mm to town,

avrt. Ji*>e 1, Cal aaap Jan or Pats 2S3-

3856

COMPUTER-IBM XT, 20 mag drtva. 5 M*

loppyd«kdhva. 360K. keyboard, wtlh Lotus

1 -2-3. wpa-pc, monoehfoma amber mon«or.

$500.00. cal 663-4746

FOR SALE
Compact System AIWA "91

60wafli/channal

Fndge riitoowave excatlant cond.

B/O -Ask 4 Rohit 546-0148

POSTAL JOBS AVAILASLEI Many poai-

tions Great benelits Cal 805^62-7555 Ext

P-3306

HAnC MAIDEN

SO LONG TO Mm •« mineral maid.

Deeen bound to hear tie ooyoto sound

Take care in the soorptona lair.

LOST

1 or 2 ramaiss to laaaa large. sur>ny bed-

room m 2 bedroom apanmanl June to Au-

gust dalfl Amherst Center 260*. 256-0077

2Bdr Apertment

350/Tnon«i

665-3751

2 ROOM APT w/ av condition, large back

yard, vary quiet Short (Manoa Irom bar.

Furnished or untumiahad. Cheapl 549-6719

CHEAP CHEAP
2 mm town

5 min campus

NEW VOmc CITY- Fumlahad rooma

partmem* tor sunvnar mi
Naw Cokimbia Univ. neeaonabto
662-1358

SUMMERTOURSTO EUROPE. AUSTDA-
UA AND THE OnCEK MLANOt.
15-19 days. AI a«panaea paid mdudmg
(TtaMa $1396-$1796. Cal Con«ki Tours

1-600<SO-1037airt.a2

TYPMQ

mEE PAGE TYPED when you cal.

$1 SOiypedpagi

Bnar^46-6954

TAPE TRANSCRIPTKNi Faat. accuraM.

prolessional 253-9673

TYPmorwORO PROCESSMO- Paper,

rapona. rasumaa. thaaia, cal Roaamery 323-

8031

WANTED
Caaaanita/Kaly
256-1161

LOSTONTUES. 441:

blaek Gonex cycling rain jacket, brand-

namaNovara I tound pleaae cal Juke at

253-5760

PERSONALS

NMTENOO WITH THREE GAMES
$100 Ruaa 256-4614

Graal Ear» Day gilt

Two piranha. 10 gallon tank.

$75 00 Utsa 546-2482

HAPPY 21ST ROB! Now I can dump Louis

wxJ go out wrth you ' Have a good one- 1 love

you tots! Your Pooky. Aimee

FOR RSIT Amity Place Townhouee

3 bedroom 2 1/2 ba«i. pwHaly lumiahad

oahwasharwaharAlryaroanwlalrgaraBa
in»fcula»'$>95notvamoltorCMI5«9 46 2

Aval. 6/1^

OILREATH MANOR 5 badrooma on bua

(oula one mle Irom campua

AirfaMi June 1

0^546-7357

MABtSTREET
2 bedrooms, oil heat, porch, 10 mmule to

town, bus route, available June l

(Faloptton)- 2566768

MM VaHey 2 Bedrooms 2 tMthrooms Air

oondWoning heat and hot water inchjded

Sublet call now 253-3720

One bedroom Pu«ton Village apt

Take over I»asestafts&-1 549-5188

PUFFTON 2 BEDROOM
For rent starting June 1 Call 549-1380

SUFBETAVE!
4 bedroom house: dosar to campus than

dorms! Incredible location I Call (?**

549-6824 ^

TAKE OUR BRANDYWINE APT!

Free heat, pool, AC,

720 month Summer rent very neg.

549-5191

WICKED FAT CHANCE bike frame and lork

1 7- Good condHion Cal tor dotaila 8.0. 546-

0762

rm sogM you'rs

myMgaiator.We-R

haveabtaMI
Love ya. MeiedMi

POUND

BOLLE PRESCRnmON SUNGLASSES
549-7218

QAM.

I KNOW IT WAS YESTERDAY
Happy 21 cutaal

Ooni torget fkjgga

GLUE SAYS Ml
Juattrylngto

I LOVE OUEERSIII

Be out

Be happy

Be at the dance and

8TANELVI
Your tie beat

Jakai

CHEAP ROOM M houae on bua routo cal

549-ni8

CHEAP SUMMER SUSLET 2 bdrni. in hily

lumahed Amherst apt on bus (la UW md
Free AC Pool 256-0750 Aval 6^1

MAY ONLY - one bdrm m 2 bdrm apt 665-

7562

ONE BEDROOM APT in Colonial Vllage

Firstltoor Large bedroom » living rmWa*»r/

dryer In awna bulding. On bua routo Con-

venlanl toUMaaa and Amherst canter Shon

waktolii^uorstors.oonvanienoeattra.Aaian

mwkat. Good nwnagamentAnainiananca.

AvalMM end ol Hnals to Aug 31 Poaaftle to

oonUnue on lease in ial. $400mionth. Cal

David 253-0759

REAL CLOSE
wcampua
CMI Mark 549-9325

HOUSEMATES WANTED

HOUSEMATES WANTED: For next year

(9-92 to 9-93)

We're looking tor another couple or 2 indi-

viduals to share a 2 1/2 bedroom house in

Belchenov»n. Features: l 1/2 iMrths, liilcfien,

IMng dining rooms. Lg backyard, back

porch, parking, on bus line Only $172 50/

month utilities. Thissummer suWet poeeible.

cm Pat at 256-1016 or Judy at 546-7056.

HELP WANTED

KAREN LESLIE WARREN is 21 todinrl

Hailing trom the Bronx. Chelsea anjoysgang

warfare, reefer ralias and aaMng Mary Kay

cosmetics. A regular at the crrt shop this

proud Kappa Kappa Moo aiair has great

hand-eye coordination. While we are ab-

sent, one Irom the ottier we are united and

we are cool.

XOXOX THE ALPHA CHAPTER

ROOMMATE WANTED

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE

2 bedroom 2 tun baths

Heat and electncity tree

M« Valay Estates

Call 256-1 170

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE

Brandywine

June 1st near bus stop

Facing pond -^New^gs 549-8771

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE 6/1

2-3 people for 2 bedrooms m a 3 bedroom

apt on Main St 1 min walk totown 253-5026

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE June 1. Lh« m

our Kianment m Brandywtna Call- 549-9347

$110.00 PER DAY
Truck drivers wanted lor part-time summer

work 10 days mid-June and 10 days mid-

August. Must dnve standard shift. Willing to

work long hours, with good driving expert-

enca. Call (508) 653-7422

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fish-

eries. Eam$5.000+i'month Free transporta-

tion! Room and board! Over 8,000 openings

Male or female For emptoyment program

call 1-206-545-4155 6x1 1718

College Pro Palnlers are now taking appli-

cations for summer emptoyment througfiout

New England and New York. H mierested

cal 1-800-346-4649.

CRuTsE UNE- Entry level onljpard/ landside

positions available, year-round or summer,

(813)229-5478

CONOO-MATESOUGHT lor beautitU, new,

quiet Greenfield condo July-Nov/Oac Just

oft Rt 91 $287 50'mo Call Gwen 665-7219

RESP. COUPLE LOOKING lorroommate(s|

to spill sum sub or yr rr>d lease. Can

Branna 508-228-8867 Days-Eves

SERVKES

FREE pregnancy toating; confldenlial and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 54^^1906

Have you been ripped-ofl by a retailer?

Contact the Legal Services Center regard-

ing your righu as a consumer. 922 Campus

Center, 545-1995

SPRINGTIME:Loselast without dieting! 549-

4401

I In Pumen ««h prkrato bathroom For

sunmr ana poaaWy tM M/F nonamokar

549-1906 aak tor Michsia

Sublet one bedroom in Puffton

Starting June 1 Cheap Call Chria T.

549-6067

SUBLET 3 BEDROOM. 2 bath. Puffton

Starting June 1 . 546-0779 Ask for Carey or

Jan

SUMMER SUBLET
3 spciaous bedrooms

Main St

Must see
Call 256-8248

.

SUMMER SUBLET 2 Bedrm in Sbednn

Puffton Village apt Cheap 549-6379

SUMMER SUBLET- Responsible, quiet

person lor tbdrm apt $400/m,o. May paid.

253-7155

Summer subM our 3 bedroom Puffton apt.

Starting June 1 st. Call 546-2625

ECON 366 PROF. RAO- Clai

needed- Will pay^ca(1^549-221

8

FEMALE ROLLERBLAOER SOUGHT lor

spring romance and adventure 564-8753

HEAOINa HOME? Buying CD's. LP's, cas-

aelles. R*R. bhiea. iazz. Large quartlly pra-

torradjjave meaaage. 1-734-66S3.

ONE WORLD CUP SOCCER TEAM
NEEDED
First come first aarved.

215jl0yden 545-2693/0022

REPRESENTATIVES TO SELL Cotorado

top*. Ewn vacations/commission BMng,

railing, pvagliding. more Call Monkey

Buamasi 1-600-464-9533 Code 1472

WANTED TO RBIT

SUtLETS, ROOMS, Houeing needed tda

aummar. Contact SBMC 2S6461S lOam-

<?"<

HYE WANT YOUR 3 bed apartment In

Puffton I Cal 256- 1 46 1 aak tor Cra« or Jono

SUMMER SUBLET — Mill Valley Estates

2 bedrooms, 2 tu« baths. Super clean

$800/it»nth Call ASAP 256-6261

SUMMER SUBLET - Comfortable two-

bedroom apartmeni Well-maintamed,

aaay access to Sunderland and North

Antfierst buses Withm walking distance of

UMass. Call Jason at 549-8728.

WANTED: 2 temales to sublet 1 rm In

Brandywine 4 summer w/M option. Call 6-

0803,
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Sports
Hodges named head football coach

Pholo courtekv of Sporta InfoTBatioD

Mike Hodges was named head
football coach at the University of

Massachusetts yesterday.

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Mike Hodges, the University of Mas-

sachusetts football team's defensive coor-

dinator for the past six years, was an-

nounced as the team's head coach yester-

day by Chancellor Richard O'Brien and

Associate Chancellor David Bischoff for

the next two seasons.

A member of the UMass staff since

1978, Hodges replaces former Minuteman

coach Jim Reid, who resigned oi\ Jan. 23

after six years as head coach.

"It's the best thing for the program to

name IHodges]," said Doug Berry, last

season's offensive coordinator, who was

co-interim head coach with Hodges since

Reid's resignation. "He has the full support

ofthe staffand players and that allows us

to be our very best."

After Reid officially resigned on Feb.

13, the UMass Department of Athletics

committed itself to a nationwide search

for candidates.

Hodges told the Collegian Feb. 6 he

desired the job and was going to apply.

Several weeks into the search process,

an eight-person committee was appointed

to seek out and present a five-person list of

candidates to the University.

However, the committee, headed by

the Dean ofthe School ofEducation Bailey

Jackson, voted last week to reopen the

search by a 6 to 2 vote.

The overriding of the vote was
prompted by the need to have a head

coach as soon as possible, according to a

release yesterday from the Office of the

Chancellor.

Jackson left the area on Friday for one

week and was not available for comment.

A new search committee will be named

at the end of the 1993 football season, at

which time the financial position, both

with respect to external support and the

revenue expected both from the Com-
monwealth and from athletic fees can be

better evaluated.

Hodges, whose two daughters Jenny

and Karen attend UMass, was a football

letterman for two years at guard at the

University of Maine at Orono where he

received a master's degree in education in

1968.

Hodges was unavailable for comment

yesterday.

Gorillas escape in overtime, 8-7
By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

University of Massachusetts lacrosse

midfielderJohn Schlipfscored the winning

goal at 2:45 of sudden-death overtime as

the Gorillas came back from a two goal

deficit late in the fourth quarter to beat

Harvard. 8-7, yesterday at Richard F.

Garber Field.

The Gorillas (7-2) needed last-second

heroics from several players just to force

overtime. TheCrimson (4-7 ) used a patient

offense, a stingy defense which held UMass
-rurflps.s for nearly the entire second half

and an amazing effort by goaltender Chris

Miller (28 saves) to set the stage for a

stunning upset.

But UMass, as it did earlier this season

against Providence, Yale and St. John's,

made all the plays it had to in the final

minutes to make its fifth straight win.

Down 7-5 most of the fourth, the Goril-

las broke through when Bill Edell (2 goals,

1 assist) scored unassisted with three min-

utes left. A minute later. UMass goahe

Tom LoPresti robbed Harvard's Spencer

Rice on a point-blank shot that might have

destroyed any chances the Gorillas had.

Harvard got another breakwhen a push

Collpcian pholo hy Matt Kahu

Senior Midfielder John Schlipf cruises through midair. Schlipf

scored the winning goal in OT as UMass beat Harvard 8-7.

with possesion call on Ernie Faulkner left

UMass down a goal and down a man with

1:30 left. UMass defense rose to the occa-

sion, andCorey Cronin's double-team forced

a Crimson player to make a bad cross-field

pass which Mario Lopez easily picked off.

UMass coach Ted Garber called time

and set up a play designed to give leading

scorer Mark Millon (4 goals) a shot at the

goal. After UMass cleared, Millon got the

ball inthe northeastcomerofGarber Field.

Even though everyone from the fans on

the Hill to the dog on the sidelines knew

Millon would be gunning for the cage, no

one could stop him. Millon's shot found the

upper left hand comer, forcing overtime.

"When it was in the clutch, [Millon 1

came through once again. That's why he's

out there," Garber said.

Both teams had chances in overtime

before Schlipf grabbed the rebound of his

own shot, which bounced high off the

crossbar, and shoved the ball home past

Miller to end Harvard's upset bid.

Har\ard stuck with it's game plan of

slow offense all game, even when unsettled

scoring opportunities or open shots pre-

sented themselves. The strategy worked

for several reasons: UMass could not get

their transition game moving, could not

get a shot past Miller and misfired on all

four extra-man attempts.

Meanwhile, theCrimson played a "shut-

off defense on Millon which denied him
the ball.

They would not let me touch the ball,"

Millon said after the game. "It was so

frustrating - I'm a ballhandler and 1

couldn't get the ball. They just tried to

shut me off."

UMass took a 2-0 lead in the first on

goals by Millonand Edell . Though Harvard

was able to hold the ball for up to three

minute at a cUp, the UMass defense would

not allow them to work the ball inside.

Massachusetts, 8-7 (OT)

12 3 4

Harvard 3 13
UMass 2 3 2

OT Final

7

1 8

Scoring (goals-assists-points)

Harvard (4-7): JamesAmes
3-0-3; Stephen Gaffney 0-3-3;

Mike Porter 2-1-3; Paul Faust

2-0-2. Totals 7 goals, 4 assists.

Massoctiusetts (7-2): Mark
Millon 4-0-4; Bill Edell 2-1-3;

John Schlipf 1-1-2; Chris

Nentwich 0-1-1; Greg Kline 0-

1-1 . Totals 8 goals, 4 assists.

Saves Harvard Chris Miller

28, UMass Tom LoiPresti 7. Ex-

tra Man Harvard 2/3; UMass
0/4. Faceoffs Harvard 11/19;

UMass 8/19. Sudden deatti

Schlipf (UMass) from Edell at

1 :55 of overtime.

UMass upped their lead to 3-0 in the

second, as Chris Nentwich, who according

to Garber had an excellent 'j'.-around

game, evaded three defenders before

passing to a wide-open Brad Fitts in front

of the crease. Millon also struck twice

more in the second, including a nifty be-

hind-the-head goal set up by an over-the-

cage pass from Greg Kline.

Harvard then rattled off four unan-

swered scores, giving the Crimson a 7-5

lead they carried into the fourth. The
Crimson capitalized on two power plays

and a defensive lapse which allowedAmes
to get his own rebound uncontested at the

edge of the crease.

Marshall headed to nationals
UMass gymnast enters event ranked second
ByJEFFHOJLO
Collegian Staff

Watching her practice and perform, she is the picture

of concentration and determination. Off the floor, she is

your typical, nice all-Amencan girl who would like nothing

more than to prove to people that she is capable of

performing vnih the top gymnasts around the country.

This weekend, juniorTammy Marshall, the 4-foot-ll,

106-pound phenom from Hickville, N.Y will get a chance

to prove just that when she travels to Minnesota for the

national gymnastics championships Friday and Satur-

day as the second-ranked gymnast (37.89 all-around

average) in the country.

"I am obviously very excited about this weekend,"

Marshall said. "The competition is very good and I

haven't even faced 95 percent of the people who will be

there. So it's going to be very tough for me to prepare."

"But if I do everything that I've done successfully all

year, and don't change anything just for this meet, I

should do all right," she said.

One person who is probably more excited than

Marshall (besides her parents) is UMass coach Alfie

Mitchell, who thinks the Nationals will be good not only

for Marshall but for the team as well.

"We are a very well-respected team in the [Northeast]

region, but we are not nationally known," Mitchell said.

"But when we have the number two qualifying all-

aroimder in not just the region but the whole country,

some of those national (gymnastics) powerhouses stop

and look at our team and realize that we do have quality

gymnasts and that we can compete at their level."*

"I am so happy for Tammy though," he said. "Not only

is she the most talented gymnast on my squad, but she is

also one of the most hardworking. She has revmtten

every score this season."

Marshall set school and career bests in the floor

exercise (9.8, set earlier this year), on the balance beam

(9.75), on the uneven bars (9.6), on the vault (9.8) and an

impressive 38.8 all around.

Marshall was named to the Atlantic 10 all-conference

team this season in the vault (9.62 avg.), beam (9.37

avg.), floor (9.54) and all-around. It was the second time

in her career she has been named the A- 10 all-around

champion.
In 1990, she garnered the A- 10 Freshman of the Year

award and was also a member of the '90-'91 U.S. World

University Games team.

Things didn't always come up roses for Marshall

during her illustrious career, however. As a sophomore at

Hicksville High, she suffered a serious knee injury which

required arthroscopic surgery at the end of the season.

Somehow she managed to return to practicing just four

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

Minutemen Inc.
After the loss to Ken-

tucky, people mighthave
said, "So near, yetso far."

But if you look at the

reality of the situation,

UMass has actually

nearly achieved the sta-

tus of an official "Power
House."

Let's take a head
count of its assets.

One brand new, state

of the art, multi-million

dollar arena, with con-

nections for all cable and national television.

One Big East win.

Felice Cohen

One certified, grade A, nationally-known coach.

Plus 25,000 standing, waving and financially sup-
portive UMass fans. Every single one ofthem ready
and willing to buy season tickets. And don't forget

the 150,000 alums, each ready and waiting with a
checkbook in hand.

As a matter of fact, after the 1991-92 season, the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
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King beating case
put in jury's hands
By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press

SIMI VALLEY, Calif. — The volatile

case offour White policemen charges with

beating a Black motorist was placed in the

hands of a jury Thursday after a judge

instructed them in laws dealing with ex-

cessive force.

The judge rejected a last-minute mis-

trial motion by the defense lawyer who

said he had been "slimed" by the pros-

ecutor.

SuperiorCourtJudge StanleyWeisberg

spentmore than an hour readingjurors 81

legal instruction, including specific rules

involving the charge ofassault under color

of authority in the beating of motorist

Rodney King.

He refused to grant a mistrial after

attorney Michael Stone accused Deputy

District Attorney Terry White of launch-

ing a personal attacks on him in final

arguments.
"I feel that I've been slimed and I think

the slime has landed on my client," said

Stone.

"He clearly accused me of misrepre-

senting the evidence," said Stone, who

represents Officer Laurence Powell. "He

did it with great drama at a time when he

was very emotional. He said, 'Can any of

the people associated with Larry Powell

tel the truth?*"

"Such comment should play no role in

how you decide the case," the judge said.

Weisberg noted that Stone was not

seeking apologies from defense lawyer

John Bamett, who accused co-counsel of

soliciting lies against his client, OfBcer

Theodore Briseno.

White observed: "Mr. Bamett came as

lawyers] suborned perjury, which is a lot

more serious."

The March 3, 1991, beating, after King

was stopped for speeding, was videotaped

by a neigborhood resident and broadcast

nationwide. It led to a review of poUce

brutality nationwide and issues ofracism.

On trial were Briseno, 39; Powell, 29;

OfBcerTimothy Wind, 3 1 , and Sgt. Stacey

Koon, 41.

On Wednesday, Bamett and White

deUvered their final arguments.

White stunned the courtroom when he

left the podium and raced toward Powell.

"This is the manJ" shouted White as he

came within inches of Powell. "This man
laughed! This man taunted! And he's de-

nying it!"

Powell sat, stunned, but his lawyer

leaped up and objected. The judge calmly

told White to return to the podium.

White later apologized to jurors for the

outburstandended hisargument abruptly

.

Bamett had launched into a veritable

tirade against the other officers on trial in

his summation.
He accused them of "callousness and

viciousness" and portrayed Briseno as the

only man who tried to stop "the holocaust

of batons, boots and blood."

Bamett said Briseno placed his foot on

King to try to keep him still. The pros-

ecution claims Briseno "stomped" King.

Wind's lawyer, Paul DePasquale, told

the jury in measured tones: "All Time

Wind did that night was his job. He didnt

joke. He He didn't have fun. He didnt take

any cheap shots."

"The circumstances here are consistant

with thejob the man was hired to do," said

DePasquale. "He was part of the Une be-

tween society and chaos. He wasn't a

AP photo

HIGH TENSIONS — An abortion-rights demonstrator shouts

at anti-abortion demonstrators in front ofErie Medical Center at

50 High Street Thursday morning. Operation Rescue targeted

this Buffalo, N.Y. clinic for their demonstrations yesterday.

close as possible to saying that [defense criminal. _ . -m J.'^ *
j-^T-m. 4-

Women rally to take back more than the night
•^

T v>/.ol nnliro ntnoned traffic and cleared a path for th

By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Correspondent

In the past it has been called "Take Back the Night."

But according to education advocate Jen Cannon,

women not only need to take back the night, but their

days and lives as well.

About 300 women rallied on the Student Umon steps

last night and marched to the Amherst Commons in a

vigil with the theme "Take Back Our Rights, Fight for

Oiir Lives."

The theme originated from the statistics that say 66

percent of all sexual assaults occur in the victim's home,

and 84 percent of all women who are assaulted know

their attacker. Cannon said.

Introduced as a registered nurse, writer, poet and

victim of sexual assault, speaker Anna Bowen said "It is

possible to break the chains and end the silence."

Bowen told the audience that every eight days a

woman in Massachusetts is killed by her husband or

boyfriend.

Men attending the rally were asked to leave but were

told that they could join in the vigil at the Amherst

Common. .

Mary Francis Piatt urged the women to fight against

discrimination of women with disabilities.

•We know who we want to take our rights back firom.

and what is hardest are the barrier Isms' that keep us

apart," Piatt said. . .

"Rape is the tool of sexism," said commumty activist

Shira Katz and Chris SeUg. They also stated that 95

percent of all rapes are intraracial, while the other 5

percent are White men raping Black women.

"Violence against women can be found in Congress

and the military. . . and our legal system is clearly focused

on the protection of White men," said Katz and Sehg.

"The end ofviolence against women will mean the end

of all violence," concluded Katz and SeUg.

After singinga songrelated to violence
againstwomen

,

march leader Donna Heber led marchers to the Amherst

Common shouting, "Hey hey, ho ho, sexual harassment

has got to go!"
.,., , T« i at *

c«uni>npi>o*obTJfrBcHi As the march travelled up North Pleasant Street,

One of about 300 women that participated marchers chanted slogans such as, "Sexist, racist, anti-

in last night's "Take Back the Night** march, gay, don't you take our rights away.

Local police stopped traffic and cleared a path for the

march. .

At Amherst Common the women were met by the

Men's Resource Connection, a group of men working to

stop violence against women.

A candlelit circle was formed and the chants contin-

ued, "Two, four, six, eight, no more date rape!"

The rally's moderator said 78 percent ofparole officers

beUeve that women provoke rape, while 16 percent ofthe

community believe that it would do some women good to

be raped. _. u u
Brenda Lopez, a representative from a support shelter

for victims of sexual assault, told the audience that

"violence is targeted at all women and none are exempt.

"We need to be heard in some way that is soaally

meaningful, and I'm tired of being told how free I am,"

said Lierre Keith, a representative fi^m the Women s

Alliance Against Pornography.
^

"I want to makejustice our sexual practice, said Keith.

•One out of every four women will be raped, and one

out ofevery two will be the victim ofattempted rape ," said

Gail Keilson, a woman who memorialized the fate of 16

women now serving time for killing their batterers.

Inside:

Page 3:

U.S. officials urge the president to attend the

Earth Conference in Brazil-

Page 7:

SutJhallys "Dreamworlds" is still

making headlines.

Page 12:

sparks are flying on the slopes.

Weather
Thought you'd wear shorts today because it

was so warm yesterday, eh? Ha! Boy were you

dumb! Low 60s today and rain likely. Cold

tonight (40-45).
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For Your Information
FYIs are public service announcements that run each

Monday, Wednesday, and Friday for campus and local

non-profit organuations. Due to space constraints, the

Collegian cannot print all FYIs submitted and no an-

nouncement can be repeated.

Workshop

—

A three-week theaterworkshop for adults

will begin today from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. The once-a-week

workshop will be held at Chrysalis Studio in Northampton.

For more information call David Galuski at 545-0519.

Rally— Mary Ford, the Mayor of Northampton will

be one of the featured speaker at the Necessities/
To submit an t ri, piease sena u ^rtrj»j> /eteuoc u.-^w* «»» ^^ — -. -" -— _^ -^ . •,.

^j^

FYIs cannot be taken over the phone. place irom lu a.m. uu h

Lawn m Northampton.

Friday, April 24

Earthweek Wrap-Up — A variety of activities for all.

Pledge to become active in helping the environment. The

activities will take place attheUMCampus Pond/Campus

Center all day.

Saturday, April 26

Correction
There was an error printed on the April 21

Black Affairs Page. In the article "Black Greeks to

perform at annual step show," Omega Psi Phi

Fraternity was incorrectly identified. The Colle-

gian regrets this error.

ingall of your house-

Jiolcl & industrial cleaning

requirements since 1967.

Now with a new

lemon-fresh scent!

Classes end,
nudity begins
ANN ARBOR, Mich (AP)— More than 200 University

ofMichigan students celebrated the last day ofclasses by

jogging a mile Thursday.

In the nude.

Most of the students running in the seventh-annual

nude mile shortly aOer midnight were campus athletes.

One man made the course on crutches.

"This is a good study break," said 23-year-old law

student Daren Libertiny, who watched the naked jaunty

"I have a choice of looking at these men or corporate tax."

Runners wore lacrosse helmets, swimming caps,

cowboy hats, viking horns and ski masks. Members ofthe

Michigan Crew, who claim credit for starting the mile in

1986. carried their oars.

Sunday, April 26

Scavenger Hunt — The Make-a-Wish Foundation is

organizing a scavenger hunt tocommence from the Forest

Park Amphitheater. Registration is from 1 to 2 p.m. and

the hunt will take place from 2 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. For info

call 413-733-WISH.

First Black
Student Union
meeting today
By MARTIN F. JONES
Collegian Staff

Tonight, the Black Student Union Constitutional

Convention will convene at 7 p.m. at the Malcolm X

Cultural Center.

The convention, which will involve the ratification of

a formal constitution, will mark the first m^jor step in the

creation of a Black Student Union.

The constitution is to be read and debated by the

students attending the convention. The students, who

will serve as delegates to the convention, will have the

power to amend and ratify the proposed constitution.

Yesterday, students were given a chance to review

copies of the proposed constitution, which were made

available at the Student Activities Office. Students orga-

nizing the convention had agreed that allowing the con-

stitution to be reviewed in advance would allow the

convention delegates adequate time to read and critique

2nd Annual

the proposed document.
"— .

„ ._, , , ^o* u The proposed constitution has received high praise

-IVeseenitbefore.inpictures saidstudentStephame ^^^ g^JJ^^^^ Government Association Registrar Kevin

imon. a spectator. "Four guys I ve dated have done it.

^^^^ ^^^ reviewed the document yesterday. Duffy, who

must review all registered student organization consti-

tutions, described it as "excellent," and predicted its

speedy approval by the Student Activities Office.

Arthur Jemison, general manager of the Black Mass

Communications Project, is looking forward to the con-

vention. "I'm very optimistic." he said. "The event seems

well planned and hopefully it will result in a strong

unified voice for us on this campus."

/
^' ZANNA

Friday, April 24, 10-6

a

FREE T-sl\irt with Aorosole purchase

and enter to win:

• Lunch for 2 at Judic's

• Flowers from Always in Bkxim

• Foot Massage from Aesthetics Skin Care.

Dozens of styles and colors now available.

Preview Fall '92 with Acrosolc

representative I>)n Weiss.

Women's Shoes, Clothing & Accessories

Zanna • 187 North Pleasant Street • Amherst

413-253-2563

WMUA 91 .1 F
the student-run radio station at UMass

is now accepting applications for the follovving positions for the fall of 1 992:

News Director, Sports Director

Promotions Director, MusicDimclor

ThidWorld/msDimd^^ RnctxeDtector

Womens Affairs Director

Teletlion Director, Production Director

Public Affairs Director

Office Coordinator, ALANA Director

Underwriting Director

Program Guide Editor

\Norking for \NMUA win prove to be a fun and rewarding

experience in ail areas ofbroadcasting, music and business.

Applications are available in theWMUA front lobby.

All applications are due on Friday April 24 by 5:00 p.m.

Interviews for positions will be held on Saturday, April 25th, and all applicants

rrxjst sign up for an interview when they return their completed applHcations

to theWMUA lobby located iat 1 02 Canpus Center Basement-545-2876.

(MUST BE A UMASS UNDERCRAEXJATE)

WMUA '&an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Local
Earth said to need action
U.S. officials stress importance ofEarth Summit
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

The U.S. government must address its environmental

problems and cooperate with developing and industrial-

ized nations to bring about a cleaner environment, said

two distinguished U.S. officials last night at Amherst

College.

E. Zell Steever. a U.S. Delegate to the U.N. Conference

on the Environment and Development (UNCED) and a

U.S. State Department official, joined Don Edwards, an

executive committee member in the National Advisory

Council and a member of the U.S. Citizens Network on

UNCED to speak on "A Discussion of Issues in Prepara-

tion for the U.N. Conference on the Environment and

Development in Brazil June 1992."

State Senator Stanley Rosenbergmoderated the panel

.

President Bush's choice not to attend the Earth Sum-

mit Conference was "not a question ofleadership, but was

a question of elector pohtics," Edwards said. The U.S.

opposed all but minimal regulations for reducing con-

sumption."

The idea of setting exact dates to limit emissions goes

against corporations in the United States, said St«ever.

He also said this is one of the reasons why the president

is so stubborn about the negotiations in Brazil.

"About 20 percent ofthe world's population consumes

80 percent of the world's resources," said Edwards.

"How do you go about sustaining development?" asked

Steever.

According to Steever the government should not only

cut down on its use ofgasohne, but also find other sources

of environmentally safe forms of energy.

According to Edwards, "Detroit is on welfare," because

the car industry obtains so much subsidizing firom the

government.
Yet the United States wonders where the money is

going to come from to enforce these new environmental

regulations, added Edwards.

Edwards ai\d Seever said the Earth Summit Confer-

ence hopes to bring both industrialized and developing

nations together for global regulations to preserve the

environment. It will be the first time in 20 years, they

said, for a meeting of this magnitude to occur.

Over the past two years, countries fix)m around the

world have been preparing for this conference in Brazil

by having negotiations around the world from Geneva to

New York, said Seever.

Some ofthe topics the delegates are to explore is waste

management, and better conservation of land and re-

sources. Also they would like to set up a resource and

financial support between countries.

Both Steever and Edward are optimistic about meet-

ings Uke this becoming a frequent occurrence in the

future.

"The people's participation in this project will forever

change the process at the United Nations." said Steever.

"It is important that you send a message to President

Bush,"
20/20 Vision was the main sponsor for the event.

Coli»c>»B photo by J.B AU-rmnAmr

WAKE UPGEORGE -- UMassMassPIRG
volunteer Angelle Aldridge urges an uni-

dentified student to sign environmental

petitions to be sent to President Bush.

Author describes gays'

persecution by Nazis
By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Correspondent

Dehumanization is the most power-

ful weapon the majority has to oppress

others, said a well-known gay author

CoU«(ian photo by Jo«h Reynold*

Warren Blumenfeld

at the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Brown

Bag Lunch Series on Thursday.

Warren Blumenfeld, author of

Looking at Gay and Lesbian Life and

editor ofHomophobia: How We Are All

Being Hurt, gave a speech titled "The

Nazi Persecution of Gays during the

Holocaust."

"Minorities are portrayed as inhu-

man, therefore society finds justifica-

tion for oppression," Blumenfeld said.

"I see this as a personal journey,

being both gay andJewish," Blumenfeld

said, referring to his books and his

speech.

Blumenfeld said he dedicated his

speech to his deceased ancestors. Wolf

and Basha Maider, and then began

talking about his own family experi-

ences with the Holocaust.

Speaking about the beginning ofgay

movements, Blumenfeld said thatmost

people think of the year 1969 and the

Stonewall riots that took place in New
York.

Instead ofthe riots, Blumenfeld said

that he thinks of the German author,

Carl Heinrich Ulrich. Ulrich wrote

books about the movement back in the

18608.

Blumenfeld said there was a clear

relation between the fate ofgays to that

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Cultures unite at Seder
Multi-Cultural event promotes community
By JULIE ROSS
Collegian Staff

The Multi-Cultural Seder returned to

the University of Massachusetts Tuesday

night in the Campus Center.

The Seder, a traditional meal held dur-

ing the Jewish hobday of Passover, was

attended by 50 students from various cam-

pus communities and capped off a semes-

ter-long collaboration between Hillel's

Black/Jewish RelationsCommittee and the

Black Mass Communications Project.

"We hope that this is the first step

towards establishing communication, so

that groups can become more famiUar

with each other's struggles," said Tara

GorvineoftheBJRC.
A Seder traditionally includes the story

ofExodus, theJewish people's attainment

of freedom from Egyptian slavery, and

denotes the beginning of the Passover

hobday.
Tuesday's Multi-Cultural Seder incor-

porated the stories, speeches, poems and

essays of many other oppressed groups,

represented by the CapeVerdean Students

Association, the Asian American Students

Association, the Palestinian Sobdarity

Committee, the HaitianAmerican Students

Association,Nommo iVeu;s and theALANA
Honor Society, in an attempt to provide an

educational look into the struggles of the

various campus commumties.

The BJRC initiated the effort to hold

the Multi-Cultural Seder when it con-

tacted the BMCP in early March. With the

support of the Housing Office/Center of

Diversity and Development, BMCP and

BJRC set out to organize an event which

would "promote positive communication

between the campus communities," ac-

cording to Arthur Jemison of BMCP.

The most difficult aspect oforganizing

the event was coordinating with the vari-

ous [registered student organizations] so

that they all could attend, as well as sub-

mit their stories," said Steven Sparling,

chairperson of the BJRC.

The event addressed the issues of sla-

very, stereotsrping, ethnic violence, ad-

turai and intellectual racism, as well as

the need for self-determination and a

greater level ofunderstanding on the part

of campus communities.

Jemison pointed out that "enduring

lessons are most often learned in a cul-

tural format, rather than in intimidating

debates which serve to define and divide,

whereas a cultural format defines and

unites."

Multi-cultural Seders have taken place

at the University in the past, the last

occurring in the spring of 1990. Tuesday's

return of the Multi-Cultural Seder was

not only entertaining, but also put forth

the hope for what Sparling described as

"an annual event, during which the cam-

pus communities can join together and

touch base with one another."

Artists challenge views on censorship, sexuality
.,.- ...j: .„ ,^^^o aK«„t thp rATTfifltes the multi-layered aspects of lesbian sexualil

By PAMELA A. GAULIN
Collegian Correspondent

One of the most difficult aspects of creating lesbian

sexual imagery is cutting through the levels of censor-

ship, members of a lesbian art collective said last night.

Susan Stewart, Lizard Jones and Persimmon

Blackbridge, otherwise known as artists' group Kiss and

Tell, showed a short segment of their "True Inversions"

video and displayed slides from previous shows of their

interactive photo exhibit "Drawing the Une" while they

spoke in the Campus Center last night.

"The state is not the only group who decides what we

see and read." Jones said. "Silencing comes from our own

community and it's harder to fight censorship in our-

selves."

Self-censorsip stems out of fear but there is power in

the process ofuncovering layers and layers ofself-censor-

ship, Stewart said.
J , • * lU

The three members ofthe group constructed their talk

as a dialogue with each other and with the audience,

attempting to challenge the audience's views about the

power of photographic images and questions of censor-

ship. .,

"How much can a photo affect real life?" Stewart said.

"Can you be against censorship and be offended?"

Their open discussion after their hour-long talk re-

flected the way they, as artists view their work: they

welcome dialogue, questioning and criticism.

In "Drawing the Line ," women are asked to write their

reactions to the representations ofsexual imagery on the

wall and to respond to each other's comments.

"We don't think art is some sacred, holy thing or that

as artistswe are differentthan anyone else ," Blackbridge

said. "We can learn from criticism."

Kiss and Tell re-shoot photos and constantly revise

their live performances to speak directly to audience

reactions. But they also realize how subjectively people

react to representations of lesbian sexuaUty.

"Some people react to them as reality and see their

own reactions as the only reality," Jones said.

"True Inversions," Kiss and Tell's performance piece.

recreates the multi-layered aspects of lesbian sexuality

Blackbridge said.

"Life comes at us and views collide, seperate views

colUde," Blackbridge said. "We affirm our sexuaUty, we

celebrate it. We also see ourselves as victims of abuse."

"Sometimes [our sexuaUty] is seen as only one or the

other. In reaUty we are both of these things and more."

In answering a question about the difference between

erotica and pornography, Stewart said the collective

consider their works representations of lesbian sexual-

ity, and that it is up to the viewers to decide between

subtleties of definition.

Kiss and Tell decided to photograph only two different

models for the exhibit because they wanted the com-

ments to consist of judgements about the sexual repre-

sentations and not the size and shape of the women,

Blackbridge said.

"Some lesbians may be excluded, many lesbians are

not included," Blackbridge said. "Uving in an oppressive

society is oftenUke that.We have to keep learning to open

our minds."
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Students involved
in local businesses

AP photo

STUDENT SOLIDARITY — Brown University students join

hands and chant shortly before being arrested during their sit-

in at the President's Office at Brown University Wednesday in

Providence, Rhode Island. About 220 students were arrested for

trespassing during their sit-in over financial aid problems.

Multi-media performance
celebrates sex and art
By PAMELA A. GAULIN
Collegian Correspondent

Few events offer an honest and unin-

hibited look at women's sexuality and the

construction of sexual images, and even

fewer center specifically on expressions of

lesbian sexuality.

"Sex and Art," a multi-media celebra-

tion at the Academy of Music on Sunday,

April 26 will include performances by Susie

Bright, former editor of On Our Backs,

performance artists Kiss and Tell (Susan

Stewart, Lizard Jones and Persimmon

Blackbridge ), and local favorite, comic Lea

DeLana.
"True Inversions' challenges women

politically and personally , but we also hope

it's a good sexual experience," Kiss and Tell

said about their performance piece.

"Our sexuality is shaped by both our

histories and our desires. In True Inver-

sions,' we acknowledge that these things

can be difficult to separate or reconcile in

one person." they said.

In the performance piece, Kiss and Tell

said they acknowledge the variety of les-

bians' sexual histories and experiences by

creating dense layers of different voices

with their simultaneous use of video,

music, slides and storytelling.

The storytelling portion ofthe live per-

formance will be an interweaving ofthree

very different sexual fantasies and three

distinct characters, Blackbridge said.

"There's a lot of humor in the juxtapo-

sition of them, and there's a lot of heat

generated too," Blackbridge said.

The 20-minute video segment includes

explicit sex scenes intercut with inter-

views, commentary, and still frames which

raise questions ofcensorship, safe sex and

"real sex" versus constructed sexual im-

agery.

Susie Bright will deliver her specifically

tailored "State of the Umon Address for

Lesbians" in April 1992 in New England.

"She's going to make us laugh and

make us think," Aliza Ansell, a member of

WOW Productions said. "Shell be very^

very sex positive, especially for lesbians."

'Sex and Art" will be at two o'clock on

Sunday, April 26forone performance only.

^

Proceeds will benefit 'Drawing the Line,

"

a photo exhibit created by Kiss and Tell

and showing at theAPE Gallery in Thornes

Market April 24 through May 18.

Tickets are $17, and are available at

Prides. Food for Thought and the

Northampton BoxOffice. Theperformance

will beASL interpreted and The Academy

of Music is wheelchair accesible.

By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

Editor's note: This is one of a continu-

ing series ofarticles on unique University

classes.

J.D. Stanley has been working hard.

He's interviewed a dozen directors and

managers, analyzed tons of data, and is

conducting a full-blown cost-benefit study.

He's trying to come up with a viable so-

lution to a business proposal. Stanley '^s

persevering. . . He might even get an "A".

Stanley is a student in the University's

Small Business Management course this

semester. The course is unique— requiring

students to serve as consultants to area

businesses, assisting them with any

problems they have.

"The idea ofthe course is to get practical

business experience," said Professor Jim

Theroux.

According to Theroux, small groups of

students are assigned businesses to work

with at the beginning of the semester. The

students collaborate with each other and

discuss existing problems and possible so-

lutions within the business they have been

assigned. At the end ofthe course, students

submit a final report to their business,

outlining their advice for future action.

One group of students is working with

Clark Paint Co., helping the business find

new outlets for their products. The stu-

dents have talked to local paint stores and

contractors, who frequently buy vast

amounts ofpaint, in their effort to help the

company expand.

Another group is studying consumer

response to an oriental food product, Mr.

Suns. One test was made by setting up

demonstration booths in local supermar-

kets.

Student Craig Kams is a member of a

group that's helping an association of

owners of area food companies. His group

is helping the association find outside

funding. They're studying the possibility

of using mail-orders, and are talking to

businesses that have had success with the

method.
This is a very intellectual course," said

Kams. "It's good to have hands-on experi-

ence and get to know what's really out

there."

Another group of seniors is doing their

work with the University. UMass is con-

sidering using a "debit card" system in the

future. This would allow students to buy

things like food, photocopies, and tickets

on campus using a single card. Each stu-

dent would deposit money in an account,

similar to a bank account, and purchases

made would be subtracted from that ac-

count. By using this system, students

would no longer have to carry money on

campus.
The four students studying the proposal

are using a cost-benefit analysis to deter-

mine what the University would gain by

using the system and what its costs would

be. Each student in the group has been

assigned a certain area of the proposal to

research, ranging from finance to student

reaction.

"This is great learningexperience ," said

Stanley, a management major working on

the debit card project. "I'm really applying

the knowledge I gained from the Univer-

sity. I've learned a lot about UMass, too."

Adam Baker, an economics major who

is also working on the debit card project,

said a lot of unexpected problems crop up

during research.

"From one problem, stems 10 more. .

and there are no cut-and-dry answers," he

said.
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It's Time To
Change Your
Underwear!

JOIN THE

J*RICH
CLOTHING FOR MEN

BOXER
CHJI5
0900

Stop in for details

— No membership fee

— No locker fee

— No towel fee

191 N Pleasant St 22 Masonic St

Amherst Northampton
253-2013 586-6336

Open 7 days Thutsday nlle» In Northamplon

THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY
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Featuring DJ Strollin' Roland

APPETIZER SPECIAL
8:00-10:00PM

ANY MENU NACHOS
$2.00

WEEKLY SPECIALS

The Boltwood Project

presents

llfltiniafai^TiTiBgBiill

at the Hadley Pub • 8:00 pm
First 30 people will receive a pair

of tie-dye boxer shorts!

95it
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^^^8^ BEER

$3-95

Pitchers

Buffalo famous
R'^-^^ROAST BEEF &
^x^ BUFFALO WIMCS
Try Authentic

BUFFALO WriMGS
with a SPICY new ZIMG

10 piece $3.55

20 piece $6.85

30 piece $9.95 (vegTiabl

50 piece $16.25

Wings served: Honey Dipped, BBQ, Mild,

Hot & Killer w/celery & Blue Cheese.

5 FREE WiniGS with any wing order

THE^ PUB
I'X.H • !•>•».

.1.5 EAST PLEASANT STREET*

JiX^-^M di\^
DELIVERY

Open 'Til 2 am Thurs.

SO Main St. • 253-9223
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Tragedy is remembered

PEROT ln^i^

Friday, April 24 is National Armenian

Genocide Remembrance Day. Or at least,

it should be. On April 24, 1915, the exter-

mination of the Armenian race officially

came into effect as proposed by the newly

installed Young Turk regime in the Otto-

man empire. This action was set forth as

a result ofthe Armenian state wanting to

break away from the empire and religious

disputes between Christian Armenians

and Muslim Turks. On this day all Arme-

nians of stature (i.e. intellectuals, schol-

ars, priests, doctors, political leaders) were

arrested in Constantinople and impris-

oned. After a total of 600 persons were

collected, they were sent to various towns

in Turkish Armenia to be eradicated.

Thanks so much for caring, Amherst
I want to extend my thanks to all the

Amherst law makers who are there looking

out for me. It is reassuring to know I have

you, considering my mother can't be here.

The purpose ofthe new keg license law

inAmherst is "to protect the health, safety

and welfare of its inhabitants." 1 guess 1

will have to accept the fact that I was

denied one and reaUze that it was for my

own good.

Even though I know Amherst lawmak-

ers care deeply for its residents, especially

students, I still can't help but wonder if

there is another motive for this law. Maybe

it has to do with the pressure it put on

UMass six years ago to dry up the campus.

Maybe it is because suddenly there is an

extremely high risk of fires in the bars so

they are being closed early and fined be-

cause of too many people.

Wait a minute. I see a pattern develop-

ing. Maybe the town doesn't like students

congregating and drinking alcohol. No,

that cant be it. That idea would just un-

dermine the constitutionality of both the

fire and keg license laws. Lawmakers

wouldn't try to mask the real issue like

that Besides, we all know that Big Brother,

I mean, the Town of Amherst, is looking

out for us.

Now, ifI canjust explain tomy dad why

we're drinking cans of Natural Light on

graduation day.

Well, even though I'm 21, 1 can't have a

kegand I can't get into the bars. Ifit'sokay

with the town, I guess I'll just sit at home

and drink 6.89 cases of beer (keg equiva-

lent), and ni sleep better at night know-

ing that it was "Tiealthy" and I did it

"safely."

Kimberly Morin
North Amherst

Christain G. Adanalain

Over the next several years, vast num-

bers ofArmenianwomen and children were
forced firom their homes in villages across

Turkish Armenia and were driven towards

the Syrian desert. They were forced to

march until they died of starvation, ex-

haustion or at the hands of "gendarmes;"

released prisoners whose duty was to kill

Armenians in exchange for their release.

Men were either shot to death in the out-

skirts of their village or were forced into

hard labor until theyeventually died. Those

who survived the desert were sent to con-

centration camps outside Aleppo and

Damascus in Syria where they were mur-

dered. These atrocities were committed by

the Turkish government until 1923.

Talaat Pasha, the minister of the Inte-

rior ofthe Young Turk regime was the first

leader to perpetuate the mass extinction of

anentire raceofpeople. Thus, theArmenian

Genocidewasthe precursorofthe Holocaust

of World War II. Talaat invented the

blueprint for genocide, a set of basic rules

for exterminatingan entire mass ofpeople.

This plan would later be implemented by

the Nazis. As a result, 1,500,000 Arme-

nians perished over an eight year period.

In October of 1989, Senate Minority

Leader Robert J. Dole proposed that the

remembrance of the day be made ofBdal

after similar attempts had been made in

1985. The proposal was shelved and brought

up again in February of 1990 which caused

a dispute both in Congress and in Turkey.

If passed, the bill would call for the presi-

dent of the United States to officially pro-

nounce the day as Armenian Genocide

Remembrance Day and to ask allAmericans

to recognize that day with fellowArmenian-

Americans. However, the Tiirkish govern-

ment was not happy vrith the proposal,

continuing to denywhat occiured earUer in

the century. The Turkish government

threatened to break all diplomatic relations

with the United States and began sus-

pending military operations on bases in

Turkey. Thus, to avoid any conflicts with

their strong ally. Congress threw the pro-

posal out the window.

After 75 years , noone remembers what

happened to a milhon-and-a-half human
beings, and every time it is brought up,

chaos between the United States and Tur-

key develops. If the politicians in this

country were not such cowards, they would

face up to Tiu-key, force the Turkish gov-

ernment into admitting to the atrocities,

and thus pass a bill commemorating April

24 as Armenian Remembrance Day. But

because the United States needs Turkey

for military purposes, the United States

will continue to brown-nose the Turkish

government. However, the United States

has officially recognized April 11 as Holo-

caust Remembrance Day. The fact that

Armenian Remembrance Day is disre-

garded by the United States is uixjuat.

The Armenian people do not ask much

from the world. They would simply like the

Turkish government to admit their wrong-

doings and to have a day set aside for them

so that people can remember and know

what happened. Not only should the Ar-

menian people have a remembrance day,

but all peoples that have suffered from

m£iS8extermination should alsobe entitled.

Cambodian-Americans should be remem-

bered for the atrocities committed under

Pol Pot duringthe 19708, American-Indian

remembrance Day shoxild be established

for those who perished in the 18008, etc.

At this time, I ask that all UMass stu-

dents remember the genocide, and to show

support for Armenian Remembrance Day.

Christian G. Adanalian is a UMass
student.

Wait a minute. I see a pattern develop- !,«.».- .^-—— »- r r
^

Nuclear power iust isn't the answer to America s energy problems
^ *' .,,... .,^...i-._-u u^„„ o „,^u^««7« Jt, Anv idiot knows that radioactivity causes cancer and a

This is a response to Michael Morrissey's Ed/Op piece

, "Nuclear power rules and we need it on this campus" (4/

10). Why, oh why, is it that a "red-blooded American" such

as he who holds such ridiculous opinions abuses his

celebrated Freedom of the Press by writing ill-informed

A.) It is true that there has never been a meltdown in

this country before, but there have been plenty of near-

meltdowns, and there is always a first time for everything.

Much ofEurope was badly contaminated with radioacitivity

after the Chernobyl meltdown. I visited Germany in 1987,

t:s^^j^zzz^^^;^^r^^_ "ir-r-i---.:^:r,i°z:"^Kz;;
the liberal population ofthe Pioneer Valley and getting an

ego-boost when the response letters signed by 10 miUion

people come in? Much as 1 hate to nurse his ego, I feel that

his vrillfiil ignorance deserves a response.

Mr. Morrissey wasted space going on about how sup-

posedly non-polluting nuclear power is, and how "^tri-

otic" it is to use it because it was developed in the good ole'

(edible, wild mushrooms. Foraging is a popular German

pastime that I had looked forward to doingmyself)because

of the radioactive contamination. Only time will tell jxist

how badly Europe's ecosystem has been damaged by it.

B.) Nuclear waste is highly radioactive and takes

thousands of years to decompose. Contrary to what

Morrissey beUeves, nuclear waste is not traditionally
itiBtouseitDecauseivwasueveiuut^uiii wic|5ww\i«.«^ x.»«..-^~~^ ,

, . ,, u _j^j

U. s'o?aVu don't see anyone ft.m France hankejr.^
^'P^fllT-^.^I.^.^i.^l'^r^trT^XliS

over the widespread use of the guillotine out of sheer

Any idiot knows that radioactivity causes cancer and a lot

of health problems.

C.) The reason why alternatives are currently ineffec-

tive is because conservative lawmakers with interests in

oil or nuclear power have seen to it that they have not

been developed. There were many research programs

conducted during the Carter administration, such as

those for solar energy and biomass fuel (that is fuel

derived from fermenting plant products such as com,

cattails or even marijuana!) which were scrapped as soon

as Reagan took office in favor of finding greater uses for

petroleum and nuclear power.

Rather than beg for a nuclear power plant, Mr.

Morrissey's time would be much better spent putting

patriotism, do you?). He refuses to take seriously the

dangers associated with nuclearenergy which are the crux

of why many people, myself included, do not want a

nuclear power plant in our backyards^

Sr^rStTn^'ih^^^^^^^ P-V^ o; our lawmakers ^ put mo^ ^r^^^
^tS^^et with non-deftructible waste?And even ifhe research programs designed

^^f^^^/^''^
'^'

SLn't give a damn about the earth or its non-human are truly clean, effiaent. non-poUuting^^^^^^
inhabitants (whichhe probably doesn't), perhaps he-U care

Hamoshire CoUeffe
when he or his kids get cancer because of radioactivity. x«««h

A true American villain: Robert Alton Harris
The last time I wrote a column promoting the death

penalty, people called me a racist and wanted to lock

me in a room to kill the murderers with a teble knife,

and a dull one at that. Well, Wednesday's execution of

Robert Alton Harris has given me a reason to stick out

my neck (so to speak) again in favor of capital punish-

ment. I think Harris' case showed us all some things

about the United States.

John Mayeski and Michael Baker were 16-year-

olds in the summer of 1978. Ordinary teenagers, they

went out one afternoon to go fishing and stopped at a

Jack-in-the-Box in San Diego to eat first. Little did

they know that it would be their last meal.

Harris and his brother Daniel decided to rob a bank.

They needed a car to rob the bank. They decided to take

Baker and Mayeski's. In fact, when Harris kidnapped

the boys and ordered them to drive to a secluded lake,

hiswarped mind controlled his next actions. He shotthe

two kids to death, in cold blood of course.

Oh yeah, one last thing. Harris was kind ofhungry

after slaying the boys, so he finished Mayeski's ham-

burger . Neverone to let good food go to waste, youknow!

The Boston Globe reported in Wednesday's paper that

Harris's case has dragged on for 14 wonderful years. There

are thosewho will assertthat Harris's rights were violated.

Michael Morrissey

They were; his right to a fair and speedy trial, convic-

tion, and execution were definitely violated. The poor

man should've been hanged and buried a long while ago.

The only grief I feel for Harris is that he didn't live in

Utah; that state still uses the firing squad for executions.

Our country's legal structure is ridiculous! On the

night he was to die, the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals

ordered four stays of execution, mainly thanks to Judge

Harry Pregerson, who was probably appointed by former

Cahfomia governor, Moonbeam Brown.

Well after 14 years, new evidence was brought in by

some pabulum-puking Uberal.

Thankfully, the Supreme Court told California to get

on with it. Unfortunately, they didn't, strapping Harris

in the chair in the gas chamber, yet taking him out 15

minutes later after yet another stay of execution.

The Supreme Court, the only law in the country

that has a clue, issued a message to the bleeding

hearts: There is no good reason for this abusive delay,

which has been compounded by last-minute attempts

to manipulate the judicial process." I couldn't have

said it better myself

At 6:10 a.m. Wednesday morning, cyamde pellets

were dropped into the chamber to kill Harris. He was

dead by 6:21 a.m.

There are some who will always stand up for the

rights ofRobert, Alton Harris, but I will always fight for

the rights of people like John Mayeski and Michael

Baker, those who are murdered by the mad dogs ofour

society.

I have no remorse killing those who cannot bve

within the confines of our laws. While in the gas

chamber, Harris reportedlymouthed, "I'm sorry."Yeah,

we all are buddy, but it's too late now.

Robert Alton Harris gets the Gas Face.

Good riddance to bad rubbish.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian columnist.
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Holocaust
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

ofJews because Hitler felt they were both "animals bent

on the destruction of children of the majority."

"During the Holocaust, gays and lesbians were among
the first sent to the concentration camps. Most were

rounded up in clubs, bars or turned in by neighbors,"

Blumenfeld said.

Blumenfeld said Hitler thought that homosexuals

interrupted the minds of "normal men," and found pros-

titutes necessary to keep young men from turning to

homosexuality.

"Homosexuals had to wear an upside down pink tri-

angle on their left breast and a yellow band," Blumenfeld

said, describing the torment homosexuals suffered in the

concentration camps.

"Gays that were found out in the army were shot on

the spot," Blumenfeld said.

According to Blumenfeld, Hitler referred to gays,

lesbians and bisexuals as "an unparalleled breeding

ground ofdirt and filth." He said that this type ofattitude

creates the hostility and dehumanization that gays,

lesbians and bisexuals must face^

TONIGHT!!!!
Words

if you want '•!&:

JEANNE
SKVARIA

'SOU

read from their work
Wootton's Bookstore

Friday, April 24. 1992

7:30 p.m.

>6';^
• Auto Glass

MQpSH Replacement—
. Body Shop
. Used Car
• Mechanical
Repairs

North Amherst Motors
Old Sunderland Rd.. No.Amh«r«t 549-2880

A CARSTAR^
.Collision Repair Center

Car & Truck
Rentals

ACAI)i:\n .MISK' /^

NORTHAMPTON
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HELD OVER RNAL WEEK - ENDS APRIL 30

Daily 7:00 & 9:00 (NO 9pm show Fn!)

A Kafka-csque riff from Woody-a film maker contmually

challenging himself and his audience-WHAT A CAST!

GET FAT & DIRTY

The -92TREKusA
Fat Tire Bikes Are Here!

t^^%
EST IV? I

319 Pleasant St.

Northampton, MA
5863810

800 464 3810
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SHADOWS
AMD POG
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6NEAK PREVIEW FRI. AT 9pm of a new film opening in

I May - if you liked Cinema Paradiso you will love "TOTO
LES HERO"

AT THE GATES Of SMITH COLLEGE

^

Experience

the Joy
o/Learning

Over 200 credit courses that will

help you:

• Make up lost credits

• Advance in next semester's

work

• Plug any holes in your current

schedule

• Learn something that you
wouldn't ordinarily have time

for—for the sheer joy of

learning!

amer^nt.^^
ssothMyo-^" ^^^.

The UMass
Summer
Session

can add Joy

to your life.

C(fHC(''^''

E

a UPC Production

PHISH

fIREHOSE ^
BLACK SHEEP

# I J
€>—y4
? H

w

Registration l>egins April 13.

Catalogs available all over

campus or at the Division

of Continuing Education,

6th floor, Goodell Building.

A quality education

at affordableprices.

.AA

RIPPOPOTUMUS

SUNDAY 12pm MAY 10, 1992

*FREE with UMASS VALID ID
*$10 NON-UMASS

Tix available at: Tix Unlimited, For the Record, &
Main St Records
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Arts & Living
Prof's ^Dreamworlds'
challenges stereotypes
By SUZY HERRING
Collegian Correspondent

But Jhally said he wants to disrupt the

way people watch television.

"Dreamworlds: Desire/Sex/Power in

Rock Video ," is hisvideotapecreationmade
to acheive that disruption.

Apparently his goal has been met, as

some audience members at the Tuesday

night showing by the Educator/Advocate

Program of the University of Massachu-

setts Everywoman's center were so dis-

turbed by a particularly violent scene they

had to leave the room.

"It scared me. It really scared me," said

one woman.
In the tape, Jhally, a University com-

munications professor, explores images of

women in music videos and their possible

cultural implications.

In his introduction on the tape, Jhally

reminded the audience that videos are

advertisements, usually trying to sell

records to a young male audience. To do

this, Jhally said, "The images play into

the male fantasy world."

Women were shown in the tape as

nymphomaniacs, as passive objects of a

male gaze, as fragmented legs or breasts.

•When you think of people as body parts,

you deny their them subjectivity," said

Jhally in his narration.

The most disturbing and controversial

aspect of the film is the juxtaposition of

scenes from music videos and the rape

scene from the film "The Accused." It was

this during this sequence that several

people chose to leave, and many of those

that remained averted their eyes.

Jhally said he used "The Accused" to

"de-contextualize and de-naturalize" the

videos to force the audience to see them in

a different way.

According to Jhally, his decision to

eUminate the famiUar music that usually

accompanies the videos was another

method of making the audience recon-

sider the images. He said that when he
showed an early version of the tape to a

class, "they started to sing along." He
knew then that to get his point across the

music would have to go.

The film ended with statistics about

rape, quoting a survey in which 60 percent

of the men questioned agreed to the

statement "women provoke rape by their

appearance or behavior," and 30 percent

agreed that "it would do some women
some good to get raped."

Jhally said that while music videos do

not cause rape, they foster cultural atti-

tudes that desensitize people to the seri-

ousness of rape as a crime.

One audience membercommented that
Jhall/smethods of"sellinghis point" were

equally as manipulative as the videos he

criticized. Jhally responded that these

methods are the only way to have a voice

in this culture.

Over 900 copies of"Dreamworlds" have

been distributed nationally to collegesand

rape prevention programs. Jhally at-

tributes some of the tape's success to the

free publicity he received when Music

Television (MTV) threatened to sue him

for inftingemant of copyright laws.

Jhally said he laments the fact that the

tape has been appropriated by funda-

mentalist religious organizations that use

it to promote censorship. Jhally contends

that he is "not anti-sex, but against the

commerciahzation of sex." He says he is

not in favor of censorship.

He said he feels the fantasies that are

most often expressed are those of white,

male heterosexuals. Instead of censoring

those fantasies, he would like to see them

balancedbythe fantasiesofothersegments

of the population.

Jhally's latest video is "A Pack ofLies,^

abouttobacco advertising. "Dreamworlds"

was shown as part of Sexual Assault

Awareness Month.

Photo oovrtMjr ofUMaM D*puiaMl of 4

De»embarco8 (scene pictured above) is a documentary co-

authored by Alcidas Chiesa and Jeanine Meerapfel. It will be

shown at 4 p.m. Saturday in Herter Hall room 231. The fihnmakers

will be present at the area premiere.

Las Folkloristas play
cocoons & tortoises

Top 1 Possible Slogans for

the David Duke Cannpaign

By JOIN STAFFORD

10. He's not just another surgically-crafted pretty face.

9. Duke for fuhrer. We mean President. President

8. Duke: It's easy to spell and pronounce.

7. A redneck for the masses.

6. White supremacy made simple.
^ , ., ,

5. Let's return America to those good old fashioned family values.

4. Bo & Luke's other cousin.

3. A new image: those white sheets are too hard to get the stains out

of.

2. An Aryan mind is a terrible thing to waste.

1. The thinking man's bigot.

By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Staff

Las Folkloristas

Bowker Auditorium
April 22, 1992

I travelled to the faraway lands of Ar-

gentina, Cuba, Mexico, Peru and Venezu-

ela Wednesday, by way of the throbbing

rhythms, romantic melodies, and lovely

tunes of Las Folkloristas.

The seven-member ensemble came to

UMass for the first time to perform a

concert oftraditional Latin-American folk

music, including dances, ballads, and ser-

enades. Equally important was their de-

sire to "share the Latin-American culture

by the means of music and to promote

good will and understanding amongst

people by learning about each other."

One member explained. The image of

the Mexican people is sitting under a big

hat, drinking Tequila. This is not who we

are." He went on to joke, "We also drink

whiskey, beer, and others like that."

The group played a variety ofmusic, all

of which was exceptionally moving.

Whether it was a Columbian dance, a

Puerto Rican serenade, or an Argentinean

ceremonial offering to the Earth, each

piece evoked emotion and a desire to learn

more about the cultures from which they

originated.

This was the kind of music that you

feel. It picks you up and pumps your blood

harder and faster, while yourmind dances

with images of exotic lands. It makes you

reahze how insignificant our own prob-

lems really are in light of the vastness of

the world.

We not only heard the sounds of the

Latin-American people, we came one step

closer to understanding who they are, and

that they are not all that different fix)m

other races. The same human emotions,

desires, and fears came across in their

music and emphasized the human bond

that unites all cxiltures.

Among the most memorable pieceswas

"Maria ChuchiU," a Mexican song which

is a tribute to the Virgin Mary, and was

performed by the unaccompanied voices

of Olga Alanis and Tehna Rodriguez.

Equally movingwas a piece called "Raiz

Viva" or "Living Roots," a song which

evoked images of tribal dances, ceremo-

nial village fires and a rattlesnake-laden

jungle. The sweet, melodious flute in this

piece contrasted greatly with the deter-

mined dnimbeat, and resulted in a first

sad, then inspirational, lively effect.

"Los Galhnazos" was a Peruvian piece

originally played by Africans who were

enslaved in Peru and were not allowed to

play or listen to music. As a result, they

created music with anything that they

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Stun Runner squishes
you into the back seat
By DAVE WEITZEL
Special to the Collegian

Stun Runner
for the Atari Lynx
By Atari, $39

"Welcome, Stun Runner ..." chimes an

enthusing female voice . You scrjmible over

the side and hop into the seat of your

streamlined, factory-finish gravity pod/

cruising vessel/Terror-of-twisting-turbu-

lence, and strap yourself in tight. Real

tight.

You barely have time to take a deep

breath when the G-forces squish you

straight into the back of the seat. The

winding expanse ofsnaking tunnels sud-

denly stretches out forever . . . Then it's

off the ground on a cushion of air, and

you're skimmin' for a drag resistant to-

morrow!

GAME REVIEW
Swerve left and right through maze-

like tubes ofmetal highways, hugging the

curves, twisting and turning at speeds so

fast that if you blink more than twice,

youll miss the whole ride. This is "Beat

the Clock" here, so try to take those turns

lightning quick, using your torque to

maximum sp>eed advantage.

As you slide and slither about, youll

need to pass more than a few fellow trav-

ellers heading your way. Coming right at

you are armored drones (of quite

indestructable make) and several other,

not so tough-skinned, types of cruisers.

You're at a serious disadvantage without

a horn, so it's either blast 'em or mdve it,

like NOW. Evasive action is not always as

ideally executed as one would hope, how-

ever.

Your main protection lies in keeping

your shields relatively intact, by being a

defensive driver with offensive manners.

Each time you hit something, or miss

the faster, outside wall in a turn, it can get

to be a real drag. A loss ofmomentum can

be recovered by passing over occasional

yellow speed boosters, interspersed

throughout each level.

Borrow somejuice from an energy boost,

and you might still cross the finish line in

the nick of time. If you sputter to a halt

beforeyou break through that old winner's

tape, you can come back on the same

course again. But two more chances are

all you get.

Oh, yeah. Almost forgot. At the very

beginning of every level, you get to see an

overhead map of the tunnels you're about

to face, with boosters andbonusesmarked.

You may end up a sorry strategist though,

since the map is only on screen for the

most fleeting ofmoments. In order to learn

a given level well, you'll need either a

photographic memory or extensive expo-

sure to failure.

"Stun Runner" is a splashy smorgas-

bord for the senses, with catchy music,

great sound effects, and eye-popping

graphic delights. The digitized speech

puts Memorex to shame. One of the most

impressive effects is the Southern-ac-

cented "Yahoo!" you hear when you hit a

couple of speed boosters in a row. The

cries of the pterodactyls on the advanced

levels are pretty earth-shattering, too.

Some of the levels are strictly "indoors"

(inside a tunnel, and that's it) and others

are partially outside, on futuristic open

roads.

But what all the levels have in common
are first-person perspective, crisp, color

graphics, and enough hyper-action to rev

up your engine even for the gazillionth

time.

So see up-close what the Lynx can re-

ally do. Get entranced by Atari's smash-

ing arcade title, "Stun Runner." And
please, people - don't forget to fasten your

seat belts. This is one game that's guar-

anteed to make an impact.

Las Folkloristas
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

could get their hands on, including

simple wooden boxes. One ofthese boxes

was repUcated and played by one of the

musicians, who sat on top ofthe box and

hit it in various places with a stick. As

onemember put it, this causes the player

sitting on the box to "feel the music very

deeply."

One of my favorite songs was one

with the same title as one of

Shakespeare's plays, "Sueno de una

Noch de Verano," or, "A Midsummer

Night's Dream." The song has nothing

to do with the famous play, but instead

tells of a dream that the song's writer,

Silvio Rodriguez had of airplanes that

"destroyed the grace of the clear morn-

ing." This is a touching song of our

battles with technology and with each

other that demolish our natural har-

mony and human happiness.

The final song of the evening, "Tres

Danzas de Concheros," or "Three dances

of Conquest," originated from the Az-

tec culture of Mexico. When Spanish

conquerors went into Mexico to teach

and convert Aztec Indians into the

CathoHc religion, they destroyed their

culture and religion. The Aztec's pre-

tended to perform songs and dances to

the God of their newly forced faith,

when actually worshipping their own
Gods.

Of special note were the unusual,

traditional instruments the ensemble

used, such as dried butterfly cocoons,

animal shaped clay wind instruments,

tortoise shells, Yaqui water drums,

hollow mellons floating in pails of wa-

ter and bones.

Despite some brief technical prob-

lems in BowkerAuditorium, the perfor-

mance was superb. Even in the midst of

microphone problems, the group

charminglyjoked that "This Inoise] that

you hear is not the music."

The groupmembers are Olga Alanis,

Adrian Nieto, Jose Avila, Rene
Vilanueva, Ernesto Anaya, Hector

Sanchez, and Telma Rodriguez. These

musicians eryoyed themselves on stage,

and they interacted with the audience

as ifwe were all old friends. They were

more than willing to share their culture

with us. Despite the fact that they pri-

marily spoke Spanish, they communi-

cated very well and made the audience

feel at home.
Las Folkloristas have travelled

across Central and South America, as

well as Mexico, learning traditional

songs from village elders andcampesino

musicians ofthese countries. In addition

to over 30 internationally released re-

cordings, the group has contributed

soundtracks to two American movies.

Under Fire and El Norte.

THE
$EMI-NORA\AL

[FAGS.DYKES A BI'S (OH MY»)1

The Prom You
Wished You'd Had
In High School.

SATURDAY APRIL 25TH

6J0ptn-1.0O«nwHhDj'sPinyhonM

Metnorial Hall. UMass

$20-couples $10-SingJes

Dinner included in the price.

SS-DancinjOnly

Sliding scale available upon reques

Sponsered by the UMass Lesbian

Bisexual Gay Alliance

i_i_E<=;i>\.rsi

NIGHT GRAPHICS

is looking for motivated individuals to

work one night a week in a high

productivity environment.

Duties will entail computer aided graphic

design, photostat operation, manual

paste-up procedures, and Slack.

To apply, come to 1 1 3 Campus Center

^and ask for Mike or Lisa, or just ask for

an application.

^The Collegian is an E/O/E.

We like everybody.
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World/Nation
Guadalajara
fears more
explosions
By ELOY AGUILAR
Associated Press

GUADALAJARA, Mexico— Fearingmore explosions,

officials on Thursday ordered the evacuation of a

Guadalajara neighborhood near the district wrecked by

a sewer-line explosions a day earlier. The death toll rose

above 200, according to government estimates.

As investigators searched for the cause of the blasts,

the governor of Jahsco state, Guillermo Cosio Vidaurri,

said at least three ofBcials would face criminal negligence

charges for not evacuating the area where Wednesday's

explosions occurred after residents reported a strong gas

smell.

Weeping survivors thronged the streets of

Guadalegara's La Reforms district, where the explosions

destroyed 20 to 25 square city blocks, hurling cars and

trucks into the air and blowing up adobe houses. At least

600 people were hurt and more than 15,000 others left

homeless, officials said.

State spokesman Armando Morquecho said damage

was estimated at $300 million.

At a makeshift morgue at a sports stadium, relatives

wailed as they looked at a Ust of names of the dead

indentified so far. Every few minutes, an announcement

blared from the speaker, telling the bereaved that the

government would pay for the funerals.

Residents demanded to know why the government had

failed to act promptly on reports of the fumes, and what

had caused the buildup ofvolatile gas in the sewer system.

"If authorities knew about this why didn't they tell

us?" asked Ramon Guerra, 22, who had helped pull the

bodies of his sister and his 6-year-old nephew from the

ruins of their house.

The governor identified those who would be charged

with negligence as Fire ChiefJose Trinidad Lopes Rivas,

municipal services director David Aftimos Partida, and

Gualberto Limon, head of the agency that operates the

municipal sewer system.

Officials said the explosions might have been caused

by either an industrial chemical used by a cooking-oil

company or by a gasoline spill into the sewer system. The

state oil monopoly Pemex denied any responsibility for

the blasts, as did the cooking oil company La Central.

n> photo

ONTHEOUTSKIRTSOFTHE CITY—TwoMujahedeen fighters sit atop agovernment

tank and smoke cigarettes Thursday on a southern highway leading to Kabul. A force of

at least 1,000 Muslim guerrillas moved to the edge ofthe besieged capital, accompanied

by an Afghan army colonel. Kabul was quiet with no signs of fighting.

Mass. House seat unresolved
By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Supreme Court heard argu-

ments Tuesday in a case that will decide whether Mas-

sachusetts will lose a House seat to Washington state.

In an hour-long session pvmctuated by questions from

the bench, lawyers for the Census Bureau and Massa-

chusetts debated the government's decision to count

overseas military personnel in the 1990 census.

Comments by the justices indicated they agree with

the Bay State's contention that the Census Bureau's

handling of the count should be subject to court review.

But they also questioned the state's position that nearly

a million mihtary employees living abroad should not be

coxinted in the apportioning of House seats.

A decision— expected by July— carries broad implica-

tions for the House elections this fall in Massachusettsand

Washington. Under the Census Bureau's congressional

apportionment, Massachusetts was to lose one of its 11

House seats. Washington gained one, going from eight to

nine. Both states drew up new district maps accordingly.

On Feb. 20, a special three-judge federal court in

Massachusetts ruled that the census count was flawed

and ordered the two steles to return to their pre-census

apportionment.

I
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Undergraduate Teaching

Assistantships Available

Department of

Mathematics and Statistics

$600.00 a semester for

approximately 10-12 hours

a week.

Further information and application

forms see Diane Davis

Room 1622 Lederle GTWR.

Great AAexican Food Served Quickly &

Inexpensively in a Friendly & Casual Atmosphere

DOWNTOWN
AMHERST

Boltwood Walk 256-8217

Beer & Wine Served

DOWNTOWN
NORTHAMPTON

21 Center St. 584-0673
Bring Your Own Beer & Wine

For Delivery, Call Delivery Express • 549-0077

Now Hiring For Next Semester

Assistant Circulation Manager

Circulation Drivers

Zen Mind

Must Have Mornings Free Until 11:15

Must Be Dependable with Reliable Auto

$7 - 510/hr.

Apply in person at

The Collegian

Room 113 Campus Center

Call 545-3500 for details

Free Seminar

Friday Nights: 7:30 pm

April 24th, May 1st

Room MS, Campus Ccnler
Unlversily of Massacbiuctts

Introduction to Zen Meditation Techniques
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baseball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

Hartford came back to take the lead in

the top of the second, as Mike Lane
reachedbase on first basemanJay Dodig's
fielding error before teammate Paul
Francesoni cleared the bases with a one-

out shot to left that barely eluded the

outstretched glove of UMass outfielder

Justin Howard.
It didn't take long for Dodig to atone for

his error, driving home Bill Knight and

Kevin Correa with a one-out double to left

in thebottom ofthe innning, givingUMass
a 3-2 lead.

The Minutemen pushed their lead to 4-

2 in the fourth as Howard ripped a single

MUSIC, MOVIES, AND MORE!

^ SALE THURSDAY. APRIL 23RD TO SUNDAY. MAY 3RD
• Some restrictions may apply
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Collegian Staff!

Editor applications for Fall '92

are now being accepted
(current editors must reapply)

Positions available to Collegian staff members:
Editor in Chief

Managing Editor

Editorial Editor

News Editor

Sports Editor

Arts Editor

Photography Editor

Night Editors

Copy Editors

News Associates

Sports Associates

Black Affairs Editor

Women's Issues Editor

Jewish Affairs Editor

Multicultural Affairs Editor

Third World Affairs Editor

Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay Affairs Editor

Photography Technicians

Arts Associates

Editorial Associate

Photography Associate

Training Director

to right, bringing home Knight with the

game winner.

Russell held the Hawks in check for

most of the game striking out six before

running into trouble in the eighth,

prompting Stone to look to the bvdlpen.

UMass responded to Ferrari's effort in

the eighth, loading the bases with one out

before JeffJanuary's sacrifice fly to center

brought home Howard for a 6-2 Minute-

man lead.

Hartford capitcdized on Ferrari's con-

trol problems in the ninth, loading the

bases, but managing only one run as

Ferrari hung on for the 6-3 final.

"We got some good pitching from John

[Russell] and Peter [Ferrari], and some
real timely hitting," Stone said. "It was a

good game."

Game Notes: The Minutemen travel to

Piscataway, NJ for an all-important four-

game set with fi"ont-running Rutgers this

weekend.
Rutgers stands at 8-0 in the Atlantic-

10, and the Minutemen (9-3 in the A-10)

need a sweep of the Scarlet Knights in

order to entertain any thoughts of a first

place finish.

Crofts to Borg: enough!

Anyone applying for a position should plan on keeping their job for

at least one full semester if not one full year and should read the

positions job description before applying. Applicants should plan on

attending orientation and and trainingwhich occurs about a week

before school starts in the Fall. They should also consider if they can

help work on the back to school issue starting about three weeks

before the begining of the semester. See current Editor in Chief for

an application. No applications accepted after April 24.

!VOTE!VOTE!VOTE!VOTE!VOTE!
Candidates Night: April 26, 8 p.m., Collegian offices

(the women's issues reform proposal will be discussed)

Voting for elections and women's issues reform:

April 27, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.. Collegian offices

All staff members can vote and all voters should attend

to see what the candidates stand for.

Flashback to 1980: In the Wimbledon
Final, Bjom Borg and John McEnroe play

a classic match, with Borg prevailing in

five tough sets. The fourth set tie-breaker

remains the most memorable tie-breaker

in tennis history.

Back to 1992: In the first round of the

Monte CarloOpen, Bjom BorgandWayne
Ferriera play a forgettable match, with

Ferreira prevaiUng in two sad sets. The
first set tie-breaker punctuates just how
much of a farce Borg's comeback is.

When Borg ruled the tennis world in

the late 70s and early 80s, he did so with

gazelle-like court speed, incredible ground

strokes, and a terrific mind set.

Jeff Crofts

Now the 35-year-old Borg is the fool of

the termis world with his snail-like court

speed, mediocre ground strokes, and rusty

mindset.

Ifyou haven't guessed, I am calling for

Borg to end this charade right now, I

mean, he is horrible. I wouldn't mind if

Borg decided to play in the Seniors (35

years-plus) tour becavisehe might actually

win a few matches and not embarrass

himself the way he is now.

When Borg first decided to come back,

I wondered how he'd do. Well, after

watching him lose, 6-2, 6-2, to scrub Jordi

Arresse in the first round of the 1991

Monte Carlo Open, I had my answer; he

did absolutely awful.

Borg, playing with his older-than-

Elizabeth Taylor wooden racket, looked

totally outclassed by Arresse, who is a

club player atbest. Borgmust havethou^t
he looked awful too, because he immedi-

ately went back into training with a new
graphite racket.

Also, instead ofplaying in regular tour-

naments right away, Borg decided to play

some senior events.

After a playing in a couple of senior

events, Borg has once again decided to

reenter the men's circuit.

Against Ferreira, who is a solid up-

and-coming player, Borg again lost in two

straight sets, this time 7-6, 6-2. This result

should be a Uttle inspiring, shouldn't it?

No, not when you take into consideration

the painful thigh injury that Ferriera was
playing with.

It is good to hear now that Monte Carlo

officials are talking about not giving Borg

anymore wild cards to play in the tour-

nament. Hopefully, this talk will turn into

action.

If Borg points to 39-year-old Jimmy
Connors as an example to why he (Borg)

thinkshe cancome back successfully , then

he's dead wrong.

This is because, unhke Borg, Connors

has not taken 10 years off, and let his

skills get rusty. Also, Connors has a pas-

sion for the game which the stoic Borg

doesn't appear to have anymore.

You see, it doesn'tmatter tome whether
Borg is coming back for the money or for

his need to play competitive tennis again.

He hasn't been competitive and ifhe keeps

losing, he's eventually not going to make
any money!

If I were to see Borg on the street I

would say this to him about another

comebacking athlete: "I hope you saw
George Foreman's face after he fought

Alex Stewart, it was terrible . . . and

Foreman won!"

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian columnist
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Skiing's Sparks melts snow on slopes
By DAVID SCOTT
CoUegian Staff

It makes no difference if Kyri Sparks is wearing skis

or cleats, she knows just one way of competing.

"I know what 1 want to do and how I want to do it ," said

Sparks, a freshman on both the UMass ski team and field

hockey squad. "1 give it my best shot."

Sparks, of Davis. Calif., took that attitude with her on

her way through numerous competitions as she became

the first UMass skier to ever compete in the U.S. Alpine

National Championships, held last month in Winter

Park, Colorado. The exposure she gained at national

events coupled with her performance for UMass helped

Sparks gain the female MVP award for UMass.

Sparksjoined senior skiing standout Marci Blacker as

the only freshmen to ever garner that award.

"It's unique in a way," said venerable ski coachWiUiam

MacConnell. "[Blacker] had a really good year, but you

can't turn your back on the post-season races.

-When Kyri's there at those races with the UMass

jacket on. it's great for the team and the university. She

had the most outsUnding initial year with the women's

ski team I've seen in 16 years of coaching. She's tremen-

dously enthusiastic, focused and hard-working."

It's a work ethic that on some days can include a 5:30

wake-up. a morning jog to clear her •l)ed-head." field

hockey practice, a full slate of classes (she maintained a

3.5 last semester) and then ski practice. The girl thrives

on competition.
, ,. l

"I'm competitive by nature," Sparks said. I ve been

skiing since 1 was three, and racing for the last four full

seasons. I'm good at setting goals and achieving them.

Competition fuels that. 1 like winning a lot.'

Sparks began her love of sports m gymnastics but an

elbow injury forced her from the mat to the slopes. The

move was fairly natural in light of the fact that Sparks'

mother, whom she describes as her "guiding light," was

a ski patroller at Donner Ski Ranch in California. Her

abihty led her to take almost half of her senior year in

high school off and trained seven days a week in Lake

Tahoe.
When the time came to choose a college. Sparks knew

she wanted to ski and play field hockey. Ideally she would

have liked a scholarship, but there were none available.

The lure of Pam Hixon's nationally-ranked field hockey

team and the opportunity to ski made UMass a desirable

spot.

"I wasn't sure ifa CaUfornia person who enjoys all that

powder would want to ski the New England blue ice."

MacConnell said.

She did. and the combination of the two sports has

aided Sparks in ways she never imagined.

The low stance in field hockey has built up my legs in

good proportion." Sparks said. "In skiing I spend a lot of

time in the tuck position and now I'm stronger in the tuck."

Sparks admits to having some difficulty in adjusting

to the different skiing styles in the east as compared to

the west. Here, there is more emphasis on techmcal

events, slalom and giant slalom, whereas out west the

focus is mainly downhill and super G.

"I seem to have a knack for speed, a lot of downhillers

come from the West," said Sparks, who is sponsored by

Head. "But downhill is wicked scary, you can be going

over 100 km/h. u.j .

"I think giant slalom is my favorite even though I don t

do as well."

Sparks' "knack" resulted in a 27th place fimsh in the

downhill at nationals, in a field of 60 of the nation's top

racers.

CoUefUn pholo by Matt Kahm

Kyri Sparks blazed a hot trail down the

slopes all season and it earned her team MVP
honors.

\Hodges
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 16

the slide— stop the negative publicity and get ourselves

stabilized so we can move forward and get this program

back to where we'd like it to be.

"And that's not going to be an easy job." he said. I

know that, the admimnistration knows that and our

players know that. But. I think we can get that done."

One ofthe immediate concerns is the future funding of

the program, an issue which caused former head coach

Jim Reid to resign on Jan. 23 after learning he would

have to retract five scholarship promises he made to high

school recruits for the upcoming season.

-The administration has told me there would be no

significant reductions in scholarships for a two-year

period." Hodges said. "I can live with that."

Hodges added that the recruiting, travel andequipment

budgets will be maintained at the present level and his

staff will include five full-time assistants, two part-time

assistants and two graduate student assistants.

"If we have the sUff and the money, we have the

opportunity to be successful," Hodges said. "And that's all

anyone who is standing here where I am today can ask of

the university."

Hodges said one ofhis first duties will be to replace the

defensive coordinator position which he leR vacant. He

wouldn't comment on any candidates.

The Department of Athletics has discussed the possi-

bility ofchanging football's Div. I-AA structure and voted

in favor ofa proposed non-scholarship division. I-AAA, at

January's NCAA Convention.

Hodges immediately fired back at those possibilities,

•^e have enough good football players in our program

right now to remain competitive in our conference." he

said. „ , ,

A member ofthe UMass staff since 1978, Hodges also

hopes to improve the image of the winningest team in

Yankee Conference history around the state.

•^e're going to get on the phone, start mailing letters

and let people know we're alive," he said.
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Collegian Staff
Today is the last day applications will be

accepted for elected editor positions.

See Marc before 5 p.m. today or miss out.

Remember, current editors must re-apply.

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AKIES (March 2 1 -April 19): Mar-

ried life is on a smoocher course.

Horne-relaled projects will keep you

busy. Be careful not to siep on

someone's toe». The power of sug-

gestion will help a romantic dream

come true.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): An-

noyances at work fade when you get

an excitingopportunity to travel . Think

things through before making am
importantdecision. Loyalty toa friend

comes before self interest.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20): Your

leadership skills attract new notice

today. Postpone purchasingexpensive

Items until they go on sale. Keep an

enticing new romantic relationship

to yourself for the time being.

CANCER (June 21-|uly 22); A
charming approach will help you with

a financial request. You get the kind

of backing you need, but there are

strings attached. An afternoon phone

call reveals something you had not

anticipated.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22); Curb an

urge to take financial risks. Although

certain news is not to your liking, it

could turn out to be a blessing in

disguise.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Keep

a high profile today! You are at the

top of your game and should attract

favorable notice. A purchase for the

honr>e will make a good impression.

Roll out the red carpet.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Yoo

are on the golden path to succesa.

Household and wardrobe items can

be bought for a song. A project irv

vestment yields windfall profits.

Hosting a party helps you cuhivaie

new friendships.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):

Quick thinking or a Uxal jaunt brir>gs

new financial gains or shopping bar-

gains. Guard against acting bull-

headed when dealing with bigwigs.

They will not stand for defiance.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22 Dec.

21 ); A journey or enlightening expe-

rience could lead you to a poi o( gold.

A dream can come true if you uWe

steps to advance your goals.

Strengttien you ties to a service or-

ganization.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19):

Your mate or steady date may no« feel

like helping you get things done at

home this weekei^d. Give sonoe

thought to your academic goals An

influential friend may able to help

out.

AQUARIUS Oan. 20-Feb. 18):

Problems couW devetop if you are

not more flexible about a relationship.

If someone wants an answer to a

serious question, give him one

PISCES (Feb. 1 9-March 20): Be

realistic about a career or legal

problem. The answer couW be fi-

nancial. Now is the time lo advaiKe

your social aims.
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Villone's the man as UMass travels to Rutgers
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Ifyou saw him standing on the mound,

nearly 7 feet high with hair shaved off on

both sides ofhis head and a scowl directed

towards the batter, you would never guess

that Ron Villone is a nice guy.

Villone and the rest ofthe squad travel

to Piscataway, NJ to take on the Scarlet

Knights ofRutgers University in a 4-game

series Saturday that ynW determine the

Atlantic 10 regular season champion.

UMass needs to sweep Rutgers to wrestle

first place fi^m the Scarlet Knights, who

are searing hot. They are in the midst of a

14-game win streak.

But thatmay change when Villone trots

out to the mound for the first game on

Saturday. The Minutemen will be taking

Rutgers on for the first time since a sea-

son-ending double-header loss in the A-10

Championships that sent Rutgers to the

NCAA Regionals and them on Interstate

91 North.

The trip is more than just a big series

for Villone. He'll be pitching near his

hometown ofBergenfield, NJ, and his loved

ones will be there to cheer him on.

"It will be nice for me," he said. "It will

get me pumped to have my family there to

see me."
Success hasn't gone to Ron's head, which

says a lot. Villone is currently having the

season of his life, posting a 6-1 record and

a 1.70 earned run average. His 14.5

strikeouts per nine innings led collegiate

baseball of late, and he has 68 strikeouts

compared to only 25 walks in his first year

as a starter.

And that's not it— Villone plays for the

UMass football team in the fall and was an

All-Yankee Conference and All-Northeast

tight end last year.

And he's only been pitching on the

team for two years.

"How high will Villone's star rise," is

the pertinent question. Last month, Peter

Gammons ofThe Boston Globe said Villone

is now looked at as a top prospect who may
be drafted in the first or second round.

"My freshman year, we had four guys

drafted," says senior catcher Lou Olivieri.

"Three ofthose guys are doing very well in

AA or AAA. Ronny at this stage in his

career is than those guys."

"(Talk about being drafted] makes me
feel good, a little nervous maybe, but I don't

bring it onto the field with me," Villone

said. "It's present with all of the scouts

around, but I try not to think about it."

Villone is simply a force on the mound.

Armed with a 90 mile-per-hour fastball, a

nasty slider and an effective change-up.

he is the best pitcher in the Northeast.

Last year, as a reliever, he took Left-

Hander Pitcher of the Year honors in the

A- 10 with a 4-3 record and 4 saves. So why

didn't Villone play baseball as a freshman

or a sophomore?

CoUegian file pboto by Joah IU]r>K>l<ls

Ron Villone's fastball has made him almost unhittable and should

earn him a spot with a professional baseball team.

"I played three sports growing up, bas-

ketball, baseball and football, but I played

Spring football in my freshman year be-

cause the coaches wanted you to get a feel

for the offense.

"My sophomore year, my first as a

starter, I brokemy foot and it hurt forabout

six months, right into the baseball season."

Villone is a tough ball player, but that

doesn't surprise former UMass head foot-

ball coach Jim Reid.

"Ron Villone is competitive, as com-

petitive a player as I've ever seen," Reid

said. "He has a tremendous work ethic

and great leadership skills. He doesn't

know anything less than 100 percent."
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Women's crew earns win over Coast Guard
By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

Last weekend, on Lake Quinsigamond in Worcester,

the University of Massachusetts crew battled Coast

Guard and WPI and thanks to the women's varsity, it

soundly defeated Coast Guard.

From the start, the UMass varsity women led Coast

Guard, cruising to a winning margin of 44 seconds. The

average margin of victory is usually 4 seconds. UMass

pulled ahead after the first 10 strokes, andfinishedin 7 :08.

The UMass JV crew, racing with both varsity squads,

finished at 7:35, earning them a second place finish

ahead of Coast Guard, which finished at 7:52.

The varsity women's boat consisted ofjunior Alison

Herwitch,junior Jennifer Lambert, junior Deanna Cook,

junior Mary BresUn, junior Aimee Carroll, sophomore

Kim Alhowik, junior Courtney Herald, and junior Jen

Thompson.
The UMass varsity men, however, were on the short

end as they succumbed to both WPI and Coast Guard,

which is one ofthe "toughest teams" the men will face all

season long. Both schools led UMass from the start and

continued to maintain their leads throughout the race.

UMass finished in 6:18. 3 seconds behind WPI, andl6

secondsbehind CoastGuard,who captured first place. The

men's boat consisted ofjunior Steven Duval, jumor Keith

Burgoyne, junior Brian Schwartz, junior Jefi"Capbainco

junior Jason West, junior Dave Ducette, sophomore Rob

Malionek, and junior Brian Jewett.

In another race, UMass JV men lost to Coast Guard by

a slim margin of2 seconds. Both boats were neck and neck

from the start, and continued to strive for the lead

throughout. However, Coast Guard prevailed in the last

stretch ofthe race, nipping UMass, which fimshedm 6:19.

UMass fi-eshmen crew had two races as well this past

weekend, against WPI and Coast Guard. The women

compiled their second win by defeating both schools

handily. The men were beaten by 2 seconds by Coast

Guard and they defeated WPI by 26 sceonds.

"Both ft^shmen crews are showing a lot of potential,

and should continue to be fast this season, and make the

varsity crews faster next season," said Lambert.

In other events this season. UMass crew opened the

season against Wesleyan. with both varsity boats win-

ning by a comfortable margin.

The second meet ofthe season was againstTrinity and

Mt. Holyoke, in which the women finished in second

place, 7 seconds offthe pace. The women beat Trinity for

the first time ever, finishing in 7:52 to Trinity's 8:06.

UMass travels to Williams College for a meet this

weekend, and the women return home Sunday for the

Valley Girl Regatte with Smith and Mt. Holyoke on the

Connecticut River.
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Sports
Minutewomen lose twinbill in softball
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts soOball team went

down to Storrs, Conn, for a doubleheader yesterday, only

to be summarily swept by the Huskies, 2-0 and 5-0.

The Minutewomen dropped to 21-10 overall (10-0 in

the Atlantic 10), and the 19th-ranked Huskies improved

to 30-6 UConn, by virtue ofsplitting a doubleheaderwith

UMass earber in the season, took the season series three-

games-to-two. ..... j

In the firstgame UConn pitcher Kim Mizesko mcreased

her record to 17-2 by continuing her mastery overUMass

tossing a two-hit shutout while walking only one and

striking out 13 Minutewomen. EarUer in the season she

blanked UMass by an identical 2-0 score.
, ., .

One of the UMass hits was a second mmng double by

Barbara Marean, who increased herNCAA hitting streak

record to 27 games. She would not be as lucky in the

second game. . i *

UMass' Holly Aprile ( 7-2 ) lost her firstgamem her last

eight decisions, giving up only four hits while walking

one and striking out three.
. ^ , ,,. .. .

UConnjumped on the board in the bottom ofthe third

as Pat Conlon doubled and went to third when UMass

Lisa Melz errored a grounder by Chris Andrade. bhan

Blackman then singled to score Conlon.

The Huskies finished out the scoring column m the

fifth as Michelle Santo was hit by a pitch and was tripled

home by Janna Venice.

In the second game, UMass starter Dariene Claffey

took the loss, dropping her record to 9-3. Claffey was hit

sohdly by the Huskies, exiUng after only two-and-a-third

inmngs after giving up 10 hits. She struck out two and

walked none.
, „, i

UConn scored in the first afl^r Vemce and Blackman

both singled. Adreana DTnnicenzo then singled, sconng

Venice. Kim Stable then singled in Blackman.

In the third Stable singled and was sacrificed to

second by Chris Woodman. Stahle then went to third on

a single by Conlon and was knocked in on a single by

Andrade. Santo reached first on a fielder's choice as

Santo was thrown out at third. Venice then doubled,

knocking in Andrade. UMass fi-eshman Kelly Daut re-

lieved Claffey. ,

.

In the fiah Andrade singled and went to second by a

fielder's choice. Venice and Blackmanthen singled, sconng

Andrade.
, ,^ „ t_ ui i „

Conlon increaded her record to 12-3 by blanking

UMass on four hits. She lost to the Minutwomen 1-0 in

the season's earlier twinbill.

Marean went hitless in the second game, ending her

hitting streak at an NCAA record 27 games.

GAME NOTES: The Minutewomen play a double-

header against Princeton (27-12) tomorrow at 1 p.m. at

Totman Field. Between games UMass will honor semors

Holly Aprile, Peggy Bush, Jen Devlin, and Barbara

Marean.

The University of Massachusetts softball

team dropped both games of a doubleheader

yesterday at the University of Connecticut.

Hodges now concerned

with program's image

UMass beats Hawks,
wins seventh in a row

CoUegian pboto by Brett Morria

Newly appointed University

of Massachusetts head football

coach Mike Hodges speaks to

the press yesterday atRobsham
Visitors Center.

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

Newly appointed University ofMas-

sachusetts head football coach Mike

Hodges has made his point loud and

clear — Minuteman football can no

longer dwell on the past three months of

turmoil and does have a future.

This thing was over as of [Wednes-

day 1 at three," Hodges said yesterday at

a scheduled press conference at

Robsham Visitors Center. "Now we've

come together. We're one football fam-

ily again and well all start to work in

the right direction."

Sevral questions arose about Hodges

ability to redirect the program based on

the recent history and current state of

the university and its Department of

Athletics with regards to the fiscal woes

of the Commonwealth.
"If I thought I couldn't [change the

direction of the program) 1 wouldn't

have applied for the job," said the

Minutemen's former defensive coordi-

nator. "Everyone has their own opinion

of where we are and where we're going,

but our goal as I met with the admin-

istration the last few days was to stop

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

It's games like these that drive a coach

to drink.

Just ask Mike Stone, who watehed his

University ofMassachusetts baseball team

(20-11) come dangerously close to blowing

a three-run late-inning lead to the Uni-

versity of Hartford Thursday at Earl

Lorden Field.

With UMass holding a 5-2 lead in the

eighth, the Hawks loaded the bases off

Minuteman starterJohn Russell (1-0) with

no outs, before seldom-used sophomore

rehever Peter Ferrari came in to close the

door on Hartford, getting Hawk third

baseman Steve Matthews to pop up before

striking out Mike Kostrzewa and Aaron

Leonard to end the threat.

"Pete did a great job," Stone said. "He

probably pitehed out ofone ofthe toughest

jams he's ever been in."

Ferrari got out ofajam ofhisown in the

ninth, loading the bases on two walks and

a Greg LaRocca error, before settling down

and retiring three of the next four Hawk
batters for the 6-3 final.

UMass got on the board first, reaching

Hawk starter Jeff Rogers for a 1-0 lead

when John Carelli's sacrifice fly to short

right field broughthome LaRocca vrith the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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CoUeffUn pttoto by Joah Reynold*

Lou Oliveri and the Univ?i-sity

of Massachusetts Minutemen
travel to Piscataway, N.J. this

weekend for an important A-10

match-up with Rutgers.

Lacrosse's Millon firing all the right shots
By GREG SUKIENNIK
CoUegian Staff

What qualities separate an All-Ameri-

can lacrosse player from others with

comparable skills and statistics?

Consider University ofMassachusetts

attackerMark Millon. Last season, Millon

was an honorable mention All-American,

leading the Gorillas with 38 goals. This

year, however, Millon has shown he truly

is more than an "honorable mention."

For example, take Wednesday's game

against Harvard. With less than a minute

left in regulation, UMass trailed the

unranked Crimson, 7-6. A loss would

most likely have knocked UMass out of

the running for an NCAA tournament

berth.

UMass coach Ted Garber called time-

out and gave the team's leading scorer the

ball and a mission — tie the game.

Millon delivered, sending home his

team-high 35th goal and making the Go-

rillas' 8-7 overtime vrin possible.

"When it was in the cluteh, he came

through once again. That's why he's out

there," said Garber, who added Millon is

"without question" one ofthe best players

he has ever coached.

In nine games this season, the junior

from Huntington, N.Y. has only:

• scored five or more goals four times,

• led the Gorillas in scoring six times,

• rung up 16 scores in the past three

games,
• leads the team in all three scoring

categories (38 goals, 13 assists, 48 points),

• scoredor assisted three winning goals.

Millon also has moved up to an 1 1th-

place tie for career goals with 87 and is

14th in career points with 118. Ifthat isn't

enough, he has recorded at least one goal

or an assist in 23 consecutive games, dat-

ing back to the Gorillas' 1990 NCAA
opening-round loss vs. Brown.

Millon gained recognition lastyear as a

scorer. This season, Garber asked him to

fill the role of graduated senior Jim

McAleavey as the team's "quarterback,"

the player who sets up the offense from

behind the goal crease. Millon has re-

sponded, shov^ring he is far from a one-

dimensional player.

"Coach asked me this year to settle the

team down and run things," Millon said. "I

didn't think I'd be scoring so many goals.

I thought I'd get a lot more assists."

"I like to always be hustling," Millon

added among things besides scoring he

tries to do on the field. "I like getting to

loose balls and being active when I don't

have the ball. I take pride in that."

He also takes pride in being a leader off

the field as well. Millon is a team captain

as a junior — an honor Garber points to

when describing him — and eryoys the

responsibility.

"1 try to lead by example on and off the

field," Millon said. "It's been tough be-

cause my relationship with some of the

guys on the team has changed a little bit.

I can't just let things go.

"It's a big responsibility, but I like be-

ing a leader," he said.

A sports management major, Millon

was recruited by lacrosse powers North

Carolina and Syracuse. But Millon liked

what he saw at UMass, particularly the

large crowds on the Hill and the style of

former coach Dick Garber, who retired in

1990.

"I had great offers, but I loved what

Dick Garber did when he recruited me,"

Millon recalls. "Those other schools were

basically kissing my butt — telling me

this, telUng me that — and Goose [Dick

Garber] was just like 'Hey, we want you

to come here. If you want to come here,

come here. If you don't, go somewhere

else.'"

Lacrosse runs in Millon's family. His

older brother graduated from Baltimore-

area lax power Towson State last year and

now plays for the Baltimore Thunder of

the Major Indoor Lacrosse League. Millon

hopes to join his brother in the pro ranks

as well.

"[My brother] taught me so much,"

Millon recalled. "We're so competitive and

he'd always push me and get on me a lot."

As for the MILL, "It's more like some-

thing I'd do just to have fun," Millon ex-

plained. "It's something III probably end

up doing because I love the game."

Millon's greatest goal, however, is to

make the NCAA final four as his brother

did with Towson St. last year.

"I got to see my brother go, and basi-

cally it's all I've worked for. it means a lot."

Saturday night's game can be heard

onWMUA 91.1 FM at 6:45 p.m.
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Convention ratifies pact
for Black Student Union
By MARTIN F. JONES
Collegian Staff

Over 70 students from the Black community at the
University of Massachusetts overwhelmingly ratified

the constitution for the Black Student Union at a con-

stitutional convention at the Malcolm X Cultural Center
Friday.

CoUegian photo by JrIT Egan

Kendelle Miller, left, and Angela Gabriel
look over the proposed constitution for the
Black Student Union.

The convention was designed to provide for commu-
nity participation in the creation of the Black Student

Union.
Ricardo Townes, an associate dean in Academic Sup-

port Services attended the convention, praising the

organizers for "an excellent job" of coordinating the

event.

Kevin Duffy, registrar of the Student Government
Association said the constitution was the "most orga-

nized" he'd seen of any organization on campus.

The convention was facilitated by Fabiola Narcisse, a

freshman majoring in English and social thought and
political economy. Narcisse, who served on the conven-

tion organizing committee, said she was pleased with the

turnout and outeome of the event.

"I thought the convention was a great success," she

said. "People were enthusiastic, and were eager to make
the Black Student Union become a reality."

After the opening remarks by Townes and Duffy, the

constitution was read aloud to the delegates by sopho-

more engineering major Michael Pierre.

Followingthe presentation ofthe constitution. Dwight
C. Henry, presiding as parliamentarian, set aside a

question and answer period.

Junior psychology major Kendelle Miller, who served

on the convention planning committee, took minutes of

the questions as they were addressed. The questions

were innumerous. and mebers of the delegation were

asked to write their concerns on paper so become part of

the record.

One issue which was raised concerned the limitations

of the powers of the president. The president, under the

proposed constitution, possessed veto power and the
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Perot takes
aim at Bush,
likes Clinton
By TOM RAUM
Associated Press

DALLAS (AP)— Ross Perot says he harbors no

ill will toward either party. But theTexas billionaire

has been aiming his sharpest barbs at President

Bush while sometimes seeming to go out ofhis way
to praise Democrat Bill Clinton.

Perot's blunt rhetoric may reflect what many
longtime Perot-watehers say is a deep-seated en-

mity toward Bush, raising the question ofwhether

winning or driving Bush from office may be up-

permost in the fellow Texan's mind.

Recent polls suggest Perot draws supjwrt about

equally from Democrats and Republicans. But his

victory in certain key stetes like Texas could pose

a substantia! obstacle to Bush's re-election.

Perot has a history of difficult dealings with

Bush over the years, culminating in the Dallas

businessman's all-out opposition to Bush's conduct

of the Persian Gulf War.
Perot denies bad blood and says he doesn't

consider his prosjjective independent candidacy a

grudge match with Bush.

His words and actions speak differently.

Even though he has spread several hundred
thousand dollars in political contributions over

the past 15 years to Democratic and Republican

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Student's lips finding entrepreneurial success
By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Staff

Challenging big business and compa-
nies that have monopolized the natural

products market for years, a University of

Massachusetts student has found entre-

preneurial success vtrith her homemade
natural product.

Gabrielle Melchionda, a UMass senior

and anthropology m^or, has token her

idea ofcreating an all natural lip lubricant

and has turned it into a prosperous and
popular enterprise.

Melchionda, creator of "Mad Gab's Lip

Lube", has had nothing but praise and
encouragement for her product which she

decided to make because she felt that

their was no "truly natural" lip products.

"At first I started making it for just

family and friends." Melchionda said. "But

eventually I got the idea of making a safe

and honest product business."

Mad Gab's Lip lube is being carried by

several stores in New England including

The Peoples Market here at UMass.
"I think the people at the peoples market

have been great," She said. "I see people

using it in class and it makes me feel good

knowing people like it".

Melchionda, making several flavors

which she feels will appeal to all sorte of

people, uses nothing but natural products

which she feels adds to the honesty ofhere

business.

"I feel if you can pronounce the ingre-

dients and know what they are then you've

got a truly natural product." she said.

Using only beeswax, vitamin E and
natural oils Melchionda says her lip lube

is truly 100 percent natural.

"Most companies are allowed to use 40
percent and call their producte 'all natu-

ral," she said.

Attributing consumer savvy and envi-

ronmental concerns for the success of her

lip lube. Melchionda says she also thinks

her honesty with store owners works to

her advantage.

"I'm very honest in the field when it

comes to selling my product," Melchionda

said. "I don't have any sales pitoh and
buyers like that."

Though her lip lube is does not have to

be inspected by the Food and Drug
Adminstration. Dr. James Abel, of the

University Health Services, says her

product is safe and he added that he uses

it himself and finds it effective.

Melchionda also feels more students

should take their ideas and take a chance

as she did with challenging the bigcorpora-

tions who she says she'll never sell out to.

"I hope others will see what I've done

and go on their own," She said. "It is hard

at first but eventually it gete easier."

Hoping to take her lip lube national

this summer, Melchionda has entered a

young entrepreneur contest which she

hopes to win the $25,000 first prize.

"It's finally starting to help pay for

school," She said "But I never started it to

make money."
Melchionda says she's offto a successful

start and already has a store in Atlanta

that wants to sell Mad Gab's Lip Lube.

Gabrielle Melchionda
CoUcfian photo by Jeff Egan
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Congress wants to axe deficit
ByALANFRAM
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Thanks to a few thousand bad

checks at the House Bank, a constitutional amendment
to balance the federal budget looks like an idea whose

time has come.

"Because ofthe check-bouncing scandal, members are

trying to explain their position and this is the only ship

afloat. They need something to go home with," says Rep.

Robert Smith (R-Ore.) a leader of the drive for the

amendment.
After years in which the proposal has been headed off

or narrowly defeated by its Democratic opponents, foes

and supporters ofthe measure say Congress seems likely

to vote its approval this year.

With Congress returning from a two-week Easter

Vacation Tuesday, support is growing for the measure.

aided by lawmakers' desires to demonstrate an ability to

act in the wake ofthe publicity over more than 24,000 bad

checks at the House bank.

Even House Speaker Thomas Foley (D-Wash.) an

opponent, conceded last week that "my guess is the votes

are there to pass it."

Eliminating a deficit of$400 billion will require either

large spending cuts or huge tax increases or both. But. as

critics point out. the amendment simply requires a bal-

anced budget, leaving the politically sensitive tax anf

spending decisions for well into the future.

The House Budget Committee begins hearings on the

proposal next week, and House and Senate votes could

come as early as May. An amendment requires ratifica-

tion by 38 states after Congress gives its approval; the

last one gave 18-year-olds the right to vote in 1971.

Several versions of the amendment are in circulation.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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For Your Information
FYIs are public service announcements that run each

Monday. Wednesday and Friday for campus and local

non-profit organizations. Due to space constraints, the

Collegian cannot print all FYIs submitted and no an-

nouncement can be repeated.

To submit an FYI. please send a press release with all

pertinent information to the Collegian c/o the News

Editor. FYIs cannot be taken over the phone.

Monday, April 27

filn^ _ "Mandela in America", a film about Nelson

Mandela's journey through the United States which has

never been shown on TV, will be secreened at 7 p.m. m
Thompson Hall, room 104. Admission is free.

Lecture— The Hillel House is sponsoring a Holocaust

Memorial Event, "Surviving the Holocaust: Yesterday

and Today" at 7:30 p.m. in the Hillel House Lounge, 388

North Pleasant Street in Amherst.

lectu re —The Center for the Study ofCommunication

is sponsoring a lecture by Jean Kilbourne and Richard

Pollay, "Pack of Lies: Tobacco Advertising and the Cul-

tivation ofAddiction" from 7-9 p.m. in Bowker Auditorium.

Tuesday, April 28

Reading — A Poetry reading, "For the Children" will

take place from 6:30-8:30 p.m. in the Campus Center

room 805.
r^ ,. . r, ^

Discussion — The Graduate English Department is

sponsoring a discussion. "When you're the Color in the

Classroom: Teaching at the University as a Graduate

Student of Color" from 3-5 p.m. in the Campus Center

room 803.

Wednesday, April 29

Seminar — BMCP will be presenting an entrepre-

neurial seminar "Turning Obstacles into Opportunity" at

7 p.m. at the Malcolm X Cultural Center. Admission i8

free

Reading — The Hillel House is sponsoring "Poetry of

the Holocaust" at 4 p.m. in the Hillel House Conference

Room, at 388 North Pleasant Street. Amherst.

Kelley's marathon days over
BREWSTER. Mass. (AP)— Johnny Kelley, who won

the Boston Marathon twice in his youth and competed for

the 61st time last week, says he is retiring from marathon

racing.

Kelley. 84. said he made his decision last Monday aRer

finishing his 58th Boston Marathon in 61 tries in 5 hours.

r (JL. C ^ C V
Correction to Holocaust Memorial Events 1992

April 27. 7:30 pm

Hillel House Lounce / ."^88 N. Pleasant St. / Ainherst

SABA WENGER & LISA BOVARNICK
"Surviving the Holocaust: Yesterday & Today"

Holocaust survivor. Saba Wenger. and her granddaughter. Lisa Bovarnick. will speak

publicly together for the first lime abtiut the role of the Holocaust in their lives and

their relationship.

Tuesday. April 28. 2:30pm Hillel Hou.se Conf. Rm
^i-=*= SONGS OF THE HOLOCAUST •^=''=*^

Wednedsdav. April 29. 4pm. Hillel House Conf. Rm
POETRY OF THE HOLOCAUST

58 minutes. 36 seconds.
^

"I've been thinking about it since last year, but I didn t

finish well last year." he said Saturday at the Brewster

Bookstore, where he was signing copies of his autobiog-

raphy, "Young at Heart."

"It was raining and 1 fell down, and I didn't want it to

end that way.

"This year. I went out with a bang. There were thou-

sands of people in the giandsUnd greeting me. and I had

a good race. My time was slow, and at some points near

the end of the race I was walking. But my family was

there with me and the crowds were great."

Kelley won the Boston race in 1935 and 1945 and was

runner-up seven times.

Kelley said his wife. Laura, has been worried about his

running and. he said "I don't like to have her worry."

An East Dennis resident, Kelley. who has run 117

marathons, sai he will not stop running.

"I'll run the 3- and 5-mile races, but not the

marathons.'he said.

3) J :?X ^J)7

ISRAEL FOR

SUHHER URCRTIQH!
lolmleers forIsutl

SKtimSTUDIHTHICmSI

La
%

m
Oepartinj fiom (leui York:

IIldy21tli.lIlay31sH?21i.»Res.fefi

June21st.Myl3th:??11.'[le!{.fee

Spend three weeks as a volunteer woiidng and living with Israelis

at army bases, IdbbiMm, hospitals or doing community sendee

Program Includes:

' Round Trip flirfarg

• Airport Taxes

' 6-Month Open

Return Ticket

• Mm I Board

3 Kosher Meals fl Day

Tours I Lectures

Shabbat Hospitality

UJith Israeli Families

' TransferJo Your lodging

Bound toimpress
First impressions make a big difference in how well

your ideas are received. Professional binding puts an

affordable finishing touch on your documents... one

that's bound to make a great impression.

I Wide variety of styles and colors

I Spiral binding

I Velobind*

I Tape binding

I Custom tabs

CALL OR lUfllTE to

REHHt FHYE SCHflLL

Hdtiondt Student Coordinator

330 liiesl 42nd Stregt* Suite 1318

Heiu York. Heuj York 10036-6902

Tel (212)643-4848

FdK (212)B43-48S5

iUNTEERS
K>R ISRAEL

Hope to See You Soon.

99<2^ binding offer
Choose from Velobind*, spiral binding, or tape binding on

documents up to one inch thick with card stock cover for 99^

each (limit 1/2" on tape binding). Does not include copies. One

coupon per customer at the Kinko's listed Not valid with other

offers. Good through September 28, 1992.

Open 24 hours

253-2543

220 North Pleasant Street -^
^

(Across from the Carriage Shops) tllC COpY CCIllCr

kinkoi
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Local
Abandoned animals
a UMass problem
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Peanut, a kitten, was found huddled

over a steam gfrate at the University of

Massachusetts, nursing her numerous
wounds and trying to keep from freezing

in the bitter cold after her owners aban-

doned her last winter.

Peanut's case, according to the esti-

mation of a Placement, Education and

Treatment Shelter volunteer. Claudia

Beaudet, is just one example of the hun-

dreds of animal abandonment cases that

happen every year in Amherst.

"I've found cats in dorm rooms, resi-

dential hall dryers, under the dining

common buildings and on the Route 116

highway," she said.

PETS, a non-profit organization which

was founded three years ago by Barbara

McGreagor and other former members of

Friends ofAmherst Stray Animals rescues

stray and abandoned animals, medically

treats them, spays or neuters them and

then places them in volunteer foster homes

until an adoptive home is found.

Although she said she hates to target

the student population, animal abandon-

ment by students is a common problem in

any college town.

"I beheve the problem ofabandonment

stems from ignorance on the student's

part rather than intentional malice," said

Beaudet, who has been a volunteer at

PETS for about nine months.

Students , she said , want the security of

a pet but they don't think about the time

and energy commitment it takes to care

for a pet or what they will do with the pet

at the end of a semester.

"Students think if they leave the pet

outside someone will pick it up and take

care of it," she said. The reality, she said, is

less than three percent ofthese abandoned

animals get picked up while the rest die

grizzly deaths due to such things as disease,

starvation or getting hit by cars.

"There is an urgency to inform stu-

dents about the abandonment problem for

humane reasons as well as for public health

reasons," said Beaudet, who is chairper-

son ofPETS's community education board

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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THE BEAT OF NOHO — A steel drummer entertains pedes-

trians in front of Thornes Market in downtown Northampton

Class hoping
Mandela film
will be aired
By SARAH LEVESQUE
Collegian Staff

Inspired by what they've learned , a journalism

class is presenting a film on Nelson Mandela and

organizing a petition drive demanding the film

documenting the emotional U.S. welcoming ofthe

South African leader be shown on television.

Professor David DuBois and students in his

"Press and the Third World" class are spearhead-

ing the public screening tonight of "Mandela in

America." the behind-the-scences documentary of

Mandela's visit in 1990 to eight cities across the

UniU'd States, aft«r 27 years in prison in South

Africa.

"Mandela in America," a film which has never

been aired by the major networks or public televi-

sion, will be shown in Room 104 ofThompson Hall

tonight at 7 p.m. The event is free.

Produced by the Emmy Award-winning

GlobalVision, a production company based out of

South Africa, the documentary inspired the class

to action as they watched Mandela speak to cheer-

ing and crying crowds from Yankee stadium to the

Oakland Coliseum.

"I The film! embodies the spirit of democracy

and unity as people strive together for racial

equality and justice," according to the petition

addressed to ABC, CBS. NBC and also PBS.

"Your refusal based on the presumption of hav-

ing a limited reception both denies the importance

of the African-American audience and underesti-

mates the potential significance of the film for the

entire American public." the petition states.

Professor DuBois. a visiting professor in the

Journalism and African American studies de-

partments emphasized the political message of

"Mandela in America."

He said the "film shows aspects of African-

American life in this country that the networks

refuse to show.

"It is terribly important for our university

community \a see this film — to have this shown

before their eyes." said DuBois.

Leigh Ann Knope. a senior journalism and

women studies major in "Press and Third World."

urges students to see the documentary.

"Seeing this film with an understanding that it

was rejected by the major networks," Knope said.

"People should ask themselves why films like

these weren't shown," she said.

Marc Randazza, a junior in the class, believes

the film captures the African National Congress

leader in a way that the news coverage did not.

"I drew comparisons between Mandela and

Malcom X that I had never noticed before,"

Randazza said.

"This film addresseshow universal the problem

is. not just [the oppression of] Blacks in South

Africa, but Blacks in America and all minorities."

Week to remember Holocaust
Events planned to raise awareness on campus
By KARA SCHMIDT
Collegian Correspondent

Blessed is the match consumed in

kindling flame.

Blessed is the flame that burns in

the secret fastness of the heart.

Blessed is the heart with strength to

stop its beating for honor's sake.

Blessed is the match consumed

in kindling flame.

— Hannah Senesh, Yugoslavia, 1944

Some may have noticed a verse of this poem in the

yellow signs around campus. Some perhaps even stopped

to Uke the time to read them. But how many can actually

say they knew this upcoming week was Holocaust Me-

morial week?
Not many, says Yehudit Heller, program director of

Hillel. "There's not enough awareness, there's never

enough awareness. The minute I believe there's enough

awareness, I can stop doing things—reaching out, en-

couraging people to remember."

This upcoming week a variety of activities are being

held in remembrance ofthe Holocaust. The purpose, says

Heller, is to educate people and promote an awareness on

campus. "By creating a variety of events, there is a way

to reach different people.

"It's very educating. The Holocaust is the extreme and

bringing the extreme and putting it out there does

something to you. Students can take from it and apply it

directly into their everyday lives—it's around all the

time."

One doesn't have to be Jewish in order to participate,

either. Along with attending the events, buttons are also

available to be worn.

"When I see a student wearing a yellow button a

message is sent: I'm with you, I'm aware of something

that happened to you. This is very important," says

Heller.

This week will have an opportunity to learn about this

message. Tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the Hillel House, Ho-

locaust survivor, Saba Wenger, and her granddaughter.

UMass student Lisa Bovarnick will speak publicly to-

gether for the first time about the role ofthe Holocaust in

their lives and their relationship.

On Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. at the Hillel House Confer-

ence room, songs related to the Holocaust will be taught

and sung in an open session of Saul Perlmutter's course.

The Music of Jewish Life.

"Poetry ofthe Holocaust" will be held on Wednesday at

4 p.m. in the Hillel House Conference room. Also on

Wednesday the film "Korczak" will be shown at 7:30 pm

in the Campus Center rooms 904-908. This film is the

story ofJanusz Korczak, a Polish-Jewish doctor, writer,

and educator who dedicated his life to improving the lives

of children.

A commemoration service will be held Thursday at

12:30 p.m. in the Cape Cod Lounge in the Student Union.

The ceremony will include the lighting of memorial

candles, poeti-y. readings, and brief addresses by stu-

dents, faculty and staff. All events are free and open to

the public.someimngio vou. oiuuciiw>«.c»ii v««»»- ••"•" "'- ri--.' - r

Lesbian sex skits performed
Comic and performers come to Northampton
By PAMELA A. GAULIN
Collegian Correspondent

NORTHAMPTON — It was an afternoon celebration

and exploration for some of Northampton's 10.000 kiss-

ing, cuddling lesbians.

Comic Lea DeLaria. performance artists Kiss and

Tell . otherwise known as Persimmon Blackbridge. Susan

Stewart, and Lizard Jones, and editor oftheHfTO/ica series

Susie Bright performed in "Sex and Art" atThe Academy

of Music Sunday.
"Welcome to "Sex and Art." which are the same thing

to some of us." DeUria said. "Or at least it is when you

do it with me."

DeLaria introduced Kiss and Tell when she felt the

audience was warmed up and "hot" enough.

Kiss and Tell's performance. "True Inversions' began

with a darkened stage and a recording of simulated sex

sounds. The sounds loudened, quieted and then Kiss and

Tell interweaved three very different stories aboutlesbian

sexual encounters.
r j "

"She kneels down and kisses the bottom ofjny dress.

Black- bridge said. "It's corny, but I like it."

"We're reading together. Her thigh is touching my

thigh," Jones said. "The entire world is revolving around

four inches of flesh, hers and mine."

Kiss and Tell's twenty minute video ofexphcit lesbian

sex was continually censored with graphics reading,

censored by BC [British Columbia) regulation 260/86

section 3(e)," and "censored- unsafe sex." and was inter-

cut with interviews of the video crew.

"If something makes you angry, it's not censorship, if

you don't agree with something, it's not censorship,"

Jones said about the lesbian separatist graphic which

flashed when one of the male crew members appeared in

the video. „ i

"Some people just may not like having Paul m the

video," Jones said.

After the video. Kiss and Tell read the letters they

wish they could write to their mothers.

"I can't talk to you about sex. My desire to have sex

with females makes me a lesbian." Jones said. "The

desire outweighs the risk. I miss you but a life cannot only

be a lie."

After an impromptu display of simulated sex with

DeLaria. Susie Bright took center stage.

Bright said that until the mid-80s she never saw

depictions of lesbian sex which portrayed a post-coming

out experience and in Herotica 3, a collection of short

stories by and about lesbians which Bright is editing, will

reflect this experience.

"They're so gay, they're over it. They're post-gay.

Bright said about the writers ofthe pieces in the collection.

When Bright asked people to ask her something very

sexual because she wanted to know what went on behind

closed doors in Northampton, nobody responded.
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Black Student Union
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

power to approve all financial expendi-

tures of the organization.

Students also addressed the

incoporation of other Black UMass orga-

nizations into the Black Student Union.

Michele Monteiro, co-editor ofNommo
News, asked whether these organizations

would receive funding if they were in the

Black Student Union.

Under the prof>osed constitution, each

of these organizations could be approved

to receive one seat in a representative

body that would legislate issues of con-

cern to the Black Student Union.

A number of students suggested the

constitution be ratified that evening with

the understanding it could be amended in

the future. The constitution was ultimately

ratified by an overwhelming msyority of

the delegates present at the convention.

The delegates decided to reconvene at

the same time on May 1 to discuss any

other amendments to the constitution.

Thismeeting will take place at the Malcolm

X Cultural Center.

Mass. reps gain power
despite loss of seat

Perot
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

candidates alike, much of it to Texans. he

has given nothing to Bush, who lived in

Texas for 20 years and represented the

state in Congress.

And in a gesture that must irriute the

president's family. Perot volunteers are

operating a busy drive-in petition-signing

booth in north Dallas just a few blocks

from the home of the president's eldest

son, George W. Bush.

Perot's rhetorical venom against Bush

has intensified the closer Perot gets to

formally announcing an independent

candidacy.

Listen to recent Perot on Bush:

• "When you've got an incumbent say-

ing, "I will do anything it takes to win'. . .

then when you know what he did in the

federal budget

last campaign, look at what they'lre doing

now, it's kind ofall-time new low." he said

in an interview with the Associated Press

last week.
• On Bush's 1990 abandonment of his

no-new-taxes pledge and support ofa con-

gressional budget agreement: "It was a

studv in White House arrogance."

• On domestic policies: "I'm talking

about two-day education summits. . . these

little video events set up to say, '1 am the

education president. I am the environ-

mental president. I am the drug presi-

dent.' Then you do a stunt and go on to

another issue."

• On federal red ink: "Do you ever hear

the incumbent president talking about

the debt? Do you hear him talking about

this year's deficit?"

By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The Massachu-

setts congressional delegation is

gaining power on Capitol Hill despite

the possibility of losing one of its con-

gressional seats, according to one hiU-

watcher.

The congressional newspaper Roll

Call moved the all-Democratic Bay

State delegation up from seventh to

sixth in its annual ranking ofthe most

influential delegations.

"Things could be worse for the Bay

State given the anti-Democratic atmo-

sphere there." Roll Call wrote.

A key to the state's elevation in

clout is the likely ascension of Rep.

Gerry Studds to chairman ofthe House

Merchant Marine Committee - as-

suming he wins re-election. Although

not as powerful as such panels as Ways

and Means or Armed Services, the

chairmanship would give Studds sway

over a broad range of issues from the

Coast Guard to ocean pollution, ship-

building, oil spill regulations, and

fisheries management.
The move would mean that the Mas-

sachusetts delegation would have two

committee chairmanships in the House

and one in the Senate. Rep. Joseph

Moakley chairs the powerful House

rules committee, the agenda-setter for

the House, while Sen. Edward Kennedy

chairs the Senate Labor and Human
Resources Committee.

There are pitfalls ahead for the del-

egation.

Rep. Brian Donnelly's retirement at

the end of thier year will cost the state

a seat on Ways and Means, the tax-

writing committee, and deprive Irish-

Americans in Massachusetts of one of

the leading advocates ofincreased Irish

immigration.

Studds. who had the closest re-

election fight ofhis career in 1990, is no

shoe-in this time. Reps. Joseph Early

and Chester Atkins, the delegation's

two members who sit on the powerful

AppropriationsCommittee—Congress'

pork clearinghouse— may be forced to

run against one another if the state

loses its challenge of the 1990 census.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

But they all would require the president

to submit a balanced budget, something

President Bush has never done, despite

his support for the legislation. And they

all would make it difficult for Congress to

run a deficit.

It would forbid each year's spending

from exceeding revenues without a vote

by three-fifths majorities to do so. Tax

increases could be approved by majorities

of the entire House and Senate, not just

majorities of lawmakers actually voting.

The arguments on both sides of the

issue have changed little since similar

amendments fell just shy of the required

two-thirds majority in the House in 1990

and the Senate in 1986.

Democratic opponents argue that a re-

quirement for a balanced budget would

lead to Draconian slashes in needed gov-

ernment programs.

They also say the measure could ne-

cessitate steep tax increases. That

frightens business groups like the U.S.

Chamber of Commerce. The Chamber
opposes the amendment unless it contains

a provision that taxes could only be raised

by a three-fifths vote of Congress.

Democrats, in turn, oppose that, fear-

ing it would lead to still deeper spending

cuts, although a smattering of liberals

such as Sen. Paul Simon (D-IU. ) and Rep.

Joseph Kennedy ( D-Mass. ) are supporters.

Flynn wants *boot camp'
Hopes National Guard will help youth

k:M^

Sow Ploying

Beauty & the

Beast
7 pm Fri - Thurs

Here's My Song
9 pm Fo - T^oRS

Adults $4.00

Student w/valkJ I 0. &

Seniof Citizens $3.00
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BOSTON (AP) — Mayor Raymond

Flvnn, who opposes a judge's call for the

National Guard to patrol the streets, said

he'd like to see the Guard run a "boot

camp" for youths convicted of violent

crimes.

"I'm not going to ask part-time soldiers

to do the work of full-time professional

police officers." Flynn said. "But I would

welcome the Guard's help in keepingyoung

offenders from becoming hard-core crimi-

nals."

On Friday. Dorchester District Judge

Darrell Outlaw called for more law en-

forcement presence in high-crime neigh-

borhoods and suggested National Guard

troops could patrol the streets.

Outlaw's comments came after the ar-

raignment of a suspect in the random

slaying of Charlestown Sarjeant. 25.

Sarjeant was killed Thursday when as

many as 1 1 people attacked him and one of

them stabbed him several times. Four

men have been charged so far.

Police Superintendent-in-Chief Wil-

liam Bratton also rejected the idea of the

National Guard patrolling Boston, saying

Saturday the department "is more than

capable of handling any situation."

Frank McGee. counsel for the police

union, was more blunt.'

"We don't need another Kent State in

Boston." said Frank McGee. referring to

the fatal shootings of four anti-Vietnam

War demonstrators at the Ohio school in

1970.
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"Mira, Lee Esto

Latin American Week
April 27 to May 2"^

MONDAY 27 APRIL TO FRIDAY 8 MAY
"Paz Para La Vida" (Peace for Life) Art Exhibit,

Augusta Savage Gallery, New Africa House,

5pm-7pm, Opening Reception 5pm.

TUESDAY 28 APRIL
"A Latin American Buffet" served by tfie Top of the

Campus Restaurant, Campus Center, 1 1 :30am to

2pm, Please make reservations.

"Lecture and Film", Prof. Paul Dosal, "U.S.-Latin

American Relations Since the Cold War", Morrill II

room 131 , 7pm. Plus a film, Lo que le paso a
Santiago, nominated for the best foreign movie 1991

from Puerto Rico, will be shown at 8:30pm.

WEDNESDAY 29 APRIL
NOCHE DE MEXICO • "Discussion about Mexico",
Mr. Luis Galarza, 101 Campus Center, 6pm, plus a

film, will be shown. Refreshments served.

THURSDAY 30 APRIL
"Lecture and Slideshow", La Madras de la Plaza de
Mayo, Prof. Marjorie Agosin, Wellesley College,

Student Union Ballroom, 8pm.

FRIDAY 1 MAY
"Bilingual Collegiate Program Graduation", Live

Band, Las Muchachas de Carribean Sound and DJ
Taino dance to follow. Para Menearlo Suavecito!
Campus Center Auditorium, 8pm. All are Welcome!

SATURDAY 2 MAY
"Cultural Day", featuring the music of QUETZAL
and DJ Music as well as student performances,

BBQ, Games, and more, Southside of the Student
Union Building, 12 noon to 5pm.

Sponsoredby AHORA
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

I was strangled by RC.

AndtKer fine mess v^eV gotten ourselves into.

y

I think Fve figured out this whole

multicultural thing.

When I came to the University four

years ago, I was told I had to learn to

appreciate different cultures, religions,

ethnic groups and sexual orientations.

Being a silly ignorant 'girl' from an

Irish Catholic world, I was informed that

as a member of the 'majority' I was re-

sponsible for combatting racism and big-

otry by treating people equally.

Gayle Long

Generalizing cheapens your view,

please think twice before you write
I was walking down North Pleasant

street today and noticed there by my feet,

written in chalk, the words "Frats stop

Raping."

I was very perplexed, being in a fra-

ternity myself, as to why someone was

accusing me ofrape. After all, I have never

raped anybody in my hfe and would never

consider it. Oh, perhaps the person who

wrote this meant the fraternity type of

man should stop raping. That's it. There is

only one kind of male that joins frats and

he is just the sort of person who would

rape someone.
This same person probably also be-

lieves that all homosexuals talk with a

lisp and all people with lisps are homo-

sexuals; that all lesbians shave their heads

and females with shaven heads are lesbi-

ans; all Blacks steal; all Jews are cheap;

all blondes are stupid; all fraternities

rape... In a recent report that evaluates all

kinds of sexual misconduct at the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts done by the Sexual

Assault Advisory Committee for the years

of 1990 and 199 1 , they found that out of a

total of 100 reported incidents, zero were

fraternity-related. In fact, 59 out of the

100 were residence-related.

All I have to say to the person who

wrote this message is don't display your

stupidity and ignorance so openly. Not

only can it cause a lot of harm, but it

makes you look like a chump.
Scott Ingulli

Amherst

Strange, my religion classes in high

school told me to love my neighbor as

myself. No labels attached— according to

the sisters and the priests. Everyone was

equal.

Moving into the dorm, one of the first

people I met here was Jewish — I didn't

really know any Jewish people growing

up. She didn't judge me for my ethnicity,

nor I hers. We were friends. I still consider

her one of the most energetic and lovable

people I've come across. I wouldn't trade

her friendship for anything— and I hope

she wouldn't either.

But during sophomore year, I began

working at this newspaper, and I found

another aspect of multiculturalism. It's

called White Guilt.

I was told repeatedly I was the cause of

oppression (my grandparents, who are

immigrants, had to come to this country to

get a job because of the tragedies in their

own country; when they arrived, they had

a hard time finding work because of a

wonderful thing called NINA, meaning

No Irish Need Apply ). I began to believe it,

and the cause became mine — fight the

evil Republicans, the evil White males,

the evil (and even worse) non-feminists.

My White Guilt started with political

issues and infiltrated my entire being —
all aspects of my life. Family and friends

who did not see the pain of the oppressed

were racists and bigots— ignorant people

who had to be taught a lesson about

equality and humanity.

Instead, I was the one who needed the

lesson.

I tried to imderstand the pain of these

oppressed people, tried to understand their

point ofview. I made and lost friends over

the issue of diversification — of the Uni-

versity, the student body, the newspaper
— everything.

Instead, I learned a few other things,

thanks to multiculturalism.

First— everything is someone's fault.

Whether if it who is to blame for the Gulf

War, the Middle Eastern crisis or better

yet abortion, usually the finger is pointed.

Everyone is to blame.

Second — there is such a thing as

reverse racism. Every time a person of

color who does not know me accuses me of

being racist — which has happened in

forums and in other places— I think ofthe

people of color who I consider friends;

those who have gotten to know me and I

have learned from as well.

To me, the friends I have made who did

not share my sheltered upbringing but

have taught me about life, love and

friendship; these are the people who make
mulitculturalism possible.

Third — the one thing that cracks me
up about multiculturalism — it's a man's

world. Don't let anyone fool you — no

matter how old I get or how liberal I think

I am — the multicultural movement will

always see me as a little White girl with no

mind of my own.

Sorry, boys, you're wrong.

The only problem I have is figuring out

what's worse— a racist feminist, a sexist

mulitculturalist — or an ignorant Con-

servative.

Gayle Long is a Collegian columnist

with one column to go and one foot out the

door

Stop the anti-minority hysteria and Enghsh-only movement
A^ - 1 • . ^ _ J jj ; :_„» 1....

Two bills currently lie before the Massachusetts

legislature that would make English the 'official

language' ofthe Commonwealth and institutionahze

racist cultural politics throughout the state.

Mass. Senate Bill 1421 and House Bill 439 are the

statutory weapons aimed at the heart ofthe bilingual

community in our state. This law would prevent the

mandatory use ofany language other than English in

state or state-related business or activities. It would

thus render full control of discretionary authorities

over whether the bilingual community in any given

area would have access to rights and services. In

effect, it would institutionalize a status of second-

class citizenship for those who are less proficient in

English.

Therefore, in areas experiencing a wave of anti-

minority hysteria, rights and services, including the

right to vote, could be effectively withheld from the

community.
One ofthe few exceptions made in the bill is for the

possibility ofthe state pushing programs designed to

assist those needing to make "as rapid as posssible a

transition to English." Apart from the fact that this

vision provides no role in the state for languages (and

hence cultures) other than English, no funds or meth-

ods of raising funds for such programs. The current

situation is that in many biUngual areas, the demand

for ESL classes far outweigh the supply.

Such measures would cut many bilingual people off

ft-om access to services such as 911 emergency lines.

AIDS education, unemployment and retaining programs,

and clearly would threaten bilingual education programs

beyond the ESL level. Elsewhere in the United States.

English-only laws have challenged the use of non-En-

glish texts in libraries, restricted the use ofother languages

in business and encouraged the use of rules regulating

workplace speech in other languages.

Luisa Quintanilla

Worst of all, many constitutional rights of the bihn-

gual community would be threatened and violated, such

as the freedoms ofspeech and equal protection and rights

regarding both criminal and civil legal proceedings, such

as the interpretation of testimony and victim's rights.

Furthermore, the English-only movement has a his-

tory of being guided and directed by individuals with

clear racist backgrounds who have made explicitly anti-

Latino remarks during their times in the leadership of

such groups. The movement is lead by U.S. English, a

group founded by John Tanton, a well known anti-

immigration and anti-Latino campaigner, and funded by

groups associated with pro-Nazism.

The specter ofsuch racist and discriminatory laws

infecting the public realm ofthe Commonwealth has

sent shock waves through the bilingual, and espe-

cially the Hispanic, communities. The reaction has

been the formation of a state-wide group to fight the

proposed measures, Massachusetts English Plus, a

group promoting multilingualism and

multiculturalism.

The group is dedicated to lobbying, educating,

coahtion building and publicizing issues surround-

ing multiculturalism, particularly the struggle

against English-only. They also try to empower mi-

nority commumties through voter registration.

However, the battle is far from won and the drive

towards enshrining racism in Massachusetts law is

proceeding rapidly. The fight must be carried out at

the local level, particularly in the Valley. Indeed, this

law actually originates from our own area, with the

Senate Bill being filed by Senator Martin J. Dunn of

Holyoke. Ironically, his own city has a 31 percent

Hispanic population.

Everyone is indeed in the fight against legalized

and institutionalized racism in our state. Mass. En-

glish Coalition-West is located in Northampton and

should be contacted if you want to get involved.

Luisa Quintanilla is a UMass student

Third World Affairs page perpetuates divisions, beUttles Puerto Rico
... :M vv <-i 'J A. 1 .^—i.^:^ y^oAi^rr wkAwiKAVD voflotf^ iinnn mil

In response to Luisa Quintanilla's article, "Useless

Organizations," I feel compelled to argue against it. Her

article is hollow and an insxilt to the character of the

Third World Affairs page. Her unfounded condition of

jaundice and asininity has no place in the struggle.

Quintanilla, Ibish, andRao patronize the idea Puerto

Rico does not belong to the Latin American or Third

Worldcommunity. They attest that Puerto Rico's colonial

relationship to the U.S. and the privileges and benefits

that Puerto Ricans supposedly possess disjoin us from

those communities. In spite of their political clairvoy-

ance, they fail to understand the condition ofPuerto Rico

and its people "cannot become intelligible nor clear to

itselfexcept in the exact measure that we can discern the

movements which give it historical form and content"

(Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth, p.#36).

A thorough understanding of the condition of Puerto

Rico its role as a captive internal colony satisfying certain

conditions of existence for the larger ambitions of U.S.

capitalism cannotbutyield concrete evidence that Puerto

Rico is a developing country and an inextricable member

ofLatin America and the Third World community. Do not

be confounded. The attempt to establish divisions among

Third World peoples is the essence of her article.

The spirit of "abject apathy" she has branded on the

Puerto Rican community here is the unfortunate trade-

mark for the Third World community. Quintanilla has

rebuffed invitations to join struggles in solidarity vfiih

the Asians, Latina/o, and American Indian students.

It is a fact the predominant Latin American commu-

nity at UMass is distinctly Puerto Rican. This only

reflects Puerto Rico's status as an internal colony and the

colonizer's desire his minions play the role as model

colonists to others who are not so directly vrithin the

empire. In consequence, it is logical that a great deal of

the efforts as well as the worthless multicultural activities

carried out by certain leading members reflect upon our

own particular experiences and interests.

I do not condone this situation. It perpetuates our ovm

divisions and inhibits any potential sense ofcommunity

among us. However, such divisive arguments about our

isolationist condition must be presented within the his-

torical context in which the dynamic occurs.

I commend the Third World Affairs page for demon-

strating Spanish has a place in the Collegian. However,

it is inexcusable that, in order to further disenfranchise

and expose imfounded prejudices against Puerto Ricans,

unethical translations be formulated. In this and many

more ways, her article constitutes an inglorious defeat to

the struggle and mission ofthe Third World Affairs page.

Elliot Monteverde Torres
Amherst

46 other people signed this letter, including 3 University

academic advisors.
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abandoned animals
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

which aims to teach people about how to

treat their animals humanely.

This summer, she said, a rabies epi-

demic is predicted to hit Massachusetts. A
few rabies cases, she said, have already

been reported in Connecticut.

Then there is the problem, she said, of

the highly contagious Feline Leukemia
disease which is incurable. "It would cause

a mass hysteria ifhundreds ofanimals are

running around without their rabies or

Feline Leukemia shots," said Beaudet,

who is chairperson of PETS's public com-

munications board.

"There is no excuse for abandonment
when there are so many other alternatives

available to people." she said.

If people, she said, need assistance in

placing their unwanted animal they should

call the Greenfield Animal Shelter, the

MSPCA in Springfield, the Friends of

Amherst Stray Animals or PETS.
"Although a lot of animals get

euthanized in shelters, people should re-

member the animal's chance for survival

is far greater in a shelter than outside,"

she said.

PETS, she said, doesn't euthanize an

animal unless it is wild and has no ability

to be tamed or it has a terminal illness,

such as Feline Leukemia.

"Students must remember that what

they want for themselves is not always

best for the ammal and in the end it is the

animal that loses." said Beaudet

AP photo

TELEVISION TALK — Texas billionaire H. Ross Perot talks

yesterday during "Face the Nation." Perot discussed a possible

run for the presidency as an independent candidate.
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Now Hiring For Next Semester

Assistant Circulation Manager

Circulation Drivers

Yale School of Medicine

Join the best
minds in medicine.

Ljinploymenl oppi^rtutuliesal Yale Unhvrsity, a leader

in biomedicaiand other scientific research, offer a wide ran^e

of laboratory research opportunities.

Here, recent graduates can increase their

knmdedge, deivlop their talents, and

ennch their experience m a stimu-

latin<(, stale-<^f-the-art research environ-

ment We hai>e immediate openin;^s for:

Research Assistants

Research Associates
A bachelor's in biological or physical

sciences is required; laboratory

experience is a plus.

In addition to many on-

campus cultural and athletic

facilities such as our fully

equipped gym, 31 tennis

courts, and a regulation golf

course, Yale University pro-

vides competitive salaries and
outstanding benefits, including:

22 vacation days, 4 personal days,

13 holiday/recess days, and 12 sick

days, ail paid. Tuition reim-

bursement at graduate pro-

grams in the area and audit

opportunities at Yale also exist.

For immediate consideration,

send your resume in confi-

dence to: C. Mason, Dept. of
Human Resources, Yale School of

Medicine, P.O. Box 9168MJ,
New Haven, CT 06532-0168;

Fax (203) 785-3154.

Employment office

located at 153 College
Street in New Haven.

Must Have Mornings Free Until 11:15

Must Be Dependable with Reliable Auto

57 - $10/hr.

Apply in person at

The Collegian

Room 113 Campus Center

Call 545-3500 for details

A UPC Productions
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Yale University
>We University is an affinnaiive action,

eqiul opportunity employer.
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Svnm Concern
Come to ONE of 3 training sessions for Security;

Session I: Session II: Session III:

Wed April 22n(l Men April 27 Thurs April 30
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Arts & Living
...And the only rule is 'offend'
By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

Foghorn
Hampden Theater
April 16-18 and 23-25

In one scene from Hanay Geiogamah's Foghorn, a

buffalo uses a broken peace treaty as toilet paper, then

throws the soiled document at a white audience member.
In nearly every other scene, a group of savage Native

Americans go wild and kill somebody. This is a good

indication of the play's powder-keg subtlety, and sur-

passingly bad taste.

Foghorn is not good political theater— indeed, it is not

theatre at all. It is a smug assault on a captive audience,

masquerading as a "statement" on the plight of Native

Americans. The play is devoid ofeven the tiniest scrap of

information on the history it purports to examine, and it

seems incapable of deciding which side it is on.

While it is clear that Hanay Geiogamah is an angry

man, it would take a genius of perception to figure out

who he is angry at. To the layman, it appears that Mr.

Geiogamah is merely throwing his hatred around, ran-

domly, as if no one ever told him that being an extremist

political hipster involved making up your mind.

Geiogamah's "play" is a hodge-podge of sketches,

portraying whites as a race of impotent, Bible-thumping

murderers and thieves, and Native Americans as a race

of primitive, unwashed murderers and thieves. One can

hardly help but ask who the heroes are supposed to be.

What is the point of all this random abuse? Nobody's on

nobody's side, and the only rule is to offend as frequently

as possible.

Foghorn is a bundle of negative stereotypes and invec-

tives strung together in a rambling episodic fashion, which

insures that nothing follows anything logically, and that

no two pieces are ideologically similar. The only recurrent

theme this play has is the theme of unwarranted abuse.

Geiogamah's pseudo-intellectual scribbUngs have been

crudely staged by W. Rochelle Calhoun, who turns them
into a sort of mirthless cabaret, with embarassingly

frequent blackouts and choppy movement. Calhoun

brings a whole new level of insults into Geiogamah's

already slanderous text, by depicting Native Americans

as feather-wearing gorillas, and their white conquerers

as cross-dressers and stumblebums.

The ensemble cast is functional, but mediocre. Perhaps

they were the only actors Calhoun could find that would

agree to appear in such a hateful, stomach-churning work.

At it's best. Foghorn is pointless, such as when a young

Native American girl does a piercingly off-key imper-

sonation of Nelson Eddy, or when a man spends 15

minutes pounding a drum and yelling. At it's worst, it is

a hateful display of racial stereotyping which fails to

arouse any useful reaction.

One would think that the New World Theatre, a group

devoted to giving minorities a theatrical voice, would know

better than to present such a tasteless expression of

everything that they allegedly oppose. Ifthe funds which

this group is currently fighting for are given, one can only

hope that they will not waste them on more tripe like this.

redove fiCVM
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The Russians Are CiMiiing

JEFF HOLMES
BIG BAND

Presents

la very special evening
of

Jazz

featuring

K()\l Kl SSIA I \//

Tin: ST. PKTKRSBl Rc;

QLARTKT
8 pm

Tuesday April 28

NEW HORIZONS
"They're Back"

- HOTTER THAN EVER -

Best Reggae Anywhere

YA MANN 9 pm

rM

Friday May 1

A SPECIAL THEATRE EVENING
Presenting at 8 pm

The (Shadow

By Eugeney Shwartz

Written for the Lovers Hearts.

A fairy-tale of Intrigue and Romance

i^A^

An ordinary miracle student production program

made possible by UMASS Arts Council - SGA - Greek Area Cultural Fund

Stanley Kaplan Educational Center - Orficc oflhe Chancellor

GROUND FLOOR/STUDENT UNIO ill

Ska show
fuels crazed
mosh pit
By ERIC POULIN
Collegian Staff

Bim Skala Bim
Pearl St.

April 23

Ska is a highly-explosive musical genre. Any-

one who begs to differ needs only to take a quick

glimpse at last Thursday evening's performance

by Bim Skala Bim at Pearl Street Nightclub in

Northampton.
It's a gfiven that people are going to mosh at a

ska show; however, I'm not quite sure that the

band was even ready for the insanity that tran-

spired once the music kicked in. In fact, Bim was

forced to stop playing mid-song about three tunes

into the set. when an overly-zealous group of

skinheads began to channel their energies towards

one unfortunate individual in particular.

"We want you to be human to each other, for

Christ's sake," shouted trombonist Vito Incognito

as he jumped into the crowd in an attempt to

restore some order. "You don't grab someone by

the neck and throw him down!"

Energy. Pure and simple, that's what this band

provides when they hit the stage. The blood that

flowed from my leg during the show was testimony

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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The Cure's negativity can be a joy for days
By MICHAEL LEVY
Collegian Staff

"Burst grin giggle bliss skipjump sing and shout," for

Wish, the new release from the Cure.

Okay, nobody is going to win the "positive outlook"

award by listening to the Cure, but listening to this new

material, however dark it becomes, can be a joy for days.

Robert Smith sings that above quote in "Doing the

Unstuck," the most positive song on the LP. Other than

that, there is another happy-go-lucky type of song and a

stack about lost-love.

The most pressing question relating to the new Cure

release was, "Can they continue to create unique and

unforced music?" Smith doubted this himself on the

occasion oftheir "breakup," awhile back. With the release

of Wish, they have shown that they can make fresh

music, sort of.

Innovation for the Cure is not like that ofother bands^

Most every songon Wish is easily placed as "Cure music,"

but within their own realm, they do reach past where

they have been, though not very far.

The feel and texture of Wish is not as obvious as has

been the previous few albums. Many songs have long,

slow building instrumental introductions, a la Kiss Me,

Kiss Me, Kiss Me, while others just arrive without cau-

tion. If there is one factor which separates Wish from its

predecessors, it is its sometimes screeching and scratch-

ing guitar sounds. This could be an influence ofnew band

member, Perry Bamonte, who plays gtiitar, bass and

keyboards. Bamonte replaced original member Laurence

Tolhurst, who was canned soon after recording Disinte-

gration.

The opening song, "Open," is exemplary of the

prominent guitar sound. It also shows the confusion that

Smith feels right now. "I really don't know what I'm doing

here," he sings, sorting through an imwanted social situ-

ation. "Open" displays some of the same ideas as "Prayers

for Rain," but without the keen trimmed down lyrics.

Next is a "From the edge of the deep green sea," a

dialogue between two lovers who are sick ofeach other yet

cannot make a break. "I wish I could just stop/I know

another moment will break my heart/too many tears/too

many times/too many years I've cried for you," Smith

sings.

"Doing the Unstuck," and "Friday I'm in Love," mark

the middle of the album with an attempt at hope and

happiness. Still, in "Unstuck," the singer is faced with an

opposing force who says "it's much too late," for happiness.

Smith tnes enough, prompting her to "kick out the gloom/

kick out the blues/tear out the pages with all the bad

news," but at the close of the song there is no sign of her

relenting.

"Friday" is an attempt at carefree indifference, but

darkness manages to squeeze through — "Thursday I

don't care about you/it's Friday I'm in love."

"Tnist" a solemn, mostly-piano intro goes on for over

a minute and is then joined for the same amount of time

by bass, drums and keyboards. The lyrics then jom the

instruments with, "there is no-one left in the world that

I can hold onto." The vocals blend with the music in a way

that makes them apart ofthe music. The music seems to

say much more in return.

Creating much the same feeling is To Wish Impossible

Things," which also relies on the music so well to create its

mood. Bongos and other percussion create a middle east-

em feeling which separates this song from the others.

The last song, "End," blends all of the instruments

with a vocal affect than gives the impression ofspinning,

as is the head of the once again confused Smith. Finally,

he has come to some conclusion, "I think I've reached that

point/where giving up and going on/are both the same

dead end to me." He goes on, chanting "Please stop loving

me/please stop loving me."

Through the wailings. disturbance, anger and longing

of Wish, the Cure has produced a fresh new album. Still,

it has left a craving behind, like after drinking milk. I

need something more; this album would not leave me

satisfied, be it the last. However, with two and three

years between their last few albums, we may have a

while to learn the outcome.

Bim Skala Bim
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

to that. As far as mosh pits go, I've been in nastier, but for

Bim Skala Bim, this one topped them all.

It was powerful scene, that's for sure. The band played

their usual repetoire of favorites ("Shoes", "Blue", "In the

Mail". "Tell Me", "Fathead", etc. ). along with two of their

earliercreations "Chief Inspector" and "Jah Laundromat".

Although their sound wasn't quite as tight as it's been in

pre\nous shows, it was overcome by the fact that the

adrenaline level produced was remarkably high. Which

was greater than most ska bands are able to produce,

even on their best nights.

Critics and fans alike seem to have a tendency to harp

on the fact that Bim does killer versions of "Sunshine of

Your Love" and "Brain Damage", but they're certainly

worth mentioning again. I believe that you really have to

hear both songs to fully appreciate them, because, ifyou

didn't know better, you'd probably think that they were

old-style "pick-it-up. pick-it-up" classics, instead of the

rock radio standards that they originally were. The new

interpretations sound totally natural, as Bim's mastery

of their craft invariably dominates the club, and leaves

you dripping with sweat, and with an ear-to-ear smile.

This night wasn't exactly their finest hour, as far as

their sound goes, but it was still a fantastic set, nonethe-

less. Even on a slightly subpar night. Bim Skala Bim still

manages to crush most other bands like a grape.

Interesting note: look out for the opening act. The
Bombastics. They've quickly been carving themselves

out a spot on the local scene, by wowing crowds while

opening for Bim, Chucklehead, and Who's Kiddin'

Who, among others. They're a band on the rise.
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Political activists sponsor
free show of local bands
By ROLAND COGGIN
Collegian Staff

20/20 Vision Show
The Hatch
April 26

Friday night at the Hatch a large crowd got to check

out three bands and support a cool political cause thanks

toan organization called 20/20 Vision. They are concerned

with a variety ofissues, from decreasing military spending

to protecting the environment, and admission was free to

those who wrote letters to Congress or the White House.

Local 9A.Msic

I asked Bush to get with it at the environmental

convention in Rio ( a little too politely, though.)

Sleepyhead was the first band to play, and by the

time they finished their soundcheck, 20 or 30 dedicated

fans were dancing up a storm.

The band goes to the University of Massachusetts,

and they've been the hfe of many parties since they got

together a few weeks ago. Guitarists Russ (formerly of

the Sauce) and Jerry, who have been playing together

for years, impressed the crowd with their tight playing

and well-written originals. Dan Koetke (one of the best

drummers on the local scene) and John the bass player

had the crowd going nuts with their happening grooves.

Sleepyhead is a band worth seeing with their cool rock

sound and some of the friendliest fans a band could hope

for.

Flux, a funk band from Washington D.C., was next to

play, but technical trouble got them off to a slow start.

Though sound musically, their low energy level had

many people heading for the door.

Those who stayed were lucky to see Zen under Fire.

an impressively heavy band from Boston. Their crunchy

riffs and intensity were a nice end to an excellent show.
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DURING LUNCH HOUR, I HELPED A
THUNDER GOD TRIUMPH OVER IMPOSSIBLE

ODDS, FOUGHT OFFAN INTERGALACTIC

INVASION, AND STILLHADTIMEFOR DESSERT.

MARVEL MAKESTHE MAGIC!
Available At:

Same Bat Channel
Comics, Cards, Qames and more...

Hampshire Mall, Hadlcy 586-8775 Inglcsidc Mall, Holyokc 532-9797

... fly on your own wings of imagination.... ' ^^m
Open Monday- Saturday 1 am- 9pm Sunday 1 2 pm- 5pm gg

Imported jazz

at the Hatch
By BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

The Russians are coming!

Tonight the Jeff Holmes Big Band will wel-

come the St. Petersburg Quartet to the Hatch in

the Student Union for an evening ofjazz. Featured

in the show is David Goloschekin, who is considered

to be one of the top jazz musicians in the Com-

monwealth of Independent States.

The relationship between the two groups began

last May when Goloschekin visited this country

and heard the Jeff Holmes Big Band perform at

UMass. This led to an invitation by Goloschekin to

Holmes for his group to tour Russia, which they did

last November as part of the International Jazz

Festival in Russia.

Aside from being a top jazz musician in his

country, Goloschekin is also the Artistic Director

at the Jazz Philharmonic Hall in St. Petersburg. In

an interview Goloschokin explained the exchange

between the two groups as very important not only

for cultural reasons but because "music is the

universal language."

Goloschekin, in a thick accent, described events

in his country. "I have a second life. It is absolutely

good for music and everything. Now we are free to

do what we want. 1 am beginning all over again."

Holmes relayed his observations on his visit to

Russia at such an historic time. "It was a shock.

They truly appreciated our music. They have less

of the diversions we have and music is not so

accessible, but they listen intently."

He noted, "when Russians ask questions about

music they ask how you feel inside. They listen for

the inner self versus technical ability."

Featured with Goloschekin, who plays

Flegelhorn and violin, will be Pyota Kornev on

piano, Eduard Moskalev on bass, and Stannisslav

Strelvos on drums.

The Russians will perform with the JeffHolmes

Big Band and also as a quartet. The show begins

at 8 p.m. and will be the only appearance the St.

Petersburg Quartet will make while in the area.

^t^i6ue
EARN GREAT MONEY

THIS SUMMER
WITH TAC/TEMPS!
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Haigls Hoopla II

pushed ahead a week
Haigis Hoopla II, the 3-on-3 outdoor

basketball festival sponsored by the Uni-

versity of Massachusetts Sport Manage-
ment program and WHMP-FM, has been
rescheduled for May 2 and 3 due to in-

clement weather.

Roster changes will be permitted. All

changes must be submitted by Thursday
Apr. 30 at 9 p.m. Event personnel will

staff the telephones at (413) 545-4422

Monday, Apr. 27 throught Friday, May 1,

from 5-9 p.m. Messages may be left at

other times. The times for next week's

games will be available Friday, May 1

from 1-9 p.m. at 545-4422.

Friday night's Registration Party was

a huge success with over 600 participants

and spectators in attendance. Reebok's

Slam Dunk contest was won by Norm Gill

who dazzled the crowd with a 360 degree

twirl. The Spalding 3-Point Shooting

contestmale and female divisional winners

were Ranca Tuba, 22 of Chicopee, and
Leiat Hoffman, 19 of Mount Holyoke

College, respectively.

The youth division proved to be excit-

ing vdth a tie at the end of regulation

between Ed Bustamante, 11, and Chris

Hoose, 12, both of Amherst. Bustamante
eventually won the shoot-out.

The event will be run next weekend

rain or shine.

NFL draft surprises,
Howard to Washington
By DAVE GOLDBERG
Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP) — The Washington

Redskins showed why they've stayed at

the top for a decade, plucking Heisman

Trophy winner Desmond Howard on

Sunday in anNFL draft spiced with swaps,

including a deal that sent Eric Dickerson

to the Los Angeles Raiders.

The Indianapolis Colts, afler trading

Dickerson for two mid-round draft choices.

did the expected on a day of surprises by

making defensive tackle Steve Emtman
the No. 1 pick and linebacker Quentin

Coryatt the No. 2 choice.

The Super Bowl champion Redskins

who stole the show in the first round by

dealing with Cincinnati for the Bengals'

No. 4 choice to snare Howard. Then, after

Green Bay took defensive back Terrell

Buckley at No. 5, the Bengals made the

surprise pick of the first round by taking

Houston quarterback David Klingler.

AP Photo

TOPPICK— Steve Emtman, shown in a 1992 file photo, was the

top pick in the NFL draft Sunday, taken by the Indianapolis

Colts. Emtman, an All-American defensive lineman from Wash-

ington, has been negotiating with Indianapolis for several weeks,

but they have not announced a deal.
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[itM oi pataaga ol nias oi...

May 12 1092

IndlgoGint

1 800 544 3742

SUMMER IN EUROPE IromlSISaacliway
on d«couni*d scx*dui*d airfr>*i to Europ*

(rom Boston Call 800-325 2026

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 CITATION
Good local tranaportallon

548-9621

$100 ^
82 OMC Halt ton trudt cap bo> AM FM
casaalt* OB Asking 2.500 773 5545

19«aT0V0TA COROLLA Station wagon

SapowiAGAM^M $600 Must *•« Cal 549

68»
Camaro 19S1 Only TSOOOndat naw parts

rurawrt call 253-3720

CHEAP! FBIAJ.S. SEIZED
89 Marcadas S200
86 VW $50

87M«rc*d*s $100

65 Mustang $50

Choos* Irom ttiousands starling $2S

FREE 24 Hour racording rs>sali

details 80 1 -379-2929 Copyrigtit iMA 1 5KJC

PONTIAC 6000, 1986 V4 4doo< automatic

Mr. FM/AM. 65K. $2800. Cal 549-1683

CAPE COD

JASONS OF DENMSPORT Summar Ol 92

The Tradition Conlinues

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL:

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT. DJ^S.

video OJ's and Karaoke trom $1 75 00. Call

586-9900 ___^_
ENTERTAINMENT

OAMM GOOD BAND! R^B band Hot Oan>m

IS lor hire Will play lor beer (almost) Can 6-

0279 or 6-0848.

FOR RENT

"""LEGENDARY HOUSE*""
Looking lor a house close to campus 4 a

slunnbl* away Irom town •> 3 bdrms. Ig Mchen

,

wood slove. back deck & accessible root

AvaiaU* June 1 . Call now 549-6759

1 or 2 ROOMMATES lor summ*r/tall

Mastertiedroom in Mill Valey $450

Heat. Hot water. On bus roU*

Call 253-4006

2 Bedroom Apt. Low r*nt

2 lloors dishwa8h*r

Available June 1 caH 253-0731

2B*drooms
Mam St

GraalHous*
Ctwapi

256-1331

2 BEDROOM PRESIDENTIAL APTS
Available lor summer w1al option

Slanmg May 25th

On bus route. tOmm walk horn campus
200nionth lor 1 person tMdroom

260 tnonth lor 2p*opt* ttadroom

4e0'month lor wtwl* apt (3 poopl* max)

Phon* 549-1721

2 BatfreoM traiitfywlM Apt. n*wiy

p«nlad mdudas 2 sotas and a b*d Ctwap

r*nt- utilities mckxlad call 549-9392

2 Badroom Puftlon VUiaga

June 1st Tak* ov*r laaaa

549-4423 Nidy!

3-5 BEDROOM HOMES on bus roula aval-

able June 1 call 586-4270

3 Bdrm In Townahoua*
Take over our laas*

Starting 6

1

Can 549-3838 nigMt

3 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
Availabi* Jun* 1st

Call 549 3677

4 BmItooitis

2Baih*
Basamant . garag*. pod. tannis basketball

2bus routes SAmhatal

256-146J

4 BEDROOM HOUSES lor June Amherst

and NorVtwnplon Call alter Fnday Skibiski

Realtors 584 3428

S-BEO HOUSE Bus rout* 20min 2S3-5069

Wonderful place only $1250 From ijune

5 BEDROOM HOME Partect lor 6. 10 mi(V

utes to campus, on bus roula. $12SOAno.

Call Joe (617)964-8659^

S ROOM FURNISHED CAPE
Dalctiartown
4 or 5 tenants

Av«Mil*9/1«2
Can 323^202

6 BEOROOM HOUSE T¥K> baths, large yard.

On Anrih*r»t/L*y*r*n lio* wh*r* you dort

naadaioanaalo party. Groat location Sum-

mar auMat w/tall opWon Call 548-91 45.

Anihar*! Canter

ElBdancy on*, two. thr*e bedroom apart-

ment*, or Ihra* bedroom condo* on Hobart

Lane June or Septambar No fees charged

Lincoln Real Estate. 25 North Pleasant

Street 253-7879

APARTMEMTSBEDROOMS center ol town

Starts June 1 549-8027

FOR RENT 3 bedroom Townehouse apt

Summer subletw' tail opt Free furniture CaH

549-6262

FOR RENT
Crestview Apt June 1 1/2 nmte from cam-

pus Call 549-8766

FOR RENT 1 Bedroom $260/mo Spaaous

and beautilul loft m Northampton 1 year

lease begins June 1 Share with 2 grads

Call 586-1386

GILREATH MANOR Apt 5 bedrooms on

bus route one mile from campus

Availatjie June 1

Call 549-5182

GOING. GOING...

3 bedroom apt Main St. on bus rt.

Walking distance to uptown campus

Large bath Fully carpeted Huge yard

$500 month summer sublet w/lall option

256-0170

LARGE ROOM FOR RENT in large house

oil of East Pleasant SI Call Hal or Doug 549-

6632 On bus route _^
LARGE SINGLE IN Puflton -$235Anonth

June 1 -Male or lemale Call 256-3430_

Mill Valley 2 Bedrooms 2 bathrooms Air

conditioning heat and hot water included

Sublet call now 253-3720

ONEROOM AVAILABLE 6%. aacond room

avMlaWa 7/92 m 4 badroomhouae behind

Puflar's Pond, quwl daan $19011^101. caH

Tom or Chns 549 4402

PUFFTON 2 BEDROOM
For rent starling Jun* 1 CaH 549-1300

ROLLMC GREEN 1-2 paople needed to

share 4bdmi with 2 guys $200 ncludas

sverylhing 256-1431

SUMMER SUBLET Beautilul modem apt at

MiH Valley 2 roorrrc available 61 $320 mo
C*l 546 3064

TAKE OUR BRANOYWINE APT!

Fra* haat. pool. AC.

720 month Summar r*rn v*ry n*g.

549 5191

TAKE OUR LEASE or sublal

3 bedroom apt

Uptown Amharst 256-1457

TAKE OUR LEASE OVER
On* minute to campus

Thro* mnutes to town

Chaap rent- includes utilities

Apartment good lor 3 to 4 paopla

Call 549-1515

TAKE OVER MY 1 br Puflloo Apt 6/1 92

549-7982

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE!!!

Baginn<r>g June 1st

2 bedroom Brandywm* apt

549-8290

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE 2 br downtown

Amherst $520wo 256 1564

Tak* ov*r our l«aaa! Townhouse apt 2

bdrms. 1 1/2 baths, fully carpeted, pniy fur-

nished, dishwasher. AC. lully remodeled. 50'

from bus stop and laundry $181 25month

549-8001

UPTOWN APT. 2lg bdrms across from the

Pub «id Charlies, beaul wood lloors: Ig

kitchen; sunny . beautiful, take 1 room or

wtxiloltvi^

256-0546 anytkna

UPTOWN APARTMENT
3t>adrooms

Deck
Avail 6'1

Ck>s* to bars 549-4024

WALK buT...STUMBLE HOME
Stones throw from bars. Two bdrni apt in

cantar C^ last-wont last 549-1887

FOR SALE

WALKMAN BartWt CaH 549-8252

COOL JOBS COOL PEOPLE
Cantpuadaaign « copy I*now hlilngfTraMng
beginsthiasamasMr Accepting appkcatnna

unN Man 4/27 403 SluPant Union S4S«71
We want you' W* need you!

HOUSEMATES WANTED

HOUSEMATES WANTED: For nairt year

(9-92 to 9-93)

We're looWng lor another couple or 2 indi-

viduals M share a 2 1 '2 bedroom house m
Bak:her1own Features 1 1 ? baths kitchen

living • dming rooms Lg backyard back

porch parking on bus line Only $172 50

month . utilities This sunrvner sublet pos-

sible Cal Pat al 256-1016 or Judy at 546-

7056.

HELP WANTED

MATT. KEVIN, JACK, ROB
CONGRATULATIONS
We msaed you guys'

Love Sue and Jenat>eth

JOHN
The only birthday present fve over wanted

you've already given ma
You're the bast

Love Sarah

Jonny congratulations on your job lor teach -

ing you're the best tirotfier rm gong to miss

you Love Slaph

BOOGA
Three tima* a chann
Luv Disco

2 Sofa* 1 4 person and l two person Both

brown $ 1 20 must sell don't wait until Fall.Will

separate 546-5592

COMPUTER-IBM XT, 20 meg drive. 5 1/4

floppy disk drive. 360K keyboard, with Lotus

1 -2-3. wps-pc. monochrome aml>er monitor,

$500 00. caR 863-4746

COUCH * CHAIR $25
Microwave $25

549-7982

$110.00 PER DAY
Truck drivers nvanted lor part-time summer

work 10 days mid-June and 10 days mid-

August Must dhve standard shift Willmg to

work king hours with good driving axpan-

ence Call (508) 653-7422

ADOPTEDASIANSTUDENTS interested in

partiopaling in study contact Sandra at 546-

5195

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fish-

eries Earn $5.000-> month Free Iransporta-

lioni Room and board' Over 8.000 openings

Male or female For emptoyment program

can 1-206-545-4155 e«t . 1718

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS are now ac-

cepting applications lor summer employ-

ment throughout New England and New
York H interested please can 1-800-346-

4649

CRUISE LINE- Entry level onboard landside

positions available, year-round or summer,

(813)229-5478

Do you «Mnt to buHd your communication

skua?? work at Teletund and talk to Akjmni

al over the US' Come to the basement of

Memorial Hall to till out an appkcatkxi' TO-

DAY'

LOOKING FOR A summer |0b'' Do you want

to start now'' Help UMass raise funds' Come
to Telefund in the basement of Memorial

Hall' Do it Today^'

NORTHAMPTON CONTINENTAL
CABLEVISION

Offers summer1^1 internships

Call 586-6922

RESUME SERVICES

HEY! 15 smackeroos to do youi resume

Come up see us We don't bite

Cnnpus Design . Copy 403 Student Union

545-2271 We k>ve you realty'

RIOE WANTED

TO WYOMING LATE MAY, Early June Ei

Iher yeHowslone or Grand Teton*. Hayden

5491263 __

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 FEMALE TO share room in 2 bedroom

Puflton apt tor nent fa" 546-4847

ROOMMATE WANTED.
Non-smoking female wanted to share a ttwee

bdrni Puflton apt with three other cool chicks

C^ Kate at 546-4895

Sul>lal one bedroom m Puftton

Slartng June 1 Chaap Can Chri* T

549-6087

SUBLET OUR APARTMENT
1 2 mile lorm campus

2 bedroom
Carpeted basemanl

Crashnaw apts

549-6785 evenings

Jun Jol-Aug

SUMMER HOUSING IN BOSTON
523-8 19 $183 month Prvt bih ktch

Fr** Irxlry utils AH coHege students

Kenmore Sq Near MBTA
Call Kan i -617-2672199

SUMMER SUBLET
3 spaaous bedrooms

Mam St

Must see
Call 256-8248

SUMMER SUBLET — MiH VaHay Estate*

2 bedrooms 2 lull baths Super clean

$800 month CaH ASAP 256-6261

SUMMER SUBLET Comfortable Iwo-

bedroom apartment Well-mamtamed

easy access to Surxlerland and North

Amhartt buses. WWim walking distance ol

UMats. Can Jaaon at 549-8728.

SERVKES

FREE pregnancy leallng; conWaMial and

earing support BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

VIckl and Steve are tookmg to adopt a baby

to make our lamily complete We can pro-

vide a LOVING, NURTURING FINAN-

CIALLY SECURE PROTESTANT home lor

a chiW We'd be vwlling to meet with you and

wooW agree to send periodic letters and

photographs For more information caH our

agency, Jewish Family Service ol Greater

SprmgfieW 1-800-942-3947

SUMMER SUBLET

SUNNY BRKMfT ROOM
Summer sublet in gorgeous house

2 windows hardwood fkxirs

Laundry m basement

200 yds from Haigas maH'

$225 neg Call Kaylie 549 6734

TWO FEMALE NON-SMOKERS wanted for

summer sublet in Brandywine apartment

starting June 1 and ending Aug 31 Low
Renfi CaH 549-4003 ask lor Chaiyl

TRAVEL

NEW YORK CITY- Furmahad rooma and

apartments lor summer and short Stay*.

Near Cokimbia Umv . ReasonaW* rale*212-

662-2358

SUMMERTOURSTOEUROPE, AUSTRA-
LIA AND THE GREEK ISLANDS
1S 19 days All expenses paid including

meals $1395-$1798. Call Conuki Tours

1 800-950-1037 eirt #2

YOU DONT HAVE to Hip burgers to earn

cash' Expand your resume with a job at

Telefund Come to the basement ol Memo-

hal Han to fill out an applicationi

EXCELLENT DEAL! Apple lie. compatible

w/appleworks software Great tor

wordprocessingi $125 00 or BO. 584-1354

FOR SALE
Compact System AIWA '91

60 watts/channel

Fridge microwave excellent cond.

BO -Ask 4 Rohit 546-0148

GREAT COLLEGE CAR!
86' Escon Mint condition

AJC 55K $3000/80

Call now wont last tong! 549-4447

MAGNAVOX 5-DISC CD CAROUSEL
PLAYER 2 MONTHS OLD $170 CHRIS

546-^^12

Two piranha. 10 gallon tank, accessories-

$75 00 Litsa 546-2482

FOUND

KNOW YOUR RIGHTS!

Do you have any questions about your

rights'' Do you think your civil rights have

been violated' Find out' Contact the Legal

Services Center. 922 Campus Center, 545-

1995

LOST

LOST MY BROWN leather purse in 107

Herter II lound, please return (I need my
dnvers license!) No questkjns asked Kate

548-9145

LOST ON TUES. 4/21 : Bright yellow and

black Gortex cycling rain jacket, brand-

name :Novara. N found please caH Julie M
253-5780

PERSONALS

FOUND A WATCH on sidewalk near health

center Call 665-1 178 to idenlily

WELCOME BACK, DONNAtll
We really missed you!

- Your staff

$166nnonth, 5minutas walk form campus

on bus route Call Adam 549-43^8

2BEAUTIFUL SUMMER SUBLETS
in downtown Northampton

Great location $260 mo
Call 586 1386 in^ve

BRANOYWINE 2 BORM apt $1 30 ind AC «

some lurniture-more info call 546-6052

BRANDYWINE APARTMENT: Clean. seiT»-

lumished. 2 bdrm apt to sublet On bus

route, pod. AC . Rent negotiable' Call 549-

7B84

CHEAP CHEAP
2 mintown
5 min campus
Must see
Cassandr&Kelly

2560JI61 .

CHEAP SUMMER SUBLET 2 bdrm. in fully

furnished Amherst apt on bus rte Utif ind

Free AC. Pool 25&0750 Avail 6/1

FREE BEER
Summer sublet with guranteed fall option

3 br Townehouse 549-4770 2case incentive

LARGE BEDROOM in 2 bedroom apt large

Closets 10 min walk to campus Female

non-smoker $310/ma 549-7585

MAY ONLY • one bdrm m 2 bdrm apt 665-

«62
• ONE BEDROOM PUFFTON APT

Utilities included

Convenient location

Call 549-1954

FREE PAGE TYPED when you caH.

$1 50/1yped page laser printing.

Brian 546-6954

TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast accuraM.

prolessional 253-9673

TYPING, WORD PROCESSING- Paper,

reports, resumes thesis, call Rosemary 323-

5031 ^
WANTED

ECON 366 PROF. RAO- Class nola*

needed- Will pay - call 549-7218

ENTHUSIASTIC PATRONS FOR great

times on Cape Cod Jasons ol Dermisport

FEMALE STUDENT LOOKING to sublet

apartment with women only Near school.

Reasonable price 6-1031

OLDER MALE STUDENT looking to sublet

apartment or room lor sunnmer Near school.

Reasoi.jble otters only.^all 6-6409

ONE^ WORLD CUP SOCCER TEAM
NEEDED
First come Tirst served

215 Boyden 545-2693 "0022

WANTED TO RENT

SUBLETS. ROOMS, Housing needed this

summer. Contact SBMC 256-8615 10am-

4pm

WE WANT YOUR 3 bed apanrnent m
Puftton I Call 256- 1 46 1 ask lor Craig or Jono
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Sports
Cain, Millon lead Gorillas to

overtime victory at Rutgers
Bv GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

PISCATAWAY. N.J. — There should

be no doubt in anyone's mind that the

University ofMassachusetts lacrosse team

is a "fourth-quarter team" after Saturday

nighfs 9-8 overtime win over Rutgers, its

fourth come-from-behind victory of the

season.

"It's always nice to have a little

breathing room," said UMass coach Ted

Garber. "I'm happy we came back and

beat them. 1 Rutgers] is a good team."

The Gorillas (8-2) all but sealed up an

NCAA tournament bid when Mike Cain

whistled a shot past Scarlet Knights goalie

John Kidon 47 seconds into sudden-death

overtime, setting off a celebration among

team members and the 100 or so UMass
fans who made the trip to New Jersey.

"As soon as they went into that zone,"

Cain explained, [assistant coach Tim]

Soudan mentioned that if [John] Schlipf

had the ball up top that would just suck

that defenseman in and I would be wide

open for a shot. That's pretty much how it

happened. It wasjustme against the goalie

CoUeglan photo by Jo«h Rrynolds

The University ofMassachusetts lacrosse team was checked closely

by Rutgers. However it managed a 9-8 win, keeping its tournament

hopes very much alive

and I just shot it hard."

The Gorillas overcame both a sloppy

first-half performance and a 26-8ave per-

formance by Kidon. They erased two

Rutgers' leads in the fourth, the second

time with 37 seconds remaining, to over-

come a strong Rutgers' Senior Night ef-

fort. A big part of that was the play of

UMass goaltender Tom LoPresti, who

stopped 16 hard shots.

"I felt really steady," Lo Presti said. "I

knew 1 had to play tough. I knew it was

going to be a one-goal game."

LoPresti also was penalized for a push

from behind, which prompted Ray Suris'

entry into the game. Suris came in cold

and made a point-blank save on the man-

down, giving UMass a boost.

"Suris went out there and stuffed them

cold. That was a big play for us," Garber

said.

The Scarlet Knights took 7-5 and 8-7

leads in the fourth before the Gorillas

battled back. Strong defense and two goals

from Mark Millon led the way for UMass
in the fourth.

Rutgers took a 7-5 lead at 8:24 of the

fourth when midfielder Jamie Watson

burned his defender and got a clean shot

atTom LoPresti . But a minute later, Mario

Lopez scooped up an errant UMass pass,

rushed in on net and scored to cut the lead

to 7-6.

UMass wasn't done. After Rutgers won

the ensuing face off. defender Corey Cronin

took the ball away and shuttled it to Kevin

O'Connor, who broke through three Scarlet

Knight defenders before passing to fellow

speedster Chris Nentwich. Nentwich

carried upfield before finding Millon (3

goals), who scored to tie the game at 7-7.

However, the Scarlet Knights weren't

about to roll over. Christian Lamanna

found the back of the net to recapture the

Massachusetts, 9-8 (OT)

MossochuseHs 2 12 3 1 9

Rutgwt 2 2220 8

Scoring (goois-assisls-points)

Massachusetts (8-2); McukMUIon 3-1-4;

Mik* Cain 2-0-2; John SchNpl 2-2-4; Mario

Lop«t 1 -0- 1 ; G»«o Kin* 1 -0- 1 ; Chrij Nentwich

0-1-1. Totals 9 goals, 4 assists.

Rutgers (5-8) Christian Lamanna 2-0-2;

Jomi* Watson 2-0-2; Ryan 0'Sh«i 1-1-2;

Tom Bodgw' 1-0-': Ctwis Prat 1-0-1; Dan

SpiM 0-1-1. Totals ft goals. 2 assists.

Shots Umass 16-30-46; Rutgers 29- 14-43.

Saves UMass Tom loPr««ti 16. Ray Suris 1;

Rutgers John KkJon 26. Penolties UMass 5/

4:00; Rutgers 2/1:30. Extra Man Umass 0-2;

Rutgers 2-5. Faceotts UMass ft. Rutgers 13.

Ground Balls UMass 60. Rutgen 41. Sudden

Death Goal Cain ttom Sct^Hpf at 0:33.

lead 8-7 on a nice teed from Dan Spillet,

pushing the Gonllas' backs to the wall

with two minutes to go.

But UMass took the ball away from

Rutgers with a minute left and worked for

a shot against the Scarlet Knights' zone

defense. With 37 seconds left in the con-

test, Nentwich found Millon. who evaded

his defender and cranked a 12-yard shot

past Kidon to force the Gorillas' second-

straight overtime game.

Millon was not the only offensive

standout. Schlipf scored two unassisted

goals in the first half, burning his de-

fender and connecting both times. He
extended his career-best totals to 13 goals

and 6 assists.

UMass was outshot 29-16 in the first

half, although all 16 of its shots were on

net. The second halfsaw the Gorillas turn

up the heat on Kidon, as they outshot the

Knights 30-14 in the second half.

"If we had made some of those earlier

shots count," Garber said, "we might not

have had to come back like that."

Garber also gave credit to the Gorilla

defense, which held the opposition under

10 goals for the seventh time this season.

Baseball splits with Rutgers, earns playoff bid
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Suff

PISCATAWAY. NJ — The baseball rivalry between

the University ofMassachusetts and Rutgers University

is fast approaching the intensity ofa Red Sox-Yankees or

Dodgers-Giants matchup. The only thing that was ac-

complished by last weekend's series was a reminder that

the two teams despise each other.

The Minutemen. after losing a pair ofgames to Rutgers

in last Saturday's action. 8-2 and 5-4. swept the final two

games on Sunday by scores of 16-5 and 4-1, cUnching a

berth in the Atlantic 10 Championships.

The Minutemen broke open a two-run lead in the fifth

inning in Sunday's opener. Jay Dodig had a two-run

single in the fifth, while Keith Richards and Bill Knight

CoUecian photo by Jonh Reynold*

Steve Corradi crosses the plate in a game

earlier this season. The Minutemen defeated

Rutgers twice yesterday to earn a spot in the

A-10 playoffs.

added RBI singles.

JeffToothaker. last week's Pitcher ofthe Week m the

A-10, improved his record to 6-0. UMass capitalized on

Rutgers' miscues to win both games.

In the series finale. Scott Meaney ( 3-2 ) tossed a six-hit

complete game, while JeffJanuary knocked in two runs.

The spht with Rutgers was the first-ever in New Jersey.

Ron Villone (6-2) may be the best pitcher in the

Atlantic 10, but on Saturday, he and the rest of the

UMass squad encountered a man who could be its best

player: Rutgers right fielder Angel Echevarria.

Echevarria had two home runs, including a two-out.

two-strike, game-tying dinger off Rich Graham in

Saturday's finale that erased a 4-1 UMass lead. The shot

propelled the Scariet Knights into extra innings, where

they would score on Tim Roth's RBI in the ninth that

plated shortstop Bob Windows and gave Rutgers a 5-4

win and a berth in the Atlantic 10 Championships to be

held in two weeks in Boyertown, PA.

Meanwhile. Villone was absolutely ineffective in the

first game, an 8-2 loss, walking seven and allowing back-

to-back round-trippers to Echevarria and Jay Marchase.

The left-hander, pitching in front of 30 major league

scouts and his family and friends from Bergenfield, NJ,

was shelled right from the start.

Villone allowed two hits and three runs in the first

inning and the two homers in the third. By then, the

Scarlet Knights had a 5-1 lead and were on their way to

their 16th victory in a row.

Junior Mike Barckley (4-3) picked up the win for

Rutgers, frustrating Minutemen bats throughout.

Barckley allowed only five hits and two nins.

"We didn't really swing the bats that well," UMass

coach Mike Stone said aft«r Saturday's action. "Ronnie

wasn't sharp and [Rutgers] hit him pretty well."

As disappointing as the first game was for the Min-

utemen, the second game started out as a breeze, as

Graham (2-4) went through the first six innings allowing

only one hit.

Second baseman John Carelli reached base on a walk

in the first and came all the way around to give UMass a

quick 1-0 lead. In the second inning, right fielder Bill

Knight led off, bashing a homer off starter Neil lovierio

and doubling the UMass lead.

The Minutemen would get another run in the second

when Echevarria dropped an easy two-out fly ball that

allowed catcher Lou Olivieri to score and gave UMass a

3-0 lead.
.

Knight struck again for the Minutemen in the sixth,

tripling to the right field fence and scoringon loviero's wild

pitch. The run gave UMass a 4-1 lead and Rutgers coach

CoUefian photo by Jowh Reynold*

The baseball team got some timely hitting,

in earning a series-split with Rutgers this

past weekend, to earn a berth in the A-10
playoffs.

Fred Hill brought in Albey Mallen to finish the inning.

The fourth run gave UMass a comfortable lead that

looked like the finishing touch. But Rutgers was un-

daunted.

In the seventh, Graham got Adam Deutsch to ground
out and when Windows hit one right back to the box,

Graham raced him to the bag and made the putout

himself.

UMass was one out away, and although Graham
walked Doug Alongi, it didn't really worry anyone. But
the next play was straight out of the Twilight Zone.

Roth dribbled a ball up the middle that Carelli should

have charged hard. Instead, he waited for the ball and
tried to fire it to second behind his back. Shortstop Greg
LaRocca was surprised and couldn't handle the errant

throw, allowing Rutgers to put the tying run to the plate

in the person of Echevarria.

Ekhevarria drilled the 2-2 pitch that Graham served
up on a platter for him.
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Donor match discovered
for boy with leukemia

CoUacian photo by Jeff Alazandar

ROLLING, ROLLING, ROLLING — A
member of the Amherst Volunteer En-
gine Company No. 3 packs up following a

practice drill in the Campus Center ga-

rage.

By AMY PRENDERGAST
Collegian Staff and
Associated Press

After a 12-week worldwide search to locate a bone

marrow donor for leukemia-striken Danny Colbert, a

match was found Friday, his family announced yester-

day.

Danny's brother Paul Colbert, a sophomore CASIAC
major at the University of Massachusetts, has spent the

past semester raising money and trying to find a donor

for his 15-month-old brother.

"I am really excited we found a donor. This couldn't

have happened without all ofthe efforts and contributions

we've received," he said.

Colbert said the donor is a 36-year-old woman from

the Midwest whose bone marrow matches thatofDanny's.

The family is scheduled to fly Saturday to Minneapolis,

where Danny will undergo several weeks of treatment

before a May 20 transplant at the University of Minne-

sota Medical Center.

"It's absolutely great to know that we found our match

and that Danny gets a new chance at being cured," said

Danny's father Charles Colbert.

When Danny was one-month-old. his family learned

that he suffers from acute myelogenous leukemia, a

relatively rare form of cancer. Doctors said only a bone

marrow transplant could save him.

In hopes of finding a donor for Danny, his parents

visited cancer treatment centers from Seattle to Ken-

tucky, and spoke with doctors in England and Germany,
In January, they hooked into the National Bone Mar-

row Registry, which lists thousands of potential donors

from throughout the United States and Europe.

So far, Colbert said, the search has cost $220,000,

including the expense of 3,300 North Shore and Boston

area residents who turned out for local donor drives.

The family has succeeded in raising about $ 100,000 so

far, but the family will incur more expenses when they

move to Minneapolis to be with Danny during his hos-

pitalization.

Danny will be monitored for 60 days aft«r the trans-

plant to see if his body accepts the donated bone marrow.

Afler that, he will be released from the hospital, but will

require daily checkups through September, his father

said.

He will also need chemotherapy and new drugs to be

used instead of radiation to help his immune system kill

off any remaining cancer.

Paul Colbert said the medical costs are "outrageous"

and his family is still $100,000 short. Colbert hopes a

benefit concert scheduled Sunday in the Student Union

Ballroom will help alleviate the costs.

The concert, which begins at 11 a.m., will feature

seven bands including the Led Zeppelin tribute band

Physical Graffiti. Tickets for the concert are $7 and can

be purchased at the door or from Paul Colbert who lives

in room 1002 of Kennedy Residence Hall.

Forces battle in Kabul
Muslim guerrillas ignore cease-fire

By ARTHUR MAX
Associated Press

KABUL. Afghanistan— Rival Muslim
guerrillas battled to a standoff Monday
over the southern approach to Kabul and
ignored a reported cease-fire agreement

as they fought for control over the Afghan

capital.

A convoy carrying members of a guer-

rilla-led interim government that sup-
• ported more moderate factions left Paki-

stan for the 120-mile journey over rugged

roads to Kabul. The rebel leaders planned

to formally replace the fallen regime of

President Ntyibullah.

A truce that Pakistan's government

said was agreed to between the leaders of

radical fundamentalists and more mod-
erate guerrillas went unheeded. Red, green

and yellow tracer bullets and flares illu-

minated the sky above Kabul into the

night.

Roughly 90 percent of the city was
under the control ofa coalitioncommanded
by Ahmed Shah Masood. It failed to dis-

lodge the radical fighters of his bitter

rival. Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, from their

strongholds.

Both sides fought with tanks, rockets

and machine guns. Masood's fighters were

supported by soldiers and even a war-

plane from Najibullah's mihtary.

Masood and Hekmatyar both want to

estabUsh an Islamic state, but they differ

on how strict the theocracy should be.

In Islamabad, Pakistan's capital, a

spokesperson for the Foreign Ministry,

Javed Hussein, said the leaders agreed to

a truce. He did not release any details, but

Pakistan's state news agency said the

agreement was mediated by Pakistani

Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and senior

Saudi Arabian leaders.

In Washington, State Department
spokesperson Margaret Tutwiler said

Masood's forces seemed to have fared best

in fightingthatbegan Saturday after rebels

advanced into the capital.

"Hekmatyar seems outclassed militar-

ily and isolated politically," she said.

She said the Afghans should seek a

political solution involving a broad-based

transition government.

U.N. Secretary-General Boutros
Boutros-Ghali met in Tehran with Iranian

leaders to seek help in stopping the

fighting.

The civil war has claimed an estimated

2 million lives and driven 5 million people

from their homes. Monday was the 14th

anniversary of the Marxist coup that

touched off the Muslim uprising.

Fighting was concentrated on two

hilltops facing across the highway leading

south from Kabul. Scattered skirmishes

also flared in the city center and in other
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Dukakis blames Bush
for health care issue
By DAN WETZEL
Collegian Staff

Former Massachusetts Gov. Michael

Dukakis said yesterday in a speech at

Amherst College that it is "embar-

rassing" that the United States remains

nearly the only industrialized nation

lacking universal health care for its

citizens.

"Nearly every industrial nation in

the world has succeeded in providing

universal health insurance for its citi-

zens," Dukakis said. "Only the United

States and South Afinca have failed."

Dukakis, a professor at Northeast-

em University, cited the lack ofpolitical

will from the "man in the White House"

as a major reason there is currently no

national health care plan.

"Why can't George Bush come up
with a responsible plan and deal with

an issue which is 20 years old?" Dukakis

said. "I don't know. Bush's plan is so

bad he won't even submit it to Con-

gress."

Dukakis, the 1988 Democratic
presidential nominee. sp>oke before a

crowd of about 200 in Johnson Chapel

on the campus of Amherst College.

Dukakis also blamed the national

press for not making health care a big

enough issue in the 1992 presidential

campaign.
"We all know who Gennifer Flowers

is, but no one knows where the candi-

dates stand on health care," Dukakis

said. The candidates are talking about

it but our friends in the national press

corps are not covering it."

Dukakis favors the health plan

which is currently in use in Hawaii as

a model for the United States. The
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

CoUafian photo by Jeff Alexander

Michael Dukakis
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Coach Cal and the basketball team travel

to the Statehouse to plug the University

and the Mullins Memorial Arena.
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Tammy Marshall vaults to the

national championship.

Weather
Take two and call me in the morning:

Today and Tomorrow expect positively

balmy weather by day (60s) and chilly by

night (30s) with partly sunny skies.

Syria affirms rights of Jews
By BARRY SCHWEID
Associated Press

WASHINGTON— Mideast peace talks resumed Mon-

day with Israel offering to hold electionsamong Palestinians

in the territories and Syria making the conciliatory gesture

of lifting restrictions on its Jewish community.

Israeli spokesperson Benjamin Netanyahu called the

offer of "pilot municipal elections" on the West Bank and

Gaza "the largest experiment in democracy in the Arab

world."

Palestinian spokesi}erson Hanan Ashrawi said this

time there was a "distinct possibility" of progress.

The talks will be held through Thursday and should be

resumed in Rome within a few weeks, Netanyahu, a close

aide to Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir, told reporters.

"Today we began a real discussion," he said.

"This is going to be a hard, step-by-step process," said

spokesperson Margaret D. Tutwiler.

Palestinian spokesperson Ashrawi said her delegation

had received, and would study Israel's proposal to begin

municipal elections among the 1.7 million Palestinian

Arabs. The idea is to choose leaders to work out arrange-

ments for Palestinians to take control oftheir own day-to-

day economic, judicial, educational and other affairs.

She said the Israeh proposal "was not a complete plan"

and failed to address Palestinian demands for elections

leading to a transfer of authority in the disputed terri-

tories. She condemned Shamir for saying Israel would

never give up the West Bank and Gaza.

The White House and State Department announced

S3rria*8 4,500 Jews would be permitted to travel abroad,

and buy and sell property.

Tutwiler and White House spokesperson Marhn
Fitzwater stressedthatBushand Secretary ofStateJames

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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u * j
A. Baker III had taken up the plight of Jews with Assad.

"All members of the Syrian Jewish community will

now be accorded the same rights as those accorded to all

other Syrian citizens." Tutwiler said. "This means Syrian

Jews will now be allowed to travel abroad as family, on

business and for vacation.

"Further the Syrian government has removed the

difficulties encountered by its Jewish community with

regard to the sale or purchase of property in Syria. We
have been told by the Syrian government^ that these

measures have already been put into effect."

She said Syrian Jews still could not travel to Israel.

Their new right to go abroad on vacation with their

family might be a way around the curb.

fighting
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

pockets held by Hekmatyar's troops.

In the heaviest fighting Hekmatyar's fighters

withstoodbombingbyaSaviet-built fighter-bomber

piloted by a Masood loyalist as well as tank bar-

rages and an infantry assault against their posi-

tion on Matryr's Hill.

Hekmatyar's tanks behind the Muslim cem-

etery on the hill repeatedly bombarded Masood's

forces in Bala Hissar. Black smoke billowed from

inside the fort's mud walls and brilliant flames shot

up as the shells hit.

Dukakis
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Hawaii plan calls for employers to pay for the health

insurance ofeach employee and sets ceilings on how high

insurance premiums can go. which protects smaller

businesses.

Several members ofthe audience questioned whether

the Hawaii plan could work nationally. Dukakis stood by

the plan and said the fact that the plan was being

discussed was ultimately most important.

"Whether or not you agree with my ideas is not

important." Dukakis said. "What is important is that we

work together to get some type of plan enacted, whether

it be the one from Hawaii or Canada's or some other

nations. Whether you come from Massachusetts. Mon-

tana or Mississippi you shouldn't have to worry about

receiving health care."

Dukakis stated that America spends approximately

$820 billion, about 14 percent of the gi-oss national

product, on health care each year.

Dukakis took time out of his speech to poke fun at Vice

President Dan Quayle and offer his opinions on this years

presidential election.

"Bill Clinton has a definite chance to win the presi-

dency." Dukakis said. "He is the best governor I ever

worked with and the other current 49 governors would

agree with me. What has to happen is that we start to

focus on the issues and not the trivial stuff like Bill

Clinton's sex life or Dan Quayle's golf game.

"Bush is in real trouble. 1 think the American people

are ready for change. This is a crucial election, the first

election since the end ofthe Cold War and it is important

the American people select the best man for the job."

Thank you,
I used to think that people didn't care about what I had to say.

I mean, no one EVER hstened to me. Well now that I

write for the Collegian they listen to me
whether they like it or not.

All 19,000 of 'em.

V
Collegian!

Minutemen travel to Boston

HE IS...
the luckiest young man

on Earth

HE IS...
a being of limitless

blazing poMfer

HE IS..
searching for his

missing parents

HE IS...
in Mtay over bis head

HE IS...

By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON — University of Massachu-

setts coach John Calipari and his team

visited the Statehouse Monday to serve as

ambassadors for the state university sys-

tem.

The team made it to the Sweet 1 6 ofthe

NCAA Division I basketball tournament.

Cahpari and his team were honored in

the House and Senate, where the coach

spoke not only of the team's record, but

also of its graduation statistics and over-

all grade point average.

Eight of eight players that became se-

niors during Calipari's tenure have

graduated, and the coach said he hopes it

will be 16 out of 16 by the end of next

summer. The team's overall grade point

average is 2.6 on a 4.0 scale.

Calipari. who worked at the University

of Kansas, said one of the major differ-

ences between that state and Massachu-

setts is that in Kansas, most legislators

are University g^raduates.

"They may not be grads, but at least

they become UMass fans and supporters of

our program and our university." Cahpari

said of Massachusetts' lawmakers.

He said he views basketball as a draw to

get people to the Amherst campus, located

about two hours from Boston by car.

"We have closed that gap somewhat."

Calipari said. "That is what we have to do.

and whether it's through basketball or

any other program at the University, that's

what needs to be done. It just happened

this year it was through basketball. But

believe me that's far from the best thing

our campus has to offer."

Calipari invited legislators to attend a

special Statehouse night next season

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Dinner Special
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Lasagna Verde

(vegetable lasagna)

Veal Parmesan
Shrimp ali'Arrabbiata

(shrimp in spicy plum tomato sauce)

• Chicken Primavera

(chicken & vegetables w/pasta)
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Amherst, MA
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Local
Prof aims
to scrub
acid rain
By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Correspondent

Adding to the recent dramatic increase in the

number of international efforts to protect the en-

vironment, a University of Massachusetts profes-

sor plans to do his part by focusing on the pressing

problem of acid rain.

Peter M. Haas, assistant professor of political

science, has been awarded a research fellowship to

study international efforts to control acid rain.

The $30,000 award from the German Marshall

Fund will allow Haas to complete a book on the

dynamics of international environmental coop-

eration. Haas says he will use the money for

income needs and travel expenses.

"1 will be continuing my research on how gov-

ernments coordinate international environmental

policy," Haas said. "1 will identify the major patterns

by which countries cooperate to protect the global

environment."

Research will begin for Haas in June when he

travels to Rio in order to attend a United Nations

Conference.

Only a dozen are awarded each year in the U.b.

to researchers in the social sciences.

Two years ago. Haas received a $50,000 grant

from the National Science Foundation to do re-

search on international environmental cooperation.

Earlier this year, the National Science Foun-

dation awarded Haas and William Clark a $250,000

grant for a joint research project on international

environmental cooperation.

As an undergradute at the University of

Michigan, Haas went on to attend the Massachu-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Gay men learn to fight back
By AARON-JOHN RICADELA
Collegian Correspondent

When a gayman gets threatened with violence, karate

instructor Adam Bloat would prefer he avoid a fight, but

still know how to deliver a good punch in the nose ifneed

be.

Sloat, an instructor for the Larry Kelly Karate Health

and Fitness center in Amherst, taught a self-defense

classWednesday for lastweek's Gay. Lesbianand Bisexual

Awareness Week.

Sloat, who holds the black belt degree in Tai Kwon Do,

Chinese Kempo and American Spirit Karate, said he

teaches a self-defense class for gay men to deemphasize

the "whole macho aspect" and impart a sense of body

awareness, self-confidence and "a few physical tricks."

The three men grappled, punched and headlocked

their way through three hours of training moderated by

Sloat. The instructor demonstrated the proper way to

grab and and sock it to a potential gay-basher when

negotiation techniques failed.

Although the students were hesitant at first, they

were soon confident enough to execute the moves on

patient punching bag Sloat.

Sloat said it is unfair when gay men are put on the spot

by hetrosexuals.

"People try to start fights just because someone is gay.

often with a numerical advantage," he said. "It angers me

that someone has to stand up for themselvesjust because

of their sexuality. As a heterosexual. I feel it's not fair

and I want to teach these guys not to behave like victims.

"

Figures from the National Gay and Lesbian Task

force show that 20 percent of gays and lesbians in

Massachusetts were assaulted because oftheir sexuality

in 1990. Anti-gay harassment rose 75 percent in the

Boston area and anti-gay crimes rose 200 percent for the

area in 1990.

Sloat. who has practiced karate for 10 years, said he

teaches students to head-off violence and diffuse con-

frontations, but also believes students must know how to

"hurt someone before he hurts you."

"This course, unlike a goal-oriented defense program,

is a one-shot deal." said Sloat. "1 teach a few basic moves

and hope people get as much as they can."

LGBA member Jeff Bergman said the class provided

CollcgUn photo by Jeff Alri.iwler

Adam Sloat teaches karate skills to Jeff

Bergman, left, and John Beck.

methods of dealing with a "marked increase in baiting

and physical abuse."

"I live in Northampton and despite what you hear

about the town as a haven for gays and lesbians, there are

streets where I won't walk hand-in-hand with a lover."

said Bergman.
"Even in the heart of the gay/lesbian section, my

partner was baited. I know what it's like to be threatened

with physical violence, and hopefully this class gives me
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

UM
AMHERST (AP)— The ancient wisdom of the Aztecs

guided scientist Bert Zuckerman as he searched for a

natural means of killing a worm that is gnawing away at

the roots of modern agriculture.

Eight years later, he is trying to patent three worm-

killing microbes he isolated during studies of highly nch

soil from a farming region near Mexico City and a similar

area of Costa Rica. jj .*

"They understood it was beneficial, but they didn t

know why." he said Monday of the farmers. "They knew

they were getting great crops."
. „ . ., ^

Zuckerman. a plant pathologist at the Umversity of

Massachusetts, is among a worldwide body of research-

ers who are trying to control the scourge of nematodes.

Hundreds of species of the eyeless worm, which is 125th

of an inch long, attack the roots of farm crops.

"Just about any crop you can mention has a nematode

pest." said Richard M. Sayre. a nematode expert with the

U S Department ofAgriculture. He said some estimates

put U.S. annual damage from the root-knot nematode

alone — which feeds on tomatoes, spinach, lettuce and

other crops — at $4 billion.

Since World War H, chemical pesticides, like temik.

have been used to keep the worms in check. However, the

U S government has now banned or restricted nearly all

those chemicals for fear of danger to humans or the

environment.
, li r *

"The chemicals are not going to be available for too

long." Zuckerman said. "They're being regulated out of

existence, so alternatives have to be found."

He started his own search in 1983 by studying soil

samples near the city of Texcoco. about 25 miles outside

Mexico City. The area was known from generations, as

farback as the Aztec civilization, for the quality of its soil.

Zuckerman discovered that when he sterilized the

soil it lost its special properties. He concluded that the

active ingredient mustbe alive. He eventually discovered

a bacterial strain, which gives off a poison that kills the

worms. *u
He sUrted digging in another farming area in the

central American nation of Costa Rica and hit pay dirt.

He has now isolated and applied for a patent for town

worm-killing strains of bacteria called bacillus

thuringiensis, and a second patent for a strain of strep-

tomyces.

About $600,000 in grant money for the project came

from the U.S. and Israeli governments, the Common-

wealth of Puerto Rico and a variety of foundations.

Calipari
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2

where they would attend a dinner and reception,

meet the players and see a game, with luck at the

new William D. MulUns Memorial Center now

under construction.

The center, a combination sports and convoca-

tion facility, should be opened by next season,

university officials said.

"This new building will have people come in and

see what a special place this campus is. It's going to

get them to the campus," Calipari said. "It's almost

like having a sale and getting people in to see what

you have. When they visit the place, they are going

to like it."
. .

Calipari said even with a new contract raising

his salary, the UMass basketball program is still

one of the leanest in the Atlantic 10 Conference.

"I'm very conscious ofwhat's goingon around me

and we are trying to do more with less." he said,

referring to the fiscal crisis that has cut state

financial support for the University.

But he said the basketball program is an in-

vestmentbecause ofthe national attention itbnngs

the university and the private donations it attracts.

Baker dorm residents
pinpoint peeping torn

CoUccian pboto !»>• M.tt Khan

ALLGOOD THINGSCOMETOANEND—An old tobacco barn

is in the process of being torn down in Hadley.

Compiled by JEFF CROFTS
Collegian Staff

Police are investigating reports of a

male individual watching three women

while they were showering in Baker

Residence Hall.

Several Baker women gathered Sun-

day night to express their concern over the

incident.

Baker resident Stephanie GuUa said,

"It's kind of scary that you can't even take

a shower in your own bathroom without

having to look all around."

Police said a composite sketch of the

man has been completed and that the

matter is under investigation.

ARRESTS
• Eric Runstrom. 19. of Holden. was

arrested Friday night and charged with

being a minor in possession of alcohol.

• Geoffrey Ucoy, 22. of Greenfield.

was arrested Saturday and charged with

altering an inspection sticker, operating a

motor vehicle with defective equipment

and operating a motor vehicle with no

license in possession.

• Jeanne Bulman. 20. ofSouth Easton.

was arrested early Sunday morning and

charged with operating a motor vehicle

under the influence of alcohol.

• Richard Edward O'Connor Jr.. 37. no

address given, was arrested Saturday

evening and charged with trespassing.

• Brian Colica and Gregory J . Clement,

both 18 and from East Meadow. N.Y..

were arrested in Lot 3? on Saturday night.

Both men were charged with liquor law

violations and possessing an altered or

false Massachusetts license.

• A 22-year-old man was placed into

protective custody early Wednesday

morning in the Student Union after he

allegedly assaulted a bartender.
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Legal fund started for rep,
By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Supporters of

Rep. Nicholas Mavroules are setting

up a legal defense fund to help pay

lawyers representing him in a reported

federal investigation, a spokesperson

for the lawmaker said Monday.

Mavroules (D-Mass.) gained per-

mission from the House ethics com-

mittee to establish the fund, which

would allow contributors to donate up

to $5,000 each. Donations to political

campaigns are limited to $1,000.

Mavroules is reportedly the subject

of a federal investigation into his ad-

mitted use of cars provided free of

charge by a now-defunct Lynn auto

dealer. Bob Brest. The grand jury is

also reportedly looking into whether

Mavroules accepted payoffs to move

certain federal prisoners closer to their

relatives.

Mavroules spokesperson Jerry

Parisella said that up to now the seven-

term congressman has been paying his

legal expenses out ofhiscanipaign fund.

Haas
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

setts Institute of Technology, where he

received his doctorate.

This will be Haas's fifth year at the

University. He plans to return after a one

year leave of absence.

Haas will do field research in Wash-

ington, and Europe, and conduct inter-

views with governmental and industrial

officials, scientists and public interest

groups in the United States, Germany

and England.

"Through archival research and inter-

views with prominent scientists and gov-

ernmental officials in the United States,

Germany and England," Haas said, "I

expect to be able to clarify those connec-

tions and to document the actual channels

by which information flowed and decisions

were made."
Author ofThe Politics ofInternational

Environmental Cooperation," Haas has

also published works on international

relations theory.

judo

BRYANT COLLEGE SUMMERSESSION

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

a higher chance of staying alive," he said.

"It's important that the LGB commu-

nity struggle for civil rights, and time

society and the law caught up. To me,

these skills are a practical step toward

that," said Bergman.
John Beck, co-ordinator of Awareness

Week, said he was disappointed at the low

turnout. "I'd definitely recommend self-

defense skills to the community, but it's

unfortunate that the class, like every-

thing else in Awareness Week, should

have been better publicized," he said.

Sloat said he encourages gays to sign

up for a longer program. "In three hours,

I have to teach something that's going to

work, but the confidence that comes with

a good self-defense program carries over

into other problems in life," he said.
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Commuter Area Government Presents

An Evening Of Comedy with

ADAM SANDLER
Cajun Man

from

Saturday Night Live

and friends

Red Johnny & the Round Guy

Sunday, May 3

Fine Arts Center

8:00 pm
Admission $3: tickets available at Box Office

ATTENTION
GRAD STUDENTS!

CAST YOUR VOTE
ELECTIONS FOR
GSS OFFICERS
for 1992-93

WHEN?
TUES., April 28

7:15 pm

WED., April 29

THURS., April 30
12-6 pm
Nominees: President: Rabi Dutta; Marc Kenen

Vice President: Karen Adkins

Treasurer: Shyamala Ivatury; Susan Laing

Executive Officer: Susan Leggett

Grad Senate Taxpayers are eligible to vote

witli a valid Student ID

WHERE?
Cape Cod Lounge

CC Concourse

Outside the

Grad Lounge

TONIGHT
Charity Bachelor Auction

featuring your favorite

Umass Athletes
& Local Bartenders!
WITH MG Pete Free

To BENEFIT THE
Runaway Adolescent Shelter
OF Springfield/Northajvh'ton

Sponsorkd m AMC Moivk THi:ATi:its,

AuvAYS IN Bi.ooM, Sounds Easy Vidko,

Thb Pub, Rafters & Seasons Reasturants

THE ^^ PUB
CELEBRATES ^lE/^P^ IN AMHERST

1968 • 1992

15 EAST PLEASAHT STREET

Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page are those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views of the Collegian or the University unless otherwise noted.

Thfe ansv/er all the ixomiivees gave

The real welfare problem
This country has got one of the most

wasteful, irresponsible, and unfair welfare

systems in the world. There's no reason

why people who are perfectly able to work

for a living should get free hand-outs from

the government.

Oh, wait a minute. You thought I was
talking about the programs for helping

low-income mothers get by while raising

their kids, or for helping people who are

out of work get back on their feet? No, no,

I wasn't talking about those. Those little

programs hardly cost us anything. Most

people on public assistance are mothers

who would otherwise have to work full-

time and overtime to support their kids.

And how do you raise a kid when you're

working overtime? It's impossible. So, no,

I'm not talking about those little programs.

I was talking about the real drain on our

societv: massive hand-outs to the rich.

Zack Exley

There has been a tremendous gain in

national income during the last 15 years,

but 94 percent ofthat gain was scooped up

by the top 20 percent of income earners.

The other 80 percent of the people only

saw 6 percent of the total gain.

Now. where does such a gain come

from, and why should it be absorbed by

such a small number of people? Well,

where does wealth come from? Kind of a

strange question, but ifyou think about it,

it's clear: wealth comes from work.

So when I first saw those figures my
first thought was, "Geez. they must have

worked their fingers to the bone!" But

then Gov. Weld's taxes came out and I got

a little glimpse into how the upper crust

"earns" its living. He got over half of his

$170,000 income from interest on bonds,

and dividends on stocks. That means he

didn't do a single days' work for half his

income! Who did do the work to create

that income? Well , ifhe owns stock in, say,

General Motors, then itwas all the workers

at GM who worked for Weld's big bonus.

But that's how our system has to work.

There's no other way, right?OK, I'll accept

that. 1 don't know much about economics,

so ifsomeone with a big degree says it's got

to be that way, 111 have to say OK.
But why, please tell me, why do we have

to give the rich big welfare hand-outs?

Weld, for example, got some very big hand-

outs.

Weld paid hardly any taxes this year.

He got massive deductions for things like

another house, a big loan he took to rim for

governorand charitable contributions. And
you know what charities he gave to?

$25,000 to Harvard, and $16,000 to his

prep-school alma mater. So he got out of

payirtg most of his taxes, which we need,

so he could 1 ) buy another house, 2) run for

governor and 3)support two already

wealthy private schools.

In this society we all have a responsi-

bility to pay out a portion ofour income to

support the services we need ( roads, pel ice,

etc...) But it 80 happens that in this state,

for example, the richest 1 percent of the

people pay out around 7 percent of their

total income in taxes, while the poorest 20

percent pay out around 14 percent oftheir

income. When I look at that 1 see a big

hand-out.

And then look at the S&L bailout, the

excess military spending, the deregulation

that allows super profits at our expense,

and so on. Those are all even more concrete

examples of hand-outs to the rich.

So when I hear someone talking about

how "welfare mothers" are sapping the

nation's resources I think, "Ya, right." But

then 1 explain very politely to them the

relative amounts given out to the rich and

to the poor. It doesn't take much to show

people what's up. That's because the situ-

ation is painfully clear.

Zack Exley is a UMass student

The 'Real World' awaits
Have you ever woken up after having a

terrible nightmare and breathed a huge
sigh ofreliefwhen you realized that it was
only a dream?

Last night I dreamt I had graduated
college and was working full time. When
my alarm went off this morning, boy did I

breathe a huge sigh of relief!

Except I almost choked when I re-

membered that the reason my alarm went
ofFwas because I had to go to work.

What a bad way to start a day.

To save you from this rude awakening,

I have jotted down several "constants" 1

observed in my new "Life After College"

(yes, there is such a thing). Of course, it's

up to you to read further, but I warn you.

The five minutes it'll take you to read this

will be less painful than waking up to

realizeyou are hving outyour nightmares.

Hilary Wheeler

Let me begin by putting your life into

perspective. You have probably been in

school since age three when you started

nursery school. You are now a 22-year-old

senior ready to graduate ( unless you have

attempted to fit the presidential terms of

both Reagan and Bush into your college

career). So what does this all mean?
It means you have been in school your

entire life.

You might now be wondering ifyou will

continue to be in school for the rest ofyour

life (and for some ofyou the answer is yes).

Perhaps the light bulb has already lit and

you've realized that there is a world aft«r

college. A world where your days don't

contain large chunks of free time, where

you can't sleep in on a rainy Wednesday or

drink yourself into oblivion on a Thursday

afternoon (you can do that afteryou hit 40).

Ifnot. I hate to break it to you, but there

is such a world. It is commonly referred to

as THE REAL WORLD. You may have

heard it mentioned but thought it merely

a silly parental threat used to provoke a

few ounces of responsibility. I'm here to

tell you that THE REAL WORLD does

indeed exist — and it's as real as the

Twilight Zone.
I have a few rules I've learned, and will

now pass them on to help you college

seniors prepare forthe rapidly approaching

REAL WORLD. The first rule is very im-

portant and may be a tough lesson. To

explain better. 111 tell you a quick story.

1 had been enthusiastically going to

work for a month when I woke up one

morning and just didn't feel like working.

Had 1 not been in the REAL WORLD, this

dilemma would have been solved with the

aid of my snooze button. Since these are

unheard of in this new world, I lay in bed

and contemplated my situation. Sure, I

could skip work. But then who would pay

my rent, my car insurance or buy my
groceries?With these comforting thoughts

I made a bee-line to the shower. (Reminder
— allowance becomes a fond memory the

moment you are handed your diploma.)

This brings us to work itself. Some-

where in my four years at college I missed

the class "REAL WORLD-101." That's

probably where I would have learned that

work begins at one of those early hours

you've only heard rumors about. I know
they also would have told me that (Rule

No. 2) you only get one break in your day

£md that's your lunch hour. Contrary to its

name, this hour is usually 30 minutes long.

Then there's the hard part: you have to

come back after lunch instead of napping

(Rule No. 3). When you get back from

lunch you'll probably notice that there are

four more long hours until 5 p.m. Now
don't get tense and try to bolt— remember
Rule No. 4: no matter how much you were

used to leaving class early, you may not

leave work early. Your boss, unlike your

professor, does care if you leave. He's

paying you — you're not paying him.

Never fear, 5 p.m. will eventually roll

around and youll get psyched up to leave.

Hold on— this is where Rule No. 5 comes

in. If you had been paying attention in

"REALWORLD 101"you'd remember that

a young college graduate must always

stay late to prove herself Realistically, a

normal person could achieve this in eight

hours. But you're not normal. You are a

collegegraduate with no experience. Tosay

"Oh, I learned that in class" does not count.

So sit back down and v/ork for at least

another hour.

One day the realization that you've

become a person in the REAL WORLD
sneaks in somewhere between getting up

at 5 a.m. to contend with traffic, having

lunchtime conversation about something

other than how much beer you can drink

and falling asleep at 10 p.m. Carson?

Letterman? Who are they?

I don't want to frighten you. There are

some good things in the REAL WORLD.
What I'd like to do is prepare you. If you

will permit me a serious moment ( not that

this subject is remotely humorous) I would

like to warn you that the transition from

college to the working world can be very

awkward. You may feel restricted in school

now and yearn for graduation and the

subsequent freedom. But think first. You

are now being provided with housing,

shelter, food and friends at a moment's

call. You really don't worry about how all

this got here — you probably don't even

care. Why question the source when you

feel comfortable with the situation?

Do you honestly think that when you

graduate this will all be provided for you

once again? No way — your freedom is

now inexorably linked to the quest for

money to pay your rent, buy your food, pay

your car insurance and buy whatever else

was "free" before. This freedom is also

having complete financial independence

from your parents, yet having no money

with which to be independent. Perhaps

this freedom also means being able to

walk into a bar alone and not see one

familiar face, because all yourcollege finends

are scattered across the United States?

I just want you to keep in mind that

what you may have taken for granted is

something you'll have to earn with hard

work in the REAL WORLD. Hopefully,

with a little idea of what may be ahead,

the transition will be smoother.

Oh— before I go I'd better tell you that

they don't offer "REAL WORLD-101" un-

til after college. Don't worry — it may be

mandatory, but it's free!

Hilary Wheeler is a UMass graduate

Amherst is just refusing dessert, not turning down a UMass meal
- .. ... .-^ ... .1 !,• OT J »*. l.U:_1. „„

Is Dan Wetzel from eastern Massachusetts?

I'm guessing that he is.

How? By his strange notions of what Amherst

would be like without the University of Massachu-

setts. He thinks it would be like the rest of western

Massachusetts, which he apparently finds to be uni-

formly depressed and polluted.

He believes that the soft-headed folks ofAmherst do

not recognize the hand that is feeding them. This has

something to do with their being commies or pinkos

("People's Republic." exqueezeme?). His sort of tirade

betrays a lack offamiliarity with both logic and history.

The people of the hilltowns and the people of the

valley have been separate cultural entities for a long

time.

The valley denizens are 'flatlanders' and the

hilltown citizens are Yankees. Most of the farms of

Pelham were abandoned in the early 19th century

when the superior farmland of the Ohio River Valley

was cleared and settled. The mills ofThomdike are idle

because it was found that Southerners tolerate more

exploitation that Yankees do. Furthermore, Amherst is a

special case. It was a wealthy town long before the

University was established. Some of the deeper rooted

families are the much vilified owners of the "means of

production" that made this country what it is today —
like it or not. The University made the service economy

ofthe town larger and crasser; it didn't create it. Amherst

without UMass would resemble Shelbume Falls more

than it would Thomdike. As you leave Shelburne Falls,

a green highway sign informs you "Boston 104 miles."

The people of that town have business in Boston. They

are leaving town to go and check on their investments,

not to go down the road to the farm supply.

It has been noticed that whenever our Brahmin gov-

ernor is asked about western Massachusetts, he begins to

talk glowingly about all the great hunting and fishing he

does out here. Do you think he rents a cottage for the

hunting season? I don't think so.

I would agree in part with Mr. Wetzel; some ofthe

powers that be in the town ofAmherst are silly, left-

wing, regulatory zealots, but he is mistaken in his

belief that they are biting the hand that feeds.

They are merely refusing a fattening dessert, not

pushing away a meal. The people that he so coarsely

libelled would, ifthey weren't so utterly bourgeois and

polite, tell Mr. Wetzel to take his 'right to party' and

. .well . . .you can imagine. Especially ifyou are neither

bourgeois not polite.

With the departure of Mr. Wetzel and his oh-so

economically significant friends, Amherst could and

would go back to being the drowsy gentry town that it

once was. Until he learns somethingaboutthe cultural

and economic history ofthis region, Mr. Wetzel should

refrain from calling people 'idiots.'

Bill Chaisson
Department of Geology and Geography
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Multicultural Affairs
Four Cuban students compare US and Cuba

.. L_.i .;„„ „„ .„— = .>f „r..,alitv condition of women in the U.S. visa-vis

By ELLIOT MONTEVERDE TORRES
Collegian Correspondent

Last Thursday, four Cuban students

gave an informal presentation on life and

education in their socialist country at the

East Lecture Hall at Hampshire College.

The audience of approximately 25 people

included Gregory Prince, president of

Hampshire College. Hampshire College

constituted the last stop of a nine-day

itinerary throughout the East coast. The

tnp was made pt)ssible through a joint

program between the United States and

Cuban governments and the sponsorship

of a private foundation.

The following is an interview with two

of the four students. The students were:

Vladimir Vazquez, a graduate student in

History from the province of Holguin;

Enith Alerm Prieto a graduate student in

industrial engineering from the Jo.se

Antoiuo Echevama Polytechnic Institute

in La Habana; Tomas Sotolongo Cotino

from the province of Holguin, a student at

the Institute of Physical Education of

Holguin and. Arelys Yauner Loza from

the provnnce of Cienfuegos. a sixth year

student at the Division ofMedical Sciences

of Cienfuegos.

The following was translated from

Spanish.

Collegian: With frequency the media in

the U.S. alleges that as a result of Cuba's

precarious economic condition, your coun-

try has resorted to investment with foreign

agents that signal Cuba's inevitable de-

fection towards a capitalist program. How
much truth lies behind such arguments?

Vazquez: As you may well know, about

85 percent of the Cuban economy gyrated

around Council for Mutual Economic As-

sistance. As a result of the disintegration

of the socialist bloc, Cuba has had to re-

condition its economy by recurring to

suitable measures. These measures,

however, are carefully put together in

ways that do not trample upon our own

national integrity. Let me explain.

Today Cuba's petroleum is in its

abundant touristic resources. We need to

exploit that. Therefore, one aspect of the

reorganization of our economy deals with

the establishment of hotels. Of course,

much of our businesses is to be done with

international entities. Of importance,

however, is that these transactions are

carried out with indixndual entities, like

those from Canada and Spain, and not

with the capitalist governments them-

selves. The foreigners apportion the

market (the tourists) and the capital as

well as those commodities essential to the

whims of the tourist (i.e.. Pepsi, etc.i.

Cuba, on the other hand, apportions

the labor, its resources and the force to

operate these facilities. As you can see,

thejoint enterprise yields monetary gains

to both parties on terms of equality.

Alerm Prieto:These allegations seem

to omit the fact that all profits revert back

to the people of Cuba. Keep in mind that

the success ofthe Revolution, which people

seem so quick to condemn, lies in a gov-

ernment that has never hidden anything

from or lied to the people. These measures

are symbolic of our collective desire to

progress. We must resist but we must also

progress.

Vazquez: The concern among us Cu-

bans is not with the exploitation of our

resources for tourism but the potential

deprivation from enjoyingthese resources.

It has been as a result of this concern that

our government has enhanced this par-

ticular

aspect of the reorganization so that the

Cuban people can indiscriminately enjoy

the new facilities being built.

The Department ofTourism routinely

provides passes to groups from different

sectors in our society to visit and enjoy

these facilities— a good way for the tour-

ists to interact with the people of Cuba.

In general, people have a clear under-

standing of the measures being taken by

our government. Furthermore, we are

conscious that it is preferable to exploit

the tourism than to confront hunger. Not

one beach or resort in Cuba is off limits to

us Cubans.
Collegian: What is your opinion of the

condition of women in the U.S. visa-vis

Cuba?
, ^

Alerm Prieto: I have seen marked

differences. In Cuba 62 percent of the

technical force is women. The general

feeling today among women in Cuba is to

further become independent and useful to

our society. In fact, it is nonsense to speak

of overt discrimination in Cuba against

women for we constitute an integral part

of the Cuban life. It is true, however, that

the minds of the Cuban people have not

kept an adequate pace with the accelera-

tion of our socialist reality.

I am very regretful that this subject

has not been adequately discussed or put

forth during our stay here in the U.S.

What I have certainly appreciated is that

in this society human beings' worth, seems

U) be congruent to how much money the

individual possesses. 1 would like that the

vast richnessofthiscountry be distributed

more fairly.

Collegian: What have your experiences

been in the U.S.?

Alerm Prieto: The impact has been

very positive. Evidently, I came writh de-

termined expectations. In turn. I have

encountered lots of solidarity and respect

towards us Cubans. Of interest is that

during our stay one of the characteristic

features has been that the majority of the

persons we have interacted with has been

Latin Americans.

tue Co. alleges inui ci.^ u rc.^wn w/ ^^.v^v .. — j . .

Meet some Latinos playing UMass sports
By EVELYN A. DE JESUS
Collegian Staff

Puerto Ricans are represented almost everywhere on

campus. You can find them working almost everj-where.

majoring in diverse concentrations and participating in

organizations with different interests.

Sports are one of those areas in which you can see the

participation of Puerto Ricans. You can find them in

swimming, baseball, volleyball club, basketball, water

polo. etc.

Brendaliz Sierra is the first female Puerto Rican who

has ever participated on UMass' swimming team and is

also the first female Puerto Rican to play any sport at

UMass She is a freshman School ofManagement major.

Brendaliz came to UMass because of its academic

repuUtion and the swimming scholarship she received

She has been swimming since she was six years old and

internationallv since 12.

Brendaliz has represented Puerto Rico on different

"
occasions suchasm the Curacao's Centroamerican Games

in 1986. where she won a gold medal in the 200-meter free

style. Nineteen eighty seven was a good year for her. She

was third in the 400 free style in Puerto Rico's

Centroamerican games In Indianapolis' Pan American

games she was sixth in the 800 and seventh in the 400

free style where she set Puerto Rican records of 9:18 and

4:31, respectively In 1988. she won the bronze medal in

the 400 free style and was fourth in the 800 free in the

Mexico Centroamerican Games. In 1990, she won the

silver medal in the 400 free in the Copa Latina in

Curacao.

Last summer, Brendaliz had a car accident in which

she broke her shoulder which has kept her from collegiate

competition. In the meantime, she's recovering and has

Collefian pboto by JefT Egmn

Giddel Padilla (left), Manuel Fernandez and Roberto Torres

Collecian photo by Jeff FgMn

Brendaliz Sierra and Javier B. Gonzalez

been training.

Brendaliz wants to earn her degree, as every college

student, but her biggest desire is to make history in the

swimming team for her performance. Her greatest chal-

lenge, she says, is against herselfand her recovering arm

but she does not gives up easily and she wants to make it

although it is going to be difficult.

On the water polo team is Javier B. Gonzalez. He is

freshman biology major. Benini, as he is known, has

played water polo since he was 10 years old. He was

approached by the water polo's coach on winter of 1990

by whom he was recruited as driver. He has represented

Puerto Rico in Florida swimming championshipsof 1990.

In July 1991 he played water polo on the Centroamerican

Games in Mexico, where the Puerto Rico won the gold

medal in the 16-17 years category. In August ofthe same

year he went to California to play in the Junior Water

Polo World Championships.

Actually, he is training for the Pananamerican Games

in August where he is going to play with Puerto Rico's

team. He says he wants to take UMass' water polo team

to play in the National Collegiate Athletic Association

level. After college he wants to play in the Puerto Rico

National team at senior level, but his dream is to play in

the Atlanta Olympics in 1996. He also wants to become

a dentist or a radiologist.

Next fall Giddel Padilla will play for the basketball

team. Last semester he went to University of Nevada at

Las Vegas but he decided to come back to New England

and play for UMass. He says he prefers to be on the Valley

area, were he is li\nng along with his family and is more

familiarized with. He says this year has been "relaxing"

to him.
This summer he is going to Puerto Rico to play in

"summer leagues." On his goals he wants ""to take the

basketball team to the Final Four and be part of the

winning tradition." He also wants to pursue his major,

hotel restaurant and travel administration and play in a

professional basketball team.

The next person wants to play beach volleyball. He is

a freshman engineering major and is from the town of

Cayey. He is in the Volleyball Club were he is the outside

fitter. His name is Roberto M. Torres. He has played

volleyball since he was 12 years and also played for his

high school's volleyball team, which was in the top 10 of

Puerto Rico.

Freshman Manuel "Tito" Fernandez says he has played

baseball "since he was born." He is also from the town of

Cayey for which he has played. He is a red shirt in the

UMass baseball team and is majoring in pre-medicine.

Fernandez says that to play collegiate baseball was

one of his goals in life, but what he really wants is to play

professional baseball and become a doctor.

Hey, the last Multicultural

Affairs Page will be in two
weeks. If there is anything you

may want to submit please

get in touch with:

Multicultural Affairs Editor

113 Campus Center
545-3500
Thank you!

Arts & Living
Ask Dr. Sage Guru about all your cat problems
Dear Dr. Sage Guru,

I am in a horrible situation. Our next door neighbor

used to have a cute calico cat that came to visit my house

from time to time. That is, until yesterday. Last time she

came to visit me, I gave her some sardines. They were a

bit smelly, but she seemed to like them at first. However,

after about half an hour or so, she became very ill, lost

consciousness, and her fuzzy little belly stopped moving

in and out.

1 don't know how, but I guess the sardines must've

been spoiled and fatally disagreed with her. 1 feel tre-

mendous remorse about killing my neighbor's kitty, as I

know he is very attached to her. He has come by, asking

if 1 had seen her, but I managed to change the subject

. this time. What should I do? Should I tell him so he can

give her a proper burial? Please help.

Signed,

Cat Lover

Dear Cat Lover,

Many T.V. sitcoms have already portrayed the idea of

trying to find an identical animal to serve as a substitute.

Ofcoarse, that approach is doomed to failure because cat

owners seem to be able to distinguish their stupid flea-

bag from the rest. And you can be sure such an attempted

subterfuge would more likely end in a fist-fight than a

cheap laugh.

Dr. Sage Guru
Society, on the other hand, would have you believe

that the "right-thing-to-do" is to bring the cat to your

neighbor, truthfully explain the whole situation, and

work things out in a civilized manner. However, reality

is seldom that simple, and that tactic would probably

work about as well as the sitcom approach.

I'd prefer to advise you to just put the rotten hair-ball

in a biodegradable bag and toss it in the garbage— which

is where all cats belong anyway — and forget the whole

incident.

Unfortunately, I can't do that because animal rights

people would spin into a frenzy. It seems the only other

viable solution entails bringing the body toyour neighbor

for a "proper burial," whatever that may be.

You can then either tell (all or part of) the truth or

claim to have discovered it that way. What you choose

depends on the present nature ofyour relationship with

your neighbor and the direction which you desire the

relationship to progress.

Please note: hanging the corpse on your neighbor's

doorknob and running is not advisable, unless you are

adamant in your desire to severely upset your neighbor

and involve the authorities.

Your Friend,

Dr. Sage Guru.

If you have any questions or comments—serious or

not—which you would like Dr. Sage Guru to address,

please send them to the Collegian. If it's printable, the

doctor will be more than happy to respond. Dr. Sage is a

Collegian staff member.

It'

The Spin Doctors are back!
BY ROLAND COGGIN
and TRACY HORNE
Collegian Correspondents

Some people go to a Spin Doctors show because the

Dead or Phish aren't around at the time. Others go to

dance to some ofthe funkiest tunes around— from "Little

Miss Can't Be Wrong" to "Two Princes." But whoever sees

their show will have a good time; the Spin Doctors will

make sure of that.

By the time the Spin Doctors released the EP Up for

Grabs, they had built a following through extensive

touring and acclaimed appearances at the Wetlands.

Their catchy songs and refreshing funkiness caught on

quick and they have since become one ofthe most popular

club bands in the Northeast. The recently released Pocket

Full of Kryptonite on Epic Records has shown a new

dimension ofthe band and gives them more to work vrith

for their live act.

The Spin Doctors aren't the most amazing band musi-

cally, but they groove like few bands can. They are so

danceable that almost no one can resistjoining in the fun.

Chris Barron's vocals are unique and touch a crowd as the

rhythm section keeps them moving. Their last two ap-

pearances at Pearl St. were huge successes, so put on

your dancing shoes and check out the Spin Doctors.

The Spin Doctors will appear at Pearl St. in

Northampton this Thursday. April 30. The show is I8+,

and doors open at 7p.m. Tickets are $7 in advance, $9 at

the door. The Bombastics will open the show.

What's the best way
to maintain and

improve your road
or mountain biice?

The UMass Bicycle CiKip!

• Located next to the SUB in the

Student Union
• Open Men. - Wed. - Fri. 11-3.

• Tool rentals $1.50/hr.

• Parts and accessories

Leaving school has
never heen so easy
It's not surprising that so many students move with Ryder. We've got sturdy, dependable

tmcks in all sizes; all with power steering, air conditioning, and AM/FM Stereo-Most

are automatic. Plus, Ryder can help out with boxes, hand tmcks, even moving tips.

And we're easy on the wallet, too!

CALL YOUR LOCAL RYDER DEALER AT:

Amherst 549-0010 • Northampton 585-6364 • Northampton 586-9365

So call us. Because whik college may not always be a breeze, getting out of it can be.

.t

KYDER <s>

no OFF
ANY LOCAL RENTAL

Not valid with any olhar diicount or offar

OFF
ANY ONE WAY RENTAL

Xprr^nn^TxMg^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^P^

_J QCL
Amherst, IJmass,

Hampshire
2S6-8911

Ml. Fh)lyoke

s:^s-iiii

$4.99 1 Medium
1 Topping

Limit 10

Additional

$5.99 1 Large
1 Topping

Limit 10

X

>e

expires 5/30/92

• SN^N

Additional
Topping $1.25

expires 5/30/92^1 We Accept iLJ||tBi expires 5/30/92 \ I^^IHSL _ J^!!!if^!l ILgg
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SOUTHWEST WEEK '92

Tuesday April 28, 12-5
Bands, Barbecue, Caricatures

on the Horseshoe

Wednesday April 29^. 12-5
Bands, Barbecue, Kite Workshop

8:30-10:30 Comedians,
Free Prizes

on the Horseshoe

Xhumrsday April 30 12-5
Bands, Barbecue

8:30-10:30 Comedians,
Free Prizes

on the Horseshoe

Bands, Barbecue, Caricatures
8:30-10:30 Comedians,

Free Prizes
on the Horseshoe

Saturday Afternoon
IVlalcolm X Picnic
on the Horseshoe

Saturday Nifiht
Greeks Invite Southwest to a Concert
Behind Theta Chi & Phi Sigma Kappa

write

for the
Collegian

cheap
sex and
clips

Bent
one • Cars

• IVucks
• Cargo Vans

Rent by Day, Week or Month

Special Weekly and Weekend Rates

North Amherst Motors

Auto & Truck Rental

7S Old Sundvrtand Rd.

North Afnh«r«t. MA
549-RENT

(54»-7368)

Cradlt Cant*

I

Acc«pt>d

On Bus Routt

c IrnicM-^

r
Beauty & the

Beast

7 pm F-; T^.^^^

Here's My Song
9 pm Fhi ThuRs

Adults $4 00

Student w/valid i D. &

Sanior Citizens S3 00

An MFA Thesis Exhibition

FAMILY SECRETS
by

Kathleen Gilrain

Lick the Heat
When1^,]VIgtet^ ' /

You've got it made
in the shade with "^^

refreshing Colombo
Frozen Yogurt. All

the great taste of .

ice cream with

Va fewer calories.

Student Union Gallery

April 26 -May 1, 1992

opening reception April 28, 5-7pm

This exhibition is sponsored in

part by the UMASS Arts Council
186 Main Street

Northampton
586-9659

One Boltwood Walk
Amherst
253-2774
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DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

OKAY, QUmCKXUN,
BVff!Y0N5!MH>
KNOUBMHAT
eeAeoNms
N0W?7BPPy^

SPRINS!
WHAT MONTH IS

IT? MICHAEI.? IT'S

APRIL!

HOPB.AtWNB

HAVeN7mARP
FROM YOUI
Aie&nf
K5VINT ,(

/ ^

imfiTsTm
PeALI^FBJ
MAWei

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

I TmKK VIE

tCED ^ KtVi

POLICS IN

mo WUMS
TWT> >(0U TEIL ME TUinGS, I

PONT WAfAT TO UE^R AU'^

REASOKS, EXPL^N^T^0HS,

SUBTLETY OR COHTExT.

I JUST WANT
TtH-SECOND
5OOK0 B\rES, So (AUCW FOR

7W4r POUC^.

} -TO^frt

JIM'S JOURNAL By JIM

Yve ^w^^i* ii^«* l^**'*' sK« $«i; J i4»f

V«ca^l> ^Wfn -VKf

\as'*' -V^i^e ^^««

MORI! By SUZANNE PALMER

RUN AWAX.' V^iE:

ARE XOOMED/
art

ALIENS ARE PLAN)NING
TO OD^iQOER EARTTH .'

»S THERE NO 0<^E
HE^E UiHO K'UPOES
r»6 '>n

HA\ie AK
IftCA.'

UMASS
SClFNa
FlCTIOr^
SOCl ET

HiAm AxtftOT

AR*U*IUi it

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

fUBLOCKlD /"^/-^
THAT IV PQ ROBIN ANP
SUZirMISIj££K BUT I

TUSr CANT

I'M ON THf V^HGB OF P0.\'0

TUBOLP l-CANf-THINK-OF-i^-iAG-

TOa^y-GAG.M swPtoeST. "iosr

AMf.QUICKLVf

HMi'mO./lTc.Ji:>^l€J

7
-

ICANTBiUEVB
imrmSTRiP!..

tH90ASHAHiei>l

ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

Today's Staff

Night Editor Preston P. Fcxman

Copy Editor Amy Prerxtergast

PhotoTechnician Andrea Migllassi

Production Supervisor Lisajezowski

Production Theresa Ciamnnattei,

lason Toria

Menu
LUNCH DINNER
Clann Roll Spaghetti

Turkey Swiss Sandwich Roast Pork

BASICS LUNCH BASICS DINNER

Clam Roll Garden Medley

"The" Salad Sandwich Spaghetti

Concepts of hell

Quote of the Day
"Technological progress is like an axe in

the hands of a pathological criminal."

— Albert Einstein

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

AKIES (March 2 1 -April 19): An
innueniial person offers valuable ca-

reer or finarKial help. Speak your

mind freely. Routine procedures caii

be streamlined lo boos) proAu. Seek

experts' advice.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): New
horizons beckon; it is time to answer

the call. A lengthy undertaking has

bright prospects. No lirr^ l(x play - it

is all busirtess today. Be wary of ro-

mance on tfie rebound..

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20): Be
enthusiastic about your association.

The contacts you develop now will

put you on a winning streak, one that

could stretch far into the future. Relax

tonight and laugh away tension.

CANCER dune 2 1 -|uly 22): Many
protilable paths are visible now. Link

up with newcomers or kinfolk at a

distance; you could discover a fresh

money-making concept or valuable

merchandise.

lEO duly 2 3-Aug. 22): You con-

tinue to attract a large number of farw,

and shouki see growth in your long-

term plans. Take a giant step into the

iuture with family members. Kiss a

prize-winning goat lixlay.

VIRGO (Aug. 22-Sept. 22): Your

domestic plans progress nicely. New
ventures, perhaps linked to distant

sites, look promising. Longtime allies

help a long-range campaign speed

out of the starting gale.

LIBRA (Sept. 2 J-Oct. 22): Projects

fall neatly into place both at home
and work. Funids flow your way,

perhaps via new job duties. You have

an eye for true value; become a

comparison shopper to save money.

SCORPIO (Oct. 2J-NOV. 21): A
domestic upset could make you ieel

as if a tornado has struck .
It is vital that

you stay cool and collected. Do not

be too proud to ask influential people

for help.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.

21): You will have more luck pro-

inoiing an idea now. A work rela-

tionship may not be as cordial as you
would tike, if you act too headstrong

things could go badly. Lighten up.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19):

An active social life keeps you hop-

ing. New friendships and passions

are exhilarating. Be certain to scruti-

nize legal documents before signing

them.

AQUARIUS (|an. 20-Feb. 18):

Communications shed valuable light

on the future, particularly long-dis-

lance linkups. Avoid borrowing or

lending money if there is the slightest

risk involved.

PISCES (Feb. »9-March 20): Let

others do the talking at work today.

Higher-ups may be in a fault-finding

moixi. In social relationships and af-

fairs of tfie heart, be an open book.

Discuss your hopes.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Fellow

5 Composars'
org.

10 Sharit

14 Trickia

1

5

Arctic

explorer

16 Auction

1

7

See 62 Across
1 S Sweetie

20 Languishing

22 Gap
23 Manners
24 Forenoon
25 Fashion's

Giorgio —
28 XIX

32 Feeble, in Pans
33 Neckwear
35 Hislofic

Alabama city

36 Citrus feature

38 — pass at

40 Ancient people
of Gaul

41 Rimsky-
Korsakov's— dor"

43 Grutt

45 Carson City's

st

46 Consigns
48 Make

effervescent

50 Place tor a

chapeau
51 Division word
52 Idolizer

55 MolMle homes
59 Directing

61 Mortgage
62 One of a radio

team
63 Use up
64 Canal of song
65 Pegs for

Palmer
66 Line, of a sort

67 Actor

Aut>ertor>ois

DOWN
1 Natural fuel

2 — sapiens

3 Gulf of -;

Blacit Saa arm

4 Spanish money
5 Wittiosm

6 Wise ones
7 Jamas of "The
Godfather'

B Schedule abbr
9 "Monty — and

the Holy Qrail'

10 Tarn —
1

1

Shoppar't
haven

12 BasetMll

family

13 RE Lees
troops

19 Radials

21 Actress Tumei
24 Bishop's

headdiess
25 More than

enough
26 Port on the

Seine
27 Extract

fraudulently

28 Knotty situation

29 Actress

Verdugo
30 Ant

31 Artless

34 HifKlu social

status

37 Enacts
39 AN** Benjamin

Franklin Pierce

42 Captain of the

Caina
44 At>ominatile

Snowman
47 Praaaura
49 Kmd of skate or

t>lade

51 Tefwan native

&2 Not a pro
53 Borge. lor on*
54 Wave, m

Franca
55 How
56 The Emarald

Isle

57 Least)

58 Knife of old

60 8k review.

lor one

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:

TIh- opiiiKMis c'xprossctJ on this pjge arc• those ot Ihc catloonists and do not necessarily retlecl the views of the Collegian or the University.

is

^ll

III-" J- M
M IS f^ hl^ 1* It 11
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Mira, ^ Sabes Que ?

(Look), (You Know What?)
r

It's Latin American Buffet Day (

at the TOC Restaurant*

Featuring

Pernil

Arroz Blanco

Tostones

Mojo Isleno

Polio Asado

Habichuelas

Coloradas Guisadas

Arroz Con Gandules

Amarillos En Plantains

Roast Fresh

Pork Shoulder

White Rice

Fried Plantains

Fish in

Tomato-Onion Sauce

Baked Chicken

Red Kidney Beans

Rice with

Pigeon Peas

Now Hiring For Next Semester

Assistant Circulation Manager

&
Circulation Drivers

Must Have Mornings Free Until 11:15

Must Be Dependable with Reliable Auto

$7-*10/hr.

Apply in person at

The Collegian

Room 113 Campus Center

Call 545-3500 for details

Fried Yellow Plantains

* 11:30 am •2:00 pm •$5.95

TOC Restaurant • H"- Floor Campus Center

Zen Mind

Free Seminar

Friday Nighls: 7:30 pm

April 24th, May 1st

Room SOS, Campus Center
Unlver«ily of Mavuchutclls

Introduction to Zen Meditation Techniques

(ionic lo .in

to karn
more about THE PROGRAM FOR

I luirsJ.iy

•Xpnl ^0

I -^ pin

(IVcscm.iiion.

1-2:^0)

( .\nipus (enter

Room ^)\ I

Sponsored b\

the Women's

Studies IVo^ram

Kefresliments

will be ser\ed

Experience

the Joy
o/Learning

> GOVEINMENT

lor more

information

a one-year, part-time graduate certificate

program at UMass/Boston

awarding fifteen graduate credits in

Amerfcan Civilization

offering public policy internships

affiliated with the John W. McCormack

Institute of Public Affairs

lease ea

(.r.2s

Over 200 credit courses tfiat will

help you:

• Make up lost credits

• Advance in next semester's
work

• Plug any holes in your current

schedule

• Learn sonnething that you
wouldn't ordinarily have time
for—for the sheer joy of

learning!

different •«»»;;;;;*

^ that you

The UMass
Summer
Session

can add joy

to your iife.

.w, »chedu\e
your

UMass 1^0 St on

Registration begins April 13.

Catalogs available all over

campus or at the Division

of Continuing Education.

6th floor, Goodell Building.

A quality education

^t affordable prices.

..AAAA
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Greg
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

classroom with Judith Martin of "Miss Manners" fame

for a week. They were a disgrace to the Ivy League, and

even pleas from Brown coach Dom Starsia couldn't shut

up these morons. What a shame.

Curley Field, Loyola: The turf at this place has a

vendetta against the human knee, as redshirted

defenseman Rick MuUins will tell you. But the fans are

knowledgable and Sports Information Director Steve

Jones is a class act all the way. The press box, however.

is outside. And it was very cold out there.

Rutgers Stadium Complex: The turf is padded

underneath, so it's not as rough as Loyola's. The stands

are set up well and the lights are pretty good, but there'u

no press box. However, like much ofthe Rutgers campus,

it's in the middle ofnowhere. Playing a game under lights

there was like watching The Twilight Zone.

Last but not least: Nothing shuts up Chuck Person

like losing.

Greg Sukiennik is a Collegian columnist

RESUME SPECIAL

iSUBUjnv^^
of Amherst

00 OFF
Any

rOOTLOMQ SUB
(ivnii Tins coupom)

not yood With Any Other Offer

Offer expires 5/30/92

4 Mdiii St.. Aiiihcisl • 256-1919

Open Till 2 ani Tliius, Fri. ^ Sal.*-

Resume typesetting, 25 copies on resume

paper, 25 matching blank sheets, 25

matching envelopes... a// within 48 hours.

djOQ QC w/coupon

^£m%Jm%j3 (exp. 5/13/92)

j_ 228 Triangle St., Amhej^stj 549-3840 J

(dwxtiusjQQa c/fbaxtmmti

Chech out the lowest rents

in the valley!

STARTING AT »299
2 BR Apt. w/12 month lease

• Fully Applianced •

• Pool, sports fields •

• Flexible lease terms •

• On bus route •

Call for information now.

Open M-F 9-5 and Sat. by appt.

665-3856

If You're Over 18
Be A Bartender
• Limited Openings Remain

for May classes

• Start Thinking About Endless

Summer Opportunities as A

Bartender

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main St,

Suite 202 • Springfield

Classifieds
mMF.mTHF.COIIJiCIAN OFFICE IIKAMPUSCmER » MPS. WURS. 8MM) FRIDAY8:m:iQ'Dmum IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCAWN « 2(k/W0RD/DAY FOR ^UDEfm CASH IN ADVANCE

AtMOUNCEMENTS

B«d and Braaklatl

Downtown Amherst klMl lor vMing par-

aOliMId ln«nd( S49 0733

ITOrWrW ROLEPLAVING. INC.

A»t9tCt»^H^9m» 584-0484

UNOCMMUOUATESI
I you w«« to M* youfMtl and your Iriandi

m•« 1M2 Indai YaartMMk brmg your pho-

ID>tol03CCeyMay<»

AUTO FOR SALI

3 BORM TOWNEHOUSE
GiwaiiocaMn
Starting 611

CM MOn 549-9373

M BEDROOM HOMES on bul rouW

turn Juna 1 cal SM-4270

4
2

TAKE OUR LEASE or tuMal

Sbadroomapl
Uptown Amhai« 256-1457

1M0 CITATION
Good local transportation

S46-9e21

$100

2 QMC Half ton truck cap Ix3i AM FM
( CB Asking 2.500 773 5545

1M2 TOYOTA COROLLA StalKXi wagon

5sp*«n AC AM FM $600 Must San Cal 549-

6829

Camaro 1M1 Only TSOOOmMa naw part*

runs well call 253-3720

1^909 RANGER XLT 46000 mlat 2 1/2 yr/

50K warmty mint asking 6000 cal 549-0768

BONNEVILLE "79 Runs grtal a c naw tires

radMor mumar $350 549 5588

CHEAP! FBVU.S. SEIZED
89 Mercedes $200

86 VW $50

87Mwcedes $100

65 Mustang $50

Ctioose Irom ttiousands starling $25

FREE 24 Hour recording reveals

details 801 -379-2929 Copyrighl #MA1 5KX

PONTIAC 6000. 1966 V4 4door aulornatic

Air. FM/AM. 65K. $2800. Cal 54»16e3

BMXBIKE

Dtawianl. garage, pool. Mnnia. _
2 bus routes S Amherst 256-1461

4 BEDROOM ART m a Cotonial home
Gvaga. y»d. huge Md«an on Balchartown

route Availabia <n Juno wWt option tor next

ye» Call 256 6695

4 BEDROOM HOUSES tor June Amherst

widNotthwnpton. Can after Fnday Skitxski

Reallors 584-3428

4 BEDROOMS Luxury condo in south Am-

herst 2 1-2 t)aJhrooma Iwingroom with lire-

piaoe Ok*, swimnwtg pool tennis court on

the bus route AC gas heat A hot water

washer i dryer $1200. Call Bnic« at 256-

1215 June 1st

5 BEDROOM HOME Perlect lor 6 10 min

utes to campus, on bus routs $1250'mo

C^ Joe (617)964-8669.

5 ROOM nJMMHCO CAPE
Belchertown

4or5tanants
AvaiMlea/l«2
CMI 323-6202

TAKE OUR LEASE OVER
Orte minute to campus
Thrae mnulaa to town

Chaap rant- mdudaa ulMliaa

Apartment good lor 3 to 4 paopi*

Ctfl 549 1515

TAKE OVER MV 1 br Pufllon Apt S/1/92

549-7962

TAKE OVER OUR LEMEtIt
Beginning June 1st

2 bedroom BrandyiMne apt

549-S290

CmMEUNE- Entry la««anboard/iandside

posittons avaiiabia. yaar-reund or aunmar.

(813)229-5478

Do yOM wai* to bultd your communication

Mb?? Wbrh at ToMund and talk to Akjmn

U over tte U6> Coma m tie baaament ol

Memorial Hal to Ml out an applcation' TO-

DAY' _
EAfW MONEY FASTI
Spwiiahwigiih bMnguMa
Needed tor MMly
Jewielle 585-8749

ROOMMATE WANTED

CONOO-MATESOUGHT lor beauMul. new.

quiet GreentieM condo Juty-NovOec Just

oH Rt 91 $287 50 mo Cal Owen 665-7219

ROOMMATE WANTED.
Nonsmoking lemale wanted toShare athrae

bdrm Pudton apt with three other cool chidta

CM Ka» M 546-4895

SUBLET OUR APARTMENT
1/2 mte lorm campus

2badroom
Carpeted Isaaafnent

Creatview apts

549-6785 evenings

Jun-Jul Aug

servk:es

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE 2 br downtown

Amherst $520 mo 256- 1 564

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE June 1

2 bedroom Colonial Village $470/mo

Ojiet . clean . on bus route . laundry 253-9659

Talia over our toaae! Townhouse apt. 2

bdmw. 1 1 7 baths, tuly carpeted, prtty lur-

rashed. dishwasher. AC.My remodeled, sa
Irom bus stop and laundry $181 .2S/inon«i

549-800 1

UPTOWN APARTMENT
SiMdrooms
Deck
Avai.6/1

Ctoae to bars 549-4024

KUWAIT, SAUDI WORKERS needed

$35.00 • up per hour Tax Iree Both aUled

A MtokMad For nlo call 615-779-5505 Ext

KBSe

LOOKINQ FORA aummarlob?Doyou want
to st«1 now? HatpUMaaa ralae funds'Come

to Teletund m the baaawent o< Memorial

Hal' Do it Today"
~ NORTHAMPTON CONTINENTAL

CABLEVISION
Otters summar/tMl intarnahlpa

Can 586-6922

YOU DONT HAVE to Hip burgers to earn

caihl Eiipand your resume with a |ob al

TaMund. Coma totha baaament of Memo-

rlM Hal to Ml out an I

~LEOALHELP~

Amhervt Center

EBibency one two. three bedroom apart-

ments, or ttiree bedroom condoa on Hobart

L«ta June or September No leas charged

Lincoln Real Estate. 25 North Pleasant

Street 253 7879

AWESOME DEAUI
Mam street

3br apt mchides waaharOyar
253-2584

BEST OFFER
Quaan water bed sleeper coach

Leave message 665-21 73

SKYWAY FRAME, all perlonnance parts

Used lor racing top shape

$70.00 or BO Cal 549-1962

FOR A GOOD TME CALL:

FOR RENT 3 bedroom Townehouae apt.

Summer sublet w/ lal opt Free himiture Cal

549-6262

FOR RENT
CrasNiew Apt June 1 1/2iniatromcanv-

pua. Call 5*9-8766.

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. DJ-s.

video DJ"s and Karaoke from $1 75 00 Call

586-9900

FOR RENT

-^LEGENDARY HOUSE~~*
Looking tor a house dose to campus 8 a

stumble away Irom town' 3 bdrms. Ig kitchen.

wood stove, back deck S accessible root

Available June 1 Call nov» 549-6759

t or 2 ROOMMATES tor summer/tall

Mastertjodroom m Mill Valley $450

Heat. Hot water. On bus route

Call 253 4006

2 Bedroom Apt. Low rent

2 tloors dishwasher

Available June 1 call 253-0731

2 Bedrooms
Main St

Great House
Cheap'
256-1331

FOR RENT 1 Bedroom $260/mo Spacious

and beautilui loll in Northampton 1 year

lease begins June 1 . Share wNh 2 grade.

Cai[ 586- 1386

QILREATH MANOR Apt 5 bedrooms on

bus route one mile Irom campus

Available June 1

Call 549-5182

GOING, (XMNG...

3 t>edroom apt Main St. on bus rl

Walking distance to uptown campus

Large bath Fully carpeted Huge yard

$500'nx)nth summer sublet w/tall option

256-0170

2 BEDROOM PRESIDENTIAL APTS
Available tor summer w tall option

Starting May 25th

On bus route. lOmm walk from campus

200 nxjnlh lor 1 person bedroom

260 month tor Zpeople bedroom

460'month lor whole apt (3 people max)

Phone: 549-irei

2 Bedroom Brandywine Apt, newly

painted includes 2 solas and a bed Cheap

rent- utilities included call 549-9392

2 Bedroom Putnon VHIaga

June 1st Take over lease

549-4423 Nitty!

INEXPENSIVE 2 BEDROOM Brandyvirlne

apt includes bar. waterbed * Iree heal Call

549-1066

LARGE SINGLE IN PuHton -$235rtnonth

June 1 -Male or lemale -C8r^56-3430

Mill Valley 2 Bedrooms 2 bathrooms Air

conditioning heat and hot water included

Sublet call now 253-3720

ONEROOM AVAILABLE 6 92 second room

available 7 92 in 4 bedroomhouse behind

Pullers Pond, quiet, clean $190/month, caU

Tom or Chns 549-4402

SUMMER SUBLET Beautilui modern apt at

Mill Valley 2 rooms available 6'1 $320'mo

Call 546-3064

SUMMER VII OPTION 2 Ig bedroom apl.

pod. tennis bus route all included $20*

mos Leave message 665-2173

TAKE OUR BRANDYWINE APTl

Free heat, pool, AC.

720 month Summer rent very neg.

549-5191

BROTHER WORD PROCESSOR: Term

p^)er time saver, extras $200.00 Dotailt:

259-1936

COMPtrrER-IBM XT. 20 mag driva. 5 1/4

floppydM drive. 360K keyboard, with Lotus

1 -2-3. wps-pc. monochromeambar monitor,

$50000. can 8«-4J'46

COUCH * CHAIR $2S

Microwave $25

549-7962

EXCELLBfT OEAU Apple lie. contpetMa

w'appleworks software. Great for

wordprocessmgi $125 00or BO. 584-1354

GREAT COLLEGE CARI
86 Escort Mint corxMion

AC 55K $3000'BO

Call now wont last long! 549-4447

JMAQNAVOX 5-DISC CD CAROUSEL
PLAYER 2 MONTHS OLD. $170 CHRIS

546-1712

Two piranha. 10 gallon tank, accassories-

$75.00. Litsa 546-2482

HIRtNQ

COOL JOBS COOL^EOPILE
Campus design « copy is now hinng' Training

t)egins this semester Accepting applicatiorw

until Mon 427 403 Student Union 545-2271

We want you' We need you'

HELP WANTED

J about yom leaaa^aacurlty de-

poalt dadudnna? Quaattona aboU aiMat-

tlng/aaaigning laaaaa? Quaattona about Hie

conditian ol your naw houae or aparknan*?

Contact the Legal Saorfces Canter. 922

CT<)usCenwr. 545-1995

LOST

Enaatilid Weral aairlng with paart, be-

tween FAC and Hatch Leave message

Daly 545-3490

LOST ON TUES. 4«1: Bnght yellow and

black Gorlex cycling ram jad^. brand-

n«ne Novwa. N lound please call JuHe al

253-5780

PERSONALS

ELENA- Ha«)py big-Wlte appredaUon day!

You're the best

Love in OZ- Oebt)«e

KM, LAUREN. BRENDA, MEUSSA, JIU
Happy Big-litlle appreciabon day.

We're the coolest family'

DZ Love Robiri^

KlirKRAMER You're the best little sis

I kjve you lots Robin

FREE pregnancy laatlng; contldantlal and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No
Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906_ _

7.5 % CREDIT CARDS
Why pay 21% Ust ol low raM M/C. V«a bank

credit cards as low as 7.5%! Bank names.

addraaaas telephone rs. Bargain rate de-

tails sand $4 95 check or MO to Beat The

Bank P O Box 2733 Hyanna MA 0260t

VIckl and Steve are kxjkmg to adopt a baby

to fT\ake our larmly compleie We can pro-

vide a LOVING. NURTURING. FINAN-

CIALLY SECURE. PROTESTANT home lor

a chU. We'd be vnlling to meet with you and

would agree to sand periotlc letters and

photographs . For more mlonnaHon cal our

agency. Jewish Family Seonce ol Greater

Springfield 1 -800-942 3947

SUMMER SUBLET

Siesnnonlh. Sminulea wafc forni campua

on bus routo. Cal Adam 549-4318

2-3VEAUTIFUL SUMMER SUBLETS
in downtown Northampton.

Great location $260/mo

Call 586-1386 m eve

SUMMER SUBLET
Option to rent lor next

2 bedroom house

w/waahar. dryer

OMOtocampus
549-8466 Ask lor Pete

SUMMER SUBLET
3 apciaous bedrooms

Man St

Must see

Ctf 256«M8

3 BDRM 2 BATH MM Valay apt. $5e(Vino

Free heat/hol H20 AC. Cal 2S641 74 Aval.

6/1 -8/31

484tm. houae, 2M baths.

Large totctten and living room, and great

porch Seconds Irom campus and Amherst

center Great houee and great locallon.Ame

to August. Cal 54»0746 or 546-5806

SBdrm. houae
big yard, b.bal hoop

2lullbths

living room

part lumished

1 mi from campus on bus tt

Rent neg.

Can 546-6337 546-5869

SUMMER SUBLET - Mil Vat

2 bedrooms. 2 fun baths. Super dean

ta00i*nonth Cal ASAP 2S»626t

SUMMER SUBLET - Comlortable two-

bedroom apartment Well-maintained,

eaay aocesa to Sunderland and Nottti

AmherM buaaa. WKhin waMng dWanca ol

UMass. Cil Jaaon at 5494728.

TWO FEMALE NON-SMOKERSwantedlor

summer suWet in Brandywine apartment

Starting June 1 and ending Aug 31 Low

Rant! Can 549-4003 aak tor Cheryl

TRAVEL

NEW YORK CITY- Furnished rooms and

apartments lor summer and short stays.

NearColumbia Univ. Reasonable rates212-

662-1358

I VPMQ

78 CENTS A PAGE! Free cover, label, spel

check, laser printing, and I take chedis. too!

Oiuckie Cheapo 6-376S

FREE PAGE TYPED when you di.

$1 50^ped page, laser printing.

Brian 546-6954

BRANDYWINE 2 BDRM apt $1 30 ind AC

'

some lumiture-more into call 546-6052

TANYA ROBIN A SHARI
Happy biglittle appreciation day.

tWhat an amazing family tree

I tove you guys

Jamie

GAMMA RHO is the hot new Irat

$110.00 PER DAY
Truck dnvers wanted lor part-time summer

work 10 days mid-June and 10 days mid-

Augusl Must drive standard shift Willing lo

work long hours with good driving expen-

ence^Call (508) 653-7422

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fish

eries Earn $5.(XX)» 'month Freetransporta-

hon' Room and board' Over 8.000 openings

Male or lemale For employment program

can 1-206-545-4155 exi. 1718

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS are now ac-

cepting applications lor summer employ

ment throughout New England and New
York If interested please can 1-800-346-

4649.

BONNIE, AMY, A PENNt-

Happy biglinle day! I'm so lucky to have the

coolest lamily!

I tove you guys.

Melissa^

T- The pussycats and I are looking lor acuM

roommate. Know anyone?

RESUME SERVKES

BRANDYWINE APARTMENT: Caean. semi-

fumohed. 2 bdrm apt to sublet On bus

route, pod. A/C - Rent negotiable' Cal 549-

7884

CHEAP SUMMER SUBLET 2 bdrm. in luly

lurnished Amherst apt on bus rto UtH ind

Free AC Pod 256O750 Avail 8/1

FREE BEER
Summer sublet with guranteed tall option

3 br Townehouse 549-477q2case^ncentive

HUGE BASEMENT ROOM many extras call

Harp549-4675

IJkROE BEDROOM in 2 bedroom apt large

dosets. 10 min. walk to campus Female

non-smoker Ml^l 0/mo^549-7585

UVE IN PUFFTON. Rent negotiable

Please call 549-0303

HEY! 15 smackeroos to do your resume

Come up see us - We don't t)ite

Campus Design * Copy 403 Student Union

545-2271 We love you. realy!

RIDE WANTED

MAY ONLY - one bdrm in 2 bdrm apt 665-

7562

ONE BEDROOM PUFFTON APT

Utilities included

Conveniant location

Call 549-1954

TAPE TRANSCRtPTIOH. FatL

pfdessional. 253-9673.

TYPINQ, WORD PROCESSINQ- Paper'

reports, raaumas.thasia. cal Roaemary 323-

5031

WANTED

FEMALE STUDENT LOOKING to sublet

apartment with women only. Near school.

Reasonable pnce. 6-1031

(XDER MALE STUDENT looking to Sublat

apartment or room lor summer Near sctiod.

Reasonable otters only . Call 6-6409

ONE^WORLD CUP SOCCER TEAM
NEEDED
First come first served

215Boyden 545-2693/TO22

REPRESENTATIVES TO SELL Colorado

trips Earn vacations/commission Bikig,

rafting, paragliding. more Call Monkey Busi-

ness 1-800-484-9533 code 1472

WANTED TO RENT

SUBLETS. ROOMS, Housing needed Ih^

summer. Contad S8MC 256-8615 lOam-

4pm

TO WYOMING LATE MAY, Earty June Ei-

ther yenowstone or Grand Tatons. Hayden

549-1263

SINOLE - $155*IONTH
Phillip street apt

< 5 min wait lo campus June - August

Call Judd 5*9-4123

SUMMER SUBLET lor 2 1

Preterrably close to campus
willing to pay $300/month

From June 1 to August 1

Please caH 665-8502 Ask lor Ira/Jussi^

WE WANT YOUR three bedroom Pufllon

apartment! CaH Jill 546-3752
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Sports
Marshall wins national championship

. . . , . i-«>-_ „u;^c cko aicnrlnim»>rfa9.75onthebeai

By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian SUff

University of Massachusetts gymnas-

tics phenom Tammy Marshall ended her

stellar season last Friday and Saturday at

the St. Paul Civic Center in Minnesota in

front of a crowd of 15,000 by giving the

performance of her life as she scored a

9.812 to clinch the national championship

in the vault exercise.

The junior from Hicksville. NY. also

earned All-American honors in the floor

exercise as she placed seventh with a

score of 9.725. The top eight finishers in

each event earn All-American status.

This was such a great performance by

Tammy considering that she was compet-

ing against 85 of the best gymnasts in the

country," said UMass coach Alfie Mitchell.

"She had some problems on the uneven

bars 19.11 to start off but then recovered

and hit a great beam 19.65 1. Of course her

next event, the vault, was just spectacu-

lar."

Marshall's first trial was good but her

second, an impressive 9.85, was what

vaulted her into the finals

"In the finals, she had to do two differ-

ent types of vaults or else she would have

lost a point I
because of NCAA rules I."

Mitchell said. "She had never had a

problem hitting both in practice so it was

just a matter of concentrating and know-

ing what she had to do to win.

"She absolutely nailed both of them to

clinch the title," he said.

Marshall quahfied for the NCAA floor

exercise championship with a 9.9 at the

regionals. Her other career and school bests

include a 39.0 all-around and a 9.75 on the

uneven bars at the Atlantic 10 Champion-

ships. She also claimed a 9.75 on the beam

and a 9.8 on the vault, both alsoat regionals.

Marshall's all-around score of 38.475

last weekend placed her 14th at the meet

overall. Last year, she placed 16th all-

around at Nationals with a 38.15, which

qualified her for last summer's World

University Games. Unfortunately, the

games are only held every two years so

Marshall's season ended last weekend.

"It's too bad Tammy's season has to end

but I think she deserves to take a little

time ofl"," Mitchell said, -^e're all going to

savor this one for a while."

Orangemen,
Gorillas on
different field

Just a couple obser-

vations, all of them ex-

tremely subjective, on

the University of Mas-

sachusetts lacrosse

team, better known as

Garber's Gorillas. .

First of all, I will

shoot to kill the next

person I see on campus
wearing any item of

Syracuse lacrosse gear.

That's like showing up

at Currv Hicks Cage'in a Temple T-shirt— insult-

ing and' potentially dangerous to the wearer's life.

Just sav no.

Syracuse sUnds for everything UMass lacrosse

isn't about (except winning*. Alumni boosters who

follow the Orange like the Grateful Dead, a domed

sUdium and obscene amounU of money are. fairly

or not, synonymous with Syracuse lacrosse.

Greg Sukiennik

4J llic iiiiaio.

Softball wins 3 of 4 in weekend
trip, hosts Providence today

The important things Syracuse has— family

tradition (The Simmons family in Syracuse, the

Garbers in Amherst), a history of winmng and

community support — UMass already has those.

Three national titles would be nice. true, but Dick

Garber never was a "win at all costs" coach. He

wanted his players to get an education and have fun

playing lacrosse That's the difference between col-

lege athletics ( UMass > and pro sports (Syracuse).

The latest Umted States Intercollegiate Lacrosse

Association coaches' poll finds Syracuse (surprise!)

at the number one ranking in the nation. The top 10

didn't change much otherwise, with some t«ams

exchanging positions but none falling far.

The second 10. however, show some serious

shuffling. UMass moved up a notch to No. 13 ahead

of Duke ( 6-5 ), which lost over the weekend.Noll

Virginia ( 6-5 ) and 12th-ranked Army ( 8-3, dropped

UMass from schedule last year) sit in front of the

Gorillas.

In other surprises. St. John's ( 18) switched places

with Rutgers < 20 ). The Johnnies play a tough sched-

ule, sure, but who have they beaten? And Rutgers

split last week, losing to UMassand barely squeaking

by lacrosse non-entity Villanova. 12-11.

However, remember in the past the NCAA has

pretty much ignored the USILA rankings when

setting up the tourney field. Ticket sale potential

and strength of schedule, and some say in that

order, are the NCAA's criteria for the tournament.

The Gorillas' strong schedule should benefit them,

although a home playoff game may be a stretch to

wish for unless UMass beats Syracuse.

There's no place like home, as the Gorillas proved

by going 6-0 at Garber Field. It's too bad there

weren't more fans there, though. Yes. there was a lot

ofcold, rainy weather and most ofthe games were on

Wednesdays. But y'all missed out on some really

good lacrosse games. Ifthey get a home game in the

tournament, do yourself a favor and show up.

As for the road, here's a list (in order) ofthe best

and worst venues on the Gorilla road show. Keep in

mind I didn't make it to Newark, Del. No loss, I'm

sure.

Stevenson Field, Brown: If only there were

no fans at this game, there would be nothing wrong

with this place. Well-kept grass, a press box and a

nice set of stands make Stevenson the best of the

venues the Gorillas visited.

The fans, however, ought to be forced to sit in a

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

Mother Nature continues to dictate the schedule ofthe

University of Massachusetts softball team.

Saturday's doubleheader against Princeton, which

was supposed to be UMass' "Semor Day." was postponed

due to rain.

Sunday the Minutewomen travelled to Long Island to

play Adelphi University, and swept the twinbill, 2-0 and

3-2 in 14 innings.

Yesterday the team travelled to Hofstra to play another

doubleheader, and split with the Flying Dutchwomen,

losing the opener 7-6. and winning the nightcap 6-4.

UMass' record is now 24-11 overall and 10-0 in the

Atlantic 10. The A- 10 record gives the Minutewomen

their third league title in a row.

In the first game against Hofstra UMass banged 15

hits off freshman Stacy Jackson, but came up short.

Holly Apnle took the loss, dropping her record to 9-3.

UMass, which went up 3-0 in the first inning only to

lose the lead in the third, went up 6-4 in the fiRh on run-

sconng hits by Laurie Dondarski and Angyla Brumm.

Hofstra tied the game with two runs in the bottom of

the fifth on a double by catcher Megan Scharf, and won

the game in the sixth when Kelly Lemin reached on a

fielder's choice, stole second and third and scored on an

infield hit.

The second game sUrted much like the first as UMass

jumped out to a 2-0 lead in the first on RBI singles by

Barbara Marean and Sherri Kuchinskas. Hofstra tied it

before UMass pulled away with a three-run sixth.

Kelly Daut (6-5) gave up seven hits before squelching

a late Hofstra rally to end the game.

In the first game against Adelphi, UMass rode the six-

hit, two strikeout and one walk pitching of Holly Aprile

(8-2).
, ,

In the sixth inning Peggy Bush reached on an error

and went to second on a single by Jen Devlin. Laurie

Dondarski then doubled both runners home with only

her fourth and fifth RBIs of the season. In the second

game neither team scored until the 10th inning, when

both teams scored twice.

With the score 2-2 in the 14th inmng Dondarski

singled and reached second on a sacrifice by DuEst. After

ColUfUn photo h>' .lo«h R»ynokU

The University of Massachusetts softball

team posted three wins in the past two days to

increase its record to 24-11 overall, 10-0 in the

Atlantic 10.

Lisa Melz struck out. Aprile doubled home Dondarski

with the winning rim.

Aprile (9-2 ). who reUeved Claffey in the 10th inmng to

pick up the win, then struck out the side in the bottom of

the 14th. ^ ^ .

GAME NOTES: The Minutewomen host the Lady

FriarsofProvidence (29-11 ) today in a 3 p.m. doubleheader

at Totman Field.

UMass-Maine, not this year
Game cancelled^ Minutemen ftice Saints Wednesday

By CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

Due to the rain that has plagued much of the North-

east over the last two weeks, today's scheduled baseball

game between the University of Massachusetts and the

University of Maine has been cancelled.

It seems that Maine lost some of its scheduled confer-

ence games to Mother Nature, and decided now would be

a good time to make them up.

So. it's time to look at the Atlantic 10 playoff picture.

UMass. after returning from this weekend's split with

first place Rutgers, sits in second place in the A-lOs

Eastern Division with an 11-5 record. Rutgers sits atop

the East with a 10-2 mark, whileTemple holds onto third

St. Joseph's, after taking three from Rhode Island

this weekend are in fourth (5-10), while the Rams have a

stronghold on the cellar (4-11) record.

Temple travels to Piscataway, N.J. this weekend for a

four game set with Rutgers, and ifTemple can take three

out offour from the Scarlet Knights, UMass will take over

first place in the East.

UMass and Rutgers have already wrapped up the two

playoff spots in the East, and travel to Boyertown, Pa. on

May 8-10 for the A-10 Championships.

The winner ofthe East will play the second place team

in the A-10 West, while the first place team in the West

will play the second place team in the East.

As it stands now, it appears opening round match-ups

will be Rutgers versus St. Bonaventure. while UMa^
will take on the Mountaineers ofWest Virginia in Fri-

day action from Boyertown.

Kudos to Minutemen righty Jeff Toothaker, who was

last week's A-10 pitcher of the week, the fifth time this

year a UMass hurler has been given that honor.

Toothaker, after this weekends's 16-5 win over Rutgers,

ran his record to a perfect 6-0 which ties him for the team

lead in wins with Ron Villone.

Speaking of Villone, Peter Gammons of The Boston

Globe speculated in Sunday's edition that Villone could

be the first pitcher taken in June's amateur draft, al-

though Gammons reported that the scouts were in

Amherst on Saturday to watch Villone. If scouts were in

Amherst on Saturday, they didn't see much, as Villone

was on the hill in Piscataway. N.J.

Freshmen right fielder Bill Knight has caught fire as

of late, raising his average almost 40 points over the last

two weeks, while hitting two home runs this weekend to

take over the team led from Steve Corradi.

Corradi leads the team in batting average (.340), as

well as slugging percentage (.536), stolen bases (17),

walks (34) and on base percentage (.515). He recently

made the switch from shortstop to the outfield, with Greg

LaRocca moving in at short.

The Minutemen play host to the Siena Saints on

Wednesday, while the Wildcats ofNew Hampshire come to

Lorden Field on Thursday for a twinbill starting at 1 p.m.
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Housing tells

UM students
to leave dorm
By MARC ELLIOTT
Collegian Staff

Housing Services has ordered 16 residents of

Kennedy's sixth floor to move out of the tower and

into new dorm rooms spread out across campus by

5 p.m. today because of what officials called "floor

vandaUsm and hostile anti-community conduct."

Residents were informed ofthe decision the day

after the floorwas the sight ofreportedly extensive

vandalism late Saturday night, including the

tossing of a dryer out ofthe lounge window during

a fire alarm.

In a letter delivered to the sixth floor residents

byhand Sunday. Kennedy Residence Director Paul

Vasconcellos said the students living on the halfof

the floor facing campus will be relocated. All those

being moved out ofthe building are never to return

to the tower and could be arrested for trespassing

if they try to enter the building. Also, he said

everyone living on the floor would be billed for the

total cost of damage done to the floor since the

beginning of the semester.

Anne Miller, associate director of Housing Ser-

vices, said that the events of Saturday night were

not the only deciding factors in the decision and

that the sixth floor's behavior has been a recurring

problem. She said Vasconcellos has met with the

students ofthe sixth floor several times this semes-

ter warning them to change their destructive be-

havior.

The action has sparked some criticism among
students because Housing Services has not been

able to determine exactly which residents are

responsible for the vandalism. The students are

being billed for the damages and forced to move to

another dorm only two weeks before finals begin,

regardless of whether or not it has been proven

they actually had a part in the vandalism.

"Housing's inability to identify the students

responsible does not give Housing the right to

punish those who are not guilty as well as the

guilty,' said Student Govt. ..ment Association

President Jen Wood.
Sixth floor resident Brian Ridley, who is being

relocated to the Northeast Residential Area, said

Housing Services never asked anyone who was
responsible for the damage to the floor or the dryer.

Brian Johnson, who is also being relocated to

Northeast, said he was not even on the floor that

Saturday night.

"They weren't even asked what happened," said

Ridley. "They didn't even try to find out who was
involved."

Miller admitted Housing had no idea who ac-

tually was involved in the damage, but she said she

had no other option than to move the students out

of concern for the safety of students living in

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Clinton, Bush easily beat
rivals in Penn. primary
By JACK W. GERMOND
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President Bush and Gov. Bill

Clinton rolled over essentially token opposition in

presidential primaries in Pennsylvania Tuesday and
moved a step closer toa head-to-head confrontation in the

general election Nov. 3.

Clinton defeated former Gov. Edmund G. "Jerry"

Brown Jr. ofCalifornia by what appeared to be a margin
impressive enough to give the Arkansas governor a

strong case to make when he flies to Washington
Wednesday to seek the support of uncommitted super-

delegates from the Senate and House.

Early returns gave Clinton 54 percent to 29 percent

for Brown and 12 percent for formerSen. Paul E. Tsongas

ofMassachusetts, who suspended his campaign a month
ago.

Meanwhile, Bush could claim at a party fund-raising

dinner that his defeat of Patrick J. Buchanan had put

him "over the top"— meaning, givenhim enough delegates

to assure the 1,105 he needs to be renominated for a

second term at Houston in August. Early returns showed

Bush winning about 75 percent of the vote.

In the most intriguing and perhaps politically signifi-

cant race of the day, Lynn Yeakel, a longtime social

activist but neophyte politician, took an early lead over

Lt. Gov. Mark S. Singel for the Democratic nomination to

oppose Republican Sen. Arlen Specter in the general

election. She was declared the winner Tuesday night by

CNN. based on exit polls and partial returns.

Specter won the Republican primary, by about 2-1

based on the first returns, over state Rep. Stephen

Freiny, a leader of Pennsylvania's strong anti-abortion

movement.
But the Republican incumbent is now facing what

politicians in the state consider a serious challenge from

Ms. Yeakel, who entered the campaign in angry reaction

to Specter's prosecutorial role toward Anita Hill in Senate

Judiciary Committee hearings on the nomiimtion of

Clarence Thomas to the Supreme Court.

The only shred of suspense in the presidential voting

was on the Democratic side, where the results were

studied for evidence on whether Clinton has begun to

shed the political baggage he has acquired earlier in the

primaries.

And a poll of voters leaving the polling places found

that only 33 percent harbored doubts about his honesty

and integrity, compared with 46 percent in New York

April 7. But, although the proportion declined, half the

Democrats said they would have preferred the opposition

of other candidates.

The exit poll also showed Ross Perot, the Texas bil-

lionaire and prospective independent candidate, with a

respectable base of support in both parties, 23 percent

among Democrats and 24 percent among Republicans—
impressive figures when the poll participants are party

primary voters.

AP photo

Democratic presidential candidate andArkansasGovernor Bill Clinton,waves to supporters

during an appearance at a fundraiser at Boston's Quincy Market Tuesday evening. Clinton

was the projected winner of the Pennsylvania Democratic primary.

Conflicts with town anger students
Residents^ UMass administators seek to improve relations

By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

The town of Amherst is increasingly

being held in low regard by many Univer-

sity of Massachusetts students who say

they fear their rights as citizens are being

suppressed and denied by the town.

"I don't understand why the town is

comingdown so hard on the students now.

for instance, with the implementation of

the new keg law." said Dennis Morsey, a

junior legal studies mtgor. "It could scare

potential students away from enrolling at

UMass."
"Why didn't they implement these poli-

cies when UMass had the reputation as

the 'ZooMass.' especially since the under-

graduate enrollment at UMass is down to

17,000 undergraduate students compared
to 23,000 at its high point," he asked.

The reasons why many students at

UMass are up in arms are ordinances

such as the recent keg licensing law that

was passed on March 30 and rumors that

bars in Amherst might be forced to close at

11 p.m.

Ifthere was any chance these assump-
tions were misleading, it was evident

Monday when the Peace and Quiet Com-
mission of Amherst held an informal

meeting at the Bangs Community Center.

News Analysis

"I enjoy having the students around
town and I think all the commission, the

town and students really want is mutual
respect for everybody," said Jim Bernotas,

a North Amherst resident and business

owner. "I don't think anybody wants any

new regulations."

Another obstacle plaguing student/

town relations is the inactive role both

students and permanent town residents

feel UMass has taken in regards to solving

this problem.
"The hardest part for students is that

the University's failure to address the role

that they have played, in the deteriora-

tion of student'town relations ultimately

reflects poorly upon the students," said

Jennifer Wood, president of the student

government.
The discussion which took place Mon-

day between permanent town residents

and University officials could be the first

leg over the hurdle to solving this problem.

"We have common goals and should

work together to help solve them," said

Anne Miller, associate director ofhousing

atUMass and amemberofthe Chancellor's

Committee on Alcohol and Drug Use.

Initially the Commission set up
yesterday's meeting to accomplish three

objectives. The commission has been meet-
ing periodically over the last few weeks to

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Wednesday, April 29

Poetry— Hillel's course ISRAELI POETRY opens its

doors to the public for this special session on the p>oetry

written about or during the Holocaust. The session will

be led by Yehudit Heller and will take place at 4 p.m. in

the Hillel House Conference Room.
Film — A film by Andrzel Wsyda. the story ofJanusz

Korczak { 1878-1942), will be held at 7:30 p.m. in Campus

Center Room 904-908.

Thursday, April 30

Holocaust Commemoration Service - A campus-wide
commemoration will include the lighting of memorial

candles, poetry, reading, and briefaddresses by students,

faculty and staff. The events will commence at 12:30 p.m.

in the Cape Cod Lounge/Student Union.

Discussion and Film — Student, faculty, and staff

women in engineering, science, and technical fields are

invited to a film, discussion and potluck dinner: "Rosie

the Riveter — Women in Industrial Technology During

WWII." The event will be held at 5:30 p.m. in 1033

Lederle Graduate Research Tower.

Meeting— An informational meeting will be held for

the 1993 UMass Program in Siena, Italy. The event will

take place at 7 p.m. in 301 Herter Hall.

alcohol

Correction
The benefit concert for Danny Colbert will be

held at 1 p.m. this Sunday in the S.U.B. Tickets can

be bought at the door or in the GEO office in the

Student Uruon. The Collegian regrets the error.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

come up with solutions to improve town/gown relations.

The committee's first objective was to meet with

Miller and discuss UMass' current alcohol policy. The
second was to draft a list of recommendations resulting

from the public forum held on April 1 1 for submission to

the Amherst Select Board. The third objective was to set

up a meeting schedule for the summer months.
Only one objective was actually achieved, as the dis-

cussion took on overtones that could result in the town
becomingboth more visibly and vocally "student-friendly."

There was also a plea from commission members for

students to show respect and restraint for neighboring

houses or apartment complexes when attending off-

campus gatherings or coming home from drinking estab-

lishments located in Amherst.
The meeting also touched upon ways in which the

town would be able to reach the student body at UMass,

thus giving the students a forum where could express

their views to town officials.

"It is helpful to know the feeling of students through

the Editorial/Opinion page in the Collegian ," said Laurie

Benoit, staff liaison for the commission. "Knowring their

opinions can help us do something to make relations

better."

One idea presented to the commission was to hold a

public fonmi on the UMass campus to hear student

views. This forum could possibly be held next semester.

Another idea put forth was to publish a pamphlet that

would inform students of the laws in town, places where

they could register to vote, and recycling information.

The pamphlet would be a "welcoming guide" for students

returning to the town.

It is clear, advocates say, that this is a problem that

needs to be addressed by both representatives from the

community and the University.
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Local
Labor activist

and educator
Friedman dies
By TRACY MONAHAN
Collegian Correspondent

Long-time labor activist and labor educator Harvey

Friedman died after a long illness on Monday at the age

of69. An Amherst resident. Friedman retired as director

of the Labor Relations and Research Center at the Uni-

versity ofMassachusetts in 1990, after a 25-year tenure.

Friedman was first named assistant in 1965. and
became the director in 1970. His research specialty was
pre-retirement education and training.

In addition to leading the labor center, Friedman also

taught in the School of Education and the department of

pohtical science. In 1989, he received the Chancellor's

Medal for his work at the Amherst campus, and last week

he was also honored by the University's Boston campus

with a Chancellor's Award for distinguished service in

the education of working people.

Originally from Bridgeport, Connecticut, Friedman

attended Clark University and held a law degree from

Boston University. In 1948, he was admitted to the

Massachusetts bar.

Beforejoiningthe University faculty. Friedman worked

closely with labor unions, serving as an arbitrator,

factfinder, and mediator. He was an election examiner

for the National Labor Relations Board and the New
England assistant director ofthe Amalgamated Clothing

Workers and the AFL-CIO.
He also advised labor organizations at the local, state

and national levels. He had been a visiting lecturer at

universities in Denmark and England and was widely

published in encyclopedias, journals, reviews and

newspapers.
Provost Glen Gordon said Friedman was an advocate

of higher education. "He (Friedman) had a tremendous

commitment to the institution as a land-grant university,

that is, to the idea of public higher education serving the

Commonwealth."
His wife, Alice, is a retired faculty member from the

School of Nursing at the University.

Patricia Greenfield, director of the labor center, de-

scribed Friedman as "one of a unique breed of labor

educators/labor activists. His commitment to the labor

movement and working people is reflected in the con-

tinuing mission of the UMass Labor Relations and Re-

search Center."

Services will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. at the Jewish

Community Center of Amherst on Main Street. The
family will welcome visitors at the home Wednesday.

Thursday and Saturday through Monday between 7 and

10 p.m.

Survivor remembers past
Woman recalls struggle to live through Holocaust
By KARA SCHMIDT '/

Collegian Correspondent

The crowd sat on the edge of their seats at Hillel

House Monday night as Saba Wenger told her story of

how she survived the Holocaust.

Wenger's granddaughter. UMass student Lisa

Bovamick. introduced her grandmother while re-

minding the crowd of the importance of remembering

the Holocaust. "Fifty years is not so long ago. Unless

we are reminded by the past, it is possible that a

situation like this could be recurrent in the future."

Wenger's story began when the Germans attacked

Poland. "I heard this loud noise and looked out my
window to see German planes shooting and distribut-

ing leaflets. The leaflets said, 'Kill All Jews.' I didn't

believe it."

The Nazis came in and filled our biggest temple

with Jewish people. They covered the temple with

gasoline and set it on fire. More than 2.000 Jews

burned alive that night. I saw the flames while hiding

iri my house."

She went on to tell of the ghettos that were estab-

lished, circulating a picture ofthese shack-like wooden

structures surrounded by a high fence topped with

barbed wire. **We were forced to live there." Wenger

said, "and one person from each family was required to

work in the factories. 1 worked for my family."

Soon they learned their ghetto was to be liquidated.

Wenger. her mother, and her sister with two babies hid

in a basement constructed under the apartment and

accestible beneath the stove in the kitchen.

They were eventually discovered, hit over the head

with guns and dragged into the streets. Wenger and

her family were separated from her brother and loaded

on a train.

"People all night long were jumping from the train

and getting shot." Wenger said. "I begged my mother

to let mejump too so I wouldn't have to go to the oven.

We waited when the jumping had stopped and we
thought the Germans were asleep. Then we jumped."

They landed safely and wandered for days, seeking

shelter. Eventually Wenger and her family came to a

ghetto strictly for factory workers 18 to 20 years ofage.

Wenger lied about her age and while her family hid,

went to work in the factory.

"One day I took a day off of work to rest." Wenger

said. "The S.S. came in and told all the Jews who didn't

go to work to get out in the street or be killed. They

picked ten to be killed: six young men. two ladies older

than twenty, a little girl and myself"

"The Nazis stood with their guns pointed at us and

CoUrgian photo b>- Srth Kay*

Holocaust survivor Sara Wegner spoke

of her ordeal last night.

one asked me my age. I told them I was eighteen and

after an argument between them decided to let me go

to work and kill me later. Meanwhile, the httle girl

was screaming to her mother. 'Don't let them kill me.'

The other nine were shot."

Wenger proceeded to tell ofhow her life was toyed

with many times. On one occassion. she was taken to

a building by a Nazi who was laughing and sajdng.

"I'm going to kill you." She later learned that she

wasn't returning to the ghetto for everyone had been

killed, including her mother, her sister and two ba-

bies.

Wenger's story concluded with the return of the

Russians. On somewhat of a lighter note she was

reunited with her brother. However, when she later

returned to the ghetto no one could tell her where her

family was bvuried.

When asked why it took her thirty years to speak

about the Holocaust. Wenger replied. "Nobody asked

about it, nobody wanted to hear about it."

"I made it. It was very tough. Ill remeber it until I

die. It is tough even now. I can still hear the screaming

from that little girl begging her Mommy not to let

them kill her. I still can hear it."

Semester at sea offers hands-on experience
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

Imagine spending a semester in the

warm, bright sunshine, learning how to

navigate a 135-foot sailing vessel and

studying the coral reefs ofan island offthe

coast of the Central American nation of

Honduras.
This is exactly what Kimberly Mueller,

a senior pre-medicine zoology major, did

for 12 weeks during this semester while

many University students were "land-

locked."

"It was an excellent experience that

enabledme to learn aboutthe ocean, sailing

and myself," she said.

The Sea Education Association, which

was founded by Corwith Cramer in 1971,

is the only organization that gives un-

dergraduates across the country the

chance to study the deep ocean hands-on,

said Dale Dean, who is the group's com-

munications assistant.

Mueller said aft«r spending six weeks

studying oceanography and developing

navigational skills ashore at SEA's cam-

pus in Woods Hole, she and 25 other stu

Photo courteqr 8«a Education Aaaociation

The SSV Corwith Cramer, upon which UMass students learn about

seafaring and oceanography.

dents and 13 crew members flew to Miami

and boarded the SSV Corwith Cramer to

begin their six week study at sea.

"The hands-on experience at sea al-

lowed me to use the information I learned

on land in real life situations." she said.

The students, she added, we** respon-

sible for many things such as navigating

the vessel by using the sun, moon and

stars, keeping a 24-hour watch so the

vessel didn't crash at night and fixing

meals.

"This trip gaveme confidence in myself

and the ability to dive into situations and

take charge," said Mueller, whose 3,000-

mile sailing expedition took her from Mi-

ami to Cuba to Coliunbia and then to

Honduras.
For recreation on the vessel, she said,

the students would climb the mast and

play cards. "There isn'troom to run around

on the vessel and because people are busy

vrith their duties there isn't much fiw

time either."

Some inconveniences, she said, were

the scarcity of fresh fruit and vegetables,

drinking powdered milk and taking salt

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Lecturers claim tobacco industry targets youth
By KRISTEN LAMBERT
Collegian Correspondent

"Pack ofLies: Tobacco Advertisingand the Cultivation

of Addiction" was more than just a puff of smoke. It was

an informative lecture that added some humor to a

serious subject.

Filmed for national distribution, the two-hour lecture

examined techniques used by the tobacco industry to

pinpoint younger consumers.

"The average six-year-old is now recognizing 'Old Joe'

more than Mickey Mouse," said Richard Pollay. speaking

to a packed audience at Bowker Auditorium on Monday

night.

"The nicotine problem is far worse than we think;

430.000 people will die this year alone from nicotine

addiction." said Pollay. who has testified as an expert

witness in many tobacco trials and is a professor of

marketing at the University of British Columbia.

Pollay said that while testifying, he was not only spied

upon but had his mail tampered with by people from the

tobacco companies.

The tobacco industry claims that they only target

their ads to smokers who want to switch. But ads such the

Camel "Old Joe" campaign have increased the sales of

their cigarette from 1 percent of smokers to 33 percent,

according to Jean Kilboume. Kilboume has been twice

selected "college lecturer of the year" and has produced

such films as "Still Killing Us Softly."

Phillip Morris will take in more than $5 million today

alone ftx)m cigarette sales, said Pollay.

Cigarette print ads often show people in the picture of

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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Housing
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Kennedy Tower and to "break up

the group dynamics that lead to this

behavior."

Miller expressed some reluctance

to relocate students who may not

have participated in the damage,

but she maintained the action is not

meant to punish the students but to

ensure their safety and the safety of

everyone living in Kennedy Tower.

"It could be one person, it could

be several, but it's not trying to be

punitive, it's trying to be protective,"

she said.

Wood, however, held that the

action still violates the students'

rights no matter what the reasoning.

"We have rights and sure one of

those rights is to be safe in our

homes, but the punishment should

be meted out to those responsible

for the damage."
Miller stressed that moving the

students is a matter of keeping the

"safe environment" clause of the

Housing Contract and does involve

any disciplinary codes.

hands-on
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

water showers whichmade people "smelly"

because soap doesn't lather well in salt

water.

"Even though I gave up some conve-

niences, it was worth it because I gained

many incredible learning experiences from

the trip," said Mueller.

Making good friends, she said, was

easy because she was with the other stu-

dents 24 hours a day. "By the end of the

trip I knew some people better than I

know my best friend," she said.

Even though she only spent five days on

land, she said, she managed tomake friends

with a native from the island ofRoatan, an

island ofF the coast of Honduras.

Her friend, she said, took her to island

parties and introduced her to her family,

which consisted often brothers and sisters.

"The natives are extremely friendly and

fascinated by outsiders."

tobacco
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

perfect health and happiness, but very

rarely show them actually smoking ciga-

rettes. Pollay said.

In addition, these advertisements tar-

get teenagers who want independence or

rebellion, he said, but the tobacco indus-

try denies this.

"Cigarettes kill more Americans each

year than alcohol, cocaine, heroine, fires,

car accidents, homicides, suicides and

AIDS combined." Kilbourne claimed.

The U.S. is the leading drug pusher

because it sells the most cigarettes," she

said.

The lectures were sponsored by the

Center for Communications at the Uni-

versity.
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^ Wednesday Night is

>GUEST BARTENDER NIGHT
At Mike's

Free T-Shirts & Prizes

This Week's Guest Bartender is: AndfCS

Prizes

• $25.00 (;iri CcrtiHcate to Mikt's

• 2-wcek membership to THE GYM
• 2 passes to AMC Movie theaters
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Assistant Circulation Manager

k
Circulation Drivers
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57-510/hr.
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The Collegian

Room 113 Campus Center
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LATIN AMERICAN WEEK 1992

Wednesday April 29th

La 9\(pcfu de 9^{e}:ico

•A LECTURE ABOUT MEXICO"
Mr. Luis Galarza, Campus Center 101 6:00pm,

Film will be shown, and a typical tood from

LA VERACRUZANA REST, will be served. /

Thursday April 30th

Las 9>{adres de ia Tiaza de ^ayo
Slide show and poetry presented by

Marjorie Agosin from Wellesley College.

At the Student Union Ballroom, 8:00pm

Friday May 1st

"Bitingual CoCiegiate "Program

graduation and (Dance

Graduation C«remony for B.C.P
students starting at 8:00pm. And

LAS MUCHACHAS DE CARIBBEAN
SOUND and D.J. TAINO at 9:00pm.

Para que lo MENEES SUUAAVECITO!!!!

Campus Center Auditorium. "Vamo' AII6"

Saturday May 2nd "Cultural Day Picnic"

Keynote speaker Professor Cevallos and don't miss out the Talent Show per-

formed by Latin American Students, the great party music by D.J. TAINO and
the wonderful live music from QUETZAL. NO TE LO PIERDAS BABY!!!!

LOTS OF FOOD, BBQ, AND FUN!!!

Campus Pond 12:00 - 5:00 PM
Sponsored by AHORA (UMASS Latin American Organization),

Student Activities Office and La Veracruzana Restaurant, Northampton.

Zen Mind

Free Seminar

Friday Nights: 7:30 pm

April 24lh, May 1st

Room M5, CampuK Cenlfr
Lnlvtrsily of Massachusctti

Introduction to Zen Meditation Techniques

MARKET
1 7 Kellogg Avenue

(Behind Bart's in Amherst)
"253-9081^

Open Monday - Saturday 9-7

Stop by and get yourself some
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on Ms page are .hose of the individual writer or caBoonisl. and do noi necessanl)Mt;presen ihe views of Ihe Collegian or .he University unless otherwise noied

Sexual assault every day

« J

WELL PRiENDS,

v;jEve socceeo^o

I H CLOSIHQ ALL
T>1£ BARS -

'AMHfUSr IS NOW 7H£ Ttf'JH

IT oajce was - Pe/C£FiM-

QWBT
^ AMD BfAUVfiUL

•<ry ygJ

A little fact-finding would help
According to his editorial in the Colle- ternational Orphans, Por la Raza. etc. -

gian of April 24. Michael Morrissey be- was appointed by Pre.s*d<fn/ Carter in 1979^

lieves that Harry Pregerson, judge of the These facts no doubt, will bej!^"™^

U S Court of Appeals. 9th District, who irrelevant by Mr. Momssey. Robert Harns

presided over the last minute appeals in probably did not consider talking with the

the case of Robert Alton Harris, was loan department of the bank he had tar-

-probably appointed by former California get^d. Mr. Morrissey .Pl^obably likewise

governor. Moonbeam Brown." rejected the notion of^ visiting the Umver-

Mr Morrissey may be disappointed to sity Library for a little fact-finding before

Sexual Assault Awareness Month is

coming to a close and we are all being

reminded ofthe gross statistics that exist

(although we can never be reminded too

often). These statistics are not just num-

bers that someone threw down on a sheet

or made up to scare UMass students, they

are real. Women have endured tragic and

unnecessary experiences that made them

one of those numbers. No one wants to be

a statistic on a sexual assault report. No

one should have to be a statistic on a

sexual assault report. One hundred cases

of sexual assault were reported at UMass

between September and May of 1991.

Many of you may be saying, "Wow, that

many?" I am saying (along vfith thou-

sands ofother concerned women). That's

all that were reported?"

Stacy Malone

learn that Pregerson. a former Marine

and President of the Student Body at

UCLA, an active supporter of agencies

such as Big Brothers. Toys for Tots. In-

shooting his mouth off in the pages of^he

largest college daily in New England."

John G. McDonald
University Library

The EditoriallOpinion page welcomes diverse points ofview on

just about anything. Ifsomethingon campus bothersyou, ifyou ve

been slighted by naysayers, ifyou've got something to complain

about, ifyou want to tell us how great a job we re doing, or just

want to share your agenda, we're here for you. Write a column or

a letter, or draw a cartoon. We may not print it right away, but

well get to it soon enough. You just think we're closed minded.

Do we all realize how often women are

invaded on our campus? Obscene phone

calls cause women to be wary when an-

swering their own phones. An increasing

number of date rapes make women extra

cautious about whom they go out with,

what they wear and how they act (i.e. how

much they drink, how much affection they show 59 percent of those 100 incidents

show their date). Women are not able to occurred in the residence halls. Women

walk across campus after the sun sets should feel safe being with their friends,

without fear. Women are not even able to but the statistics show that only 13 per

live on this campus. Why do I seriously

doubt there were only 100 incidents where

women were sexually assaulted between

September and May of 1991? Because

many women don't report incidents of

sexual assault. It isn't known how many

sexual assaults actually occurred in the

residence halls, fraternities and off-cam-

pus houses, because most women don't

report sexual assault incidents.

It is known that they occur in all of

these places — whether we want to be-

lieve it or not. Just because last year's

statistics do not state there were sexual

assault incidents in fraternities or off-

campus houses does not mean they don't

happen there. It means they went unre-

ported.

It is extremely difficult to deal with any

incident of sexual assault and even more

difficult to report it. Why are women so

hesitant in reporting incidents of sexual

assault? Fear of being blamed. Fear of

embarrassment. Fear of others seeing it

as a minor incident. FEAR. There is no

such thing as a "minor incident" of sexual

assault. Sexual assault is a msyor invasion

to a woman's privacy and her freedom.

Women should feel safe when they are

in their own dorms, but as the statistics

take showers and go to the bathroom on

this campus, because of some perverted

men who insist on taking away their pri-

vacy! Women are supposed to be free hu-

man beings. Do any of those fears help

constitute women as free people? No. I

just dont think so.

There are thousands of women who

cent of the sexual assault offenders were

strangers. Most of the women knew the

men who sexually assaulted them!

Sexual Assault Awareness Month is

only one step. We should be aware of

sexual assault every day. because it hap-

pens every day.

Stacy Malone ia a Collegian columnist

Trats Stop Rape' and Trats Stop Raping' mean very different things
ridtO kJFUV^p J.VC*^v.

^

,„„.r f., wr^Hn. -NO MEANS NO" in front of as a man, as a Greek, as a presumably

This letter is in response to Scott Raping." then your anger at such an uryus^

Ingulli's Monday editorial lApril 27. tified. "stupid and ignorant" generaUza-

"Generalizing cheapensyour view... l.ln tion would have been understandable,

your editorial, you recounted how you However, the suggesteddemand which this

were taking a leisurely stroll down N. "chump" scribbled ontx) the sidewalk dur-

Pleasant St.. when all of a sudden you ing last Thursday's Take back the mghf

looked down to notice thatyour L.L. Beans

were resting on the chalk-scrawled words

"Frats Stop Raping!" Your complaint was

march was: "FRATS STOP RAPE!" The

connotations of the two phrases are quite

distinctly different."FRATSSTOP RAPE!"

that whoever wrote this probably "meant is not the "stupid, ignorant generalization

(that) the fraternity type of man should youclaimedittobe."FRATSSTOPRAPE!

stop raping." Your point was that the

unknown "chump." as you implied, was

generalizing that all men in frats are

incapable of distinguishing the word NO
from the word YES.

Well, if I had in fact written "Frats Stop

means to educate your brothers about date

rape. "FRATSSTOP RAPE!"means tomeet

us on the Amherst Common during the

latter half of our Take Back the Night"

vigil, instead ofpeeking out your fraternity

windows and skipping outside to yell at us

for writing "NO MEANS NO
your frat houses.

"FRATS STOP RAPE!" means to show

your support with a banner on your house

or candles in your windows during the one

night of the year when we women don't

have to take the long way home because

the short-cut doesn't have street lights.

"FRATS STOP RAPE!" means to donate

the time ofyour new pledges to the escort

service. "FRATS STOP RAPE!" means to

have an educator/advocate from the

as a man, as a Greek, as a presumably

respecUble and socially concerned orga-

nized student association, to help end the

violence against women on this campus.

"FRATS STOP RAPE!" is not an accu-

sation. It is an attempt to urge the Greeks

on this campus who still care whether or

not a woman gets home safely to speak out

against violence against women, against

not knowing yes from no. I'd like to see

your support in our rally next year. Oh

yeah, sororities, where were your candles

Everywoman'sCentertocometelktoyour and signs of solidarity during our inarch

frat about date rape and/or what you can last Thursday night? See you all next

do ifsomeone you know is raped. "FRATS year, at the very least.

STOP RAPE!" is a summons, or at the
t? lu !^°

very least, a suggestion, to use your power
Northampton

Stop Israeli occupation of territories, end oppression
*- .... „ -ii- ii-- v>^..-^u r<or>oira Prtrivontinn of 1949 and tc

As a son ofa Palestinian-American I find it necessary

to draw attention to the Palestinian's share of the

struggle against repression, suppression and oppres-

sion. In our present situation, it is impossible to

separate our culture from our struggle and our struggle

from our culture. It is vitelly essential to stress an

equal feeling of cultural balance, identity and under-

standing amongst the multi-cultural mixture present

here in the Amherst area. The Palestinian's fight

against injustice and inequality is not only a Pales-

tinian-Arab cause, but it is a part ofthe world strug:gle

that all human beings, minorities and m^onties,

share and oppose. If the Palestinians cannot look to

our fellow oppressed than who can we turn to for

strength and encouragement?

For 25 years Palestinians have been subjected to a

methodical system of oppression which has never

allowedthem to control theirown cultural ,
traditional

,

economic, political and medical affairs. The four-year-

old Intifada is the popular civil uprising of the Pal-

estinians in response to Israel's self-justified system

ofland expropriation and totaliterian control over the

West Bank and Gaza Strip. Israel, the "relucUnt

Goliath." has suppressed the unarmed civil uprising

with brutal military force that has led to more than

1 200 deaths, one quarter ofthem young children, and

115,000 serious injuries of which 40.000 are perma-

nentlv disabled.

For four years there has not been a single day

without confrontetions, without obvious organized sym-

bols ofdefiance from the occupied and oppressed popula-

tion.

Micah Nassar

The only question the world community can ask after

realizing Israel's repressive measures such as the beat-

ings, the mass arrests, the collective punishments, the

regular raids ofhomes, the school closures, the frequent

curfews, the house demolitions, the expulsions, ete.. ete.

— the only question that I ask is how can the Jewish

people, who know too well the dreadful and unforgettable

misery of such an existence, govern by terror, contempt

and complete disregard of the basic human dignities of

life!?Andwhat about Prime Minister Shamir's insistence

that the loan guarantees cannot be linked to the peace

conference and settlement expansion since they are for

humanitarian needs? How "humanitarian" is it to usurp

and confiscate one people and their lands to make way for

another? Andhow "humanitarian" is it to directly pressure

other countries to close their borders to the Soviet Jews

in order to force them to come to Israel when in fact most

would prefer to go to Europe or to the United States?

For 25 years Israel has defied the repeated calls by

the International community, the United Nations

Council and the occupied people themselves to protect

the human rights ofthe Palestinians in strict accordance

with the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949 and to

vrithdraw from the West Bank and Gaza Strip

immediately.
, , r

President Bush's insistence of a 120 day delay for

considering Israel's request for $10 billion in loan

guarantees allows the American people to seriously

discuss how much the U.S. should support Israel's

military occupation. It is a critical time for Palestin-

ians in the territories. They are finding themselves

further marooned on tiny bantustan-like pockets of

land, closely resembling the dependant "Indian Res-

ervations" of North America, surrounded by ever-

increasing Jewish settlemente. As the election year

continues, we must urge our elected officials that

Israel's request must be firmly linked to an end to

settlement expansion and agreement to trade land

for ijeace. . .

We understand and admit that the Palestimans

have not been 100% innocent throughout our op-

pression — we have revolted and will continue to

revolt. For until people will listen to our cry and

discuss with us our pain. Revolution is our only hope.

It is important to acknowledge that Passover is a

time to celebrate the freedom of Jews from years of

oppression and while we join you in your celebration

of freedom, all we ask is for your understanding and

support, so that someday we may gather together to

celebrate our freedom as well.

Micah Nassar is a UMass student

I
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Third World Affairs
Third World sell-outs: the enemy within

"When my restless hands caress a White woman's

breasts, they grasp White civilization and dignity and

make them mine."

•'Black Skin. White Masks," Frantz Fanon

It began with a two-pronged assault — mercantile

colonialism, the plunder and exploitation ofThird World

resources and labor, and cultural imperialism, the pil-

lage of artifacts, distortion of history, and debasement of

Third World cultures and value systems.

The first led to destruction or disruption of the way of

life in every corner of the globe; the second cultivated

deep feelings ofinferiority, the loss ofa sense of pride and

dignity, and even strange sexual neuroses.

For example, in the words ofNehru. "Greater than any

victory of arms or diplomacy was the psychological tri-

umph of the British in India, when we developed the

mentality ofa good house-servant, and the slave began to

think as a slave."

This negative and demeaning self-image inculcated in

Third World societies was then exploited by colonial

education institutions, which often produced a class

alienated from their own societies, who had a contempt

for menial labor and a profound embarrassment about

non-European aspects of their culture.

Several ofthem went on to participate in government,

where they either became parasitical agents of their

European mentors, or. after decolonization, turned out to

be even more ruthless and exploitative than their Eu-

ropean predecessors.

In the modem era. decolonization has merely marked

a transition into newer, more sophisticated forms of

economic. miliUry. and cultural domination.

Increasingly difficult to isolate and combat is the

cultural hegemony of the West, basically the United

States, through its stranglehold on the international

communications system.

The end product in the Third World is dismaying:

colonization of the mind on an unprecedented scale, a

global sell-out at every level. And the most pathetic

products of all end up in the West.

You don't have to venture far to observe it. Our habitat

is filled with superb specimens both in the media and in

public.

Madanmohan Rao

How delightful are the tokens of the public sphere,

colorful media celebrities who provide fashionable drop-

pings of simulated dissent, chronically neutral and un-

able to take a stance of substance on current Third World

issues. These sell-outs come from everywhere, with

homegrown versions right here in the Valley.

Hats off to those Third World intellectuals, professors

and students, who are so colonized that they can only quote

Europeans, such as Tocqueville, Foucault, and Challiand.

Hardly better are those model Third World students

in science and engineering whose world is filled with

little more than test-tubes, equations, and computer

terminals, slaving for the benefit of the White masters.

In contrast are the quaint Third World students in the

humanities and social sciences who analyze and pon-

tificate to no end, and look down on their compatriots in

other disciplines. What meaningful contributions have

they made to any discourse except as prime examples of

the colonized mind?
Pathetic indeed is the sight ofthose who come from the

Third World on scholarships thanks to subsidized edu-

cation in excellent schools at home, scrambling for any

job at all as the recession dims hopes of attaining their

goal, the ever-elusive green card.

Even more nauseating are most of those from the

Third World who pay their own way. squandering exor-

bitant sums of money merely for a good time, and are

completely uninterested in the fate of their less-fortu-

nate brethren. They are the despicable international jet-

set crowd, clothed in Gucci and Cartier, parasites who

are the first to prostitute themselves before the almighty

Westerners, but also first to opportunistically exploit

their Third World background. Can there be anything

lower than the upper-class nouveau-riche opportunist?

These characters are becoming increasingly and appropri-

ately visible in the New World Order era United States.

All of this has manifested itself on campus of late in

delightful ways. Take for example those Palestinian

students who tried to deny the fact that their compatriote

in the Occupied Territories cheered from their rooftx)p8

as Saddam's Scuds hit Israel, for fear of offending their

liberal Zionist friends.

And how about the brilliant organizers of"Asia Night"

who designed a poster with Asian flags which did not

include the flag of Palestine, but featured that of the

Israeli settler-colonial state in the very center of their

advertisement.

Let'scommend those Third World Communities whose

collective organizations only care about annual cultural

parades, instead ofpromoting public discourse about the

economic chaos and upheaval that reign back home.

During a time when colonial assaults devastate and

threaten the entire Third World from Iraq to South Africa,

Libya to Peru, Cuba to India, the least one would hope for

would be some small display of concern if not dissent.

What the ALANA communities here have been wit-

nessing for years, the lust for White meat. White thoughts,

and White looks is increasingly manifesting itselfin our

Third World communities. The international system is

perfectly mirrored by attitudes and events on campus.

Please welcome the New World Odor.

Madanmohan Rao is a Collegian staff member. The

opinions in this article are not necessarily those of the

Collegian.

tin Americans?
It is unfortunate that after 500 years of

resistance on the part of all Latin Ameri-

can and Native American peoples we

Puertornquenas/os (Puerto Ricans) are

still accused of not being Latinas/os.

Although unfortunate, it is not surpris-

ing. This kind of attack only shows that

our oppressors succeed in their ideological

domination.

Puerto Rico has been a colony of the

United SUtes since July 25, 1898. Our

country has been occupied by a foreign

country for over 500 years.

Aixa Rodriguez

In the last 94 years the U.S. citizenship

has been imposed on us (1917), and our

colonial status has been hidden behind

the name ofCommonwealth or Free Asso-

ciated State ( 1952). Our minds too have

been colonized.

We have been told that we are passive,

inferior, that we cannot survive without

the United States and that communism
will take over if we become independent.

Yes, those are all lies. They have been

repeated until they have become "truths,"

not only for many Puertorriquenas/os but

for many Latinas/os as well.

Our domination has been perpetuated

through very clever ideological strategies.

We never learn about our indigenous

people's ( the Tainos ) resistance, nor do we

read or learn about the revolts led by

Black slaves or the many revolts by the

"Nacionalistas" in the island. The inde-

pendence movement has been repressed

in all possible ways by the Federal Bureau

ofInvestigation ( FBI ), Central Intelligence

Agency (CIA) and their accomplices within

Puerto Rico's government.

It is remarkable that we the

independentistas as still alive and fight-

ing for the freedom of our nation.

At the same time, Latin American

countries have repeatedly received the

distorted message that Puerto Ricans

don't want to be Latinos, that we are

gringo "wannabes." And they too believe

that lie.

The real effect of all these lies is to

divide and conquer, to isolate Puerto Rico

from the Latin American community, to

destroy the possibilities of solidarity and

therefore of any serious movement in fa-

vor ofPuerto Rico's independence in Latin

America.

In spite of the lies there is solidarity

with Puerto Rico not only in I^tin America

but around the world. The decolonization

committee of the United Nations has ac-

knowledged our colonial status and our

right to self-determination has been con-

firmed.

Those who deny Puerto Rico its place

as a Latin American and Third World

nation are taking away part of our iden-

tity. Those who think Puerto Ricans are

different because we are citizens of the

United States are simply reproducing the

lies our oppressors have told them and us.

Their ideological domination explains

these erroneous attitudes but they are not

justified anymore.

Before you judge Puertorriquenas/os

take the time to learn and understand

our colonial history. Before you call us

hypocritical just because we come to the

metropolis to get college degrees, stop to

think how much the United States owes

us for more than ninety years ofeconomic

exploitation and human degradation.

Before you judge all Puerto Ricans by a

particular group which has no political

conscience, stop to think that they are

the product of 94 years of internalized

oppression and NOT different from young

people with no political conscience in any

Latin American country or the United

States.

But even more important, before you

judge Puerto Rico please notice that we

Latinas/os are all colonized people. That

we have internalized our oppression and

with it we have made it very easy for the

United States to keep us apart.

The case of Puerto Rico in the Latin

American context is not different from the

isolation of Cuba, or the isolation of the

Sandinista government in Nicaragua.

This is the first step of colonization:

destroy the possibility of solidarity, im-

pose a feeling of isolation and impotence.

How can we in 1992 still fall for that?

We all have the responsibility to de-

velop a political conscience and to take on

the challenge to dismantle the ideological

structures that keep us apart. Puerto Rico

is a distinct Latin American nation and

very much part of the developing world.

In 1992 we commemorate 500 years of

Taino, Black and jibaro resistance in our

nation: Puerto Rico.

Aixa Rodriguez is a UMass graduate

student. The opinions in this article are

not necessarily those of the Collegian.

The question is "Are Puerto Ricans

Latinos?" Latin Americans such as my-

self, are amazed at the question.

A second question begged by the first is,

"Is Puerto Rico a Latin American ( and thus

a Third World) nation?" The answer is, of

course not! Puerto Rico is, for the most part,

a willing U.S. colony. Indeed, it has always

been a colony, never had any independence,

and doesn'tseem to want it now . Therefore,

very few Latin Americans see Puerto Rico

as part of our family of nations.

Luisa Quintanilla

True, Puerto Rico was once a Spanish-

speaking island. But that is being eroded

by every year ofU.S. rule. Some claim that

Puerto Rico must be considered a part of

Latin America because Spanish is the most

widely spoken language in the island. But

clearly, there is more to Latin America

than the Spanish language. In any case,

let's say that Puerto Rico achieved itsdream

of becoming a U.S. state: would anyone

dream of calling it Latin American?

Had Puerto Rico achieved independence

instead ofbecoming a U.S. colony, it surely

would have become a part ofLatin America.

Unfortunately, the "Americanization" that

has taken place hascreatedan unbridgeable

gap of culture and mentality.

Really, only Puerto Ricans themselves

believe they are Latin Americans. Apart

from their contented colony status, there

is an issue very few Puerto Ricans seem to

grasp. They are U.S. citizens! They hap-

pily serve in the imperial United States

Armed Forces, and travel with their

compatriots from the 50 states around the

Third World killing people such as Pana-

manians, Grenadans and Iraqis. They
benefit from the empire in ways no one

from Latin America could dream of.

Puerto Ricans have something that

many in Latin America and the rest ofthe

Third World live and die for— the right to

come at will to the United States and par-

take of the extremely luxurious life here.

As they travel around the globe, Puerto

Ricans have the security of that all-impor-

tant little gold eagle on their little blue

passports, receiving all the deference ac-

corded to U.S. citizens abroad, breezing

past huge lines ofThird Worlders at immi-

gration desks the world over. /Vnyone who

doesn't understand the gulf that exists

between U.S. citizens and Third World

people is not in touch with the realities of

life.

When it suits them, the Puerto Ricans

are U.S. citizens. When it doesn't suit

them, they are Latin Americans. Forget

it! No one is going to buy this. Puerto

Ricans are U.S. citizens, most of them
happily and proudly so, according to vote

after vote, referendum after referendum.

Therefore, axiomatically, they are not

Latin Americans or Third Worlders. Per-

haps they would be better described as

"Hispanics," a word many of them favor.

Hispanic is generally taken to mean U.S.

citizens of non-European Spanish-speak-

ing origin. In other words, a U.S. minority.

Of course, no one is going to deny that

mistreated minorities or residents of a

colony are not in an oppressed position.

The struggles against domestic discrimi-

nation and imperialism may well be com-

patible. We ought to sympathize and co-

operate with each other's struggles. But we
cannot begin the real work of breaking

down the barriers between us until they

are recognized. Until then, they will con-

tinue to smolder between the lines. As long

as Third World opinions that U.S. minori-

ties don't like are condemned as evidence of

colonized mentalities, the barriers are up.

These sentiments do not qualify as "in-

ternal" or "internalized" oppression. No
one is insultingor criticizing Puerto Ricans,

only pointing out the obvious truth. This is

not an "internal" issue, but between differ-

ent peoples. This has been underlined by

the response from much ofthe community,

as they ignore abuses from sell-outs or the

mjyority, but spring into action when a

Latina raises uncomfortable issues.

Of course, we must not forget the

brave freedom fighters, los

independentistas , who unfortunately re-

main on the fringes oftheir society. They
have earned our respect magnificently,

even if the rest of the island hasn't. All

respect to those who have, and still fight

for Puerto Rican independence!
Unfortunately, they seem to be waging

a losing battle, primarily because so few of

their compatriots are interested in

breaking the ties which, along with all the

other benefits, bring them the highest

standard of living in the Caribbean.
All this is obvious to virtually everyone

from Latin America, or the rest of the

Third World for that matter, but may not

be to many Puerto Ricans. But, let's all get

it straight once and for all: Puerto Ricans
are minority U.S. citizens ( Hispanics ), they
are not, repeat not, Latin Americans
(Latinos) or Third Worlders.

Luisa Quintanilla is a UMass student.
The opinions in this article are not neces-

sarily those of the Collegian.

Arts & Living
Classic films on HSCN this week
By JAMIE GORNSTEIN
Collegian Staff

Hello, movie lovers, and welcome to yet another edi-

tion of your oh-so-favorite column, the Campus Cable

Connection. This week, the movies are. . .dare I say. .

.DIFFERENT! YES! There are no repeats this week and

BoyzNTheHood is not on! Okay, okay, calm down now,

and pay attention ta the plethora of movie greats and

movie flops. Now, b4re are the movies that will be shown

beginning on Wednesday, April 29:

Agnes Of God — Jane Fonda, Anne Bancroft, Meg
Tilly. Tilly is a sweet-faced, innocent nun who is accused

of killing her baby that she claims was a result of an

immaculate conception. Fonda is a court-apfjointed

psychiatrist who must determine whether or not Tilly is

crazy, but along the way discovers that there is more to

the case than what it seems. An all-around fine film, with

standout performances by Tilly and Fonda. ***

Pygmalion — Leslie Howard, Wendy Hiller, Wilfrid

Lawson. Excellent adaptation ofGeorge Bernard Shaw's

classic play about a poor flower girl who is "educated" into

a lady. "My Fair Lady" and "Pretty Woman" were based

on this masterpiece of modem drama. The humor is

tasteful, sophisticated and vritty.
****

Children Of Paradise — Jean-Louis Barrault,

Arletty, Pierre Brasseur. This is a wonderful love story

between a beautiful woman and a pantomime. Youll

smile, youll cry, and you'll want to see it again. Barrault

is mag^c. ****

Breathless — Jean Seberg, Jean-Paul Belmondo,

Daniel Boulanger. This 1959 French film was remade in

1983 starring Richard Gere, but the original is definitely

something to see. Belmondo is a crook based in Paris who

is being chased by police after he has stolen a car and

killed an officer. The acting is spectacular and the New
Wave plot is directed with flair. Watch this one first, then

go and rent the one with Richard Gere. ***l/2

Kon-Tiki—Narrated by Ben Grauer ,Thor Heyerdahl

This is an excellent documentary that won an Oscar in

1951, and though it may seem boring(and I know itwould

if I described it), it's definitely a film worth catching this

week. Heyerdahl talks about his raft trip from Peru to

Tahiti. See, I told you. it sounds boring, but give it a

chance, guys! ***

Pandora's Bi$w— Louise Brooks, Fritz Kortner, Franz

Lederer. Ahh, another classic flick this week! Made in

1928 and restored in 1983. this film is unprecedented in

its effect upon audiences. Loaded with drama and sexu-

ality. Pandora's Box is about a flower girl who becomes

first a protegee and then a vrife of a newspaper editor.

One of the best silent films made. ****

WhistleDown theWind— Hayley Mills, Alan Bates,

Bernard Lee. Based on the novel by Mary Hayley Bell,

this tale of childhood innocence is a treat to watch. A
fugitive murderer seeks escape in a bam when he is

discovered by children who think him to be Christ. The

movie is believable, sweet and wonderfully acted. ****

The Lavender Hill Mob— Alec Guinness, Stanley

Holloway, Sidney James. This 1951 movie won an Oscar

for Best Story and Screenplay, and even has a briefscene

with Audrey Hepburn at the end. It's a side-splitting

comedy with cops and robbers and chase scenes. (Hey,

you guys, there are some REIALLY good movies on this

week! I haven't had one slam yet!) ***l/2

The Importance of Being Earnest — Michael

Redgrave, Michael Denison, Richard Wattis. An excellent

cast does justice to this film based on Oscar Wilde's

comedy of manners. Who hasn't read the book yet? You

either? Well then, catch the movie! ***

Salt oftheEarth—Juan Chacon, Rosoura Revueltas,

Will Geer. This movie about New Mexican mine workers

has a strong feminist viewpoint that I think carries a very

worthwhile message to viewers. Apparently the film was

extremely controversial when it was made, and the

director, producer, screenwriter and Will Geer were all

blacklisted. (Just a little tidbit from little ol' me.) ***l/2

Torch Song Trilogy — Anne Bancroft, Matthew

Broderick, Harvey Fierstein. Fierstein wrote this movie

based on his play about a drag queen, and I've heard the

play is much better, though I enjoyed the movie thor-

oughly. Fierstein is a Jewish homosexual who describes

his life in such elaborate detail I was glued to the screen.

Some hysterical moments are offset by incredible

tearjerkers, including Broderick's brutal murder by

"gaybashers." The issue ofAIDS is touched upon, but not

overdone. Overall, a fantastic film.
***

Berry Gordy's The Last Dragon — Taimak, Van-

ity, Chris Mumey. Oy, here we go. Thank goodness! I

thought I wouldn't have a chance to slam a movie this

week. Strictly kid-stuff martial arts crap. A warma-be

martial artist falls for this glitzy video deejay and gets

involved with all these gangsters and stuff. The movie is

overdone, boring and cheesy. Very little humor gives it

some points. *

Funny Girl — Barbra Streisand, Omar Sharif, Kay

Medford . Streisand's Oscar-winning debut about a singer-

comedienne whose unhappy private life is masked by her

comedic front onstage. Great musical, and Barbra's

singing. . .like BUTTAH! ***

All About Eve— Bette Davis, Anne Baxter, George

Sanders, Marilyn Monroe. Realistic look at life in the

theater with a brilliant portrayal by Davis as an aging

star who takes in a star-struck fan only to later realize

that the fan has slowly been Uking over her life. Brutally

poignant—won sixOscars, including Best Picture, Director,

Screenplay and Supporting Actor. DONT MISS! ***

. . . And Justice For All— Al Padno, Jack Warden,

John Forsythe. Lawyer Pacino is fed up with all ofthe

crap and singlehandedly Ukes on the judicial system of

Maryland. Biting satire is painfully realistic and thor-

oughly depressing in parts. Pacino is powerful and pas-

sionate.
***

Movies that are on HSCN but are not reviewed are:

My Girl, Come See The Paradise, Necessary

Roughness, Ramblin Rose, and Freddy's Dead (one

of those Nightmare On Elm Street movies, but I lost

coimt after 4.)

Top Ten Reasons Why
Monkeys Should Not

Be Allowed To Drive

BY JON STAFFORD

10. Rude bastards never turn off their high beams for

oncoming cars.

9. Bounce up and down and howl madly at the approach

of a police car.

8. Cool monkeys with attitudes always trying to impress

their girlfriends by steering with their prehensile tails.

7. Taking hands off wheel in order to beat chest tends to

cause accidents.

6. Just can't get the hang of a clutch.

5. Always using those "Authorized Vehicles Only" cross-

overs on the highway.

4. Lack of manual dexterity makes it difficult to give the

appropriate hand gestures to other drivers during heavy

traffic.

3. Difficult to keep eyes on road while picking bugs out of

passengers hair.

2. Always trying to outrace the guys in Corvettes.

1 . You thought it was hard to get dog hair out of uphol-

stery.

OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS...^

The Arts & Living Editor is

ioolcing to fili positions for

Associate Arts Editors

Requirements include

• Typing
• Writing/Grammar Siciiis

• Filing

• Lots Of Free Time

Persons interested in these

positions should contact the

Arts & Living Editor at the

Collegian, 113 Campus Center.
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This Fall, come, join us.
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BMCP sponsors encouraging seminar tonight
By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Staff

The flyer calls to students who are

"stressed" and "unmotivated," and to those

who feel they have "limited options" con-

cerning the future.

The Black Mass Communications

Project welcomes all students and faculty

to attend an entrepreneurial seminar titled

Turning Obstacles into Opportunity" they

are sponsoring this evening at 7 p.m. in

the Malcolm X Cultural Center.

The purpose ofthe seminar, according

to Peter Ribeiro, the primary coordinator

ofthe event, is to enlighten students about

the practical implementations of positive

individual ideas to evolve into opportuni-

ties for future success.

Ribeiro asserts that Black and other

minority students have negative aspects

of "being Black" or of a "minority" thrust

upon them. While White students are of-

ten encouraged and shown positive things

to motivate success, he claims. Blacks are

told different, negative things.

Ribeiro hopes this seminar will go back

to the "base" ofthe problem, and success-

fully deal with the low self-esteem that is

often generated by such social standards.

This, he claims, is something the UMass
department simply does not do.

"It's a unique perspective about build-

ing positive self-images as what you have

to do," Ribeiro says ofthe seminar. "Social

problems such as sexism and racism are

merely symptoms of the much larger

problem of building self-image early on."

Two prominent guest speakers. Beryl

Irene Bailey, professional educator, and

Michael D. Samuels, entrepreneur and

educational consultant/educator will lec-

ture.

Topics of discussion include entrepre-

neurship, buildingand channeling positive

self-esteem and self-images, as well as

stress and time mantigement.

Jen Crenshaw, business manager for

B.M.C.P., emphasizes that tonight's

semiimr is "very educational, useful and

self-motivating. The community will

benefit from it."

On behalf of B.M.C.P., Ribeiro en-

courages all "people who want to experi-

ence the wealth of the knowledge, infor-

mation, and methods to develop skills and

implement ideas to become opportunity"

to attend tonight's seminar.

Round Tripi from Bolton Sortinj it
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Vibrant characters entertain from the Abyss
By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Staff

In My Abyss
Southside Room, Hampden
April 23-25

The first and second acts of Elisabeth

Sampson's In My Abyss may well be two
sides ofthe same coin, but for me at least,

they did not have the same worth.

Abyss is an unusual ofTering, the type

of play that is invariably called "experi-

mental" because no one knows what else

to call it. The plot is about the actions and
interactions of a group of people, in a

mythic paradise-like garden; the result is

Samuel Beckett, by way ofMonty Python.

What makes this mix such spectacular

fun, at first, is Sampson's self-effacing hu-

mor. The characters argue over ownership

ofbubble-pipes. dispute the color ofthe sky.

fart, and look for basketballs. Yet, they

possess a keen sense oftheir own absurdity

whichmakes their daily disputes hilarious,

ratherthan mundane. When theshow turns

into a psychological examination of one of

its characters, this humor disappears —
and so does much of our interest.

Still, In My Abyss is a great evening

of theater, because it does what theatre

does best. It entertains, it enlightens, it

creates its own boundaries, and it tests

the limits of the audience's imagination.

Film maker Steven Epstein has created

movie segments to accompany the onstage

action, and the results are wonderful. His

films are no more structured than the av-

erage music video, but the images are not

random — they fit the show perfectly.

Likewise, Bradford Potter's original musi-

cal score manages to complement the play

with unpredictability and whimsy. Only

Denise Daltons' modern dance segments

fall Hat, perhaps because the integration of

interpretive mime is just not a good idea.

The show is also strengthened by Ken-
neth Robert's unlikely but engaging di-

rection, and a couple of fine performances.

As the immobile Pira, Laurie
Ciarametaro provides the emotional and
physical center of the show. All action

revolves around her, and she is smugly
aware of it. Ciarametaro was the casting

coup for this production— an actress able

to handle everything from light comedy to

weighty drama, and one who is also strik-

ingly beautiful.

While Sampson's text gives enough
reference to Pira's beauty to carry any
actress through the role, when played out

by Ciarametaro the character's self-

loathing has a particularly powerful im-

pact. She is what everyone around her

covets, but she sees in her mirror-reflection

nothing but ugliness.

Also fantastic is Ed McCarthy as

Carlisle, a bubble-pipe-sucking, "Fla-

mingo-dancing" philosopher. McCarthy
has a great gift for comic acting, and
stopped the show with his hilarious "dance"

routine, in which he twists himself into

grotesque shapes while the other charac-

ters marvel at his grace.

SO. . .Whtf* up aher tchoor*

out? Wondered about )ob* in:

* No(1h<fn C«U(omU
* Sou(h<n> C«U(omU
* Rodcf MounUin Country

Th« ino*t oompl«l« lift ol job* In

th«*« U%MJ, updated bivvvtUy,

it now avtiUbk. To racsiv* Mnd
check or tnonty order for $100,

and your target area with

nau^c and *dtir<u to:

JOBS UNLTD • PO BOX JOTS

ORANCEVALE,CA. UtO

APARTMENT SERVICE
& MANAGEMENT FOR:

Colonial Village

Presidential

Lantern Court
College Inn

FOR ALL YOUR RENTAL NEEDS

1 Bedroom - 3 Bedroom
Efficiencies and Houses

CALL KAMINS REAL ESTATE
253-2515

55 S. PLEASANT ST., AMHERST

cShavj ^^Mptcn (Lax <d\Entci*i

• Late Modd Dependable Transportation

• Inexpensive Rates- Daily - WecWy - Monthly

• Mastercard. Visa. American Express

• Must Be 21 Years ofA^ To Rent

.c io« CALL
::& 253-5040

3l< CoUei^ Street. Amherst, MA 01004

MEETING NOTICE

Top of the Campus,
Incorporated (TOC, Inc.)

will hold it s annual meeting
in Campus Center 801,
JMay 14, 1992, 2:00pm^

carvea
BiggCeSt Sale ThieS Year

@XJNIVERSITY Campus Center

10-3 • 4/29, 4/30, 5/1

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE
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By GARY LARSON

WHAT
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mm,
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ISN'T FAIR ABOUT
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/^6mRQueevoN5.

SWBB I 5H0ULP
HAVe A UTTLe
TALKMTHH£R.

/

MRVBRCALL
oNyou'sm?

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

fO;^ SCUOOL, WLRt SUPPCSCD

TO WR\TE A P^^i^GR^?H

ABOUT VIUAT OV){L D^D5 CO.

"m^T Dots \t^ DAD Do?
MOSTLV. HE GETS OK W

HERN/£S. "mt END."

100 MM SET
A PO\UT TO<^

SUCOHCTKeiS.
EVSE \S

THECE TO
SM ?!

JIM'S JOURNAL

"Keep the door shut, Ernie! I )ust knoivthat dang cat

is going to try dragging that thing into the house."

^^\\U% of OOW^^HS

Quote of the Day
"I try to find some beauty in everything, try

to find that bit of humanity in what many

others see as inhuman."
- Joe Coleman

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

JIM'S JOURNAL

o«f ev pe^«r X^W-
X ceuU «^\so Kft«ir

LA

ByjIM

iiv\^ ^•^'VcK^^ her

-^-Jl

MORT! By SUZANNE PALMER

EXCUSE ME... »S

THE'SF- CUJ3_

YOU'l^E (AGOING TO GET

THEM TO t^OVE. EV&gtQNE
IS'TOTAUX APATHETsynz:

MEAH IVE
BtEN A
FKESHMAH

ITTOAa>55
YfcT.

ARIES (Mjri h 2 1 -April 1 0): Never

undereMimaie the power o( posilive

thinking! A dome«ic problem or per-

ionil mailer could ihrealen lo di*-

lr»ct you from importaol businesi.

Put flTsI thingi lirsl.

TAURUS (April 20-M*y 20): A
djy when you can gain access lo

influential social and business groups.

Big icieav should be taking shape now.

GEMINI (NUy 2 1 -June 201: Aclcar

head and guarded approach will

prevent a domes! ic or pro<ess»onal

setback. Ahhough a purchase may be

OK, so is Mving your morwy. Gel

together with friends and plan a fun

ever*.

CANCfRdune 21-luly 22): Fools

rush in where wise men never go.

Avoid splurging on luxuries, even if a

friend urges you to do so. It is a run-

errands, talk-it-up day. Reach for the

stars.

LEO duly 23-Aug. 22): A work

conflict eriay pUce you between a

rock and a hard place. Compose
yourself. You will have no trouble

getting the infornMtioo you rwed.

Make good use of your natural talents.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): Busi-

ness success deperids oo you show-

ing mcxe initialive in the workplace.

II someone gives you valuable inside

information, us it wisely. New
frier>dships and adventures could be

heaven-sent

LIBRA (Sept 2J-Oct. 22): Al-

though unrest lir>ger», victory is at

hand. You have a k)t to gain from

being friends with an influential as-

joc iaie. Be a doer instead of a watcher

Take out your sketch pad or dancing

shoes.

SCORfKXOct. 23-Nov. 21 ):Thi4

is not lime to wear your heart on your

sleeve. Be the Rock of Cibrahar to a

frierx) in need. Lie low today and

sperxl a peaceful evening at home.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec.

21 ): Although playing second fiddle

IS not much fun, it is better than lieing

pMicd over completely. Live m the

present and be centers. The evening

kwks great; invite friends for dinner.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an. 19):

Financial ipeculation will alnootl

certainly result in loss. Focus on cre-

ative enterprises »nd listen lo the

advice olsomeor* moreexperienced

than yourself.

AQUARIUSOan. 2(VFeto. 1 8): The

social scene offers you arflple op-

portunity lo rub elbows with friends

and VIPs alike. Your decisions will

pan out, life will improve. Prosperity

makes a comeback and good luck

abour>ds.

PISCES (Feb. 1 9-*4*rch 20): Rise

above petty squabbles at work or

home. Do not shake the foundations

o< your life in pursuit of an elusive

objective.

DAILY CKUiiWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRliDE MICHEL JAFFE

MtrTAlIlt A

E

ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

_

Today's Staff

Night Editor
GregSukiennick

Copy Editor
Darienne Hosley

PlxitoTechnician Christopher Evans

Production Supeivisor
^eth Kaye

Production Brad Hutchinson,

Lisa Roman

Menu
LUNCH

Chicken Pucks

Broccoli Casserole

BASICS LUNCH
Chicken Pucks

Broccoli Casserole

DINNER
Chinese Beef & Peppers

N.E. Style Scrod

BASICS DINNER
Creek Style Skillet

N.E. Style Scrod

ACROSS
1 Imitated

5 Vestments

9 Hetxew
measure*

14 Oecorate
anew

15 Laugh -
16 Reception

U Jason s ship

18 trxJolent

19 Hetps with the

dishes

20 Capital ol

Argentina

23 OBs otJiectives

24 Long lead-in

25 Town in a

Shakespeare
title

77 Enginp pari

30 Citv in NW Italy

32 Modily to suit

34 — chaud t>e

cold, in Pans

36 Deeply
engrossed

38 U ol MarylarKl

athlete

40 Flibt>on around

the head

42 City NW of

20 Across

44 Rama s wile

45 Streeter s
"—

It^able

4 7 Emulate
Romeo and
Juliet

48 Chutzpa
50 This, to Pedro

52 Court barrier

53 With a streak ol

ore

55 Shack
57 Luau dish

59 Brazilian

SPapoil

64 Conductor
Prevm

66 Grammatical
subject, usually

67 Assemble
68 Take the helm

69 - dixit

70 Poker opener

71 Cats paws
7? Superlalive

endings

73 Caen's river

DOWN
1 Bwlouin

7 Local* of

Iwlachu PtcctHi

3 Advantage
4 Lorna —
SOrtginates

6 Muak: Man's

rSucralaita
capHal

SCuiilc

9lr«<and. to

29 Capital ol

Uruguay
31 Accurate

33 False writing

35 •— do all that

may t>ecomc a

man' Mact>«th

37 Afx>ther m* for

ttMCINC
39 Varsiflar

41 Gland
Comb torm

43 S Korea's

capital

46 Certain grasses

49 Traacharoos

ones
51 Scottish tittas.

of old

54 Pyla ol WW II

56 A concam o(

Soiti

57 A tansa

58 In the know
eOE^t
61 Equipment

62 Pan ol a

harness

63 Raisoo d'—
65 Sib

10 Debussy
subiM^

1

1

Argentinian
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Women's crew tops field; men second
„„ .f „^.,t;r.i,«rl fn \Hf> fnr the lead, but Ithaca preva

By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

The University ofMassachusetts crew hit the water at

Uke Onota in Pittsfield last Saturday for a meet against

Williams and Ithaca According to coach Howrad Moore,

the eight-man men's varsity team "came together as a

In a race that was slow due to a strong headwind, the

UMass men's varsity eight finished in 6:51. six seconds

l)ehind Williams. All three crews got off to a fast start, as

Williams pulled ahead of UMass and Ithaca in the first

1000 meters.
, . .. u *

Ithaca challenged UMass for second, as both boats

reached sprints. However. UMass held on to its second

place finish, three seconds ahead of Ithaca.

The varsity eight consisted of coxswain Catherine

Gallagher, junior Steve Duvel. Steve Casco. junior Brian

Swartz. junior Brian Jewitt. Jim Meyn. Jim Mchugh.

junior Jay West, and junior Jeff Capobianco.

-The varsity men had a really gt)od race this weekend.

said Moore.
. . , , r

The UMass women's varsity eight led a clean sweep ol

Williams aiKi Ithaca. UMass had what Moore termed a

"strong race." defeating Ithaca by six seconds and Wil-

liams by 22 seconds.

UMass passed both opposing boats quickly after the

sUrt and held on throughout the race. UMass' sprint

was enough to hold offIthaca, which put on a late charge.

finishing in 7:48.
ai _

The women's boat consisted ofcoxswain Nancy Alpert,

junior Jen Thompson, junior Courtney Harold, junior

Alison Hurwitch,juniorJennifer Lambert,jumor
Deanna

Cook, junior Mary Breslin, junior Aimee Carroll, and

sophomore Kim Alhowik.

"We were happy that we solidly beat Ithaca, which is

always a high-placing crew at nationals." Lambert said.

The UMass JV men came in second place, finishing

behind Ithaca's lightweight boat, and ahead of both

heavyweight boats from Ithaca and Williams.

Ithaca's lightweights led from the sUrt, jumping out

to about a five seat lead on UMass. UMass stormed back

as it continued to vie for the lead, but Ithaca prevailed at

the finish, beating UMass by five seconds.

The UMass JV women rowed a solid race, defeating

Ithaca by three seconds. Both boats were even through-

out the race, rowing neck-and-neck until sprints.

In the end, UMass sprinted ahead of Ithaca, finishing

in a time of 8:08.

The UMass novice crew's were both victorious last

weekend, as they continued to impress. UMass men's

novice heavyweights defeated Williams by two seconds

in 7:06. UMass women's novices beat both Ithaca and

Williams in 8:14

UMass crew prepares this week to travel once to Lake

Quinsigamond in Worcester for the New England

Championships.

"Women's crew has a good chance of medaling if they

race as well as they have recently," said women's coach

Stefanie Moore.

"We are confident, and we know we now can compete

in the New England's." said crew member Bob Lowry.

PEKING GARDEN!
BEST OF CHINESEFOOD

I

SPECIALIZINQ IN
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FRIDAY AND SATGRDAY COMtUY bMUW
20% OFF DINNER
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FULL COCKTAILMENU
48 RWSSELL ST. • HADLEY, MA 01035 • (413) 586-1202
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K>R ISRAEL
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APRIL 29, 1992

C.C. Auditorium

5, 7,9, 11 p.m.

Only $2.00

Sponsorwl by Residential Student Association

Co%i'^\
a UPC Production

1,*>€*

WORK FOR US
NEWS • SPORTS • ARTS • FD/OP • PHOTO • lU SINFSS • (;RAPHICS

Commuter Area Government Presents

An Evening Of Comedy with

ADAM
SANDLER

Cajun Man

Co-host of Weekend update

and

Iraqi Pete

from

Saturday Night Live

Sunday, May 3 Fine Arts Center 8:00 pm

Admi.ssion $3: Advance tickets available at the FAC Box Office

a.s well as evening of the performance. ^^^^

PHISH ^v^ A
fIREHOSE ' J^ ^
BLACK SHEEP ^

J

RIPPOPOTUMUS

SUNDAY 12pm MAY 10, 1992

•FREE with UMASS VALID ID

*$10 NON-UMASS

Tix available at: Tix Unlimited, For the Record, &

Main St Records
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Donald Junkins, a member of the football head coach
search committee, with the university ombudsperson
(good to know we have one ofthose). Junkins, and others,

are incensed at the handling ofthe search process, which
ended when O'Brien and Bischoffnamed Hodges coach.

"I was saddened and shocked at the sudden aborting
of the search process," Junkins said. "It has affirmative

action overtones."

Junkins points the finger at Bischoff claiming "it

seems that he is angry at the alumni group so he aborted
the search process."

Stay tuned for more compelling drama in "As the
University Turns."

• My cousin Herb, a Patriots diehard, subscribes to

the team's newsletter "Sideline Report," and the current

issue is "looking toward the season with optimism." I

asked Herb why he subjects himself to this torture.

"THIS is the year, Chung was a great pick, Mac is a

great coach and Kiam is gone." Herb believes himselfand
that's important. I'm even beginning to go along with his

views. Good whiskey Herb, damn good whiskey.
• The Hartford Whalers had under 7,000 people at the

Civic Center for one oflast week's playoffgames. Imagine
the Celtics having even one empty seat for a playofT

game? I'd venture to guess the effects ofthe strike Unger.
• Craig Janney never would have scored off the face-

offand Adam Oates did. Good trade. The Bruins are fine

to watch and I certainly appreciate Number 77 and it

would be magnificent ifthey drink from the Cup, but the

Celts are the REAL story. John Bags of Popcorn. Reggie
Lewis. Coach of the Year Chris Ford.

• Ifyou're still on this ride, it might be time tojump off

as we wind ourway into the L.O.B. Sox. Twenty-fourmen
left on base in two games? 24? XXTV? Vingt-quatre? Let

Don Zimmer pinch-hit or the Rooster, or Sherm Feller,

anyone. It is beyond comprehension.
• Thehorseback ridingtrialsandtribulationscontinue

as Black Devil and I gather our stuff for the trip to

Lexington. The big board has us as 3-2 favorites to win
the Kentucky Derby.

Some might say I'm not ready for the Dert>y, having
only ridden for the past three months. I got the lackadai-

sical Joker to canter like a young stallion. That, my
friends, is credentials enough.

• Keep your feet in bounds and your eyes on Ron
Villone.

David Scott is a Collegian columnist.

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE 113 CAMPUS CENTER • MON. - THURS. 8:X-3:30 FRIDAY 8:m:30*DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRLOR TO PUBUCAWN • 20i/WORD/DAY FOR STUDENTS • CASH INADVANCE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ASIAN AMERICAN STUOENTt
ASSOCUTKM

'""Q^nmtt MM«ng-

—

WwtriMday. Apr* 29 7X)0pm
CO Room a04-808

Conn and Vq|» tt t» EUctowll

Bad Mid liMklMl
Oowniown Ainham MmI tar visJbng par-

eot»»n<JJn»n(li54»-0733

EUfioPC ONLV tlWI JM than anylvn*

(r*po(Md in LM^ Go and NY Timaa)

AWHfTCM (r) 212.864-2000

FNEE CAM WASHin
SalMay2
lO-3 9P<ioaOw(]par
SponaoradbyKKPii

LEOBCM HOLCPLAYINQ. mC.
Ali»a ro(aplaynQ gam* 5e4^>484

UNOeNOHAOUATESI
I you want H taa younail and your tnandi

m Via 1992 Indax Yaartwok brtrtg your pho-

Mte103CCByMay«h

AUTO ran SALE

1900 CTTATION
Good local iranipanalian

54A-9KI
$100

1992 TOYOTA COROU.A Station wagoo

SapMn AC AM.FM S600 Musi tan Cal M9-
6929

Camai* 1991 Only TSOOOmlaa oaw pan*
run* wan cal 253-3720

1999 RANGER XLT 46000 mlaa 2 1/2 yr'

SDK vwmty mm aatung 9000 cal 549-0766

BONNEVILLE 79 Rur« graat •« naw lirM

radlMor oxifllaf $350 549-5568

CHEAPI FBI/U.S. SEIZED
S9Maft«da« $200
86 VW $60
87MafeadM. 4100
eSMuatana tSO
FREE 24 Hour racoidfcig ravaaM
g*vaa«»ay pnoaa. 801-379-2909

Copyrtt»mMA15KX

BMXBIKE

SKYWAY FRAME, al partermanoa parts

Usad lor raong top sliapa

$70.00 or BO CMI »«9-19«2

OOLLMKKZZA

SPRMO SPECIAL
Larga chaasa S6 Small $3 50
Add$1lor 1or2 loppings

Fraa soda w/ larga sub. salad, or spaghatti

Mual fnanson ihia ad
S49-6073 549-6096

FOR A QOOO TIME CAU.:

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. OJ-s.

Mdeo DJt artd Karaoks Irom $1 75 00. Call

586-9900

TOMRBIT

1 BEDROOM COLONIAL APT
Avalabia tor sumrnar w1a< option

Bigsnough tor 2 paopla

$300/tno - nagotiabla

256-1295 Hyon or Julia

1 or 2 ROOMMATES lor summar/lalt

Maslartadfoom in Mil Valay $450

Haat Hot wralar. On bus roulo

Can 253-4006

2 BEDROOM APT in AinharM; quiat daan.

sacura 475Ano(Tth Juna 1 Tal 2S6-4S86 or

253-2515 Also moving $ala: lumitura. «p-

pkancMstc^

2 Badroom Apt Low rant

2 floors dishwashar

Available Jona l call 253-0731

2 BEDROOM APT. Good lor 2-3 paopla

2 floors 2 minula walk to bustop

$550 mo 25^6830.

2Badroo(na
Mam St

Great Housa
Chaapl
256-1ni
2 BEDROOM PRESIDENTIAL APTS
Available for summer wfali option

Starting May 25th

On bus route. tOmrn walk from campus
200 month for 1 person bedroom
260'montti for 2people bedroom
460'month lor wt>ola apt (3 people max)

Phona : 549-1721

2 Bedroom Brandywina Apt, newly

painted includes 2 solas and a bed Cheap
rent- utilities included call 549-9392

2 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE
Available Juna 1

Cal[549-7«2

2 BEDROOM TOWIWOUSE
Take over our lease

Starling Juna 1

Free lumitura

Call 549-3990

3 BOfMI TOWNB40U8C
QraMlocalion

Star«ng6/1

Cat aoon 549-9373

TOWNBtOUaC
SlM«ngJiaw1
CMI 549-3677

MMOnOOH H09MS en bua rouM aval-

abta Jyna 1 oMi S8B-4S70

4BMArT
Maai SI Bua out IronI

Cal 2S6-3479

4

2
BaaamanL garaQa. pool, tanna. baaitatttall

2 bua foulaa S. AiiOam 2S6-1461

4 BCOnOOM APT in a CotanM homa
Qaraga. yard, huge Ulchan on Oakiiaclowm
roula Awalabia an June with opaon lor nun
yaar. Ca* 256-66B>

4BEOflOOHN0UN
on Main Stroal

miaahar^dryar

Bua stapa nyhi In Irani

4 BEDROOM HOUSES lor Juna Amharal

and Northampton. Call altar Friday Skitxalu

RaaWofs 564-3426

4 BEORO09M Luxury oondo. in aouBi Anv
harst 2 1/2 baiwooma Hwngroom «»Mi Ira-

placa deck awlnwilng pool lannia court on
the bus route AC gas haat 6 hot watar

washar ft dryer $1200 Cal Bruca al 2S6-

1215 Juna 1st

S BEDROOM HOME Partad lor 6. lOmin-

mas to campus, on bua roula. $12S0Mio.

C*l Joa (61 7)9648659

5 ROOM FURNISHED CAPE
Balchartown

4or5lanants
Avalabia 9/1/92

Can 323-6202

AMHERST CENTER- 1 badroomapLAmpM
parVmg. acroas from laundry and baia-

$S00mo ndudas utilities Avail 8/1

Amiiarst Canlaf

Ellicaancy one. two. three bedroom apart-

manls. or three bedroom oondos on Hobart

Lana Juna or SapMmber No fees charged

Lincoln Real Estate. 25 North PiMsanI
Street 253-7879

AWESOME DEALII
Mam street

Sbr apl Indudaa waahar^dryar

2S3-2S84

CLEAN 3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE
1 1/? Mh Spacious

Good corNMon- 6'1/92 for summer w/ la*

opinn Call 549-8156 Leave message'

EROTIC HOUSE on bus roula

Steamy cheap rant

Luaaoua locaNon

Cat ua! 549-4679

FOR RENT 3 bedroom Townehouaa apl.

Summer sublet w' fall opt Free furniture CaR
549-6262

PON RENT
Craatviaw Apt Juna 1

puB. Can 549-8766

1/2 mia Iram cam-

FOR RENT 1 Bedroom $2eOMw. Spadoue
and beaulHul loft m Northampton l year

laaaa bagma Juna 1 . Share <M«h 2 grads.

Can 586-1366

QILREATH MANOR Apt 5 bedrooms on

bus route one mile from campus

Avaiabia Juna I

Ctf 549-5162

INEXPENSIVE 2 BEDROOM Srandywine

apt indudos bar. waterbed. ft tree heat Can

549-1066

KICK ASS LOCATION
2badrooms 1 1/2 baths

203 6 205 Sunset Ave

549 1581 or 549-5313

LARGE SINGLE IN Puffion •$235AiX)nlh

June 1 -Mala or female -Cal 256-3430

ONEROOM AVAILABLE &92 . second room
available 7/92 in 4 bedroomhouse behind

Puffer's Porxl. quiet, dean $190/month. call

Tom or Chris 549-4402

ROOMMATES NEEDED. Pufllon Vtlaga.

Sunwner with fall option 549-7432

Two paopla

SALEM PLACE CONDO
Take over our lease'

2 singles. 1 double. l 1/2 bath

Excellent cond/On bus route

Call 253-0641 leave msg

SPACIOUS BEAUTIFUL APT
2 bedrooms
huge Irvingroom

kitchen diningroom

Wall to wall carpet, lots parking

lOmin drive Irom Amherst dr. just over

Belchertown line gill 253-9174

SUMMER SUBLET Beautiful modem apt at

Mill Valley 2 rooms available &'1 S320/mo

Call 546-3064

SUMMER W/ OPTION 2 Ig. badroom apt.

pool, tennis, bus route all included $2Cio/

mos Leave message 665-2173

TAKE OUR CONDO!
Awesome location intown

Fits 5-7 people

Call 549-S316

TAKE OUR LEASE or aubM
3 tedroofn spi

Uplown Amhand 256-14S7

TAKE OUR LEASE OVER
One minute to campus
Trvaa rrvmlaa la lowm

Chaap ram- indudaa uWillaa

A|iartmanl good lar 3 la 4 paopla

CMI 549-1515

TAKE OVER MY 1 hr PuMon Apl VMK
549-7982

TAKI OVm OUR LIABC 2 br doMnla«n
AntfMfM vfi20ATio2S^1SS4

TAKE OVER OUR LCAICJuM~1
2 badrooni Colonial >«afa $4704tio

QuMLdaary on buaraiAa. laundry 253-9858

BHPLOyMBfT • (alt- 80T

1 1«

549-9001

UPTOWN APARTMOfT
3ba<kooms
Oat*
Aval. 6/1

Cloaa 10 ban 549-4024

YOUR OWN BATHROa9tl
1 Ig room lor lor2

availabia & i m beauMul apt
CalJanntlar 253-4137

BESTOPPCR

LOUDSPKERSI Thraa way wAtaw honw
A (taal at $200 Must hear! 6-6712

artaa. Earn$i,0O0*itnorn\ . Free tranaporta-
•onlRoom ar«j board* Ovat 8.000 opantngs.

IMa or lamala. For emptoymaX program
c^ l-206-64S4155ext 1716

COLLEOC PRO PAINTERS are now ac-

capbng appfcaHerw tor sunvner employ-

mam ttvou^wul Naw Englsid and Naw
Yoili miaraalad plaMa cM 1-800-346-

(9ia)22B-S«78

Ewlryla¥lonboard/li

yMT-round ar ai

I Towftfiouaa apt 2

htfy carpeted, prtly lur-

.AC.lullyramodalad.5a

taun«y $i9i.2SAnan»

Oa ywt «w« H butd your oommunlcaMon
ShMa?? WoA al TaMund and tak 10 Alumni

al o«or Bia USI Coma to tw boaamani ol

MamortM Hal to IB oU an applcadonf TO-
DAY!

rPAsn

S8S4749

NILP WANTB) (Summer V22 to 8/22)

Tha laaoelalon tor the Help ol Retarded

ChMran naada mala and tamale sluder<s to

woftiM 8a tunvntt sleep away camp m 9te

CMaU MeunHlns lor developmanlMly dto-

aoMO oworan ano aouns raia poaanrw
anaJMali lor cabin courwetort program in-

Mruelors. WSrs. office stalt Wme Camp
Leyanon. AHRC 189 Wheatley Road.
BrookviHa. NY 11545. or cal S16-626 1000-

Mon-Fil

Term

Leave massage 665 21 73

BROTHER WORD PROCESSOR
paper Uma saver, axiraa $200.00

259-1936 .

COUCH « CHAIR $3S
Microwave $25
549-7982

EXCELLENT OEALI Appto lie. compaMHa
w/applaworks soltwara Great lor

wwdproc»swig^$^ 00 or BO 564-1354

FOR SALE
BiksHybnd21S0 $250

JVC CO player $75
HP painiiat pnmar $500

Cal Alan 546-3421

LOOKMO PORAaummarlobTOoyou««nl
toiMflnow? Help UMaaaraiaalundalComa
to Tvlslund in ttw bttMfnsnl ol MwnofW
HMI' Do it Todayn

MARKETING MAJORS, aim iMam erodi

wv) cash Sno-Search Ski Tours ia hMng
personable outgoing interns for

lalaniliallng.lntoraa>ngwo<Ksfciandlraval

>Wl8M. TrwipoiMdon lo So Hadtoynac-

aaaary SMm Sapl. Intorxtawlng now
048 533-1800

NORTHAMPTON tUMIBWMTAL
CABLEVWON

Cal 5864822

MAONAVOX 5-DISC CD CAROUSEL
PLAYER. 2 MONTHS OLD. $170. CHMS
546-jrm

Mountain Blia, Sterling. l6Hnch Irama 19-

speeds 1 75 tVoCal Brtan 6-6712

MOUNTAIN BIKE POR SALE
Must sal

253-9929

AafclorRob

Paavay FoundiOon Baaa w/hardihaloaaa.

Mint conditon $325«0 Paavay TNT 130

base amp Loud and powwrtui $225'BO.

Cal today. I need cash quidt! 549-7667 _
ROLAND TR-50S DRUM MACHME Mini

oorvttion (hasnt been used m three years)

Fuly progrwTWble.MC I oompattla. Owners
manuel induded Askmg $200«.O. • Mar-

Mad^ Dan at 546-019

SHARP MCROWAVE, hwdly uaad ISO.

Cobra radar datoctor $70. Bob 54»649e

TWO aOO WATT SPEAKERS
Exoaiant condMon.

BO
Cal 253-5256

TWOKENWOODSPEAKERS (modal M.-
880) -sr tafl and 160 watls-you gotta hear

rt to bekeve it' Ofler me $200 and n even

throw in the matching Kenwood stereo

cabinet' Cal Sco« at 253-384t For more

WoJ

TWo piranha. 10 oilofi tank, aooaaaorlaa-

$75 00. Utaa 546-2482

WHtTE DESK, good condHton $75
White bed. box spring, mattress , good con-

dition $50 Both. $100
549-1 149 Cheryl leave massage

FOUND

POUND- Woman's brown wire rim prescrip-

•on gloaaaa niar Muliins Arena Cal Jean

Roaa 549-1940

FURNmjRE FOR SALE

Need coucliaa, tables, chairs, desk etc. tor

next samaalar? Cal Jon 253-9139

iiiniNQ

COOL JOBS COOL PEOPLE
Campus design * copy is now Nnng< Train-

ing begins this semester Accepting applica-

tions until Mon 4/27 403 Student Union 545-

2271 We want you! We need you!

HELP WANTED

$110.00 PER DAY
Truck drivers wanted for pan-time summer
work 10 days mid-June and 10 days mid-

August Must drive standard shift Willing to

work long hours, with good driving experi-

ence. Call (508) 653-7422

VOU OONT HAVE to 9lp burgaia to oam
caah* Expand your raauma «49t a )ob al

Talalund. Coma to Itia bMomani ol Mom^
rtal Hal to M oU an appfcaionl

HEY RON

V LOST

EniBialad noral earring with paarl. be-

tween fAC and Hek^h Leave miaaaga
Daly 545-3490

Tanmaa racltol tool 4^3 wound 5:30.

UMass varsly Mnnla Mam member. I naad
Ihetiama. noquailonaaikaa Rkxjndplaaaa

calB«M»2310

QUITARISTI
Jau. Phish. knpraw.

C:al Ten 256-61 15

Tart-

Remedial rnalhquiz:

Can you coirt to 21

7

Kalay *Lauran

THANKS ST. JUOE, St. CWra. and Holy

Spirit tor proMama aolvad BMB

TO WENDY GREENE
rm so happy that your iny big !•
Ot psyched'

You're the best*

Low your IMa sia,

(jinaan _^__
STEPHANIE- Happy 1 9th birthday! Have a

great day! Love. Marcy

You are tha beet

Thank* tor al the love and happlnaaa.

I can not wan unW this summar and
Puerto Rico.

Your Sweaty
Love Jim

SARAH TYNAN
rm so glad we're together

You're the best

Happy 22nd birthday.

Love always John

PSYCHIC TV GIRL(Nlcole)

Please caU me. You know t care for you

-S

BUNNY:
Warm snuggly nights

and cold Barney Rubble

Feet on your 22nd Bday
Love. Boo-Boo!

FAST EDDIE RNE • Thanx lor the t-k

Watch out - There a areni that many women
left - happy b-day Turtx) -

FELLATIO

Iweak ia iknoal hara. Iknowwa are ready tor

anything! We hava dona a great )ab! Jual a

ooupto mora weeks, kaap up tfia terrllc jol>l

Loveakivays

Kerry

TOJAMKS
Youaratta
baaiUgalsl

ItowaYoui

Low* your Ma
alaDana

Aa anary d^r geoa by. I laaBaa how ano-

aome youars andttowhicky I amtohavaimu
aa a mom' Lova Mawy*

Kany

TMCIA,
The aamaalar's been awesome bacauaa ol

you. TNa •anmar's gong to be even baaar.

Itovayou,

CoCo.
Sorry about ita waB.
Itovayou.

MrW
A Big Congratulallons lo the new Big

Brother o« OTA PHI THETA Fraternity kv

corporated I am proud ol you You're 9m
history you're the bast Weteome to the fam4y

Lova Evelyn

OanlMianol|uil4'

•"^Wl*—
Draam

ROSYK TANYA. * JAME
Mybig. bigblgAbagblgbigi

I love you guys

LoveSharl

Frtc,

Happy birtiday!

HoUoniMaV*

(todays)!

Lowa. Frac

to Pttla. or surroundkig

on Tliin. 4/30 or Fri VI WW help w/

cal Maiania 6-5796

HEYI 15 smackarooa to do your roswna

Come up • see us - We doni bito

Campus Design * Copy 403 Student Unon
546-2271 Wbte^a you, raalyl

HOOMMA'nEWAMTK)

1 PMMto to 9t)iUf9 foont In 2
randywkia apl 54»-y6i5

MAimU3 VBCYARO
Naad 2 paopis to Ifl

aummar rarilal. Groat prioa

Great loeatlon Cal tor into

2S6-1990

caring support BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No.

Ptaaainl Street Amherst 549-1906

VIcM and Mavo are tooUng to adopt a baby

to make our lamly oompMe We can pro-

vide a LOVING. NURTURING. FINAN-

CIALLY SECURE. PROTESTANT hometiv

a chid We'd be wMing to meet with you and

wouW agree » sand periodc letters and

photographs For mora inlormabon cal our

agency. Jawlah Famly Sarvce of Greater

Sprtnglakl 1-800-942-3947

SUBLET

1 BEDROOM APT. withM option

Waiktocampua 450mx) 549-6674

3-3 BEAUTIFUL SUMMER SUBLETS
In downtown Northampton

Qraat kicalion $260i/mo.

Cal 566-1386 in ava

3BR PUFFTON Avalabia Juna 1 Rant na-

gobable 549-0079

3 BORM 2 BATH MM Valley apt $S60/>no

Free healMI H20 A C. Call 256-81 74 Aval.

6/1-6/31

4Bdnn. houaa, 2 iul batw.

Large kitchen and living room, arid great

porch. Seconds from campus and Amherst

canter Great house and great tocalion June

to August Call 546-0746 or 546-5805

6 Bdrm. house
big yard, b ban hoop
2 lull bihs.

living room

part furnished

1 mi from campus on bus rt.

Rent neg

Call 546-6337 546-5869

BEAUTIFUL N. AMHERST HOUSE
Near Putters Pond
1 5 miles Irom campus
4 bedrooms
Cheap
Brian/Jetl. 546-1418

•HAIMmMNEtBOMI ^$130lnelAC
aomr kjmMura-wiora bdo al 54S-80Sa

BPJINOVWBKAPARTMMT:Oaan. aami-

tomMhad 2 bdim apl to suWat On bi«

fWlV. pool, A/C ' noni nSQOMDtoiOv 54^
7IB4

CHEAP BUMMER BUMLET 2 bdMV bi ktfy

tanMtad Amhani apl on bus na MMM
Flaa AC. Pool 29*0790 Aval en

3brTewnahouaa54»-477D2DaM

H1P84B4875

UVKMPURFTaN.I«anl
loB $494)303

. VALLEY ESTATH
2 bsdroofn 2bs9i

Raniahadi So«M * TV
Ca8 2S*-3088Any9ma

Sublal our 4-5 ba*om house on

Qraat tocakoni Cal 2Sfr40M
MalnSL

• $1I8«0N1M
PMI^ alraat apt.

< 5 mki waA to campua June

Cal Judd 549-4123

SUSLET OUR APARTMBfT
}/2 mda torn campua
2badraom
Carpatad basamarM

Craatview apts

549-6785 evenngs

JwvsAi^Aug

SUBLET OUR CONDOII
rs rt^ bshind BayBank
3 ba^ooms. 2 1/2 bathrooms

Junaial-Augsia
CMI ua • 5t»«>i8

SUMMER SUBLET
Opban to rant lor nasi aamaslar

2 badroom houaa

wAaaalwr, dryer

Cloaa tocampua
548-8466 Ask lor Paia

SUmiER SUBLET
3 apdaous bedrooma
Ma«<Sl

Cal 296-6248

12 iMdrooms in 3

1

apt 9 mki Irom campua Cheap. 564 4$63

SUWKR SUBLET M AMHERST
WMk to town or campua
$1S(WmanthUtiind

CMI Man 549-4026

2 badrocma. 2 kil badw. Si^par dean
$800i«narth Cal ASAP 2S»«m

I SUBLET - CoffltortaMa two-

oaoTOom aparvnam. vfae^maaaaviaQ.

aaay accasa to Sundartand and Mart)

UMasa. Cal Jaaon al S49472B.

TWOROOMS to share in houaa on AmhartI

Road acroas Irom Bub^ BBQ 167»Anonl>i

CMI Ryan or Linda 548-9915

TWOFEMALENOH-SBMKEHB waidad tor

aiartng June 1 and andng Aug 31.

Ranll CMI 549-4003 aak tor Cheryl

TRAVEL

NEW YORK CtTY- Fumlihad tooma

apart i iams lor summer and short

NearCotombiaUnw
662-1358

212-

TAPC TRANSCRIPTION. FaM.

pralaaatonal. 2534673.

WANTED

LOOKMG TO BUY a 16-ir mountain blia

Good condition $250

Cal Trap 2S6-80O9

OLDER MALE STUOefT tooking to aublet

apartment or room for summsr. Near aoheol.

Reasonable oHers only. Call 6-6409

ONE WORLD CUP SOCCER TEAM
NEEDED
Firat come first served

215 Boyden 545-2693AW22

REPRESENTATIVES TO SEU Cofcxado

trips. Earn vacations/commission Bikig.

rafting, paragidmg. more. CaU Monkey Buii-

1-600-464-9533 code 1472

WANTED TO RENT

SUBLETS, ROOMS, Housing needed this

summer Contact SBMC 256-6615 lOarrv

4pm

SUMMER SUBLET lor 2 wanted

Preferrably close to campus
»villir>g to pay $300 'month

From June 1 to August 1

Rease caH 665-8502 Ask for Ira/Jusai

WE WANT YOUR three bedroom Pulllon

apartment' Call Jill 546-3752
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Sports
Softball sweeps Providence, 6-0, 10-2
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

After dropping three ofits last six games
and struggling for the three wins, all

against tough opponents, the University

of Massachusetts soflball team showed a

little bit of everything yesterday in

sweeping Providence, 6-0 and 10-2, at

Totman Field.

Last week the Minutewomen (26-11),

the region's number two team, were swept

by Connecticut, the region's number one

team. Sunday, UMass beat Adelphi 2-0

before winning 3-2 in a 14-inning mara-

thon. Monday, UMass and regional seed

number three Hofstra changed leads five

times in a 7-6 Hofstra win. UMass took

the second game 6-4.

The Lady Friars arrived in town yes-

terday one day after UConn beat them 2-

1 to win the Big East title . so they probably

weren't too thrilled to play a Minutewomen

squad whose bats have been uncharac-

teristically quiet of late.

In the first game Providence pitcher

Kelly Tabor, a freshman with a long, funky

windup, didn't allow those UMass bats to

make much contact, as she allowed only

three hits. She did, however, allow eight

walks.

UMass got on the board in the first as

Rachel Lawson walked and scored on a

Barbara Marean double down the left field

line.

After the first. Tabor set down the next

eight batters she faced, but then the bot-

tom fell out in the fourth.

WithtwooutsTabor walkedJen Devlin,

Stacey Nichols, Laurie Dondarski and

Tracey DeEst. Caryann Scully replaced

Tabor (3-2). and Holly Aprile greeted her

with a line drive triple to left center that

scored all three runners.

UMass added a single run in the fifth

as Marean walked, went to second on a

single by Sherri Kuchinskas, was wild-

pitched to third and scored on a Providence

error.

UMass pitcher Kelly Daut( 10-3) cruised

to the win, setting down 10 Lady Friars in

a row at one point and not allowing a

runner to reach third base. She struck out

none and walked none.

In the second game Providence reached

UMass starter Kelly Daut for two runs in

the first. Holly Thompson singled to lead

off, but was forced at second on a grounder

by Kim Bobbins. Jennifer Finley singled

to put runners at first and second, and

Kim Dowd moved them to second and

third with a groundout. Dawn Guerriero

then singled both runners home.

UMass tied the score in the bottom of

the first off PC pitcher Merry Perkowski

as Lawson singled with one out and scored

on a long triple by Marean. After

Kuchinskas flied out, Peggy Bush plated

Marean with a double.

The second inning was a monster for

the Minutewomen as they scored four runs

with two outs. Nichols bunted safely for a

single, but was forced at second on a

grounder by Dondarski, who went to sec-

ond when Daut was hit by a pitch. Aprile

then hit a grounder that forced Dondarski

at third.

With runners on first and second

Lawson hit a spinning half-line-drive that

eluded the shortstop. The bases were

loaded for power-hitter Marean. who
promptly deposited the ball over the left-

center field fence for her second home run

of the season and the first UMass grand-

slam since 1989.

Scully replaced Perkowski and shut

CoUaCiaa photo by J<Mk B^jmoU*

A Providence College baserunner gets thrown out yesterday af-

ternoon at Totman Field. The Minutewomen swept a doubleheader

from PC, keeping their NCAA Tournament hopes alive.

the Minutewomen out in the third, but

gave up a run in the fourth as Bush was

hit by a pitch and went to second on an

error by Scully, who picked up Devlin's

grounder to the mound, only to drop it.

Nichols reached on a fielder's choice that

didn't produce an out, and Dondarski

walked to force in Bush.

Marean was the big stick again in the

fifth, as she doubled in Aprile. who had

singled and reached third on a fielder's

choice and a wild pitch. The RBI was

Marean's sixth of the game, tying a team

record. Kuchinskas then doubled in

Marean.
In the sixth Angyla Brumm walked

and stole second. Pinch-hitter Jen

Salisbury lined to left fielder Wendy
Cofi-an. who saw Brumm halfway to third,

and threw the ball past the second baseman

and into foul territory down the right field

line, scoring Brumm.

Depp, Schlipf lead Gorillas to

18-8 rout of Boston College
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian StafT

CHESTNUT HILL. Mass — The 13th-ranked Uni-

versity ofMassachusetts lacrosse team entered last night's

game against Boston College having won the last 18

meetings between the two, dating back to 1974.

And the GoriIlas(9-2) made it 19-straight last night at

Alumni Stadium as they soundly concluded the Eagles

(7-7) season with an 18-8 rout.

However, in the early going, it appeared as if the

unranked Eagles might be able to pull off their first-ever

CollcClan photo by •1o*h HryooMa

Bill Edell and the University of Massachu-

setts lacrosse team 18-8.

win against the Gorillas, winners of seven consecutive

games.
The Eagles scored the game's first two goals and kept

the Gorillas at bay for the entire first period, as the first

ended with a 3-3 tie.

Nonetheless, the Gorillas scored five goals and shut

out the Eagles' scoring in the second period to take an 8-

3 halftime advantage.

"We just said I at the end of the first period! that we

have to calm down and get the ball around, take our time

and not force the ball." said UMass assistant coach Tim

Soudan.
Three of the Gorillas second period goals came within

53 seconds after they called a timeout at 9:35. John

Schlipfscored at 10.10 and 10:26. followed by Wes Depp's

goal, assisted by Bill Edell, at 10:26.

"We just told them (during the timeout] to take it to

them and find the open man," Soudan said.

Depp, a sophomore from Garden City. N.Y. led UMass
with a career-high five goals, three in the first period.

Schlipfalso scored a career-high four goals to increase his

career-high, single-season total to 17.

Mark Millon, UMass' leading scorer with 41 goals and

16 assists, added three goals and two assists.

The Gorillas extended their halftime lead to a com-

manding 13-4 advantage after scoring five unanswered

midway through the third perioa.

The closest the Eagles came in the second half was

four as Colin McLane. the Eagles' all-time leading scorer

who led his team with five goals, opened up the second

half with a goal, assisted by Chris Angelone to make it 8-

4.

The Gorillas are becomingaccustomed to fallingbehind

in the first period as they have in their last two contests

before last night's, both overtime wins over Harvard and

Rutgers University.

"We just wanted to really take it to them at first."

Soudan said. "We were a little too anxious and just too

sloppy."

UMass' Tom LoPresti recorded 16 saves in his tenth

start in goal. The Gorillas dominated the faceoffs. winning

20 of 28 and outshot the Eagles, 48-33.

Victor lanno stopped 19 shots in goal for the Eagles.

UMass' Dan Collins, a freshman from Peabody. Mass.

scored his first career-goal in the fourth and defenseman

Corey Cronin recorded his first point of the season, an

assist to Depp in the third.

Mike Valente scored a goal and assisted on three and

Mike Cain scored two goals and added an assist for the

Gorillas.

The win was a must "convincing win" for the Gorillas

as they seek their seventh-straight NCAA tournament

appearance and copnclude the regular season with this

weekend's matchup at top-ranked Syracuse.

Scott's shots
Kudos to the New

England Patriots for

selecting me vnth their

final pick in the 13th

round I look forward to

working with Mac.
• Goodbye UpChuck

Person. So long Reggie

Cheryl Miller. Adios

Detlef Schrempf
Scampi. Out-diana,hew
sweep it is.

• Team physician

Arnold Scheller reports that "Scott's Hot Shots"

phenomenal center Kevin "Bone Chiller" Miller

will have to sit out this weekend's Haigis Hoopla 1 1

.

due to back spasms. The one week postponement

was thought to be a blessing in disguise for my boys

in high-tops, but Scheller is not optimistic.

"When you play the kind of aggressive, dive-for-

every loose ball style that Kevin does, it takes time

to recover from such an injury." I heard him say.

David Scott

Dave Gavitt has been advising me on basketball

operations, so there is always the outside chance

that the injury is all a smokescreen.
• How about M.L. Kleine? The guy is emotion

personified on the bench and on the court. Give me
six Joe Kleines and six Ed Pinckneys and 111 have

a team that can't play outside the paint. Never

mind just give me 12 Michael Jordans and 111 give

you a championship.
• Good luck to Mike Hodges as head coach ofthe

UMass football team, he just may need it. The
program is in obvious disarray and Hodges has

been promised "no substantial" further cuts, which
at this university could mean Hodges will end up
cutting the Stadium grass himself

The whole situation was reminiscent of the

manner in which the Celtics handled the hiring of

Chris Ford after Jimmy Rodgers got the axe. The
Celtics had an amply qualified candidate in their

own house and went to the House of Duke in

pursuit of Coach K. While there was no super-

coach in UMass' plans it was. nonetheless, a slap in

the face for Hodges, a 14-year assistant and six

year defensive coordinator.

It would be nice if Hodges could have some of

Ford's good fortune. Then again, the Celts have
Red Auerbach and UMass has Chancellor Richard

A grievance has been filed by English Professor

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Kennedy residents vacate
Staffrestricts building access as 13 make tense exit

By TAMI MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

Citing concerns over safety and security, John F.

Kennedy Residence Hall staff and Housing officials re-

stricted access to the building for over three hours yes-

terday as 13 men were forcibly removed following a

weekend of vandalism.

While several top administrators watched the chaotic

and tense move-out of half the occupants of the sixth

floor, access to the building was restricted to residents

only. At one point, residents yelled in disgust when they

were not allowed to sign in guests.

On Saturday night during a fire alarm, all public

space windows were broken and a dryer was thrown from

a sixth floor lounge window, according to Housing officials.

see related story page 3

CoUecian photo by Matt Kaho

Former sixth floor Kennedy residents Dave
Ridley, Jim Peirce, Dave Guaragna and Jim
Msyka pause in the lobby on their way out of

the building.

On Monday morning, Steven O'Halloran, Jim Majka,

David Ridley. David Guaragna and nine other residents

were notified by hand-delivered letter that they were

being relocated to other residence halls in a Housing

policy known unofficially as "dispersement."

"If it was so unsafe why did it take them a year to do

something?" said Brian Johnson, a freshman being re-

moved. He claims he was not in Kennedy over the

weekend.
The residents were not offered an appeal of Housing's

action against them, according to residents. According to

the residence hall contract, ifHousing removes a student

from the residence hall, an hearing and an appeal must

be offered. It is unknown if it applies to a "relocation."

"Aren't you innocent until proven guilty? This strikes

me as in.moral," said Amherst attorney Thomas D.

Whitney. "It would make as much sense to fire Housing,

they au-e responsible."

"Ifthere is crime in New York City, then is the solution

is to arrest everyone?" he asked.

Vasconcellos said although the order was due to an

accumulation of events he said past problems, some

dating back to the September move-in, were not to the

extent of those this weekend.

"I don't think its fair that half have to leave and half

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Jury acquits
L.A. police
in King case
By LINDA DEUTSCH
Associated Press

SIMI VALLEY, Calif.— Four White Los Angeles

police officers were acquitted of all but one assault

charge Wednesday in the videotaped beating of

Black motorist Rodney King. A mistrial was de-

clared on one count.

The verdicts, in the seventh day of delibera-

tions, came after a year of political uproar sparked

by the graphic videotape of a Black man being

beaten by White officers, denounced in many
quarters as brutality. The backlash brought down

the Los Angeles police chief

"My clientand I arejustoutraged," King's lawyer,

Steve Lerman, said after the verdict. "It sends a

bad message. It said it's OK to go ahead and beat

somebody when they're down and kick the crap out

of them."
"I'm stunned beyond belief," said Los Angeles

City CouncilmanMark Ridley-Thomas, former head

of the local Southern Christian Leadership Con-

ference.

Several hours after the verdicts were announced,

several hundred demonstrators rushed the main

doors at the Police Department's Parker Center

headquarters in downtown Los Angeles. They

backed off as helmeted officers blocked the doors.

One man was arrested and objects were thrown at

CONTINUED ON PAGE 10

Student voting power
still a ^sleeping giant'
By JOSH REYNOLDS
Collegian Staff

The voting strength of the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts is a sleeping gi-

ant that occasionally stirs, oreven rolls

over, but has little effect on local poli-

tics.

Fifteen students voted out of 1,493

registered on-campus students in the

March 24 presidential primary, ac-

cording to the voter's list.

But, with 8,920 University students

living in the residence halls and 7,138

undergraduates and graduates living

in Amherst, University of Massachu-

setts students potentially hold an

enormous amount of political clout.

Some student leaders, including

Matthew Pavesi, town meeting mem-

Registration
doesn^t mean
students vote
By JOSH REYNOLDS
Collegian Staff .

The Amherst housing code limit of

four unrelated residents under one roof

the recent keg licensing law and the

"Peace and Quiet" Commission's effect

on downtown bars are proof that local

politics have a significant effect on

student life.

Numerically, students have the po-

litical strength to advance their inter-

ests, but in practice most ofthe minority

ofstudents who do register in Amherst

never visit the polls.

Though it varies from year to year,

typically UMass students registered in

Amherst account for between 15 and

20 percent of Amherst voters, and are

the mayority of the population of pre-

cincts 4. 10 and 3.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 9

ber and Student Gksvemment chair of

public policy, believe that institutional

obstacles, not apathy, are the biggest

problems.
"[Voting] is a pain in the ass, and I

don't blame them," Pavesi said.

Precinct lines divide the campus,

scattering students across five different

precincts. In fact, there are no polling

places on the sprawling University

campus.
In spite of these institutional ob-

stacles, the high-water mark of regis-

tration reached during the Question #3

debate showed thata concentrated "get-

out-the-vote" drive can be successful.

During the 1990 gubernatorial elec-

tion, the Citizens for Limited Taxation

advanced a ballotquestion which many
believed would cripple the state higher

education system by reducing money

available from state tax revenues.

Threatened by the .ooming prospect

of drastically raised tuition and more

budget slashes, the Student Govern-

ment Association with the help of

MassPIRG launched a four-day voter

registration drive which registered

about 2,200 students.

Citing this as a success story, Stu-

dent Government members said be-

tween 80 to 90 percent of those regis-

tered did vote.

In fact, 700 ofthose newly-registered

voters registered outside of Amherst,

excluding themselves from Amherst

town F>olitics.

Furthermore, a check of the voter's

list indicates that only 65 percent ofon-

campus students registered in Amherst

voted, falling below the town's 74 per-

cent overall average.

While it's difficult to say for certain

how many oflf-campus students voted,

research indicates that there's little

difference between their voting habits

and those of on-campus students.

The vote againstCLT demonstrated

what can be achieved through a con-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Women and the press
Pulitzer winner tells her success story

By JENNIFER D. HAWKINS
Collegian Staff

"I will never be up there," Nan
Robertson used to say when she gazed at

the wall where the pictures of New York

Times Pulitzer Prize winners were dis-

played. She was wrong.

Among numerous other prestigious

awards. Nan Robertson, who spoke at the

University last night, won the Pulitzer in

1983 for a feature story about her own

brush with death from Toxic Shock Syn-

drome. "Terrific," she said ofthe feeling of

winning the prize.

In 1955, when she first joined the New
York Times, she said she believed she

would never win the Pulitzer because

"Women were never sent to covei the

stories that win Pulitzer Prizes." She said

women journalists wrote about "food,

fashion, family, furnishings, and that was

it."

Robertson's latest book. The Girls in

the Balcony: Women, Men and The New
York Times, illustrates women's struggle

against sexism in the journalism world.

She described the balcony as being at the

far end of the Press Club, which was a

popular stop for foreign leaders. She said

women journalists were forced to stand in

the balcony merely watching, while the

malejournalists participated in luncheons

with foreign leaders. "I stood in it," she

said. She added that not until 1971 were

women allowed into the Press Club and

finally "came down from the balcony."

However, in 1972, women at The New
York Times were still being paid thou-

sands of dollars less than their male

counterparts and there were no women
holding positions ofpower, Robertson said.

She described the Times as known for its

liberal positions and said. "Strangely

enough, their public stance and their

private treatment of employees were two

different things."

She said the "central dramatic episode"

of her book is the lawsuit that a group of

female New York Times employees filed

against the management in 1974. In 1978,

the court ruled in favor ofthe women, but

not until after the careers of the seven

women who were named as plaintiffs were

"blighted or stalled," according to

Robertson.

Robertson said one of the reasons she

wrote the book was to "make visible the

women who contributed to this great in-

stitution (The New York Times).' She also

said many women still feel angry and

frustrated today, citing what she calls the

"nodding head syndrome." She said

throughout her book tour when she would

speak about feminist struggles, the women
in the audience would always nod their

heads.

Robertson began her career in Europe,

working as a foreign correspondent for

various newspapers. When she went to

Paris to begin her career, she said she had

no idea how she was going to support

herself and didn't know how to speak

French.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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Cosby 's last night comes with

some interesting studies on

how his show lias impacted

race relations.

Page 5:

The Board ofEditors has

decided they want to be able

to vote at a polling place

conveniently located close by,

like next to the Hatch bar.

Weather
Moist and wet today around

68. Rain possible in the

afternoon. But the sun will

come out tomorrow! And you

can bet your bottom dollars

on that.
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JFK autopsy may be released
By JOHN DIAMOND
Associated Press

WASHINGTON—The private advocacy group Public

Citizen sued the National Archives on Wednesday for the

re-release ofmore than 250 autopsy photos and X-rays of

assassinated President John F. Kennedy.

The group told reporters the material could resolve

lingering doubts over whether Lee Harvey Oswald acted

alone in the gimshot slaying ofKennedy on Nov. 22, 1963,

in Dallas.

In the suit, Public Citizen charged the government

with wrongfully withholding public documents by

claiming they are the private property of the Kennedy

family.

The photographs and X-rays are government records."

said Public Citizen attorney Theresa Amato. Neither the

government nor the Kermedy family, she said, can "deny

the public the right to see them under the Freedom of

Information Act."

Founded in 1971 by consumer advocate Ralph Nader,

Public Citizen pursues a variety of consumer, environ-

mental, public disclosure and health issues. The group

filed the suit in U.S. District Court on behalf of author

and historian Mark Katz after the archives rejected his

request for the materials under the Freedom of Informa-

tion Act.

Some of the grisly autopsy photos, showing the mur-

dered president's blank stare, tracheotomy scar, and
massive head wound, have been published in assassi-

nation books and tabloid magazines. But the bulk of the

photographic record remains under lock and key at the

archives, available only to qualified forensics experts and

pathologists who gain Kennedy family permission.

The photos and X-rays of the president's body were

taken at Bethesda Naval Hospital in Maryland the night

of Nov. 22 and on Nov. 23, 1963. The record includes 14

negatives and 29 prints from X-rays, 13 1 prints, 27 slides

and 27 color negatives from the autopsy, and 25 envelopes

containing other prints and negatives.

The government turned the material over to the

Kennedy family along with his bloodied clothing. On Oct.

29, 1966, Robert F. Kennedy deeded the photos and X-

rays to the government on condition that they be kept out

ofpublic view while the late president's immediate family

members were alive.

Archives spokesman Susan Cooper said attorneys

were still examining the lawsuit and the agency would

have no immediate comment.

Melody Miller, spokeswoman for Sen. Edward
Kennedy, D-Mass., said the family considers the photos

private but has allowed qualified experts and govern-

ment investigators full access to the material.

"Unrestricted public release of the autopsy materials

would obviously be very painful to the Kennedy family,*

Miller said.

Katz, the author of two books featuring historical

photographs, said he wants to settle the debate over

whether the few autopsy photos that have been published

were doctored to support various assassination theories.

"I'm very sensitive to the Kennedy family. This is

nothing personal," Katz said. "It'sjust to get to the truth."

Correction Student fights harassment
The story "Housing tells UM students to leave dorm"

misidentified the author of a letter delivered the sixth

floor residents of Kennedy residence hall. It was actually

written by associate director of Housing Services Anne
Miller. Also, 13 students are being relocated. The Col-

legian regrets the error.
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WE'RE NOT AS BAD AS YOU'VE HEARD

By CECI CONNOLLY
Associated Press

BOSTON — There was a time when Betsy Miller

didn't realize boys in her school shouldn't look down her

blouse and make comments about her jeans.

Miller, a senior at Sharon High School, knows better

now. She says she knows what constitutes sexual ha-

rassment and she knows it happens all around her.

But Miller fears few of her peers understand and so

she's lobbying in support of legislation to make sexual

harassment education mandatory.
"It is alarming to me that so many people are unaware

when they're being harassed." said the teen in a Statehouse
news conference Wednesday.

"There's a lot ofdisrespectful name calling, comments
about physical appearance."

"It's a degrading experience in general that's been
accepted by our society."

Miller and members of the state's student advisory

council gathered to support a bill being sponsored by Rep.

Barbara Hildy, D-Amesbury, requiring all secondary

schools to include sexual harassment in its health cur-

riculum.

"Studies now find that sexual harassment is pervasive

in all school districts, urban and rural," Hildt said.

She said research has indicated children are verbally

and physically abused by i>eers and teachers.

"Victims report feeling embarrassed, angry, fearful

and powerless. Students aLso report physical effects such

as insomnia, listlessness and eating disorders," she said.

"Most students don't even report sexual harassment.
And the youngsters are inundated with conflicting mes-
sages about human sexuality on television, in advertise-

ments and sometimes in their own homes.
"A lot of students have questions about what consti-

tutes sexual harassment," said Elliot Bamett, a senior at

Swampscott High School. "They don't feel there's any-
body there to answer it."

Jenn Oarcy, a senior at Randolph High School, said

school instruction would also assist children who have
part-time jobs and do not know how to deal with ha-
rassment.

"They need to know what their rights are," she said.
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BRYANT COLLEGE SUMMER SESSION

What You Do In Your Spare Time Is Our Business

Daytime and Evening Part-Time Studies

Registration begins April 27.
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you on ttie last trKk to starting, advancing, or changing

a career

PrestigmK Faculty
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best business colleges and the best buy of any business
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Renowned Resources
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America s leading business libraries and database

resources You II also nave access to individual

counseling and career planning services to help you

mold and shape your goals
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Studies call 1401) 232-6210. or mail the coupon to

receive our Summer Bulletin
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Smithfield.RI 02917-1284
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5-College Student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Lasagna Verde
(vegetable lasagna)

• Veal Parmesan
• Shrimp aJTArrabbiata

(shrimp in spicy plum tomato sauce)

• Chicken Primavera

(chicken & vegetables w^jasta)

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entre^, salad,

bread, scxia or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday
Offer expires April 30, 1 992

Open Daily at 1 1 :30 a.m.

71 North Pleasant Street

Amherst, MA
253-9300
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And you thought
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Local
Senate hears
explanation
for removals
By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Staff

A Housing Services official told the Undergraduate

Student Senate last night that yesterday's removal of 13

residents from Kennedy tower was not a disciplinary

action, but an attempt to salvage the health ofa residen-

tial community.
Anne Miller, associate director of Housing Services,

said the 13 sixth floor residents were sent letters on

Monday requiring them to find alternate housing by 5

p.m. yesterday. This move was in response to the tossing

of a dryer through a lounge window during a fire drill

Saturday night.

Miller said the sixth floor ofKennedy had been the site

of "several raucous, but not unsafe situations" since

September, and that the residents had been reprimanded

on "at least two" occasions by housing officials.

Still, Miller gave senators her assurance that the

forced move is not a punitive measure.

"I have defined this situation as a community prob-

lem," she said. "I'm responsible for changing that envi-

ronment. I have no idea who is guilty and who is not

guilty. My decision is not based on guilt."

Jennifer Wood, Student Government Association

president, said she spoke to Legal Services attorney Tom
Coish. who said the actions taken by Housing Services

may be illegal.

"(Coish) said that, according to state law specifically

for dormitories, students had to be given seven days

written notice (before removal from housing)," said Wood.

"He said [Housing) cannot exercise a group punishment,

especially if they can't determine whether or not you are

a threat."

Miller said the seven day period only applies to situ-

ations where a housing contract has been terminated,

which she said is not the case here.

This is not a termination of a contract," said Miller.

"The Housing contract assures a space, but not necessar-

ily a specific space. In this instance, my understanding is

that the seven day expectation does not apply."

Some senators protested Housing Services method of

"community billing" for damages — which Miller said

included the price of a new dryer, replacement for five

broken vdndows. damaged lounge furniture, broken ceil-

ing Ughts, and damaged electrical wiring— saying that

requiring all sixth floor residents to pay for damages

amounted to "guilt by association."

Miller, while conceding that the assumption that

everyone should be billed whether involved in the inci-

dent or not "might be v^rrong," said that residents of the

floor, and all undergraduates, will pay for the damage.

"We assume that people v^rill take care of their indi-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12

Under arrest for DUI
Detailingprocedures for busting drunk drivers

CoU«Kian photo by Jo«b Keynold*

Sargent Scott Livington of the Amherst Police Department examines Collegian staff

member David Rivera's drivers' license in mock arrest.

By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian SUff

"About how many drinks have you had?"

Normally this question wouldn't worry anyone, but

when asked by a police officer who has stopped you in

your car, the question takes on a completely different

significance.

A field sobriety test may seem simple, but aft«r two

or three drinks this simple test becomes becomes a

monumental nerve-racking task. The police officer

has a variety of ways to test your sobriety.

First your motor skills are tested. This is done in

one ofseveral ways, including walking heel to toe with

your eyes closed and arms stretched out from your

body. Then he or she can ask you to recite the alphabet.

If aft«r these tests the officer feels you have been

driving while under the influence of alcohol, you are

then handcuffed pnd informed ofyour legal rights.

At police headquarters the procedure becomes much

more mechanistic. Afteryou give your name, residence

and other details, the officer then photographs and

fingerprints you.

The breathalizer test, which is optional, can de-

termine the level of intoxication and either help con-

vict you or help acquit you of the charges of driving

while under the influence.

According to the federal Office ofSubstance Abuse

(OSAP), as many college students will die of alcohol

related causes as will receive their masters and doc-

torate degrees. With increasing pressure from residents

and town officials, local bars are strictly enforcing

capacity laws, forcing more and more students off

campus and out ofAmherst to seek social interaction.

Scott Livingstone, a sergeant in the Amherst police

department, has seen a growing increase in alcohol

related incidents since the 1988 campus policy was
instated.

"I've seen a drastic increase since 1988," Livingstone

said. "It's a problem that's only going to get worse if

something isn't done.

Livingstone, a 15-year police veteran, remembers

1981 when 12 alcohol-related vehiculardeaths occurred

in Amherst. It was that high number in one year that

created the Speed Alcohol Program (SAP) which,

through a state grant, allowed Amherst to monitor its

roads for drunk driving offenders.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 9

*Cosby Show' study shows series breaks barriers
By MICHELLE ROBBINS
Collegian Staff

What 8-year-old situation comedy
achieved the status of the most popular

Black television show in history, helped

break racial barriers, provoked White

people to feel warmth and affection toward

a Black family and airs its final episode

tonight?

"The Cosby Show," of course.

"The Cosby Show"'8 impact on mass

media was so tremendous it peaked the

curiosity of two University of Massachu-

setts communications professors, Sut

Jhally and Justin Lewis, into conducting

a two year study on the impact the show

had on race relations.

"Bill Cosby was trying to get rid of the

negative images of Black people and get

White people to identify in a positive way

with Black people, and 1 believe he

achieved that," said Levris.

Jhally and Levris said their $16,500

study, which was funded by Cosby and

involved about270 Blackand White people

from different social classes, revealed that

the show had both a positive and negative

impact on attitudes about race relations.

"(Jhally and I) found a remarkable and

unprecedented level of identification and

warmth among White people for the

Huxtables," said Levris.

Black people were tired of all the

negative Black images on television and

were very grateful to Cosby for producing

"The Cosby Show," according to Lewis.

"To Black people the show was like a

breath of fresh air," he said.

Boston Globe columnist Steven Stark

said in his column last Monday that he

also believes the show broke racial ste-

reotypes.

The series told viewers you don't have

to be White to be upper-middle class, ac-

quisitive or have a stable family," he said.

But because ofthe affluent Black char-

acters featured on the show, said Lewis,

many White people now believe smyone

can make it and there is no longer a need

for programs Uke affirmative action when
just the opposite is true.

"IfBlack people fail, then White people

can look at the successful Black people on

"The Cosby Show" and say they only have

themselves to blame because they are

lazy," said Lewis.

Jhally and Lewis said they believe this

problem of White people's blase feelings

about things like equal opportunity stems

from network television as a whole and

not from "The Cosby Show."

"Cosby is not responsible for repre-

senting every type of Black person on

television. It is the network's responsibility

to provide their audience with shows that

feature Black people in more than one

social class," said Lewis.

Jhally and Lewis, whose Westview
Press-published book. Enlightened Rac-

ism , is due to hit bookstores in three weeks,

said eventhough Cosby funded their study

he made sure there was no conflict of

interest.

"Cosby said there was no way he would

interfere with the questions Jhally and I

asked nor the conclusions we came up
with no matter how critical they were of

The Cosby Show'," said Lewis.

"This is a tribute to Cosby's

openmindedness, generosity and dedica-

tion to education," added Lewis.

AP photo

Comedian Bill Cosby snuggles up tp NBC-TVs Jane Pauley during

a break in a New York interview session broadcast on Pauley's

*T)ateline NBC Tuesday night.
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Right to life

out of hand
When opposing sides can only see one

side ofan issue, compromise is impossible.

Just ask the residents of BufTalo, N.Y.

Buffalo is usually a pretty sedate city.

Its residents are blue-collar, hard work-

ing people who love chicken wings, call

soda "pop" and live for sports of all kinds.

It's also a city steeped in immigrant tradi-

tion. Just ask me— I was in town to visit

my grandparents for Easter.

Greg Sukiennik

Into this portrait add thousands ofpro-

and anti-abortion protestors, holding signs

and screaming epithets at each other in

front of a downtown clinic. Headlines of

The Buffalo News forget all about the

minor league baseball team's opening day

and focus on arrests, politics, personal

convictions and religion.

Much like the "number six" in Blazing

Saddles, Operation Rescue had "come a-

ridin' into town, a-whippin and a-

whuppin." In the same way, pro-choice

activists arrived in Buffalo. The average

city resident had invited neither.

Have you ever seen Operation Rescue

leader Randall Terry in action? He is one

crazy mo' fo.' The television news clip of

Terry preaching in a church in suburban

Tonawanda was scary to behold. He looked

like he was either a) possessed or b) a

sufferer of St. Vitus' Dance.

On the other hand, the leadership from

the other side of the argument didn't ex-

actly distinguish itself either. Surround-

ing a priest on a sidewalk, taunting him
and shoving him off the sidewalk isn't

exactly high-class activism.

And behind these more vocal people

were the thousands of ordinary citizens

who. for one reason or another, felt strongly

enough about the abortion issue one way
or another to stand in the pouring rain for

the good of their respective cause.

But "good" is an entirely subjective

term when considering the abortion de-

bate. I know I'm stuck in the middle. I

mean, women should be able to control

' their own bodies. Few could argue with

that. Then again, that little dude inside

the womb is alive. Where there's growth,

there's life. I can't get past that fact.

So when you have two sides who truly

believe their cause is nght, that they are

doing the right thing and anyone who
tries to stop them is ethically or morally

wrong, you have the potential for a lot of

ugliness. Violent ugliness.

What will it take for these polar oppo-

site points ofview to see the whole side of

the story?

Hell, if I could answer that question I

wouldn't be in college. Do you know how
many wars could have been prevented if

both sides could see the whole picture past

theirown tunnel-vision perspective?A// of

them.

Roe vs. Wade, as civil libertarians will

tell you (thanks. Prof. Goldman), is in

deep trouble these days. The constitu-

tional right to an abortion may not Iast the

year, leaving the decision up to the states.

What was once one big debate will split up
into 50 or more smaller ones ifthe legisla-

tive responsibility returns to the state

level.

Won't that be fun. It's easy to act con-

cerned when you see protesters in Wichita

Falls, Kan. or Buffalo. When it's your
home town, however, people will come
gunning for you and ask you where you
stand.

That's not a happy reality. Thinking

about abortion is not pleasant, not only

because it's not a partictdarly nice proce-

dure but because no matter where you

stand, people will believe you're dead

wrong.

When that day comes, try to see both

sides ofthe issue— the unwed mother and
the life within— before you decide.

As for me? I'm still working on it.

GregSukiennik isaCoWegiancolumnist

Gays, bi's

can be allies
Homosexuals and bisexuals both expe-

rience oppression within this heterosexist

society. Yet instead of uniting against the

common source of their oppression, a look

at the political rhetoric reveals both sides

are waging a painful and unnecessary war

against each other.

Phoning columnists is harassment
There are many different kinds of

people on campus, which accounts for all

the diflferent opinions. The Collegian is one

of the ways in which to voice an opinion

you think should be heard.

Anyone is welcome to write to the Col-

legian to voice their opinion or to respond

to an opinion someone stated in the past.

However, it is unnecessary as well as rude

to call up a columnist on the phone in order

to tell them that you disagree with the

opiruons stated in his or her article.

To the young woman who bothered me
at home with her whining: in the future,

show some respect and maturity by writ-

ing your feelings in a letter and mailing it

to the Collegian. I'm sure they would love

to be enlightened by you.

Mary Ellen Jardin
Orchard Hill

A good business attitude
"Hi, may I help you?"

Remember these words? Do they sound

familiar? Chances are, probably not.

Today's consumers are facing some harsh

treatment by store employees, which to

me seems terribly ironic. In this economy,
businesses cannot afford to be rude to

their customers, for they are what keeps

businesses from filing Chapter 11.

Felice Cohen

On Monday I read an editorial in the

Wall Street Journal written by James. W.
Near, chiefexecutive officer and president

of Wendy's International, the Old Fash-

ioned Hamburger restaurants. He ex-

plained the reasons for Wendy's decline in

the 80s and the reasons for their recent

success was because too much attention

was spent on the balance sheet and not

enough on the consumer.

He then described what he called the

"Mop Bucket Attitude," which states "that

all the business sophistication in the world

pales before the Svisdom' ofa clean floor."

Meaning that no matter how much braun

power you use, the basic line is simple: the

customer comes first, for without them,

you have no business.

Near added, "But if you get customers
in the door and disappoint them, it's a
disaster. Not only mustyou offer customers

quality, value and a pleasant experience;

you must offer it consistently."

How true.

Ever eat at a restaurant or shop in a

store and found the employees rude or

obnoxious? I bet not orily did you not

return there, but told all your friends

about it. This is an owner's worst night-

mare, forone ofthe most important aspects
ofmarketing is "word of mouth." This can
either make or break your business.

I am hardly one to complain, (they

don't call me the "feel-good writer" down
here for nothing), but last Sunday I had a
very unusual experience. At 4:30 p.m. I

called the Video House in North Amherst
to inquire what time my video was due. I

was told 5:00 p.m. or else I would be

charged a late fee.

Arriving at the Video House at 4:59

p.m. I was greeted to a locked door with a

closed sign in the window. Peering inside

I spotted two employees watching a video.

I began knocking on the glass door.

Glancing up, they continued with what
they were doing, all the while ignoring me.
Well. I wasn't about to walk away.

I continued to knock. They continued to

ignore.

Finally, approaching the door with an
aggravated look on her face and keys jin-

gling in her hands, a woman opened the

door and said, quite rudely, "What do you
want?"

Immediately cluing in to this woman's
attitude, I told myself, "Okay, if that's the

way she wants to play, I'm game." So I

said, handing her the video, "I came to

return the video" as sweetly as I could.

(Knowing that being nice always makes
people more upset.)

"Well, it's late," she snapped. I could

feel her aggravation mounting. "You are

going to have to pay the late fee."

Immediately I pointed out that, "I have
been knocking for over a minute. I was
here before five and you ignored me."

With a dirty look, she shot back, "Well,

it doesn't matter. You still owe a late fee."

As I walked away, I said, "No, I don't

think I do. But when I get through talking

to your boss tomorrow, HI let you know
how it goes."

A 1986 survey was done by US News
and World Report titled "Why Customers
Quit," meaning why customers stop
shopping at certain stores. This was the

'—eakdown:
One percent die.

Three percent move away.
Five percent develop otherfriendships.

Nine percent leave for competitive

reasons.

Fourteen percent because of product
dissatisfaction.

And the number one reason? 68 percent

said it was because of an attitude of indif-

ference by an employee. How interesting.

I learned two things this week. One: No
customer enjoys being treated as though
an employee is doing them a favor by
helping them. Any customer will agree.

And two: A dissatisfied customer is

more important than a satisfied customer.

Especially if that dissatisfied customer
has access to 19,000 readers. Any busi-

ness owner will agree.

Felice Cohen is a Collegian columnist

Trystan Skeigh

Inthe popularbisexual anthology,BiAny

Other Name, Sharon Forman Sumpter

asserts, "Indeed, we are finding that homo-

sexuality may be a transitional phase in

the coming-out process for bisexual people,"

and the book's editors Hutchins and

Kaahumanu use the phrase "monosexuals"

in the overview to refer to homosexuals and

heterosexuals. To my lesbian ears these

bisexual assertions sound suspiciously

similar to those coming from conservative

heterosexuals. Both voices assert homo-

sexuality is 'tjust a phase" and assign labels

of "otherness" to lesbians and gays.

("Monosexual" versus "Homosexual").

As bisexuals come into their own as a

poUtical community, some backlash against
lesbians and gays seems inevitable , because

many bisexuals blame homosexuals for the

dominant gay/straight world-view that

renders bisexuality invisible.

I only hope the bisexual community will

reconsider placing the blame for this re-

strictive world view on homosexuals, and

instead re-direct its anger toward the het-

erosexual majority. It was the

heteropatriarchy that created a a dualistic

world-view of human sexuality that led to

the lumpiiig together of different sexual

minorities behind a homosexual flagship.

Although it may appear lesbians and gays

voluntarily accept and perpetuate this du-

alism, in truth, historically I doubt a single

one of us ever desired to be labeled and set

apart from the rest ofsociety . It certainly is

not the fault ofhomosexuals that bisexuals

and other sexual minorities were sub-

merged within our stigmatization.

Lesbians and gays who have copped to

society's heterosexist hate program and
call bisexuals as "fence sitters" need to

realize they have been duped into believ-

ing in a world of opposites in which ho*

mosexuality alone exists against hetero-

sexuality. Acknowledging the numerous
bisexuals and other sexual minorities

placed in our midst is a revolutionary act

that breaks apart the root assumptions
underlying our own oppression.

Bisexuals have an equal responsiblity

to respect homosexual identity. As com-

fortable as it may feel for bisexuals to hold

a sexual liberation politic that says all

people should be free to love whomever
they wish, regardless ofgender, the fact is,

some ofus, for whatever reasons, are exclu-

sively same-sex or opposite-sex oriented.

I cringe whenever I find bisexuals

latching onto Freud's belief that humans
are bom bisexual or Kinsey's estimate
that 80 percent of the population exists

within a bisexual continuvmi. Although I

concede these arguments are powerful
challenges to heterosexism, they also feel

inimical tomy own reahty as a homosexual.
I can't help but reject a world-view that
places lesbians and gays alongside our
heterosexual oppressors in a new category
for sexual deviants— "monosexuals" in a
world filled with bisexuals.

Bisexuals, like lesbians and gays, des-

perately need a healing and affirming
political rhetoric. Ironically, their libera-

tion theory's division of the world into
"bisexual" and "monosexual" feels no less

polar than the straight/gay dichotomy they
understandably detest and condemn.

When I listen to bisexual people talk
about the pain of feeling invisible in
straight and gay culture I feel a kinship
because as a lesbian 1 too suffer trom
invisibility within heteropatriarchy. I fail

to see why both communities cannot re-
nounce their polarized thinking and work
together for a world in which no one is
rendered invisible.

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian columnist

On-campus voting, yes!
In spiteofa state legislature unsupportive ofstudent rights and

a growing body of local legislation targeted at curbing student

(inis)behavior, students at the University ofMassachusetts seem
unable to wield any significant amount of political clout.

The Collegian believes thatobtaining a polling place on campus

wouldbe a large step in the ri^t direction.At present, the campus

population is parcelled offinto five different precincts. Although

students make up the m«uority in some precincts, there are no

polls oncampus. This is a special hindrance to an institutionalized

population, most ofwhom are dependent on mass transit.

MassPIRG deserves credit, and our support, for its frequent

voter registration drives, butfew registered votershave exercised

their power in recent elections. Somehow, students have con-

vinced themselves that their votes do not count. This has become

a self-fulfilling prophecy. Their votes do not coimt because they

are not cast.

Though many students have political ties to their home town,

we strongly encoiu*age those who do not to register in Amherst,

and to exercise that right.

We hope that an on-campus polling place can be secured, and

that in conjunction with increased registration efforts student

concerns wiU command more respect on both state and loccd

levels.

Unsigned editorials reflect the majority ofthe Board ofEditors

Don't give up on love in college;

it's worth all the work it takes
Spring, the flowers bloom, the grass is

green again and everybody seems to be

breaking up. If you glance around, you

might see a lot of broken hearts.

I dated a man for one and a half years

and now we have split up. I loved him
dearly but decided that it was time to

experience college again and try to fit back

into the single Ufe. If I can advise any other

woman, don't make the same mistake.

I found that single life at college is

nothing special. Sure, in some ways it's

better, but it's not worth losing that love

that some p>eople don't find in a lifetime.

The real problem existing between my
boyfriend and I was not really between us

but between college and us. For so long I

felt tied down and deprived ofwhat I was

not getting to experience. I realized after

a couple of weeks that I had lost my best

friend and sturdy comfort here at college.

I was able to get back with my boy-

friend and now we try to work not against

each other but against the problems that

exist here at college. College is not worth

leaving a lovedone for. To all those couples

having trouble, slow down and work at

those problems over a period of time. You

may regret giving away a chance to love a

lifetime.

Jean Springer
Amherst

Town/Gown relations need work
Are you sick and tired of the Town of

Amherst bad mouthing you? Do you feel

like no one cares what you have to say, or

that people have forgotten what it's like to

be 21 again? Well, then read on! (No, this

is not another bash-the-town article.)

There is one group that is trying to help

'students and other residents to live to-

gether peacefully, the Amherst Peace and

Quiet Commission. Started to discuss the

problems of noise and other behaviors in

town and residential areas, it has tximed

into more. We are desperately trying to

deal with Town/Gown relations.

The Commission ismade up ofstudents,

administrators finom the University and

the other colleges in town, residents and

business owners. We do not make or en-

force rules and do not plan to pass any

bylaws. We only Usten to suggestions from

anyone who wants to give them. Well re-

view all suggestions and eventually we'll

make recommendations to the Select Board.

Bad experiences and a lack of under-

standing and communication, on both

sides, has led to anti-student/anti-town

sentiments. No one wants us to stop hav-

ing a good time. The ultimate goal is

mutual respect for different lifestyles. The

most harmful thing to town/gown rela-

tions is misinformation, and believe me,

there has been lots of it! My caution is:

don't believe everything you read, find out

foryourself. For example, the new Amherst
keg law is not just about buying kegs.

Whetheryoubuyakegin Amherst, Pelham

or China, you must get a license to /ap it in

Amherst. How many of you knew that?

Also, remember that just because {>eople

try to enforce state law (checking IDs,

eriforcing occupancy rates, etc.), they are

not anti-student.

So anyway, ifyou don't Uke what you've

been seeing or hearing, please attend one

of our meetings. If you think past sug-

gestions by residents (for example, closing

bars at 11:00 p.m.) are crazy, make some

of your own. Remember, the Peace and

Quiet Commission is very willing to hear

from everyone. Our next meeting is May
11, 1992 at 4:00 p.m. in the Bangs Com-

munity Center and is open to the pubhc.

Sharon Mehlman
Peace and Quiet Commission

More theories on Jesus
Did Jesus Christ really rise again from

the dead? There are many influential

Christian scholars that I have turned to

for evidence and arguments concerning

the resurrection. My favorite author, Josh

McDowell, has printed a piece entitled

"Evidence for the Resurrection." I have
determined Josh had the best approach.

Diana D'Avanzo

First, let's set the scene. Jesus was
buried according to the Jewish burial

custom: wrapped in a linen cloth that had
about 100 pounds ofspices mixed together

to form a gummy substance covering it,

placed in a rock tomb with a rock weighing
about two tons rolled up against the en-

trance. A Roman seal was fixed to the

tomb and Roman guards were guarding

the tomb.
What would have happ)ened had the

resurrection been some kind of a hoax?

Well, first the culprits, the disciples, would

have to have gotten past the Roman
guards, moved the rock — which would

have broken the Roman seal— undressed

Jesus (remember, his clothes were left

behind appearing in the form of the body

and sUghtly caved in) and carried him ofl"

somewhere.
To think the disciples, or anyone, would

have done this is ridiculous.

In order to get past the Roman guards,

the guards would either have been asleep

orgoofing off. A guard's penalty for messing

up would have been death. If the guilty

guard could not be determined, lots would

be drawn to figure out which guard would

die. Do you think any ofthe guards would

have messed up with this hanging over

their heads?

However, assuming the guards goofed,

the thieves would still have to move the two

ton rock, which would also break the Roman
seal. Keep in mind that, under Roman law,

breaking the seal meant automatic upside-

down cruxifiction for the seal-breaker.

Obviously, moving such a huge rock would

make some noise, no matter how many
people are helping. This noise would surely

get the guards' attention.

However, assuming the guards re-

mained fast asleep, the thieves would still

have to untangle Jesus from his clothes

and carry his naked, severely wounded,

dead body off to some hiding place —
without being noticed, of coiu-se. Remem-
ber how Jesus' graveclothes were pre-

pared? Untangling Jesus would not have

been an easy task. Even ifthe thieves had
gotten this far, how could they leave the

clothes looking untouched?
However, had the plan gone smoothly

till this point, how does one account for the

more than five hundred witnesses, includ-

ing hostile witnesses— Saul ofTarsus was
no friend of Christianity — testifying to a

risen Christ? Dr. Paul Maier says that

"positive evidence from a hostile source.

.

.is the strongestkind ofhistorical evidence.

.

.

"Ahallucination theory hasbeen proposed

toexplainwhatthese people saw. McDowell
states that this theory is "Un8upi>orted by

the psychological principles governing the

appearances of hallucinations. .
.*

There is one other theory concenung a

false resurrection: Christ was still alive

after the cruxifiction, revived in the tomb
and freed himself. This means Christ,

after having been whipped, hung to a

cross by nails driven through his hands

and feet, and a spear thrust so deeply

through his side that blood and water

came out, revived in the tomb. After this,

he got out of his clothes, moved the rock,

took on all the guards, fixed himself up,

then appeared to over 500 people claiming

to have risen from the dead. Yeah, right.

The possibility that Roman or Jewish

authorities moved the body is also un-

reasonable. These forces were strong en-

emies of Christianity — useing every

means of persecution available to stop

these Christians, from stoning to

cruxifiction to throwing followers to the

lions. Had either authority stolen the body

they would surely have pubUcly presented

the dead body to stop Christianity before

it spread any further.

So, what difference does all this evi-

dence make to you?A lot! McDowell states:

"On the basis ofal I the evidence for Christ's

resurrection, and consideringthe fact that

Jesus offers forgiveness of sin and an

eternal relationship with God, who would

be so foolhardy as to reject Him?" Just

think about it.

Diana D'Avanzo is a Collegian columnist

'Reverse racism' does not exist
Racism is something that everyone

thinks they know how to handle. People

assume they understand what it's like

to be oppressed simply because they

have a Black friend or they listen to

NAVA or they are part minority. The fact

is that no matter how much everyone

tries to be up on the subject, it is

something that pervades the lives of

almost everyone.

The reason I am writing this is be-

cause of a statement that was made by

Gayle Long on Monday, April 27. She

noted that "reverse racism" does exist.

1 come fixim a suburb right next to

Chicago. My high school had roughly

3,000 students, and just under half of

them were White (including myselO.

About 35 percent of the student body

was Black. I think I am fortunate for a

few reasons. One of them being that

since many of the students in my high

school were minorities. I was able to

cormect with people of ethnic origin

other than my own. Another reason is

that I was able to feel racism directly

from Blacks.

What I learned from living in this

environment was how it really does

feel for an entire group of people to

dislike you because of the color ofyour

skin. What I also learned was that

"reverse racism" does not exist. Using

this term implies that racism directed

toward Whites is even more unjustifi-

able, which it is not. Racism is racism,

no matter who it is from and who it is

directed toward.

I am fully aware that the problem of

racism is something that is difficult to

solve since it seems to be something

that has been grounded in our culture

ever since we can remember. I do, how-

ever, believe that the first solution is

not to simply blame other people who
are guilty of racism (or "reverse rac-

ism"), but to examine the veryway that

youyourselfhave handled the situation.

Andrew Davidson
Orchard HiU

Notes from the Campus Center Basement, in your face
Someone sent in graffiti this week. I'm truly flattered,

you're not just read^g the comics after all. It read, "My

make-up is Uke my Mastercard — I don't leave home

without it." ni bet she keeps a putty-knife and a can of

Bond-O handy too.

So, the Housing office emptied the entire floor of

Washington over the loss ofa clothes-dryer. I can't vouch

personally for the culprits, but I do have a friend who was
involved in a similar incident. His case involved the

willful and premeditated execution of a couch by

defenestration from the seventh floor of Grayson. He

assures me that it is a wholly cathartic experience. "It's

the most fun I've ever had in five seconds."

Unfortunately, for such a short rush, it is expensive.

His share of the couch came to about $175, which works

out to about $160 per second (x''2=2D/a'^2).

Those of you who have been reading the Associated

Press articles we use as filler in the middle pages will

remember Judge Darrell Outlaw's suggestion that the

National Guard should restore order by patrolling the

streets of Boston. It's strangely appropriate that the

state that fostered Shay's rebellion is now talking about

placing itselfunder martial law, that's a treatwe usually

reserve for the Third World.

At last, the state will get that federal assistance the

state has been looking for. Too bad they want to spend it

on personnel carriers rather than restoring the vestigial

social programs, or consumer protection from banks that

"redline" these areas.

Josh Reynolds

Mayor Flynn suggested that instead of patrolling the

streets, the National Guard could run a "boot camp" for

violent youths, and Mike Barnacle thinks it's a good idea

(and you know how influential those newspaper types

can be).

The National Guard was originally created to break

unions, but today, unions are of little danger to anyone

that can fund a PAC, as shown by Caterpillar Co.'s hiring

of replacements rather than settling with their own
striking UAW-afflliated workers. Incidentally, UAW is

the same imion that the GEO may someday look to for

support.

Once unions had been sufficiently housebroken and

domesticated, the Guard was justified as a reserve mili-

tia by over-zealous cold-warriors. Now. in the absence of

any credible external threat. National Guard units na-

tion-wide, including those in Massachusetts, are sched-

uled for massive reductions.

Up to 50 percent ofthe Massachusetts Guard could be

dismantled. The guard attracts a lot ofpoor and minority

inner city residents looking for college money. Now.

instead ofputting them out ofwork, we could put them to

work patrolling their own neighborhoods. Jello Biafra,

where are you now.

I'd like to hear from anyone out there who is gonna get

screwed over by the University's tightened Continuing

Ed. pohcy . Imagine the nerve ofsomebody thinking they

could get an affordable college education in this state. I've

heard that once upon a time, the SGA used to watch over

the goings-on at Whitmore. This year the Student Senate

couldn't make quorum three weeks in a row. How things

have changed.

Josh Reynolds is a Collegian columnist
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Boston bisexual says local community in flux
By STACY MALONE
Collegian Staff

The local bisexual community is in a state of positive

change, said a visiting member of the Boston bisexual

community Tuesday.
Robyn Ochs, co-founderofthe Boston Bisexual Women's

Network and the East Coast Bisexual Network, facilitated

the workshop in Machmer for about 12 attendees.

"Things are changing for the better as important

dialogues are taking place between lesbians, gay men
and bisexuals," Ochs said.

She said her interest here is "getting in on the ground

floor of debate for constructive strategies."

Ochs she was particularly interested in coming to the

AmherstyNorthhampton communities to give workshops

because she believes what is happening here is "the

forefront of the debate that is taking place nationally."

"While these discussions are happening all across the

United Sutes they are also happening in Europe. New
Zealand, and Australia." she said.

The problem with the bisexual commumty in this

area, she said, is that it is "very small and tentative,
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Sound&Music

because this does not feel like a very safe place to be

bisexual."

"If we can learn from what is happening here we can

avoid in making mistakes elsewhere," Ochs said.

"The discussion is magnified here by the fact that this

is a small town." she said, "and everybody knows each

other, along with a very high concentration ofthe groups

most central to this discussion: lesbians and younger

bisexual activists."

"Time is one obvious solution. Change takes time,"

Ochs said. "In order for the bisexual commumty to solve

its problems," she said, "We need to continue listening to

one another and respect each other's identities, space

and contributions."

An active member of Boston's Lesbian, Gay and Bi-

sexual Speaker's Bureau, Ochs has been published in

many anthologies and has taught courses on bisexuality

at both MIT and Tufts University.

CANT GETENOUGH OF HIM— UMass basketball coach John Calipari speaks before

the Massachusetts stete legislature earlier this week. Calipari and his team were

honored in the House and Senate, where the coach spoke not only of the team's record,

but also of its graduation statistics and overall grade point average.
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Distinguished Teachers
Award winners named
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts has
announced 1991-1992 Distinguished
Teachers Awards and the 1992 Faculty

Fellowship Awards.
"I am very flattered to be chosen and I

am honored that my kids think that much
of me," said Walter M. Chesnut, a profes-

sor in the music department and one ofthe

winners of the Distinguished Faculty

Award.
The recipients ofthe awards are nomi-

nated by students and alumni and are

chosen by a committee of their peers.

The other two winners of the Distin-

guished FacultyAward are: professor Fred

A. Feldman ofthe philosophy department

and professorGeorgeH . Rowe ofveterinary

and animal sciences. These three award

winners will receive $3000.

Five faculty winners won Fellowship

Awards. They include: psychology profes-

sor Susan Tufts Fiske, history professor

Gerald W. McFarland, professor of art

RobertW. Mallary, botany professor Lynn
Margulis and professor of biochemistry

and molecular biology Robert A.

Zimmermann.
"She is just delighted to pursue her

research with less interruption," said

Donna Reppard, the administrative assis-

tant to professor Margulis, who could not

be reached for comment.
Each ofthe Fellowship Award winners

will also be receiving $3000.

There were also three students who
were chosen for their distinguished

teaching.

Winners ofthe Distinguished Teacher

StudentAward include: William Clements,

ofthe English department, Padideh Jalali

of the mathematics and statistics depart-

ment and Dix McComas of the English

writing program.

The students will receive $2000 for

their accomplishment.

This is one of the nice things for a

teacher at the University, because it is one

of only a few awards that recognizes

teaching," said Chesnut.

"Itjust goes to show that even through

these budget cuts, we still have a number
of distinguished professors among our

faculty," said Bob Monaghan, former

speaker of the Student Government As-

sociation at UMass.

RESEARCH ^

INTERVIEWERS

Hiring Now For Evening Hours
Interesting, part-time telephone assignments to col-

lect data on a variety of research topics. Absolutely

no selling involved. Solid typing skills required. Flexi-

ble hours Monday- Friday, 5pm-10pm, Saturday,

1 1 am-5pm and Sunday 3pm-9pm. Shifts up to 40
hours/week available. Choose your own schedule as

long as you work 4 shifts a week (20 hours). Start at

$5.00 per hour with paid training and earn up to

maximum $6.00/hr.

We're in the Mountain Farms Mall which is a stop on
the tree bus line. Call between 1 1 am and 4pm
Monday to Friday, 586-8635.

Abt Associates Inc.

Telephone Research Center
Mountain Farms Mall, Rt. 9
Hadley, MA01035
An Equal Opportunity Employer

To sing without sound
Gay writer talks on finding his voice
By TAMI MONAHAN
Collegian Staff

While working on a Gothic romance
about a woman locked in a tower by her

evil piano-playing father, he was told by a

writing teacher to try to write something

"real" for once.

From this advice Lev Raphael, a gay
Jewish writer, wrote"War Stories," a short

story about a young man and his parents

who are concentration camp survivors.

"I was trying to sing without openingmy
mouth," Raphael said at a reading Monday
night in the Campus Center from his short

story collection Dancing on Tisha Ba'i-,

winner ofthe 1990 Lambda Book Award.

An audience ofabout 30 people came in

celebration ofboth Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual

Awareness Week and Holocaust Memo-
rial Week.

He talked about the difficulty he had
finding his voice and especially writing

about his experience as the son of Holo-

caust survivors.

"I knew 1 was putting on paper family

secrets," Raphael said.

Raphael received Master's of Fine Arts

degree fix)m the University of Massachu-

setts, and his talk was interspersed with

humorous anecdotes about his experiences.

"There are few places to feel more iso-

lated as a Jew than East Lansing, Michi-

gan," he said.

He also read a story titled "Shouts of

Joy," about aman who was gay andJewish.
"I do missionary work to straight Jew-

ish groups," Raphael said referring to his

efforts to get acceptance as a gay man
within the Jewish community.

An audience member asked him his

feelings about pink triangles, which he

was wearing. Pink triangles were used by

Nazis to mark gay men in concentration

camps, and has since been taken by some
gay organizations as a symbol of pride.

Raphael said that he irutially was op-

posed to the symbol.

Now, he looks at the symbol as a

"warning."

"It's supposed to be shocking. This is

the worst that can happen and it did

happen," he said.

He also talked about his successes as a

writer and the ups and downs he's experi-

enced.

"The best review called me a 'fiction

master,*" he said. "That was in San Fran-

cisco, of course."

Coile^an photo by Andrea MigUaui

Lev Raphael

State employees rally

to protest health plan
By DANIEL BEEGAN
Associated Press

BOSTON — State employees rallied

Wednesday against aWeld administration

proposal that would raise their contribu-

tions for family health insurance coverage

by more than $1,400 a year.

Gov. William Weld, in his fiscal year

1993 budget, has recommended increasing

the employee contribution from 10 percent

to 35 percent.

Based on a projected average premium
for family coverage next fiscal year of

$5,840, that would increase the employee

share from $584 a year to $2,044. Premi-

ums for individuals would be about

$2,455, and the change would increase

the employee share from $245.50 to about

$860.

The premium examples were provided

by Dr. Alan Sager, a professor at the

Boston University School ofPublic Health,

and were a composite of the charges from

the John Hancock Insurance Co. plan and

by health maintenance organizations

available to state workers.

"You are not responsible for the world's

highest health care costs in Massachu-

setts," Sager told about 200 workers at the

Statehouse. "Tell your legislators you will

not pay for the governor's mistakes."

Sager said Weld made the health care

cost situation worse last year by winning

passage ofa law that deregulates hospital

charges.

Sandy Felder, president of Service

Employees International Union Local 509.

said the increase, if not stopped by the

Legislature, would make state employ-

ment so unattractive no one would want to

do it.

Most state workers have gone without

a cost-of-living increase for four years, she

said, and cannot afford to pay a greater

percentage of their incomes on health in-

surance.

But Virginia Buckingham, a spokes-

woman for Weld, said the proposed per-

centage increase is aimed atbringing state

employee contributions in line with those

paid by workers for private businesses.

"We're trying to bring state employee

contributions to their health insurance

plans into line with what those in the

private sector pay," Buckingham said.
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Student voting power still a *sl*^eping giant^
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

certed effort. But in other recent elections

involving student issues, they have not

flocked to the voting booths.

In the Feb. 18 primary for the Third

Hampshire District's state representative

seat, Gov. Weld's controversial tuition re-

tention plan was a hotly-debated issue.

But only 10 percent of registered on-

campus students voted.

None of the 67 registered voters in

John Quincy Adams voted. In the John F.

Kennedy residence hall, none of the 52

registered students voted. With just over

13 percent, Butterfield had the highest

turn-out of any hall on campus, but still

well below the town average of33 percent.

During the campaigns of the major

Democratic candidates Jon Hite and Ellen

Stor>', both contenders telephoned regis-

tered voters in the dorms to urge them to

vote. Hite even stood outside a dining

commons on the night of the race, encour-

aging exiting students to vote.

When the final ballot was counted. Story
edged out her nearest competitor by less

than 100 votes — higher student turnout

could easily have tipped the scales in ei-

ther direction.

Apathy or voting obstacles?

By bus or on foot, it takes many stu-

dents about half an hour to vote. The
campus straddles five precincts. Residents

of precmcts four and 10, which divide the

Southwest residential

area, must go to the center oftown to cast

their vote.

Dependingon the route taken, it is over

a mile from Southwest to their polling

place in the Bangs Community Center.

In fact, there is no residential area closer

than one-half mile to its polling place.

Jen Wood, president of the SGA, said

all Amherst precincts had their i>olling

places within the precinct itself, except for

precincts 4 and 10, who must go to the

Bangs Community Center in Precinct 5.

"I guess people can draw their own
conclusions," Wood said, as to why ex-

ception was made for these student-de-

nominated areas during the town's last

round of redistricting.

When Amherst was last redistricted in

April of 1987, precincts nine and 10 were

added, further dividing the campus
population.

Harry Oldham Brooks, member of the

Amherst Select board, said "theyjust drew
the lines" without much regard for what it

would do to the student vote. "Could [the

polling place fori four and 10 have been on
campus? Sure."

Wood said the Student Government
was considering the Boyden Gym or the

Visitor's Center. "Ideally, we'd like to use

the Cape Cod Lounge." Visibility is impor-

tant, she said. "If they don't see it, it's

difficult to get them to participate."

Securing on-campus polling places

Brooks said it may not be clear what is

at stake in such cases. He said students

were often not knowledgable about town

politics, and politicians forget what they

did as students.

"When I was a student. . . I didn't know
much about local government," he said.

He said students may not understand the

mechanics of election issues, or local gov-

ernment.
Wood said, "That's not the issue. Let's

just make it easy as we can for students to

vote." Wood and the nine other student

town meeting members want to convince

the Select Board to put a polling place on

campus during the round of redistricting

scheduled for 1993.

Amherst Town Clerk ComeUa Como
said that as of yet the students have not

brought a petition to the Select Board, and

the motion to secure on-campus polls is

not on the agenda.

Wood said students were still trying to

decide how to present the motion. "We're

still strategizing," she said.

Indecision delays redistricting

W^le the SGA strategizes, the ma-
chinery of government has been turning.

Earlier this month, the Secretary ofState's

office said a bill in the Statehouse that

would have required Amherst to redistrict

by July 1 was killed after the legislature

twice delayed voting on the bill.

Had the measure been voted on, re-

districting would have happened over the

summer intersession, before any action

had been forwarded by the SGA.
According to Cathy Fallon, legislative

aid to Ellen Story, the date has been pushed

back to 1993. Another matter still to be

resolved concerns whether the entire

campus population or only those registered

in Amherst will be counted for redistrict-

ing purposes.

Current state law requires that insti-

tutionalized populations such as hospitals,

prisons, and collegecampuses be districted

according to the number of registered

voters in residence, instead of by general

population. Amherst's current precinct

map was drawn under this old law, ac-

cording to general population and with no
exception made for college campuses.

Como said she would rather count the

students according to their total popula-

tion. Wood said she was uncertain which

method would better serve the interests of

students.
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By LISA J. CURTIS
Collegian Staff

Comedian Adam Sandler,

featured performer on NBC's
Saturday Night Live, will be

performing at the University

of Massachusetts' Fine Arts

Center Sunday.

If you're not familiar with

Sandler from SNL, perhaps

his goofball antics, as a street

punk from MTV's Remote

Control, will ring a bell.

Sandler creates kooky cha^

acters such as Cajun Man and

Iraqi Pete — the insidious

character who taunted TV
viewers and the jeering and

booing studio audience with

his anti-American propa-

ganda. Sandler appears as the

co-host of the section of SNL
entitled. Weekend Update.

He joined SNL as a writer

and performer during the

1 990-9 1 season, performing

several different characters

and impersonations including

boxer Hector "Macho"
Comachoand singerAxl Rose.

Sandler, 26, began his co-

medic profession at age 17

after his brother coaxed him

into going onstage (without

the benefits of rehearsing) at

a comedy club in Boston.

He performed regularly in

comedy clubs (including the

Comic Strip) and colleges

while pursuing a degree in

fine arts at New York Univer-

sity. Eventually he auditioned

for SNL executive producer

Lome Michaels at the Chi-

cago Improv.

He is currentlyliving inNew
York City.

Sandler's performance is

sponsored by the Commuter
Area Government in an effort

to raise funds for their schol-

arship fund which benefits

undergraduate students with

children. The awards are need

based and given in order to

keep the students in school,

says Joanne Levinson, advi-

sor to the Commuter Area

Government
"It's combining program-

ming with social good," says

Levinson.

Adam Sandler will perform

at the Fine Arts Center at 8

p.m Admission is $3, and

tickets are available at the

FACBox Office in advance as

well as the evening of the

performance.
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The Iron Horse hosts Indigo Girls' party
By AMI BENNITT
Collegian Correspondent

Another year. Another album. Another
shade of indigo.

Perhaps the most spirited and exciting

twelve songs of the duo's seven-year ca-

reer, is the fifth Epic release by the Indigo

Girls, entitled Rites of Passage.

Rites of Passage, produced by Peter

Collins, known for hard rock recordings

with Queensryche and Alice Cooper gives

this album a new razor edge unknown to

previous the Indigo Girls endeavors.

"We thought, no way we'll want to work
with this guy! But when we met with Peter

we knew he could produce any kind of

music," said Emily Saliers.

The supporting cast on Rites ofPassage

includes bassist Sara Lee, of the B-52's;

drummers Jerry Marotta, Kenny Aranoff

and Budg ie of Siouxsie and the Banshees;

and Georgia "home folks" like Cooper

Seay of Atlanta's Ellen James Society, and

Michael Lorant of Big Fish Ensemble.

Special guests include violinist of John
Mellencamp's band and Martin McCarrick,

also of the Banshees on cello. Jackson
Browne and David Crosby sing on
"Gallileo" and "Let It Be Me."

The new album, available in May, in-

cludes original songs never before per-

formed live prior to their recording. That,

says Emily, "is the freshness of this al-

bum, that we cut these songs without any

pre-conceived notions of how they should

sound." The sole outside song is a stark

and riveting Amy Ray solo performance of

Dire Straits' "Romeo and Juliet," a Mark
Knopfler cutsie ballad that Ray turns up-

side down and inside out with tearing

vocals that would call the cows home.
Past Indigo projects have included their

self-titled debut release, Indigo Girls, which

included guest performances by all

members of R.E.M. ; a second LP, Strange

Fire, which was actually a reissue of the

album released on their own Indigo label;

Nomads. Indians, Saints, the third release

featuring the singles "Hammer and Nail,"

and the multi-rythmic " 1 ,2,3," which came
out in the summer of 1991 ; an eight- song

live EP also released in 1 99 1 that included

a classic version of Bob Dylan's legendary

"All Along the Watchtower," and was re-

corded at Notre Dame University, West
Georgia College, and the Gptown Lounge
in Athens, GA. The Indigo Girls have also

released a home video, Liue At the Up-

town Lounge, that was released in May of

1990.

The Indigo Girls performed at the sec-

ond annual Earth Day concert at Foxboro

Stadium among the likes of Steve Miller,

Bruce Hornsby and Midnight Oil on April

25 and will start their Rites of Passage

touring in June.

Epic Records and the Ironhorse Music
Hall will host an INDIGO GIRLS listening

party, featuring unreleascd music from

the upcoming album, Rites of Passage
during their Sunday brunch from 1:30 to

3:00 p.m. There will be free prizes and
giveaways. All are welcome.

Htoto ( ourtm Mkluel Ijvinr

Emily Saliers and Amy Ray of the Indigo Girls.

Vf^ d) PANDA EAST
Advcxrate

"Best in the Valle/'

1989 «M 990

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

We hring Chinatovjn

to you

*Lunch Specials

from $3.95 including soup & rice

Now Serving Lunch On Sundays Also!

Hours:
Mon. - Thurs. 11* am - 9** pm
Fri. &Sat. 11~am-10*»pm
Sunday 1 2 noon - 9^ pm

f

thru

May 31, 1992

103N.PIeasantSL Amherst, MA 01002 •(413)256-8923(413)25&«924

pirtt Mnns
J ^ Liquor StoiLiquor Store

Genesee Cream Ale case l2oz. Care $949

Beck's Beer 6pad(i2oz.Botttes$4.99

Gilde Gentian Pilsner Beer 6 pack i2oz. Bottles $4.69

Michelob/Michelob Light/Michelob Dry i2pad(i2oz.Care$7.39

Samuel Adams Boston Lager ca8ei2oz.Bottfa $17.99

jagermeister 375ml $7.99

Mad Dog 20/20 - all flavors 750mi$1.99

Kegs Starting At $33.00 - Checks/Mastercard Visa

Accepted For Keg Deposits.

Gourmet Beers for special occasions Plus over 35 Malt

Scotches and Cognacs, Brandies. & Champagnes

lyiFHARnrKq ^^® ^^"^^e St.

I c ^ T ^"^ "^''^ ^^^^ °^ Amherst center on Route 9

Wt rlnvL IT. Open 9 am - 11 pm Rain or Shine • Always Open

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

RUSSELL'S
18 M^iii St. Downtown Amlierst 253-5441

Featuring Koch's Golden Anniversary

$7.60 Case cans

BUSH 1/2KEG $38.95

NATURAL UGffT 12 KEG $3350

CATAMOUNT (yoiir choice)

$4.99 6pk bottles

GENUINE DRAFT& DRAFTUGHT
$12.99 case bottles

tMOLSON'S GOLDEN & UGHTll
$8.49 12pk bottles

Visa/Mastercard accq)ted on keg deposits

Many More ln-6lore ApeciaU
All B«rs phis Deposit Cc^pccially on Wine<5; 'Delivery Available
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THEATER — An adult fairy tale,

complete with romance, intrigue,

greed and beheadings can be found in

The Shadow by Evgeney Shwartz.

Presented at the Northampton Center
for the Arts at 8 p.m. Also showing
May 1 at the Hatch at 8 p.m.

EXHIBIT — "Aspects of Reality"

will show works by Carol Brusseo,

Andrea Hartman and Paige Sabean at

the Wheeler Gallery through May 4.

Gallery hours Mon. thru Thurs. 4 to 8

p.m. and Sun. 2 to 5 p.m.

IN CONCERT — Eric Bogle, re-

nowned Australian balladeer, will per-

form at the Iron Horse, Northampton
at 7 p.m. Tickets $10.50 Adv.

THEATER — The 14th Annual
German Theatre Festival and Com-
petition will exhibit plays performed

by New England high school and
college students ofGerman. At Chapin
Gamble Auditorium/MHC from 9 a.m.

to 5 p.m. Free.

SPECIAL EVENT — A Holocaust

Commemoration Service will be pre-

sented at the Cape Cod Lounge at

12:30 p.m. Free.

LECTURE/CONCERT — A lecture

and demonstration on the new opera

Heart ofA Dog will be presented by its

author Martin Brody at the Music Cen-

ter Room 3/AC at Noon.
LECTURE — "Prague: November

1 989: Memory and Violence in Czecho-

slovakia" by Andre Lass at Willits-

HallowellCenter/MHCat4:15p.m.Free.

LECTURE — "Containing Our Ex-

citement" by Pat O'Malley, La Trobe

CI., Australia. At the Octagon-Babbott
Room/AC at 8 p.m. Free.

THEATER — A staged reading of

two original student works. Some Of
My Best Friends are Reuolutionaries

by Evan O'Sullivan and Beautiful, As
Are You by Jim Confalone. At
Fayerweather Studio Theater at 8 p.m

.

Free, but reservations are necessary.

THEATER— "Plath: Poems in Per-

formance," a piece based on Sylvia

Plath's Three Women:A Poem for Three

Voices will be presented at the Lab
Theatre/MHC at 8 p.m. Tickets $4
general; $2 students and elders.

SPECIALEVENT—AYom Hashoa
Memorial Service, an interfaith me-
morial service commemorating the

victims of the Holocaust. Followed by
a talk by Ervin Staub, who will recount

his experience during the war. At
Neislon Library Browsing Room/SC
at 8 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT— The Magic Triange
Concert Series presents the Brian

Lynch Quartet featuring Louise
Haynes. At Hampden Theatre at 8
p.m. Tickets $7 general; $5 five-col-

lege students.

VOICE RECITAL — A graduate

voice recital featuring Stephanie A.

Jones, soprano. At Sage Hall, Sweeney
Auditorium/SC at 8 p.m.

IN CONCERT—A wind ensemble,

directed by Malcolm W, Rowell, Jr.

will present works by Colgrass. Britten

and Nelson at the FAC at 8:30 p.m.

Call the FAC for ticket info.

IN CONCERT— The Spin Doctors

The Roches
Fholo courtesy MCA Key ord*

will perform at Pearl Street,

Northampton at 7 p.m. Tickets $7
Adv; $9 at the door. 18+.

THEATER — An evening of origi-

nal one-act plays will be performed by

at the Mendenhall Center for the Per-

forming Arts-Theatre 14/SC through

May 1 at 8 p.m. All seats reserved $1

.

THEATER — The Hair of the Dog
that Bit Ya, written and directed by

Moira Cutter will be performed at the

Red Barn/HC through May 1 at 8 p.m.

All tickets $1.

DANCE CONCERT — "Kiva," a

dance comi-tragedy about women and

the earth will be presented at the HC
Dance Studio through May 3 at 8 p.m.

Tickets $7.50 general; $4 students.

Call for reservations.

THEATER — The CJM Department

of Theater tops off its Spring Season
with Edgar White's L//ce Them That

Dream, a drama about a Black South
African painter who flees

Johannesburg and finds himself on
the streets of NYC. Running through

May 2 at the Curtain 7heater/FAC at

8 p.m. with a matinee on May 2 at 2
p.m. Tickets $5 general; $3 students/

seniors. Also showing May 5 thru 9.

EXHIBIT — "Echoes of Nature."

paintings by Trudy Regan and "The
Hill People of Guatemala," photo-

graphs by Daniel Regan will be shown
in the East and West galleries of the

Center for the Arts in Northampton
through May 24. Gallery hours Tues.

thru Fri. from Noon to 5 p.m. and Sat.

- Sun. 2 to 5 p.m. A reception will be
held on May 3 from 2 to 4 p.m.

Spin Doctors

fhoto courtety tpk Ktcords

IN CONCERT— Borderland brings

its electric blues and funky originals to

the Hadley Pub at 9 p.m. The band will

also play Twisters at 9 p.m. on May 2.

IN CONCERT — The Roches with

David Roche will perform their ec-

centric, uncompromising and sur-

prising songs, making musical and

verbal fireworks to promote their new
album Speak. At the Iron Horse,

Northampton at 7 and 10 p.m. Tick-

ets $17.50. Also performing May 2.

IN CONCERT—The Equalities will

perform at Pearl Street, Northampton
at 8:30 p.m. Tickets $5 at the door.

IN CONCERT — The AC Women's
Chorus, directed by Mallorie Chemin

will present its annual spring concert In

Buckley Recital Hall/SC at 8 p.m. Free.

THEATER — Student Valley Pro-

ductions presents original music per-

formed by Acoustic Panic and com-
edy improvisational theater by Mis-

sion: Improvable. At Campus Center

Room 168 at 8 p.m. Free. Also per-

forming May 2.

IN CONCERT — Minibus will per-

form at Sheehan's at 9 p.m.

IN CONCERT — Inca Sun will

perform music and dance of the Andes
of Peru and all of Latin America in the

Blanchard Campus Center/SC at 8
p.m. Tickets $5 general; $2 five-col-

lege students w/ID.

INCONCERT— O.J. Ekemode and the Nigerian

All-Stars will perform at Pearl Street, Northampton

at 8:30 p.m. Tickets $5 Adv; $7 at the door.

IN CONCERT — The GMass Orchestra and

Chamber Choir will perform works by Faure and

Mozart. With Charles Treger on violin and Karen

Ritscher on viola. At Grace Episcopal Church, 14

Boltwood Ave., Amherst at 8 p.m. Tickets $5

general; $2.50 students/seniors/children.

IN CONCERT — The Five-College Early Music

Collegium, directed by Robert Eisenstein, will pre-

sents a program of sixteenth century Italian music

for voices and instruments. At First Church of Christ

Congregational, 129 Main St., Northampton at 5

p.m. Free. Also performing May 4 at 8 p.m,

DANCE PARTY — "100 percent 'Christian'

Music" is promised at a dance featuring a lip synch

contest to "Baby, Baby" by Amy Grant and more.

At the Newman Center starting at 8 p.m. Free.

IN CONCERT — The AC Concert Choir will

present a concert of French and American music in

Buckley Recital Hall/AC at 8 p.m. Free.

LECTURE— "An American Icon: Grant Wood's

American Gothic" by Wanda M. Com at Graham

Hall/SC Museum of Art at 1 1 a.m. Free.

EXHIBIT— Photographs and prints by Elbridge

PtxHo courtesy Fail Uine Productiottt

O.I. Ekemode

Kingsley, who lived in Hatfield and Hadley from

1842 to 1918 will be presented at the Forbes

Library. Northampton through May 29. Gallery

Hours Mon., Tues., Thurs. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Wed. 9

a.m. to 9 p.m. and Fri. & Sat. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. There

will be an opening reception from 2 to 4 p.m.

AUDITIONS— For the Valley Light Opera's fall

production of Gilbert and Sullivan's The Gondoliers

will be conducted at the Amherst Regional High

School from 9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Auditions will

also be held on May 3 from 1 to 5 p.m.

IN CONCERT— Acoustic Junction with special

guest Bruce Hayes will perform at the Iron Horse,

Northampton at 7 p.m. Tickets $7.50 Adv.

IN CONCERT— The Asparagus Valley Contem-
porary Contemporary Music Ensemble will present

a concert of new chamber music for small and large

ensembles in Buckley Reictal Hall/AC at 8 p.m.

Free.

EXHIBIT — "The Good Son," a multi-media

installation by Ed Grant, explores the myth of the

Father, embodied by the church and how this

relates to contemporary issues of the state and the

family in American society. At Hampden Gallery

through May 8. Gallery Hours Mon. thru Fri. 3 - 7

p.m. and Sun. 2 - 5 p.m. There will be an opening

reception from 5 to 7 p.m.

EXHIBIT — The Senior Art Major's Exhibition

will be presented at the MHC Art Museum through

May 24. Call for gallery hours. There will be a multi-

media sculpture/dance thesis performance by Sara

Schnadt at 1:30 p.m. followed by an opening re-

ception from 2 to 4 p.m.

EXHIBIT— Works by Leonard Delonga, artist and
teacher, will be presented at the MHC Art Museum
through June 30. Call for gallery hours. There will be

an opening reception May 23 from 2 to 4 p.m.
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A woman never asks to be raped,hm No Means No— Whether there is physical force or violence, against her will is against the law.

FBI statistics indicate that one woman reports a rape to

police ©very 10 minutes In the U.S. That means that

during the rTX)nth of April, Sexual Assault Awareness

Month. 7,300 wonnen will report a rape to police. Given

that only one in ten women who are raped will report

the assault to police. 73,000 wonf>en will be raped during

the morHh of April In this country. The infomwition

provided on this page Is designed to give you some of

the facts about rape We hope you understand that

these are not just numt>ers. They are people's lives.

None of us enjoys reading this infonnation. None of us

wants to believe that something as horrible as rape will

happen to us or to someone we know. Nonetheless,

we challenge you to read this page, to look at the

statistk». to know they are tnje. and to think about what

the implkatk>ns of this informatton are for your life.

Talking about rape Is painful - It can make us feel

poweriess. However. It is everyone's problem, and if

everyone does their part, we cm make a difference.
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Myth:

Fact:

Rape: Myths & Realities

Women who are raped atk for K.

Rape it not tex, tt It a crime of violence and

power. Rape is a violation of a person on both

physteal and enKJtkxial levels Rape is a vtolent

act through whteh a woman loses total control

of her life. Most rape sun/Ivors report that they

genuinely thought they were going to be killed

during the assault. No of>e asks for an

experierx^e like this.

Mott rtp*« occur between members of

different racial groups.

Fact: 93% of all rapes occur between members of

same racial group.

Myth:

Fact:

Myth:

Fact:

Myth:

Fact:

Myth

Myth:

Fact:

Rape is an Impulsive act of sexual frustration.

90% of all rapes are considered planned or

premeditated; 2/5 of all rapists have an active

sexual partner or are manled. This myth

implies that rapists are animalistic, with no

control over their sexual drive and desire.

Psychological study and everyday life

experience tells us this Is not the case.

Rape occurs primarily in back alleys, 'bad'

neighborhoods, at night and by strangers.

Rape occurs everywtiere. It has no

tHDundaries of day or night, socio-economic

dass. home or stfeet; 84% of coliege women

who were raped knew their attacker; 65% of all

rapes occur either in the victim's or assailant's

home; In over 50% of reported rapes, the rapist

knew the victim well, over 95% of those

convicted of raping children are relatives or

close friends of their victims family.

Men cannot be victims of sexual assault.

93% of rape victims are female and 7% are

male. One in seven males under age 18 will be

a victim of sexual assault. Statistics Indteate

that the clear majority of these assaults happen

to boys under the age of 12 or to men who are

In prison.

Gang rapes account for an extremely small

percentage of the total rapes in the United

States.

Pair or gang rapes account for at least 40%

of all rapes. 97% of gang rapes and 92% o«

pair rapes are planned These rapes can occur

anywhere and are perpetrated by men of all

ages, races, professions, and economte classes.

Dear Rich:
I've been meaning to write you for quite awliile now. I've

been thinking a lot about the old days. You know,

partying and trying to pick up women. You know, when I

see young men doing that now 1 laugh at how fooUsh wc

must have looked and acted.

I suppose some of the stuff we pulled was pretty serious.

Do you remember one night you took me to that party out

in the country? It was at your friend's house. Actually, it

was at hLs parent's house, but the folks were away. I

couldn't even begin to tell you any names. Anyhow, do

you remember this one woman who was there? She was

being quite flirtatious with both of us. I think you and she

left for a while, and then I ended up taking off with her.

Taking off meant wc went into some room and started

fooling around.

I didn't really remember any of this until recently. I've

been thinking a lot about what it means to a man, and

how I have been a man in the past. Part of what being a

man for me has been is violence and viewing women as an

object for "conquest." At this point I'm pretty disgusted by

some of the things I've done. The worst of it happened in

that room with a young woman whose name I don't even

know. I ended up raping her. I didn't even realize it at

the time. I didn't even give it a second thought. I thought

rape occurred on a dark street behind a hedge. We didn't

even have a phrase like date/acquaintance rape back then,

or at least if there was a phrase "date rape" I had never

heard of it. I'm not trying to make an excuse, I'm trying

to sort things out.

I have more recently been involved with a woman who is

going through the process of recovery from being sexually

assaulted. It has been an intense experience, at times

horrifying for her as well as mc. Then I started getting

flashes of that night. I realized that some woman may

well be going through all sorts of crap because of me. Or

she may not even realize she was raped. But I do. I don't

really know what to do. I want to contact her, to let her

know I never hurt anyone else like that, to tell her I'm

sorry, to have her tell me to buzz off if she wants, to deal

with it. I have no idea if this is the "right" way to deal

with the situation, but remaining silent to her is no

solution either. I'm scared and confused.

I mean, I feel like this isn't even who I am anymore. I

would never do something like that. Ask anyone I know.

But that's part of the lie. The more I learn about the

topic of violence against women, such as rape, the more I

realize that a lot of us probably have done some really

awful things to women that we felt was just normal, or

okay. But frankly I'm not talking about anyone else right

now, I'm talking about me, which involves a few other

people too. By the way, my partner does know about this

event from my past. It was really hard at first, but she

decided to stay with me and we're working it out.

I am writing you because I need to hear from you and get

your opinion. What should I do? Should I contact this

woman? Can you help me her or her friends? I realize

this may be a lot to be dumping on you, but it's time to

start facing up to the past and shaping the future in a

peaceful, honest, and perhaps painful manner. Please

write back. »wiut vaK^. Anonymous

Blow The Whistle On Date Rape
Prevention Education

Educator Advocates

Peer Sexuality Educators

545-3474

549-2671 ext 181

Date Rape Crisis Hotlines

PubUc Safety 545-2677

Counselor Advocates 545-0800

Against Her Will Without Consent Or
Forced Consent Is Rape

Speaking of Rape...

A man raped me last year when I was walking home from

class. It was a violent act in which I was brutally beaten,

choked, and sexually violated. That incident took maybe

20 minutes of my life, but it was not just an immediate,

life-threatening crisis. It has maintained a strong

presence. A woman may be raped once, but f££l raped all

the time.

After that man raped mc, I moved out of my home, left

my job, school, friends, and a strong community in Boston,

and moved to Northampton, a place I'd only heard about

from friends in the women's community. I eventually got

a job as a waitress at a well-known restaurant out here,

but was fired when they learned I was a rape survivor. I

became suicidal, took anti-aiudety medication, feared

everyone and everything, felt increasingly isolated and

victimized, wondering when would someone rape me
again?

Rape was a violation of my body, but it also took from me
an iimocence and spontaneity that I still trusted from time

to time. Now, a year later, I still have to fight every day

to hold my own ground because so much of what I took

for granted to be safe no longer passes my rigorous

inspection. I'm afraid of stairwells, elevators, public

SPEAK OUT!
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Student Union Lobby

bathrooms. All my movements become restricted because

I feel compelled to assess every situation for its safety. I

essentially remain under a psychologically induced lock

and key to protect myself from future violations. I know

the long term struggles involved with surviving rape, and I

don't know how to feel safe anymore. And I would rather

be paranoid than go through that again. Not that it can

necessarily be avoided without having 24-hour bodyguards

on duty...who aren't rapists.

People don't usually realize how long a time it takes to

heal from rape. Thus, most people also fail to appreciate

how strong women are who have survived being raped.

Every woman who perseveres, who lives through this

e]q)erience, has had to actively fight to reclaim control

over their lives. Not only do we have to deal with the

actual act of violation itself, but then there is often the

police to deal with, hospitals, physical and emotional

injuries, the media and legal systems, the possible loss of

employment, subsequent financial and housing problems,

the pain of dealing with friends and family who don't

understand, who might think we wanted this God-awful

thing, or who stigmatize us as rape victims.

I am still a rape victim, but I've also become one of the

strongest women I know. Having successfully survived

rape and its aftermath, I know I can do virtually anything.

But I sure do wish that I'd had this last year's energy to

do something other than heal from rape. With the energy

so many of us use to heal from violence inflicted by

others, wc could have healed the whole bloody world by

now!

If you want to know what to do about rape, here's a few

thoughts. Fu-st of all, and most obviously of course, don't

rape anyone. If you aren't sure what someone wants or

doesn't want, ask them. They are the only ones who know

what they want. Don't think you know better than they

do.

Secondly, if someone tells you they've been raped, ask

them what they need from you. Don't do everything for

them. They may seem confused or scared, but give them

back the power to choose that was taken when they were

raped.

Ultimately, be supportive of her choices, let her be strong

and acknowledge her strengths, but also accept and help

her to accept that she may feel depressed, afraid, and

angry and mistrustful of the world. Most importantly, be

there when they need you. Everything might seem fine for

a while and you might begin to think that they are all

better. But check in from time to time and let them know

that you are still there no matter what. They may still be

having a hard time but be feeling too ashamed (x

uncertain to tell someone.

Fmally, join the growing efforts to stop violence against

women. There are many avenues to become involved.

Use your skills to do what you can to stop this from

happening to you, your mothers, sisters, partners,

neighbors. Rape doesn't just happen to the

victim/survivor. Rape happens to everyone close to her,

in one way or another. It affects everyone.

Rape survivors need people to help them build back their

trust in people. You can play a crucial role in helping

them do that.

Nancy

AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE FOR EVERYONE:

Who can call the Counselor/Advocate Hotline. 545-0800

-you can call If you have survived a rape, a

sexual assault or abuse of any kirxj, no matter

wt>en it happened.

•you can call If you want to talk akxMJt a

situation you feel undear about, no matter wfien

it happened.

-you can call If you want to know how to

support a friend.

-you can call If you have any questions or

concerns atxxjt sexual assault.

IS EVERYONE'S PROBLEM!
I Should Have....

I don't understand what happened to me.

Ht rap«d you.

I shouWn't have been there.

He should have known that your being there didn't

mean you wanted to have sex.

I shouldn't have been so trusting.

He thouldnt have betrayed your trutt

I shouldn't have kissed him.

He should have asked W you wanted more.

I should have pushed him away.

He shouWnt have forced you.

I should have done more.

He should have taken a 'no' for a 'no.'

It was my fault.

K was his fault-he made a conscious

decision to hurt you.

How dkj this happen to me?

He made a decision to force you.

Why dW this happen to me?

He made a decision to force you.

I never thought it could happen to me.

I guess H can happen to anyone.

Women Remember

..Trust your Instincts

and leave a situatkxi if

It feels unsafe.

..Examine your feelings

and needs at>out sex.

It's ok to have sex.

It's ok not to have sex.

You deckje.

..Know your sexual

limits and communicate

them dearly. Say what

you mean. Yes or No.

Men Remember

..Know your sexual

desires and limits.

Sexual excitement does

not justify forced sex.

Never force a woman to

have sex.

..Take "No" at face

value. Accept a

woman's declskxj.

..Take your own car or

tell a friend where you

are going.

.If raped, tell someone.

..No one asks to be

rap>ed. No matter how

a woman behaves, she

does not deserve to

have her body used in

ways she does not

want. No matter wfiat.

..Remember that

against her will is

against the law.

..Forced sex is not a

measure of masculinity.

;? <^^ V

Brought to you by University Health Services,

Health Education and Educator/Advocate

Program of the Everywoman's Center

"Both Women and Men"

..Don't drink more than you can handle.

..Know what you want, communicate and listen

to each other.

..If you or a friend need someone to talk to

about a sexual attack, call the confidential

hotline at Everywoman's Center hotline

at 545-0800.

Startling Facts About Rape

liXiir
« f 1 2 2*

&Xi
9 One in four will be raped while In college.

9 Rape Is no respecter of relationship. A woman's

risk of being raped by someone she knows is 4

times greater than being raped by a stranger (Robin

Warshaw. l Nevef Called It Rape. 1988).

^ 1 in 4 girls and 1 in 7 boys will have been sexually

assaulted by age 18 (Russell, 1983; Finkelhor, 1978;

Sgroi, 1978).

FOR SURVIVORS:
For the many of you reading this page who have been

raped, you nr^y have tried some of these strategies.

Others of you may not have thought of using them. In

either case, and In all cases of rape, what happened to

you was not your fault, no matter what anyone tells you

and despite the messages you receive from the media.

Whether the assault occurred yesterday, last year, or

ten years ago. you can seek support from the

Counselor/Advocate 24-Hour Hotline. 545-0800.

He should have taken a "No" for an answer. § No Means No ai He made a decision to force you. 24 HR HOTLINE 545-0800
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*Road House in a leper colony,' says Mr. Lupo Final Magic Triangle Concert is tonight
By JON LGPO
Collegian Staff

Wow! It's Dirty Dancing in Calcutta! It's Road House in

a leper colony! No amount of good intentions can make
City ofJoy any more than a patronizing redemption farce

albeit with above-average acting. In an attempt to make
Patrick Swayze a serious actor (there seems to be no

other point in making this movie), normally probing

director Roland Joffe ( The Killing Fields, The Minion) has

lost all concept of solid drama, opting for the more crowd-

pleasing melodrama.
Patrick Swayze plays an embittered doctor (which

means Swayze walks around pissed for the first half of the

film) who goes to Calcutta. India to find spiritual renewal.

Om Puri plays the head of an Indian family who also

travels to Calcutta in search of fortune for his daughter's

dowry. Puri eventually gets a job as a rickshaw runner for

the oppressive leader of the slums known as the Godfa-

ther.

Swayze is approached by Pauline Collins (Shirley

V^a/en(/ne) to work for the City ofJoy clinic. In the ultimate

groaner of the film (and oh-so unpredictable) Swayze

assists in a birth. But wait— not only is it a breech birth,

but it's in a leper colony. To beautiful strains of music,

Swayze holds up the baby triumphant and wouldn't you

know he's a better guy for it.

Now. he's White man to the rescue, accepting leper

patients in the clinic (which leads to protest and an

eventual mutiny in the slums) and befriending Puri and

his family.

City ofJoy works best when it focuses on Puri's family,

however more often than not they're saddled with lines

like, "No family of mine will beg." The family is almost

obnoxiously righteous and C/fyoAJoy is the type of movie

that makes poverty seem downright attractive.

Swayze incites the rickshaw runners to strike against

the Godfather and his evil son. City ofJoy makes the line

between good and evil so achingly simple. Swayze's (and

ultimately the film's) logic is that the poverty problem can

be solved simply by the poor standing up for themselves.

Just like in The Power of One, a wishy-washy crowd-

pleaser that trivializes apartheid. Cifyo^Joy too often goes

for sitcom theatrics and hollow gloss.

Patrick Swayze tries very hard to be a tragic misguided

soul but it's clear he's still in the minor leagues, since any

attempt at resonance is overshadowed with a single

stroke of Om Puri's excellent, studied performance. It's

amazing how easily he can transcend the hokey dialogue

and the story's contrivance.

In all honesty. Swayze is not that bad. here making it

easy to forget this is the same guy who did Next of Kin.

However. Swayze still has the same magnetic personality

that powered Dirty Dancing and Ghost In City ofJoy this

works to his disadvantage as I could almost see him

teaching Pauline Collins the mambo in the middle of the

monsoons.
There's also superb supporting performances by

Shabana Azmi as Puri's wife as well as other noted Indian

actors. Perhaps in another movie their talents could be

better showcased. And a better script wouldn't hurt.

For all its earnestnes-^ and overabundance of good

intentions.

City of Joy doesn't challenge itself or the audience. An

easy to swallow, flaccid fantasy. City ofJoy comes off as

an over-ambitious episode of Macgyver.

Swayze has said that he doesn't know "if it's a movie

for cynics." Well, he's right, it's not. But anyone with a

clue will see right through this film.

Grade: C

Brian Lynch
HMo bf HjI Oringtr

BY SEMAJ SELOM
Collegian Staff

If you were lucky enough, perhaps you
can say that you saw the young Thelonious

Monk and John Coltrane at the Five Spot.

Or perhaps you saw Duke Ellington or

Count Basic in their primes. Or, you may
be liketoday's generation of music lover's

— no tremendous collection of ticket stubs

or records, just a love for the music, and a

desire to hear it whenever or wherever you
get the chance.

Well, tonight you have one of those

chances, a chance not only to hear some
fine music, but to see and hear some of

today's most promising young musicians.

And you never know, a generation from
now, you may be able to say, "I saw Brian

Lynch before he became famous."

WMGA 91.1 FM radio concludes its

third annual Magic Triangle Series with a

performance from a quintet led by the

Milwaukee native. Lynch has found his

young career full ofenviableemployment,
including Charles McPherson, Horace Sil-

ver, Toshiko Akiyoshi, Eddie Palmieri. Art

Blakey and most recently. Phil Woods.
Such a varied line of employers speaks
well of Lynch's talent, but his playing is the

most accurate barometer of what lies

ahead. While in the area a few years ago
with Blakey. Lynch wowed the crowd with

his fiery solos, full of uncanny logic, and
tempered with the undeniable element of

the blues.

Lynch's three albums as a leader (the

most recent being "In Process" on Ken
records) have shown Lynch to be putting

his apprenticeships to good use. His al-

bums have always featured a strong lineup

of young musicians and an equally strong

lineup of original compositions. While

many "critics" today feel that younger
players are mindlessly rehashing the music

of the 1960s, Lynch seems to be con-

cerning himself with unfinished business.

He combines the "hard bop" of Blakey. the

blues of Silver, and his own unique sound in

order to forge one of the brightest and most
original voices on today's "jazz" scene.

Joining Lynch will be three more of

today's "young lions", in addition to a

"seasoned veteran". Bassist Christian

McBride. pianist David Hazeltine. and
drummer Tony Reedus find themselves

helping to hold the banner for the next

generation of players. McBride has been
used on many album dates, including

Wallace Roney's latest "Obsession" on
Muse records. Reedus and Hazeltine have
likewise been finding much work, with

Reedus just releasing his debut as a leader.

"Incognito" on Enja records. The veteran

camp will be represented by tenor saxo-

phonist Craig Handy, whom has found

employment with Ray Drummond and
others.

The Brian Lynch Quintet will be in

performance tonight, Thursday. April 30,

at 8 p.m. in Hmpden Theatre. Tickets are

available at the FAC box office or at the

door. Prices are $7/$5 for 5-College Stu-

dents.

Mtolo cvtrtttr TriStmhctimB

Patrick Swayze stars as Max Lowe, an American doctor who finds a new commitment to life in one of the

poorest quarters of Calcutta in "City ofloy."

We Can Make Your Car
Look Brand New!

Customized Auto Reconditioning

Oeanmg Packages Starting at $24 95

North Amherst Motors
Old Sundsriand Rd., No.Amborst S49-2880

RESUME SPECIAL

Ca# today for an

appomtmenil
A CARSTARi,
Collision Repair Center

MklmiorCntmCmnkAix^ptKl

Resume typesetting, 25 copies on resume

paper, 25 matching blank sheets, 25
matching envelopes... a// within 46 hours.

IJJOQ QC w/coupon

^P^ObWW (exp. 5/13/92)

j
228 Triangle St., Amhersl • 549-3840 j

• HEALTH INSURANCE. ..LOW COST!

• SH0RTTERM...UPT012MOIUTHS
• CONVENIENT MONTHLY BILLING!

MIKE UM 546-2174
(617-729.9677)

Let Mont^nen-'s "Amai^'"
\ourRirmal /

Wc Moke Beautiful Evenings.
^Rtc. 9 Hadlcy (across from Biirgcr King)

wL aiifl we'll have votir flowers rcndvi

•M M«w Hmllj (KrntW tmthfu^

easons
^n«v . 584 8174

DISCOUNT LIQUORS * BEER « WINE
|

Fortune Cookie
Says...

"There's no limit to the height a
business can attain by remaining
on the level"

HEALTHY SKIN
Begins with n deep pcire

\
cleansing facial.

Also lash and brow
tinting, shaping, hair

waxing, make-up.

AESTHETICS SKINCARE
34 Main St., Suite 1 , Amherst,MA 253-9879

MICHELOB, Lt/Dry
24/12ozCans

$1399, Dep.

ROLLING ROCK,
24/120Z BarBot.%

$1299, Dcp.

VILLA
.afl««>f »Miiiir »««»>««» r—<t^

Great Mexican Rxxi Served Quickly &

Inexpensively in a Friendly & Casual Atnr»ospbere

DOWNTOWN
AMHERST

BoUwood Walk 256-8217

Beer & Wine Served

DOWNTOWN
NORTHAMPTON

21 Center St. 584-0673
5ring Your Own Beer & Wine

For Delivery, Call Delivery Express •549-0077

COORS, Lt/Gold
24/12ozBarBots

$1299, Dep.

KEYSTONE, Lt/Dry
24/120Z Bar Bots

$1099, Dep.

WINE CASKS Now
Starting at

18L $2900

BLSCH Lt.

$3900, Dep.

1/2 KEG
NATURAL Lt.

$3390 , o^.

MILWAUKEE'S BEST, & Lt
24/12ozCans

$929, Dcp.

PABST
24/120Z Bar Bots

$8^9 ^ Dep

NARRAGANSETT
24/12ozCans

$789,D*p.

GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY
24/12ozC:ans

$769,Dep.

1/2 KEG
MILLER & Lt.

$4400 , D^.

1/2 KEG
MILLER G.D. & Lt.

$4400 , D^.

1/2 KEG
LOWENBRUA
$4400 , Dep.

4 SEASON VODKA
$899 , 75L

MOLSON Family
12/120Z Bots

$ 799 , Dcp.

CATAMOUNT Gold/Amber/Porter

6/I20Z Bots

$499 , Dcp.

CORONA
6/12ozBots

$469, Dcp.

ICE, 10 LBS

$100

RUBINOFF VODKA
$849 ,.75L

SOUTHERN COMFORT

$1599 ,.„L

^SUBlUilAr
of Amherst

00 OFF
1

Any
FOOTLOnQ SUB

(WITH Tlllb COLPO^)
:^ot tiood With Any Other Ofler

Offer expires 5/50/92

4 Main St.. Anihcisl • 25(M9I9
Open Till 2 din. Ihuis, Tii. 6c Sal.;

4 SEASON RUM
$1099 ,.75L

M.D. 20/20 all flavors

$200 .7soml

FREE BEER BANNER
with 2-t- Keg Purchase

Prices Effective Thru May 6, 1992-

HOURS: Mod Sat 911 • Senior Citizen Dbconnt 10% Every Day

KEG DEPOSITS HEU) UP TO 30 DAYS • VISA • MASTERCARD • CHECK • CASH

Nol reiiponsibU fof lypographic»l tnon

I'UASl. Ilrlu4 'M-Jvmi In Us llliiih (ofciiM- AIiuhv '»

Od ( uke. Ml Pto(il Com hillMlhylite !>•><*

CHINAGARDEN
"The Collegians choice in delightful dining."

j"^.66dffw/purcha9e "{

|0f $15 or more wHhIhis coupon .

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sunday - Thurs, 11JOam - 10:00pm • Friday • Sat, ll:30ani 11:00pm

Lunch Hour: 11:50am - 3:30pm 7 days a week

New Vegetarian Menu!
We Don 't Use MSG!

Free Delivery Service • Fii, Sat, & Sun. • 5:00pm • 10:00pm

Visa / Master Card / American Express

The Vallev's Dim Sum Brunch
Dim Sum (Chinese Bainch - Mandarin and Cantonese Syles)

Every Day 11:30am - 10:00pm

Commuter Area Government Presents

An Evening Of Comedy with

New Remodeling • 7 Days a week • Take-oul • Luncheon Specials

1 5 M. f^ledsant Street • Amherst. MA •

2^3-4?.80/428l

ADAM SANDLER

Cajun Man
Co-host of Weekend update

and
Iraqi Pete

from
Saturday Night Live

Sunday, May 3 Fine Arts Center 8:00 pm
Admission $3: Advance tickets available at the FAC Box Office

as well as evening of the perfonnance.

«r*.
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Student's art thesis

has unusual materials
By EMILY MARINO
Collegian Staff

Lcx)king for something different to do

this weekend?
If you are ready to venture out and

explore the wonderful world of art in and

around the (JMass campus, you might

very well like to check out Kathlee Gilrain's

latest sculpture exhibit, "Family Secrets,"

which is being presented in the Student

Union Gallery until May 1

.

Gilrain, who undertook this project as a

Master of Fine Arts degree thesis in the

Spring of 1 99 1 , asserts that the exhibit is

"all about the secrets that families keep,"

she said, "(and about) the places for pri-

vate things that families don't talk about."

While some of the sculptures and

themes are related to her own family, she

explains, others are general . and applicable

to many different family situations.

The exhibit consists of approximately

23 works made of bronze or wax. but also

consist of plaster, wire, paint, cloth, chia.

candles, wood, twine, graphite and paper.

Some of the sculptures also contain un-

usual materials, such as horse and human

hair

Gilrain explains that the wax sculp-

tures, which are closed or solid looking

figures, represent unshared secrets, while

the bronze, opened ones represent "re-

vealed secrets that are still veiled, and not

obvious." She claims that these pieces

lead the viewer to a better, but not complete

understanding of these sacred matters.

The price range of Gilrain's works is

from $200-$700. but some pieces are not

for sale.

Gilrain's work has been shown at the

Bridgewater Lustberg Gallery in New York

City. and. in November of 1991. a large

collection titled "Coconut Tree Grove: An
Aids Project." was also seen on the Am-
herst Commons.

Gilrain obtained he Bachelor's degree

at Cooper College in 1984, and empha-

sizes that being at school and working with

professors and peers helped to inspire her

work.

She is currently a graduate student at the

University ofMassachusetts, and will receive

her degree at the end of this semester.

Gilrain has also been invited to build a

public sculpture on a site located on the

outskirts of Paris and will travel there in

May of this year to do so.

SVP's Working Titles

assists local artists
By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Correspondent

Working Titles

May 1-2

GMass Campus Center

Student Valley Productions has a

long history of helping student artists.

Their productions are predom inantly

student-written, and (like the GMass

Theater Guild) exclusively student

produced and acted.

However. Student Valley Productions

(SVP) goes a step further in assisting its

artists, by producing a series of non-

profit Working Titles. The purpose of

these productions is to allow student

artists a forum for expression — a way

to test their talents before an audience

without the pressures of a full produc-

tion.

In the past, the Working Titlesprogram

has produced staged readings of many
plays — but this semester, it is turning

the stage over to comedy and music.

Acoustic Panic, a new student band,

features the compositions of UMass

undergraduate Brad Potter. Potter or-

ganized the sound system for last

semester's Titles, and composed the

score for last week's In My Abyss. He is

one of Panic's three student members,

and looks forward to presenting his

compositions to an audience as a main

attraction instead of a background.

Joining Panic on stage will be the

increasingly popular Mission improu-

able, ClMass' resident improv troupe.

Described as "witty, spontaneous

combustion." the group's brand of hu-

mor is totally unrehearsed, and they

rely on their audience to provide them

with ideas for sketches of games.

This can be hilarious, as they nimbly

extricate themselves from whatever

situation they have been placed in by

the audience. As their show continues

and the audience grows more daring,

the fun always increases.

The only thing Working Titles needs

to be successful is an audience, so take

this opportunity to support student arts.

Working Titles willbepresentedMay
1-2 at 8:00 p.m. in the Campus Center,

room 168. Admission is free.

Bowl Day features strong line-up of local acts
By BRIAN HARRINGTON
Collegian Staff

Spring has finally sprung and the focus

for this weekend is getting outdoors to toss

some frisbee and listen to some great

music. The weather is awesome.

JABBERWOCKY
The "Bowl Day" concert this Saturday,

put on every year by Orchard Hill Area

Government, features a strong lineup of

top local area acts with an emphasis on

the dance groove and funk.

The concert begins at 11:30 a.m. in

Orchard Hill and the bands scheduled in

order of appearance are: John Monopoly,

Hot Damm, the Bombastics, Free Press,

and headliners Who's Kiddin* Who.

Both John Monopoly and Hot Damm
are UMass jdent bands. Hot Damm is a

new group with a "Commitments" like

RGB sound.

The Bombastics have been building

quite a reputation for themselves this year

while developing a following as an open-

ing act at Pearl Street and by the great

shows they've done at the Hatch in the

Student Gnion. The word is funk here.

Free Press began as a (JMass band

Lick the Heat

You've got it made
in the shadd with ^^ '^ ^^ \\ \
refreshing Colombo //^^ -^ -^/y^~

c

back in 1985 and since then they have

managed to stay together and gone on to

establish themselves as one of the top

drawing local bands in the area. They

bring a political slant to their infectious

ska influenced sound and frontman Rob

Skelton is always capable of outrageous

behaviour and full of surprises.

Who's Kiddin' Who have got to be the

best band in the Valley. No kidding. Their

ensemble lineup, featuring a killer hom
section, packs plenty of punch and their

combination of skilled musicianship with

consumate showmanship provides what

the band likes to call "serious sweat". The

group has a world beat sound and their

repertoire is a versatile range of funk and

rock to rap.

As Chuck Papert. saxaphonist for both

Free Press and Who's Kiddin' Who, said.

"This show is really an event. The
Bombastics. Free Press and Who's Kiddin'

Who are all closely intertwined. This will

actually be the first time the three bands

have all played together on the same bill.

We're calling this the Northampton band

invasion!"

Papert saysWho Kiddin' Who is finishing

up on recording and mixing tracks for a

full length CD album that will be out

sometime this summer. The group is re-

cording at Longview Farms with ace local

soundman Peter Kepler at the controls.

Bowl Day in Orchard Hill is open to all

GMass students. There will be other ac-

tivities taking place during the day. such

as a tie-dye booth and a dunking booth.

Their will also be a barbecue, which is free

to Orchard Hill residents and will be one

dollar for all others.

Frozen Yogurt. All

the great taste of ^
ice cream with '

V3 fewer calories.

We're Not

186 Main Street

Northampton
586-9659

One Boltwood Walk
Amherst
253-2774

AYANTI PIZZA
is mow under

NEW ow^nership!
The new owners of AVANTI PIZZA

are committed to providing you with

HIGH-QUALITY^ LOW-PRICE W^ZA.

without the hassle of coupons!

J

Choo80 from:

PepperonI Mushrooms

Hamtxjrger

Sauscjge

Hom
Onions

Green Peppers

Black Olives

Fresh Tomatoes

Fresh Garlic

Hot Peppers

Pineapple

Extra Crust

CALL US NOW|

549-7890
Sun-Wed • 4 pm-2 am • Thurs- Sat • 4 pfn-3am

registration
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

At present, there are 1,493 on-campus
undergraduates registered to vote in

Amherst.
• Ellen Story, the recently elected state

representative from Amherst and Pelham
received the democratic nomination with
1, 515 votes.

• U.S. Representative John Giver,

elected in a special election last year, won
by 1,800 votes. With ofT-campus and
graduate students living in Amherst, the
UMass student vote in local elections may
top 2,000.

"We have the power to make a huge
difference," said Student Government
member Matthew Pavesi. He said if stu-

dents would only turn out and vote, "We'd
be scary. We could elect our own con-

gressman."
Recently however, students have been

unable to match Amherst's residents'

percentages in local, state or federal

elections. Factors contributing to the

student body's political paralysis include

the inconvenience of voting, lack of knowl-

edge and frequent changes of address.

A pain to get to the polls

In the prime voting hours of the late

afternoon and evening the campus shuttle

buses, which have 20-minute cycles, de-

liver students near polling places. Evening

service for PVTA buses passing through

Amherst Center to the polls for Southwest
residents, or down North Pleasant street

for Sylvan and Northeast residents take

30 minutes between passes. For many
students, getting to and from the polls

consumes almost an hour.

An hour can be a lot to ask ofa student

with a full academic concourse load.

Quentin Clark, a junior physics major,

said. This is going to sound terrible, but I

just blew it off." Clark said he would have

voted for Jon Hite in the Feb. 18 primary

based on his ties to the University and his

stand on tuition retention. Clark, a Sylvan

resident, would have had to walk to the

Immanuel Lutheran Church on North

Pleasant street. "If it had been anywhere
on campus, I would have done it."

Clark follows the general pattern ofon-

campus residents, he registered in Am-
herst during the 1990 drive to stop the

Citizen's for limited Taxation ballot ques-
tion #3, but has not voted since.

Student registration
in constant flux

The transience of the student popula-
tion necessitates frequent voter registra-

tion drives. TheSGA has secured the right
to have student deputies from the Town
Council and Board of Registrars. At
present, students can register to vote in

the SGA's Student Union office.

Student President Jen Wood said they
would like to go door to door through the
residence halls, but do not yet have per-

mission from the Board of Registrars.

"Once we prove that students are re-

sponsible as registrars, we cans ask for

more freedom," Wood said. That would be
another large step towards student em-
powerment said Wood "there's a big dif-

ference between being a registered voter

and an eligible voter."

Many students register to vote outside

of Amherst because they do not consider

Amherst their primary residence, or have
political ties to their home towns. It is

possible that the most politically active

students never participate in Amherst
pohtics.

In spite ofthe free local media available

to them, much of the student body in

uninformed of local politics. "Sometimes
what they read in the Collegian doesn't

stick in their head," said Pavesi. In addi-

tion to the Hampshire Gazette and the

Springfield Union News, the Amherst
Bulletin is free, and available at several of

the Munchy stores on campus.
Students registered in Amherst often

disqualify themselves by moving after the

town's annual census. Students who
change address, but fail to notify theTown
clerk do not appear on the annual census,

and are placed on the suspend list. These
students must visit the Town clerk's office

before going to the polls.

An eligible voter must register 28 days

before a state or federal election, or 20

days before a town or special election, said

Town Clerk Cornelia Como.
Registration is permanent if you stay

in Amherst, but the Town Clerk's office

must be notified ofchanges ofaddress. No
duration of residency is necessary.

drunk driving
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

Though the numbers ofdnmk driv-

ing incidents in Amherst have dropped
since 1982, Livingstone beheves they

will increase because the SAP program
no longer exists and he sees the Uni-
versity administration pushing under
aged drinking into the town with its

1988 alcohol policy.

One UMass student (who wishes to

remain anonymous), was arrested for

drunk driving after he was forced to

leave a downtown bar by the town fire

chief.

"I probably wouldn't have been
drunk if I was allowed to stay and leave

when I wanted to," the student said.

Elisa Campbell, who chairs the Am-
herst Select Board, also feels that the
current situation is a "big problem"
which she thinks communication is

needed to solve.

"I'm not in favoroftellingthe Univer-

sity to allow or condone under-aged
drinking."Campbell said. "What I would
like to see is more communication be-

tween the town and the University so

something can be agreed upon.

Campbell added that local bar own-
ers are now aware that the town will

enforce its capacity bylaws, which
regulate the amount ofpatrons allowed

in an establishment, and that the

University may have to create social

establishments that can meet students
needs.

Melonie Dreher, chairperson of the

UMass Alcohol and Drug Policy Com-
mittee, thinks the present policy ex-

isting is in accordance with Massa-
chusetts state laws, and even though
thecommittee has reconvened to review

the policy they feel a large change is not

realistic.

"1 think there may be room for ex-

pansion within the policy," Dreher said,

"buthowmuch will be determined once
we examine the situation."

Dreher added that the committee
has decided nothing as of yet but she
did hope to include the town views and
input.

"We will be working to create a policy

that will address the current problems,"
Dreher said, "but you cant expect to

please everyone."

9 ittf of 10 "BOB"s agree: The Celleaian it the best daily

andergraduate newtpafer at the University of Massachusetts

at Anharit. The ether tie it ttill thinking abeut it.

/K-fk ***«»»^»* * * «, * «

Experience

the Joy
o/Learning

Over 200 credit courses that wiU

help you:

• Make up lost credits

• Advance In next semester's

work

• Plug any holes in your current

schedule

• Learn something that you

wouldn't ordinarily have time

for—for the sheer joy of

teaming!

Xwodl«««^"*

•otW*!^
can

The UMass
Summer
Session

can add Joy

to your iife.

Registration begins April 13.

Catalogs available all over

campus or at the Division

of Continuing Education,

6th floor, Goodell Building.

A quality education

tit afjordableprices.

Wecopy all night

For most of us, there just aren't

enough hours in a 9 to 5 day. We
know that there are times when

you'll find yourself working around

the clock to get an important project

completed on time. And that's why

we're open 24 hours a day... every

day. So no matter when you need a

helping hand and a friendly face,

you'll find them at Kinko's.

3*late night copies I

Come into the Kinko's listed between lOpm and 6am and get

great copies at a great price. Just 3^ for self-serve, single-sided,

8i/2 X 11" black and white copies on 20 lb. white bond. One

coupon per customer. Not valid with other offers. Good through

September 28, 1992.

Open 24 houi*s

253-2543

220 North Pleasant Street

(Across from the Carriage Shops)

kiniw^
the copy center

i 1

1

--''«« » •» •.

M* 1* j^.' *jj%i0WWi itifftf^"^tJ^4^y^ • - *-
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DANCE CLUB
hhursday WHMP

Eighteen & Over Dance

Party with DJ Dennis R.

WHMP's Keith Stevens

broadcasting live - listen

jto WHMP for your chance

to win free admission

I

Friday •

DANONC Wrm D) )0B

Free Aihiisaon Bebv lOftlpn

Weekly Drink Specials...

May 1- $1.75 Bud Dry

T-Shirt Giveaways

May 8 - $2.50 Fris Vodka

jturday-

THE AREAS BIGGEST
& BEST SATURDAY
NIGHT DANCE

PARTY WITH DJ )0B

VX'ednesday -

DANONC WITH DIIQB

(Coming Safcriav,Miv9ti-4«)pn\

TIAOASQ WITH 01)06'

.

Ttie Bombastics

,..»imn
|
. ...'. i^n-i^-n-mLJ

LIVE MUSIC,
Thurs. April M^~:0OpnVl&i;

THE SPIN DOCTORS

» .m n M « I I I I

:

B 1 '1 n .'c

Fn., AU\ 1-H:kpri

Reggae Dance Party

THEEQUALITES
The l-Vibes |

r*.

Afro-Pop Dance Partv

0.|. EKEMODE &
The Nigerian All-Stars

r t

Mon., \Uy 4S:00pnV18*

Free Show!
TRIBE

LOVE MINUS ZERO
Resceduled from 4/20, all

tickets wiN be honored)

Tucs \U\ 'i" iX^pm /18*

ADRIAN BELEW

The Atom Said

r;

Thurs., Mjy 7-8:30pm/] 8+/

MAX CREEK

»j.j.-iiii-iii 1

Fri., May 8-8:30pm

WHO'S KIDDIN' WHO
Sal. May 9-8:30pm

Pink Floyd Tribute,

THE MACHINE

Kennedy

CoUefian photo by Matt Kahn

Former sixth floor resident Steve O'Halloran moves out.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

have to stay," said Jim Peirce, a sixth floor resident who

is not being removed. Peirce, a sophomore economics

msgor. said there were people who were responsible for

damages who were also staying.

This is a ridiculous inconvenience. There's not much

time left in the semester. They didn't take into account

academics," said O'Halloran, a sophomore CASIAC ma-

jor.

Some students complained about the random nature

by which Housing decided which students were to be

moved.
"With three weeks left in the semester and no proofof

anyone doing anything I think this is ridiculous," said

sophomore David Guaragna. They know who did it.

They know who's been doing things all semester, still

they're throwing all of us out. They didn't go by write-ups

or who gave RAs a hard time. Theyjust threw us aU out."

But administration officials stressed that the action

was not punitive and that it was a question ofhealth and

oafptv

"People don't understand the dangers involved. The

issue now is safety," said Gladys Rodriguez, associate

dean of students.
"1 think that there are a lot of times when we have to

use judgement," said Anne Miller, associate director of

Housing, speaking last night before the Student Senate.

"I personally think of removing a floor as an extreme

situation. When it crosses the line, when it becomes

unsafe, we're obligated to take action."

"Now there's less people on the floor to monitor," said

Paul Vasconcellos, residence director of Kennedy. He

also said the students staying all lived on the same side

as the RA and that the staff would make extra sweeps of

the floor.

The Housing contract is too general," Siiid Johnson,

one of the residents removed. "It allows them too many

rights. They don't have to prove you did anj^hing."

Rodriguez also said Housing was aware of the incon-

veniences involved and was working to accomodate stu-

dents.

Housing vans were available to help residents move in

the event they didn't have transportation.

Although a letter signed by Miller, stated that students

vacating Kennedy will not be allowed to visit the build-

ing, Vasconcellos said was not the case.

Former residents will be permitted to visit Kennedy

as long as they are signed in by a current resident, said

Vasconcellos.

At last night's Senate meeting Miller retracted the

statement, saying that it could only be implemented

through a disciplinary measure.

Collegian staffmember Michael Linsky contributed to

this report.

King verdict

& SAVE

Wed.. May 13-8:UUpm \

JIMMY )AMES
(A fm md & vwal iiyuMtia. rNRrist

Mriw Monrot & tint bmn '
^'

Uurs.
,' May 14-7:()0pm /1 8+)

i THE SMITHEREENS

Fri., May 15-8:30pm

BARK LIKE A DOG

$3.00
OFF

on processing of

a 36 exp. roll

I reg^izQ color only

$1.00
OFF

on processing of

a 12 exp. roll

\ reg. size color only I rog. size color onlyj
coupons cannot be combined with other daily specials

$2.00
OFF

on processing of

a 24 exp. roll

reg^size color only

" TWO
PRINTS

for the price

of one

5 HI TECH aWTATION OANCF PARTV i

RAPID SYMPHONY
' SB

MVSi.
i *"•'

"Drccift Cross

2 - BOMIRIl

GILL MICHAEL
The Fnendly

HYPNOTIST
na.

1'ues.,^y)U:(}dpmIl^'
Free Show!
CRACKER
The Wallflowers

Indualrial t f
Allcfnativ*

I
[)\n.imi1oRoa)rds,

9 Record in Amflcrst:' i Pn)
\

I
(8001 828.708(F

\

3 10 PcaH Street, \orlh.impt(>n 4

?htrk4S
Factory

Trianale Street • Aniherst

King Street • Northampton

Federal Street • Greenfield

Every Wednesday

"ROOTS,
ROCK
REGGAE"

i

with ONE LOVE BAND
(OS

UPCOMING
Fn. &8 Physical OraNHI tB.

Sun , &/10 Muclaar AaaauH
A 0*wi Patral All AgM

Mon S/11 Mat 10 Lady Wr*«tl«r* ie«

Fn &15 Bpaclal ahowrca^a ie<

TH£ VERTEX
{413i?33 2500 (617)931 ?OnO

ROUTE 9. HAOLEY • 586^63
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ofTicers.

Television news cameras also showed sporadic acts of

violence and lootings throughout the city's largely Black

south side.

Earlier, a small crowd jeered as co-defendants indi-

vidually lefl the courthouse amid tight security. About 40

protestors showed up later at the scene of the beating.

The jury acquitted the officers of the more serious

assault charges and secondary charges, but deadlocked

on one count of excessive force against Officer Laurence

Powell.

A hearing was scheduled for May 1 .5 to decide whether

to prosecute Powell on the imdecided count.

The jury said it cast four guilty votes and eight

innocent votes in the excessive force count against Powell

after three days of deliberation on the count alone.

The officers could have faced four to seven and a half

years in prison if convicied on all charges.

After the verdict, the defendants hugged relatives,

shook hands with attorneys ad slapped each other on the
back. Black community reaction was stunned disbeUef.

"1 grieve for America," said Rose Brown, 43, of Los
Angeles who came to the courthouse for the verdicts. "I

think this is appalling."

George Holliday, the civihan witness who videotaped

the beating with his camcorder, "has a difficult time
reconciling how his tape could have been so important
when the four officers just got found not guilty," said

Holiday's lawyer, James Jordan.

The jury, which included no Blacks, heard from 54
witnesses whose recollections of the violent night of
March 3, 1991 , often conflicted.

Most of the testimony came from police officers and
police employees, with three ofthe defendants testifying.

The most powerful evidence remained the videotape.

On a large-screen TV that dominated the courtroom,
attorneys played it again and again at varying speeds.

Illuminated by the glare of poUce car headlights, it

was a nightmare vision of a Black man writhing under
baton blows of White police officers who clubbed and
kicked him for 81 seconds.

Prosecutors said they counted 56 blows. King's leg and
facial bones were broken.

Koon, the officer in charge that night, took the stand
and calmly described the beating as "a managed and
controlled use of force."

It's violent and it's brutal," he said, "sometimes police
work is brutal. It's a fact of life."

Powell, accused of striking the most blows, said he
thought King was under the influence of PCP. No sign of
the drug was found in King's body, but tests show he was
drunk.

"I was completely in fear for my life, scared to death,"
said Powell.

Blue Cross hike blasted
Health insurance to go up 40 percent
By JONATHON YENKIN
Associated Press

BOSTON - Health insurance cus-

tomers onWednesday blasted a Blue Cross
and Blue Shield proposed 40 percent rate

hike for individual subscribers, saying it

could force some people to drop their cov-

erage.

A Blue Cross executive acknowledged
the rate increase could have a "tremendous

impact" on access to health insurance for

the chronically ill or unemployed who can't

find coverage elsewhere.

But he also urged the state to help

devise a better system for insuring this

group.

"It is unconscionable that inequities in

the marketplace make such tough choices

necessary," said Steven Tringale, a Blue

Cross vice president. He and others spoke

at a hearing ofthe state Division ofInsur-

ance, which will rule on the rate request.

Tringale proposed the hearing process

be delayed a month to give government

and insurance officials a chance to draft a

reform package. But Insurance Commis-
sioner Kay Doughty said she doubted a

solution could be found by then.

The rate hike would affect approxi-

mately 64,000 non-group subscribers. For

individuals, annual premiums would rise

from $2,148 to $3,030. For famiUes, it

would rise from $4,683 to $6,357.

These people typically turn to Blue

Cross— the state's "insurer oflast resort"

—because they can't get coverage through

an employer, eitherbecause they'rejobless

or work on their own. In some cases, the

people are chrorucally ill or need frequent

services and have been rejected by other

insurance earners.

Anthony Scavongelli, an attorney for

the State Rating Bureau, said he reviewed
the Blue Cross filing and found the re-

quest "clearly excessive and unreason-
able."

One subscriber, Priscilla Pitcher of

Boston, called Blue Cross' proposal a

"barbaric request for a stranglehold in-

crease."

"I will be forced to drop my coverage

and thus be without any health care," she

said.

Another witness, Laura Belanger, 23,

described how her brother has been di-

agnosed with a serious heart problem,

which makes it difficult to get coverage

from other insurance companies.

"We're hoping that between my mom
and myself. . . we will be able to afford my
brother's health insurance" through Blue

Cross, she said. "Even with the rates at

their current levels this is doubtful."

"Ifthe rates were to increase, it will be

impossible for us to pay for the insurance,"

she said.

When people drop insurance, they can

apply for coverage from hospitals through

a free care pool, said Robert Restuccia,

executive director of Health Care for All,

an advocacy group.

But many of the Blue Cross subscrib-

ers wouldn't be able to meet the income

requirements for this free care, and even

if they do qualify they would still have to

pay for prescription drugs or doctor's office

visits," Restuccia said.

Restuccia said the rate filing means
"the insurer of last

resort is closing the door on people who
need."

Yesterday I witnessed one

of the greatest shows of

all time. It reminded me

of the largest college

daily In New England.

Woof for the Collegian.

Now Hiring For Next Semester

Assistant Circulation Manager

Circulation Drivers

Must Have Mornings Free Until 11:15

Must Be Dependable with Reliable Auto

$7 - $10/hr.

Apply in person at

The Collegian

Room 113 Campus Center

Call 545-3500 for details

AP photo

HIGH DRAMA — Darby Scott, 19, of Toledo, swings from a

girder on the Anthony Wayne Bridge which spans the Maumee
River Monday in Toledo, Ohio. For 45 minutes Scott walked

around on the 200-foot-high girders and threatened to jiunp

before police were able to talk him down.

Ousted Haiti pres. asks
for diplomatic solutions
By EVE EPSTEIN
Associated Press

BOSTON — Ousted Hatian President

Jean-Bertrand Aristide urged the United

States Wednesday to continue supporting

his quest to return Democraticgovernment

to his country, but backed diplomatic so-

lutions over military action.

At the start of the two-day visit here,

Aristide also stopped short of criticizing

the Bush administration for repatriating

Haitians who have escaped his country

since he was deposed.

"Today it's time to build solidarity —
American and Haitian — to make sure

democracy will be back in Haiti and that

way our refugees will stay in Haiti instead

of fleeing repression," Aristide said.

The soft-spoken Roman Catholic priest

was greeted with full honors in Boston,

where he stopped at City Hall and then

came to the Statehouse to address the

Legislature afler meeting with state lead-

ers. There are an estimated 60,000 Haitians

in in the greater Boston area.

As Aristide refused to criticize the Bush

administration outright for its policy of

returning Haitian who have left their

country, he described them as political

refugees. The United States considers most

of the Haitians escaping the country as

economic refugees, and has sent them

back to the island.

"Ifthey lefl the country . . . it's because

they are political refugees because they

(the military-controlled government)

killed more than 2.000 people," Aristide

said.

Due to the continuing exodus of Hai-

tians, the United States has considered

taking extra steps to pressure the miUtary-

controled government to return to de-

mocracy. One measure under consider-

ation would be to tighten the embargo

against Haiti, by barring tankers that

deliver oil to the country from making

stops at U.S. ports.

Aristide did not sjjecify what kind of

action he is looking for from the United

States When asked where he hopes to be

in three months, he replied: "I hope we
will continue in the same way until we
have democracy back in Haiti."
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A UPC Productions

Housing removals
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

vidual costs," said Miller. "But we also

assume that the University pays for those

costs we can't identify the source of."

Kennedy Senator Jason Wisuri esti-

mated theamountoftotal damage at$7,000.

but Miller seemed to disagree, saying

That's the first I've heard of that figure."

Despite much senate displeasure about

the actions of Housing Services, Miller

staunchly defended her decision.

There will be a police investigation to

see if we can figure out who threw the

dryer," she said. "If we knew who was

responsible, I would work with those

people. I don't know who was responsible,

so that option isn't open. I am, however,

obligated to do something.'

Boston TV in trouble

ANYONE

CAN /J

JWORK cT
SpHhg Concert
Come to ONE of 3 training sessions for Security;

Session I: Session II: Session III:

Wed April 22nd MonApra27 ThursAprU30

CCRm. 165-69 CC Auditorium CCKin.lOl

7-9;00p.n 7-9=0«P>n 7-9:00pm

For more Info come to our meetings Tues. 6pm

BOSTON (AP) — For the past year,

Boston's much-praised local TV pro-

graming has taken hit after hit.

Victims of a tough economy and a

changing TV dial, canceled shows have

included standbys as "Good Day" on

Charmel 5 and "Evening Magazine" on

Channel 4 and local programs on the inde-

pendents and PBS afiiUate.

The recent elimination of the post of

program director at WBZ-TV signals the

final blow to what many broadcasters nos-

talgically consider the "good old days" of

Boston-area television.

Those were the days in the mid-19708
— pre-recession and pre-cable expansion

— when the Boston market won kudos

around the nation for the breath and cre-

ativity of its local programs.

And while Boston still continues to

rank high in the amountoftime devoted to

local shows, news and documentaries, TV
executives say the market for local pro-

grams has been permanently changed.
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The aroma, sound & taste

of authentic Chinese cuisine

prepared Hunan, Szechuan,

Mandarin or Cantonese style

- especially for you!

\

*FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*

ig St, Northampton • 585-0202 • Ample
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@UNIVERSITY Campus Center
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Today's Staff
Night Editor Marc Elliott

Copy.Editor BrookeC Wheeler

PhotoTechnician MattKahn

Production Supervisor MIkeCarvalho

Production L'sa Jezowski,

Alan Blagg, Doug Mazza

Menu
LUNCH DINNER

French Dip Sandwich i3 MEXICAN NIGHT ^
Monte Cristo Cheese Nacho Chips

BASICS LUNCH with Dips

Humus Veggie Pocket Chicken Fajitas

Grilled Turkey Swiss Tacos (Veggie or Meat)

'Hey! It's Frank arKi Cindy! . . . Haven't seen you folks

for a while.

"

Quote of the Day
'Col-lee-zawn."

- Cajun Man
I.MtU. hr iMit I rnUly uiy it. but ifot tukfj mtl mrr lir pnihahl} uyvlJ )

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

ARIES (Mirch 2 1 -May 20): Think

before you speak or you could land

in hoi water today. Your business

plans could suddenly change. Be
flexible.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20); A
promising day for advancing your

business plans. There is no shortage

of Iwilliant ideas or gcxxJ iriends to

assist you. Reach out with a loving

heart to your relatives. Forget old

grievances.

GEMINI (May 21-|une 20):

Friends and lamily memlxjrs offer

strongmoral support or shrewd money
advice. Strike while the iron is hot.

You can gel what you want and name
your ov^n price.

CANCER Oune 2 \ -luly 22V. Things

are l(x>king up finarH'ially. Tackle new
(asks with gusto. What you accom-

plish r>ow could take even you by
sur|xise. Steer clear of hangers-txi.

Step up the pace of romance lonighi

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Your co-

wxjfkers may fret artd luss ixi the jol)

today. Belter Ix- on your best behav-

ior. Resist the urge to share a secret.

Welcome I'inarKial developments lie

just ahead.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sepl. 22): In-

fluent iai people may be unavailable.

Come ckiwn out of the clouds arxJ

tackle routine tasks. A practical ap-

proach serves yoo IxMter than gel-

rich-quick schemes. Keep an open

mind about someone r>ew.

LIBRA (Sept 23-Oa. 22): A do-

mestic or job situation reaches the

crossroads. You may rwl be aware ol

everything involved. Wait until you

have a clearer picture lielore making

a final decision.

SCORPIO(Oct. 2 1-Nov. 2 1 ): Put

all the vigor and ingenuity you pos-

sess into the perlormance ol your

duties. Buy e(|uipmeni that will boost

your productivity .Aitepiing new
resp»x>sibililies brings a Ixmus.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov 22-Dec
21): Utilize all of your knowledge

andexperiencelo land a great job. An
unusual encounter could prwide the

answertoapuzzlf lovcdoneisright

to urge thrifty n\«.-a>ures.

CAPRICORN (l>c. 22-|an. I^V.

A splerKJid day lor domesticity. Fam-

ily connections or a property transac-

tion Ixing you new linarKial security.

Thi- need ftx stt rccy is again empha-
sized.

AQUARIUS (|an 20-Feb. 181:

Make full use ol the confidential ir>-

lormalioo you acquire now. A secret

financial wish could t ome true in the

very near future. The good will and
cooperation of yo*! family are as-

sured.

PISCES (Feb l9-^tafch 20): Do
not take what you read or hear as ihe

gospel truth today. Nothing can re-

placeyourown good juclpenienl when
it comes to investments Oo your

share arourxJ the house.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE
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57 Otversionary

tactic
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American
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Liljeblads have everyone seeing double
Bv BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

In physics, two like forces repel each other.

On the University ofMassachusetts women's track and

cross country teams, two exact forces repel the opponent.

Kelly and Kim Liljeblad, identical twins for Coach

Julie LaFreniere's Minutewomen have had the compe-

tition running behind them the past year.

But, not everyone knows who is who. "Sometimes they

cheer for the wrong person," said Kim, in reference to

cross country meets. "My father did that once. I Kelly 1

always comes in first and she was injured for a^while, so

I was ahead and I hear him say, 'c'mon Kelly."

The two admit they have never tried to fool thejudges

or the opposition based on their physical likeness.

"We've thought about it, but we never though we could

pull it off," Kim said.

- As to how anyone can tell the difference between the

two on the track or across the countryside, Kim puts it

plain and simple. "One is better than the other." said

Kim, who is also differentiated physically by her longer

hair. "IKelly 1 can totally kill me."

All-League, All-Conference and All-State selections

from West Islip, N.Y., the Liljeblads, who have an older

sister and one older and oneyounger brother, didn't begin

their respective college careers on the same track.

Kim. who has yet to decide on a major, transferred to

UMass in the fall after attending the University ofSouth

Carolina, Coastal Carolina for one year where she com-

peted intercollegiately in cross country. Kelly is in her

second year at UMass and just declared her major as

Sport Management tliis semester.

Although the twins, both members ofthe Sigma Delta

Tau sorority, are regarded as threats by northeast com-

petition, they don't see each other as so.

"We don't like to compete against each other at all,"

Kelly said. "Sometimes I even say, 'Kim get up here."

During the track season, Kelly sees her strongest

events as the 3000 and 5000-meter runs. Kim prefers the

800 and 1500. However, on one occasion, one ofthem ran

all four, that is according to a certain official

"•I can't believe you ran all those races and still won,

an official said after one meet," Kim said of an official

unaware of the twins. "So we just went along with it.

Although Kelly is known as the more competitive

racer, Kim has untapped potential according to

LaFreniere. „ „ « , c«

"Kim always took the back seat to Kelly, Lah remere

said "But. Kim has no clue to how good she really is. Kim

has come a long ways and has been running really well,

although she'll never tell you that."

"The people that know us think were two totally

different people," said Kelly. Such is evident when asked

about their future running aspirations.

Kelly said, "I want to compete. I want to do marathons

as I get older. I'd like to try New York City and Boston."

Kim said. "I do want to run [a marathon!," which

causes Kelly to burst into laughter. "But, I don't know if

I'd make it the whole way."

Holly
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themselves ranked second in the region behind the Uni-

versity of Connecticut, which has a 3-1 record against

UMass this season, and ahead of number three Hofstra,

which split a doubleheader with UMass last week.

This weekend the team travels tx) UConn for the

Diamond Classic, in which it will play the host team as

well as Florida State and Southern Florida. Next week

will bring home doubleheaders against regional foes

Adelphi, which is also 'Senior Day', and Princeton, which

is a make-up twinbill.

All are big games for the Minutewomen's chance to

play in the regionals.
^

"We have a lot of difficult games coming up, Apnle

said. "They're all really important. Because of the rain,

they're all back-to-back. We have the opportunity ,
but we

have had the opportunities in the past. We can only

control what's left to do."

VIENOW HOLD REG DEPOSITS UP TO 30 DAYS ON tA/C, VISA, OR CHECK

imitki

C0R0NAEXTRA$iO4^
DE?

SALE 16.49 MAIL- IN REBATE 3.00 AFTtn REBATE

I iryi i/^oty

SAMUEL ADAMS $iC99
BOSTON LAGER
CASE OF 24-12 OZ. BOTTLESS

16'
DEP

ROLLING $ 1 999
ROCK '

^

;^£^THE^

MELINI CHIANTl $^49
& ORVIETO 750 ML

OE?

CASE OF 24-12 OZ. BAR BOTTLES

FRANZIA WINES $R29
CHABUS. BURGUNDY. W
BLUSH. RHINE. WHITE AFTER REBATE

GRENACHE BAGIN-A-BOX

SALE 7.79 MAILINREBAT1150 5.0 L

KENDALL JACKSON $799
VWTNERS RESERVE CABERNET

750 ml

SCHLITZ $n29
CASE OF

24-12 OZ. CANS • OEP

BALLANTINE BEER $799
CASE OF 2-12 PK. CANS OE!

SAUVI&iON

GALLO $C49
WHITE WiSL

ZINFANDEL

BARTLES &

JAYMES

WINE
CCXILERS

4 PK BOTTLES
ALL FLAVORS

j&B $23^^
SCOTCH 1 75L

BACARDI $1099
SILVER RUM IWwsL

^ SEAGRAMS $Q49
\ GIN ir75,
Jt _ SALE 12.49 irTFRflEBAT

> MAIL- IN REBATE 3.00

75L

AFTER REBATE

0^ VODKA

(jClCsg49
1.75L

SCHENLEY $1149
WHISKEY " "H

not responsible tor

typographical errors.

IJrCrV. Monday thru Saturday

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
HADLEY HOLYOKE

Campus Plaza/Route 9 30 Uncoln St.

253-9344 534-4555

SALE PRICES
TMURS4/30,'92THRU

WEDS.&6W2

Full Redemption Center

If You're Over 18
Be A Bartender
• Limited Openings Remain

for May classes

• Start Ttwiking About Endless

Summer Opportunities as A

Bartender

Call Today! 747-9888 • 1655 Main St,

Suite 202 • Springfield

iJOBISlOOWH.NOPRIKISlOOHIGH,

)<*WT\

.& THE WILI7 PACK]

'-^^
I/'̂
^^^.

//.

THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY

% DISC
^^

\^

[Available At:

Same Bat Channel
Comics • Cards • Qamcs i More
Hampshirt Man. Hddlty lng<ljid« Mali, Holyoke

586-8775 532-9797

Open Monday-Saturday 10am-9pm Sunday 12pm-5pm

MONTHLY FROM MARVEL

Featuring DJ Strollin' Roland

/\PPETIZER SPECIAL
8:00-10:00PlVI

ANY MENU NACHOS
$2.00

WEEKLY SPECIALS

lite
.^^^8^ BEER

Let Montgomery's "Arrange" Your Formal

I

^onL lotmx̂ ^

\jLOXL±i
We Make Beautiful Evenings.

Rte. 9 Hadley (across from Burger King)

CALL and we'll have your flowers ready.

95<
Drafts

$3.95

Pitchers

THE^ PUB
< IIJltKAHuS MI; IP\S IN AMIIIHST

l'>f.K • l>>')2

15 t:AST PLEASAnT STKLCT«

RESUME
PACKAGE
$15.00!!

(includes consultation,
;

layout, 10 copies,
• ttlatchihg envelopes and
: : : :

one year storage)

CAMPUS DESIGN
::::;:,„& COPVi-iii;;

: :
: 403 student union :

:

•

;: :^ :^ 545-2271
: : : : :

•

Carelli
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clip as the Minutemen fell just short of the NCAA
regionals, losing two heartbreakers on the tournament's
final day to Rutgers.

The 1992 edition of the Minutemen, led by captain

Carelli will have a chance for revenge this year, as they

travel back to Boyertown next weekend with Rutgers
looming as a possible second round opponent.

"I'd love a chance at Rutgers. But well take a chance

with anyone," Carelli said. There is going to be a lot of

good teams down there, and going to the regionals would

be a dream come true."

In the meantime, Carelli and the rest ofthe team will

focus on the task at hand, preparing for the A-lO's.

Carelli and the Minutemen did just that yesterday,

splitting with Siena , as Carelli reached base three times

to close out the 1992 home schedule for the Minutemen.
Next Tuesday should prove interesting for Carelli, as

UMass travels to Northeastern to take on the Huskies

and the coach that lost faith in Carelli two years ago.

The 1991 Minutemen, loaded with talent, including

three 1991 draft picks, finished the season with a mar-

ginal record of 26-25-1. On the other hand the 1992

Minutemen, without the benefit of a proven offensive

superstar like Bright or Dana, look to finish the season

somewhere about 29-14.

"The big difference between this year and last year is

pitching," Carelli said. "Last year we just couldn't seem

to put it all together, but we've been rolling this year."

Credit this year's success to better pitching, stronger

team unity, and the leadership ofa 5'6" second basemen
by the name of John Carelli.

Night Graphics
Caffeine, Wax and

De La Soul
1 13 Campus Center

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE 1 13 CAMPUS CENTER • MON. WURS. 8:3O-3:30 FRIDAY 8:30-2:X)'DEADUNE IS TV/O DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATION • 2(m'0RD/DAY FOR STUDEm • CASH IN ADVANCE

AMNOUNCEMENTS

•d and BrMkiast
Oo«»ntown Amherst ld*al lor vitiling par-

ents and triende 549-0733

CAJUN PEOPLE tM there and QMIicKal* in

a^anca at FAG

fnU CAR WASHIM
SatMay2
tO-3 Pnca Chopper

Sponaored by KKPsi

HOT OAMyill
Atttw

7-Ot H1 116 No cover'"

Tonight'"

aupa>eiWiipiiiiiiiii|i'i"'<»ociouaHi

HOT DAMMItl
In the

hotaun'ii

Today SoulhweM Horseahoe
3-4

LEGENDS ROLEPLAVINQ. UC
A kva rolepiaying game 564.0484

Move m the right dradlon

Sm Mam Sander Sunday nigW

RED JOHNNY AND The Round Guy iom

uMih Adam Sander tor comedy Sun May 3

Bpm

AuroFonsAtc

iMOCfTATION
Good local IrantponaHon

S4e.«a2i

$100

1M3 TOYOTA COHOLLA 9Mlon \

SapaanAX:AMmM00MuaiaalCalS4»-

1*n RANOER XLT 46000 miet 2 1/2 yr'

SOK wvmty mni aKung 6000 cat M9-076a

BONNVMUE 79 Runs gra«M new tve*

radalor muMler (350 M»-S6M

CHEAP1 FBMJ.8. t

891
86 VW J80
87MeroodM flOO
6S Mustang $50
FREE 24 Hour racordng reveal*

giveaway pnoes 801-379-2929

Copynght*MA1SKX

BMX 81KB

SKYWAY ntAMC. al partormanca pari*

Used tor racing lop shape

J70 00 Of BO Can S49-19S2

CAPE COD RENTAL

West Yarmouth 6rooms 4bedrooma also

cottage 4foom» 2t)edroom« 6/1-431

253-7436

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Laige cheese $6 Small S3 50

Add $1 lor lor2 toppmgs

Free soda w large sub. salad, or spagtietti

Must mention this ad
549-6073 549-6096

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL:

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. DJs.

video DJ's and Karaoke Irom $1 75 00. Gal

586-9900

romtma

1 BEDROOM COLONIAL APT
Avalaille tor summer w1aU option

Big enough tor 2 peopla

S300/mo - negottaWe
256-1285 Hyon or Julia

1 or 2 ROOMMATES lor summer/laH
Mastarbedroom in Mill Valey $450
Heal. Hot water. On bus route

Call 253-4006

2 BEDROOM APT in Amhaist; quiel. dean.

secure 475'»nonth June 1 Tel 256-4586 or

253-2515 Also moving sale: lumiture. ap-

pliances etc

2 Bedroom A|>L Low rent

2 floors dishwasher

Available June 1 can 2S3-0731

2 BEDROOM PRESIDENTIAL APT8
Available lor summer w/tal option

Starting May 25th

On bus route. lOmrn walk Irom campus
200/month lor 1 person bedroom

260/month lor 2people bedroom
460/monlh lor wt>ole apt (3 people max)

Phone: 549-1721

2 Bedroom Brandywina Apt, newly

painted includes 2 solas and a tMd. Cheap
rent- utilities included call 549-9392

2 BCOIIOOM TOWNEHOUSE
AwatabteJunei
Can 549-7422

2 BEDROOM TOWNHOU8C
Take over our leaae

.Stai1ir«g Junel
Free lurrWIurc

Cal 549 3990

2-3 roommales needed lor 2nna. In a 4br.

apt on Mam St 0^1 256 3140

3BEOROOM APT. (lits4)onbusn -IglainSt

Washer dryer Take over our lease Juie 1

.

2568910

3 Bdrm In Townehouaa
$600 PER MONTH
TAKE OVER OUR LEASE
CALL M9 3838 ANYTIME

3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUai
Slar«r«g June 1

C* 549-3677

9>5 BEDROOM HOMES on bus rout* aval-

able JuneJjaM586;4270

4MAPT
M«lnSlBuaauttrof«
Ca«»6-»478

4

2
Baaament. garage, pool, lennis.

2 bus routes S Amherst 256-1461

4 BEDROOM APT in a Colonial home

Q»me. yard, hugs Michan on Dalchenown

route AvaiaUe m Juia «» option kx next

ye* Can 256-6695

4 BEDROOMS Luxury oondo. in souttl Am-

herst 2 1/2 balrooms kvingraom wNh *re-

ptace dadi swimming pool Iannis court on

the bus route A C gas heat 8 hot water

washer & dryer $1200 Call Bnjce al 256-

1215 June 1st

5 BEDROOM HOME Porlact tor 6. 10 min-

utes to campus, on bus route $12S0/mo.

Can Joe (617)964-8659

AMHERST CENTER- 1 bedroom apt Ample

parking, across Irom laurxlry and bars-

ISOOmo. Indudes utilities Avail 6/1

Amherst Ceolar

Etlioency one. twio. three bedroom apan-

menls. or three bedroom condo* on Hobart

L«*e June or September No lees charged

Lincoln Real Estate. 25 North Pleasant

Street 253 7879

APARTMENT FOR RENT
2 double bedrooms 5 mm to campus

2 min tolown

Cant beat the tocaUon

S4»-e790

Avaltat>le June 1 Cotonal Village 2 Bed-

room apartment 475'mo 253-7777

AWESOME DEAUI
Mam street

3br i^M indudes washerA»yar

253-2584

CLEAN 3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE
1 1 ^ bth Spacious

Good condition- 6 1 92 lor summer w' taH

option CaH 549-8156 Leave message '

EROTIC HOUSE on bus route

Steamy cheap rent

Lusoous k>calion

Call US' 549-4628

FOR RENT 3 bedroom Townehouse apt

Summer sublet w/ fall opt Free lumiture Call

549-6262

FOR RENT
Crestview Apt June 1 1/2 mlaliom cam-

pus Call 549-8766

2 BEDROOM APT. Good lor 2-3 people

2 Hoors 2 minute walk to bustop

$550 mo 256-8830.

2 Bedroom*
Main St

Great House
Chei^>!

256-1331

2 BDRM BRANOYWINE APT.
Available for summer wlall option Newly

painted, tree heat. pod. AC. On bus route,

exorilent tocation Cheap. Ptwne: 549-1749

2 BedroomMain SI Gas heal Privdeck $625
Bob 253-5996

OILREATH MANOR Apt 5 bedrooms on

bus route one mile Irom campu*

Available June 1

Call 549-5182 _^
INEXPENSIVE 2 BEDROOM Brandywine

apt includes bar. walertwd. & free heat Call

549-1066

KICK ASS LOCATWN
2 bedrooms 1 1/2 baths

203 » 205 Sunset Ave

549-1581 or 549-5313

LARGE 2-BEDROOM doee to bus

Soulh-Amherst near the Brooks

Rent 525 Available June 1s1

Tel 256-6178

LARGE SINGLE IN Pullton -$235Anonlh

junej^male ortemrtejgal 256^430

MILL VALLEY
2 bed 2 bam
Air conditioned

Heat, hot water

On bus route

Call 256- 11 70

OMEROOM AVAILABLE 6«2, second room

available 7/92 in 4 bedroomhouse behind

Putter's Pond, quiet, dean $190/month. call

Tom Of Chris 549-4402

SALEM PLACE CONDO
Take over our lease'

2 singles, 1 double, i 1/2 bath

Excellent condOn bus route

Call 253-0641 leave mag

SPAOOUS * BEAUTIFUL APT
2 bedrooms
huge imngroom
kitchen * dinngroom

Wan M wa« carpet, kxs partdng

lOmin drive Irom Amharct dr. just over

Belchenown Nne call 253-9J74

SUMMER SUBLET BeauWul modem apt at

Mil VMey 2 rooms avaWbt* 6/t S320Mio

Can 546-3064

SUBLET CHEAP, huge roominOatdianown
Call Ben 323-4007

TAKEOUR BRANOYWINE APT. PLEASE'"

2 Bedrooms eiceHent cofxlilion 549-8290

TAKE OUR CONOOt
Awreeome kKalion ntown
Fitt 5-7 peopi*

Crt 549-53J^S

TAKE OUR LEASE or sublet

3 bedroom apt

Uptown Amherst 256-1457

TAKE OVER UV 1 br Putlton Apl 6/1/V2

549-79«e

Taha war ow Isaaa June 111

Pumon VMage
SBikfSbtth indudes heal * hd
Rent 576Ano Cal 549-7287

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE 2 br downlown

Amherst $520mo 256- 1564

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE June 1

2 bedroom Cdonid VBaga $470mo
Ouiat.<aean.onbusfome.laundry 253-9659

UPTOWN APT avariable June 1*L

Acraea trom Pub and Charlies'*.

large Michan. wood thMrs.

$5S0*no ttaal Indudad Cal 256^927

UPTOWN APARTMEMT

Deck
Avaien
Close to bars 549-4024

YOUR OWN BATHROOMI
1 Ig room tor 1ar2

avalitiie 6/^ m beautitui apt

Cal Jennilar 253-4137

KM SALE

COUCH * CHAIR $2S

Microwave $25

549-7962

EXCELLENT DEALI Apple lie, compMMa
w/appleworks soltware Great lor

•Kordprocessing' $125 OOor BO 564-1354

FOR SALE
Bike Hybrid 21SD $250
JVC CD player $75

HP pantjel printer $500
Can Alan 546-3421

FREE! 2 Hamsters * aooesaorias

Everythmg included ($70 vakie)

Great gilt!

Moving rrxjst go!

Amy 549-9903

LOUDSPKERS! Three-way w/new horns

A steal at $200 Must hear' 6-6712

mk:rofridge-
Why rem one when you can own it for the

amount'' $300 neg Mark 6-3144

Mountain Bike, Sterlmg. 16-inch trama 18-

speeds 1 75 (vo Call Brian 6-6712

MOUNTAIN BIKE FOR SALE
Must sal

253-9929

Ask lor Rob

Need fufnlture?

Seling everything in apL

Crf now! 253-0758

PANASONK 1505APWP 4mo old. buHl in

prmter. typewriter Oual. type Must see! BO.
Can Dana 549-9347

PUU OUT COACH
$75 OR BO
546-1352

SHARP MK;R0WAVE, hardy used $80.

Cobra radar detector $70. Bob 549-6492_
TWO ICENWOOO SPEAKERS (model aJL-

880) -37* tall and 180 watts-you gotta hear

it to believe it! Oiler me $200 and ri even

throw in the matching Kenwood stereo

cabinet' Cal Scott al 253-3841 For more

into,!

Two piranha. lO gaHon tank, acoessories-

$75.00. Litsa 546-2482

WHITE DESK, good condition $75

White t>ed, bo> spnng. mattress, good con-

dltk>n$SO Both, $100

549-1 149 Cheryl leave message

POUND

FOUND: Outskle Morril, goW necklace with

2 charms Cal Dawn 6-0988 to ID

FOUND- Women's brown wire rkn preacrlp-

tion glasses near Mulins Arena. Cal Jean

Ross 549-1940

FURNmiRE FOR SALE

Need couchea, table*, chairs, desk etc. tor

next semester'' CaH Jon 253-9139

HIRING

COOL JOBS COOL PEOPLE
Campu* design * copy is now hiring' Trairv

Ing iMgirt* this semester Accepting applk:a-

liona unM Mon 4/27 403 Student Union 545-

2271 Wa want you! W* need youl

HELP WANTED

$110.00 PER DAY
Truck dnvers wanted lor part-bm* summer
worV 10 days m>d-June and 10 days mid-

August Must drive standard shift Willing to

work tong hours, with good driving expen-

enc* Call (508) 653-7422

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMBfT • fish-

eries Earn$5 000. month Freelransporta-

tionl Room arvl board' Over 8 OOO openings

Mala or lamale. For envtoyment program

OM 1-206-545-4155 ext 1718

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS are now ac-

oeplng applications lor summer employ-

menl throughout New England and New
YorK R miaraated piaaaa cal t-600.346-

4649,

CmMCLMB-Enlry levelonboard/landsida

poaWona avlable, year-round or summer,

(ei31«»-5478

Do you want to bwW your communcalion

sWtor? Work at TeMund and tak to Akjmni

al over tie US' Come to the bawmsnt of

Memorial Hal to im out an applcaloni TO-
DAYi

EARN MONEY FASTI

SpanisiVengtsh bilinguals

Needed lor study

Jeanette 585-8749

GET A REAL JOB Tired ot msaninglaea

»*ork' Help protect the environment wlti

Greenpeace Full-time, pan-time canvaaa-

ing poaliona. How* : 2pm- 10pm Cal Rick or

Lisa. 549H)507

LOOKING FOR A summer |ob ? Do you want

to Stan now'' Help UMass raise lunds'Come
to Telelund m the basement ol Memorial

Ha«' Do Jt Today!'

MARKETING MAJORS, earn intern credit

and cash Sno-Search Ski Tours is hinng

personable outgoing interns lor

lalamwltatlng lntersstingv»ork,skiandtravel

. Transporlabon to So Hadley nee-

I Starts Sept. mterviewing nmr

CaH 533 1600

YOU DONT HAVE to Mp burger* to earn

cashi Expand your resume with a job at

TeMund Come to the basement of Memo-

rW Hal to HI out an application!

LOST

Enamalad floral sanlng writh peart, ba-

tween FAC and Hatch Leave msiiaga

Daily 545-3490_

LOST KEYS Fri night between Townhouse

« Southwest. Red Sox * '13* keychain call

546-5196 Reward'

Tennles racket lost 4*23 around 5:30

U-Mass varsity tennis team member. I need

ttie Irame. noquestons asked. It loundplease

ctf BH at 6-2310

MOVmO OFF CAMPUS?

•FURNmjRE*
FOR SALE

Beds,

CoMee Table, Lighting,

Bar stools etc

Ctieap prices'!"

Call 253-0861

MUSiaANS

OUITARISn
Jaz2, Phish, Improv,

C*ITim256-8115

PERSONALS

ATTENTION AU DELTA CHrS AND
ALPHA CHI RHOS:
Get psyched lor greek sing and greek games'

Let's show 'em what we're made ol!

Love, The Sisters and Pledges ol Sigma

Kappa

BY THE PfMCKINQ ol my thumb*
somehting wicked this way coma*.,.

Carolyn Augart is 20 today!

Love Kate. Lady Macbeth

Em«y-
You are ttie best

It's not tar now.

Phi love. Amy

SDT SENIORS:
Gel resady lor an amazing last lew weekal

We will soon be writing our senior will' UP-

TOWN WATCHOUT!
Love, TUfany

INDUSTRIAL ENGINERO SENK)R8:
Get psyched that our protects are almost

over and get ready lor our IE banquet Fnday

Guaranteed a blast It's t>een a lun lour

year*' Godd luck to sveryor>e' Love. Tiltany

KEVIN NEWMAN--
Happy Anniversary Sweets! Ttiank you lor 8

wonderful months! I would kil a dragon lor

you too' Love.Karen

RESUME SERVK;ES

HEYI 15 smackeroo* to do your resume

Come up « see us - We ctont bile

Campus Design « Copy 403 Student Union

545-2271 We love you, reaHy'

RAM JAMES

REMEMBER THE MCREDI6LE evening

when we swapped spit arx) I gave you a nde

home on ttie back ol my dazzling sueam-

Imed 1992 hot pink - bicycle?

Tara~you babe-OonI forget me now- my
girlfriend means nothmg to me-
Kurt andQuytddme to say that Cal ma ' Let

me Mhar your children - Let me be a part ol

your Ma agam -Your hair k>oks even better

re*permad.

RIOERS WANTED

IHAVCTHETRUCK, needsomeone lodrive

to the midwest alter finals w/me. You pump
the gas rtl pay lor It 256-4153

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 Fswala to share room in 2 bedroom

Br^idywine apl 5*9-761

5

SERVICES

7J% CREDIT CARDS
Why pay 21%7 U(t o( low rale WC. Visa

bvik credH card* a* k>w as 7 5%' Bank

names, addresses, telephone ft Bargain

ral* Details send $4 95 check or M O to

Beat The Bw* P.O. Box 2733 Hyannts MA
02601

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy lest, information or sup-

port? Call lor Ire* and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 245 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenliekj 774-6010

LEGAL QUESTIONS? The Legal Services

Center offers free legal assistance to fee-

paying students Contact us at 922 Campus

Center. 545-1995.

FREE pregnancy Mating; confidential and

canng support BIRTHRIGHT: 233 No
Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

SUMMER SUBLET

1 BEDROOM APT, with fal optkjn

Walk to campus 45(Vmo 549-6674

1 FEMALE WANTED Lrg. bdmn in 3 bdrm

apt. on bus rte Smiles from campus $23 1 /mo

(all util ind) Poollennis 2 cool housemates

665-3536

1 OR 2 BEDROOMS
2 bedroom townhouse

Fall option 549^«10

3BR PUFFTON AvaHaMe June 1 Rant ne-

gotiable 549-0079

3 BDRM 2 BATH MHI VaHey apt $S60'mo

Free heafhol H20AC Call 256-81 74 Aval

6/1-8/31

4Bdrm. hotise, 2 fufl baths.

Large kitchen and living room, and great

porch Seconds from campus and Amherst

center. Great house and great k>cation. June

10 August. Cal 54^0746 or 546-5805 _
6 Bdrm. iMMJse

big yard, b.ball hoop

2 full bths

living room
part furnished

1 mi from campus on bus rt.

Rent neg.

Call 546-6337 546 5869

ioROOMS FOR RENT
Singles or doubles

Full utilities induded

dose to caTipus

Going fast

Call Paul 549-9967

AWESOME HOUSE lor 4-8 people

bus route beautiful yard

Justtea Dr. 256-2181

BEAUTIFUL N. AMHERST HOUSE
Near Putters Pond

1 .5 miles from campus

4 bedrooms
Cheap
Brian/Jen 546-1418

BRANDYWINEAPARTMENT: Clean, semi-

tu'nished 2 bdrm apt to sublet On bus

route, pod. A/C - Rent negotiable! Cal 549-

7884

GREAT LOCATION! 2 Bedroom apartment

on Nutting Ave with a tiuge bathroom' Can

Maureen 6-1 705 or Stephanie 6-2732

HOUSE ON SUNSET
4 bedroom Excellent location

Rent 925 negotiable 549-7218

UVE IN PUFFTON. Rant nagotiabi*

Rease call 549-0303

LOOKING FOR 1 or 2 people

to sublet Mill Valley

Call ASAP 546- 1352

MILL VALLEY ESTATES
2 bedroom 2 bath

Furnished' Sofas * TV
Call 256-3086 Anytrn*

PLEASEI PLEASE!
Sublet our 4-5 bedrom house on Main St
Great tocation' Call 256 8069

SBIOLE$185/MONEG.
2 blocks from campus
furnished 549-1458

SINGLE - $1S5«I0NTH
Phillip street apt.

< 5 mtn walk to campus June

'

CallJudd 549-4123

S.AMHERST Summer suMet lal laaaa op-

tion. ldealS-6 people On conservation land

Porch: Traetwuse: Big yard. Mellow

25fr079J

SPAOOUS HOUSE
Mam St Amherst-near busstop

Washer dryer-2 lull baths

4 singles-$200'rm

2dOUble*-$350/rm

Call 546-3283 or 546-5601

SUBLET OUR CONOOI!
r* light behind BayBank
3 bedrooms. 2 i'2bstfveom*

June 1sl-Aug3lst

Call us ® 549-8018

SUMMER SUBLET
Large bedroom
1-2 people

Canlaroltown

Cal Steve 253-9916

SUMMER SUBLET
Op«on to rerM lor next

2 bedroom tiouae

wWasher. ^yer
Close to campus
549-8466 Ask lor Pete

SUMMER SUBLET 5/304/31!

Only two blocks away
Parted for quiet peraon

One bedroom with cable

Low rent call 549-0675 Rick

Summer Sublet 2 bedrooms m 3 bedroom

apt 5 min trom campus Cheap 584-4363

SUMMER SUBLET IN AMHERST
Walk to town or campus
$150 month Util ind

Call Matt 549-4026

SUMMER SUBLET — Mil Vaney Estates

2 bedroom*. 2 lull baths Super dean
$800/month Call ASAP 256-6261

SUMMER SUBLET - Comfortable two-

bedroom apartment. Well-maintained,

easy access to Sunderland and North

Amherst buses. Withm walkmg distanoa of

UMass Call Jason at 549-8728.

TWOROOMS to share in house on Amherst

Road across Irom Bub's BBO 167'>/month

Call Ryan or Lmda 548-9915

TWO FEMALE NON-SMOKERS wanted lor

summer sublet in Brandywine apartment

starting June 1 and endng Aug 31. Low
Rent! Call 549-4003 ask lor Cheryl

TRAVEL

NEW YORK CITY- Furnished room* and
apartments for summer and stiorl stays

Near Columbia Univ. Reasonable rates

212-662-1358 SAVE THIS AO.

TYPINQ

AFFORDABLEWORD PROCESSMQ Cal

58523592 or 529-9378

TAPE TRANSCRIPHON. Fast, accuraia.

prolesstonal. 253-9673.

WANTED

LOOKING TO BUY a 16-18* mountain bike

Good conditK5n $250
Call Trad 256-8069

ONE^WORLD CUP SOCCER TEAM
NEEDED.
First come first served.

215 Boyden, 545-2693«022

WANTED TO RENT

SUBLETS, ROOMS, Housing needed this

summer. Contact SBMC 256-8615 10am-

4pm

SUMMER SUBLET lor 2 wanted

Preferrai>ly dose to campus
willing to pay $300'rTKinth

From June 1 to August 1

Plaaae cal 665-8502 Ask lor ka/Jussi
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Baseball splits twinbill in home finale
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts
baseball team ended its home season

yesterday with a double-header split,

losing a disappointing 5-3 game to the

less-than-talented Siena College Saints

after killing them 9-0 in the opener.

Ron Villone and Rich Graham ended

their careers at Earl Lorden Field with six

innings of combined one-hit ball. Sopho-

more Peter Ferrari retired the side for the

shutout in the opener.

Semors Lou Olivieri, Rob Graziano.

Jay Dodig and John CarelU also saw sub-

stantial action in their last home game.

The Minuteman offense had two big

innings that put Siena in the coffin. A six-

run second and a three-run third was the

only scoring for either team in the first

game. UMass batted around in the second

inning.

Olivieri led off the second by reaching

on Siena second baseman Paul Seifert's

error, going to third on Dodig's single and

scoring on Greg LaRocca's single. Steve

Corradi followed with a sacrifice fly RBI

after Carelli walked.

The Minutemen got three consecutive

Collofian photo by Lrano* Bunicn

The University of Massachusetts baseball split a double-header

yesterday with Siena College, winning the opener, 9-0, and losing the

home season finale, 5-3.

hits with two outs, including Keith

Richards' 2-RBI triple that gave UMass a

6-0 lead. Villone set Siena down in the top

ofthe third, and UMass went back to work

on offense.

Three Siena two-base errors in a row

scored Kevin Correa and put two runners

on for Corradi in the bottom of the third.

He responded.

Corradi's two-run single scored Dodig

and LaRocca and gave the Minutemen the

9-0 lead that they would hold. Corradi had

a big day in the first game, with 3 RBIs

ar^d two stolen bases.

Graham pitched three innings and re-

tired nine Saints m a row. The senior

right-hander struck out five in front of a

few hardy major league scouts who stayed

after head coach Mike Stone took out

Villone.

"It hasn't sunk in yet at all," Graham
said. "It's hard to believe that four years

have gone by."

Villone ended his career at Lorden Field

for a different reason. Thejunior lefty was

projected on ESPN last Tuesday night to

be a high first-round draft pick by baseball

analyst Peter Gammons. Gammons said

Villone may be the Indians' pick at No. 2 in

the first round, ifnot the first pick overall.

The second game was as disappointing

as the first was fulfilling.

"We did not hit in the second game,"

Stone said. "We gave them a couple of

chances and they capitalized."

That pretty much sums up the game,

as catcher Phil Oliva smashed an 0-1

split-fingered fastball in the sixth off

UMass reliever John Russell that broke a

3-3 score. Siena held on to win, 5-3.

The Minutemen had their chance in

the last ofthe seventh, putting the winning

run at the plate in the guise ofBill Knight.

Knight hit an atom ball to Seifert to end

the game.
UMass went ahead in the first inning

1-0 when LaRocca singled, stole second

and third, and scored on Corradi's sacri-

fice fly.

Siena took a 3-1 lead in the third off

CoUefimn photo by Leannc Burden

SeniorRob Graziano started in

the University of Massachusetts
baseball team's second game, 5-3

loss, yesterday against Siena
College at Earl Lorden Field.

starter Rob Graziano with help from four

not-80 hits. Three ofthe four hits dropped

five feet behind UMass infielders, and the

fourth went right underneath third

baseman Joe Mattivello's glove.

UMass showed its resiliency in the

bottom of the inning by tying the score at

three when LaRocca tripled, Carelli

doubled him home and freshman phenoma
Bill Knight doubled him in. But the 3-3 tie

wouldn't last forever. Stone opted for

Russell, who gave up the game-winning

dinger.

"It's disappointing, but it's something

we can't stand for anymore," Villone said.

"We can't let it happen again and we can't

dwell on it."

Aprile impresses at bat, mound
Senior ^s successful softball career winding down
By KEVIN HERLIHY
.Collegian Staff

When Holly Aprile graduates this month, she will

leave a list ofrecords, both hitting and pitching, that will

have University ofMassachusetts softball players reach-

ing for years.

Consider these statistical categories she will lead

after this season: hits (220); triples (21); doubles (42);

CoUegian file photo

Alongwith hernumerous pitching records,

senior Holly Aprile has set six career offen-

sive marks for the University of Massachu-

setts softball team in her celebrated career.

runs scored (123); at-bats (628); multiple-hit games;

games pitched (112); innings pitched (642.3); pitching

wins (68); saves (four).

Other records may fall as the Minutewomen (26-11

overall, 10-0 and season champs in the Atlantic 10 for the

fourth consecutive year) finish out this season.

"Your stats reflect how you play, to some degree,"

Aprile said. "But I don't feel one dimensional as a pitcher

or as a hitter. I feel more like a player. If I had to choose

one, I would rather pitch well than hit well because I feel

I have more control over what's happening."

Aprile, a native ofAfton, N.Y. , was named A- 10 Rookie
oftheYearin 1989. and A-10 Player ofthe Year the past

two seasons. She was also named to the New England

Coaches' All-Star Team last year.

In addition to the hitting and pitching prowess Aprile

displays, she is also one of the team's fastest and most

aggressive baserunners. In a game earlier this season

Aprile was on third base when the opposing catcher

walked the ball back to the pitcher without calling timeout.

She sprinted home and was in the dugout before anyone

could even come close to tagging her out.

Add to that her quick jumps to fly balls while she

roams center field, and she is probably the most danger-

ous all-around player on the field.

To the average fan watching Aprile get mad at herself

for grounding out to the second baseman, the wrong idea

may be inferred. She simply expects a lot from herselfand

does not let up for one second.

"My father taught me all about the game," she said.

"There has been different coaches along the way, but the

way I play and my attitude is basically from my father.

"I expect to win everything I'm a part of."

"That's how she is," said teammate Stacey Nichols.

"She's like that because she's a perfectionist. She expects

the best of herself all the time. At times it's not good, and

she knows that She'll be the first to admit it.

"I'd consider both her hitting and pitching to be ex-

tremely valuable. Losing her is going to be an extreme

loss for our team. Her pitching, hitting and fielding."

In Aprile's four years her team has won four A-10

championships, and in '89 and '91 the team advanced to

the NCAA regionals. Both times they were eliminated

before reaching the softball World Series.

As this season winds down the Minutewomen find

CONTINUED ON PAGE 14

Carelli leads
Minutemen to

A-lO's, again
CHRIS CUDDY
Collegian Staff

When the 1991 University of Massachusetts
baseball season ended in disappointment at Bear
Stadium in Boyertown, Pa., many thought the

1992 season would be a rebuilding year for UMass.
After all, as the 1992 season opened the Min-

utemen were without five of their starters from the

previous year. Noticeably absent were team lead-

ers Brian Bright and Derek Dana, who forfeited

their senior seasons at UMass for the professional

ranks, leaving UMass with only one captain for the
1992 season.

That lone captain turned out to be senior John
Carelb , UMass' sure-handed second basemanwhose
intensity and aggressive style ofplay prompted his

teammates to elect him captain after only one
season of roaming the infield at Lorden Field.

"It meant a lot," Carelli said. "It was nice rec-

ognition fi:x)m the guys. I don't really look at myself
as captain. I more or less see all five seniors as the
leaders."

Carelli, a native ofWorcester, who attended St.

Peter-Marian High School, headed for Huntington
Ave. and Northeastern University after graduation,
starting at second base for two seasons with the
Huskies before differences with NU headman Neil
McPhee landed John on the UMass campus.

"John's leadership made a difference on o\u-

team," UMass coach Mike Stone said. "Last year
we had more talent, but this year we're a closer
team."

Carelli became an instant success on a talent-
laden Minuteman squad, racking up 11 doubles
and 26 RBl's while batting .303 , good for fifth on the
team in his inaugural season with the Minutemen.

However, Carelli's brightest moment of 1991
came in the Atlantic 10 Championship's, when
John anchored the UMass squad, hitting at a .583

CONTINUED ON PAGE 15
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Turmoil rocks nation after King trial
18 killed in L,A.j

Bush ^sickened^
By JEFF WILSON
and TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES and WASHINGTON
— Riots, arson and looting raged through-

out the Los Angeles area Thursday and
the death toll rose to 18 as National Guard
troops moved into neighborhoods torn by

outrage over the Rodney King verdict.

About 450 people had been injured and
300 arrested in the outburst ofdestruction

that terrorized vast parts ofthe city for a

second day. from downtown to the subur-

ban San Fernando Valley.

In Washington, President Bush went
from expressing "frustration and anguish"

over the King verdict to declaring revulsion

and pain" over the violent uprising that

terrorized Los Angeles.

The evolution toward a hard-line, law-

and-order stand against rioters was
prompted by fears — particularly at the

Justice Department — that Bush's origi-

nal remarks might be seen as encourage-

ment for people to protest the verdict and
act out their frustration violently.

Intentonerasingthat impression. Bush
at midday Thursday declared, "The mur-

der and destruction in the streets of Los

Angeles must be stopped. Lootings, beat-

ing and random violence against innocent

victims must be condemned. And society

cannot tolerate this kind of behavior."

Three hours later, during a speech in

Columbus. Ohio. Bush went even further.

He said the violence in Los Angeles "was

purely criminal. It was outrageous what
happened. And we are all sickened by

what we saw."

At nightfall Thursday, violence had

spread into San Bernardino. 60 miles to

the east ofLos Angeles, where a gun battle

between a security guard and a motorist

that police said was riot-related left one

dead. Santa Monica, to the west, closed its

beaches, and vandals descended upon
historic Hollywood Boulevard, setting fire

to at least one business.

As many as 40 fires were burning as a

citywide dusk-to-dawn curfew took effect.

At least six new major blazes ringed

downtown, enveloping the city's sky-

scrapers in thick smoke.

Arizona Gov. Fife Symington said

California Gov. Pete Wilson had asked

him for National Guard equipment and

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

AP photo

Los Angeles police officers stop traffic at 3rd and Vermont near
downtown Los Angeles Thursday so firefighters can battle a blaze
down the street. Fires and looting took place as officials tried to take
control.

Protests held in Boston
Reaction to L.A. trial called ^peacefuV

By ROBERT W TROTT
Associated Press

BOSTON— After the long march from

Northeastern University to Boston Com-
mon, demonstrators protesting the inno-

cent verdicts in the Rodney King case

fumed while police held them up on
Tremont Street.

"Don't step on me," warned a poUce

oflRcerwhowas partofa wall ofblue blocking

up the march to Government Center.

"Don't push me," retorted the demon-
strator, eyes blazing. "That's how this. .

.

all started."

Despite some in-your-face staring,

shouted obscenities and minor jostling,

Thursday'smarch was peaceful, police said.

It capped a day ofprotestand concern 3,000
miles away from the city where four white

policemen were acquitted in the videotaped

beating of a black driver. King.

A group of mostly young demonstra-

tors marched through downtown Boston

Thursday evening chanting, "no justice.

no peace." A few waved an American flag

scrawled with a rhyme alleging ethnic

prejudice by whites— "White country tis

of thee. .

." Another sign read: "America,

America, God shed a tear for thee."

"America is trying to divide and con-

quer," Cedric Thomas ofBoston, one ofthe

march's organizers, told the group. She
said they planned to hold another rally

today at Grove Hall in the city's Roxbury
section.

At Government Center, police formed
two rows of lines to keep the King protest-

ers from crashing a large rally outside City

Hall for ousted Haitian President Jean-

Bertrand Aristide. Pohce said they kept

the twogroups separate for security reasons.

After beingheld up by policeonTremont
for about 20 minutes, the marchers ap-

proached the Aristide rally with fists up-

raised. While the Aristide crowd dis-

persed, a woman yelled "This was for

Rodney!" through a bullhorn, spurring

chants of "Rodney!"

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Students rally to

protest verdict

By MARTIN F. JONES
Collegian Staff

Over 200 students and faculty gathered

in front of the Tower Library for a rally

responding to the acquittal ofthe four Los

Angeles police officers on trial for the

beating of motorist Rodney King.

The rally was organized spontaneously
by a group of students from the Depart-

ment of Social Thought and Political

Economy. Senior STPEC msyor Craig

Zelizer spoke to a numberofother students
last night followingthe news ofthe verdict.

"We called around and discussed the

issueamongoursel ves," 2^1izer said. "This

morning someone suggested that we hold

a rally."

see related story page 4

After about an hour of organizing, the

rally began at approximately 12:30 p.m.

in front ofthe Student Union Building. It

was later moved in front of the Tower
Library due to a Holocaust memorial week
event which was taking place at the Stu-

dent Union.

There was no set group of speakers,

and students were allowed to air their

views openly over a sound system.

There were a number ofdifferent views

aired at the rally. One student called for

students to take action beyond the rally

itself. "Ifthere are things you can do, don't

rely on those speaking before you today to

do it for you," Zelizer said.

One student gave a different perspec-

tive from the widely-held view that the

verdict was racially motivated.

"It's not a racial problem," he said. "It's

all about authority and who has it. It

doesn't matter if you're Black or White,

it's about privilege."

Arnold Lazana, a sophomore STPEC
major, displayed an opposing view on the

issue.

"Obviously we have a lot of people out

here who are a bit disillusioned on what it

is all about," Lazana said. "It does matter

in America ifyou are Black or White."

"A lot ofpeople here are caught up in the

moment," Lazana added. "They are think-

ing, "Oh, this is great, I can protest about

something.' I get offended by that because

it triviahzes the struggle ofmy life."

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Women decry
rape, assault
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

"It wasn't erotic — it was brutal. I felt sick.

Even today he doesn't believe he raped me," said

Holly Schick.

Schick is one ofthe six University students who
spoke against sexual assault at the Student Union

yesterday.

After grabbing everyone's attention by blowing

a whistle, people gathered around the circle of

performers standing on chairs. They read poems,

participated in a short, dramatic skit on rape and

quoted statistics about rape and violence against

women.
Organized by the Peer Sex Education program

from Health Education and the the Educator/

Advocate program at the Everywoman's Center,

the "speakout" is part ofthe events sponsored for

Sexual Assault Awareness month.

"We wanted to dramatize and make real the

reality of sexual assault on campuses, and have

women see it. It really happens," said Veronica

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6

Tour ^ides show UMass off
By KENDRA WILLETT
Collegian Correspondent

Tuition is on the rise, and the application deadline for

incoming seniors has been extended this year, but that

has not put a damper on the University's tour guides

attitudes here on campus.
"Tour guides at this University are the only personal

contact that incoming students have," said Deb Lardner,

a senior who has been a tour guide for two years.

The average size ofa tour can range anywhere between

one and 40 people. Last week, over four hundred students

toured through this campus, a large number of them
being from out of state, as well as juniors in high school.

After an extensive training period that includes a

three-hour per week training session for an entire se-

mester, guides usually discover that there are specific

areas that need to be covered.

"A lot of students think that we only point out the

specifics, but we do talk about special programs, the

police force and the history of the school," said Donna
Butler, a tour guide who has been giving tours for one

year.

During the one-hour tours that take place twice a day,

seven days a week, concerns vary among students and

their parents. "Parents are more interested in the secu-

rity, laundry facilities and whether or not their children

will be monitered," said Butler. "Students wonder more
about the Greek system and the social life."

Questions like, "how many books are there in the

library?" and "is there maid service on campus?" are

typical on almost every tour, according to Brenna Autry,

a semor guide who has been touring for a full year.

A concerned father once asked while touring the

campus with his daughter, "are the men of reputable

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Inside:

Page 3:

Faculty and students gather to observe

the conclusion ofHolocaust Memorial

Week.

Page 5:

Read how the UMass community is

reacting to the innocent verdictfor the

L.A. police officers accused ofbeating

Rodney King.

Weather
Look out the window. Ifall goes accord-

ing to plan, it will be sunny, 60-ish.
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For Your Information
FYIs are public service announcements that run each

Monday, Wednesday and Friday for campus and local

non-profit organizations. Due to space constraints, the

Collegian cannot print all FYIs submitted and no an-

nouncement can be repeated.

To submit an FYI, please send a press release with all

pertinent information tothe Collegian c /o theNews Editor.

FYIs cannot be taken over the phone.

Friday, May 1

Sale — The League of Women Voters of Amherst's

44th Giant Book Sale will be held on the Town Common
from Friday until Sunday, May 3rd. Both Friday and

Saturday, the hours are 9 a.m.- 4 p.m.; on Sunday, the

hours are from noon-4:00 p.m. The sale will be held rain

or shine under the tent on the Common.
Debate— The Debate Team is looking for new recruits

for next semester. If you are interested, come to the

weekly meeting at the Debate Trailer below Thompson at

7 p.m.

Ceremony — The BCP's Graduation and Award Cer-

emony will be held at 8 p.m. today at the Student Union

Ballroom. The University Community is invited.

Saturday, May 2

The Amherst College Outing Club is offering a 2-day

intensive wilderness first aid workshop on May 2-3 from 9

a.m. to 5 p.m. both days. The course will be taught by an

instructor from SOLO Wilderness Medicine, and is open to

all members ofthe community. The cost is $75 per person,

call Kate Bartlett at 542-3332 for more information.

Sunday, May 3
Show — The UMass Color Guard wall be hosting the

sixth annual color in the Cage Color Guard show at the

Curry Hicks Cage at 12:30 p.m. Admission is $2.00. Call

David Hautanen at 545-0222 for more information.
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standing that attend this University?"

"We are totally honest with the people on our tours,"

said Autry.

When asked whether or not the University was going

to be affected by the lowest enrollment level in over

twenty years, Kim McKleen responded, There aren't as

many students nationwide."

•The University isn't accepting students just to fill

space," said McKleen.

"We are coming out of a slump, especially because of

the basketball team and the alumni and graduating

seniors pulling together," said Autry.

The response of the students after attending a tour

makes the job of the tour guide all the more important,

according to several guides.

"A lot of students are impressed by our tours, and I,

personally had decided right after my tour whether or nor

1 would attend this University," said Butler.

When it comes to responding to the students who walk
by the tours with comments like, "Don't come here," tour

guides respond to their groups by saying, "Remember
those jerks you had in high school?. . . well, a few shpped

through our system."

"If these particular people are not happy, they should

reconsider why they are here." said Lardner.

Currently there are 12 tour guides working for the

University. This semester there were over one hundred

applications from students on campus interested in fill-

ing positions. Seven were accepted and are being trained.

CoUefian photo by Joch RcyiM>l<U

Senior hotel restaurant management ma-
jor Brenna Autrey, a University tour guide,

shows a group of prospective students what
they have to look forward to.
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UMass honors memory
of Holocaust victims

1

By DAVID MOHEBAN
Collegian Staff

Mourning and remembrance among
University faculty and students for the

six million who lost their lives in the

Holocaust marked the Commeration
Service concluding the observance of

Holocaust Commemoration week.

The "Blessed is the Match" Holo-

caust Memorial week concluded yester-

day afternoon Service in the Cape Cod
Lounge featuring readings and songs by

invited faculty members and students.

"I've let my heart be open here and
so it is hurting very badly," said UMass
microbiology Professor Albey Reiner.

Tou should be strong enough to keep

your heart open in hell, and the Holo-

caust is pretty close."

"It's an event that is unfathomable

to a mind like my own," said Lisa

Bovamick, an accounting major, who
talked about her grandmother's expe-

riences during the Holocaust.

"Nobody wanted to hear her story."

Bovamick said. "I am not surprised in

the least. I can remember a time when
I too did not want to listen."

"I never quite gave myself enough

time to become aware of what the Ho-

locaust really means and to become

aware," said Julie Weiner, a member of

the Holocaust Planning Committee.

"I can't imagine having my brother

and mother missing one day and find

out they are dead," said Lisa Katz, a

microbiology major and president of

Hillel, who spoke on her grandparent's

struggle dxiring the Holocaust.

Katz said there are groupswho claim

the Holocaust never occurred. She said

people who are survivors should tape

their stories. It is up to the public to

take these experiences and fight these

groups because they are gaining power,

Katz said.

"On April 24, 1915, one million Ar-

menians were killed. This was the first

genocide of the 20th century," said

Sonya Dulgarian, a Soviet studies and

international relations mtyor, who re-

lated the Armenian massacre to the

Jewish Holocaust.

Director Carol Wallace of the

Everywoman's Center spoke on the

Holocaust from a woman's perspective.

"Less has been written on women in

the Holocaust. . . the women who fought

in the Warsaw Ghetto uprisings, the

women who were raped, and the women
who saw their sons and daughters

murdered," Wallace said.

Five candles were lit during the

commemoration service, in memory of

those who perished and lost their lives

in the concentration camps.

"Even ifthere are no more survivors,

ifnot for the Holocaust my life would be

different," said Mitchel Kotler, a

graduate student in mathematics.

"Our struggle has to be about fight-

ing for our lives. The Holocaust right

now is the AIDS epidemic," said Amy
Lesen, an LBGA member, who dedi-

cated her candle to those losing their

lives to AIDS.
The Holocaust commemoration

service was sponsored by Hillel, the

Student Affairs Cultural Enrichment

fimd, theGerman Studies Department,

the Program for GLB Concerns, the

Office of Human Relations and
Everywoman's Center.

UM employee lauded
Physical plant workerprevents disaster
By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

With little regard for his own safety,

Harold Asher took his life into his own
hands as he removed a welding tank that

was on fire at Marcus Hall last semester.

"I felt it was my responsibility as a

University of Massachusetts worker to

make sure everyone in the building was
safe and that the least amount ofdamage
occurred to the building," said Asher.

The National Fire Protection Associa-

tion will commend him for his actions

today outside the Physical Plant. The
ceremony will take place at 9 a.m.

"Harold is truly one of our better em-

ployees," said Peter A. Wozniak, director

ofthe University's Physical Plant. "He did

an outstanding job responding and react-

ing to the incident with quick action to

avoid a major fire."

Asher, who is a pliunber for the physical

plant, was part of a team of workers who
were installing a roofdrain in the building

at approximately 11:30 a.m. on December
11, when the potential Ufe-threatening

incident occurred.

The workers were in the process of

making a hole in the roofin order to install

the drain when they came upon a support

beam blocking their path.

A welder began to cut the beam when a

spark fell and ignited gas that was leaking

from the welder's tarJi.

"It was a regularjob that should ofhave

only taken five minutes, but the regulator

valve was defective on the cylinder ofgas,"

said David J. Beaudin. associate fire pre-

vention officer for the Environmental

Health and Safety office at UMass.

"Had the tank gone up, it would have

had the explosive force of dynamite," said

Beaudin.

Asher not only removed the burning

CoUegUn photo by Andrea MiglUaml

Harold Asher

cylinder from the building and extin-

guished the fire, but he also made sure

someone called fire department.

Asher previously had participated in a

employee fire safety training program
conducted by the Environmental Health

& Safety, who nominated him for the

commendation, according to a prepared

statement.

"If it wasn't for going to the meetings, I

would have never known what to do," said

Asher. "I have to give credit to Peter

Wozniak for sending me to these seminars
— 1 found them very concise and infor-

mative."

"When I found I had to go to these

meetings, I figured they would be really

boring, but I figured they would at letist be

good for a free cofTee and doughnut," he

said. "Now I realize the importance of the

seminars for Physical Plant workers and

surrounding community members."

Exhibit draws varying response
to portrayal of lesbian sexuality
By PAMELA A. GAULIN
Collegian Correspondent

How would you react to photographs of lesbian sexu-

ality in galleries? What if some of those images include

not only hugging, kissing and fondling, but a crucifix,

handcuffs and a male voyeur? Where doyou draw the line

on lesbian sexual imagery?

"Drawing the Line," brought to Northampton for its

first New England appearance by WOW Productions, is

an exhibit of 100 photo- graphs oflesbian sex constructed

by Kiss and Tell, a Vancouver artists' collective, and asks

women to write their reactions directly on the gallery

walls. Men are asked to vmte their reactions in a book.

"Women are so silenced over images of themselves.

This is a time when you can vent," said Aliza Ansell of

WOW Productions. "You're asked not to be silent and to

write all your feelings, and that is the rare opportunity

for women's voices to be heard."

"We welcome all opinions, specifically because they

can write them on the wall," Ansell said. "If they find this

offensive, if they find this degrading, or consider it

One of the nearly 100 photos appearing in

the exhibit "Drawing the Line," which is be-

ing shown at Thome's Market in

Northampton.

pornographic, or whatever, please write that on the wall.

That's part of the whole dialogue that exists."

The writing on the walls transforms "Drawing the

Line" into an interactive event in which viewers react not

only to the photos but to other women's commente,

according to WOW members.

People can read their own realities into the photos,

bringing unconscious social, cultural and class related

imagery into their reactions, Kiss and Tell member

Persimmon Blackbridge said.

"There are ways people put their ideas on the photos

and don't recognize that it's coming from them,"

Blackbridge said.

The photos, ordered fix)m "least to most controver-

sial," prompted viewers to write about the lack of racial

representation in the exhibit and raised questions about

the artists' decision to photograph only two models.

"There is no excuse for Svhites only' space ," onewoman
wrote. "The realm ofart is not confined to this exhibit,"

was one reaction to the above.

The artists said they only photographed two models

because they hoped to focus on representations oflesbian

sexuality and not on the women themselves.

The discussion on the walls also involved the differ-

ence between perceptions of what is pornographic and

what is erotic.

"Someone in my women's philosophy class would find

this pornographic, I think it's erotic," one woman wrote

under the first set of photos.

Halfway through the exhibit, where the writing grew

larger in reaction to the "more controversial" images, a

few viewers drew their lines.

"This is the last set ofmy 'comfort zone'— everything

else seems to be an imbalance of power — a taking'

instead of sharing that scares me, not excites me," one

woman wrote.

Many ofthe comments also reflected viewers' pleasure

and thanked the artists for sharing these images.

"It is refreshing to see diverse lesbian imagery in

•politically correct' Northampton," one woman wrote.

"The revolutionary thingabout this is thatwe actually

get to see that women have sexuality that is really

diverse," one woman wrote.

Some comments included, "I could linger all day looking

at this," as well as and "Looks like medieval torture."

The exhibit is showing through May 17 at the APE
Gallery in Thomes Market.

UM student
suffers injury
By TRYSTAN SKEIGH
Collegian Staff

UMass sophomore John Ziebel sustained a knee

irgury in a two-car accident the East Pleasant

intersection near Butterfield Residence Hall last

night.

Ziebel was taken by ambulance to Cooley

Dickinson Hospital in Northampton. No one else

was injured. A hospital spokesperson said Ziebel's

injury was "minor" and he was released shortly

after his arrival.

Ziebel was a passenger in a south-bound car

that struck a vehicle making a left-hand turn onto

East Pleasant at about 10:30 p.m., according to

UMass student Mike DeMello, who identified

himself as the south-bound driver.

DeMello said he "came up over the himip" near

the intersection, saw a car pulling out, locked his

brakes trying to stop and could not prevent a

collision.

UMass student Eric Hirsch, who identified

himself as the second car's driver, said he had

inched out to make a left-hand turn, saw DeMello's

car coming over the hill and stopped, and was

subsequently struck by DeMello's automobile.

DiMello said he was traveling about 35 miles

per hour at the time of the accident.

Hirsch said he believes left turns onto East

Pleasant street at the Butterfield intersection are

dangerous because an adjacent hill about 50 yards

to the north impedes a clear view of on-coming

traffic.

"I didn't see it ( DeMello's car) because ofthat hill

— it's a terrible blind turn," Hirsch said.

"I'm almost very happy," Hirsch said, and went

on to explain the accident could have been much

worse ifDeMello hadn't stayed in the south-bound

lane. Hirsch said a third car stopped to make a left-

turn in the north-bound lane would have been hit

head-on if DeMello had swerved to avoid his car.

"He (DeMello )sawme and hit hisbrakes and they

locked. It was a choice to hit me in the side or hit the

other car head-on. I won the lottery," Hirsch said.

UMass and Amherst police responded to the

accident. Officers at the scene declined to comment.

At the time ofthis report no charges had been filed.
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Students across nation react to King verdict

CoUegUn photo by Josh Reynold*

Students participating in yesterday's rally against the innocenf

verdict of four LA. police officers charged in the beating of motorist

Rodney King.

e'f:fo<'jlii

By SARAH LEVESQUE
Collegian Staff

Students on campuses nationwide ex-

pressed shock at the acquittal of the four

White policemen in the videotaped beat-

ing of Black motorist Rodney King.

Mark Charnock, Managing Editor of

U., The National College Newspaper wYtich

is based in Century City, L.A. said he was

worried about the riots. He and the staffat

H. were evacuated from their building by

security officers.

"All ofL.A. proper is declared in a State

of Emergency. Shopping malls and other

public places have been shut down and

there is a curfew from dusk to dawn," said

Charnock. "Even the national guard has

been called in. We've been told that we'd

better go home — that we'd be safer at

home."
Brian Dillard, staffmember ofT/j?Sfa/e

News, Michigan State University's news-

paper, discussed MSU students' reactions

to the King decision. "When 1 called various

people to ask their initial reaction to the

case, everyone expressed disgust with the

jury's verdict," said Dillard. "Some stu-

dents in the Black Caucus said they were

surprised with the outcome while others

said they weren't surprised at all."

Dillard said he believes there is a lot of

individual criticism of the King decision,

but not "a strong united protest against

the verdict."

"Students seem really upset," said

Dillard. but he admits "the overall re-

Boston rally

sponse seems slow."

Entertainment editor of the Clemson

University Tiger Michael King, no relation

to Rodney King, said students he talked to

were "shocked, surprised and concerned."

King said he and other students found

themselves "glued toCNN, somewhat like

when the Gulf War was happening. I

watched CNN until 3 a.m."

"Those officers were so obviously lying.

What they were insinuating was ridicu-

lous," said King. "Many ofus also wondered

about the personal safety of those jurors

and that judge."

Jim Suydam of The Daily Texan, the

student newspaper of the University of

Texas at Austin, said he covered the many
different local rallies protesting the King

case verdict, which he said he felt was "a

catalyst for feelings which were a long

time coming."

Around noon yesterday, 50 people

protested in front of the Austin police

station, and later there was an even larger

rally in front of the state capitol. "A lot of

local groups were there and one person

had a sign saying, 'Honk to stop police

brutality.' And it was noisy — everyone

was honking."

Alex and John Nazaar, high school

students in Long Beach, L.A., both said

they were angered by the verdict and

scared of the results.

"There aren't any sitcoms or anything

onT.V. right now—every channel is news

about the riots and looting. It's out of

control," said 14-year-old John Nazaar.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

"This was for every black man. black

woman, every human being who has been

beaten by the police," Thomas said. "We
have to protect our own."

PoUce spokesman Scott Gillis said no

one was arrested in connection with the

march. "It was a mixed group. . not all

white or all black," he said. "They seemed

to be very peaceful."

Gillis said he "was under orders" not to

tell the media how many officers were

assigned to the demonstration. There ap-

peared to be at least 200 officers escorting

the marchers, lining the route and form-

M riots

ing lines to hold them back at certain

points.

Jeff Kramer, a freelance reporter for

The Boston Globe, was shot five times.

Kramer, a former reporter for the

Middlesex News of Framingham, Mass.,

was in stable condition at California

Medical Center.

At City Hall, Mayor Raymond Flynn

said the unrest was caused in part by

drugs, poverty and other urban problems

long ignored by the federal government.

He said he will urge President Bush to

appoint a national commission on urban

neglect.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

told him: "It's out of control." Wilson was
flying to Los Angeles from the capital,

Sacramento.
Much ofthe city shut down. Bus service

was halted, professional sporting events

were postponed, thousands of businesses

and schools were closed, and some flights

were rerouted around columns of smoke.

Police spokeswoman Sharon Michael-

son said 17 deaths had been confirmed in

Los Angeles from the rioting. That was in

addition to the death in San Bernardino.
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Class struggle reaffirmed
On April 29, after seven days of

dehberation by a jury that excluded

Afro-Americans, all charges but one,

which affects only one of the defen-

dants, and is presently deadlocked,

were dismissed. The outcome of the

Rodney King case is no more than a

vindication of the existing realities at

work in the American society today.

The acquittal ofthe four defendants of

the L.A. Police Department is, however,

more than an issue of racism.

Elliot M. Torres

The prevalent phenomenon of rac-

ism is characteristic ofa capitalist sys-

tem that by design has to sustain a

state of fragmentation,oppression,

marginalization and absolute inequal-

ity. Although a large sector ofthe Euro-

pean-American community is also the

victim of such a system, this sector,

given its ethnicity and physiological

characteristics, can only be the victim

of a single marginal condition. On the

other hand, the so-called minorities of

the U.S are the inevitable wretches ofa

triple marginalization.

It is essential for people to under-

stand that on account of our ethnicity,

skin color and membership in a society

proven to be disposed to discriminate

and do evil against many people of

color, our position of subordination is

with frequency triplicate. Unfortu-

nately, when a people has systemati-

cally confronted and experienced not

only the repressive methods of oppres-

sion by a state bureaucracy, but the

methods and procedures of an orga-

nized system that seeks to enhance our

condition of disenfranchisement and
isolation, we may often seek to redeem

our character as human beings by en-

gaging in acts of individual violence in

an attempt to regain some of the dig-

nity and integrity that the system has
extorted from us.

I have re-examined a previous

thought and I am now in agreement
with another brother. I now believe that

this just and symptomatic violence oc-

curring in L.A. today is not to the collec-

tive benefit of our brothers and sisters

— at least at this time. There is, how-

ever, another violence that is dehber-

ately not only omitted from the media
reports, but goes totally unpunished by

this society. 1 am referring to the struc-

tural violence of a system and the vio-

lence that results from iryustices Uke

the acquittal ofthe four "necrophiliacs"

ofthe L.A. Police Department.

I commend and support my brothers

and sisters who in one way or another

are reacting to the violence of the op-

pressors. This violence, however, ought

to be organized, prudent and conclu-

sive. Do not be confounded. There will

always be a large "liberal" sector that in

itself was the first to establish tyranny

,

hate, negation, terror, exploitation and

oppression through brute force. Yet, in

spite of its "liberalness," it will not fail

to label the real victim as the disor-

derly, the barbaric and the violent —
including some of our own people.

One more thing, brothers and sis-

ters. Do not be consumed by manipu-

lative measures (i.e., rallies) deliber-

ately concocted to anesthetize and dis-

tract us from our only goal: freedom

and justice. Let's instead look for those

factors which we have in common and

not emphasize petty differences. We
can then proceed to engage in a collec-

tive class struggle against the system.

Companeros, a la lucha!

Elliot Monteverde Torres is a UMass
student.

The L.A. police are guilty!
I'm pissed off at our legal system, and

in case you'vebeen living in a hole (like the

jurors in the King case have), I'm pissed

because ofthe acquittal offour Los Angeles

Police Department officers in the beating

of Rodney King.

And I'm a conservative White Protes-

tant male.

People say that racism doesn't exist in

the U.S. in 1992, and those people are at

the root of the problem. Anyone who can

honestly say thatjustice was served in the

King case is either retarded or the son/

daughter/relative of a pohce officer.

Michael Morrissey

Let's look at a few facts. A videotape
of the beating showed that four oflficers

beat King 54 times. For speeding. Oh
yeah, they thought he was on PCP.

Now, the next step was going through

the motions of a trial, because everyone

has a right to a fair trial under our "fine"

legal system. But the jurors had undispu-

table visual evidence that excessive force

was used. The police would have to pay for

their attack, and for once, a point would be

made that if police abuse Blacks they will

be punished.

The legal system failed, plain and

simple. It failed because it had to pick

jurors who knew nothing ofthe case, had

to choose complete and utter morons. The

type of person who does not follow the

King case is the type of person who is a

poor citizen.

We need good citizens to preside on

jurors, not retards. The people on the jury

probably live in caves. They made the

wrong decision in their infinite ignorance.

The 12 non-Blackjurors found the four

White police officers not guilty of beating

the Black lawbreaker, because the 54 blows

to the Black were deemed acceptable force.

Do you see a trend here?

What I got out ofthe King trial was a

message, and I know others got the same
message. There is no way that Blacks, by

playing by the rules of the legal system,

can win.

There is no way, because ifa videotape

of a beating can't convict police officers,

than nothing can. Police officers now have

carte blanche to kill, beat, rape Black

people "in the line of duty."

Whites don't think this concerns them,

but it does. Because if our police officers

abuse their authority to one group, even-

tually theyll abuse their authority towards

Whites too. The legal system that fails the

Black man is the same that will fail the

White man too in a few years.

A simple rule of life is that he who
makes the rules, controls the game. As
long as Blacks (and Whites) against rac-

ism try to fight within the rules, they will

not win. They won't. The White estab-

lishment is stopping them, and it is om-

nipotent in the United States.

We have no choice but to change the

rules, and that's exactly what Blacks in

South Central are doing right now. They

won't let an injustice to this magnitude go

unchecked.

The White truck driver is on his way to

bring groceries to the White supermarket

that feeds White people who help in op-

pressing Blacks. He is perpetuating it all,

so why not cut off the food chain? People

say killing him is wrong, but is it?

Black people in LA. must win this

battle, because if they lose, things will

stay the same. Whites will get offfree from

various crimes against Blacks, the legal

system will still be (expletive! up, and

Blacks wrill still be oppressed.

If through playing by the rules. Blacks

can't beat racism because of the White

establishment, they must break the rules.

They must estabUsh their own rules, and

do whatever they have to to make sure

they win this time.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian col-

umnist

Student says King verdict symptom of larger problems
This is an open letter to you because I

am a student active in the UMass Com-
munity and today my heart is heavy and I

need as many ears as will listen.

Today is April 30, 1992, and I can't

believe the events that have taken place

over the past 24 hours.

The cops from the Los Angeles Police

Dept. were acquitted of the charges of

excessive force in the Rodney King beat-

ing. In retaliation, and frustration, a few

individuals in South Central LA. have

taken to rioting and looting.

Ladie Sundiata

staff, pull your heads out of your brief-

cases and give us the help and support we
need.

Stop insisting that we're failures, we
are not.

To the Afro-American department, your

role here is not a mere 9-5 job.

We need you, your presence and sup-

port. And by the way, give the students

back the New Africa House so we can

make some real changes — and if you

want an academic building, go back to

Herter.

And toCCEBMS, your program is lack-

ing in some areas as is every department

on this campus, but continue striving for

excellence and one day your efforts shall

surely shine through.

And finally to my brothers and sisters.

Mark April 29th in your heads and never

forget it.

We have heard and read about civil

rights but we never lived through civil

rights.

Today that has just changed. We are

back where we started.

It is up to us to unite and take a solid

stand. None ofthis wishy-washy stuffand

a week later we're back to bickering

amongst ourselves.

Brothers have had their bouts with

Umass police and the Rodney King trial

has just given police everywhere permis-

sion to go buck-wild on any and every

person of color. And honestly I'm afraid,

not ofthem, but ofthe work that has yet to

be done.

I'm devastated this morning of April

30, 1992. 1 feel sick because with the veto

ofthe civil rights bill and now this, we're

beaded down the wrong road.

It's time to make a change, it's time to

come togther. "We shall overcome."

It'll be "by any means necessary."

Ladie Sundiata is a UMass Student.

I thought I said today was April 30,

1992!

It's been nearly 35 years since the

height ofthe Civil Rights era and things

are still the same.

When will justice be served to all per-

sons, regardless of race, religion, gender

or sexual preference?

I'm tired ofthe corrupt political system.

I'm tired of the corrupt judicial system.

I'm tired of Americans of European de-

scent telling me we have it better today.

I'm tired of trying to fit the mold that has

been laid before me according to their

models for success.

I'm tired of the media exploiting my
people, and then ignorant European-

Americans geton the Oprah WinfreyShow

and ask for a "White history month."

I'm tired of defending my race espe-

cially when there's no need to defend be-

cause we are truly the victims.

I'm tired of being studied by academic

scholars and experts, trying to figure out

why we are not making it when compared

to our Euro-American counterparts.

Well, guess what, I'm a senior African

American woman who intends on com-

pletingmy studies here at the University.

To all my brothers and sisters I leave

behind, continue to persevere— you'll get

there.

And to the Euro-American faculty and
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rally
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Lazana also said, "this struggle is not some-

thing you can be in just for today. It's a long

struggle. It's been long and it will be long. Ifyou're

not in it for the long haul, don't be in it at all."

Ricardo Townes, associate Dean of Students,

shared some iiiformation that he recently received

regarding the incident.

"Jessie Jackson and a group of Black leaders

met with President Bush at 8:30 this morning,'

Townes said. They are trying to pressure the Bush
administration via the Attorney General to im-

mediately file Civil Rights charges."

Townes also added that "despite what we may
think about most politicians, they do respond to

letters and phone calls. We need to pressure the

Bush Administration toimmediately file civil rights

charges against the ofiicers."

There will be a second rally today at noon on the

steps ofthe Student Union Building. Speakers will

include students and faculty membersJohn Bracey

and David DuBois of the Afro-American Studies

Department.

assault
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Frenkel, the coordinator of the Educator/Advocate pro-

gram.
"Women feel it's their faults and it's not." Frenkel said.

"It's important for women to see they're not alone."

Senior education major Jill Baroni emphasized this

message in the dialogue spoken between herself and

junior history and sociology major Schick.

"I shouldn't have kissed him," said Schick.

"He should have asked if you wanted more," said

Baroni.

"It was my fault. I should have pushed him away," said

Schick.

"It was his fault — he made a conscious decision to

hurt you. "He made a decision to force you," said Baroni.

"Why did this happen to me?" asked Schick.

"He made a decision to force you," repeated Baroni.

Baroni also participated in a poetry reading.

"There is no difference between being raped and being

run over by a truck, except that afterward men ask ifyou

enjoyed it," said Baroni.

"There is no difference between being raped and going

head- first through a windshield except that afterwards

you are afraid not ofcars, but ofhalfthe human race," she

said.

"Ninety percent of all rapes are premeditated," said

Schick.

Sophomore communications mtyor Emily Stanford

said "the message is clear" about "pornography selling

lies about women's sexuality."

"Any female body is available for comment, to be

grabbed, to be undressed, to be beaten, mutilated, raped

or murdered for the exotic pleasure ofmen," said Stanford.

Sophomore political science mi:Uor Martha Kempner

said one in three women will be raped in their lifetime.

"Women who report date rape suffer triple victimiza-

tion. Not only is she attacked and then not believed, but

she carries the added burden of losing faith in her own

judgement and trust in other people," said Kempner.

"The main motivation for rape is aggression, anger and

hostility, not sex."

Senior English m^or Deidre Flanagan said she feels

her voice is "largely silent." but that her blood "shudders."

"It boils, reading about murderers who laugh at their

luck, while the families oftheir victims weep a lifetime at

theirs," Flanagan. "Translating the possibility into my
own life fills me with a heart-wrenching fear, as does

living in a society that will probably never lose its devotion

to violence."

"Just because genitals are used in a rape does not

make it sexual. If I hit you over the head with a frying pan

would you call it cooking," asked Flanagan

Commuter Area Government Presents

An Evening Of Comedy with

ADAM
SANDLER

Cajun Man
Co-host of Weekend update

and

Iraqi Pete

from

Saturday Night Live

Sunday, May 3 Fine Arts Center 8:00 pm

Admission $3: Advance tickets available at the FAC Box Office

as well as evening of the performance.

Thinking about what you 're

going to do for the summer?

Co-op and internship positions are still

available for June and September! The

following is just a sample of the firms

who are offering positions:

Hristitl Meyers

IKHC Television

Ci^iia Insiiranee

Aetna Instiranee

Pratt and Whitney

Blue Cross Blue Shield

Mass. Travel Si Tourism

((tlumbiaKeeords

If you are interested in a fall or summer field experi-

ence, you must attend a planning workshop before the end

of the semester. There's not much time left, so you'll have to

hurry. The last internship and coop planning workshops

this spring will be held at 16 Curry Hicks on:

May 1@1 :25 May 6@ 12:20

May 4 @ 12:20 May 7@ 1:00
May 8 @ 1:25

Also.

It >(ui iili'(.;i(l\ luiM' <)l)l;iiiK'(l a co-op or

iiitirnship position Tor llu' siiinnui, pliasc

inlorni tlu' ( arttr ( cnltr AS \P
And.

I Ik- Strati i^ics for Success and ioriunittc Culture

\>orkshops will JH-^in nixl week al ( iii r> lliiks.

The Mather Career Center
Career Planning and Placement • Cooperative Education • Internships

Fntenuiy/Sorarity Pufc • on the Oichird Hill bui route. (413)545-2224.

Where Careers Take Off!
r

MEETING NOTICE

Top of the Campus,
Incorporated (TOC, Inc.)

will hold it s annual meeting
in Campus Center 801,

jviay 14, 1992, 2:00pmr

Northampton-18 Center St.

^ AMhertt-Carriage Shops ^

An MFA Thesis Exhibtion

ANDY NORTON

Paintings

STUDENT UNION GALLERY

Opening reception: Sunday. May 3
4-6 pm

Open weekdays 11-4

This exhibition sponsored in part by

the UMASS Arts Council
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Arts & Living
Singing Woody Harrelson to perform at Smith
By LISA J. CURTIS
Collegian StefT

His lead performance in White Men
Can't Jump is in the movie theatres, his

television show Cheers is on television and
his band, Manly Moondog and the
Three Kool Kats is going to open for Salt

'n' Peppa at Smith College tonight.

Woody Harrelson, Ted Danson's side-

kick in the sitcom Cheers, explains with a

healthy dose ofhumor the part of his r&b/
rockabilly/folk 10-member band's name
that alludes to him. "Well, I consider my-
selfa bit ofa dog," he said. "And we needed
to make it macho."

Harrelson plays gigs with his eight-

month old band whenever he has time.

"I've been into music for a long time," he
said. "I loved playing with my friends on
guitar and piano, but when the band's

playing I leave I which instrument to playl

up to the professionals."

Harrelson isn't cutting any record deals

now because, "I don't want to go through a

record deal. You have to give away half of

what you make. I'm in a position now
where I can afford to make it myself and
find someone to handle distribution."

His band, which has played 45 gigs

together, recorded an album a month and
a half ago which is made available at his

shows.

"I write all the lyrics and collaborate on

the music with Alfonse jKettnerl," says

Harrelson. Guitarist and musical director

Alfonse Kettner assists Harrelson with

the music's composition. The band has

itsown horn section, composed ofarranger
Les Lovitt on trumpet, Tim Misica on
tenor sax and Gerald Pinto also on sax.

The solid body of original material of-

ten focuses on Harrelson's socially con-

scientious lyrics.

He wrote his first song at age 1 1 , titled

"Better World." "I had the same themes
even then," says Harrelson.

Manly Moondog and the Three Kool

Kats' television debut was Apr. 14 when
they played as part of the Amnesty In-

ternational benefit, "Free to Laugh."
Harrelson stresses that this is not just

another case of a star indulging his rock

star fantasies. "I never considered putting

a band together because of the age-old

stigma of'anotherTV star trying to sing', so

I didn't want to be a part of that," he said.

"I thought it was going to be harder

than it has been. I thought about Don
Johnson and Bruce Willis, and I thought
is that going to carry over to me?"
When he decided to start up his own

musical act, Harrelson wrote the witty

"TV Stars Blues." which deals directly

with the stigma of a TV star ready for the

music world, but wary of skeptical reac-

tions to the new avenue in his career.

"Ht may turn into a primary interest of

mine, but it's definitely a primary passion,"

says Harrelson of his music. "I'm a hack,

but it's music to my ears."

Harrelson's firstbreak came when Neil

Simon recommended hiring him for a

Broadway production of "Biloxi Blues,"

from which his acting career took off.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Photo courteay of Harrelaoa Enterpriw*. lac

Woody Harrelson, lead singer and songwriter for Manly Moondog and
the Three Kool Kats

Forster's 'Angels' leaves viewer wanting more
By JON LUPO
Collegian Staff

In a purely cinematic sense, novelist E.M. Forster is

one lucky guy. Five of his six novels have been made into

motion pictures and with only The Longest Journey left

to be filmed, Forster is a proven, successful franchise.

With Howard's End receiving widespread critical ac-

claim, it would be easy for this other Forster creation.

Where Angels Fear To Tread, to be lost in the shuffle.

While the former is being produced and directed by the

Merchant-I\or> team who did A Room With A View and

Maurice, Angels is an independent production. It would

be a shame to miss the superb srotleties and comedic

wannth of chis wonderful, layeret film.

Where Angels Fear To Tread ntars Helena Bonham-
Carter (who has app<;ared in foi,r out of the five adap-

tations) in a brilliant tale of lovo, society and an obnox-

iously societal English family.

When her husband dies, a carefree Edwardian woman
( Helen Mirren ) finds she is still shackled to the family she

abhors. During a trip to Italy with her friend (Bonham-

Carter), she falls in love with a 21 -year-old Italian man
(Giovanni Guidelli) and marries him, much to the con-

sternation of her extended family.

However, when Mirren dies during childbirth, every-

one wants the baby; some for love, others for "the good of

the child."The contenders are the baby's father, Bonham-
Carter and the in-laws: a brother and sister team ( played

by Rupert Graves and Judy Davis).

What ensues is typical Forster — that is — typical

inventiveness and probing into the motives and agendas

of the characters, keeping a sharp eye on the strains of

society versus love. The result is a mantle full ofwondrous

images — from a father and his infant son to Bonham-
Carter waiting in a train depot.

Director Charles Sturridge (A //and/ii/ o/'DiisH lets the

witty script and excellent actors do much of the work,

wisely choosing to avoid the luscious Italian scenery

everyone talks about but hardly ever sees because they're

too busy with appearances.

Where Angels Fear To Tread reaches new heights in

ensemble acting. Helena Bonham-Carter (Hamlet) is

simply radiant as Caroline, hiding her love within her

contempt.
Rupert Graves has done a marvelous transformation

from his latest foray into Forster. In Maurice he played a

cockney English groundskeeper in love with the title

character. Here, he plays Phillip, a twittish man who
states: "Some people were bom to do nothing." It is clear

Phillip is one of those people. He strides through the film

with absolutely no clue and Graves is positively charming.

Judy Davis {Naked Lunch) is hilariously nasty as

Grave's catty sister Harriet. You'll love to hate her. Helen

Mirren and Giovanni Guidelli make a memorable couple,

combining passion with wit. Each perform their pivotal

roles perfectly.

The film is so engaging and engrossing it's easy to fall into

it. Perhaps the one flaw is that it leaves the viewei wanting

more. Angels tells the story so well, plays the characters so

vibrantly that no ending would be completely satisfying.

Where Angels Fear To Tread is a film filled with many
small pleasures and is a genuine small wonder.

Grade: A-
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Woody Harrelson
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

Harrelson cites Elvis Presley as one

of his biggest musical influences. "I

really got into him after he died. A
posthumous infatuation you might

say." he joked. The night he says the

music bug really bit him. he was asked

to come on stage to sing "Jailhouse

Rock."

His other musical influences include

Paul Simon— "I'm a huge Paul Simon

fan"— Rickie Lee Jones, Cat Stevens.

Van Morrison and Bob Marley.

As for his future plans. Harrelson

says he hasn't chosen which movie he

will be working on this summer.

Manly Moondogand the Three Kool

Kats will perform in J.M. Greene Hall

tonight at Smith College. Doors open

at 7:45.

First Mosh Pit at Horse
Crowd goes insane over The Samples

U Angels
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

"

White Sands — A boring excuse for a

thriller that, when not busy being utterly

convoluted, provides some ofthe blandest

performances of the year. Willem Dafoe

{Platoon ) plays a sheriff who stumbles on

'a murder and $500,000. Dafoe takes on

the identity of the murdered man to solve

the case. What follows is an ever-twisting

game of 'who's side are you on.' Mary
Elizabeth Masttranoruo (Robin Hood ) and

Mickev Rourke (Wild Orchid) co-star in

this thrilless bore directed by Roger

Donaldson (No Way Out).

White Sands looks very nice, combin-

ing the flashiness of a music video and a

car commercial. This is just a pitiful at-

tempt to make us forget how stupid the

movie is. To give you a clue of how bad

White Sands is. while 1 sat knowing ex-

actly what was going to happen land not

giving a care). I reached over and started

reading the paperback 1 brought along.

Grade: D

ACADEMYfMUSIC
NORTHAMPTON

^\dj§u6e

-ONLY AREA SHOWING-ENDS MAY 7

Curtain Daily at 9:00 PM ONLY!

AMD FOG
Woody liiifN
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By ERIC POULIN
Collegian Staff

The Samples
Iron Horse Music Hall

April 28

I couldjust imagine what the scene was

like outside ofthe Iron Horse Music Hall on

Tuesday night. Someonewas walkingdown

the street, and came upon the generally

mellow, enjoy-your-drink-while-listening-

to-the-music establishment. He happened

to peer inside, and caught a glimpse ofthe

dancing, moshing hordes that filled the

Horse that evening, a sight rarely seen in

such a sit-down type of place. The passer-

by probably wondered to himself, "What in

the world is going on in there?"

The answer is that Colorado's folk-ska

pioneers. The Samples, were performing

their first-ever Iron Horse show as the

headlining act, and they were in the pro-

cess ofwowing a packed house with a very,

very tight set. Possibly the first band to

ever bring the marriage of quiet acoustic

strumming with two-tone beats to the

masses, they proved that they are much

more than a mellow Police rip-ofl"band, and

that they should deserve the full attention

of music critics in the days to come.

It was quickly obvious that people came

to this show to dance, and they were not to

be let down, as the band immediately

kicked into their 1990 hit, "Feel Us
Shaking". From there, they dove into two

sets of favorites, sprinkled liberally with

material from their just-released new al-

bum. Although the m^ority of listeners

(myself included) were unfamiliar with

the new material, it seemed to gamer a

favorable reaction from the crowd, and

has taken a spot on my must-buy list of

new albums, although my current finan-

cial situation in Whitmore may tell me
otherwise.

I was most impressed by the highly-

skilled musicianship that each of the four

band members displayed. Sean Kelly's

guitar work is certainly adequate, but it's

his tremendous voice that makes him so

worthy of noting. Al Laughlin is a solid

keyboardist, and established himself as a

crowd favorite by the very cool stage-dive

that he executed near the end of the set.

The real story, however, is the tremen-

dous rhythm section ofAndy Sheldon and

Jeep MacNichol. Sheldon laid down some

tremendously difficult basslines, and pro-

vided the band with the ska backbeats

that have become their signature.

MacNichol is a rare breed ofdrummer, cut

from the same mold that gave us Stewart

Copeland. His great quickness and consis-

tency probably impressed me more than

any one musician that I've seen live since

the last time that Bob Mould brought his

guitar wizardry to town.

It was a truly one-of-a-kind scene. The

interjection ofthe metal classic "Iron Man"

into "My Town" not only was the most

humorous moment of the evening, but it

also led to possibly the most unusual scene

in Iron Horse history: the Horse's first-

ever mosh pit. Wonders will never cease.
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Find out why
Community Health Plan (CHP)

was the *1 choice for University of

Massachusetts employees changing

their health benefit plans in 1991.

Community Health Plan offers affordable health coverage

and medical care through a network of CHP Health Centers

and physicians. CHP offers the fmest primary care and

specialty physicians in Hampshire, Franklin and Berkshire

Counties and is affiliated with Franklin Medical Center,

Cooley Dickinson Hospital and Hillcrest Hospital.

Community Health Plan also refers to specialists and hospitals

outside the CHP network when you need medical services

which are not available locally. So. if you've been thinking

about joining CHP, now is the right time.

Come to an Open House:

graduating?A
job hunting? ^1%

CHP Easthamplon Health Center

1 79 Northampton Street

5:30-7 p.m. Thursday. 5/ 7

CHP Hadley Health Center

8 River Drive

5-7 p.m. Wednesdays: 5/6 & 5/13

CHP Pioneer Health Center

63 French King Highway. Greenfield

5-7 p.m. Mondays: 5/4 & 5/11

CHP South Deerfield Health Center

Route 5/10

5-7 p.m. Wednesday 5/6

CHP North Adams Health Center

22 Berkshire Pla/a

5-7 p.m. Tuesdays: 5/5 & 5/12

Hillcrest Family Health Center

165 Tor Court, Pittsfield

5-7 p.m. Mondays: 5/4 & 5/1

1

Hillcrest Health Center at Lee

Slockbridge Road

5-7 p.m. Wednesday 5/6

Hillcrest Health Center

at (treat Harrington

17Taconic Avenue

5-7 p.m. Thursday 5/7

413/499-2054 Berkshire County

413/774-6352 Franklin County

413/584-0600 Hampshire County You and CHP. a healthy partnerehip

Community
Health Plan
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By CHRIS SHADOIAN

Today's Staff
Night Editor )ason George

Copy Editor Michelle Bay I iss

PhotoTechnician )osh Reynolds

Production Supervisor Oliver Raskin

Production lason Torla,

Dan Henderson

Menu
LUNCH

Fish Muchies

Macaroni and Cheese

BASICS LUNCH
Fish Munchies

Colache

DINNER

Qp. Burgers

Egg Roll/Fried Rice

BASICS DINNER
Creamed Veggie

Croquettes

Egg Roll/Fried Rice

LASSIE! . . . COME HOME! . . . UVSSIE COME HOME!"

Quote of the Day
"Free our bodies. Free our minds. Free our

hearts.. .and freedom now."
- From the song "Freedom Now" by Tracy

Chapman

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By lEANE DIXON

ARIES (March 21 April 19): Pro

ductK>n delays or a health problem

may Ix- a pan of the pirlore today. Mee<

a challenge liead- on and you will

emerge victorious. Patch up your dif-

ferences with a relative.

TAURUS (April 20-May JO): Your

mate may be asked to ptnch-hit for you

ifyou are urwvailable. Pay no atleniion

to gossip, and give nw lo none. A past

indiscretion could come to light.

Maintain a dignified silence.

GEMINI (May 21-lune 20): Take

care of essential firwiKial transactions

today while other people are coopera-

tive. The emphasis is on safeguarding

your business and personal assets.

CANCER dune 2 Muly 22): Money

could be made and losi overnight now.

ItwouW bean errorto abandon conser-

vative business practices in favor of

speculative ventures. Take things one

step at a time in romance.

LEO duly 23-Aog. 22): You feel

more confident today and are able lo

assure that you art on the right track.

Keduce your heavy-duty workload by

learning lo delegate routine responsi-

bilities.

VIRGO (Aug 2J-Sept. 22): A reck-

less or careless approach could bring

about a monetary loss or damage to

valuable holdings. Avotd discussing

controversial sub|ects with potential

financial backers.

UBRA iSept 2J-00. 22): An en-

terprising spirit will serve you in good

stead wIhmi you tackle creative pur-

suits. Gently guide your loved one* in

the direction you hope they will take.

Reminisce about the past.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21): A

good day to wheel and deal with big

business types. Make certain you know

with wlxtm ycxj are dealing Sign legal

papers, run important errands and make

key business calls.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22-Dec.21>:
"

Go off by yourself when you liave

strictly private matters to attend to.

Follow ycxir nobler impulses and as&isi

a wortlty cause or chanty drrve. Sue

cess IS linked to sl.iying flexible

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-|an l"*) A

communication from a friend raises

your hofje. Anjwer your nwil promptly

and get in touch with people who can

boost your personal fortunes. Support

the efforts of a good friend.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-feb. 18): A

business overtwad or im«rtory may be

inflated. Ask probing queflions before

authonzing new expenditures. Strike a

heahhy balance between work and play.

PISCES (Feb. IS-March 20): Make

the most of someone's fnendly attitude

while It lasts. An unexpected visit or

surprising r>ews is featured this after-

rKjon. A good friend's advice will serve

you well tonight.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

ACROSS
1 Showed up
5 Cabbage dish

9 Part of USA
1

3

Norwagian
saint

14 Pliny's outlit

1

5

Century plant

16 Historic shtp

18 "— Isn't So':

1932 song
19 Attack

?0 Dane* cantar,

of a sort

22 Embrace
25 Collage VIP

26 Fashion
magazine

7<> Ranga animal

31 Slaughter ol

baseb all

34 Temperamental

36 "Stormy
Weather-
composer

38 Is doubled?

39 Flub

40 1937
MacOonaid-
Eddy movie

42 Actor

Richardson

43 Remnant
44 Fields

45 Physicist Niiiola

47 Incline

49 Pindar, for one

51 Cross paths

52 Amnens's rival

54 Rights org

56 Menoorable

cowboy star

Ken
59 — around: had

lun

63 For all to hear

64 Mike Nichols'

lormer partner

67 — diem
68 Hal material

69 Locale

70 "A — Before

Dying"

71 Pith helment

72 Have the lead

DOWN
1 Cook book
2 Word lor Yorick

3 Willie ol

basatMit

4 Rut>bed out

5 Roman
woman's garb

6 Dowmcast
7 Ripen
8 Weather
forecast

9 Early Christian

leasts

10 Bread spread

11 Satanic

1

2

Natwork
15 •— »ow ."

1 7 Mae Wast rota

21 Partinant. to

Cato
23 Didnl go
24 Be lilting

26 Muslim prince

27 Fictional Doone
28 British city

officials

30 Actress Landi

of old movies

32 Fanon
33 French upper

house
35 Soprano

Sumac
37 Court divider

57 Jai —
58 Stiillfui

60 In love, old

style

61 "I could —
horse'

62 Vat
man

65 r^ompoaar
OaNbaa

66S«riaa

41 Noisome
46 Cetherine the

Oreal was one
48 Locker room

sights

•50 Bernstein s

"TroulJlo in —

"

S3 Miami's county

55 Cheat

56 Sennett ol

"Keystone

Kops*

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE:
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rhe opinions expressed on this page are those ot the cartoonists .ind do not necessarily reflect the views of the Collvfiian orjhe University.
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Men's track defeats Lowell
By JEFF HOJLO
Collegian Staff

What a difference a week makes.
After losing big to Connecticut last week at the Mas-

sachusetts Institute of Technology, the University of

Massachusetts men's track squad bounced back to defeat

UMass-Lowell resoundingly, 125-35.

UMass increased its record to 5-2 in the outdoor

season with Sunday's victory.

Leading the way for the Minutemen once again was

Kevin Walters, who captured first place in the 100 and

200-meter events with scores of 1 1 . 1 and 22. 1 , respectively.

Teammate Lionel Benjamin finished right behind

Walters, scoring an 1 L2 and a 22. 1

.

They're a great one-two punch," said UMass middle

distance runner Jim Avery, who was fourth in the 400

hurdles (58.2). "But there were plenty of other guys who
had great meets as well."

Indeed there were, with Tom Galligani (42'n.25")

and Kris Dimatteo (42'4.25") taking first and second

place in the triple jump as UMass swept the event. Tom

Hooper was impressive in the 400 as he won with a time

of5L3.
In the javelin, UMass claimed the first three spots

with Scott Marchant (163*9"), Alan Movessian (156'0")

and Jeff Peterson (154'1'). Lowell's Brian Phil was a

distant fourth.

Peterson claimed his second ribbon later in the day

with a discus throw of 126'4". UMass swept this event as

well.

Other notables for UMass include first place fi'.iishers

Matt Simon in the 1500 (3:55.5), Jeff White in the 110

high hurdles (15.3), Steve Brown in the 800 (1:53.6) and

Paul Doyle in the 400 hurdles (57.0). Doyle was also third

in the 110 hurdles.

As a team. UMass captured first in the 4x400 (43.4)

and, overall, achieved 15 firsts and swept four events.

"Everything really clicked for us on Sunday," Avery

said. "Hopefully we'll be able to continue this for the

season."

Track Notes: This Sunday, the UMass tracksters

will travel to Rhode Island for a noon meet at the Brown

Invitational.

SPORTS NOTICE
University of Massachusetts senior

Shawn Chalmers shot an even par,

108 (36-37-35), to win the New En-

gland Women's Golf Championships
lastweekend atOrchards GolfCourse.

Chalmers, who played as an indi-

vidual because UMass doesn't spon-

sor a team , made four birdies and four

bogeys to record the lowest score in

1 1 years. She hit 22 of 27 greens in

regulation despite the heavy rain

which shortened the tournament by
nine holes.

Chalmers outdistanced her nearest

competitor, Dartmouth's Sarah
Devine, by seven strokes.

ilace in the triple jump as UMass swepi me event, x um iuvimuuuai. =;:;i^=

Work for us. Write for us. Live for us. How about being nice to us?

^ow Hiring For Next Semester

Assistant Circulation Manager

Circulation Drivers

Must Have Mornings Free Until 11:15

Must Be Dependable with Reliable Auto

57-$10/hr.

Apply in person at

The Collegian

Room 113 Campus Center

Call 545-3500 for details

Zen Mind

Inlroduclion tu Zen Meditatiun Techniques

Free Seminar
('nipuf Ontrr, Roum SOS

li«l»(rdl; ol MauachMMlu

Friday Night: 7:30 pm
April 17

Latin American Week 1992

(omc .xnd join us and celebrate our

cultural diversity from Latin America

loil.n 1 Rin.W M.W L wc .ire proud to present

ihc B.C.I'. C.iaJiiation, «:()() pm, and \^.mi:^\ ')()() pm at

the Campus ("enter Aiidilonnni.

IAS MLCH.XCHASnLCARIUBKAN SOl'NDand

ni lAiNo :ri-. pondran a mi.ni.arlo
^si'i'AA\'i-c iroiii

^^vAmo' allA"
Ajid F(fr Vjc Grand Finale!

.^aturday May 2"''

"Cultural Day Picnic"

.SpeallV'': Pi/^)ress()r C.evallos

Hon 1 miss out (>iti the v^tlent sliow pertormed In I-ttin

American students, the iir<:at p.irtv music by HI I'.XINO .inc

the wonde'rlul huisic Ironi Ql'l-n/AL.

i
NO TK Ld PIHRi:)AS BABY!

Lots (>ffi)()cj and 111 n! • BHQ!

12:()()|^m:to ^pm ('ampus Pond.

Sjionsoitil In AHlllCXl Stiujcnl .Activities OHicc, I.A'c'i

M\\\ I. l\l( If. ( lothin.u lot Men.

i*i

»-D

::\fu:

W ;

''1^':.-

i."*^

•/••^ -••
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Softball
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

and UMass' first-round opponent, is the South Florida

Lady Bulls. The Lady Bulls sport a record of 34-15, and
are 1-7 against Top 20 teams this year. Their only win is

a 1-0 win over UConn, and three of the losses have come
at the hands of FSU.

Robin Alamillo is USF's answer to UMass' Marean, as

her fourhome runs and 26 RBls are team best marks. The
pitching is led by Jill Klein's 19-5 record with a 0.98 ERA.

One of the keys to beating South Florida is getting on

the board early, as UMass often does. The Lady Bulls

have outscored opponents by a combined 76-15 in the

first and second innings this

season.

GAME NOTES - The Minutewomen play USF at

noon tomorrow. A win would have them play later in the

day at 4 p.m., and a loss would put them in the loser's

bracket at 10 a.m. Sunday.

Bright
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

ranked 12th nationally by USA Today. Playing for

coach John Atkinson, she averaged 13.6 points, 6.

1

rebounds. 3.2 steals and 4.1 assists. Clifford Scott

won the Essex County Championship and was a

sectional finalist.

—Compiled by Collegian reports

Classifieds
COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE 113 CAMPUS CENTER • MON. - THURS. 8:30-3:30 FRIDAY 8:30-2:30 • DEADUNE IS T^VQ DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUCATION ' 20^/WORD/DAY FOR STUDEm » CASH IN ADVANCE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CAJUN PEOPLE b« thsie and get tickets in

advance at FAC

EUROPE ONLY $1691 Jet there anytime

(reported in Let's Go and NY Time*).

AIRHITCH (r) 212-864-2000

FREE CAR WASHIIt

Sat May 2

10-3® Pnce Chopper

Sponsored by KKPel

INDIGO QIRLSil

Listening party -new album

Sunday May 3 130-3 00pm
Ironhorse Music HaH

Nonhamplon SM-0160 tor into

Free giveaways

LEGENDS ROLEPLAYING, INC.

A live roleplaying game 584-04e4

Move In the right direction

See Adam Sandler Sunday night

RED JOHNNY AND The Ftound Guy jon

with Adam Sandler lor comedy Sun May 3

8pm

AUTO FOR SALE

1980 errATION
Good local transportation

&48-9621

$100

1961 TOYOTACOROLLA 107K $1050Call

256-1077

1969 RANGER XLT 46000 miles 2 1/2 yr/

50K warrnty mini asking 6000 ca« 549-0768

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED

89 Mercedes $200

86 VW $50

87 Mercedes $100

65 Mustang $50

FREE 24 Hour recording revMto

giveaway prices 801-379-2929

CopynghltMAlSKX

BMX BIKE

SKVWAY FRAME, al pertormatKie part*

U*ed lor racMig lop shape

$70XX) Of ftO Can 549-1982

•UFFALO WmOS

WINGS -N THINGS
12 piece 3 99
24 piece 6 99

36p«ce999
5 sacral sauce* gourmet cookies soda

FREE DELIVERY
THURS-SUN

CALL TONIGHT
2S3-9698

This persor\al worth

$1 soon
Any 36 piece wing

CAPE coo RENTAL

"We»l Yarmoulti 6rooms 4bedrooms also

cottage 4rooms 2t)edrooms 6 'I -8/31

253 7436

COLLEGE PIZZA

SPRING SPECIAL
Lwge cheese $6 Small $3 50

Add $1 lor lor2 toppings

Free soda w large sub salad, or spaghetti

Must mention tins ad

549-6073 549-6098

FOR A GOOD TIME CALL:

RACK-A-DISC ENTERTAINMENT. OJ"*.

video DJs and Karaoke trom $175.00. Call

586-9900

2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
2 1 '2 bath bus route

Available June 1

549-8714

2 BEDROOM APT. Good tor 2-3 people

2 Itoors 2 minute walk to buslop

$550 mo 256-8830

2 Bedrooms
Mam St

Great House

Cheap*
256-1331

2 BEDROOM APARTMENT 1/2 mil* from

campus on bus route Available 6J\i92 549-

8145

2 BEDROOM BRANDYWINE Apt Very

dean heat & hot H20 ind. 2 bus routesAval.

6/1 549-3935

2 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE
Available June l

Cl* 549-7422

2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
Take over our lease

Starting June l

Free lurnilure

Call 549-3990

SUBLETCHEAP, huge roomin Belcheftown

Call Ben 323-4007

TAKE OUR CONDOI
Awesome location intown

Fits 5-7 people

Call 549-5316

3BEDROOM APT. (Ms 4) onbust -Mam St

Washer dryer Take over our lease June 1

256-8910^ ____^__^
3 Bdnn In Townehouse
$800 PER MONTH
TAKE OVER OUR LEASE
CALL 549-3838 ANYTIME

FOR RENT

1 BEDROOM IN lv»o bedroom apartment

Take over my lease starting June 1 Walk to

campus-on bus route Call 549-5552 or 549-

6919

1 BEDROOM COLONIAL APT
Available lor summer wtall option

Big enough lor 2 people

$300'mo - negotiable

256-1285 Hyon or Julia

1 or 2 ROOMMATES lor summer/tall

Masterbedroom in Mill Valley $450

Heat. Hot water. On this route

Call 253-4006

2 BEDROOM APT in Amherst; quiet, dean,

secure 475/monlh June 1 Tel 256-4586 or

253-2515 Also moving sale lurniture. ap-

pliances etc.
^^

2 Bedroom ApL Low rent

2 floors dishwasher

Available June 1 call 253-0731

3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE
Starting June i

Call 549-3677

3-5 BEDROOM HOMES on bus rgula avail-

able June 1 call^86-4270

4 BR APT
Main St Bus out Iront

Call 256-3478

4 bedroom*
2 baths

Basement, garage, pool tennis, basketball

2 bus routes S Amherst 256-1461

4 BEDROOM APT in a Colonial home
Garage, yard, huge kitchen on Belchertown

roula AvaiaUe in June with oplwn lor r>ext

year ClM 256-6695

4 BEDROOMS Luxury condo in south Am-

herst 2 1.2 bathrooms livingroom with tire-

place deck swimming pool lenms court on

Hie bus route AC gas heat & liot water

washer & dryer $1200 Cad Bruce at 256-

1215 June isl

AMHERSTCEMTER-l bedroom apt Ample

parking, across Irom laundry and bars-

$500mo. mdudes utilities Avail^^[1

Amherst Center

Eltoency one. two. three bedroom apart-

ments, or three bedroom condos on Hobart

Lane June or September No lees charged

Lincoln Real Estate. 25 North Pleasant

Street 253-7879

Avsilabte June 1 Cotonial VllaBa 2 Bed-

room apartment 47&Yno 253-7777

AWESOME DEALiI

Mam street

3br apt indudas washer/dryer

253 2584

Clieap- Two chairs $20 each Call Tamm at

549-4739

CLEAN 3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE
1 1 /2 bth Spacious

Good condition- 6 1/92 for summer w/ lall

option Call 549 8156 Leave message!

EROTIC HOUSE on bus route

Steamy cheap rem

Luscious location

Call us' 549-4678

FOR RENT 3 bedroom Townehouse apt

Summer sublet w/ lall opt Free tumiture Call

549-6262

GILREATH MANOR Apt 5 bedrooms on

bus route one mile Irom campus

Avail itile June 1

Call 549-5182 __^
HOBART LANE-

5 bedroom lownhouse-

Available June l

549-5827

INEXPENSIVE 2 BEDROOM Brandywine

apt mdudes bar. waterljed. & Iree he« Call

549-1066

KK:K ass L0CATK3N
2 bedrooms 1 1/2 baths

203 a 205 Sunset Ave

549-1581 or 549-5313

close to campus

2 BDRM BRANDYWINE APT.

Available lor summer wlall option Newly

painted, Iree heat. pool. AC On bus route,

excellent location Cheap. Ptione: 549-1749

2 Bedroom Main St Gas heat Priv deck $625

Bob 253 5996

TAKE OVER MV 1 t» PuMlon Apt tl\IK

549-7962

Take over our laaaa June 1st

Puttton Village

2Bdr 2baih indudes heal * hot water

Rent 576/moCall: 549-7287

UPTOWN APT available June 1st

Across Irom Pub and Charlies's,

large kitchen, wood Moors.

$550/mo heat induded Call 256-6927

UPTOWN APARTMENT
3t>edrooms

Deck
Avail. 6/1

Ctose to bars 549-4024

YOUR OWN BATHROOMI
1 Ig room lor lor2

avaHaWe 61 m beautilul apt

CtfJannler 253 4137

FOR SALE

COUCH * CHAIR $2S
Microwave $25

549-7962

CRUISE LINE- Entry level onboard laratsKJe

positions available, year-round or summer,

(813)229-5478

Do yoo want to buk) your communication

skiHs"" Work at Telelund and talk to Alumni

all over the US' Come to the basement ol

Memorial Hall to Idl out an application' TO-

DAY'

EARN MONEY FASTI
Spanish engksh bilnguals

Needed lor study

Jeanette 585-8749

GET A REAL JOB Tired ol meaningless

work? Help protect ttie environment with

Greenpeace Full-time, pan urie canvass-

ing posibons Hours; 2pm- 10pm Cal FU* or

Lisa 549-0507

LOOKING FOR A summer |0b7 Do you want

to start now'' Help UMass raise KmdslCome
to Telelund in ttie basement ol Memorial

Hall' Do It Today"

MARKETING MAJORS, sain intern credS

and cash Sno-Search Ski Tours is hir«ig

personable outgoing interns lor

Mtemaikesng MeresHngwork, ski and travel

baneMs Transportation to So Hadtoynec-

aaaary Starts SepL merviewing now

Ci6 533-1600

PART-TME SUMMER )Obs available On
Cape and in Boston area Super personatty

a must CM models, mc 437-6212 lor de-

EXCELLENT DEAL! Apple lie, oompallble

w appleworks sollware Great lor

wordprocessingi $125.00 Of BO. 564-1354

FOR SALE
BikeHybnd2lSD $250

JVC CD player $75
HP pamtjel pnnter $500
Call Alan 546-3421

FREE! 2 Hamsters « accessories

Everything induded ($70 vakie)

Great gilt'

Moving must go'

Amy 549-9903

HONDA 200 CC STREET BIKE

Good condition ndudes free

weathenarp 375 negotiable

665-4968

mk:rofridoe-
Why rent one when you can o«m K lor tw
»noun|7$300 neq Mark 6-31 44

Mountain Bike. Sterling. 16-inch hame 1»-

speeds 1 75 bo Call Bnan 6-67J2

MOUNTAIN BIKE FOR SALE
Must sell

253 9929

Ask tor Rob

PANASOMC 1S05APWP 4mo oU, bull in

pnnter. typewnter Oual type Must see' B O
Can Dana 549 9347

PULL OUT COACH
$75 OR BO
546-1352

SHARP MICROWAVE, hardly used $80

Cobra radar detector $70 Bob 549-6492

TWO KENWOOD SPEAKERS (model tJL-

880) sr lall and 1 80 watts-you golta hear

it to believe if OHer me $200 and n even

throw m the matching Kenwood stereo

cabinet! Can Scon at 253-3841 For mora

into.!

T«ro piranha. 10 gallon tank.

$75 00 Litsa 546-2482

WHITE DESK, good condition $75

White bed. box spring, mattress, good con-

dition $50 Both. $100
549-1 149 Cheryl leave message

FOUND

FOUND: Outside Mornll. goW necklace with

2 charms Call Dawn 6-0988 to ID

FURNmjRE FOR SALE

Need couches, tables, chairs, desk etc lor

next semester'' Gal Jon 253-91 39

LARGE 2-BEDROOM dose to bus

South-Amherst near the Brooks

Rent 925 Available June 1st

Tel256-617B

LARGE 6 BEDROOM house Modem One

Util Huge backyard Residential Street Large

deck Backyard CanJUniss Call 256-1951

MILL VALLEY
2 bed 2 bath

Air conditioned

Heat, hot water

On bus route

CaH 256-1 170^^ _^__-
ONE ROOM AVAILABLE S/gj, second room

available 7/92 in 4 bedroomhouse t)ehind

Putter's Pond, quiet, dean $190.'momh. call

Tom or Chris 549-4402

PRESIDENTIAL APT. 2bed trom May 27

Fall option Call 549-99J8
256-1 292

SALEM PLACE CONDO
Take over our lease'

2 singles, 1 double. 1 1/2 bath

Excolleni condOn bus route

Call 253-0641 leave msg

SPAobuS BEAUTIFUL APT
2 bedrooms
huge livingroom

kitchen » diningroom

Wall to vrall carpet, tots parking

lOmin drrve Irom Amherst dr just over

B«k:heitown line call 253-91 74

COOL JOBS COOL PEOPLE
Campus design » copy is now hiring '

Train-

ing begins this semester Accepting applica-

tions until Mon 4 27 403 Student Union 545-

2271 We warn you' We need you'

HELP WANTED

—MKHELU PARENT OF—
Alpha Chi Omega

Keep up the awesome )ob pledging'i

rm behind you 100%"

Enjoy the rest ol Greek Week"
Love. Qna

SENIORS
E»n $4 000 to $10,000 a month

Ooni hunt lor a |0b

Start your own buslnasi

In ttte last 1 1 years we have developed over

20 proven Mm key busmasses you can run

with a computer Irom your home or apart-

ment We have devetaped business plans.

Software, hardware and training mal ma
insure your success R you stail our pro-

grams, we wil gnre you a 366 compuler,

cokx monitor and pnnter You wil be as-

signed a program advisor to help you choose

Vie programs that wMwofk tor you Wehave

99 people in our home oHice that wi* help

you timX and nm your business Iree tor orte

yev. H you work kx someone els* ttiey

control your luture Start your own bu*n**s

and control your own hiture W* hav* re-

corded 3 hours on casswi* <ap*s ihai wa
*>pl«n how you can start, what you woiM
do Whal K wouW 00*1 to start and what you

wouU aam. To r*oen* »i*** FREE cas-

SMMS pk« FREE cokir Mwakjr* and ta*»-

monals Irom suocassKil compiMr busmees

sennoe cenMrs call Ml Iree 1 -600-343-801

4

e>t 735 The ca* worn cost you a *me hit

4 couW start you on *>e road u <*nar>aai

independence _^___
WAfTPEOPLE
Shifts available 4-i0 hjlpart-tme

El Greco Greek Restaurant 256^19*

YOU OONT HAVE M Ihp burger* to earn

cash' Expand your resume «nlh a |0b al

Telelund Come to the basement ol I

"

nal Hal to til out an appkcation'

MOVING OFF CAMPUS?

•FURNITURE*
FOR SALE

Beds,

CoHee Table, Ughtmg,

Bar stools etc.

Cheap prioss!'!*

Gal 253-0661

MUSK^ANS

GUITARtSII
Jazz. Phish. Improv

Ctf Tim 256-81 15

PEfOONALS

THANK YOU ST JUOE"' m_
VAt^lTY WOMEN'S CREW
We know the power we have

Now its time to let

everyone else know
Ttie walk starts hare.

HARD CORE

$110.00 PER DAY
Truck drivers wanted lor part-time summer

work 10 days mid-June and 10 days mid-

August Must dnve standard shift Willing to

work long hours, with good driving expen-

ence Call (508) 653-7422

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT • fish-

eries Earn $5,000^ 'month Free transporta-

tion' Room and board' Over 8 000 openings

Male or lemale For emptoyment program

caH 1-206-545-4155 ext. 1

7

18

CAMP ENCORE/CODA
a music camp in southern Maine seeks as-

sistant waterfront director. (WSI/LGT re-

quired) Season is Irom 6/23^2 to 8/21/92

Talented kids-great environment Contact

James Saltman. Camp Encore/Coda

Brookline. MA, 61 7-235-1 54r

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS are now ac-

cepting applications lor summer emptoy-

ment throughout New England and New

York H interested please call 1-800-346-

4649,

IMCHELLE
Wool Wool'

(Happy B-day!)

The spirit of Brtf tvcs

CHRIS-THE COBBLER!
HAPPY 20THII'

WMh greal chemistry

Prefty RoyH-Floewt

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Mary Beth Lally

«id

TedNortt

Love Trad

SAMANTHA EUSTACE**
You say its your 2lsl birthday and you'd kks

to drnk and oelebrale but you have a big

race tomorrow, so ttie bars wSI have to wail"

Good kick tha weekend, have a happy

birttiday. and keep smkng
Love ya tots. Tnoa

4<0VK:E UOHTWEIOHTS-
-Tak* It to ttie Ime tomorrow- Eden, Savas

Greg KiK«i.Kw1.ColinAni)y Chris Chad^

Pul your bait* oft'

NOVICE MEirSCfiEW-
-Chame Bedbug took my arm, Charhe*

High Dive Johnny

-novk:e men^rew
Valentines massacre vngmia ergs vertcal

death 5 00 am 6 months lor 6 rrwKites'

-UNDEFEATED NOVCE MENS FOUR
CREW
Kely Robs M4ie James Kcith-Sandor'

Let's take ttie gold'

EU8HA
Ca la* un an que tu me supportes

ion pets Irenchw, cNani

Un an que ki n'spportes

tout ce que I'ame vranem

St le reve que |e la«

est que oslle lose passion

Ne s'arroM Janaw

Ennawuai

RESUME SERVKES

HEY! 15 smackaroos to do your laaun*

Come up * see us - We doni brte

C«Tvu* 0**ign « Copy 403 Student Unon
545-2271 W* love |>ou.r*i6y!

KOtRSWANTCO

IHAVETHEmuCK, need somaon* to drki*

tothemdMaaiallsrlnaMwme Youpump

ttooasn pay tor* 28^4153

ROOMMATE WANTED

1 Femeic to share room in

Brandywine apt 549-761

5

FEMALE NONSMOKING QRAD seeks

same to took tor apl near downtown Amherst

lor Aug 1 or Sepi 1 549-1497

SERVK^eS

PREGNANT?
Need a p>*gn*ncy tasl. «i<onnation or sup-

port'' Crf lor Iree and uontldenin) sarvNXS

ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam St Northampton

586-3000 or Greentiekl 774-6010

FREE pregnancy testing; conf«Jential and

canng support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No

Pleasant Street Amfierst 549 1906

FRESHMEN SOPHOMORES JUNIORS

Doni let ttie 4% inaease prevent you Irom

continuing Financial Aid is avaiabt* kom

Ihapfivals sedOf 1-60O-32 1-5227

SUMMER SUBLET

NOVICE WOMEN
We have watched you You are strong com-

petent rowers Good luck Sahirday'We know

you can do it

Love The Varsity Women

UMASS VARSITY WOMEN'S CREW
Do not settle lor second best'

Come on girls lets lake the

gold at new englands'

HARD CORE!

ESTA YAFFE IS 2 1 on Sunday ' Say goodbye

to Martha Happy birthday trom townhouse

and your 'buddies'

NO HOLE
What a kickin' weekend we are going to

have It's |ust you and me babe'

LULULITi
Happy Birthday

Rob

HE'YVARSrrY AND JV WOMEN'S CREW'
The road to our victory at the VaUs is paved

in goto First let's take what's ours at ttie New
Englands this weekend

CAREN
I had a great weekend. Lets give things a

second chance

Love, Charte

JVWOMEKSCREW
BS'

Row tor the goto

1 BEDROOM APT, with tal opbon

Walk to campus 450/mo 549-6674

1 Bedroom In PufRon

Good lor 1 or 2 people

Call^S46i49i

1 FEMALE WANTED Lrg bdmi in 3 bdmi

apt on bos rie Smiles Irom campus $231 'mo

(an utl md) PooMennis 2 cod housemates

6653536

1 LARGE BOROOM lor summer w^all op-

tion Call 549 4705 Presidential AptS

1 OR 2 BEDROOMS
2 bedroom townhouse

Fall option 549-6510

3BD0RM APT. CkMe to campus Rent na-

gdiable CaH 546-7371 _^

3BR PUFFTON AvaiMM June 1 Rant ne-

gotiable 549-0079

4Bdrm. house. 2 lull baths.

Large kitchen and livmg room, and great

porch Seconds Irom campus and Amherst

center Great house and great location June

to August^ Call 54^0746 or 546-5805

6Btffm. houas

big yard, b bal hoop

2hjllbths

living room

part lumished

1 mi Irom campus on bus it

Rent neg

CrtI 546-6337 546-5869

10 ROOMS FOR RENT
Singles or doubles

Full utilities induded

dose to campus

Going last

CM Paul 549 9967

AmharsL 2 rooms m 4bdrm house Big back

yard, great housemates, on bus. 200'>

253-2355

AWESOME HOUSE lor 4-8 people

bus route beautilui yard

Justice Df 256 2181

BEAUTIFUL N. AMHERST HOUSE
Near Pufters Pond
1 ,5 miles Irom campus
4bedrooms
Cheap
Bn«i/Jefl 546 1418

BRANDYWINE APARTMENT Clean, aami-

kimahed 2 bdrm apt to sublet On bus

rouM,pool AC Rent negotiable' Cal 549-

7884

GREAT LOCATKM! 2 Bedroom apai«nant

on NuNng Ave with a huge battwoomi Cal

Mauraan 6-1 705 or Stephanie 6-2732

HOUSE ON SUNSET
4 bedroom Exoellenl tocaten

Rent 925megoliabie 549-7218

LIVE IN PUFFTON. Rent negotiable

Please cal 549-0303

LOOKMQ FOR 1 or 2 people

to sublet M4I vasey

C* ASAP 546 1352

MILL VALLEY ESTATES
2 bedroom 2 bam
FurrMhadf Solas • TV

CMI 25e-30e6 Anytime

ONE BEOflOOH M 56 PiatMWM apl

Beginning June 1 $220'monlh

Contact 549 1224 545-5637. 545-3682

PLEASE! PLEASE!
Sublet our 4 5 bedrom houaa on MaM 81

Great tocalion' Call 2S64KM

SMGLESISSMONEa
2 btocks from campus
lurnohed 549-1458

SINGLE - $15SMONTH
PMhp street apt

< 5 mm walk to campu* June August

Can Judd 549-4123

S.AMHERST Summer subM im laasa op-

son kleal5-« people Onconsenrsaonland

Porch; Traaheuae Big yard Melew
254-0791

SPACIOUS HOUSE
Mar St AiTttw

Washer dry*r-2 kil I

4 smgles-$200tm

2 doubl**-$35(Vrm

C* 546-3283 or 54«-S«01

SUBLET OUR CONOOn
rs n^ behnd BayBank

3 bedrooms 2 l'2bapvooms

June lsl-Aug3lsl

Ca* us • 549*1^1 8

SUMMER SUBIXr
Large iMdroom
1-2 people

Cenwr oltown

Can Sieve 253-9916

SUMMER SUBLET 530^/31!

Only two bkxlis away

Pertect lor quMi person

One bedroom with cable

Low rem cal 549-0675 Rick

Summer Sublet 2 bedrooms m 3 bedroom

apl 5 nwi Irom campus Cheap 584-4363_

SUMMER SUBLET IN AMHERST
Walk to town or campus
$1S0/monlh Ulil md
Can Malt 549 4026

SUMMER SUBLET — Mil Vallsy Eslataa

2 bedrooms 2 ful battis Super dean

$800mionth Call ASAP 256-6261

SUMMER SUBLET -- Comtonable two-

bedroom apartment Well-maintained,

easy access to Sunderland and North

Amherst buaa*. WIthm walking distance ol

UMass. Ca* Jason at 549-8728

TWO ROOMS to share in houee on Amharal

Road across Irom Bub'» B8Q 167*Mtonth

C* Ry»i or Lmda 548-9915

TWO FEMALE NON-SMOKERS wantedlor

surrwner sublel m Brandywine apartment

starting June l and erwing Aug 31. Low

Rent' Call 549-4003 ask lor Cheryl

TRAVEL

NEW YORK CITY- Furnished rooms and

apartments lor summer and short slays.

Near Columl)ia Umv Reasonable rates

212 662 1358 SAVE THIS AD.

TVnNQ

AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSING Cal

565-3592 or 529-9378

TAPE TRANSCRIPTKJN. Fast accurate,

professional 253-9673

WANTED

LOOKING TO BUY a 16-ir mountain blia

Good COfxMion $250

C* Trao 256 8069

ONE WORLO CUP SOCCER TEAM
NEEDED
First come first served

215 Boyden 545-2693A)022

WANTED TO REKT

SUBLETS, ROOMS, Housing needed aUs

summer Contact S8MC 256-8615 10am-

4pm
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Sports
Gorillas seek first win over Syracuse since '81

By GREG SUKIENNIK
Collegian Staff

When it comes to lacrosse, you can't get

bigger than Syracuse.

With that in mind, the University of

Massachusetts lacrosse team is heading

to CentralNew York for Saturday's regular

season finale against the No. 1 Orangemen

at the Carrier Dome in Syracuse. N.Y.

Gametime is 2 p.m.

"It's a big game, but we have to ap-

proach it like any other game," UMass
coach Ted Garber said. "Were trying to

stress preparation in practice. We can't

just go haywire."

As was the case last year, a big perfor-

mance against the Orange could go a long

way towards landing the 13th-ranked

Gorillas (9-2) in the NCAA tournament.

While the Gorillas' chances look good al-

ready, a win or a strong performance would

certainly help their chances or fetxrh UMass
a home game.

"It's all in the committees hands,"

Garber said. "I would hope we get a home

game if we beat Syracuse. Beating the

number one team in the country should do

something for you. But it's in the

committee's hands. . . it's hard to say."

Last year at the Stadium, the Gorillas

battled back all game before falling 13-9.

and wound up seeded ninth in the big

show. The Orange (9-1) will be vying for

the number one seed in the tourney, as

well as the first-round bye that it brings.

This year's Syracuse team is typically

loaded. The Orange's strong suit has al-

ways been goal-scoring, and to date SU
has racked up 186 scores.

Matt Riter and Tom Marachek have

both scored over 30 goals.TeammateJamie

Archer compliments the two with 25 as-

sists. Five Orangemen have over 20 goals

and nine are in double figures. The Or-

ange have taken 571 shots and scored on

an impressive 24 of5 1 extra-man opportu-

nities.

"[SUl sees how many goals they can

put up on the scoreboard in 60 minutes.

They just throw the balls out on the field

and go at it," Garber said.

So the logical thing to do against Syra-

cuse is to play "stall-ball." maintaining

possession in order to keep the Orange

from scoring, right?

Not neccesarily, according to Garber.

While he admits trying to run with SU is

potentially dangerous, he also doesn't see

the need to change everything the Goril-

las have been doing.

"I think our players are smart enough

to play a disciplined lacrosse game," he

said. "It should be a great game, but we

don't want to get into a track meet."

"We don't want to sit and stall —you've

got to pick your spots against Syracuse

But ifyou don't play ball control they can

shove it down your throat."

The Orange aren't exactly a joke on

defense, either. Syracuse assistant coach

John Desko pointed out that while the

Orange have given up close to 1 1 goals per

game, many of those scores have come in

what would be euphemistically described

as "garbage time."

"We like to get our players in." Desko

said. "So at the end we give up a few goals.

It's just the way we do it."

However. Desko pointed out the Or-

ange held Loyola College (Md.) to five

goals and North Carolina to 10.

Garber also had good things to say

about Syracuse's defense.

"Their man down is as good as most

team's even-up defense," he said. "I don't

think they care if they're man down,

their defensemen are big and cover a lot a

ground."

GAME NOTES: WMUA 91.1 will

broadcast the game from Syracuse with

Mike Fagerson and Joe Donovan describ-

ing the action

CoUecian photo by Josh Rrynolila

The University Of Massachusetts lacrosse team will play their final

regular season game Saturday at Syracuse. Game time is 2 p.m.

Minutemen sign
Donta Bright,
women sign four

Donta Bright ofBaltimore's Dunbar High School,

one ofthe most highly regarded basketball players

in the nation, has signed a national letter of intent

to attend the University of Massachusetts in Sep-

I tember.

A McDonald's All-American, Bright is a 6'6'',

190-pound forward who was also named first team

All-American by Parade Magazine and USA To-

day. He averaged 20.5 points and 10.8 rebounds for

Dunbar's Poets. Coach Pete Pompey's team ended

the season with a 29-0 record and the nation's

Number One ranking by USA Today.

Bright is the first sophomore ever to receive the

Baltimore Sun Player-ofthe-YearAward, an award

he received twice. The Most Valuable Player at the

Nike All-American Camp, he scored 1994 points

and grabbed 1209 rebounds in his four years at

Dunbar.
The Gatorade Player-of-the-Year in the state of

Maryland. Bright is a Street and Smith Top Five

Player. He was also recruited by Ohio State,

Clemson, Seton Hall and St. John's.

Coached by John Calipari, UMass had a 30-5

record this past year, won the Atlantic 10 regular

season and post-season championships and ad-

vanced to the "Sweet Sixteen" of the NCAA. The

Minutemen lose three starters from last year's

team: guards Jim McCoy and Anton Brown and

forward Will Herndon.

Women's Hoop signs four

UMass women's basketball coach Joanie O'Brien

has announced that four high school seniors have

signed a national letter-ofintent to enroll atUMass
in September.

Kim Gregory, a 5'8 guard from East Orange, NJ,

Octavia Thomas, a 5'8 forward from Newark, NJ,

Tricia Hopson, a 5'6 guard from Ocean City, NJ,

and Melissa Gurile, a 6'2 center from Pateskala,

OH, will be O'Brien's first recruiting class. O'Brien,

in her second season at UMass, assumed the

coaching responsibilities late last summer.

Gregory attended Clifford Scott High School,

which had a 23-4 record this past season and was
CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Softball at UConn for Classic
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

After a long spring schedule ofplaying double-headers

every other day, sometimes two days in a row, one would

think the University of Massachusetts soflball team

would want to rest up for next weekend's Atlantic 10

tournament.

This is not the case though, as the 22nd-ranked, 26-1

1

Minutewomen will travel to Storrs, Connecticut, this

weekend for the Diamond Classic, an event that will

presentthem with the toughestcompetition since March's

spring break trip to California.

"This is an opportunity for us to really see competition

that is typical of the NCAA Tournament," said UMass
coach Elaine Sortino. "And God willing, ifwe get a berth,

this is the kind ofcompetition we'll be up against. This is

the way we're going to have to play."

Sortino met with her players yesterday to tell them,

"this is our chance to go out in the sun and shine. We're

at that point in the season where we are who we are. Our
bats have come alive again, and we've really put our

defense together over the past few weeks."

"To me, it's a great opportunity for us. We're very

fortunate to be in this kind of a field at this time of the

year, because it's perfect timing. And we're ready for it."

The UMass bats have indeed come alive as they have

scored six or more runs in each of their last four games,

and have ten or more hits in four of their last five games.

Leading the hit parade, as she has done all season, is

Barbara Marean, whose average almost dipped below

.500 last week. Going four-for-six in a double-header

against Providence this past Tuesday brought it up to

.513, tops in the country.

Catcher Sherri Kuchinskas is batting .362, pitcher/

center fielder Holly Aprile is batting .350, andJen Devlin,

Rachel Lawson and Peggy Bush are all above the .300

mark.

The UMass pitching trio of Darlene Claffey (10-3),

Aprile (9-3). and Kelly Daut (7-5) has been consistent

throughout the season and combines for a 1.41 ERA.

Playing with UMass in the Classic is the host school,

old friend UConn. The 19th-ranked, 36-6 Huskies have

won 20 games in a row since the Minutwwomen beat

them 1-0 in early April. The UConn pitching staffofKim

Mizesko, Pat Conlin and Janna Venice have held the

opposition to a scant 10 runs during the streak.

UConn has taken three of four firom UMass this

season, outscoring the Minutewomen 9-1 in those games.

Usually UConn would provide enough opposition for

one weekend, but also playing in the Classic will be the

19th-ranked, 57-7 Florida State Lady Seminoles, winners

of 12 in a row. FSU has pitched only two players all

season, but it seems to have done the job so far.

Rebecca Aase's record is 26-0 ( 1 5 shutouts ) with a 0.8

1

earned run average. Add this season's record to the eight

wins in a row she finished with last season, and the

sophomore's 34 wins in a row is an NCAA record.

Toni Gutierrez has pitched an amazing 241 innings

this year, and is 31-7 (20 shutouts) with a 0.38 ERA.

Earlier this season she was clocked at 67 mph, a bit

higher than UMass' fireballer, Aprile.

Rounding out the double-elimination tournament,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 1
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Protesters target Whitmore, Collegian
Ten new minority
faculty promised
By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Staff

An estimated 350 students occupied

the Whitmore Administration Building

late Friday afternoon forcing the Univer-

sity of Massachusetts administration to

agree in hiring 10 new minority faculty

members over the next three years.

Jubilantly, after a nine-hour sit-in,

students walked out ofthe main entrance

ofWhitmore hand in hand, confident they

had succeeded in getting Chancellor Ri-

chard O'Brien to meet their demands.
The group, which had come from a rally

at the Student Union, were voicing anger

over the Rodney King beating verdict and
what protesters called "a growing trend

towards racism on campus and around
the country."

From the Student Union, marchers
proceeded to the offices of the Massachu-
setts Daily Collegian, where they de-

manded reform within the newspaper and
better minority representation. A window
was broken in the Collegian office's

graphics department as several hundred
protesters filled the entire offices of the

newspaper.

The final stop for the students was the

Whitmore administration building, where
Vice-ChancellorJo-Anne Vanin addressed
the crowd at an entrance while standing

on a chair.

"As a person of color and as a woman, I

feel the same anger and emotions that you
are feeling," Vanin said.

Demanding to see O'Brien, the group

walked past Vanin and entered the

building hoping have their demands met.

All doors to Whitmore were closed at 5

p.m. and security guards prevented any-

one from getting in. Students centralized

themselves on the third floor offices of

Provost Glen Gordon.
Secretaries and staffmembers watched

in amazement as students began using

office phones, fax machines and photo-

copiers to tell the students outside and the

media what was taking place.

"We're sta3ang here until O'Brien meets
our demands to hire ten new minority

faculty members," said Rudy Krigger, who
began negotiating with Vanin and other

administrators to have O'Brien address

CoUactan pholo by J<Mh BayooMs

Chief Jack Luppiold of the Department of Public Safety meets
outside of Dickinson Hall on Friday with protesters. The protesters,

who had come from the Rodney King rally, said the UMass Police are
racist and harrass minority students.

their demands.
Because the outside doors were secured,

protesters sent notes to the outside asking

for supplies in case they remained in the

building overnight.

As protest leadi rs negotiated with

O'Brien, students wandered around
through the otherwise empty Whitmore
building admiring furniture and office

luxuries. One student sat atGlen Gordon's

desk and admired his hand-carved pipe,

and three students who chose not to

identify themselves played a cardgame on
his desk.

"UMass is very apathetic about the

levels of racism here on campus," said

Allison Ritter,"Wejustwantthechancellor
to come here and talk with us."

After several hours of negotiations,

O'Brien agreed to meet with students and
was surprised to find they had one demand
— the immediate hiringof 10 new minority

faculty members.
"We only have one demand." said Loyda

Guzman, a senior political science m^yor.

"We want 10 new minority faculty mem-
bers hired, five women and five men."

O'Brien claimed he had no real hiring

powers when it came to faculty, but stu-

dents would not budge on their demands.
Following their meeting with O'Brien,

students prepared to stay as long as pos-

sible to get their demands met. Barricades

were set up in some of the third floor

hallways in case of police action against

the students.

Avanti Pizza heard ofthe student sit-in

and sent over10 pizzas, "as a sign of soli-

darity" according to the new owner.

After almost 10 hours of negotiations,

the chancellor sent a letter to the .students

promising to meet their demands to hire

10 new minority faculty over the next

three years. The letter also stated that no
"disciplinary action or other reprisals" will

be taken against the students involved.

"We've learned a lesson that should

last us the rest ofour lives," Rudy Krigger

said while addressing the crowd minutes

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Rallies force paper
to vacate offices

By DAVID RIVERA
Collegian Staff

With an impending threat of a protest

take-over, the University of Massachu-
setts Daily Collegian evacuated its offices

and publishing equipment to an undis-

closed location.

Marc Elliott, editor in chief of the Col-

legian, ordered equipment and supplies

moved to a secret location following a
Friday afternoon sit-in involving 250
people that caused minor damage.

Local student activists criticize the

move as "underhanded" and expressed

their anger at another rally yesterday.

"This is the ultimate form of censor-

ship," said Alexander Nguyen, former

multicultural page editor. This shows
how truly racist the editors are."

Nguyen spoke to a crowd of 200 sup-

porters who were still showing emotion

and solidarity from their sit-in at the

Whitmore building on Friday.

"This is the Collegian's response to our
victory on Friday, " Nguyen said, "Where
have they gone and why are they hiding?"

ElUott defended his decision sayingthat

his first concern is publishing the paper
and he felt that would be impossible to do

so if the protesters were to take over the

offices.

"On Friday they threatened to shut us

down and I can't allow that," Elliott said.

Elliott added that he had no assurance
that the protesters would not take over

the offices and added that he had to take

extreme measures to guarantee the con-

tinual publication of the Collegian.

"We're not a perfect organization, we
make mistakes, but we are not racists."

Elliott said.

Madanmohan Rao, editor of the third

world affairs page, blasted Elliot and the

Collegian.

This action is just a escalation of the

racism at the Collegian," Rao said, "I con-

demn this blatant racist behavior."

Rao also added that he and other edi-

tors of color were not informed of the

moving which he says proves his position

of racism at the Collegian.

"I was not told of the move," Rao said.

"Where is the equipment?"

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

CoUaffUn photo by Joah Reynold*

Pitcher Darlene Claffey and the UMass soft-

ball team will face some tough competition

this weekend in the Diamond Classic at

UConn.

Cheers actor
booed off
Smith stage
By LISA J. CURTIS
CkiUegian Staff

After Woody Harrelon, who plays Woody Boyd
on the sitcom Cheers, discussed the topic ofthe riots

in Los Angeles, he was told by a member of the

audience his comments were perceived as 'racist.'

When Harrelson returned to refute the accusation,

the crowd at Smith College hissed and booed until

he left the stage on Friday night.

The crowd was listening to Harrelson and his

band before a show from Salt 'n' Peppa in Greene
Hall atSmith College. Harrelson,between numbers,

asked the crowd about their opinion of the Rodney
King trial and the riots in Los Angeles.

"How do you feel about what's going on in LA.
right now?" he asked the crowd in his first attempt

to address the topic. "It's not an issue of race."

Harrelson said later he had been preparing a

speech about the riots and had been working to get

a satellite hook up with NBC to Greene Hall in

order to televise his speech. The satellite feed

didn't work out, but I care enough about the vio-

lence where I wanted to say something about it."

Harrelson said he was approached after his set

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5

Sports at UMass aren^t equal
Female athletes not getting fair chance to compete
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts is in violation of a

federal civil rights law mandating equal opportunity for

men and women to participate in sports, according to an

official at a New York based women's advocacy founda-

tion.

Kathryn Reith, the communications and advocacy

director for the Women's Sports Foundation said she

believes recent cuts to certain women's varsity athletic

teams, widened the gap between the men's and women's
athletic programs, violating Title DC, a statute which
calls for equal participation and fundingofsports between

men and women.
"There is clearly a violation (ofTitle IX) ." Reith said.

Reith sees a violation of Title IX existing with the

opportunities for women to play on a varsity team and

with UMass accepting outside funds which support the

men's soccer team.

"As a result ofcuts, the percentage ofathletes who are

female have decreased from about 41 percent to 30

percent . Essentially, that's where the violation of Title

IX comes in," Reith said.

What the statute is intended to do is maintain balance
— a 50-50 split between male and female sports, not

necessarily team-wise, but in the number of men and
women who participate in collegiate athletics.

However, currently at UMass three women's varsity s

teams have been cut (tennis, lacrosse and volleyball)

since 1989 compared to one men's team (tennis), leaving

13 male teams (not including hockey, which is scheduled

to become a part ofthe University in upcoming years) and
10 for women.

Reith said UMass is violating the law by not creating

equal opportunities between men and women.

"By cutting three women's and one men's team, the

opportunities for a woman to participate in athletics

have not only not been increasing to approach repre-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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on the events of the weekend.
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Hiring ofMike Hodges has stirred
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Weather
Today will be the last day ofspring.

Winter returns tomorrow. High 4Q.
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Elliott said he didn't tell those editors that participated

in the Friday afternoon take-over because he wanted to

prevent another possible take-over.

"As Editor in Chief, it's myjob to assure that the paper

gets published," Elliott said, "and after Friday I had to

take steps to make sure we had a paper on Monday."
Some protesters vowed to boycott any business that

advertise in the Collegian, some have even suggested

starting their own paper.

Elliott hopes to meet with organizers and work out an

agreement that is acceptable to everyone.

"I want to talk and the board ofeditors want to talk,
"

ElUot said, "We are willing to make changes."

Whitmore
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

after the siege ended. "We can't let it stop here, this

is only the beginning," he said.

Following the occupation Chancellor O'Brien

praised the students for their courage and selfless-

ness.

"In promising what I did I'm taking a bit of a

risk," O'Brien said, "but considering we had a very

inflammatory situation we had to make allowances

for compromise."

Student leaders and activists are claiming

Friday's events "a major victory" and said they are

planning further actions on campus.
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NOW RENTING FOR THE FALL 1992
Don't live in the dorms paying $4,000.00

room and board for the school year

you can live in beautiful SQUIRE VILLAGE
at an average of $242.00/month
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their health benefit plans in 1991.

Community Health Plan offers afTordable health coverage
and medical care through a network of CHP Health Centers
and physicians. CHP offers the finest primary care and
specialty physicians in Hampshire, Franklin and Berkshire

Counties and is affiliated with Franklin Medical Center.

Cooley Dickinson Hospital and Hillcrest Hospital.

Community Health Plan also refers to specialists and hospitals

outside the CHP network when you need medical services

which are not available locally. So, if you've been thinking

about joining CHP, now is the right time.

Come to an Open House:

CHP Easthampton Health Center
1 79 Northampton Street

5:30-7 p.m. Thursday. 5/ 7

CHP Hadley Health Center

8 River Drive

5-7 p.m. Wednesdays: 5/6 & 5/13

CHP Pioneer Health Center

63 French King Highway. Greenfield

5-7 p.m. Mondays: 5/4 &. 5/i 1

CHP South Deerfield Health Center

Route 5/10

5-7 p.m. Wednesday 5/6

CHP North Adams Health Center
22 Berkshire Plaza

5-7 p.m. Tuesdays: 5/5 & 5/12

Hillcrest Family Health Center

165 Tor Court. Pittsfield

5-7 p.m. Mondays: 5/4 & 5/1

1

Hillerest Health Center at Lee
Stockbridge Road
5-7 p.m. Wednesday 5/6

Hillcrest Health Center

at (treat Harrington

17 Taconic Avenue
5-7 p.m. Thursday 5/7

413/499-2054 Berkshire County

4I.V774-6352 Franklin County

413/584-0600 Hampshire County You and CHP, a healthy partnership

Community
Health Plan

UMass may be violating Title IX legislation
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

sentation ofthe student body, they have been decreasing

rapidly," Keith said.

Dean of the School of Physical Education David
BischofT, who said the teams were cut due to lack offunds,

said he feels the University is conforming with Title IX.

The institution has a much more measurable com-

mitment to Title IX that any other institution I know,"

said BischofT. There area lotofmitigatingcircumstances.

I prefer to look at the number of teams we sponsor."

However, Keith feels "there's no way you can justify

the cuts, it's crazy. How can you justify cutting three

women's teams and one men's team since 1989?

Former UMass women's tennis coach Edwin Gentzler,

who said he feels there are some "serious problems"

regarding Title IX agrees, "when you already have a

disproportionate situation |with 70 percent male par-

ticipation compared to 30 percent female participation]

and you cut equal numbers of slots, then you create an

even further imbalance which discriminates even more
'against women."

Apparently there is much confusion over the inter-

pretation of the law — and with good reason.

According to the Women's Sports Foundation's new
guide 'Playing Fair', the Office for Civil Rights compares

the number of male and female participants in the

athletic program with the number of full-time male and

female undergraduate students. To determine compliance

with Title IX in the area of competitive opportunities, the

OCR checks the resulting ratios. If they are close, the

school is probably in compliance.

According to the office of Institutional Research and

Planning, enrollment for men equals approximately 50

percent of the undergraduate student body, and the

percentage of women is roughly the same.

The number of different undergraduate women par-

ticipating in varsity sports is approximately 30 percent of

the total participation, compared to approximately 70

percent of the men. according to Vice Chancellor for

Administration and Finance Paul Page.

Inorderto determine whether an institution is violating

Tilte IX. OCR investigators are instructed to find out the

following information:
• When did each men's and women's team begin

intercollegiate or interscholastic competition? How did

the sports get started, i.e.. was there a club team first?

intramurals?
• Has the athletic department dropped any men's or

women's sports? If so, why were they dropped?
• How many participants were on each team dropped

and how did that affect the percentage ofathletes who are

male or female?
• Ifsports have been added, what was the effecton and

the percentage of gain ttf each program?
• Ifthere have been unsuccessful attempts to add new

teams, why were the attempts unsuccessful?

• What plans are there for adding new sports?

• Is there interest in any sport not currently being

offered?

The guide says that facts that help determine ifthere

is compliance are if the school turned requests from the

underrepresented sex for competition in a specific sport.

It goes on on to say if the male to female ratio of the

student body is not in proportion to the athletic ratio,

then there may not be compliance with Title IX. It then

recommends fiUng a Title IX complaint or lawsuit.

The guide also notes that cutting teams does not mean

equally cutting opportunities.
• According to the Title IX Athletics Investigators

Manual issued by the Dept. of Education, office of Civil

Rights, ifan institution offers a team for members ofone

sex, it must offer a team for members of the other sex

when "opportunities for members of the excluded sex

have historically been limited, and there is sufficient

interest and ability to sustain a viable team and a

reasonable expectation of intercollegiate [or interscho-

lastic] competition.

The manual also said "the tendency is for institutions

to eliminate a sport previously offered to women who are

already underrrepresented in the institutions' athletics

programs. The result has been that women are now more

disadvantaged by the elimination of a women's team

despite sufficient interest and ability to sustain a viable

team.
"

It says that if the participation rates of men and

women are not proportionate to their enrollment rates so

that women are underrepresented in the athletics pro-

gram, and the institution is not meeting expressed in-

terests and abilities offemale students, the institution is

not equally effectively accommodating the athletics in-

terests and abilities of male and female students.

Currently former women's tennis team members are

angry about the cut of their team and are fighting to get

reinstated.

The real reason we're fighting is to get reinstated,"

said the former captain of the team, Pam Levine.

"No one questions decisions. It's about time someone

did. No one knows what's going on," said Levine.

A senior on the team for four years. Gale Girasella

remembers when the team was informed they were being

cut.

"It was all shady. We were never given a precise

reason. They were vague and they kept putting off

meetings with us," said Girasella.

Girasella said the department said they weren't sure

ifthe team could get reinstated when the team suggested

raising the money themselves.

"So it's not just economic — it's just an excuse," said

Girasella, adding, It was really unfair. It wasn't justi-

fied."

"It was the beginning of finals. They didn't want to

hear protests and they knew we're leaving in a year," said

former senior player Carrie Kiminsky.

The former tennis players decided to try and work

with the University to get reinstated instead of filing a

lawsuit.

But Kiminsky decided "it's all talk and no action.

"Do they really care about us?" asked Levine.

It also states that "where booster clubs provide ben-

efits or services that assist only teams of one sex the

institution shall ensure that teams of the other sex

receive equivalent benefits and services.

It continues, "if booster clubs provide benefits and

services to athletes ofone sex are greater than wheat the

institution is capable ofproviding to athletes ofthe other

sex, then the institution shall take action to ensure that

benefits and services are equivalent for both sex."

The source of funds is irrelevant," said Reith, refer-

ring to the money receive by The World Cup Soccer Camp
for the men's soccer team.

The athletic department has three choices of action

regarding the money accepted for the men's soccer team
according to Reith.

Reith said they could not acceptthemoney, redistribute

existing funds or raise more money for women's sports.

"He's I the athletic director] got to let the alumni know
that he has to raise additional money fi-o women's sports

or he can't accept the soccer donation The alumnus
should know that he needs their help for creating equal

opportunities for women athletes," said Reith.

"I would like to look and see ifthere are any other way
s of creating equity - it's the right thing to do."

Reith added "There are ways. Schools who have been

forced to create gender equity as a result ofcomplaints or

lawsuits have found ways to do it."

Reith also said the women's tennis team has a "very

good case for reinstatement and to receive damages.

In 1982, a judge ordered a Washington University to

provide equal "participation opportunity," ruling that

the number of scholarships and slots for players must be

proportional to al to the ratio of women and men in the

undergraduate student body.

The Collegian has learned that the Office for Civil

Rights for the department of Education is considering

issuing a letter warning UMass of such cuts.
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Editorial/Opinion
The opinions on this page ai^ those of .he individual wriier or canoonist. and do noi necessarily represent ihe views of the Collegiw or ihe University unless mheroise noied

UMass deplores verdict
Verdict shows true U.S.
When the news broke last year of the brutal beating of the

unarmed Black motorist, Rodney King, and the world saw the

famous videotape, it was a shocking and embarrassing day for

America. It was not nearly as shocking and embarrassing, how-

ever, as was Wednesday's acquittal of the four police officers

charged with the beating.

Last year, our country sent a message to the world that the

racism here must not be underestimated. On Wednesday of last

week, a louder message was spread across the world: that our

judicial system accepts racism with open arms.

We regret the destruction and loss of life which followed the

verdict, but the anger and outrage that sparked this unrest is not

difficult to understand.

On Friday night, Rodney King made a live, televised address

calling for peace on the streets ofL.A. His moving plea, along with

the troops George Bush had sent into the area, has ended the

majority of the unrest. The Rodney King beating, the not-guilty

verdict and the rioting that took place in its aftermath wiU never

go away.
We all saw the tape. Even ifKing was resisting arrest, there was

no way he deserved the beating we saw him receive. By the time

the camera started rolling, and we saw Rodney King being repeat-

edly kicked and hit with batons, he was not resisting arrest. He

was hurt.

Wednesday's not guilty verdict is an outrage and a disgrace. We
deeply regret this decision.

We students and faculty of the University of Massachusetts

condemn the acquittal of the police officers in the case of the

brutalizing of Rodney King. The blatant disregard for law, not to

mention human dignity, by those in power can no longer be toler-

ated.

As usual, the government is reacting to symptoms, not problems.

Society and the government cannot continue to ignore the problems

of a racist, classist system; we can no longer pretend that these

problems do not exist.

Ifthe Law cannot respect their own legal system then how can we?

When asked during a press conference on Thursday (April 30) if

he disagreed with the verdict, George Bush ignored the question. He

pretends to be interested in civil and human rights. Why now, when

he rarely has before?

The system DOES NOT WORK. Only in an election year can we

expect any concern from our leaders for our needs, dignity, respect

and rights.
. .

We are outraged. We invite people of all races and classes to join

in public displays of non-violent protest.

Editors note: This is a letter that was written by a Collegian staff

member. He started passing it around at Friday's rally and it has

been signed by an estimated 900 people. The staffmember plans to

send copies of the letter to the Boston Globe, Chicago Tribune, Los

Angeles Times, New York Times, Washington Post ami 60 Minutes.

Collegian moves
The Collegian has moved its offices and is currently in hiding, but it

is still being published - that is the most important thing at this point.

The fairness of the press is irrelevant if it is not free.

Well be back in our regular offices as soon aswe can. Wewant to move

back, very much so. But in the meantime, we want to keep producing

a daily newspaper.

Friday, we were given the indication that we might encounter some

resistance producing Monday's edition. More than 200 demonstrators

occupied the Collegian's offices, made a number of demands, and left.

During the occupation, a window was smashed, a stereo was broken,

and some Collegian staff members' personal effects were destroyed.

The staff was, obviously, shaken, scared and confused. The editor in

chiefhad no desire to put the Collegian staffthrough anything like that

again.

Saturday morning, we got wind that the protesters were commg

"back, in large numbers, to "shut 'em down," as they were chanting

Friday afternoon.

When people chant "shut 'em down" while banging on the walls ofthe

Collegian offices, it is safe to assume there is some danger that they

might be back to prevent the Collegian from publishing its next issue.

So, we moved.

Willing to make changes
Sure, we're willing to make some changes. But, like we said

before, we'd like to continue giving the students ofthe University

ofMassachusetts the dailynewspaper they deserve. We, the Board

of Editors, want to meet with 10 representatives of the demon-

strators to talk about their demands - whatever they may be (no

one's given us any final list yet).

But, we won't be bullied. Some ofthe demands we've heard from

the protesters are actually stepping away from the goals they

supposedly wish to achieve. We're not a perfect organization. We
make mistakes. We make lots of mistakes. We're students, and

we're still learning.

But we still believe we know a little more about running a daily

newspaper than these protesters. It's a lot of work. So much, in

fact, that many of us have let our grades suffer in favor of our

dedication to informing the public to the best of our judgment.

After all, we are a volunteer organization and we're dependent on

those who are willing to put in the time.

Unsigned editorials represent the viewsand opinions ofa majority

of the Board ofEditors.

The protesting editors
"Why were the editors of color not informed of the move? And

have they been fired?"

First ofall; no, they haven't been fired. On the contrary, ifwe can

get the Third Worid Affairs and Black Affairs editors to give us a

hard copy ofwhat they have planned for Tuesday and Wednesday,

well still run those pages.

Secondly; no, the editors of color were not excluded from the

decision to move the Collegian. Just the editors that participated

in Friday's action against the Collegian. When you're trying to

hide the Collegian from a group ofdemonstrators, it doesn't make

sense to tell the people holding the bullhorns, yelling about how

awful the Collegian is, where you put it.

Also, there have been rumors flying about campus that there

was some sort of top-secret meeting of Board of Editors held

somewhere in the Amherst area yesterday. Please, given the

circumstances, we've been so busy trying to deal with our big move

and at the same time put together today's paper, all we really

talked about was where to put what and how to word this policy

editorial.

Notice:
The Collegian is still student accessible! We are still accepting

submissions. Slip any editorials and news arHcles you want to

contribute under the door ofour former offices and well get them

eventually.

Racist Collegian?
Racism pervades all of the United States society. We're sure the

Collegian has elements within it that are racist. But what organization

is totally free from racism? Ifyou think your organization, or even your

person, is totally free from all forms of prejudice, you're kidding

yourself. We've been grappling with the race issue at the Collegian for

years, but apparently not as successfully as we had hoped.

In fact, we've taken steps this semester to deal with racism and

discrimination at the Collegian . One ofthe steps we've taken to this end

was the women's issues page conversion, which was done with the

consent of the women's issues editor— an action the demonstrators,

oddly enough, have taken to be a step towards oppressing women.
Before, women basically were told they would get news that concerned

them once every two weeks. With the change we've made, the women's

issues desk is required to write two to three news articles and an

editorial for the editorial page once a week. It's important to note here

that the editor is not limited to these numbers and is free to domore (but

not less). Now women get news pertaining to them all week, right there

with the rest of the news - no less important. We realized this was a

radical change on our parts. That's why we ran a policy editorial earlier

this semester explaining the situation and asking people who had
concerns about it to come to the Collegian and voice them to our editor

in chief Not a single person said a single word about it - until now.

Now, we fail to see what the protesters hope to achieve by keeping us

from printing. Indeed, during this past weekend, we've seen so many
different lists ofdemands that we don't have any idea what exactly the

protesters want.
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Harrelson
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by an unidentified young woman who in-

formed him that his "remarks were con-

strued as being racist by the crowd."

Harrelson then came back on the stage.

"It was a race issue at first. We are

being oppressed by the present regime. It

shouldn't be Svhite against black.' The

people need to work together. Black people

beating the shit out of white motorists—
Is that what should be done?" The crowd

then increased the volume of booing.

Obviously disturbed , Harrelson said

later, "I expect to be given a chance to

redeem myself. I was already hung before

I started. They don't want to listen."

The trial was definitely racist. We have

to lift this above an issue of race, " he said.

Harrelson refered to Martin Luther King,

Jr. and said Americans have to lose their

focus on race and deal with each other

"based on their "content of character."

We need to deal with the system and

join together," Harrelson said. He is work-

ing on a song called, " I Have A Dream" s

is inspired by the violence in L.A.

Afler his second appearance on stage,

Harrelson said, "I was afraid for my life."

"I worked a long time to eliminate rac-

ism fix)m my life. Don't call me racist. I

applaud the crowd their reactivity and pas-

sion, butwhen they stop listening it'swrong.

"We should focus on non-violence and
joining together. I've been writing in my
journal, in my speech and my song from a

perspective ofsomeonewho wants to unify

the country," said Harrelson. He also noted

t he has been writing a play in which the

theme is the bringingtogether ofthe races.

"You can call me an inarticulate idiot,

but not a racist," Harrelson repeated.

Harrelson performed with his band

Manly Moondog and the Three Kool Kats.

Harrelson said he has met with people

that are sceptical of his musical talent

because he is a television star. Harrelson

said this was why he wrote the song "TV

Star Blues." In an interview Thursday,

Harrelson said, "I thought it was going to

be harder than it has been. 1 thought about

Don Johnson and Bruce Willis, and I

thought, 'Is that going to carry over to me?"

Harrelson, who writes the lyrics in all

the band's songs, says on the cassette tape

made available at his concerts, "One thing

I'm learning to do myself that I forgot for

many years, is to love myself. That's the

beginning of all change I think. Stop being

unkind to people because they have a

different race, nationality or gender and

learn to love yourselves first."

"It's a shame because we Uked it here.

We probably won't be coming back," he

said.
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Not valid with other offers. Good through September 28, 1992.

Open 24 hours

253-2543

220 North Pleasant Suwt

(Across firom the Carriage Shops)

kinko^
die copy center
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THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

"Whoa! Watch where that thing lands—
probably need it."

DOONESBURY

OK. McFadden. ...So thafslhe way you wanna play.

By GARRY TRUDEAU

Buddy's dreams

m pe/iOT, I miNK you'u-

A6fl£S THAI SOFAR iOU'Ve^

HAPA Hita Ripe: IN ThB
lnePlA. THAT, Of coudse^.

uiLt CHAN6e aevMe

AHCAP

Quote of the Day
"Can't we get along?"

- Rodney King

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By lEANE DIXON

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON

SOCK.' W JNWS ^CU^ ftND

I CKHT aost «fH UPS. so

OPEH MDun; A,HD ORCOL'

\
I

TmMG. NIL RVGHT

IIM'S JOURNAL
ByllM

ARIfS (KVirrh J1-A(Kil !'•>; Vixi will

* hn-\i- riKWO Jl wofk cXKr v<»i »<*V '"'^

iiiR i»Hi«. A (hjoRe o« lilcnyk foold

rinliK e irn»K>o.

TAURUS I Aptii JOMjy 20): Renvulol-

iiiR u»ild br i man pcdcliral klej thjn

thjoKinRrptklmtr*. Oltevwalhtd*. Yotif

|j(.fMi«dl rfljlioo4h»p* •*'" i^KO"** "*"'

vilinv iriR when v(iii jilow RfeJ^f givr-jnd-

CIMINI iMjy J1-lune20h likr to

(KCJMonjI brejk irom i liring Unk. M i» *o

nice lo *fiefid iirw iUtne wilh lt» one yoii

low. Savofjromoom evtoind jwJy irom

finRinn lcl»tihoo«

CANCfR Dun.- .M lulv 22t Ijrlv ihn

m<imii>v;. en|«T> *o"«- <|i"« """ dli>Of

u(ihral riKKxl. lo«nu»)wilhlimilyo«lriffxl4

l.ilM loctiy.

IIO lluly 2 l-Am -• Jl: Bolh mind iinl

hfxK >hiH into hiRh Rrji dl yoot comm.>n<l

lodiy. S»>lo pfojetli Jre lavorpd. J* *»€•

mr^mfc^ wi* buMix-s* people who <jn

help siewl v«ir riw. Pav hill* on limp.

VIRGO lAuR. 2>-Sep«. 22t: A biv

IxvalilhtixiKh Ijkc4 \A.Kf when y<xi Rrl J

lH.iinsl(Km lo(ld> Rimvinte blo»«J«m mi

ihelvdlenpolh. fvcnh Jlidislanrc«xjn<l

pcomisinu, lot). A u-lctjhtioe oil Iwing*

wrkonte i.imily new^.

IIRRAIS.^H .'to I 221: L.ntnliioe*

may nt* lie li'llinn you all the ia< I* fh-

diptomalic and you will dmove< Ihe lieM

way to help ytxn male. Piii yout keen

mielliftmte lo Ihc lirM powible in*.

SCOtPIOKXI. 2J-NOV. 2ll:Achjri

lalile Rill Of deed will make y<iu leel rikxI

insiile. yiioip"' a """•'''''"""''>•""'"•'"

unusual seHinR. InoR Irip* are l>i-M pf>»l

poned. Keep e«peo>e* down while y«iu

huild «avin|{«

SACinARIU4lNo> 22r>e« 21): You

iind It eaMe< lo tearh a meeliod ai ihe mind*

wilh people in po«wi now CaH'ef ot »lalm

(jams cooW reMih A < i»U will »hare an

importam «» tel.

CAPRICORN lOet. 22-|*n. I9I: You

jie readv w c leaf ihe aic or debate a wfiou»

HHjeWilay Backortalilllr.lhennejjolune

a kev .igreemem. IX> nol lei leirH fe>enl-

mem rum a irn-rxhhip.

AQUARIUS i|an ilVfeh HI: A new

pjrlrH-rU^ip kxjW ea»e a ca*h tNirUoe.

y ou art- on Ihe verRe iti a gfeal tknontTf.

leave no Mone imliirneil fmUace *» Rreal

outdoon wilh open aim\.

PISCES If eh. lONiarch 20i: Iiavel

sntgy may have you RomR around in i ir» le*

ocieelinRlliiMefed. tverylhing will lum oul

|osl lir»e. Avoid laking on mcwe retponsi-

bililHs lh.>n you can handle

-K* SV«« $t*f *•'"

realty X i^»iV

Ue fVi4 K« 4WW4 DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL |AFFE

CAST OF THOUSANDS By BARRY DEUTSCH

CouCCi^»J
OH ic» LAttiy

^^
ihM, at TW>M

EOiTOW^'' ,,

Bg^KPMtlTimr
(TO wmcM A

COUPlt 0* t»"«W

r c»i»«i <^^** ,
cytfitnuM HOT

iiuritEO).--

^ Til ci-uum*

PAItlllPATep IH

LAit r»\PAy'\

PROTt^rAAKf-
OMtR At THE

COJ-LEGI*"

ri.i.t ; n..M l^AwPb' /»fWAlS

k:»;&W U«^T Tj UmoI I?V/THf

SAT, Mllol «•>'

fc'tii'tif ""^^

l<JiH'kl«i-.l ^-^^i

it's llMV f**^

STPiPOl/ICO.1-'/ I**

cowf on

Today's Staff
Menu

LUNCH
Duchess Meat Pie

Grilled Cheese

BASICS LUNCH
Caponata/Pocket Bread

Grilled Cheese

DINNER
Chicken Fajitas

Veal Cutlet

BASICS DINNER
Chicken Fajitas

Curriej Chick Peas

L op.....> .xp,es«K. on ,h„ pa;e a.^ el .he ....>.....> .^ 60 no, nc«,«„l, .e.,oc, ,hc v,c.s o, ,he Co«<,..o o, ,h. Unive.;,y

ACROSS
' LuK^warTi

6 "TMrt« ni«n

in
—

'

10 Accoort«nls.

foe short

1

4

Tehran nativ*

15 - good
example

16 GoiTaf's target

1

7

He lAes to

work a

crooKlad room
19 French play

division

?0 Bishops
domain

21 Cabal

?2 Yearn tor with

•aner*

24 Boston athlete

26 Cake
decorators

27 snarks
companion

30 Castle feature

32 lota

33 'ftobinson

Crusoe" author

34 Sis s sib

37 Male turkey

40 Looped flower

cnain

42 Black cuckoo

43 Assumed name
45 Abode
46 Assessed

48 Wneel parts

50 White poplar

52 Bargain

54 Tatie on again

56 Bucket

57 Lard

60 Press

61 Traveling

library

64 Patron saint of

sailors

65 Stand up

66 Cty on the Po

67 Lascivious look

68 Corrida ctieers

69 Cioreographer

de liAille

DOWN
1 Gratuities

2 Pennsylvania

pon
3 Gait

4 Pnnters need

5 Night sky

feature

6 Broad cravat

7 Small, glassy

body, in

geology

8 Western Native

American

9 Shower or

steam follower

10 Fortuity

11 Handbag
12 Change
13 Prophets

18 Earthen pot

23 Buenos —
24 Rooster feature

25 Some are

French

27 Music for Ravi

Shankar

28 School on the

Thames
29 Large house

trailer

31 Caviar, (or

example

33 Desicated

35 City on the

Tiljer

36 Bills

38 1969
Wimbledon
champ

39 Yale student

41 ScarKlinavian

god
4 Fatty

47 Poet novelist

Wytie

48 Kind of milk

49 Jai alai ball

50 "The Tempest"

role

51 "Uncle Millie"

53 Angel and
devil's locx)

55 Spanish river

57 Granular

snow
58 'It s a sin to

tell —
59 X s to Caesar

62 Lubricate

63 Volkswagen
nxxJei.

lo some

US PUZZLE:

^"^gSffif mmm

t\mi%M Anftln Tt«w» Sy«*<m S/4/V2

Research
Technician
Chemistry

Isokate cell strains,

maintain cell

cultures and isokate

and arxjiyze cell

products. Experi-

ence witti isotopes

and chromatogra-
phy is preferreci A
BS In BlocherriistTV

or Chemistry is

required.

Please send resume
|

to: The Employmenf
Administrator,
Brandels University,

PO Box 9110,
Waltham. MA
02254. Please
reference )ob #050.

EOE/AA.

BRANDEIS
UNIVERSdY

S"-^

THE
MAMBO
KINGS

Fri Suri 7:00pm & 9:00pm

Men • Ttiurs 7:30pm Only

Adults $4.00

Student w/valid I.D. &

Senior Citizens $3.00

• Same Day Service

• Billed Directly

To Insurance Company
• Windshields Replaced

North Amherst
Motors

78 0idSund*rtandRd

Maior North Amherst, HA

CvdtAooiplwl SAS'ZOoO

A CARSTAR.
k Coaiston flapRif Cwtiar

tvtI o "Dl^ ^oo ^!rNo Summer Plans??
Need Some CREDITS?? S

Want To See ENGLAND??
^-^

X
^

A'l-

Study at TRINITY COLLEGE in

OXFORD, ENGLAND!
The Oxford Summer Seminar has extended

its application deadline to: June 5, 1992

We offer courses in English Literature, Irish

Literature, Legal Studies, Creative Writing

as well as a lecture series with notable

English scholars, statesmen, authors and poets.

Gall:(413)545-1914 or stop by our office in

BARTLETT 378 for more information on

THE OXFORD SUMMER SEMINAR 1992

Classifieds

..)

/'"v.

S

cc^A^mmfcoutcmorfKi mcAMRUscEmER i,ON.-wuiis.mi:X mmmiM-DEAmEiSTwoDAYSFKioRnpUBUCAmx • imommYFORsrupem cash m m>vm«:e

ANNOUNCEHEHTS

BIKES SHIPPED ANYWHERE! Factory-

style packaging Free pickup S2495*lreight

Cyde Clmic 585-0 1 34

DEBATE TEAM NEEDS new recrulta*

Meeting tonight 7pm DelMie Tralar beioar

Tlwinpeon

EUROPE ONLY $1691 Jet there anytime

(reported in Leis Go and NY Times).

AIRHITCH (r| 212-864-2000

LEGENDS ROLEPLAVINQ, INC.

A live roleplaying game 584-0484

RTTES Of PASSAGE ol ntes ol passage ol

ritea ol paasaga ol iHaa m...

May 12. 1992

kKkgoGirlt

1 -800-544 37«

SUHM»tM EUMmfrom $216 each way

on discounMd achedulad airknes M Europe

Irom Boaion Can 80O-32S-2ae«

AUTO FOR SALE

4 BR APT
Mam St Bus out front

Call 256-3478

laSO CITATION
Good kxai tiansponaiion

$48-9621

$100

1««1 TOYOrACOnOUA 107K $1060C«I

256-1077

1968 RANOER XLT 46000 mlea 2 19 yr'

50K warmly nwn asking 6000 cal 549^)768

FORD EXP 8S

Great condrtion

$950 /BO

BMX BIKI

SKYWAY FRAME, all perlo'mance parts

Used lor raong lop shape

$70 00 or BO Can S49-1962

CAPE COO RENTAL

3 BEDROOM TOtWNEHOUSE
Starling June 1

CaH 549-3677

4bedrooma
2 baths

Basement, garage, pool, lermis, baekeibi*

2 bus routes S Amherst 256-1461

4 BEDROOMS Luxury condo m south Am-

herst 2 1/2 bathrooms hvingroom with lire

ptaoe deck swimmng pool tennis court on

the bua route AC gas heat i hot water

washer 8 dryer $1200. CaH Bruce al 256-

1215 June let

AMHERST CENTER- 1 bedroomapl Ample

parking across Irom laundry and bars-

$S00mo ndudes utilities Ava<.»1

Amltersl Cenlar

Elfoency one. two. three bedroom apart-

ments or three bedroom oondoa on Hobart

L«ie June or September No fees charged

UncomRad Estate. 25 North Pleasant

SMet 253-7879

Beautiful S bedroom house, large yard,

deck. dMhwaaher. 3 milee to campus, bus

route. $1 190 month 253-3IM^

Big room In canter ol AntfieiM.

immedialely Call 253-04341^

TOR SALE Rolerbladas szl 1 SSO. Electrte

guitar (Perfect 4 Bgnr) $60 WantMi: low

priced Minbtke. 253-2761 Craig

FREE! 2 Hamsters • accessones

Everything included ($70 vakja)

Great giftl

Moving must go!

Amy 549-9903

HONDA 200 CC STREET BKE
Good condition mcludae Iraa

waMhertaip 37S

I

685-4968

QUrTARS

West Vannouth 6roo«Tw 4bedrooma aiao

cottage 4rooms 2bedrooms 6/1-831

253-7436

FOR A OOOO TIME CALL:

RACK-A-OISC ENTERTAINMENT. OJ-s.

wdeo DJ's and Karaoke Irom $1 75 00. Call

586-9900

poRReir

1 BEDROOM IN i«M> bedroom apartment.

Take over my leaae starting June 1 Walk to

carvu«-«" bus route Can 549-5552 or 549

6919

1 or 2 ROOMMATES for summer/fall

MasiartMdroom m MUt Valey $450

Heal. Hot water. On bus route

C«* 253-4006

2 BEDROOM APT in Amherst: quiet, dean.

secure 475Wonth June 1 Tel 256-4586 or

253-2515 Also moving sale lumilure. ap-

pkanceselc

2 BEDROOM APT. Good lor 2-3 paopte

2 floors 2 minute walk to bustop

$550 mo 256W0
2 BORM BRANOYWINE APT.

Available lor summer wlall option Newly

painted. Iree heat. pool. AC On bus route,

excellent location Cheap Phone: 549- 1749

2 Bedroom Mein SI Gas heat Privdeck$625

Bob 253-5996

2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
2 1 '2 bath bus route

Availatile June 1

549-8714

3BE0RO0M APT. (fits 4) on bus rt. -Main St.

Washer'dryer Take over our lease June 1

256-8910

3 Bdrm In Townehouaa
$800 PER MONTH
TAKE OVER OUR LEASE
CAU 549-3838 ANYTIME

Cheap- Two Chair* $20 each CMI Tamml

«

549-4739

name HOUSE on bus route

SMamy cheap rant

C« ual S46-4e7*

FOR RENT 3 bedroom Tewnahoua* Ht-

Summer sublet w ' tan opt Free hjmlture Cal

546-6262

Qltrealh Manor Sbr 1 i/2 bMh 1/3mla to

cwiv* Summer iubM wMl option

549-8221

QILREATH MANOR-HOBART LN
5 t>drms on bus route

1/2 mi to campus
Avail Jun 1 549-3778

2 BEDROOM BRANDYWME Apt Very

dean heal 8 hot H20 ind 2 bus routes Avail

6/1549-3935

2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
Take over our lease

Starting June 1

Free lumiture

Call 549-3990

HEY UMASSI
ComtortaWe Sbedroom N Amherst apart-

ment Available 6'1

2buSfOUte8 549-3523

HOUSE FOR RENT 1060Anonlh

4 bedroom*, huge kitchen

QlMil baaement. diehwather

washer dryer

100yds Irom busstop

CkMe to campus
CKI Miytime 253-0642

LARGE 6 BEDROOM house k«odem One

Util Huge backyard Residential Street Large

deck Backyard Cant miss Call 256-195 1

MILL VALLEY
2 bed 2 bath

Aw conditioned

Heal hot water

On bus route

Call 256-1 170

MUST FLEE COUKTRV IMMEDIATELY

Huge 2 bedroom Amherst center apartment.

$750 negotiable Call Che 256-0994

SPACIOUS BEAUTIFUL APT

2 bedrooms
huge livingroom

kitchen • dmingroom

Wall lo wall carpel, tots paiiung

lOmin drive Irom Amherst ctr. K"! "vor

Betehertown line call 253-9174

SUBLETCHEAP, huge roomin Belchertown

Call Ben 323-4007

TAKE OUR CONOOI
Awesome location imown

Fit* 5-7 people

C4« 549-5316

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE 3bnn house m

Amherst Wash Dry. dishwasher.

woodstove large open rms Must »*e! Cai

549-6161

UPTOWN APT available June 1 si

Actoss tro<n Pub and Char1ies"s.

large kitdien. wood ftoors

$550/mo heat induded Call 256-6927

FOR SALE

PANASOMC 1S0SAPWP 4iTio aid. bult In

pnnter. lypewnler Oual typo lAuot •**< eO.
CalDana 549-9347

PULL OUT COACH
$75 OR BO
546 1352

.

SHARP MK:rOWAVE. hardhr uaad $80

Cobra radar detector $70 Bob 549^492

STEREOSANDSNOWBOARDS 546^843

Two plranlia. 10 gaton tank, accesaonao-

$75 00 una 546-2482

WHTTE DESK, good condMon $75

White bed. bo> spnng. matlroaa. goodoon-

drtion $90 Both. $100

549-1 149 Cheryl leave Till*ig*

POUND

W0MAK8WATOI ON N Pleasant St near

Fine Art* Ctr Tua* «28. Ca« Tom al 5-2381

or 253-7646

FURNtrURE FOR SALE

34 BEDROOM HOMES on bu* rotM avaH-

abia June 1 caX 586-4270

26" OilBiia 12 speed bike. New tires, good

condition $80 ca» Paul 367-9593.

2rMURIKIN 1 2 speed bike exceond $125

caimara 549-4690

ATARI ST, 2 meg ram. 30 meg hart dtovo

cotor & mono monitors, mir* ports, word

processing, DTP. drawing animation & other

prograrra 7»«OCalieS5;V940

roRSALE
Bike Hybrid 2ISO $250

JVC CD player $75

HP paintiet printer $500

Can Alan 546-3421

tables, chairs desk etc. lor

7 Cat Jon 253-91 39

COOL JOBS COOL PEOPLE
Campus d*«ign copy I* noi« Nilno' Train-

ing baginaIN* aameaterAceopting applica-

tion* until Mon 4/27 403 Student Union 545-

2271 We WW* yool we need you!

HELP tWANTEO

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

ACOUSTIC * ELECTRIC GUITARS, aiao

new lender wnp. new stnngs. cases $250

C* Jay 253-0648

-LOANS-

THE UMASS STUDENT FEDERAL UNION
is running e 90 toan detarrai program lor

yaduatng aanior* must haw* **cur*dM
Urn* )ob kMna avaMble to all other student*

Come in and mquM -UMSFCU. 314 »u-
d0nt Union

LOCT

Cable Wke lock. II lound call OJ at 6-3307

CASH REWARD Lost three books week

before sprmg break »< cla**ronni Fnt floor

m BwtMl on Monday PM Book* on woman-*

I cal2S3-7053 Carolyn.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - fish-

enes E*m$5.000. month Free transporta-

tion ' Room and board' Over 8.000 openings

Male or (emale For employment program

cal 1-206-545-4155 ent. 1718

ATTENTION: Excelenl income lor home

•saembly vrarti. kilo 504-646-1700 Oapt

PI 307

CAMP ENCORECOOA
a music camp m southern Maine seeks as-

sistant walertronl diredor. (WSllGT re-

quired) Season is trom 623 "92 lo 921-92

TMnled kids-great environment Contact

Jama* Sallman. Camp Encore/Coda

BfOOWme. MA. 617 235-1541

CALL STUDENT PAINTERS
For a great job this summer'

Canvaaaers and painters wanted
1-800-922-5579

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS are now ac-

cepting appkcabons lor summer employ-

menl throughout New England and New
York II inlaraeted pleaaa cal 1-800-346-

4649.^

CRUISE LME- Entry level onboard/landaida

positions available, year-round or summer.

(813)229-5478

EARN MONEY FAST!

Spanish english bilmguals

Needed lor study

Jeanette 585-8749

GET A REAL JOB Tired ol meaningless

work' Help proted the envia>nment with

Greenpeace Full-time, part-time canvass-

ing poaltkxis Hours 2pm-10pmCaH Rick or

Lisa, 549-0507

MAKE MONEY
This summer
Any kx:ation

C»rie 549-4318

MARKETING MAJORS, earn intern cradH

and cash Sno-Search Ski Tours is hiring

personable outgoing interns lor

telenwrVeting Interesting work. Ski and travel

benefits Transportation to So. Hadtey nec-

essary Starts Sepl interviewing now

Crt 533-1600

WAITPEOPLE
Shilu available 4-10 tuH/part-time

El Greoo Greek Restaurant 256-4196

MOVMO OFF CAMPUS?

•nmMTURE*
FOR SALE

NEWSFLASa-
This Tueaday WO want our oiiwi way

Bacauea 1NO needed to play

II you guya ware there

No one would dare

Ulryandal*aiu*Mray
You lovely wand*
cauU oflty dream of bkmda*
But iwe draampi ol you everyday

You could have had u*

cut red hav is a phj*

But we're already kMking aiway...

3 Platonic Tueedays left tir

gradualion-Get it while you can

Not"'

Lone. BiW The Flih

CNAIO
WouU you ever believe that a dare coiM

turn into a year? Happy one year anniver-

s^Smia-n behemeaoon'LovoRandae

MOBMWANTB)

iHAVETHETWUCK.iiaad*omaone»drtya
to the m<dwe*t MMr InM* w«m* You pump
»eg»ni pay lor II 256-4153

ROOMMATE WANTED

Coliae Table. Lighting.

Bar (toot* etc

Chewprtoe*!!!!

0^253-0661

MUSKIANS

GUfTARISn
Jazz. Phieh. knprov.

Ctf Tim 256-8115

PERSONALS

TMANKYOUSTJUDEW-ME

WILDTMNO
I Vwik 1 tove you!

SWM sn I65lba bm hair and bhie aya*

looking lor SF whostudia*nMianpr*l*rably

in the 10:10 Ru**landaa*.enioyswalchtfig

dieei* ranjna 2ii/day. Mudymg atMomM and

phy*k»l *ctano* ibrary and ealing pa«a at

the 0* room 7day*/we*k Must be regUar! I

hale metamuail Cal 6-moran and leave a

mes«*ga
,

STACEY SHECK-
listhe4ihoiMay
Miattheheck-

rs your birthday

L*rs gel wrecked"

Love always. Sarah :)

Jean. Amber, Josh. Alex 8 Chip-

Everyone wilt be watchng-

You better do well Love, tfie Vole**

AU-
You are a directing Goddess »»e coukJ never

dream ol equaling.

Love, the cast olvoiceee^hin

TO THE VOtCES-
Shut up"

Love Je«i. Amber. Josh. Alen 8 Chip

STEVEN,
Happy 22nd birthday Hopeyoukeepmtouch!

Love Carol (Bkxidy B)_

HAPPY BIRTHDAY SHEUEY!
We love you'

Love Jen 8 Pam

TRIsioMA
Hsppy birthday to Elan. Paige. Erinn

Love your sisters

GREAT LOCATKWtl 2 Bedroom epertment

on Nulling Ave wuh a huge bathroom! Cal

Maureen 6- 1705 or Stephanie 6-273t

HOUSE ON SUNSET
4 bedroom Encelent location

Rent 92Snegotiable 549-7218
,_

LOOKING FOR 1 or 2 paopla

to sublet Mil valey

Ctf ASAP 546- 1352

ZOOLOGY 339- Fnday aft lab We hope you

learned as much as we did this semester

Good kick on your pradical and Imal. Thanks

again Tom and Joe

ZOOLOGY 33»- Men eve lab -Thanks lor a

great semester, good kick on your (inals and

your tutura. ffs been real- Your TA Paul

Bath P.

Happy Armrversary

1 tove you honey

Looking forward to graduation and a great

summer.

Love elways Sean

1 FMALE to share room m
Brandywme ^X l^Wmo 549-4862

1 Famale to share room in 2 bedroom

Brandywme apt 549 761 5

1R00M AVAILABLE m 3 bedroom Pulflon

^lortmant. Rent negotiatile utMes nduded

AvaHabio June July Awesome location,

luommlaa Non-smoker, male or lemale

CM now! Angw 549-7718 or Steven 546

1710

FEMALE NONSMOKINO ORAO *00k*

*«ne to look tor apt near downtown Amharat

lor Aug 1 or Sept 1549 1497

servk;es

PREGNANT?
Need a prognancy lest, niormatton or sup-

port' C*l lor tree and coohdenlial services

ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam St Northampton

586-3000 or GreenliekJ 774-6010

FREE pregnency testing; conlidenlial and

cahng support BIRTHRK3HT 233 No
Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

LOSE WEIGHT FOR SUMMER!
20lbsin 3wks

Chha 549-4318

SUMMER SUBLET

1 BEDROOM APT with fan option

Walk lo campus 450 mo 549-6674

1 Bedroom In Puflton

Good lor 1 or 2 people

Call 546-1491

1 LARGE BDROOM lor aummar w/l(« op-

tion Call 549-4705 Presidanlial Apt*

1 OR 2 BEDROOMS
2 bedroom townhouse

Fall option 549-6510

3BDDRM APT. Ctose 10 can^Ki* Rar« m-
goliable CaH 548-7371

10 ROOMS FOR RENT
Singles or doubles

Full uMities induded

Ckjse to campus

Going last

Call Paul 549-9967

$140mK>nth, basement room 10x18

1 rmte to campus, no lease

cool, dry m summer

C* Bert 5-1509 6-tlpm

AmheraL 2 rooms in 4bdrm house Big back

yard, great housemates, on tnis 200*

253-2355

AWESOME HOUSE lor 4-8 paopt*

bus route beautilul yard

Justice Or 256-2181

MILL VALLEY ESTATES
Need 1-2 people to sublet ibr m 2br/2ba8t

apt On bua kne. Rant l50nTionth nduda*
util CM 256;^1J13

MIU VALLEY ESTATES
2 bedroom 2 bath

Fum«hed< Solas » TV
Cal 256 3086 Anytime

NOHO SUMMER SUBLET
Lg stxiny bdrm Ctoae to bu* rte and dmet-

town $225month (negotlalblal Cal 5866973

SINQLE$18S«IONEa
2 btocKs Irom campus
hjrmshed 549- 1 458

Single room m Pulflon with pdval* balv

room One or two people, nonsmoker m/1.

Please ask lor MIchelte 549-1806

S.AMHERST Summer sublal Wl lease op-

tion ldeei5-6 people On
Porch Treehouaa: Big yard

256-0791

SUMMER SUBLET with lal

room Townhouse Baa
549^556

SUMMER SUBLET
Large bedroom
1-2 people

Center ol town

Cal Sieve 253-9816

2bed-
oner Cal

SUMMER SUBLET 5304/31!

Only two biocM away

Ported tor quwl person

One bedroom wMh cable

L^rent cal549-0675 ftcK

Summer Sublet 2 bedrooms m 3 bedroom

apt 5 min Irom campus Cfieap 584-4363

SUMMER SUBLET M AMHERST
Walk to town or campua

$150 month Util md
Call Man 549-4026

SUMMER SUBLET - Mill Valey Estate*

2 beOooms. 2 hjl baths. Super dean

SUMMER SUBLET ComiortaWe two-

bedroom apartment Well-maintained.

a«y accaa* to Sundartand and North

Amharit buaa*. Within walking balance ol

UMaaa. Cal Jaaon at 5494721.

TRIANGLE ST. 1 bedroom apt

Ftenty ol space lor 2

short walk to bars 8 cmapus

Summer w ye» option 549-1444

UPTOWN APARTMENT
$162 mo per person

6643

Furnished

Jon 549-4915 545-

TRAVEL

NEW YORtC CITY- Fumiahad rooma and

apartments tor summer and short stay*.

Near Cokjmbia Unnr ReaaonaWe rata*

212-662-1^6 SAVETWISAO.

TYPING

TAPE TRANSCRIPTION. Fast.

prolessional 253-9673

acourala,

WANTED

May 4 in room 168-C CC at 7pm

All positions open

Amity St apartment 2 minutes fromuptown,

on bus-route 4 bedroom great location great

price Call Emily 546jOl90

Beeutlful 2bedroom 2bathroom apartment

in MiH Valley availaWa 6/1 $250 per room

negotiable 546-3064

BEAIJTIFUL N. AMHERST HOUSE
Near Putters Pond

1 .5 miles Irom campus

4 bedrooms
Cheap
Brt»i/Jefl. 546-141 8

BOSTON 2 BEDROOM APT. June 1 - Aug

31 Central kjcation- 1 btock to T, MBTA.

CJharles River Call 617-437-7532

CLEAN. QUIET 8 AFFORDABLE.
Mil Valley Estates 1 or 2 roommates Aval-

able June 1st 253-2595 John.

ONE WORLD CUP SOCCER TEAM
NEEDED
First come first served

215 Boyden. 545-2693AX322

WANTEDTO RENT

PhO candMale and lamily wil subM Hir-

nished apartment July6 -August 1 6. Cal Tim

Amistrong (515)684-7662

SUBLETS, ROOMS, Housing needed this

summer. Contad S8MC 2564615 10am-

4pm
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Sports
UMass football controversy abounds
By DAVID SCOTT
Collegian Staff

Jim Reid's resignation as head football

coach at the University of Massachusetts

earlier this year has set off a series of

events that is casting a dark cloud over

both the program and athletic adminis-

tration.

Mike Hodges, an assistant under Reid,

was named as head coach of the Minute-

men on April 22 when Chancellor Richard

O'Brien and Dean of the School of Physi-

cal Education David Bischoff announced

that the ongoing search had been cancelled

and Hodges was their man.

The decision angered some members of

the search committee including UMass
english professor Donald Junkins and set

off a wave of alumni reaction.

"The democratic process was absolutely

aborted by the very man IBischoffl that

charged the committee." said Junkins a

former UMass football player. "Bischoff

has not only bypassed university gover-

nance procedures, he has violated affir-

mative action procedures."

The search committee, appointed by

Bischoff. held three meetings— the first of

which convened on April 1 . The committee

was made up of the Dean of the School of

Education Bailey Jackson (who served as

chairman ofthecommittee).AthleticTicket

Office Manager Thorr Bjom, UMass foot-

• ball team member Steve Dembrowski, Joe

Doyle, field hockey coach Pam Hixon,

Junkins, Phil Roland and Pat Scavone.

Roland and Scavone are also members

ofthe UMass Alumni Football group which

composed a letter calling for. among other

things, Bischoff to be either fired or for

him to resign.

The Athletic Department has scheduled

a press conference this morning to discuss

the future of athletics at UMass and

sources say it is expected that Bischoff

and/or Athletic Director Frank Mclnemey
will resign, although Bischoff said

Thursday he would not retire until the

Mullins Arena was operating.

The alumni letter was sent to over 400

people, including press, football alumni

and present players' parent on April 16,

according to the alumni group's president

1978 graduate Mike McEvilly.

Virtually everyone contacted said that

Hodges is not the problem and that he

deserves the full support of the alumni

group and the administration. The stick-

ing points for many he with the handling

ofthe continued "mismanagement of the

program."

"I personally don't think they moved

quick enough |in beginning the search]."

said alumni group member Joseph Doyle,

a 1965 graduate who now lives in Adams.

"Most of the successful programs set a

plan for down the road. There doesn't

seem to be a plan.

"It takes strong leadership in these

times offinancial trouble and I don't think

we've had that." he said.

At the search committee's third (and

what became final ) meeting on April 16,

members voted 6-2 in favor of reopening

the search citing a lack ofadvertising and

some committee members beliefthat more

qualified applicants didn't get a chance to

apply.

The ad ran for one week in The NCAA
News on Feb. 26 with an application

deadline of Mar. 11. The Affirmative Ac-

tion/Equal Opportunity Office states in

its handbook "Professional Search Proce-

dures" that two weeks is the minimum
time allowed between placing the ad and

establishing the closing date.

"It was advertised one week. . the

committee voted 6-2 that there wasn't a

strong enough field." said Scavone. a 1971

graduate who played football. "That one

single ad wasn't the way to go.

"Dean Bischoff established the search

committee, that's how his empire works."

Scavone said. "As soon as he got word [of

the desire to reopen the search] he acted

like a child, called off the search and

named a coach."

Bischoff said he received a letter from

Jackson dated April 17 giving him three

options to the committee's decision to re-

open the search. The letter stated that

Bischoff could either accept the proposal,

dissolve the present search and the present

search committee and begin again or de-

cline to reopen the search.

Jackson's letter went on to say that if

Bischoff declined to reopen the search he

could ask the committee to continue with

the task. Ifa member can not proceed with

the charge than he or she would have the

option of resigning from the committee.

"We did not give Jackson the right to do

that, we did not give the dean any alter-

native," Junkins said. "Jackson had no

authority to do that and that letter was

not cleared by the committee.

"It was pretentious of the committee

chairman to give options to the dean," he

said.

Numerous attempts to contactJackson

were unsuccessful.

Bischoff has heard the rumblings, in-

cluding the notion that the athletic

department's problems are more a reflec-

tion of Bischoff himself than the tough

economic times, and dismissed them as

"nothing new."

"The most important thing was to have

a coach on board before school was out,"

said Bischoff. "The sports world knows

when coaching positions are available."

Bischoff is aware ofthe alumni group's

letter as well.

"It's too bad they're upset but there has

been $700,000 cut in the last four years,"

Bischoff said. "If they don't think it's fi-

nancial than we have a communication

problem.

"All you've got to do is look at the facts,"

Bischoff said. "They (the alumni group]

could have been infinitely more helpful if

they had wrote to their legislatures land

other officials 1 and we would have been

much further ahead now."

"Dean Bischoffhas in his mind to make
this a nice high school program," Scavone

said. The emperor said this is it,' but if

they reopened the search there were end-

less possibilities.*

The Collegian has learned that some of

those coaching "possibilities" included

former UMass football standouts Greg

Landry (now a coach with the Chicago

Bears) and Clarence Brooks, now a de-

fensive line coach at the University of

Arizona and a former coach under Dick

MacPherson at Syracuse.

The decision to name a coach without

consulting the search committee first irked

many of the members including Roland,

who graduated in 1975.

"I still have not heard of any explana-

tion." Roland said. "I'm insulted. I was set

up and used. How it was handled was

unprofessional and uncalled for.

"I was teed offthat a decision had been

made and we weren't called," he said.

Bischoff, who has been at UMass since

1957, said he sent a letter to each member

ofthe committee after the announcement

was made thanking them for their time

and effort.

Roland and many others see a need for

restructuring the current athletic ad-

ministration to bring it in line with many
NCAA schools who use an Athletic Director

as the m^or authority on sports issues

rather than the dean of the school of

physical education.

"I supporta strongautonomous athletic

director," said Roland from his Somers.

Conn. home. "UMass is an anomaly, a

throwback to 20 or 30 years ago. They

need a strong, vibrant, business minded

athletic director."

And if Mclnerney does resign today,

the opportunity will be upon the school.

Other alumni refer to a lack of future

planning on the administration's part for

the demise of what has been one of the

Yankee Conference's strongest programs.

"Let's face it, times have changed and

there's no long-term plans," said Class of

1969 graduate and Northampton High

School football coach Frank Trudyn. "Our

[the alumni group's] original purpose was

to see what we could do to help the ad-

ministration, but we couldn't get answers

to our questions."

McEvilly had been in communication

with Chancellor Richard O'Brien, but af-

ter the groups' three-page letter was cir-

culated, O'Brien has refused to have fur-

ther communications, according to

McEvily.

"One ofour main goals is to raise money

for football but we want to know what we

are supporting," McEvily said. "They said

there will be 'no significant cuts' What
are significant cuts?

"I'm just not sure the athletic admin-

istration is well-intentioned," he said.

Frederick Tillis ofthe Affirmative Ac-

tion Office said the matter was "brought to

my attention," and he would be reviewing

the material.

Bischoff said last Thursday that Tillis

had reviewed the information and there

were "no problems."

Don't Boff at this new game
No, it's not another fe-

male columnist on the

sports page, just me, but

with a new caricature.

Sure, leave it to a woman to

change her picture, but

everyone agrees this is

more realistic. Thanks
Chad Crossland. my per-

sonal artist and smile

commissioner. The artist

who drew the other carica-

ture was in the process of experimenting with various

forms of hallucinogens, so I really can't blame him.

But enough of the chit chat, let's talk sports.

I thought I had tried or at least heard ofevery sport, but

last week, at a park in Amherst, 1 discovered a new one.

Felice Cohen

A group ofabout 20 men and women, dressed slightly

different from the others, were not there tossing softballs

or going down the slide. No, their intentions were a little

different.

They had come to "Boff."

Now before you get the wrong idea, allow me to explain.

"Boffing," as it is called, is a spin off of the game

Dungeons and Dragons (which should immediately cre-

ate a picture ofthe type of people involved.) It is also the

nickname for the UMass team, the Pioneer Valley Com-

bat Club (PVCC).

Instantly attracted to the group because of their

outfits or "Garb" as they call it, I approached and began

asking questions.

I learned that dressing is only part ofthe game. They

also create characters, said Shanti Fader, a sophomore

who is a member of The Amazons, the combat club at

Mount Holyoke College. They can either be kings, queens,

nobles or knights. First they make up a name, a back-

ground and what they are; either a fighter, a Bard or a

pirate. Once settled into a character, they are ready for

the next step: putting the medieval garb together .

They usually make their own costumes or buy them

from friends. Dressed in leggings, knee high boots, full

length cloaks, large costume jewelry, tunics and leather

arm bands, it should be easy to see why they caught my
attention.

A major part ofthe garb are the accessories. There are

swords, shields, daggers, axes, bows and arrows. Believe

me, these people do not look the type you would want to

mess with. Though before I scare you into fearing for your

life from these Robin Hood merry men and women
wannabees, allow me to explain. The accessories are

made out of plastic tubing, insulation foam and colored

duck tape. Very safe indeed.

So what do they do once dressed and accounted for?

They Boff.

Clad in garb, they go onto a battlefield (any little

league outfield will suffice) and boff away. It actually

looks like a scene out of a movie.

The most important rule to remember, said Shanti, is

"the lightest touch counts. The object is not to wack each

other, but to have fun." The face, hands and groin are off

limits and you will be eUminated instantly if you hit in

those areas.

Ifyou are hiton a limbyou cannot use that part ofyour

body. But ifyou are hit on the top ofthe head, the back or

the torso, you are dead and must shout, 'dead.'

To add a little drama (or humor, whose ever point of

view you take), when you are killed you can die as

dramatically as you want.

Boffing is gaining popularity and is spreading quickly

across New England . There are various tournaments in

the area and, depending on the mission, they could be

boffing to save a princess or to retrieve a treasure.

One of the terms I learned was "Nubie", which is

anyone who is new to Boffing. Eagerly I asked if I could

be called a Nubie and was immediately told, "No, you're

just a reporter."

So much for their imagination.

Felice Cohen is a Collegian columnist

Top-ranked
Orangemen
too much for

Gorillas, 25-12
By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

SYRACUSE, N.Y. —Top-ranked Syracuse took

an early 3-0 lead in the first eight minutes and

never looked back en route to a 25-12 lacrosse

victory over 13th-ranked University of Massachu-

setts yesterday before 4,783 at the Carrier Dome.

Sophomore midfielder Charlie Lockwood and

senior attackman Tom Marechek led 11-1 Syra-

cuse with four goals and three assists respectively.

Junior attacker Mark Millon, leading scorer for

9-3 UMass with 45 goals and 17 assists, had four

goals and one assist in the visitors' final regular

season contest. Senior midfielderJohn Schlipfadded

three goals and an assist.

Schlipf scored 10:59 into the game to bring

UMass within two, 4-2. However, quicker Syracuse

reeled off seven of the next eight goals on the way

to a 13-5 halftime advantage.

"I thought we had a good opportunity to do well

early," said UMass coach Ted Garber. "But we gave

them too many easy goals in transition."

Syracuse, which had 1 1 different scorers, scored

on 4 of 4 opportunities and outshot UMass, 48-47.

The Gorillas, however, failed to make theNCAA
Tournament for the first time in eight years.
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UMass assists

rape, sexual
assault victims
By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

When wegot tohisroom the only place to sit was on the

bed. I didn 't want him toget the wrong idea but what else

could I dof
Wetalkedfora whileandthen he made his move. I was

so startled. He started by kissing. I really liked him, so the

kissing was nice.

But then he pushed me down on the bed. I tried to get

up and I told him to stop. He was so much bigger and

stronger. I got scared and I started to cry.

I froze and he raped me.

This scenario is all too common to the estimated one in

three women who will be raped during their lifetimes.

The statistics are grim, according to the Los Angeles

Commission on Assaults Against Women.
• An estimated one out of every 12 rape victims is

male, according to the National Crime Survey.

• Over 95 percent ofthe children, whose rapists were

convicted, knew their assailant, offen a relative or close

friend of their family.
• And nearly 65 percent of all rapes occurred in the

survivor's or assailant's home, according to the FBI.

Even in the face of these facts, the University is

striving to help victims cope with the aftermath ofsexual

On campus there is a 24-hour support line for "anyone

who is a survivor of rape, battering, sexual harassment

and other forms ofsexual violence," said Veronica Frenkel,

coordinator of educator/advocate program at the

Everywoman's Center. "It also provides support for close

friends and families in dealing with a survivor of sexual

violence. Anyone can call anonymously."

In addition to the support line, the Everywoman's

Center offers short-term counselingwith l^al and medical

advice, said Frenkel.

"There are support groups for rape and incest survi-

vors at the beginning of each semester," said Frenkel.

However, counselors do not try to push the victims

into prosecuting their assailant, counselors instead

support them with whatever decisions they choose.

For those who decide to prosecute, the Victim Witness

Unit ofthe District Attorney's Office provides support to

not only the victims of sexual violence, but also to their

.witnesses, said Shelly Slabinski. an official in the office.

"We help victim and witnesses get through the legal

system: We notify them of when their court dates are

coming up. We also sit vrith them in court to provide

support." said Slabinski. "We make referrals for alter-

native housing if they have to leave their home to go to

shelters. We make all the arrangements.

"We practically give out a 209A— restraining order—
on a daily basis," said Slabinski.

UMass senior Deidre Flanagan was assisted by the

Victim Witness Unit when she prosecuted a man for

indecent assault. The incident occurred in her residence

hall.
, ^^

He was banned from the campus, sentenced to 100

hours of community work and required to send a letter

apologizing to Flanagan, she said. He later refused to

vrtite the letter.

She is currently checking into whether he has served

his 10 days in jail for breaking one of the orders.

"Sometimes the legal system does work," Flanagan

said.

Collegian still in hiding
By LISA FREIMAN
Union-News Staff

Editor's note: Due to the sensitive nature of the

story, the Collegian has received the permission ofthe

Union-News to reprint today's story about attempts to

shut down the Collegian

Protestors who say the Massachusetts Daily Col-

legian is racist tried to shutdown the 19,000-circulation

campus newspaper at the University ofMassachusetts

yesterday by removing copies of from distribution

boxes.

Collegian Editor in Chief Marc Elliott said last

night he has no way of knowing how many copes of

yesterday's edition reached students, but about 3,000

copies were held back in the morning and distributed

on campus about 5 p.m. yesterday.

"Every one of those made it into the hands of

students," said Elliott.

Collegian staffers, who last night were putting the

paper together at a secret location off-campus, called

the attempts to block the paper's distribution a civil

rights violation.

"Yes. there are problems ofracism, but silencing us

is not the way to correct them," said Tami Monahan,

editor for Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual issues at the

Collegian.

Heated verbal battles erupted throughout the day,

as students gathered at a noon rally and an afternoon

news conference to address the issue of racism at the

Collegian , but both sides agreed to meet tomorrow to

negotiate.

Protestors said they raised the issue because ofthe

verdict in the Rodney King trial.

"We saw this as a historic opportunity because

everyone was made aware of racism," said Martin F.

Jones, newly-elected Black Affairs Editor of the who

joined the protestors. "We saw we could do something

about racism here at UMass."

Protest editor selection process

The protestors said they believe the Collegian's

structure is racist because the editors of the Black

Affairs, Multicultural Affairs and Third Worid Affairs

pages are selected by all the newspaper's staffers

rather than just minority staffers. They also said the

choice of articles is racist, citing among other things a

column advocating the construction of a 200-foot wall

along the Mexican border to keep out refugees.

Angry protestors surrounded when he tried to

leave a press conference he called aft^r they filed in

and began asking questions. Security officers had to

step in when protestors moved closer to Elliott.

"Sit! Sit! Sit!" screamed one protester to Elliott.

The action against the Collegian was the second

since the King verdict was announced. Last Friday

after a rally protesting the verdict protestors marched

on the Collegian, the Public Safety Office and the

administration building to protest racism on campus.

After an eight-hour occupation of the Whitmore

Administration Building by about 150 protestors,

administrators agreed to hire 10 faculty members of

color in the next three years.

Copies of the yesterday's Collegian were in great

demand after the protestors removed newspapers

from boxes and replaced them with a mimeographed

newsletter slamming what they called the Collegian 's

alleged racist policies.

Conflict between the groups began Friday, when

protestors demostrated at Collegian 's offices and said

they would return Sunday to talk with editors about

racism at the paper.

On Sunday, however, they found the Collegian's

operations had been moved to an undisclosed location

,

without the knowledge of Jones, and other staffers

who had participated in the demostration.

Jones said the move represented the breaking of a

good faith contract, but Elliott said he made the move

because he had been told demostrators wanted to shut

down the paper.

Elliott also said he did not want to jeopardize the

safety of his 200-member staff since demonstrators

had broken a window and a stereo and damaged

staffers' papers Friday night, and defended his deci-

sion not to tell suffers who had participated in the

demostration.

"It doesn't make sense to tell the people with the

bullhorns." he said.

CoUefian pimto by J<wh Reynolds

Visitingjournalism and Afro-American studies professor David Du Bois addresses the

crowd at yesterday's raUy against the Collegian.
^

UMass professor delves into trauma study
By CHRISTINE MAHONEY
Collegian Staff

Traumatic life events shatter a person's

fundamental assumptions about the world,

according to a University of Massachu-

setts psychology professor in a newly pub-

lished book.

Ronnie Janoff-Bulman, author of the

recent book. Shattered Assumptions: To-

wards a New Psychology of Trauma said

many people assume the world is be-

nevolent and meaningful. These beliefs

provide us with an illusion of safety, se-

curity and invulnerability.

"This illusion of protection is suddenly

ruptured by a traumatic life event." Janoff-

Bulman said. She said the process of re-

covering from trauma involves rebuilding

these assumptions so that the world is

once again comfortable to the victim.

Shattered Assumptions deals with the

impact and recovery ofextreme life events

and presents a comprehensive ft-amework

for understanding the psychological up-

heaval and healing experienced by vic-

tims. Although the book is meant to ap-

peal to a trade audience and the intelligent

public, survivors have said the book was a

framework to their experiences.

For the past 15 years, Janoff-Bulman

has studied and researched the effects

trauma has on survivors of rape, the un-

expected death ofa loved one, debilitating

iryuries or illnesses and natural disasters

causing loss of Ufe or property through

conducting intensive interviews as well as

large community surveys.

"Most people say [victimization] could

never happen to me,"Janoff-Bulman said.

Victims most often cope with trauma

by using self-blame or alternately trying

to see through the event. In a process

called "emotional numbing," the victim's

mind forces them to think of the event

even when they do not want to.

"People don't ever go back to what they

were, but it doesn't mean that they are

psychologically worse then before,"Janoff-

Bulman. "A lot of survivors talk of a new

wisdom, which leads them to an apprecia-

tion of life and their own inner strengths."

In the future, she would like to see why

some victims are able to rebuild their

world so easily and others are not. She is

also interested in examining the inner

world of the survivor.

This fall she said she hopes to teach a

writing seminar on victimization. Other

classes she teaches during the year in-

clude the psychology of himior, the psy-

chology of women and a graduate-level

class on adversity and social psychology.

In some of her classes, she offers sessions

dealing with coping and stress.

Janoff-Bulman first became interested

in the subject oftrauma in 1974 in graduate

school through her work on stress, women

and rape victims. She graduated from

Smith College in 1973 and received her

doctorate from Northwestern University,

where she was National Science Founda-

tion Fellow.

Janoff-Bulman has been married for

19 years and has two children, Jessica, 12,

and David, 9.

"[Victimization research] really makes

you understand what is important in life.

For me my greatest is my family, it does

put things into perspective," she said.
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The Collegian has moved its offices and is currently

in hiding, but it is still being published - that is the most

important thing at this point. The fairness ofthe press

is irrelevant if it is not free.

We'll be back in our regular offices as soon as we

can. We want to move back. ver\- much so. But in the

meantime, we want to keep producing a daily news-

paper. . ,

Friday, we were given the indication that we might

encounter some resistance producing Monday's edition.

More than 200 demonstrators occupied the Collegian
s

offices, made a number of demands, and left. During

the occupation, a window was smashed, a stereo was

broken, and some Collegian staff members' personal

effects were destroyed. The staff was. obviously,

shaken scared and confused. The editor in chief had

no desire to put the Collegian staff through anything

like that again.
, . , . ^

Saturdav morning, we got wind that the protesters

were coming back, in large numbers, to "shut 'em

down " as thev were chanting Friday afternoon.

When people chant "shut em down" while banging

on the walls ofthe Collegian offices, it is safe to assume

there is some danger that they might be back to

prevent the Collegian from publishing its next issue.

So. we moved.
. r.u

•Why were the editors of color not informed ot the

move'" And have they been fired'"

First ofall; no. they haven't been fired.

Secondly; no. the editors of color were not excluded

from the decision to move the Collegian. Just the

editors that participated in Friday's action against the

Collegian . When you're trying to hide the Collegian from

a group ofdemonstrators, it doesn't make sense to tel the

people holding the bullhorns, yelling abouthow awful the

Collegian is, where you put it.

Racism pervades all of the United States society.

We're sure the Collegian has elements within it that are

racist. But what organization is totally free from racism.'

If you think vour organization, or even your person, is

totally free from all forms of prejudice, you re kidding

yourself. We've been grappling with the race issue at the

Collegian for years, but apparently not as successfully as

we had hoped. . ,

In fact, we've taken steps this semester to deal with

racism and discrimination at the Collegian. One of the

steps we've taken to this end was the women s issues

page conversion, which was done with the consent of the

women's issues editor - an action the demonstrators,

oddlv enough, have taken to be a step towards oppressing

wom'en Before, women basically were told they would

get news that concerned them once every two weeks.

With the change we've made, the women's issues desk is

required to write two to three news articles and an

editorial for the editorial page once a week. It s important

to note here that the editor is not limited to these

numbers and is free to do more ( but not less ). Now women

get news pertaining to them all week, right there with the

rest ofthe news - no less important. We realized this was

a radical change on our parts. That's why we ran a policy

editorial earlier this semester explaining the situation

and asking people who had concerns about it to come to

the Collegian and voice them to our editor in chief. Not a

single person said a single word about it - until now. it

people really had a problem with this where were they

earlier this semester? d tii
Sure, we're willing to make some changes. But like

we said before, we'd like to continue giving the students

ofthe University ofMassachusettsthedai/y
newspaper

they deserve. We. the Board of Editors, want to meet

with representatives of the demonstrators to talk

about their demands.

But we won't be bullied. Some of the demands

we've heard from the protesters are actually stepping

away from the goals they supposedly wish to achieve.

We're not a perfect organization.Wemake mistakes.

We make lots of mistakes. We're students, and we're

still learning.

But we still believe we know a little more alwut

running a daily newspaper than these protesters. It's

a lot ofwork. So much, in fact, that many of us have let

our grades sufl"er in favor ofour dedicaUon to informing

the public to the best of our judgment.

We want more people to be involved in the Collegian

and we've always encouraged people to participate.

After all, we are a volunteer organization and we re

dependent on those who are willing to put in the time.

Unsigned editorials represent the news and opin-

ions of a majority of the Board of Editors.

Notice:
. l, , w

The Collegian is still student accessible! We

are still accepting submissions. Slip any editori-

als and news arHcles you want to contribute

under the door ofourformer offices and we 'II get

them eventually.

Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS

BIKES SHIPPED ANYWHERE! F«Ctory-

st^pacKagmg FrMpwAup $249S>lrt<g'it

CycltClin<5eMi34

UGENOS ROLEPLAYMQ. INC.

A W» roi«pUy>ng 9»n» 5ft»-04»«

RITES OF PASSAGE ol 'rtw ol PMMQ* 0(

mas 0) pasMg* o* '*•* o*

May 12 1M2
Indigo Ol*
1 «)0-544-37«a

^

To tM mU M CO ConcoutW

May 4-S 9 00 am-S 00 pm
Goo0-t>y« kMMT «»nn tpaoai da«N«ry lor

»100
Sand a Dunch o) luiaaa to youf tn«nds

And y*al looiung t-»rvns tor $10 00

Sponsorad by AASA

AUTO FOR SALE

2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
Take over oui laasa

Stating Jur>a 1

Fraa turnitura

Call M9-3990

TAKE OUR CONDOI
Awasome location inio*n

Fit» 5-7 paopia

Call 549-S316

3BEDROOM APT. ((itt4)onbu«rt -MamSt

W»ih»i (»yar Taka ov«r our IMM A«M 1

256-8910

3 Bdnn In Townahouaa

SK)0 PER MONTH
TAKE OVER OUR LEASE

CAU 549-3838 ANYTIME

3 BCOnOOM TOWNEHOUSE
StWWtg Jur^ 1

Call 5493677

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE 3brtn fiooaa m

Amharst Wash • Dry dishwasher.

woodftova iwga open rm» Must saa' Call

549-6161

UPTOWN AFT avtWbIa Juna Irt

Aaosa trom PvA and Chartiaa*.

iwga Mchan. nwwd Roora

$S50/mo hat mdudad CaliW<M7__^

POnSALB

yi BEDROOM HOMES on bua rotM ava^-

atX* JunaJ call 566-4270

4 BR APT
Mam SI Bua out lror«

C* 256-3478

1980 errATK3N
Good local tranaponation

548-9621

$100

1961 TOYCTTACOROLLA 107K.$1050C*i

256-1077

FORD EXP 65

Great condition

$950 BO
666-6604

MXMKC

SKYWAY FRAME, an parlornwnoa parts

Utad lor racing top thapa

$70 00 or BO Call 549-1982

CAPE coo RENTAL

Wast Yarmouth 6rooms 4t)edroorTis also

cottage 4room» 2t)edroonis 51-631

253-7436

PORAOOOOTMKCAU.:

RACK-A-DISC EHfeRTAINMENT. DJs

video DJs and Karaoiia trom $i 75 00 Call

566-9900

FORRCNT

4 BEDROOMS Lu«ury cor«1o m south Am-

hefsi 2 1 2 batTHOoms livmgroom with tira-

plaoa daclk swimnwtg pool tennis court on

da bus route A C gas heat & hot water

washer 6 dryer $1200 C* Bruce al 256-

1215 June 1«

Amherst Camar

Eltoancy one. two three bedroom apart-

menu, or three bedroom condoa on Hoban

L«ia. June or September No lees charged

Lincoln Real Estate. 25 North Pleasant

Street 253j^7879_

Baauttful S badraom house, large yam.

deck, dishwasher. 3 rreles to campus, bus

route. $1^ month 253-3683

Big sunny room in great house' Halt a block

Irom c»npue' Washer dryer in batnnl

Fumiiuro ava^ 250 negot

549-6734 Julie

Big room In center ol Amherst. avaMtM
immedMlely C*l^253^434<

Ctieap- Two chairs $20 aacti Cal Tammi

«

549-4^39
.^

EROTIC HOUSE on bus route

Steamy cAaap ram

LuacMua tocaton

C« US' 549-4678

2<rG«ana 12 speed b«ke New tires, good

condition $80 call Peul 367-9593

27" MURIKIN 1 2 speed bike e>c oond $1 25

can Mara 549-4690

ATARI ST. 2 meg ram, 30 meg hard dirve

cotor & mono monitors. m«» ports, word

processing . DTP ,
drawing, animation 8 o8>ar

programs 750 BO Call 665-7940

Canon T50 new $200 Hash filter

Gameboy new $50 BO

DO(mFiMge$55
VT- 100 Terminal wHh stand SI 00

Dima 546-2011 ^

FOR SALE
Bike Hybrid 2 ISO $250

JVC CO player $75

HP pamtjol pnnter $500

Call Alan 546-3421

FREE! 2 Hamsters • accessones

Everything included ($70 vahia)

Great gilt'

Moving must go'

Amy 549-9903

HONDA 200 CC STREET BIKE

Good corxJition mdixJes tree

weathertarp 375 negotiable

666-4968 ^_^___^_

HELP WANTED

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - lish-

eries Earn$5,000« month Free transporta-

tion' Room and board' Over 8 000 openings

Male or (emale For emptoyment program

can 1-206 545-4155 ext 1718

ATTENTION: E«ce«ent noonw lor home

assembly work. Wo. 504-646-1700 Oept

P1X7

CAMP ENCORE«OOA
a music camp in southern Mama seeks as-

sistant waterlront director (WSltGT re-

quired) Season is Irom 62392 lo 8/21-92

Talented k«>s-great environment Contact

Jamas Sallman, Camp Encore'Coda

BrooWine. MA. 617-235-1541

CALL STUDENT PAINTERS

For a great job this summer'

Cwivasaars and painters wanted

1-800-922-5679

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS are now ac

eeptmg applications lor summer emptoy-

ment throughout New England and New

York II interested pleaae eal 1-800-346-

4649

CRUISE UNE- Entry level onboard/landslde

positions available year-round or summer.

(813)229-5478

GET A REAL JOB Tired ol meaningless

work'' Help protect the environment with

Greenpeace Full-time, part-time canvass-

ing positions Hours 2pm-10pm Call Hick or

L&a 549-0507

MAKE MONEY
This summer
Any location

Carne 549-4318

PERSONALS

Cindy rm sorry lor the things I said. I )i»t

ootid not stand the thought ol you with him

Please come back to me. I mss you

Lowe. Cassandra

Oeltos^ this IS your Inspiration weak! YouVe

almost there Have a phinommal weak.

love, the sistarsol Alpha EpallonPtii

-Wawy'aiiiylHawdr

Thanks. SL Juda
M-

CLEAN, OUIET 8 AFFORDABLE.

Ml* Valley Estates 1 or 2 roommates A»a»-

able June 1st 253-2595 John^

LOOKmO FOR 1 or 2 people

to sublet Mil Valey

Call ASAP 546- 1 352

RIDE NEEDED

I need a nde out west going to Nevada or

anywtiere around there.

Chns at 6-4275

MXMWATEWANTIO

MILL VALLEY ESTATES
Need 1 -2 people to sublet tb» m 2br'2b«h

apt On bus line Went 1 SOrrxjnth inckides

util Call 256-1513

MILL VALLEY ESTATES
2 bedroom 2 bat)

Fum«hed< Solaa * TV

C« 256-3066 Anywne

Cheap
lemale preferred in ainQto

bus route 549-1 118

1 BECmOOM IN tvw bedroom apartment

Taka over my lease starting June i Walk to

canvua-on bus route Can 549-5552 or 549-

6919

1 or 2 Bdrms at MiM Valley

AvaaaWe m May. $200 per month summer

bus. haat. hot water. Ig rooms closets

avalabia tor lai

Great place graduating

Ctfl 6-8pm or ans mach 256-1202

2 Bedroom Townehouae
Lease starting Jtxie 1

CrtI 549-7422

2 BEDROOM APT in Amherst quiet, dean

secure 475 month June l Tel 256-4586 or

253-2515 Also moving sale: lumiture. appli-

ances etc

2 BEDROOM APT Good lor 2 3 people

2 Doors 2 minule walk to tjustop

$550 mo 256-8830

2 Bedroom Main St Gas heat Privdack $625

Bob 253 5996

2 BEDROOM TOtWNHOUSE
2 1 2 bath bus route

Available June 1

549-8714

2 Bedroom in Cotonial Village on bus route

Available June 1

Call 253-7626

2 BEDROOM BRANOYWINE Apt Very

clean heal & tiol H20 ind 2 bus routes Avail.

&'1 549-3935

FOR RENT 3 be«»oom Townehouae a««

Summer sublet w/»a6 opt Free kjmHureCan

549-6262

OHraadi Manor 3br i i/2 bath v2mHe to

campua Summer sublet w lall opDon

549-8221

OILREATH MANOR-HOBART LN

5 bdrms on bus route

1/2 mi to campus
Avail Jun 1 549-3778

MPCXT
full IBM system w/5i2K 14"

Color monitor (IBM) 101 key KB 10M hrd dr

5 V4 floppy dr Haynea 1200B internal mo-

dem okidala 92 prWer inckidod system like

new only 1 user Graduated!

Asking $650 completa

Crf 253-3661 ^^^

PULL OUT COACH
$75 OR BO
546-1352

Kuwait. Saudi wrorkarsneededSSSOOAup

per hour Tax tree Both skilled & unskilled

lor inio

can 615-779-5505 E«1 1 858

MARKETING MAJORS, earn intern cred*

and cash Sno-Search Ski Tours is hiring

personable outgoing interns lor

lalenwketing Interesting work, ski and travel

beneWs. Transportafton to So Hadley nec-

esswy Starts Sept interviewing now

C*l 533 1600
,

WAITPEOPLE
Shifts available 4-10 luU/paniime

El Greco Greek Restaurant 256-4 196s«u-

1ROOM AVAILABLE in 3 bedroom PuHton

apartment Rent negotiable utilities included

Available June July Awesome location,

roommates Non-smoker male or lemale

C« now! Angie 549-7718 or Steven 546-

1710

Non smoking lemale to share room m 3

bdrm lownehouse apt $1 75'mo

546-5196

"•Prime loealloo*" Three houses from

campus two females needed to share large

room, wooden Boors, fireplace Huge walk in

doset call 549-7468

FEMALE NONSMOKING GRAD seeks

same to look lor apt near downtown Amherst

lor Aug 1 or Sept 1. 549-1497

servk;es

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port? Call lor tree and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 245 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or GreenlieW 774-6010

FREE pregnancy leatlng; confidenBal and

canng support BIRTHRK3HT: 233 No.

Pleasant Street Amherst 549-1906

LOSE VreiGHT FOR SUMMERI
20lb6 in 3wks

Chris 549-4316

NOHO SUMMER SUSLET
Lg sunny bdrm Cloee to bus rte and down-

town $225 rrxjnthjnegoaable) Cal 566^»73

Room In 4 bdrm Amherst houae Dish-

washer, washer/dryer, bus route Share

phone 8 elacWc Askmg $258 June l

Our Hirshbarg 253-OMl

Puttlon ApaitlmenI very cheap. Wy **•

nished call 549-6873

Large sigie room In dpL

Avail June 1 -Aug 3i Cheap remll

cai Ben at 252-0789

Furmshings included

Person Needed:
Live in Brandywme

this summer!

cat 549-7949

Summer Sublet with lall option hilly fur-

nished, 3 bdrm house 1 5 Miles to Umass

campus washer dryer

a* 549 8466 Ask lor Pete

Single room In Puffton with private bath-

room One or two people, nonsmoker m/f.

P1easea8klorM«helle 549-1806

SUMMER SUBLET with lall option 2 bad-

room Tovmhouse Best reasonable offer Cal

549-4556

SUMMER SUBLET 5/30«31l

Only two blocks away

Perfect lor quiet person

One bedroom with cable

Low rent call 549-0675 Rick

SUMMER SUBLET

HEY UMASSI
Comfortable 3bedroom N>mher$t apart-

ment Available 6

1

2busroules 549-3523

SHARP MKROWAVE. hardfy used $80

Cobra radar detector $70 Boti 549 6492

STEREOSANDSNOWBOAROS 54^6643

Two piranha. 10 gallon lank.

$75 00 Litsa 546-2482

OUCTARS

HOUSE FOR RENT lOeO/mor*

4 bedrooms, huge kitchen

Giant basement, dishwasher

washer dryer

100yds Irom busstop

Close to campus

Call anytime 253-0642

Huge 3 bdrm Apt lor rent June 1 Great

location Summer rent Neg Fa* option.

Mike 253-9916

LARGE 6 BEDROOM house Modern One

Ulil Huge backyard Residential Street Large

deck Backyard Cant miss Call 256-1951

MUST FLEE COUNTRY IMMEDIATELY

Huge 2 tiedroom Amherst center apartment.

$750 negotiable Call Che 256-0994

No keg license required!

Just take our house Summer sublet with lall

option Two doutiles and two singles with a

huge kitchen Rt 9 in hadley $700

Roona 586-4096

SPAaOUS BEAUTIFUL APT

2 bedrooms
huge hvingroom

kitchen diningroom

Wall to wall carpet, lots parking

lOmin drive Irom Amherst ctr |ust over

Bek:hertown line call 253-9174

FOUND

WOMArrSWATCH ON N Pleasant St near

Fine Arts Ctr Tues 4/28 Call Tom at 5-2381

or 253-7646 ^
FURNmjRE FOR SALE

ACOUSTK: ELECTRIC OUtTARS, also

new lender amp. new strings, cases $250

C* Jay 253-0648

- LOANS

-

Need couches, tables, chairs, desk etc. lor

next semester? Call Jon2S3-9139

HANDSOME AND MTELUOENT

THE UMASS STUDENT FEDERAL UNION

IS running a 90 loan delerral program lor

graduating seniors must have secured full

time )ob loans available to all other students

as well __

Come in and inquire -UMSFCy. 314 Stu-

dent Union

1 BEDROOM APT. with lal option

Walk to campu8450rtno^49-6674_

1 Bedroom In Puffion

Good lor 1 or 2 people

Call 546-^49

1

i"or"2 BEDROOMS
2 bedroom townhouse

Fall option 549-651^

Summer Sublet 2 bedrooms in 3 bedroom

^H 5 min trom campus Cheap 584-4363

SUMMER SUBLET IN AMHERST
Walk to town or campus
$150/month UH mcl

Call Man 549-4026

SUMMER SUBLET — Mil Valley

2 bedrooms. 2 lull baths. Super dean

$800/month — - Call ASAP 256-S261

LOST

STANTON
Yes, that would be you Either you have

flimsy walls or rm a pretty strong gal- you tell

me Catch ya later, babe

T for... Tess?

CaMaMlwlodL mound call PJjLg:g07

CASH REWARD Lost three books week

before spring break m dassroom First fkror

in Bartlett on Monday PM Books on women's

studies Please call 253-7053 Carolyn.

MOVING OFF CAMPUS?

1 or 2 be«ooms at Min Valley avaHable m

May $200 per month Bus. heat hot water. Ig

rooms-'closots avaaable lor lall

Great place. Graduating

Call 6-8pm or Ans machine^jSg- 1

2

02

3BDDRM APT. Ctose to campus Rent ne-

gotialbteCa«[546-7371

Troom. female preferred 3 houses Irom

campus cheap rent 549-7468

$140/month, basement room 10x18

1 mile to campus, no leaaa

cool, dry in summer

C$i\ Bert 5- 1509 6-11 pm

SUMMER SUBLET - ComtortaWe two-

bedroom apartment Well-maintained,

easy access to Sunderland and North

Amherst buses Withm walking distance ol

UMass Call Jason at 549-6728

TRIANGLE ST. Ibadroom apt

Plenty of space for 2

short walk to bars S cmapus

Summer w yearoption549-1444

UPTOWN APARTMENT- Furnished

$162.mo per person. Jon 549-4915 545-

6643

TRAVEL

COOL JOBS COOL PEOPLE
Campus design » copy is now hinng' Train-

ing begins this semester Accepting applica-

toons until Mon 4^27 403 Student Union 545-

2271 We want you' We need you'

•FURNrrURE*
FOR SALE

Beds

Colfee Table. Lighting.

Bar stools etc

Cheap prices'!"

Ctf 253-0861

MUSK3ANS

Amherat 2 rooms in 4bdmi house Big back

yard, great housemates, on bus. 200>

253-2355

AWESOME HOUSE lor 4-8 people

bus route beautiful yard

Justice Dr256;218J

Amity SI apartment 2 minutes from uplovim

.

on bus-route 4 bedroom great tocation great

price Call Emily 546-0190

Beautiful 2t)edroom 2l>athroom apartment

in Mill Valley available &'1 $250 per room

negoUaWe 546-3064

NEW YORK CrrY- Furnished rooms and

apartments for summer and short stays.

Near Columbia Univ. Reasonable rates

212-662-1358 SAVE THIS AD.

WANTED

ONE WORLD CUP SOCCER TEAM
NEEDED
First come hrst served

215 Boyden. 545-2693A)022

WANTED TO RB(T

ourrARsn
Jazz. Phish, Improv.

Call Tim 256-81 15

SUBLETS, ROOMS, Housing needed Ms
summer. Contact SBMC 256-8615 10am-

4pm

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON

"So please welcome our keynote speaker. Professor

Melvin Fenwick — the man who, back in 1952, first

coined the now common phrase: Fools! I'll destroy

them all!'"

Until his medical license was suspended, cosmetic

surgeon Dr. Irwin Blumenfeld left many of his

patients with the tragic side eHect known as

"buffalo nose."

My gun, Desmond! I sense this striped man-eater is

somewhere dead ahead, waiting to ambush us! . .

.

Ohhhhhh, he thinks he's so clever."

DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU
Quote of the Day

"Congress sliall make no law respecting an L«stablishment

of religion, or prohibiting the tree exercise thereof; or abridg-

ing the freedom of speech, or the press; or the right of the

people peaceably to assemble and to petition the Govern-

ment for a redress of grievances."
— F'irsi AmeiulmeiU

YOUR DAILY HOROSCOPE
By lEANE DIXON

CALVIN AND HOBBES By BILL WATTERSON
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AKIES iMjrth 2) April 111: Spend «>m.'

limr alone lining over the books. An audil

may Iw net eisary . Yixi need lo tie sore ol a

sironK iinant lal ioundalion Cel tx)lh tides

ol Iho siory beiore nwking a dec iwon loday

TAU«U$ I Afxil 20 May 201: Career activi-

lie* en)oy highly lavorable influerKe* thi>

mominR. Tho*e prepared lo make inlelli-

(tenl conrestioni al Ihe barnaininR table

will win iMg. Gel both side* oi Ihe story

betore making a d« iston today.

GEMINI iMay 21 lune 201: Ceflain rHa-

tion%hi(« are especially sensitive now.

Someone is not in a (OOfjerative mood.

Seek quiet surroundings and locos on

pro|e< Is vou c an c ompleie on you own. Gel

both skIos ol Ihe slor/ betore making a

decision today.

CANCER Ijune 21 • My 22': Morning is a

greai lime lo lie up loose erxh. Make a

phone ( all vou have been postponing. A

sc hedule c hjnge is possible this atternooo.

Get both sides ol the story brtore making a

decision Mday.

lEO (July 2 J Aug. 221: The business worW

beckons! You are ready with some eicel-

leni ideas, which you may not want to

reveal yel. Ccxid liming is your secret

wej^xwi. CxxKlbye irom your older, wiser

iKolher Gel bolh sides ol Ihe story beiore

making a dec ision loday.

vmCOlAug. 2 1 Sept. 221: DynamK trends

pfpvail, Vour Iriends assist your etiofts al

seli-promolion. A bit ol good lock will get

you talents widely publicized. Get both

sides ol Ihe slory betore making a dec ision

loday.

U8IA iSepl. 2 J - Oct. 221: You can accom-

plish more by working in ihe liackground

Ihan m Ihe glare m the spotlight. Deal

iliiec lly with top brass il seeking a k>an. Get

bolh sides « the slory lieiore making a

decision today.

SCOtPIO lOc 1. 2 J - Nov. 2 1): Work, heahh

and iTOinev -related ac livilios should RO well

ihis oxxning. An opportunilv arises lo ar-

range aliiatlise credil terms or improve a

bonus plan. Gel bolh sides ol the swry

tmorr making a decision icxiay.

SACinAIIUSlNov. 22 Dec. 2 1 1: A sod-

den I hange oi plans may wcxk out belter

Ihan vou expect. Good luck comes your

way in t onnectKXi with a relative, short tnp

or otiicial visitor. Try a new lactic m ro-

mance. Get bolh sides ol Ihe slory before

making a dec iston today.

CAPRICOtN IDec. 22 - Ian. 191: The pro-

lessional or linancial pic lure suddenly

bnghlens. A new mooeymaking protect may

nqjirr the expertise or collaboralion ol

another person Gel bolh side* ot the slory

helore making a decision icxlay.

AQUARIUS (Ian. 20 Feb. 1 81: The less said

now. Ihe be«er w^sere a lamily. marital or

legal mailer is concerned. Draw on y««jr

inner resources» ride ool ihis problem. Gel

bolh sides « Ihe slory beiore making a

decision today.

PISCES (feb 19 Manh 201: The tempo

slows at work, giving you a chance lo re-

evabale the icxiunale developments « Ihe

pasi lew days. News irom alar boosts your

spirits. C#t both sides « the story beiore

making a decision loday.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

By JIM
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Today's Staff Menu
LUNCH

Tuna Melts

Chicken Cutlet

BASICS LUNCH
Boursin and Sprouts

Chicken Cutlet

DINNER
Roast Top Round

Veggie Lasagna

BASICS DINNER
Korean BBQ Tofu

Veggie Lasagna

The opinions expressed on this page arc .hose- of the cartoonists and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Co.U^.on or me univet.ty.

ACROSS
1 Flavorlul

8 DrMsad
1 Bnal ruth

1

4

Caasa-tira

1

5

Ga* Comb,
form

18 'Do —
Oth«r» .

*

17 Suggest

1

8

Kind ol torast

19 Spidar wab.

•
20 Cooling agant

23 Spacitic pariod

24 Sunnsa
25 IfTMlation

27 More maager

31 Cbofe

33 Swediah rock

group
34 Streatar'a

'—

Mable'
36 Hot ItuH

39 More like a wag

41 Caustic

43 Relinisher's

material

44 European

capital

46 Literary lionesa

47 Eat

49 Win back

SI Sussax
Musage

53 Pulitzer author

James
55 -— Yankee

Doodle.
"

56 Dali and
Ernst

6? Sci sites

64 Lacking color

65 Carrie Fishers

lather

66 Meter lead-in

67 Baseball's

Speaker

68 Sphere

69 Singles

70 Fill to

repletion

71 Purposes

DOWN
1 Blend

2 "Rule

Britannia"

composer

3 •— the Magic

Dragon"
4 Baker t helper

5 Sneer at

6 Batting

champion Bcxl

7 Beginner

8 Opera highlight

9 Thunder, in

Berlin

10 Kind of

reaction

1

1

Like some
•cnbbling

1

2

Game board
wcxd

1

3

Yellow sapphira

21 Avant —
22 Hint

26 Sawed wood
27 Feline (eet

28 Newsworthy
biog

29 Within reach

30 Pollster's

concern

32 Actual

35 Piccadilly

statue

37 Form of

Elizabeth

38 Flim

flam

40 "Picnic' author

and lamily

42 Jazz pianist

Chick

45 Like a clear

night

48 Blows one's

lop

50 Certain

anglers

$1 PhMSIhrert'

TV role

52 Fun force

54 Silly onea
57 — evis orser

58 Brainchild

59 Pierre's st

80Mah-ioneg
piece

61 net schoola

63 DistreM
lenar*
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Sports
Bischoff, Mclnerney to step down from posts

By BRETT MORRIS
Collegian Staff

DaN-id Bischoff. the dean of the School

of Physical Education, and Director of

Athletics Frank Mclnerney stepped down

from their respective positions at the

University of Massachusetts yesterday.

Mclnerney. who turns 65 this month,

has been athletic director at the Univer-

sity for 20 years and said he has made the

decision to retire. He will remain at his

position through Aug. 31 as the already-

named search committee will look for a

replacement.

Bischoff. who is also the associate

chancellor for athletics, has given up his

academic responsibilities and title as dean,

but will still be involved in the athletic

department as a liasion between the de-

pai-tment and the management ofthe new

MuUins Arena.

BischotT, who was in attendance at the

press conference at the Robsham Visitors

Center along with Chancellor Richard

O'Brien, denied his move was related to

the recent call by football alumni for his

resignation. O'Brien said Mclnerney's

retirement wasn't prompted by pressure

and he discussed his retirement several

months ago.

-Three jobs is a bit too much," said

O'Brien of Bischoff, who has been a dean

for over 20 years. "It would he impossible

to add this third major responsibility to

his already full schedule."

"The need was to find somebody who

was very familiar with the workings ofthe

campus at every level, and have the nec-

essary' seniority to command the respect

of the potential users" O'Brien said in a

prepared statement. "And because

IBischofn has been deeply involved in all

aspects of the construction and operation

of this new facility."

The restructuring of the atheletic de-

partment calls for a greater involvement

of O'Brien in all decisions within the

athletic department and the athletic

budget will be separated from the Provost^s

Office and become part ofthe Chancellor's

budget.

O'Brien also addressed the Mullins

Arena and the establishment of a hockey

progiam. He said the newly-established

program will be a member of Hockey East

and set forth a three-year plan for its

formation.

A seven-member committee including

faculty, coaches and administrators as

well as head basketball coach John

Calipari. has begun its search for a new

athletic director. Thecommittee is headed

by Stevenson Fletcher.

"We want to move as quickly as pos-

sible to to get a new athletic director in

here," said O'Brien.

According to O'Brien, one of the first

responsibilities of the newly-appointed

athletic director will be to hire a head

hockey coach and provide the individual

with a budget to allow recruiting to begin.

Part of O'Brien's three-year formation

plan for hockey is for UMass to begin

playing a modest schedule in its second

year and embark upon a full schedule

within Hockey East in the third year.

"I believe we are at last emerging from

the budgetai^shadowsofthe recent years,"

O'Brien said. "As part of this emergence

we are detrmined to build outstanding

athletic programs, with an emphasis upon

academic excellence and program

breadth."

paiimeni anu iiit;nirtiicij;vunriii w. i..^ .— • i— r-
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Baseball headed to Boston
for bout with Northeastern
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

The Univeisitv ofMassachusetts baseball team travels

to Boston today to take on the Northeastern University

Huskies in the regular season finale at 3 p.m.

The game pits two ofthe top teams in New England, but

Its safe to sav UMass head coach Mike Stone and Husky

coach Neil McPhee will be resting their best pitchers, ifnot

their best position players. Both teams are fighting for

elusive NCAA Tournament bids, but they must go through

their respective conference tournaments first.

The Minutemen ( 23-14 > are the second seed in the

East Division of the Atlantic 10 Tournament, and they

will play George Washington at 7:35 p.m. Friday m
Bovertown. Pa.

"Northeastern is a member of the North Atlantic

Conference, and as teams like Maine and Delaware have

been up and down all year, the Huskies have ridden the

crest of the wave in the NAC and are one of the top four

teams in New England. McPhee's team is strong in the

outfield this season.

Senior John Buckley leads the outfield in the field and

at the plate. Buckley is a definite pro prospect and hit

.371 last season with seven home runs. Buckley roams

center field and is the Huskies' cleanup hitter.

Hank Gibson and Dan Mahoney round out the outfield

with both plavers producing in their senior years. On the

pitching staff. Northeastern is led by two youngsters.

Ste%e Leonard and Bill Hartnett are the young guns

that McPhee is relying on to win the NAC. Hartnett was

4-2 last year, while Leonard posted a 4-1 record.

As the regular season ends for the Minutemen, a few

players are riding hitting streaks. Bill Knight. Greg

LaRocca and Jeff January are the three UMass players

that are on a roll.

Knight has come into Amherst from Holliston and has

produced in his freshman year. He leads the team with

five homers and is second with 23 RBI. Knight has filled

in admirably in Brian Bnght's place. Bright was the

Minuteman right fielder last year, but he left for the pros

after completing his junior year.

LaRocca. another freshman, has played great defense

all year and has been a strength hitting out ofthe leadoff

position. LaRocca almost always makes conUct. striking

out only nine times in 37 games. Since shifting from

center field to shortstop. LaRocca has shown leadership,

even as a freshman.

January is a sophomore who transfered from South

Florida. He has shown pop at the plate, starting 34 of

UMass' 37 games. January has also filled in for catcher

Lou Olivieri behind the dish at times.

But without doubt, the offensive leader on the Min-

utemen is Steve Corradi. Corradi is second on the team

with a .333 average, has three homers and three tnples.

and is leading the team with 18 stolen bases in 21 tnes.

Since Stone moved Corradi to center to utilize his

speed better, he has played better in all aspects. Corradi

is UMass' cleanup hitter, and he is without a doubt the

team's biggest offensive threat.

Softball falls flat at Classic
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

The style in which the University of Massachusetts

Softball team lost its two games in the double-elimination

Diamond Classic this past weekend at the University of

Connecticut should have happened in reverse order.

Florida State University ( 60-7 ) was the undefeated (
3-

1 tournev champ, beating UConn ( 40-8 )
4-3 in the finale.

The 22nd-ranked Minutewomen beat the University

ofSouth Floridal-0 Saturday, as Holly Aprile ( 15-9) took

the decision. UMass scored the only run it would need in

the first as Rachel Lawson singled with one out. and was

singled to second by Barbara Marean. The runners ad-

vancedon a fielder's choice grounderby Sherri Kuchinskas.

and Peggy Bush singled to center scoring Lawson.

Aprile held the lead, allowing only three hits in the

game . striking out two and wal king none . and not allovring

a runer to third until the bottom of the seventh.

The win had UMass facing 13th-ranked FSU later

that dav. The l^dy Seminoles faced surprise UMass

starter Kelly Daut' who held FSU to only three hits

through three innings.

In the fourth inning FSU catcher Leslie Adams reached

on a fielder's choice, was singled to second by Lisa

Davidson and to third by Heather Conway. Center fielder

Tina Gethwell then grounded to UMass second baseman

Tracv Duest. who forced Conway at second as Adams

scored. Jennifer Olow then singled to center, scoring

Davidson and Susan Buttery singled to score Getherall.

Faced with a 3-0 deficit in their half of the fourth, the

Minutewomen pushed its only run across as Kuchinskas

and designated player Bush were walked by FSU pitcher

Rebecca Aa.se. Jen Devlin then singled to right, and

Stacey Nichols" hard grounder to center forced Devlin at

second as Danielle Walsh, who was running for

Kuchinskas. scored.

The loss meant UMass would face 19th-ranked and

rival UConn. which had taken three of four from the

Minutwomen earlier this season. UMass coach Elaine

Sortino said the close game against FSU would provided

her team with "a great experience, for tomorrow." against

UConn. but she didn't imagine what would happen in

Sunday's game.
UConn waxed the Minutewomen 10-0 in a five-inning.

mercy-rule contest. Husky hurler Kim Mizesko. who

shut out UMass for the third time this season, threw a

two-hitter with five strikeouts. She has allowed the

Minutewomen only seven hits in 19 innings this year.

"I don't let them rattle me." Mizesko said. "1 really try

to stay in control of the game. They get intimidated ifwe

get a run under our belt." as the Huskies did in the first

on two singles and a walk.

In the second UConn catcher Khiiista Andrade singled

and was forced at second by left fielder Michelle Santo.

Center fielder Janna Venice then hit a pitch from UMass

starter Darlene Claffey up into a strong wind blowing

from first to left, and the ball sailed over the fence for a

3-0 UConn lead.

Leading off the top of the third, UMass' Holly Apnle

was forced out of the game in a bizarre accident. The

senior center fielder fouled an inside pitch into her own

left eye, making a small cut. Aft«r the game the eye was

swollen shut, and she said it was sore but OK.

UConn continued the onslaught in the fourth as it

scored four runs on six hits, five of which were singles.

Daut replaced Claffey after the junior gave up the first

two runs, but it did not stop the runs.

In the sixth UConn crossed the plate three more times

on five consecutive singles, ending the game.

Sortino offered a terse "no comment" on her team's

fourth loss at the hands of the Huskies this season.

GAME NOTES: Yesterday UMass got back on the

winning track as it swept a make-up doubleheader at

Central Connecticut University. 11-4 and 13-0. ClafTey

increased her record to 11-4 in the first game, and Daut

upped her record to 8-6 in the nightcap.

Tomorrow UMass will honor its graduating seniors.

Holly Aprile, Barbara Marean, Jen Devlin and Peggy

Bush in a ceremony in between games of a doubleheader

against Alelphi. The twinbill will begin at Totman Field

at 3 p.m.

Scouting the
NBA draft

One underclassman who has already made noise

by deciding to enter the NBA is LSU'sjunior center

Shaquille O'Neal. Standing in at seven-feet plus

and weighing 280 pounds plus, O'Neal defimtely

has the body to dominate in the NBA.

The big question about O'Neal is whether hell

develop the low post moves tocompliment his assort-

ment of thundering dunks. His defensive presence

and physical skills alone should make O'Neal the

biggest prize in the lottery since Patrick Ewing.

Two big men follow O'Neal in the upper echelon

of the draft — Georgetown's Alonzo Mourning and

Duke's Christian Laettner.

Mourning should blossom professionally like

previous Hoya big men (Ewing and Dikembe

Mutombot. Already a defensive giant. Mourning's

offensive skills were good in college, but should be

better in the pros because defenses will not be able

to play a specific zone defense to shut him down.

As much as I hate Laettner, and I do mean hate,

1 must admit the man is a winner, plain and simple.

He knows how to play the game and is versatile

offensively.

Laettner's game fits the NBA much better than

former Duke big man and NBA big joke, Danny

Ferry.

Jeff Crofts

Two underclassmen who haven't made up their

minds about the NBA are next— Ohio State's Jim

Jackson and USC's Harold Miner.

Jackson, a jack of all trades — small forward/

shooting guard, has the all-around skills to be a

superstar right away. Jackson can do everything

—

shoot, pass, defend, rebound and most importantly

take over in the clutch (forget the nine turnover

effort against Michigan in the Big Dance, his

teammates didn't show up).

As for Miner, the man is the two E's— Exciting

and Explosive! If Miner can play tough defense in

the NBA, we are looking at the next Michael Jor-

dan. That is no exaggeration. The man is that good.

Up next — the trio of Razorbacks, Todd Day,

Oliver Miller and Lee Mayberry.

At 6-8. Day moves alarmingly smooth, can bear

down defensively, streak shoot with the best of

them, and finish off the break like James Worthy.

With all that said. Day's attitude and disappear-

ance in the tourney against Memphis State has

many worried.

Miller looks to be this years' Victor Alexander

(rookie center for Golden State). Like Alexander,

Miller stands 6-9, weighs in at 280 to 880 pounds,

and has incredibly softhands (maybe holding Italian

subs soft«ns your hands.)

Other Miller attributes include deceptive speed,

uncanny passing skills, and solid two-way post

skills. But his weight and laziness have many
worried.

Mayberry may be the most solid Razorback. He
plays tough defense, can shoot the J and is a leader.

The only knock on him is that his lack of size might

be a hindrance to him in the NBA.
The last player I'm going to look at is Maryland's

pointguardWaltWilUams. Once given contactlenses,

Williams really came on as an outside shooter.

Along with his outside shooting, Williams brings

his big-for-a-point-guard six-foot eight inch body

and good passing ability to a draft stacked with

talent. His lone setback is his lack of penetration.

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian sports columnist
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Collegian distributed despite protests
ByJEFFDONN
Associated Press

AMHERST— The student newspaper
at the University of Massachusetts dis-

tributed some copies Tuesday in defiance

of campus protesters who were trying to

shut it down.
The protesters, who are upset by the

Rodney King verdict and accuse the paper

of racism, snatched up most of the Daily

Collegian on Monday from buildings where

students ordinarily picked them up for

free. A staffer said papers alsodisappeared

from a loading dock where they were de-

livered from the printer.

However, Jenny Burns, associate pro-

duction manager, said the paper's staff

aiTanged for a security guard to be at the

dock today.

"The production goes smoothly; it'sjust

an added burden," she added.

However, the students are publishing

without advertisements for fear that

businesses would turn into targets of the

protest. Some protesters Monday called

for a boycott of advertisers in the paper,

which normally circulates 19,000 copies.

The editors also said Monday they

would close for the school year five days

earlier than planned.

Rebecca Ewen, a worker at the Student

Activities Office, said today's papers ar-

rived at drop points in buildings around

campus. It wasn't immediately clear ifthe

protesters intended to remove them.

The protesters on Monday replaced the

papers at some locations with fliers accus-

ing the editors of "racist and oppressive

discourse" and listingdemands for change.

The fliers carried a nameplate that said:

"Daily Collegian."

The loosely knit group of protesters

took shape in reaction to the acquittal

Wednesday of the white policeman who
beat King, a Black, in Los Angeles. The
protesters overran the newspaper's office

Friday, breaking a window and refusing

to leave for a halfhour. They later occupied

the chancellor's office for several hours

but left when University officials pledged

to hire 10 more minority professors within

two years.

The protesters, angry over the election

last month of three new editors by a vote

of the paper's staff, demanded that mi-

nority staffers make those appointments.

"It was a completely racist act,"' protester

Alex Delgado said of the vote. "How can a

95 percent white staff talk about
multiculturalism?"

About 300 protesters, who rallied out-

side the student union building, also de-

manded that Managing Editor Dan Wetzel

be fired.

Editor-in-chiefMarc Elliott said Wetzel

would stay. But he acknowledged there

may have been racism at the paper in the

past. He said he stood ready to negotiate

over voting for minority page editors and
other issues.

Wetzel said the 102-year-old paper's

staffwas trying to keep pubhshing through

Friday as "a pride issue."

Students list demands
Amherst College takeover continues
By SARAH LEVESQUE
Collegian Staff

A group of50 to 100 Amherst College

students led in part by the Black Stu-

dent Unionhave barricaded themselves

in Converse Hall since 11:30 p.m.

Monday night and will continue to oc-

cupy the Hall until their listofdemands
have been met.

The protesters announced their list

of demands at 8:30 Monday morning
and later met with Amherst College

President Peter Pouncey and adminis-

trators, but no decision has been
reached.

Copies of the protestors' list of de-

mands circulated through the crowd of

about a hundred students that gath-

ered during the day and late into the

evening to show their support of the

takeover of the Hall, which houses the

offices of President Pouncey and other

administrators. Various student classes

are also held in the building.

Amherst sophomore poUtical science

major Juanita Kennedy said she sup-

ported the students in Converse who

have vowed to remain there until ei-

ther their demands are met or they, the

protestors, are removed by force. "The

takeover is a good step," said Kennedy,

"and a productive expression of their

rage and feelings."

Amherst sophomore history m^or
Elisa Murphy thought the protestors'

demands were unrealistic and the

students were "making a big deal out of

nothing."

The group of students' first demand
is "that the existing Affirmative Action

Pohcy be revised, so as to stipulate that

ALL academic departments advertise

openings in publications directly geared

towards Black, Latino, and Asian-

American academia. This policy should

be eff"ective by September 8. 1992."

Student Spokesperson Keisha Lind-

say, a senior at the private liberal arts

college, said the students wanted the

1,575-student college to hire a full-time

affirmative action officer, a Black pro-

fessor ofeconomics, and Black or Latino

professors in the psychology, theatre,

and dance and political science depart-

CONTIISIUED ON PAGE 2

CoUeci»> photo by Christopher Evans

An unidentified Amherst College student addresses a crowd of

demonstrators yesterday. Protestors at Aralierst are occupying

Converse Hall, demanding the college hire Black and Latino

faculty in several departments.

AP photo

CONFISCATED—A demonstrator hides his identity with a copy of
the Daily Collegian newspaper at the University of Massachusetts in

Amherst, Mass., Monday. A group of demonstrators, calling the
newspaper racist, carried away and thwarted distribution of the
school newspaper across the campus.

Bush seeking suspects
in L.A. rioting, looting
By TERENCE HUNT
Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. — President

Bush said Tuesday the government plans

to pursue and prosecute people who mur-

dered, burned and looted in riot-torn Los

Angeles and is reviewing videotapes to

identify suspects, a California lawmaker
said.

Bush consulted with Republican sena-

tors on Capitol Hill about the riots and
also met for a second straight day with

Cabinet advisors on the subject. He is to

leave Wednesday for a two-day trip to Los

Angeles.

White House press secretary Marlin

Fitzwater said the government was trying

tomatch federal assistance programs with

needs for food and other necessities in the

city.

Bush plans to inspect neighborhoods

ripped by violence and burnings on his

visit to the city.

He is to arrive in Los Angeles late

Wednesday and probably will meet that

night with David Kearns, the deputy sec-

retary of education who is coordinating

federal reliefefforts. A White House plan-

ning team is in Los Angeles surveying

sites for Bush to visit.

On Tuesday, Bush went to Capitol Hill

and spent an hour behind closed doors

with Senate Republicans.

Afterward, Sen. John Seymour, R-Ca-

lif., quoted Bush as saying the Justice

Department planned to "prosecute to the

fullest" those involved in murder, looting,

arson and other crimes.

The department is reviewing video-

tapes of the rioting in order to pursue its

prosecutions, Seymour added. Bush went
out of his way to pose for television cam-

eras with Seymour,who is up for re-election

this fall.

Seymour said, "His words were, that he

had spoken with Attorney General (Wil-

liam) Barr and that he assured the presi-

dent that they were going to fully prosecute

those who had been involved in the loot-

ing, and the setting offires and the killings

and mayhem and property damage. He

indicated they were viewing all the evi-

dence now, including videotapes."

The Republican senator also said there

is "a strong possibility of indictments be-

ing handed down" by a federal grand jury

in the Rodney King case.

It was the acquittal of four white police

officers in the videotaped beating of King,

a black motorist, that led to three days of

rioting last week that left 55 people dead,

nearly 2,400 injured and more than 12,000

arrested.

After the verdict on state charges, a

federal grand jury is considering whether
lawmen violated King's civil rights.

Bush told reporters he was doing "a lot

of listening. . . talking, and explaining

where we stand on the federal side on

L.A."

Later, Bush told a Cinco de Mayo cer-

emony at the Mexican Cultural Institute,

"We must rethink and reaffirm the bonds

that knit all nationaUties together."
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Festivities celebrate Israel's

independence as Jewish state
By JULIE ROSS
Collegian Staff

On May 7, Jews all around the world will celebrate

Israel's independence as a Jewish state, on the holiday

known as Israel Independence Day, or Yom Haatzma'ut.

The hoUday is one ofmuch celebration and festivities.

In Israel, the streets are transformed into a carnival-like

atmosphere with dancing, music and art events.

It is a way of acknowledging Israel's right to exist as

a Jevdsh state, said Yehudit Heller, program director of

Hillel.

The holiday dates back to May 14, 1948, the day when

Israel declared its independence, brought about by the

United Nations Partition Plan, which proposed a sepa-

rateJewishand Arab state in Palestine, saidJosh Slomich,

a sophomore political science major at the University of

Massachusetts.

Zionist leaders accepted the plan. However, Slomich

explained the plan was rejected by Arab leadership in

Palestine and surrounding Arab states.

When British forces withdrew from Palestine, the

Arab forces attacked Israel from Egypt, Syria, Jordan

and Lebanon. Israel fought back and emerged victorious,

Slomich said.

The establishment of a Jewish state was sort of the

climax of 2,000 years ofthe Jews being in exile," Slomich

said. "It was Jewish independence from living in the

ghetto, a sense ofpride for everyone. .
.now theJews have

their own homeland."

"I can't really imagine the Jewish people around the

world without a Jewrish state," Heller said.

"I think the Holocaust was a very important lesson

here, there were people and there was nowhere to go—
no gate was open," Heller said.

Heller cited the recent influx of Soviet Jews into

Israel. "For the Jews in Russia, Israel was a solution, it

was life, as well as forJewish people in Ethiopia," he said.

Heller, a native born Israeli, said she was optimistic

about the recent Middle East peace talks, as well as the

new rights for Syrian Jews to travel in and outside of

Syria. ... 1

"I think peace can happen anywhere, it s about people

growing up and acknowledging processes and being able

to deal," she said.

"It will take a while, it's easier to take things apart than

to put them together."

There wrill a fair to celebrate Israel Independence Day

today in the Student Union Ballroom from 10 a.m. to 3

p.m. There will be Israeli food, music and dancing.
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ments. School spokesperson Doug Wilson said said 22 of

the 185 faculty members and 13 of the 95 administrators

are minorities, and the college has made various efforts to

expand its minority hiring. Lindsay contended there were

fewer than 10 black professors and "most departments

don't have any Black or Latino representation."

At around 3 p.m., 25 University of Massachusetts

students from the rally announced to be "in support of

The Collegian Editors ofColor" marched over to Converse

Hall to show their support for the occupying students'

demands. University student Jason McDonald, who

participated in the march to Amherst said. "We are

calling students to support them. This issue goes beyond

just Amherst and UMass. . . Racism is a global issue."

Further signs of the protest and response to the

Rodney King verdict can be found on the steps of the

Robert Frost Library. "Support the occupation! Go to

Converse," announces one sign. Also on the steps of the

Amherst College library is an effigy of a lynched Black

man, steps splattered with red paint, and an account of

two lynch mob hangings taped to the handrail for people

to read.

The visual statement was created by the Charles

Drew House, the college's African-American center, as a

political statement commemorating the victims of racial

lynchings in the U.S. through out history.

(The Associated Press contributed to this report.)
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New assault statistics

use range of sources
By MICHELLE BAYLISS
Collegian Staff

The University has recently obtained

the first statistics for reporting sexual

assaults developed by the Sexual Assault

Advisory Committee through the Sexual

Assault Centralized Report.

The report is really useful in helping

us determine what areas on campus to

targetwith oureducational programming,"

said the coordinator of the Educator/Ad-

vocate program at the Everywoman's

Center Veronica Frenkel.

"Itjust reinforces whatwe already know

aboutwomen being afraid to report sexual

assault, she added."

The new. more comprehensive system

was designed to provide an increased ac-

curate assessment of assaults on campus

and increase victim services and aware-

ness through education, according to the

coordinator of the Counselor/Advocate

program Debra Levy, from the

Everywoman's Center.

Levy said the new statistics cannot be

compared to past data because they go

beyond police figures gathered from a

"We're still dealing with the myth that

assaults are committed by unknown men
lurking in dark alleyways," said Levy.

The reality is that sexual assaults are

generally committed by people the victim

know in the victim's home," she added.

Results of the report form on the fre-

quency of sex-related assaults on women
on campus show an increase.

The report shows that during the 1990-

91 academic year, there were a total of 179

reported sexual assaults at the University.

79 percent of those assaults occurred dur-

ing previous years and child sexual abuse.

Of the 100 assaults occurring during

the 1990-91 academic year, there were 27

reported obscene telephone calls; 14 re-

ports ofphysical abuse; 20 reported rapes;

nine reports of physical sexual assault;

eight reports of sexual harassment; three

reports of verbal sexual assault; and five

reports of other types of assault.

Of the reported assaults, 91 percent

were undergraduates; 81 percent lived on

campus; and 60 percent said they knew

the aggressor. Sixteen percent of offend-

ers were reported to be ex-partners; 15

percent reported were friends. 14 percent

broadernumberofcampus and community reported were acquaintances, and id

agencies. The report form also adds to the

definition of sexual assault to include ob-

scene phone calls, rape, attempted rape.

sexual harassment, physical abuse, and

voyeurism.
According to the report, statistics re-

inforcing nation-wide figures show that a

high percentage ofassaults arecommitted

by acquaintances.

The report states that one out of four

women will be the victim of rape at some

point in her lifetime and one out of two

women will be the victim of attempted

rape.

It goes on to say that rapes reported to

police reflect only ten percent of women
who have been sexually assaulted.

percent were reported being strangers

A mere 22 percent ofthose who reported

they had been assaulted took legal action

against their assailants and six percent

went through the University to take action.

Seventy-five percent of all the sexual

assaults that occurred within the last aca-

demic year happened on campus, accord-

ing to the report. Residence halls were the

location most often identified in the report.

The report notes that the number of

reported assaults on campus is only a

fraction of the national estimates of the

actual frequency of sexual assaults.

The report concludes emphasizing the

need to address sexual assaults on college

campuses

CoUacUn piiolo by Christopher Evmm.

FRISBEE, MON -—Continuing education student Adam Baer

makes a one-handed grab near the Campus Pond Lawn.

vho have been sexually assauitea. campu»t;». _
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By BROOKE C. WHEELER
Collegian Staff

An unexpectedly large crowd and outbreaks ofalleged

violence caused the annual "Funk-a-thon" in the Student

Union Ballroom to be interrupted prematurely Saturday

The annual event, sponsored by the Black Mass

Communications Project, was slated to run from 10:30

p.m. to 3:00 a.m. but was cut short at 1:00 a.m. when an

immense crowd awaiting entry to the concert began to fill

the Student Union and "a scuffle broke out." according to

Auxiliary Services Director William Harris.

"There were no dire consequences," said Harris, who

was present at the scene. "ITlie parties involvedin the

alleged fightl were just told to cool off and leave

Student Activities Office Director Edward Korza said

the major problem surfaced after the step show ended

and a "surge of individuals" hoping to attend the Funk-

a-thon "created a bottleneck effect." He said peoplem the

crowd became impatient because of the wait to get in.

-In terms of planning [for security), it was sufficient,"

said Korza. "The sudden surge of people was the catalyst

for the anxiety, friction and anger."

Harris said. "We did not try to drive them out. We just

turned the music off and the lights on and opened the

doors."

Korza said someone yelled that another person had a

gun and a few people panicked, but he said there were "no

guns, no knives, no arrests." Harris said hand-held metal

detectors were used at the entrance to the Ballroom, and

no one was turned away.

According to Harris, 1,100 tickeU were sold, but he

estimated approximately 1,300 people were present at

the event. He said BMCP had 60 students on security

duty, and had hired four UMass police officers for the

evening.
• . »

However, Harris said. There were a lot ofoversights.

He said students who could not gain entry to the show

were asking for a refund of the $6 ticket charge. He said

around 60 to 70 students received refunds, ofwhich about

half were actually holding tickets.

Harris said no one was hurt, and the damage was

limited to one broken window in the Ballroom itself.

Dean ofStudents Sharon Kipetz said Saturday night's

events will be addressed at a meeting today with Vice

Chancellor ofStudent Affairs Jo-Anne Vanin and several

division heads.

alleged fightl werejust told to cool off and leave." noone was lurneu «w«j,.
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JoUv Roffer flies atop Buterfield once more
•^ •—
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Iron bars sit in front of a window in Butterfield Residence HaU.

Hou^hig instaUed the bars to keep students off the buildings roof.

By MICHELLE BOBBINS
Collegian Staff

When Housing Services took down

Butterfield residents' Jolly Roger flag last

Wednesday and installed metal bars on

stairwell windows, many residents were

outraged and confused with Housing's

behavior.

"The flag is a symbol of free thinking

for Butterfield residents," said Marc

Randazza, a junior joumahsm major.

A new Jolly Roger flag is now waving

triumphantly on top of Butterfield Resi-

dential Hall's roof, defying all ofHousing's

attempts to keep residents off the roof.

Randazza said Housing thinks of the

residents as a "pesky technicality."

"Housing has to realize that they work

for the residents and the residents are

their bosses, not vice versa," said

Randazza, who is also House Council

President of Butterfield.

Some residents said they were con-

cerned that the metal bars installed on

stairwell windows to keep students offthe

roof was a fire hazard.

Dave Beaudin, an associate fire pre-

vention office, said the bars were not a fire

hazard. "If the bars were installed on the

dorm room windows then it would have

been a fire hazard," he said.

There are discrepancies as to how the

metal bars have since been removed. Brian

O'Neil, a first year microbiology major,

said the bars were removed by explosives.

Another student, Randazza, said the bars

rusted and fell out.

Residents saidwhen Housingtookaway

their flag they also took away Butterfield

residents' individuality. "Housing is forc-

ing the residents to obey and conform to

their rules," said Georgina Grigson, ajun-

ior journalism major.

Residents said they couldn't under-

stand why Housing focused so much at-

tention and spent money to remove the

flag and install bars when there are more

important problems plaguing Butterfield.

O'Neil said there were five men weld-

ing all day to install the bars on the stair-

well windows, a deadbolt on a door and a

new lock on the trap door leading to the

roof

"It is petty ofHousing to make such a big

deal about the flag when they can't even fix

thelawnoutside ofButterfield," said O'NeU.

"I think it's cool that the flag is up on

the roof again because it stands as an

expression of freedom for the residents,"

said Mel Mooney, a junior comparitive

literature major.

Housing Services was unavailable for

comment.
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Let's take over a building!
Sowe were taken over. I was a Collegian

editor for only one semester, my last one,

and it was a calm and peaceful semester,

as far as the Collegian goes. Who knew?

The last eight papers were to come out

and I was ready to pluck things from my
desk for memories, take photos ofmy fellow

journalists and be a bit sentimental. In-

stead, the revolutionaries have act«d.

I understand perfectly and 1 am not

surprised by anything that happened. I

don't mean to come off as holier-than-

thou, but I've been on the other side and I

know these revolutionaries well.

Ari Vais

'A multiculturally perfect paper?'
As a member of the University's stu- semesters I have attended the Umversity.

dent population, Iam extremely concerned and it has written about it frequently.

bv what I observe about campus regard- Will racism and sexism lessen on this

ingtheattemptedhalUngoftheCo/Ze^an's campus if the Collegian is not allowed to

publication. Racism and sexism are defi- print articles? Certainly not. One cannot

nitely present, and highly so. At the Uni- force a racist to change his or her mind;

versity. yet. censorship in any form will not

solve any problems. When any on person or

group of persons is not allowed to speak, it

creates a standard that threatens the very

possibility of righting a wrong.

If we are to assume that any of the

editors or staffmembers of the Collegian,

or any other publication, should not be

allowed to continue to express their views

solely on the basis that such views are

offensive or oppressive to some, then the

right is thus declared to prevent any voice

to be heard. That is frightening.

Whether or notjoumabstic poUtics have

oppressed any voices is a moot point. Pre-

venting any voice from being heard will

not solve any problems — it will make
them worse. The Collegian has had prob-

lems in recruiting writers for all eight

only teach them. Everyone is racist. We all

have some bias, be it large and overbear-

ing or slight and hidden, towards some

culture or other, be itan ethnicity, religion,

gender, sexual orientation or other dif-

ference. Any person who claims she or he

judges each person solely on merit and

character is a saint.

Is a multiculturally perfect paper pos-

sible? No. Should it be attempted? Of

course. Nothing is perfect, however, and

college students, from any walk of life, are

no exception. Force breeds spit« and cen-

sorship builds anger. It is in all ofour best

interests if a student with a grievance

concentrates more on speaking louder than

silencing another.
Scott Hyman
Orchard HiU

Censorship: an ugly form of protest

I would just like to take this opportu-

nity to express my outrage at the actions of

the students who have taken to throwing

away all available copies of the Collegian.

This is nothing but a blatant act of cen-

sorship. .

To those involved, I sincerely wish you

would stop and think about what you are

doing. Clearly, your actions are not the

result ofa well thought out decision. Please

understand that you have to take

responsibilty for your actions. I find it

extremely ironic that the very people who
are accusing the Collegian of censorship

are blocking student access to the news-

paper. Do you really feel that this is more

justified than any other form ofcensorship?

As UMass students, you have a lot of

power on this campus. I urge you to use

that power responsibly. You claim to be

fighting oppression, but you are becoming

the very voice of oppression by blocking

the circulation of the Collegian.

1 am very offended by your actions. Do

you really think that you are the only

intelligent people on this campus? Are the

rest of us so incapable of thought that you

feel the need to protect us from the 'op-

pressive' material that has been printed

in the Collegian? 1. for one. prefer to be

able to read all material circulating about

racism on this campus and make my own

decision based on what I have read. Why
are you so afraid of students reading the

Collegian? Areyou perhaps concerned that

they might be able to make an unbiased

decision about the issues at hand (a deci-

sion that may not necessarily coincide

with your views?)

You probably do have the power to shut

down the Collegian for a few days, butwhat

I ask you to ask yourselves is, "Do I really

want to do this?" Do you really want to

condone censorship by blocking circulation

of the Collegian? Realize that your actions

have power, and think before you act.

For anyone who would like to read a

copy of Monday's Collegian, I was able to

get a copy. I brought it to the Archives of

the Tower Library (floor 25) — no, that

doesn't mean that floor 25 is racist and

should be the next target of vandalism.

Tania Reppucci
Orchard Hill

My most recent encounter with them

(before the takeover) was as editor of the

Ed/Op page this semester. You know how

you can tell a revolutionary? They're the

oneswho become vocally indignant iftheir

submission isn't printed right away, or if

it's printed, but has been edited for space.

They are the ones who leave snotty notes

full ofaccusations and bitterness and who

seem to firmly believe that what they

wrote is the gospel, a document far more

valuable than anything I could ever hope

to receive. But I'm a fossil, for cryin' out

loud! I've been here since 1987, and I used

to be one of their pawns.

Some of you may remember the build-

ing takeovers in the spring of '89 that

called for an end ofDepartment ofDefense

research at UMass. These things always

start out as rallies, with the aforemen-

tioned revolutionaries clinging to the po-

dium for dear life, inciting their soldiers-

to-be to action. You see. these pawns would

just be regular students looking for ac-

ceptance without their leaders, and the

leaders would be frustrated eccentrics

without their pawns. Each group is totally

dependent on the other for its existence.

But which is more vile?

There is perhaps no right answer to

that question. Let's just say that it's a

personal judgement call. How about a

sweeping generalization? The pawns in a

collegiate revolution can be compared to

Greeks or hippies or any people thatjoin a

group for instant, feel-good acceptance.

Go to a bunch of Dead shows and you're

part ofa big. happy family no matter who

you are. Join a sorority or fraternity and

you've got sisters and brothers for life.

Take over a building with a large, shout-

ing group and there's instant solidarity.

College can be a lonely place. Surely, we

can all understand this mentality. The

leaders of these revolutions, on the other

hand, have festering egos the size ofTexas,

m probably make a ton of enemies

among my fellow comrades of the '89

revolution as well asmany others by saying

these things, but a man with noenemies is

not a man, and besides, I'm gone from the

Valley dizzyingly soon.

When I took over the Graduate Tower

with my loud band of peaceniks, it was

strictly because this was probably the

only time in my life that I would take over

a building, complete with list ofdemands.

It was all very exciting and, to tell you the

truth, the solidarity among us was intoxi-

cating. The cause? Come on, even then if

you'd sat me down privately, I would have

admitted that I didn't give a damn about

the cause. I think most of us were even a

little hazy as to what exactly the cause

was because our leaders hadn't formu-

lated a concrete agenda yet. All we know

was that there were loads of cops outside,

that we might be arrested. We faxed dif-

ferent publications with news of our

revolution, made coffee as well as massive

signs to stick on the windows calling for

support. We made quite a mess of these

people's ofiices, but it was in the name of

The Cause. While we weren't paying at-

tention, our leaders killed each other off

until only one remained. Too many cooks

spoil the broth, especially in a revolution.

I remember feeling a bit uneasy at the

way our leader treated us: like a movie

star would treat a petty fan. Too busy to

chat, far too important tomake eye contact,

but evasively polite. If someone was to

question or second-guess the leader,

however, theywere as good as dead. Out of

the movement. Ex-comrades. Traitors!

These leaders are effective at achieving

what they want, but when it comes to

seeing or hearing different views, they

stink. Levelheadedness and down-to-

earthness have absolutely no place in a

revolution. Pumped up emotions and erect

egos are the key ingredients.

I left theGradTower right before people

started getting arrested, as some sense

suddenly returned to me. And even though

I still thought ofmy poor, jailed friends as

comrades. I knew what was up. 1 knew all

too well that our leader, when he got out of

jail, would not remember who I was. I

knew that when the workers at the Grad

Tower rolled their eyes and began to pack

their things upon our takeover, that they

were being cynical/realistic, like I'm being

now. I also knew that most of us sheep had

gotten a kick out ofchallenging authority

with so much back-up. even if it was short

lived, and now fancied ourselves as 'en-

lightened' and 'aware.' Department of

Defense? What's that?

-HEY HEY. HO HO, THISAND THAT
HAS GOT TO GO!!!"

Yeah, yeah, yeah! You're all the same.

Different faces over the years, different

causes, but everything else is exactly the

same. Egomania, megalomania, and a

desperate need to be liked. I'm not saying

that all revolutions arejust the flexings of

ugly egos. Of course not — just look at

Eastern Europe. But on American college

campuses, revolutions tend to be a lot of

yellingand very little thinking. The pawns,

while rejoicing over their acceptance, don't

realize that they have lost their identities.

The revolutionaries become wasted on

delusions of their own grandeur. It's a

boring, trite and totally unoriginal scene.

Look at what's happened on this cam-

pus over the last few days, namely to the

Collegian . Now pack up your emotions for

a second, take neither side ifyou can, and
look again. You rolled your eyes like I

thought you would.

Look, I don't mean to rain on anybody's

parade, and I would never discourage

anyone from joining an uprising. I'm glad

I did it. I really am. All I'm saying is that

ifyou can't step in others' shoes and ifyou

refuse to consider opposing views as pos-

sibly being valid, then you're a stupid,

blind sheep.

See you in the real world.

Ari Vais is a Collegian columnist

Riots in L.A. to be expected, but violence will only polarize opinion
I am writing this letter in response to several

comments I heard while attending the rally on Friday,

May 1, to protest the acquittal of the four police

officers accused of beating Rodney King.

The comments I am referring to were made by

several speakers, including a professor from the Afro-

American department. The comments were to the

effect that the rioters in Los Angeles were 'soldiers' on

the front line of the struggle for racial justice in this

country.

One speaker went even further and declared that

rioters were protecting the homes oftheir people in the

only way they knew how. (It is only fair to state that

most ofthe people 1 saw cheering the above statements

were white. The large majority of the Afro-American

demonstrators seemed to have reacted with much less

enthusiasm.)

It is easy to justify the use of violence when all other

avenues have seemingly been exhausted. Yet what may
temporarily alleviate feelings of impotence and frustra-

tion will have repercussions that extend far into the

future.

The violence in Los Angeles is the inevitable result of

the political, economic and social disenfranchisement of

large segments of the population of this country. None of

us should have been surprised.

However, what began as an expression of justifiable

rage clearly got out of hand. Looting and destruction of

property and attacks on innocent people will not advance

the cause ofjustice in this country. It is evident that for

many rioters, a carnival atmosphere soon replaced the

anger that was the original catalyst for the violence.

It is clear from events in Eastern Europe and within

the republics of the former Soviet Union that violence

begets violence. If riots should erupt in other cities it

will allow the federal government to ignore the fun-

damental problems which face this nation, instead

reducing the issues to a question of law and order.

For many Americans, the violence will only justify

the status quo.

It is understandable that many Black leaders are
unwilling to condemn the actions of the rioters. But
there is a difference between withholding one's con-
demnation and expressing one's approval. Veiling
the brutal chaos that took place in Los Angeles in a
cloak ofdecency will onlycontribute to the polarization
of opinion, and could stimulate further outbreaks of
violence.

Eric Gentes
Amherst

All that I believe I need to know, I'm learning at the Collegian
All that I think I need to know I am learning it at

the Collegian. Well, at least what I believe I need to

know. . . for my journalistic career.

To love the press as myself To make it be my life,

my food, my reason for doing well in school so that I

can continue writing.

To love my opinions and value them as the other's.

To leave my beliefs to one side when I am writing

a story, but never to forget my morals.

To not take it personally when people write nasty

articles asking me to resign. On the contrary, to take

it constructively and respect them (that includes Uni-

versity stafD.

"Cooperation, not competition."

To want the same people who scream atme at press

conferences and call me names at rallies to come and
work with me.

Toknow that the m£yorityofthose same peoplewho
do that will not be willing to work with me, or take my
job because they are not willing to work 10 hours doing

a page, or are afraid ofbeing criticized by people who

won't care about it.

To check my sources. . .

To know that freedom ofthe press is not to write what

I like, but to accept the consequences of what I write.

Evelyn A. DeJesus
To think not only for myself, but for the paper.

To work under stress. .

.

To listen to critics. .

To be proud ofmy work. .

.

To be polite. .

.

To not to take things personally, just professionally.

To look for both sides of the story.

To be objective.

To report not what I believe, but only what happened.

To be professional.

That you will not always have the time to use the

writing process you learned in College Writing 112 and

high school.

To look for the best way to communicate a story. To
ask myselfhow a Pulitzer prizejournalistwould write.

To be a journalist, a glamourous one or a not-so-

glamourous one.

To not print internal gossip.

Headlines have to fill all the space laid out for them.

To listen to different opinions of the definition of

multiculturalism.

To distinguish between a constructive critic and an

"I want to screw you* one.

To be creative within my job description.

To recognize that I do not always know it all.

To not to act like I do.

Of all that I am stating on these lines there are

things that I am forgetting now. After all, I am always

in the learning process. I am learning to distinguish

who is my friend and who is not. To know who is

envious ofme and to believe in my potential. To never

forgetmy convictions and principles and never anyone
question them.

Evelyn A De Jesus is a Collegian staffmember.

Collegian
y
get your facts straight

Here's just a few things I'd like to tell

you sorry little Collegian 'reporters':

1) You people are the farthest thing

fi:^m 'radical'—changinga women's issues

page into articles mixed in with the rest of

your pathetic 'news'paper is not radical!

(Learn the real meaning of the word.)

2) Do you have trouble hearing, or are

your brains simply not processing infor-

mation correctly? It's very nice of you to

tell us demonstrators that 'you are not

removing the Third World Affairs,

Multicultural Affairs and Black Affairs

pages from the paper,' but in case you

don't remember, we never accused you of

doing that— that wasn't the issue, fools!!

The issue is that we want people from

those communities, andONL^peoplefrom

those communities voting for editors for

those pages — doesn't that seem just a

little, eensie, teensie bit more logical than

letting a bunch of White, mostly male

people vote in sellouts who won't repre-

sent the students the way they want to be

represented? Think about it!

3) Learn some manners — that was
extremely rude for you to have the gall to

interrupt our meeting by yelling over and

over again "Can't I read a statement from

the Collegian?" during a woman's speech!

That shows how much respect you have

for women of color— ifyou want respect,

you have to show it!

So . . .before you write about us dem-

onstrators again in your racist paper as

unorganized, uninformed idiots (which is

basically what you said), get your own
sorry ass [expletive] together and your

facts straight.

Anonymous

Proud of the Managing Editor
Who is Dan Wetzel? Ifyou listen to the

rantings and ravings of a bitter and ex-

tremely jealous fanatic named Trystan

Skeigh,you might think that he is a 'racist,'

a 'Nazi,' or a 'fascist.' You see, Ms. Skeigh

is very insulted by the fact that Mr. Wetzel

defeated her in a landslide victory of51 to

3 in the Collegian elections. Unfortu-

nately for Mr. Wetzel, his opponent has

not been a graceful loser.

This individual has begun a smear

campaign on one of our paper's most re-

spected writers. She has used the horrible

situation in Los Angeles to achieve her

own selfish political agenda.

Due to the fact that Mr. Wetzel did not

have enough signatures on last week's

policy editorial concerning the court's de-

cision on the trial, he was unable to print

this opinion. This had nothing to do with

his personal viewpoint, but rather the

mtyority of the Board of Editors. Now we
seem to have a very passionate mob of

citizens with the need for a scapegoat.

Imagine yourselfunwillingly beingthrown

into the center of such a heated issue.

For those of you who don't know who

Dan Wetzel is and what he stands for,just

refer to his writings. After reading such

articles as 'Group saves men's soccer fi^m

demise" and 'Welcome to the People's Re-

public of Amherst, B.Y.O.B.', it is very

clear that he is not concerned with creat-

ing political controversy. He is a hard

working undergraduate doing his best to

contribute to the success of the Collegian

without allowing his personal feelings to

interfere with his work.

We the undersigned are proud to have

Dan Wetzel as Managing Editor of the

Collegian. We also feel that he has been

unfairly judged by a misinformed pubUc

and should not be a target of their frus-

tration. Dan Wetzel should not be associ-

ated with the beating of Rodney King, or

the acquital of the L.A. poHce officers.

Brian McDonald
Southwest

188 people signed this letter

Local business owner threatened
It's time for a serious reality check.

Once again, a perennial group ofstudents

searching for a cause have chosen a target.

That the target is the 'racist' Collegian is

the amazing thing. Racist? I've heard the

Collegian described in many derogatory

ways in my four years at UMass, and I've

participated myself on a number of occa-

sions, but that's too much.

What 1 find most offensive about this

group of individuals is that they feel a

need to export their biases across the

widest spectrum possible. They seem to

take pride in claiming on the one hand

that all opinions should be respected, as

they simultaneously threaten and coerce

those who disagree. I work at a business

here in town and on Monday I was sub-

jected to a verbal barrage from one of

these social militants, who ineptly tried to

convince me that our advertising should

be withdrawn from the Collegian . When I

told him that we had no intention ofdoing

any such thing, he proceeded to threaten

me with boycotts and claimed that "Well

be back later to see ifyou've changed your

mind." Great, now we have strong-arm

tactics fi^m a bunch of people who are so

enveloped in a fog of social consciousness

that they can hardly see straight. The

consolation for the rest of us is that these

people will have to get a job someday and

maybe the strain of real life will quiet

them down a little. I can't wait.

Alan K. Van Tassel

East Longmeadow

A link between the beating of King and the murder of Chin
What lessons do you draw from the April 29 acquit-

tal of the four white L.A. police officei-s in Ventura

County, and the fire storm that followed? I would like

to emphasize a particular linkage between race and

justice by recalling the case ofVincent Chin. Chin was

a Chinese American man in his early twenties, who

was bludgeoned to death by a laid-oflfauto worker in

Detroit in 1981 . The media, especially in Japan, made

much of the allegation that he had been mistaken for

Japanese. The particulars of the incident are worth

reviewing. Mr. Chin was celebrating his birthday with

a few male friends at a strip joint and had exchanged

words with the auto worker inside the bar. The dis-

agreement was moved outside where Mr. Chin bested

the autoworker in a fist fight. The auto worker and his

adult son, seeking revenge, retrieved a baseball bat

from their car and searched for Mr. Chin soon after.

They foimd him alone, having a hamburger inside a

nearby McDonalds, and chased him into the center of

a busy avenue where he was clubbed to death. The

auto worker vfas found guilty if manslaughter but

received only the most minimal of penalties; as I

recall , a fine ofa few thousand dollars and a suspended

sentence offive years, meaning no jail time at all. The

Chinese American community, among others, was

outraged and the mother of Vincent Chin helped to

lead a campaign to retry the murderer for violating

Mr. Chin's civil rights. AJter several years, the federal

authorities did prosecute on those grounds but, aft«r

the trial venue was moved to Cincinatti, the defendant

was found not guilty. A fine documentary, "Who Killed

Vincent Chin," aired onPBS Point ofView, and was an

Academy Award nominee in 1989.

Vincent Chin's death is relevant to the L.A. case in two

ways. It illustrates the difficxilties of securing a convic-

tion for violating civil rights (not impossible, of course;

this was the statute used to finally bring to justice in the

mid-80s the bomber of the Birmingham Church in 1964

after earlier acquittals). But the second point, oft«n lost

in the media discussion and political posturing, is the

bias in the American judicial system, based on the race of

the victim.

Jim Matson

This is a point well-documented in the sociological

literature, e.g., the study by David Baldus of University

ofIowa that demonstrated that the administration ofthe

death penalty in Georgia was racially discriminatory,

i.e., taking into account over 200 other factors, such as

brutality, extenuating circumstances, etc. , those who kill

Whites are four times as likely to be sentenced to death.

(60 percent ofGeorgia homicide victims are Black, but all

seven put to death from '76-'87 were convicted of killing

a White. Six of those seven were themselves Black.

This point was used by the NAACP to challenge

Georgia's death penalty law in the case of Warren

McClesky. He was an African-American male, convicted

ofkilling a white policeman in a robbery in 1978, and had

been condemned to death in Georgia. The NAACFs
appeal to the Supreme Court argued that since the

judicial system was racially biased, at the very least, his

death sentence should have been commuted. The state of

Georgia did not contest the statistical evidence, but

argued that the disparities were accounted for by differ-

ences in kinds of homicides: Blacks are more often

killed in "family disputes, lover disputes," barroom

fights and the like, while Whites are more often killed

in robberies and other crimes more likely to provoke

"the moral outrage of the community." The Supreme

Court also did not challenge or reject the statistical

evidence, but on April 22, 1987, by a 5-4 decision,

found the statistical record not relevant — appeals,

they ruled, must be based on particularized objec-

tions to individual sentences. (Their logic was remi-

niscent of 1896 Plessy v. Ferguson, which cemented

segregation of public facilities in the South — sepa-

rate but equal was judged discriminatory only if

blacks chose to see it that way.) In the face of telling

evidence that the victim's race is decisive in capital

cases, the court seems to be saying that, well, it's just

a theory. Use of the study would, in Justice Powell's

majority opinion, "challenge the principles underly-

ing U.S. criminal system, especially the discretion of

prosecutors to seek death penalty and of juries to

impose it. .
." It may lead to disparities, but "to be

found unconstitutional racial discrimination, defen-

dant must prove the decision makers in his case acted

with a discriminatory purpose."

Seen in this light, the Ventura jurors who exoner-

ated the police officers were only following in the

practice, embraced at the highest levels ofthe judicial

system, of devaluing the lives and constitutional

liberties of non-White citizens. The prospects for

eventualjustice through the federal court are far from

guaranteed.

Jim Matson is a visiting lecturer in the UMass

history department.
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Arts & Living
Spring Concert '92: Something for everyone
By LISA J. CURTIS
Collegian Staff

The Beasties are coming!

The Spring Concert is coming to you this Sunday,

Mav 10, by the campus pond, has a small changem its

line-up The show, sponsored by UPC Productions,

has announced that the band Black Sheep, previously

part of the line up, was unable to come in order to film

a Wdeo with MTV. Thus, the Beastie Boys were re-

cruited. „ „^,
Local band Hippopotamus will start off the con-

cert to be followed bv Boston's Mighty Mighty

Bosstones. Firehose. Phish. Fishbone and the

The Beasties, consisting of those crazed college

kids responsible for the 80s rebel yell. "FIGHT FOR

YOURRIGHTTO PARTY!" released their new album.

Check Your Head, two weeks ago.

Mike D MCA and Adrock went into this last album

with an entirely different approach. -We recorded .t

live as a four-piece band because we wanted this shit

to be fat in both sound and attitude." said Mike D. "We

went for a whole nine of fatness and I think we tipped

the scales." • • i

Fishbone hails from Los Angeles with an original

stvle As KendallJones. Fishbone's guitarist, explains.

•Thi^ aint no Bobbv Brown, it's not a rap group. .
.
It s

like a whole new radio terrorism. We play our music.

We produce it ourselves. It comes from our souls. This

isn't something that's sampled from somebody else s

own stuff. This is our music."

Fishbone's lyrics make their case on a number ol

societal ills such as crack addition, racism and igno-

Phish are local favorites from Vermont. Trey

Anastasio. 27. calling from Cincinatti yesterday, de-

fined his band as "Something you've never heard

before People know we jump on trampolines and we

play a vacuum, but that is not the band's main focus.

Anastasio. lyricist and lead vocalist, says he s been

inspired by everything from Bobby McFemn to the

Flying Karamazov Brothers.

Phish's mfgor label debut,A Picture ofNectar has songs

that span the musical spectrum, including rock 'n roll,

reggae and a meticulously structured atonal fugue.

"flREHOSE are the most powerful rock 'n' roll I have

ever heard," savs Ami Bennitt. Promotions Director at

WMUA FM "What other band makes an EP that covers

Superchunk and Public Enemy, as well as Blue Oyster

Cult and Butthole Surfers?Who says Corporate Rock has

to be bad?" , .

.

The Mighty Mighty Bosstones are a mne-piece. plaid-

clad group whose influences include rock, hard core,

metal, reggae and ska.
iTon »Ko

For the first time in their 15 year history, UPC. the

largest entirely student run production company on the

East coast, will be selling tickets to the general public.

Two thousand Uckets are on sale for non-students. These

tickets will not be available the day ofthe show, says

Karen Signorelli, Promotions Manager for UPC.

The whole point in selling tickets is so everyone

can go to the show and not have to worry, «bout sitting

on the lawn. Every year people complain," says

Signorelli.

UPC's budget for the Spring Concert this year

$113,000. "^e have huge expenses you would never

think about." says John VanLokeren, Finance man-

ager for UPC. -We spend $30,000 in production costs

no matter what." \ ^ „^,. j r

For the stage UPC is shelling out $10,750 and for

sound between three and four thousand.

As for the bands coming, no strange requests have

been put in except by the Vermont natives, Phish.

"They want dog food," says Signorelli. The Beastie

Boys want nothing less than "A room with a rug,

couches and end tables."
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Quote of the Day
"Few are willing to brave the disapproval of their

colleagues, the wrath of their commuriily. Moral cour-

age is a rare commodity; yet it is the one essential, vital

quality for those who seek to change a world which

yields most painfully to change."

- Robert F. Kennedv

Find out why
Community Health Plan (CHP)
was the *1 choice for University of

Massachusetts employees changing

their health benefit plans in 1991.

Community Health Plan offers affordable health coverage

and medical care through a network of CHP Health Centers

and physicians. CHP offers the finest primary care and

specialty physicians in Hampshire, Franklin and Berkshire

Counties and is affiliated with Franklin Medical Center.

Cooley Dickinson Hospital and Hillcrest Hospital.

Community Health Plan also refers to specialists and hospitals

outside the CHP network when you need medical services

u hich arc not available locally. So, if you've been thinking

about joining CHP, now is the right time.

Come to an Open House:

CHP Easthamplon Health Center

179 Northampton Street

5:30-7 p.m. Thursday. 5/ 7

CHP Hadley Health Center

8 River Drive

5-7 p.m. Wednesda> s: 5/6 & 5/13

CHP Pioneer Health Center

63 French King Hichway. Greenfield

5-7 p.m. Mondax'^- .^/4&5/ll

CHP South L>eerneld Health Center

Route 5/10

5-7 p.m. Wednesdav 5/6

CHP North Adams Health Center

22 Berkshur Plaza

5-7 p.m. Tuesdays: 5/5 & 5/12

Hillcrest Family Health Center

165 Tor Court, Pittsfield

5-7 p.m. Mondays: 5/4 & 5/1

1

Hillcrest Health Center at Lee
Stockbridge Road
5-7 p.m. Wednesday 5/6

Hillcrest Health Center

i)t Great Harrington

17Taconic Avenue
5-7 p.m. Thursday 5/7

413/499-2054 Berkshire County

413/774-6352 Franklin County

413/584-0600 Hamp.shire County You and CHP. a healthy partnership

^Community
Health Plan

6 weeks, 3 credits
and a

Great Summer!
Session I May 18 - June ft7

Session II July 6 - Ausust 15

Are you behind? Do you want to set ahead?

Register mow tot

• Keep pace with graduation

• Earn transferable University credits

• Choose a class schedule that lets you enjoy the summer
• Learn more in a small class (Average class size is 19)

• Lighten your class load for the next academic year

• Challenge yourself with over 500 courses from which

to choose
• Move ahead in your degree program

• Concentrate on a specific subject area

• Graduate early

• Tuition: $95 per undergraduate credit

General Refistratien Now
throvsh M«V 13

For further information or

a summer bulletin, call

(SM) f34-t4«t.

For your best summer ever, '-

register now for classes

starting May 18

UMass Lowell
Summer Session ^ ;^
The Universty at ^f^assachusetts Lowcii s an Affirmative Acton/Equat Opportumtv/Title IX Urnvwvtv

r •

Classifieds
>l>Ji.idJ» iDOU

COME TO THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE Hi CAMPUS CENTER • MON. THURS. 8:M)-3:X) FRIDAY 8.iO-2:}0 • DEADUNE IS TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBUaTION * 2mORiyDAY FOR mJDENTS » CASH IN ADVANCE

ANNOUNCEMENTS

EUROPE ONLY $169! Jet th*r« anytinw

(rvportxl in Let's go and NY TimM).

AIRHrrCH (r) 212-864-2000

LEOBOe ROLEPLAYINQ. INC.

A »«• nUtftm/tng game &84 0484

4 BR APT
Mam St Bus out (roM

C*l 256-3478

AUTO FOR SALE

19M CrrATION
Good local transportaHon

548-9821

$100

1981 TOYOTACOROLLA107K $1050Cal

256-1077 __^
TORo EXP as
Great condition

$950 eo
666-8604

CAPE COO REKTAL

West Yannouth Grooms 4t>edroo«m alao

cottage 4rooms 2bedrooms 6/1 -8/31

253-7436

FOR RENT

1 BEDROOM IN l«*o be(*oom apartmenL

Take over my lease starting June 1 WalK to

campus-on bus route Can 549 5552 or 549-

69^9
'

1 or 2 Bdnrn at MM VaR^r

Available in May, $200 per moottl. summer

bus. heal, hot water. Ig rooms closets

available for lal

Great place graduating

Call 6-8pm or ans mach 256-1202

2 Bedroom Townebouse
Lease starting June 1

Call 549-7422

4 BEDROOMS Luxury oondo. in soi«h Am-

harsl 2 1 '7 bathrooms liwtgroom with tire-

place deck twimmirtg pool tennis court on

Vw bus route A C gas heat ft hot water

wmtm ft dryer $1200 Can Bruce t 256-

1215 June tst

Efficiency one two. three bsdroom apail-

ments. or three bedroom condos on HotMrt

L«ia. June or September No fees charged

Lincotn ntt Estate. 25 North Pleasant

^reel 253^7879

BemiWul S bsdroom house, large yard,

dsck. dishwashsr. 3 mMes to campus, bus

route. $1 190 mon«i^53-36M

Big sunny room m great house* Hall a blocfc

Irom campus' Washer dryer m bamnt

Fumiture avail 250 negot

549-6734 Julie

Big room In center ol Amherst avslMlle

immediately Ca« 253-0434'

Cheap- Two chairs $20 sw:h Call Tammi at

549-4739

FOR RENT 3 be<*oom Townetwuse apt

Summer subletw ' tall opt. Free furniture Call

549-6262

QILREATH MANOfMWeART LN
5 bdrms on bus route

1 2 mi to campus
AvaH Jun 1 549-3778

FOR SALE
BikeHybndZlSD $250

JVC CO player $75
HP painljal printer $500

CaMAIen 546-3421

FREE! 2 Hwnsters * accessories

Evorylhtfig mdudsd ($70 vakie)

Great gift!

Moving must go!

Amy 549 9903

HONOA 200 CO STREET BIKE

Good condition includes free

weaVieftwp 375 negoHabte

665-4968

IBMPCXT
lull IBM system w512K 14'

Color monitor (IBM) 101 key KB lOMhrddr

5 1/4 floppy dr Haynes 1200B internal mo-

dem okidata 92 pnnter included system like

new only 1 user Graduated'

Asking $650. oompleta

Can 253-3661

NEED FURNTTURE? SeMng everything in

apt Can now' 253-0758

OOUN8ELOR8: Coed camp m Berfcshires

Head pod. head saikng and instructors m

waMtstdlng. assi head tennis. lacrosse/tieW

hociiey. soAbaN. arts crafts, video, com-

puters, photography, ptano accompanist

ridkig (wsstsm). and lemale umt leaders

C« Paul. C«np Schodack. collact (617)

964-1912

CRUISE LINE- Entry levelonboard/landsids

positions available, year-round or summer,

(813)229-5478

GET A REAL JOB Tired ol meaningless

work? Help protect the environment with

Oieenieacs Full-time, pan-time canvass-

ing posWons. Hours 2pm- 10pm Can Rick or

Lisa 549-0507

MAKE MONEY
This summer

Any location

Carno 549-4318

WArrPEOPLE

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnarKy test, mlormation or sup-

port Can lor tree and confidential servicas

ALTERNATIVES 245 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or GreenlieM 774-80 1

FREE pregnancy testing; confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No

Pleasant Street^mhersl 549-1906

LOSE WEIGHT FOR SUMMER!
20lbs in 3wks

Chns 549-4318

Room ki 4 bdm Amherst house Dish-

washer, washer/dryer, bus route Share

phone ft elednc Asking $258 June t

Gur Hirshberg 253-0531

Punton Aperttment very ehsap. MIy Kv-

nished call 549-6873

Large sigle room In dpi
Avail June 1-Aug 31 Cheap rent!!

cal Ben at 252-0789

Furnishings inckjdsd

Person Needed:

Live in Brandywme

this summer' .

can 549-7949

SUMMER SUBLET

Shifts available 4-10 tullTsarl-time

El Greco Greek Restaurant 256-4 196stu-

1 BEDROOM APT. with tal option

Walk to campus 450/mo 549-8674

1 OR 2 BEDROOMS
2 bedroom townhouse

Fall option 549-65 1

PULL OUT COACH
$75 OR BO
546-1352

GUITARS

Two ptrsnha. 10 galton tank, aocessories-

$75 00 Utsa 546-2482

PURMTURE FOR SALE

ACOUSTIC ELECTRIC OUtrARS. also

r>ew lender amp. new strings, cases $250

Call Jay 253-0548

MOVV4Q OFF CAMPUS?

HEY UMASS!
Comfortable 3bedroom N Amherst apan-

ment Available 6/1

2busrou1es 549-3523

Need couches, tablss. chairs, desk etc. for

next semester? Cal Jon 253-9139

HIRMQ

2 BEDROOM APT in Amherst; Quiet, dean,

secure 475 month June 1 Tel 256-4586 or

253-251 5 Also moving sale: lumiturs. appli-

arKesetc.

2 BedroomMalnSI QashealPrivdechS62S

Bob 253-5996

2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
2 1 2 bath bus route

Available June 1

549-8714

2 Bedroom in (>)lonial Village on bus ro«ris

Available June 1

Call 253-7626

2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
Take over our lease

Starting June 1

Free turniture

Call 549-3990

3 Bdrm In Townehouse
$800 PER MONTH
TAKE OVER OUR LEASE
£AU^549^3838 ANYTIME

3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE
Starting June 1

Call 549-3677

HOUSE FOR RENT lOSO/month

4 tjedrooms. huge kitcfien

Giant basement, dishwasher

wasfier dryer

1 0Oyds from busstop

Ctose to campus

Can anytime253-0642

Huge 3 bdmt Apt lor rent June 1 Great

location Summer rent Neg. Fall option

Mike 253-9916

LARGE 6 BEDROOM house Modem One

Util. Huge backyard Residential Street Large

deck Backyard Cam miss^ll 256J951

MUST FLEE COUNTRY IMMEDIATELY

Huge 2 bedroom Amherst center apartment

$750 negotiable Call Che 256-0994

No keg license raquirsdl

Just take our house Summer sutjiot with tail

option Two doubles and two singles with a

huge kitchen Rt 9 in hadley $700

Roona 586-4096^^

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE 3brm house m
Amherst Wash * Dry. dishwasher.

woodstovs large open rms Must see' Call

S4»-616t

COOL JOBS CtXX. PEOPLE
Campus design copy is now hiring' Train-

ing begins this semester Accepting applica-

tions until Mon 4/27 403 Student UnkMi 545-

2271 We warn you' We need you!

HELP WANTED

•FURNITURE*
FOR SALE

Beds.

Coffee Table Lighting.

Bar stools etc

Cheap pnces'!!!

Call 253-0861

MUSrciANS

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT • fish-

eries Earn $5.000* month Free transporta-

tion' Room and board! Over 8.000 openings.

Male or lemale. For emptoyment program

canj -206-545-4 155 exi 1 71 8

ATTENTION: Excellent income for home

assembly work. Info 504-646-1700 Dept

PI 307
'

CAMP ENCORE/COOA
a music camp in southern Maine seeks as-

sistant waterfront director, (WSI/LGT re-

quired) Season is Irom 6^3/92 to 8/21 92.

Talented kids-great environment Contact

James Saltman. Camp Encore/Coda

Brookline^MA. 617-235- 1 541

CALL STUDENT PAINTERS
For a great )Ob this summer!

Cvivassers and painters wanted.

1-600-922-5579

ourrARiSTi
Jaz2. PMsh. Improv.

Call Tim 256-8115

RIDE NEEDED

I need a ride out west, going to Nevada or

anywhere around there

Chris at 6-4275

ROOMMATE WANTED

1ROOM AVAILABLE in 3 bedroom Puffton

apartment Rent negotiable utilities included

Available June'July Awesome location,

roommates Non-smoker, male or lemale

Call now! Angie 549-7718 or Steven 546-

1710 ___^
Non smoldng female to share room in 3

bdrm townehouse apt. $175/mo

546-5196

1 or 2 bedrooms st MIN Valley available m

May $200 per month Bus. heat, hot water, ig

rooma/dosets available lor laH

Great place. Graduating

Cafl 6^pmor^nsmad»ne^256-12iW_

3BDORM APT. CkMS to campus Bmt ne-

gotiable Cal 546-7371

1 room, lemale preferred 3 houaes Irom

campus thev rent 549-7468

lOROOMS FOR RENT
Singles or doubles

Full utHHies induded

Ctose to campus
Going fast

Can Paul 549-9967

$140/month, basen>ent room 10x18

1 mile to campus, no lease

cod. dry m summer
Call Bert 5-15096O 1^pm

AmhersL 2 rooms in 4bdrm house . Big back

yard, great housemates, on t)us. 200*

253-2355

AWESOME HOUSE lor 4-8 people

txis route beautiful yard

Justice Dr 256-2181

Beautiful 2tiedreom 2bathroom apartment

in Mill Valley available 61 $250 per room

negotiable 546-3064

CLEAN, QUIET A AFFORDABLE.
Mill Valley Estates. 1 or 2 roommates Avail-

able June 1 St 253j^2595 John.

LOOKING FOR 1 or 2 people

to sublet Mill Valley

Call ASAP 546- 1 352

Summer SuMel with liM option My kir-

nished. 3 bdmi house i 5 Miles to Umass

campus washer dryer

Call 549 8466 Ask forgets

SUMMER SUBLET with tal option 2 bed-

room Townhouse Best reasonable oHer Cal

549-4556

SUMMER SUBLET 5/30-8/31'

Only two blocks away
Pertect lor quiet person

One bedroom with cat)la

Low rent call 549-O675^i0k

SUMMER SUBLET M AMHERST
Walk to town or campus
$150rTX)nlh UW ind

Call Man 549-4026

SUMMER SUBLET - Mil VaRsy Estates

2 bedrooms. 2 ful baths. Super dean

$800/month CaH ASAP 256-6261

FOR SALE

3-5 BEDROOM HOMES on bus route aval-

able June 1 cal 586-4270

26" GHsne 12 speed bike I4ew lirss. good

condition $80 cal PaulJ67-959a

2r MURIKIN 1 2 speed bike exc cond $1 25

cal Mara 549-4690

COIJ.E0E PRO PAINTERS are now ec-

ceplng appkcalions lor summer employ-

ment throughout New England and New

Yortj. If interested please cal 1-800-346-

4649.

**'Prline location*** Three houses from

campus two females needed to share large

room, wooden floors, fireplace Huge walk in

dosrt call^9-7468

FEMALE NONSMOKING GRAD seeks

same to kx* for apt near downtown Amherst

tor Aug lor Sept 1 549-1497

MILL VAUEY ESTATES
Need 1 -2 people to sublet Ibrin 2t>r/2bath

apt On bus line Rent 150/momh indudes

util. Can 256-1513

Clieap

lemale preferred in single room house on

bus route^49- 1 V^8

NOHO SUMMER SUBLET
Lg sunny bdrm Close to bus rte and down-

town $22Smx)nth (negotiable) Cal 586-8973

SUMMER SUBLET -- Comfortable hwo-

bedroom apartment Well-maintained.

easy access to Sunderlarxl arxl h4orth

Amherst buses Within walking distance of

UMass Call Jason at 549-8728.

SUNDERLAND - Two bedrooms m three

bedroom ^t Rem asking $180. but nego-

tiable All utilities included, hjrmshed or not,

pool tennis courts, on bus route Call 665-

7317 Ask lor^usan or GaykJ^

UPTOWN APARTMENT- Furnished.

$162.rTX) per person. Jon 549-4915 545-

6643

TRAVB.

NEW YORK Crrr- Furnished rooms and

apartments for summer and short stays

Near Columbia Univ Reasonable rates

212-662-1358 SAVE THIS AD.

WANTED

ONE WORLD CUP SOCCER TEAM
NEEDED
First come first served.

215 Boyden 545-2693W22

WANTED TO RENT

PhD candidate and family win sublet lur-

nished apartment July6 -August 1 6. Cal Tim

Armstrong (515) 684-76«

SUBLETS, ROOMS, Housing needed ««is

summer Contad S8MC 2566615 10am-

4pm
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Sports
Softball sweeps Adelphi on Senior Day
By KEVIN HERLIHY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts sofl-

ball team celebrated Senior Day in style

yesterday, sweeping a doubleheader from

Adelphi. 5-1 and 2-0 before a good crowd

at chillv Totman Field.

The" wins end the 20th-ranked

Minutewomen's regular season record at

31-13. 10-0 and regular season champs in

the Atlantic 10.

-I'm glad for 1 the seniors 1 said UMass

coach Elaine Sortino. "Ifs a nice way to

Collecimn photo h> Chrirtoplwr Ev«n«

The Minutewomen now turn to

defending their Atlantic-10 Con-

ference Title this weekend in

Allentown, Pa.

close out their regular season home ca-

reers." . ,T«f
There is a slim chance that UMass

would host an NCAA tournament game

but that is a decision the committee will

make soon. UMass, which has played 10

games in the past five days, has a few days

offbefore defending itsA- 10 Championship

this weekend in Allentown, Pa. for that

chance to become reality. •

"I don't know what frame of mind I m
goingtofindtheminlattheA-108l,''Sortino

said "They're going there to defend their

title Thev also have anNCAATournament

bid on the line. If that isn't enough to put

a fire under somebody's butt, I don't know

what would."

The first game was truly a game tor the

seniors. Senior pitcher Holly Aprile. ques-

tionable for the twinbill due to an eye injury

sustained over the weekend, improved her

record to 1 1-3 as she tossed an eight-hitter

with four strikeouts and two walks.

UMass jumped out to a 2-0 lead in the

first thanks to Aprile. who singled up the

middle on the first pitch she saw, and

another senior. Slugger Babara Marean.

who fiiiishfed the season with the highest

batting average in the country, stepped to

the plate with Aprile on second and hit her

third homerun of the season. It was a

majestic shot that cleared the fence in

almost dead center field.

Aprile was setting Adelphi down to the

tune of one baserunner in each of the first

three innings. Adelphi rightfielder Valene

Muller walked in the fourth, was singled to

second and advanced to third on a wild

pitch, but Aprile got the last two hitters of

the inning on a pop-up and a called third

strike

In the UMass third senior Jen Devlin

hit a long triple to right center with two

outs, but didn't get to cross the plate as

Stacey Nichols bounced back to the piUher.

In the fourth right fielder Angyla

Brumm doubled, was sacrificed to third

and scored on a single by Rachel Uwson.

After Marean singled to put runners on

Collrcian pholo bv Christophir Kvam

A UMass Softball player slides into second during yesterday's

sweep of a doubleheader over Adelphi at Totman Field.

r ^ .u A ..^trh^r Sherri In game one. Devlin made a great run-

second and third catcher Shem
"»^«^^^.,j^^.,houlder catch to rob Hiromi

Kuchinskis blooped a single to center.
^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ i„ ^^^, two

"tSe^t'sc^^rSlone run in the fifth Marean made a leaping^sn^reof^a liner

on two singles, a walk and a fielder's

raoice.
. , i *

The fans at Totman got a good look at

the future in game two as freshman pitx:her

Kelly Daut tossed a two-hitter with three

strikeouts and three walks.

UMass again got on the board in the

first as Aprile singled off the second

SecondbasemanTracey DeEstmadeanice

back-handed stop of a grounder. Aprile

made a nice running catch to end the

Adelphi sixth.

GAME NOTES - The four seniors,

honered betweengames with appreciation

and roses from Sortino. made these com-

ments: Jen Devlin — "It's really depress-
first as Aprile singled oft the secona

^--^'^J^-^^ble I've gone through

with a single to right.
pegJv Bush -"I found it very depressing.

There was some outstanding detense regj^v duom ^ ^

playedby theMinutewomeninbothgames.
It s depressing because it s my life.

v., V o„ After Marean singled lo put ruimcio «.. y^j^^-j ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Allentown, Pa. '^^ "
.

Pro basketball draft notebook: jj^^iy leaves
Who will do well in the NBA? ^^ head man

for PistonsWell it's time for the second installment of Crofts'

Poor Mans NBA Draft Handbook. Here it goes.

Up first isUCLA's power forward/whiner Don McLean.

A smooth shooting stroke is what had the scouts eyeing

him over his career at UCLA.

The big question is whether or not his strong senior

season is enough to overcome his fragile psyche and

make him a lottery pick. McLean's poor shot release

reminds me of former Cletic Michael Stiff. . . I mean

Smith.

Jeff Crofts

Byron Houston, a rugged power forward out of Okla-

homa State, started out this past year like the NCAA

insulted his mother. I mean he was awesome. However

by the end ofthe year, some poor performances tarmshed

his overall season.

At only 6-7, Houston will have a tougher time over-

powering NBA players like he did college hoopsters.

It will be interesting to see if Houston has the all-

around game to allow him to star in the NBA like current

undersized power forwards Charles Barkley and Larry

°
SUnford's Adam Keefe is another power forward who

could be a lottery selection.
. „ *u^

Standing in at 6-9, Keefe is solid fundamentally in the

low post. Keefe reminds me of a young Kevin McHale

with a little less presence on the defensive end.

Chris Mills, a 6-8 junior small forward out ofAnzona,

is a versatile talent. However, after a strong sophomore

campaign. Mills slumped a little bit last year. He is

defimtely a talent, but his maturity remains a question^

Turning the page. . . to Notre Dame's power forward

Laphonso Ellis. Ellis has the athletic talent to play in the

NBA but with an Ed Pinckney-type body, he s going to

have to learn how to play with his face to the .basket^

A strong senior season did wonders for Ellis stocK.

Malik ^aly, a small forward for St. John s has a vast

variety of offensive moves and skills and is adequate

dcfGnsiveiv

In the NBA, Sealy won't have to force nearly as many

shots as he did at offense-starved St. John's. The big

question about Sealy is ifhell maintain his explosiveness

at the pro level.
. . ,

Another Big East star waiting to hit the pro scene is

UConn guard Chris Smith. Smith is a defimte talent who

must settle down a bit, and hit his outside jumper with

^^^i ^11 also be interesting to see ifhe has the ability to

be the fioor general for an NBA club.
. . ^u *

Speaking of fioor generals, it has been said that

Memphis State sophomore point guard Anfernee

Hardaway should enter the NBA right now

Talent-wise Hardaway is ready for the NBA, but one

more year of seasoning isn't going to huri; him. The one

thing Hardaway has that is tough to find is the ability to

make his teammates better. But he should still wait a

^^
Out of the basketball hotbed of Murray State comes

power forward Popeye Jones. Jones is a BIG man (b-8,

280 pounds), who uses his mass to bull his way for

carbage hoops. Despite his massive girt;h, it is doubtful

Jones will shine in the NBA if he doesn't develop a more

rounded game.
• u' xt ^v.

Bombing away all season long for Dean Smith s North

Carolina Tar Heels was the streak-shooting off-g«ard

Hubert Davis. Davis has NBA bloodlines (uncle Walter

Davis is an NBA great) and can cert^nly shoot the rock.

However, Davis' physical skills remain unproven. so he

won't be picked up until late. „^„,„ . ..,

You want a center? How about UNLVs irrepressible

Elmore Spencer? The man can talk, but the man can also

Dlav At around 7 feet. Spencer can dominate defensively

and offensively - when he wants to The rigors of the

NBA will make Spencer play hard, and make him a so id

player. The Celtics could be looking at him to eventually

replace old man Robert Parish.
rrr^ftc'

That about does it for the second installment of Crotts

PoorMans'NBA Draft Handbook. In the third installment,

ni look at more potential draftees, some in the spotlight,

some darkhorses. Ill also look at the chances of the three

Minutemen playing pro

basketball. See you Boon.

Jeff Crofts is a Collegian sports columnist

By HARRY ATKINS
Associated Press

BLOOMFIELD HILLS. Mich. — Chuck Daly

stepped down as coach of the Detroit Pistons on

Tuesday after nine playoffappearances in asmany

years and two NBA titles.

"It's kind ofan evolution," the 61-year-old Daly

said. "You just know when it's time. They need to

hear another voice. Maybe they needed it two

years ago. It's just time. That's all I can say."

Many thought he would move on two years ago

aft«r the Pistons won their second consecutive

NBA title.

NBC offered Daly a two-year guaranteed con-

tract starting at $400,000 and the TNT cable net-

work offered him a four-year, $1.5 milbon contract.

Billy Cunningham, one of the owners of the

Miami Heat, told Daly he had to be selfish this time.

He had to do what he really wanted to do.

Daly, calling himselfa basketball "lifer," stayed.

"What we've accomplished, itil be a long, long

time before any team does what we've done," Daly

said. "But I'm confident itil happen again here with

this organization."

Daly will coach the U.S. team in the Barcelona

Olympics.
Speculation on a replacement centers around

former Pistons assistant Ron Rothstein. He was

hired by general manager Jack McCloskey as a

broadcaster this season after being fired as coach

of the Miami Heat.

"It's going to be difficult," McCloskey said. "It's

going to be hard for that individual, whoever it is,

becuase we've been so successful."

McCloskey said he had a list of candidates and

hoped to name a new coach before the NBA draft

on June 24.
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'^ 7 7 7^ r~| UMass ranked in report
X rOtGStS COIUmU© school cUed for graduating minorities

at local colleges
By JESSICA CLARKE
Union-News Staff

Editor's note: Due to the sensitive

nature of the story, the Collegian has

received the permission of the Union-

News to print today's story about ne-

gotiations over the future of the Colle-

gian.

Several dozen students took over a

classroom and administration building

at Hampshire College early yesterday

to demand a greater committment to

multiculturalism, while students with

similar demands at Amherst College

ended their 38-hour building takeover.

The takeover of the Cole Science

Center at Hampshire College marked

the third student occupation of a cam-

pus administration building in this

town in the week since the April 29

acquittal of four Los Angeles police

officers in the beating ofBlack motorist

Rodney King.

Meanwhile, at the University of

Massachusetts, where a similar take-

over of the administration building

ended after eight hours last Friday,

protesters gained a concession yester-

day on how minority editors are elected

at the Daily Collegian student news-

paper.

At UMass, staff members at the

Collegian agreed to a demand by pro-

testors that the editors of the Black

Affairs, Multicultural AffairsandThird
World Affairs pages be selected by the

staffs of those pages, Managing Editor

Dan Wetzel said.

Protestors had charged that the

paper's structure and choice of articles

are racist.

Collegian staffmembers movedback

into their office in the campus center

Tuesday, after pubUshing Monday's

and Tuesday's editions fix)m undis-

closed off-campus locations to avoid

protesters who threatened to shut the

paper down.
At Hampshire College, a group of

mainly minority students occupied the

Cole Science Center at about 5:30 a.m.

and chained the doors.

The students' demands include hir-

ing four part-time coordinators for

Asian, Hispanic, American Indian and

Black affairs and a full-time coordina-

tor ofthe foreign students'organization,

more office space for minority student

groups, and hiring at least two minor-

ity faculty members over the next five

years.

They also demanded more money
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

By MARK PRESTON
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts will

be listed in the May issue of Black Issuas

in HigherEducation, ranking 12th among
national universities in graduating mi-

nority Ph.D. students.

"It is incredible that we were chosen,

because most top schools which graduate

minority graduate students are located in

the south or the west coast," said Judith S.

Toyama, assistant dean of the graduate

school and the director of the Office of

Minority Graduate Student Recruitment.

The annual publication reports on

which higher education institutions pro-

duce the most ethnic minority graduates.

These minority graduates include students

who are African- and Asian-Americans,

Hispanics and Native Americans.

The Office ofMinority Recruitmentwas

established at UMass in 1978 and serves

three functions, according to Toyama.

She said the first is to recruit minority

students. The second is to keep all the

statistics on minority students. These

statistics include how many students are

attending UMass, how many applied to be

students and how many have graduated.

The third function is to help about 40

students find funding through state ap-

propriations.

•This past year we were successful in

getting funding for 13 new students," said

Toyama.
The Office ofMinority Recruitmentwas

able to do this by receivingmoney from the

Patricia Robert Harris Fellowship Fund.

This fund was set up by the United States

Department ofEducation. The total grant

equaled over a quarter ofa million dollars.

"Applications were up this semester

and this success should lead to more ap-

plications next semester," said Toyama.

"In times of all the bad news that is

happening at UMass, this is one bright

spot," Toyama concluded.

In other University news, the United

Asia Learning Resource Center will hold

its second annual graduation celebration

with two guest speakers addressing the

audience.

The guest speakers are Dr. Chhor Kylin,

ofCambodia, who is the deputy director in

the department of public information at

the United Nations and Dr. Nguyen Xuan
Vinh, of Vietnam, who is a professor of

aerospace engineering at the University

of Michigan.

"These students, who are receiving both

bachelor's and master's degrees, illustrate

the high level of achievement possible

through hard work, proper guidance and
assistance," said Lucy Nguyen, director of

the United Asia Learning Resource Cen-

ter.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Story back on election

trail in no time at all

CoUefian pbolo by Matt Kahn

Grant Ingle, director of the University's Office of Human
Relations, explains the ground rules for yesterday's negotiations

on the future direction of the Collegian.

By JASON GEORGE
Collegian Staff

Democrat Ellen Story ofAmherst hasn't

taken very long to announce her plans for

seeking reelection to the Third Hampshire

District's state representative seat.

Story, sworn in approximately one

month ago as state representative for

Amherst and Pelham after a special elec-

tion to fill the seat vacated by state Sen.

Stanley Rosenberg, announced last week

she will run in the November general

election.

Story, who faced a tough three-way

fight from Amherst's Jon Hite and

Pelham's Norman Page to gain the

Democratic nomination for the seat in

February, will run unopposed, according

to a statement issued by her office.

The legislature is currently in the pro-

cess oftrying to decide on a budget for the

1993 fiscal year, which begins July 1.

Story said she met yesterday with Univer-

sity ofMassachusetts Chancellor Richard

O'Brien and several members of the

University's Board of Trustees to request

supplementary funding for the University

library and financial aid.

The Trustees voted last October to re-

quest $235 million for FY 1993, but Story

said that was not enough money to meet

the University's needs.

Story, who stressed making her cam-

paign accessible to a wide range of people

during the election campaign, said the

efforts she has made have led to concrete

results for the district.

"My campaign got people interested

and involved — it got them excited about

civic issues," Story said, pointing to the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 2

Former Soviet leader says world still divided
. i.« <i 1* 1 ^ -*.: 4.1. .«. I?;»n1Kr n «ary\«-1 #1 j^rkni/anfinn nfi ^nPT

By SCOTT CHARTON
Associated Press

FULTON, Mo. — Mikhail Gorbachev took the lectern

Wednesday at the college where Winston Churchill

warned of the East-West chasm he called the "Iron

Curtain." The former Soviet leader said the world was

still divided, between North and South, rich and poor.

"Humanity is at a m^uor turning point," Gorbachev

said. "This is a turning point on a historic and worldwide

scale."

Gorbachev spoke at Westminster College, where

Churchill warned on March 5. 1946, that, "From Stettin

in the Baltic to Trieste in the Adriatic an iron curtain has

descended across the Continent."

He used the same lectern as Churchill. Next to it was

a statue of the wartime British prime minister.

Gorbachev stood before a chunk of the Berlin Wall,

painted red and scrawled with yellow and black graffiti.

Before he spoke, he was presented an honorary doctor of

law.

Speaking in Russian, he said the demise of the Soviet

Union had exacerbated the globe's other divisions.

"The ending ofthe global confrontation ofthe nuclear

superpowers, and of the ideological opposition between

the two world systems, has rendered even more visible

today's mtuor contradiction— between the rich and poor

countries, between the 'North' and 'South,*" he said.

The correlation between poverty and wealth in the

modem world. . . has actually deteriorated due to the

profound crisis in the countries which have emerged from

the U.S.S.R.," he said.

Churchill's speech hailed the U.S.-British alliance

that emerged ftxim World War II to oppose the Commu-

nist threat. Gorbachev proposed broadening that alli-

ance to build a world that is "democratic for the whole of

humanity."

Such a world could work to solve global ecological

problems, crime, terrorism and other common woes that

cause a "poisoning of the spiritual sphere," Gorbachev

told a crowd of about 15,000.

"An awareness of the need for some kind of global

government is gaining ground, one in which all members

of the world community would take part," he said.

"Today, democracy must prove that it can exist not

only as the antithesis of totalitarianism." he said. "It

must move from the national arena to the international.

On today's agenda is notjust a union ofdemocratic states

but also a democratically organized world community."

Gorbachev said rigid controls should be implemented

to prevent the spread of nuclear and chemical weapons,

and governmental exports ofconventional weapons should

be abolished by the year 2000.

He drew loud applause when he said: "An agreement

must be concluded between all presently nuclear states

on procedures for cutting back on such weapons and

liquidating them. Finally, a world convention on chemi-

cal weapons should be signed."

"But today, global climactic shifts, the greenhouse

effect, the ozone hole, acid rain, contamination of the

atmospher, soil and water by industrial and household

waste, the destruction of the forests. . . all threaten the

stability of the planet." he said.

Inside:

Page 3:

Are you inept with autos? Have no

fear -just take a class at Kevin's

Auto Repair in Hadley and end

your car headaches.

Page 5:

Trystan Skeigh gives her views on

the problems at the Collegian.

Weather

Do you really care? If so, partly

sunny, highs 55-60. Ifnot, it'll still

be there today.
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The United Asia Learning Resource Center is an

academic support office servingAsian and AsianAmerican

students at UMass.
Special awards of recognition will be given to two

UMass professors.

Luis Fuentes, School of Education and Joel Halpem,

anthropology, will recieve recognition awards "for their

services to campus and community minority groups,"

said a prepared statement.

The event will focus on the accomplishments of the

graduates, primarily Cambodians, who only recently

immigrated to the United States, Nguyen said.

They embody the ideal ofsuccess through education,

and will serve as role models in their respective ethnic

communities," Nguyen said.

Story
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

fact that three members ofher campaign ran forAmherst

Town Meeting last month. "These were people who never

thought they'd run for elected office."

Story easily defeated Independent Larry Kelley of

Amherst and Amherst RepubUcan Mark Enoch in the

general election on March 17.

Although Story faced a tough campaign for the

activism

Democratic nomination, beating Hite by slightly over

100 votes and Page by 500 in a contest which generated

negative feelings between several of the campaigns,

Story said she has felt "very supported" by Democrats

who supported other candidates.

"As time passes, I
Democrats in the district! can work

on thingswe have incommon and not focus on differences,"

Stoi7 said.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

for the multicultural center and a required campus-wide

teach-in on racism and imperialism on Columbus Day,

among other demands, according to a statement.

Erin Doziar, a student involved in the occupation,

estimated 30 to 40 students were inside Cole to draw

attention to "setting in place ways to undermine racism

on this campus. . . and having people recognize it." Other

students estimated as many as 65 students were in the

building. _^_

"As students of color in an all-White institution, we

find it difficult, if not impossible, for our voices to be

heard," according to a statement issued by students.

"We've attempted to work within the system. . but we

feel that we have not been taken seriously." the statement

said.

Dean of Students Trev Williams said the students

demands are legitimate, but added: "I feel a httle dis-

appointment that they feel their only recourse was to

take a building."

EUROPE 'CAR
RENT or BUT

LOWEST PRICES
FOR STUDENTS. TEACHERS

EUROPE BY CAR

Nfw York NY tOOZO

Prxjfw (212) sei 3040

Mail Ihtt td tor Sp«clal

Stud«nl/ Teacher Tariff.

O nCNTAL . : LEASE 'J PURCHASE

To Undergraduate Parents:

Do you need money for childcare?

The deadline for the Fall

1992 Undergraduate Childcare

Tuition Assistance Program is May 29.

DONT MISS IT!

Applications available at

The Off Campus Housing Office

428 Student Union, 545-0865

Research
Technician
Chemistry
Isolate cell strains,

maintain cell

cultures arxJ isotate

and arxalyze cell

products. Experi-

ence with isotopes

and chromatogra-
phy is preferred. A
BS in Biochemistry

or Chiemistry is

required.

Please send resume
to Ttie Employment
Administrator,
Brandeis University,

PO Box 91 10.

Walftiam. MA
02254. Please
reference job #050.

EOE/AA.

BRANDEIS
UNIVERSdY

Find out why
Community Health Plan (CHP)
was the *1 choice for University of

Massachusetts employees changing

their health benefit plans in 1991.

Communir> Healtti Plan offers affordable health coverage

and medical care through a network of CHP Health Centers

and physicians. CHP offers the finest primary care and

specially physicians in Hampshire. Franklin and Berksnite

Counties and is affiliated with Franklin Medical Center,

Cooley Dickinson Hospital and Hillcrest Hospital.

Community Health Plan also refers to specialists and hospitals

outside the CHP network when you need medical services

A hich are not available locally. So. if you've been thinking

about joining CHP, now is the right time.

Come to an Open House:

CHP Easthamptnn Health Center

179 Northampton Street

5:30-7 p.m. Thur-^da\. 5/7

CHP Hadle> Health Center

8 River Dnve
5-7 p.m. WcdnesdjN s: 5/6 & 5/13

CHP Pioneer Health Center

h} French King Hich\^ay. Greenfield

5-7 p.m. Mondavi" ?'4& 5/11

CHP South I'eerneld Health Center

Route 5/10

5-7 p.m. Wcdne'vd.i) 5/6

413/499-2054 Berkshire County

413/774-6352 Franklin County

413/584-0600 Hampshire County

CHP North Adams Health Center

22 Berkshire Plaza

5-7 p.m. Tuesdays. 5/5 & 5/12

Hillcrest Family Health Center

165 Tor Court. Pitlsfield

5-7 p.m. Mondays: 5/4 & 5/1

1

Hillcrest Health Center at Lee

Stockbridpe Road

5-7 p.m. Wednesday 5/6

Hillcrest Health Center

at (ireat Rarrington

17 Taconic Avenue
5-7 p.m. Thursday 5/7

^Community
Health Plan

You and CHP, a healthy partnership

6 weeks, 3 credits
and a

Great Summer!
Session I May 18 - June S7

Session II JHly 6 - Ausust 15

Are you behind? Do you want to set ahead?

R<9istcr now to:

• Keep pace with sraduation

• Earn transferable University credits

• Choose a class schedule that lets you enjoy the summer
• Learn more in a small class (Averase class size is 19)

• Lishten your class load for the next academic year

• Challenge yourself with over 500 courses from which

to choose
• Move ahead in your degree program

• Concentrate on a specific subject area

• Graduate early

• Tuition; $95 per undergraduate credit

acncral Rcsi**'***®" Now
tkroMSk M«y 13

For further information or

a summer bulletin, call

(508) 934-1480.

For your best summer ever,

register now for classes

starting May 18

UMass Lowell
Summer Session

rhe Untveryty o» MasMChuvrtts lowed is an Affirmativf Acton/Equal Opportumty/Titte IX University

Local

Collr^an photo by Ililroar Schmundl

ISTHISHOWTHE DUCKS SEE IT?—A twilight view oftheTower Library from a bird's

eye(?) view.

UM receives federal contract
Professors knee-deep in Salem archaeological dig
By CHRISTINE MAHONEY
Collegian SUff

The Umvereity of Massachusetts recently received a

contract from the federal government to fund an ar-

chaeological dig at Derby Wharf in Salem.

The one-year contract, awarded by the U.S. Depart-

ment of the Interior's National Park Service through the

Denver Service Center on Sept. 4. 1991, is expandable to

five years with an upper limit of $300,000 a year.

The University's Archaeological Services applied in

March 1991 for the contract and competed against a

number of archaeological laboratories.

The dig involves rehabilitating Derby and Central

Wharfs, according to Mitchell T. MulhoUand, director of

Archaeological Services and professor in the anthropol-

ogy department.

At one time, the wharfwas filled with warehouses. It

now has a lighthouse at the end, and is flat, long and

covered with grass. MulhoUand said the wharf, which is

open to the public, is a popular walkway for jogging and
• walking dogs.

"We must be careful to leave jthe wharf I
open for the

public while excavating." MulhoUand said. "We don't

want to inconvenience them in any way."

Jim Carman, the project archaeologist and a graduate

anthropology student, hopes to better understand the

way in which people have changed the landscape of the

wharfover time. He is also interested in "finding out how
different agendas have changed the physical layout ofthe

land to what we now see as the wharf."

The federal government has operated the 300-year-

old Derby Wharf, which is part of the Salem Maritime monitoring further construction sites. The UMass group

Historic site, as a tourist attraction since the 19308. The will work with
'^ "— "*'

' " *" "*-" *"

The group has found remnants of several early wharf

construction episodes dating back to the early 19th cen-

tury. An intact warehouse with a foundation and steps

and an "interesting" stone pavement has been found,

which MulhoUand believes was used as an attempt to

control the tide.

"They I warehouses) were important for Salem's

economy and would have stored goods from all over the

world." Carman said.

The main artifacts are the foundations and remnants

of the earlier wharf," Carman said. He added these

remnants have allowed the group to date the site.

All the artifacts found have been fragmentary.

MulhoUand said he hopes to recognize their historical

trade significance and style and will make recommen-

dations about certain portions of the site. Most of the

material found had originally been discarded and include

such things as broken ceramic pieces.

Artifacts found will be kept by the National Park

Service for display and curation. The information will be

used as part of the National Park Service exhibit.

Garman said he anticipated the group would spend at

least two months analyzing its newly-found data.

"The information from a project like this goes a long

way," MulhoUand said. The information found will be

used in scholarly articles for a long time after the project

is over, he said.

Future plans for the wharf include docking a 19th

century ship and restructuring sample warehouses. _ ... ,u

MulhoUand said the goal is to enable the public to feel is that they re happy to keep us powerless to do anythmg

what the wharf was like several hundred years ago. about budget cuts.
,. ^ j*u a n ~^

This fall, the University will be evaluating and The SGA also decided not to fund the Associate Direc-

SGA passes
FY9S budget
by landslide
By MICHAEL R. LINSKEY
Collegian Staff

The Undergraduate Student Senate last week over-

whelmingly approved a budget of the Student Activities

Trust Fund for Fiscal Year 1993, although SGA leaders

said they believe the University administration will not

approve the budget so easily.

The proposed total budget of $2,107,635 was passed

by a vote of 34-0 with one abstention. Saying "this is the

first time in a while" that a budget has passed through

the senate without controversy. Budgets Chair Rob

Witherell said he wasn't overly optimistic about Vice

Chancellor for Student Affairs Jo-Anne T. Vanin ap-

proving it.

"I think Director of the Student Activities Edward
Korza is going to recommend against it." Witherell said.

"My guess is Vanin is going to follow along with Korza's

recommendations."
Witherell said he believes conflict will arise over two

major budget issues— the Budgets Committee's allocation

of $52,993 to SCERA. a student advocacy organization

which the SGA has not funded since FY '90. and the

proposed decrease in the Student Activities Ofllce Bud-

get to $470,444.

The drop from the FY '92 allocation of$524,660 toSAO
is attributable to the SGA's decision not to fund the

presently vacant Associate Director's seat next year.

SCERA, the Student Center for Educational Research

and Advocacy, was originally conceived as a body to

organize the undergraduate community to research and

lobby against tuition and fee increases.

However, it was shut down in the mid-1980s when
then-coordinator Ellen Olmstead was accused by senate

members of promoting her own political agenda over the

expressed interests of the campus community. SGA offi-

cials said.

The SGA, however, has now determined that SCERA
needs to be reformed. They have also said, in an April 15

memorandum from Witherell to Vanin. thatSAO Director

Eld Korza's suggestion that an administration-run "Super-

SCERA" be formed in place ofSCERA is not acceptable.

"To put it quite simply, the "S" is for Student," wrote

Witherell . "There are a plethora ofunions on campus, but

as of now there is nothing which directly advocates the

needs of undergraduate students at the Statehouse. In

order to be eflective in Boston, the students must have

the vehicle ofSCERA to mobilize against further cuts to

the University."

Ted ChamlxTs. acting Commuter Area Government
president, said student advocacy is crucial in these lean

budget times, and the administration should not try to

block student organization.

"The purpose of SCERA is to organize." Chambers

said. "It is being recommissioned to organize parents,

alumni and the hundredsofthousandsofpeople affiliated

with public higher education to lobby for more funding

from the Statehouse.

"If the administration says they're not willing to let

students fund this organization, what they're telling us

National Park Services own the wharf and maintain it.

The first phase of the dig began in March 1992. "The

National Park Service wants to take into consideration

any historical site that might be below the surface,"

MulhoUand said.

MulhoUand and a team of 10 University experts began

the first phase of the dig this spring with two separate

two-week excavations. The group is surveying vation to

see if any of the original wharf was left.

the construction members to "try to

understand how wharf construction and technology

changed throughout time." he said.

MulhoUand said he first became interested in ar-

chaeology at age five. He has since pursued anthropology

and received a B.A. from Connecticut College and a M.A.

and a Ph.D. from UMass. He and his wife. Sue. have two

daughters. Christie. 5. and Julie. 3. When not workingon

archaeological projects, he enjoys sailing and cross-

country skiing.

tor position ofSAO currently filled by Suzanne Jean, who

has been on medical leave since October. Thus, the

balanced budget does not include Jean's salary of ap-

proximately $47,000 for the next fiscal year. IfJean does

return, Witherell said, her salary will be paid out of the

SGA contingency reserve fund.

Reserve funds may be strained in the coming fiscal

year, according to Witherell. since a projected decrease in

enrollment has meant that $59,473 was allocated from

reserve accounts to various student organizations "so as

not to cripple activities and services."

Local garage is classroom for non-mechanics
By ALYSSA M. OWENS
Collegian Staff

Is your car sick? That's not a question — it's a class.

Kevin Michaelson, owner of Kevin's Auto Repair in

Hadley , has been opening his garage doors to students for

the past five years— teaching everything from transmis-

sions to fuel systems, as well as giving students an

insider's view on how repair shops operate.

Taught through Continuing Education, the class meets

for either four or six weeks during the semester. The

it. I was terrified at first," he said.

Now a seasoned instructor on the intricacies of the

automobile, Michaelson said he enjoys dealing with

students. "I like the class because people get to know

you for who you are, and you don't take their money," he

said.

Indeed, Michaelson is very aware of the "pay me and

ni fix it" attitude of many garages, where mechanics

don't take the time to explain maiters to their customers.

Michaelson. whose shop has the slogan "The alternate

in the Pioneer Valley," said he takes a much different

meetings alternate between classroom instruction and approach. A plaque on the wall ofhis waiting room reads:

under-the-hood experience at Michaelson's shop

Before he began teaching, Michaelson said his cus-

tomers were always urging him to start a training school

on cars.

They asked me to teach a course for UMass, so I did

Shop Policies

YOU HAVE
The right to know what repairs are needed and the

estimated cost.

The right to Understand, so just ask Kevin. .

.

Michaelson's motto is a guiding force in his class.

Some ofthe topics he covers include how to buy used cars

and the laws of garages. This allows students leave the

course with greater strength as consumers.

Because the course is so short, there isn't time to do

many repairs. Students are taught the basics, such as

what the different parts ofthe car are and how they work.

They can also bring in their own cars for Michaelson to

"troubleshoot" during the lesson.

Student Rich Buyer feels that Michaelson's course

helps relieve the confusion of unhelpful mechanics, who

charge and don't explain.

"When I go to a mechanic. I always feel like I'm signing

a blank check and saying, 'Here, you fill in the rest," said

Buyer.

Another student, Diane Demaio said, "Now, when I

take my car to get fixed, I won't get ripped off."
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Problems at Collegian
There are many misunderstandings

going on right now about the "protesters"

against the Collegian—whothey are. what
they want. This is my version ofevents, as

a white lesbian ally to the editors of color

who were denied access to their desks

after they led a group of300 supporters to

the Collegian office Friday afternoon.

Friday during the noon rally protest-

ing the Rodney King verdict, an American
flagwas burned, symbolizingthiscountry's
lies and broken faith with people of color.

Collegians were burned too, symbolizing

the Collegian s broken faith with students

ofcolor. Alex Nyugen, former Multicultural

Affairs Editor, talked about the paper's

long history of racist coverage and racism

within the staff. One story was about

Pratip Dastidar, former editor from India,

who endured the humiliation of running

for reelection one year against his White-

nominated opponent "Bozo the Clown."

Pratip won by two votes. Afterwards edi-

tors of color led supporters to their paper

to protest the racism they've experienced

there.

Trystan Skeigli

Three editors of color spoke about the

extreme racism they had experienced. One
angry supporter, out of the 300 there,

broke a window. The editors ofcolor apolo-

gized to Marc Elliot because they had not

intended for any destruction to happen.

To be an African-American and work at

the Collegian is to go through hell, as

Black Affairs editor Sondra Sutton and
Black Affairs editor-elect Martin Jones

explained during the protest in the paper's

empty Friday afternoon offices.

They have to battle White night editors

sabotaging their stories aft«rthey go home,

laughing and snickering when they're not

around, putting out false information

about them at election time to attempt to

influence the vote. Third World Affairs

editor Madonmohan Rao talked about his

deep pain and anger about losing the re-

cent staff election to a candidate favored

by the 95 percent White staff of the Col-

legian who said there was "no longer

apartheid in South Africa." All the editors

ofcolor have had to endure blatantly racist

material submitted by their co-workers,

some of whom are blatent, dyed-in-the-

- wool racists.

I can testify racism, homophobia and

sexism run deep in the Collegian office.

Last semester I worked as GLB editor. My
desk, which was home to a dismantled

computer, was part of what the editors of

color call "the ghetto." I Home of all six

special issues editors (Black Affairs, Multi-

Cultural Affairs, Third Worid Aff^airs, GLB
issues, Jewish Affairs and Women's Is-

sues)). Located in a corner of the room,

walled offfrom the rest ofthe staffwith all

the editors of colors' desks placed in the

back, we only had one working computer.

The rest of the all-White, nearly all-

male "normal" news department resided

two sections away, behind another parti-

tion.

It looked, smelled. tasted and felt like

apartheid. The editors ofcolor and I yelled

and screamed about it throughout last

semester, but the walls stayed up until

January.
Now the wall is down, but the ghetto is

still in the corner, and editors ofcolor are

still in the back.

For me. working as a White lesbian ally

with my brothers and sisters of color,

feeling in my heart our oppressions are

one in a society that teaches fear and

hatred of difference, this whole protest is

about journalists of color getting mutual
respect, equal access and support for their

work on the Collegian, a paper supposedly

committed to all students on this campus,

not just Whjte. straight males. The envi-

ronment needs to become safe and wel-

coming for staff writers of color to come
down and write without feeling hated,

belittled or scorned. Their work needs to

be treated with the same respect by the

night editors as that ofthe White writers.

And hopefully, this paper can become a

better place for GLB staff writers as well

as Womens' Issues staff.

All the journalists who work for the

Collegian need to become more kind to

each other. The editors of color and I have

experienced a lot of pain working here —
we've been the butt of jokes, been the

targets of a lot of cruel, cutting remarks

and been the innocent victims of a lot of

irrational phobic fears.

Thiscolumn is only running ifthe nearly

all-White, straight, mostly male Collegian

staff agrees to open this paper up to the

voices of people of color. I don't want to

write for a blatantly racist, homophobic

and sexist newspaper anymore.

Trystan Skeigh is a Collegian Colum-
nist
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Kennedy Thirteen victimized
The Kennedy Thirteen are the latest

victims in Housing Services' legacy of

tyranny, incompetence and immorality.

Not only have these innocent young men
been subject to the humiliation of the

inane 'relocation' process, but have had
their current situations thrown into jeop-

ardy as well. Why? Because they may or

MAY NOT have been involved in prior

incidents ofvandalism on the sixth floor of

Kennedy Residence Hall.

Certainly, ifa student is found guilty of

vandalism, then the university has the

right and the responsibihty to take appro-

priate action. But what about Brian John-

son? He claims he was not even in the

building the weekend of the vandalism in

question. If this man can be penalized

without any formal accusation, who else is

being uiyustly accused? Is Housing's cri-

teria for punitive sanctions simply suspi-

cion?

Apparently, Resident Director Paul
Vasconcellos and Associate Director of

Housing Services Anne Miller are not in-

terested in answering that question. The

Kennedy Thirteen were thrown out of

their dorms only two weeks before final

exams, without any sort of hearing, fair

trial, or even questioning. Mr.

Vasconcellos, Nazi Germany this is not.

But let's put that point aside for the

moment and assume that the Kennedy
Thirteen are the wild, uncontrollable

hooUgans that they are accused of being.

Does this mean that their constitutional

rights are automatically forfeited? Ap-

parently, Mr. Vasconcellos is trying to

cover up his own incompetence at failing

to solve the problem by passing his own
problems to other dorms. Ms. Miller and

Mr. Vasconcellos, it's your duty to solve

these problems, not shuffle them off to

other Housing officials.

For the sake of the University commu-
nity, we implore Mr. Vasconcellos and Ms.

Miller to dutifully submit their resigna-

tions.

Christopher H. Lordan
Brian F. Caldwell

Amherst

Vais is patronizing: I am a protester, not a hippie or a radical groupie
This letter is being written after read-

ing Ari Vais' editorial. First of all. it is

clear to me that there are personal prob-

lems within the Collegian that have been
coming up in the midst of protests and in

the midst ofmy involvement with protest-

ing the Collegian. Maybe Ari Vais has
faces to go along with his argument, and

maybe he had personal problems as well.

However, Ari Vais does not know my face,

which is why I'm writing, because I don't

think that he, or anyone else with an
argument similar to his, knows my face.

I think there is a lot of generalizing

over the actions that have been taking

place. I am not a hippie, I am not part of a

trend. Racism is not the political topic of

the week, folks. True, there may be some
sheep marching or protesting, but really:

screaming, fighting, missing class,

marching and continually putting forth

the effort is not fun. This is about belief in

change, and no longer accepting racism as

an all right kink in our system. Passive

behavior is what the status quo wants,

and ifyou ask me, I think you who choose

to ignore racism are the sheep. Again, I'm

not some groupie radical in this for a rush.

Think about the lives involved instead of

trivializing us with your patronizations.

Rachel Cunningham
Dickinson

Columnist v^aves fond goodbye to UMass
This is it.

My last column for the UMass Daily Collegian or.

The Column That Almost Wasn't.

How ironic that with all the words built into the

electronic dictionary of this computer, I seem to be at

a loss to pick the right ones. . .

Endings are not necessarily sad nor even bitter

sweet — they are simply endings. One hears the

standard litany from every senior: "My last class. . .,

my last final. . ., my last meal at the D.C. . .
."

But there is a certain sameness to this observation

which means that it is probably meaningless. For me
at the Collegian, I have my own "last" thing.

This last column almost did not make it to press, for

reasons of interest known ultimately only to histori-

ans. 'A few kids who don't know how to behave tried

to rip off our freedom to publish. Thank goodness we
hid the machines and the computers and the writers

somewhere.)
As for my own goodbye, operating under the real

life pressure ofa forcible takeover is probably the most

eloquent way of saying so long. In anticipation of our

parents urging us out of the house upon graduation,

we were treated to the wonderful rehearsal by a few

window breakers, who had definite ideas of easing us

out of this school experience.

So I, and my fellow staff members, amid the scared

frenzy of saving computer programs ("FlO And Run! Hit

FIO And Run!") have been scrambling around typing

articles, developing photos and designing page layouts in

order to meet deadlines.

We could have walked away and said, "Great, now we
have more time for our homework and our friends." But
instead we put even more time into this paper. Finding

ways to continue to be published, despite the inconve-

nience of having to move to a new location, we never

walked away.

Felice Cohen

They could have taken our machines and our paper,

taken the keyboards which are our pencils, and it would
not have forced us to edit even a single line of what we
knew the truth to be, and our duty to report it.

In other words, we've learned some grace under pressure.

Maybe that's the great lesson that we will take with us,

along with our diplomas, when we walk away from UMass.
At our final Collegian meeting a couple ofdays ago with

over 40 concerned members present, I realized what it is

that makes this paper and university continue tonm and
remain alive.

It's survival.

After the first round ofbudget cuts we didn't burn
down Whitmore and loot the Munchy stores. Despite
tuition increases, we keep going. Professors continue
winning awards, contractors continue creating build-

ings and eager students continue applying. Does this

look like a place that collapses in the face ofhard times?
Hardly.

To make a change in this world we cannot begin by
fighting with each other. We learn early on that it is

better to reason with words than with fists.

Whenevermobs ensue, their firsttargets are sources
of communication. In this case the Collegian. Is this

because they like to bully reporters or because they
know how much power comes through words?

We, like this school, this home, this University at

Amherst, have earned and now possess a resiliency

and the will to proceed to become the very best we can.

Even with budget cuts, which are the equivalent of

attacking an office by force, we continue. Professors

will publish, students will dream and employers will

continue to find that graduates ofUMass are some of

the single best investments in the future of their

enterprises.

Thank you. Goodbye and good luck. (FIO).

Felice Cohen is a Collegian columnist
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Something completely unrelated to recent campus turmoil
Oh, happy spring is here! Sunny days and clear, starry

nights are bound to fill our heads with sweet and chipper

romantic notions. Strolling about hand in hand with a

significant other, and smiling at absolutely everyone in

the most maple syrupy way because you arejust so filled

with joy.

Someone get me a bucket, please. After little obser-

vation, even the really recently happy people are having

a difficult time staying gleeful with the infamous "F"

word hanging ominously in the soon-to-be-humid air.

You know the word. FINALS.
Needless to say, a lot of us are already getting more

than a fair share ofstress over these nasty glitches in our

academic careers. I would go as far to say that the overall

grade point average of UMass would probably increase

by at least a whole letter grade if final exams were
suddenly abolished. Wouldn't it be nice if we could do

away with them as easily asAmherst has done with kegs?
But I am not here to gripe, I'm here to help you de-stress

yourselves with my never ending helpful hints.

While it may be almost unheard of to waste an entire

evening doing something that f>ertains to nothing aca-

demic, trust me on the one. I scrounged together some
cash Tuesday night and trekked off to Northampton to

see a most intense concert by my favorite alternative

college band: The Samples. I elbowed my way all the way
to the front of the stage, attached my ear to the nearest

amplifier and danced my heart out. Ofcourse, I'm having

a little trouble hearing people who don't shout, but it was
well worth it. All ofthe annoying frustrating occurrences

that happened to me in the past two weeks were left on
the dance floor. I didn't know you could headbang to a
reggae-rock group, but it felt good.

Lorrie Cozzens

Perhaps you are spending a quiet evening inside

reading that book you've been blowing off all semester,
but are now forced to read because of the "F" word. Take
a cue from my dear pal Goose, who rejjortedly flung his

600-page anthropology book off the sixth floor balcony

upon reading it straight through to completion. It's nice

to know that there is a small revenge for needing these

books, no matterhow trivial it appears. I take a less drastic

approach and simply fling my book across the room at the

end of each chapter, and each time I do, it never fails to

shock the hell out ofmy poor unsuspecting roommate.
Invest in something stress-relieving, like those chim-

ing meditation balls that are used to exercise the muscles

and nerves in your hand. They are supposed to work very

well if used properly. They come in a pretty box, too.

One of those environmental tapes does the trick just

as well. A tape filled with the sounds of the ocean

crashing softly against the sands with the faint sound of

seagulls in the back can send you reeling into a chilled-

out state of mind.

Better yet, beg or plead one ofyour friends to give you

a back rub. Ill bet your neck feels like steel. Just be

careful who is givingyou the back rub. A good friend once

informed me (while givingme a backrub ) that 80 percent

of all back rubs lead to some form of sexual activity. I

jumped up mighty quickly afl«r that. So, unless it's your

intention, don't get too comfortable. (Snicker, snicker.)

Simplest of all, just laugh. If nothing else, you can

laugh at the absurdity of this whole mess called college.

My roommate and I spontaneously decided to laugh until

we almost cried in the D.C. the other day. Even now, I

cannot recall what exactly we were laughing over. I think

it was something about citrus fruits. I'm sure that out of

context it wasn't that funny. But it certainly was for that

20 minutes or so when we cackled to our hearts content,

drawing much attention to our Uttle table in the comer.

(Much to the dismay ofour other friend present, who was
not laughing.) People may think you're just as crazy as a

loon— whatever that means, but who cares what people

think? The worst they can think is that you've lost your

mind, something that is not entirely unheard of at an

establishment as large as ours anyway. Just toss your

head back and laugh, cackle, giggle, chuckle, snort and

guffaw. Just remember to breathe.

In essence, don't take these academics so dangerously

close to heart. Despite my often cynical rantings, even I

can admit that it is better to be at ease. It's my beliefthat

when your conscience is clear, you don't babble or grind

your teeth in your sleep. You've got my advice now, that

and 35 cents will get you a bagel from People's Market.

Enjoy the weather and loosen up, babe!

Signing off'. .

.

Lorrie L. Cozzens is a Collegian Columnist.

Protesters: come down and write

California resident's reaction
What a frightening and wicked world

we are living in! What started out as

someone toying around with hiscamcorder

ended up videotaping a group of White
pohcemenclubbinga Black motorist. Soon,

the videotapewas copyrighted, distributed

coast-to-coast and aired by every T.V.

station in the country.

Eventually, the policemen were put on

trial, but a verdict ofacquittal a year later

sparked off a race war that engulfed not

only Blacks and Whites, but the entire

world; in other words, the entire human-
ity in Los Angeles.

As a resident of California, I was sad-

dened beyond description. This was not

Johannesburg, Cape Town, Little Rock,

New York or Miami, but in Los Angeles—
the city of angels, the city of hope, the city

of Western ideals. Needless to say, I was
embarrassed and shocked. Whathappened
in Simi Valley last week?

The message was clear. It seemed to

have reaffirmed that, even in the state of

California, that if you were of European
descent, you belonged to a privileged class

and had a state-sponsored right to dehu-

manize, humiliate and inflict violence

againstany non-European person with an
absolute impunity.

Pierce Parker
Northeast

It seems to me that I've been missing

something in this latest round of protest-

ing. Watching good friends all fired up
about the absurd decision in the Rodney
King case shouting their anger anywhere
and everywhere. When I heard about the

Whitmore takeover on Friday night, and
the protesters' simple demand of more
minority faculty, I was very excited. The
administration has agreed to make the

faculty more multicultural, excellent!

Walking around campus the past few

days, listening to speaker after speaker

denounce the 'racist' Collegian. I'm be-

ginning to figure out what's missing: real

issues. There are so many bigger issues

this university needs desperately to deal

with, why bother with an already besieged

Collegian? Ifevery protester were to write

one article for the Collegian, there would
be no need for any anti-Collegian rallies. I

hear friends complain that the Collegian

isn't covering certain issues and that they

are 'stealing' university property when
they moved the office. Yet, I've never seen

any ofthose same friends' names in print.

The real question for me is, why the

Collegian? Why not attack some real is-

sues that will hit the race and class

problems right here in Massachusetts?

Increasing the number ofminority faculty

isn't going to do much good if the only

place students see minorities is at the

lectern. Why not pressure the adminis-

tration to increase minority recruitment?

Why not hit the state and Federal gov-

ernment for more (any) financial aid for

lower-income students? This University

is fast becoming a middle and upper class

school, so where is the uproar about bud-

get cuts?

If the Collegian is truly a priority for

improving race relations at UMass, and
notjust a vehicle for the personal vendettas

of a few individuals, then it should be

made a priority for those existing groups

on campus who deal with racial issues.

On the other hand, if the Collegian is

just a convenient target for student rage,

then we must refocus our energies on

long-term change. Such as a more diverse

faculty, more minority recruitment and
more accessible financial aid.

Over my four years here, I've watched
student organizations come and go. Each
spring they take over a few buildings, and
each fall all is forgotten. I've seen the

PSRU fight the SGA, the Republicans

fight the LBGA, and everyone fighting the

Collegian . If this latest round of protest-

ers wants to leave a lasting organization,

they should organize around real issues,

instead of just fighting other students.

Channeling the energies raised by the

King verdict into fighting an RSO is only

a dead-end. Let's fight the real causes of

our problems, a government that consis-

tently cuts higher education, financial-

aid, welfare, public housing; a government
that is dividing us into black and white,

have and have-not; a government that is

trying to get us to fight ourselves to pro-

tect its own power. Let's make a real

impact, not just fight against ourselves.

Aaron Silverman
Amherst

Hullo . . .and gfHHihye. No, it ain't over *til it's over; negotia-

tions will be continuing today, tension is getting leas heavy,

which is a relief for everybody. You and /, my friend, have

tomorrow as our lastday together. It's been amazing— live long.

Notes from the Campus Center Basement
Time for another Notes from the Campus Center

Basement. I know, you're all thinking it's going to be

another boring column, well you may be right. Then

again you could be wrong. Anyway, I'm new to this

vmting stuff, I'm normally a photographer. It seems

they were real desperate for people to do this— I mean

they had to be - they are letting me write it.

First I think I will ask some ofthose questions that

you only think of when it's real late at night.

WARNING: this may look like a test.

• 1) What does the edge of the universe look like?

• 2) What's beyond the edge of the universe?

• 3) What is the ultimate question of "Life The Uni-

verse And Everything?"
• 4) Why Ask Why?
• 5) Why not?
• 6) Who asked me to write this column?

• 7) And what were they on?

• 8) Which picture would the last 10,000 words printed

in The Collegian" represent?
• 9) Who names the culinary delights that are served

in the D.C.s?
• 10) Is there life on any other planet?

•11) Does it wonder what the answers to these ques-

tions are too?

The answers to these questions — you want an-

swers? HA HAHA— there aren't any. Ifyou do have one,

especially to numbers six and seven, please let me know.

Now for my next bit of random rambling. To those of

you building the elevator in ECE 305, good luck and do

you know where all your wires are?

Have you ever noticed that almost all of the rallies on

campus happen at "Noon on the Student Union Steps"?

Matt Kahn

Also, what ever happened to the People for a Socially

Responsible University — did they get trapped in the

hole in the ground that is now Knowles Engineering

Building? After they took that over they completely

disappeared. Next on Geraldo, "PSRU: The Real Story"

did they disband, or were they buried alive when Knowles

was built?

I can't think ofanything to write right now. So I think

ni fill up some space with my three favorite quotes from

various staff from through the semester.
• 1) "Excuse my moronic question." — Dave
• 2) "When you shoot a mime, do you need to use a

silencer?"— Jeff

• 1) "Photos are our friends" — Dan
Well what did you expect — I'm a photographer.

remember. And speaking of that, 1 have message for

all ofthe people who's pictures I took that didn't get in

the paper, "FRED."
Here's a bit ofinformation that y'al 1 could probably

use about now — Spring Concert is this weekend,

finals are coming soon and Puffers Pond is a nice place

to go and relax ifyou're stressed. A nice way to study

is on a hammock stretched between a couple of trees,

especially now that it's warm enough.

Now I'd like to make a request ofthe people who are

responsible for closing the Hatch each night— if you

guys could dim the Ughts briefly five minutes before

closing, those ofus studying there would appreciate it,

we don't like trying to find all our stuff in the dark.

Thanks. Now to all the other people who are there

studying that late, get some sleep!

Now for a quick "Hello" to my housemates, John

and Kimberly. Hi!

And finally on a serious note, this is a message to all

of the people in the area protesting things. Do you

really know why you are protesting? Do you know
what you hope to change? Have you thought about

what the results ofthe changes you are asking for will

be? Do you know what the motives of your leaders

are?
*

Matt Kahn is a Collegian staffmember
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Arts & Living
Canine Bastards reflect on music, life

. . - .._..• f^-„^««o fKJaint^rvSPw eluding It's Big, now an unoffic

BY ALYSSA R. MARCHESE
Collegian Staff

The evening that I spent talking with

the Canine Bastards prox-ided me with

an experience I will likely relate to my
ofTspring. Why? Well, think about this.

When was the last time you were in a room

surrounded by five people who know how-

to whistle along to the introduction of

Tapioca Tundra" by the Monkees? How
many people do you know who can sin-

cerelv appreciate Sammy Davis Jr. sing-

ing the theme to "Shaft?" And can you

count among your relatives a member of

the cast of the made-for-TV tragedy "The

Boy in the Plastic Bubble?"

In between rapidly fired jokes and ob-

Now that you tiave-or almost

have-your degree,

where do you go

from here?

Where do you tmd

opportunities to

build a rewarding

future in a dynamic

and expanding field^

Northeastern

University's Post-

Baccalaureate Programs

in the Allied Health Profes

sions are very positive answers

to the question of your career

At Northeastern you II find the

education you need-plus valuable

experience through clinical prac-

tice courses at our world famous

clinical affiliates

A Healthy Answer

To "Where Do
I Go From

Here?"

The College of

Pharmacy and AIIM

Health PiUmHi i

otters Post Baccalaureate

Certification Programs

sucti as • Health

Information

Administration

• Medical

Laboratory Science

• Respiratory Therapy

Call (117) 437 3Nf
and explore the possibilities

with us now' College of Pharm-

acy and Allied Health Professions.

206 Mugar Life Science Build-

ing. Northeastern University,

Boston, MA 02115

An Equal Opportunity/

Affirmative Action.

Title IX University

Northeastern

University

scure television references, this interview

was just barely conducted with those

boisterous boys. Individually, they are

vocalists Sharkey Favorite and Butterfly

Styles, drummer GeeP. guitarist Joeman

and bassist Peterbonz. Collectively, they

are Canine Bastards, a temporarily trans-

planted Amherst band whose "Naked and

Loud. Vacant and Proud" attitude has

earned them a faithful following in the

area, as well as in Boston.

Originally from Boston's North Shore,

Canine Bastards began performing to-

gether about three years ago, playing

random-yet-seminal punk rock covers,

which Joeman describes as "the easiest

songs we could play."

The band relocated to Amherst in 1991

to sporadically attend UMass. with the

exception oftwo members. "Butterfly was

on an overseas lark." says singer Sharkey.

"And Bonz was still wearing his buckles in

high schi»ol. The rest of us were prim and

proper, ready for college."

According to GeeP. Canine Bastards

are influenced by everyone from ABBA to

Zappa. But they don't want to talk about

their influences. They's rather talk about

near-death experiences.

"At the Battle of the Bands in South-

west," explains GeeP. "Bonz got so exciU;d

Inear the end of our set. he threw his bass

in the air. and as it came down, it landed

directly on Joeman's cheekbone. I hon-

estly don't think he's ever recovered since

that day."

Electrocution, as well as airborne Items

like full beer cans and lightbulbs have also

caused certain members' lives to pass be-

fore their eves. "Maybe we need chicken

wire.Uke the Blues Brother8."GeePmuse8.

Canine Bastards have three EPs. in

eluding It's Big, now an unofficial

collector's item. Their 1991 EP
Stitchgobbin was produced by former

Boston Rock guruJoe Harvard in Roxbury's

now-defunct Fort Apache South studio.

"The Pixies record Come On Pilgrim

was one ofthe first albums recorded there."

says Bonz. "And Stitchgobbin was one of

the last."

The band will resume studio work next

month with the producer of their 1990 EP

Lum, Dan Isaacs, with one exception,

says Sharkey. "This time we'll have com-

plete artistic control." Their new EP will

be entitled Da 'Mi/fc.

Are all these technical facts getting

dull? The Bastards think so too. They

want to talk of loftier, more spiritually

oriented things, like a) famous people

they've met and b) famous people they've

seen naked. "I've met Mickey Dolenz and

Davy Jones." boasts Sharkey. "And I've

seen the Drifters naked. They sing

"Under the Boardwalk." Not to be outdone.

GeeP chimes in that he's met Don King,

"and 1 have the pictures to prove it- I've

also seen Mojo Nixon naked twice." he

continues. "On two different occasions.

Months apart."

Canine Bastards want you to disregard

whatever you've heard about them ,
and go

and see them play live. "Even though

there's a lot of buffoonery, we're a tight

band, and we're proud ofour music," says

Butterfly. "But you have to see us live to

get the joke."

You can help make their dreams come

true (like Laverne and Shirley) by check-

ing them out this Saturday. May 9 at the

Central Spring Fling, with Bim Skala

Bim. Both gigs start around noon and are

free.

Theatrical lo's

and highs of
semester past
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By SHAWN McDONNELL
Collegian Staff

With another semester of student theater over, and

the polls closed. Tales of the Lost Formicans has proven

to be the stand-out production — the only show in recent

memory to combine comedy, drama, aliens and blow-

torches, and still have time for a dilly bar. Now. let's take

a look at some of the highlights and lowlights of the

theatre season past.

Best Star Turn: Joan Jubett. for her sensitive and

rewarding portrayal of a harried divorcee in Formicans.

Runner up: Frank Daniels, whose carefully-shaded per-

formance rescued a somewhat convoluted script in Like

Them That Dream.
Best Theatre Without Words: Brick (Robert

Corddry) touching Big Daddy's (Joseph A. Mulligan)

shoulder in Cat on a Hot Tin Roof. Director Michael

Puopolo proved that actions sometimes do speak louder

than words.

Best Dysfunctional Family: Cat's vicious and va-

cant Pollit clan, who elevated greed to an art form. ("Do

1 smell medacity?") Runner up: the unnamed Bunerf Child
family, which featured a psychopathic one-legged man,

and a lumbering half-wit straight out of Deliverance.

Best Transformation: Lynda Newton, who went

from a simpering British stagehand in last semester's

Noises Offto a willful Southern Belle in Cat on a Hot Tin

Roof, to a sex-crazed Northern Teen in Unspoken

Thoughts. Is there a role this woman can't play?

Most Pious Fraud: The Christopher Columbus Fol-

lies, which endlessly berated its audience for using plas-

tic products, only to close the show by unveiling a 10 foot

puppet made of (what else?) plastic. Uh, guys. . .?

Best Diamond in the Rough: Steven Matulewicz,

whose brooding performance as the corrupt Judge pro-

vided one ofStfee«ey Todd'.s few delights. He can sing too!

Busiest Actor: Robert Corddry, who starred in Tales

of the Lost Formicans, Cat on a Hot Tin Roof and Un-
spoken Thoughts and still managed to find time to eat

and sleep. I hope.

Best Excuse For Seeing a Kid's Show: Are You
Ready My Sister? which featured winning performances,

great music and impressive shadow puppetry.

Funniest Tunester: Bradford Potter, who composed
the whimsical score for In My Abyss, and dazzled audi-

ences at Working Titles with his hard-rocking "Acoustic

Panic."

Finally, the coveted award for Best Bird Imperson-
ation goes to Ed McCarthy, for his hilarious "flamingo"
dance in In My Abyss. What more could anyone want?

ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

TANGELO PIE By TIM SNIFFEN

FYI:
There will be an open forum

today to continue to discuss the

situation at the Collegian.

The forum will take place at 2:00

p.m. in room 163 of the Campus
Center.

All are invited to attend.
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to your Iriends

widgraai loowi^gt-shirts lor $10 00

Sponaorad by AASA

2MOROOM APT in Amharal: quiet, dean.

secure 475Mionlh June 1 Tsl 2S6-4SS6 or

253-251 5 Also moving sale lurniture. appli-

ances etc

2 BedroomMam 91Gash«« PrtvdackM2S
Bob 253-5996

2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
2 1 2 bath bus routs

AvaiaHaJunei
549-8714

2 Bedroom in Colonial Villaga on bu* route

Available Juno 1

Call 253-7626

3 Bdrm In Townahouaa
$800 PER MONTH
TAKE OVER OUR LEASE
CALL 549-3838 ANYTIME

AUTO FOR SALE

3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE
Starting June 1

Call 549-3677

3-5 BEDROOM HOMES on bu* roula aval-

able June 1 call 586-4270

4 BR APT
'

Mam St Bus out (ronl

Call 256-3478

No keg license required!

Just take our house Summer aui)M «4lh lal

option T«w> doubles and two singles with a

huge kitctien Rt 9 m hadtoy $700

Ronna 586-4096

TAKE OVER OUR LEASE 3brm houaa in

Amherst Wash Dry. dishwasher.

«M>od(love large open rms Must see' Can

S49-6161

FOR SALE

jroitane 12 speed bite New Vim. good

condition $80 ca« Paul 367-9593.

FREEI 2 Hamsters . accessories

Everything indoded ($70 valua)

Great giltl

Moving inusl go!

Amy 549-9903

HONDA 200 CC STREET BIKE

Good condition includes tree

waalhertarp 375 negotiabta

665-4968

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS are now ac-

cepting applications lor summer employ-

menl throughout New England and New

YorK. It interested please can 1-800-346-

4649 _^__
COUNSELORS: Coed camp in Borkahires.

Head pool, head sailing, and mstnjctors in

walersfciing. assi head tennis, lacrosse liek)

ho<*ey. solttjall arts » Crafts, video, comput-

ers photography piano accompariist. riding

(western I . and female unit leaders Call Paul.

Camp Schodack, collect (61 7) 964-1 912

CRUISE LINE- Entry level onboard'landsidB

positions available year-round or summer,

(813)229-5478

WArTPEOfn.E
Shifts available 4-KTM -parr-lime

E: Greco Greek Restaurant 256-4 196stu-

dan9
^ » « I

GUrTARS

FREE pregnancy toaUng; confidential and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No

Pleasant Street Am^erst 549-1906

LOSE WEIGHT FOR SUMMER!
20lbs in 3wks

Chns 549-4318

NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Recorded message gives details

25 to 50 leads

207-646-7008

American Computer Service

PC Bo» 700

Moody Me 04054

SUMMER SUBLET with la* option 2 bad-

room Townhouse Best reasonable offer Gal

549-4556 ______„
SUMMER SUBLET IN AMHERST
Walk to town or campus
$150'month Utrt ind

Call Matt 549-4026

SUMMER SUBLET - Mil Valley E

2 bedrooms. 2 lul baths. Super dean

SeOO/month • Call ASAP 256-6261

SUMMER SUBLET

1«0 CITATION
Good tocal transportation

548-9821

$100

1961 TOVOTACOnOLLA 107K.S1050Cal

256-1077

BUFFALO WnNQS

WINGS °N THINGS
12 piece 3 99

24 piece 6 99 36 piece 9 99

5 secret sauces

gourmet cookies, soda

FREE DELIVERY
THURS-SUN

CALL TONIGHT 253-9898

This personal worth

$1 SO oH any 36 piece wing

CAPE COD RENTAL

West Yarmoutti Brooms 4bedrooms also

cottage 4rooms 2t)edrooms 6 1 -8^31

253-7436

FOR RENT

4 BEDROOMS LuKury condo. in south Am-

herst 2 1 2 bathrooms livingroom with lire-

place deck swimming pool tennis court on

the bus route A C gas heal S hot water

washer & dryer $1200 Call Bruce at 256-

1215Junam
Aiithorsi Catrtaf

Efficiency one. tv»o. three bedroom apart-

ments, or three bedroom condos on Hobart

L»ie June or September No lees charged

Lincoln Real Estate. 25 North Pleasant

Street 253-7879

Beautiful 5 bedroom house, large yard,

deck, dishwasher. 3 miles to campus, bus

route. $1 1 90 morith 253-3683

Cheap- Two chairs $20 each Call Tarrotn at

549-4739

FOR RENT 3 bedroom Townehouse apt

Summer sublet w lall opt Free lurniture Call

549-6262

GILREATH MANOR-HOBART LN

5 bdrms on bus route

1 2 mi to campus
Avail Jun 1 549-3778

MMPCXT
M IBM system w/512K 14"

Color monitor (IBM) 101 key KB 1 0M hrd dr

5 1.4 floppy dr Haynes 1200B internal mo-

dem okidala 92 printer induded system kka

new only 1 user Graduated'

Asking $650. complete

Call 253 3661

Two piranha. 10 gallon tank, aocksaorlaa-

$75.00 Utsa 546-2482

ACOUSTIC ELECTRK: guitars, also

new lender amp, new sjnngs. cases $250

Crf Jay 253-0548

MOVING OFF CAMPUS?

FURNTfURE FOR SALE

•FURNITURE*
FOR SALE

Beds.

Coffee Table. Lighting,

Bar stools etc

Cheap prices""

Can 253-0861

1 or 2 badroomt at MM Valiar avi<l*i)i* "
May $200 per month Bus. heat, hot water Ig

rooms closets available lor tall

Great place. Graduating

Call 6-8pm or Ans machine : 256-1202

3BDDRM APT. Ctoee to campus Rani ne-

gotiable Call 546-737]

1 room, female prelerred 3 houaos from

campus cheap^ent 549-7468

$140'month, basement room 10«18

1 nule to campus, no lease

cool, dry m sumrner

Cdl Bert 5-1509 6-1 1pm

SUMMER SUBLET Comlortable two-

bedroom apartment WeH-mairtainod.

aaay acoaaa to Surxlertand and North

Amharsi buaat. Withm walking distance ol

UMass Can Jason al 549-8726.

SUNDERLAND - Two bedrooms m i

bedroom apt. Rent asKmg $180. but nago-

tiable All utiltMsiaduded. furnished or noL

pod. tennis courts, on bus route Call 665-

731 7. Ask lor Susan or Gayle.

TRAVEL

Amherst. 2 rooms in 4bdmi house Big back

yard, great housemates, on bus. 200.

253 2355 ^

AWESOME HOUSE lor 4-8 pOOpM

bus route beautiful yard

Justice Or 256-2181

NEW YORK CITY- Furnished rooms and

apartments for summer and short stays.

Near Columbia Univ. Reasonable rales

212-882-1358 SAVETH»AD.

TYPWO

AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSMO
585-3592 or 529 9378

WANTED

Need couches, tables, chairs, desk etc for

n«xt semester? Cal Jon 253-9139

HIR1N0

HIDE NEEDED

1 BEDROOM IN two bedroom apartment

Take over my lease starting June l Walk to

campus-on bus route Call 549-5552 or 549-

6919

1 or 2 Bdrma at Mill Valley

Available in May. $200 per month, summer

bus. heat, hot water. Ig rooms/closets

available for lall

Great place graduating

Call 6-8pm or ans mach^ 256-1202

2 Bedroom Toiwnelwuaa
Lease starting June 1 '

Call 549-7422

HEY UMASS!
Comlortable 3bedroom N.Amherst apail-

ment Available 6'1

2busroutes 549-3523

HOUSE FOR RENT toeo/month

4 bedrooms, huge kitchen

Giant basement, dishwasher

washer dryer

100yds from busstop

Ctose to campus

Call anytime 253-0642

LARGE 6 BEDROOM house Modem One

Util Huge backyard Residential Street Large

deck Backyard Cant miss Call 256-1951

jyj^jsf FLEE COUNTRY IMMEDIATELY

Huge 2 tiedroom Amherst center apartment.

$750 negotiable Can Che 256-0994

COOL JOBS COOL PEOPLE
Campus design * copy is now hiring' Train-

ing begins this semester Accepting applica-

tions until Mon 4/27 403 Student Union 545-

2271 We want you' We need you!

HELP WANTED

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - lish-

enes Earn $5,000* 'month. Free transporta-

tion' Room and board'Over 8.000 openings

Male or female For employment program

can 1-206-545-41556x1 1718

ATTENTION: ExceOenl income lor home

assembly work. Wo. 504-646-1700 DepI

P1307

CAMP ENCORE/CODA
a music camp in southern Maine seeks as-

sistant watertront director. (WSHGT re-

quired) Season is from 6*23/92 to 8/21/92

Talented kids-great enviroonwnt. Contact

James Saltman. Camp Encore'Coda

Brookline. MA. 61 7-235-1541.

CALL STUDENT PAINTERS
For a great job this summed
Canvassers and painters wanted.

1-800-922-5579

I need a ride out west, gomg to Nevada or

anywt>ere around there

Chria M 6-4275

ROOMMATE.WANTEO

1ROOM AVAILABLE in 3 bedroom Puffton

apartment Rent negotiable utilities included

Available June/July Awesome location,

roommates Non-smoker, male or female

Call now' Angle 549-7718 or Steven 546-

1710

•••Prtma loeatlon"* Three houses Irom

campus two females needed to share large

room, wooden floors lireplace Huge walk m
doset ca« 549-7468

FEMALE NONSMOKING GRAD seeks

same to look lor apt near da«mtown Amherst

lor Aug 1 or Sept i. 549-1497

SERVICES

AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSINQ Call

585-3592 or 529-9378

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy test, information or sup-

port' Can for tree and confidential services

ALTERNATIVES 245 Main St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenfiokl 774-6010

Beautiful 2bedrooai 2bathroom apartment

in Mill Valley available 61 $250 per room

negotiable 546-3064

CLEAN. QUIET » AFFORDABLE.
Mill Valley Estates 1 or 2 roommates Avail-

able June 1st 253-2595 Johiv

LOOKING FOR 1 or 2 people

to sublet Mill Valley

Call ASAP 546-^52

MILL VALLEY ESTATES
Need 1 -2 people to sublet 1br In 2t>r'2bath

apt On bus line Rent 150 month indudes

util Call 256-1513

Chaap
lemale prelerred in single room house on

bus route 549-1
1J8

NOHO SUMMER SUBLET
Lg sunny bdrm Close to bus rte and down-

town $225/month (riegotiableK^II^5JB6-8973

Room In 4 bdim Amherst house. Dish-

washer, washer'dryer. bus route. Share

phone & electnc Asking $258 June 1

Gur Hirshberg 253-0521
,

Puffton Aparttmant very chaap. fully kjr-

nished call 549-6873

ONE WORLD CUP SOCCER TEAM
NEEDED
First come first served

215 Boyden 545-2693/0022

WANTED TO RENT

SUBLETS, ROOMS, Housmg naedad ttHs

summer Contad SBMC 256-8615 10am-

4pm

Summer SuMal «i«h Ian optksn hily tut;

nished. 3 bdrm house 1 5 Miles lo-Umai<'

campus washer'dryer

Call 549-8466 Ask lor Pete

r)l9<l)l>izuHul.lnc
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Sports
Minutemen head to A-lOs as pro scouts await
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

When Ron Villone ofthe University ofMassachusetts

baseball team said after last week's home finale loss to

Siena, "This is the last time we're gonna lose all season,"

he said it like he meant it.

The Minutemen won their next game against North-

eastern 5-3 thanks to Jay Dodig's eighth inning homer

Tuesday, ending the regular season on a positive note. So

far, so good.

- "It was nice to win there.' said UMass captain John

Carelli. a former Husky player. "It's always nice to beat

(Northeastern head coach Neil) McPhee." UMass em-

barks on its journey to Boyertown. Pa. today, ready to

take on the best in the Atlantic 10. Rutgers, West Virginia

and George Washington round out the teams competing

in the A- 10 Championships. UMass will play GWU on

Friday at 7:35 p.m.

In other UMass action. Villone was invited by Team

USA coach Ron Fraser to the Olympic trials June 8-14 in

Millington, Tenn. Villone is one ofa select forty collegiate

players who will compete for a roster spot on the U.S.

baseball team that will be playing in Barcelona. Spain

this summer.

The one problem with the Olympic trials is that they

fall exactly one week after major league baseball's June

1st draft. By then. Villone may be off playing rookie

league or Class A ball.

PeterGammons of The Boston Globe reported Sunday

that Villone has already received his Topps baseball card

contract. Topps is the biggest manufacturer of baseball

cards in the country, and is undoubtedly waiting to take

Villone's snapshot for its "Top Draft Picks" series after

the fateful June Ist draft.

Speaking of the draft, there are a few other Minute-

men players who could be get a good look from pro scouts

this weekend, and could be drafted. Villone is a lock at

one ofthe top five picks in the first round, but a few other

players need strong outings in the A- 10s to assure them-

selves of professional contracts.

Steve Corradi. the Minutemen's big bat. will probably

end his career at UMass by the end of this month.

Corradi, a junior, is a fleet outfielder with a smooth

stroke, and has started every game since his freshman

year. A pro contract awaits him, ifnot this year, then next

year for sure.

Rich Graham needs a strong performance this week-

end, and a repeat oflast year's performance in Boyertown

(a complete game 6-hitter) will help his cause. Although

not an overpowering pitcher, Graham uses his shder and

curve effectively. Scouts won't be overly impressed with

his velocity ( low to mid-80s ). but ifthey stick around, they

will be impressed by his grit.

Jeff Toothaker has been one of the team's biggest

surprises this season, notching a perfect 6-0 record with

his deceptive sidearm delivery. Toothaker, a junior from

Lunenburg, may need another year in college. Scott

Meaney and Jim Telgheder are potential pros also, but

probably need another year.

Seniors Carelli. Lou Olivieri. Jay Dodig and Rob

Graziano will be playing their final games this weekend,

unless the Minutemen grab the automatic berth to the

NCAA Regionals.

guide
Okay, it's time for the third edition of Crofts' Poor

Man's NBA Draft Handbook. Today HI look at more

players who are in the spotlight for some big schools and

some lesser-known talents for smaller schools.

Also, ni look at the pro chances ofthe three graduating

Minutemen: Anton Brown. Will Hemdon and Jim Mcoy.

Tracy Murray will be announcing soon whether or not

he'll be entering the draft or returning to UCLA. Murray

has one undeniable talent — he can shoot the rock hke

there's no tomorrow.

Murray plays a very similar game to a former UCLA
star and now Indiana Pacer star. Reggie Miller. It will be

interesting to see if Murray will work as hard as Miller

has to develop a better overall game.

Dennis Johnson's alma mater. Pepperdine. has pro-

duced a player who will definitely be heard from come

draft day. Doug Christie, a small forward, plays a Scottie

Pippen-iike game, who should be given a chance to show

off his all-around game.

Bryant Stith, another small forward, excelled in the

tough ACC. while playing for Virginia. Despite his six-

foot-five inch frame, Stith is a winner who can like

Christie, do many things well.

Jeff Crofts

Anyone who saw the Umass-Syracuse NCAA battle is

well aware ofthe Orangemen's six-foot-seven inch David

Johnson. While a great talent. Johnson's lack ofbulk will

prohibit him from playing the same game in the pros that

he did in college.

Tom Gugliotta. a six-foot-ten inch forward from N.C.

State, has a game which has been improving consistently

since he was a freshman. His size and impressive shoot-

ing touch should make GugUotta a mid-first round pick.

Other players to watch out for include Ohio State

point guard and floor leader Mark Baker, Wisconsin-

CollecUn photo by Josh RrynoMs

Ron Villone has had both a Topps baseball

card contract mailed to him and an invitation

to the U.S. Olympic trials in the last week.

He's pitching Friday at 7:35 p.m. in the A- 10

Tourney.

Green Bay's point guard and shooting machine Tony

Bennett. Lasalle's diminutive guard Randy Woods,

Depaul's paper thin forward David Booth, and Arizona's

huge Sean Rooks.

Now about the three Minutemen. Anton Brown looks

like he could eventually make the NBA as a Kelvin

Upshaw-playalike.

Will Hemdon's lack of size will hurt him. but perhaps

some time in the CBA or USBA will allow Hemdon to

work on or show off his other skills to get an NBA t«am

interested.

Jim McCoy's jump shot, athleticism and first step

should get him some interest from an NBA club— it'sjust

a question ofwhether or not he works hard enough on the

other parts ofthe game to stick.

Here's a prediction though — Harper Williams will

make the NBA in two years. That does it for this year's

Crofts' Poor Mans NBA Draft Handbook.

Jeff Crofts is a.Collegian columnist

Women's crew rows to gold at New Englands

Photo c«»rto»y Mr. Lambert

The women's crew team rolled in the New Englands last weekend.

Overall, the women finished first in points and dominated opponents,

including MIT.

By ARTHUR STAPLETON
Collegian Staff

This past weekend at the New England

Championships, the University ofMassa-

chusetts women's crew accomplished the

inevitable: a gold medal in both novice

races and the varsity final, along with the

overall point trophy awarded to the top

school in the women's division.

The UMass varsity women, led by coach

Stefanie Moore, finished second in the heat,

which qualified the boat for the finals.

The qualifying heat was not a good row

for UMass, but the top two in the heats

advanced, giving the boat another chance

in the finals.

"In the heat, we did not have a good

row, but we changed what we needed in

order to compete in the final," said team

member Jennifer Lambert.

The UMass women fixed what was

wrong in the period between the heat and

the finals as they defeated URI. In the

first heat, URI had defeated UMass to

advance to the finals.

The varsity final proved to be a fight in

which no boat pulled ahead until the last

twenty strokes.

UMass and URI battled neck and neck

as the two leaders began to pull away from

the rest of the pack. Every stroke was

contested as the two crews approached

sprints.

However, in the end, it was the strong

sprint by UMass which gave them the

victory over URI, Tufts and Wesleyan.

The victory notonly meant a gold medal

for the UMass women, but a top six seed at

the Dad Vail Regatta this weekend.

"It gives us a better position strategi-

cally for the Vails." Lambert said.

In attaining the overall point trophy,

the UMass novice womenA boathad a solid

row in defeating Tufts, Coast Guard and
Williams. The UMa.ss novice B boat also

won, defeating M.I.T, Tufts and Williams.

The UMass varsity men's boat suc-

cumbed to the dominantcrews in the heat,

failing to qualify for the finals. However,

UMass competed in the petite finals, a

consolation race for the boats who did not

qualify.

UMass controlled that race early, and
continued to dominate throughout. In the

end, UMass finished ahead of Wesleyan,

seventh overall.

"If we row as well as we did in the

petites, we have a good chance ofmedaling
at the Vails," said varsity member Steve
Duval.

In other races, the UMass novice hght-

weight men finished fourth, behind Holy
Cross, Boston College and WPI.

The JV women finished in fifth, with
Wesleyan the eventual winner, and the
JV men finished fourth, with Coast Guard
the eventual winner.

UMass crew travels to Philadelphia
this weekend for the Dad Vail Regatta, in

which the league championships are con-

tested by over 100 schools.

"UMass crew is making improvements
every day, and we're very excited about
the varsity women's chances at the Vails,"

Moore said.
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Collegian staffers evacuate offices
By JESSICA CLARKE
Union-News Staff

Editor's Note: Due to the sensitive na-

ture of this story, the Collegian has re-

ceived the permission ofthe Union-News
to print today's stoury about negotiations

over the future ofthe Collegian.

Negotiations between the staff of the

University of Massachusetts" Daily Col-

legian and protesters whyo contend that

the paper is racist turned ugly yesterday

afternoon when protesters reportedly

stormed the student-run newspaper office

and threatened staffers.

Meanwhile, about 50 minority students

who took of the Cole Science Center at

Hampshire College remained in the

building for a second day yesterday while

negotiations continued.between adminis-

trators on demands to increase hiring of

minorties. At press time, Hampshire
spokeswoman Lee Wicks said there were

no new developments to report.

Collegian staffers said last night they

were shaken by whet they described as a

takeover, and that they were dicussing

the possibility of a mass resignation a^d

the possibility of starting anew as an off-

campus publication next fall.

"It was disgutsting and scary," said

Collegian Editor-in-Chief Marc Elliott,

speaking last night from a secret off-

campus location where the paper's last

issue ofthe year was being compiled. " I

don't feel the staff of the Collegian will

ever feel safe in the Campus Center again."

There were no injuries in th incident,

said Collegian staffers.

Managing Editor Daniel Wetzel said

that nearly four hours ofthe negotiation,

in a Campus center meeting room, over
couoctan photo by chrMophor Bvaa*

CoUggjan policics tumed sour after weary

Manorie Decker, participating in negotiations on the futvire of the negotiators attempted to terminate their

Collegian, addresses the community. talks for the day.

"One gentleman from the audience said

Tou can't leave, the people won't accept

this' and then, they stormed down to the

offices," he said.

"It got very violent," said Collegian

reporter Christina Rothwell, whohadbeen
working on a news story when the pro-

testers arrived.

"I was very scared, people were being

physically harassed."

But Dean of Students Sharon Kipetz,

who sat in on the negotiations yesterday,

said that the reports of physical

harrasment were being exaggerated by

the students.

•It got loud, people raised their voices,"

she said, adding that she did not see any

physical confrontation between the two

groups.

"This has been a very difficult process,"

she said," she said. "Unfortunalty it is

goin to take a little longer to resolve."

Conflict between the two groups began

FViday when a demonstration at the Col-

legian offices resulted in frayed tempers

and a broken window.

The Friday demonstration was an off-

shoot of a rally protesti9ng the aquittal of

four White lx)s Angeles police officers

charges with beating Black motorist

Rodney King, later Friday, about 150

prtester occupied the Whitmore
adminitration building for about nine

hours untila the adminitstration agreed

to hire 10 minority faculty members over

the next three years.

"This was uglier," said Wetzel of

yesterday's incident. They were grabbing

(Collegian staffers) and throwing them to

the ground.... Violence is not the answer to

this."

After the Friday protest. Collegian staff,

fearing the shutdown ofthe paper, moved

their operations to secret off-campus lo-

cations. On-campus production of the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

Administration plans to layoff 28 professors
By DAVID MASSEY
Collegian Staff

The University of Massachusetts announced yester-

day the layoff of up to 28 employees in academic depart-

ments in order to cover a budget gap caused by cuts made

last year, according to Provost Glen Gordon.

The administration hopes that alternative positions

will be found for 17 of the 28 positions slated for cuts. "I

regret having to make this announcement," said Gordon.

"It's especially distressing because we haven't had the

budget turmoil this year as we have in the recent past.

"However, despite this false feeling of stability, we

still have financial problems dogging us from the last

round of budget cut s," Gordon said.

Cuts will affect 5 professional and 23 classified posi-

tions among the School ofPublic Health, College of Food

and Natural Resou rces and the School of Public Health.

This recent round of budget slashes will save the

University $607,270 for Fiscal Year 1993. Gordon said he

hopes the University will be able to realize the savings of

cutting positions while moving some of the targeted e

mployees to vacancies which need to be filled.

Although 57 professional and classified employees

were laid offlast year, the administration eventually re-

assigned 32 of those employees to other positions.

Gordon, the University's chief academic officer, said

this round of layoffs is a result of a $20 million budget

shortfall in FY *92. The campus raised tuition and fees to

erase half of the gap and ordered budget reductions in

both the academic and non-academic

areas to cover the rest.

The academic area acheived its $5 million share of

cuts by severely reducing support accounts by $1 .3 mil-

lion and by using one-t ime funds in order to avoid

disrupting the 1991-92 academic year.

Those revenues are not available forFY '93, and i n the

face of no additional state revenues for FY '93, the

academic area had t o turn to facul ty attrtion savings (an

anticipated $3 million from approximately 60 faculty

positions becoming vacant) and staff lay offs to make up

the difference.

Gordon saidhe hoped nofurther cuts will be neccessary

for the fiscal year beginning July 1. Robert G. Helgesen,

dean of the College of Food and Natural Resources, said

that despite the layoffs, which include a number of farm

support workers.

in the department of veterinary and animal sciences

and the department ofplant and soil sciences, the college

"remains firmly committed to its agriculture program

and will continue to support a farm operation."

Gordon also said the South Deerfield dairy and

Belchertown Horticulture Research Center will continue.

In addition, University administrators also agreed on

Friday to increase the number of minority professors on

campus from 142 to 152 within three years.

In fact, for the last seven years, the University has

been successful in recruiting minority professors - on

average, 10 new minority professors have been hired

each year since 1985.

An account set up five years ago was designed to

attract minority professors to departments which suffer

from minority under-representation.
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Exhibit explores the GulfWar
Photo display depicts mass destruction in Iraq

By CHRISTINA ROTHWELL
Collegian Staff

Iraq is still suffering from the effects ofthe GulfWar

as a result of the United Nat ion's sanctions which

prevent Iraq from buying food and medical supplies,

according to Jill Castek, who spoke at the Student Union

Ballroom on Monday night.

John Schuchardt, who stood up to George Bush m a

church against the war in Kennibunkport Maine and

visited Iraq, also talked. Attorney George Nassarandhis

son Micah, both visited occupied territories in Israel.

They also joined the panel. And Francais Crowe ,
an

area representative ofthe American Friends Committee,

added to the discussion.

Jill Castek spent three months in Iraq soon after the

War delivering medical supplies, donated by priva te

organizations, to needy hospitals throughout Iraq. She is

now touring the nation with her photo exhibit. Through

Iraq Eyes, which is being held at the Cape Cod Lounge

today.

"These pictures show what was not covered on televi-

sion," said Castek. According to Castek, 50 percent of the

children are starving from malnutrition. "750 children

die a day as a result of the United Nation's sanctions,"

said Castek. "Cleaning and sanitation supplies could not

(and still cannot) be imported or manufactured. I^saw

infants in soiled beds, dying in their own diarrhea."

It is a military estimate that 70 percent ofthe United

State's missiles missed their targets. Iraq's water treat-

ment plants and electric generators that were hit during

CONTINUED ON PAGE ^0
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UNDERGRADUATE COMMENCEMENT
Sunday, May 24, 1992

10:30AM • McGuirk Alumni Stadium
FINAL INSTRUCTIONS

Congratulations to the class of 1992. The following information, prepared by Student Affairs Special Services in cooperation with "The

Massachusetts Daily Collegian" will assist you and your special guests in preparing for the Commencement ceremony.

There is no rehearsal, so it is important that you note this information and the accompanying summaries and Stadium Plan so that the Processional

will proceed on time and in an orderly fashion. Please especially note the seating plan for degree candidates. (It will become much clearer on

arrival.)

Your cooperation will be appreciated.

COMMENCEMENTDAY

1 . ARRIVAL TIME: Please be at the Main Entrance gates (carrying your cap and gown) not later than 9:30 am.

2. SECTION LOCATIONS: Go through the Main Entrance gates. In front of you, will be two large signs listing the schools and colleges.

If you are in Arts and Sciences, you will turn left; all others, to the right.

3. GATE ASSIGNMENTS: Having turned left or right, go to either end of the field. At each end there two entrance gates. Look for the signs

indicating at which gate you are to assemble.

4. MARSHALS (wearing academic robes and red sashes) will assist you at this point in lining up for the Processional. You will then robe.

5. PROCESSIONAL: The Processional for students will begin at approximately 10:13 am.

GENERAL INFORMATION

\
.
CAPS, GOWNS, TASSELS,ANDANNOUNCEMENTS should be picked up at the Textbook Annex not later than May 22 (between

9:(X) am and 4:00 pm). On the day of Commencement, regalia may be obtained at the northeast side of the Stadium after 8:30 am.

2. SHUTTLE BUSES will provide free transportation to and from the Stadium for you and your guests. Buses will clockwise around campus

approximately every five minutes. If you will be attending a post-Commencement academic reception, it is suggested that your guests park

in the lot nearest that location.

3. TICKETS/INVITATIONS are not required for entrance into the Stadium.

4. ALCOHOL will not be permitted in the Stadium.

5. TRAVEL ASSISTANCE (route maps to campus and parking information) will be provided at Mass. Turnpike toll booths and by local and

University public safety officers. Copies of this information are available at the Visitors Center.

Because several other Amherst area Commencements are taking place on May 24, guests should be advised to allow sufficient travel time.

To assist with traffic flow, Amherst radio stations WTTT (1430 AM) or WNRX (100.9 FM) will be broadcasting traffic advisories.

6. ALTERNATE ROUTES from the Mass. Turnpike, other thiin Exit 8 (Palmer) are as follows:

Exit 7 (Ludlow): Route 21 north to U.S. 202 north to Route 9 west

Exit 5 (Chicopee): Route 33 north to Route 1 16 north

Exit 4 (W. Springfield): 1-9 1 north to exit 19 to Route 9 east

7. DIPLOMAS will be mailed after grades have been received, recorded, and processed by the Registrar's Office, and the diplomas have been

engraved.

8. INDEX orders should be placed with that office ( 103 Campus Center) not later than May 31. Call 545-0848 for additional infonnation.

9. VIDEOTAPES of the entire Commencement ceremony will be available for purchase through the Union Video Center, 2 1 6 Student Union.

Any profit generated will be put back into the University system. For additional information, call 545-1283.

10. For additional Commencement-related information:

Academic status/eligibility 545-0555

Caps and gowns 545-3570

Disability Services 545-0892

Housing (on campus) 545-3400

Other (Commencement-related) 545-0306, 3480

While Commencement is an occasion for celebration for you and you guests, it is also a formal ceremony. We ask

foryourhelp in making it aday which we can all takepride. We are committed to doing everythingpossible to make
this special day as pleasant tis possible. Your patience, cooperation, and understanding will be appreciated.

\

This information was prepared by Student Affairs Services. The cooperation of "The Massachusetts Daily Collegian" in publishing it is

appreciated.

A'-

Local
Commencement plans
are announced at UM
Collegian StafT

Forty fivehundred undergraduates are
candidates for bachelor's degrees when
The University of Massachusetts holds

the 122 commencement ceremonies at

Warren McGuirk Alumni Stadium on
Sunday May 24.

The undergraduate commencement
speaker will be Nicholas Nyhan, an En-

glish major from Brookline. Nyhan is

graduating cum laude and plans to work

in the field of theater management and
marketing.

The keynote speaker for the ceremonies

will be Franklyn G. Jenifer, president of

Howard University and former chancel-

lor ofthe Massachusetts Board ofRegents

of higher education.

In addition to the 4500 eligible candi-

dates, six honorary degrees will also be

awarded.
Among those receiving honorary de-

grees will be George A. Dickerman, a

UMass alumnus class of 1961 and presi-

dent of Spalding Sports Worldwide, Jean

Paul Mayer, presidentofTufts University,

E. Paul Robsham, former University

trustee from 1980 - 86 who is chairman of

the board and president of Robsham In-

dustries Inc.

Robsha.Ti and his wife are also the

donors of the Robsham Memorial Center

for visitors atUMass which they dedicated

to their son.

Richard S. Stein, long recognized

throughout the world as an authority on

the relationship between structure and

properties ofpolymers and polymer bends

and Helen Hennessy Vendler who is a

poetry critic, author and consultant.

Jenifer rounds out the list.

Nine hundred and sixty one graduate

students are candidates for master's de-

grees and 411 are candidates for doctoral

degrees as the graduate school will hold a

separate Commencement ceremony on

Saturday May 23 in the Curry Hicks

Building. There will be nokeynote speaker.

A Chancellors' Medal will be awarded to

Tisato Kajiyama, a professor of polymer

chemistry at Kyushu University in Japan.

The seventieth Commencement of the

two year Stockbridge School of Agricul-

ture will be held on Saturday May 23 and

120 students will receive associate of sci-

ences degrees.

The keynote speaker for the Stockbridge

School will be Kenneth H. Knauer, deputy

director of the Northeastern Area, state

and private forestry for the United States

Department of Agriculture Forest Ser-

vice.

The Reserve OfTicers Training Corps,

(ROTC), will hold itsjoint Army-Air Force

commissioningSunday May 24, in Bowker

Auditorium.

The keynote speaker will be Colonel

James P. Czekanski, commander. Air

Force Reserves, 439th Airlift Wing, at

Westover Air Force Base. Czekanski is a

graduate of the UMass.

Speech spurs city riot
Deposed Haitian president speaks
BY KETHIA NAZAIRE
Mass Media Staff UMass Boston

As I stood in line in front of Roxbury

Community College, waiting to get inside

the gymnasium to see deposed Haitian

president J ean Bemand Aristide, a riot

broke outbetween Aristide supporters and

about 11 detractors.

I spoke to Evelyn Prophet, one of the

peopleon the anto-Aristide side. She stated

tha she had no problem with the Aristide

gove rnment per se but she did have a

problem with the embargo taht he was

encouraging the international community

t9o impose on Haiti.

The Aristide partisansoverpowered the

demonstators with their chants that

"Arsitide is Life." One of the things that

brought a smile to my face wwas that a

policeman, there to keep peace between

the two sides, started to chant, "Aristide.

Aristide."

It kind of stunned me because he was

not a Haitian cop. Finally I went inside the

Art Center of Roxbury Community Col-

lege and wa ited anxiously to see the

president whom tne Haitian people had

put so much faith in.

When he finally appeared, there was a

surge ofexcitement, exemplifying the

popular Hatian analogy that Aristide

equals democracy and democracy brings

life. For democracy will br ing an end to

the death squad killings that are so ram-

pant in Haiti today after to September 30

coup d'etat.

President Aristide received an honor-

ary associates degree in arts from Roxbury

Community College. The president ofRCC,

Mr. Hubi e Jones, stated taht Aristide is

not only the president of Haiti, but of teh

whole Western Hemisphere; he does not

just speak for th e plight of the poor in

Haiti, but throughout the world.

President Aristide also received a ci-

tation for his leadership of the Lavalas

moverment. The president of the Haitian

club at RC C presented him with a plaque

praising him for his outstanding work

with homeless orphans as a priest, and for

his continued work wi th the Haitian re-

sistance.

The representative of the Afincan Na-

tional Congress in Massachusetts,Themba

Vihkazi, addressed the audience. Vilikazi

linded te h struggle for democracy in Haiti

with the struggle in South Afirica- for one

person to have one vote.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 7

CollectaB photo by ChriatoplMr Bvaai

Bushwacked - Tanya Beecher lies dazed and confused in the

shrubbery as her friend Jen Desouza pretends not to notice.
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Editorial/Opinion
. . I .-,r.. ,u^ x„.^xx,< n( thp Cnlleaian or the University unless otherwise noted.

The opinions on this page arc those of the individual writer or cartoonist, and do not necessarily represent the views ot the Loue^ian ui uic j _—

Gayle Long's final farewell to friends and neighbors
Well, it's the moment you've all been waiting for

— my last column.
I always wondered if writing my last column would be

like accept! ng an Academy Award. I'd say after this week,

it's more like writing a living will.

There are some people 1 have to thank, so here goes:

• I'd like to thank all ofthose whomake a multicultural

education possible — there are more bigots coming out of

this place (against every group) than coming in.

Regardless of what those sexist pigs preach — the

ones who think they are for equality (read: men's equal-

ity). You must remember, of course, women in most non-

industrial countries (the ones classified third world) su-e

not given the right to vote, own property or the right to

stand up to their 'oppressed' husbands.
• I'd like to thank the 'conservatives' who turned out

to be okay after all the nasty things I used to say about

them. They are pretty interesting people — although I

don't agree with everything they say. They're fun to chat

with, and okay by me.
• After four years at this place, I can safely say there

is more of a problem with people screaming about this

newspaper than with the other problems, such as budget

cuU and financial aid. What a bunch of morons.

• I'd like to address one more thing about the

multicultural atmosphere we are told we have to uphold;

it has nothing to do with journalism. The weird thing is

that all of the people who want to keep their 'politically

correct' friends in office have no desire to cover their

communities, only to purport their political agendas.

These people have no clue what it takes to run a daily

newspaper, or to work here 40 hours a week. To them 1

say — thanks, but NO thanks.
• I have to thank all ofthe people who worked with me

this year — without them, 1 would have forgotten what

teamwork is all about. Thanks, you crazy people, for your

strength, support, morals, ethics and dedication. Friend-

ship, 1 know, will last forever when you are passionate

about the same things. FViendship, therefore is OUR
struggle — to become reporters and best we can. The

most important thing to know is who we really are. No

one can take that away from us. No one.

Gayle Long

• To my roommate and all ofthe people I know outside

of the Collegian and who still talk to me — a million

thanks. How could you put up with me after argument

after argument about what this newspaper is all about?

I guess after the arguments ran out, I had nothing else to

talk about. Pathetic, eh?
• Thanks Mom and Dad. My education was invalu-

able, to say the least.

• Special thanks to all the professors who cut me a

break because of all the crazy things that happened to me

over the past four years — and to those who actually

made me earn my grade. It was worth it.

• I'm sure this is not the first time, but Thank Ciod for

Newman. Father Quigley, if I ever make millions, you

can come knocking - 1 owe you and the rest of the great

people there. (1 hate to break this to you, but as a

journalist, I'll never be rich.)

• Thanks, Dr. Scott. You know why.

• My grandmother gets honorable mention for always

being happy U) hear my voice on the phone. Thanks,

grandma.
• Side note: thanks to all the journalism majors who

sat in my classes and trashed the Collegian instead of

writing for it. I hope you are unemployed.
•

I have to thank PresUw for telling all new staff

members: The two things you never talk to Gayle about

are unions and the telephone company." Very wise advise.

• Tamir, thanks. You've got to be happy about this.

• Finally, thank you to my best friend in the entire

world. Thanks for showing me the only boundaries are

the ones I put up myself and forcing me to believe in

myself Your faith in me is astounding. Thanks for

always being there. I love you more than youll ever

know.
And these, my friends, are my parting words — as

Felice says, "FlO and runl"

Gayle Long, a weary, tired Collegian columnist, bids

everyone gtHxlbye
lat all ot the people wno wani lo Keep ineir poiiiicaiiy uh^miv i^tauscvHiui ni.rv...tj ^.....^-v ^i -'

^ f*» "l i

Using iournalism and the truth to fight the true tight
„ V' *' J j.u .«, I aro ,nt«ru,ovpn into our societv. a society that was back right where we are
This past week on campus, and around the country, 1

have seen how the judicial system isn't just. I've also seen

that dispite the Civil Rights act of the 60s, we are still a

racially divided land, with problems and ignorance deeply

rooted in our country.

I've spent the last week fielding death threats, and

insults because I believe The First Amendment is one of

the avenues to creating a truly colorless society.

Everyone agrees that insti tutionalied racsim is present

at this University which of course means the Collegian

has those very same problems.

Peoples of color, for which firmly consider myself one.

are feeling the frustration and anger of centuries of

racsim. The Puerto Rican Community have long been the

brunt of rascsm of evry kind.

The first time I was called a "spic" I was nine. Not

Knowing what it meant, 1 asked my mother. Shejust told

me to forgeet about it. And I did, but it happened again.

And being nine, I thought that's the way things were.

But as I grew and learned that ignorance and racsim

are mterwoven into our society, a society that was

strenghthened economically through slavery and geno-

cide. Ifyou've never seen an American Indian reservation

and how native Americans are treated— then you need to.

David Rivera

Our problems here are very old and complex. The

University has to do more than just promise ten new

faculty of color in just three years..

From what I hear 20 will most likely leave in that

three years time.

In one ofmy classes 1 asked my fellow studentsat what

age were they when they had theirfirstnon-white teacher

or professor.

No one, out of 20 students, had ever had a teacher of

professor of color until college, and most said they never

have had one. That's a critical problem in our educatonal

system and if we don't work to change it, then in well be

back right where we are.

As a student ofjournalism I hope to go into the world

and make a difference in the media. I want to see changes

in my life time that will effect the good of all people. I

might be naive in thinking that 1 can change the world

with my pen, but I have to try.

Where do we go from here? I have never seen such

frustration and outrage, I look at those who follow the

Bullhorn pack and see no difference in from those that

follow the media pack.

Who makes the decisions? Who's telling lies? Who's

distorting the facts we all have to look at ourselves and

and honestly ask: "Am I a racist?".

Two years ago I lost a dear friend to street violence.

There was a question whether it was racially motivated.

Did I want to know that? Will I change if it was. These are

the questions that I asked myself — and no it wasn't

racially motivated. But it did change my thinking.

David Rivera is a Collegian columnist

The picture the public will never be allowed to see
„ . . , -^ u_j „„j ^., i;f. rlpmnnstrators were verballv harassine. own personal agendas than telhng the discriminatory behavior of
Yesterday 1 was assaulted and my life

was threatened. I am the current photo

editoratthe Collegian. I was lockedinthe

Collegi an darkroom with another staff

member. Only the loose hinges on the

door and a half-inch of fiber board sepa-

rated us from a demonstr ator who
threatened that we would not leave the

offices ahve.

For me, these were the results of

yesterday's negotiations. At 5:45 p.m.,

after the closing ofour second negotiation

session due to time constraints, hostile

audience members ran to the Collegian

offices.

Josh Reynolds

The managing editor, the news edi-

tor, and several other members of the

staff were confronted by demonstrators

who a ttempted to physically force them

back to the negotiation table.

Being a photographer, I reached for

my camera to get photographic proofthat

demonstrators were verbally harassing,

physically i ntimidating, and committing

assault and battery in the name of peace-

ful demonstrations and negotiations in

good faith.

Before 1 coul d raise my camera, I was

confronted by a man obviously physically

stronger than myself who tried to bat the

camera from my hand.

"What are you going take a picture of?"

he demanded. Tou aren't going to take a

picture of this." That constitutes not only

ass ault, a physical threat to my person,

but is an obstruction of the freedom of the

press and an attempt to prevent the true

picture from being seen.

Luckily, another staff photographer

managed to take a few shots before being

chased by a group of20 i nto the protec tion

of two nearby police officers.

The entire anti-Collegian protest has

amown personal agendas than telling the discriminatory behavior ot which I

whole story. guilty. Ye t on the opening day of negotia-

They are not journalists — they are tions, I was hissed by members of the

advocates. They are more concerned with audience for stating that 1 was not defend-

retaining their soap boxes and excluding ing racism and wantedto work towards a

p)oints of view which do not agree with solution.

their sense of public relations. They are

not concerned with reporting the news

accurately and allowing the readership to

draw their own conclusions.

The Collegian is not a public relations

firm — it is anewspaper. For now.

A member of the opposite panel said to

the Collegian representatives at the nego-

tiations: Tou all are some of the nicest

guys d own there and honestly I don't

think our problem is with you." Our panel

representatives make up half of the Colle-

gian editorial sta ff. If we aren't the

problem, then who is?

This same member of the opposing

panel sexually harassed a member of the
been driven by two-faced demagogues and c^Hegian staff to the degree that she was
supported by a vicious slander campaign ^.^ embarrassed to return to the negotiat-

of half-tr uths, unjustified accusations . ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^j jay.
and facts distorted to suit the purposes of

j ^.j^aUenge any member of the oppos-
those more interested in advancing their

.^^ p^^^, ^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^y ^^^^,^3^ gg^ist or

I admit that discrimination exists at

the Collegian, as it exists throughout soci-

ety, but the Collegian is only a symptom of

a 1 arger problem . There are no easy fixes.

If there were, they would have been dis-

covered long ago.

The dealings we have had with the

demonstrators in the last two days were

not negotiations— they were a witchhunt.

The present staff of the Collegian has
been accused of and held accountable for

not only events taken place before we
were at the University but also the in-

herent flaws in our society.

Selective memories, closed-minded in-

tolerance intimidation, backstabbing and
insensitive ignorance are not character
flaws uniq ue to white straight males.
Josh Reynolds Lh a member ofthe Collegian

staff

Collegian staff chased off campus once more
We, the Massaehusetts Daily Collegian staff, have once againbeen driven ofT^campushy the inability ofthe admi nistration to deal

with the very serious mdal problems that persist at the University of Massachusetts at Amhejfst,
, .u * <• .u

Our strongest desire at this point is to avoid further violence on campus Unked to this matter, and we beheve strongiy that tu rtner

negotiations would not neccessarily accomplish much more than escalated tension and emotions.

Our goal throughout this ordeal has been to try to hear and resolve the communit/s problems and concerns while sUil producing

a daily newspaper for the community. However, our efforts to participate in good faith negotiations with concerned members of that

community have unfortunatelyresultedingreatdistress toboth parties,andattemptedimpedementoftheproducUonofadaily paper.

In addition, the staff ofthe CoUegian strongly believe that the apparent disinterest of the administration throu ghout this short

yet tumultuous ordeal has been shockmg. We are appalled at the lack ofattention given to a matter ofsuch importa nee and delicate

nature. We hereby condemn the abandonment of the community's struggle by the administratjoa.

Racism on this campus is but a taste of the disease rampant throughout America, crippling it from the maide out. We sincere y h

ope the administration's inactionis not an indicaUon ofhow racism will continue to be dealt with by America. Ignoring the problem

does not diminish it, and disinterest is deadly.
^ , . mi » x- * 1

America is a sewer ofracism. Racism is so deeply entrenched in the day to day existence that it will take continous strugglea

nd a relearningofwhat it means to be a human being to finally eradicate it. The tradition of racist values will be eventuaBy repl aced

with a tradition ofhumanity.
, ,s . . «r

Our strongest hope is to be a part ofa world like that in our lifetime. We, the (ital) Collegian (ital), are tired. We are growing weary

ofanswering fora problem much larger than us or those protestingouroperaUons. We are tired oftrying to be students andjoumahsts

while being responsible for the world's most debilitating and sickening disease.

Peace.

Professional protesters

ruin my Thursday night
I've been at the University for almost

two years now, but no matter how much I

keep seeing it, it never fails to surprise me
when I walk by the the Student Union and

see the professional protesters out there,

rallying for this cause or that one. At

UMass, the causes may change, but the

protesters stay the same.
Unfortunately, I wouyld've loved to fill

my last column of the year with positive

notes. 1 would've wrote of how the whole

paper would miss Gayle Long, the

Collegian's matriarch, and how much the

paper would improve for the Fall. And
then 1 would've putmy editorial pen down;

for good.

Michael Morrissey

You see, I felt that although I had only

written for one year, I had pretty much
said what 1 had to say, and that, quite

frankly, 1 was getting on people's nerves

in and outside of the office. 1 was worried

about doing more harm than good.

And the (expletive) went down. That's

the only way I can describe it. A few

professional protesters saw the verdict of

the Rodney King incident as a vehicle to

propel their own agendas. They success-

fully shoved theiragenda down Whitmore's

throat last Friday night, and they were

attempting to do the same to the Collegian

on Sunday.
Fortunately, we did what we had to do.

We moved our equipment and kept

printing. The charlatans stole our papers

and your First Amendment rights on

Monday, but we were undaunted.

You see, certain people tried to distort

the issue of race. I think it's an issue of

hidden agendas.

I saw this whole charade, this commit-

tee, a corrupt coalition of different inter-

ests. There were some protesters that were

professional graduate students who
thought that they could represent the

17,000 undergrads. Other rabble-rousers

weren't even students but were telling the

students to destroy our campus and stop

the paper. Why would someone 28 years

old want to be the "spokesperson" for the

19 and 20-year olds at UMass?
Because they want a forum. They want

to use the pages as a personal soap box to

tell us all what they've learned while be-

ing a student for the last seven years.

These people have said that they repre-

sent their community, but when we offer

to let their whole community vote for an

editor they want, these propagandist edi-

tors refuse.

1 thought the pages were started in

order to represent the community. That
was our intention, and that was their

intention. So if the community wanted a

good representative, they should have a

right to vote, correct? Wrong.

These rabble-rousing protesters don't

want to represent the communities they

write for, they want to lead them like

lemmings off a cliff. But these charlatans

stay on the cliff, saying, "My, what a view."

You see, 1 don't understand this pro-

test movement. I don't understand the

coalition of convenience. 1 don't under-

stand why non-students are leading stu-

dents in an issue between other students.

1 don't even understand the drugged

masses being led down the primrose path.

1 guess what 1 want to say is this: for

the past year, I've written what I wanted

because I wanted to. I wasn't looking for

followers, and I didn't care if the readers

agreed with me or not. 1 don't believe in

being a follower, 1 believe in critical

thinking and self-reliance.

And it made me think: If those pro-

fessional protesters have been around

forever and will be around a while longer,

spreading lies and crying "racist" towards

us and trying to stop the students First

Amendment rights, then it's not time for

me to stop writing editorials. Notjust yet.

We need to hear both sides. I have to

keep writing, if only to give someone,

anyone, an alternative to the professional

protesters. I gotta write about how 1 feel,

even if it doesn't change a gol-darned

thing. Maybe it will; I don't know.

Decide for yourselves. If we're all rac-

ists, don't read us. But don't let some

protesters who've been at college for eight

years now dictate what you're gonna do.

Don't decide with only half the informa-

tion. Think. That's why you came to col-

lege. I can't quit now, even if I piss people

off. You have to hear both sides, and then

make up your minds.

I don't care much if you believe in my
views or not, and my editorials may not

change anything. But I'm gonna keep

trying. I have to write on what I feel.

That's the First Amendment, and that's

what the U.S. is all about.

Michael Morrissey is a Collegian colum-

nist

m SUMMER)

CAN I DO THAT!»

UMass students are allowed to take Summer
Session classes. The new rules apply to Continu-

ing Education classes in fall and spring semesters

only. So, don't panic or worry, Summer Session

and the Division of Continuing Education are still

here for you.

Two different seseions so that you

can happily schedule your

summer's activities,

nrst session: June 2-July 10

Second session: July 14-August 20

Register now!

Catalogs available all over campus

or at the Division of Continuing

Education, 6th floor GoodeH

Building.

A quality education

at affordable prices.
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the white shirt

from $25
17 styles

J*RICH
CLOTHING FOR MENKIN. PleMantSt.

AMherat
XS^9013 Open 7 day* • Thuraday nitea in Northampton

22 Masonic St.

Northaaiplon
&86-fi336

MARKET
1 7 Kellogg Avenue

(Behind Bart's in Amherst)
- 253-908 1"

Open Monday - Saturday 9-7

Stop by and get yourself some

Aristide

FOOD I

VIUA
•fHHat •Mlitt MMtoaa r*m*t\

Great A/Vexicpn Food Served QuidOy &
Inexpensively in a Friendly & Casual Atmosphere

DOWNTOWN
AMHERST

Boltwood Walk 256-8217
Beer & Wine Served

DOWNTOWN
NORTHAMPTON

21 Center St. 584-0673
Bring Your Own Beer & Wine

For Delivery. Call Delivery Express • 549-0077

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

The next day, about 15 to 20,000 people wited anx-

iously in front of City Hall Plaza to hear from Aristide

"that the Haltan peopl e elected to bring democracy to a

country that has been ruled for somany yearsby tyrants."

Prom 6:30 p.m. until 7:30 p.m. there was a multitude of

artists that kept people entertained. Ratrick Lacroix and

his dancers ga ve an outstanding performance. Lacroix

sang Tacompren'n on kapab empeche soleil leve (Don't

think that you can keep the sun from ri sing)" and then

President Aristide strode up to the podium The crowd

stood on its feet and started to scream "TITID, TITID."

When th e crowd finally quited down, the president

rreceived a proclamation from the mayor of Boston. It

evacuation

was presented to him by Mr. Yves Da mbreville, a Boston

policeman and the mayor's liason with the Haitian com-

munity of Greater Boston.

"Jon va, jou vien, jon alle, jou vini,jou saa ah"(itrefer8

to the joy that the people will feel when he returns to

Haiti), St ated President Aristide in his opening remarks.

Aristide also stated the role that the church should play

in reinstating democracy i n Haiti.

Aristide paid tirbute to Antoine Thurel who had im-

molated himselfin front ofthe State House. In a note that

he had left, he d eclared that Father Aristide was the only

leader that can bring the demmocracy that Haitans so

yearn for.

RENEWAL FORMS FOR

1992-1993

parking registration have

been mailed

If you do not receive it by

May 11, 1992

Please call the Parking Office

at 545-0065

V^^ i) PANDA EAST
Advocate

"Best in the Valley"

1989 & 1990

CHINESE
RESTAURANT

We bring Chinatom

to you

*Lunch Specials

from $3.95 including soup & rice

Hours:
Mon. - Thurs. 1 1 ^ am - 9^ pm
FrI. & Sat. 11^ am - lO^"* pm
Sunday 12 noon - 9^ pm

103 N.PIeasant St. Amherst, MA 01002 • (41 3) 256-8923 (41 3) 256-8924

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Collegian resumed Wednesday.
Collegian staffers who participated in the negotiations

yesterday said that progress between the two groups was

being made, but then members of the audience got out of

control.

According to Wetzel, the protesters agreed burying

the first half of the negotiaitons to submit a letter of

apology for calling him a racist.

The latter halfofthe negotiators covered the protesters'

demands that ta women's issues page be reinstated at the

newspaper.
Also yesterday, the Civil Liberties Unionof

massachusetts issued a statement noting that while

those who critisize the Collegian have a constitutional

right to voice their concerns i>eacefully, the newspaper
has a right to publish.

Physical threats to Collegian staff members or ob-

structing publication of the newspaper wouls violate the

state's civil rights act, according to the statement.

lip

RED CROSS THANKS UNIVERSITY OF
MASSACHUSETTS BLOOD DONORS

As we end the Spring semester, we would like to thank those

who have generously supported our community blood program.

Thus far your school has hosted twenty drives, and collected

more than 1,500 units ofblood The University ofMassachusetts

in Amherst continues to be the largest sponsor ofblood drives in

the state of Massachusetts.

Next week's drives are on MondayMay 11th, TUesday

May 12di and the last one (xi May 14th. All are held on

the lower level (rfthe Campus Center.

SPECIAL THANKS TO UMASS SPONSORS
WHO HELPED US REACH OUR GOAL!

pha Delta Phi, Tbu Beta Sigma, Kappa Kappa Pi

Pi Kappa Alpha, School ofNursing, Ihu Beta Pi,

Iota Gamma Upsilon, Iota Phi Theta, Collegian.

On behalf of the many patients who have

benefited from your generosity...

THANKYOU!

AH
A DARK

FANTASY LIKE
NO OTHER
"Sandman is the most

imaginative and transfixing

book in mainstream comics

today."

"Mikal Gilmore RtlUng Slone

\\/inner of the 1991 Will Eisner

"THE BEST CONTINUING SERIES"

The Sandman

BEST GRAPHIC ALBUM -REPRINT"
Sandman: Jke Doll's House

"BEST WRITER"

Ned Caiman

Co/ft'f fi'd in:

Preludes and fioctumes"

Issues « I-8

"The Dtf/Ts House"

Issues 98-16

"Dream Country"

Issues « 1 7-20

®
Suffotei kr t*slan Rfden

SAME BATCHANNEL
COMICS • CARDS • QAMES AND MOWE...

Hampshiiy Mall, Hadliry Ingleside Mall, Holyoke

586-8775 532-9797

—OPF M M<.nj1,iv>>.iti iril.iy in.ini Upm • "^ijml.iv V/\ini '^ftni

» TM OC Comici mc tl 1991 AN Rights R.swvm

%
HUNAN GOURMET
^ CHINESE RESMURArO' :^

\1)\()( M^

I *> *> I

The aroma^ sound & taste

of authentic Chinese cuisine

prepared Hunan^ Szechuan^
Mandarin or Cantonese style

- especially for you!

FULL LIQUOR LICENSE*

261 King St, Northampton • 585-0202 • Ample Parking

k
Open 7 Days a Week

TAKE OUT SERVICE AVAILABLE Jm

To Undergraduate Parents

Do you need money for childcare?

The deadline for the Fall

1992 Undergraduate Childcare

Tuition Assistance Program is May 29.

DON T MISS IT!

Applications available at

The Off Campus Housing Office

428 Student Union, 545-0865

It can'tdo laundryor findyou a dale,

but itGn help you find more time forboth.

The new Apple* Macintosh" Classic* II

computer makes it easier for you to juggle

classes, activities, projects, and term papers—

and still find time for what makes college

life real life.

It's a complete and affordable Macintosh

Classic system that's ready to help you get

your work finished fast, it's a snap to set up

and use. It has a powerful 68030 micro-

processor, which means you can run even

the most sophisticated applications with ease.

And its internal Apple SuperDrive™ disk

drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and

MS-DOS formatted disks—allowing you to

exchange information easily with

almost any other kind of computer

In addition to its built-in capabilities, the

Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up

to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to

run several applications at once and work

with lai^ge amounts of data.

If you already own a Macintosh Classic,

and want the speed and flexibility of a

Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an

upgrade—it can be installed in just minutes

and it's affordable.

To put more time on your side, consider

putting a Macintosh Classic II on your desk.

See us for a demonstration today, and while

you're in, be sure to ask us for details

about the Apple Computer Loan.

It'll be time well spent.

FOR DETAILS VISIT OUR COMPUTER DEPARTMENT

^jUNIVERSITY CAMPUS CENTER

MSTORE^ 545-2619

HOURS:
M - F 9-5

SAT 11-3 4
* w^ t e

' -rr-TTTrr

0199I Apple Computer Inc Apple, ihe Apple lo((o. jnd Marinunh are rrgistcrrd indemirks and SuperOnw n a indenaili of Apfile Computet, Iik MS-DOS » a irgBiefftl tradennrit d Mimw* Cwpomion.
CtoHc » a nqpMCTcd irjdemati used iindet Irenv-htApple rmpiiii.t w Ttlk«^^«ll«-̂ ^^ lll

J| J^^^J^yl^y^^(.J[y^^^f^ _ „ .
,. ^ ^««.^ »•.-»-— ••

Authorized

•v_^^^Uwjm SiictCoaiutDni

'

\
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a
UQUORS "'''-

18 Main St. Downtown Aniherst 253-5441

Featuring MILLER Lite"

s)lv)»99 (j3SC DOniCS (after $2.00 n«il-iiwbaie)

BUSH 1/2 KEG $38.95

Natural Ught 1/2 Keg $33.50

Lionshead Pilsner
$8.99 case bottles

Labatts "Blue or Green"

$7.99 12pk bottles

Heineken regular
$8.49 12pk cans

Visa/Mastercard accq>ted on ke

Many More ln-6lore 6peciaU
AM Beers pliLs Deposit (especially OR winC^^

INDIA HOUSE
Restaurant

ON STATE STREET

where Indianfood is more

than Curry!

Dinner oiiU Sun. thru Ihursdax

lO'^f student Discount (witli LD.)

\{)' ( Discounts on lake outs

for the best food

and Hospitality Come

to our house...

45 State St.

Northamplun. MA 586 6344 584-9903

CHINAGARDEN
'The Collegians choice In delightful dining."

r"^.00OFFw/purehase "I

*Dclivcrv' Available*

SUMMER WORK
VECTOR MARKETING, an international firm,

is now interviewing to fill 400 openings throughout

the Northeast area for the summer.

STARTING PAY: $7.35 - $12.60

» Communication & Business Training

> Full Time (some part time) Positions

> Scholarships Available

> Gain Valuable Experience For Resume

» Management Opportunities

For information about ttie summer positions

Piease cail iocation near your area:

NEW YORK
Watertown- (315) 782-8667

Broome County - (607) 748-5961

Utica- (315) 736-2676

Albany -(518) 456-8226

Syracuse -(315) 463-7106

Coming -(607) 936-1216

Saratoga Springs - (518) 587-7330

Rochester Area -(716) 251-2104

Hudson Valley Area • (914) 298-7688

Buffalo, Southtowns - (716) 826-0986

North Buffalo. Niagra - (716) 691-2701

(Manhattan - (203) 454-7362

Westchester/Rockland - (914) 332-7876

Long Island, Staten Island,

Queens/Brooklyn (516) 336-6268

CONNECTICUT
New London • (203) 395-0021

Southern CT - (203) 454-0577

Central CT- (203) 829-1127

Greater Hartford/Springfield - (203) 6830487

MASSACHUSETTS
Taunton -(508) 823-9712

North Dartmouth - (508) 991-8603

North Shore -(508) 977-9153

Boston Suburbs, Metro West - (617) 965-5606

South Shore -(61 7) 749-8558

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Southern N.H. -(603)89^-1545

W'VEaOR TM

RHODE ISLAND
Woonsocket- (401) 769-3936

Greater Providence Area (401) 946-0140

MAINE
Southern l^aine- (207) 878-2711

A BFA Thesis Exhibition

"Artechnology"
Computer Graphics by

Rex Brodie

Carolyn Carey
Micheal Hosker

Carolyn Hsu
Wah Tai

student Union Gallery

Opening Reception fJlay 10,

3:00-5:

OpenWeekDays

iifm

Ifi

This exhibition is sponsored in port by o

grant from ttie UMoss Arts Council

SUMMER WORK
VECTOR MARKETING, an Inlernalional firm,

is now interviewing to fill 400 openings throughout

the Northeast area for the summer.

STARTING PAY: $7.35 - $12.60

Comwunlcallon & Business Training

. Full Tim. (som. pari tim«) PosHton*

' Scholarships AvallabI*

. Gain Valuabia Exp«rl«nc» For R«8uro«

Manag«n«nl Opportunlll«s

MAINE
HM (aim"!

NEW YORK

ita iKiintnn

For Informatlcn about the summer positions

Please call location near your area:

RHODE ISLAND

MASSACHUSETTS NEW HAMPSHIRE

ia*3mt imitniia

CONNECTICUT ^VEaOR.

|0f$15 or more wHh iNs ooupon.

Enjoy A Taste of Real Chinese Food

Sunday • Thurs, 11JOam • 10:00pm • Friday • Sat, 11JOam • llKMpm

Lunch Hour: 11:30am - 3:30pm 7 days a week

New Vegetarian Menu!
We Don 't Use MSGf

Fite Delivery Service * Fit, SaL, & Sua • 5:i)0|in • l(hO0pm

Visa / Master Card / American Express

The Valley's Dim Sum Brunch
Dim Sum (Qiinese Bninch - Mandarin and Cantonese Sylcs)

Every Day 11:30am • 10:00pm

New Remodeling • 7 Days a week • Takeout • Luncheon Specials

13 M. Pledsant Street • Amherst, MA •

253 4?80/428 I

^UBIIJRV^
of Amherst
- 00 OFF

Any
roojiom SUB

itii:><OLi\v

Olfcr expires 5/50/92

4 Main SI. Ainhnsl • 25r)-lS)l9

Open Till 2 niTT. Thurs, Vn. &: Sat

AMHERST
CHINESE FOOD
WE DO NOT USE "MSG"

. MANDAHN & SZKHUAN CUISINE

tHOMESTLYECOOHNC

• FRESH VEGETABIB FROM QUR FARM

• EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

• FUi UQUOR UONSE

. OPEN 7 DAYS

• NtWlY REMOOaH)

MASTERCARD & VISA ACCEPTED

253-7835 253-2813

^62 Main Street, Annherst ^

Lkk theH(^t
Whenliste.Mgttei^' '/

You've got It made

/

in the shade with -^^

refreshing Colombo
Frozen Yogurt. All

the great taste of y
ice cream with

V3 fewer calories.

/ "^^-z^

i
i

186 Main Street

Northampton
586-9659

One Boltwood Walk
Amherst
253-2774
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IQIALITYSILK SCREENED

j SPORTSWEAR

<

Iraq

T-SHIRTS • SWEATS
BUMPER STICKERS •MUGS

KENNEDY
SCREEN GRAPHICS

16 ARMORY STREET
NORTHAMPTON. MA 01060

(413)584-2124

1-800-287-2124

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

^ « ,

the Iraq War, still have not been fixed,

according to Castek.
.

-I saw children wading up to their

knees in sewage and they can't rebuild,

said Schuchardt. Many civilian buildings

were destroyed. A large community cen-

ter in Ameriya, near Bagdad, that served

as a shelter ignited into flames when hit

by a U.S. missile.

About 900 women and children were

burned to death at 4:30 a.m. on February

13, 1991, according toCastek.

Only 358 bodies were able to be recovered

from the ashes, Castek added.

"That evening was an Islamic holiday^

everyone was invited to use that shelter,"

said Castek. The basement was used as

a hospital."

According to Castek. hours later after

What is a

Textbook
Buyback?

Three times during each semester the Textbook Annex

brings in a wholesaler to buy textbooks from students.

Wholesalers are in the business of selling used books to

colleges and universities across the country Therefore, in

determining how much they will pay a student for a book

they must consider the demand for that book as well as

the shipping and handling costs involved in processing and

reselling the book This is why prices vary and indeed

change frequently.

The best time to sell books is at the end of the semester.

At that time the Annex will pay 50% of the new price for

a book if we have an order for that book for the follow-

ing semester. If we do not. the wholesaler may make you

an offer.

If you have questions please ask the people doing the

buyback or the Annex staff. They will be more than happy

to answer your questions and give you any tips that may

be applicable to your situation.

When is the
' next Textbook

Buyback?

The end of the semester Textbook Buyback is;

at the Textbook Annex:

May 13-15.

May 16,

May 18.

May 19-20.

May 21.

May 22.

May 26-28.

9:00 am-4:00 pm
11:00 am-4:00 pm
9:00 am-4:00 pm
9:00 am-8:00 pm
9:00 am-6:00 pm
9:00 am-4:00 pm
9:00 am-4:00 pm

I

at Hampden and Worcester:

May 19-20, 10:00 am-8:00 pm

May 21. 10:00 am-6:00 pm

the bombing an Iraq General showedCNN
the entire shelter.

•^ou never saw that on T.V., said

Castek. The story about how the Iraqi

Army was taking babies from mcubators

during the war, was a lie made up by the

U S. government, according to
Schuchardt.

"U.S. bombing of electric plants has

unplugged life from all life - support," said

Schuchardt. "I believe that people are

slowly putting this all together, said

Crowe. "Britain and the United States

were the only countries in the Umted Na-

tions that voted to keep the blockade.

"The power structure gives us in the

United States a feeling of helplessness,

because it is failing us," said George

Nassar. 1 urge everyone to write to their

legislatures to end the U.N. sanctions,"

said Castek.

ptrit "Maus
J ^ Liquor Stor

Miller Lite/Genuine Draft 12 pk bottles $6.99

Labatt's Blue $14.49 case 12 oz. cans

Genesee Cream Ale easel 2 ozQns $9.49

Mountain Brewers Bicentennial Ale $4.69 6 pk

$17.99 case

IT'S CHRISTMAS IN SPRINGTIME

WINTER BEER BLOWOUT!

Harpoon Winter Warmer Ale $4.69 six pk

Wurzburger Holiday Beer $4.69 six pk

SPRING'S HERE! Margarita and Gin & Tonic Time

Cancun Tequila S7.49 1
Liter

Fleischmann's Gin ^-49 750 Ml

Kegs Starting At $33.00 - Checks/Mastercard/Visa

Accepted For Keg Deposits.

.. Gourmet Beers for special occasions - Plus over 35 Malt

Scotches and Cognacs. Brandies, & Champagnes

338 College St.

MEGABUCKS, one mile East of Amherst center on Route 9

WE HAUE IT! open 9 am - 1 1 pm Rain or Shine • Always Open

VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

WW W \\\ V \V V\ \ \ \\ \\ W V

Check out Scott*s for Special
Mother's Day $avings!!
MILLER GENUINE
DRAFT &G.D.

LIGHT
12-12 oz. BOTTLES

$«99
DEP.6

KEYSTONE
REGULAR & LIGHT
24.I2OZ. BOTTLES

$in99
DEP.

RUBINOFF
VODKA

$Q99

BACARDI
SILVER RUM

750 ML.

$•799

NATURAL LIGHT
Pennll NOT required for PURCHASE

1/2 KEGS ,

$0099O^ 4 DEP.

CORONA
EXTRA

6 PACK BOTTLES

jt DEP.

BLOSSOM HILL
Chardonnay &
White Zinfandel

$
2 FOR 799

\

\

\

\

\

\

750 ML.

THEATRES
$2.50 (IVMHJIDIHOWSQMIV

'OwMta* SKOAl EMGAGCMENT

fvTT FARMS 4 "^r'" 584-9153

ICAU THEAnE FOR SHOUTIICS

mm flWflt lKl3

\m cuiiY

T0l0-ch§ck for

your personal check.

WE WANT TO BE YOUR FAVORITE LIQUOR STOREI
6 University Drive

at Newmarket Center, Amherst
Play all Mass Lonery

games here!

FULL
SELECTION OF
NONALCOHOLIC
^WINE & BEERS

VV^<vV^ VVVVVVVVVV\V VVV\'vV\\\\\ \TT^

\

\

cn Of m ^gHji

UUNOfRKFRI

foil's

HAMPSHIRE
6^*':'' "584- 7550

\CALL THEAfte FOR SHOtTIfeS

wnYNf s woRioimni

Bflsc NsiNci m
mm EffCf

WIIK SfllOS

uii([ [ii({n[yiii[{?^S

tffuoyfN [m]

491 N.

DL "B^^t Ce^Lnz,. Buffet

MANDARIN/SZECHUAN CUISINE

10 Bckhcrtown Rd. • Route 9 Amherst • 256-0J51/025!

WE DELIVER IN AMHERST 5-9:30

M ^iniu'^i S15 Dius $2 delivery cha^ae

^FFET & SUNDAY BRUNCH
iuffet served Saturday 5-9p.m.

_ Buffet served 5-8 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.

Brunch served Sunday 11:30 a.m.-3 p.m.

ALL YOW CAN EAT $5.99
Children under 10 - $3.00

RESIDENCE HALL CONTRACT SIGINING INFORMATION

Important. Please Read Very Carefully

The University requires all students living in the residence halls for the Fall 1992 semester to sign

a 1992-1993 Residence Hall Contract Card. Any student wishing to live in the residence halls for

next fall should be av^are of the follov^ing:

» Residence Hall Contracts and Contract Cards were mailed to you in your residence

hall on or about April 22, 1992.

e> Contract Cards must be completed, signed and returned to the Housing Assignment

Office, 235 Whitmore, by no later than Thursday, May 21, 1992.

©> Assignments for students failing to return a signed Contract Card by May 21. 1992

may be subject to cancellation.

©> Students returning Contract Cards in person will recieve a "Contract Receipt". Stu

dents who return Contract Cards by U.S. Mail must use Certified Mail Return Re

ceipt Requested. Returning a Contract Card by either of t hese methods will

ensure a receipt for your records. It is for this reason that we strongly advise against

using Campus mail.

If you still have questions about Contract signing procedures, call or stop by

the housing Assignment Office, 235 Whitmore (545-2100).

Thank you, and have a great Summer!

/
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DOONESBURY By GARRY TRUDEAU THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON

CALVIN AND HOBBES
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JIM'S JOURNAL By JIM

kt CAM (4 Ki^^ iWir

JIM'S JOURNAL %jy jiM

X-¥ ^iil \\¥« on*

S-11
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J/MS JOURNAL By JIM
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ADVENTURES OF FRED By CHRIS SHADOIAN

V4tu ^ -mis IS -n* usT STT\p

<B>
H*ji A GRWr SUHMW ! -Sii^

Today's Staff

A whole bunch of

Collegian staff

dedicated to the

quality of this paper.

Menu
Sorry again,

no menu.

"Mom! We were all singing Shell Be Comin' Around

the Mountain,' but Randy wont stop with the whack,

whack' part!

"

Quote of the Day
Sorry, we're

speechless.

YOUR DAIL Y HOROSCOPE
By JEANE DIXON

DAIL Y CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Edited by TRUDE MICHEL JAFFE

The opinKXB e<pfe«ed on th« page are those of the cartoonets and do not necessof.V reflect the views of the CoUegan or the Un^/erslty

ACROSS
1 OMdduck
6 Closas

1

1

Stick together

12 Witticism

14 Catch an old

iir>ebacker

overdoing it?

16 Two-bagger
Abbr

17 Puts in a pew
It Auction erxjing

19 "Given—!";
Stop

22 Supped
23 Potvres

companion
25 Catch a

'Maltese
Falcon* star

baking?
30 Macho types
31 -with —

seemed
to lose':

E. Browning
32 Palm leaf

35 Cradle or crib

36 Llll doubled
37 Actor Byrnes
38 React with

embarrassment
40 Lowed
42 Catch an actor

driving a cab?
4 7 Lamprey
48 Uneven: Abbr
49 Bring on
50 Riv craft

52 Brainstorms

54 Namesakes of

Dorothy's aunt

55 Catch a
wheeler-dealer

playing cards?

60 Urban proiect

61 Verdugo et al

62 Wilt "The —
Chamberlain

63 Wise one

DOWN
1 Glass

2 Sounds of

surprise

3 Formerly called

4 Bungles
5 Went public

6 Body shops?
7 Not me. you,

her Of them
B Sound of

disgust

9 Soul mate
10 Place tor

valuables

1

1

Hooded viper

1 2 Simon of trie

opera
13 Making of

goods. Abbr
1

5

Have dinner at

home
16 Crow's cousin

20 Acad
21 Saved by —
23 f. Murray

Abraham role

24 -Foucault's

Pendulum"
author

26 Remedy
27 June of

Hollywood
28 Reference bk
29 Josh
32 Sun or moon
33 Actress Grant
34 Follower

36 Bosom buddies

39 0ee'
40 Edible

mushroom
41 Put the

squeeze on
43 Wave, of a kind

44 Word in an
O'NeiM title

45 Drainage area*

46 Stammering
sounds

50 Ukr . once

51 Strange
gadgets

52 — the finish

53 Historic

Normandy town
56 The gods, to

Caesar
57 Night

creature

58 Family mem.
59 Popular

numero

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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HEALTHY SKIN
Begins with a deep pore

cleansing facial.

Also lash and brow
tinting, shaping, hair

waxing, make-up.

AESTHETICS SKINCARE
34 Main St., Suite 1, Aintieret. MA 253-9879

1

CaPe

Di CarIo

5-college student

Dinner Special
Choice of:

• Lasagna Verde
• Shrimp Primavera
• Eggplant & Chicken

Parmesan
•Lasagna al Forno

Complete Italian Dinner,

including choice of entree, salad,

bread, soda or coffee

for $6.95, with college I.D.

Sunday thru Thursday

Offer expires May 31, 1992

open Dally at 11:30 a.m

71 North Pleasant Street

Amher^, MA
253-9300

Sound & Music

New, U.sed, and Demo Specails 5/6/92
SSI

J5

_„ 3W
27.<

._„ 22.^

„_ 4W
.__ .<>W

.„. IKVPR
2.V)

.... .15<VPR

.l,40(VPR

4X^

il5

.„ IW

..._ 2M
1.27.^

14(1

1
A2.MI amp . demo .

Aiwa AD F2.V)civveiie. u»ed

AikiHii CiCn ^75 C"0 plj)W. I

Cil AS^MI jmp. u-^U iMTcfly _-

ril--\ A.<< jnip. uy;il —

—

Ampwi 1)2A. ineil ——-"— ~—
4T2 luner. denw •

AR SVI SiuUni Pamcrt. demo

JkitiUn IVIia IVA. ii><d -

BAW DM 17 >pealep. w/sund*. wwd —
CrteMkin SL-7IIII spcaLerN with siaiMh. ned —
DsajoDCD-lViltrD playrr. new —
IX'D 2.N«) CD player, demo .-

rX"D-'»2<l CD player. u>eil —
in 4(111 rnilKV new - —

—

-

liMHerH: P 10 transport, demo ———•—
lljrm.in kankw 7W rectiW. I«ed

InliniU. Reffrente 4 -peakePi. u<«d ——
J.imo MapK ft speakeis. used - - —•—

-

JVC AV 27)I(IS TV. demo —
AV VV)'»TV.demo —
\l.V 151 CD pla>rr. demo
kenwiKHl KDC-C4()1 CD changer, new
C I preamp. u«d - „.___..—.

tjlll KSA K(« amp. ii«d ~. —
KiCll kST-HKIamp. demo -. —
luin I.P 1 2 w/lmxk arm. used

l.u\m.in TV- 1 14 luner/piramp. used ~ ~~-
M-ifniim Dvnalah FT- 101 luner. u,«d

MaiVlx-MPson 26 prejmp w/phono. u.ied

M.nell XI II Xd lOpaks —
Xl.ll 'XlhrKks. K*l free

XLII-IOO lOpakv -

MI-.l.V). u-^d (vari<H» lenphkl „ - —
MmiMcr Imerliiil l(«) interconnect. IM. iwed

Nilcs ISI)^ Mviiivc seleciof. used

Oiikvo ESB NKVBoMon A4(Mv/HD-5 .wtroond »y»lem». new ...

TX itKI reccucr. new „ —
TX.*XI2 receiver, new ...„

—
TX-SV7() Pni MirTTHind receiver, new —
pesos svsiemv new —..„.._..—....-..-.

CP 1(XI7A lumlable w/can — - -

DT 'XKIO DAT. new
OrinlDn All SdO •<ricscan.v in rtock ~ —
Phay; Linear P VXIOII pieamp.. used -

P .VMKIll prcamp. used -" « ........"-

EliilMSI SCi f.VX) EQ. used ~

Pt-l.soiumiable »/can - —•

Pioneer Cl.D-2(N0 LV player, demo
CMiLCD plavcr. used

Pncm ierM meial stands & furniture 40» off

EnsfiCj ^.S** off all models
Rmel RA S4()BX.^ amp . used

RussiHiml MP.4 speaker switcher, demo .„ - 'l'

SailsuiCA-2(KI0 pieamp. used ?'

Scixi PS- 17 lumiable. used, w/new OM-3 - "
SenhcLser :yi oft all Mk I headphone* ^
Sum. .MDRV6 headphones - vws
XS.44 car speakers, new - •^•',':

STR AV4«) rei-eiver. used ™
TAE-77F.SD preamp. used "„
CDP-207FS CD player. u«d ~

f f^
1CW.R7 double cassetls. used —

'ioo/PR
it: St'tina> Tr-.< speaker., demo '"""^

lliorens TD <IN lurniable. demo ~
'Jj

V.in AlMine FIH .' preamp. used "

Vidnmics Dia-cicdBD editor, demo „ « -JT:

VAMAHA RX-I I.V) receiver, used ?J
DSPlOOu prixevsor. used — " ~ '^
T.ViO inner, used

Qiunhiics IJmiicd FirM come, firxi served.

Sound&Music
Mart PV<>'Itlf»«»nl-Wo'tiiiN<or- 584 IM7- VISA tll«a»(:«4«t»»l

_. 42.VPR
9VPR
5W
099
IIW

..,._ 199

99

.„. ..-»... 2.400

T.™"..T!99S
995
199

,„ 4.W
3..VX)

l«(IO

19 9S

._ 2sni
50-7(VPR

9.5

„ .W

„. 599

185

229

fm
«99
45

„ 599

1/2 price

90
120

..„ 60
JJ J.I

5.V)

79

295

.119

COLLEGE GRABS...

Forget About Resumes!

Forget About A Lot

Of Interviewing!

SAVE TIME & HEADACHES!!!
We are a multi-million dollar corporation seeking self-

motivated, aggressive individuals who want a career in sales.

We Will Provide:
TliAINING • SALES SUPPORT

ADVANCEMEPsrr OPPORTUNITIES

The average College Grad makes $500-$700 a week.

Learn our business and earn $1000-$1500

your first week and every week after!!

All you need is non-stop ambition and a little iiard work.

UNDERGRADS ALSO ENCOURAGED TO APPLY!!!

Call Today:

413-T36-4800

B^

191 N Pleasaiil Si , AnJiprsI • 253-2013

22 M*«inic SI . Nurlliaiiiiiliin • S(l6-6336

Open 7 diy^ • Tliu(>cfaY"iKi''*i"blorltM<ti|ilon ]

AVAILABLE AT: SAME BAT CHANNEL
COMICS • CARDS • CAMES AND MORE...

HAMPSHIRE MALL, HAOLEY fc INCLLSIDE MALL. HOLYOKE

586-8775 532-9797

OPEN: MONDAY-SATURDAY 10AM-9PM • SUNDAY 12PM-5PM

WE NOW HOLD KEG DEPOSITS UP TO 30 DAYS ON N\IQ, VISA, OR CHECK!

I l/^l I^DC AA Oon.Or,nDon't Drink
and Drive

t/Hlhl I ir\t ir\Dey

FOSTERS
LAGER
CASE OF 24 12 OZ BOTTLES

15:

YUENGLiNG
VARIETY PACK
CASE OF 24-12 OZ BOTTLES

*1599OEP

LITE

BEER

AFTER REBATE

[99
D6Pm

INGLENOOK WINES
CHENIN BLANC.

FRENCH COLUMBARD,
RHINE. BURGUNDY. ROSE.
CHABUS. BLANC DE BLANC.

BLUSH,
WHITE GRENACHE.
WHITE ZINFANDEL

$C49
3 0L

CASE OF SUITCASE CANS
SALE • 1 2.99 MAIL-IN REATE '2 00

FALSTAFF &
FALSTAFF LIGHT
CASE OF 24-1 2 OZ CANS

POLAR ^P
SODA |-Q0

CALLAWAY $£^49
CHARDONNAY '750 ML

SUnERH0ME$O49
' WHITE ZINFANDEL W 750 ML

1 LITER

GLEN ELLEN
$499WHITE. RED.

WHITE GRENACHE.
SELECTDRY WHITE

1 ,5 LITER

BALLATORE $099
GRAN SPUMANTE W 750 ML

BLACK $iQ49
VELVET lO 1 75L

AFTER
REBATEBURNETTS

^'^ $ft49SALE Ml 49 ^U^**
MAIL-IN REBATE "2.00 1.75L

SAUZA GOLD TEQUILA
PARTY PACK MAIL IN REBATE 2 00

INCLUDES: $749
1-750 ML TEQUILA |
1-7S0 ML MARGARITA MIX AFTER REBATE

POLAND SPRING
VODKA
SALE '8 49

MAIL-IN REBATE '2 00

$ft49W 1 7SL

AFTER
REBATE

RON ROI\/IBERTO $Hn49
WHITE RUM I

V

1.75L

not responsible for

typographical errors

KJrClS. Monday IhruMonday thru Saturday

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
HADLEY HOLYOKE

Campus Plaza'Route 9 30 Lincoln St.

253-9344 534-4555

SALE PRICES
THURS57 92THRU
WEDS. 5 1392

Fu'l Recjemption Certr



Ship Your Stuff Home
WJ^JWS Inc.

WR^S will be selling boxes, accepting UPS packages and receiving storage:

May 18 - May 22 10:00 am - 5:00 pm

Southwest, Central, Orchard Hill, Northeast and Sylvan Residential Areas

Look for tents

NEW SERVICE...STORAGE...NEW SERVICE

We PROVIDE STORAGE IN A BONDED WAREHOUSE FOR STUDENTS* PERSONAL BELONGINGS.

The FOLLOWING CAN BE STORED DURING THE SUMMER FOR ONLY $25 EACH

• box up to 125 lbs. • bicycle • personal computer (must be boxed) •

• small refrigerator • stereo (must be boxed) • speakers (must be boxed) •

• trunk rug • duftle bag • TV (must be boxed) • lamps (must be boxed) •

• framed artwork (up to 3 pieces, boxed) • VCR (must be boxed) •

• microwave (must be boxed) •

FREE DELIVERY ON STORED ITEMS
413-730-4992

Check / Cash / Visa / MC / Discover and C.O.D.'s

Classifieds
r.u.n,^.rm.r.,..nFFH-F mcAMmc^ • M0>^ wuRSBMjo mMYsmx-Dmm IS iw

D

AK mnopuBUCAVON awmamrromwro^aa^^

KfS MiWPCD AMYWMCM! Factorv

«yt« p*c>i«gvig FraapKtujp S2495-fr«4M

Qyct* One 5««I34

CUnOPC ONLY tim JM »m* nytnw
(r«po<Md in Left go and NY TMim).

AWMtTCH (f) ?i;-a6*-gooo^_

LIOBOS NOLEnjkYMa MC.
Aw«fo<«pt«r^9*^5«4 04a4

3MOnOOM ATT m AinfMfM. quM. dMn.
wour« «7S.monm Jun* 1 T«l 2S6-4Sa6 or

2S3-2S1SAIw>ino««0Mt* lumiturt ((K*

•re** •«:

2 BMlraemKMn StQwhM PrtvdKfcM2S
Bob 253 5996

2 KMKXJM TOWNHOUM
21/2bMriti

AvaMM JUn* 1

549-871

4

MTtS or PASSAOC o< niM ot pMMO* 0*

rtiM el pau«g« o* n«M of

Mar ^Z ^*M
1-«(X>-S44 3748

TOM •OLD AT CC COWCOUWSI
May4-a 9 00•n-5«)t)n^

•Goo»<»y > 111 " "«>

uwoal dMvwy tor tl 00
Sand • bunch ol lutaM

loyour kiandi

and graal looking \-ttwn loc SiO 00
IbyAASA

2 adroow w Catena
Avaiabt* Jun* 1

Cj«2&)-7626

onbutiouM

JuM tak« out rwuM SummoftuMMiMVtlaa

opmn Two doutM* and t«»o •««g«M "rtn

tHiga kitchen n 9 m haOay t700
Rcnna 586-4096

TAKE OVER OOH LCASC 3bnn heuM m
Amhcrtt Wiih • D'f <5ithw«»h»f.

(MMdHova larga o«Mn rmt Muct •••• C««

5«»-«tei

TONMIjI

COLLKX mo PAINTEM art no* ac-

oapling aptHcatona tor wmnw cniptoy

mm* ttwouf^wm Naair Englar«d and N*»

York. I wiaraiHil piaata cal i 800 346-

AinOFOnSALE

IMOCTTATION
Good local irmiporution

S4»-9«31

SIOO

1M1 TOVOTACOMOLLA 107K.S10MCil
29*-1077

•UTFALOWMOS

WMOS -N THN«QS
12{MO*399

24 pwc« 6 99 36 piaca 9 99

5 sacra« uucat
gourmal cootuas soda

fuceoeuvery
thurs-sun

CALL TOMQHT 2S3-9Wa
Tlw parwnal won^

$iSO otany3»piaoa«»ino

CAMCOONCNTAL

Waal Yannoulh Srooma *b»&ooim

conaga 4<oom$ 2badrooms 6> 1 -8/31

2S»-7436

3 Stfnn In TowiMtvouM
$800 PER MONTH
TAKE OVER OUR LEASE
CAU 549-3838 ANYTMC

3 BEDROOM TOWNEHOUSE
Starting Juna i

C*l 549-3677

VS BCOnOOM HOMES on but reiM aval-

abtaJuna t ca« 586-4270

4MArr

'

Mam SI Bua out troM

Cal 256-3478

4 MOnOOMS Lmury condo <n Mum Am-

ham 2 1 '2 b«»woort» kvmgroom wiX fcra-

ptaca dadi wwmnwig pool tarmw court on

Iha bua roula AC gaa t>aal t NM waMr

watftar A dryar t1200 Ca« Bruoa m 256-

t 2l5Juna1a»

Afitftarst CanMf
EHoancy ona two ihraa t)a<*oo<n apart-

rrwnia o< Ifiraa badroom coodoa on Hobart

L«ta Juna or Saplan«ar No laaa cnargad

LncokiRaal Eatata 25 North Plaatani

Siraat 253 7879

•aauOlul S badraom beuaa. larga yvd.

dack d«tiwaar«ar 3 mnaa to campua. bua

foula $1190 momh 253-3683

Omp- Two Chan $20 aach Cal Tarnn al

549-4739

FOR RENT 3 baOoom Townahouaa apt

Summarsublalw lalopi Fraa lurnilura Can

549-6262

OILREATH MANOR-MOSAin LN
5 tx^n* on bus roula

t'2mi 10 campus
AvaH Jun 1 549-3778

arONana i2spaadb*a Hai fa*, good

eondWon $80 cat PaU 367-98S3;

FREEI 2 Hamstars • accasaona*

Evaryth<ng indudad ($70 valua)

QraaigM'
Mo««tg must go'

Amy 549 9903 _^ ^
HONDA 200 CC STREET B«<E

Good ooraMion kiduda* Iraa

woatianarp 375 nagoaaUa

665-4968^

IBMPCXT
M eM ayMam W/512K t4*

Color monitor (IBM) 101 >iay KB lOM hrd dr

5 t/4 lopPY dr Haynas 1 2006 mtamal mo-

dam oludala 92 prmla* <ncludad systam Mia

naw only i usar Gradualad'

A(kir>g$6S0 uomplaM
Call 253 3661

Two piranha. 10 galon tank aocaatonaa-

$75 00 Utsa 546-2482

C0UNKL0R8: Coad camp «< BarktNraa

Haad pool, haad taikng. and natrucMrs m
iMarHuing. atat haad lannia. lacroaaa iiaW

hechay. aoNbaa. ant • crMli. vidao. comput-

art. pttotograplty p«na aooompansi. rxkng

(waslami andlamalaunMlaadars CaaPaui.

C«np SchodacK. collaci (617) 964-1912

CRUISE UNE- Entry (aval onboard landtKta

positKxW avaiUbla. yaar-round oi summar.

(81 3)229-5478

WAfTFtOTLE
Shina-ava4abla 4-i0 M/part-lnw

El GracoGraak Rastaurant 256-4i96slu-

FREE pragnancy taallng. conl«lan«ial and

caring support BIRTHRIGHT 233 No
Plaaaani StraM Amharst 549 1906

LOSE WEIGHT FOR SUMMER'
2anain3wka
Chnt54»-43I8

NOD MOMV FOR COLLEGE

2510 501
207-6467008
Amancan Compular Sannoa

PO Bon 700

Moody Ma 04064

SUMMER SUBLCr

OUrTAM

AOOUSnC * ELECTRIC OWTARS. alaa

naw landar amp. naw ilnnga. caaas $250

Can Jay 2S3-0548

MOVMaOFFCAMmS?

•KRNITURr
FOR SALE

FlNWmiRE FOR SALE

Naad couehaa, taUat. Chan, daak aK lor

nairt atmaiwr' Cal Jon 2S3-9139

Conaa Taua. UgMng.
BarMoohaic
Crwapprtcaa""
C12SX»6t

RIDE NEEDED

1 or 2 kadrooma al MU VaHay avalabla in

MayS200parmontiBut haai iwiwatar ig

roomrcioaali avaiatna lor lal

Orotf placa. Graduaing

CM S4pm or Ans machma 256-1202

3B00WM APT. Cloaa to campus Ram na-

gMWBIa Cal 546 7371

1 room, lamala prslarrad 3 houtat Iram

campus chaap rant 549-7466

liaormonna, baaamani room tOtlS

1 rT««a to campus, no laaaa

cool, dry m summar
C^Ba«1^5-l509 6O^lpm

Ainharst.2roomtin4bdrmhousa BigbacA

ywd. graai housamales. on bus 200«

2S3-2K5

AWESOME HOUSE lor 4-« paopM
bus routa baautitui yard

JusboaOr 256^2181

1 MOROOM M two baaroom apanntant

TMiaovar my laaaa nartvigJunai Walkio

c«Tvua-an buareuM Cal 549-5552 or 549-

«91»

lerZMnatMMMVaaay
AvMWWa r\ May S200 par rtionth. summar

bus haat hoi watar. Ig rooms/doaals

avaHatM lor M
Graat plaoa.graduaing

Ca* fr8pm or ana fttach 2S6-1202

Laata tMiWtg Ajna 1

CMI 5^-7422

HEY UMASSI
Comtortabia Sbadroom N Amharst apan-

manl Avalabia 6'1

2buvouias 549-3523

HOUSE FOR RENT toaOmtonlh

4 badrooms huga kUcttan

GwH baaamant. dehwashar

watftarityar

tOOydtlrombuatlop
Cloaa to campua
Ctfl wiytuna 253-0642_

LARGE 6 BEDROOM houaa Modam Ona

UW Huga backyard RasidanlaiSvaat Larga

dacit Backyard Cam miaa Ca)l2S6-195t

iuS-TFLEE COUNTRY IMMEDIATELY

Huga 2 badroom Amharti oantar aparvnant

$750 nagoMtHa Cal Cha 2S6-0994

COOL JOM COOL PEOPLE
Cmrput datign > copy is now hiring' Trairv

mgbaginatvstamaaiaf Accapnng appbca-

lio(» uoal Mon 4/27 403 Stodani Un«n 545-

2271 Wa WW* you' Wa naad you'

HELP WANTED

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - lith-.

ana* E«n$5,000*/rnonth Fraatransporta-

tom Room and board' Over 8 000 opaningt

Mala or (amala. For amptoymam program

cal 1-206-545-4 1 55 a«t 1718

ATTENTION: Encatant incoma lor homa

aaaambly work Into 504-646-1700 Oapl

P1»7

CAMP eWOOREArOOA
a mutic camp in touitiam Maina taakt at-

tistanl watartroni director. (WSI/LGT re-

quired) Season a Irom 6/23/92 10 8.71/92

Teamed kids-graat errvironmant Contact

Jamas Saltman. Camp Encore/Coda

BrooWWMT MA. 617235-1541

(:all student painters
For a graM |0<> »^ summer'

Cwivaaaars and pamlars wanted

1 ^00-922-5679

I need a nda out wast, gomg to Nevada or

anywttara around there

Ctirta M 6-4275

ROOMMATE 10INTEO

1R00M AVAILABLE m 3 bedroom PuWon

aparUTwnt Rent negotiable I/lames »>dudad

Available June July Awesome location,

roommates Non-smoker, mala or lamala

C* now' Aogw 549-7718 or Steven 546

1710

—Prima loeaBoii*" T>irae houaaa Irom

c»Tvua two females needed to share larga

room, wooden Boors fireplace Huge wa* m

cJMat cal 549-7468

FEMALE NONSMOKING ORAD saafca

same to look lot apt near downtown An*ar«

tor Aug 1 or Sapl 1 549 1497^

SERVICES

•aauHfiil 2badroom 2battiroam apartment

m Mil Valay available & $250 per room

negotiatJie 546-3064

CLEAN. QUIET A AFNROAilLE.
Mil Valley EstMes i c ' mcmmaMa AvaO-

able June ist 253-2595 John

LOOKMO FOR 1 or 2 people

to sublet Mill valey

Can ASAP 546- 1352

SUMMER SUBLET with laN opUon 2 bod^

room Townhouse Best reaaonaUaollai Cal

549-4556

SUMMER SUBLET M AMHERST
Wall to Mwn or campus
$150TnonlhUlilind

CM Man M9-4MB___
SUMMER SUaLXT- MR VMMy EMMta
2 bedrooms 2 lul bMhs Super dean

$800 month Call ASAP 256 6261 _

SUMMER SUBLET - Comlonable two-

bedroom apwimani Waa-mamaviad.

eaty accaaa to S<««dana(id and Norti

Amharalbuaat WiINn walung datanca ol

UMaaa Cal Jaaon at 549^8728

SUNDERLAND - Two bedrooms m Iwaa

beifeoom apt Ram aakmg $180. but nago-

taua Ai u«i>ii indudad. lumahad or not

pool. Mnrw count, on but rouM. CMI 86S-

7317 Aak tor SuMMi or QayM.

TNAVK

NEW YORK CITY- Fumahed rooms and

apaitmeina tor summer and shon stays

Near Cokimbia Umv Reasonable rales

212^62 1358 SAVE TM« AO.

TYPING

AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSING
585^3592 or 529 9378

WANTID

ONE ~WORLO CUP SOCCER TEAM
NEEDED
First come first served

2tSBoydan 545-2693«022

WANTED TO RENT

SUBLETS. ROOMS. Houamg naadad Na
summar Contact SBMC 256-8615 fOarrv

room houaa on

AFFORDABLE WORD PROCE88BI0 Cal
585-3592 or 529-937B

PREGNANT?
Need a pregnancy lest, mlormatian or sup-

port' Cal lor free and oonlidential senrtcas

ALTERNATIVES 245 Mam St Northampton

586-3000 or Greenlield 774-6010

MILL VALLEY ESTATES
Need 1 -2 people 10 sublet i br in 2br/2bati

apt On bus Ime Rent ISO month includes

uWCMI 256-1513

Ctwap
lamaia preferred in tMgla

bus route 549-n 18

NOHO SUMMER SUBLET
Lg turtny bdrm Ciosa to bus rte aiK) down-

town $225monlh (negonabte) Cal 586-8973

Room In 4 bdrm Amherst house Oith-

wathor. washer dryer, bus route Share

phone & electric Asking $258 June 1

Gur Hirshberg 253-0531

Pumon Aparttmant vary diaap. luly llir-

mshad caH 549-6873

Summar Sublet with taM option hjly lur-

n«had. 3 Mm] house 1 5 Miles to Uma^
campus waiher 'dryer

Can 549-8406 Ask lor Pete
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GATE ASSIGNMENTS/ASSEMBLY LOCATIONS FOR DEGREE CANDIDATES
GATE 1, NW (stage end, right side facing the field): Contunueing Education, Education, Food and Natural Resources, UWW.
GATE 2, NE (stage end, left side facing the field) : Engineering, Management, Nursing, Physical Education, Public Health.
GATE 3 & 4, S£ & SW (Facilities Building end) : Art & Sciences - all majors, split between the two gates alphabetically: Humanities
and Fine Arts, Natural Sciences and Mathmatics, and Social and Behavioral Sciences.

TASSELS COLORS
BDIC Maroon
Education Light Blue
Engineering Orange
Fine Arts Brown
Food and Nat Res

; Maize
Humanities White
Management Drab/Bronz
Music Pink

Nat Sci and Math Golden Yellow
Nursing Apricot

Physical Education Sage Green
Public Health Salmon
See and Behav Sci Golden Yellow
Specaial Programs Maroon
UWW Maroon

Preaa Gate

STADItJMPLAN

Undergraduate Commencement

T
NORTH Cap 4t Gown

Distribution

Souvemn

Public Telephoites

RcstTooms

Medical
Assistance

Facilities Building Rrstroomt

SUMMARY OF DEGREE PROGRAMS/MAJORS WITH GATE ENTRANCES

Gate 1 - Stage end, right side facing field

Gate 2 - Stage end, left side facing field

Gate 3 - Facilities Building end, right side facing field (3 and 4 split alphabetically)

Gate 4 - Facilities Building end, left side facing field (3 and 4 split alphabetically)

If the major can't be found in the list below, the student can sit

M^jor Gate Dance 3 or 4 Journalism

Design 3 or 4 Judaic Snidies

Accounting 2 Economics 3 or 4 Landscape Architecture

Afro-American Smdies 3 or 4 Education 1 Legal Studies

Animal Science 1 Electrical Engineering 2 Leisure Snidies and Res

Anthropology 3 or 4 Engineering 2 Linguistics and Anthro

Art 3 or 4 English 3 or 4 Linguistics and Chinese

Art Education 3 or 4 Entomology 1 Linguistics and German

Art History 3 or 4 Environmental Design 1 Linguistics and Japanese

Astronomy 3 or 4 Environmental Sciences 1 Linguistics and Philosophy

Bachelor of Gen Smdies 1 Exercise Science 2 Linguistics and Psychology

BDIC Anywhere Food Science 1 Linguistics and Russian

Biochemistiy 3 or 4 Forestry 1 Management
Botany 3 or 4 French 3 or 4 Marketing

Chemical Engineering 2 General Business and Fin 2 Mathematics

Chemistry 3 or 4 Geography 3 or 4 Mechanical Engineering

Chinese Lang and Lit 3 or 4 Geology 3 or 4 Medical Technology

Civil Engineering 2 German 3 or 4 Microbiology

Qassics 3 or 4 History 3 or 4 Music

Gassics and Philosophy 3 or 4 HRTA 1 Natural Resource Smdies

COINS 3 or 4 Human Development 1 Near Eastern Smdies

Communication 3 or 4 Human Nutrition 1 Nursing

Communication Disorden 3 or 4 Indust Engr/Opns Res 2 Philosophy

Comparative Literature 3 or 4 Integrated Pest Mngment 1 Physics

Computer Syst Engin 2 Interdisciplinary 3 or 4 Plant Pathology

Consumer Studies 1 Italian 3 or 4 Plant and Soil Sciences

Continuing Education 1 Japanese Lang and Lit 3 or 4 Political Science

3 or 4

3 or 4

1

3 or 4

1

3 or 4

3 or 4

3 or 4

3 or 4

3 or 4

3 or 4

3 or 4

2

2

3 or 4

2

3 or 4

3 or 4

3 or 4

1

3 or 4

2

3 or 4

3 or 4

I

1

3 or 4

Portuguese

Pre-Dental Smdies

Pre- Medical Studies

Prof Prep in Phys Educ
Psychology

PubUc Health

Resource Economics

Russian

Science

Sociology

Soviet and East Eur Sm
Spanish

Sport Management

STEPEC
Smdio Art

Theater

UWW
Wildlife and Fisheries Bio

Women's Smdies

Wood Technology

Zoology

or4
or 4

or 4

or 4

or 4

or 4

or 4

or 4

3or4
2

3 or 4

3 or 4

3 or 4

I

1

3 or 4

1

3or4

±1



Scott's shots
FROM AN UNDISCLOSED LOCATION

WITHIN THE COLLEGIAN OFFICE - No, I don't

understand the whole situation either, but I do

know there are better ways of achieving a goal.

Regardless, we present this space's Last Waltz

for the current semester and if my professors

cooperate, we shall return.

• Applications are now being accepted for a

UMass hiKkey coach and for an athletic director.

We propose Bobby Orr oversee both posi tions. 'Walk

softly but carry a big hockey stick.'

• You know things are all screwed up when my
first blurb is about hockey.

• I'm awaiting arrival ofmy brain from Syracuse,

where I returned this past weekend (Sundjiy to

Wednesday is the new weekend) to do an in-depth

expose on the bars.

Talk about sore losers. We made one simple

toast to HarperWilliamsand the bartender decides

to shut us off. So we toasted John Calipari in the

next bar. Still more jeers. We were running out of

bars by the time we got to Francois Firmin. Nice

place to vi sit, but I wouldn't want to be an

Orangehead.

David Scott

•Wouldn't it be nice to see Da Bui Is Da-molished

by Da Knicks?
• I guess the hockey strike is over, but I still

have reason to believe the games being shown are

from last year's Stanley Cup playoffs. Noone would

even know.
• Admit it, there could be nothing more fitting

than Larry, Kevin and Robert bringing home the

banner. I^et's not over look the accomplishments of

Reggie, Bags et al (minus Stojko who is about as

useful as chewed gvim ».

• Some ofyou seem to be under the impression

that I sponsored a losing team in Haigis Hof>pla II.

Maybe you .are the same pt^iple whojudge winning

by the final sc«>re Listen upandm;»ylH» you'll learn

something.
When I assembled my world-class team ofKevi n

'Give me a pain killer' Miller, Greg 'Ball-handler'

Alexanderand Tamir 'I play better in the afternoon

air* Lipton I was looking for lovers of the game.

Guys that would give me 110 percent, who would

dive for every lose ball and who would use all their

fouls.

I've never been more proud. Well, that's a lie,

when my dog, Bo learned to roll over I was so

overcome I cried. Thanks for y our time and effort.

All three ofyou are fired. Youll never work in this

town again. Bums.
• The surprise of the Hoopla had to be The

Time-Outs, a group assembled at the last minute

made upofMatt "Hulk' Hog an, Mark *ni Hack 'em'

Hashem and Rich Took at the elbows he's throwi n"

Cohen. This was the team I originally had hoped to

spons or but Cohen was already under contract

with Nike.
• Get the feeling Mike Hodges stepped into the

lion's den when he accepted the head coaching
position? The entire foo tball situation is in total

disarray and the rift between alumni and
administration officials is only adding to the

problem. Why can't we all just live together?
• Looks like my horseback riding career is

quickly winding down. After my disheartening

last-placefinish in the Kentucky Derby itmightbe
time tocall itquits. IHl still train horses in the finer

points of eating carrots and grass, but the ridin g
days are over.

To Becky and Heather I must say thank you. I

came in as a tremendous prospect and if it wasn't

for minor setbacks (read:hang overs) I'd be well on

my way to the Triple Crown.
• Word has it that Mark McGwire has twice as

many homeruns as the entire Red Sox. My mother

(you remember The Shirl) has twice as many
stolen bases as the Red Sox. Should be an
interesting summer.

• Spanning the campus this week we find a

most intriguing soflball team by the name of'Don't

Stop at Third.' Get you r mind out of the gutter, it's

their aggressive base-running that makes the name
so appropriate. Lauren Doyle and Marci Blacker

lead his team in stolen bases.

• Patriots mini-camp already? Playoff-bound

baby. • John Calipari hasn't officially signed his

new con tract yet. Getting nervous about nextyear's

tie contest? • If you need me 111 be with Garth

Brooks, wearing a stetson and riding the range.

Keep your feet in bounds. Enjoy.

David Scott is a C()llef>ian columnist

Sports
UMass plays in Atlantic 10

Tournament for NCAA bid
Minutemen to face George Washington in 1st round
By MICHAEL MORRISSEY
Collegian Staff

Is the third time the charm?

For the past two seasons, the University of

Massachusettsbasebiill team has travelled to Boyertown,

PA for the Atlantic 10 Tournament. For the past two

seasons, UMass has lost. Arch-rival Rutgers University

provided fatal blows in the last two years, and the Scarlet

Knights will be there again.

UMass head coach Mike Stone has taken the

Minutemen to the A- 10 Tournament in 4 of his five

seas<ins. But he has yet to go to the big dance— the NCAA
Regionals — and if he doesn't do it this year, he and his

team could have the "can't win the big one" stigma

attached to them.

The tournament is double elimination, and last year

the Minutemen needed only to win one game in the

championship to advance to the NCAAs. They lost a

double-header to Rutgers, and the Minutemen went

home.

It's put upor shut up time for UMass as they face West

Division champion George Washington (23*24, 12-4 in

the A- 10) tonight at 7:35 p.m. UMass lefty Ron Villone

will start for the Minutemen, and Matt Aminof (7-1) is

the Colonials' probable starter.

The Colonials are slumping, having lost three out of

their last four games. But Aminov is the key for the

Colonials, along with the Colonials' bsish brothers, Allen

Browning and Mike Welch. The two have combined for 29

home runs and with Bear Stadium's short fences (380

feet to center), they will pose a threat.

Welch is first in the A- 10 with 17 doubles, second in

battingwitha .424 average, and his 13 homers also place

him second in that category. Welch will s<'e time either in

the outfield or at first Iwise.

Browning is first in the Conference with 16 home

runs. He also has 16 doubles, good for second place.

Browning will patrol the outfield for the Colonials.

"George Washington is equality team, year in and year

out," UMass captain John Carelli said. "TheyTi be tough."

The Minutemen will face either Rutgers or West

Virginia on Saturday, depending on who beats who.

Rutgers is probably the stronger team, and UMass could

face the Scarlet Knights for the third year in a row.

UMass is well acquainted with the Rutgers squad,

and there is some bad blood between the two. Last year

at the A-lOs, Rutgers players called Stone in his hotel

room the night before the decidinggame and said, "You're

gonna lose."

Stone didn't complain. "They were right. We lost."

Rutgers has their pair of home run hitters in third

baseman Jay Marchase and right fielder Angel

Echevarria. Both teed off on Villone the last time they

faced each other.

Echevarria is a sure draft pick, even though he is only

a junior. Expect Marchase to be drafted on June 1st also.

The pitching satff of Rutgers has done the job, and

they are riding a six-game winning streak. Mike Barckley

(5-3, 2.73 earned run average) is their number one
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CullrKian phnio by Jooh Ucynolda

Steve Corradi crosses home plate as John
CarclH prepares to congratulate him in a
recent Lordcn Field contest. The Minutemen
will compete in Boyertown, PA this weekend
for the Atlantic 10 Championships.

starter, but the Minutemen will probably see Neil loviero

(6-1) if they play on Saturday.

Although the pitching staff is young (there are no

senior hurlers), they have big game experience. Still, the

Minutemen have done what no other big team has done:

they've beat the Scarlet Knights.

Doug Alongi and Doug Meiner are Rutgers' top hitters,

with averagesof.352 and .344, respectively. Rich Graham
will have to shut down the Scarlet Knights on Saturday.

West Virginia is the fourth team in the tourney, and

they could upset Rutgers if Dan Barry (7-1) has a big

game. If not, the Mountaineers will have to slug it out,

with only Bill Reep ( 10 HRs) as bait.

The Minutemen have the pitching to win the A-lOs,

the only question is whether they can get by Rutgers. The
split in the regular season sent a message to Rutgers,

according to Carelli.

"The split didn't neccesarily show that we have the

momentum, he said. "But it proved that we can play with

Rutgers and that we can bounce back."

Red Sox fail to capitalize on
walks, lose 7-6 to White Sox
15 free passes not enough to hold onto 6-0 lead

CHICAGO (AP)— Not even walking 1 5 Boston batters

could keep the Chicago White Sox from winning their

fifth straight game.

Donn Pall, Scott Radinsky and Bobby Thigpen pitched

shutout relief as the White Sox rallied from a 6-0 deficit

created by 1 walks i n the first two innings to beat Boston

7-6 Thursday.

"I don't think a team ever feels it is out of a game,"

White Sox manager Gene Lamontsaid. "Alot of timesit

has to do with who is pitching. If your pitchers can hold

'em, you can kind of feel it. The key is to hold the other

team down and our pitchers did just that."

Joey Cora's sacrifice fly in the sixth drove home the

deciding run after starter Matt Young had squandered a

lead presented him by the wildnessofCharlie Hough and

Wilson Alvarez. Chicago pitchers allowed only six hits.

"The White Sox are a tough team," Boston manager

Butch Hobson said. "They just keep pecking away." Pall

(1-1) went 3 1-3 innings, allowing two hits and striking

out four; Radinsky went 1-3, and Thigpen retired one
batter for his seventh save.

Hough lasted a third on an inning, wasking home
three runners and giving up ne hit. Alvarez walked Tony
Pens with the bases loaded to make it 4-0 in the second.

a one-out single by Herm Winningham and four straight

walks by Alvarez produced two more runs.

But Young gave up three runs in the second on Frank
Thomas homer, his second: and RBI double by Shawn
Abner and Craig Grebeks in field single, which drove

home a third run.

The White Sox tied in the third. One run scored on
Young's wil d throw attempti ng to force Thomas at second;

another on a double play, and the third on Abner's RBI
single.


